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page 1
1 to page
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heading:
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OF THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA;
AMERICA;
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THE UNITED
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AT
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THE FIRST
FIRST S
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BEGUN
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AT THE
CITY OF
ASHINGTON ON
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heading:
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OF THE
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EVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
STATES
OF AMERICA;
AMERICA;
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THE S
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BUN
AND HELD
HELD
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CITY OF
BEGUN
AND
AT
THE CITY
or WASHINGTON
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THIRD DAY
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originated in
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each act
act and
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beginning of each
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SESSION,
FIRST

1933
1933

Emergency
banking relief;
relief; Bank
Conservation Act.
AN ACT
ACT To provide relief in the existing
Act. AN
Bank Conservation
Emergency banking
national
emergency in
1933--_
purposes ----------- March 9, 1933_
and for
for other purposes
in banking,
banking, and
national emergency
Legislative
expenses. JOINT
expenses incident
incident to the
To provide
provide for certain expenses
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
Legislative expenses.
1933--_
Seventy-third Congress
Congress ------------------March 17, 1933_
March
first session
session of the Seventy-third
United States
AN ACT
To maintain
maintain the
United
of the United
the credit
credit of
ACT To
credit of.
of. AN
maintain credit
Government, maintain
United
States Government,
1933--_
Government --------------------------------------- March 20, 1933_
States Government
Revenue taxes
on certain
certain nonintoxicating
nonintoxicating liquor.
ACT To provide
revenue by
taxation
by the
the taxation
provide revenue
AN ACT
liquor. AN
Revenue
taxes on
of certain
nonintoxicating liquor,
liquor, and
and for
purposes --------- March 22, 1933.._
1933-other purposes
for other
certain nonintoxicating
of
Earthquake, etc.,
relief. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
authorize the
To authorize
RESOLUTION To
etc., relief.
Earthquake,
Corporation
to make
financing the
reconstruction of
of buildings
or reconstruction
the repair
repair or
for financing
make loans
loans for
Corporation to
damaged
March 23, 19331933--_
1933-- --------------------------- March
in 1933
by earthquake
earthquake in
damaged by
Direct
to State
provide for direct loans by Federal reserve
ACT To provide
AN ACT
banks, etc. AN
State banks,
loans to
Direct loans
banks
companies in certain cases, and for other purposes
banks to State banks and trust companies
March
1933_ _
March 24, 1933__
-----------------------------------------------------Swimming
JOINT RESOLUTION
acceptance of sums
the acceptance
for the
To provide
provide for
RESOLUTION To
tank. JOINT
exercise tank.
Swimming exercise
a swimming exercise
donated for the construction
exercise tank for the use of the President
President
construction of a
1933_ _
------------------------------------------------------- March 30, 1933-Unemployment relief.
unemployment through the performance
performance of
of unemployment
relief of
AN ACT For the relief
relief. AN
Unemployment
purposes
March 31, 1933-_
1933_ _
for other
other purposes--------------------March
work, and for
useful public work,
Medicinal liquor
prescriptions. AN
prescribing of medicinal liquors
Relating to the prescribing
AN ACT Relating
liquor prescriptions.
Medicinal
1933_ _
31, 1933__
March 31,
------------------------------------------------------ March
revenue for the District of Columbia
District
Columbia, beer, etc., tax.
provide revenue
tax. AN ACT To provide
Districtof Columbia,
1933 - _
beverages, and for other purposes _------------- April
April 5, 1933_
by the taxation of beverages,
RESOLUTION To provide
Pages, Senate
,Senate and House
provide for the
Representatives. JOINT RESOLUTION
House of Representatives.
Pages,
Representatives for the first session of
payment of pages for the Senate and House of Representatives
payment
1933___
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress
April 14, 1933_
Congress ---------------------------------the
Congress to the Commonwealth
Bridge,
Granting the consent of Congress
Commonwealth
River. AN ACT Granting
Bridge, Allegheny River.
a free
of Pennsylvania
free highway bridge across the
maintain, and operate a
construct maintain,
Pennsylvania to construct,
Allegheny
near Parkers Landing
Landing in the county of Armstrong, CommonCommonat or
or near
Allegheny River at
wealth
of Pennsylvania
1933--_
Pennsylvania --------------------------------------- April 29, 1933wealth of
Commonwealth
Bridge,
Granting the consent of Congress to the Commonwealth
River. AN ACT Granting
Bridge, Allegheny River.
of
Pennsylvania to
to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a free highway bridge across the
and operate
of Pennsylvania
Allegheny River,
River, at
point near
near the
Tionesta TownForest-Venango County line, in Tionesta
the Forest-Venango
at aa point
Allegheny
ship, and in the county of Forest, and in the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
April 29,
1933_ _
April
29, 1933----------------_---------------------------------------2 of the Act approved
production loans. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To amend section 2
Crop production
harvesting
February 4,
4, 1933,
1933, to provide for loans to farmers for crop production and harvesting
February
1, 1933-1933__
during the year 1933, and for other purposes --------------------- May 1,
Authorizing the Attorney
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Pan American Petroleum
JOINT RESOLUTION
Company, etc. JOINT
Petroleum Company,
Pan
General, with the concurrence
release claims of the
Secretary of the Navy, to release
concurrence of the Secretary
General,
United States upon certain assets of the Pan American Petroleum
Petroleum Company
Company and the
United
a
Richfield Oil Company of California and others in connection with collections
collections upon a
Petroleum
certain judgment
States against the Pan American
American Petroleum
judgment in favor of the United States
certain
Company
duly entered
May 3, 1933-1933_ _
entered ------------------------------ May
heretofore duly
Company heretofore
emergency
Agricultural
economic emergency
AgriculturalAdjustment Act. AN ACT To relieve the existing national economic
by
increasing agricultural
agricultural purchasing
purchasing power, to raise revenue for extraordinary
extraordinary exby increasing
penses
reason of such emergency,
emergency, to provide
provide emergency
emergency relief with respect
respect
incurred by reason
penses incurred
agricultural indebtedness,
provide for the orderly liquidation of joint-stock
joint-stock land
land
indebtedness, to provide
to agricultural
1933-May 12, 1933__
purposes----------------------------------May
other purposes
banks, and for other
a
Bridge, Missouri
completing the construction
construction of a
Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the time for completing
Bridge,
1933-Kansas ---- May
bridge
River at or near Kansas City, Kansas__
May 12, 1933__
bridge across the Missouri River
commencing and
Bridges, Pee
and
Rivers. AN ACT To extend the times for commencing
Waccamaw Rivers.
Pee Dee and Waccamaw
Bridges,
completing the construction of aa bridge
bridge across the Pee Dee River and aa bridge across
1933--_
the
Waccamaw River, both at or near Georgetown,
Georgetown, South Carolina
Carolina_ -_May
May 12, 1933_
the Waccamaw
Bridge,
commencing and completing the
Waccamaw River. AN ACT To extend the time for commencing
Bridge, Waccamaw
construction
Carolina
Waccamaw River near Conway, South Carolina
construction of aa bridge across the Waccamaw
1933._
May 12, 1933--------.--- May
------------------------------.
------------
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Bridge, Mahoning
Mahoning River.
AN ACT
ACT Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
Board of
of County
the Board
County
River. AN
Granting the
Bridge,
Commissioners of
Mahoning County,
Ohio, to
to construct
free overhead
viaduct
Commissioners
of Mahoning
County, Ohio,
construct a
a free
overhead viaduct
across
the
Mahoning
River
at
Struthers,
Mahoning
County,
Ohio__
May
12,
1933_ _
1933-_
May
12,
across the Mahoning River at Struthers, Mahoning County, Ohio
Federal Emergency
Relief Act
of 1933.
AN ACT
for cooperation
by the
Federal
Emergency Relief
Act of
1933. AN
ACT To
To provide
provide for
cooperation by
the Federal
Federal
Government
with the
States and
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia
in
Government with
the several
several States
and Territories
Territories and
Columbia in
relieving the
the hardship
hardship and
and suffering
suffering caused
by unemployment,
unemployment, and
for other
other purpurrelieving
caused by
and for
poses --- ---May 12,
12, 1933__
1933--------------- --.-- May
l-- --------------.
poses
Grand
juries. AN
ACT To
To amend
amend section
section 1025
1025 of
of the
Revised Statutes
United States
the Revised
Statutes of
of the
the United
States
Grandjuries.
AN ACT
May
18,
1933._
------------------------------------------------------ May 18, 1933-Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority
Authority Act
Act of
1933. AN
ACT To
To improve
improve the
the navigability
and to
to provide
provide
Tennessee
of 1933SS.
AN ACT
navigability and
for
control of
of the
the Tennessee
Tennessee River;
River; to
to provide
provide for
reforestation and
for reforestation
and the
the proper
proper
for the
the flood
flood control
use
of marginal
marginal lands
lands in
Tennessee Valley;
Valley; to
for the
and
use of
in the
the Tennessee
to provide
provide for
the agricultural
agricultural and
industrial
said valley;
valley; to
for the
national defense
by the
the creaindustrial development
development of
of said
to provide
provide for
the national
defense by
creation
of a
a corporation
corporation for
for the
properties at
near Muscle
Muscle
tion of
the operation
operation of
of Government
Government properties
at and
and near
Shoals in
State of
other purposes
18, 1933-1933_ _
May 18,
and for
for other
purposes ----------- May
in the
the State
of Alabama,
Alabama, and
Shoals
Mining
claims, assessments.
for the
of annual
annual assessment
assessment work
Mining claims,
assessments. AN
AN ACT
ACT Providing
Providing for
the suspension
suspension of
work
on mining
claims held
location in
in the
the United
1933_ _
States and
and Alaska
Alaska_- May
May 18,
18, 1933-held by
by location
United States
on
mining claims
Bank
Conservation Act,
correction. AN
Bank Conservation
Act, correction.
AN ACT To amend section 207
207 of
of the
the Bank
Bank conservation
Conservation
Act
with respect
respect to
bank reorganizations-----------------------May
reorganizations
May 20,
1933_ _
20, 1933-to bank
Act with
National banks,
loans 'etc.
etc. AN
ACT To
amend sections
sections 5200
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
National
banks, loans,
AN ACT
To amend
5200 and
and 5202
5202 of
of the
as
amended, to
to remove
the limitations
national banks
in certain
certain cases
as amended,
remove the
limitations on
on national
banks in
cases
May 20, 1933_
---------------------------------- ------------------.---May
1933--_
National Maritime
Maritime Day.
RESOLUTION Designating
Designating May
May 22
as National
National
Day. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
22 as
National Maritime
Maritime
Day --------------- -------------------------------May
20, 1933__
Day
May 20,
1933-Naval,
Military, and
and Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Academies,
AN ACT
ACT To
To confer
Naval, Military,
Academies, Graduates.
Graduates. AN
confer the
the degree
degree of
of
bachelor
of
science
upon
graduates
of
the
Naval,
the
Military,
and
the
Coast
Guard
bachelor
science
graduates of the Naval, the Military, and the Coast Guard
Academies
May
25,
1933Academies ---------------------- ------------------------May 25, 1933-Securities
of 1933.
1933. AN
To provide
provide full
full and
fair disclosure
of the
the character
character of
Securities Act
Act of
AN ACT
ACT To
and fair
disclosure of
of securisecuricommerce and through the mails, and to prevent
prevent
ties sold in interstate and foreign commerce
purposes_----- ----------- May 27, 1933-1933-frauds in the sale thereof, and
and for
for other
other purposes
Bridge Northwest River. AN ACT Granting
consent of Congress
Congress to the
Highwt!y
Bridge,
Granting the consent
the State Highway
'
Commission of Virginia
Virginia to replace
Northwest River in
replace and maintain a
a bridge across Northwest
Norfolk County, Virginia,
Virginia, on State Highway Route
Route Numbered
Numbered 27_
May 27,
27 -- May
27, 19331933--Bridge, Staunton
Dan Rivers. AN ACT
Congress to the
Bridge,
Staunton and
and Dan
ACT Granting the
the consent of Congress
the State
Highway Commission of Virginia to maintain
already constructed
constructed to replace
Highway
maintain aabridge already
structure in the same location, across the Staunton
Staunton and Dan Rivers, in
aaweak structure
in Mecklenburg County, Virginia
Virginia,, on United States Route Numbered 15_
1933-15--- May 27, 1933-Bridge, Savannah
Bridge,
Savannah. River. AN ACT To extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the
construction
construction of a
a bridge across the Savannah River at or near Burtons Ferry, near
near
Georgia
Sylvania, Georgia----- --------- -------------------May 27, 1933-1933- 06
Appropriations,
Appropriations, third
third deficiency Act, 1933. AN ACT Making appropriations
appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain
appropriations for
prior
ciencies
certain appropriations
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June 30,
30, 1933, and prior
fiscal years, to provide
appropriations for the fiscal years ending June
provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
30, 1933, and June 30, 1934, and for other purposes ---------.---- May
May 29, 1933-..
1933-Choctaw County, Oklahoma, tuition
Choctaw
tuition of Indians.
authorize the Comptroller
Comptroller GenIndians. AN ACT To authorize
eral to allow claim of district numbered
numbered 13, Choctaw County, Oklahoma, for payment
payment
-----------of tuition for Indian pupils.-------_------- ------ _ -May 29,1933
29, 1933Bridge, Missouri
RESOLUTION Granting the consent of Congress to a
Bridge,
Missouri River. JOINT RESOLUTION
a combetween the State of Kansas and the State of Missouri
pact or agreement
agreement between
Missouri authorizing
authorizing
the acceptance
a toll
acceptance for and on behalf of the States of Kansas and Missouri of title to a
bridge across the Missouri River from a
a point in Platte County, Missouri, to aapoint
at or near Kansas City, in Wyandotte County, Kansas, and specifying
specifying the conditions
conditions
thereof__
_.... ay 29, 1933-thereof---------------------------------------------ay 29, 1933....
Indian
New Mexico. AN ACT To authorize appropriations to pay in part the
Indian pueblos
pueblos in
in .....
liability of the United States to the Indian pueblos herein named, under the
the terms
terms
of the .Act
Act of June
to non-Indian
non-Indian claimJune 7, 1924, and the liability of the United States to
ants on Indian pueblo grants whose claims, extinguished
extinguished under the Act of June
June 7, 1924,
have been found by the Pueblo
Pueblo Lands Board to have been claims in good faith; to
to
authorize the expenditure
expenditure by the Secretary of the Interior
authorized
Interior of the sums herein authorized
and of
of sums
sums heretofore
heretofore appropriated, in conformity with the Act of June 7, 1924, for the
purchase of needed lands and water rights and the creation of other permanent
purchase
permanent economic
improvements
contemplated by said Act; to provide for the protection
watershed
improvements as contemplated
protection of the watershed
within the Carson National Forest for the Pueblo de Taos Indians of New Mexico
Mexico and
others interested,
of Agriculture
others
interested, and
and to
to authorize
authorize the Secretary of
Agriculture to contract relating
thereto and to amend the Act approved June 7, 1924, in certain respects
May
1933__
.Ape
rMay 31,
31, 1933pMenominee
Indians, Wis.
payment. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing a
per capita
ayMeominee Indians,
Wis., per
Per capita
capita
paymen-a per
capita p
payMenominee Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin
ment of $100 to the members of the Menominee
Wisconsin
from funds on deposit to their credit in the Treasury of the United States
States
June 3, 1933-1933_ _
.
---------------.-------.------------------------------June
lilitary Academy, Posheng
RESOLUTION Authorizing the Secretary
Military
Poheng Yen. JOINT RESOLUTION
Secretary of War
War
to receive for instruction
instruction at the United States Military Academy
at
West
Point,
Academy
Posheng Yen, a
a citizen
citizen of China .-------------------------------June
933. Posheng
June 5, 1933_

55
55
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72
72
72
72
73
73
73
73

74
96
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96
97
97
105
105
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105
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108

112
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LIST
RESOLUTIONS.
ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
OF PUBLIC ACTS
LIST OF
Uniform
value of
coins and
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To assure uniform
uniform value
value to
to
currencies. JOINT
and currencies.
of coins
Uniform value
June 5, 1933-the coins
and currencies
currencies of
of the
the United
United States
1933_ _
States ---------------------- June
the
coins and
a
National
establishment of a
for the establishment
provide for
ACT To provide
AN ACT
service. AN
employment service.
cooperative employment
National cooperative
national employment
employment system
promotion
cooperation with the States in the promotion
for cooperation
and for
system and
national
of such
such system,
and for
1933_ _
purposes -------------------------- June 6, 1933-other purposes
for other
system, and
of
Testimony
international tribunals.
tribunals. AN ACT
To amend the Act approved July 3, 1930
ACT To
before international
Testimony before
international tribunals to
(46 Stat.
authorizing commissioners
commissioners or members
to
members of international
1005), authorizing
(46
Stat. 1005),
1933--_
June
administer oaths,
so forth
forth _-------June 7, 1933_
--------------and so
oaths, and
administer
431, SeventyThe Dalles
AN ACT To amend an Act (Public, Numbered
Numbered 431,
SeventyCompany. AN
Bridge Company.
Dalles Bridge
The
1933-_
second
Congress) to
identify The
Bridge Company -------- June 9, 1933__
The Dalles Bridge
to identify
second Congress)
Bridge,
Ohio River.
River. AN
AN ACT
To extend
commencing and completing
completing the confor commencing
times for
the times
extend the
ACT To
Bridge, Ohio
struction
bridge across
across the
the Ohio
near Owensboro, Kentucky
Kentucky
or near
River at or
Ohio River
a bridge
of a
struction of
June 9,
1933--_
9, 1933_
--------------.--------------------------------------------- June
Stock-raising homesteads.
homesteads. AN
Amending section 1
1of the Act entitled "An Act to proACT Amending
AN ACT
Stock-raising
December 29,
approved December
vide
for stock-raising
homesteads, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
stock-raising homesteads,
vide for
1916 (ch.
(ch. 9,
9, par.
par. 1,
1, 39
39 Stat. 862),
862), and as amended
amended February
February 28, 1931 (ch. 328, 46 Stat.
1916
1933--_
1454) ----------------------------------------------------- June 9, 1933_
1454)
Insurance
laws, etc.
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance CorporaCorporaACT To
etc. AN
companies, laws,
Insurance companies,
tion
to subscribe
preferred stock
and purchase
purchase the
the capital
capital notes of insurance
insurance
stock and
for preferred
subscribe for
tion to
companies,
purposes
June 10, 1933__
1933_ _
other purposes---------------------------for other
and for
companies, and
Bridge,
Deeps Creek,
Creek, Del.
Granting the consent of Congress to the Levy Court of
Del. AN ACT Granting
Bridge, Deeps
Sussex County,
County, Delaware,
to reconstruct,
reconstruct, maintain,
highway
a free highway
maintain, and operate a
Delaware, to
Sussex
bridge
Creek at
Cherry Tree Landing, Sussex County, Delaware
at Cherry
Deeps Creek
the Deeps
across the
bridge across
June 10, 19331933_ _
June
------------------------------------------------Government
records. AN
ACT For
records_ June 10, 1933-_
1933_ _
of Government records-__June
protection of
the protection
For the
AN ACT
Government records.
Naval
graduates, pay.
pay. AN
amend existing law in order to obviate the payTo amend
ACT To
AN ACT
Academy graduates,
Naval Academy
ment
of one
one year's
Academy.. June 10, 1933
1933_ _
graduates of the Naval Academy-June
year's sea pay to surplus graduates
ment of
American
and pears.
pears. AN
promote the foreign trade of the United States in
ACT To promote
AN ACT
apples and
American apples
apples
the reputation
and pears
apples and
of American-grown
American-grown apples
reputation of
protect the
to protect
pears, to
and/or pears,
apples and/or
in
foreign markets,
markets, to
to prevent
prevent deception
deception or
or misrepresentation
quality .of
misrepresentation as to the quality
in foreign
such products
moving in
foreign commerce,
provide for the commercial
commercial inspection
to provide
commerce, to
in foreign
products moving
such
June 10, 1933-of such
entering such
purposes_--___June
1933_ _
other purposes
and for other
commerce, and
such commerce,
products entering
such products
of
Settlement
claims, extension.
extension. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Extending
Extending for one year the
of war
war claims,
Settlement of
time
American claimants
payment, under the
application for payment,
make application
claimants may make
which American
within which
time within
and
Settlement of
of War
War Claims
Claims Act
Mixed Claims Commission and
of awards
awards of the Mixed
of 1928,
1928, of
Act of
Settlement
1933___
June 12, 1933_
of the
the Tripartite
Tripartite Claims
Commission ----------------------Claims Commission
of
4431,
Construction of
boilers, etc. AN ACT To amend sections
sections 4399, 4418, 4428,
4428, 4429, 4430, 4431,
of boilers,
Construction
4432, 4433,
4433, and
and 4434
of the
construction
Statutes, as amended, relating to the construction
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
4434 of
4432,
and inspection
boilers, unfired
pressure vessels
thereof
appurtenances thereof
vessels and the appurtenances
unfired pressure
of boilers,
inspection of
and
June
13, 1933__
1933-June 13,
-----------------------------------Unidentifiable bank
notes. AN
AN ACT
provide for the redemption
national-bank notes,
redemption of national-bank
To provide
ACT To
bank notes.
Unidentifiable
Federal
bank notes,
and Federal
Reserve notes which cannot be identified
Federal Reserve
notes, and
Reserve bank
Federal Reserve
as to
the bank
June 13, 1933
1933_ _
issue--------------------------------------June
of issue
bank of
to the
as
Ouachita National
Forest, Ark. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the creation
creation of a
a game refuge in the
National Forest,
Ouachita
June 13,
Ouachita
in the
the State
of Arkansas
Arkansas -----------June
13, 1933
1933_ -_
State of
Forest in
National Forest
Ouachita National
emergency relief with respect
Home
respect to home
Loan Act of 1933. AN ACT To provide emergency
Owners' Loan
Home Owners'
mortgage indebtedness,
to refinance
refinance home
mortgages, to extend
extend relief to the owners
home mortgages,
indebtedness, to
mortgage
of homes
homes occupied
occupied by
them and who
unable to amortize their debt elsewhere,
elsewhere, to
to
who are unable
by them
of
amend the
increase the market for obligations of
Loan Bank Act, to increase
Federal Home Loan
the Federal
amend
1933___
the United
and for
purposes ------------------ ----- June
June 13,
13, 1933_
other purposes
for other
States and
United States
the
Oregon
Bridge,
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Oregon
River. AN
Umpqua River.
Bridge, Umpqua
to
construct, maintain,
and operate
toll bridge
bridge across
Umpqua River at or near
near
the Umpqua
across the
operate aa toll
maintain, and
to construct,
1933- _
-- June 13, 1933_
Reedsport, Douglas
Douglas County,
County, Oregon --------------------Reedsport,
Bridge, Yaquina
Congress to the State of Oregon to
AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress
Bay. AN
Yaquina Bay.
Bridge,
a toll bridge across Yaquina Bay at or near Newport,
construct, maintain, and operate a
Newport,
1933--_
13, 1933_
June 13,
Lincoln County,
Oregon ----.-------------------------------County, Oregon
Lincoln
conBridge, Coos
consent of Congress
Congress to the State of Oregon to conAN ACT Granting the consent
Coos Bay. AN
Bridge,
struct, maintain,
operate a
a toll
toll bridge across Coos Bay at or near North Bend,
and operate
maintain, and
struct,
1933--_
June
Coos County,
County, Oregon
June 13, 1933_
Oregon ----------------------------------------Coos
to
Bridge, Siuslaw
Siuslaw River.
Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Oregon
Oregon to
ACT Granting
River. AN ACT
Bridge,
construct, maintain,
operate a
a toll bridge across the Siuslaw River at or near Flormaintain, and operate
construct,
1933 - _
June
ence,
Lane County,
June 13, 1933_
Oregon ---------------------------County, Oregon
ence, Lane
Fla. AN ACT Granting
Monroe County, Fla.
Bridges,
navigable waters in
in Monroe
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress
Bridges, navigable
to the
Overseas Road and Toll
political subdivision
subdivision of the State of
Toll Bridge District, aa political
to
the Overseas
Florida,
maintain, and operate bridges across the navigable waters in
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Florida, to
Matecumbe Key to No Name Key
Monroe County,
County, Florida,
Florida, from Lower Matecumbe
Key
Monroe
13, 1933-_
1933_ _
June 13,
----------- June
-------.----------------------------mining laws. AN ACT To extend the mining laws
Death
National Monument, Calif., mining
Death Valley National
National Monument in California
of the United States to the Death Valley National
California
13, 1933-1933_
June 13,
-------------------------------------------------- June
"An
Great
Act, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled "An
Commission Act,
Bridge Commission
Great Lakes Bridge
Act
creating the
the Great
Lakes Bridge Commission
Commission
authorizing said Commission
Commission and authorizing
Great Lakes
Act creating
Clair
and
successors to
a bridge across the Saint Clair
maintain, and operate a
construct, maintain,
to construct,
its successors
and its
River at
or near
near Port Huron,
approved June 25, 1930, and to extend the
Michigan", approved
Huron, Michigan",
at or
River
1933-June 13,
bridge---_June
times
completing construction
13, 1933_
construction of said bridge..
and completing
commencing and
for commencing
times for
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Closed
building and
and loan
loan associations,
ACT To
To amend
the Reconstruction
Closed building
associations,loans.
loans. AN
AN ACT
amend the
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Corporation Act, as
amended, to
to provide
provide for
for loans
loans to
to closed
building and
and loan
loan associaCorporation
as amended,
closed building
associations
1933_- _
141
tions .----------.--------------------------------------- June
June 14,
14, 1933
141
Bridge,
Saint Lawrence
Creating the
the Saint
Commission and
Bridge, Saint
Lawrence River. AN ACT Creating
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence Bridge
Bridge Commission
and
authorizing said
Commission and
and its
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
authorizing
said Commission
its successors
successors to
construct, maintain,
operate aa
bridge across the Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York
York
June
1933_ _
141
---...........-----..
-June 14,
14, 1933_141
Seminole
Indians, Okla.,
AN ACT
ACT Providing
per capita
capita payments
to
Seminole Indians,
Okla., per capita
capita payments.
payments. AN
Providing for
for per
payments to
standing to
to their
in the
the Seminole Indians in
in Oklahoma
Oklahoma from funds
funds standing
their credit
credit in
the Treasury
Treasury
June ..15,
1933__- " 146
146
...................-------------------------------- June
15, 1933
U.S. Courts,
Courts, Florida
Florida southern
southern district.
district. AN
for
the
establishment
of
a
AN ACT
ACT Providing
Providing for the establishment of a term
term of
of
the
District Court
of the
the United
for the
the Southern
Southern District
District of
of Florida
Florida at
at Orlando,
Orlando,
the District
Court of
United States
States for
June 15,
147
Florida ---------------------_------------------June
15, 1933_
1933- _ 147
Right of way, Celilo
Celilo Canal,
Canal, Oreg.
authorize the
Oreg. AN ACT To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to grant
grant aaright
right
June
147
of way to The Dailey
Dalles Bridge
Bridge Company
Company---- -------------------June 15,
15, 1933_
1933___ 147
Emergency banking relief, amendment.
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide
amendment. AN ACT To
To amend the
the Act
"An Act
Act to
provide
relief in the existing national emergency
emergency in banking, and for
purposes", approved
approved
for other
other purposes",
March 9, 1933----June 15,
1933__
147
March
--------- --------------_-------June
15, 1933-_
147
U.S. Courts,
Connecticut district.
U.S.
Courts, Connecticut
district. AN ACT
Amending section
section 74
74 of
as
ACT Amending
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as
amended (U.S.C.,
sec. 147)
147) ------------June
15, 1933__
148
amended
(U.S.C., Annotated,
Annotated, title
title 28,
28, sec.
J--June 15,
1933-148
Bridge,
Bridge, Alsea Bay, Oreg.
Oreg. AN ACT Granting
Granting the
Congress to
the State
to
the consent
consent of
of Congress
to the
State of
of Oregon
Oregon to
construct, maintain, and operate a
or near
near Waldport,
Waldport,
a toll bridge across
across Alsea Bay
Bay at
at or
Lincoln County, Oregon --------------------------June 15,
15, 1933-1933_ _
148
------- June
148
Texas centennial,
centennial, 1936. AN ACT To authorize the coinage
coinage of 50-cent
pieces in
50-cent pieces
in commemocommemoration of the one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary in 1936 of
independence of Texas,
and of
of
of the independence
Texas, and
the noble and heroic sacrifices of her pioneers, whose revered
revered memory
has been
been an
an
memory has
inspiration to her sons and daughters during the past centurycentury_--__ _June
15, 1933_
June 15,
1933--_ 149
149
Ship Island
Island Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Miss. AN ACT Providing
Providing for
Joe Graham
Graham Post
for the sale to
to Joe
Post
Numbered
Numbered 119,
119, American Legion, of the lands lying within the
the Ship
Island
Military
Ship Island Military
Reservation in the State of Mississippi ------------------------- June
Reservation
June 15,
150
15, 1933._
1933-150
Bridge, Monongahela
River. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge,
Monongahela River.
Farris
Engineering
Company,
Authorizing
Engineering Company, its
its successuccessors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and
operate a
across the
Monongahela
and operate
a bridge
bridge across
the Monongahela
River at or near California, Pennsylvania
June
150
Pennsylvania ----- ---------June 15,
15, 1933_
1933--_ 150
Offenses on Federal
Federalterritory.
territory. AN ACT To amend
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code
amend section 289 of
Code
------------------------------------------------------- June
June 15, 1933_
152
1933--- 152
Bridge, Missouri
MissouriRiver. AN ACT Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the city of Washington,
Missouri, to construct, maintain, and operate a
a toll bridge across the Missouri River
River
Washington, Missouri-----at or near Washington,
Missouri
June 15,
15, 1933._
152
-------- ---------June
1933-152
NationalDefense
Defense Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend the National
National
National Defense
Defense Act of June 3,
1916,
amended -------------......-------------- June
1916, as amended
June 15,
1933_ _
153
15, 1933-_
153
Bridge,
Bridge, LakeChamplain.
Lake Champlain. ANACTToreviveandreenact
AN ACT To revive and reenact the Actentitled
Act entitled "An
"An Act
authorizing
Actauthorizing
Jed P. Ladd, his heirs, legal representatives,
representatives, and assigns,
assigns, to construct, maintain, and
and
operate
a bridge
operate a
bridge across Lake Champlain from East Alburg, Vermont, to West Swanton,
Vermont",
March 2, 1929 --------------Vermont", approved March
June 15, 1933
1933_ _
162
Banking
of 193.
Banking Act of
198.9. AN ACT To provide for the safer and more
more effective
effective use of the assets of
of
banks, to regulate
regulate interbank
interbank control, to prevent
prevent the undue diversion
diversion of
into
of funds
funds into
speculative operations,
operations, and for other purposeSpurposes----- --------speculative
June
1933_ 162
June 16,
16, 1933
162
National Industrial
National
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act. AN ACT To encourage
encourage national
national industrial
industrial recovery,
recovery, to
to
foster fair competition, and to provide for the construction
construction of certain useful
useful public
works
for other
purposes ,,,,,,,
--------------June
works, and
and for
other purposes_
_ _ _ ,,
June 16, 1933
1933._
195
Emergency Railroad
failroad Transportation
Emergency
Transportation Act, 193.
1933. AN ACT To relieve the existing national
national
emergency
emergency in relation to interstate
interstate railroad transportation,
to amend
sections 5,
5,
transportation, and to
amend sections
1Sa, and 19a of the Interstate
15a,
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended
amended--- Jun
June 16,
1933__
211
-------16, 1933-211
Bridge,
French
Broad
Rivr
AN
ACT
To
extend
the
times
commencing and
Bridge, French Broad River.
for commencing
and completing
completing
the
construction
of
a
bridge
across
the
the construction
a
across
French Broad River on the proposed MorrisMorristown-Newport
Jefferson and Cocke
town-Newport Road between Jefferson
Cocke Counties,
Counties, Tennessee
- -- ----DsitfCuisc-e1n-------------------------------------g
- --------- --- -------------June
1933_ _ 222
June 16,
16, 1933.__
222
Appropriations,
Columbia,fisca
Ap
opriations, Distrt
District of Columbia,
fiscal year
year 193.
1934. AN ACT Making
appropriations
for the
the
Making appropriations
for
government
of
the
District
of
Columbia
government
Columbia and other activities chargeable
chargeable in whole or in
prt against
revenues of such
such District for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934,
part
against the
the revenues
1934, and
for
purposes
for other
other purposesA
AC.e--r----------- Bedor
June 16,
11933
....
222
June
1933__
222
U.S. Courts,
Tennessee middle
district. A
AN ACT
To transfer
transfer Bedford
Bedford County
County from
from the
Nash. Couts,
Tenessee
middle district
ACT To
the Nashville division
division to the Winchester
Winchester division of the middle Tennesse
Tennessee judicial district
district

ewa------------------------------------

-----------June
1933_8
June 16, 1933__
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
Minn., Red Lake
Lake Band.
Band. AN ACT Providing
Chippewa
Providing for payment
payment of $50
$50 to each
enrolled
of the
the Red
Minnesota from the timber funds
enrolled Chippewa
Chippewa Indian
Indian of
Red Lake
Lake Band of Minnesota

standing to their credit in the Treasury of the United States-------une 16, 1933....
Internal
standing
revenue, to
gasoline
their credit
tax,
postage
in therates,
Treasury
etc. of
AN
the
ACT
United
To
extend
States the
June tax'
16 f
1933
one
Internal
revenue,
gasoline
tax, postage
rates,
etc.
AN
ACT
To extend
the gasoline
gasoline
tax
for
one
year,
to
modify
postage
rates
on
mail
matter,
and
for other
purposes__June
16, 1933
US. Courts,
year, to
probationers.
modify postage
ANrates
ACTonTo
mail
amend
matter,
theand
probation
for
other
I purposes
-_Jun e 16
19133
US. Courts, probationers. AN ACT To amend the probation law------- June 16, 1933-.
Farm
Credit
Act
of
1933.
AN
ACT
To
provide
for
organizations
within
the
Farm
Credit
Farm Credit Act
provide fororgani'zatioans
w
th
je
unF
ealm
6 1C9r3e3dil
Administration to make loans for the production
production and marketing
agricultural
marketing of agricultural
products, to amend
Federal Farm Loan Act, to amend the Agricultural
Mrketing
amend the Federal
Agricultural Marketing
Act,
to provide a market for obligations of the
United States,
and for
for other
Act, to provide a market for obligations of
the United
States, and
other purposes
purposes
'------------------------------- ---------------------- June
.June
16, 1933_,
1933_ _

253
254

254

254
254
256

256

257
257
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"An
entitled "An
entries. AN ACT To extend the provisions
Public lands,
provisions of the Act entitled
homestead entries.
lands, homestead
Public
offered by homeAct to
to extend
the period
period of
of time
time during which final proof may be offered
extend the
Act
stead
approved May
desert-land entrymen,
entrymen, and for other
May 13, 1932, to desert-land
entrymen", approved
stead entrymen",
purposes
purposes ------------------------------------------------- June 16, 1933__
Appropriations,
Act, 19SS.
1933.
AN ACT
appropriations to supply
Making appropriations
ACT Making
AN
deficiency Act,
fourth deficiency
Appropriations, fourth
deficiencies
certain appropriations
and
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and
for the
appropriations for
in certain
deficiencies in
prior
fiscal years,
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal years ending
provide supplemental
to provide
years, to
prior fiscal
1933_June 30,
and June
purposes -------- -June
June 16, 1933__
30, 1934, and for other purposes
June 30,
1933, and
30, 1933,
June
appropriations for
Making appropriations
Appropriations,
1934. AN ACT Making
etc., fiscal year 1984.
Offices, etc.,
Independent Offices,
Appropriations,Independent
the Executive
executive bureaus, boards, commissions,
independent executive
sundry independent
and sundry
Office and
Executive Office
the
and offices,
offices, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30, 1934, and for other purposes
year ending June
and
1933_ _
--------------------------------------- June 16, 1933Ninth
judicial circuit,
filling vacancy.
vacancy. AN
limitation on the filling of the
To remove the limitation
ACT To
AN ACT
circuit,filling
Ninth judicial
vacancy in
the office
circuit judge for the ninth judicial circuit
senior circuit
of senior
office of
in the
vacancy
16, 1933._
1933-June 16,
-------------------------------------------------------U.S. Courts,
survival of
civil actions.
actions. AN
To provide for the survival of certain actions
ACT To
AN ACT
of civil
Courts, survival
U.S.
in favor
favor of
of the
the United
June 16, 1933-1933_ _
United States -------------------------------in
Seventy-second
Indian timber
timber lands.
lands. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
amend Public Act Numbered
Numbered 435 of the Seventy-second
To amend
Indian
Congress,
relating to
sales of
1933_ _
land -------------- June 16, 1933-Indian land
on Indian
timber on
of timber
to sales
Congress, relating
Oklahoma, beer.
beer. AN
To legalize
possession of 3.2 percentum
percentum
manufacture, sale, or possession
legalize the manufacture,
ACT To
AN ACT
Oklahoma,
a majority vote
beer
in the
Oklahoma when
when and
legalized by a
the same is legalized
if the
and if
of Oklahoma
State of
the State
beer in
Oklahoma
of
the people
Oklahoma or by
Legislature of the State of Oklahoma
by act of the Legislature
of Oklahoma
people of
of the
1933_ _
June 16, 1933-----------------------------------------------------
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274

274

283
283
310
311

311

311

S
ECOND SESSION,
SESSION, 1934
1934
SECOND
Liquor
Taxing Act
of 1934.
revenue by taxing certain intoxicating liquors,
AN ACT To raise revenue
1934. AN
Act of
Liquor Taxing
1934___
and
for other
other purposes
purposes ------------------------------------ January 11, 1934_
and for
Appropriations, expenses,
expenses, 2d
2d sess.,
sess., 73d
73d Congress.
Congress. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
provide for
for
RESOLUTION To provide
Appropriations,
certain expenses
to the
the second
second session
session of the
Seventy-third Congress
the Seventy-third
incident to
expenses incident
certain
January 18,
1934-_ _
18, 1934_
January
-------------------------------------Reconstruction Finance
functions continued.
continued. AN
continue the functions
ACT To continue
AN ACT
Corporation,functions
Finance Corporation,
Reconstruction
of
Reconstruction Finance
to provide
provide additional funds for the CorCorporation, to
Finance Corporation,
the Reconstruction
of the
1934--_
poration, and
and for
other purposes
January 20, 1934_
purposes -------------------------- January
for other
poration,
manufacture,
District
Columbia, Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act. AN ACT To control the manufacture,
Beverage Control
of Columbia,
District of
transportation,
possession, and
and sale
sale of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages in the District of Columtransportation, possession,
bia
January 24, 1934-1934_ _
bia -------------------------------------------------- January
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Act, contracts.
agreements under
under
AN ACT Relating to contracts and agreements
contracts. AN
Agricultural
January 25, 1934__
the
Agricultural Adjustment
Act
January
1934_ _
Adjustment Act---------------------------the Agricultural
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of
1984. AN
AN ACT
ACT To protect
protect the currency system of the United
United States,
of 1934.
Gold
to
provide for
for the
the better
the monetary
gold stock
United States
States,'and for
the United
stock of the
monetary gold
of the
use of
better use
to provide
January
other
January 30, 1934_ _
purposes ----------------------other purposes
a
establishment of a
Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation
AN ACT
provide for the establishment
ACT To provide
Act. AN
Corporation Act.
Farm Mortgage
Federal
corporation to
farm debts, and for other purposes
of farm
refinancing of
the refinancing
in the
aid in
to aid
corporation
January 31,
1934__
31, 1934_.
January
-- ------------------------District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
appropriation. JOINT
JOINT RESOIUTION
RESOLUTION
Act, appropriation.
Control Act,
District
To provide
to carry
carry into
into effect
"An Act to control the
Act entitled "An
effect the Act
appropriations to
provide appropriations
To
beverages in the
manufacture,
transportation, possession,
possession, and sale of alcoholic beverages
manufacture transportation,
1934___
February 2, 1934_
District
Columbia", approved
approved January
January 24, 1934 ------------- February
of Columbia",
District of
(45
Desert-land entries,
entries, public
lands. AN ACT To amend an Act approved March 4, 1929 (45
public lands.
Desert-land
5 of
Stat. 1548),
1548), entitled
to supplement
paragraphs of section 5
supplement the last three paragraphs
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Stat.
the Act
of March
March 4,
(38 Stat.
1161), as amended
amended by the Act of March
March 21, 1918
1918
Stat. 1161),
1915 (38
4, 1915
Act of
the
(40 Stat.
"
February 14, 1934_ _
458)"------------------------------------Stat. 458)
(40
Authorizing the conveyance
Deschutes County,
County, Oreg.
district. AN ACT Authorizing
conveyance of certain
certain
school district.
Oreg., school
Deschutes
lands to
to School
Numbered 28, Deschutes County, Oregon
School District Numbered
lands
February
1934-_ _
14, 1934_
February 14,
--------------------Fort Lowell
Lowell Military
Military Reservation,
entries. AN ACT
ACT To provide
provide for extension
extension of
homestead entries.
Reservation, homestead
Fort
time
making deferred
deferred payments
homestead entries in the abandoned
abandoned Fort
payments on homestead
for making
time for
1934_-_
Lowell Military
Military Reservation,
February 14, 1934_
Arizona ---------------------- February
Reservation, Arizona
Lowell
Wyoming,
AN ACT To
section 5
(28
5 of the Act approved July 10, 1890 (28
To amend section
lands. AN
school lands.
Wyoming, school
Stat.
664), relating
relating to the admission
admission into the Union of the State of Wyoming
Wyoming
Stat. 664),
February
15,
1934....
February 15, 1934---------------------------------------Federal
Relief Act,
Act, appropriation.
appropriation. AN ACT Making
Making an additional appropriation
appropriation
Emergency Relief
Federal Emergency
continuation
to
carry out
purposes of
the Federal
Federal Emergency
Relief Act of 1933, for continuation
Emergency Relief
of the
the purposes
out the
to carry
1934 _
of
Civil-Works program,
program, and for other purposes
purposes --------- February
February 15, 1934_
the Civil-Works
of the
District
banking regulations.
regulations. AN
AN ACT To
To amend the Act of March 4, 1933, relatof Columbia,
Columbia, banking
Districtof
ing
regulation of
of banking
in the
Columbia ----- February 16, 1934
1934_ _
of Columbia
District of
the District
banking in
the regulation
to the
ing to
Michigan
Mount
School. AN
AN ACT Granting certain property
property to the State of Michigan
IndianSchool.
PleasantIndian
Mount Pleasant
1934_-_
February
for
institutional purposes------------------------------purposes
February 19, 1934_
for institutional
increase in the number of
Washington Home
Home for
authorize an increase
D.C. AN ACT To authorize
Foundlings, D.C.
for Foundlings,
Washington
February 20, 1934directors of
of the
the Washington
Washington Home
Foundlings
1934_ _
Home for Foundlings-----------directors
Crop-production loans.
loans. AN
ACT To
loans to farmers for crop production and
provide for loans
To provide
AN ACT
Crop-production
1934-February 23, 1934__
harvesting during
during the
the year
1934, and
and for
for other purposes ------- February
year 1934,
harvesting
a
Bridge,
Delaware River.
completing the construction of
of a
AN ACT To extend the time for completing
River. AN
Bridge, Delaware
1934-bridge across
near Trenton,
-_February 24, 1934.Jersey----February
New Jersey.._
Trenton, New
River near
Delaware River
the Delaware
across the
bridge
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318
318
319
337
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349
350

350
350
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351
352
353
353
354
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Noxubee River, Noxubee County, Miss., nonnavigable.
nonnavigable. AN ACT To
in
To declare
declare Noxubee
Noxubee River
River in
Noxubee County, Mississippi, to be a
Noxubee
nonnavigable stream
stream_--___February
a nonnavigable
February 24,
24, 1934_
1934-- 356 356
Bridge,
Oreg. AN ACT Granting the
Bridge, Youngs Bay, Oreg.
consent of
of Congress
of
the consent
Congress to
to the
the State
State of
Oregon to maintain
maintain a
a bridge already
already constructed
Youngs Bay
Bay near
near the
the city
city of
of
constructed across
across Youngs
Astoria, Oregon
Oregon--------_---------------__
February 24,
1934_ _
356
------------February
24, 1934-356
Bridge, Missouri
Bridge,
Missouri River. AN ACT To extend
extend the time for completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
of aa
bridge across the Missouri River at or near South
Omaha,
Nebraska
South Omaha, Nebraska
-----------February 24,
24, 1934_
------ .-.----------------------- February
1934--- 356
356
Bridge,
Delaware River. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
Bridge, Delaware
the State of
of Pennsylvania
and the
State of
of
Pennsylvania and
the State
New Jersey to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
across the
the Delaware
a toll
toll bridge
bridge across
Delaware
a point between
River at a
between Easton, Pennsylvania,
Phillipsburg, New
Pennsylvania, and
and Phillipsburg,
New Jersey
Jersey
--------------.------------------------------------February 24,
1934- - 356
356
February
24, 1934-Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the times for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the
construction of a
a bridge across the Missouri River
construction
River at
Weldon Spring,
Missouri
at or near Weldon
Spring, Missouri
------------------------------------------------- -- February
24, 1934__
357
February 24,
1934-357
Bridge, Des Moines River.
River. AN ACT To extend the times for
Bridge,
completing
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
the construction of a
abridge across
across the Des Moines River
Francisville,
River at
at or
or near Saint
Saint Francisville,
------------Missouri --February 24,
24, 1934-1934- 358
--------------------...- February
358
Bridge,
MississippiRiver. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the City of
Bridge, Mississippi
Missouri, its
succesof Hannibal, Missouri,
its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
the Mississippi
operate aa bridge
bridge across
across the
Mississippi
River at or near the City of Hannibal, Marion County, Missouri__February
24, 1934
1934
358
Missouri-_February 24,
358
Bridge,
Saint Lawrence River. AN ACT To
Bridge, Saint
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
To extend the times
times for
completing
a bridge across the Saint Lawrence
the construction
construction of a
Lawrence River at or
near Alexandria
Bay,
or near
Alexandria Bay,
New York---------------------------York
February 26,
26, 1934-1934- - 360
360
------February
Federal Farm
Farm Mortgage
CorporationAct, amendment.
Federal
Mortgage Corporation
AN ACT
of
amendment. AN
ACT To
To amend
amend subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
section 12 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the
the establishment
establishment of
of a
a corporacorporation
the refinancing of farm debts, and for other purposes",
tion to
to aid
aid in
in the
purposes", approved
approved January 31, 1934 - ---------------------------- ---- February 26,
26, 1934_1934_ _
360
360
Puerto
and Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, prohibition
Puerto Rico and
prohibition laws. AN ACT To
Federal Liquor
To repeal Federal
Liquor proprohibition laws to the extent they are in force in Puerto Rico
Rico and
Virgin Islands,
and
and the
the Virgin
Islands, and
for other purposes
purposes----------------------.----.-----.-March 2,
2, 1934-_
1934__
361
-March
361
Approprations
iscl year
195. AN ACT Making appropriations
Appropriations, Interior
Interior Departent,
Department, fiscal
year 1935.
appropriations for
the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30,
30, 1935,
and for
for other
1935, and
other
purposess------------.
purposes ----------.March 2,
1934_ _
362
2, 1934__
362
American shipwrecked
shipwrecked merchant
merchant seamen. ANiACT
ANACT To provide
provide for the care and
and transportation
transportation
of seamen from shipwrecked
shipwrecked fishing and whaling
vessels
March 5,
5, 1934-.
1934_ _ 395
whaling vessels--------March
395
Bridge,
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the
the
construction
construction of a
a bridge across the Missouri
Missouri River at or
or near
Farnam
Street,
Omaha,
near Farnam Street, Omaha,
Nebraska-------------------------------------- March
Nebraska
1934_ _
395
March 5,
5, 1934395
Bridge,
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend
extend the
the times
and completing
times for
for commencing
commencing and
completing the
the
construction
construction of a
abridge across the Mississippi River
River between
New
Orleans
and
Gretna,
between New Orleans and Gretna,
Louisiana
-- March
Louisiana---------------------------------------March 5, 19341934-396
396
Intoxicating
liquors
in
former
Indian
Territory.
Intoxicating liquors in former Indian Territory. AN ACT To repeal certain specific Acts of
Congress
and
an
amendment
thereto
Congress
amendment
enacted to regulate the
the manufacture,
or
manufacture, sale,
sale, or
possession of intoxicating liquors in the Indian Territory,
Territory, now a
a part of the
State of
of
the State
Oklahoma-------------------------------------------------.March
Oklahoma
1934_.
March 5, 1934-396
Distinguished
Serce
Cross.
AN
ACT
To
Service Cross to former
Distinguished Service Cross.
award the Distinguished
Distinguished Service
former
holders of the certificate
certificate of merit, and for other purposes
purposes -----March
5, 1934_
March 5,
1934- _ 396
396
International
Petroleum Exposition,
Exposition, Okla. JOINT RESOLUtTION
International Petroleum
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing the President
President
to
invite the
the States
of the
the Union and foreign
to invite
States of
foreign countries
countries to participate in the International Petroleum
tional
Petroleum Exposition
Exposition at Tulsa, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to be held May 12 to
19, 1934,
1934,
to May 19,
inclusive-------------------------------------------_______________
------ March
March 5, 1934__
1934_ _ 337
97
Timber
saes,
Timbrr sales, Indian
Indian lands,
lands. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To amend
amend Public
Public Act Numbered 81 of
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, relating to the sale
sale of timber
Indian land
land
timber on
on Indian
March 5,
1934_ _ 397
..........................................---March
5, 1934_
397
Federal
Reserve
AN ACT
ACT To extend
Federal
Reserve notes.
notes. AN
extend the period
period during which
which direct obligations
of the
the
United States
States may be used as collateral security for Federal
United
Federal Reserve notes
Dan.s.-------.-------------------------------------------- March 6, 1934
398
March 6, 1934__
398
Dams,
Yaquina Bay and
River. AN
and reenact
reenact the Act entitled
"An Act
Dams, Yaquina Bay
and River.
AN ACT
ACT To
To revive
revive and
Act
granting
the
consent
of
Congress
to
the
Mill
Four
Drainage
granting the consent of Congress
Drainage District in
Lincoln
in Lincoln
County,
construct, maintain, and operate
ounty, Oregon,
Oregon, to
to construct,
operate dams and dikes to porevent
the
revent the
flow
f
waters
of
aquna
Bay
and
River
into
Nutes
Slough, Boones
ou
nd
flow of waters of Yaquina
Bay and River into
Slough,
Booneas
rcIll
o
8
u
,
gAl 3a
4nl
_c_
398
therewith",
sloughs connected
connected ther
ewith", approve
d June 17,
approved
17, 1930 --------arch 8, 1934S
398
Procee
in r.imial cas
1
roceedingsn
g
fter
dc
h,
and
N
ACT
To
amend
aAct
"n Act to
39
Proceedings in criminal cases after verdict. AN
an Act entitled
entitled "An
give
the Supreme
Court of the United States authority to prescribe rules of practice
give the
Supreme Court
practice
and
procedure
with
to proceedings in criminal
and procedure with respect
respect to
criminal cases after verdict"
verdict"
.........--------.----------------------------------------. March
March 8, 1934__
1934__
399
399
Plattsburgh
Barracks
and
Military
Reservation.
AN
ACT
To
authorize
the
Secretarych 88, of
1934
399
Plattsburgh Barracks and Military Reservation. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
War
to
sell
to
the
Plattsburgh
National
Bank
and
Trust
Company
a
tract
of
land
comprisin
to sell to the Plattsburgh National Bank and Trust Company atract of land comprising
part of the Plattsburgh Barracks Military Reservation, New York- March 10, 1934
399
Pennsylvania,
part of the
Departme
Plattsburgh
n tof
ofForests
Forests
Barracks
and
Waters.
AN ACT ToNew
authorize
York__the
March
Department
10, 1934_of
Pennsylvania,
Department
andMilitary
Waters Reservation,
AN ACT To authorize
the
Depar
n of_ 399
99
Agriculture
to
issue
a
duplicate
check in
in favor of
of Department
Agriculture to issue a duplicate check
Department of Forests and Waters,
Waters,
Commonwealth
Pennsylvania, the original
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
original check having been lost
lost
------------------------------------------------------- March
March 10, 1934_
400
1934-,
400
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national
Fish and
and game
sanctuaries. AN ACT To establish fish and game sanctuaries in the national
game sanctuaries.
Fish
forests
March 10, 1934_
1934___
March
---------------------forests -----------------------Conservation of
wild life,
etc.
conservation of wild life, fish, and
and
AN ACT To promote the conservation
life, etc.
of wild
Conservation
M---arch 10, 1934__
M--game,
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes
March
1934_ _
-----------------game, and
Crop
production loans,
loans, appropriation.
RESOLUTION To provide
provide an appropriaappropriaJOINT RESOLUTION
appropriation. JOINT
Crop production
tion to
into effect
effect the
the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for loans to farmers for
entitled "An
carry into
to carry
tion
crop production
and harvesting
purposes", apduring the year 1934, and for other purposes",
harvesting during
production and
crop
March 10,
proved February
February 23,
23, 1934
March
10 ,1934-1934_ _
1934 ---------------.----------------proved
Making appropriations
Appropriations,
Department, etc.,
fiscal year 1935.
appropriations
1935. AN ACT Making
etc., fiscal
Navy Department,
Appropriations, Navy
for the
Navy Department
Department and
and the
year ending June 30, 1935,
1935,
service for the fiscal year
naval service
the naval
the Navy
for
1934___
.March
and for
other purposes
purposes ----------------------------March 15, 1934_
for other
and
Making
ACT
AN
year 1935.
Appropriations,
Departments, fiscal year
Office Departments,fiscal
Post Office
and Post
Treasury and
Appropriations, Treasury
appropriations
for the
Post Office Departments
Departments for the fiscal year ending
and Post
Treasury and
the Treasury
appropriations for
1934___
June 30,
1935, and
for other
other purposes
purposes -----------------------March 15, 1934_
and for
30, 1935,
June
the
Migratory
Bird Conservation
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To supplement and support the
Conservation Act,
Migratory Bird
Migratory
Bird Conservation
Conservation Act
acquisition of areas for
for
providing funds for the acquisition
by providing
Act by
Migratory Bird
developing and
use as
and
migratory-bird sanctuaries, refuges, and breeding grounds, for developing
as migratory-bird
use
enforceadministering such
areas, for
protection of certain migratory birds, for the enforcethe protection
for the
such areas,
administering
ment
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
regulations thereunder,
thereunder, and for other purTreaty Act and regulations
the Migratory
of the
ment of
1934--_
16, 1934_
poses _--------------------------------------------------- March
Ma rch 16,
poses
a
District of
boundary line.
line. AN ACT To provide for the appointment
appointment of a
Columbia-Virginiaboundary
of Columbia-Virginia
District
between the District of Columbia and the
commission to
to establish
the
establish the boundary line between
commission
1934- _
March
Commonwealth of
Virginia -------------------------------March 21, 1934_
of Virginia
Commonwealth
nationals
Fugitives, extradition.
extradition. AN
To provide
provide for the removal of American
American citizens and nationals
ACT To
AN ACT
Fugitives,
accused
crime to
to and
and from
from the
the jurisdiction
representative of the
any officer or representative
jurisdiction of any
of crime
accused of
United
States vested
vested with
country in which the United States
authority in any country
judicial authority
with judicial
United States
1934--_
22, 1934_
------ March
exercises
jurisdiction
March 22,
extraterritorial jurisdiction.-----------------exercises extraterritorial
the
Philippine
Independence Act.
Act. AN
complete independence
independence of the
AN ACT To provide for the complete
Philippine Independence
governa form of governPhilippine
provide for
adoption of a
a constitution and a
the adoption
for the
to provide
Islands, to
Philippine Islands,
1934--_
ment for
the Philippine
Islands, and
other purposes
purposes_ ------- March 24, 1934..
for other
and for
Philippine Islands,
for the
ment
Alaska, date
of certain
certain elections;
legislature, etc. AN ACT Fixing the date for holdmeeting of legislature,
elections; meeting
date of
Alaska,
meming
of a
a Delegate
from Alaska
to the
Representatives and of memHouse of Representatives
the House
Alaska to
Delegate from
elections of
ing elections
Alaska
bers
of the
Alaska; fixing
fixing the
the date
which the Legislature
Legislature of Alaska
date on which
of Alaska;
Legislature of
the Legislature
bers of
shall
meet; prescribing
canvassing board,
personnel of the territorial canvassing
the personnel
prescribing the
hereafter meet;
shall hereafter
March 26, 1934-defining
duties, and
and for
purposes ---------------1934_ other purposes
for other
its duties,
defining its
Foreign Service
losses due
to foreign
foreign currency appreciation.
appreciation. AN ACT To authorize
due to
officers, losses
Service officers,
Foreign
annual
appropriations to
meet losses
sustained by
by officers
employees of the
officers and employees
losses sustained
to meet
annual appropriations
their
currenci(s in their
United
appreciation of foreign currencies
countries due to appreciation
foreign countries
in foreign
States in
United States
relation
the American
American dollar,
March 26, 1934
1934_ _
and for other purposes ----- -- March
dollar, and
to the
relation to
Hawaii,
repeal of
ACT To
repeal Federal
Federal liquor prohibition laws to the
To repeal
AN ACT
laws. AN
prohibitionlaws.
of prohibition
Hawaii,repeal
1934___
March
extent they
force in
in the
Territory of
Hawaii
March 26,
26, 1934_
of Hawaii-----------the Territory
in force
are in
they are
extent
year 1935. AN ACT Making approAppropriations, Department
Agriculture, etc.,
etc., fiscal year
of Agriculture,
Department of
Appropriations,
Administration
priations for
for the
the Department
and for the Farm Credit
Credit Administration
Agriculture and
of Agriculture
Department of
priations
1934_ _
2(, 1934_
purposes -- _March 26,
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1935
1935, and
and for other purposes__
the fiscal
for
agricultural
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation,
Cor po ration, exports.
exports. JOINT
JOINT RESOIT'TION
RESOLUTION Requiring
Requiring agricultural
Reconstruction Finance
or
other products
to be
be shipped
shipped in
vessels of
of the
the United
where the ReconstrucReconstrucStates where
United States
in vessels
products to
or other
tion
Finance Corporation
Government finances
finances
the Government
of the
instrumnentality of
other instrunientality
any other
or any
Corporation or
tion Finance
- March
the
of such
products ---------------------March 26, 1934_ _
such products
exporting of
the exporting
Indian
projects. AN
extend the
entitled
operation of the Act entitled
the operation
further extend
To further
ACT To
AN ACT
irrigation projects.
Indian irrigation
Act for
for the
temporary relief
relief of
of water
constructed and
water users on irrigation projects constructed
the temporary
""An
An Act
1934- operated
under the
law" approved
March 27, 1934_
April 1, 1932 .--- March
approved April
reclamation law"
the reclamation
operated under
Interior to place
Secretary of the Interior
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
records. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the Secretary
To authorize
Tribes, records.
Five
with
Oklahoma Historical
custodian for
at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, as custodian
Society, at
Historical Society,
the Oklahoma
with the
the
States, certain
certain records
records of
of the
Indian
Civilized Tribes, and of other Indian
Five Civilized
the Five
United States,
the United
tribes
in the
State of
of Oklahoma,
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by him
and regulations
rules and
under rules
Oklahoma, under
the State
tribes in
March
27,
1934_
1934_-_
-.. --- March
March 27, 1934-------------------------------------------------------public
abandoned
Sitka,
Alaska,
abandoned
buildings
and
grounds.
AN
Granting
abandoned
ACT
Sitka, Alaska, abandoned buildings and grounds.
buildings and
and grounds
grounds at
Alaska, and for other
Territory of Alaska,
the Territory
to the
Alaska, to
Sitka, Alaska,
at Sitka,
buildings
1934_27, 1934purposes
March 27,
1934_ _
eMarch
purposes------------------------------------------------IMarch
Naval
AN ACT
ACT To
establish the
composition of the United States
the composition
To establish
etc. AN
construction, etc.
vessels, construction,
Naval vessels,
Navy
to the
categories of vessels limited by the treaties signed at Washthe categories
respect to
with respect
Navy with
prescribed by
ington, February
February 6,
at London,
London, April 22, 1930, at the limits prescribed
and at
1922, and
6, 1922,
ington,
those treaties,
treaties, to
authorize the
the construction
of certain
certain naval
naval vessels;
vessels; and
and for
other
for other
construction of
to authorize
those
purposes _-----------------------------------------------March 27, 1934
1934__
March
purposes
amend the Code of Laws for the
District
building, etc., associations.
associations. AN ACT To amend
Columbia building,
of Columbia
Districtof
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1901, as
3),
as amended (D.C. Code, title 5, ch. 3),
District of
1934--_
March 27, 1934_
relating to
and loan
associations --- ----------------- March
loan associations
building and
to building
relating
to
District
of Columbia,
electrifying steam railroads.
authorize steam railroads
railroads to
railroads. AN ACT To authorize
Columbia, electrifying
District of
electrify their
lines within
Columbia, and for other purposes
of Columbia,
District of
the District
within the
their lines
electrify
March 27,
1934_
27, 1934.March
-------------------------------------------------------Louisiana
consent of
Bridge,
River. AN
ACT Granting
Granting the consent
of Congress
Congress to the Louisiana
AN ACT
Mississippi River.
Bridge, Mississippi
MissisHighway
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
a bridge across
across the Missisoperate a
Commission to
Highway Commission
1934- sippi River
River at
at or
or near
Baton Rouge,
Rouge, Louisiana---------------Louisiana
March 27,
27, 1934-near Baton
sippi

400
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402
403

425
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454
454
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459
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466
466
467
467
467
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United
title to
in the
AN ACT
ACT To
To prevent
the loss
of the
the title
title of
the
United States
States title
to lands
lands in
the territories.
territories. AN
prevent the
loss of
of the
in the
the territories
territorial possessions
possessions through
United States to lands in
territories or
or territorial
through adverse
adverse
possession
possession or prescription
prescription 507
-.------------------------------ March
March 27,
27, 1934_
1934_-_
Airmail, equipment,
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
General to
to accept
accept and
and use
use
Airmail,
equipment, etc.
etc. AN
To authorize
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
equipment,
landing
fields,
men,
and
material
of
the
War
Department,
for
carrying
the
equipment, landing fields, men, and material of the War Department, for carrying the
March 27,
mails by air, and for
for other
other purposes ------------------------ March
27, 1931_
1934--_
Appropriations,
year 1935. AN
Appropriations, Independent
Independent Offices, fiscal year
AN ACT
ACT Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for
the Executive
independent executive
bureaus, boards,
commissions,
Executive Office and sundry independent
executive bureaus,
boards, commissions,
and
offices, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1935,
and for
other purposes
purposes
and offices,
year ending
1935, and
for other
----------- ----------------------------- --- ------March 28,
March
28, 1934_
1934___
Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Act so as to include cattle and other products as basic agricultural
agricultural commodities,
and
commodities, and
for other purposes
purposes--------------------------------- ------April
1934_-_
April 7,
7, 1934
Appropriations, State, Justice,
Justice, Commerce, and
fiscal year
year 1953.
1935. AN
ACT
Appropriations,
and Labor
Labor Departments,
Departments,fiscal
AN ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Departments
Making
Departments of State and Justice and for the
the judiciary,
judiciary,
and for the Departments of Commerce
Commerce and Labor, for the fiscal year ending June
June 30,
30,
purposes__
April 7,
1934_ _
1935, and
and for
for other purposes----- --------- -------April
7, 1934-_
United
States interest-bearing
United States
Revised Statutes
interest-bearzng bonds. AN ACT To amend
amend section
section 3702,
3702, Revised
Statutes
----------------------------------------------------- April 9, 1934_
1934-__
Bridge,
River. AN ACT To extend the times for commencing
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River.
completing the
commencing and completing
construction
a bridge across the Missouri River at or near Randolph, Missouri
construction of a
Missouri
9, 1934-1934__
------------ .-------------------------.--.-----. April
April 9,
Bridge,
Minnesota River. AN ACT Granting
Bridge, Minnesota
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the State of MinneMinnesota, and Scott County and Carver County, in the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct,
construct,
maintain, and operate
a bridge across the Minnesota
operate a
Minnesota River at or near Jordan, MinneMinnesota----------------------------..
sota
April
9, 1934_
---------April 9,
1934--_
Bridge, Saint
Saint Louis River. AN ACT Granting
Bridge,
Granting the consent of Congress to the Highway
Highway
Department of the State of Minnesota to construct,
Department
construct, maintain, and operate a
a free
highway
Louis River at or near Cloquet, Minnesota
highway bridge across the Saint ,Louis
Minnesota
----------------------------------------------------.--. April
April 9,
9, 1934.1934Bridge, Mississippi
MississippiRiver. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress
Bridge,
Highway DeCongress to the Highway
DeMinnesota to construct, maintain,
partment of the State of Minnesota
maintain, and operate
operate a
a free
free highhighway bridge across
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River at or near the southerly end of Lake Bemidji,
Bemidji,
Minnesota---- -------------------Minnesota
April 9,
9, 1934_
------April
1934-Bridge
consent of
Congress to
Highway
Bridge, Cumberland
Cumberland River.
River. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
to the
the Highway
Department of the State of Tennessee
'Department
Tennessee to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
a free
free
highway bridge adross
across the Cumberland
Cumberland River at
County,
at or near Carthage,
Carthage, Smith
Smith County,
Tennessee----------------------------------------------April
Tennessee
April 9, 10341934District
Independence Avenue. AN ACT To change
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Independence
change the name of
of B
Street
B Street
southwest in the District
of
Columbia
District
Columbia ----------------------13, 1934....
April 13,
1934__
Foreigngovernments
governments in
in default. AN ACT To prohibit financial transactions
Foreign
transactions with any foreign
foreign
government in default on its obligations
government
obligations to the United
United States - -- -- April 13,
1934_,
13, 1934-District
of
Columbia,
sale
property. AN ACT Authorizing
District
Columbia, aale of
of certain
certain property.
Authorizing the sale of
property
of certain
certain property
no longer required
Columbia _April
required for public purposes
purposes in the District
District of Columbia_
1934_ April 13, 1934_District
District of Columbia, Whitehaven
Whitehaven Parkway.
Parkway. AN ACT To readjust the boundaries of WhiteWhitehaven Parkway . at Huidekoper
Place in the District of Columbia,
Huidekoper Place
Columbia, provide
provide for an
exchange of land, and for other purposes__
purposes,,..- -----_
April 13,
13, 1934,
-_------ April
1934.-_
Bridge,
extend the times for commencing
completing the
Bridge, Columba
Columbia RiBer,
Riser, AN ACT To extend
commencing and completing
construction
a bridge
River at or near Astoria,
Astoria, Oregon
construction of a
bridge across the Columbia
Columbia River
Oregon
-----------------.---------------------April
April 13, 19341934_ _
Greene
Couty, Mo., easement
easement over certain lands to the
the
Greene County,
easement. AN ACT Granting an easement
Springfield
Road District
Springfield Special
Special Road
District in
in the county of Greene,
Greene, State of Missouri, for road
purposes
-- ----- -------------------------------April 13,
Purposes-______
- -- -- _
13, 1934
1934_ Bridge,
ACT Creating
Cairo Bridge Commission
Bridge, Ohio River. AN 'AUT
Cre
-ating the ------Commission and authorizing
authorizing said
Commission and its successors
successors to construct, maintain, and operate a
a bridge across
across the
Ohio River at or near Cairo,
Illinois--- ----Cairo Illinois
Ap
ril 13,
1934__
-April
13 194
Department
Labor, statistical
studies. AN ACT To authorize the Department
Department of Labor,
statistical studies.
Department of Labor to
make
special statistical
make special
statistical studies upon payment of the cost thereof, and for other
other
purposes-------------------- -----ril 13
1934
purposes
April
13, 1934_
Alaska,
repeal
of
prohibition
laws.
AN
ACT
To
repeal
an
Act
of
Congress
entitld
Alaska, repeal
prohibition
Congress entitled "An
Act
An Act
to prohibit
sale of alcoholic liquors
prohibit the manufacture or Rale
liquors in the Territory of Alaska
Alaska,
and for other purposes", approved February 14, 1917, and for other purposes
purposes
-.---------------- .----------------------------------1934_ _
AApril
pril 13, 1934__
Perishable
Agrcultural
Commodities
Perishable Agricultural Commodities At
Act amedments.
amendments. AN ACT To amendthe
amend the Actknown
Act known as
the "Perishable
Agriultral óommodities
"Perishable Agricultural
ommodities Act,
1930" approved
June 10,
1930
Act, 1930"
approved June
10, 1930

-----------------J--April 13,
13, 1934__
1934....
-----------------------------April
Ea
d6J
costruction Finance
e Corporation
to
Flood
damage, etg,
etc., red.
relief. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Reconstruction
Corporation to
corporations for
the repair
of damages
caused by
by floods
floods or
or
make loans to nonprofit
nonprofit corporaions
for the
repair of
damages caused
other catastrophes, and for other purposes
------- ---------- Apri
April 13, 1934_
1934 _
Fremo National
atonal Forest,
Oreg. AN ACT To authorize
boundaries of the
the
Fremont
Forest, Oreg.
authorize the revision of the boundaries
Fremont National Forest in the State of Oregon -------------- April 14, 1934-1934_
rton Steel
ounsel AN
the operation
Weirton
Steel Company,
Company, counsel.
AN ACT
ACT Limiting
Limiting the
operation of sections 109 and 113 of
the Criminal
Code and
and section 190 of the Revised Statutes
the
Criminal Code
Statutes of the United States
States with
respet to counsel in
i the ease
America against Win
respect
case of United Stas
States of America
Weirton Steel
mpany and
and other
other cases ---------------------------------__ _April
April 14,
14, 1934..
Company
1934.._
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funds to
RESOLUTION Authorizing necessary
JOINT RESOLUTION
Electrical
necessary funds
to
investigation. JOINT
rates investigation.
energy, rates
Electrical energy,
conduct investigation
investigation regarding
electrical energy
energy and to prepare
regarding rates charged for electrical
conduct
193414,
report thereon
1934_ _
thereon --------------------------------------------- April
report
District
institutions. AN ACT To amend section 586c of the
degree-conferring institutions.
Columbia, degree-conferring
of Columbia,
District of
Act
"An Act
Act to
to amend
amend subchapter
subchapter 1
1 of
of chapter 18 of the Code of Laws for
entitled "An
Act entitled
institutions",
degree-conferring
the
District
of
Columbia
degree-conferring
institutions", approved
approved
to
relating
Columbia
of
District
the
April 16, 1934-March 2,
2, 1929-------------------------------------------1929
1934_ _
March
District
Columbia, compensation
insurance. AN
AN ACT To amend the Code of Law for the
compensation insurance.
of Columbia,
District of
District of
of Columbia
-------------.-----------------------Columbia -----District
District
Columbia Mutual
Insurance Company. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled
entitled
Fire Insurance
Mutual Fire
of Columbia
District of
"An Act
incorporate the
Mutual Fire
Fire Insurance Company of the District of
the Mutual
to incorporate
Act to
"An
Columbia", as
as amended
amended ------------------------------------ April 16, 1934_ _
Columbia",
Alaskan
fisheries. AN
ACT To
sections 3
entitled "An
"An
and 44 of an Act of Congress entitled
3 and
amend sections
To amend
AN ACT
Alaskan fisheries.
Act
and regulation
regulation of
of the
Alaska", approved
approved June 26,
fisheries of Alaska",
the fisheries
protection and
the protection
for the
Act for
other
for
and
1906, as
amended by
Act of
approved June 6,
6, 1924,
Congress approved
of Congress
the Act
by the
as amended
1906,
1934--_
April
purposes
April 16, 1934_
purposes -------------------------------------Indian welfare,
State contracts.
contracts. AN
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Interior to arrange
Secretary of the Interior
AN ACT
welfare, State
Indian
with
or Territories
Territories for
education, medical
and
attention, relief of distress, and
medical attention,
the education,
for the
States or
with States
1934_ _
--- -- social
Indians, and
and for
for other purposes
April 16, 1934_
of Indians,
welfare of
social welfare
fishing
Whaling and
industries. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Extending
Extending to the whaling and fishing
fishing industries.
andfishing
Whaling
Act,
industries
benefits granted
under section
Merchant Marine Act,
section 11 of the Merchant
granted under
certain benefits
industries certain
1934- _
1920,
amended ---------------------------------------April 16, 1934_
as amended
1920, as
naturalization proceedNaturalization
fees. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
reduce certain fees in naturalization
proceedTo reduce
proceedings,fees.
Naturalizationproceedings,
April 19, 1934_ings, and
for other
other purposes
purposes ------------------------------_April
1934.. and for
ings,
provide
Smithsonian
John C.
regent. JOINT
RESOLUTION To provide for
JOINT RESOLUTION
Merriam, regent.
C. Merriam,
Institution, John
Smithsonian Institution,
the reappointment
John C.
Merriam as
Board of Regents of the
the Board
member of the
a member
as a
C. Merriam
of John
reappointment of
the
1934 - _
Smithsonian
Institution
April 20, 1934..
----------------------------------Institution
Smithsonian
commercial
sound
a
Cotton
marketing
and
control.
AN
ACT
To
place
the
cotton
industry
a
commercial
on
industry
cotton
the
place
To
ACT
AN
and control.
marketing
Cotton basis,
prevent unfair
unfair competition
in putting
putting cotton into the channels
channels
practices in
and practices
competition and
to prevent
basis, to
of
interstate
foreign commerce,
commerce, to
provide funds for paying additional
additional benefits
to provide
and foreign
of interstate and
April 21, 1934_purposes __ .-under the
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
_April
1934_ and for other purposes_
Act, and
the Agricultural
under
Bridge, Tombigbee
Tombigbee River.
AN ACT
entitled "An Act granting
reenact the Act entitled
and reenact
revive and
To revive
ACT To
River. AN
Bridge,
to construct,
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
Meridian and
and Bigbee
Bigbee River Railway
Railway Company to
construct,
to Meridian
consent of
the
maintain,
and operate
operate a
arailroad
railroad bridge
across the Tombigbee
Tombigbee River
River at or near
near Naheola,
Naheola,
bridge across
maintain, and
1934--Alabama", approved
approved January
January 15,
1927 ------------------------ April 23, 193415, 1927
Alabama",
payment for the
Mississippi Valley
levee rights-of-way.
rights-of-way. AN
authorize payment
ACT To authorize
AN ACT
control, levee
flood control,
Valley flood
Mississippi
purchase
or to
reimburse States
or local
levee districts for the cost of, levee rightslocal levee
States or
to reimburse
of, or
purchase of,
of-way
for
flood-control
work
in
the
Mississippi
Valley, and for other purposes
purposes
Mississippi
the
in
work
flood-control
for
of-way
April 23, 1934_ -------------------------------------------------------- April 23, 1934-District of
boxing. AN
ACT To
boxing in
in the District of Columbia, and
authorize boxing
To authorize
AN ACT
Columbia, boxing.
District of Columbia,
April 24, 1934for other
1934purposes ----------------------------------------other purposes
for
Alaska, to
Juneau, Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, bonds.
bonds. AN
AN ACT
authorize the incorporated
incorporated city of Juneau,
to
To authorize
ACT To
Juneau,
undertake certain
municipal public
public works,
regrading and paving
paving of streets
streets
including regrading
works, including
undertake certain municipal
and
sidewalks, installation
installation of
of sewer
sewer and
water pipes, bridge construction
construction and replaceand water
and sidewalks,
ment, construction of concrete bulkheads,
construction of
of refuse
refuse incinerator,
incinerator, and
and
and construction
of concrete bulkheads, and
construction
ment,
1934--for such purposes
any sum
sum not
exceeding $103,000_April
$103,000 April 25, 1934not exceeding
in any
bonds in
issue bonds
to issue
for such purposes to
to
Alaska,
Skagway,
of
city
Skagway,
Alaska, bonds.
bonds. AN
Skagway,
to
incorporated
authorize the incorporated
To authorize
ACT To
AN ACT
Skagway, Alaska,
construct, reconstruct,
reconstruct, replace,
replace, and
install a
a water-distribution
water-distribution system
system and for such
and install
construct,
1934 April 25, 1934_
purposes to
to issue
in any
exceeding $40,000 ---sum not exceeding
any sum
bonds in
issue bonds
purposes
Wrangell, Alaska,
bonds.
AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the incorporated
town of Wrangell,
Wrangell, Alaska,
Alaska,
incorporated
ACT
AN
bonds.
Alaska,
Wrangell,
to undertake
certain municipal
municipal public
including construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction,
works, including
public works,
undertake certain
to
construction
water-supply system; construction
enlargement, extension,
and improvements
improvements of its water-supply
extension, and
enlargement,
of a
retaining wall
and to
behind same to make a
a permanent street; and
back-fill behind
to back-fill
wall and
a retaining
of
construction,
reconstruction, enlargement,
and improvements
improvements to sewers,
extension, and
enlargement, extension,
construction, reconstruction,
1934--_
and for
such purposes
issue bonds
bonds in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
$51,000_April 25, 1934_
exceeding $51,000-April
any sum
to issue
purposes to
for such
and
Appropriations, War
Department and
Army, fiscal
fiscal year
AN ACT
Making appropriaACT Making
1935. AN
year 1935.
and Army,
Department
War
Appropriations,
fiscal
tions for
for the
the military
military and
nonmilitary activities
Department for the fiscal
activities of the War Department
and nonmilitary
tions
year ending June
30, 1935,
1935, and
and for
for other
1934_-_
April 26, 1934_
purposes---------- ----- April
other purposes
year ending June 30,
Granting and confirming
East
Municipal District,
District, Calif.,
Calif., lands.
lands. AN ACT Granting
confirming to the East Bay
Bay
Municipal
Bay
East Bay
a
California and .a
Municipal
utility district
of the State of California
district of
municipal utility
a municipal
District, a
Utility District,
Municipal Utility
body corporate and
and politic,
politic, of
of said
State,
and
a
political
subdivision
thereof,
certain
certain
said State, and a political subdivision thereof,
body corporate
April 27, 1934-lands, and
for other
other purposes-------------------------------purposes
1934__
lands, and for
Home Owners'
Loan
Act
of
1938,
amendments.
AN
ACT
To
guarantee
the
bonds
of the Home
guarantee
To
ACT
AN
amendments.
193$,
of
Act
Loan
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
amend the
Home Owners'
Loan Act
for
Act of 1933, and for
Owners' Loan
the Home
to amend
Corporation, to
Loan Corporation,
Owners'
1934_April 27, 1934__
other purposes-------------------------------------------purposes
other
provide
to
Act
"An
entitled "An Act to provide
the Act
Indian
section 1
1 of the
Act entitled
trust allotments. AN ACT To amend section
Indian trust
for determining
determining the
heirs of
for the
the disposition
disposition and sale of allotIndians, for
deceased Indians,
the deceased
of the
the heirs
for
ments of deceased
the leasing
for other
other purposes",
purposes",
and for
allotments, and
of allotments,
leasing of
for the
Indians, for
of deceased Indians,
ments
1934-approved
June
25, 1910,
amended --------------------------April
April 30, 1934__
as amended
1910, as
June 25,
approved
United States courts,
procedure. AN
ACT Regulating
procedure in criminal cases in the courts
Regulating procedure
AN ACT
courts, procedure.
States
United
1934-April 30, 1934of the United States
_
of the United States--------------------------------------Bridge, Columbia
River. An
An ACT
the times
commencing and completing
completing the
times for commencing
extend the
To extend
ACT To
Bridge, Columbia River.
Dalles, Oregon
construction
of a
across the
Columbia River near The Dalles,
Oregon
the Columbia
bridge across
a bridge
construction of
April
30, 19341934 April 30,
--------------------------------------------------------
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596
596
597
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Idaho,
inclusion of
certain lands
lands in
in the
national forests
forests in
in
Idaho, national
nationalforests. AN
AN ACT For
For the
the inclusion
of certain
the national
the State of Idaho, and for other purposes___
1934__
purposes --------------------- April
April 30,
30, 1934-_
Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. AN ACT To extend
Bridge,
and completing
completing the
extend the times for
for commencing
commencing and
the
construction
construction of a
Oregon
a bridge across the Columbia River
River at or near
near The
The Dalles,
Dalles, Oregon
April 30,
1934_ _
--------------.---------April
30, 1934-Bridge,
Moines River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Bridge, Des Moines
State
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the Iowa
Iowa State
Highway Commission and
Highway Department
to maintain
free
and the Missouri
Missouri Highway
Department to
maintain a
a free
bridge already constructed
Des Moines
near the
city of
Keokuk,
constructed across
across the
the Des
Moines River
River near
the city
of Keokuk,
April 30,
1934_ _
Iowa --.-----------------------------------------April
30, 1934__
Bridge, Black River. AN ACT To legalize
Bridge,
legalize a
abridge across Black River at
or near
at or
near Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,
Arkansas ---------------------------------April 30,
30, 1934-1934_ _
Arkansas
----April
Bridge,
Saint Francis
Francis River.
Bridge, Saint
Francis River
or
River. AN ACT To legalize aabridge
bridge across Saint Francis
River at
at or
near Lake City, Arkansas
April 30,
30, 1934_
Arkansas------------------------------April
1934--_
Bridge,
MlississippiRiver. AN ACT To revive and
Bridge, Mississippi
entitled "An
"An Act
authorand reenact
reenact the Act
Act entitled'
Act authorizing D. S. Prentiss, R. A. Salladay, Syl
William M.
M. Turner,
and John
H.
Syl F. Histed, William
Turner, and
John H.
Rahilly, their heirs, legal representatives,
Rahffiy,
representatives, and assigns,
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
to construct,
operate a
a bridge
bridge across the Mississippi River
River at
at or
the town
town of
of New
or near
near the
New Boston,
Boston,
Illinois",
Illinois", approved
approved March 3, 1931__
April 30,
30, 1934_
1931--------------------------- April
1934-_ _
Bridge,
Potomac
Bridge, Potomac River. AN ACT Authorizing the State Road
Road Commission of
Virginia
of West
West Virginia
to construct, maintain, and operate a
a toll bridge
bridge across the
near
the Potomac
Potomac River at or near
Shepherdstown, Jefferson
Shepherdstown,
Jefferson County, West Virginia ---April 30, 1934__
_--------April
1934-Bridge, Wabash
Wabash River. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge,
Authorizing the owners
owners of Cut-Off Island,
Island, Posey
Posey County,
County,
Indiana, to construct, maintain, and operate a
bridge or causeway
a free highway bridge
causeway across
across
the old channel
channel of the Wabash
Wabash RiverRiver ------------April 30,
30, 1934-1934_ --------- April
Bridge,
Wabash River.
Bridge, Wabash
River. AN ACT To extend
construction of
bridge across
across the
the
extend the time
time for
for the construction
of a
a bridge
Wabash
Wabash River at aa point in Sullivan County, Indiana, to
opposite on
on the
to aa point
point opposite
the
Illinois shore--------------------------------------------April
shore
April 30,
30, 1934__
1934-_
District of Columbia,
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
District
Columbia ' Alcoholic
Control Act, amendments.
amend the
amendments. AN ACT To
To amend
the
District of Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
11, 22,
22, 23,
23,
Beverage Control Act by
by amending
amending sections
sections 11,
and 24
24------ ------------------------------ ------.-April 30, 1934__
1934-Volunteer Army
Providing for settlement of claims of officers
Army claims. AN ACT Providing
officers and
enlisted
and enlisted
men for extra pay provided by Act of January 12, 1899
April 30,
1934_ _
1899- --------- April
30, 1934-Orleans, La., lighthouse
New Orleans,
lighthouse depot. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
acSecretary of Commerce
Commerce to
to aca site for a
a lighthouse depot at New
quire a
New Orleans, Louisiana, and
for other
other purposes
purposes
and for
----------------------------------------------April 30,
80, 1934-_
1934_ _
April
Columbus Day, celebration.
RESOLUTION Requesting
Requesting the President to proclaim
celebration. JOINT RESOLUTION
proclaim
October 12 as Columbus
Columbus Day for the
the observance
observance of the anniversay of
of the discovery
discovery
of America___
America---------.................
30, 1934-1934__
_--------------- April
April 30,
Pike National
Forest,
National Forest, Colo. AN ACT To add certain lands to the Pike National Forest,
Colorado
-------------------_
--Colorado -May
----------M
ay 3, 1934__
1934Cochetopa
Cochetova National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo. AN ACT To add certain lands to the Cochetopa National
National
Forest
Ll'orest in the State of Colorado ------------------------------May 3,
1934__
May
3, 1934Anchorage,
land. AN ACT To authorize the sale
Anchorage, Alaska, sale of land.
sale of land and houses
houses at
at
Anchorage,
_----------------_
Anchorage, Alaska
Alaska ------------1934....
------- May
May 3,
3, 1934Bridge,
Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge, Mississippi
Authorizing the city of East Saint Louis,
Louis, Illinois,
Illinois, to
to
construct,
a toll bridge
construct, maintain, and operate a
i across the Mississippi River at
ne ar a
a
at or
or near
point between Morgan
Morgan and Wash Streets in
n the city of Saint Louis, Missouri,
Missouri and
and a
a
point opposite thereto
thereto in the city of East Saint Louis,
Louis, Illin
oi
s -----M ay 3,
Illinois
May
3, '1934—
1934 Bridge, ,Pearl
PearlRiwer.
Bridge,
River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to
to the
the Mi
ss i
ssippi Hi
ghwa y
of Congress
Mississippi
Highway
Commission
Commission to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
afree highway
highway bridge across the
the Pearl
River in the State of Mississii-T
IVIississippi_---------------------------_ _
_May
1934_ _
May 3,
3, 1934
Buffalo-Fort Brie peace
peace bridge.
RESOLUTION
Buffalo-Fort
bridge. JOINT
JOINT RES
OLUTIO-N-Granting
Granting consent
consent of Congress
Congress to an
agreement
reement or compact entered into by the State of New York with the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of
Canada
for the
establishment of
anada for
the establishment
of the
the Buffalo
Buffalo and Port
Fort Erie Public Bridge Authority
Authority
with
power
to
take
over,
maintain,
and
operate
with power to
maintain,
the present highway bridge over the
Niagara
village of Fort Erie,
Niagara River
River between
between the city of Buffalo,
Buffalo, New York, and the village
Canada.........-----------------.----------------------_____
__ ________
_______
May 3,
3, 1934_
May
934 _
Am
elia
Island
Lighthouse
Reservation
AN
ACT
To
authorize
the city of Fernandina,
Fernandina,
Amelia Island Lighthouse Reservation. AN ACT To authorize the
lorida,
under
certain
conditions,
too di
dispose
offaa portion
Florida,
conditions, t
spose o
port i
on of
d1LightLig
93 4h_t:of the Amelia Island
Lighthouse Reservation
Reservation.__..
y
house
Reservation---------------------------------------May
4,
1934_
Alaska,
mining
laws.
AN
ACT
To
repeal
an
Act
of
Congress
entitled
"An
modiy an
Alaska, mining laws. AN ACT To repeal an Act of Congress entitled "An Act
Act to
to modify
and
amend
mining laws
laws in
in their
to the
the Territory of
of Alaska, and
for other
amend the
the mining
their application
application to
andforo
3
t
4
h7
purposes", approved
purposes",
approved August 1,
1, 191219
May
4,
.
..--------..
ay.663
__
Navigation
rules,
amendment.
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing pursers or licensed deckofficers
Navigation rules, amendment. AN
officers of vessels
to perform
masters of
such vessels
to entrance
entrance and clearto
perform the
the duties
duties of
of the
the masters
of such
vessels in
in relation
relation to
ance of same-.---same
Carlsbad--averns N--j-------------------------------------------May
May 4,934-4, 1934_ _
arlsbad Caverns Naton
averns Park,
Park, N.Mex.
.Mex. AN ACT To authorize the exchange
exchange of
Carlsbad
National
of
of the use of
certain
Government
land
within
the
Carlsbad
Caverns
National
Park
for
certain
certain Government land within the Carlsbad Caverns National
certain
privately
owned
land
therein-------M
M
4
4
.
privately owned land therein
May 4, 1934_
Postmasters,
accounts AN
To require
..~ %.~
account
for mon
oney
on
Postmasters,
accounts.
AN ACT
ACT To
require postmasters
postmasters to
to account
for
uacollected
c
yoll
4e
,c
i
talr
mail delivered
delivered at
at their
ces
mail
their respective
respective offi
offices------------------- May, 1934
Pass A'Loutre
A' Loutre Lighthouee
Lighth ouse Reservation,La.
Reservat i
on, La.
A
N ACT
Authorizing
the
Secretary of
Commerce
Pass
~.,,,osma.My4,13_
^
AN
ACT Authorizing.£
the Seof Com
^'*u^^^
to dispose
of
the Pass
Pass A'Loutre
A'Loutre Lighthouse
Lighthouse Reservation,
Louisiana. -- -May 4,
4, 1934.to dispose
of the
Reservation, Louisiana_
1934_ _
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Secretary
Bridgeport, Conn.,
Conn., conveyance
conveyance to,
to, of
of certain
station. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
certain light station.
Bridgeport,
certain unused
a certain
of
Commerce to
transfer to
to the
the city of Bridgeport,
Bridgeport, Connecticut,
Connecticut, a
to transfer
of Commerce
May 4, 1934_ _ 665
light-station
665
-----------------------------reservation
light-station reservation
a preliminary examination of the
Ogeechee River,
River, Ga.,
Ga., flood
Authorizing a
ACT Authorizing
AN ACT
control. AN
flood control.
Ogeechee
floods
of
a view to controlling
Ogeechee
State of Georgia,
controlling
floods
Georgia, with a
the State
in the
River in
Ogeechee River
666
May
4, 1934_
1934-_ _ 666
May 4,
--Chickamauga
and Chattanooga
addition. AN ACT To provide for the addition
Park, addition.
Military Park,
Chattanooga Military
Chickamaugaand
of certain
certain lands
lands to
the Chickamauga
Chickamauga and
National Military Park in the
and Chattanooga National
to the
of
May
States of
of Tennessee
and Georgia
Georgia ------------------May 4, 19341934_ _
666
Tennessee and
States
Mississippi
State treasurer,
duplicate check.
AN ACT To authorize
authorize the Department
Department of
treasurer, duplicate
MIississippi State
Aviculture
duplicate check
favor of the Mississippi
Mississippi State treasurer,
treasurer, the
check in favor
a duplicate
issue a
to issue
Agriculture to
1934_-_ 666
original
check having
lost --------------------------------- May 4, 1934_
666
been lost
having been
original check
Postal
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
section 198 of
"An Act to
to
of the Act entitled "An
amend section
boxes. AN
letter boxes.
service, letter
Postal service,
codify, revise,
revise, and
the penal
United States", approved March 4,
of the United
laws of
penal laws
amend the
and amend
codify,
1934_ _ 667
May
1916, and July 28, 1916
1909, as
as amended
the Acts
Acts of
May 18,
1916 --May 7,
7, 1934_
667
18, 1916,
of May
by the
amended by
1909,
citizenship to the Metlakahtla
Metlakahtla
Granting citizenship
Metlakahtla
citizenship. AN ACT Granting
Alaska, citizenship.
Indians, Alaska,
lletlakahtla Indians,
667
1934_
7,
Indians
of Alaska
May
1934_ _
667
-----------------------------Alaska -Indians of
and
provide
To
AN
United
States
Supreme
Court
building,
etc.
ACT
provide
for
the
custody
custody,
building,
Court
Supreme
United States
equipment and
maintenance of
Supreme Court Building and the equipment
and
States Supreme
United States
the United
of the
maintenance
668
May
grounds thereof
May 7, 1934_
1934__
thereof ------------------------------------------grounds
Chippewa
Indians, Minn.,
Minn., per
capita payment.
payment. AN
AN ACT Providing for payment
payment of $25 to
per capita
Chippewa Indians,
each enrolled
enrolled Chippewa
Chippewa Indian
of Minnesota
Minnesota from
from the
funds standing
standing to their credit
the funds
Indian of
each
668
1934__
May-----------in
Treasury of
United States
May
7, 1934__
668
States
the United
of the
the Treasury
in the
to
Appropriations, certain
certain public
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
To provide
provide appropriations
appropriations to
services. JOINT
public services.
Appropriations,
669
1934purposes- _- May 7, 1934__
meet
urgent needs
needs in
certain public
public services,
669
and for other purposes_
services, and
in certain
meet urgent
sugarcane
sugar
Agricultural
Adjustment
Act,
amendments.
AN
ACT
To
include
beets
and
sugarcane
To
ACT
AN
amendments.
Act,
Adjustment
Agricultural
as
basic agricultural
agricultural commodities
commodities under
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, and for
the Agricultural
under the
as basic
670
1934_-_ 670
May 9, 1934_
other purposes
purposes --------------------------------------------other
promote
Act
Reading
matter
for
the
blind.
AN
ACT
amend
Act
entitled
"An
to
promote
the
the
amend
To
ACT
AN
Reading matter for the blind.
circulation
matter among
among the
the blind",
approved April 27, 1904, and Acts
blind", approved
reading matter
of reading
circulation of
678
9, 1934_May
-----supplemental
thereto ------------------------------May 9,
1934_ _
678
supplemental thereto
Maryland tercentenary,
coinage. AN
To authorize
authorize the coinage of 50-cent pieces in comACT To
AN ACT
tercentenary, coinage.
Maryland
memoration of
of the
three-hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the founding
founding of the Province
Province of
of
the three-hundredth
memoration
679
1934
May
Maryland ------------------------------------------------May 9, 1934_
Maryland
Revenue Act
of
1934. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
provide revenue,
and for other purrevenue, equalize taxation, and
To provide
193.
of
Act
Revenue
680
poses
1034_ _
-May 10,
p s May
680
1934-10, 1934__

poses----------------------------------------------------May
in certain
statutes of limitations
operation
Statutes of
of limitations. AN ACT
ion of
of statutes
limitations in
certain
ACT To limit the operat
Statutes
772
caseslimitations.
May 10,
1934_ _
10, 1934_May
cases--------------------------lands
certain
of
addition
the
authorize
To
ACT
Ochoco
National
Forest,
Oreg.,
addition.
AN
authorize
the
addition
of
certain
lands
addition.
Ochoco National Forest, Oreg.,
1934-.
to
Ochoco National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon
Oregon _-. .-..
May 11,
11, 1934__
772
the Ochoco
to the
mining
Mount Hood
Hood National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
mining. AN
United States mining
AN ACT To amend the United
Oreg., mining.
Mount
laws applicable
applicable to
Hood National
within the
the State
Oregon
State of Oregon
Forest within
National Forest
Mount Hood
the Mount
to the
laws
May
1934__ 773
11,
May
-....-..-------.
773
1934-11, 1934__
May 11,
--------------------------------------------------------Bridge,
River. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
corporation , to
to
Wheeling, aamunicipal corporation
Citv of Wheeling,
the City
Authorizing the
Ohio River.
Bridge, Ohio
West
Wheeling, West
River, at
a bridge across the
construct,
maintain,
the Ohio
Ohio River,
at Wheeling,
maintain, and operate a
construct,
Virginia
May 11,
_ 774
11, 1934_
774
1934-Virginia
Virginia-----------------------------------------------------May
entitled
1926, entitled
Act of
amend
Mammoth
Cave National
Park, Ky.
Ky. AN ACT To a
mend the
the Act
of May
May 25, 1926,
National Park,
Mammoth Cave
in
Park
"An Act
to provide
for the
the establishment
establishment of the Mammoth
Mammoth Cave National
National
provide for
Act to
"An
the State
purposes'other purposes"
for other
and for
Kentucky, and
of Kentucky,
State of

----

1934- _
- May 14,
14, 1934_

the
United States
States district
district courts,
courts, jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over State
administrative boards.
amend
boards. AN ACT To amend
State administrative
United
section 24
of the
the Judicial
Code, as
respect to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
with respect
amended, with
as amended,
Judicial Code,
24 of
section
district
the United
United States
over suits
administrative
relating to orders of State administrative
suits relating
States over
of the
courts of
district courts
14, 1934__
boards
May
1934
May 14,
boards--------------------------------------------------Spanish War
Service Medal.
AN ACT
amend the
authorizing the issuance
issuance of the
Act authorizing
the Act
To amend
ACT To
Medal. AN
War Service
Spanish
May
Spanish
Service Medal
May 14, 1934
1934__
Medal ---------------------War Service
Spanish War
Secretary of the
"Newport" made
made available
to Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Wash.
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
AN ACT
Wash. AN
available to
"Newport"
United
Washington, the
Aberdeen, Washington,
Navy to
make available
available to the municipality of
of Aberdeen,
the United
to make
Navy
States
Newport ----------------------May 14, 1934__
1934_ _
----------------- May
ship Newport
States ship
Arkansas
centennial, coinage.
coinage. AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
pieces in comcomthe coinage of 50-cent pieces
AN ACT
centennial,
Arkansas
memoration of
one hundredth
anniversary of
of the
the admission
admission of the State of Arhundredth anniversary
the one
memoration of the
15, 1934_MaMay
kansas into
May
1934__
Union -------------------------------------the Union
into the
kansas
United
and Alaska,
mining claims.
suspension of annual
annual
AN ACT Providing for the suspension
claims. AN
Alaska, mining
States and
United States
assessment work
on mining
mining claims
held by
the United
United States
States and Alaska
Alaska
in the
location in
by location
claims held
work on
assessment
May
15,
1934-------------May 15, 1934__
-------------------------------------------------Hawaiian
Homes
Commission.
AN
ACT
To
amend
sections
203 and 207 of the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Homes Commission. AN ACT
Homes Commission
Commission Act,
1920 (U.S.C.,
title 48,
and 701),
conferring upon
701), conferring
697 and
sees. 697
48, secs.
(U.S.C., title
Act, 1920
Homes
certain lands of Auwaiolimu, Kewalo, and
Kalawahine,
on the
island
of Oahu,
Oahu, TerriTerriof
island
the
on
Kalawahine,
and
Kewalo,
Auwaiolimu,
of
lands
certain
tory of Hawaii, the status of
of Hawaiian
home
lands, and
providing for
the
leasing
leasing
the
for
providing
and
lands,
home
Hawaiian
status
the
Hawaii,
of
tory
thereof for residence purposes
May 16,
16, 1934__
1934-residence purposes ------------------------------ May
thereof for
Boise National
Forest, Idaho. AN ACT To add certain lands to the Boise National
Forest
Forest
National 1934Boise National Forest, Idaho. AN ACT To add certain lands to the Boise May
May 17,
1934-17,
-------------------------.--------------------------------
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775
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779
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Bridge, Saint
AN ACT
the Saint
Saint Louis
Louis River
River at
at or
Bridge,
Saint Louis River.
River. AN
ACT To
To legalize
legalize aa bridge
bridge across
across the
or
near Cloquet,
May
1934__
near
Cloquet, Minnesota
Minnesota 780
----------------------------May 17,
17, 1934-780
Federal
officers,
assaulting,
etc.
AN
ACT
To
provide
punishment
for
killing
or
assaulting
Federal officers, assaulting, etc. AN ACT To provide punishment for killing or assaulting
Federal
officers
May
18,
1934_
_
780
Federal officers ---------------------------------------May 18, 1934-780
Extortion messages
messages in
in interstate
AN ACT
Applying the
the powers
powers of
of the
the Federal
Extortion
interstate commerce.
commerce. AN
ACT Applying
Federal
Government, under the commerce
extortion by
by means
Government,
commerce clause of
of the
the Constitution,
Constitution, to
to extortion
means
May 18,
18, 1934_
'781
of telephone,
telephone, telegraph, radio,
radio, oral
oral message, or otherwise
otherwise ---------- May
1934--_ 781
Kidnaping. AN ACT To amend
Kidnaping.
amend the Act forbidding the transportation
transportation of
persons
of kidnaped persons
commerce
18, 1934_
in interstate commerce------ ------------------- May
May 18,
1934--_ 781
781
Interstate
it unlawful
Interstateflight
flight of accused
accused persons.
persons. AN ACT Making it
unlawful for
for any person
person to
to flee
flee from
from
one State to another
another for the purpose of avoiding prosecution or
or the
the giving of
of testitestimony in certain cases --------------------------------------- May
May 18,
18, 1934_
1934--_ 782
782
Federal
penal and
and correctional
institutions, crimes. AN ACT
Federal penal
correctional institutions,
ACT To define certain crimes
against the United States in connection
connection with the
administration of
of Federal
penal
the administration
Federal penal
correctional institutions
institutions and to
to fix
fix the
the punishment
punishment therefor
1934_ -_
782
and correctional
therefor - --- May
May 18,
18, 1934_
782
Offenses against
against banks.
offenses committed
committed
banks. AN ACT To provide punishment for
for certain
certain offenses
against banks organized
operating under
under laws
United States
or
any
member
organized or operating
laws of the
the United
States or any member
of the Federal
Federal Reserve System
1934_ _ 783
783
System------------ ----------- --- May
May 18,
18, 1934-Bourne
Bourne,
Mass.,
donation
of
land.
AN
ACT
To
authorize
the
donation
of certain
certain land
land to
to the
Bourne, Mass., donation of land. AN ACT To authorize the donation of
the
Massachusetts --------------------------May 18,
1934_ _ 783
783
town of Bourne, Massachusetts
May
18, 1934-Pulaski
Memorial Day.
Day. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Pulaski Memorial
Authorizing the President of the
the United
United
States of America to proclaim
proclaim October 11,
11, 1934, General Pulaski's Memorial Day for
for
the observance
observance and commemoration
commemoration of the death of
of Brigadier
Brigadier General Casimir Pulaski
Pulaski
------------------------------------------------------May 18, 1934_
May
1934-__ 784
Lafayette Memorial
Memorial Day. JOINT RESOLUTION
Requesting the President of
United
RESOLUTION Requesting
of the
the United
States of America to proclaim May 20, 1934, General
General Lafayette
Lafayette Memorial Day
Day for
for the
the
observance and commemoration
the death
of
observance
commemoration of
of the
the one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
death of
General Lafayette------.-----------------------------General
Lafayette
May 18, 1934__
784
-May
1934-784
participationcontinued.
Century of Progress,
Progress, participation
continued. AN ACT to amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
providing
providing for the participation
participation of the United States in
in A
A Century
Century of
of Progress
Progress (the
(the
Centennial Celebration) to be held at Chicago,
Chicago World's
World's Fair Centennial
Chicago, Illinois, in 1933,
1933,
appropriation therefor, and for other purposes",
authorizing an appropriation
purposes", approved
approved February
February
8, 1932, to provide for participation
A Century of Progress in 1934, to
participation in A
to authorize
authorize an
an
appropriation therefor, and for other purposes -------------appropriation
May 21,
May
21, 1934_
1934___ 785
785
Mount Hood National
NationalForest,
Forest, *reg.
Oreg. AN ACT To add certain lands
lands to
the
Mount
Hood
Nato the Mount Hood National Forest in the Rate
State of Oregon
Ore gon -----------------.---.---May 21,
785
M.May
21, 1934__
1934-785
University of Arizona, 1488
use of lands.
University
lands. AN ACT To provide for the selection of certain
lands i
n
certain lands
in
the State of Arizona for the use of the University
University of Arizona ------May
786
May 21,
21, 1934__
1934__
786
Genoa, Nebr., Indian
Genoa,
Indian school lands.
lands. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
certain lands
lands to
to
the conveyance
conveyance of
of certain
the State of Nebraska
Nebraska --------------May 21, 19341934_
786
----------------May
786
Homesteads,
absence. AN ACT Granting a
Homesteads, leave of absence.
absence to
a leave of absence
to settlers
settlers of homestead
homestead
lands during the years 1932, 1933, and 1934 ------------------May
May 21,
21, 1934,
1934- _ 787
787
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, repeal
relating to Indians.
repeal of certain
certain sections
sections relating
certain
Indians. AN ACT Repealing
Repealing certain
sections of the Revised Code of Laws of the United States relating
relating to the
the Indians
Indians
--.------------------------------------------------------ May 21,
1934-__ 787
21, 1934Hawaii,
conveyance of certain
lands. AN ACT To authorize
Hawaii, conveyance
certain lands.
authorize the Secretary of War to convey
conveyance certain
by appropriate
appropriate deed of conveyance
certain lands in the District of Ewa, island of
of
Oahu, Territory
Territory of Hawaii-------------------------------May
Hawaii
May 21,
787
21, 1934_
1934 -_ 787
Natchez Trace
Trace Parkway.
Parkway. AN ACT To provide for an appropriation
appropriation of $50,000
with which
which
$50,000 with
to make a
asurvey of the Old Indian Trail known
Trace", with
with a
a view
known as
as the
the "Natchez
"Natchez Trace",
view
of constructing a
a national road on this route
be known
known as the
th e "N
at
chez Trace
Trace
route to
to be
"Natchez
Parkway "..
--------------------------.....
_
May 21,
1934__
791
-----------..--.
May
21, 1934.
791
Vocational education.
Vocational
education. AN ACT To provide
provide for the further
further development
of vocational
development of
vocational educaeducation in the several
States
and
Territories
---.--------May
1934several
Territories
May 21, 1934__
792
A
Exposition, exhibits. JOINT RESOLUTION
permit articles iaA Century of
fProgress
Progress Exposition,
RESOLUTION To _permit
;mported
from
foreign
countries
for
the purpose of exhibition
olted
exhibition at
atA
Progress
A Century
Century of
of Progress
Exposition,
xposition, Chicago, Illinois, to be admitted without payment of tariff, and for other
purposes
May
1934_ _
793
purposes-.--_--..-Act. AN.. ACT
N---------ay 21,
21, 134
793
Nationalole
extend the
the provisions
of the National
tional Motor
National Stolen Property
Property Act. AN ACT To
To extend
provisions of
Motor
Vehicle Theft Act to other stolen property
property------ -22, 1934
1934_ _ 794
------ May 22
794
Fort
Mojave Indian
Reservation, Ari.
exchange of Indian and
Fort Mojave
Indian Reservation,
Ariz. AN ACTTo
ACT To provide for the exchange
privately owned lands, Fort Mojave
Reservation, Arizona_May 23,
23 1934-_
795
Mojave Indian Reservation,
Arizona_ __May
1934_
795
Fort
ACT To provide
provide for the exploitation for oil,
Port Morgan
Morgan Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Ala.
Ala. AN
AN ACT
gas,
other minerals
the lands
lands comprising
comprising Fort
Fort Morgan
Morgan Military
Military Reservation,
s and
and other
minerals on
on the
Reservation,
Alabama
Alabama---------------------------------------May
1934-796
May 23,
23, 1934__
'796
Circuit judges,
judges, disability
provisions. AN ACT To proviin
s of the disabiliy
79 6
Circuit
disability provisions.
provide in case
disability of senior
circuit
judges, for the exercise
exercise of their powers
and the performane
circuit judges,
powers and
perforniance of their duties
by
ireut judges
judges-.......-__
------.-.May
796
by the otherc
other circuit
-----------May 23, 1934
1934- _
Citizenship and naturalization. AN ACT
law relative
and
7
Citizenship and naturalization. AN
ACT To
To amend
amend the
the law
relative to
to citizenship
citizenship and
naturalization,
for other purposes
purposes
..
..------.
.
naturalization, and
and for
May 24,
1934_, _
797
onzpt
1898, amendments.
Bankruptcy
amendments
ACT To
off 1898,
198,
May"An
24, 1934._
amendments. AN
797
To amend
Act entitled
An
Act to
Bankruptcy Act
Act of
AN ACT
amend an-------to
establish a uniform
unifor system of bankruptcy
establish
bankruptcy throughout the United
approved
United States"
States", approved
Jly 1, 1898, and Acts amend
amendatory
thereof
July
at
ory th
ereo fand
an dsupplementary
supplementary theretoMay
thereto_May ,24,
'798
24, 1934_
1934__
798
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Confederate Veterans'
equipment. AN
AN ACT
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War
ACT To authorize
encampment equipment.
Veterans' encampment
Confederate
to lend
lend to
the housing
Confederate Veterans
Veterans two -hundred
committee of the United Confederate
housing committee
to the
to
and
fifty pyramidal
tents, complete;
fifteen 16- by 80- by 40-foot assembly
assembly tents;
complete; fifteen
pyramidal tents,
and fifty
thirty
15-foot hospital-ward
hospital-ward tents; ten thousand
thousand blankets, olive
oliN.'e drab,
drab,
11- by 50- by 15-foot
thirty 11field
numbered
4; five
five thousand
thousand canvas
numbered 1; ten field
canvas cots; twenty field ranges, numbered
numbered 4;
Veterans,
Confederate
United
the
bake
to be
used at
encampment of
Confederate Veterans, to be
be
at the encampment
be used
ovens, to
bake ovens,
held
Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Tennessee, in June 1934 ------------------- May 25, 1934
1934_ _
at Chattanooga,
held at
the
Limiting
ACT
Electro
Company, etc.,
counsel in
against. AN
proceedings against.
in proceedings
etc., counsel
Metallurgical Company,
Electro Metallurgical
operation of
109 and
section 190 of the Revised
Revised
113 of the Criminal Code and section
and 113
sections 109
of sections
operation
against
Statutes
of the
States with respect to counsel in certain
certain proceedings
proceedings against
United States
the United
Statutes of
Union
the Electro
Electro Metallurgical
Company, and the Union
New-Kanawha Power Company,
Company, New-Kanawha
Metallurgical Company,
the
1934-_ _
May 25, 1934_
Carbide and
and Carbon
Carbon Corporation
Corporation ----------------------------Carbide
completing
Oregon,
times for commencing
commencing and completing
extend the times
To extend
ACT To
AN ACT
construction. AN
bridge construction.
Oregon, bridge
the
construction of
of certain
bridges in the State of Oregon --------- May 25, 1934-1934__
certain bridges
the construction
Commission
Grand Island,
Nebr., radio
station.
AN
authorize the
Federal Radio
Radio Commission
the Federal
To authorize
ACT To
AN ACT
radio station.
Island, Nebr.,
Grand
to purchase
and enclose
radio station near Grand Island,
at the radio
land at
additional land
enclose additional
purchase and
to
Nebraska ------------------May 25,
25, 1934_
1934--_
May
---------------------------Nebraska
Cotton and
and dairy
RESOLUTION To provide funds to enable
JOINT RESOLUTION
products. JOINT
dairy products.
cattle and
and cattle
Cotton
the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
21,
the purposes of the Acts approved April 21,
out the
carry out
to carry
of Agriculture
the Secretary
1934, and
and April
April 7,
relating, respectively,
respectively, to cotton and to cattle and dairy
1934, relating,
7, 1934,
1934,
1934_
May 25,
products,
and for
other purposes
purposes -------------_
for other
products, and
of
a department
Military
department established.
department of
established. AN ACT To establish a
physics department
Academy, physics
Military Academy,
physics
at the
the United
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, West Point, New
New York
United States
physics at
May
25, 1934_
1934__
May 25,

---------------------------------------------------------

amend
Longshoremen's
and Harbor
Workers' Compensation
Compensation Act,
amendments. AN ACT To amend
Act, amendments.
Harbor Workers'
Longshoremen's and
the
Longshoremen's and
and Harbor
Harbor Workers'
respect to rates
Compensation Act with respect
Workers' Compensation
the Longshoremen's
1934___
of
for other
May 26, 1934_
purposes -------------------other purposes
and for
compensation, and
of compensation,
Daniel Boone
bicentennial, coinage.
coinage. AN
AN ACT
ACT To authorize the coinage
coinage of 50-cent pieces in
Boone bicentennial,
Daniel
commemoration
of the
the two-hundredth
anniversary of the birth of Daniel Boone
Boone
two-hundredth anniversary
commemoration of
May
1934
26, 1934__
May 26,

--------------------------------------------------------

Salt Lake City,
Utah, water
water supply.
For the
the protection
municipal water
the municipal
protection of the
ACT For
AN ACT
supply. AN
Salt Lake City, Utah,
May 26, 1934_
supply
of the
the city
city of
of Salt
Salt Lake
Utah
1934_ _
City, State of Utah--------------Lake City,
supply of
Alaska, homestead laws.
laws. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
section
the Act entitled "An
"An Act extendextendof
10
section
amend
homestead
Alaska,ing
the homestead
providing for
for right-of-way
right-of-way for
for railroads in the District of
and providing
laws and
homestead laws
ing the
amended
as amended
Alaska,
and
for
other
purposes",
approved
14,
1898,
May
approved
purposes",
Alaska, and for other
May
1934 _
26, 1934_
May 26,
-------------

-------------------------------------------

Bridge, Puget
Sound.
AN
ACT Granting
Granting the
the consent of Congress to the county
county of Pierce,
AN ACT
Bridge, Puget Sound.
subdivision of
State of
Washington, to construct, maintain, and operate
operate
of Washington,
the State
of the
legal subdivision
aa legal
toll bridge
bridge across
across Puget
Sound, State
State of
point comcoma point
at or near a
Washington, at
of Washington,
Puget Sound,
aa toll
28, 193-__
monly known
"The Narrows"
Narrows" -1934_ _
---------------------- May 28,
as "The
known as
monlv
Quinaielt Indian
Wash. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
the Secretary
Interior
Secretarv of the Interior
To authorize
Reservation, Wash.
Quinaielt Indian Reservation,
to issue
issue patents
'Faholali, on the QurilQuinIndian village of Taholtah,
the Indian
within the
Indians within
to Indians
lots to
for lots
patents for
to
1934._
aielt Indian Reservation,
Washington -------------------------- May 28, 1934._
Indian Reservation, Washington
aielt
Sale of war
material
to belligerents.
arms
To prohibit the sale of arms
RESOLUTION To
JOINT RESOLUTION
belligerents. JOINT
material to
Sale oforwar
munitions of war
the United
States under
under certain
conditions__ _.May
1934_ .
May 28, 1931certain conditions---United States
in the
of war in
munitions
or
Marine Corps, distribution,
AN ACT
ACT To
regulate the distriulldistribuTo regulate
officers. AN
commissioned officers.
of commissioned
etc. of
Corps, distribution, etc.
Marine
tion, promotion, retirement,
and
discharge
of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of the Marine
of
discharge
and
retirement,
promotion,
tion,
.^? purposes^--------------------------------t
Corps, and for other
May 29, 1934
1934_ _
May
Corps, and for other purposes
Naval promotions, etc.
To provide
provide for
promotion by
selection in the line of the
by selection
for promotion
ACT To
AN ACT
etc. AN
Naval promotions,
Navy in
in the
the grades
lieutenant; to authorize appointappointand lieutenant;
commander and
lieutenant commander
of lieutenant
grades of
Navy
hereafter graduate
ment
as ensigns
ensigns in
in the
line of
Navy all
all midshipmen
graduate from
midshipmen who hereafter
the Navy
of the
the line
ment as
__
May 29, 1934
-------------------- May
the
and for
1934
purposes 814
other purposes
for other
Academy, and
Naval Academy,
the Naval
Army
American Legion, obsolete
equipment.
AN
ACT
To
provide
for
the
donation
of
certain
certain
American Legion, obsolete equipment. AN ACT To provide for the donation
1934--__
equipment to
to posts
--------------------- May 29, 1934
Legion 815
American Legion
the American
of the
posts of
equipment
Army, foreign assignments.
AN
ACT
To
amend the
the laws
laws relating to the length
length of tours of
of
amend
To
ACT
AN
assignments.
foreign
Army, duty in the Tropics and certain foreign stations in
enlisted
in the Tropics and certain foreign stations in the case of officers and enlisted
duty
men of the Army, Navv,
and
Corps, and
May 29,
1934 _
29, 1934_
purposes- May
other purposes
for other
and for
Marine Corps,
and Marine
men of the Army, Navy,
Everglades National Park,
established. AN
establishment of
for the establishment
provide for
To provide
ACT To
AN ACT
Fla., established.
National Park, Fla.,
Everglades
the Everglades
Everglades National
Florida and
for other purposes
and for
of Florida
State of
the State
in the
Park in
National Park
the
May
1934__
30, 1934__
May 30,

~~.--

---------------------------------------------------------

appropriations for
Appropriations, Legislative
Legislative Branch,
1935. AN ACT Making
Making appropriations
year 1935.
fiscal year
Branch, fiscal
Appropriations,
the Legislative Branch of
the Government
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June 30, 1935,
fiscal year
Government for
of the
Branch
Legislative
the
1934
and for other purposes
May 30, 1934__
and for other purposes ------------------------------------District of Columbia, industrial insurance
contracts.
AN ACT Respecting contracts
District of Columbia, industrialinsurancecontracts. AN ACT Respecting contracts of industrial life insurance in
the District
District of
of C
olumbia834
June 4, 19341934_ _
-----------------Columbia
in the
life insurance
"An
Districttrial
of Columbia,
Mount Olivet
Cemetery. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
An Act
entitled "
an Act entitled
amend an
To amend
Olivet Cemetery.
Mount
Columbia,
Districttoof
incorporate the Mount Olivet Cemetery Company in the District of
Columbia"
of Columbia"
to incorporate the Mount Olivet Cemetery Company in the District_June
1934___
June 4, 1934_
----------------------------------------------------------

Interior, with
District of Columbia, land
claims.
AN ACT
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior,
ACT Authorizing
claims. AN
Columbia,ofland
of approval
Districtthe
the National Capital
Park
and Planning
Commission and
the Attorney
Attorney
the
and
Commission
Planning
and
Park
Capital
National
of the
approval
the
General
of the United States, to make equitable adjustments of conflicting claims
General of the United States, to make equitable adjustments of conflicting
between
States and
and other
claimants of
of lands
lands along
along the shores
of the Potomac
shores of
other claimants
United States
the United
between the
1934.
River, Anacostia River,
River, and
District of ColumbiaColumbia_ June 4, 1934....
the District
in the
Creek in
Rock Creek
and Rock
River, Anacostia
SC.66'.7 -:34

.-- !,

803
803

804
804
S04
804
S05
805

805
806

806
806
807
807

808
809

810
810
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S
811
811

814
815
815
816
817

834
835
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District of
Columbia, National
National Society,
of 1812.
To exempt
exempt from
from
District
of Columbia,
Society, U. S.
S. Daughters
Daughters of
1812. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
of the
the National
National Society
United States
States Daughters
Daughters of
of 1812
1812 in
taxation certain
certain property
property of
Society United
in
June 4,
836
the District of Columbia
Columbia ----------------------------------June
4, 1934._
1934-836
District
of Columbia,
change in
in designation
designation of
41
/
2 Street,
ACT To
the
Districtof
Columbia, change
of 4Y2
Street, southwest.
southwest. AN
AN ACT
To change
change the
designation of Four-and-a-half Street southwest
southwest to Fourth Street
Street__
--- __June
June 4, 1934_
1934-_ _ 836
836
Ellen
Memorial Homes,
Homes, D.C.,
D.C., dissolution.
AN ACT
dissolve the
Ellen Wilson
Wilson
Ellen Wilson
Wilson Memorial
dissolution. AN
ACT To
To dissolve
the Ellen
Memorial Homes -------.-------- -------------------------- June 4,
4, 1934_
1934___ 837
837
Pa. bridge
bridge construction.
construction. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
construction and
Allegheny County,
County, Pa.,
To authorize
the construction
and
operation of
of certain
bridges across
across the
the Monongahela,
and Youghiogheny
Youghiogheny
operation
certain bridges
Monongahela, Allegheny,
Allegheny, and
Pennsylvania _----------------- June 4, 1934-1934__
837
Rivers in the county of Allegheny, Pennsylvania
837
Bridges,
Waccamaw Rivers.
Rivers. AN
AN ACT
To extend
extend the
the times
for commencing
commencing and
Bridges, Pee Dee
Dee and
and Waccamaw
ACT To
times for
and
completing the
bridge across
across the
the Pee
Pee Dee
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
Dee River
River and
and a
a bridge
bridge across
across
the
Waccamaw River,
both at
or near
Georgetown, South
South CarolinaCarolina June
4, 1934_
the Waccamaw
River, both
at or
near Georgetown,
June 4,
1934--_ 838
838
Bridge,
Wabash
River.
AN
ACT
Granting
the
consent
of
Congress
to
the
State
of
Indiana
Bridge, Wabash River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Indiana
to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
free highway
Wabash River,
a free
highway bridge
bridge across the
the Wabash
River,
at
Indiana ------------------------------------ June
June 4,
1934_ _ 839
839
at or
or near
near Delphi, Indiana
4, 1934-Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the city of Shawneetown,
Shawneetown, Illinois, to construct,
maintain, and operate aatoll bridge across the Ohio River at or near aapoint between
maintain
between
Washington Avenue and
in said
city of
of Shawneetown
Shawneetown and
Washington
and Monroe
Monroe Street in
said city
and aa point
point
opposite thereto in
Kentucky
June 4,
839
opposite
in the county of Union and
and State of
of Kentucky-----June
4, 1934_
1934-839
Bridge,
Susquehanna River. AN
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the CommonBridge, Susquehanna
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the
Commonwealth
wealth of Pennsylvania to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
a toll
toll bridge across
across the
Susquehanna
County
June 4,
1934_-_ 840
840
Susquehanna River at or near Holtwood.,
Holtwood, Lancaster
Lancaster County---------June
4, 1934
Bridge,
Connecticut River.
Bridge, Connecticut
Granting the consent of Congress to the
Department of
River. AN ACT Granting
the Department
of
Commonwealth of
Massachusetts to
construct, maintain,
maintain and
Public Works of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts
to construct,
and
operate a
a free highway bridge
bridge across the Connecticut River at
Massaat Turners Falls,
Falls, Massachusetts
June 4,
4, 1934-1934__
841
chusetts---------------------------------------- June
841
Bridge, Susquehanna
Bridge,
Susquehanna River. AN ACT Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the CommonCommonwealth
wealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a toll bridge across
across the
Susquehanna River at or near Bainbridge,
Susquehanna
Bainbridge, Lancaster County, and Manchester,
Manchester, York
County--------------.
County
June
1934_ _ 841
841
- ---------- ------------------ --June 4,
4, 1934-Bridge,
Bridge, Susquehanna
Susquehanna River. AN ACT Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to
to the
the CommonCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
a toll bridge across
across
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at or near Millersburg,
Pennsylvania
Millersburg, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania
-----------------------------June
1934_ _ 842
842
---------------June 4,
4, 1934-Bridge,
Bridge, Red River. AN ACT Authorizing
Departments of
of the
States of
Authorizing the State Highway
Highway Departments
the States
of
Minnesota and North Dakota
Dakota to construct, maintain, and operate certain
certain free
free highhighway bridges across the Red River from Moorhead, Minnesota,
North
Minnesota, to Fargo, North
Dakota-----------------.----.-------------------------Dakota
June 4, 1934_
1934 -_ 842
Districtof Columbia,
District
Columbia, fire escapes.
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
escapes. AN ACT To
To amend the Act
Act entitled
to require
require
the erection of fire escapes in certain buildings in
and for
in the District
District of Columbia, and
for
other purposes", approved
approved March 19, 1906, as amended -----------June
June 4,
1934_ _ 843
843
4, 1934.Appropriations,
Appropriations, District
District of Columbia,
fiscal year
AN ACT.
Columbia, fiscal
year 1935.
1935. AN'
ACT' Making appropriations
appropriations for
for
the government
government of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
activities ch
argea bl e in
i
n whole
w hol
e
and other
other activities
chargeable
or i
in
n part against
against the revenues
revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending June 30,
30,
-------------------_June 4, 1934
1935, and for other purposes ----------1934_ -_ 846
Congress,
Congress, time of meeting, terms
electoral votes.
AN ACT
for changchangterms of Members, electoral
votes. AN
ACT To
To provide
provide for
ing the time of the meeting of Congress, the beginning of the terms of Members
Members of
Congress,
Congress, and the time when the electoral votes shall be counted, and for other
purposes------------------------------ ----------------__June
June 5, 1934
1934_.
879
Board of
Indeterminate.Sentence and
and Parole,
Parole, D.
D. C. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled "An
Board
o Indeterminate"
Act to establish
establish a
a Board
Board of Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence and Parole for the District
District of
of

Columbia
approved July
Columbia and to determine
determine its functions, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
July

15, 1932
June 5,
1932-----------------------------------------------June
5, 1934__
1934-Postage15
rates
periodicals. AN ACT To fix the rates of postage on certain
Postage
rates on certain
certain periodicals.
certain periodicals
periodicals
exceeding eight ounces in weight
weight--------.........June
June 5, 1934
1934_ _
Railway
Mail Service,
ervice, promotions.
promotions. AN ACT To remove
Railway Mail
remove inequities in the law governing
governing
eligibility for promotion to the position of chief clerk in the Railway Mail Service
Service

880
880

_June 5, June
1934__
pr
. AN
To amend
, 7,
San Carlos
Carlos irrigation
irrigation project.
AN ACT
ACT To
amend the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
1924, commonly called the "San
"San Carlos
supplementary thereto
Carlos Act", and Acts supplementary

880
880

...------------------------------------------.. June
5, 1934__
June 5,
1934__
feu Exchange
hchaofesAcuiftiues
Securities
Act of 1934.
se5uri4ies
ex
Securities
1934. AN ACT To provide for the regulation
regulation of securities
exehanges
and of
of over-the-counter
changes and
over-the-counter markets operating in interstate and foreign
foreign commerce
and through the mails, to prevent
prevent inequitable
inequitable and unfair practices
practices on such exchanges
and markets,
markets, and
and for
other purposes
purposes--------------------and
for other
.
._
1934.
Alaska coal
coal lands.
To amend
amen dan Act
Act entitled
"An Act to provide
for the
the leasing
leasing
lands. AN
AN ACT To
entitled "An
provide for
of
coal lands
in the
th e Territory
Terr it ory o
Alaska and
and for
purp oses "
June 6
of coal
ands in
offAlasa,
for other
other purposes"
June
6 , 1934
134
Compacts for
of cr
i
me . AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to any
any two
two or
or
Com-pacts
for prevention
prevention of
crime.
the consent
more
States
to
enter
into
agreements
or
compacts
for
cooperative
effort
and
mutual
more States to enter into agreements or compacts for cooperative effort and mutual
6, 1934-assistance in the prevention
prevention of crime, and for other purposes--------June
purposes
June 6
1934-__

881
881
881
8

Quinault Indian
Reservation,
Wash.,
timberf sales. AN
To authorie
the Secretary
of
Istnterior
om
moify
he terms
trms
auth
ACT
To
orize
the
Secretary
of
Quinault
theIndian
Interior
Reservati
to
odify
on ,Wash.
the
timber
of sales.
existingAN
AN
cont
ACT
rac t
sT
f
o
orau
thth
e or
sale
i
ze e
the
Sec retary of
timber on the
the Interior to modify the terms of existing contracts for the sale offtimberthe
itt is
Quinault Indian Reservation
Res ervati on when
w hen i
i
s in
i
n the interest of the Indians so
s on
to do
.----------------------------------------------

o to do
June 6,
6, 1934__
June
1934--
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880

881

881

909

909
909

910
910
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Apprehending persons
persons charged
charged with crime.
appropriation of money
money
crime. AN ACT To authorize an appropriation
Apprehending
to
the apprehension
apprehension of
certain persons
crime_ _June 6, 1934__
1934_ _
charged with crime-_June
persons charged
of certain
facilitate the
to facilitate
agents
certain
Empowering
Cotton Act
Act of
administering oaths.
oaths. JOINT
RESOLUTION Empowering
agents
JOINT RESOLUTION
1934, administering
of 1934,
Cotton
authorized by
Agriculture to administer oaths to applicants
applicants for taxSecretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
by the
authorized
----------.. June 6, 1934__
exemption certificates
under the
1934
1934_ _
the Cotton Act of 1934--certificates under
exemption
to
Bankruptcy Act
amendment. AN
AN ACT To
amend an Act entitled "An Act to
To amend
1898, amendment.
of 1898,
Act of
Bankruptcy
establish a
bankruptcy throughout the United States", approved
approved
system of bankruptcy
uniform system
a uniform
establish
_June 7, 1934_ _
July
1, 1898,
amendatory thereof and supplementary
supplementary thereto_ _June
Acts amendatory
and Acts
1898, and
July 1,
granting
General
Federation of
of Women's
"An Act granting
Clubs. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled "An
Women's Clubs.
General Federation
_
1934 _
a
General Federation
Federation of
of Women's
Clubs " -------------- June 7, 1934_
Women's Clubs"
the General
to the
charter to
a charter
Act
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals far
District of
Columbia, designation
changed. AN ACT To amend an Act
designation changed.
of Columbia,
far District
Court
of
approved February
9, 1893,
1893, entitled "
An Act to establish a
acourt of appeals
"An
February 9,
Congress approved
of Congress
for
District of
of Columbia,
and for
for other
other purposes"
1934_ _
purposes "_------------ -- June 7, 1934Columbia, and
the District
for the
Chinch
JOINT RESOLUTION
Secretary of
RESOLUTION To provide funds to enable the Secretary
control. JOINT
bug control.
Chinch bug
1934_ _
June 7, 1934_
Agriculture to
with States
chinch bugs -------control of chinch
in control
States in
cooperate with
to cooperate
Agriculture
record of registry
Relating to the record
Registry of
registry of certain
certain aliens
certainaliens. AN ACT Relating
of certain
Registry
June 8,
8, 1934-1934_ _
June
--------------------------------------------------------Midge, Saint
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River.
ACT To
completing
commencing and completing
times for commencing
the times
extend the
To extend
AN ACT
River. AN
Btidge,
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across the Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg,
the
New York
York ----June 8, 1934-_
1934_ _
------------------------------------------- June
New
Chippewa
Indian lands.
To modify
modify the
the effect
effect of certain Chippewa
Chippewa Indian treaties
ACT To
AN ACT
lands. AN
Chippewa Indian
on
areas in
in Minnesota--------------------------------------June
Minnesota
June 11,
11, 1934_ _
on areas
Second-class
postal service.
service. AN ACT To amend the third clause of section 14 of the
matter, postal
Second-class matter,
1934-_
Act of
1879 (20
Stat. 359;
June 11, 1934__
226)-------June
sec. 226)
39, sec.
title 39,
U.S.C., title
359; U.S.C.,
(20 Stat.
3, 1879
March 3,
of March
Act
Columbus University,
University, D.C.,
incorporation of ColumAN ACT Relating to the incorporation
incorporation. AN
D.C., incorporation.
Columbus
bus
District of
Columbia, organized under and by virtue of
of Columbia,
Washington, District
of Washington,
University of
bus University
a certificate
certificate of
of incorporation
pursuant to
to the
incorporation laws of the District of
the incorporation
incorporation pursuant
a
Columbia
provided in
subchapter 1
of chapter
Code of Laws of the Disthe Code
of the
18 of
chapter 18
1 of
in subchapter
as provided
Columbia as
trict of
Columbia
June 11, 1934-_
1934_ _
of Columbia-------------------------------------------trict
Philippine Islands,
Government deposits.
deposits. AN
AN ACT Relating to deposits in the United States
Islands, Government
Philippine
1934-of
government of the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands -------- June 11, 1934__
the government
of the
moneys of
public moneys
of public
amend section 32 of the EmerEmergency
Farm Mortgage
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
Mortgage Act,
Emergency Farm
1934- _
gency
Mortgage Act
of 1933
1933 --- ---June 11, 1934_
----------Act of
Farm Mortgage
gency Farm
Climax
baskets for
for mushrooms.
Standard Baskets
Baskets Act of August 31,
AN ACT To amend the Standard
mushrooms. AN
Climax baskets
1934___
1916,
for a
one-pound Climax
mushrooms
June 11, 1934_
Climax basket for mushrooms-----June
a one-pound
provide for
to provide
1916, to
discontinuance of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Alley
Alley Dwelling
Act. AN
provide for the discontinuance
ACT To provide
AN ACT
Dwelling Act.
District
use as
as dwellings
of buildings
buildings situated
in alleys
alleys in
in the District
District of Columbia, and for the
situated in
dwellings of
use
replatting and
of squares
inhabited alleys, in the interest of
containing inhabited
squares containing
development of
and development
replatting
public health,
health, comfort,
morals, safety,
safety, and welfare, and for other purposes
comfort, morals,
public
June
1934_ _
193
12, 1934__
June
June 12,
---------------------------------------------------------to
Air-moil laws,
ACT To
To revise
revise air-mail
air-mail laws,
laws, and to establish
establish a
a commission to
AN ACT
revision. AN
laws, revision.
Air-mail
1934-_ _
June 12, 1934_
make
the Congress
Congress recommending
recommending an aviation policy
policy_---___June
to the
report to
a report
make a
National Defense
Defense Act,
amendment. AN ACT To amend the Act of June 15,
15 ,1933,
1933, amending
Act, amendment.
National
the
Act of
of June
3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
June 12, 1934-1934_ _
amended------------June
June 3,
Defense Act
National Defense
the National
completing the
Bridge, Chesapeake
Bay. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To extend
extend the
commencing and completing
the times for commencing
ChesapeakeBay.
Bridge,
construction
a bridge
bridge across
the Chesapeake
between Baltimore
Baltimore and Kent
Kent
Chesapeake Bay between
across the
of a
construction of
Counties,
June 12, 1934-1934_ _
-------------------- ------- _June
Maryland-- -----Counties, Maryland
Congress to the Tensas Basin
Bridge Bayou
ACT Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
AN ACT
Bartholomew. AN
Bayou Bartholomew.
Bridge
Levee
Board of
of the
State of
Louisiana to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate aa free highof Louisiana
the State
Levee Board
way bridge
across Bayou
Bartholomew at or near its mouth in Morehouse
Morehouse Parish,
Parish,
Bayou Bartholomew
bridge across
way
Louisiana------------------------------------------------ June 12, 1934-_
1934_ _
Louisiana
Erie, Pa.,
Pa., lighthouse
lighthouse reservation.
ACT To
conveyance of the abandoned
abandoned
provide for the conveyance
To provide
AN ACT
reservation. AN
Erie,
lighthouse
detached tower, situate within the city
including detached
buildings, including
and buildings,
reservation and
lighthouse reservation
limits
Pennsylvania, to
city for
1934__
purposes --- June 12, 1934-public-park purposes
for public-park
the city
to the
Erie, Pennsylvania,
of Erie,
limits of
Central Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company, conveyances.
conveyances
ACT Validating certain conveyances
AN ACT
conveyances. AN
Central
heretofore made
made by
by Central
Central Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company, a
a corporation,
corporation, and its lessee,
heretofore
Southern Pacific
involving certain
certain portions
right-of-way,
portions of right-of-way,
corporation, involving
a corporation,
Company, a
Pacific Company,
Southern
in
in the
vicinity of
of the
the city
and near
the station
station of
Acampo, and in the
of Acampo,
near the
Lodi, and
of Lodi,
city of
the vicinity
and in
in and
city
the county
county of
of San
San Joaquin,
Joaquin, State
California, and in or in the
of California,
State of
in the
all in
Tracy, all
of Tracy,
city of
vicinity of
Galt, and
and Polk,
Polk, in
in the
the county
of Sacramento,
Sacramento, State of California, acquired
acquired
county of
of Galt,
vicinity
by Central
Railway Company
under the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved July 1, 1862
Congress approved
Company under
Pacific Railway
Central Pacific
by
(12
Stat.L. 489),
by the
the Act
approved July 2, 1864 (13 Stat.L.
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
amended by
as amended
489), as
(12 Stat.L.
1934-356)
June 12,
193412, 1934__
............... June
356)-----------------------------------------------------June
-..
356)
Central Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company, validating
certain
Validating certain
conveyances. AN ACT Validating
certainconveyances.
validatingcertain
Central
conveyances heretofore
by Central
Central Pacific
Railway Company,
corporation,
Company, aa corporation,
Pacific Railway
made by
heretofore made
conveyances
and its
lessee, Southern
Pacific Company,
Company, a
involving certain portions of
a corporation,
corporation, involving
Southern Pacific
its lessee,
and
right-of-way
and in
in the
the vicinity
of the
the town
town of
all in
in the
the county of Butte,
Gridley, all
of Gridley,
vicinity of
in and
right-of-way,.,in
State
of California,
California, acquired
Company under the Act of
Railway Company
Pacific Railway
Central Pacific
by Central
acquired by
State of
-------Congress approved
(14 Stat.L. 239) -June 12, 1934-1934_
1866 (14
25, 1866
July 25,
approved July
Congress
Postal
ACT To
provide for the final construction,
construction, on behalf of
To provide
AN ACT
conventions. AN
and conventions.
treaties and
Postaltreaties
the
United States,
of postal
treaties or
or conventions
conventions to which
which the United States is aa
postal treaties
States, of
the United
party
1934,June 12, 1934_
party------- ------------------------------------------Trade Agreements
AN ACT
ACT To
Tariff Act of 1930 ------- June 12,1934-12, 1934-the Tariff
To amend the
Act. AN
Agreements Act.
Trade
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Bridge,' Grand
Bridge
Grand Calumet
Granting the
the consent
consent of
to the
Calumet River. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
of Congress
Congress to
the State
State of
of
Indiana to
free highway
across the
the Grand
Grand
Indiana
to construct,
construct, maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a free
highway bridge
bridge across
Calumet
Calumet River near Clark
Gary, Indiana
Indiana -----------June
12,
1934_
Clark Street,
Street, in
in Gary,
-June 12, 1934_ _
Bridge, Tennessee River. AN ACT
Bridge,
AlaACT Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the State
State of
of Alabama, its agent
or agencies,
agencies, and
County and
and to
Lauderdale County
agent or
and to
to Colbert
Colbert County
to Lauderdale
County in
in the
the
State of Alabama,
Alabama, and to the city of Sheffield,
Sheffield, Colbert
County, Alabama,
and to
the
Colbert County,
Alabama, and
to the
city of Florence, Lauderdale
County, Alabama,
Alabama, or
or to
to any
any two
two of
of them,
or to
to either
Lauderdale County,
them, or
either of
of
them, to construct, maintain, and
operate a
and approaches
approaches thereto,
across
and operate
a bridge,
bridge, and
thereto, across
Tennessee River
the Tennessee
River at
between the
city of
Sheffield, Alabama,
Alabama, and
and the
the city
at a
a point between
the city
of Sheffield,
city of
of
Florence, Alabama,
Florence,
Alabama 'suitable
suitable to
the interests
of navigation_
June 12,
1934_ _
to the
interests of
navigation -------- .June
12, 1934-Bridge,
Bridge, Savannah
ACT To
To extend
extend the
the times
for commencing
commencing and
the
Savannah River.
River. AN ACT
times for
and completing
completing the
construction
construction of a
River at
at or
or near
Ferry, near
near
a bridge across the
the Savannah River
near Burtons
Burtons Ferry,
Sylvania,
Georgia-------- -------------------Sylvania, Georgia
June
1934_ _
_
---June 12,
12, 1934-Bridge, Missouri
Bridge,
Missouri River. AN
the times
AN ACT
ACT To further extend
extend the
times for
for commencement
commencement and
and comcompleting
a bridge across the
pleting the construction
construction of a
River at
at or
or near
the Missouri
Missouri River
near Garrison,
Garrison,
North Dakota-Dakota _----------------------------------------June
1934__
June 12,
12, 1934-Dike, Columbia
Columbia River.
Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Congress for
River. AN ACT Granting
consent of
for the
the construction
construction
of a
a dike or
head of
Camas Slough
(Washougal Slough)
Slough) to
Lady
or dam
dam across
across the
the head
of Camas
Slough (Washougal
to Lady
Island on the Columbia River
June 12,
12, 1934_
River in
in the
the State
State of
of Washington
Washington -------- June
1934--_
Bridge,
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River. AN ACT To
for commencing
and completing
completing the
the
To extend
extend the times
times for
commencing and
construction
construction of a
a bridge
bridge across the Missouri
Missouri River at
or near
Brownville, Nebraska
Nebraska
at or
near Brownville,
--------------------------------------------June
1934_ _
June 12,
12, 1934-Bridge, Saint
Saint Marys River. AN ACT Authorizing the
Bridge,
Sainte Marie,
Marie, Michigan,
Michigan,
the city
city of
of Sault Sainte
its successors
and
assigns,
to construct, maintain, and
successors
operate a
the
and operate
a bridge
bridge across
across the
Saint Marys River at or
Marie, Michigan
947
June 12,
12, 1934-1934-or near Sault
Sault Sainte
Sainte Marie,
Michigan ------June
Public
Public works,
works,rates
rates of
of pay.
AN
ACT
To
effectuate
the
purpose
of
certain
stat
u
t
es
co
n
cer
npay. AN ACT To effectuate the purpose of certain statutes concerning rates
rates of pay for labor, by making it
it unlawful to prevent
prevent anyone from receiving
compensation contracted for thereunder,
the compensation
thereunder,. and for
purposes_june 13,
for other
other purposes-June
13, 1934_
1934--_
Government publications.
publications. AN ACT To repeal certain provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
of March
4, 1933,
1933,
Act of
March 4,
reenact sections 4
and to reenact
4and 5
Act of
of March
June 13,
13, 1934__
5 of the Act
March 2,
2, 1929
1929------ -June
1934-Bridge
Columbia River.
River. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
the Oregon-Washington
Oregon-Washing t
on Bridge
Brid ge B
oar d of
of
Bridge,' Columbia
Authorizing the
Board
Trustees
Trustees to construct
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
the Columbia
Columbia River
River
a toll bridge across the
at Astoria, Clatsop
Clatsop County,
County, Oregon
949
June 13,
Oregon-----_----------------------June
13, 19341934-Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge,
Wahkiakum, a
legal political
political
Authorizing the county
county of
of Wahkiakum,
a legal
subdivision
subdivision of the State
State of Washington,
Washington, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
bridge
and operate
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto across the Columbia
between Puget
Columbia River
River between
Puget Island
Island and
and the
the
mainland, Cathlamet,
Cathlarnet, State of Washington
Washington ------------------ -- June
June 13,
1934....
13, 1934-Stillaguamish River, flood survey. AN ACT To provide
Stillaguamish
provide a
examination of
a preliminary
preliminary examination
of StillsStillaguamish River
varnish.
River and its tributaries
tributaries in the State
State of Washington,
to the
the
Washington, with
with a
a view
view to
floods------------------.----------- ---------- June
control of its floods
13, 19341934-June 13,
Snohomish River,
River, flood survey.
Snohomish
survey, AN
To provide
provide a
preliminary examination
examination of
of SnohoAN ACT
ACT To
a preliminary
Snohomish River and its tributaries
tributaries in the State of Washington,
the control
Washington, with
with aa view
view to
to the
control
of
its
floods---------------.----------------------------of
floods
June
13, 1934-_
1934—
June 13,
Nooksack River, flood survey. AN ACT To provide
provide a
examination of
of the
the Nooka preliminary
preliminary examination
Nooksack
River
and
its
tributaries
in
the
State
of
Washington,
with
a
sack River and
Washington,
a view to the control
of
its
floods
-----------June 13, 1934of its
_June
1934....
*Skagit
Skagit River, flood survey. AN ACT To provide
rrovide a
apreliminary
preliminary examination
River
examination of
of Skagit
Skagit River
and its tributaries
in
the
State of Washington,
tributaries
Washington, with
with a
aview
view to
to the
rol of
ofit
flood
the cont
control
itss flood
waters
waters------------------------------------------June 13,
13, 1934-1934_ Contractors,
postal
service.
AN
ACT
To
authorize
the
Post
Office
Department
to
Contractors, postal service. AN ACT To authorize the Post Office Department to hold
hold
contractors responsible in damages
damages for the loss, rifling, damage, wrong
contractors
delivery,
wrong delivery,
depredation
mistreatment of mail matter
depredation upon, or other mistreatment
to fault
fault or
or negligence
matter due
due to
negligence
of the contractor
contractor or an agent or employee thereof
thereof_-------------- _June
1934_ June 13,
13, 1934-Paint
Rock
River,
Paint Rock River, flood survey. AN ACT To provide a
a preliminary examination
examination of the
Paint Rock
ock River in Jackson
Jackson County,
Coun_ty, Alabama,
with a
to the
cont ro lo
Alabama, with
a view
view to
the control
offit
itss
floods ---------------------------------ne_____ ____
-------------- June 13,
13, 1934-__
1934_ _
Connecticut River
flood survey. AN ACT To provide for
Connecticut
River, ____
preliminary examination
for aa preliminary
examination of
of
the Connecticut
Connecticut River,
a view to the control of its floods and
River, with a
prevention of
and prevention
of
erosion
of its
its banks
banks in the State of Massachusetts
Massachusetts----.
.
--- June
erosion of
June 13, 1934-1934_ _
District
of Columbia,
Legion property.
property. AN ACT To exempt from taxation
District of
Columbia, American
American Legion
taxation cercertain property
property of The American
Columbia__June
tain
American Legion in the District of Columbia_
_June 13,
1934__
13, 1934
Cowlitz
flood survey.
survey. AN ACT To provide a
Cowlitz River,
River, flood
a preliminary examination
examination of the CowCowlitz River
tributaries in
in the
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, with a
a view to the conconlitz
River and
and its
its tributaries
trol
of its
floods
trol of
its floods------------.
.
.
June
13,
1934._
Chehalis River, flood survey. AN ACT
Juneof
13,Chehalis
1934
examination
Chehalis River, flood survey. AN
ACT To
To provide
provide aa preliminary
preliminary examination
of Chehais
River
and its
a view to the control
River and
its tributaries
tributaries in
in the
the State of Washington,
Washington, with a
control of
of
its floods
_June
13,
1934_
_
Lewis
Rier,
.tood
e
.
AN
ACT
To
provide
a
preliminary
examination
of
the
Lewis
Lewis River, flood survey. AN ACT To provide a preliminary examination
Lewis
River
and its
tributaries in
of Washington,
Washington, with
a view
view to the control
River and
its tributaries
in the
the State
State of
with a
control of
of
its floods
floods&
-----RTpvere
surve
June 13,
13, 1934-1934—
ANACTbia
June
Columbiaiver
aa py
prel
ry examination
Columbia River, flood surveyAN
survey. AN ACT To provide alOod
preliminary
examination
of ColumColumof
bia River
River and
and its
bia
its tributaries
tributaries in the State of Washington, with a
a view to the control
of its flood waters
waters--------June 13 1934
June 13.
13, 1934.
1934__
............................
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Emergency Railroad
amendments. AN ACT To amend the Emergency
Emergency
Railroad Transportation
Transportation Act, amendments.
Railroad
Transportation Act, 1933,
Railroad Transportation
1933, approved
approved June 16, 1933-------June
1933
June 13, 1934.
1934_ _
Fort Francis
Francis E. Warren,
Warren, Wyo.,
Fort
Wyo. addition.
addition. AN ACT To authorize
authorize an appropriation
appropriation for the
Wyoming for use as rifle ranges for the Army of the United
purchase of land
land in Wyoming
States-----------------------------------------.-States
June 14, 1934-1934....
Purchase
under Conservation
Conservation Act. AN ACT To facilitate purchases
Purchase of forest lands,
lands, under
purchases of forest
forest
lands under the Act approved March
------.-June 14, 1934_
1934--_
March 1, 1911 ----Judicial Code,
Code, amendment,
amendment, declaratory
declaratoryjudgments.
judgments. AN ACT To amend the Judicial
Judicial Code by
Judicial
by
a new section to
June 14,
14, 1934_
adding a
to be numbered
numbered 274D
274D -------------------- June
1934___
preliminary examination
examination of the
Green River, Wash., flood survey. AN ACT To provide a
a preliminary
Green
Green
June 14,
1934_
Green River, Washington,
Washington, with
with a
a view
view to the control
control of
of its
its floods
floods-----June
14, 1934__
water supply. AN ACT To afford permanent
Coquille, Oreg., water
permanent protection
protection to the watershed
watershed
1934_ _
and water supply of the city of Coquille, Coos County, Oregon ---- June 14, 1934-_
McMinnville, Oreg., lands.
authorize the
the purchase
purchase by the city of McMinnville,
McMinnville,
lands. AN ACT To authorize
Oregon, of certain
revested in the United
United
Oregon,
certain tracts of public lands and certain tracts revested
June 14,
1934__
States under
under the Act of
of June
June 9, 1916
1916 (39
(39 Stat. 218) -----------June
14, 1934-Hampton
addition.
AN ACT Providing for the acquisition of
Hampton Roads
Roads Naval
Naval Operating
Operating Base,
Base, addition.
additional lands for the naval air station at Hampton Roads Naval Operating
Operating Base,
Norfolk, Virginia ----------------------Norfolk,
------------- --- June
June 14, 1934_
1934-_ _
Forest
authorize the purchase
purchase by the city of Forest
Forest
land patent.
patent. AN ACT To authorize
Forest Grove,
Grove, Oreg., land
Oregon, of certain tracts
tracts of public lands
lands and certain
certain tracts revested
revested in the
Grove, Oregon,
United States under the Act of June
June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218)
1934_ _
218)-- -------- June 14, 1934-laborers. AN ACT To provide
provide hourly
hourly rates of pay for substitute
Mail Service, laborers.
Railway Mail
laborers in the Railway Mail Service
appointed as regular
Service and time credits when appointed
laborer --------------------------June 14, 1934_
1934___
--------June
------------Ocmulgee National
authorize the establishment of the Ocmulgee
Ocmulgee
Monument. AN ACT To authorize
National Monument.
National Monument
Monument in Bibb County, Georgia ------------------- June 14, 1934_
1934-National
to
Olmstead
in North Carolina.
Agriculture to
Carolina. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture
Olmstead lands
lands in
Carolina
adjust claims to so-called
so-called "Olmstead
lands" in the State of North Carolina
"Olmstead lands"
June 14, 1934....
June
1934---------------------------------------------------Navajo
exterior boundaries
boundaries of the Navajo
Ariz. AN ACT To define the exterior
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Any.
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation
Arizona, and for other purposes
June 14, 1934-1934__
purposes------------June
Indian
Reservation in Arizona,
offices
post offices.
Terminal railway
railway post
offices. AN ACT To reclassify terminal railway post offices
Terminal
June 14, 1934_
1934-_ _
------------------------------------------------harmonize the
RESOLUTION To harmonize
laws. JOINT RESOLUTION
Islands, coastwise
coastwise shipping
shipping laws.
Samoan Islands,
American Samoa
reference to American
treaties and statutes of the United States with reference
treaties
1934-June 14, 1934._
------------------------------.
---------regulations. AN ACT To amend section 895 of the Code of Law of
District of Columbia,
Columbia, harbor
harbor regulations.
District
1934-_ _
June
Columbia
June 15, 1934..
the District of Columbia-----------------------------------authorize the acknowledgment
Railway Mail
Mail Service. AN ACT To authorize
Acknowledgment of oaths
acknowledgment
oaths, Railway
Service
inspectors and by chief clerks of the Railway Mail Service
post-office inspectors
of oaths by post-office
June 15,
15, 19341934--------------------June
-.------_-----------------------Great Smoky
Mountains National
establish a
a minimum area for the
Park. AN ACT To establish
National Park.
Smoky Mountains
Great
Great
Mountains National
National Park,
June 15, 1934....
1934. Park, and for other purposes ---- June
Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains
relating
Reservation, Wis.
Wis., timber
operations. AN ACT To amend the law relating
timber operations.
IndianReservation,
Menominee Indian
Wisconsin
timber operations
Reservation in Wisconsin
Menominee Indian Reservation
operations on the Menominee
to timber
1934_ _
------.-------------- June 15, 1934-----------.-----.--------Menominee Indians
Indians of
of Wisconsin, membership. AN ACT To provide for the enrollment of
Menominee
members
Menominee Indian
Indian Tribe
Tribe of
of Wisconsin....
__June 15,
1934.. _
15, 1934State of
Wisconsin..----June
of the
the State
the Menominee
members of
of the
District
authorize the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
AN ACT To authorize
School sale.
sale. AN
of Columbia,
Columbia, Tenley School
District of
District of
of Columbia
Tenley School to
representative
to the
the duly authorized
authorized representative
the old Tenley
Columbia to sell the
District
of Saint Ann's Church of the District of Columbia --------------- June 15, 19341934- Pharmacists'
liquor stamp
AN ACT To change the name of the retail liquor dealers'
stamp tax.
tax. AN
Pharmacists'liquor
stamp
tax in
case of
retail drug
stores or
pharmacies
June
1934.June 15,
15, 1934-or pharmacies---------drug stores
of retail
in the
the case
stamp tax
RESOLUTION AuCommission. JOINT
Memorial Commission.
United States
Territorial Expansion
Expansion Memorial
JOINT RESOLUTION
AuStates Territorial
United
thorizing the
the creation
creation of a
Commission to consider
consider and formulate
Memorial Commission
a Federal
Federal Memorial
thorizing
plans for
for the
the western
the Mississippi
near the
or near
Mississippi River, at or
bank of
of the
on the
western bank
construction, on
plans
the construction,
site of
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, of
permanent memorial
memorial to
to the men who made posof a
a permanent
old Saint
site
of old
sible the
the territorial
territorial expansion
the United
States, particularly
Thomas
President Thomas
particularly President
of the
United States,
expansion of
sible
Jefferson and his
Livingston and Monroe,
Monroe, who negotiated
negotiated the Louisiana Purchase,
his aids,
aids, Livingston
Jefferson
and
great explorers,
Lewis and
Clark, and
and the hardy hunters,
trappers, frontiersfrontiershunters, trappers,
and Clark,
explorers, Lewis
and to
to the
the great
men, and
and pioneers
pioneers and
others who
to the
expansion and
developand developterritorial expansion
the territorial
contributed to
who contributed
and others
men,
ment
June 15, 1934-1934__
ment of the United States of America ---------------- -----Inland
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
the Inland
Inland Waterways
Waterways
amend the
Act, amendment.
CorporationAct,
Waterways Corporation
Inland Waterways
Corporation
Act,
approved
June
3,
1924,
as
amended
June
16,
1934_
Corporation Act, approved June 3, 1924, as amended------------June 16, 1934--_
Federal Reserve,
To amend
section 12B
12B of
of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve
the Federal
amend section
ACT To
AN ACT
insurance. AN
deposit insurance.
Reserve, deposit
Federal
Act
so as
to extend
for one
one year
year the
temporary plan
for deposit
deposit insurance,
insurance, and
and for
for
plan for
the temporary
extend for
Act so
as to
other purposes
purposes ----------------------------------------June
16, 1934__
1934 June 16,
other
National Society
Sons of
American Revolution.
Revolution. AN
from taxation
taxation
exempt from
ACT To
To exempt
AN ACT
of the
the American
of the
the Sons
Society of
National
certain property
National Society
of the
the Sons
of the
the American
American Revolution
Revolution
Sons of
Society of
of the
the National
property of
certain
1934June 16,
16,1934---------------------- June
--------------- ----Kiowa, etc.,
etc., Indians
of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. AN
AN ACT
authorise payment
of expenses
expense" of
of formulati
formulating
payment of
To authorise
ACT To
Indiansof
Kiowa,
claims of
of the
the Kiowa,
Comanche, and
and Apache
Oklahoma against
against the
the United
United
of Oklahoma
Apache Indians
Indians of
Kiowa, Comanche,
claims
States,
for other
other purposes
purposes --.----------.--------.-June 1,
13, 114-1934- -..
June
and for
States, and
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Frank J.
J. Boudinot,
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing and
Court of
Claims, in
in
AN ACT
and directing
directing the
the Court
of Claims,
Frank
Boudinot, allowances.
allowances. AN
the event
of judgment
judgment or
in favor
Indians, or
of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee Indians,
or any
any of
of them,
them,
the
event of
or judgments
judgments in
favor of
in suits
suits by
the United
United States
States under
under the
the Acts
of March
March 19,
and
in
by them
them against
against the
Acts of
19, 1924,
1924, and
April
25, 1932,
1932, to
decrees allowances
allowances to
Boudinot, not
exceeding
to Frank
Frank J.
J. Boudinot,
not exceeding
April 25,
to include
include in
in its
its decrees
5per
per centum
other purposes
purposes ----------- June
1934_ _
June 16, 1934_
and for
for other
such recoveries,
recoveries, and
centum of
of such
5
Money orders,
postal service.
service. AN
To compensate
the Post
Office Department
Department for
the
compensate the
Post Office
for the
Money
orders, postal
AN ACT
ACT To
extra work
work caused
the payment
of money
money orders
orders at
at offices
other than
those on
on which
which
offices other
than those
caused by
by the
payment of
extra
the orders
orders are
1934_ _
June 16,
16, 1934-the
are drawn
drawn --------------------------------------- June
Agricultural Adjustment
Act, amendment.
ACT To
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
To amend
an Act
amendment. AN
AN ACT
Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
relieve the
national economic
economic emergency
emergency by
purchasing
by increasing
increasing agricultural
agricultural purchasing
relieve
the existing
existing national
power, to
to raise
revenue for
for extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
expenses incurred
by reason
reason of
of such
such emeremerincurred by
power,
raise revenue
gency,
to provide
provide emergency
indebtedness, to
proto proagricultural indebtedness,
with respect
respect to
to agricultural
emergency relief
relief with
gency, to
vide
for the
the orderly
liquidation of
of joint-stock
banks, and
other purposes",
purposes",
vide for
orderly liquidation
joint-stock land
land banks,
and for
for other
approved
12, 1933
1933 --------------------------------May 12,
approved May

June 16,
16, 1934__
1934-June

Alcoholic Beverage
Act, D.C.
D.C. amendment.
To amend
amend the
of
the District
District of
Control Act,
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Columbia Alcoholic
Beverage Control
permit the
the issuance
of retailers'
retailers' licenses
to permit
issuance of
licenses
Columbia
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act
Act to
of class
class B
in residential
residential districts --------------------------- June 16, 1934_
1934--_
B in
of
Government
operating under
provide relief
relief to
to Government
To provide
Government
under Code.
Code. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
Government contractors
contractors operating
contractors whose
costs of
performance were
increased as
as a
result of
of compliance
compliance with
with
of performance
were increased
a result
contractors
whose costs
the Act
purposes ----------- June 16, 1934-1934_ _
and for other purposes
June 16, 1933, and
Act approved
approved June
the
New Mexico,
AN ACT
Providing for
of patents
patents upon
certain
upon certain
for the
the issuance
issuance of
public lands.
lands. AN
ACT Providing
New
Mexico, public
conditions
to lands
lands and
accretions thereto
to be
within the
State of
of New
be within
the State
New
and accretions
thereto determined
determined to
conditions to
Mexico in
in accordance
accordance with
the decree
Court of
United States
States
Mexico
with the
decree of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
the United
entered
April 9,
1928
June 16,
16, 1934__
1934-June
9, 1928-----------------------------------entered April
International Council
Council of
of Scientific
Scientific Unions,
etc. AN
To authorize
authorize appropriations
pay
ACT To
appropriations to
to pay
Unions etc.
AN ACT
International
the annual
adhering member
International
of the
the International
States as
as an
an adhering
member of
annual share
share of the
the United
United States
the
Council of
June 16, 1934_
1934--unions ---------------- June
Scientific Unions
Unions and
and associated
associated unions
Council
of Scientific
Sea
lions, Alaska
Alaska waters.
ACT To
To repeal
repeal certain
sea
for the protection
protection of sea
certain laws providing
providing for
AN ACT
waters. AN
Sea lions,
lions in
in Alaska
Alaska waters
waters ---------------------------------June
16, 1934__
June 16,
1934-lions
Mineral Lands Leasing
Leasing Act,
Act, amendment. AN ACT
Act
the Mineral
Mineral Lands
Lands Leasing
Leasing Act
ACT To
To amend
amend the
Mineral
of
reference to oilgas-prospecting permits
leases_
1934 -permits and leases
---__June
June 16, 1934oil- or
or gas-prospecting
of 1920 with
with reference
Memorial
archways authorized.
authorized. JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing suitable
in
suitable memorials
memorials in
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Memorial archways
Seamen A. Knapp
June 16, 1934-1934- Knapp- ---------------honor of James Wilson and Seamen
Parliament
RESOLUTION Authorizing
to
JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the
the President to
Parliament of
of upper
upper Canada,
Canada, mace. JOINT
return the mace
mace of the
Parliament of
Canada to the Canadian Government
Government
the Parliament
of upper Canada
return
June 16, 1934_
1934--_
-------------.------------------------------------------ June
Tradingwith the Enemy Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
Trading
section 24 of the Trading with
the Enemy Act, as amended---amended
June 18, 1934_
-----------------------1934--1926
claims. AN ACT To amend an Act approved May 14, 1926
Chippewa Indians
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota, claims.
Chippewa

(44 Stat. 555),
entitled "An
authorizing the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of
of Minnesota
(44
555), entitled
"An Act authorizing
Minnesota to
to
submit claims to the Court of Claims."
-----June 18, 1934..
1934_-Claims." -------------

Protecting
trade against
against interference
protect trade and commerce
commerce
Protecting trade
interference by violence. AN ACT To protect
against interference
interference by violence, threats,
threats coercion, or intimidation
intimidation.. June 18, 1934_
1934 Chippewa
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota, attorneys.
A14 ACT To amend the Act approved June 28,
Chippewa Indians
attorneys. AN
June 18, 1934_
1934--_
1932 (47 Stat. L. 337) ----------------------------------King Hill
Hill Irrigation
District, Idaho.
Idaho. AN
King
Irrigation District,
AN ACT To convey
convey to the King Hill Irrigation
Irrigation
District, State of Idaho, all the
the interest of the United
United States in the King Hill Federal
Reclamation Project, and for other purposes.--------------------June
Reclamation
purposes..
June 18,1934_
18,1934--_
Bridge,
Commission and authorizing
authorizing
Bridge, Missouri
Missouri River. AN ACT Creating the Florence Bridge Commission
said Commission and its successors
successors and assigns
assigns to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate a
a
maintain, and
--_June 18, 1934bridge across the Missouri River at or near Florence, NebraskaNebraska-------June
1934--_
Pioneer
National Monument,
Monument, Ky.
Pioneer National
Ky. AN ACT To provide
provide for the creation of the Pioneer
Pioneer
National
National Monument in the State of Kentucky, and for other purposes
purposes,June
June 18, 19341934--Oyster planters,
oans. AN ACT To authorize
production credit associations
to
planters, loans.
authorize production
associations to make loans to
oysterplanters-----------------------------------oyster planters
June 18, 1934-1934_ Bridge,
River. AN ACT To extend the times for commencing and completing
Bridge, Saint
Saint Clair
Clair River.
completing
the construction
construction of aa bridge across the Saint Clair River at or near Port Huron,
Huron,
Michigan -------------------- ----------------Michigan
1934_ _
----June 18, 1934
etc. AN ACT To conserve
conserve and develop
develop Indian lands and
an d resources;
resources; to
to
Indian allotments
allotments, etc
extend to Indians
Indians the right to form business and other organizations;
organizations; to establish a
a
credit system for Indians; to grant certain rights of home rule to Indians; to provide
for vocational
education
for
Indians;
and
for
other
purposes----June
vocational education
purposes
June 18, 19341934_ _
Bridge, Lake Champlain.
Bridge,
Champlain. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress to the State Board of
Public Works of the State of Vermont to construct,
a toll bridge
construct, maintain, and operate a
bridge
across Lake Champlain at or near West Swanton, Vermont
Vermont------June
June 18, 1934-1934_
Postal
commissions of postmasters.
postmasters. AN ACT To enable the Postmaster General to
to
Postal Service, commissions
withhold commissions
commissions on false returns made by postmasters
postmasters ------ -June
June 18, 19341934_ _
Postal service,
"An Act authorizing
authorizing the PostPostal
service, claims.
claims. AN ACT To amend
amend the Act entitled "An
master General
General to adjust certain claims of postmasters for loss by burglary, fire,
fire, or
or
other unavoidable casualty", approved
amended -June
approved March 17, 1882, as amended_
_June 18, 19341934_ _
Bankruptcy Act of 1898,
1898, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend section
Bankruptcy
section 4
4 of "An
"An Act to amend
amend
an Act entitled 'An
'
An Act to establish a
a uniform system of bankruptcy
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the
United States', approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory thereof
thereof and supplesupplementary thereto",
thereto", approved
approved June
June 7, 1934------------------.---June
1934
June 18,
1934_ 18, 1934-
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Salmon
control. AN
AN ACT
Authorizing the control of floods in the Salmon River,
ACT Authorizing
flood control.
River, flood
Salmon River,
Alaska
1934_ _
June 18, 1934-_
Alaska------------------------------------------Bridge,
AN ACT
Authorizing the
Atchison, Kansas, and the county
city of Atchison,
the city
ACT Authorizing
River. AN
Missouri River.
Bridge, Missouri
of
Buchanan, Missouri,
Missouri, or
or either
of them
them or
or the
Kansas and Missouri, or
the States of Kansas
either of
of Buchanan,
either of
or the
the highway
departments of such States, acting jointly or severally,
severally,
highway departments
them, or
of them,
either
River
Missouri River
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain and operate
bridge across the Missouri
a free highway bridge
operate a
to
1934_._
at or
or near
Atchison, Kansas----------------------------------June
Kansas
June 18, 1934_
near Atchison,
at
Star routes,
routes, postal
postal service.
To remove
remove the
extension of star
upon the extension
limitation upon
the limitation
ACT To
AN ACT
service. AN
Star
1934--_
routes -----------------------------------------------June 18, 1934_
routes
Domestic
AN ACT
Postmaster General
General to
to
authorize the Postmaster
To authorize
ACT To
mail. AN
etc., mail.
insured, etc.,
registered, insured,
Domestic registered,
charge
additional fee
for effecting
effecting delivery
delivery of domestic
domestic registered,
registered, insured, or collectfee for
an additional
charge an
on-delivery
delivery of which is restricted to the addressee only, or to the
the delivery
mail, the
on-delivery mail,
addressee
order
June 18, 1934__
1934_ _
or order--------------------------------------addressee or
Receivers, etc.,
in Federal
courts. AN
AN ACT
Making receivers
receivers appointed by any United States
ACT Making
Federalcourts.
etc., in
Receivers,
courts and
conduct any
business, or conducting any business, subject
any business,
to conduct
authorized to
and authorized
courts
to taxes
taxes levied
by the
the State
business were conducted
conducted by private
if such business
as if
same as
the same
State the
levied by
to
June 18, 1934_ _
individuals
corporations ---------------------------------or corporations
individuals or
Emergency construction
construction of
of public
public highways,
increase employment by authetc. AN ACT To increase
highways, etc.
Emergency
orizing
appropriation to
to provide
provide for
for emergency
emergency construction
construction of public highways
an appropriation
orizing an
and
related projects,
amend the
approved July 11,
11, 1916,
the Federal Aid Road Act, approved
to amend
and to
projects, and
and related
1934- _
as
amended and
and supplemented,
supplemented, and
and for
June 18, 1934_
purposes-------------June
other purposes
for other
as amended
Fraudulent
claims. AN ACT
ACT To amend section 35 of the Criminal Code of the United
Fraudulent claims.
1934-_ _
June
States -----------------------------------------------June 18, 1934_
States
D.C., Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Control Act,
Act, amendment.
AN ACT To amend section 11 of the
amendment. AN
Alcoholic Beverage
D.C.,
1934 -_
District
Beverage Control
Control Act ------------ June 18, 1934_
Alcoholic Beverage
Columbia Alcoholic
of Columbia
District of
Malt, etc.,
baker, etc.
AN ACT
Revenue Act
To amend section 601 (c) (2) of the Revenue
ACT To
etc. AN
to baker,
resale to
for resale
etc., for
Malt,
1934-_ _
of
June 18, 1934_
1932---------------------------------------------of 1932
Foreign trade
trade zones.
AN ACT To provide for the establishment, operation,
operation, and maintemaintezones. AN
Foreign
nance
of foreign-trade
zones in
ports of entry of the United States, to expedite
expedite and
and
in ports
foreign-trade zones
nance of
encourage
commerce, and
and for
for other
other purposes
1934_ _
purposes -------------- June 18, 1934-_
foreign commerce,
encourage foreign
Bridge,
River. AN
AN ACT
Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the CommonACT Granting
Susquehanna River.
Bridge, Susquehanna
a toll bridge across the
wealth
of Pennsylvania
maintain, and operate a
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Pennsylvania to
wealth of
June 18, 1934-Susquehanna
at or
Pennsylvania
1934_ _
near York Furnace, Pennsylvania-------or near
River at
Susquehanna River
authorize the incorporated town of Douglas City,
Douglas
bonds. AN ACT To authorize
Alaska, bonds.
City, Alaska
Douglas City,
Alaska, to
undertake certain
certain municipal
municipal public
construction, reconworks, including construction,
public works,
to undertake
Alaska,
and
water-supply system; and
improvements of its water-supply
struction
enlargement, extension,
extension, and improvements
struction, .enlargement,
construction, reconstruction,
extension, and improvements
improvements to sewers,
sewers,
enlargement, extension,
reconstruction, enlargement,
construction,
1934-_ _
June 18, 1934_
and for
for such
such purposes
exceeding $40,000_ _June
issue bonds in any sum not exceeding
to issue
purposes to
and
Bridge, Susquehanna
River. AN
ACT Granting
the consent of Congress to the CommonGranting the
AN ACT
Susquehanna River.
Bridge,
wealth
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aa toll bridge across the
and operate
to construct,
Pennsylvania to
of Pennsylvania
wealth of
Pennsylvania
Susquehanna River
River at or
Middletown, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania
near Middletown,
or near
Susquehanna
1934-June 18, 1934._
--------------------------------------------------Fairbanks, Alaska,
Alaska, bonds.
bonds. AN
ACT To
authorize the incorporated
incorporated town of Fairbanks,
Fairbanks,
To authorize
AN ACT
Fairbanks,
construction, reconAlaska,
undertake certain
certain municipal
reconmunicipal public works, including construction,
to undertake
Alaska, to
struction, and
and extension
extension of
of sidewalks;
reconstruction, and extension of
construction, reconstruction,
sidewalks; construction,
struction,
sewers, and
and construction
of a
fire-department building, and
and
combined city hall and fire-department
a combined
construction of
sewers,
for such
such purposes
issue bonds
bonds in
exceeding $50,000--June
$50,000_ _June 18, 1934
1934_ -_
in any sum not exceeding
to issue
purposes to
for
Investigation Division,
Ditnszon, Department
Department of
of Justice.
Justice. AN ACT To empower certain members
members of
Investigation
the Division
Investigation of the Department of Justice
Justice to make arrests in certain
Division of Investigation
the
cases, and
for other
other purposes--------------------------------June
purposes
June 18, 1934-1934_ _
and for
cases,
commisBridge, Lake
Sabine. AN
Authorizing the city of Port Arthur, Texas, or the commisAN ACT Authorizing
Lake Sabine.
Bridge,
a bridge
sion hereby
and its successors,
successors, to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
created and
hereby created
sion
Juune 18, 1934over Lake
Lake Sabine,
near Port
1934_ _
Port Arthur, Texas ------- ------- June
or near
at or
Sabine, at
over
Bridge,
Merrimack River.
River. AN
ACT Granting
Granting the
the consent of Congress to the county comAN ACT
Bridge, Merrimack
missioners of
of Essex
in the
the State
Massachusetts, to construct, maintain,
maintain,
State of Massachusetts,
County, in
Essex County,
missioners
Lawrence,
and
operate a
afree
free highway
highway bridge
bridge across
across the
Merrimack River, in the city of Lawrence,
the Merrimack
and operate
Massachusetts
June
1934_-_
June 18, 1934
-----------Massachusetts--------------------------reduction of the required
Liquor
etc. AN
ACT To
To authorize the reduction
required distance beAN ACT
distilleries, etc.
Liquor distilleries,
around
rectifying plants and to authorize higher
tween
distilleries and rectifying
higher fences around
liquor distilleries
tween liquor
distilleries
June 18, 1934_ _
----------------distilleries---Bridge,
Ohio River.
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
the Sistersville
Sistersville Bridge
Board of Trustees to conBridge Board
Authorizing the
River. AN
Bridge, Ohio
Sistersville, Tyler
a toll bridge across the Ohio River at Sistersville,
struct, maintain,
operate a
maintain and operate
struct,
County, West
1934_ _
Virginia------------------------------------ June 18, 1934
West Virginia
County,
Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Ad, D.C., amendment. AN ACT To amend subsection
subsection (a) of
Control Act,
Alcoholic Beverage
1934 18,
June
-------section 23
of the
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
Control Act _
June
1934....
District Alcoholic
the District
23 of
section
the
Bridge, Missouri
River. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
commencing and completing
completing the
extend the times for commencing
To extend
Missouri River.
Bridge,
Washington, Missouri
construction of
bridge across
Missouri River at or near Washington,
the Missouri
across the
of aa bridge
construction
1934 _
------------------------------------------------- June 18, 1934_
Upper Mississippi
Wild Life,
Life, etc.
authorise the acquisition
acquisition of additional
additional
etc. AN ACT To authorize
River Wild
Mississippi River
Upper
1934-Refuge. -- June 18, 1934—
land for
Upper Mississippi
River Wild
and Fish
Yoh Refuge
Wild Life and
Mississippi River
the Upper
for the
land
Commision, of
Bridge Ohio
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorising the Spencer County Bridge
Bridge Commission
River. AN
Ohio River.
Bridge,
the
toll bridgeboroln
'Spencer
County, Indiana,
Indiana, to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
a toil
across,the
to construct,
Spencer County,
19-•
Ohio
Owensboro, Kentucky..
Kentuoky —June
June 18, 1934-between Rockport, Indiana, and Owenrboro,
River between
Ohio River
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992

992
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Puerto Rican,
duty. AN ACT Providing for the ratification
Puerto
Rican ' coffee
coffee duty.
ratification of Joint Resolution
Resolution NumNumbered
bered 59 of the Legislature of Puerto Rico, approved by the Governor
Governor May
May 5,
5, 1930,
1930,
imposing
an
import
duty
on
coffee
imported
into Puerto Rico ---- - _June
imposing an
June 18,
18, 19341934_
Military
Academy,
admission
of
Eloy
and
Jaime
Military Academy, admission
Bloy and Jaime Eduardo
Eduardo Alfaro.
Alfaro. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of War
War to receive for instruction
instruction at the United
United States
States MiliMilitary
Academy
at
West
Point,
Eloy Alfaro and Jaime Eduardo
tary Academy at
Eduardo Alfaro, citizens of
of
Ecuador
-----------------------.---------------.-----Ecuador
1934_ _
June 18,
18,1934_
Allotment
of
documents. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To amend section
Allotment
documents.
Act,
section 72 of
of the
the Printing
Printing Act,
approved January
January 12, 1895, and
amendatory thereof and supplementary
approved
and Acts amendatory
supplementary thereto,.
thereto,
relative to
to the
relative
the allotment of public documents, and section 85 of
same Act
Act fixing
of the same
fixing
the date of the expiration of the franking
franking privilege
the
privilege to Member of
of Congress
Congress
-- ---------------- ----- - ------- --.-..-1934_ _
.-.. June 18,
18, 1934__American-Turkish
claims. JOINT
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing appropriation for expenses
expenses
American-Turkish claims.
JOINT RESOLUTION
of representatives
representatives of
of United States to meet at Istanbul, Turkey,
of
Turkey, with representatives
representatives
of Turkish
Republic for purpose of examining
of
Turkish Republic
examining claims of either Government
Government against
against the
the
other and
and for expense of proceedings
proceedings before
before an
pire ,if
if necessary
necessary__June
_June 18,
an um
umpire,
18, 1934.
1934 _
Settlement
of
War
Claims
Act,
amendment.
JOINT
RESOLUTION
Extending for
Settlement of War Claims Act,
RESOLUTION Extending
for two years
years
the
time
within
which
American
claimants
may
make
the time within
application for payment, under
under
the Settlement
the
Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, of awards of the Mixed
Mixed Claims Commission
Commission
and
the
Tripartite
Claims
Commission,
and
Tripartite Claims
and extending
extending until March
March 10,
1936, the
the time
10, 1936,
time
within
within which Hungarian
Hungarian claimants may make application
the
application for payment,
payment, under
under the
Settlement
Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, of awards of the War
War Claims Arbiter
Arbiter
------------.------------------------.-----.--------------- June
June 18,
18, 1934__
1934__
International
at Fort
FortNiagara.
International celebration
celebration at
Niagara. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing an
appropriaan appropriation
for
the participation
the United
United States in the International
Celebration at Fort
tion for the
participation of
of the
International Celebration
Fort
Niagara,
New York-------------_
---------------- -----Niagara, New
York
June 18,
1934_
-June
18,
1934-_
Containers
of distilled
distilled spirits.
Containers of
spirits. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To protect
protect the revenue
revenue by regulation
regulation
of
the
traffic
containers of
-_ June 18,
of the traffic in
in containers
of distilled
distilled spirits-----------------spirits
18 1934_
1934- _
Substances
in manufacturing
manufacturing distilled
distilled spirits.
spirits. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To protect
Substances used
used in
protect the
revenue
by requiring
information concerning
concerning the disposition
revenue by
requiring information
disposition of substances
used in
in
substances used
the
manufacture of
of distilled
the manufacture
distilled spirits---------------------------June
spirits
June 18, 1934__
1934
Appropriations,emergencies,
fiscal years
years 1934 and 1935.
Appropriations,
emergencies, fiscal
1935, AN ACT
ACT Making
Making appropriations
to
appropriations to
supply
in certain
certain appropriations for the fiscal year
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
year ending June
June 30,
1934,
30, 1934,
and
prior fiscal
years, to provide
emergency appropriations
and prior
fiscal years,
provide supplemental
supplemental general
general and emergency
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
30, 1934, and June
for
years ending June 30,
June 30, 1935, and for
for other
other purposes
purposes
.................---------------------------June 19,
------June
19, 1934__
1934-__
Guantanamo
Bay
naval
station,
water
supply.
AN
ACT
To
authorize
the
Secretary
the
Guantanamo Bay naval station, water supply. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of
of the
Navy
to make
make a
a long-term
long-term contract
Navy to
contract for the supply of water to the United States naval
station
at Guantanamo
Cuba------------.----- June
19 1934.
station at
Guantanamo Bay,
Bay, Cuba
June 19,
1934_
Shipments
AN ACT To amend
amend the Act entitled
Shipments of
of poisons,
poisons, etc.,
etc., by
by mails.
mails. AN
entitled "An
"An Act to
amend
to amend
section
217,
as
amended,
of
the
'An Act to codify,
section 217, as amended, of the Act entitled
entitled 'An
codify, revise,
revise, and amend the
penal
laws
of
the
United States',
penal laws of
United
States', approved
approved March 4, 1909',
1909", approved January
11,
January 11,
1929,
respect to
the use
the mails
mails for the shipment
1929, with
with respect
to the
use of
of the
shipment of certain drugs and
medicines
to
cosmetologists
-------June
medicines to cosmetologists and
and barbers
barbers
June 19,
19, 19341934__
United
rules in
in actions
actions at law. AN ACT To give the Supreme Court of
United States'Supreme
States' Supreme Court,
Court, rules
of
the United States authority to make and publish rules inactions at law-June
9 194
the United States authority to make and publish rules in actions
law _June 19,
1934_ _
Communication
of 1984.
ANACT
Communications Act
Act of
1984. AN
ACT To provide
provide for
for the regulation
regulation of interstate
interstate and foreign
foreign
communication
wire or radio,
radio, and for other purposes
communication by
by wire
purposes-----------. Jun
June 19,
19, 1934
1934._
Federal
Reserve Act,
Federal Reserve
Alit, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT Relating
Relating to direct
direct loans for industrial
purposes
industrial purposes
by Federal
purposes-------------un 19, 1934
by
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks,
banks, and for other purposes_
_.......June
1934..
Air
of 1926,
19 6, amendment. AN ACT To amend
Air Commerce
Commerce Act
Act of
amend the Air Commerce Act
1926
Act of 1926
and
to
increase
the
efficiency
of
the
Aeronautics
Branch
of
the
Department
and to increase the efficiency
Aeronautics Branch
Department of Commerce
with
respect
to
the
development
and
regulation
merce with respect to the development
regulation of civil aeronautics
aeronautics
------------------------------------------------------- _-_-- _------- _----June 19,
1934__
June
19, deposit
1934__
Philippm
e
curren
reserees.
AN
CT
Relating
Philippine
to
reserves on
Philippine currency reserves. .15..or ACT Relating
Philippine currency
currency reserves
deposit
in
the
United
States---------------------------.---.--..
une 19
9 1934_
934. _
in the United States- _
- -_------------------___June
19,
Vesselsandaircraft,
return
AN ACT
To amend
Revised Statutes
tatutes
Vesselsto
and
aircraft,
return ofseized.
ofseiz ed.
AN
ACT To
amend section 938 of the Revised
vest
the courts
with
discretion
to
refuse
to
order
the
return
of
vessel
to vest the
courts
discretion
to refuse to order the return of vessels seized
seized for
for
violation
of any
lawwith
of the
United States;
and
to amend subsection (b)
of
violation
of any lawAct
of the
United
and to amend subsection
(b) of
of section
section 7
7 of
the Air Commerce
of 1926,
asStates;
amended,
to
provide
for
the
forfeiture
the Air Commerce Act of 1926, as stmended, to provide for the forfeiture of
of aircraft
aircraft
used
in
violation
of
customs
-------------------------- Junel
used in
violation
of customs laws
June 19, 1934_
1934._
CanalZone,
alcoholic
beverages.
ANlaws
ACT
Authorizing the President to
to make
make rules
Canal Zone,
beverages.
AN beverages
ACT Authorizing the President
rules and
and reguregulationsalcoholic
in respect
to alcoholic
in
the
Canal
Zone,
lations in respect to alcoholic beverages in the Canal Zone, and
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes
--.-------------------------------..----------.---------.-

Page.
Page.
1017
1017

1017
1017

1017
1017

1018
1018

1019
1019
1019
1019
1020
1020
1020
1020

1021
1021

1063

1063
19064
1064
1064
1064

1105

1113
1113

1115
1115

1116
1116

June
June 19, 1934__ 1116
Haiti, Government property.
AN ACT
ACT To
authorize the
the President
Haiti, Government
property.
Tothat
authorize
President to transfer
transfer to the Government of Haiti
withoutAN
charge to
Government
of the
the United
ment of Haiti without charge to that Government certain
certain property
property of
Unit ed
States
State,s in Haiti-----Haiti__
Ri
tBridge,
Grandit
n g AN
i-------------------.--------------June
19,
19341117
__ 1117
rideAN
Rio ACT
ACT
ande.
To To extend
Bridge, Rio Grande.
extend t-he
the times f
or commencing
commenc i
ng and
and June
completing
19, 1934
the
for
completing
the
onstructi
of
a
brige
across
the
Rio
Grande
at
Boca
Chica,
Texas-June
of a bridge across
Ri o Gran de at Boca
Texas_June 19, 1934
1934_ -_ 1117
;ohoes construction
Historical Society,
Society, trophy
trophy guns.
Cohoes
Historical
guns. AN ACT
ACT Donating
Donating bronze trophy guns to the 1117
Cohoes Historical
istorical Society, Cohoes.
Cohoes, New York
York--------------19
June 19, 1934
1934__
1117
California
Commission Act, amendment. AN ACT
California Dbris
Debris Commission
ACT To amend
amend the
Act entitled
the Act
entitied "An
"A934n1117
Act
to
create
the
California
D6bris
Act to create the California Debris Commission
Commission and regulate hydraulic mining in the
the
State of
of California",
approved March
State
California", approved
m arc h 1, 1893, as amended--------June
amended
June 19, 1934.
1934_ _ 1118
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Real estate
estate sales.
AN ACT
ACT Amending
Amending section 11 of the Act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat.L.
sales. AN
Real
751),
for the
of selling
selling real estate
estate under an order or decree of any
method of
the method
providing for
751), providing
United States
court
June 19, 1934-1934_ _
States court-----------------------------------------June
United
El
quarters for
services. AN
ACT To make provision for suitable
AN ACT
Government services.
for Government
Tex., quarters
Paso, Tex.,
El Paso,
quarters
certain Government
Government Services
Texas, and for other purposes
El Paso, Texas,
Services at El
for certain
quarters for
June 19, 1934-1934_ _
-June
----------------------------------North
Dakota, judicial
AN ACT
section 99 of the Judicial Code (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
ACT To amend section
district. AN
judicial district.
North Dakota,
1934--_
title
28, sec.
sec. 180),
180), as
June 19, 1934_
amended---------------------------------June
as amended
title 28,
Postal
letters. AN
AN ACT
To amend
amend section
section 3937 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes
ACT To
domestic letters.
Service, domestic
Postal Service,
1934--_
June 19, 1934_
---------------------------------- June
------San
Authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
to
AN ACT Authorizing
site. AN
post-office site.
Tex., post-office
Antonio, Tex.
San Antonio,
convey a
aplot
of the
post-office site
in San
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
to the city of San Antonio,
Texas, to
site in
the post-office
part of
convey
Texas, for
for street
purposes, in
for land for the benefit of the Government
Government propin exchange
exchange for
street purposes,
Texas,
erty
June 19,
1934-1934-119, 1934_
-June
erty
erty-----------------------------------------------------June
a Code of Laws for the Canal Zone, etc.
Canal
Zone Code.
Code. AN
AN ACT
ACT To establish
establish a
CanalZone
June 19, 1934-1934_ _
June
--------------------------------United States
States National
ACT To
Archives of the United
United
a National Archives
establish a
To establish
AN ACT
Archives. AN
National Archives.
United
States
and for
other purposes
purposes _--------------------- June 19, 1934
1934._for other
Government, and
States Government,
approved June 14, 1932
Yellowstone
division of
of waters.
ACT To
amend an Act approved
To amend
AN ACT
waters. AN
River, division
Yellowstone River,
(47
Stat. 306),
306), entitled
entitled "An
the consent
of Congress to the States of
consent of
granting the
Act granting
"An Act
(47 Stat.
Montana
and Wyoming
and enter
compact or agreement for division
enter into aacompact
negotiate and
to negotiate
Wyoming to
Montana and
1934--_
----------- June
of
the waters
waters of
of the
the Yellowstone
River"
June 19, 1934_
Yellowstone River"------of the
American
Legion encampment,
ACT To
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War to lend
To authorize
AN ACT
1934. AN
encampment, 1934.
American Legion
War Department
use at
at the
National Convention
Convention of the
Sixteenth National
the Sixteenth
for use
equipment for
Department equipment
War
American Legion
Legion at
Miami, Florida,
Florida, during
during the
the month of October 1934
at Miami,
American
June 19,
1934_ _
19, 1934-June
----------------------------------------------Children
of deceased
War. AN
Providing educational
educational opportunities
AN ACT Providing
World War.
of World
veterans of
deceased veterans
Children of
for the
the children
children of
soldiers, sailors,
and marines who were killed in action or died
(lied during
sailors, and
of soldiers,
for
the World
World War----------------War
June 19,
1934.. _
19, 1934---- June
-------.-the
District of
Columbia, life
life insurance.
insurance. AN
AN ACT
business of
insurance in
life insurance
of life
the business
regulate the
To regulate
ACT To
of Columbia,
District
the District
District of
Columbia
June 19, 1934-1934....
-------------- -----of Columbia---the
United States
habeas corpus
proceedings. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend section 766 of the
corpus proceedings.
Courts, habeas
States Courts,
United
- June
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended -----------------------June 19, 1934-1934.. _
as amended
Revised
purto purSilver Purchase
Treasury to
PurchaseAct of 1934. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury
Silver
-- June
chase silver,
silver, issue
issue silver
silver certificates,
certificates, and
and for
purposes
June 19, 1934-1934_ _
other purposes----for other
chase
delegates. JOINT RESOLUTION
Ninth
American Sanitary
Sanitary Conference,
RESOLUTION To
Conference, expenses of delegates.
Pan American
Ninth Pan
provide for
for the
expenses of
delegates of the United
United States to the Ninth Pan American
of delegates
the expenses
provide
1934--_
Sanitary Conference
June 19, 1934_
------------------------------------Conference
Sanitary
International
Organization, membership.
Providing for memRESOLUTION Providing
JOINT RESOLUTION
membership. JOINT
Labor Organization,
InternationalLabor
1934- bership of
United States
States in
in the
the International
_June 19, 1934._
Organization- -June
Labor Organization_
International Labor
the United
of the
bership
National
Recovery Act,
JOINT RESOLUTION
further
RESOLUTION To effectuate further
policies. JOINT
Act, policies.
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
1934 June 19, 1934._
---the policy
of the
the National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act---------Act
policy of
the
Cotton
Control .Act,
RESOLUTION To amend an Act entitled "An
JOINT RESOLUTION
amendment. JOINT
Act, amendment.
Cotton Control
Act
to place
place the
the cotton
cotton industry
on a
asound
prevent unfair comcomcommercial basis, to prevent
sound commercial
industry on
Act to
interstate and foreign
petition and
practices in
in putting
putting cotton
into the channels of interstate
cotton into
and practices
petition
commerce,
to provide
for paying
paying additional
additional benefits under
under the Agricultural
funds for
provide funds
commerce, to
Seventy-third
Adjustment
Act, and
for other
other purposes"
Numbered 169, Seventy-third
(Public, Numbered
purposes" (Public,
and for
Adjustment Act,
1934-Congress),
April 21,
21, 1934 -------------------------- -June
June 20, 193C
_
approved April
Congress), approved
acquisition by
the acquisition
authorize, the
acquisition of site. AN ACT To authorize,
School, Okla., acquisition
Seneca Indian
Indian School
by
Seneca
Wyandotte, Oklathe
the land
Seneca Indian School, Wyandotte,
land upon which the Seneca
of the
States of
United States
the United
21, 1934June 21,
homa,
is located ------------------------------1934._
homa,islocatedto issue
Interior to
Public
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
issue
of patents.
patents. AN ACT Authorizing
issue of
Lands, issue
Public Lands
patent's
the numbered
sections in place, granted to the States
States by the Act
Act
numbered school sections
to the
patents to
approved
February 22,
22, 1889,
1889, by
by the
approved January
1026),
1927 (44 Stat. 1026),
January 25, 1927
Act approved
the Act
approved February
and
by any
any other
Act of
Congress -------June 21,
21, 1934-1934_ _
-------------of Congress
other Act
and by
Public
homestead rights.
AN ACT To
homestead rights to certain cases
To restore homestead
rights. AN
Lands, homestead
Public Lands,
June
21, 1934-193L_
June 21,
----.------------------------ approved May
Railway
amendment. AN
AN ACT
amend the
Railway Labor Act approved
the Railway
To amend
ACT To
Act, amendment.
Labor Act,
Railway Labor
20, 1926,
1926, and
for the
the prompt
disposition of disputes
and
disputes between carriers and
prompt disposition
provide for
to provide
and to
20,
their employees
employees ---------------- -----------------------June 21,
21, 1934-193C _
their
Reconstruction
Corporation Act,
amendment. AN ACT To amend section 55of Public
Act, amendment.
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
June
Act
Congress, as amended
amended ---June 21, 1934193C_
Seventy-second Congress,
the Seventy-second
of the
2 of
Numbered 2
Act Numbered
Yaquina Bay
Bay Lighthouse
Lighthouse Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg.
Authorizing the Secretary of ComACT Authorizing
AN ACT
Oreg. AN
Yaquina
Reservation, Oregon
merce
to dispose
dispose of
portion of
of the
Yaquina Bay
Lighthouse Reservation,
Oregon
Bay Lighthouse
the Yaquina
a portion
of a
merce to
1934_ _
21, 1934-June 21,
- _June
--------------------------------------------------Monocacy, Md.,
military park.
ACT To
establish aanational
military park
at the battlepark at
national military
To establish
AN ACT
park. AN
Md., military
Monocacy,
field of
of Monocacy,
Maryland ----------------------------.----- June 21, 1934-193C_
Monocacy, Maryland
field
commemoConnecticut
tercentenary. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
coinage of 50-cent pieces in commemoauthorize the coinage
Connecticut tercentenary.
ration
anniversary of
of the
the founding of the Colony of Conthree-hundredth anniversary
the three-hundredth
of the
ration of
necticut_
June 21,
21, 1934_
1934-necticut ---------------------------------------------------- June
ooatruction
Vessel construction,
construction research
AN ACT To provide for the construction
fisheries. AN
ocean fisheries.
work, ocean
research work,
Vessel
and operation
operation of
for use
use in
in research
research work
with respect
ocean fisheries
fisheries
to ocean
respect to
work with
vessel for
of a
a vessel
and

----------------------------------

,;-,--------H

:
JuneI21,
----. dune
i
--------

1934-.-

1119

1119
1120
1120
1120

1121
1121

1122
1122

1124
1124
1124

1125
1125
1125

1177
1177
1178
1182
1182
1182
1182
1183
1183

1184
1184

1185
1185
1185

1185
1198
1198
1198
1198
1200
1201
1201

xxvi

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ACTS
ACTS AND
AND RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.

Civil Service Retirement
1930, amendment. AN ACT To
Retirement Act of 1930,
amend the
Service RetireRetireTo amend
the Civil
Civil Service
ment Act of May 29, 1930,
1930, and for other purposes
June 22,
purposes--------------June
22, 1934__
1934__
Bridge,
Bridge, Agate Pass.
Pass. AN ACT To revive and reenact
reenact the Act
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
Act entitled
entitled "An
authorize
the Bainbridge
Island
Bainbridge
Chamber of Commerce,
corporation, its
Commerce, aacorporation,
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge across
across Agate
Agate Pass
Pass connecting
connecting Bainbridge
Bainbridge
Island with the mainland in Kitsap County, State of Washington
Washington",
approved March
", approved
March
2, 1929---------------------1929
22, 1934-_
1934._ _
----------- June
June 22,
Fort Douglas
Douglas Military
Military Reservation,
Fort
Reservation, conveyance. AN ACT To grant a
a portion
portion of
of the
the Fort
Fort
Douglas Military Reservation
Reservation to the University of Utah, Salt
Utah
Salt Lake
Lake City,
City, Utah
------------------------------.June
22, 1934-_
1934_ _
--------------June 22,
Pure Food
Pure
Food and
and Drug
Drug Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the Act
entitled "
An Act
Act for
preAct entitled
"An
for preventing the manufacture, sale, or transportation
adulterated or
misbranded or
or poipoitransportation of
of adulterated
or misbranded
sonous or deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors, and for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic therethere-

Page.

1201
1201

1203
1203
1203
1203

in, and for other purposes", approved
in,
June 30,
30, 1906,
1906, as
as amended
amended_ _
1934_ -_
1204
approved June
- -__June
June 22,
22, 19341204
Vehicle hire
hire from postal
postal employees. AN ACT To authorize the Postmaster
to hire
Postmaster General
General to
hire
vehicles from postal employees
employees ---------------------------June
22,
1934_
_
1205
-June
22, 1934-_
1205
Appropriation,
mineral spring,
spring, Lincoln, Nebr.
Appropriation, mineral
Making appropriation
appropriation to
to restore
restore
Nebr. AN ACT
ACT Making
water of high mineral
mineral content
content on land owned
and controlled
controlled by
the
Federal
Governowned and
by the Federal Government--------------------------.
-------------- June
ment
June 22,
22, 1934_
1205
1934___ 1205
Wilmington, Del.,
Del. exchange
exchange of lands.
lands. AN ACT Providing
Providing for the transfer
of certain
certain lands
lands
transfer of
from the inited
United States to the city of Wilmington,
and
from
the
city
of
Wihnington, Delaware,
Delaware, and from the city of
Wilmington,
Wilmington, Delaware,
Delaware, to the United StatesStates - ------------------ June
June 22,
22, 1934__
1934_ _ 1205
1205
Postal
service,
conveyance
of
private
Postal service,
private letters.
letters. AN ACT Relating
conveyance of
letters by
Relating to
to conveyance
of letters
by
private hands without compensation,
compensation, or by special messenger employed for
parfor the
the particular
ticular occasion only ----------------------------------June 22,
1934_ 1207
1207
June
22, 1934-_
Claims,
adjustment,
etc., by Postmaster
Claims, adjustment, etc.
Postmaster General.
General. AN
392 of
oftitl
of
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend section
section 392
titlee 55of
the United States Code
Code----------------------.------------ ---- June
June 22,
22, 19341934-- 1207
1207
Findlay,
publicbuilding.
authorize the Secretary of the
Findlay, Ohio, public
building. AN ACT To authorize
to amend
amend
the Treasury
Treasury to
the contract
contract forsale
for sale of post-office
post-office building
building and site at Findlay, Ohio_ _June 22,
22, 1934_
1934_ _ 1207
Ohio----June
1207
Bridge,
Eleven Points
Points River. .AN
AN ACT Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Bridge, Eleven
Congress to the State HighHighway
way Commission
Commission to construct, maintain, and operate a
highway bridge
bridge across
a free highway
across
Eleven Points River in the northwest
Eleven
northwest half of section 31, township 25
25 north,
north, range
range 3
3
west, eight miles northeast of Alton, on Route B
west,
B in Oregon
Oregon County,
Missouri
County, Missouri
-----------------------------.--------------------------- June 22, 1934__ 1208
Monterey, Calif., easement.
easement. AN ACT To grant to the city
of Monterey,
Monterey, California,
California an
easecity of
an easement for street purposes over certain portions
por ti ons of
ofthe military
at Monterey,
military reservation
reservation at
Monterey,
California----------------------------------------------June
California
June 23, 1934-_
1934_ _ 1208
1208
Writings of
of George
George Washington.
Authorizing the George Washington
Writings
Washington, AN ACT Authorizing
Washington Bicentennial
Bicentennial
Commission to print and distribute additional
Commission
additional sets of the
writings
of
George
Washthe writings of George Washington-------------------------------------------------June
ington
June 23, 1934_
1934 - 1210
1210
Federal
Prison Industries.
Federal Prison
Industries. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the formation of a
abody corporate
to insure
corporate to
insure
the
more
effective
diversification
of
prison
industries,
the more effective
industries, and for other purposes
purposes
---.----.-------------.------------------------------------- June 23, 1934__
1934_ 1211
San
Diego,
Calif.,
Pueblo
ands.
AN
ACT
Authorizing
the
sale
of portions
San Diego,
Pueblo lands.
portions of the Pueblo
lands of San Diego to the City of San Diego, California--------June
California
June 25,
25, 1934
1934_
1212
1212
Rural
service. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
Rural letter carriers,
carriers, postal
postal service.
To adjust
adjust the
the salaries
salaries of
of rural
rural letter
carriers,
letter carriers,
and for other pulposes_-purposes--_ . ..
June
25, 1934_
1212
---June 25,
1934_ _ 1212
Aquatic Products,
associationof producers.
producers. AN ACT Authorizing
Products, association
associations of
of producers
Authorizing associations
producers
of
aquatic
-----of aquatic products
June 25, 1934-_
1934__ 1213
1213
8
istrict of
C C'olumbia,
oluma, buili
construin. AN ACT
District
building construction.
AUT.. Authorizing
Authorizing loans from the
Federal
the Federal
Emergeney
Emergency Administration
Administration of Public Works for the construction
construction of
of certain
certain municipal
municipal
buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes-purposes
June 25,
1934__ 1215
1215
-June
25,
1934-Ne
Percetribe
of Indians.
Indians. AN ACT For the relief of the Nez Perce
Nez Perce
tribe of
Indians
Perce Tribe of
of Indians

..........----------------------------- Federal
June
1934__
June 26,
26, 1934-Federal
Credit Union
Federal Credit
Union System.
System. AN
AN AT
ACT To
To establish
establish a
a Federal Credit Union System, to
to
establish
further market
market for
for securities
securities of the United States and to make more availestablish aafurther
available
to people
of small means credit
able to
people of
credit for provident
provident purposes
purposes through aanational
national system
system
of
cooperative credit, thereby
of cooperative
thereby helping to stabilize
stabilize the credit structure of the
the United
United
States
ates------------------------------------- June
26,
1934__
June
26,
1934._
Army
collection of indebtedness.
indebtedness. AN ACT To amend the Act of May
Army enlisted
enlisted men,
men, collection
May 22,
22, 1928,
1928,
entitled
"An
Act
to
auth
e
thor
e
eollection,
in
monthly
installments,
entitled "An Act
authorize the collection,
of indebtedness
indebtedness
due
the
United
States
from
enlisted
men,
and
for
other
purposes"- June 26, 1934_
due the United
enlisted
purposes"__June
1934 _
Cromline
Creek, N.Y.,
flood
AN ACT
Cromline
N.Y., fl
oo d survey.
survey.
AcT To provide for a
preliminary examination
examination
a preliminary
of
Cromlne
Creek
in
the
State
of
New
York,
with aa view to the control of its floods
of Cromline Creek in the State of
floods
June
26, 1934_1934_ _
~Agricuf~
en
t
At,
Austn--------;-----i-------Agricultural
---JuneJ
26,
Adjustent
Act,
amendment.
AN
ACT
To
exempt
articles
Agricultural Adjustment Act,
articles of machinery
machinery belting
belting
from the
from
the tax
tax on
on floor stocks imposed
imposed by the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act
--------------------------------------June
June 26, 1934
1934_ _
Rushmore Memorial
Memorial Commission, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
Mount Rushmore
the Act
amend the
Act entitled
entitled
"An
Act
creating
the
Mount
Memorial Commission and defin"An Act creating the Mount Rushmore
Rushmore National Memorial
defining its
and purposes",
purposes", approved
approved February 25, 1929, and for other purposes
ing
its powers
powers and
P
s
--------------------June 26, 1934__
1934_ _
Posal Service,
for entry
entry as
as second-class
econd-class matter.
Postal
Service, fees,
fees, application
application for
matter. AN ACT To
fee
To reduce the
the fee
to
accompany
applications
for
entry
as
second-class
matter
of
publications
of
limited
to accompany applications for entry as second-class
publications
limited
circulation
rculat
------------------------------------------ June 26, 1934__
June 26, 1934_ _

1216
1216

1216
1222
1222
1223
1223

1223

1223
1224
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appropriations
Permanent
Appropriation Repeal Act.
Act. AN ACT Providing
Providing that permanent appropriations
Permanent Appropriation
other
be subject
consideration and
and appropriation
appropriation by
Congress, and for other
by Congress,
annual consideration
to annual
be
subject to
purposes
1934___
June 26, 1934_
---------------------------------------------- June
purposes-manufacturers, importers,
National Firearms
Act. AN
AN ACT To provide
importers,
provide for the taxation of manufacturers,
FirearmsAct.
National
and
dealers in
certain firearms
firearms and machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal
in certain
and dealers
of
and to
importation and regulate
regulate interstate
interstate transportation
transportation
restrict importation
to restrict
weapons, and
of such
such weapons,
thereof
June 26,
26, 1934_
1934--_
thereof--------------------------------------------------June
Coal
asphalt deposits,
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
To amend the Act of
lands. AN ACT To
Chickasaw lands.
deposits, Choctaw
and asphalt
Coal and
June
1930 (46
Stat. 788),
788), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act providing
the sale
sale of the remainder
remainder
for the
providing for
(46 Stat.
19, 1930
June 19,
of the
the coal
coal and
in the segregated
segregated mineral land in the Choctaw
deposits in
asphalt deposits
and asphalt
of
and
Nations, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and for other purposes"
26, 1934-_
1934_ _
purposes"------ June 26,
Chickasaw Nations,
and Chickasaw
respect
Processing
tax on
on hogs.
ACT To
Adjustment Act with respect
Agricultural Adjustment
the Agricultural
amend the
To amend
AN ACT
hogs. AN
Processing tax
to the
processing tax
tax on
on hogs
hogs ------------------------------ June
1934_ _
June 26, 1934-to
the processing
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
report, utilities
utilities investigation.
investigation. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Whereas
Commission report,
Federal
it is
is learned
the Federal
because of lack of time, money, and
Commission, because
Trade Commission,
Federal Trade
that the
learned that
it
Seventieth
personnel,
utilities investigation
under S. Res.
Res. 83, Seventieth
investigation under
its utilities
to close
close its
intends to
personnel, intends
corporations included
Congress, first
first session,
session, without
without investigating
investigating various important
included
important corporations
Congress,
among
resolution; and
said resolution;
described in said
those described
among those
corporations be investigated:
Whereas
public interest
interest that certain of said corporations
investigated:
the public
is in
in the
it is
Whereas it
Therefore be
it --------------------------------------------- June 26, 19341934_ _
be it
Therefore
to
appropriation to
Navy and
Authorizing an appropriation
RESOLUTION Authorizing
JOINT RESOLUTION
Memorial. JOINT
Marine Memorial.
and Marine
Navy
Memorial Monudefray the
the expense
expense of
erecting the
the completed
completed Navy and Marine
Marine Memorial
Monuof erecting
defray
ment------------------------------------------------------- June
1934 - _
26, 1934_
June 26,
ment
Air-mail routes,
routes, etc.,
Postal Service.
Service. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To simplify the administraetc., Postal
Air-mail
1934--_
June
tion
air-mail routes
contracts -----------------------June 26, 1934_
and contracts
routes and
of air-mail
tion of
Thomas
Authorizing the creation of aa
RESOLUTION Authorizing
JOINT RESOLUTION
D.C. JOINT
Memorial, D.C.
Jefferson Memorial,
Thomas Jefferson
construction,
Federal Memorial
Commission to
to consider
consider and formulate
formulate plans for the construction,
Memorial Commission
Federal
on the
block, Constitution
Pennsylvania Avenues,
Avenues, in the city of WashingWashingand Pennsylvania
Constitution and
apex block,
the apex
on
ton, District
of a
permanent memorial
memorial to
to the
the memory of Thomas Jeffera permanent
Columbia, of
of Columbia,
District of
ton,
Indepenson, third
third President
of the
the United
Declaration of IndepenUnited States and author of the Declaration
President of
son,
dence
June
1934__
26, 1934_
June 26,
dence ---------------------------------International Celebration,
Celebration, Fort
Fort Niagara,
Niagara, N.Y.,
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
participation. JOINT
N.Y., participation.
International
provide an
an appropriation
appropriation to enable the United States Army to send certain units
provide
to
participate in
in the
International Celebration
York
at Fort
Fort Niagara, New York
Celebration at
the International
to participate
June
1934-June 26, 1934_
-------------------------------------------House
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To provide
provide an
committees expenses. JOINT
of Representatives,
Representatives, committees
House of
additional
for expenses of special and select committees of the House of
appropriation for
additional appropriation
Representatives for
fiscal year
1934- _
1935------------------------ June 26, 1934
year 1935
the fiscal
for the
Representatives
Puerto
Rico, citizenship
and naturalization.
naturalization. AN ACT
amend the Act of March
March 2, 1917,
ACT To amend
citizenship and
Puerto Rico,
entitled
"An Act
government for Puerto Rico, and for other purprovide aa civil government
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
poses"
1934
June 27, 1934_
---------------- June
poses" ---------------------------Indian
modification. AN
AN ACT
To modify
operation of the Indian liquor
the operation
modify the
ACT To
laws, modification.
liquor laws,
Indian liquor
June 27, 1934-laws on
on lands
lands which
were formerly
formerly Indian lands----------------lands
1934- _
which were
laws
National Housing
Housing Act.
ACT To
To encourage
improvement in housing standards and
encourage improvement
AN ACT
Act. AN
National
conditions, to
to provide
provide a
of mutual
insurance, and for other purmortgage insurance,
mutual mortgage
system of
a system
conditions,
1934- June
poses
27, 1934.27
June 27
------poses
------------------------poses------------------indepenamendment. AN ACT Amending
Amending the IndepenAppropriation Act, 1935, amendment.
Independent Offices Appropriation
dent Offices
Appropriation Act
of 1935
19341935 ------------------------ June 27, 1934
Act of
Offices Appropriation
dent
Act
Irrigation projects,
projects, Langell
district. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Valley district.
Langell Valley
Irrigation
to adjust
adjust water-right
on the Federal irrigation projects,
relief on
to grant
grant other relief
charges, to
water-right charges,
to
and for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved May
respect to certain lands in
May 25, 1926, with respect
for other
and
1934--_
June
the Langell
district -----June 27, 1934-----------irrigation district
Valley irrigation
Langell Valley
the
Authorizing
Decorations,
tendered by
Governments. JOINT
RESOLUTION Authorizing
JOINT RESOLUTION
foreign Governments.
by foreign
etc., tendered
Decorations, etc.,
certain retired
retired officers
or employees
employees of
decorations,
United States to accept such decorations,
of the
the United
officers or
certain
orders, medals,
presents as have
Governments
have been tendered them by foreign Governments
or presents
medals, or
orders,
June 27,
1934--_
27, 1934_
June
------------------------------- -----------------Settlement
Settlement of
of War
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To amend the Settlement
amendment. JOINT
Act, amendment.
Claims Act,
War Claims
Settlement
1934--_
of War
1928, as
as amended
amended--------- --------------- June 27, 1934_
of 1928,
Act of
Claims Act
War Claims
of
Grazing Act.
Act. AN
ACT To
stop injury
injury to the public grazing lands by preventing overTo stop
AN ACT
Grazing
grazing and
deterioration, to
to provide
for their
their orderly
orderly use, improvement, and
and
provide for
soil deterioration,
and soil
grazing
development, to
livestock industry
dependent upon
upon the public range,
industry dependent
the livestock
stabilize the
to stabilize
development,
June
and for
other purposes------------------------------------purposes
June 28, 1934_1934_ _
for other
and
Tobacco Control
Control Act.
Act. AN ACT To place the tobacco-growing
tobacco-growing industry on aa sound financial
financial
Tobacco
and economic
basis, to
competition and practices in the production
unfair competition
prevent unfair
to prevent
economic basis,
and
and marketing
marketing of
tobacco entering
channels of interstate and foreign comthe channels
entering into the
of tobacco
and
merce, and
other purposes
1934--_
purposes---- ------------------------------June 28, 1934_
for other
and for
merce,
Compensate
widows and
children, certain
certain World
Veterans. AN ACT To compensate
compensate
War Veterans.
World War
and children,
Compensate widows
widows and
and children
persons who
died while
monetary benefits
benefits for disreceiving monetary
while receiving
who died
of persons
children of
widows
abilities directly
incurred in or
aggravated by active military
military or naval service in the
or aggravated
directly incurred
abilities
------ June 28, 1934World
1934_ _
------------War .--------------World War
employees,
Railroad
Retirement Act.
Act. AN ACT To provide
provide a
a retirement system for railroad employees,
Railroad Retirement
to provide
unemployment relief, and for other purposes ---------- June 27, 19341934- provide unemployment
to
Bankruptcy
of 1898,
1898, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT To amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to establish
Act of
Bankruptcy Act
a
uniform system
United States",
States", approved July 1,
the United
throughout the
bankruptcy throughout
of bankruptcy
system of
a uniform
22,
1898, and Acts amendatory thereof
thereof and
thereto
approved
1984 -28, 1934_
-June
supplementary thereto--.
and supplementary
1898, and Acts amendatory
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Washington, in the
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without
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the
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of
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day
without
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President of
of
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[CHAPTER 1.]

AN ACT
To provide
relief in
in banking,
banking, and for
fur other
emergency in
national emergency
existing national
the existing
in the
provide relief
To
purposes.
purposes.

March 9,
9, 1933.
1933.
March
[H.R.
1491.1
[H.R. 1491.j
[Public, No.
No. 1.1
1.]
[Public,

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and HouseHouse &ff Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the ConAmerica in
States of
United States
and that it
gress hereby
that a
serious emergency
emergency exists
exists and
it is
a serious
declares that
hereby declares
gress
remedies
effect
imperatively
necessary
speedily
to
put
into
effect
remedies
of
into
put
to
speedily
imperatively necessary
uniform national
application.
national application.
uniform

National
banknkt on a I ba
iN
ingsystem.
Emer
gency declared
declared
Ergency
existing.
eistng.

TITLE
TITLE II
Proclamations,

issuedsince
orders, etc., issued
since
licenses, orders and ordersetc.'
SEcTioN 1.
The actions,
actions, regulations,
rules, licenses,
regulations, rules,
1. The
SECrTON
March 4, 1933; apap-

or Mrch 4, 1933;
promulgated, made,
proclamations
heretofore or
or hereafter
made, or
taken, promulgated,
hereafter taken,
proval.
proclamations heretofore
43
Post, p.
.
p. 3343.
poit
Secretary
States
issued
by
the
President
of
the
United
States
or
the
Secretary
of
the
United
issued by the President of the
Trading
with
the
mendthe
ith
g
ETrdin
to the authority conferred
Treasury
4, 1933,
1933, pursuant
pursuant to
conferred Enemy Act, amended.
March 4,
since March
Treasury since
Vol. 40, pp.
415,
950,
Vol. 40, P. 415, 9i6,
October 6, 1917,
by
(b) of
Act of
of October
1917, as amended.
the Act
of the
section 55 of
of section
subdivision (b)
by subdivision
Foreign
exchan ge, exForeign
amended,
are
hereby
approved
confirmed.
and
amended, are hereby approved
port or exchange,exhoarding of
bullion, etc.
coin, bullion,
of October
Act of
SEC. 2.
2. Subdivision
the Act
October 6, 1917 coin,
of the
section 55of
of section
(b) of
Subdivision (b)
SEc.
Regulatory powers of
o
Presidetorypowersn
to read as follows:
(40
as amended,
is hereby
amended to
follows: President
during nahereby amended
amended, is
411), as
L. 411),
Stat. L.
(40 Stat.
tional
emergency.
emergency.
tional
of
"(b)
During
time
of
war
or
during
any
other
period
of
national
period
other
any
during
or
war
of
"(b) During time
President may, through
the President
emergency declared
by the
President, the
the President,
declared by
emergency
any
designate, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, investigate,
regulate,
investigate, regulate,
may designate,
he may
that he
agency that
any agency
by
or
prohibit,
under
such
rules
and
regulations
as
he
may
prescribe,
by
regulations
and
rules
such
or prohibit, under
foreign exchange,
in foreign
means
of licenses
licenses or
or otherwise,
otherwise, any
any transactions
transactions in
means of
institutions as
transfers of
credit between
between or
banking institutions
as
by banking
payments by
or payments
of credit
transfers
earmelting,
defined
by
the
President,
and
export,
hoarding,
melting,
or
hoarding,
export,
and
President,
the
defined by
person
marking of
of gold
coin or
bullion or
or currency,
currency, by any person
or bullion
silver coin
or silver
gold or
marking
jurisdiction
the
within
the
United
States
or
any
place
subject
to
the
jurisdiction
to
subject
place
any
within the United States or
e
Compulsory ttestiti
Compuly
thereof; and
the President
in any mony,
engaged in
person engaged
any person
require any
may require
etc.
President may
and the
thereof;
onyetc.
oath,
transaction
referred
to
in
this
subdivision
to
furnish
under
oath,
under
furnish
to
transaction referred to in this subdivision
of
complete
thereto, including
the production
production of
including the
relative thereto,
information relative
complete information
connecin
any
books
of
account,
contracts,
letters
or
other
papers,
in
connecpapers,
other
or
letters
contracts,
account,
of
any books
person, either
tion
therewith in
the custody
custody or
or control
of such
such person,
either before Punishment for viocontrol of
in the
tion therewith
iot tr i
violates li.s
or
after
such
transaction
is
completed.
Whoever
willfully
violates
willfully
lation.
Whoever
completed.
is
or after such transaction
order,
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
subdivision
or
of
any
license,
order,
license,
any
of
or
subdivision
this
of
provisions
the
any of
conviction, be fined
rule
shall, upon
fined
upon conviction,
thereunder,,shall,
issued thereunder
regulation issued
or regulation
e or
imprisoned
be
may
person,
natural
a
if
or,
not
than $10,0
00,or, if anatural person, may be imprisoned
$10,000,
more than
not more
1
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for
not more
more than
than ten
years, or
or both;
both; and
and any
or
director, or
officer, director,
any officer,
ten years,
for not
agent of
of any
corporation who
participates in
in such
such
knowingly participates
who knowingly
any corporation
agent
violation
may be
by a
like fine,
or both.
both.
imprisonment, or
fine, imprisonment,
a like
punished by
be punished
violation may
"Person"
construed. As
used in
in this
this subdivision
subdivision the
the term
term 'person'
person' means
means an
individual,
an individual,
As used
"Person" construed.
partnership, association,
corporation.
or corporation."
association, or
partnership,
Federal
Reserve Act,
SEC.
Section 11
11 of
of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act
is amended
amended by
by
Act is
the Federal
3. Section
SEc. 3.
FederalReserveAct,
amended.
adding at
the
end thereof
thereof the
the following
folio wino- new
subsection
:
subsection:
new
end
the
at
adding
Vol.
39,
p.
752.
752
aendd.
Emergency
impound"
(n) Whenever
in the
of t
he
of the
Treasury
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
the judgment
judgment of
Whenever in
"(n)
Emergenyimpoundoe
gold.
ing
of
gold,
such
action
is necessary
necessary to
to protect
protect the
currency system
system of
the
United
the
United
of
currency
the
is
action
such
ingEmg
of
gold.
Authority of Secretary
Treasury.
States, the
of the
his discretion,
discretion, may
require
may require
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, in
in his
tary of
of Treasury.
States,
any or
all individuals,
individuals, partnerships,
associations and
corporations
and corporations
partnerships, associations
or all
any
to pay
and deliver
Treasurer of
any or all
States any
of the United States
to the
the Treasurer
deliver to
pay and
to
gold coin,
bullion, and
such indicertificates owned by such
and gold certificates
gold bullion,
gold
coin, gold
Exchange
for any viduals,
viduals, partnerships,
partnerships, associations
associations and
and corporations.
Upon receipt
receipt
corporations. Upon
Exchange for
other form of currency,
etc.
gold coin
bullion or
or gold
certificates, the
the Secretary
Secretary
gold certificates,
coin, gold
gold bullion
f such
such gold
er formofurrency of
of the
therefor an
an equivalent
amount of
any
of any
equivalent amount
shall pay
pay therefor
the Treasury
Treasury shall
of
other form
form of
coin or
or currency
or issued
under the
the laws
laws of
of
issued under
coined or
of coin
currency coined
other
reimbursing
trans- the United
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall pay
all
pay all
of the
The Secretary
States. The
United States.
eioburing
portation
costs. trans- the
transportation of
certificates,
of such gold bullion, gold certificates,
costs of the transportation
coin,
or currency,
currency, including
including the
the cost
of insurance,
protection, and
and
insurance, protection,
cost of
coin, or
Hoarding,
etc., su
ch other incidental costs as may be reasonably
reasonably necessary. Any
such
Hoarding, etc.,
deemed an offense.
deemed an offense.
individual, partnership,
corporation failing to comply
individual,
partnership, association, or corporation
with
requirement of
under
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury made
made under
with any
any requirement
of the
the Secretary
Penalty,
thi
ub section shall
equal to
to twice
the value
value
Penalty.
thiss s
subsection
shall be
be subject
subject to
to aapenalty
penalty equal
twice the
respect of which such failure
or gold
gold certificates
certificates in respect
of the gold
gold or
occurred, and
and such
such penalty
penalty may
collected by
by the
be collected
the Secretary
Secretary of the
may be
occurred,
•
Treasury by suit or otherwise."
otherwise."
Treasury
Operations of the NaSEC.
•4.
4. In
In order
for the
effective operoperOperationsoftheNaSEa.
order to
to provide
provide for
the safer
safer and
and more
more effective
tional Banking and
Federal
Sys- ation
of the
the National
National Banking
Reserve
the Federal
Federal Reserve
System and.
and the
Banking System
Reserve sysation of
Federal Reserve
tems.
Emergency suspento preserve
the people
the full
currency
of the
the currency
benefits of
full benefits
people the
for the
preserve for
System, to
suspen- System,
temergency
for. provided for by the Congress
sion, etc., provided
don,
provided for,
Congress through
through the National
National Banking System
Federal Reserve System, and
and the Federal
and to
to relieve interstate commerce
of
obstructions resulting
resulting from
the receipt
receipt on
on an
of the burdens
burdens and
and obstructions
from the
an
unsound or unsafe basis of deposits subject to withdrawal
withdrawal by check,
during such emergency
emergency period as the President of the United
United States
Proclamation.
Proclamation,
by proclamation
proclamation may prescribe, no member
member bank
of the
the Federal
bank of
Federal
Reserve System
System shall
shall transact
transact any
banking business
except to
such
Reserve
any banking
business except
to such
extent and subject to such regulations, limitations and restrictions as
may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, with the
Penalty
approval of the President.
partnership, corporaPenalty for
or violation,
violation, approval
President. Any individual,
individual, partnership,
corporation, or association, or any director,
director, officer or employee
employee thereof,
violating
violating any of the provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty
a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not
of a
more than $10,000 or, if
if aanatural
natural person, may, in addition to such
Each day
day a
Each
separate fine, be imprisoned for a
Each
a separate
offense.
a term not
notexceeding
excee di ng ten
t
en years.
years.
Each day
clay
a separate
separate offense.
that any such violation continues shall be deemed a
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Act."
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ostp.72.
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conservators.

Conservators.

SE. 201. This title
SEc.
cit edas the
th e ""B
an k Conservation
Conservation Act.
title may be
be cited
Bank
Act.""
SEC.
thee term
term "
" bank
(1) an
anyY
S
EC. 202. As used in this
thi s title,
titl e,th
bank"" means
means (1)
(2) any bank or trust company
national banking association, and (2)
company
located in the District of Columbia
Columbia and operating under the supervision of the Comptroller of the Currency; and the term State
means any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, and
the
the Canal Zone.
SEc.
W henever he
he shall
shall d
eem it
it necessary in
i
n order to conserve
SEC. 203.
203. Whenever
deem
conserve
the assets of any bank for the benefit of the depositors and other
other
the
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creditors thereof,
Comptroller of
the Currency
a
appoint a
may appoint
Currency may
of the
the Comptroller
thereof, the
creditors

3
3
Appointment.
Appointment.
Bond, etc., required.

conservator
for such
such bank
bank and
and require
require of
such bond
and securityred.
security
bond and
him such
of him
conservator for
To take over all
To take over all
Currency deems proper. The con- books,
of the Currency
as the
Comptroller of
the Comptroller
as
assets, etc.
servator,
under
the
direction
of
the
Comptroller,
shall
take
possession
servator, under the direction of the Comptroller, shall take possession
of the
the books,
books, records,
records, and
and assets
assets of every description
description of such bank,
of
and take
take such
such action
may be
be necessary
necessary to conserve
conserve the assets of
as may
action as
and
such bank
further disposition
of its
its business
business as
provided Powers and obliga.
as provided
disposition of
pending further
bank pending
such
and obligaPowers
by .law.
law. Such
conservator shall
all the
the rights, powers, and tions
have all
shall have
Such conservator
of.
by
privileges
now
possessed
by
or
hereafter
given
receivers
of
insolvent
privileges now possessed by or hereafter given receivers of insolvent
national
shall be
be subject
subject to
the obligations
and penalties,
obligations and
to the
and shall
banks and
national banks
not
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title, to
to which
which receivers
receivers
this title,
with the
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
Rights under.
are
or may
may hereafter
become subject.
subject. During
During the
time that
that such nightsunder.
the time
hereafter become
now or
are now
conservator
remains in
in possession
possession of
of such bank, the rights of all
conservator remains
parties
thereto shall,
shall, subject
subject to
other provisions
the other
to the
respect thereto
with respect
parties with
of
this title,
be the
as if
receiver had
had been
appointed therefor.
therefor. Expenses oof conserbeen appointed
a receiver
if a
same as
the same
title, be
of this
All
expenses
of
any
such
conservatorship
shall
be
paid
out
of
the vatorship
vatorship.
coser
of the
out
paid
be
shall
conservatorship
such
any
All expenses of
assets
such bank
and shall
shall be
thereon which shall be prior Salary.
lien thereon
be aa lien
bank and
of such
assets of
to any
any other
other lien
lien provided
provided by
by this
this Act
Act or
The conservator
conservator Salary.
otherwise. The
or otherwise.
to
shall receive
as salary
salary an
greater than that
that paid to
no greater
amount no
an amount
receive as
shall
employees
of the
the Federal
for similar
similar services.
services.
Government for
Federal Government
employees of
Bank
examination;
a;
S
EC.
204.
The
Comptroller
of
the
Currency
shall
repnorts.
to be made reports.
cause to
shall
Currency
the
of
SEC. 204. The Comptroller
such
examinations of
the affairs
necessary
as shall be necessary
bank as
such bank
of such
affairs of
of the
such examinations
to
him as
to the
the financial
financial condition of such bank, and the
as to
inform him
to inform
examiner
shall
make
a
report
thereon
to the
the Comptroller
CurComptroller of the Curthereon to
report
a
examiner shall make
rency at
at the
the earliest
earliest practicable
date.
Termination
of conconrency
practicable date.
Termination of
servatorship and
reSEC. 205.
205. If
If the
Comptroller of
the Currency
Currency becomes
becomes satisfied
satisfied that
that servatorship
and reof the
the Comptroller
SEC.
sumption of bank busiit
may
safely
be
done
and
that
it
would
be
in
the
public
interest,
he
ness.
busiofbank
sumption
he
interest,
public
the
in
be
would
it
that
and
it may safely be done
may,
his discretion,
the conservatorship
permit such
and permit
conservatorship and
terminate the
discretion, terminate
in his
may, in
bank
to
resume
the
transaction
of
its
business
to
such terms,
subject
business
its
of
bank to resume the transaction
conditions,
limitations as
as he
he may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
and limitations
restrictions and
conditions, restrictions
Sums for depositors'
for depositorps'
wiS
or paythe hands of the conservator
S
EC. 206.
bank is
is in the
conservator withdrawals
such bank
While such
206. While
SEC.
ments for creditors set
appointed
by
the
Comptroller
of
the
Currency,
the
Comptroller
may
set
for
creditors
ments
may
Comptroller
the
aside
by
conservator.
Currency,
the
of
appointed by the Comptroller
onerator
require the
conservator to
set aside
aside and
and make
make available
for with- a
available for
to set
the conservator
require
drawal
payment to
other creditors,
on a
a ratable
ratable
creditors, on
to other
and payment
depositors and
by depositors
drawal by
basis, such
such amounts
amounts as
as in
the opinion
Comptroller may
may safely
safely Receipt of deposits.
the Comptroller
of the
opinion of
in the
basis,
be
used for
this purpose;
purpose; and
the Comptroller
may, in
discreeit tesit
his discrein his
Comptroller may,
and the
for this
be used
tion,
permit
the
conservator
to
receive
deposits,
but
deposits
received
rn
received
tion, permit the conservator to receive deposits, but deposits
Certain
limitations
applicable to.
while
the bank
is in
of the
shall not
subject not
io.
not applicable
be subject
not be
conservator shall
the conservator
hands of
the hands
in the
bank is
while the
to
any limitation
to payment
payment or
or withdrawal,
and such
such deposits
restrtdeposits Segregation; restricwithdrawal, and
as to
limitation as
to any
etc.
shall be
used to
to liquidate
us, etc
on use,
indebted- tion on
any indebtedliquidate any
be used
not be
shall not
and shall
segregated and
be segregated
shall
ness of
of such
such bank
at the
the time
time that
conservator was
was
a conservator
that a
existing at
bank existing
ness
the
appointed
for
it,
or
any
subsequent
indebtedness
incurred
for the
incurred
appointed for it, or any subsequent indebtedness
purpose
of
liquidating
any
indebtedness
of
such
bank
existing
at
the
at
the
existing
bank
such
of
indebtedness
any
of
liquidating
To be kept on hand
purpose
cash.
iT cash.e
time such
appointed. Such
Such deposits
deposits received
received while in
was appointed.
conservator was
such conservator
time
in
kept
the
bank
is
in
the
hands
of
the
conservator
shall
be
on
hand
conservator
the
of
the bank is in the hands
cash,
invested in
the direct
the United States, or Separate accounts to
of the
obligations of
direct obligations
in the
cash, invested
accounts to
deposited with
The Federal
reserve banks
banks beSeparate
Federal reserve
bank. The
kept.
reserve bank.
Federal reserve
with aa Federal
deposited
are
hereby
authorized
to
open
and
maintain
separate
deposit
deposit
separate
maintain
and
open
to
authorized
hereby
are
receiving deposits
accounts for
for such
such purpose, or for the purpose of receiving
accounts
from
officials in
charge of
of State
State banks under similar
similar
in charge
State officials
from State
circumstances.
circumstances.
Bank reorganization.
tio.
S
EC. 207.
any reorganization
reorganization of
any national
banking associaassocia- Post,
reo^r
Bank p.
72.
national banking
of any
In any
207. In
SEC.
Requirements, etc.
tion
under
a
plan
of
a
kind
which,
under
existing
law,
requires
the
etc.
Requirements,
the
requires
law,
existing
under
which,
a
kind
of
tion under a plan
consent, as
as the
the case
may be,
(a) of
depositors and
other creditors
creditors
and other
of depositors
be, (a)
case may
consent,
or
(b)
of
stockholders
or
(c)
of
both
depositors
and
other
creditors
other creditors
and
depositors
or (b) of stockholders or (c) of both
and
stockholders, such
shall become
effective only
prov
(1) AApproval
only (1)
become effective
of copCompreorganization shall
such reorganization
and stockholders,
when
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency
be satisfied
satisfied that
that the
the plan
trPoif.
plan troller.
shall be
Currency shall
when the
of
reorganization is
is fair
and equitable
as to
depositors, other
credother credall depositors,
to all
equitable as
fair and
of reorganization
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itors and stockholders
stockholders and
and shall
and is
is in
in the
the public
public interest
interest and
shall have
have
approved
the plan
to such
such conditions,
conditions, restrictions
restrictions and
and limitalimitaapproved the
plan subject
subject to
tions
as he
he may
prescribe and
and (2)
(2) when,
when, after
after reasonable
reasonable notice
of
tions as
may prescribe
notice of
Consent of
of deposideposi- such reorganization,
consent
reorganization,
as
the
may
require,
(A)
depositors
and
case
(A)
depositors
and
tors
representing
75
per
tors representing 75 per
cent of deposits,
other creditors of such bank representing
deposits, etc.
representing at least 75 per cent
cent in
in
amount of its total
deposits and
and other
other liabilities
liabilities as
shown by
the
amount
total deposits
as shown
by the
Or stockholders.
books of the national banking
banking association or (B)
(B) stockholders
stockholders ownowning at least two-thirds of its outstanding capital
stock as
as shown
shown by
capital stock
by
Depositors
and other
other the books
Depositors and
books
of
the
national
banking
association
or
(C)
both
depositors
of
the
national
banking
association
or
(C)
both
depositors
creditors.
creditorsand
creditors representing
and other creditors
representing at least 75 per cent in
in amount
amount of
of the
the
total deposits and other liabilities and
least
and stockholders
stockholders owning
owning at
at least
two-thirds of its outstanding
outstanding capital
capital stock
the books
stock as
as shown
shown by
by the
books of
of
the national banking
association, shall
shall have
have consented
consented in
writing
banking association,
in
writing
Proviso.
reorganization:
Provided, however,
claims of
a o.ais claims
t be to
the plan of
to the
of reorganization:
Provided,
however,
That
claims
of
Satisfied
claims to
,
e That
T
clais
o
deducted.
deducted.
depositors
depositors or other creditors which will be satisfied in full
the
full under
under the
provisions of the plan of reorganization
reorganization shall
shall not
not be included
included among
among
the total deposits and other
of the
the national
national banking
banking assoa.ssoother liabilities
liabilities of
ciation
in
determining the
the 75
per cent
thereof
as
above provided.
provided •
ciation
in
determining
75
per
cent
thereof
as
above
Disposition of meords, assetos
assets, etc.,o
etc., on When
en such reorganization
effective
effecti ve, all
books, records,
records, and
reorganization becomes
becomes effective,
all books,
and
eorganization,
reorganization.
assets of the national banking association shall be disposed of
in
of in
accordance with the provisions of the plan and the
accordance
of the
the affairs
affairs of
the
national banking association shall be conducted by its board of
of
directors
directors in the manner provided by the plan and under
the condicondiunder the
tions, restrictions and limitations which may have been prescribed
Planan to apply tions, restrictions and limitations which may have been prescribed
equally.
equallly
by the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency. In any reorganization
reorganization which
shall have been approved and shall have become effective as provided
provided
herein, all depositors and other creditors and stockholders
stockholders of
of such
such
national banking association, whether or not they shall
conshall have
have consented to such plan of reorganization,
reorganization, shall be fully and in all
respects
respects subject to and bound by its provisions, and claims of
of all
all
depositors and other creditors
creditors shall be treated as if they had consented to such plan of reorganization.
reorganization.
Segregation of
spregatlon
of deSEEC.
c. 208.
208. After fifteen days after the affairs of aabank shall have
de"
S
posits to cease.
been turned back to its board of directors by the conservator, either
either
with or without a
a reorganization
reorganization as provided in section 207 hereof,
the provisions of section 206 of this title with respect to the segre'the
gation of deposits received
received while it is in the hands of the conservator
conservator
and with respect to the use of such deposits to liquidate the indebtedProviso,
PNte before
before turnt
effective: Provided,
Provided,That before
ness of such bank shall no longer be effective:
Notice
ing
back control.
control.
ing bak
the conservator
conservator shall turn back the affairs of the bank to its board
of directors he shall cause to be published in aanewspaper published
published
in the city, town or county in which such bank is located, and if
if no
no
newspaper is published in such city, town or county, in a
newspaper
a newspaper
ofthe
th e Currency
Currency published
pu bli shed in
i
n the
the
to be selected by
by the Comptroller
Comptroller of
State in which the bank is located, a
anotice in form approved
approved by
by the
the
Comptroller, stating the date on which the affairs of the
will
the bank will
be returned to its board of directors and that the said provisions of
To be furnished each sec ti on 206 will not be effective aft er fifteen days af
ter such date;
dTbefran"hedeh
section 206 will not be effective after fifteen days after
depositor.
such date;
and on the date of the publication of such notice the conservator
conservator
shall immediately send to every person who is a
a depositor in such
bank under section 206 aacopy of such notice by registered mail addressed
dressed to the last known address of such person as shown by the
records
.
of the
the bank,
and the
the conservator
conservator shall
shall send
send similar
in
records
of
bank, and
similar notice
notice in
like manner
manlier to every pers
on
ma
ki
ng
d
epos
i
t
in
such
bank
und
er
sec
person making deposit
under sec-such newspaper
pu b
li
cation and
and before
the
tion 206 after the date of such
newspaper publication
before the
time
its directors.
time when the affairs of the bank are returned to its
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SEC. 209.
provisions of this
to the
the provisions
pursuant to
appointed pursuant
SEC.
209. Conservators
Conservators appointed
title shall be subject to the provisions of and to the penalties
penalties prescribed by section 5209 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 12,
592) ;and sections 112, 113, 114, 115, 116 and 117 of the Criminal
sec. 592);
Code
the United States (U. S. C., Title 18, secs. 202, 203, 204, 205,
Code of the
206
extended to apply
apply to conin so far as applicable, are extended
207), in
206 and 207),
tracts,
controversies
agreements, proceedings, dealings, claims and controversies
tracts, agreements,
Comptroller of the Currency
conservator or the Comptroller
by or with any such conservator
under
provisions of this title.
under the provisions
construed to impair in any
S
EC. 210. Nothing in this title shall be construed
SEC.
manner
President, the Secretary
Treasury,
Secretary of the Treasury,
of the
the President,
manner any powers of
Reserve Board.
Comptroller of the Currency,
Currency, or the Federal
Federal Reserve
the Comptroller
SEC. 211.
Currency is hereby
authorized
hereby authorized
the Currency
of the
The Comptroller
Comptroller of
211. The
SEC.
and empowered,
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
of the
approval of
the approval
and
empowered, with
to
necessary in
regulations as he may deem necessary
rules and regulations
such rules
prescribe such
to prescribe
order to
any
provisions of this title. Whoever violates any
the provisions
to carry out the
order
deemed
rule or
or regulation
regulation made
section shall be deemed
pursuant to this section
made pursuant
rule
guilty of
misdemeanor and, upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof, shall be fined
fined
a misdemeanor
of a
guilty
not more
more than
$5,000, or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
than $5,000,
not

Provisions governing
governing
Provisions
conservators.
R.S. sec.
sec. 5209,
5209, p. 1007;
R.S.
U.S.C. pp. 291,475.
291, 475.
U.S.C.
1108.
Vol. 35, p. 1108.
p. 972.
Vol. 40, P.

Powers of
of President,
President,
Powers
etc.,
impaired.
etc., not impaired.

Rules
Rules
scribed.
scribed.

to
to

be
be

pre-

TITLE III
III
TITLE
National banks.

Is.
SEC. 301.
Notwithstanding any
of law,
law, any
any national
national Preferred
provision of
other provision
any other
301. Notwithstanding
SEC.
Preferred stocl
stock.
Ck.
p. 147.
147.
Post, p.
the Comptroller
of the
banking
association may,
may, with
with the
Comptroller of Post,
approval of
the approval
banking association
Issue of, by vote
rote
shuSreoderseY
the
Currency and
and by
of shareholders
shareholders owning
owning aa majority of the shareholders.
vote of
by vote
the Currency

of
of

stock of
such association,
association, upon not less than five days' notice, given
of such
stock
by registered
registered mail
pursuant to
its board
board of directors,
directors,
by its
taken by
action taken
to action
mail pursuant
by
Amount, par value,
etcAmoun par value,
issue preferred
preferred stock
in such
with such par value as shall etc.
and with
amount and
such amount
stock in
issue
be
by said
said Comptroller,
amendments to its
make such amendments
and make
Comptroller, and
approved by
be approved
articles of
of association
association as
as may
may be necessary
necessary for this purpose;
but., in
purpose; but,
articles
the case
case of
of any
any newly
organized national
association which
which
banking association
national banking
newly organized
the
and
of
has
not
yet
common
the
requirement
notice
to
and
requirement
stock,
common
issued
yet
has not
Payment.
vote
of shareholders
shareholders shall
No issue
preferred stock
stock Payment.
of preferred
issue of
apply. No
not apply.
shall not
vote of
in.
paid
be
shall
be
valid
until
the
par
value
stock
issued
shall
so
all
stock
of
shall be valid until the par value
Dividends.
be entitled Dividends.
shall be
SEC. 302.
The holders
of such
stock shall
preferred stock
such preferred
holders of
(a) The
302. (a)
SEc.
Post, p. 148.
48
,
to cumulative
a rate
exceeding 6
6 per
per centum
centtun per
per
not exceeding
rate not
at a
dividends at
cumulative dividends
to
Liability of shareof
,ih1ll"'ty
holders
such
annum,
but
shall
not
be
held
individually
responsible
as
holders
responsible
individually
held
be
not
shall
annum, but
hell; lers.
for any
engagements of
of such
such association
er
association and shall
or engagements
contracts, or
debts, contracts,
any debts,
for
not be
be liable for assessments
impairments in the capital of
assessments to restore impairments
not
such association
association as
as now
now provided
provided by
reference to
of Voting rights.
to holders
holders of
law with
with reference
by law
such
provision of law, the Votingrights'
common stock.
Notwithstanding any
any other
other provision
stock. Notwithstanding
common
holders
of such
such preferred
preferred stock shall have such voting
voting rights, and
holders of
Retirement
proviRetirement
and on such sions.
manner and
such
stock shall
shall be
to retirement
retirement in
in such
such manner
subject to
be subject
such stock
associaterms
and
conditions,
as
may
be
provided
in
the
articles
associaof
terms and conditions, as may be provided in the articles
tion
with the
Comptroller of the Currency.
approval of the Comptroller
the approval
tion with
Priority.
(b)
No dividends
declared or paid on common stock until Priotyshall be declared
dividends shall
(b) No
the cumulative
have been paid
preferred stock shall have
the preferr.ed
on the
dividends on
cumulative dividends
the
in
full; and,
and, if
the association
association is placed
placed in
voluntary liquidation
liquidation or a
a
in voluntary
if the
in full;
conservator or
receiver is
payments shall be
therefor, no payments
is appointed
appointed therefor,
a receiver
or a
conservator
made
holders of
the common
stock until the holders of the
common stock
of the
the holders
to the
made to
preferred
stock shall have
have been paid in full the par value of such
preferred stock
accumulated dividends.
stock plus all accumulated
Definitions.
S
EC. 303.
as used
used in this
this title
title means
means Definitions.
stock" as
"common stock"
term "common
The term
303. The
SEO.
"Common stock."
oak."
preferred stock Commonst
stock
than preferred
banking associations other than
national banking
of national
stock of
"Capital."
issued under
under the
the provisions
capital" as used "CapitaL"
of this title. The term "capital"
provisions of
issued
in provisions
provisions of
of law
law relating
the capital
national banking assoof national
capital of
to the
relating to
in
ciations
shall mean
mean the
unimpaired common
common stock
stock plus
of unimpaired
amount of
the amount
ciations shall
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the amount
amount of
of preferred
stock outstanding
and unimpaired;
unimpaired; and the
outstanding and
preferred stock
the

12 of the
the Act
Act of March
in section
section 12
"capital
stock ", as used
term
capital stock",
used in
March 14,
term "
1900, shall
mean only
only the
of common
outstanding.
1900,
shall mean
the amount
amount of
common stock
stock outstanding.
Reconstruction
FlSEC. 304.
in the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury any
any
Reconstruction
FiSEC.
304. IfIf in
the opinion
opinion of
of the
Secretary of
nonce Corporation.
association or any State bank or trust company
Subscription for pre-- national
national banking
company
banking association
nansceorporation
ferred stock.
stock,
is in need
need of funds for capital
capital purposes
purposes either in connection
connection with the
Post, P. 2I.
Post,p.21.
organization or
or reorganization
association, State bank or
organization
reorganization of such association,
or
trust
company or
otherwise, he
he may,
approval of
of the
Presitrust company
or otherwise,
may, with
with the
the approval
the PresiReconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation to subscribe
subscribe
dent, request the Reconstruction
for
preferred stock
such association,
State bank
or trust
trust company,
for preferred
stock in
in such
association, State
bank or
company,
or
to make
make loans
secured by
such stock
stock as
collateral, and
and the
the ReconReconor to
loans secured
by such
as collateral,
Sale of, permitted.
permitted,
St
ruction Finance
Corporation may
may comply
such request.
request. The
struction
Finance Corporation
comply with
with such
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation may, with
with the
the approval
approval of the
the
Reconstruction Finance
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and
regulations as
Secretary
and under such
such rules
rules and regulations
as
he may prescribe,
prescribe, sell
the open
otherwise the
the whole
whole or
or
sell in
in the
open market
market or otherwise
any part of the preferred
preferred stock of any national
banking association,
association.
national banking
State bank or trust company
acquired by the Corporation
Corporation pursuant
pursuant
company acquired
oua
t
u
star: to this section. The amount
Increaseofns
outstandof
notes,
bonds,
debentures,
and
other
amount
bonds
debentures,
other
in
in
go
ebliga
et?o
f
ing
obligations
authorized.,
such obligations
obligations which the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
iced
Corporation is
authorized and empowered
outstanding at
authorized
empowered to
to issue
issue and
and to
to have
have outstanding
at any
any
one time
tune under existing
existing law is
is hereby
by an
an amount
amount suffisuffihereby increased
increased by
cient
provisions of
cient to carry out
out the provisions
of this section.
"Capital
"Capital stock."

stock."

TITLE
IV
TIME IV
S
E°. 401.
The sixth
sixth paragraph
paragraph of Section 18 of the Federal
Federal
SE.
401. The
Reserve
Act is
amended to
follows:
Reserve Act
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
"
Upon the
deposit with
with the
the Treasurer
the United
United States,
(a)
.e"se.,;
p. 2
"Upon
the deposit
Treasurer of
of the
States, (a)
any direct
of the
the United
or (b)
(b) of
of any
any notes,
notes,
States or
United States
obligations of
Of any
direct obligations
deposat- of
V.S.
drafts, bills
drafts,
bills of
of exchange,
or bankers'
bankers' acceptances
acceptances acquired
acquired under
under
exchange, or
Post, p.21.
the provisions
such
provisions of this Act, any Federal reserve
reserve bank making
making such
deposit in the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
shall be entitled to receive
receive from the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency circulating
notes in
in blank,
blank, duly
registered and
and countercounterrency
circulating notes
duly registered
Amount ot
of issue.
Aount
ssue.
signed.
When such circulating
circulating notes
against
the
security
signed. When
notes are
are issued
issued against the security
of obligations of the United States,
States, the
circulating
the amount of such circulating
notes shall be equal to the face value of the direct obligations of the
the
deposited as security; and, when issued against the
United States so deposited
security of notes, drafts,
drafts,. bills of exchange and bankers'
bankers' acceptances
acceptances
acquired under the provisions
acquired
thereof shall
shall
provisions of this Act,
Act the amount thereof
be equal to not more than 90 per cent of tile
the estimated value of such
such
notes, drafts, bills of exchange
bankers' acceptances
acceptances so deposited
exchange and bankers'
deposited
Value,
use, etc.
value, use,ete.
as security.
as
security. Such
Such notes
notes shall
shall be the obligations
obligations of the Federal
reserve bank procuring the same, shall be in form prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, shall be receivable
receivable at par in all parts of
edemtion
the same
same purposes
the United
United States for the
purposes as
as are
are national
national bank
bank notes,
notes,
Redemption.
t.
and shall
shall be
redeemable in lawful money of the United States on
and
be redeemable
pulatioresentation
the United
United States
presentation at
at the
States Treasury or at the bank of issue.
Regulations,
egu
.
and empowered
The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
empowered to
to preprescribe regulations
regulations governing
governing the issuance, redemption, replacement,
replacement,
retirement
circulating notes
and the
the release
release
retirement and destruction
destruction of such
such circulating
notes and
TeL
.
and substitution of security therefor. Such circulating
circulating notes shall
be subject to the same tax as is provided by law for the circulating
circulating
2 per cent bonds of the United
notes
of national banks secured by 2
United
Imue to cease When
eu teo terminates;
e
nates States.
. aoNorsuch
emergency
circulating
notes
shall
be
issued
under
this
parasuch
circulating
notes
shall
under
exception.
graph after
has declared
graph
after the
the President
President lifis
declared by proclamation
proclamation that the

Federal Reserve Act,
ederalReserveAct,
amendments.
amendments.
Vol.
38,
p.
269,
Vol.
38,
p.
269,
amended.
2.
1.
1.B.O. , P. 286.
Delivery of circulatnotes
ingDeierng
notes onofdeposit of
U.S. bonds,etc.
bonds, etc.
Post, p. 21.
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MARCH
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emergency
by the
the President
March
proclamation of March
President by proclamation
recognized by
emergency recognized
6, 1933,
terminated, unless
are secured
secured by
notes are
circulating notes
such circulating
unless such
has terminated,
6,
1933, has
deposits of
of the
the United
States bearing
bearing the circulation
circulation privUnited States
bonds of
of bonds
deposits
Agent
of Treasurer
Treasurer
ilege. When
When required
to do
so by
by the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Agent of
Treasury,
Secretary of the
do so
required to
ilege.
o or Comptroller
Comptroller of the
each
Federal
reserve
agent
shall
act
as
agent
of
the
Treasurer
of
urrency.
each Federal reserve agent shall act as agent of the Treasurer f Currency.
the
of the
the Comptroller
of the Currency,
Currency, or both,
Comptroller of
or of
States or
United States
the United
for the
performance of any
which the Treasurer
Treasurer
functions which
of the functions
any of
the performance
for
out
or
may be
upon to perform in carrying
carrying out
be called
called upon
Comptroller may
the Comptroller
or the
Sums available for
the provisions
provisions of
this paragraph.
Appropriations available
available for
Sums
dis- expenses.
for disavailable for
paragraph. Appropriations
of this
the
tinctive paper
and printing
printing United
States currency
currency or
national bank epenses.
or national
United States
paper and
tinctive
currency
production of the circufor the production
available for
made available
are hereby
hereby made
currency are
Reimbursement.
lating
notes of
of Federal
Federal reserve
reserve banks
provided; but
the United
United Reimbursement.
but the
herein provided;
banks herein
lating notes
States
shall
be
reimbursed
by
the
Federal
reserve
bank
to
which
such
States shall be reimbursed by the Federal reserve bank to which such
notes
incurred in connection
connection
expenses necessarily incurred
for all expenses
issued for
are issued
notes are
with
the procuring
of such
such notes
notes and
and all
expenses incidental
incidental to
other expenses
all other
procuring of
with the
their
redemption, replacement,
destruction."
retirement and destruction."
replacement, retirement
issue, redemption,
their issue,
Vol.
47,
Pp.p. 56,
47,
Vol.
amended, amended.
S
EC. 402.
402. Section 10(b)
10(b) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended,
SEC.
U.S.C.,
VI,
VI,
Supp.
u.s.c.,
is further
amended to read as follows:
is
further amended
p. 13
136.
tmember
circumstances, and when
In exceptional
"SEC.
"
SEC. 10(b).
10(b). In
exceptional and exigent
exigent circumstances,
when P Advances
to
member
member
Advances
banks when acceptable
any member
bank has
has no
further eligible
acceptable assets
assets avail- assets
whenacceptable
banks not
and acceptable
eligible and
no further
any
member bank
ast
not a
va blefor
ie
available
rediscount.
able
enable it
it to
to obtain
obtain adequate
adequate credit
accommodations through
through rediscount.
credit accommodations
to enable
able to
Post, p. 21.
method pro- Pot, p 21rediscounting
Federal reserve
bank or
other method
or any
any other
reserve bank
the Federal
at the
rediscounting at
vided by
other than
than that provided
provided by section 10
(a), any
10 (a),
Act other
by this
this Act
vided
Federal reserve
prescribed by the
regulations prescribed
and regulations
rules and
under rules
bank, under
reserve bank,
Federal
Security.
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
Board, may
make advances
advances to
member bank security.
such member
to such
may make
Federal
on
its
time
or
demand
notes
secured
to
the
satisfaction
of
such
Fedon its time or demand notes secured to the satisfaction of such Fed- Interest.
eral reserve
reserve bank.
bank. Each
note shall
shall bear
bear interest
at a
a rate
rate not
not Interest.
interest at
such note
Each such
eral
less than
per centum
annum higher
than the
the highest
highest discount
discount
higher than
per annum
centum per
1 per
than 1
less
rate
effect at
such Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank
on the
the date
date of such note.
bank on
at such
in effect
rate in
Expiration.
No
under this
this section
after March
1934, or Expiration.
3, 1934,
March 3,
section after
made under
be made
shall be
advance shall
No advance
after
expiration of
of such
such additional
exceeding one year
not exceeding
additional period not
the expiration
after the
as the
the President
President may
prescribe."
may prescribe."
as
S
EC. 403.
403. Section
amended, is
as amended,
Act, as
Reserve Act,
Federal Reserve
of the
the Federal
13 of
Section 13
SEO.
paragraph:
amended by
end thereof the following new paragraph:
adding at the end
by adding
amended
Advances to
to indi"
Subject
to
such
limitations,
restrictions
and
regulations
as
the viduals,
IndlAdvances
as the
regulations
and
restrictions
"Subject to such limitations,
etc.
Federal Reserve
Board may
may prescribe,
prescribe, any
reserve bank
bank may
may vildWu, et.
Federal reserve
any Federal
Reserve Board
Federal
make advances
advances to
to any
corporation on the
partnership or corporation
individual, partnership
any individual,
make
promissory notes
of such
partnership or
or corporation
corporation
individual, partnership
such individua1
notes of
promissory
Security, Interest,
interet.
security,
secured by
by direct
direct obligations
obligations of the
United States. Such advances etc.
the United
secured
shall
be
made
for
periods
not
exceeding
DO
days
and
shall
bear
etc.
interbear
shall
and
days
90
exceeding
not
shall be made for periods
est at
fixed from
time by
bank,
reserve bank,
Federal reserve
by the
the Federal
to time
time to
from time
rates fixed
est
at rates
p. 20.
P~,P.20
Reserve Post,
subject to
to the
the review
and determination
determination of
Federal Reserve
of the Federal
review and
subject
Board."
TITLE V
TITLE
Szo. 501.
There is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
any money
money in
in the
of any
out of
501. There
SEC.

$2,000,000, which
Treasury not
appropriated, the sum of $2,000,000,
which
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury
shall
be available
for expenditure,
expenditure, under
under the direction of the Presiavailable for
shall be
dent
in his
discretion, for
connection with the
purpose in connection
any purpose
for any
his discretion,
and in
dent and
carrying
of this
this Act.
carrying out
out of

Act is hereby
S
EC. 502.
The right
right to
to alter,
hereby
this Act
or repeal
repeal this
amend, or
alter, amend,
502. The
SEC.
application
expressly reserved.
reserved. If
If any
provision of this Act, or the application
any provision
expressly
thereof
to any
or circumstances,
circumstances, is
invalid, the
held invalid,
is held
person or
any person
thereof to
remainder
of the
Act, and
and the
the application
application of
provision to other
of such
such provision
the Act,
remainder of
circumstances, shall not be affected
affected thereby.
persons or circumstances,
Approved,
Approved, March 9, 1933, 8.30 p. m.

Appropriation.

Appropriation.

Amendment, etc.

Amendment, etc.
Saving provision.
provision.
saving
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17, 20,
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MARCH 17,
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[CHAPTER 2.]
[CHAPTER
2.]
March
1933.
March 17,
17, 1933.
J. Res. 75.1
[H. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 1.]

75.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION
certain expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the first
first session
session of
of the
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third
To provide for certain
to the
Congress.
Congress.

-

of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Hose of
Representatives of

Appropriations
Appropriations

for
for

certain expenses, first

1034 Seenty-tirst
Seventy-third
session,
ongess.
congressMileage.
sums
available.
Sums available.

Vol. 47,
47,pp.131,1354.
pp. 1361, 1354.

States of America
assembled, That
That the
the appropriations
appropriations
States
America inin Congress
Congress assembled,
.E
for mileage
Representatives, the
the Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner
for
mileage of
of Senators,
Senators, Representatives,
from Puerto Rico, and the
the Delegate
Delegate from
from Hawaii,
for expenses
expenses
Hawaii, and
and for
of
from Alaska
Alaska and
and the
the Resident
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners from
from
of the
the Delegate
Delegate from
the Philippine
Philippine Islands, contained
contained in
in the
Appropriation
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation

Act for the fiscal
fiscal_ year
made immediately
year 1934,
1934, are
are hereby
hereby made
immediately-available
available
authorized to be paid to Senators,
and authorized
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates,
Senators, Representatives,
and Resident Commissioners,
attendance on
on the
the first
first session
session of
Commissioners, for
for attendance
of
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress.
Congress.
stationery.
The
Stationery.
The appropriation
appropriation for
for stationery
stationery for
for Representatives,
Delegates,
Representatives, Delegates,
Vol. 47, p. 1358.
Vol. 47, p. 1358.
and Resident
Resident Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
and for
the committees
committees and
and officers
officers of
of
for the
the House, contained
contained in the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
the
Appropriation Act
Act for the
Limitations waived.
1934, is hereby
made immediately
Limitations
waived, fiscal
fiscal year 1931,
hereby made
available for
expendiimmediately available
for expendiVol.47,p.408.
ture on account of the first session
Vol.
47, p. 408.
session of the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress
Congress
notwithstanding the provisions of section 301
notwithstanding
30,
304 of the Act
Act of
of June
June 30,
Proviso.
Proiso.
1932 (47 Stat. 408):
408) :Provided,
That from
from such
sum each
each RepresentaRepresentaProvided,That
such sum
Stationery
Stationery allowtive, Delegate, and Resident
811 °' two,
Resident Commissioner
be allowed
allowed $90
$90 for
Commissioner shall
shall be
for
anos..
stationery allowance
allowance or
therefor.
or commutation
commutation therefor,
Approved, March
March 17, 1933.
1933.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 3.1
3.1
March
20, 1933.
March 20,1933.
[H.R. 28201
[H.R. 2820.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 2.]
2.]

MaintenanceofcredMaintenance
of credit of United States.

t of United States.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To maintain
maintain the
To
of the
the United
Government.
the credit
credit of
United States
States Government.

it enacted
enacted by
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Unted States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,
TITLE II
TITLE

Veterans.

VETERANS
VETERANS

Pensions.
pensions.
SECTIO' 1. That
subject to
requirements and
and limitations
limitations as
as
SiorIo
That subject
to such requirements
Regulations of the
pr
0a
of te shall be contained
contained in regulations
regulations to be issued by the President,
President, and
Fresident.
Post, pp. 524, 1282.
within
limits of
of appropriations
appropriations made
by Congress,
Congress, the
the following
following
t
rmu
,e
rlder
within the
the limits
made by
Executive orders,
classes of
of persons
persons may
may be
paid
apension:
Nov.
9-6100,
March
Nos
.0
Ma,
Oah' classes
be
paid
a
pension:
at, 1933; 0158-8159,
%no
31,
§t5d6I59, Tune
n
w
s
'
(a) Any
served in
in the
the active
active military
military
or naval
naval service
service
193; 362
lh6,
y
(a)
Any person
person who
who served
0, 1933;
0231-0234, July
or
28, 1933.
and who
who is
is disabled
as a
result of
of disease
disease or
or injury
or aggravation
aggravation
2C9
and
disabled as
a result
injury or
Classes entitled
entitled.
Disease, etc.,
etc., iin line
line of a
Disase,
a preexisting
preexisting disease
disease or injury incurred
incurred in line
line of duty
in such
such
duty in
of
duty.
of duty
-

service.
service.
(b)
person who
who served
or naval service
(b) Any
Any person
served. in
in the
the active
active military
military or
during
the
Spanish-American
during
Spanish-American War, including
including the Boxer Rebellion
Rebellion
and the Philippine Insurrection, or the World
and
World War, and who is
proiao.
Proviso.
permanently
of injury
injury or
disease: Provided
Provided,
permanently disabled
disabled as
as aa result
result of
or disease:
Spanish - American
Santeismeh
rcn That
That nothing
contained in
title shall
shall deny
pension to aaSpanishnothing contained
in this
this title
deny a
apension
War veteran over 62.
American War
a
War veteran
veteran past the age of sixty-two years entitled to a
pension under existing law, but the President
President may reduce
reduce the rate
of pension
pension as he may deem proper.
Widows, dependent
sdependent
(c) The widow, child, or children, dependent
dependent mother or
or father
father,
parents, etc.
of
of any
any person
person who
who dies as a
aresult of disease or injury incurred or
or
aggravated
line of duty in the active military or naval service.
aggravated in line
Designated
war
servDesignatedwarserv(d) The
deceased person
(d)
The widow
widow and/or child of any deceased
person who served
served
ice.
in
active military or naval service during the Spanish-American
in the active
Spanish-American
War,
War, including the Boxer Rebellion
Rebellion and the Philippine
Philippine Insurrection.

Certain
ertain
services.

war-time
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Fixing World
War
World War
Fixing
(e)
the purpose
of subparagraph
subparagraph (b)
(b) of this section, the service.
purpose of
For the
(e) For
ervme.
World
War
shall
be
deemed
to
have
ended
November
11,
1918.
November
ended
have
to
deemed
be
World War shall
Minimum and maxiMinimum
SEC. 2.
2. The
maximum monthly rate of pension mum
and maximum
minimum and
The minimum
SEC.
mum rates.
rates.
Post, p.
p. 524.
Post,
524.
follows:
which
may
be
paid
for
disability
or
death
shall
be
as
For
which may be paid for disability or death shall
disability, from
$6 to
$275; for
death, from $12
$12 to $75.
for death,
to $275;
from $6
disability,
of disability.
disability.
Degrees of
SEC. 3.
class of
specified in
subparagraphs (a) Degrees
in subparagraphs
persons specified
of persons
each class
For each
3. For
SEC.
hereby
and
(b)
of
section
1
of
this
title
the
President
authorized
is
President
the
title
this
and (b) of section 1 of
to
prescribe by
by regulation
degrees of disability and
the minimum degrees
regulation the
to prescribe
such higher
of disability,
disability, if
as in
in his
his judgment
judgment should
any, as
if any,
degrees of
higher degrees
such
be
recognized
and
prescribe
the
rate
of
pension
payable
each
for each
payable
pension
of
rate
the
prescribe
be recognized and
Death.
such degree
of disability.
fixing rates
pensions for disability Death.
of pensions
rates of
In fixing
disability. In
degree of
such
or death
death the
the President
President shall
shall prescribe
prescribe by regulation such differentiaor
tion as
as he
may deem
just and
equitable, in
to be paid to
rates to
in the rates
and equitable,
deem just
he may
tion
veterans of
different wars
their dependents
and to be paid
dependents and
and/or their
wars and/or
of different
veterans
fnr
for
War-time service.
(a)
Disabilities and
and deaths
deaths resulting
from disease
injury War-time servie.
or injury
disease or
resulting from
(a) Disabilities
incurred or
aggravated in
line of
duty in war-time
war-time service;
service;
of duty
in line
or aggravated
incurred
Peace-time service.
injury Peacetime service.
disease or injury
(b) Disabilities
and deaths
deaths resulting
resulting from disease
Disabilities and
(b)
incurred or
or aggravated
aggravated in
in line
line of
duty in
in peace-time
peace-time service;
incurred
of duty
service;
Nt in
Not
in service.
service.
(c)
Disabilities and
and deaths
not incurred
in service.
service.
incurred in
deaths not
(c) Disabilities
Prescribing duration
wduaon
ceritain wars.
SEC. 4.
4. The
The President
shall prescribe
prescribe by
by regulation
regulation (subject
(subject to
the of certain
to the
President shall
SEC.
provisions of
of this
date of the beginning
the date
title) the
this title)
1 (e)
(e) of
section 1
of section
provisions
and
the termination
termination of
of the
the period
period in each war subsequent
subsequent to the
of the
and of
Civil
War, including
including the
Philippine Insurthe Boxer Rebellion and the Philippine
Civil War,
rection, service
service within
which shall for the purposes of this Act be Regulations as to
within which
rection,
etoc
deemed
The President
prescribe by service, claims, etc.
further prescribe
President shall further
service. The
war-time service.
deemed war-time
regulation the
the required
of days of war or peace time service
number of
required number
regulation
for each
limit on filing of claims for each
time limit
the time
veterans, the
of veterans,
class of
each class
for
class of
dependents, the nature and extent of
their dependents,
and their
veterans and
of veterans
class
proofs and
presumptions for
different classes, and any other
other
such different
for such
and presumptions
proofs
requirements as
entitlement as
equitable and just.
deem equitable
shall deem
he shall
as he
to entitlement
as to
requirements
Classification, condicondiClassification,
The President
President in
establishing conditions
conditions precedent
precedent may prescribe
prescribe tions,
in establishing
etc.
The
etc
tns
of
veterans
different
requirements
or
conditions
for
the
veterans
different
conditions
different requirements or
wars and
and may
may further
clo-sses of
further subdivide the classes
dependents and
their dependents
and their
wars
persons
as outlined
section 1
1 of this title and apply
apply different
different
in section
outlined in
persons as
requirements
subdivisions.
conditions to such subdivisions.
or conditions
requirements or
Finality of decisions.
of decisions
Veterans' Finality
of Veterans'
SEC. 5.
by.the
Administrator of
the Administrator
rendered by
decisions rendered
All decisions
5. All
SEC.
issued
Affairs
under
the
provisions
of
this
title,
regulations
issued
the
or
title,
this
Affairs under the provisions of
conclusive on all questions of
pursuant
thereto, shall
shall be final and conclusive
pursuant thereto,
law
shall
no other official or court of the United States shall
and no
fact, and
and fact,
law and
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
review by mandamus
mandamus or otherwise any such
to review
have
decision.
decision.
Domiciliary care.
cre.5
this title, the Domiciliary
in this
SEC. 6.
In addition
addition to
provided in
pensions provided
the _pensions
to the
6. In
SEC.
Post, pp. 301,525.
Administrator
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized under such
such
Affairs is
Administrator of
limitations
may be
prescribed by the President,
President, and within the
be prescribed
as may
limitations as
to
limits
of
existing
Veterans'
Admimstration
facilities, to furnish to
Admimstration
Veterans'
limits of existing
veterans of
any war,
the Boxer
Rebellion and the PhilipBoxer Rebellion
including the
war, including
of any
veterans
suffering with
pine
Insurrection, domiciliary
domiciliary care
care where
where they are suffering
pine Insurrection,
neuropsychiatric ailments and
permanent
tuberculosis or neuropsychiatric
disabilities, tuberculosis
permanent disabilities,
treatment for diseases or injuries.
medical
medical and hospital treatment
Administrator of VetAdmiAffairs.orstratorof
Sze. 7.
7. The
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs subject to the gen- erans'
The Administrator
SEC.
Authority, etc.
etc.
accordance with regulations Authority,
eral direction
of the
the President
President and
and in
in accordance
direction of
eral
enforce
and
to
be
issued
by
the
President
shall
administer,
execute,
to be issued by the President shall administer, execute,
the
provisions of
this title
title and
and for
for such purpose shall have the same
of this
the provisions
p. 1215.
1215.
authority
and powers
powers as
as are
are provided
provided in sections
sections 425, 430, 431, 432, u.s.c., p.
authority and
457,
453,
433,
434,
440,
442,
443,
444,
447,
450,
451,
455,
458,
459,
451,
433, 434, 440, 442, 443, 444. 447, 450,
459a2459c,
459d, 459e„
88, U. S. C., and such other sections
sections
459e, 459f, title 38,
459c, 459d,
459a
of title
88, U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., as
as relate
relate to
of the laws
laws
the administration of
to the
title 38,
of
granting
pensions.
granting pensions.
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Affairs is hereby authorSno.
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
SEO. 8. The Administrator
ized in carrying out the provisions of Title 1
1 of this Act or any other
other
pension
to delegate
delegate authority
to render
to such
such person
person
decisions to
render decisions
authority to
Act to
pension Act
or persons
as he
may find
find necessary.
limitations of
such
of such
the limitations
Within the
necessary. Within
he may
persons as
or
delegations,
any decisions
decisions rendered
rendered by
by such
person or persons shall
such person
delegations, any
have
force and
effect as
as though
rendered by
by the Administhough rendered
and effect
same force
the same
have the
Approval
of
regaletrator
of
Veterans'
Affairs.
The
President
shall
personally
approve
personally
shall
President
The
Affairs.
of
Veterans'
trator
regulaApproval of
o
all regulations
regulations issued under the provisions
titions.
ns.
provisions of this title.
Claims
for benefits.
SEC. 9.
Claims for
for benefits
benefits under
under this title shall be filed with the
9. Claims
SEC.
claims forbenefits.
.Filing, hearings, review, etc.
Veterans'
Administration
under
regulations, including
including provisuch regulations,
c.hearings, re- Veterans' Administration under such
viF
sions
hearing, determination,
and administrative
administrative review,
review, as
as the
the
determination, and
for hearing,
sions for
President
may approve,
payments shall
shall not be made for any
and payments
approve, and
President may
Payments,
reopen- period
prior to
to date
application. When
a claim shall be finally
When a
of application.
date of
period prior
Payments, reopening ,etc.
disallowed under
under this
this title
it
the regulations issued thereunder, it
title and
and the
disallowed
ing,
etc.
Participation by ben- may
may not
not thereafter
reopened or allowed.
No person
person who is
be reopened
thereafter be
Participationbybendecision.
eficiary
in decision.
eficiary
f
Post,
entitled to
to any
this title
title shall
shall participate
deterany deterin any
participate in
under this
benefits under
any benefits
entitled
o ,p..5526. si.o n
mination
or decision
decision with
with respect
to any
any claim
claim for benefits
benefits under
under
respect to
mination or
this
title.
this title.
2 of this title,
Retired
emergency
SEC. 10.
provisions of section 2
the provisions
Notwithstanding the
10. Notwithstanding
SEC.
emergency
Retired
officers.
officers.
Continuance
pay, any
any person
person who
who served
served as
an officer
of the
Navy, or
or Marine
Marine
Army, Navy,
the Army,
officer of
as an
of pay,
Continuance of
as
If
States during
during the
World War,
than as
other than
War, other
the World
the United
United States
of the
Corps of
to Corps
retirement due to
if retirement
service injury, etc.
Post, p.
112.
an
of the
the Regular
Regular Army,
Navy, or
Marine Corps
Corps during
the
during the
or Marine
Army, Navy,
an officer
officer of
Post,
p. 112.
World
War, who
valid application
application for
under the
the
retirement under
for retirement
made valid
who made
World War,
24,
May
vol.
'is,
p.
735,
provisions
of
Public
No.
506,
Seventieth
Congress,
enacted
May
enacted
Congress,
Seventieth
506,
No.
Public
of
provisions
735,
Vol. 45, p.
amended.
amended.
who
U.S.C.,
Sapp.
VI,
P.
1928,
sections
581
and
582
2
title
38,
United
States
Code,
and
who
and
Code,
States
United
38,
title
582,
and
581
sections
1928,
P.
VI
u.s.c., Supp.
retirement with
727.
been granted retirement
prior to the passage of this Act has been
727.
pay,
shall
be
entitled
to
continue
to
receive
retirement
pay at the
retirement
receive
to
continue
to
pay, shall be entitled
monthly rate
now being
disability for which he
him if the disability
paid him
being paid
rate now
monthly
has
been retired
from disease or injury or aggravation of aa
resulted from
retired resulted
has been
preexisting
disease or
or injury
such
incurred in line of duty during such
injury incurred
preexisting disease
Provisos.
ice.
service:
Provided,
That
such person
between
entered active
active service between
person entered
That
such
Provided,
service:
provisos.
World War sery
or
Provided,That the disease
Disability
of April
November 11, 1918: Provided,
disease or
April 6, 1917, and November
lineof
isability in line
injury
duty, etc.
injury or aggravation
aggravation of the disease or injury directly resulted from
the performance
performance of military
naval duty, and that such person
military or naval
the
otherwise meets
meets the
requirements of
regulations which may be
the regulations
of the
the requirements
otherwise
Act.
issued
provisions of this ,Act.
issued under the provisions
11. All
All offenses
SEC.
Offenses under reS
EC. 11.
offenses committed
committed and all penalties or forfeiture
pealed acts.
Post, C1.
incurred under the acts repealed
repealed by section 17 of this title may be
incurred
p. 11.
IPost,
tcI.ncurredurtedalros"ed.
u penalties, prosecuted
and
punished
in
the same
same manner
manner and
with the
the same
same
and with
in the
punished
and
prosecuted
etc
e, prosected.
effect as
not been
been made and any person who
had not
repeal had
said repeal
if said
as if
effect
forfeited rights
rights to
under any
such acts shall not be entitled
any such
benefits under
to benefits
forfeited
to any benefits under this title.
Perjury.
SEC. 12.
whoever in any claim for benefits under this title
SEC.
12. That whoever
Perjury.
or
by
regulations
title makes any sworn
pursuant to this title,
issued pursuant
or by regulations issued
Punishment
for.
st
at
emen tof
ofa
a material
material fact
fact knowing
false, shall
be guilty
guilty
shall be
be false,
it to
to be
knowing it
statement
Punishment for.
of
$5.000
be punished by aafine of not more than $5,000
and shall
shall be
of perjury
perjury and
or
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
years, or both.
more than two years,
not more
for not
or by
if any person
SEC.
13. That if
Fraudulently
acceptS
EC.
person entitled to payment of pension under
under
Fraudulently accepting pension.
pension,
under any
any
title or
or under
such payment
this title,
whose right
ing
this
title, whose
right to
to such
payment under
under this
this title
regulation
happening of any
under this title, ceases upon the happening
issued under
regulation issued
fraudulently accepts
for,
contingency, thereafter
accepts any such payment, he
he
thereafter fraudulently
contingency,
Punishment for.
be punished
punished by aafine of not more than $2,000 or by imprisonshall be
ment for
for not
not more
year, or
or both.
one year,
more than one
ment
Fraudulently obtainSix. 14. That whoever shall obtain or receive any money, check,
SEC.
Fraudulently
ing money, etc.
or pension under this title, or regulations issued under this title,
ingmoney, et.
without
defraud the
entitled to the same, and with intent to defraud
without being entitled
United
beneficiary of the United States, shall be
or any beneficiary
States or
United States
punished by aa fine of not more than $2,000,
$2,000, or by imprisonment
imprisonment for
not
not more than one year, or both.

Delegation
Delegation
thority.

thority.

of
of

auau-
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SEC. 15.
15. Any
Any person
person who
knowingly make
or cause
cause to be
make or
shall knowingly
who shall
SEC.

11
False affidavits, etc.

False affidavits, etc.
for,
arrange
made,
or
conspire,
combine,
aid,
in,
agree
to,
arrange
assist
or
aid,
combine,
conspire,
or
made,
or in
wise procure
making or
or presentation
presentation of a
a false or
the making
procure the
any wise
in any
or
or
fraudulent
affidavit,
declaration,
certificate,
voucher,
statement,
certificate,
declaration,
fraudulent affidavit,
paper, or
or writing
to be
such, concerning
any claim for
concerning any
be such,
purporting to
writing purporting
paper,
for.
Punishment for.
claims, and benefits
benefits
this title,
shall forfeit
forfeit all
all rights,
benefits Punishment
rights, claims,
title, shall
under this
benefits under
under
this
title,
and,
i
n
addition
any
and
all
other
penalties
and
any
to
addition
in
and,
under this title,
convic-imposed by
by law,
law ' shall
misdemeanor and upon convic
guilty of aa misdemeanor
be guilty
shall be
imposed
tion thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
$1,000 or
by aa fine of not more than $1,000
tion
imprisonment
not more than one year, or both.
for not
imprisonment for
Embezzlement
by
by
SEC. 16.
Every guardian,
guardian, curator,
per- guardian,
Embezzlement
or percommittee, or
conservator, committee,
curator, conservator,
16. Every
SEO.
etc.
son
legally
vested
with
the
responsibility
a
or
claimant
a
of
care
or
son legally vested with the responsibility
his estate
having charge
a fiduciary capacity of
charge and custody in a
estate, having
his
of
money
the provisions
of this
title, for the benefit of
this title,
provisions of
under the
paid, under
money paid,
embezzle
who
any
minor
or
incompetent
claimant,
shall
embezzle
the
same
in
incompetent
or
any minor
violation of
of his
his trust,
trust, or
or convert
same to his own use, shall be
the same
convert the
violation
punished by
fine not
exceeding $2,000
imprisonment at hard
or imprisonment
$2,000 or
not exceeding
by aa fine
punished
labor
not exceeding
or both.
years, or
five years,
exceeding five
term not
for aaterm
labor for
Veterans
of desigSEC. 17.
granting medical
medical or hospital treatment, naaVeterans
laws granting
public laws
Nva . of desig
All public
17. All
SEC.
Public laws granting
domiciliary
care,
compensation
and
other
allowances
pension,
disgranting
laws
Public
dispension,
domiciliary care, compensation and other allowances,
certain allowances,
et c..
tc
repealed.
ability allowance,
or retirement
dependents repetalnedwan.es,
pay to veterans and the dependents
retirement pay
allowance, or
ability
U.S.C., p.1191.
P. 1.
of veterans
veterans of
of the
Spanish-American War,
War, including
including the Boxer U.C.
the Spanish-American
Post, p. 528.
of
Rebellion and
the Philippine
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection, and
and the
World War,
War, Potp.526.
the World
and the
Rebellion
or
or
to former
members of
the military
service for injury or
naval service
or naval
military or
of the
former members
or to
disease incurred
incurred or
or aggravated
the line
of duty in the military
line of
in the
aggravated in
disease
or naval
(except so
so far
as they
they relate
relate to
to persons who
served
who served
far as
service (except
naval service
or
prior to
to the
the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War
War and
and to
dependents of such
the dependents
to the
prior
persons, and
and enlisted men of the Regu- Term insurance.
officers and
retirement of officers
the retirement
and the
persons,
lar
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Corps, or
or Coast
Coast Guard)
Guard) are
repealed, U.S.C.,
p. 1225.
Term 'insurance
hereby repealed,
are hereby
Marine Corps,
lar Army,
and
granting or
or pertaining
to yearly
yearly renewable
renewable term insurpertaining to
laws granting
all laws
and all
ance
are hereby
repealed, but
payments in
in accordance
accordance with
with such laws
but payments
hereby repealed,
ance are
shall continue
to the
day of
of the third
following
third calendar month following
last day
the last
continue to
shall
the
during which
which this
is enacted.
enacted. The
Administrator of Review of allowed
The Administrator
Act is
this Act
month during
the month
Review of allowed
Veterans' Affairs
the general
direction of the President
President shall claims.
general direction
under the
Affairs under
Veterans'
the
under
claims
immediately cause
cause to
to be
be reviewed
allowed
under
reviewed all allowed
immediately
above
referred to
and where a
a person is found entitled under
under
laws and
to laws
above referred
this
authorize payment
or allowance
allowance of
of benefits in accordance
payment or
Act, authorize
this Act,
with the
the provisions
this Act
commencing with the first day of
Act commencing
of this
provisions of
with
the
fourth
calendar
month
following
the
month during
which this Aide, p.
during which
the month
following
month
calendar
the fourth
p. 10.
0.
Act
and notwithstanding
the provisions
section 9
9 of ,t
of section
provisions of
notwithstanding the
enacted and
is enacted
Act is
Provisos.
this
Act,
no
further
claim
in
such
cases
shall
be
required:
Provided,
Proiraao.
this Act, no further claim in such cases shall be required: Provided, Matured Insurance.
ur.
atued
That nothing
this section shall interfere
interfere with payments
in this
contained in
nothing contained
That
heretofore made
be made
under contracts of yearly
made under
to be
hereafter to
or hereafter
made or
heretofore
renewable term
term insurance
have matured prior to the date of
which have
insurance which
renewable
enactment
of this
this Act
Act and
and under
under which
which payments
payments have been comenactment of
a court of
menced, or
any judgment
judgment heretofore
heretofore rendered in a
on any
or on
menced,
competent
contract of yearly renewable
renewable
in any suit on aacontract
jurisdiction in
competent jurisdiction
term insurance,
insurance, or
or which may
rendered in any such suit
may hereafter be rendered
term
exetc., eFuneral etc.,
now pending:
pending: Provided
That, subject
subject to
such regulations
regulations as Funeral,
to such
further, That,
Provided further,
now
postp.310.
burial
for
Post,
P.
310.
be granted
may be
the
President may
may prescribe,
prescribe, allowances
allowances may
burial
the President
(including
and
funeral expenses
transportation of the bodies (including
and transportation
expenses and
and funeral
preparation
bodies) of
of deceased
deceased veterans
veterans of any war to the
the bodies)
of the
preparation of
places
thereof in
sum not
not to
exceed $107
ve
case. Disabled veterans,
one case.
any one
in any
$107 in
to exceed
in aasum
burial thereof
of burial
places of
a
compensation or pDs.aledt
The
this title shall not apply to compensation
of this
pensions, etc.
provisions of
The provisions
pension (except
(except as
as to
to rates,
rates, time
entry into active service and
of entry
time of
pension
special
statutory allowances),
allowances), being paid to veterans disabled,
disabled2 or
special statutory
dependents
who died, as the result of disease or injury
veterans who
of veterans
dependents of
directly
(without
with active military or naval service (without
connected with
directly connected
benefit
of
statutory
or
regulatory
presumption of service connection)
connection)
regulatory presumption
or
statutory
benefit of
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of
pursuant to
to the
provisions of
laws in
in effect
on the
the date
date of
effect on
of the
the laws
the provisions
pursuant
pos
enactment
of
this
Act.
The
term
"
compensation
or
pension"
as
as
pension"
or
"compensation
term
The
Act.
enactment of this
used
in
this
paragraph
shall
not
be
construed
to
include
emergency
emergency
include
to
construed
be
not
shall
paragraph
in
this
used
Ante, Ate,
p. 10.
officers' retired
pay referred
to in
this title.
title.
10 of
of this
section 10
in section
referred to
retired pay
officers'
nte,
p. 1.
any pension,
1934, any
Payments for
for fiscal
June 30,
SEC. 18.
For the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1934,
pension,
18. For
SEC.
fiscal
Payments
year 1934 reduced.

Emergency
officers'
Emergency officers'
retired
pay not inretired pay
cluded.
eluded.

and/or any
any other
other monetary
monetary gratuity,
payable to
members of
to former members
gratuity, payable
and/or
the
service in
in wars
wars prior
the Spanish-American
Spanish-American
to the
prior to
naval service
or naval
military or
the military
War, and
and their
their dependents,
for service,
age, disease,
or injury,
injury, except
except
disease, or
service, age,
dependents, for
W1ar,
retired pay
of officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
Navy,
Army, Navy,
Regular Army,
the Regular
of the
men of
officers and
pay of
retired
Marine
or Coast
shall be
be reduced
by 10
per centum
centum
10 per
reduced by
Guard, shall
Coast Guard,
Corps, or
Marine Corps,
of
payable.
amount payable.
the amount
of the
Effect
of Executive
the President
SEC. 19.
The regulations
by the
President 'under
under this title
issued by
regulations issued
19. The
SEC.
Executive
Effect of
orders.
orders.
which are in effect at the expiration
expiration of two years after the date of
enactment of
this Act
continue in
in effect
without further
further change
change
effect without
shall continue
Act shall
of this
enactment
or modification
until the
Congress by
law shall
provide.
otherwise provide.
shall otherwise
by law
the Congress
modification until
or
Transmittal
SEC. 20. The President shall transmit to the Congress, as soon as
ConSnc.
to ConTransmittal to
gress. g r e s s
practicable after
the date
of their
their issue, copies of all regulations
regulations
practicable
after the
date of
issued pursuant
pursuant to
to this
title.
this title.
issued
3
Post,
521.
Postp., p. 521

TITLE
II
TITLE II
Officers
Officers
ployees.
ployees.

and
and

em-

OIJfICERS AND
AND EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
OFFICERS

SEG. 1.
When used in this titletitle—
1. When
SEC.
(a)
terms ""officer
officer"" and
employee"" mean
person rendermean any person
" employee
and "
The terms
(a) The
ing
branch or
service of
of the
United States
the United
or service
any branch
under any
or under
in or
services in
ing services
Government or
or the
the government
government of
of the
the District
Columbia, but do
of Columbia
District of
Government
Exempted.
Exempted.
compensation may not, under the
not include
include (1)
(1) officers
officers whose
whose compensation
not
Constitution,
be diminished
diminished during
their continuance
continuance in office;
(2)
office; (2)
during their
Constitution, be
the Vice
Vice President,
of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, SenSpeaker of
the Speaker
President, the
the
ators,
in Congress,
Congress, Delegates,
ComResident Comand Resident
Delegates, and
Representatives in
ators, Representatives
missioners; (3)
(3) officers
officers and
and employees
employees on
and
on the rolls of the Senate and
missioners;
House of
Representatives; (4)
person in
in respect
office,
any office,
of any
respect of
any person
(4) any
of Representatives;
House
is
position, or
compensation of which is
of compensation
amount of
the amount
employment the
or employment
position,
expressly
by international
agreement; and (5)
(5) any person in
international agreement;
fixed by
expressly fixed
respect of
any office,
position, or
compensation of
or employment the compensation
office, position,
of any
respect
which
under the terms of any contract in effect on the date
is paid
paid under
which is
of
the enactment
enactment of
title, if
if such
compensation may not lawfully
such compensation
this title,
of this
of the
be reduced.
"Compensation' de"Compensation"
(b) The
The term
"compensation" means
means any salary, pay, wage,
term "compensation"
(b)
fined.
fined.
allowance (except
for travel),
travel), or
other emolument paid
or other
allowances for
(except allowances
allowance
office,
noncivilian
or
for
services
rendered
in
office, position,
civilian
any
in
rendered
for services
or
employment; and
and includes
(except
retired pay of judges (except
includes the retired
or employment;
judges whose
compensation, prior to retirement
retirement or resignation,
resignation,
whose compensation,
judges
could
not, under
under the
Constitution, have been diminished),
diminished), and the
the Constitution,
could not,
retired
all commissioned
Coast
commissioned and other personnel of the Coast
of all
pay of
retired pay
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Lighthouse Service, and the Public Health
Survey, the Lighthouse
and
Service, and
and the
commissioned and other perpay of all commissioned
retired pay
the retired
Service,
Payments
excluded. sonnel of
Payments excluded.
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
but
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; but
the Army,
sonnel of the
does not
include payments
payments out
of any
retirement, disability,
relief
disability, or relief
any retirement,
out of
not include
does
contributions of employees.
up wholly
wholly or in part of contributions
made up
fund made
Determination
salDetermination of salS
EC.
2.
For
that
portion
of
the
year
beginning with the
year 1933 beginning
fiscal
the
of
portion
that
For
2.
SEC.
aries,
part of fiscal year
aries, part
first day
day of
of the
the calendar
following the
during which
the month
month during
month following
1933
and all
all of 1934.
calendar month
first
1934.
1933 and
Post,
521.
p. 521.
Post, p.
this
enacted, and for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, the
is enacted,
this Act is
compensation of
employee shall be determined
determined as
of every officer or employee
compensation
follows ::—
follows
(a) The
The compensation
officer or
would
employee would
or employee
such officer
which such
Basis
computing.
compensation which
(a)
Basis for computing.
receive
under the provisions
provisions of any existing
existing law, schedule, regulareceive under
departmental order shall first be deterExecutive order,
order, or departmental
tion, Executive
(except section 4) had not been enacted.
enacted.
mined as though this title (except
Post,
p. 521.
Post, p..521.
Terms construed.
construed.
Terms
Persons
included.
Persons included.
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13
13

Percentage
reduc(b)
determined under
under subparagraph
(a) tion.
reduc
,,rentage
subparagraph (a)
as determined
compensation as
(b) The
The compensation
of
this section
shall be
be reduced
reduced by
by the
percentage, if
if any,
any, determined
determined
the percentage,
section shall
of this
in
accordance with
this title.
3 of this
section 3
with section
in accordance
SEc. 3.
The President
is authorized
authorized to
to investigate
of cost
cost
figure of
Index figure
through of Index
investigate through
President is
3. (a)
(a) The
SEC.
living.
established
agencies
of
the
Government
the
facts
relating
to
the
cost
Determination of,
of, for
established agencies of the Government the facts relating to the cost base
periods.
of
living in
United States
six months
months period
period ending
ending baseperiods.
the six
during the
States during
in the
the United
of living
June
be known
known as
as the
the base
base period,
upon the
the basis
basis
and upon
period, and
to be
30, 1928,
1928, to
June 30,
of
such facts
thereto of
such principles
principles as
as he
he
of such
and the
the application
application thereto
facts and
of such
may
find proper,
proper, determine
an index
index figure
living
of living
of the cost of
figure of
determine an
may find
Other periods.
during such
such period.
The President
President is
is further
periods.
a Other
authorized to make a
further authorized
period. The
during
similar
investigation
and
determination
of
of
the
cost
of
index
figure
of
an
determination
and
similar investigation
of living
the six
December 31, 1932,
ending December
period ending
months period
six months
during the
living during
of
and each
six months
months period thereafter.
and
each six
Announcement
by
(b)
The President
announce by
by Executive
by
Announcement
index Executive
the index
order the
Executive order
shall announce
President shall
(b) The
order.
Pay
readjustments.
figure
for the
and for
for each
each subsequent
subsequent period
determined Pay readjustments.
period determined
period and
the base
base period
figure for
Executive
Orders,
by
him under
under paragraph
paragraph (a)
(a) of
this section.
section. The
if No.
60, March 28,
percentage, if
The percentage,
of this
by him
Nos. 6085,
28,
1933; 6188, July 3, 1933;
any,
by which
the cost
cost of
index for
months' period,
period, 193;
July , 1933;
Js88,
for any
any six
six months'
living index
which the
of living
any, by
6553, January 9, 1934;
6791, July6,
July 6, 1934.
than such 6791,
lower than
as
in paragraph
section, is lower
this section,
of this
(a) of
paragraph (a)
provided in
as provided
Post, p. 522.
522
index for
the base
base period,
be the
the percentage
of reduction
reduction Po
percentage of
shall be
period, shall
for the
index
applicable under
of this
determining compencompenin determining
(b) of
this title in
under section
section 22 (b)
applicable
sation
be paid
during the
six months'
such
or such
period, or
months' period,
following six
the following
paid during
to be
sation to
portion thereof
which this
title is
in effect:
o . pay
pay reis in
effect: Provided,
Provided, That
That Provisos.
during which
this title
portion
thereof during
Maximum
duction.
such
percentage of
reduction (including
under any
any duction.
made under
reductions made
(including reductions
of reduction
such percentage
existing
law, regulation,
regulation, or
or Executive
Executive order,
in the
the case
case of subsistence Vol. 42, p. 628.
order, in
existing law,
and rental
the services
services mentioned
in the Pay Act Vo 42, p.68.
mentioned in
for the
allowances for
rental allowances
and
of June
June 10, 1922) shall not exceed 15 per centum.
Vol. 47,
p.
1513,
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
47, p. 1513
Vol
for the amended.
Appropriations for
Act Making
Making Appropriations
An Act
4 of
of An
Section 4
(a) Section
SEC.
Treasury
Post Office
Departments for the fiscal year ending ame
Office Departments
and Post
Treasury and
purposes, approved March 3, 1933, is
other purposes,
1934, and for other
30, 1934,
June 30,
hereby
amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
hereby amended
Designated
proviproviDesignated
The provisions
(a) The
"
"SEC.
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
provisions of the following sections of Part II
II sions
sions of Economy Act
Act
continued
effective.
of
the
Legislative
Appropriation
Act,
fiscal
year
1933,
are
hereby
continuedeffective.
hereby
are
1933,
year
Act,
fiscal
Appropriation
of the Legislative
Vol. 47, p. 401.
224
vpol4,p.p.522.
continued in
in full
force and
and effect
effect during
ending June Post,
year ending
during the fiscal year
full force
continued
30,
105 (except
subsections (d)
(e)
and (e)
(d) and
(except subsections
sections 105
namely sections
1934, namely
30, 1934,
Stationery for Memfor MemStationery
and bers
thereof),
(except paragraph
(5) of
of subsection
(a) thereof
thereof and
subsection (a)
paragraph (5)
107 (except
thereof), 107
of Congress.
Post, p.
31..
p. 318.
thereof), POa,
(except subsection
subsection
thereof), 201,
203, 206
206 (except
subsection (a) thereof),
201, 203,
(b) thereof),
subsection (b)
214, 216,
304, 315,
323, and
for the
of
the purpose
purpose of
and for
and 323,
317, 318,
318, and
315, 317,
214,
216, 304,
application of such sections with
continuing such
such sections, in the application
continuing
respect to
to the
fiscal year
1933'
figures '1933'
1934, the figures
June 30, 1934,
year ending June
the fiscal
respect
shall be
be read
as ' 1934';
1934'; the
figures ' 1934'
1934' as
the figures
figures
and the
as ' 1935'; and
the figures
read as
shall
' 1932
1936 '; and, in the case of section 203, the figures '
' 1935'
1935 ' as ' 1936';
1932''
shall be
read as
as '1933';
1933'; except
except that
that in
the application
application of
of such
such
in the
be read
shall
sections with
respect to
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June 30, 1934
(but Modifications.
1934 (but
year ending
to the
with respect
sections
not with
respect to
the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1933), the Modfications
fiscal year
to the
with respect
not
following
following amendments
amendments shall apply:
apply:
"(1)
Section 216
striking out
out the
the period
period at
at the
the Furloughs.
Furloughs.
by striking
amended by
216 is
is amended
"(1) Section
end thereof
thereof and
in lieu
thereof a
acolon
the following:
following:
and the
colon and
lieu thereof
and inserting
inserting in
end
Maximum
period,
od
salurmn
'
Provided further,
further, That no
no employee
employee under the classified civil service fiscal
'Provided
year 1934. pe
Vol. 47, p. 1514.
vol. 47, p. 1514.
shall be
the provisions
provisions of
this section
section for
total amended.
for aa total
of this
under the
furloughed under
be furloughed
shall
of
more than
90 days
days during
during the
except after
full amended.
after full
1934, except
year 1934,
fiscal year
the fiscal
than 90
of more
and complete compliance with all the provisions of the civil-service
laws and
regulations relating
to reductions
reductions in
in personnel.'
laws
and regulations
relating to
personnel.'
Transfer of appropriof proPats"fr
"(2)
Section 317
amended by
by striking out the period at the end ations.
317 is amended
"(2) Section
Limitation
thereof
lieu thereof
colon and
following: 'ProPro- works"
thereof and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof a
a colon
and the
the following:
Limitatio,
"ubU
personnel.
Vol. 47,
1514,
4 p. 1514.
works ", wok
" public works",
vided
That no
appropriation for "
any appropriation
no part
part of any
further,That
vided further,
amended.
nor any
of any
or portion
portion available
available for
"public amended
for "public
allotment or
any allotment
part of
any part
nor
transferred pursuant to
works"
under any
any appropriation,
shall be transferred
appropriation, shall
works "under
the
authority of
section to
appropriation for expenditure
to any appropriation
this section
of this
the authority
for
personnel unless such
connection
such personnel is required upon or in connection
for personnel
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MARCH
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ith "
"public
" as
as used in this section shall
with
public works."
works." ""Public works
works"
comprise all projects falling in the general
general classes enumerated
enumerated in
Budget
Statement No.
No. 9,
pages A177
to A182,
A182, inclusive,
of the
Budget Statement
9, pages
A177 to
inclusive, of
the
Budget
include the
Budget for
for the
the fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, and
and shall
shall also
also include
the procureprocurement
new airplanes
airplanes and
the construction
construction of
of vessels
vessels under
under approment of
of new
and the
appro-

priations for "
"Increase
by the
priations
Increase of the Navy."
Navy." The interpretation
interpretation by
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Budget, or
or by
the President
cases
Director of
of the
the Budget,
by the
President in
in the
the cases
Department and the Navy
of "public
of the War Department
Navy Department, of
"public
works"
as defined
shall be
works
" as
defined and
and designated
designated herein
herein shall
be conclusive.'
conclusive.'
Inconsistent acts,
"(b)
in conflict
Inconsistent
acts,
(b) All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent
inconsistent or
or in
conflict with
with the
the
etc., suspended.
etc,
suspended. provisions
provisions of such sections as amended, are hereby
hereby suspended during
the period in which such
amended, are in effect.
such sections,
sections, as
as amended,
Suits respecting pay,
(c)
No
court
of
the
States
shall
have jurisdiction
any
of any
jurisdiction of
United
States
shall have
No
court
of
the
"(c)
Suitsrespecting
etc., restricted.
suit against the United States or (unless brought by the United
United
ol. 47,
pp. 401,
States) against any officer, agency, or instrumentality
Vol.
47, pp.
401, 402.
402.
instrumentality of the United
United
States arising
amino- out of the
application as
as provided
provided in
in this
this section,
States
the application
section, of
of
such sections 105 or 107, as amended, unless
unless such suit involves
involves the
the
Constitution
the United
States.
Constitution of the
United States.
sums
Tnexpended
appropriations unex"(d)
Unexpended
"(d) The appropriations
appropriations or portions of appropriations
impounded.
ppounded.
ended by reason of the operation of the amendments made in
subpended
in subsection (a)
(a) of this section shall not be used for any purpose, but
but
impounded and returned
returned to the Treasury.
shall be impounded
Reduction in perma"(e)
perma"(e) Each permanent
permanent specific
annual appropriation
appropriation available
specific annual
available
nent, etc., approprianent,
ri
nr
tions ,
during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, is hereby reduced for
rria
tieonts.
during the
that fiscal year by such estimated amount as the Director of the
the
Post,
Post,p.15.
15.
equivalent to
to the
Bureau of the
the Budget may
may determine
determine will
will be
be equivalent
the
savings that will be effected in such appropriation
appropriation by reason of the
application
application of this section and section 7."
7."
Vol. 47, p. 1515,
1515, re(b) Sections 5
Office Appropria5 and 6
6 of the Treasury and Post Office
(b)
pealed.
peaed.
are hereby
tion Act, fiscal year 1934, are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Annual leave limita(c)
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
year
Annual
limita(c) Section 215 of the Legislative Appropriation
tion.
Vol. 47, p. 407, 1933
1933 (relating
(relating to
the limitation
on annual
annual leave),
is amended
amended by
by
to the
limitation on
leave), is
amended.
striking out "Provided
"Provided further,
further, That nothing herein shall
amended,
to
shall apply
apply to
civilian officers and employees
employees of the Panama Canal located
located on the
Isthmus and who are American
American citizens, or to officers and employees
of the Foreign Services of the United States holding .official station
States" and inserting in
outside the continental United States"
111 lieu thereof
Civilian employees
Provided further,
fwrthe, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
Civilian
employees "
"Provided
apply to
officers and
shall apply
to officers
and
in
Canal Zone, officers employees of the Panama Canal and Pa nama Rail roa d Company on
in Canal Zone 'offi
holding
official station employees of the Panama Canal and Panama Railroad Company on
holdigoUitedstnateioS
8
outside
united
States, the
Isthmus of
Panama, or
or to
employees of
United
Mtsikenit
etat
the Isthmus
of Panama,
to officers
officers and
and employees
of the
the United
Alaska.
as.States
States (inclding
(including enlisted personnel)
personnel) holding official station outside
the continental
continental United
tufted States or in Alaska."
Alaska."
overtime
(d) The following sections of Part II
Iu'rlougs, °visible
Furloughs,
II of the Legislative
Legislative Appropay, etc.
Sections
repealed.
priation.
effective oa
on the
the
p
on Act, fiscal year 1933, are hereby repealed effective
Seetionsrepealed.
vel. 470
thiss
calendar month following the month in which
whi ch thi
,'p'. * 403, first day of the calendar
4vol
406.
Act is enacted; namely, sections
sections 101, 102, 103,
104, subsections
subsections (d)
103, 104,
(d)
and (e) of section 105, 106, 107 (except paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
(2) (3)
(1), (2),
(3),
and (4) of subsection (a) thereof),
thereof), 108, 112, and 211.
Sie
kPrestident
and . (e) Subsection
Subseetion (a) a
of section 105 of the Legislative AppropriaVice
President
and
.A.ppropriaSpeaker
of thb
Speaker
tlie House
epresentatives.
tion Act, fiscal year 1933,
of Representatives.
ton.
1933, is amended
amended to read as follows,
follows, beginning
beginning
Senators,
with the first day of the calendar month following
Senators,
following the
the month
during
month during
Wives,
etc. Represent- with,
which
Act is
enacted:
which this
this Act
is enacted:
Slaies
(a) The salaries of the Vice President and the Speaker of the
Salaries reuced.
reduced.
"(a)
Vol.
p.
House
47,
of Representatives
Representatives are reduced by 15 per centum; and the
Voa
p.
401,
the
amended.
salaries of Senators, Representatives
Representatives in Congress, Delegates, and
Resident Commissioners are reduced by 15 per centum."

Official interpretaOfficial
lion conclusive.
on onclusive

"

"

sums

P.

cers

47

131)

rz)

4°1,
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Congressional
(f) Subsection
Subsection (b)
(b) of section 105 of the Legislative Appropria- hire.
congressional clerk
clerk
to read as follows,
tion Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1933, is amended
amended to
follows, beginning
beginning Vol.
Vol. 47,
p.401.
401.
47, p.
day of
calendar month
month following
month during
during
with the first day
of the
the calendar
following the
the month
which this Act is enacted:
enacted:
Allowance for,
The allowance
for clerk hire
hire of
"(b) The
of Representatives
Representatives in Congress, Allowance
for. re"(b)
allowance for
duced.
Delegates, and Resident Commissioners
percentage duced
Commissioners is reduced by the percentage
applicable
employees on the
of
applicable by
by law to
to other
other employees
the roll of
of the House of
Representatives,
allowance to be apportioned
apportioned by
Representatives, such reduced
reduced allowance
by the
Representative,
Delegate, or Resident
Commissioner among his clerks
Representative, Delegate,
Resident Commissioner
but
as he may determine, subject to the limitations of existing law, but
reduction
the compensation of such clerks shall not be subject to reduction
subsection (c)
section."
under subsection
(c) of this section."
Other congressional
(g) Subsection (c)
(c) of section 105 of the Legislative
Legislative AppropriaAppropria- officers
Other
coandgressioal
and employees.
tion
Act, fiscal
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows,
beginning
tion Act,
fiscal year
year 1933,
1933, is
follows, beginning
with the first day of the calendar month following the month during
which
which this Act is enacted:
enacted:
"(c)
Rate of
pay reduced.
rate of
of any
any person
person on
on the
the rolls
the Rate
of pay
"(c) The rate
of compensation
compensation of
rolls of
of the
reduced.
Senate or of the House of Representatives
Representatives (other than persons
included within
within subsection
subsection (a)),
reduced by the percentage
included
(a)), is
is reduced
applicable by law to employees of the Government
applicable
Government generally."
generally."
Retired pay.
SEC. 5.
provisions of
this title
title providing
for temporary
temporary reducpay.
SEC.
5. The
The provisions
of this
providing for
reduc- Retired
tions in
and suspension
suspension in
in automatic
automatic increases
comincreases in
in comtions
in compensation
compensation and
pensation shall not operate
operate to reduce the rate of compensation
compensation upon
pensation
retirement benefits of any officer or employee
which the retired pay or retirement
would be based but for the application
provisions, but the
would
application of such provisions,
provided in this title:
title:
amount of retired pay shall be reduced as provided
Proviso.
Provided, That retirement deductions
based on
tO
Provided,
deductions authorized
authorized by law to be made Deductions
based on
Deductions based
on
regular salary
salary rate.
rate.
from
the salary,
from the
salary, pay,
pay, or
employees and
or compensation
compensation of
of officers
officers or
or employees
and regular
transferred or deposited
deposited to the
transferred
the credit of
of a
a retirement
retirement fund,
fund, shall
regular rate of salary, pay, or compensation
compensation instead
be based on the regular
provisions of
of
temporarily reduced
reduced under
under the
the provisions
of on the
the rate
rate as temporarily
this title.
government corpoSEC. 6.
of a.
corporation the
majority of
of the
SEC.
6. In
In the
the case
case of
a corporation
the majority
the stock
stock of
of rt'ernnent
CorPorations.
Pay provisions.
which is
owned by
by the
the United
holders of
of the
the stock
which
is owned
United States,
States, the
the holders
stock on
on lay
provisons.
behalf of the
United States, or such persons
represent the interest
interest
behalf
the United
persons as
as represent
of the United States in such corporation,
corporation, shall take such action as
may be necessary
provisions of this title to offices, posinecessary to apply the provisions
may
tions, aml
and employments under such corporation
corporation and to officers and
employe 3thereof,
allowance for any reduction in comemployes
thereof, with
with proper allowance
pensation
since December
31, 1931.
1931.
pensation since
December 31,
Remittances
from
ofers
SEC.
application of the provisions of Constitutional
ReSjini
om
S
EC. 7. In
In any case in which
which the application
officers.
a diminution of compensathis title to any person would result in a
Acceptance;
sums
tion prohibited by the Constitution,
Treasury cAceptanne;
sums
Constitution, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
covered in.
is authorized
authorized to accept
accept from such person, and cover into the Treasmiscellaneous receipts, remittance
remittance of such part of the comury as miscellaneous
pensation of such person
person as would not be paid to him if such
pensation
diminution
compensation were not prohibited.
diminution of compensation
prohibited.
Unexpended
sums
sum
SEC.
appropriations or portions of appropriations
appropriations unex- impoundd
SEC. 8. The appropriations
impounded.
Post, p.
523.
pended
by reason
reason of
of the
the operation
of this
this Act
shall not
be used
for Pot,
p. 523.
pended by
operation of
Act shall
not be
used for
Treasury. Suits arising hereany purpose,
impounded and returned to the Treasury.
purpose, but shall be impounded
SEC.
Suir a ng here
Sze. 9. No court of the United States shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of under.
jurisdiction
any suit
against the
States or
or (unless
brought by
by the
the United
United limited.
cCourt
u r t jurisdiction
any
suit against
the United
United States
(unless brought
States) against
any officer,
or instrumentality
of the
the United
United lmte
States)
against any
officer, agency,
agency, or
instrumentality of
Constitution exexStates arising
arising out
the application
application of
provision of
of this
title, Constitution
States
out of
of the
of any
any provision
this title,
cepted.
unless
of the
unless such suit
suit involves the Constitution of
the United States.
"eptd;.
Post, p. 522..
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AMENDMENTS TO
TO LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION ACT,
ACT, FISCAL
FISCAL YEAR,
YEAR,
AMENDMENTS

1933
1933

II of
of the
Part II
SEcrioN
1. Sections
Sections 407
and 409
409 of
of Title
Title IV
the
of Part
IV of
407 and
SEECTION 1.
Legislative
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
1933, as
amended by
section
by section
as amended
year 1933,
Appropriation Act,
Legislative Appropriation
Treasury and Post Office
17 of the Treasury
Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act, approved
approved
March 3,
1933, are
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
are amended
amended to
3, 1933,
March
"
SEC. 407.
Whenever the
order
Executive order
an Executive
makes an
President makes
the President
Executive orders
407. Whenever
"SEC.
orders to
Executive
be
transmitted to
Con- under the provisions of this title, such Executive
to Conbetrsmitted
Executive order shall be subgress.
become effecmitted
to the
Congress while
while in-session
in session and
shall not
effecnot become
and shall
the Congress
mitted to
Effective date.
Eectivedate.
tive until
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of sixty
sixty calendar
after such
such transtransdays after
calendar days
until after
tive
mission,
provide for
for an earlier
earlier effective
law provide
by law
shall by
Congress shall
unless Congress
mission, unless
date
of
Executive
or
orders.
or
orders.
order
such
Executive
date
of
Department reorganin pursuthe President
President in
by the
order issued
"SEC. 409.
409. No
issued by
No Executive
Executive order
"SEC.
ization, etc.
Orders to be transprovisions of section 403 of this title shall become effecof the
the provisions
ance of
to be trnsmOrder
mitted
within
two ance
years.
transmitted to the Congress within two
years from
Ye47
.
s
tive unless
unless transmitted
two years
from the
the
Vol. 47, p. 413.
date
enactment of this Act."
Act."
of the enactment
date of
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AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide revenue by the taxation
taxation of certain nonintoxicating
nonintoxicating liquor, and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by the Senate
the
Senate and House of Representatives of the
it enacted
Be it

Revenue tax
tax proyiprovi- United
America in
Congress assembled,
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That (a)
(a) there
United States

sions on certain nonintoxicating liquors.
Post, pp. 315, 467.
Alcoholic content.

toxicating iqnor.m
AlohoLontet.

shall be
be levied
levied and
collected on
lager beer,
beer, ale,
ale, porter,
porter, wine,
wine,
on all
all beer,
beer, lager
and collected
shall

similar
fermented malt
malt or
vinous liquor,
liquor, and
and fruit
juice, containing
containing
fruit juice,
or vinous
similar fermented
one-half of
of 11 per
per centum
centum or more of alcohol
alcohol by volume, and not
not
one-half
more
than 3.2
3.2 per
per centura
or manuweight, brewed or
of alcohol
alcohol by weight,
centum of
more than
Vol.
41,
308,
1 p. 308
factured and,
on or
or after
after the effective date of this Act, sold, or
and, on
, factured
amnded4
amended. '
U.S.C.,
p, 853.
853.
u.s.C., p.
removed for consumption
whatconsumption or sale, within the United
United States,
States, by whatTax rate.
Tax
rate.
ever name such liquors or fruit juices may be called, a
a tax of $5
for
$5 for
a
every barrel containing
containing not more than thirty-one
thirty-one gallons, and at a
like rate for any other quantity or for the fractional parts of a
a barrel
authorized
be collected
collected under the
the provisions
provisions
authorized and defined by law, to be
existing law.
law. The
The tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this section
any beverage
beverage
upon any
section upon
ofpres- of
of existing
in lieu of
To be in
ent tax.
enttax.
shall, if any tax is now imposed thereon by law, be in lieu of such
tax
effect. Nothtax from
from the
the tune
time the
the tax imposed by
by this section takes
takes effect.
Higher or lowerCowoo- ing in
affect the internal-revenue
iigberorlower
in this section shall in any manner affect
internal-revenue
Mkt strength.
strengt
or
tax on beer, lager beer, ale, porter, wine, similar fermented malt or
vinous
containing more than 3.2 per centum
vinous liquor, or fruit juice, containing
of alcohol by weight, or less than one-half
one-half of 1
1per centum of
of alcoalcoonus deaned.
defined.
Tens
hol by volume.
volume As used in
in this section the term "United
"United States
States""
includes only the States, the Territories
Territories of Alaska
Alaska and Hawaii, and
the District
District of Columbia.
R.S. ses.. 544,
622.
(b)
R.S.M
4, p..622.
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph "First"
"First" of section 3244 of the Revised Statutes
U.S.C., p. 740.
'..' P. 0.
(U.
C., title
sec. 202)
is amended
to read
follows:
(U. S.
S. C.,
title 26,
26, sec.
202) is
amended to
read as
as follows:
Brewer's tax an each
"First.
shall pay
pay $1,000
in respect
of each
brewery.
each brewery.
respect of
$1,000 in
Brewers shall
"First. Brewers
brewerystax on each
brewery.
Post,
315.
t, p.
p.315.
Every person who manufactures
manufactures fermented
or
fermented liquors of any name or
Brewer
defined.
edded description
Brewer
from malt,
in part,
part, or
or from
from any
description for
for sale,
sale, from
malt, wholly
wholly or
or in
any subsub1 per centum or more of
stitute therefor, containing one-half of 1
alcohol
alcohol by volume, shall be deemed aabrewer."
Laws
repealed.
notreald
(c)
in this Act shall be construed
Laws not
(c) Nothing in
construed as repealing
repealing any
Vol 40, p. 1105; Vol.
p. 868.
5, p.8.
speeial
special tax or administrative
administrative provision of the internal revenue laws
applicable in respect of any of the following containing one-half
applicable
one-half
centum or more of alcohol
of 1
1per centum
alcohol by volume and not more than 3.2
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per
alcohol by
Beer, ale,
ale, porter, wine,
wine, similar
weight: Beer,
by weight:
of alcohol
centum of
per centum
fermented
or vinous
liquor, or fruit juice.
vinous liquor,
malt or
ermented malt
National Prohibition
Prohibition
National
paragraphs of section 37 of Act.
and fourth paragraphs
SEC. 2.
2. The
third, and
second, third,
The second,
SEC.
Act.
Certain
provisions
certain
Title
II of
of the
National Prohibition
amended and
and supplesupple- repealed. provisions
as amended
Act, as
Prohibition Act,
the National
Title II
mented
(U.
S.
C.,
title
27,
secs.
58,
59,
and
60),
are
hereby
repealed.
reVolep318.
Vol.
41,
p.
318.
repealed.
hereby
are
60),
and
59,
58,
27,
sees.
mented (U. S. C., title
U.S.C., p. 860.
Sm.
(a) Nothing
the National
National Prohibition
amended Acts
us.cnp.t6d
as amended
Act, as
Prohibition Act,
in the
Nothing in
3. (a)
SEC. 3.
not affected by.
by.
Post, p. 430.
3p..
and
supplemented,
shall
apply
to
any
of
the
following,
or
to
any
act
Post,.
and supplemented, shall apply to any of the following, or to any
or failure
act in
in respect
of any
of the
the following,
following, containing
containing not
any of
respect of
to act
failure to
or
more
than 3.2
3.2 per
centum of
weight: Beer,
Beer, ale, porter,
by weight:
alcohol by
of alcohol
per centum
more than
wine,
similar fermented
fermented malt
malt or
juice; but
but the
the appliction to confruit juice;
or fruit
liquor, or
vinous liquor,
or vinous
wine, similar
National Prohibition Act,
as
amended
and
supplemented,
shall apply
etc.
tamApplicagot
onlabeled.
to
etc.
apply
shall
supplemented,
and
amended
as
Act,
National Prohibition
to any
of the
the foregoing,
foregoing, or
failure to
act in
respect of
in respect
to act
or failure
act or
any act
to any
or to
any of
to
any of
of the
contained in
in bottles,
bottles, casks,
casks, barrels,
kegs, or
or
barrels, kegs,
foregoing, contained
the foregoing,
any
other
containers,
not
labeled
and
sealed
as
may
be
prescribed
by
prescribed
be
may
as
sealed
and
labeled
not
containers,
other
regulations.
imita
regulations.
(b)
following Acts
Acts and
parts of
Acts shall
be subject
to a
a tiithgtrattr=1:
tion futher extesnad
subject to
shall be
of Acts
and parts
The following
(b) The
like limitation
limitation as
to their
application:
their application:
as to
like
(1) The
Act entitled
Act to
prohibit the
sale, manufacture,
manufacture, Hawaii.
the sale,
to prohibit
"An Act
entitled "An
The Act
(1)
Vol. 40, p. 560.
60i.
V.s.c. p.p.1601.
and
importation
of
intoxicating
liquors
in
Territory
of Hawaii U.S.C.,
Territory
the
in
liquors
intoxicating
of
importation
and
Post, p.. 467.
467.
during
the period
hereinafter provided,"
provided," Post,
as hereinafter
except as
war, except
the war,
of the
period of
during the
approved
May 23,
23, 1918
48, sec.
sec. 520);
520) ;
title 48,
C., title
S. C.,
(U. S.
1918 (U.
approved May
Puerto
Rico.
Puerto Rico.
(2)
Section
2
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
aa civil gov- Vol.
provide
to
Act
"An
entitled
Act
the
of
2
Section
(2)
39, p. 951.
U.S.C.,
.s.c., p.. 1616.
ernment
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
March
for other
and for
Rico, and
Porto Rico,
for Porto
ernment for
2, 1917;
(3) The
The Act
Act to
the manufacture
Alaska.
or Alaska.
manufacture or
prohibit the
to prohibit
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
(3)
Vol.
39, p. 903.
U.S.C.,
p. 1.
1580.
sale
of
alcoholic
liquors
in
the
Territory
of
Alaska,
and
u.., p.
other
for
and
sale of alcoholic liquors in the Territory of Alaska,
Post, p. 583.
83.
p.
Post,
to
261
purposes,"
approved
February
14,
(U.
C.,
secs.
48,
title
S.
(U.
1917
14,
February
purposes," approved
291 7 both inclusive).
inclusive).
291,
etc.,
Advertisement, etc.,
(c)
of the
the Act
entitled "An Act making Advertisement,
Act entitled
5 of
section 5
in section
Nothing in
(c) Nothing
byi31
3.
9, p.
1069;
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
p.
1069;
39,
vol
appropriations
for
the
service
of
the
Post
Office
Department
for
the
the
for
Department
Office
Post
the
of
service
the
for
appropriations
41
313.: p.
Supp.
4; Supp.
p. 488;
fiscal
and for
purposes," approved 4
other purposes,"
for other
1918, and
30, 1918,
June 30,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
VI, p. 242.
March
3,
1917,
as
amended
and
supplemented
(U.
S.
C.,
title
18,
sec.
242.
p
VI
sec.
18,
title
C.,
S.
(U.
supplemented
Post, p. 316.
March 3, 1917, as amended and
341;
VI, title
18, sec.
sec. 341),
341), shall
shall prohibit
prohibit the
the deposit in or Potp.316
title 18,
Supp. VI,
341; Supp.
carriage by
by the
mails of
of the
the United
the delivery
by any
delivery by
or the
States, or
United States,
the mails
carriage
any
postmaster
or
letter
carrier,
of
any
mail
matter
advercontaining
matter
mail
any
of
carrier,
letter
or
postmaster
tisement
of, or
or any
any solicitation
an order
order or
orders for,
for, any
any of
the
of the
or orders
of an
solicitation of
tisement of,
by
following
containing
not
more
than
3.2
centum
of
alcohol
centum
per
3.2
following containing not more than
weight: Beer,
wine, similar
similar fermented
fermented malt
vinous
or vinous
malt or
porter, wine,
ale, porter,
Beer, ale,
weight:
liquor,
fruit juice.
iuice.
liquor, or
or fruit
eerme
fts to manufacSze.
4. (a)
The manufacturer
beer, ale,
ale, porter,
to manufacwine, tuPrPermits
porter, wine,
of beer,
sale of
for sale
et
manufacturer for
(a) The
SEC. 4.
similar
fermented malt
malt or
vinous liquor,
liquor, or
fruit juice,
containing
'
juice, containing
or fruit
or vinous
similar fermented
one-half
per centum
of alcohol
volume and not more than
by volume
alcohol by
centum of
of 11 per
one-half of
3.2
per
centum
of
alcohol
by
weight,
shall,
before engaging
engaging in
in
shall, before
weight,
by
alcohol
of
3.2 per centum
business, secure
secure a
authorizing him
manusuch manuto engage
engage in such
him to
permit authorizing
a permit
business,
a
facture, which
permit shall
be obtained
obtained in the same manner
manner as a
shall be
which permit
facture,
permit
under
the
National
Prohibition
Act,
as
amended
and
suppleand
amended
as
Act,
Prohibition
National
the
under
permit
mented
intoxicating liquor, and be subject to all If containing less than
manufacture intoxicating
to manufacture
mented, to
the
provisions
of
law
relating
to such
permit. Such permit may oneIfcontaininplessthan
half of 1per cent.
such aa permit.
to
relating
law
of
the provisions
fermented malt or
be
manufacturer for sale of any such fermented
to aa manufacturer
issued to
be issued
1 per
vinous
or fruit
fruit juice,
juice, containing
containing less than one-half
one-half of 1
liquor or
vinous liquor
centum
alcohol by
by volume,
if he
he desires
take advantage
advantage of
of the
the Issue forbidden
iddn if
to take
desires to
volume, if
of alcohol
centum of
prohibit.
laws prohibit.
local laws
provisions
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of subsection
subsection (b)
of this
this section.
section. No
No local
(b) of
of paragraph
provisions of
permit shall
shall be
this section
section for
for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
under this
issued under
be issued
permit
fermented malt
vinous liquor
liquor or
fruit juice
in any
Territory,
State, Territory,
any State,
juice in
or fruit
or vinous
malt or
fermented
or the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
political subdivision
subdivision of
of any State or
or political
Columbia, or
or
Territory,
such manufacture
is prohibited
the law
law thereof.
thereof.
spcti of perprohibited by
by the
if such
manufacture is
Territory, if
(b)
permit shall
specify a
a maximum
maximum alcoholic
alcoholic content
i
s
r
, ca
of '
mit.
content in
shall specify
Such permit
(1) Such
(b) (1)
permissible
for
such
fermented
malt
or
vinous
or
fruit
juice
fruit
or
liquor
vinous
or
permissible for such fermented malt
at
the time
from the
the factory
disposition,
other disposition,
or other
factory or
withdrawal from
of withdrawal
time of
at the
86637*
--34-- --2
86637--34--2
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which
shall not
by weight,
weight,
of alcohol
alcohol by
3.2 per
per centum
centum of
not be
be greater
greater than
than 3.2
which shall
nor greater
greater than
the maximum
permissible under
under
content permissible
alcoholic content
maximum alcoholic
than the
nor
the
law of
the State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
of Columbia,
Columbia, or the
the
or the
the District
District of
the law
of the
political subdivision
subdivision of
of a
State or
or Territory,
Territory, in
liquor or
or
in which
which such
such liquor
a State
political
fruit
manufactured.
juice is
is manufactured.
fruit juice
Reduction
(2)
permission to develop in the
Reduction of excess
excess
(2) In such permit may be included permission
alcoholic
content.
alcoholic content.
manufacture
of such
fruit juice
juice
or vinous liquor
liquor or fruit
fermented malt or
manufacture of
such fermented
by
the usual
methods of
of fermentation
a
and fortification
fortification or otherwise a
fermentation and
by the
usual methods
liquid such
such as
as beer,
beer, ale,
ale, porter,
porter, wine,
or fruit
fruit juice,
juice, of an alcoholic
wine, or
liquid
content in
excess of
maximum specified
specified in
the permit;
but before
before
in the
permit; but
of the
the maximum
content
in excess
any such
liquid is
is withdrawn
withdrawn from
from the
the factory
factory or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed
any
such liquid
of
alcoholic content
in excess
maximum specified
specified
excess of
of the
the maximum
shall, if
if in
the alcoholic
content shall,
of the
in
the permit,
be reduced,
regulations as
as may
may be preprereduced, under
under such regulations
permit, be
in the
tion
Removal
under bond.
for reducib ed to
to or
or below
maximum •but
but such
such liquid
may be
be removed
liquid may
removed
below such
such maximum;
tiemoval
scribed,
for
reduc- scr
,
and
transported, under
under bond
bond and
under such
such regulations
as may
may be
be
and under
regulations as
and transported,
prescribed,
one bonded
or warehouse
to another
for the
the
another for
bonded plant
plant or
warehouse to
prescribed, from
from one
purpose
to the
the maximum
maximum
alcohol reduced
reduced to
the percentage
percentage of
of alcohol
purpose of
of having
having the
specified
in the
the permit
permit by
by dilution
dilution or
or extraction.
extraction. Such liquids
liquids may be
specified in
developed,
under permit
the National
National Prohibition
Act, as
as
under the
Prohibition Act,
developed, under
permit under
amended and
supplemented, by
by persons
persons other
manufacturers of
other than
than manufacturers
and supplemented,
amended
beverages containing
containing not
by
than 3.2
3.2 per
per centum
centum of alcohol by
not more
more than
beverages
weight, and sold
sold to
to such
such manufacturers
manufacturers for
such
for conversion
conversion into
into such
Tax.
Tax.
beverages. The alcohol removed
removed from such liquid, if evaporated,
evaporated,
and not
not condensed
be subject
subject to
to tax;
tax; if
if saved,
saved, it
it
and saved,
saved, shall
shall not
not be
and
condensed and
Credit allowed.
shall
allowed,
shall be subject
subject to the same law as other
Credit
other alcoholic
alcoholic liquors.
liquors. Credit
shall be
allowed on
on the
due on
to the
alcohol so
so saved
saved to
the
be allowed
the tax
tax due
on any
any alcohol
shall
amount of
of any
tax paid
upon distilled
spirits or
or brandy
brandy used
in the
used in
the
amount
any tax
paid upon
distilled spirits
fortification of the liquor from
saved.
fortification
from which
which the same is saved.
are made
and used
for the
wines are
Fortified wines.
wines.
(3)
When fortified
fortified wines
made and
used for
the production
production
Fortified
(3) When
of
alcohol, and
dealcoholized wines
wines containing
containing not
of nonbeverage
nonbeverage alcohol,
and dealcoholized
more than
more
than 3.2
3.2 per
per centum
centum of
of alcohol
alcohol by
by weight,
weight, no tax
tax shall
shall be
be
assessed
and such
such
assessed or paid
paid on
on the spirits used in
in such
such fortification,
fortification, and
dealcoliolized
wines produced
produced under
the provisions
provisions of
this section,
section,
dealcoholized wines
under the
of this
whether
carbonated or not, shall be subject to the tax imposed by
whether carbon:ttetd
1.
section 1.
Burden of
of proof.
(4)
charged with
with manufacmanufac(4) Inliiany
any case
case where
wllere the manufacturer
manufacturer is
is charged
turing
wine,
tlring or
or selling
selling for beverage
beverage purposes
purposes any beer,
beer, ale, porter, wine,
similar fermented
liquor, or fruit juice, containing
containing
fermented malt or vinous liquor
more
3.2 per
per centum
of alcohol
alcohol by
weight, the
more than
than 3.2
centum of
by weight,
the burden
burden of
of
proof
shall be
be on
to show
that the
liquid so
so manumanuproof shall
on such
such manufacturer
manufacturer to
show that
the liquid
factured
contained no more
alcohol
more than 3.2 per centum
centum of
of alcohol
factured or sold contained
by
weight. In
In any
any case
manufacturer, who
who has
perby weight.
case where
where aamanufacturer,
has been
been permitted to
as beer,
mitted
to develop
develop aa liquid
liquid such
such as
beer, ale,
ale, porter,
porter, wine,
wine, or
or fruit
fruit
juice,
maximum alcoholic
specified
than the maximum
alcoholic content specified
juice, containing more than
in the
the permit,
with failure
alcoholic conin
permit, is
is charged
charged with
failure to
to reduce
reduce the
the alcoholic
content to
or below
was withdrawn
withdrawn
tent
to or
below such
such maximum
maximum before
before such
such liquid
liquid was
from
of, then
the burden
burden of
of proof
from the factory or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of,
then the
proof
shall be
such manufacturer
to show
show that
content of
shall
be on
on such
manufacturer to
that the
the alcoholic
alcoholic content
oi
such liquid so manufactured,
disposed
manufactured, sold, withdrawn,
withdrawn, or otherwise
otherwise disposed
Expense of analysis.
Expense
analysis, of did not exceed the maximum
maximum specified in the permit. In
In any
suit
the alcoholic
alcoholic content
beverage,
suit or
or proceeding
proceeding involving
involving the
content of
of any
any beverage,
the reasonable
reasonable expense
expense of analysis of such beverage shall
taxed
shall be
be taxed
as costs in the case.
Penalty
provisions.
(c)
Whoever engages in the manufacture
sale of
of beer,
Penalty provisions.
(C) Whoever
manufacture for
for sale
beer, ale,
ale,
porter,
fermented malt
liquor, or
fruit juice,
juice,
porter, wine,
wine, similar
similar fermented
malt or vinous liquor,
or fruit
without
such permit
permit is
required, or
any
without such
permit if
if such
such permit
is required,
or violates
violates any
permit issued to him, shall be subject to the penalties and proceedproceedings
provided by law in
National
ings provided
in the case
case of similar
similar violations of the
the National
Prohibition
Act, as
amended and
and supplemented.
Prohibition Act,
as amended
supplemented.
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Geographical
appli(d)
geographical application
(d) This section
section shall have
have the same geographical
application as
as cation.
eographical applica on
the National Prohibition
Prohibition Act, as
amended and
supplemented.
as amended
and supplemented.
SEC.
(b) (2),
nothing Excessive
SEC. 5. Except to the extent provided
provided in section
section 4
4 (b)
(2), nothing
Excessive alcoholic
alcoholic
prohibited.
4 of this Act shall be construed as in any manner content
ntent prohibited.
in section 11 or 4
authorizing or. making lawful
authorizing
lawful the manufacture
ale,
manufacture of
of any
any beer
beer,l ale,
porter, wine, similar fermented
fermented malt or vinous liquor, or fruit juice,
which at the time of sale or removal for consumption
consumption or
or sale contains
contains
more than
centum of
by weight.
than 3.2 per centum
of alcohol
alcohol by
weight.
Interstate shipment.
SEC.
In order that beer, ale,
S
EC. 6. In
ale, porter, wine,
wine, similar fermented
fermented Interstate
shipment.
malt
centum
malt or vinous liquor,
liquor, and
and fruit juice,
juice, containing
containing 3.2
3.2 per
per centum
or less of alcohol by weight, may be divested of their
interstate
their interstate
character in certain cases, the shipment or transportation
character
transportation thereof
thereof
in any
one State,
State, TerriTerriany manner
manner or by
by any means whatsoever,
whatsoever, from
from one
tory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous
but
noncontiguous to but
subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof, or
or from any
any foreign country,
into any State, Territory,
Territory, or District of the United States, or place
place
noncontiguous
noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction
which
jurisdiction thereof, which
fermented malt or vinous liquor or fruit juice, is intended,
fermented
intended, by any
any
person interested therein, to be received, possessed, sold, or in any
manner used, either in the original package
package or otherwise,
otherwise, in violaviolation of any law of such State, Territory, or District of the
the United
United
States, or place noncontiguous
noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction
Transportation Into
thereof, is hereby prohibited.
prohibited. Nothing
Nothing in
in this section
section shall
thereof,
shall be
be concon- State
-Transportation
into
contrary to
contrary
to Its
its
as making lawful the
the shipment
strued as
shipment or
or transportation
of any
any laws.
transportation of
laws.
Vol. 37,
p. 699.
7
the shipment
liquor or fruit juice the
shipment or
or transportation
transportation of
of which
which is
is U.S.C.
" P5p
v,
Sic
Stipp.
VI,
p. 598.
598.
prohibited by the Act of March 1, 1913, entitled "An
prohibited
"An Act divesting p.
intoxicating liquors of their interstate
interstate character
character in certain cases"
cases"
(U. S. C.,
C., Supp. VI, title 27, sec. 122).
122).
Penalty for
SEC.
7. Whoever
or causes beer, ale,
ale, porter,
porter, Penalty
S
EC. 7.
Whoever orders, purchases, or
violation.
or violation.
wine, similar fermented
fermented malt or vinous liquor,
liquor, or
or fruit juice,
juice, containing 3.2 per centum
centum or less of alcohol -by weight,
weight, to be transcommerce, except for scientific, sacramental,
ported in interstate
interstate commerce,
sacramental,
medicinal,
Territory, or
medicinal, or mechanical purposes, into any
any State, Territory,
or the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, the laws of which State, Territory,
Territory, or District
District
prohibit the manufacture
manufacture or sale therein of such
or
such fermented malt
malt Or
vinous liquor or fruit
fruit juice for beverage purposes, shall be fined
fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than six months,
subsequent offense shall
shall be imprisoned
inprisoned for
or both;
both ;and for any subsequent
for not
not
more
than one
one year.
year. If
If any person
person is convicted
this section
section Revocation
Revoction of permit
er;llit
more than
convicted under
under this
Advertisement ,
any permit issued to him shall be revoked.
revoked. Nothing
Nothing in
in this
section Av'''ertiSI"'"."S e
this section
shall
shall be construed as making lawful the shipment or transportation
transportation
of any liquor or fruit juice the shipment or transportation
transportation of which
which
Vol. 9,p tOr.:5.
is prohibited by
by section
section 5
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act making
making appro5 of
of the
"An Act
appro- Vol.
wJ.
Supp. \
598.
priations for the service
service of the Post Office Department
p.sC
UPP. VI,
priations
Department for the fiscal p.
year ending June 30, 1918, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March
supplemented (U. S. C., Supp. VI, title 27,
3, 1917, as amended and supplemented
sec. 123).
123).
Preexisting
SEC.
SEC. 8. Any offense
offense committed,
committed, or any right accrued,
accrued, or
or any
any rig
riPeeetg
offerses, '
ext
e ag offenses
obligation incurred, or any seizure
seizure or forfeiture
penalty or obligation
forfeiture made,
effective date of this Act, under the provisions
prior to the effective
provisions of the
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act, as
amended and supplemented,
National
as amended
supplemented, or
or under
under
prosecuted or
any permit
permit or regulation
regulation issued
issued thereunder,
thereunder, may
may be prosecuted
or
enforced
enforced in the same manner and with the same effect as if
if this
Act had not been enacted.
Effective date.
SEC. 9.
Act shall
shall take
on the
of fifteen
SEC.
9. This
This Act
take effect
effect on
the expiration
expiration of
fifteen Efectivedate.
days
its
enactment,
except
that
permits
referred
days after
after the
the date of
of its enactment, except that permits referred
under section
the date
to under
section 44may be issued at
at any
any time after
after the
date of
of enactenactment,
ment, and except that
that liquor
liquor taxable
taxable under section
section 1
1 may be removed
removed
effective date of this Act for bottling and
prior to the
the effective
and storage
storage on
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clause.
Separability clause.

the
permit premises
premises until
until such
such date
and when
when so
removed shall
shall be
so removed
be
the permit
date and
subject
to
tax
at
the
rate
provided
by
section
1.
subject to tax at the rate provided by section 1.
SEC. 10.
any provision
provision of
Act, or
or the
the application
application thereof
thereof
SEC.
10. If
If any
of this
this Act,
to any
or circumstances,
is held
the remainder
remainder of
of
to
any person
person or
circumstances, is
held invalid,
invalid, the
the
Act, and
the application
application of
of such
provision
to
other
persons
or
the Act,
and the
such provision to other persons or
circumstances, shall
be affected
thereby.
affected thereby.
shall not
not be
circumstances,
Approved,
March 22,
1933.
Approved, March
22, 1933.
[CHAPTER 5.1
51
[CHAPTER

March
23, 1933.
1933.
March 23,
[S.J.Res.
14.]
[.J.Res. 14.]
Res., No. 2.]
[Pub. Res.,

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation to
to make
for financfinancmake loans
loans for
To authorize
authorize the
lug
reconstruction of
of buildings
buildings damaged
damaged by
earthquake in
in 1933.
1933.
by earthquake
repair or
or reconstruction
ing the
the repair

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
Resolved
and House
of Representatives
Representatives .of
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
201
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
section 201
(a)
of the
Emergency Relief
Construction Act
Act of
of 1932
1932 (U.
(U. S.
C.,
S. C.,
and Construction
the Emergency
Relief and
(a) of
Supp.
VI, title
605b) is
adding to
to such
such subsubamended by
by adding
sec. 605b)
is amended
title 15,
15, sec.
Supp. VI,
(a) after
paragraph (5)
following:
section (a)
after paragraph
(5) the
the following:
Loans, authorized
authorized for
Loans,
"(6)
To
make
loans
to
nonprofit
corporations, with
or without
without
corporations,
with or
to
nonprofit
"(6)
To
make
loans
repair
earthquake
repair of
of earthquake
damage in
1933.
capital
stock, organized
for the
the purpose
of
financing
the
repair or
or
in 1933.
damage
stock,
organized
for
purpose
of
financing
the
repair
capital
Pest,
pp. 99,
120, 283.
Post, pp.
99, 120,283.
reconstruction of
earthquake in
1933
in the
the year
year 1933
of buildings
buildings damaged
damaged by
by earthquake
reconstruction
and
Corporation economically
economically
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
and deemed
deemed by
by the Reconstruction
collateral. useful. Obligations accepted
Acceptable collateral.
AccePtable
accepted hereunder
collateraled (a)
in
hereunder shall be collateraled
(a) in
Private property.
property.
the
of loans
for the
repair or
or reconstruction
reconstruction of
of private
private property,
property,
the case
case of
loans for
the repair
by
obligations of
of the
the owner
property secured
by a
aparaowner of
of such
such property
secured by
by the
the obligations
mount
mount lien
lien except as
as to
to taxes and
and special
special assessments
assessments on
on the
the property
Municipalities,
Municipalities, eta.
etc.
municipalities or
repaired or reconstructed,
reconstructed, and (b) in the case of municipalities
political subdivisions of States or their public agencies,
agencies, by an oblipolitical
gation of such municipality, political
political subdivision,
subdivision, or public agency.
Application
nott The corporation shall not deny an otherwise
Application for, not
otherwise acceptable
acceptable application
application
constitudenied by constitutional, etc.,
etc., inhibitions.
inhibitions. for loans for repair or reconstruction
reconstruction of the buildings of municipalities, political subdivisions,
subdivisions, or their
agenc;ies because of
their public
public agencies
of
Maturities, security.
security. constitutional or other legal inhibitions
Maturities,
inhibitions affecting
affecting the collateral. The
collateral
collateral obligations may have maturities not exceeding
exceeding ten years.
Loans under this paragraph
paragraph shall be fully and adequately
adequately secured.
Limitations,
Limitations.
No loan hereunder
hereunder shall be made after December
December 31, 1933. The
The
aggregate
aggregate of the
the loans
loans made under this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not exceed
exceed
5,000,000."
$5,000,000."
Approved, March 23, 1933.
Approved,

Reconstruction
FiReconstruction Finance Corporation.
Corporation.
nance
Vol.
p. 712,
Vol. 47, p.
amended.
g.
U.S.C. SUPP.
SuPP. VI, p.
175.

[CHAPTER 8.]
[CHAPTER
8.]
AN
ACT
AN ACT
[H..
- To
To provide for direct loans by Federal
Federal reserve
trust
reserve banks to State banks and trust
Puble, No.
No. 4
41 companies
companies in certain cases, and for other purposes.

March 24,1933
24, 1933.
3767.1
83757

bakNational
National banking system.
Ante, g. 7.

system

Ae,p.

Be itit enacted
Senate and
and House
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
tcates of Ameria
in Congress
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Title IV
IV of
of
the
entitled "An Act to provide relief in
the Act
Act entitled
in the existing national
national

emergency in banking, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March
March
9, 1933,
1933, is amended
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

Direct 'cane to State
Direct
loans
to cointate
banks
and
trust
pan.ies authorized.
paniesautorized.

section:
section:
existing emergency in
in banking
"S.
Sr.o. 404. During
During the existing
banking, or until
this
proclamation
this section shall
shall be declared
declared no longer operative by proclamation

of the President, but in no event beyond the period of one year
year
from the date this section takes effect, any State bank or trust
trust
company not aa member of the Federal reserve system may apply
to
Federal reserve
reserve bank in
in the district in which it
to the
the Federal
it is located and
and
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inspection
said Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank,
bank, in
in its
its discretion
discretion and after inspection
and
of the
and a
a thorough
examination of
the
and approval
approval of
the collateral
collateral and
thorough examination
of the
Terms..
applying bank
trust company, may
make direct
direct loans to such Ters
may make
bank or
or trust
applying
Vol. 47, p. 56.

21

p. 7.
State
company under
terms provided
in section
section Ante, p.7.
trust company
under the
the terms
provided in
State bank
bank or
or trust
(b) of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
amended by
10 (b)
the Federal
Act, as
as amended
by section
section 402
402 of
of
this Act: Provided,
Provided, That loans may be made to any applying
applying Provisos.
^o~
Security.
nonmember
State bank
or trust
trust company
company upon
upon eligible
nonmember State
bank or
eligible security.
security. Approval
applioaApproval of applications by
State.
All
applications for
byState.
the written tions
such loans
loans shall be
be accompanied
accompanied by the
All applications
for such
approval of
the State
or commission
commission of
of the
the
approval
of the
State banking
banking department
department or
State
from which
the State
bank or
received
State from
which the
State bank
or trust
trust company
company has
has received
its
department
its charter
charter and aastatement
statement from
from the
the said
said State
State banking
banking department
or
company
bank or trust
trust company
or commission
commission that in its
its judgment said State bank
Notes to
to have
have circiris in
sound condition.
condition. The
The notes
loans shall
is
in a
a sound
notes representing
representing such
such loans
shall be
be culating
Notes
privilege.
eligible
for circulating
notes issued
issued under
eligible as
as security
security for
circulating notes
under the
the provisions
provisions culatingprivilege.
Vol. 38, p. 26
269.
of
paragraph of section
Reserve Act,
Act, as Vl3,
section 18 of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
of the
the sixth paragraph
Ante, p.P.
6. .
amended
this Act, to the
the same
same extent
extent as notes,
amended by
by section
section 401
401 of
of this
drafts, bills
bills of
exchange, or
or bankers'
drafts,
of exchange,
bankers' acceptances
acceptances acquired
acquired under
under Applicability of Fedthe provisions
the
provisions of
of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act.
During the
the time
the Federal
Act. During
time that
that eral
Applicability
Fed
ofetc.
Reserve Act,
a Federal
such bank or trust company
indebted in any way to a
company is indebted
the
Reserve bank it
it shall be required to comply in all respects
respects to the
provisions
Reserve Act
Federal Reserve
Act applicable
applicable to
to member
member State
State
provisions of the
the Federal
regulations of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
issued
Board issued
the regulations
the Federal
banks and the
thereunder: Provided,
of subscribing
to stock
stock in
in the
the Maintenance
thereunder:
Provided, That
That in
in lieu
lieu of
subscribing to
Maintenance of reqreserve in lieu
Federal reserve
reserve bank
it shall
shall maintain
Federal
bank it
maintain the
the reserve
reserve balance
balance required
required uisite
usite
reserve in lieu
of
of stock
stock subscription.
subscription.
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p.270.
existence of vol.
by section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act during
during the existence
Ante, p. 66.
such
in this
and in
304, the
the Antep.used in
this section
section and
in section
section 304,
such indebtedness.
indebtedness. As used
term 'State
'State bank or trust company'
company' shall include a
a bank or trust
company organized
company
organized under the laws of any State, Territory, or
or
possession
or the
the Canal Zone."
Zone."
possession of the United States, or
Reconstruction
FiS
EC. 2.
(a) Section
Section 304
of such
of March
March 9,
9, 1933,
is amended
SEC.
2. (a)
304 of
such Act
Act of
1933, is
amended naRenotrporat
nance Corporation. FiMay
not
hold
preby adding
adding after the first sentence thereof
May not hold pre
by
thereof the following new sen- ferred
stock unless
unless exstock
exdouble lMtences:
Nothing in this
empt from
tences: "
"Nothing
this section
section shall be construed
construed to authorize
authorize the
the empt
from double
liaNifty.
Reconstruction Finance
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
to subscribe
for preferred
Corporation to
subscribe for
preferred stock
stock bil'Ante,
,
p. 6.
6.
company if
if under the
the laws of
of the State
State
in any State bank
bank or
or trust
trust company
of
bank or
or trust
trust company
company is located the holders of
in which
which said
said State
State bank
Capital notes, etc.,
such preferred
are not
from double
In any
any 1iDli''
such
preferred stock
stock are
not exempt
exempt from
double liability.
liability. In
prefe
in lieu ofnof,
preferred
stock.
case in which under the laws of the State in which it
it is located aa stock.
State bank
permitted to
preferred
bank or trust company
company is
is not
not permitted
to issue
issue preferred
State
exempt from double liability, or if such laws permit such issue
stock exempt
of
stockholders, the
of preferred
preferred stock only
only by unanimous
unanimous consent of stockholders,
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
authorized, for
the purposes
purposes
is authorized,
for the
Reconstruction
Corporation is
of this section,
section, to purchase the legally issued capital notes or debencompany."
tures of such State bank or trust company."
Sale of, permitted.
(b)
second sentence
sentence of
said section
304 is
is amended
amended to
read as
as Ante,
(b) The
The second
of said
section 304
ale ,p.
to read
p.rmitt.
6.
Finance Corporation
Corporation may,
may, with the
follows: "
" The Reconstruction
Reconstructionl Finance
approval of
Secretary of
under such rules and
of the
the Secretary
of the Treasury, and under
approval
regulations
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, sell
sell in
open market
the open
market the
the whole
whole
regulations as
as he
in the
preferred stock, capital notes, or debentures
or any part of the preferred
debentures of
of
any national
national banking
association, State
State bank
bank or
or trust
trust company
company
banking association,
any
acquired by the
the corporation
pursuant to
to this
section."
acquired
corporation pursuant
this section."
"State bank or trust
at the end
end thereof
comptate defined.
dined.
Such
amended by adding
Such section
section 304 is
is further amended
adding at
thereof company"
Ask, p. 6.
p 6"As used
in this
the term
term AU.
the
new sentence:
(c) "As
the following
following new
sentence: (c)
used in
this section,
section, the
State bank
bank or
or trust
trust company'
include other
other banking
banking corporacorporacompany' shall
shall include
'State
tions engaged
under the
the
industrial banking
banking and under
engaged in
in the
the business
business of industrial
tions
supervision of State
of
or of
of the Comptroller of
State banking
banking departments
departments or
supervision
the Currency."
Currency."
Approved,
Approved, March 24, 1933.
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March 30, 1933.
[H.J.Res. 121.]
121.]
[Pub. Res., No. 3.]
3.]

SESS. I.

CHS.
16, 17.
CHS. 16,
17.

MARCH
30, 31,
31, 1933.
MARCH 30,
1933.

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide
provide for
for the
the acceptance
of sums
sums donated
construction of
of aa swimacceptance of
donated for
for the
the construction
swimming exercise
ming
for the
use of
of the
President.
exercise tank
tank for
the use
the President.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
of the
United
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States of
of America
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Director of
of Public
Public
the Director
America in
States
Buildings and Public Parks of the
authorized,
the National
National Capital
Capital is
is authorized,
on
of the
United States,
raised by
by donadonaon behalf of
the United
States, to
to accept
accept the
the fund
fund raised
tions or contributions
contributions to
the cost
cost of
of constructing,
constructing, in
in the
West
to cover the
the West
Terrace of the White House, aa swimming exercise tank
use
tank for
for the
the use
of
of the
the President.
President.
Disbursement.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The amount so received shall be disbursed
disbursed by the
Director
the Director
for the construction
construction and equipment
equipment of such swimming
swimming exercise
exercise tank
tank
and shall be expended
expended in the
as appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
the same
same manner
manner as
Unexpended balance
maintenance
balance
care of the White House. The amount of the fund
fund
he
to
tolTnexpended
be returned
to maintenance and care
donors.
donors.
in excess of the
for the
the construction
and equipment
the amount required
required for
construction and
equipment
of the swimming
swimming exercise
exercise tank shall be returned
the donors.
returned to
to the
donors.
Technical,
etc-, servTechnical, etc.,
servSEc.
SEC. 3. For the purposes
purposes of this resolution, the Director is authorices.
ized to request the cooperation
cooperation and assistance of the architectural,
architectural,
engineering, construction, or other forces of
department or
of any
any department
or
agency of the Government.
agency
Government.
Approved,
Approved, March
1933.
March 30, 1933.

White House swimWhite
House swimming
tank.
Acceptance of donadonaAcceptance
tions for constructing,
tihs
for otrting
,
authorized.

[CHAPTER 17.]
17.1
[CHAPTER
March 31,
31, 1933.
1933.
[S. 598.] ,
[S.598-.]
[Public,
No. 5.]
[Public, No.
5.1

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of unemployment
unemployment through the performance
performance of useful public work,
work,
and for
other purposes.
for other
and
purposes.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
of America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That for the purpurUnited
States of
pose of relieving
relieving the acute condition of widespread
pose
widespread distress
distress and
and unemunemin the
ployment now existing
existing in
the United
United States,
States, and
order to
and in
in order
to provide
provide
for the restoration
restoration of the country's
country's depleted natural
natural resources and
Selection
of
conworks, the
public
of useful
orderly program
of an
an orderly
advancement
aamong
con- the
of a
Selectioncorps
servation
the
advancement
of
program of
useful public
public works
works, the
the
among
President
is
orderly
program
of
useful
unemployed.
President is
is authorized,
authorized, under
under such
and regulations
as he
he
unmordero.
Executive Order No. President
such rules
rules and
regulations as
6101,
1933.
1aol, Apr,
Apr. 5,,x1933.
may prescribe
departments or
or agenagenprescribe and by utilizing
utilizing such
such existing departments
provide for employing
citizens of the
cies as he may designate,
designate, to provide
employing citizens
To
perform works
of United States who are unemployed,
the construction,
olerform
public
United States who are unemployed, in
in the
construction, maintemaintenature. works
nance and carrying
carrying on of works of a
nature in
a public nature
in connection
connection
with the forestation of lands belonging to the United
United States
States or to
to
the several
several States which are suitable for timber production, the
the
p
.
prevention
prevention of forest fires, floods and soil erosion, plant pest and
and
Post, p. 955.
disease
disease control,
control, the construction, maintenance or repair of paths,
trails and fire-lanes in the national parks and national forests,
forests, and
such other work on the public domain, national and State, and
and
Govermnent
Government reservations
reservations incidental to or necessary
necessary in connection
connection
with any projects of the character
character enumerated, as the President may
Proviso.
osiso
.yO
Provided, That the President may in his
Discretionary
coop- determine to be desirable: Provided,
erationwithwhmilmunicipal- discretion extend
ertion
of this Act to lands owned by
extend
the
provisions
ities, etc.
ites
etc
counties and
and municipalities
counties
municipalities and lands in private ownership, but only
for the
purpose of
for
the purpose
of doing
doing thereon
thereon such kinds of cooperative
cooperative work as
are now
now provided
provided for
for by
by Acts
of Congress in preventing
are
Acts of
preventing and controlling forest fires and the attacks of forest tree pests and diseases
trolling
and
and
such work as is necessary in the public interest to control floods.
Housing, subsistHouing,
subiest- The President
ence,
etc.
President is further authorized, by regulation, to provide for
for
housing
the persons so employed and for furnishing
with such
housing the
furnishing them with
subsistence,
subsistence, clothing,
clothing, medical attendance and hospitalization,
hospitalization, and
Relief of unemployRelief
of unemployment through
performthrough
performance
of useful
ance of
useful public
publi
works.
works.
Post,p.
p. 275.
post,
275.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

CHS.
18.
17, 18.
CHS. 17,

23
23

MARCH 31,
1933.
31, 1933.
MARCH

cash
allowance, as
as may
may be
during the
the period
they are
are so
so ECashive
2s
eliatria
D
n
ITe_.No.
Oder
No.
period they
be necessary,
necessary, during
cash allowance,
employed,
1936r. o.
12,1933.
transportation 6109,
for the transportation
employed,
in his
his discretion,
provide for
610, AApr. 12,
to provide
discretion, to
and, in
employed, and,
of
such persons
persons to
to and
fromm the
Eacial,
etc., discrimdiscrimetc.,
Raciial,forbidden.
That in
of employment.
employment. That
in ation
places of
the places
and from
of such
employing
citizens
for
the
purposes
of
this
Act
no
discrimination
discrimination
no
Act
this
of
employing citizens for the purposes
servitude.
Penalservitude.
shall be
be made
on account
account of
of race,
no person
person Penal
and no
creed; and
or creed;
color, or
race, color,
made on
shall
under
conviction
for
crime
and
serving
sentence
therefor
shall
be
under conviction for crime and serving sentence therefor shall be Forest research, etc.
employed under
Act. The
The President
President is
is further
etc.
Forest research,
further Allocation
this Act.
of this
the provisions
provisions of
under the
employed
of funds.
authorized
to allocate
funds available
for the
the purposes
purposes of
this Act,
Act, Acatifds
of this
available for
allocate funds
authorized to
for
forest research,
including forest
products investigations,
the
investigations, by the
forest products
research, including
for forest
Forest
Cog
es
trac
. ts with State
ontracts
Forest Products Laboratory.
Laboratory.
agencies.
SEC. 2.
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of this Act agen
out the
2. For
SEC.
the
President is
enter into
such contracts
or agreements
agreements
contracts or
into such
to enter
authorized to
is authorized
the President
with
States
as
may
be
necessary,
including
provisions
for
utilization
utilization
for
provisions
including
necessary,
be
may
as
with States
of existing
administrative agencies,
agencies, and
President, or
the
or the
the President,
and the
State administrative
existing State
of
prop.
real prophead
of any
department or
or agency
by him
him to
to construct
sqciring
construct errluiring
authorized by
agency authorized
any department
head of
any project
or to
carry on
any such
shall be
be authorized
authorized wwa.sec.
I r
S
ed
.sec. 355,
355 ,p.
P. 60,
60 ,
works, shall
public works,
such public
on any
to carry
project or
any
to
property by
purchase, donation,
or u.s.e.,pp.1302,1700.
u.s.c.,pp.1302,1700.
condemnation, or
donation, condemnation,
by purchase,
real property
acquire real
to acquire
otherwise, but
but the
section 355
355 of
Statutes
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
of section
provisions of
the provisions
otherwise,
shall not
property so
acquired.
orkmen's Compnso acquired.
apply to
to any
any property
shall
not apply
sionArct
SEC. 3.
as applicable,
applicable, the
the benefits
benefits of
the Act
rnr
k
= extended.
t
,=7"
1
"An so
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
Insofar as
3. Insofar
SEC.
Act
provide compensation
for employees
of the
the United
United States
States Vol.
g#,
P.
7
7
4
6
2
:su
p.742.
ol.39,
employees of
compensation for
to provide
Act to
Supp.
p.
76;
U.S.C.,
p. 46.
suffering
while in
vi,13:46.
PP.
performance of their duties, and for vi,
the performance
in the
injuries while
suffering injuries
other
purposes ",
", approved
approved September
shall
as amended,
amended, shall
7, 1916,
1916, as
September 7,
other purposes
extend
given employment
employment under
under the
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act. BLUM available.
the provisions
extend to
to persons
persons given
S
EC. 4.
4. For
the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
out the
provisions of
this Sumsavailable.
of this
the provisions
carrying out
For the
SEC.
Act, there
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
under the
direction
the direction
expended, under
be expended,
Act,
of the
President 1 out
out of
moneys heretofore
heretofore approunobligated moneys
any unobligated
of any
the President,
of
priated
for public
public works
(except for
on which
actual conwhich actual
projects on
for projects
works (except
priated for
commenced
struction
has
been
commenced
or
commenced
within
ninety
be
may
or
commenced
been
has
struction
Appropriation
auanAppropriation
days,
and except
improve - thorized.
maintenance funds for river and harbor improveexcept maintenance
days, and
pp.
ed.27
t
an
Pod,
pp.
275,
10.Yi.
necessary;
be
may
as
sums
ments
already
allocated),
such
sums
as
necessary;
and
such
allocated),
already
ments
amount equal
the amount
expended is
hereby authorized
authorized to be
is hereby
so expended
amount so
to the
equal to
amount
appropriated
the same
same purposes
purposes for
for which
which such
such moneys
moneys were
for the
appropriated for
originally
appropriated.
originally appropriated.
Emergency Relief
ele
AcEte3e2y
sum Act
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That the
the unexpended
balance of
of the
the sum
of 1932.
unallotted balance
and unallotted
unexpended and
SEC.
Balance,
made avail
availBaance, made
and conditions of able.
of
$300,000,000 made
under the
terms and
the terms
available under
made available
of $300,000,000
47, p. 709.
709.
vol. 47,
the
approved July
An Act
Act to
destitu- Vol.
relieve destituto relieve
entitled ""An
1932, entitled
21, 1932,
July 21,
Act approved
the Act
Economy Act limitation
", and
and so
so forth,
forth, may
may be
made available,
portion thereof,
thereof, tion
At^pply.
not to apply.
EIono
any portion
or any
available, or
be made
tion ",
Ante, p. 14.
p. 14.
to
or Territory
Territory or
States or
or Territories
without regard
regard Ae,
Territories without
or States
State or
any State
to any
to the
the limitation
15 per
limitations as to per
other limitations
or other
centunm or
per centum
of 15
limitation of
to
centum.
Duration off authorSEC. 6.
authority of
President under this Act shall con- ity.Duratio o autorthe President
of the
The authority
6. The
SEC.
tinue
for the
the period
period of
two years
years next
next after
date of the passage
after the date
of two
tinue for
hereof
longer.
no longer.
and no
hereof and
Approved, March
March 31, 1933.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 18.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN

Relating
to the
the prescribing
liquors.
medicinal liquors.
of medicinal
prescribing of
Relating to

March 31,
31, 1956.
19.
March
[S. 362.1
Iubs.
a1 .

(Public, No.
No. 6.1
5.)
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
National Prohibition
Prohibitio
Nata
assembled, That (a)
United
Congress assembled,
(a) the third Act
in Congress
America in,
of America
States of
United States
amendments.
Vol.
p.
p. a311,
4,
Vol . 441,
as
Act,
sentence of
of title
title II
of the
Prohibition Act,
National Prohibition
the National
II of
7 of
section 7
of section
sentence
amended.
phidI'a
shall
liquor
more
"no
amended,
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
"
no
more
liquor
be
Physician's
prescripfollows:
as
read
to
amended
is
amended,
tynmid.
prescribed
person than
to supply his medicinal
tio
Us
medicinal tions.
is necessary
necessary to
than is
any person
to any
prescribed to
Quantity
modified.
False s^taent
statements to
t
Fas
person
No
refilled.
needs,
and
no
prescription
shall
be
refilled.
No
shall
by any secure,
needs, and no prescription shall
etc.
statement
or representation
knows is false,
false, or could
mild by l
that he knows
representation that
statement or

24
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CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS .I
18.
CH. 18.
I.. CH.
73d

Secrecy
concerning
ecrecy concerning
ailments.
Vol. 41
41, P.
p. 311.
vol.
p. 855.
8.
p.

.s.c.,

s1.

Exceptions,
Exceptions.

MARCH 31,1933.
31, 1933.
MARCH

reasonable diligence
diligence ascertain
ascertain to
be false,
false, induce
induce any
to
physician to
any physician
to be
reasonable
prescribe liquor
for medicinal
use (1)
no medicinal
medicinal
is no
there is
(1) when
when there
medicinal use
liquor for
prescribe
need for
for such
such liquor
liquor or
or (2)
(2) in
excess of
of medicinal
medicinal
amount of
the amount
of the
in excess
need
liquor
liquor needed."
needed."
further
(b)
Section 7
II of such Act, as amended, is further
7 of title II
(b) Section
a semithe period at the end thereof
amended by inserting before
before the
thereof a
colon and the following:
colon
following: "but
"but no physician
physician shall be called upon to
to
file
any
statement
of
such
ailment
m
the
Department
of
Justice
or
or
of
Justice
Department
in
the
ailment
of
such
statement
file any
the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury or
or in
in any
other office
office of
of the
the
any other
Department of
the Department
Government, or
or to
to keep
keep his
his records
records in
in such
as to
lead to
to the
the
Government,
such aaway
way as
to lead
disclosure
any such
as he
he may
may be
be lawfully
lawfully required
disclosure of
of any
such ailment,
ailment, except
except as
required
(1) to
make such
in any
any court
in the
course of
of a
hearing
a hearing
court in
the course
disclosure in
such disclosure
(1)
to make

under
9, title
of this
this Act,
Act, or
(2) to
make
under authority
authority of
of section
section 9,
title II,
II, of
or (2)
to make
such
disclosure to
to any
any duly
duly qualified
person engaged
in the
the execution
execution
engaged in
qualified person
such disclosure
or enforcement
enforcement of
Act or
or any
any Act
Act supplementary
hereto."
supplementary hereto."
of this
this Act
or
prescriptions.
SEC. 2.
2. Strike
II of the
Prohibition
National Prohibition
the National
title II
section 88of title
SEC.
Strike out section
prescriptions
e Act, and insert
>1 p p. 311,
following:
the following:
pealed.
Vol.
41,
in lieu
thereof the
lieu thereof
Act, and insert in
, 11 rrel.e 4
cause stamps
stamps to be printed,
Commissioner shall cause
"-SEO.
The Commissioner
S.ps.,tpo
13. 85e.
8" .
"
SEe. 8.
8. The
printed, the
stamps to be stbstituted
for °facial blanks.
blanks. design
of which
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by regulations
regulations in
in accordance
accordance
which shall
design of
tutedorofficia
with the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
.Act, and
and he
he shall
furnish the
same free
free
the same
shall furnish
of this
with
To be
be affixed,
taxed, etc.,
cost to
physicians holding
holding permits
permits to
to prescribe.
prescribe. Each
such
Each such
to physicians
etc., of
of cost
To
to
physician's pre-scrip- physician
shall a
ffix one
one of
of said
to each,
each such
such prescription
prescription
physician shall
affix
said stamps
stamps to
tphysiian'sprescrptions.
written by him and shall cancel
cancel same under regulations to be
Pilling, etc.,
prescribed in accordance
accordance with
the provisions of this Act. No
with the
Filling,
etc., without
without prescribed
stamps unlawful.
physician shall prescribe and no pharmacist
pharmacist shall fill any prescription
prescription
physician
stamps
unlawful.
Unlawful
use, re -use, for liquor unless such.
unlawfuluse,re-use,
such stamp is affixed
affixed thereto. Every person who,
counterfeiting stamps.
counterfeiting stamps. otherwise
otherwise than is authorized
authorized by this Act, uses or who falsely makes,
forges,
counterfeits, or re-uses any
anystamp
stamp made or used under
under
forges, alters,
alters, counterfeits,
any
provision of this Act, or with
such.intent
any provision
with such
intent uses,
uses, sells,
sells, or has
has in
in
his possesion Iany such
forged, altered, or counterfeited
such forged,
counterfeited stamp, or
or
or which may be used in the manufacture
manufacture
any plate
plate or die used or
Punishment for,
for.
thereof, or
or who
who shall
shall make,
sell, or
Punishment
make, use,
use, sell,
in his
his possession
possession any
or have
have in
any
paper
manufacture of
any stamp
paper in imitation
imitation of the paper used
used in
in the
the manufacture
of any
stamp
required by.this Act,
conviction, be
punished by
fine not
required
Act, shall,
shall, on
on conviction,
be punished
by aafine
not
$1,000 or by
at hard
hard labor
not exceeding
exceeding
exceeding $1,000
by imprisonment
imprisonment at
labor not
Efective
2 shall be not earlier
earlier
Effective date of secsee' two years.
The effective
effective date of this section 2
eon.
tion.
than January
January 1, 1934."
1934,"
Vol,
SEa.
Vol. 42, p. 222, reSEC. 3. Strike out
out the
the first paragraph
section 2
2 of
of the
the Act
paragraph of
of section
Act
pealed.
.S.O., p. 856.
entitled
to the
the National
Act",
C.s..,p.
5s.
entitled "An
"An Act
Act supplemental
supplemental to
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act
",
Spirituous
yin- approved
approved November
November 23,
23, 1921,
and insert
insert in
lieu thereof
the following:
Spirituous and vin.
1921, and
in lieu
thereof the
following:
ous liquor only,
1 sm
liquor may
may be
for
be prescribed
prescribed for
vinous liquor
and vinous
Only spirituous
spirituous and
to bbee
Sc 2.
2. Only
prs
'1 to
prescribed. oonl,
prescriptions for any other liquor
medicinal purposes. All prescriptions
liquor shall
shall be
be
shall not
to limit
limit the
the sale
of
Exempted articles.
void. But this provision
provision, shall
not be
be construed
construed to
sale of
vol.41,p..
Vol.
41, P. 309.
any article
manufacture of
of which
which is
is authorized
authorized under
under section
section 4,
4,
gany
article the
the manufacture
title II,
II, of the National Prohibition Act."
Vol.
46, p. 429. VI,
SEC. 4.
4. Strike
(a) of
of section
of the
Prohibition
Vol.,p42SEc.
Strike out
out subdivision
subdivision (a)
section 55of
the Prohibition
IT.S.C. Supp. VI, p.
5.S..
5
0y.
Reorganization
of 1930,
and insert
insert in
in lieu
lieu thereof
the following:
p '
Reorganization Act of
1930, and
thereof the
following:
"(a) The Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall
Regulations
to per- joint
joi' ntly
prescribe all
all regulations
under this
this Act
and the
National
ly prescribe
regulations under
Act and
the National
tsiation as topermite, etc.
and prescriptions
prescriptions for liquor for
Prohibition Act relating to permits ancl
medicinal purposes, and the quantities
quantities of spirituous and vinous
liquor that may be prescribed
prescribed for medicinal purposes, and the form
roo
of all applications, bonds, permits,
permits,. records, and reports under such
Proviso.
Relating
to Prohibi- Acts:
Acts: Provided,
That all
regulations relating
to the
the Bureau
of
elatig torohibiProWided, That
all regulations
relating to
Bureau of
tionBureau.
Prohibition in the Department
Department of Justice
tion
Bureau.
Justice shall be made by
by the
the
Attorney
Attorney General."
General."
Approved, March 31, 1933.
1933.
4-1, p.31.
P. 311 .
Vol. 41,

'So in original.
original.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 19.
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[CHAPTER
[CIAPTER 19.]

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide revenue
for the
by the
taxation of
of beverages,
beverages,
the taxation
Columbia by
of Columbia
District of
the District
revenue for
To
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

April 5, 1933.
1933.

[H.
3342.]
[H. R. 3342.]
[Public, No.
7.]
No. 7.1
[Public,

Taxation of beverBe
it enacted
enacted by
and House
the ages
of beverTaxation
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
in District of
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
term
Columbia.
term
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
Post, p. 336.
"beverage"
beverage " as
in this
Act means
beer, lager
lager beer,
beer, ale,
p. p. 1123,
Vo's, 39,336
porter, Vol.
ale, porter,
means beer,
this Act
as used
used in
mended.
wine,
similar fermented
malt or
liquor, and
fruit juice,
juice, conamended.
con- a
and fruit
or vinous
vinous liquor,
fermented malt
wine, similar
Beverage" defined.
Ac
content.
taming
of 1
per centum
by volume,
and Alcoholic
volume, and
alcohol by
of alcohol
more of
or more
centum or
1 per
one-half of
taining one-half
not
more than
than 3.2
per centum
centum of
alcohol by
not more
3.2 per
of alcohol
by weight.
weight.
Permits to manumenuacture or
sell required.
required.
SEc.
2. (a)
(a) No
individual, partnership,
partnership, association,
orsell
facture
corporation f
or corporation
association, or
No individual,
SEC. 2.
Post, p. 335.
shall
the District
of Columbia
manufacture for sale or sell Pos, p 335.
Columbia manufacture
District of
within the
shall within
any beverage
beverage without
without having
having first
Act
this Act
under this
permit under
obtained aa permit
first obtained
any
for
such
manufacture
or
sale.
ic
ffer for
for sale
for such manufacture or sale.
Offer
sale or
or solicting orders,
without
(b) No
No individual
individual shall
shall within
the District
i
for iting
orders,
without
Columbia offer
offer for
District of
of Columbia
within the
(b)
permit forbidden.
sale, or
or solicit
solicit any
any order
order for
sale of,
of, within
District of permit forbidden.
the District
within the
the sale
for the
sale,
Columbia,
beverage unlessunless—
Solicitors'permit.
any beverage
Columbia, any
Solicitors' pe rmit.
(1) such
such individual
obtained a
character post, p. 26.
the character
of the
permit of
a permit
first obtained
has first
individual has
(1)
described in
in section
4(a) (5);
(5) ;and
and
section 4(a)
described
Vendor.
(2) the
is the
the holder
holder of
permit issued
under this
this Act
Act Vendor.
issued under
a permit
of a
vendor is
the vendor
(2)
authorizing such
such sale.
sale.
authorizing
Nothing in
subsection shall
shall apply
to any offer for sale or soliciapply to
in this
this subsection
Nothing
tation made
upon the
designated in
the
permit of the
the permit
in the
premises designated
the premises
made upon
tation
vendor.
Persons to whom
wiom
persons
S
EC. 3. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are permits
SEC.
maytobe issued.
authorized
to individuals,
partnerships or corporacorporaindividuals, partnerships,
permits to
to issue
issue permits
authorized to
tions,
but not
not to
associations, on application duly
unincorporated associations,
to unincorporated
tions, but
made
therefor for
sale or solicitamanufacture, sale, offer for sale,
for the manufacture,
made therefor
of Columbia,
beverages within the District Of
tion
of orders for sale, of beverages
tion of
subject, however,
to the
the limitations
limitations and
restrictions imposed by this
and restrictions
however, to
subject,
Record to be kept.
to bekept.
Act. The
shall keep
full record
of all
applications Record
all applications
record of
keep aafull
Commissioners shall
The Commissioners
Act.
against
for
permits,
of
all
recommendations
for
remonstrances
against
remonstrances
and
for
for permits, of all recommendations
the granting
of permits,
and of
of the
the action
taken thereon.
action taken
thereon.
the
granting of
permits, and
Kinds of permits.
SEC. 4.
(a) Permits
issued under
under authority
authority of
of this
this Act
shall be
of Kinds opermit.
be of
Act shall
Permits issued
4. (a)
SEC.
five
kinds:
"On sale."
sale."
five kinds:
"On
(1) "
On sale"
permits, which
shall be
issued only
bona fide
fide Provisions governfor bona
only for
be issued
which shall
sale" permits,
"On
(1)
guvernProvisions
restaurants or
or hotels,
bona fide
with lug.
clubs with
incorporated clubs
fide incorporated
for bona
or for
hotels, or
restaurants
annual dues
dues of
of at
least $6.
shall authorize
the perperauthorize the
permits shall
Such permits
$6. Such
at least
annual
designated Restaurants.
mittee to
to sell
beverages for
for consumption
on the premises designated
consumption on
sell beverages
mittee
in the
(A) in
the case
case of
of restaurants,
restaurants, at
at public
tables, but
but Re t a u r antpublic tables,
in the
permit, (A)
the permit,
in
no beverage
served in
in any
not used
used primarily
primarily
room not
any room
or served
sold or
be sold
shall be
no
beverage shall
for
beverages may
that beverages
except that
of food;
food; except
consumption of
and consumption
serving and
the serving
for the
be sold
assemblages of
six individuals
individuals in
than six
more than
of more
to assemblages
served to
or served
sold or
be
private
private tables
the Hotels or clubs.
by the
authorized by
expressly authorized
when expressly
tables when
at private
or at
rooms or
private rooms
Commissioners,
or
(B)
in
the
case
of
hotels
or
clubs,
at
tables
otels or cubs. for
or in
in Establishment
Commissioners, or (B) in the case of hotels or clubs, at tables or
for
Estabthmenessa
the rooms
of guests
guests or
or members.
members. No
issued for
for two
shall be issued
months necessary.
permit shall
such permit
No such
rooms of
the
any
restaurant which
has not
not been
been established
established and doing business
which has
any restaurant
for at
immediately prior
application for such Proviso.
the application
to the
prior to
months immediately
two months
at least
least two
for
permit:
Provided, That
That it
be within
within the
discretion of
the ComSaleiinpublic
Corn- Sale
of the
in public buildthe discretion
shall be
it shall
permit: Provided,
ings.
missioners
whether
any
permit
under
this
Act
shall
be
issued
ings.
for
issued
be
shall
Act
this
under
permit
any
whether
missioners
the sale
sale of
of any
any such
such beverages
building in
in the
District of
the District
any building
in any
beverages in
the
Columbia
the United
United States
States and used for the
by the
leased by
or leased
owned or
Columbia owned
transaction
of public
public business;
transaction of
business;ffsae.
"Off sales."
(2)
Off sale
sale'
shall authorize
to sell
otrifctis. eetc.
sell Restrictions.
the mmittee
permittee to
authorize the
which shall
" permits,
permits, which
(2) "
"Off
beverages for
for consumption
only off
off the
premises designated
designated in
the
in the
the premises
consumption only
beverages
permit,
not to
other permittees
permittees for
resale but
but such
such sale
sale shall
shall be
be
for resale,
to other
and not
permit, and
made
only
in
the
immediate
container
in
which
beverage
was
beverage
the
which
in
container
made only in the immediate
ip.2o .
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received
the "
that in
in the
an
of an
the case
case of
except that
permittee, except
off sale"
sale " permittee,
" off
by the
received by
off sale"
permit held
of a
manufacturer's or
or wholewholea manufacturer's
holder of
by the
the holder
held by
off
sale " permit
saler's permit
be sold
sold only
only in
bottles,
barrels, bottles,
in such
such barrels,
may be
beverages may
permit beverages
saler's
or
closed containers
containers as
the Commissioners
may by regulation
regulation
Commissioners may
as the
or other
other closed
When
inoperative.
prescribe; but no "
sale"" permit shall be issued or remain in force
" off sale
When inoperative.
in
respect
of
any
premises
for
which an
on sale"
sale" permit
force;
is in
in force;
permit is
" on
an "
for which
premises
in respect of any
Manufacturers' perperauthorize the
which shall
shall authorize
permits, which
(3)
Manufacturers' permits,
the permittee
permittee
(3) Manufacturers
Manufacturers'
mits.
mits.
to manufacture
manufacture beverages and to sell the same in barrels, bottles, or
other
containers to
to other
perrnittees for
resale only;
only;
for resale
other permittees
closed containers
other closed
to
(4) Wholesalers'
which shall
shall authorize
authorize the
the permittee
permittee to
Wholesalers'
permits.
permits, which
(4)
Wholesalers' permits,
Wholesalers'permits.
sell beverages
beverages in
in barrels,
barrels, bottles,
or other
closed containers
other
to other
containers to
other closed
bottles, or
sell
permittees
only; and
and
resale only;
for resale
permittees for
Solicitors' permits.
(5) Solicitors'
permits, which
which shall
shall authorize
the permittee
permittee within
within
authorize the
Solicitors' permits,
Solitors5)permits.
the
District of
Columbia to
to offer
offer for
orders for
the
for the
solicit orders
or solicit
sale, or
for sale,
of Columbia
the District
sale
of,
within
the
District
of
Columbia,
any
beverage
if
the
vendor
vendor
if
the
beverage
any
Columbia,
of
District
the
within
of,
sale
of such
beverage is
is the
the holder
of a
Act
this Act
under this
issued under
permit issued
a permit
holder of
of
such beverage
Vendor's recommensuch
sale.
Solicitor's permits
shall not
be issued
issued
not
be
shall
permits
sale.
Solicitor's
such
authorizing
recommen- authorizing
Vendor's
dation necessary.
dation necessary.
recommendation of the vendor whom the solicitor
solicitor
without the recommendation
License
fees
not represents.
Nothing in this Act shall be construed as repealing
not
License
fees
repealing any
affected.
affected.
portion of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Act
Appropriation Act
Vol. 32,
District of
7 of
of the
section 7
of section
Vol. portion
p. 622; Vol.
vol.
32, p.
550
47, p. 550.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
30, 1903,
approved July
July 1,
1, 1902,
1902, as
as
1903, approved
June 30,
ending June
year ending
for
.
47, .
amended.
amended.
Holders of manufac(b) The
The holder
holder of
of aa manufacturer's
wholesaler's permit
permit shall
shall
or wholesaler's
manufacturer's or
(b)
permits.
etc, permits.
turer's,
etc.,
permilet.
turer's
tatien.etc.,
Limitation.
not be
entitled to
to hold
hold an
permit and
may hold
one
hold only
only one
and may
" on
on sale
sale ""permit
an "
be entitled
not
Limitation.
"off sale"
sale" permit,
shall be
of the
respect of
only in respect
be issued
issued only
which shall
permit, which
"off
premises
or wholesaler.
wholesaler.
manufacturer or
as a
a manufacturer
his permit
permit as
in his
designated in
premises designated
Application
SEC.
for and
and
Application for
S
EC. 5. (a)
(a) Any individual,
individual, partnership,
partnership, or corporation
corporation desiring
desiring
issue of permits.
a
a permit under this Act shall file with the Commissioners an
isse of permits.
application therefor
therefor in
in such
such form
Commissioners may
may
as the
the Commissioners
form as
application
prescribe 2and
and such
such application
shall contain
contain such
information as
as the
the
such information
application shall
prescribe,
Commissioners
require, and
and (except
(except in
in the
an application
application
of an
the case
case of
may require,
Commissioners may
for
contain aa statement
statement setting
setting forth
the
forth the
shall contain
permit) shall
solicitor's permit)
for aa solicitor's
name
address of
of the
the true
and actual
owner of the premises
premises upon
actual owner
true and
and address
name and
a
-which
the business
Before a
be conducted.
conducted. Before
permitted is to be
business to be permitted
Conditions.
vwhich the
conditions.
permit is
is issued
issued the
the Commissioners
themselves (1)
(1) that
that
shall satisfy themselves
Commissioners shall
permit
the applicant
applicant is
fit for the
generally fit
and generally
responsible, and
is financially
financially responsible,
the
individual
trust
(2) that the applicant, if an individual,
be in him reposed;
reposed; (2)
trust to
to be
if
or
partnership, each
members of the partnership, or if
of the
the members
each of
if a
a partnership,
or if
corporation, each
each of
principal officers
directors, is of good
officers and directors,
of its principal
aacorporation,
a
moral
character; (3)
(3) that the applicant,
individual, or if a
applicant if an individual,
moral character;
partnership,
partnership, or if
of the members of the partnership,
partnership, each of
United
corporation, each
of its
its principal
citizen of the United
principal officers, is aacitizen
each of
aacorporation,
States
never been convicted of
21 years of age, and has never
States not less than 21
a
application for a
a solicitor's
case of
of an application
the case
(4) except
except in the
a felony;
felony; (4)
authorized
carry on the business authorized
applicant intends
intends to carry
the applicant
permit, that the
by the
individual,
for himself and not as the agent of any individual,
by
the permit for
partnership, association,
corporation, and that he intends to
association, or corporation,
partnership,
superintend
or
permitted, or
the management
management of the business permitted,
in person
person the
superintend in
intends
person to
approved by the CommisCommisto be
be approved
to have
have some
some other person
intends to
sioners
(5) that, in the case of an
the business
business for him; (5)
manage the
sioners manage
"On
etc., per
"off
"on
applicant for an "
on sale"
sale" or an "
off sale"
sale" permit, no manufac"On sale",
sale", etc.,
per--applicant
mittee.
of beverages
beverages (other
than the
the applicant)
has a
a
applicant) has
(other than
or wholesaler
wholesaler of
Relationship of, wit,
wilt ,turer
turer or
Relationship
manufacturer, etc.
manufacturer,
etc.
substantial financial interest, direct or indirect,
indirect, in the business for
which
the permit
is requested
requested or
or in
in the
which
respect of which
premises in respect
the premises
permit is
which the
such
permit is to be issued, and that such business
business will not be
such permit
conducted
with any
any money,
furniture, fixtures, or
equipment, furniture,
money, equipment,
conducted with
property rented
from, or
loaned or
or
manufacturer or
or given
given by,
by, any manufacturer
or loaned
rented from,
property
wholesaler;
in the
the case
of an
an application
for aa
application for
case of
and (6)
(6) except
except in
wholesaler; and
solicitors
solicitor's permit, that the proposed location of the business is an
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appropriate
taking into
into consideration
consideration its
surroundings and the
its surroundings
one, taking
appropriate one,
number
of
similar
permits
already
the
neighborhood where
the
in
issued
already
permits
similar
of
number
Restriction on
on nmnumRestrition
the
is to
be conducted.
conducted. Not more than five ""on ber
to be
business is
applicant's business
the applicant's
sale" perof "on
"on sale"
her of
mits
to
any
individual.
any
to
mits
or
partnership,
individual,
sale
permits
shall
be
issued
to
any
one
individual,
partnership,
one
any
to
sale " permits shall be issued
etc.
corporation, and
application shall
shall be filed
respect to etc.
filed with respect
separate application
a separate
and a
corporation,
each place
place of
business.
of business.
each
Verifying applicaVoerifying app1ic
of the tion.
affidavit of
(b) Any
Any such
verified by
the affidavit
by the
be verified
shall be
application shall
such application
(b)
partnership,
applicant,
individual, or
or by
by all
members of aa partnership,
all the members
an individual,
if an
applicant, if
statements.
False statements.
or by
by the
the proper
proper officer
officer of
corporation. If
any false
statement iss False
false statement
If any
a corporation.
of a
or
knowingly
made
in
such
application
or
any
accompanying
stateaccompanying
any
in
or
application
such
in
made
knowingly
ments
oath which
may be
be required
required by
the Commissioners
the
Commissioners the
by the
which may
under oath
ments under
person making
same shall
be deemed
guilty of
perjury. The
The Deemed
Deemed sufficielt
sufficient
of perjury.
deemed guilty
shall be
the same
making the
person
making of
false statement
any such
or in any
any such
revocation
such cause for revocation.
application or
such application
in any
statement in
a false
of a
making
accompanying statements,
statements, whether
whether made
made with
without the
or without
with or
accompanying
of
discretion
knowledge
or
consent
of
the
applicant,
shall,
the
discretion
in
shall,
applicant,
the
of
consent
or
knowledge
the
Commissioners, constitute
constitute sufficient
sufficient cause for the revocation
revocation of
the Commissioners,
the permit.
permit.
the
Fees.
SEC. 6.
for permits
permits issued
issued pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the pro- Fees.
required for
fees required
The fees
6. The
SEC.
permit,
sale"
"on
visions
of this
this Act
shall be
on
For each "
as follows: For
be as
Act shall
visions of
$100
annum; for
for each
each "
off sale"
permit, $50 per annum; for
sale" permit,
"off
per annum;
$100 per
each
manufacturer's permit,
permit, $1,000
$1,000 per
wholesaler's
annum; for each wholesaler's
per annum;
each manufacturer's
$1 per
permit,
for each solicitor's permit, $1
annum; and for
per annum;
$250 per
permit, $250
annum.
The
required
permit
fee
shall
accompany
the
application
f
D
application
the
accompany
shall
annum. The required permit fee
Duration of permit.
pt.
required by
section 55 of
A permit shall be good for one D t
Act. A
this Act.
of this
by section
required
cause
year
from
the
date
of
its
issue,
unless
sooner
revoked
by
for
revoked
sooner
year from the date of its issue, unless
the Commissioners,
with the
the approval
approval of
the CommisCommis- Restriction on trawof the
may, with
and may,
Commissioners, and
the
o traDfeRtriCtio,
etc.
sioners,
be renewed
renewed upon
payment of
of the
the required
required fee.
Permits shall
shall ler,
fee. Permits
upon payment
sioners, be
not
be
transferred
except
with
the
consent
of
the
Commissioners,
and
Commissioners,
the
of
consent
the
with
not be transferred except
each permit
(except a
asolicitor's
solicitor's permit)
designate the place of
shall designate
permit) shall
permit (except
each
business
is issued.
issued.
which it is
for which
business for
Permit tee may des.
may desPermittee
SEC. 7.
In the
event a
apermittee
permittee has
designated a
person to manage
manage ignate
a person
has designated
amanager.
the event
7. In
SEC.
ge
the
for him
him and
employment of such manager shall gn
the employment
and the
business for
the business
terminate,
such permittee
permittee shall
shall forthwith
Commissioners
the Commissioners
notify the
forthwith notify
terminate, such
of such
such termination,
and shall
time thereafter
thereafter
reasonable time
within aa reasonable
shall within
termination, and
of
designate
manager, and
and such
new manager
subject
be subject
shall be
manager shall
such new
new manager,
a new
designate a
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
manager acceptable
to
acceptable to
no manager
If no
Commissioners. If
the Commissioners.
to
the
Commissioners is
is designated
within a
time after
after the
the
reasonable time
a reasonable
designated within
the Commissioners
employment
the former
terminated, the
the permit
permit shall,
shall,
has terminated,
manager has
former manager
of the
employment of
in
the
discretion
of
the
Commissioners,
be
revoked.
revoked.
be
Manufacturer
etc.,
in the discretion of the Conmissioners,
having financial
interS
EC. 8.
8. If
If any
or wholesaler
wholesaler of
have hMvin
intert
financia
shall have
beverages shall
of beverages
manufacturer or
any manufacturer
SEC.
est in"on sale". etc-,
any
substantial financial
interest, either
either direct
direct or
or indirect,
indirect, in
the business.
st in on sal" etc.,
in the
financial interest,
any substantial
using.
business
of
any
other
"
on
sale"
or
"
off
sale"
permittee,
the
in
or
permittee,
"
sale
off
"
or
sale"
"on
other
any
business of
premises
said business
business is
conducted, the
Commissioners
the Commissioners
is conducted,
which said
on which
premises on
shall,
in their
their discretion,
revoke the
the permit
permit issued
issued in
respect to
the
to the
in respect
discretion, revoke
shall, in
business in
in which
which such
wholesaler is
is so
so interested.
interested.
or wholesaler
manufacturer or
such manufacturer
business
No
manufacturer or
or wholesaler
of beverages
shall rent,
lend, or
give
or give
rent, lend,
beverages shall
wholesaler of
No manufacturer
to any
"
on
sale"
or
"
off
sale"
permittee
or
to
the
owner
of
the
the
of
owner
the
to
or
permittee
sale"
to any "on sale" or "off
premises
the business
business of
of any
on sale"
sale" or
or "
off sale"
persale" per"off
"on
any "
which the
on which
premises on
mittee is
any money,
equipment, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures,
money, equipment,
conducted any
be conducted
to be
mittee is to
or property
property with
which the
the business
business of
of said
said permittee
permittee is
is to
be
to be
which
with
or
of sales.
Reports osates.
conducted.
conducted.
SEc.
9.
Each
manufacturer
and
wholesaler
of
beverages
within
the
the
within
beverages
of
wholesaler
and
manufacturer
SEC. 9. Each
District
shall, on
on or
tenth day
day of
each month,
month,
of each
the tenth
before the
or before
Columbia shall,
of Columbia
District of
furnish
to
the
assessor
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
on
a
form to
to be
be
form
a
on
to the assessor of the District of Columbia,
furnish
prescribed by the Commissioners,
Commissioners, a
statement under
oath
showing
showing
oath
under
statement
a
prescribed by the
the quantity
sold for
for resale
the preceding
calenpreceding calenduring the
resale during
beverages sold
of beverages
quantity of
the
dar month to
each
"on
sale"
and
"
off
sale"
permittee
within
the
the
within
rermittee
sale"
"off
and
to each "on sale"
dar month
District of
and "off
sale" Permittee
permittee
off sale"
sale" and
"on sale"
Each "on
Coumbia Each
District of Columbia.
shall, on
the tenth
tenth day
day of
of each
month, furnish
furnish to
to the
each month,
before the
or before
on or

shall,
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assessor of the District of
on a
to be
by
of Columbia
Columbia, on
a form
form to
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, a
a statement under
showing the
the quantity
quantity of
of
under oath
oath showing
all beverages
beverages sold by him during the preceding
preceding calendar
month.
calendar month.
Outside
manufacSEC.
Outside
S
EC. 10. No ""on sale
sale"" or ""off
off sale"
sale' permittee
shall purchase
purchase any
permittee shall
any
S
ales by, without
without beverage
beverage from
from any
manufacturer or
or wholesaler
business outoutSales
any manufacturer
wholesaler doing
doing
business
it
side of the District of Columbia
permit,
Columbia and not
holding a
permit issued
issued
not holding
a permit
under the provisions
provisions of this Act, and
or cause
cause the
the same
and transport or
same to
to
be transported into the District of Columbia
for resale,
resale, unless
such
Columbia for
unless such
manufacturer or wholesaler
wholesaler has obtained from the
manufacturer
the Commissioners
Commissioners a
a
certificate of approval, which certificate
certificate
certificate shall
not be
be granted
granted unless
shall not
unless
and until such manufacturer
manufacturer or wholesaler
wholesaler shall have
have agreed
with the
agreed with
the
Commissioners
Commissioners to furnish to the assessor
assessor of
the
District of
Columbia,
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
statements of.
of. on or before the
Sworn statements
tenth day of each month, a
areport
under oath,
oath, on
report under
on aa
form to be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Commissioners,
showing the
Commissioners, showing
the quantity
quantity
of beverages sold or delivered
to each
sale"" or
"off sale
sale ""perperdelivered to
each ""on
on sale
or "off
Revocation of perper- mittee during the preceding
Revocation
preceding calendar
calendar month.
month. If
If any
any such
such manumanumits.
its.
facturer or wholesaler shall, after obtaining such certificate, fail to
facturer
to
submit any such report, the Commissioners
Commissioners shall,
in their
their discretion,
discretion,.
shall, in
revoke such certificate.
certificate.
eleied
Tax levied and colsEc. 11.
There shall
shall be
be levied
and collected
collected by
by the
the District
District of
of
SEC.
11. There
lected.
levied and
Post,,pp.
Columbia on all beverages
by any
Post
PP •334,336..
Columbia
beverages sold by
any. "on
"on sale"
or "off
"off sale"
sale"
sale" or
permittee within the District of Columbia aa tax
tax of
of $1
every
$1 for
for every
barrel
barrel of beverages
beverages containing not more than
thirty-one gallons,
than thirty-one
gallons,
and at aalike rate for any other quantity, or for
Date when due.
for the
the fractional
fractional parts
parts
thereof. The tax imposed
imposed by
section shall
shall be
by the
on
by this
this section
be paid
paid by
the "
" on
sale " or ""off sale"
sale"
sale" permittee
permittee to
the collector
taxes of
of the
the District
District
to the
collector of
of taxes
of Columbia on or before the 10th
beverages
10th day
day of
of each
each month
month for
for beverages
sold by the permittee during the
month.
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar month.
Formeract
Former
repealed.
SEC. 12.
12. The
entitled "An
"An Act
prohibit the
realed.
SEC.
The Act
Act entitled
Vol.
39, act
p. 1123.
Act to
to prohibit
the manufacture
manufacture
Exceptions.
Vce3tiopns.
tur er

334, 336

"Alcoholic
construed
construed.

liquor"

liqor

salestomos.

Sales to minors.

Punishment
tor.
l

Pmis ment for.

and sale
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
and
sale of
liquors in
in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
for
and for

other purposes ", approved March
3, 1917,
with the
of
March 3,
1917, with
the exception
exception of

sections 11 and 20 thereof, is hereby repealed;
repealed; except
that the
the term
except that
term
"alcoholic
"alcoholic liquor""used in said
11 of
such Act
not be
be
said section
section 11
of such
Act shall
shall not
construed to include
include beverages
authorized to
be manufactured
manufactured and
and
beverages authorized
to be
sold
by this
Act.
sold by
this Act.
S.EC. 13. No "off
S
"off sale"
permittee shall
shall give
and no "on
"on
sale" permittee
give or
or sell,
sell, and
sale" permittee shall give, sell, or serve, any
beverage to
to any
person
any beverage
any person

under eighteen
eighteen years
person violating
violating the
under
years of age. Any person
the provisions
provisions
of this section shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
upon
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
conviction
thereof shall be fined not more than $100,
$100, or
imprisor be
be imprisoned not longer than six
or be
be subject
subject to
to both
both such
fine
six months,
months, or
such fine
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Regulations
to
RB
tns to be
SEc
Prescribed.
be
S
EC. 14.
14. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners are hereby authorized
authorized to prescribe
such rules
rules and
such
and regulations
regulations not inconsistent
inconsistent with law,
law , as
as they
they may
may
deem necessary,
necessary, for the issuance
of pernts,
permits and
and for
for the
the manuissuance of
manuoffer for
for sale,
sale, or
or solicitation
solicitation
permits,
facture, sale,
sale, offer
of orders for sale,
sale of
beverages, and the operation
operation of
beverages,
Such
of the
the business
business of
of permittees.
permittees. Such

Ictions.
Inspections.

m
of permit
foRevocationetilon
it
for violations, etc.

reglations may be altered or amended from time
regulations
as the
time to
to time
time as
the
Commissioners
desirable.
Commissioners may deem
deem desirable.
SEC.
It shall be
be the duty of the Commissioners to
S
EC. 15. It
to cause
cause frefre-

guent inspections to
to be made of all premises with respect to which
quent
which
any
permit shall havebebeen
been issued under this Act. If any permittee
any permit
perraittee

violates
rovisions of this Act
violates any of the provisions
of the
rules and
Act or any
any of
the rules
and
regulations of the Commissioners
promulgated pursuant
thereto, or
or
Comnmissioners promulgated
pursuant thereto,
superintend in
in person or through aa manager approved
fails to superintend
approved by
b
the Commissioners the business for which
which the permit was issued,
issuec
or allows the premises with respect
respect to which the permit of such
such
permittee was issued to be used for any .unlawful, disorderly,
disorderly, or
or

immoral
knowingly employs
immoral purposes,
purposes, or
or knowingly
employs in the sale or distribution
distribution

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.

19-21.
CHS. 19-21.

14, 29, 1933.
APRIL 5,
5,14,

29
29

of beverages
beverages any person who has been convicted
convicted of a
afelony,
or otherotherfelony, or
wise fails to carry out in good faith the purposes
purposes of this Act, the

permit of such permittee
permittee may be revoked
revoked by the Commissioners
Commissioners
after the permittee
permittee has been given an opportunity
opportunity to be heard in
defense.
his defense.
S
EC. 16. Whoever
"Whoever violates any of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act (except
(except Penalty
Penalty provisions.
SEC.
this Act
section
thereof) or any of the rules and regulations
section 13 thereof)
regulations promulgated
promulgated
pursuant
pursuant thereto shall, upon conviction thereof by a
a court of competent
jurisdiction, be punished by aa fine of not more than $500
petent jurisdiction,
$500
or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not longer than six months, or by both
both such
such
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court.
If any
fine and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in
in the
court. If
any perpermittee is convicted
convicted of aa violation
violation of the provisions of this Act or
any of the rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant
pursuant thereto, the
regulations promulgated
the
court shall immediately
immediately declare his permit revoked and notify the
the
Commissioners
be
Commissioners accordingly,
accordingly, and no permit
permit shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be
Unlawful
alcoholic
granted to him within the period of three years thereafter. Any co
lj
ntenr rut
alcoholic
content.
permittee
permittee who shall sell or permit the
the sale
sale on
on his
his premises
premises or
or in
connection with his business or otherwise,
connection
otherwise, of any alcoholic beverterms of
this Act,
otherwise Penalty.
penalty.
ages not
not authorized
authorized under
under the terms
of this
Act, unless
unless otherwise
permitted by law, shall, upon conviction thereof, forfeit
forfeit his
his permit
permit
in addition to any punishment
punishment imposed by law for such offense.
Saving clause.
SEC. 17. If
If any
thereofclause.
SEC.
any provision of
of this Act, or the
the application
application thereof
to
circumstances, is
the
to any person
person or circumstances,
is held invalid,
invalid, the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
or
Act, and the application
application of such provisions to other persons or
circumstances, shall not be affected
affected thereby.
circumstances,
date.
SEC. 18.
18. It
sell or
or offer
any beverage
beverage Effective
Effective date.
SEC.
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful to
to sell
offer for
for sale
sale any
within the District of Columbia
Columbia prior to April 7, 1933.
Approved, April 5,
Approved,
5, 1933.
1933.
[CHAPTER 20.]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
RepresentaTo provide for the payment of pages
pages for the Senate
Senate and House of Representa
tives for the first
first session
session of the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress.
Congress.

14, 1933.
April 14,
[H.J.Res. 152.]
152.1
[Hj.J.Res.
[Pub. Res., No.

4.1
4.)

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
Appropriation
for
for
Appro, priation
assembled, That there is hereby appro- payment
States of America
Arnerica in Congress
Congress assembled,
of pages,
of
pages, 1st
1st
Congress.
priated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, session,
73d Congress.
session, 734
Post,
p..274.
274.
P
for the payment of pages from April 1, 1933, until the end of the first "t' P
session of the Seventy-third
follows:
Seventy-third Congress, as follows:
For twenty-one
twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber at the rate of pay
pay Senate.
Senate.
necessary.
provided by law, so much
much as may
may be
be necessary.
House of RepresentaFor forty-one
forty-one pages for the House of Representatives,
Representatives, including tives.
pages for duty at the entrances
ten pages
entrances to the Hall of the House, at the
rate of pay provided
provided by law, so much as may be necessary.
necessary.
Approved, April 14,
14, 1933.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 21.]
21.]

AN ACT
Granting
Congress to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aa free
the Allegheny
Allegheny
across the
bridge across
free highway bridge
and operate
construct,
River
at or
near Parkers
Parkers Landing
in the
CommonRiver at
or near
Landing in
the county
county of
of Armstrong,
Armstrong, Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
wealth

April 29, 1933.
1933.
[H.R. 4225.1
42251
[H.R.

[Public, No.
No. 81
8.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the Allegheny River.
Be it
House of
of Representatives
United
States of
of America
assemli led, That
the consent
of itn°g
l
ien:=';„„„
That the
consent of
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
Pennsylvania
may
Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
the Commonwealth
trisM ig at
at Parkea
Park as
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania brid.
Congress is
granted to
to the
to
maintain, and
operate a
free highway
highway bridge
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
a free
bridge and
and
approaches
across the
the Allegheny
Allegheny River,
River_, at
suitable
at a
a point
point suitable
approaches thereto
thereto across
to the
the interests
interests of
navigation, at
in the
the
at or
or near
near Parkers
Parkers Landing,
Landing, in
of navigation,
to

30
30

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

CHS. 21-24.
CHS.
21-24.

April
May1933.
1,29,
3, 1933.

Apr21933

county of Armstrong,
Armstrong, Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in
Commonwealth of
in accordance
accordance
with the
the provisions
with
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act
Act to
regulate the
the conconto regulate
struction
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters
approved March
March
struction of
waters ",
", approved
23, 1906.
23,
1906.
SEC.
or repeal
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
29, 1933.
1933.
Approved, April
April 29,

Constrction.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

Amendment.

[CHAPTER 22.]
[CHAPTER
22.]
AN ACT

AN ACT
ANACT
Graningl
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Graningi the consent of Congress
Congress to the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania to
to conconstruct, maintain, and operate
a free highway bridge across the
operate a
the Allegheny
Allegheny
River, at aapoint near the Forest-Venango
Forest-Venango County line,
in Tionesta
Tionesta Township,
Township,
line, in
and in the county of Forest, and
in the
and in
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

April9,
April
29, 1933

[HR. 1332.1
[Public, No. 9.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That the
consent
the consent
bridge,
Tionesta of Congress
Congress is hereby granted
granted to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
Pennsylof Pennsylvania, to
to construct,
maintain, and
a free highway bridge,
vania,
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
bridge,
and approaches
across the
approaches thereto
thereto across
the Allegheny
Allegheny River,
at a
River, at
a point
point
suitable
to the interests
suitable to
interests of navigation, near
near the
the Forest-Venango
Forest-Venango
County line, in Tionesta
Tionesta Township, Forest
the CommonForest County,
County, in
in the
CommonConstruction.
Costructio.
wealth
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
wealth of
provisions of
of the
the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Act
entitled "An Act to Regulate
Construction of
Act entitled
Regulate the Construction
of Bridges
Bridges over
over
Navigable
Navigable Waters
Waters"" approved
23, 1906.
1906.
approved March
March 23,
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEc.
2. The
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this
this Act
S
EC. 2.
The right
right to alter,
Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April 29,
29, 1933.
1933.

Allegheny
River.
Allegheny
River.
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
may
bridge, in
Tionesta
Township.
Tonship.

[CHAPTER 23.]
23.]
[CHAPTER

May l,
May
1, 133.
1933.
[H.J.Res. 135.]
[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 5.]

[.J.Res. 35.]

No. 51

Crop

production

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To
To amend section
section 22 of the Act approved February
February 4,
provide for
for loans
loans
4, 1933, to
to provide
to
farmers for
to farmers
for crop production
production and harvesting
harvesting during
during the
year 1933,
for
the year
1933, and
and for
other purposes.

Resolved
Representativesof
Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United

Crop production
Xates off America
assembled, That section 2
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the Act
Act
2 of
Vol.
Vol. f.47,
47 Pp. 795,
95, of February 4, 1933 (Public, Numbered 327),

amended,
Existing
to ininxlisting act
act to
clude first lien on 1934
crop, as security.

cr, assecurity

of February 4, 1933 (Public, Numbered 327), be, and
the same
same is
is
and the
hereby amended
hereby,
amended by adding
adding at the end of the first sentence
sentence thereof,
thereof,
the words:
the case of summer
the
words: "and
"and in
in the
summer fallowing or
or winter
winter wheat,
wheat, aa
first.
or an
an agreement
first lien, or
lien on
be harvested
harvested
agreement to
to give
ive aafirst
first lien
on crops
crops to
to be
in 1984,
of the
in
1934, shall, in the discretion of
of Agriculture,
be
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, be
deemed
deemed sufficient
sufficient security."
security."
Approved, May
May 1
Approved,
1933.
1, 1933.

[CHAPTER 24.]
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

May 3,
3,1933.
1933.

[S.J.Res. 13.]
13.]
[SJ.Res.
[Pub.
No. 60
6.]
[iPb. Res.,
Res,, No.

Authorizing the
General, with the concurrence
Authorizing
the Attorney
Attorney General,
concurrence of the Secretay
Secretary of
of the
the
Navy, to
United States upon certain
Navy,
to release
release claims of the United
certain assets of
the Pan
Pan
of the

American Petroleum Company and the Richfield Oil Company of California
and
American
others
in connection
connection
Company
with collections
collections
and the Richfield
upon a
certain
Oil Company
judgment
of in
in
California
favor of
and
othersPetroleum
in
with
upon
a certain
judgment
favor
of
the
against the Pan American Petroleum
Petroleum Company heretofore
the United
United States
States against
heretofore
duly entered.

Pan American Petro-

leum
PauCompany,
American etc.
Petro
dcaims
upon
United States claims
certain assets,
released.

rUnite States

relearsedn

Resolved by
by the
and House
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
U.nited Sttes
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
ofAmerica
assembled, That the Attorney
Att orney
Generalof
ofthe
the United
Uni
te d States,
States, with
the concurrence of the Secretary
General
with the
concurrence of the Secretary
of
of the Navy,
Na vy, be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized,
authorized, in
in connection
connection with
with
collection
collection of amonts
amounts due the United
United States
States of
America under
un d
er a
of America
a
_
_
'So in original.
'Su
original.

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.

CHS. 24, 25.

31
31

MAY 3,12,
3, 12, 1933.

certain judgment for $9,277,666.17
$9,277,666.17 entered in the office of the clerk
States for
for the
the Southern
of the District Court
Court of
of the
the United States
Southern District
District
of California at Los Angeles on January
January 14,
14, 1933,
1933, against the
the Pan
Pan
Petroleum Company, aa corporation, to release
American Petroleum
release from claim
judgment such
or lien under
under said
said judgment
such part or
or portions
portions of
of the
the property
property
American Petroleum
the
and assets of the said Pan
Pan American
Petroleum Company
Company and
and the
Richfield Oil Company of California, in such
such
such manner
manner and
and with
with such
reservations
shall seem
seem to
advisable, in
conreservations as
as shall
to him
him proper
proper and
and advisable,
in consideration of payments
States to
apply upon
sideration
payments to the United
United States
to apply
upon said
said
judgment,
the sum
$5,000,000, and
and in
judgment, of
of not
not less
less than
than the
sum of
of $5,000,000,
in connection
connection
therewith
therewith to release
release any claims of the United States against purchasers of oil and petroleum
petroleum products from
from the
leases commonly
commonly
chasers
the leases
" G " leases, or also known as Visalia
known as "E"
"E ", ""I
I'",,and "G"
Visalia
010042, 010043, and 010097 leases in naval petroleum reserve numto consent,
consent, in
in the
premises,
bered 1,
1, Kern County, California,
California, and
and to
the premises,
in said
said naval
naval petroleum
to the
the assignment
assignment of other
other oil and
and gas
gas leases in
petroleum
reserve numbered 1,
assets of
of Pan
Pan
reserve
1, now part
part of the unmortgaged
unmortgaged assets
American
Company, with the
the concurrence
concurrence of
American Petroleum
Petroleum Company,
of the
the SecreSecretary of the
oil and
and gas
gas leases,
the Navy and to
to the assignment
assignment of
of other
other oil
leases,
also part of
of the unmortgaged
unmortgaged assets of
of Pan American
American Petroleum
Petroleum
petroleum
Company, of
of the
the United States outside
outside the said
said naval petroleum
reserve numbered
numbered 1,
1, with
with the
the consent of
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior,
otherwise duly
said assignments
assignments to be
be authorized
authorized only to assignees otherwise
Proviso.
Proviso.
qualified under existing
existing laws: Provided,
Provided, That the authority, herein Approval
Approval not
not implied.
granted is permissive
and
shall
not
be
construed
as
a
declarapermissive only,
only, and shall not be construed as a declaration
by Congress
Congress of the
the compromise herein authorized
authorized
tion of
of approval
approval by
Exercise° of
of authority
authority
to be
made, and
said authority
shall not
not be
be exercised
exercised by
by the
Exis
the optional.
to
be made,
and that
that said
authority shall
Attorney General
shall optioenracl.
Attorney
General unless
unless in
in his
his judgment
judgment said
said compromise
compromise shall
appear
United States.
appear to him
him to
to be for the
the best
best interests of
of the
the United
Approved,
Approved, May 3, 1933.
[CHAPTER 25.]
[CHAPTER
25.]

AN ACT
ACT
To
relieve the
existing national
economic emergency
by increasing
increasing agricultural
agricultural
To relieve
the existing
national economic
emergency by
purchasing
extraordinary expenses
expenses incurred
by
incurred I)v
to raise revenue
revenue for extraordinary
purchasing power,
power, to
reason of
of such
emergency, to
to provide
provide emergency
emergency relief
relief with
respect to
agriwith respect
to agrireason
such emergency,
cultural indebtedness,
indebtedness, to
to provide
for the
the orderly
liquidation of
of joint-stock
joint-stock
provide for
orderly liquidation
cultural
and for other purposes.
land banks,
banks, and

Be it
by the
House of
of thl,
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
United
assembled,
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
I—AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
TITLE I-AGRICULTURAL
ADJUSTMENT

May 12, 1933.
May
[H. R. 3it35.
tPublki,
PIublic, No.
No. 10.1

Agricultural AdjustAgricultural
ment Act.
Act.
Post,
3M.
Post, pp. 199, 354.

AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL
ItSTMENT.
JUSTMENT.

ADAD-

DECLARATION OF
EMERGENCY
DECLARATION
OF EMERGENCY
That
acute economic
in part
part the
the conselaration
conse- Declaration
being in
economic emergency
emergency being
present acute
That the
the present
quence of aa severe
disparity between
between the prices of genc
severe and
and increasing
increasing disparity
quence
agricultural
and other
commodities, which disparity has largely
other commodities,
agricultural and
destroyed
purchasing power of farmers
farmers for industrial products,
destroyed the
the purchasing
has broken
broken down
down the orderly
exchange of
of commodities,
commodities, and has seriorderly exchange
has
ously
agricultural assets supporting
ously impaired the agricultural
supporting the
the national
national credit
credit
structure, it
it is
hereby declared
declared that
that these
the basic
is hereby
these conditions in the
structure,
industry
have affected
affected transactions
transactions in
in agricultural
agricultural
of agriculture
agriculture have
industry of
commodities
and
a national
national public
interest, have burdened and
public interest,
commodities with a
obstructed the
currents of commerce
commerce in such commodities,
commodities,
obstructed
the normal currents
and
imperative the
immediate enactment
enactment of
of title
this Act.
Act.
and render
render imperative
the immediate
title I
I of
of this
gen g

of
emerof emer

32
32
Declaration of policy.
peclarationofpolicy.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 25.
25.
SESS.

MAY 12,
12, 1933.
1933.
MAY

DECLARATION OF
OF POLICY
POLICY
DECLARATION

SEo.
declared to
to be
policy of
of Congress—
Congressbe the
the policy
hereby declared
It is
is hereby
2. It
SEC. 2.
(1)
To
establish
and
maintain
such
balance
between
producthe producbetween the
balance
such
(1) To establish and maintain
tion and
commodities, and
marand such
such marof agricultural
agricultural commodities,
and consumption
consumption of
tion
keting
conditions therefor,
as will
will reestablish
farmers at
at a
.
keting conditions
therefor, as
reestablish prices
prices to
to farmers
a
level that
that will
agricultural commodities
commodities aa purchasing
purchasing power
power
give agricultural
will give
level
with respect
respect to
farmers buy,
buy, equivalent
to the
the purchaspurchasequivalent to
that farmers
articles that
to articles
with
Base period,
period, except
except ing power
agricultural
commodities in the
period. The
The base
power
of
agricultural
commodities
the
base
period.
Base
for tobacco.
period
in the
the case
of all
all agricultural
agricultural commodities
tobacco
for tobaco.
period in
case of
commodities except
except tobacco
For tobacco.
Fortobacco.
shall be the prewar
1909-July 1914. In the
of
prewar period, August
August 1909-July
the case
case of
tobacco, the
period shall
postwar period,
August 19191919period, August
be the
the postwar
shall be
the base
base period
tobacco,
July 1929.
1929.
July
Correcting
present
(2) To
approach such
purchasing power by gradual
gradual
equality of purchasing
such equality
To approach
(2)
present
Corretisng
inequalities.
correction
present inequalities
inequalities therein
therein at
as rapid
rapid a
as is
is
a rate
rate as
at as
the present
of the
correction of
deemed
in view
of the
current consumptive
demand in
in
consumptive demand
the current
view of
feasible in
deemed feasible
domestic
and foreign
foreign markets.
markets.
domestic and
Protecting consumpro(3)
interest by
by readjusting
farm proreadjusting farm
consumers' interest
the consumers'
protect the
To protect
(3) To
ers' interest. consume
erotectin
duction at
at such
such level
level as
as will
will not
not increase
the percentage
percentage of
of the
the
increase the
duction
consumers'
agricultural commodities,
consumers' retail
retail expenditures
expenditures for
for agricultural
commodities, or
or
products derived
derived therefrom,
therefrom, which
which is returned
returned to the farmer, above
products
the percentage
percentage which
which was
was returned
to the
the farmer
farmer in
prewar
the
returned to
in the
the prewar
period, August
1909-July 1914.
1914.
August 1909-July
period,

Balance between production
and onslp
consumpand
dBction
tion
to be
be established,
established,
tion to
etc.
et
c

COTTON
OPTION CONCONC)TTON OPTON
TRACTS.
TBIACTS.

Duties of designated
agencies.
agDnlcies fsignate

Cotton on hand to be
sold
Iccretary off
old to Secretary

PART
1-COTTON OPTION
PART 1—COTTON
OPTION CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS

S
EC. 3.
Federal Farm
Farm Board
Board and
and all
all departments
and other
other
departments and
The Federal
SE.
3. The
agencies of
Federal intermediate
agencies
of the
the Government,
Government, not
not including the
the Federal
intermediate

credit banks,
directed—
credit
banks, are
are hereby
hereby directed(a.) To
Agriculture at
such price
price as
may
(a)
sell to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
at such
as may
To sell

be agreed upon, not in excess of the market
market price, all cotton now
owned
by
them.
owned
by
them.
Acquiring
full title
Ac
quiring
itch
(b) To
To take
take such
action and
make such
such settlements
on which
v i money
money bas
has
(b)
such action
and to
to make
settlements as
as are
are necesnecesbeen loaned, etc.
beenloaned,etc.
i order to acquire
acquire full legal title to all cotton
on which
which money
sary in
cotton on
money
has been loaned or advanced
advanced by any department
department or agency of the
United States, including
including futures contracts
contracts for cotton or which is
is
held as collateral
collateral for loans or advances
advances and to make final settlement
settlement
of
such loans
advances as
of such
loans and
and advances
as follows:
follows:
Method of settlements.
including
settlements with
with regard
regard to
(1)
(1) In
In making
making such
such settlements
to cotton,
cotton including
enthos. o set
operations to
to which
such cotton
is related,
rel at
ed, such
such cotton
co tt on shall
shall be
be taken
taken
operations
which such
cotton is
over
by
all
such
departments
or
ag
en ci es oth er th an th e Secretary
the
Secretary
than
other
or
agencies
such
departments
by
all
el
to
Pri
Price
&Mal over
amount loaned.
of
Agriculture at
price or
sum equal
equal to
to the
the amounts
directly or
loaned,
of Agriculture
at aa price
or sum
amounts directly
or
indirectly
loaned
or
advanced
thereon
and
outstanding,
including
including
outstanding,
and
thereon
advanced
or
loaned
indirectly
seniorloans.
Senior loans.
loans by the Government
Government department or agency
agency and any
any loans
loans senior
senior
thereto, plus any sums required to adjust advances
growers to
to
advances to
to growers
90
centiun of
of the
the value
cotton at
date of
its delivery
delivery
Collateral.
9 per
per centu
value of
of their
their cotton
at the
the date
of its
Collateral
in the
the first
instance as
to the
the department
department or
or agency
agency
as collateral
collateral to
first instance
in
omputation
Computation.
involved, such sums to be computed by subtracting the total amount
involved,
amount
already advanced to growers on
on account
account of pons
pools of
of which
which such
such
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consumed as to result in the accumulation
accumulation of surplus
domestically
stocks of
of the
or products
depression of
of
in the depression
thereof or in
products thereof
commodity or
the commodity
stocks
the
the commodity,
commodity, then
then he
shall cause an appropriate
he shall
of the
price of
farm price
the farm
investigation to
to be
for
opportunity for
be made and afford due notice and opportunity
investigation
To
prevent acomuaccumu- hearing
hearing to
interested parties.
thereupon the Secretary
Secretary finds
finds that
If thereupon
parties. If
to
interested
prevent
To
lation of surplus and desuch result
result will
shall be at such rate
tax shall
processing tax
the processing
then the
pression of farm price.
occur, then
will occur,
such
prssionoffrmprice.
depression
as
will prevent
prevent such
such accumulation
accumulation of
of surplus stocks and depression
as will
farm price of the commodity. In
of of
of the farm
In computing the current
current
Protein content of
wheat.
average farm
in the case of wheat, premiums paid producers
farm price in
average
for
protein content
content shall not be taken into account.
for protein
Fair
exchange value
() For the purposes of part 22 of this title, the fair exchange
airexchange
(c)
defined.
value of
of aa commodity
shall be
be the
the price
price therefor
therefor that
will give the
that will
commodity shall
value
commodity the
the same
same purchasing
respect to articles
purchasing power, with respect
commodity
farmers buy,
buy, as
commodity had
during the base
base period specihad during
as such
such commodity
farmers
How ascertained.
fied in
and the
the current
farm price
fair
the fair
price and the
average farm
current average
section 2; and
in section
fled
How ascertained
exchange value shall be
ascertained by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
be ascertained
exchange
from
available statistics
statistics of
Department of
of Agriculture.
the Department
of the
from available
(d)
As used
used in
in part
part 2
2 of
this
title—
title-this
of
d)
As
Proessing" de
"Processing" derodesg" de(1)) In case of wheat, rice, and corn, the term 'processing"
"processing"
fined.
Post,
pp., 528, 670.
670.
(except cleaning
means
Post, pp.,
means the milling or other
other processing (except
cleaning and drying)
including custom milling for toll
market, including
of wheat,
wheat, rice, or corn for market,
as
or
include the grinding or
but shall not include
commercial milling, but
well as commercial
as well
cracking
thereof not
not in
in the form
purposes only.
form of flour for feed purposes
cracking thereof
" processing' means the spin(2) In case of cotton, the term "processing
(except ginning) of cotprocessing (except
manufacturing, or other processing
ning, manufacturing,
ton;
"cotton "shall not include cotton linters.
ton and the term "cotton"
" processing "" means the manu(3) In ease
case of tobacco,
tobacco, the term "
facturing or
processing (except drying
drying or converting
converting into
rother
r other processing
facturing
insecticides
fertilizers) of tobacco.
insecticides and fertilizers)
slaughter
" processing
(4) In
hogs, the term "
processing " means the slaughter
In case of hogs
(4)
1242.
Post,p.
Pod,
p. 1292.
of hogs for market.
"
528, 05,
(5) In
the case
commodity, the
the term "
processing"
" processing
other commodity,
of any
any other
case of
In the
s75, (5)
Post,
Post, m).
pp. 52,
1242.
1242.
means any manufacturing or other processing
processing involving a
a change
in
commodity or its preparation
preparation for market, as
of the commodity
form of
in the form
regulations of the Secretary
Agriculture; and in
Secretary of Agriculture;
defined by regulations
regulations the Secretary
prescribing such regulations
Secretary shall give due weight
weight
to the customs of the industry.
Pyramiding
tax, prof(e)
(e) When
When any processing tax, or increase or decrease therein,
therein '
ramidingta,profiteering, etc.
Measures
effect in
respect of
Secretary of Agriculture
Agri
culture ,
ommodity the Secretary
of aa commodity
in respect
prevent takes effect
Measures to prevent.
in order
order to prevent pyramiding
pyramiding of the processing
processing tax
tax and
an d profiteerprofiteerin the sale of the products derived from the commodity, shall
ing in
Information to
be
public such information as he deems necessary regarding
be
make
to
Information
make
regarding
published.
paid
(1)
used.
(1) the relationship
relationship between
between the processing tax and the price pai
to producers of the commodity, (2) the efect
effect of the processing
processing tax
upon prices to consumers of products of the commodity, (3) the
prorelationship, in previous periods, between prices paid to the
the producers of the commodity
commodity and prices
prices to consumers
consumers of the products
products
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(4) the situation in foreign countries
countries relating to prices
thereof, and (4)
paid to producers
producers of the commodity
commodity and prices to consumers
consumers of the
products thereof.
products
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

37
37

MAY 12, 1933.
Post,
675.
Post, p. 675.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Officers
Officers and employ-

SEC.
10. (a)
(a) The Secretary of Agriculture
SEC. 10.
Agriculture may appoint such ees.
Appointment, under
officers and employees,
Classification Classification
employees, subject to the provisions of the Classification
Classification Act.
42, p. 1488; Vol.
Vol.
Act of 1923 and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,
thereof, and such experts
experts as are 45,Vol.
p. 776; Vol. 46, p.
p.
necessary to execute the functions vested in him by this title; and 1003.
necessary
U.S.C., p. 65; Supp.
the Secretary may make such appointments
appointments without regard to the VI,
VI, p. 31.
31.
Appointments
outoutservice laws or
regulations: Provided,
Provided, That
excess side
civil service
or regulations:
That no salary
salary in
in excess
civil service.
service.
Proviso.
of $10,000
$10,000 per annum shall be paid to any officer,
officer, employee,
employee, or expert Proviso.
restriction.
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Administration,
Administration, which the Secre- Salary restriction.
of the Agricultural
tary shall establish in the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture for the admin- "Economy
Act" pro"Economy Act"
istration of the functions
functions vested
vested in him by this title. Title II
II of the visions
visions not applicable.
applicable.
15.
Ante,
p.
15.
Act entitled "An Act to maintain the credit of the United States
Government ", approved March 20, 1933,
1933, to the extent that it
it proGovernment",
impoundment of appropriations
appropriations on account
account of reducvides for the impoundment
tions in compensation,
compensation, shall not operate to require
require such impoundment
impoundment
under appropriations
appropriations contained in this Act.
Cooperative
Cooperative produc(b)
Agriculture is authorized
authorized to establish, for ers associations
associations may act
Secretary of Agriculture
(b) The Secretary
act
agents
as distributing
distributing agents
administration of the functions vested in him by of benefit
the more effective
effective administration
payments.
payments.
committees, or associations of producers,
producers,
this title, State and local committees,
and to permit
permit cooperative
cooperative associations
associations of producers,
producers, when in his
judgment
qualified to do so, to act as agents of their memjudgment they
they are
are qualified
bers
connection with
distribution of
or
of rental or
with the distribution
bers and patrons
patrons in
in connection
benefit payments.
for
Conversion factors for
(c)
Secretary of
authorized, with
with the
the approval
commodity, etc.,
approval any commodity,
is authorized,
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
The Secretary
(c) The
may be established.
of
to make
make such
regulations with
effect
force and effect
with the force
such regulations
of the
the President,
President, to
of
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
out the
vested in
him Determination of tax,
in him
carry out
the powers
powers vested
of law
law as
as may
tax,
by this
this title,
including regulations
regulations establishing
establishing conversion
conversion factors etc.
title, including
by
for any commodity and article processed
processed therefrom
therefrom to determine
respect
the amount of tax imposed or refunds to be made with respect
Penalty for violation.
violation.
thereto. Any violation
violation of any regulation
regulation shall be subject to such
such
$100, as may be provided therein.
penalty, not in excess of $100,
Regulations authorIRegulatlions
(d) The
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized to make such
such ized.
(d)
The Secretary
carry out the powers vested in
in
regulations as may be necessary
necessary to carry
him by this title.
Determination
Determination of
amount of rental,
rental, etc.,
etc.,
(e) The action of any officer, employee,
employee, or agent in determining
determining amount
(e)
payment; review rethe amount of and in making any rental or benefit
benefit payment
payment shall strictions.
not
be subject
by any
any officer
of the
the Government
Government other
other
not be
subject to
to review
review by
officer of
than the Secretary
Agriculture or Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
Secretary of Agriculture
Provisions not applicable to designated
designated
United plicable
(f) The provisions
provisions of this title shall be applicable to the United
possessions of U.S.
except the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Post.
States and its possessions, except
Post. p. 675.
Islands, American
American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and the island of Guam. Speculation
Speculation in agricultural commodities.
commodities.
official capacity
capacity in the cultural
acting in any official
person shall, while
while acting
(g) No
No person
administration
administration of this title, speculate,
speculate, directly or indirectly, in any
any Persons administertitle forbidden.
agricultural
agricultural commodity or product thereof, to which this title ap- ing title
membership
plies, or in contracts relating
relating thereto, or in the stock or membership
engaged in handling,
interests of any association
association or corporation
corporation engaged
processing, or disposing of any such commodity
commodity or product. Any Penalty for.
processing,
person violating this subsection shall upon conviction
conviction thereof be
fined not more than $10,000
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years,
or both.
secure inPower to seure
formation, etc.
(h) For the efficient
efficient administration
2 formation,
administration of the provisions of part 2
(h)
Vol. 38,
38, pp.
722, 723.
pp. 722
358
of
including penalties, of sections 8, 9, U.S.C., p. 338.
of this
this title,
title, the provisions, including
Federal Trade Commission Act, approved
September
approved September
and 10 of the Federal
26, 1914, are made applicable
applicable to the jurisdiction, powers, and duties
of the Secretary
Secretary in administering
administering the provisions of this title and to
to
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Hearings.

Enforcement, etc., of

Enforcement, etc.,
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agreement.
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any
the provisions
provisions of
title, whether
whether or
or not
a
not a
of this
this title,
to the
person subject
subject to
any person
corporation.
authorized or
or required
required under
this title
title shall
shall
under this
Hearings authorized
corporation. Hearings
be
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture or
or such
officer or
or
such officer
by the
Secretary of
be conducted
conducted by
employee of
of the
he may
may designate
purpose.
the purpose.
designate for
for the
as he
the Department
Department as
employee
The
Secretary may
report any
violation of
of any
agreement entered
entered
any agreement
any violation
may report
The Secretary
into
under part
part 2
2of
to the
the Attorney
United
the United
General of
of the
Attorney General
of this
this title
title to
into under
States,
who
shall
cause
appropriate
proceedings
to
enforce
such
States, who shall cause appropriate proceedings to enforce such
agreement to
to be
be commenced
and prosecuted
the proper
courts of
of
proper courts
in the
prosecuted in
commenced and
agreement
the
United
States
without
delay.
the United States without delay.
COMMODITIES
COMMODITIES

SEC. 11.
As used
used in
this title,
the term
term "basic
"basic agricultural
agricultural comcomtitle, the
in this
11. As
SEo.
modity "
wheat, cotton,
cotton, field
corn, hogs,
hogs, rice,
rice, tobacco,
milk
and milk
tobacco, and
field corn,
means wheat,
" means
modity
and its
products, and
regional or
or market
classification, type,
type, or
post, pp.
670, and
its products,
and any
any regional
market classification,
or
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
shall exclude
exclude from
from
Agriculture shall
but the
thereof; but
grade thereof;
to exclude grade
"Basic

"Basic agricultural
agricultural
commodity."
commodity."
Products
included.
Products included.
Post, pp. 528,
528, 670,
1184.
Authority
Authority to exclude
any commodity.
any
commodity.

the operation
operation of the provisions of this title, during
during any period, any
such commodity
commodity or
or classification,
or grade
grade thereof
thereof if
if he
he finds,
finds,
type, or
classification, type,
such
upon investigation
any time
time and
opportunity
notice and
and opportunity
after due
due notice
and after
at any
investigation at
upon
for hearing
to interested
interested_ parties,
that the
the conditions
of production,
production,
conditions of
parties, that
for
hearing to
marketing, and
and consumption
such that
that during
period this
this
during such
such period
are such
consumption are
marketing,
title
can not
be effectively
administered to
to the
effectuating
end of
of effectuating
the end
effectively administered
not be
title can
the
declared policy
with respect
or classification,
classification,
such commodity
commodity or
respect to
to such
policy with
the declared
type,
grade thereof.
thereof.
or grade
type, or
APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION

Appropriationfor adAppropriationforadministrative experms,
cestrative expenses,
etc.
Post, pp.
528, 605, 678.
Pot,
pp.628,60,

SEC. 12. (a)
There is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
in,
of any money
money in
SEC.
out of
(a) There
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
100,000,900
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
of $100,000,000
the Treasury not

to be available
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
for administrative
available to
Agriculture for
administrative

expenses under
under this
rental and benefit payments
payments. made
made
this title
title and
and for
for rental
expenses
respect to reduction in acreage or reduction
reduction in production for
with respect

until exthis title.
title. Such
sum shall
remain
market under
under part
Such sum
shall remain
until
ex- market
part 2
2 of
of this
until expended.
Supplemental funds
supplemental
(b)
(b) In
In addition to the foregoing, the proceeds
proceeds derived
derived
for expansion of martaxes
imposed under
under this
title are
hereby appropriated
to
appropriated to
are hereby
kets,
this title
taxer-s imposed
°etse etc. ion °

Available
Available
ed
pended.

available

pend .

from
from all
all
be
be availavailable to the Secretary
Agriculture for expansion of markets and
Secretary of Agriculture
removal of surplus agricultural
agricultural products and the following purposes
Administrative exAdministrative
ex- under part 2
2 of this title: Administrative
Administrative expenses, rental
rental and beneOenepenses.n s e s
.
fit payments, and refunds on taxes. The Secretary of Agriculture
Estimate
Estitite of needs.
neds. and the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury shall jointly estimate from time
to time the amounts, in addition to any money available
available under
under subsubsection (a),
(a), currently required
purposes; and the Secretary
required for such purposes;
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall,
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherof
shall, out
of any
money in
not otherAdvances.
Advances
wise appropriated, advance to
to the Secretary
of Agriculture
Secretary of
Agriculture the
the
advance shall be
amounts so estimated.
estimated. The amount of any such advance
deducted
deducted from such tax proceeds
proceeds as shall subsequently
subsequently become available
under this
this subsection.
able under
subsection.
Services,
c., In
Services, etc.,
in the
(C) The administrative expenses provided
the
(c)
provided for under this section
section
District of Columbia.
District of Colba. shall include, among others, expenditures for personal
personal services and
and
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, for law books and
books
o
.freference,
reference, for
for contract
tenogra phi c reporting
repor ti ng services,
servi
ces, and
books of
contract s
stenographic
and
for printing and paper in addition to allotments under the existing
existing
Transfer
of funds
funds law.
ransfer of
The Secretary
Secretar of Agriculture
Agriculture shall transfer
transfer to
to the
the Treasury
Treasury
authorized.
Department, and is authorized to transfer
transfer to other agencies, out of
funds available for administrative
administrative expenses under this title, such
such
sums as are required to pay administrative
administrative expenses incurred and
refunds made by such department
department or agencies in the administration
administration
of this
this title.
title.
of
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OF ACT
TERMINATION OF
ACT
TERMINATION

SEC. 13.
13. This
shall cease
cease to
to be
be in
in effect
whenever the
Presithe Presieffect whenever
title shall
SEC.
This title
dent
and proclaims
proclaims that
national economic
emergency in
in
economic emergency
that the
the national
finds and
dent finds
relation to
to agriculture
agriculture has
pending such time the
has been
been ended; and pending
relation
President shall
to any
any basic
respect to
with respect
terminate with
proclamation terminate
shall by
by proclamation
President
agricultural
commodity such
such provisions of this title as he
he finds are
agricultural commodity
not requisite
to carrying
declared policy with respect to such
out the
the declared
carrying out
requisite to
not
commodity. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture shall make
make such
such investiof Agriculture
commodity.
gations and
reports thereon
thereon to
to the
the President
necessary to
be necessary
may be
President as may
and reports
gations
aid
him in
in executing
this section.
section.
executing this
aid him

Act.
Termination of Act.
Post, p. 677.
Post,

Investigations, etc.,
Investigations,
by
by Secretary of Agriculture.
culture.

SEPARABILITY
OF PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY OF
SEC. 14.
If any
of this title
unconstitutional,
is declared
declared unconstitutional,
title is
provision of
any provision
14. If
SEC.
or the
applicability thereof
thereof to
to any
circumstance, or commodperson, circumstance,
any person,
the applicability
or
ity is
is held
invalid the
the validity
validity of the remainder
remainder of this title and the
held invalid
ity
applicability thereof
thereof to
to other
commodities
circumstances, or commodities
persons, circumstances,
other persons,
applicability
shall not be
affected thereby.
be affected
shall
S
UPPLEMENTARY R
EVENUE PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
REVENUE
SUPPLEMENTARY
EXKMPTIONS AND
COMPENSATING TAXES
TAXES
AND COMPENSATING
EXEMPTIONS

Separability clause.
clause.
Separability

Supplementary reveSupplementary
provisions.
nue provisions.

Exempting commodcommodExempting
SEC. 15. (a)
investiga- ities
Agriculture finds, upon investigaSecretary of Agriculture
If the Secretary
(a) If
SEC.
of low value
value from
from
of
opportunity for hearing to processing tax.
after due notice and opportunity
tion at any time and after
interested
parties, that any class of products
products of any commodity is
interested parties,
Post, pp. 675, 1241.
1241.
Post,
quantity of the commodity
commodity
compared with the quantity
of such
such low value compared
used
imposition of the processing
processing
that the imposition
manufacture that
for their manufacture
used for
tax would prevent in whole or in large part the use of the commodproducts and thereby substantially
substantially
manufacture of such products
the manufacture
in the
ity in
reduce consumption
the surplus
surplus of the commodity,
commodity, then
increase the
consumption and increase
reduce
Agriculture shall so certify to the Secretary of the
Secretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
Treasury, and the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall abate or refund
refund
Treasury,
any
after the date of such certificacertificatax assessed or paid after
processing tax
any processing
amount of the commodity
tion with respect to such amount
commodity as is used in the
manufacture
manufacture of such products.
No tax
tax on
on procealng
processing
(b) No tax shall be required
processing of any No
required to be paid on the processing
home
produtcers for home
by producers
producer thereof for consumption
consumption by his consumption.
by or for the producer
commodity by
consumption.
Agriof
Secretary
the
household; and
and
Secretary
own family, employees, or household;
payment of
culture
authorized, by regulations,
exempt from the payment
regulations, to exempt
is authorized,
culture is
processing of commodities by or for the proprocessing tax the processing
the processing
ducer
thereof for sale by him where, in the judgment
judgment of the SecreSecreducer thereof
tary, the imposition of aa processing tax with respect thereto is
unnecessary to effectuate
effectuate the declared
declared policy.
unnecessary
Tax refund
refund on prodi Tax
(c)
product to any organization
organization for ucts
delivering any product
person delivering
Any person
(c) Any
disfor charitable distribution.
charitable
com- tribution.
distribution or use shall, if such product or the comcharitable distribution
p.973.
973.
Post, p.
modity from which processed,
processed, is under
under this title subject to tax,
modity
be entitled to a
a refund of the amount of any tax paid under this
title with respect to such product so delivered.
delivered.
Secretary
ascertain
Secretary to ascertain
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall ascertain
from time to and
ascertain from
(d) The Secretary
proclaim
proclaim where
where tax
(mums
disadvantages
disadvantages
causes
time whether the payment of the processing
processing tax upon any basic
competition.
in competition.
agricultural commodity is causing
causing or will cause to the processors
agricultural
thereof
competition from competing
competing commodities
commodities
disadvantages in competition
thereof disadvantages
between such commodicommodiconsumption between
by reason of excessive shifts in consumption
Secretary of Agriculture
after
Agriculture finds, after
If the Secretary
products thereof. If
ties or products
opportunity for hearing
investigation
hearing to interinvestigation and due notice and opportunity
ested
parties, that such disadvantages
disadvantages in competition
competition exist, or will
ested parties,
Competing commodcommodfinding. The
The Secretary
Secretary shall specify ityCompeting
exist, he shall proclaim such finding.
and coin
compesatig
and
specifed.
to
be
rate
tax
to
bar=
proclamation the competing
competing commodity
commodity and the compensating
compensating
this proclamation
in this
necessary to prevent such
processing thereof necessary
such
rate of tax on the processing
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disadvantages
in competition.
competition. Thereafter
there shall
disadvantages in
Thereafter there
shall be
be levied,
levied,
assessed,
collected upon
upon the
the first
of such
assessed, and
and collected
first domestic
domestic processing
processing of
such
competing
tax, to
to be
paid by
by the
the processor,
competing commodity
commodity a
a tax,
be paid
processor, at
at the
the rate
rate
specified,
until such
such rate
rate is
is altered
finding
specified, until
altered pursuant
pursuant to
to a
a further
further finding
under
this section,
or the
the tax
on the
the basic
under this
section, or
tax or
or rate
rate thereof
thereof on
basic agricultural
agricultural
Limitation.
commodity
is altered
altered or
or terminated.
terminated. In
In no
shall the
imposed
Limitation.
commodity is
no case
case shall
the tax
tax imposed
upon
competing commodity
exceed that
that imposed
imposed per
per equivalent
equivalent
upon such
such competing
commodity exceed
unit,
by the
the basic
basic agricultural
agricultural
unit, as determined
determined by
the Secretary,
Secretary, upon
upon the
commodity.
commodity.
Equalizing
iraEqualizing ttax
ax im(e) During any period for which a
(e)
processing tax
a processing
tax is
is in
in effect
effect with
posed on imports.
import
Post,
Post,p. 676.
676.
respect
to any
any commodity
there shall
shall be
levied, assessed,
respect to
commodity there
be levied,
assessed, collected,
collected,
and paid
paid upon
article processed
processed or
or manufactured
manufactured wholly
wholly or
in
and
upon any
any article
or in
chief value
value from
from such
such commodity
and imported
chief
commodity and
imported into
into the
the United
United
States or any
to which
title _applies,
from
any possession
possession thereof
thereof to
which this
this title
applies, from
foreign country or from any
possession of
of the
United States
any foreign
any possession
the United
States
to which this title does not apply, a
compensating tax
tax equal
to the
a compensating
equal to
the
amount of
tax
in
effect with
with respect
respect to
to domestic
domestic
of the processing
processing
tax
in
effect
Proviso,
Proviso.
processing at
at the
time of
of importation:
That all
taxes
tices processing
the time
Taxes on articles
importation: Provided,
Provided, That
all taxes
from
from U.S.
U.S. possessions
pos sesions collected under
under
this
subsection
articles
coming
the
posupon
coming
from
the
posherein.
not included he
sessions of the United States to
to which
which this
title does
does not
shall
this title
not apply
apply shall
not be covered into the
the Treasury
the United
United
the general
general fund
fund of
of the
Treasury of
of the
To be expended
for
expen
clture.
States but shall
separate fund
fund and
and paid
into the
the Treasury
shall be
be held as
benefit of agrict
agriculture.
as a
benefit
a separate
paid into
Treasury
of the said possessions, respectively, to
to be used and expended
expended by
by the
the
governments
governments thereof
thereof for the benefit of agriculture.
agriculture. Such
Such tax
tax shall
shall
Post,
Post, p,
p. 876.
676.
be paid prior to the release of the
customs custody
custody or
the article
article from customs
or
control.
FLOORSTOCKS
STOCICS
FLOOR

Rate
be altered
Rate to be
accordingly.
accordingly.

Floor stocks.
Tax adjustments.

Levy, etc., of tax
tax on
on
date processing tax
tax
takes effect.
Post, p. 676.

Corresponding
rerefund,
terminafund, etc.,
etc., on
on termination of tax.

Stocks in
in retail
retail trade
trade
not affected.
affected.
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Refund, etc.,
e, not
not
applicable.
applicable.
Post, pp. 678, 1241.
Post,

Export refund.
Past,
Post, p. 676.

SEc.
(a) Upon the sale or other disposition of
SEC. 16. (a)
of any
any article
article
processed wholly or in chief value from any commodity with respect
respect
to which aa processing
processing tax is to be levied, that on
date the
the tax
tax
on the
the date
first takes effect or wholly terminates
terminates with
with respect
respect to
the commodity,
to the
commodity,
is held for sale or other disposition
disposition (including articles
articles in
in transit)
transit)
by any person, there shall be made aatax adjustment
adjustment as
as follows:
follows:
(1)
(1) Whenever the processing tax first takes effect,
effect, there shall
shall be
be
levied, assessed, and collected
collected a
such person
a tax to be paid by
by such
person equivequivalent to the amount
amount of the processing tax which would be payable
with respect to the commodity from which processed if
processing
if the processing
had occurred on such
such date.
date.
(2) Whenever the processing
(2)
processing tax is wholly terminated,
terminated, there
there shall
shall
be refunded to such person aa sum (or if it has not been paid,
paid, the
the
tax shall be abated) in an amount
amount equivalent to
to the processing
processing tax
tax
with respect to the commodity from
from which processed.
processed.
(b) The tax imposed by subsection (a)
(b)
(a) shall not apply to
to the
the
retail stocks of persons engaged
engaged in retail trade, held at the date the
the
processing
tax first
first takes effect; but such retail stocks
processing tax
shall not
not
stocks shall
be deemed
be
deemed to include
include stocks held in a
a warehouse on such date, or
or
such
of other stocks held on such date as are not sold or
such portion
portion of
or
otherwise disposed of within thirty days thereafter.
thereafter. The tax refund
or
or abatement
abatement provided
provided in subsection (a) shall not apply to the retail
stocks of
of persons
persons engaged
engaged in retail trade, held on the date the
stocks
processing tax is wholly terminated.
terminated.
EXPORTATIONS
EXPORTATIONS

SEC.
17. (a)
SEC. 17.
(a) Upon
Upon the exportation to any foreign
foreign country (includ~
(including
the
Philippine
ing the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa
Samoa,
and the
any product
product with
with respect to which aatax
tax
and
the island
island of
of Guam)
Guam) of
of any
has
this title,
title, or of any product processed
has been
been paid
paid under
under this
processed wholly
or in
chief value
value from
commodity with respect to which aa tax
or
in chief
from a
a commodity
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has
been paid
paid under
entitled
exporter thereof shall be entitled
the exporter
title the
this title
under this
has been
at the
the time
of exportation
exportation to a
a refund of the amount of such tax.
time of
at
of the
(b) Upon
Upon the
giving of
bond satisfactory
to the
Secretary of
the Secretary
satisfactory to
of bond
the giving
(b)
Treasury
observance of the provisions of this title
the faithful observance
Treasury for the
person shall be entitled, without
requiring the
without
any person
taxes, any
of taxes,
payment of
the payment
requiring
commodity
for such exportation
payment of
of the
the tax,
to process
exportation any commodity
process for
tax, to
payment
with
respect to
to which a
tax is imposed by this title, or to hold for
a tax
with respect
such
processed wholly or in chief value
any article processed
exportation any
such exportation
therefrom.
therefrom.
EXISTING CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS
EXISTING
S
EC. 18.
wholesaler has, prior
prior
processor, jobber, or wholesaler
If (1) any processor,
(a) If
18. (a)
SEC.
to
the date aa tax
commodity is first imposed
with respect to any commodity
tax with
to the
under this
delivery on or
made aabona fide contract of sale for delivery
title, made
this title,
under
after
such
date,
of
any
article
wholly
or
in
chief
value from
processed
article
any
of
after such date,
such
(2) such contract does not permit the
if (2)
commodity, and if
such commodity,
thereunder of the whole of such
addition
amount to be paid thereunder
such
the amount
to the
addition to
addition) the vendee
tax, then
contract prohibits such addition)
then (unless the contract
tax.
shall pay
so much
tax as is not permitted to be added to the
the tax
of the
much of
pay so
shall
contract price.
(b) Taxes
Taxes payable
payable by
vendee shall be paid to the vendor at
by the vendee
(b)
the
sale is
is consummated
consummated and
and shall
shall be collected and paid to
the sale
time the
the time
the
United
States
by
the
vendor
in
same manner as other taxes
the
in
vendor
the
by
States
United
the
under
title. In
failure or refusal by the vendee
vendee to pay
In case of failure
this title.
under this
such taxes
taxes to
to the
the vendor,
vendor, the vendor shall report the facts to the
such
Commissioner
Internal Revenue
Revenue who
collections of
shall cause collections
who shall
of Internal
Commissioner of
such
vendee.
taxes to be made from the vendee.
such taxes

Processing
Processing
portation.
portation.

for
for

exex-

Tax free, under bond.

Taxfree,underbond.
Post, pp. 676,
Post,
676, 678.

Existing contracts.
contracts.

Prior contracts for
delivery after elfective
effective
date.

Payment by vendee.
vendee.
Payment

Collection
and payCollection and
vendor.
ment by vendor.

Report
failure.
Report of failure.

COLLECTION OF
TAXES
OF TAXES
COLLECTION
Sno. 19.
(a) The
The taxes
in this
shall be collected
collected by
title shall
this title
provided in
taxes provided
19. (a)
SEC.
of
the
Bureau
of
Internal
Revenue
direction
the
Secretary
direction
the
under
Revenue
Internal
of
the Bureau
of the
Such taxes shall
Treasury of the
shall be paid into the Treasury
Treasury. Such
the Treasury.
of
United States.
United
witli
applicable with
(b) All
All provisions
provisions of law,
law, including penalties, applicable
(b)
respect
to the
taxes imposed
imposed by
by section
section 600
600 of
the Revenue
of
Revenue Act of
of the
the taxes
respect to
1!)32.
of
1926,
and
the
provisions
of
section
626
of
the
Revenue
Act
1932,
of
626
section
of
provisions
the
1926, and
shall, in
as applicable
applicable and
and not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions
far as
so far
in so
shall,
of this
this title,
title, be
be applicable
applicable in respect of taxes imposed
imposed by this title:
of
Provided,
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized to permit
permit
is
authorized
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
the
That
Provided,
postponement, for
not exceeding
exceeding ninety days, of the
period not
a period
for a
postponement,
payment
of taxes
taxes covered by any return under this title.
payment of
(c)
In
order
taxes under
this title
may not
not
title may
under this
of taxes
payment of
the payment
that the
(c) In order that
impose
immediate undue
undue financial burden upon processors or
any immediate
impose any
distributors, any
processor or distributor subject to such taxes shall
any processor
distributors,
be
for loans
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation
the Reconstruction
from the
loans from
eligible for
be eligible
under section
section 5
5of
of the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation Act.
under
TITLE
II—AGRICULTURAL CREDITS
TITLE II-AGRICULTURAL

Collection of taxes.

Provisions
governing
Provisions governing
collections.
collections.
Vol.
44, p. 93; Vol. 47,
Vol. 44,
p. 209.
269.

Proviso .
Prortso.
Postponements.
Post, p. 1242.
Post,
Loans to processors
processors.

Post, p. 677.
Pot,
Vol. 47, p. 6.

AGRICULTURAL
AGRICTLTURAL CREDITSITS.

PART
TO FEDERAL
FEDERAL FARM
ACT
LOAN ACT
FARM LOAN
1-AMENDMENTS TO
PART 1—AMENDMENTS
ISSUANCE OF
BONDS BY
BANKS
BY LAND
LAND BANKS
OF BONDS
ISSUANCE

Emergency
Farm
Farm
EmergeAcy
Mortgage
Act
of
1933.
1933.
Act of
Moutgape

Federal Farm Loan

dS
Fm Lan
FdAc
S
ECTION 21.
21. Section 32 of the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended Act
amendments.
SECTION
Vol. 39,
p. 384;
384; VolVol.
.
39
vol
end
the
(U.S.C.,
title
12,
sec.
991),
is
amended
by
adding
at
thereof
adding
by
(U.S.C., title 12, sec. 991), is amended
42, p. 105.
U.S.C.,
p.
314.
c 31i
,p.
the
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
the following
Federal land banks
ay ed;
that may
"
Until such
such time
time as
as the
the Farm
Commissioner determines
determines that
issue flam
farm loank
loan
Loan Commissioner
Farm Loan
"Until
bonds.
Federal
farm-loan
bonds
(other
than
those
issued
under
paraa
p.
bA
parathis
under
issued
those
than
(other
bonds
Federal farm-loan
Post, p. 346.
P
graph)
are readily
m the
the open
open market at
yield not in excess
at aayield
salable m
readily salable
graph) are
after
of
4
per
centum
per
annum,
but
in
no
case
two
years
than
more
case
no
in
of 4 per centum per annum, but
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For
making
new this paragraph takes effect, Federal land banks may issue farm-loan
loans.
bo nds as authorized under this Act, for the purpose of making new
Purchasing outstandingfarmmortgages.
ing
farm mortgages.
loans, or for purchasing mortgages or exchanging bonds for mortVol. 39, P. 372; U.S.C.
C gages as provided in paragraph 'Second 'of section 13 of this Act.
6
p. 306.

For making new this paragraph takes effect, Federal land banks may issue farm-loan
urochasingoutstand- bonds as authorized under this Act, for the purpose of making new

loans, or for purchasing mortgages or exchanging bonds for mort-

p.V. 39,p.372; .s.

Maximum issue;
Maximum
issue; dedenominations, etc.
nominations

Interestguaranteed.
Interest
guaranteed.

Payment by Secretary if issuing
ssung bank
bn

tary

unable.
unable.

gages as provided in paragraph 'Second'

of section 13 of this Act.

The aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
of the
the bonds
under this
The
bonds issued
issued under
this paragraph
paragraph
exceed $2,000,000,000,
such bonds
shall not exceed
$2,000,000,000, and
and such
bonds shall
shall be
be issued
issued in
in such
such
denominations as the Farm Loan Commissioner
denominations
Commissioner shall prescribe,
prescribe, shall
bear interest at a
a rate not in excess of 44per centum per annum, and
and
shall
guaranteed as
as to
interest by
shall be fully
fully and
and unconditionally
unconditionally guaranteed
to interest
by the
the
United States, and such guaranty shall
be expressed
expressed on
on the
shall be
the face
face
thereof.
thereof.

In the
the event
event that
shall appear
appear to
Loan CornIn
that it
it shall
to the
the Farm
Farm Loan
Com-

missioner
missioner that the issuing bank or banks will
unable to
will be
be unable
to pay
pay upon
upon
demand, when due, the interest
interest on
Secretary of
of
on any such
such bonds,
bonds, the
the Secretary

the
shall, upon
the request
request of
of the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, pay
the
pay the
upon the
the Treasury
Treasury shall,
amount thereof,
thereof which is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated out
out
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated. Upon
Upon
g
the
such interest
by the
Secretary of
the payment
payment of
of such
interest by
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury the
the
amount so paid shall become an obligation to the United
United States of
of
the issuing bank or banks and shall bear
same rate
bear interest at the
the same
rate
as that borne by the bonds upon which the interest
interest has been
been so
so paid.
OUe,
for refinancing
refinancing After the expiration
of one
Use ' ter
expiration of
one year
year from
this paragraph
paragraph takes
takes
from the
the date
date this
outstanding loans.
outng l.
effect, if
if in the opinion of the Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner
Commissioner any
of
any part
part of
the proceeds
proceeds of the bonds authorized to be issued under
under this
this paraparagraph is not required for the purpose of making new loans or for
for
purchasing
purchasing mortgages or exchanging bonds for mortgages as
as herein
herein
provided, such bonds may be issued within
within the maximum limit
limit herein
herein
specified for the purpose of refinancing
of
refinancing any
any outstanding
outstanding issues
issues
of
Final issue.
Finalissue.
Federal farm-loan
farm-loan bonds; but no such bonds
bonds shall
shall be
be issued
issued after
after
two years from the date this paragraph
paragraph takes
effect for
the purpose
purpose
takes effect
for the
Bdrrower
may
ten.
of
refinancing.
borrower
who
obtains
a
loan
from
der
Borrower
interest-guaranteed
may
tensuch
refinancing.
Any
borrower
obt
a
i
ns
a
l
oan
from aa
der interest-guaranteed
bonds
Federal land bank after the date this paragraph
bonds in payment.
takes effect
may, at
at
paragraph takes
effect may,
any time after the expiration of five years from the date such loan
loan
was made,
made, tender
tender to
bank on
date, bonds
was
to such
such bank
on any
any regular
regular installment
installment date,
bonds
Acceptance at
auot"eoze
at p
an amount
amount not
Par issued under
under this paragraph in an
unpaid
not to
to exceed
exceed the
the unpaid
authorized.
principal
tendered shall be accepted
principal of his loan, and the bonds so tendered
accepted
by the bank at par in payment
1)37
payment of any part of such unpaid
unpaid principal."
urincipal."

Appropriation

Appropriation
th
authorized.
orized.
amount
To
become obligation
obligation 0r any
Tobecome
against such bank.

:

P

Farm
mortgages.
Farm mortgages

PURCHASE,
REFINANCING OF FARM MORTGAGES
PURCHASE, IEDUCTION,
REDUCTION, AND REFINANCING
MORTGAGES

SEC.
Paragraph " Second"
SEC. 22. Paragraph
Second" of section
section 13
Farm
13 of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Act, as amended, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the
the
end thereof
following new sentence:
sentence:
Purchase,
reduction,
Purchase, reduc tion,
4 In order to reduce and/or refinance
refinance farm mortgages,
mortgages, to
to invest
invest
financing, etc.
refinancing,
etc.
such funds as may be in its possession in the purchase
purchase of first
mortgages on farm lands situated within the Federal land-bank
land-bank
district within
within which it
it is organized or for which it is acting, or to
to
exchange
farm-loan
bonds
any
duly
first
exchange
for
recorded
on
mortgages
on
Limitation on p
price.
. farm lands executed
executed prior to the date this paragraph, as amended,
amended,
takes effect, at a
a price which sshall
hall not
notexceed in
in each
each individual
individual
case the amount of the unpaid principal of the mortgage on the date
case
date
of such purchase or exchange,
centum of the normal value
of
exchange, or 50 per centurn
value of
of
the
mortgaged and 20 per centum of the value of the permanent
permanent
the land
land mortgaged
insured improvements
thereon as
as determined
determined upon an appraisal
insured
improvements thereon
appraisal
Proviso.
Provio.
made pursuant
Mortgagor's rights.
made
pursuant to this Act, whichever is the smaller:
smaller: Provided,
Provided, That
Mortgagor'srigh
any
mortgagor whose mortgage is acquired by aaFederal
any mortgagor
Federal land bank
bank
under this paragraph
shall
be
have
his
farm-mortgage
paragraph
entitled
to
farm
mortgage
t indebtedness
Vol. 39, pp. 365, 367;
refinanced in accordance
accordance with the provisions
refinanced
provisions of sections
sections
U.S.C., pp.
U.S.O.,
pp. 302-304.
302-304 7; indebtedness
77and 8
8 of this Act on the basis of the amount
amount paid by the bank for
his
mortgage."
his mortgage."

Vol.
39,
Vol
39, p.
amended.
amended.
U.S.C., p. 306.
Post,
Post,p. 347.
847.

372,
372,
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LOANS
EXTENSION OF
OF LOANS
EXTENSION
Extension of loans.
SEC. 23.
"Tenth" of
of section
section 13
13 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Vol.
Extensionoflons.
Paragraph "Tenth"
23. Paragraph
SEC.
47, p. 14.
U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
U.S.C., Supp.
amended
Loan
Act,
as
amended
(U.S.C.,
title
12,
sec.
781),
is
amended
by
is
781),
sec.
12,
Loan Act, as amended (U.S.C., title
p.142, amended.
exceed
of any such p Term not to exceed
adding
at the
the end
the following:
The terms
terms of
following: ""The
thereof the
end thereof
adding at
borrower's capacity to
borrower's capacity to
extension
defer the collection
collection of any meet.
such as will not defer
be such
shall be
extension shall
Post,
p. 1060.
1o0.
Post, p.
obligation due
by any
borrower which,
which, after
investigation by the
after investigation
any borrower
due by
obligation
bank
of the
the situation
such borrower,
within his
borrower, is shown to be within
of such
situation of
bank of
capacity to
to meet.
In the
the case
case of
of any
any such
such extension
extension made prior to
meet. In
capacity
the
expiration
of
five
years
from
the
date
paragraph
amended
paragraph as amended
this
date
the
from
years
five
of
the expiration
provided
takes
effect, or
or in
in the
deferment of principal as provided
any deferment
of any
case of
the case
takes effect,
in
Twelfth' of
of section
section 12
it shall be the
12 of this Act, it
paragraph 'Twelfth'
in paragraph
Treasury
subscripsubserip
of the
the United
on behalf
behalf of
Treasury, on
duty
duty of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
United tTreasury
tion
paid-in surplus
tion to paid-in
to
cover
extension, etc.
etc.
coverextension,
to
the
making
bank
land
States, upon
request of the Federal
making
upon the request
States,
extension,
and
with
the
approval
of
the
Farm
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
Loan
Farm
the
of
approval
the
extension, and with
to subscribe
subscribe at
such periods
periods as the Commissioner
Commissioner shall determine,
at such
to
amount
to the
paid-in surplus
of such
bank an
an amount equal to the amount
such bank
surplus of
the paid-in
to
the Subscriptions subject
during
of
all
such
extensions
and
deferments
bank
the
by
made
deferments
and
extensions
of all such
subject
preceding period. Such subscriptions shall be subject to call, in toSbscriptions
call.
preceding
whole
or
in
part,
by
the
bank
with
the
approval
Commissioner
Commissioner
the
of
approval
the
whole or in part, by the bank with
Sum authorized for.
upon
thirty days'
notice. To
the Secretary
Treasury Sum authorized for.
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
days' notice.
upon thirty
to
make such
such subscriptions
subscriptions to the paid-in surplus of the Federal
to make
land
banks,
there
appropriated the sum
hereby authorized to be appropriated
is hereby
there
land banks,
of $50,000,000,
available and remain available
immediately available
be immediately
to be
$50,000,000, to
of
until expended.
expended. Upon
Upon payment
payment to any Federal land bank of the
until
execute and deliver
amount
of
any
such
subscription,
such
deliver
such bank shall execute
subscription,
such
any
of
amount
a
receipt therefor
therefor to
to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury in form to be
a receipt
Repayment.
prescribed
Farm Loan
Commissioner. The amount of any Repayment.
Loan Commissioner.
the Farm
by the
prescribed by
subscriptions
the paid-in
paid-in surplus
surplus of any such bank may be repaid
to the
subscriptions to
in whole
whole or
part at
at any
time in
in the
the discretion
discretion of the bank and
and
any time
in part
or in
in
the
with
the
approval
of
the
Farm
Loan
Commissioner,
Comand
Commissioner,
Loan
Farm
the
of
with the approval
subscriptions to be repaid
missioner may
may at
any time
require such subscriptions
time require
at any
missioner
in
in part
part if
if in
in his
the bank has resources available
opinion the
his opinion
or in
whole or
in whole
therefor."

AND DEFERMENT
REDUCTION OF
OF INTEREST
DEFERMENT OF
OF PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL
LOANS AND
ON LOANS
INTEREST ON
REDUCTION

Loans and
deferment
and deferment
Loans
of
principal.
of principal.
Vol.

39,

p.

372,

p. 37,
amended.
S
EC. 24.
24. Section
the Federal
amended armoded.
Federal Farm Loan Act, as allmndetd
of the
12 of
Section 12
SEC.
U.S.C. p. 306.
.a
OO
(U.S.C.,
title
12,
secs.
771-772),
is
amended
by
adding
at
the
end
U..C.
end
the
at
adding
by
amended
is
771-772),
secs.
12,
(U.S.C., title
thereof
new paragraph:
paragraph:
loans
Interest rateon
Interest
rate on loans
following new
the following
thereof the
farm-loan
national farm-loan
by national
'Second,'
"
Twelfth. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
of paragraph
paragraph '
Second,' by
provisions of
the provisions
"Twelfth.
associations reduced.
p p.s07.ed
the
on any
any loans
loans on
on mortgage
national asc.a,
U.S.C.,
307.ced
through national
made through
mortgage made
interest on
of interest
rate of
the rate
farm-loan associations
provided in section 15,
agents as provided
through agents
or through
associations or
farm-loan
or
joint-stock land banks, by any Federal
Federal land
land
from joint-stock
purchased from
or purchased
bank, outstanding
outstanding on
the date
paragraph takes effect or made
this paragraph
date this
on the
bank,
after
through national
farm-loan associations
associations within
within two years after
national farm-loan
through
interest
such
date,
shall
not
exceed
4
1
/
2
per
centum
per
annum
all
interest
for
annum
per
centum
per
41/2
exceed
not
shall
such date,
payable
within a
princiayment of pnrinp Payment
years
five years
of five
period of
a period
occurring within
dates occurring
installment dates
on installment
payable on
pal
borif borsuspended if
pal suspended
effect; rower
commencing
sixty
days
after
the
date
this
paragraph
takes
effect;
takes
paragraph
this
date
the
after
days
sixty
commencing
not in default.
and no payment of
the principal
portion of
of any
any installment
of any
any
not inde
installment of
principal portion
and no payment of the
if the borsuch
be required
such five-year
five-year period if
during such
required during
shall be
loan shall
such loan
rower shall
not be
in default
respect to
or Applicable to land
condition or
any other condition
to any
with respect
default with
be in
shall not
rower
bank loa;
loans; tionte
interest
covenant of
his mortgage.
mortgage. The foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions shall apply
apply biap
of his
covenant
rate reduced.
reduced.
rate
tha
except
to
loans
made
by
Federal
land
banks
through
branches,
except
that
branches,
through
banks
land
to loans made by Federal
the
interest on
on such
such loans
shall Compensation for
o
period shall
five-year period
such five-year
for such
loans for
of interest
rate of
the rate
be
centum in
in lieu
4% per
per centum.
centum. The
The Secretary
of the
the loss.
eStoin
mP.p
Secretary of
of 41/
lieu of
per centum
5 per
be 5
Appropriation ior.
Treasury shall
shall pay
pay each
each Federal
Federal land
land bank,
bank, as
practicable Apopriation
as practicable
as soon as
Post, p. 279.
Treasury
p..
after October
and after
the end
of each
thereafter,
quarter thereafter,
each quarter
end of
after the
1933, and
1, 1933,
October 1,
after
Secrethe
to
such
amount
as
the
Farm
Loan
Commissioner
certifies
to
the
SeenCommissioner
such amount as the Farm Loan
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tary of
of the
Treasury is
is equal
to the
amount by
by which
which interest
interest paypaythe amount
equal to
the Treasury
tary
ments
on mortgages
held by
by such
during
reduced, during
been reduced,
have been
bank have
such bank
mortgages held
ments on
sayings the
the preceding
quarter, by
by reason
reason of
of this
paragraph; but
in any
case
any case
but in
Less
any
this paragraph;
preceding quarter,
any savings
Less
effected.
in
which the
the Farm
Farm Loan
Commissioner finds
amount of
effected.
in which
Loan Commissioner
finds that
that the
the amount
of
interest
payable by
by such
such bank
bank during
any quarter
quarter has
has been
reduced
been reduced
during any
interest payable
Post
by
reason of
of the
the refinancing
bonds under
section 32
of this
Act,
32 of
this Act,
under section
of bonds
refinancing of
p. 48,
48.
Post, P.
by reason
the
amount of
the reduction
reduction so
be deducted
the
from the
deducted from
shall be
found shall
so found
of the
the amount
,

Final payments.

Final payments.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 279,
279.

au-

amount payable
such bank
bank under
under this
payments
No payments
this paragraph.
paragraph. No
to such
payable to
amount
shall
to aabank
bank with
with respect
respect to
to any
any period
30,
June 30,
period after June
made to
be made
shall be
1938. There
There is
to be
be appropriated,
money
any money
appropriated, out of any
authorized to
is authorized
1938.
$15,000,000
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $15,000,000
for the purpose of enabling
enabling the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to make
make
payments to
accrue during
year
during the fiscal
fiscal year
to Federal
Federal land
land banks which accrue
payments
ending June
June 30,
30, 1934,
1931, and
additional amounts as may
may be necesnecesand such
such additional
ending
accruing during subsequent
subsequent fiscal years.
payments accruing
sary to make payments
INCREASE OF AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF LOANS
BORROWERS
INCREASE
LOANS TO BORROWERS

Federal land bank
bbank
mortgage loans.
loans.
mortgagef
Maximum limit inramum liit
creased.
Vol. 42,p
42, p. 1476.
1476.
Vol.
U.S.C., p. 306.
Restriction.

estriton.

Sm. 25.
25. Paragraph
of section
section 12
of the
Federal Farm
Farm
the Federal
12 of
Seventh ""of
Paragraph ""Seventh
SEC.
amended (U.S.C., title 12, sec. 771) (relating
(relating to the
in- Loan
Loan Act, as amended
limitations
as to
amount of
of loans),
loans), is
amended by
by striking
striking out
out
limitations as
to amount
is amended
"$25,000 "" and
and inserting
inserting "$50,000,
"$50,000, but
loans to
any one
one borrower
borrower
but loans
to any
"$25,000

shall not
not exceed $25,000
$25,000 unless
unless approved by the Farm Loan
Commissioner."
Commissioner."
LOANS
DIRECT LOANS

Loan
Federal Farm Loan
Act, amended.
amended.
Vol. 39, p. 367.
U.S.C., p. 303.

r,.
vos. P30.

Dire loan, on r

Direct loans on first

mortgages to
mortgages
to farmers
unable to apply to
FederallatdbaPp
Federal land bank, etc.

S
EC. 26.
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
as amended,
amended,
SEC.
26. Section
Section 7
7 of
of the Federal
Loan Act,
Act, as

is amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
the last
paragraph and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
and inserting
out the
last paragraph
is

thereof the
the following
paragraphs:
new paragraphs:
following new
thereof

that
that
"Whenever
Whenever it shall appear to the Farm Loan Commissioner
in

national farm-loan
associations have
have not
not been
been formed
n any
any locality
locality
formed in
farm-loan associations
to national

in the continental United States, or that the farmers residing
in
residing in
the territory covered by the charter of a
a national farm-loan associafor
tion are unable to apply to the Federal land
land bank of
of th
thee district for
loans on account of the inability of the bank to accept applicati
applications
ons
from such association, the Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner shall authorize
authorize
said bank to make direct loans to borrowers
borrowers secured
secured by first mort-

gages on
on farm
farm lands
situated within
within any
any such
such loc
ality or
errit ory.
s
gages
lands situated
locality
or t
territory.
gove
govern- Except
,cept as herein otherwise
otherwise specifically provided, all provisions of
of
this Act applicable with respect to loans made
made through
throu gh national
na ti onal
farm-loan
farm-loan associations shall, insofar as practicable,
practicable, apply with
respect to such direct loans, and the Farm Loan Commissioner is
authorized
authorized to make such rules and regulations as he may deem
necessary with
with respect to such
such direct loans.
Interest
rate.
Interest rate.
""The rate of interest on such direct loans made at any time by any
any
Federal land bank shall be one-half of 11 per centum per annum
in excess of the rate of interest charged
charged to borrowers
borrowers on mortgage
mortgage
farm-loan
loans made at such time by the bank through national
national farm-loan
associations.
Borrower required to associations.
covenant for
a Federal
Federal land
from a
"Each
for proporproporcovenant
"
Each borrower who obtains aa direct loan
loan from
land
tionate stock in such
bank.
bank shall subscribe and pay for stock in such bank in the sum of
$5 for each $100 or fraction thereof borrowed. Such stock shall
Use as collateral se- $5
curity,
loan
the loan
for the
collateral security for
be held by such Federal land bank as collateral
ete.
eurity etc.
participate in all dividends. Upon full
upon
t
Cancellation,
upon of the borrower and shall participate
loan
repayment.
outstanding, be cananrepayment
payment of the loan such stock shall, if
if still outstanding,
or, in
the event
that such
su
ch s
t
ock shall
shall have
have become
become
celed at par, or,
in the
event that
stock
impaired, at the estimated value thereof as approved
approve d b
y t
he Farm
by
the
Loan Commissioner, and the proceeds thereof shall be paid to the
the
borrower.
Pr
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Borrower
to co
coveto
veBorrower
covenant in his mortgage
"
Each such borrower
borrower may covenant
mortgage that, when- nant
"Each
nant
joinin
farma farmjoiningg a
loan
association
when
a loan association when
from a
ever
are ten
ten or
or more
more borrowers
obtained from
have obtained
who have
borrowers who
there are
ever there
locally formed.
Federal
land bank
direct loans
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
section locally formed
loans under
bank direct
Federal land
aggregating not
not less
which
who reside in aalocality which
and who
than $20,000, and
less than
aggregating
conveniently
may, in
Commissioner, be conveniently
the opinion of the Farm Loan Commissioner,
in the
may,
covered by
farm-loan assoa national farm-loan
charter of and served by a
by the charter
covered
a national
ciation, he
he will
unite with such
such other borrowers to form a
will unite
ciation,
Organization, etc.
etc.
farm-loan
Such borrowers
borrowers shall organize the associaassocia- Organization,
association. Such
farm-loan association.
tion subject
the requirements
specified in this
requirements and the conditions specified
to the
subject to
tion
section, so
so far
far as
as the
same may be
be applicable, and in accordance with
the same
section,
Exchange of
of stock.
stock.
Commissioner. As soon
soon as Exchange
and regulations
regulations of the Farm Loan Commissioner.
rules and
approved by the Farm
the
organization of
the association has been approved
of the
the organization
Loan
the stock
stock in the Federal
Federal land bank
bank held by
by
Commissioner, the
Loan Commissioner,
canceled at par, and
association shall be canceled
members of such association
each of the members
an
in lieu thereof
association an
bank shall issue in the name of the association
thereof the bank
in
equal amount
amount of
of stock
stock in said bank, which stock shall be held by said Held as collateral
equal
t
bank as
security as
as provided
provided in this section with respect
respect security.
serid s colatera
as collateral
collateral security
bank
to other
other loans
through national
national farm-loan
Thereupon
associations. Thereupon
farm-loan associations.
loans through
to
Issue of capital stock;
fcoapterlstock;
an amount of capital useIssue
each such member
there
issued to
member an
to each
be issued
shall be
as collateral.
there shall
stock
in the
amount which he previously
to the amount
equal to
association equal
the association
stock in
association as col- Liability for payheld
which stock shall be held by said association
in said bank, which
held in
lateral security
security as provided in section 88 of this Act. The board of meLnabiyfrtgr
ment of mortga
ges. paya resolution
directors
adopt a
resolution authorizing
authorizing
association shall adopt
said association
directors of said
to
and directing
secretary-treasurer on behalf of said association
association to
its secretary-treasurer
directing its
and
become liable for the payment
payment of, the mortendorse, and thereby become
Federal land bank.
gages taken
taken from
its charter
members by the Federal
charter members
from its
gages
Interest
reduced
reduced
Interest
When
satisfaction of the Farm Loan Commis- when
to the satisfaction
appear to
shall appear
it shall
When it
conditions
comcomphednconditions
with.
foregoing conditions have been complied with, plied
sioner
that all
all the
the foregoing
sioner that
and upon
granting of the charter by the Farm Loan Commisthe granting
upon the
and
sioner,
member of such assosioner, the interest rate paid by each charter member
ciation whose
beginning with his
loan is in good standing shall, beginning
whose loan
ciation
next regular
date, be reduced to the rate of interest paid
installment date,
regular installment
next
farm-loan assoby borrowers
on new
new loans made through national farm-loan
borrowers on
by
ciations in
Federal land-bank
said
land-bank district at the time the said
same Federal
in the
the same
ciations
loan
member.or
charter member.
made to
to such
such charter
loan was made
Charges for drect
direct
for
a FederalIoarn
loans.
"
applicants for direct loans from a
be paid by applicants
" Charges
Charges to be
Loan
land
not exceed amounts to be fixed by the Farm Loan
land bank shall not
Commissioner and
and shall
shall in
in no
exceed the
which may
charges which
the charges
no case
case exceed
Commissioner
Vol.1,39,p pp. 360.
360, 37237'
through national
be made
made to
applicants for
for loans
loans and
borrowers through
national Vol 39
and borrowers
to applicants
be
13
farm-loan
associations under
under the provisions of sections 11 and 13
farm-loan associations
of this Act."
LOANS
TO RECEIVERS
RECEIVERS
LOANS TO
borro

receier's
securit
SEC.
SEC. 27. Any receiver appointed
appointed by the Federal Farm Loan Board
Board onRsecu
eeeir
v
ity of
o
te
receiver7s
ertiiates
amended, c
pursuant
pursuant to section 29 of the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended,
t
r
x
tgrs
c. for
for paying
paying
taxes,
etc.
ers

or any
any receiver
appointed by
the United
United States
States,
of the
court of
a district
district court
by a
receiver appointed
or

v01.39,13.38139, p. 381.
Vo.
is authorized, for the purpose
purpose of paying taxes on farm real estate
owned
bank or
mortgages held by it, with the
or securing
securing the mortgages
the bank
by the
owned by
approval
of the
the Farm
Loan Commissioner,
Commissioner, to borrow from the
Farm Loan
approval of
sten oonstiReconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation and
and to
to issue
issue receiver's
receiver's certificertifi- Prior
Reconstruction Finance
cates
against the
the assets
assets of
of such
such bank
t
u
P
ter
der lien
received tnted.
for any loan received
as security for
bank as
cates against
from
the Corporation
Corporation under
under this
section and
and. such
certificates shall Rce
such certificates
this section,
from the
econnstrction
e
structiot
r
i
t
on Flnance cooration to
Finance nen
constitute a
on such
such assets.
assets. The Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
lien on
a prior
prior lien
constitute
pur- make
the pnrloans to
to such
receivers for
for the
makesuch
sucil
rlas
r
°
1.
such receivers
make loans
to make
authorized to
is authorized
Corporation is
poses of this section.
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FEDERAL
FARM-LOAN BONDS
SEC URITY FOR
ADVANCES BY
FEDERAL
BY FEDERAL
FOR ADVANCES
AS SECURITY
BONDS AS
FEDERAL FARM-LOAN
RESERVE BANKS
BANKS
RESERVE

loan bonds as

Farm loan bonds as
Farm
security for advances
by
Federal Reserve
byrretdel
Banks.
.Banvos.
Vol. 38, P. 263.
Vol. 39,
39, p. 384;
384; Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
44, p. 1231.
Ante, p.
41.
p. 4.
44Ate,

Rsenrve

joint-stock
Joint-stock
banks.
banks.

land

SEC. 28.
28. The
paragraph of
13 of
of the
Reserve
of section
section 13
the Federal
Federal Reserve
The eighth
eighth paragraph
SEC.
Act,
as
amended,
is
amended
inserting
before
period at the
the
inserting
by
amended
is
Act, as amended,
end
"or by the deposit or pledge
following: "or
and the following:
comma and
a comma
thereof a
end thereof
of
bonds issued
issued pursuant
pursuant to
32 of the
the
to section 82
paragraph added to
to the
the paragraph
of bonds
Federal
as amended
21 of
of the
Emergency
the Emergency
by section
section 21
amended by
Loan Act,
Act, as
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
Farm
of 1933."
1933."
Act of
Mortgage Act
Farm Mortgage
PART 2-JOINT-STOCK
PART
2—JOINT-STOCK LAND
LAND BANKS
BANKS

LIMITATIONS
ISSUE OF
BONDS AND
AND LENDING
LENDING
OF BONDS
LIMITATIONS ON
ON ISSUE

Limitations on issue

Limitations on issue
ofbonds and lending.

otbondsandlenng.

joint-stock
SEC. 29. After the date of enactment
SEo.
enactment of this Act, no joint-stock

tax-exempt bonds or make any farm loans
any tax-exempt
bank shall
shall issue any
land bank
except such
as are
and incidental
incidental to
to the
the refinancing
refinancing of
of
such as
are necessary
necessary and
except
existing loans
loans or
or bond
issues or
to the
the sale
sale of
any real
real estate
now
estate now
of any
bond issues
or to
existing
owned
or hereafter
hereafter acquired
bank.
by such
such bank.
acquired by
owned or
LOANS TO
JOINT-STOCK LAND
LAND BANKS
TO PROVIDE
PROVIDE FOR
FOR ORDERLY
ORDERLY LIQUIDATION
LIQUIDATION
LOANS
TO JOINT-STOCK
BANKS TO

Reconstrction FiSEC.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Reconstruction
S
EC. 30. (a) The Reconstruction
Corporation is authornance Corporation.
.
Loans oirstock
to
ized and
and directed
directed to
to make
make available
Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner,
Commissioner,
to the
the Farm
available to
to joint-stock ized
noans
$100,000,000, to be
land
banks,
to provide
of the
the funds
funds of
Corporation, the sum of $100,000,000,
of the Corporation,
id out of
to
rnde brls
orderly
liquidation.
period not exceeding
exceeding two years from the date of enactused, for aaperiod
joint-stock
ment of this Act,
Act, for
for the purpose of
of making
making loans
loans to the joint-stock
Interest
rate.
nterest rate.
land banks organized
organized and doing business under the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
Loan Act, as amended, at
at aa rate
rate of
of interest
interest not
not to exceed
exceed 4
4 per
per
centum per annum,
annum, payable annually. Such loans shall be made
centum
upon application
application therefor
therefor by such banks and upon compliance
compliance with
Maximum
amount. the requirements of this section.
Maximumamount,
The amount which may be loaned
loaned
hereunder
hereunder to any such bank shall not exceed
exceed an amount having the
same proportion to the said $100,000,000
principal of
$100,000,000 as the unpaid
unpaid principal
of
the mortgages
mortgages held by such bank on the date of enactment
enactment of
of this
amount of the unpaid principal of
Act bears to the total amount
of the
the mortmortgages held by all the joint-stock
joint-stock land banks on
date.
on such
such date.
Collateral security.
Collateralsecurity.
(b)
joint-stock land
(b) Any
Any joint-stock
land bank
bank applying
applying for
under this
for aa loan
loan under
this
section shall deliver to the Farm Loan Commissioner
collateral
Commissioner as collateral
security therefor first mortgages
mortgages or purchase-money
purchase-money mortgages on
farm lands, first mortgages
mortgages on farm real estate owned by the bank
bank
in fee simple, or such other collateral
collateral as may be available to said
Appraisal of.
Appraisalof.
bank, including
certificates on
on farm
including sales contracts
contracts and sheriff's
sheriff's certificates
lands. The
estate upon
such collateral
collateral is
is based
based shall
be
shall be
upon which
which such
The real
real estate
84.
p.
lands.
u.s.c., p. 304.
appraised by appraisers appointed
appointed under the Federal Farm Loan
Loans not
to exceed
exceed Act,
bank shall
shall be
be entitled
borrow
as amended,
amended, and
and the
the borrowing
entitled to
to borrow
Act, as
borrowing bank
Loans
not to
60 percent of collateral
value.
uent of llateral not to exceed 60 per centum of the normal value of such real estate as
determined
Fees.
determined by such appraisal. Fees for such appraisals shall be
paid by the applicant banks in such amounts as may be fixed by the
Farm Loan Commissioner. No such loan shall be made until the
Agreement by
bank applicant
Agreement
by bank
Farm
applicant bank, under regulations to be prescribed by the Farm
to reduce interest upon
grant to each borrower
agreed to
have agreed
(1) shall
Commissioner, (1)
atoredutcsrtgagestto
first
all
first mortgages
mortgages to Loan
Loan Commissioner,
shall have
to grant to each borrower
5
percent.
apercent.
then indebted to the bank under the terms of aa first mortgage
mortgage a
a
reduction to 5
5 per centum per annum in
speciin the rate of interest specified in such mortgage, beginning at his
installment date
date
his next regular
regular installment
Not
to
proceed occurring more than sixty
sixty days after the date of enactment of this
to
proeed
Not
yertgi . mortgagor in
ctand
against mgago in Act,
and (2) shall have agreed to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Commisa period of two years from the date of enactment
enactment
sioner that during a
of this Act the bank will not proceed against the mortgagor on
on
account of default in the payment
payment of interest or principal due under
under
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Not to foreclose, exthe
mortgage and
its mortgage
exNot when
to foreclose,
unless cept
mortgage unless
foreclose its
not foreclose
will not
and will
its mortgage
of its
terms of
the terms
abandonment,
etc.
the
property
covered
by
such
mortgage
is
abandoned
by
the
mortment,
mortthe
by
abandoned
is
mortgage
such
by
covered
the property
gagor or
or unless,
unless, in
in the
the opinion
the Commissioner,
such foreCommissioner, such
of the
opinion of
gagor
closure is
is necessary
necessary for
for other
other reasons.
loans shall be made to
Such loans
reasons. Such
closure
aid
orderly liquidation
of any
accordance with such
such bank in accordance
any such
liquidation of
the orderly
aid the
Approval necessary.
necessary.
plan
be approved
approved by
Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner.
Before Approval
Commissioner. Before
the Farm
by the
as may
may be
plan as
any
such
plan
is
approved
by
the
Commissioner
he
shall
be
satisfied
be
satisfied
shall
he
Commissioner
the
by
any such plan is approved
that
the plan
this section
that such
and that
section and
of this
purposes of
the purposes
out the
carries out
plan carries
that the
part
proceeds of
of the
the loan
loan as
as is
is devoted
devoted to
settlements with
to settlements
the proceeds
of the
part of
bondholders will
will be
to effect
effect an
equitable settlement
with Notice to bodho
settlement with
an equitable
only to
used only
be used
bondholders
bondholdld
bo
etc.
er, etc.o
all
plan has
approved by the Commis- ers,
been approved
has been
the plan
After the
bondholders. After
all bondholders.
sioner
shall require
require the
the bank
copy thereof to
to all its
mail aa copy
to mail
bank to
he shall
sioner he
known
bondholders and
to publish
notice setting forth its provia notice
publish a
and to
known bondholders
sions
in at
least three
circulation.
general circulation.
newspapers having general
three newspapers
at least
sions in
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LOANS
THE FARM
LOAN COMMISSIONER
LAND BANKS
JOINT-STOCK LAND
TO JOINT-STOCK
COMMISSIONER TO
FARM LOAN
BY THE
LOANS BY
FOR
PURPOSES
EMERGENCY PURPOSES
FOR EMERGENCY
Farm

m L o an C o m m i s
n Loan "mmis.
o12r.
him under
S
EC. 31.
31. (a)
(a) Out
of the
made available
under secsec- 6isFr
to him
available to
funds made
the funds
Out of
SEC.
sto
llatis
c
i
pr bito
t
r
toik loit
jointLoansanby,
loans, stock
tion 30,
the Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner
authorized to make loans,
is authorized
Commissioner is
30, the
tion
land banks, for
cerain
emergencies.
in an
aggregate amount
exceeding $25,000,000,
rate of
interest certain emergencies.
of interest
at aarate
$25,000,000, at
not exceeding
amount not
in
an aggregate
not
to exceed
centum per annum, to any joint-stock land bank
per centum
4 per
exceed 4
not to
for
the purpose
postponement for
years from
two years
for two
the postponement
securing the
of securing
purpose of
for the
the
date of
the enactment
Act of
of the
of first
first mortforeclosure of
the foreclosure
of this
this Act
enactment of
of the
the date
On account of deof de
account
on in
payment fault
gages
by such
banks on
account of
of (1)
(1) default
default in
in the payment
on account
such banks
held by
gages held
interest or
principal.
mortgage, and principal.
of the
of interest
interest and
principal due
under the
the terms
the mortgage,
terms of
due under
and principal
of
Delinquent taxes, etc.
(2)
excluding interest
which Delinquenttaesetc.
penalties, which
and penalties,
interest and
taxes, excluding
delinquent taxes,
unpaid delinquent
(2) unpaid
during
Proo-rate during
may be
be secured
by the
lien of
Provided, That during Provisos.
mortgage: Provided,
said mortgage:
of said
the lien
secured by
may
Interest
period.
shall charge period.
the period
postponement of
of foreclosure
foreclosure such
bank shall
such bank
of postponement
period of
the
the mortgagor
interest at
not exceeding
per centum per
exceeding 44 per
rate not
at aa rate
mortgagor interest
the
annum
on the
amount of
such delinquent
delinquent taxes and
and
of such
aggregate amount
the aggregate
annum on
defaulted
interest and
and principal
principal with
with respect
respect to
to which
loans are
are Reappraisal unneceswhich loans
defaulted interest
made
this section.
section. The
loaned to
sary.
joint-stock sReaPraisalunneees
to any
any joint-stock
amount loaned
The amount
to this
pursuant to
made pursuant
land
shall be
be made
without reappraisal:
reappraisal:
made without
section shall
this section
under this
bank under
land bank
Maximum
on
loa on
aximum loan
mortgage on account
any mortgage
to any
respect to
Provided, That
the amount
with respect
loaned with
amount loaned
That the
Provided,
of unpaid prinaccount
centum of the ccoiai.to'unpaidprin
per centum
exceed 55 per
not exceed
shall not
principal shall
unpaid principal
of unpaid
account of
amount
total
principal of
mortgage, and the total amount
such mortgage,
of such
unpaid principal
total unpaid
loaned
to any
any such
land bank
bank with
to any mortgage shall not
with respect to
such land
loaned to
exceed
25 per
per centum
of the
the total
of such mortgage.
principal of
unpaid principal
total unpaid
centum of
exceed 25
for makfor makConditions
mortgage ingConditions
any mortgage
(b)
loan shall
shall be
be made
made with
to any
respect to
with respect
such loan
No such
(b) No
loan.
Default
of
mortgagor.
unless
the Farm
Loan Commissioner
Commissioner is satisfied
satisfied that the mortgagor, Defaultofmortgagor.
Farm Loan
unless the
after
exercising ordinary
ordinary diligence
diligence to
to pay
his accrued
accrued delinquent
delinquent
pay his
after exercising
taxes, and
accrued interest
payments, has
interest and principal payments,
meet accrued
and meet
taxes,
ot forefort
defaulted
thereon; and
bank shall
have agreed
Bak will
the satis- Bank
agreed to the
shall have
the bank
unless the
and unless
defaulted thereon;
will not
faction of
the Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner
during such
two-year close.
lose.
such two-year
that during
Commissioner that
of the
faction
period
the bank
bank will
will not
foreclose such
such mortgage
mortgage unless
Exceptios.
the propprop- Exceptions.
unless the
not foreclose
period the
erty
covered thereby
thereby is
is abandoned
the mortgagor or unless in
abandoned by the
erty covered
the opinion
of the
Loan Commissioner
such foreclosure is
Commissioner such
Farm Loan
the Farm
opinion of
the
to be
necessary for
other reasons.an
reasons.
for other
necessary
Loan to
be secured
secured
of tax
(c) Each
Each such
such loan
an assignment
to the
Farm by assignment
assignment of
the Farm
assignment to
by an
be secured
secured by
shall be
loan shall
(c)
lien, mortgage, etc.
taxes and/or of the bank's lienmortgageetc.
Loan
Commissioner of
of the
the taxes
of the
lien of
the lien
Loan Commissioner
Proviso.
Status of
of assigned
assigned
status
mortgage with
to which
the loan
loan is
That lien.
Provided, That
made: Provided,
is made:
which the
respect to
with respect
mortgage
the part
part of
of each
each such
lien so
assigned representing
representing the interest and en.
so assigned
such lien
the
principal
in any
any such
such mortgage
which has been
mortgage which
unpaid in
and unpaid
due and
principal due
the
assigned
the farm
farm loan
shall be
be subordinate
subordinate to the
registrar shall
loan registrar
to the
assigned to
existing
bank for
the balance of the indebtedness then or
for the
the bank
of the
lien of
existing lien
thereafter
become due
due under
the terms
terms of
mortgage; but
but the
the Additional collateral
of such
such mortgage;
under the
to become
thereafter to
may be required.
Farm Loan
require the bank to furnish addi- mAdybeoreqd.
may require
Commissioner may
Loan Commissioner
Farm
tional collateral
collateral as
for such loan, if such collateral is
as security for
tional
available to the bank.
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(d)
authorized to make such
(d) The Farm Loan Commissioner is authorized
rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes
of
this section
the relief
relief contemplated
contemplated immediately
immediately
and to
to make
make the
section and
of this
available.
available.

Loans
to farmers
farmers by
by
Loans to
Farm Loan CommisCommissioner.
sioner.
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Farm Loan
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missioner the
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necessary, to
for the
the purpose
making loans
loans as
as hereinafter
hereinafter
of making
purpose of
to be
be used
used for
necessary,
provided to
farmer, secured
secured by a
afirst
upon
mortgage upon
first or second mortgage
to any
any farmer,
provided
the whole
whole or
or any
part of
of the
the farm
farm property,
or personal,
personal,
property, real
real or
any part
the
including crops,
of the
The amount
amount of
of the
the mortgage
mortgage given
given
farmer. The
the farmer.
crops, of
amount, including
Maximum amount,
including
in- by any farmer, together with all prior mortgages
including existing
existing inmortgages or other evidences
debtedness.
of
indebtedness secured
farm property of the farmer, shall
by such farm
secured by
of indebtedness
not exceed
75 per
centum of
of the
the normal
value thereof,
as determined
determined
thereof, as
normal value
per centum
exceed 75
not
U.S.C.,
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appraisal made pursuant
pursuant to the Federal Farm Loan Act, as
upon an appraisal
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the repayment
of the loan
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amortirepayment of
for the
an
zation plan by means of a
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number of annual .or semiannual
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sufficient to cover (1)
at
installments, sufficient
(1) interest
interest on unpaid
unpaid principal at
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(2) such
such payments
per centum
centum per annum
annum and (2)
aarate not to exceed 5
5 per
amount to be applied
applied on principal as will extinguish the
equal in amount
debt
or, in
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the
debt within
within an agreed period of not
not more
more than ten
ten years or,
mortgage secured wholly by real property
case of aa first
first or
or second
second mortgage
and
existing
for the purpose of
of reducing
reducing and
and refinancing
refinancing an existing
and made
made for
mortgage within an
which
mortgage
an agreed period no greater than that for which
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the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
as amended,
amended,
loans may
may be
be made
made under
under the
Act, as
from
the first
first payment
payment on
principal is
is due:
Provided, That
That
from the
the date
date the
on principal
due: Prouvided,
payments of interest
is in effect payments
loan is
the loan
during the
the first
first three
interest
three years the
during
only may be required if
only
if the borrower
borrower shall not
not be
be in default
default with
with
respect
mortgage. No
No
respect to
to any other
other condition or covenant
covenant of his
his mortgage.
Agreement with holdprior
of
any
holder
unless
section
this
under
be
made
shall
loan
loan
the
prior
Agreemetithholder of prior mortgage.
secured by such farm propindebtedness secured
mortgage or instrument of indebtedness
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payment
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in connection
connection with
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chapter VIII
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proceedings under
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se, any
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farmer to
and/or repurchase
repurchase farm
fa rm property
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to redeem
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which is
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foreclosed after
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the enactment
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of this
this Act.
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The provisions
provisions of
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as
amended (relating
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from
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practicable, apply to
from the Federal land banks),
far as practicable,
to
loans made
made under
term
loans
under this
this section.
section. As
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used in
in this
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the term
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"
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to carry
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to the
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of other
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applicable to
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drainage
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and
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projects.
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of
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the
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of
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of
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for the
purpose of
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political
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in connection
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that
(1) the
the term
term of
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(2) Excettion.
such loan
of any
that (1)
each
loan shall
shall be
secured by
by refunding
bonds issued
to the
Security.
the Security.
issued to
refunding bonds
be secured
such loan
each such
Corporation by
by the
borrower which
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lien on
the real property
on the
a lien
which are
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project or
on the
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amount of
of the
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assessments levied
on
levied on
or on
within the
Bonds
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pursuant to
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borrower pursuant
property by
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Corporation's
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the
other
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the
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Corporation;
the
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acceptable
be
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consent.
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borrower shall
shall agree
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during the
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not to
borrower
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so
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with
the
consent
of
the
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ayment of
(4) Payment
Corporation; (4)
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of
bonds so secured except with the consent
over operation. interact,
the
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shall
pay
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until
all
bonds
of
the
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the
of
bonds
all
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until
outstanding
Corporation,
the
to
pay
shall
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borrower
held by
by the
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amount equal
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the
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and
of the
the project
project and
interest on
outstanding obliobliand maintenance
maintenance of
and interest
on its
its outstanding
Corresponding reduc- gations; and (5) the borrower
borrower
shall
agree,
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
Correspondingreducshall
agree,
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
tion of indebtedness to
borrower.
Corporation, to
the outstanding
outstanding indebtedness
to the
the borrower
borrower
borrower.
Corporation,
to reduce
reduce the
indebtedness to
Post,
_ of the landowners
Post, r..1269.
. 1269.
landowners within such project by an amount
amount corresponding
corresponding
to that by which the indebtedness
of the
the borrower
borrower is
is reduced
reduced by
indebtedness of
by
Pro rata
rata basic.
Pro
basis.
reason of the operation of this section, to distribute the amount of
of
such
such landowners
pro rata
basis, to
to cancel
cancel
such reduction
reduction among
among such
landowners on
on aapro
rata basis,
cancellationtoequal
outstanding bonds in an aggregate
Cancellation
to equal and retire its outstanding
aggregate amount equal
equal to
to
reduction so distribreduction
uted.
the amount of the reduction so distributed, and
Coruted.
and to
to permit
permit the
the CorCorporation to parin the
of the
the payment
bonds of
of the
the borrower
borrower
the case
case of
payment of
of the
the bonds
Corporation
par- poration,
poration, in
tieipate.
or the liquidation
liquidation of
in such
payment
of such project, to
to participate
participate in
such payment
or in the proceeds
proceeds of
the basis
the face
face amount
amount
of such liquidation
liquidation on
on the
basis of
of the
of the bonds so retired
bonds held
held by
retired plus
plus the
the face amount
amount of
of the
the bonds
by
Requirements to be the Corporation as security for the
Requirements
No loan
loan shall
be made
the loan.
loan. No
shall be
made
met before
made. under this section until the
before loan
loan made,
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
the Reconstruction
Corporation (A)
(A)
has caused an appraisal to
be made
of the
to be
made of
the property
property securing
securing and/or
and/or
underlying
underlying the outstanding
(B) has
has deterdeteroutstanding bonds of the applicant,
applicant, (B)
mined that the project of the applicant is economically
and
economically sound,
sound, and
Post,
p. 1269.
Post,p.
1269.
(C) has been satisfied that an agreement has been entered into
into
between the applicant
applicant and the holders
holders of its outstanding
outstanding bonds
bonds under
under
which the applicant
applicant will be able to
purchase or
such bonds
bonds
to purchase
or refund
refund such
at aa price determined by the Corporation
Corporation to be reasonable
after
reasonable after
taking into consideration
such bonds
bonds
consideration the
the average
average market
market price
price of
of such
over the six months' period ending March 1,
1, 1933,
1933, and
and under
under which
which
a substantial
a
substantial reduction
reduction will be
the amount
amount of
of the
the
be brought
brought about
about in
in the
outstanding indebtedness
indebtedness of
applicant.
outstanding
of the
the applicant.
37.'The
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Corporation, upon
upon request
request
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l
:ta. SEC.
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T he Reconstruction
vol.
47, p. 5;
Vol. 32, of
of the
Interior, is
is authorized
authorized and
empowered to
to
ol. 47,
5;Vo.32,
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
and empowered
P'M.
38advance
p.
advance from funds made available by
Act of
by section
section 2
2 of the
the Act
of
Maximum
Maximum amount.
amount. January 22, 1932 (47 Stat.L. 5), to the reclamation
reclamation fund created
created
by the Act
.Act of June 17, 1902 (32
(32 Stat.L. 388),
such sum
388), such
sum or
or sums
sums
Repayment.
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary,
Repayment,
necessary, not exceeding
exceeding
$5,000,000, for the completion of projects or divisions of projects
$5,000,000,
now under construction,
construction, or projects approved
approved and
and authorized.
authorized. Funds
Funds
so advanced
advanced shall be repaid out of any receipts and a
ccre ti ons accruaccru accretions
tanner
expnd ing
ing to th
14Xannar of expendl
fund within
as may
may b
fi xe d by
thee reclamation
reclamation fund
within such
such time
time as
bee fixed
by
tore.
Interest rate.
rate.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, not exceeding
exceeding five years
Interest
the Reconstruction
from the date of advance,
advance, with interest at the rate of 4
4per centum
per annum. Sums so advanced may be expended
expended in the same way
as other moneys in the reclamation
reclamation fund.
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Vol. 47, p. 9.d
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CORPORATION
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SW,
Sm. 38. In
In order to provide funds to carry out the purposes of
of
this title, the amount of
of notes, debentures,
this
debentures, bonds, or other such obligations which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized
authorized
and
empowered under
under section 9
9 of the Reconstruction
and empowered
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as amended, to have outstanding at any one time, is
hereby increased by $300,000,000.
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II of the Legislative
Legislative
become effective,
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198, as
of 1933,
Appropriation At
Act of
as amended,
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effective, all
all
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in
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him subject
to all
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and conditions
conditions in any such
terms and
the terms
subject to
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Executive
order
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if
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40. The
to perfect
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authorized, in
carrying out
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in carrying
authorized,
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Credit Administration
Administration by law or under
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vested
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fix
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necessary to the efficient
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of the
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Credit Administration
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or other
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(2) action
or (2)
of gold,
value of
Economic
emergency
Econocemegenc
United
the
of
to
regulate
and
maintain
the
parity
of
currency
issues
issues
of
United
currency
of
parity
the
maintain
and
requires credit expanto regulate
States,
(3) an
economic emergency
an expansion
expansion of
credit, sion.
credt x
Usioni
of credit,
requires an
emergency requires
an economic
or (3)
States, or
Stabilization by inby in
or
(q an
of credit
is necessary
to secure
secure by
internationalstai'ona
ternational agreement.
by international
necessary to
credit is
expansion of
an expansion
or (4)
agreement
at proper
currencies of various
levels of the currencies
proper levels
stabilization at
a stabilization
agreement a
through
governments, the
is authorized,
authorized, in
in his
discretion—
his discretionPresident is
the President
governments,
Conduct, through
through
(a)
To
direct
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
to
enter
into
agreeFederal
Reserve
Board,
FdonduR
agreeinto
enter
to
Treasury
the
(a) To direct the Secretary of
market opera.
O 1ments
several Federal
and with
with the
Federal oo inmarket
the Federal
banks and
Reserve banks
us. WW
Federal Reserve
the several
with the
ments with
tions,
etct
unsete
it
Reserve
Board
whereby
the
Federal
Reserve
Board
-will,
and
it
is
will,
Board
Reserve
Reserve Board whereby the Federal
Post, p. 168.
hereby
any provisions
provisions of law or PP. l'
notwithstanding any
to, notwithstanding
authorized to,
hereby authorized
rules
regulations to
to the
permit such
reserve banks
such reserve
contrary, permit
the contrary,
and regulations
rules and
to
to
agree
that
they
will,
(1)
conduct,
pursuant
existing law,
pursuant
conduct,
(1)
will,
to agree that they
throughout
specified periods,
periods, open
open market
operations in obligations
obligations
market operations
throughout specified
of
United States
States Government
corporations in which the
or corporations
Government or
the United
of the
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Purchasedirectlyand
Purchase directly and

hold Treasurybills, etc.,
holdTreasurybills,etc.,
additional to present
holdings.
holdings.

Suspension
of reserve
Suspensionof
reserve
requirements not
not to
requirements

SESS. I.
CH. 25.
25. MAY
MAY 12,
12, 1933.
1933.
SESS.
I. CH.

United States
States is the majority stockholder,
stockholder, and (2)
(2) purchase
purchase directly
directly
and hold
hold in
in portfolio
portfolio for
for an
an agreed
period or
or periods
periods of
of time
time
and
agreed period

Treasury bills or other obligations of the United
United States
States Government
Government
in
an
aggregate
sum
of
$3,00000,00,00
in
addition
to
those
they
may
in
then
an hold,
aggregate
unlesssum
prior
of to
$3,000,000,000
the termination
in addition
of such to
period
those or
they
periods
may
then
hold,
unless
prior
to
the
termination
of such period or periods
the Secretary
Secretary shall consent to their sale. No suspension of reserve

impose graduated tax requirements
requirements of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
banks, under
under the
terms of
of secReserve banks,
the terms
sec11(c) of the Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, necessitated
necessitated by reason of
tion 11(c)
of

impose graduated tax
on any deficiency in
ron ay deaeieney in
reserves.
Vol.
38, p.
ol. 38,
p. 262.
262.
U.S.C., p. 276.

.S..,p276.

Interest or discount
Interest or discount
rates.

Measures toprevent
to prevent
Measures
undue credit expan-

uine
sion.

ereit

operations under this section, shall require the imposition of the
graduated
operations tax
tax
under
upon
thisany
section,
deficiency
shallin
inrequire
reserves
theas
asimposition
provided
i
of
n said.
the
graduated
upon
any
deficiency
reserves
provided in
said
section 11(c). Nor
shall it
it _-equire
Nor shall
require any automatic increase in the
section
rates of interest or discount
Reserve bank,
discount charged
charged by any Federal
Federal Reserve
otherwise specified
as otherwise
Reserve Board,
Board,
specified in that section. The Federal
Federal Reserve

with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may require

banks to
be necessary,
necessary,
expan- the Federal Reserve banks
to take
take such
such action
action as may be

If
If unable to
to secure
secre
assent
assent of
of Federal
Federal ReRe-

unable

serve banks to
servebanks
to authorauthorized agreements, etc.

ized agreements, et.

Authority of President.

in the judgment
judgment of the Board and of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury,
of the
prevent undue
to prevent
undue credit
credit expansion.
expansion.
(b)
If the
(b) If
the Secretary, when directed
directed by the President, is
is unable
unable

to secure
secure the assent of the several Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks and the
the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board to the agreements
agreements authorized in this section,
section,
or if operations under
under the above provisions
provisions prove to be
be inadequate
to meet the purposes of this section,
section, or if for any
any other reason
reason

authority of Presi- additional
the judgment
judgment of
additional measures
measures are required
required in the
of the
the President
President
then
the
President
is
authorized—
to
meet
such
purposes,
then
the
President
is
authorizedUnited States notes
(1) To
To direct
direct the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
to cause
to be
be issued
may
be issued. t
maybe
(1)
Secretary of
Treasury to
cause to
issued
in
such
amount
or
amounts
as
he
may
from
time
to
time
order,
in
such
amount
or
amounts
as
he
may
from
time
to
time
order,
Vol. 12, pp. 345.
V*o.12,
345.
United States notes, as provided
provided in the Act entitled "An Act to
authorize the issue of United States notes and for the redemption
redemption
of funding
funding thereof and for funding
funding the floating
floating debt of the
United
the United
States
",
approved
February
25,
1862,
and
Acts
supplementary
e,
color,
deno
States",
approved
February
25,
1862,
and
Acts
supplementary
Size, color, denominations,
nations, etc.
and amendatory
thereto and
amendatory thereof,
thereof, in
the same
size and
and of
of similar
similar color
color
in the
same size
to the Federal Reserve notes heretofore
heretofore issued and in denominations
denominations
$1, $5,
$10, $20,
$50, $100,
$100, $500,
$1,000, and
and $10,000;
but notes
notes
Purposes
Purposes ofof issue de- off $1,
$5, $10,
$20, $50,
$500, $1,000,
$10,000; but
fined.
fined.
issued under this subsection
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
subsection shall be issued only
only for
meeting maturing
maturing Federal obligations to repay
repay sums
sums borrowed
borrowed by
by
the
for purchasing
United States
States bonds
bonds and
and
the United
United States
States and
and for
purchasing United
Proviso.
Retirement
obligations
of the
the United
States:
Provided,
Retirement of
of bonds other interest-bearing
interest-bearing
obligations
of
United
States:
Provided,
so purchsed.
purchased,
so
That when any such notes are used for such purpose
That
purpose the bond or
or
other
obligation so acquired or taken up shall be retired and canIssues, amounts, etc, other obligation so acquired or taken up shall be retired and cansses, amounts,etc celed. Such notes shall be issued at such times and in such amounts
as the President may approve but the aggregate amount of such
Appriatn
for
Appropriation
for as the President may approve but the aggregate amount of such
anuarl oanellation,
annual
cancellation.
notes
outstanding at any
outstanding
not exceed
exceed $3
000 ,
000 ,
000 . There
There
any time
time shall
shall not
$3,000,000,000.
is
ere
is
appropriated, out of any money in
hereby appropriated,
in the
Treasury not
not otherotherthe Treasury
wise appropriated,
appropriated, an amount
wise
amount sufficient
sufficient to enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the
Treasury to retire
the Treasury
retire and cancel
cancel 4
4 per centum
centum annually of such
such
outstanding
Secretary of the Treasury
outstanding notes,
notes, and the
the Secretary
Treasury is hereby
hereby
directed to
to retire
retire and
and cancel
cancel annually
per centm
c,entum of
such outoutoteet
be directed
annually 4
4 per
of such
Notes, etc., to be
legal
tender.
legaltender.
to
standing notes. Such notes and all other coins and currencies herestanding
herePost, p. 113.
P"t P. .
tofore or hereafter coined or issued by or under the authority
tofore
authority of
of
the United
United States
shall be legal tender for all debts public and
the
States shall
private.
private.
President, by proclaproeld- private.
mation, may Bs
fix weight
(2)
(2) By proclamation to fix the weight of the gold dollar
dollar in grains
grains
of gold dollar.
Sfgl dollar
nine tenths fine and also to fix the weight of
of the silver
dollar in
Silver
dollar.
silver dollar
in
Post,
p. 3,.
344.
Post, p.
grains
grains nine tenths
tenths fine at aadefinite fixed ratio in relation to the gold
dollar
at such amounts
investigation
dollar at
amounts as he finds necessary
necessary from his investigation
stabilize domestic
prices or
or to
to protect
the foreign
foreign commerce
commerce
ti
o
stabilize
domestic
prices
protect
the
Unlimited coinage of f to
g nand tsilver
against the
the adverse
adverse effect
effect of
of depreciated
gold
silver dollar
dollar against
foreign currencies
depreciated foreign
currencies, and
and
at fixed ratio.
ateato
to provide
provide for te
the unlimited
nniimited coinage of such gold and silver at
at
the ratio so fixed, or in case
ease the Government
the
Government of the United States
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enters into
into an
government or
or governments
governments fixed
Weight
of gold dollar
ofgolddollar
Weight
any government
with any
agreement with
an agreement
fi x ea by
bLi.nternational
international
enters
the value of gold
under
the terms
terms of
which the
the ratio
ratio between
between the
gold and agreement.
of which
under the
agi

ra

other
currency issued
issued by
by the
the United
United States
States and by any such governother currency
President
ment
or
governments
is
established,
the
President may fix the weight
weight
established,
is
ment or governments
of the
the gold
gold dollar
dollar in
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and To
be standard unit
To be
agreed upon,
so agreed
the ratio
with the
accordance with
of
the
so
such
gold
dollar,
the
weight
of
which
is
fixed,
shall
be
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of
value.
which
such gold dollar, the weight
unit
value, and
and all
money issued
or coined by the United
United
issued or
of money
forms of
all forms
of value,
unit of
Parity maintenance.
maintenance.
Parity
States shall
be maintained
parity with
with this
and it
it Minimum
o
Minimum aweight
weight of
standard and
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at aa parity
maintained at
shall be
States
gold
dollar.
dollar.
shall
the duty
of the
the Secretary
of the
maintain such gold
Treasury to maintain
the Treasury
Secretary of
duty of
be the
shall be
Post, p. 342.
parity, but
but in
event shall
shall the
weight of
the gold
gold dollar
dollar be
be fixed
fixed Post, p. 342.
of the
the weight
no event
in no
parity,
centum.
so
as
to
reduce
its
present
weight
by
more
than
centum.
per
50
than
so as to reduce its present weight by more
Rules, etc.,
to be
be
etc., to
Rules,
S
EC. 44.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
approval of
the promulgated.
of the
the approval
with the
Treasury, with
of the
44. The
SEC.
Ante,
p.
51.
.te5.
Apnt,
President,
is
hereby
authorized
to
make
and
promulgate
rules
and
and
President, is hereby authorized to make and promulgate rules
regulations
covering any
taken or to be taken by the Presiaction taken
any action
regulations covering
dent under
under subsection
or (b)
of section 43.
43.
(b) of
(a) or
subsection (a)
dent
of ssilver
Acceptance
of six
period of
SEC.
S
EC. 45. (a)
(a) The President is authorized,
authorized, for
for a
a period
six for
ccePYITsix months,
=
ensuing
forA e
foreign
of
indebtedness
in
silver
accept
months
from
the
date
of
the
passage
of
this
Act,
to
accept
silver
in
indel=ss
ixof
f
°
o
reign
to
Act,
this
of
passage
the
of
date
months from the
payment of
of the
whole or
or any
any part
part of
the principal
principal or
interest now governments.
gnments
or interest
of the
the whole
payment
any
from any
date,
such
after
due, or
or to
to become
become due
such
within six months
due within
due,
foreign
or governments
account of any indebtedness
on account
governments on
government or
foreign government
to the
United States,
States, such
silver to
to be
exceed the
the
to exceed
not to
at not
accepted at
be accepted
such silver
ta
oti7.on aggrothe United
to
price of
50
cents
an
ounce
in
United
States
currency.
The
aggregal
t'
e
lmi
am amount.
gLiato
aggreThe
price of 50 cents an ounce in United States currency.
gath
value of
the silver
silver accepted
accepted under
this section
section shall not
exceed
not exceed
under this
of the
gate value
bullion to be
$200,000,000.
$200,000,000.Silver
(b) The silver bullion accepted and received under the provisions sutijijet
i
eve
et
r
to
lawonregto be
tobunt
bulalinreqobe
(b) The silver bullion accepted and received under the provisions
of this section
section shall
be
subject
to
the
requirements
of
existing
law
ments.
shall be subject to the requirements of existing law ments.
of this
and
regulations of
the mint
service governing
governing the methods of
mint service
of the
the regulations
and the
determining
the
amount
of
pure
silver
contained,
amount
and the amount
contained,
silver
pure
of
amount
determining the
of
the charges
charges or
deductions, if
any, to
be made;
but such silver
made; but
to be
if any,
or deductions,
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bullion
shall not
not be
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part of
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bullion authorized
authorized
silver bullion
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counted as
bullion shall
or
required
to
be
purchased
and
coined
under
the
provisions
of
of
provisions
the
under
coined
and
purchased
be
to
or required
Deposit
existing
Deposit in Treasury
law.
existing law.
uses designated.
for
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of
provisions
the
(c)
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and
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under
under
t
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p
rovisions
of
this
for
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designated
received
(c) The silver accepted and
section
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States, to
to
shall be
section shall
certifliats
silver
be
held, used,
used, and
as in
Silver
certificates,
provided.
section provided.
this section
in this
of as
disposed of
and disposed
be held,
iLsseof.
certificates
(d)
The
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
shall
cause
s
ilver
certificates
issue
of
silver
cause
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Treasury
the
of
(d) The Secretary
to be issued in
such denominations
denominations as
as he
deems advisable
advisable to
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the Post,
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paytotal
number
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for
which
such
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in
accepted
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silver
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total number of dollars for which
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silver certificates
certificates shall
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used by the Treasurer
be used
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Such silver
debts. Such
of debts.
ment of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in payment
payment of
any obligations
United
of the United
obligations of
of any
of
Coinage.
States.
Coinage.
States.
(e)
so accepted
received under this section shall
accepted and received
silver so
The silver
(e) The
be coined
into standard
and subsidiary
sufficient,
coins sufficient,
subsidiary coins
dollars and
silver dollars
standard silver
coined into
be
edemption.
in
the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
to
meet
any
demands
demands Redemption.
any
meet
to
Treasury,
the
of
Secretary
the
of
in the opinion
provisions
the
under
certificates issued
for redemption
issued under the provisions
redemption of such silver certificates
for
of this
this section,
such coins
shall be
be retained
Treasury for PurPPs13of aiding f:t
the Treasury
in the
retained in
coins shall
and such
section, and
of
maintaining
panty
d
paiityg
manpose pariy
the payment
payment of
of such
such certificates
certificates on
on demand.
demand. The
The silver
silver so
so accepted
accepted maintaining
the
certificates.
certificates
coined
is
and
received
under
this
section,
except
so
much
thereof
as
thereof
much
so
and received under this section, except
under
of this
this section,
held in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
be held
shall be
section, shall
provisions of
the provisions
under the
for the
the sole
sole purpose
purpose of
of aiding
in maintaining
the parity
of such
such cercer- Certificates redeemparity of
maintaining the
aiding in
for
in sve
able
silver rdearsdollars.
Cabe
reisor
tificates
as
provided
in
existing
law.
Any
such
certificates
certificates
such
Any
law.
existing
in
provided
tificates as
etc.
sued
when presented
at the
Treasury, shall
redeemed etc
shall be redeemed
the Treasury,
presented at
certificates, when
sued certificates,
in standard
standard silver
subsidiary silver coin, at the option Proviso.
in subsidiary
or in
dollars, or
silver dollars,
in
Subsidiary coins.
of
the
holder
of
the
certificates:
Provided,
in the
redemption SPb.idoU
the redemption
That, in
Provided, That,
certificates:
the
of
of the holder
one
of
such
silver
certificates
issued
under
this
section,
not
exceed
exceed
to
not
of such silver certificates issued under this section,
third of
the coin
coin required
redemption may
in the
the judgment
judgment
may in
such redemption
for such
required for
of the
third
of the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
made in
coins, the
the
subsidiary coins,
in subsidiary
be made
Treasury be
the Secretary of
of
balance
to
be
made
in
standard
silver
dollars.
silver
balance to be made in standard
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(f)
When any
silver certificates
certificates issued
issued under
under the
of this
this
(f) When
any silver
the provisions
provisions of
section are
or received
into the
from any
any source
source
section
are redeemed
redeemed or
received into
the Treasury
Treasury from
whatsoever, and
belong to
to the
the United
States, they
they shall
shall not
not be
be
whatsoever,
and belong
United States,
retired, canceled,
destroyed, but
reissued and
out
retired,
canceled, or
or destroyed,
but shall
shall be
be reissued
and paid
paid out
again
and kept
in circulation;
circulation; but
nothing herein
herein shall
shall prevent
prevent the
again and
kept in
but nothing
the
cancelation and destruction
destruction of mutilated
certificates and
and the
cancelation
mutilated certificates
the issue
issue
of other
other certificates
certificates of
like denomination
denomination in
in their
of
of like
their stead,
stead, as
as provided
provided
by
by law.
law.
(g) The Secretary
is authorized
to make
make rules
rules and
and
(g)
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized to
regulations for carrying
out the
the provisions
of this
this section.
section.
regulations
carrying out
provisions of
Rao. 46. Section
Section 19
19 of
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
SEC.
of the
the Federal
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
amended
paragraph (c)
(c) thereof the
amended by inserting immediately after
after paragraph

following
paragraph:
following new
new paragraph:
"Notwithstanding
foregoing provisions
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, the
the
"Notwithstanding the
the foregoing
Federal
Reserve Board,
upon the
vote of
of not
not less
less than
than
Federal Reserve
Board, upon
the affirmative
affirmative vote
members and with the approval
approval of the President, may
five of its members
may
declare that an emergency
emergency exists by reason of credit
credit expansion,
expansion, and
regulation during
such emergency
emergency increase
decrease from
may by regulation
during such
increase or
or decrease
from
time to time, in its discretion,
discretion, the reserve balances
balances required
required to be
be
maintained against
deposits."
against either
either demand
demand or time deposits."
Approved,
1933.
Approved, May 12, 1933.
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[CHAPTER 26.1
AN ACT
ACT
AN

12,1933,
May 12,
1933,

[H.R. 48.1
IH.R.
48.]
[Public, No.
No. 11.]
11.]

To extend
for completing
completing the
the construction
extend the time for
construction of
of a
bridge across
across the
the MisMisa bridge
souri
Kansas City,
City, Kansas.
souri River
River at or near Kansas
Kansas.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Ms.
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
Missouri River.
Time extended
etended for United
States of
United States
of Americaa
America in
assembled, That
That the
the time
time for
for
Congress assembled,
i Congress
bridging, at
Kansas
bridging,
the Missouri
River at
completing the construction
construction of a
abridge across the
Missouri River
at
City, Kans.at Kansas completing
Vol. 45,
pp. 704,
1530; or near Kansas City, Kansas, authorized
4, pp.
vol.
704,1530;
authorized to be built by the Interstate
Interstate

V01.46, p.835, amended.

Vol.46,P.-83,ended

Amendment.
Amendment.

Bridge Company, its successors
Bridge
successors and assigns,
assigns, by an Act of Congress
approved
Congress
approved May 22, 1928,
1928, heretofore
heretofore extended
extended by Acts of
of Congress
approved
approved March 2, 1929,
1929, and
and June
June 30,
30, 1930,
is hereby
hereby further
further exex1930, is
from May
tended two years from
May 22,
22, 1933.
1933.
SEC. 2.. The
right to
alter amend,
amend, or
hereby
Sxo.
The right
to alter,
or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
1933.
Approved,
May 12,
12, 1933.
[CHAPTER 27.]
27.)

May 121933.
12, 1933.
[H.R.
1696.]
138 it 1506.]

[publc,
12.]
[Public, No.
No. 12.]
Pee
Dee and
WaccaPee Dee
and Wacemaw Rivers.
Time extended
extended for
Time
bridging,
bridging,
S G at Georgetown, S.C.
Vol.
46,
p.
479,
P
amended.

avo

.a
4de6

Amendment.
Amendment.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

times for commencing
To extend the tunes
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
abridge
bridge
across the
Pee Dee
Dee River
River and
and aabridge across the Waccamaw
across
the Pee
Waccamaw River, both at or
or
near Georgetown,
Georgetown, South Carolina.
Carolina.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
the Senate
and House of
Be itit enactea1
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the times
times for
for
for United
States of Ameica
Congress assembled,
That the
commencing
completing the construction
a bridge
commencing and completing
construction of a
bridge across the
479, Pee Dee
Dee River
a bridge
Waccamaw River, both at or
River and
and a
bridge across the Waccamaw
or
near Georgetown,
Georgetown, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, authorized
authorized to be built by the
county of Georgetown,
apGeorgetown, South Carolina, by an Act of Congress approved
extended one and three years, respecproved May
May 29,1930,
29, 1930, are hereby
hereby extended
tively, from
from May
May 29,
29, 1933.
1933.
SE.
The right
to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. The
right to
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
May 12,
Approved,
12, 1933.
1933.
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[CHAPTER 28.]
28.]
[CHAPTER

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

CHS.
28-30.
CHS. 28-30.
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12, 1933.
MAY

AN ACT

To extend
the time
for commencing
and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
bridge
of aa bridge
commencing and
time for
extend the
To
across the
the Waccamaw
near Conway,
South Carolina.
Carolina.
Conway, South
River near
Waccamaw River
across

1933.
May 12,
12, 1933.
May
41273
[H.R. 4127.1
[Public, No. 13.]
13.]

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
Waccamaw River.
River.
Waccamaw
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times
times for Time
America in Congress
States of America
United States
Time extended
extended for
bridging,
at
Conway,
Conway,
at
bridging,
commencing
and
completing
the
construction
of
a
bridge
authorized
authorized
bridge
a
of
construction
the
commencing and completing
S.C.

by
of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
1932, to
to be
be built
built by
by the
the sCl
42 amendVol. 47, p
p. 42,
10, 1932,
February 10,
Act of
by Act
ed.
State Highway
Highway Commission
South Carolina
Carolina across
Waccamaw ed.
across the Waccamaw
of South
Commission of
State
River near
hereby extended
extended one
three years, respecand three
one and
are hereby
Conway are
near Conway
River
tively, from
from the
approval hereof.
date of approval
the date
tively,
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
right to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
amend, or
alter, amend,
The right
2. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1933.
12, 1933.
May 12,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 291
29.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN
AN ACT
ACT

Granting the
the consent
Congress to
to the
the Board
Board of
County Commissioners
Commissioners of
of County
of Congress
consent of
Granting
Mahoning County,
County, Ohio,
overhead viaduct
viaduct across
across the
the
free overhead
a free
construct a
to construct
Ohio, to
Mahoning
Mahoning River,
River, at
Struthers, Mahoning
Mahoning County,
Ohio.
County, Ohio.
at Struthers,
Mahoning

May
May 12, 1933.
[H.R.
4491.]
[H.R. 4491.]
[Public,
No. 14.]
14.]
Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be

River. for
United States
in Congress
That the
the times
times for
for Mahoning
River.
Mahoning
assembled, That
for
Congress assembled,
America in
Time extended
of America
States of
United
bridging, g A niterZ
commencing
and
completing
the
construction
of
an
overhead
viaduct
at Struthers,
commencing and completing the construction of an overhead viaduct bridging,
Ohio.
authorized by
by Act
of Congress
Congress approved
February 10,
10, 1932,
1932, to
to be Ohi.
Vol. 47, p
p. 43, amendapproved February
Act of
authorized
e

e

de

ro

ed.
built by
by the
the Board
of County
County Commissioners
Mahoning County, ed.
Commissioners of Mahoning
Board of
built
Ohio,
across
the
Mahoning
River,
at
Struthers,
Mahoning
County,
Ohio, across the Mahoning River, at Struthers, Mahoning
Ohio, are
extended one
one and
three years,
years, respectively,
from
respectively, from
and three
hereby extended
are hereby
Ohio,
the date
of approval
hereof.
approval hereof.
date of
the
Amendment.

SEc.
2. The
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
is hereby
hereby
Act is
repeal this
or repeal
to alter,
The right
SEO. 2.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1933.
12,1933.
May 12,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 30.]
30.]
[CHAPTER

Amendment.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

May
1, 1933
May 13,
1933.

To provide
provide for
for cooperation
by the
Federal Government
Government with
with the
the several
several States
States
the Federal
cooperation by
To
and Territories
relieving the
the hardship
hardship and
and
in relieving
Columbia in
of Columbia
District of
the District
and the
Territories and
and
suffering caused
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
unemployment, and
by unemployment,
caused by
suffering

[Public, No. 15.]
No. 16.]
[Public,

[H.R. 4606.]

H.R. 416.1

Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Federal Emergency
Emergency
Federal
United
of America
Congress Relief
That the Congress
Act
of 1933.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
Post, pp. 351, 1055.
351, 06.
pp.
hereby
declares
that
the
present
economic
depression
has
created
a
Pot,
a
created
hereby declares that the present economic depression has
serious
emergency,
due
to
widespread
unemployment
and
increasing
increasing
and
unemployment
widespread
to
serious emergency, due
inadequacy
of State
local relief
funds, resulting
the existing
existing
in the
resulting in
relief funds,
and local
State and
inadequacy of
or
deprivation of
of a
considerable number
number of
of families
families and
and
a considerable
threatened deprivation
or threatened
Cooperation with
with
Cooperation
imperative that States,
making it
necessities of life, and making
individuals
the necessities
it imperative
of the
individuals of
States,
etc., in relieving
relieving
etc.,
distress, etc.
etc.
the
Federal
Government
cooperate
more
effectively
with
the
several
distres,
the Federal Government cooperate more effectively with the several
States and
Territories and
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
furnishing
in furnishing
the District
and the
and Territories
States
relief
and distressed
people.
ctin Fidistressed people.
needy and
to their
their needy
relief to
Reconstruction
nneRocporation
Corporation.
SEC. 2.
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is
authorized nance
is authorized
Finance Corporation
The Reconstruction
(a) The
2. (a)
SEC.
Amount from funds
from fds
and
to make
make available
available out
out of
funds of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation of,Amount
the funds
of the
made available.
directed to
and directed
To be additional to
not to
addition to
to the
the funds
authorized under
under previous
additional
to
Tobe
funds authorized
authorization.
in addition
$500,000,000, in
exceed $500,000,000,
not
to exceed
C
ton
for prvVol.io'sauthoa
title II of
Construction Act
of 1932,
1932, for
Act of
and Construction
Relief and
Emergency Relief
the Emergency
of the
title
47, p. 709.
expenditure
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
certification by
by VOL.47. P-70
upon certification
Act upon
expenditure under
the
Federal
Emergency
Relief
Administrator
provided
for
in
the Federal Emergency Relief Administrator provided for in
section
3.
section
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56

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Increase of CorporaIncrease
tion obligations, au-

SESS. I.
1933.
12,1933.
MAY 12,
CH. 30. MAY
I. CH.
SESS.

(b) The amount of
of notes,
notes, debentures,
bonds, or
or other
other.such obligadebentures, bonds,

authorized
Corporation is .authorized
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
tions which the Reconstruction
Vol.
47, p. 9, amendVolrzed.
o9, Finance
empowered under
Finance CorReconstruction
section 99 of the Reconstruction
under section
and empowered
9, amend-n
amend- and
edo. 47
ed.
poration Act,
amended, to
at any
is
any one
one time
time is
as amended,
to have
have outstanding
outstanding at
poration
Act, as
Proviso.
increased
by
$500,000,000: Provided,
That
no such
additional
.notes,
Proviso.
$500,000,000:
increased
by
Provided,
That
no
such
additional
notes,
Issue discretionary.
debentures, bonds, or other
other such obligations
obligations authorized
authorized by this suby debentures,
ss
dsre
section shall
issued except
at such
such times
and in
in such
such amounts
amounts as
as
times and
except at
shall be
be issued
section
the President shall approve.
Approval
of reliefaprelief apApprovalof
expiration of ten days after the date upon which
(c)
(c) After the expiration
which
plications
plications by
by Corporathe
Relief Administrator
Administrator has qualified and has
Emergency Relief
the Federal
Federal Emergency
tion
to
cease.
tion to ease.
Vol.
47, p.. 709.
709.
Vol. 47,
taken office,
office, no application
application shall be approved by the Reconstruction
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
provisions of
of title
the EmerEmerFinance
Corporation under
under the
the provisions
title II of
of the
Administrator
to
and the
the Federal
Emerand Construction
Construction Act
Act of
of 1932,
1932, and
Federal EmerAdministrator
to gency Relief and
have access to Corpogency Relief
Relie&Administrator
have access
access to all files
files and records
Administrator shall have
raties
ration files. to orpole gency
Corporation relating
relating to the adminisReconstruction Finance Corporation
of the Reconstruction
tration of funds under title I
I of such Act. At
At the
the expiration
expiration of
of such
such
ten-day period, the unexpended
unobligated balance
ten-day
unexpended and
and unobligated
balance of
of the
the funds
authorized under title IIof such Act shall be available for the purposes
of this Act.
Federal
Emergency
SEC.
(a) There is hereby created a
Federal Emergency
a Federal Emergency Relief
SEC. 3. (a)
Relief
Relief Administration
Administration
created.
Administration,
all the
the powers
powers of
of which
be exercised
exercised by
by a
Feda Fedwhich shall
shall be
Administration, all
created.
Administrator; eral
Emergency Relief
Relief Administrator
Administrator (referred
Act as
Administrator;
eral Emergency
(referred to in
in this Act
as the
powers, salary,
etc.
powers,
salary, etc.
"Administrator ") to be appointed by the President, by and with the
the
"Administrator

thorized.lit
thorized.

Travel and
Travel

n

advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
subsist- advice
the Senate.
Senate. The
The Administrator
Administrator shall
shall receive
receive aa

subsist-

salary to be fixed by the President
President at not to exceed $10,000,
$10,000, and necessary traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses within the limitations preprescribed by law for civilian employees in the executive branch of the
the
Government. The Federal Emergency
Emergency Relief Administration and
the office
office of
of Federal
Emergency Relief
Relief Administrator
Administrator shall
shall cease
cease to
to
Federal Emergency
the
office
Duration
Duration of office.
exist upon the expiration of two years after the date of enactment
enactment
Unexpended balance.
balance on such date of
of this Act, and the unexpended
Unexpended
balance. of
unexpended balance
of any
any funds
funds
made
provisions of this Act shall be disposed
made available
available under the provisions
of as the Congress may by law provide.
Experts
other
and other
(b) The Administrator
Experts and
Administrator may appoint and fix the compensation
compensation
employees.
of such experts and their appointment
appointment may be
be made and compensation
compensation
Civil service
service
and
Civil
fixed without
without regard
regard to the civil
and fixed
civil service
service laws,
laws, or
or the
the Classification
Classification
CL9.ssification Acts not
Act of
and the
the Administrator
Administrator may,
may, in
in the
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
amended, and
the same
same
toCl
Acts not Act
to apsation
aPPlj•
p. 65; Supp.
appoint and fix the compensation
such other officers
officers and
compensation of such
vp.i;
VI,
p. 31. p.65; Supp manner,
employees as are necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of this Act,
Salary
restriction.
Salary restriction.
but
compensation shall not exceed
exceed in any case
case the
the sum
hut such compensation
sum of
of $8,000;
$8,000;
and may make such expenditures (including
(including expenditures
expenditures for pergovernment and
and elsewhere
elsewhere and
and
sonal services and rent at
at the seat ,of
of government
Expenses.
xpes
for printing
printing and binding),
binding), not to exceed
exceed $350,000,
$350,000, as are necessary
necessary
to carry
carry out the provisions
Reconstrucprovisions of this Act, to be paid by the Reconstruction Finance
available by this Act
Finance Corporation
Corporation out of funds made available
Act
upon presentation of vouchers approved
approved by the Administrator
Administrator or by
an officer of the Administration
Administration designated by him for that purControl
of stat
State adad- pose. The
ontrol o
The Administrator
Administrator may, under rules and regulations
regulations prepreministrations.
nistrations.
scribed
President, assume
assume control of
of the
the administration
scribed by
by the
the President,
administration in
any State or States where,
efficient
where, in his judgment, more effective
effective and efficient
cooperation
cooperation between the State and Federal authorities may thereby
thereby
be secured in carrying
carrying out the purposes of this Act.
Investigations,
etc.
nestigations, etc.
(c) In
executing any of the provisions of this Act, the Adminis(c)
In executing
trator, and any person duly authorized or designated by him, may
trator,
conduct any investigation pertinent
pertinent or material to the furtherance
ef the purposes of this Act and, at the request of the President, shall
make such further investigations
investigations and studies
studies as
as the
President may
may
the President
deem necessary in dealing with problems of unemployment relief.
ence.

ce.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I. CH.
CH. 30.
30.
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1933.
MAY 12,
12, 1933.

reports to
(d)
Monthly reports
to
(d) The Administrator
Administrator shall print monthly, and shall submit to beMonthly
submitted.
of Representatives
Representatives e submitted.
the
to the
the Senate
and the
the House
House of
and to
Senate and
the President
President and
Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of
(or to the Secretary
of
Printing,
Printing, as
as public
public
Representatives, if those bodies are not in session),
Representatives,
session), a
a report of his documents.
reports shall,
shall, whenocumen
and expenditures
Act. Such reports
activities and
activities
expenditures under this Act.
when
submitted,
printed as
documents.
submitted, be printed
as public documents.
Administrator may
S
EC. 4.
4. (a)
the funds
funds of
of the
Reconstruction Finance
Finance CorCor- make
SEC.
(a) Out
Out of
of the
the Reconstruction
Administrator
may
make grants,
to aid
aid
grants, to
poration
made available
by this
this Act,
the Administrator
is authorized
authorized relief
relief work of
of States.
states.
poration made
available by
Act, the
Administrator is
to make grants to the several
several States
States to
to aid in meeting
meeting the costs of
and work
relief and
in relieving
relieving the
hardship and
furnishing relief
relief and
work relief
and in
the hardship
and
suffering
caused by
in the
the form
money, service,
suffering caused
by unemployment
unemployment in
form of
of money,
service,
materials, and/or commodities
commodities to
to provide
provide the necessities
necessities of
of life to
to
persons
their
in need as a
a result of
of the
the present
present emergency,
emergency, and/or to
to their
persons in
dependents,
resident, transient,
transient, or
or homeless.
homeless.
whether resident,
dependents, whether
available.
(b) Of
available by
by this
Act not
not to
to exceed
exceed Amount
(b)
Of the
the amounts made
made available
this Act
Proportnvailaofntto
Proportion
of grant to
State.
$250,000,000
shall be
be granted
to the
applying therefor,
by State.
expenditure by
the several
several States
States applying
therefor, expenditure
$250,000,000 shall
granted to
in the
the following
following manner:
manner: Each
Each State
State shall
entitled to receive
shall be entitled
in
the amount
amount expended by
by such State,
grants equal
equal to
to one
one third
third of the
including the civil subdivisions thereof, out of public moneys from
all
sources for
purposes set
forth in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
this secall sources
for the
the purposes
set forth
be mde qua
sec- To
To be made quar-

tion; and such grants shall be made quarterly, beginning with the
second quarter in the calendar year 1933, and shall be made during
any
expenditures certified
certified by the
the
basis of
of such
such expenditures
any quarter
quarter upon the basis

tion;
secondand
quarter
such i
grants
n the calendar
shall be year
made1933,
quarterly,
and shall
beginning
be madewith
during
the

terly.
terly.

States
to have
been made
made during
States to
have been
during the
the preceding
preceding quarter.
quarter.
Fund
Fund for
for discretion
discretionary use when combined
(c)
balance of
the amounts
amounts made
this Act,
Act, except
of the
made available
available by
by this
except aryusewhencombined
(c) The
The balance
amounts inadequate.
the amount
amount required
administrative expenditures
required for administrative
expenditures under
under section 3, amounts inadequate.
grants to be made whenever,
application
whenever, from an application
shall be used for grants
presented by a
combined
finds that
that the combined
Administrator finds
a State,
State, the Administrator
presented
available within the State from all
all
moneys which can be made available
moneys, available
available under subsection
subsection
sources, supplemented
supplemented by any moneys,
estimated needs within the
section, will
will fall below the estimated
(b) of
of this section,
State
(a) of
of this section:
section: Proviso.
State for the
the purposes specified in subsection (a)
Relief of personshavpersons havAdministrator may certify out of the funds Reliefof
Provided,
Provided, That the Administrator
ing no legal settlement
made
available by
this subsection
grants to
States applyto States
apply- ina
tlteg etc.t
subsection additional
additional grants
made available
by this
in aState,
etc.
ing
therefor to aid needy persons who have no legal settlement
settlement in
ing therefor
community, and
assisting cooperative and
and
and to
to aid in assisting
or community,
any one
one State or
self-help
self-help associations
the barter
and services.
associations for
for the
barter of
of goods
goods and
services.
use
o balances
Use of
balances from
grants.
(d) After
October 1,
1933, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
tate grants.
of State
the provisions
provisions of
1, 1933,
After October
(d)
subsection
amounts available
available
balance of
of the
the amounts
unexpended balance
(b), the
the unexpended
subsection (b),
subsection (b)
discretion of
of the
(b) may,
may, in
in the discretion
for the purposes
purposes of subsection
Administrator
with the approval of the President, be available
Administrator and with
for
(c).
DecLsion
of Adminis
Adminisfor grants
grants under
under subsection
subsection (c).
Decisionof
trator final.
(e) The
The decision
decision of
to the
purpose of
of any
any tratorfnal.
as to
the purpose
Administrator as
of the
the Administrator
(e)
expenditure shall
final.
expenditure
shall be
be final.
Limitation.
(f) The
The amount
available to
any one
State under
under subsections
subsections (b)
(b)
one State
to any
amount available
(f)
and (c)
of this
centum of
total
of the
the total
15 per
per centum
shall not
not exceed
exceed 15
this section
section shall
and
(c) of
Governor
State to
of state
Governor of
subsections.
by such
such subsections.
available by
made available
amount made
make application for
SEC. 5.
5. Any
Any State
State desiring
obtain funds
funds under this Act shall
"fe appleaton for
shall funds.
to obtain
desiring to
SEC.
through its Governor
Governor make application
application therefor from time to time to
through
the Administrator.
so made
shall present
present in
Necessity to be
the
Administrator. Each
Each application
application so
made shall
in the
the Necessity
be
manner requested
requested by the
Administrator information
information showing
showing (1)
(1) shown.
shown.
the Administrator
manner
the amounts
amounts necessary
necessary to
during the
relief needs in the
the State
State during
to meet
meet relief
the
period covered
by such
such application
application and the
from
the amounts
amounts available
available from
covered by
period
public
or private
sources within
within the
the State,
State its
its political
political subdivisions,
Pro
pr
public or
private sources
subdivisions, Administrative
Adni.istra
on.
and
agencies, to
meet the
the relief
needs of
State, (2)
the vtDDsum
visiand private
private agencies,
to meet
relief needs
of the
the State,
(2) the
nc
Standards <of nib&
provision
made to
to assure
adequate administrative
(3) use., etc.
etc.
supervision, (3)
administrative supervision,
assure adequate
provision made
the
provision
made
for
suitable
standards
of
relief,
and
(4)
the
the provision made for suitable standards of relief, and (4) the
requested will be used.
purposes
the funds
funds requested
purposes for which the
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73d CONGRESS
SESS .I.
I. CHS
30-32.
73d
CONGRESS.. SESS.
CHS..30-32.

MAY
12, 18,
18, 1933.
MAY 12,
1933.

Disbursements.
Disbursements.

SEC.
Administrator upon
SEC. 6. The Administrator
upon approving
grant to
State
approving a
a grant
to any
any State
shall
so certify
certify to
to the
Corporation which
shall so
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
which
shall, except
except upon
upon revocation
revocation of
certificate by
by the
_Administrator,
shall,
of a
a certificate
the Administrator,
make payments
payments without
without delay
delay to
the
State
in such
such amounts
amounts and
make
to
the
State
in
and
Monthly report re- at such times as may be prescribed in the certificate. The Governor
qed.ly
report re- at such times as may be prescribed in the certificate. The Governor
quired.
of each State receiving
receiving grants
Act shall
file monthly
monthly
grants under
under this
this Act
shall file
with
the form
form required
required by
by him,
with the
the Administrator, and
and in
in the
him, aa. report
report
of the disbursements
made under
under such
such grants.
disbursements made
grants.
Terms defined.
defined.
Terms
SEC.
'. As used in the foregoing provisions of this
S
EC. 7.
this Act,
Act, the
the term
term
Columbia, Alaska,
""State"
State" shall
shall include
include the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
the Virgin Islands, and
and the
the term
Governor"
and Puerto
Puerto Rico; and
term "
"Governor"
shall include the
Commissioners of
of the
Columbia.
the Commissioners
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Title.
Title.
SEO.
S
EC. 8. This Act may be cited as the ""Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief
Act
of 1933."
Act of
1933."
Approved, May
May 12,
12, 1933
1933
Approved,
[CHAPTER
31.]
[CHAPTER 31.]

May
18, 1933.
May 18,
1933.
[S. 15$2.]
1582.]
[S.
[Public,
No. 16.]
Public. No.
16.1

AN ACT
AN
ACT

section 1025
To amend section
the Revised
the United
1025 of
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
United States.
States.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
United
assembled, That
That section
section 1025
United States
States of
of .America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
1025
of the Revised Statutes
United States
Statutes of the United.
States be,
and the
the same
is
be, and
same is
hereby, amended
follows:
hereby,
amended so as to read as follows:
1025.
"
S
EO. 1025.
No indictment
found and
and presented
presented by
jury
1025. No
SEC.
indictment found
by aa grand
grand jury
in any district or other court of the United
United. States shall be deemed
deemed
insufficient, nor shall the trial, judgment, or other proceeding
proceeding thereon
thereon
affected
imperfection in
in matter
matter of
of form
form
Presence of clerical be affected by reason of any defect or imperfection
shall not
tend to
prejudice of
of the
the defendant.
defendant, or
by
asesene oi
assistants
off district
diri only,
only, which
which shall
not tend
to the
the prejudice
or
by
attorney, etc.
etc.
attorney,
reason
of the
the attendance
reason of
attendance before the grand jury during the taking of
of
testimony of one or more clerks or stenographers
stenographers employed
in a
a
employed in
clerical capacity to assist the
district attorney
the district
attorney or
or other
other counsel
counsel for
for
the Government
Government who shall, in
that connection,
deemed to
to be
be
in that
connection, be
be deemed
persons
persons acting for and on behalf of the United States in an official
official
capacity
capacity and function."
function."
Approved,
Approved, May 18, 1933.
Grand juries.
amended.
amended. p. 505.
U.S.C., p.
.
Indictments, imma.
imnaIndictments,
bagel
defects of form.
terialdefectsofform.
R.S., sea.
see. 1025,l25,
p. 190,
190,
R.S.,
13-

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 32.]
May
1933.
May 18,
18,1903,
[n.R. 5081.]
6081.]
[Public,
No. 17.]
[Public, No.
17.1

AN ACT
ACT
To improve the navigability and to provide
provide for the flood control of the Tennessee River; to provide for reforestation
proper use
marginal lands
reforestation and
and the
the proper
use of
of marginal
lands
in the
agricultural and industrial devel.
in
the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley; to provide for the agricultural
devel.
opment of said valley; to provide for the national defense by the creation
creation of
of
a corporation for the operation
a
operation of Government properties
properties at and near
near Muscle
Shoals in the State of Alabama, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enaoted
enacted by the Senae
Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of
of Representatives
of the
Tennessee Valley AuStates of America in
thority
1933.
Congress
tho4
11, Act
Act of
O
V
f
a
laT. Au- United
United States
in Congress
assembled,
That for
for the
the purpurassembled
That
purposes_ declared.
declared. pose of maintaining and operating
Purposes
post, pp.
pp. 275,
275, 1055.
1055.
maintaining
operating the properties now owned by
by the
Post,
United States in the vicinity of Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
Alabama in the
the
interest
hiterest of the national defense
defense an
d for
f
or agricultural
agr i
cu l
tural and
and industrial
industrial
and
development,
development, and to improve navigation in the Tennessee
Tennessee River
River and
and
to control
control the destructive flood waters in the Tennessee
River
to
Tennessee
and
and
"Tennessee Valley
"Tennessee
Valley
missi
ss iAuthority"
body
cor- Mississippi
pp River Basins, there is h
er
eby created
crea t
ed a body
body corporate
hereby
corporate
Authority"
body corporate
created.
porate
created.
by
the name
name of the "Tennessee
Incorporators,
etc.
by the
"Tennessee Valley Authority"
Authority" (hereinafter
(hereinafter
Incorporators,
etc.
referred to as the
the "Copoporation").
referred
"Corporation"). The board of directors first
first
appointed shall be deemed the incorporators,
incorporators, and the incorporation
incorporation
shall be held to have been effected from the date
elate of the first meeting
meeting

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
of
the board.
board.
of the

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.

CH. 32.
32.
CH.

MAY
MAY 18,
18, 1933.
1933.

This
Act may
may be
cited as
"Tennessee Valley
This Act
be cited
as the
the "Tennessee
Valley
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of 1933."
1933."
Authority
Act of
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Citation of Act.

of directors.
SEC.
(a) The
directors of
of the
the Corporation
(herein- Board
Boardof!director
S
EC. 2.
2. (a)
The board
board of
of directors
Corporation (hereinComposition, chairafter referred
referred to
as the
the "board
composed of
of three
mem- man,etc.
after
to as
"board ")
") shall
shall be
be composed
three memman, etc.
bers,
appointed by
by the
President, by
and with
and
bers, to be appointed
the President,
by and
with the
the advice
advice and
consent of the
the Senate.
Senate. In
In appointing the members
members of
of the board,
board,
the
shall designate
the chairman.
chairman. All
the President
President shall
designate the
All other
other officials,
officials,
agents, and
and employees
shall be
be designated
designated and
by the
the board.
board.
agents,
employees shall
and selected
selected by
of office.
Terms ooffce.
(b) The terms of office
office of the members
members first taking office after Terms
(b)
Act shall
as designated
designated by
by the
President
the approval
approval of this Act
shall expire
expire as
the President
at
time of
of nomination,
one at
the end
end of
of the
third year,
year, one
at
at the
the time
nomination, one
at the
the third
one at
the end of the sixth year, and one at the end of the ninth
ninth year,
year,
approval of this
successors.
this Act.
Act. A
A successor
successor to aa member
member Successors.
after the
the date of
of approval
appointed in the same
manner as
as the
the original
of the board
board shall be appointed
same manner
original
members
office expiring
members and
and shall have
have a
a term of
of office
expiring nine
nine years
years from
the
expiration of the term
the date
date of the expiration
term for which his
his predecessor
predecessor was
appointed.
appointed.
Filling vacancies.
(c) Any
vacancy in
a vacancy
in the
the board occurring
occurring Fillin
vcancis.
(c)
Any member
member appointed
appointed to fill a
prior
to
the
expiration
of
the
term
for
which
his
predecessor
was
prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessor was
appointed shall
be appointed
appointed for
for the
the remainder
such term.
remainder of
of such
term.
appointed
shall be
Vacancies not to im(d)
the board
board so
so long
there shall
be two
(d) Vacancies
Vacancies in
in the
long as
as there
shall be
two members
members paancers
toor
pair powers, nt
if quorum
manifest.
in office
office shall
shall not
not impair
impair the
the powers
powers of
of the board
board to execute the manifest.
functions
office shall
and two
two of
of the members in office
Corporation, and
functions of the Corporation,
constitute a
the transaction
board.
business of
of the
the board.
for the
transaction of
of the
the business
constitute
a quorum
quorum for
Citizenship, salary,
(e)
be a
citizen of
renshic,
shall be
a citizen
of the
the residence,
(e) Each
Each of
of the
the members
members of
of the
the board
board shall
etc. salary
United States,
States, and shall receive
receive aa salary at the rate of $10,000 aa
United
expenses. Each
Corporation as
as current expenses.
by the Corporation
year, to be paid by
member of the board, in addition to his salary, shall be permitted to
to
occupy as
residence one
dwelling houses
houses owned
owned by the
the
one of
of the
the dwelling
occupy
as his
his residence
Government
in the
of Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals Alabama,
Alabama, the
same to
to
the same
Government in
the vicinity
vicinity of
Reimbursement for
be designated
designated by the President
President of the United States. Members of actuempesent
for
actual expenses.
expenses
Corporation for actual expenses
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by the Corporation
the board
board shall
shall be
incurred by them
(including traveling
(including
traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses)
expenses) incurred
in
of the
the duties
in the
the board
board by
by this
this Act.
Act. Not to engage in any
duties vested
vested in
performance of
in the
the performance
No member
other businenss
business.
member of said board shall,
shall, during his
his continuance
continuance in
in office,
office, otther
be engaged in any other business, but each member shall devote
himself to
the work
work of
the Corporation.
Corporation.
himself
to the
of the
Director to have no
financial
interest
In
(f)
No director
shall have
financial interest
interest in
any public-utility
public-utility certain
financial public
interest in
(f) No
director shall
have financial
in any
utility
corporation engaged
the business
business of
of distributing
corporations.
ty
corporation
engaged in
in the
distributing and
and selling
selling power
power corporations.
corporation engaged
to the public
public nor in any corporation
engaged in the manufacture,
manufacture,
selling,
distribution of
of fixed nitrogen
nitrogen or
or fertilizer, or any
selling, or
or distribution
ingredients thereof, nor shall any member
member have any interest in any
business
adversely affected
affected by the success of the Corbusiness that may be adversely
poration
producer of concentrated
fertilizers or
or as a
a producer
producer
poration as
as aa producer
concentrated fertilizers
of electric
electric power.
power.
of
ere
Board to exercise all
(g)
direct the exercise
exercise of
all the
the powers
powers of
of cporation
(g) The board
board shall direct
of all
Corporation power.
powem.
the Corporation.
Corporation.
Confidence, etc., in
(h) All
members of the
the board
board shall
shall be
be persons
persons who
who profess aa project.
project. c e
(h)
All members
belief
the feasibility
feasibility and
and wisdom
this Act.
belief in
in the
wisdom of
of this
Act.innto
m
Appointment of manSEC. 3. The board
etc.,
P,Pomoffirs,
Site.
board shall without regard
regard to the provisions of Civil agers,
officers,
etc.,
without regard to civil
thoutlaws."d to ci
Service
Service laws applicable
applicable to officers
officers and employees of the United service
managers, officers, employemployStates, appoint
appoint such managers, assistant managers,
ees ' attorneys,
ees,
attorneys, and
and agents, as are necessary for the transaction
compensation, define their duties, require
of its business, fix their compensation,
To provide t
may designate,
provide Lotion
e o" nlbonds of such
such of
of them as
as the
the board
board may
designate, and
and provide
onS system.
a
system
of
organization
fix
responsibility
and
promote
effieffiand
promote
fix
responsibility
to
system
of
organization
a
Removals, solar/ 110
ciency. Any
appointee of the
discretion striations,
"
Any appointee
the board
board may be
be removed
removed in
in the discretion
et.
rWtsb, eta
ciency.
of the board. No regular officer or employee
employee of the Corporation
Corporation
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shall receive aasalary in excess
of that
the members
members of
of
excess of
that received
received by
by the
the board.
board.
All contracts to which the Corporation is
is aa party and which
which

ments at
at prevailing
prevailing require the employment of laborers
laborers and
mechanics in
in the
construcand mechanics
the construcrate of wages.
rate of wages.
tion, alteration, maintenance,
maintenance, or
or repair of
of buildings,
buildings, dams,
dams, locks,
locks,

or other projects shall contain
that not
than
contain a
a provision
provision that
not less
less than
the prevailing
prevailing rate of wages
of a
similar nature
nature preprewages for
for work
work of
a similar
vailing in the vicinity shall be
to
such
laborers or
or mechanics.
be
paid
to
such
laborers
mechanics.
Wage disputes to be
wrer diStes
toebe
In the event any dispute arises as to what are the prevailing rates
rates
to the
Secrereferred
to
the Seeretary
of wages,
wages, the
the question
shall be
be referred
referred to
to the
Secretary of
Labor
of Labor;
tar of
decision of
Labor; decision
question shall
the Secretary
of Labor
final.
for determination, and his decision shall be
In the
be final.
final. In
the deterdetermination
of
such prevailing
rate or
or rates,
rates, due
due regard
regard shall
shall be
be given
given
mination
of
such
prevailing
rate
Due regard for colto
those rates
rates which
which have
been secured
secured through
through collective
agreement
let agreements.
gad
geemenotto those
lective
have been
collective agreement
by representatives
representatives of
employers and
and employees.
employees.
of employers
d by
Work done directly
byWCorporation.
orporation. ey
Where such
as is
is described
described in
in the
two preceding
Where
by
such work
work as
the two
preceding paragraphs
paragraphs
is done directly by the
the prevailing
rate of
wages
the Corporation
Corporation the
prevailing rate
of wages
shall be paid in the same manner
manner as
as though
though such
such work
work had
had been
been
let by
contract.
by contract.
let
injuries to Governmenitemployee-9Insofar as
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
sployeeement
Insofar
as applicable,
applicable, the
the benefits
benefits of
Act entitled
"An Act
to
Benefits of act recompensation for
for employees
of the
United States
States suffering
sOi
extse
of dd re- provide
provide compensation
employees of
specting,
extended.
the United
suffering
Vol. 89, p. 742.
vol. 9, p.
742.
injuries while
in the
the performance
performance of
their duties,
and for
for other
while in
of their
duties, and
other
p. 70.
U.S.C.,p76.
purposes,"
September 7,
T, 1916, as amended, shall extend to
purposes," approved
approved September
given employment
employment under
provisions of
of this
this Act.
persons given
under the
the provisions
Act.
Corporate powers.
orporatepwer
SEc.
S
EC. 4. Except as otherwise specifically provided
provided in this
this Act, the
the
Corporation—
Corporation(a)
a) Shall have succession in its corporate
corporate name.
name.
(b)
b May sue and be
in its
its corporate
be sued in
corporate name.
name.
(c)
a corporate
c May adopt and use a
corporate seal, which shall be
be judicially
judicially
noticed.
(d) May make contracts,
contracts, as herein
herein authorized.
authorized.
(e) May adopt, amend,
(e)
and repeal
repeal bylaws.
bylaws.
amend, and
(f)
(f) May purchase or lease and
such real
real and
and hold such
and personal
personal
property as it deems necessary or convenient
transaction of
convenient in
in the
the transaction
of
its business, and may dispose of
such personal
property held
of any such
personal property
held
by it.
Treasurer
Treasurer and assist- by it.
ants to
to be
ants
be selected;
selected;
The board shall select aa treasurer
treasurer and as many assistant treastreassurety bonds.
suretybonds.
urers as itit deems proper, which treasurer and assistant treasurers
Proaso
bonds for
the safe-keeping
of the
and
shall give such bonds
Precise.
for the
safe-keeping of
the securities
securities and
Removal
emoval ofof board
b0ard moneys of the said Corporation
Corporation as the board may require:
Provided,
require: Provided,
members.
members.
That
That any member of said board may be removed from office at any
any
time by aa concurrent resolution of the Senate and the
of
the House of
Representatives.
Representatives.
g) Shall
Shall have
have such
powers as
as may
or appropriate
appropriate
(g)
such powers
may be
be necessary
necessary or
for the exercise of the powers herein specifically
for
conferred upon
upon the
the
specifically conferred
Corporation.
Right
of eminent
eminent
Right of
(h) Shall
have power
power in the name of the United States of Amerdomain.
(h)
Shall have
ica
to exercise
exercise the right
right of eminent
ca to
eminent domain, and in the purchase
of any real estate or the acquisition of real estate by
by condemnation
condemnation
ifoldg
oftIlng as aget
gent of
of proceedings,
proceedings, the title to such real estate shall be taken
in the
the na
namee
taken in
Usited Ste
ited
states.
offthe United States of America,
America, and thereupon all such real estate
shall
Corporation as the agent of the United
hall be entrusted
entrusted to the Corporation
United
States to accomplish
accomplish the purposes
of this
Act.
purposes
of
this
Act.
Sites for dams, power
(i) Shall
acquire real
rea lestate
es t
at
e for
for t
he construction
construction
houses,
etc.
houseSdtea,
(i)
Shall have
have power
power to
to acquire
the
of dams, reservoirs,
reservoirs, transmission
transmission lines, power houses,
houses, and
and other
other
structures, and navigation projects at any point along the Tennessee
structures,
ondematon poRiver, or any of its tributaries, and
Condemnation
pro- River,
and in
in the
the event
that the owner
or
event that
owner or
ceedings.
ceedings.
owners of
owners
of such property shall fail and refuse to sell to the CorporaCorporation at aa price deemed fair and reasonable by
board, then
the
by the board,
then the
Corporation may proceed
proceed to exercise
exercise the
the right
right of
of eminent
eminent domain,
domain,
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and to condemn
condemn all property that it deems necessary
necessary for carrying
carrying
out the purposes of this Act, and all such condemnation
proceedings
condemnation proceedings
shall be had pursuant to the provisions and requirements
requirements hereinafter
hereinafter
specified, with reference
reference to any and
and all condemnation
condemnation proceedings.
proceedings.

(j)
to construct
construct
construct dams,
(j) Shall have
have power to construct
dams, reservoirs,
reservoirs, power
power houses,
houses, Power
ower to
and unite power inpower
projects, and
power structures, transmission
transmission lines, navigation
navigation projects,
and inciinci- stallations.
stallations.

dental works in the Tennessee
Tennessee River
and its
its tributaries,
tributaries, and
and to
to unite
unite
River and
the various power installations
installations into one or more systems
transsystems by
by transmission lines.
SEC.
5. The
S
EC. 5.
The board
board is
is hereby
hereby authorized—
authorized-

B
Board
authority.
oard authority.

To
with
To contract
contract
(a) To
To contract
(a)
with commercial
commercial producers
producers for
the production
of comercial
contract with
for the
production of
commercial producers
producers
materials as may
may be needed
producing fertilizer,
such fertilizers
fertilizers or fertilizer materials
needed in
in the
the Gov- for producing
etc.
ernment's program of development
development and
ernment's
and introduction
introduction in excess
excess of
of that
that etc.
produced
by
Government
plants.
Such contracts
produced
Government
contracts may
may provide
provide either
either
for outright purchase of materials by the
board or only
paythe board
only for
for the
the payment of carrying
carrying charges on special materials
manufactured at
the
materials manufactured
at the
board's request for its program.
program.
To arrange
arrange for
for pracprac(b) To arrange with
with farmers
and farm
organizations for
for largelarge- To
farmers and
farm organizations
tical use of new forms
tical
scale practical use of the
the new forms
forms of
of fertilizers
fertilizers under
conditions of
fertilizers.
under conditions
offertilizers.
permitting an accurate
permitting
accurate measure
measure of the economic return they produce.
Cooperative demon(c)
National, State, district,
(c) To cooperate
cooperate with National,
district, or county
county experi- strations.
rCoperative
demondemonstration farms,
farms, for the
mental stations
stations or demonstration
the use of new
new forms
forms of
of sraons
fertilizer
fertilizer or fertilizer practices
practices during the initial
initial or experimental
experimental
period of their introduction.
introduction.
To
and sell
(d)
The board
cheapen the production
production of
(d) The
board in order to improve
improve and
and cheapen
of lixed
To nmOeaned
sel
IL7gC7,en ,fertilizfertilizer is authorized to manufacture
manufacture and sell fixed nitrogen,
nitrogen, ferfer- er, o etc., at Muscle
tilizer, and fertilizer
fertilizer ingredients
ingredients at Muscle
Muscle Shoals by
by the
the employment
employment Shoals.
modernizing existing
of existing facilities, by modernizing
existing plants, or by any other
other
appear wise and profprocess or processes that in its judgment shall appear
itable for the fixation
fixation of atmospheric
atmospheric nitrogen or the
of
the cheapening
cheapening of
the production
production of fertilizer.
fertilizer.
(e)
authority of this Act the
Equitable distribudistributhe board
(e) Under the authority
may make
make donations
donations Equitable
board may
tion through agriculor sales of the product of the plant or plants operated
operated by it to be
be tul
tural agencies.
agencies.
fairly and equitably distributed
distributed through
through the agency of county
county demdemonstration agents,
agents, agricultural
otherwise as
as the
board may
may
agricultural colleges,
colleges, or
or otherwise
the board
experimentation, education,
education, and introduction
direct, for experimentation,
introduction of the use
use
of such products in cooperation
cooperation with practical
practical farmers
obtain
farmers so as to obtain
information as to the value, effect, and best methods
methods of their
their use.
use.
Plant improvements,
(f) The board is authorized
authorized to make
make alterations,
alterations, modifications,
modifications, or
or ePantimprovementst
etc.
improvements in existing
plants
and
existing
facilities, and to construct new
new
plants.
(g) In
In the event it is not used for the fixation of nitrogen
nitrogen for agri- /li
Nitrate
plant
triatei'ra
1
plsant no. 2.
producExplosives produccultural purposes or
or leased,
leased, then
board shall
shall maintain
in stand-by
stand-by tion
then the
the board
maintain in
used for
for
tion at,
a
3trif
it not Tsed
nitrogen
fixation.
numbered 2, or its equivalent, for the fixation
fixation nitrogen fation.
condition nitrate plant numbered
of atmospheric
atmospheric nitrogen, for the production
production of explosives in
in the event
event
a national emergency,
of war or a
emergency, until the Congress
Congress shall by joint
joint
resolution release the board from
from this obligation,
part
obligation, and
and if any part
Phosphoric acid or
thereof be used by the board for the
manufacture of phosphoric
the manufacture
phosphoric acid
acid poasphonuc
acid
potash manufacture.or
or potash, the balance of nitrate plant numbered
numbered 2
2 shall
shall be kept
kept in
in
stand-by condition.
stand-b ondition.
Laboratories,
etc., to
Laboratories, etc.,
to
(h) To establish,
establish, maintain, and operate laboratories
laboratories and
(h)
and experiexperi- beestablished,
be established, etc.
mental plants, and to undertake
undertake experiments
the purpose
of Expeimets for
experiments for
for the
purpose of
Experiments for milienabling the Corporation
Corporation to furnish nitrogen
nitrogen products
products for
for military
military tary
tarypurposes.
purposes.
purposes, and nitrogen and other fertilizer
products for agricultural
purposes,
fertilizer products
agricultural
purposes
purposes in the most economical manner
manner and at the highest standard
of efficiency.
efficiency.
of
Aid of
of otber
other OoveanGovernAid
(i)
(i) To request the assistance
assistance and advice
advice of
of any officer,
officer, agent,
agent, oroitsment G
services.
employee of any executive
employee
executive department or of
of any
any independent
independent office
office
of the United
United States, to enable the Corporation the better to
to carry
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out its powers successfully, and as far as practicable
practicable shall utilize
the services of such officers,
officers, agents, and employees, and the President
President
shall, if in his opinion, the public interest, service,
service, or
or economy
economy so
so
require, direct that such assistance,
assistance, advice, and service
be rendered
rendered
require,
service be
to the Corporation,
Corporation, and any individual
individual that may be by the
the President
President
directed
directed to render
render such assistance,
assistance, advice,
advice, and
and service
service shall
be thereshall be
thereo

Provisos.

after
subject to
to the
rules, and
and regulations
of the
the board:
after subject
the orders,
orders, rules,
regulations of
board:

Provided, That any invention
Provided,
invention or discovery made by virtue of
of and
and
incidental to such service by an employee of the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States serving under this section, or by any employee
employee of the
the
Corporation, together with any patents which may
granted
may be
be granted
thereon,
thereon, shall be the sole and exclusive
exclusive property
property of the Corporation,
Corporation,
which is hereby authorized
authorized to grant such licenses thereunder
thereunder as shall
Pay to
to inventor,
inventor, etc.
etc. be authorized by
Pay
Provided further,
authorized
the board: Provided
further, That the board may
pay to such inventor such sum from the income from
sale of
of licenses
licenses
from sale
as it may deem proper.
Sale of
explosives to
Sale
(j) Upon
of explosves
to
Secre(j)
Upon the requisition
requisition of the Secretary of War or the SecreGovernment; cost.

se of any
any invention
Use
or discovery.
discovery.
or

tary of the Navy to manufacture
manufacture for and sell at cost to the United
explosives or their nitrogenous
States explosives
nitrogenous content.
content.
Allotment of
power
Allotment
Upon
ofpower
of the Secretary
(k)
the
requisition
Secretary of War the Corporation
Corporation
for operating locks, etc.
g
shall allot and deliver without charge
charge to the War Department so
much power as shall be necessary in the judgment of said Department for use in operation
operation of all locks, lifts, or other facilities in aid
aid
of
navigation.
of navigation.
Produce, sell, etc.,
power.
rode
sell, etc.,
(1)
(1) To produce,
produce, distribute, and
sell electric
electric power,
power, as
herein
and sell
as herein
particularly specified.
specified.
particularly
Foreign sales of producreignsaes prod- (m)
ucts.
(m) No products of the Corporation shall be sold for
for use
use outside
outside
of the United States, its Territories and possessions, except to the
the
United
United States Government for the use of its Army and Navy, or to
its allies in case of
war.
of war.
Presidentmmay lease
(n) The
is authorized,
twelve months
after the
nitrate epplant
lntno.2
and
(n)
nitrate
no. 2
and
The President
President is
authorized, within
within twelve
months after
the
Quarry.
Waco Quarry.
passage
of this Act, to lease to any responsible
responsible farm organization
organization or
or
passage of
to any corporation organized
organized by it nitrate plant numbered 2
2 and
and
Waco Quarry, together
together with the railroad connecting said quarry
Term not to exceed
exceed with nitrate plant numbered
a term not exceeding
numbered 2, for a
exceeding fifty years
50 years.
0 years.
at a
a rental of not less than $1 per year, but such authority
authority shall
Condition.
Condition.
be subject to the express condition that the lessee shall use said
said
property
manufacproperty during the term of said lease exclusively
exclusively for the manufacture of fertilizer and fertilizer ingredients to be used only in the
manufacture of fertilizer
manufacture
fertilizer by said lessee and sold for
for use
use as
as fertilizer.
fertilizer.
Lessee to keep propertyinefrstoc
keeronicovenant to keep said property
property in first-class
erty in first-class condi- The said lessee shall covenant
tion; may modernize,
modernize, condition,
tion;
authorized to modernize
plant
condition, but the lessee shall be
be authorized
modernize said plant
etc.
numbered 22by the installation
installation of such machinery
numbered
machinery as may
may be necessary, and is authorized to amortize the cost of said machinery and
and
improvements over the term of said lease or any part
improvements
part thereof. Said
Power for operating
plnower
for operating lease
lease shall also provide that the board shall sell to the lessee power
power
plant.
for the
of said
said plant
at the
for
the operation
operation of
plant at
the same schedule of prices that it
it
all other
other customers
customers for
for power
of the
the same
same class
class and
and quantity.
Disretionarpur- charges
charges all
power of
quantity.
Discretionary
chase of, from Alabama
labai a Said lease shall also
that, if
if the
lessee does
desire to
to
also provide
provide that,
the said
said lessee
does not
not desire
Power Company, etc.
etc.
PowerCompany,
buy
the publicly
owned plant,
it shall
shall have
have the
to
buy power
power of
of the
publicly owned
plant, it
the right
right to
purchase its power for the operation of said plant of the Alabama
Alabama
Power Company or any other publicly or privately owned corporaPower
corporation
the generation
generation and
and sale
of electric
and in
in
Proviion for
for transtr
tion engaged
engaged in
in the
sale of
Provision
electric power,
power, and
mission lines.
mission
lines.
such case the lease shall provide further that the said lessee shall
have a
a free
right of
of way
way to
to build a
a transmission line over Governhave
free right
Govern property to
said plant
paying the
damages.
ment property
to said
plant paying
the actual
No illegal monooly
monopoly, ment
actual expenses
expenses and
and damages.
etc.,
guaranty.
etc., guaranty
if any, incurred by the Corporation
Corporation on account of such line. Said
if
lease shall also provide that the said lessee shall covenant that
that
during the term of said lease the said lessee shall not enter into any
overnment;
cost.
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illegal monopoly, combination,
with any privately
owned
combination, or trust with
privately owned
corporation engaged
in the
the manufacture,
s
al
e of
of
corporation
engaged in
manufacture, production,
production, an
andd sale
fertilizer with the object or effect of increasing
increasing the price of fertilizer
fertilizer
to the farmer.
SEC.
In the appointment
appointment of officials and the selection
selection of tions.
No politil
tst in
Sze. 6. In
political test
employees
Corporation, and
the promotion
promotion of
of any
any such
such aPPointments,
promoemployees for
for said
said Corporation,
and in
in the
tions.
employees
officials, no
employees or officials,
no political test
test or
or qualification
qualification shall
shall be perconsideration, but all such appointments
appointments and promitted or given consideration,
motions shall be given and made on the basis of merit and efficiency.
efficiency.
Any member of said board who is found by the President
President of the
'United States
be guilty
violation of
of this
this section
be Penaltytorviolation.
Penalty for violation.
United
States to
to be
guilty of
of aa violation
section shall
shall be
removed from office
office by the President
President of the United States, and any
any
appointee
appointee of said board who is found by the board
board to be guilty
guilty of a
a
violation
removed from office
office by
violation of
of this section shall be
be removed
by said
said board.
Sze.
In order
order to
to enable
enable the
the Corporation
Corporation to
to exercise
exercise the
the powers
powers Powers
Powers and duties
SEC. 7.
7. In
vested
es t ed in Corporation.
and
duties vested
in it
it by
by this
this Actin Corporation.
and duties
vested in
Act—
(a)
possession, and
control of
United etcDesignated
Designated pr'opert,
property,
(a) The
The exclusive
exclusive use,
use, possession,
and control
of the
the United
,intrusted.
States nitrate
plants numbered
numbered 11 and
including steam
plants,
States
nitrate plants
and 2,
2, including
steam plants,tc.intted.
located, respectively,
Sheffield, Alabama,
Alabama, and Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
respectively, at Sheffield,
Alabama, together with all real estate and buildings
buildings connected
connected
Alabama,
therewith, all tools and machinery,
therewith,
machinery, equipment, accessories,
accessories, and
and
laboratories and plants
plants used
used as
materials belonging
belonging thereto,
thereto, and all
all laboratories
auxiliaries thereto; the fixed-nitrogen
fixed-nitrogen research
research laboratory,
laboratory, the Waco
auxiliaries
limestone quarry, in
located at
at
in Alabama,
Alabama, and Dam Numbered
Numbered 2,
2, located
limestone
Muscle
house, and all hydroelectric
operating
hydroelectric and operating
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, its
its power
power house,
appurtenances
(except the locks),
machinery, lands, and
locks), and
and all machinery,
appurtenances (except
buildings
thereof,
all appurtenances
appurtenances thereof,
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, and all
buildings in
and all other
Corporation in its
own
its own
other property
property to
to be
be acquired
acquired by the Corporation
and
America, are hereby
name or in the name of the United States of America,
intrusted to
Corporation for
of this Act.
for the
the purposes
purposes of
intrusted
to the
the Corporation
Transfer
(b) The
The President
of the
the United
United States
States is
authorized to
provide prsoper
property.
other
(b)
President of
is authorized
to provide
ofof other
for
the transfer
Corporation of
the use,
and
possession, and
the Corporation
of the
use, possession,
for the
transfer to
to the
property of the United States
control of such other real or personal
control
personal property
proper for
and proper
for the
time deem
deem necessary
necessary and
from time
time to
to time
as he may from
purposes of the Corporation
Corporation as herein stated.
SEC. 8.
Corporation shall
shall maintain
maintain its
principal office
office coPr'ntio.°
Principal office of
SEC.
8. (a)
(a) The
The Corporation
its principal
Corporation.
in the immediate vicinity
CorpoAlabama. The CorpoMuscle Shoals,
Shoals, Alabama.
vicinity of Muscle
in
inhabitant and resident
resident of the northern
ration shall be held to be an inhabitant
judicial district
meaning of the laws of the
judicial
district of Alabama
Alabama within
within the meaning
the
United States relating to the venue
venue of civil
suits.
Complete accounts to
civil suits.
(b)
(b) The
all times
times maintain
complete and beCmanptatened
be maintained.
The Corporation
Corporation shall
shall at
at all
maintain complete
accurate books
books of
accounts.
th
accurate
of accounts.
(c)
member of
of the
the board,
upon the
the duties
duties Oato
Oath of office.
board, before
before entering
entering upon
(c) Each
Each member
affirmation) to support
support
subscribe to an
an oath
oath (or affirmation)
of his
his office,
office, shall subscribe
the Constitution of the United States
States and to faithfully
faithfully and impartially perform
perform the
the duties
imposed upon
upon him
him by
Act.
tially
duties imposed
by this
this Act.
n sttmet
Sze.
9. (a)
(a) The
The board
board shall
shall file
file with
with the
and with
with andreport
Financial
report to
tostatement
SEC. 9.
the President
President and
be filed
fied
aannnduy.
the
Congress, in December
financial statement and uaannl"ythe Congress,
December of
of each
each year, aa financial
Corporation covering
covering
business of the Corporation
aa complete report as to the business
the preceding
preceding governmental
governmental fiscal
fiscal year.
shall include
include Itemsto
Items to be inclded.
included.
the
year. This
This report
report shall
power at each
each power
power station,
of the
the cost
cost of power
an itemized statement of
the total
total number
salaries, and duties
and the
the names, salaries,
the
number of
of employees
employees and
of
compensation at
at the
$1,500
the rate
rate of
of more than $1,500
of those
those receiving
receiving compensation
a
Udi
a year.
year.
(b) The
The Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
the United
United States
States shall
shall audit
audit ttous
tions
of the
(b)
the
of the
the Corporation
Corporation at
at such
he shall
deter- Auditing
.
times as
as he
shall detersuch times
the transactions
transactions of
mine,
but not
not less
less frequently
frequently than
than once
once each
each governmental
governmental fiscal
fiscal
mine, but
year,
personnel of
of his
such
he
" 1" bo
.
"
year, with
with pershis
his selection.
selection. In
In such
h connection
onnel
on
he Slid
and ete.7n1 sem
"113'
m'"to
open access
to all
all papers.,
papers,
access to
shall have
have free and open
his representatives
rpresentatives shall
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books,
files, accounts,
accounts, plants,
plants warehouses,
warehouses, offices,
offices, and
and all
all
records, files,
books, records,
other
and places
places belonging
belonging to
to or
or under
the conconunder the
property and
things, property
other things,
trol
or used
used or
or employed
by the
the Corporation,
Corporation, and
and shall
be afforded
afforded
shall be
employed by
trol of
of or
full facilities
for
counting all
and verifying
transactions with
with
verifying transactions
counting
all cash
cash and
full
facilities
for
Report in quadruplisuch
caRepot in quadrnpli- and balances
cate.
balances in depositaries.
depositaries. le
He shall make
make report of each such
audit in
in quadruplicate,
one copy
copy for
for the
the President
President of
of the
United
the United
quadruplicate, one
audit
States, one
one for
for the
the chairman
chairman of
board, one
one for
for public
public inspection
inspection
the board,
of the
States,
at
the principal
principal office
of
the corporation,
corporation, and
and the
the other
other to
be retained
retained
to
be
office
of
the
at
the
Advances to be made
by him for the
by
Corporation. mat by
the uses of the Congress. The expenses
expenses for each
each such
such
ACoportonm
audit may
may be
be paid
from moneys
by the
Corporathe Corporatherefor by
advanced therefor
moneys advanced
paid from
audit
tion,
any appropriation
appropriation or
appropriations for
for the
General
the General
or appropriations
from any
tion, or
or from
Accounting Office,
Office, and
and appropriations
appropriations so
so used
used shall
shall be
reimbursed
be reimbursed
Accounting
promptly by
by the
the Corporation
Corporation as
as billed
billed by
by the
the Comptroller
Comptroller General.
General.
promptly
Audits to be charged 1
to operatione
operation. da
All
such audit expenses
expenses shall be charged
charged to operating
operating expenses
expenses of
of
All such
Transactions
special
shall make
make special
General shall
Corporation. The Comptroller General
con- the Corporation.
Transactions condieting with law.
report
to the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
to the
the Congress
Congress of
of
and to
States and
report to
fliting wthaw.
any transaction
or condition
condition found
by him
him to
to be
be in
in conflict
conflict with
with the
the
found by
any
transaction or
powers or
or duties
duties intrusted
to the
the Corporation
by law.
law.
Seoplpower powers
intrusted to
Corporation by
Sale of surplus power
authorized to sell
to
States, etc.
S
EC. 10.
The board
board is
empowered and authorized
sell
is hereby
hereby empowered
10. The
SEc.
etc.
toStates,
the surplus
surplus power
and for
for operation
operation of
of
operations, and
in its
its operations,
not used
used in
power not
the
locks and
and other
works generated
generated by
by it,
it,. to
to States,
counties, municiStates, counties,
other works
locks
the
Contracts ofsale.
of sale.
palitie,s, corporations,
individuals, according
to the
according to
or individuals,
partnerships, or
corporations, partnerships,
palities,
contracts
policies
hereinafter set
set forth;
and to
to carry
out said
authority, the
the
said authority,
carry out
forth; and
policies hereinafter
enterinto
for such
sale for a
aterm
such sale
into contracts
contracts for
board is authorized
authorized to enter
not
current by the
and in the sale of such current
not exceeding
exceeding twenty years, and
Preferences.
board
it shall
preference to States,
States, counties, municipalities, and
shall give preference
board it
Preferences.
or
cooperative organizations
organizations of citizens
citizens or farmers, not organized
organized or
cooperative
doing business
business for
but primarily
primarily for
supplydoing
for profit,
profit, but
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of supplyProvisos.
ause, ing electricity-to its own citizens
Pnros
Cancellation
dame,
citizens or members: Provided,
Provided, That all
when power
power sold
with private
companies or
or individuals
for the
for contracts
contracts made
made with
private companies
individuals for
the sale
sale
when
sold for
resale
proilt.
of power,
power, which
which power
power is
be resold
resold for
for aa profit,
profit, shall
contain aa
resale atatproft
of
is to
to be
shall contain
provision authorizing
authorizing the board to cancel said contract
contract upon five
years' notice in writing, if the board needs said power to supply
supply the
years'
Electricity
municipalities. In order to promote
Electricity on
on farms.
farms, demands of States, counties,
counties, or municipalities.
promote
and
encourage the
electric light
and power
on
and encourage
the fullest
fullest possible
possible use
use of
of electric
light and
power on
sion
ransis farms
m within reasonable
ines.g
sigxi
t
i
e
n
n
erg transmIsreasonable distance
distance of any of its transmission
transmission lines the
board in its discretion shall have power
power to construct
construct transmission
transmission
lines to farms and small villages
villages that
that are
not otherwise
otherwise supplied
are not
supplied
reasonable rates, and to make such rules and
with electricity at reasonable
regulations
governing such sale and distribution
regulations governing
distribution of such electric
spertaIen
judgment may
may be
be just and equitable:
equitable: Provided
Provided furm :
ca
ixeDerimpts to pro
pro- power as in its judgment
furuse of power.
mote usepo tier,
titer . That the board
board is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to make
studies, experiments,
experiments, and determinations
determinations to promote the wider
wider and
Cooperation with
better use
power for
for agricultural
agricultural and
domestic use,
use, or
for
or for
and domestic
of electric
electric power
use of
with better
cooperation
states,
small or local industries, and itit may
States, et.
etc.
may cooperate
cooperate with State governsubdivisions or agencies,
agencies, with educational
educational or research
research
ments, or their subdivisions
institutions, and with cooperatives
cooperatives or other organizations,
organizations, in
in the
the
application of electric
electric power to the fuller and better balanced
balanced
of the
the resources
of the
the region.
region.
resources of
development of
poiey
Policy of equitable development
distribution declared.
SE.
S
EC. 11. ItIt is hereby
hereby declared
declared to be the policy of the Government
Government
so far as practical to distribute
distribute and
and sell the surplus power generated
generated
anddmunicicountles,, an
Primary
equitably.among
among the States, counties
Shoals equitably
at Muscle
Muscle Shoals
Primary benefits for at
domestieusetc.
palities within
dom.stic
use, etc.
within transmission
distance. This
is further
further
transmission distance.
This policy
policy is
declared to be that the projects
projects herein provided
provided for shall be considered
primarily as for the benefit of the people of the section
sidered primarily
section as
a whole and particularly
a
particularly the domestic
domestic and rural
rural consumers
consumers to whom
power can
economically be
made available,
available, and
and accordingly
accor di ngl
y that
th at
be made
can economically
ntustry, aa second- the power
Industry,
ar
Ypurpose.
purpose.
ary
sale to and use by industry
indusLryshall be aasecondary
secondary purpose,
pu rpose ,to
to be
be utiu tilized principally to secure aasufficiently
sufficiently high load factor and revenue
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lowest
returns which
domestic and rural use at the lowest
permit domestic
will permit
which will
returns
increased domestic
possible rates and in such manner as to encourage
encourage increased
possible
Utilizing properties
properties
and rural
use of
electricity. It
is further hereby declared to be the toUtilizing
It is
of electricity.
rural use
and
feretc., ferimprove, etc.,
to improve,
tilizer
production.
policy
of
the
Government
to
utilize
the
Muscle
Shoals
properties
tilizerproduction.
properties
Shoals
Muscle
the
utilize
to
Government
the
policy of
so
far as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to improve, increase, and cheapen the
as may
so far
production of
and fertilizer
carrying out
by carrying
ingredients by
fertilizer ingredients
fertilizer and
of fertilizer
production
provisions of this Act.
the provisions

Transmission
lines
Transmission
fair basis for making construction,
SEC. 12.
12. In
upon aafair
board upon
the board
place the
to place
order to
In order
SEC.
etc., ausuch
contracts
and
for
receiving
bids
for
the
sale
of
such
power,
it
thorized.
thorized.
it
such contracts and for receiving bids for the sale of such power,
available.
Funds available.
appropriations made Funds
is
expressly authorized,
from appropriations
either from
authorized, either
hereby expressly
is hereby
by
Congress or
from funds
secured from
from the sale of
such power, or
of such
funds secured
or from
by Congress
from funds
of bonds
provided for, to
hereafter provided
bonds hereafter
sale of
the sale
by the
secured by
funds secured
from
construct, lease,
lease, purchase,
authorize the construction of transor authorize
purchase, or
construct,
mission lines
transmission distance
distance from
from the place where
within transmission
lines within
mission
generated,
to interconnect
with other systems. The board is
interconnect with
and to
generated, and
also authorized
to lease
lease to
to any
any person,
person, persons,
the Leases;
eases; restriction.
corporation the
or corporation
persons, or
also
authorized to
use
transmission line
owned by
the Government
operated
Government and operated
by the
line owned
any transmission
of any
use of
by
the board,
board, but
no such
lease shall
shall be
be made
made that
that in any way intersuch lease
but no
by the
Provided,
feres with
with the
the use
use of
of such
such transmission
line by the board: Provided,
transmission line
feres
That
if
any
State,
county,
municipality,
or
other
public
or
cooperaor
coopera- Proeicos.
or
other
public
municipality,
That if any State, county,
tive organization
organization of
of citizens
or farmers,
farmers, not
not organized
or doing
doing busiraTev contracts
ntracts
to
to
busi- Sale
organized or
citizens or
tive
ness for
primarily for
purpose of
of supplying
supplying electricity
electricity state
er,
e
ftc., re
llies
isa
nes
ie when
e
stat
the purpose
for the
but primarily
profit, but
for profit,
ness
withfor resale
power etc,
to its
its own
own citizens
citizens or
members, or
or any
any two
or more
of such
such municipalmunicipal- gtut
prog.
out profit.
more of
two or
or members,
to
ities or
or organizations,
organizations, shall
shall construct or agree
agree to construct
"
construct and
ities
the
maintain a
properly designed
designed and
built transmission
transmission line to the
and built
a properly
maintain
Government
upon which
Government genwhich is located aa Government
reservation upon
Government reservation
erating
or to
to a
a main
main transmission
transmission line
line owned by the Governplant, or
erating plant,
ment
leased by
the board
and under
the control
control of the board,
under the
board and
by the
or leased
ment or
the
board is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
contract with such
to contract
directed to
and directed
the board
State, county,
municipality, or
or other
other organization,
of
or more of
or two or
organization, or
county, municipality,
State,
them, for
for the
exceeding thirty
thirty Term of grace.
not exceeding
term not
a term
for a
electricity for
of electricity
sale of
the sale
them,
years; and
in any
any such
give to
to such
county, Term ofgrace
State, county,
such State,
shall give
board shall
the board
case the
such case
and in
years;
municipality,
or
other
organization
ample
time
to
fully
comply
with
comply
fully
to
time
ample
organization
or
other
municipality,
any local
law now
in existence
existence or
hereafter enacted providing for
or hereafter
now in
local law
any
the
necessary legal
legal authority
authority for
for such
such State,
county, municipality,
State, county,
the necessary
or other
other organization
contract with
with the
the board
board for
such power:
power: contract
provision
Contract
for such
to contract
organization to
or
ou
oz um
ertdistribtiou
e
l
l
if rcijasisame
Provided
further, That
That all
all contracts
contracts entered
into between
power
for j)
the CorCor- for
between the
entered into
Provided further,
cass,
to
poration
and
any
municipality
or
other
political
subdivision
or
class.
or
subdivision
political
poration and any municipality or other
cooperative organization
organization shall
provide that
the electric
electric power
power shall
that the
shall provide
cooperative
be sold
sold and
and distributed
the ultimate
ultimate consumer
without discrim- Voidable If diticritulconsumer without
to the
distributed to
be
ination
as between
consumers of
of the
the same
same class,
such contract
contract natory,
if 'l^critlivoildalerebel°,
and such
class, and
etc.,
between consumers
ination as
t.
given.
shall
be voidable
voidable at
of the board if
discriminatory given.
if aa discriminatory
election of
the election
at the
shall be
rate,
rebate,
or
other
special
concession
is
made
.
or
given
to
ally
anly
to
given
or
made
is
rate, rebate, or other special concession
consumer
or user
user by
the municipality
or other
political subdivision
consumer or
by the
municipality or
other political
subdivision
any sesale agreement,
as to anysiiirtpeiT,sieprgy
That as
or
cooperative organization:
organization: And provided
provided further,
further, That
or cooperative
surplus
power
not
so
sold
as
above
provided
to
States,
counties,
counties,
States,
to
provided
above
as
sold
so
not
power
surplus
municipalities, or
or other
said organizations,
organizations, before
before the board shall
other said
municipalities,
sell the
the same
same to
to any
corporation engaged
engaged in
distribuin the distribuor corporation
person or
any person
sell
tion
and resale
resale of
of electricity
require said
person
said person
shall require
it shall
profit, it
for profit,
electricity for
tion and
Consumer rate to be
rateto be
or corporation
corporation to
to agree
that any
any resale
resale of
of such
electric power
by fixedonser
power by
such electric
agree that
by schedule.
or
ul
eb
of
said
person
or
corporation
shall
be
made
to
the
ultimate
consumer,
consumer
ultimate
the
to
made
be
shall
corporation
or
person
said
such electric
power at
at prices
prices that
that shall not exceed
exceed aa schedule fixed
fixed
electric power
such
by the
the board
board from
from time
time as
as reasonable, just,
just, and fair; and Voidable, if echarge
to time
time to
by
Voidable,f lharge
in case
case of
of any
any such
such sale,
sale, if
if an
an amount
amount is
charged the ultimate con- excessive.
is charged
in
sumer which
in excess
excess of
of the
the price
price so
so deemed
deemed to
be just,
reasonable, e
just, reasonable,
to be
is in
which is
sumoer
and
by the
the board,
board, the
the contract
contract for
such sale
between the board
sale between
for such
fair by
and fair
and such
distributor of
of electricity
be voidable
at the
the election
election Mutual
Mutual exchange
exchange
voidable at
shall be
electricity shall
such distributor
and
other systems of
of
systernr
other
with
of the
the board:
And provided
That the board is hereby with
fu.rther, That
provided further,
board: And
of
w.~ter
excess power, for w...cter
conservation. etc.
etc.
authorized
enter into
into contracts
contracts with
power systems
systems for
for conservation,
other power
with other
to enter
authorized to
86637.
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Payments
to AlaPayments
to
labarna
and Tennessee.

Additional Power
generditedto
generated
to ber
be ewer-

tained.
tained ,

Percentage
proPercentage of
of pro
ceeds to Alabama and
Tennessee.
Tennessee.

Other dams
dams
included.

MAY
MAY 18,
18, 1933.
1933.

the mutual exchange of unused excess
suitable terms,
excess power upon
upon suitable
terms,
for the conservation
conservation of
water, and
as an
an emergency
or
of stored water,
and as
emergency or
break-down relief.
break-down
SEC. 13.
Five per
per centum
of the
proceeds received
received by
SEC.
13. Five
by the
centum of
the gross
gross proceeds
the
board for the sale of power generated
generated at
2, or
or from
from
at Dam Numbered
Numbered 2,
any other hydropower
hereafter constructed
constructed in
in the
hydropower plant hereafter
the State
State of
of
Alabama, shall be paid to the State
Alabama; and
and 5
per centum
State of Alabama;
5 per
centum
of the gross proceeds from the sale of power
generated at
at Cove
Cove Creek
Creek
power generated
Dam
dam located
located in
in the
the State
State
Dam, hereinafter
hereinafter provided for,
for, or
or any
any other
other dam
f

of Tennessee, shall be paid to
to the State of Tennessee.
Tennessee. Upon
Upon the
the
completion
completion of said Cove Creek Dam the board
board shall ascertain
ascertain how
how
o

much additional power is thereby
thereby generated at Dam Numbered
Numbered 22
and at any other dam hereafter
Government of
of the
hereafter constructed
constructed by the Government
the
United States on the Tennessee River, in the
of Alabama,
the State of
Alabama, or
or
in
State of
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, and
and from
from the
gross proceeds
sale of
in the
the State
the gross
proceeds of
of the
the sale
of
such additional power 21/2
21/
2 per centum shall be paid
paid to
to the State of
of
Alabama
2/2
Alabama and 2
1
/
2 per centum to the State of Tennessee.
These
These

apply to
any other
other dam
dam that
may hereafter
hereafter be
be
to be
be percentages
percentages shall
shall apply
to any
that may

constructed
constructed and controlled and operated by the board on the Tennessee
River or any of its tributaries, the main purpose of
is to
to control
of which
which is
control
flood waters and where the development
development of electric power is inciComputinggrossproComputing
gross pro- dental to the operation of such flood-control
flood-control dam.
dam. In
In ascertaining
ascertaining
eeeds.
eds.
the gross proceeds
proceeds from the sale of such power upon which a
a percentage is paid to the States of Alabama and Tennessee,
Tennessee, the board
shall not take into consideration
consideration the proceeds
proceeds of any power
sold or
or
power sold
delivered to the Government
the United
United States,
States, or
or any
any department
department
Government of the
or agency of the Government
Government of the United
in the
operUnited States,
States, used
used in
the operation of any locks on the Tennessee
Tennessee River or
or for any
any experimental
experimental
purpose, or for the manufacture
manufacture of fertilizer or
or any
the ingreingreany of
of the
Pro
v
iso.
or
for
governmental
purpose:
Provided,
Prot'
so.
dients
thereof,
or
for
any
other
governmental
purpose:
Provided,
Pereentages
subject
Percentages subject
to
percentages to be paid to
to revision
revision.
That the percentages
States of
Alabama and
and TenTento the
the States
of Alabama
nessee, as provided in this section, shall be subject to
and
to revision and
change by the board, and any new percentages
percentages established
by the
established by
the
board, when approved by the President, shall remain in
in effect until
until
and unless again changed by the board with
of the
the
with the
the approval
approval of
Limitations.
Limitations.
President. No change of said percentages
percentages shall
made more
shall be
be made
more
often than once in five years, and no change shall be
made without
without
be made
giving to the States of Alabama and
an opportunity
to be
be
and Tennessee
Tennessee an
opportunity to
heard.
heard.
Dens plants,
Numbered
2,2,
SEc.
The board
shall make
make a
investigation as
to
nit)at
Numberet
S E . 14.
14. The
board shall
a thorough
thorough investigation
as to
nitrate
°tø.
present value of Darn
the present
Dam Numbered 2, and the steam plants at nitrate
nitrate
mresent
value
to,bbe plant numbered
Present
to
numbered 1,
1, and nitrate plant numbered 2, and as to
to the cost
made
for value
allocation,
etc, purposes.
of Cove Creek Dam, for the purpose of
eta.,
purposes.
ascertaining how
how much
much of
the
of ascertaining
of the
value or the cost of said properties
properties shall be allocated and charged
charged
up to (1) flood control, (2)
fertilizer, (4)
(4) national
(2) navigation, (3)
(3) fertilizer,
national
Findings
(5) the
of power.
findings thus
rin
ings final;
final; use,
uc, defense,
defense, and
and (5)
the development
development of
power. The
The fidings
inkecpingboolcvabo.
hus
made by the board, when approved by the President of the
United
the United
States, shall be final, and such findings shall thereafter
thereafter be used
in all
used in
all
allocation of value for the purpose of keeping the
the book
book value
value of
of said
said
FUUrestructures.
properties. In like manner, the cost and book value of any dams
Future structures.
dams,
steam plants, or other similar improvements
constructed
steam
improvements hereafter
hereafter constructed
and turned over to said board for the purpose of control and
and management shall
be ascertained
ascertained and
and allocated.
allocated.
shall be
ment
Bond ixBpen
issue
for
S
In the construction
construction of
any future
future dam,
dam, steam
steam plant,
stond
es, conanSEC.a. 15. In
of any
plant, or
or
struction
expenses,
authorized.
other facility, to be used in whole or in part for the generation
thorized ,
generation or
or
transmission
transmission of electric power the board is hereby authorized
authorized and
and
empowered
empowered to issue on the credit of the United States and to sell
serial bonds not exceeding $50,000,000
$50,000,000 in amount,
amount, having
having a
a maturity
maturity
not more than fifty years from the date of issue thereof
thereof,, and bearing
bearing
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interest not
exceeding
31/2
per centum
per
annum.
Said
shall
interest
beissued
not
and
exceeding
sold in amounts
3
2 per centum
/
1
and prices
perapproved
annum. by
Said
thebonds
bonds
Secretary
shall
be issued and sold in amounts and prices approved by the Secretary

f
Bonds to
have equal
shall rank,
' Bonds
to have
equal
of
the Treasury,
Treasury, but
such bonds
bonds as
may be
be so
issued and
sold shall
as may
so issued
and sold
but all
all such
of the
sold
par, etc.
sold at par,
have equal rank. None
None of said bonds shall be sold below par, and no
fee, commission,
compensation whatever
paid to
fee,
fee,
commission, or
or compensation
whatever shall
shall be
be paid
to any
any No
No commission,
commission, fee,
etc.
the sale,
sale, or
or etc.
person,
firm, or
or corporation
corporation for
for handling,
handling, negotiating
negotiating the
person, firm,
of bonds.
Rights, etc.,
etc.,ofbonds.
selling
selling the
the said bonds. All of such bonds so issued and sold shall have Vol.
32, P. 484; Vol.
32
all
to Panama
Canal bonds,
bonds, 34,
34,5p. 5. ' p 484; Vol.
accorded by
by law
law to
Panama Canal
the rights
rights and
and privileges
privileges accorded
all the
U.S.C., p.
1024
p.1024.
1302, u.s.c.,
authorized by
by section
section 88 of
the Act
Act of
of June
1902, chapter
28, 1902,
chapter 1302,
June 28,
of the
authorized
(eh. 3, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 34
34 Stat.
Stat. 5),
5),
of December
December 21,
21, 1905
1905 (ch.
as amended
amended by the
the Act
Act of
Proceeds
sale to be
Proceeds of
of saletobe
as now
now compiled
in section
743 of
title 31
States Code.
Code. paid
31 of
of the
the United States
of title
section 743
as
compiled in
to Corporation.
paid over to paid to Corporation.
bonds shall
be paid
All funds
from the
the sale
of such
such bonds
shall be
sale of
All
funds derived
derived from
the Corporation.
Dame Numbered
bered 2
2
anDSm
whenever the President deems
SEC.
S
EC. 16. The board, whenever
deems it
it advisable,
advisable, is and
steam plant at niplant numbered 2.
complete Dam Numbered 2
trateplantnumbered2.
2 at trate
empowered and
and directed to complete
hereby empowered
Authority
m
y to comMuscle
Shoals, Alabama,
Alabama, and
and the
the steam
nitrate plant
num- plete.
plete.
to co
at nitrate
plant numsteam plant
plant at
Muscle Shoals,
bered
in the
the vicinity
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, by
installing in
in Dam
Dam NumNumby installing
vicinity of
of Muscle
bered 2,
2, in
bered
power units
according to the plans
and specifispecifiplans and
additional power
units according
bered 2
2 the additional
cations
said dam,
and the
the additional
additional power unit in the steam plant
cations of
of said
dam, and
at nitrate plant numbered
numbered 2.
Clinch River.
SEC. 17.
17. The
of War,
War, or
or the
Secretary of
SEC.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, Construction,
onstction
Cove
Cove
Creek Dam.
to Creek
Dam.
directly or
or by
by contract
authorized to
to construct,
construct, either
is
hereby authorized
either directly
contract to
is hereby
the
a dam in and
due advertisement,
advertisement, a
responsible bidder,
bidder, after due
the lowest responsible
Tennessee, which has by long
across Clinch River in the State of Tennessee,
custom
known and
and designated
the Cove
Cove Creek
Creek Dam,
Dam, Transmision
custom become
become known
designated as
as the
lines
Transmission
lines
Shoals.
together
with aa transmission
line from
Muscle Shoals.
Shoals, according
according to
to from Muscle
from Muscle
Muscle Shoals,
together with
transmission line
Installations for depreveInstalatiomnum
house and veloping
approved designs,
designs, including
the
latest and
and most
most approved
including power
power house
the latest
maximum primary power.
hydroelectric
for the
the generation
power.
generation of
of mary
and equipment
equipment for
installations and
hydroelectric installations
power, in
in order that the waters of the said Clinch River may be impounded and
and stored
above said
said dam
purpose of
and
the purpose
of increasing
increasing and
dam for
for the
pounded
stored above
regulating the flow
River
and the
the Tennessee
Tennessee River
the Clinch
Clinch River
River and
flow of the
regulating
below, so
so that
that the
the maximum
amount of
be
power may be
of primary
primary power
maximum amount
below,
developed at
below
any and all other dams below
at Dam
Dam Numbered
Numbered 22and at any
developed
the said Cove Creek Dam: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That the President
President is
is Provimr.
'rmeMit
ofengi
Employ
wilt
of engineers.
hereby
direct the employment
employment neers.
order to direct
authorized by appropriate
appropriate order
hereby authorized
Secretary of War,
sllch
War, or by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, of such
by the
the Secretary
engineer or engineers
engineers as he may designate,
designate, to perform such duties and
engineer
obligations as
of plans and
proper, either in the drawing of
as he may
may deem
deem proper,
obligations
specifications for said dam, or to perform any other work in the
specifications
Supervision
of conconbuilding or
construction of
the same.
The President
by such
Supervision of
such struction.
President may,
may, by
of the
same. The
building
or construction
order, place
place the
the construction
of said
said dam
dam in
the hands
in the
hands struction
of the
construction of
the control
control of
order,
of such engineer
engineers taken
taken from private life as he may
may
engineer or engineers
Attorneys for invesdesire: And
provided further,
further, That
That the
expressly Attorneys
is hereby
hereby expressly
the President
President is
desire:
And provided
tigating undue advanauthorized, without
restriction or limitation
limitation of any tigatingg
ndue pdva
authorized,
without regard
regard to the restriction
tages
given
private
other
select attorneys
and assistants
of persons,
persons, etc.
etc.
assistants for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
to select
attorneys and
other statute,
statute, to
making
whether,
deem proper to
to ascertain
ascertain whether,
he may deem
investigation he
making any investigation
in
control and
management of Dam Numbered 2,
2, or any other
other
the control
and management
in the
dam or property owned by the Government
River
Government in the Tennessee River
Basin, or in the authorization
authorization of any improvement
improvement therein,
therein, there has
been
any undue
or unfair
unfair advantage
advantage given to private
persons, partprivate persons,
undue or
been any
nerships, or corporations,
corporations, by any officials
officials or employees
employees of the Govnerships,
ernment,
Government has been
been
whether in any such matters the Government
ernment, or whether
injured or
deprived of any of its rights.
injured
or unjustly deprived
Cove Creek Dam.
S
EC. 18. In order
order to enable and empower
empower the Secretary
Secretary of War, Authority
SEC.
Dad
cove Cr, ofk Board,
etc., to
of
the
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, or
or the
to carry
out the
the authority
to exercise
exercse right of
carry out
authority etc.,
the board
board to
the Secretary
of the
eminent domain to
conferred, in the most economical
efficient manner, he obtasndte
hereby conferred,
obtain site for.
economical and efficient
r.
or
empowered in the exercise
the
exercise of the
authorized and
and empowered
or it is
is hereby authorized
and in
the control
of navigation,
powers
of national
in aid
navigation, and
in the
aid of
national defense
defense in
powers of
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o f the
flood waters
waters of
the Tennessee
and Mississippi
Rivers, consticonstipro- of
the flood
of the
Tennessee and
Mississippi Rivers,

tuting
channels of
interstate commerce,
commerce, to
to exercise
exercise the
the right
tuting channels
of interstate
right of
of
eminent
domain for
for all
of this
this Act,
and to
to condemn
condemn all
eminent domain
all purposes
purposes of
Act, and
all
lands,
rights of
way, and
and other
other area
in order
order
lands, easements,
easements, rights
of way,
area necessary
necessary in
obtain a
for said
Cove Creek
Darn, and
and the
the flowage
flowage rights
rights for
to obtain
a site for
said Cove
Creek Dam,
for
the
reservoir of
of water
water above
darn, and
and conthe reservoir
above said
said dam,
and to
to negotiate
negotiate and
conContractsfor
contracts with States, counties, municipalities,
lude contracts
State
States
Contracts
etc for reaith
ith elude
municipalities, and
and all
all State
,etc.,
., for relocarelocaStates,
agencies
and with
corporations, common
common carriers,
tion of property.
agencies and
with railroads,
railroads, railroad
railroad corporations,
carriers,
and
utility commissions
other person,
person, firm,
or corand all
all public
public utility
commissions and
and any
any other
firm, or
corporation,
for the
relocation of
railroad tracks,
highways, highway
highway
poration, for
the relocation
of railroad
tracks, highways,
bridges,
ferries, electric-light
electric-light plants,
and any
any and
and all
all other
bridges, mills,
mills, ferries,
plants, and
other
of
completed
properties,
enterprises,
and
projects
whose
removal
may
be
necesControl
of
completed
properties,
enterprises,
and
projects
whose
removal
may
be
necesproject.
order to
out the
of this
When said
said
sary in order
to carry
carry out
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act. When
transmission line,
house shall
shall have
been
Cove Creek
Creek Dam,
Dam, transmission
line, and
and power
power house
have been
completed, the
the possession,
possession, use,
use, and
thereof shall
shall be
be intrusted
intrusted
completed,
and control
control thereof
to the Corporation
Corporation for use and
operation in connection
and operation
connection with
with the
the
general Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley project,
promote flood
control and
and
general
project, and
and to
to promote
flood control
navigation
the Tennessee
Tennessee River.
River.
navigation in
in the
Access to Patent
SEC. 19. The Corporation, as an instrumentality and agency
of
19. The Corporation, as an instrumentality and agency of
SEC.
Pfatent
OAice
Office
for ettudo
study of
fixed
nitrogen
production the Government
Government of the United States for
nitrogen production
purpose of
of executing
for
the
purpose
executing
formulae,
formulae.
its
its constitutional
constitutional powers,
powers, shall have access to the Patent
Patent Office of
of
the
for the
of studying,
studying, ascertaining,
ascertaining, and
the United
United States
States for
the purpose
purpose of
and
copying
copying all
and scientific
scientific information
information (not
includall methods, formulw,
formulae, and
(not including
for patents)
patents) necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable
ing access to
to pending
pending applications
applications for
the
use and
and employ
employ the
the most
most efficacious
economithe Corporation
Corporation to
to use
efficacious and
and economiproduction of fixed nitrogen,
cal process
process for the production
nitrogen, or
or any
essential
any essential
or any method of
ingredient of fertilizer,
fertilizer, or
improving and
cheapof improving
and cheapening
of hydroelectric
any owner
ening the
the production
production of
hydroelectric power,
power, and
and any
owner of
of aa
Remedy
pntent patent whose
to of patent
patent
rights
may
have been thus
thus in any way copied,
owner
for
infringement.
whose patent
rights may
have
copied,
owner
for infringement.
If
.. ,
used, infringed, or employed by the exercise of this
this authority
authority by
by
the Corporation
Corporation shall have as the exclusive remedy
cause of
of action
action
remedy aacause
against the Corporation
Corporation to
instituted and
on the
the equity
equity
to be
be instituted
and prosecuted
prosecuted on
side of the appropriate
district court of
appropriate district
United States,
States, for
of the
the United
for the
the
recovery
compensation for such infringement. The
recovery of reasonable compensation
The
Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents
to the
Corporation, at
at its
Patents shall
shall furnish
furnish to
the Corporation,
its
request and without
of fees,
fees, copies
on file
without payment
payment of
copies of
of documents
documents on
file
proviso.
in his
office: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
benefits of
shall not
not
Limitation.
in
his office:
the benefits
of this
this section
section shall
Limitation.
apply to any art, machine, method of manufacture,
manufacture, or composicomposition of matter, discovered
discovered or invented by such employee during the
time of his employment
employment or
or service
service with
with the
the Corporation
Corporation or
or with
with the
the
Government
of the
the United
United States.
Government of
States.
Emergency
pssessionofergpnoperty,
etc.,, SEC.
20. The
The Government
Government of
the United
United States
States hereby reserves
reserves
sion of property ,
o etc.
SEc. 20.
of the
reserved.
the right,
in case
case of war or
or national emergency declared
reserved.
the
right, in
declared by Congress,
possession of all
to take possession
all or
part of
the property
described or
or any
any part
of the
property described
or
referred to
referred
purpose of
of manufacturing
explosives
to in this
this Act
Act for
for the
the purpose
manufacturing explosives
or
other war
but, if
if this
right is
is exercised
or for
for other
war purposes;
purposes; but,
this right
exercised by
by the
the
Damage
Government, itit shall pay the reasonable
reasonable and
Damage payments.
payments. Government,
damages that
that
and fair
fair damages
may be suffered
suffered by any party
for the
of
party whose contract
contract for
the purchase
purchase of
electric power or fixed nitrogen or fertilizer ingredients
ingredients is hereby
hereby
violated, after the amount of the damages has been fixed
fixed by
by the
the
of Claims
United States
States Court of
proceedings instituted
instituted and
and
Claims in
in proceedings
conducted
prescribed by
conducted for
for that
that purpose
purpose under
under rules
rules prescribed
by the
the court.
court.
SEC. 21.
21. (a)
general p
enal statutes
st
at
ut
es re
l
ati ng to
he larcenv,
l
arceny ,
ingPenal
to statutes
larceny, relatetc.,
SEC.
All general
(a) All
penal
relating
to t
ing
the
to property embezzlement, conversion, or to the improper
applicable
improper handling, retention,
retention,
of
Corporation.propertY embezzlement, conversion, or to the
use, or disposal
disposal of public moneys
moneys or property
property of the United States,
to
shall apply to the moneys and property
property of the Corporation
Corporation and to
moneys and properties of the United
United States intrusted to
to the
the
Corporation.
Corporation.
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False entries.
(b) Any person who,
intent to defraud the
the Corporation,
entries.
(b)
who with intent
Corporation, False
False report
or statereort or
state,False
officer,, or employee of the Corporation ment.
or to deceive any director, officer

iJnited States (1) makes any
or any officer or
or employee
employee of
of the United
any false
Corporation, or
report
entry in any
any book
book of
of the Corporation,
or (2)
(2) makes any
any false report
or statement
Corporation, shall, upon conviction thereof, be
statement for the Corporation,
fined not more than $10,000
$10,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than five years,
or both.

Punishment
for.
l

P

nishment or.

etc.
(c) Any person who
who shall
shall receive
receive any
any compensation,
compensation, rebate, or
or •Fraud,
Fraud, etc.
(c)

reward, or shall enter into any conspiracy, collusion, or agreement,
agreement,
reward,
express or implied, with intent to defraud the Corporation
Corporation or wrong-

fully and unlawfully to defeat its purposes, shall, on conviction
thereof,
fully and
be unlawfully
fined not more
to defeat
than $5,000
its purposes,
or imprisoned
shall, not
on more
conviction
than
thereof,
be
fined
not more
than
$5,000
or imprisoned
not
more
than
years, or both.
five years,
SEC.
conservation, and
and developdevelopS
EC. 22. To aid further the proper
proper use, conservation,

Punishment for.
Punishment
for.

drIin
eag
nnets
a:je
ne
dev
R
el
lv
o per

Tnnessee
Rivder
drainage
basin develop-

ment of the natural resources of the Tennessee
Tennessee River drainage
ment.
drainage ment.
basin and
and of such adjoining territory
may be
related to
or
territory as
as may
be related
to or
Surveys
urveys authorized.
materially affected by the development
consequent to this Act, and
materially
development consequent
authoried.
to provide for the
the general
general welfare
welfare of the
the citizens
citizens of
of said areas, the
the
President is hereby authorized,
methods as he
authorized, by such means or methods
may deem
deem proper
within the
of appropriations
appropriations made
made therefor
therefor
may
proper within
the limits
limits of
by Congress, to make such surveys of and general plans for said
Purpose.
Tennessee
Tennessee basin and
and adjoining
adjoining territory
territory as may
may be useful
useful to the Pnrpose.
Congress and to the several States in guiding
guiding and controlling the
extent, sequence, and nature of development
development that may be equitably
equitably
and
economically advanced
expenditure of public funds,
advanced through
through the
the expenditure
funds,
and economically
or
through the
guidance or
or control
authority, all
all for
for the
the
public authority,
or through
the guidance
control of
of public
general
purpose of
of fostering
fostering an
an orderly
and proper
physical,
general purpose
orderly and
proper physical,
Cooperation
wit
economic,
economic, and social development
development of said areas; and the President States
statesaec.
affected. with
is further
authorized in
in making
making said
said surveys and plans to
to cooperate
is
further authorized
affected thereby, or subdivisions
subdivisions or agencies
such
agencies of
of such
with the States
States affected
States, or
or with
with cooperative
cooperative or
or other
other organizations,
and to
to make
make
States,
organizations, and
demonstrations as
be necessary
necessary and
and
experiments, or
or demonstrations
as may be
such studies, experiments,
o
n
suitable to that end.
Recommendations to
h

S
EC. 23.
President shall,
shall, from
from time
to time,
time, as
as the
the work
SEC.
23. The
The President
time to
work propro- Congress
con,, "resffor carrying
arryting
Out purposes.
vided for
for in
in the
recommend to
to Congress
Congress o,"t
urli'.-the preceding
preceding section
section progresses,
progresses, recommend
vided

such legislation
legislation as he deems proper to carry out the general purposes
especial purpose
purpose of bringing
bringing
and for
for the
the especial
stated in said section, and
territory in
in
basin and adjoining territory
about in said Tennessee drainage
drainage basin
Flood control.
conformity with
said general
general purposes
purposes (1)
(1) the
the maximum
conformity
with said
maximum amount
amount Flood
control.
Navigation.
maximum development
development of said Tennessee
Tennessee Navigation.
(2) the maximum
of flood control; (2)
power.
of Electric
Electric power.
River for
the maximum
generation of
maximnum generation
(3) the
purposes; (3)
navigation purposes;
for navigation
River
of marginal lands.
useotmarginallands,
electric power consistent with flood control and navigation;
navigation; (4) the Ilse
Reforestation.
(5) the proper
of marginal
marginal lands; (5)
proper use of
proper method of reforesta- Reforestation.
proper
tion of
suitable for reforestation;
reforestation;
of all lands in
in said
said drainage basin suitable
tion
progress.
and
(6) the
economic and
well-being of
of the
the people
people living
living in
in Economic
and (6)
the economic
and social
social well-being
Economic progress.
said river
river basin.
basin.
said
Acquiring title
title to
to
Acquiring
secure flowage rights.
S
SEC.
EC. 24.
24. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of securing
securing any
any rights
rights of
of flowage,
flowage, or
or secureflowagerights.
obtaining title to or possession of any property, real or personal,
personal,
that may be necessary
necessary or may become
become necessary,
necessary, in the carrying
carrying out
out
of any of the provisions of this Act, the President of the United
of
States for aa period
period of
of three
three years
years from
from the date of the enactment
enactment of
the name
name of
of the Payment provided.
hereby authorized
authorized to
to acquire
acquire title in the
this Act,
Act, is hereby
United States to such rights or such property,
property, and to provide for Payent provided.
United
deliver
the payment
payment for same by directing the board to contract to deliver
generated at any of the plants now owned or hereafter
hereafter
power generated
Government or by said Corporation,
Corporation,
owned or constructed
constructed by the Government
period not
not
continue for
for aa period
future delivery
delivery of power
power to continue
such future
exceeding
the enactment
enactment
exceeding thirty years. Likewise,
Likewise, for one year after the.
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Sale,
of vacant
vacant
etc., of
Sale, etc.,
real estate.
Conditions of sale.

sale.

Canditions

Land for
Governfor GovernLand
ment use excluded.

menit use excluded.
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of this Act, the President
President is further authorized
authorized to sell or lease any
of
parcel or
or part
part of
of any
any vacant
vacant real
real estate now owned by the Governparcel

ment in
Tennessee River
Basin, to
persons, firms, or corporations
corporations
to persons,
River Basin,
said Tennessee
in said
ment
who shall
contract to
to erect
erect thereon
thereon factories
factories or
manufacturing estabor manufacturing
shall contract
who
lishments, and
and who
who shall
shall contract
contract to
purchase of
Corporation
of said Corporation
to purchase
lishments,
electric
power for
for the
manuthe operation of any such factory or manuelectric power
Presimade by the
facturing establishment.
contract shall be made
establishment. No contract
b n the
ePrs
dent
for
the
sale
of
any
of
such
real
estate
as
may
be
necessary
for
for
necessary
be
may
as
estate
real
such
of
any
of
dent for the sale
present
or future
use on
the part of the Government
Government for any of the
on the
future use
present or
purposes
of this
Act. Any
of
contract made by the President of
such contract
Any such
this Act.
purposes of
the United
United States
shall be
carried out by the board: Provided,
Provided, That
That
be carried
States shall
the

Preference
right of no such contract shall be made that will in any way abridge or take
Preference right
States, etc.,
not no such contract shall be made that will in any way abridge or take
states,
abridged.
away the preference right to purchase power given in this Act to
abridged.,

ProvidedfurStates, counties,
organizations: Provided
municipalities, or farm organizations:
counties, municipalities,
States,

Maximum
term of
Maximum term
lease.
on
Sale
Sale conditional
conditional on
use.
Condemnation proprocondemnation
ceedings for acquisition
ofnecessary
of
necessarylalldsetc.
lands, etc.

to exceed fifty years: Provided
ther, That
That no
lease shall
shall be
for a
Provided
term to
a term
be for
no lease
ther,

further, That
That any
any sale
be on
condition that said land shall be
on condition
shall be
sale shall
further,

for industrial purposes only.
used for
instituted
S
EC. 25.
25. The Corporation
proceedings to be instituted
Corporation may cause proceedings
SEc.
or
easements, or
for
by condemnation
condemnation of any lands, easements,
the acquisition by
for the
rights of
of way
way which,
which, in
in the
the opinion
the Corporation,
Corporation, are
necessary
are necessary
of the
opinion of
rights

court. to carry out the provisions
provisions of this Act. The proceedings shall be
instituted
in the United States district court for the district in which
instituted in
the
land, easement,
easement, right
of way, or other interest, or any part
right of
the land,
thereof,
is located,
and such court shall
shall have
have full jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
located, and
thereof, is
out
divest the complete title to the property sought to be acquired out
of all persons or claimants and vest the same in the United States
a decree quieting the title thereto in the
in fee
fee simple, and to enter a
United States of America.
condemnation and for the pura petition for condemnation
Commissioners to be
filing of a
Upon the filing
be
commissioners
appointed.
ascertaining the value of the property to be acquired, and
pose of ascertaining
appointed.
assessing the compensation to be paid, the court shall appoint three
assessing
Jurisdiction
of court.
urisdiction of

Qualifications.
Qualifications.

Per diem,
diem,
Per
p etc.
ence,

en ',

subsist-

etc.

Proceedings,

praisement.
praisement.

in ap-

Report, making sepaReport,makingseparate to
award
of each parfiledh
cel, to be filed.

ar-

rle,

to parties

Notice of, to parties
to proceeding.
toprceeding.

Exceptions
Exceptions to award.

commissioners
shall
be disinterested
disinterested persons and who shall
shall be
who shall
commissioners who
take
and subscribe
subscribe an oath that
that they do not own any lands, or interest
take and
or easement
easement in any lands, which it may be desirable for the United
States
furtherance of said project, and such comto acquire
acquire in the furtherance
States to
missioners shall not be selected from the locality wherein
wherein the land
receive aa
shall receive
sought to be condemned
condemned lies. Such commissioners
commissioners shall
per diem of not to exceed $15
$15 for their services, together with an
additional amount
amount of
of $5
$5 per day for subsistence
subsistence for time actually
additional
spent
commissioners.
performing their duties as commissioners.
spent in performing
It shall
shall be
be the
of such
such commissioners
commissioners to
examine into the
to examine
duty of
the duty
It
condemned, to conduct hearings and
value of the lands sought to be condemned,
receive evidence, and generally to take such appropriate steps as may
determination of the value of the said lands sought
sought
be proper for the determination
condemned, and for such purpose the commissioners are authorto be condemned,
subpoena witnesses,
witnesses, which
which said witnesses
witnesses
ized to administer oaths and subpoena
shall receive the same fees as are provided
provided for witnesses in the PedFeda report
eral courts. The said commissioners
commissioners shall thereupon
thereupon file
tile a
report
setting forth
forth their
conclusions as
as to
the value
property
said property
the said
of the
value of
to the
their conclusions
setting
sought to be condemned, making aa separate award and valuation in
the premises
premises with respect to each separate parcel involved. Upon
the
the filing
such award
give
court shall
shall give
of said
said court
court the
the clerk
clerk of
award in
in court
filing of
of such
the
notice of the filing of such award to the parties to said proceeding,
judge of said court.
in manner and form as directed by the judge
exceptions to the award
parties may file exceptions
award of said
said
Either or both parties
commissioners
of
commissioners within twenty days from the date of the filing of
said award in court. Exceptions filed to such award shall be heard
writing,
before three Federal district judges unless the parties, in writing,

73d CONGRESS.
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in person, or by their attorneys,
attorneys, stipulate
stipulate that
that the
the exceptions
exceptions may
be
hearing such
such hearing
of judges.
judges. On such
lesser number of
heard before
before aa lesser
be heard
proceedings had before the comjudges shall pass de novo upon the proceedings
missioners,
view the property, and may take additional
additional evievimissioners, may
may view
dence.
Upon such
own
the said judges shall file their own
such hearings
hearings the
dence. Upon
award,
award, fixing therein the value of the property sought to be condemned,
demned, regardless of the award previously made by the said
commissioners.
At
any time
decision
At any
time within thirty days from the filing of the decision
hearing on
on exceptions to the award
upon the
the hearing
of the
the district
district judges upon
commissioners, either party may appeal from such
made by
by the commissioners,
decision
appeals,2 and the
of the
the said judges to the circuit court of appeals
decision of
said circuit
appeals shall upon
appeal
the hearing
hearing on said appeal
upon the
circuit court
court of appeals
said
dispose of the same upon the record, without regard to the awards
or findings
findings theretofore
theretofore made
by the
the commissioners
commissioners or
district
or the
the district
made by
or
judges, and such circuit court of appeals
appeals shall thereupon fix the
value of
of the
the said
said property
sought to be condemned.
property sought
value

Hearing.
Hearing.
separate award
award re.
reSeparate

quired.

quired.

Appeals.
-ppeals.

Verdict.
Verdict-

Upon acceptance
of an
by the
any property
property mIcteltliela°tLism
A ptitle to asyo
Upon
acceptance of
an award
award by
the owner
owner of
of any
herein provided
provided to
to be
be appropriated,
and the
the payment
the money
United States.
States.
of the
money United
payment of
appropriated, and
herein

awarded or upon the failure of either party to file exceptions
exceptions to the
awarded
award of
or upon
upon the
the time specified,
specified, or
within the
of the
the commissioners
commissioners within
award
award of
commissioners, and
and the payment of the money by the
award
of the
the commissioners,
United
pursuant thereto,
thereto, or the payment
awarded
payment of the money awarded
United States pursuant
Corporation, the title to said
into the registry of the court by the Corporation,
property
and the
right to
to the
the possession
the W
to the
thereof shall pass to
possession thereof
the right
property and
yt uo
assistance
su e!assistance
a writ in the wnrit
United States, and the United States shall be entitled to a
ma
same
proceeding
to
dispossess
owner
property,
said
owner
of
the
former
same proceeding to dispossess
owner, and to
such former
former owner,
of such
and all lessees, agents, and attorneys of
put
creature and agent, the
put the United
United States, by its corporate creature
Corporation,
into possession
possession of
of said
said property.
Corporation, into
property.
In the
event of
of any
whole or
or in
in part
part by
by minors,
minors,
any property
property owned
owned in
in whole
In
the event
or
insane
persons,
or
incompetent
persons,
of
deceased
deceased
or
estates
or insane persons, or incompetent
persons,
then the
the legal
legal representatives
minors insane persons,
persons,
of such minors,
representatives of
persons, then
incompetent persons, or estates shall have power, by and with the
incompetent
consent
approval of
said matter is
is
in whose court said
of the trial judge in
consent and approval
comdetermination, to consent to or reject the awards of the comfor determination,
missioners herein
for, and
in the
event that
no
there be
be no
that there
and in
the event
provided for,
missioners
herein provided
such
representatives for such
representatives, or that the legal representatives
legal representatives,
incompetent persons shall fail or decline
persons, or incompetent
insane persons,
minors, insane
a guardian
appoint a
to act, then such trial judge may, upon motion, appoint
ad
litem to
to act
act for
minors, insane
incompetent perpersons, or incompetent
insane persons,
for such
such minors,
ad litem
sons,
such guardian
guardian ad
the full
and to
to the
the
full extent
extent and
act to
to the
ad litem
litem shall
shall act
sons, and
and such
competent, and
same purpose
purpose and effect as his ward could act, if competent,
and
such guardian
guardian ad litem shall be deemed
deemed to have full power and
authority to
proceeding
to maintain
maintain any proceeding
conduct, or to
to respond,
respond, to conduct,
authority
herein provided
for affecting
affecting his
said ward.
ward.
his said
herein
provided for
of
board from the sale of
S
EC. 26.
26. The
net proceeds
the board
derived by
by the
The net
proceeds derived
SEC.
power
products manufactured
by the
the Corporation,
Corporation,
manufactured by
the products
power and any of the
after deducting
deducting the cost of operation, maintenance,
maintenance, depreciation,
depreciation,
after
amortization,
amount deemed
deemed by the board as necessary to
amortization, and an amount
withhold as operating
operating capital, or devoted by the board to new conwithhold
struction, shall
Treasury of
of the United States at the
paid into the
the Treasury
shall be
be paid
struction,
end of each calendar
calendar year.
SEC.
appropriations necessary
SEC. 27.
27. All
All appropriations
carry out
the provisions
provisions
necessary to
to carry
out the
of this Act are hereby
hereby authorized.
Sze. 28. That
herewith are
That all Acts or parts of Acts in conflict herewith
SEC.
hereby
contemplated
affect the operations contemplated
far as
as they affect
hereby repealed,
repealed, so far
by this Act
Act.

Property

of persons

legP
a
r
i
ra
m
e
pe
rTar s
incompetent.
legally

Net proceeds
from
proceeds from
Net
sale of
etc.,
sale
of power,
power, etc.,
covered
in.
ovred in.

Appropiatiofs aaAppropriations
an-

thorned.
tbo
dp.275
Post, p. 275.

conflcti-t
Conflicting laws. ,ec.
e c.,

repeabd.

repealed.
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S
EC. 29.
right to
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
hereby
is hereby
Act is
repeal this
to alter,
alter, amend,
29. The
The right
SF.
expressly
declared and
but no
such amendment
or repeal
repeal
expressly declared
and reserved,
reserved, but
no such
amendment or
shall operate to impair the obligation of any contract made by said
Corporation under
power conferred
Corporation
under any
any power
conferred by
by this
this Act.
Act.
proviproviSEg.
EC 30. The sections of this Act are hereby declared
declared to be separabic, and in the event any one or more sections of this Act be held
rable,
unconstitutional, the
shall not
not affect
affect the
the validity
validity of
of other
other
to be unconstitutional,
the same
same shall
sections of this Act.
Approved, May 18, 1933.
1933.

Right to
to amend,
etc.,
amend, etc.,
reight
reserved.
reserved.

Not

Not to impair contracts,

tracts.

Separability
Separability

8ions.

o.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 33.]
AN
ACT
AN
AN ACT
A
Providing
for
the
suspension
Providing
suspension of annual assessment
assessment work on mining claims held
by loeation
location in the United States and Alaska.
Alaska.

May 1S,
18, 1933.

[S.
[s. 7.]
16.]
[Public, No.
No. 18.]

7.]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
the
Senate and
Representatives of the
United
of America
in Congress
That the
the provision
provision
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of section
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the UTnited
United States,
States, which
which
of
section 2324
2324 of
of the
.S. se. 2324, 426. requires
each mining
mining claim
claim located,
located, and
until a
a patent
has been
been
requires on
on each
and until
patent has
u.s.c.,p.955.
issued therefor,
therefor, not less than
worth of
labor to
be performed
performed
than $100
$100 worth
of labor
to be
or
such amount
amount to
made each
year, be,
or improvements
improvements aggregating
aggregating such
to be
be made
each year,
be,
Alaska included.
laskaincluded.
and the same is
is hereby,
hereby, suspended
as to
to all
mining claims
in the
suspended as
all mining
claims in
the
United States, including Alaska, during
year beginning
at 12
12
during the
the year
beginning at
o'clock meridian July 1, 1932, and ending at 12 o'clock meridian
meridian July
July
Provisos.
Pro sos.
1, 1933: Provided,
Provided,That the provisions of this Act shall not apply in
Claimant paying income
tax excluded.
cometa
the case of any claimant not entitled to exemption
exemption from the payment
payment
Notice of retaining
of
Federal income
for the
the taxable
taxable year
1932: Provided
further,
laNtice
Of a
a Federal
claim
to be ffledtining
filed.
income tax
tax for
year 1932:
Providedfu'ther,
That every claimant of any such mining claim, in
to obtain
in order
order to
obtain
the benefits of this Act, shall file, or cause to be filed, in the office
where the location notice or certificate
certificate is recorded, on or before 12
12
o'clock meridian, July 1, 1933, a notice of his desire to hold said
Income tax exemp- o'clock meridian, July 1, 1933, a notice of his desire to hold said
tion
be statedm
stated.
tion toobe
mining
this Act,
Act, which
which notice
notice shall
state that
that the
the
mining claim
claim under
under this
shall state
claimant, or claimants, were entitled to exemption from the
the paypayment of aaFederal income tax for the taxable
taxable year
year 1932,
1932.
Approved, May 18, 1933.
1933.
Public lands.
UiningclamnssessMining
claims assessments suspended for
ments suspended for
fiscal year 1933.
RS., sec. 2324, p. 426.
p. 955.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 34.]
34.]
AN ACT
AN
ACT
To
amend section
section 207
of
the
Bank
with respect
respect to
to b
an k
To amend
207 of the Bank Conservation
Conservation Act
Act with
bank
reorganizations.
reorganizations.

May 20, 1933.
193.
_IS 1410.]

pi1uh4r1-]ii
frubliO,
N.

Be it
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Bank Conservation
Conservation
Be
it enacted
Bank
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Aet amendmut.
amendment.
ACt
United States
S
gates
in Congress
That section 207
of Ameria
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled,
Ante, p.3,
p. 3.
b.y striking
Substitution, in
in secSubstitution,
see- of the Bank Conservation
Act is amended by striking out
Conservation Act
national
out "
"national
tion '207, of term "bank"
for "national
nationl
tio
onalbanking
ater
n bank
ngbanking
ing association"
association " wherever itn
it
therein and inserting in
for
banking
it appears thereinnandgi
in
association."
asociation."
lieu
the word
"bank."
lieu thereof
thereof the
word "bank."
Approved, May
May 20, 1933.
1933.

[CHAPTER 35.]
AN ACT
AN
ACT

May 20,1933.
20, 1933.
1415.1
[S. 1415.
'Public,
[Public, No. 20.]

To amend
sections 5200
5200 and
and 5202
5202 of
of the
Rev i
se d St at
utes, as amended, to remove
To
amend sections
the Revised
Statutes,
as amended, to remove
the limitations on
on national
national banks
banks in
in certain
certain cases.
cases.

No. 20

Be
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
by the
and House
House of
it enacted
enacted by
United States
United
America in
assembled, That
5200
States of
of Ameicaw
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section 520
p.Vop.41,p.297;3vo
Vol.41,
1a41. p.297; Val. 44, of
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
of the
Statutes, as
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the
end thereof the following
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
National
banks.
astionsal
bank,
R.S.,
sec.
5206,

I.s.c., p.
100;
p. 264.
1005; IT.S.C.,

1
3.

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.

CHS. 35-37.
35-37.
CHS.

73
73

MAY
MAY 20, 25, 1933.

Removal
of limita"(9) Obligations
loans to
limitaRemoval of
banking tions
to any
any national banking
representing loans
Obligations representing
"(9)
tions on loans in certain
certain
of cases.
cises.
association
to any
the laws
laws of
under the
organized under
banking institution
institution organized
or to
any banking
association or
any
to any
any receiver,
receiver, conservator,
conservator, or
or superintendent
superintendent of
of
any State,
State, or
or to
banks, or
or to
other agent,
in charge
of the
the business
and property
charge of
business and
property
banks,
to any
any other
agent, in
of
such association
banking institution,
institution, when
such loans
are
when such
loans are
association or
or banking
of any
any such
approved by
the Currency,
be subject
Currency, shall
shall not
not be
subject
approved
by the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
under this
this section
section to
to any
any limitation
limitation based
based upon
upon such
such capital
and
under
capital and
surplus."
surplus."
Limit upon
indebupon
indebis tedness
Limit
SEC.
2. Section
SEC. 2.
Section 5202
5202 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended,
amended, is
tedness
of
of national
national
amended by
adding at
end thereof
the following
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph: banks.
thereof the
at the
the end
by adding
amended
Z: 29
5
1
;.02, p.p.
290
"Ninth.
incurred on
account of
made with
with the
R., 'see. s,
the baVnkosl..
of loans
loans made
on account
Liabilities incurred
"Ninth. Liabilities
264.
U.S.C.,p.
express
Comptroller of
Currency under para- 100;
of the
the Currency
approval of the Comptroller
express approval
Aexcepea
).1 dtOnl
tion.
as amended."
Statutes, as
graph (9)
of section
section 5200
amended." tion.
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
of the
5200 of
(9) of
graph
Liabilities from loans
approved by
by CompCompApproved,
approved
1933.
May 20,
20, 1933.
Approved, May
troller.
41

1°°6

,1

p. 264

troller.

[CHAPTER 36.]
361
[CHAPTER
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Designating May
May 22 as
Maritime Day.
Day.
as National
National Maritime
Designating

May 20, 1933
!933.
[S.J.Res. 50j
,50.
1Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 7.]
[Pub.
7.]

National
Maritime
National Maritime
Whereas
on May
May 22,
the steamship
steamship The
sail from
from Day.
set sail
The Savannah
Savannah set
1819, the
22, 1819,
Whereas on
Preamble.
Savannah, Georgia,
first successful
transoceanic voyage
voyage Preamble.
successful transoceanic
the first
on the
Georgia, on
Savannah,
under steam
propulsion, thus
material contribution
contribution to
the
to the
making aamaterial
thus making
steam propulsion,
under
it
Therefore be it
advancement of
ocean transportation:
transportation: Therefore
of ocean
advancement
Resolved
the Senate
and House
United
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
22 of each year
year
States of
of America
May 22
22 of
each year
year toMay
of each
That May
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
be known
known as.
Day,
shall
hereafter be
be designated
known as
National Maritime
Maritime Day,
as National
and known
designated and
shall hereafter
proclamation
proclamation
and
the President
is authorized
and requested
requested annually
issue aa to Annual
to issue
annually to
authorized and
President is
and the
issue
Post, pp. 1696, 1742.
proclamation
calling upon
upon the
people of
the United
States to
to observe
observe Post,
United States
of the
the people
proclamation calling
at their homes Display of flag.
flag at
displaying the
Day by
such
National Maritime
Maritime Day
by displaying
the flag
such National
or
other
suitable
places
and
Government
officials
to
display
the flag
flag
display
the
to
or other suitable places and Government officials
22 of
on May
buildings on
on
all Government
May 22
of each
each year.
year.
Government buildings
on all
Approved, May
20, 1933.
May 20,
1933.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 37.]

AN ACT
ACT
To
degree of bachelor
science upon graduates
graduates of the Naval, the
bachelor of science
confer the
the degree
To confer
Military, and the Coast Guard Academies.
Academies.
Military,

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
Be
enacted by
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the superinsuperinassembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United
United States
Academy, the United
tendents
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy,
of the
the United
tendents of
Military
Academy, and
United States
States Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Academy
Academy
and the
the United
Military Academy,
may,
under such
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy,
of the
as the
rules and
and regulations
such rules
may, under
Treasury may
the
Secretary ofthe
of War, and the Secretary
Secretary
Secretahe of
of the
the Treasury
may
the Secretary
graduates
science upon
the degree
prescribe, confer
confer the
degree of
of bachelor
bachelor of
of science
upon all graduates
prescribe,
the
of their
respective academies,
academies, from
from and
and after
after the
the date
date of
of the
of
their respective
American
by the
accrediting
of said
said academies
academies by
the Association
Association of
of American
accrediting of
Universities.
Universities.
Approved,
May 25,
25, 1933.
1933.
Approved, May

May 25, 1933.
May

[s.
[S. 753.
753.1

(Public, No.
{Public,

21.]
1.|

Naval, Military
and
Military and
Naval,
Guard AcadeCoast Guard
mies.
Degree
errel
conferrel
Degree con
upon
graduates of.
of.
upon graduates
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73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 38.]
38.]
[CHAPTER

May 27, 1933.
1033.
[H.R. 5480.]
[H.R.
[Public, No. 22.]
22.]

Securities Act
Aet of 1933.
Securities
933.
Post, p.
p. 1029.
Post
1026.

SESS.
SESS. I.
I.

CH.
CH. 38.

MAY
MAY 27, 1933.

AN ACT

To
and fair
disclosure of
character of
To provide
provide full
full and
fair disclosure
of the
the character
of securities
securities sold
sold in
in interstate
interstate
and
commerce and
through the
the mails,
mails, and
and to
in the
the
and foreign
foreign commerce
and through
to prevent
prevent frauds
frauds in
sale thereof,
thereof, and
and for
sale
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
of America
assembled,

TITLE II
SHORT TITLE
TITLE
SHORT
Title
Title cited.
cited.

SECTION
SECTION

1. This title may be cited as the ""Securities Act
Acf of 1933
1.

".

DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
Definitions.

Definitions.

"Security."
"security.
iPost P. 905
905.Post,

Person."
"Person."

"Trust."
"Trust."

"Sale," etc.

"SaIl," etc.

SEC.
otherwise
SEC. 2. When used in this title, unless the context
context otherwise
requires—
requires(1)
"security"
(1) The term "
security " means any note, stock, treasury stock,
bond, debenture,
evidence of indebtedness,
debenture, evidence
indebtedness, certificate
certificate of
interest or
or
of interest

participation
participation in any profit-sharing
profit-sharing agreement,
agreement, collateral-trust
collateral-trust certificate,
tificate, preorganization
preorganization certificate or subscription,
subscription, transferable
transferable share,
share,
investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate
in.
certificate of interest
interest in
property, tangible or intangible, or, in general,
general, any instrument comcommonly known as aasecurity, or any certificate
participacertificate of interest or
or participation in, temporary
temporary or interim certificate
certificate for, receipt for, or warrant
warrant
or right to subscribe to or purchase,
purchase, any
any of the foregoing.
(2) The term ""person"
person" means an individual, aa corporation,
(2)
corporation,. a
a
partnership, an association, aajoint-stock company, aatrust, any uninpartnership,
corporated
organization, or aa government or political subdivision
corporated organization,
subdivision
thereof. As used in this paragraph
paragraph the term "trust"
"trust "shall include
only a
a trust where the interest or interests of the beneficiary
beneficiary or benebenesecurity.-.
ficiaries are evidenced
evidenced by aa security
(3)
(3) The term ""sale ",
"sell ",
", "
offer to sell ",
", or "offer for sale
sale"
", "sell
"offer
shall include
include every
every contract
contract of
sale or
or disposition
disposition of,
of, attempt
offer
of sale
attempt or
or offer
to dispose of, or solicitation of an offer to buy, aasecurity or interest
interest

a security, for value; except
reliminaries not in- in a
except that such terms shall not include
preliminary negotiations
preliminary
negotiations or agreements between
between an issuer and any
Security given
with
Seemity
given
with
underwriter.
given
with, or as a
a bonus
underwriter.
Any
security
or
delivered
purchase
considered
purchase
considered
part of subject.
part
on account of, any purchase
purchase of securities or any other thing, shall
shall
conclusively presumed to constitute aapart of the subject of such
be conclusively
such
Issue
of security
Issue of
and to have been sold for value. The issue or transfer of
security
with
with right
right to convert. purchase
aa right or privilege, when originally issued or transferred
transferred with aa
security, giving the holder of such security the right to convert such
security
security into another security of the same issuer or of another person,
or giving aaright to subscribe to another security of the same issuer
or of another person, which right cannot be exercised until some
When conversion
When
conversion future date, shall not be deemed to be a
a sale of such other security;
security;
right emercised.
right exersed
but the
the issue or
or transfer
transfer of such other security upon the exercise of
of
but
such right of conversion or subscription
subscription shall be deemed a
a sale of such
such
security.
other security.
"Issuer."
"Isser."
(4) The term ""issuer ""means every person who issues or proposes
(4)
to issue any security or who guarantees
guarantees aa security either as
as to
to principal
cipal or income; except that with respect to certificates of deposit,
deposit,
voting-trust
collateral-trust certificates,
or with
with respect
respect
voting-trust certificates,
certificates, or
or collateral-trust
certificates, or
to certificates
certificates of
nt
eres tor
shares in
i
n an
an unincorporated
unincorporated investment
investment
to
of i
interest
or shares
g a
oar d o
di rect
ors (or
(
or persons
persons performing
performing similar
similar
trust not havin
having
ab
board
offdirectors
functions) or of the fixed, restricted management,
management, or unit type, the
Preliminaries not included.

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.

CH.
CH. 38.
38.

MAY
27, 1933.
1933.
MAY 27,

75
75

term "
" issuer
issuer""means the person or persons
persons performing
performing the acts and
assuming the duties of depositor
depositor or manager
manager pursuant
proviassuming
pursuant to the
the provi-

sions
of the
trust or
or other
other agreement
u nd er whi
ch such
such s.quipment-trust
u
-trust
sions of
the trust
agreement or
or instrument
instrument under
which
securities are issued; and except
respect to equipment-trust
securities
except that with respect
equipment-trust
certificates
issuer "
the person
person by
by
certificates or
or like securities, the
the term
term ""issuer
" means
means the
whom the equipment
property is
equipment or
or property
is or
or is
is to be
be used.
used.
(5)
The term
Commis- "''onmisiou."
"Connuission."
(5) The
term ""Commission
Commission " means
means the
the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Colmmission.
sion.
(6) The term "
Hawaii, Puerto
Puerto Rico.
Rico. "Territory."
"Territory.(6)
means Alaska,
" Territory "" means
Alaska, Hawaii,
Philippine Islands, Canal
Zone, the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, and
and the
the Philippine
Canal Zone,
insular
insular possessions
possessions of the
the United
United States.
States.
(7)
The term
"interstate commerce"
commerce" means
trade or
"Interstate com
com(7) The
term "interstate
means trade
or commerce
commerce m"Interestate
merce."
in securities
securities or any transportation
transportation or communication
relating thereto
communication relating
thereto
among the several States or between
between the District of Columbia
Columbia or any
any
Territory of
or
the United
United States and any
any State or other
other Territory,
Territory, or
Territory
of the
between any foreign country and any State, Territory, or the District
District
between
Columbia, or within
of Columbia,
within the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
nItegistration
state(8)
statement " means the statement
(8) The term ""registration
registration statement"
statement pro- nRegistration
stat.
vided for
for in
in section
section 6,
6, and
and includes
includes any
any amendment
amendment thereto
and any
Post, pp. 78
vided
thereto and
any78. Post,
report, document, or memorandum
memorandum accompanying
or
accompanying such statement
statement or
incorporated therein
therein by reference.
incorporated
reference.
"write- or
or "
writ(9)
The term "
"write
" written"
written " shall
shall include
(9) The
write "" or "
printed, litholitho- te
include printed,
terite"
"writn."
graphed,
or
any
means
of
graphic
communication.
graphed,
any
graphic communication.
"Prospectus."
" prospectus"
(10) The term
term "
prospectus "means any prospectus,
prospectus, notice,
notice, circucircu- "Prospectus."
communication, written or by .radio,
radio,
lar, advertisement,
advertisement, letter, or communication,
security for sale; except
(a) a
a communication
which offers any
any security
except that (a)
communicationExceptions.
Exceptions.
shall not be deemed
deemed a
if it
a prospectus
prospectus if
it is proved that prior to such
such Post, pp. 81, 905.
communication
written prospectus
prospectus meeting
meeting the
requirements .of
of
communication aa written
the requirements
PP 81' 95.
section 10 was received, by the person to whom the communication
communication
made, from the person making
communication or his prinwas made,
making such communication
advertisement, letter, or comlnunicommunicipal, and s(b)
(b) aa notice, circular,
circular, advertisement,
shall not be deemed to be a
aprospectus
prospectus
cation in respect of a
a security
security shall
if
it states from whom aawritten
written prospectus
prospectus meeting
meeting the
the requirements
requiremlenlts
if it
section 10 may be obtained
obtained and, in addition,
addition, does no more than
of section
identify
identify the security, state the price thereof,
thereof, and state by whom
whoml
orders will be executed.
executed.
(11) Thle
The term
underwriter" means
any person
person who
has purpur- "Underwriter."
(11)
term "
"underwriter"
means any
nde'"rriter"
who has
chased
froim an
an issuer
issuer with
with a
a view to, or sells
sells for
for an issuer
chased from
issuer in conconnection
distribution of any security,
or participates
nection with, the distribution
security, or
participates or has
has
aa direct
participation in any
any such
direct or indirect participation
such undertaking,
undertaking, or
or parparticipates or
participation in
the direct
or indirect
indirect underwritticipates
has a
or has
a participation
in the
direct or
underwrit- Personnotincluded.
ing
such term
term shall
include aaperson
person Persons not included.
ing of
of any
any such
such undertaking;
undertaking; but
but such
shall not
not include
whose interest is limited to a
commission from an underwriter
underwriter or
a commission
or
dealer not in excess of the usual and customary
distributors' or
customary distributors'
or
"issuer."
paragraph the
sellers' commission. As used in this paragraph
sellers'
the term "issuer''
"issuer" "issuer."
shall include, in addition to an issuer, any person directly
directly or indirectly
controlled by the issuer, or any person under
under
rectly controlling or controlled
direct or indirect common
common control with the issuer.
(12)
" means any person
person who engages
"Deal."
(12) The term ""dealer "
engages either
either for "Dealer."
all or part of his time, directly
indirectly, as agent, broker,
directly or indirectly,
broker, or
or
principal, in the business of offering,
offering, buying, selling, or otherwise
dealing or trading in securities issued
issued by another
another person.
EXEMPTEID SECURITIES
EliFIVEPTED
SECURITIES

SEc. 3. (a) Except as hereinafter expressly provided, the provi- tiem od
sions
Sm.of3.this
(a)title
Except
shallasnot
hereinafter
apply to any
expressly
of the
u'"'
provided,
followingthe
classes
proviof
sions of this title shall not apply to any of the following classes of

securities:
securities:

sseourie u

i.
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(1) Any security which, prior to or
(1)
sixty days
days after
after the
the
or within
within sixty
enactment of this title, has been sold. or disposed
disposed of
of by
by the
the issuer
or
issuer
or
fl
New
offering
ex
this exemption
exemption shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
New
e-" bona fide offered
offered to the
the public,
public, but
but this
to
eluded, o ering
any new offering of any such security by an issuer or underwriter
underwriter
subsequent
to such
such sixty
sixty days;
days;
subsequent to
Securities
guaranteed
(2) Any
issued or
by the
the United
States or any
bSec
itiestarteed
(2)
Any security
security issued
by United
States,
or guaranteed
guaranteed by
United States
or any
State, or
or political sub
sub - Territory
thereof, or
or by
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or by
any St
at
e of
of
State,
Territory thereof,
by the
the District
by any
State
division,
etc.
Post,
the
United States,
States, or
or by
by any
any political
political subdivi
sio n o
St at
e or
ost, p.
p. 906.
908.
the United
subdivision
off aa State
or
Territory, or by any public instrumentality
of one
one or
or
instrumentality of
or more
more States
States or
corpo- Territories
Government eorpoTerritories exercising
exercising an
an essential
function, or
or by
by any
essential governmental
governmental function,
any
rations.
corporation
controlled or
rations,
corporation created
created and controlled
or supervised
supervised by
and acting
acting as
as an
by and
an
instrumentality
Government of the United States
instrumentality of the Government
States pursuant
pursuant to
to
National, etc.,
etc., banks,
by the
Congress of
ofth e Unit ed St at
es ,or b
y any
National,
banks. authority
authority granted
granted by
the Congress
the United States,
or by any
national
national bank, or by any banking
banking institution organized
organized under
under the
the laws
laws
of any State or Territory,
Territory, the business
which is
is substantially
substantially conconbusiness of
of which
fined to banking
banking and is supervised by the State
territorial banking
State or territorial
banking
similar official;
official; or
or an
secur ity i
ssue d b
y or repreFederalreservebank
commission or
Federal
reserve bank commission
or similar
anyy security
issued
by
or repreobligations.
senting an interest in or aa, direct obligation of
obligations,
Federal reserve
reserve
of aa Federal
Current transactions.
transactions, bank;
bank;
Current
(3)
(3) Any note, draft, bill
exchange, or
or banker's
banker's acceptance
acceptance
bill of exchange,
Short-termpaper.
Short-term paper.
which arises
transaction or
or the
the proceeds
which
arises out
out of
of a
a current
current transaction
proceeds of
of which
have been or are to be used for current
and which
which has
has
current transactions,
transactions, and
aa maturity at the time of issuance of not exceeding
exceeding nine months,
months,
exclusive
exclusive of days of
or any
any ren
ewa lth
ereo fth
ma t
ur i
ty of
of grace,
grace, or
renewal
thereof
thee maturity
of
organ_ which
will ch is
Religious, etc., organis likewise
likewise limited;
limited;
izations.
tuitions.
(4)
organized and
operated
(4) Any
Any security
security issued
issued by
by aacorporation
corporation organized
and operated
Post, p. 906•
exclusively
exclusively for religious, educational, benevolent, fraternal,
fraternal, charicharipurp oses and
an d not
notfor
for pecuniary
pecuniary profit,
profit, and
and no
no
table, or reformatory
reformatory purposes
part of the net earnings
earnings of which inures
inures to
benefit of
any person,
person,
to the benefit
of any
private
private stockholder,
stockholder, or
or individual;
individual;
assiatiinse
adwhere
le
(5)
a building
associations,
Building
and
loan
(5) Any .security issued by a
building and loan
loan association,
homeassociations,
association, homeetc,etc.
where
substntially stead association
business substa!ntiolly
and loan
loan association,
associationt or
association, savings
savings and
or similar
similar institution,
institution,
confined to members.
substantially
the business
substantially all 'the
business of which is confined
the making
confined to
to the
making of
of
Exception.
loans to members (but the foregoing exemption
Exception.
exemption shall not apply with
with
respect to any such security where the issuer takes from
from the
total
the total
amount paid or deposited
deposited by
by the
the purchaser,
purchaser, by
by way
wa y of
ofany
any fee,
fee, cash
cash
value
value or other device
device whatsoever, either upon termination
termination of
of the
the
investment at
at maturity
or before
maturity,) an aggregate amount in
investment
maturity or
before maturity
armers'
cooeraexcess
of
3
per
centum of the
Farmers' coopem excess of 3
centum
the face
face value
va l
ue of
ofsuch security),
security), or any
tives.
tives.
Vol.47pp,rp.w3,1
security
Vol. 47,141 193, 194,
security issued by aa farmers'
farmers' cooperative association
as defined
in
association as
defined in
paragraphs (12),
(12), (13),
(13), and (14)
paragraphs
(14) of section
section 103 of the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act
of 1932;
1932;
cmoncarier.
(6)
Any security
security issued
issued by aa common carrier which
to
Conumm
(6) Any
which is subject to
Vol.
41, p.carrie
494.
.s.o., P. 1lro.
the provisions of section 20a of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act,
U.S.C., p.
1670.
the
Act, as
as
amended;
CertEiates
in bankbaik()
Certificates
(7) Certificates
Certificates issued
by aareceiver
or by
by aatrustee
bankruptcy,
issued by
receiver or
trustee in
in bankruptcy,
ruptcY
proceedings
,
rwith
prods
the approval
approval of the court;
etcAty
contrac
, (8)
insurance or
Annuity contracts,
(8) Any insurance
or endowment
endowment policy
policy or
or annuity
contract or
or
etc.
annuity contract
Peos,
p. Om.
by aa corporation
Post, p.
900.
optional annuity contract, issued by
corporation subject
to the
the
subject to
supervision
of the
commissioner, bank commissioner,
commissioner, or
supervision of
the insurance commissioner,
or
any agency or officer performing
performing like
functions, of
of any
any State
State or
or
like functions
Territory of the United States or the District of Columbia.
Addittionl elmes
es
permitted.
time to
Additiozrdi
(b) The Commission may from time
to time
time by
by its
its rules
regurules and
and regulations,
and subject
lotions, and
subject to such terms and conditions as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed
therein, add any class of securities
securities to the securities exempted
exempted as provided in this section, if it finds that the enforcement
of this
this title
title with
with
enforcement of
respect to such securities is not necessary
necessary in the public interest and
and
for the protection
protection of investors
investors by reason
reason of the small amount
amount
Prior sale.
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but no
involved
or the
character of
of the
public offering;
offering; but
no issue
issue
the public
the limited
limited character
involved or
of securities shall be exempted under this subsection where the aggregate
exceeds
such issue is offered to the public exceeds
at which
which such
amount at
gate amount
$100,000.
EXEMPTED
EXEMPTED TRAN'SACTIONS
TRANSACTIONS

Restriction.
Restriction.

Exempted
Exempted

transac-

5 shall not apply to any of the tions.
S
EC. 4. The provisions of section 5
SEC.
following
transactions:
following transactions:
individuals.
underwriter, By
(1)
Transactions by any person other than an issuer, underwriter,
(1) Transactions
Post, p. 906.
Post,
or
dealer; transactions
an issuer not with or through an undertransactions by an
or dealer;
writer and
and not
not involving
offering; or transactions
a
transactions by a
public offering;
involving any public
writer
dealer
(including an
an underwriter
underwriter
acting as an underwriter
longer acting
no longer
underwriter no
dealer (including
in respect
security involved
transaction), except transinvolved in such transaction),
of the
the security
in
respect of
actions within
Post, p.
p. 79.
one year after the last date upon which the security Post,
within one
actions
was bona
bona fide
fide offered to the public by the issuer or by or through an
was
underwriter (excluding
(excluding in the computation
computation of such year any time
underwriter
which aa stop order issued under section 88 is in effect as to
during which
constituting
the security),
security), and
securities constituting
and except transactions as to securities
the
the whole
whole or
an unsold allotment to or subscription by such
or aapart of an
the
dealer as
as a
a participant
in the distribution
distribution of such securities by the
participant in
dealer
issuer or by
by or through an underwriter.
issuer
trans acBrokers' transac(2)
customers' orders on any tions.
executed upon customers'
transactions, executed
Brokers' transactions,
(2) Brokers'
the
exchange
or
in
open
or
not
solicitation
but
market,
counter
or
open
the
exchange or in
of such orders.
Issuance of securities
securities
Issuance
(3) The
The issuance
issuance of
security of
of a
exchanged by it with to
a person
person exchanged
of aa security
(3)
to existing security
etc.
its existing
existing security
security holders
where no commission or holders, creditors, etc.
exclusively, where
holders exclusively,
its
indirectly in connecconnecremuneration is paid or given directly or indirectly
other remuneration
existing
tion with
securities to the existing
exchange; or the issuance of securities
such exchange;
with such
tion
corporation in the
creditors of aa corporation
security holders or other existing creditors
process
of such
such corporation
corporation under the
reorganization of
fide reorganization
bona fide
of a
a bona
process of
supervision of
of any
either in exchange
exchange for the securities of such
court, either
any court,
supervision
security
holders or claims of such creditors or partly for cash and
security holders
partly
exchange for the securities
securities or claims of such security
in exchange
partly in
holders or creditors.
MAILS
PROHIBITIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
TO INTERSTATE
COMMERCE AND
TIIE MAILS
AND TIIE
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
PROHIIITIONS
relating
Prohibition relating
registration statement
SEc. 5.
statement is in effect
effect as to aa to Prohibitions
Unless aa registration
(a) Unless
5. (a)
SEC.
interstate commerce
the mails.
and
security,
it
shall
be
unlawful
for
any
person,
directly
or
indirectly—
indirectlyor
directly
security, it shall be unlawful for any person,
Transmission of bro(1)
use of
of any
any means
means or
instruments of
of transportatransporta- ker's
ouf
bro
Transmissin
or instruments
to make
make use
(1) to
prospectus, etc.
tion
or communication
communication in interstate commerce or of the mails ker's ropectus, etc.
tion or
to sell
sell or
or offer
offer to
to buy
buy such security through the use or medium
to
of any prospectus or otherwise; or
Transporting
such
suc
Transporting
in security
(2)
(2) to carry or cause to be carried through the mails or in
for sale
sale or
or
delivery after sale.
means or instruments of transportainterstate
commerce, by
by any
any means
transporta- delivery
interstate commerce,
tion,
any such
such security
of sale or for delivery
the purpose
purpose of
security for the
tion, any
after sale.
lawful to transUnlawful
tn torasU
or indirectly(b)
for any
person, directly
directly or
indirectly—
any person,
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
It shall
(b) It
mit.
relating
relating
Prospectus
transportation to registered security.
(1) to
to make
instruments of transportation
any means or instruments
use of any
make use
(1)
communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to to eitered security.
or communication
any prospectus
prospectus relating to any security regis- Pod, pp. #,
or transmit
transmit any
carry or
81.
tered under
requireunder this title, unless such prospectus meets the requiretered
ments of section 10; or
(2)
to cause
carried through
or in
ecrity.
in Security.
mails or
the mails
through the
be carried
to be
cause to
or to
carry or
to carry
(2) to
interstate commerce
commerce any such
security for the purpose of sale or
such security
interstate
for
delivery after
after sale,
sale, unless
unless accompanied
accompanied or
or preceded
preceded by
a
by a
for delivery
prospectus that
the requirements
requirements of section 10.
meets the
that meets
prospectus
, Intrastate MIN CID
(c)
The provisions
provisions of
of this
section relating to the use of the mails
mails eluded.
this section
(c) The
P. 906.
shall not
the sale
any security
security where
issue of
which Pod.
w,.p.a
of which
where the issue
of any
sale of
to the
apply to
not apply
shall
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sold only
only to
it is aa part is sold
to persons
persons resident
resident within
within aa single
single State
State
is aaperson
person resident
resident
or Territory, where the issuer
issuer of such
such securities
securities is
by and
and
and doing business
business within, or, if
if a
a corporation,
corporation, incorporated
incorporated by
or Territory.
doing business
business within, such
such State
State or
Territory.
REGISTRATION OF ,SECURITIES
REGISTRATION
,SECURITIES AND
SIGNING OF
OF REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION STATEMENT
AND SIGNING
STATEMENT
Registration
Registration ofsecurof secur-

ities and
of regregities
and signing of
istation
stateent.
istration statement.

SE.
S
EC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) Any security may be registered
registered with the Commission
commission
under the
the terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, by
by filing
filing aaregisregistration statement
triplicate, at
at least
least one
of which
which shall
shall be
statement in
in triplicate,
one of
be signed
signed by
by
each issuer, its principal
principal executive
officer or
or officers,
officers, its
its principal
principal
executive officer

financial
financial officer,
officer, its comptroller or principal accounting officer, and
and

the majority of its
of directors
directors or
performing similar
similar
its board of
or 'persons
persons performing
Foreign or
ers
rial person.

riagO

functions (or, if there is no board of directors or persons performing
performing
similar functions, by the majority of
board having
having the
the
of the
the persons or
or board

power of
of management
the issuer),
and in
is a
a
T itn power
management of
of the
issuer), and
in case
case the
the issuer
issuer is

Territoerr

foreign or Territorial person by its duly authorized
authorized representative
representative in
in
the United States; except that when such registration statement
statement
Security of foreign
relates to
to a
security issued
by a
aforeign
government, or
subSecurity of foreign relates
a security
issued by
foreign government,
or political
political subgovernments.
division thereof, it need be signed only by
the underwriter
underwriter of
of such
by the
such
Signatures.
signatures.
security. Signatures of all such persons when written
written on
on the
the said
said
registration
statements shall
registration statements
be presumed
so written
written by
shall be
presumed to
to have
have been
been so
by
is so
so affixed
affixed and
and the
the burden
burden
authority of the person whose
whose signature
signature is
of proof, in the event such authority shall be denied, shall be
upon
be upon
Unauthorized signUnauthorized
the
party denying
the same.
same. The
The affixing
of any
any signature
signthe party
denying the
affixing of
signature without
without
ing.
ing.
the authority of the purported signer shall constitute a
violation of
a violation
of
this title. A registration statement shall be deemed effective only as
as
to
the securities
specified therein
as proposed
to be
offered.
iling
to
the
securities
ee
specified
therein
as
proposed
to
be
offered.
Filing fee.
ling
(b)
a registration statement
(b) At the time of filing a
statement the applicant
applicant
shall pay to the Commission aa fee of one one-hundredth
one-hundredth of 1
1 per
per
centum of the maximum
maximum aggregate price at which
securities are
which such
such securities
are
proposed to be offered, but in no case shall such fee be less than $25.
Registration
stateRegistretion
stats
(C) The filing with the
(c)
of a
aregistration
registration statement,
statement, or
or
the Commission
Commission of
ment
effective onfiling,
etc.
etc.
of an
an amendment
amendment to aaregistration
registration statement, shall be deemed to have
taken place upon the receipt thereof, but the filing of aa registration
registration
ave t
aken p
l
ace un
l
ess i
i
s accomstatement shall not be deemed
deemed t
too h
have
taken
place
unless
itt is
accompanied by aa United States postal money order or aa certified bank
bank
check or cash for the amount of the fee required
required under
un der su
bsecti on (b).
(b) .
subsection
(d) The
The information
information contained
in
or
filed
with any
any registration
(d)
contained
in
or
filed
with
registration
Availability of regisratoiln information.
bfityatoleis- statement shall
be made
made available
the public
public under
under such
regulations
shall be
available to
ration
to the
such regulations
may prescribe,
and copies
copies th
ereo f, photostatic
p hot
os t
ati c or
or
as the
the Commission
Commission may
prescribe, and
thereof,
otherwise,
otherwise, shall be furnished to
to every
reasonable
every applicant
applicant at
at such
such reasonable
charge as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
charge
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Not operative first 40
dysto
(e)
may be
first forty
forty
rtive
(e) No
No registration
registration statement
days.
statenient may
be filed
filed within
within the
the first
days following
the enactment
following the
enactment of this Act.
INFORMIATION REQUIRED
INFORMATION
REQUIRED IN
STATEMENT
IN REGISTRATION
REGISTIATION STATEMENT
Information required: Schedules.

quirScheduleo
Post, p.t 88..8.

Sr.o.
7. The
The registration
statement, when
relating to
security
SEC. 7.
registration statement,
when relating
to aa security

security issued
issued by
by a
foreign governm
en t, or
or political
po liti ca l
other than
than a
a security
a foreign
government,

subdivision thereof, shall contain
cont
ain the
the information,
information, and
and be
be accomaccomoreign governmet panied
panied by the documents,
documents, specified in Schedule
Schedule A, and when relating

Foreign government
securities.

a foreign government, or political subdivision
to a
asecurity issued by a
subdivision
thereof, shall contain the infornation,
accompanied
by the
the
information, and be accompanied
in certain
in
certain documents, specified
specified in Schedule
Schedule B;
B; except
except that
that the
the Commission
Commission
may by rules or regulations
regulations provide that any such information or
document need not be included
included in respect of any class of issuers
or securities if itit finds that the requirement
requirement of such information or
or
document
document is inapplicable to such class and that disclosure fully
adequate for the protection of investors is otherwise
otherwise required to be

Post, p. 91.

Pes,.

a
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classes.
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stateProfessional
any accountant.
If any
included
accountant, meP
nr
t
o
sfessional
statestatement. If
the registration
registration statement.
included within the
Inents.
enginee
r, or appraiser,
profession gives
g ive s
•
appraiser, or any
any person whose profession
engineer,
authority to a
astatement made by him, is named
named as having prepared
prepared
statement, or is named as
or certified any part of the registration statement,
a report or valuation for use in
prepared or certified a
having prepared
connection
registration statement, the written consent of
connection with the registration
Written consent
registration statement.
such person
person shall
filed with
with the
the registration
statement. If
If any such use,
Written
consent to
be filed
shall be
such
required.
person is named as having prepared
prepared or certified
certified a
areport or valuation sereqre
(other than a
a public official document
document or statement)
statement) which is used
used
in connection
connection with the registration statement, but is not named as
having prepared
prepared or certified such report
report or valuation
valuation for use il
in
connection
connection with the registration statement, the written consent of
such
such person shall be filed with the registration statement unless the
Commission dispenses with such filing as impracticable
impracticable or as involvCommission
ing undue
undue hardship
hardship on
on the
the person
person filing
filing the
statement. Additional informa
the registration
registration statement.
ing
Any such
registration statement
statement shall
contain such
such other
infor- tion,
Additional
informs.
etc.
other inforshall contain
Any
such registration
accompanied by such other documents,
documents, as the
mation, and be accompanied
necessary
Commission
by rules
rules or regulations require as being necessary
may by
Commission may
appropriate in the public interest
interest or for the protection of investors.
or appropriate
AMENDMENTS
REGISTRATION STATEMENTS
EFFECT OF
TAKING
OF REGISTRATION
STATEMENTS AND
AND AMENDMENTS
TAKING EFFECT
THERETO
THERETO

Registration
stet eRegistration stateamendmerits and amen
dments
thereto.
ments thereto.

date.
Effective date.
SEC. 8.
8. (a)
(a) The effective date of a
a registration statement shall be Effective
SEC.
the
twentieth day after the filing thereof, except
except as hereinafter
hereinafter
the twentieth
securities.
Foreign securities.
public Foreign
any foreign
provided,
except that
securities of any
foreign public
in case
case of securities
that in
and except
provided, and
of
authority,
which
has
continued
full
its
obligations
in
service
the
continued
authority, which
proceeds of which are to be devoted to the
the United States, the proceeds
registrarefunding of obligations
obligations payable in the United States, the registrarefunding
tion
filing
tion statement shall become effective seven days after the filing
thereof.
statement is filed prior
prior
any such statement
to any
amendment to
If any amendment
thereof. If
statement
to
registration statement
effective date of such statement, the registration
to the effective
amendment was filed;
filed;
shall be deemed to have been filed when such amendment
except that an amendment
amendment filed with the consent of the Commission,
registration statement, or filed
effective date of the registration
prior to the effective
Commission, shall be treated
treated as aa part
pursuant to an order of the Commission,
of the registration
statement.
registration statement.
Incomplete or mac'
or inaec
Incomplete
If it appears to the Commission that a
aregistration
registration statement curate
(b) If
statements.
is on
on its
face incomplete
incomplete or
or inaccurate
in any
material respect,
respect, the
the euratesttemet
any material
inaccurate in
its face
is
Opportunity to
Commission may,
may, after
personal service or
Opdportunity to
sending of amend.
or the sending
after notice
notice by personal
Commission
confirmed
filing
not later than ten days after the filingmen
telegraphic notice not
confirmed telegraphic
of the
registration statement,
opportunity for hearing
hearing (at a
a
and opportunity
statement, and
of
the registration
time
fixed by
by the
the Commission)
by
notice by
after such notice
ten days after
within ten
Commission) within
time fixed
telegraphic notice, issue an
personal service or the sending of such telegraphic
personal
order prior
registration refusing to permit
effective date of registration
the effective
to the
prior to
order
eiiitatdea t e of
Eftie
Ef
such statement
statement to
effective until
it has
in amEffective
amended in
has been
been amended
until it
become effective
to become
such
: deVnt.
e
of
accordance
with such
such order.
statement has
been
has been
such statement
When such
order. 'When
accordance with
amended
accordance with such order the Commission shall so
in accordance
amended in
declare and
effective at the time
registration shall become effective
the registration
and the
declare
provided
subsection (a)
(a) or
of such declaration,
date of
or upon the date
in subsection
provided in
whichever date is the later.
whichever
Amendment
(c)
An amendment
filed after
the effective
date of
of the
the registration
I ed
Amendment ffiled
registration after
effective date
after the
amendment filed
(c) An
effective date.
statement, if
if such
such amendment,
amendment, upon
face, appears
to the
the ComCom- after effetive date.
appears to
its face,
upon its
statement,
mission not
to be
incomplete or
any material
material respect,
Determination of
respect, Determination
in any
inaccurate in
or inaccurate
be incomplete
not to
mission
date, if not defective.
shall
become effective
effective on
such date
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may deterifnot deetive.
deter- date
date as
on such
shall become
mine, having
regard to
to the
public interest
protection
and the protection
interest and
the public
due regard
having due
mine,
of investors.
Stop order pro(d) If
it appears
the Commission
at any
the registraregistra- vbions.
to order pro
that the
any time
time that
Commission at
to the
If it
appears to
(d)
tion
statement
includes
any
untrue
statement
of
a
material
or
fact
tion statement includes any untrue statement of a material
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omits to state
to be
be stated
therein or
or
state any material fact
fact required
required to
stated therein
necessary to make
therein not
misleading, the
Comnecessary
make the statements
statements therein
not misleading,
the Commission may, after notice by personal
personal service
service or
or the
sending of
of
the sending
confirmed telegraphic notice, and
(at
and after opportunity
opportunity for
for hearing
hearing (at
a time fixed by the Commission)
a
Commission) within
fifteen days
within fifteen
days after
after such
such

notice by personal service or
the sending
sending of
of such
telegraphic notice,
notice,
or the
such telegraphic
issue aa stop order suspending
effectiveness of
of the
the registration
registration
suspending the
the effectiveness
statement. When such statement has been amended
statement.
accordance
amended in
in accordance
with such stop order the Commission
Commission shall so
thereupon
so declare and
and thereupon
the stop order shall cease to be effective.
effective.
Investigations auais (e) The
The Commission
Commission is
empowered to
to make
make an
an examinaInvetigations
(e)
is hereby
hereby empowered
examinathorized.
thorLed.
Powers of Commis- tion
in any
any case
in order
to
determine
whether
a
stop
order
Powers
tion in
case in
order to determine whether a stop order should
should
sion.
issue under subsection (d).
(d). In making such examination
examination the
the ComCommission or any officer
officer or officers
officers designated
it shall
shall have
have access
designated by it
access
to and may demand
and
demand the production of any books
books and
and papers
papers of,
of, and
may administer
administer oaths and affirmations to
and examine,
to and
examine, the
the issuer,
issuer,
underwriter, or any other
any matter
matter relevant
other person
person,' in
in respect
respect of
of any
relevant
to the examination, and
and may,
in its
its discretion,
require the
production
may, in
discretion, require
the production
of a
abalance sheet exhibiting the assets
of the
assets and liabilities
liabilities of
the issuer,
issuer,
or its income statement, or both, to
by a
to be
be certified to by
a public
public or
or
for issuance certified
accountant approved
approved by
If the
the issuer
issuer
Grotopsforissuanc
certified accountant
by the
the Commission.
Commission. If
of Grounds
stop order.
or underwriter
cooperate, or shall obstruct or refuse
underwriter shall fail to cooperate
to permit the making of an examination,
examination, such
conduct shall
shall be
be
such conduct
proper
ground for
the issuance
of a
astop
order.
proper ground
for the
issuance of
stop order.
Serice of
of notice.
notice.
(f) Any notice required
Service
(f)
required under this section shall be
be sent
sent to
to or
or
served on the issuer, or, in case of a
aforeign government or political
political
subdivision thereof, to or on the underwriter, or,
or, in
of a
a
in the
the case
case of
foreign or Territorial
Territorial person, to or on its duly authorized
authorized representative in the United States named in the registration
registration statement, proptelegraphic notice to the address given
erly directed in each case of telegraphic
given
in such statement.
Notice.
Notice,

Court
Court review
review of ComCornorders.
mission's orders.

COURT REVIEW
REVIEW OF
COURT
OF ORDERS
ORDERS
SEC. u
.
(a)
Any
person
aggrieved
by
an order
order of
of the
Commission
Sec. 9. (a) Any person aggrieved by an
the Commission
court of
appeals, etc. may
may obtain aareview of such order in the Circuit Court of Appeals
court
of appeals,
of the United States, within any .circuit wherein
wherein such person resides
resides
or has his principal
principal place of business, or in the Court of Appeals
Appeals of
of
the District of Columbia, by filing in such court, within sixty days
after the entry of such order, a
petition praying
that the
a written petition
praying that
the
(Copsytereofnto
Co order of the Commission
Copy
thereof to Coromodified or be set aside in whole
whole or
or in
in
Conunission be modified
mission.
such petition
forthw ith serve
d upon
upon the
ev- part. A
Proceedings and eviA copy
copy of
of such
petition shall
shall be
be forthwith
served
the
dernc.
d
Commission, and thereupon
thereupon the Commission shall certify and file in
(knee.
Commission,
in
the court aatranscript
transcript of the record upon which the order complained
complained
of was entered. No objection to the order of the Commission shall
be considered
considered by the court unless such objection shall have been urged
be
urged
before the Commission. The finding of the Commission as to the
the
facts, if supported by evidence, shall
shall be conclusive. If
If either party
shall
shall apply to the court for leave to adduce additional evidence, and
shall
satisfaction of the court that such additional evishall show
show to
to the
the satisfaction
dence is material and that there were reasonable grounds for failure
to adduce such evidence
evidence in the hearing before the Commission, the
court may order such additional evidence to be taken before the
Commission and to be adduced upon the hearing in such manner
manner
and upon such terms and conditions
conditions as to the court may seem proper.
The Commission may modify its findings as to the facts, by reason
reason
of the additional
modified
of
additional evidence so taken, and it shall file such modified
or new findings, which, if supported by evidence,
evidence.) shall be
be concluconclu-

Petition allowed to
appropriate circuit
circuit
appropriate
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sive, and its recommendation,
modification or setting
recommendation, if any, for the modification
sive,
aside of
the original
order.
original order.
of the
aside

court.
ofcourt.
Jurisdiction of
jurisdiction of the court
The jurisdiction
The
court shall be Jurisdiction
or
setexclusive
decree, affirming, modifying,
exclusive and its judgment and decree,
Commission, shall
ting
ting aside, in whole or in part, any order of the Commission,
Certiorari
to
SupremiCourt.
Court of the United preme
be final,
review by
by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
to review
subject to
be
final, subject
Court.
and
239
sections
in
States
sections
certification as provided
certiorari or certification
States upon certiorari
p. 90
906.
amended (U.S.C., title 28, secs. 346 . s.c..
Judicial Code, as amended
the Judicial
of the
240 of
and 347).
347).
and
Commission's order
notsta"d.o
under subsection (a)
(b)
commencement of
(a) shall not
proceedings under
of proceedings
The commencement
stayed. n
(b) The
specifically ordered by the court, operate as a
astay of the
not, unless specifically
Commission's order.
PROSPECTUS
IN PROSPECTUS
INFORMATION REQUIRED
REQUIRED IN
INFORMIATION

Information required
required
Information
in prospectus.

S
EC. 10. (a)
(a) A prospectus—
prospectusSEC.
Domestic
securities.
Domestic securities.
a security issued
(1)
when relating
issued
security other than a
a security
relating to a
(1) when
by a
a foreign
foreign government
thereof, shall
or political subdivision thereof,
government or
by
contain the
registration statement,
statements made in the registration
same statements
the same
contain
91.
Post, p. 91.
but
it need
paragraphs Post,
referred to in paragraphs
documents referred
the documents
include the
not include
need not
but it
(28) to (32),
(32), inclusive,
inclusive, of Schedule
Schedule A;
A;
(28)
government,
government,
foreign govern- etc.,Foreign
(2) when
security issued by a
a foreign
a security
relating to a
when relating
(2)
securities.
securities.
ment or
political subdivision
contain the same
shall contain
subdivision thereof shall
or political
ment
statements made in
statement, but it
it need not Post,
registration statement,
in the
the registration
statements
Post, p. 92.
include
documents referred
paragraphs (13)
(13) and (14)
(14)
referred to in paragraphs
the documents
include the
Schedule B.
of Schedule
(b)
subsection (a)(a)—
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection
(b) Notwithstanding
Statement
in prosStatement in
(1)
than thirteen months after pectus
pectus used
a prospectus
prospectus is used more than
when a
(1) when
more than
than
used more
13
months.
13
information
the
effective
date
of
the
registration
statement,
the
the effective date of the registration statement,
Post,
Post, p. 906.
in
the statements
therein shall be as of aa date not
contained therein
statements contained
in the
more than twelve months prior to such use.
Statements
may
Statements that may
(2) there
may be
be omitted
prospectus any of the be omitted.
omitted from any prospectus
there may
(2)
statements
statements required under such subsection (a) which the Commission may
may by
rules or
designate as not being necesregulations designate
or regulations
by rules
mission
protection
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection
sary or appropriate
of investors.
InformaAdditional informan(3)
prospectus shall
shall contain
information as the tionAdditional
contain such other information
any prospectus
(3) any
required.
Commission
or regulations
regulations require
being necesrequire as being
by piles
rules or
may by
Commission may
sary
in the
interest or for the protection
the public interest
appropriate in
or appropriate
sary or
of investors.
Classification of
Classification
(4) in
in the
exercise of
powers under paragraphs
(2) and prospectuses.
paragraphs (2)
its powers
of its
prospectuses.
the exercise
(4)
(3) of
this subsection,
Commission shall
shall have
have authority
authority to
to
the Commission
subsection, the
of this
(3)
classify prospectuses
prospectuses according
nature and circumstances
circumstances
the nature
to the
according to
classify
of
their use,
and, by
by rules
and subject
subject to such
such
regulations and
and regulations
rules and
use, and,
of their
Regulations governRegulations
terms
and
conditions
as
it
shall
specify
therein,
to
prescribe
as ing
prescribe
to
classes
therein,
ing form, etc., of classes.
specify
shall
it
terms and conditions as
to
and contents
which it
approprifind appropriit may
may find
contents which
form and
the form
class the
each class
to each
ate to
such use
the
and the
interest and
public interest
the public
with the
consistent with
and consistent
use and
to such
ate
protection
investors.
of investors.
protection of
requirePrinting require(c)
The statements
statements or
or information
be included
a niPrinting
in a
included in
to be
required to
information required
(c) The
ment.
prospectus by
by or
authority of
(b), when
(a) or (b),
subsection (a)
of subsection
under authority
or under
prospectus
written,
placed in
in a
prospectus in
conspicuous part of the prospectus
a conspicuous
be placed
shall be
written, shall
type as
large as
generally m
the body of the
the prospectus.
in the
used generally
that used
as that
as large
type
broadcasts.
Radio broadcasts.
(d)
case where
where a
aprospectus
broadcast, Copies
radio broadcast,
of aa radio
consists of
prospectus consists
any case
In any
(d) In
Copies to be filed.
flied.
rules
such
copies
under
be filed with the Commission under
thereof shall be
copies thereof
and
prescribe. The Commission may by
shall prescribe.
it shall
as it
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
require the
the filing
prospecit of forms of prospecfiling with it
regulations require
and regulations
rules
tuses used
used in
with the
the sale
sale of
securities registered
under
registered under
of securities
in connection
connection with
tuses
this title.
86637°
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6
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CIVIL LIABILITIES
LIABILITIES ON ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT OF FALSE REGISTRATION
STATEMENT
REGISTRATION STATEMENT

Ci;il liabilities
liabilities for
for
false registration
registration stateCivil

ment.

Pod, p.
Post
p

907.

907.

Responsibility
sigResponsibility of
ofsignator.
Director, partner, etc.

Prospective director,
director,
Prospective
partner, etc..

partner. etc.

SEC.
S
EC. 11.
11. (a) In case
case any part of the registration
registration statement,
statement, when
when
such part became effective,
effective, contained
contained an untrue statement of
of a
a

or omitted
omitted to
material fact or
material fact
fact required
required to
be stated
to state
state aamaterial
to be
stated
therein or necessary
necessary to make the
statements therein
not misleading,
misleading,
the statements
therein not
any person
person acquiring such security
security (unless
(unless i
is proved
proved that
that at
at the
ittis
the
time of such acquisition he
omission).may,
he knew
knew of
of such
such untruth
untruth or
or omission)
may,
either at law or in equity, in any
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
any court
court of
jurisdiction,
suesue—
(1)
(1) every person who signed
registration statement;
statement;
signed the registration
(2) every person who was aadirector of
(2)
person performperformof (or
(or person
ing similar functions)
functions) or partner in,
in, the
issuer a
time of
the issuer
attth
thee time
of the
the
filing of the part of the registration
registration statement
statement with
respect to
with respect
to

which his liability is asserted;
which
(3)
his liability
asserted;
with his consent, is named in the
(3) every
every person
personis who,
who,
with
his consent, is named in the
registration statement as being or about
ab
ou tt
ecome a
a director,
director,
too b
become
person performing
performing similar
similar functions,
functions, or
partner;
or partner;

(4) every
every accountant,
(4)
engineer, or
or any
any person
person
accountant, engineer,
or appraiser,
appraiser, or
whose profession gives authority
a statement
whose
authority to a
statement made by
by him,
him,
who has with his consent been
as having
prepared or
been named
named as
having prepared
or
certified any part of
ra ti on statement,
st
at
emen t
, or
as having
of the regist
registration
or as
having
prepared or certified any
any report
re p
or tor
which is
is used
used in
in
or valuation
valuation which
connection with the registration
regist ratio n statement,
respect to
to the
statement, with
with respect
the
statement in such registration statement, report,
valuation,
report, or
or valuation,
which purports to have been prepared
prepared or
or certified
certified by
him;
by
him;
Underwriter to such
n
(5)
underwriter with
with respect
to such
such security.
security.
snderwriter to s ch
every underwriter
(5) every
respect to
security.
Exemption,
if
burExetmtion,
if
bur(b) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of subsection
person,
subsection (a)
(a) no
no person,
den of proof sustained.
den ofproofsustained. other than the issuer, shall be liable as provided therein who
who shall
sustain the
burden of
proof—
sustain
the burden
of proofResignation, etc., be(1)
that
before
the
effective date
date of
of the
of the
registraoresignation,
tc.,be(1)
that
before
the effective
the part
fore
effective date
of
part of
the registrafore
effective
date of
statement.
tion statement
tion
statement with respect to which his liability is asserted (A)
he had resigned from
or had
had taken
such steps
steps as
are permitted
by
from or
taken such
as are
permitted by
Notification to ComNotiiton
tcn,taccordlaw to
resign
from, or ceased
mission,
etc.,
accordor refused to act in, every office,
law
to
resign
ceased
office,
ingly.
ingly.
capacity, or relationship
relationship in which he was described in
in the registration statement as acting or agreeing to act, and (B)
(B) he had
had
advised the Commission and the issuer in writing
had
writing that he
he had
taken
taken such
such action
action and that he would not be responsible
responsible for such
part of
of the
the registration
registration statement;
part
statement; or
or
Advised commission
fVistdt
commission
(9)
(2) that if such part of
statement became
became
of false
statement.
of the registration
registration statement
effective without his knowledge,
knowledge, upon becoming
effective
becoming aware
aware of
of such
such
Paet
Commission, in accordfact he forthwith acted and advised the Commission,
Public
notice,
addl.
ttiblal notieo, adii^
aneewith paragraph (1),
andl, in addition,
ance
(1), and,
additi on, gave
gave reasonable
public notice that such part of the registration
registration statement had
public
had
become effective
effective without his knowledge;
knowledge; or
Belief in
in probitpy
probity of
of
tlief
(3)
part
registration
state(3) that
that (A)
(A) as
as regards
regards any p
ar tof
of the
the reg
i
strat i
on statestetements, not
statements,
sot expert,
expert,
etc.
etc.
ment
not
purporting
to
be made on the authority
ment
authority of an expert,
and not purporting to be a
a copy
of or
or extract
extract from
from a
copy of
a report
report
or valuation of an expert, and not purporting
purporting to
to be
be made
made on
on
the authority of a
a public official document or statement, he
he had,
had,
o No
m d
a
olaiifltte.
fat
after reasonable
investigation, reasonable
reasonable ground to believe
reasonable investigation,
and
believe and
did believe, at the time
registration statement
statement
time such
such part of the registration
became effective, that the statements therein were true and that
became
there
no omission
omission to
t
o state
st
at
ea
materi
al fact
to be stated
there was
was no
a material
fact required
required to
be stated
therein or
or necessary
necessary t
o ma
ke the
th e statements
statements therein not mistherein
to
make
therein
not misStatement made as
expert
true.
strement
made
leading; and (B)
(B) as regards any part of the registration
leading;
registration statement
ad
e upon
upon hi
as an expert
ment purporting
purporting to
to be
be m
made
hiss authority
authority as
an expert
or purporting
be a
a copy
copy of
of or
from a
a report
purporting to
to be
or extract
extract from
report or
or
valuation
of
himself
as
an
expert,
(i)
he
had,
after
reasonable
valuation of himself as
reasonable
Accountant's,
A'countants,
statements.
statements.

etc.,
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investigation,
reasonable ground to believe and did believe, at
investigation, reasonable
the time such part of the registration statement became
became effective,
effective,

that the
were true
that
the statements
statements therein
therein were
true and
and that
that there
there was
was no
no
omission to state a
a material fact required
required to be stated therein
therein or

necessary
or
necessary to make the statements
statements therein not misleading, or
(ii) such
such part
part of
of the
the registration
registration statement
statement did
(ii)
did not
not fairly

No omitted nor m-

No omitted nor mis-

leading statements.
statements.
leading

egistration
Registration

state-

variance, etc
ent at
at variance,
etc
represent his statement as an expert
expert or was not aa fair copy ment
of or extract from his report or valuation
valuation as an expert; and
and
(C) as
the registration
(C)
as regards
regards any
any part
part of
of the
registration statement
statement purportpurport- Statement of expert
expert
(other than himself).
ing to be made on the authority of an expert (other
him").
(other than him- (othoerthan
Post, p. 907.
purporting to be a
extract from aareport
report or
or
self) or purporting
a copy of or extract
valuation of an expert (other than himself),
himself), he had reasonable
reasonable
ground to believe and did believe,
believe, at the time such part of
of
registration statement
statement became
became effective,
effective, that the statements
the registration
statements
therein were true and that there
there was no omission
omission to state a
therein
a
material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make
the statements
statements therein
therein not misleading, and that such part of
of
registration statement fairly represented
represented the statement of
of
the registration
report
the expert or was aa fair copy of or extract from the report
Public officials
officials or
or
as regards any part of
of Public
or
of the
expert; and (D)
(D) as
or valuation
valuation of
the expert;
documents.
purporting to be
be aa statement
statement made
the registration
registration statement
statement purporting
made doetUt9
Post, p. 907.
07 .
by an official person or purporting to be a
a copy of or extract
extract
from aa public official document, he had reasonable ground to
to
believe and did believe,
believe, at the time such part of the registration
registration
believe
therein were
statement became effective,
effective, that the statements
statements therein
true,
fact
true, and that
that there was no omission to state aa material fact
therein or necessary
required
required to be stated therein
necessary to make the statements
therein not misleading, and that such part of the registration
official
statement
represented the statement
statement made by the official
statement fairly represented
official
extract from the public official
person or was aa fair copy of or extract
document.
document.
Renonahle invatiReasonableinvestior ground
gr,,win for
of paragraph
paragraph (3)
gation or
for
(c) In
determining, for
the purpose
(3) of sub- gation
(c)
In determining,
for the
purpose of
loaner.
reasonable investigainvestiga- "'il,Pod, l,,7).
section (b) of this section, what constitutes reasonable
o. 907.
tion and reasonable
standard of reasonablereasonable ground for belief, the standard
reasonablerequired of
occupying a
person occupying
a fiduciary
fiduciary
be that
that required
of a
a person
ness shall
shall be
relationship.
relationship.
,,,
Boi
i,
iderBecoming
limier*
writer
liability
(d) If
person becomes an
an underwriter
underwriter with
with respect
the attache's.
writer after lia''lity
(d)
If any person
respect to the
the registration
statement with respect
respect to "tt"ch's.
security
security after
after the
the part of the
registration statement
which
effective, then for the puris asserted
asserted has become effective,
which his liability is
paragraph (3)
(3) of subsection (b) of this section such part
poses of paragraph
of the registration statement
statement shall be considered
considered as having become
effective
respect to such
such person as
as of
of the
the time when
when he
he became
became
effective with respect
Suits
authorized
an underwriter.
authorized
(e)
(1) herein.
heein.
yment
(e) The suit authorized
authorized under subsection (a)
(a) may be either (1)
Security payment.
to
recover the
interest Post,
Po .pp...907.
to recover
the consideration
consideration paid for such security with interest
received thereon, upon the
thereon, less the amount of any income received
Damages.
tender
of such
damages if
the person
person suing
no Damaes.
or (2)
(2) for
for damages
if the
suing no
tender of
such security,
security, or
longer owns
owns the security.
security.
Liability, joint and
jont and
(f) All or any one or more of the persons specified in subsection
subsection seLablity.
several.
(a) shall
shall be
jointly and
and severally
severally liable,
liable, and
person who
who bebeand every
every person
be jointly
(a)
Contribution.
comes liable
liable to
to make
make any
payment under
under this
section may
may recover
recover
ontribution
any payment
this section
comes
contribution as in cases of contract
contract from any person who, if
if sued
contribution
separately, would
been liable
liable to
unless
to make
make the
the same
same payment,
payment, unless
would have
have been
separately,
Exception.
the person
person who has
has become
become liable was, and the other
other was not,
not, guilty E"ptio.
of fraudulent
fraudulent misrepresentation.
misrepresentation.
Recovery limitation.
(g) In
In no
case shall
shall the
recoverable under
section Rco
limit tion
this section
under this
amount recoverable
the amount
no case
(g)
exceed the price at which the security was
was offered
offered to the public.
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Civil
conCivil liabilities
liabilities connected with prospectuses
tuses and communications.
Sales through
through interstate commerce and
mails.
Ante, p.
p. 77.
Ante,
77.
Through false
prosfalse prosThrough
pectuses,
etc.
pectuses, etc.
Ante,
p, 75.
76.
Ante, p.

CIVIL
CONNECTION WITH
WITH PROSPECTUSES
PROSPECTUSES AND
AND
ARISING IN
IN CONNECTION
CIVIL LIABILITIES
LIABILITIES ARISING
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICIATION S

S
EC. 12.
Any person
person who—
whoSEC.
12. Any
(1) sells
security in
section 5,
5, or
in violation of section
(1)
sells aasecurity
(2) sells
sells a
security (whether
by the
the proviproviexempted by
or not
not exempted
(whether or
a security
(2)
sions
of
section
3,
other
than
paragraph
(2)
of
subsection
(a)
(2)
of
subsection
(a)
section
3,
other
than
paragraph
sions of
thereof),
by the
the use
use of
of any
or instruments
instruments of
of transportameans or
any means
thereof), by
tion or
or communication
commerce or of the mails,
interstate commerce
communication in interstate
tion
by means
means of
prospectus or
or oral
communication, which
which includes
includes
oral communication,
by
of a
a prospectus
an
statement of
material fact or omits to state aamateof a
a material
an untrue
untrue statement
rial
fact necessary
necessary in
order to
to make
of
in the
the light
light of
make the
the statements,
statements, in
in order
rial fact
the
misleading
the circumstances
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading
(the
purchaser not
omission), and
such untruth
untruth or omission),
not knowing
knowing of such
(the purchaser
who
shall not
not sustain
the burden
burden of
proof that
know,
that he
he did
did not
not know,
of proof
who shall
sustain the
and in the exercise of reasonable
reasonable care could not have known, of
such
such untruth
untruth or omission,
Recovery by
Recovery
by purpurchasing such security
security from
from him, who
the person
person purchasing
be liable
liable to the
shall be
chaser.
chaser.
may
competent jurisequity in
in any
any court of competent
may sue either
either at
at law
law or in equity
diction,
consideration paid
paid for
for such
such security with
diction, to
to recover
recover the
the consideration
thereon,
income received thereon,
less the
the amount
amount of
of any income
interest thereon, less
upon
tender of
longer
of such security, or for damages if he no longer
upon the
the tender
owns
owns the
the security.
security.
LIMITATION
OF ACIIONS
IMITATION OF
ACTIONS
Limitation of actions.
actions.
Post,
Post, p.
p.

908.

SEC. 13.
13. No
No action
action shall
shall be
maintained to enforce
enforce any liability
liability
SEC.
be maintained
(2) unless brought within two
created under section 11 or section 12 (2)
two
years after the discovery of the untrue statement or the omission, or
after such discovery should have been made by the exercise of reasonable diligence, or, if the action is to enforce aaliability created under
section 12 (1),
(1), unless brought within two years after the violation
violation
upon which it is
is based. In
In no event shall any
any such action
action be brought
created under
under section 11
(1) more
to enforce aaliability created
11 or
or section 12 (1)
more
than ten years after the security was bona fide offered to the public.
CONTRARY
VOID
CONTRARY STIPULATIONS
STIPULATIONS VOID

Contrary stipulations
Contrary
void.

SEG.14
condition, stipulation,
sEc.
14. Any condition,
stipulation, or provision
provision binding any peracquiring any security to waive compliance
compliance with any provision
son acquiring
of this title or of the rules and regulations of the Commission shall
be void.
mABIImTY
OF CONTROLLING
PERSONS
LIABILITY OF
CONTROLLING PERSONS

Liability
pesons
ling
persons.of control-

iity
p.

tr"

Post, p. 90O
Post,
9oa

sm. 15.
15. Every
person who,
stock ownership,
ownership, agency,
agency,
through stock
who, by
by or
or through
SEC.
Every person
or otherwise,
otherwise, or who, pursuant to or in
hi connection
connection with an agreement or understanding
understanding with one or more other persons by or through
stock ownership, agency, or otherwise, controls any person liable
under section 11 or 12, shall also be liable jointly and severally with
and to the same extent as such controlled person to any person to
to
whom such controlled person
person is liable.
ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL REMEDIES
REMEDIES

Reme
be t.dditional
existing
Reitiondiesto
toto existuag

rights, et.
rights,
etc.

SEC1.
16The
16. The rights and remedies provided by this title shall be in
addition to any and all other rights and remedies that may exist at
law or in equity.
FREAU
RENT INTERSTATE
FRAUDULENT
INTERSTATE TRANSACTIONS
TRANSACTIONS

Fraudulent intertatudlet
terstate transactions.

It shall be unlawful for any person in the sale of any
sin-ai SEC.
SEC. 17. (a) It

securities by the use of any means or instruments
instruments of transportation
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or communication
communication in
or by
the use
mails,
of the
the mails,
use of
by the
commerce or
in interstate
interstate commerce
or
directly or indirectlyindirectly—
directly
(1) to
to employ
employ any
any device,
or
to defraud,
defraud, or
artifice to
scheme, or artifice
device, scheme,
(1)
(2)
obtain money
or property
any untrue
untrue
of any
by means of
property by
money or
to obtain
(2) to
statement
of a
amaterial
material fact
fact or
or any
material
any omission to state aamaterial
statement of
fact necessary
order to
to make
make the
statements made,
made, in the light
the statements
in order
necessary in
fact
of the
the circumstances
circumstances under
under which
which they
misleadwere made, not misleadthey were
of
ing,
ing, or
or
(3) to
to engage
engage in
in any
transaction, practice,
practice, or course
course of busiany transaction,
(3)
ness
would operate
operate as
as a
upon
or deceit upon
a fraud
fraud or
or would
operates or
which operates
ness which
the purchaser.
purchaser.
the
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Unlawful

Unlawful practices,
practices,
transactions, etc.,
in
transactions, etc., in
sale of securities.

advertise(b)
shall be
for any
person, by
by the
the use
use of
of any
any means
Unlawful advertisemeans Unlawful
any person,
unlawful for
be unlawful
It shall
(b) It
of securities.
securities.
mentof
interstate ment
or
of transportation
communication in interstate
or communication
transportation or
instruments of
or instruments
commerce
by the
use of
of the
to,
publicity to,
give publicity
publish, give
to publish,
mails, to
the mails,
the use
or by
commerce or
or
circulate any
circular, advertisement,
newspaper, article,
advertisement, newspaper,
notice, circular,
any notice,
or circulate
letter,
service, or
which, though
though not
not
communication which,
or communication
investment service,
letter, investment
purporting
for sale,
such security
security for
a
for a
describes such
sale, describes
security for
offer aa security
to offer
purporting to
consideration
or to
to be
received, directly
indirectly, from
from
or indirectly,
directly or
be received,
received or
consideration received
an issuer,
or dealer,
without fully
fully disclosing
disclosing the
the receipt,
receipt, Receipt
of considerconsiderReceipt of
dealer, without
underwriter, or
issuer, underwriter,
an
ation and amount to
to
bedisclosedmnt
amount
the
whether
past
or
prospective,
of
such
consideration
and
and
be
disclosed.
consideration
such
of
prospective,
or
past
whether
thereof.
thereof.
securities,
Exempted securities
the Exempted
(c) The
The exemptions
in section
not apply
to the
apply to
shall not
3 shall
section 3
provided in
exemptions provided
(c)
Ante ,P. 75.
Ante, . 7
provisions of
section.
of this
this section.
provisions
State
control of
of seseState control
STATE
CONTROL OF
SECURITIES
OF SECURITIES
STATE CONTROL
curities.
curities.
Jurisdiction
of
corn.
S
EC.
18.
Nothing
in
this
title
shall
affect
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Jurisdiction of corn.
SEC. 18. Nothing in this title shall affect the jurisdiction of the missions.
securities
(or any
any agency
agency or
performing like
like. mlssio s
office performing
or office
commission (or
securities commission
functions)
Territory of
of the
the United
United States,
States, or the
the
or Territory
State or
any State
of any
functions) of
District
of Columbia,
over any
any person.
person.
or any
security or
any security
Columbia, over
District of
Special powers of
of
Special
SPECIAL
COMMISSION
OF COMMISSION
POWERS OF
SPECIAL POWERS
Commission.
Prescribe regulaSEC. 19.
The Commission
shall have
have authority
authority from
regullprescribe
to tions.
time to
flrom time
Commission shall
(a) The
19. (a)
SEC.
;
time to
to make,
make, amend,
rescind such
such rules
rules and
. , p.p 008.
may topost,
as may
regulations as
and regulations
and rescind
amend, and
time
be
necessary to
to carry
carry out
provisions of
of this
this title,
title, including
rules
including rules
the provisions
out the
be necessary
Registration
elateand
regulations
governing
registration
statements
and
prospectuses
sntaeItegis.tration
prospectuses
and
statements
and regulations governing registration
noe l
ii ;id 1,roSpoc•
r<l

for various
various classes
classes of
of securities
and issuers,
issuers, and
and defining
SW.
"" ",p esie.
accounting Wnt,
defining accounting
securities and
for

and trade
trade terms
Commis- t
this title. Among other things, -the Comntmisin this
terms used in
and
Prescribe forms.
sion
shall
have
authority,
for
the
purposes
of
this
title,
to
prescribe
lrrpcribe frms.
prescribe
to
title,
this
of
purposes
the
for
authority,
sion shall have
the
form or
or forms
required information
forth,
set forth,
be set
shall be
information shall
which required
in which
forms in
the form
the items
or details
to be
be shown
in the
balance sheet
earning
and earning
sheet and
the balance
shown in
details to
items or
the
• Preparation of acac
of etc.
statement, and
and the
methods to
followed in
in the
preparation of
of counts,
Preparation
the preparation
be followed
to be
the methods
appraising,
statement,
accounts,
in
the
appraisal
or
valuation
of
assets
and
liabilities,
in
the
et
otsppsg
the
in
accounts, in the appraisal or valuation of assets and liabilities,
determination
depreciation and depletion,
depletion, in the differentiation
differentiation
of depreciation
determination of
of
and nonrecurring
the differentiation
differentiation of investin the
income, in
nonrecurring income,
recurring and
of recurring
ment
and operating
preparation, where the Comthe preparation
and in the
income, and
operating income,
ment and
balance sheets
consolidated balance
mission
it necessary or desirable,
desirable, of consolidated
deems it
mission deems
controlling
or income
accounts of
any person
person directly
directly or indirectly
indirectly controlling
of any
income accounts
or
or
controlled
by
the
issuer
or
any
person
or
indirect
indirect
direct
under
person
any
or
issuer,
the
by
controlled
or
Common carrier.
carrier.
common control
the issuer;
issuer; but
but insofar
as they
they relate
to any
any Common
relate to
insofar as
with the
control with
common
common
carrier
subject
to
the
provisions
of
section
20
of
the
InterRulesaffecting.
common carrier subject to the provisions of section 20 of the Inter- Rules affecting.
Vol. 24,p.386;
24,p.386; U.S.C.,
U.S.C.,
state
Commerce Act,
as amended,
amended, the
the rules
and regulations
regulations of the vol.
rules and
Act, as
state Commerce
1668.
Commission
to accounts
not be
8.
P 66
with p.
inconsistent with
be inconsistent
shall not
accounts shall
respect to
with respect
Commission with
the
requirements imposed
imposed by
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission Rules effective on
by the
the requirements
under
authority of
of such
such section
20. The
rules and
and regulations
regulations of
of the
Ruleo effective on
the publication.
The rules
section 20.
under authority
Commission
shall be
be effective
effective upon
which
publication in the manner which
upon publication
Commission shall
the Commission
Commission shall prescribe.
prescribe.
the
Power to summon
(b) For
For the
the purpose
of all
the opinion
opinion of
of witnesses,
r, t ,pdco
in the
which, in
investigations which,
production
all investigations
purpose of
(b)
of
books. etc.
the
are necessary
enforcement of obookatc.
proper for the enforcement
and proper
necessary and
Commission, are
the Commission,
this
title, any
of the
officer or oficers
officers
Commission or any officer
the Commission
any member of
this title,
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designated by it are
empowered to
administer oaths and
affirmations,
to administer
and affirmations,
are empowered
designated
subpena
take evidence,
evidence, and
and require
of any
any
production of
require the
the production
subpena witnesses,
witnesses, take
books,
papers, or
documents which
which the
deems relebooks, papers,
or other documents
the Commission
Commission deems
relematerial to
attendance of
vant or
or material
to the inquiry. Such attendance
of witnesses and
production of
documentary evidence
evidence may
from
the production
of such documentary
may be required from
any place in the United States or any Territory
Territory at any
designated
any designated
place of hearing.
njunetions aud
and prosprosInjunctions
ecation
ecution of offenses.
otTenses.

INJUNCTIONS
AND PROSECUTIoN
PROSECUTION OF
INJUNCTIONS AND
r OFFENSES
OF
OFESSES

SEC.
(a) Whenever
S
EC. 20. (a)
Whenever it shall appear to the Commission,
Commission, either
either
otherwise, that the provisions
of
upon complaint or otherwise,
provisions of this title, or of
any rule or regulation
regulation prescribed
prescribed under authority
have been
authority thereof, have
been
or are about to be violated,
violated, it may, in its discretion,.
discretion, either require or
or
permit such person to file
file with it aastatement
statement in writing, under oath,
or otherwise,
otherwise, as to all the facts and circumstances
circumstances concerning
concerning the
the
subject matter which it believes to be in the public interest
interest to
investigate, and may investigate such facts.
Injunctions.
(b) Whenever
Whenever it shall appear to the Commission
Commission that any person
person
is engaged or about to engage in any acts or practices which
which consticonstitute or will constitute aaviolation of the provisions of this title, or of
of
prescribed under authority
any rule or regulation prescribed
it may in
in
authority thereof,
thereof, it
its discretion,
discretion, bring an action
action in any district court of the
the United
United
States, United States court
court of any Territory,
Territory, or the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
of the District of Columbia
Columbia to enjoin such acts or practices, and
upon a
a proper showing aa permanent or temporary injunction or
Evidence to Attorney res
t
ra i
ni
ng order
or der shall
shall be
be grante
wi
thout b
ond.
The Commission
Comm i
ssion
restraining
grantedd without
bond.
The
EvidencetoAttorney
General.
may transmit such evidence as may
concerning such
such
may be
be available
available concerning
acts or practices to the Attorney General who may, in his discretion,
Venue.
institute the necessary criminal proceedings
Venue,
proceedings under this title. Any
Any
such criminal proceeding may be brought either in the district
district
wherein the transmittal of the prospectus or security
security complained of
of
begins, or in the district wherein such prospectus or security is
is
received.
received.
Jurisdiction
of issue
dis(c)
Upon application
district courts
of the
the
trition
dis(c ) Upon
application of
of the
the Commission
Commission the
the district
courts of
trict
court toofr
writs of
ofmandamus.
writs
mandamus.
United States, the United
United States courts of
of any
any Territory,
and the
the
Territory, and
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, shall also have jurisjurisdiction to issue writs of mandamus commanding
commanding any person to comply with the provisions of this title or any order of
of the Commission
made in pursuance thereof.

Investigations
Investigations
thorized.
thorized.

auau-

HEARINGS BY
BY COMMISSION
HIEARING3S
COMlMISSION
Hearings
earings
mission.

by
by

omnCorn.

Sec.
S
EC. 21. All hearings shall be public and may be held before the
C ommission or an officer or officers of the Commission designated by
Commission
shall be
be kept.
kept.
it, and appropriate
appropriate records thereof shall
JURISDICTION-OF OFFENSES
JURISDICTION
OFFEN'SES AND SUITS

ufe

siation
of of4Jurisdiction
tenses
and suits.

Serviceoprocess.
service
of process,

SEc.
SEC. 22. (a)
(a) The district courts of the United States, the United
States courts of any Territory, and the Supreme Court of the District
of Columbia
Columbia shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of offenses and violations
violations under
under
promulgated by the
this title and under the rules and regulations promulgated
Commission in respect thereto, and, concurrent with State and Territorial courts,
courts, of all suits in equity and actions at law brought to
enforce any liability or duty created
created by this title. Any such suit or
or
action may be brought in the district wherein the defendant is found
or is an inhabitant or transacts business, or
or
in the
district where
where the
or in
the district
the
if the defendant participated
sale took place, if
participated therein, and process in
such cases may be served in any other district of which the defendant
defendant
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subject to
Judgment subject
is an inhabitant or wherever
wherever the defendant may be found. Judg- Judgment
review.
ol. 36, pp. 1133,1157.
be subject to review as provided
ments
and decrees
so rendered
provided Vol.
rendered shall be
decrees so
ments and
1133, 1157.
pp. 895, 906.
u.s.c., pp.
895, 906
in sections 128 and 240 of the Judicial Code,
Code, as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., U.S.C.,
title 28, secs. 225 and 347).
347). No case arising under this title and
brought
competent jurisdiction shall be rebrought in
in any State court of competent
No
court assessments
moved
to any
any court
of the
the United
United States.
States. No
shall be
moved to
No courtassessments
court of
No costs
costs shall
be assessed
assessed against
Commission.
for or against the Commission
Commission in any proceeding
proceeding under
under this title
it in the Supreme Court or such other courts.
brought by or against it
Punishment for dis.Pushment
for dis
or refusal
refusal to
obey a
a subpena
subpena issued
issued to obeying
(b) In
In case
case of
of contumacy
contumacy or
to obey
(b)
subpena, etc.
any person, any of the said United States courts, within the jurisdiction
which said person guilty of contumacy
obey
contumacy or refusal to obey
diction of which
is
application by the Commission may issue to
is found
found or resides, upon application
such
appear before the Comrequiring such
such person to appear
such person an
an order requiring
it, there to produce
examiners designated
designated by it,
mission, or one of its examiners
documentary evidence
evidence if so ordered,
ordered, or there to give evidence
evidence touchdocumentary
ing the matter in question; and
and any failure to obey such order of
the court may be punished
punished by said court as a
a contempt thereof.
person excused
excused
(c)
person shall
shall be
from attending
or No
No person
and testifying
testifying or
attending and
excused from
be excused
No person
(c) No
from testifying, etc.
producing books,
contracts, agreements, and other fromtestifyingetc.
books, papers, contracts,
from producing
subpena
documents
before the Commission,
obedience to the subpena
Commission, or in obedience
documents before
of
or any
any officer
officer designated
designated
thereof or
or any
member thereof
any member
Commission or
of the
the Commission
by
instituted by the Commission,
Commission,
proceeding instituted
any cause
cause or proceeding
it, or in
in any
by it,
on
the ground
ground that the
documentary or otherevidence, documentary
the testimony or evidence,
on the
wise,
incriminate him or
Personal immunity.
immunity.
subject him Personal
or subject
may tend
tend to incriminate
of him,
him, may
wise, required
required of
to
or forfeiture;
individual shall
or
prosecuted or
shall be
be prosecuted
no individual
forfeiture; but no
a penalty
penalty or
to a
subjected
account of any transforfeiture for or on account
penalty or forfeiture
subjected to any penalty
action, matter, or thing
concerning which
after
compelled, after
which he is compelled,
thing concerning
action,
having claimed
claimed his privilege
self-incrimination, to
to testify
testify
privilege against self-incrimination,
having
or produce
produce evidence,
or otherwise,
that such
such Perjury.
Perjury.
except that
otherwise, except
documentary or
evidence, documentary
or
individual
testifying shall not be exempt from prosecution
prosecution and
individual so testifying
punishment
perjury committed
committed in so testifying.
punishment for perjury

UNLAWFUL
REPRESENTATIONS
UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS
Unlawful represents.
representaa tions.
iTfnlaawul
registration statement
SEC. 23.
the fact
that the
the registration
statement for a
fact that
Neither the
SEC.
23. Neither

security
security has been filed or is in effect nor the fact that aastop order is
not in
effect with
thereto shall
be deemed
deemed a
a finding
by the
the
finding by
shall be
with respect
respect thereto
in effect
not
Commission
that the
accurate
is true and
and accurate
registration statement is
the registration
Commission that
on its
that it
it does
statement of fact
fact
an untrue
untrue statement
not contain an
does not
or that
its face
face or
on
or omit
to state
state a
a material
material fact, or be held to mean that the Commisor
omit to
sion has
any way
way passed
passed upon
upon the
approval
or given approval
merits of,
of, or
the merits
in any
sion
has in
to, such
security. It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful to
to make,
made,
to be
be made,
or cause
cause to
make, or
It shall
to,
such security.
to any
representation contrary
contrary to the
any representation
purchaser any
prospective purchaser
to
any prospective
foregoing
foregoing provisions of this section.
PENALTIES
PENALTIES

Sm.
24. Any
person who
who willfully
provisions
the provisions
willfully violates any of the
Any person
SEC. 24.
of
this title,
title, or
or the
rules and regulations
promulgated by
by the ComComregulations promulgated
the rules
of this
mission
authority thereof,
thereof, or
any person
person who
a
who willfully, in a
or any
under authority
mission under
registration statement
under this
this title,
title, makes
any untrue
stateuntrue statemakes any
filed under
statement filed
registration
required
material fact or omits to state any material fact required
ment of aamaterial
to be
stated therein
or necessary
necessary to
statements therein
therein
the statements
to make
make the
therein or
to
be stated
not misleading,
misleading, shall
shall upon
conviction be
fined not
more than
than $5,000
$5,000
be fined
not more
upon conviction
not
or
not more
more than
five years,
years, or
or both.
both.
than five
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
•TURISDICTION
OF OTHER
OTHER GOVERNMENT
OVER
AGENCIES OVER
GOVERNENT AGENCIES
JURISDICION OF

Penalties.

Penalties.

SECURITIES
SECURITIES

Szo.
Nothing in
in this
this title
title shall
relieve any
from subany person
person from
subSE. 25.
25. Nothing
shall relieve
mitting
respective supervisory
supervisory units
units of
the Government
of
Government of
of the
to the
the respective
mitting to

Jurisdiction of other
Governnumt agencies
not impaired.

Jmod
ot a
Iotiisrd-
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reports, or
or other
other documents
the United States information,
information, reports,
documents that
that
now or
may hereafter
hereafter be
be required
required by
any provision
provision of
of law.
law.
are now
or may
by any
SEPARABILITY OF
OF PBOVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY

Separability of
Separability

visions.

pro-

pro-

visin.

Schedule A.
Schedule
Information to
Information
to
included.
included.
Name of issuer.
Name

be
be

SEC.
application of such
S
EC. 26. If
If any provision of this Act, or the application
provision to any person or circumstance,
the
circumstance, shall be held invalid, the
remainder of this Act,
application of such
provision to
to persons
remainder
Act, or the application
such provision
persons
circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall
shall
or circumstances
not be affected thereby.
SCHEDULE A
A

(1)
(1) The name under which the issuer is doing or intends to do
business;
business;
business;
State, etc.
(2) the name of the State or other
other sovereign power under which
the issuer is
is organized;
organized;
Location of
of issuer's
issuer's
Location
(3) the location of the issuer's principal
(3)
principal business office, and
and if
if the
business office.
office.
business
. .
.
.
, i ,
nitedstates
agen- issuer is a
a foreign
foreign or territorial
person, the name and address
territorial
person,
United
States agency,
issuer.
cy, ifif foreign
foreign issuer.
of its agent in the
the United States authorized to receive notice;
notice;
Names and addresses
addresses
(4) the names and addresses of the directors or persons performof
corporation
directors,
ofcorporationdirectors, .
..
.
ing similar
partners, etc.
functions, and the chief executive,
executive, financial
financial and accounting officers, chosen
chosen or to be chosen
chosen if
issuer be
be a
corporation,
if the
the issuer
a corporation,
association, trust, or other entity; of all partners,
partners, if the issuer be a
a
partnership;
partnership; and of the issuer, if the issuer be an individual;
individual; and of
of
the promoters
promoters in the case of a
a business to be formed, or formed
formed
within two years prior to the filing of the registration
registration statement;
statement;
Underwriters.
Underwriters.
(5)
(5) the names and addresses of the underwriters;
underwriters;
Stockholders.
stockholders.
6) the names and addresses
(6)
addresses of all persons, if any, owning of
of
beneficially, if known, more than 10 per centum of any
record or beneficially,
class of stock of the issuer, or more than 10 per centum in the aggregate of the outstanding
outstanding stock of the issuer as of aadate within twenty
days
registration statement;
statement;
days prior to the
the filing of the
the registration
Schedule of securiSchedule
(7) the amount
amount of securities
securities of
of the
by any
any person
person
of seenri(7)
the issuer
issuer held
held by
ies.
specified in
(5), and
and (6)
(6) of
of this
this schedule,
schedule, as
of a
specified
in paragraphs (4), (5),
as of
a
date within twenty days prior to the filing of the registration statement, and, if
amount
if possible, as of one year prior thereto, and the amount
of the securities,
securities, for which
w hi ch th
thee registration
registration statement is filed, to
which such persons have indicated their intention to subscribe;
subscribe;
Character
Character of
of busibusi.
(8) the general character of the business actually transacted
transacted or
(8)
ness.
.
transacted by the issuer;
to be transacted
issuer
Capitalization,
Capitalization, etc.
etc.
(9)
(9) a
a statement
statement of the capitalization
capitalization of the issuer, including the
the
authorized and outstanding amounts of its capital stock and the
proportion thereof paid up, the number
number and classes of
in
of shares in
which such capital stock is divided, par value thereof, or if it
it has
no par value, the
thereof, aa description
the stated
stated or assigned
assigned value
value thereof,
description of
of
the respective voting rights, preferences,
pre ferences ,conversion
and exchange
exchange
conversion and
rights, rights to dividends, profits, or capital ooff each
eac h class,
cl
ass ,w
ith
with
respect to each other class, including the retirement and liquidation
thereof;
rights or values thereof;
Outstanding options.
Outstandingoptions.
(10)
of the
securities, if
if any, covered by options out(10) a
astatement
statement of
the securities,
standing or to be created in connection with the security to be offered,
together with the names and addresses of all persons, if
if any, to be
allotted more than 10 per centum in the aggregate
aggregate of such options;
allotted
options;
Capital
stock.
Capitalstoc-.
(11)
(11) the amount of capital stock of each class issued or included
inducted
in
the shares
shares of
of stock
stock to
to be
in the
be offered;
offered;
d debt et.
Funded debt, ate.
(12)
amount of
the funded
funded debt
outstanding and to
to be created
created
(12) the
the amount
of the
debt outstanding
by the security to be offered, with a
a brief description
description of the date,
tteent
f suti
character of such debt, rate of interest, character of
Statement,
if
substi- maturity, and character
tution
permitted.
tution pmitd.
amortization
amortization provisions, and the security, if
if any, therefor. If
If substitution of any security is permissible, a
a summarized statement of
of
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If substithe conditions
conditions under
under which such substitution is permitted. If
the
tution is
is permissible
permissible without
notice, aa specific statement to that
without notice,
tution
effect;
effect;
(13)
specific purposes
purposes in detail and the approximate amounts
(13) the specific
to be
such purposes,
purposes, so
so far
as determinable,
which
determinable, for which
far as
to such
devoted to
to
be devoted

are
the security
to be
offered is
funds, and if the funds are
supply funds,
is to supply
be offered
security to
the
the
to
raised in
in part
part from
from other
other sources,
sources, the
the amounts thereof and the
to be
be raised
stated;
sources thereof, shall be stated;
estimated to be paid, by the issuer
(14) the
the remuneration,
remuneration, paid
paid or
or estimated
(14)
past year and
or
predecessor, directly
indirectly, during
the past
during the
or indirectly,
directly or
its predecessor,
or its
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Detailed
amounts
Detailed amounts
and purposes.

Remuneration
paid
Remuneration paid
by issuer, etc., to its
directors,
officers,
etc.
directors, officers, etc.

ensuing
directors or
or persons
performing similar funcpersons performing
the directors
to (a)
(a) the
year to
ensuing year
tions,
officers and
naming them wherever
wherever
persons, naming
and other persons,
its officers
(b) its
and (b)
tions, and
such
remuneration exceeded
exceeded $25,000
$25,000 during
any such
such year;
year;
Estimated net
during any
such remuneration
Estimated net proI
ceeds.
(15) the
estimated net
net proceeds to be derived from the security ceeds.
the estimated
(15)
to
offered;
to be offered;
t
Price security
°titled
ic".
(16) the
the price
price at
at which
it is
the security
security shall be toPruicescu
that the
is proposed
proposed that
which it
(16)
to public, etc.
offered to
to the
the public
public or
the method
method by
computed
price is computed
which such price
by which
or the
offered
and
variation therefrom
at which
which any
any portion of such security
therefrom at
any variation
and any
is
proposed to
persons or classes of persons, other Variation to be reto any
any persons
offered to
be offered
to be
is proposed
than the
the underwriters,
naming them
A ported
Variation
to be reclass. A
the class.
to Commission.
or specifying
specifying the
them or
underwriters, naming
than
variation
be proposed prior to the date of the public
may be
variation in price may
immediately be
offering
Commission shall immediately
the security, but the Commission
offering of the
notified of
variation;
of such
such variation;
disisionss, di
co etc.
(17)
or discounts
discounts paid
paid or to be paid, directly couCnotnsi
all commissions
commissions or
(17) all
or indirectly,
by the issuer
underwriters in respect
respect of the sale
to the underwriters
issuer to
indirectly, by
or
of
include all cash,
Commissions shall include
offered. Commissions
be offered.
to be
security to
the security
of the
securities,
anything else of value, paid, to be set aside,
or anything
contracts, or
securities, contracts
disposed of,
of, or
or understandings
understandings with or for the benefit of any other
disposed
persons in
which any
any underwriter
underwriter is
is interested,
made, in connecinterested, made,
in which
persons
tion
with
the
sale
of
such
A
commission
paid or to be
commission
security.
such
of
sale
the
with
tion
paid in
in connection
connection with the
which
sale of such security by aaperson in which
the sale
paid
the issuer
issuer has
interest or
controlled or directed by, or
is controlled
which is
or which
an interest
has an
the
under
control with,
shall be
have been
to have
deemed to
be deemed
issuer shall
the issuer
with, the
common control
under common
amount
paid by
commission is paid the amount
Where any such commission
the issuer. Where
by the
paid
of
such
commission
paid
to
each
underwriter
shall
be
stated;
shall
be
stated;
underwriter
paid
to
each
of such commission
Other expenses.
(18)
estimated amounts,
reasonable Oheexpese
in reasonable
itemized in
amounts, itemized
or estimated
amount or
the amount
(18) the
detail,
commissions specified
paragraph
specified in paragraph
than commissions
other than
expenses, other
of expenses
detail, of
(17) of
schedule, incurred
incurred or
or borne
borne by
or for
the account
of
account of
for the
by or
this schedule,
of this
(17)
the
in connection
with the
the sale of the security to be offered
offered
connection with
issuer in
the issuer
or
properly chargeable
cerengineering, cerlegal, engineering,
including legal,
thereto, including
chargeable thereto,
or properly
tification,
authentication, and
other charges;
charges;
tification, authentication,
and other
Net proceeds from
(19) the
derived from
from any
any security
security sold
by the
from
et
proceeds
the issuer
issuer previous
sold by
sales.
proceeds derived
(19)
the net
net proceeds
during the
two years
the filing
the registration
registration stateof the
filing of
preceding the
years preceding
the two
during
ment, the
the price
price at
at which
security was
was offered
offered to
public,
the public,
to the
such security
which such
ment,
and the
the names
the principal
underwriters of
of such
such security;
security;
principal underwriters
of the
names of
and
proto
Payment
(20) any
amount paid
two years
preceding the
the filing of moter.
mPtrment to proyears preceding
within two
paid within
any amount
(20)
the registration
registration statement
to be
be paid
to any
promoter
any promoter
paid to
intended to
or intended
statement or
the
payment;
and
consideration for any such payment;
and the consideration
Vendors, names, ad,
adpurch
dreVses
addresses of the vendors
the names and addresses
(21) the
(21)
vendors and the purchase
purchase dresses,
price
purchase
of property, etc.
price
of
any
property,
or
good
will,
acquired
or
to
be
acquired,
not
etc.
of
property,
not
acquired,
be
to
or
price of any property, or good will, acquired
in
ordinary course
course of
of business,
business, which
be defrayed
defrayed in
in whole
whole
to be
is to
which is
the ordinary
in the
or
in part
from the
of the security to be offered,
offered, the amount
amount
proceeds of
the proceeds
part from
or in
of
any commission
person in
connection with
such Coat of financing.
with such
in connection
any person
to any
payable to
commission payable
of any
acquisition, and
the name
or names
names of
ostofnanng.
person or persons, tosuch person
of such
name or
and the
acquisition,
gether
any expense
expense incurred
incurred or
be incurred
incurred in
in connection
connection
to be
or to
with any
gether with
with such
cost of
money to
to
borrowing money
of borrowing
the cost
including the
acquisition, including
such acquisition,
with
finance
acquisition;
finance such acquisition;
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(22) full particulars of the nature and extent
extent of
(22)
of the interest, if
if
''
per cent any, of every director,
director, principal
officer, and
of every
every stockstockprincipal executive
executive officer,
and of
of anyclass.
holder holding more than 10 per centum
or
centum of any class of stock or
more
than 10
per centum
centum in
in the
the aggregate
aggregate of
of the
the stock
stock of
of the
the issuer,
more than
10 per
issuer,
property acquired,
acquired, not
not in
in the
in any property
the ordinary
ordinary ,course
course of
of business
business
two years
years preceding
the filing
of the
the registraof the
the issuer,
issuer, within two
preceding the
filing of
registration statement or proposed
proposed to
such date;
to be acquired
acquired at
at such
date;
Names, etc.,
etc., of councoun(23)
the names
and addresses
of
counsel
who
have
passed on the
(23)
names
addresses
sel.
se
legality of the issue;
issue;
Material contracts,
Material
contracts,
(24) dates of and parties
concisely
parties to, and the general effect
effect concisely
not made in
ordinary
In ordinary
business.
stated of every material contract made, not in the ordinary course
of business, which contract is to be executed in whole
whole or in part at
at
or after the filing
filing of the registration statement
statement or which contract
contract
has been made not
not more
more than
than two years
years before
before such filing.
filing. Any
Any
Management con management contract
contract providing
providing for
for special
bonuses or
or
special bonuses
or contract
contract or
tract, special
bonuses, management
tracfn
aecialtbonses
or
profit sharings
sharing, eta
etc., profit-sharing arrangements, and every material patent ,or contract
r pfit
contract
deemed
material con- ,
deemed material
..
i .
;
.
tract.
or with
with a
for a
a material patent right, and every contract by
by or
a public
public
utility company or an affiliate thereof,
thereof, providing
providing for the giving
or
giving or
receiving of technical or financial advice or service (if such contract
contract
may involve
involve a
a charge
party thereto
rate in
in excess
excess or
charge to any party
thereto at
at a
a rate
of
$2,500 per year
securities or
or anything
else of
of value),
shall
year in
in cash or securities
anything else
value), shall
be deemed
deemed a
material contract;
be
a material
contract;
Balance sheets.
(25)
sBaance sheets.
(25) a
abalance
balance sheet as of a
prior
a date not more than ninety days prior
Contents.
to the date of the filing of the registration statement showing
showing all of
of
the assets of the issuer, the nature and cost thereof, whenever deterdeterminable,
minable, in
and in
in such
such form
form as
as the
in such detail
detail and
the Corrunission
Commission shall
shall
prescribe (with intangible
segregated), including any loan in
intangible items segregated),
$20,000 to any officer, director, stockholder or person
excess of 820,000
directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by the issuer, or
person
person under direct or indirect common control with the issuer. All
the liabilities of the issuer in such detail and such form as the Cornm
Commission shall prescribe, including surplus of the issuer showing how
and from what sources such surplus was created, all as of a
adate not
than
ninety days
days prior
prior to
to the
the filing
filing of
of the
the registration
registration statemore
than
ninety
stateCertificate of public
ment. If
If such
such statement
be not
not certified
by an
independent public
aconat
statement be
certified by
an independent
accountant. of public ment.
public
or certified accountant, in addition to the balance sheet required
required to
be submitted under this schedule, a
a similar detailed balance sheet
sheet
of the assets and liabilities of the issuer, certified by an independent
independent
public or certified accountant, of aadate not more than
than one year
year prior
to the filing of the registration statement, shall be submitted;
submitted;
Profit
and loss stateProflt and
state(20)
(26) a
a profit
profit and
and loss statement of the issuer showing
showing earnings
ment.
and income, the nature and source thereof, and the expenses and
fixed charges in such detail and such form as the Commission shall
prescribe for the latest fiscal year for which such statement
statement is available and for the two preceding fiscal years, year
yea,r by year, or, if such
such
issuer has been in actual business for less than three years, then for
such time as the issuer has been in actual business, year by year. If
If
the date of the filing of the registration
registration statement is more than six
months after the close of the last fiscal year, aastatement from such
such
closing date to the latest practicable date. Such statement shall show
what the practice
practice of the issuer has been during the three years or
lesser. period
.
character of the charges, dividends
or other
as to the character
dividends or
other
distributions made .against its various
various surplus accounts,
accounts, and as to
depreciation,
depreciation, depletion, and maintenance charges, in such detail and
form as the Commission shall prescribe, and if stock dividends
dividends or
avails from the sale of rights have been credited to income, they
shall be shown separately with aa statement of the basis upon which
the credit
is computed,
computed. Such statement shall also differentiate
credit is
than
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b.etween
recurring and nonrecurring
nonrecurring income and between
between any recurring
between any
any
Certificate
Such statement
statement shall
shall be
be certified
certified accountant.
public
Such
certificate of
of public
coun
by an independent public or certified accountant;
If proceeds
proceeds are
are to be
(27)
proceeds, or any part of the proceeds,
proceeds, of the security
security If
be
(27) . if
if the
the proceeds,
applied to purchase of
to
be issued
issued is
i
s to
be applied
applied directly
or indirectly
indirectly to
the purchase
purchase any
to be
to be
directly or
to the
apliebusiness,
topcshaste
of
statesuch business
business
of such
ment of
business,
of any b
.
usiness, a
aprofit and loss
los.s statement
statement of such business
business certified ment
to issue.
issue.
by
accountant, meeting the reby.an independent public or certified
certified accountant,
quirements
quirements of paragraph
paragraph (26)
(26) of this schedule, for the three preceding
ceding fiscal years,
years, together
together with
with a
a balance
balance sheet,
sheet, similarly certified,
certified,
of
requirements of paragraph (25)
(25) of
of such business, meeting the requirements
prior to the
the filing
of aa date
date not more
more than ninety days prior
this schedule of
of
registration statement
statement or at the date such business was
the registration
of the
business was acquired by the issuer
issuer
acquired by the issuer if the business
more
ninety days
more than ninety
days prior to the filing of the registration
statement;
statement;
Agreements
with any
any
Agreementswith
if identic agree- underwriter.
a copy
(28)
(28) a
copy of any agreement
agreement or agreements
agreements (or, if
ments
thereof) made with any underwriter, inments are used, the forms thereof)
contracts and agreements
agreements referred
referred to in paragraph
cluding all contracts
paragraph (17)
(17)
of this schedule;
schedule;
Counsel's opinion as
as
ofiio
a copy
(29)
copy of the opinion or opinions of counsel
counsel in respect to the tCousealit
(29) a
to legality of issue.
a translation of such opinion, when neceslegality of the issue, with a
legality
language;
the English
English language;
sary, into
into the
Copy
of
material
(30)
copy of
material contracts
contracts referred
to in
in paragraph
paragraph contracts;
(30) aa copy
of all
all material
referred to
cop
ots;f
mstrrial
restriction.
(24) of this schedule,
schedule, but no disclosure shall be required
required of any
(24)
portion of any such contract if the Commission determines that
disclosure of such portion would impair the value of the contract
investors;
and would not be necessary
necessary for the protection of the investors;
Copy of articles of
article
icopy
pof
or
(31) unless
unless previously
previously filed
filed and
the provisions
provisions incorporation,
under the
and registered
registered under
(31)
etc.
of
(a) a
its articles
articles of
of o t
date, (a)
a copy
copy of its
up to
to date,
of this
this title, and
and brought up
incorporation,
thereof and of its existing byamendments thereof
incorporation, with all amendments
laws or
if
name, if
thereto, whatever
whatever the name,.
or instruments
instruments corresponding
corresponding thereto,
laws
corporation; (b) copy
which
instruments by
by which
copy of all instruments
the issuer be aa corporation;
(c) aa copy
declared, if the issuer is aa trust; (c)
the trust is created or declared,
partnership or association
association and all other papers
of partnership
of its
its articles
articles of
a partnership,
pertaining to its organization,
organization, if the issuer is a
partnership, unincorporated
association, joint-stock
joint-stock company,
company, or any other form of
corporated association,
organization;
organization; and
ropy of underlying
(32)
underlying agreements
agreements or
affecting indentures
(32) a
a copy
copy of
of the
the underlying
or indentures
indentures affecting
'oply of undrlying
affecting
affecting
stock, etc.
etc.
stock,
any stock, bonds,
debentures offered
or to
to be
be offered.
offered.
or debentures
offered or
bonds, or
Rules and regulaIn case
case of
of certificates
certificates of
of deposit,
deposit, voting
trust certificates,
certificates, collateral
regultsIn
voting trust
collateral tions
ules
to beand
established.
trust
certificates, certificates
unincorporated
certificates of interest or shares in unincorporated
trust certificates,
investment
certificates, interim or !idler
other reequipment trust certificates,
investment trusts, equipment
like securities,
securities, the Commission shall
certificates, and like
ceipts for certificates,
establish
rules and
submission of
of informainformarequiring the
the submission
and regulations
regulations requiring
establish rules
applicable to such cases, together
together with such
such
character applicable
tion of aalike character
other information
regardnecessary regarddeem appropriate
appropriate and
and necessary
information as
as it
it may
may deem
other
ing
character, financial
otherwise, of
issuer .of
of
or otherwise,
of the actual
actual issuer
financial or
ing the
the character,
the securities
securities and/or the person performing
performing the acts and assuming
the duties of depositor or manager.
investment and
and operating
operating income.
income.
investment

SCHEDULE
SCIHEDULE B

(1) Name
borrowing government
or subdivision
thereof;
government or
subdivision thereof;
(1)
Name of
of borrowing

(2) specific
in detail
detail and
the approximate
approximate amounts
amounts to
to
(2)
specific purposes
purposes in
and the
far as
as determinable,
determinable, for which the
be
devoted to
purposes, so far
to such
such purposes,
be devoted
security to
to be
be offered
offered
security
raised
part from
from
raised in
in part
sources thereof, shall

Schedule B.

Schedule B.

ame of
Name
of borrowing
ec.°
egonent.,
government, etc.
Purposes and
Purposes
and
amounts
for
which
security
offered is
to
offered
s to
eity
supply funds.

is to
funds are
are to
to be
be supply hLd
if the
the funds
funds, and
and if
is
to supply
supply funds,
other sources,
sources, the
the amounts
amounts thereof
thereof and
and the
the
other
be stated;
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Funded
floating
Funded and
and floating
debts. e

s

.Substitution

Substitution
tions.

condicondi-

tions.

Whether
issuer has
has
Whether issuer
defaulted, etc.

defaulted, etc.

Intergovernmental
Intergovernmental
debts excluded.
debts excluded.
Receipts and
1 exnd expe`ceiptsdtai
penses, in detail.

Names, etc., of underof underNarresetc,
writers.
United States
States agent.
agent.
United

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 38.
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(3)
(3) the amount of the
the funded
funded debt and the estimated amount of
of

the floating debt outstanding and to be created by the security
security to be
the
offered, excluding intergovernmental
description
debt, and aa brief description
intergovernmental debt,
offered,
of
character of such debt,
characdebt, rate of interest, characof the date, maturity, character
amortization provisions, and the security, if any, therefor.
ter of amortization
If substitution
If
substitution of any security is permissible, aastatement of the conditions
which such
such substitution
is permitted.
If substitution
substitution
permitted. If
substitution is
ditions under
under which
is
statement to that effect;
effect;
notice, aaspecific statement
without notice,
is permissible without
(4)
(4) whether
whether or not the issuer or its predecessor
predecessor has, within
within a
a
period of twenty years prior to the filing of the registration
registration statedefaulted on the principal or interest of any external security,
ment, defaulted
excluding intergovernmental
intergovernmental debt, and, if
if so, the date, amount, and
and
excluding

circumstances
circumstances of such default,
default, and the terms of the succeeding
succeeding

arrangement, if
if any;
any;
arrangement,

(5) the
the receipts,
classified by source,
expenditures, classiand the expenditures,
source, and
receipts, classified
(5)
by purpose,
Commission shall
in such detail and form as the Commission
purpose, in
fied by
prescribe for the latest fiscal year for which such information is
available and the two preceding fiscal years, year by year;
year;
underwriters;
(6)
(6) the names and addresses
addresses of the underwriters;
(7) the name and address of its authorized
(7)
authorized agent, if any, in the
United States;
States;
(8) the estimated
estimated net proceeds to be derived from the sale in
(8)

Estimated net proceedsttromd
ceeds from sees
sales rin
United States.
United
the United States of the security to be offered;
offered;
Price.
Price.

(9)
(9) the price at which
which it is proposed that the security shall be
offered in the United States to the public or the method by which
variation in price may be proposed prior
such price is computed. A variation
prior
to the date of the public offering of the security, but the Commission
Commission
shall immediately
immediately be notified of such variation;
variation;
Commissions paid.
(10)
ommissions paid.
(10) all commissions paid or to be paid, directly or indirectly, by
the issuer to the underwriters
underwriters in respect
respect of the sale of the security
security
to be offered. Commissions shall include all cash, securities, condisposed of,
tracts, or anything else of value, paid, to be set aside, disposed
or understandings
understandings with or for the benefit of any other persons in
in
underwriter is interested,
interested, made, in connection with the
which the underwriter
Where any such commission
sale of such security. Where
commission is paid, the
amount
amount of such commission paid to each underwriter shall be stated;
Other expenses.
Other exnses.
(11)
(11) the amount or estimated amounts,
amounts, itemized in reasonable
reasonable
detail, of expenses,
expenses, other
other than the commissions specified
specified in para(10) of this schedule,
schedule, incurred or borne by or for the account
graph (10)
account
of the issuer in connection with the sale of the security to be offered
or properly chargeable
chargeable thereto, including legal, engineering, certifiother charges;
cation,
and
charges;
Names, etc., of coun(12) the names and addresses
addresses of counsel who have passed upon
(12)
sel. mes, ete., ofolegality of the issue;
issue;
the legality
Copy
any
underagreements made with any
agreement or agreements
(18)
areeJntnd
wCr
itry ofagreement
(13) a copy of any agreement
writer's
as
writerb
agreement
as
to United
States sales.
to
United States
sales. underwriter
underwriter governing the sale of the security within the United
.

Counsel's Opinion as

legality
Woe.
to ounsels
leg,'ality ofoplnion
issua.

as

For'orporation of INT.
Corporation
eign
1933.
eign Bondholders, MS.

"Corporation of For"Corporation
eign Security Holders"
treated.
created.

eign SecurStyoilders"

States; and
States;
and

to furnish
issuer to
(14)
(14) an
an agreement
agreement of
of the
the issuer
furnish aacopy
copy of
of the
the opinion
opinion
or opinions of counsel in respect to the legality of the issue, with
with a
a
translation, where necessary, into the English language. Such opinion shall set out in full all laws, decrees, ordinances, or other acts
acts
of Government
Government under which the issue of such security has been
authorized.
T E
TITLE
TITLE II

protecting, conserving,
SEIzON
SEolioN 201. For the purpose of protecting,
conserving, and
advancing the interests of the holders of foreign securities in default
default
name "Corporation'
" Corporation
there is hereby created aabody corporate
corporat e with
w ith the
th e name
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called the
the "Corporation
"Corporation").
").
(herein called
Holders" (herein
Security Holders"
of
Foreign Security
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Principal office, agenPrincipaloffice,
cies.

agen-

The principal
of the
shall be located in the District
Corporation shall
the Corporation
office of
principal office
The
offices
of Columbia,
established agencies
agencies or branch offices
there may be established
but there
Columbia, but
of
in any
cities of
regulations
United States under rules and regulations
of the United
or cities
city or
any city
in
prescribed
prescribed by the board of directors.
Control vested in
in
bContirovested
shall board
Corporation shall
SEC. 202.
The control
of the
the Corporation
and management
management of
control and
SEC.
202. The
of directors.
Federal
Trade ComComFederal Trade
and
appointed
be vested
vested in
board of
of six
six directors,
shall be
be appointed
who shall
directors, who
a board
in a
be
mission to appoint six
hold office
the following
As soon
practicable after the directors, designate sa
soon as practicable
manner: As
following manner:
in the
office in
hold
chairman, etc.
(herein- chairman etc.
date
this Act
Act takes
takes effect
effect the
Trade Commission
Commission (hereinFederal Trade
the Federal
date this
Poet, p.
90.
r 909.
after
in this
this title
title called
called ""Commission
directors, Post,
Commission ") shall appoint six directors,
after in
among
a vice chairman
and
designate a
chairman and a
chairman from among
a chairman
shall designate
and shall
their
designated as chairman
chairman and vice
directors designated
the directors
After the
number. After
their number.
Appointment of sucAppointment of succhairman
cease to
be directors,
chairman and vice cessors.
successors as chairman
their successors
directors, their
to be
chairman cease
chairman shall
elected by the board of directors
directors itself. Of the
be elected
shall be
chairman
of office.
Tenure of office
directors first
two shall
in office
office for
for a
two Tenure
of two
term of
a term
continue in
shall continue
appointed, two
first appointed,
directors
a term of six years,
years, two for
a term
term of four years, and two for a
for a
years,
from
this Act
Act takes
takes effect,
designates
effect, the term of each to be designated
date this
the date
from the
by the
the time
time of
appointment. Their successors
of appointment.
at the
Commission at
the Commission
by
shall
appointed by
by the
the Commission,
Commission, each for
for aaterm of six years
be appointed
shall be
from
the date
date of
expiration of the term for which
which his predethe expiration
of the
from the
to fill aa
cessor
was
appointed,
except
that
any
appointed
person
any
that
cessor was appointed, except
Vacancies
vacancy
occurring prior
prior to
the expiration
which his Vacancies.
for which
term for
the term
of the
expiration of
to the
vacancy occurring
predecessor
be appointed
appointed only for the unexshall be
appointed shall
was appointed
predecessor was
pired term
of such
No person
person shall
shall be eligible to serve
predecessor. No
such predecessor.
term of
pired
as
the five
five years
preceding has had any inyears preceding
within the
who within
director who
as aa director
terest,
direct or
or indirect,
indirect, in
in any
any corporation,
corporation, company, partnership,
terest, direct
bank
association which
sold, or
for sale
foreign
sale any foreign
offered for
or offered
has sold,
which has
or association
bank or
of
securities. The
office of
of a
if the board of
vacated if
be vacated
shall be
a director
director shall
The office
securities.
Removals.
s
R
directors
shall
at
a
meeting
specially
convened
for
that
purpose
by
emovalby
purpose
that
for
convened
directors shall at a meeting specially
board
resolution
passed by
majority of at least two thirds of the board
by aamajority
resolution passed
of
directors, remove
remove such
such member
from office,
provided that the
office, provided
member from
of directors,
member
whom it
it is
days' notice
to remove shall have seven days'
proposed to
is proposed
member whom
sent to
to him
him of
of such
meeting and that he may be heard.
such meeting
sent
Corporate powers.
and C"rop,,Orte" pwer'.
S
EC. 203.
203. The
The Corporation
Corporation shall
have power
power to
alter, and
adopt, alter,
to adopt,
shall have
SEC.
as
use
corporate seal;
to make
such real estate as
contracts; to lease such
make contracts;
seal; to
a corporate
use a
may
necessary for
the transaction
transaction of
its business; to sue and
of its
for the
be necessary
may be
be sued,
sued, to
to complain
complain and
and to
defend, in any court of competent juristo defend,
be
To require informa.
requiree toInform,
to
diction, State or Federal;
Federal; to require
require from trustees, financial
financial agents,
foreJVTn
relativ
tionI
r,
tion relative
foreign
securities
holders,
etc.
etc.
holders,
securities
original
the
or dealers
in foreign
securities information
relative to
to the original
information relative
foreign securities
dealers in
or
or
present holders
holders of
of foreign
information
foreign securities and such other information
or present
To take over funcfune
over
takeagent
To of
the tions
to take
therefor; to
as may
may be
required and
take over the
subpenas therefor;
to issue subpenas
and to
be required
as
of defaulted foreign
foreign securisecurifunctions
of
any
fiscal
and
paying
agents
of
any
foreign
securities
in
falted
in
securities
foreign
functions of any fiscal and paying agents of any
ties.
pledge
and pledge
Borrow and
default; to
borrow money
for the
the purposes
of this title,
title, and to Borrow
purposes of
money for
to borrow
default;
such loans.
for suclloans.
pledge as
collateral for
such loans
any securities
securities deposited
deposited with for
loans any
for such
as collateral
pledge
theCorporation
Corporation pursuant
consent and
this title; by and with the consent
pursuant to this
the
approval
of the
the Commission
select, employ,
employ, and
and fix
the compencompen- Officers,
employee.
off,
fix the
to select,
Commission to
approval of
employees,
sation of
of officers,
officers, directors,
directors, members
committees, employees,
employees, attorattor- etc.
of committees,
members of
sation
neys,
and agents
agents of
Corporation, without regard
regard to the provithe Corporation,
of the
neys, and
sions of
applicable to the
compensation
employment and compensation
the employment
laws applicable
other laws
of other
sions
authority
of officers
of the
the United
States; to define their authority
United States;
employees of
or employees
officers or
of
and
duties, require
penalties thereof,
them and fix the penalties
of them
bonds of
require bonds
and duties,
tc. rus
and to
dismiss at
at pleasure
pleasure such officers,
employees, attorneys, and Prscrb,
officers, employees,
to dismiss
and
Prescribe, etc.,
rules
for
conduct of
business.
obuess.
agents;
and
to
prescribe,
amend,
and
repeal,
by
its
board
of
direcforconduct
direcof
board
its
by
repeal,
and
amend,
prescribe,
to
and
agents;
which
tors,
bylaws, rules,
and regulations
regulations governing
governing the
the manner
manner in which
rules, and
tors, bylaws,
it
at
general
business
may
be
conducted
and
the
powers
granted
to it
granted
powers
the
and
conducted
be
may
fs general business
provisions for
enjoyed, together
by
law may
may be
together with provisions
for
exercised and enjoyed,
be exercised
by law
such
committees and
functions thereof as the board of directors
the functions
and the
such committees
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necessary for facilitating
facilitating its business under this title.
may deem necessary

The board of directors
Corporation shall determine
directors of the Corporation
determine and
preand prescribe the manner
obligations shall
shall be incurred
incurred and its
its
manner in
in which
which its
its obligations
expenses allowed
expenses
allowed and paid.
Authority
of board
Authority of
board
SEC.
mayS
EC. 204. The board of directors
directors may—
over
over foreign securities.
(1) Convene
Convene meetings
holders of
of foreign
foreign securities.
securities.
Call
meetings of
holdof
(1)
meetings of
holders
C(allmeetings
ofholders of.
(2) Invite
Invite the
the deposit
undertake the
of foreign
foreign securisecuriAction on defaulted
defaulted
(2)
deposit and
and undertake
the custody
custody of
securities.
securitiesties
ties which have defaulted in the payment
or
payment either
either of principal
principal or
the place
place of
of securities
securities so
so
interest, and
and issue receipts
receipts or certificates
certificates in
in the
deposited.
deposited.
Appoint committees
(3) Appoint committees
(3)
committees from the directors of the
the Corporation
Corporation
toProsnt
to
such
to represent
represent committees
such holdholders.
ers.
and/or all other persons to represent
represent holders of any class or classes
either of
of
of foreign
foreign securities
securities which have defaulted
defaulted in the payment either
principal or interest and
and determine and regulate
regulate the
the functions
functions of
of such
such
chairman of the board of direccommittees. The chairman and vice chairman
directors shall be ex officio chairman
committee.
chairman and vice chairman of each committee.
Carry out arrange(4)
Negotiate and
or assist
assist in
in negotiating
negotiating and carrying
carrying
out, or
carry out,
and carry
(4) Negotiate
meltyo fr
ments
for reramige
resuming
payments.
payments.
out, arrangements
arrangements for the resumption
resumption of payments due or in arrears
securities in default
default or for rearranging
in respect of any foreign
foreign securities
rearranging the
the
terms on which such securities may in future be held or for convertexchanging the same for new securities or for any
ing and exchanging
any other
other
relation thereto;
thereto; and under this paragraph any
object in relation
any plan
plan or
or
agreement made
made with respect to such securities
securities shall be
be binding
binding upon
upon
depositors, providing that the consent of holders resident
resident in the
United States of 60 per centum
centura of the securities
securities deposited
deposited with the
Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be
be obtained.
obtained.
Collecting, etc., funds
(5) Undertake,
Undertake, superintend,
take part
part in
in the
the collection
collection and
and
or take
superintend, or
(5)
derived
from fudres
foreign
Coler tinrogtc.
securities.
seeuritiers.
application of funds
funds derived from foreign securities
securities which come into
the possession of or under
under the control or management
management of the
Corporation.
Corporation.
Collect, etc., informaCollet, ete., infornia(6) Collect, preserve, publish, circulate, and render available
(6)
available in
in
tion respecting foreign
securities.
seurities.
readily accessible
accessible form, when
when deemed essential or necessary,
necessary, documents, statistics, reports, and information
information of all kinds in respect of
of
foreign securities,
securities, including
including particularly records of
foreign external
external
of foreign
securities in default and records of the progress
progress made toward
toward the
payment of past-due obligations.
Securing simple
the view
of
as it
it may
may deem
Simple
(7)
Take such steps as
SfSecring
(7) Take
deem expedient
expedient with
with the
view of
forms, etc.
securing the adoption of clear and simple forms of foreign securities
securities
and just and sound principles in the conditions and terms
terms thereof.
Act as representative
as represe'a'tiv
(8)
(8) Generally,
Generally, act in the name
name and
behalf of
of the
holders of
and on
on behalf
the holders
of
offctd
holders.
foreign securities the
representation of whose interests may
tb.e care or representation
may
be entrusted to the Corporation; conserve and protect the rights and
and
interests of holders of foreign securities issued, sold,
owned in
in the
the
sold, or
or owned
United States; adopt measures for the protection, vindication,
vindication, and
and
preservation
preservation or reervation
reservation
of
of
o ore
f the rights and interests of holders of
foreign
foreign securities either on
any default
in or
or on
on breach
breach or
or contemcontemon any
default in
plated breach of the conditions
securities may
may
conditions on which such foreign securities
have
issued, o
w i
se; o
bt ai
n for
for such
such holders
have been
been issued,
orr other
otherwise;
obtain
holders such
such legal
legal
and other assistance and advice as the board of directors may deem
deem
expedient;
expedient; and do
do all such other
other things
as are
incident or
or conducive
conducive
things as
are incident
to the attainment
attaimnent of the above objects.
To
keep and
and publish
To
keep
publish
SlEC.
t of
SEc. 205. The board of directors shall cause accounts to be ke
kept
an
audited general
general acan audited
a0count
count and
and balance all matters relating
relating to or connected
connected with the transactions
transactions and busisheet.
bhet.
ness of the Corporation, and cause aa general
general account
account and balance
balance
sheet of the Corporation
Corporation to be made out
out in each year, and cause
cause all

Determine manner
Determine
manner
obligations
obligations
incurred
expenses allowed.
and^e:penseE
anloed.
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accounts to be audited by one
who shall examine
examine
more auditors who
one or more
accounts
the
same and
and report
report thereon
thereon to
to the
board of directors.
the board
the same
Annual
report
of
of
Annual report
make public
SEC. 206.
Corporation shall
print, and
and make
public an operations.
make, print,
shall make,
The Corporation
206. The
SEC.
send aacopy
year, send
annual
its operations
operations during
copy thereof,
each year,
during each
of its
report of
annual report
together
account and balance
balance sheet and auditor's
auditor's
of the account
copy of
with aa copy
together with
report,
Commission and to both Houses of Congress, and proreport, to the Commission
vide
one copy
report but
but not
than one
on the
the application
application Proviso.
one on
not more
more than
such report
copy of
of such
vide one
Free distribution.
of
any person
person and
on receipt
receipt of
of a
not exceeding
exceeding $1:
$1: Provided,
Provided, Fre
sum not
a sum
and on
of any
That
directors in
discretion may distribute
distribute copies
in its
its discretion
the board
board of directors
That the
gratuitously.
Pro rata levy on holdSEC. 207.
207. The
The Corporation
Corporation may
its discretion
discretion levy
levy charges,
charges, ersPro
ratalevy
on holdin its
may in
SEC.
of foreign
securities.
assessed
on a
basis,on the holders of foreign securities
a pro
pro rata basis,
assessed on
Provisos.
deposited
it: Provided,
That any
the time
of Charge
cPrseimitation.
deposited with
with it:
Provided, That
any charge
charge levied
levied at
at the
time of
limitation.
depositing
Corporation shall
exceed one fifth
not exceed
shall not
the Corporation
with the
securities with
depositing securities
of
the face
face value
of such
Provided furfursecurities: Provided
such securities:
value of
of the
centum of
1 per
per centum
of 1
Additional charges.
ther, That
any additional
relationship to Additional charges.
charges shall bear aa close relationship
additional charges
That any
ther,
the
cost of
of operations
operations and
enumerated
those enumerated
including those
negotiations including
and negotiations
the cost
in
204 and
1 per centum of the face
not exceed
exceed 1
shall not
and shall
and 204
203 and
in sections
sections 203
value
of such securities.
value of
Subscription may be
SEC. 208.
208. The
The Corporation
from any
any received
be
Subscription
may receive
receive subscriptions
subscriptions from
SEC.
Corporation may
frommayany
etc.
etc.
foundation,
United
of
agency
public
a
with
person
'
foundation
a
public
purpose,
or
agency
the
United
foundation
person,
States Government,
and such
such subscriptions
subscriptions may,
the discretion
discretion of
of
in the
may, in
Government, and
States
the board
treated as loans repayable
repayable when and as the
directors,'be treated
of directors
board of
the
board
of directors
determine.
directors shall determine.
board of
Reconstruction
FiSw.
Finance Corporation
is hereby
hereby nance
Reconstration
Corporation is
Corporation tto
Reconstruction Finance
The Reconstruction
209. The
SEC. 209.
advance funds for Corfor Coradvance funds
exceed $75,000
to exceed
authorized
loan out
out of
of its
not to
$75,000 for the use of poration
funds not
its funds
to loan
authorized to
use.
poration use.
the Corporation.
Corporation.
the
Unlawful acts.
S
EC. 210.
Notwithstanding the
foregoing provisions
of this
this title,
title, Unlawfulacts.
provisions of
the foregoing
210. Notwithstanding
SEC.
it shall
shall be unlawful
unlawful for,
for, and nothing in this title shall be taken or
it
construed as
as permitting
authorizing, the
title
in this title
Corporation in
the Corporation
or authorizing,
permitting or
construed
created, or
committee of
of said
person or
Corporation, or any person
said Corporation,
any committee
or any
created,
persons acting for or representing
purporting to represent
represent itit—
representing or purporting
persons
Claiming to rcpresen t
CairiingtoreSpreten
(a) to
to claim
acting for or to repre- Government
be acting
to be
pretend to
or pretend
assert or
or assert
claim or
(a)
or State
Department.
sent
Department of
of State
the United
United Sates
Government; Department.
States Government;
State or
or the
sent the
the Department
Stat ernents
to
that ellet
effect to ftreign
((TORII
(b) to
any statements
or representations
representations of
any kind
kind to
to thit
of any
statements or
to make
make any
(b)
Government.
any foreign
or its
officials or
officials of
of any
any (-)oernnt.le
or the
the officials
its officials
government or
any
foreign government
political subdivision
government that
that said Corforeign government
any foreign
of any
subdivision of
political
poration or
thereof or
individual or indior any individual
committee thereof
or any
any committee
poration
viduals connected
therewith were
were speaking
or acting
acting for the
speaking or
connected therewith
viduals
said Department
or the
or Interference,
etc..
United States
States Government;
Government; or
Interference.
said
Department of
of State
State or
the United
etc..
with Government
Government p.lpci(c)
do any
or indirectly
which would
would interfere
interfere with
indirectly which
directly or
act directly
any act
to do
(c) to
kits.
with or
or obstruct
obstruct or
hinder or
which might
might be
be calculated
calculated to icics
or which
or hinder
with
obstruct,
or interfere
interfere with
the policy
policies of the
the
or policies
policy or
with the
hinder or
obstruct, hinder
said
Department of
Government of the United
United
or the Government
of State or
said Department
States or
or any
pending or
contemplated diplomatic
negotiations,
diplomatic negotiations,
or contemplated
any pending
States
arrangements ' business
business or exchanges
between the Government
Government
exchanges between
arrangements,
of the
United States
States or
or said
Department of State and any forsaid Department
of
the United
eign
government or
thereof.
subdivision thereof.
political subdivision
or any
any political
eign government
Title not effective
S
EC. 211.
211. This
This title
title shall
shall not
the President
President finds
finds until
defetiso
Ti tle ptPresident
until the
effect until
so
take effect
not take
SEC.
declares.
that its
taking effect
is in
in the
the public
interest and
by proclamation
proclamation declares.
and by
public interest
effect is
that
its taking
so
so declares.
declares.
Citation of title.
S
EC. 212.
212. This
cited as
as the
Corporation of
of Foreign Citatonotitle
" Corporation
the "
be cited
may be
title may
This title
SEC.
Bondholders
1933."
Bondholders Act, 1933."
Approved, May
May VT,
27, 1933.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER
39.]
[CHAPTER 39.]
27,1933.
1933.
May 27,
[H.R.
5152.]
[H.R. 51521
[Public,
No.
23.]
[Public, No. 231

Northwest River.
River.
Northwest

Virginia may bridge,
in Norfolk County.

Counsty.d
Norlkm
in

Construction.
construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vo.34p.84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

MAY
MAY 27, 1933.

AN ACT

Granting
the consent
consent of
the State
Highway Commission
Commission of
Virginia
of Virginia
State Highway
to the
Congress to
of Congress
Granting the
to replace
maintain a
a bridge
bridge across
across Northwest
Northwest River
County,
in Norfolk
Norfolk County,
River in
and maintain
to
replace and
Virginia, on
on State
Route Numbered
Numbered 27.
27.
Highway Route
State Highway
Virginia,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
the
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consent
America in
States of
United

of Congress
hereby granted
granted to
the State
Commission of
of
Highway Commission
State Highway
to the
is hereby
Congress is
of

Virginia, and
and its
successors, to
free highway
highway
a free
operate a
and operate
replace and
to replace
its successors,
Virginia,
bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the Northwest
Northwest River,
River, at
at a
a
bridge and
point
suitable to
to the
the interests
navigation, at
Norfolk
or near Norfolk
at or
of navigation,
interests of
point suitable
County, Virginia,
Virginia, on
on State
State Highway
Highway Route
27, in
in accordaccordNumbered 27,
Route Numbered
County,
ance
the provisions
provisions of
"An Act
the
to regulate
regulate the
Act to
Act entitled
entitled "An
of an
an Act
ance with
with the
construction of
waters ", approved
approved March
March
navigable waters
over navigable
bridges over
of bridges
construction
23,
1906.
23, 1906.
hereby
Sac. 2.
2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
May 27,
27, 1933.
1933.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 40.]

May 27, 1933.
1933.
May

[H.R. 5173.]
[H.R.
5173.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 24.]

Staunton and Dan
Rivers.
Bridge across,
across, by
by
Riidge
Virginia,
legalized.
Virgia, legalied.

.s84.

Vol.
34, p. 84.
ol.34,

Amendment.
Amendment

.

AN ACT
Virginia
Granting the
the consent
consent of
to the State Highway Commission of Virginia
of Congress
Congress to
Granting
a weak structure in the
to maintain
constructed to replace a
bridge already constructed
maintain aa bridge
to
same location,
location, across the Staunton
Staunton and Dan Rivers, in Mecklenburg County,
same
Virginia,
Numbered 15.
Virginia, on United States Route Numbered

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
United
of America in
assembled, That the consent of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
States of
Congress
granted to the State Highway Commission of
is hereby granted
Congress is
Virginia, and
operate, in accordance
accordance
successors, to maintain and operate,
its successors,
and its
Virginia,
Act to regulate
"An Act
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
regulate the conentitled "An
of the
provisions of
with
struction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters",
waters ", approved
approved March 23,
constructed to replace
thereto already constructed
and approaches
1906, a
abridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
replace
1906,
the Staunton
an inadequate
inadequate structure
structure already
already constructed
Staunton and
constructed across the
an
Mecklenburg County,
mouths-Clarksville, in Mecklenburg
Dan
Rivers, at
their mouths—Clarksville,
at their
Dan Rivers,
a lawful structure to the same
which bridge is hereby declared
declared to be a
if it
it had been constructed
extent and
and in
the same
manner as
constructed in
as if
same manner
in the
extent
March 23, 1906.
of March
said Act of
accordance with
with the
of said
provisions of
the provisions
accordance
to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
S.EC. 2. The right to
S
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
1988.
Approved,
Approved, May 27, 1938.
[CHAPTER 41.1
[CHAPTER

May
27, 1038.
1933
.May27,
DI.
54761
[lLR. 5476j

friblic,
o gr—
piablie, No.
Savannah River.
Time
extended for
for
Time extended
bridging,
bridging, at Burtons
Ferry,
Ga.
Ferry, Ga.
Vol. 45,
p.751•1
',o1.47,
751; Vol.47,
45, p.
Vol.
p.
amen
p. 135, amended.

Post,
Pot, p.
p. 948.

Amendment.

AN ACT
ACT

a bridge
To
commencing and completing the construction of a
To extend the times for commencing
Ferry, near Sylvania, Georgia.
.25.]
across the Savannah River at or near Burtons Ferry,

the
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
assembled, That the time for
Congress assembled,
United States
United
States of America in Congress
a bridge authorized
commencing and completing
authorized
completing the construction of a
commencing
heretofore revived and
by Act of Congress approved May 26, 1928, heretofore
reenacted by Act of Congress
approved April 22, 1932, to be built
Congress approved
reenacted
by the South Carolina and Georgia State Highway Departments
Savannah River
Sylvania,
River at or near Burtons Ferry, near Sylvania,
the Savannah
across the
Georgia, are hereby extended
extended one and three years, respectively, from
Georgia,
approval hereof.
the date of approval
Sac.
hereby
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
27, 1933.
Approved, May 2t,

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.

CH. 42.
42.
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[CHAPTER 42.]
42.]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT

appropriations for the
certain appropriations
Making appropriations
appropriations to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1933, and June
June 30.
30,
purposes.
1934, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
following
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the following
United
States of America in
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not othersums are appropriated,
appropriations
deficiencies in certain appropriations
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
wise appropriated,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and prior fiscal years, to
appropriations for the fiscal years ending
provide supplemental
supplemental appropriations
namely:
June
1933, and June 30, 1934, and for other purposes, namely:
June 30,
30, 1933,
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
SENATE

To
Walsh, widow of Honorable Thomas
To pay to Nieves Maria P. C. Walsh,
Montana, $9,000.
J.
a Senator from the State of Montana,
J. Walsh,
Walsh, late a
To pay
pay Alice
Howell, widow
Honorable R. B. Howell, late
late
widow of Honorable
Alice C. Howell,
To
Nebraska, $9,000.
a
$9,000.
a Senator from the State of Nebraska,
miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1933,
For miscellaneous
$20,000.
$20,000.
Police force
force for
for Senate
Office Building, under the Sergeant at
Senate Office
Police
Arms:
$1,620 per annum each, fiscal
of $1,620
the rate
rate of
privates at the
Fifteen privates
Arms: Fifteen
year 1934, $22,275.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE

To pay
pay Lois
Lois Slayton
Woodworth Briggs, widow of Clay Stone
Slayton Woodworth
To
Briggs,
late a
State of Texas, $8,500, to
the State
from the
Representative from
a Representative
Briggs, late
be
at Arms
Arms of the House.
Sergeant at
be disbursed
disbursed by the Sergeant
Contingent
expenses: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, exclusive of salaries
Contingent expenses:
and labor
Representatives,
unless specifically ordered by the House of Representatives,
labor unless
and
stenographers to committees
including reimbursement
committees
reimbursement to the official stenographers
necessarily paid out by them for tranactually and necessarily
for the amounts actually
folding, fiscal year
materials for folding,
scribing hearings,
hearings, and including
including materials
year
1933, the
sum $15,000
$15,000 is transferred
transferred and made
available from the
made available
the sum
1933,
"Clerk hire, members
unexpended
balance of the appropriation "Clerk
unexpended balance
and
delegates, 1933."
1933."
and delegates,
The amount
amount which
which may
expended for
tools, and machinlabor, tools,
for labor,
be expended
may be
The
ery
furniture repair
repair shops during
during the fiscal year 1933 is hereby
ery for
for furniture
increased
increased from $22,500 to $24,000.
ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

Capitol
power plant: For
additional amount for lighting, heatFor an additional
Capitol power
ing, and
Buildings,
House Office Buildings,
and House
Senate and
the Capitol,
Capitol, Senate
for the
and power
power for
ing,
Supreme
Library Buildings, and so
Congressional Library
Building, Congressional
Court Building,
Supreme Court
including the same
specified under this head in the
same objects specified
forth, including
Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1933, $30,000.
Legislative
materials and other expenses
expenses
Senate Office Building: For labor and materials
incidental thereto, for additional painting
painting in the Senate Office
Building,
Building, to remain available during the fiscal year 1934, to be
expended under the
supervision of the Committee
Committee on
direction and supervision
the direction
expended
Rules,
Architect of the Capitol, who shall be its
through the Architect
acting through
Rules, acting
executive agent, $5,000.
$5,000.
executive
7
--88637--34
86637
34-7

May 29, 1933.
[H.R.
5390.]
[H.R. 5390.1
[Public, No. 26.1
[Public,

ThirdDeliciencyAct,
ThirdDeficiencyAct,
fiscal year 1933.

Legislative.
Legislative.

Senate.
I. Walsh.
Thomas J.
Pay to widow.
Robert B. Howell.
Robert
Pay to widow.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous items.
Items.
Senate Office BuildSenate
ing.
ing.
Additional
Additional
police
force.
force.

House
RepresentaHouse of Representatives.
Clay Stone
Stone Briggs.
Pay to widow.

Miscellaneous
35
iscellaneous items.

Sum from
from "Clerk
1933," made availhire, 1933,"
able.
Vol. 47,
47, p. 389.
Furniture, etc.
Amount
for,
Amount
creased.
creased.

in-

Architect of the CapCapArchitect
itol.
Capitol power plant.
Maintenance.

Office Build
Senate Office
Building.
ing.ti
e
Painting,, etc.
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Government
Government
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ing Office.
Office.
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PrintPrint-

Leave of absence.
absence.
Payable from workPag
cpitafrm
working
capital.
Post, p.. 832.
832.
Post

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMRIENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE
OFFICE

Not exceeding
Not
exceeding $400,000 of
of the
of the
Government
the working
working capital
capital of
the Government
Printing Office
Office for
1934 shall
be available
available for
purfor the
the fiscal year
year 1934
shall be
for the
the purpose of enabling the Public Printer to comply
comply with
with the provisions
provisions of
of
law granting fifteen
fifteen days'
absence to
to employees
employees with
days' annual
annual leave of
of absence
with
p
ay.
pay.

DEPARTMENT OF THE
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
THE INTERIOR

Interior Department.
Interior
Department.
Indian
Affairs
Indian Affairs
reau.
reau.

BuBu-

Truxt on Canyon
Canyon
Truxton
Reservation, Ariz.
Ariz.
Reservation,
Eradicating scabies
Eradicating
scabies
in
livestock.
in livestock.
From tribal
funds.
From
tribal funds.

Menominee Indians,
Indians,
Menominee
Wis.
Wis.
Attorneys.
Attorneys.
Vol.
46, p.
1468.
Vol. 46,
p. 1468.

BUREAU OF
BUREAU
INDIAN AFFAIRS
OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS

Eradication of scabies,
Truxton Canyon
Reservation, Arizona
Eradication
scabies, Truxton
Canyon Reservation,
Arizona
(tribal funds)
funds)::For assisting in the
eradication of
of scabies
livethe eradication
scabies in
in livestock of the Indians of the Truxton Canyon
Canyon Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona,
fiscal years 1933 and 1934, $10,000,
$10,000, payable
from tribal
funds on
on
payable from
tribal funds
credit of
of said
said Indians.
Indians.
deposit to the credit
Attorney's
Attorney's Fees and Expenses,
Expenses, Menominee
Menominee Tribe, Wisconsin
Wisconsin (tribal
(tribal
funds)::The unexpended
funds)
unexpended balance
balance of the $20,000
Menominee tribal
tribal
$20,000 of Menominee
funds authorized
authorized to be expended
expended by the Act of March
March 2,
2, 1931
1931 (46
(46
Stat., p. 1468),
1468), for employment
employment of attorneys
any claims
claims
attorneys to formulate
formulate any
the Menominee Tribe might
might have
have against
the Government
Government of
against the
of the
the
United States, and for expenses of such attorneys in
in connection
connection with
with
their services, is hereby
hereby continued
for the
the same
same purposes
purposes
continued available
available for
until June 30, 1934.

Reclamation
Reclamation Bureau.
Bureau.
Palo Verde Valley,
Valley,
Calif.
Protecting lands from
Protecting
from
overflow.
overflow.
Vol. 47,
Vol.
47, p.
p. 838.
535.

BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION

Palo Verde
Verde Valley, California:
California: The unexpended
of the
the
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation of $50,000
$50,000 for the
appropriation
the protection
protection of
Palo Verde
Verde Valley,
Valley,
of Palo
California, contained
contained in
in the
the Second
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscalyear
year 1932,
California,
1932,
approved July 1, 1932, shall remain available
the same
same purposes
purposes
available for
for the
during the fiscal year
year 1934.
1934.

Department of
Jusof Justice.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES

Department continDepartment
gent expenses.
Travel
and
Trael an
d n misceliscele

laneous.
Vol.
Vol. 47,
47, p.
p. 491.
491.

The sum of
of $3,500
is hereby
transferred from the appropriation
appropriation
$3,500 is
hereby transferred
s The sum
alari e s , fees, and expenses
expenses of marshals,
"Salaries,
marshals, United
United States
courts,
States courts,
1933 , to the appropriation
appropriation "
Traveling and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
"Traveling
Department of Justice, 1933."
1933."

Tnited States
rutted
States courts.
Conciliation commiscommisConciliation

toners.

UNITED

.

STATES
STATES

COURTS
COURTS
..

Compensation
expenses of conciliation
conciliation commissioners:
Compensation and expenses
commissioners: For
For
fees of
commissioners, and per diem allowance and
fees
of conciliation
conciliation commissioners,
and
traveling expenses
expenses of supervising
supervising; conciliation
conciliation commissioners,
commissioners, as
as
authorized
entitled "An Act to amend an Act entitled
authorized by the Act entitled
vol. 47,
Vol.
47, p.1470.
1470,
'An Act to establish aauniform
uniform system of bankruptcy
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the
the
rnited
United States', approved
1, 1898,
1898, and
and Acts
amendatory thereof
approved
July
1,
Acts
amendatory
thereof
Transfer from "ma
Tra
shale,
1933."from "marnd
9)
and supplementary
supplementary thereto ",, approved March 3,
3, 1933
1933, the
the sum
sum of
of
ol. 47,
47, p.
Vol.
P. 4911..
$25,000
transferred and made
made available
available until June
from
$25,000 is
is transferred
June 30, 1934, from
ri es ,
the appropriation
appropriation "Sala
fees, and expenses
"Salaries,
expenses of
of marshals,
marshals, United
United
States courts, 1933,"
1933."
sioners.
si
Post, p. 542.
Post,
542

Department
Department of Labor.
bor.
Immigration Bureau.
Bureau.

Joseph Vigliotti, refund.
Joseph Vigliotti, refund,
Vol. 47, p. 1766.
Vol. 47, p. 1768.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
BORAU OF IMAIIGRATION
IMMIGRATION
BITREAU

For refund to Joseph
Vigliotti, of Detroit, Michigan,
Joseph Vigliotti,
Michigan, as
as authorized
authorized
by Private Act Numbered 318, approved
approved March
March 4,
4, 1933,
1933, $1,500.
$1,500.
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DEPARTMENT
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
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Department of State.

Seventh InternationInternat"on'
SCeventh
MonteStates, MonteSeventh
International Conference
of American
American States,
Conference of
Seventh International
Conference of
of AmeriAmeriaI1Conference
al al
can
States.
States.
$70,000 of any appropriation made canVol.
video,
Uruguay: Not
Not to
to exceed
exceed $70,000
video, Uruguay:
47, p. 1371.
for the Department
Department of State for the fiscal year 1934 is hereby
hereby made V 47,p. 131
available
participation by the United States in the Seventh
the participation
available for the
International
Conference of American States to be held in the city
International Conference
6
Personal services.
including personal services without ref- Peronalsrv2.88
of Montevideo, Uruguay, including
Vol. 42, p. 1483.
U.S.C.,
p.
65;
65; Supp.
Supp.
and rent, VI,u.s.c.,p.
erence to
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
amended, and
Act of
the Classification
Classification Act
to the
erence
p. 31.
stenographic
reporting
and
translating
services
by
contract
if
p.733;
3709,
v'..3
se
contract
if
R.S.. sec 3709, p.
733;
stenographic reporting and translating services by
p. 1309.
309.
deemed
Revised .s.c.,p.
deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5)
expenses (and by inditraveling expenses
5);;traveling
Statutes
State);;
rect routes if specifically
Secretary of State)
authorized by the Secretary
specifically authorized
rect
documents;
hire
automobiles; purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary books and documents;
hire of automobiles;
stationery;
official cards;
cards; newspapers
and periodicals;
periodicals; printing and
newspapers and
stationery; official
binding;
equipment; and such other expenses as
entertainment; equipment;
binding; entertainment;
may
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of State, to remain
remain available
available
may be authorized
until
June 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
until June
Foreign Service oferi ofioresin
Salaries
receiving instructions ficers.
Foreign Service officers while receiving
of Foreign
Salaries of
Instruction and
tranand tranInstution
the
from
transferred
and in
The sum
is hereby
hereby transferred
of $60,000
$60,000 is
sum of
transit: The
in transit:
and
sit pay, 1933.
Vol.
47,
p.
473.
p.
4n.
47,
vol.
Service,
appropriation
"
Office
and
living
quarters,
Service,
1933
",
Foreign
quarters,
living
and
"Office
appropriation
to
"Salaries of Foreign
Service officers
officers while
Foreign Service
appropriation "Salaries
the appropriation
to the
receiving
instructions and
1933."
in transit, 1933."
and in
receiving instructions
Fiscal year 1934.
34.
Salaries
officers while
while receiving
receiving instructions
instructions Fiscyearl
Service officers
of Foreign
Foreign Service
Salaries of
Vol. 47, p. 1375.
and in
hereby transferred
the
7,p.5.
transferred from the
is hereby
$20,000 is
sum of
of $20,000
The sum
in transit:
transit: The
and
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign
the
", to the
1934 ",
Service, 1934
Foreign Service,
appropriation
appropriation "Salaries
"Salaries of Foreign
Foreign Service officers while receiving
receiving
appropriation
instructions and in transit, 1934."

WAR
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT
CORPS

OF

ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS

maintenance
control, Lowell Creek, Alaska: For necessary
necessary maintenance
Flood control,
of the
the flood-control
Seward Alaska, auCreek, Seward,
Lowell Creek,
flood-control works at Lowell
of
thorized by an
802),
approved February 14, 1933 (47 Stat., p. 802),
an Act approved
thorized
to
available until June 30, 1934, $21,000.
to be
be available
RECONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
FINANCE CORPORATION
RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE
That
(6) of section 201 (a) of the Emergency
Emergency Relief
paragraph (6)
That paragraph
amended so as to read as follows:
follows:
Construction Act of 1932 is amended
and Construction
"(6)
loans to
to nonprofit
nonprofit corporations,
corporations, with
without
with or without
make loans
to make
"(6) to
organized for the purpose of financing the repair or
stock, organized
capital stock,
earthquake, fire, tornado, or
reconstruction
buildings damaged
damaged by earthquake
reconstruction of buildings
cyclone in the year 1933 and deemed
deemed by the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
cyclone
accepted hereunder
Corporation
economically useful. Obligations
Obligations accepted
hereunder
Corporation economically
(a) in the case of loans for the repair or
collateraled (a)
shall be collateraled
reconstruction
owner
reconstruction of private property, by the obligations of the owner
a paramount
paramount lien except
of such property secured
secured by a
except as to taxes
reconstructed,
and
special assessments
assessments on the property repaired or reconstructed,
and special
subdivisions of
municipalities or political subdivisions
and (b) in the case
case of municipalities
States or their public agencies, by an obligation
obligation of such municicorporation shall
pality,
political subdivision,
agency. The corporation
publi agency.
subdivision, or public
pality, political
not
deny an otherwise
application for loans for repair or
acceptable application
otherwise acceptable
not deny
municipalities, political subdibuildings of municipalities,
reconstruction of the buildings
reconstruction
f constitutional
constitutional or other
visions or their public agencies because of
visions,
eollater obltions
legal inhibitions affecting the collateral. The collateral
obligations
legal

Department.
War Department.
Engineer
Corps.
Engineer Corps.
Lowell Creek,
Creek, Alaska.
Flood control.
control.
Vol. 47,
47, p. 502.
80'2.

FiReconstruction
Fi
Reconstruction
nance Corporation.
Corporation.
nance
Ante, p.
p. 20.
Post,
2M3.
pp. 120, 2153.
Post, pp.
Loans
Loans for damage
1933.
repairs, 1933.

Acceptable
collatAcceptable
eral.
Private
property
Private property.

Municipalities,
Municipalities, etc.
Applications
to
Applications not to
constitobe denied by constitutionsi,etc.,inhibitions.
inhibitions.
tional,etc,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. I. CH. 42.
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100

MAY 29,
29, 1933.
1933.

Maturities;
security.
Maturities;security.

may have maturities
maturities not exceeding
exceeding ten
ten years.
years. Loans
Loans under
under this
this
paragraph
paragraph shall be fully and adequately
adequately secured.
secured. No
loan
hereNo
loan
hereLimitation
on aggre- under shall be
Limitationonaggreunder
made after December
December 31,
31, 1933.
1933. The
aggregate of
The aggregate
of
gate amount.
the
the loans
loans made under this paragraph
paragraph shall not exceed
$5,000,000."
exceed $5,000,000."

judgments
Judgments and anauthorized
thorized claims.
Damage
Damage claims.
claims.
Paymentof.
Payment of.

Vol. 42, p.
p. 1066.
1066.

u.s.O.,
U.S.C.,p.
p. 98o.
989.

tJudmenrts
Judgments, United
United
States Courts.

Payment of.
of.
Payment

05.

Vol. 24, p.. 505.
Vol. 36, p.
1138.
Vol.
86,1
8s98.
U.S.C., pp. 897, 898,
938.
9s..

Columbia
Columbia Planograph Company.
graph

TITLE
AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
TITLE I--JUDGMENTS
II-JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED
CLAIMS
DAMAIGE
CLAIMS
DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEcTION
SECTION 1. For the payment of claims for damages
damages to or
or losses
losses
of privately
privately owned
owned property adjusted
adjusted and
determined by
and determined
by the
the followfollowing respective departments
departments under
under the provisions of the
Act entitled
the Act
entitled

"An Act to provide
a method
method for
provide for a
for the
the settlement
settlement of
of claims
claims arising
arising
against the Government
Government of the United
United States
in sums
exceeding
States in
sums not
not exceeding
$1,000 in any
$1,000
any one case ", approved December
December 28, 1922 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title
31, secs. 215-217),
31,
215-217), and certified
certified to the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress
Congress in
in aa
communication from the President of the United States
PresiStates to
to the
the President of
of the Senate, dated May 8, 1933, under the
dent
the following departdepartments, namely:
namely:
Post Office
Past
Office Department, $4,227.38;
$4,227.38;
Treasury Department, $292,54;
$292.54;
$4,519.92.
In all, $4,519.92.
JUDGMENTS,
JUDGMENTS, ITUNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS
COURTS

SEC.
For payment of the final judogment,
SEC. 2.
2. For
judgment, including costs
suit,
costs of
of suit,
rendered
rendered under the
of the
Act of
of March
3, 1887,
entitled
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
March 3,
1887, entitled
"An
"AnAct
Act to provide for the bringing of suits against
against the Government
Government
of
of the
the United States ", as amended by the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, approved
approved
March
March 3, 1911 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 28, sec. 41, par. 20;
sec.
258;
secs.
20;
sec.
258;
ses.
761-76),
in favor of
a corporacorpora761-765), in favor
of the
the Columbia
Columbia Planograph
Planograph Company, a

tion
(Supreme Court of the District
District of Columbia, Law Number
tion (Supreme
Number
76808),
Department of Commerce) to
76808), and
and certified
certified (under the Department
to the
the
Seventy-third Congress in a
Seventy-third
from the
a communication
communication from
the President
President of
of
the
the United
United States
States to the Speaker
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
Interest,
Interest.
dated April 27, 1933,
dated
1933, $670, together with
with such
as
such additional
additional sum
sum as
may
be necessary
necessary to
may be
to pay interest
interest on such judgment at the rate of
of 4
4
per
centum per
annum from the
the date thereof until the time
per centum
per annum
time this
this
appropriation is
made.
appropriation
is made.
Judgmentsr rendered
Judments
d
or the payment
payment of judgments,
judgments, including
For
including costs
of suits,
rendered
costs of
by district courts.
suits, rendered
against
the Government of
the United
against the Government
of the
United States
States by United States
3
Vol. 43, P
p. 1112.
1112.
Vol.4
district
the provisions
district courts
courts under
under the
provisions of an Act entitled
entitled "An
Act
U.S.C., p. 1529.
"An Act
authorizing
against the United States in admiralty
admiralty for damages
authorizing suits
suits against
damages
caused by and
and salvage
services rendered
caused by
salvage services
rendered to public
public vessels
vessels belonging
belonging
to
to the
the United
United States,
States, and for
for other purposes ", approved
approved March
March 3,
3,
1925
title 46, secs. 781-789),
1925 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
781-789), and certified to the
the SeventySeventythird Congress in
in communications
communications from
third Congress
from the President of the United
States
to
the
President
the Senate
States to the President of
of the
Senate and the Speaker of the House
of
dated May
May 8, 1933, and April 27, 1933, respecof Representatives,
Representatives, dated
respectively,
under
the following
following departments,
namely:
tively,
under
the
departments,
namely:
The Delaware, LackTheDaware
LaekNavy Department:
elaware, Lackawanna,
and Western
awanna, and Western
Western
Navy
Department: The
The Delaware,
Lackawanna, and
ailroad Company.
Company.
Railroad
Company, (United
Railroad
States District Court, Eastern Ditrit
Collision damages.

Larney B.Shaw.
. ShawLarneY

Railroad Company, (United States District Court, Eastern District

of New York, March 23, 1933, damages due to collision between
of New York, March. 23, 1933, damages
collision between the
the
ferryboat
United States ship Transfer),
ferryboat Orange
Orange and the United
Transfer), $1,561;
$1,561;
Larney
B. Shaw (United States District Court, Eastern
District of
Larney B. Shaw (United States District Court, Eastern District of

Virginia, March 21, 1933, damages due to collision between
Virginia, March 21, 1933, damages due
collision
the
the
wooden
barge Evelyn L. Shaw
Shaw and
and the
the Navy
wooden barge Evelyn L.
Navy barge
barge YC-270),
YC-270), $1,500;
$1,500;
in
all
under
the
in all under the Navy Department,
Department, $3,061.
83,061.
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29, 1933.
1933.
MAY 29,

Treasury Department:
Department: Chester A.
A. Poling,
Poling, Incorporated
Incorporated (United
Treasury
(United

States
States District Court, Eastern
Eastern District of New York, November 22,
1932, damages due to collision between
between the
the lighter
lighter Poling
Poling Brothers
Brothers
Numbered
the Coast
Numbered 11 and
and the
Coast Guard
SeaGuard vessel
vessel Trippe),
Trippe), $11,215.02;
$11,215.02; Seacoast
Trawling Company
District Court,
coast Trawling
Company (United
(United States
States District
Court, District
District

of Massachusetts, March 6, 1933, damages due
due to
collision between
to collision
between
the fishing
fishing vessel
vessel Juneal and the
the Coast
Coast Guard patrol boat
212),
boat C.G. 212),
$945.42; the city of New York (United States District Court, Southern District of New York, No. 98-207,
98-207, March
17, 1933,
damages due
March 17,
1933, damages
to collision
collision between the Ferryboat
Guard cutter
Ferryboat Queens and the Coast
Coast Guard
cutter
Manhattan),
Manhattan), $3,632.14; in all, under the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
$15,792.58.
$15,792.58.

Chester A.
C h ester A.
Incorporated.

Poling,
Poling,

Incorporated
Seacoast
Seacoast
Company.

Trawling
Trawling

Company.

Public Vessels
Vessels Act,
Total, judgments under Public
Act, $18,853.58,
$18,853.58, together
under Public
together Total, under
Public
Vessels Act.
Act.
with such
with
such additional
sum as
to pay
interest on
on Vessels
additional sum
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
pay interest
Interest.
any such judgment
judgment where specified therein
therein and at the rate provided
by law.
law.
For the
the payment
payment of
of the
the final
final judgment,
judgment, including
costs of
suit, Kursheedt
Kursheedt ManufacManufacincluding costs
of suit,
turing Company, collirendered against
under the provisions
provisions of
rendered
against the Government,
Government, under
of the
Acts tirng
the Acts
Company,
colli
sion damages.
of May 1, 1926 (44
(44 Stat. 1464),
February 26,
(44 Stat. Vol. 44,
1464), and
and February
26, 1927 (44
44, p. 1464,
4, 1793.
1793.
1793),
1793), transmitted
transmitted to the Seventy-third
Congress, first
session, in
in a
a
Seventy-third Congress,
first session,
communication
communication from the President
President of the
the
the United
United States, to the
President of the Senate,
President
Senate, dated May
May 8,
1933, in favor
favor of
8,1933,
of the
the Sursheedt
Kursheedt
Manufacturing Company (United
(United States District Court, Southern
Manufacturing
Southern
District of New York, Number
21, 1933,
1933, damages
damages
Number 92-260,
92-260, February
February 21,
to cargo due to collision between steamship Almirante
Almirante and
and steamship
steamship
Hisko), under
Hisko),
under the Navy Department,
Department, $1,008.48.
Time of
of payment.
judgments contained
None of the judgments
contained under
under this
this caption
caption shall
shall be
be paid Time
payment
until the right of appeal shall have
have expired
expired except
except such
such as have
become
conclusive against
become final and conclusive
against the United
United States by failure
failure
of the parties to appeal
appeal or otherwise.
otherwise.
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF
JUDGMENTS, COURT
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS

Judgments, Court
Court of
Judgments,
of
Claims.
Claims.

SEC.
rendered by the
Payment of.
of.
SEC. 3. For the payment of the judgments rendered
the Court Payment
of Claims as set forth in the schedule
transmitted to the Seventyschedule transmitted
Seventya communication
third Congress, first session,
session, in a
communication from the President
President
of the United States to the President
President of the Senate,
8,
Senate, dated May 8,
1933, under the following departments,
departments, namely:
namely:
Peter Cl.
Hale.
Navy Department:
Navy
Peter G.
(February 6,
6, 1933,
1933, L-423,
L-423, Peter
Department: Peter
G. Hale (February
. Hale.
allowance
dependent), $3,375.14.
allowance for dependent),
$3,375.14.
e
Hodgson Oil and B
War
War Department:
Department: Hodgson Oil and Refining
Refining. Company
Company (March
(March fining
Hodgson
Oil and Re-Company.
23, 1933, 17381,
17381, 17395, and 17398, sale of cotton
cotton linters),
linters), ‘29,843.25;
$29 843.25;
Buckeye
Buckeye Cotton
Cotton Oil
Oil Company (March
1933, 17495,
17495, sale
cotton Buckeye
Buckeye Cotton
Cotton On
Oil
(March 23,
23, 1933,
sale of
of cotton
linters), $541,359.57;
(March 23, 1933,
linters),
$541,359.57; Planters'
Planters' Cotton Oil Company
Company (March
1933, Cmany'
Pla'
nt
g Cotton on
Oil
17385, sale of cotton linters),
linters), $36,197.29; Planters'
Planters' Manufacturing
Manufacturing compan,
y.
P'
tinl/
ManufacCompany
turing Company.
Company (March
(March 23, 1933, 17442,
17442, sale of cotton
cotton linters),
linters), $33,057.71;
$33,057.71; turing
an
i
Daniel
DeBardeleDaniel
DeBardeleben (February
6, 1933,
1933, 41824,
41824, difference
Daniel DeBardeleben
(February 6,
pay), bben. el DeBardeledifference in
in pay),
Leland Oil
Oil Works.
Works.
$974.89;
Leland Oil
Works (March
Oil Works
$974.89; Leland
(March 23,
D-1095, sale
of cotton
cotton Leand
23, 1933,
1933. D-1095,
sale of
Gibson
Oil
linters), $52,592.46;
linters),
$52,592.46; Port
Port Gibson
Gibson Oil
Oil Works (March
23, 1933,
(March 23,
1933, D-1100,
D-1100, Port
Port Oibson
Oil
Comp ar
Con

i

W

sale of cotton
Midway Coal
cotton linters).
linters), $21,776.94; Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh and Midway
Coal
Mining Company
Company (February-6, 1933, J-574,
Mining
penalties deducted
deducted under
under
J-574, penalties
purchase order for coal),
purchase
coal), $493.30; in all under
under War
War Department,
Department,
$716,295.41.
$716,295.41.
Total judgments, Court of Claims, $719,670.55:
$719,670.55: Provided,
Total,
That
Provided, That
none of the judgments contained
contained under
under this caption
caption which have
not been affirmed
affirmed by
by the Supreme
Supreme Court or otherwise
otherwise become
become final
final
and conclusive
conclusive against the United
United States shall be
until the
be paid until
the
expiration of the time within which application
may be made for
application may
for
a writ of certiorari
(b), section 3, of the Act
a
certiorari under subdivision
subdivision (b),

otksbrgh andMid-

Pittsburgh
o
and Midway Coal Mining Company.

aycoal Miningcom
Proviso.
Time of payment.

payment.

Vol.1 43,p.
p. 99.
939.
vol.
p- we.
U.S.C. pg
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MAY
1933.
MAY 29,
29, 1933.

to amend
Judicial Code,
Code, and
to further
entitled "An
"An Act to
amend the
the Judicial
and to
further define
define
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
of the
Supreme
the
the circuit
circuit courts
courts of
of appeals
appeals and
and of
the Supreme
Court,
for other
other purposes
purposes ",
Court, and
and for
", approved
approved February
February 13,
13, 1925
1925 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
title
sec. 288).
title 28,
28, sec.
288).
Payment of interest
interest wherever provided for judgments
judgments contained
contained
in this Act
shall not
in any
case continue
continue for
more than
than thirty
thirty days
Act shall
not in
any case
for more
days
after
approval of
after the
the date of approval
of the
the Act.
Act.

Interest.

AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS

Audited claims.
claims.
Audited
Payment
Payment of.
Vol. 18, p. 110.
U.S.C., p. 1022.

Vol.i1, 110.
U.

.

Vol. 23, p. 254.
' 43.
U.S.C., p.

Vol.

SESS. I.
42.
SESS.
I. CII.
CH. 42.

24.

SEC. 4. For the payment of the following claims, certified
certified to be due
Site.
Accounting Office under appropriations
by the General Accounting
appropriations the
the balances
balances
of which have been carried to the surplus fund
provisions
fund under the provisions
of section 5
5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
31, sec.
713),
title 31,
sec. 713),
and under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
permanent, being
for
treated as
as permanent,
being for
the service of the fiscal year 1930 and prior years,
otherwise
years, unless
unless otherwise
stated, and which have been
certified to
Congress under
section 2
of
been certified
to Congress
under section
2 of
the Act of July 7, 1884 (U.S.C., title 5, sec. 266),
266), in the schedules
schedules
transmitted to the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress, first
Presifirst session, by
by the
the President of the United States in aacommunication to the
the
the President
President of
of the
Senate, dated May 8, 1933, there is appropriated
follows:
appropriated as
as follows:

Legislative establishestablishLegislative
ment.
ment.

LEISLATIVE ESTABLISHMENT
LEGISLATIVE ESTABLISHMENT

For public printing and binding, Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office,
$59.70.
$59.70.
Independent offices.
offices.
Independent

INDEPENDENT OFFICES
011 ICES

INDEPENDENT

For Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $1.75.
$1.75.
For medical and hospital services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $4,715.
$4,715.
For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Administration,
$178.44.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $11.25.
$11.25.
For vocational
rehabilitation, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $108.40.
vocational rehabilitation,
For Army
Army pensions,
pensions, $95.71.
$95.71.
Department of Agri-

O

DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICOLTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF

culture.
culture.

For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $28.62.
Department of ComDepartment
merce.
merce.DEPARTMENT

DEARTME

For
For
For
Department of the
Interfor.
Interiort

OF COMER

DEPARTMENT 0F
OF COMERC
COMMERCE

air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, $727.04.
enforcement
communication laws, $31,924.27.
enforcement of wireless communication
scientific library, Patent Office,
Office, $25.
DEPARTMENT OF THE
DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR

For general expenses, Bureau of Education, $2.75.
For conservation
conservation of health among Indians, $75.
For pay of Indian police, $43.78.
Department
Department of Jue•
Justoe.
tice.

DEPARTMENT OF Jtrin1011
DEPARTSMENT
JUSTIOE

For books, Department of Justice, $2.50.
For detection
detection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes, $22,50.
$22.50.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.

CII.
CH. 42.

For salaries,
salaries, fees,
and expenses
marshals, United
United States
For
fees, and
expenses of
of marshals,
States courts,
courts,
$427.02.
$427.02.
commissioners, United States courts, $1,335.75.
For fees of commissioners,
$1,335.75.
$6.40.
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts,
courts, $6.40.
officers, $127.
$127.
For books for judicial officers,
For United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia, $94.47.
$94.47.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
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OF
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LABOR

Audited claimsclaims—
cAudited
Continued.

Department of LaDepartment of LaI
bor.

regulating immigration, $2,000.
For expenses
expenses of regulating
$2,000.
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

Navy Department.
Department.
Navy

of Engineering,
Engineering, $897.85.
$897.85.
engineering, Bureau of
pay
the Navy,
Navy, $1,548.25.
pay of the
pay,
and transportation,
pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and
transportation, Navy,
Navy, $2,635.48.
$2,635.48.
maintenance,
$12.50.
maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $12.50.
aviation, Navy, $7,000.
pay, Marine Corps, $80.54.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT

Department
of State.
DepartmentofState.

For relief and protection of American
American seamen,
seamen, $27.
For transportation
transportation of Foreign Service
Service officers, $408.48.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Treasury DepartTreasury
Departmen
Depart
ment.

For salaries and wages, mint service, major institutions, $51.91.
For
For collecting revenue
revenue from customs,
customs, $4.
enforcement of Narcotic
Narcotic and
National Prohibition
and National
Prohibition Acts,
Acts, interFor enforcement
nal revenue, $150.02.
allowances, Coast Guard, $3,975.22.
For pay and allowances,
For fuel and water, Coast Guard, $5.
$5.
For Coast Guard, $855.06.
For
Health Service,
For pay of
of other employees,
employees, Public
Public Health
Service, 75 cents.
For
and maintenance
maintenance of
Public Health
For pay
pay of
of personnel
personnel and
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public
Service, $1.04.
Service,
For field investigations
investigations of public health, $1.
$1.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $12.36.
For general
general expenses
expenses of
of public buildings, $1.
For operating
buildings, $1.42.
$1.42.
operating supplies for public buildings
For repairs and preservation
preservation of public buildings, $1.19.
Louisiana, $120.86.
For marine hospital, Carville, Louisiana,
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For pay, and so forth of the Army, $26,774.34.
For pay of the Army,
Army, $10,906.83.
$10,906.83.
For mileage of the Army, $37.50.
For clothing and equipage,
equipage '$42.71.
For
transportation, $41.31.
For Army
Army transportation,
For pay of National Guard for armory drills, $253.62.
For supplies, services and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
$181.39.
$181.39.
For subsistence
subsistence of the Army, $6.75.
For general
general appropriations,
appropriations Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps, $956.14.
For
and ordnance stores, $175.34.
$175.34.
For replacing ordnance and
For replacing clothing
For
clothing and equipage,
equipage, $1.12.
$1.12.

War Department.

War Department.
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Post Office
Office Department.
Postal service.
service.
Postal
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For
terminal storage
storage and
$5,324.49.
buildings, $5,324.49.
shipping buildings,
and shipping
For terminal
For
registration and
and selection
selection for
for military
military service,
8448.70.
service, $448.70.
For registration
For
$2,437.49.
Establishment, $2,437.49.
Military Establishment,
compensation, Military
of compensation,
increase of
For increase
For citizens'
camps, $1.
military training camps,
citizens' military
For
For mileage
mileage to
officers and
contract surgeons,
$36.99.
surgeons, $36.99.
and contract
to officers
For
organized reserves, $51.33.
For organized
For arrears
arrears of
so forth,
$84.93.
forth, $84.93.
and so
pay, bounty,
bounty, and
of pay,
For
reserve officers'
training corps, $42.
officers' training
For reserve
For pay,
pay, and
and so
so forth,
of the
War with
with Spain,
Spain, $15.52.
$15.52.
Army, War
the Army,
forth, of
For
regular supplies
supplies of the Army, $941.65.
For regular
For seacoast defenses, ordnance,
ordnance, $250.21.
For
training the National Guard, $195.
equipping, and training
arming, equipping,
For arming,
$1.47.
headstones for graves of soldiers, $1.47.
For headstones
For Rainy Lake reference (State
(State transfer
transfer to War, Act May 21,
1920),
1920), $9.04.
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT—POSTAL
SERVICE
DEPARTMENT-POSTAL SERVICE
POST OFFICE

(Out of the postal revenues)
revenues)

For city delivery carriers, $87.16.
For clerks,
clerks, contract
$1.83.
contract stations, $1.83.
For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $7.09.
For foreign mail transportation, $51.43.
express, or motor transportation of equipment, and
For freight, express,
so forth, 38 cents.
For indemnities, domestic
domestic mail, $168.07.
$168.07.
For indemnities,
indemnities, international mail, $36.66.
For
miscellaneous items, first- and second-class
second-class post offices,
offices, $60.
For miscellaneous
For railroad transportation
mail-messenger service, $17.42.
transportation and mail-messenger
For rent, light, and fuel, $261.72.
For separating mails, $249.
For special delivery fees, $70.01.
$110,030.92.
Total, audited claims, section 4, $110,030.92.
Claims certified by
SEC.
S
EC. 5. For the payment of the following
following claims,
claims, certified to be
Accounting Office.
General Accounting
Accounting Office
appropriations the
balthe balAccounting
Offce.
Office under
under appropriations
due by the General
Vol. is, p. no.
Vol.
ances
carried to the surplus
surplus fund
fund under
proances of
of which
which have been carried
under the
the pro.. G., p. 1022.
visions of
of section
section 55 of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1874
1874 (U.S.C., title 31,
31,
1022.
appropriations heretofore
sec. 713), and under appropriations
heretofore treated as permanent,
being for the service of the fiscal year 1930 and prior years, unless
23, p. 24.
otherwise
Vol. 28,
254.
otherwise stated, and which have been certified
certified to Congress under
U.S.C.,
section 2
2of
of the
the Act
July 7,
1884 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
5, sec.
sec. 266),
as set
t.s.C., p.
P. 43.
4a
section
Act of
of July
7, 1884
title 5,
266), as
set
forth in the schedule transmitted
transmitted to the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress,
first session, by the President of the United States in a
a communication to the President of the Senate, dated May 8, 1933,
1933, there
there is
appropriated
appropriated as follows:
Navy Department.
Department.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTSMENT

For pay, subsistence, and transportation,
transportation, Navy, $8,732.43.
$8,732.43.
For pay of the Navy, $4,836.67.
Total, audited claims, section 5, $13,569.10.
$13,569.10.
Short title.

SHORT TITLE

This Act may be cited as the ""Third Deficiency
Deficiency Act, fiscal year
year
1933."
Approved
Approved, May 29, 1933.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 43.]

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

43, 44.
CHS. 43,

ACT
AN ACT

To authorize
the Comptroller
General to
numbered 13,
of district numbered
claim of
allow claim
to allow
Comptroller General
authorize the
To
Choctaw
Oklahoma, for
payment of tuition for
for Indian pupils.
for payment
County, Oklahoma,
Choctaw County,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
That the Compassembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
troller General
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to allow
allow payment
payment
is hereby
General is
troller
of
claims of
of the
school district
district numbered
numbered 13, Choctaw County,
public school
the public
of claims
Oklahoma,
for tuition
Indian pupils
pupils during
during the
fiscal year
1931,
year 1931,
the fiscal
of Indian
tuition of
Oklahoma, for
in
the sum
exceed $3,435.61
$3,435.61 from
the appropriation
entitled
appropriation entitled
from the
to exceed
not to
sum not
in the
"
Indian Schools,
Schools, Five
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
1931."
Tribes, Oklahoma, 1931."
"Indian
Approved,
May
29,
1933.
Approved, May 29, 1933.
[CHAPTER 44.]
[CHAPTER
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MAY 29, 1933.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

between the State
Granting
consent of
Congress to
to a
a compact
compact or agreement
agreement between
of Congress
the consent
Granting the
and on
of
Kansas and
for and
acceptance for
the acceptance
authorizing the
Missouri authorizing
of Missouri
State of
the State
and the
of Kansas
behalf
of the
of Kansas
and Missouri
of title
title to
to a
a toll
the
across the
bridge across
toll bridge
Missouri of
Kansas and
States of
the States
behalf of
Missouri River
from a
apoint
point in
in Platte
Missouri, to
to a
near
or near
point at or
a point
County, Missouri,
Platte County,
River from
Missouri
Kansas City,
City, in
specifying the conditions
and specifying
Kansas, and
County, Kansas,
Wyandotte County,
in Wyandotte
Kansas
thereof.
Whereas by
by an
an Act
of Congress
1928, aa franchise
22, 1928,
approved May 22,
Congress approved
Act of
Whereas
the Interstate Bridge Company
to the
was
granted to
Company for the construcwas granted

May 29,
1933.
29, 1933.
May
is. 73.]
73.1
Ma[s.2

27.]
No. 27.]
[Public, No.
Choctaw
oChta
Okla.

County,

County,

Claim of,
of, for tuition
tuition
of Indians, allowed.
Appropriation available.
4 p. 293
abVol.
le.l 46,
293.

lam

for

Appropriation avail-

May 29, 1933.
[H.J.Res. 159.]
[Pub. Res.,
No. 8.]
8.]
Res., No.
[Pub.

[H.J.Res.

Missouri River.
Missouri

to
granted to
Consent 1g:fed
agreement by Kansas
and
Missouri
F4
ns
;
c-s
and Missouri for ac-

P
I
A

of
bridge
bridge
oeptance of
tion
toll bridge
the Missouri
at or
or near
near Kansas
Kansas ceptance
River at
Missouri River
across the
bridge across
of aa toll
tion of
across.
Vol.
pp.
704,
1530;
1530,
45,
Vol
acvosspp.
City,
Kansas,
which
has
been
extended
by
the
Acts
March
2,
March
of
City, Kansas, which has been extended by the Acts
Vol. 46, p. 835.
1929,
and
June
30,
1930,
and
which
is
now
owned
by
the
Regional
35.
p.
46,
Vol.
Regional
the
by
owned
now
is
which
and
1929, and June 30, 1930,
Bridge Company,
Company, a
corporation organized
organized and
and existing
existing under the
the
a corporation
Bridge
laws
of the
State of
of Delaware,
of the
Interstate Bridge
the Interstate
assignee of
as assignee
Delaware, as
the State
laws of
Company;
Company; and
Whereas
authority has
been granted
granted the
State Highway
Commission
Highway Commission
the State
has been
Whereas authority
of
Kansas
by
an
act
of
the
Legislature
of
the
of Kansas,
State
the
of
Legislature
the
of
act
of Kansas by an
approved
March 24,
24, 1933,
1933, and
and published
published in
in the
the official
official State paper
paper
approved March
on
March 27,
and to
to the
the State
Commission of
State Highway Commission
1933, and
27, 1933,
on March
Missouri by
by an
identical act,
act, mutatis
General
the General
of the
mutandis, of
mutatis mutandis
an identical
Missouri
Assembly of
of the
the State
State of
of Missouri,
Missouri, approved
approved April 17, 1933, to
Assembly
include
n the
highway systems
of the
the respective
respective States of Kansas
systems of
the highway
in
include i
a common
and
Missouri any
bridge across any river forming a
common
toll bridge
any toll
and Missouri
boundary between
between the
two States;
States; to
entering into conin entering
join in
to join
the two
boundary
tracts with
with the
the owner
owner of
such toll
with the holders
and with
bridge and
toll bridge
any such
of any
tracts
of
connection with the construction
construction of such
in connection
issued in
bonds issued
any bonds
of any
bridge, by
by the
the terms
Highway Commissions of
State Highway
the State
which the
of which
terms of
bridge,
Kansas
and Missouri
Missouri shall
maintain, operate, and insure such
shall maintain,
Kansas and
bridge,
fix and
collect and
and apply
apply tolls
tolls thereon,
thereon, and shall conand collect
and fix
bridge, and
struct, maintain,
and operate
as free
free State
State highways,
highways, approaches
approaches
operate as
maintain, and
struct,
system
thereto, and
and shall make
highway syste
m
make and treat as part of the highway
thereto,
such
part
any
and
of
their
respective
States
such
of
such
bridge
entire
such
States
respective
of their
accept
approaches lying
lying within
respective States; and to accept
their respective
within their
approaches
conveyance
of title
and ownership
of any such
such bridge or part
ownership of
to and
title to
conveyance of
thereof situated
situated within
within their
respective States, subject to any
their respective
thereof
encumbrance
against any
such bridge
bridge and pledge of its tolls preany such
encumbrance against
executed; and
viously executed;
Whereas Regional
has obtained
an agreement
agreement from
from
obtained an
Company has
Bridge Company
Regional Bridge
Whereas
the
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation
of
States
to
United
the
Corporation
Fimance
the Reconstruction
aid
the construction
a bridge under the franchise
construction of a
financing the
in financing
aid in
granted
by the
the Act
.Act of
of May
22, 1928,
extensions thereof, under
and extensions
1928, and
May 22,
granted by
authority of
Emergency Relief
Relief
of Congress known as the ""Emergency
Act of
the Act
of the
authority
and Construction
of 1932
1932 ",
by purchasing
the bonds
bonds
par the
at par
purchasing at
", by
Act of
Construction Act
and
of Regional
Company, secured
by mortgage on such bridge,
securedby
Bridge Company,
Regional Bridge
of
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Cegional
Company.
Regional
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
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MAY 29,
29, 1933.
73d
CH. 44.
1933.

Bridge
Bridge

constreion of

Construction
bridge
by.
bridge
by.

of

of $600,000,
that certain
certain requirerequirein the amount of
$600,000, upon
upon condition
condition that
ments be met and agreed
of Kansas
Kansas and
and Missouri;
Missouri;
agreed to by the
the States
States of
and
Whereas
Whereas the Legislature
State of
of Kansas
Kansas and
and the
General
Legislature of
of the State
the General
Assembly of the State
State of Missouri, to make
effective the
the acts
acts of
of
make effective
their respective
respective legislative
legislative bodies
bodies herein
herein cited
cited and
and to
to meet
meet the
the
requirements
requirements imposed by the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation
have each adopted the following
following resolution:
resolution:
Whereas
Whereas Regional
Regional Bridge Company, a
corporation organized
organized and
and.
a corporation
existing under the laws of the State of Delaware,
Delaware, is
the owner
owner and
and
is the
holder of aa franchise granted
granted by
the Congress
Congress of
United_
by the
of the
the United
(according to plans approved
States to construct (according
by the
the War
War
approved by
Department of the United
United States),
States), maintain, and operate
operate a
a toll
toll
bridge across the Missouri River from a
point at
at or
or near
near Kansas
Kansas
a point
City in Wyandotte
Wyandotte County, Kansas, to
to a
point in
in Platte
Platte County,
County,
a point
Missouri
Missouri;•and
and
Whereas Regional
Regional Bridge Company
Company desires
desires to
to commence
commence the
the conconstruction of such bridge,
bridge as soon as the same
is fully
fully financed;
financed;
same is
and
Whereas Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
of the
the United
Corporation of
United States
States
has agreed with Regional Bridge Company
Company to aid in
in financing
financing the
the
construction
construction of such bridge, under
und er authority
au th or ity of
ofthe
th e Act
Actof
of -ConCongress known as the "
Emergency Relief
Relief and
and Construction
Construction Act
Act of
" Emergency
of
1932
", by purchasing
1932",
purchasing at par the bonds of Regional
Regional Bridge
Bridge ComCompany, secured
secured by mortgage
mortgage on
bridge, in
in the
the amount
amount of
of
on such
such bridge,
$600,000; but
$600,000;
but
Corporation has
Whereas Reconstruction
Reconstiuction Finance Corporation
has imposed
imposed certain
certain
requirements,
requirements, to be met and agreed
agreed to
States of
of Missouri
Missouri
to by
by the States
and Kansas, as conditions precedent to its purchase
purchase of such
bonds;
such bonds;
and
Whereas inasmuch as such bridge will form an important
important link
link in
in and
and
improvement
highway systems of the States of
improvement to the highway
of Missouri
Missouri and
and.
Kansas, and will be of benefit an
Kansas
d advantage
advantage to
the citizens
citizens
and
to the
of both,
both, and the public,
public and inasmuch
inasmuch as
as Regional
Bridge ComComRegional Bridge
pany, by resolution
passed by
by the
the unanimous
of its
its
resolution duly
duly passed
unanimous vote
vote of
stockholders,' has agreed
stockholders
agreed to transfer and convey
convey such
su ch-bridge,
bridge, free
free
of cost, to the State Highway
Highway- Commissions of
of Missouri
Missouri and
and
of Iansas,
Kansas, on behalf
behalf of such States of Missouri
Missouri and Kansas,
Kansas,
jointly, such conveyance
conveyance to be made as soon as
mortgage
as such mortgage
shall have been properly
recorded in
both Missouri
Mi ssouriand
an d Kansas,
K ansas,
properly recorded
in both
subject to the right of and duty upon Regional
Regional Bridge Company
Company
fully to complete
complete the construction
construction of such bridge, it
it is
is to
to the
the
interest and benefit of the Stat
es of
ofMi
ssouriand
Kansas, and
and the
States
Missouri
and Kansas,
the
citizens of both, that the States
States of Missouri and Kansas meet
meet
and agree to the requirements
requirements of the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Corporation, as conditions
conditions precedent to the purchase
purchase of
such
of such
bonds: Now, therefore
therefore
In consideration
consideration of the benefits and advantages
advantages accruing
accruing to
the
to the
States of
of Missouri
States
Missouri and Kansas, and the citizens
citizens of both, and in
consideration of
of the
adoption of
of this resolution by both the States
consideration
the adoption
of Missouri
Missouri and Kansas, the States of Missouri
Missouri and Kansas,
Kansas ,hereby
hereby
enter into
into the following
agreement:
following compact and agreement:
Be it
it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate of the State
State of Kansas
, the Htouse
House
Kansaes,
of
Representatives agreeing
thereto:
of Representatives
agreeing thereto:
SECTION
SECTION 1. Regional Bridge Company,
Company, its successors and assigns,
assigns,
shall
hereby, authorized
authorized to
maintain, and
and
shall be,
be, and
and it
it is
is hereby,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate
bridge across the Missouri
operate such
such bridge
Missouri River
River from aa point at or
or
near
near Kansas City,
City.
,in Wyandotte
Wyandotte County, Kansas, to a
a point in
Platte County, Missouri,
Missouri, according
according to plans approved by
by the
the War
War
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Department of the United States; and the said States
Department
authorStates hereby
hereby authorize Regional Bridge Company to enter upon and use for the
the purpose
purpose
maintaining, and operating such bridge all necesof constructing,
constructing, maintaining,
sary lands under water belonging to said States, and the fee to any
any
lands so used shall upon such use be vested in such Regional
Regional Bridge
Company:
Company:
SEC.
SEC. 2. The State Highway
Highway Commission of Missouri and the sascpandPMiss
a;t eced117scseoitT.KKan
State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission of Kansas
be, and
are hereby,
Kansas shall
shall be,
and they
they are
hereby,
authorized and directed to accept,
accept, when tendered by Regional
Regional Bridge
Company, conveyance
conveyance of such bridge and franchise
franchise therefor
such
therefor to
to such
State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission jointly, on behalf
behalf of the
the States of
of
Subject to mortgage.
Missouri
conveyance shall not be in assumption
assumption Subject
Missouri and Kansas. Such conveyance
to mortgage.
but shall expressly
expressly be subject
subject to
to such
such mortgage,
mortgage,
of such
such mortgage,
mortgagesuch
but
and to the right
right and duty upon Regional
Regional Bridge Company fully
fully to
to
complete
complete the construction
bridge.
construction of such bridge.
Maintenance
and
SEC.
Maointenan
SEc. 3. The State Highway Commission of Missouri
Missouri and the State operation.
and
Highway
Highway Commission of Kansas shall be, and they, and each of them,
them,
of tolls.
hereby are, authorized
authorized to maintain, operate, and insure such
such bridge Collection
collection of
tolls.
and to fix and collect tolls thereon and apply such tolls, and to
to enter
enter
Contracts with Reinto any and all contracts
Cont'tSwith
into
contracts with said Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corpo- construction
Re-n
Finance
Corporation.
ration or any other party or parties considered
considered by
by said
said highway
highway corporation.
commissions,
commissions, or either
either of them, to be necessary
necessary or expedient for or
or
in connection
connection with the proper
proper maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation land insurance
insurance
of such bridge and such fixing,
fixing, collection, and application
application of tolls
thereon, and to incur joint and several obligations
obligations under
under such concontracts; and to construct and maintain, and to enter into any concontracts, severally,
severally, with
with said Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation or
or
any other party or parties, considered
commissions
considered by said highway commissions
or either of them
connection
them to be necessary
necessary or expedient,
expedient, for or in connection
with the construction
construction and maintenance
maintenance of approaches
approaches to such bridge
and roadways
roadways leading thereto,
thereto, lying within their
their respective
respective States. Bridge to be part of
And said
highway commissions,
commissions, and
said highway
and each
each of them, are
are further
further authorauthor- road systems
ysteo bof
oflrespeo
respecStates.
ized to make
make and treat as aapart of the State
State highway
highway system of their
their tive
tiv e States.
respective States the entire
entire such bridge and that portion of the
the
approaches
approaches thereto
thereto lying within their respective States,
enter
States, and
and to
to enter
into contracts with the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
any
Corporation or any
other party or parties in respect thereto.
Right to construct
SEC.
Kansas nor
nor the
SEC. 4. Neither the State of Kansas
State of
the State
of Missouri,
Missouri, other
Right
to construct
bridges denied.
nor any department
department or political subdivision thereof, shall
construct
shall construct
or cause
cause to be constructed,
constructed, or grant any right, privilege,
privilege, or franchise
franchise
for the construction
construction of, any bridge, ferry, tunnel,
tunnel, or
competing
or other competing
facility across or under the Missouri River within a
a distance of five
miles from said bridge, measured
measured along the meanderings
meanderings of
of the
thread of the stream of the Missouri River, until the construction
construction
costs of said bridge, with interest thereon, shall
shall have
have been fully paid. Pledge of good faith.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. To the faithful observance
agreement P
observance of this compact and
and agreement
rdpe of good faith
the States of Missouri and Kansas, by the adoption of this resolution,
resolution,
each pledges its good faith.
faith.
agreement efSEC.
S
EC. 6. This compact
compact and agreement
agreement shall be in force and take fectiv
areement effecIt
Vi
effect from and after its adoption by the General Assembly
Assembly of the
the
State of Missouri, and approval
approval by the Governor
Governor of Missouri,
Missouri, and
and
its adoption
Legislature of the State of Kansas, and approval
adoption by the Legislature
approval
by the Governor
Kansas, and publication
publication in the official
Governor of Kansas,
official State
paper of
upon its
consent and
paper
of the State
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, and upon
its receiving the consent
and
approval
approval of the Congress of the United
Unmted States.
States.
Therefore be it
it
Therefore
Resolved by
by the Senate and Howe
of the United
Resolved
House of Representatives
Repre
ties of
United
Consent of Congress
America in
in Congress
asemled That the consent
States of America
Congress assembled,
consent of Con- given.
cost
of conlP,
grs is hereby given
gress
given to the aforesaid compact
compact- or agreement and Z

san
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Rights
of
Right
of

States.

United
Unite
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31, 1933.
1933.
MAY 29,
29, 31,

every term
and provision
thereof, and
all agreements
to each and
and every
term and
provision thereof,
and to
to all
agreements
to
by and
or any
any
to be
be made
made pursuant
pursuant thereto
thereto by
and between
between the
the said
said States
States or
agencies, commissions,
commissions, or
or municipal
municipal bodies
bodies thereof:
thereof: ProProagencies,
or public
public or
vided,
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
shall be
be construed
to affect,
vided, That
construed to
affect,
impair, or diminish any right, power, or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United
board, bureau,
bureau, officer,
officer, or
States or of any court,
court, department,
department, board,
or official
official
in regard
regard to
waters, or
or
of the United States, over
over or
or in
to any
any navigable
navigable waters,
commerce between
between the
the States
or with
foreign countries,
countries, or
any commerce
States or
with foreign
or any
any
bridge,
bridge, railroad
railroad highway, pier, wharf, or other
other facility
or improvefacility or
improvement, or any other person, matter,
the subject
subject
matter, or thing,
thing, forming
forming the
matter of the aforesaid compact
compact or agreement
otherwise affected
affected
agreement or
or otherwise
by the terms thereof: And provided
right to
to alter,
provided further,
further, That
That the
the right
alter,
amend, or repeal this resolution or any
is hereby
any part
part thereof
thereof is
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, May
May 29, 1933.
1933.

Amendment.
Amenment.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 45.]
45.]
May 31,
31, 1933.
1933.
[H.R.
4014.]
[H.R. 4014.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 28.]
28.]

Nndian.pueblos

Indian pueblos in
in
New Mexico,
New
Mexico.
Payments
authorauthorized, in annual installments, United States'
liability to
to pueblos
pueblos
liability
designated.
designated.
Vol. 43, p. 636.
Post, p. 277.

ents,nunnua iStSa
voi4sp.

ost, p2

63.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize appropriations
appropriations to pay in part the liability of the United
States to
to
United States
the Indian pueblos herein named, under the terms of the Act
Act of June 7, 1924,
1924,
and the liability of the United States to non-Indian
non-Indian claimants
claimants on
on Indian
Indian
pueblo grants whose claims, extinguished under the Act of June
June 7,
7, 1924, have
have
been found by the Pueblo Lands Board to have been claims in good faith; to
to
authorize the expenditure
expenditure by the Secretary
authorize
Interior of the sums herein
Secretary of the Interior
herein
authorized and of sums heretofore
authorized
heretofore appropriated,
appropriated, in conformity
with the
the Act
Act of
of
conformity with
June 7, 1924, for the purchase
purchase of needed lands and water rights and
creation
and the
the creation
of other permanent
permanent economic improvements
improvements as contemplated
contemplated by said Act; to
to
provide for the protection
protection of the watershed
watershed within the Carson
Carson National
National Forest
Forest
for the Pueblo
Pueblo de Taos Indians of New Mexico and others interested, and
and to
to
authorize the Secretary
Agriculture to contract relating thereto
authorize
Secretary of Agriculture
thereto and
and to
to
amend the Act approved
approved June 7, 1924, in certain
certain respects.
respects.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in fulfillfulfillment of the Act of June 7, 1924 (43
(43 Stat. 636),
636), there is hereby
hereby
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
authorized
Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, the sums hereinafter
hereinafter set forth, in compensation
pensation to the several Indian
Indian pueblos hereinafter
hereinafter named, in paypay-

ment
of the
ment of
the liability
liability of the United States to the said pueblos as
declared by the Act of June 7, 1924, which appropriations
be
appropriations shall
shall be
made in equal annual
annual installments
installments as hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, and shall
he expended in be deposited
To be
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of
shall be
be
of the
the United
United States
States and
and shall
purchasing lands and
purchasig
and expended
expended by the Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, subject to approval
approval of
of
water rights,lansto
to replace
those divested
divested fro
from the governing authorities of each pueblo in question, at
those
such times
the
authorities
said pueblos.
and in such amounts as he may deem wise and proper; for the purchase of lands and water rights to replace
replace those which have been
been
construction, divested from said pueblo under the Act of June 7, 1924,
For constrution,
or
for
1924,
or
for
etc.,
of
reservoirs,
etc.
etc., ofreservoirs,
e

the
of reservoirs,
irrigation works, or other
the purchase
purchase or
or construction
construction of
reservoirs, irrigation

improvements upon or for the benefit of the lands of
permanent improvements
of
said pueblos.
Sums supplemental
supplemental
SEC.
S
EC. 2. In
In addition to the awards made by the Pueblo
Pueblo Lands
Lands
to awards by Pueblo
Lands Board.
Board
u
Board, the following
following sums, to be used as directed
in section
of this
this
directed in
section 1
1 of
Act, and in conformity with the Act of June 7, 1924, be, and hereby
are, authorized
authorized to be appropriated:
appropriated:
Pueblosenumerated.
Pueblos enumerated.
Pueblo of
Jemez, $1,885; pueblo of Nambe, $47,439.50;
Pueblo
of Jemez,
$47,439.50; pueblo
of Taos, $84,707.09;
$84,707.09; pueblo of Santa Ana, $2,908.38;
$2,908.38; pueblo of Santo
Domingo, $4,256.56; pueblo of Sandia, $12,980.62;
$12,980.62; pueblo of San
Felipe, $14,954.53;
$14,954.53; pueblo of Isleta, $47,751.31;
Felipe,
$47,751.31; pueblo of Picuris,
$66,574.40;
$37,058.28; pueblo
$66,574A0; pueblo of San Ildefonso,
Ildefonso, S37,058.28;
pueblo of San Juan
Juan,
$153,863.04;
pueblo of Santa
Santa Clara, $181,114.19;
pueblo of
$153,863.04; peblo
$181,114.19; pueblo
of Cochiti,
Cochiti,
$37,826.37;
$37,826.37; pueblo of Pojoaque,
Pojoaque, $68,562.61;
68,562.61; in all, $761,954.88:
$761,954.88:
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Provided,
. to be
Provided, however, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall report rPro
4
back to
Congress any
errors or
or omissi
ons i
n the
th e foregoing
forego i
ng authorreportee
l: e
to be
back
to Congress
any errors
omissions
in
author- reported.
"
izations measured
measured by the present fair market
market value
value of the
the lands
involved, as heretofore
heretofore determined
determined by the appraisals
appraisals of
of said
said tracts
by the appraisers appointed
appointed by the Pueblo Lands
Lands Board, with evievi•
dence supporting
supporting his report and recommendations.
recommendations.
SEC.
Act of June
June 7,
7, 1924, there
Snc. 3. Pursuant to the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
there is
f°
is thorized
Appropriation
au.
for non-Inr 0
68°.

te

re

for

non-In-

hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to
to be
appropriated, out
out of
of an
ymoney
mone yin
i
n th
Treas -dian claimants
claimants
for
be appropriated,
any
thee Treasfor
ury
appropriated, a
sum to
n sat e w
hite settlers
lands
ury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
a sum
to compe
compensate
white
settlers dispossessed.
lan dsdisposeed.
or non-Indian claimants who have been found by
by the
the Pueblo Lands
Board, created under said Act of June 7, 1924, to have occupied
occupied
and claimed land in good faith but whose claim
claim has not
not been sustained and whose occupation
occupation has
terminated under
said Act
Act of
of
has been
been terminated
under said
June 7, 1924, for the fair market value of lands, improvements
improvements
appurtenant thereto, and water rights. The
non-Indian claimants,
claimants,
The non-Indian
reported by said Pueblo Lands
or their successors, as found and reported
Board, to be compensated
compensated out of said appropriations
appropriations to be
be disbursed
bursed under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior in the
appraised by the appraisers
by said
said Pueblos
amounts due them
them. as appraised
appraisers appointed
appointed by
Pueblos designated.
designated.
Pueblo Lands Board, as follows:
follows:
Within the pueblo of Tesuque,
Tesuque, $1,094.64; within the pueblo of
of
Nambe,
Nambe, $19,393.59; within the pueblo of Taos, $14,064.57; within
the Tenorio Tract, Taos Pueblo, $43,165.26; within
pueblo of
of
within the
the pueblo
Santa Ana (El Ranchito
Ranchito grant),
within the pueblo of
of
grant), $846.26;
$846.26; within
Santo Domingo,
Domingo $66; within the pueblo of Sandia, $5,354.46;
$5,354.46; within
within
the pueblo of San
$16,424.68; within the pueblo of Isleta,
an Felipe, $16,424.68;
$6,624.45; within the pueblo of Picuris, $11,464.73;
$11,464.73; within
within the
pueblo
the pueblo
of San Ildefonso, $16,209.13; within the pueblo
pueblo of
of San
San Juan,
$19,938.22; within the pueblo of Santa Clara, $35,350.88; within
$19,938.22;
within
$9,653.81; within the pueblo
the pueblo of Cochiti, $9,653.81;
pueblo of Pojoaque,
Po.
joaque,
$1,767.26;
Laguna, $30,668.87;
$30,668.87; in all,
$1,76'7.26; within the pueblo of Laguna,
all, Pro0o.
Proviso.
Provided, however, That the Secretary
$232,086.80: Provided,
Interior rrrorts
reported.
Errors, et.
eta. to
to be
Secretary of the Interior
be
shall report
report back to Congress any errors in the amount of award
measured
measured by the present fair market value of the lands involved
involved
and any errors in the omissions of legitimate claimants for award,
award,
with evidence supporting his report
report and recommendations.
recommendations.
SEC. 4.
That for
for the
of safeguarding
the interests
interests and
and Pueblo
Pueblo de
de Taos.toabe
SEC.
4. That
the purpose
purpose of
safeguarding the
be
welfare of
the tribe
tribe of
Indians known
known as
as the
Pueblo
de Taos
Taos of
Certainl. lands
t0
welfare
of the
of Indians
the P
Pueblo de
of segrated
tor benefit
bendit
14Etato
for
o
I
d
Mexico in the certain
lands hereinafter
hereinafter described,
whichmians
:3i n ians
New Mexico
certain lands
described, upon
upon which
forage for their domeslands said Indians depend for water supply, forage
tic livestock, wood and timber
timber for their personal
personal use and as the scene
of certain of their religious ceremonials,
ceremonials, the
of AgriculAgriculthe Secretary
Secretary of
authorized and directed
ture may and he hereby is authorized
directed to designate
designate and
segregate said lands, which shall not thereafter
segregate
thereafter be subject to entry
under the land laws of the United
United States, and to thereafter
thereafter grant to
said Pueblo de Taos, upon application of the governor and council
council
thereof, a
a permit to occupy said lands and use the resources thereof
thereof
for the personal use and benefit of said tribe
tribe of Indians
Indians for a
a period
period
of fifty years, with provision for subsequent
subsequent renewals
and
renewals if the use and
occupancy
occupancy by said tribe of Indians shall continue,
continue the provisions
provisions of
of
the permit
permit are
are met
continued protection
protection
continue,
the
met and
and the
the continued
of the watershed
watershed is
is Established rights
required
public interest.
interest. Such
permit shall
shall specifically
specifically provide
etc., safeguarded.
required by
by public
Such permit
provide etc.,saeguarded
for and safeguard
safeguard all rights and equities hitherto
hitherto established and
and
enjoyed
enjoyed by said tribe of Indians under
under any contracts or agreements
agreements
hitherto
hitherto existing, shall authorize the free use
and
use of
of wood,
wood, forage, and
lands for the personal
personal or tribal needs of said Indians,
Indians shall define
the conditions under which natural
natural resources
resources under
under the
the control
control of
of Natura
Natural
reasores%
nau
the Department of Agriculture not needed
needed by said Indians shall be for'"ood6t,
S '
netided'
oolounondol
commercial use by the ,Incliaus
Indiana or
made available for commercial
or„others
others, and
n(lt
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shall establish necessary and proper safeguards
safeguards for the efficient supervision and operation of the area for national forest
forest purposes
purposes and
and
all other purposes herein stated, the area referred
referred to being
being described
described
as follows:
Area described.
described.
Area
Beginning at the northeast corner
Beginning
corner of the Pueblo de Taos grant,
thence northeasterly
northeasterly along the divide between Rio Pueblo
Taos
Pueblo de
de Taos
and Rio Lucero and along the divide between Rio Pueblo
Taos
Pueblo de Taos
and Red River to aapoint aahalf mile east
east of Rio Pueblo de
de Taos;
Taos;
southwesterly on a
a line half mile east of
thence southwesterly
Taos
of Rio Pueblo
Pueblo de
de Taos
and parallel thereto to the northwest corner of
of township
township 25
north,
25 north,
range 15 east; thence south on the west boundary of township
township 25
north, range 15 east, to the divide between Rio
Pueblo de
de Taos
Taos and
Rio Pudeblo
and
Rio Fernandez de Taos; thence
thence westerly along the divide to
east
to the
the east
boundary of the Pueblo de Taos grant; thence north to
to the point
point of
of
beginning; containing
containing approximately thirty thousand acres, more
more
or less.
Protection of purchpote
of pur - S
EC. 5.
5. Except
Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
the Secretary
of the
the
SEc.
chases, etc.
provided herein
herein the
Secretary of
Interior shall disburse and expend the amounts of money
money herein
herein
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, in accordance
accordance with and under the
terms and
of
the Act
Act approved
June 7,
1924: Provided,
Provisos.
terms
Provisos.
and conditions
conditions
of
the
approved
June
7, 1924:
Provided,
Surveys and investi- h o
saturveys anvesti- however,
l weer, That the
the Secretary
Secretary be
authorized to
cause necessary
necessary surveys
surveys
be authorized
to cause
gations to be made.
and investigations
investigations to be made promptly to
to ascertain
the lands
lands and
and
ascertain the
water rights that can be purchased out of the foregoing appropriaappropriaand
appropriations made for the same purpose, with
Purchases not lim- tions and earlier appropriations made for the same purpose, with
ted to
ited
to appraised
appraised val- full authority to disburse said funds in the purchase
purchase of
of said
said lands
lands
IICS.
es.
and water rights without being limited to the appraised values
thereof as fixed by the appraisers appointed by
the Pueblo
by the
Pueblo Lands
Lands
Board appointed
appointed under said Act of June
June 7. 1924,
prior Acts
1924, and all
all prior
Acts
limiting the Secretary of
In t
er i
or in
i
n the
the disbursement
disbursement of
of said
of the Interior
said
funds to the appraised value of said lands as fixed
said appraisers
fixed by said
appraisers
of said Pueblo Lands Board
Board be,
be, and
and the
the same
are expressly
expressly repealed:
repealed:
same are,
Securing options, abstractsofotitle
stracts
title, etc. ab- Provided
Provided further,
That the
th e S
ecre t
ar y of
ofthe
Interior be,
be, and
he is
further, That
Secretary
the Interior
and he
is
hereby, authorized to disburse aa portion of said funds for
the purpurfor the
pose of securing options upon said lands and water
rights and
amd necesneceswater rights
sary abstracts of title thereof for the necessary
necessary period required
required to
to
investigate titles and which may be required
required before disbursement
disbursement
Purchase
of
available
Purchaseofsvaiable can be authorized: Provided further, That the Secretary of
the
Secretary
lands before
before issue of can be authorized: Provided further, That
final patents
patents in
in certain
final
certain Interior
be,
and
is
hereby,
interior
he
authorized,
out
of
appropriations
the
appropriations of
of
cases.
ases.
the foregoing amounts and out of the funds
funds heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated
for the same purpose,
purpose, to purchase any available lands within the
the sevseveral
which in his discretion it is desirable
desirable to purchase,
eral pueblos
pueblos which
purchase, issued
without waiting for
issuance of
of final
final pat
en t
s di
rec t
ed to
t
o b
for the
the issuance
patents
directed
bee issued
under the provisions of the Act of June 7, 1924, where the right of
of
Disbursements sub
sub- said pueblos
Disbuens
to bring indeendedent
independent suits
the
suits, under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
ject to approval of
pueblo affected.
pueblo
afected.
Act of June
June 7,
expi re d:Provideed
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the SecreSecre7, 1924, ha
hass expired:
tary of the Interior shall not make any expenditures
expenditures out
the pueblo
out of the
pueblo
funds resulting from the appropriations
appropriations set forth herein,
herein, or
or prior
prior
appropriations
for the
the sa
me p
ur pose ,without
w ith out fi
rst obtaining
the
appropriations for
same
purpose,
first
obtaining
the
Initiating land
Intiatig
land purpur- approval
approval of
of the governing
governing authorities
authorities of the pueblo affected: And
chases by pueblo.
provided further,
further, That the governing authorities
authorities of
provided
any pueblo
pueblo may
may
of any
initiate matters pertaining
pertaining to the purchase of lands in behalf of
of
their respective pueblos, which matters, or contracts
contracts relative
relative thereto,
thereto,
will not be binding or concluded until approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior.
Right to prosecute
Right to prosecute
SE,
She. 6. Nolth
Nothingin iin this Act
Act shall
shall be
to prevent
prevent any
any
be construed
construed to
independent
suits not
independent
abridged.
abridged
pueblo from prosecuting
prosecuting independent
suits as
authorized under
under secindependent suits
as authorized
secVol. 43, p. 531.
" PVo4. tion 4
4 of the .Act
Act of June 7, 1924. The Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior is
is
authorized to enter into contract with the several Pueblo Indian
Indian
tribes, affected by the terms of this Act, in consideration of the
the
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CONGRESS.
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CH. 45.

MAY
31, 1933.
1933.
MAY 31,

authorization of appropriations
authorization
appropriations contained
contain ed i
n section
sec ti on 2
2h
ereo f
, propro in
hereof,
viding for the dismissal of pending and
an d th
aban d
onment of
of conthee abandonment
contemplated original
templated
original proceedings,
proceedings, in
in la
w or
or equity,
equ ity ,b
y ,or
i
n b
ehalf o
law
by,
or in
behalf
off

111
111

said Pueblo
Pueblo Indian
Indian tribes, under the provisions
said
provisions of section
section 4
of the
4 of
the Pueblo
Pueblo may elect
elect to
accept authorized comAct of
L. 636),
Act
of June
June 7.
7, 1924
1924 (43 Stat. L.
636), and the pueblo concerned
concerned may pensation.
penstathorize
comelect. to
to accept the appropriations
appropriations herein
elect
herein authorized,
authorized, in the sums
sums
herein set forth, in full discharge
discharge of all claims to compensation
compensation under
under
the terms of said Act, notifying th
Secret
ar y of
of th
nt
er i
or in
i
n
thee Secretary
thee I
Interior
Ps.
PrCli808.
writing of its election so to do: Provided,
writing
Provided, That if said election by Independent
independent suits.
Filing it election not
said
pueblo
be
not
made,
said
made, said pueblo shall have one year from the made.
maFdengfeleCtion
ot
date of the approval of this Act within which to file any
any independent
independent
suit authorized
authorized under section 4
4 of the Act of June 7, 1924, at
at the
the
expiration
file such
expiration of which
which period the right to file
such suit
shall expire
expire Etmnt
suit shall
ui
Ejectment
suits
by limitation:
limitation: And
provided further,
suits shall
by
And provided
further, That no ejectment suits
shall against
against non-Indians.
non-Indians.
be filed against non-Indians
compensation under this
non-Indians entitled to compensation
this Act,
Act,
in
in less than six months after the sums herein authorized
authorized are approappropriated.
priated.
Vol
Vol.
43,
p.
SEC. 7.
7. Section
16 of the Act approved
is hereby
SEc.
Section 16
approved June 7, 1924, is
hereby amended.
amended.
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Lands recovered from
"SEC.
"
SEC. 16. That if the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior deems it
to be
be for
for nonInddiraeCseaetre
it to
non-Indians may be rethe best interest of the Indians
sold.
that
any
land
adjudged
Indians
adjudged by the court sold.
or said Lands Board against any claimant
claimant be sold,
may, with
sold, he
he may,
with
the
the consent
consent of the governing
governing authorities of the pueblo, order the sale
thereof, under such regulations as he may make, to the highest
highest bidder
bidder
for cash; and if the buyer
buyer thereof
thereof be other than the losing
losing claimant,
claimant,
the purchase price shall be used in paying to such losing claimant
claimant
the
adjudicated value of the improvements
the adjudicated
improvements aforesaid,
aforesaid, if found under
under
the
the provisions of section 15 hereof,
hereof, and the balance thereof,
thereof, if any,
shall be paid over to the proper officer,
officer, or officers, of the Indian community, but if the buyer
buyerbe
be the losing claimant, and the value
value of
of his
his
improvements
adjudicated as aforesaid,
improvements has been adjudicated
aforesaid, such buyer shall
be entitled to have credit upon his bid for the value of such improveimprovements so adjudicated."
adjudicated."
SEC.
8. The attorney or attorneys
Attorneys' fEs.
fees.
Indian tribe
SEC. 8.
attorneys for such Indian
tribe or
or tribes
tribes Attorneys'
shall be paid such fee as may be agreed upon by such attorney
attorney or
or
m
attorneys and such Indian tribe or tribes, but in no case shall the fee
fee Limitation.
l tntion
be more than 10 per centum
centum of the sum herein
be
herein authorized
authorized to
to be
appropriated
appropriated for the benefit of such tribe or tribes, and such
such attorattordisbursed by the Secretary
ney's fees shall be disbursed
Secretary of
Interior in
in
of the
the Interior
accordance herewith out of any funds appropriated
accordance
Indian
appropriated for
for said
said Indian
tribe or
or tribes
tribes under
under the provisions
provisions of the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Proviso.
°o .
Future services.
Stat. L. 636),
636), or this Act: Provided
Provided however, That 25
centum
25 per
per centum
of the amount agreed
attorneys' fees shall be retained
of
agreed upon as attorneys'
retained by
by the
the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to be disbursed by him under the terms of
Secretary
of
the
Secretary of the Interior,
the contract,
contract, subject to approval
approval of the Secretary
between
between said attorneys and said Indian tribes, providing
providing for further
further
services and expenses of said attorneys
attorneys in furtherance
furtherance of the
the objects
set forth in section 19 of the Act of June 7, 1924.
at rights not subSEC.
9. Nothing
Nothing herein contained
Water
be construed
construed ject
Sze. 9.
contained shall in
in any manner be
w
rrightsnotsubto loss through
j
to
deprive
any
of
the
Pueblo
Indians
of
a
prior
right
to
to deprive
Indians
a prior
the use of nonuse,
nontueetc.
etc.
g
water
streams running through or bordering
water from
from streams
bordering on their respective
pueblos for domestic, stock-water,
stock-water , and irrigation purposes for the
lands remaining
remaining in Indian ownership, and such water rights shall not
lands
not
be
abandonment thereof as long as title
be subject
subject to loss by nonuse or abandonment
title
to said lands shall remain in the Indians.
SEC.
authorized to be appropriated
SEe. 10. The sums authorized
appropriated under the
the terms
terms comnt
Compensation to
to be
be
made
and provisions
provisions of section 22of
and
of this At
Act shall be
be appropriated in three installments.
msin threeImimmal
annual installments,
beginning with the fiscal yea
Ae. p.1I
A..
100.
annual
installments, beginning
year 197.
Approved,
May 31,
Approved, May
31, 1933.
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[CHAPTER
46.1
[CHAPTER 46.1

June 3,
3, 1933.
1933.
4494.1
[H.R. 44941
[Public, No. 29.]
29.]

Menominee
Menominee Indians
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
capita payments
payments
Per capita
to, from tribal funds.

SESS. I.
I. OHS.
CHIS. 46-48.
46-48.
SESS.

JUNE
3, 5,
5, 1933.
1933.
JUNE 3,

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing a
per capita
of $100
the members
of the
the Menominee
Menominee
to the
members of
$100 to
capita payment
payment of
Authorizing
a per
Tribe
of Indians
Indians of
from funds
on deposit
deposit to
to their
their credit
in the
the
credit in
funds on
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin from
Tribe of
Treasury
of the
States.
United States.
the United
Treasury of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
by the
Be
United States
of America
theSecreSecreThat the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
States of
United
tary of
and. he
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Interior be
of the
the Interior
tary
from
the fund
the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
States on
on deposit
deposit to
to
Treasury of
fund in
in the
from the
the
credit of
of the
Indians in
in the
State of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin aa
the State
the Menominee
Menominee Indians
the credit
sufficient
therefrom aaper capita payment
payment or distribusum to make therefrom
sufficient sum
tion of
$100, in
$50 immediately
immediately upon passage
three installraents,
installments, $50
of $100,
in three
tion
of this
this Act,
Act, $25
$25 on
15, 1933,
1933, and
and $25
on or
about
or about
$25 on
about October
October 15,
on or
or about
of
January 15,
1931, to
living members on the tribal roll
each of
of the
the living
to each
15, 1934,
January
of
the Menominee
Tribe of
of the
the State
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, under
under
State of
of Indians
Indians of
of the
Menominee Tribe
such
rules and
said Secretary
Secretary may prescribe.
prescribe.
as the
the said
and regulations
regulations as
such rules
Approved,
1933.
Approved, June 3, 1933.
[CHAPTER 471
47.]
[CHAPTER

Tune 5, 1933.
1933.
June
[S.J.Res.
48.]
[S.J.Res. 48.]
[Pub. Res.,
9.]
Res., No.
No. 9.1
[Pub.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

States
Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
to receive
for instruction
instruction at
at the
the United
United States
receive for
of War
Authorizing the
Military
Academy at West Point, Posheng
Posheng Yen, a
a citizen
citizen of China.
Military Academy

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
States of America
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of War
States
That the Secretary
War
receive
hereby, authorized
to permit
permit Posheng
Posheng Yen to
to receive
authorized to
and he
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Mili- be,
"Admitted
instruction
at the
United States
States Military
Military Academy
Academy at
at West
West Point
Point
the United
instruction at
expense. for the course
course beginning not later
later than July 1, 1934: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no expense shall be caused
caused to the United
United States thereby,
thereby, and that
that
regulations for the
Posheng Yen shall agree
agree to comply with all regulations
Academy, to be studious, and to give his
police and discipline
discipline of the Academy,
accomplish the courses in the various
various departments
utmost efforts to accomplish
of instruction, and that said Posheng Yen
Yen shall not be admitted to
the Academy
Academy until he shall have passed the mental and physical
physical
examinations prescribed
United States, and
prescribed for candidates
candidates from the United
that he shall be immediately
immediately withdrawn
withdrawn if deficient in studies or in
Oath and service,
Academic Board:
by the Academic
and
so
recommended
conduct
service,
Oath
and
conduct
and
so
recommended
Board: Provided
Provided
waived.
R.S., secs. 1321,
1320, 1321,
further,
i321
That in the case
B.sd.'secs.
further,
case of said
said Posheng Yen the provisions
provisions of
p. 227.
P
sections 1320
1320 and
and 1321
1321 of
the Revised
Statutes shall
shall be
be suspended:
227.
sections
of the
Revised Statutes
suspended:
Bwisting
lawrepealed. Provided
S.J.Res. 179, approved
March 3, 1933,
.xistinglawrepealed.
That S.J.Res.
Provided
further,
further,
approved
1933, be,
Vol. 47, p. 1546.
and
the same
same is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Vl'7, p. 14.
and the
repealed.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 5, 1933.
1933.

Posheng Yen,
Posheng
Yen, aa citicitizen of
China.
of China.
Admitted to MilitaryaAcademy.
Academy.
viscs.
Pr
Provisos.
No
Federal expense.
No Federal
Conditions.
Conditions.

[CHAPTER 48.]
481

JUne 55, 1933.
June
[11.Y.Res.
[n.JRes. 192.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 10.]

192.]

Uniform

value

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
To assure uniform
uniform value
value to the coins and currencies of the United
United States.

Whereas
Whereas the
the holding
holding of
of or
or dealing
dealing in
in gold
gold affect
affect the
the public
public interest,
interest,

and are therefore subject
subject to proper regulation
restriction; and
and
regulation and restriction;
the existing emergency has disclosed that
that provisions of
of
obligations which purport
obligations
purport to give the obligee a
a right to require
payment
a particular
payment in gold or a
particular kind of coin or currency of the
United
United States, or in an amount in money
money of the United
United States
measured thereby, obstruct
obstruct the power
power of the Congress to regulate
inconsistent
the value of the money of the United States, and are inconsistent
with the declared
declared policy of the Congress to maintain at all times
United
the equal
equal power of
of every dollar, coined or issued by
by the United
States, in the markets
markets and in the payment
payment of debts. Now, thereit
fore, be
be it

Whereas
f Whereas
cons',
coinsOdcrevalies.
and currencies. o
Preamble.
ireamble.
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Clauses in obligaResolved
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Clauses
in obligaResolved by
the Senate
the tions
House of
gold,
requiring
requiring
payments declared
etc., paymentsdoclared
assembled, That
That (a) every etc.,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
United States
contrary
public polcontrary to
to public
polto publi po
provision contained
contained in or made with respect
obligation which icy.trar
respect to any obligation
icy
purports
to
give
the
obligee
a
right
to
require
payment
in
gold
or
purports to give the obligee a right to require payment in gold or
amount in money
money of
or currency, or in an amount
aaparticular kind of coin or

the United
thereby, is
is declared
be against
against public
public
to be
declared to
measured thereby,
States measured
the
United States

No future obligation
futu're
obligation
toNo
be so
expressed.

policy;
contained in or made with
provision shall be contained
and no such provision
policy; and
Payments to be made
respect to
obligation, in Paymentstobemade
Every obligation,
incurred. Every
hereafter incurred.
to any
any obligation
obligation hereafter
respect
legal tender.
heretofore
or
hereafter
incurred,
whether
or
not
any
such
provision
egatender
heretofore or hereafter incurred, whether or not any such provision
is
be discharged
discharged
thereto, shall
shall be
with respect
respect thereto,
therein or made
made with
is contained
contained therein
upon payment,
payment, dollar
for dollar,
dollar, in
in any
or currency
currency which
which at
coin or
any coin
dollar for
upon
Conflicting
proviproviConflicting
private debts. sions
public and
for public
the time
of payment
tender for
and private
is legal
legal tender
payment is
time of
the
repealed.
repealed.
p. 1003.
1003.
Any such
authorizing obligations
u.s.c.
p.
to U.S.C.
obligations to
any law
law authorizing
in any
contained in
such provision
provision contained
Any
Other provisions not
ot
States, is hereby
United States,
the United
be
of the
hereby invalidatedins
authority of
be issued
issued by or under authority
invalidated.
repealed,
provision shall not invalidate
of any such provision
repeal of
but the repeal
repealed, but
any
any other
other provision or authority contained in such law.
Term "obligation"
(b)
As used
in this
the term
term "
obligation "
"obligation"
defri
" means
means an defined.
"obligation
resolution, the
this resolution,
(b) As
used in
obligation
every obligation
the United States, ed.
of and
and to the
obligation of
(including every
obligation (including
excepting
currency) payable in money of the United States; and
excepting currency)
"Coin or currency."
the
coin or
or currency"
the United
United "Coin
or currency."
of the
currency of
coin or
or currency
means coin
currency " means
" coin
term "
the term
States, including
including Federal
Federal Reserve
notes and
notes of
of
and circulating
circulating notes
Reserve notes
States,
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
banks and
associations.
banking associations.
national banking
and national
Federal
National Economic
cnic
SEC. 2.
of Emergency
Etona
(b) of
subsection (b)
of subsection
(1) of
paragraph (l.)
of paragraph
sentence of
last sentence
2. The
The last
SEc.
Emergency
Act,
Act,
amended.
section
43 of the Act
entitled "An
relieve the existing
existing national
national amended.
"An Act to relieve
Act entitled
section 43
Ante, p. 52.
economic
emergency by
purchasing power,
power, Ae, p. 2.
agricultural purchasing
by increasing
increasing agricultural
economic emergency
to
raise revenue
revenue for
for extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
reason of
incurred by reason
expenses incurred
to raise
such emergency,
emergency, to
to provide
provide emergency
emergency relief
relief with
with respect
respect to agriagrisuch
cultural
indebtedness, to
liquidation of
of
orderly liquidation
for the
the orderly
to provide
provide for
cultural indebtedness,
joint-stock
land banks,
and for
for other
other purposes
approved May
12,
May 12,
", approved
purposes ",
banks, and
joint-stock land
1933,
read as follows:
follows:
1933, is
is amended
amended to read
of the
States (including
(including FedFed- jeoailsteanrigecru.rrencies
the United
United States
and currencies
currencies of
All coins
coins and
""All
5,oins anderCurces
eral
Reserve notes
notes and circulating
circulating notes
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
notes of Federal
eral Reserve
and
coined
or hereafter
hereafter coined
heretofore or
associations) heretofore
banking associations)
and national
national banking
or
be legal
tender for
and private,
private,
public and
for all
all debts,
debts, public
legal tender
shall be
or issued,
issued, shall
Abrased gold coins,
public
charges, taxes,
duties, and
except that
that gold
gold coins,
when according
gold colns
coins, when
Abrased
and dues,
dues, except
taxes, duties,
public charges,
to weight.
below
standard weight
and limit
limit of
tolerance provided
law acording to weight.
by law
provided by
of tolerance
weight and
the standard
below the
for the
the single
piece, shall
shall be
legal tender
valuation in
in
tender only at valuation
be legal
for
single piece,
proportion
weight."
proportion to
to their actual weight.
Approved, June
5, 1933,
p.m.
1933, 4.40 p.m.
June 5,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 49.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To provide
provide for
for the
the establishment
establishment of
national employment
system and
for
and for
employment system
of a
a national
To
cooperation
with the
States in
promotion of
system, and
and for
for other
other
of such
such system,
in the
the promotion
the States
cooperation with
purposes.
purposes.

-

June 6,
8, 1933.
1933.
[S. 510.)
[sl510.]
[Public, No. 30.1

Public, No. 30.

Be
Representatives of the
the National cooperative
of Representatives
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
National coopertive
(a) in order employment
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
United States of
of America
United
service.
United States
States EmEmto
promote the
maintenance of
of a
anational
national system
system united
and maintenance
establishment and
the establishment
to promote
ployment Service creatploymentServiieatin the Depart- ed
hereby created
of public
public employment
employment offices
there is hereby
created in
offices there
of
in Department of
Labor.
ment of
bureau to
the United
United States Employ- Labor.
be known
known as the
to be
of Labor aabureau
ment
Appointment, etc., of
ment Service,
Service, at
of which
which shall
shall be
The director
director Director.
Appointmentetc.,ot
director. The
be a
a director.
the head
head of
at the
ment
shall be
be appointed
appointed by the
the President,
President, by and with the advice and Dretor.
shall
consent of the
receive a
asalary
$8,500
salary at the rate of $8,500
the Senate, and shall receive
consent
per
per annum.
annum.
Existing service to
(b)
Upon the
of three
enactment of
of bei-dme
tow
after the
the enactment
three months
months after
the expiration
expiration of
be abolished; person(b) Upon
nel
and property how'
this
employment service
service now
existing in
the Department
Department nelandpropertytrasm
in the
now existing
the employment
this Act
Act the
feared.
of
Labor shall
abolished; ad
and all
all records,
files, and
d
property
and property
records, files,
shall be
be abolished;
of Labor
(including office
equipment) of
of the
employment service
service
eistg employment
the existing
office equipment)
(including
884337*-34---8
86637'-34--8
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49.
SESS.
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6, 1933.
JUNE 6,1933.

shall
be transferred
transferred to
States Employment
Employment
United States
to the
the United
shall thereupon
thereupon be
Service; and
the officers
officers and
of such
service shall
shall
such service
employees of
and employees
and all
all the
etc., Service;
thereupon
the United
States Employment
Employment Service
thereupon be
be transferred
transferred to
to the
United States
Service
created by
this Act
without change
change in
classification or
or compensation.
created
by this
Act without
in classification
compensation.
Assistant directors,
regard to the
Labor
is
of
2.
The
Secretary
S
EC.
The
Secretary
of
authorized,
without
SEC.
ssistant
directors,
officers, etc.
Not subject
subject to
to civil
service
laws, to
appoint and,
without
regard to
to the
the Classification
Classification
and,
without
regard
to
appoint
civil civil
civil
service
Not
service nor
0 Classifica- Act of 1923, as amended, to fix the compensation of one or more
tion Acts. r Classifica- Act
of 1923, as amended, to fix the compensation of one or more
tionct
Vol. 42, p. 1488;
assistants,
assistant directors
such other
employees, and
and assistants,
officers, employees,
and such
other officers,
directors and
vol. 42,r. 1488; assistant
U.S.C., p. 65; Supp.
VI, p. 3.
31.
VI,
expenditures (including
personal
and to make such expenditures
(including expenditures
expenditures for personal
Other expenditures
services
and
government
elsewhere
and for
for
and
of
at
the
seat
and
rent
services
exdpenditures
aOther
authorized.
law books,
books of
of reference,
reference, and
as may
may be
necessary
be necessary
and periodicals)
periodicals) as
law
books, books
Veteran employment
to carry
the provisions
provisions of
Act. In
appointments
In case
case of
of appointments
of this
this Act.
out the
carry out
to
setrveraunemployment
service.
Appointments
service in the
the veterans'
veterans' employment
employment service
provided for
in
Appointments in. for
for service
service provided
for in
section 3
Act, the
Secretary shall
appoint only
only veterans
of
section
3 of
of this
this Act,
the Secretary
shall appoint
veterans of
wars
wars of
of the
the United
United States.
Duty etc., of bureau
SEQ. 3. (a) ItIt shall be the province and duty of the bureau to
etc,national
of buareau
SEc.
develop
emto Duty
develop
ployment,
etc.
ployment,etc.
promote and develop a
employment offices
offices for
a national
national system of employment
for
men,
men, women, and juniors who
who are legally qualified to
to engage
engage in
in
Veterans agencies.
eterans agenies
gainful occupations,
to maintain aaveterans'
veterans' service
gainful
occupations, to
to be
be devoted
to
service to
devoted to
securing
employment for veterans,
farm placement
placement
securing employment
veterans, to maintain aa farm
service, to maintain a
employment service for the District
District
a public employment
of Columbia and,
and, in the manner
provided, to
assist in
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
to assist
in
establishing and maintaining
employment offices
establishing
maintaining systems of public employment
offices
in the
several States
States and
the political
in
the several
and the
political subdivisions
subdivisions thereof
thereof in
in which
which
be located
employment service.
The bureau
bureau
To assist in coordi- there
there shall
shall be
located aa veterans'
veterans' employment
service. The
nating employment
offices
assist in coordinating
coordinating the public employment offices
also assist
offistn
offices,
etc. po yment shall
increasing their
usefulness by
throughout the country
country and in increasing
their usefulness
by
developing and
standards of
efficiency, assistdeveloping
and prescribing
prescribing minimum
minimum standards
of efficiency,
peculiar to
to their
localities, promoting
ing them
them in meeting problems
problems peculiar
their localities,
promoting
uniformity in their administrative
procedure, furuniformity
administrative and statistical procedure,
information as to opportunities
opportunities for employnishing and
and publishing information
employment and other information of value in the operation
operation of the system,
and
maintaining a
system for
for clearing
clearing labor
between the
the several
and maintaining
a system
labor between
several
States.
Hawaii and Alaska
" States ""is used
(b)
awai
i and Alaska
(b) Whenever
Whenever in this Act the word ""State ""or "
used
Included.
it shall be understood to include the Territories
Territories of Hawaii and
Alaska.
State action
to
obtain
State
to
obtain
ation
SEC.
In order to obtain the benefits of appropriations
appropriations apporS
EC. 4. In
benefits.
tioned under
under section
section 5,
5, a
aState
State shall,
through its
tioned
shall, through
its legislature,
legislature, accept
accept
the provisions of this Act and designate or authorize the creation
a State agency vested with all powers necessary
of a
necessary to cooperate with
the United
United States
States Employment
Service
under this
this Act.
under
Act.
A
n
the
Employment
Service
Appropriation for fis.
a year
yea 1934;r teateIr
SrE.
(a) For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
of
thereafter.
S
EC. 5. (a)
Post,
278.
Post,p.
p. 2M
this Act there is hereby authorized to be appropriated (1)
(1) the sum
of $1,500,000 for the fiscal year ending
(2)
ending June 30,
30, 1934,
1934, (2)
$1,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter up to and including
including the
$4,000,000
the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1938, (3)
(3) and thereafter such sums
annually as
the Congress
may deem
necessary. Seventy-five
Seventy-five per
Apportionmnt annually
as the
Congress may
deem necessary.
Apportionment
per
among
among States.
States
centum of the amounts appropriated
appropriated under this Act shall be apportioned by the director among the several States in the proportion
proportion
which their population
population bears to the total population of the States
of the United States according to the next preceding
preceding United States
Use in
in establishing,
establishing,
census, to be available for the purpose of establishing and maineteu
et.,
public
employ-beavalabehfrgtenprpoeno
etc., public
employ- census, to be available for the purpose of establishing and mainment offices.
mentoffices
taining systems of public employment offices in the several States
and the political subdivisions thereof in accordance
accordance with the proPayments
Payments to
tates visions of this Act.
to States.
No payment shall be made in any year out of
of
Restriction on,
stritionon
the amount of such appropriations
appropriations apportioned to any State until
until
an equal sum has been appropriated
.
or otherwise made av
ail abl e
available
for that year by the State, or by any agency thereof, including
including
No

salary,

changes.
ehsages.lar'

etc.,
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appropriations
appropriations made by local subdivisions, for the purpose of maintaining public employment
employment offices as a
a part of aa State-controlled
State-controlled
system of public employment
employment offices; except
except that the amounts
amounts so
so
appropriated by the State shall not be less than 25 per centum
centum of
appropriated
the apportionment
population made by the director for Minimum.
apportionment according to population
Minimum.
such State for the current
current year, and in no event less than $5,000.
$5,000.
Administration, etc.,
The balance
appropriated under this Act shall be Administration,
balance of the amounts
amounts appropriated
expenses.
available for all the purposes of this Act other than for apportion- exr ens s.
available
ment among the several States
States as herein provided.
provided.
Apportionments
(b) The amounts apportioned
apportioned to any State for any fiscal year Apportionments
available through sucshall be
shall
be available
available for
for payment
and expenditure
such State,
State, ceeding
payment to
to and
expenditure by
by such
ceeding tfisc
fiscal
year;
exception.
for the purposes
purposes of this Act, until the close of the next succeeding exception.
fiscal year; except that amounts
amounts apportioned
apportioned to any State for any
fiscal year preceding the fiscal
fiscal year during
during which is commenced
commenced the
legislature of such State held after the
first regular session of the legislature
enactment
enactment of this Act shall remain available for payment
payment to and
and
next
expenditure
expenditure by such State until the close of the fiscal year next
Reapportionment of
succeeding that
in which
which such
session is
is commenced.
commenced. Subject
to the
succeeding
that in
such session
Subject to
the unexpended
Reapportionment
of
balances.
balances.
unexpended
at
unexpended
foregoing
limitations, any
amount so
so apportioned
apportioned unexpended
any amount
foregoing limitations,
it is available
the end of the period
period during which it
available for expenditure
expenditure
reapportioned
under this Act shall, within sixty days thereafter, be reapportioned
manner
for the current fiscal
fiscal year among all the States in the same manner
and
Treasury
and on
on the
the same basis, and certified to the Secretary of the Treasury
and treasurers
treasurers of the States in the same manner, as if it
it were being
apportioned under this Act for the first time.
Certification of
of
SEc.
appropriation has been made
made apportionments.
Certification
SEC. 6. Within sixty days after any appropriation
under authority of this Act the director
director shall make the apportion- apportionments.
ment
thereof as provided in section 5
Secre5 and shall certify to the Secrement thereof
tary of the Treasury and to the treasurers
treasurers of the several States the
amount apportioned
apportioned to each State for the fiscal year for which the
appropriation has been made.
appropriation
t
Director
to ascertai
ascertain
SEc.
7. Within sixty
sixty days
days after
after any
any appropriation
appropriation has
Sze. 7.
made measures
has been
been made
Director to
taken
by
authority of this Act, and as often thereafter
under the authority
thereafter while such States.
sttes.
appropriation remains
remains available
available as he deems advisable
advisable, the director
director
appropriation
(1) whether the State
shall ascertain
ascertain as to each of the several States (1)
be
its legislature
legislature or its governor, as the case may be,
has, through
through its
accepted
accepted the provisions of this Act and designated
designated or authorized
authorized
the creation
creation of
with the
the United States
cooperate with
an agency
agency to cooperate
of an
the
Employment
Service in
in the
the administration
Act in
in compliance
compliance
of this Act
administration of
Employment Service
with
the provisions
provisions of
section 4
4 of
(2) the
amounts, aVss=tu!"'"
this Act;
Act; and
and (2)
the amounts,
,blend, matde, atlwith the
of section
of this
otherwise made
if any, which have been appropriated
appropriated or otherwise
made available
available
by such State and by any agency thereof, including appropriations
appropriations
subdivisions, in compliance with the provisions
made by local subdivisions,
provisions of
of
Director to certify to
section 5
5 of this Act. If
If the director finds that
that aa State
State has
to certify
has complied
complied Tr
to
Treasury on
compliance by States.
sections, and
if plans have been ancebytates.
and if
such sections,
with the requirements
requirements of such
submitted and approved
approved in compliance
compliance with the provisions
provisions of section
8
director shall determine
determine the amount of the pay8 of this Act, the director
ments,
to which
the State
entitled under
of
under the
the provisions of
State is
is entitled
if any,
any, to
which the
ments, if
ceer
ntti v
icate T. be
sufsection 5, and certify such amount to the Secretary
Cercat
tobe sufsection
Secretary of the Treasury. fici
ent
Secretary of the entat
Such certificate
certificate shall be sufficient authority to the Secretary
Treasury
make payments
to the
the State
accordance therewith.
Treasury to
to make
payments to
State in
in accordance
therewith.
d
to submit deSEC. 8.
desiring to
receive the
SEC.
8. Any
Any State
State desiring
to receive
benefits of
this Act
shall, tads
submit
deithe benefits
of this
Act shall,
tas for making
provieffective.
by the
the agency
cooperate with
with the
the United States Em- sion.%
sionseffetve
by
agency designated
designated to
to cooperate
ployment Service,
carrying
Service, submit
submit to the director detailed plans for carrying
ployment
State providing vocaout the provisions
provisions of this Act within such State. In
In those States tional
stboiingorehabilitation.
charged
where a
State board,
a State
board, department,
department, or agency exists which is charged
with the administration of
of State laws
vocational rehabilitation
laws for vocational
soch plans shall
persons, such
of
of physically
physically handicapped persons,
shall include provision for cooperation
cooperation between
between such bord
board,department
department„ or
and
o agency
agency
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cooperate with
with the
United States
the agency
agency designated
designated to
to cooperate
the United
States EmployEmployment Service under this Act. If
If such plans are
with
are in
in conformity with
the provisions
of this
this Act
adequate
the
provisions of
Act and
and reasonably
reasonably appropriate
appropriate and
and adequate
to carry
carry out
shall be
be approved
approved by
by the
the director
director and
and
to
out its
its purposes,
purposes, they
they shall
due
such approval
approval shall
shall be
be given
the State
State agency.
due notice
notice of
of such
given to
to the
agency.
SEC. 9.
the United States
cooperating with the
SEC.
9. Each
Each State agency cooperating

Employment
Service under
this Act
make such
such reports
reports conconEmployment Service
under this
Act shall
shall make
cerning
and expenditures
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
cerning its operations
operations and
expenditures as
as shall
shall be
Efficiency of
office to director.
bescienSne
It
shall
of
offito
the
of
the
to
ascertain
whether
It
be
duty
director
to
ascertain
whether
be ascertained
ascertained by
diby director.
rector,
the system of public employment
employment offices maintained in each State is
the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations and
and the
the
conducted in accordance
accordance with
with the
standards of
accordance with
with
standards
of efficiency prescribed by the director in
in accordance
provisions of
of this
Act. The
director may
revoke any
existing
Revocation, etc.,
etc., of
Revocation,
of the
the provisions
this Act.
The director
may revoke
any existing
certificate.
certificate.
certificates
certificate provided for in
certificates or withhold any further certificate
in section 7, whenever
whenever he shall determine, as
to any
any State,
State, that
that the
the coopercooperas to
the moneys
moneys paid
paid to
to it
it
ating State agency
agency has not properly
properly expended
expended the
or the moneys herein required to
to be appropriated
appropriated by
by such State,
State, in
in
Notice required.
requited.
Notice
accordance with
plans approved
accordance
with plans
approved under
under this
Act. Before
Before any
any such
this Act.
such
certificate shall be revoked or withheld from
certificate
from any
any State,
State, the
the director
director
shall give notice in
specifically
in writing
writing to the State agency
agency stating
stating specifically
wherein the State has failed to comply with such plans. The
wherein
State
The State
Appeal
Labor
from
the
action
of
the
to
appeal
the
Secretary
of
appeal
the
Secretary
of
Labor
from
the
action
of
the
Appeal to
to Secretary
Secretary agency may
may
of Labor allowed.
director in any such case, and the Secretary of Labor may either
either
of the
such directions
affirm or reverse
reverse the
the action
action of
the director
director with
with such
directions as
as
he shall
shall consider
proper.
he
consider proper.
Expenditures in
in
SEC.
tFxpenditures
succeeding
S
EC. 10. During the current fiscal year and the two succeeding
State by Director.
fiscal years the Director is authorized
authorized to expend
expend in any State so
so
much of the sum apportioned to such State according to population,
and so much of the unapportioned
unapportioned balance of the appropriation
appropriation
made under the provisions of section 5
5as he may deem necessary,
necessary,
as follows:
as
follows:
To
establish State
employ(a) In
In States where there is no State system of
To establish
State
(a)
system of employment.
employment.
System
of public
p
employment
establishing and
and maintaining
maintaining a
a s
yst
em of
of public
publi c
ment offices
offices,' in
in establishing
system
employment
offices under
under the
control
of
the Director.
employment
offices
the
control
of
the
Director.
When State system
employment
(b) In
States where
is a
State system
system of
of public
public employment
a State
there is
where there
In States
(b)
coopratiem
bu cooperative
enbut
tte
exists,
requirements not
not met.
of
ofi ces, but where the State has not complied with the provisions of
met. offices,
reqrments
Ante, p. 114.
te,
p
section 4, in establishing
establishing a
a cooperative
Federal and
and State system of
of
cooperative Federal
public employment offices to be maintained by such officer or
or board
board
the
and in such manner as may be agreed upon by and between
between the
Governor
of the
the State
State and
and the
the Director.
Director.
Governor of
Termination
of
Termination
of auant
The authority
contained in this section shall terminate at the
the
The
authority contained
thority
extend bnen.
benethority
to extend
fits.
fits .
expiration of the period specified in
paragraph of
in the first
first paragraph
of this
this
section, and thereafter
thereafter no assistance shall be rendered
rendered such States
until the legislatures
cooperation with the
the
legislatures thereof provide for cooperation
United States Employment Service as provided in section 4
4 of this
Act.
Federal Advisory
EC. 11
The director
director shall
shall establish
establish a
Federal Advisory
CouneConcral
dvisory S
SEC.
11 (a)
(a) The
a Federal
Advisory CounCouncil.
Composition,
pur- cil composed
men
and
Composition,
purwomen
representing
emcomposed
of
representing
employers
and
poses, etc.
poses, etc,
ployees
numbers and
ployees in
in equal
equal numbers
and the public for the purpose of formulating policies
policies and discussing problems relating to employment
employment and
and
insuring impartiality,
impartiality, neutrality,
neutrality, and
and freedom
from political
political influinflufreedom from
tment, withi. insuring
Appointment,
out
out pay. ntay.
ence in
in the solution of such problems. Members of such council
council
shall be selected from time to time in such
such. manner as
as the director
director
prescribe and
and shall
shall serve
serve without
without compensation,
compensation, but
Travel and
and su
shall prescribe
subsist- shall
but when
when
Travel
(nee
Encallowed.
allowed.
attending meetings
of the
they shall
attending
meetings of
the council
council they
shall be
allowed necessary
be allowed
necessary
traveling and subsistence expenses, or per diem allowance in lieu
the limitations
prescribed by
by law
law for
for civilian
civilian ememAcce
ies,
to
rethereof
within the
limitations prescribed
Access to files, rec- thereof, within
ords,
ords, etc.
ete.
council
ployees in
in the executive branch of the Government. The council
shall have access to
to all files and records of
of the United States
States ErnEm-
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ployment
shall also
organization or
org
state
to be
be
ployment Service.
Service. The
The director
director shall
also require
require the
the organization
Steouncils
anized.councils to
composed of men and women
of similar State advisory councils composed
women
representing
employees in equal
numbers and the
representing employers and employees
equal numbers
public.
(b) In
out the
of this
this Act
the director
director is
Ls:otices of
of strikes,
strikes,
(b)
In carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
Act the
is ettotices
authorized
authorized and directed to provide for the giving
giving of notice of strikes
or lockouts
lockouts to applicants
applicants before they are referred
referred to employment.
S
EC. 12.
with the
approval of
of the
Secretary of
of scribe
seN,1,312 to
to be
prodirector, with
the approval
the Secretary
be pr
SEC.
12. The
The director,
Labor, is hereby authorized to make such rules and regulations
regulations as
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act.
may be
be necessary
necessary to
this Act.
F
Iranking privilege
SEC. 13.
The Postmaster
General is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and didi- extende
extended.
privilege
SEC.
13. The
Postmaster General
rected to extend to the United
United States
States Employment
Employment Service and to
offices operated
operated by
conformity with
employment offices
by it
it in conformity
the system of employment
the provisions of this Act, and to all State employment
employment systems
which receive funds appropriated
under authority
appropriated under
authority of this Act, the
privilege of free transmission of official mail matter.
Approved, June 6, 1933.
Approved,
{CHAPTER
501
[CHAPTER 50.]

AN ACT
ACT
1005), authorizing
amend the Act approved July 3, 1930 (46 Stat. 1005),
authorizing commisTo amend
administer oaths, and so forth.
tribunals to administer
sioners or members of international tribunals

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled? That
That the Act
Act of
of
July 3,
1930 (46
(46 Stat. 1005),
July
3, 1930
1005), authorizing
authorizing commissioners
commissioners or members
members
of international
administer oaths, and so forth, be, and
international tribunals to administer
thereof the followthe same is hereby, amended by adding at the end thereof
additional sections:
sections:
ing additional
""SEC.
SEc. 5. That the agent of the United States
States before any internacommission, whether previously
previously or hereafter
tional tribunal or commission,
hereafter established, in which the United States
States participates
participates as a
a party whenever
whenever
production of books and papers
he desires to obtain testimony
testimony or the production
papers
United States district
district court for the
by witnesses may apply to the United
district in which such witness or witnesses
witnesses reside or may be found,
found,
to require
their attendance
attendance and testifor the issuance
issuance of subpoenas
for
subpamas to
require their
mony before the United States district
district court for that district
district and
and the
production therein of books and papers, relating to any matter or
or
behalf or on behalf
of
claim in
in which
which the United States on its
its own
own behalf
behalf of
any of its nationals is concerned
concerned as aa party claimant or respondent
respondent
international tribunal
tribunal or commission.
commission.
before such international
"
SEC. 6.
6. That
any United
United States
States district
district court
court to
such
"SEC.
That any
to which
which such
application shall be made shall have authority
authority to issue or cause to be
application
subpoenas upon the same terms
terms as are applicable
applicable to the
issued such subpoenas
issuance of
pending in
district
issuance
of subpoenas
subpoenas in suits pending
in the
the United States district
court, and the clerk thereof shall have authority
authority to administer oaths
respecting testimony given therein, and the marshal thereof
thereof shall
serve such subpoenas
subpoenas upon the person or persons
persons to whom they are
directed.
witnesses and taking of their testimony
directed. The hearing
hearing of witnesses
testimony
papers pursuant
pursuant to such subpoenas
subpoenas
and the
the production
production of books and papers
court for that district or
or
shall be before the United States district
district court
before
it for the
of
before aa commissioner
commissioner or
or referee
referee appointed
appointed by it
the taking of
such
testimony, and
examination may be oral
written
such testimony,
and the examination
oral or upon written
interrogatories and may be conducted
conducted by the agent of the United
interrogatories
United
States
representative. Reasonable
Reasonable notice
notice thereof
shall be
be
States or
or his
his representative.
thereof shall
opposing government
government or governgiven to the agent or agents of the opposing
ments
in such
such proceedings
proceedings who
shall have
have the
the right
to be
be
ments concerned
concerned in
who sha
right to

June
7, 1933.
1933.
June 7,
IS.
1581.]
[S. 1581.]
[Public, No.
No. 31.]
31.]
[Public,
Testimony
before In
In.
Testimony tribunals.
before
ternational
Vol.
46, p.
p. 1005,
vol. 46,
1005l
amended.
amPned.
Post. p79
p. 279.
Authority of
of United
United
Authority
States
a
gent.

Application
i forT issue
n for i.sue
oApplcat
of subponots.

District courts to
enfocmplOance
enforce
compliance. to

Service of writ.
Servce of writ.
Hearings
before
Hearings before

court.
u
co
rt.

Examinations.
Examinations.
Reasonable notice to

opRongabernmentit
opposing governments.
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9, 1933.
1933.
CHS.
50-52. JUNE

representative and
and to
examine or
or cross-examcross-exampresent in person
person or by
by representative
to examine

Certifed
Certified
to
agents
agents
parties.
parties,

transcript
transcript
of both

ine
of such
me such witnesses at such hearing. A certified
certified transcript
transcript of
such
testimony and any proceedings
proceedings arising
out of
of the
of such
arising out
the issuance
issuance of
such

subpcenas shall be forwarded
forwarded by the clerk of the
court to
to the
the
subpoenas
the district
district court
agent of the United States and also
agent or
or agents
agents of
of the
the
also to the
the agent
Perjury.

Pushment
for.
Punishment for.

Failure to comply
with subpoena deemed
contempt.
contempt.

Jurisdiction
urisdiction of
of D.C.
D.C.
Supreme Court.

Supremert.

opposing
government or
cost.
opposing government
or governments,
governments, without
without cost.
"
SEC. 7.
7. That
That every
person knowingly
knowingly or
willfully swearing
swearing or
"SEC.
every person
or willfully
or
affirming falsely
affirming
falsely in any testimony taken in response to such subpcenas
subpoenas
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of perjury, and
and shall,
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof,
shall, upon
suffer the penalty
penalty provided
provided by the laws of the United
United States for that
offense when
when committed in its courts of justice. Any failure
failure to
1
attend
and testify
testify as
or to
produce any
any book
or paper
paper
attend and
as a
a witness
witness or
to produce
book or
which is in the possession or control of such witness, pursuant
pursuant to
such
to such
subpoena, may be regarded
subpcena,
regarded as a
contempt of the court and
a contempt
and shall be
punishable as a
a contempt
contempt by
by the United States district court
court in
in the
same manner as is provided
provided by the laws of the United States
States for
for
offense in any other
proceedings in
its courts
courts of
of justice.
justice.
that offense
other proceedings
in its
""SEC.
SEG. 8. For the purposes
purposes of sections 5,
5, 6, and 77 of this Act, the
Court of the District of Columbia shall be considered
Supreme Court
considered to be
a
the United
States."
a district
district court
court of
of the
United States."
Approved,
1933.
Approved, June
June 7,
7, 1933.

[CHAPTER 511
51.]
AN ACT
AN
ACT

June 9,1933.
9, 1933.
June

[S. 1278.1
-[S.
-128
[Public,
[Public, No. 32.]

To amend an Act (Public, Numbered
Numbered 431,
431, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Congress) to
to identify
identify
The Dalles
Bridge Company.
The
Dallies Bridge
Company.

The Defies Bridge
ompany.
ge
Company.
Identification of.
Identification
Vol.
47,
p.
1552,
mended.
amended.
1

United
States of America in
United States
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assemnbled, That an
an Act
Act to
to

of.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the

authorize the
construction of certain bridges over navigable
authorize
the construction
navigable waters
waters
2 of the United
United States
States, approved
approved March 4, 1933 (Public, Numbered
Numbered
431,
431, Seventy-second
Congress), be amended
amended by
by adding
adding to
to section
section 2a
2a
Seventy-second Congress),
the words "
"aaWashington
corporation ", immediately following
Washington corporation
following the
words "
"The Dalles Bridge
Bridge Company."
Approved, June 9,
1933.
9, 1933.

4

[CHAPTER 52.]
52,j

Tune 9,, tSl3.
km
1938.
..(5,
S 1913.)
1.]
[PublicE
No.
33.]
iware;

_

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To
coninencing and
To extend the times for commencing
and completing the construction
construction of a
a
bridge across the Ohio River at or near Owensboro,
Kentucky.
Owensboro, Kentucky.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
anrd iTouse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Ohio ri
United
States of AMerielL
Amernia in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the times for
for
brid
in at Owesboro, comencing
bridging
commencing and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
bridge across
across the
of aabridge
the
1
Ky.
Ohio
Owensboro, Kentucky,
Kentucky, authorized
authorized to
to be
be built
built
vol.
47a
io River
River at
at or
Vol.
47,
p.
291, O
or near
near Owensboro,
amended.
by
the State Highway
amended ,
by the
Highway Commission
Commission of Kentucky
Kentucky by an Act of
of
Congress
approved June 9, 1932, are hereby
three
Congress approved
hereby extended one and three
years, respectively,
respectively, from
from dime
9, 1933.
1933.
June 9,
Amendment.
SEC.
2. The
The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Amendment.
So. 2.
Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
9, 1933.
Approved, June 9,
1933.
ver.
Ohio River.
Time extended for
g gaetx0Stibero
extended for
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10, 1933.
1933.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 53.]
53.]
AN ACT

Amending section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for stock-raising
Amending
stock-raising
homesteads,
homesteads, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved December
December 29, 1916 (ch. 9,
par. 1, 39 Stat. 862),
February 28, 1931 (ch. 328, 46 Stat.
862), and as amended
amended February
1454).
1454).

June
June 9, 1933.

[S. 604.]
341
[Public, No.
No. 34.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Public lands.
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 11of
of Stockraising
Public
United States
States of
America in
lands.
StockraLsing homethe Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act to
to provide
for stock-raising
stock-raising homesteads,
and stead
stead entries.
provide for
homesteads, and
862;
Vol. 39, p.
6
for
purposes ",
December 29,
29, 1916
1916 (ch.
(ch. 9,
9, par.
39 Vol.
for other
other purposes
", approved
approved December
par. 1,
1, 39
Vol4
145 p. 862,
46, p.
p. 1454.
U.S.C., p. 1348;
Supp.
348;supp.
vI,.s..'.
February 28, 1931 (ch. 328, 46 Stat. VI,
Stat.
as amended
amended February
and as
862), and
Stat. 862),
p. 778.
1454), be
be amended
amended to
as follows:
follows:
1454),
to read
read as
Entry on
on unapprounappro"From
after December
December 29,
29, 1916,
for any
any Entry
"From and
and after
1916, it
it shall
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
priated, etc., lands.
person
to make
entry under
under the
homestead laws
laws of
of the
the priated, etc.,lands.
person qualified to
make entry
the homestead
United
States to
to make
not
United States
make aa stock-raising
stock-raising homestead
homestead entry
entry for
for not
exceeding six
six hundred
and forty
unappropriated unreserved
unreserved Area.
exceeding
hundred and
forty acres
acres of
of unappropriated
Area.
Provisos.
public lands
lands in
in reasonably
Provided, however,
however, That
That Provisos.
reasonably compact
compact form:
form: Provided,
public
Classification of
of
Classification
the land
so entered
shall theretofore
theretofore have
been designated
the lands.ifi
n
the
land so
entered shall
have been
designated by
by the
lands.
Oil and gas lands
Secretary of
of the
further, avabled
lands': Provided
Provided further,
gas lands
Secretary
the Interior
Interior as
as 'stock-raising
'stock-raising lands':
available.
That
That for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this section
section lands
or reserved
reserved
lands withdrawn
withdrawn or
solely as
solely
as valuable
valuable for
or gas
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be approapprofor oil
oil or
gas shall
shall not
not be
Naval
petroleum repriated
or reserved:
reserved: Provided
Provided further,
the provisions
petroleum
refurther, That
That the
provisions of
of this
this serves,
Navaletc.,
priated or
excluded.
section
not apply
to naval
reserves and
and naval
naval oil-shale
oil-shale serves, etc., excluded.
apply to
naval petroleum
petroleum reserves
section shall
shall not
Lands
Lands within
within geoshould said
said lands
lands be
be within logical
georeserves: And
And provided
provided further,
That should
reserves:
further, That
structure.
the
limits of
of the
the geological
geological structure
structure of
of a
a producing
oil or
or gas
gas field
field loical structure
producing oil
the limits
entry can
can only
only be
be allowed,
the discretion
the
entry
allowed, in
in the
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, in
the absence
of objection
objection after
after due
notice by
the lessee
lessee
Interior,
in the
absence of
due notice
by the
or
permittee, and
therefor shall
shall contain
contain a
a reservation
or permittee,
and any
any patent
patent therefor
reservation to
to
the
of all
all minerals
minerals in
in said
and the
the right
to
States of
said lands
lands and
right to
the United
United States
prospect
for, mine,
mine, and
remove the
the same."
same."
prospect for,
and remove
Approved, June
June 9,
Approved,
9, 1933.
1933.
[CHAPTER 55.]
55.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

authorize the
Finance Corporation
To authorize
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to
to subscribe
subscribe for
for preferred
preferred -stock
and purchase
purchase the
capital notes
notes of
of insurance
insurance companies,
companies, and
and for other
the capital
stock and
purposes.
purposes.

June 10, 1933.
1933.
s 10941
[S.

I1094

[Public, No. 35r
[Public,
No.5 .

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Insurance compaUnited States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
during the
the nies.
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That during
Insurance
compacontinuance
of the
existing emergency
emergency heretofore
heretofore recognized
recognized by
by Reconstruction Ficontinuance of
the existing
nance Corporation
1 of the 73d Congress or until this Act shall be declared
Public No. 1
declared mayBansebscribto
subscribe to nton
non.
assessable
preferred
no longer operative by proclamation
proclamation of the President,i and notwith- stock
assessable
preferred
stock of; make
make loans to.
to.
p. 1.
1.
standing
other provision
any other
other law,
opinion Ante,
law, if,
if, inn the
the opinion
Ante, p.
standing any
any other
provision of
of any
of the
Secretary of
Treasury, any
any insurance
insurance company
company of
of any
any
of
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
State of
of the
States is
need of
funds for
for capital
capital purposes
State
the United
United States
is in
in need
of funds
purposes
either in
with the
organization of
such company
or otherthe organization
of such
company or
othereither
in connection
connection with
Approval of Presiwise,
he may,
may, with
with the
approval of
of the
the President,
request the
the ReconresidApprerl
wise he
the approval
President, request
Recon- dent
required.of
struction Finance
of
struction
Finance Corporation
Corporation to
to subscribe
subscribe for
for preferred
preferred stock
stock ofent
.
any class,
class, exempt
assessment or
or additional
in such
such
any
exempt from
from assessment
additional liability,
liability, in
insurance
insurance company,
company, or
or to
to make
make loans
loans secured
secured by
by such
such stock
stock as
as colcollateral, and
the Reconstruction
Corporation may
may comply
lateral,
and the
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
comply
Subsequent resale
resale
Reconstruction Finance Corporation may, aubseent
with such request. The Reconstruction
authorized.
with
the approval
approval of
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
under such
such
with the
of the
the Secretary
Treasury and
and under
rules
and regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe,
sell in
in the
open market
market
rules and
regulations as
prescribe, sell
the open
the whole
or any
any part
preferred stock
any such
insurance
the
whole or
part of
of the
the preferred
stock of
of any
such insurance
Restriction on total
company acquired
by the
to this
Tho face
company
acquired by
the corporation
corporation pursuant
pursuant to
this section.
section. The
^Restf
u
value of c
Corporatotal
face amount
preferred stock
stock subscribed
total face
amount of
of loans
loans outstanding,
outstanding preferred
subscribed ttion's holdings.
bdhuWis.
for,
and capital
capital notes
purchased and
by the
and held
eld by
the Reconstruction
econstrtion
for, and
notes purchased
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Finance
Corporation, under
under the
this section
section and
and secsecFinance Corporation,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
tion
2, shall
not exceed
exceed at
any one
time $50,000,000,
$50,000,000, and
the amount
tion 2,
shall not
at any
one time
and the
amount
of notes,
notes, bonds,
and other
such obligations
the
of
bonds, debentures,
debentures, and
other such
obligations which
which the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and empowered
empowered
Reconstruction
to issue
issue and
and to
have outstanding
outstanding at
at any
any one
law
to
to have
one time
time under
under existing
existing law
is hereby
hereby increased
an amount
amount sufficient
sufficient to
to carry
carry out
the proviproviis
increased by
by an
out the
sions of this section and section 2.
SEC.
Purchase of
of notes,
notes,
SEC. 2. In the event that any such insurance
insurance company shall be
when
State laws
laws prowhen State
prounder the
laws of
of any
which does
not permit
permit it
hibit preferred-sto
preferred-stock incorporated
incorporated under
the laws
any State
State which
does not
it
issues,
etc.
issues, etc.
to issue preferred
assessment or
or additional
liapreferred stock, exempt from assessment
additional liaPost,
p. 1111.
ost, p.
1111.
bility, or if
if such laws permit
permit such issue of preferred
preferred stock only by
unanimous consent
consent of stockholders, or upon notice
notice of
of more than
Finance Corporation
is authorized
twenty days,
days, the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is
authorized
for the
the purposes
purposes of
Act to
purchase the
legally issued
capital
for
of this
this Act
to purchase
the legally
issued capital
notes of
of such
such insurance
insurance company
company or
or to
to make loans secured by
by such
such
notes
as collateral,
whole or
in part
part
notes as
collateral, which
which may
may be
be subordinated
subordinated in
in whole
or in
or to any degree to claims of other creditors.
Conditions
of
purSEC. 3.
3. The
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation shall
subConditions
of purSc.
The Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
shall not
not subchase or
or loans
loans by
Corchase
by Corscribe
for or
or purchase
purchase any
any preferred
or capital
capital notes
of any
poration.
scribe for
preferred stock
stock or
notes
of
any
Company must show
applicant insurance
insurance company,
company, (1)
the applicant
applicant shows
the
shows to
to the
until the
(1) until
apitapplicant
unimpaired ccapital
unimpaired
stock.
satisfaction
of
the
Corporation
that
it
has
unimpaired
capital
stock,
stock.
apital
y
satisfaction
of
the
Corporation
that
it
has
unimpaired
capital
stock,
New capital
capital may be
furnished.
or
that it
it will
or that
will furnish
furnish new
new capital
be subordinate
subordinate to
to the
the
capital which
which will
will be
preferred stock or
subscribed for
preferred
or capital notes
notes to
to be
be subscribed
for or purchased
purchased
to the
amount of
of said
said preferred
preferred stock
stock or
or
by the
the Corporation,
Corporation, equal
equal to
the amount
purchased by
Corporation:
capital notes
notes so
so subscribed
subscribed for or
or purchased
by the
the Corporation:
Proviso.
Provided, That the Corporation may make loans upon said prepreoansuisponpreferred
Loans
upon preferred Provided, That the Corporation may make loans upon said
stock or
capital notes.
stock
or capital
notes. ferred stock or capital
capital notes, if, in its opinion, such loans will be
secured by
said stock
or capital
capital notes,
such other
other
Compensation of
Compensation
adequately secured
by said
stock or
notes, and/or
of adequately
and/or such
Company
officers, etc.,
etc., forms of security as the Corporation may require;
(2)
if at the
Company officers,
(2) if
limited.
time of such subscription, purchase, or loan any officer, director, or
or
employee
applicant is receiving total
employee of
of the applicant
total compensation
compensation in aa sum
in excess of $17,500
$17,500 per annum from the applicant
applicant and/or
and/or any
any of its
Agreements required
Agreements
retured affiliates,
(3) unless at such time the applicant agrees to the
the
affiliates, and (3)
of Company.
satisfaction of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation not
not to
increase the
the compensation
of
to increase
compensation of
any of its officers,
officers, directors, or employees, and not to retire any of its
stock, notes, bonds, or debentures
debentures issued for capital purposes, while
debentures of
any part
part of
of the preferred
preferred stock,
stock, notes, bonds, or debentures
of such
"Compensation",
"compensation", company
is held by the Corporation. For the purposes of this seccompany
construed.
tion,
tion, the
the term
term "
compensation" includes
includes any
salary, fee,
bonus, comcom"compensation"
any salary,
fee, bonus,
mission, or other payment, direct or indirect, in money or otherwise,
for personal services.
Renewals of loans
S
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation shall not make,
The Reconstruction
n
SlEC.
c. 4. The
Rynewals
of
lrati
by Corporation; when
be denied.
shall bedenied.
renew,.,or extend any
any loan under the
the Reconstruction
Finance Correnew
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation Act, as amended, or under the Emergency
Emergency Relief and
If
tf compensation
compensation of Construction
Construction Act of 1932, (1)
(1) if
if at the time of making, renewing
renewing, or
officer, etc., excessive.
ocer, tc., ex
e. extending
extending such loan any officer, director, or employee of the applicant
applicant
is
receiving
compensation at a
in excess of
what
appears
a
rate
of
what
appears
reasonAgreement not to
iAgeree,
cnqiredn
t to able to
to the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, and (2)
(2) unless
unless at
Reconstruction Finance
at
increase,
required.
such time the applicant agrees to the satisfaction of the Corporation
not to increase the compensation
compensation of any of its officers,
officers, directors, or
appears reasonable to
employees to any amount in excess of
of what
what appears
to
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation while such loan is outstanding and unpaid. For the purposes
purposes of this section the term
""compensation"
compensation " includes any salary, fee, bonus, commission, or
other payment, direct or indirect, in money
otherwise for personal
personal
money or otherwise
services.
services.
Emergency
S
EC. 5.
5.That
and third
third sentences
sentences of
of paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6) of
of
and
CogntruetionRelief
At
SE.
That the
the second
second and
and
Construction
Act
of A 1932,
9
42,
ppamendment.
ai
.2
1
r renA. section
section 201
201 (a)
(a) of
of the
ergenc y Relief
Relief and
an d C
ons t
ruc ti on A
ct of
of
of
the Em
Emergency
Construction
Act
e, pp.2. 299
19
as amended,
herby amended
read as
as follows:
bli
Post,
amended,
are hereby
to read
Post, p.
p. 233.
1932,
as
amended, are
hereby amended
amended to
as follows: ""Obliga"Obliga-

Amount of obligaobligetions
authorized
to
issue,
increased.
issue increased.
Vol.
47,P.. 9.
Vol. 47,

Amount of

CONGRESS.
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tions accepted
hereunder shall
the case
case of
of loans
loans
in the
(a) in
collateraled (a)
be collateraled
shall be
accepted hereunder
tions

121
Loans
for repair
repair of
of
Loans for
earthquake
damages-

for
repair or
or reconstruction
of private
obliga- 1933.
1933.
private property, by the obligareconstruction of
the repair
for the
Private property.
property.
Private
tions of
the owner
owner of
of such
such property
by a
lien Other
tions
of the
property secured
secured by
a paramount
paramount lien
property
property of
borrower as collateral.
except as
to taxes
taxes and
and special
assessments on
the property
property repaired
repaired borrower as collateral.
on the
special assessments
as to
except
Municipalities, etc.
etc.
or
reconstructed, or on other property
borrower, and (b) in Municipalities,
property of the borrower,
or reconstructed,
Public school boards
the
case of
or political
subdivisions of
of States
States or
their and
boards
chool
Public
or their
political subdivisions
of municipalities
municipalities or
the case
districts.
public
agencies, including
including public-school
public-school
boards and public-school
public-school boards
public agencies,
districts,
by an
an obligation
obligation of
municipality, political
subdivision,
political subdivision,
such municipality,
of such
districts, by
Application for, not
Application
for, not
public agency,
agency, public-school
public-school district.
district. The
The denied
board, or
or public-school
public-school board,
public
by constitutional,
etc., inhibitions
Corporation
shall
not
deny
an
otherwise
acceptable
application
for
etc.,
inhibitions
for
tional,
application
acceptable
Corporation shall not deny an otherwise
affecting collateral.
loans for
repair or
construction of the buildings of municipalities,
municipalities, affectingcollateral.
or construction
for repair
loans
political subdivisions,
public-school boards,
boards, or
public agencies,
agencies, public-school
subdivisions, public
political
public-school districts
of constitutional
constitutional or other legal
legal inhibecause of
districts because
public-school
bitions
collateral."
the collateral."
affecting the
bitions affecting
Maturities
of colSze.
6. The
The fourth
sentence of
of paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6) of
(a) lateral
lat'railuorbIgations.
201 (a)
of section
section 201
fourth sentence
SEC. 6.
obligations. ol
Ante,
pp.
20,
99, 120.
pp. 20, 99,120.
by striking
striking out the Ant,
of such
such Act,
Act, as
hereby amended
amended by
is hereby
amended, is
as amended,
of
Post, p. 283.
period at
the end
thereof and
in lieu
the following:
following: Postp.283.
thereof the
lieu thereof
inserting in
and inserting
end thereof
at the
period
"in case
(a) of this paragraph,
paragraph, and not
clause (a)
under clause
loans made under
case of
of loans
"in
exceeding twenty
years in
in case
case of
loans made
made under
under clause
clause (b)."
(b)."
of loans
twenty years
exceeding
Security;
loans
to
SEC. 7.
7. The
The fifth
fifth sentence
of paragraph
paragraph (6)
of section
201 (a)
(a) of
of municipalities,
siptieln
section 201
etc. to
(6) of
sentence of
SEC.
such Act,
Act, as
amended by
by striking
striking out
the period
period
e
out the
is hereby
hereby amended
as amended,
amended, is
such
When deemed fully
at
the end
end thereof
thereof and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof a
a comma
comma and
and the
the secured.
eedeed ully
lieu thereof
at the
following: "
and, in
of loans
made under
clause (b), shall be
under clause
loans made
case of
in case
"and,
following:
deemed to
to be
be so
so secured
opinion of
of the
Reconstruction
the Reconstruction
the opinion
if, in
in the
secured if,
deemed
Finance Corporation,
from any source,
repaid from
loans will
will be repaid
such loans
Corporation, such
Finance
including taxation,
reasonable period,
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
twenty
period, not
within a
a reasonable
taxation, within
including
years."
years."
Ante, pp.2 20. 99, 120.
SEC. 8.
8. The
The seventh
seventh sentence
of paragraph
of section
201 (a)
(a) Ante,
0. 99,120.
pp.283.
section 201
(6) of
paragraph (6)
sentence of
SEC.
Post, p.
Aggregate of loans.
of
as amended,
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows: Aggregate
amended, is
Act, as
such Act,
of such
Amount increased.
"The aggregate
of loans
made under
under clause
shall not
not exceed
exceed Amount ncreased.
(a) shall
clause (a)
loans made
aggregate of
"The
$5,000,000,
the aggregate
(b) shall
under clause (b)
loans made under
aggregate of loans
and the
$5,000,000, and
not
$12,000,000."
not exceed
exceed $12,000,000."
12
SEC. 9.
(a) of such Act, as Vol7,
9. The first
first sentence
sentence in section 201 (a)
SEC.
'
.
:Ilf,
.-11 7,„1)(i.7,
1
it,g pro
1.4-MM
amended,
paragraph (6)
(6) thereof
hereby amended by
by ectq.
is hereby
thereof is
follows paragraph
which follows
amended, which
striking
out the
at the
end of such sentence
sentence and inserting
inserting in
the end
the period
period at
striking out
les, etc.
lieu
and the
the following:
following: "
except that
that for
for the
pur- Nlimielpalit
Municipallliti, etc.
the pur"except
a comma
comma and
thereof a
lieu thereof
poses
(b) of
of paragraph
(6) of
this subsection
subsection a
project
a project
of this
paragraph (6)
of clause
clause (b)
poses of
shall
be deemed
deemed to
self-liquidating if
if the
cost thereof
thereof
construction cost
the construction
to be
be self-liquidating
shall be
will be
be returned
returned by
by any
taxation, within
within aa reasonreasonincluding taxation,
means, including
any means,
will
twenty years.,
years."
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
able period,
period, not
Reconstruction
FiFi.
S
EC. 10.
"An Act
provide emergency
emergency nance
n^Recntution
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
an Act
Act entitled
10. That
That an
SEC.
Corporation Act
amendment.
financing facilities
to aid
agri- amendment.
in financing
financing agriaid in
financial institutions,
institutions, to
facilities for
for financial
financing
Vol. 47, pp. S. 709.
culture, commerce,
commerce, and
for other
other purposes
", approved
approved Vol. 47, pp. S. 709.
purposes ",
and for
industry, and
and industry,
culture,
January 22,
and amended
amended by
approved July
21, 193,
1932, Railroad reorganizaJuly 21,
by an
an Act
Act approved
22, 1932,
1932, and
January
reorganiz
be
at the
end of
of section
section 55 thereof
the tion.aad
thereof the
the end
adding at
by adding
amended by
be further
further amended
47. p.
147.
ol. 47.
p. 1474.
Corporation may make said Vol.
That the Corporation
further, That
" Provided further,
following:
following: "Provided
Loans
Loans to trustees auloans
to trustees
trustees of
which proceed
proceed to
reorganize under
under secsec- thorized.
to reorganize
of railroads
railroads which
loans to
tion
Act of March
3, 1933."
March 3,
Bankruptcy Act
the Bankruptcy
tion 77 of the
"Insurance comS
EC. 11.
used in
this Act
the term
insurance company"
shall pany
"Insurance
company " shall
term ""insurance
Act the
in this
11. As
As used
SEC.
", construed.cominclude any
any corporation
business of insurance
insurance or in
in the business
engaged in
corporation engaged
include
the
writing of
annuity contracts,
thereof,
nature thereof,
of the nature
irrespective of
contracts, irrespective
of annuity
the writing
a State superintendent
and operating
superintendent or
supervision of a
under the supervision
operating under
and
department of
in any
any of
of the
the States
of the
United States.
the United
States of
insurance in
of insurance
department
Vol. 47, p. S.
S
E0. 12.
of the
Corporation Act,
Act, v a. 47. p.
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
the Reconstruction
5 of
Section 5
12. Section
SEO.
following
as
thereof the following
at the end thereof
by adding at
amended by
as amended,
amended, is amended
new paragraph:
new
paragraph:
Loans to 8State insur"
The Reconstruction
authorized anceJfund. Stat,°
flUN
further authorized
is further
Corporation is
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
"The
and empowered
make loans
loans if
secured to
to any
any State
State
if adequately
adequately secured
to make
empowered to
and
Insurance
established or
or created
State for the
laws of
of any State
the laws
by the
created by
fund established
insurance fund
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1933.
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purpose
of paying
paying or
or insuring
insuring payment
payment of
to injured
compensation to
of compensation
purpose of
workmen and
those disabled
disabled as
as a
result of
of disease
disease contracted
contracted in
in the
the
a result
and those
workmen
used in
course of
of their
or to
in this
As used
dependents. As
their dependents.
to their
employment, or
"State",
their employment,
"State",construed. course
paragraph, the
term ' State'
the several
Alaska,
and Alaska,
States and
several States
includes the
State' includes
the term
paragraph,
Hawaii, and
Rico."
and Puerto Rico."
Hawaii,
Reconstruction Finance
5 of the Reconstruction
SEc.
Vol. 47, p.S.8.
S
EO. 13. Section 5
Finance Corporation Act,
Vol.
as
is amended
by adding
at the
the end
thereof the
following
the following
end thereof
adding at
amended by
amended, is
as amended,
new
paragraph:
new
paragraph:
Loans to fund cre"The
Reconstruction Finance
further authorized
authorized
is further
Corporation is
Finance Corporation
"The Reconstruction
repayated
to insre
ated
to
insure repayfund
ment
of public
money and empowered
empowered to make loans if adequately
adequately secured to any fi
ml
ment of
public money
of State, etc.
created by
of
repayment of
insuring the repayment
the purpose
purpose of insuring
any State
State for the
created
by any
of State, et.
deposits
public moneys
moneys of
of such
such State
or any
subpolitical subof its political
any of
State or
of public
deposits of
divisions
in banks
or depositories
depositories qualified
under the law of such
such
qualified under
banks or
divisions in
receive such
made at any time
such deposits. Such loans may be made
loans; terms State to receive
Time of loans;
and conditions.
and
conditions.
prior to January 23, 1934, and upon such terms
terms and conditions as the
may
except that
receives a
a
fund which receives
any fund
that any
Assignment of
of rights
prescribe; except
may prescribe;
corporation
rights corporation
Assignment
accruing on liquidaon iqerda- loan under this paragraph
aeMng
paragraph shall be required to assign to the corporation, etc., of depository.
received
ton,
tion, to the extent of such loan, all amounts which
which may be received
by
such fund
fund as
otherwise from the liquidation
liquidation of any
as dividends
dividends or otherwise
by such
such bank
depository in
in which deposits of such public moneys
or depository
bank or
such
were made.
made. As
As used
this paragraph,
the term
State' includes
includes
term 'State'
paragraph, the
"State", construed.
construed. were
in this
used in
"State",
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, and Puerto
Puerto Rico."
Rico."
the several
several States and Alaska,
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEc.
S
EG. 14. The
The right to alter or amend or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
Separability of prothe application
application
of this
this Act, or the
expressly reserved.
reserved. If
any provision
provision of
If any
of pro expressly
viSioaray
visions.
thereof to any person, firm, association, or corporation,
corporation, is held
invalid, the remainder
remainder of the Act, and the application
application of such provision
corporation, shall not
not
association, or corporation,
to any other person, firm, association,
vision to
be affected thereby.
1933.
Approved, June 10, 1933.
[CHAPTER 56.1
56.1
[CHAPTER
June 10, 1933.
193.
[S. 1562.]
[P-blic,
[Public, No. 36.]

s. 1562.1_

CT
ACT
AN A
ACT

Granting
the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the
Levy Court
Court of Sussex
Sussex County, Delathe Levy
Granting the
ware, to
to reconstruct,
ware,
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge across
the
operate a
a free
free highway
highway bridge
across the
Cherry Tree Landing, Sussex County, Delaware.
Deeps Creek at Cherry

Be
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
United
States
in Congress
assembled,
That the consent
consent
Congress
assembled,
States of America in
United
,, ,
Congress is hereby granted
Of
of Congress
granted to the Levy Court of Sussex County,
Landing.
Delaware,
assigns to reconstruct,
Landing.
Delaware, its successors
successors and assigns,
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
approaches thereunto across
operate
a free highway bridge and approaches
navigable river from Concord,
a part of a
a navigable
the Deeps Creek, being a
Delaware, to
the Chesapeake
Bay, at
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests
aapoint
Bay,
at
Chesapeake
to
the
CoDelaware,
Construction.
Vol. 34, P.
84,
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
Tree Landing,
in the
the county of
of
Cherry Tree
Landing, in
p.s.
of
at or
near Cherry
Sussex, State of Delaware,
Delaware, in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions of an
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over
over
Act entitled "
" An Act to regulate
navigable
navigable waters ", approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
repeal this Act is expressly
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 10, 1933.
Deeps
Creek, Del.
Dees Creek,
Del.
Sussex County may
mTae
bridge,
Cherry Tree
idusse at Chnty

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 57.1
571
1933.
Jmune 10, 103$.
June
[MR. 4220.]
[Public, No.
No. 37.1
81.]
[Ptbtie,

3J4tR.-j
4.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the protection
protection of Government records.
records.

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
H01186 of Representatives
Representatives of the
by
assembled, That whoever,
Congress
in
of
America
States
Governmefntrerds.
Government records. United States
America
in
Congress
whoever,
by
Penalty for publicaobtain from
tion
of certain, without virtue
of his
his employment
employment by
by the
the United States,
States, shall obtain
from
virtue of
tionofeertain
authorization.
authorization.
another or shall have custody of or access to, or shall have
custody
have had custody
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CONGRESS.
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of
access to, any
prepared
any official diplomatic code or any matter prepared
of or access
prepared in any
in
in any such code, or which purports to have been prepared
such
competent
authorization or competent
willfully, without authorization
such code, and shall willfully,
authority, publish or furnish to another any such code or matter, or
any
matter which was obtained while in the process of transmission
transmission
any matter
between any
government and its diplomatic
diplomatic mission in the
foreign government
between
any foreign
$10,000 or imprisoned not
fined not
not more than $10,000
be fined
United States, shall be
more than ten years, or both.
Approved, June 10, 1933.
Approved,
1CHAPTER
58.]
ICHAPTER 58.]

A NT ACT
A T"
AN

To amend
amend existing law in order to obviate
obviate the payment of one year's sea pay to
Academy.
the Naval
of the
surplus graduates
graduates of
Naval Academy.
surplus

June
1933.
June 10, 1933.
[H.R. 5012.1
5012.1
[H.R.
[Public,
No.
38.]
[Public, No. 38.]

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the Senate
Be
Naval Academy.
United
uates
Nuaplus graduates
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That so
so much
much of Surplus
not
to
receive one
one
not
to receive
in
as
is
contained
5, 1882
the Act of
of August
August 5,
1882 (22
(22 Stat. 285, ch. 391),
contained
the
year's sea pay.
the
section 1057, title 34, United States Code, Vol.ol. 22, p. 2:
end of section
the proviso
proviso at the end
p. 1148.
is
hereby amended
by repealing
words ""and
and one
year's sea
3107.
Pst,p.
p. 307.
" Post,
sea pay
pay ",
one year's
the words
repealing the
amended by
is hereby
Provided, That if
so that
said proviso
proviso will read as follows: ""Provided,
if
the said
so
that the
there
graduates, those who do not receive such
a surplus of graduates,
there be a
appointments shall be given a
a certificate of graduation and an
appointments
honorable discharge."
discharge."
honorable
Approved, June 10, 1933.
[CHAPTER 59.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
the foreign
foreign trade of the United States in apples and/or pears, to
to
To promote
promote the
markets,
protect
reputation of
American-grown apples and pears in foreign markets,
of American-grown
the reputation
protect the
to
as to
products
of such products
quality of
to the
the quality
or misrepresentation
misrepresentation as
deception or
prevent deception
to prevent
moving
in foreign
foreign commerce,
inspection of such
commercial inspection
for the commercial
provide for
commerce, to provide
moving in
purposes.
commerce, and for other purposes.
products entering such commerce,

June 10, 1933.
1933.
June
[H.R.
48121
[H.R. 4812.1

39.]
[Public, No. 39.1

the
Be it
Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
t s
ea
Apples
and p
pears,
and
Apls grown.
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That it
it shall be American
United States of America
Shipment
for
export,
lor export
shipment
for any without
unlawful
any person
person to
to ship
offer for
for shipment
shipment or
or for
or offer
ship or
for any
unlawful for
certificate, uncarrier, or any steamship
steamship company, or any person to transport or iwlthcerti"cawte'l.
lawful.
carrier,
receive for
transportation to
destination except as proto any foreign destination,
for transportation
receive
packages which are
vided in
any apples and/or pears in packages
this Act, any
in this
vided
authority of the Secrenot
certificate issued under authority
a certificate
accompanied by a
not accompanied
a
of Agriculture
Agriculture showing that such apples or pears are of a
tary of
Federal or
State grade
minimum of quality estabgrade which meets the minimum
or State
Federal
Regulations to
be
to be
Regulation
in export. The Secretary is prescribed
shipment in
lished
the Secretary
Secretary for
for shipment
by the
lished by
by Secretary
of
Agriculture.
taryofAgriculte.
than
other
authorized to prescribe,
requirements,
prescribe, by regulations, the requirements,
grade which the fruit must meet before certificates are
those of grade,
Hearings
to deterdeter
to
Jearings
hearing mine
public hearing
issued.
Secretary shall
provide opportunity,
opportunity, by public
shall provide
The Secretary
issued. The
standard of
of exexmine standard
port.
port.
recommenor
otherwise,
for
interested
persons
to
examine
and
make
recommenor otherwise, for interested persons
standard of export proposed
proposed to be estabdation with respect to any standard
lished or
regulation prescribed,
Secretary for
prescribed, by the Secretary
or regulation
or designated,
designated, or
lished
the purposes of this Act.
Notice of standard.
standard.
notice through one or Noticeof
S
EC. 2.
2. The
Secretary shall
shall give
reasonable notice
give reasonable
The Secretary
SEC.
effective date of standards of export estabmore trade papers of the effective
Proviso.
fu
That any
Provided, That
under this Act: Provided,
him under
or designated
lished or
designated by him
any Poont
Prior
contracts, fulfulPrior contrats,
filling
authorized.
athwrized.
llng
apples
or
pears
may
be
certified
shipped
for
export
in
fulfillment
and
apples or pears may be certified
such
contract made within six months prior to the date of such
of any contract
accordance with the
shipment if the terms of such contract were in accordance
grades
and regulations
the Secretary in effect
effer at the time the
of the
regulations of
grades and
contract was made.:
made.
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Standards
or requireStandards or
requirements of
ments
of foreign
foreign govgovernments.
n

inspectior to deterInspection
mine compliance.
mine compliance.
Shipments less than
Shipments
carload lots.

carload

lots.

inspection,
Fees for inspection,
etc.

et.

Provisos.
Proisost.
Availability.

vaiaii

A.dmissability of
Aeidmissasblity
certificates
as evidence.

SESS.
SESS. I.
I.

CH. 59.
59.
CH.

JUNE
10, 1933.
1933.
JUNE 10,

SE.
government of
of the
the country
SEC. 3. Where
Where the government
to which
which the
the shipcountry to
shipment
ment is to be made has standards or requirements
requirements as to condition
condition

of apples or pears
pears the
the Secretary
Secretary may in addition
addition to
and
to inspection
inspection and
certification for compliance
compliance with
standards established
certification
with the standards
established or
or designated hereunder
determination as to comhereunder inspect and certify for determination

pliance
or requirements
pliance with the standards or
requirements of
governof such
such foreign
foreign govern-

ment and may provide for special certificates
certificates in such cases.
cases.
SEO.
SEC. 4. Apples or pears in less than carload
carload lots as defined by the
Secretary may, in his discretion, be shipped
country
shipped to any foreign country
without complying with the provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. For inspecting and certifying
certifying the grade, quality, and/or
condition
condition of apples and/or pears the Secretary shall cause
cause to be
collected aareasonable fee which shall as nearly as
as may be cover
cover the
cost of
of the
service rendered:
rendered: Provided,
Provided, That
That when
when cooperative
cooperative
the service
cost
arrangements satisfactory
arrangements
satisfactory to the Secretary, or his designated
designated representative,
sentative, for carrying
carrying out the purposes
cannot be
made
purposes of this
this Act cannot
be made
the fees collected hereunder in such cases shall
shall .be
be available
available until
until
expended to defray the cost of the service rendered,
expended
rendered, and in such
such cases
cases
the limitations on the amounts expended for the purchase
purchase and
and mainmainmotor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles shall
shall not
be
tenance of motor-propelled
not be

applicable: Provided
further, That
That certificates
certificates issued
issued by
ofen
applicable:
Provided further,
by the
the authorauthorized agents of the United States Department of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall be
received in all courts of the United States as prima facie evidence
evidence
statements therein contained.
of the truth of the statements
Refusal to issue cerRefusal
SEC. 6.
6. After
for hearing
hearing the
Secretary is
is authorized
authorized
to issue
cerSEC.
After opportunity
opportunity for
the Secretary
tificates if unlawful
unlawful
shipments made.
to refuse .the
the issuance
this Act
Act for
issuance of certificates
certificates under this
for periods
not
periods not
exceeding
exceeding ninety days to any person who ships
ships or
or offers for
for shipshipment any apples and/or pears in foreign commerce in violation
violation of
of
Penalty
for vviola1
i
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
Any
person
or
any
common
carcaror
any
common
person
Act.
Any
of
this
provisions
of
the
any
y
for
olantiotl
tions.
rier or any transportation agency knowingly violating
violating any
any of
of the
the
provisions of this Act shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than
$10,000
10,000 by aacourt of competent
competent jurisdiction.
Rules, etc.,
etc., by
SecreRules,
by SecreSEC.
7. The
The Secretary
Secretary may
such rules,
regulations, and orders
orders
S
EC. 7.
may make
make such
rules, regulations,
tary.
tary.
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, and may
may
cooperate with any department
department or agency of the Government, any
Cooperation
with State, Territory, District, or possession,
Cooperation with
agency, or
possession, or department,
States, etc.
States,
.' *
. *
1
political subdivision thereof, or any person, whether
operating
in
Appointment of offi- one or more jurisdictions; and shall have the power to appoint,
of off- one or more jurisdictions; and shall have the power to appoint,
epepointment
cers,
etc.
remove and fix the compensation
remove,
compensation of such officers and employees not
in
conflict with existing law,
law, and
and make
make such
such expenditures
in conflict
expenditures for
for rent
rent
Expenditures
fur
printingg and
ant binding,
indng, outside the District of Columbia, printing, binding, telegrams, teleprintin
et
etc.c.
phones,
books, books
books of reference,
reference, publications, furniture,
phones, law
law books,
fu rniture ,
expenses
stationery, office equipment,
equipment, travel,
travel, and other
other supplies
supplies and
and expenses
including reporting services, as shall be necessary
necessary to the adminisadministration of this Act in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and as
as
Statutes
dealingwith
Statutesdealingwith
appropriated for by Congress. This Act shall not abrogate
sante
subjects not abro- may be appropriated
gated.
nor nullify any other statute, whether State or Federal, dealing with
the same subjects as this Act; but it
it is intended that all such statutes
shall remain in full force and effect except in so far as they are
inconsistent herewith
or repugnant
repugnant hereto.
inconsistent
herewith or
hereto.
Separability
of Act.
Separablity of
Act.
SEG.
If any
any provision
this Act or the application thereof to
S
EC. 8.
8. If
provision of this
any person or circumstances
circumstances is held invalid, the validity of
of the
remainder of the Act and of the application
application of such provision to
other persons and circumstances
circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
Terms
Terms construed.
consted.
SEC.
SEC. 9. That when used in this Act—
Act"Person."
"person." ·
(1) The term ""person "
" includes individuals, partnerships, corpor.
ations,
ations, and
and associations.
associations.
e
reer of
of AgriAgr(2)
Agriculture " means
means the Secretary
culture.
(2) The
The term
term "Secretary
"Secretary of Agriculture"
of Agriculture of the United States.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I.

CHS. 59-61.
59-61.
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10,12,13,1933.

(3)
(3) Except
Except as provided herein,
herein, the term
term "
foreign commerce"
commerce"
"foreign

"Foreign
gn
"Foreoi

merce."
means commerce between any
any State, or the District of Columbia,
Columbia, anderce
and
any place outside of the United States or its possessions.
possessions.
"App;es
(4)
"apples
pears" means fresh whole apples pe"rsPP;
(4) The term "
apples and/or pears"

comcorn-

and/or
and/or

or pears, whether
whether or not they have
have been in storage.
Approved, June 10, 1933.
1933.

[CHAPTER 60.]
[CHAPTER
60.]
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Extending
American claimants
Extending for one year
year the time within
within which
which American
claimants may make appliapplication for payment, under the Settlement
Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, of awards
awards
of the Mixed Claims Commission and of the
the Tripartite
Tripartite Claims Commission.
Commission.

House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That subsection
United States
in Congress
subsection
(g) of section 2
subsection (f) of
Settlement of
of
2 and subsection
of section
section 55of the
the Settlement
War Claims Act of 1928, as amended
amended by Public Resolution
NumResolution Numbered 27, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Congress, approved
approved June
June 14, 1932, are further amended, respectively,
respectively, 1337
by striking
striking out the words "five
"five years"
years"
wherever such words appear
wherever
appear therein and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof
the words "
six years."
"six
years."
Approved, June 12,
Approved,
12, 1933.

June
12, 1933.
1933.
June 12,
[H.J.Res.
[H.J.Res. 183.1
183.]
[Pub.
Res.,
No. 11.]
11.1
[Pub. Res., No.

Settlement of
of War
War
Settlement
Claims Act.
Claims
Act.
Time for
Time
making
applications
payapplications for payment,
ment, by
by American
American
claimants,
claimants, extended.
extended.
Vol.
47,
318,
Vol.
47, p.
p. 318,
amended.
amended.
Post, p.
p. 1019.
Post,

[CHAPTER 61.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
AN
ACT
To amend sections 4399, 4418,4428,4429,4430,4431,4432,4433,
4418, 4428, 4429, 4430, 4431, 4432, 4433, and and'
and I4434 of
the Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended,
amended, relating
construction and
and inspection
relating to the
the construction
inspection
of boilers, unfired pressure
pressure vessels, and the appurtenances
appurtenances thereof.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
in Congress
That sections
sections 4399,
4399,
4431, 4432,
4432, 4433,
4433, and
4418, 4428, 4429, 4430, 4431,
and 4434
4434 of
the Revised
Revised
of the
Statutes,
Statutes as amended
amended (U.S.C., title
46, sees.
secs. 361,
392, 406,
406, 407,
407, 408,
408,
title 46,
361, 392,
412), be,
be, and the
the same are hereby,
hereby, amended
409, 410,
410, 411, and 412),
to read
read
amended to
as follows:
follows:
as
""SE.
SEC. 4399. Every
Every vessel subject to inspection
inspection propelled in whole
or in
part by
by steam
steam or
or by
any other
other form
or electrical
electrical
or
in part
by any
form of
of mechanical
mechanical or
meaning of
of and
and
power shall be considered
considered a
a steam
steam vessel
vessel within
within the
the meaning
subject to all of the provisions of this Act: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
motor boats as defined in the Act of June
June 9, 1910,0,
1910, are exempt from
the
provisions of
of this
the provisions
this Act.
Act.
44 SEC.
EC.
4418. The
The local
local inspectors
also inspect,
before the
the same
c 4418.
inspectors shall
shall also
inspect, before
same
shall be
be used
used and
once at
at least
least in
in every
the boilers,
and once
every year
year thereafter,
thereafter, the
boilers,
unfired pressure
and appurtenances
also the
the propropressure vessels,
vessels, and
appurtenances thereof,
thereof, also
pelling and
and auxiliary
auxiliary machinery,
electrical apparatus
and equipment,
machinery, electrical
apparatus and
equipment,
to inspection;
of all vessels subject to
inspection; and
mspectors shall
satisfy
and the
the inspectors
shall satisfy
themselves
that the
the same
same are
in conformity
conformity
themselves by thorough examination
examination that
are in
regulations of
the board
of supervising
supervising
with law
law and the
the rules and regulations
of the
board of
inspectors, and may be safely employed
employed in the service
proposed.
service proposed.
No
pressure vessel,
vessel, or
appurtenances thereof
shall be
No boiler,
boiler, unfired
unfired pressure
or appurtenances
thereof shall
be
used if
if constructed
allowed to be used
constructed in
in whiole
whole or
in part
part of
of defective
defective
or in
material
material or which because
because of its form,
form, design,
age,
design, workmanship,
workmanship, age,
use, or for any other reason
reason is unsafe. At each annual inspection
inspection
all boilers, unfired
unfired pressure
steam piping
piping shall
be
pressure vessels,.
vessels and
and main
main steam
shall be
subjected to hydrostatic
other tests
tests as
may be
be prescribed
prescribed
subjected
hydrostatic tests
tests or such other
as may
by the board of supervising
inspectors. The
of the
hydrostatic
supervising inspectors
The ratio
ratio of
the hydrostatic
test
the maximum
maximum working
shall be
be determined
by action
action
test to
to the
working pressure
pressure shall
determined by
inspectors.
of the board of supervising inspectors.
'9S
So
in original.
original.
i In

13, 1933.
1933.
June 13,
1129.]
_[S.
[8.1129.]
[Public, No.
No. 40.]
[Public,
40.]

Construction and
and ininspection
of
boilers,
unfired pressure vessels,
etc.
4418
12.9., ses.
secs. 4399, 4418,
8
4428-4434, pp.
pp. 8.52,
442"-434,
852 856,
50.
858.
U.S.C.,
pp.
1489.
14 92, 1494-1495.
14"2a1494-1495.
Steam vessels defined.

Costruction
uneredpressurevessels

etCR

U.s.c.,

pp.

1489.

Proriso.
"Po,-o-

Motor boats exempt.
Motor
Vol. 36, p. 462; U.S.C.
vol.3,p.46;U.8.C.
p. 1508.
p 1508.
r s
Boilers, unfired ppresBolerse, eu
td
sure vessels, etc.
Vol. 33,
33, p. 1027.
Propelling and auxiliary machinery, electrical equipment,
equipment, etc.

vol. p. 1027.
Proeling udeaxtrical
etc.
Examination, etc.,
etc., to
Exdmination,
to
be made.

Defective
boilers, etc.

Defectlve vessels,
vessels

boilers et.

Hydrostatic tests.
Hyd^
Betio of, to ts
be pre-

scribed.

aibed.
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SESS.
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used to be
""Smo.
pressure vessels constructed
constructed
SEC. 4428. All boilers and unfired
unfired pressure
of iron
plates or
or other
for use
use on
on vessels
vessels
nspected,stamped,etc of
iron or
or steel
steel plates
other approved
approved metals
metals for
subject to
made of
material that
that has
has been
tested,
been tested,
shall be
be made
of material
to inspection
inspection shall
subject
inspected,
stamped in
in accordance
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of
inspected, and
and stamped
accordance with
this Act.
Act.
this
Punishment
for
Punishment for
" SEc.
"
SEC. 4429.
4429. Any person, firm, or corporation
corporation who
who constructs
constructs aa
faulty boiler,
boiler, etc.,
confaulty
etc., con,
.
.
,
, .l
,
,
struction.
boiler, or
or steam
pipe connecting
the boilers,
or an
an unfired
unfired pressure
pressure
connecting the
boilers, or
boiler,
steam pipe
trutio
etc.,
vessel
use on
on vessels
vessels subject
of iron
iron or
or steel
steel plates
plates
for use
subject to
to inspection,
inspection, of
vessel for
or other
other approved
which have
been duly
duly tested,
tested, inspected,
inspected,
have not
not been
metals which
approved metals
or
and stamped
according to
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act and
the requirerequireto the
provisions of
and the
and
stamped according
supervising inspectors;
inspectors; or who knowingly
knowingly
ments of the board
board of supervising
steam
the construction
construction of such boiler, steam
defective material
material in the
uses any defective
pipe, or
or pressure
pressure vessel;
or who
who drifts
drifts any rivet
hole to make it come
rivet hole
vessel; or
pipe,
fair;
who delivers
delivers any
any such
boiler, steam
pipe, or
vessel
such boiler,
steam pipe,
or pressure
pressure vessel
fair; or
or who
for
design, material,
material, or construcconstrucdefective in design,
for use, knowing it to be defective
Process other
other than
fined $1,000.
$1,000. Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall be so construed
than tion, shall be fined
riPtess
construed
riveting.
steam
such vessels any boiler, steam
as. to
to prevent from being used on such
generator, steam
steam pipe,
pipe, or
unfired
pressure vessel
which
may pot
.
be
generator,
or
unfired
pressure
vessel
which
may
not
be
Provisos.
constructed
of
riveted
iron
or
steel
plates:
Provided,
That
scientific
That
scientific
Provided,
plates:
Subject
to
approval
or
steel
Subject to approval constructed of riveted iron
of Board.
ofBoard.
board of supervising
data and facts
facts are submitted to enable the board
supervising
inspectors to
themselves that such
steam. generator,
generator, or
or
satisfy themselves
such boiler,
boiler, steam
inspectors
to satisfy
strength. and as safe from explosion
explosion as
pressure vessel is equal in strength
one of the best quality-of iron or steel plates
plates of riveted construction:
construction:
Temporary
Temporary permits. Provided,
Provided, however, That the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce may
may grant
grant
permission
unfired pressure
permission to use any boiler, steam generator,
generator, or unfired
vessel
not of
or steel
plate riveted
riveted construction
construction upon the
the
of iron
iron or
steel plate
vessel not
certificate
supervising inspector
inspector for the
certificate of
of the
the supervising
the district wherein
wherein such
such
boiler,
generator, or
pressure vessel
boiler, steam
steam generator,
or pressure
vessel is
is to
to be used,
used, and other
other
satisfactory
proof that
efficient, said
said
satisfactory proof
that the use of the same is safe and
and efficient,
board of
of
permit to
to *be valid
valid until
until the
the next
next regular
regular meeting
meeting of
of the board
shApproved
taproved seamless
spamless supervising
supervising inspectors
thereon: Provided
Provided further,
inspectors who shall act
act thereon:
further, That
That
such boilers, steam
pressure vessels
may be constructed
steam generators,
generators, or pressure
vessels may
constructed
with seamless shells or by means of any approved
method of welding
welding
approved method
governed by
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
the board
board of
of
governed
by the rules
rules and regulations
inspectors.
supervising inspectors.
Boiler plates, etc.,
material used in
or steel plates, or other material
All iron
iron or
"
SEC. 4430.
4430. All
in the
SSEC.
noiler plates ete.,
inspection.
construction
boilers or
or unfired
construction of boilers
unfired pressure vessels
use on
on vessels
vessels
vessels for
for use
subject to inspection
inspection shall be tested and inspected in such manner
manner
as shall be prescribed
board of supervising
prescribed by the board
supervising inspectors
and
inspectors and
Tensile stress, etc., approved
Tensile
approved by the
the Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, so as to enable
enable the inspecinspecto be tested.
b t
tensile strength,
tors to ascertain
ascertain the tensile
strength, homogeneity,
toughness, and
and
homogeneity, toughness,
tTse of unapproved
ability to
withstand the
the effect
effect of
repeated heating
heating and cooling; and
of repeated
to withstand
unaprioved ability
mse or
material
forbidden.
material shall be used in the construction
no plate or other material
construction of such
such
boilers or pressure vessels which
which has not been
been tested, inspected,
inspected, and
and
approved under
the rules
and regulations
regulations of
the board
of superapproved
under the
rules
and
of
the
board
of
superProviso.
Provided, however,
That small
small unfired
unfired pressure
pressure
inspectors: Provided,
however, That
1'urea
pres vising
visng inspector:
Small
unfired pressure
exempted. vessels.having diameters not exceeding
vessels exempted
sure vessels
exceeding thirty inches and subject to
to
aamaximum
maximum allowable
exceeding one hundred
allowable working pressure not exceeding
pounds per square inch
inch, shall be exempt from this requirement.
Inspection at
the
"
The
Director
of
the Bureau
Navigation and
and Steamboat
Steamboat InspecInspecof
the
Bureau of
of Navigation
the
Inspctio
at
"The
Director
mills, added.
tion
may, under
under the
direction of
of the
Secretary of
Commerce ,detail
det
ail
tion may,
the direction
the Secretary
of Commerce,
inspectors to
to inspect
inspectors
inspect iron
iron or
or other
other material
material at
at the
or steel
steel plates
plates or
the
Official stamp of apand if
suc h plates
pl at
es or matemat
eprfal
stamp of ap- mills where
same are
are manufactured;
manufactured; and
if such
where the in
proval.
accordance with the rules of the board
rial are found in
n accordance
board of supervising inspectors, the inspector
shall stamp
stamp the same
same with the
the initials
inspector shall
initials
of his name and the official
official stamp of the Bureau
Bureau of Navigation
Navigation and
and
of, 1by
lteastptace
log
i
Steamboat Inspection,
Inspection, which
which stamp shall
shall be authorized
authorized by the board
board
1 irs
)
tors.of, by Steamboat
of supervising
inspectors; and material
material so stamped shall be accepted
supervising inspectors;
accepted
by the local inspectors
inspectors of the various districts as being in full comcorn-

Material used to be
Material
inspected, stamped, etc.
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pliance with
sec ti on regar
di ng th
es tand
an d
pliance
with the requirements
requirements of
of this
this section
regarding
thee t
test
Provided, That
inspection of such plates
plates and material: Provided,
That any
any person,
person, Proviso.rfeiting et
Counterfeiting, etc.,
corporation who affixes
firm, or corporation
affixes any false, forged,
forged, fraudulent, spuri- stamp aafelony.
felony.r
Punishment for.
put on
ous, or counterfeit of the stamp
stamp herein authorized
authorized to be
be put
on by
by an Punishment
for
inspector shall be deemed guilty of a
a felony and shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
not
less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000 and imprisoned not less than
than
two years nor more than
than five
five years.
years.
boiler
"SEC.
"
SEC. 4431. Every plate of iron or steel, made for
in the
the concon- Stamping
for use in
Stamping boiler
plates.

struction
unfired pressure
struction of boilers,
boilers, unfired
or riveted
pipe
pressure vessels,
vessels, or
riveted steam
steam pipe

Pressure
Pressure

added.
shall be distinctly and permanently
permanently stamped
manufacturer added.
stamped by the manufacturer
thereof,
thereof, and, if practicable,
practicable, in such places
places that the
the marks
marks shall
shall be
be
left visible when such plates are assembled,
assembled, with the name of
of the
the
manufacturer,
manufacturer, and the minimum tensile strength in pounds
pounds per
per
square inch, and the inspectors
inspectors shall keep aa record in their
their office
office
of the stamps upon all plates, material, and
boilers which
and boilers
which they
they
inspect.
inspect.

vessels

vessels

Punishment for
"SEC.
who counterfeits,
"SEC. 4432. Any person, firm, or corporation who
counterfeits, or
or counste
ent fort
counterfeiting stamps
causes to be counterfeited,
marks.
counterfeited, any
marks or
stamps prescribed
any of
of the
the marks
or stamps
prescribed or
or marks.

for iron or steel plates or other material tested and inspected
inspected under
under
this Act, or who designedly
designedly stamps, or causes
causes to
to be
stamped falsely,
falsely,
be stamped
any such plates or material; and every person who stamps or
or marks,
or causes to be stamped or marked, any such plates or material
with
material with
the name or trade-mark
trade-mark of another, with the
the intent
intent to
mislead or
to mislead
or
deceive, shall be fined $2,000, and may in
in addition
addition thereto, at
at the
the
discretion
discretion of the court, be imprisoned
imprisoned not exceeding two years.
Pressure of steam
"SEC.
"S
EC. 4433. The board of supervising inspectors
inspectors is hereby al
" of steam
allowable.

empowered to prescribe
empowered
prescribe formulas, rules, and regulations
regulations for
for the
the Unored pre
Unfired pressure vesdesign, material,
unfired pressure
pressure vessels,
design,
material, and construction of boilers, unfired
vessels, sels and materials included.
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereof,
thereof, and steam piping for use on vessels subject cluded.
Formulas to deterof this
this Act.
to the provisions
provisions of
maximum working
working pressure
pressure shall
shall miFnoSrmlsdeterAct. The
The maximum
mine, prescribed.
be determined
determined by formulas prescribed
prescribed by the board of supervising
supervising
inspectors,
inspectors, and no such boiler, pressure vessel,
vessel, or appurtenance
thereof
thereof shall be designed or operated
operated where
where the factor
factor of safety
safety is
is
less than four: Provided,
Proided,That the minimum thickness and maximum Proviso.
valve
Pressure
of valves,
valves,
Pressure of
of
allowable working pressure of valves, fittings, and other appurtenances
appurtenances etc.
etc.
shall be determined
determined by formulas prescribed
by the
of superprescribed by
the board
board of
supervising
inspectors.
vising inspectors.
Thickness of plates,
" SEC.
44
EC. 4434. The maximum allowable
allowable thickness of shell plates and etc.n
of plat
etc.
Vol.
35, P.
p. 687.
the details of material,
material, design, and construction
construction of
externally fired
fired VoL 35,
of externally
687.
boilers shall be determined
determined by action of
of supervising
of the board of
supervising
inspectors."
inspectors."
inspectors."
Conflicting laws reConflicting
reAll laws or parts of laws which may conflict
conflict with
provisions pealed.
with the
the provisions
of this Act are hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved, June 13, 1933.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 62.]
AN ACT
ACT
To provide for the redemption of national-bank
national-bank notes, Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
notes, and Federal Reserve
Reserve notes which cannot be identified
identified as to the bank
of issue.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the

United
America in Coyess
Co ress assembled,
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That whenever
any national-bank notes, Federal Reserve
Reserve bank notes,
notes, or Federal
any

13, 1933.
June 13,
1933.
(S. 1634.]
1634.)
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 41.)
41.

S.

n iatimal

National bn
bank etc.,'
of
of

°
Redemption
Redemption

etc ,

d e ti
len tho r
Reserve notes
Treasurer of the United States 111,,Jc!n,den
Reserve
notes are presented to the Treasurer
.tlflab1e,
' Min"for redemption
redemption and such notes cannot be identified as to the bank
bank through
through which
which issued
of issue or the bank
Treasurer of
of the
issued,#.the
te Tasurer
the
United States may redeem
such
notes
under
such rules
and regularedee
suc notes
under.such
rules and
_
*
i , Aa
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Cancelatiou, etc.
Cancelation,
etc.

Sums charged against
against
Sums
deposits for retirement
deposits
of national bank, etc.,
notes.
notes.

Vol. 26, p.
p. 28g.
Vol.
289.
s.c., p.
.S.C.,
p. 267.

Vol. 38, p. 268.

u.S..,
p. 26.
U.S.C., p.
286.
Distri bution

of charges.
charges.ti

uio

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.

CHS.
62-64.
CHS. 62-64.

JUNE
13, 1933.
JUNE 13,
1933.

tions as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and the
the notes
notes
so
redeemed shall
shall be
forwarded to
to the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
Currency
so redeemed
be forwarded
the Currency
for cancelation
cancelation and destruction.
destruction.
SEC.
National-bank notes and Federal Reserve
S
EC. 2. National-bank
Reserve bank notes
notes
redeemed
Treasurer of the United States
redeemed by the Treasurer
States under
under this Act
shall be charged
charged against the balance
balance of deposits for the retirement
retirement

of
national-bank notes
notes and
notes under
under the
the
of national-bank
and Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank notes
provisions of section 6
entitled "An
"An Act
Act directing
directing the
the
6 of the Act entitled
purchase of silver bullion and the
Treasury notes
the issue
issue of Treasury
notes thereon,
and
for other
purposes ",
", approved
1890 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
and for
other purposes
approved July
July 14,
14, 1890
12,
sec. 122),
122), and
section 18
Reserve Act
Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
and section
18 of the Federal
Federal Reserve
title
12, sec. 445);
charges for Federal
445) ;and charges
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes redeemed
redeemed by
the
Treasurer of
the United
States under
under this
this Act
be apporapporthe Treasurer
of the
United States
Act shall
shall be
tioned among
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
among the twelve
twelve Federal
banks in
proportion to
to
in proportion
the amount
amount of Federal
notes of each Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank
Federal Reserve notes
in circulation
circulation on the 31st day of December
December of the
the year
year preceding the
the
date of redemption,
apportioned to'
to each
each bank
bank
redemption, and
and the amount
amount so
so apportioned
shall be charged
charged by the Treasurer of the United
against
United States against
deposit
deposit in the gold-redemption
gold-redemption fund made
bank or
made by such
such bank
or its
its
Federal Reserve
Reserve agent.
Federal
agent.
Approved, June
Julie 13,
13, 1933.
1933.

[CHAPTER 63.]
June 13, 1933.
[H.R. 311.1
3511.]
[H.R.
[Public,
iPublic, No.
No. 42.]

Ouachita National
Forest, Ark.
Game refuge within,
created.

Administrative
Administrative regulations to be made.

AN ACT
ACT

a game refuge
refuge in the Ouachita National Forest in the
To authorize
authorize the creation
creation of a
State of Arkansas.
State

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
House of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembleJe,
United States
assembled, That
That for
for the
the purpurpose of providing
places and
providing breeding
breeding places
and for
for the
the protection
and adminadminprotection and
istration
istration of
of game
animals, birds,
and fish,
the President
President of
of the
the United
United
game animals,
birds, and
fish, the
States is
States
hereby authorized,
authorized, upon
upon the
recommendation of
of the
the SecreSecreis hereby
the recommendation
tary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to
to establish
establish by
by public
public proclamation
proclamation certain
certain
specified
areas within the
specified areas
Forest as
game
the Ouachita
Ouachita National
National Forest
as game
sanctuaries
sanctuaries and
and refuges.
refuges.
SEc.
the Secretary
Secretary of
S
EC. 2. That the
the proviproviof Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall execute
execute the
sions of this Act, and he is hereby authorized
authorized to
all general
to prescribe
prescribe all
general
regulations for the administration
of such
rules and regulations
administration of
such game
game sanctuaries
sanctuaries
and
and violation
violation of
of such
regulations shall
shall be
be
and refuges,
refuges, and
such rules
rules and
and regulations
imprisonment for
punished byfine
by fine of not more than
than $500
$500 or
or imprisonment
for not
not more
more
than six
months or
or both.
than
six months
both.
Approved,
June 13,
Approved, June
13, 1933.
1933.
[CHAPTER 64.1
[CHAPTER
64.]

Yune 13, 1933.
1933.
June
[H.
R. 5240.1
52404
[H. R.
Public, No. 43.]
[Pubelic,

Home Owners' Loan
Act
of 1933.
Loan
Act
of
Definitions.
Definitions.

"Board."

AN ACT
ACT

To provide emergency
emergency relief
relief with respect to home
home mortgage
mortgage indebtedness, to
to
refinance
refinance home mortgages, to extend relief to the owners of homes occupied
occupied
by them and who are unable
unable to amortize
amortize their
their debt elsewhere,
elsewhere, to amend
amend the
Federal Home Loan
increase the market
Loan Bank Act, to increase
market for obligations of the
United States
States and for other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That this Act
Act may
be cited as the ""Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Act of
of 1933."
1933."
Loan Act
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
S
EC. 2.
As used
used in
in this
this ActAct—
SEc.
2. As
(a) The term "Board"
"Board" means
means the
the Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank
Bank
Board created under the Federal
Loan Bank Act.
Federal Home Loan
Act.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. I.
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SESS.

CH.
CH. 64.

(b) The
The term
"Corporation" means
Owners' Loan
means the Home Owners'
term "Corporation"
(b)
Corporation created
created under section
4 of this Act.
section 4
Corporation
a first mortgage on real
(c)
The term
home mortgage
mortgage"" means a
term ""home
(c) The
estate in fee simple or on a
aleasehold
leasehold under aarenewable lease for not
estate
a dwelling
less
ninety-nine years,
years,. upon
upon which
which there is located a
than ninety-nine
less than
for
more than
four families,
used by the owner as aahome or held
families, used
than four
not more
for not
by
him as
as his
and having
having a
exceeding $20,000;
$20,000;
a value
value not exceeding
homestead, and
his homestead,
by him
and the
the term
first mortgage"
mortgage" includes
classes of first liens
such classes
includes such
"first
term "
and
the
as are
commonly given
secure advances
advances on
real estate under the
on real
to secure
given to
are commonly
as
laws of
of the
the State
State in
in which
the real
real estate
estate is
is located, together with
which the
laws
the credit
secured thereby.
instruments, if any, secured
credit instruments,
the
(d)
term "association"
"association " means
means a
Savings and Loan
Loan
Federal Savings
a Federal
The term
(d) The
5 of this
Association
chartered by
the Board
provided in section 5
as provided
Board as
by the
Association chartered
Act.
REPEAL
DIRECT LOAN
LOAN PROVISION
PROVISION
OF DIRECT
REPEAL OF

129
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"
Corporation. "
"Corporation."
"
Home
"Home

mortgage."
mortgage."

"
First mortgage."
mortgage."
"First

"
Association."
"Association."

Federal Home Loan
Federal
OF
HOME LOAN
LOAN BANK
Bank Act.
BANK ACT Bank
FEDERAL HOME
OF FEDERAL

3. Subsection
section 4
4 of
of the
Federal Home Loan
the Federal
of section
(d) of
Subsection (d)
SEC. 3.
Bank Act
Act (providing
for direct
direct loans
loans to
to home
owners) is
hereby
is hereby
home owners)
(providing for
Bank
repealed.
repealed.
SEC.

CORPORATION
CREATION
OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
HOME OWNERS'
OF HOME
CREATION OF

Repeal of direct loan
Repeal
provision.
provision.
727,
Vol. 47, p. 727,
repealed.
repealed.
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Home
Corporation.
Corporation.

Creation
of,
a
Szc. 4.
4. (a)
Board is
hereby authorized
authorized and
asg
CreationStatesof agent
create United
to create
directed to
and directed
is hereby
The Board
(a) The
SEC.
under direction,
direction, etc.,
et
under
a
corporation
to
be
known
as
the
Home
Owners'
Loan
Corporation,
Corporation,
Loan
Owners'
a corporation to be known as the Home
of the Board.
which
States, which shall of the Board
the United States
of the
instrumentality of
an instrumentality
be an
shall be
which shall
506.
p. 56.
Po, p.
of competent Post,
in any court Of
sued in
have authority
to sue
to be
be sued
and to
sue and
authority to
have
jurisdiction,
Federal
or
State,
and
which
shall
be
under
direction
the
under
be
shall
which
and
State,
or
jurisdiction, Federal
of the
and operated
it under
under such
bylaws, rules, and regusuch bylaws,
by it
operated by
Board and
the Board
of
to
members to
lations
it may
the purposes
purposes Board members
of the
accomplishment of
the accomplishment
for the
prescribe for
may prescribe
as it
lations as
Boaitutmeboard
and
intent of
of this
this section.
The members
members of
the Board
board to
of
Board shall con- constitute
of the
section. The
and intent
directors of
of CorporaCorporastitute
board of
of directors
of the
Corporation and shall serve as drectors
the Corporation
directors of
the board
stitute the
tion.
such
directors without
without additional
additional compensation.
t
ete
compensation.
such directors
Determination of
amount, auminthioried
authorized
(b) The
shall determine
determine the
the minimum
minimum amount
of capital amount,
amount of
Board shall
The Board
(b)
stock.
stock
of the
the Corporation
Corporation and
and is
is authorized
increase such
capital stock.
capital capital
such capital
to increase
authorized to
stock of
not Subscriptions
stock from
from time
such amounts
Subscriptions by Sec
Secbut not
necessary, but
be necessary,
as may
may be
amounts as
in such
time in
to time
time to
stock
of the Treasury.
the Treasury.
retary of
be sub- retary
to
aggregate $200,000,000.
$200,000,000. Such
Such stock
shall be
stock shall
the aggregate
in the
exceed in
to exceed
scribed for
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury on behalf of the United
by the
for by
scribed
States,
and payments
payments for
for such
such subscriptions
subscriptions shall be subject to call
States, and
in whole
or in
part by
by the
Board and shall be made at such time or Receipts as evidence
the Board
in part
whole or
in
eidenhicp
of stock asw
ownership.
advisable. The Cor- ofRek
times as
as the
the Secretary
the Treasury
deems advisable.
Treasury deems
of the
Secretary of
times
receipts
poration
shall
issue
to
the
Secretary
Treasury
for
payTreasury
the
of
poration shall issue to the Secretary
made
tobe
ments by
him for
on account
account of
such stock,
such receipts
receipts shall Payments
stock, and such
of such
or on
for or
Payments to
be made
by him
ments
by allocations
allocations from
from
be
evidence of
the stock
ownership of
of the
United States.
States. In
In order by
the United
stock ownership
of the
be evidence
Reconstruction
Financoorporation.
nance
Corporation.
when
to
enable
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
to
make
such
payments
payments
such
make
to
Treasury
the
of
to enable the Secretary
called, the
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation is authorized
authorized and
and
Reconstruction Finance
called,
directed to
allocate and
make available to the Secretary of the Treasand make
to allocate
directed
ury
the sum
sum of
of $200,000,000,
so much
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, Notes,
Notsetc.,ofCorpothereof as
much thereof
or so
$200,000,000, or
ury the
etc., of Corpominesed.
ration increased.
and for
for such
the amount
debentures, or ration
notes, bonds, debentures,
the notes,
of the
amount of
purpose the
such purpose
and
47
Vol.
P
,' p.
Vo ded 47,
Corporation amended.
other such
obligations which the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
such obligations
other
9 of the Reconstruction
authorized and empowered under section 9
Reconstruction
is authorized
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act, as amended, to have outstanding
outstanding at any
one
necessary.
increased by such amounts as may be necessary.
hereby increased
is hereby
time, is
one time,
Corporation authorsth-s
coroaon
(c)
Corporation is authorized
authorized to issue bonds in
m an aggregate
aggregate ised
The Corporation
(c) The
to issue interest
bearing
bonds.
amount not
$2,000,000,000, which may be sold by the bexbona
exceed $2,000,000,000,
to exceed
not to
amount
Post, m .
o. 643, 12E3.
.a
PiPP- 6oi s maout the purposes of this Denonunatioas,
Corporation to
obtain funds
carrying out
for carrying
funds for
to obtain
Corporation
turity,
etc.
trity
shall
bonds
provided.
section,
or
exchanged
as
hereinafter
hereinafter
Such
shall
be
as
exchanged
or
section,
denominations as the Board shall prescribe, shall
issued in such denominations
than eighteen
mature
aperiod of not more than
eighteen years from the date
mature within a
aentum
4 per centum
exceea 4
rate not to excesid
of
their issue,
shall bear interest at aarate
issue, shall
of their

M
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guar- per annum,
shall be fully and unconditionally
guaranteed as to
annum and
unconditionally guaranteed
,
interest only by the United
United States, and
guaranty shall be
interest
and such guaranty
be
Interest provisions.
provisions.
Interest
expressed on the face
face thereof. In the event that the Corporation
Corporation shall
when due,
the interest
interest on
be unable
unable to pay
pay upon demand, when
due, the
on any
any such
such
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
to the
the Corporation
bonds, the Secretary
Secretary of
shall pay
pay to
Corporation
such interest,
is hereby
hereby authorized
approthe amount
amount of
of such
interest, which
which is
authorized to
to be
be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
of such
to the
the
and the Corporation shall pay the
the amount
amount of
such interest
interest to
holders of the bonds.
payment of such interest by
bonds. Upon the
the payment
by the
the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury the amount
amount so paid shall become an obliSecretary
gation to the United States of the Corporation
Corporation and shall bear interest at the same rate as that borne by the
the bonds
bonds upon which
which the interest
interest
Bonds to be tax ex- has been so paid.
The bonds issued
issued by the Corporation
Corporation under this
empt.
subsection
principal and interest, from
subsection shall be exempt, both
both as to principal
taxation (except
all taxation
(except surtaxes,
surtaxes, estate, inheritance,
inheritance, and gift
gift taxes)
taxes) now
now
hereafter imposed by the United States or any District,
or hereafter
District, Terridependency, or possession thereof,
tory, dependency,
thereof, or by any State
county,
State,.,county,

Unconditional
Unconditional
anty- of interest.
anti'
interest,

gli9X-

corporation, includinduct. municipality,
local taxing
authority. The
Corporation, including
including
municipality, or
or local
taxing authority.
The Corporation,
its franchise,
franchise, its capital, reserves
reserves and surplus, and
loans and
and
and its
its loans
Real
property
income,
be
taxation;
any
that
exempt
from
such
taxation;
except
shall
likewise
be
income,
exReal
cepted.
real property
property of
the Corporation
Corporation shall
subject to
taxation to
to the
the
real
of the
shall be
be subject
to taxation
its value,
value, as
as other
other real
is taxed.
taxed.
same extent, according
according to its
real property
property is
Exchange of CorpoErathboneforopoa period of three
three years
years after
ration
bonds
home
(d) The Corporation
Corporation is authorized, for a
after
ration
bonds for
for home
mortgages,
the date of enactment
mortgages, etc.
(1) to
exchange for
enactment of this Act, (1)
to acquire in exchange
for
bonds issued by it, home mortgages
mortgages and other obligations and liens
secured by real estate (including the interest
interest of
of a
a vendor
vendor under a
a
purchase-money mortgage
purchase-money
mortgage or contract) recorded
recorded or filed in
proper
in the
the proper
office or executed prior to the date of the enactment of this
Act, and
and
this Act,
cash
(2) in connection with any such exchange,
exchange, to make
make advances in cash
advances, for to pay the taxes and assessments
assessments on the real estate, to provide for
for
Cash advances,
tax payments, repairs,
and incidentals,
necessary
and make
make necessary
necessary repairs,
to meet
meet the
the inciinciincidentals
necessary maintenance
maintenance and
repairs, to
dental expenses
expenses of the transaction, and to pay such amounts, not
not
$50, to the holder of the mortgage, obligation, or lien
exceeding $50,
between the
the face
the
acquired as may
may be the
the difference
difference between
face value
value of
of the
bonds exchanged
exchanged plus accrued interest thereon and the purchase
Total advance not to price
price of
of the
the mortgage,
mortgage, obligation,
or lien.
The face
face value
value of
of the
the
obligation, or
lien. The
Totaladvancenotto
exceed 80 percent of
homedvalue.
vasre.t
of bonds so exchanged
accrued interest
interest thereon
thereon and
borne
exchanged plus accrued
and the
the cash
cash so
so
advanced
advanced shall not exceed in any case $14,000,
814,000, or 80
of
80 per centum of
the value of the real estate as determined by an appraisal
appraisal made by
by
the Corporation,
Corporation, whichever
whichever is the smaller. In any case in which
the
plus accrued
accrued
the amount
amount of the face
face value
value of the
the bonds exchanged
exchanged plus
interest thereon and the cash advanced is less than the amount
amount the
the
mortgage or
home owner owes
owes with
with respect to the
the home
home mortgage
or other
other oblibligation or lien so acquired
acquired by the Corporation, the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall
credit the difference between such amounts to the home owner and
shall reduce the amount owed by the home owner to the Corporation
Acquired mortgage
or other
obligation
or lien
so
beqUred
aatg
g to that extent. Each home mortgage
mortga geor
oth er o
bli gati on or
li en so
carried as
£13 a
a first
totoibe
errfied
first
fi
a home
home mortmortshall
be
carried
as
a
first
lien
or
refinanced
lien or be re
nanced; acquired shall
refinanced;
afirst
lien
or
refinanced as a
basis,
basis.
gage
by the
Corporation on
on the
the basis
of the
the price
price paid
paid therefor
the
gage by
the Corporation
basis of
therefor by
by the
Amortization
ments.
Pay- Corporation,
and shall
shall be
be amortized
amortized by
Amortization payCorporation, and
by means o
offmonthly.
monthly payments
payments
sufficient to
the interest
interest and
and principal
period of
of not
sufficient
to retire
retire the
principal within
within aa period
not
to
exceed
fifteen
years;
but
the
amortization
payments
of
any
home
Different
periods
to
exceed
fifteen
years;
but
the
amortization
payments
of
any
home
Different periods allowed.
owner
be made
made quarterly,
quarterly, semiannually,
semiannually, or
or annually,
annually, if
in the
the
Domeed.
owner may
may be
if in
judgment
of
the
Corporation
the
situation
of
the
home
owner
requires
owner
requires
judgment of the Corporation the situation of the home
Inkme
paid it.
Interest on
the unpaid
unpaid b
al
ance o
the o
bli gati
on of
of the
the home
home
it. Interest
terest on unnpaid
on the
balance
offthe
obligation
balance.
owner
to
the
shall
be
at
a
rate
exceeding
5
Corporation
a
not
exceeding
5
per
Extensions.
Extensions.
centum per
per annum.
centum
annum. The
The Corporation
Corporation may at any time grant an
extension of time to any home owner for the payment
payment of any installinstallment of principal or interest owed by him to the Corporation if, in
orporation
ing resources.
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the judgment
Corporation, the
the circumstances
of the
the home
home
circumstances of
the Corporation,
of the
the
judgment of
owner and
and the
the condition
justify such
such extension,
and
extension, and
security justify
of the
the security
condition of
owner
no payment
any installment
installment of
principal shall be required
required during
during
of principal
of any
no
payment of
the
period of
three years
if the
takes effect if
this Act
Act takes
the date
date this
years from
from the
of three
the period
home
shall not
default with
with respect
respect to
to any
any other
condiother condinot be
be in
in default
owner shall
home owner

Condition.

Condition.

"Real estate" deestate" de,dRea
tion
covenant of
his mortgage.
mortgage. As
As used
subsection, the
used in this subsection,
of his
or covenant
tion or
fined.
term "real
"real estate"
includes only
estate held
held in
fee simple
or
in fee
simple or
real estate
only real
estate" includes
term
on aaleasehold
lease renewable
ninety-nine
less than ninety-nine
renewable for not less
under a
a lease
leasehold under
on
years, upon
upon which
which there
located aadwelling
dwelling for
than four
four
not more
more than
for not
there is
is located
years,
families
used by
as aahome
home or
or held
homestead
a homestead
him as a
held by him
the owner
owner as
by the
families used
Default by municiDefault
municidiscrimination shall pality,
exceeding $20,000. No discrimination
a value not exceeding
and having a
etc,
affect
not to
affect
etc, by
mortgage.
be
made
under
this
Act
against
any
home
mortgage
by
reason
of
of
mortgage.
by
reason
mortgage
any
home
against
this
Act
be made under
the fact
fact that
that the
the real estate securing
located in aa
is located
securing such mortgage is
the
municipality,
or taxing
taxing district
which is
in default
default upon
upon
is in
district which
county, or
municipality county,
obligations.
any of
of its
its obligations.
Cash loans on unen
(e) The
Corporation is
further authorized,
authorized, for
for a
period of
Cashloans
onuen
a period
of three
three cumbered
(e)
The Corporation
is further
property.
years from
from the
the date
loans in
in cash cumberedproperty.
make loans
Act, to make
of this
this Act,
of enactment
enactment of
date of
years
subject to
the same
for the same purposes for which
and for
same limitations
limitations and
to the
subject
cash advances
may be
(d) of
section, in
this section,
of this
under subsection
subsection (d)
be made
made under
advances may
cash
cases where
property is
otherwise encumbered;
encumbered; but
Maximum.
no such Maximum.
but no
is not
not otherwise
where the
the property
cases
property securing
per centum of the value of the property
shall exceed
exceed 50 per
loan shall
the
appraisal made by the Corporation.
Corporation. Security.
as determined
determined upon an appraisal
the same
same as
Each
recorded home mortgage, Conditions.
c`ndittons.
a duly recorded
loan shall be
be secured by a
Each such
such loan
and shall
shall be
be subject to the
rate and shall
at the same rate
bear interest
interest at
shall bear
and
provisions with respect to amortization
extensions as are
amortization and extensions
same provisions
applicable in
in the
the case
case of
refinanced under
subsection (d)
(d)
under subsection
of obligations
obligations refinanced
applicable
of this section.
Cash advances when
Cashagdvanceswhen
three mortgagee,
(f) The Corporation
(f)
Corporation is further
further authorized, for aa period
period of
of three
etc.,doesnot
mortgagee etc.,doesnot
accept
Corporation
years from
from the
date of
enactment of
of this
this Act,
in any
case in
Corporation
acceptin exchange,
in which
which bonds
any case
Act, in
of enactment
the date
years
and
ownercanger
unableando
to
mortgage or other obligation
obligation or lien eligible home
hondmeS
home mortgage
the holder of aa home
borrow elsewhere.
for
of this
section does
accept borrow elsewhere.
does not
not accept
this section
(d) of
subsection (d)
under subsection
exchange under
for exchange
exchange as provided in such subin exchange
of the Corporation
Corporation in
the bonds of
owner
section
Corporation finds that the home owner
section and in which the Corporation
cannot
ordinary lending agencies, to make cash
cannot obtain aa loan from ordinary
Limitation.
advances to
such home
home owner
owner in
an amount
not to
to exceed
40 per
per Limitation.
exceed 40
amount not
in an
to such
advances
centum
of the
the value of the property for the purposes specified in such
centum of
Security.
by a
a duly
subsection
Each such
such loan
duly recorded
recorded Securlty.
be secured
secured by
shall be
loan shall
(d). Each
subsection (d).
home
which
home mortgage and shall bear interest at aa rate of interest which
shall
United States, but which in no
uniform throughout the United
shall be uniform
Provisions respectevent
of 6
centum per
and shall
be iPraovions
rspectshall be
per annum,
annum, and
6 per
per centum
a rate
rate of
shall exceed
exceed a
event shall
ing amortization,
etc.
subject
to the
same provisions
provisions with
respect to
to amortization
amor
on, etc
and
amortization and
with respect
the same
subject to
extensions
under
in cases
cases of obligations refinanced under
applicable in
as are
are applicable
extensions as
subsection (d) of this section.
Cash advances for
(g)
Corporation is
Credh
tioofof forefor
authorized, for aa period of three redemption
is further authorized,
(g) The Corporation
closed
homes.
homes.
bonds closed
to exchange
years from
date of
the enactment
of this
this Act,
exchange bonds
Act, to
enactment of
the date
of the
years
from the
Post, p. MS.
and to
to advance
cash, subject
subject to
the limitations
limitations provided
in subsecsubsec- P, p. 645.
provided in
to the
advance cash,
and
section, to redeem
redeem or recover
recover homes lost by the owntion (d)
(d) of this section,
ers by foreclosure or forced sale by aa trustee under aa deed of trust
or under power
power of attorney, or by voluntary
voluntary surrender to the mortgagee within
two years
years prior
to such
such exchange
or advance.
advance.
exchange or
prior to
gagee
within two
Rules for appraising,
a
(h)
shall make
make rules
rules for
the appraisal
of the
the property
te,
foreppmg
property etc.,
appraisal of
for the
(h) The
The Board
Board shall
directed.
on
under this
accomplish the
so as to accomplish
this section so
which loans are made under
on which
purposes of this Act.
Corporation
bonds
(i)
indebted to
to the
the Corporation
Corporation may
make payment
(i) Any
Any person
person indebted
may make
payment accepted
acrporapmtion
nd
in payment.
to
which shall be
it of its bonds which
in full by delivery to it
part or
or in
it in part
to it
accepted
purpose at face value.
for such purpose
accepted for
Personal services
ad. s*rvic
(j)
select, employ, and fix authorised.
Corporation shall have power to select,
(j) The Corporation
compensation of
employees, attorneys, or agents as
officers, employees,
of such officers,
the compensation
shall
Act,
under this Act,
of its duties under
the performance
performance of
for the
sll be
be necessary
necessary for
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provisions of other laws applicable
without regard to the provisions
applicable to
to the
the
employment or compensation
compensation of officers,
officers, employees, attorneys,
attorneys, or
or
agents of the United States. No such
employee, attorney,
attorney, or
such officer,
officer, employee,
or
agent shall be paid compensation
compensation at a
a rate in excess of
of the rate
rate
provided by law in the case of
members of
of the
The
of the
the members
the Board.
Board. The
Franking privilege.
privilege.
Franking
Corporation shall be entitled to the free use of the United States
Corporation
mails for its official business
business in the same manner as
as the
the executive
executive
Expenditures
auth- departments
penditures authdetermine its necessary
departments of the Government,
Government, and shall determine
necessary
orized.
expenditures
expenditures under this Act and the manner in which they shall be
incurred, allowed, and paid, without regard
regard to the provisions of
of any
any
Division of expenses.
expenses. other law governing
Divisionof
expenditure of public funds. The Corpoother law
the expenditure
ration shall pay such proportion
proportion of the salary and expenses of
of the
members of the Board and of its officers
officers and employees
employees as the Board
Board
Federal Home Loan
oa
may determine
be equitable,
equitable, and
and may
may use
use the
Federal
Fedeaile
me L n may
determine to
to be
the facilities
facilities of
of Federal
Bank
facilities.
Home
Home Loan Banks, upon making reasonable
reasonable compensation
compensation therefor
therefor
as
as determined
determined by the Board.
Administrative rules,
eAdmintrativeries
(k) The Board is authorized to make
bylaws ' rules
rules and
and
make such
such bylaws,
etc.
Corporation bonds,
regulations,
inconsistent
th
e p
rov i
si
ons of
ofthi
s section,
Corporation
bonds,
regulations,
not
inconsistent
with
the
provisions
this
section,
as
etc., retirement.
post, D.p.
may be necessary for the proper conduct of the affairs
the Corpoaffairs of
Post,
p. 647.
of the
Corporation. The Corporation
Corporation is further authorized
authorized and directed to retire
and cancel the bonds and stock of the Corporation
Corporation as rapidly as the
resources
resources of the Corporation will permit. Upon the retirement
retirement of
of
such stock, the reasonable value thereof
thereof as determined
determined by the
Board
the Board
shall be paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States and
and the
the receipts
Liquidation
proceed- issued therefor shall be canceled.
LiquidationproceedThe Board shall proceed to liquitherefor
ings.
date
date the Corporation
Corporation when its purposes have been accomplished,
accomplished, and
and
shall pay any surplus or accumulated
accumulated funds into the Treasury of the
Payment of divi- United States.
The Corporation
Corporation may declare
declare and pay such dividends.
d Pod,
dsp.
, P. 644 .
dends to the United States as may be earned and as in the judgment
judgment
of the Board it is proper for the Corporation
Corporation to pay.
pay.
Pay
limitation.
Paylimitation.

Federal Savings
and
Federal
Savings and
Loan Associations.
Associations.

rpose of
oorganizaPurposes
organization, operation, etc.

P'DERAL. SAVINGS
FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND
AND LOAN
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS

o
SE
S
EC. 5. (a) In order to provide local mutual
thrift institutions
mutual thrift
institutions
in which
people may
may invest their funds and in order to provide for
in
which people
the financing
financing of homes, the Board is authorized, under such rules and
regulations as it may prescribe,
prescribe, to provide for the organization,
incorporation, examination, operation,
operation, and regulation of associations
associations
Designation,
powers, to be known as "Federal
Designation, powers,
Savings and
Associations",
to be known as "Federal Savings
and Loan
Loan Associations
", and to
eta.
ec
issue charters therefor,
therefor, giving primary consideration to the best
practices of local mutual thrift and home
home-financing
financing institutions in
the United States.
Capital.
Capital.
(b)
(b) Such associations shall raise their capital only in the form of
Retirement
of shar
Betirementofshares.
payments on such shares as are authorized
charter,, which
authorized in their charter
Limitation.
Limitation.
shares may be retired as is
No deposits
i
s therein
th ere i
n provided.
atall be
be
deposits shall
certificates of indebtedness shall be issued except
accepted and no certificates
except
for such borrowed money as may be authorized by regulations of
the Board.
Board.
Loans;
Loans; security.
seurity.
(c)
Such associations
(c) Such
associations shall lend their funds only on the security
of their shares or on the security of first liens upon homes or combination of homes and business property within fifty miles of their
Provisos.
on on any home office:
Proism
Provided,That not more than $20,000 shall be loaned on
office :Provided,
on
Maximum,
one
parcel.
one
parcel.
the security of aafirst lien upon any one such property; except that
that
Other real estate.
therrealestet.
not exceeding 15 per centum
cent= of the assets of such association
may be
be
association may
Each secured by first
iachhsecuredby
rst loaned on other improved real estate
estate without regard to said $20,000
$20,000
limitation,
limitation and without regard
regard to said fifty-mile limit, but secured by
Investment
sastmon
ast
as
lien thereon:
4s- first lien
Ihereon And provided
further, That
That any
any portion
portion of
oided further,
sociation
assets.
of the
the
assets of such associations may be invested in
obligations of
the
in obligations
of the
United States or the stock or bonds of aaFederal
Federal Home Loan Bank.

tionoperationtS,
a
.
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reorganiza(d)
have full
(d) The Board
Board shall
shall have
full power
to provide
rules and
and Rules
power to
provide in
in the
the rules
Rules forror
reoganizetion, etc., authorized.
regulations herein authorized
authorized for the reorganization,
reorganization, consolidation,
consolidation,
etaorzed
merger, or liquidation of such associations,
associations, including
including the power to
to
appoint a
a conservator
charge of
the affairs
affairs of
of
conservator or aa receiver to
to take
take charge
of the
any such association, and to require an
the
an equitable readjustment
readjustment of
of the
capital structure of the same; and
and to
to release
release any
any such association
association from
from
such control and
and permit its further operation.
Provisions for
for grant(e)
(e) No
shall be granted
granted except
except to
of good
good characNo charter
charter shall
to persons
persons of
charac- Provisions
granting charters.
ter and responsibility, nor
unless in
nor unless
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Board
Board a
a ing ch arte rs .
necessity
necessity exists for such an institution
institution in
community to be
in the
the community
be served,
served,
nor unless there is aareasonable
probability of
reasonable probability
of its usefulness
usefulness and
and success, nor unless the same can be established
established without
without undue
undue injury
injury to
to
thrift and
home-financing instiproperly conducted existing local thrift
and home-financing
institutions.
Incorporated associa(f) Each such association, upon its incorporation,
become incorporatedassociaincorporation, shall become
tion as member of Fedautomatically
automatically a
a member
member of
the Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank
the eralHomeeLoan°Bank.
of the
Bank of
of the
eral Rome Loan Bank.
district in which it
located, or if
require and
and the
the
it is located,
if convenience
convenience shall
shall require
Board approve,
approve, shall become a
member of a
Federal Home
a member
a Federal
Home Loan
Loan
Bank of an adjoining
adjoining district. Such associations
for
associations shall qualify for
such membership
membership in the manner
manner provided
provided in the Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan
Bank Act with respect to other members.
members.
Secretary authorized
(g) The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized on behalf of the toSeBrcrtho
to subscribe for association preferred stock.
stock.
United States to subscribe
subscribe for preferred
associations tionpreferred
preferred shares in such associations
Post, pp. 279, 647.
which shall be preferred
preferred as to the assets of the association
association and which
which Pd' pp' 279'
shall be entitled to a
earned, after payment
a dividend,
dividend, if earned,
payment of expenses
expenses
and provision for reasonable
other
reasonable reserves,
reserves, to the same extent as other
shareholders. It
duty of
Secretary of
of the
shareholders.
It shall be the duty
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury
to subscribe
subscribe for such preferred
preferred shares upon the request of the Board;
Board;
Limitations.
s
but the subscription
subscription by him to the shares of any
association shall
shall Limitation
any one
one association
not exceed $100,000,
$100,000, and no such subscription shall be
be called
called for
for unless
unless
in the judgment of the Board the funds are necessary for the encourencouragement of local home financing
financing in
the community
community to
be served
in the
to be
served and
and
for the reasonable
reasonable financing
financing of homes in such community. Payment
Payment
on such shares may be called from time to time by the
the association,
association,
subject to the approval
approval of the Board and the Secretary
Secretary of
of the TreasNot to
to exceed
exceed aaggreury;;but the
the amount
amount .gpaid
in. by
by .the
ury
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the
Treasury shall
shall gate
of the
Treasury
Not
gre* .
.
. .
,
ate shares
sharem of
of all
all other
holders.
at no time exceed
exceed the
the amount
amount paid
by all
all other
other shareholders,
paid in
in by
shareholders, and
and holders.
the aggregate amount of shares held by the Secretary
Treasury
Secretary of the Treasury
shall not exceed at any time the aggregate
aggregate amount of shares held
held by
by
Sum authorized.
enable the
all other shareholders.
shareholders. To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to Sumnauthoried.
make such subscriptions
subscriptions when called there is hereby
authorized to be
hereby authorized
be
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise approappropriated,
priated, the sum of $100,000,000
$100,000,000, to be immediately
immediately available
available and to
to
Receipts.
until expended.
expended. Each
Each such
remain available
available until
such association
association shall
shall issue
issue Receipts.
receipts for such payments by the Secretary
such
Secretary of the Treasury in such
form as may be approved
approved by the Board, and such receipts
receipts shall be
evidence of the interest
interest of the United States in such preferred
preferred shares
shares Provision
ovisionretiring
for retiring
association shall preferred shares held
to the extent of the amount so paid. Each such association
CrS
err
ecredtary.
8
make provision for the retirement
retirement of its preferred
preferred shares held by the b Se ta" ySecretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and beginning at the
expiration of five
the expiration
years from the time of the investment
investment in such shares, the association
association
shall set aside one third of the receipts from
from its
its investing
borinvesting and
and borrowing shareholders
of such
such retirement.
rowing
shareholders to be used for the purpose of
retirement.
Such shares retired
In case of the liquidation of any such association
association the shares held by atSh'in
ev'et of
oStiqui
at par in event
liquiton
dation.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury shall be retired at par before
before any pay- da
ments are made to other shareholders.
shareholders.
tc
(h)
ssoetion, eetc.,
.,
h) Such associations,
associations, including their franchises, capital, reserves, toAssociation,
be tax tree.
income shall be exempt from all
and surplus, and their loans
loans and income,
taxatio now
imposed by the United
United States, and all shares
share
taxation
now or hereafter imposed
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of such
associations shall
shall be
be exempt
both as
their value
value and
and the
the
of
such associations
exempt both
as to
to their
income therefrom from all taxation (except
(except surtaxes,
surtaxes, estate,
estate, inheriinheritance,
gift taxes)
taxes) now
hereafter imposed
United States;
States;
tance, and
and gift
now or
or hereafter
imposed by
by the
the United
and no State, Territorial,
municipal, or
local taxing
taxing authority
authority
Territorial, county, municipal,
or local
shall impose
tax on
such associations
or their
their franchise,
franchise, capital,
capital,
shall
impose any
any tax
on such
associations or
reserves, surplus,
or income
income greater
than that
by such
reserves,
surplus, loans,
loans, or
greater than
that imposed
imposed by
such
authority on other similar local mutual or
cooperative thrift
and
or cooperative
thrift and
financing institutions.
institutions.
•
home financing
(i)
(i) Any member of a
convert itself
itself
a Federal Home
Home Loan Bank
Bank may convert
•
a Federal
Federal Savings and Loan Association
into a
Association under
under this
Act upon
this Act
upon a
a
vote of its stockholders
stockholders as provided by the law under
operunder which
which it
it operates; but such conversion shall be
be subject
to such
such rules
rules and
and regularegulasubject to
tions as the Board may prescribe, and thereafter
thereafter the converted
converted assoassociation shall be entitled to all the benefits of this section and shall
shall be
be
subject to examination
the same
extent as
examination and regulation
regulation to
to the
same extent
as other
other
associations incorporated
Act.
associations
incorporated pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act.
ENCOURAGEMENT OF
FINANCING
HOME FINANCING
AND HOME
OF SAVING
SAVING AND
ENCOTRAGEMENT

SEC.
S
EC. 6. To enable
enable the Board to encourage
encourage local thrift
and local
local
thrift and
home financing and to promote, organize, and develop the associaassocia-

an- tions herein provided for or similar associations
organized under
associations organized
under
local laws, there is hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
not otherwise
the sum
sum of
of
$150,000,
$150,000, to be immediately available and remain
until
remain available
available until
expended, subject to the call of the Board,
expended,
sum, or
or so
so much
much
Board, which
which sum,
thereof as
Board is
is authorized
t
o use
use i
n its
it s
thereof
as may
may be necessary,
necessary, the
the Board
authorized to
in
accomplishment of the purposes
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[CHAPTER 69.] [CHAPTER
June 13,1933.AN
13, 1933.
[8.
1783.]
S.1783.1
No. 48.]
[Public, No.
48]

AN ACT

ACT

consent of Congress
Overseas Road
District,
Granting the consent
Congress to the Overseas
Road and
and Toll
Toll Bridge
Bridge District,
a political subdivision
a
subdivision of the State of Florida, to construct,
construct, maintain, and
and
operate bridges across the navigable
navigable waters
County, Florida,
waters in
in Monroe
Monroe County,
Florida, from
from
Lower Matecumbe
Key to No Name
Name Key.
Key.
Matecumbe Key

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
of America in,
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
in Congress
of Congress
and Toll
Congress is
is hereby granted
granted to the
the Overseas
Overseas Road
Road and
Toll Bridge
Bridge
District, a
political subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the State
Florida, to
District,
a political
State of
of Florida,
to construct,
construct,
the
maintain, and operate bridges and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the
navigable
navigable waters in Monroe County in the State of Florida, at
at
of navigation,
navigation, between
between Lower
Lower Matepoints suitable to the
the interests
interests of
MateConnecting
higbwaCoyetng
cumbe Key
and No
No Name
Name Key
Key (including
(including such
such toll
highways,
high- cumbe
ey and
ways,
etc.
toll highways,
bridges, viaducts,
viaducts, causeways,
causeways, fills, embankments,
road
s,
t
res tl es ,an
embankments, roads,
trestles,
andd
other appurtenant structures as may
certain
may be necessary to
to connect
connect certain
of State
State road
numbered 4-A
4—A in
in such
manner
of the present termini of
road numbered
such manner
as to complete aa system of highways and bridges extending
from
extending from
Construction.
Construction.
Miami to Key West, via Key Largo),
Miami
accordance with the proLargo), in accordance
proVol. 34, p. 84.
ol.34,.84
visions
Act to
to regulate
visions of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act
regulate the construction of
waters",
bridges over navigable
navigable waters
"2 approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906,
1906, and
and
subject to the conditions
conditions and limitations
limitations contained
this Act.
Act.
contained in
in this
Rates of toll applied
Rates of toll applied
SEC. 2. If
tolls are
are charged
for the
SEo.
If tolls
charged for
the use
bridges, the
rates of
use of
of such
such bridges,
the rates
of
to operation, sinking
fund, etc.
sinking toll shall be so adjusted as to
to provide
provide a
a fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
pay-the
the
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
operating the
the bridges
bridges
and their approaches
approaches under economical management,
and to
to provide
management, and
provide
a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost
a
of the
the bridges
cost of
bridges and
and
their approaches,
approaches, including reasonable interest and
financing cost,
cost,
and financing
as soon as possible under reasonable
reasonable charges,
charges, but
but within
within a
a period
period
Maintenance
free of not
Maintenance as
as free
thereof. After
to exceed forty years from the completion thereof.
After
bridge after amortizing
costs, etc.fter aortig a
brosdt
a sinking
for such amortization
sinking fund sufficient
sufficient for
amortization shall
shall have
have been
been so
so
provided, such bridges shall thereafter be
be maintained
maintained and
and operated
operated
free of tolls, or the rates of toll shall
thereafter be
be so
so adjusted
as
shall thereafter
adjusted as
to provide aa fund of not to exceed the amount necessary
necessary for the
the
proper maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of the bridges and
their
and their
Record
expendi- approaches under economical
Record of
of expendieconomical management. An accurate record of
of
tures and receipts to be
kept.
kept.
ethe
the costs
costs of
of the
the bridges
thei
r a
pp roaches, the
th
e expenditures
expend i
tures for
bridges and
and their
approaches,
for
maintaining, repairing,
repairing and operating the same, and of
the daily
daily
of the
tolls collected, shall be kept and shall be available
for the
available for
the informainformation of all persons interested.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
3. The
The right
SEc. 3.
right to
to alter, amend, or repeal this Acv
ACD is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 13, 1933.
Navigable waters in
Navigaboe
waters
Monroe
County,
Fla.in
Overseas
Road and
and
overseas Road
Toll Bridge District
may bridge Lower Matecumbe Key to No
tecube
Name Key.Key to No
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[CHAPTER 70.]
701
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
To extend
extend the
of the
the United States to the Death Valley National
laws of
the mining
mining laws
To
Monument
Monument in California.

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be

assembled, That the mining
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United
are hereby, extended to the
they are
laws
United States
States be,
and they
be, and
the United
of the
laws of
in
area
included within
within the
the Death
Monument in
National Monument
Valley National
Death Valley
area included
California,
it may
hereafter be
extended, subject, however
however,
be extended,
may hereafter
as it
or as
California, or
to the
the surface
or patents
under general
general
patents under
entries, or
locations, entries,
of locations,
use of
surface use
to
regulations to
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.
by the Secretary
prescribed by
be prescribed
to be
regulations
Approved, June
13, 1933.
June 13,
Approved,

June 13, 1933.
June

[H.
36691
[H. R.
R. 3659.]
[Public,
No. 49.]
[Public, No.
49.]

Death Valey
Valley NaNatiD
tional
Monument,
calif.
Mining
laws
exex
to
tended to.
th

Subject
use, etc.

to
bjt to

surface
surface

[CHAPTER 711
71.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To
amend
an
Act
entitled
"
An
Act
the Great
Commission
Bridge Commission
Lakes Bridge
Great Lakes
creating the
To amend an Act entitled "An Act creating
and
authorizing said
said Commission
to construct, maintain,
maintain,
successors to
its successors
and its
Commission and
and authorizing
and operate
operate a
bridge across
the Saint
Saint Clair
River at or near Port Huron,
Clair River
across the
a bridge
and
commencing
Michigan",
approved June 25, 1930, and to extend the times for commencing
Michigan", approved
and completing
completing construction
construction of said bridge.
and

June 13,
13, 1933.
1933.
June
5495.]
[H.R. 64951
[H.R.
No. 50.]
[Public, No.
[Public,
50.]

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Great Lakes Bridge
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
Comm
Great ission
Lakes Bridge
4 Commission
section 4
Act
Act
in Congress
States of
United States
amendments.
of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled ""An
Act creating
the Great
Great Lakes
Bridge CornCom- amendments.
Lakes Bridge
creating the
An Act
of an
Vol. 46,, p. 810,,
mission
amended
Vol.46
8w
Commission and its successors to con- amended.
said Commission
authorizing said
and authorizing
mission and
operate
and
maintain,
struct,
operate a
abridge
bridge across the Saint Clair River
River
struct, maintain
25, 1933,11 be,
at or
near Port
Huron, Michigan
", approved
June 25,
be, and
approved June
Michigan ",
Port Huron,
or near
at
as follows:
Bond issue
read as
the
is hereby,
amended so
as to
to read
follows:
Issue to cover
so as
hereby, amended
same is
the same
are cost.
"S
EC. 4.
4. The
The Commission
Commission and
and its
successors and
and assigns
cost.
assigns are
its successors
"SEC.
hereby
authorized to
to provide
provide for the payment
payment of the cost of the
hereby authorized
bridge
approaches and
and the
the ferry
or ferries
the necessary
necessary
and the
ferries and
ferry or
its approaches
and its
bridge and
lands,
easements, and
of
appurtenances thereto by an issue or issues of
and appurtenances
lands, easements,
Commission, upon approval by the Michigan Public
the Commission,
bonds of the
bonds
malurity,
Interest,
Utilities Commission,
interest at
not more
more than
per centum
centuni et
!nterest,
maturity,
6 per
than 6
at not
bearing interest
Commission, bearing
Utilities
etc.
per
annum, payable
or at
maturing not
intervals, maturing
shorter intervals,
at shorter
annually or
payable annually
per annum,
nln
of issuance,
date of
more
than thirty
thirty years
from their
their date
issuance, such bonds and
years from
more than
the
interest thereon,
thereon, and
to be
be paid
retirement
for retirement
paid for
premium to
any premium
and any
the interest
solely from the sinking fund Registering
thereof
be payable
payable solely
to be
maturity, to
before maturity,
thereof before
Registering bonds.
provided
in
accordance
with
this
Act.
Such bonds
registerbe registermay be
bonds may
provided in accordance with this Act. Such
and interest, and shall
able as
principal alone
both principal
principal and
or both
alone or
to principal
as to
able
be payable
be
in such
such form
form not
inconsistent with
and be
payable at
Act, and
this Act,
with this
not inconsistent
be in
determine. The Complaces as the Commission may determine.
such
place or
or places
such place
Redemption. etc.
mission may
and may
reserve the
the right
right to
redeem all
etc.
or Redemption,
all or
to redeem
may reserve
repurchase and
may repurchase
mission
exceeding one
any of
of said
before maturity
prices not exceeding
at prices
maturity at
bonds before
said bonds
any
enter
Commission may enter
hundred and
and five
The Commission
interest. The
accrued interest.
and accrued
five and
hundred
in the United
or trust company in
bank or
into
an agreement
agreement with
any bank
with any
into an
agreement.
States
as trustee
having the
make such
agreement, setting
'Trust agreement.
setting Trust
such agreement,
to make
power to
the power
trustee having
States as
construction,
the
forth
the
duties
of
the
Commission
in
respect
of
the
construction,
of
respect
in
Commission
the
forth the duties of
and/or
bridge and/or
maintenance,
operation, repair,
repair, and
insurance of
the bridge
of the
and insurance
maintenance, operation,
the
ferry or
conservation and application of all funds,
the conservation
ferries, the
or ferries
the ferry
the safeguarding
moneys on hand or on deposit, and the rights
of moneys
safeguarding of
the
of the bonds,
and remedies
of said
said trustee
trustee and
and the
holders of
bonds, restricting
the holders
remedies of
and
the individual
individual right
of action
action of the bondholders
bondholders as is customary
customary
right of
the
corporations. Such trust
in trust
trust agreements
respecting bonds of corporations.
trust
agreements respecting
in
agreement
contain such
such provision
provision for
and enforcing
enforcing
protecting and
for protecting
may contain
agreement may
as may
the rights
and remedies
remedies of
of the
and the
bondholders as
the bondholders
trustee and
the trustee
rights and
the
and also
be reasonable
and proper
with the
the law
law and
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
and not
proper and
reasonable and
be
bonds
the bonds
for approval
approval by
of the
purchasers of
original purchasers
the original
by the
provision for
aa provision
Ho in original.
original.
ISo
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73d CONGRESS.

SESS.I
CH.71. JUNE
JUNE 13, 1933.
I.. CH.
SESS.

of the security given
the employment
of consulting
given
engineers and of
consulting engineers
employment of
of the
security, etc., provi- of
which
in which
.
by bridge contractors
contractors and by any bank or trust company in

Security, etc., provision s
sions.

the proceeds
or of
bridge and/or
and/or ferry
ferry tolls or other
other
of bridge
bonds or
of bonds
proceeds of
the
moneys
the Commission
Commission shall
shall be
deposited, and may provide
provide that
be deposited,
of the
moneys of
no contract
contract for
made without the approval of
of
be made
shall be
construction shall
for construction
no
consulting engineers.
engineers. The bridge constructed under the authorBridge deemed
deemed inin- the
consulting
the
Bridge
strumentality for interity of
of this
shall be
deemed to
for
instrumentality for
be an instrumentality
to be
be deemed
Act shall
this Act
ity
national commerce.
nationalcommerce.
international commerce
commerce authorized
Government of the United
by the Government
authorized by
international
Income exempt
exempt from
and ferry or ferries and the income derived
derived
bridge and
said bridge
and said
States, and
from States,
Income
Federal, etc., taxes.
therefrom shall
from all Federal, State, municipal, and
and
exempt from
be exempt
shall be
therefrom
ederal, etc., taxes
such
Sale price
bonds.
local
taxation. Said
Said bonds
bonds shall
shall be
be sold in such manner and at such
local taxation.
of bonds.
ale price of
price
as the
the Commission
may determine,
such price
to be not less
price to
determine, such
Commission may
price as
per
than the
which the
the interest
interest yield
basis will equal 66 per
yield basis
at which
price at
the price
than
centum per
per annum
computed from
from standard tables of bond
as computed
annum as
centum
calculated as to
values, and
the face
thereof shall be so calculated
amount thereof
face amount
and the
values,
produce,
price of
of their sale, the estimated cost of the bridge
the price
at the
To cover
cover cost,
cost, ete.
etc.
produce, at
To
and its
approaches, and
the land,
appurtenances
and appurtenances
easements, and
land, easements,
and the
its approaches,
and
the
used
in
connection
therewith
the
event
ferry
or ferries
in
and,
therewith
connection
Ferries
and
other
in
used
other
Ferries
Items.
are to
to be acquired, also the estimated cost of such ferry or ferries
are
items.
connection
and
easements, and
appurtenances used in connection
and appurtenances
lands, easements,
the lands,
and the
therewith. The
cost of
the bridge
and ferry or ferries shall be
bridge and
of the
The cost
Interest,
therewith.
Interest,
deemed to
to include
interest during
during construction
construction of the bridge, and
include interest
deemed
for
twelve months
thereafter, and all
engineering, legal, architecall engineering,
months thereafter,
for twelve
tural,
and other
expenses incident to the construcother expenses
surveying, and
traffic surveying,
tural, traffic
tion of
the bridge
or the
the acquisition
ferry or ferries, and the
acquisition of the ferry
bridge or
of the
tion
financing
acquisition of
the necessary
and incident to the financing
property, and
necessary property,
of the
acquisition
thereof, including
including the
cost of
franchises, rights,
acquiring existing franchises,
of acquiring
the cost
thereof,
plans, and
and works
of and
relating to the bridge, now owned by any
and relating
works of
plans,
person,
or corporation,
and the cost of purchasing all or any
corporation, and
firm, or
person, firm,
part
of the
the shares
of stock
corporate owner
owner if in the
stock of any such corporate
shares of
part of
be found expejudgment
of
the
commission
such
purchases
should
purchases
such
commission
the
of
judgment
Excess of
of bond
If the proceeds of the bonds issued shall exceed the cost as
bond sale dient. If
Excess
over cost, placed in
In
finally
determined, the
shall be
placed in the
the sinking fund
be placed
excess shall
the excess
finally determined,
sinking fund.
hereinafter
the preparation
definitive bonds
preparation of definitive
to the
Prior to
provided. Prior
hereinafter provided.
restrictions issue temporary
Temporary
bond the Commission
temporary bonds
Commission may under like restrictions
bond
Temporary
issue.
is s u
exchangeable for definitive bonds upon
with
with or without coupons, exchangeable
e.
the issuance
issuance of
the latter."
of the
the
be, and
25, 1930,
Vol.
48,
p.
813
SEC.
p. 813,
46,
vol.
SEC. 2. That section 99of said Act, approved
approved June
June 25,
1930, be,
and
amended.
follows:
as
read
as
to
so
amended
is
hereby,
same
the
amended.
follows:
capital stock or shares
Capital
"SE.
S
9. The
Commission shall
shall have
no capital
have no
The Commission
c"EC. 9.
etc.,
stock, etc.
capital stock,
ownership prohibited
thereof
receipts thereof
participation, and all revenues and receipts
of interest or participation,
ownership prohibited. of
members
The
Act.
No
compensation.
this
in
shall
be
applied
to
the
purposes
specified
this
Act
specified
purposes
the
to
applied
be
shall
No compensation,
compensation for
of
Commission shall
shall not
not be
be entitled to any compensation
the Commission
of the
treasurer, engineers,
Employment
of sec
a secretary, treasurer,
but may employ a
services
-their
services
engineers,
their
secEmployment of
etc.;
rotary,
retary, experts, etc.
attorneys, and
other experts,
experts, assistants,
assistants, and employees
employees as they
such other
and such
attorneys,
compensation.
compensation.
may
necessary, who
shall be
entitled to receive such compenbe entitled
who shall
deem necessary,
may deem
determine. After all bonds and
sation
Commission may determine.
sation as the Commission
interest
thereon shall
shall have
have been paid and all other obligations
obligations of
interest thereon
the Commission
paid or
discharged, or provision for all such payor discharged,
Commission paid
the
the
ment
hereinbefore provided, and after the
been made as hereinbefore
shall have been
ment shall
bridge
shall have
have been conveyed
conveyed to the United States interests and
bridge shall
the Canadian
Canadian interests
as herein
herein provided,
provided, and any ferry or ferries
interests as
the
shall
dissolved and
Dissolution of
of OomCorn-shall have been sold, the Commission shall be dissolved
and shall
Dissolution
mission.
highway
State
cease
to have
order of the
highway
further existence by an order
have further
cease to
commissioner
initiative or upon
Michigan made upon his own initiative
commissioner of Michigan
application of the
Commission or any member or members thereof,
the Commission
application
Public hearing.
hearing.
but only
a public
public hearing in the city of Port Huron, notice
only after a
but
Pubc
hearing and the purpose thereof shall
the time and place of which hearing
of the
have
been published
published once,
before the date thereof,
thirty days before
least thirty
at least
once, at
have been

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHS. 71-73.
71-73.
SESS.
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JUNE
14, 1933.
JUNE 13, 14,

in
the city
Huron, Michigan,
Michigan, and
Port Huron,
of Port
city of
in the
published in
newspaper published
a newspaper
in a
a
newspaper
published
in
the
city
of
Sarnia,
Ontario.
At
At the time
Ontario.
Sarnia,
of
city
the
a newspaper published in
Division of
money,
of money,
of inDivson
the hands of or to the credit of
of
such dissolution
in the
moneys in
all moneys
dissolution all
of such
hand.
one
the
Commission
shall
be
divided
into
two
parts,
of
which
equal
two
the Commission shall be divided into
shall be
be paid
United States
States interests
interests and
and the other to said
said United
to said
paid to
shall
Canadian interests."
interests."
Canadian
Times
bridging,
or bridging,
Time for
con- extended.
SEC. 3.
times for
for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the conthe times
That the
3. That
SEC.
Vol.
46,
pp.
809, 1458;
Vol.46,pp.o,
Congress
struction of
heretofore extended
by Acts
Acts of
extended by
bridge, heretofore
said bridge,
of said
struction
Vol. 47, p. 290.
290.
p.
Vol.47,
further
hereby
are
approved
February
28,
1931,
and
June
9,
1932,
are
hereby
further
1932,
9,
June
approved February 28, 1931, and
extended
one and
respectively, from
from the date of approval
years, respectively,
three years,
and three
extended one
hereof.
hereof.
Amendment.
this Act is hereby Amendment.
SEC. 4.
right to
alter, amend,
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
The right
4. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June 13, 1933.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
72.]
[CHAPTER 72.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend
amend the
Reconstruction Finance
amended, to
to provide
as amended,
Act, as
Corporation Act,
Finance Corporation
the Reconstruction
To
for loans
to closed
closed building
and loan
associations.
loan associations.
building and
loans to
for

June
June 14,
14, 1933.
1933.

IS. 1648.]
1648.,
[8.
[Public, No.
No. 51.]
51.1

[Public,

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the Reconstruction
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be
FiAct
orpora t ion Act
na
the first nance
That the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
assembled,
Corporation
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
amendment.
amendment.
Corporation
Finance
Reconstruction
the Reconstruction
of the
5 of
paragraph of
section 5
Corporation Vol. 47, pp. 6, 795.
of section
paragraph
to clo
Act,
as amended,
is amended
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
amended to
amended, is
Act, as
Loans to closed build"SEC. 5.
To aid
financing agriculture,
agriculture, commerce,
commerce, and
and industry,
industry, ing and
asoialo associaansd loan
in financing
aid in
5. To
"SEC.
tions authorized.
including facilitating
exportation of
of agricultural
agricultural and other tionsanthorized.
the exportation
facilitating the
including
Terms and condiions.
empowered to make tions.
products, the
the Corporation
authorized and empowered
is authorized
Corporation is
products,
loans, upon
upon such
such terms
and conditions
conditions not
not inconsistent with this
terms and
loans,
Ac!, as
it may
may determine,
determine, to
to any
any bank,
bank, savings
savings bank, trust company,
as it
Act
building
mortgage-loan
company, mortgage-loan
insurance company,
association, insurance
loan association,
and loan
building and
company,
credit union,
Federal land
land bank,
bank, joint-stock
joint-stock land bank,
union, Federal
company, credit
Federal intermediate
agricultural credit corporation,
corporation
bank, agricultural
credit bank,
intermediate credit
Federal
organized under the laws of any State
livestock
credit corporation,
corporation, organized
livestock credit
or
of the
the United
States, including
including loans
loans secured
secured by the assets of
United States,
or of
any bank,
bank, savings
savings bank,
bank, or
or building
building and loan association
association that is
any
closed,
or
in
process
of
liquidation
to
aid
in
the
reorganization
reorganization or
the
in
aid
to
closed, or in process of liquidation
liquidation
of
such
banks
or
building
upon Application of re.
associations,
loan
and
building
or
banks
such
of
liquidation
ceiver.
Ot
application of
of the
the receiver
liquidating agent
or ciAPer.
such bank or
of such
agent of
or liquidating
receiver or
application
building
and
loan
association,
and
any
receiver
of
any
national
national
any
of
receiver
any
and
building and loan association,
bank is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to contract
contract for such loans and to pledge
authorized to
bank
any
securing the same.
of the bank for securing
assets of
any assets
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1933.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 73.]

AN
AN ACT

Creating the
the Saint
Bridge Commission
Commisand authorizing said CommisCommission and
Lawrence Bridge
Saint Lawrence
Creating
a bridge across
sion
and its
its successors
successors to
across
maintain, and operate a
construct, maintain,
to construct,
sion and
the
Saint Lawrence
at or
or near
New York.
near Ogdensburg, New
River at
Lawrence River
the Saint

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
Be it

June 14,
1933.
14,1933.
5329.]
[H.R. 5329.]
5 ]
IP[bbU. No. 524
[Public,

Jne

No.

aint

Saint

Lawrence
Lawrence

United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That in
in order
to River.
Riv,.
order to
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
United
Saint
Lawrence
Laission
saint Commis
facilitate international
international commerce,
commerce, the
Lawrence Bridge
Bridge Com- Bridge
s ion
Saint Lawrence
the Saint
facilitate
may bridge, at 0deos

brid^atOgdmay .
as the burg
to as
mission (hereinafter
created, and
referred to
hereinafter referred
and hereinafter
(hereinafter created,
mission
N.Y.
N. Y
PD*, p.. 97.
9:27.
"
Commission ")
") and
and its
successors and
assigns, be,
be, and
hereby, bop,
are hereby,
and are
and assigns,
its successors
"Commission
apbridge
a
authorized
to
construct,
maintain,
and
a
and
operate
authorized to construct, maintain, and
proaches
Lawrence River at or near the
across the Saint Lawrence
thereto across
proaches thereto
city
at a
suitable to the interests
poit suitable
a point
York, at
New York,
Ogdensburg, New
of Ogdensburg,
city of
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
CH. 73.
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JUNE
14, 1933.
JUNE 14,
1933.

of
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
entitled
of navigation,
navigation, in
accordance with
of an
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of
of bridges over navigable
Approval by
by Canada
", approve
M arch 23,
23, 1906,
bj ect to
t
o the
th e conditions
conditions and
and
Approval
anada waters
waters",
approvedd March
1906, su
subject
required.
reqred.
limitations contained
limitations
contained in this Act, and subject to the approval of the
proper authorities
authorities in
in the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada.
For like
proper
Canada. For
like purposes
purposes
said Commission
Commission and
and its
its successors
successors and
said
and assigns
assigns are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Operation
of ferries,
to purchase,
maintain, and
and operate
operate all
any ferries
ferries across
across the
perationofferries.
to
purchase, maintain,
all or
or any
the Saint
Saint
Lawrence
River
within
five
miles
of
the
location
which
shall be
be
Lawrence River within five miles of the location which shall
selected for
for said
bridge, subject
subject to
the conditions
conditions and
limitations
selected
said bridge,
to the
and limitations
contained
this Act,
Act, and
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
contained in
in this
and subject
subject to
the proper
proper
authorities
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada.
Canada.
in the
authorities in
cquire real
SEC.
its
Right to acquire
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred
conferred upon the Commission and its
estate, etc.,
in New
estate,
etc., in
New
York
location, etc.
etc.
successors
and assigns
assigns all
all such
rights and
and powers
powers to
to enter
enter upon
lands
York for location,
such rights
upon lands
successors and
acquire, condemn,
and to
to acquire,
condemn, occupy, possess,
possess, and use
use such
such real estate
estate
and other
property in
in the
the State
of New
New York
as may
may be
needed for
for
York as
be needed
and
other property
State of
construction, operation,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of such
such
the location, construction,
bridge and
and its
approaches as
possessed by
by railroad
railroad corporations
corporations
its approaches
as are
are possessed
bridge
for railroad
railroad purposes
purposes or
bridge corporations
bridge purposes
purposes
for
or by
by bridge
corporations for
for bridge
in
the State
New York,
making just
therefor,
just compensation
compensation therefor,
State of
of New
York, upon
upon making
in the
Condemnation pro- to be ascertained
Condemnation
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and
ceedings.
ceedings.
the
therefor shall
shall be
the proceedings
proceedings therefor
be the same
same as in the condemnation
condemnation
Cornof private
private property for
for public purposes
purposes in
in such State;
State; and
and the
the ConRight to acquire
aequire real mission and its successors and assigns may exercise in the Dominion
Dominion
estate in Canada.
of
Canada all
rights, powers,
and authority
which shall
granted
es ae
anaa
of Canada
all rights,
powers, and
authority which
shall be
be granted
or permitted
permitted to the Commission by the proper authorities of the
the
Dominion of Canada or of the Province
Province of Ontario, including
including the
entering upon lands and acquiring, condemning,
condemning, occupying,
entering
occupying, possesspossessing, and
and using
and other
other property
property in
ing,
using such
such real
real estate
estate and
in the
the Dominion
Dominion
of Canada as may be needed for such location,
location, construction,
construction, operation, and maintenance
maintenance of such bridge.
authorized.
Tolls authorized.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The Commission and its successors
successors and assigns
assigns are hereby
authorized
authorized to fix and charge tolls for
for transit over
over such bridge and
such ferry or ferries in accordance
accordance with the provisions of this Act.
Bond issue
issue to
cover
SEc.
to cover
SEo. 4. The Commission and its successors
successors and assigns are hereby
hereby
cost.
authorized
authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of the bridge
approaches and the
and its
its approaches
the ferry or ferries
ferries and the necessary
necessary lands,
lands,
interest rate, maturity, etc.
thereto by an issue or issues of
turi
t rate, m a easements,
easements, and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto
negotiable bonds of the Commission,
Commission, bearing interest at not more
than
centum per annum, the
principal and
and interest
interest of
of which
which
than 66per
per centum
the principal
bonds
bonds and
and any premium to
to be
be paid for retirement
retirement thereof
thereof before
maturity
provided
maturity shall be payable solely from the sinking fund provided
Registering
bonds.
in accordance
accordance with
Act. Such
Such bonds
as to
to
Registeringbonds.
in
with this
this Act.
bonds may
may be
be registerable
registerable as
principal alone or both principal and interest, shall be in such form
not inconsistent
inconsistent with this Act, shall mature at such time or times
not exceeding thirty years from their respective
respective dates, shall be in
in
such denominations,
manner and be
denominations, shall
shall be
be executed in
in such
such manner
be
payable
in such
such medium
medium and
at such
place or
places as
the CommisCom_misas the
such place
or places
and at
payable in
Redemption, etc.
sion may
may, determine.
determine. The Commission may repurchase
repurchase and may
redeem all or any of said bonds
before maturity
reserve the right to redeem
bonds before
in such manner and at such price or prices, not exceeding
exceeding one
•
hundred and five and accrued interest, as may be fixed by the CornTrst
Trust agreemnt.
agreement,
mission prior
to the
the issuance
issuance of the bonds. The
Commission may
mission
prior to
The Commission
may
enter into an agreement with any bank or
or trust
trust company
company in
the
in the
United States
States as trustee having
United
having the
the power
power to
to make
such agreement,
agreement,
make such
duties of the Commission
setting forth the duties
Commission in
in respect
respect of
of the
the conconstruction, maintenance,
struction,
maintenance, operation,
operation, repair,
insurance of
the
repair, and
and insurance
of the
application
bridge and/or the ferry or ferries, the conservation
conservation and application
of all funds, the safeguarding
or on deposit,
safeguarding of moneys on hand or
deposit,
and the rights and remedies of said trustee
trustee and the
the holders of
of the
the
Construction,
Construction,
Vol. 34, p. 84.
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bondholders
bonds,
the individual
individual right
action of the bondholders
right of
of action
restricting the
bonds, restricting
as
is customary
customary in
in trust
trust agreements
agreements respecting
of corporations.
corporations.
bonds of
respecting bonds
as is
Provisions governing.
governing.
protecting Provisions
Such
trust agreements
agreements may contain
contain such provisions
provisions for protecting
Such trust
and
enforcing the
the trustee and the bondof the
remedies of
and remedies
the rights
rights and
and enforcing
holders as
reasonable and
and proper
proper and
and not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with
be reasonable
as may
may be
holders
the
law and
also provisions
purchasers
by the
the original
original purchasers
for approval
approval by
provisions for
and also
the law
of
of the
of consulting
the
engineers and of the
consulting engineers
the employment
employment of
the bonds
bonds of
of the
security
given by
the bridge
bridge contractors
contractors and
and by any bank or
trust
or trust
by the
security given
company
which the
the proceeds
of bonds
ferry tolls
of bridge
bridge or ferry
bonds or of
proceeds of
in which
company m
or
other moneys
moneys of
shall be
be deposited,
deposited, and
and may
may
Commission shall
of the
the Commission
or other
provide that
that no
no contract
contract for
without
be made
made without
shall be
construction shall
for construction
provide
Purpose
of
bridge,
of bridge,
Purtpos international
the approval of the consulting engineers. The bridge
bridge constructed etc.,
etc., in
in international
COMIIIer00.
under
the
authority
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
to
be
an
instrucommerce.
instrube
an
to
under the authority of this Act shall be deemed
mentality for
commerce authorized
the Governby the
authorized by
international commerce
for international
mentality
ment of
the United
United States,
said bridge
and
or ferries
ferries and
and ferry
ferry or
bridge and
and said
States, and
of the
ment
Income
exempt from
from
Income exempt
derived Federal,
the bonds
connection therewith
income derived
the income
and the
therewith and
in connection
issued in
bonds issued
the
etc., taxes.
therefrom
shall be
exempt from
Federal, State,
State, municipal,
municipal, and
and Federal,etc.,taxes.
all Federal,
from all
be exempt
therefrom shall
local taxation.
Said bonds
bonds shall
in such
such manner and at
be sold
sold in
shall be
taxation. Said
local
such
time or
or times
and at
at such
price as
Commission may
determay deterthe Commission
as the
such price
times and
such time
Sale price
of bonds.
bonds.
price of
mine, but
sale shall
shall be
be made at a
a price
price co low as to require Sale
no such
such sale
but no
mine,
the
payment
of
more
than
6
per
centum
interest
on
the
money
money
on
the
interest
centum
the payment of more than 6 per
received therefor,
computed with
relation to
absolute maturity
maturity
the absolute
to the
with relation
therefor, computed
received
of the
bonds in
standard tables
values,
of bond
bond values,
tables of
with standard
accordance with
in accordance
the bonds
of
and
the face
be so
produce,
so calculated
calculated as to produce,
shall be
thereof shall
amount thereof
face amount
and the
at
their sale,
sale, the
the bridge
bridge and its approaches,
cost of
of the
the cost
of their
price of
at the
the price
and
land, easements,
and appurtenances
in connection
connection
used in
appurtenances used
easements, and
the land,
and the
therewith and,
and, in
event the
the ferry
ferries are
are to
to be
be acquired,
acquired,
or ferries
ferry or
the event
in the
therewith
Items included in
also the
the cost
cost of
of such
or ferries
the lands,
lands, easements,
and cost.
Items included in
easements, and
and the
ferries and
ferry or
such ferry
also
appurtenances used
used in
connection therewith.
therewith. The
cost of
of the
the bridge
bridge
The cost
in connection
appurtenances
and ferry
ferries shall
be deemed
to include
include interest
during
interest during
deemed to
shall be
or ferries
ferry or
and
construction of
the bridge,
thereafter, and
and
months thereafter,
twelve months
for twelve
and for
bridge, and
of the
construction
all
engineering, legal,
architectural, traffic
traffic surveying, and other
legal, architectural,
all engineering,
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the bridge
bridge or
or the
acquisition
the acquisition
of the
the construction
construction of
expenses
of
the ferry
ferry or
or ferries,
of the necessary property,
and the acquisition of
ferries, and
of the
and incident to the financing thereof, including
including the cost of acquiring
acquiring
existing
franchises, rights, plans, and works of and relating to the
existing franchises,
bridge,
now owned
owned by
any person,
the cost
cost
and the
corporation, and
or corporation,
firm, or
person, firm,
by any
bridge, now
purchasing all or any part of the shares of stock of any such
of purchasing
corporate
owner if,
j
udgment of
of the
such purpurthe Commission,
Commission, such
if, in
in the
the judgment
corporate owner
of sale over
chases should
should be
be found
found expedient.
of the
bonds e Excess
Excess
of insale
over
expedient. If
If the
the proceeds
proceeds of
the bonds
chases
placed
sinking
in sinking
plced
funt
shall
excess
the
issued
shall
exceed
the
cost
as
finally
determined,
the
excess
determined,
as
finally
cost
the
exceed
shall
issued
funIsdsu.e of temporary
be
in the
sinking fund
provided. Prior
Prior to
to the
the bonds.
Isue of temporar
hereinafter provided.
fund hereinafter
the sinking
placed in
be placed
preparation of
of definitive
bonds the Commission may, under
under like
definitive bonds
preparation
restrictions,
temporary bonds or interim certificates with or
or
restrictions, issue temporary
without
any denomination
whatsoever, exchangeable
for
exchangeable for
denomination whatsoever,
of any
coupons of
without coupons
definitive
bonds when
bonds have
been executed
executed and
are
and are
have been
such bonds
when such
definitive bonds
available
delivery.
for delivery.
available for
Tolls
SEC. 5.
the rates
of toll
charged for
for the
use of
or maindtedo
Tpo afodrju
of such
such provide
maint ;the use
to be
be charged
toll to
rates of
fixing the
5. In
In fixing
SEC.
mince, sinking fund,
bridge the
same shall
so adjusted
adjusted as
provide a
fund sufficient
sufficient nance,
fund.
sinking
a fund
as to
to provide
be so
shall be
the same
bridge
etc.
to
pay for
for the
of depreciating,
maintaining, repair- etc.
depreciating, maintaining,
cost of
the reasonable
reasonable cost
to pay
economical
ing, and
and operating
operating the
approaches under
under economical
and its
its approaches
the bridge and
ing,
management, and
sufficient to
to pay the
fund sufficient
a sinking
sinking fund
and to
to provide
provide a
management,
principal and
and interest
interest of
as the
fall due and
shall fall
same shall
the same
bonds as
such bonds
of such
principal
the redemption
redemption or
or repurchase
or any
any thereof
redeemed
thereof redeemed
of all
all or
price of
repurchase price
the
or repurchased
before maturity
herein provided.
provided. All
tolls and
and
All tolls
as herein
maturity as
repurchased before
or
other
revenues from
bridge are
hereby pledged
to such
such uses
and
uses and
pledged to
are hereby
said bridge
from said
other revenues
to
thereof hereinafter
hereinafter i
n this
section required.
required.
in
this section
application thereof
to the
the application
After .
payment or
such cost
cost
therefrom of all such
for payment therefrom
provision for
or provision
payment
After
of maintaining, repairing, and operating
operating and the reservation of an
of
t
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amount of
to be
be sufficient
sufficient for
for the
the same
same purpose
of money estimated
estimated to
purpose
during an ensuing
ensuing period
period of not more than six
the remainsix months,
months, the
remainder of tolls collected
collected, shall be
placed in
in the
fund, at
at interinterbe placed
the sinking
sinking fund,
vals to be determined by the Commission prior
prior to
the issuance
of the
the
to the
issuance of
Record of expendiexpendi- bonds. An accurate record of the cost of the bridge and
its apapand
its
tures
and receipts.
turesandreceipts.
proaches,
proaches, the
the expenditures for maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
operand operating the same, and of the daily tolls
tolls collected,
shall be
collected, shall
be kept
kept and
and
shall be available
available for the information
of all
all persons
persons interested.
interested.
information of
classification
Classification of traf- The Commission shall classify in a
reasonable way
a reasonable
way all
all traffic
over
traffic over
fic
for toll adjustment.
ficfortolladjustment.
the
bridge, so
so that the tolls shall be so fixed and adjusted
the bridge,
by it
it as
adjusted by
as
to be uniform in the application thereof to
all traffic
traffic falling
falling within
to all
within
any such reasonable class, regardless
or character
character of
regardless of
of the
the status
status or
of
any person, firm, or corporation
such traffic,
corporation participating
participating in
in such
traffic, and
and
shall prevent all use of such bridge for
upon payment
for traffic
traffic except
except upon
payment

from of the tolls so fixed and adjusted. No toll shall be charged officials

Exemptions
Exemptions from
tolls.

tes.

or employees of the Commission or of the Governments of the
United States or Canada while in the discharge of their duties.
Maintenance of ferMaintenance
of ferSEC. 6. Nothing herein contained shall require the Commission or
ries not mandatory.
notandatory
its successors
successors to maintain or operate any ferry or ferries purchased
hereunder,
hereunder, but in the discretion
discretion of the Commission
Commission or
its successors
successors
or its
any ferry or ferries so purchased, with the
propthe appurtenances
appurtenances and
and property thereto connected and belonging, may be
be sold
otherwise disdissold or
or otherwise
posed of or may be abandoned and/or dismantled
whenever in
in the
dismantled whenever
the
judgment of
the Commission
Commission or
or its
its successors
may seem
seem expedient
expedient
judgment
of the
successors it
it may
Ferry
Ferry tolls.
tols.
so
to
do.
The
Commission
successors may fix such rates of toll
so to do. The Commission and its successors
for the use of such ferry or ferries as it may
proper, subject
subject
may deem
deem proper,
to
to the
the same
same conditions as are hereinabove
hereinabove required
required as to tolls for
for
Allocated to
ferry traffic
Alocated
to ferry
over the bridge. All tolls
tolls collected
collected for
of the
the ferry
ferry
for the
the use
use of
maintenance,
maintenance, Sinking
sinking
fund, etc.
or ferries and the proceeds of any sale or disposition of
or
of any
any ferry
ferry
or ferries shall be used, so far as may be necessary, to
to pay
the cost
pay the
cost
of maintainin,
maintaining, repairing, and
the same
same i and
any residue
residue
and operating
operating the
and any
be paid into the sinking fund hereinabove
thereof shall be
heremabove provided
provided
Record
of expendiRecord of
exendi- for
for bonds.
accurate record of the cost of purchasing
purchasing the ferry
bonds. An
An accurate
tures and receipts.
o
o
or ferries, the expenditures
expenditures for maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
and operoperating the
and of
of the
the daily
daily tolls
shall be
be kept
and
ating
the same,
same, and
tolls collected
collected shall
kept and
shall
be available for the
information of
all persons
persons interested.
the
information
of
all
interested.
Acquisition
by New
Acqsition by
New
SEC. 7.
interest or after
after a
a sinkSE°.
7. After
After payment
payment of the bonds and interest,
York, etc., of United
States
St
as interests.
nterests.
ing
ing fund
fund sufficient
sufficient for such payment shall have been
been provided
provided and
and
shall be
held for
for that
that purpose,
shall deliver
deliver deeds
deeds
shall
be held
purpose the
the Commission
Commission shall
or other suitable
suitabe instruments
instruments of conveyance of
of the
interest of
of the
the interest
the
Commission in and to the bridge, that part
within the
the United
United States
part within
States
to the State of New York or any municipality
municipality or agency
thereof
agency thereof
as
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the
as may be authorized
the same
same
referred to as the "United
hereinafter
"United State
States interests ")) and
and that
y Canada etc of (hereinafter
at
weres
tha
By
Canada.
ably of part withi n Cana d
t
o th
om i
ni
on of Canada or to such Province
Byan
iadnterest,
part within Canadaa to
thee D
Dominion
of Canada or to such Province
municipality, or agency
agency thereof
th ereo f as
as may
be authorized
authorized by
or p
urmay be
by or
pursuant to law to accept the same
(hereinafter reerred
same (hereinafter
referred to as
as the
the
Conditions.
Condo.
iCanadian interests
"), under the condition that the bridge shall
Canadian
interests"),
thereafter be free of tolls and be properly
operated,
properly maintained,
maintained, operated
and
repaired by the United States
and the
the Canadian
States interests
interests and
Canadian
If acquisition c un- ;i
nt
erests as
may be
up on; b
utif
if either
ei
ther the
United States
authorized,
thorazdusitiCommisaI
n
i interests as may
be agreed
agreed upon;
but
the United
States
mon to continue o
siontoontiueowerCanadian interests shall not
ship,
etc.
interests or the Canadian
th ori
ze d to
accept
not b
bee au
authorized
to
accept
or
same under
the b
bridge
or shall
shall not
not accept
accept the
the same
under such conditions,
conditions then the
rid e
shall continu
t
o b
owne d
, maintained,
maintained, operated, '
and repaired
shall
continuee to
bee owned,
operated, and
repaired fyy
Commission and
and the
the rates
rat es of
of tolls
shall be
be so
so adjusted
adjusted as
the Commission,
tolls shall
as to
to
provide aafund
fund of not to exceed the amount
necessary for the proper
amount necessary
proper
maintenanee, repair,
operation ofof the bridge and its
maintenance,
repair, and operation
its approaches
approaches
ander economical
economical
management, until such
as both
under
management,
suc h time
ti
me as
both the United
7
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States
States interests
interests and
and the
the Canadian
Canadian interests
interests shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized to
to
Upon later
accept
and shall
shall accept
such conveyance
accept and
accept such
conveyance under such conditions. If
If ance,
Upon
later conveyconveyferries to be sold.
at
time of
the Commission
Commission or
at the
the time
of such
such conveyance
conveyance the
its successors
or its
successors ance, ferries to be sold.
shall not have disposed of such ferry or ferries, the
the same
same shall
shall be
be
disposed
by sale
sale as
as soon
at such
price and
and upon
upon
disposed of by
soon as
as practicable,
practicable, at
such price
Commission or its
but
such terms
terms as the Commission
its successors
successors may
may determine, but
r
e re nce to Canadiin making
making any
any such
such sale
sale preference
the Canadian
in
PreerencetoCanadipreference shall
shall be
be given
given to
to the
Canadian anP
interests
res
interests and thereafter to the United States interests before any
interests.
sale except to such
such respective
respective interests.
Saint Lawrence
SEc.
8. For
For the
the purpose
S
EC. 8.
of carrying
into effect
purpose of
carrying into
effect the
the objects
objects stated
stated Bridge
Saint
iLwrence
Bridge Commission
Commission
in this
this Act
there is
created the
the Saint
in
Act there
is hereby
hereby created
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence Bridge
Bridge ComCom- created.
created.
at law.
mission,
and by
mission, and
by that
that name,
name, style,
and title
said body
shall have
style, and
title said
body shall
have Rights
Rights at law.
perpetual succession;
contract and
contracted with, sue
and
perpetual
succession; may contract
and be
be contracted
sue and
and defend
in all
all
be sued,
sued, implead
implead and be
be impleaded,
impleaded, complain
complain and
defend in
may
courts of
of law
law and
and equity;
equity; may make and
and have
have aa common
common seal; may
purchase or otherwise
acquire and
and
purchase
otherwise acquire
and hold or
or dispose
dispose of real estate and
property; may accept and
other property;
and receive
receive donations
donations or gifts of
of money
money
or other
and apply
apply same
to the
this Act;
and
or
other property
property and
same to
the purposes
purposes of
of this
Act; and
shall have
and possess
powers necessary,
or proper
shall
have and
possess all
all powers
necessary, convenient,
convenient, or
proper
objects stated
for carrying
carrying into effect the
the objects
stated in this
this Act.
Act,
Composition.
The Commission
consist of
eleven persons
persons appointed
by the
the Composition.
Commission shall
shall consist
of eleven
appointed by
Governor of New York. Such Commission shall be a
a body corpoVacancies.
rate and
constituting a
a public-benefit
public-benefit corporation.
Any Vacancies.
rate
and politic
politic constituting
corporation. Any
vacancy
occurring
in
said
commission
filled
by
shall
be
filled
by
the
Govvacancy occurring in said commission
ernor. Each
Each member
member of
ernor.
of the
the Commission
Commission and
and their
their respective
respective sucsuc- Bond
required
Bond
required of
of
cessors shall
qualify by
giving such
such bond
bond as
as may
may be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the members.
cessors
shall qualify
by giving
members.
of
Public Roads of
of the
the Department
Department of
Chief of
of the
the Bureau of Public
Agriculture,
faithful performance
performance of
all duties
duties Election of chairof all
conditioned for the faithful
Agriculture, conditioned
required
this Act.
Act. The
The Commission
elect a
a chairman
chairman and
required by
by this
Commission shall
shall elect
o chairand man,
mayncetn
etc.
reguand may
may establish
establish rules and reguaavice chairman from its members,
members, and
lations
members shall
lations for
for the government
government of its own
own business. Five members
constitute a
aquorum
quorum for
for the
constitute
the transaction
transaction of
of business.
business.
Capital stock, etc.,
SEC.
capital stock
by ComS
EC. 9. The Commission
Commission shall have no capital
stock or
or shares
shares of
of owcr'shlp.
OW11011 hip,
by
mission forbidden.
interest
or participation,
participation, and
and all revenues
revenues and
and receipts
receipts thereof
forbilden.
shall mission
interest or
thereof shall
Compensation, etc.
be applied
to the
purposes specified
this Act.
Act. The
members of
be
applied to
the purposes
specified in
in this
The members
of Compensatlon etc.
the Commission shall be entitled to a
a per diem compensation
compensation for
of
their services of $10
$10 for
for each
each day
day actually spent
spent in
in the
the business of
compensation of the chairman
chairman
the Commission, but the maximum compensation
$2,500 and of each other member shall
in any year shall not exceed $2,500
not exceed $500. The members
members of the Commission
Commission shall also be
a mile for
entitled to receive traveling
traveling expense
expense allowance
allowance of 10 cents a
entitled
each
business of
The Employment of see.
on the business
of the
the Commission. The
each mile actually
actually traveled
traveled on
Commission
may employ
secretary, treasurer,
attorneys, retary,
Commission may
employ aasecretary,
rotary, experts,
treasurer, engineers,
engineers, attorneys,
experts, etc.
and
other experts,
experts, assistants,
assistants, and employees
employees as they may
may deem
deem
and such other
necessary,
compensation as the
necessary, who shall be entitled to receive such compensation
Commission may determine. All salaries and expenses shall be paid
available.
solely
the funds
provided under
the authority
Act. Funds
solely from
from the
funds provided
under the
authority of
of this
this Act.
Fundsavailab.
After all bonds and interest
interest thereon shall have been paid and all
discharged, or proother obligations of the Commission paid or discharged,
vision for all such payment
payment shall have been made as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
provided, and after the bridge shall have been conveyed
conveyed to the
herein proproUnited States
States interests and
and the Canadian
Canadian interests
interests as herein
Dissolution of Comvided,
and any
any ferry
ferries shall
have been
Commis- mission.
vided, and
ferry or
or ferries
shall have
been sold,
Disution of Comsold, the
the Commission
cease to have
have further
further existence
existence
dissolved and shall
shall cease
sion shall be
be dissolved
by
an order
the Chief
Chief of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Public
Public Roads
Roads made upon
upon
by an
order of
of the
of the
his
application of the Commission
Commission or
or any
any
his own
own initiative or upon application
hi
Publiebearing.eto.
member or
et
member
or members
members thereof,
thereof, but
but only
only after a
a public hear
hearing in the
the PUblc
city of Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, notice of the time and place
place of which
which hearng
in gres ts.

86887'
--34----10
866837-34--10
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73d CONGRESS.
I. CHS.
CIIS. 73,
73, 76.
76.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.

Division of moneys

in hand,
hand.

Creating a
a liability
not herein specified,
not herel specied
unlawful.

Personal liability.
Personal
liability.

No Federal
Federal liability.
liability,
Enforcing provisions
Enforcing
provisions
herein.

Amendment.
Amendment.

JUNE 14,
1933.
JUNE
14, 15,
15, 1933.

and
thereof shall
shall have
have been
been published
at least
and the
the purpose
purpose thereof
published once,
once, at
least
thereof, in
published in
in
thirty days before
before the
the date
date thereof,
in aa newspaper
newspaper published
newspaper published
published in
the city of Ogdensburg, New
New York,
York, and a
a newspaper
in
Prescott,
the time
time of
of such
dissolution all
all moneys
moneys in
in
Prescott, Ontario.
Ontario. At
At the
such dissolution
the hands of or to the credit of the Commission shall be
be divided
divided into
into
two
one of
of which
which shall
shall be
to said
said United
States
two equal
equal parts,
parts, one
be paid
paid to
United States
interests and the other
other to
Canadian interests.
interests.
interests
to said
said Canadian
SEC.
S
EC. 10. Nothing herein contained shall be construed
construed to
to authorize
authorize
or permit the Commission or any member thereof to
create any
to create
any
obligation
other than
than such
such obligations
obligations and
obligation or incur any liability other
and
liabilities as are dischargeable
dischargeable solely from funds
provided by
by this
this
funds provided
Act. No obligation created
created or liability incurred
incurred pursuant to this
obligation or liability of any
Act shall be an obligation
any member
member or
members
or members
of the Commission, but shall be chargeable
to the
the funds
funds
chargeable solely to
herein provided, nor shall any indebtedness
indebtedness created
created pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this
Act be an indebtedness
indebtedness of the United
United States.
States.
SEC. 11.
11 . All
provi
si
ons of
of this
may be
enforced, or
or the
the
SEC.
All provisions
this Act
Act may
be enforced,
violation
violation thereof
thereof prevented by mandamus, injunction, or other
other
appropriate
remedy brought by the attorney
appropriate remedy
attorney general for the State
of New York, the United
United. States district attorney
attorney for
the district
for the
district
in which the bridge may be located
the solicitor
located in
in part,
part, or
or by
by the
solicitor
general of the Dominion of Canada in any court having competent
general
competent
jurisdiction
matter and
and of
of the
the parties.
jurisdiction of the
the subject
subject matter
parties.
SEC.
SEC. 12. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1933.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 76.]
76.]

June 15,1933.
Inns
15 1933.
[-s.sh4.1
54.1
[5.

-[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 53.]
Seminole
OSeanoe
Okla.

Indians,

Indians

Per capita
apita payments
Per

AN
ACT
AN ACT
ACT
Providing for per capita payments
payments to
to the
Seminole Indians
Indians in
in Oklahoma
the Seminole
Oklahoma
from funds
standing to
funds standing
credit in
in the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
to their
their credit
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House of Representatives
United
United States of America in,
Congress assembled,
Th atthe
the SecreSecre in Congress
assembled, That
tary
of the Interior
hereby, authorized
tanr of
Interior be, and he is hereby,
authorized to pay to
to the

enr-elled members
of the
of Indians
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma
enrolled
members of
the Seminole
Seminole Tribe
Tribe of
Indians of
entitled under existing law to share
share in the funds
funds of
or to
to
of said tribe, or
their lawful heirs, out of any money belonging
belonging to said tribe in
in the
the
United States Treasury
Treasury or deposited in any
an y bank
bank or
or held
held by
an
by an
m
official under the jurisdiction
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, not
not to
to
jurisdiction of
of the
Secretary of
Rules,
exceed
$35 per
said payment
paymentshall
shall be
be made
ma d
e
aules, eta.,
etc., for.
fo.
exceed $35
per capita:
capita: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
Secretary of the Interior may
under such rules and
and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Restrietedsndians.
such enrolled
RestdotedrudlonL prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in cases
cases where
where such
enr olledmemmem bers, or their heirs, are Indians
Indians who belong
belong to the restricted
restricted class,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may, in his
his discretion,
discretion, withhold
withhold such
such
payments
restricted Indians:
payments and use the same for the benefit of such restricted
Indians:
dExemt
Provided further,
futher That the
Exempt from prior
prier Provided
paid to
t
o the
th e enrolled
enroll ed members
memb
ers or
the money
money paid
debts,
or
their heirs as provided herein shall be exempt from any lien
lien for
Expenses
attorneys'
or other
other debt
debt contracted
contract
ed p
ri
or to
t
o the
the passage
of this
xpenses of distridis
attorneys' fees
fees or
prior
passage of
this
bution.
Act: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That the Secretary
bution.
Act:
Secretary of the Interior is
hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to use not to exceed
exceed $2,000 out of said Seminole
tribal
the payment
payment of salaries
necessary employees and
tribal funds
funds for the
salaries of necessary
other expenses
other
expenses for the distribution of said per capita payments.
Approved, June 15, 1933.
to, from
tribal funds.
tfrom
funs.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. I. CHS. 77-79.
77-79.

JUNE 15,
1933.
JUNE
15, 1933.
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[CHAPTER 77.]
[CHAPTER
77.]

AN ACT
ACT
Providing for
for the establishment
establishment of a
a term of the District Court of the United
Providing
States for the Southern
Southern District
District of
of Florida
Florida at
at Orlando,
Florida.
Orlando, Florida.

Junrfe
June 1e,
11, 1933.
1933.
[S
[S. 687.]
687.1
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. M.]
54.]

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That aa term
term of
of United
united States
Courts.
the District Court of the United States for
for the
Southern District
District Vol.
the Southern
vol. 36,
1108;
36, p.
1108;
p. 878.
of Florida
rda
.outhern
juof
Florida shall be held annually
annually at Orlando,
Orlando, Florida,
Florida, on the
the first U.S.C.,
Florida southern judicial district.
Monday in October:
Provided, That suitable rooms and accommoaccommo- dical
October: Provided,
Terms of court.
dations for holding court at Orlando
Orlando are furnished
furnished without
without expense
expense Proviso.
R
oom s at
at Orlando.
Rooms
to the United States.
States.
to
Orlando.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1933.
1933.
[CHAPTER
781
[CHAPTER 78.]
AN ACT
ACT
Secretary of War
of way
The Dalles
Dalles Bridge
Bridge
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
War to grant
grant aa right
right of
way to
to The
Company.
Company.

June 15,
15, 1933.
1933.
[S. 804.]
[Public,
No.
55.]
[Public, No. 55.]

[S. 804.]

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the

United
States of
of America
America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Canal, Oreg.
Oreg.
Congress assembled,
Secretary Celilo Canal,
be, and he
he is
is hereby,
of War be,
hereby, authorized
empowered to
to grant
grant to
acrar t
o
o
t
7ra
i
wrze
authorized and
and empowered
to acRos
of
way
grantleig
The Dalles
a corporation
corporation organized
Danes Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company, a
organized and
and existing
existing Bridge Company.

under the laws of the State of Washington,
and assigns,
assigns,
Washington, its successors
successors and
and under
under such
such terms
aapermanent
permanent right of way, in
in such
such location
location and
terms and
and
conditions as may be approved
conditions
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War, over
and
over and
across the Celilo Canal and other
along the
the
other Government
Government lands
lands along
Columbia
Columbia River near The Dalles, Oregon,
Oregon, for bridge
highway
bridge and
and highway
purposes, with full power to locate,
locate, construct, and operate
operate a
a bridge,
approaches
approach highways,
vo'ride
. pun
approaches and approach
highways, and adjuncts:
adjuncts: Provided,
'Provided, That
That .f:'
.°°
.
18.
°
0
8
1: bridge
bridge par.
Use L
for
the
purposes and
the property
property poses.
poses.
the land shall not be used for other
other purposes
and when
when the
shall cease to be so used it shall revert
revert to the United States: ProPro- b Right
Right to
to remove
remove
ridge et, reserved.
vided further,
further, That
That the
the removal
removal of
of said
said bridge,
vided
the right
right to
to compel
compel the
bridge,
approaches and approach
approaches
approach highways,
highways, and adjuncts
reserved
adjuncts is hereby reserved
in the Secretary
Secretary of War
determine the interests
interests of
of
War,l whenever he may
may determine
the Government
Government so requires,
requires, and which said removal
removal is
is to be without
without
expense
expense to the Government
Government as
aa a
acondition
condition of
of this
this grant.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1933.

ge ,ecc.

erv

[CHAPTER
791
[CHAPTER 79.]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide relief in
existing national
national
in the existing
emergency
in banking,
banking, and
and for
purposes", approved
approved March
9, 1933.
1933.
emergency in
for other
other purposes",
March 9,

June
June 15.
15. 1933.
IS.
1425.]
S.1426.]

[Public, No. 591

Public, No. 5i.]

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Act
Act enen- A gmergeng
Emergency
Bank
enaent. Bank
Act, amendment.
titled "An Act
titled
in the
existing national
emergency Ante,
A..te, p.5,
p. 5, amended.
amended.
Act to
to provide
provide relief
relief in
the existing
national emergency
in banking, and for other purposes ", approved
approved March
1933, is
March 9, 1933,
is
amended byby—
(a) striking out the whole of section
section 301 of
(a)
of title
title III thereof
thereof and
and
the following:
following:
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof the
"SEC. 301.
301. Notwithstanding
any other
other provision
provision of
of law,
law, any
any naerreg
o stock
slock- than
th.
"SEC.
Notwithstanding any
na- Preftee
tional
tioiaal banking
banking association
approval of
of the
the CompComp- one
class, by
of
association may,
may, with
with the
the approval
by vote
one class,
vote of
pecmitshare
. holders,
troller of
of the
the Currency
Currency and
and by
vote of
owning aamajormajor- sreholde s, periby vote
of shareholders
shareholders owning
ity
than five
five days'
ity of the stock of
of such association,
association, upon
upon not
not less
less than
days'
notice, given by registered
registered mail
taken by
by its
its
notice,
mail pursuant to
to action
action taken
preferred stock
more classes, in
in
board of directors, issue
issue preferred
stock of
of one or more
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. L
79-81. JUNE
JUNE 15,
1933.
SESS.
I. OHS.
CHS. 79-81.
15,1933.

such
amount and
with such
shall be
approved by
by said
said
such amount
and with
such par
par value
value as
as shall
be approved
Comptroller,
and make
make such
amendments to
to its
its articles
articles of
of associa
Comptroller, and
such amendments
associa-tion
may be
necessary for
for this
but, in
the case
case of
of any
any
tion as
as may
be necessary
this purpose;
purpose; but,
in the
newly organized
association which
which has
has not
not yet
yet
newly
organized national
national banking
banking association
Payment.
Payment.
issued
the requirement
notice to
to and
and vote
vote of
shareissued common
common stock,
stock, the
requirement of
of notice
of shareholders
not apply.
issue of
preferred stock
stock shall
shall be
be valid
valid
holders shall
shall not
apply. No
No issue
of preferred
until
the par
par value
value of
of all
all stock
stock so
so issued
issued shall
shall be
paid in."
until the
be paid
in."
Subsection repealed.
repealed.
(b) striking
striking out
of subsection
(a) of
of section
302 of
of the
the
section 302
(b)
out the
the whole
whole of
subsection (a)
Ante, p. 5.
Paying
dividends said
said title
title III
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
the
following:
Paying dividends
III
and
in
lieu
thereof
the
following:
preferred stock.
stock.
upon
upon preferred
"
Notwithstanding any
provision of
of law,
whether relating
"Notwithstanding
any other
other provision
law, whether
relating
to
upon the
payment of
of dividends
stock
to restriction
restriction upon
the payment
dividends upon
upon capital
capital stock
or
otherwise 'the
holders of such
preferred stock shall be entitled to
or otherwise,
the holders
such preferred
receive
such cumulative
cumulative dividends
not exceeding
exceeding 6
per
dividends at
at a
a rate
rate not
6 per
receive such
Voting, etc., rights. centum
rights
centum per
per annum and
and shall
shall have such
such voting and conversion rights
and such
such control
and such
such stock
stock shall
shall be
be subject
and
control of
of management,
management, and
subject
Retirement
and upon
conditions, as may
Retirement provi- to
to retirement
retirement in such manner
manner and
upon such conditions,
sions.
sions.
be provided
articles of
of association
with the
the approval
approval of
the
be
provided in
in the
the articles
association with
of the
liability,
Personal liability.
Comptroller
of the
holders of
of such
such preferred
preferred stock
Comptroller of
the Currency.
Currency. The
The holders
stock
shall
not be
responsible as
as such
such holders
holders for
for any
any
shall not
be held
held individually
individually responsible
debts, contracts,
engagements of
of such
such association,
association, and
and shall
shall not
not
debts,
contracts, or
or engagements
be
in the
capital of
of
be liable for assessments
assessments to
to restore
restore impairments
impairments in
the capital
association as now provided
provided by law with
with reference
holders
reference to holders
such association
of common stock."
stock."
Approved, June 15, 1933.

Amount,
Amount, par value,
value,
etc.

[CHAPTER 80.]
[CHAPTER
80.]

Tune 15,
1933.
June
15, 1933.
[S. 16
1650.]
[50.1
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 57.]
57.]

United States courts.
Vol. 36, p. 1108, Vol.
41,
1146, amended.
41, p. 1148,
amended.
Connecticut
judicial
Connecticut judicial
district.
Term of court.
Columbia added.
Proviso.
Priseo.
Rooms at Norwalk
Norwalk
and Columbia.

AN
AN ACT
APT
A
Amending
(U.S.C., Annotated
Amending section 74 of the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
Annotated
title
sec. 147).
title 28, see.
147).

enacted by the Senate and BOUM
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
in, Congress
assembled, That the State of
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Connecticut
known as the
Connecticut shall constitute one judicial district to be known
" district of Connecticut."
Connecticut." Terms
"
Terms of the district court shall be held
held
at New Haven on the second Tuesday in February
February and the third
second Tuesday in May
Tuesday in September;
September; at Hartford on the second
and the first Tuesday in December; at Norwalk on the third Tuesday
September:
in April; and at Columbia
Columbia on the first Tuesday
Tuesday in September:
Provided,
Provided, That suitable rooms and accommodations
accommodations shall be furnished for the holdings
holdings of said court
court and for the use of the officers
officers
of said court at Norwalk and Columbia free of expense
expense to the
Government
States,
Government of
of the
the United
United States.
Approved, June 15, 1933.
[CHAPTER 81.]
[CHAPTER

lune
,une 15, 1933.
[S. 1747.]
[5.
1747.]
[Public, No.
58]
[Publie,
No. 58.]

Alma Bay, Oreg.

AN ACT
ACT

Congress to the State of Oregon
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Oregon to construct, maintain,
and operate aatoll bridge
bridge across
across Alsea Bay at or near Waldport,
Waldport, Lincoln
Lincoln County,
Oregon.

Be it
Senate at
d House of
Repfesentatives of the
it enated
enacted by th
the Senate
and
of Representatives
the
A wwerica in
United
States
America
in
Congress
assembled,
consent
United
States
of
Congress
assembled,
That
the
consent
uof Congress
is hereby
hereby grant
ed to
t
o the
th e St
at
e of
ofOregon
Oregon to
to construct
construct,
ls
granted
State
=

Oregon may bridge
atatp
Oregon
Waldport.
and operate
bridge and
across Alsea
Alsea
idpot. bridge maintain
maintai, and
operate aabridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
Post, p. 804.
Construction.
Conucption.
Vol.
34, P. 84.

interests of navigation,
Bay, at aa point suitable
suitable to the interests
navigation, at or near
Waldport,
Lincoln
County,
Oregon,
in
accordance
with the
the proprocoaldport, Lincoln County, Oregon, in accordance with
An Act to regulate
visions of an Act entitled "An
regulate the construction
construction of
bridges over navigable
navigable waters
subwaters ", approved
approved March
March 23, 1906 and subject to the conditions and limitations contained
contained in this Act
Act,

JUNE 15, 1933.
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a t e s oof toll applied
f toll applied
S
EC. 2. If
If tolls
tolls are charged for the use of such bridge, the rates toRRates
SEC.
operation, sinking
etc.
of
provide a
a fund sufficient to pay the fund, etc.
of toll
toll shall be so adjusted as to provide
reasonable
and operating
operating the
the bridge
bridge
reasonable cost of
of maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
and
its approaches
approaches under
under economical
economical management,
and to
provide a
a
management, and
to provide
and its
sinking
fund sufficient
sufficient to
its
the cost
cost of
of the
the bridge
bridge and
and its
sinking fund
to amortize
amortize the
approaches,
reasonable interest and financing
soon
including reasonable
financing cost, as
as soon
approaches, including
as
charges, but
not to
but within aa period of not
as possible
possible under reasonable
reasonable charges,
as ir
free
Maintenance
a sinking bbridge,
After a
completion thereof. After
the completion
years from
fifteen years
exceed
from the
rn
e
tetraias
exceed fifteen
etc.,
after am
amorfund sufficient
shall have
so provided,
g
g
e.costS:
r
tizingcosts.
have been
been so
provided, tizin
amortization shall
sufficient for
for such
such amortization
fund
such
thereafter be maintained
maintained and operated free of tolls,
such bridge
bridge shall thereafter
or
rates of
thereafter be
to provide
provide aa
be so adjusted
adjusted as to
or the
the rates
of toll
toll shall thereafter
fund of
not to
the amount
amount necessary
for the
the proper
proper mainnecessary for
fund
of not
to exceed
exceed the
tenance repair,
repair, and
operation of
bridge and its approaches
under
approaches under
and operation
of the
the bridge
tenance,
Re
of ex
tue
and repeiendip
economical
economical management. An accurate
accurate record of the costs of the t
urescord
and
recei pts.
pendibridge and
the expenditures
repairmaintaining, repairexpenditures for
for maintaining,
approaches, the
bridge
and its
its approaches,
ing,
and operating
same, and
and of
the daily
daily tolls
tolls collected,
be
shall be
collected, shall
of the
the same,
operating the
ing, and
kept and
shall be
all persons
persons
for the information
information of all
be available
available for
kept
and shall
interested.
Amendment.
Act is
hereby Amendment.
SEc. 3.
right to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
3. The
The right
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1933.

[CHAPTER 82.]
82.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

pieces in commemoration
huncommemoration of the one hunof 50-cent pieces
the coinage
coinage of
To authorize
authorize the
dredth
anniversary in
independence of Texas,
Texas, and of the noble and
1936 of
of the independence
in 1936
dredth anniversary
heroic sacrifices of her pioneers, whose revered memory
memory has been an inspiration
inspiration
to her sons and daughters during the past century.

June
June 15,
Is, 1933.
1933.
[S.. 18081
10sos.]
[Public, No. 59.1

[Public, No. 59.]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Texas centennial,
Senate and
by the
Be
enacted by
Texas centennial,
That in com- 1938.
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
States of
United States
1
memoration
of the
the one
one hundredth
of the
the indememoration of
hundredth anniversary
erce5ird
°:entri pieces•
anniversary in
in 1936
1936 of
iver
0ent
inde- tosSilv
memoration
of.
cof.
to
beoration
of
her
sacrifices
pendence
of
Texas
and
of
the
noble
and
and
heroic
heroic
sacrifices
of
her
pendence of Texas and of the noble
pioneers, whose
has been
inspiration to
to her
and
her sons and
been an
an inspiration
whose memory
memory has
pioneers,
daughters
the past
there shall
coined at
at the
mints Number,
daughters during
during the
past century,
century, there
shall be
be coined
the mints
Nm
dl, etc.
design,
of
the United
United States
50-cent pieces
of not
more
not more
to the
the number
number of
pieces to
States silver
silver 50-cent
of the
than
50-cent pieces to be of the
and one-half
one-half million, such 50-cent
than one
one and
standard
weight, composition,
composition, diameter,
diameter ? device,
device, and
and design
design as
troy weight,
standard troy
shall
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the Director
Director of
of the
the Mint,
approval of
with the
the approval
of the
the Legal tender.
Mint, with
shall be
Secretary
said 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces shall
be legal
shall be
legal Lega tender.
which said
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, which
Secretary of
tender
tender in any payment to the amount of their face value.
edTetoxasAr&enritift.
SEC. 2.
That the
coins herein
herein authorized
authorized shall
be issued
Issued
to American
SEC.
2. That
the coins
shall be
issued only
only upon
upon LeIgssued
Committee.
the
request
of
the
American
Legion
Texas
Centennial
Committee,
of
Committee.
the request of the American Legion Texas Centennial Committee of ni
Austin,
payment by such American
American Legion Texas CenCenAustin, Texas, upon payment
tennial Committee of the par value of such coins, and it shall be
American Legion Texas Centennial
Centennial Comsaid American
permissible for
for the said
mittee to
to obtain
obtain said
said coins
upon said
said payment,
Payment.
at one
one time or at Payment.
payment, all at
coins upon
mittee
separate times,
times, and
and in
separate amounts,
amounts, as
as it
it may
determine.
s pp
may determineoinage
separate
in separate
Coinage loans applicable.
a ap
SEO.
Sze. 3. That all laws now in force relating
relating to the subsidiary silver cable.
coining or striking of the same,
same,
and the
the coining
coins of the United States and
regulating
guarding and process
coinage, providing
providing for the
the
process of
of coinage,
the guarding
regulating the
purchase of material,
material, and for the transportation, disposition,
disposition, and
redemption
prevention of debasement
counterdebasement or counterthe prevention
redemption of coins, for the
security of
for any
any other purposes,
purposes, whether
whether
feiting, for security
of the
the coins, or
or for
said
are penal
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall,
said laws
laws are
penal or
shall, so
so far
far as
as applicable,
applicable, apply
apply Preliva.
No expense
dies,
for din,
States ate.No
pese for
to the
coinage herein
herein authorized:
Provided, That
That the
United States
the United
authorized: Provie,
to
the coinage
shall
necessary dies
shall not be subject to the expense
expense of
of making
making the
the necessary
dies and .
other
coinage.
for this coinage.
other preparations
preparations for
15,
1933.
June
Approved,
Approved,
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SESS. I.
84. JUNE
JUNE 15,
1933.
73d CONGRESS. SESS.
I. CHS.
CHS. 83,
83,84.
15, 1933.
[CHAPTER
83.]
[CHAPTER 83.]

June 15, 1933.
'Tne
1933
S.181i.]
[s.
18131

[Public, No. 60.]

ACT
AN ACT

Providing for
for the
sale to
to Joe
Joe Graham
Graham Post
Post Numbered
Providing
the sale
Numbered 119,
119, American
American Legion,
Legion,
of the
lands lying
Reservation in
in the
of
the lands
lying within
within the
the Ship
Ship Island
Island Military
Military Reservation
the State
State of
of
Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the

Ship Island Military
United
assembled, That notwithCongress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
United States
States of
RShiplslandMilitary
Reservation,
Miss.

Sales of lands within, standing
standing the
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
transferring aa
salesotflndswithn,
provisions of
the Act
entitled "An
Act transferring
to be Graham Post,
tAmerican
lighthouse reservation,
reservation, Ship
Ship Island,
giSn.Pt portion
portion of
of the
the lighthouse
American Legion.
Island, Mississippi,
Mississippi, to
to
Vol.
1556.
Vol. 45, p. 156.
the jurisdiction and control of the War
approved
War Department
Department",, approved

Payment.
Payment.

Receipts credited to
Receipts construction
credited to
military
fund.
fnd.

Terms
tions.
tions.

and

condi-

Reversonary
ReversionarY proviprovi.

sions.
sions.

March
March 4, 1929, the Secretary
Secretary of War is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
is authorized
to
convey by
quitclaim deed
to Joe
Post Numbered
Numbered 119,
119, of
the
convey
by quitclaim
deed to
Joe Graham.
Graham Post
of the
American
American Legion,
Legion, Incorporated,
Incorporated, aa corporation
corporation organized
organized under
under the
the
laws of the State of Mississippi,
Mississippi, all the lands lying within the
the Ship
Island Military
Military Reservation
consideration of
of the
Reservation in such
such State, in consideration
the
payment to the United States by such corporation
$15,000; but
corporation of
of $15,000;
but
payment
payment of such sum may be made in equal annual installments
over
installments over
a period of ten years from the date of such
a
with interest
such conveyance
conveyance with
interest
on
deferred payments
payments at
the rate
rate of
of 55per
centum per
on such
such deferred
at the
per centurn
per annum,
annum, all
all

interest due
interest
to be
be paid
paid annually.
All sums
sums paid
United States
due to
annually. All
paid to
to the
the United
States
for such land shall be covered into the Treasury
the credit
the
Treasury to
to the
credit of
of the
military post construction
made a
acondition
of the
construction fund. It
It shall be
be made
condition of
the
deed of
ofconveyance
(1) that the lands so
conveyance herein provided
provided for (1)
so conconveyed shall be maintained
maintained by such corporation
corporation as a
anational recrearecreational park, (2) that such corporation
corporation shall erect
erect and
maintain on
on
and maintain
such lands aasuitable monument or other memorial to the veterans of
the World War, and (3)
(3) that such corporation shall set aside such
parcel of land not exceeding
exceeding one acre in area within such lands as
as
may be selected by the United Daughters of the Confederacy
Confederacy for
for
the sole use of that organization for the erection and
and maintenance
of a
a memorial
If the corporation
memorial to veterans of the Civil War. If
corporation fails
to use such lands for the purposes herein provided, or
violates any
of
or violates
any of
the conditions of the deed of conveyance
conveyance or attempts to alienate
alienate such
such
lands, title thereto shall revert to the United States.
States,
Approved, June
June 15, 1933.
1933.
[CHAPTER 84.]

June
15,1938,
June 15,
1933.
.R.4.4872.]
(ubh
No.
61.)
-ibi
. .

AN
A N ACT
A T
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing Parris
Farris Engineering
Engineering Company,
its successors
assigns, to
Company, its
successors and
and assigns,
to conconstruct, maintain, and operate a
a bridge across the Monongahela
or near
struct,
Monongahela River at or
near
Calfornia,
Pennsylvana.
California, Pennsylvania.

Be it enacted
enacted by
owuse of ReWreeisnutives
by tie
the Senate and B
Rouse
Representatives of
th United
Jed States
tf
o8
of
of America
America iin Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That in
in order
order
rmpanymay
Company
may bridge, to promote interstat
service, and
interstatee commerce,
commerce, improve the postal service
and
at California, Pa,
provide
purposes, Farris
provide for military
military and
and other purposes,
Parris Engineering
Engineering ComCompany, its
and assigns
be, and
and is
is hereby,
au th or i
ze dto conconhereby, authorized
its successors
successors and
assigns, be,
pany,
struct, maintain
roac h
es thereto
thereto across
a bridge and app
approaches
maintain, and operate
operate a:bridge
a point suitable to the interests of navithe Monongahel
Monongahelaa River,
River , at a
navigation,
at
or
near
Pennsylvania,in accordance with the
nea
r California, Pennsylvania,
Construetka.
~metion.
Vol 34,
Vol.
p. 84.
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
construction
the construction
and
23, 1906, and
waters ",", approved
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters
approved March 23,
imiitations contained in this Act.
and
to
the
conditions
subject
conditions
limitations
Pennsylvania
may
SRC.2. After the completion of such bridge, as
as determined by
determinedby
acquire,
ethe completion Of such bridge,
A. fter
may
ey afteri compl
aqoire, after emPtheSo
Secretary
of War either the State of Pennsylvania, any political
tio..
the Secretary of War, either the State of Pennsylvania, any political
part of
subdision
subdivision thereof within or adjoining which any
any part
of such
such
any
more of
of them
jointly, may
two or
or more
bridge
bridge is
is located,
located, or
or any
any two
them jointly,
may at
at any
time acquire and take over all right, title, and interest
interest in such bridge
Monongahela River.

onoingahe
Rineerin
Parris
Engineering
the

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. I. CH.
CH. 84.
84.

JUNE
1933.
JUNE 15,
15, 1933.
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and its approaches, and any interest in real property
property necessary
necessary theretherefor, by purchase or by condemnation
condemnation or expropriation,
expropriation, in accordance
accordance
with
with, the laws of such State governing the acquisition
acquisition of
private
of private
property
Compensation, if
if acproperty for public purposes
purposes by condemnation
condemnation or expropriation.
expropriation. If
If qompenston,
quired by condemnaat any time after the expiration
expiration of five
five years after the completion
completion tion.
tion.
of such bridge the same is acquired
acquired by condemnation
condemnation or
expropriaor expropriation, the amount of damages or
not
or compensation
compensation to be
be allowed
allowed shall
shall not
include good will, going value, or prospective
prospective revenues
revenues or
or profits,
profits,
but shall be limited to the sum of (1)
actual cost
constructing
(1) the actual
cost of
of constructing

such bridge and its approaches,
approaches, less a
areasonable
actual
reasonable deduction
deduction for
for actual
depreciation
depreciation in value; (2)
interest
(2) the actual cost
cost of acquiring
acquiring such
such interest
in real property;
financing and promotion cost, not to
property; (3)
(3) actual financing
to
exceed 10 per centum of the sum of the cost of constructing
constructing the
bridge and
and its approaches
approaches and acquiring
acquiring such
such interests
interests in
in real
real
property; and
and (4)
(4) actual
actual expenditures
property;
expenditures for
for necessary
necessary improvements.
improvements.

SEC.
If such
at any
SEC. 3. If
such bridge
bridge shall
shall at
time be
taken over
any time
be taken
over or
or acquired
acquired
Pennsylvania, or by any municipality
by the State
State of Pennsylvania,
municipality or
or other political
subdivision or
or public
under the
ical subdivision
public agency
agency thereof,
thereof, under
the provisions
provisions of
of
section 2
2 of this Act, and if
if tolls are thereafter
thereafter charged for the use
use
thereof,
thereof, the rates of toll shall be so adjusted as to provide
provide aa fund
sufficient
sufficient to pay for the reasonable
reasonable cost of maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
operating
bridge and
its approaches
manageoperating the bridge
and its
approaches under
under economical
economical management and to provide a
amortize the
a sinking fund
fund sufficient to
to amortize
the amount
amount
paid therefor, including reasonable
reasonable interest and
and financing
financing cost, as
soon as possible under reasonable
reasonable charges, but within a
a period of not
to exceed twenty years from the date of acquiring the same. After
After
sufficient for such amortization
amortization shall
been so
aa sinking fund sufficient
shall have
have been
so
provided,
provided, such bridge
thereafter be maintained
maintained and
operated
bridge shall
shall thereafter
and operated
free of tolls, or the rates of toll shall thereafter
adjusted as
thereafter be
be so
so adjusted
as
to provide a
a fund of not to
to exceed
exceed the
the amount
amount necessary
necessary for
for the
the
proper maintenance,
the bridge
bridge and
and its
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operation
operation of
of the
its
approaches
under economical
accurate record
record of
of
approaches under
economical management.
management. An
An accurate
the amount paid for acquiring
bridge and
the
acquiring the
the bridge
and its
its approaches,
approaches, the
expenditures for maintaining,
actual expenditures
maintaining, repairing, and operating the
same, and of the daily tolls collected
collected shall be
be kept and shall be
be
available for the
interested.
the information of all persons
persons interested.
SEC.
Engineering Company,
S
EC. 4. The Farris
Engineering
Company, its successors and
.construction
after the
of such
bridge,
assigns, shall, within ninety days after
the completion
completion of
such bridge,
file with the Secretary
Secretary of War and with the Highway Department
Department
Pennsylvania, aasworn itemized statement showing
of the State of Pennsylvania,
showing the
actual original cost of constructing
constructing the bridge and
and its approaches,
approaches, the
actual cost of acquiring
acquiring any interest
property necessary
thereinterest in
in real property
necessary therefor,
Secretary
for , and the actual financing and promotion costs. The Secretary
of War may, and at the request of the Highway
Highway Department
Department of the
State of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania shall, at any time within three
three years after the
the
completion
completion of such bridge, investigate
investigate such costs and determine
determine the
the
accuracy
accuracy and the reasonableness
reasonableness of
of the costs
costs alleged in
in the statement
statement
finding of
reasonof costs so filed, and shall
shall make
make a
a finding
of the
the actual
actual and
and reasonable costs of constructing, financing,
promoting such
bridge; for
for
financing, and promoting
such bridge;
the purpose
purpose of such investigation
investigation the
the said
Farris Engineering
Engineering Comsaid Farris
pany, its
successors and
all of
records
its successors
and assigns,
assigns, shall make available
available all
of its
its records
in connection
connection with the construction, financing,
financing, and promotion
promotion thereof.
The findings of the Secretary of War as to the reasonable
reasonable costs of
shall be
be
the construction,
construction, financing,
financing, and
and promotion
promotion of
of the
the bridge
bridge shall
conclusive
mentioned in section 22of
conclusive for the purposes mentioned
of this
this Act, subsubject only to review in a
a court of equity for fraud
fraud or gross mistake.
SEc.
S
EC. 5. The right to sell, assign, transfer
transfer,% and mortgage
mortgage all the
rights, powers
frowers zand privileges conferred by this
this Act is
i hereby
hereby granted
granted
Engineering Company,
Company, its successor
to Farms
Farris Engineering
successors and assigns;
ssigs; and any

Limitation.

Tolls

under

operation.
a tion.
oper

State

Rates
applied to
Rates applied
to operation, sinking fund,

op.

etc.

Maintenance as
as free
ree
bridge,
etc.,
after

Maintenance

amortizing cots.
costs. a
amortizing

Record of expenditure
Cndrecteidl.ps
tures
and receipts.

Sworn statement of
Sworn
construction costs, etc.,
etc.,
to be filed after comcrn
pletion.

statement of

to be

pletion.

Examination by Secretary of War.

Examnation by Sec

retary o

ar.

Finding of Secretary
oonolosive.

geetary

Right to sell, etc.,
te
cooterred.

`,,.*

,* .
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Amendment
Amendment

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

CHS. 84-86.
84-86.
CHS.

JUNE
15, 1933.
JUNE 15,

corporation to
any person
person to
whom such
such rights,
powers, and
and
rights, powers,
to whom
or any
which or
to which
corporation
privileges
may be
be sold,
sold, assigned,
assigned, or
acquire
shall acquire
who shall
or who
transferred, or
or transferred,
privileges may
the
same by
by mortgage
foreclosure or
authorized
is hereby
hereby authorized
otherwise, is
or otherwise,
mortgage foreclosure
the same
and empowered
conferred
though conferred
fully as though
as fully
same as
the same
exercise the
to exercise
empowered to
and
herein directly
such corporation
corporation or
person.
or person.
upon such
directly upon
herein
S
EC. 6.
6. The
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal this
hereby
Act is hereby
this Act
to alter,
The right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June 15,
15, 1933.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 85.]
85.]
[CHAPTER

June 15, 1933.
1933.
[H.R. 5091.]
5091.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 62.]
Criminal
Code
Amendment.
Amendment.
Vol. 35, p.
1145,
amended.
U.S.C. p. 499.
U.S.C.p.
Offenses committed
committed
Offenses
in places
places under Federal
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Punishment for, under ,State, etc., law
der,
when penalty not provided by
by Federal law.
vided

June 15, 1933.
[
El. R. 5589.l
55891
[U.R.
1
Public, No. 63T.
TPubbilc

AN ACT
ACT
To
To amend section 289 of the Criminal Code.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and, House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United
of America
assembled, That
That section 289
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of the
Criminal Code
Code (U.S.C.,
468) be, and it
it is hereby,
title 18, sec. 468)
(U.S.C., title
the Criminal
of
amended
follows:
to read as follows:
amended to
"SEC. 289.
289. Whoever,
Whoever, within
within the
limits of any State,
territorial limits
the territorial
"SEC.
organized Territory,
Territory, or
or District,
District, but
but within
or upon any of the
within or
organized
described in
places now
now existing
or hereafter
reserved or acquired,
acquired, described
hereafter reserved
existing or
places
section 272
272 of
of the
the Criminal
Code (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 18, sec. 451), shall
Criminal Code
section
do
thing which
made penal
penal
not made
is not
which is
or thing
act or
any act
of any
doing of
the doing
omit the
or omit
do or
by any
laws of
of Congress,
but which
which if
if committed
committed or
within
omitted within
or omitted
Congress, but
any laws
by
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
Territory, or District in which such
such
State, Territory,
the State,
the
place
is
situated,
by
laws
thereof
in force on June 1, 1933, and
thereof
laws
the
by
situated,
is
place
remaining
force at the time
doing
time of the doing or omitting the doing
in force
remaining in
of
such act
penal, shall be deemed guilty of aa
would be penal,
thing, would
or thing,
act or
of such
like
and be subject to aalike punishment."
offense and
like offense
15, 1933.
Approved,
Approved, June 15.
[CHAPTER
86.]
[CHAPTER 86.]

—

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

AN ACT

Washington, Missouri,
Granting the
consent of
Congress to
Missouri, to concon to the city of Washington,
of Congress
the consent
Granting
struct, maintain,
bridge across the Missouri River at or near
maintain, and operate aatoll bridge
struct,
Washington, Missouri.
Washington,

the
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate

in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consen.t
Washington, Missouri,
of Congress is hereby granted to the city of Washington,
approaches thereto
to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate aa bridge and approaches
across the Missouri River, at a
a point suitable to the interests of
navigation, at or near Washington,
Washington, Missouri, in accordance
accordance with the
to
Act
"An
provisions
an
"
An
regulate
the construction
entitled
Act
an
of
provisions
of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters
waters ", approved March 23, 1906, and
of bridges

Missouri
River.
Missouri River.
United States
Washington, M o.,
of Congress is
may bridge.
maybsindge,
Post,
1015.
Post, p.
p. 1015.
Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Act.
subject
and limitations
this Act.
in this
contained in
limitations contained
conditions and
the conditions
to the
subject to
SEC. 2.
charged for the use of such bridge, the rates
tolls are charged
2. IfIf tolls
SEC.
etc.
of toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a
a fund sufficient to pay.the
reasonable cost
operating the bridge
repairing, and operating
maintaining, repairing,
cost of maintaining,
reasonable
its approaches
and its
management, and to provide
provide
approaches under economical management,
and
a
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to amortize
amortize the cost of the bridge
bridge and its
a sinking
approaches, including reasonable
reasonable interest and financing cost, as soon
approaches,
as
possible under
under reasonable
reasonable charges,
but within aa period of not
charges, but
possible
as
Maintenance as free
a sinkthereof.
to
exceed
twenty
years
from
the
completion
thereof. After a
completion
the
from
years
twenty
exceed
to
amortiung
bridge
after
amortizing
brndgate
o sts
e
provided
costs.
ing fund sufficient
sufficient for such amortization
amortization shall have been so provided,
such
thereafter be maintained and operated
operated free of
such bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be so adjusted as to provide
or the rates of toll shall thereafter
tolls, or
proper mainnecessary for the proper
to exceed the amount necessary
not to
fund of not
aa fund
under
repair, and operation of the bridge and its approaches
tenance,
approaches under
tenance, repair,
Toll rates applied to

fund,
operation,sinkin
operation, sinking fund,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.

CHS. 86,
86, 87.

JUNE
1933.
JUNE 15,
15,1933.

economical management.
management. An accurate
accurate record of the costs of the
bridge and its approaches,
approaches, the expenditures
expenditures for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing, and operating
operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected, shall
shall
be kept and shall be available
available for the information
information of all persons
persons
interested.
SEC.
amend, or repeal
S
EC. 3. The right to alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 15, 1933.
1933.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 87.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended.
amended.

153
153
Record of . expendiexpenditure and receipts.

Record

Amendment.

Amendment.

June
June 15, 1933.
1933.
6
[H.R. 5645.)
[HR.
[Public,
No. 64.)
[Public, No.
64.

6465.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of the
the
Senate and House of Representatives
National Defense Act
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 1
1 of
NationalDefense Act
of amendments.
the
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
of June
amended, be,
be, and
and the
the National
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
the 41,Vol.
Vol.
VoL
39, p.
p. 166; Vol.
p. 759.
is hereby, amended
out the
same is
amended by striking
striking out
inserting the
the 41, p. 759.
the same
same and
and inserting
following in lieu
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Regular Army.
"SECTION
1. That
That the
"SEcTioN 1.
the Army
of the
United States
States shall
Army of
the United
shall consist
consist of
of National
Regular Amy
Guard of
the
United
the Regular
Regular Army,
the
Army, the
the National
of the
the United
National Guard
Guard of
United States,
States, the
the the
United States.
States,
added.
National Guard
Guard while in the service of the United States, the OffiOffi- added.
cers' Reserve
cers'
Reserve Corps, the Organized
Organized Reserves, and the Enlisted
Reserve Corps."
SEC.
paragraph of section
S
EC. 2. That the fourth paragraph
section 5
5of said Act be, and
the same is hereby,
hereby, amended by striking out the same and inserting
inserting
following in lieu thereof:
the following
thereof:
Staff Corps.
"All
policies and
affecting the
the organization
and disdis- General
General Staff
Corps
and regulations
regulations affecting
organization and
"All policies
Vol.
41,
p.
763,
tribution of
all amended.
tribution
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and all
amended.4
policies and regulations affecting
affecting the organization,
organization, distribution, and
to
training
of the National
training of
National Guard,
Guard, shall
shall be
of Committees
be prepared
prepared by
by committees
committees of
Committees of,
of, to
prepare policies, etc.,
appropriate
branches or divisions
appropriate branches
divisions of the
War Department
General affecting National
the War
Department General
National
of officers
Staff, to which shall be added an equal number
number of
officers from
the Guard.
from the
Eu
of
Equal number
number of
National Guard
Guard of
of
National Guard of the United States, whose names
are
borne
names
borne on National
U. S. officers to be
officers suitable for such duty, submitted by the governors U.
lists of officers
added.
of their respective
respective States and Territories,
Territories, and for the District
District of
of
Columbia
Columbia by the Commanding
Commanding General, District of Columbia
National Guard.
National
"All policies and regulations
organization, distribu- Reserves,
Reserve etc.
etc.
regulations affecting the organization,
Reserve officers
Reserve
officers
assignment, promotion,
tion, training, appointment, assignment,
and discharge
discharge added,
promotion, and
added, in
in formulating
policies affecting orof members
olationaaecting ormembers of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps, the Organized Reserves, ganization.
and the Enlisted Reserve Corps shall be prepared
committees of
prepared by committees
of
appropriate branches
branches or divisions of the War Department
Department General
General
Staff to which shall be added an equal number of officers from the
ooioo.
Provided, That when the subject to be Provisos.
Officers' Reserve Corps: Provided,
Officers'
Representation
Representation on
on
studied affects
affects the National
States or
or the
committees to
National Guard of the United States
the committees
to study.
Officers' Reserve
Organized
National Guard and the Officers'
Reserve Corps,
Corps, the Organized
Reserves or the Enlisted Reserve
Corps such committees
Reserves
Reserve Corps,
committees shall
shall conconsist of an equal representation
representation from the Regular Army, the
National
the National
Guard of the United States,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps.
States and the Officers
Corps. There
Duty in
in War
shall be not less than ten Officers
officers on
on duty
duty in the
the War Department
Department partment.
Duty
War DeDeGeneral
General Staff, one half of whom shall be from the National Guard pren.
of the United
United States and one half from the Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps.
For the purpose specified herein such officers
officers shall be regarded
regarded as
Chief of
to
Provide
Chef
of Staff
Staf to
additional members of the General Staff while
while so serving:
serving: Provided
transmit recommendafurther, That the Chief of Staff shall transmit to
further,
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of tontS
tary of
o
tions to Secretary
rWar.
War the policies and regulations prepared as hereinbefore prescribed wa

War
in this
theparagraph
policies and
and
regulations
advise him
prepared
i
n regard
as hereinbefore
thereto. After
prescribed
action

in this paragraph and advise him in regard thereto.

After action

shall act as
by the Secretary
Secretary of War thereon the Chief
Chief of
of Staff shall
the agent of the Secretary
Secretary of War in carrying
carrying ,the
effect.
the same
sam into
into effect.

Act as agent

Act ust.
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and control
The Chief
shall exercise
the same
same supervision
supervision and
control
exercise the
of Staff
Staff shall
The
Chief of
he
reserve components
off the
the reserve
components of the Army of the United
United States as he
does
over the
Regular Army.
the Regular
does over
Vol.
P. 775;
7M; Vol.
SEC. 3.
3. That
hereby,
said Act
Act be, and the same is hereby,
37 of said
That section 37
SEC.
Vol.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
42, p. 1033.
amended
amended by striking out the same
same and inserting
inserting the
the following
42,p.1033.
following in
in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Officers'
Reserve
"
37. OrricERs'
RESERVE CORPS.-For
CoRrs.—For the
purpose of
the purpose
of providprovidOFecER s' RESERVE
SEC. 37.
" SEc.
Officers' Reserve
needed
e°
Coritposition, grades,
officers available for military service when needed
reserve of officers
a reserve
ing a
grades, in
°Coposition,
etc.
etc. s, p. 9.
the
gre shall
shall be
be organized
organized an
Officers' Reserve
Corps consisting
consisting of
there
an Officers'
Reserve Corps
of gen.genPost, p. 939.
eral
officers and officers
officers assigned to
corresponding to
to sections corresponding
to the
eral officers
various branches
branches of
of the
Regular Army
Army and
and such
sections
additional sections
such additional
the Regular
various
as the
may direct.
direct. The
The grades
grades in
in each
each section and
and the
President may
,as
the President
number in
in each
each grade
grade shall
prescribe. All
may prescribe.
President may
be as the
the President
shall be
number
persons appointed
appointed in
the Officers'
officers
are reserve officers
Corps are
Reserve Corps
in the
Officers' Reserve
persons
States. Such
Appointments by and
in the
the Army
of the
the United
Such
United States.
Army of
shall be
be commissioned
commissioned in
and shall
Appointments
President alone, except
general
appointments in
brigadier general
general shall
shall be
be
of brigadier
below that
that of
grades below
in grades
appointments
general officers.
offiers.t
made
alone, and
by and
and with
with the
officers by
general officers
and general
by the
the President
President alone,
made by
advice and consent of the Senate. Appointment in every case in
Periods.
Periods,
the Officers'
Reserve Corps
shall be
be for
for a
but
a period
period of five years, but
Corps shall
Officers' Reserve
the
an
war shall
shall continue in
of war
the outbreak
outbreak of
force at
at the
in force
an appointment
appointment in
Provided, That an
Proviso.
Proviso,
force until six months after its termination: Provided,
an
War-time service,
Officers' Reserve Corps shall be entitled to be relieved
officer of the Officers'
r-timeervic.
relieved
from active
active Federal
Federal service
service within
within six months after its termination
termination
from
Discharges.
if he makes application therefor. Any officer of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps
be discharged
discharged at
any time
time in
in the
discretion of the Presithe discretion
at any
may be
Corps may
Citizenship, etc.,
Citizenship,
etc., re- dent.
In time of peace an officer
officer of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
quirements.
Post,r.
p.99.
939.
must
at the
the time
of his
his appointment
appointment be a
a citizen of the United
time of
must at
Post,
States
between the
the ages
ages of
of twenty-one
twenty-one and
and sixty
Any person
person
sixty years.
years. Any
States between
Formerservicequaiservice quail, who
has been
been an
officer of
of the
the Army
Army of
United States
States at
at any
any
who has
an officer
of the
the United
fiormer
fications.
June 30, 1919,
time between April 6, 1917, and
and June
1919, or who has been
Regular Army at any time, if qualified, may be apan officer of the Regular
pointed in the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps in the highest grade
grade which
which
Limitation on peace he held or any lower
lower grade.
grade. No other
other person except as herein Jproappointments.
* pr
tl-a
Na
^
* . -1-1
l i ' .i*i
ap
tments.
shall
vided
in time
of
peace
a
peace be originally
originally appointed
appointed as aa reserve
reserve
Air
officer of Infantry,
Infantry, Cavalry, Field
Field Artillery, Coast Artillery,
Artillery, or
or Air
Corps in aagrade above that of second lieutenant.
lieutenant. In time of peace
appointments
appointments in the Infantry, Cavalry, Field Artillery, Coast ArtilArtillery, and
and Air Corps shall be limited to
to former
lery,
former officers
officers of
of the
Army,
the Army,
p.778
78..
former officers of the National Guard of the United States, graduvool 41, P.
ates of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, as provided in section
section
47b hereof; warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army,
National Guard of the United States, and Enlisted Reserve Corps
and persons who served in the Army at some time between
between April 6,
Promotions in all grades
and November
and 1917,
Promotions and
November
11,
grades of officers
transfers.
who hv
tbi
or 1918. Promotions
transfers.
who have established, or may
hereafter establish, their qualifications
may hereafter
qualifications
for such promotion, and transfer, shall be made under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of War,
War , and shall be
practicable upon recommend
ati on
s made in the estabbased so far as practicable
recommendations
lished chain of command.
command. So far as practicable,
practicable in time of peac
e,
peace,
Reserve
icers of
of the
Off
icers '
Reserve Corps
Corps shall
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
to units
the
Reserve appointappoint- off
officers
the Officers'
Reserve
units in
in the
ments.
locality of their places of residence.
residence. Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall
operateP to
deprive
an
officer
of
the
reserve
appointment
appointment he now
r
e. holds: Provided,
Pr
ovided,
this
shall
not
apply
to
Proviso.tive
That
the discretionarydiscretionaryExecutive power
over
,
the Presid
ent previously
prev i
ous l
y mentioned.
menti one d
. Members
Members
President
of the
power of
power discharge
discharge power
ovecutive
Status of reserve o
fthe
th
e Officers' Reserve Corps, while not on active duty, shall not, by
reserve of
of
Statusot
Officers'
Reserve
Corps,
while
not
on
active
duty,
shall
not, by
officers
not
on
active
officers
active
duty,
reason
of their
appointments,'oaths,
commissions, o
orr s
status
duty,
reason solely
solely of
their appomtments
oaths, commissions,
t
at
us as
such, or any duties or functions performed
performed or pay or allowances
allowances received as such, be held or deemed
deemed to be officers or employees
employees of the
United
disUnited States, or persons holding any office of trust or profit or digExercise same powers
Exereisesamepowers

as over the Army.
over the Army.
as
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charging
connection with any defunction under or in connection
any official
official function
charging any
partment
United States."
Government of the United
partment of the Government
39,
m.190;
1e; Vol.
Vol.
Vo.
39, p.
is hereby, 43,Vol.
the same
same is
4. That
That section
section 38
38 of
Act be,
be, and
and the
of said
said Act
SEC. 4.
p. 470, amended.
4
following
the
amended
by
striking
out
inserting
in
inserting
and
same
the
by
striking
amended
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Officers of
the NaNaOfficers
of the
STATES.-All tional
THE UNITED STATES.—All
NATIONAL GUARD
"SEC.
SEC. 38.
38. OFFICERS, NATIONAL
GUARD OF
OF THE
Guard of the
in
u.s., commissions
commissions in
Guard of the United
persons
United States U.S.,
in the National Guard
officers in
appointed officers
persons appointed
Army.
commissioned in the Army of the Army.
are reserve officers and shall be commissioned
United States.
States. Such
Such appointments
appointments in grades below that of brigaUnited
Appointments.
by the President
made by
shall be made
dier general
President alone, and general
general officers Appointments.
general shall
dier
advice and consent
consent of the Senate.
by and with the advice
Period.
the National
United States
shall be
be Period.
States shall
the United
"Officers
of the
Guard of
National Guard
in the
"Officers in
appointed
federally recognized
recognized
for the period during which they are federally
appointed for
Provisos.
in
same grade
grade and
branch in
Guard: Provided,
Provided, At outbreak of war.
in the
the National
National Guard:
the same
and branch
in the
That
outbreak of war shall continue
in force at the outbreak
appointment in
That an appointment
Relief after close of
elief after close of
in force
until six
months after
termination: And
provided further,
further, war.
And provided
its termination:
after its
six months
in
force until
Federalwar
officer shall be entitled to be relieved from active Federal
such officer
That such
service
termination if he makes applicamonths after its termination
service within six months
tion therefor.
peace duty.
duty.
Active peace
order to active
may order
"
In time
peace the
President may
active duty, with Active
the President
of peace
"In
time of
their consent,
officers of
National Guard
States
Guard of the United States
of the
the National
their
consent, officers
Pay and allowances.
for
the purposes
set forth
forth in
sections 5
5and
and 81
of this
Act. When
When on
on Pay
and allowances.
this Act.
81 of
in sections
purposes set
for the
such
active duty an officer of the National Guard of the United States
such active
shall
receive the
officer of the Regular
Regular
allowances as an officer
pay and allowances
the same
same pay
shall receive
Army
of the
the same grade and length of active service and mileage
Army of
from his home to his first station and from his last station to his
home,
retirement or retired pay:
pay :
Provided, Proviso.
roviso from NaProvided,
shall not be
be entitled to
to retirement
home, but shall
Payment
tional
Guard appropriappropritiona Guard
That such
such officers
ordered to
such active duty shall be paid out of ations.
to such
officers ordered
That
ations.
Guard.
National
of
the
appropriated for the pay
the funds appropriated
Status of while not
of while not
"
of the
the National
United States,
not on
on onStatus
States, while
while not
Guard of
of the
the United
National Guard
Officers of
" Officers
active duty.
active
by reason
reason solely of their
oaths, on acveduty
appointments, oaths,
their appointments,
not, by
shall not,
duty, shall
active duty,
commissions
performed
commissions, or status as such, or any duties or functions performed
or
pay or
or allowances
allowances received
received as
as such,
such, be
be held
held or deemed
officers
deemed to be officers
or pay
or
the United States, or persons holding any office of
or employees
employees of the
discharging any official function under or in conor profit or discharging
trust or
nection with
with any
any department
department of
of the
United
of the
the United
Government of
the Government
nection
States."
States."
Vol. 39, p. 11/7;
. ir l.
SEC.
5. That
That section
section 58
of said
4Vol,^
the same
same is hereby, 43,
said Act
Act be, and the
58 of
p. 1075, p'amended.
SEC. 5.
amended
by striking
out the
same and
and inserting
following in
in
the following
inserting the
the same
striking out
amended by
thereof:
lieu thereof:
":1V. ofoi
SEC. 58.
COMPOSITION OF
THE NATIONAL
GUARD AND THE
THE NATIONAL tr!ds!.tioollalth
National Guard
NATIONAL GUARD
OF THE
58. COMPOSITION
"SEC.
State's, etc.
etc.
GUARD OF
STATES.—The National
of each
each State,
State, State,
Guard of
National Guard
UNITED STATES.-The
THE UNITED
OF THE
GUARD
Composition.
Territory,
and the
Columbia shall
shall consist
consist of
of members
members of
of Copositio
of Columbia
the District
District of
Territory, and
ages.
the
voluntarily enlisted
therein, who
upon original
enlistment Eligible
Eligible ages.
original enlistment
who upon
enlisted therein,
militia voluntarily
the militia
shall
eighteen nor
forty-five years of age,
nor more than forty-five
than eighteen
not less
less than
shall be
be not
or
in subsequent
subsequent enlistment
be not
sixty-four
not more than sixty-four
shall be
enlistment shall
who in
or who
years
federally recognized
recognized
armed, equipped,
equipped, and federally
organized, armed,
years of
of age,
age, organized,
as hereinafter
provided, and
of commissioned
commissioned officers
warrant
and warrant
officers and
and of
as
hereinafter provided,
officers who
of Proviso.
citizens of the United States between the ages of
who are citizens
officers
Enlistment of former
former
of Enlistmentof
twenty-one and
years: Provided,
That former
members of
former members
Provided, That
and sixty-four
sixty-four years:
twenty-one
members of Army, etc.
the
Regular
Army,
Navy
or
Marine
Corps
under
sixty-four
years
etc.
mebersofArmy,
years
sixty-four
under
Corps
or
Marine
Navy,
Army,
the Regular
of age
nNavy,
said National Guard.
may enlist
enlist i
in
said
Guard.
of
age may
National Guard of
oes
Otatrd
eNatitd
""The National Guard of the United States is hereby
hereby established.
established. the
United
States
esStates esthe
United
tablished.
ed. of;
It shall
shall be
be a
the Army
Army of
of the
the United
United States
States tablsh
of the
component of
a reserve
reserve component
It
Status
of; compodicomposiStatus
tion.
and shall
shall consist
federally recognized
Guard units,
units, tion.
National Guard
recognized National
of those
those federally
consist of
and
and
and of
officers warrant
officers, and
and enlisted
enlisted
warrant officers,
of the
the officers,
and organizations,
organizations and
members of
National Guard
Guard
officers,
of the several
several States,
States, Territories,
Territories
of
the National
of the
members
and
the
District
of
Columbia
%
who
have
been
appointed,
appointed,
been
shall
have
who
Columbia,
and the District of
enlisted
appointed, or
or enlisted,
enlisted, as
case may
may be,
the
in the
be, in
as thet case
and appointed,
enlisted and
66
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National Guard of the United States, as hereinafter
provided, and
hereinafter provided,.
of such
other officers
officers and
warrant officers
officers as
be appointed
appointed
of
such other
and warrant
as may
may be
Provisos.
therein as provided in section 111 hereof: Provided, That the memDeednotinactive
Deemed not in active therein as provided in section 111 hereof: Provided, That the memservice
when so
service except
exceptwhen
so bers of the National Guard of the United States shall not be in
in
ordered.
ordered.
the active service of the United States except when ordered thereto
in accordance
with law,
law, and,
and, in
peace, they
they shall
adminshall be
be adminin time
time of
of peace,
in
accordance with
istered,
as
equipped, and
and trained
trained in their status as
istered, armed,
armed, uniformed, equipped,
the
National Guard
of the
several
States,
Territories,
and the
the DisDisand
Territories,
several
States,
Guard
of
the
the
National
o
l
Appointment
ofnon
non- trict of Columbia,
Columbia, as provided in this Act: And provided
further,
provided
further,
Apromtme
ntof
cormnimioned
commlsstoned National
National
,
o
,wrv711r*
in thi
prescribe,
of War shall
shall prescribe,
Guard officers.
Secretary of
That under
under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Guard
offcers.
noncommissioned officers,
officers, first-class
first-class privates,
privates, and enlisted specialists
noncommissioned
specialists
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard may
be appointed
in corresponding
of
may be
appointed in
corresponding grades,
grades,
National Guard of the United States,
ratings, and branches of the National
without vacating
vacating their
respective grades
grades and
and ratings
ratings in
in the
the National
National
without
their respective
Guard."
Vol. 39, p. 197.
SE°. 6.
60 of
of said
Act be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
vol. 39, p. 197.
SE.
6. That section
section 60
said Act
be, and
and the
hereby,
amended by striking out the same and inserting the following in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Unit organizations.
Unit
organizations.
" SEC. 60.
ORGANIZATION OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUAID UNIrr.--Except
"
60. ORGANIZATION
UNITS.—Except as
otherwise
specifically provided
provided herein, the organization
organization of
otherwise specifically
of the
the
including the composition
composition of all units thereof,
thereof,
National Guard, including
shall be the same as that which is or may hereafter be
be prescribed
prescribed
subject in
in time
peace to
to such
general
for the Regular Army, subject
time of
of peace
such general
exceptions as may be authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of War.
War. And
exceptions
p re
President
to pre
- the President
units, as to branch
President may prescribe the particular unit or units,
Preident to
scribe.
or arm of service, to be maintained
maintained in each State, Territory, or the
District of
Columbia in
in order
secure a
comforce which,
which, when
when comorder to
to secure
a force
of Columbia
District
proiso.
Proviso.
State
approval.
Stateapproval.
bined,
bined, shall form complete
complete higher tactical units: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no change in allotment, branch, or arm of units or organizations
organizations
wholly within a
made without
a single State will be made
without the approval
approval of
of
the governor
of the
the State
State concerned."
governor
of
concerned."
Vol. 39, p.
200; Vol.
SEC. 7.
7. That
That section 69
of said
said Act be,
be, and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
43VpL
, p o; veol
43,
p.. 470.
S:E.
69 of
hereby,
amended
amended by striking out the same and inserting
inserting the following in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
lieu
Enlistments, NationEnlistments,
Nation- lieu
there
oT:
THea
EbNIISTMENTS IN
SEC. 69.
al Guard
Guard and National
National
"Sno.
69. ENLISTMENTS
IN THE
THE NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD AND
AND IN
IN 1HE
Guard of the United
of
uard
the
United
NATIONAL
UNITED
G'UAnD
THE
STATEs.-Original
enlistments
in
GUARD
OF
STATES.—Original
enlistments
in
States.
the National
National Guard and in the National
National Guard of the United States
shall be for a
a period of three years, and subsequent
subsequent enlistments
enlistments for
for
Provisos.
one
or
three
each:
Provided,
That
all
enlisted
men
three
years
each:
Provided,
That
periods
of
one
or
es
of
nlted
Transfers of enlisted
men to National Guard
mentoNational
uard of the National
National Guard on the date of approval of this Act may,
of United States for
such regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of
of
under such
trters or under
nired terms.
ofu
unexpired
War, be enlisted in grade, rating, and branch in the National Guard
of the United States for the remaining unexpired portions of their
their
Enlistment
Enlistment period
period enlistments
in the National Guard:
Guard: And Provided
in
Provided further,
further, That in
extended in
an enlistments
may be extended
In an
emergency.
emergency.
the event of an emergency
emergency declared
declared by Congress the period of any
enlistment which otherwise would expire
expire may by Presidential proclamation be extended for aaperiod of six months after the terminaternaina,tion of
of the emergency."
emergency."
'Vol. 39, s,
p. 201;
201; Vol.
Vol.
p.
Vol.
SEO. 8
70 of said Act be,
SE0.
8 That section IO
hereby,
41, p. 781,
781, amended.
amended.
b and the same is hereby
amended by striking out the same and inserting the following in
thereof:
lieu thereof:
Enlistment contract
anaisthent
"SEc.
listing in
aott
Guard of
and
oath.
"S
EC. 70.
70. Mnen
Men enlisting
in the
the National
National Guard
of the
the several
several
States, Territories, and the District of Columbia, and in the National
Guard of the United States, shall sign an enlistment contract and
subscribe
to the following oath or affirmation:
affirmation:
.subscribe
Form.
"I
acknowledge to have voluntarily enlisted this -"Ido hereby acknowledge
day of
19- as aasoldier in the National Guard of the United
day
19__,
States and the State of ------,,for the period of three (or one
one)
year__,
year__, under the conditions prescribed
prescribed by law, unless sooner disPost, p..
p.
Post,
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charged by proper
proper authority. And IIdo
do solemnly
solemnly swear
swear that I
I will
will
bear true faith and allegiance
and
allegiance to the United States of America and
to the State of ---serve them honestly
honestly and faith,,and that I
I will serve
fully against all their enemies whomsoever
whomsoever,, and that II will obey the
orders
United States
Sates and
Governor
orders of the
the President
President of
of the
the United
and of the
the Governor
of the State of ----- ,,and of the officers
officers appointed
appointed over me accordArticles of War.'
ing to law and the rules and Articles
War."
New section.
section.
adding section
section 71 thereto, as New
SEC. 9. That said Act be amended
amended by adding
Vol.
41,
p.
781,
41, p.
781,
amended.
amended.
follows:
follows:
" SEC. 71. DEFINITIONS.—In
"SEC.
DEFINITIONS.-In this Act, unless the context or sub- Definitions.
matter otherwise
requiresject matter
otherwise requires—
"National Guard."
Guard."
(a) 'National
National Guard'
Guard' or
National Guard
Guard of
States, "National
of the several States,
or 'National
""(a)
Territories,
and the District of Columbia ''means
means that
that portion of the
the
Territories, and
Organized
Territories, and
and the District
District
Organized Militia
Militia of the
the several
several States,
States, Territories,
of Columbia,
Columbia active and inactive, federally
federally recognized
provided in
in
recognized as provided
this Act and
organized, armed,
armed, and equipped
equipped in whole or in part at
and organized,
Federal
expense and
officered and
trained under
paragraph 16,
16, section
section
Federal expense
and officered
and trained
under paragraph
8, article
article I
Constitution.
I of the Constitution.
"National Guard of
"
National Guard of
States' means a
a reserve tho"National
United States'
of the
the United
" (b)
(b) 'National
States."
the United States."
component of the Army of the United States composed
composed of those
component
federally recognized units and
and organizations
organizations and persons duly apfederally
commissioned in the active
and inactive.National
inactive .National Guard
active and
pointed and
and commissioned
of
Territories, and the District of Columbia,
Columbia, who
of the
the several
several States,
States, Territories,
have taken
taken and
subscribed to the
prescribed in section
section
the oath
oath of office
office prescribed
and subscribed
have
73 of this Act, and who have been duly appointed
appointed by the President in
the
provided in this Act,
Act,
Guard of
of the United
United States, as provided
the National
National Guard
and of those officers and warrant
appointed as prescribed
prescribed in
in
warrant officers
officers appointed
180.
Post, pp. 158, 160.
enlisted in
in Post,
sections 75 and 111 of this Act, and of those persons duly enlisted
the
National Guard of
United States
of the United
States and
and of the
the several
several States,
the National
Territories,
and the
District of
who have
Territories, and
the District
of Columbia
Columbia who
have taken
taken and
and subsubscribed to the oath of enlistment prescribed
prescribed in section 70 of this Act.
scribed
Vol.
41,
781,
41,
p. 781,
S
EC. 10. That section 72 of said Act be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, amended.
SEC.
amended.
amended by striking out the same and inserting the following
following in
amended
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Discharges:
certifiDischarges;
certll""SEc.
SEC. 72. An enlisted man discharged
discharged from service
service in the National
National cates
be given.
given.
to be
Guard and the National Guard
Guard of the United States shall receive aa
feat ure elimi
ohm!.
discharge
discharge in writing in such form and with such classification
classification as is Draft feature
nated.
or shall be prescribed
Regular Army, and in time of peace
prescribed for the Regular
discharges
expiration of terms of enlistdischarges may be given prior to the expiration
ment under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
War may prescribe."
prescribe."
Secretary of War
Vol. 39,
39, p.
P. AM.
201.
SEC.
SEC. 11.
11. That section 73 of said Act be, and the same is hereby, Vol.
inserting the following in
in
amended by striking out the same and inserting
lieu thereof:
thereof:
officers.
SEC. 73. OATHS
OF NATIONAL
APPOINTMENT IN
IN Oath of officers.
"SEC.
OATHS OF
NATIONAL GUARD
GUAPRD OFFICERS
OFFICERS-APPOINTMENT
THE UNITED STATES.-Commissioned
STATES.—COMMiSSiOned officers
officers
THE NATIONAL GUARD
GuARD OF
OF THE
and warrant officers of the National
Guard of the several
several States,
National Guard
Territories
and in the National
Guard
Territories, and the District of Columbia and
National Guard
and subscribe
subscribe to the following
following oath
oath
of the United States shall take and
of office:
"I, -------- ,
, do solemnly
defend
"
solemnly swear that II will support and defend
the
Constitution of the
constitution of the
the Constitution
the United
United States and
and the constitution
against all enemies
foreign and domestic;
domestic •that
that II
enemies,' foreign
State of ----will bear
and allegiance
the same;
same- that
thatdomestic;
I
will obey the
will
bear true
true faith
faith and
allegiance to
to the
I will
orders
the President
of the
United States
States and
of the
the Governor
Governor of
and of
of
of the
President of
the United
orders of
I make this obligation
the State of -------- ;;that I
obligation freely, without
without
reservation or
evasion and that II will well
well
or purpose
purpose of evasion,
any mental
mental reservation
office of -------- in the
the office
and faithfully discharge
discharge the duties of tbe
National
National Guard
Guard of
of the United
United States
States and of the State
State of -----upon
which IIam
am about
enter, so
so help
help me
me God.
upon which
about to
to enter,
46
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Appointment to
to
Appointment
same grade and branch
in the
National Guard
Guard
thegational
of the
the United
States.
of
united States.

n

" The President
President is
is authorized
and
to appoint
appoint in the same grade and
authorized to
"The
branch in
in the
the National
National Guard of
the United
United States
any person
person who
who
States any
of the
branch

is an officer or warrant officer
officer in the National Guard of any State,
Territory,
the District
District of
and who
federally recogTerritory, or
or the
of Columbia
Columbia and
who is
is federally
recogProviso.
nized
in that
grade and
Provided, That
That acceptance
protiso.
nized in
that grade
and branch:
branch: Provided,
acceptance of
of tipapetc.,
Not
office.
to vacate State, pomtment
•
in
same grade
grade and
and branch
in the
the National
National Guard
of
Guard of
branch in
the same
in the
tate. pointment
fvaate
etc.,
the United
States, by
an officer
officer of
of the
the National
State,
the
United States,
by an
National Guard
Guard of
of aa State,
Territory, or
Territory,
or the
the District of
of Columbia, shall not
not operate
operate to vacate
vacate
his
or District
National Guard
his State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
District of
of Columbia
Columbia National
Guard office.
office.
Federally recognized
Officers or warrant
officers of the
Federay
recognized
""Officers
warrant officers
the National
National Guard who are in
in a
a
officers
officers of National
National
Guard, appointment,
appointment, federally
federally recognized
status
on the
the date
date of
of the
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act
Guard,
recognized
status
on
Act
e
shall take the oath of office
etc. et
office herein prescribed
prescribed and
appointed
and shall
shall be
be appointed
in the
the National Guard of the
the United States in
in the
the same grade
grade and
branch without
without further
further examination,
examination, other
other than
branch
than physical,
physical, within
within aa
time
President, and
in the
time limit
limit to
to be fixed
fixed by
by the
the President,
and shall
shall in
the meantime
meantime
continue to enjoy all the rights, benefits,
benefits, and privileges
conferred
privileges conferred
Act."
by this Act."
Vol. 39,
39, p. 202.
S
EC. 12.
12. That
That section
section 75
said Act
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
SE.
75 of
of said
Act be,
be, and
amended by striking
the following
following in
lieu
amended
striking out
out the same and
and inserting
inserting the
in lieu
thereof:
thereof:
Examinations for
commissions.
"
EC. 75.
75. The
provisions of
of this
not apply
apply to
to any
"S
eoaim
SEC.
ations for
The provisions
this Act
shall not
Act shall
any person
person
hereafter appointed
appointed as an officer of
National Guard
Guard unless he
of the
the National
first shall have successfully
successfully passed such tests as to his physical,
physical,
moral, and
and professional
professional fitness
President shall
prescribe.
moral,
fitness as
as the
the President
shall prescribe.
examiners. The
examination to
to determine
determine such
for appointment
appointment
Board of examiners
The examination
such qualifications
qualifications for

Certificate to issue, if
qualified.

qualifited

t

e

ibility for ap-

Eligibility fOr 8.pin National
pointt
pointment
National
Guard of the United
States, o the Unite d

uad

Vol. 39,
39, p.. 202.

Withdrawal of Federal ithdrawao
recognition.

Fed-

Absence
Without
onthsut
A iteae
leave
for 3months.

conducted by aa board of three commissioned
shall be conducted
commissioned officers
officers
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of
or
of War from the Regular
Regular Army
Army or
the National
National Guard of the United States, or both. The
The examination
examination
herein provided for may be held prior to the original appointment
appointment
or promotion
promotion of
of any
any individual
individual as
an officer
warrant officer
and
or
as an
officer or
or warrant
officer and
if
the applicant
has been
been found
found qualified,
qualified, he
may be
be issued
if the
applicant has
he may
issued a
a cercertificate of eligibility by the Chief of the National
National Guard
Guard Bureau,
which certificate,
certificate, in the event of appointment or promotion within
two years to the office for which he was found qualified,
qualified, shall entitle
the holder to Federal
Federal recognition without further
further examination,
examination,
met
as
to
his
physical
condition.
condition.
as
to
his
physical
except
44
pon being
being federally
federally recognized
such officers
officers and
warrant offioffi"Upon
recognized such
and warrant
cers may be appointed
appointed in the National
Guard
NationalG
uar d of
ofthe
the United States."
SEC.
S
EC. 13. That section 76
76 of
of said
said Act
be, and
the same
Act be,
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
amended by striking out the same and inserting the following in
lieu thereof:
""SEo.
SEO. 76. W
WITHDrDRAWA
FEDRALL RECOGNITION.-Under
ITHDRAWAL OF FEDERAL
RECOGNITION.—Under such
such
regulations as the President shall prescribe the capacity and general
fitness of any officer or warrant officer of the National Guard of
the several States, Territories, and the District of Columbia
Columbia for
for
continued Federal recognition
recognition may at any time be investigated by
an efficiency
efficiency board of officers senior in rank to the officer under
under
investigation,
investigation, appointed by the Secretary of War from
Regular
from the
the Regular
Army or the National Guard of the United States, or both. If
If
the findings of said board be unfavorable
unfavorable to the officer under investigation and be approved by the President,
President, Federal
recognition shall
Federal recognition
shall
withdrawn and he shall be discharged
be withdrawn
discharged from
from the
National Guard
Guard
the National
of the United States. Federal recognition may be withdrawn
withdrawn by
the Secretary
appointment in the National Guard
Secretary of War
War and his appointment
Guard
of the United
United States may be terminated when an officer or warrant
officer of the National Guard of any State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia has been absent without
without leave for three months."
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202
Vol.
SEC.
SEc. 14. That .section 77 of said Act be, and
and the same is hereby, amended.
ol. 339,9 p.
P- 202,
amended by striking out the same and inserting the following
following in
in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Vacating, etc.,
etc., comcom"SEC. 77.
AND DISPOSITION
OF OFFICERS
OFFICERS OF
OF THE
THE NAVacating,
NA77. ELIMINATION
DISPOSITION OF
"SEC.
ELIMINATION AND
missions
and grounds
grounds
missions and
TIONAL
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.—The
appointments of
officers therefor.
TIONAL GUARD
GUARD OF
OF THE
STATES.--The appointments
of officers

and warrant officers of the National Guard may be terminated or
vacated in such manner as the several States, Territories, or the District of Columbia shall provide by.law. Whenever
Whenever the appointment
appointment
of an officer or warrant
warrant officer of the National Guard of a
a State,
Territory, or the District of Columbia
Columbia has been vacated
vacated or termiterminated, or upon reaching the age of sixty-four, the Federal recognirecogninated.
vacated
and warrant
i
n such
officers
manner
of as
thethe
National
several States,
Guard Territories,
may be terminated
or the Disor

tion of
of such
such officer
officer shall
be withdrawn
and he
he shall
shall be
discharged
shall be
withdrawn and
be discharged
tion
Proviso.
from the National Guard
Guard of
of the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That Status
Status of
of National
Guard officer upon
under such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War may prescribe
officer
Gard
uron
prescribe upon termination
of
termination
of service
service
termination of service in the active National
National Guard an officer
officer of the therein.
therein.
termination

National Guard of the United States may, if he makes
makes application
National
United States in the
therefor, remain in the National Guard of the United

same
branch of
When Federal
recognition is
is Discharge on withsame grade
grade and
and branch
of service.
service. When
Federal recognition
drawal of Federal recwithdrawn from any officer or warrant
Guard ognition
withdrawn
warrant officer
officer of
of the
the National
National Guard
drawal ofor
Federa
recognition
or
reaching
reaching
limit.
of any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as provided
provided age
ageAnte,
limit.p. 158.
sixty-four A"t, P-.B 8
upon reaching
reaching the age
age of sixty-four
in section
section 76
76 of
of this Act, or upon

years, he shall thereupon
thereupon cease to be a
amember
member thereof and shall be
given a
official authorized
authorized to
a discharge
discharge certificate
certificate therefrom
therefrom by the official
appoint
such officer."
officer."
appoint such
30.„p. 202; Vol.
SEC. 15. That section 78 of said Act be, and the same
same is hereby,
SEC.
hereby, 443,3Vol.
VI.
p 202;. v6
1
P. 107°'
amended by striking out the same and inserting
inserting the following in
amended
lieu thereof:
thereof:
National Guard re"SEC.
qualified for enlistment
enlistment in the
National
"SEC. 78. Men duly qualified
the active National
National serve
GuardS
rInsuperseded
by inserve
serve superseded
National
ey
active
Guard
may
enlist
for
one
term
only
in
the
inactive
National
Guard
Guard may enlist for one term only in the inactive National Guard active
Guard.
National Guard.
Term of enlistment,
enlistment,
States for a
and in
in the National
National Guard
Guard of the United
United States
a period
period of
of one or contract, oath, etc.
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War shall
three years, under such regulations
156.
prescribe, and on so enlisting they shall
shall sign an enlistment
enlistment contract
contract Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1I5.
and subscribe
affirmation in section 70 of this Act.
subscribe to the oath or affirmation
Transfers
between
"Under such
regulations as
the Secretary
War may
may prescribe,
prescribe, Transfers
"Under
such regulations
as the
Secretary of
of War
between
active and
inactive
Guard, not formerly
formerly enlisted
aervv and inactive
enlisted men of the active National
National Guard,
enlisted services.
in the inactive National Guard or the National Guard of the
the United
United
transferred to the inactive
inactive National Guard; likewise
States, may be transferred
transferred to the inactive Naenlisted men hereafter
hereafter enlisted in or transferred
Proviso.
tional Guard may be transferred
transferred to
to the
the active
active National
Guard: ProNational Guard:
Pro- Peitime
service.
Peace time service.
shall be required
required to serve
enlisted man shall
in time
time of peace no enlisted
vided, That
That in
under any enlistment for aa longer time than the period for which
which
he enlisted in
National Guard,
may
Guard, as
as the
the case
case may
in the
the active
active or
or inactive National
he
Field, etc., service
be. Members of said inactive National
National Guard, when engaged
engaged in field pay.
Field,
etc., servie
or coast-defense
coast-defense training
training with the active
active National
National Guard, shall reFederal pay and allowances
ceive the same Federal
allowances as those occupying like
grades on the active list of said National
National Guard
Guard when likewise
likewise
engaged."
engaged."
Vol. 39, p. 203; Vol.
SEC. 16. That section 81 of said
said Act be, and
and the
SEC.
the same is
is hereby,
hereby, 4Vo.
203; ol.
43, p. 39,
1076,p.amended.
amended by striking out the same and inserting
inserting the following
following in
lieu thereof:
National
Guard
National Guard
Bureau of Bureau.
"SEC.
"SEc. 81. THE NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD BURErAu.-The
Busmiu.—The Militia Bureau
Bureau.
of
hereafter be known
National Guard
Guard Appointment
known as the National
Appointment of
the War Department shall hereafter
Chief.
Guard Bureau shall be
be ap- Chief.
National Guard
Bureau. The Chief of the National
the
pointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, by selection from lists of officers of the National Guard of
of
the United States recommended
such appointment
appointment by
recommended as suitable
suitable for such
their respective
respective governors,
governors, and who have had ten or more
more years'
years' Qualifications.
Qitiatcommissioned
service
in
the
active
National
Guard,
at
least
five
of
of
National Guard,
commissioned service
grade
attained at least the grade
which have been in the line, and who have attained
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Bureau shall hold office
of colonel. The Chief of
of the
the National
National Guard Bureau
office
for four
years unless
unless sooner
sooner removed
removed for
cause, and
shall not
be
not be
and shall
for cause,
four years
for
eligible to
himself, and
when sixty-four
sixty-four years
years of
of .
age
shall
age shall
and when
to succeed
succeed himself,
eligible
Rank.
cease to
to hold
hold such
such office.
Upon accepting
his office,
office, the
of the
the
the Chief
Chief of
accepting his
office. Upon
cease
Rank.
National
Guard Bureau
shall be
be appointed
appointed aamajor
general in
in the
the
major general
Bureau shall
National Guard
National Guard
of the
States, and
and commissioned
commissioned in
in the
the Army
Army
the United
United States,
Guard of
National
of the
United States,
States, and
and while
while so
so serving
have the rank,
shall have
he shall
serving he
of
the United
Pay and
a major general, provided by law, but shall
Pay
allowances pay, and allowances
and allowances.
allowances of a
not
be entitled
entitled to retirement
retired pay.
retirement or retired
not be

Term.
Term.

"For
instruction of
of
"For duty in the National Guard
Guard Bureau
Bureau and for instruction
the National
National Guard
Guard the
the
the President shall assign such number of officers
officers
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
he may
may deem
necessary; also,
also, such
such number
number
deem necessary;
as he
Army as
of
of enlisted
enlisted men
of
Army for
for duty in the instruction of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
of
men of
Detail of
of National
ational the National
Detail
National Guard. The President
President may
may also order,
order, with their
their
Nofficers
Guard
U. S.
Guard of
of U.S.
officera
consent, to active
active duty in the National Guard Bureau, not more
more than
than
to.
four
officers who
who at the time of their initial assignments hold apfour officers
pointments in the National Guard of the United States, and any
such officers
officers while so assigned
assigned shall receive
receive the pay and
allowances
and allowances
such
provided by
by law.
law.
provided
Filling
vanancies.
Fijingvaaneies.
"In
In case the office of the Chief of the National
National Guard Bureau
becomes
disability is unable to
to
because of disability
the incumbent
incumbent because
becomes vacant
vacant or the
discharge the powers and
duties of the office,
office, the senior
on
senior officer
officer on
and duties
discharge
duty in
Bureau, appointed
the National
National
Guard Bureau,
appointed from
from the
duty
in the
the National
National Guard
Guard of the
States, shall act
the United
United States,
act as chief of said bureau until the
Guard
incumbent is able to
resume his duties
office is
incumbent
to resume
duties or the vacancy
vacancy in
in the office
Payment from Naregularly filled.
and allowances
allowances provided
provided in
this section
section
in this
pay and
The pay
filled. The
uardmapprtialnt
tional Guard
appro- regularly
priation.
priation.
for the Chief of the National
National Guard Bureau and for the officers
officers
ordered
National Guard
ordered to active duty
duty from
from the National
Guard of the United States
shall be paid out of the funds appropriated
appropriated for the pay of the
National
Guard."
National
Vol.
39,
p.
203,
SEG. 17.
17. That
section 82
82 of
said Act
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
be, and
and the
Act be,
of said
That section
SEO.
avol.d 3 p. 20
amended.
amended by striking out the
following in
in
the same and
and inserting the
the following
thereof:
lieu thereof:
National Guard,
"SEC. 82.
ARMAMENT, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPAERNT, AND
AND UNIFORMI
UNIFORM OF
or THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL
82. ARMAMENT,
"SEC.
Gmuard,
National
armament,
equipment,
etc.
e
G
ARD.-The National
practicable, be uniGuADD.—The
National Guard shall, as far as practicable,
formed,
formed, armed, and equipped with the same type of uniforms,
uniforms, arms
arms,
and equipments
equipments as are or shall be provided for the Regular Army.'
Army."
39, p. 21
Vol.
211; Vol
Vol. 3,
SEo.
SE°. 18. That section 111 of said Act be, and the same
same is hereby,
hereby,
41, p. 784.
41,p
amended by striking out the same and inserting
inserting the following in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
President's order for
a national emer111. When Congress shall have declared a
resiaeSntsa orderor "SEC.
SEC. 111.
it:LT
Ininatioealareergenoy.
military service. gency
authorized the use of armed
gency and shall have authorized
armed land forces of
United States
requiring the use of troops
troops in
the United
States for any purpose requiring
excess of those of
of the Regular Army,
Army, the President
President may, under
under
such regulations,
regulations, including
physical examination
examination as he may
including such physical
prescribe, order into the active military service of
United States,
of the
the United
to serve therein for the period of the war or emergency,
emergency, unless
unless
sooner
relieved,
units
the
members
thereof
any
or
all
and
members
of
the
Persons so ordered
Unite
All persons so ordered into
reieved
~tary
Unted States.
States. All
relieved
temporarily
reIieved
temporarily National Guard of the United
from
etc., obliga- the active military service of the United States shall from the date
rom State,
tate, et.,oblga
the active military service of the United States shall from the date
tions.
of such order stand relieved from duty in the National Guard of
their respective
respective States, Territories, and the District of Columbia
Columbia
so
long
as they
they shall
shall remain
remain in
active military
military service
service of
of the
the
so
long
as
in the
the active
T
be
b
To be subject to
Army regulations,
etc. United States, and during such time shall be subject to such laws
regton, ete.
and regulations for the government
government of the Army of the United
States as may be applicable to members of the Army whose perUnits to be kept
units
kept inin- manent
retention in
in active
active military
military service
contemplated by
manent retention
service is
is not
not contemplated
tact.
law. The organization
organization of said units existing at the date
date of the

Assignment of
of Army
Assignment
Amy
officers to, etc.

officers to, et
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order into active Federal service
maintained intact insofar
service shall be maintained
insofar
as practicable.
"Commissioned

161

ffl
Officers
or.
Od
er thereof
theref or.

"Commissioned officers and warrant officers appointed in the
National Guard of the United States and commissioned or holding dered to active duty.
duty
ordered into Federal
warrants in the Army of the United States, ordered
service as herein provided,
provided, shall
shall be
be ord
ere d t
ac ti ve duty
dut
y un
der
ordered
too active
under

officers and warrant officers

appointed in the

such appointments and commissions
commissions or
Provided, That
That Praioo.
or warrants:
warrants: Provided,
Proviso.
National Guard
Guard offiNational
offithose officers and warrant
those
warrant officers of the National
National Guard
Guard who
who do
do cers
not holding
holding0appointments
in
National
not hold appointments
in
the
National
Guard
of
the
United
States
Gpo'ntmentsd"ats
"
appointments
Guard
Guard of United States,
commissions or warrants in the Army of the United
and commissions
United States
States may etc.
be appointed and commissioned
commissioned or tendered
tendered warrants therein
therein by
the President, in the same grade and branch
branch they hold in the
National Guard.
""Officers
Officers and enlisted men while in the service of the United States Pay
and allowances.
Pay and
allowances.
receive the pay and allowances
under the terms of this section shall receive
allowances
provided by law for officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the reserve forces
forces
when ordered to active
active duty, except brigadier
brigadier generals
major
generals and major
generals,
generals, who shall receive the same pay and allowances as provided
provided
by
for brigadier
Units, etc.,
revert
etc., to
to revert
by law
law for
brigadier generals
generals and major generals of the Regular
Regular vnits,
to State status on relief
Army, respectively.
respectively. Upon
Upon being
being relieved
the fromtactitveduty,
relieved from
from active
active duty
duty in
in the
etc.
from active duty, etc.
military service
service of the United States all individuals and units shall
shall
thereupon revert to their National
National Guard status.
status.
War stren
gth officer
"In
"In the initial mobilization
mobilization of the National
National Guard
Guard of the United par
trength
officer
personnel.
States, war-strength
war-strength officer personnel
be taken
from
the
personnel shall be
taken from the
National Guard as far as practicable, and for the purpose of
this
of this
expansion warrant
warrant officers
officers and enlisted men of the National Guard
peace, be appointed officers
may, in time of peace,
officers in the National
National Guard
of the United States and commissioned
commissioned in the Army
United
Army of the
the United
States."
9
U
Vol. a 339,
211,
SEC.
section 112
P.
112 of
SEC. 19. That section
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
of said
said Act be,
hereby, amended.
VolB
p. 21
m
amended by striking out the same and inserting
inserting the following
following in
lieu thereof:
thereof:
Pension laws
laws made
" SEC.
PENSIONS.-When any officer,
TO PENSIONS.—When
Pension
"
SEC. 112. RIGHTS
RMHTS TO
officer, warrant officer,
officer, applicable.
made
or
man of the National
or enlisted
enlisted man
National Guard or the National Guard of appcable.
the United States called or ordered into the active
active service
service of
of the
the
United States, or when any officer of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps or
Reserve Corps
or
any person in the
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
service
Reserve Corps
Corps ordered
ordered into
into active
active service
Disabilities incurred
except
except for training, is disabled by reason
reason of wounds
or disawounds or
disa- tIn
in activetactveselrvce.
service.
bility received or incurred
incurred while in
service of
of the
the United
in the
the active service
United
States, he shall be entitled to all the benefits of the pension
pension laws
laws
existing at the time of his active service;
existing:
service; and
in case
case such
officer or
and in
such officer
or Death.
enlisted man dies in the active service of
or in
in
of the
the United States
States or
returning to his place of residence
residence after being mustered
mustered out
out of
of active
service, or at any other time in consequence
consequence of wounds or disabilities
disabilities
received
received in such active service, his widow and children,
children, if
if any, shall
be entitled to all the benefits of such
pension laws."
such pension
laws."
S
SEC.
EC. 20.
20. That
That the
paragraph of
section 127a
Vol. 41,
the seventh
seventh paragraph
785,
of section
127a of
of said
said Vol.
41 p.
P. 78,
am e
Act be, and the same is hereby, amended by striking
striking out
out the
the same
same amended.
nded.
and inserting the following in lieu thereof:
thereof:
" In
In time of war any officer
Commissions.
"
officer of the Regular
Regular Army may be
appointed Commissons.
be appointed
to higher temporary
temporary grade without vacating his permanent
appointpermanent appointment. In
In time of war any officer
officer of the Regular
Regular Army appointed
appointed
temporary grade,
Appointments by
by
and all
to higher
higher temporary
grade, and
persons appointed,
appointed, as
all other
other persons
as President
Appointments
alone
e except
oficers, shall be appointed
appointed and commissioned
officers,
commissioned in the
the Army of the gneridStloms
general officers.
appointments in grades below
United States. Such appointments
below that
of brigadier
brigadier
that of
general shall be made by the
general officers
the President alone,
alone, and
and general
officers
Proviso.
by and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate: Provided,
Provided, That War
"'se-v
time service.
an appointment,
appointment, other than that of a
a member
Regular Army
Army
member of the Regular
86637°--34----11
86637°-34--11
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made in
time of
until six
months after
after its
its
made
in time
of war,
war, shall
shall continue
continue until
six months
termination, and
and an
an officer
officer appointed
time of
war shall
shall be
termination,
appointed in
in time
of war
be entitled
entitled
to be
from active
Federal service
six months
to
be relieved
relieved from
active Federal
service within
within six
months after
after
its
its termination
termination if
if he
he makes
makes application
application therefor."
therefor."
June 15,
15, 1933.
Approved, June
1933.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 88-1
88.]
June 15, 1933.
1933.
[H.R. 5793.]
[H.R.
5793.]

[ublic, No.
[Public,
No. 65.]

LakeChamplain.
Lake
Champlain,
Construction of
Construction
of
bridge across, at Bast
Alburg, Vt.
Alburg,
Vol. 45, p. 1506.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To
reenact the
entitled "
An Act
Act authorizing
Jed P.
P. Ladd,
his heirs,
heirs,
To revive
revive and
and reenact
the Act
Act entitled
"An
authorizing Jed
Ladd, his
legal representatives,
representatives, and
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
legal
and assigns,
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa bridge
bridge
across Lake
Lake Champlain
East Alburg,
Vermont, to
to West
West Swanton,
across
Champlain from
from East
Alburg, Vermont,
Swanton, VerVermont",
approved March
1929.
mont", approved
March 2,
2, 1929.

it enacted
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
U
Jited States of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act of
United
of

bridge across, at East Congress approved March
March 2, 1929,
1929, authorizing
P. Ladd,
his
authorizing Jed
Jed P.
Ladd, his
heirs, legal
bridge across
vol.45,. 1506.
heirs,
legal representatives,
representatives, and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to construct
construct a
a bridge
across
Lake Champlain,
Champlain, between a
apoint
Alburg, Vermont,
point at
at or
or near
near East
East Alburg,
Vermont,
and aapoint at or near Swanton,
the same
Swanton, Vermont,
Vermont, be,
be, and
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
Proviao.
revived
and
reenacted
:
Provided,
That
this
Act
shall
be
null
and
void
os8oeent
f
revived
and
reenacted:
Provided,
That
this
Act
shall
be
null
and void
Commencement
of
construction.
unless the actual construction
construction of
bridge herein
herein referred
to be
be
of the bridge
referred to
commenced within
one year
and completed
within three
three years
from
commenced
within one
year and
completed within
years from
the date
of approval
date of
approval hereof.
hereof.
Amendment.
Amendment.

SEC.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or
Act is
or repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
June 15,
15, 1933.
Approved, June
1933.
[CHAPTER 891
89.]

June
16, 1933.
June 16,
1933.
[H.R.
[H.R. 5661.]
5661.]
[Public, No. 66.]
66.]

_

ACT
AN ACT
To provide
provide for the safer and more effective use of the assets of banks, to regulate
interbank
interbank control, to prevent
prevent the undue diversion of
of funds into
into speculative
speculative
operations, and for other purposes.

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and

.BankingActof933. United
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the short
States of
of America in
in Congress
short
Past, p. 888.
Pet
Pst.
888
title of this Act shall be
the "
Banking Act
Act of
of 1933."
be the
" Banking
1933."

,
Banking Act of 1933.

SEC.
S
EC. 2. As used in this Act and in any provision of law amended
amended
by this Act—
ActTerms
construed.
Terns construed.
(a) The
terms ""banks
banks",
(a)
The terms
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"national bank ","national
"national banking
banking
association ", ""member bank ", ""board
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", and
and ""reserve
board ",
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in section
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bank " shall
shall have
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assigned to
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them in
of the
Federal
Act, as
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
as amended.
amended.
"Affiliates," or gas
(b) Except
specifically provided,
the term
term ""affiliaffili"tOAffliincluded
at with
(b)
Except where
where otherwise
otherwise specifically
provided, the
rations
term.
iT nm.
ate"
corporation, business trust, association, or
ate" shall include any corporation,
or
other similar organization—
organizationMember
bank havMember bank
bav
(1)
a member bank, directly or indirectly, owns or
(1) Of which a
or
ing controlling interest.
controls either
a majority
of the voting
voting shares or more than 50
controls
either a
majority of
per centum of the number of shares voted for the election of its
directors, trustees, or other persons exercising
exercising similar functions at
the preceding election, or controls
controls in any manner the
election of
of a
the election
a
directors, trustees, or other persons exercising
majority of its directors,
exercising similar
similar
functions; or
Shareholders of mem-

bersraeholdersofmembank control.
be

(2) Of which
directly or indirectly,
(2)
which control is held, directly
indirectly, through
stock ownership
stock
ownership or in any other manner, by the shareholders
shareholders of aa
member bank
member
bank who own or control either a
a majority of the shares
of such bank or more than 50 per centum of the number
of
number of shares
voted for
for the
the election of
of directors of such bank at the preceding
voted
preceding
election, or by trustees for the benefit of the shareholders
shareholders of any
such bank; or
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(3)
which aamajority
of its
other persons
Maihrity
d
of,
persons are
or other
trustees, or
directors, trustees,
its directors,
majority of
Of which
arMaibritydiretorsof,
e
d
irec t
orsdirectors
o
fmember
member
(3) Of
of
directors

exercising
f em ber
exercising similar functions are directors
directors of any one member
member bank. bank.
bank
exercising
company
"Hoding
corany
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(c)
The
term
"
holding
company
affiliate"
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"Holding
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company
"holding
term
(c) The
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within term
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poration
trust,
association, or
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trust,
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directly
or
indirectly,
either
a
shares
majorit
sytock
indirectly,
(1) Which owns or controls, directly or
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a member bank or more ofmemberbankowned,
majority
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of meesmgere=own
shares of capital stock of a
the shares
majority of
than
per centum
centum of
the number
election et'
shares voted for the election
number of shares
of the
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than 50
of directors
directors of
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bank at
preceding election,
election, or controls
the preceding
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any one
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of
in
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manner
the
election
of
a
majority
of
the
directors
of
of any one
directors
the
of
majority
a
of
election
the
manner
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or
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.
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(2) For
the benefit
benefit of
whose shareholders
or members
members all
or
all or
shareholders or
of whose
For the
(2)
by
substantially
all the
of aa member
member bank
bank is
held by
is held
stock of
capital stock
the capital
substantially all
trustees.
S
EC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) The
fourth paragraph
"Eighth " of
of
paragraph "Eighth"
after paragraph
paragraph after
The fourth
SEC.
title
section
the Federal
Federal Reserve
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., tit
le 12,
12,
Reserve Act, as amended
of the
4 of
section 4
sec.
301), is
amended to
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
is amended
sec. 301),
"Said board of directors shall administer
the affairs
of said
bank
said bank
affairs of
"Said board of directors shall administer the
of
fairly
and
impartially
and
without
discrimination
in
favor
of
or
favor
in
discrimination
without
and
impartially
fairly and
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counts, advancements,
counts,
advancements,
etc., to member banks.

provittomemberban
to the
against any member
member bank or banks and may, subject to
t
he p
roviagainst
sions
and the
orders of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
extend
Reserve Board, extend
the orders
law and
of law
sions of
to
member bank
such discounts,
discounts, advancements,
accommodaadvancements, and accommodabank such
each member
to each
for
tions as
and reasonably
reasonably made with due regard for
safely and
be safely
may be
as may
tions
of
the
claims
and
demands
of
other
member
banks,
the
maintenance
of
maintenance
the
banks,
member
the claims and demands of other
commerce, indussound
credit conditions
accommodation of commerce,
indus conditions,'and the accommodation
sound credit

prescribe B fBedral
may prescribe
try,
and agriculture.
agriculture. The
The Federal
Reserve Board
FegeralReserve
Re s
erve
Board may
Federal Reserve
try, and
ditions.
the
Act
this
limitations
regulations
further
defining
within
of
afti
ar
ons
t
.
°
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be
cm"
the
within
defining
further
regulations
accommoconditions
advancements, and the accommodiscounts, advancements,
which discounts,
under which
conditions under
dations
to member
Each Federal
reserve inf
R
oesee
r
r b
ork
to k
u
eenr
Reservebanktokeep
Federal reserve
banks. Each
member banks.
extended to
be extended
may be
dations may
informed of amount.

amount
and amou
general character
character and
nt
shall keep itself informed of the general
bank shall
of
the loans
loans and
and investments
member banks with aa view to
its member
of its
investments of
of the
ascertaining
credit for
ascertaining whether undue use is being made of bank credit
or
the
of or
trading in
securities, real estate, or
in securities,
or trading
carrying of
speculative carrying
the speculative
commodities,
or for
inconsistent with the maintepurpose inconsistent
other purpose
for any other
commodities, or
nance of
credit conditions;
and, in determining whether to
conditions; and,
sound credit
of sound
nance
accommodations,
or other credit accommodations,
rediscounts
grant
or
refuse
advances,
rediscounts
advances,
refuse
or
grant
the Federal
bank shall
consideration to such informagive consideration
shall give
reserve bank
Federal reserve
the
tion.

loans. am°
offloans.
etc.,., o
etc
Purpose.
Purpose.

Report
reserve
by rerve
Report by
The chairman of the Federal reserve bank shall report to bank.

the Federal Reserve Board any such undue use of bank credit by

nk.

Suspension of
eem-of
of memberSuspension
hank
any member bank, together with his recommendation. Whenever, aer
use of
from uae
bank from
credit
facilities.
facilities.
credit
bank
member
any
Board,
Reserve
Federal
the
of
in the judgment

is making such undue use of bank credit, the Board may, in its Hearing and notice.
discretion, after
after reasonable
an opportunity
opportunity for a
ahearing, Hearing and notice.
and an
notice and
reasonable notice
discretion,
suspend
such bank
bank from
from the
credit facilities of the Federal
of the credit
use of
the use
suspend such
Reserve
renew
may terminate such suspension or may renew
System and may
Reserve System
it
it from time to time."
Vol. 40, p. 968.
as
Act, as
(b)
paragraph of
section 4
4 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
of section
The paragraph
(b) The
amended
(U.S.C.,
title
12,
sec.
304),
which
commences
with
words
the
with
commences
which
304),
sec.
12,
title
(U.S.C.,
amended
"
The Federal
Reserve Board
Board shall
shall classify"
amended by inserting
inserting
classify " is amended
Federal Reserve
" The
following:
a colon and the following:
before
at the end thereof a
period at
the period
before the
"Provided, That
That whenever
whenever any two or more member banks within
"Provided,
the same holding
the
same
Federal
reserve
district are
affiliated with
with the
are affiliated
the same Federal reserve district
company affiliate,
affiliate, participation
participation by such member banks in any such
company
nomination or election shall be confined to one of such banks, which
nomination
may
such holding
affiliate."
company affiliate."
holding company
by such
purpose by
for the
the purpose
designated for
be designated
may be
SSEC.
EC. 4.
first paragraph
section 7
of the
the Federal
Reserve
Federal Reserve
7 of
of section
paragraph of
e first
4. The
Act,
(U.S.C., title 12, sec. 289),
289), is amended,
amended, effective
amended (U.S.C.,
as amended
Act, as
July
1, 1932,
follows:
to read as follows:
1932, to
July 1,
a Federal
"After all necessary
expenses of a
Federal reserve
reserve bank shall have
necessary expenses
"After
been
stockholders shall
shall be entitled to receive
paid or provided for, the stockholders
been paid

40, p..9.
sol
U.S.C.,
278.

p.
Class .,A
and class B
B
directors
directors.

Participation inecby
martiPtk
member
banks in elections within
within district.
district.
tons

p. 258;
2; voL
ol. 3,
Vol.
38, p.
Vol.
.S.C.,
p.
278.
date of
U.S.C.tv
Effective date

40. .
1314.
40p.1314.

amendment.
amendment.
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o
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bank.on tok
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Net
aid an annual dividend
6 per centum
dividend of 6
centura on the paid-in capital stock,
ranchis tax pay- which dividend shall be cumulative.
aforesaid dividend
cumulative. After the aforesaid
dividend
claims have
have been
met, the
claims
been fully
fully met,
the net earnings shall be paid into the
surplus fund
fund of
the Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank."
surplus
of the
bank."
Vol.
38, p.
p. 259;
Vol.
Vol. 38,
259; Vol.
SE.
5 (a) The first paragraph of section 9
9 of the Federal Reserve
S
EC. 5.
40, p. 232; Vol. 44, p.
1229.
Act, as
amended
(U.S.C.,
12,
Supp.
(U.S.C.,
title
12,
sec.
321;
Supp. VI, title 12, sec.
Act,
as
amended
1229.
'
p. 279; Supp.
is amended
by inserting
immediately after
the words
words "United
"United
VI,
p. 135.
VIS.
1.279'; Supp 321),
321), is
amended by
inserting immediately
after the

Net earigs
earnings paid
into surplus fund.
Franchise tax payments,
ments, eliminated.
eliminated.

a comma
the following:
followingr "
"including
Morris Plan
Plan banks
States"
comma and the
including Morris
Stats " a
and other incorporated
institutions engaged
incorporated banking institutions
engaged in
i
n similar
similar
business."
Vol.
40, p. 233;
233; vol.
Vol.
vol 40,
(b) The second paragraph
9 of the Federal
paragraph of section 9
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
44, p. 1229.
U.S.C.,
p. 279; supp.
Supp. as amended,
.s.C., p.
amended, is amended
amended by adding at the end thereof the
the following:
following:
VI, p. 135.
State
banks. "Provided,
Provided, however,
memberbanks.
SItte member
however, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
shall prevent
prevent
Power to establish
establishing and
and operating
in
branches in
operating branches
bank from
from establishing
member bank
any State
State member
to establish any
bPoe
branches,
the United States or any dependency
possession thereof
thereof or
dependency or insular
insular possession
or
in any foreign country, on the same terms and conditions
conditions and
and subject
subject
to the same limitations and restrictions
restrictions as are
the
are applicable
applicable to the
establishment
establishment of branches by national banks."
Vol.
40, p.23.
p. 233.
4,
Vol.
(c)
9 of the Federal
(c) Section 9
Reserve Act, as amended
(U.S.C.,
Federal Reserve
amended (U.S.C.,
U.S.C., pp. 279, 280;
Supp.
VI,P.3.
p. 135. 28; title 12, secs.
supp. vi,
sees. 321-331; Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
secs. 321-332),
321-332), is
is further
title 12,
12, sees.
further
amended by
by adding
end thereof
thereof the
the following
Rutual ssaa vings
n g amended
adding at
at the
the end
following new
Mutual
new paragraphs:
paragraphs:
banks.
"Any mutual savings bank having no capital stock (including
(including any
other banking institution the capital
capital of which consists
consists of weekly or
or
other time deposits which
from all
deposits and
and
which are segregated
segregated from
all other
other deposits
are regarded
regarded as capital stock
stock for the purposes of taxation
taxation and the
the
declaration
but having
having surplus
and undivided
declaration of dividends),
dividends), but
surplus and
undivided profits
profits
Application of, to
organization of aa
capital required
required for the organization
f to not less than the amount of capital
Application
become
member banks.
national
national bank
bank in the same place, may
and b
ad
m itted to
t
o
may apply
apply for
for and
bee admitted
membership
membership i
nthe Federal
Federal Reserve
ame m
anner and
an d
in
Reserve System in
in the ssame
manner
Subscription to can
subject to
to the
the same
same provisions
provisions of
of law
law as
State banks
banks and
and trust
trust comcomitslutocption
as State
ital
stock of treoa
reserve subject
bank required.
required.
panees,
panies, except
except that any such savings bank shall subscribe for capital
Application of Mor-

ipiplaiok
MobeS
ris
Plan banks
ris Plan
bebanksofto
come member banks.
cme

-

stock of the Federal reserve bank in an amount equal to six-tenths of
stock
of
the Federal
of its
reserve
deposit
bank
liabilities
in an amou
as shown
nteq
ua
bylt
the
o si
most
x -tenrecent
th s of
11per
per centum
centum
of
its total
total
deposit
liabilities
as shown
by the
most
recent

oi.

Amount
Amount of.

report
preceding its admission
admission
report of
of examination
examination of such
such savings
savings bank
bank preceding

Adjustment semian- to
Thereafter such
such subscription
to membership.
membership. Thereafter
sub scr ipti on shall
shall be
be adjusted
adj us t
ed
semiannually on
same percentage
percentage basis
accordance with
semiannually
on the
the same
basis in
in accordance
with rules
rules
suDbcption ulaw,f and regulations prescribed
such
prescribed by the Federal
Federal Reserve Board. If
If any such

Adjustment semiannually under rules of
nually
Reserve
Board.
eserve Board.
Deposit required, if
subscription unlawful.

Adjustment
pelt.

jstment

of

of

de.

e

mutual savings bank applying for membership is not permitted by
by
the laws under which it
it was organized
organized to purchase stock in a
aFederal
reserve bank, it shall, upon admission to the system, deposit with
the Federal reserve bank an amount equal to the amount which it
a subscription to
to
pay in on
on account of a
would have been
been required to pay
eapita stock. Thereafter
capital
Thereafter such deposit shall be adjusted semi-

annually in
in the
annually
the same
same manner
manner as
as subscriptions
subscriptions for
stock. Such
for stock.
Such
deposits shall
same conditions
deposits
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the same
conditions with respect to repayment as amounts paid upon subscriptions to capital stock by other
other
Interest payments.
nrest pments. member
Interest
member banks and the Federal reserve bank shall pay interest
thereon at the same rate as dividends are actually paid on outstandApplication of
of dApplication
de- thereon at the same rate as dividends are actually paid on outstand8 to subscription,
posit
bs cription, ing shares of stock of such Federal reserve bank. If
t
s
If the laws under
under
ifisleid
subscription herehere- which any such savings bank
be amended
after legalized.
which any such savings bank was
was organized
organized be
amended so
so as
as to
to
authorize mutual savings banks to subscribe for Federal reserve bank
bank
stock, such savings bank shall thereupon
thereupon subscribe for the appropriate
in the Federal reserve bank, and the deposit hereamount of stock m
Termination
e
aton of
of savsavinbefore
provided
payment
upon capital
stock
for in
in lieu
lieu of
of payment
capital stock
ings
bstnir to rights of
of iiabef
mnsba
apleore uprovided
s for
the1 upon
k shall be
membership.
embip.ed
on such
such
ubsption. If
If the
under which any such
applied upon
subscription.
the laws
laws under
next session
organizd be not amended at
savings bank was organized
at the
the next
session of
of
the
legislature following
following the
admission of
of such
such savings
savings bank
to
the
legislature
the
admission
bank
to
When right to subpurchase
bnk toto purchase
mutual
to authorize
authorize mutual
so as
me
erhip so
scribe nottat
gmted.
membership
so
ass to
to
authorize
mutual savg
savings banks
banks
on membeshp
to purchase
Conditlonssubjeetto.
ConditionSsubject
to.
POtli, p. 971.
971.
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and
if such laws be so amended
Federal reserve bank stock,
stock, or if
amended and
and such
such When
When granted
granted and
failure
to
purchase
failure
to
purchase
bank fail within six months thereafter
thereafter to purchase such stock, all stock.
of its rights and privileges as a
a member bank shall be
forfeited and
be forfeited
and
its membership
membership in the Federal Reserve System shall be terminated
terminated
manner prescribed elsewhere
in the manner
elsewhere in this section
with respect
to
section with
respect to
Mutual savings
companies. Each such mutual savings bMutual
State member banks and trust companies.
savings
banks to comply with
bank shall comply with all the provisions
provisions of
of law
law applicable
applicable to
to State
State Statelaws
State laws and Reserve
Reserve
Board regulations.
companies, with the regulations
the FedFed- Board
member banks and trust companies,
regulations of the
regulations.
eral Reserve Board and with the conditions of membership
membership prescribed
prescribed
for such savings bank
of admission
membership, except
bank at the time
time of
admission to
to membership,
except
as otherwise hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided with respect to
stock.
to capital
capital stock.
Reports by
Reports
"Each bank admitted to membership under this section shall banks
by admitted
admitted
and affiliates.
obtain from each of its affiliates
than member
affiliates other than
member banks
banks andanks
and
and affilates
furnish to the Federal reserve bank of its district and to the Federal
Federal
Form of
of reports.
each year.
Reserve Board not less than three reports
reports during each
year. Such
Such Form
reports.
reports shall be in such form as the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board may
may
Verification.
prescribe, shall be verified by the
the oath
prescribe,
oath or
the president
or affirmation
affirmation of
of the
president Verification.
or such other officer as may be designated by
of directors
by the
the board
board of
directors Information to be disof such affiliate
affiliate to verify such reports, and shall
disclose the
the inforshall disclose
infor- clo'sef'atintobed
closed
mation hereinafter
hereinafter provided for as of
with those
of dates identical
identical with
those
fixed by the Federal Reserve Board for reports
condition of
of
reports of
of the
the condition
of affiliates.
the affiliated
affiliated member bank. Each such report of
of an
an affiliate
affiliate shall
shall Report
Report oafflates.
be transmitted
transmitted as herein provided
provided at
at the
the same time
time as
as the
the correcorresponding
sponding report of the affiliated
except that
the
affiliated member
member bank, except
that the
Federal Reserve
Federal
Reserve Board may, in its discretion,
discretion, extend such
such time
for
time for
Information re,
good cause shown. Each such report shall contain such information Tired.
qIredformation
re
as in the judgment of the Federal Reserve
shall be
Reserve Board shall
be necessary
necessary
to disclose fully the relations between
between such affiliate and such
such ban
bank
and to enable the Board to
effect of
to inform
inform itself
itself as
as to
to the
the effect
of such
such
Publication of.
relations upon the affairs of such bank. The reports
reports of
affiliates Publication
of such
such affiliates
of.
shall be published by the bank under the
same conditions
conditions as
govern
the same
as govern
its own
own condition
condition reports.
reports.
Additional
ltiom
may
nalrefft of
"Any
"
Any such affiliated
bank may
may be
to obtain
obtain from
from affiliate
affiliated member
member bank
be required
required to
affiltate
maylreport
reany such affiliate
affiliate such additional
additional reports as in the opinion of its
its quired.
qured.
Federal
Federal reserve bank or the Federal Reserve Board may
be necessary
necessary
may be
in order to obtain a
a full and complete knowledge
condition
knowledge of the
the condition
Transmitted to Fedof the affiliated
affiliated member
member bank.
bank. Such
reports shall
Such additional
additional reports
shall be
be eraiReserde
arl.
eral Reserve Board.
transmitted to the Federal reserve bank and the
transmitted
the Federal
Reserve
Federal Reserve
Board and shall be in such form as the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board may Form.
Form
prescribe.
"Any such affiliated member
member bank
bank which
which fails
obtain from
any Penalty
fails to
to obtain
from any
Penity provision.
provision.
Failure to furnish reof its affiliates
affiliates and furnish
furnish any report
report provided
provided for
for by
by the
the two
two ports.
ports.
paragraphs of this section shall be subject
preceding paragraphs
subject to aa penalty
penalty of
of
$100 for each day during which such failure continues,
which, by
by
continues, which,
direction of the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, may be
collected, by
by suit
suit or
be collected,
or
otherwise, by the Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank of the district
district in
in which
such
which such
"Affiliate", conmember bank is located. For the purposes of this paragraph
paragraph and strued.
strleUlated"
con
paragraphs of this section, the
the two preceding
preceding paragraphs
the term
term 'affiliate'
'affiliate'
shall include holding company
affiliates as
as well
well as
as other
company affiliates
other affiliates.
affiliates.
Limitations on State
""State
State member
member banks shall be
subject to
the same
same limitations
and member
be subject
to the
limitations and
meLberUons
'tOn
banks respectt
ing
investconditions with respect to the
the purchasing,
purchasing, selling,
underwriting, and
and g purchasing
selling, underwriting,
pnurchaSing
1lnvi
ment securities.
holding of investment
investment securities and stock as are
in the
the R.s.sec.513',p.&ao.
are applicable
applicable in
R.8., sec. 5136, p. 993.
Vol. 42, p. 767; Vol.
of national banks under paragraph
paragraph 'Seventh'
case of
'Seventh 'of section 5136 44,
V.l.
4 p-767;Va.
p. l226.
of the Revised Statutes, as
U.B.C.,
260; SuPPas amended.
amended
.
Us..,
p. 20;sapp.
VI, p. l29.
the date
date of
of the
"After one year from the
the enactment
of the
enactment of
the Banking
member bank
Banking State
statl member
stock certificate.
Act of 1933, no certificate
representing the stock of any State member stock
certificate representing
epnt
Not
to ric
represent
o k of other corporastock
except a
bank shall represent the stock of any other corporation, except
a st
of other cora
tion.
member
a corporation
corporation existing on the date this paragraph
Exception.
member bank or a
paragraph Exception.
takes effect engaged solely in holding the bank premises
such State
premises of
of such
State
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member
transfer of any
any
ownership, sale, or transfer
member bank, nor shall the ownership,
certificate representing
representing the
the stock
any such
such bank
bank be
be conditioned
conditioned in
in
of any
stock of
certificate
any manner
manner whatsoever
upon the
the ownership,
ownership, sale,
sale, or
transfer of
of aa
whatsoever upon
or transfer
any
certificate representing
the stock
of any
any other
other corporation,
corporation, except
except a
a
certificate
representing the
stock of
member bank.
State
member banks
banks
"Each
member bank
bank affiliated
affiliated with
company
with aa holding company
State member
"Each State
State member
and holding company
affiliates.
from such
such holding
holding company
affiliate, within
within
ffili
ng cpan affiliate
affiliate shall
shall obtain
obtain from
company affiliate,
Agreements required.
required. such time as the Federal
Federal Reserve Board shall prescribe, an agreeagreement
that
such
holding
company
affiliate
shall
be
subject
to
the
same
R.,
,p.94.
ment that such holding company affiliate shall be subject to the same
s.
ES., sec. 5144, p. 9
994.
U.S.C.,
conditions and
and limitations
as are
are applicable
5144 of
of
section 5144
applicable under
under section
limitations as
262.
p. 262.
conditions
u.s.i., p.
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended,
amended, in
in the
case of
of holding
holding company
company
the case
the
Statutes, as
Copy of
of agreement;
affiliates of national banks. A copy of each such agreement
agreement shall be
agreement; affiliates
copy
filing.
Penalty
on
failure
to
filed
with
the
Federal
Reserve
Board.
Upon
the
failure of aa State
failure
enalty on failure to filed with the Federal Reserve Board.
comply.
member bank affiliated
company affiliate
affiliate to obtain
obtain
affiliated with aa holding company
comply,
such an
an agreement
agreement within
the time
time so
so prescribed,
prescribed, the
the Federal
Reserve
Federal Reserve
such
within the
Board shall
shall require
require such
bank to
to surrender
surrender its
its stock
in the
the Federal
Federal
stock in
such bank
Board
reserve bank
bank and
and to
to forfeit
forfeit all
all rights
and privileges
privileges of
of membership
reserve
rights
and
membership
Reserve Board may
reqRequire
uire State
State member
member in
System as
provided in
in this
this section.
section. WhenWhenas provided
Reserve System
in the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
affiiates
Reserve Board shall have revoked the voting permit
affiliates to surender
surrender ever the Federal Reserve
permit
stock and rights.
of any
any such
such holding
holding company
company affiliate,
Reserve Board
Board
of
affiliate, the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
may,
in its
its discretion,
discretion, require
require any
any or
or all
all State
State member
member banks
banks
may, in
affiliated with such holding
company affiliate
affiliate to surrender
surrender their
their
affiliated
holding company
stock
reserve bank and to forfeit
forfeit all rights and
the Federal reserve
stock in the
privileges of membership
Reserve System as provided
provided
Federal Reserve
privileges
membership in the Federal
in this section.
Examinations of
44 In connection with examinations of State
member banks,
exambanks, exam; In connection with examinations of State member
Statxememinations
State member banks.o
iners
selected
or
approved
by
the
Federal
Reserve
Board
shall make
make
iners selected or approved by the Federal Reserve Board shall
oaffiliates.
ssuch
examinations of the affairs of all affiliates
Of
affiliates.
such examinations
affiliates of such banks as
Relationships to
be shall
fully the
the relations
relations between
between such
such banks
banks
to disclose
disclose fully
to be
dislosedonips
shall be
be necessary
necessary to
disclosed.
and
of such relations
relations upon the affairs
and their affiliates
affiliates and the effect of
Assessments for
for exex- of
of such
examination of affiliates
affiliates of any State
Assessments
such banks.
banks. The expense of examination
State
p
enses.
penses.
member bank may, in the discretion
discretion of the Federal
Reserve Board,
Federal Reserve
bank and, when
assessed, shall be
be assessed
assessed against such bank
when so assessed,
be paid
Penalty
upon failure by such bank. In
Penalty
In the event
event of the refusal to give
give any information
information
to permit examination,
examination,
course of the examination
etc.
requested in the course
examination of any such affiliate,
affiliate, or in
in
the event of the refusal to permit such examination,
examination, or in the event
event
of the refusal to pay any expense
expense so assessed,
assessed, the Federal Reserve
banks
Board may
may,?in its
its discretion,
discretion, require
require any
any or all State member banks
affiliated
affiliated with such affiliate to surrender
Federal
surrender their stock in the Federal
reserve bank
bank and to forfeit all rights and privileges
privileges of membership
membership
the Federal
Federal Reserve
as provided
provided in
in this
section."
8, . 2
vol
o in
in the
Reserve System,
System, as
this section."
40,Ov4,
p.. 13t5PV
2
oT . '4;
1
The second
paragTaph of
of section
section 10
10 of
the Federal
Federal
S
(a) The
.S,EG. 6.
6. (a)
second paragraph
of the
1315; Vol.
42,7
p
Reserve
as amended
title 12
sec • 242),
242), is
is amended
amended to
to
12, sec.
(U .S.C.,
S.i., title
amended MI
Act, as
Reserve Act,
.s20.. p. 275.
U.S.C.,
read as follows:
follows:
neligibility to hold "" The Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller of the Curineligibility
ffimeerbanks.
office
in member banks. rency shall be ineligible during
during the time they are
are in
in office
office and
and for
for two
two
years thereafter to hold any office,
office, position,
position, or employment
employment in any
any
member bank. The appointive
appointive members
members of the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board shall be ineligible during
during the time they are in office and
for
and for
two years thereafter
thereafter to hold any
any office, position, or employment
employment in
any member bank, except that this restriction shall not apply to aa
member who has served the full term for which he was appointed.
Terms of office
office of
expiration of the term of any appointive
appointive member
member of the
the
of Upon the expiration
members
of
Federal
Reserve Board.
Federal
when this
agra ph as
ded
Reserve
Board.
in office
Rssete
Board.
federal Reserve
tReserve Board
Board min
office when
this par
paragraph
as amen
amended
takes effect, the President shall fix the term of the successor to such
years, as designated by the
member at not to exceed twelve
twelve i
the President
President
at the time of nomination,
nomination, but in
n such manner as to provide
provide for the
expiration of the term of not more than one appointive member
member in
thereafter each appointive member
any two-year
two-year period, and thereafter
member shall

Transfer of certificate
certificate
Transfer
conditioned upon sale,
etc.,
etc., prohibited.
roitonhied.
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hold office for a
a term of twelve years from the expiration of the
the term
term
Designation
of goverof his predecessor.
appointed, one shall be nor.
Designationofgoverpredecessor. Of the six persons thus appointed,
designated by the President as governor and one as vice governor
designated
governor of
of
the Federal Reserve Board. The governor
governor of the Federal Reserve
office.
Board, subject
subject to
its supervision,
supervision, shall
Board,
to its
be its
its active
active executive
ofoffice.
shall be
executive officer.
officer. Oath
Oath of
Each member of the Federal Reserve Board shall within fifteen
fifteen days
notice of appointment
after notice
appointment make and subscribe to the oath of office.
office."
38, p.
281; Vol.
(b)
fourth paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 10
10 of
Reserve Vol.
(b) The
The fourth
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Vol. 38,
p. 261;
42, p. 621.
6
Act, as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
as 42U.S.C.,
sec. 244),
244), is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
; p.
p. 275.
275.
follows:
follows:
Principal offices of
"
The principal offices
"The
offices of the Board shall be in the District
offces of
District of
of Board.
Boricpal
Chairman.
Columbia. At meetings
of
the
Board
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
meetings of the Board the Secretary of the Treasury Chairman.
chairman, and, in his absence,
absence, the governor
governor shall
shall preside as chairman,
In the absence of both the Secretary of the Treasury and
and
preside. In
governor shall preside. In
In the absence of the
the governor the vice governor
Secretary
of the
the governor,
the vice
vice governor
the Chairman
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, the
governor, and
and the
governor the
Chairman pro tern.
tempore.
Board
shall elect
to act
pro tempore.
tempore. The
Board shall
elect a
a member
member to
act as
as chairman
chairman pro
The P'etermination
Determination of
manner disbursement
disbursements
Board shall determine
determine and prescribe
prescribe the manner in which its obli- mnner
to be made
and obligations
incurred.
disbursements and expenses allowed tions incurred.
gations shall be incurred and its disbursements
and paid, and may leave on deposit in the Federal Reserve banks the
proceeds of assessments
assessments levied upon them to defray its estimated
estimated
proceeds
Salaries, leave,
leave, etc.
etc.
expenses
and the
the salaries
salaries of
expenses and
of its
its members
members and
and employees,
employees, whose
whose Salaries,
employment, compensation,
expenses shall be
be governed
governed
employment,
compensation, leave, and expenses
solely by the provisions of this Act, specific amendments thereof, and
therewith; and
regulations of the Board not inconsistent therewith;
rules and regulations
assessments shall not be construed
construed to be
funds derived from such assessments
Qualifications of
Government funds or appropriated
memQuberiiatons
of
Government
appropriated moneys. No member of the Fed- members.
eral Reserve Board shall be an officer or director of any bank, banking institution, trust company, or Federal Reserve
Reserve bank or hold stock
stock
in
institution or trust company; and before
in any
any bank, banking institution,
entering upon his duties as aamember of the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
he shall certify under oath that he has complied
complied with this requirerequiresecretary of
ment, and such certification
certification shall
shall be
be filed
filed with the
the secretary
of the
the vacancies
Vacancies.
Board.
Whenever aa vacancy
vacancy shall occur,
expiration
Board. Whenever
occur, other
other than
than by
by expiration
of term
members of the
Board
term, among the six members
the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
appointed by the President as above provided, a
a successor shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent
consent of
appointed
of
the Senate, to fill such vacancy,
vacancy, and when appointed
appointed he shall hold
hold
office for
unexpired term
predecessor.'
office
for the
the unexpired
term of
of his
his predecessor."
Vol. 39, p. 752; Vol
SEC. 7.
7. Paragraph
Paragraph (m)
(m) of
SEC.
of section
section 11
11 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
Act, as
p..2;
as 41vl,
v1,1.
41, p. 1146.
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 248),
248), is
is amended
amended to
to read as
as follows:
follows:
amended
Powers of Board.
"(m) Upon
Upon the
of not
not less
less than
than six
of its
its memmem- Fix
"(m)
the affirmative
affirmative vote
vote of
six of
percentae of
Fix percentage
of
bank capital and surbers the
the Federal
shall have
power to
fix from
from time
time plus
bers
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board shall
have power
to fix
bank capital
and srrepresented
by
to time for each Federal reserve
reserve district the percentage
percentage of indi-]l.
indi- loans. rpr ent by
represented by loans
vidual bank capital and surplus which may be represented
collateral made by member banks within
within
secured by stock or bond collateral
Limitation on
on
such district, but no such loan shall be made by any such bank
bank to aLimitaotion
amount of loan.
any
centum of the unimunimperson in
in an amount
amount in
in excess
excess of
of 10 per centum
any person
Percentage subject to
palred capital and surplus of such bank. Any percentage
Pernentagesubct to
paired
percentage so fixed
fixed change.
by the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board shall be subject
subject to change
change from time
to time upon ten days'
days' notice, and it
it shall be the duty of the Board
preventing the undue
to establish such percentages
percentages with aa view to preventing
use
bank loans
the speculative
speculative carrying
carrying of
of securities.
The Power to direct bank
use of
of bank
loans for
for the
securities. The
from increasing loans.
Federal
power to
direct any
any member
member bank
Board shall
shall have
have power
to direct
bank fromTiceat
lans.
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
further increase
increase of its loans secured
secured by stock or
or
to refrain from further
bond collateral
collateral for any period up to one
one year under penalty of
of
Federal reserve
suspension of all rediscount privileges at Federal
suspension
reserve banks."
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SEC. 8.
8. The Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as amended, is amended
SEC.
amended by insertU.S.C., pp. 277,281.
sees. 261, 262, and
and
.. C., pp. 272.
ing between sections 12 and 13 (U.S.C., title 12,
12, secs.
342), thereof
thereof the
following
new sections:
342)
the
following
new
sections:
Federal Open Marcc
ket
Committee;
SEC. 12A.
12A. (a)
There is
is hereby
hereby created
created a
Federal Open
Open Market
Market
a Federal
(a) There
"SEC.
Committee;
ket
created.
Committee
(hereinafter referred to
'committee '), which
which
to as
as the 'committee'),
Committee (hereinafter
created.
Members,
shall
consist
of as
many members
members as
there are
Federal
reserve disMembers.
shall
consist
as
many
as
there
are
Federal
reserve
disSelection
e of.
e ton
tricts. Each Federal reserve bank by its board of directors shall
Meetings.
annually select
Meetings.
annually
select one
one member
said committee.
committee. The
of
member of
of said
The meetings
meetings of
said
be held
District of
of Columbia,
shall be
held at
at Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia,
said committee
committee shall
at
least four
four times
times each
the call
the governor
of the
the
at least
each year,
year, upon
upon the
call of
of the
governor of
Federal
the request
request of
of any
three members
members of
of
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board or
or at
at the
any three
the
and, in
in the
the Board,
Board, may
may be
be attended
of the
attended
the committee,
committee, and,
the discretion
discretion of
by
members of
of the
Board.
the Board.
the members
by the
Regulations governcg (
3)No Federal reserve bank shall engage in open-market operalog
No Federal reserve bank shall engage in open-market operaig open-market
operaopen-arkset opera(b)
tions
by Reserve banks. tions
under section
section 14
accordance with regureg-u14 of this Act except in accordance
tions under
tionbyrerveba"ks.
Ante, p. 51.
Adoption
of
regulalations
adopted
by
the
Federal
Reserve
Board.
The
Board
adopted by the Federal Reserve Board. The Board shall
Adoption of regulations
tions.,
consider, adopt, and transmit to the committee and to the several
tions
regulations relating
relating to
open-market transFederal reserve
reserve banks
banks regulations
to the
the open-market
transof the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
actions of
of such banks and
and the
the relations of
Reserve System
System
with foreign
foreign central or other foreign banks.
banks.
Post, p.
p, 13.
183.
"(c)
time
character, and
and volume
of
purchases and
and sales
Post,
"(c)
The
time,
character,
volume
of all
all purchases
sales
38,
261.
Vol.
38, p. 264.
C. s.
S.
off paper
paper described
in section
of this
this Act
Act as
as eligible
for openopeneligible for
14 of
section 14
described in
o.
3.,C.,p p.2. 283.
U.
market operations
operations shall
market
shall be governed
governed with aaview to
to accommodating
accommodating
commerce
their bearing
upon the
commerce and business and with regard
regard to
to their
bearing upon
the
general credit
credit situation
general
situation of
of the
the country.
country.
Filingdecisionnotto
Filing decision not to
"(d)
any Federal
shall decide
not to
(d) If
If any
Federal reserve
reserve bank
bank shall
decide not
to participate
participate
participate in open-,
marketoperations.
gfixtrer:erai
ttni3
t
)
.
Pen- in open-market
open-market operations
operations recommended
recommended and approved
provided
approved as
as provided
paragraph (b)
(b) hereof, it
in paragraph
file with the
chairman of
of the
it shall file
the chairman
the
committee within thirty days a
a notice of its decision, and transmit
transmit
a
thereof to the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board.
Board,
a copy
S
Federal Deposit
DepoSit In"
.c
12B.
(a)
There
is
hereby
created
a Federal Deposit
Federal
In.
"
S
EC.
hereby
created
a
Deposit InsurCorporation;
surance Corporation;
created.
ance
Corporation (hereinafter
referred to
to as
as the
'Corporation '),
crewated.
ance
(hereinafter
referred
the
'Corporation')
Duty to liquidate,
ose duty
duty it
shall be
to purchase,
purchase, hold,
liquidate, as
hereinafter
et closed
tdosed national
nationa wh
whose
it shall
be to
hold, and
and liquidate
etc.
as hereinafter
and
'
State
member provided,
provid ed, th
asset
s of
of nat
i
ona lbanks
banks which
wh i
ch have
been closed
closed by
by
and
State
member
thee assets
national
have been
banks.
-Pot,
pp. 270,
279, 96.
action of the Comptroller of the Currency, or by vote of their direc.Post, pp.
989.
tors, and the assets of State member banks which
which have been closed
closed
appropriate State authorities, or by vote of their
by action of the appropriate
Insuranceofdeposits.
hereinafter provided, the
Insurance
of deposits. directors; and to insure,
insure as hereinafter
the d
epos its of
of a
ll
deposits
all
banks which are entitled to the benefits of insurance under
under this
section.
0 r.aagemet
ofOf C
(b) The management of th
thee Corporation
tion .
C
I
"'
"(b)
Corporati on shall
shall be vested in a
a
poratnation
board of directors consisting of three members, one of whom shall
be
the Comptroller
and two
two of
shall be
be
be the
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency,
Currency, and
of whom
whom shall
t
mente
Oa,, apP°In'"
mint- citizens of the United
mut.
mutag
United States
States to
be appointed
to be
appointed by
by the
the President,
President, by
by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. One of the appointive members shall be the chairman of the board of
of directors
directors of
of the
the
Corporation and not more than two of the members of such board
board
Tms
of directors
directors shall
be members
the same
same political
party. Each
Toms ofce;
of °Mee; comcum" of
shall be
members of
of the
political party.
pensation.
such appointive
a term of six years and
appointive member shall hold office for a
shall receive compensation
compensation at the rate of $10,000
$10,000 per annum, payable
monthly
out
of the
Comptroller
monthly out of
the funds
funds of the Corporation, but the Comptroller
of the Currency shall not receive additional compensation for his
services as such member.
c There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
thpr
mntifor"
Appropriation
an
is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
payment
for
thorized,
payment
for- " ((c)) There
Coporation capital
apitaloney
n the Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwis appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
Corporation
money
in
sum o
of
stock.
Post,
.279.
$150,000,000, which
all be
be available
available for
for payment
paymentby
by th
ecretary
Poat,p
p.,
.
$150000000,
which sh
shall
thee S
Secretary
of the Treasury for capital stock of the Corporation
of
Corporation in an equal
amount, which shall be subscribed for by him on behalf of the United
United
263.
Vol. 38, p.23.
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States. Payments
Payments upon such subscription shall be subject to call in Payments subject to
call.
Tobe
additional.
whole or in part by the board of directors of the Corporation. Such To
be additional.
stock shall be in addition to the amount of capital stock required
required to
be subscribed for by Federal reserve banks and member and nonmemnonmember
banks as
provided, and
and the
th e U
n it ed St
at
es s
hall be
be Dividend
Dividend payments
ber banks
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
United
payments
States
shall
to United States.
entitled to
the payment
payment of
of dividends
such stock
to the
same extent
entitled
to the
dividends on
on such
stock to
the same
extent t
d tats.
as member and nonmember
nonmember banks are entitled to such payment on the
Receipts for
for p
ayReceipts
class A stock of the Corporation held by them. Receipts
payReceipts
for payments.
account of such stock shall be men
ments by the United States for or on account
issued by the Corporation
Corporation to the Secretary of the Treasury and shall
shall
be evidence
evidence of the stock ownership of the United States.
ca ita stock,
"(d) The capital stock of the Corporation
Corporation shall be divided into Capital
stock, didivided into shares of
shares
shares of $100
$100 each. Certificates
Certificates of stock of the Corporation
Corporation shall So10
$100 each.
each.
fl
be
two classes-class
classes—class A
and class
Class A
stock shall
shall b
held slteck
Stock certi
certificates,
be of
of two
cates,
class B.
B. Class
A stock
bee held
A and
l as s
by
member and
and nonmember
nonmember banks
provid ed and
and th
ey classes.
A,,bby which
which
C
by member
banks as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
they
banks to be held.
s o be
shall be entitled to payment of dividends out of net earnings at the
rate of
by them,
them,
of 66per
per centum
centum per annum on
on the capital
capital stock
stock paid in
in by
which
shall be
or to
to the
extent of
30 per
Dividend payments,
Dividend
which dividends
dividends shall
be cumulative,
cumulative, or
the extent
of 30
per centum
centum amount.
payments,
such net
net earnings
earnings in
in any one
one year,
year, whichever
of such
whichever amount shall be the a ount.
greater, but such stock shall
stockholders.
greater,
shall have
have no vote
vote at
at meetings of
of stockholders.
Class B, held by
shall be
held by
by Federal
banks only
Class B
B stock
stock shall
be held
Federal reserve
reserve banks
bank.
only and
and shall
shall Reserve
by
Recsvebnk.held
entitled to
to the
Every Federal
reserve
not be entitled
the payment
payment of
of dividends.
dividends. Every
Federal reserve
subscribe to shares of class B
B stock in the Corporation to Subscription for.
bank shall subscribe
equal to one half of the
on January
January
an amount equal
the surplus
surplus of
of such
such bank
bank on
1,
and its
subscriptions shall
shall be
be accompanied
certified check
checkpayments.
accompanied by
by aacertified
Payments
1, 1933,
1933, and
its subscriptions
payable to the Corporation
payable
Corporation in an amount equal to one half of such
subscription.
subscription. The remainder
remainder of such subscription
subscription shall be subject to
call from time to time by the board of directors upon ninety days'
notice.
o
44
(e) Every bank
member of
the FedSubscriptions
for
" (e)
bank which
which is
is or
or which becomes
becomes a
a member
of the
Fed- class
ubscripaon
r befor
A on or
before
eral Reserve
Reserve System
or before
1, 1934,
1934, shall
shall take
July 1, 1934.
1934.
eral
System on
on or
before July
July 1,
take all
all steps
steps July,
necessary to
enable it
it to
to become
become a
aclass
class A
A stockholder
stockholder of
Corpora - Post, p.969
969.
of the
the Corporanecessary
to enable
A
tion on or
Admission
dmis s i on to memor before July 1,
1, 1934;
1934; and
and thereafter
thereafter no State bank
bank or bership
thereafter;
thereafter; subtrust company
company or
or mutual
mutual savings
to mem.
mem- scription required.
trust
savings bank
bank shall
shall be
required.
be admitted
admitted to
until it
it becomes
class A
A
bership in
in the
the Federal Reserve
Reserve System
System until
becomes aa class
stockholder
stockholder of the Corporation,
Corporation, no national bank in the continental
continental Nslonalbanks.
National banks.
Certificate to cornUnited
a certificate
of mance
mence or
or resume
bank
United States shall be granted a
certificate by the Comptroller
Comptroller of
resume banking business denied
the Currency authorizing
g burnlessber.ned
authorizing it
it to commence the business of banking
banking Tunless
member and
until it
it becomes
becomes a
of the
Federal Reserve
Reserve System
until
a member
member of
the Federal
System and
and aa clclass A
Astockholder.
stockholdr.
class A stockholder of the Corporation,
Corporation, and no national bank in
the continental United States for which a
a receiver
conservator
receiver or conservator
transaction
has been appointed shall be permitted to resume the transaction
of
banking business until
stockholder of the
until it
it becomes aa class A stockholder
of its
its banking
u on
Corporation.
bank shall
shall apply
to the
the Corporation
Corporation A
Every member
member bank
apply to
Appo
Corporation. Every
A.Applicati
class ti on tor Cbar
Amount.
for class A stock of the Corporation in an amount equal to one half Amount.
deposit liabilities as computed
computed in
in accordaccordof 1
1 per centum
centum of its total deposit
ance with regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board;
Board;
ance
except that
the case
case of
bank organized
organized after
after the
E
nIcel
i
to:itetmember
tnember.
the date
date this
this baEb
tion;
of aamember
member bank
except
that in
in the
section takes
takes effect,
effect, the
the amount
amount of
such class
class A
applied for
for by
by ixed.
section
of such
A stock
stock applied
ised.
member bank during the first twelve months after its organizaorganizasuch member
tion shall equal 5
5 per centum of its paid-up capital and surplus, and Amount.
beginning after
months' period the
beginning
after the
the expiration
expiration of such twelve months'
amount of
such class
A stock
such member
member bank
shall be
be adjusted
bank shall
adjusted
amount
of such
class A
stock of
of such
annually in the
manner as in
case of
annually
the same
same manner
in the case
of other
other member
member banks.
Upon receipt
receipt of
Corporation shall
the ingCertification
Certification
respectUpon
of such
such application
application the
the Corporation
shall request
request the
espectsufficiency of
applyFederal
Board, in
in the
State member
bank, or
the jug
assets.
ng bank'sasts.
of aa State
member bank,
or the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
the case
case of
Comptroller of
bank, to
to cerComptroller
of the
the Currency,
Currency, in
in the case
case of
of aanational
national bank,
examination of such bank whether
whether
i
tify upon the basis
basis of aathorough examination
or not the assets of the applying
applying bank are adequate to enable ittto
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meet
of its
its liabilities
liabilities to
to depositors
depositors and
creditors as
as shown
shown
meet all
all of
and other
other creditors
the bank;
bank; and
the Federal
Reserve Board
Board or
or the
the
by the books of
of the
and the
Federal Reserve
Comptroller of
the Currency
Currency shall
shall make
such certification
as soon
soon as
Comptroller
of the
make such
certification as
as
Payment
if
Payment
eerti- practicable. If
it certiIf such certification
certification be in the affirmative,
affirmative, the CorporaCorporafication
affirmative;
affirmative;
amount.
tion shall grant
grant such application
application and
the applying
applying bank
pay one
one
and the
bank shall
shall pay
half of
in full
and shall
a
class
A
half
of its
its subscription
subscription in
full and
shall thereupon
thereupon become
become
a
class
A
Proviso.
stockholder
of
the
Corporation:
Provided,
That
no
member
bank
Prired
Not
required before stockholder of the Corporation: Provided, That no member bank
Jly 1,1,1934.
July
1934.
shall be required to make such payment
payment or become aa class
class A
A stockstockPayment of remainCorporation
before
July
remainder
of
of
remainder
1,
1934.
The
before
July
Corporation
of
the
ofo
remai
holder
adByment
der subject
subect to call.
such subscription
shall
be subject
subject to
to call
call from
time to
time by
by the
such
subscription
shall
be
from
time
to
time
the
Denial of applicaonif
board of
of directors
directors of
of the
Corporation. If
such certification
be in
in the
the
neg- board
the Corporation.
If such
tion
if certifiation
certification negcertification be
at
ative.
ive.
negative,
negative, the Corporation
Corporation shall
deny such
such application.
If any
any
shall deny
application. If
Receiver or consernot have
have become
stockholder of
of the
the
A stockholder
become a
a class
class A
Receiver
or consr- national
national bank
bank shall
shall not
vator;
appointment.
Corporation
or before
Corporation on or
before July
July 1,
1934, the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the CurCur1, 1934,
rency shall appoint a receiver or conservator therefor in accordance
tionofmmTermination
of mem- rency shall appoint a receiver or conservator therefor in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
provided in
in subsecsubsecbership, State member
member with
of existing
existing law.
law. Except
Except as
as provided
bank not subscribing
tion (g)
(g) of
this section,
if any
any State
State member
member bank
shall not
not have
have
ban Anotonsubscrbing
of this
section, if
bank shall
class
or before tion
July
1934.
July 1,, 1934.
become a
a class A
A stockholder
stockholder of
of the
Corporation on
on or
or before
before July
July 1,
the Corporation
1,
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board shall
shall terminate
its membership
membership in
in
1934, the
the Federal
terminate its
Post, p. 180. p
P .'
the Federal Reserve
Reserve System in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
in accordance
accordance with
section 9
9 of this Act.
Act.
Applications
for
pmeAmblitions for
b
" (f)
(f) Any State bank or trust company or mutual savings bank
"
hank
membership
membership on or
or before
July 1,1936.
1, 1936.
foreJuly
appliesfor
which applies
for membership
membership in the Federal Reserve System or
or for
for
Benefits
Benefits to accrue conversion
conversion into aa national banking association
on
or
July
1,
association
after
1,
during pendency of.
during pendency of. 1936
1936, may, with the consent
consent of the Corporation, obtain
obtain the
the benefits
benefits
of this section, pending
pending action on such application, by subscribing
subscribing
and paying for the same amount of stock
stock of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation as
it
as it
would be required
to subscribe
subscribe and
and pay
pay for
upon becoming
becoming a
amember
member
required
to
for
upon
Provisions thereafter
of this
this section
applicable to
to member
member
applif
b
thereafter bank.
bank. Thereupon
Thereupon the
applicable.
the provisions
provisions of
section applicable
banks shall be applicable
applicable to such State bank or
company or
or
or trust company
mutual
savings
bank
savings
were
already
to
the
same
extent
as
if
it
were
already
aa
Proviso.
member bank:
Provided, That
if the
the application
of
such State
State bank
bank
Re°yment ifit memmem- member
bank: 'Provided,
Repayment
That if
application
of
such
bership application not
bersipapplicationot or trust company or mutual savings bank for membership
membership in the
completed or disapproved, etc.
proved,etc.
Reserve System or for
Federal Reserve
conversion into
into aa national
national banking
banking
for conversion
association be approved and it shall not complete
complete its membership
membership in
in
the Federal Reserve
Reserve System or
into a
banking
or its conversion
conversion into
a national
national banking
association within aareasonable
reasonable time, or if such application
application shall
shall be
be
disapproved, then the amount paid by such State bank
bank or
or trust
trust
company or mutual savings bank on account
account of its subscription
subscription to the
Corporation shall be repaid to it and it shall no
capital stock of the Corporation
longer be subject
subject to the provisions or entitled to the privileges
privileges of
of this
this
section.
Deposit
by State
State sco
DepoSit by
.
'
bankp
bank
with meMbership
wth
bmbesht
"(g)
(g) If
If any State
State bank or trust company, or
or mutual
mutual savings
savings bank
bank
application,
whenstock
ppton, whe
stk
in this
as ' State
r which
which
(referred to
to in
this subsection
subsection as
State bank)
bank') which
which is or
purchase unlawful unpurchase
iun- (referred
der
State laws,
drtate
laws.
becomes
a member
becomes a
member of
of the Federal
Federal Reserve System is not permitted by
the laws under which it was organized
the
organized to purchase
purchase stock in the
Corporation, it shall apply to the Corporation
Corporation for
admission to
to the
the
for admission
benefits of this section
section and, if
if such application
application be granted
after
granted after
appropriate certification
certification in accordance with this section, it
it shall
shall
deposit with the Corporation
Corporation an amount
amount equal to
to the
amount which
which
the amount
required to pay in on
Adji of
of d-t
on account of aasubscription
subscription
Adjustment
de- it would have been required
put
of
to capital
posit.
to
capital stock
stock of
of the
the Corporation.
Corporation. Thereafter such deposit shall
be adjusted
adjusted in the same manner as subscriptions
subscriptions for stock by
by
class A stockholders.
stockholders. Such deposit shall be subject to the same
Condittens
subject
o.
t
to.
conditions with respect to repayment
repayment as amounts paid on subscripS11.b
scriptions
class
t
ions
to
A
member
Corporation
A
stock
by
other
banks
and
the
Corporation
Interest payments.
nterest paiments. shall pay interest thereon
theron at the same rate as dividends are actuall
actually
Depositor bank
eeme class
class A stockstobank paid on outstanding
deemed
class A stock. As long as
as su
outstanding shares of class
such
holder.
holder.
deposit is
is maintained
maintained with
the Corporation,
Corporation, such
such State
State bank
bank shall,
sihll
deposit
with the
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deemed to be a
a class A stockholder
for the purposes of this section,
section, be deemed
stockholder
Application of de
deposttocriptonf
of the Corporation. If
If the laws under which
which such State bank was posit
to subscription, if
subscription hereafter
hereafter
organized
organized be amended so as to authorize
authorize State banks to subscribe
subscribe subscription
legalized.
Corporation, such
for class A stock of the Corporation,
such State bank shall within legalized.
six months thereafter
amount of such
thereafter subscribe for an appropriate
appropriate amount
class A stock and the deposit
deposit hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for in lieu of
payment upon
upon class
stock shall
applied upon
Termination ofStte
payment
class A
A stock
shall be
be applied
upon such
such subscription.
subscription. Termination
of State
If the
under which
which such
such State
State bank
be not
not bank
If
the law
law under
bank was
was organized
organized be
of membank to rights of
membe rs
bership.
hip
legislature following the
amended at the next session of the State legislature
When right to subto subadmission of such State bank to the benefits of this section
section so as to scrnotright
scribe not granted.
authorize State banks to
purchase such
such class A stock, or, if the law
to purchase
authorize
When granted and
ailhen
grantd
and
fail within
within six months failure
be so
such State
State bank
bank shall
shall fail
amended and
and such
be
so amended
to
purchase
stock.
thereafter to purchase
purchase such class A stock, the deposit previously made stock.
thereafter
with
the Corporation
Corporation shall
returned to
State bank
and it
it
to such
such State
bank and
with the
shall be
be returned
entitled to
section, unless it
it
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of this section,
shall no
no longer be
be entitled
shall have
been closed
closed in
in the
the meantime
account of inability to
meantime on account
shall
have been
depositors.
the demands
demands of its depositors.
meet the
Annual adjustment,
"
(h) The
The amount
the outstanding
outstanding class
class A
A stock
stock of
of the
the CorpoCorpo- amount
amountof
amount of
of the
" (h)
of class A.
A.
ration
held
by
member
banks
shall
be
annually
adjusted
as
hereration held by member banks shall be annually adjusted
inafter provided
preceding call date
member banks
date as
as member
provided as
as of the last preceding
inafter
increase their
their time
demand deposits
banks
as additional
additional banks
deposits or
or as
time and
and demand
increase
become members
members or
or subscribe
subscribe to
to the
Corporation, and
become
the stock
stock of
of the
the Corporation,
and Derease
Decrease authorized.
authorized.
such stock
be decreased
decreased in
amount as
as member
banks reduce
reduce Transfer,
Transfer,
etc.,
of
such
stock may
may be
in amount
member banks
etc.,
shares
by
member
1
their time
and demand
demand deposits
deposits or
cease to
to be
members. Shares
Shares of
of Saes
by member
be members.
or cease
their
time and
banks, denied.
the
of the
Corporation owned
owned by member
banks shall
shall Additional
member banks
the capital
capital stock
stock of
the Corporation
Additional subscrip
subscription, upon
upon increase
increase of
not
transferred or
When a
increases tion,
of
a member
member bank increases
hypothecated. When
or hypothecated.
not be transferred
deposits.
ep
its
and demand
demand deposits
it shall,
the beginning
beginning of
of each
each d oits.
at the
shall, at
deposits it
time and
its time
calendar
additional amount
of
capital stock of
amount of capital
for an additional
year, subscribe
subscribe for
calendar year,
the
Corporation equal
equal to
increase Payments.
Payments.
per centum
centum of such
such increase
to one
one half of 11 per
the Corporation
in deposits. One
additional stock shall
the amount of such additional
One half
half of the
in
be paid
paid for
for at
of the
the subscription
subscription therefor,
and the
the balbaltherefor, and
at the
the time
time of
be
ance
be subject
subject to
to call
call by
of directors
of the
the Corporaance shall
shall be
by the
the board
board of
directors of
Corpora- Amount
subscripAmount of subscription for
for class
class A;
A; memmem
before the
the date
date this section takes tion
A bank organized
tion.
organized on or before
tion. A
ber banks.
membership in
Federal Reserve
Reserve System
System bank
in the Federal
and admitted
admitted to membership
effect and
organization of the Corporation
shall be
Corporation shall
any time after the organization
at any
required
to subscribe
for an
capital stock equal
equal
A capital
an amount
amount of
of class A
subscribe for
required to
demand deposits
to one half
half of 1
1 per centum of the
the time
time and demand
deposits of
of the Payment.
Payment.
applicant bank as of the date of such admission,
admission, paying
paying therefor
therefor
applicant
1 per centum
its par value plus one half of 1
centum aamonth
month from the period
period
of the
on the
the class
A stock
of the
Corporation. When
When proportionate
dividend on
of
the last
last dividend
class A
stock of
the Corporation.
surProport ionate s
urrender
of amount
of
render of
amount
of
aa member
member bank reduces
reduces its time and
and demand
demand deposits it
it shall
shall sur- shares,
shares, awhen
when deposits
deposits
decrease.
list day of January
January thereafter,
thereafter, a
propor- decrease.
a proporlater than the 1st
render, not later
tionate amount
its holdings
the capital
stock of
the CorporaCorpora- Totalsurrenderupon
Total surrender upon
tionate
amount of
of its
holdings in
in the
capital stock
of the
liquidation.
tion, and
liquidates it
it shall
shall liquidation.
member bank
bank voluntarily
voluntarily liquidates
and when
when a
a member
tion,
surrender
holdings of
capital stock of the Corporation
Corporation
all its holdings
of the
the capital
surrender all
Cancellation of
of
and be
be released
released from
from its
stock subscription
subscription not
previously called.
called. cancellation
not previously
its stock
and
shares.
member bank
bank shas.
the member
canceled and
and the
surrendered shall
shall be canceled
The shares
shares so
so surrendered
epayments; amount
shall receive in payment therefor, under
regulations to be pre- ofRRepayments;
under regulations
scribed by the Corporation,
subscriptions o
cash-paid subscriptions
a sum equal to its cash-paid
Corporation, a
proportionate share of dividends
surrendered and its proportionate
dividends
on the shares surrendered
not
exceed one half of 1
month, from
of
from the
the period of
1 per centum
centum aamonth,
not to exceed
the last dividend
dividend on such stock, less any liability of such member
member
bank
to the
the Corporation.
bank to
Corporation.clationsto
ion of w
V
jb
anoellef
at
hen
"
(i) If
declared insolvent,
shall be declared
insolvent, Member
bank when
"(i)
If any
any member
member or
or nonmember
nonmember bank shall
insolvent
or
ceases
a
insolvt or
or shall cease to be a
bank (or
(or in the case of a
a nonmember membership.
a member bank
bank, shall
to be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of insurance
this Nonmebr
bank,
shall cease
cease to
insurance under
under this
bak.
Nonmember bank.
section), the
the stock
stock held
held by
shall be
be canceled
canceled, Labity
section),
by it
it in
in the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
xIMLiability not
not
impaired.
without impairment
cash-paid pared.
impairment of the liability of such bank, and all cash-paid
subscriptions
of dividends
its proportionate
proportionate share of
on such stock, with its
subscriptions on
-
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ofassets. not to
to exceed
one half
half of
centum per
per month
from the
the period
exceed one
of 1
1 per
per centum
month from
period of
of

Distribution of assets.

Federal Deposit InFederalCorporation.
Deposit Insurance
surance

last dividend
dividend on such stock
stock shall be
be first
first applied
applied to
to all
all debts
the
debts of
of the
insolvent bank or the receiver
receiver thereof
thereof to
the Corporation,
and the
the
to the
Corporation, and
balance, if any, shall be paid to the
balance
receiver of
of the
insolvent bank.
bank.
the receiver
the insolvent
"(j)
enactment of the
1933, the
the
(j) 'Upon
Upon the
the date
date of enactment
the Banking
Banking Act of
of 1933,

Corporation shall
body corporate
Corporation
shall become
become a
a body
such shall
shall have
have
corporate and
and as
as such
power—
power"
corporate seal.
" First. To adopt and
and use
use a
a corporate
seal.
"Second.
"Second. To have succession until dissolved
dissolved by
by an
an Act
Act of
of
Congress.
Congress.
"Third. To make contracts.
"Third.
""Fourth. To sue and be sued, complain
and defend,
defend, in
in any
court
complain and
any court
of law or equity,
Federal.
equity, State
State or
or Federal.
"Fifth. To appoint
appoint by its board of directors
directors such
officers and
and
such officers
employees as are not other
otherwise
wise provided
provided for in this
this section,
section, to
to define
define
their duties, fix their compensation,
require bonds
bonds of
of them
them and
and fix
compensation, require
fix
the penalty thereof, and to dismiss at pleasure
pleasure such
such officers
or ememofficers or
ployees. Nothing in this or any other Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to
prevent the appointment
appointment and compensation
officer or
or employee
compensation as an
an officer
employee
of the Corporation of any officer or employee
employee of the United States
in any board, commission,
commission, independent establishment,
establishment, or executive
executive
department thereof.
"Sixth.
"Sixth. To prescribe by its board of directors,
directors bylaws
bylaws not
not ininconsistent with
with law,
law, regulating
regulating the
the manner
manner
directors,
in which its general
consistent
in
general
business may be conducted,
and the
the privileges
pri
vil eges granted
gran t
ed to
t
o it
i
t by
by law
l
aw
conducted, and
may be exercised
exercised and
and enjoyed.
enjoyed.
"Seventh. To exercise
board of
of directors,
directors, or
duly authorized
authorized
exercise by
by its board
or duly
officers or agents,
agents, all powers specifically
specifically granted
granted by
by the
the provisions
provisions
incidental powers as shall
of this section and such incidental
shall be
be necessary
to
necessary to
carry out the powers so
so granted.
granted.
Board of directors;
ard of deeos;
" k )he
administer the affairs of the
"(k)
The board of directors
directors shall administer
dministration
of corporate affairs.
poratie
afair.
Corporation
Corporation fairly and impartially
impartially and without discrimination.
discrimination. The
Determination
of
erinaton
of
board of
of directors
board
directors of the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall determine
determine and prescribe
prescribe
manner
disbursements
disbursements
made; obligations in- the manner in which its obligations shall be incurred and its exmade;
obligations in- the manner in which its obligations shall be incurred and its excurred.
iranking privilege. penses allowed
Franking
allowed and paid. The Corporation
Corporation shall be entitled to the
States mails in
free use of the United States
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as the
the
Cooperation
of
exCooperation
of
eexecutive
departments
of
the
Government.
Corporation
with
departments
Government.
The
ecutive departments.
autlvedeprtments. the consent of any Federal reserve
reserve bank or of any
board, commiscommisany board,
sion, independent
independent establishment, or executive department of
the Govof the
Government, including
ernment,
including any field service thereof, may avail itself of the
the
use of information,
information, services, and facilities thereof
thereof in
carrying out
in carrying
out
the provisions of this section.
nsuraneofdeipoe,
Insurance
of depositS,
() EEffective
ffective on and after July 1,
"(1)
1, 1934 (thus
(thus affording
affording ample
ample
member
banks; effecmember
for examination
examination and preparation),
preparation), unless the President
Presidentshall by
tive 7uly 1ban
1, 1034. efse- time
y
time for
p-,gi0970no.
proclamation fix an
an earlier
earlier date,
date, the
insure as
the Corporation
Corporation shall insure
fgalitt
9159,-;,:;°. fix roclaxnation fix
ealer
a
seller date
date.
hereinafter
provided the
the deposits
after provided
deposits of all member banks, and on and
and
Nonmember
banks.
Nonmemberbanks.
after such
date
until July
July 1, 1936, of all nonmember
such date and
and until
nonmember banks,
which
A stockholders
hich are class A.
stockholders of the Corporation.
Corporation. NotwithCorporation as
Corporation
as rea- standing any other provision of law, whenever any national bank
ceiver of closed na- standing any other provision of law, whenever any national bank
tional
bank.
tionalbank.
which is a
a class A stockholder
stockholder of the Corporation
Corporation shall have been
been
closed by action of its board of directors
directors or by the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of
the Currency, as the case may be, on account of inability
inability to meet the
demands of its depositors,
depositors, the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency
Currency shall
Organization of new
Corporation receiver for such
ognzaIon
national
bank. of ntwappoint the
the Corporation
such bank. As soon as
as possipossible
thereafter the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall organize
bank
ble thereafter
organize aa new
new national
national bank
to assume the insured deposit liabilities
to
liabilities of such closed bank, to
receive new deposits
deposits and otherwise to perform temporarily
temporarily the funefuncCorporate powers.

Corporate powers.
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tions provided
for it
this paragraph.
paragraph.
it in
in this
provided for
tions

"Insured deposit
deposit lili"Insured
For the
this ability",
of this
purposes of
the purposes
For
construed.
subsection,
the
term
'insured
deposit
liability'
shall
mean
with
liability'
deposit
'insured
term
subsection, the
respect
owner of
any claim
claim arising
arising out of a
a deposit liability
of any
the owner
to the
respect to
of
the following
following percentages
percentages of
amount
of the net amount
bank the
closed bank
such closed
of such
Percentages.
account of deposit
on account
due to
to such
by such
closed bank
deposit lia- Percentages.
bank on
such closed
owner by
such owner
due
exceeding $10,000;
bilities: 100
amount not exceeding
$10,000;
centum of such net amount
per centum
100 per
bilities:
and 75
per centum
of the
the amount,
amount, if
which such net amount
if any, by which
centum of
75 per
and
exceeds
$10,000 but
not exceed
and 50 per centum of
$50,000; and
exceed $50,000;
does not
but does
exceeds $10,000
the amount,
amount, if
by which
amount exceeds
exceeds $50,000:
$50,000:
net amount
such net
which such
any, by
if any,
the
Provided,
That,
in
determining
the
amount
due
to
such
owner
for
mination oof
for Proviso.
owner
to
such
due
the
amount
in
determining
That,
Provided,
Determination
amounts for
for fixing
fixing perpertogether amounts
added together
the
fixing such
such percentage,
percentage, there
be added
shall be
there shall
of fixing
purpose of
the purpose
centages.
centages.
same
the
or
capacity
all
net
amounts
due
to
such
owner
in
the
same
capacity
same
the
in
owner
all net amounts due to such
right,
on account
account of
regardless of
deposits
such deposits
whether such
of whether
deposits, regardless
of deposits,
right, on
"Insured deposit libe
his name
or in
in the
of others
his benefit.
benefit. abilities,"
deposit
"bilnsuredc
for his
others for
names of
the names
name or
in his
construed.
maintained in
be maintained
lia'insured
For
the
purposes
of
this
subsection,
term
insured
deposit
term
the
subsection,
this
of
purposes
For the
bilities' shall
amount of
all such
such insured
insured deposit
deposit Determination of
of all
aggregate amount
the aggregate
mean the
shall mean
bilities'
depos-n
amounts due deposishall determine
liabilities of
of such
The Corporation
determine as amounts
Corporation shall
bank. The
closed bank.
such closed
liabilities
tors.
expeditiously as
net amounts
amounts due
depositors of the tors.
due to depositors
the net
possible the
as possible
expeditiously
Amounts made availamountsmadeavailan amount
closed bank
and shall
make available
new bank
bank an
amount able.
the new
to the
available to
shall make
bank and
closed
equal
to the
insured deposit
deposit liabilities
liabilities of
of such
such closed
whereclosed bank, wherethe insured
equal to
upon
such new
insured deposit
liability of
of such
such Corporation subrosubrodeposit liability
the insured
assume the
shall assume
bank shall
new bank
upon such
gated to
to rights
rights against
against
closed bank
bank to
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be
be gated
and the
depositors, and
its depositors,
of its
each of
to each
closed
closed bank.
divintitleent to divisubrogated to
all rights
rights against
against the
of the
the owners
owners of Entitlement
bank of
closed bank
the closed
to all
subrogated
dends.
dends.
such
deposits
and
shall
be
entitled
to
receive
the
dividends
from
same
the
such deposits and shall be entitled to receive
the
closed bank
bank as would
would have
have been
been
such closed
of such
assets of
the assets
of the
proceeds of
the proceeds
payable
each such
such depositor
shall equal
equal the
the
dividends shall
such dividends
until such
depositor until
to each
payable to
insured
deposit
liability
to
such.
depositor
assumed
by
the
new
bank,
bank,
new
the
by
assumed
depositor
insured deposit liability to such
Payments to be made
in cash. e nts t md
whereupon all
all further
dividends shall
shall be
depositor. incahm
such depositor.
to such
payable to
be payable
further dividends
whereupon
Of
the amount
made available
available by
Corporation to the new
the Corporation
by the
thus made
amount thus
Of the
bank, such
such portion
shall be
be paid
to it
it in
in cash
may be necessary
to
necessary to
as may
cash as
paid to
portion shall
bank,
enable
it to
to meet
cash demands
demands and
and the
the remainder
shall Credits.
Credits
remainder shall
immediate cash
meet immediate
enable it
rate.
be credited
to it
on the
books of
Corporation subject
subject to with- Itest
the Corporation
of the
the books
it on
Interest rate.
credited to
be
drawal
on demand
demand and
shall bear
at the
the rate
of 3
per centum
centum Acceptance
new
ance of
3 per
rate of
interest at
bear interest
and shall
drawal on
of new
deposits.
deporits
the
with
per
annum
until
withdrawn.
The
new
bank
may,
with
the
may,
bank
new
The
per annum until withdrawn.
approval of
the Corporation,
Corporation, accept
together
new deposits, which, together
accept new
of the
approval
Investments uthortvestments authorwith
all amounts
made available
bank by
Corporation, trod.
the Corporation,
by the
new bank
the new
to the
available to
amounts made
with all
theed
shall be
on hand
hand in
cash, invested
direct obligations
obligations of the
in direct
invested in
in cash,
kept on
be kept
shall
United States,
States, or
or deposited
with the
Corporation or
or with
with a
aFederal
Mntenance of re
Federal Maintenance
the Corporation
deposited with
reUnited
with reserve
reserve
with
with the
reserve
bank.
Such
new
bank
shall
maintain
on
deposit
with
the serve
deposit
on
maintain
shall
bank
new
Such
reserve bank.
bank.
Federal
reserve bank
bank of
its district
district the
the reserves
law of bank
required by law
reserves required
of its
Federal reserve
Subscription for
for
Subscription
member banks
banks but
but shall
required to
subscribe for
for stock
stock of
of the
the stock
to subscribe
be required
not be
shall not
member
not required.
Federal
reserve bank
been subscribed
subscribed stok
not
required.
has been
stock has
capital stock
own capital
its own
until its
bank until
Federal reserve
Articles of associaand paid
for in
in the
the manner
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided. The
of tion and
orgation.
tion
ad organisation.
articles of
The articles
paid for
and
may
bank
association
and
organization
certificate
such
new
be
new
such
of
certificate
organization
and
association
executed by
the Corporation
Corporation as
as it
may desigdesig- Management
of new
it may
Management of
new
of the
representatives of
by such
such representatives
executed
bank.
nate;
the new
shall not
to have
have any
any directors
directors at bak.
required to
be required
not be
bank shall
new bank
nate; the
the
time of
but shall
be managed
by an
executive Cai:iit
an executive
shall be
managed by
organization, but
the time
of its
its organization,
by stock
pa-oCanby
aments
corporationofficer to
by the
Corporation; and no capital
capital stock need
the Corporation;
be designated
designated by
to be
officer
be paid
paid in
in by
the Corporation;
Corporation; but
but in
other respects
such bank
shall
bank shall
respects such
in other
by the
be
be organized
in accordance
existing provisions
of law
law relatrelatprovisions of
the existing
with the
accordance with
be
organized in
o buing
to
the
organization
of
national
banks;
and,
until
the
requisite Tracon
requisite
the
until
and,
banks;
national
of
organization
the
to
ing
amount
for such
bank has
been subscribed
and paid
paid
subscribed and
has been
such bank
stock for
capital stock
of capital
amount of
for
in the
manner hereinafter
provided, such
such bank
bank shall
shall transact
transact
hereinafter provided,
the manner
for in
no
except that
by this
this subsection
and such
such busiato
busisubsection and
authorized by
that authorized
business except
no business
ness as may be
to its
ation. When
When in
jud o newrbe.
the judgin .the
organization.
its or
mcidental to
ness as may be incidental
Corporation shall
ment
Corporation it
it is
do so, the Corporation
desirable to do
is desiribt:t
the Corporation
of the
ment of
offer capital
of the
for sale
on such
such terms
terms and
and condicondisale on
bankfor
new bank
the new
stock of
capital stock
offer
tions
as
the
Corporation
shall
dm
advisable,
in
an
amount
au&
sufi- ArmentamoBB
in
ano
dvisable,
deem
shll
tions as the Coirortio
cient
in the
opinion of
of the
Corporation to mak
make possible the
onduct
e conduct
the
the Corporation
the opinion
cient in
men ts
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of
of the
the new
basis, but
but in
in no
no event
event less
less
new bank
bank on
on aasound
sound basis,
the business
of the
business of
Revised Statutes, as amended
section 5138 of the Revised
amended
than that required by section
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
51), for
organization of
of a
national bank
bank in
in
a national
the organization
sec. 51),
for the
(U.S.C.,
of
stockholders of
of the place
place where
where such
new bank
bank is located,
such new
located, giving
giving the
the stockholders
of
the
opportunity to purchase such stock. Upon
the closed
closed bank
bank the
the first
first opportunity

p.993.
R. S., se.5138,
sec. 6138,P.
093.
U.S.C., p. 261.

U.,

.26.

Preemption

Preemption right
right
stockholders.
stokholders.

proof
amount of
capital stock
bank has
has
proof that
that an
an adequate
adequate amount
of capital
stock of
of the
the new
new bank
in cash by subscribers
paid for in
subscribed and
and paid
subscribers satisfactory
satisfactory to the
been subscribed
when been

Certificate
comCertificate to cormence business; when
to issue.

encsbueiness;

Management
Management
after.

Comptroller of
of the
the Currency,
he shall
shall issue
issue to
to such
such bank
certificate
a certificate
Currency, he
bank a
Comptroller

there- of authority
commence business
thethereafter it shall be managed
authority to commence
business and thereafter
managed

.
Transfer of business,
busis
wheansterof
when stock subscription inadequate.
tion
inadequate.

shareholders and may exercise all of the
by directors elected by its own shareholders
bankingiassociations.
national bankninkg
to national
powers granted
granted by
by law
law to
associations. If
If an adepowers
is not subscribed and paid
quate amount of capital for such new bank
bas
offer to transfer
transfer its business
other
to any other
business to
Corporation may offer
in, the
the Corporation
over its assets,
banking institution in the same place which will take over
liabilities, and pay to the
such business
assume its liabilities,
the Corporation for such
business

Voluntary
liquidasuch amount
as the
the Corporation
Corporation may deem adequate.
amount as
liqudean such
tVoluftarb
tion of new bank when

not transferred.
traferred

Deposit
insurance acDepositinsuranceaccount.u n t

.
Duty of corporation
Duty
corporation

to open.

toopen.

Debits to.
to.

Additional duties of
Additional
corporation;
liquidacorporation;
liquidsbank
io of catilosed
tion
closed bank.

cowears

Powers ,ud
aud rehe
rights o
of
corporation as receiver.

baClosed
Closed
State member
ak.9.

Corporation
ceiver of.

Corporation as
as

re-

re

Unless the

capital
capital stock of the new bank is sold or its assets acquired
acquired and its
banking institution, in the manner
manner
liabilities assumed
assumed by another banking
herein prescribed,
prescribed, within two years from the date of its organization,
organization,
the Corporation
Corporation shall place
place the new bank in voluntary
voluntary liquidation
liquidation
and wind up its affairs.
affairs. The Corporation shall
shall open
open on its books a
a
deposit insurance
insurance account and, as soon as possible
possible after
after taking possession of any closed national bank, the Corporation
Corporation shall make
make an
estimate of the amount which
which will be available
available from all sources for
for
application in satisfaction of the portion of the claims of depositors
application
depositors

deposit insurto which itit has been subrogated
subrogated and
and shall debit to such deposit
insurance account
account the excess,
excess, if any,
any, of the amount
available by the
amount made available
Corporation to the new
bank for
above the
Corporation
new bank
for depositors over and above
amount of such estimate.
It shall be the duty of the Corporation
amount
estimate. It
Corporation
having-ir
to realize
realize upon the assets of such closed
closed bank,
bank; having
having due regard
to the condition of credit in the
the district in which such closed
closed bank
bank
is located; to enforce the individual
individual liability of the stockholders
stockholders
and directors
directors thereof; and to wind up the affairs of such closed
closed
bank in conformity
conformity with the provisions
provisions of law relating to
to the
national banks, except as herein
liquidation of closed national
herein otherwise
provided,
provided, retaining
account such portion of
of the
the amount
amount
retaining for its own account
realized from such liquidation
liquidation as it shall be entitled to receive on
on
account of its subrogation
subrogation to the claims of depositors
depositors and paying
paying
to depositors
depositors and other creditors the amount
amount available
available for distribution to them, after deducting
the costs
costs of
of the
the
deducting therefrom
therefrom their share of the
liquidation of the
the closed
closed bank. If
If the total amount
amount realized
realized by the
Corporation on account of its subrogation
Corporation
subrogation to the claims of depositors
be less than the amount
estimate hereinabove provided for, the
amount of the estimate
deposit insurance
insurance account shall be charged
charged with the deficiency
deficiency and,
and,
if the total amount so realized
realized shall exceed
exceed the amount
amount of such estimate,
mate ,such account shall be credited
credited with such excess.
excess. With respect
respect
to such closed national banks, the Corporation shall have all the
rights, powers, and privileges now possessed by or hereafter given
given
receivers of insolvent
insolvent national banks and shall be subject
subject to the
obligations and penalties
penalties not inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions
provisions of this
paragraph
paragraph to which such receivers are now or may hereafter
hereafter become
become
subject.
" Whenever any State member bank which is a class A stockholder
" Whenever any State member bank which is aclass A stockholder
of the Corporation
Corporation shall have been closed by action of its board of
of
directors or by the appropriate
directors
appropriate State authority, as the case may
may be,
on account of inability to meet the demands of its depositors,
depositors, the
Corporation shall
shall accept
accept appointment
appointment as
as receiver
receiver thereof,
thereof, if
if such
such
Corporation
appointment be tendered
appointment
tendered by the appropriate
appropriate State authority and be
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Organization of
of new
new
Corporation bOranization
authorized or
by State law. Thereupon the Corporation
or permitted by
authorized
bank.
shall organize a
national bank,
accordance with the provisions
bank, in accordance
a new national
shall
Purpose.
of this
this subsection,
to assume
assume the
the insured
insured deposit liabilities of such Purpose.
subsection, to
of
closed
bank, to
to receive
otherwise to
new deposits and otherwise
receive new
member bank,
State member
closed State
perform temporarily
temporarily the functions
provided for
subsection.
for in this subsection.
functions provided
perform
Funds
to
ininto cover
Funds
Upon
satisfactory recognition
the right of the Corporation to sured
of the
recognition of
Upon satisfactory
deposit liabilities
liabilities

iernational smaude
a closed national
receive
dividends on
same basis
as in
in the
the case
case of
of a
basis as
made available by
by Coron the
the same
receive dividends
poration when right to
bank
under this
this subsection,
subsection, such
being accorded
by State
when right to
State poration
accorded by
recognition being
such recognition
bank under
dividends recognized.
law,
by allowance
of claims
by the
the appropriate
appropriate State
authority, by
law, by
allowance of
claims by
State authority,
b
assignment of
depositors, or
by any
effective method,
other effective
any other
or by
by depositors,
of claims
claims by
assignment
the
available to such
national bank, in
such new national
make available
shall make
Corporation shall
the Corporation
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by this subsection,
subsection, an amount equal to the
the
Management
geme nt of new
of new
insured deposit
deposit liabilities
liabilities of
such closed
State member
and the
b^ana
the bank.
bank; and
member bank;
closed State
of such
insured
Corporation
and such
such new
national bank
perform all of the
the
bank shall perform
new national
Corporation and
functions
and duties
duties and
and shall
and privileges with
all the rights and
shall have all
functions and
respect
such State
member bank
and the
thereof which
the depositors
depositors thereof
bank and
State member
to such
respect to
are prescribed
this subsection
subsection with
banks Provisos.
closed national banks
to closed
respect to
with respect
by this
prescribed by
are
holding
in the
the Corporation:
Corporation: Provided,
That the
holding class
class A
A stock
stock in
termination
Provided, That
the rights
rights Determination
o ff
o
of depositors, etc.
of depositors
and other
of such
be rights
depositors, etc.
rightsof
shall be
bank shall
member bank
State member
such State
creditors of
other creditors
of
depositors and
determined in
accordance with
with the applicable
provisions of State
State
applicable provisions
in accordance
determined
PowermsetaofCorpo
That, with respect
further,That,
law: And
respect to such State member rari:Tnsgrc
provided further,
And provided
law:
Ca;f:::.
bank,
Corporation shall
shall possess
powers and
pro- rationundertataw
privileges proand privileges
the powers
possess the
the Corporation
bank, the
vided
by State
State law
law with
of such
member
such State member
receiver of
to a
a receiver
respect to
with respect
vided by
bank, except
in so
far as
the provisions
with the
conflict with
are in conflict
same are
as the
the same
so far
except in
bank,
of this subsection.
of new
"
any State
State member
member bank
bank which
OrganizationappointA stockholder
stockholder bank,
a class
class A
is a
which is
" Whenever
Whenever any
arporaona
whent
bt ofwhen
have been closed
of
the Corporation
closed by action of its board of ment
shall have
Corporation shall
Corporation
as
of the
unlawful.
directors or
the appropriate
appropriate State
authority, as the case may be, receiver
receiver unlawful.
State authority,
or by
by the
directors
on
of inability
to meet
meet the
demands of
depositors, and
of its
its depositors,
the demands
inability to
account of
on account
the
applicable State
appointment of the
the appointment
does not permit the
law does
State law
the applicable
Corporation
as receiver
receiver of
such bank,
bank, the
Corporation shall organize
the Corporation
of such
Corporation as
a
new national
national bank,
bank, in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of this
this subFunctions.
sub- Functions.
provisions of
with the
a new
State
section,
to
assume
the
of
such
closed
liabilities
deposit
insured
section, to assume the
member
bank, to
to receive
receive new deposits, and otherwise to perform temmember bank,
to be made
made
Funds to
porarily
the functions
functions provided
provided for
this subsection.
subsection. Upon
Upon satissatis- Funds
in this
for in
porarily the
oa
ri
t
i
v
ab
ra
l
e
ti
when
on t) right of
reigtoe
divi- Tvoaora'wionthe
factory recognition of the right of the Corporation to receive divirecognized.
dividends recognized.
dends on
same basis
basis as
a closed national bank under dividends
case of a
the case
as in the
on the
the same
dends
this
subsection, such
such recognition
being accorded
by
law, by
accorded by State law,
recognition being
this subsection
allowance of
of claims
claims by
the appropriate
appropriate State authority, by assignby the
allowance
ment
of claims
claims by
any other
method, the
effective method,
other effective
or by
by any
by depositors,
depositors, or
ment of
Corporation shall
make available
available to
such new
in accordance
accordance
bank, in
new bank,
to such
shall make
Corporation
provisions of this subsection,
subsection, the amount of insured
insured deposit
deposit
with the provisions
Assumption of inliabilities
which such
such recognition
has been
been accorded;
such sured
of inAssumption
and such
accorded; and
recognition has
to which
liabilities as
as to
deposit liabilities,
new
bank shall
shall assume
insured deposit
deposit liabilities and shall in surddepositliblties
such insured
assume such
new bank
other respects
provisions of this subsection respecttherespectwith the
comply with
respects comply
other
ing new
banks organized
of
liabilities of
assume insured deposit liabilities
organized to assume
new banks
ing
closed
possible in
of the
the applicable
in view
view of
as possible
so far
far as
In so
banks. In
national banks.
closed national
provisions
law, the
proceed with respect
respect
shall proceed
Corporation shall
the Corporation
of State
State law,
provisions of
to
receiver of
of such
bank
to the new bank
respect to
and with respect
closed bank
bank aito
such closed
to the
the receiver
organized to
to assume
manner
deposit liabilities in the manner
insured deposit
its insured
assume its
organized
prescribed by
national banks
subsection with respect to closed national
by this
this subsection
prescribed
and
liabilities;
insured deposit liabilities;
their insured
to assume their
organized to
banks organized
new banks
and new
except that
that the
duties,
none of the powers, duties,
shall have none
Corporation shall
the Corporation
except
or responsibilities
responsibilities of
of a
respect to
up of
winding up
to the
the winding
with respect
a receiver
receiver with
or
the affairs
of such
closed State
member bank.
The Corporation,
Corporation, in
in-•
bank. The
State member
such closed
the
affairs of
its
discretion, however,
purchase and
and liquidate
of the
the
or all
all of
any or
liquidate any
may purchase
however, may
its discretion,
assets
assets of such bank.
iv e
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Levy on elss
Levy
class
stockholders.
stoeholders.

Credit to
credit

A
A

"" Whenever
Whenever the net debit balance
balance of the deposit insurance
insurance account
account
of the Corporation
Corporation shall equal or exceed one fourth of 1
1per centum
centum
of the
total deposit
deposit liabilities
liabilities of
of all
of the
of
the total
all class
class A
A stockholders
stockholders as
as of
the
date of
of the
last preceding
report, the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
levy
date
the last
preceding call
call report,
shall levy
upon such
such stockholders
stockholders an
an assessment
equal to
fourth of
of 11 per
per
upon
assessment equal
to one
one fourth

insurance centum
centum of
deposit liabilities
amount
insurance
of their
their total
total deposit
liabilities and
and shall
shall credit
credit the
the amount

account.
account,

collected
collected from such assessment to such deposit
deposit insurance
insurance account.

payment No bank which is aaholder of class A stock shall pay any dividends
dividends
by bank denied until
dnied
y bant
assessment
paid. until until all assessments levied upon it
it by the Corporation shall have
Dividend
Dividend

and any
any director
director or
officer of
of any
such bank
who
been paid
paid in
in full; and
or officer
any such
bank who

participates in the declaration
declaration or payment of any such dividend may,
upon
conviction, be fined not
more than
than $1,000,
or imprisoned
upon conviction,
not more
$1,000, or
imprisoned for
for not
not
more
more than
than one year, or
or both.
"Receiver",
" The term 'receiver'
"Receiver", con"
receiver' as used in this section shall mean a
receiver,
a receiver,
sstrued.
t
rued.
liquidating agent, or conservator of a
a national bank, and aareceiver,
conservator, commission,
liquidating agent, conservator,
commission, person, or other agency
charged by State law with the responsibility
responsibility and the duty of
winding
of winding
up
up the
the affairs
affairs of an
an insolvent
insolvent State
State member
member bank.
"National bank."
" For the purposes of this section only, the term
bank."
national bank'
term 'national
bank'
associations and
banking
shall include all national
national banking
banking associations
and all
all banks, banking
associations, trust companies, savings
savings banks, and other banking instiDistrict of Columbia which are members
tutions located in the District
of
members of
"State member
he Federal
FederalR
eserve System;
System; an
dt
he term
term 'State
State member
bank'
member bank'
and
the
Reserve
the
member t
"State
bank."
shall include
include all State banks, banking
banking associations, trust companies,
companies,
savings banks, and other banking institutions organized
organized under the
laws of any State, which are members of the Federal
Federal Reserve System.
Amounts
of deposits,
"In
Amounts of
" In. any determination of the insured deposit liabilities of any
any
payable
payable
in
foreign
oayauny excluded
bank or
of the
total deposit
hi ch is
is
or of
the total
deposit liabilities
country
excluded g
in closed
Closed bank
liabilities of
of any
any bank
bank w
which
ial
dmetSeto
determining
total da
de- a
a holder of class A stock of the
the Corporation, or a
a member of the
posit liabilities.
Fund provided
this.
Fund
provided for in subsection
subsection (y),
(y), for the purposes
purposes of this.
section,
excluded the
amounts of
section, there shall be
be excluded
the amounts
of all deposits of
of such
such
bank which are payable
located in a
aforeign
foreign
payable only at an office thereof located
country.
Rules,
etc., by
The Corporation
Corporation may
such rules,
rules, regulations,
regulations, and
and contracts
contracts
may make
make such
by OorCOr"The
Rules, etc.
poratien.
as it may deem necessary in order to carry out the
provisions of
of this
this
the provisions
section.
"Money . of the Corporation not otherwise
Depositorinvestment
Deposit
orinvestment
"Morley
otherwise employed shall be
of money by Corpora.
ion.
b
invested in
m securities
thee TJnited
United States,
tion.
securities of the Government
Government of th
temporary periods, in the discretion of the board
except that for temporary
board
of directors, funds of the Corporation may be deposited in any
Federal reserve bank or with the Treasurer of the
the United
United States.
D)esitpntiont
P!,irmlattni of
of Cot
Car., When designated for that purpose by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury.
TKlral
ion
as
Th.o...0
iioratton
at public
Monys deposit'.
depositary.
a depositary
depositary of public
moneys
the Corporation shall be a
public moneys,
moneys, except
except
receipts from customs,
regulations as may be prescribed
customs, under such regulations
prescribed
by the said Secretary
financial agent
Secretary, and may also be employed as a
afinancial
of the Govemment.
Government. It
ef
It shall perform
perform all such reasonable
reasonable duties as
depositary of public
depositary
public moneys
moneys and financial
financial agent
Government
age of
of the Goent
Government
as
required of it.
it.
be required
as may be
Authority
Corpo" ('lmL)
(in) Nothing
construed to
prevent the
the
Authority of CO1thing herein contained
contained shall be construed
to prevent
ration
make loans
making loans
national banks
closed by
by action
action
national
banks,
etc.
rationtalto baks,
to. to Corporation
boroaon from
from mang
loans to
to national
banks closed
of the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency,
Currency, or by vote of their directors.
directors
or
State member
member bank
cl
ose d b
ac ti on of
ofthe
th
e appropriate
appropriate State
State
or to
to State
bankss closed
byy action
authorities,
or
by
vote
of
their
directors,
or
from
entering
into
negoauthorities ;
tattons
to secure
tiations to
secure the
the reopening
reopening of
of such
such banks.
banks.
sle of
iassets of
"(n) Receivers
or liquidators of member banks which are now
Sale
of
assets
in"(n)
Receivers or
advent
banks
toofCorporation.
or may hereafter
shall
poration.
hereafter become
become insolvent or suspended
suspended s
hall be
be entitled
enti
tled
Permisionreuired. to offer the assets of
of such
such banks
banks for
sale to
the Corporation
Permission required, to offer the assets
for sale
to the
Corporation or as
permission
security for loans from the Corporation, upon receiving pe
rm i
ss i
on
from the
the appropriate
apppropriate State authority
authority in
in accordance
from
accordance with express proPenalty provision,
provision.
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visions of State law in the case of State member banks, or from
from the
Comptroller of the Currency
Currency in the case of national
national banks. The
Utilization of
of proproproceeds of every such sale or loan shall be utilized for the same utilization
ceeds.
purposes and in the same manner as other funds realized
realized from the
d
liquidation
assets of
such banks.
The Comptroller
Comptroller of
the dends
liquidation of
of the
the assets
of such
banks. The
of the
dends
on
s
n
aE nent
divipfrodv
oni of
pro
dividends on
Currency may, in his discretion, pay
pay dividends
on proved
claims at
at Claa.
proved claims
s
55235, p.
R
R.S., sec. 5235,
P.
any time after the expiration
expiration of the period
period of advertisement
advertisement made 101:
1012. "
U.S.C., p. 272.
pursuant to section 5235 of the Revised Statutes
title 12,
Statutes (U.S.C., title
12, U.S.C.,p. 72
attach to the
Comptroller of
of the
sec. 193),
193), and no liability
liability shall
shall attach
the Comptroller
the
Currency or to the receiver of
national bank by reason
any
of any
any national
reason of
of any
such payment for failure to pay dividends
dividends to
claimant whose
whose claim
to a
a claimant
claim
is not proved
proved at the time of any such payment.
payment.
of outstand"(o) The
The Corporation
Corporation is
"(o)
is authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
to issue
issue and.
and Amount
AAmount ofoutstandrag
corporate obligaI
gns.corporate
to have outstanding
outstanding at any one time
time in an
an amount
amount aggregating
aggregating not tions.CPrae
Redeemable
before
more than three times the amount of its capital,
capital, its notes, debentures,
debentures, maedriy
maturity obnabefore
optional.
bonds, or other such obligations, to be redeemable
redeemable at the option
option of the
the
Corporation before maturity
maturity in
in
Corporation
in such
such manner
manner as may
may be stipulated
stipulated in
such obligations,
obligations, and to bear
bear such rate
rate or
or rates
rates of
of interest,
interest, and
and to
to
mature
mature at such time or times as may
may be determined
determined by the
the Cor- Proviso.
i
poration:
Corporation may
may sell
sell on
on aa discount
discount Sal
poration: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Corporation
Sal "ofof short-term
short-term
obligations at discount.
basis
basis short-term
short-term obligations
obligations payable
at maturity
without interest.
interest. obligationsatdiscount.
payable at
maturity without
Security.
The notes, debentures,
The
debentures, bonds,
bonds, and
and other
the CorCorother such
such obligations
obligations of
of the
ity.
poration may be secured
secured by assets
in such
such manner
poration
assets of the
the Corporation
Corporation in
manner
prescribed by
board of directors.
as shall be
be prescribed
by its board
directors. Such obligations
obligations
may be offered for sale at such price or prices as the
the Corporation
Corporation
may
may determine.
determine.
Corporate
obliga" (p)
All notes,
notes, debentures,
"
(p) All
debentures, bonds,
bonds, or
or other
obligations issued
issued tio"nsptaexempbt
other such
such obligations
tions, tax exemption.
s te
exempt, both
and interest,
interest, inhexempienta
by the Corporation
Corporation shall be
be exempt,
both as to principal
Vrittce
ionaSxetts.te
t
and
principal and
t
and
in
taxation (except
from all taxation
(except estate
taxes) now
estate and inheritance
inheritance taxes)
now or hereafter imposed by the United States,
States, by
dependency,
by any
any Territory,
Territory, dependency,
or possession thereof, or
State county,
or local
local
or by
by any State,
county, municipality,
municipality, or
Corporation, includtaxing
The Corporation
including its
its capitaxing authority.
authority. The
Corporation, including
its franchise,
franchise, its
capi- inCrhise
g franchise, eixempt.
ing
exempt.
tal, reserves,
reserves, and surplus, and its income, shall be exempt
exempt from all
all
hereafter imposed
imposed by
States, by
any
taxation now or hereafter
by the
the United
United States,
by any
dependency, or possession
Territory, dependency,
possession thereof, or by any
county,
any State, county,
municipality, or local taxing authority, except
except that any real property of
of the
the Corporation
shall be
to State,
State, Territorial,
Territorial ?county,
county,
erty
Corporation shall
be subject
subject to
municipal or local taxation to the same extent according
municipal
according to its value
as
property is
as other real
real property
is taxed.
taxed.
Preparation of note,
(q) In
" (q)
In order that the Corporation
Corporation may be supplied
of forms.
note,
"
supplied with such depentaura
debenture, etc.,
debenture,
etc.,
forms.
debentures, bonds, or other such
obligations as it may
may
forms of notes, debentures,
such obligations
need for issuance
issuance under this Act, the Secretary
is
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized
shall be
and approved
authorized to
to prepare such forms
forms as
as shall
be suitable
suitable and
approved by
by
Custody of plates,
the
Corporation, to
to be
be held
held in
the Treasury
Treasury subject
subject to
delivery, upon
the Corporation,
in the
to delivery,
upon ditly
oft plat s,
dim, etc.
order of the Corporation. The engraved
pieces and
engraved plates, dies, bed pieces,
and
Reimbursement for
other material executed
connection therewith
therewith shall
Reimbusemsnt
for
executed in connection
shall remain in
in the expenses.
custody of the Secretary of the
the Treasury.
The Corporation
Corporation shall
Treasury. The
shall
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Treasury for any expenses
reimburse the Secretary
expenses incurred
incurred
in
preparation custody, and
delivery of
of such
notes, debentures,
in the
the preparation,
and delivery
such notes,
debentures,
bonds, or
or other
such obligations.
other such
obligations.
Annual
report
of
The Corporation
annually make
report of
of its
its operaopera- corationrt
"" (r)
(r) The
Corporation shall
shall annually
make a
a report
o
Corporation.
tions to the Congress as soon as practicable
practicable after the 1st day of
of
January in each year.
Penalty provisions.
" (s) Whoever,
Whoever, for
for the
the purpose
,of obtaining
any loan
from the
"(s)
purpose of
obtaining any
loan from
the False
statement.
Corporation, or any extension
extension or renewal
acceptance,
renewal thereof,
thereof, or the acceptance,
release, or substitution of security
security therefor, or for the purpose of
of
inducing the
any assets,
or for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the Corporation
Corporation to purchase
purchase any
assets, or
of
influencing
th Oxporatmrtindee
o
ti under this
his see.
sinfluencing in any way
way the action of
of the
8668734--3-12
88887•-84--12
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tion, makes any statement,
statement, knowing
knowing it
it to
overto be
be false,
false, or willfully overvalues any
any security,
a fine of not more
values
security, shall
shall be punished
punished by a
more than
$5,000, 9r
by imprisonment
more than
two years,
years, or
or both.
both.
$5,000,
qr by
imprisonment for
for not
not more
than two
Whoever (1)
makes, forges,
forges, or
or counterfeits
counterfeits any
obliCounterfeit
Counterfeit of cor"" (t)
(t) Whoever
(1) falsely
falsely makes,
any
obliporate
porate obligation,
obligation, etc.
etc. gation
gation or
or coupon,
coupon, in imitation of or purporting
obligation
purporting to be an obligation
or coupon
coupon issued
by the
Corporation, or
or (2)
(2) passes,
utters, or
or pubpubor
issued by
the Corporation,
passes, utters,
lishes, or
attempts to
to pass,
pass, utter,
utter, or
or publish,
any false,
lishes,
or attempts
publish, any
false, forged,
forged, or
or
counterfeited obligation
have been
issued
counterfeited
obligation or
or coupon
coupon purporting
purporting to
to have
been issued
by the
Corporation, knowing
knowing the
the same
same to
to be
be false,
false, forged,
forged, or
counby
the Corporation,
or counterfeited, or
(3) falsely
falsely alters
or coupon
coupon issued
issued or
terfeited,
or (3)
alters any
any obligation
obligation or
or
purporting to
have been
been issued
Corporation, or
or (4)
(4) passes,
passes,
purporting
to have
issued by
by the
the Corporation,
utters, or
or publishes,
or attempts
attempts to
to pass,
pass, utter,
utter, or
or publish,
publish, as
true,
utters,
publishes, or
as true,
any falsely
altered or
or coupon,
coupon issued
or purpurany
falsely altered
or spurious
spurious obligation
obligation or
issued or
porting to
to have
been issued
issued by
by the
Corporation, knowing
knowing the
the same
same
porting
have been
the Corporation,
to be
or spurious,
shall be
be punished
fine of
of not
not
to
be falsely
falsely altered
altered or
spurious, shall
punished by
by a
a fine
more than
than $10,000,
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for not
not more
more than
than five
five years,
more
$10,000, or
years,
or both.
both.
or
Embezzlement, etc.
etc.
Embezzlement,
"(U)
(u) Whoever, being connected in any capacity, with the Corporation, (1)
embezzles, abstracts,
abstracts, purloins,
purloins, or
or willfully
willfully misapplies
misapplies
ration,
(1) embezzles,
any
moneys, funds,
funds, securities,
or other
things of
of value,
value, whether
any moneys,
securities, or
other things
whether
belonging
to it
it or
or pledged,
otherwise intrusted
intrusted to
to it,
belonging to
pledged, or
or otherwise
it, or
or (2)
(2) with
with
intent
to defraud
the Corporation
or any
any other
other body,
body, politic
or
intent to
defraud the
Corporation or
politic or
corporate, or
or any
any individual,
individual, or
or to
to deceive
deceive any
officer, auditor,
auditor, or
or
corporate,
any officer,
examiner of
the Corporation,
any false
entry in
book,
examiner
of the
Corporation, makes
makes any
false entry
in any
any book,
report, or
or to
the Corporation,
or without
without being
being duly
duly
report,
or statement
statement of
of or
to the
Corporation, or
authorized
draws any
any order
order or
or issues,
issues, puts
puts forth,
or assigns
assigns any
any
authorized draws
forth, or
note
bond, or
other such
or draft,
draft, bill
of
note, debenture,
debenture, bond,
or other
such obligation,
obligation, or
bill of
exchange, mortgage,
mortgage, judgment,
or decree
shall be
be punished
punished
exchange,
judgment, or
decree thereof,
thereof, shall
by a
a fine
not more
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for not
not
by
fine of
of not
more than
than $10,000,
$10,000, or
more than
five years,
or both.
both.
more
than five
years, or
Term "Federal De(v) No
No individual,
association, partnership,
or corporation
shall
"Federal
oTrm
De
""(v)
individual, association,
partnership, or
corporation shall
posit
insurance
Corporation?'
ratio."
use
the
words 'Federal
Federal Deposit
Deposit Insurance
Corporation', or
or a
comuse
the
words
Insurance
Corporation',
a
comExclusive use.
bination or
any three
three of
of these
these four
four words,
as the
the name
name or
or aa part
part
False
advertising.
aise advertising.
bination
or any
words, as
Post, p. 970.
thereof under
which he
he or
or it
it shall
do business.
business. No
No individual,
individual, assoassoPost,p-970.
thereof
under which
shall do
or corporation
corporation shall
shall advertise
or otherwise
otherwise
ciation, partnership, or
advertise or
represent falsely by
whatsoever that
that his
its deposit
deposit
by any device
device whatsoever
his or
or its
liabilities are
anywise guaranteed
the Federal
Federal
are insured
insured or in
in anywise
guaranteed by
by the
Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation, or
Government of
of the
the United
United
or by
by the Government
States, or by any instrumentality
instrumentality thereof;
thereof; and
no class
class A
A stockand no
stockholder of the Federal
Federal Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation shall
shall
advertise or otherwise
otherwise represent
represent falsely by
any device
device whatsoever
whatsoever
by any
the extent
which or
manner in
deposit liabilities
liabilities are
are
the
extent to
to which
or the
the manner
in which
which its
its deposit
Penalty for violation.
Penaltyfor
violatfon. insured
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation. Every
Eve ry
individual, partnership,
partnership, association, or corporation
corporation violating
violating this
subsection shall be punished
punished by a
a fine of not exceeding $1,000, or
or
by imprisonment
year, or
or both.
by
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
both.
Criminal Code of
nited States
United
States.
f
"(w) The
provisions of sections 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, and
"(w)
The provisions
and 117
117
Vol. 35, p.1108.
of
the
Criminal
Code of
of the
the United States
(U.S.C., title
title 18,
18, ch.
5,
ch. 5,
States (U.S.C.,
Criminal
Code
of
vUol.
the
C5, p.. 475.
l5.
U.S.C.,
p
Applicable
to
corpo- secs.
ieto
rA
torposees.
202
inclusive),
in
so
as
applicable,
extended
to
to
207,
inclusive),
far
applicable,
are
extended
rate
contracts
and
agreements.
apply to
agreeets
and
to contracts or agreements with the Corporation under this
apply
section, which
which for the purposes hereof shall be held to include loans,
advances,
advances, extensions, and renewals thereof,
thereof, and acceptances, releases,
substitutions of security therefor, purchases
of assets,
assets,
and substitutions
purchases or sales
sales of
and all
agreements pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the same.
same.
and agreeents
all contracts
contracts and
Secretecret
Service Divi- and
c: /
$.. .„,\
sionr Treasury
Tery iepart'>(x)
Department is
sion,
Drpart
sion,
Treasury
Depart--'1 The Secret Service Division of the Treasury Department
is
ment.
Detection,
etc.,
of
authorized
detect, arrest
arrest, and
and deliver
deliver in
into
the custody
cu
st
ody of
of the
the
to detect,
o the
Detection, etc., of authorized to
persons violating.
United States marshal
marshal having jurisdiction
jurisdiction any person committing
any of the offenses punishable under
under this section.
Willfull

Willful!
overvaluaovervauation
of any
on of
any security.
ecurity
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Temporry
Federal
a Temporary
Federal Dep
"(y)
Corporation shall open on its books a
"
(y) The Corporation
Temporary Federal
Temporary Federal
Insurance Fund
ein aft er re
ferre d t
the 'Fund'),
Fund') p
rt Insurance
Insurance
Deposit Insurance
Fund (her
(hereinafter
referred
too as the
, FUJI
which shall
become operative
operative on January
1, 1934, unless the Prem.Presi- boTL
books o(
Corporation,
which
shall become
January 1,
1
)7 Co
P
r
e
pted
rati:nn,
c

dent shall by proclamation
proclamation fix an earlier
earlier date,
shall be
date, and it
it shall
be the
the c;perative
operative January
duty of the Corporation
as hereinafter
Corporation to insure deposits
deposits as
hereinafter provided
provided Port,
P(itt. p.
p. 969.

1,
1,

until July
July 1, 1934.
M embership of
"
before January
Secre -F Membership
of
" Each member
member bank
bank licensed
licensed before
January 1, 1934,
1934, by
by th
thee Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury pursuant to the authority vested
vested in
in him by
by the
un ci

Executive order
President issued
issued March
10, 1933,
1933, shall,
shall, on
Executive
order of
of the
the President
March 10,
on or
or

n

become a
amember
member of the Fund; each
each membe
before January 1, 1934, become
memberrr
bank so
so licensed
licensed after
after such
date, and
and each
each State
State bank
bank trust
an yor
such date,
trust comp
company
or

Exg:titive . Order
Order
Executive

9
Post. p. 971.
mutual savings
savings bank
bank (referred
(referred to
to in
this subsection
as 'State
State bank',
in this
subsection as
bank'. PO,
71

which term shall also include all banking
banking institutions
institutions located in
in
the District of Columbia)
Columbia) which becomes
member of the
the Federal
becomes a
a member

or after such
such date,
date, shall,
Reserve System on or
shall, upon
so licensed
licensed state
s
tate
brim
upon being
being so
baks
not
or so
or
member of
of the
Fund; and
and members
mem
so admitted
admitted to
to membership,
membership, become
become a
a member
the Fund;
reserve
of rese
any State bank which is not a
member of the Federal Reserve wstem.
"stem.
a member
System ' with the approval
having supervision
supervision of
System,
approval of the authority having
of
authorsuch State bank and certification
certification to the Corporation
Corporation by
by such authority that such State bank is in solvent
solvent condition,
after examcondition, shall, after
approval of, the Corporation,
entitled
ination by, and with the approval
Corporation, be entitled
member of the Fund and to
privileges of this subto become a
a member
to the
the privileges
thereof and
and
section upon agreeing to comply with the requirements
requirements thereof
upon paying
paying to the Corporation
Corporation an amount equal
equal to the amount
amount that
that
would be required of it
it under this subsection
were aa member
member
subsection if
if it
it were
am
:tip
on rul
b:
d
s
:
bank.
bank. The
prescribe rules
and reguThe Corporation is
is authorized
authorized to
to prescribe
rules and
regu- etxaationpresrriu.
lations for the further examination
examination of
bank,. and
fix
of such State
State bank,
and to
to fix
compensation of examiners
examinations of
of
the compensation
examiners employed to make examinations
State banks.
"Each
shall file
file with
with the Corporation
"
Each member of the Fund shall
Corporation on
on or
or b Cr
un
ifided
mem
stg
e
t
es
r
ment
statement
certified
a certified
before the date of its admission
admission a
certified statement
statement under
under oath byY Fund members
showing, as of the fifteenth day of the month preceding
preceding the
the month
in which
it was
was so
admitted, the
the number
number of
its depositors
and the
the contents.
Contents.
in
which it
so admitted,
of its
depositors and
total amount of its deposits which are eligible
insurance under
Payments to (orlo.
Corpo.
eligible for insurance
under Payments
this subsection,
subsection, and shall pay to the Corporation
Corporation an
an amount
ra
amount equal ration
to one-half of 1
1 per centum of the total amount of the deposits
deposits so
l lkin
certified. One-half
One-half of such payment shall be paid
',paid in full at the Manne
man"' "'
"r "m
ki ng ""'
time of the admission of such member
member to the Fund, and the remainder
remainder
of such payment
payment shall be subject to call from time to time by the
tr,tern t, re.
Illle
ar s
board
Within a
a reasonable
reasonable time
board of directors
directors of the Corporation.
Corporation. Within
time of
d m;
Jue
si5at
entl,as
fixed by the Corporation
Corporation each such member
member shall file aa similar quired.
(Mired.
Q69.
statement
as of
June 15,
number of
of its
its depositors
statement showing,
showing, as
of June
15, 1934,
1934, the
the number
depositors PP"O!, Pr. 9
and the total amount of its deposits
deposits which
which are
are eligible for such
insurance
insurance and shall pay to the Corporation
an
Corporation in the same manner
manner an
increase, if
amount equal to one-half of 1
1 per
per centum
centum of
of the increase,
if any,
in the total amount of such deposits since the date
date covered
covered by
by the

statement filed upon its admission to membership in the fund.

statement filed upon its admission to membership in the fund.

"If

at any time prior to July 1,
requires
1, 1934,
1934, the Corporation
Corporation requires

" If at any time prior to July

Additional
Additional

moonassess

additional funds
which to
meet its
obligations under
under this '"mtSed.
funds with
with which
to meet
its obligations
Pose, p.050.
subsection, each member of
of the Fund shall
shall be subject
subject to one additional assessment only in
in an amount
amount
Amount.
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding the total amount
Amoant.
paid to the Corporation
theretofore paid
Corporation by
by such
such member.
member.
"
any member
of the Fund
Fund shall
shall be
be closed
closed on or
" If
If any
member of
Payment of insured
or before June
June 30, Pament
insured
additional

instills asith°rised.

1934, on
on account
of inability
inability to
to meet
its deposit
deposit liabilities,
liabilities, the
Coipo- dtesit
deposit s liabilities,
if
1934,
account of
meet its
the CorpoFund member sabeito
doses
M
19
ration shall
shall proceed
proceed in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
of subsection
subsection be
blz
p
un
.
e
, ' 34 '
provisions of
Jeh4Ji
3
-i
(1) of this section to pay the
liabilities of
of such memPost. P.
(1)
the insured deposit
deposit liabilities
P,
p.'Psow
ber;
except that
Corporation shall
shall pay
not more
more than
$2,500 Amont
Amount to any
any de
deber; except
that the
the Corporation
pay not
than $2,500
7 3°

on account of
net approved
claim of
of the
owner of
of any
any deposit.
deposit. p
of the net
approved claim
the owner

i

or

1934
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provisions of
of such
subsection (1)
to State
State member
member banks
(1) relating
relating to
such subsection
sub-- The provisions
of sub
shall
extended for the
purposes of
this subsection
subsection to
to members
members of
of
shall be extended
the purposes
of this
the
which are
are not
not members
members of
of the
Reserve System;
System;
the Fund
Fund which
the Federal
Federal Reserve
and the
the provisions
subsection shall
shall apply
apply only
to deposits
deposits
and
provisions of
of this
this subsection
only to
made available
since
of members
members of
of the Fund
Fund which have been
been made
available since
March 10,
10, 1933,
1933, for
for withdrawal
withdrawal in
the usual
course of
of the
the banking
banking
March
in the
usual course
business.
Balance of Fund
Balance
Fund,
"Before
" Before July 1, 1934,
1934, the Corporation
Corporation shall make an estimate
estimate of
of
July 1, 1934.
the
balance, if
which will
will remain
remain in
the Fund
Fund after
Post,
Post, p.. 970.
970.
the balance,
if any,
any, which
in the
after providing
providing
of operation
for all liabilities of the Fund, including expenses of
operation
thereof
subsection and
and allowing
allowing for
anticipated recoveries.
recoveries.
thereof under
under this subsection
for anticipated
Refunds
eefunds to
to memmem The Corporation
Corporation shall refund
refund such estimated balance, on such
such basis
bers.
as
shall find
to be
be equitable,
equitable, to
members of
of the
br
as the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
find to
to the
the members
the
Fund
have been
been closed
closed prior
prior to
to July
July 1,
1, 1934.
1934.
Fund other than those which have
Subscription for class
"Each
bank which
which is
the Fund,
Fund, in
in order
to
order to
A stokStatebank
stock, State bank
member of
of the
is aa member
Each State
State bank
member
Fund.
memher of
ofund.
obtain the benefits
obtain
section after
July 1,
1, 1934,
1934, shall,
shall, on
or
benefits of
of this
this section
after July
on or
before such date, subscribe
subscribe and pay for the same amount
amount of
of class
class A
A
and
stock of the Corporation as
as it
it would
would be required to subscribe
subscribe and
pay for upon becoming a
a member
member bank,
bank, or
or if
if such
State bank
bank is
is
such State
Deposit,
if subscripDepositif
subserip- not permitted by the laws under which it
it
was
to
purwas
organized
to
purtion unlawful,
unlawful.
b*y .
o
uchase such stock, it
an amount
amount
it shall deposit with the Corporation
Corporation an
equal to the amount it
account
it would have been required to pay in on account
of aasubscription to such stock; and thereafter
thereafter such State bank shall
be entitled to such benefits until
until July
July 1, 1936.
of section.
Purpose of
section.
"It
"It is not the purpose of this section to discriminate,
discriminate, in any
manner, against State nonmember, and in favor
favor of, national or
member
member banks; but the purpose
purpose is to provide
provide all banks with the
opportunity to obtain and enjoy the benefits
same opportunity
benefits of this section.
section. No
bank shall be discriminated
discriminated against because its capital stock is
is less
than the amount
amount required
required for eligibility for
admission into
for admission
into the
Federal Reserve System."
System."
Federal
Vol. 39,p.73,Vol.47,
39, p.753, Vol. 47,
vol.
SEc.
9.
The
paragraph
Reserve
S
EG.
eighth
paragraph of section
section 13 of the Federal
Federal Reserve
p. 160.
U.S.C.,
p. 282, Supp.
.S.., p.282,
supp. Act, as amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
sec.
347;
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec.
title
12,
sec.
347;
Supp.
VI, p. 136.
347),
to read
Post, pp. 348, 646.
Pot,
347), is
is amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
Advances to member
Advancestomember
make advances
advances for
for periods
periods not
not
"Any Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank
bank may
may make
banks
their notes.
banks on
on their
notes. exceeding
promissory
exceeding fifteen
fifteen days to its member
member banks on their promissory
notes secured by the deposit
deposit or pledge of
notes, certificates
certificates of
of
of bonds,
bonds, notes,
indebtedness,
or Treasury
bills
of the
United States,
States, or
by the
indebtedness,
or
Treasury
bills
of
the
United
or
by
the
Debentures of Fedpledge of
of debentures
or other
such obligations
obligations of
of Federal
Federal
ral Intermediate
deposit or
or pledge
debentures or
other such
eral
intermediate credcred. deposit
It
it banks.
banks.
intermediate credit banks which are eligible for purchase by
by FedFedVol. 42, p. 1479.
section 13
13 (a)
Act; and any
ol. 42, pp. 1479
eral reserve banks under section
a) of
ths Act
of this
292.
Federal reserve bank may make advances
advances for periods
periods not
not exceeding
exceeding
ninetyninety days to its member banks on
on their promissory notes secured
secured
by
notes,
of
exchange,
bankers'
acceptances
o
r
f
ze
l
x
ul c
rh
eh
a
c
n
ahs
g
e
e
l or
o
yvr
aFn
beca
de
n
sek
rs
e
ah
r
i
s
ar'
el
a
sc
bec
ree
vp
et
bankstu
ass
are
et
b
hiy
ie such
pbrlee pos
o
lit
o
e
rn
s
es
,
ddrafts,
l
os
r
fc
a
ot
f ,
stbills
b
Act.
o
i
1
res
1o
nad
a
te
r
er
e
s
ad
nne
ekeatar
1
Application
lcation of

App

(1).
section (I).
p.
set,Post, on
p. 969.9.

,

-

eligible for rediscount or for purchase by Federal reserve banks under
the provisions of this Act. All such advances shall be made at rates
to be established
established by such Federal
Federal reserve banks, such
such rates to be
be subsubject to the review and determination
determination of the Federal
Federal Reserve Board.
deemed
Advances
deemed If any member bank
bank to which any such advance
advance has been made
Immediately
payable, If
immediately payable,
shall, during
the life
life or
continuance
of such
such advance,
advance, and
and despite
despite
ihen
when
outstanding
utlstlaning shall,
during the
or
continuance
of
loans
for
loas increased
increased
for
an
official
warning
of
the
reserve
of
the
district
or
of the
the
reserve
bank
st~ek, etc., Purebaaess
stock,
purchases.
Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board to the contrary
contrary, increase
its outstanding
outstanding
increase its
loans secured by collateral in the form
form of
ofstocks, bonds, debentures,
debentures,
or other such obligations, or loans made
made to members
members of any organized
organized
Rates of
of advances.
adnces
Determined by Reserve
hoard.
serve Board,

ates

stock exchange,
exchange, investment house,
house, or dealer
dealer in securities,
securities, upon any
any

obligation, note, or bill,
bill securd
secured or unsecured,
unsecured, for the purpose of
purchasing and/or
stocks, bonds,
and/or carrying stocks,
or other
bonds, or
other investment
investment

securities (except
(except obligations
obligations of the United
United States) such advance
advance
mmediately due and payable, and such member
shall be deemed
deemed immediately
member
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Ineligible as
as borrowborrowa borrower
borrower at the
the reserve
reserve bank
bank shall be ineligible as a
bank of
the Ineligible
of the
er at reserve bank
district under the provisions of this paragraph
paragraph for such period as thireater.
thereafter.
the Federal Reserve Board shall determine:
determine: Provided,
Provided, That no Proviso.
PtaOo.
c
Temporary carrying
temporary
clearance loans made solely
clearance loans.
loans.
temporary carrying or clearance
solely for the purpose
purpose or clearance
of facilitating
facilitating the purchase
purchase or delivery
securities offered
delivery of securities
offered for
for
included in the loans referred
public subscription shall be included
referred to in
in
this paragraph."
paragraph."
38, p.
p. 265.
265.
S
EC. 10.
10. Section
Section 14
14 of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
as amended
(U. S.
C., Vol.
SEC.
of the
Act, as
amended (U.
S. C.,
ol. 38,
282.
title 12, sees.
353-358), is amended by adding
secs. 353-358),
adding at the end thereof
thereof the
.. c. pp.. 28.
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
Supervision by
by
"(g)
special supervision Board,
Supervision
"(g) The Federal Reserve
Reserve Board shall
shall exercise
exercise special
Board, foreign
foreign transover all relationships
relationships and transactions
transactions of any
entered into
into by
by actionsofrreservebank.
any kind entered
actions of reserve bank.
foreign bank or banker, or with
any Federal
Federal reserve bank with any foreign
with
any group of foreign
foreign banks or bankers,
bankers, and all such
relationships
such relationships
subject to
to such
and transactions
transactions shall be subject
such regulations,
conditions, and
and Regulations.
Regulations.
regulations, conditions,
limitations as the Board may prescribe.
prescribe. No
or other
other represenconNo officer
officer or
represen- Permission to con
duct foreign negotiatative of any Federal reserve
reserve bank shall conduct
conduct negotiations
negotiations of
of dt
tions. foreign negotiaofficers or representatives
any kind with the officers
representatives of any
bank
any foreign
foreign bank
or banker
banker without first obtaining the permission
permission of
of the
Federal
the Federal
Board to
Reserve
right, in
Reserve Board. The Federal Reserve Board shall have
have the
the right,
in representation
e Right ofof
Bordn
nighta
during
conferences.
conference or negotiations
its discretion, to be represented
represented in any conference
negotiations by conferences.
representative or representatives
such representative
representatives as the Board may designate.
to be tiled.
A full report of all conferences
Report to
be led.
conferences or negotiations, and all understandunderstand- Report
ings or agreements
arrived
at
or
transactions
agreements arrived
transactions agreed
agreed upon,
upon, and all
all
other material
appertaining to such conferences
material facts appertaining
conferences or negotiations,
shall be filed with the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board in writing by
by a
a duly
duly
authorized officer
authorized
officer of each Federal
bank which
Federal reserve
reserve bank
which shall
shall have
have
participated
participated in such conferences
negotiations."
conferences or negotiations."
SEC.
(a) Section 19 of the Federal
S
EC. 11. (a)
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as amended
amended vol
8,. P270lfro.
k.
l. P,
p
p
.
p
.270
.288, 284.
287; Supp.
Supp. vi,
I, p.
p. 138.
138.
(U.S.C.
title 12,
12, secs.
sees. 142,
(U.S.C., title
142,374,461-466;
Supp. VI,
VI, title
sec. 462a),
462a), 287;
374, 461-466; Supp.
title 12,
12, sec.
is amended
paragraph thereof
amended by inserting after the sixth paragraph
thereof the following new paragraph:
paragraph:
Member
bank as
"No member
member bank shall act as the medium or agent
agent of
of any
non- agent
any nongembenr
bniang
in making
loans
corporation, partnership,
partnership, association,
brokers proproassociation, business trust, or indiindi- to stock
banking corporation,
steck brokers
vidual in making loans on the security of stocks
stocks, bonds
bonds, and other
other hibited.
investment securities to brokers
or d
ealer s i
n s
t
ock's, bonds
'and
and other
other
investment
brokers or
dealers
in
stocks,
bonds,'
Penalty provision.
provision.
securities. Every violation of this provision by any Penalty
investment securities.
punishable by aa fine of not more
member bank
bank shall be punishable
more than $100
per day during the continuance
continuance of
of such violation;
violation; and such fine
may be collected, by suit or otherwise
otherwise,' by the Federal
Federal reserve bank
bank
of the district in which
which such member bank
bank is located."
located."
Vol. 38, p. 270.
(b) Such
(b)
Such section
section 19
19 of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
as amended,
amended, is
of the
Reserve Act,
Act, as
is vol
3s. P 270
further
further amended
amended by adding at the end thereof
thereof the following
following new
paragraphs:
paragraphs:
Interest payments on
""No
No member
member bank shall, directly or indirectly
indirectly by
by any
device whatwhat- deImstdpositero
any device
demand deposits prosoever, pay any interest on any deposit which is payable
payable on
on demand:
demand: hibited.
hibited.
Provisos.
Provided,
nothing herein contained
contained shall
Provided, That nothing
shall be construed
construed as pro- Plorihibiting
payment of interest in accordance
accordance with the terms of any Prior contracts.
hibiting the payment
certificate of
of deposit or other contract
contract heretofore
entered into
heretofore entered
into in
good faith which is in force on the date of
this
of the
the enactment
enactment of this
paragraph;
paragraph; but no such certificate
deposit or
contract shall
shall
certificate of deposit
or other contract
be renewed
renewed or extended unless it
it shall be modified
modified to
conform to
to this
this
to conform
paragraph,
paragraph, and every member
member bank shall take such action as may
may be
necessary to conform to this paragraph
necessary
paragraph as soon
consistsoon as possible
possible consistAPplication to decontractual obligations:
ently with its contractual
obligations: Provided,
That this
this posit
Provided, however, That
ApplUctionto
d
payable in foreign
paragraph
bank which
paragraph shall not apply to any deposit
deposit of such bank
which is country.
mtn
try.
payable only at an office thereof
payable
thereof located
located in
in a
foreign country,
country, and
and
a foreign
shall not apply
made by
by a
mutual savings
savings ba.
bank,nr
nor
apply to any deposit
deposit made
a mutui
toads.
to any
any deposit
deposit of
public funds
by or
or on
on behalf
behalf o
of any
any State,
State, Public
of public
funds made
made by
biefnd
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county, school
school district,
other subdivision
or municipality,
municipality, with
with
county,
district, or
or other
subdivision or
respect to
which payment
payment of
of interest
interest is
is required
required under
under State
law.
respect
to which
State law.
Regulation of
of inter"The
"The Federal Reserve
Reserve Board shall from time to time limit by
est rate, time deposits.
et ate tme deposts regulation
regulation the rate of interest which may be paid by member
member banks
banks
on tune
prescribe different rates
for such
such paypaytime deposits,
deposits, and may
may prescribe
rates for
ment on
on time
having different
maturities or
or
ment
time and
and savings
savings deposits
deposits having
different maturities
subject
different conditions
conditions respecting
respecting withdrawal
withdrawal or
repaysubject to
to different
or repayment or subject to
different conditions
conditions by reason of
of different
different localocato different
Payment before mabefore ma- tions. No member bank shall pay any time deposit before its maturymnt
turity
prohibited.
requirement of
payment of any
turity, or waive any requirement
of notice
notice before payment
deposits having
having the
the same
same
savings deposit
deposit except
except as to all savings
savings deposits
requirement."
Postal savings de(C)
8 of the Act entitled
(c) Section 8
entitled "An
"An Act to establish postal
positories.
positories.
savings
savings depositories
depositories for depositing
depositing savings at interest
interest with the
Vol. 36, p. 816.
81
.oS.., p.p. 1281.
U.S.C.,

security of
Government for
repayment thereof,
thereof, and
and for
for other
other
security
of the
the Government
for repayment
purposes
" approved
approved June
1910, as
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 39,
purposes",
June 25,
25, 1910,
as amended
2

sec. 758), is amended
striking out the first
thereof and
amended by
by striking
first sentence
sentence thereof
and
Withdrawals on
withdrawals
on 60 inserting
in lieu thereof
the
following:
"Any
inserting
thereof
following:
depositor
may withdays' notice.
whole or any
funds deposited
to his
his or
her
draw the
the whole
any part of
of the
the funds
deposited to
or her
credit with the accrued
accrued interest only on notice given sixty days in
in
advance and under such regulations as
as the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
may
prescribe; but
but withdrawal
withdrawal of
of any
of such
such funds
funds may
be
may prescribe;
any part
part of
may be
On demand.
n demand made upon
demand, but no
upon demand,
no interest shall be paid on any funds so
so
withdrawn except
except interest accrued
accrued to the date
date of enactment
enactment of the
the
Banking Act of 1933: Provided,
Savings depositories
depositories
Provided, That
That Postal
Postal Savings
Proviso.
deposit funds
in member
member banks
banks on
on time
time under
under regulations
regulations to
to be
Deposits with
Deposits
with mem- may
may deposit
funds in
be
bar banks.
banks.
her
prescribed by the Postmaster
General."
prescribed
Postmaster General."
Vol. 36, p. 816; Vol.
Vol.
36, p. S16; Vol.
9 of the Act
(d) The second sentence
sentence of section 9
Act entitled "An Act to
to
39, p. 159.
281
U.S.C.,, p. 1281.
U.s.
.
establish postal savings depositories for depositing
savings
at
interest
depositing
interest
1
Deposit of
of funds
funds in
in
zDeposit
*
banks.
with the security of the Government
Government for repayment
repayment thereof, and for
other purposes
purposes ", approved
approved June 25, 1910, as amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C, title
title
39, sec. 759), is amended by striking out the period at the end thereof
Security, when de- 39, sec. 759), is amended by striking out the period at the end thereof
posits insured.
insured
and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof a
acolon and the
following: "Provided,
"Provided,
the following:
Ante, p. 168.
That
no such
shall be
required in case
That no
such security
security shall
be required
case of such part of the
deposits
deposits as are insured under section 12B of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
of the
Act,
as amended."
as
amended."
vol.
38, P. 272 .
Uol. c.,
ppp
S
EC. 12.
Section 22
the Federal
Act, as
amended (U.S.C.,
88
SEc.
12. Section
22 of
of the
Federal Reserve Act,
U.S.C.,
pp. 284, 288,
as amended
(U.S.C.,
291-292;
Supp.
291;
upp. VI,i, p.
P. title
376, 503,
503, 598-595;
593-595; Supp.
Supp. VI, title 12, sec. 593),
593), is
title 12,
12, sees,
secs. 375,
375, 376,
140.
further amended
amended by adding at the end thereof
thereof the following new
paragraph:
paragraph:
Loans to executive
offian
toeeutve
4"(g) No executive
executive officer of any member bank shall borrow
borrow from
from
officer prohibited.
or otherwise
otherwise become indebted to any member
bank of
of which
which he
he is
is
member bank
an executive
executive officer, and no member bank shall make any loan or
extend credit in any other manner
manner to any of its own executive
officers:
executive officers:
Proviso.
kn
oans. Provided,
of
Provided, That
heretofore made
made to
to any such
such officer
officer may
be
That loans heretofore
may be
Renewal
of
loans
made
prior hereto.
made prior
hereto,
renewed
extended not more than two years
renewed or extended
years from
from the
the date
this
date this
pr
aragraph takes effect,
if in
in accord
accord with
with sound
paragraph
effect, if
sound banking
banking practice.
practice.
hP debte dtoothe
y If
If any executive officer
officer of any member bank
borrow from
from or
or if
if
bank borrow
member bank.
he be or become indebted
indebted to any bank other than a
a member bank
of which he is an executive officer, he shall make aawritten report
report to
to
chairman of the board of directors
the chairman
directors of the member bank of
which
of which
he is an executive
executive officer, stating
stating the date
date and amount
amount of such
such loan
therefor, and the purpose
or indebtedness, the security therefor,
purpose for
for which
which
penalty provision.
the proceeds
proceeds have
be used.
the
have been
been or
or are
are to
to be
used. Any
Any executive
executive officer of
any member bank violating the provisions of this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall
be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and shall be imprisoned
imprisoned not
not
exceeding
exceedin
g one year
year, or
or fined
not m
ore than
th an $5,000,
$5,000, or
or both;
both; and
and any
any
fined not
more
member
bank violating
vilating the provisions
member bank
provisions of
of this paragraph
paragraph shall be
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fined not more than $10,000, and may be fined aa further sum equal
equal
to the amount so loaned or credit so extended."
extended."
SEC.
38, p. 273.
S
EC. 13. The Federal Reserve Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended by
bv Vol.
Vol.38,p.z.
U.S.C., pp. 263, 28
283;
inserting
and 24 thereof
inserting between
between sections 23 and
thereof (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
12, secs.
secs. supp.
title 12,
p. 137.
37
Supp. VI, p.
64 and 371; Supp. VI, title 12, sec. 371)
371) the following
section:
following new
new section:
"SEC.
"SEC. 23A.
23A.No
No member
(1) make
make any
loan or
member bank
bank shall
shall (1)
any loan
or any
Investments,
any Loans, investments,
etc.,
prohibited
extension
extension of credit to, or purchase securities
securities under repurchase
repurchase agreeagree- member
member
bnks to
to affilia by
banks
ates.
ment from, any of its affiliates,
affiliates, or (2)
(2) invest any of its
its funds in
in the ates.
capital stock, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations of
of any
any
(3) accept the capital stock, bonds,
such affiliate,
affiliate, or (3)
bonds, debentures,
debentures, or
or
other such obligations of any such affiliate as collateral
collateral security
security for
for
advances made to any person, partnership,
advances
partnership, association,
association, or
or corporacorporation, if,
if, in the case of any such affiliate,
affiliate, the aggregate
amount of
aggregate amount
of Percentage
Percentage permit.
permit
such
suck loans, extensions
extensions of credit, repurchase
repurchase agreements,
agreements, investments,
investments, ted.
ted.
and advances against such
collateral security
exceed 10
such collateral
security will
will exceed
10 per
per
centum of the capital stock and surplus of such member bank, or
centum
or
if, in the case of all such affiliates,
if,
affiliates, the aggregate
aggregate amount
such
amount of such
loans, extensions
extensions of credits, repurchase agreements,
agreements, investments,
and
investments, and
collateral security will exceed
advances against such collateral
centum
exceed 20 per centum
of the capital stock and surplus of such member
member bank.
bank.
"Within
"
Within the foregoing
foregoing limitations, each
credit Security.
each loan or
or extension
extension of
of credit
security.
of any kind or character
character to an affiliate shall be secured by collateral
collateral
in the form of stocks, bonds, debentures,
debentures, or other such obligations
having a
a market value at the time of making the loan or extension
extension
of credit of at least 20 per centum
centum more than the
the amount
amount of
of the
the
loan or extension of credit, or of at least 10 per centum more than
the amount of the loan or extension
extension of credit if it is secured by
by
obligations of any State, or of any political subdivision or agency
agency
Provided, That the provisions
thereof: Provided,
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph shall not Proviso.
froto.States obligaUnited
United States
oblige
to loans
loans or extensions
apply to
by obligations
obligations of
of the
extensions of
of credit
credit secured
secured by
the tions, etc.
etc.
Government, the Federal intermediate
United States Government,
intermediate credit
banks,
credit banks,
the Federal land banks, the Federal Home Loan Banks, or the Home
Home
Owners' Loan Corporation, or by such notes, drafts, bills of
Owners'
exchange,
of exchange,
or bankers' acceptances as are eligible for rediscount or for purchase
Loans to officers of
by
reserve banks. A loan or extension of credit to a
by Federal reserve
Iates
a affiliate.
to omen of
director
director officer, clerk, or other employee
employee or any representative
representative of
of
any such affiliate
affiliate shall be deemed
deemed a
a loan to the affiliate to the
the extent
extent
that the proceeds of such loan are used for the benefit
or transbenefit of, or
transferred to, the affiliate.
"For
section the
the term
"
For the purposes of this section
term ''
affiliate ''shall
affiliate
shall include
include "Affiliate",
"Af li ate". conconstrued.
holding company
company affiliates
affiliates as well as
as other
other affiliates, and
and the
the propro- strued.
visions of this section shall not apply to any affiliate (1)
k
dff
e,
S
i
llates
(1) engaged
engaged chl
clAiate
not innsolely in holding the bank premises
premises of the member
member bank with which
which c l u d ed.
it is affiliated,
affiliated, (2)
(2) engaged
engaged solely in conducting
busiconducting a
a safe-deposit
safe-deposit business or the business of an agricultural credit corporation
livestock
corporation or
or livestock
loan company, (3)
(3) in the capital stock of which
banking
which a
a national
national banking
pursuant to
association is authorized
authorized to invest
invest pursuant
to section
section 25
25 of
of the
the Vol. 38
38, p.
p. 273.3.
Federal
amended, (4)
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as amended,
(4) organized
organized under section
section U.S.C.,
u.s, p.
P.292,
M292
25 (a)
(a) of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended, or (5)
(5) engaged
engaged
as amended,
solely in holding obligations of the United States Government,
Government, the
the
Federal intermediate
intermediate credit banks, the Federal
Federal land
Fedland banks,
banks, the
the Federal Home Loan Banks, or the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation;
Corporation;
but as to any such affiliate,
affiliate, member banks shall continue to be subject
subject
to other provisions of law applicable
applicable to loans by such banks and
and
investments by such banks in stocks, bonds, debentures,
investments
debentures, or
other such
such
or other
obligations."
obligations."
0dL3 P
vamp.=
SEC.
S
EC. 14. The Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
Act, as amended,
amended, is amended by v
a"
inserting between
section
Rupp.
VL D.
24
section 25
26 thereof
(U.S.C., title 12, s vi
between
and section
thereof (U.S.C.,
lft.IV.
p.
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secs.
and 601-605;
601-605; Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 12,
sec. 371)
the following
following
371) the
12, sec.
371 and
sees. 371

Investments
prohibInvestments prohibited to national and
State member banks,

State aLr banks.

Vol. 41, p.

Vol. 41, p. 115.
1145.
p. 293-2g6.

new section:
section:
new
"S
approval
Hereafter no national bank, without the approval
" Si.EC. 24A. Hereafter
of
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency,
and no
no State
State member
member bank,
bank,
Currency, and
of the
the Comptroller
without
Federal Reserve
Board, shall
shall (1)
(1) invest
invest
Reserve Board,
the Federal
of the
approval of
the approval
without the
in bank
or in
the stock,
stock, bonds,
bonds, debentures,
debentures, or
or other
other such
such
in the
premises, or
bank premises,
in
obligations of
corporation holding
the premises
premises of
of such
bank
such bank
holding the
any corporation
of any
obligations
or (2)
make loans
loans to
or upon
upon the
the security
security of
of the
the stock
stock of
such
of any
any such
to or
(2) make
or
corporation,
aggregate of
all such
investments and
and loans
loans will
will
such investments
of all
the aggregate
if the
corporation, if
exceed
amount of
the capital
capital stock
stock of
of such
bank."
such bank."
of the
the amount
exceed the
amended
SEC. 15.
15. The
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is further amended
Reserve Act,
Federal Reserve
The Federal
SEC.

by inserting
(a) thereof
thereof (U.S.C., title 12, sec.
see.
inserting after section 25 (a)
by
611-631)
section:
611-631) the following new section:
provision of law
"
Ec. 25. (b)
(b) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provision
law all suits
Foreign branches.
branches.
" S
SEC.
Foreign
Suits at law, equity.
suits at law, equity. of a
acivil nature at common
common law or in equity to which
which any corporation
corporation
organized
laws of the United States shall be aaparty, arisorganized under the laws
ing
international or foreign banking,
banking, or
or
transactions involving international
ing out of transactions
banking
dependency or
United States,
or insular possession of the United
in aadependency
banking in
or
out of
other international
international or foreign financial
financial operations,
operations, either
either
of other
or out

S.p3-6.

directly
or through
through the
ownership, or
control of branches
branches or
or
or control
agency, ownership,
the agency,
directly or
local
institutions in dependencies
dependencies or insular possessions of the United
United
local institutions
or in
in foreign
foreign countries,
shall be deemed
deemed to arise
arise under the laws
countries, shall
Jurisdiction of
States or
of States
Jurisdiction
United States
district
of
the United States
the
United
the
of
district
tates
States,
and
district
courts
Uited
courts.
shall have
have original
original jurisdiction
all such
such suits;
any defendant
defendant
suits; and any
of all
jurisdiction of
shall
in any
any such
such suit
suit may,
may, at
at any
any time
the trial thereof,
thereof, remove
remove
before the
time before
in
aemoval.
Removal.
such suits from a
United
a State court into the district court of the United
States
following the procedure
procedure for the
district by following
proper district
for the
the proper
States for
removal of
provided by law. Such removal shall
shall
of causes
causes otherwise provided
removal
case and aacase so removed
removed
not cause undue delay in the trial of such case
shall
calendar of the United
to
United States court to
place on the calendar
have aa place
shall have
which it is removed relative to that which it
it held on the State
State court
from which it was removed.
removed.
"Notwithstanding
ReWhen Federal Re"
Notwithstanding any other provision
provision of law, all suits
suits of a
a civil
civil
serve bank aparty.
common law or in equity to which any Federal
serve bank a aty
nature at common
Federal Reserve
parLy shall be deemed
deemed to arise under the laws of the
bank shall be aaparty
States shall have
United States, and the district courts of the United States
and any Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
original jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of all such suits; and
defendant in any
any such suit may,
may, at any time before the
which is aa defendant
district
trial thereof, remove
remove such suit from a
a State court into the district
United States for the proper
proper district by following the
court of the United
Attachment
before
Attaechment
before procedure
procedure for the removal of causes otherwise provided
provided by law. No
final judgment denied.
fnad judgment denied. attachment or execution shall be issued against any Federal
Federal Reserve
or
bank or its property
property before
action, or
before final judgment in any suit, action,
proceeding in any
any State, county,
municipal, or
United States court."
proceeding
county, municipal,
or United
court."
RBc..,
A .sec..m,
5136, 2.
.3..M.
SEc.
Paragraph "Seventh"
SEC. 16. Paragraph
"Seventh" of section 5186
5136 of the Revised
Revised
2,59;SUM.
title 12, sec. 24; Supp. VI, title 12, sec.
VI,
121.
amended (U.S.C..
(U.S.C., title
. Statutes,
Statutes, as amended
vItpp. 12".
follows:
24),
amended to read as follows:
24), is amended
Corporate
of
oers of
"Seventh.
Corporate pow=
exercise
its board of directors
directors or duly authorized
authorized
"
Seventh.
To
exercise
by
national banking SAROoistions.
officers
such incidental
incidental powers
powers as shall
shall be
be
all such
subject to
to law,
law, all
officers or
or agents,
agents, subject
ciations.
necessary
business of banking;
banking.; by discounting
discounting and
necessary to
to carry
carry on
on the business
negotiating
negotiating promissory
promissory notes, drafts,
drafts, bills of exchange,
exchange, and other
other
evidences
evidences of debt; by receiving
receiving deposits;
deposits; by buying and selling
selling
exchange,
exchange, coin, and bullion;
buTlion; by loaning
homing money on personal security;
security;
and by obtaining, issuing, and circulating
circulating notes
notes according
according to the
provisions of this title. The business
investment securiprovisions
business of dealing
dealing in investment
ties
ti es by the association
association shall be limited to purchasing
purchasing and selling such
such
securities
securities without recourse,
recourse, solely upon the order, and for the
the account
of, customers,
customers, and in no case for its own account, and the association
association
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securities :Provided,
Provided, That the assoshall not underwrite any issue of securities:

Proviso.
Proviso
Purchase of invest-

ciation may
may purchase
purchase for
for its
its own
own account
account investment
ciation
investment securities
securities under
under ment
ment securities.
securities.

limitations and restrictions
Comptroller of
such limitations
restrictions as the
the Comptroller
of the Currency
(1) shall the total
may by regulation
regulation prescribe, but in no event (1)
amount of any issue of investment
investment securities
securities of any one obligor or
maker purchased
purchased after this section as amended
amended takes effect and held
held
by the association
association for its own account exceed at any time 10 per centum
centum
of the total amount of such issue outstanding, but this limitation
limitation shall
shall
not apply
which does
exceed
apply to any
any such issue
issue the total
total amount
amount of
of which
does not
not exceed
$100,000 and does not exceed 50 per centum
centum of the capital of the assoasso$100,000
ciation,
(2) shall the total amount of the investment securities of
ciation, nor ()
of
any
section as
amended
any one
one obligor
obligor or maker
maker purchased
purchased after
after this
this section
as amended
takes
takes effect and held by the association
association for its own account
exceed at
account exceed
at
any time 15 per centum of the amount of the capital stock of the
association
actually paid in
centum of
its
association actually
in and
and unimpaired
unimpaired and 25 per
per centum
of its

Percentage
Percentage
mitted.

perper-

unimpaired
surplus fund.
fund. As
As used
used in
this section
the term
unimpaired surplus
in this
section the
term 'investinvestment securities'
securities' shall
shall mean marketable
evidencing indebtmarketable obligations
obligations evidencing

"Investment securi"Investment
ties," construed.
ties" construed.

the
Except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
perprovided or
or otherwise
otherwise perthe Currency.
Currency. Except
contained shall authorize
mitted by law, nothing herein contained
authorize the purchase
corporation. The
by the association of any shares of stock of any corporation.
The
limitations
limitations and restrictions
restrictions herein contained
contained as to dealing in, underwriting and purchasing for its own account,
securities
writing
account, investment
investment securities
general obligashall not apply to obligations of the United States, or general
obligapolitical subdivision thereof, or
tions of any State or
or of
of any political
or obligaobligations issued under authority of the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Act, as
as
amended, or issued by the Federal Home Loan
Loan Banks or the Home
Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan Corporation:
Corporation: Provided,
Provided, That in carrying
carrying on the busi.
.
.
.......
1 -~1
..
ness
ness commonly
commonly known
known as
safe-deposit business
business the
the association
association
as the
the safe-deposit
capital stock of
corporation organized
organized under
shall not invest
invest in the
the capital
of aacorporation
under
safe-deposit business in
the law of any State to conduct
conduct a
a safe-deposit
in an
an amount
amount
centum of the capital
capital stock of
in excess of 15 per centum
of the
the association
association
actually paid in and unimpaired
unimpaired and 15 per centum
centum of its unimpaired
unimpaired
actually
surplus."
surplus.
The restrictions
restrictions of this section
section as to dealing in investment
investment securities shall take effect one year after the
approval of
the date
date of
of the approval
of
this Act.
SEC. 17. (a)
Section 5138 of the Revised Statutes, as amended
SEC.
(a) Section
(U.S.C.,
12, sec. 51;
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
51; Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title 12, sec. 51),
51), is amended
amended to
read as follows:
follows:
""SEC.
SEC. 5138. After this section as amended
amended takes effect, no national
national
association shall be organized
than
banking association
organized with aa less capital than
$100,000,
$100,000, except
except that
that such
such associations
associations with
of not
than
with aacapital
capital of
not less
less than
$50,000 may be organized in any place the population
population of which does
does
association shall be
not exceed six thousand inhabitants. No such association
organized
thousand
a city
city the
the population
population of
of which
which exceeds
exceeds fifty thousand
organized in a
persons
with a
a capital
of less
that in
in the
out:
persons with
capital of
less than
than $200,000,
$200,000, except
except that
the outlying
of such
such a
acity
where the
permit the
the organiorganilying districts
districts of
city where
the State
State laws
laws permit
zation of
of State
State banks
banks with
with a
capital of
of $100,000
or less,
national
zation
a capital
$100,000 or
less, national
banking
associations now
now organized
hereafter organized
banking associations
organized or
or hereafter
organized may,
may, with
with
the approval of the Comptroller of the Currency, have a
a capital of
of
not less
than $100,000."
$100,000."
less than
not
(b)
section 9
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
Act,
(b) The tenth
tenth paragraph
paragraph of section
9 of
of the Federal
as
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
to read
follows:
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
12, sec.
sec. 329),
329), is
is amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
"
No applying
applying bank
be admitted
admitted to
to membership
membership in
Federal
"No
bank shall
shall be
in aaFederal
it possesses aa paid-up
paid-up unimpaired
unimpaired capital suffireserve bank unless it

Purchase
sPurehas
shares.

copartnership, association, or corporation
corporation in the
edness of any person, copartnership,
form of bonds, notes and/or debentures
debentures commonly
commonly known
known as
as investdefinition of the term 'investment
investment
ment securities under such further definition
securities' as
prescribed by the
of
securities'
as may
may by
by regulation
regulation be
be prescribed
the Comptroller
Comptroller of

of

of stock
stock

Obligations of United
f Unit ed
States, etc.

stbflgaetis

Pi-.

Proviso.
Safe-deposit
business.
B
Safe deposit business.

at
r
Effective date
of re..
d e of
strictione.

SEr,'ve

R.S., lee. 5138, p. WEL
U.S.C., p. 261; P;-p
Supp.
VI, p. 130.

u:R.Sc.e"51^

VI., P.I

Capital,
nat
a national
banks.
Requisite amount of,
Requisite anount e,
on organization.

backasit

ion

Vol. SO> P. 384.
U.S.C.. p. 280.
U.S.c.,
2o.

p.

Adm.,.
hm

man.

Admission to membersh
besPait-up capital requtred.

quied.
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cient
to entitle
to become
become a
a national
national banking
association in
the
in the
banking association
entitle it
it to
cient to
place
provisions of the National
National
the provisions
under the
is situated under
it is
place where
where it
Proviso.
Act, as amended:
amended: Provided,
Provided, That this paragraph
paragraph shall not
Bank Act,
Proriso.
State banks organ
ized
hereto, etc.
apply to
to State banks
companies organized
organized prior
prior to
to the
t
he
and trust
trust companies
banks and
apply
ized prior
priorhereto,
date this
as amended
takes effect
effect and
situated in
in a
a place
place
and situated
amended takes
this paragraph
paragraph as
date
the
of which
which does
does not
not exceed
exceed three
three thousand
inhabitants
thousand inhabitants
population of
the population
and having
having a
acapital
not less
than $25,000,
nor to
to any
State bank
bank
any State
$25,000, nor
of not
less than
capital of
and
Ante,
or trust
trust company
and which, while it is entitled
situated and
which is so situated
company which
or
p. 168.
68.
Ae, p.
to the
the benefits
benefits of
insurance under
under section
this Act,
increases
12B of
of this
Act, increases
of insurance
section 12B
to
its capital
capital to
not less
less than
than $25,000."
$25,000."
its
to not
RS., sec. 5139, p.993.
S
EC. 18.
18. Section
5139 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended
(U.S.C.,
amended (U.S.C.,
Statutes, as
of the
Section 5139
SEC.
p8e.
U.S.-,,
p. 261;
261; Su
Supp.
VI, p. 131.
title
Supp. VI,
title 12,
12, sec.
by adding
adding at
at
sec. 52),
52), is
is amended
amended by
VI, title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 52;
52; Supp.
3.
21 '
vI,p
the
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
thereof the following
the end thereof
Stock
certificates,
"After
one year
year from
from the
the date
date of
of the
enactment of
of the
Act
the Banking
Banking Act
the enactment
"After one
Stock associations.
certificates,
banking
use
1933,
no certificate
certificate representing
the stock
stock of
any such
association
such association
of any
representing the
1933, no
of
repoent of
to represent
se~ to
stock in other corporation
prohibited.
shall
represent the
the stock
any other
except a
member
a member
corporation, except
other corporation,
of any
stock of
shall represent
tion
'prohibitercd.or
bank or
corporation existing
existing on
date this
this paragraph
effect
takes effect
paragraph takes
the date
on the
or aacorporation
bank
engaged solely
in holding
holding the
premises of such association, nor
the bank premises
solely in
engaged
shall the
sale, or
transfer of
of any
certificate representing
representing
any certificate
or transfer
the ownership,
ownership, sale,
shall
the stock
of any
association be
manner
any manner
be conditioned in any
any such
such association
stock of
the
whatsoever upon the
ownership, sale,
transfer of a
rep-_
certificate repa certificate
or transfer
sale, or
the ownership,
whatsoever
corporation, except aamember bank."
any other corporation
stock of any
resenting the stock
.s., sec.
994.. S
SEc.
19. Section 5144 of the Revised Statutes, as amended
5144,,1
p.
Rs.,
sec- 5144
3.
994
EC. 19.
amended (U.S.C.,
p. 262.
.S.., p. 262.
title 12, sec. 61),
61), is amended
follows:
amended to read as follows:
Shareholder's right
rightto
" SEc.
In all elections of directors, each shareholder
shareholder shall
Shareholder's
to
"
SEC. 5144. In
vote.
to vote the number of shares owned by him for as
right to
have the right
many
directors to be elected, or to cumulate
persons as there are directors
many persons
such
such shares and give one candidate as many votes as the number of
directors
directors multiplied by the number of his shares shall equal, or to
distribute
principle among
among as many candidates as
the same principle
them on the
distribute them
he shall think fit; and in deciding all other questions at meetings
meetings of
Nonvoting
shareholders,
shall be
entitled to
vote on
Nonvotmg shares.
shares.
shareholders, each
each shareholder
shareholder shall
be entitled
to one
one vote
on each
each
(1) that shares of its own stock
share of stock held by him; except (1)
held by aa, national bank as sole trustee shall not be voted, and shares
of its own stock held by aanational bank and one or more persons as
'Persons, as trustees,
trustees may be voted by such other person or persons,
in the same manner as if he or they were the sole trustee, and
(2) shares controlled by any holding
holding company
company affiliate of a
a national
bank
shall not
not be
holding company
company affiliate shall
bank shall
be voted unless such holding
have first obtained
obtained a
which
a voting permit as hereinafter
hereinafter provided, which
permit
Ppermit is in force at the time such shares are voted. Shareholders
Proxies. oesmay
may vote
authorized in writing; but
officer, clerk,
vote by
by proxies duly authorized
but no
no officer,
clerk,
teller, or bookkeeper
bookkeeper of such bank shall act as proxy; and no shareshareholder whose liability is past due and unpaid shall be allowed to vote.
Shares
deemed
eon"For
Shares deemed
con"For the purposes
purposes of this section shares shall be deemed to be
trolled by holding
holding emucomnPanT•
controlled by a
pany.
a holding company affiliate if
if they are owned or controlled directly or indirectly
holding company
company affiliate,
affiliate or
indlrectly by such holding
held by any trustee for the benefit of the shareholders
shareholders or members
thereof.
permit, hold"Any
such holding
holding company
affiliate may
to the
the
may make
make application
application to
company affiliate
hold"Any such
Voting paeit,
ing comParlY affiliate.
it to cast one
. Federal
ingompan aff
Federal Reserve Board for a
a voting permit entitling
entitling it
vote at all elections of directors and in deciding all questions at
meetings of shareholders
shareholders of such bank on each share of stock conauthorizing the trustee or trustees holding the stock
stock
trolled by it or authorizing
for its
its benefit
for the
the benefit
benefit of
its shareholders
shareholders so
so to
to vote
vote the
same.
for
benefit or
or for
of its
the same.
The Federal Reserve
Reserve Board may, in its discretion, grant or withhold such permit as the public interest
interest may require. In acting upon
Application
Application for.
such application, the Board shall
shall consider the financial condition of
character of its management,
management, and the probthe applicant,
applicant, the general character
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able effect
such
the granting
granting of such permit upon the affairs of such
of the
able
effect of
bank,
but no
permit shall be granted except upon the following
no such
such permit
bank, but
conditions:
conditions:
(a) Every
such holding
holding company
company affiliate
affiliate shall, in making the
Every such
" (a)
application for
agree (1) to receive, on dates identical
identical
such permit, agree
for such
application
with those
examination of banks with which it
it is
for the
the examination
fixed for
those fixed
with
affiliated, examiners duly
authorized to examine
examine such banks, who
duly authorized
affiliated,
examinations of such holding company
company affiliate as
make such
such examinations
shall make
shall
be necessary
necessary to
disclose fully the relations between such banks
to disclose
shall be
and such
affiliate and the effect of such relations
company affiliate
holding company
such holding
and
upon the
affairs of
of such
such banks,
examinations to be at the
such examinations
banks, such
the affairs
upon
expense of
of the
holding company affiliate so examined;
examined; (2)
(2) that the
the holding
expense
reports
such examiners
shall contain
information as shall be
such information
contain such
examiners shall
of such
reports of
necessary to
to disclose
disclose fully
between such affiliate
affiliate and
relations between
fully the relations
necessary
such banks
relations upon the affairs of such
such
such relations
of such
effect of
the effect
and the
banks and
such
banks; (3)
(3) that
that such
such examiners
examiners may
owned or
may examine each bank owned
banks;
controlled
individually and in
affiliate, both individually
holding company affiliate,
by the holding
controlled by
conjunction with
other banks
controlled by such holding
owned or controlled
banks owned
with other
conjunction
company
affiliate; and
and (4)
(4) that publication
publication of individual or concompany affiliate;
required;
statements of condition of such banks may be required;
solidated statements
"
(b) After
five years
years after
after the
enactment of the Banking Act
the enactment
After five
" (b)
of 1933,
1933, every
(1) shall possess, and
holding company affiliate (1)
such holding
every such
of
shall continue
to possess
during the life
permit, free and
of such permit,
life of
possess during
continue to
shall
clear
of any
any lien,
pledge, or hypothecation
hypothecation of any nature, readily
lien, pledge,
clear of
marketable
marketable assets other than bank stock in an amount not less than
12
of the
of all bank stocks conaggregate par value of
the aggregate
centum of
12 per
per centum
trolled
company affiliate,
amount shall be
affiliate, which amount
such holding company
trolled by such
2 per centum per annum of such aggregate
increased by not less than 2
aggregate
increased
par
value until such assets shall amount to 25 per centum of the
par value
(2) shall reinvest in
aggregate
value of such bank stocks; and (2)
par value
aggregate par
readily
marketable assets
assets other
bank stock all net earnings
other than bank
readily marketable
its
over and
above 6
6 per centum per annum on the book value of its
and above
over
until such assets shall amount to such 25
own shares outstanding until
aggregate par value of all bank stocks controlled
per centum of the aggregate
by
bv it;
foregoing provisions of this section,
section,
(c,) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the foregoing
' (c)
after five
years after
the Banking
Banking Act of 1933, (1)
the enactment
enactment of the
after the
after
five years
any
such holding
shareholders or members of
company affiliate the shareholders
holding company
any such
which shall
shall be individually
individually and
severally liable in proportion to the
and severally
which
nun Wer of
such holding
holding company
company affiliate
held by them
affiliate held
of such
of shares
shares of
nunlber
therein, for all statutory
respectively,
addition to amounts invested
invested therein
in addition
respectively, in
liability
its
imposed on such holding company affiliate'by reason of its
liability imposed
control of
of shares
of stock
stock of
be required
to
required only to
shall be
banks, shall
of banks,
shares of
control
6 per
establish and maintain
maintain out of net earnings over and above 6
centum per
annum on
the book
outstanding
own shares outstanding
of its
its own
book value of
on the
per annum
centum
reserve of
marketable assets
assets in an amount of not less than
of readily
readily marketable
aareserve
12 per
per centum
centum of
aggregate par
controlled
value of bank stocks controlled
par value
of the
the aggregate
12
by it,
it, and
(2) the
the assets required by this section to be possessed by
and (2)
by
replacement of
affiliate may be used by it for replacement
of
company affiliate
such holding company
capital in
in banks
and for
losses incurred
incurred in
in such
such
for losses
it and
with it
affiliated with
banks affiliated
capital
banks but
deficiency in such assets resulting from such use shall
but any deficiency
banks,
be made
made up
up within
Reserve Board may
may
Federal Reserve
such period as the Federal
within such
be
by
regulation prescribe,
prescribe
by regulation
ever such
"(d)
officer, director,
director , agent,
employee of every
agent, and employee
Every officer,
(d) Every
holding company
shall be
to the same penalties for
be subject
subject to
affiliate shall
company affiliate
holding
false entries
any book,
book, report,
report, or
or statement
statement of such holding
comholding comin any
entries in
false
pany affiliate
as are
are applicable
to officers,
officers, directors,
agents, and
directors, agents,
applicable to
affiliate as
pany
employees of
section 5209 of
of the Revised
Revised
under section
banks under
of member
member banks
employees
Statutes, as
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
592) ;and
and
sec. 592);
12, sec.
amended (U.S.C.,
as amended
Statutes,

Conditions.
Conditions.

Agreement required.
required.
Agreement

Assets
Assets to be maintained.
tained.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 195.

Shareholders' liabilliabilShareholders'
ity.
Post,
19.
p. 195.
Post, p.

Liability
of °Mars,
officers,
Liability of
employees, etc.
employees,

R.S.,sec.5209,p.
1007.
R.8, sec. 5M9, p. 1007.
291.
U.s8.., p. 291.
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its application
Voting permits, holdEvery such
such holding
holding company
shall, in
in its
application
affiliate shall,
company affiliate
"" (e)
(e) Every
Votingpermits,holdlug company affiliates.
Requirements of
for such
such voting
voting permit,
permit, (1)
(1) show
show that
it does
own, control,
control, or
or
does not
not own,
that it
of apap- for
Requirements
have any
any interest
interest in,
is not
not participating
participating in
management or
pieation.
have
in, and
and is
in the
the management
or
direction of,
of, any
any corporation,
cor ioration, business
business trust,
trust, association,
or other
other
association, or
direction
similar organization
..?.orined for
the purpose
of, or
or engaged
prinengaged prinfor the
purpose of,
organization formed
similar
cipally in,
issue, flotation,
flotation, underwriting,
underwriting, public
public sale,
sale, or
or
in, the
the issue,
cipally
distribution at
at wholesale
wholesale or
or retail
participathrough syndicate
syndicate participaretail or
or through
distribution,
tion, of
of stocks,
other securities
securities of
of any
any
tion,
stocks, bonds,
bonds, debentures,
debentures, notes,
notes, or
or other
Agreements.
sort
company');; (2)
agree
sort (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
as 'securities
securities company')
(2) agree
that during
during the
the period
that the
the permit
permit remains
in force
it will
will not
force it
not
remains in
period that
that
acquire
ownership, control,
control, or
or interest
any such
such securities
securities
interest in
in any
any ownership,
acquire any
company
or participate
participate in
management or
direction thereof;
thereof;
or direction
in the
the management
company or
(3)
agree that
that if,
at the
time of
of filing
filing the
application for
for such
such permit,
permit,
the application
the time
if, at
(3) agree
it owns,
controls, or
or has
an interest
interest in,
in, or
or is
is participating
in the
the
participating in
has an
it
owns, controls,
management
or direction
direction of,
any such
such securities
company, it
it will,
will,
securities company,
of, any
management or
within
five years
the filing
filing of
of such
such application,
application, divest
divest itself
itself
years after
after the
within five
of
control, and
and interest
interest in
in such
securities company
company
such securities
of its
its ownership,
ownership, control,
the management
management or direction thereof,
and
will cease
in the
thereof,
participating in
and will
cease participating
and will
will not
not thereafter,
that the
remains
permit remains
the period
period that
the permit
thereafter, during
during the
and
in
acquire any
any further
further ownership,
ownership, control,
control, or
or interest
any
interest in
in any
in force,
force, acquire
such securities
securities company
company or
participate in
management or
or direcdirecor participate
in the
the management
such
it will
will declare
declare dividends
tion
thereof; and
and (4)
that thenceforth
dividends
thenceforth it
(4) agree
agree that
tion thereof;
only out
out of
of actual
actual net
net earnings.
earnings.
only
Revocation
it shall appear to the Federal
Board that
Revocation of permit,
permit,
4 If
If at any time it
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
that
upon violating Bankbig Act
1933.
any holding
holding company
violated any
any of
of the
provisions of
of
affiliate has
has violated
the provisions
ing
Actofof 1933
'any
company affiliate
any agreement
or of any
the
the Banking
Banking Act of 1933 or
agreement made
made pursuant to this
Post,p.p. 195.
section, the
Reserve Board
in its
discretion, revoke
195.
section,
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board may,
may, in
its discretion,
revoke any
such voting permit after giving sixty days'
days' notice by registered
registered mail
of its
its intention
intention to
to the
the holding
and afording
it an
an
affiliate and
affording it
holding company
company affiliate
of
Deposits of 'United
Whenever the Federal
be heard.
nteyaopportunity
o moneys
StDeSbitspublic
States
opportunity to
to be
heard. Whenever
Federal Reserve Board shall
shall
denied.
permit, no
no national
denied.
have revoked any such voting permit,
national bank
bank whose
whose stock
stock
is
is controlled
controlled by
by the
company affiliate
whose permit
permit is
is so
the holding
holding company
affiliate whose
so
revoked shall
shall receive
receive deposits
deposits of
public moneys
of the
States,
revoked
of public
moneys of
the United
United States,
nor shall
any such
bank pay
to such
such
nor
shall any
such national
national bank
pay any
any further
further dividend
dividend to
holding company
company affiliate
affiliate upon
any shares
shares of
of such
bank controlled
holding
upon any
such bank
controlled
by such
holding company
company affiliate.
affiliate.
by
such holding
oreitur of
the
Federal
"Whenever
Reserve Board
Board shall
shall have
Forfeiture
of rights,
"Whenever
Federal Reserve
have revoked
revoked any
any
privileges, etc.
voting permit
permit as
voting
as hereinbefore
provided, the
the rights,
privileges, and
and
hereinbefore provided,
rights, privileges,
franchises of
of any or all national
national banks
banks the
the stock
stock of
of which
which. is
is concontrolled
by such
company affiliate
shall, in
the discretion
discretion of
trolled by
such holding
holding company
affiliate shall,
in the
of
Vol.
p.25.
the Federal
Vol. as,
138, p.
261.
the
Federal Reserve Board,
Board, be
to forfeiture
forfeiture in
in accordance
be subject
subject to
accordance
with section
section 2
2 of
the Federal
Reserve Act,
amended."
with
of the
Federal Reserve
Act, as
as amended."
Sc.
ear from the date of the enactment
aeber
Member bank
bank aefli
affillS
EC. 20. After one year
enactment of this Act,
ation with
with stock, etc,,
organization, prono member
member bank
sha_l be
be affiliated
affiliated in
sales organiation,
pro- no
bank shall
in any
any manner
manner described
described in
in secsecl te<
hb i i
tion 22 (b) hereof with any corporation, association,
hibited.
association, business trust,
trust, or
or
Ante,
162.
other similar
organization engaged
Ante, p.
p.162.
similar organization
engaged principally
principally in
the issue,
issue, flotation,
in the
flotation,
underwriting,
distribution at wholesale
or retail
retail or
or
underwriting, public sale, or distribution
wholesale or
through syndicate participation
debentures,,notes,
notes,
participation of stocks,
stocks, bonds, debentures
or other
or
other securities.
securities.
Penaityorvlolation.
For every
section the
the member
pantatar for violation.
every violation of this section
member bank
bank involved
involved shall
shall
be subject
subject to
to aa penalty
penalty not
not exceeding
$1,000 per
per day
day for
for each
each day
day
be
exceeding $1,000
Asessment of.
duing
such violation
violation continues.
Assessment
of.
during which
which such
Such penalty may
may be
be assessed
continues. Such
assessed
by the Federal
Board, in
discretion, and,
by
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
in its discretion,
and, when
when so
so
assessed, may
be collected
collected by
by the
the Federal
Federal reserve
bank by
by suit
suit or
assessed,
may be
reserve bank
or
otherwise.
otherwise.
National
banks.
any such
such violation
continue for
six calendar
calendar months
Nationalbanks.
IfIf any
violation shall
shall continue
for six
months after
after
Forfeiture of rights,
Reserve
the
have been
been warned
the member
member bank
bank shall
shall have
warne d by
by th
e Federal
Federa lR
eserve
f con- the
ete., if violation
vatioco
etc.,
tinues.
Board to discontinue the same, (a)
(a) in
a national bank,
bank, all
all
tinues.
in the case of a
the rights, privileges, and
and franchises
franchises granted
granted to
to it
it under
under the
National
the National
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Vol. 38,
38, pp. 251.
251.
2 of Vol.
Bank Act may be forfeited
forfeited in the manner prescribed
prescribed in section 2
:.4. U ., p
pp. 268,
268, 275,
275,
the Federal Reserve Act, as amended (U.S.C., title 12, secs. 141, 2222s. pp.
222- 27,U.S.C.,
State
member
banks.
225, 281-286,
281-286, and
225,
and 502),
or, (b)
the case
case of
of a
a State
State member
bank, SFrfeiture
502), or,
(b) in
in the
member bank,
ofba
Forfeiture of memmembership in the Federal Reserve bership
all of its rights and privileges
privileges of membership
bership rights.
rights.
9 of the
System may be forfeited
forfeited in the manner
manner prescribed in section 9
Vol. 38, p. 259.
Federal
321-332).
Vol
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 12, secs. 321-332).
if.:. S.S. p. 279; Supp.
SEC. 21. (a)
p. 135.
Site.
(a) After the expiration of one year after the date of VI,
enactment of this Act it shall be unlawful—
enactment
unlawful(1)
person, firm,
firm, corporation,
corporation ' association,
association, business
trus t, unlawful
(1) For any
any person,
business trust,
acts.
Unlawful acts.
or other
other similar
in the
of issuing,
issuing, Receiving
or
similar organization,
organization, engaged
engaged in
the business
business of
deposits
Receiving
deposits
subject _to repayment
semin
etc.,
underwriting, selling, or distributing, at wholesale
wholesale or retail, or Sbustok
by stock se/ling, etc.,
organization.
or organization.
bonds, debentures, notes
notes, or
through syndicate
syndicate participation,
participation stocks, bonds
other securities, to engage at the same time to any extent whatever
whatever
in the business of receiving deposits subject to check or to repayment
repayment
upon presentation
presentation of a
a passbook, certificate
certificate of
of deposit, or other
other
evidence of debt, or upon request of the depositor;
depositor; or
or
(2) For
person, firm,
corporation, association,
association, business t
rust,
(2)
For any person,
firm, corporation,
Receiving
trust,
Receiving deposits
deposits
wi ;lout submitting to
or other similar organization,
organization, other than a
financial institution or W
a financial
to
' "tion,
nation.
private banker subject
subject to examination
examination and regulation under State
of
or Federal law
law,'to engage to any extent whatever
whatever in the business
business of
receiving
receiving deposits subject to check or to repayment
repayment upon presentation
presentation
evidence of
of a
a passbook, certificate
certificate of deposit, or other evidence
of debt, or upon
upon
request of the depositor, unless such person, firm,
firm, corporation,
corporation, assoassociation, business trust, or other
submit
ciation,
other similar organization
organization shall submit
to
Comptroller the
of the
by
to periodic
periodic examination
examination by the Comptroller
he Currency
Currency or
or by
and shall
shall make
make and publish
required.
the Federal
reserve bank
bank of
the district
the
Federal reserve
of the
district and
publish Reports required.
periodic reports of its condition, exhibiting in detail
periodic
detail its resources
and liabilities, such examination
examination and
and reports to
to be made and
and published at the same times and in the same manner and with like effect
effect
penalties as are now provided by law in respect of national
and penalties
national
banking associations transacting
transacting business in the same locality.
provisions.
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Penalty provisions.
(b) Whoever
Whoever shall
shall willfully
willfully violate
(b)
violate any of
section shall upon conviction
be fined
fined not
more than
than $5,000
$5,000 or
imprisconviction be
not more
or imprisfive years, or both, and any officer,
officer, director,
oned not more than five
employee, or agent of any
any person,
person, firm, corporation,
corporation, association,
association,
knowingly parbusiness trust, or other similar organization
organization who knowingly
ticipates in any such violation shall be punished by a
a like fine or
ticipates
or
imprisonment
imprisonment or both.
SEC. 22.
22. The
The additional
additional liability
shareholders in
in Additional
SEC.
liability imposed
imposed upon
upon shareholders
Additional
liability,
applicable to shares
not applicable
national banking associations
associations by the provisions of section 5151 of the hereafter issued.
s
ec .5161, p. 99&
Revised Statutes
and section
23 of
Federal Reserve
Revised
Statutes,'as
as amended,
amended, and
section 23
of the
the Federal
Reserve Vol.
Vol. 38, p. 273.
3,263'.
secs. 63 and
Act, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 12, sees.
and 64),
64), shall
shall not
not apply
apply U.s.c.. p.a3
with respect to shares in any such association
association issued after the date
with
of enactment
enactment of this Act.
R.S., sec. 5155, p.996.
Site. 23.
23. Paragraph
(c) of
section 5155
the Revised
Statutes, as
as R.S.,sec.555,p.996.
SEC.
Paragraph (c)
of section
5155 of
of the
Revised Statutes,
p. 261.
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 12, sec. 36),
follows:. .
36), is amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
"
Br h
nc es.
"(c) A national
national banking
banking association
association may, with the approval
approval of the Establishment
Et gInzent by
Comptroller of
of the
Currency, establish
operate new
new branches:
branches: association,
Comptroller
the Currency,
establish and
and operate
association. upon ap
ap
prove'.
(1)
(1) Within
Within the limits of the city, town or village in which
which said proval.
association is situated, if such establishment and operation
operation are at the
the
association
authorized to State banks by the law of the State in
time expressly authorized
question; and
at any
any point
within the
the State
State in
in which
which said
associasaid associapoint within
and (2)
(2) at
question;
establishment and operation
operation are at the time
is situated,
situated, if
if such establishment
tion is
authorized to State banks by the statute law of the State in question
authorized
specifically granting
authority affirmatively
by language
language specifically
granting such authority
affirmatively and
not merely by implication
recognition, and subject to the restricimplication or recognition,
tions
to location
as to
location imposed
imposed by the law of the State on State banks.
tions as
271.1
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of N
suc h association
assoc i
ati on shall
shall establish
establish a
the city,
town,
of the
city, town,
NOo such
a branch
branch outside
outside of
outside of

Branch
city,
city, etc.
etc.

outside

or village
village in
in which
it is
has aapaid-in
paid-in and
unimor
which it
is situated
situated unless
unless it
it has
and unim-

cityet.

Proaims.
of not
less than
than $500,000:
$500 ,
000 :Provided,
I) 'red capital
proavingsoulapaired
capital stock
stock of
not less
Provided, That
That in
in
States having population of less
than one
one States
of less
less than
than one
million, and
and which
have no
no
which have
one million,
population of
with aapopulation
States with
tion of Iess than

cities located therein with a.
a population exceeding one hundred
hundred

million,
million,

Less than one
Less
million,

thousand, the
capital shall
be not
less than
That
Provided, That
than $250,000:
$250,000: Provided,
not less
shall be
the capital
thousand,
which
a population of less than one-half million, and which
half in States with a

have
located therein
therein with
with aa population
exceeding fifty
fifty
population exceeding
cities located
no cities
have no
thousand,
the capital
capital shall
shall not
not be
be less
$100,000."
than $100,000."
less than
thousand, the
6.
Paragraph
.s.,sec.
Rssee
U.S.C.
,' 15p5,
fp..
P
Paragraph (d) of section 5155
5155 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended
amended
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
36), is
is amended
amended to
to read
follows:
S.C, p. 26
(U.S.C.,
sec. 36),
read as
as follows:
Aggregate capital
"(d) The
The aggregate
aggregate capital
capital of
association
every national
national banking association
of every
"(d)
of
capital of
Aggregate
association; amount,
aggregate minimum
and its branches
branches shall at no time be less than the
the aggregate
minimum
assoiation; amount.
capital
number
equal number
by law
law for
for the establishment
establishment of an equal
capital required
required by
of
associations situated
the various
where
in the
various places
places where
situated in
national banking
banking associations
of national
association and its branches are situated."
situated."
such association
National banking asasSite. 24. (a)
Sections 1
of the
the Act
"An Act
to proproSEc.
Act entitled
(a) Sections
1 and
and 33of
entitled "An
Act to
sociations;
consolidations.
vide
consolidation of
of national
associations ", apnational banking
banking associations",
tions.
ide for the consolidation
vi
Vol.
1 40, p. 1043; Vol.
proved November
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C. 'title 12, secs. 33, 34,
as amended
1918, as
7, 1918,
November 7
42is. 103; vol. proved
,o44p.
d34a),
M a), are
dedby s
t
riking out
"county, city,
city, town,
are amen
amended
striking
out the words
words "county,
and
S.., p. 260; Supp. an
v
IINte,
added.
or
village"" wherever
n each
inserting
i
and inserting
such section,
section, and
each such
they occur
occur in
wherever they
added.
or village
VState'",
in
village."
city town, or village."
in lieu thereof
thereof the words
words "
' State,
State, county, city,
vol. 44,
P.
- vi
(b)
November i,7
,1918,
1918, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
vol.
44,p1225.
(b) Section
Section 3
of such
such Act of
3 of
of November
BuPP
amended by striking out the second sentence thereof
thereof and
and
further amended
upp.*VI 'further
p. 129..
"The
Ci
artal o
The capital stock of such
in lieu thereof the following: "
inserting in
off.ctnSonl" inserting
dapital
under
consolidated association shall not be less than that required under
consolidated
existing law for the organization
banking association
organization of a
a national banking
association
in the place in which such consolidated
consolidated association is located.
Merger of corporate
a
consolidation, or
upon
or
corporate Upon such
xierge
such
a
consolidation,
or
upon a
a consolidation
consolidation of
of two or
existence.
more national banking associations under section
section 1
1of this Act, the
corporate existence
corporate
existence of each of the constituent
constituent banks and national
banking
banking associations
associations participating
i
consolidation shall be
in such consolidation
merged into and continued
continued in
n the consolidated
consolidated national
banking
national banking
association and
and the
deemed to
be
the consolidated association
association shall
shall be
be deemed
to be
nsferetcof rights, th
e same corporation as each of the constituent institutions.
All the
rights, the same corporation as each of the constituent institutions. All the
n

mi.

o

p5
.1
25
65 .

44

.996-

P.1225.

7

1225

date

oci a t

property
Tra

prTpafetrof
, .

franchises, and interests
rights, franchises,
interests of each of such constituent banks
and national banking
species of propbanking associations in and to every
every species
erty, real, personal, and mixed, and choses in action thereto belonging,
belonging,
shall be deemed to be transferred
transferred to and vested in such consolidated
consolidated
national banking association without any deed or other transfer;
transfer; and
such consolidated
consolidated national
association, by virtue of such
such
national banking association,
consolidation
without any order or other action on the part of
consolidation and without
any court or otherwise,
otherwise, shall hold and enjoy the same and
and all rights
rights
of property, franchises,
franchises, and interests,
interests, including
including appointments, designations,
nations, and nominations and all other rights and interests as trustee,
trustee,
executor,
executor, administrator,
administrator, registrar
registrar of stocks and
guardian of
and bonds,
bonds, guardian
of
estates,
estates, assignee,
assignee, receiver, committee
committee of estates of lunatics and in
every other fiduciary capacity, in the same manner and to the same
extent as such rights, franchises, and interests were held or enjoyed
enjoyed
consolidation:
by any such constituent institution at the time of such consolidation:
Proviso.
any such
such constit
uen tinstitution
i
nstit uti on at the
th
e
of curt
court t0 P
rovided, however,
Pris o.f
Provided,
however, That
That where
where any
constituent
Power
removeonsolidates
remove consolidated as- time of such consolidation was acting
acting under appointment
appointment of any court
court
sedociation
from
tnrusteeship,
sociation
etc.
trusteeas
trustee, executor,
r,registrar
reg i
st
rar of st
ock
s an d b
onds
shp, etc.
as trustee,
executor, administrato
administrator,
of stocks
and bonds,
guardian
estates, assignee, receiver,
guardian of estates
receiver , committee of estat
es of
oflunatics
l
una ti cs
estates
in any other fiduciary
fiduciary capacity, the consolidated
or in
consolidated national banking
association shall be subject to removal by aacourt of competent jurisdiction in the same manner and to the same extent as was such
constituent corporation prior to the consolidation,
consolidation, and nothing herein
herein
contained shall be construed to impair in any manner the right of
o
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association
any court
court to
to remove
such a
banking association
national banking
consolidated national
a consolidated
remove such
any
and
to
appoint
in
lieu
thereof
a
substitute
trustee,
executor,
or other
executor,
trustee,
substitute
a
thereof
lieu
and to appoint in
fiduciary, except
except that
that such
be exercised in such aa Discrimination not
not be
shall not
right shall
such right
fiduciary,
iscrimination not
manner as
as to
against national banking associations, nor
discriminate against
to discriminate
manner
shall
any
such
consolidated
association
removed
solely
because
authorized.
be
association
consolidated
such
any
shall
of
that it
is a
anational
national banking
banking association."
association."
it is
fact that
the fact
of the
p.
5197, p.
sec. 5197,
R.S., sec.
S
EC. 25.
25. The
sentences of
of section
section 5197
5197 of
the Revised
Revised ,c4t5'S''
of the
two sentences
first two
The first
SEC.
24.
p.
uvs.c.,
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 85)
85) are
amended to
to read
read as follows: U:S.C., p. 264.
are amended
Statutes

any Right
"
Any association
take, receive,
and charge
on any
Right of
of association
association
charge on
reserve, and
receive, reserve,
may take,
association may
"Any
loan or
discount
made,
or
upon
any
notes,
bills
of
exchange,
or
other
t
o
o
ttiXk
el
3
c. interest on
etc.
loans,
other
or
exchange,
of
bills
notes,
any
upon
or
made,
discount
loan or
evidences
of debt,
debt, interest
at the
the rate
rate allowed by the laws of the State,
interest at
evidences of
1
Territory,
or
District
where
the
bank is
is located, or at aa rate of 1
bank
the
where
Territory, or District
Commercial paper.
per
excess of
of the
the discount
ninety-day commercial
commercial Co"mercial paper.
on ninety-day
rate on
discount rate
in excess
centum in
per centum
paper
in effect
Federal reserve
bank in
in the
reserve
Federal reserve
the Federal
reserve bank
the Federal
at the
effect at
paper in
district
where
the
bank
is
located,
whichever
may
be
the
and
greater,
the
be
may
whichever
located,
is
bank
the
district where
no
except that
that where
laws of
different rate
rate
a different
State a
any State
of any
the laws
by the
where by
more, except
no more,
is limited
limited for
banks organized
organized under
under State
the rate
limited
rate so limited
laws, the
State laws,
for banks
is
shall be
allowed for
for associations
associations organized
in any
any such
such When no fixed rate.
existing in
or existing
organized or
be allowed
shall
State
under this
this title.
rate is
is fixed
fixed by
laws of
the When no xed rate.
of the
the laws
by the
no rate
When no
title. When
State under
State,
or
Territory,
or
District,
the
bank
may
take,
receive,
reserve,
reserve,
receive,
take,
may
bank
the
District,
or
Territory,
State, or
or
rate not
per centum,
per centum
excess
in excess
centum in
or 11per
centum, or
exceeding 77per
not exceeding
a rate
charge a
or charge
of
the
discount
rate
on
ninety-day
commercial
paper
in
effect
at
the
at the
effect
in
paper
commercial
of the discount rate on ninety-day
Federal
reserve bank
bank in
the Federal
Federal reserve
district where
the bank
bank
where the
reserve district
in the
Federal reserve
is
located, whichever
whichever may
the greater,
greater, and
such interest
interest may
may be
and such
be the
may be
is located,
taken
in
advance,
reckoning
the
days
for
which
the
note,
bill,
or
other
other
or
bill,
note,
the
which
for
days
the
reckoning
advance,
in
taken
rim."
has to run."
debt has
of debt
ev idence of
evidence
101:11.
S., sec. 5200, p.
SEC. 26.
(a) The
section R.S., se. 5200, p.
of section
paragraph of
first paragraph
the first
of the
sentence of
second sentence
The second
26. (a)
SEC.
p. 264; Supp.
upp.
5200 of
of the
Statutes, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
sec. 84;
84; VI,U.S.C.,
U0s.c.,p.264;
12, sec.
title 12,
p. 131.
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
5200
Limit of
of liability.
liability.
period
the
Supp.
VI,
title
12,
sec.
84),
is
amended
by
inserting
before
before
inserting
by
amended
is
84),
Supp. VI, title 12, sec.
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof the
and shall
shall include
the case of
in the
include in
"and
following: "
the following:
at
thereof
subsidiaries
obligations
of
a
corporation
all
obligations
all
subsidiaries
thereof
of
obligations
all
corporation
obligations of a
in
such corporation
corporation owns
owns or
or controls
interest."
majority interest."
a majority
controls a
which such
in which
Obligations of subof subsbigations
(b) The
by this
this section
section shall not apply to such sidiaries.
made by
amendment made
The amendment
(b)
obligations of
subsidiaries held
held by
such association
association on the date this
by such
of subsidiaries
obligations
s
section takes
effect.
takes effect.
R.S., sec. 5211, 1P.
section
1007.
SEc.
Section 5211
(U.S.C., 1607.
amended (U.S.C.,
Statutes, as amended
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
of the
5211 of
27. Section
SEC. 27.
U.S.C., p. 26* Supp.
Supp.
>
s.c,
by adding vtitle
161; Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 161),
161), is
amended by
is amended
VI, p.
13.3. .*26
sec. 161;
12, sec.
title 12,
at the
the end
the following
following new
l
of affiliate
r of
a.
Rp
paragraph:
new paragraph:
Reports
end thereof
thereof the
at
association.
from each of its banks to association.
"Ea h national
national banking
banking association
shall obtain
obtain from
association shall
"Each
affiliates other
banks and
furnish to
to the
Comptroller of
the Comptroller
and furnish
member banks
than member
other than
affiliates
the
Currency
not
less
than
three
reports
during
each
year,
such
year, in such
each
during
reports
three
than
the Currency not less
form as
as the
the Comptroller
prescribe, verified
verified by
by the
or affiraffir- FormForm.
oath or
the oath
may prescribe,
Comptroller may
form
mation
of
the
president
or
such
other
officer
as
may
be
designated
by
Verification.
Veriicaton.
by
designated
be
may
as
officer
other
mation of the president or such
the board
of directors
of such
such affiliate
verify such
such reports, disto verify
affiliate to
directors of
board of
the
closing the
the information
information hereinafter
as of dates
identical
dates identical
for as
provided for
hereinafter provided
closing
require
with
those
for
which
the
Comptroller
shall
during
such
year
during
shall
Comptroller
the
which
for
those
with
conthe reports
reports of
of the
association. For
For the
ofie"
purpose of
the purpose
the association.
condition of
the condition
of the
the
strled.t'
this
section
the
term
'
affiliate
'
shall
include
holding
company
affilgm:P i'
late "'
affilcompany
holding
include
shall
affiliate'
'
term
the
section
this
Report transmitted
transmtted
iates as
as well
of an
affiliate shall to Rtopot
comptroller.
an affiliate
report of
such report
Each such
affiliates. Each
other affiliates.
as other
well as
iates
Cp
t
correspondthe
be
transmitted
to
the
Comptroller
at
the
same
time
as
correspond
Comptroller
be transmitted to the
ing report
association, except
except that
the Comptroller may, in his
that the
the association,
of the
report of
ing
discretion,
such time
time for
for good
good cause
cause shown.
Each such
such report
report contnts.
shown. Each
extend such
discretion, extend
Comptroller Contents.
shall
judgment of the Comptroller
information as in the judgment
such information
contain such
shall contain
of the
the Currency
Currency shall
shall be
be necessary
necessary to
disclose fully the relations
to disclose
of
between
such affiliate
such bank and to enable
enable the Comptroller
Comptroller
and such
affiliate and
between such
to inform
inform himself
to the
the effect
such relations
relations upon
upon the affairs
affairs of
of such
effect of
as to
himself as
to
such
bank.
The
reports
of
such
affiliates
shall
be
published
by
Publiaton
by the Publication.
published
be
shall
affiliates
such
of
reports
such bank. The
association under
under the
the same
same conditions
own condition
Addi
re- Additional
condition reits own
govern its
as govern
conditions as
association
reports.
ports.
The Comptroller
Comptroller shall
shall also
for additional ddit
call for
to call
power to
have power
also have
ports. The
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reports
respect to
such affiliate
affiliate whenever
whenever in
his judgment
judgment
in his
any such
to any
with respect
reports with
the same
same are
are necessary
necessary in
in order
obtain a
full and
and complete
complete knowlknowla full
to obtain
order to
the
edge of
of the
conditions of
of the
the association
association with
it is
affiliated.
is affiliated.
which it
with which
the conditions
edge
Such additional
additional reports
reports shall
shall be
be transmitted
transmitted to
the Comptroller
of
Comptroller of
to the
Such
Penalty provision.
the Currency
Currency in
such form
form as
as he
he may
such affiliated
affiliated
Any such
may prescribe.
prescribe. Any
in such
the
Penaltyprovion.
bank
which fails
and furnish
furnish any
report required
required under
under
any report
obtain and
to obtain
fails to
bank which
this section
shall be
be subject
subject to
penalty of
for each
during
each day during
$100 for
of $100
to aapenalty
section shall
this
which such
such failure
continues."
which
failure continues."
R.S.,
see. 5240,
Revised
5240 of
section 5240
paragraph of
p.. S
SEc.
5240, P
R.S, sec.
1013.
EC. 28. (a) The first paragraph
of section
of the
the Revised
amended by
481), is amended
Statutes, as amended (U.S.C.,
U.S.C., p. 288.
(U.S.C., title 12, sec. 481),
by
Js.o.,p.288.
inserting
before the
the period
at the
the end
thereof a
and the
the folfolcolon and
a colon
end thereof
period at
inserting before
Bank ex •
minations.
examination of any
Affiliates
toabe
be in- lo
wing proviso:
proviso: "Provided,
"Provided, That in making the examination
lowing
ato
BAffiates
of
such an examination
include such
eluded.
national bank
bank the
examiners shall include
examination of
the examiners
national
eluded.
the
affairs of
of all
member banks as shall be
other than member
its affiliates
affiliates other
all its
the affairs
necessary
to disclose
disclose fully
fully the
relations between
such bank
such
and such
bank and
between such
the relations
necessary to
such
affairs of such
upon the affairs
relations upon
informationrequirea.
affiliates and
the effect
effect of
of such
such relations
and the
informationrequired. affiliates
Forfeiture
of rights
rights bank;
and in
of the
the refusal
refusal to give any information
event of
in the
the event
bank; and
Forfeiture of
on refusal,
examination of any such affiliate,
affiliate, or in
required in the course of the examination
refusal.
of the refusal to permit such examination, all the rights,
the event of
privileges, and
and franchises
franchises of
of the
the bank
shall be
be subject
to forfeiture
forfeiture
subject to
bank shall
privileges,
mn accordance
2 of the Federal
vol.
s, p25.
Vol. 88,
P. 2.
25 1.
in
accordance with section 2
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as amended
amended
268
502). The Compand 502).
2717;218
f °," PP
pp. ,..
(U.S.C.,
12, sees.
secs. 141,
141, 222-225, 281-286, and
title 12,
(U.S.C., title
'
277,.
troller
Currency shall
hereby authorshall have
have power, and he is hereby
of the
the Currency
troller of
examination of any national
Publication,
Publication, report
report ized, to publish the report of his examination
national banking
of examinations.
of examinatons.
association
association or affiliate
affiliate which shall not within one hundred and twenty
recommendations or suggestions
suggestions of the
notification of the recommendations
days after notification
Comptroller, based on said examination, have complied with the same
Notice of.
of.
to his satisfaction.
satisfaction. Ninety days' notice prior to such publicity shall
Xotice
be given
,criven to the bank or affiliate.
affiliate."
(b) Section
Section 5240 of
of the
R.S.,
5240, p.
the Revised Statutes, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C., title
title
R.S., sec.
see.5240,
P•
(b)
1013.
paragraph
p. 288.
288,
12, sec.
sec. 481),
481), is further
further amended
amended by adding after the first paragraph
12,
.S.C., p.
thereof the
the following
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
a
"The examiner making the examination of any affiliate
Powers of examii3er.
examiner.
"The
affiliate of a
of
national
national bank shall have power
power to make a
athorough
thorough examination
examination of
all the affairs of the affiliate, and in doing so he shall have
have power
officers, directors,
to administer oaths and to examine any of the officers,
employees, and agents thereof under oath and to make aareport of
of
of examineexamina- his findings to the Comptroller
Expense
Expense of
Comptroller of the Currency. The expense
expense of
tions.
tions
examinations
Comptroller
examinations of such affiliates may be assessed by the Comptroller
of the Currency upon the affiliates examined
examined in proportion
proportion to assets
examination of
or resources
resources held by the affiliates
affiliates upon the dates of examination
of
affiliate shall refuse to pay such
Assessment on re- the various affiliates.
Assessment
affiliates. If
If any such affiliate
fusal to pay.
fuslto pay.
expenses
or shall
shall fail to do so within
expenses or
within sixty days after the date
date of
of
such assessment, then such expenses may be assessed against
against the
Proviso,
affiliated
Proviso.
affiliated national bank and, when so assessed,
assessed, shall
shall be
by such
such
be paid
paid by
filiation
AgstAssment
of when
two afor national
national bank:
bank: Provided,
if the
with two
two
the affiliation
affiliation is
is with
hoowever, That,
That, if
Provided, however,
or
of
two
fliation
more national banks.
banks,
or
more national
more
or more
banks, such
national banks
such expenses
expenses may
may be assessed
assessed against,
against, and
collected
proportions
of such national banks in such
such proportions
collected from,
from, any or
or all
all of
eX
Employment of ex-' as the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency
prescribe. The examiners
Currency may prescribe.
nmeitnt
aminerS, etc.
examinations of national bankand assistant examiners making the examinations
ing associations
associations and affiliates thereof herein provided for and the
chief examiners, reviewing examiners and other persons
persons whose servservexaminations or the
required in connection
connection with such examinations
ices may be required
reports thereof, shall be employed by the Comptroller of the CurTreasury; the
the Secretary of
of the Treasury;
rency with the approval of the
Comnsaton
employment
compensation.
employment and compensation
compensation of examiners, chief examiners,
examiners, reviewing examiners, assistant examiners,
examiners, and of the other employees
the
employees of the
ing
Comptroller of the Currency
Currency whose compensation
compensation is paid
office of the Comptroller
from
assessments on banks or affiliates thereof shall be without regard
from assessments
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provisions of
applicable to
officers or
or employees
to the provisions
of other
other laws applicable
to officers
employees of
of
such assessments
be
the United States. The funds derived
derived from
from such
assessments may
may be
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Status of assessments.
deposited by
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency
Currency in
with the
deposited
by the
the Comptroller
in accordance
accordance with
the Statusassessments.
provisions of section 5234 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 12, R.S., sec. .52.11,
pP.
sec. 192)
192) and shall not be construed
construed to be Government
Government funds or 1012.
1012. se
U.S.C., p. 271.
appropriated monies; and the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency is U.sC., p.appropriated
authorized and empowered
empowered to prescribe regulations
authorized
regulations governing the
the
computation and assessment
computation
assessment of the expenses of examinations
examinations herein
provided for and the collection of such assessments from the
the banks
banks
Penalty, affiliate reand/or affiliates
affiliates examined.
and/or
examined. If
affiliate of
anational
national bank
shall fusing
If any
any affiliate
of a
bank shall
iPen
ty
affiliate exrto permit
amination.
refuse to permit an examiner
examiner to make an examination of the affiliate
affiliate amination.
or shall refuse to give any information required in the course of any
examination, the national
such examination,
national bank with
with which it
it is affiliated
affiliated shall
shall
be
to a
not more
more than
any
be subject
subject to
a penalty
penalty of
of not
than $100
$100 for
for each
each day
day that
that any
Assessment of penalsuch refusal shall continue. Such penalty may be assessed
assessed by
by the tyssessme.
t of Ienalty.
Comptroller of
collected in
the same
same manner
of the
the Currency
Currency and
and collected
in the
manner as
as
expenses of examinations."
examinations."
Resumption of
of busibusiSEC.
In any case in which,
Resumption
S
EC. 29. In
which, in the opinion of the Comptroller
Comptroller ness,
by closed associaCurrency, it would be to the advantage
tion.
of the Currency,
advantage of the depositors and tion.
unsecured creditors of any national banking
unsecured
banking association
association whose business has been closed, for such association to resume business upon the
the
retention by the association,
association, for
reasonable period to be prescribed
prescribed
for aareasonable
by the Comptroller, of all or any part
part of its deposits,
deposits, the CompCompConsent of
discretion, to permit the association
association to tors,
troller is authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
depositoonoent
of deposietc.
resume business if depositors
depositors and unsecured
unsecured creditors of the associaassociarepresenting at
centum of
its total
tion representing
at least 75
75 per
per centum
of its
total deposit
deposit and
and
Powers of Comptrolunsecured
credit liabilities
liabilities consent
in writing
to such
such retention
retention of
of ler
unsecured credit
consent in
writing to
lerPnofteaCmltero
not affected.
deposits. Nothing
Nothing in this section shall be
be construed
construed to affect
affect in any
any
manner
manner any powers of the
the Comptroller
Comptroller under
under the provisions
provisions of law
law
in force on the date of enactment
enactment of this Act with respect to the
reorganization
national banking
associations.
reorganization of
of national
banking associations.
Violations of
law by
ltiw
ofnational
by
Violations
30. Whenever, in the opinion
SEC.
S
EC. 30.
opinion of the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Cur- officer,
etc., of
of national
otficer, etc.,
bank.
director or officer of a
a national
a bank
rency, any director
national bank, or of a
bank or bank.
trust company doing business in the District of Columbia, or whendirector or officer
officer
ever, in the opinion of aaFederal reserve agent, any director
n continues unWhen
Whe
contllnue unof aa State member bank in his district shall have continued
continued to vio-e1afne,
safe, etc.,
etc., banking pracIces.
late any law relating to such bank or trust company
company or shall have
have t
tices.
continued unsafe or unsound practices in conducting
continued
conducting the business
of such bank or trust company, after having been warned by the
Comptroller of
Federal reserve
reserve agent, as the
Comptroller
of the Currency
Currency or the Federal
case
case may be,
be, to
to discontinue
discontinue such
such violations
violations of law
law or
or such unsafe
rtification of facts
C
i.
or unsound
unsound practices,
practices, the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency
Currency or
or the
the Federal
or
of f[ts
Federal tooCertif"ation
certify
the
facts
to
the
Fedreserve agent,
agent, as the case may be, may
Reserve Board. In any such case the Federal
eral Reserve
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
appear
may cause notice to be served
served upon such director
director or officer to appear
topy
. to
before
Board to
before such
such Board
show cause
cause why
why he
removed r
to show
he should
should not
not be
be removed
Copy
to be
transbe transA copy of such order shall be sent to each director of ru
from office.
office. A
mite.
Removal authorized,
the bank affected, by registered
registered mail. If
ouhonutho
rd,
,otvere
If after granting the accused after
hearing.
a reasonable opportunity
director or officer a
opportunity to be heard, the Federal
Federal
relating
Reserve Board finds that he has continued
continued to violate any law relating
to such bank or trust company or has continued unsafe or unsound
practices in conducting the business of such bank or trust company
company
after having been warned by the Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency or
or
reserve agent to discontinue such violation of law or
the Federal
Federal reserve
or
such
unsafe or unsound
practices, the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
Board, in its
such unsafe
unsound practices,
its Copy of removal
discretion, may order that such director or officer
officer be removed from order.
Orfo remov"l
discretion,
or
office. A copy of such order shall be served upon such director or
officer. A copy of such order shall also be served upon the bank of
of
which he
or officer,
officer, whereupon
or officer
officer
which
he is
is a
a director
director or
whereupon such
such director
director or
St10:17°-3-1---1.3
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Proviso.
Confidential
Cout dential
of
order,
of order.

natre
nature

shall cease
be a
or officer
such bank:
Provided, That
That
bank: Provided,
officer of
of such
a director
director or
cease to
to be
shall

such order
and the
the findings
of fact
which it
it is
is based
based shall
shall not
not
upon which
fact upon
findings of
such
order and

be
made public
anyone except
except the
director or
or officer
officer
the director
to anyone
or disclosed
disclosed to
public or
be made
involved
and the
the directors
directors of
of the
the bank
bank involved,
involved, otherwise
than in
in
involved and
otherwise than
Removed
after, penconnection with
with proceedings
for a
a violation
violation of
this section.
section. Any
Any
of this
proceedings for
pen- connection
Removedofficer,
removed from
pst
i i'n
to tg pIti
artiei
director or officer
officer removed
from office as herein
herein provided
provided who
such director
frhe
ty for
m anagesuch
ment.
thereafter participates
participates in any manner in the management of such
thereafter
bank
shall be
be fined
fined not
than $5,000,
$5,000, or
imprisoned for not more
more
or imprisoned
more than
not more
bank shall
than five years,
years or both, in the discretion of the court.
Board
of directors,
directors,
SEC .31. After one year from the date of enactment of this Act,
SEC.
Board of
etc.
etc.
notwithstanding any other provision of law, the board of directors,
notwithstanding
directors,
board
trustees, or
or other
governing body
every national
national
body of
of every
similar governing
other similar
of trustees,
board of
banking
every State
State bank
bank or
or trust
company which
which
trust company
association and
and of
of every
banking association
Number of members. is
is a
Federal Reserve
Reserve System shall consist of not less
less
Xumberofmembers.
a member of the Federal
than five
five nor
more than
twenty-five members;
members; and every director,
director,
than twenty-five
than
nor more
Stock
ownership rere- trustee,
trustee, or
member of
of such
such governing
governing body
shall be
be the
the bona,
bona
body shall
or other
other member
Stock ownership
quirement.
fide owner in his own right of shares of stock of such banking assofide
quirement.
Poet, p
p. 971.
971 '
eiation,
Pos,
in the
ciation, State bank or trust company having a
a par value in
aggregate of
of not
less than
$2,500, unless the capital of the bank
than $2,500,
not less
aggregate
shall not exceed $50,000,
$50,000, in which case he must own in his own right
shares having
having a
a par
aggregate of
of not less than $1,500,
par value
value in
in the aggregate
shares
which
or unless the capital of the bank shall not exceed $25,000, in which
case he must own in his own right shares having a
a par value in the
the
aggregate
of
not
less
than
$1,000.
If
any
national
banking
associaassociabanking
national
If
any
Appointment of re- aggregate of not less than $1,000.
Appointment

al

f
l
or ft rE

r

tion violates the provisions
provisions of this section and continues
continues such violation
after thirty days' notice from the Comptroller of the Currency,
tion after thirty days' notice from
the Comptroller of the Currency,

ver, when violation ton violates
ceiver,
by
national ban.
bank.
by national
/f orfe it=
of man.
of memForfeiture
State member
bership, state
berthip,
member
bank.
ban

Member bank
bank offiMember

receiver or conservator
conservator therefor,
the said Comptroller
Comptroller may appoint aareceiver
therefor,
in
provisions of
of existing
existing law.
law. If
any State
State bank
banIZ
If any
with the
the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
or trust company which is aamember of the Federal
Federal Reserve System
violates the provisions of this section and continues such violation
after thirty days' notice from the Federal
Federal Reserve Board, it
it shall be
membership in
the Federal
subject to
to the forfeiture
forfeiture of its
its membership
in the
Federal Reserve
Reserve
System in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of section
section 9
9 of the Federal
Federal
Reserve Act, as amended.
So. 32. From
after January
January 1,
or director
director
1, 1934,
officer or
1934, no
no officer
Stc.
From and
and after

cars, directors,
etc.
of any member bank shall be an officer , director, or manager of any
g
inetoreti
"ers,
Engaging
in
mend- of any member bank shall be an officer, director, or manager of any
tics
transactions pro- corporation,
corporation, partnership,
unincorporated association
associ ation engaged
enga ge d pripritis transactions
partnership, or
or unincorporated
kibited.
marily in the business
of purchasing,
selling, or
badad.
manly
business of
purchasing, selling.,
negotiating securisecurior negotiating

ties, and no member
perform the
member bank
bank shall perform
the functions of a
corma correspondent bank on behalf of any such individual
partnership,
individual, partnership,
bantto spondent
corporation,
unincorporated association
corporation, or unincorporated
association and no
no such individual,
individual,
partnership,
partnership, corporation,
corporation, or unincorporated
unincorporated association shall perform
the functions
functions of a
correspondent for
hold on
a correspondent
for any member bank
bank or -hold
issued by deposit any funds on
behalf of
Permit issued
on behalf
of any
any member
member bank,
bank, unless
unless in
in any
any
Board
such case there is a
a permit therefor
therefor issued by the Federal Reserve
Board,
Board; and the Board is authorized
authorized to issue such permit if in its
judgment it is not incompatible
to
incompatible with the public interest, and to
Revocation.
revoke any such permit whenever it
Revocation.
it finds after reasonable notice
and opportunity to be heard, that the public interest requires such
revocation.
revocation.
laws
p'
;
S
EC. 83.
33. The Act entitled "An Act to supplement
supplement existing
exi
sti ng l
aws
SEC.
p.
72
o26.
;
3
V
ol
39, p.121; Voi.41,p.936.
u.s.c.,
against unlawful restraints and monopolies
U.S.C1., p. 3aa.
853.
and for
for other
other purposes
monopolies, and
purposes ",
"
approved
19), is
is
approved October 15, 1914, as amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 15, see.
sec. 19),
hereby amended by adding after section 88thereof the following
following new
section:
section:
CloytonAat, amendSEC. 8A.
That from
after the
the 1st
January 1934,
1934, no
no
meCtytnAct.ana"cc SEc.
8A. That
rom and
after
d
1st day
day of
of January
ment.
Member bank not to
act
as
correspondent
actMatesber
as correspondent
bank.,
bank

V°1- 38,

732

Vol.

Interlocking directo- director, officer, or employee of any bank, banking association, or
rateradlg
rates and officers.keet- director, officer, or employee of any bank, banking association, or
trust company,
company, organized or operating under the laws of the United
States shall be at the same time a
a director, officer, or employee of aa
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corporation
mutual savings bank)
a member of aa
or a
bank) or
than aa mutual
(other than
corporation (other
partnership organized
organized for
any purpose
whatsoever which shall make
purpose whatsoever
for any
partnership
loans secured
secured by
collateral to
to any
associaindividual, associaany individual,
bond collateral
or bond
by stock
stock or
loans
tion, partnership,
partnership, or
or corporation
other than
than its
own subsidiaries."
subsidiaries."
its own
corporation other
tion,
SEC. 34.
34. The
right to
to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
The right
SEC.
Amendment.
Separability
of
Separability of
expressly reserved.
If any
any provision
of this
application visions.
or the application
this Act, or
provision of
reserved. If
expressly
visions.
thereof
to
any
person
or
circumstances,
is
held
invalid,
remainder
remainder
the
invalid,
is
held
thereof to any person or circumstances,
of
and the
application of
such provision
to other
persons
other persons
provision to
of such
the application
Act, and
of the
the Act,
or
thereby.
be affected
affected thereby.
not be
shall not
circumstances, shall
or circumstances,
Approved, June
16, 1933,
1933, 11:45 a.m.
June 16,
Approved,

pro-

[CHAPTER 90.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
To encourage
encourage national
national industrial
competition, and to
foster fair competition,
recovery, to foster
industrial recovery,
To
provide for
the construction
construction of
other
of certain useful public works, and for other
for the
provide
purposes.
purposes.

June 16,
18, 1933.
1933.
June
[H.R. 5755.]
5755.1
[H.R.
[Public,
67.1
No. 67.]
[Public, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Repriesentatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
assembled,
United
in Congress
Congress msserabled,
America in
States of America
United States

National Industrial
Industrial
National
Recovery Act.
Recovery
Act.

TITLE
I—INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY
RECOVERY
TITLE I-INDUSTRIAL

TITLE
I-INDUSTITLE
I--INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY.
RECOVERY.
TRIAL

DECLARATION
OF POLICY
POIJCY
DECLARATION OF

Appropriation for.
for.
Appropriation
Post, p.
Post,
p. 275.
275.

SECTION 1.
1. A
national emergency
emergency productive of widespread
widespread unemA national
SECTION
ployment and disorganization
disorganization of industry, which burdens interstate
ployment
and
affects the
public welfare,
welfare, and
undermines
and undermines
the public
commerce, affects
foreign commerce,
and foreign
the
American people, is hereby declared
declared
standards of living of the American
the standards
to exist.
It is
Congress to remove
be the
the policy of Congress
declared to be
hereby,declared
is hereby
to
exist. It
commerce
obstructions
to the
free flow of interstate and foreign commerce
the free
obstructions to
diminish the amount thereof; and to provide for the
tend to diminish
which tend
general welfare
by promoting
the organization
organization of
of industry
industry for the
promoting the
welfare by
general
purpose of
of cooperative
cooperative action among trade groups, to induce and
purpose
maintain united
of labor
under adequate
and management
management under
labor and
action of
united action
maintain
eliminate unfair competigovernmental sanctions
supervision, to eliminate
sanctions and supervision,
governmental
tive practices,
practices, to
to promote
promote the
the fullest
utilization of the
possible utilization
fullest possible
tive
present
avoid undue restriction
of industries,
industries, to avoid
capacity of
productive capacity
present productive
of production
(except as
as may
to increase
required), to
temporarily required),
be temporarily
may be
of
production (except
the
of industrial
industrial and
by increasproducts by
agricultural products
and agricultural
consumption of
the consumption
ing purchasing
power, to
and relieve
relieve unemployment, to
reduce and
to reduce
purchasing power,
ing
improve standards
standards of
rehabilitate industry
otherwise to rehabilitate
labor, and otherwise
of labor,
improve
and to conserve natural
natural resources.
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES
AGENCIES
ADMINISTRATIVE

Declaration
policy.
Declaration of policy.

Administrative agenAdministrative
cies.
authorized
President authorized

establish.
toestablish.
the President
title, the
of this
SEC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) To
effectuate the
the policy
this title,
President is to
policy of
To effectuate
SEC.

hereby
agencies, to accept and utilize
such agencies,
authorized to establish such
hereby authorized
Appointments.
such
voluntary and
services, to appoint, without
without Appointments.
uncompensated services
and uncompensated
such voluntary
officers and
provisions of the civil service laws, such officers
regard to the provisions
of Fedand, Cooperation
cooperation of
employees, and
and to
to utilize
utilize such
Federal officers
employees, and,
and employees,
officers and
such Federal
employees,
eral
and State
State oficrs
officers,
era and
officers and em- etc.
local officers
with
consent of
of the
State, such
and local
State and
such State
the State,
the consent
with the
authorities,
necessary, to prescribe their authorities,
ployees, as he may find necessary,
duties, responsibilities,
responsibilities, and tenure,
tenure and, without regard to the Classiduties,
fication Act
to fix the compensation of any
amended, to
of 1923,
1923, as amended,
Act of
fication
officers and
and employees
appointed.
Deato
employees so
so appointed.
officers
Delegation of funcuncany of his functions and powers
may delegate
(b)
The President
President may
delegate any
powers tiono.
(b) The
tions.
Industrial planning
under
to such
employees as he
lnd
i agency.
PASIhe may
may and
and employees
officers, agents, and
title to
such officers,
under this
this title
research
anEaabbme
planningt
may establish
appoint, and
designate
or appoint.,
and may
establish an industrial
industrial planning
and Establishment
designate or
tborised.
thi title. U"d.
functions under this
reserch agency
research
agency to aid in carrying out his functions
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Termination
agenTermination of ftgencies,
cies, etc.
etc.

Codes of
Codes
of fair
fair compecompetition.

SESS.
SESS. I.
I.

CH.
CH. 90.
90.

JUNE 16,
16, 1933.
1933.
JUNE

(c) This
title shall
be in
effect and
and any
agencies established
established
(c)
This title
shall cease
cease to
to be
in effect
any agencies
hereunder shall
shall cease
to exist
exist at
the expiration
expiration of
of two
two years
hereunder
cease to
at the
years after
after
the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
Act, or
or sooner
if the
the President
President shall
shall
the
of this
this Act,
sooner if
by
the Congress
joint resolution
resolution declare
declare
by proclamation
proclamation or
or the
Congress shall
shall by
by joint
that the
recognized by section
section 1
has ended.
the emergency
emergency recognized
1 has
ended.
CODES OF
OF FAIR
FAIR COMPETITION
CODES
COMPETITION

SEC. 3.
SEC.
3. (a)
(a) Upon the
the application
application to the President
President by one or more
trade
industrial associations
associations or
groups, the
the President
President may
may approve
approve
trade or
or industrial
or groups,
or codes
codes of
of fair
fair competition
competition for
the trade
or industry
industry or
aacode
code or
for the
trade or
or subsubrepresented by
by the
applicant or
or applicants,
applicants, if
the
division thereof, represented
the applicant
if the
President finds
that such
or groups
groups impose
finds (1)
(1) that
such associations
associations or
impose no
no
restrictions on admission to
to membership
are
inequitable restrictions
membership therein
therein and
and are
truly representative
representative of
of such
such trades
trades or
or industries
industries or
truly
or subdivisions
subdivisions
(2) that such code or codes
prothereof, and (2)
codes are not designed
designed to
to promote monopolies
monopolies or to eliminate or oppress small
small enterprises
enterprises and
and will
operate to
and will
will tend
tend to
effectuate
not operate
to discriminate
discriminate against them,
them, and
to effectuate
Provisos.
the policy
this title:
title: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such code
or codes
shall not
nopoles, etc., not the
policy of
of this
code or
codes shall
not
Monopolies,
permitted.
permit monopolies
or
monopolistic
practices:
permitted.
monopolies
monopolistic
practices:
Provided
further,
Provided
further,
persons
Right of persons
afheard.
That
where such
code or
or codes
codes affect
services and
fected to be eSard.
That where
such code
affect the
the services
and welfare
welfare of
of
of the
the economic
economic process,
nothing in
persons engaged in
in other
other steps
steps of
process, nothing
in
this section
section shall deprive such persons
persons of
prior
of the right
right to be
be heard prior
to approval
approval by
by the
President of
of such
such code
The President
President
poto
the President
code or
or codes.
codes. The
Imposition of condi
tionpfor
tions
for protection
may-,. as a
a condition
approval of
any such
such code,
rotnetion of- may,
condition of
of his approval
of any
code, impose
impose such
such
consumers, et.
conditions
consumers,
etc.
conditions (including requirements
requirements for the making
making of
a reports
reports and
and
the keeping of accounts)
protection of consumers,
consumers, competiaccounts) for the protection
furtherance of
public intertors, employees, and others,
others, and
and in furtherance
of the
the public
interExnptions
such
Exceptions and ex- est, and may provide
provide
such
exceptions
to
and
exemptions
from
the
exceptions
to
and
exemptions
from the
emptions.
provisions of such code, as the
in his
deems
the President
President in
his discretion
discretion deems
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the policy herein declared.
declared.
stitPdPargVardtb
(b) After
the President
approved any
any such
the
stApproed odeto
(b)
After the
President shall
shall have
have approved
such code,.
code, the
compbetition.
rovisions of
of such
code
shall be
be the
the standards
standards of
of fair
fair com
pet
iti on
tition.
provisions
such
code
shall
competition
e e
Violations
or industry
or subdivision
unfair
pratice.
for such
practice. deemed Lr
such trade
trade or
industry or
subdivision thereof.
thereof. Any
Any violation
violation of
of
such standards in any transaction
transaction in or affecting
affecting interstate or
or foreign
commerce shall be deemed an unfair method.
competition in cornmethod of competition
comVol. 39
39, p.
P. 717.
merce
Federal Trade
Commission Act,
merce within
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
the Federal
Trade Commission
Act, as
as
amended;
amended; but nothing in this title
to impair
the
title shall
shall be
be construed to
impair the
powers of the Federal Trade Commission under such Act, as
as
amended.
amended.
terisdltion
of diedis- (c)
( c ) The
The several district courts of the United States are hereby
Jurisdiction of
hereby
triet
trict
courts to restrain
restrain
violations.
invested
violations,
with jurisdiction
jurisdiction to prevent
prevent and restrain violations
violations of any
any
code of fair competition approved under this title;
title. and it shall be
be
the duty of the several district attorneys
of the
the United
United States,
States, in
in
attorneys of
direction of
th e Att
orney GenGen their respective districts
districts, under the direction
of the
Attorney
eral, to institute proceedings
proceedings in equity to prevent
prevent and restrain such
such
violations.
ofEstablishment
Etplsho
(d) Upon
his own
own motion,
motion, or
is made
made to
to the
dn by
(d)
pon his
or if
if complaint
complaint is
the President
President
of
compulsory code
President.
that abuses inimical to the public interest and contrary
contrary to the policy
herein declared are prevalent in any trade or industry or subdivision
Noti
and hearing thereof, and if no
no code
code of fair competition therefor has theretofore
Notice and hearing thereof, and if
required.
been approved
approved by the President, the President, after such public
notice and hearing as he shall specify, may prescribe and approve
aacode of fair competition
competition for such trade or industry or subdivision
subdivision
Effectofcode.
thereof,
kffect
of code,
thereof, which shall have the same effect as a
a code of fair competition approved by the President under subsection (a) of this section.
Importation
f corn- (e) approved
motion,
any
o organization,
Importation
ofaffectany labor
organization, or
peive
articlesaffect
(e)On
labor
or any
any trade
trade
petitive
articles
,On his own motion, or if any
lug
or industrial
ing maintenance
maintenance of
of or
industrial organization,
organization, association,
association ,or
or group,
group, which has complied
complied
President
code,
with the provisions of this title, shall make complaint
complaint to the President

Approval
Approval
President.

by
by

the
the
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that
article or
are being imported into
into the
the United
United States
States
that any
any article
or articles are
substantial quantities
production
domestic production
quantities or increasing
increasing ratio to domestic
in substantial
articles and
under
and on
on such terms or under
of any
any competitive
competitive article
article or articles
such conditions
conditions as
to render
render ineffective
ineffective or seriously to
endanger the
to endanger
the
as to
such
Investigation by
by TarInvestigation
Tarmaintenance
any code
code or
or agreement
agreement under
under this title,
title, the
the President
President iff
of any
maintenance of
iff Commission.
Commission.
may
cause
an
immediate
investigation
to
be
made
by
the
United
may cause an immediate investigation
Commission, which shall
give precedence
precedence to investigashall give
States Tariff Commission,
tions
investigation and such
such Notice
Notice and
and hearing.
if, after
after such
such investigation
subsection, and if,
this subsection,
tions under this
public
the President
President shall find
shall specify,
specify, the
hearing as
as he shall
public notice and hearing
the
existence of
of such
such facts,
facts, he shall, in order to effectuate
President to prescribe
President
prescribe
the policy
policy terms,
effectuate the
the existence
terms, etc.,
etc., for
for admisof
that the
the article
article or
shall be
be sion
or articles
articles concerned
concerned shall
of this
this title,
title, direct
direct that
sion of articles.
articles.
permitted
States only upon
upon such terms and
entry into the United States
permitted entry
Limitation of
of total
total
conditions
such Limitation
the payment of such fees and to such
and subject to
to the
conditions and
quantity.
limitations
which may
may be imported (in the admitted quantity.
limitations in the total quantity which
course
of any
periods) as he
find it necessary
necessary
he shall find
any specified
specified period or periods)
course of
to prescribe
in order
that the
or tend
tend
shall not render or
entry thereof
thereof shall
the entry
order that
to
prescribe in
President may forforineffective any
agreement made
In bid
made under this title. In
code or agreement
any code
to render
render ineffective
importations unless
un
bid importations
importer
license
importer
license
obof
order to enforce any limitations imposed on the total quantity of
tained.
imports,
specified period
article or
or articles
articles
any article
period or periods, of any
any specified
imports, in
in any
under this
subsection, the
President may forbid
forbid the importation of
of
the President
this subsection,
under
obtained
the importer shall have first obtained
unless the
article or articles unless
such article
Administration of
Administration
from
Treasury aa license
regu- terms,
such regulicense pursuant
pursuant to such
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
from the
the Secretary
etc., imposed by
t
gsnrd
aitit, imposed by
lations
as
the
President
may
prescribe.
Upon
information
of
any
President.
lations as the President may prescribe. Upon information
action
by the
the President
subsection the
the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
President under this subsection
action by
Treasury shall, through the proper officers, permit entry of the
the
Treasury
article
only upon such terms and conditions and
specified only
or articles
articles specified
article or
subject to
to such
such fees,
limitations in
in the
the quantity
which may
quantity which
to such
such limitations
fees, to
subject
be imported,
requirements of license, as the President
President
to such requirements
be
imported, and to
Decision conclusive.
directed. The decision
decision of the President as to facts shall
shall have directed.
Conditions and limiConditions
condition or limitation
limitation of entry under this sub- tations,
be conclusive.
conclusive. Any condition
tations, effective
effective pepesection shall
shall continue
continue in effect until the President shall find and riod.
section
inform
Secretary of the Treasury that the conditions which
which led
inform the
the Secretary
to the imposition
imposition of such condition
condition or limitation upon entry no
residnty

longer
longer exists.
exists.
(f)
competition has been approved
approved or pre(f) When aa code of fair competition
scribed
President under this title, any violation of any proscribed by
by the President
vision
thereof in
transaction in or affecting
affecting interstate
interstate, or foreign
any transaction
vision thereof
in any
commerce
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof an
a misdemeanor
commerce shall be a
offender shall be fined not more than $500
$500 for each offense,
offense, and each
each
offender
a separate offense.
day such violation continues shall be deemed a
AGREEMENTS AND LICENSES
AGREEMENTS

Violations of provipro% 1Mons of code.
sions

Penalty.

Agreements
Agreements
oenses.

and li-

rt
ho
toritL to
er
f PresiSEc.
4. (a)
The President
President is
is authorized
authorized to
enter into
into agreements
SEC. 4.
(a) The
to enter
agreements dent
deAnth
tenter
tradel-

areements.
voluntary agreements between and among, per- agreements.
and to
to approve
approve voluntary
with, and
organizations, and trade
industry,; labor organizations,
a trade or industry
sons engaged in a
relating to any
or industrial organizations, associations, or groups, relating
in
trade or industry, if
if in his judgment such agreements
agreements will aid in
trade
effectuating the policy of this title with respect to transactions in or
effectuating
affecting interstate
interstate or foreign commerce,
commerce, and will be consistent with Ante, p. 196.
3 for a
a A t t, p. 19
requirements of clause (2) of subsection (a) of section 3
the requirements
code of fair competition.
(b) Whenever
Whenever the
President shall
shall find
or Licenses.
ssue of,
of, to business
business
find that
that destructive
destructive wage
wage or
(b)
the President
Issue
de

price
cutting or
or other activities contrary to the policy of this title
price cutting
any subdivision
subdivision
industry or any
are
being practiced
practiced in
any trade
trade or
or industry
in any
are being
thereof, and, after such public notice and hearing
hearing as he shall specify,
shall find it essential
enterprises in order to make
essential to license business enterprises
effective
competition or an agreement
effective a
a code of fair competition
agreement under this title
or otherwise
otherwise to effectuate the policy of this title, and shall publicly

enterprises when
unfair
whenundfair
practices in trade or
Industry.
industry.

teprs
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so announce,
after a
date fixed
fixed in .such announceannouncea date
shall, after
no person
person shall,
announce, no
business so
ment, engage
engage in
in or
or carry
carry on
any business,
or affecting
interstate or
or
affecting interstate
in or
business, in
on any
ment,

ess
Engaging
wiT
gu
afinficse
i
e
nnbin
us prolicense
without
hibited.
hibited

foreign
commerce, specified
specified in
such announcement,
announcement, unless
unless he
shall
he shall
in such
foreign commerce,
have
first obtained
obtained aa license
issued pursuant
pursuant to
as
regulations as
such regulations
to such
license issued
have first
Revocation °incense. the
the President
prescribe. The President
President may suspend or revoke
President shall prescribe.
Revocationoflicense.
any such
such license,
license, after
due notice
notice and
and opportunity
for
hearing, for
opportunity for hearing,
Finality
afer due
revoking any
Finality of revoking
order.
violations of
terms or
or conditions
thereof. Any
the
order of the
Any order
conditions thereof.
the terms
of the
violations
order.
President suspending
shall be
if
be filial
final if
license shall
any such
such license
revoking any
or revoking
suspending or
President
with law.
law. Any
who, without
such aa license
without such
person who,
Any person
Penalty for
violation. in
accordance with
in accordance
for violation.
Penalty
or in
in violation
violation of
carries on
on any
any such busithereof, carries
condition thereof,
any condition
of any
or
ness
for which
which a
license is
is so
shall, upon
thereof,
conviction thereof,
upon conviction
so required,
required, shall,
a license
ness for
be fined
$500, or
months,
six months,
than six
more than
not more
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
than $500,
more than
not more
fined not
be
or both,
such violation
violation continues
continues shall
be deemed
deemed aa
shall be
day such
each day
and each
or
both, and
Expiration of authorExpirationOfauthorseparate
Notwithstanding
the
provisions
of
section
(c),
offense.
Notwithstanding
provisions
of
section
22 (c),
ity.
Artie,
p. 196.
Ante p.196.
this subsection
subsection shall cease to be in effect at the expiration
expiration of one
year
after the
of enactment
sooner if the Presior sooner
of this Act or
enactment of
date of
the date
year after
dent shall
shall by
proclamation or
shall by joint resolution
Congress shall
or the
the Congress
by proclamation
dent
declare that
that the
recognized by
by section
section 11 has ended.
ended.
the emergency
emergency recognized
declare
Antitrust
laws not
in the case of aalicense, while
effect (or in
title is
is in
in effect
S
EC. 5. While
this title
While this
not
SEC.
Antitabst tolaws
codes,
applicable
codes,
applcable
section
4 (a)
(a) is
is in.
effect) and
for sixty
thereafter, any
any code,
agreements,
code,
sixty days
days thereafter,
in effect)
and for
section 4
agreements, etc.
agreement,
license approved,
approved, prescribed,
prescribed, or
in effect
effect
and in
issued and
or issued
or license
agreement, or
under
complying with the
the provisions
action complying
any action
and any
title, and
this title,
under this
periodj_shall be exempt from the provithereof taken during such period,
sions
sions of the antitrust laws of the United States.
Businesses
exempt.
in this
this Act, and
and no
no regulation
shall preregulation thereunder,
thereunder, shall
Nothing in
exemptBsinosses
Limitations upon apLimitations
plication of
vent
individual from
labor and
manual labor
of manual
the vocation
vocation of
from pursuing
pursuing the
an individual
vent an
of title.
title.
plication
selling
trading the
products thereof;
thereof; nor shall anything
anything in this
the products
or trading
selling or
anyone from marketing
marketing or
thereunder, prevent anyone
regulation thereunder,
Act, or regulation
trading
trading the produce of his farm.

a

LIMITATIONS
UPON APPLICATION
APPLICATION OF TITLE
LIMITATIONS IIPON

SEC.
So . 6.
6' (a) No trade or industrial association or group shall be
eligible to receive the benefit of the provisions of this title until it
files
statement containing
information
containing such information
a statement
with the President a
files with
relating to the activities
activities of the association or group as the President
President
shall by regulation
regulation prescribe.
;tides
end regulaprescribe rules and regulations
tles and
reside(b) The President
President is authorized to prescribe
tIon 5.
ion,
designed
designed to insure that any organization
organization availing itself of the benerepresentative of the trade or industry
fits of this title shall be truly representative
subdivision thereof represented by such organization. Any organor subdivision
ization
regulation shall cease to be entitled
such rule or regulation
ization violating any suci.
to the benefits of this title.
cfrticitn b
PInvstlationa
by
(c)
request of
of the President,
President, the
the Federal
(c) Upon the request
Federal Trade ComConrederat
call- mission
shall make
make such
such investigations
may be
necessary to
to enable
enable
viesion.
mission,
mission shall
investigations as
as may
be necessary
the President
President to carry out the provisions of this title, and for such
such
purposes the Commission shall have all the powers vested in it
it with
purposes
respect of investigations under the Federal Trade Commission Act,
respect
as amended.
Conditions
S
EC. 7. (a)
(a) Every code of fair competition, agreement, and license
SE.
conditions required
required
or issued under this title shall contain the
prescribed, or
leses. ses.
approved, prescribed,
m codes,
licen
agreements, approved,
and
following conditions: (1)
(1) That employees
employees shall have the right to
of their
representatives of
organize and bargain collectively
collectively through
through representatives
own choosing, and shall be free from the interference, restraint, or
or
coercion of employers of labor, or their agents, in the designation
designation of
coercion
such representatives
concerted
representatives or in self-organization
self-organization or in other concerted
bargaining or other mutual
mutual
activities for the purpose of collective bargaining
protection; (2) that no employee
employee and no one seeking employemployaid or protection;
ment shall be required as a
employment to join any
a condition of employment
tsatements

Statements of trade,
trade,
etc., associations
associations before
before
benefits to accrue,
accrue.
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company union
assisting
joining, organizing, or assisting
from joining,
refrain from
to refrain
or to
union or
company
(3) that employers
labor organization
organization of
own choosing; and (3)
his own
of his
aa labor
comply with the maximum hours of labor, minimum rates of
shall comply
pay,
and other
other conditions
conditions of
prescribed by
approved or prescribed
employment, approved
of employment,
pay, and
the
President.
the President.

Employer -employee
aEmployer-emplofyee
far as practicable,
(b) The
practicable, afford every oppor- wage
so far
shall, so
President shall,
The President
(b)
hours of
wage and
and hours
of
work
agreements.
agreements.
work
industry or subditunity
to employers
and employees
any trade
trade or industry
in any
employees in
employers and
tunity to

vision thereof
thereof with
referred to in
conditions referred
the conditions
which the
to which
respect to
with respect
vision
clauses (1)
and (2)
subsection (a)
(a) prevail, to
mutual
to establish by mutual
of subsection
(2) of
(1) and
clauses
agreement,
standards as
the maximum hours of labor, minias to
to the
the standards
agreement, the
employment as may
mum
pay, and such other conditions of employment
of pay,
rates of
mum rates
be
necessary in
in such
such trade
trade or
or industry
industry or
or subdivision
to
thereof to
subdivision thereof
be necessary

effectuate the
of this
this title;
and the
the standards
standards established
established in
in
title; and
policy of
the policy
effectuate
such agreements,
when approved
by the
the President,
President, shall have the
approved by
agreements, when
such

Effectiveness of apof apprEfectieness
proved
agreements.
Ante,
196.
Ante, p. 196.

APPLICATION OF
OF AGRICULTURAL
ACT
ADJUSTMENT ACT
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
APPLICATION

cultural
Application
Adjustment
of
Adjustment
cultural
Act.
Act.

p.
President
the
same
effect
as
a
code
of
fair
approved
by
President
competition,
fair
of
same effect as a code
under subsection
subsection (a)
of section 3.
(a) of
under
Code authorized.
authorized,
Code
(c) Where
such mutual
mutual agreement
been approved
approved by the when
has been
agreement has
no such
Where no
(c)
mutual agreePresident
he may
may investigate
investigate the
approved.
not approved.
ment not
wages, ment
policies, wages,
practices, policies,
labor practices,
the labor
President he
hours of
of labor,
conditions of
of employment
employment in
in such trade or
and conditions
labor, and
hours
industry
subdivision thereof; and upon the basis of such investior subdivision
industry or
gations,
and after
such hearings
hearings as the President finds advisable,
advisable, he
after such
gations, and
is authorized
to prescribe
limited code
code of fair competition fixing
prescribe aa limited
authorized to
is
such maximum
maximum hours
of labor,
labor, minimum
minimum rates
pay, and
other
and other
of pay,
rates of
hours of
such
conditions of
of employment
in the
subdivision
or industry or subdivision
trade or
the trade
employment in
conditions
Effectiveness.
effectuate the Effectivenessthereof investigated
as he
be necessary
necessary to effectuate
to be
finds to
he finds
investigated as
thereof
policy of
this title,
which shall
shall have
effect as
code of
fair
of fair
as aacode
same effect
the same
have the
title, which
of this
policy
competition approved
approved by
President under
(a) of
under subsection (a)
the President
by the
competition
section 3.
The President may
differentiate according to experience
may differentiate
3. The
section
and
skill of
affected and
according to the locality of
and according
employees affected
the employees
of the
and skill
employment;
but no
no attempt
attempt shall be
introduce any classimade to introduce
be made
employment; but
fication
to the
of the
involved which
which might
might
work involved
the work
nature of
the nature
according to
fication according
tend
to set
set aamaximum
minimum wage.
as a
a minimum
as well as
maximum as
tend to
Terms
construel.
Terms construed.
(d) As
used in
this title,
"person' includes any indi- "Person."
title, the term "person"
in this
As used
(d)
"Person."
"Interstate
and
foranl for"interstate
terms
the
corporation;
vidual,
partnership,
association,
trust,
or
corporation;
and
or
trust,
association,
vidual, partnership,
eign commerce"; "inor for'eig
tr"tate or
"
interstate and
and foreign
foreign commerce
commerce"" and
"interstate or
or foreign
com- terstate
foreign comand "interstate
foreign com
com"interstate
mrce."
commerce merce."
merce
except where
otherwise indicated, trade or commerce
where otherwise
" include,
include, except
merce "
among the
the several
several States
and with
with foreign
foreign nations,
between the
nations, or between
States and
among
District
Territory of the United States and any
District of Columbia or any Territory
State,
Territory,
or
foreign
nation,
between any insular possesor between
nation, or
foreign
or
Territory,
State,
sions or
other places
under the
jurisdiction of the United States, or
the jurisdiction
places under
or other
sions
Territory of
between any
any such
such possession
possession or place and any State or Territory
between
the
United States
States or
District of Columbia or any foreign nation,
the District
or the
the United
or within
within the
Columbia or any Territory or any insular
of Columbia
District of
the District
or
possession or
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States.
or other
other place under
possession

construed to repeal or modify
be construed
not be
Site.
(a) This
title shall
shall not
This title
8. (a)
SEC. 8.

Application of Agri-

not re
Provisions not
re-

Provisions

any of
the provisions
title IIof the Act entitled "An Act to relieve peled.'
of title
provisions of
of the
any
agricultural
the
existing national
economic emergency
increasing agricultural
emergency by increasing
national economic
the existing
purchasing power, to raise revenue for extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
purchasing
incurred by reason
reason of such emergency,
emergency, to provide emergency relief
incurred
agricultural indebtedness,
indebtedness, to provide for the orderly
respect to agricultural
with respect
purposes',
joint-stock land banks, and for other purposes",
liquidation of joint-stock
I of said Act approved
approved
approved May
approved May 12, 1933; and such title I
Citation.
ctatuo.p. 31.
12, 1933,
purposes be
referred to as the Ante,
be hereafter referred
all purposes
for all
may for
1933, may
12,
t e
"Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act."
"Agricultural
Delegation of funcof iS
tO authorized.
con- tions
(b)
discretion in order
order to avoid conmay, in his discretion,
President may,
The President
(b) The
theta
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act and
administration of
the administration
in the
flicts in
title
powers under this title
this
of his functions and powers
any of
delegate any
title, delegate
this title,
Pealed
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with respect
respect to
trades, industries,
thereof which
which are
are
with
to trades,
industries, or
or subdivisions
subdivisions thereof
engaged in
in the
handling of
of any
agricultural commodity
or product
engaged
the handling
any agricultural
commodity or
product
thereof,
to the
thereof, or
or of
of any
any competing
competing commodity
commodity or
or product
product thereof,
thereof, to
the
Secretary
Agriculture.
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Oil
regulation.
Oil regulation.

OIL
REGULATION
OIL REGULATION

Regulation of
of oil-pipe
oil-pipe
lines.
Executive
Exeeutive Orders
Orders
Nos. 6199, July 11, 1033;
6204,,Su;.
July ly11331933;
14, 1933,
6l9,

SE.
S
E°. 9.
9. (a) The
The President
President is
is further
authorized to
to initiate
before
further authorized
initiate before
the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission proceedings
prethe Interstate
proceedings necessary
necessary to
to preregulations to control
scribe regulations
control the
the operations
operations of
of oil
oil pipe
pipe lines and
and to
to
Transportation
Transportation rates fix
fix reasonable
for the
of petropetroreasonable,l compensatory
compensatory rates
rates for
the transportation
transportation of
tobefixed,
to
be fixed
leum and its products by pipe lines, and
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
and the
Commission shall
grant preference
preference to
to the
the hearings
hearings and
determinaCommission
shall grant
and determination
tion of such cases.
m
Transportation moTransportation
o(b) The President
proceedings to
President is authorized
authorized to institute proceedings
divorce
to divorce
nopolies.
Proceedings against. from
from any
any holding
holding company
company any
pipe-line company
controlled by
any pipe-line
company controlled
by
such holding
which pipe-line
by unfair
unfair practices
practices
such
holding company
company which
pipe-line company
company by
or by
the transportation
transportation of
or its
its
or
by exorbitant
exorbitant rates
rates in
in the
of petroleum
petroleum or
monopoly.
products tends
tends to create
create aamonopoly.
Prohibiti'on on
ontran
(c) The President
Prohibition
trans(C)
President is authorized
authorized to prohibit
in
prohibit the transportation
transportation in
state,
portation
etc.,ofcommerce
oil in interof
interstate and
of
petroleum
and the
the products
products
state,
etc.
commerce
of interstate
and foreign
foreign commerce
commerce
of
petroleum
and
quantity
excess of
quantity in
in excess
of
State,
etc., limitation, thereof
thereof produced
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from storage
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storage by
by any
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regulation or
board,
law or valid regulation
or order
order prescribed
prescribed thereunder,
thereunder, by
by any
any board,
commission,
officer, or other
duly authorized
commission, officer,
other duly
authorized agency
State. Any
Any
agency of
of aaState.
penalty.
violation
Penalty.
violation of
of any
any order
order of
of the
the President
issued under
under the
provisions
President issued
the provisions
of this
of
shall be
punishable by
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
this subsection
subsection shall
be punishable
by fine
fine of
of not
not to
$1,000,
or
imprisonment for
to exceed
exceed six
both.
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for not
not to
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SEC.
authorized to prescribe such rules
SEC. 10. (a) The President is authorized
and
regulations as may be necessary
necessary to carry out the purposes of
and regulations
of
this title, and fees for licenses and for filing codes of fair competition and agreements, and any violation of
of any such
such rule or
regulaor regula-

tion shall be punishable by fine of not to exceed $500,
$500, or
imprisonor imprisonment for not to exceed six months, or both.
both.
(b) The President
President may from time to time cancel
cancel or modify any
any
order, approval, license, rule, or regulation
regulation issued under this title;
title;
and each agreement, code of fair competition,
competition, or license approved,
approved,
prescribed,
prescribed, or issued under this title shall contain
contain an express proprovision
that effect.
effect.
vision to
to that
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SECo
the
SECTION" 201. (a) To effectuate the purposes of this title, the
President
hereby authorized to create aa Federal Emergency
President is
is hereby
Emergency
Administration
Administration of
of Public
Public Works, all the powers
powers of which shall be
exercised by
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administrator
Administrator of
of Public
Public Works
Works
exercised
by aaFederal
(hereafter referred
(hereafter
referred to as the "Administrator"),
to establish
establish
"Administrator"), and
and to
such agencies,
agencies, to accept and utilize such voluntary and uncompen-

pre-

pre-

such officers and employees,
employees, and to utilize such Federal
Federal officers and
employees,
employees, and, with the consent of the State, such State and local
local
officers
officers and employees
employees as he may find necessary, to prescribe
prescribe their
authorities,
responsibilities, and tenure,
authorities, duties, responsibilities,
tenure, and, without
without re-ard
regard
to the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended, to fix the compensation
compensation
of any officers and employees so appointed. The President
President may dele-
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gate
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designate or appoint.
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as he
employees as
agents,
(b) The
may, without
regard to
service
civil service
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to the
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Administrator may,
The Administrator
(b)
laws
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the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
as
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appoint
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Act
laws or the Classification

fix the
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officers and
and
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fix
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the provisions
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this Expenditures.
provisions of
necessary to
to carry
carry out
employees as
are necessary
title;
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expenditures (including
(including expenditures
pendt
for Printing
expenditures for
such expenditures
may make
and may
title; and
and bindpersonal services
services and
the seat
seat of
of government
government and
elsewhere, ing.Printing and bindand elsewhere,
at the
rent at
and rent
personal
for
of reference,
reference, and
and for
for paper,
printing and
paper, printing
books of
and books
books and
law books
for law
binding) as
as are
are necessary
necessary to
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title.
this title.
out the
carry out
to carry
binding)
Funds available.
(c)
All
such
compensation,
expenses,
and
allowances
shall
be Funds available.
be
shall
allowances
and
expenses,
(c) All such compensation,
paid
of funds
funds made
made available
by this Act.
available by
out of
paid out
Termination of pow(d) After
After the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the enactenact- er.Termination of powdate of
the date
after the
years after
of two
two years
(d)
ment
Act, or
if the
the President
President shall
proclamashall by proclamasooner if
or sooner
this Act,
of this
ment of
tion
shall by
by joint
joint resolution
resolution declare
that the
emerthe emerdeclare that
Congress shall
the Congress
or the
tion or
gency
recognized
by
section
1
has
ended,
the
President
shall
shall not
President
the
ended,
has
1
section
by
recognized
gency
make any
any further
or grants
or enter
enter upon
any new
construcnew construcupon any
grants or
loans or
further loans
make
Transfer of agencies.
tion
under
this
title,
and
any
agencies
established
hereunder
shall Transfer of agencies.
shall
hereunder
established
agencies
any
and
tion under this title,
cease
to exist
exist and
and any
their remaining
remaining functions
transbe transshall be
functions shall
of their
any of
cease to
ferred
departments of
the President
shall
President shall
as the
Government as
the Government
of the
such departments
to such
ferred to
Proviso. funds prior
borrower under
designate:
That he
may issue
issue funds
funds to
under Proviso.
to a
a borrower
he may
Provided, That
designate: Provided,
Issue of funds
prior
January 23,1939.
23, 1939.
to January
of any agree- to
the terms
terms of
this title
January 23,
1939, under
under the
23, 1939,
to January
prior to
title prior
this
ment, or
any commitment
bid upon
or purchase
bonds, entered
entered
purchase bonds,
upon or
to bid
commitment to
or any
ment,
into
with such
such borrower
borrower prior
the date
termination, under
this
under this
of termination,
date of
to the
prior to
into with
section,
the President to make loans.
of the
power of
the power
of the
section, of
Program of
of public
public
Program
the President,
President works
202. The
under the
direction of
SEC.
SEC. 202.
The Administrator,
Administrator, under
the direction
of the
to be prepared.
wollrkosjects
o be
incrnea .
shall
which shall
shall Projects included.
works, which
public works,
of public
program of
comprehensive program
prepare aacomprehensive
shall prepare
include
among other
the following:
following: (a)
(a) Construction, repair,
things the
other things
include among
and improvement
improvement of
of public
highways and
ways, public buildpark ways,
and park
public highways
and
ings, and
and any
publicly owned
owned instrumentalities
instrumentalities and
and facilities;
facilities; (b)
any publicly
ings,
conservation and
and development
of natural resources,
resources, including condevelopment of
conservation
trol, utilization,
utilization, and
and purification
or
waters, prevention of soil or
of waters,
purification of
trol,
transmission of eleccoastal
development of water power,
power, transmission
erosion, development
coastal erosion,
improvements
trical
construction of river and harbor improvements
and construction
energy, and
trical energy,
drainage
and flood
flood control
construction of any river or drainage
control and also the construction
and
obligation incurred
improvement required
required to
perform or satisfy any obligation
incurred
to perform
improvement
Construction
und"er
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tConstruct'
Government treaty
a treaty
by the
the United
States through
through a
treaty with a
a foreign Government
United States
by
obligations.
obligation
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use of any State
heretofore ratified
or develop for
for the
the use
restore or
to restore
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ratified and
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performance
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citizens water taken from or denied to them by performance
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or
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on the
of the United States of treaty obligations
part of
the part
on
assumed: Provided,
Provided, That
no river
or harbor
harbor improvements
improvements shall
shall be
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Proi.sos.
river or
That no
assumed:
iver and
harbor
impver ment harbor
heretofore or hereafter
have heretofore
carried out
out unless
unless they
shall have
hereafter been Improvements.
they shall
carried
adopted by
Congress or
are recommended
recommended by
by the
of EngiEngi- Approvalrequired.
the Chief
Chief of
the Congress
or are
adopted
by the
Approval required.
character
neers of
of the
the United
United States
projects of the character
(c) any projects
States Army; (c)
neers
heretofore constructed
carried on either directly by public authorconstructed or carried
heretofore
ity
aid to
the interests
public;
general public;
interests of the general
serve the
to serve
public aid
with public
or with
ity or
(d)
construction, reconstruction,
alteration, or repair under public
reconstruction, alteration,
(d) construction,
regulation or
control of
slum-clearance projof low-cost housing and slum-clearance
or control
regulation
(e) any project (other than those included in the foregoing
foregoing
ects; (e)
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classes) of
of any
character heretofore eligible for loans under subsub- Vol
any character
classes)
section (a)
(a) of
Construction
Emergency Relief and Construction
of section
section 201 of the Emergency
section
(a)
Act
of 1932,
(3) of such subsection (a)
paragraph (3)
and paragraph
amended, and
as amended,
1932, as
Act of
shall for
for such
purposes be held to include loans for the construction
construction
such purposes
shall
or
completion of hospitals the operation of which is partly financed
financed
or completion
from public
public funds,
and of
reservoirs and pumping plants and for
for
of reservoirs
funds, and
from
Construction of anaof n
opinion of the President
the
President valConstruction
esse
construction of dry docks; and if in the opinion
vessels.
the construction
the
it
seems
desirable,
the
construction
of
vessels
terms
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naval
it seems desirable, the construction of
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aircraft and technical construction
construction for the Army Air Corps and

Atrmy
Army housing proj- such Army housing projects as the
President may approve, and
ects, etc.

provision
of original
mechanization or motororiginal equipment for the mechanization
provision of
ization
of such
Army tactical
units as
as he
he may
may designate:
Provided,
ization of
such Army
tactical units
designate: Provided,
Proviso,
Suspension
however, That
That in
in the
the event
of an
agreement for
for the
the
international agreement
an international
event of
naval however,
o naval
useion of
and military construcconstrue- further limitation of armament, to
which the United States is
UM.
tion.
signatory, the President is hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to
suspend,
in whole
in part,
any such
naval or
or military
military construction
construction
suspend, in
whole or
or in
part, any
such naval
or
mechanization and
and motorization
motorization of
of Army
Army units:
or mechanization
units: Provided
Provided furfurther, That
That this
this title
shall
not
be applicable
to
public
works under
under
title
Cther,
shall
not
be
applicable
to
public
works
Construction under
Architect
the jurisdiction
control of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol or of any
or control
a the
jurisdiction or
theuCapArountect of the
itol.
commission or committee
committee for which such Architect
Architect is the contracting
contracting
and/or executive
executive officer.
officer.
and/or
IUnemployment
SEc. 203. (a)
increasing employment quickly (while
Unemployment
reSnc.
(a) With aaview to increasing
lief.
reasonably
securing
States) the Presireasonably
securing
any
loans
made
by the United
United States)
e
aa encies to he ere
atAenies
to be cre - dent is authorized and empowered,
empowered, through the Administrator
Administrator or
or
(1) to
through such other agencies as he may designate or create, (1)
to conof pubstruct finance
construction or financing of any public.
finance, or
or aid
aid in the construction
Construction of
pub- struct,
lie works project.
included in the program
program prepared
pursuant to
works project
project included
prepared pursuant
to section
section
202; (2)
such terms
terms, as
the President
to make
make
(2) upon such
as the
President shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, to
grants to States, municipalities,
Grants to States.
States,
municipalities, or other public bodies for the construction ' repair, or improvement of any such project, but
but no
no such
struction,
such
Limit.
grant shall be in excess
Limit,
excess of 30 per centum
centurn of the cost of the labor and
Acquisition of prop- materials
materials employed upon such project; (3) to acquire by purchase,
purchase, or
by exercise of the power of eminent domain, any real or personal
orty. ert.
personal
property in
in connection
connection with the
the construction
construction of
of any such
such project,
project,
Sales.
and to sell any security acquired
Sales.
an.d
acquired or any property so constructed or
acquired or to lease any such
mica property
property with
with or without
without the
the privilege
privilege
Provisos,
of purchase:
purchase: Provided,
That all
moneys received
received from
from any
any such
such sale
sale
Provided, That
all moneys
Use of
oproceeds.
of
Use
proceeds,
or lease or the repayment
repayment of any loan shall be used to
to retire
retire obligaobligaPost,
p. 206.
206.
Poet, p.
tions issued pursuant to section 209 of this Act, in
addition to
in addition
to any
any
ma
Railroad mainteother moneys
required. to
be used
for such
purpose (4)
(4) to
to aid
in
Raeilrod
mnte- other
moneys required
to be
used for
such purpose;
aid in
nance.
financing of such railroad
railroad maintenance
the financing
maintenance and equipment
equipment as
as may
may
be approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission as desirable
for the improvement of transportation
transportation facilities; and (5)
advance '
(5) to advance,
upon request of the Commission
Commission having jurisdiction of
of the
the project,
unappropriated balance of the sum authorized
authorized, for carrying
carrying out
the unappropriated
out
the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide for
for the
Library
of
construction and
and equipment
equipment of
an annex
annex to
Library of
Conconstruction
LinbnesracotOontrsi
the Library
of an
to the
of ConVol.
46, p.
P. 6a
3.
gress ", approved June
June 13,
13, 1930
Stat. 583);
583) ;such
such advance
advance to
ol.4,
a3.
gress",
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
to b
bee
Commission
and
in
accordance
expended under the direction of such
such Commission and in accordance
revenues
Balanceand
0(8 tate,
expend'.
etc., with
Provided That
That in
extend any
any aid
aid or
or
revlaneaoftatexetne,
with such
such Act:
Act: Provided,
in deciding
deciding to extend
tures.
grant hereunder to any State, county, or municipality
President
tures.
municipality the President
may consider whether action is in process or in good faith assured
assured
therein reasonably
reasonably designed to bring the ordinary current
expenditherein
current expenditures thereof within the prudently estimated
estimated. revenues
revenues thereof. The
Applicability
provisions of
section and
and section
section 202
202 shall
to public
public
Applicability of
pro- provisions
of prothis section
of this
shall extend to
visions,
works in the several States, Hawaii, Alaska
Alaska, the District of ColumCanal Zone,
Zone and
and the
the Virgin
Islands.
bia, Puerto Rico, the Canal
Virgin Islands
Travelexpenses.
Travel
expenses.
(b)
for authorized
authorized travel
travel by
and
(b) All
ll expenditures
expenditures for
by officers
officers and
employees, including subsistence, required on account of any Federal
public-works projects,
projects, shall be charged to
to the amounts allocated to
public-works
such projects, notwithstanding any other provisions
provisions of law; and
and
Personal
services,
there is authorized
services in
the
Personalserices
authorized to be employed
employed such personal services
in the
District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere as may be required to be engaged
engaged
upon such work and to be in addition to employees otherwise provided for, the compensation
compensation of such additional
additional personal services to
be aacharge
charge against the funds made available for such construction
work.
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Provisions applicable
(c) In
In the
the acquisition
any land
land or
or site
site for
purposes of
of to
lice for
sitecqisiions
the purposes
for the
of any
acquisition of
to site
acquisitions
(c)

Federal public
public buildings
buildings and
construction of such buildings
the construction
in the
and in
Federal

public buildings.
buildings.
public
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provided
for in
this title,
title, the
sections 305 Vol. 47 pp. 722,724.
in sections
contained in
provisions contained
the provisions
in this
provided for
and
306
of
the
Emergency
Relief
Construction
Act
of 1932, as
Construction
and
Relief
Emergency
the
of
and 306
amended, shall
amended,
shall apply.
apply.
Extension o
of benefits
benefits
as to Extension
his discretion,
(d) The
The President,
President, in
in his
discretion, and under such terms as
(d)
States, etc.
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, may
of the benefits of this title to any
extend any of
may extend
he
State,
or municipality
any constitutional
constitutional
notwithstanding any
municipality notwithstanding
county, or
State, county,
or legal
legal restriction
or limitation
limitation on
on the
right or
or power
of such State,
power of
the right
restriction or
or
county, or
borrow money
money or
indebtedness.
incur indebtedness.
or incur
to borrow
municipality to
or municipality
county,
Grants to State hight StatehighGrant
con- way
SEC : 204.
(a) For
emergency confor emergency
providing for
of providing
purpose of
departments.
the purpose
For the
204. (a)
SEC.
Post,
993.
p.t,p.p.993.
is
struction of
public highways
and related
projects, the President
President
related projects,
highways and
of public
struction
Limit.
authorized
to
make
grants
to
the
highway
departments
of
the
several
Vol.
42,
p.
212.
Vol4 p 212
authorized to make grants to the highway departments of the several
States
less than
$400,000,000, to
expended by
to be expended
than $400,000,000,
not less
amount not
an amount
in an
States in
such departments
accordance with
with the
the provisions
Federal
the Federal
of the
provisions of
in accordance
departments in
such
Highway
Act,
approved
November
9,
1921,
as
amended
suppleand
amended
as
1921,
9,
November
approved
Act,
Highway
mented,
except as
as provided
this title, as
follows:
as follows:
in this
provided in
mented, except
Emergency construcconstrucEmergency
(1) For
For expenditure
expenditure in
in emergency
construction on the Federal
Federal tion
emergency construction
tion
on
aid
(1)
aid
Federal
on Federal
highway systems.
aid highway
highway system
system and
munici- highway
systems.
through municiinto and
and through
thereof into
extensions thereof
and extensions
aid
Apportionment
of
of
Apportionment
amount..
palities. The
The amount
amount apportioned
apportioned to
to any
any State
State under
paragraph amounment
this paragraph
under this
palities.
Post, pp. 996, 1057.
may be
pay all
all or
any part
the cost
cost of
of surveys,
surveys, plans,
and P ost, PP. 996,1057.
plans, and
of the
part of
or any
to pay
used to
be used
may
of
highway
and
bridge
construction
including
the
elimination
of
of highway and bridge construction including the elimination of
hazards to
to highway
traffic, such
such as
as the
the separation
grades at crossof grades
separation of
highway traffic,
hazards
ing, the
the reconstruction
reconstruction of
existing railroad
railroad grade
grade crossing
structures,
crossing structures,
of existing
ing,
the
eliminate railroad
railroad crossings,
crossings, the
the widento eliminate
highways to
of highways
relocation of
the relocation
ing
of narrow
narrow bridges
and roadways,
building of footpaths,
the building
roadways, the
bridges and
ing of
the replacement
replacement of
of unsafe
the construction
of routes to
construction of
bridges, the
unsafe bridges,
the
avoid
congested
areas,
the
construction
of
facilities
to improve
improve
to
facilities
of
construction
the
areas,
avoid congested
accessibility
the cost
cost of
of any
any other
and the
traffic, and
of traffic,
flow of
free flow
the free
and the
accessibility and
construction
safer traffic
facilities or
definitely
or definitely
traffic facilities
provide safer
will provide
that will
construction that
Use
of funds for land
Useoffundsforland
traffic. No acquisitions,
eliminate
existing hazards
to pedestrian
vehicular traffic.
or vehicular
pedestrian or
hazards to
eliminate existing
etc.,
denied.
funds
made
available
by
this
title
shall
be
used
for
the
acquisition
denied.
acquisition
the
for
used
be
funds made available by this title shall
of
land, right
right of
of way,
easement in connection
connection with any railor easement
way, or
any land,
of any
road
onst
project.
grade elimination
elimination project.
road grade
Emergency construc(2)
For expenditure
emergency construction
on secondary
tion feeder roads.
or tlonmeeSerroans
secondary or
construction on
in emergency
expenditure in
(2) For
feeder
roads to
agreed upon
upon by
State highway
highway departments
departments
the State
by the
be agreed
to be
feeder roads
Proviso.
and
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture:
Provided,
That
the
State
be
to be
to
Mlr'.e
or Maintenance
State or
the
That
and the Secretary of Agriculture: Provided,
provided.
responsible
provide for
for the
proper mainmain- provided.
the proper
shall provide
subdivision shall
political subdivision
responsible political
Availability of funds.
tenance of
roads. Such
for payment
payment Aaltyfun
available for
be available
shall be
grants shall
Such grants
said roads.
of said
tenance
of
full cost
cost of
of surveys,
improvement, and
construction of
and construction
plans, improvement,
surveys, plans,
the full
of the
secondary
or feeder
feeder roads,
roads, on
be submitted
submitted by
by
shall be
projects shall
which projects
on which
secondary or
of
the
State
highway
department
and
approved
the
Secretary
the
by
approved
and
the State highway department
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Apportionment
of
(b) Any
amounts allocated
allocated by
by the
President for
for grants
grants under
among States.
fApPotnment
under funds
the President
Any amounts
(b)
several
subsection (a)
(a) of
apportioned among the several
be apportioned
section shall be
this section
of this
subsection
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States
in accordance
provisions of
section Vol.42,p.217.
of section
the provisions
with the
accordance with
seven-eighths in
States seven-eighths
21
of
the
Federal
Highway
Act,
approved
November
9,
1921,
as
9,
November
approved
Act,
Highway
Federal
the
21 of
Amended to include
Colofnclude
amended and
supplemented (which
(which Act is hereby
hereby further amended themnde
and supplemented
Districttof
amended
umbia.
umbia.
for
the
purposes
of
this
title
to
include
the
District
Columbia),
Columbia),
of
District
the
include
to
title
this
of
for the purposes
and
one-eighth in
in the
the ratio
ratio which
the population
each State
State
of each
population of
which the
and one-eighth
bears
to
the
total
population
of
the
United
States,
according
to the
according
States,
United
the
of
bears to the total population
latest decennial
decennial census
census and
available on
1933 and
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be available
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latest
Matching of funds by
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part of
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not required.
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to
any
State
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the
State,
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State,
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by
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State
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to
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appropriations
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(C)
contracts involving the expenditure
expenditure of such grants shall
(c) All 'contracts
contain
of wages,
to be
be preprerates of
wages, to
provisions establishing
establishing minimum
minimum rates
contain provisions
determined
by the
State highway
highway department,
department, which
which contractors
contractors
the State
determined by
shall pay
pay to
to skilled
skilled and
and unskilled
unskilled labor,
labor, and
such minimum
minimum rates
rates
shall
and such
shall be
invitation for
for bids
and shall
be included
in
shall
be stated
stated in
in the
the invitation
bids and
shall be
included in
for the work.
for bids for
proposals for
(d) In the expenditure
Limitations of Fed(d)
expenditure of such amounts, the limitations in the
Highway Act
eral Highway
Act not
not
not
Federal Highway
Act, approved
approved November
November 9,
9, 1921,
1921, as
applicable.
applicable.
Federal
Highway Act,
as amended
amended and
and
supplemented,
highway construction,
reconstruction, and
and
upon highway
construction, reconstruction,
supplemented, upon
bridges
municipalities and upon payments per mile which
within municipalities
bridges within
may
be made
Federal funds,
funds, shall
shall not
not apply.
may be
made from
from Federal
apply.
Terms
Terms construed.
construed.
(e)
As
used
this
the
term
"
State
" includes the Territory
(e)
in
section
"
State"
"State."
"State."
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
the District
District of
of Columbia.
term ""highway
highway "" as
as
"Highway."
"Highway."
of
and the
Columbia. The
The term
Vol. 42, p. 212.
November.9,
9, 1921,
1921,
defined in
Federal Highway
approved November
the Federal
Highway Act
Act approved
defined
in the
ol. 42,p.212.
amended and supplemented,
supplemented, for
section, shall
for the purposes
purposes of this section,
as amended
may be designated
designated by
by
be deemed
deemed to
to include such main parkways as may
the State
and approved
by the
Secretary of
as part
of the
the
State and
approved by
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture as
part of
the
Federal-aid
highway system.
Federal-aid highway
system.
Agreement for rights
(f)
Whenever,
in
connection
with the
highway
Whenever,
in
connection
with
the construction
construction of
of any
any highway
ights
Agreementfor
(f)
of way over Federal
property.
property.
project under this section or section 202 of this Act, it is necessary
necessary
to acquire
acquire rights of
of way
way over or through
through any property
property or tracts
tracts of
controlled by the Government
Government of the United States,
land owned and controlled
it
it shall be the duty of the proper official
official of the Government
Government of the
United States having control of such property or tracts of land with
Approval of
Presi- the approval of the President
the
General of the
ofAttorney
ttresi
Approval
approval
and the Attorney
Attorney General
dent
and
General.
General.
United States, and without any
any expense whatsoever
whatsoever to the United
States, to perform any acts and to execute any agreements
agreements necessary
necessary
to grant the rights of way so required, but if at any time the land
land
Reversion for
Reversion
for nonnon- or the
agreement shall cease to be used
the property the subject of the agreement
user.
for the purposes of the highway, the title in and the jurisdiction
over the land or property
property shall automatically revert to the Government of the United States and the agreement
agreement shall so provide.
Tolls.
(g) Hereafter
in the
of the
the Federal Highway
Highway Act,
Act,
administration of
the administration
Hereafter in
(g)
Vol.
42, p.
P. 214.
214.
Vol42,
Collection of,
collection
au- and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary
thereto,
the
supplementary
first
thorized.
thored.
paragraph of section 9
9 of said Act shall not apply to publicly
publicly owned
owned
paragraph
toll bridges or approaches
operated by
approaches thereto, operated
by the
the highway
highway departdepartCondition.
ondition.
ment of any State, subject, however, to the condition that
that all tolls
tolls
Tolls to
he appnli
applied to
to received from the operation of any such bridge, less the actual cost
Tolls
to be
repayment
construc- received from the operation of any such bridge, less the actual cost
repayment of construetion costs.
of operation and maintenance,
maintenance, shall be applied
applied to the repayment
repayment of
the cost of its construction
construction or acquisition, and when the cost of its
construction or acquisition shall have been repaid
repaid in full, such bridge
thereafter
thereafter shall be
be maintained
maintained and
and operated
operated as
as aafree
free bridge.
bridge.
Amount available for
SEC. 205.
205. (a)
(a) Not
Not less
less than
$50,000,000 of
of the
the amount
availnational
forest
SbO.
than $50,000,000
amount made
made availnational
forest highhighways,
ways, trails,
trails, etc.
etc,
able by this Act shall be allotted for (A)
able
(A) national forest highways,
nd r
el
at
ed projects,
(0.)
(B) national forest
forest roads, trails, bridges, a
and
related
projects, (C)
National
park
roads. national
or
authorized,
national
parks
owned
ads
and
trails
in
park
ria
ros.
a
national
park
roads
and
trails
in
national
parks
owned
or
authorized,
Roads on
Indian
on
Indian
reservations.
(D) roads
roads on
on Indian reservations,
reservations, and
and (E) roads
roads through
through public
public
Through
no
g public
publi lands, to be expended in the same manner as provided in paragraph
paragraph
lands.
lands.ituraas'rof
Expenditures.
(2) of
301 of
of the
Emergency Relief
Act
and Construction
Construction Act
Relief and
the Emergency
(2)
of section
section 301
voExpendits.
Vol.
47, p. 717.
of 1932,
appropriations allocated fo
suc h purposes,
purposes ,
forr such
1932 ,in the
i case of appropriations
respectively, inn such section 301, to remain available until expended.
Construction,
Terriconstruction
Terri(b)
funds made available by this
(b) iThe President may also allot
tories and Insular postories
allot funds made available by this
sessions.
sessions.
Act for the construction, repair,
repair, and
and improvement
improveme ntof
ofpublic
publi c hi
ghhighways in
nAlaska, the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands,
Islands.
Contract
provisions.
Contract provisions.
SEC.
206. All
All contracts
let for
projects and
SEC. 206.
contracts let
for construction
construction projects
and all
all
loans
and grants
grants pursuant
pursuant to
this
title shall
shall contain
con t
ai
n such
such prov
i
si
ons
onvict
lb
loans
and
to
this
title
provisions
Convict labor.
as are
necessary to
to insure
insure (1)
that no
convict labor
shall be
be employed
employed
no convict
labor shall
(1) that
Thirty-hor-week.
as
are necessary
Thirty-hour
week.
on any such project; (2)
(2) that (except
(except in executive, administrative,
administrative,
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and supervisory
supervisory positions),
positions), so far
feasible, no
practicable and feasible,
as practicable
far as
and
individual directly
on any
any such project shall be permitted
employed on
directly employed
individual

to work
work more
one week;
(3) that
all emthat all
week; (3)
any one
in any
hours in
thirty hours
than thirty
more than
to

Wage scales.
scales.
Wage

ployees shall
shall be
be paid
paid just
just and
wages which shall be
reasonable wages
and reasonable
ployees
compensation
sufficient
to
provide,
for
hours
limited,
of labor as limited,
hours
the
for
provide,
to
sufficient
compensation
Preferences.
(4) that in the employ- Preferences.
decency and
comfort; (4)
and comfort;
in decency
living in
of living
aastandard
standard of
shall
ment
of
labor
in
connection
with
project,
preference
preference
project,
such
any
with
connection
ment of labor in
be given,
given, where
where they
they are
are qualified,
dependents,
men with dependents,
ex-service men
to ex-service
qualified, to
be
and then
citizens of the United States
following order: (A) To citizens
the following
in the
then in
and
and aliens
who have
their intention of becoming citizens,
declared their
have declared
aliens who
and
who
are bona
residents of the political subdivision and/or county
fide residents
bona fide
who are
in
which the
the work
work is to be performed,
performed, and (B) to citizens of the
in which
United
and aliens
who have
intention of becomdeclared their intention
have declared
aliens who
States and
United States
State,
ing
citizens,
who
are
fide
residents
of
the
Territory, or
residents
fide
bona
are
who
citizens,
ing
Proviso.
Proveo.preferences apdistrict in
in which
which the
work is
to be
be performed:
Provided, That these When
performed: Provided,
is to
the work
district
plicable.
plhcabreren.
qualiand
preferences
shall
apply
only
where
such
labor
is
available
and
available
is
labor
such
where
preferences shall apply only
fied to
to perform
perform the
the work
work to
to which
which the
the employment
relates; and
employment relates;
fied
Use of human labor.
(5) that
the maximum
of human
human labor
labor shall
shall be
used in
in lieu
of Use of human labor.
lieu of
be used
maximum of
that the
(5)
machinery wherever
wherever practicable
practicable and
consistent with sound economy
economy
and consistent
machinery
and
public advantage.
advantage.
and public
Assignments by
by conconAssignments
SEC. 207.
207. (a)
For the
purpose of
the actual
construc- tractor
actual construcexpediting the
of expediting
the purpose
(a) For
SEC.
authorized.
a tratoruthoed
tion of
public works
by this title and to provide a
contemplated by
works contemplated
of public
tion
the
means
of financial
financial assistance
assistance to persons
under contract with the
persons under
means of
United
such construction,
construction, the President
President is authorperform such
to perform
States to
United States
ized
through the
the Administrator or through such
such
empowered, through
and empowered,
ized and
Approval required.
Approval required
assignother
agencies
as
he
may
designate
or
create,
to
approve
any
approve
to
create,
or
designate
may
he
as
agencies
other
Consent of sureties.
ment
any such
such contractor,
contractor, with
with the written consent of Consentofsureties
by any
executed by
ment executed
executed in connection
the surety
surety or
connection
upon the penal bond executed
sureties upon
or sureties
the
against
with his
his contract,
contract, to
to any
any national or State bank, or his claim against
with
the United
States, or
any part
part of
of such
such claim,
contract;
claim, under such contract;
or any
United States,
the
3477, 3737,
3737,
se3s. 3477,
R.S., arcs.
and
any assignment
so approved
approved shall be valid
valid for all purposes,
purposes, not- 131)2R.S,
assignment so
and any
_639,737.
U.S.C.,
pp.
987,
1310.
1310.
87,
pp.
u.s.c.
Revised
the
of
withstanding
the
provisions
of
sections
3737
and
3477
of
Revised
withstanding the provisions of sections 3737 and 3477
Statutes, as amended.
dIn in
Funds rativeo
any advances
(b) The
The funds
funds received
by a
contractor under
under any
advances made consideration
a contractor
received by
(b)
conFliTeirsatironeo7re!d
of assignfunds.
trust
menttobe
to
declared
are
in
consideration
of
any
such
assignment
hereby
declared
be
assignment
such
in consideration of any
trust funds
hands of
of such
contractor to
be first applied to
to be
such contractor
the hands
in the
funds in
trust
the payment
payment of
claims of
engineers, sur- ment
subcontractors, architects, engineers,
of subcontractors,
of claims
the
Penalty
on.
to befor
trust
misappliisusnuns-,
veyors, laborers,
laborers, and
and material
material men
connection with the project,
men in connection
veyors,
preto the
payment of
premiums on the penal bond or bonds, and
of premiums
the payment
to
miums accruing
accruing during
the construction
construction of
of such project on insurduring the
miums
therewith. Any contractor
ance
policies taken
connection therewith.
contractor and Tenaltyformisappliin connection
taken in
ance policies
applies, or
any
officer,
director,
or
agent
of
any
contractor,
who
contractor,
such
any officer, director or agent of any
consents
application of,
such funds for any other purpose and
of, such
the application
to the
consents to
hereinbefore mentioned,
fails
to pay any claim or premium hereinbefore
mentioned, shall be
fails to
deemed
guilty of
of a
punished by aa fine
misdemeanor and shall be punished
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty
imprisonment for not more than one
of
not more
$1,000 or by imprisonment
more than $1,000
of not
imprisonment.
year,
or
by
fine
and
such
both
by
or
year,
Assignee not liable.
(c) Nothing
Nothing in
in this
be considered
considered as imposing upon Assigneenotliable.
shall be
section shall
this section
(c)
the
the
assignee
any
obligation
to
to
the
proper
application
of
see
to
the assignee any obligation
funds
by the
in consideration
consideration of such assignment.
assignee in
the assignee
advanced by
funds advanced
SUBSISTENCE HOMESTEADS
HOMESTEADS
SUBSISTENCE

Sr.o.
208. To
To provide
for aiding
redistribution of the overbalthe redistribution
aiding the
provide for
SEC. 208.

Subsistence
homeSubsistence
steads.
Executive Order
Or der
Executive
number 6209, July 21,
21,
1933.
Loans for purchase
purchase
for
of, authorized.
Amount availabe.
available.
Amount

nm3ber 209, July

hereby made oLan
ance of
of population
population in
is hereby
$25,000,000 is
centers $25,000,000
industrial centers
in industrial
ance
such agencies
available to
to the
by him
through such
agencies
him through
used by
be used
to be
President, to
the President,
available

regulations as he may make, for
as he
he may
may establish and under such regulations
as
making loans
loans for
subsistence
otherwise aiding in the purchase of subsistence
and otherwise
for and
making

Repayments to confu
utea revovbing
homesteads. The
collected as repayment of said loans shall stitute
revolving fund.
The moneys collected
homesteads.
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constitute
administered as
directed by
by the
the
constitute a
a revolving
revolving fund to
to be administered
as directed
President for
pf this
this section.
President
for the purposes
purposes of
section.
RULES
RULES

AND
AND REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS

Sno.
The President
President is
is authorized
such rules
rules
to prescribe
prescribe such
authorized to
209. The
SEX. 209.
nola- and regulations as may be necessary
necessary to carry out the purposes of
of
this title, and any violation of any such rule or regulation
regulation shall
be
to exceed
or imprisonment
imprisonment not
not to
be punishable
punishable by fine of not
not to
exceed $500
$500 or
to
exceed
months, or
or both.
exceed six
six months,
both.

Rules and regulations to be prescribed.
Penalty for
or violations.

tinsto bandresregu
tons.

Issue of securities and
sissueofsecritesand
sinking fund.
fund.
sinking
Power of Secretary of
Treasury to borrow,
Vol.
P. 288 .
40,p.288.
ol. 40,

rowerofStoretaryof

ddoal amo
Additional
amount
annually
nnualy appropriated.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 1311
1311.
Vol. 40,

Reemployment

reliefta
relief taxes.

and

ent and

ISSUE OF SECURITIES AND

SINKING FUND
FUND

SEC. 210.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
to
is authorized
authorized to
Treasury is
of the
210. (a)
(a) The
SEC.
borrow,
from time to time,
under the
the Second
Act,
borrow, from
time, under
Second Liberty
Liberty Bond
Bond Act,
as amended, such
necessary to meet the
the expendiexpendisuch amounts
amounts as
as may be
be necessary
tures authorized
or to
to refund
refund any
any obligations
obligations previously
tures
authorized by
by this
this Act,
Act, or
previously
issued
under this
this section,
section, and
and to
to issue
issue therefor
bonds, notes,
notes, certifiissued under
therefor bonds,
certificates of
of indebtedness,
Treasury: bills
of the
the United
States.
cates
indebtedness, or
or Treasury
bills of
United States.
(b)
(b) For each fiscal year beginning
beginning with
with the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934
1934 there
iis hereby-appropriated, in addition
addition to and as part of, the cumulative
section 6
6 of
Liberty Loan
Loan
sinking fund
fund provided by section
of the
the Victory
Victory Liberty
Act, as amended, out of
of any money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated,
for the
such fund,
fund, an
amount equal
equal to
the purpose
purpose of
of such
an amount
to
appropriated, for
2y/2½
2 per
centum of
of the
the aggregate
aggregate amount
of the
the expenditures
expenditures made
per centum
amount of
made
out
of appropriations
made or
or authorized
this Act
Act as
out of
appropriations made
authorized under
under this
as deterdetermined by
Secretary of
mined
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
REEMPLOYMENT
REEMPLOYMENT AND RELIEF TAXES

SEC. 211.
(a) Effective
Effective as
the day
day following
following the
the date
of the
the
as of
of the
date of
SE.
211. (a)
enactment of this Act, section 617 (a)
(a) of the Revenue
Revenue Act of
of 1932
is amended
is
amended by
out "1
"1 cent"
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
by striking
striking out
cent" and
and inserting
inserting in
"
1y2 cents
"1½/
cents".".
Terms construed.
construed.
(b)
Effective as of the
enactment •
"Benzol.d
(b) Effective
the day
day following the
the date
date of the
the enactment
"Denzol."
of this Act, section 617
617 (c)
(c) (2)
of such Act
(2) of
by adding
adding
Act is
is amended
amended by
at the end thereof
a new sentence
to read as follows:
follows: "As
"As used
used in
thereof a
sentence to
in
this paragraph
paragraph the term
term 'benzol'
this
benzol' does
does not
not include
sold for
include benzol
benzol sold
for
use otherwise
otherwise than
as a
a fuel
fuel for
for the
propulsion of
of motor
motor vehicles,
use
than as
the propulsion
vehicles,
motor boats, or airplanes, and
otherwise than
the manufacture
and otherwise
than in
in the
manufacture or
or
such fuel."
Tile IV—ManufacIV-Manufac- production
of such
production of
fuel."
Title
turers'
turers' excise tax.
SEC.
and V
S
EC. 212. Titles IV
IV and
V of
Act of
of 1932
1932 are
are amended
amended
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Vol.
47, p. 219.b
269.
VoL.47,p,
by striking
out "1934"
appearing therein
therein and
by inserting
inserting
Title
and by
"19A4 " wherever
wherever appearing
Tle V—MiscellaneviMsiane- by
striking out
ous taxes.
8 5 ".
in lieu
thereof ""19
1935
". Section
761 of
of the
Revenue Act
Act of
of1932
1932 is
is
the Revenue
Section 761
in
lieu thereof
Vols47,p.
Vol.
47, p. 270.
amended by
by striking out
further amended
out" and
and on
on July
July 11933
1, 1933"
and inserting
inserting
" and
in lieu
thereof "
and on
on July
and on July
1, 1934,".
1934,".
in
lieu thereof
" and
July 1,
1, 1933,
1933, and
July 1,
Tax
on dividends.
axon
SEC.
S
EC. 213. (a) There is hereby imposed upon the receipt of divi47, p. 178.
ol. 47, p.178.
dends
(required to
included in the gross income of the recipient
dends (required
to be
be included
recipient
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932)
1932) by
by any
any person
person
the Revenue
other
other than
excise tax
tax equal
to 55per
than a
a domestic
domestic corporation,
corporation, an
an excise
equal to
per centum
centum
of the
the amount
tax to
be deducted
and withheld
withheld from
from
of
amount thereof,
thereof, such
such tax
to be
deducted and
such dividends by the payor corporation. The tax imposed by this
section shall not apply to dividends
dividends declared
declared before
before the date of
of
the enactment
enactment of
of this
Act.
this
Act.
the
Returns of withholding
corporation.
gcorporatio
l
(b)J
Every corporation
(b) Every
corporation required
deduct and
withhold any
any tax
tax
required to
to deduct
and withhold
under this
this section
section shall,
under
shall, on
on or
before the
the last
last day
day of
of the
the month
month folfolor before
lowing the payment of the dividend, make
make return
return thereof
and pay
pay
thereof and
its principal
the tax to the collector of the district in which its
principal place
place
of business is located, or
or, if
placee of b
business
if it
it has no principal plac
us i
ness
in
Maryland.
in the United States, to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland.
Revenue Act of 1932.
Vol. 47, p. 266.
Gasoline
Gasoline tax.
tax
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Liability
corporaof corporaLiability of
for such
such tax tion.
liable for
(c) Every
such corporation
corporation is
is hereby
hereby made
made liable
Every such
(c)
of
any
and
is
hereby
indemnified
against
the
claims
demands
and
claims
and is hereby indemnified against the
person for
for the
the amount
amount of any payment
payment made in accordance
accordance with the
person
provisions
provisions of this section.
Provisions of
of ReveReveProvnions
inclusive, and 1111 nue
(d) The provisions of sections 115, 771 to 774, inclusive,
1932, applinue Act of 1932,
cable.
of the
the Revenue
of 1932
1932 shall be applicable
applicable with respect to the cable.
Act of
Revenue Act
of
Vol. 47,
203, 277,
277,
pp. 203,
47, pp.
Vol.
289.
. 203, 2
289.
tax imposed
imposed by
this section.
section.
by this
tax
Dividends
not
taxed.
not taxed.
(e)
The taxes
this section
shall not
not apply
divi- Dividends
the divito the
apply to
section shall
by this
imposed by
taxes imposed
(e) The
Vol. 47, p. 193.
dends of
of any
section 103
Vol. 47, p. 1195.
Revenue Vol.
of the
the Revenue
103 of
in section
enumerated in
corporation enumerated
any corporation
dends
of 1932.
Act of
Accumulation
of stircumuiationofsurRevenue Act of 1932 is amended
SEO.
SEC. 214. Section 104 of the Revenue
amended by plus
to evade any inrelusatorevevenaduee
rntaanx.
striking
out
the
words
"the
surtax"
wherever
occurring
ternal-revenueta.
in
such
occurring
wherever
surtax"
"the
words
the
striking out
Vol. 47, p. 177.
. 47, p. 177.
section and
and inserting
lieu thereof
internal-revenue tax."
"any internal-revenue
thereof "any
in lieu
inserting in
section
The heading
heading of
section is
striking out
out ""surtaxes
surtaxes ""
by striking
amended by
is amended
such section
of such
The
and inserting
lieu thereof
taxes." Section
"internal-revenue taxes."
thereof "internal-revenue
in lieu
inserting in
and
13(c)
of such
Act is
is amended
by striking
striking out "surtax"
"surtax" and
amended by
such Act
13(c) of
tax."
inserting in
internal-revenue tax?'
"internal-revenue
thereof "
in lieu
lieu thereof
inserting
Tax on domestic corTp-ondomesticcorthere is hereby im- porations.
30 there
Sw. 215.
For each
ending June
June 30
year ending
each year
(a) For
215. (a)
SEO.
carrying
posed
upon
every
domestic
corporation
to
carrying
respect
with
corporation
domestic
every
upon
posed
p. 771.
771.
Po, p.
$1 Post,
of $1
on
doing business
for any
any part
tax of
excise tax
an excise
such year an
of such
part of
business for
or doing
on or
stock.
for
each
$1,000
of
the
adjusted
declared
value
of
its
capital
value
declared
for each $1,000 of the adjusted
Foreign corporations.
(b)
year ending
June 30
30 there
there is
is hereby
imposed upon
upon Foreign corporations
hereby imposed
ending June
each year
(b) For
For each
on
every
foreign
corporation
with
respect
to
carrying
or
doing
busievery foreign corporation with respect
ness
in the
of such year an excise tax
for any part of
States for
United States
the United
ness in
equivalent to
to $1
for each
each $1,000
$1,000 of
declared value of
of
adjusted declared
the adjusted
of the
$1 for
equivalent
capital
employed
in
the
transaction
of
its
business
United
the United
in the
business
its
of
transaction
the
capital employed in
States.
Corporations
to
(c) The
taxes imposed
by this
this section
not apply—
worporatioansbto
applyshall not
section shall
which not applicable.
imposed by
The taxes
(c)
Vol. 47, p. 193.
(1) to
to any
any corporation
enumerated in
section 103
103 of
the Revenue
Revenue vol. 47, p. 193.
of the
in section
corporation enumerated
(1)
1932;
Act of 1932;
Vol. 47, pp. 223, 225.
(2)
to any
any insurance
to the
the tax
imposed by
by Vol. 47, pp. 22325.
tax imposed
subject to
company subject
insurance company
(2) to
section
Act;
section 201 or 204 of such Act;
(3)
to any
ending
corporation in respect of the year ending
domestic corporation
any domestic
(3) to
1933, if
if it did not carry on or do business during a
a part
30, 1933,
June 30,
of
period from
the date
date of the enactment
enactment of this Act to June
from the
of the
the period
or
30, 1933, both dates inclusive; or
(4)
to any
in respect of the year ending
corporation in
foreign corporation
any foreign
(4) to
June
30, 1933,
it did not carry on or do business in the United
if it
1933, if
June 30,
enactment
States during
during a
a part
the period from the date of the enactment
part of the
States
of
this Act
Act to
June 30,
30, 1933,
inclusive.
1933, both dates inclusive.
to June
of this
Returns of corporacrorathis section shall make tionr.
(d)
under this
tax under
for tax
liable for
tions.
corporation liable
Every corporation
(d) Every
year
the
of
year
under oath within one month after the close
return under
aa return
with respect
such tax
collector for the
imposed to the collector
tax is imposed
which such
to which
respect to
with
district in
business or, if it
it
located its principal place of business
which is located
in which
district
has no
no principal
United States, then to the
place of business in the United
principal place
has
contents.
shall contain such Contents.
collector
Baltimore, Maryland.
return shall
Such return
Maryland. Such
at Baltimore,
collector at
Commissioner
the
such
in
information
and
be
made
manner
as
Commissioner
with
information
When tax
payable.
tax payable.
the
approval of
of the
may by regulations
regulations prescribe.
prescribe. The when
Secretary may
the Secretary
the approval
from
or
tax
shall,
without
assessment
by
Commissioner
notice
the
tax shall, without assessment
the
collector, be due and payable to the collector before the expirathe collector,
Interest rate, if not
i
dte.
n due. no
pat
e when
when paid
tion of
the period
period for
filing the
return. If
If the
the tax
is not
not paid
paid when
tax is
the return.
for filing
of the
tion
clue,
there shall
added as
as part
part of the tax interest
interest at the rate of 1
1
be added
shall be
due, there
per
until
the time when the tax became due until
centum aa month from the
per centum
Penalty provisions.
paid.
penalties) applicable
applicable in enr9typ"io.
paid. All provisions of law (including penalties)
Vol. 44, p. 93.
respect
section 600 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of
of
the taxes imposed by section
respect of the
applicable
1926 shall,
shall, in
in so
so far
far as
as not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with this section, be applicable
1926
Extension of time for
otsCm
or
Commissioner
taxes imposed
the taxes
in respect
imposed by this section.
section. The Commissioner
of the
respect of
in
making ne
returns.
taxes
the
paying
and
returns
the
maing
for
making
may extend the time
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imposed by this section, under such rules and regulations as he may
prescribe with
with the
the approval
the Secretary,
but no
no such
prescribe
approval of
of the
Secretary, but
such extension
extension
shall be
be for
more than
than sixty
sixty days.
days.
shall
for more
Inspection ofreturns.
of returns.
(e) Returns required to be filed for the purpose of the tax imposed
imposed
Inspection
(e)
by
this section
section shall
shall be
be open
open to
to inspection
inspection in
by this
in the
the same
same manner,
manner, to
to
the same extent, and subject to
of law,
law, including
including
Vol. 44, p. 10.
the
to the
the same provisions
provisions of
penalties, as
as returns
under title
II of
Act of
1926.
penalties,
returns made
made under
title II
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1926.
Adjusted
(f) For
Adjusted
declared
(f)
respect of which
which a
tax
For the first year ending June 30 in respect
a
tax
value.
value.
Computation of,
of, first
is imposed
this section
section upon
any corporation,
corporation, the
the adjusted
adjusted declared
Computation
first is
imposed by
by this
upon any
declared
value shall be the value, as declared
year.
declared by the corporation
corporation in
in its
its first
first
declaration of value cannot
be
cannot be
return under
under this
this section
section (which
(which declaration
amended), as of the close
close of its last income-tax
taxable year
amended),
income-tax taxable
year ending
ending
at or prior to the close of the year
year for
for which the tax is
is imposed by
this section (or as of the date of organization
organization in the
the case
case of a
a corpocorporation having
having no income-tax
income-tax taxable
taxable year ending at or prior
prior to the
section). For
close of the year for which the tax is imposed by this
this section).
For
Subsequent years.
any
subsequent
year
ending
June
the
any
30,
adjusted
declared
value
in
Domestic
Domestic corporacorporatoe
corpora the case of a
tion,
declared
a domestic corporation shall be the original declared
value plus (1)
(1) the cash and fair market value
property paid in
value of property
for stock or shares, (2)
surplus and
and, contributions
(2) paid-in surplus
contributions to capital,
and (3)
(3) earnings and profits,
profits and
value of property
property
and minus (A)
(A) the value
distributed in liquidation
distributed
shareholders, (B) distributions
liquidation to shareholders,
distributions of earnings and profits, and (C)
(C) deficits,
deficits, whether operating
operating or
or nonoperatnonoperateach adjustment
adjustment being made for the period from the
ing; each
the date
date as
as of
of
which the original declared
declared value was declared
declared to the close of its
last income-tax
taxable year
income-tax taxable
year ending at or
or prior
prior to the close
close of
of the
year for which
which the tax is imposed by this section. For any
any subseAdjusted
declared
deelared quent
Adjusted
quent year ending June 30, the adjusted
adjusted declared
declared value in the case
value, foreign
foreign corporations.
tions.
corporation shall be the original declared
of aaforeign corporation
declared value adjusted,
adjusted,
in accordance
accordance with regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval
approval of the Secretary, to reflect
reflect increases or decreases (for
(for
the period specified in the preceding
preceding sentence)
sentence) in the capital
capital
employed
employed in the transaction
transaction of its business in the United
United States.
ofterms.
Meaning of
terms.
(g) The terms used in this section
section shall have the
the same
same meaning
meaning
as when used in the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932.
Tax on
EC. 216.
216. (a)
There is
is hereby
upon the
net income
income of
of
the net
hereby imposed
imposed upon
(a) There
opnnet
net income
oTa
income S
SEC.
of
corporations.
Computationof.
every corporation, for each income-tax
Computation of.
income-tax taxable year ending after
after
o1st,p.
77.
it is
.p08/,
p. 771.
the close of the first year in
in respect of which it
is taxable
taxable under
under
section 215, an excess-profits
5 per centum of such
excess-profits tax equivalent
equivalent to 5
such
portion
portion of its net income for such income-tax
income-tax taxable year as is in
excess of 12
1
/
2 per centum
centum of the adjusted declared
declared value of its
12/2
a foreign corporation the adjusted
capital stock (or in the case of a
adjust ed
in
business
declared value of capital employed
employed i
n the transaction of its business
in the United States) as of
of the close of the preceding income-tax
Ante, p. 207.
207.
taxable
Ante,
taxable year (or as of the date of organization
organization if
if it
it had
had no
preceding
no preceding
Meaning of terms.
income-tax
Meaning
terms,
income-tax taxable year) determined as provided in section 215. The
terms used in this section shall have the same meaning as when used
used
in the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932.
ses
t and ol(b) The tax imposed
collected,
Assessment
imposed by this section shall be assessed, collected,
lection
of taxes.and colVol. 47, p.
and paid inin the same manner, and shall
p. 173.
173.
be subject
subject to
the same
shall be
to the
same proviprovisions of law (including penalties),
penalties), as the taxes imposed by title II
Revenue Act of 1932.
of the Revenue
Proevaeutiofns.
proclamations.
S
EC.
The President
shall proclaim
the date
date of—
SEc.
217. (a)
(a) The
President shall
proclaim the
ofRevenues of United
States exceed expendi(1)
the
close
of
first
the
fiscal
year
June
(1)
ending
June
30 of any
tures.
1933, during
Pod,
1720.
year after the
the year
year 1933,
during which
which the total receipts
receipts of the
Post, p. 1720.
United States (excluding
(excluding public-debt
public-debt receipts) exceed
exceed its total
total
expenditures (excluding
(excluding public-debt
public-debt expenditures
other than
expenditures other
than
those chargeable
chargeable against such receipts),
receipts), or
Limit.
Limit,
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16, 1933.
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Repeal of eighteenth
(2)
eighteenth amendment
amendment to
the ConstiConsti- amendment.
to the
Repeal of eighteenth
the repeal
repeal of
of the
the eighteenth
(2) the
amendment.
Post,
p. 1720.
tution,
Post, p.
1720.
tution,
whichever is
is the
the earlier.
whichever
earlier.
reductions.
(b) Effective
as of
of the
the 1st
day of
year following
Tax reductns.
1st day
(b)
Effective as
of the
the calendar
calendar year
following the
the Tax
Vol.
47, p. 266.
date so
so proclaimed
proclaimed section
section 617(a)
Revenue Act
of 1932,
of the
the Revenue
Act of
1932, as
as
date
617(a) of
amended,
by striking
striking out
"11/
2 cents"
inserting in
and inserting
in
out "11/2
cents" and
amended, is
is amended
amended by
lieu
thereof "1
"1cent
lieu thereof
cent ".
".
p. 206.
(c) The
The tax
by section
section 213
not apply
apply Ante,
shall not
Ante, p. 206.
imposed by
213 shall
tax on
on dividends
dividends imposed
(c)
to
any dividends
dividends declared
on or
after the
the 1st
of the
the calendar
calendar
1st day
day of
to any
declared on
or after
year following
the date
date so
so proclaimed.
proclaimed.
following the
year
Ante, p. 207;
po
(d)
The capital-stock
tax imposed
not apply
apply P.
st,
pAt,,t
p 207 ; post,
215 shall
shall not
imposed by
by section
section 215
(d) The
capital-stock tax
.
to any
axpayer in
in respect
respect of
of any
any year
year beginning
beginning on
on or
the 1st
1st
or after
after the
to
any I
taxpayer
day of
of July
date so
proclaimed.
so proclaimed.
following the
the date
day
July following
p. 208; post,
A7 tef
p. 2a; pot,
tax imposed
(e)
The excess-profits
excess-profits tax
imposed by section 216 shall not apply P. Ante,
(e) The
.
to
any
taxpayer
in
respect
of
any
taxable
year
after
its
taxable
year
year
to any taxpayer in respect of any taxable year after its taxable
during
so proclaimed
occurs.
during which
which the
the date
date so
proclaimed occurs.
Sections
repealed.
Sections repealed.
Vol. 47,
47, pp.
pp. 180,
207,
SEC. 218.
218. (a)
Effective as
1, 1933,
1933, sections
sections 117,
117, 23(i),
180, 207,
23(i), Vol.
of January
January 1,
(a) Effective
as of
SEC.
222,
2
222 223,
223 227.
169,
and 205
the Revenue
repealed.
are repealed.
205 of
of the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932
1932 are
169, 187,
187, and
p. 183.
183.
(b)
Effective as
as of
of January
January 1,
1933, section
the ReveReve- Vol. 47, p.
(2) of
of the
23 (r)
(r) (2)
section 23
1, 1933,
(b) Effective
nue Act
Act of
of 1932
is repealed.
repealed.
1932 is
nue
Section
(c)
Effective as
of January
January 1,
1, 1933,
23(r) (3)
Section amended.
amended.
of the
the ReveReve- Vol.
(3) of
1933, section
section 23(r)
as of
(c) Effective
47,
183.
nue
Act
of
1932
is
amended
by
striking
out
all
after
the
word
"
Ternue Act of 1932 is amended by striking out all after the word " Ter- Vl. 47, p. 183.
ritory ""and
and inserting
inserting a
a period.
period.
ritory
47, p.
(d)
1, 1933,
section 182(a)
182(a) of
the Revenue
p.222.
22.
vol. 47,
of the
Revenue Vol.
1933, section
as of
of January
January 1,
(d) Effective
Effective as
Act of
1932 is
is amended
amended by
inserting at
end thereof
thereof a
sentence
new sentence
the end
a new
by inserting
at the
Act
of 1932
as follows:
"No part
as aa
to aa partnership
partnership as
any loss
loss disallowed
disallowed to
part of
of any
as
follows: "No
47, p.
183.
deduction by
section 23(r)
shall be
allowed as
as a
a deduction
to a
a Vol.
p.183.
Vol. 47,
deduction to
23(r) shall
be allowed
by section
deduction
member
partnership in
net income."
income."
in computing
computing net
of such
such partnership
member of
Vol. 47, p. 213.
(e) Effective
as of
of January
section 141
(c) of
of the
the Revenue
(e)
Effective as
January 1,
1, 1933,
1933, section
141(c)
Revenue Consolidated
ColnsoidPatedreturn
returns
of corporations.
Act of
of 1932
1932 is
is amended
by striking
striking out
out ""except
for the
the taxable
taxable of
corporations.
except that
that for
amended by
Act
years
and 1933
1933 there
there shall
be added
to the
the rate
of tax
tax preprerate of
added to
shall be
1932 and
years 1932
scribed by
by sections
sections 13(a),
13(a), 201(b),
201(b), and
and 204(a),
204(a), a
of three
fourths
three fourths
a rate
rate of
scribed
of
centum"
inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
the following:
following: "
except
"except
" and
and inserting
lieu thereof
of 1
1 per
per centum
that for
for the
1932 and
1933 there
added to
to the
the
there shall
shall be
be added
years 1932
and 1933
that
the taxable
taxable years
rate of
prescribed by
by sections
(b), and
rate of
of
201 (b),
and 204(a),
204 (a), aarate
sections 13(a),
13 (a), 201
of tax
tax prescribed
rate
three fourths
of 1
centum and
and except
that for
the taxable
taxable years
years
for the
except that
fourths of
1 per
per centum
three
1934 and
1935 there
there shall
shall be
the rate
tax prescribed
by
to the
rate of
of tax
prescribed by
and 1935
be added
added to
1934
sections 13(a),
13 (a), 201
(b), and
and 204(a),
204(a), aarate
rate of
of 11per
per centum
centum".
".
201(b),
sections
Assessment,
Assessment, etc.,
of
etc., of
(f) No interest shall be assessed or collected for any period prior
interest prior to
Sep1interest
to Sep15, 1933.
to September 15,
1933, upon
upon such
such portion
of any
any amount
amount determined
tember It,
determined tember
1933.
portion of
to
15, 1933,
as
deficiency in
taxes as
as is
the amendamendis attributable
attributable solely
solely to
to the
in income
income taxes
as aadeficiency
ments made
made to
to the
Revenue Act
of 1932
the Revenue
Act of
1932 by
by this
this section.
section.
ments
Time for making re(g)
cases where
where the
the effect
effect of
of this
this section
is to
require for
for a
Time
for making rea turn
to require
section is
In cases
(g) In
hereunder.
taxable
year ending
prior to
June 30,
making of
of an
an incomeincome- tn hrnde
taxable year
ending prior
to June
30, 1933,
1933, the
the making
tax return
return not
otherwise required
required by
by law,
making the
the
tax
not otherwise
law, the
the time
time for
for making
return
the tax
shall be
same as
as if
if the
the return
return was
was for
for
tax shall
be the
the same
return and
and paying
paying the
a
June 30,
30, 1933.
a fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1933.
Revenue Act of 1932,
(h)
Section 55
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1932 is
amended by
inserting aReiene
Act of 1932.
by inserting
is amended
of 1932
55 of
(h) Section
amendment.
189.
Vol. 47, p. 189.
a semicolon
the end
end thereof
at the
before
the period
period at
thereof a
semicolon and the following: Vol.
before the
Inspection of returns.
date of
"
and all
all returns
returns made
made under
Act after
the date
of enactment
enactment Ispectionoreturns.
after the
under this
this Act
"and
of
the National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Act shall
shall constitute
public
constitute public
Recovery Act
of the
records
and shall
open to
public examination
examination and
inspection to
to
records and
shall be
be open
to public
and inspection
such
be authorized
authorized in
and regulations
regulations promulin rules
rules and
promulsuch extent
extent as
as shall
shall be
gated
President ".
gated by
by the
the President
".
Vol. 44, p. 91; Vol. 45,
91;Vo45
(a) (1) of the Revenue
SEC.
219. Section 500 (a)
S
EC. 219.
Revenue Act of 1926, as p.Vol.44p.
863.
Tax on
on admissions
amended, is
is amended
striking out
the Tax
admissions
at the
the end
end of
of the
by striking
out the
the period
period at
amended,
amended by
and dues.
second sentence
thereof and
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
and and des.
thereof aa comma
comma and
in lieu
second
sentence thereof
the following:
following: "except
"except that
that no
no tax
be imposed
imposed in
in the
case of
of
the
tax 6all
shall be
the case
persons admitted
free to
play (not
reprospoken play
(not aa mechanical
mechanical repropersons
admitted free
to any
any spoken
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duction),
duction), whether
whether or not
set to music or with
or accomnot-set
with musical
musical parts
parts or
accompaniments, which is a
paniments,
consecutive narrative interpreted
interpreted by a
a consecutive
a single
single
set of characters,
development of
of the
plot, in
characters, all necessary to the development
the plot,
in
two or more acts, the performance
consuming more than 1
performance consuming
1 hour and
time."
45 minutes of
of time."
APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION
Appropriations.
Approriatios.
Post,
pp. 275, 1055.

S
EC. 220.
220. For
For the
purposes of
this Act,
Act, there
there is
hereby authorized
authorized
SEC.
the purposes
of this
is hereby
to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
the Treasury
not otherwise
money in the
Treasury not
otherwise

Amount.
Amount,
Allocation.
Allocation.

Agricultural AdjustA
mgnt"U
dAustment
Act.
Ante,
Ate, p. 34.

p.

t

appropriated, the sum of $3,300,000,000. The President is authorized to allocate so much of said sum, not in excess of $100,000,000,
$100,000,000, as
as
he may determine
determine to be necessary for expenditures
expenditures in carrying out
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act and the purposes, powers, and
and funcfunctions heretofore and hereafter
hereafter conferred
conferred upon
upon the
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit
Administration.
SEC. 221.
221. Section
of the
Adjustment Act,
Act, approved
SEC.
Section 7
7 of
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
approved
M3ay
all of
May 12, 1933,
1933, is amended
amended by striking out all
of its
its present
present terms
terms and
and

provisions
provisions and substituting therefor the following:
following:
"SEC.
SEC. 7.
The Secretary
cotton held
held by
by him
him at
at his
his
7. The
Secretary shall
shall sell
sell the
the cotton
discretion, but subject to the foregoing provisions: Provided,
That
Provided, That
he shall dispose of all cotton held by him by March 1, 1936: Provided
Provided
of further, That notwithstanding the provisions of section
the SecSecof further, That notwithstanding the provisions of section 6, the

Cotton sales.
Cotton
PTO:4508.sales
Total
Total disposition
disposition by
March 1, 1936.

March 1, 193.

Option
Option contracts
contracts
sale authorized.

retary shall have
have authority to enter into option contracts
contracts with producers of cotton to sell to the producers such cotton held by
by him,
him, in
such amounts and at such prices and upon such terms
terms and conditions
as the Secretary
Secretary may deem advisable, in combination
combination with rental or
or
benefit payments provided
provided for in part 2
of this title.
2
Information pertain"Notwithstanding any
law, the
the Secretary
ing to administration
administration
ing
"Notwithstanding
any provisions
provisions of existing
existing law,
Secretary
of
Act.
of Act.
of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may in the administration
administration of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act make public such information as he deems necessary in
in
order to effectuate
effectuate the purposes of such Act."
salethoried.

TI LE III—AMENDMENTS TO EMERGENCY
RELIEF AND CONSTRUCTION
ACT—MISCELLANETIONACT-MISCEU
OUS PROVISIONS.

sTI
T
RGiN-CY

RRL

I

COSTIc-

Ovs

TITLE III-AMENDMENTS
III—AMENDMENTS TO
TO EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY RELIEF
RELIEF
AND
CONSTRUCTION ACT AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
CONSTRUCTION
AmLATEPROVISIONS
PRBOVISIO
NS

Applications
for loans
Aprpieationsforlos
Snt,noli-301. After the expiration of ten days after the date upon
to Reconstruction Fii-nw
nance Corporation.
which the Administrator has qualified and taken office, (1) no
Vol. 47, p. 711.
InAs.
Administrator
to application shall be approved by.the Reconstruction Finance Corhave access to Mes, etc. poration under the provisions of subsection (a) of section 201 of
Post, p. 1110.

SECTION 301. After the expiration of ten days after the date upon
which the Administrator has qualified and taken office, (1) no

.
t
have accesstofiles,etc.
Post, . 1110.

application shall be approved by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation under the provisions of subsection (a) of section 201 of
the
Emergency Relie
Construction Act
the Emergency
Relief and
and Construction
Act of 1932, as amended, and

(8) the Administrator
Administrator shall have access
(2)
to all
all applications,
files, and
and
access to
applications, files,
records
of the
the Reconstruction
Finance Co
rpora ti on relating to loans
recordis of
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation
relating to loans
and
the administration
of funds
funds under
subsecand contracts and the
administration of
under such
such subsecProviso.
Potriao.
P'rorlded,
That
Reconstruction
Finance
tion: Provided,
the Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation may
Issue of fundS to
boow
f funds to issue funds
borrower.
funds to a
aborrower under such subsection (a) prior to January
January
23, 1939, under the terms of any agreement
agreement or any commitment
to bid upon or purchase
purchase bonds entered into with such borrower
borrower pursuant to an application
application approved prior to the date
date of termination,
termination,
under this section, of the power of the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to approve applications.
DECREASE
BORROWtINO
DECREASE OF
OF BORROWING
POWER
RECONSTRI3 ION FiNANCE
FINANCE
POCWER OF
OF RECONSTUGCTION
CORPORATION
CORPORATION
Decrease of borrowof beorowing power of ReconReconstruction
strution Finance Corporation.
Vol. 47, p. 9.

Decrwase

pool.

SEC.
302. The
Snc. 302.
The amount
amount of notes,
notes, debentures,
debentures, bonds, or other such
Cor- obligations
Reconstruction Finance
obligations which
which the
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation is authorized and empowered
9 of
of the Reconstruction
empowered under section 9
Finance
Reconstruction Finance

Corporation
Corporation Act, as amended, to have outstanding at any one
one time is
is
decreased
00,000,000.
decreased by $400,000,000.
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SEPARABILITY CLAUSE
CLAUSE
SEPARABILITY
SEC. 303.
303. If
of this
this Act,
or the
SEC.
If any
any provision
provision of
Act, or
the application
application thereof
thereof
to any person or circumstances,
remainder of
circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder
the Act, and the application
application of such provision to other persons or
circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
circumstances,

Separability clause.
Separability
clause.

SHORT TITLE
TITLE
SHORT
SEC.
304. This
Act may
SEC. 304.
This Act
cited as
as the
the "National
Industrial
may be
be cited
"National Industrial

Recovery Act."
1933, 11:55 a.m.
Approved, June 16, 1933,

Short title.
Short
title

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 91.]
AN ACT
ACT
To relieve the existing national emergency
emergency in relation
relation to interstate
interstate railroad
railroad
transportation,
Interstate CorComtransportation, and to amend sections 5, 15a, and 19a of the Interstate
amended.
merce Act, as amended.

June 16,

1933.
1933.
[S. 1580.1
Is.
1580.1

[Public,
68.)
No. 68.]
[Public, No.

the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
Emergency Railroad
Railroad
Emergency
States of America in Congress
United States
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That this Act may Transportation
Act,
Transportation
1933.
be
cited
as
the
"
Emergency
Railroad
Transportation
Act,
1933."
193.
1933."
be cited as the "Emergency Railroad Transportation
TITLE I—EMERGENCY
I-EMERGENCY POWERS
POWERS
SECTrIO
1. As used in this titleSECTION 1.
title—

TrrLE I—Emergency
powers.
powers.

TITLE I-Emergency

Definitions.
Definitions.
"Commission."
(a) The term "Commission"
Commerce "Commission."
"Commission" means
means the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Coordinator."
(b)
Coordinator of
"Coordinator."
(b) The
The term
term ""Coordinator
Coordinator "
" means
means the
the Federal
Federal Coordinator
of "
Transportation
hereinafter provided for.
Transportation hereinafter
(c)
The term "
" committee
committee" means
the regional
coordi- "Committee."
Committee."
(c) The
means any one of the
regional coordihereinafter provided
provided for.
nating committees hereinafter
"Carrier."
" means any
any common
railroad "Carrier."
(d) The term
term "carrier
(d)
"carrier "
common carrier
carrier by railroad
subject to the provisions of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
including
trustee thereof.
including any receiver
receiver or
or trustee
"Subsidiary."
(e) The
The term
term "subsidiary
"subsidiary ""means
means any
any company
company which
directly "8ubsidiary."
which is
is directly
(e)
or
controlled by, or affiliated
or indirectly
indirectly controlled
affiliated with,
with, any
any carrier or
or carriers.
For
purpose of the foregoing
foregoing definition a
company shall be
IFor the purpose
a company
deemed
a carrier
deemed to be affiliated
affiliated with a
carrier if so affiliated within the meanparagraph (8)
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
ing of paragraph
(8) of section 5
5 of the Interstate
as amended by this Act.
"Employee."
(f) The
employee "includes
every person
person in
of "Employee."
(f)
The term
term "
"employee"
includes every
in the
the service
service of
a
(subject to
continuing authority to supervise
direct
a carrier
carrier (subject
to its continuing
supervise and direct
the manner
service) who performs
manner of rendition of his service)
performs any work
subordinate official in accordance
accordance
defined as that of an employee or subordinate
with the provisions
provisions of the Railway
Railway Labor Act.
"State commission."
(g) The
The term
"State commission"
means the
the commission,
commission."
board, "State
commission, board,
commission" means
term "State
(g)
or official,
official, by whatever
whatever name designated,
designated, exercising
exercising power
power to regulate
rates or service of common
common carriers
carriers by railroad under the laws of
of
the rates
any State.
Objects of
SEC. 2.
2. In
order to
to foster
and protect
protect interstate
interstate commerce
in relaSEC.
In order
foster and
commerce in
rela- dared.
Objects
of title
title (le
detransportation by preventing
preventing and relieving
relieving obstruc- cla
tion to railroad
railroad transportation
present acute economic
tions and burdens thereon resulting
resulting from the present
economic
adequate
emergency, and in order
order to safeguard
safeguard and maintain an adequate
emergency,
Office
Federa
office Coordinator
Ofic ofof of Federal
transportation, there is hereby created
national system of transportation,
created the office
Transwho shall
created.
of Federal Coordinator
Coordinator of Transportation,
Transportation, who
shall be appointed
appointed by portaon;
portation; created.
consent of the Senate,
Senate, or be
the President, by and with the advice and consent
designated by the President from the membership
Commission.
membership of the Commission.
If
If so designated,
designated, the Coordinator
Coordinator shall be relieved
relieved from other duties
as
Commissioner during
his term
service to
extent as
as Commissioner
during his
term of
of service
to such
such extent
as the
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Corn- President
President may direct;
direct; except that the Coordinator
Coordinator shall not sit
sit as aa
member of
of the
the Commission
in any
any proceedings
for the
the review
or sussusproceedings for
review or
member
Commission in
Powers
Coordinarowers and duties of
of pension of any order issued
issued by him as Coordinator. The CoordmaCoordinator.
o
b
have such
hereinafter set
and
set forth
forth and
and duties
duties as are hereinafter
such powers and
tor shall
shall have
prescribed,
and
may,
with
the
approval of the President,
President, and withapproval
prescribed,
Appointment of
as- out
out regard
regar dt
ci
v il service
serv i
ce l
aws and
an dth
ass ifi cati on A
ctof
of1923,
,Appontment
of astoo th
thee civil
laws
thee Cl
Classification
Act
1923,
sistants.
sistants.
as
amended,
appoint
and
fix
the
compensation
of
such
assistants
and
assistants and
as amended, appoint and fix the compensation
assistance provided
Conunission,
the assistance
provided by the Connmission,
agents, in addition
addition to the
necessary to
performance of
as may
may be necessary
to the performance
of his duties
duties under this
this
Location,
etc.,
office of
Coordinator shall
shall be
District
be in
in Washington,
Washington, District
of the
the Coordinator
ete ., of Act. The office
Location,
office.
ofe.
Columbia, and the Commission shall provide
of Columbia,
provide such office space,
facilities, and assistance as he may request and it is able to furnish.
Compensation;
re- The
The Coordinator
as the
President
the President
compensation as
receive such
such compensation
shall receive
Coordinator shall
reCompensation;
striction.
except that if designated
designated from
from the Commission, he shall
shall fix, except
receive no compensation
compensation in addition to that which he receives as a
a
member of the Commission.
divide the lines of the carriers
Coordinator
to
EC. 3.
3. The Coordinator
Coordinator shall divide
to three
di- S
SEa.
Coordeinaer
carriers into
vide
regional
groups,
into three groups, to wit, an eastern
group, aa southern group,
regional groups.
eastern group,
group,
Pst, p..974.
Post,
974.
and a
make such
a western group, and may from time to
to time
time make
such
changes or subdivisions in such
such groups as he may deem to be necessary or
desirable. At
At the
earliest practicable
practicable date
after the
the CoordiCoordisary
or desirable.
the earliest
date after
Regional coordinating
initially designated
regional
designated such groups, three regional
shall have
have initially
nator shall
bnanator
ionittees toto be
ieg committees
created.
coordinating committees
committees shall be created, one for each group, and
created,
and
Membership.
Membersip.
each committee
committee shall consist of five regular members and two special
special
Selection
by
members. The
by carriers;
Selection
carriers in
in each
each group,
group, acting
acting each
board
rules governing
governing operaopera- members.
The carriers
each through
through its
its board
rules
tion.,
of directors or its receiver
receivers or
tion
receiver or receivers
trustees or
or trustee or
or trustees
or
through an
an officer
or officers
the purpose
such
through
officer or
officers designated
designated for
for the
purpose by
by such
board, shall
shall select
select the
members of
the committee
representing
of the
committee representing
the regular
regular members
board,
that group,
group, and
and shall
the rules
under which
which such
such committee
committee
that
shall prescribe
prescribe the
rules under
.Railroad
Railroad system Inm
lim- shall operate; but no railroad system shall have more than one reprted to one representative.
tive.
resentative on any such committee. In
In such selection each carrier
carrier
vote.
Vote,
shall have a
a vote in
proportion toto. its
mileage lying
within the
the
in proportion
its mileage
lying within
electi
of to apeThe
two
to rep
rep- group.
special members of each committee
committee shall be
eialeetibron
two
e
to
selected in such manner
resent steam and el
else-- selected
manner as the Coordinator may approve, one to
trio railroads.
represent the
steam railroads
railroads within
within the
the group
group which
which had
had in
in
represent
the steam
and the
the
1932 railway operating revenues
revenues of
of less
less than
than $1,000,000
$1,000,000 and
other to
represent electric
railways within
within the
the group
not owned
owned
other
to represent
electric railways
group not
by a
a steam
railroad or
as a
of a
by
steam railroad
or operated
operated as
a part
part of
a general
general steam
steam
Notice of meetings,
railroad
system of
transportation. Each
Each such
such special
special member
of
railroad system
of transportation.
member shall
shall
eta.Noice etings,
have
reasonable notice
of all
all meetings
meetings of
of his
his committee
committee at
at which
have reasonable
notice of
which
affecting any
carrier which
to be
conany matter affecting
any carrier
which he
he represents
represents is
is to
be coned, and
and may
may participate
in
the consideration
and
disposisidered,
participate
in
the
consideration
and
disposiRemovals and va
tion
of such
such matter.
matter. Members
of the
the committees
committees may
may be
aRvals ad
tion of
Members of
be removed
removed
fancies.
from
office
and vacancies
vacancies may
be filled
filled in
like manner.
manner.
from
office
and
may
be
in
like
Purposes of title.
Purposes of title
4 The
The purposes
SEC. .4.
purposes of
this title
title are
(1) to
to encourage
of this
are (1)
encourage and
and
require action on the part
of the
the carriers
carriers and
and of
of subsidisubsidipromote or
or require
part of
aries subject to the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, which will
Avoid
unnecessary (a)
dAoid
unnecessary
avoid unnecessary duplication of services and facilities
of
facilities of
duplication,
etc.; joint (a) avoid unnecessary duplication of services and
duplication,
use of tracks and ter- whatsoever nature and permit the joint use of terminals
and trackterminals
minals.
age incident
incident thereto
thereto or
or requisite
requisite to
to such
joint use:
use: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
raroso.
age
o
such joint
Proviso.
Restriction
existing shall
Restriction on elimielmi- routes
routes now
shall be
eliminated
with the
except
the consent
of
now
existing
be
eliminated
except
with
consent
of
nating existingroutes.
existing routes.
nating
Control allowances
alowances all
all participating
participating lines
lines or
or upon
order
of
the
Coordinator,
(b)
control
upon order of the Coordinator, (b) control
and
accessorial services. accessorial
aaeos
llowanes
servicellows
and the
charges therefor,
therefor, and
and other
other
allowances, accessorial services and
the charges
practices
undue
practices affecting
affecting service
service or operation,
operation, to the end that undue
impairment
(e) avoid
impairment of net earnings may be prevented, and (c)
avoid
other wastes and preventable expense; (2)
(2) to
to promote financial
financial
Promote economies,
reorganization of the carriers, with due regard to legal rights, so
Promote econrmies. reorganization
so
Financialreorganization ofcarriers.
of carriers.
tion
as to
reduce fixed
fixed charges
as
to reduce
charges to the extent required by the public interNot to

serveon
Not to serve
on Com-

mission of review.
review.
mission
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est and improve carrier credit; and (3)
(3) to provide for the immediate
immediate
study of
of other
other means
means of improving
transconditions surrounding
surrounding transimproving conditions
study
therefor.
preparation of plans therefor.
portation in
in all
all its
its forms
forms and
and the preparation
portation
on their own
own initiainitiashall be
duty of
the committees
committees on
SEC. 5.
5. It
It shall
be the
the duty
of the
SEC.
where more than one
tive, severally
severally within
within each
each group
group and jointly where
tive,
subdivision
group is affected,
affected, to carry out the purposes set forth in subdivision
(1)
of section
section 4,
so far as such action can be voluntarily
voluntarily accom4, so
(1) of
plished by the carriers. In such instances
instances as the committees are
to carry
carry out
out such purfor any
any reason,
unable, for
reason, legal or otherwise,
otherwise, to
recommend to the Coorposes by such voluntary action, they shall recommend
appropriate directions to the carriers or subsididinator that he give appropriate
Commerce Act, as amended, by order;
order;
aries subject to the Interstate Commerce
Coordinator is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to issue
and the Coordinator
and enforce such orders if he finds them to be consistent with
the
purposes of this title.
furtherance of the purposes
the public
public interest and
and in furtherance
S
EC. 6. (a)
(a) The Coordinator
corSEC.
Coordinator shall confer freely with the comassistance.
his advice
advice and assistance.
the benefit of his
them the
mittees and give them
At his request, the committees,
committees, the carriers, the subsidiaries, and the
Commission shall
shall furnish
furnish him,
or his assistants and agents, such
him, or
Commission
matter
investigating any matter
information
information and reports as he may desire in investigating
within
the scope
under this title; and the Coordinator,
Coordinator,
of his
his duties
duties under
within the
scope of
his
and agents,
agents, and
and the
the Commission,
shall at
all times
times have
have
at all
Commission, shall
assistants, and
his assistants,
carriers and
and memoranda
memoranda of the carriers
accounts, records,
records, and
access to all
all accounts,
subsidiaries.
instance, a
committee has
has not
not acted
with
subsidiaries. If,
If, in
in any
any instance,
a committee
acted with
respect to
to any
any matter
matter which
which the Coordinator
Coordinator has brought
brought to its
respect
attention and
and upon
is of
of the
the opinion that it
it should have
he is
which he
upon which
attention
authorized and
5, he is hereby authorized
acted, under the provisions of section 5,
directed
enforce such order, giving appropriate
appropriate direcdirected to issue and enforce
subsidiaries subject
Interstate Comsubject to the Interstate
the carriers
carriers and subsidiaries
tions to the
amended, with respect
respect to such matter, as he shall find
Act, as
as amended,
merce Act,
to
be consistent
with the public interest.
to be
consistent with
(b) Insofar
as may
may be
for the
the purposes
of this
this title,
be necessary
necessary for
purposes of
title,
(b)
Insofar as
the
Commission and
and the
the members
members and examiners
examiners thereof shall
the Commission
have the same power to administer oaths and require
require by subpena
the attendance
attendance and
testimony of
of witnesses
witnesses and the production of
and testimony
the
books, papers,
agreements, and
documents and to
to
and documents
contracts, agreements,
papers, tariffs, contracts,
books,
take testimony by deposition,
deposition, relating to any matter under investiCommerce
gation, as
as though
Interstate Commerce
though such matter arose under the Interstate
gation,
or
A.ct, as amended and supplemented;
supplemented; and any person subpenaed or
Act,
under
testifying
connection with any matter under investigation
investi g ation under
testifying in connection
this
have the
the same
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and immunities
immunities
same rights,
title shall
shall have
this title
and
subject to the same duties, liabilities, and penalties as are
and be subject
provided
subpenaed or testifying in conin the
the case of persons subpenaed
provided in
nection
investigation under the Interstate
any matter
matter under investigation
with any
nection with
Commerce Act, as amended.
Commerce
S
EC. 7.
(a) A
A labor
labor committee
committee for
regional group
of cargroup of
each regional
for each
7. (a)
SEC.
riers may be selected
selected by those railroad
railroad labor organizations
organizations which,
as representatives
representatives duly
duly designated
and authorized
authorized to
in accordaccordto act
act in
designated and
as
requirements of the Railway
Railway Labor Act, entered
entered into
ance with the requirements
agreements of January
January 31,
21, 1932, with
the agreements
31, 1932,
1932, and December
December 21,
with
duly authorized
determining the
the wage
wage
of the
the carriers,
carriers, determining
representatives of
duly
authorized representatives
payments of the employees of the carriers. A similar labor compayments
selected by such
each regional group of carriers may be selected
mittee for
for each
other railroad
railroad labor
be duly
duly designated
designated and
as may
may be
labor organizations
organizations as
other
authorized to
employees in accordance
accordance with the requirerepresent employees
to represent
authorized
ments of
of the
Railway Labor
Labor Act.
shall be
duty of
of the
the regional
regional
the duty
be the
It shall
Act. It
the Railway
ments
coordinating committees and the Coordinator to give reasonable
reasonable
coordinating
cornthe appropriate
notice to,
to, and
to confer
with, the
appropriate regional labor comconfer with,
and to
notice
mittee
matter prior to taking any
upon the subject matter
committees upon
mittee or committees
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213
l of conditions
Study
y of conditions
Stud
for improving transportation.
Post, p.
p. 216.
Post,
216.
Provisions of title to
beevioted
of regional
title to
he executed
executed by regional
committees, etc.
committees,
Ante, p. 212.
Ant, p. 212.
Authority of CoordiAuthorityo(Coordinator when committee
reports inability topere
to perform.

form

Committee

e
ences.
enc

confer-

Reports,
etc., to
to be
be
Reports, etc.,
submitted.

submitted

Access to
accounts,
to aecounts,
Ace~ss
records, etc.,
records,
etc., of
of carriers.

Coordinator may act
on his
wn initiative,
Initiative,
hist own
if committee fails.

°n

Proceedings
Commission.

c,,mssion

before

efr

Attendance of
of wit
wit.
ne,:ses;
of
ne.;ses; production
production of
books
:
etc.
bo.,s'ret,.

nettendance

Penalty provisions.
Penalty
provisions.

Labor
committees; seLaborcommittees;selection.

let

Railway labor organRainway
izations
to represent.

obor organ-

4
4
ommittee
to
Committee to repreorganizsent
sent ot.her
other organizaVol. 44, p. 577.

tions.
tions.

Labor conferences.
conferences.
Labor

3
Notice to
to re
regimal
labor committee.

Notiom t

boromtt
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73d
action or
or issuing
issuing any
order which
which will
will affect
affect the
interest of
of the
the
the interest
any order
action
employees, and
afford the
the said
labor committee
committees
committee or committees
said labor
to afford
and to
employees,
reasonable opportunity
opportunity to
present views
views upon
said contemplated
contemplated
upon said
to present
reasonable
action or order.
order.
not
a carrier shall not
(b) The number of employees
employees in the service of a
be reduced
reduced by
of any
any action
taken pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the authority
authority
action taken
reason of
by reason
be

of
this title
title below
below the
the number
as shown
shown by
by the
the pay
rolls of employees
pay rolls
number as
of this
in
after deducting
numthe numdeducting the
1933, after
May, 1933,
of May,
month of
the month
during the
service during
in service
ber who
have been
been removed
effective
pay rolls after the effective
from the pay
removed from
who have
ber
date of
of this
this Act
reason of
of death,
death, normal retirements, or resignaby reason
Act by
date
vacancies caused
laY tion,
tion, but
but not
not more
in any
any one
year than
than 5
centum of said number
number
5 per
per centum
one year
more in
caused by
Vacancies
death,
etc.
in
during May,
nor shall
any employee
employee in such service
shall any
1933; nor
May, 1933;
service during
in service
deaths etc.
be
of employment
such as
he had
had during
month of
of
said month
during said
as he
employment such
be deprived
deprived of
May or
or be
be in
compensation for
for
in aaworse position with respect to his compensation
May
such employment,
employment, by
by reason
reason of
of any
action taken
pursuant to the
taken pursuant
any action
such
authority
conferred by this title.
authority conferred
(c) The
The Coordinator
Coordinator is
establish regdirected to establish
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
Regional
(c)
Regional boards of
adjustment,
whenever and wherever
of adjustment
adjustment whenever
wherever action
action taken
taken
establish- ional boards of
edjnstment, establishment. m e n .
pursuant
pursuant to the authority conferred by this title creates condiconditions
that make
necessary such
adjustment to settle conboards of adjustment
such boards
make necessary
tions that
troversies between
carriers and
employees.
Carriers and
and their
their
Carriers
and
employees.
carriers
between
troversies
Equality of represenemployees shall
shall have
boards of adjusthave equal representation on such boards
tation,
tation, etc. f rcreen. employees
ment for
for settlement
settlement of
controversies, and said boards shall
of such controversies,
ment
exercise the
the functions of
provided for by the
adjustment provided
of adjustment
of boards of
exercise
Railway Labor
Labor Act.
Act.
Railway
Carriers to pay prop(d) The
The Coordinator
Coordinator is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to provide
provide means
(d)
epaylpro
toemployees
of
artyarriertos
erty
losses of
employees
for determining
amount of,
carriers to make
of, and to
to require the carriers
incident
determining the amount
incident to transfers of for
work.
work-.
just compensation
compensation for, property losses and expenses imposed upon
upon
another
employees
of transfers
transfers of work from one locality to another
employees by reason of
in carrying
purposes of this title.
out the purposes
in
carrying out
a judge, trustee, receiver,
Compliance
(e)
(e) Carriers, whether under control of a
Compliance with
Railway Labor and
or private
private management,
management, shall be required
required to comply with the proRailway Labor
Bankruptcy
Acts abby or
carriers
required.
carriers reqired
visions of the Railway Labor
Labor Act and with the provisions of section
section
77, paragraphs
paragraphs (o),
(o), (p),
(q), of
approved March 3, 1933,
of the
the Act approved
and (q),
(p), and
77,
Vol. 44,p.
44, p. 877;
Vol.47,
47, entitled "An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to establish a
Vol.
7;Vol.
a
p. 1481.
States',
United States',
throughout the
of bankruptcy
system of
uniform system
p.141.
uniform
bankruptcy throughout
the United
amendatory thereof
1, 1898, and Acts amendatory
approved July 1,
approved
thereof and supplementary thereto."
thereto."
mentary
Orders of CoordinaSEO. 8.
8. Any
order issued
Coordinator pursuant to this title
issued by the Coordinator
Any order
SEO.
pulic
tor to be madeo
made public.
reasonable manner as he may detershall be
made public
public in
in such
such reasonable
be made
shall
Motive
ete.
Efletive date,
date, etc.
mine and shall become effective
effective as of such date, not less than twenty
days from the date of such publication, as the Coordinator shall
prescribe in
in. the order,
order; and such order shall remain in effect until
prescribe
it is vacated
vacated by him or suspended or set aside by the Commission
Commission
it
Po
oling arrange- or
Pooling
or other
other lawful
hereinafter provided
provided1l and
and such
such order
order
lawful authority,
authority, as
as hereinafter
ments, eke.
entse.
provision for the creation and administration
of such
may include provision
administration of
such
just pooling arrangements
arrangements or for such just compensation
compensation for the
necessary or
use off property or for carrier services as he may deem necessary
or
desirable
furtherance of the purposes of this title.
desirable and in furtherance
Appeals
to ConroisCommisSno. 9.
9. Any
Any interested party,
among others,
others, any
any carcarSEO.
party, including,
including, among
Appeals to
sion.
sion"
rier, subsidiary, shipper, or
or employee, or any group of
of carriers, shipcommission, or the Governor of any
pers, or employees, or any State commission,
representatives of
representative or representatives
State,'or the official representative
State
ofany political
political
Coordinator
dissatisfied with any order of the Coordinator
subdivision thereof, dissatisfied
a petition
may, at any time prior to the effective date of the order, file a
with the Commission asking that such order be reviewed and suspended pending such review, and stating fully the reasons therefor.
therefor.
Balsa governing.
Rulesgoverning.
general rules as the ComSuch petitions shall be governed by such general
mission may establish.
establish, If
If the Commission, upon considering such
-
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petition and any answer
answer or answers thereto, finds reason to believe
that the order may be unjust to the petitioner or inconsistent
inconsistent with
the public interest, the Commission is hereby authorized
authorized to grant
grant
such review
review and, in
in its discretion,
discretion, the Commission
Commission may
suspend the
may suspend
the Review by commission;
of
ord;r. suspension
suspension of
in order.
result in
order if
if it
it finds
immediate enforcement
enforcement thereof
thereof would result
order
finds immediate
irreparable
irreparable damage to the petitioner
petitioner or work grave injury to
to the
the
public interest, but if
if the Commission suspends an order, it
it shall
decision on
expedite the hearing and
and decision
on that
that order
order as
as much as possible.
Thereupon the Commission shall, after due notice and aa public
hearing, review the order and take such action in accord
accord with the
it finds
purposes of
of this
this title
title as
as it
finds to be
be just and
and consistent
consistent with the
confirming the
public interest, either confirming
the order or
or setting
setting it aside or
or
reissuing it in modified form
reissued
reissuing
form, and any order so confirmed
confirmed or
or reissued
shall thereafter
thereafter remain in effect until vacated
vacated or
or modified
modified by the
Commission.
of the
the
SEC. 10.
10. (a)
The carriers
carriers or subsidiaries
subject to
to the Interstate
Interstate Suspension
Suspension of
(a) The
subsidiaries subject
antitrust laws,
antitrust
laws, etc.
Commerce
Act, as
affected by
by any
Commerce Act,
as amended,
amended, affected
any order
order of
of the
the Coordinator
Coordinator "Vol.
Vol. 3,
38, p. 730.
or
pursuant to
or Commission
Commission made
made pursuant
to this
this title
title shall,
shall, so
so long
long as such
such
order is in effect, be, and they
operation
they are
are hereby, relieved
relieved from the operation
of the antitrust
antitrust laws, as designated in section 11 of the Act entitled
"An Act to supplement
supplement existing laws against
against unlawful restraints
restraints
approved October
and monopolies, and for other purposes ",
", approved
October 15,
15, 1914,
1914,
law , State
or Federal,
and of all other restraints
restraints or
or prohibitions
prohibitions by law,
State or
Federal,
other than
such as
for the
of the
public health
other
than such
as are
are for
the protection
protection of
the public
health or
or Protection
Protection of public
public
health or safety exceptedlth osafetyecept
safety, in so far as may be necessary to enable
enable them to do anything
anything ed.
authorized or required by
pursuant to this title:
by such
such order
order made pursuant
title:
Provided, however, That
nothing herein
shall be
be construed
construed to
to repeal,
repeal, proaiso.
Provided,
That nothing
herein shall
Proviso.
Rail
way Labor Act
Labor Act
Railway
amend, suspend, or modify any of the requirements
requirements of the Railway
Railway noi
affected.
577.
Vol 44,
44, p.
p. 577.
imposed thereunder
the duties
duties and obligations
Labor
Labor Act
Act or the
obligations imposed
thereunder or Vol.
provisions of
through contracts entered into in
in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
of
said Act.
Notification to State
(b)
The Coordinator
shall issue
no order
which shall
shall have
(b) The
Coordinator shall
issue no
order which
have the
the of
ontificattion
toiite
intention to torelieve
operation
effect of
of relieving
from the
the operation
operation of
of the
effect
relieving any
any carrier
carrier from
from operation
carrier or
or subsidiary
subsidiary from
the carrier
State law.
or of any
any order of any State commission until he
he of
of Statelaw.
law of
of any
law
any, State
State or
has advised the State commission of said State, or the Governor of
of
said State if there be no such commission,
commission, that such order is in
in
Hearings.
contemplation,
contemplation, and shall afford the State commission or Governor so Iearings.
reasonable opportunity
opportunity to present views and information
notified reasonable
information
bearing upon such contemplated
contemplated order, nor unless such order is
necessary, in his opinion,
opinion, to prevent or remove an obstruction to or
or
necessary,
interstate commerce.
aa burden upon interstate
commerce.
Prior contractual
SEC.
Proior
contractued
Sim 11. Nothing in this title shall be construed
construed to relieve any obligations
obligations continued
carrier
any contractual
contractual obligation
it may
have assumed,
carrier from
from any
obligation which
which it
may have
assumed, in
force.
inforce.
prior to the enactment
enactment of this Act, with regard
regard to the location or
maintenance of offices,
offices, shops, or roundhouses at any point.
Penal provisions.
SEC.
12. The willful failure
or refusal
of any
SEC. 12.
failure or
refusal of
any carrier
subsidiary PelV
carrier or
or subsidiary
piovnonsodi
.0 oOrdinator's, etc.,
etc., order.
or of any officer or employee
employee of any carrier or subsidiary
subsidiary to comply nator's,
with the terms of any order of the Coordinator
Coordinator or of the Commission
Commission
made pursuant to this title shall be a
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
thereof the carrier, subsidiary,
offending shall be
subsidiary, or person offending
Penalty.
Penalty.
subject to a
a fine of not less than $1,000 or more than $20,000 for Each
day a
a separate
e p ra
each
each day
during which
which such
carrier, subsidiary,
each offense,
offense, and
and each
day during
such carrier,
subsidiary, offeh.day
offense.
or person shall willfully fail or refuse to
to comply
comply with the terms
the Prosecution
Proaection proceedproceedof
of such
such order
order shall
shall constitute
constitute a
a separate
separate offense. It
It shall be the
ings.
duty of any district attorney of the United
United States to whom the ings.
Coordinator
Coordinator or
or the
the Commission
Commission may
may apply
apply to institute
institute in the
the
proper court and to prosecute under the direction of the Attorney
General of the United States all necessary
proceedings for
for the
the
necessary proceedings
enforcement of the provisions
enforcement
provisions of this title and for the punishment
t
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Payment of epenses. of
of all
all violations
thereof, and
and the
of such
expenses of
such prosecuprosecuthe costs
costs and
and expenses
violations thereof,
Paymentofexpenses.

tion shall
shall be
out of
of the
the appropriation
the expense
the
of the
expense .of
for the
appropriation for
paid out
be paid
tion

courts
of the
States: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing in
in this
this title
title
That nothing
courts of
the United
United States:
shall
be construed
construed to
to require
require any
or officer
officer of
of any
carrier
any carrier
any employee
employee or
shall be
vies, etc.
to render labor or service
service without his consent,
consent, or
or to authorize the
to
issuance of
requiring such
illegal the
the
make illegal
such service,
service, or to make
any orders
orders requiring
of any
issuance
failure or
employee individually, or any number of
of
any employee
or refusal
refusal of any
failure
employees collectively,
services.
.
collectively, to render labor or services.
employees
Study of
of means of
of SEC.
It shall further be the duty of the Coordinator, and he
SEo. 13. It
improvement,
improvement, etc., to
is hereby
hereby authorized
and
forthwith to
to investigate
investigate and
and directed,
directed, forthwith
is
authorized and
be made.
consider means,
means, not
not provided
provided for
in this
this title,
of improving
title, of
improving transfor in
consider
portation
finding
the country,
country, including cost finding
throughout the
conditions throughout
portation conditions
in
rail transportation
transportation and the ability, financial
financial or otherwise, of the
the
in rail
properties and furnish service and charge
carriers to improve their properties
rates which
which will
will promote
commerce and industry of the country
promote the commerce
rates
and
stability of railroad labor employment
employment and
including, also, the stability
and including,
Recommendations
to other improvement
railroad labor conditions and relations; and
Recommendationsto
improvement of railroad
be submitted.
be submitted.
from time to time he shall submit to the Commission such recommendations calling for further legislation to these ends as he may
necessary or desirable
desirable in the
Commission
public interest.
interest. The Commission
the public
deem necessary
Transmission to
its
together with its
Trnstmission to shall promptly transmit
transmit such recommendations,
recommendations, together
President, etc.
comments thereon, to the President and
and to the Congress.
Congress.
comments
Expenses of coordiCoordiSEC.
Expenses
SEC. 14. The expenses of the
the Coordinator except so far as they
nator.
are borne
Commission in
with the
provisions of
of
the provisions
in accordance
accordance with
the Commission
by the
borne by
Ante, p. 211.
are
211.
section 2, but not including the expenses of the coordinating comitemized
presentation of itemized
mittees, shall be allowed and paid, on the presentation
therefor approved
by the
the Coordinator,
Coordinator, out
out of
a fund
fund
of a
Fund,
from vouchers
approved by
vouchers therefor
nna, obtained
obtainedfrom
assessments on
on carrirs
carriers.
assessments
hereby
obtained from assessments on the carriers, and said
said fund is hereby
appropriated
payment of
of such
such expenses.
It
expenses.
It shall be the
appropriated for
for the
the payment
of each
each carrier,
carrier, within
days after
enactment
Basis
the date
date of
of enactment
after the
within thirty
thirty days
duty of
of computaomputa- duty
Basis of
tion.
tion.
of this Act, to pay into this fund, for the first year of the operation
operation
Past,
Pst, p.
p 984.
954.
title, one
one and one-half
of this title,
one-half dollars for
operated
for every mile
mile of road
road operated
by it
it.on December
reported to the Commission,
Commission, and to
December 31, 1932, as reported
to
pay into said fund within thirty days after the expiration of such
such
year a
aproportional amount covering any period
period of extension
extension of
of this
this
Post,
Post,p. 217.
title by proclamation
it shall
proclamation of the President
President under section 17, and it
shall
be the duty
duty of the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to collect
collect such assessProratareturn of any ments.
Proratirettrnofal
ent Any
Any amount
amount remaining
remaining in
in the fund when this title ceases to
to
balance.
balanRce
have effect
sall be returned
effect shall
returned by the Secretary of the Treasury to the
Free
transportation, carriers in proportion
contributions. The
carriers and
and the
Free transportation,
proportion to
to their contributions.
The carriers
the
etc., provided CoordiPullman Company
Company shall
shall be
be permitted,
permitted, anything
the Interstate
Interstate
nator, asistants,
tosistants, etc.
ntatorr
Pullman
anything in
in the
Vol. 35, p.50, waived..
to.i, p.6,waivedl Commerce Act, as
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
notwithstandin g, to
to
as amended, to the
provide free transportation
transportation and other carrier
service to the CoordiCoordicarrier service
nator and his assistants and agents and to the employees of
the Comof the
Commission
engaged
the
service
of
Coordinator.
when
engaged
in
service
the
Coordinator.
EO
e
Loans to
to
carriers d
de-.
a carrier
shall not
not approve
approve aa loan
loan to
S
The Commission
Commission shall
earrirs
Loans
SEC.. 15.
15. The
to a
carrier
nied when
when financial reReconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as amended, if
essential. under the Reconstruction
organization essential.
if
Vol. 47, p. 7.
vol.
47, p7.
it is of the opinion that such carrier is in
in need
need o
offfinancial
financ i
alreorganreorgan Proviso.
io
ot
zation in the public interest:
Proris
ization
interest: Provided,
Provided however,
however, That the term
term
"Carrier" not
t
include
receiver,
etc.
o " carrier
carrier ""as
used in
in this
this section
shall not
include
areceiver
receiver or
or trustee.
include
receiver,
etc.
as
used
section
shall
not
include
a
trustee.
Court review of or
Court
review of or-- Sc.
SEC. 16. Any final order made
made under this title shall be subject to
to
dere.
the same right of relief in court by any party in interest as is now
provided
provided in respect
respect to orders of the Commission
Commission made under the
the
Venue
of suits
Commerce Act,
as amended.
amended. The
The provisions
provisions of
of the
voreS of
Suits on
on Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
the Urgent
Urgent
ardors of Coordinator
ordes
oCoordinator Deficiencies Appropriation
ot
Commission.
Appropriation Act of October 22, 1913 (38 Stat.L.
Vol.
38,
p.
219,
38
susshall be .applicable to any proceeding
219), shall_be
Pded
one
219),
proceeding in
in court brought to susUnloaded.
pend or set aside any order of the Coordinator
Coordinator or of the Commission
Commission
entered pursuant to the provisions of this title.

Proviso.
t
Proviso.
Employee's right to
refuse
to render serrefuse to
vices, etc.
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Duration of title.
S
EC. 17.
This title
to have
have effect
at the
the end
one year
ofby
title.procDuration
year Extension
of one
end of
effect at
cease to
shall cease
title shall
17. This
SEC.
after the
unless extended
extended by
proclamation of
of the
the lamation.
by aa proclamation
date, unless
effective date,
the effective
after
Post, p. 1740.
p. 1740.
orders of the Coordi- Post,
President
for one
year or
or any
thereof, but orders
part thereof,
any part
one year
President for

Continuing
effectiveContinuing effectivenator
or of
of the
the Commission
thereunder shall continue in effect ness
Commission made thereunder
nator or
of Coordinator's
orders.
until vacated
vacated by the Commission
Commission or set aside by other lawful author- orders.
until
ity,
but notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
provisions of section 10 no such order
order
the provisions
ity, but
shall
operate to
to relieve
any carrier
from the effect of any State law
carrier from
relieve any
shall operate
or of
of any
order of
enacted or made after this
commission enacted
State commission
of aa State
any order
or
title ceases to have effect.

TITLE 11—AMENDMENTS
TO INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMERCE Commerce
TITLE u—Interstate
ActsatendcoTILer
II-AMENDMENTS TO
TITLE
Act amendACT
ACT

SECTION 201.
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended
of the
Section 55of
201. Section
SECTION
(2)
(U.S.C.,
is amended
amended by
by striking
paragraphs (2)
out paragraphs
striking out
5), is
sec. 5),
49, sec.
title 49,
(U.S.C., title
and
(3) and
and by
by renumbering
(4) and (5)
(5) as paragraphs
paragraphs (4)
renumbering paragraphs
and (3)
(2)
and (3),
and by
by striking
striking out
out the
sentence of the
the
last sentence
the last
respectively, and
(3), respectively,
(2) and
paragraph so
so renumbered
renumbered as
as paragraph
paragraph (3).
(3).
paragraph
SEC. 202.
202. Such
Such section
striking out
out
by striking
amended by
further amended
is further
5 is
section 5
SEC.
the
paragraphs
(6), (7),
(7), and
(8), and by inserting in lieu thereof the
and (8),
paragraphs (6),
paragraphs;
following paragraphs:
"(4)
shall be
lawful, with
with the
approval and
authorization
and authorization
the approval
be lawful,
It shall
(a) It
"(4) (a)
of
the Commission,
Commission, as
provided in
subdivision (b),
for two or more
(b), for
in subdivision
as provided
of the
carriers
to consolidate
properties, or
any part
part thereof,
thereof,
or any
their properties,
merge their
or merge
consolidate or
carriers to
into
one
corporation
for
the
ownership,
management,
operation
operation
and
management,
ownership,
the
for
into one corporation
of
the properties
ownership; or for any
separate ownership;
theretofore in separate
properties theretofore
of the
carrier, or
or two
two or
more carriers
carriers jointly,
to purchase,
lease, or
or conconpurchase, lease,
jointly, to
or more
carrier,
tract
to operate
or any
of another;
another; or
thereof, of
part thereof,
any part
properties, or
the properties,
operate the
tract to
for any
any carrier,
carrier, or
control
two or more carriers jointly, to acquire control
or two
for
of another
another through
corporation which
which
for aacorporation
or for
stock; or
its stock;
of its
purchase of
through purchase
of
is not
not aa carrier
carrier to
acquire control
two or
through
carriers through
more carriers
or more
of two
control of
to acquire
is
ownership of
their stock;
or for
for a
acorporation
corporation which is not aacarrier
carrier
stock; or
of their
ownership
and
which has
control of
of one
one or
or more
more carriers
carriers to
acquire control
control of
to acquire
has control
and which
another
carrier through
its stock.
stock.
of its
ownership of
through ownership
another carrier
a consolidation,
" (b) Whenever a
"
consolidation, merger, purchase, lease, operating
operating
contract,
of control
control i
proposed under
under subdivision
subdivision (a),
(a),
issproposed
or acquisition
acquisition of
contract, or
the
or carriers
carriers or
seeking authority therefor shall
corporation seeking
or corporation
carrier or
the carrier
present an
an application
the ComComthereupon the
and thereupon
Commission, and
to the
the Commission,
application to
present
mission
shall
notify
the
Governor
of
each
State
in
which
part
any part
mission shall notify the Governor of each State in which any
of the
the properties
properties of
carriers involved
involved in
transaction
proposed transaction
the proposed
in the
the carriers
of the
of
is situated,
also such
and the
or applicants,
applicants,
the applicant
applicant or
carriers and
such carriers
and also
is
situated, and
of
the
time
and
place
for
a
public
hearing.
If
after
such hearing
hearing
such
If
after
hearing.
a
public
for
of the time and place
the Commission
Commission finds
that, subject
subject to
to such
terms and
and
conditions and
and conditions
such terms
finds that,
the
such
modifications
as
it
shall
find
to
be
just
reasonable,
the
proreasonable,
and
just
to
be
find
such modifications as it shall
posed
contract, or
operating contract,
lease, operating
purchase, lease,
merger, purchase,
consolidation, merger,
posed consolidation,
acquisition
be in
harmony with
with and
furtherance
and in furtherance
in harmony
will be
control will
of control
acquisition of
of the
plan for
the consolidation
consolidation of railway properties
properties established
established
for the
of
the plan
pursuant to
to paragraph
it
promote the public interest, it
(3), and
and will promote
paragraph (3),
pursuant
may enter
order approving
authorizing such
such consolidation,
consolidation,
and authorizing
approving and
an order
enter an
may
merger, purchase,
purchase, lease,
or acquisition
acquisition of
control,
of control,
contract, or
operating contract,
lease, operating
merger,
found
modifications
upon
the
terms
and
conditions
with
modifications
so
the
and
conditions
and
terms
upon the
to be
reasonable.
and reasonable.
just and
to
be just
" (5) Whenever
Whenever a
acorporation
is authorized,
authorized,
carrier is
not aacarrier
is not
which is
corporation which
"(5)
by
an order
entered under
under paragraph
(4), to
acquire control of
of any
to acquire
paragraph (4),
order entered
by an
carrier or
two or
more carriers,
thereafter shall,
corporation thereafter
such corporation
carriers, such
or more
of two
or of
carrier
to
provided by
for the
purposes of
of parathe purposes
Commission, for
the Commission,
by the
extent provided
to the
the extent
graphs (1)
(1) to
to (10),
(10), inclusive,
section 20
20 (relating
(relating to
reports,
to reports,
of section
inclusive, of
graphs
accounts,
and
so
forth,
of
carriers),
including
the
penalties
appliapplipenalties
the
including
carriers),
of
forth,
so
and
accounts,
cable in
the case
case of
of such
such paragraphs,
be considered
considered as
paragraphs, be
violations of
of violations
in the
cable

ments.
ruents.

Vol. 24,
24, p.
p. 380.
380.
vol.
U.
C., p. 16a.
u S.
p.-1655.
-.s

Combination,
sobidation,
solidation, et
etc.

CO
con

Mergers
authorized.
Mergers authorized.

Contract to operate
to operate
Contractproperties.
another's

another'sproperties

h
cquir
e control,
through purchase of
stock.
stock.

througpchotrof,

Holding
etc.

companies,

etHolding conpaies.

Application for authority to be made
made to
Commission.

tholiction forauie
Commission.
o

t

Notices to governors
of States, etc.

of states, etc.

Approvl, i I
Commis-

Approval, If In barwith Commisti
n
n3r
with
FIcioor,s plan,

mony
lic'interest.

Terms
Ters

and

conlcondi-

tions.
tions.

company
aHoding control
acquiring

acquiringcontro
Holdingcompanz
l of

carriers.
carriers.

Supervision of Commission.

survision of om-

misson
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carrier subject
subject to
provisions of
this Act,
Act, and for
for the
of this
to the
the provisions
aa common
common carrier

purposes
purposes of paragraphs
paragraphs (2) to (11),
(11), inclusive, of section 20a (relating
issues of
of securities
securities and
assumptions of
of liability
liability of
carriers),
of carriers),
and assumptions
to issues
ing to

including
the penalties
penalties applicable
applicable in the
such
of violations of such
the case
case of
including the
paragraphs,
paragraphs, be considered as a
a 'carrier'
carrier' as such term is defined in
paragraph
(1) of
be treated as such by the Comparagraph (1)
of such
such section,
section, and
and be
mission
in
the
administration
of
paragraphs specified. In
In the
the
the
paragraphs
of
mission in the administration
Assumption of
of obli.
obli. application of such provisions of section
Assumption
section 20a in the case of any such
such
gations.
assumption
corporation
gaions.
corporation the Commission shall authorize
authorize the issue or assumption
applied for
only if
if it
it finds
finds that
such issue
consistent
is consistent
or assumption
assumption is
issue or
that such
for only
applied
with the
the proper
proper performance
performance by
by each
carrier which
conwhich is
is under the coneach carrier
with
corporation of its service to the public as aacommon cartrol of such corporation
such
rier , will not impair
impair the ability of any such carrier to perform such
rier,
service, and is otherwise compatible
compatible with the public interest.
Control or
manage(6) ItIt shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any person,
person except
except as
as provided
provided in
shall be
""(6)
or manageControl
ment
unification of
ment unification
of two
two
paragraph (4),
(4), to
or effectuate,
participate in accomeffectuate, or to participate
accomplish or
to accomplish
paragraph
carriersn
or more carriers.
plishing or effectuating,
effectuating, the control or management
management in a
a common
common
plishing
interest of any two or more carriers, however such result is attained,
whether directly
directly or
use of
of common
common directors, officers,
or indirectly,
indirectly, by
by use
whether
or stockholders,
stockholders a
a holding or investment company or companies, a
a
It shall
voting trust or trusts, or in any other manner whatsoever. It
be unlawful to continue to maintain control or management accomplished or effectuated
after the enactment of this amendatory
amendatory paraeffectuated after
graph and in violation of its provisions.
provisions. As used in this paragraph
paragraph
"Control or
or managemanage- and paragraph (7),
"Control
(7), the words
control or management'
management' shall be
'control
words
ment", construed.
construed to include the power to exercise control or management.
management.
construed
ment". construed,
Transactions
deemed
Transactionsdeemed
"(7)
"(7) For the purposes of paragraphs
paragraphs (6)
(6) and (11),
(11), but not in
effecting
control
or
anywise limiting
transaction shall be
limiting the
the application thereof, any transaction
managerment.
or anywise
management.
deemed to accomplish or effectuate the control or management
deemed
management in a
a
common interest of two carriers—
carriers"
effect of such
such
" (a) If
If such transaction is by aacarrier, and if the effect
transaction
affiliated with
transaction is to place such carrier
carrier and persons affiliated
with it,
taken together, in control of another carrier.
If such transaction
transaction is by a
a person
affiliated with a
a carrier,
""(b) If
person affiliated
and if the effect of such transaction is to place such carrier and percarrier.
sons affiliated with it, taken together, in control of another carrier.
If such transaction is by two
persons acting together,
""(c)
(c) If
two or more persons
a carrier, and if the effect
one of whom is a
acarrier or is affiliated with a
effect
of such
such transaction
transaction is to place such persons and carriers and persons
persons
affiliated
affiliated with
with any one of them and persons affiliated
affiliated with any such
affiliated carrier, taken together, in control of another carrier.
"Affiliated
a person shall be held
soen",
d"fllisted
"(8)
l person",
"(8) For the purposes of paragraph
paragraph (7) a
defined.
to be affiliated with aacarrier if, by reason of the relationship
relationship of such
(whether by
person to such carrier (whether
by reason of the method of, or circumstances surrounding
surrounding organizaion
organization or operation,
operation, or whether estabcumstances
established through common directors,
stockholders, a
a voting
directors, officers, or stockholders,
trust or trusts, aa holding or investment company
company or companies, or
that
any other direct or indirect means),
means), it is reasonable to believe that
the affairs of any carrier of which control may be acquired by such
person will be managed in the interest of such other carrier.
Immaterial
purposes of
paragraphs (6),
(8), and
(11),
rmatil whether
(9) For
For the
wt"her
"(9)
the purposes
of paragraphs
(6), (7),
(7) (8),
and (11),
references
rebrenees to control
relate to direct
indi- whereverreference
reate
direct or indi
is
wherever reference is made to control it
it i
s immaterial
immaterial whether such
c
rect.
re t,
control is direct
paragraph and paradirect or indirect. As used in this paragraph
Control construed.
ontrol construed. graphs (7),
(8), and (11)
to
(7), (8),
(11) the term 'control'
control' shall be construed to
include the power to exercise control.
18
"(10) The
The Commission
authorized, upon
upon complaint
complaint or
an"(10)
Commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
or
thtgatoesg
upon its own initiative without complaint, but after notice and
hearing, to investigate and determine whether any person is violating

To
treated as a
a
To be
be,treated
"carrier."
carrier
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Commission to order
order
after such
the provisions
of paragraph
Commission finds after
such Commission
If the
the Commission
(6). If
paragraph (6).
the
provisions of
discontinuance of vioof vilatSi"nuan.
such lations.
investigation that
that such
is violating
of such
the provisions
provisions of
violating the
person is
such person
investigation

paragraph,
action
by order
order require such
such person
person to take such action
paragraph, it
it shall by
as
prevent
the Commission,
Commission, to prevent
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, in
in the opinion of the
continuance
continuance of such violation.
"(11)
furtherance of the plan Control,
Control, interfering
interfering
"(11) For the proper protection and in furtherance
with Commission's
cithCoommission's
properties established
established pursuant to consolidation
consolidation of railway properties
for the consolidation
plan or
independence
carrier's independence
commerce in accord- carrier's
paragraph
the regulation
regulation of
of interstate
interstate commerce
(3) and
and the
paragraph (3)
to be investigated.
ance
Commission is
is hereby
upon com- tobeinvestigated.
hereby authorized,
authorized, upon
the Commission
ance therewith,
therewith, the
plaint or upon its own initiative without complaint, but after notice
whether the holding by
to investigate
investigate and determine
determine whether
and hearing,
hearing, to
any person
stock or
capital of
of any
carrier (unless
(unless
any carrier
other share
share capital
of stock
or other
any
person of
acquired
approval of the Commission)
Commission) has the effect (a)
acquired with
with the approval
of
carrier or to
control of another
another carrier
carrier to the
the control
subjecting such carrier
of subjecting
preventing or
or
common control
control with
with another carrier, and (b) of preventing
hindering
impairing
hindering the carrying out of any part of such plan or of impairing
the
independence, one
the systems provided for in such
one of
of another, of the
the independence,
Restricting
voting
Restricting voting
investigation that such power
If the Commission finds after such investigation
plan. If
of controlling
holding
it shall
by order
provide for
for stock.
spowr ° contro ng
order provide
shall by
described, it
the effects
effects described,
has the
holding has
restricting
the exercise
of the
the voting
voting power
with
of such
such person with
power of
exercise of
restricting the
respect
capital (by requiring the deposit
deposit
stock or
or other share capital
respect to
to such stock
thereof
extent
appropriate means) to the extent
trustee, or by other appropriate
thereof with aatrustee,
necessary to prevent such
such holding from continuing to have such
necessary
effects.
Suspension of
of proproSuspension
before ceeding
"(12) If
in the
the course
proceeding under
under this
this section
section before
of any
any proceeding
course of
If in
"(12)
in certain cases.
the
or of
of any
any proceeding
proceeding before
in enforcement
court in
enforcement ceeding n certain cases.
before aa court
the Commission,
Commission, or
of
entered by
by the
Commission under
it appears
appears
this section,
section, it
under this
the Commission
of an
an order
order entered
that
beginning of such proceeding
proceeding the plan for consolidathat since the beginning
paragraph (3) for changes
changes or modiunder paragraph
reopened under
has been reopened
tion has
fications with
respect to
the allocation
properties of any
of the
the properties
allocation of
to the
with respect
fications
carrier involved
involved in
proceeding, then
then such proceeding may be
in such proceeding,
carrier
suspended.
Jurisdiction of
dis"(13) The
courts of
have jurisof disjuris- trict
Jurisdiction
shall have
States shall
the United
United States
of the
district courts
"(13)
The district
courts.
diction
the application
application of
Commission alleging
alleging aaviolation trict courts.
of the Commission,
upon the
diction upon
order
of any of the provisions of this section or disobedience
disobedience of any order
issued
by the
person, to
to issue such
such
by any
any person,
thereunder by
the Commission
Commission thereunder
issued by
writs
injunction or
mandatory or otherwise,
or other proper
proper process, mandatory
writs of
of injunction
as
necessary to
to restrain such person
such
of such
person from violation of
may be
be necessary
as may
provision
compel obedience
obedience to such order.
provision or to compel
Supplemental orders
"(14)
to time,
time, for
orders
aSuopplerental
cause aut
for good
good cause
from time
time to
may from
Commission may
The Commission
"(14) The
horized.
shown,
such orders,
orders, supplemental
to any
order made
made under
underuted.
any order
supplemental to
make such
shown, make
paragraph (1),
(1), (4),
(10), or
(11), as
as it
deem necessary
necessary or
or
it may
may deem
or (11),
(4), (10),
paragraph
appropriate.
Carriers affected re"(15)
r'
Cariers
affected by any
any order lieved
"(15) The carriers
carriers and
and any corporation
corporation affected
fromafeeted
operation
of antitrustlaws.
antitrust laws.
made under
of this section shall be, and ot
provisions of
foregoing provisions
made
under the foregoing
Vol.
38,
p.
730.
m.
Vol s3,
they are
relieved from
operation of
of the
laws as
as
they
are hereby,
hereby, relieved
from the
the operation
the antitrust
antitrust laws
.s.c.,
.
.S.C., p. 352.
designated
in
section
1
the
Act
entitled
'An
supplement
Act
to
supplement
1
of
the
Act
in
section
designated
unlawful restraints
restraints and monopolies,
monopolies, and for
existing laws against unlawful
other
15, 1914,
other
1914, and of all other
October 15,
approved October
purposes , approved
other purposes',
restraints
or imposed
imposed under authority of law,
or prohibitions
prohibitions by or
restraints or
insofar as may be necessary
necessary to enable them to do
State or Federal,
Federal, insofar
anything
order.
or required
required by such
such order.
anything authorized
authorized or
Separability
Separability proviprovi(16) If
the foregoing
paragraphs of
of this
this section,
section, sions.
of the
foregoing paragraphs
any provision
provision of
"'(16)
If any
or
the
application
thereof
to
any
person
or
circumstances
is
ons.
held
or the application thereof to any person or circumstances,
invalid, the other provisions
provisions of such paragraphs
paragraphs, and the application
of such
such provision
provision to
to any
any other
other person
person or
not be
shall not
be
or circumstances,
circumstances, shall
of
affected thereby.
affected
defined.
(4) to
to (16),
(16), inclusive,
the
"Paeonw"daed.
the term
term "Person"
inclusive, joint-stock
in paragraphs (4)
"(17)
"(17) As
As used
used in
person
i
ndividual, partnership, association, joint-stock
an individual,
person' includes an
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company,
or corporation,
the term
term ' carrier'
carrier' means
means aa carrier
by
company, or
corporation, and
and the
carrier by
to this Act."
railroad subject to
Designated
paraDesignated
pD a S
E°. 203.
Such section
is further
further amended
amended by
renumbering as
as
Sac.
203. Such
section 55 is
by renumbering
graphs
renumbered.
graphs renumbered
paragraph (18)
(18) the
added by
by the
Act
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
paragraph
the paragraph
paragraph added
Vol. 42, p. 27.
p, 1655,
1655.
U.S.C., p.
to amend
amend section
section 407
407 of
the Transportation
Act of
of 1920
1920 ",
", approved
approved
of the
Transportation Act
to
June
and by
by renumbering
remaining three
three paragraphs
June 10,
10, 1921,
1921, and
renumbering the
the remaining
paragraphs
as paragraphs
paragraphs (19),
(19), (20),
and (21),
(21), respectively.
respectively.
as
(20), and
Interstate Oomm
Commerce
Interstate
erce
SEC.
SEC. 204. The provisions
provisions of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act, as
as
Act.
amended, and of all other applicable
Federal statutes, as in force
Provisions,
applicable Federal
Provisions,
as amended,
amended,
remain in
amended, to remai
enactment of this title, shall remain in force, as though
nm prior to the enactment
force.
this title
title had
had not
not been
been enacted,
acquisition by any
the acquisition
this
enacted, with respect to the
carrier,
enactment of this title, of the control of any
carrier, prior to the enactment
other carrier or carriers.
Vol.
Vol. 41, p.
p. i488,
SEC. 205. Section
Section 15a of the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended
amended
s9, SEC.
amended.
U.S.C., p. 1663.
1663.
(U.S.C.,
title 49, sec. 15a),
15a), is amended to read as follows:
U.S.C.,
follows:
(U.S.C., title
"Rates" defined.
"Rates"
defined
"SEC. 15a. (1) When used in this section, the term ' rates'
rates' means
"SEC.
rates, fares,
charges, and all classifications, regulations,
regulations, and pracrates,
fares, and
and charges,
tices relating thereto.
Fair return for carthe exercise
exercise of
of its
its power
power to
prescribe just
just and
'c "(2)
"(2) In
In the
to prescribe
and reasonable
reasonable
riers; factors in ddeterconsideration, among other facmining.
rates the Commission shall give due consideration,
tors, to
to the
of rates
on the
the movement
movement of
of traffic; to the need, in
the effect
effect of
rates on
tors,
efficient railway transportation
transportation
adequate and efficient
the public interest, of adequate
service at the lowest cost consistent with the furnishing of such
sufficient to enable the carriers,
service; and to the need of revenues sufficient
management, to provide such
under honest, economical, and efficient management,
service."
service."
Sums heretofore paid
EC. 206. (a) All moneys which were recoverable
recoverable by and payable
bySumS
carriers to CommisSEC.
arertoCore
s- S
sion under section 15a
to
Interstate Commerce
paragraph (6)
of
(6) of
under paragraph
Commission, under
Commerce Commission
t the
the Interstate
bdereturneda
s)
((6) to be
returned.
"Carrier."
"Carrier."

P.

Uv.s..,

p. 1663.
1663.

p.

gennt

Liquidation of genLiquidation
eral railroad contingent
ge
fund.

rfunaild.
onti

Distribution
carriers.

among
cDtribution among

Tax iiabiities for
s192;
omrputation.

Tax liabilities for pperiods after February 28,
1920; computation.

Sums excluded
Sms
excluded from
gross income.

from

Distributions

in-

cludediions
in
cluded.

Restriction on
affect
nffect
of provisions.

estricti

on

section
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commission,
section 15a
as in
in force
force prior
prior to
to the
the
15a of
the Interstate
Commerce
Act, as
enactment of this title, shall cease to be so recoverable
payable;
recoverable and payable;
and all proceedings
proceedings pending for the recovery
recovery of any such moneys
shall be terminated. The general
general railroad contingent
contingent fund established under
such section
section shall
shall be
be liquidated
liquidated and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
lished
under such
distribute the moneys in such fund among the carriers
Treasury shall distribute
which have made payments
payments under such section,
section, so that each such carrier shall receive
receive an amount bearing the same ratio to the total
amount in such fund that the total of amounts paid under such
such
section by such carrier bears to the total of amounts paid under
under
such section by all carriers;
if the total amount in such
carriers; except that if
fund exceeds
exceeds the total of amounts
amounts paid under such section by all
carriers
carriers such excess shall be distributed among such carriers upon
average rate
rate of earnings (as determined
determined by the
theS
ecthe basis of the average
Secretary of the Treasury)
investment of the moneys in such
Treasury) on the investment
such
fund and differences in dates of payments
payments by such carriers.
excess-profits tax liabilities for
(b) The income, war-profits, and excess-profits
for
any taxable
taxable period
period ending
ending after February
February 28, 1920, of the carriers
war-profits, or excess-profits
and corporations whose income, war-profits,
excess-profits tax
liabilities were affected by section 15a of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Act, as in force prior to the enactment
enactment of this Act, shall be computed
puted as if
if such section had never been enacted, except that, in the
case of carriers or corporations which have made payments under
under
paragraph (6) of such section, an amount equal to such payments
payments
shall be excluded from gross income for the taxable periods with
respect to which they were made. All distributions made
made to carriers in accordance
accordance with subdivision (a) of this section shall be
included in the gross income of the carriers for the taxable period
period
in which this Act is enacted. The provisions of this subdivision
(1) the statutes
shall not be held to affect (1)
statutes of limitations with respect
respect
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collection, refund, or credit of income, war-profits
to the assessment, collection,
war-profits
or excess-profits
excess-profits taxes or (2)
(2) the liabilities
liabilities for such taxes of any carriers or corporations
corporations if such liabilities
liabilities were determined
determined prior to
to the
the
enactment
enactment of this Act in accordance
section 1106
accordance with section
1106 (b)
(b) of the
the
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1926 or section 606 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1928,
1928, or in
accordance
a final judgment of aacourt, an order of the Board
accordance with a
of Tax Appeals which had become final, or an offer in compromise
duly accepted
accepted in accordance
accordance with law.
SEC.
(a) of section 19a of the Interstate
S
EC. 207. Paragraph
Paragraph 4)
Interstate CornCommerce Act,
Act. as amended (U.S.C., title 49, sec. 19a (a)), is amended
amended to
read as follows:
"(a)
hereinafter provided, investi"(a) That the Commission shall, as hereinafter
gate ascertain, and report the
property owned
gate,
the value
value of all the property
owned or
or
used
used by every common carrier
carrier subject to the provisions
provisions of this Act,
suburban, or interurban electric
electric railway
which is
except any street, suburban,
railway which
is
not operated
operated as
not
as a
part of
of a
general steam
system of
a part
a general
steam railroad
railroad system
of transtransportation;
portation; but the Commission
Commission may in its discretion investigate,
investigate,
ascertain,
ascertain, and report the value of the property owned or used
used by
by
any such electric
electric railway
railway subject to the provisions of this Act whenever in
ever
judgment such
action is
is desirable
in the
public interest.
in its
its judgment
such action
desirable in
the public
interest.
Commission to make such investigation
investigation and report,
To enable the Commission
report,
it is authorized
authorized to employ
employ such experts
and other
other assistants
may
experts and
assistants as
as may
be necessary.
Commission may appoint examiners
necessary. The Commission
examiners who shall
power to administer
examine witnesses,
have power
administer oaths, examine
witnesses, and take testishall, subject
subject to the exception
exception hereinbefore
hereinbefore
mony. The
The Commission shall,
provided
provided for in the case of electric railways, make an inventory
property of
carrier subject to the
which shall list the property
of every
every common carrier
provisions of this Act in detail, and show the value thereof as hereinafter provided, and
shall classify
physical property,
nearly
inafter
and shall
classify the
the physical
property, as
as nearly
practicable, in conformity with
with the classification
classification of
expenditures
as practicable,
of expenditures
for road and equipment,
equipment, as prescribed
prescribed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission."
Commission."
S
EC. 208.
208. Paragraphs
(f) and
and (g)
of such
section 19a,
19a, as
amended
SEC.
Paragraphs (f)
(g) of
such section
as amendedl
(U.S.C. title 49, sec. 19a (f),
(g)), are amended to read as
follows:
(U.S.C.,
(f), (g)),
as follows:
"(f) Upon
completion of
of the
valuations herein
herein provided
provided
"(f)
Upon completion
the original
original valuations
for, the Commission shall thereafter
thereafter keep itself informed
informed of
new
of all
all new
construction, extensions
retirements, or
construction,
extensions, improvements,
improvements, retirements,
or other
other changes
changes
in the
the condition,
condition, quantity,
quantity, use,
and classification
classification of
of
in
use, and
of the
the property
property of
all common carriers as to which original valuations have been
been made,
and of the cost of all additions and betterments
betterments thereto and of all
changes in the investment therein, and may keep itself informed of
changes
of
current changes
changes in costs and values of railroad
railroad properties, in order
order
current
that it may have available at all times the information deemed by it
to be
be necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable it
it to
to revise
revise and
and correct
correct its
its previous
previous inveninventories, classifications, and values of the properties;
properties; and when deemed
necessary, may revise, correct, and supplement any of its
its inventories
inventories
and valuations.
"(g) To enable the Commission to carryout
"(g)
carry out the provisions of the
preceding paragraph, every
subject to
provipreceding
every common carrier
carrier subject
to the
the provisions of this Act shall make such reports
reports and furnish such informainformation as the Commission may require:"
require.
S
EC. 209. If
If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof
thereof
SEC.
circumstances, is held invalid, the other provisions
to any person or circumstances,
provision to
any other
of this Act or
or the
the application
application of such
such provision
to any
other person
person
or circumstances
affected thereby.
circumstances shall not be affected
Approved,
Approved, June
June 16, 1933, 12:05 p.m.
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44, p.
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Vol.
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Physical valuation
valuation of
of
Phyical
property.
Vol. 37, p. 701; Vol.
40, p.
p. 271,
271, amended.
aamended.
ded
p. p. 51.
40,Post,
515.
Street,
etc.,
railways.
Street, etc.,railways,
not a part of railroad
system excluded.

Vol.

system excluded.

inclu-

Discretionary incluDiscretionary
sion in
separate valuavaluain separate
tion report.

ion

Employment

Employment of
of ex-

pperts.
ts
er

Examiners.
Examiners.
Classification and inCveoassrationand
ventory.

in-

p.
u.s.c., p.

1667.
167.

Valuations; current
mVi,,teof,.,,e
maintenance of.

New construction,
etc., to hecosctrcion,
added.

,New

Revision
invenRevision and
and inventories.

tones

Duty of carriers
mtepofrts
make reports.

Saving provisions.
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provisions.

t
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[CHAPTER 92.]
[CHAPTER
92.]
SIThe
June

16, 1933.
1933.
16,

[S. 1872.]
[8.1872.1
[Public,
Public, No. 69.]

French Broad
River.
French
Broad River.
Time
extended
Time extended
for
for
bridging,
bridging, Jefferson and

SESS. I.

OHS. 92,
92, 93.
CHS.
93.

JUNE
16, 1933,
1933'.
JUNE 16,

A 'T ACT
A 0"T
AN

To
extend the times for commencing and
To extend
completing the
the construction
of aa
and completing
construction of
bridge across
the French
the proposed
bridge
across the
French Broad
Broad River
River on the
proposed Morristown-Newport
Morristown-Newport
Road between
between Jefferson
Jefferson and
Cocke Counties,
and Cocke
Counties, Tennessee.
Tennessee.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of
United
America in
in Congress assembled,
United States
States of America
That the
the times
assembred, That
times
commencing
completing the construction
commencing and
and completing
construction of
across
of aabridge
bridge across
French Broad River on the proposed Morristown-Newport
French
Morristown-Newport Road
Road
between Jefferson and Cocke Counties,
Counties, Tennessee,
be
Tennessee, authorized
authorized to
to be
built
by the
Highway
Department
of the
State
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, by
by an
an
built
by
the
Highway
Department
of
the
State
of
Act
of Congress
Act of
Congress approved
approved February 6, 1931, are hereby extended
extended one
one
and three years, respectively, from
from February
6, 1933.
February
6,
1933.
SEc.
The right to alter, amend, or
or repeal
SEC. 2.
2. The
this Act
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 16, 1933,
1933, 12:45
12:45 p.m.
p.m.

the
the
for
for
Cooke Counties, Tenn.
Cooke Cunties, Tenn. the
the
o. 46 p 10

Vol. 46, p. 1064.

o 4

Amendment.
Amendment.

[CHAPTER 93.]
[CHAPTER
93.]
June 16, 1933.
1933.
[H.R. 4589.]
4589.]
70.1
[Public, No. 70.]

AN ACT
Making appropriations
Making
appropriations for the government of the
of Columbia
the District
District of
Columbia and
and
other activities
activities chargeable
other
chargeable in whole or in part against the
of such.
the revenues
revenues of
such
District for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1934,
1934, and
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
of Representatives
the
and House
HoZse of
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Compress assembled,
to
assembled, That
That in
in order
order to
fiscal year defray the expenses
of the
expenses of
the District
District of
Columbia for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
of Columbia
for the
t,7otro ending
ending June 30, 1934, any revenue
(not including
the proportionate
revenue (not
including the
share of
of the
the United
United States in any revenue arising as proportionate
share
the
result of
of
the result
the expenditure
the
expenditure of appropriations
appropriations made for the
the fiscal
year 1921
fiscal year
1924:
and prior
prior fiscal years) now required
and
required by law to be credited
the
credited to
to the
District of Columbia and the United
United States
the same
proportion
States in
in the
same proportion
that each
each contributed
that
contributed to the activity or source from whence
whence such
such
revenue was derived shall be
be credited
wholly to
to the
District of
credited wholly
the District
of
Columbia, and, in addition $5,700,000
Columbia,
$5,700,000 is
appropriated, out
any
is appropriated,
out of
of any
money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
to be
be advanced
advanced
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
July
July 1, 1933, and all the remainder
remainder out of the
combined revenues
the combined
revenues
of the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, namely:
namely:

District
of Columbia.
DistrctofCiolsuba.
Appropriations
for
expenses
expenses of, fiscal year
1934, from District revenues and $5,700,000
from the Treasury.
Treasury.

en4esfraom

General

expenses.

GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES

Executive
Executive Omee
Office.

EXXCrTIVE
PXECIITIVE OFFICE
OFFICE
Offic prson.
F
or
personal
For personal services, $38,794, plus so
much as
may be
be necessary
so much
as may
necessary
giineer omnissioner. to
to compensate
compensate the
the Engineer
Engineer Comissioner
Commissioner at
at such
such rate
rate in
in grade
grade

Office personnel.
Additional, for
glueer Commissioner.

88 of the professionl
professional and scientific service
service of
of the
the Classification
Classification
Aet
of
1923,
as amended,
Act
1923
amended, as
the Board
Board
as may
may be
be determined
determined by
by
the
Prorisos.
sajesrlmited
Commissioners:
Salaries
limited to of
Provided,
Provided,
in
expending
appropriations
That
in
expending
appropriatios
Plassiicatio
Aot;
average rates
under or portions of appropriations
averag
rates under
ciassification
ex. or portions
of appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in this Act for the
Classification Act;
the
Act;-ex
captions.
-ptions.
payment
of
personal
services
in
accordane
payment
of
personal
accordance
with the
Classification
the
Classiication
Vol. 42,
p. 1488; Vol.
vol.
42
.Vol.
1488;46,VoL
ACt of 1923,
amended, with
exception of the two civilian
45, p.
p. Act of
1923, as
as amended,
with the exception
Civilian
1005.P3.
1
Commissioners the
the average
average of the salaries
salaries of the total number
Commissioners
number of
of
U.s.., p. ,; supp. persons under any grade in any bureau, office,
appropriation
persons under any grade
any bureau, office, or other appropriation
VI, 13. 31.
1,p.a.
uunit
'Anitshall
shall not
not at
at any time exceed the average
average of the compensation
compensation
rates
specified
for the grade by such Act, as amended.
Restrictionnotapp
amended: Provided
Provided,
Ti.,
Hestrictionnot
appliablies to clerical-me4 of
cleriTal-me.._
resri
cable to
shal
not apply (1)
(1 to grades 1, 22, 3,, and
That this restriction
shall not
and 4
4 oof
chanical services.
h'oreduconinted
the
clerical-mechanical
No reduction in fixed
clerical-mechanical service; (2) to rqreue
require the reduction
recton in
salaries.
va.
4p, p.
p. 1490;
4, salary oof any
wnose compensation was
Vol.
42,
any person whose
was fixed,
fixed, as
as ofly
of July 1,
Voi. 46,
Vol.
p. Me&
6, p.
.
1924, in
with the rules of section 6
6 of such Act
1924,
in accordance
accordance with
(3) t6'
Act;-(3)

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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CH.
CH. 93.
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Transfer
to
another
tounother
Transferwithout
transferred position
person who is transferred
of any
any person
require
the reduction
in salary
salary of
reduction in
require the
position without
pay
pay
reduction.
reduction.
or
same
from
one
position
to
another
position
in
different
grade
the
from one position to another
Higher
rates
perrates perHigher
in
the same
or other
appropriation unit;
unit; mitted.
other appropriation
office, or
bureau, office,
different bureau,
or aa different
same or
in the
mtte
a
rate
at
grade
any
(4)
prevent the payment of a
a
a salary under
(4) to prevent
higher
maximum rate of the grade
grade when such higher
higher rate
higher than the maximum
is permitted
permitted by
1923, as amended, and
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
by the
is
If only
one position
position
only one
is specifically
specifically authorized
(5) to reduce the com- in if
by other law, or (5)
authorized by
is
agrade.
pensation of
any person
person in
grade in
in which
only one
position is n grade.
one position
which only
a grade
in a
of any
pensation
allocated;
allocated;
Purchasing division.
Purchasing
division.
Purchasing
division: For
For personal
personal services,
services, $48,793;
$48,793;
Building inspection
inspection
Purchasing division:
division.
division.
services, $97,846;
Building
inspection division:
division: For
For personal
$97,846;
personal services,
Building inspection
Plumbing inspection
inspection
services, $31,783; two divPlsion.
Plumbing
inspection division:
division: For
personal services
For personal
Plumbing inspection
division.
members of plumbing
plumbing board at $127.50
$127.50 each;
each; in all, $32,038.
members
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
CONVENIENCE STATIONS
PUBLIC

com-convenience stations, including
public convenience
For maintenance
maintenance of public
including corn
For

Public
stations.
stations.

convenience
convenience

Maintenance.

Maintenance

pensation of necessary
necessary employees, $12,500.
pensation

CARE OF
OF DISTRICT
BUILDING
DISTRICT BUILDING
CARE

Care of
Building.

District

Operating force.

temporary labor, and service of Operating orce
For
including temporary
services, including
personal services,
For personal
cleaners as necessary
necessary at
Pori.o.
to exceed 48 cents per hour, $81,000: Proviso.
at not to
cleaners
Employment of
asof asEmployment
Provided, That
That no
appropriation made
this Act
Act shall be SlStant
in this
made in
other appropriation
no other
Provided,
sistant engineers
engineers or
or
swatchmenieers or
available
for the
employment of
engineers or watchmen.
of additional
additional assistant engineers
the employment
available for
watchmen
the care
Building.
of the District Building.
care of
for the
watchmen for
supplies.
For
fuel, light,
laundry, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous supOperating supplies.
sup- Operating
repairs, laundry,
power, repairs,
light, power,
For fuel,
plies, $28,300.
$28,300.
plies,
Assessor's offce.
office.
A* EAxssessor's
,
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE
ASSESSOR'S

$193,000.rsonalservices.
For personal services, $193,000.
COLLECTOR'S
8 OFFICE
COLLECTOR'

SCollector's

For
personal services,
services, $39,000.
For personal
FICE
AUDITORS
AUDITOR
'S
8 OFFICE
AUDITOR

Personal services.

Personal services.
Collector's office.
office.
Personal services.
Personft

Pesonalservices.
Auditor's office.
Auditor's
office.
Personal

diSbursing
Present
and the
the compensation
For
personal services,
$106,000; and
compensation of the pres- officer
services, $106,000;
For personal
disbdursing
Present
permitted
other
other
ent incumbent
the position
position of
of disbursing
disbursing officer of the District offierpermpitted
of the
incumbent of
ent
duties.
of Columbia
Columbia shall be exclusive
exclusive of his compensation as United States
of
property and
and disbursing
District
the National
National Guard of the District
for the
disbursing officer for
property
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Corporation
Corporation
Counf olumbia.
CORPORATION COUNSEL
COUNSEL
OFFICE OF CORPORATION

sel's
office.
sel's office.

pay, unb'l
Public
Extra poY
Eitras
corporation counsel, including extra compensation
For
the corporation
compensation as
as gengen- atilities
For the
Commission.
Commission.
e
eral counsel
of the
the Public
Utilities Commission,
Commission, and
personal
other personal
and other
Public Utilities
counsel of
eral
services,
$75,400.
services, $75,400.

Coroner's ofrce.

Coroner's office.

CORONER'S OFFICE
CORONER'S

Services,
including
includin
deBput
coroners, in accordance
including deputy coroners,
For
services including
accordance deputies.
personal services,
For personal
00
Vol.
46,
p.
1 3.
Vol. 4, p. 1003.
$8,651.
with
Classification Act
Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, $8,651.
the Classification
with the
Morgue,
etc.,
exe
etc.
penesg
wagon
motor
For the
maintenance of
of a
non-passenger-carryin
a non-passenger-carrying
the maintenance
For
penses.
disinfectants, telefor
morgue, jurors' fees, witness fees,
fees, ice, disinfectants,
for the morgue,
phone service, and other necessary supplies, repairs to the morgue,
morgue,
and the
necessary expenses of holding inquests, including stenothe necessary
and
photographing unidentified
graphic
services in taking
taking testimony,
testimony, and photographing
unidentified
graphic services
bodies,
$3,750.
bodies, $3,750.
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Office of
Office
of SuperinSuperintendent of Weights,
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etc.
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Personal
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i
r
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OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF WEIGHTS,
MEASURES, AND
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
AND MARKETS
MARKETS
OFFICE

For
services, $37,500.
$37,500.
For personal
personal services,
For
purchase of
of commodities,
including personal
concommodities, including
personal services,
services, in
in conFor purchase
nection
investigation and
detection of
of short
of sales
sales of
short weight
weight
with investigation
and detection
nection with
and measure,
measure, $300.
and
$300.
For
maintenance and
repairs to
$5,500.
markets, $5,500.
to markets,
and repairs
For maintenance
For
maintenance
and
repair
of
non-passenger-carrying
motor
For maintenance and repair of non-passenger-carrying motor
vehicles, $1,750.
vehicles,
$1,750.

departdepart-

Chief
office.
chief Clerk's office.

clerk's

DEPARTMENT
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
OF CHIEF
CHIEF CLERK,
OFFICE OF
CLERK, ENGINEER
OFFICE
OF CHIEF CLERK,
ENGINEER DEPARTMEIT

For personal
services, $24,935.
$24,935.
personal services,
For
GARAGE
CENTRAL GARAGE

Central garage.
Central
garage.
Municipal
Municipal
tect's office.
office.

For personal
personal services,
services, $4,539.
$4,539.
For

ArchiArchi-

Personal services.
Personal
Apportionments.
Apportionments.

Public Utilities ComCornmission.

MUNICIPAL
OFFICE
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE
MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S

For
services, $40,000.
$40,000.
personal services,
For personal
All
apportionments of
of appropriations
for the
use of
of the
the municipal
municipal
the use
All apportiomnents
appropriations for
architect
in payment
of personal
personal services
employed on
construction
on construction
services employed
payment of
architect in
work provided
provided for
by said
said appropriations
shall be
be based
based on
an
on an
for by
appropriations shall
work
amount
per centum
centum of
than
more than
of aa total
total of
of not
not more
3 per
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding 3
$2,000,000 of
of appropriations
made for
projects and
and
such construction
construction projects
for such
appropriations made
$2,000,000
not
exceeding 23
23/
4 per
total of the appropriations
appropriations in
of aa total
per centum
centum of
not exceeding
excess of
of $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
excess
UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMMISSION
PUBLIC UTILITIES

For two
two commissioners,
commissioners,
Commissioners, peoFor
Commissioners,
peoete.
counsel, etc.
ple's counsel,
services, $82,000, of which

people's
for other
other personal
personal
people's counsel,
counsel, and
and for
amount not
not to
may be
be used
used
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 may
services, $82,000, of which amount
contract or otherwise
employment of expert
expert services
services by contract
for the employment
Experts.
Experts.
and
reference to the Classification
1923, as amended,
amended,
Act of
of 1923,
Classification Act
and without
without reference
and
of which
which amount
to exceed
exceed $688
$688 shall be
immediately
be immediately
not to
amount not
and of
available.
available.
Incidental
expenses.
s. For incidental
Incidental expense
incidental and all other general necessary expenses authorized
authorized
by
by law,
law, including
including the purchase
purchase of newspapers,
newspapers, $1,500.
$1,500.
Issuance of orders rreNo
appropriations contained
in this
this Act shall be
be used
used
of the appropriations
contained in
I
No part
part of
taxiquiring meters in ta:
cabs forbidden.
forbidden.
for
or in
in connection
connection with
preparation, issuance,
publication, or
issuance, publication,
with the
the preparation,
for or
enforcement
of the
Public Utilities
Utilities Comenforcement of any
any regulation
regulation or
or order
order of
the Public
Commission
taxicabs until
such
mission requiring
requiring the installation
installation of meters
meters in
in taxicabs
until such
Proviso.
Proeito.
regulation
or
order shall
have been
approved by
by Congress:
Provided,
regulation
or
order
shall
have
been
approved
Congress:
Provided,
not afOther orders not
f- That this prohibition shall not be construed to affect any order or
fected.
feeted.
part of
of an
an order of
of such Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Commission other
other than
with respect to the requirement of
installation of
of the installation
of such meters.
meters.
BOARD OF EXAMINERS,
STEAMf ENGINEERS
EXAMINERS, STEAM
Examiners,
Examiners,
engineers.
engineers.

steam
steam

Salaries: Three members, at $127.50 each, $382.
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
INSURANCE

Insurance
Insurance
ment.

de
depart-

For personal services, $17,702.
$17,702.
SURVEYOR'S
SURVEYOR'S OFFICE

surveyor's
office.
Surveyor's office.

Employees'
Employees'
pensation
pensation fund.

Com-

Payment for
injuries.
Payment
rifljuries.
41, p.
p. 10t.
104.
Vol. 41,

For personal services, $68,000.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COLUMBIA EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION FUND
.ETIND

For carrying
carrying out the provisions of section 11 of the District of
of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved July 11, 1919, extending
extending
to the employees of the government of the District of
of Cohunbia
Cohunbia the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for
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Vol. 39,
742.
39, p.
p. 742.
employees
States suffering
suffering injuries
in the
the perper- Vol.
while in
injuries while
of the
the United
United States
employees of
formance of their duties,
approved Septemduties, and
and for
for other
other purposes", approved
formance
ber
7, 1916,
ber 7.
1916, $30,000.
$30,000.
Administrative exAdministrative
compensation
to Injured
Injured Employees
Administrative
Employees of penses, compensation
Compensation to
Administrative Expenses,
Expenses, Compensation
to injured employees.
of Columbia:
District of
the District
the
Columbia: For the enforcement
enforcement of the Act entitled to ijured employees.
Vol. 45,
45, p. 600.
600.
"An Act to provide compensation
compensation for
for disability
disability or death
death resulting
resulting U.S.C.,
u.s.c.5supp.
Supp. VI,
vi,
p 664.
p.
from
employments in the District of -.64
employees in certain employments
from injury to employees
Columbia,
for other
approved May
Columbia, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
May 17,
17, 1928
1928 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Transfer to EmployCompensation
ceO'Comensation
Supp.
V, title
33, sec.
sec. 901),
for transfer
to and
and expenditure
expenditure ees'
transfer to
$50,750, for
901), $50,750,
title 33,
Supp. V,
Commission.
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
under its appropriaCommission under
by the Employees'
Printing and binding
binding ",
$50,000, and "
" Printing
tions ""Salaries and expenses ", $50,000,
$750.
$750.
Act. t
o
For financing
the government
government of
of the
of Retirement
For
financing of
of the
the liability
liability of
of the
the District
District of
Contribution to
revenues.
Columbia, created
created by
by the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act for
for the
retirement from
Districtrevenues.
rom District
"An Act
the retirement
Columbia,
jt. 6
,
2; N
p-o1.44.,
pVol.
of employees
employees in the classified civil service,
service, and for other purposes ", p.
912 4 P.19;VoL44
s
Supp. VI,
approved
May
22,
1920,
and
Acts
amendatory
thereof
(U.S.C.,
title
Supp.
VI,
vu
.C.,
(U.S.C.,
title
thereof
approved May 22, 1920, and Acts amendatory
5,
707a), $150,000,
shall be
placed to
credit
to the credit
be placed
amount shall
$150,000, which
which amount
5, sec.
sec. 707a),
retirement and disability fund."
" civil service retirement
of the "
DEPARTMENT OF
VEHICLES AND
OF VEHICLES
AND TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
DEPARTMIENT

Vehicles and traffic
traffic
department.
department.
Personal services.

For personal
services, $60,000.
Personalservices.
$60,000.
For
personal services,
Expenses, etc.
xpene""setc.
traffic
For purchase,
and modification
modification of
electric traffic
of electric
purchase, installation,
installation, and
For
lights,
markers, painting white lines, labor,
and controls, markers,
lights, signals
signals and
maintenance of
nonpassenger-carrying motor
vehicles and
and such
such
motor vehicles
of nonpassenger-carrying
maintenance
other
necessary in the judgment of the Comexpenses as may be necessary
other expenses
°
missioners,
$45,000: Provided,
part of
of this
missioners, $45,000:
Provided, That
That no
no part
this or
or any
any other
other Not
No
for
availale for
available
ca loading platstreet-car
appropriation
contained
in
this
Act
shall
be
expended
building,
r loading plt,treetfor
building,
be
expended
Act
shall
in
this
contained
appropriation
forms.
installing, and maintaining street-car
street-car loading platforms
platforms and lights
of any description
employed to distinguish same.
description employed
Identification plates.
For the
purchase of
of motor
vehicle identification
identification number
plates. Identification
tes.
number plates.
motor vehicle
For
the purchase
$20,000.
$20,000.
$20,000.
Public
Library.
Public Library.
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Personal services.

For
personal services,
services, and
for substitutes
substitutes and
and other
and Prsonl "'"ser
other special
special and
and for
For personal
temporary services, including extra services
services on Sundays, holidays,
temporary
Saturday half holidays, at the discretion of the librarian,
and Saturday
$265,000.
$265,000.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous: For
For books,
periodicals, newspapers,
and other
't"Clla"IOU.
other
newspapers, and
books, periodicals,
Miscellaneous:
printed
material, including
including payment in advance for subscription
subscription
printed material,
Provided, That the dis- dvance for books
books
publications, $40,000: Provided,
books, and society publications,
bursing
the District
District of
of Columbia
is authorized
authorized to
purchased, etc.
to advance
advance purchased,
Columbia is
of the
bursing officer
officer of
to the
the librarian
free Public
Public Library,
upon requisition
previrequisition previLibrary, upon
of the
the free
librarian of
to
ously
the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums
ously approved
approved by the
of
exceeding $25 at the first of each month, to be expended
expended
of money not exceeding
for
purchase of
certain books,
books, pamphlets,
pamphlets, numbers
of periodicals
periodicals
numbers of
of certain
for the
the purchase
accounted for
or newspapers,
newspapers, or other printed material, and to be accounted
on
itemized vouchers.
on itemized
vouchers.
Bindin
Binding.
including necessary personal
$18,452.
For binding, including
personal services, $18,452.ontingent
epenses.
Contingent expenses.
For maintenance,
maintenance, alterations, repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up
maintenance of motor delivery vehicles.
vehicles,
of grounds, maintenance
buildings, care
care of
and other
and
other contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $25,000.
$25,000.
Chevy
hase and
and
Chevy Chase
in Chevy
Chevy Chase
Chase Woodridge
For
suitable quarters
quarters for
for branch
oodridge branch.
branches.
branch libraries
libraries in
rent of
of suitable
For rent
Woodridge, $4,800.
$4,800.
and Woodridge,
WILLTS
REGISTER OF WILLS

For personal
personal services,
For
services, $60,000.
$60,000.
bills, printprintFor miscellaneous
and contingent
expenses, telephone
telephone bills,
contingent expenses,
For
miscellaneous and

ing, typewriters,
typewriters, photostat paper and supplies, including laboratory
86637*-34----15
86637°-34--15

Register of Wills.
Rezister
Wills.
egisterofls.
Personal
services.
Personal services.

Peronalserces.
Contingent expenses

Cont"U ent"
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coats and photographic
photographic developing
developing room equipment,
equipment, towels,
towels, towel
towel
service, window washing, street-car tokens, furniture
furniture and
and equipment
equipment
and repairs thereto, and purchase of books of reference,
reference, law
law books,
$9,000.
and periodicals,
periodicals, $9,000.
Recorder
Recorder of Deeds.

RECORDER OF
OF DEEDS
DEEDS
RECORDER

Personal services.
Recopying old land

For
personal services,
$80,000, of
which $6,000
shall be
available
For personal
services, $80,000,
of which
$6,000 shall
be available
only for recopying old land records of
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the
the District
ontingent oxpenses.
Contingent
expenses.
For miscellaneous and contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including telephone
telephone

tReopying

records.
records,

service, printing, binding, rebinding, repairing, and preservation
preservation of
of
records; typewriters,
typewriters, towels, towel service, furniture and equipment
equipment
and repairs thereto; books of reference,
and periodicals,
reference, law books
books and
periodicals,
street-car tokens, postage, not exceeding
exceeding $100 for
for sick
for rest room for
sick
and injured employees
employees and the equipment
equipment of and medical
medical supplies
supplies
for said rest room, and all other necessary
incidental expenses,
necessary incidental
expenses,
$10,000.
$10,000.
For rent of offices of the recorder of deeds, $10,000.

Rent.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

ontgentexp s.

Objects
specified.
Objects specified.

CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
For checks, books, law books, books of reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
newspapers, stationery;
stationery; surveying
surveying instruments
instruments and
implement
s;
newspapers,
and implements;
drawing materials; binding, rebinding,
preservation
rebiing, repairing, and
and preservation
of records; ice; repairs to pound and vehicles,
vehicles, not
to exceed
exceed $500;
not to
$500;
traveling expenses
expenses not to exceed $1,000, including payment of
of dues
and traveling expenses in attending conventions
conventions when
when authorized
authorized by
by
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia; expenses
expenses authorized
authorized
by law in connection
connection with the removal of dangerous
dangerous or
or unsafe
unsafe and
and

buildings, including
including payment
of $6
diem
Iemoving
insanitary buildings,
Removing
unsafe, insanitary
payment of
of a
a fee
fee of
$6 per
per diem
etc., buildings,
buildings.
etc.,
to each member of board of survey, other
of
other than the
the inspector
inspector of
buildings, while actually employed on surveys of
of dangerous or
or
necessary expenses
of District
unsafe buildings;
buildings; and other
other general
general necessary
expenses of
District
Proviso.
Printing,
etc., of list offices;
$28,000: Provided,
That no
of this
or any
any other
other approapproPrinting, etc.,
offices; $28,000:
Provided, That
no part
part of
this or
supplies forbidden.
forbidden. priation
of snpplies
priation contained in this Act shall be expended
expended for printing
a schedule or list of supplies and materials for
or binding a
for the
the
Printing and bindfurnishing of
which
contracts have
have been
or may
may be
be awarded.
awarded.
bind. furnishing
of
which
contracts
been
or
in g.
ing.
For printing and binding, including
including the printing of the report
report
on
the
power
needs
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
$55,000.
Columbia,
$55,000.
of
the
District
of
on
the
power
needs
Automobiles, maintenante, etc.
Faor
tenance,
For maintenance,
maintenance, care, repair, and operation of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
automobiles owned by the District of Columbia, including personal
personal
services, $50,000.
850,000.
Restriction on use
of services,
useof
District-owned
District-owned vehivehAll motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles owned
All
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
owned by the
cles.
District of Columbia shall be used exclusively for "
" official purposes
purposes"
pertaining to
to the
the public
public services
of said
said District,
and shall
shall
vTnder control of directly
directly pertaining
Under
services of
District, and
Commissioners.
ommissioners.
be under
be
under the
the direction
direction and control
control of the Commissioners,
Commissioners, who may
may
from time to time alter or change the assignment for use thereof
thereof
or direct the joint or interchangeable
interchangeable use of any of
of the
the same
same by
by
employees
of
the
District,
except
as
otherwise
provided
Transrtati
beofficials
and
employees
of
the
District,
except
as
otherwise
provided
Transportation
between
tween domicile
domile and
andi in
in this Act; and "official
official purposes"
purposes" shall not include
the transtransinclude the
place
employment. portation
plae of
of empoyment.
employees between
between their
domiciles and
portation of
of officers
officers and
and employees
their domiciles
and
places of employment, except as to the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District
District
of Columbia and in cases of officers and employees the character
character of
of
whose duties makes such transportation necessary
necessary and then only
as to such latter cases when the same is approved by the CommisProviso.
s
pris
e rere-. sioners: Provided,
Provided, That no passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobile,
automobile, except
except
Purchase
price
striction.
strictio.n
busses, patrol wagons, and ambulances, and except
except as
as otherwise
otherwise
specifically
specifically authorized
authorized in this Act, shall be acquired under
under any
any proproseer forbidden.
forbiden vision of this Act, by purchase or exchange, at aa cost, including
Transfer
including the
value of a
a vehicle exchanged,
exchanged, exceeding $650.
$650. No motor vehicles
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departments to any other
shall
be transferred
transferred from the police or fire departments
shall be
branch
of the
the government
government of
of the District of Columbia.
branch of
Fire insurance p
prerefSirensbCid
Appropriations
this Act
Act shall
not be
be used for the payment miums
shall not
in this
forbidden.
Appropriations in
of
premiums or
or other cost
insurance.
cost of fire insurance.
of premiums
Telephones allowed
allowed
aTeleone
super- at
the superTelephones
may be
maintained in
in the
the residences
of the
residences of
be maintained
Telephones may
residences of desigofficials.
nated officils.
inspec- nated
intendent of
of the
chief inspecengineer, chief
sanitary engineer,
department, sanitary
water department,
the water
intendent
tor of
the street-cleaning
superintendent of the
street-cleaning division, assistant superintendent
of the
tor
street-cleaning
divison,
inspector
of
Director of Public
plumbing,
of
inspector
divison,
street-cleaning
Welfare,
health officer,
officer, assistant
assistant health officer,
officer, chief of the bureau
Welfare, health
of
diseases, chief
engineer of the fire department,
department, superchief engineer
preventable diseases,
of preventable
intendent
electrical inspector in charge of the fire-alarm
police, electrical
of police,
intendent of
the
system,
fire-alarm operator,
operator, and
two fire-alarm
fire-alarm repair
repair men, the
and two
one fire-alarm
system, one
appropriasuperintendent
of
machinery,
and
the
marshal,
under
appropriamarshal,
fire
the
and
machinery,
of
superintendent
Connections permitpermitconnections
tions contained
Act. The
commissioners may connect
connect any ted.
The commissioners
this Act.
in this
contained in
tions
or
all
of
these
telephones
either
the
system
the
Chesapeake
of
system
the
to
or all of these telephones either
and
telephone system mainCompany or the telephone
Telephone Company
Potomac Telephone
and Potomac
tained
by the
of Columbia,
or to both of such systems.
Columbia, or
District of
the District
tained by
general
Telephones
residences of the general
maintained in the residences
be maintained
also be
may also
Telephones may
superintendent
of penal institutions and such other officials of
superintendent of
the
the
workhouse and
reformatory as
as may
may be approved by the
and reformatory
the workhouse
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Postage.
For
postage for
strictly official
matter, including
including the rental Posta
mail matter,
official mail
for strictly
For postage
of postage
meter equipment,
equipment, $40,000.ar
$40,000.
fare etc
postage meter
of
Car fare, etc.
The Commissioners
Commissioners are
are authorized,
discretion, to furnish
their discretion,
in their
authorized, in
The
necessary
transportation in
in connection
strictly official business
connection with strictly
necessary transportation
of
the District
District of
the purchase
purchase of
street car and bus Provisos.
of street
by the
Columbia by
of Columbia
of the
Liittion.
fares from
from appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in this Act:
Provided, That the Limitation.
Act: Provided,
fares
expenditures herein
herein authorized
authorized shall
shall be
apportioned as
not to Fire and police deas not
so apportioned
be so
expenditures
ecepted.
partments excepted.
exceed
total of
$9,500: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of parients
of $9,500:
a total
exceed a
this paragraph
shall not
for
appropriations herein made for
not include the appropriations
paragraph shall
this
the
and police
police departments.
departments.
fire and
the fire
Judicial expenses.
fees, and expert
For
expenses ' including
including witness
witness fees,
expert services
services J"dicial expenses.
judicial expenses,
For judicial
in District
District cases
the Supreme
$1,500:
Supreme Court of said District, $1,500:
before the
cases before
in
Proviso.
Provided,
That the
of the
the District
District of
fr reportare Contracts
of Columbia
Columbia are
Contracts for
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
Provided, That
ing
permitted.
in the ingpermitte.
authorized,
when in
their judgment
judgment such
such action
be deemed
deemed in
action be
in their
authorized, when
l4
sec. 3709, p. 733,
public
interest, to
for stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services
services withwith- waived. 37 ' .
contract for
to contract
public interest,
p. 1309.
(U.S.C., title 41, U..c.. 130.
out
regard to
section 3709
Statutes (U.S.C.,
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
3709 of
to section
out regard
this
sec.
5)
under
available
appropriations
contained
Act.
in
sec. 5) under available appropriations contained
General advertising.
For
advertising, authorized
authorized and required by law, and for General advertisinggeneral advertising,
For general
tax and
and school
notices and
notices of
of changes
$4,000:
regulations, $4,000:
changes in regulations,
and notices
school notices
tax
Proviso.
Provided,
That this
this appropriation
available for the Outside
Outside advertising.
shall not be available
appropriation shall
Provided, That
payment of
of advertising
newspapers published outside of the
in newspapers
advertising in
payment
District of
notwithstanding the
the requirement
requirement for such
such
Columbia, notwithstanding
of Columbia,
District
law.
advertising
provided
by
existing
existing
by
provided
advertising
Taxes in arrears.
July 1, 1933, as required
For advertising
of taxes
taxes in
in arrears
arrears July
required Vol. 30, p. 250.
notice of
advertising notice
For
to
given by
by the
Act of
February 28, 1898, as amended, to be reimof February
the Act
be given
to be
property
bursed by
by aa charge
charge of
of 50
50 cents
for each lot or piece of property
cents for
bursed
advertised,
advertised, $8,000.
wa f

a.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT

For
personal services and miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent expenses
For personal
required for
employment service for the District
a public employment
maintaining a
for maintaining
required
of
of Columbia, $9,435.
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCT FUND

pestilence,
To
be expended
only in
in case
of emergency,
emergency, such
such as
riot, pestilence,
as riot,
case of
expended only
To be
public insanitary
calamity by
by flood or fire or storm, and
conditions, calamity
insanitary conditions,
public
of like
character, and
emergency not otherwise
other cases of emergency
all other
and in all
like character,
of
Commissioners,
sufficiently provided for, in the discretion of the Commissioners,
sufficiently

Employment service.
service.
Employment

Emergency fund.
Emergency
restric-

Pexs;
tion
FaPenees
.
;restrte-
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Voucher for expenses.
expenses.

Building permits.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Refunds of prior
Refunds
prior
years.

Conference on UniUniform State Laws.

1933.
CH. 93.
93. JUNE
JUNE 16,
16, 1933.

$1,000: Provided,
Provided,That the certificate
certificate of the
the Commissioners
shall be
be
Commissioners shall
sufficient voucher for the expenditure
expenditure of not
sufficient
exceed S1,000
not to
to exceed
$1,000 for
for such
such
investigations as they may deem
deem necessary.
necessary.

Refund
Refund of erroneous
erroneous
collections.
collections.
Payments authorauthorized.
izad.
Vol. 36,
36, p. 967.

SESS. I.

REFUND
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS
REFUND OF ERRONEOUS
COLLECTIONS

To
To enable the Commissioners,
Commissioners, in any case where special
special assessassessments, school tuition charges, payments for lost library
library books,
books, rents,
rents,
fees, or collections
character have been erroneously
collections of any character
covered
erroneously covered
into the Treasury, to refund such erroneous
erroneous payments,
wholly or
or in
in
payments, wholly
part,
part, including the refunding of fees paid for
building permits
for building
permits
authorized
authorized by the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation Act
Act approved
approved
March 2, 1911 (36 Stat., p. 967),
Provided, That
this appro967), $4,000: Provided,
That this
appropriation
available for such refunds of
priation shall be available
made within
within
of payments
payments made
the past three years.
To aid in support of the National Conference of Commissioners
To
Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws,
$250.
Laws, $250.

Street, etc., improvement and repair.

STREET AND ROAD IMPROVEMENT
STREET
REPAIR
IMPROVEMENT AND
AND REPAIR

Highways departHighways
ment, salaries.
silent,
salaries.
Assessment and
and permit work.
work.

Salaries, Highways
Highways Department:
Department: For personal
$155,000.
personal services,
services, $155,000.
For
For assessment and permit work, paving of
of roadways
the
roadways under
under
the
permit
permit system, and construction
construction and repair
repair of sidewalks
sidewalks and
and curbs
curbs
around
around public reservations
reservations and municipal
municipal and
United States
States buildand United
buildings, including
purchase or condemnation
including purchase
condemnation of
of streets,
streets, roads,
roads, and
and
alleys,
alleys, and of areas less than two hundred and
fifty square
square feet
at
and fifty
feet
at
the intersection
intersection of streets,
streets 'avenues,
roads in
in th
st
rictofCol
umavenues, or
or roads
thee Di
District
of
Columbia, to be selected by the
bia,
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and including
including maintenance
maintenance
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles, $150,000
$150,000

Gasoline tax
tax
and street
street fund.
fund.

road
road

Paving, etc., streets
Paving,
etc.,
and roads from.

streets

GASOLINE TAX, ROAD
GASOLINE
ROAD AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS
REPAIRS
IMPROVEMENTS AND
AND REPAIRS

For paving, repaing,
grading, and
For
repaving, grading,
and otherwise
improving streets,
otherwise improving
streets,
avenues,
avenues, and roads, including
including personal
personal services
services and
the maintenance
maintenance
and the
of
of motor
motor vehicles used in this
work, and
and gutgutthis work,
and including
including curbing
curbing and

ters
ters and replacement
replacement of curb-line
curb-line trees where necessary,
to
necessary, as
as follows,
follows, to
be
paid from
the special
special fund created
be paid
from the
created by section 11of the Act
Act entitled
entitled
"An
a tax on motor-vehicle
"An Act to provide for a
sold within
within the
motor-vehicle fuels
fuels sold
the

Vol.
43, P.
p. 1i.
106.
Vol. 43,

District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes
purposes ",
April 23,
23,
", approved
approved April

Designated
streets
to)beigto
to be improved. treet.

Grading
rading streets,
sreets
leys, and roads.

aal-

surfacingblookpave-

Surfacing block pavements, etc.
Minor chan
g
changes
roadways, etc.
roadways,
etc,

linor

in
in

Curbs
and gutters,
urbs and
gutters,
shoulders, etc.

Surfacing,etc.,
etc, pave
pe- /atents.

Sur

1924 (43 Stat., p. 106), and accretions by
repayment of
of assessments:
assessments:
by repayment
For paving, repaving,
repaviang, and surfacing, including curbing
For
curbing and
and gutgutters where necessary, the following:
following:
Northwest: Thirty-first Street, Chesapeake
Northwest:
Chesapeake and
and Ohio
Ohio Canal
Canal to
to K
K
Street
and South Street
treet to Wisconsin Avenue,
Avenue,
Street and South
Street, Thir-first
Thirty-first Street
$7,400;

For grading
grading streets, alleys, and
For
and roads,
roads, including
including construction
of
construction of
necessary
culverts and retaining walls, $50,000;
necessary culverts
$50,000;
For
For surfacing
surfacing block
block pavements
pavements and paving the
the unpaved
unpaved center
center

strips of paved roadways, $25,000;
$25,000;

For minor changes in roadway and sidewalks on
For minor changes in roadway and sidewalks on plans
plans to
to be
be

approved
of the
approved by the Commissioners of
the District
Columbia to
to facilifaciliDistrict of
of Columbia
tate

tate vehicular and pedestrian
pedestrian traffic,
$5,000;
traffic, $5,000
For construction of curbs and gutters, or concrete shoulders
For
shoulders in
in
connection with
with all forms of macadam roadways
connection
roadways and
and adjustment
adjustment of
of
roadways
thereto, together with resurfacing and replacing of
roadways thereto,
of base
base
of stLuh
such roadways
roadways where
where necessary, $175,000;
$175,000;
For
the surfacing
resurfacing
For the
surfacing and -or
esurfacincr or replacement
replacement of asphalt
asphalt,
granite
block, or concrete
concre t
e pavements
pavements w
ith the
approved
with
the same
same or
or other
other approved
material.
material, $3'75,000;
$375,000;
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Bridges, construction,
For construction,
and repair
repair of
of bridges,
For
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
bridges, repair,
Bridges,construction,
etc.
including
$45,000, or
including $45,000,
or so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, for r
Highway
bridge, imreplacement
of the
fender pile
pile system
system of
of the
the Highway
Highway Bridge,
Bridge, and
and provements.
replacement of
the fender
ighway bridge,
imfor New Hampnot to
to exceed
for surveys,
surveys, engineering
engineering investigations,
and Plans
not
exceed $7,500
$7,500 for
investigations, and
PlansforNewHampshire Avenue viaduct.
ilduct
preparation
preparation of plans for aa viaduct or bridge in the line of New shireAvenuev
Hampshire Avenue
Avenue over the tracks of the Baltimore and
and Ohio RailMotor vehicles.
road,
and including
including maintenance
vehicles.
motor Motor
nonpassenger-carrying motor
maintenance of
of nonpassenger-carrying
road, and
vehicles, $100,000.
vehicles,
$100,000.
Repairs, etc.
For
of repairs
repairs to
streets, avenues,
alleys, Repairs,
For current
current work
work of
to streets,
avenues, roads,
roads, and
and alleys,
etc.
including
reconditioning of existing
including the reconditioning
existing gravel
gravel streets
streets and roads,
and
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation
and including the
the purchase,
and operation
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles
vehicles used in this work, $500,000:
$500,000:
Provided,
of the
the District
Columbia,I Proviso.
Provided, That
That the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia,
urchase of asphalt
Purchase
asphalt
plant authorized.
should they deem such action
action to be to the advantage
advantage of the District plant
authorized.
of Columbia,
Columbia, are
purchase a
asphalt
of
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to purchase
a municipal
municipal asphalt
exceed $30,000;
plant at aa cost
cost not
not to exceed
$30,000;
Street railways, paveThis
appropriation shall
repairing pavements
pavements of ments.
This .appropriation
shall be
be available for repairing
Street railways, pave1,ments.
railways when
expended .shall
20,, p.
street railways
when necessary;
necessary; the
the amounts
amounts thus expended
shall be Vol.
vol. 20
p.105.
1os.
collected from such railroad
railroad companies
companies as provided by section 5
of
collected
5 of
"An Act
Act providing
permanent form
government for
"An
providing a
a permanent
form of
of government
for the
the District
District
Columbia," approved
approved June 11, 1878, and shall be deposited to
of Columbia,"
to
the credit
credit of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year in which
which they
they
are
collected;
are collected;
In
all, not
exceed $1,237,400,
$1,237,400, to
to be
immediately available;
Disbursements, etc.
be immediately
available; to
to be
be Disbursements,
etc.
In all,
not to
to exceed
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for
as "Gasoline
tax, road
road and
street
disbursed
for as
"Gasoline tax,
and street
improvements
repairs," and for
improvements and
and repairs,"
for that
that purpose shall constitute
constitute
Proviso.
one fund: Provided,
Provided, That assessments in accordance
accordance with existing Assessments
oi.ents under
under
existing law.
law
made for
for paving
and repaving
roadways where
law.
law shall
shall be
be made
paving and
repaving roadways
where such
such existing
roadways are
with funds
funds derived
from the
roadways
are paved
paved or
or repaved
repaved with
derived from
the colleccollection
motor-vehicle fuels and
accretions by
repayment
tion of the
the tax on motor-vehicle
and accretions
by repayment
assessments.
of assessments.
Street improvements,
additional street
street and road improvements
improvements and
For additional
and repairs
aid etc.,
repairs to
to aid
Strceetimprovements,
for unemployment
in the relief of unemployment,
unemployment, to be allotted for such projects
projects and relief.
relief.
purposes and in such amounts as the Director of the Bureau of the
Allocations from gasBudget
allocation of
additional sums
sums oline,
Allloaettions from ga''
Budget may
may approve
approve (including
(including the
the allocation
of additional
etc., fund.
to
any
or
all
of
the
general
items
herein
chargeable
to
the
gasoline
to any or all of the general items herein chargeable to the gasoline n et.
d.
fund
tax fund),
fund), there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
of the gasoline
gasoline tax
tax fund
exceed in the
and to be immediately available,
available, such
such sums
sums (not to
to exceed
the
PrOt*O.
aggregate $1,500,000)
Pro- Prorio.
be deemed surplus in such fund: Promay be
$1,500,000) as may
aggregate
Calvert Street Bridge
Br
vided, That
$575,000 is
vided.
That of
of said amount the sum
sum of $575,000
is hereby
hereby made
made availavail- to
to be recpld.
i
replaced.
Post, p. 863.
replace the Calvert Street Pb
able for the construction of aa bridge to replace
.P 3s
Bridge over Rock Creek, including necessary
necessary changes in water and
and
Employment of
sewer
mains, and
employment of engineering
other Employment
of enensewer mains,
and including
including the
the employment
engineering or
or other
gineers.
professional
services by
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise, without
without reference
reference to
professional services
by contract
R.S., sec. 3709,
to lnRs.sec.
3709, p. 733.
33.
U.S.C., p. 1309.
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
41, sec.
the Vol.
title 41,
sec. 5),
5), or
or the
Vo, 42,
p. p. 1488.
1488.
85; supp.
Supp.
Classification Act
as amended,
and incidenU.s.c., p.
Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
amended, and
and engineering
engineering and
inciden- VI,U.S.C.,
p. 65;
p. 31.
tal expenses, and the
the Commissioners
Commissioners are authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
into concon- Contracts authorized.
authorized.
tract
construction of
said bridge
at a
cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed Limit of cost.
tract or
or contracts
contracts for
for construction
of said
bridge at
a cost
$1,250,000; but no part of said sum shall be available for expenditure
$1,250,000;
in connection with the construction
construction of said
said Calvert
Calvert Street
Street Bridge
Bridge
Commissioners of the District of Columbia shall have
until the Commissioners
made
restudy and
to determine
determine which
which particular
particular Study
Study of
snitabe
made aa restudy
and reinvestigation
reinvestigation to
of suitable
type.
type of bridge is most economical
economical and serviceable, and best suited ype.
Approval
by
Fine
to
the proposed
of Fine
Arts shall
have Arts
Approvmal
by Fine
location; and
and the
the Commission of
Fine Arts
shall have
to the
proposed location;
Commission.
Commission.
approved
the
type
of
bridge
decided
upon,
and
any
street
railway
Street
railway
using
approved the type of bridge decided upon, and any street railway bridge
streetto railway
using
Install electric
company using said bridge shall install thereon, at its own expense, system
bidtestalls
epense;
at its expense;
an
approved underground
underground system
street-car propulsion
and, at
an approved
system of
of street-car
propulsion and,
at other
othritems.
teims
its own expense,
expense, shall
shall thereafter
thereafter maintain such underground
underground construction, and bear the cost of surfacing
surfacing and resurfacing and main-
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taming in good condition the space between the railway tracks and
etc., taining

Relocating,
Relocating, etc.,

two feet exterior thereto as provided
provided by law, and shall defray the
cost
of
excess
construction
occasioned
by
use including
the reloincluding the
such use
by such
occasioned
construction
cost of excess
cation
and construction
construction of
of closed
closed plow
pits at
at the
the west
west approach
approach to
plow pits
cation and
the bridge
in accordance
with plans
to be
be approved
approved by the Commisplans to
accordance with
bridge in
the
sioners of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
That of said
further, That
sioners
Widening,
etc., desdes- amount
amount of
$1,500,000, the
the sum
hereby made
made available
available
is hereby
$45,741 is
of $45,741
sum of
of $1,500,000,
Widening, etc..
seventy-three feet and repaving the roadway of Con..
ignated
ignated roadways
roadways.
for widening to seventy-three
Con. ,
stitution
Avenue
northwest,
North
Capitol
for
for
and
Street,
First
to
stitution Avenue northwest, North Capitol
widening to
repaving the roadway of Constitution
Constitution
and repaving
feet and
eighty feet
to eighty
widening
Avenue northwest,
northwest, First
to Second
Second Street,
accordance with
Street, in accordance
Street to
First Street
Avenue
plans therefor
approved by the National Capitol Park
Park
therefor to be jointly approved
plans
and
Planning Commission
Commission and
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
of
and the
and Planning
Columbia,
relocation, changes,
Columbia, including the necessary reconstruction, relocation,
and
adjustments of
of all
water mains,
mains, sewers
sewers in advance of paving,
all water
and adjustments
trees, sidewalks,
sidewalks, lamp
lamp posts,
hydrants or
other structures
structures affected,
affected
or other
fire hydrants
posts, fire
trees,
and including
including personal
personal services
services and
all necessary incidental expenses,
expenses,
and all
and
Transfer from
from Ar$76,235, of which
the total
total cost
cost of
exceed $76,235,
which
of said work shall not exceed
and the
Ar- and
Transfer
lington
Memorial
lington Memorial
exceed $30,494 shall be transferred
accordance
transferred from and in accordance
Bridge,
construction
sum not to exceed
constrction sum
Bridge,
appropriation.
with
appropriation in
in the
the Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation
Independent Offices
the appropriation
with the
n.
appotpri.
Post, p. 285.
Memorial Bridge.
Act, 1934,
1934, for the construction of the Arlington Memorial
Act,

plow pit.
pit.
plow

REPAIRS
MISCELLANEOUS
ROAD AND
AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS
AND REPAIRS
IMPROVEMENTS AND
MISCELBANEOLTS ROAD
Opening streets, etc.,
etc.,
Openingstreets,

permanent
permanent
system.

hi
g
highway

Vol.
37, 13.. 950.
950.
ol.37,

authorize the
To carry out the provisions
provisions of existing law which authorize

extend, straighten,
way Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia to
to open,
open, extend,
straighten,
Fourteenth
or widen any street, avenue,
avenue, road, or highway, except Fourteenth

Street extension
extension beyond the
southern boundary of Walter Reed Hosthe southern
Street
pital Reservation,
permanent
accordance with the plan of the permanent
Reservation, in accordance
pital

of highways
District of
of Columbia,
there is
is approapproColumbia, there
the District
for the
highways for
system of
appropria- system
the
priated such sum as is necessary
necessary for said purpose,
purpose, including the
procurement
revenes
procurement of chains of title, during
during the fiscal year 1934, to be paid
Provided,
wholly
out of
of the
of the
the District
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
District of
revenues of
the revenues
wholly out
Provisos.
Provisos.
Alley improvements,
the proout
to
carry
available
shall
appropriation
this
That
Abey
improvegmtents,
appropriation
be
building lines, etc.

Indefinite appropriation for,
for, from
District
from District
revenues.

Son

widening, or
opening, extension, widening,
existing law for the opening,
visions of existing
straightening of alleys and minor streets and for the establishment
establishment
straightening

Limitation.

further, That
of building
building lines
lines in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Provided further,
Columbia: Provided
of

hereunder shall not exceed $25,000.
expended hereunder
the amount expended

authorized and
The Commissioners
of the
District of
of Columbia
and
are authorized
Columbia are
the District
Commissioners of
The
empowered, in their discretion, to fix or alter the respective
respective widths
sidewalks and roadways (including
(including tree spaces and parking) of all
of sidewalks
highways that may be improved
improved under appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in
this Act.
Open
open competition for No part of any appropriation
appropriation contained in this Act shall be availstreet repair, etc., conable for repairing, resurfacing, or newly paving any street, avenue,
able
trets.
tracts.
or roadway
private contract unless the specifications
specifications for such work
roadway by private
competition in
shall be so prepared as to permit of fair and open competition
material as well as in price.
paving material
Repairs,
infeIn
addition to the provision
In addition
provision of existing law requiring
requiring contractors
contractors
Repairs, due to iaerior work by contracto keep
keep new
new pavements
pavements in
repair for
for a
of one
from the
the
year from
a period
period of
one year
in repair
to
tor. worok by oMtra
date of the completion of the work, the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia shall further require that where repairs are necessary
necessary
Repayment.
Repayment.
during the four years following
to
following the said one-year
one-year period, due to
inferior work or defective
defective materials, such
such repairs
repairs shall be made at
the
the expense of the contractor, and the bond furnished by the
contractor
expense.
contractor shall be liable for such expense.
Laboratory tad&
Laworatotests.
N part of the appropriations
No
appropriations contained
contained in this Act shall be used
a testing laboratory
for the operation
operation of a
laboratory of the highways department for making tests of materials in connection with any activity
of the District government.
government.
sidewalk
changing sidewalk

Changing
widths, etc.

widths, etc
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BRIDGES AND
AND WHARVES
BRIDGES

Bridges and wharves.
wharves.
Bridges

Benning, over AnaBenning,
the costia
Benning
Anacostia River: For completing the
Bridge over the Anacostia
Benning Bridge
River.
Completing construcconstruc
of
trestle
the
construction
of
a
bridge
to
replace
bridge
and
in
line
replace
construction of a bridge
tion.
Benning Road
Road over
accordance with the
Anacostia River in accordance
the Anacostia,
over the
Benning
Columbia
provisions and
contained in the District of Columbia
conditions contained
and conditions
provisions
Appropriation
for the fiscal year 1933, $148,500.
Appropriation Act for
Reconstructing,
Reconstructing, etc.,
maintenance and wharves.
For reconstruction,
necessary, and for maintenance
reconstruction, where necessary,
of
Commissionets
the
repair
of
wharves
under
the
control
of
Commissioners
the
wharves
of
repair
District
Washington Channel of the Potomac
Columbia, in the Washington
of Columbia,
District of
River, $5,000.
TREES
ANI P 'iINGS
TREES ANI)PINGS

,
For personal services, $22,000.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
laborers, trimmers, nurserynurseryexpenses, including laborers,
For
men,
teamsters, hire of carts, wagons, or motor trucks,
repairmen, teamsters,
men, repairmen,
trees,
boxes, tree
tree straps, tree labels, planting and
stakes, tree
tree stakes,
tree boxes,
trees, tree
care
and suburban
suburban streets,
streets, care of
spaces,
of trees, tree spaces,
city and
on city
trees on
of trees
care of
purchase
vehicles,
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles,
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
and maintenance
purchase and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, $84,000.
SEWERS
SEWERS
Salaries, sewer
sewer department:
personal services, $160,000.
For personal
department: For
Salaries,
the
For cleaning
cleaning and repairing sewers and basins, including the
For
replacement
of the
exceed
following motor trucks: One at not to exceed
the following
replacement of
$650;
one at
exceed $2,000;
$2,000; for
exceed $750; one at not to exceed
to exceed
not to
at not
$650; one
including
operation
sewage pumping service, including
maintenance of the sewage
and maintenance
operation and
employment
repairs to boilers,
machinery, and pumping stations, and employment
boilers, machinery,
repairs
of mechanics
other
purchase of coal, oil, waste, and other
laborers, purchase
and laborers,
mechanics and
of
motor
supplies,
and for
nonpassenger-carrying motor
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
for the maintenance
supplies, and
vehicle used in this work, $195,000.
$100,000.
receiving basins, $100,000.
main and pipe sewers and receiving
For main
For suburban
suburban sewers,
sewers, including
including the maintenance
maintenance of nonpassengerFor
replacement of the
carrying motor vehicles
vehicles used in this work, and the replacement
carrying
following
motor trucks:
trucks: Three
Three at not to exceed
exceed $650 each; one at
following motor
$175,000.
not to exceed $3.500; $175,000.
For
permit work,
work, sewers,
sewers, including
including not to exceed
exceed
and permit
assessment and
For assessment
$1,000
for
purchase
condemnation
of
of way for construcrights
condemnation
or
purchase
$1,000 for
tion, maintenance,
repair of public sewers, $75,000.
and repair
maintenance, and
tion,
COLLECTION
REFUSE
COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF REFUSE

Trees and parkings.

Personal services.
Personal
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

Sewers.
Sewers.
Personal
services.
Personal services.
Cleaning, repair, etc.

Main and pipe.
Suburban.
Suburban.

Assessment
and perAssessment and
mit work.

City
City refuse.
Personal
Personal services.

For
services, $120,000.
For personal services,
Sweeping, cleaning,
= andi
dIee
%V
e
cr,,'1
c
ifj:
removal,
prevention, sweeping, and cleaning streets, avenues, alleys, snow
dust prevention,
For dust
etc.
and
suburban streets, under the immediate
direction of the Commis- etc.
immediate direction
and suburban
sioners, and
streets, sidewalks,
sidewalks crosscrossfor cleaning snow and ice from streets,
and for
sioners,
discretion of the Commissioners,
walks, and gutters in the discretion
Commissioners, including
including
walks,
services
equipment, rent of storage
storage
maintenance of equipment,
and maintenance
purchase and
and purchase
services and
maintenance of
rooms; maintenance
maintenance and repair of stables; hire and maintenance
rooms;
horses; hire,
purchase, maintenance,
and repair of wagons, harness,
maintenance, and
hire, purchase,
horses;
and
maintenance and repair of nonpassengernonpassengerequipment; maintenance
other equipment;
and other
carrying motor-propelled
necessary in cleaning streets and
motor-propelled vehicles necessary
carrying
purchase of
motor-propelled street-cleaning
street-cleaning equipment; and necessary
necessary
of motor-propelled
purchase
incidental
$375,000.
incidental expenses, $375,000.
dead aniOarbage
To
enable the
the Commissioners
Commissioners to
to carry
Garbage
c.
carry out the provisions of exist- mals,
To enable
etc.
ashe,, lead
ing
law
governing
the
collection
and
disposal
garbage,
dead
garbage,
of
disposal
and
ing law governing the collection
animals, night
night soil,
soil, and
District
miscellaneous refuse and ashes in the District
and miscellaneous
anmals,
of Columbia,
inspection; fencing
fencing of public and private
including inspection;
Columbia, including
of
property designated
Commissioners as public dumps; and
by the Commissioners
designated by
property

•
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incidental expenses,
expenses, $800,000, including not to exceed
exceed $14,000
$14,000 for
for

Reduction plant.
Reduction
plant.
Provisos.

n
coveredsin;
Procds
Proceeds covered
division of.

repair and
improvement of
of the
the garbage-reduction
garbage-reduction plant:
plant: Provided,
Provided,
and improvement
repair

That any proceeds received
received from the disposal of city refuse
refuse or gargarbage shall
shall be
be paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the
United States
to the
the
the United
States to
credit of the United States and the District of Columbia
Columbia in
the
in the
Collections
restricby
law:
Provided
further,
That
this
appropriation
eollections
restricmanner
provided
by
law:
Provided
fwrther,
That
this
appropriation
ted.
shall not be available
available for collecting
collecting ashes or
refuse
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse
from hotels and places of business or from apartment
apartment houses
houses of
of four
four
or more
apartments in
which the
the landlord
landlord furnishes
heat to
tenants.
or
more
apartments
in
which
furnishes
heat
to
tenants.
Incinerator in southeast
appropriated in
shall be
be available
available
No part of the funds appropriated
east section
section forbidden.
in this
this Act
Act shall
for the operation of aahigh-temperature
incinerator for the disposal
high-temperature incinerator
disposal
of combustible refuse in the southeast section of
of the District of
of
Columbia.
Public playgrounds.
playgrounds.
PUBLIC
PLAYGROUNDS
PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS
Personal services.
services.
Persona"

Proviso.
Employments
stricted.

rEmployments

Maintenance, etc.

aintenance, etc.

Public school playgPuroblic
dShoog stungrounds
during
m
/11er.
er.

Swimming pools.

snwuilng

poos

Bathing
Bathing pools.
pools.

Electrical
mctrical
ment.

depart-

dpart-

Personal services.

Personal servies.

For personal services, $97,167: Provided,
For
Provided, That employments herehere-

re- under,
except directors
directors who
who shall
shall be
be employed
employed for
twelve months,
months,
under, except
refor twelve

Supplies, ^^ntingen t
eexpenses,
"
e, ate.
exlonses,

shall be distributed as to duration in accordance
accordance with corresponding
corresponding
employments
provided for
in the
the District
District of
Columbia Appropriation
employments provided
for in
of Columbia
Appropriation
Act
fiscal year
year 1924.
1924.
Act for
for the
the fiscal
general maintenance,
maintenance, repairs
For general
repairs and improvements,
improvements, equipment,
equipment,
supplies, incidental and
of playgrounds,
includand contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
playgrounds, including labor and
maintenance of
motor truck,
truck, $30,000,
and maintenance
of one
one motor
$30,000, of
of which
which
$5,000 shall
shall be
be available
available for
Northeast Playground
Playground in
in
$5,000
for putting
putting the
the Northeast
condition for
condition
purposes.
for play
play purposes.
For the
and contingent
contingent expenses
of keeping
keeping open
open
For
the maintenance
maintenance and
expenses of
during the summer months the public-school
public-school playgrounds,
playgrounds, under the
direction and supervision
supervision of the Commissioners;
Commissioners; for special and temporary services, directors, assistants, and janitor
service during
during the
janitor service
the
summer vacation, and, in the larger yards, daily after school hours
hours
during the
the school
term, $25,000.
$25,000.
during
school term,
For supplies, repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and
expenses of
and necessary
necessary expenses
of
operating three
swimming pools,
pools, $2,568.
$2,568.
operating
three swimming
Bathing pools: For superintendence,
superintendence, $510; for temporary
temporary services,
services,
supplies, and maintenance, $3,500; for repairs to buildings, pools,
pools,
and upkeep of grounds, $1,215; in all, $5,225.
$5,225.
ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

For personal services, $115,000.
$115,000.
general supplies,
supplies, repairs,
and battery
battery supplies,
supplies,
For general
repairs, new
new batteries
batteries and

telephone rental and purchase, telephone
telephone service charges, wire and
and
telephone service, repairs of
cable for extension of telegraph and telephone
of
lines and instruments, purchase of poles, tools, insulators, brackets,
pins, hardware,
hardware, cross arms, ice, record book, stationery, livery, blackblacksmithing, extra labor, new boxes, maintenance
maintenance of motor trucks and
and
other necessary
items, $29,000.
$29,000.
other
necessary items,
Placing wires underground.
groud.rn
For placing
For
placing wires of fire alarm, police patrol, and telephone servPolice patrol and fire
Poliesystems,
patrol and
alarm
extension and relocation
relocation of police-patrol
police-patrol and fireetc. re ices underground, extension
alarm systems, purchase
purchase and installing additional lead-covered
lead-covered cables,
labor, material, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and other necessary
necessary equipment
equipment and
and
expenses, $15,000.
$15,000.
expenses,
Lighting,
etc.
Lighting, etc.
Lighting:
Lighting: For
For purchase,
purchase, installation, and maintenance
maintenance of public
public
lamps, lampposts, street designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all
kinds on streets, avenues, roads, alleys, and public spaces, part cost
of
maintenance of airport and airway lights necessary for operation
operation
Air mail lights.
A aialights.
of the air mail, and
and for all
all necessary
necessary expenses in
in connection
connection theretherewith, including rental of storerooms, extra labor, operation, maintenance, and repair of motor trucks, this sum to be expended in accordaccord-
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Vol. 36, p.
1008; Vol.
p. 100i;
since
ance with the provisions
provisions of sections 77 and 88 of the District of 37,
p. 181.
37, P.
181.
Columbia Appropriation
Columbia
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1912 (36
(36 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
pp.
1008-1011,
7), and with the provisions of the District of Colum1008-1011, sec. 7),
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1913 (37
(37 Stat., pp. 181-184,
181-184,
bia Appropriation
7), and other laws applicable
exceed
sec. 7),
applicable thereto, and including not to exceed
$26,000 for operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of electric
electric traffic
traffic lights, sig- Traffic signals, etc.
nals, and controls, $800,000,
$800,000, together with $25,000 of the unexpended
unexpended
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year 1933:
balance
1933:
Provided, That this appropriation
Provided,
appropriation shall not be available for the pay- Provisos.
Electric street lightlightauthorized ing
ment of rates for electric street lighting in excess of those authorized
ing rates.
current
to be paid in the fiscal year 1927, and payment for electric current
for new forms of street lighting shall not exceed 2
2cents per kilowattAwards to lowest
Provided further,
further, That no part of this contractor.
consumed: Provided
hour for current consumed:
appropriation shall be available
available for the payment
payment on any contract
contract
appropriation
required by law to be awarded through competitive
competitive bidding, which is
required
specifications, and
responsible bidder on specifications,
not awarded to the lowest responsible
drawn as to admit of fair competition.
competition.
such specifications
specifications shall be so drawn

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Public schools.
schools.

Personal services.
For personal
services of administrative
administrative and supervisory
supervisory officers Personal
personal services
in
accordance
with
the
Act
fixing
and
regulating
the
salaries
of
of
regulating
in accordance with the
teachers,
of the Board
Board of Edu- Vol.
school officers, and
and other
other employees of
teachers, school
Vol. 43, p. 368.
cation
4, 1924
1924 (43 Stat.,
Stat.,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved June
June 4,
cation of
of the
the District
pp. 367-375),
367-375), including
colleges
including salaries of presidents of teachers colleges
superintendents,
in the salary schedule for first assistant superintendents,
$550,000.
$550,000.
Clerks, etc.
For personal services of clerks and other employees,
employees $138,000.
School attendance
For personal
personal services in the department of school attendance
attendance and
and and work permit
permit
department.
1924 department.
accordance with the Act approved June 4, 1924
work permits in accordance
Vol. 43, pp. 367-375,
367-375), the
February 5,
5, 1925 (43 Stat., 806-808,
(43 Stat.,
Stat., pp. 367-375),
the Act
Act approved February
Vol. 45,
806-808, Vol.
45, p.
p. 098.
'tJ8.
pp. 806-808),
806-808), and the Act approved
approved May 29, 1928 (45
(45 Stat., p. 998),
$33,413.
Teachers, librarians,
For personal services of teachers and librarians
librarians in accordance etc.Teachers,
pp. 367-375.
with the Act approved
pp. 367-375),
approved Jule
June 4, 1924 (43 Stat., .pp.
367-375), Vol. 43, pi).
including for teachers colleges assistant professors in
m salary class
Provisos.
P'rorlios.
eleven,
eleven, and professors in salary class twelve, $5,432,760: Provided,
Provided, Assignment
kinAssilgnment of kin.
dergarten
teachers.
teachers.
That as teacher vacancies occur during the fiscal year 1934 in grades dergarten
grades 1-4.
Frades
one to
to four,
inclusive, of
of the
the elementary
elementary schools,
such vacancies
vacancies may
schools, such
may
one
four, inclusive,
employed in kindergarbe filled by the assignment of teachers now employed
teachers employed
employed in kindergartens are hereby made
tens, and teachers
Placing
unassigned
unnssigned
further, That teaching
Provided further,
teaching teachers
eligible to teach in the said grades: Provided
special, etc.,
of special,
vacancies
wherever found subjects.
vacancies that occur during the fiscal year 1934 wherever
and
may be filled by the assignment of teachers of special subjects and
teachers not now assigned to classroom instruction
instruction,'and such teachers
teachers
are hereby made eligible for such assignment without further
further
Temporary services.
services.
examination: Provided
fwrtker2 That in the interests of economy
economy the
examination:
Providedfurther,
the Temporary
Education may at its discretion during the fiscal year
year
Board of Education
District
1934 appoint as temporary teachers in public schools of the District
of Columbia qualified
qualified teachers from the eligible list of applicants
Preference in filling
filling
established by examinations:
Provided further
all vacancies.
established
examinations: Provided
further, That in filling all
vacancies.
such vacancies
vacancies teachers
teachers now in the schools shall
shall:have
preference.
have the preference.
Vacation schools.
For the instruction and supervision
supervision of children in the vacation
vacation Vacation
schools
vacation
supervisors and teachers
teachers of vacation
schools and
and playgrounds, and supervisors
playgrounds may also be supervisors
supervisors and teachers
teachers of
schools and playgrounds
day schools, $25,000.
Soliciting
Soliciting subscripNo part of any appropriation
appropriation made in this Act shall be paid to tions,
etc.,
in school.;
etc, inschoo
prohibited.
any person employed under
under or in connection
with
the
public
schools
schools
connection
solicit or receive,
permit
receive, or permit
of the District of Columbia who shall solicit
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to be
be solicited
solicited or
any public-school
premises, any
subto
or received,
received, on
on any
public-school premises,
any subscription
donation of
of money
money or
other thing
value from
scription or
or donation
or other
thing of
of value
from any
any
pupil enrolled
enrolled in
in such
such public
public schools
schools for
presentation of
pupil
for presentation
of testimonials
testimonials
Exception.
Exception.
to school officials
officials or for
for any purpose except
except such as may be authorauthorized.
Education at
stated meeting
the
ized by
by the
the Board
Board of
of Education
at aa stated
meeting upon
upon the
written
recommendation of
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
Schools.
written recommendation
of the
of Schools.
purposes of
To carry out the purposes
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved June 11,
11, 1926,
Annuities.
entitled "An
Act to
amend the
the Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act for
the retireentitled
"An Act
to amend
Act entitled
for the
retireAnnuities.
Vol.44,
p.728;
moat of
public-school teachers
Columbia' approved
approved
ol.44, p.
728; Vol.41, ment
of public-school
teachers in the District
District of Columbia',
p. 387.
January 15, 1920, and
(41 Stat., pp.
pp. 387-390),
387-390),
January
and for
for other purposes"
purposes" (41
7

$400,000.

Night schools.
Night
schools.

NIGHT
NIGHT SCHOOLS

For teachers and janitors of night schools, including teachers
teachers of
of
commercial, and trade instruction,
industrial, commercial,
instruction, and
and teachers and
and
janitors of
of night
night schools
also be
and janitors
janitors of
janitors
schools may
may also
be teachers
teachers and
of day
day
$75,000.
schools, $75,000.
Contingent expenses.
contingent and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
including equipment
Contingent
expenses. For
For contingent
expenses, including
equipment
purchase of
necessary articles
in
and purchase
of all necessary
articles and
and supplies
supplies for classes
classes in
industrial, commercial,
commercial, and
and trade instruction, $4,000.
$4,000.

Salaries.

Deaf,
Deaf,
blind.

dumb,
dumb,

and
and

DEAF, DUMB,
DUMB, AND BLIND
THE DEAF,
BLIND

.For
maintenance and
and instruction
instruction of
of deaf
and dumb
dumb persons
deaf and
persons
.For maintenance
admitted to the Columbia Institution for the Deaf from
from the
the DisDistrict of Columbia, under section 4864 of
and
of the Revised
Revised
Statutes,
and
R.S., sec. 4864, p. 942.
R..,
se^.
1, 1901 (U.S.C., title 24,
March 1,
Vol.
p.
844.
Vol. 31,
31,
p.4864,
844. p 942. as provided for in the Act approved March
U.S.C.,
p. 685.
U.S.C., p.
685.
sec. 238), and under aa contract
to be
be entered
into with
with the
contract to
entered into
the said
institution by
the
$32,000.
by
the
Commissioners,
$32,000.
Colored deaf mutes.
olored deaf mutes.
For maintenance
maintenance and instruction
instruction of colored deaf-mutes of teachable
teachable
age belonging to the District of Columbia, in Maryland, or
or some
Tuition, under
under con- other State, under
contract to
be entered
into by
by the
the Commisunder aa contract
to be
entered into
Commistract.
sioners, $6,000: Provided,
expenditures under
under this approtroviso.
sioners,
Provided, That all expenditures
Proviso.
Supervision.
Supervision.
priation shall be made under the supervision
supervision of the Board of
Education.
Blind children,
For maintenance
maintenance and instruction
iond
hildr
eonFor
instruction of blind
blind children of
of the District
District
Tuition, under contract.
tract.
of
Columbia,
in
Maryland, or some other State, under a
contract to
a
Proviso.
entered into
all
Supervision
of exSupervision of
be entered
into by the Commissioners,
ex- be
Commissioners, $10,000: Provided,
Provided, That all
PellSeS.
penses.
expenditures
expenditures under this appropriation
appropriation shall be made under the
supervision
supervision of the Board of Education.

Instruction
andSdStrSb
and
dumb.

of
of

deaf

leaf

Americanization
Americanization
work.
foreigners
Instructing foreigners
of all ages.
ages.
of

Contingent expenses.

Community centers.

Salaries and
and expenexpenses.
Vol.
375.
Vol. 48,
43, pp.
pp. 369,
369. 375-

AMERICANIZATION
AMERICANIZATION WORK
WORK

For Americanization
Americanization work and instruction
foreigners of all
instruction of foreigners
ages in both day and night classes, and teachers and janitors of
Americanization schools may also be teachers and janitors of the day
Americanization
schools, $7,500.
For contingent and other necessary
books,
necessary expenses, including books,
equipment, and supplies, $600.
COMIMUNITY
COMMUNITY CENTER
CENTER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For personal services of the director, general secretaries, and community secretaries
4,1924
secretaries in accordance
accordance with the Act approved June 4,
1924
(43 Stat., pp. 369, 370);
370) ;clerks and part-time employees,
employees, including
includin
janitors on account of meetings of parent-teacher
parent-teacher associations and
an
other activities, and tontingent
contingent expenses, equipment, supplies, and
and
lighting fixtures, $30,000.
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CARE
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
CARE OF

For
personal services, including care of smaller
smaller buildings and
For personal
rented
rooms at
$96 per annum for the care of
not to exceed $96
rate not
at aa rate
rented rooms
each schoolroom,
schoolroom, other
other than
occupied by atypical or ungraded
those occupied
than those
each
classes,
which service
service an
per annum
annum
$120 per
not to
to exceed $120
an amount
amount not
for which
classes, for
may be allowed, $750,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

b u i l i n gs

Care of buildings
and
d
gro
grounds.
grounds.
Personal
services.
Personal services.

Personal services

Smaller buildings
and rented rooms.

anSdrlentroobdings

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

1
'cls for tbercuFor the
the maintenance
maintenance of
tubercular and
and crippled
pupils laSchools
tubercucrippled pupils,
for tubercular
of schools
schools for
For
$9,000.
/ lar and crippled pupils.

$9,000.
$9,000.

r and crippled pupils.

For
for pupils
schools for
for tubercular
Transportalion.
tubercular Transportation.
attending schools
pupils attending
transportation for
For transportation
attending schools for crippled pupils, $18,500:
$18,500: carovi, soe.
pupils, and for pupils attending
c8etc.,
Provided, That
That expenditures
for street
and bus
bus fares, from this Pr
car and
street car
expenditures for
tc., fares alProvided,
fund
shall not
general limitations on the use of lowed.
subject to the general
not be
be subject
fund shall
street car and bus fares covered by this Act.
For
purchase and
repair of
of furniture,
etc., trainmaterial, .Manual, etc.,
machinery, material,
tools, machinery,
furniture, tools,
and repair
For purchase
ing'xpe'es.
and
books, and
and apparatus
apparatus to
to be
be used
used in
in connection
instruction mg
"Pe"es
with instruction
connection with
and books,
in
vocational training,
connected
training, and incidental expenses connected
manual and vocational
in manual
therewith,
$60,000, to
to be
immediately available.
available.
be immediately
therewith, $60,000,
Fuel, light,
ht power,
For
etc.u,
electric light and
and power,
power, $240,000.
For fuel,
fuel, gas, and
and electric
etc.
FUNrrTuRE
FORNIT1JRE

Furniture.
Furniture.

For
and additions
additions edEbtiegf
Equipping designatbuildings and
equipping buildings
and equipping
furnishing and
completely furnishing
For completely

to buildings,
buildings, as follows:
School in Foxhall Village, $3,200; Phelps
follows: School
to
Vocational School,
School, $40,000;
$6,000; Keene School,
$40,000; Logan School, $6,000;
Vocational
$6,000;
Douglass-Simmons assembly-gymassembly-gymschool, $5,600; Douglass-Simmons
Bancroft school,
$6,000; Bancroft

Immediately avail.
avail"mmediately
nasium
M Street
Street Junior
Junior High
gymnasium, $3,040; in all, able.
School gymnasium,
High School
and M
nasium and
$63,840, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available
available and
continue available until
and to continue
$63,840,
June 30, 1935.
epense.
Contingent expenses.
For contingent
United States flags,
flags, furniture Contingent
including United
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
For
necessary
and
and repairs of same, stationery, ice, paper towels, and other necessary
$8,000
items not
otherwise provided for, and including not exceeding $8,000
not otherwise
items
$1,500 for
periodicals, not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
for
for books
books of reference and periodicals,
replacement of
average cost of not to exceed $300 each,
pianos at an average
of pianos
replacement
$120,000, to be immediately
not exceeding $5,000
$5,000 for labor, $120,000,
immediately available:
available:
porin.
Provided,
bond shall not be required on account of military Proviso.
That aa bond
Provided, That
No bond required for
uppeltor
bon
ArNo
supplies or equipment
equipment issued by the War
War Department
Department for military Army
supplies
to cadets.
instruction
practice by the students of high schools in the dots.
instruction and practice
District of Columbia.
Purchases subject
to
to
subject apPurchases
furniture Commissioners'
in this Act for the purchase of furniture
No
appropriated in
money appropriated
No money
proval.
and equipment
equipment for the public schools of the District of Columbia proval.
shall be expended
expended unless the requisitions
requisitions of the Board of Education
shall
therefor
District
shall be approved by the Commissioners of the District
therefor shall
of Columbia,
purchasing officer and the auditor for the
of
Columbia, or by the purchasing
Commissioners.
of Columbia
Columbia acting for the Commissioners.
District of
Supplies to pupils.
uppVle
For
educational books and supplies as author- Vol.
For textbooks
textbooks and other educational
46, p.to62.upils.
ized by
by the
the Act
31, 1930
62), including not
p. 62),
Stat., p.
(46 Stat.,
1930 (46
January 31,
of January
Act of
ized
$180,000, to be immediately
immediately
personal services, $180,000,
$7,000 for personal
exceed $7,000
to exceed
available.
available.
Kindergartens.
For maintenance
maintenance of
$5,600, to be
be immediately
immediately Kindegartens.
of kindergartens,
kindergartens, $5,600,
For
available.
available.
Supplies for physics,
For
purchase of
specimens, technical
technical books, etc.,
esupanrtmepts.
fixtures, specimens,
of apparatus, fixtures,
For purchase
departments.
and
for
extending
the
equipment
and
for
the
maintenance
of
laboramaintenance
and for extending the equipment and for
tories
general
chemistry, biology, and general
department of physics, chemistry,
of the
the department
tories of
science in the several high and junior high schools and teachers
teachers
colleges,
colleges, and for the installation of the same, $15,000, to be immediately available.
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For utensils, material, and labor, for establishment
establishment and mainteFor
nance of
of school
gardens, including
including rent
$2,000.
grounds, $2,000.
rent of
of grounds,
school gardens,
nance
Nature
etc.,
authorized to designate
The
Board of Education
designate the months in
Education is authorized
The Board
study, etc.,
Nature study,
teachers.
teachers.
which the ten salary
salary payments now required by law shall be made
which
to
to the
the work
work of
n nature
study and
in
nature study
of instruction
instruction i
assigned to
to teachers
teachers assigned
gardens.
school gardens.
The
of officers
and men
of the
Children of
Army,
Navy,
United States
States Army, Navy,
the United
men of
officers and
The children
children of
of Army,
Children
Navy, etc., admitted
children of other employees
employees of the United
Nray, etc., admitted and Marine Corps, and children
free.
States
outside the
shall be admitted
Columbia shall
District of Columbia
the District
stationed outside
States stationed
to the public schools without payment of tuition.
Repairs,
Repairs, etc.,
For repairs and improvements
etc., to
repairing and
improvements to school buildings, repairing
buildings.
ventilating apparatus, installation
renewing
renewing heating, plumbing, and ventilating
installation
buildings.
repair of electric
electric equipment, and installation of sanitary drinkand repair
$325,000, of which
which
motor trucks, $325,000,
maintenance of motor
ing fountains, and maintenance
amount $100,000
$100,000 shall be immediately available.
amount
Equipment,
etc.,
Equipment, etc.,
For the purchase, installation,
installation, and maintenance
maintenance of equipment, for
for
school-yard
playschool-yard
purposes of play of pupils, $7,500: Provided,
Provided,
school yards for the purposes
grounds.
School gardens.
school
gardens.

Proviso.
se, etc.
Use,

Buildings
Buildings
grounds.

That
such playgrounds
kept open
open for
play purposes
purposes in
in
for play
be kept
shall be
playgrounds shall
That such
accordance with the schedule maintained
maintained for playgrounds under the
accordance
jurisdiction
playground department.
jurisdiction of the playground

and
and

Construction, etc.,
etc,
designated schools;
payable
balances
payable from balances
for the Municipal Cenenter. the
Vol. 46, p.
p.1184;
Vol.
1384; Vol.
47, p. 850.

deCgntrection,

Muniipal

Vol.46,

Logan.

Post, p. 860.

Post, p. 80.

Reno, senior high.
Reno,
high.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
BUILDINGS

Not to
to exceed
exceed $570,000
balances of approunexpended balances
of any unexpended
$570,000 of
Not
priations contained
contained in the District of Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts
priations
for
years 1932 and 1933 for the Municipal Center is hereby
hereby
for the fiscal years
reappropriated and made available for the construction of publicreappropriated

school buildings
buildings as follows:
follows:
school

For the erection of an eight-room
a site already
eight-room building on a

appropriated for in the vicinity of the Logan School, $95,000;
appropriated
For beginning
for in
thethe
construction
vicinity of of
theaLogan
high school
$95,000;
building
beginning
For
the
construction
of
a senior
senior School,
high school
building

Chesapeake Streets northwest, in the Reno secat Forty-first and Chesapeake
tion, $475,000, and the Commissioners
Commissioners are authorized
authorized to enter into
contract
contract or contracts
contracts for such building at a
a cost not to exceed
exceed
$1,150,000;
$1,150,000;
Total; imm
immediately
t
In all,
$570,000, to
to be
immediately available
to be
disbursed
be disbursed
and to
available and
be immediately
In
all, $570,000,
available.
available.
and
accounted
for
as
"
Buildings
and
grounds,
public
schools
",
", and
schools
public
grounds,
and
"Buildings
for
as
accounted
and
one
ccounted as
Accounted
as one
for that purpose shall constitute
constitute one fund and remain
remain available
fund.
fund,
Provisos.
Provisos.
until expended:
expended: Provided,
no part
of this
appropriation shall
shall
this appropriation
part of
That no
Provided, That
Use
Ysefor unauthorized
unauthorzecd until
projects forbidden.
projects
forbidden.
be used for or on account
account of any school building not herein specified.
Under-age
instrucappropriations for public schools shall
No part
part of the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
No
insterud
tinder-ag
tion prohibited.
be used for instructing
instructing children under five years of age except children entering,during the first half of the school year who will be five
years of age by November
1, 1933, and children entering during
November 1,
during the
second half of the school
school year who will be five years
years of age by
15, 1984:
1934: Provided,
Provided, That
this limitation
limitation shall
shall not
not be
School pro- March
March 15,
That this
be conconWebster school
visions.
visions.
sidered as preventing
preventing the employment
employment of a
a matron and the care of
of
children
parent or
or
children under school age at the Webster
Webster School whose parent
parents are in attendance
attendance in connection with Americanization
Americanization work.
work.
Buildintgs.contract reNone
appropriated by this Act shall be paid or oblimoney appropriated
contract reNone of the money
Bnlding
quireraen
gated toward the construction
construction of or addition to any building
building the
whole and entire construction
construction of which,
which, exclusive of
of heating, lightlighting, plumbing, painting, and treatment
treatment of grounds, shall not have
been awarded
awarded in one or a
a single contract,
contract, separate
separate and apart from
any other contract, project, or undertaking, to the lowest responsible
responsible
bidder complying with all the legal requirements as to a
a deposit of
money or the execution of aa bond, or both, for the faithful perProvided, That nothing herein shall be
Righttorejetbids.
contract: Provided,
Right to reject bids. formance of the contract:
construed as repealing existing law giving the Commissioners
Commissioners the
right to reject all bids.

Contracts
authorContracts authorized.
ized.
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of plans.
plans.
Preparation of
buildings provided for in this Preparation
The
and specifications
for all
all buildings
specifications for
plans and
The plans
Act
under appropriations
administered by
by the Commissioners of
appropriations administered
Act under
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be prepared
prepared under the supervision of
the
the
architect, and
and those for
for school buildings after consulmunicipal architect,
the municipal
tation
with the
be approved
approved by the
shall be
and shall
Education, and
of Education,
Board of
the Board
tation with
thereto.
commissioners
and
constructed
in
conformity
conformity
constructed
be
shall
and
commissioners
Exit, etc.,
requireetc., requireExit,
The school
school buildings
authorized and
and appropriated
herein shall ments.
appropriated for herein
buildings authorized
The
mens.
entrances
or
be
constructed
with
all
doors
intended
to
as
exits
entrances
used
be
to
be constructed with all doors intended
opening outward,
outward, and
and each
each of
buildings having
of
having in excess of
said buildings
of said
opening
carried
Appropriations carried
eight
rooms shall
exists.' Appropriations
have at least four exists.'
shall have
eight rooms
in
not be used for
the maintenance of school in any
for the
shall not
Act shall
this Act
in this
building
all outside
thereto used
used as exits
entrances
or entrances
exits or
doors thereto
outside doors
unless all
building unless
shall
open outward
unlocked every school day from one
kept unlocked
be kept
and be
outward and
shall open
half
half hour after school hours.
one half
until one
before until
hour before
half hour

METROPOLITAN
POLICE
METROPOLITAN POLICE

Police.

Police

SALARIES
SALARIES
Salaries, etc.
etc.
Salaries
Vol. 43, p. 174; VoL
p.839. 17. ;
46, p.
politan
in accordance
accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to 46,
Force, in
Police Force,
politan Police
fix the
the salaries
of the
Metropolitan Police
Force, the United States
Police Force,
the Metropolitan
salaries of
fix
Park Police
Force, and
and the
department of the District of Columfire department
the fire
Police Force,
Park
1, 1930
bia"" (43
(43 Stat.,
as amended
1930
amended by the Act of July 1,
174-175), as
pp. 174-175),
Stat., pp.
bia
$2,100
(46 Stat.,
pp. 839-841),
839-841), including
compensation at the rate of $2,100
including compensation
Stat., pp.
(46
per annum
annum for
assistant property
clerk of
the police
of the
property clerk
present assistant
the present
for the
per
department,
epartment, $2,570,000.
Personal services.
Penalies
For personal
$103,000.
services, $103,000.
personal services,
For

For the
the pay
and allowances
allowances of
members of
Metroof the
the Metroand members
of officers
officers and
pay and
For

CELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Fuel.
Fu
liepairs, etc.
lte""irs, etc

For
$7,000.
For fuel,
fuel, $7,000.
police stations and station
For repairs
improvements to police
repairs and improvements
For
grounds,
grounds, $8,000.
Contingent expenses.
contingent expenses,
For miscellaneous
and contingent
expenses, including rewards for Contingent expenses
miscellaneous and
For
of
maintenance
firearms,
and
fugitives,
purchase of
maintenance of
of gas equipment
fugitives, purchase
card
directories, books of reference,
reference, periodisystem, stationery, city directories,
card system,
cals,
telegraphing, telephoning, photographs,
photographs, rental and
newspapers, telegraplhng,
cals, newspapers,
devices, telephone
maintenance
teletype system
and labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
telephone
system and
of teletype
imaintenalce of
Radio system.
of radio
service
charges, purchase,
maintenance and
servicing of
radio broad- ItadiogSLtem
and servicing
purchase, maintenance
service charges,
washing,
gas,
casting;
systems,
including
purchase
of
equipment,
ice,
equipment,
of
casting systems, including purchase
car
not to exceed
meals
award, not
exceed $300 for car
of award,
medals of
prisoners, medals
for prisoners,
meals for
tickets,
and repair
thereto, beds and bed clothing, insignia
insignia
repair thereto,
furniture and
tickets, furniture
same, and mounted equipof
and repairs
to same,
equiprepairs to
equipments and
police equipments
office, police
of office,
ment,
flags and
of stolen or abandoned property,
property,
storage of
halyards, storage
and halyards,
ment, flags
Prevention and dede
tecvof
incurred in prevention
and
traveling and
and other
other expenses
expenses incurred
prevention and detec- tection
of crimend
crime.
and traveling
expenses of
tion of
of crime
crime and
necessary expenses, including expenses
other necessary
and other
tion
exceeding $2,000 may be
harbor patrol, $70,000, of which amount not exceeding
prevention
expended
major and
superintendent of police for prevention
and superintendent
the major
by the
expended by
and detection
detection of
crime, under
certificate, approved by the Comunder his certificate,
of crime,
and
missioners, and
sufficient
certificate shall be deemed aa sufficient
every such certificate
and every
missioners,
pemio.
Pro- Proviso.
voucher
expressed to have been expended: Provoucher for the sum therein expressed
Speedometer repairs.
authorized to employ the electri- Seedometer rep
vided,
Commissioners are authorized
the Commissioners
That the
vided, That
cian of
repair speedometers
speedometers at such cost not
District Building to repair
the District
of the
cian
exceeding $250
as they
approve payment to be in addition to his
may approve
they may
$250 as
exceeding
regular
performed after regular
regular
compensation, and such services to be performed
regular compensation,
working hours.
Motor vehicles.
For
and maintenance
maintenance of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying Motovehi'
exchange, and
purchase, exchange,
For purchase,
out
worn
and
other
motor
vehicles
and
the
replacement
those
in
of
and other motor vehicles and the replacement
the service
condemned, $60,000,
$2,000
$60,000, including not to exceed $2,000
and condemned,
service and
the
for
wagons and
$2,800 for two police cruisers.
and not to exceed $2,800
patrol wagons
two patrol
for two
2

So in original.
origlnaL
8o
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Uniforms:
Uniforms: For furnishing uniforms and other
official equipment
equipment
other official
prescribed by department
department regulations
requisite in
in
prescribed
regulations as
as necessary
necessary and
and requisite
performance of duty to officers and members of the
the performance
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Police, including cleaning, alteration, and repair
repair of articles
articles transtransferred from one individual to another, $45,000.
$45,000.

House of Detention.
Detention.
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
Maintenance,

HOUSE OF DETENTION
DETENTION

For maintenance
a suitable place for the reception
reception and detention
maintenance of a
detention
of girls and women over seventeen years of age, arrested
arrested by
the police
police
by the
charge of offense
on charge
offense against
against any laws in
force in
the District
District of
of
in force
in the
Columbia,
Columbia, or held as witnesses or held pending
final investigation
pending final
investigation
or examination,
otherwise, including
transportation, the purchase
or
examination, or otherwise,
including transportation,
purchase
and maintenance of necessary motor vehicles, clinic supplies, food,
food,
upkeep and repair of buildings,
buildings, fuel, gas, ice, laundry, supplies
supplies and
and
equipment,
equipment, electricity, and other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $8,880; for
for
personal services, $7,120; in all, $16,000.
$16,000.

etc., relief
relief
Policemen, etc.,
fund.

Payments from.

POLICEMEN
POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF FUND
To pay
pay the relief and other allowances
To
allowances as
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, such
such

sum as is necessary
necessary for said purposes for the
fiscal year
1934 is
the fiscal
year 1934
is
appropriated from the policemen and firemen's
appropriated
firemen's relief
relief fund.
fund.
Fire Department.
Department.

FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARrES
SALARIES

Salaries,
etc.
Salaries, °Dicers,
officers, etc.
Vol. 43, p. 173;
175; Vol.
p. 839.
46, p.

Personal
services.
Personal services,

For the pay of officers and members of the fire department, in
in
accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to fix the
accordance
of offioffithe salaries
salaries of
cers and members of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police Force, the
States
the United
United States
Park Police Force, and the fire department
department of
of the
Columthe District
District of
of Columbia " (43 Stat. 175), as amended
bia"
amended by the Act of
of July
1930 (46
July 1,
1, 1930
(46 Stat.
Stat.
839-841),
839-841), $1,800,000.
$1,800,000.
For personal services, $4,794.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Repairs,
etc.,
b Be,
buildings.
Uniforms, ate.
Uniforns,
etce

etc.,

to
to

For repairs and
and improvements
improvements to buildings
grounds, $20,000.
buildings and
and grounds,
$20,000.

Uniforms: For furnishing uniforms
uniforms and other official equipment
equipment
prescribed by department regulations
prescribed
regulations as necessary and requisite
the
requisite in
in the
performance
performance of duty to officers and members of the fire department,
department,
alteration, and repair of articles
including cleaning, alteration
articles transferred
tr ansferre d from
from
one individual
individual to another
another,, $2i,000.
$21,000.
Repairs
to apparatus,
eparstoapparatus,
For repairs
repairs t
too app
apparatus,
vehicles, and other motor-driven
motor-driven
For
araius, motor
motor vehicles,
eetc.
apparatus,
fire
boat
and for
apparatus, fire boat and
for new apparatus, new motor vehicles,
vehicles, new
appliances,
employment of mechanics,
appliances employment
mech ani
cs ,helpers
and laborers
in the
helpers, and
laborers in
the
fire department repair shop,
thee purchase
fire
shop, and for
for th
purc hase of necessary
necessary supsup
plies, materials,
materials, equipment,
equipment, and tools, $41,000:
Provided, That
That the
the
$1,000: Provided,
Commnissioners are authorized, in their discretion
Commissioners
to build
or
discretion, to
build or
construct,
construct, in whole or in
i
n p
ar t, fire-fighting
fire-fighting apparatus
apparatus in
fire
part,
in the
the fire
department
department repair shop.
ose, fel,I, etc.
etc.
For hose,
For
hose, $9,000.
For fuel, $20,000.
$20,000.
For contingent
For
contingent expenses,
expenses furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, oil, blacksmithing,
blacksmithing
gas and electric lighting,
lighting, flags and halyards, medals
me dal
s of
ofaward,
awar d, and
an d
other necessary items, $20,000.
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH

Health Department.
Department.

Health

SALARIES
SALARIES

For personal
$155,000.
services, $155,000.
personal services,
For
PREVENTION
PREVENTION

OF

CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES

Personal services.

Personalservices.

Prevention
conof conProvention of
tagious
tagious diseases.
diseases.

Enforcement
n o rc e m e n t
E
For contingent
contingent expenses
enforcement of the pro- expenses.
to the enforcement
incident to
expenses incident
For
p.p. 635.
contagious diseases in exvseosl
visions of
of an
prevent the spread of contagious
Vol. 29,
an Act to prevent
visions
the District
of Columbia,
March 3, 1897 (29 Stat., pp.
approved March
Columbia, approved
District of
the
diphtheria,
635-641), and
and an
an Act
Act for
for the
of scarlet
scarlet fever, diphtheria,
prevention of
the prevention
635-641),

epidemic cerebrospinal
measles, whooping
whooping cough,
cough, chicken
pox, epidemic
cerebrospinal
chicken pox,
measles,

Vol.

Vol. 34,
88.
p. 889.
34, p.

meningitis, and
and typhoid
typhoid fever
Columbia, approved
approved
in the
the District of Columbia,
fever in
meningitis,
February
9, 1907
1907 (34
(34 Stat., pp.
889-890), and an Act to provide
pp. 889-890),
February 9,
Registration of
tu
of tuRegistration
for
all cases
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis in the District of Colum- berculosis.
cases of
of all
registration of
for registration
Vol.
35,
p.
126.
bia,
for free
examination of sputum
suspected cases, and for Vol 35 p.126.
sputum in suspected
free examination
bia, for
preventing
spread of
tuberculosis in said District of Columbia,
of tuberculosis
the spread
preventing the
direction
approved May
13, 1908
1908 (35
under the direction
126-127), under
pp. 126-127),
Stat., pp.
(35 Stat.,
May 13,
approved
of the
health officer
officer of
includmanufacture of serums, includDistrict, manufacture
said District,
of said
the health
of
Infantile paralysis.
ing their
their use
cases, and
for the
prevention of infantile Infantile paralysis.
the prevention
and for
indigent cases,
in indigent
use in
ing
paralysis and
and other
communicable diseases, and of an Act for the
other communicable
paralysis
diseases.
Venereal diseases.
prevention
of venereal
venereal diseases
diseases in the District of Columbia, and for Venereal
prevention of
Vol. 43, p. 1001.
other
purposes, approved
February 26,
26, 1925
1925 (43
(43 Stat., pp. 10011001- Vol.43 p. 00
approved February
other purposes,
service.
Disinfecting service.
salaries Disinfecting
1003),
for maintenance
of disinfecting
disinfecting service,
service, including
including salaries
maintenance of
and for
1003), and
or
compensation for
for personal
services, when
when ordered in writing .by
personal services,
or compensation
the
necessary for
execution
enforcement and execution
for the enforcement
and necessary
Commissioners and
the Commissioners
communicable
of said
and for
prevention of such other communicable
the prevention
for the
Acts, and
said Acts,
of
reference books
diseases
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
books
provided, and purchase of reference
diseases as
Proviso.
and
$28,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any bacteriologist
bacteriologist Bacteriological
Bacteriological examexamjournals, $28,000:
medical journals,
and medical
ination
etc.
milk, etc.
of milk,
the health ination of
by the
employed
under this
be assigned
assigned by
may be
appropriation may
this appropriation
employed under
officer to
examination of milk and other dairy
bacteriological examination
the bacteriological
to the
officer
products
and of
such
water supplies of dairy farms, and to such
the water
of the
products and
other
sanitary works as in the judgment
judgment of the health officer will
other sanitary
examinations be or be not
promote
health, whether
whether such examinations
the public health,
promote the
directly
diseases.
contagious diseases.
related to contagious
directly related
Isolating wards, GarIfolatingdwapirdalrl
For
isolating wards
minor contagious
contagious diseases
Garfield field
diseases at Garfield
for minor
wards for
Hospital.
For isolating
Memorial
maintenance, $22,500, or so much thereof as in
Hospital, maintenance,
Memorial Hospital,
the
opinion of
the Commissioners
Commissioners may
may be necessary.
of the
the opinion
Maintenance of
of dis(dsMaintenance
dispensaries for the treat- pensaries,
For the
the maintenance
maintenance of
dispensary or dispensaries
a dispensary
of a
For
etc.
earl
indigent
ment of
of indigent
indigent persons
persons suffering
from tuberculosis and of
suffering from
ment
persons
suffering from venereal
payment for
venereal diseases, including payment
persons suffering
personal services,
services, rent,
rent, supplies,
$33,112:
contingent expenses, $33,112:
and contingent
supplies, and
personal
vices.
o
Provided,
Commissioners may accept such volunteer serv- Provisos.
the Commissioners
That the
Provided, That
Volunteer
services.
ices as
establishment and
expedient in connection with the establishment
as they
they deem expedient
ices
No pay therefor autherefor alNY
Providedfurther,
maintenance
of the
dispensaries herein
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided
further, thorized.
the dispensaries
maintenance of
expenditure or
That this
construed to authorize the expenditure
not be construed
shall not
this shall
That
the payment
of any
any money on account of any such volunteer service.
payment of
the
the Drainage of lots, etc.
For
enforcement
of the provisions of an Act to provide for the
enforcement
For
etc.
vol 29,lop.
29, p. f126.
drainage of
lots in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved May 19, 1896 Vol.
in the
the District
of lots
drainage
Abatement of nuinuiof
Abatement
abatement
for
(29
Stat.,
pp.
125-126),
and
an
Act
to
provide
the
abatement
of
provide
to
Act
an
and
125-126),
pp.
(29 Stat.,
sances.
34, p.
p. 114.
14.
vol. 34,
nuisances in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia by the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and for Vol.
of Columbia
nuisances
$500.
other
purposes,
approved
April
14,
1906,
April
other purposes, approved
HYGIENE
SCHOOLS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AND SANITATION,
SANITATION, PUBLIC
HYGIENE AND

Hygiene,
public
etc., public
Hygiene, etc.,
schools.
schools.
Personal services.

ersonSevIS
Salaries: For personal
personal services in the conduct of hygiene and
Salaries:
Dental clinics.
De.olocos.
necessary Proviso.
sanitation
sanitation work in the public schools, including the necessary

Provided, That
expenses
of maintaining
free dental
dental clinics
clinics, $80,000: Provided,
maintaining free
expenses of
of the persons employed as medical
medical inspectors
inspectors one shall be a
awoman,
woman,
four
colored race, and that
dentists, and four shall be of the colored
four shall be dentists,

Division of insptsiors
and nurses.

Divisiooofinspetors

d
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of the graduate
graduate nurses employed
employed as
as public-school
shall
public-school nurses
nurses three
three shall
be
of the
the colored
be of
colored race.
race.
Maintenance of
Maintenance
of lablabFor maintenance
maintenance of laboratories,
laboratories, including
including reference
For
reference books
books and
and
oratories, etc.
periodicals,
periodicals, apparatus,
equipment, and
and necessary
contingent and
apparatus, equipment,
necessary contingent
and
miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $2,000.
$2,000.
Preventingfood,canFor contingent
contingent expenses
Preventing
food, canexpenses incident
the enforcement
enforcement of
of an
an Act
incident to
to the
Act
dy, etc., adulterations.
vol. 30, pp. 240,
Vol.
to the
adulteration of
of foods
foods and
and drugs
in the
the District
District of
of
24, 398. relating
relating to
the adulteration
drugs in
Columbia
February 17,
17, 1898
Stat., pp.
pp. 246-248),
Columbia approved
approved February
1898 (30
(30 Stat.,
246-248), an
an
Act to prevent the adulteration
adulteration of
in the
District of
of Columof candy
candy in
the District
ColumPure
food law.
law.
ure food
bia,
approved May 5, 1898 (30
p. 398),
398), an
bia, approved
(30 Stat.,
Stat., p.
an Act
for preventing
preventing
Act for
Vol. 34, p. 768.
the manufacture,
sale, or
manufacture, sale,
or transportation
transportation of
of adulterated
adulterated or
or misbranded
misbranded
or poisonous or deleterious
deleterious foods, drugs,
and liquors,
liquors, and
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and
and
for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic therein, and
other purposes,
approved June
June
and for
for other
purposes, approved
30, 1906 (34
(34 Stat., pp.
768-772), and
Act to
regulate, within
within the
the
pp. 768-772),
and an
an Act
to regulate,
Milk
Milk regulations,
regplations.
Columbia, the
the sale
District of Columbia,
sale of
of milk,
cream, and
ice cream,
cream, and
milk, cream,
and ice
and
Vol. 43, p. 1004.
for other purposes, approved February
February 27,
27, 1925
1925 (43
Stat., pp.
pp. 1004—
(43 Stat.,
10041008), including
including traveling
traveling and
other necessa
ry ex
penses o
dai
ry1008),
and other
necessary
expenses
off dairyfarm
inspectors;; and including not
farminspectors
not to
to exceed
exceed $100
$100 for
special services
services
for special
in detecting
adulteration of
of drugs and
detecting adulteration
and foods,
foods, including
including candy
candy and
and
Proviso.
DSraiyfn
Dairy farm irnspeinspec- milk, $6,000:
$6,000: Provided
inspectors of
of dairy
dairy farms
farms may
may receive
Provided, That
That inspectors
receive
tion;
motor vehicle an allowance
tion;
motor
allowance for furnishing privately
privately owned
motor vehicles
the
owned motor
vehicles in
in the
allowance,
performance
performance of official duties at the rate
of not
not to
to exceed
$312 per
per
rate of
exceed $312
annum for each
each inspector.
inspector.
Ambulances, etc.
Ambulances,
etc.
For
maintenance and operation
of motor
ambulances and
For maintenance
operation of
motor ambulances
motor
and motor
vehicles, $800.
$800.
vehicles,
nihdnwelfare and
Child
Child welfare
and hygiene:
For maintaining
ard
Child
welfare and
hygiene: For
maintaining a
a child-hygiene
child-hygiene servhygiene.
service. including
including the establishment
establishment and
maintenance of
child-welfare
and maintenance
of child-welfare
stations
stations for the clinical examinations, advice,
advice, care,
care, and
maintenance
and maintenance
of children under six years of age, payment
payment for
personal
services,
for
personal
services,
Provisos.
voeoeer
service
periodicals, and
supplies, $44,000: Provided,
Volunteer
service rent, fuel, periodicals,
and supplies,
Provided, That
the
That the
may
Commissioners
may be
be accepted.
accepted.
Commissioners may accept
accept such
such volunteer
volunteer services
they may
services as
as they
may deem
deem
expedient
establishment and
expedient in connection
connection with the establishment
maintenance of
of
and maintenance
No pay therefor.
therefor.
the
herein authorized:
the service
service herein
authorized: Provided
Provided further,
further, That this shall not
not
be construed to authorize the expenditure
expenditure or
any
or the
the payment
payment of
of any
money on account of any such volunteer
volunteer service.
service.
Courts and prisons.

Juvenile Court,
Court.
Personal
Personal services.
Jurors.
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.

Advances
Advances authorized
authorized
for returning,
returning, etc.,
etc., abprobationers.
sconding probationers.

COURTS AND
AND PRISONS
PRISONS
JUVENILE CoLJIIP
JUVENILE
COUJRT

Salaries: For personal services,
$50,000.
services, $50,000.

Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous: For compensation
compensation of
of jurors,
jurors, $1,125.
$1,125.
For fuel, ice, gas, laundry work, stationery, books
of reference,
books of
reference,
periodicals, typewriters
periodicals,
typewriters and repairs
repairs thereto,
thereto, preservation
preservation of records,
mops, brooms, and buckets, removal
removal of ashes and refuse,
refuse, telephone
telephone
service, traveling
traveling expenses, meals of jurors and
and prisoners, repairs
repairs to
to
courthouse and grounds, furniture, fixtures, and
other
and equipment,
equipment, and
and other
incidental
provided for, $2,750.
incidental expenses
expenses not otherwise provided
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
to
advance
advance to the chief probation officer of the juvenile court upon requisition
sition previously
previously approved by the judge of the juvenile court and
the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of money not to exceed
the
exceed
$50 at any one time, to be expended for transportation
transportation and traveling
traveling
expenses to secure the return of absconding probationers,
probationers, and
to be
and to
be
accounted
vouchers to
accounted for monthly on itemized
itemized vouchers
to the
the accounting
officer
accounting officer
of the District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
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POLICE
COURT
POLICE COURT

Salaries:
For personal
services, $85,000.
personal services,
Salaries: For
periodicals, staFor
reference, directories, periodicals,
For law books, books of reference,
tionery,
typewriters and repairs
repairs thereto, fuel,
records, typewriters
preservation of records,
tionery, preservation
telephone service,
service, laundry
laundry work,
gas, electric lights and power, telephone
ice, gas,
removal of ashes and rubbish, mops, brooms, buckets, dusters, sponges,
removal
painter's and
and plumber's
plumber's supplies,
supplies, toilet articles,
medicines, soap and
articles, medicines,
painter's
disinfectants, lodging
lodging and
and bailiffs when ordered
ordered
meals for jurors and
and meals
disinfectants,
by the
court, United
United States
other necessary
necessary
halyards, and all other
States flags and halyards,
the court,
by
and
incidental expenses
otherwise provided for,
every kind not otherwise
expenses of every
and incidental
$5,500.
$23,000.
jurors, $23,000.
compensation of jurors,
fees and compensation
For witness fees
For repairs
alterations to building, $1,420.
$1,420.
and alterations
repairs and
For
MUNICIPAL COURT
COURT
MUNICIPAL

Salaries:
For personal
services, including
including compensation
compensation of five
personal services,
Salaries: For
judges without
reference to
to the
restricting
limitation in this Act restricting
the limitation
without reference
judges
salaries within the grade, $63,000.
For
$4,000: Provided,
Provided, That deposits made
jurors, $4,000:
compensation of jurors,
For compensation
on demands
demands for
trials in
in accordance
with rules
by
prescribed by
rules prescribed
accordance with
jury trials
for jury
on
the court
authority granted
granted in
section 11
approved
11 of
of the Act approved
in section
under authority
court under
the
March 3,
3, 1921
Stat., p.
p. 1312),
1312), shall
shall be
earned unless, prior
prior to
be earned
(41 Stat.,
1921 (41.
March
three days
days before
before the
the time
time set
for such trials, including
including Sundays
set for
three
and
date for trial be set by the court, cases
new date
holidays, aa new
legal holidays,
and legal
be
demands for jury trials be waived.
discontinued or settled, or demands
be discontinued
including books, law books, books of
contingent expenses, including
For contingent
reference, fuel, light, telephone, lodging and meals for jurors, and
and
reference,
for deputy
deputy United
United States
marshals while
while in
attendance upon jurors,
in attendance
States marshals
for
when
ordered by
by the
the court;
building
furniture, building
repairs to furniture,
fixtures, repairs
court; fixtures,
when ordered
necessary miscellaneous
and
miscellaneous items
items
equipment, and all other necessary
and building equipment,
and supplies, $2,750.
SUPREME COURT,
COURT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SUPREME

Salaries: For the
associate justices, nine stenogchief justice, eight associate
the chief
Salaries:
raphers (one for the chief justice
justice and one for each
each associate justice),
justice),
and other personal
services, $112,000.
personal services,
mileage and per diem of jurors
jurors,
witnesses: For mileage
Fees of jurors and witnesses:
for
mileage and per diem of witnesses
witnesses and for per diem in lieu of
of
for mileage
subsistence,
and payment
payment of
expenses of witnesses
court
witnesses in said court
of the expenses
subsistence, and
as
Statutes (U.S.C., title 28, sec.
provided by section 850, Revised Statutes
as provided
604), $85,000.
$85,000.
604),
For not
deputy marshals
marshals who act
act as bailiffs,
bailiffs,
twenty deputy
exceeding twenty
not exceeding
For
clerks
and per diems of jury commissioners,
commissioners,
commissioners, and
jury commissioners,
of jury
clerks of
and for expenses of meals and lodging
lodging for jurors in United States
cases
when ordered by the
attendance upon same when
cases, and of bailiffs in attendance
court
Provided, That the compensation
compensation of each jury comcourt,, $31,942: Provided,
missioner
exceed $250.
year 1934 shall not exceed
fiscal year
the fiscal
missioner for the
contingent
Probation system:
system: For personal
personal services,
services, $9,758; contingent
Probation
expenses,
all, $10,000.
in all,
expenses, $242; in
protection of the
Courthouse:
care and protection
personal services for care
Courthouse: For personal
courthouse,
States marshal
marshal of the
United States
of the United
direction of
the direction
under the
courthouse, under
District
Columbia, $30,000,
direction
expended under the direction
be expended
$30,000, to be
of Columbia,
District of
of
General.
the Attorney General.
of the
For repairs
repairs and
courthouse, including repair
repair
improvements to the courthouse,
and improvements
For
and
labor and
mechanical equipment, and for labor
maintenance of the mechanical
and maintenance
material and
and every
thereto, $4,000
$4,000, to be expended
expended
every item incident thereto,
material
Architect of the Capitol.
under
under the direction of the Architect
86037*-34----16
86637'-4---i16
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Police Court.
Court.
Police

Personal services.

Contingent expenses.
Contingent

Witnesses
and jurors.
Witnesses and
Building repairs,
repairs, etc.
etc.
Municipal Court.
Municipal

Salaries.

Jurors.
p
l
e
rpos
°rs its
for jury
Deposits
unless
earned
trials
t
nr
e
i
w
alsdat
e
ear
sen
ted
unless
new
date
set.
1312.
41,
p.
Vol.
Vol. 41, p:1312.

Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

I/Istrict
District
Court.
(ourt.

Supreme
SlllreClle

Salaries.
Salaries.

w it ite‘ses.
Jurors and witnleses.

Bailiffs, etc.
Bailiffs,

Proviso.
Proviso.
commissioners.
Jury commissioners.
Probation system.
system.
Probation

Courthouse, care,
care, etc
etc
Courthouse,

Repairs,
Repairs, etc.
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Court of Appeals.

COURT OF APPEALS

Salaries.

Salaries:
justices, and
and
Salaries: For the
the chief
chief justice
justice and four
four associate
associate justices,
all other officers and employees
court; reporting
reporting service;
service; and
and
employees of the court;
not to exceed $950 for necessary
necessary expenditures
expenditures in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the
Proviso.
S
report
clerk's
in
all,
$83,500:
Provided,
That
the
reports
of
the
office;
in
all,
$83,500:
Provided,
That
the
reports of the
Sale of reports.
.
court shall not be sold for aa price
exceeding that
that approved
approved by
the
price exceeding
by the
court and for not more than
than $6.50
$6.50 per
per volume.
volume.
Care, etc.,
buildetc., of
of buildBuilding: For personal
personal services for care and protection
protection of
the
of the
ing.
including one mechanician,
Court of Appeals
Appeals Building,
Building, including
the
mechanician, under
under the
Prtoso.
Proviso.
direction of the Architect
the
Architect
of
$7,089:
Provided,
That
Capitol,
$7,089:
Provided,
That
Custodian.
Custodian.
the
of the
court of appeals
appeals shall be the custodian of said buildthe clerk
clerk of
the court
ing, under the direction
direction and supervision
supervision of the
of said
court•
the justices of
said court.
Incidental expenses.
Incidental
disinfectants, removal
For mops, brooms, buckets, disinfectants,
removal of
of refuse,
refuse, elecelectrical supplies, books, and all other necessary
and incidental
expenses
necessary and
incidental expenses
not otherwise
otherwise provided
$660.
provided for,
for, $660.
Salaries.

misontaANEous
MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Support of convicts
convicts
out of the District.
District.

Support of convicts:
convicts: For support, maintenance,
and transportatransportamaintenance, and
tion of convicts transferred
transferred from
of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses
expenses
from District of
of shipping remains of deceased
deceased convicts
convicts to their homes
homes in
in the
United
the United
States, and expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed
unclaimed remains
remains of
of deceased
deceased
convicts; expenses
expenses incurred in identifying
identifying and
and 'pursuing
escaped
pursuing escaped
convicts
convicts and rewards
rewards for their recapture;
recapture; and
and discharge
discharge gratuities
gratuities
provided
provided by law; to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
the Attorney
Attorney
of the
General, $45,000.
Lunacy
Lunacy writs.
Writs of lunacy: For expenses attending
the execution
execution of
writs de
attending the
Expenses of executExpenses
of writs
de
ing.
lunatico
commitments thereunder
lunatic° inquirendo
inquirendo and commitments
all cases
cases of
of
thereunder in all
Vol. 33,
33, p. 740.
indigent insane persons committed or sought
sought to
to be
be committed
committed to
to
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital by order of the executive authority
authority of
of
the District of Columbia
Columbia under the provisions of
of existing
existing law,
law, and
and
expenses of commitments
commitments to the District Training
including
Training School,
School, including
personal services,
services, $7,957.
$7,957.
Miscellaneous,
Miscellaneous,
auauMiscellaneous court expenses:
Miscellaneous
expenses: For such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as
thorized by Attorney
Attorney
General.
may be authorized
authorized by the Attorney
Attorney General for
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
of the District of Columbia
Columbia and its officers,
of
officers, including
including the
the furnishing
furnishing
collecting of evidence
and collecting
evidence where the United
United States
States is
is or
or may
may be
be a
a
party in interest, and including such expenses
other than
than for
for perperexpenses other
sonal services as may be authorized
authorized by
the Attorney
Attorney General
General for
for
by the
the Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, $35,000.
$35,000.
Printing and bindPrinting
ing.
lug.
Printing and
and. binding:
binding: For printing and binding
binding for the Supreme
Supreme
Court and the Court
Court of Appeals of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, except
except
of the District
records and briefs in cases in which the United
Unit ed States
St at
es i
party,
iss aa party,
$6,200.
$6200.

Public
Public Welfare.
Welfare.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE

Board of Public Welfare.
Personal services.
services.

For personal
personal services,
services, $96,000.
$96,000.

Child-welfare dividivision.
sion.
Administration
pedistration
penses,

BOARD
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE

ex-

DIVISION
Drv-rstort OF
OF CHILD WELFARE
WELFARE

Administration:
including placing
Administration For administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, including
placing
and visiting children, city directory,
directory, purchase
purcha se of
ofbooks
books of
ofreference
re f
erence
and
exceeding $50, and all office and sundry
and periodicals not exceeding
sundry expenses,
expenses,
no part
money
appropriated
Limitation
on visitvisit- $3,500,
$3,500,
no
of the any
money herein
appropriated
be
used
shall Welfare
be used
Liitation on
for
the and
purpose
of visiting
of
the
Board
of
Public
ing
of, outside
outsidef for the purpose of visiting any ward
lug wards
wards of,
ward
of
the
Board
of
Public
Welfare
the District, ete.
placed outside
District of Columbia
the District, etc.
placed
outside the
the District
Columbia and the States of Virginia
Virginia
and
Maryland;
and
aa ward placed outside said District
and Maryland;
and the
the
District and
States of
Maryland shall be visited not less than once
States
of Virginia
Virginia and
and Maryland
ex-
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correspondent of said Board, and that
a
that
a voluntary agent or correspondent
a year by
by a
said
power, upon proper showing, in its discretion,
discretion,
shall have power
said Board
Board shall
to
discharge from
child committed
committed to its care.
from guardianship
guardianship any child
to discharge
Board, etc.,
etc., of chilchil
Board,
For board
of all
all children
children committed to the
the guardianship
guardianship dren.
care of
and care
board and
For
of
temporary care
of said board by the courts of the District, and for temporary
of
children pending investigation
while being transferred
transferred from
investigation or while
of children
place
to
pay, not more than $1,500 each to
authority to pay
to place,
place, with authority
place to
burial
sectarian control and not more than $400 for burial
institutions under sectarian
of children
dying while
under charge
Board, $250,000.
charge of the Board,
while under
children dying
of
Home care of dependAct entitled
of the
the Act
To
purposes of
entitled "An Act to provide
provide entohildereprn.
the purposes
out the
To carry
carry out
ent children.
Vol. 44,
44, p
p. 758.
758.
Vol.
",
home
care for
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
children in
dependent children
for dependent
home care
approved June 22, 1926 (44 Stat.,
Stat., pp. 758-760),
758-760), including
including not to
approved
exceed $11,152 for personal services in the District of Columbia,
Prociso.
tion oon ex$171,152:
Provided, That
That this appropriation
apportioned fLimitation
appropriation shall be so apportioned
$171,152: Provided,
penditure.
more penditure.
and no more
by
as to
to prevent
deficiency therein,
therein, and
a deficiency
prevent a
Commissioners as
the Commissioners
by the
than $100
$100 per month shall
therefrom to any one family.
shall be paid therefrom
than
Receiving, etc., home
of forchildritder
For
maintenance, under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
Board of
the Board
under the
the maintenance,
For the
for children under 17..hme
Maintenance,
etc.
a building
in a
Public Welfare,
of a
building entirely
entirely separate
separate and Maintenance, etc.
place in.
a suitable
suitable place
Welfare, of
Public
of
detention
reception
apart
of
Detention
for
the
reception
and
detention
House
the
from
apart
children
arrested by the police on
years of age arrested
seventeen years
under seventeen
children under
charge
offense against
against any laws in force in the District of ColumColumnof offense
charge of
bia, or
or committed
guardianship of the Board, or held
held as witcommitted to the guardianship
bia,
nesses,
held temporarily,
temporarily, or
pending hearing,
hearing, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, includincludor pending
or held
nesses, or
ing transportation,
medicine and medical supplies,
transportation, food, clothing, medicine
ing
rental,
repair and upkeep
upkeep of buildings, fuel, gas, electricity, ice,
rental, repair
including not
supplies
equipment, and other necessary
necessary expenses including
and equipment,
supplies and
services, $34,000.
exceed $15,940 for personal services,
to exceed
to director.
directr.
Advances to
The disbursing
the District
authorized to Advances
of Columbia
Columbia is authorized
District of
of the
officer of
disbursing officer
The
previously
requisitions previously
advance to the
welfare, upon requisitions
the director
director of public welfare,
advance
approved by
by the
of the
District of
such
and upon such
of Columbia
Columbia and
the District
auditor of
the auditor
approved
Commissioners,
security as may
required of said director
director by the Commissioners,
may be required
security
Linitsums
of money not to exceed $400 at any one time, to be used for Limit.
sums of
expenses
children, traveling
traveling on official
official busivisiting children,
in placing
placing and visiting
expenses in
expendness of
office and sundry expenses,
expenses, all such expendBoard, and for office
of the
the Board,
ness
itures
the accounting
District
accounting officers of the District
accounted for to the
to be
be accounted
itures to
properly
of
Columbia within
vouchers properly
itemized vouchers
month on itemized
one month
within one
of Columbia
approved.
approved.
JAIL
J.A IL

Salaries: For
For personal
$65,000.
services, $65,000.
personal services,
Salaries:
For
and support
of prisoners
prisoners of the District
District of
support of
maintenance and
For maintenance
Columbia at
expenses incurred
incurred in identifying
pursuing
identifying and pursuing
jail, expenses
at the
the jail,
Columbia
escaped prisoners
prisoners and
and rewards
rewards for
for their
repair and
and
recapture, repair
their recapture,
escaped
improvements to
and locking
locking devices,
devices, newspapers,
newspapers,
cells, and
buildings, cells,
to buildings,
improvements
periodicals not to exceed
exceed $100,
$100, maintenance
maintenance of nonbooks, and periodicals
passenger-carrying
vehicle, and expense of electrocutions.
electrocutions,
motor vehicle,
passenger-carrying motor

Salaries.
Salaries.
and
Maintenance
Maintenance
and
support of prisoners.
prisoners.
support

$67,500.

GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION, WORKHOUSE
WORKHOUSE AND
AND
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION,
REFORMATORY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
REFORMATORY,
services, $280,000.
personal services,
For personal
For maintenance,
care, and
and support
support of
inmates, rewards
rewards for fugiof inmates,
maintenance, care,
For
tives, discharge
gratuities provided
provided by law, medical supplies, newsdischarge gratuities
tives,
papers, books, books of reference,
periodicals, farm
farm implements,
reference, and periodicals,
papers,
tools,
transportation expenses,
expenses, purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance
equipment, transportation
tools, equipment,
of livestock
livestock and
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
purchase,?exchange,
horses, purchase
and horses,
of
and
repair of
nonpassenger-carrymg vehicles
vehicles and
and motor
fuel for
for
bus; fuel
motor bus;
of nonpassenger-carrymg
and repair
heating,
necessary items, $320,000.
$820,000.
heating, lighting, and power, and all other necessary

Workhouse and
and ReWorkhouse
formatory.
formatory.

Personal services.
sets
Personal
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,

Fuel, eta.
t
Fuel,
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For continuing
construction of permanent
permanent buildings, including
continuing construction
including
sewers, water mains, roads, and other necessary
and for
for
necessary utilities, and
xaVi.46
equipment
for new
buildings, $42,800,
$42,800, together
with aa further
further sun
sum
equipment for
new buildings,
together with
of not exceeding
exceeding $54,000
unexpended balance
balance of
appropria$54,000 of the unexpended
of the
the appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, care, and support of
of inmates,
inmates, and
and so
so forth,
forth,
workhouse
workhouse and reformatory,
reformatory, District of Columbia,
Columbia, contained
contained in
in the
the
District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for the
year 1932.
1932.
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
Repairs.
Repairs.
For repairs to buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, and maintenance
maintenance of utilities,
utilities,
marine
transportation facilities,
marine and railroad transportation
facilities, and mechanical
mechanical equipequipment not used in industrial
industrial enterprises,
enterprises, $22,000.
Working capital.
capital.
TO provide
provide a
a working capital fund for such industrial enterprises
To
enterprises
as may be approved
of the
the District
District of
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of ColumColumProviso.
Prhse
of seces
$35,000: Provided,
various departments
departments and
and instituProvded, That the
the various
instituPurchase of services bia, $35,000:
and products,
tions of the District of Columbia and the Federal
Federal Government
Government may
may
purchase, at fair market
market prices, as determined
determined by the Commissioners,
Commissioners,
such surplus products
products and services as meet their
requirements;
their requirements;
receipts
receipts from the sale of
of products
and services
services shall
shall be
deposited to
to
products
and
be
deposited
Receipts deposited
as
revolvitng
fued. I
the credit
working capital
credit of said working
capital fund,
fund, and
said fund,
fund, including
all
revolving
fund.
and said
including all
Availability,
etc.
Availability, etc.
receipts
receipts credited
credited thereto,
thereto, shall be used as aa revolving
revolving fund for the
the
fiscal year 1934 for the purchase
tools, and
and
purchase and repair
repair of
of machinery,
machinery, tools,
equipment, purchase
purchase of raw materials
equipment,
manufacturing supplies,
materials and manufacturing
supplies,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of nonpassenger-carrying
purchase,
vehinonpassenger-carrying vehimaintenance of horses,
horses, and purchase
cles, purchase
purchase and maintenance
for
purchase of fuel for
manufacturing
manufacturing purposes; for freight, personal services,
all other
other
services, and
and all
necessary
necessary expenses; and for the payment
payment to inmates or
or their dependdependents of such pecuniary
pecuni ary earnings
earnings as the
the Commissioners
Commissioners may
may deem
deem
proper.
Advanees authorized
The disbursing
officer of the District of Columbia
Advances authorized
disbursing officer
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
to
for returning abscondo
ers.
advance to the general
general superintendent
superintendent of penal institutions, upon
era.
requisitions previously approved
requisitions
of the
the District
District of
of
approved by the
the auditor
auditor of
Columbia, and upon such
Columbia,
such security as the Commissioners
Commissioners may require
of said superintendent, sums of money
money not exceeding
exceeding $200
one
$200 at
at one
time, to be used only for expenses
expenses in returning
prisoners,
returning escaped
escaped prisoners,
payable
maintenance appropriations
payable from the maintenance
appropriations for the workhouse
workhouse and
and
reformatory, all such expenditures
expenditures to be accounted for to the accountreformatory,
account-,
ing officers of the District of Columbia
Columbia within one month on itemized
itemized
vouchers properly approved.
approved.

Building
Building construcconstrue
tion.
uipment.
Equipment.
Additional sum.
Vol. 46, pl4.
p. 1404.

Eq

National
National
Training
Training
School for
School
130375.
for Boys.
Care, etc.,
Care,
of boys
etc., of
boys
eomnsittett thereto.
committed
thereto,

National
National
Training
Training
School for
Girls.
School
for Girls.
Personal services.
services.
Personal
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

Apprehending
Apprehending
sconders.

NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS
NATIONAL TRAINING
BOYS

For care and maintenance
maintenance of boys committed to
National
to the National
Training School
School for Boys by the courts of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
under
a contract to be made by the Board
Welfare with
under a
Board of Public Welfare
the authorities of said National
National Training
Boys, $27,000.
$27,000.
Training School
School for
for Boys,
NATIONAL TRAINING
NATIONAL
FOR
TRAUINltO SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR

Gums
GIRLS

Salaries: For personal services, $27,500.
$27,500.
For groceries, provisions, light, fuel, soap, oil,
oil, lamps,
lamps, candles,
candles,
clothing, shoes, forage,
forage, horseshoeing, medicines, medical attendance,
attendance,
transportation,
transportation, labor, sewing machines,
machines, fixtures, books, magazines,
magazines,
and other supplies which represent greater
greater educational
educational advantages;
advantages;

stationery, horses, vehicles,
vehicles, harness,
cows ,pigs,
pi
gs, f
ow l
s, sheds,
sheds, fences,
fences,
harness, cows,
fowls,
repairs, typewriting,
typewriting, stenography,
stenography, and other necessary items,
items, and
including compensation
compensation not exceeding
exceeding $1,500 for additional
additional labor or
ab- services, for
identiying
ab- services;
identifying and pursuing escaped
escaped inmates and for
for
rewards for their capture,
rewards
capture, for transportation
transportation and other necessary
necessary
expenses incident to securing
securing suitable homes for paroled
paroled or discharged
girls,
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles,
girls and for maintenance
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
vehiclesr
$31,000.
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MEDICAL CHARITIES
CHARITIES
MEDICAL

lqedical charitics.
charities.
Medical

Care,
of indigen
indigent
of
t(re, etc.,
etc.,
For
care and
and treatment
of indigent
indigent patients
patients under
under contracts
contracts to be patients
treatment of
For care
at designated
hospitals.
o
spitals.
made
by
the
Board
of
Public
Welfare
with
the
following
institutions
h
institutions
made by the Board of Public Welfare with the following
following amounts, respectively:
and for not to exceed the following
respectively:
Children's
$15,000.
Children's Hospital, $15,000.
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency Hospital, $45,000.
Central
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty
Casualty Hospital,
Hospital, $15,000.
$15,000.
Washington Home for Incurables,
Incurables, $10,000.
Washington

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

ASYLUM
HOSPITAL
AND LYING-IN
LYING-IN ASYLUM
HOSPITAL AND

Hospital.
Columbia Hospital.

Repairs, etc.
including labor
labor and material, to be expended
expended Repirs, etc.
For general repairs, including
Architect of the
direction of the Architect
the discretion and under the direction
in the
Capitol, $5,000.
$5,000.
Tub
Capitol.
Tubnhercilosis
Tuberculosis

TUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOSIS

HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL

For personal
personal services,
services, $73,500.
$73,500.
For
For
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness,
harness, and
vehicles, and
and repairs
repairs to
and vehicles,
For provisions,

same, gas, ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs and medisame,
medical books,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils, medical
cal supplies, furniture and bedding,
books of
reference, and
temporary
exceed $200, temporary
and periodicals not to exceed
of reference,
books
services not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, maintenance
maintenance of motor truck, and other
other
services
necessary items, $59,000.
necessary

including
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to buildings
buildings and grounds, including
For

tal.
tal.

HosDiHospi-

Personal
Personal services.
services.

Contingent expenses.
epense.
Contingent

Repairs, etc.
etc.
Repairs,

roads and sidewalks, $3,000.

CHILDREN'S
TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM
SANATORIUM
'S TUBERCULOSIS
CHILDREN

Children's TubeorcuTuberculosis Sanatorium.b
losis
Sanatorium.

necessary expenses,
For
maintenance and other necessary
personal services, maintenance,
For personal
including
maintenance of motor
motor vehicles and the purchase
purchase and
including maintenance
maintenance
$25,000.
of horses
horses and wagons, $25,000.
maintenance of
and equipping
For completely
equipping the Children's
Children's Tubercufurnishing and
completely furnishing
For
losis Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, including
exceed $1,950 for the purchase
purchase of
including not to exceed
losis
one
passenger-carrying motor
motor vehicles
vehicles
and two passenger-carrying
nonpassenger and
one nonpassenger
(including one bus),
bus), $45,000.
$45,000.
(including

Maintenance, etc.

GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
GALLINGER

( dlinger losp l.

$2,000 for
Salaries: For
personal services,
including not
exceed $2,000
to exceed
not to
services, including
For personal
Salaries:

temporary labor, $295.000.
$295,000.
temporary
maintenance of the quaranFor maintenance
maintenance of the hospital; for maintenance
crematorium, including
including
smallpox hospital, and public crematorium,
station, smallpox
tine station,
expenses
proper containers
recepcontainers for the recepfurnishing proper
expenses incident to furnishing
tion,
burial, and identification
identification of
bodies of
of the ashes of all human bodies
tion, burial,
indigent persons that are cremated at the public
public crematorium and
remain unclaimed
unclaimed after twelve months from the date of such creremain
horse-drawn
mation; for maintenance
purchase of horses
horses and horse-drawn
maintenance and purchase
mation;
periodicals, not
vehicles; for medical
medical books, books of reference,
not
reference, and periodicals,
vehicles;
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
motor
to exceed $500; for maintenance
vehicles;
and for
for all
necessary expenses,
expenses, $195,000.
all other necessary
vehicles; and
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
and grounds,
grounds, $4,500.
$4,500.
to buildings
buildings and
For
improvements to
Purchase of
instruments and music, expense
expense of
of books, musical instruments
Purchase
commencement
exercises, entertainments,
inspection by New
entertainments, and inspection
commencement exercises,
York
incidental expenses of the
Regents, and other incidental
York State Board of Regents,
training school for nurses, $600.
training
DISTRICT
SCHOOL
TRAINING SCHOOL
DISTRICT TRAINING

For personal
$1,000 for tempoincluding not to exceed $1,000
services, including
personal services,
For
rary
labor, $75,000.
rary labor,

Maintenance, etc.
Equipment, etc
etc.
Equipien,
Motor vehicles.
vehicles.
Motor

!t
:l
(lallinger
Hospital.

Personal serviiv.:.

ero"""'al ervi

Maintenance, ec.
e!,c.
Maintenance,

Repairs, etc.
Incidental
expenses.
Incidental expenses.

District Training
Training
District
School.
School.
Personal services.
services.
Personal
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maintenance and other necessary
For maintenance
necessary expenses,
the
expenses, including
including the
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
maintenance
motor vehicles,
vehicles, the
the purchase
purchase
maintenance of horses and wagons,
and maintenance
wagons, farm machinery
machinery and
impleand implements, $80,000.
$80,000.
For repairs and improvements
improvements to
and grounds,
grounds, $5,000.
$5,000.
to buildings
buildings and

Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.

Repairs, etc.
Industrial
School for
Children.

JUNE
16, 1933.
1933.
JUNE 16,

Home
Home
Colored
Colored

INDUSTRIAL HOME
INDUSTRIAL
HOME SCHOOL
COLORED CHILDREN'
SCHOOL FOR
FOR COLORED
CHILDREN'

Personal services.

personal services,
services, $30,575;
$425;
Salaries: For personal
$30,575; temporary
temporary labor,
labor, $425;
in
$31,000.
in all, $31,000.
Maintenance,
Maintenance,
For maintenance,
including purchase
maintenance, including
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
of farm
farm
implements,
implements, horses, wagons,
wagons, and
and harness, and
and maintenance
nonmaintenance of
of nonpassenger-carrying motor
passenger-carrying
motor vehicles, and
and not
exceed $1,250
$1,250 for
for
not to
to exceed
manual-training
manual-training equipment
materials, $25,000.
$25,000.
equipment and
and materials,
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.
For
For repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings and grounds, $1,928.
$1,928.
Deposit
of receipts
of receipts
All moneys received at said school as income
income from
from sale
sale of products
products
from
products.
fr Deposit
and from payment of board
board or of instruction or otherwise shall
shall be
be
paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the United
States to
to the
the credit
of the
the
United States
credit of
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Personalservices.

Industrial
Industrial
School.
School

Home
Home

Personal services.

Salaries: For personal services,
services, $20,575;
$20,575; temporary
temporary labor,
labor, $425;
$425;
in all,
all, $21,000.
in
$21,000.
For
maintenance, including
purchase and care
For maintenance,
including care of horses, purchase
care
of wagon and harness, maintenance
maintenance of
nonpassenger-carrying motor
motor
of nonpassenger-carrying
vehicle, $21,000.
$21,000.
vehicle,
For
and improvement
improvement to buildings and grounds, includFor repairs
repairs and
ing not to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for laundry
laundry equipment,
equipment, $4,000.
$4,000.

Personalservices.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Repairs,
etc.
Repairs,etc.

Home for Aged
Aged and
and
Infirm.
Personal
services.
Personalservices.
Contingent expenses.

4ntingent expenses.

Repairs,
tpaior
labor.

Ml£unicipal
Municipal
House, etc.
House,
etc.

etc.;

INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME SCHOOL
SCHOOL
INDITSTRIAL

day

etc.; day

Lodging
Lodging

Maintenance, ate.
Maintenance,
etc.
War Veterans'
Veterans' Service
iee office.

HOME FOR AGED
AGED AND INFIRM

Salaries: For
personal services,
temporary labor, $1,700;
Salaries:
For personal
services, $49,300;
$49,300; temporary
$1,700;
in all,
$51,000.
in
all, $51,000.
For provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
forage harness,
harness, and
and vehicles
vehicles and
and repairs
re pai rs t
too
same, ice,
ice ' shoes, clothing, dry;goods,
goods tailoring,
drugs and
and medical
medic al
tailoring, drugs
supplies, furniture
bedding, kitchen
furniture and bedding,
kitchen utensils,
and other
other necessary
necessary
utensils, and
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
items. and
and maintenance
nonpassenger-carrying motor
motor vehicles,
vehi cl
es ,
$65,000.
$65,000.
For repairs
improvements to buildings and grounds,
repairs and improvements
grounds 1 such
such
work to be performed
labor or otherwise
performed by day labor
otherwise in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of
the
Commissioners, $4,500
$4,500.
the Commissioners,
MUNICIPAL
HOUSE AND
WOOD YARD
YARD
MUNICIPAL LODGING
LODGING HOUTSE
AND WOOD

For personal
personal services,
$2,934; maintenance,
For
services, $2,934;
maintenance, $4,066; in all,
$7,000.
all, $7,000.
WAR
VETRRANS : SEE'qICE
SERVICE OFFICE
OFFICE
WAR VETERANS'

For personal
without reference
For personal services,
services, without
reference to
to the
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, to enable
of
enable the municipal
municipal government
government to
to aid
aid and
and
advise war
war veteran
advise
veteran residents
residents of the District of Columbia
Columbia and their
their
dependents
rights and privileges under Federal
dependents as
as to
to their
their rights
Federal legislalegislang
p
tation
of
veterans
and/or
their
which
veterans
dependents
may
be
beneficiaries
dependents
may
be
beneficiaries
Assisting
presenta1
including assistance
tion of-tiOnsofg
claims. seassistance in the presentation
presentation of claims to
to the
the Veterans
Veterans
Administration
or
other
Administration
other appropriate
appropriate Federal
Federal agencies,
agencies, $5,100,
$5,100, to
to be
be
expended under the direction
direction of the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District
of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Retergeney
Personal
Personal services.
services.

Emergency relief.

eliefofunemployed,

ReNefof
unemployed,
eta.;
n3akients.

EMEREGENCy
EMERGENCY RELIEF

For
For the
the purpose
purpose of affording relief
relief to residents
residents of the District
District
of Columbia
who are unemployed
unemployed or otherwise
otherwise in distress because
of
Columbia who
because of
of
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the existing emergency,
expended by the Board of Public
emergency, to be expended
Welfare
Columbia by employment
employment and/or
and/or direct
direct
Welfare of
of the District
District of
of Columbia
I
Method
of expendiexpendiM
ethod of
Commissioners and
relief, in
in the
and under ture.
relief,
the discretion
discretion of the Board of Commissioners
prescribed by the board and without
without
rules and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
Whollyyfrom
m District
regard to
to the
the provisions
of any
any other
other law,
from the
the revenues
revenues revenues.
payable from
law, payable
regard
provisions of
revenues. fro D'ct
of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,300,000,
$1,300,000, to be immediately
immediately available:
available:
Proviso.
Provided, That
not to
exceed 8
8per
per centum
such amount
amount shall
shall be
be Administrative
Provided,
That not
to exceed
centum of
of such
Proitrti
exexAdministrative
penses.
available for administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, including
necessary personal
personal penses.
including necessary
services.
services.
TEMPORARY
HOME FOR UNION
EX-SOLDIERS AND
AND SAILORS
SAILORS
UNION EX-SOLDIERS
TEMPORARY HOME
(DEPARTMENT
POTOMAC, GRAND
GRAND ARMY
THE REPUBLIC)
ARMY OF THE
REPUBLIC)
THE POTOMAO,
(DEPARTMENT OF THE

maintenance, $9,253; and repairs
For personal
personal services, $3,747; maintenance,
to buildings
buildings and grounds, $500; in all, $13,500,
$13,500, to be expended under
ex-soldiers, sailors,
the direction of the Commissioners;
Commissioners; and Union ex-soldiers,
or
sailors, or marines of the
the Civil
Civil War,
War, ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, sailors,
or marines of the
Spanish
relief expedition,
expedition
insurrection, or China relief
Spanish War, Philippine insurrection,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or marines
marines of the World
World War
War or who served
and soldiers,
prior
to July
home, all under the
be admitted
admitted to the home,
2, 1921,
1921, shall
shall be
prior to
July 2,
supervision
management.
supervision of aaboard of management.
FLORENCE CRITTENTON
CRITTENTON HOME
HOME
FLORENCE

Grand Army soldiern
Ary sordiers, etc., temporary

home.
home.

Florence
Florence
Rome.
Home.

For
maintenance of
of women
women and
children under
contract
under aacontract
and children
and maintenance
For care
care and
to
the Florence
Florence Crittenton
Crittenton Home by the Board of
to be made with
with the
maintenance, $6,000.
Public Welfare,
Welfare, maintenance,

Crittenton
Crittenton

etc.

Maintenance,
Maintenance. etc.

SOUTHERN
SOCIETY
SOUTHERN RELIEF
RELIEF SOCIETY

For care
of needy
and infirm
infirm Confederate
Confederate
For
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
needy and
veterans, their
their widows
residents in
in the
District of
of
the District
dependents, residents
widows and
and dependents,
veterans,
Columbia,
contract to
Southern Relief
Relief
a contract
to be made with the Southern
Columbia, under a
Public Welfare,
Welfare, $10,000.
$10,000.
Society by the Board of Public

eieStoutteerrnnetelllefceSnoSouthern Relief Society for needy Confederate veterans.
veterans.
federate

NATIONAL LIBRARY
LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND
NATIONAL

For
aid and
support of
of the
the National
National Library
Library for
for the
the Blind,
theNtll
i
o
n
tida l
Library
Lby
located tlle
nd.
Blind, located
and support
For aid
at
Northwest, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
at 1800
1800 D
D Street Northwest,
Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $5,000.
the Commissioners

for

COLUMBIA
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
INS1TrCIL
COLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC

To aid
the Columbia
Polytechnic Institute
Institute for
for the
Blind, located
located niCi°nsti
ntr i
a Polytecholute
the Blind,
To
aid the
Columbia Polytechnic
nt

u te.

expended under the direction
direction of
at 1808 H Street Northwest, to be expended
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $3,000.
SAINT
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
SAINT ELIZABETHS

Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
HospitEzabt.
Hospital.

For
support of
of indigent
indigent insane
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia M
Suppo rt of
of District
District
in iuprt
District of
insane of
For support
Saint
$1,807,580.
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, as
as provided
provided by law,
law, $1,807,580.
insan e.

NONRESIDENT
NONRESIDENT INSANE
INSANE

nr e
persons, in
in accordance
nonresident insane persons,
For
deportation of
of nonresident
accordance with dentie
dent ifsZeg- no
For deportation
,
the
Act of
of Congress
"to change
change the
for admission
to811.Vol.
Vol. 3
30 p.. 811
admission to
proceedings for
the proceedings
Congress "to
the Act
the
certain cases,
eases, and
for
and for
Insane in certain
Hospital for
for the
the Insane
the Government
Government Hospital
other
approved January
including persons
persons held
January 31, 1899, including
other purposes
purposes ", approved
in
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital, $5,500.
of the
the Gallinger
psychopathic ward of
in the psychopathic
In expending
the foregoing
foregoing sum
sum the
disbursing officer
Dis- odvaros
Advances authorized
authorized
officer of
of the
the Disthe disbursing
In
expending the
trict
of Columbia
Columbia is authorized
Public weur.
tir•Ptare
irect" a Public
Director of Public
advance to
to the Director
authorized to advance
trict of
Welfare,
previously approved
approved by
auditor of the
by the
the auditor
requisitions previously
upon requisitions
Welfare, upon
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Commissioners
District of Columbia, and upon such security
security as
as the Commissioners
may require
require of said Director, sums of
exceeding $300
$300 at
at
of money
money not
not exceeding
one time, to be used only for deportation
deportation of
of nonresident
nonresident insane
insane persons, and to be accounted
monthly on itemized
itemized vouchers
accounted for monthly
vouchers to the
accounting officer of the District of Columbia.
accounting
Columbia.

Limitation.

REL
I+ OF
RELIEF
OF THE
THIE POOR
POOR

relief of
of the
For relief
the poor,
including medical
medical and
and surgical
surgical supplies,
supplies,
poor, including
artificial limbs, and for
physicians to
to the
the poor,
poor, to
to be
expended
for pay of
of physicians
be expended
under the direction
direction of the
Board of
of Public
Public Welfare,
Welfare, $8,000.
the Board
$8,000.
a
d
Paymen
families,
Coo abanFor payment
paymentto
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries mined
in
section
of "An
"An Act
Act makmakft
doIment
For
blnnamed
in
section
33of
olied
ing itit a,
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor in
in the
the District
Vol. 34, p. 8s.
87.
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to abandon
abandon or
or willwillVol. 44, p. 758.
Vol. 44p.58.
fully neglect
neglect to provide for the support and maintenance
by any
maintenance by
any
person
person of his wife or his or her
her minor
minor children
children in destitute
or necesnecesdestitute or
sitous circumstances
circumstances ".
"„. approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906,
to be
be disbursed
disbursed by
by
1906, to
the disbursing
District of Columbia
disbursing officer of the District
Columbia on
on itemized
itemized vouchers
vouchers
duly audited and approved by the auditor
auditor of
$7,000.
of said District,
District, $7,000.
Relief of the poor.
Reliefofthepoor.

Er-service men.
EX-service

BUIEIAL OF EX-SERVICE
[EN
BURIAL
Ex-SERVICE MEN

Burial
of indigent,
indigent, in
in
Brial of
Arlington
Cemetery,

etc.

For expenses of
of burying
burying in
the Arlington
in the
or
Arlington National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, or
in the cemeteries
cemeteries of the District of Columbia, indigent
indigent Union ex-soldiers, ex-sailors, or ex-marines, of the
service, either
either
the United
United States
States service,
Regular or Volunteer,
Volunteer, who have
have been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged or
or retired,
retired,
and who died in the District of
be disbursed
by the
the Secof Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
disbursed by
Secretary
a cost
retary of War at a
$45 for
for such
such burial
burial expenses
expenses
cost not exceeding
exceeding $45
in each case, exclusive
exclusive of cost
cost of grave,
$135.
grave, $135.
TRANSPORTATION OF INDIGENT
TRANSPORTATION
INDIGENT PERSONS
PERSONS

Transpotng
Transporting

gent persons.

i di-indi
n

Vocational rehabiliVocational
relhabilitation of disabled resit
o disable resi
dents,
1250.
Vol. 45, p. 120.

p

Militia.

For transportation
For
transportation of indigent
indigent persons, including
including indigent veterans of the World War and their families,
families, $5,000.
$5,000.
Vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disabled
Vocational
residents, District
District of
of ColumColumdisabled residents,
bia: To carry
carry out the provisions
provisions of the
entitled "An
Act to
to proprothe Act entitled
"An Act
vide for
the vocational
rehabilitation of disabled
vide
for the
vocational rehabilitation
disabled residents
residents of the
District of Columbia, and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ",
", approved
February
approved February
23, 1929 (45
1260), $15,000.
(45 Stat., p.
p. 1260),
$15,000.
MILITIA

uExpensesauthorize(,
For the following, to
to be
expended under
under the
the authority
authority and
and direcdirecbe expended
general.
tion of the commanding
commanding general, who is hereby
authorized and
hereby authorized
and

Expenses authorized,
under
commanding
general.

empowered
contracts and leases, namely:
empowered to make necessary
necessary contracts
namely:
Personal
For
personal services,
For personal
services, $18,000;
$18,000; temporary
temporary labor, $5,000; for
for
Expenses of camps,
exnss
of camls, expenses
expenses of
including hire
horses for
for officers
officers required
required to
to
of camps,
camps, including
hire of
of horses
etc.
.
be
mounted, and
the payment
be mounted,
and for
for the
payment of commutation
commutation of subsistence for
for
enlisted
to guard or
enlisted men who may be detailed
detailed to
or move
move the
the United
United States
States
property at home stations on days
immediately preceding
preceding and
and immeimmedays immediately
diately following the annual
encampments; damages
damages to
to private
private proppropannual encampments;
erty incident
incident to encampment;
encampment; reimbursement
United States
States
reimbursement to
to the
the United
for loss of property
property for which the
of Columbia
may be
be held
held
the District
District of
Columbia mav
responsible; cleaning and repairing
repairing uniforms,
uniforms, arms,
arms, and
and equipment;
equipment;
instruction, purchase,
purchase, and
and maintenance
maintenance of athletic, gymnastic,
gymnastic, and
and
recreational
recreational equipment
equipment at armory or field encampments,
encampments, not to exceed
exceed
$500;
marches, drills, and parades;
$500; practice
practice marches,
parades; rent
rent of
of armories,
armories, drill
drill
halls, and storehouses;
storehouses; fuel,
light, heat,
heat, care,
care, and
and repair
repair of
of armories,
armories,
fuel, light,
offices,
offices, and storehouses;
storehouses; machinery
machinery and
and dock,
dock, including
including dredging
dredging
alongside
dock; construction
alongside of dock;
construction of
and other
other
of buildings for
for storage
storage and
purposes
purposes at target
target range;
range; telephone
telephone service; printing, stationery, and
and
postage; horses and mules for mounted organizations;
organizations; maintenance
maintenance
Personal servies.
services.
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and
operation of
nonpassenger-carrying motor
motor vehivehiand operation
of passenger
passenger and
and nonpassenger-carrying
exceed $200)
cles; street-car fares (not to exceed
$200) necessarily
necessarily used in the
transaction
exceeding $400 for traveling
traveling
transaction of official business; not exceeding
expenses,
including attendance
conventions of assoattendance at meetings
meetings or conventions
expenses, including
ciations pertaining to the National
Guard; and
and for general
general incidental
incidental
National Guard;
expenses
service, $9,000; in all, $32,000.
$32,000.
of the service,
expenses of
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND PUBLIC PARKS
PUBLIC

Public Buildings and
and
Public
Public Parks.
Parks.
Public

SALARIES, PUBLIC PARKS,
PARKS, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
SALARIES,

For personal services,
services, $300,000.
$300,000.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, PUBLIC
PUBLIC PARKS
PARKS
GEN'ERAL

Personal services.
services.
Public parks.
Public

Maintenance
and
General
expenses: For
For general
expenses in
with the
and
Maintenance
the general
in connection
connection with
general expenses
General expenses:
expenses.
maintenance,
care,
improvement,
furnishing
of
heat,
light,
and
power
and
power
maintenance, care, improvement, furnishing of heat, light,
propagating
of
grounds, fountains,
and reservations,
reservations ' propagating
fountains, and
parks, grounds,
of public
public parks,
gardens
greenhouses under the jurisdiction
Office of Pubjurisdiction of the Office
and greenhouses
gardens and
lic
including
and Public Parks of the National Capital, including
lic Buildings and
$5,000
tourists' camp on its present
present site
the tourists'
maintenance of the
the maintenance
$5,000 for the
in
personal services
services of seasonal or
or
in East Potomac Park, and including personal
intermittent employees
approved by the
per diem
diem rates of pay approved
employees at per
intermittent
Director, not
not exceeding
exceeding current
current rates
rates of pay for similar employment
employment
Director,
in the District of Columbia; the hire of draft animals with or without
purchase and
and
approved by the Director; the purchase
local rates approved
out drivers
drivers at local
maintenance
animals, harness, and wagons; contingent
contingent
draft animals,
maintenance of draft
expenses;
fare; travelservice; car fare;
communication service;
directories; communication
expenses; city directories;
ing expenses;
professional, scientific,
scientific, technical,
technical, and law books;
books;
expenses; professional,
periodicals and reference
reference books; blank books and forms;
forms; photoperiodicals
dictionaries and maps; leather and rubber articles
articles for the
graphs; dictionaries
maintenance, repair,
employees and property;
property; the maintenance,
repair,
protection of employees
exchange, and operation of not to exceed
exceed two motor-propelled
motor-propelled pasexchange,
bicycles, motorcycles,
senger-carrying
necessary bicycles,
motorcycles, and
and
senger-carrying vehicles and all necessary
self-propelled
purchase maintenance,
maintenance and repair
repair of
self-propelled machinery;
machinery; the purchase,
equipment
and so
so forth,
forth, $333,000:
433,000: Provided
Proi;ided, That
That not
not Proviso.
isro.
and fixtures
fixtures and
equipment and
Outdoor sports, hand
d
exceeding
$20,000 of
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated may
may be
be ct(erts,,
of the
exceeding $20,000
concerts, etc.t
etc.
expended for placing and maintaining
maintaining portions of the parks
parks in condition for outdoor sports and for expenses
conducting
expenses incident
incident to the conducting
of band concerts in the parks.
PARK POLICE

Park police.

allowances of the United States park police
Salaries: For pay and allowances
force, in accordance
accordance with the Act approved
approved May 27, 1924, as amended,
amended,
force,
$145,000.
For uniforming and equipping the United States park police
force,including
For uniforming
purchase,
equipping
issue, the
operation,
United maintenance,
States park repair,
repair,
police
operation,
maintenance,
the and
purchase,
issue,
force,
including the
exchange, and storage of revolvers,
revolvers, bicycles,
bicycles, and motor-propelled
motor-propelled
exchange,
passenger-carrying
vehicles, uniforms, ammunition, and radio equipequippassenger-carrying vehicles,
ment, $9,000.

Salaries.
Vol. 43,
43, p. 175; Vol.
839.
46, p.
p. 839.

NATIONAL
CAPITAL PARK
PARK AND
ANT) PLANNING
PLANNING
NATIONAL CAPITAL
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

National
Capital
Capital
National
Park
Planning
Park and
Commission.
Commission.

reimbursement to the United States in compliance
compliance with
For reimbursement
section
the Act
Act approved
as
482), as
(46 Stat.,
Stat., p. 482),
29, 1930 (46
May 29,
approved May
of the
section 44 of
amended,
$1,000,000.
amended, $1,000,000.
For
each and
and every
purpose, except
acquisition of land,
land,
except the acquisition
every purpose,
For each
requisite for
for and
National Capital Park
the National
the work of the
incident to the
and incident
requisite

Uniforms,
Uniforms,
ment, etc.

equip-

Reimbursement
Reimbursement
acquired
acquired lands.
Vol. 46, p. 485.
Vol.

for
for

Incidental expenses,
expenses,
Incidental
etc.
etc.
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National
Nationl
Park.

Zoological
Zoological

Water
service.
Water service.
water

Washing
Washington
duct.

JUNE 16,
16, 1933.
JUNE
1933.

play-ground
the National
June 6,
6,
play-ground system
system of
of the
National Capital",
Capital", approved
approved June
1924 (U.S.C.,
71), as
including personal
personal servserv(U.S.C., title 40, sec. 71),
as amended, including
of Columbia,
Columbia, maintenance,
operation, and
ices in the District
District of
maintenance, operation,
and repair
repair
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, not to exceed
$1,500
exceed $1,500
for printing and
and binding,
traveling expenses
binding, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $500
$500 for
for traveling
expenses
and car fare of employees
employees of
commission, and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $300
$300
of the commission,
for professional, scientific, technical, and
books, and
and
and reference
reference books,
periodicals,
periodicals, $31,000.
$31,000.

NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
ZOOLOGICAL PARK
NATIONAL
PARK

For roads, walks, bridges, water supply, sewerage,
sewerage, and drainage;
drainage;
grading, planting, and otherwise
otherwise improving
improving the grounds, erecting
erecting
and repairing
repairing buildings
buildings and enclosures;
enclosures; care, subsistence,
subsistence, purchase,
purchase,
and transportation
animals; necessary
employees; traveling
traveling and
transportation of animals;
necessary employees;
and
expenses not otherwise
incidental expenses
provided for,
including not to
to
otherwise provided
for, including
exceed $2,000 for travel and field expenses in the United
United States and
foreign countries for the procurement of live specimens and
for the
the
and for
care, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation of specimens obtained in the
the
course of such travel; maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of one motorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
for official
official purposes;
purposes;
vehicle required for
for the purchase, issue, operation, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and exchange
exchange
repair, and
of bicycles and
nonpassenger-carrying motor
revolvers and
and
and nonpassenger-carrying
motor vehicles,
vehicles, revolvers
ammunition; not exceeding
exceeding $2,500 for purchasing
purchasing and supplying
supplying
uniforms to park police, keepers,
assistant keepers;
keepers; not
not exceeding
keepers, and assistant
exceeding
$100 for the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary books and periodicals,
$180,000,
periodicals, $180,000,
no part of which sum shall be available
available for architect's
architect's fees
fees or
or
compensation.
SERVICE
WATER SERVICE

Expenses.
Expenses.

Prom
From
enues,

CH.
93.
CH. 93.

Planning Commission
as authorized
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
by the
authorized by
Commission as
44 and
and Planning
Act
comprehensive development
development of
the park
park and
Act providing
providing for
for a
a comprehensive
of the
and

Vol. 43, p.463;
Vol. 44,
VoL43,
p.463;Vol.
p.374; Vol. 45, p. 1070.
p. 1292.

PL.S.o.p.,292.

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.

rerev-

AnneAque-

Maintenance, etc., of,
and accessories.

The following
appropriated wholly out of the revenues
following sums are appropriated
revenues
of the
the water
water department
deparLment for
for expenses
the Washington
Washington Aqueduct
of
expenses of
of the
Aqueduct
and its appurtenances
appurtenances and for expenses
expenses of
of water
department, namely:
namely:
water department,
WASHINoTON
WASMNGTON

AQUEDUCT
AQUEDUCT

For
operation, including
salaries of
of all
all necessary
necessary employees,
mainFor operation,
including salaries
employees, mainWashington Aqueducts
tenance and repair of Washington
Aqueducts and
and their
their accessories,
accessories,
including Dalecarlia,
Dalecarlia, Georgetown
including
Park, first
and second
second
Georgetown, McMillan
McMillan Park,
first and
Reservoirs, Washington
High Service Reservoirs,
Aqueduct tunnel,
tunnel, the
the filtration
filtration
Washington Aqueduct
plant for
plants, the pumping plants
plants and the plant
for the
the preliminary
preliminary treattreatment
rnent of the water supply, ordinary
ordinary repairs,
repairs, grading,
grading, opening
opening ditches,
ditches,
and other
other maintenance
maintenance of Conduit Road,
Road, purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation, and
and
maintenance of
of water
maintenance
water meters
meters on
on federal
purchase, care,
care,
Federal services
services, purchase,
repair, and
repair,
and operation
of vehicles,
vehicles, including
including the
the purchase
purchase and
operation of
and
exchange
one passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor
exchange of one
motor vehicle
at aa cost
cost not
not to
to
vehicle at
exceed
$650; purchase
exceed S650;
purchase and repair
repair of rubber
rubber boots
boots and
and protective
protective
apparel, and for each and
and every
every purpose
purpose connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $400,000.
$400,000.
Control of Secretary
herein shall
shall be
be construed
as affecting
affectinc,the
the superintendence
superintendence
secetaer
Nothing herein
construed as
ofofntart
War notofaffected.
and control of the Secretary
Secretary of
War over the
Aqueduct,
of War
the Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
its rights, appurtenances, and fixtures connected
connected with
with the
the same
same
and over appropriations
and expenditures
appropriations and
expenditures therefor
therefor as
as now
now provided
provided
by law.
by
law.
Revenue,
tnsp
0
For revenue
revenue and
distribution branches:
branches: For
For
adee,
sosct
n For
and inspection
inspection and
and distribution
and
distribution.
personal services,
services, $150,000.
$150,000.
personal
Operating
Operating expenses.
expenses.
For maintenance
of the
department distribution
For
maintenance of
the water
water department
distribution system,
including pumping stations and
machinery, water
water mains,
mains, valves,
valves,
and machinery,
fire
fire and
and public
public hydrants,
hydrants, an
d all
all buildings
and accessories,
accessories, and
and
and
buildings and

Tndal

ete., of,
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motor
purchase and/or
and/or exchange
exchange of
by purchase
the replacement
replacement by
trucks, and the
motor trucks,
the
motor-propelled vehicles:
Three seven-hundred-andseven-hundred-andvehicles: Three
following motor-propelled
the following
fifty-pound trucks not to
exceed $550 each, one one-and-one-half-ton
one-and-one-half-ton
to exceed
fifty-pound
truck not
to exceed
exceed $700,
$700, one three-ton
exceed $1,600,
$1,600, and
truck not to exceed
three-ton truck
not to
truck
one five-ton
five-ton truck
exceed $2,000; purchase
purchase of fuel, oils, waste,
truck not to exceed
one
necessary for
and
materials, and
labor necessary
for
employment of all labor
and the employment
and other materials,
the
proper execution
work; and for contingent
expenses,
contingent expenses,
this work;
of this
execution of
the proper
including
to
stationery, printing and binding not to
blanks, stationery,
books, blanks,
including books,
exceed
technical reference
reference books and
purchase of technical
postage, purchase
exceed $2,000, postage,
periodicals,
$275, and
necessary items, $7,500;
$7,500;
other necessary
and other
exceed $275,
not to exceed
periodicals, not
in
all for
maintenance, $265,000,
$265,000, of
of which
not exceeding
$5,000 shall
shall
exceeding $5,000
which not
for maintenance,
in all
Street pumping
operation of pumps at Bryant Street
be available for operation
station
interruption of service
service from Dalecarlia
Dalecarlia pumping
upon interruption
station upon
station.
Distribution
is t r i b u t i o n
D
For
extension of
of the
the water
department distribution
distribution system, laying
laying expenses.
water department
For extension
of such
service mains
as may
be necessary
assessment expenses.
the assessment
under the
necessary under
may be
mains as
such service
of
system, $142,000.
$142,000.
Meters.
services to private
For
repairing water meters on services
private Meters
and repairing
installing and
For installing
install
to
required
be
not
as
may
residences
business places
may
residences and business
meters under
under existing
regulations, as may be directed by the Comexisting regulations,
meters
missioners; said
property of the
at all times to remain the property
said meters at
missioners;
Columbia, $10,000.
$10,000.
District of Columbia,
Hydrants.
Hydrants.
$10,000.
For installing
installing fire
fire and
hydrants, $10,000.
public hydrants,
and public
For
Replacing mains.
mains.
For replacement
replacement of
of old
old mains
mains and divide valves in various loca- Replacing
For
tions,
on account
of inadequate
inadequate size and bad
condition of pipe on
bad condition
account of
tions, on
account of age, and laying mains in advance
advance of pavements, $50,000,
$50,000,
account
available.
to be immediately
immediately available.
New mains.
mains.
and repair
repair of the water New
For additional
extension, improvement,
improvement, and
additional extension,
For
distribution system, including necessary
necessary mains, machinery, and
and
equipment, to
allotted
unemployment and to be allotted
the relief of unemployment
to aid in the
equipment,
for
Director
for such projects and purposes and in such amounts as the Director
of
approve (including
(including the allocation
allocation
of the Bureau of the Budget may approve
immediately preceding
of
preceding
of additional
additional sums to any or all of the four immediately
revenues
appropriated wholly out of the revenues
items), there is hereby appropriated
department such sums (not to exceed
aggregate
exceed in the aggregate
of the water department
$635,000)
revenues.
as may be deemed surplus in such revenues.
$635,000) as
Discounts, payment
tpaynllt
Commissioners of Dlqcount.
During
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, the Commissioners
During the
charges.
° water chg,
"wr
of
a
discount
allow
of
the
District
of
Columbia
authorized
to
a
discount
authorized
are
of the District
10 per
per centum
amount of any bill for water charges paid
the amount
centum on the
10
within
rendition thereof.
fifteen days after the date of the rendition
within fifteen
Construction work,
work
SEC. 2. That the services of draftsmen,
draftsmen, assistant engineers,
engineers, lev- eConstruction
SEC.
etc., under Commiselers,
computers, copyists, overseers, sioners.
chainmen, computers,
rodmen, chainmen,
transitmen, rodmen,
elers, transitmen,
and
inspectors temporarily
required in connection with sewer, water,
temporarily required
and inspectors
street,
street-cleaning, or road work, or construction
construction and repair of
street, street-cleaning,
buildings
general or special
special engineering
engineering or conor any general
bridges, or
buildings and bridges,
struction work
authorized by appropriations
employed excluexcluappropriations may be employed
work authorized
struction
specifically and
appropriations when
when specifically
to. carry into effect said appropriations
sively to
in
necessary
Commissioners, and all such necessary
writing ordered by the Commissioners,
in writing
execution of said work shall be paid from
expenditures for the proper execution
expenditures
work;
and equitably
charged against
appropriated for said work;
against the sums appropriated
equitably charged
and
the
Commissioners in their Budget estimates shall report the
and the Commissioners
number
their work,
services, and their
performing such services,
employees performing
such employees
of such
number of
Peoria's.
on
and the
the sums
sums paid
appropriation: Provided,
Provided, Po
out of what appropriation:
each, and out
paid to each,
and
Limitation on expenses.
penses.
That the
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed
exceed $42,000
$42,000 during the
the expenditures
That
fiscal
1934: Provided
further, That,
That, excluding
inspectors in the
excluding inspectors
Provided further,
year 1934:
fiscal year
Period
of employemploysewer
department and
and one
one inspector
electrical department,
department, no
Period of
no ment.
in the
the electrical
inspector in
sewer department
en
the
authority
contained
in
contained
authority
of
the
pursuance
in
employed
person shall be employed
pursuance
i
this
paragraph for
period than
nine months
nthe
the aggregate
aggregate
months in
than nine
a longer
longer period
for a
this paragraph
during the
the fiscal
year.
fiscal year.
during
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labor,

Temporary
Tempor ary labor,
etc. e t
.

Horses, vehicle, etc.

Horses, vehicle, etc.

SESS.
1.
SESS. I.

CH. 93.
93. JUNE
JUNE 16,
16, 1933.
1933.
CH.

Commissioners, or their duly designated
representatives, are
The Commissioners,
designated representatives,

temporarily such laborers,
laborers, skilled laborfurther authorized
authorized to employ temporarily
ers,
and mechanics
mechanics as
may be
be required
required exclusively
exclusively
ers, drivers,
drivers, hostlers,
hostlers, and
as may
in
connection with sewer,
street
in connection
sewer, water, street, and road work,
work, and
and street
cleaning, or
or the
the construction
and repair
repair of
of buildings,
buildings, and
and bridges,
bridges,
cleaning,
construction and
equipments, and any general
general or special engineering
furniture and
and equipments,
engineering or
or
construction or repair
repair work, and to incur all necessary
engineering
necessary engineering
incidental to carryand other expenses, exclusive
exclusive of personal services, incidental
ing on such work and necessary for the
the proper
execution thereof, said
proper execution
mechanics to be
laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers, and mechanics
employei to perform such work as may not be required
employed
required by law to
expenses
be done under contract, and to pay for such services and expenses
from
rendered and
from the
the appropriations
appropriations under
under which such
such services
services are rendered
expenses incurred.

Sc.
3..That all horses, harness,
SE° . 3That
harness horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles necessary
necessary
for use in connection
construction and supervision
supervision of sewer,
connection with construction
street lighting, road work, and street-cleaning
street-cleaning work, includstreet, street
maintenance and
ing maintenance
maintenance of said horses and harness, and maintenance
vehicles ' and purchase
purchase of all necessary articles and
repair of said vehicles,
construction and repair
repair of
of
supplies in connection therewith,
therewith, or on construction
buildings and bridges, or any general or special
special engineering
engineering or construction work authorized by appropriations
purchased,
struction
appropriations, may be purchased,

hired,

and
maintained,
and
motor trucks
mayspecifically
be hired exclusively
to
hired,
carryinto
and maintained,
effect said appropriations,
and motor trucks
when
may
be hired exclusively
and in writto
Specific authority
Specific
authority re- carry into effect said appropriations, when specifically and in writired.
ing
ordered
by
the
Commissioners;
ing ordered
Commissioners; and all such expenditures
expenditures necesexecution of said work, exclusive
exclusive of personal
personal
sary for the proper execution
charged against the sums
services, shall be paid from and equitably charged
appropriated for said work; and the Commissioners
Commissioners in the Budget
Budget
appropriated
estimates shall report the number
number of horses, vehicles, and harness
estimates
purchased, and horses and vehicles hired, and the sums paid for
for
purchased,
owned or mainsame, and out of what appropriation;
appropriation; and all horses owned
tained by the District shall, so far as may be practicable,
practicable, be provided
Proviso.
for in stables owned or operated by said District: Provided, That
Teoraryworket
Temporary work-,etc. for in stables owned or operated by said District: Provided, That
such horses, horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles, and carts as may be temporarily
temporarily
material in connection
needed for hauling and excavating
excavating material
connection with works
authorized by appropriations
appropriations may be temporarily
employed for such
authorized
temporarily employed
such
named in section
section 2
2
,of this Act in relapurposes under the conditions named
tion
laborers, and mechanics.
tion to
to the
the employment
employment of
of laborers, skilled
skilled laborers,
mechanics.
Miscellaneous trust
Ec. 4.
SEC.
authorized to employ
employ in the
Commissioners are authorized
S
4. That the Commissioners
funiseellaeo
trust
hinds.
Expenses
Expenses payable
payable execution of work, the cost of which is payable from the appropriaappropriafrom.
Vol. 33, p.
p. as.
388.
tion
in the
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
tion account
account created
created in
the District
District of
approved
approved April 27, 1904, and known
known as the Miscellaneous
trust-fund
Miscellaneous trust-fund
necessary personal
deposits, District of Columbia, necessary
personal services, horses,
therefor motor trucks when specificarts, and wagons, and to hire therefor
cally and in writing authorized
authorized by the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and to incur
incur
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incidental to carrying on such work
work and
execution thereof, including
including the
purchase,
necessary for the proper execution
the purchase,
exchange maintenance,
vehi cl
es for
for i
nspec exchange,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of motor vehicles
inspection and 'transportation
transportation purposes,
purposes, such services
services and expenses
expenses to be
Proviso.
paid from
from said
said appropriation
account: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
CommisProiso.yt f
paid
appropriation account:
the CommisEmployment o
borers, etc.
- sioners may
delegate to their duly authorized
representatives the
borers,
may delegate
authorized representatives
employment
employment under this section of laborers,
la 3orers, mechanics,
mechanics, and artisans.
Leaves of
abs
Leaves
of absence.
Any person
under any
this Act
Act who
Any
person employed
employed under
any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
who
has been employed
employed for ten consecutive
consecutive months or more shall not be
denied the
the leave
leave of
of absence
absence with
for which
which the
the law
law provides.
provides.
pay for
with pay
Material,
tria supplies,
pli, denied
vehicles, etc.
vehicles,
SaE.
other responsible
SEC. 5. That the Commissioners
Commissioners and other
responsible officials, in
in
Purchase from stock
expending appropriations
appropriations contained
in this
this Act,
so far
far as
as possible,
possible,
ofPGover
fmt actik
contained in
Act, so
of
Government
activi- expending
ties no
no longer
longer needed,
needed. shall purchase material, supplies, including food supplies and equipties
purchase
including
ment, when needed and funds are available, in accordance
accordance with the

qu
quired.
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regulations and schedules of the General
Supply Committee or from
General Supply
Government of the United States possesthe various services of the Government
passenger-carrying and other
sing material, supplies, passenger-carrying
other motor vehicles,
and equipment
equipment no longer required.
articles purchased
purchased from
required. Surplus articles
from
Government, if the same have not been
the Government,
been used, shall be paid
paid for at
aa reasonable
reasonable price,
not to
and if
the same
same have
price, not
to exceed
exceed actual
actual cost,
cost, and
if the
have
been used, at aa reasonable
price based upon length of usage.
usage. The
The
reasonable price
various services of the Government
Government of the United
United States
authorStates are authorunder
ized to sell such surplus articles to the municipal
municipal government
government under
specified, and
such sales
sales shall
shall be
the conditions specified,
and the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
miscellaneous receipts: Provided,
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous
Provided, That
That
this section
section shall not
not be
be construed
alter, or
construed to
to amend,
amend, alter,
or repeal
repeal the
the
Executive order of December
December 3, 1918, concerning
transfer of office
office
Executive
concerning the transfer
materials, supplies, and equipment
equipment in the District of Columbia fallmaterials,
disuse because
because of the
war activities.
ing into
into disuse
the cessation
cessation of war
activities.
SEC.
appropriations contained
shall
S
EC. 6. No part of the
the appropriations
contained in this Act
Act shall
be
be used
used to
to pay
pay any
any increase
increase in
the salary
salary of
any officer
officer or
in the
of any
or employee
employee
of the District of Columbia by reason of the reallocation
reallocation of the posigrade after June 30,
tion of such officer
officer or employee
employee to a
a higher
higher grade
1932, by the Personnel
Personnel Classification
Classification Board or the Civil Service
Commission, and
salaries paid
be payment
in full.
full.
Commission,
and salaries
paid accordingly
accordingly shall
shall be
payment in
SEC.
SEC. 7. Title II
II of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to maintain
maintain the
the credit
credit
Government ",
", approved
of the United States Government
approved March
March 20, 1933, to the
extent that
that it
impoundment of
of appropriations
on
extent
it provides
provides for
for the
the impoundment
appropriations on
account
compensation of officers
officers and employees,
account of reductions
reductions in compensation
employees, shall
not operate
operate to require
require such impoundment
impoundment under appropriations
appropriations concontained in this Act.
SEC.
specifically approved
approved by the
S
EC. 8. When specifically
the Director
Director of the Bureau
of the
the Budget
Budget upon
recommendation of
Commissioners of
of the
the
of
upon recommendation
of the
the Commissioners
District of Columbia, transfers
between subheads of
transfers may be made
made between
appropriations provided in this Act
Act for the free Public Library,
appropriations
public playgrounds, public schools (except
(except buildings
buildings and grounds
grounds
and repairs to buildings),
buildings), health department, and public welfare,
respectively: Provided,
Provided, That
respectively:
That such transfers
transfers under
under this section
section shall
not be
be made between
appropriations for
for the several
several municipal
not
between appropriations
municipal services
named, and
all transfers,
approved or
or contemplated,
contemplated,
ices named,
and all
transfers, whether
whether approved
shahll
District of
shall be reported
reported to Congress in the estimates
estimates of the District
Columbia
Columbia for the fiscal year 1935.
Approved,
16,1933,
Approved, June 16,
1933, 12:50 p.m.
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Price
stipulation.
Pricestipulation.

Proviso.
T
sfers under ExEx
Transfers under
ecutive
order.
ecutiveorder.

Increase of pay by
reason of reallocation to
higher grade.
higher
grade.

nresne

of pre
ony

Provisions for impo'ondgn
nt
pounding, on 'for
account
of
salary reductions
reductions
of operative.
salay
not operative.
not
Ante, p.
p. 14.
14.
Ante,

Transfers
between
Transfers abetwep
subheads of approprisappropriasubheads
tions allowed;
allowed; excepexceptions

l on
ttion.

_Proviso.
apply
Not to apply
specified service.

specifed service.
eport thereof
Report
thereof

t10

Congress.
Congress.

[CHAPTER 94.]
941
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
AN
To transfer
transfer Bedford County from
from the Nashville
division to the Winchester
Winchester
Nashville division
division
of the
the middle
Tennessee judicial
division of
middle Tennessee
judicial district.
district.,

Senate and
and House
Be it enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives of the

June
16, 1933.
June 16,
1933.

[H.R. 5909.1
(Public, No. 71.1

[H.R. 609.i
.

Tennessee
judicial
United States
States of
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That Bedford
Bedford district.
TeneSS
jdic i a l
of America in,
Transfer of
of Bedord
Bedford
County of
of the Nashville division
of the middle
district of
State County
Transfer
division of
middle district
of the
the State
to Winchester
of
is hereby
detached from
Nashville division
and Division.
of Tennessee
Tennessee is
hereby detached
from the
the Nashville
division and
Di°v s to nc e st

attached to and made a
a part of the Winchester
Winchester division of the middle
district of such State.
Approved, June 16, 1933, 12:55 p.m.
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[CHAPTER 951
[CHAPTER
95.]

June
1933.
June 16, 1933.
[S. 1561.]
[S.
1561.]
[Public, No.
No. 72.]

Red Lake Band
Coipdpew Indsd
Chippewa
Indians.

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.

CHS.
96.
CHS. 95,
95, 96.

JUNE 16,
16, 1933.
JUNE
1933.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Providing for
for payment
payment of
to each
enrolled Chippewa
Chippewa Indian
of the
the Red
Red Lake
LakeIndian of
each enrolled
of $50
$50 to
Providing
Band of Minnesota
Minnesota from the
funds standing
standing to
their credit
in the
the timber
timber funds
to their
credit in
the
Treasury
United States.
States.
Treasury of
of the
the United

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
and H021,86
House of
Representatives of
the
ff United States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secreassembled, That the SecreUnited States of America
oo

tary of
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to withdraw
tary
of the
withdraw from
from
the
Treasury so
so much
may be
the principal
timber
the Treasury
much as
as may
be necessary
necessary of
of the
principal timber
deposit to
Band of the Chipfund on
on deposit
to the credit
credit of
of the Red Lake
Lake Band
ewa Indians
of the
State of
and to
to make
make therefrom
therefrom paypaythe State
of Minnesota
Minnesota and
Per capita payment P
pewa
Indians of
to, from tribal
tribal funds. ment of $50, in two equal installments
installments of $25 each, one as soon as
practicable
passage of this Act, and one
one on or about Depracticable after the passage
each enrolled
Indian of the Red Lake
cember 1, 1933,
1933, to each
enrolled Chippewa
Chippewa Indian
Minnesota, under
Secretary shall
Band of
of Minnesota,
under such
such regulations
regulations as such Secretary
shall
prescribe.
payment shall be
be made
prescribe. No payment
made under this Act until the
Minnesota shall, in
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of the Red
Red Lake
Lake Band
Band of Minnesota
Acceptance,
manner as such Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe,
prescribe, have
have accepted
accepted such
such
such manner
Acceptance, etc.
payments and ratified the provisions
payments
provisions of
of this Act. The
The money paid
paid
Payments not sub- to the Indians
Indians under
under this Act shall
Payments
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to any lien or
or
jets
any lien, etc.
etc.
claim
of whatever
whatever nature
nature against
any of
of said
said Indians,
Indians except
except that
toanylien,
ect to
claim of
against any
that
not to exceed
exceed 15 per centum of each installment
installment may be deducted
deducted
to
the United
United States or
or
individual obligations due the
to apply
apply toward individual
the Red Lake Band of Chippewa
Indians,
Chippewa Indians,
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1933,
1933, 12:57
12:57 p.m.
Per

capita payment

Tune 16, 1933.
5040.]
[H.R. 5040.]
[Public, No. 73.]

Revenue Act of
of
RevenueAct
amendments.
Gasoline,
Gasoline, tax
tax
tinued after June,
Vol.
47,
p.
repealed.
repealed.

tiole af4eupe,

[CHAPTER 96.]
96.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
AN
unel6,
postage rates on mail
mail matter,
To extend the gasoline
gasoline tax
tax for one
one year, to modify postage
matter.
and
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of the

1932, United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 629
conRevenue Act
followof the
the Revenue
Act of
of 1932 is
con- of
is amended
amended by striking out the follow1933.
270,

Postal rates.
rates.
Presidauthorized
President authorised
to modify.
Vol. 47, p. 285.
Volt
Post, 47,
P. 780.2'5.

to modify.

.

ing: ",, or
or after
after June
30, 1933,
1933, in
in the
the case
of articles
articles taxable
ing:
June 30,
case of
taxable under
under
section 617, relating to the tax on gasoline."
gasoline."
S EC. .2.
The President
Presi
S
2. The
The
authorized during
during the
the period
period ending
ending
SG.
President is
is authorized
June 30, 1934, to proclaim
modifications of
proclaim such modifications
of postage
postage rates
rates on
on
(except that in
the case
of first-class matter
matter the rate
case of
in the
matter (except
mail matter
shall
not be
be reduced
reduced to
to less
than 2
ounce or
or fraction
fraction thereof)
shall not
less than
2 cents
cents an
an ounce
thereof)

as, after a
a survey by him, he may deem advisable
advisable by reason of
of
increase in business, the interests of the public, or the needs of the
Postal Service, and such modifications
modifications shall be in effect on
on and after
Effective date
dEfective
date and
and such
such date as he shall
shall proclaim
and until
proclaim and
until July 1,
1, 1934. In
In case
case aa
duration.
duration.
modification of
of the
rate of
on first-class
first-class matter
matter is
is proproPostmasters'
allow- modification
the rate
of postage
postage on
Postmasters' alowances, etc., correspondanesfetcDorrs"pondcorresponding modificaclaimed, the President shall also make aa corresponding
modificaingly modified.
tion in the percentages
percentages of gross postal receipts specified
specifiedi in section
Vol. 47,
47, p.
285.
Vol.
P.2.
1001
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932 as amended by this Act, which
1001 (c)
(c) of
percentages shall be in effect during
during the period such
such modification of
of
the rate of postage on first-class
first-class matter is in effect.
effect. Nothing
Nothing in this
First class matter.

First class matter.

Vol.
47,
p. a-285,
amended.47
amended.
Rate increase, for
Rate
local delivery repealed.
R.S., sec. 3904, p.
759.
p.7M.

V.7ol.

.

ine,

.S., s.s,

o

section shall
shall be
be construed
section
construed as giving
giving the President authority to
to
axed by law on first-class matter
change the rate fixed
matter mailed
mailed for
for local
local
delivery,
postal cards,
cards, and
and private
or post
post cards.
cards.
delivery,
postal
private mailing
mailing or
3
of 192i
1932
1001 (a)
(a) of
Section 1001
S4
8, (a)
SEC.. 3.
(a) Section
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1932 is
is
amended by striking out the period
period at the end thereof and insertinginserting
following: "Provided,
rate
aa colon and the following:
"Provided, That such additional rate.
shall not apply on or after July 1,
1, 1933, to first-class matter mailed
mailed
for local delivery,"
delivery."

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
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255

CH. 96. JUNE
JUNE 16, 1933.

Percentage
of re(b)
(c) of
rePercentage
of
of the Revenue Act of ceipts
sentence of section
section 1001 (c)
(b) The
The first
first sentence
inn determining
determining
class
of
post
()Mee.
1932
is
amended,
effective
July
1,
1933,
by
striking
out
the
period
at
office.
of post
1932 is amended, effective July 1, 1933, by striking out the period at class
Vol.
47,
p.
286,
7
the end
end thereof
and inserting
inserting a
comma and
and the
following: "except
"except amended.
286
the following:
a comma
the
thereof and
amended.'
that
in the
such post
post offices
offices as
or village
village letterletteras have
have city
city or
of such
that in
the case
case of
carrier service
service 90
per centum
centum of
the gross
be
shall be
of the
gross postal
postal receipts
receipts shall
carrier
90 per
counted
such purpose."
for such
purpose."
counted for
Vol.
47,
p.
267,
47, p.
267,
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
Effective fifteen
days after
after the
the date
enactment Vol.
the enactment
date of
of the
fifteen days
SEC.
(a) Effective
amended.
of this
this Act,
Act, section
section 620
620 of
the Revenue
Act of
of 1932
is amended
amended to
to amended.
1932 is
of the
Revenue Act
of
read
as follows:
follows:
read as
i

"
SEC. 620.
620. TAX-FREE
SALES
TAX-FREE SALES
"SEC.
"Under
the Commissioner
with the
the
by the
Commissioner with
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
"Under regulations
approval of
of the
tax under
under this
this title
shall be
be imposed
imposed
title shall
Secretary, no
no tax
approval
the Secretary,
with respect
respect to
sale of
article—
of any
any articleto the
the sale
with
"(1) for
vendee as material in the manufacture
manufacture or
for use by the vendee
"(1)
production of,
of, or
component part
part of,
an article
enumerated
article enumerated
of, an
a component
or as
as a
production
in this
title;
in
this title;
"(2)
by the
the vendee
for such
such use
use by
his vendee,
vendee, if
if
by his
vendee for
for resale
resale by
"(2) for
such article
is in
due course
so resold;
resold;
in due
course so
such
article is
"(3)
for resale
resale by
by the
vendee to
political subdivision
subdivision
to a
a State
State or
or political
the vendee
"(3) for
thereof for
for use
use in
the exercise
exercise of
an essential
governmental
essential governmental
of an
in the
thereof
function,
is in
so resold.
resold.
in due
due course
course so
if such
such article
article is
function, if
to
or producer
producer to
For the
the purposes
this title
manufacturer or
the manufacturer
title the
of this
purposes of
For
whom an
article is
sold under
under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) or
resold under
paraor resold
under paraan article
is sold
whom
graph
(2) shall
the manufacturer
manufacturer or
or producer
producer of
such
of such
shall be
be considered
considered the
graph (2)
article.
provisions of
paragraphs (1)
(1) and
(2) shall
shall not apply
apply
and (2)
of paragraphs
The provisions
article. The
with respect
respect to
to tires
tires or
or inner
inner tubes
articles enumerated
enumerated in
in section
section
tubes or
or articles
with
604, relating
to the
the tax
furs."
604,
relating to
tax on
on furs."
enactment of this
(b)
Effective fifteen
(b) Effective
fifteen days after the date
date of the enactment
Act, section
section 601
601 (c)
(c) (1)
of 1932
1932 is
by
is amended
amended by
(1) of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
Act,
adding
at the
end thereof
the following:
the end
thereof the
following:
adding at
"Under regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with the
the
"Under
regulations prescribed
approval
of the
Secretary, no
no tax
tax shall
this
imposed under
under this
shall be
be imposed
approval of
the Secretary,
section upon
upon lubricating
oils sold
manufacturer or
or producer
producer of
of
to a
a manufacturer
lubricating oils
sold to
section
lubricating oils
oils for
for resale
by him,
him, but
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title
title
but for
resale by
lubricating
such vendee
vendee shall
shall be
considered the
producer of
or producer
of
be considered
the manufacturer
manufacturer or
such
such lubricating
oils."
such
lubricating oils."
(c) Effective
after the
date of
of the
the enactment
of this
this
enactment of
the date
Effective fifteen
fifteen days
days after
(c)
Act,
section 621
Revenue Act
1932 is
is amended
amended by
by
of 1932
Act of
(a) of
of the
the Revenue
621 (a)
Act, section
inserting after
after paragraph
(2) thereof
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
thereof the
the following
paragraph (2)
inserting
manufacturer, producer,
"(3) to a
a manufacturer,
producer, or importer in the amount of
tax
under this
respect to
the sale
of any
any
sale of
with respect
to the
this title
title with
by him
him under
tax paid
paid by
article to
to a
if the
manufacturer, producer,
importer has
has
the manufacturer,
producer, or
or importer
article
a dealer,
dealer, if
in his
regulations may
may prescribe
prescribe
evidence as
as the
the regulations
in
his possession
possession such
such evidence
that
(A) such
has after
this paragraph
paragraph takes
takes effect
effect
after the
the date
date this
that (A)
such article
article has
been delivered
delivered by
the dealer
political subdivision
or political
subdivision thereof
thereof
been
by the
dealer to
to aaState
State or
for
the exercise
exercise of
of an
essential governmental
governmental function
and
an essential
function and
for use
use in
in the
(B) the
producer, or
repaid or
or agreed
agreed
or importer
importer has
has repaid
(B)
the manufacturer,
manufacturer, producer,
to repay
the amount
of such
dealer or
or has
has obtained
obtained the
the
amount of
such tax
tax to
to the
the dealer
to
repay the
credit or refund."
consent of
the allowance
refund."
to the
allowance of the credit
of the
the dealer
dealer to
consent
SEC. 5.
Effective fifteen
days after
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of
SEC.
5. Effective
fifteen days
after the
the date
this Act,
IV of
of the
the Revenue
amended by
by adding
adding
Act of
of 1932
1932 is
is amended
title IV
Revenue Act
this
Act, title
at
thereof a
anew
new section
read as
as follows:
follows:
section to
to read
at the
the end
end thereof

Tax-free sales.
sales.

Tax-free

Articles
Articles for
for
manufacture.

further
further

manufacture.

Resale by vendee.

Resale by vendee.

f c
'
o
ia

tate, etc., for
To atSState,
etc., for
offcial use.
o

u se

Manufacturer or pr
oprodud

Manufactureror

ci a'l
izs,

furs, etc., exetc., ex
furs,
ol. 47, p.261.

Tires,

Vol. 47, p. 261.

Lubricating oils.
oils.
Vol. 47, p. 259.

Lubricating

Sales
manufacto manufac
Sales to
turer for resale, tax free.

turer orresale, taxfree.
Vendee deemed mananVendeedeentednl
ufacturer, etc.
uftuer, etc.
Credits and refunds.
refunds.
Creditsand
Vol.
47,
p.
268,
amended.
amended.

al
Allowance of,
of, s
sales
es
Allowance
states, etc.
of taxable articles to
States, etc.

Condition.

Condition

tjoer seCetion.
VNoW
47

amended.
amended.
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.
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73d
.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. I. CIS.
CIES. 96,
96, 97.
97.

JUNE
16, 1933.
1933.
JUNE 16,

" SEC. 630. EXEMPTION
"
EXEMPTION FROM TAX
TAX OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES
FOR VESSELS
Tax exemptions,
ships
stores supplies,
suppn,
ships' stores,

etc.

47,

Vol. 47,
amended.

p.
P

"Under
"Under regulations
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
the
with the
approval of
the Secretary,
no tax under
imposed
approval
of the
Secretary, no
under this title shall be imposed
upon any article sold for use
use as fuel supplies, ships' stores,
stores, sea
sea stores,
stores,
or legitimate
legitimate equipment
equipment on vessels
vessels of war of the
States or
the United States
or
of any foreign nation, vessels
vessels employed
in the
the
employed in
in the
the fisheries
fisheries or
or in
whaling business,
business, or actually
actually engaged
engaged in foreign
foreign trade
trade or
or trade
trade
between
Atlantic and Pacific ports of
between the Atlantic
United States
States or
or
of the
the United
between
between the United States and any of its possessions. Articles manumanufactured
factured or produced
produced with the
the use of articles
articles upon
importation
upon the importation
of which tax has been paid under
this title,
title, if
if laden
as
under this
laden for
for use
use as
supplies on such vessels, shall be held to be exported
exported for the
the purposes
purposes
of section
section 601
601 (b)."
(b)."
266,
266,
SEC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) Effective
September 1, 1933,
1933, section 616 of the Revenue
SEe.
Effective September
Revenue
Act of 1932 is amended
amended. to read
read as follows:
follows:

"SEC.
"
SEC. 616. TAX ON ELECTRICAL ENERGY
ENERGY FOR DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC
OR COMMERCIAL CONSUMPTION
CONSUMPTION
Electric energy for
domestric
eor ercifa
domestic or commercial

"(a)
"(a) There
There is hereby
hereby imposed
imposed upon electrical
electrical energy
energy so
ld for
for
sold

consumption.
coTumption.t
by
commercial consumption
consumption and
and not
for resale
resale a
atax
equivnot for
tax equivTax payment by domestic or commercial'
vendor.
3 per centum
alent to 3
centom of the price for which
which so
so sold,
to be
paid by
by
sold, to
be paid

and regulations
as the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
Resale to
to tenas
vendor under
under such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
tenants the vendor
with the approval of the Secretary,
Secretary, shall
The sale
sale of
of
shall prescribe.
prescribe. The
electrical
electrical energy to an owner or lessee
lessee of aabuilding, who purchases
purchases
such electrical
electrical energy for resale
resale to the tenants
tenants therein,
therein, shall
shall for
for the
the
purposes
purposes of this section be considered
considered as a
a sale
sale for consumption
and not for resale,
resale, but the resale
resale to the tenant shall
shall not
be considered
not be
considered
a
asale for consumption.
consumption.
Provisions
inappliJvs
s inappli"(b) The provisions of sections 619, 622,
cable.
"(b)
622, and
and 625
625 shall
not be
shall not
be
Vol. 47,pp.
47, pp. 267-26.
267-269. applicable with respect to
Vol.
applicable
respect
the tax imposed
impo sed by this
thi s section
sec ti on.
Sale to Federal, State,
et
(c)
etc., goveernmentate,
governments.
imposed under this section
(c) No tax shall be imposed
section upon electrical
electrical
energy sold to the United States or to any State or Territory,
Territory, or
or
Resale

construed.
construed,

Publie-ownedplants. political subdivision
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia. None
None of
of
the provisions
provisions of this section
section shall apply
apply to
publicly owned
owned electric
electric
to publicly
and power plants.
plants. The
The right to exemption
exemption under
under this
this subsection
subsection
shall be evidenced
evidenced in such manner as the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, may, by regulation, pre scrib e."
ric energyy fu
Electric
for. approval of the Secretary, may, by regulation, prescribe."
nished prior to SepSep(b) Despite
provisions of
Despite the provisions
of this
this section
section the
the tax
tax imposed
under
imposed under
tember 1,
1, 19
1933,
tenmber
section 616
616 of
of the Revenue
before its amendment by
section
Revenue Act of 1932 before
this section on electrical energy furnished before September
September 1,
1, 1933,
1933,
shall be imposed, collected,
collected, and paid in the same manner
manner and
shall
and shall
be subject
subject to the same provisions of
of law
(including penalties)
as if
if
law (including
penalties) as
this section had not been enacted.
enacted.
Approved, June
June 16, 1933,
1933, 1
1 p.m.
Public-owned plants.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 97.1
97.1
June 16,
June
16, MS.
1933.

I[.R. 6208.]
[H.R.
52084
[
iubac,
[Public,
No.
74.1
No. 74.1
United States courts.

Arrest of probationer,
probationer,

wherever found.

Vol. 43, p. 1260.
U.s.C., p.
516.
p. 616.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
amend the
the probation
To amend
probation law.
law.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and Ilouse
Representatives of
Be it
House of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
first
sentence of the second paragraph
paragraph of section
sentence
section 2
2of
the Act
Act of
of March
March 4,
4,
of the

1925, entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the establishment of
of a
probaa probation system in the United
United States
States courts, except
except in the District of
of
Columbia"
Columbia" (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 18, sec. 725),
725), be, and the same
is hereby,
hereby,
same is
amended
amended, to read as follows:
follows: "At any time within the probation
probation

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. I.

CHS. 97, 98.

wherever
period the
the probation
officer may
arrest the
the probationer
probationer wherever
may arrest
probation officer
period
court which has granted
found,
without a
warrant, or
or the
the court
granted the proa warrant,
found, without
for his arrest, which warrant may be
bation
may issue
issue a
warrant for
a warrant
bation may
executed by
either the
the probation
officer or
the United
United States
States marshal
or the
probation officer
by either
executed
of
the district
in which
the probationer
probationer was put upon probaprobawhich the
district in
either the
of either
tion or
or of
district in
which the
if
probationer shall be found and, if
the probationer
in which
any district
of any
tion
the probationer
probationer shall
shall be
so arrested
arrested in
in a
district other than that in
a district
be so
the
said officers may
which
he has
has been
put upon
any of
of said
probation, any
upon probation,
been put
which he
return
to the
the district
of which
which such warrant
warrant shall
out of
district out
probationer to
return probationer
have
issued."
been issued."
have been
Approved,
June 16,
1933, 1:05
1:05 p.m.
p.m.
16, 1933,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 98.]
[CHAPTER

257

JUNE 16, 1933.

rr
A

-T
AN
AIS ACT
Ab

Administration to make
To provide
for organizations
organizations within
Credit Administration
Farm Credit
within the Farm
provide for
To
loans for
production and
and marketing
marketing of agricultural products,
products, to amend
the production
for the
loans
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
to amend
amend the
Marketing Act, to
to
Agricultural Marketing
the Agricultural
Act, to
the
provide a
for obligations
of the
the United
and for other purposes.
States, and
United States,
obligations of
market for
a market
provide

Return

Return
tion.

to jurisdic-

tion.

June 16, 1933.
1933.
[H.R.
5790.]
[H.R. 5790.]
[Public,
No. 75.1
76.]
[Publi, No.

Credit
FFarm Credt
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the ,i
House of Representatives
and House
1933.
Senate and
by the
Be
United
America in
in Congress
assembled,
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States

Act of

Act of

TITLE
TITLE II

Farm Credit Act of
Sacrum 1.
This Act
Act shall
as the
the "
" Farm
known as
be known
shall be
1. This
SECTION
1933."
1933."

Title.

Production
Credit
Production
ESTABLISHMENT OF
OF PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION CREDIT
CORPORATIONS AND
BANES FOR Corporations and
AND BANKS
CREDIT CORPORATIONS
ESTABLISHMENT
COOPERATIVES
Banks for
Cooperafor CooperaBanks
COOPEATIVES
tives.
ives.
t
Organization,
etc.
Organization, etc.

S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Governor
Governor of
of the
Administration, hereCredit Administration,
Farm Credit
the Farm
SEC.
inafter in
in this
this Act
Act referred
referred to
authorized and
" governor ", is authorized
to as the "
inafter
directed to
organize and
charter twelve corporations
corporations to be known
known
and charter
to organize
directed
as ""Production
Production Credit
known
Corporations " and twelve banks to be known
Credit Corporations"
as
Location.
as "
Banks for
for Cooperatives."
Cooperatives." One such
corporation and one such Location.
such corporation
"Banks
as
a
located
is
bank shall
located a
established in each city in which there
be established
shall be
bank
Directors.
Federal land
bank. The directors
several Federal land banks
directors of the several
land bank.
Federal
Production Credit Power toto employ
shall
be ex
ex officio
the directors
of the respective Production
directors of
officio the
shall be
and
employ and
Corporations and
directors shall have fixPower
compensation.
Cooperatives. Such directors
compensation.
for Cooperatives.
Banks for
and Banks
Corporations
power,
of the
employ and fix the
governor, to employ
the governor,
approval of
the approval
to the
subject to
power, subject

corporations
compensation of
employees of such corporations
and employees
officers and
such officers
of such
compensation

and
may be
necessary to
carry out the powers and duties
to carry
be necessary
as may
banks as
and banks
conferred
corporations and banks under this Act.
such corporations
upon such
conferred upon
CHARTERS
BYLAWS
AND BYLAWS
CHARTERS AND

S
EC. 3.
3. The
of the
the Production
Corporations and
Production Credit Corporations
charters of
The charters
SEC.
the
Banks for
for Cooperatives
shall be granted by the governor
governor upon
Cooperatives shall
the Banks
application of
of the
directors of
Federal land bank of the proper
proper
the Federal
of the
the directors
application
as the
such
in
shall
district,
and
applications
and
charters
be
form
applications
and
district,
governor shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe. The
subject
directors shall have power, subject
The directors
governor
to the
approval of
governor, to adopt such bylaws as may be
the governor,
of the
the approval
to
necessary for
the conduct
of the
the business
business of
corporations and
of the corporations
conduct of
for the
necessary
banks.
CAPITAL OF
CORPORATIONS
OF PRODUCTION CREDIT CORPORATIONS
CAPITAL

Charters
Charters and bylaws.

Production
Production
Corporations.
Corporations.

Credit
Credit

Capital stock. dtk .
SEC. 4.
The capital
capital stock
Production Credit
Corporation Capital
Credit Corporation
each Production
of each
stock of
4. The
SEC.
Amount to be detershall
be
in
such
amount
as
the
governor
determines
is
required
for
mined
by governor.
minedby
for
shall be in such amount as the governor determines is required
the
purpose
of
meeting
the
credit
needs
of
the
district
to
be
served
district
the
of
needs
credit
the
meeting
of
the purpose
Limitatin.
by such
corporation, and
or decreased
decreased Limitation.
increased or
be increased
may be
amount may
such amount
and such
such corporation,
by
from
time
to
time
by
the
governor
in
accordance
with
credit
credit
such
with
accordance
in
governor
the
from time to time by
B6837*--34----17
8637°-34-17
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Initial
nitial capital,
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governor,
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needs. Such capital stock shall be divided into
$100 each.
each.
into shares of
of $100
The initial capital stock of each such corporation
shall be
be $7,500,000,
$7,500,000,
corporation shall

which shall be subscribed for
Paymentstobemade
Payments
to be made which shall be subscribed for
out
of the
the revolving
behalf of the United States.
out of
revolving behalf
fund.
fund.

by the
the governor
governor and
and held
by him
by
held by
him on
on
Payments on subscriptions
Payments
subscriptions to
to stock
stock

by the
shall be subject
subject to call in whole
by
the governor
governor shall
whole or in part by the
board of directors of the corporation with
the
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
governor.
governor. The governor shall make such payments
payments out
out of the
the
revolving
5. The stock ownership of the
revolving fund created in section 5.
the
United States in such corporation
corporation shall be evidenced
evidenced by
by such means
means
as the governor
governor shall determine.
determine.
REVOLVING
FUND AND
AND APPROPRIATION
REVOLVING FUND
APPROPRIATION

Revolving
fund creRevolving fund ere-

ated.
tost, p.
p. 348.
348.
Post,

SEc.
5. (a)
(a) There is hereby created a
a revolving
SEC. 5.
revolving fund of not to
to
exceed $120,000,000
$120,000,000 which shall be made up as
as follows:
follows:

(1)
(1) The Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation is
is authorized
authorized and
and
directed to make available to the Governor
Governor of the
Farm Credit
Credit
the
Farm
Poet,
P. 276.
P t, p.
276.
Administration all unobligated
unobligated balances
following funds and
Administration
balances of the following
and
all sums heretofore
heretofore returned or released to the corporation
corporation from such
such
funds:
funds:
Crop, etc., loans.
Vol
47, p.
(A) Any balances
balances of
for, and
all collections
loans
of funds for,
Vol. 47,
p. 5.
and all
collections on
on loans
by, the Secretary
pursuant to section 22 of the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture pursuant
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act as amended;
amended;
Colleetions
Collections on farm
farm
(B)
or to be made pursuant
(B) All collections
collections on loans made or
pursuant to
to
loans.
voli.47,p.795.
the Act of February
Vol. 47, p. 795.
February 4,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 327,
4, 1933 (Public,
327, SeventySeventysecond Congress)
Congress); ;
Balances.
Balances.
(C)
(C) All balances
balances of funds authorized and directed to be made
made
available
Secretary of Agriculture by such Act
available to the Secretary
not
Act and
and not
used for loans pursuant thereto;
thereto; and
and
Advances, stock or
crop
poducton ex(D)
Any balances
(D) Any
the funds
to be
allobalances of
of the
funds originally
originally directed
crop
production
exdirected to
be allocepted.
eepte,
p.
c
aated
and
made
Secretary
cated
available
to
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
by
of
Agriculture
by
Vol. 47, P. 713.
such Acts
Acts except as expended pursuant to subsection (e)
(e) of
of
section 201 of the Emergency
Emergency Relief and Construction
Construction Act
Act of
of
1932.
Unobligated
bal1932.
Unobligated bal.
anCes of sums made
(2) There are hereby made available
to the
ances of sums made
(2)
available to
of the
the Governor
Governor of
the Farm
Farm
available by
available
by designated
Credit Administration
nated Acts.
Acts.
Administration all unobligated balances
of appropriations
appropriations
balances of
and funds
thereunder to enable the Secretary
funds available thereunder
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculture
ture to make advances or loans under the following
following Acts
Acts and
and resoluresolutions, and
and all
tions,
all repayments
repayments of such advances and loans: March 3,
3, 1921
1921
(41 Stat. 1347),
1347), March 20, 1922 (42
467), April
Ap ril 26,
1924 (43
(43
(42 Stat.
Stat. 467),
26, 1924
Stat.
110), February
1251), February
Stat. 110),
February 28, 1927 (44 Stat. 1251),
February 25,
1929
25, 1929
(45 Stat. 1306),
1306), as
as amended May 17.
17, 1929
Stat. 3),
March 3,
1929 (46
(46 Stat.
3); March
3,
1930 (46
8, 79),
December 20, 1930 (46 Stat. 1032),
(46 Stat. 78,
79), December
1032), as
as amended
amended
February.14, 1931 (46 Stat. 1160),
February 23,
23, 1931
(46 Stat.
Stat.
1160), and February
1931 (46
Pot,
1276),
Post, p.
p.348.
348.
1276), and Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Nu m bered 11, S
eventy second Congress,
Seventy-second
Congress,
ol. 47,
60.
approved
March 3, 1932.
Vol.
47, p.
P. 60.
approved March
Additional authorizations.
Adaitional
authorlis hereby
hereby authorized
au th or i
ze d to
t
o b
i
ated the sum of
(3) There
There is
bee appropr
appropriated
the sum of
$40,000,000
$40,000,000 out of any
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
appropriated.
liveSums
expenses
tr.
(b) There is
for administrais hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
the sum
sum of
of
five
expenses.
be appropriated
appropriated the
Post,p. . 6.
$2,000,000, which shall
Post, p. 276.
$2,000,000, which
shalf remain available until expended,
expended, for
for all necesnecessa administrative expenses in
establishment
sary administrative expenses
in connection
connection with the establishment
an
Corporations and
and supervision
supervision of the Production Credit Corporations
and the
Credit Associations.
lse
of funds
sla- Production
Production Credit
Associations.
Use of
funds for
for &doriesnotrestrieted.
(c) The authority of the Governor of the Farm Credit Adminisries
not restricted.
Administration to
to allocate
and expend
tration
allocate and
expend out of the funds covered
covered by subsection
subsection
(a)
this section
section such
such amounts as he shall deem necessary
necessary for sal(a) of
of this
aries,
expenses,
and
administrative expenditures
aries, expenses, and all
all other
other administrative
expenditures in the
execution
the functions
execution of
of the
functions for which such funds have hitherto been
been
available shall
shall not
deemed to
to be restricted by this section.
available
not be
be deemed
Avalable

of
Available balanes
balances of
designated funds
funds to
to so
so

constitute,etc.
constitute,
etc.
os
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(d) The
The authority
to make
make loans
loans during
during the
the calendar
calendar year
1933
year 1933
(d)
authority to
pursuant
February 4,
4, 1933
327,
1933 (Public
(Public Numbered
Numbered 327,
of February
to the
the Act
Act of
pursuant to
Seventy-second
Congress), as amended,
amended, out of funds
funds made available
Seventy-second Congress),
restricted by
by this section.
section.
by that Act
Act shall not
not be
be deemed
deemed to be restricted

aking
1 MMing

IN PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION CREDIT
CREDIT CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS IN
STOCK
OF PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION
STOCK OWNERSHIP
OWNERSHIP OF
CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS
CREDIT

Stock
of
Stock ownership
ownership of
Production Credit Corporations in Production
poratlons
Credit Associations.
Associations.
Investments
local
local
investments in
in
associations
authorassociations
author-

S
EC. 6.
6. (a)
Production Credit
Corporation shall
shall have
have power
power
Credit Corporation
(a) Each
Each Production
SEC.

10a us

farm, etc.,
etc,

Vol. 47,

795.

Vol. 47, p. 795.

production credit associations as ized.
to invest its funds in stock of production

t p. 083.
Pod,
'
83.
P

provided in
in this
this section.
Such corporation
is authorized
to subscribe
authorized to
subscribe
corporation is
provided
section. Such

and pay for class A stock in each Production Credit Association
Association
such corporation
located
by such
corporation in amounts
amounts
district served
served by
in the
the district
located in
sufficient to maintain the amount of class A stock held by it and other
other
sufficient
holders of class A stock equal,
equal, as nearly as may be, to 20 per centum
centum
holders
of the volume of loans made or to be made by such association, as
estimated by the corporation,
of
estimated
corporation, but at no time shall the amount of
outstanding be less than $5,000 except
except with the consent
consent
class A stock outstanding
association. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions
preceding
the preceding
provisions of the
of the
the association.
sentence, (1)
(1) the
the governor,
under rules
and regulations
by
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
rules and
governor, under
sentence,
Production Credit Corporation to maintain the
may permit a
a Production
him, may
class
the corporation
corporation and other investors at
class A holdings of stock by the
such
in excess of 20 per centum of such loans, as may be
such amount, in
necessary, and (2)
(2) the corporation
corporation may at any time require the
association
and cancel
cancel stock
the corporation
corporation in
in such
such
by the
stock held
held by
to retire
retire and
association to
association,
if, in the judgment of the corporation,
association
corporation, the association
association, if,
has resources
resources available
available therefor.
(b)
Under such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
(b) Under
rules and
governor
restrictions and
and limitations
limitations as he may
to such restrictions
governor and subject to.
Corporation is authorized
prescribe,
prescribe, each Production
Production Credit Corporation
authorized to
associations not
not
subscribe
and pay
for stock
stock in
production credit
credit associations
in production
pay for
subscribe and
organized under
this Act
controlled by
by
Act if
if such
such associations
associations are
are controlled
organized
under this
cooperative
defined in
section 55.
Only stock
stock which
which is
as defined
in section
55. Only
is
cooperative associations
associations as
preferred as to assets on liquidation
liquidation and is entitled
entitled to participate in
dividend
discrimination may be subscribed for.
dividend distributions
distributions without
without discrimination
The
amount of
of the
subscribed for
Credit
by any
any Production
Production Credit
the stock
stock subscribed
for by
The amount
Corporation
association shall not at any one time exceed
exceed
Corporation in any such association
75 per centum of the total paid-in capital of such association.
(c)
(c) The amount of the excess of earnings
earnings on stock held by the
corporation
above amounts
amounts necessary
expenses and
and
to pay
pay operating
operating expenses
necessary to
corporation above
restore
impairment of capital, if any, of the corporation
corporation
restore losses and impairment
shall
be devoted
to the
the creation
creation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of a
a surplus
surplus equal
devoted to
shall be
to at least 25
25 per
per centum
centum of the
the paid-in capital
capital of
of the
the corporation.
corporation.
to
The
governor shall
the governor
shall be invested
invested as the
the surplus
surplus shall
The amount of the
prescribe in direct obligations
obligations of the United States or in class A
A
stock
Associations, or
or both.
both.
stock of
of Production
Production Credit
Credit Associations,
(d) The
The amount
of such
excess of
earnings not
not required
required in
in order
order
(d)
amount of
such excess
of earnings
to comply
with the
provisions of
subsection (c)
shall be
be paid
(c) shall
paid into
into
the provisions
of subsection
to
comply with
the
revolving fund
fund heretofore
heretofore authorized.
held by
the govergoverauthorized. Stock held
by the
the revolving
nor in the Production
Production Credit Corporation shall be retired upon
such
payment in
in an amount equal to the
the amount of such payment.
payment.
such payment
II—PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS
TITLE II-PRODUCTION

ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT

p.

Amount.

Amount.

Larger holdings.

Larger holdings.

Retirement of corpoofcorporetioneent
ration stock if resources
warrant.
warrant.

Stook
subscriptions
8
not
in
ociatuio
in association
not ororganized under this
this Act,
Act,
ganizedunder

if controlled by cooperiCventassociations.er
ative
associations.
Post, p. 286.

Po. P.266.

Preferred, etc., stock
only, to be subscribed
for.

referred, etc., stc

for.

Maximum.

Maximumi.

Surplus, lo equal 25
per centum of capital,
to be created from stock
,.
eearning
a

Speurl,'u, omequal
tobecreallofromlstock

n ng''

To be
Federal
Federal
etc.

FeTe

etc.

invested in
obligations,
obligations.

ioi'eisga ion

Excess
production
earnings to be paid
into revolving fund.
Retirement of
of GovRetirement
ernor's stock.

earin' torbedti
intorevolving fund
ernor's stock.

Production
Production
Associations.
Assoiatons.

Credit
Credit

Or PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS
OF
PRODUCTION CREDIT

SECTION
S
ECTION 20. The governor is authorized
authorized and directed to organize boraoedaions
Local
organized
associations
and
t
o
be

tered.
charter corporations
corporations to be
be known
known as "Production Credit toted.
and charter
Associations."
organized by
by ten
ten or
or more
may be organized
associations may
Such associations
Associations." Such
farmers desiring
borrow money
under the
the provisions
this
provisons of this
money under
to borrow
farmers
desiring to
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speci- title.
title.

Objects to be specito be of infled
fied in articles
corporation.
corporation.

fObledc

Such
shall enter
enter into
into articles
of incorporation
Such individuals
individuals shall
articles of
incorporation

which shall specify in general terms the objects
objects for
for which the
the assoassoformed and the powers
to be
be exercised
by it
it in
ciation is formed
powers to
exercised by
in carrying
carrying
Such articles
articles shall
shall
out the functions conferred
conferred upon it
it by
by this
this Act.
Act. Such
be signed by the individuals uniting to
to form the association
association and a
a
copy thereof shall be forwarded to
to the Production Credit CorporaCorporation of the district, and such copy
copy shall be
be filed and preserved
preserved in
in
Authority of
of govgovAuthority
deny a
its office. The governor may, for good cause shown, deny
charter
a charter
ernor.
to such individuals. Upon the approval
approval of such articles
articles by the
the
governor, the association
association shall become as of the date of such
such approval
governor shall
power, under
under rules
and
aabody
body corporate.
corporate. The
The governor
shall have
have power,
rules and
Regulations to
pregri

prescribed.

regulations prescribed
by him,
him, or
or by
by prescribing
prescribing the
ns to be regulations
prescribed by
the terms
terms of
of the
the

3

be

charter of the association, or both,
both, to
to provide for
for the
the organization,
organization,
management,
management, and conduct of the business of
of the
the association;
association; and
and the
the
to prescribing
prescribing the
the
power of the
the governor
governor shall
shall extend
extend to
the amount
amount of
of the
stock of such association;
association; fixing the territory within which its
its operaoperations may be carried on; fixing
and appointappointfixing the method
method of
of election
election and
ment of, and the amount and payment of
of the
the compensation
of,
compensation of
Fixing maximum
m xi
loans.
and employees;
employees; fixing
fixing the
maximum amount
of
loin
directors, officers,
a mum directors,
officers, and
the maximum
amount of
individual
individual loans which may be made; prescribing
the conditions
prescribing the
conditions
under which the stock may be retired;
retired; and providing for the
the conconsolidation of two or more such associations. The governor may,
at any time, direct such changes
changes in the charter of
assoof any such
such association as he finds necessary in accomplishing
accomplishing the purposes of this
Adoption
bylaws. title.
Adoption of
of bylaws.
association may be adopted by the direcBylaws of any such association
tors but shall not be valid unless approved
approved by
by the
the governor.
governor.
STOCK OF PRODUCTIOI
PRODUCTION CREDIT
CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS

Division
of stock
of stock
into
intoivision
two classes.
classes.
Class A,
to
purA, to be
be prchased by investors,
tc.
nvestor
etc.
Class B, subscribed
Br borrowers,
Subscriberd
by farmer
etc.
etcoting
Voting rights.

class

bl

hts

ing

Class B stock not
trassrabe; exception.
tc ptiot
transferable;

Exchange,

class

Exchange, by class B

holder.
holder.

Div s.
Dividetuas.
Credit against
debtedness.t
debtedness.

in-

i-

Class
Class A
A preference
preferenceia in
liquidation.

lquidation,

Appointments
and
eleoiontmnts
elections
of officers,
etc.,
while
Corporation
etc.,while
orporatlon
is stockholder.

and

khold

SEC. 21. The stock of
SEC.
of such
such associations
associations shall be divided into shares
(1) Class
of $5
$5 each; and there shall be two classes of such stock: (1)
A stock which is to be held by Production Credit Corporations,
Corporations, and
and
which
may be
be purchased
held by
by investors,
investors, and
and (2)
(2) class
which may
purchased and
and held
class B
B
by farmer borrowers from the
may be
be purchased only by
stock which may
eligible to
become borrowers.
association and individuals eligible
to become
Class B
B
borrowers. Class
stock only shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to voting
voting rights
but each
each holder
of such
rights but
holder of
such
stock shall be
be entitled to
to no
more than
vote. No
No class
B stock,
no more
than one
one vote.
class B
stock,
or any interest therein or right to receive dividends thereon, shall
transferred by
parties or operation
of law
law except
except to
another
be transferred
by act of
of parties
operation of
to another
farmer borrower or an individual eligible to become
and
become a
a borrower, and
then only
the approval
approval of
of the
the association.
then
only with
with the
the directors
directors of
of the
association. Each
Each
holder
holder of class B
B stock, within two years after he has ceased
ceased to be
aaborrower, shall exchange
exchange such class B
B stock at the fair book value
(not
to exceed
thereof, as
determined by
for
association, for
by the
the association,
as determined
par) thereof,
exceed par)
(not to
class A stock. All stock shall share in dividend distributions without preference, but the directors of the association may, in their
their
discretion, apply
apply the
any dividend
dividend payable
payable to
holder
discretion,
the amount
amount of
of any
to aa holder
of class B stock to any indebtedness
indebtedness of
of such holder
holder to
to the
the association.
association.
Class A stock shall be preferred
preferred as to assets of the association upon
liquidation. During such
such time
time as
as any
Production Credit
Credit Corporation
any Production
Corporation
is aa holder of any
any stock of any such
such association, the
appointment
the appointment
election of directors, the secretary-treasurer,
loan comcomor election
secretary-treasurer, and the loan
mittee of such association shall be subject to the approval of the
Corporation and during such
president of the Production Credit Corporation
secretary-treasurer, or
or other
officer may,
may, at
at
time any such director, secretary-treasurer,
other officer
the Production
Production Credit
Credit
any time, be removed by
by the president
president of
of the
Corporation,
Corporation.
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EARNINGS
CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS
OF PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION CREDIT
EARNINGS OF

SEC.
22. Each Production Credit Association shall, at the end of
S
EC. 22.

its fiscal year, apply the amount of its earnings in excess of operating expenses during such fiscal year, first, to making up any losses

Production
asProduction credit
credit associations.
Use of excess earnings
to defray losses, etc.

Useof excess earnings

To
restore capita
capital
Toi retore
and doubtful debts; second, to the impairment.
of its reserve
reserve for
for bad and
in
in excess of
restoration
the impairment,
impairment, if
any, of
third, Create reserve
restoration of
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
if any,
of capital;
capital; third,
reserve for
for
discharging bad
debts,
bad debts,
dicharging
account for bad and etc.
a reserve
to
the creation
creation and
maintenance of
of a
reserve account
and maintenance
to the
account shall be prescribed by etc.
doubtful debts, the amount of which account
the
Credit Corporation;
Corporation; and
and fourth,
to the
the Production
Production Credit
fourth, to
the creation
creation and
and Maintenance
Maintenance of a
a
g
maintenance
guaranty fund
to at
at least
least 25
of guaranty
maintenance of
of a
a guaranty
fund equal
equal to
25 per
per centum
centum of
arnty fund.
fund.to divi-iRemainder
limitations.
the
association. Any
Any sums
sums remaining
may, dends;
dends; limitations.
the association.
remaining may,
the paid-in
paid-in capital
capital of
of the
with the approval of the Production
Corporation, be devoted
devoted
Production Credit Corporation,
to
to the payment
payment of
of dividends
dividends but
but no
no rate
rate of
of dividend in excess of 77
per
centum per
annum shall
shall be
Sums in
guaranty fund
fund investments.
inlvestments.
be paid.
paid. Sums
in the
the guaranty
per centum
per annum
herein
provided for shall be invested subject to such rules and reguherein provided
lations
be prescribed
prescribed by
Corporation.
Production Credit
Credit Corporation.
lations as
as may
may be
by the
the Production
Loans
to farmers
farmers for
SEC. 23.
23. Each
Credit Association
shall, under
for
Loans to
under such
such general
Association shall,
Each Production
Production Credit
SEC.
agricultural
rules
and regulations
regulations as
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Production
Production Credit
purposes.
by the
Credit purpss
ricultural
rules and
may be
Corporation of the district with the approval
approval of the governor, invest
its
agricultural purloans to farmers
farmers for general
general agricultural
its funds and
and make
make loans
excluded.
poses,
but such
such part
part of
its funds
represented by
by the
the guaranty
guaranty Funds
Funds excluded.
of its
funds as
as is
is represented
poses, but
fund
section 22
22 shall
shall not be devoted to making loans.
fund provided
provided for in section
required.
to
conditions, Conditions
Conditions required.
to farmers.
farmers. Such
Such loans shall
shall be made on such terms and conditions,
at such rates of interest,
interest, and with such security
security as may be prescribed
prescribed
made for
No loan
loan shall be made
Credit Corporation.
Corporation. No
by the Production
Production Credit
borrower be indebted
indebted to
aa less amount
amount than $50,
$50, nor
nor shall any one borrower
the association
association at any one time in an amount in excess of 20 per
centum of the capital and guaranty fund of the association
association or, if the
collateral approved
approved by
Corporation, in
loan is secured
secured by
by collateral
by the Corporation,
in an
amount in excess
excess of 50 per centum of the capital and guaranty fund,
but loans may be made to any borrower in an amount in excess of 50
per centum
centum of the capital and guaranty fund if the loan is approved
approved
by
by the
the Production Credit
Credit Commissioner
Commissioner of the Farm Credit Admin- Borrowers to own
istration. Borrowers
class'B B stock;
ock; roati
istration.
Borrowers shall be required
required to own, at the time the loan class
ratio to
to
of loan.
is
class B
amount equal
in fair
fair book
is made,
made, class
loan.
B stock
stock in
in an
an amount
equal in
book value
value (not
(not amount
amountof
to exceed
exceed par),
par), as determined
$5 per $100 or
determined by the association,
association, to $5
loan
Such stock
stock shall
shall not be Exchange.
amount of
of the
the loan. Such
fraction
fraction thereof
thereof of the amount
Exchange, on
On loan
repayment.
canceled
canceled or retired
retired upon payment of the loan but may be transferred
transferred repayment.
provided in section 21.
or exchanged
exchanged as provided
Federal Intermediate
cedieraIntermuedate
S
EC. 24. Production Credit Associations
SEC.
Associations doing business under this Credit
Banks; author14' conferred to borrow
Act
authorized to
to borrow
from, and
and rediscount
rediscount paper
with, FedFed- itconfered
Act are
are authorized
borrow from,
paper with,
toborrow
from, and rediscount
paper with.
restrictions, limita- pape
eral
Credit Banks
Banks subject
subject to the restrictions,
eral Intermediate
Intermediate Credit
Vol. 42, p.
1454;
tions, and
and conditions
conditions applicable
applicable under
title II
of the
the Federal
II of
Federal Farm
Farm Vol.47,
;
tions,
under title
Vol. 47, p. 159. 15.
U.S.C.,
p. 315; Stipp.
supp.
us.c
p.
315;
with
the
8).
Loan
as
amended
12,
ch.
Except
title
(U.S.C.,
Act,
Loan
VI, p. 133.
approval
of the
Production Credit
Associations shall
not Restriction.
shall not
Credit Associations
the Governor,
Governor, Production
approval of
have
borrow from
from or
rediscount paper
with any
any other
other
or rediscount
paper with
to borrow
have the
the power
power to
bank or agency.

TITLE
FOR COOPERATIVES
COOPERATIVES
TITLE III—CENTRAL
III-CENTRAL BANK
BANK FOR

Central
Bank
Cooperatives.
Cooperatives.

for

'O

ESTABLISHMENT
OF BANK
ESTABLISHMENT OF
BANK
Establishment, in
SEcTiox 30.
30. The
authorized and
and directed
directed to
SECTION
The governor
governor is
is authorized
to organize
organize District
o Columbia,
Dstrblishcent
in
of

and charter
charter aa corporation
corporation to be known as the "Central
"Central Bank for
Cooperatives"
principal office
office in
of Columbia
Columbia
in the
the District of
Cooperatives " with
with its principal
and
such other
other offices
offices as
be
in the
the opinion of
of the
the governor may
may be
and such
as in
necessary.
necessary.

etc.

etc.
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BOARD
OF CENTRAL
BANK
BOARD OF
CENTRAL BANK

of dretors.
Board of
directors.
wat
in
rap
e
ati n.

SEc.
The board
board of
SEC. 31.
31. (a) The
of directors
directors of
of the
the Central
Central Bank
for
Bank for
Cooperatives
Cooperatives shall consist of seven
seven members,
members, one
one of
of whom
whom shall be
be
the
Cooperative Bank
Bank Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
Administrathe Cooperative
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit Administration,
the board
board of
The other
tion, who
who shall
shall be
be chairman
chairman of
of the
of directors.
directors. The
other
appointed by the governor,
governor, of
whom the
six directors shall be appointed
of whom
the .sucsuccesssors
appointed from
from nominees
cesssors of
of three
three first appointed
appointed shall be
be appointed
nominees
Terms of office.
selected by
provided in
subsection (b).
terms of
of
Terms of office
selected
by borrowers as provided
in subsection
(b). The
The terms
the directors
first appointed
shall be
be for
one, two,
two, and
and three
directors first
appointed shall
for one,
three years
years
designated by
governor at the
appointment and
as designated
by the governor
the time of
of appointment
and their
their
Vacancies.
vacancies.
successors shall hold their offices during a
a term of three years, but
but
vacancy shall
for the
aa director appointed to fill aa vacancy
shall hold
hold his
his office
office for
the
unexpired term of the director whose
whose place
place he
he is
selected to
to fill.
unexpired
is selected
fill.
Any appointed director
director may at any time be removed for cause
cause by
by
No compensation;
No
com
allpensatio n ; the
governor. No compensation
compensation shall be paid any director
director as
as aa
expenses
owed.
of the
but the
the corporation,
corporation, subject
the
allowed director
director of
the corporation
corporation but
subject to
to the
approval of the governor, may allow
reasonable per
per diem
approval
allow directors
directors a
a reasonable
diem
and.
and expenses.
Choosing
Choosing successors.
successors.
(b) The successors of three of the directors
shall
directors first appointed
appointed shall
be selected
selected one each year by the governor
governor from among individuals
individuals
nominated
nominated by borrowers
borrowers (except Banks for
for Cooperatives).
Cooperatives). The
governor shall, not less than sixty days prior
term
governor
prior to the
the end
end of the
the term
of any director whose
appointed from
from among
whose successor is
is to be appointed
among
nominees
nominees as herein provided, or as
as soon
soon as
as practicable
practicable after
after aa
vacancy occurs in the office of such director other
vacancy
other than
than by
by the
the expiraexpiraEaoh borrower
entitled to
vote.
tion
of the
vacancy to
be sent
sent to
to each
titlea
o one
one voe.
tion of his term,
term, cause notice
notice of
the vacancy
to be
each borborrower eligible to vote for nominees. Each such borrower
borrower shall be
eligible to cast one vote. The governor
governor shall not
ballot
not count
count any ballot
received after
after the expiration of thirty days after the sending of
of
notice. From those (not exceeding
exceeding three) receiving
the highest
highest
receiving the
number of votes, as shown by his count, the governor shall appoint
appoint
the director.
director.
Board

pointment, etc.

aP-

Chairmanand board.
Chairmanandboard.
Powers.

POWERS OF

CHAIRMAN AND
BOARD
POWERS OF CHAIRMAN
AND BOARD

SE.
the
SEQ. 32. The chairman of the board of the corporation shall be the

Poers.

executive officer of the corporation and the powers of the board of
directors shall be such powers as may be prescribed
prescribed in the charter
charter
and bylaws.

Central Bank.

entral

Capital stock.
stock.

CAPITAL STOCK
CAPITAL
STOCK OF CENTRAL BANK
BANK

ank

SEC. 33.
3. The capital
SEC.
capital stock of the
the central
central bank shall
shall be in
in such
such
amount as the governor determines is required for the purpose of
of
meeting the credit
credit needs of eligible borrowers from the bank under
this title, and the governor
governor may from time to time increase or decrease
such
amount, subject
subject to the limitations contained in sections 35 and
such amount,
87, in accordance
37,
accordance with such needs. The stock of such bank shall be
be
for, to

Athority
Authority of gov
governor
or to increase or
decrease.

increase

Limitation.
Limitation.

Post, p. 283.

Shares.
shares.

Subscriptions
foro
beSebsiptio
paid from
from revolving
revolving
be
paid
fund, Agricultural Martsnd,AgriclturalMairketing Act.
Act.
4,rp.1
Vol. 46,
p. 14; U.S.C.,
Supp. VI, p. 63.
Spp.

VoI.

divided into shares
divided
shares of $100 each.
each. Out of the revolving fund created
under
6 of
of the
the Agricultural
the
under section
section 6
Agricultural Marketing
Marketing Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, the
; .s.o., governor, on behalf of the
the United States,
States, shall
shall subscribe
for and
and
subscribe for

vi,3.

make payments for stock in the Central Bank and such payments
shall be subject to call in whole or in part by the chairman of the
board of the Central Bank with the approval
approval of the governor.
LENDING
LENDING POWER
POWER OF
OF CENTRAL
CENTRAL BANK
BANK

Lending power.
Loans to cooper ative

Loatnis gowet
associations.
assocatons.
Vol. 46, p. 14.

•

.SEC 34. The Central Bank is authorized to make
make loans
lo ans to
to coopercoo p
er associations as
as defined
defined in
in the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Marketing
Marketing Act,
Act, as
ative associations,
as
amended,
amended, including amendments
amendments made in Title V of this Act, for
for
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any of the purposes and subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
limitations
set forth in such Act, as so amended,
amended, and to make loans,
loans, by
by way
way of
discount or otherwise and subject to such terms and conditions as
may be prescribed by the chairman
chairman of
of the
the board
board of the
the Central
Central Bank,
to Banks for Cooperatives
Cooperatives established under section 22 of this Act.

Post,
Post, p.
p. 26.5.
265.

Ante, p. 267.
257.

STOCK
BORROWERS FROM
CENTRAL BANK
STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS
SUBSCRIPTIONS OF
OF BORROWERS
FROM CENTRAL
BANK

SEC.
35. (a)
Cooperative associations
S
EC. 35.
(a) Cooperative
from the
the Central
associations borrowing
borrowing from
Central
Bank shall be required
required to own, at the
the time
time the
the loan
loan is
is made,
made, an
amount of
stock of the bank
amount
of stock
bank equal
equal in
in fair
value (not
(not to
fair book
book value
to exceed
exceed
par), as
$100 per
or fraction
par),
as determined
determined by
by the
the bank,
bank, to
to $100
per $2,000
$2,000 or
fraction
thereof of
of the
the loan.
loan. Upon
Upon discharge
discharge of
the
thereof
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
the loan
loan the
canceled
stock held by the borrowing association
association shall be retired and canceled
and the association shall be paid
paid therefor,
therefor, or
or in case the stock
stock subsubcredited
scription is
is included
included in the amount of
of the
the loan
loan there shall
shall be
be credited
on
paid
on the
the final
final payment
payment of the
the loan, an amount
amount equal to
to the amount
amount paid
for the stock or loaned
loaned to subscribe for the stock,
as the
the case
may be,
be,
stock, as
case may
impairment, if
guaranty fund
minus the
the pro rata impairment,
if any, of
of capital and guaranty
fund
of the Central Bank, as determined
chairman of the board
determined by the chairman
board
of the Central Bank.
association applying for
In any case in which a
a cooperative
cooperative association
(b) In
(b)
loan is
is not
authorized, under
of the
aa loan
not authorized,
under the
the law
law of
the State
State in
in which
which it
it is
is
organized,
subscribe for
in the
bank shall,
shall,
organized, to
to subscribe
for stock
stock in
the Central
Central Bank,
Bank, the
the bank
in lieu of stock subscription,
subscription, require the borrowing association
association to pay
pay
into aa guaranty fund, or
or the bank may
may retain
retain out
out of the amount of
of
the loan
loan and
and credit
to the
the
credit to
to the
the guaranty
guaranty fund,
fund, an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
the
amount which the borrowing association
required
association would
would have
have been required
association had
been authorized
authorized to
hold such
to own
own in
in stock
stock if
if such
such association
had been
to hold
such
stock. Upon
discharge of
of its
loan, the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the last
last sensenstock.
Upon discharge
its loan,
tence of subsection (a) shall apply with respect to sums of such association in the guaranty fund in the same manner as if such sums were
represented by stock.
represented
stock.
EARNINGS
RESERVES OF
OF CENTRAL
CENTRAL BANK
BANK
EARNINGS AND
AND RESERVES

Ownership of
strequir
stock required.

bank

bank

Proportion to loan.
Proportion to loan
Stock to be canceled
tonp^ymtobe
on payment
ofcaneed
loan.

Requirement waived
doed
wReequate
where State law
law does
not authorize such subnot
authorizesuch subscription.

crption.
Payment to banks'
dinlsi
guaranty fund
in lieu.

guaranyntyto

Cancellation
on distl
S
charge.

chargei.

Earnings
Earnings
serves.

d

and
nod

re-

SEC.
The Central Bank for
for Cooperatives
Cooperatives shall,
shall, at the
the end
end of
of ineUorvrUnl,'p'
SEC. 36. The
i covering"losses, et^l
etc.
ngurPlus t.

bta

its fiscal year, apply the amount of its earnings
earnings in excess of operating expenses during such
losses
such fiscal year,
year, first,
first, to
to making up any
any losses
incurred; second, to
impairment,
to the
the restoration
restoration of the
the amount of
of the impairment,
if any, of capital and guaranty
chairman
guaranty fund
fund as determined
determined by the
the chairman

of
the
board;
and shall
at
least
25
per centum
centum
of the
the remainder
remainder
of
und n re
of
excess
the of
board;
earnings
and
at least
be 25
applied
per
to the creation
of
and maintenance
of such
such.tSuatan
Guars nty fund

excess of earnings shall be applied to the creation and maintenance
of a
a surplus equal to at
at least
least 25 per
per centum of the amount of
of the
the

a

.

Div
capital
and guaranty
fund. Any
Any sums
sums remaining
remaining may,
with the
restricretri
guaranty fund.
may, with
the t
tionideds;
capital and
i
on .idends;
approval of the chairman
chairman of the board, be devoted to the payment
payment
of dividends. Subscribers to the guaranty fund shall be entitled
entitled to
dividends
dividends in
in the
the same
same amounts
amounts as
as subscribers
subscribers to
to stock.
stock. No
No rate of
of goCredit . of, held by
dividend
in excess
7 per
centum per
annum shall
shall be
paid. DiviDivi- govr
dividend in
excess of
of 7
per centum
per annum
be paid.
o hed by
dends on stock held by the governor, when paid, shall be credited
credited to
the revolving fund created under section 6
6 of the Agricultural
Agricultural
Marketing
amended.
Marketing Act, as amended.

DEBENTUKES
OF CENTRAL
DEBENTURES OF
CENTRAL BANK
BANK.

Debentures.
Debentures.

Isse, etc.; amount
SEc. 37. The
authorized to
but limited.
e
t
' amount
SEC.
The Central Bank
Bank is
is authorized
to issue
issue debentures,
debentures, but
outstanding may
exceed
the amount of
of debentures
debentures which
which may be outstanding
may not
not exceed
at any one time five times the paid-in capital
capital and surplus of
of the
SeTerms,
9 7 i interest.' bank. Such debentures
debentures shall be issued at such times and subject
subject to
to curity,
etc.
such terms and conditions as the board of directors shall determine
but shall bear such interest rates as may be fixed by the chairman
chairman of
of
4 1s
e e interest
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debentures shall
shall be
be secured
by collateral
collateral which
which
the board. Such
Such debentures
secured by
shall
least equal
amount of
of debentures
outstandshall be at
at least
equal in
in value
value to
to the
the amount
debentures outstanding
which shall
shall consist
consist of
of the
United
ing and
and which
of cash,
cash, direct
direct obligations
obligations of
the United
Artie, p.
Ante,
p. 262.
262.
States, or notes or other obligations
obligations discounted
discounted or purchased
purchased or repProvisions
Provisions governing
governing resenting
resenting loans made
made under
under section 34. The provisions of law
issue.
applicable to
to the
issue of
of Federal
intermediate
applicable
the preparation
preparation and
and issue
Federal intermediate

Isue
Custodian of
Custodian
collatof collateral to be appointed.

eral

bank debentures
as applicable,
govern the
the preparacredit bank
debentures shall,
shall, so
so far
far as
applicable, govern
preparation and issue of debentures
debentures issued under
under this section. The governor
governor

shall appoint
a custodian
custodian of such
appoint a
such collateral
collateral who
have power
power
who shall
shall have
subject
regulations as
the governor
may prescribe
subject to
to such
such rules
rules and regulations
as the
governor may
prescribe
to approve and accept
substitutions of collateral.
accept substitutions
collateral.

Loans by central and
and
regional
regional banks
banks for
for cooperatives.
operatives.
Division of
of lending
lending
Division
authority to
to be
be defined.
authority
defined.

Banks for
tives.

coopers-

Coopera-

Stock.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF
OF LENDING
LENDING AUTHORITY
AUT.aORITY OF
AND REGIONAL
REGIONAL BANKS
BANKS FOR
OF CENTRAL
CENTRAL AND
FOR

COOPERATIVES
COOPERTIVES

SEC.
SEC. 38. The governor
governor shall, by regulation
regulation or by prescribing
prescribing the
terms of the charters
charters issued
issued to the Central
Central Bank for Cooperatives
Cooperatives
or both,
provide such
such limitations,
as
and the Banks for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, or
both, provide
limitations, as
between the two types of banks, on the classes
classes of borrowers
which
borrowers to which
loans may be made and the amount
amount of the loans which may be made
absence of duplicato individual borrowers,
borrowers, as will best
best insure the absence
tion of effort by the two types of banks and will secure
secure the greatest
greatest
efficiency in extending the benefits
Title IV
IV to
to
benefits of this title and Title
borrowers.
borrowers.
COOPERATIVES
TITLE IV-BANKS
W—BANKS FOR COOPERATIVES
STOCK
STO(...K. OF
OF BANKS
BANKS

SEcTIoN
estabSECTION 40. The capital
capital stock of each Bank for Cooperatives
Cooperatives established under section 2
shall be
in such
as the
the governor
governor deterdeter2 shall
be in
such amount
amount as
mines is required for the purpose of meeting the credit
needs
of
credit
needs
of
ec
Increase
or decrease
pcrease or
d rease eligible borrowers
borrowers from the bank under this title, and such amount
amount
permitted.
increased or decreased from time to time by the governor
may be increased
governor in
Sh
Shares.
ares.
accordance
accordance with such needs. Such stock shall be divided into shares
Subscriptions for,
for, to
Subscriptions
to of $100 each. Out of
of the
the revolving
revolving fund
fund created
created under
under section 66of
be paid from revolving
Amount of.
Amount

und, Agricltural the Agricultural
Agricultural Marketing
Marketing Act, as amended,
amended, the
the governor,
governor, on
on behalf
behalf
tg.
of the
United States,
States, shall
shall make
the United
make payments
payments for
for stock
stock in
in the
the banks
banks
S.C., snpp. I, . and such payments
or in
payments shall be subject to call in whole or
in part
part by
by the
the
*
board of directors
directors of the bank with the approval of the governor.

fund, Agricultural
Marketing Act.
vol.
46 p.A14.
Vol. 46,
Supp. VI, P•
63.

LENDING
POWER OF
BANKS FOR
FOR COOrPATIvES
LENDING POWER
or BANKS
COOPERATIVES
power.
Lending power.
Loans to cooperative
eooperativ
associations.
Vol.
48,
p.
Vol. 46, 14.
Post, p. 265.
Post,
25.

SEo.
Cooperatives are authorized
S
EC. 41. The Banks for Cooperatives
authorized to make loans
loans
to cooperative
cooperative associations
associations for any of the purposes
purposes and
and subject
subject to
to
the conditions and limitations
limitations set forth in the Agricultural
Agricultural Marketing Act, as amended,
including amendments
amendments made by Title V
amended, including
V of
this Act, and subject
subject to such terms and conditions
conditions as may be prescribed by the board of the bank with the approval of the governor.
STOCK
AND EARNINGS
AND RESERVES
TOOK SU1BScEIRTION
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND
EARNINGS AND
RESERVES

Ownership
of stock
Ownership
of
stock
required,
in proportion
proportion
to loan,
loan.
Aide, p.
p. 263.
Ante,

SEo..
S
EC. 42.. The provisions of sections 35 and 36
36 shall
in the
the
shall apply
apply in
case of Banks for Cooperatives
Cooperatives in
in the
the same
to the
the same
same manner
manner and
and to
same
provisions are applicable
extent as such provisions
applicable to the Central Bank for
for
Cooperatives,
conferred on the chairman
Cooperatives, except that powers conferred
chairman of the
board of the Central Bank shall be exercised
exercised by the boards of
of
directors of the Banks for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, subject to the approval of
of
the governor.
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RETIREMENT
OF STOCK
STOCK
RETIREMENT OF
SEC. 43.
43. The
The governor
at any
time require
require any
any such
to
bank to
such bank
any time
may at
governor may
SEC.
retire
stock held
governor in such bank, if, in the
by the governor
held by
cancel stock
and cancel
retire and
judgment of
the governor,
governor, the
bank has
has resources
resources available
available therefor,
therefor,
the bank
of the
judgment
and
received by
by the
governor in any such case shall be
the governor
amounts received
and amounts
credited
the revolving
fund created
created under
of the
section 66 of
under section
revolving fund
to the
credited to
Agricultural Marketing
as amended.
amended.
Marketing Act, as
Agricultural
TITLE
MARKETTO AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL MARKETV-AMENDMENTS TO
TITLE V—AMENDMENTS
ING ACT
ACT

Retirement of stock.
of stock.
Retirement

Agricultural Marketing Act amendments.

AgriculturalMarket-

ing Act amendments.

repealed.
S
ECTION 50.
The following
following provisions
of the
Mar- Provisions
Provisions repealed.
Agricultural Marthe Agricultural
provisions of
(a) The
50. (a)
SECTION
keting
Act,
as
amended,
are
hereby
repealed:
repealed:
keting Act, as amended, are
Commodi(1) Section
to Advisory
Committees) ; tiesAdvisory
Advisory
Commodi(1)
Section 33 (relating
(relating to
Advisory Commodity
Commodity Committees);
Committees.
Vol.
48,
p.
p.
12.
Vol.
46,
Farm
the
of
powers
(2) Paragraph
of section
(relating to
to powers
5 (relating
section 5
(4) of
Paragraph (4)
(2)
Overproduction studiverroductonstudies.
overproduction);;
investigate overproduction)
Board to investigate
46, p. 13.
(3) Paragraph
section 55 (relating
to miscellaneous
miscellaneous investi(3)
Paragraph (5)
(5) of
of section
(relating to
investi- Vol.
VMiscellaeous invesinvesMiscellaneous
tigations.
tigations.
gations
by
the
Farm
Board)
;
Board);
gations by the Farm
Clearing house loans.
(4) Paragraph
subsection (a)
Colarip
(relating to Vol.
section 77 (relating
of section
(a) of
of subsection
(3) of
Paragraph (3)
(4)
46, p. 14. loans.
loans
to
assist
in
forming
clearing
house
associations)
;
associations);
loans to assist in forming clearing house
Cooperative marketmarket7 (relating
(a) of section 7
of subsection
(5)
subsection (a)
(relating to ingCaoopeatie
(4) of
Paragraph (4)
(5) Paragraph
advantages.
Vol.
46, p.
p. 14.
14.
Vol. 46,
marketing);;
cooperative marketing)
education in
in the advantages of cooperative
education
Facilitating price ad(6)
Paragraph (5)
of subsection
section 7
7 (relating
to vance,
price adFvailitating
(relating to
of section
(a) of
subsection (a)
(5) of
(6) Paragraph
etc.
market
loans
greater share of the market
a greater
advance a
to advance
cooperatives to
enable cooperatives
to enable
loans to
price of
than is
is practicable
practicable under
other credit facilities)
facilities); ; Assistance in forming
under other
commodities than
of commodities
price
informinag
Assistance
(7)
(authorizing the Farm Board to
to assist in forming clearing
10 (authorizing
(7) Section
Section 10
house
associations.
clearing
house associations)
and
tions.
associations);;and
clearing house
Vol. 46, p. 16.
insurance.
Price 46nsurance.
(8) Section
11 (authorizing
Farm Board
Board to enter into price
price Price
the Farm
(authorizing the
Section 11
(8)
Vol. 46, p. 17.
insurance
insurance agreements).
agreements).
Vo.
46,
P.17.
Outstanding loans for
adfaciliating price
(b)
construed to pro- facilitating
7 (a) (5) shall not be construed
section 7
repeal of section
(b) The
The repeal
price advances,
he
may he
etc., may
vances, etc.,
hibit
the extension,
renewal, or refinancing
refinancing of any loan made there- extended,
extension, renewal,
hibit the
etc.
14.
p.14.
enactment of this Act, but Vol. 46, p.
of the enactment
date of
under and
the date
on the
outstanding on
and outstanding
under
loans
to extend,
extend, renew,
interest
any such loan shall bear interest
refinance any
renew, or refinance
loans to
Agricultural Marketrates
(a) of the Agricultural
as determined
determined under section 88 (a)
rates as
ing Act as amended by section 54 of this Act.
14, amendeiVol. 40, p. 14.
(a) of section 77of the Agri- ed.
subsection (a)
SEC.
Sc. 51. Paragraph (1) of subsection
Marketing Act,
follows:
amended to read as follows:
amended, is amended
Act, as amended,
cultural Marketing
Financing operations
ddednoinglPeratlons
commodities and added.
"(1)
effective merchandising
of agricultural
agricultural commodities
merchandising of
the effective
"(1) the
food
products thereof
financing of its operations;"
operations;"
the financing
and the
thereof and
food products
Physical
marketing
Physical marketing
7 of the Agri- facilities.
S
EC. 52.
Paragraph (2)
(2) of subsection
section 7
(a) of section
subsection (a)
52. Paragraph
SEC.
as
follows:
to
read
cultural
Marketing
Act,
as
amended,
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
is
amended
amended,
Act,
as
cultural Marketing
Provisions for refi"(2)
acquisition by
for refilease, or nancing
Provisions
by purchase
purchase or lease,
or acquisition
"(2) the
the construction
construction or
cost, added.
refinancing the
acquisition, of physical
g
dded.
construction or acquisition,
the cost of such construction
refinancing
marketing
facilities for
or
preparing, handling, storing, processing, or
for preparing,
marketing facilities
merchandising agricultural commodities
commodities or their
their food
food products;
products;'
merchandising
on loans
on loans
Limitations
Marketing forLimitations
SEC. 53. Subsection
(c) of section 7
7of the Agricultural
Agricultural Marketing
Subsection (c)
SEC.
physical facilities.
read as follows:
follows:
amended, is amended to read
Act, as amended,
"(c) Loans
construction or acquisition by purchase or
or
Loans for
for the construction
"(c)
lease
physical facilities, or for refinancing
refinancing the cost of such conof physical
lease of
struction or
be subject
to the
following conditions:
eeed 60 persubject to
the following
conditions: Not to exceed
struction
or acquistion,
acquistion,'1 shall
shall be
60 percent of
of value.
of 60 cent
amount in
in excess
"(1) No
No such
such loan
in an amount
excess of
be made
made in
loan shall
shall be
"(1)
value.
per
of the
value of
of the
facilities.
Reasonable
price o
the facilities.
centum of
the value
per centum
Reasonable price or
"(2) No
No loan
loan for
for the
purchase or
of such
facilities shall
shall be rent.
the purchase
or lease
lease of
such facilities
"(2)
made
Administration finds
Governor of the Farm Credit Administration
made unless the Governor
that
the purchase
paid is reasonable."
reasonable."
to be
be paid
rent to
price or rent
purchase price
that the
1

So in
original.
In original.
So
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16, 1933.
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Agricultural Marketing
Subsection (a)
(a) of section
section 88of the Agricultural
SEC.
S
EC. 54. Subsection
Marketing

Act
amended to read as follows:
Act is
is amended.
follows:

"(a)
shall bear
bear such
such rates
rates
association shall
cooperative association
Loans to
to any
any cooperative
"(a) Loans
of
the Governor
Governor of
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit Administration
Administration shall
shall
of the
as the
of interest
interest as
by
regulation prescribe,
in no
no case
case shall
shall the
the rate
less than
than
rate be
be less
but in
prescribe, but
by regulation
3
per centum
centum per
per annum
than 6
per annum on
6 per
per centum
centum per
or more
more than
annum or
3 per
the
unpaid principal.
In fixing
fi3ring such
governor
the governor
interest, the
rates of interest,
such rates
principal. In
the unpaid
shall fix
rates as
he deems
deems the
the needs
of the
the lending
lending agencies
agencies
needs of
as he
shall
fix such
such rates
require and
and in
in the
case of
of loans
made for
the purposes
purposes of
section
of section
for the
loans made
the case
require
7
rate shall,
as nearly
nearly as
as practicable,
conform to aa rate
practicable, conform
shall, as
(1) the
the rate
7 (a)
(a) (1)
1
centum per
annum in
excess of
the Federal
Federal Intermediate
Credit
Intermediate Credit
of the
in excess
per annum
1 per
per centum
Bank
discount rate
at the
time the
and in the case of
is made, and
the loan
loan is
the time
rate at
Bank discount
loans
for the
of section
section 7
(a) (2)
(2) the rate
interest
rate of interest
7 (a)
purposes of
the purposes
loans made
made for
shall,
nearly as
as practicable,
conform to _the
rate on
on
prevailing rate
the prevailing
practicable, conform
as nearly
shall, as
mortgage loans
made to
to members
national farm-loan
associations
farm-loan associations
of national
members of
loans made
mortgage
loan is made."
at the time the loan
Vol.
46, p.
amendp. 18,
1, amendVol. 46,
SEc.
Sac. 55. Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of section
section 15 of the Agricultural
Agricultural MarketMarketed.
ing
amended to read as follows:
follows:
amended, is amended
ing Act,
Act, as amended,
ed.
"Cooperative
in this Act
(a) As
As used
used in
Act the term 'cooperative
cooperative association'
association' means
means
"(a)
"cooperative association," defined,
in which
act together
together in collectively
collectively processprocessfarmers act
which farmers
association in
any association
iation,' defined,
ing, preparing
preparing for
handling and/or
and/or marketing
the farm
farm
marketing the
market, handling
for market,
ing,
products
any association
association in
engaged and also means any
of persons
persons so engaged
products of
which farmers
act together
in collectively
testing,
purchasing, testing,
together in
collectively purchasing,
farmers act
which
Proviso.
grading,
and/or
processing
their
farm
supplies: Provided,
Provided, hozwever,
h,owever,
Proaiso.
grading,
and/or
processing
their
farm
supplies:
Operation for mutua
the
for the
the mutual
such associations
That such
Oberatetnt'rtl
associations are
are operated
operated for
mutual beneft
benefit of
of the
the
be.nefit,
of
benefit,
etc.
members
conform to
or purchasers
purchasers and conform
producers or
as such producers
members thereof as
one
following requirements:
requirements:
one or both of the following
allowed more than
member of the association is allowed
""First. That no member
one
membership capital
capital he
one vote because
because of the amount of stock or membership
may own therein;
therein; and
That the association
association does not pay dividends
dividends on stock
stock
Second. That
""Second.
or membership
membership capital
8 per centum per annum.
excess of 8
capital in excess
any case to the following:
following:
"And in any
association shall not deal in the products
products of or
""Third. That the association
such
non-members to an amount greater in value than such
for non-members
supplies for
handled by it
it for members."
members."
as are
are handled

Loans and
and advances.
Loans
advances.
Interest rates modirate
ed.t
fied.

rovisions common
common TITLE
TITLE VI-PROVISIONS
VI—PROVISIONS COMMON
COMMON TO
TO CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS

Provisions

to corporatios
created
eerPeratiou9 created

under Act,
At.
Genova
General
powere.
poers.

corporate
colverate

CREATED UNDER
ACT
CREATE
UNDER
D
ACT
GFai'IRAtL
CO)PORATE POWERS
OFINFJIAL CORPORA'rE
POWERS

S
ECTION 60.
60. The Central Bank for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, and the ProducStcrIox
tion
Associations, and
and
Production Credit Associations,
tion Credit Corporations, the Production
Cooperatives, organized
organized under this Act, shall have
the Banks for Cooperatives,
succession, until dissolved in accordance
Act
succession,
accordance with this or any other Act
sued in any court, to
of Congress; shall have power to sue and be sued
adopt and use a
corporate seal, to make
make contracts, to acquire, hold,
a corporate
and dispose of real
necessary and incident to
to
real and personal property
property necessary
business, to prescribe
prescribe fees and charges (which
(which in
the conduct
their of their business,
any case shall be subject to the rules and regulations
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
the governor) for
or loans and other services; and
and shall have such other
powers necessary
necessary and incident
incident to carrying
carrying out their powers and
other Act
Congress as may be provided
provided
duties under this or
or any other
Act of Congress
in their charters
by the governor
governor in
charters or in any amendments
amendments thereto.
thereto.
Each such bank, association, or corporation
corporation shall,
purposes
shall, for
for the purposes
of jurisdiction, be deemed a
acitizen
citizen of the State or District within
Jurisdictionof
courts,
4:
n
11Adj
- .ctionofeatuts , which its principal
principal office is located. No district
United
district court of the United
denied.
States shall have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of any action or suit by or against any
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Production
Association
Production Credit Corporation
Corporation or Production Credit Association
upon the ground
ground that it was incorporated
incorporated under this Act or that
that
the United States owns a
a majority of the stock in it,
any
it, nor shall any
district court of the United States within the land bank district served
served
association or corporation
by such association
corporation have jurisdiction by removal or
otherwise of any suit by or against any such association or corby or against
against the United States
poration except in cases by
or by
by or
States or
or Receivers
Receivers
not inagainst any officer of the United States and except in cases by or cluded.
Pe't,
Post, p.
p. 2.
269.
against any receiver of any such corporation or association
association appointed
appointed
in accordance
accordance with section 65.
EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS

SEC.
S
EC. 61. At least once each year and at such other times as the
governor deems necessary,
necessary, the Central Bank for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, and
each Production Credit Corporation, Production Credit Association,
Association,
organized under this Act, shall be
and Bank for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, organized
examined by examiners designated
designated by the governor. The governor
governor
shall assess the cost
cost of
of such
such examinations
examinations against
against the
the bank,
bank, associaassociacorporation examined,
tion, or corporation
examined, which shall pay such costs to the
governor. The amounts so assessed and unpaid
unpaid shall be a
a prior lien
on all assets of the bank, association, or corporation
corporation examined
examined except
except
on assets pledged
pledged to secure loans.

Annual, etc.,
Annual,
etc., examexaminations
provided for.
for.
inations provided

Assessment of costs.
Assessment

FISCAL AGENTS
FISCAL
AGENTS OF
OF UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES

SEC.
Cooperatives, the Production Credit
SEC. 62. The Central Bank for Cooperatives,
Credit
Corporations, Production Credit
Corporations,
Credit Associations,
Associations, and Banks for Cooperatives, organized
organized under this Act, when designated
designated for
eratives,
for that purpose
purpose
Secretary of the Treasury,
fiscal agents of
of the
the
by the Secretary
Treasury, shall act
act as fiscal
United States Government
Government and when acting as such
such shall perform
perform
Secretary of the Treasury.
such duties as shall be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
SE°. 63.
63. The Central Bank for
and the
the Production
Production
SEC.
for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, and
Credit Corporations, Production
Production Credit Associations, and Banks for
Cooperatives,
under this
this Act,
Act, and
shall
Cooperatives, organized
organized under
and their
their obligations,
obligations, shall
be deemed to
instrumentalities of the
as such,
to be
be instrumentalities
the United
United States,
States, and
and as
such,
any
debentures, bonds,
bonds, and
such obligations
obligations
any and all
all notes, debentures,
and other
other such
exempt
issued by
by such banks,
banks, associations,
associations, or corporations
corporations shall be
be exempt
principal and interest
(except surtaxes,
both as to principal
interest from
from all taxation (except
surtaxes,
estate, inheritance, and
taxes) now
hereafter imposed
estate,
and gift taxes)
now or hereafter
imposed by the
United States
States or
or by
any State,
State, Territorial,
Territorial, or
local taxing
authority.
United
by any
or local
taxing authority.
Such banks, associations,
corporations, their property, their
their
associations, and corporations,
franchises capital,
capital, reserves,
reserves, surplus
their
franchises,
surplus, and other funds, and their
income, shall
be exempt
exempt from
taxation now
now or
hereafter imposed
income,
shall be
from all
all taxation
or hereafter
imposed
by the
States or
or by
by any
any State
Territorial, or
local taxing
taxing
by
the United
United States
State, Territorial,
or local
authority; except
except that
authority;
that any
any real properly
property and
and any
any tangible
tangible personal
property of
associations, and
and corporations
be
property
of such
such banks,
banks, associations,
corporations shall
shall be
subject to
to Federal,
State, Territorial,
Territorial, and
the same
same
subject
Federal, State,
and local
local taxation
taxation to
to the
extent as
as other
taxed. The
The exemption
exemption provided
extent
other similar
similar property
property is
is taxed.
provided
herein shall
shall not
apply with
respect to
any Production
herein
not apply
with respect
to any
Production Credit
Credit AssoAssociation
or its
its property
or income
stock held
it by
ciation or
property or
income after
after the
the stock
held in
in it
by the
the
Production Credit
respect to
Production
Credit Corporation
Corporation has been retired,
retired, or
or with respect
the Central
Central Bank
Bank for
for Cooperatives,
any Production
Production Credit
Credit Corthe
Cooperatives, or
or any
Corporation or
Bank for
Cooperatives, or
its property
or income
poration
or Bank
for Cooperatives,
or its
property or
income after
after
been retired.
retired.
the stock
stock held in it
it by
by the
the United States has been
UNLAWFUL ACTS
UNLAWFUL
ACTS AND
AND PENALTIES
PENALTIES
S
EC. 64.
makes any
material representation
representation knowblow(a) Whoever
Whoever makes
any material
SEC.
64. (a)
ing it
be false,
false, or
or whoever
whoever willfully
or
any property or
overvalues any
willfully overvalues
it to
to be
ing
security, for
purpose of
influencing in
in any
action of
of the
the
the purpose
of influencing
any way
way the
the action
security,
for the

Corporations
Corporations
fiscal agents.
fiscal
Post, n.. 347.
Post,
347.

made

To be exempt from
etc., payments.
payments.
tax, etc.,

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Credit
Production
Association
Association not exexempt.

Unlawful
penalties.
penalties

acts and

Falserepresentations
eFa-5tations.
etc.
Post, p.
p. 347.
Pot,
t
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Farm
Credit Administration
Administration or
or any
any division,
or employee
employee
Farm Credit
division, officer,
officer, or
thereof,
or of
of any
or in
which
under this
this Act,
Act, or
in which
any corporation
corporation organized
organized under
thereof, or
holds
aa Production
Production Credit
Credit Corporation
Corporation organized
organized under
under this
this Act
Act holds
Regional
Regional credit
credit corcor- stock,
stock, or
any regional
agricultural credit
corporationn established
established
porations.
or of
of any
regional agricultural
credit corporatio
Vol.
47, p.
P. 713.
pursuant
to subsection
subsection (e)
(e) of
of section
section 201
201 of
of the
the Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief
pursuant to
713.
Vol4,
and Construction
Construction Act
1932, upon
advance, disdisand
Act of
of 1932,
upon any
any application,
application, advance,
count,
purchase
or
repurchase
agreement,
or
loan,
or
any
change
count, purchase or repurchase agreement, or loan, or any change
or extension
extension of
of any
of the
same, by
by renewal,
renewal, deferment
deferment of
of action
action
any of
the same,
or
or otherwise,
otherwise, or
or the
the acceptance
or substitution
of security
security
release, or
substitution of
acceptance, release,
or
therefor, shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
fine of
not more
than $5,000,
or by
by
of not
more than
$5,000, or
by a
a fine
therefor,
etc. imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than two years, or both.
Counterfeiting, etc.
(b) Whoever
Whoever (1)
forges, or
or counterfeits
counterfeits any
any note,
note,
falsely makes,
makes, forges,
(1) falsely
(b)
debenture, bond,
bond, or
other obligation
coupon, or
paper in
of
obligation, coupon,
or paper
in imitation
imitation of
debenture,
or other
or purporting
purporting to
be aa note,
note, debenture,
debenture, bond,
bond, or
or other
other obligation,
obligation,
to be
or
coupon,
paper issued
by the
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit Administration
Administration or
or
issued by
coupon, or
or paper
by
any
corporation
referred
to
in
subsection
(a)
of
this
section;
or
by any corporation referred to in subsection (a) of this section; or
(2) passes,
passes, utters,
or publishes,
or attempts
attempts to
to pass,
pass, utter,
utter, or
or publish,
publish,
publishes, or
utters, or
(2)
any false,
forged, or
counterfeited note,
note, debenture,
debenture, bond,
bond, or
or other
other
false, forged,
or counterfeited
any
obligation ' coupon,
coupon or
paper, purporting
purporting to
to have
have been
issued by
by
been issued
or paper,
obligation,
the
Farm Credit
Credit A'
Administration
by any
any such
knowor by
such corporation,
corporation, knowAdministration or
the Farm
ing
the same
same to
or counterfeited;
or (3)
(3) falsely
falsely
counterfeited; or
to be
be false,
false, forged,
forged, or
ing the
alters
any note,
note, debenture,
debenture, bond,
bond, or
other obligation,
or
or other
obligation, coupon,
coupon, or
alters any
paper
or purporting
have been
been issued
issued by
the Farm Credit
Credit
by the
to have
purporting to
paper issued
issued or
Administration or by any such corporation; or (4)
(4) passes, utters,
Administration
or publishes, or attempts to pass, utter, or publish, any of the same
it to be falsely altered or spurious, shall be punished
as true, knowing it
imprisonment for
by a
a fine of
of not more than $10,000, or
or by
by imprisonment
for not more
than five
five years, or
or both.
Embezzlement,
(C)
employee, officer,
officer, or
or agent
agent of
of the
the Farm
Farm
Embezzlement, etc.
(c) Whoever, being
being an employee,
Credit Administration
Administration or connected in any
any capacity
capacity with any corcorporation referred to in
in subsection
subsection (a) of
of this
this section, (1)
(1) embezzles,
embezzles,
abstracts, purloins, or willfully
willfully misapplies any
any moneys,
funds,
moneys, funds,
securities, or other things of value, whether belonging to the Farm
Farm
Credit Administration or such corporation
corporation or pledged or otherwise
otherwise
intent to
to defraud
defraud the
United
intrusted to the
the same;
same; or
or (2) with intent
the United
States, or any such corporation, or any other body politic or corporate, or any individual, or to
to deceive any officer, auditor,
auditor, or
or examiner of the Farm Credit Administration
Administration or of any such corporation
corporation,
makes
any false
entry in
in any
any book,
book, report,
report, or
st
at
emen tof
ofor
or t
makes any
false entry
or statement
too th
thee
Farm Credit Administration
Administration or any such corporation, or draws any
order, or issues, puts forth, or assigns any note, debenture, bond, or
or
other
decree thereof;
thereof;
other obligation, or
or draft, mortgage, jagment,
judgment, or
or decree
or (3) with
with, intent to defraud
defraud the United States or any corporation
corporation
referred to in subsection (a)
(a) of this section, participates
participates or shares
in or receives directly or indirectly
indirectly any money, profit, property,
property, or
or
benefits through any transaction, loan, commission,
commission, contract, or any
other act of any such corporation, shall be punished by a
a fine of not
$10,000, or
imprisonment for
more than $10,000,
or by
by imprisonment
for not more
more than
than five
five years,
years,
or both.
Freud.
(d)
Fraud.
(d) Whoever
Whoever knowingly,
knowingly, with intent to defraud
defraud the United
United
States or any corporation
corporation referred to in subsection (a)
(a) of this secremove 'dispose of, or convert, to
tion, shall conceal, remove,
to his
his own use
use or
or
to that of another, any property mortgaged
mortgaged or pledged to, or held
by, the Farm Credit Administration,
Administration or any such corporation, as
security for any obligation, shall
sh
all be punished by a
a
5fine of not more
security
imprisonmentfor
for not
no tmore than two years, or both.
than $5,000,
$5,000, or by imprisonment
Criminal Cade m ade
(e) The
provisions of
of s
ecti ons 112 , 113 , 114 11twoy6
aand
arns ,dor11137otohf
The proisions
applicable.
ppcalodemaae
(e)
sections
112, 113, 114, 115, 116,e,
117 of.
l,
Vo 35,
the Ciminal
Criminal Code
Code of
ofthe
the United
States (U.S.C.,
18, secs.
to
2, pp.
.the
United States
(U.S.C., title
title1 18,
secs. 202
202 to
vol.
ppl.1108-11.00.
'irros%.
U.s.c., . ,47.
207, inclusive),
far as
as applicable,
are extended
apply to con207,
inclusive), in
in so
so far
applicable, are
extended to apply
con-
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its
tracts
or agreements
Administration, its
Farm Credit Administration,
by the Farm
made by
agreements made
tracts or
referred
corporations referred
divisions, officers,
employees, and by the corporations
officers, and employees,
divisions,
to in
subsection (a)
(a) of this section, which, for the purposes hereof,
in subsection
to
purchase and
shall be
discounts, and purchase
advances, loans, discounts,
include advances,
to include
held to
be held
shall
repurchase agreements;
agreements; extensions
thereof; and acceptextensions and renewals thereof;
repurchase
ances, releases,
substitutions of security therefor.
and substitutions
releases, and
ances,
the
(f)
with another
another to
accomplish any of the
to accomplish
conspires with
Whoever conspires
(f) Whoever
shall,
acts
made
unlawful
by
the
preceding
provisions
of
section
this
provisions
preceding
the
by
acts made unlawful
on
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
imprisonment,
subject to the same fine or imprisonment,
be subject
on conviction
or both,
as is
conviction for doing such
of conviction
case of
the case
in the
applicable in
is applicable
both, as
or
unlawful act.
LIQUIDATION
LIQUIDATION
S
EC. 65.
Upon default
of any
Production Credit
any Production
of any
obligation of
any obligation
default of
65. Upon
SEC.
Corporation, Production
Association, or regional
regional Bank for
Credit Association,
Production Credit
Corporation,
Cooperatives, such
association, or corporation
corporation may be declared
bank, association,
such bank,
Cooperatives
insolvent
and
placed
in
the
hands
a
receiver
by the governor and
receiver
a
of
hands
the
in
placed
and
insolvent
proceedings shall
thereupon be had in accordance
accordance with the provisions
shall thereupon
proceedings
of
relating to
to the
insolvency of
farm-loan associations.
national farm-loan
of national
the insolvency
law relating
of law
Any such
bank, association,
or corporation
corporation may,
with the consent of
may, with
association, or
such bank,
Any
the
governor, liquidate
voluntarily, but
only in
in accordance
such
accordance with such
but only
liquidate voluntarily,
the governor,
rules
regulations as
as the
the governor
may prescribe.
governor may
and regulations
rules and
SEC. 66.
66. No
No director,
director, officer,
officer, or
Central Bank for
the Central
of the
employee of
or employee
SEC.
Cooperatives,
or
of
any
Production
Credit
Corporation,
Production
Production
Corporation,
Credit
Production
any
of
or
Cooperatives,
Credit
for Cooperatives
Cooperatives shall
be paid compencompenshall be
Bank for
or Bank
Association, or
Credit Association,
sation
in excess
of $10,000
annum. No officer or emper annum.
$10,000 per
excess of
rate in
a rate
at a
sation at
carrying out
ployee
of the
Farm Credit
Administration engaged
engaged in carrying
Credit Administration
the Farm
ployee of
the
provisions of
of titles
to VI,
this Act
Act shall be
of this
inclusive, of
VI, inclusive,
titles II to
the provisions
paid
compensation at
at aarate
rate in
$10,000 per annum.
excess of $10,000
in excess
paid compensation
TITLE
VII—AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL
FEDERAL FARM
TITLE VII-AMENDMENTS
LOAN ACT

Conspiracy.

Liquidation of proLiquidation
duction credit associaduction
etc.
tions, etc.

Pay
Pay limitations.

Federal Farm Loan
Federal

Act Amendments.

Federal land
t banks,
dirFeerl lan banks,
paragraph of directors.
S
ECTION 70.
70. Effective
fourteenth paragraph
1, 1934, the fourteenth
January 1,
Effective January
SECTION
m
Restriction
on en
emon
Restriction
title
section
4
of
the
Federal
Farm
Loan
Act,
as
amended
(U.S.C.,
title
(U.S.C.,
section 4 of the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended
ployment.
,. 363,.
Vol.
39,,
pVoY'l"
12, sec.
sec. 683),
683), is
amended by
after the first sentence the fol- amended.
adding after
by adding
is amended
12,
lowing:
"Not more
more than
one director
director of
bank may
may aen"'ed".
land bank
a Federal
Federal land
of a
than one
lowing: "Not
or
officer
an
as
serve
the
bank
or
the
Farm
Credit
Administration
as
or Compensat ion reAdministration
Credit
Farm
the
serve the bank or
strictimo"s.'
employee.
the approval
approval of
Loan Commis- strictions.
Farm Loan
the Farm
of the
with the
Except with
employee. Except
or
officer
an
sioner,
no
director
(other
than
the
director
who
may
be
officer
the
sioner, no director (other than
employee) shall
receive compensation
allowances for any services
or allowances
compensation or
shall receive
employee)
rendered
Federal land
land bank
bank in
capacity as
director for more
as director
his capacity
in his
any Federal
rendered any
than
thirty days
one calendar
exclusive of the period for
calendar year exclusive
any one
in any
days in
than thirty
which
compensation is
is paid
paid for
meetings."
attendance at directors' meetings."
for attendance
which compensation
Sw.
70a.
(a)
Effective
one
year
after
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, Board of directors.
after the
year
one
Effective
SEC. 70a. (a)
section 4
4of
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Act, as
amended, is amended as
as amended,
Loan Act,
of the
section
follows:
follows:
301.
(1)
paragraph of
of such section (U.S.C., title 12, sec. r.s.c., p.p.301.
ninth paragraph
The ninth
(1) The
follows:
678)
is
amended
to
as
follows:
read
678) is amended
Composition.
land bank shall be Composition.
"The board
directors of
Federal land
every Federal
of every
of directors
board of
"The
selected
as
hereinafter
specified
of
seven
members.
consist
shall
and
selected as hereinafter specified
Membership.
as local directors
Three of
directors shall
shall be
known as
directors of whom Membership.
be known
said directors
of said
Three
farm-loan
one
shall
be
chosen
by
and
be
representative
national
farm-loan
national
of
one shall be chosen by and be representative
agencies, one shall be chosen by
associations and borrowers
borrowers through agencies,
associations
organized
and be
representative of Production
Production Credit Associations organized
be representative
and
under the
the Farm
Farm Credit
Credit Act of 1933, and one shall be chosen by and
under
be representative
of borrowers
borrowers from
Cooperatives
regional Banks for Cooperatives
from regional
representative of
be
directors.
District dec"to
organized
Farm Credit
Credit Act of
of 1933. Three of the seven District
the Farm
under the
organized under
directors
directors and shall be appointed
appointed
shall be known as district directors
directors shall
Administration of whom two
by the Governor
Governor of the Farm Credit Administration
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Nominations.
Vol.
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42, p.
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p. 301.1.
Division of districts.
Notice of.

Local
directors.
Vol.
Local39,
directors.
P. 363; Vol.
VoL
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p. 363; Vol.
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CH.
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shall represent the public interest and
represent national
national
and one shall
shall represent
farm-loan associations
associations and borrowers through agencies
and such
such
agencies and
a borrower from a
director shall be a
bank. The
The terms
terms of
a Federal land bank.
of
office of local and district directors shall be
be three
three years."
years."
(2)
The tenth
paragraph of
title 12,
12, sec.
sec.
(2) The
tenth paragraph
of such
such section
section (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
679) is amended
to read as
679)
amended to
as follows:
follows:
"At least
least two
two months
before an
election of
"At
months before
an election
of aa local
local director
director the
the
Land Bank Commissioner shall cause notice in writing
sent
writing to
to be
be sent
to those entitled to nominate candidates
candidates for
for such
In
such local
local director.
director. In
the case of an election of aadirector to represent national
national farm-loan
farm-loan
associations and borrowers through
associations
notice shall
through agencies,
agencies, such
such notice
shall be
be
sent to all national farm-loan
farm-loan associations
and borrowers
borrowers through
through
associations and
agencies in the district; in the case of an
represent
an election
election to
to represent
Production Credit Associations, such notice shall be sent
sent to
all
to all
Production Credit Associations in
in the
case of
of a
a
in the
the district; and
and in
the case
director to represent borrowers fro
m Banks
Ban ks for
f
or Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, such
from
such
notice shall be sent to all cooperatives
cooperatives which
borrowers at
at the
which are
are borrowers
the
time of sending notice. Within ten days
of receipt
receipt of
such notice
days of
of such
notice
those entitled to nominate the director shall forward
nominations
forward nominations
of residents of the district to the Land Bank
Commissioner. The
The
Bank Commissioner.
Land Bank Commissioner shall, from such nominations, then
then preprepare aalist of candidates
candidates for such local director consisting
of the
the ten
ten
consisting of
nominees receiving the highest number of
votes."
of votes."
(3) The eleventh paragraph
offsuch
(U.S.C.,
title
(3)
paragraph o
suc h section
sec ti on (U
.
S.C., t
i
tl
e 12,
12, sec.
read as
680) is amended to read
follows:
as follows:
"At least one month before the election
election of
of a
a local
local director
director the
the
Land Bank Commissioner
Commissioner shall
organization
shall mail
mail to
to each
each _person
person or
or organization
entitled to elect the local director the
list of
of the
the ten
ten candidates
nomthe list
candidates nominated in
with the
the tenth
tenth paragraph
paragraph of
section. In
In
in accordance
accordance with
of this
this section.
the case of an election of a
a director to
national farm-loan
farm-loan
to represent
represent national
associations and
and borrowers
associations
borrowers through agencies, the directors of each
each
farm-loan association shall cast the vote of such
for one
one
such association
association for
of the candidates
candidates on the list. In voting under this section each
such
each such
association shall be entitled to cast aanumber
number of votes equal
equal to
to the
the
number of stockholders of such association and
and each
borrower
each borrower
through agencies shall be entitled to
vote. In
voting under
to cast one
one vote.
In voting
under
this section
this
section each Production
Production Credit Association
Association shall be entitled to
cast a
a number of votes equal to the number of
class B
B stockholdstockholdof the
the class
ers of such associations. In voting under this
each coopercooperthis section
section each
ative which is aaholder of stock in a
a Bank for Cooperatives
Cooperatives (except
(except
the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration)
Administration) shall be
entitled
be entitled
to cast
east one vote. The votes shall be forwarded
forwarded to the Land
Land Bank
Bank
Commissioner
Commissioner and
and no
no vote shall be counted
counted unless forwarded to
him within ten days after the list of candidates
candidates is received. In case
of aa tie the Land Bank Commissioner
Commissioner shall determine the choice.
The nominations from which the list of candidates
candidates is prepared, and
and
the
of the
the respe
cti ve vo t
ers, as counted, shall be tabulated and
the votes
votes of
respective
voters,
as counted, shall be tabulated and

preserved and
and shall be
be subject to examination by
by any candidate
candidate for
at least one year aft
after
results
election is announced.
announced.""
er the
the resu
l
ts of
of the
the election
Disrector
lrge;
(4) The sixth and seventh sentences
Director atat large;
sentences of
of the
of
the twelfth
twelfth paragraph
paragraph of
onPointment,
removal, such
such section
section (U.S.C., title 12, sec. 681) are amended to read
appointment, removai,
as
etc.
title
681)
are
etc.
follows: "The (U.S.C.,
Governor
of 12,
the sec.
Farm
Credit Administration shall
follows: "The Governor of the Farm Credit Administration shall
select aa director
director at
large for the
select
at large
the district who shall
shall hold his office
during a
a term
during
term of
of three
three years. Such seventh director ma be removed
by the Governor of the Farm Credit
Credit Administrationl'a
Administrationmay
at any time."7
Provisions restricted by the Governor of the Farm
rosos resSubsection
reppl
sny (b) Subsection (a)
sha
i
any tinie.
(a)) shall
tth
tosons
rof
ofrSbsection
t
appl
only
to
the
appointment
to
successors
present
a
pply
o
e
appointment
or elec.
elecincumbents.
tion of the successors
Division of.
successors of
ofdi
rectors of
land banks
banks whose
regular terms
terms
directors
of land
whose regular
District directors.

expire
after the effective date
of such
such subsection.
The successors
expire after the effective
date of
subsection. The
successors of
of
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elected
the
local director
director whose regular term so expires shall be elected
the first local
by
the
Associations and the
Production Credit Associations
and be representative
representative of Production
by and
regular term so expires
of the second local director whose regular
successors of
shall
elected by and be representative
borrowers from Banks
representative of borrowers
shall be elected
Cooperatives. The successors
successors of the third local director whose
for Cooperatives.
regular term so
elected by and be representative
representative of
be elected
so expires
expires shall be
regular
national
farm-loan associations and borrowers
borrowers through agencies.
national farm-loan
Vol.
39,
p.
373;
373;
p.
39,
vo.
"Sixth"
S
EC. 71. Paragraph
Paragraph "
Sixth" of section 14 of the Federal
Federal Farm Vol.
SEC.
47, p. 1549.
U.S.C.,
Ws.
u.s.c.,P.p. 34E.
Loan
Act, as
is amended
amended to read as follows:
amended, is
as amended,
Loan Act,
Bank restrictions.
"Sixth. To
To accept
Accepting as security
to any bor- Acceptngassecurity
security for any loan to
as additional
additional security
accept as
"Sixth.
personal property
prompertyn
rower under this Act, or any installment
installment on any such loan, any p'erxam
rower
exempt from execution
under State
laws.
State laws.
upon judgment
personal property
property which
which is
from execution
judgment under
execution upon
exempt from
is exempt
personal
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the land
respect to which
which
land with respect
in which
which the
State in
the State
under
the mortgage
mortgage is
is situated."
situated."
is given
given is
the
Vol.
39,
p.
369;
S
EC. 72.
72. Notwithstanding
paragraph U.S.C.,
3s
69;
U.vS.., p.
of the
the fourth paragraph
the provisions of
Notwithstanding the
SEC.
p. 305.
Responsibility
of section
section 99of the Federal Farm
(U.S.C., title share
Re holders.
siblity off
Loan Act,
Act, as amended (U.S.C.,
Farm Loan
of
12,
sec. 744), the shareholders
shareholders of national farm-loan associations
12, sec.
shall not
not be
be held
or
debt, or
any contract, debt,
for any
responsible for
individually responsible
held individually
shall
engagement of
of such
association entered
entered into
into after
the
of the
date of
after the date
such association
engagement
enactment of
section shall not be construed to
this section
this Act, but this
of this
enactment
relieve
relieve any other liability with respect to stock held by such shareholders.
VoL 39, p. 370; U.S.C.,
S
EC. 73.
73. Paragraph
Paragraph "
Second "of
Federal Farm p.VoL39,
p.370;
U.S..,
12 of the Federal
section 12
of section
"Second"
SEC.
305.
Land banks,
banks, charges
charges
Loan Act,
Act, as
as amended
(U.S.C., title 12,
PLand
is amended by for
771), is
12, sec.
sec. 771),
amended (U.S.C.,
Loan
making loans.
inserting
after
"exceeding"
where
it
appears
the
second
time
a
loans
a
for
makng
time
second
the
appears
it
where
inserting after "exceeding"
the
comma
following: "except
"except with the approval
approval of the
and the following:
comma and
Governor
of the
Administration,"
Credit Administration,".
Farm Credit
the Farm
Governor of
39, p. 371; U.S.C.,
SEc. 74.
74. The
Sixth ""of
of section
of p.VoL
371; .s.c.,
Vol
12 of
section 12
" Sixth
of paragraph
paragraph "
sentence of
first sentence
The first
SEC.
305. 3.
the
Federal
Farm
Loan
Act,
as
amended
(U.S.C.,
title
12,
sec.
771),
the Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended (U.S.C., title 12, sec. 771), P
is
follows:
is amended
amended to read as follows:
Classes to whom
"
No such
such loan
loan shall
to any
any person
person who
who is
is not
not at
at the
the time,
classes
time, loans
shall be
be made
made to
" No
loans
may
made
be whom
made
may tobe
extended.
extended.
any
other
or
shortly
to
become,
engaged
in
farming
operations
or
to
any
other
or
to
operations
farming
in
engaged
or shortly to become,
person
unless the
principal part
part of
of his
income is
is derived
from farmfarmderived from
his income
the principal
person unless
.,
ing operations."
operations."
ing
Vol. 39,
p. 373; ('S.C.,
a 3 "'v
p.vo
S
EC- 75.
75. (a)
Paragraph "
Fourth" of
of the
the Federal
Federal p.
307.
14 of
section 14
of section
"Fourth"
(a) Paragraph
SEC.
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
as amended
amended
791), is amended
12, sec.
sec. 791),
(U.S.C., title 12,
amended (U.S.C.,
Act, as
Farm
by
inserting after
after "
bonds "the
following: "(including
consolidated
"(including consolidated
the following:
"bonds"
by inserting
bonds
behalf) ".
" InThe word "inon its
its behalf)
bonds issued on
dorsed",
deleted
In
(b)
Section 21
21 of
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Act, as
amended, is
deleted in
dorsed", provisions
is certain
as amended,
Loan Act,
of the
(b) Section
of
amended by
out of
of the
and tenth
tenth paragraphs
paragraphs thereof
rovions of
acrt.
thereof act.
fourth and
the fourth
striking out
by striking
amended
Vol. 42, p. 1476;
p. 1476;
uV.c.42, P.
wherever U.S.C.,
"indorsed'
(U.S.C.,
title 12,
874 and
and 880)
880) the
indorsed " wherever
word "
the word
secs. 874
12, secs.
(U.S.C., title
310,
amended.
the
same
appears
in
said
paragraphs.
amended.
paragraphs.
in
said
the same appears
Intermediate Credit
S
EC. 76.
201(b) of
of the
the Federal
Act, as
as Banks.
Banste'"a
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Federal Farm
Section 201(b)
(a) Section
SEC.
76. (a)
Vol. 42,
p.
1454;
14:
42, p.
vol
1022), is amended to read as follows:
amended
title 12, sec. 1022),
follows: U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
amended (U.S.C.,
p.
316,
amended.
"
(b) Such
be established
in the
as amended.
3
same cities as
the same
established in
shall be
institutions shall
Such institutions
" (b)
Directors.
the
The directors
of the
Fed- Directors.
several Fedthe several
directors of
Banks. The
Land Banks.
Federal Land
twelve Federal
the twelve
eral
directors of
Federal
of the several Federal
officio directors
ex officio
shall be ex
Banks shall
Land Banks
eral Land
Intermediate
Banks hereby
provided for
and shall
have
shall have
for and
hereby provided
Credit Banks
Intermediate Credit
power,
subject to
to the
the approval
Governor of
of the
the Farm Credit
Credit Compensation proof the
the Governor
approval of
power, subject
pro
Administration, to
to employ
employ and
and fix
compensation of
of such
such officers
officers visions.
ComPStio
fix the
the compensation
Administration,
and employees
such Federal
Intermediate Credit
Credit Banks
Banks as
as may
may
Federal Intermediate
of such
employees of
and
be necessary
carry on
on the
the business
by this title."
authorized by
business authorized
to carry
necessary to
be
Discounts and loans.
(b) Paragraph
(1) of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
202 of
the Fedp.
1455;
D cOut42, andlo.an
Fed- Vol.
of the
section 202
of section
Paragraph (1)
(b)
U.S.C.,
p.
316,
316
p.
eral
Act, as
title 12,
sec. 1031),
1031), is
.s.c.
is amended.
12, sec.
(U.S.C., title
amended (U.S.C.,
as amended
Loan Act,
Farm Loan
eral Farm
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
amended
as follows:
amn
Credit unions inCeluded
any national
"(1)
discount for,
for, or
purchase from,
from, any
national bank, cluded
or purchase
as eligible bor
bon.
To discount
"(1) To
rowers.
and/or
any State
company, agricultural
credit corpocorpo-roe
agricultural credit
trust company,
bank, trust
State bank,
and/or any
ration,
incorporated livestock
livestock loan
loan company,
institution,
savings institution,
company, savings
ration, incorporated
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Classesoofcoopertivde cooperative
cooperative bank,
bank, credit
credit union,
union, cooperative
cooperative association
association of
of agriculagriculvol. 43,
producers,' organized
tural producers
organized under
the laws
or of the
the
under the
laws of any State or

Classes of cooperative
associations modified.
Vol.
43,
p.
p. 1264;
1264;
Vol. 46, P. 816.

Vol. 46, p. 816.

Direct loans authorauthorized.
Discount, etc., paper
paper
of Production Credit
Associ
n
redit
Association.

Dict'loans
Discount

Security.

ecurity,

Vol.

42,

p.

1456;

vI. p.
42. 316.p. 1455;

Government of the United States, and/or any other Federal InterGovernment
mediate Credit Bank,
Bank, with
with its
its endorsement,
any note,
note, draft,
bill of
of
mediate
endorsement, any
draft, bill
exchange, debenture,
debenture, or
such obligation
obligation the
the proceeds
proceeds of
which
or other such
of which
have
used in
in the
the first
first instance
for any
any agricultural
agricultural
have been
been advanced
advanced or used
instance for
purpose
for the
the raising,
raising, breeding,
breeding, fattening,
fattening, or
or marketing
of
purpose or
or for
marketing of
livestock;
loans or
or advances
advances direct
direct to
to any
organany such
such organand to
to make
make loans
livestock; and
ization, secured
secured by such obligations; and to discount for, or purchase
from, any
Production Credit
Credit Association
organized under
under the
the Farml
Farm
from,
any Production
Association organized
production credit
credit association
association in
in which
which a
a
Credit Act of 1933
1933 or any
any production
Production Credit
Corporation organized
such Act
Credit Corporation
organized under
under such
Act holds
holds
endorsement, any
any note,
draft, bill
bill of
of exchange,
stock, with
with its
its endorsement,
note, draft,
exchange, debendebenture or
such obligation
obligation presented
by such
and to
to
ture,
or other such
presented by
such association,
association, and
make loans and advances
association secured
secured by
advances direct to
to any
any such association
such collateral
Governor of
of the
the Farm
Farm
collateral as may be approved
approved by the Governor
Credit Administration;
Administration; ""
Credit
(c)
Paragraph (3)
(3) of
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 202
202 of
of the
the Fed(c) Paragraph
of subsection
Fed-

eral Farm Loan Act, as amended
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 1031),
is
amended (U.S.C.,
1031), is
follows:
amended to read as
as
follows:
Direct loans to assoasso"(3)
(3) To
loans or
or advances
advances direct
direct to
to any
cooperative assoassociations of agricultural
To make loans
any cooperative
ciations
agricultural
or
livestock producers.
producers. ciation organized
or livestock
State and
and composed
of perperunder the laws
laws of
of any State
composed of
sons engaged
engaged in producing, or producing
producing and marketing,
staple
marketing, staple
agricultural products,
or livestock,
livestock, if
the notes
other such
such obligaobligaSecurity.
agricultural
products, or
if the
notes or
or other
tions representing
secured by
by warehouse
receipts,
representing such loans
loans are
are secured
warehouse receipts,
shipping documents
products, and/or
and/or mortmortther approved cland/or
documents covering
covering such
such products,
Other
col- and/or shipping
lateral added.
gages on livestock, and/or such
such other
other collateral
collateral as
as may
may be
ap Droved
be
approved
Precise.
omit.
by the Governor
Governor of the Farm Credit Administration:
Administration: Provided,
Providea, That
Value limit.
no such loan or advance, when secured only by warehouse
warehouse receipts
receipts
and/or shipping documents,
documents, and/or mortgages
mortgages on
on livestock,
shall
livestock, shall
exceed 75 per centum
centum of the market
market value of
products covered
covered by
by
of the products
Other
documents, or
or of
of the
the livelivepaper aca said warehouse receipts and/or shipping documents,
Other
paper
cepted.
eepted.
stock covered by
by said
to accept
drafts or
or bills
of
said mortgages;
mortgages; and
and to
accept drafts
bills of
exchange issued or drawn by any such association when secured
secured
by warehouse receipts and/or shipping
shipping documents
documents covering
staple
covering staple
agricultural products
products as
herein provided."
provided."
herein
as
agricultural
Agricultural Credits
Act,
1923.
Ase92lturl
Credit
Sc.
Sc. 77. After the date of the enactment
enactment of this Act, no
no national
national
New credit corporacorporation shall be
under the provisions
a
ultural credit corporation
be formed under
Nwcredi
r agricultural
tions under,
tions
undsr, forbidden.
rbIddn
Vol, 42, p. 1461; of the title II of the Agricultural Credits Act of 1923.
l. p.
42, 320.p.
141; Othe title 11 of the Agricultural Credits Act of 1923.
Federal
Farm Loan
Sec. 78.
78. Section
Section 31
31 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Act, as
as amended
amended
aedri'Fa
Loan
SEC.
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act, amended.
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
12, sec.
986), is
adding at
the end
Avoa
. (U.S.C.,
n
sec. 986),
is amended
amended by
by adding
at the
end thereof
thereof
Vol. 39. p. 882;
p.p.314,
amended,
follows:
paragraph, as follows:
aa new paragraph,
amended.
S14
False statements by
mortg.ageein sale
to any
atagnny
"Any mortgagee who shall knowingly
knowingly make any false statement
statement
Federal land bank.
ba a in any
paper, proposal, or letter,
any paper,
letter, relating to the sale of any mortgage,
mortgage,
to
Federal land
land bank
bath under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
section 13
13 of
of this
this
to any
any Federal
of section
Act,
amended,
any
appraiser
for
in
Act
shall
Act,
as
amended,
or
any
appraiser
provided
for
in
this
Act
who
shall
Punishment for.
Punshor
willfully overvalue
overvalue any land securing
securing such mortgage,
mortgage, shall be
by aafine of not
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 or by imprisonment not
punished by
one year,
year, or
Powers
land exceeding
exceeding one
or both."
both."
Powers
of
hanks.
hanks.
SE.
79
Section
13
of the Federal
SEC. 79.
Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended
amended
Vol. 47, pp. /4 1548;
vol. 47,
amended by
addi ng at the end
end thereof
thereof
(US.C., title 12,
p. pp.
807, 14,1548; (U.S.C.,
12, sec.
see. 781),
781), is amended
by adding
the following
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
the
Provision for equally
sharing aa defaulted
defaulted
to agreements
"Fourteenth.
Fourteenth. To enter into
agreements with national
national fai-loan
farm-loan
mortgage.
mortgage
associations
of the
the district
district unde
rre
associations of
under the
the terms
terms of
of which
which losses
losses iincurred
ze d on
on account
account of
of the
the disposition
dispos iti on of
of lands
lands covered
covered
and gains
gains reali
retaized
by a
a defaulted
defaulted mortgage
mortgage indorsed by such association
association will be
equally by the bank
shared equally
banlr and the association,
association."
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TITLE
VIII—MISCELLANEOUS
TITLE VIII-MISCELLANEOUS

the enactment
date of the
(a) After
SEcrioN
After the date
enactment of this Act, the
SECTION 80. (a)
of the
the
office
shall be
as the
the office
office of
known as
be known
Commissioner shall
Loan Commissioner
of Farm
Farm Loan
office of
Farm Loan Commissioner shall
Land
Bank Commissioner
and the Farm
Commissioner and
Land Bank
of the
be
Land Bank
Bank Commissioner.
Commissioner. The
The provisions
the
provisions of
the Land
known as
as the
be known
Act, as
Loan Act,
third
paragraph of
section 33 of
of the
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
the Federal
of section
third paragraph
office of
amended
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
prescribing a
of office
term of
a term
653), prescribing
12, sec.
sec. 653),
amended (U.S.C.,
eight years
shall not
to incumbents
appointed to the
hereafter appointed
apply to
incumbents hereafter
not apply
eight
years shall
Commissioner.
office of Land Bank Commissioner.
(b)
shall be
Administration three
three comCredit Administration
be in
in the
the Farm
Farm Credit
(b) There
There shall
missioners
who shall
shall be
respectively, as
as the
the Production
Production
be known,
known, respectively,
missioners who
Commissioner, the Cooperative
Commissioner, and the
Cooperative Bank Commissioner,
Credit Commissioner,
be
Intermediate Credit
Credit Commissioner.
Such commissioners
commissioners shall be
Commissioner. Such
Intermediate
advice and consent of
appointed by the President, by and with the advice
the
receive an
annual salary
salary of
of $10,000,
$10,000, payable
payable
an annual
shall receive
They shall
the Senate.
Senate. They
monthly,
together with
necessary traveling
traveling expenses. Such
actual necessary
with actual
monthly, together
commissioners shall
perform such
assigned to them
be assigned
as may
may be
such duties as
shall perform
commissioners
by law
or by
by the
governor of the
Farm Credit Administration.
the Farm
the governor
by
law or
S
EC. 81.
81. The
The signature
signature of
of the
the Land
Commissioner on
Bank Commissioner
Land Bank
SEC.
Federal
farm-loan bonds
bonds shall
be attested
attested by
any Deputy
Deputy Land
Land Bank
Bank
by any
shall be
Federal farm-loan
Commissioner.
Commissioner.
S
EC. 82.
82. The
The authority
authority and
powers conferred
conferred upon
upon the governor
and powers
SEC.
under this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
for
in substitution
substitution for
to be
be in
be construed
construed to
not be
under
upon him
him under
authority and
and powers
powers conferred
conferred upon
under existing
existing law but
authority
shall be
be construed
to be
be supplementary
to such authority
and powers.
authority and
supplementary to
construed to
shall
Site. 83.
construed to repeal
repeal subsection (e)
(e)
SEc.
83. This Act shall not be construed
Emergency Relief and Construction Act of
section 201 of the Emergency
of section
1932.
authorized,
Site. 84.
Finance Corporation
Corporation is authorized,
Reconstruction Finance
The Reconstruction
84. The
SEC.
with
the approval
of the
of the Farm
AdministraFarm Credit AdministraGovernor of
the Governor
approval of
with the
tion,
reduce the
the capital
of any
Agricultural Credit
Credit CorRegional Agricultural
any Regional
capital of
tion, to
to reduce
poration
by such
as may
for the
the purpose.
purpose. The
The
may be
be suitable
suitable for
action as
such action
poration by
funds
constitute aarevolvrevolvreduction shall constitute
available by any such reduction
funds made available
ing fund,
of which
available for
for use
use from
shall be
be available
which shall
any part
part of
all or
or any
ing
fund, all
time
to time
time by the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation for the purFinance Corporation
time to
Flarm
pose of increasing, with the approval
approval of the Governor
Governor of the Farm
Credit Administration,
Agricultural
Regional Agricultural
of any Regional
the capital
capital of
Administration, the
Credit
Credit Corporation.
S
EC. 85.
The Farm
Farm Credit
shall have aa seal, as
Administration shall
Credit Administration
85. The
SEC.
adopted
by the
the governor,
which shall
shall be judicially
judicially noticed.
noticed.
governor, which
adopted by
S
EC. 86.
86. Subdivision
of section
section 10
10 of
"An
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
the Act
(a) of
Subdivision (a)
SEC.
Act
relieve the
the existing
existing national
by increasing
increasing
emergency by
economic emergency
national economic
Act to
to relieve
agricultural
purchasing power,
to raise
revenue for
for extraordinary
extraordinary
agricultural purchasing
power, to
raise revenue
emergency
expenses
incurred by reason of such emergency,
emergency, to provide
provide emergency
expenses incurred
relief with
respect to
agricultural indebtedness,
provide for the
indebtedness, to provide
to agricultural
with respect
relief
orderly liquidation
liquidation of
land banks, and for other purjoint-stock land
of joint-stock
orderly
poses," approved
amended by inserting before the
approved May 12, 1933, is amended
poses,
period
at the
the end
end of
of the
following:
and the following:
sentence aa colon and
the first
first sentence
period at
"And
That the
the State
Administrator appointed
to
appointed to
State Administrator
further, That
"And provided
provided further,
administer
this Act
in each
shall be
President.
by the President.
be appointed
appointed by
State shall
each State
Act in
administer this
by and
and with
with the
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate."
Senate."
the advice
by
SEC. 87.
any provision
provision of
the application
application thereof
thereof
or the
this Act,
Act, or
of this
If any
SEC.
87. If
to any
any person
or circumstances,
is held
held invalid,
invalid, the
the remainder
remainder of
circumstances, is
person or
to
the Act,
and the
of such
provisions to
to other
persons or
or
other persons
such provisions
application of
the application
the
Act, and
circumstances,
affected thereby.
thereby.
not be
be affected
shall not
circumstances, shall
SEC. 88.
88. The
The right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend,
SEc.
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1933, 1: 10 p.m.
16, 1933,
June 16,
Approved, June
86637*--34----18
8637'-34---18
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Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Farm Loan
Loan ComComFarm
heremissioner known hereafter as Land Bank
Bank
after
Commissioner.
Commissioner.
C
n ooff office.
Term
Tem"
Vol. o3e
39, ffl p.
360;
U.S.C.,
p.
299,
29,
P.
u.s.c,.
amended.

aend

Commissioners

in-

in

cretsdtne
creased to three.
Vol.
39,
p.
p.
39,
Vol.
amended.

360,
30,

Appointment,
arppntment
ary, etc.

salsal-

amended

Duties.
Duties

Attesting CommisCommisAttesting
sioner's
signature.

ner

gtue

Governor's
authorauthority, etc.
Powers herein
herein gratgranted to be additional to
existing law.

ito'erno
Powers

existing law.

Regional Agricultural
cRrorltal
Credit Corporations.
Vol. 47,
p. 713.
713.
47, p.
Vol.

Capital may he rereCapital
duced.

may he

Difference to form a
to form
revolving fund;
use,a
etc.

Direrence

etc.

isrtirednitA 'lin-

Farm Credit
istration; seal.

A11111111 -

Emergency Agricultural
Relief
Act
amended.
Ante, p. 37.
Post, p. 1263.

Emer efief^Ariulamended.
Ap, p. 3.

Administrator
nita
tial
tatpsde
. State
Presidential
ap-

pointee.
pointee.

Separability

spbility
sions.

Amendment.
A
"

provi-

pro-
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CHS. 99,
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1933.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
99,100.
JUNE 16,
16,1933.
[CHAPTER 99.]
99.]
[CHAPTER

June 16,
16, 1933.
1933
June
6239.]
[H.R. 5239,]
[Public, No. 76.]
IPublic,

ANMACT
ACT
AN

To extend
To
extend the
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
extend the
the period
period of
time
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
"An Act
Act to
to extend
of time
during which
which final proof
proof may
may be
be offered
homestead entrymen",
offered by
by homestead
entrymen", approved
approved
May 13,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
May
13, 1932,
1932, to
to desert-land
desert-land entrymen,
entrymen, and
and for

Be
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
Act
assembled, That the Act
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
United

Homestead entries,
entries,
]omestead
public
lands.
Extension of time for
for
offering final proof,
uetigednal proof
authorized.
Vol.
47,
p.
153,
p.
Vol. 47,
amended.

entitled "An Act to extend the
the period of
of time
time during
final
during which
which final
proof may
offered by
", approved
approved May
May 13,
13,
proof
may be
be offered
by homestead
homestead entrymen
entrymen ",

Extension

follows:
amended to read as follows:
153, 1932, is amended
""That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
the Secretary
extend for
for not
not exceeding
the
period during
during which
which annual
annual
extend
exceeding two
two years
years
the
period
Pending
entry necesendingentryneeesor final proof may be offered
offered by any person who has a
a pending
pending
sary.
homestead or desert-land
desert-land entry
entry upon
public lands of
the United
United
homestead
upon public
of the
States on which at the date of
of this
any date
date on
on or
or prior
prior to
to
this Act
Act or
or on
on any
residence, December 31, 1934, under
Proof of residence,
existing
law,
annual
final
under
existing
or
final
proof
is
ate.
Provisos.
required, showing
residence, cultivation,
expenditures,
Provrsos.
required,
showing residence,
cultivation, improvements,
improvements, expenditures,
Adverse conditions
purchase money
money as
as the
the case
case may
be: Provided,
That
may be:
Provided, That
or payment
payment of
of purchase
toAdseo
to
be shown. conditions or
any such entryman
entryman shall be
be required
hardship
required to show
show that
that it is aahardship
upon himself to meet the requirements
requirements incidental
final
incidental to annual or final
proof upon
upon the
the date
date required
required by
by existing
law due
due to
to adverse
adverse weather
weather
proof
existing
law
Limitation on
0 appli- or economic conditions: And provided further, That this Act shall
catiton oof Ac
li or economic conditions: And provided further, That this Act shall
cation
Act.
apply
to cases
cases where
adequate relief
is not
not available
available under
under
apply only
only to
where adequate
relief is
existing law.
existing
law.
Rules to
to be
" SEc. 2. The
be pre,
presBues
"
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized to make
make such
such
scribed.
rules and regulations
regulations as are necessary
necessary to carry out the purposes of
of
this Act."
Act."
Approved, June
June 16, 1933,
1933, 1:15
1:15 p.m.
[CHAPTER
100.]
[CHAPTER 100.]
June
June 16,
16, 1933.
1933.
[H.R. 604.]
6034.]
[H.R.B
[Public,
77.]
[Public, No.
No. 77.]

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
U.nited
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the followfollowing sums are appropriated, out of any money
money in the Treasuiry
TreasUry
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
June 30,
1933, and
prior fiscal
fiscal
30, 1933,
and prior
years, to provide supplemental
appropriations for the fiscal years
supplemental appropriations
ending June 30, 1933, and June
June 30, 1934, and for other purposes,
namely:
namely:

Fourth Deficiency
..tet,°fiscal year 1933.

ourth alDciency

Legislative.

LEGISLATIVE ESTABLISHMENT
LEGISLATIVE
ESTABLISHMENT

Legilative
.

Pages,
Houses
ses
Congress.
Ante, p. 20.

g

AN ACT
ACT

appropriations to supply
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
Making appropriations
in certain appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
fiscal year
year ending June 30, 1933,
1933, and prior
fiscal
prior fiscal years, to provide
provide supplemental
supplemental
years ending
appropriations for the fiscal years
ending June
June 30,
30, 1933,
1933, and
June 30,
30, 1934,
1934,
and June
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Hoog

o
of

Ate, p. 2.

Senate.

t

For the payment
payment of pages
pages from the end
end of
of the
first session
of the
the
the first
session of
Seventy-third Congress to and
and including
Seventy-third
including June 30,
follows:
30, 1933,
1933, as follows:
For twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber
Chamber at the rate of pay
provided by law, so much as may be necessary.
For
pages for
Representatives, including
For forty-one
forty-one pages
for the
the House of Representatives,
including
ten
pages for
duty at
the entrances
entrances to
to the
ten pages
for duty
at the
the Hall
Hall of
of the
the House
House, at the
as may
much as
pay provided
rate of
rate
of pay
provided by
by law,
law, so
so much
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
SENATE
SENATE

Inquiries and invesnigaties nd
tigations, expenses.

ines.

For expenses of inquiries
inquiries and investigations
investigations ordered
orde d by the
y the
ena ,i
Senate,
including
compensation to
committees,
at
ncluding compensation
to stenographers
stenogr aph ers of
of committees,
at
such
rate
as
may
be
fixed
by
the
Commnittee
such rate as may be fixed
Committee to Audit and Control
Control
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the Contingent
Contingent Expenses
Expenses of the Senate,
Senate, but not exceeding
exceeding 25 cents
per hundred words, fiscal year 1934, $100,000.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES

House of RepresentaHouse
tives.

Police force, House
the Sergeant
at Arms:
Police force, House Office Building, under the
Sergeant at
Arms: Office
Building.
Six privates at the rate of $1,620 per annum each,
each, fiscal year
year 1934,
$8,910.
$8,910.
CAPITOL POLICE

Capitol Police.

Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries:
Salaries: Eight privates at $1,620
$1,620 per annum each, fiscal year
year
1934, $11,880; one half of such privates to be selected
Ser.
selected by the Ser.
geant at Arms of the Senate and one half by the Sergeant at
at Arms
of the House.
Uniforms, motormotorUniforms,
For purchasing
purchasing and supplying uniforms and motor cycles to cycles,
cycles, contingent exexpenses.
contingent expenses, fiscal year 1934, $1,460.
Capitol police, and for contingent
Disbursement.
Disbursement.
One half of the foregoing amounts under ""Capitol Police"
Police " shall
Secretary of the Senate and one half by the
be disbursed by the Secretary
Clerk of the House.
ARCHITECT OF
CAPITOL
ARCHITECT
OF THE CAPITOL

Senate Office Building:
Building: For four female attendants, Senate Office

Building, at
at $1,080
annum each,
year 1934, $3,960.
$3,960.
per annum
each, fiscal
fiscal year
Building,
$1,080 per

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE AND INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT
ESTABLISHMENTS
ESTABLISHMENTS
NATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY AND TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE VALLEY
VALLEY AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL

Architect
Architect of
of the
the Capitol.
Senate Office Buildl
Ofc B
ing.
Female
Female attendants.
attendants.

ienate

uld-

Executive, etc.
Executive,
etc.

National Industrial
Recovery
and TennesRecovery and
see Valley
Valley Authority.
Authority.

p. 195.
For
the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
the provisions
Ante, p. 195.
of the
the Act Ante,
into effect
effect the
provisions of
carrying into
For the
encourage national
national industrial
industrial recovery, to
entitled "An Act to encourage
to
foster fair competition, and to provide for the construction
construction of
certain useful public works, and for other purposes",
purposes ", approved
approved
June 16, 1933, and also for the purpose of carrying
carrying into effect
effect
p. 22.
the provisions
provisions of the
the Act entitled 'An
"An Act for the relief
An. p.
relief of
of unemunem- Ante,
22.
ployment through the performance
performance of useful public work, and for
for
other purposes '", approved March
March 31,
31, 1933
1933 2 and
every
and for
for each and every
object
expended in
discretion and under
under the
object thereof,
thereof, to
to be
be expended
in the discretion
immediately available,
available, and
as
direction of the President, to
to be immediately
and except as
hereinafter provided to remain available
available until June
June 30, 1935, $3,300,hereinafter
Sum available
for
b
not to
exceed $50,000,000
$50,000,000 shall
shall be
be available
available to
the Tennessee
000,000; of
of which
which not
to exceed
to the
alValley
le At'
Teunessee
Auboard of
of directors
directors of
Tennessee Valley Authority,
Authority, and
to remain
board
of the
the Tennessee
and to
remain thority.
thorty.
available until
available
until expended,
expended, for
for the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
carrying out
out the propro- Ante, pp. 58, 71.
Tennessee Valley
Valley Ante. . 58"1.
visions of the Act of Congress entitled "The
"The Tennessee
Purchase of land, et
etc.
Authority
Authority Act of 1933",
1933 ", approved May 18, 1933, including the Purchaqeofland,
Construction, etc.
on
acquisition of necessary land, the clearing
clearing of such land, relocation
relocation
of highways,
highways, and the construction
transmission
construction and/or purchase of transmission
lines and other facilities, the construction of the Cove Creek Dam
and powerhouse
powerhouse and all other necessary
necessary works authorized
authorized by said
said
Printing and bindAct,
and for
for printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, law
law books,
and bindAct, and
books, books
books of
of reference,
reference, ing,Pintinge
etc.
newspapers, periodicals, purchase, maintenance
operation of
of
newspapers,
maintenance and operation
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, rents in the District of Columbia and
and
elsewhere and all necessary
necessary salaries and expenses
expenses connected
connected with the
organization,
investigations of the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
organization, operation,
operation, and investigations
Reimbursement
for
Authority, including
reimbursements for
expenses prior
to
prior to
to the
the prior
PReimbursement
for any
any expenses
including reimbursements
Authority,
expenditures.
enactment of
appropriation incurred
incurred at
at the
direction of
of the
enactment
of this
this appropriation
the direction
the o
President.
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Farm
Farm Credit
Credit AdminAdministration.
Additional
Additional sum.
Ante,
Ante, p. 258.
Production
Credit
Credit
Production
Corporations
Asand AsCorporations and
sociations.
Administrative
exexAdministrative
penses.
penses.
Ante,
Ante, p. 258.
258.

For
additional amount
amount for
revolving fund created
by
created by
for the
the revolving
For an
an additional
section 5
of the
the Farm
Credit Act
of 1933,
1933, approved
approved June
16, 1933,
1933,
June 16,
Act of
Farm Credit
section
5 of
$40,000,000.
$40,000,000.
For all
connection with
the
with the
in connection
expenses in
administrative expenses
necessary administrative
For
all necessary
establishment and
supervision of
of the
Production Credit
Credit Corporations
Corporations
the Production
and supervision
establishment
and
Associations authorized
the Farm
authorized by the
Credit Associations
the Production
Production Credit
and the
Credit Act
personal
including personal
1933, including
16, 1933,
approved June 16,
of 1933,
1933, approved
Act of
Credit
services
in the
the District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
printing and
and
elsewhere, printing
of Columbia
District of
services in
binding,
and all
necessary expenses,
1934, $2,000,000,
$2,000,000,
fiscal year
year 1934,
expenses, fiscal
all other
other necessary
binding, and
to
be immediately
available and
remain available
available until
expended.
until expended.
to remain
and to
immediately available
to be

Additional
Additional sum.
sum.
Post,
ost, p.
p. 291.
291.

and
and bindbind-

ng.

Federal Home
Loan
Home Loan
Federal
Bank Board.
Board.

Home financing, etc.
Ant e, p. 134.
Ante,

George
George Rogers Clark
Sesquicentennial ComComSesquicentennial
mission.
mission.
Completion
of meCompletion of
morial.
morial.
Poet,
292.
p. 2)2.
Post, p.
Vol. 45,
45, p.
p. 724.
724.
Vol.

Expenditure.
Expenditure.

District
District of
of Columbia.
Judgments.
Judgments.
Payment of.
Payment

Interest.

JUNE
JUNE 16, 1933.

ADMINISTRATION
FARM CREDIT
CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
FARM

Federal Trade
Trade ComFederal
mission.
mission.

Printing
Printing
ing.

I. CH. 100.
SESS. I.

FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION
TRADE COMMISSION
FEDERAL

For an additional amount for the Federal Trade Commission for
the
fiscal year
the fiscal
year 1934,
1934, including
including the same objects specified under this
head
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act
fiscal
Act for the fiscal
in the
the Independent
head in
year
which $25,000
$25,000 shall be
immediately.
be available immediately.
of which
1934, $250,000,
$250,000, of
year 1934,
Federal
For an additional
additional amount for printing
printing and binding for the Federal
Trade Commission,
$15,000.
fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, $15,000.
Trade
Commission, fiscal
FEDERAL HOME
BOARD
LOAN BANK
BANK BOARD
HOMFE LOAN
FEDERAL

Encouragement
savings and
and home
financing: To
enable the
the
To enable
home financing:
of savings
Encouragement of
Federal Home
Home Loan
encourage local thrift and local
local
to encourage
Board to
Loan Bank Board
Federal
home
financing and
Federal
and to
to promote, organize, and develop Federal
home financing
Savings and
organized
associations organized
or similar
similar associations
Associations or
and Loan
Loan Associations
Savings
an
6 of an
accordance with the provisions of section 6
under local laws, in accordance
Home Owners'
1933," approved June 13,
Owners' Loan Act of 1933,"
"Home
Act entitled "
1933, $150,000,
available
remain available
available and to remain
immediately available
be immediately
$150,000, to be
1933,
until expended.
expended.
CLARK SESQUICENTENNIAL
SESQUICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION
GEORGE ROGERS
lOGERS CLARK

That
there is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
That there
$250,000, or .so
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $250,000,
Treasury
memorial
necessary, for the completion of the memorial
much thereof as may be necessary,
authorized by section 2
resolution approved May 23,
2 of the joint resolution
1928, as amended,
1928,
amended, to be erected at or near the site of Fort Sackville
in the city of Vincennes, Indiana, in commemoration
commemoration of the winning
winning
of the Old Northwest and the achievements of George
George Rogers Clark
and his associates in the war of the American Revolution,
Revolution, and for
for
structures on the site of such
the acquisition and removal of all structures
the
landscaping of the
memorial,
memorial, and for the grading, filling, and landscaping
grounds thereof. Such sum shall be expended
expended by the George Rogers
Sesquicentennial Commission
Commission in the manner provided in
in
Clark Sesquicentennial
2 of such joint resolution, as amended.
section 2
amended.

COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS

For the payment of final judgments, including costs, rendered
rendered
against the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as fully set forth in schedules
accompanying the letters of the budget officer for the District of
accompanying
Columbia, dated June 2, 1933, and June 10, 1933, to the Director of
Columbia,
the Bureau of the Budget separately
separately transmitted to the SeventySeventythird Congress,
Congress, first session, with communications
communications from the President
President
of the United States to the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
dated June 9, 1933, together with the further sum to pay interest,
judgments, as
at not exceeding
exceeding 4
4 per centum per
per annum on such
such judgments,
as
provided
provided by law, from the date the same became due, until the date

73d
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$11,278.71, and such sum shall be paid out of the
of payment, $11,278.71,
revenues of the District of Columbia
Treasury of the United
Columbia and the Treasury
States in the manner prescribed
prescribed in the District of Columbia Approyear 1933.
priation Act for the fiscal year
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GENERAL LAND
GENERAL
LAND OFFICE

Blackwell the fair and reasonable value of all
To pay to Marion F. Blackwell
improvements placed
upon the southeast quarter
quarter southwest
southwest
by him upon
placed by
improvements
quarter section 27, township 2
Stephens
2 south, range 66 west, Saint Stephens
Secretary of the Interior,
meridian,
determined by the Secretary
meridian, Mississippi, as determined
February 15, 1933,
1933, fiscal year 1933,
in accordance
accordance with the Act of February
$1,000.
BUREAU OF
INDIAN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
OF INDIAN
BUREAU

Sequoyah Orphan
Orphan Training
School, Tahlequah,
Tahlequah, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: The
Training School,
Sequoyah
unexpended balances
of appropriations
during the fiscal
available during
appropriations available
balances of
unexpended
year 1933
for the
the construction
of physical
improvements at
the
at the
physical improvements
construction of
1933 for
year

Sequoyah
Indian Orphan Training
near Tahlequah, OklaTraining School, near
Sequoyah Indian
homa, are
are hereby
continued available for use during
during the fiscal
fiscal
hereby continued
homa,
year 1934.

Compensation to
non-Indian claimants,
claimants, Pueblo Indian Lands,
Lands,
to non-Indian
Compensation
New Mexico:
Mexico: For carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act of May
United States to non31,
1933, in
settlement of
liability of
of the United
of the
the liability
in settlement
31, 1933,
Indian claimants
Pueblo grants
grants whose claims, extinIndian Pueblo
on Indian
claimants on
Indian
guished under
under the Act of June 7, 1924, have been
been found by the
Pueblo Lands
Lands Board
have been
been claims
claims in good
good faith, fiscal year
to have
Board to
Pueblo
1933,
$232,086.80, to
until June 30, 1934, and to
available until
remain available
to remain
1933, $232,086.80,
be apportioned
apportioned to
to claimants
claimants within
Pueblos as follows:
follows:
several Pueblos
the several
within the
be
$14,064.57; Tenorio
Tesuque, $1,094.63;
$1,094.63; Nambe, $19,393.59;
$19,393.59; Taos, $14,064.57;
Tesuque,
Ranchito grant),
Tract, Taos Pueblo, $43,165.26; Santa
Santa Ana (El Ranchito
grant),
$5,354.46; San Filipe,
$846.26; Santo
Santo Domingo, $66; Sandia, $5,354.46;
$846.26;
$16,424.68;
$11,464.73; San Ildefonso,
Picuris, $11,464.73;
$6,624.45; Picuris,
$16,424.68; Isleta, $6,624.45;
$16,209.13
San Juan,
$19,938.22; Santa
$35,350.88; Cochiti,
Cochiti,
Santa Clara, $35,350.88;
Juan, $19,938.22;
$16,209.13 ;San
$30,668.87.
$9,653.81; Pojo'aque,
Laguna, $30,668.87.
$1,767.26; Laguna,
Pojoaque, $1,767.26;
$9,653.81;
DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT

For additional
Department of
additional amounts for contingent expenses, Department
For
Justice, including
including the
specified under this head in the
objects specified
same objects
the same
Justice,
the
Acts
appropriations for the Department
Department of Justice for the
making appropriations
Acts making
fiscal years that follow:
follow:
For 1930, $2.87;
For 1932, $116.91.
$116.91.
UNITED STATES COURTS
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Fttil from which
Fund
payable.
payable.
417, p. 343.
343.
Vol. e47,

Interior Department.
Department.
Interior
General
Office.
General Land Office.
Marion F. Blackwell
Blackwell.
Marion
Land improvement.
improvement.
Land

Vol. 47, p. 1724.
1724.

Bureau
Affairs.
Affairs.

of

Indian

Sequoyah Orphan

Orphan
Sequoyah
Training
Sch,
Okla.
Okla.
School,
Training
Balance available.
available.
Balance
Vol. 47,

. 47

losNew

p.

106 .

p. 106.

Mexico, pueb-

New Meico, pueb-

Compensation
to
nCompnmation
non-Indian c1iumants.
p. 108 .

A-In, p.

108.

Vol. 43, p. 636.

Vol.43, p.636.

Department
JILaI)epartmeont of Justice.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

tice.

United States
States Courts.
United
ersF ees of Commission-

com-- ers
Fees of commissioners:
commissioners: For additional
additional amounts for fees of corn
specified
missioners, United
United States
States courts, including
including the same objects specified
missioners,
under this head
Departappropriations for the Departthe Acts making appropriations
in the
head in
under
ment of
Justice for the
the fiscal years that follow:
of Justice
ment
$7.80;
For 1925, $7.80;
$11.05 ,•
For 1930, $11.05;
For
1931, $3,896.70;
$3,896.70;
For 1931,
For 1932,
1932, $12,374.92.
$12,374.92.
Miscellaneous
mi'scel- Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
For an additional amount for miscelexpenses: Por
Miscellaneous expenses:
'
laneous
expenses, United
United States courts,
same objects
objects Vases.
including the same
courts, including
laneous expenses,
specified
under this
this head
head in
in the
Act making
appropriations for
for the
making appropriations
the Act
specified under
Department
01.61.
fiscal year 1930, $24.61.
the fiscal
for the
Justice for
of Justice
Department of

exex-
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CH.
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16, 1933.
1933.
JUNE

Supplies: For additional amounts
for United
United States
amounts for supplies
supplies for
States
courts, including the same
same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
the
specified under
head in
in the
Acts making appropriations
for the
the Department
Department of
Justice for
for the
the
appropriations for
of Justice
fiscal years that
that follow:
follow:
For 1931,
1931, $1.40;
$1.40;
For
For
1932, $545.
$545.
For 1932,

Supplies.
Supplies.

Department of LaDepartment
bor.

of

Employment
. Employment
ice.
ice.

a.

ServServ-

employ-

National
employNational
merit
system.
Ante, p. 113.

Ant p. 113

Department of State.
State.
Departmentof

Internatin
onMone
International
Monotary
and
tary
and Economic
Economic
Conference.
Conference.
Expenses of particiExpenses
pation.
Vol. 47, p. 538.
Poet, p. 1041.

pol.

SESS. I.
SESS.
I.

DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR
UNITED STATES F.MPLOYMENT
SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

For carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
For
out the
of the
provide for the establishment
establishment of
employment system
system and
and
of aanational
national employment

for cooperation
cooperation with the
in the
of such
such system,
system,
the States in
the promotion
promotion of
and for other purposes
purposes ", approved
June 6,
6, 1933,
1933, including
including personal
personal
approved June
services and rent in the District of Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; traveling
traveling
expenses, including expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned
with the work of the United
United States Employment
Employment Service
Service when
when
specifically authorized
specifically
authorized by the Secretary
Labor; law
law books,
books, books
books
Secretary of
of Labor;
of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, printing and binding,
binding, supplies
supplies and
and
telephone service, and
equipment, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
miscellaneous
and miscellaneous
expenses, fiscal year 1934, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY
INTERNATIONAL
AND ECONOMIC
CONFERENCE
MONETARY AND
ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

of partici- For an
an additional
additional amount
the expenses
by the
the
amount for
for the
expenses of
of participation
participation by
p. as.
United States in an international
monetary and economic
United
international monetary
economic conference
conference

Post, p. 1041.

Mixed Claims ComMiond Cnims States
Cmission, United
and
Germany.
andGermany.
Vol. 42, p. 2200; Vol.
45, p. 2638.

to be
be held
to
held in London, including the same objects specified under
this
under this
head in the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year
1933, $125,000,
year 1933,
$125,000, to
to
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934.
remain available
available during
during the
1934.

Mixed
es
Claims Commission United
United States
States and
and Germany:
Germany: For
For
expenses of determining
amounts of
determining the amounts
of claims
claims against
Germany
against Germany
2200; V by the Mixed Claims Commission
Commission established
established under
the agreement
agreement
under the

,p.

vol

p. 1e.

Vol. 42.
2.p. 1939.

Final report.

na report

concluded
concluded between the United States and Germany.
Germany, on August 10,
10,
1922,
1922, and
and subsequent agreement between those Governments,
Governments, for
for
the
the determination
determination of the amount to be paid
paid by Germany
Germany in satisfaction of the financial
financial obligations of Germany under the
the treaty
treaty
concluded
concluded between
between the
the Governments
Governments of the United States and GerAugust 25, 1921, including the expenses
many on August
expenses which under
under the
the
terms of such agreement
reement of August 10, 1922, are chargeable
terms
chargeable in
part
in part
to the
States, and the preparation
preparation of aafinal report by the
to
the United States,
American
American Commissioner and
and the orderly
orderly arrangement
arrangement for preservapreservation and
and disposition
tion
disposition of the records
records of the Commission;
Commission; and
and the
expenses of an agency of the United States to perform all necessary
necessary
services
connection with
with the preparation
services in connection
preparation of claims and the
the prepresentation thereof before
before said Mixed
Mixed Claims Commission, and the
preparation
of aafinal
report of the agent
preparation of
final report
agent and the orderly arrangearrangement
ment for preservation
preservation of the records
records of the agency
agency and the dispo-

sition of property jointly owned by the two Governments, including
salaries of an agent and necessary counsel and other assistants and
Employment of counsel, etc.
employees, rent in the District of Columbia, employment of special
counsel, translators, and other technical experts, by contract, without
to
the provisions
out regard
to the
provisions of
of any
any statute
statute relative
relative to
to employment,
employment,
andt regard
for contract
stenographic
reportino'
to
reporting services
servi
ces without
without regard
regard to
SeC
.09, p. 733..s. section
section 3o09
of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
tatunes (tTi.Sn.C.
)
l
3709 ooks
of the
(U.S.C.,
title
41,
sec
5),
law
s
e
s
i
309. bind- books and
Printing and
of referenceary cintti a
and bind-

ag.

nd iha s

nt

expenses,
books
andtraveling
e&penses,
reference,
press-clipping
service,
binding,
for
contingent
all neces
neces, books ofexpenses,
p printing andservice,
expenses,
bin.p
contie
traveling
Press-clipping
or
all
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JUNE 16,
16, 1933.

appropriate expenses
connection with proceedings
sary and appropriate
expenses in connection
proceedings under
the Act entitled "An Act to amend
amend the
the Act approved
approved July 3, 1930
(46 Stat., p. 1005),
1005), authorizing
authorizing Commissioners
Commissioners or members
of
members of
international
international tribunals to administer
administer oaths, and so forth ", approved
approved
stenographic transcripts
June 7, 1933, including stenographic
transcripts of the testimony
of witnesses, and such other expenses
expenses in
in the United
States and
and elseof
United States
where
where as the President may deem proper, fiscal year 1934, $35,700.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
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Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling
Vol. 46, p. 1005.
17.
p'.
p. 117.

Anite,
.Ante,

stenographic,
Stenographic,

etc.,
etc.,

expenses.
expenses.

Treasury
Treasury
ment.
ment.

DepartDept-

Secretary's
Office.
Secretary's Office.

Federal
land banks.
banks.
Subscriptions to paid-in surplus of Federal
banks: To enable
ederal land
Subscriptions
Federal land banks:
enable Subscription
Subscription to
to paid
paid
the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to pay for subscriptions
in surplus.1
subscriptions to the paid-in in
Ante. p. 43.
surplus of Federal land banks in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions APp.
Poet, p. 100.
1060.
of section 23 of an Act entitled "
Emergency Farm Mortgage
Act
" Emergency
Mortgage Act
of 1933 ", approved
approved May 12, 1933, $50,000,000,
$50,000,000, to be available
availableimmeimmediately and to remain available until expended.
expended.
Payments to, reducPayments
Payments to
banks on
on account
account of
of reductions
reductions in
to Federal
Federal land
land banks
iaymentn
in tion
to,reducin interest on
interest rate on mortgages: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury mortgages.
Ante. p. 43.
pay each Federal land bank such amount as the Farm
Farm Loan Com- A t ', . 43
to pay
missioner
missioner certifies to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is equal to the
amount by which interest payments
payments on mortgages held by such bank
bank
have been reduced, in accordance
provisions of section 24 of
of
accordance with the provisions
an Act entitled"
entitled" Emergency
Emergency Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Act of 1933 ", approved
approved
May 12, 1933, fiscal year 1934, $15,000,900.
$15,000,000.
Federal Savings and
Subscriptions
preferred shares
and Loan
Sav
n
Subscriptions to preferred
shares in Federal Savings
Savings and
Loan ie'as
and
Loan Associations.
Subscriptions
to
Associations: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
Associations:
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to make
make paypay- shares.
Subscriptions
to
ments
subscriptions to preferred
preferred shares
ments on account
account of subscriptions
shares in
in Federal
Federal sAn,
Ante, p. 133.
133.
Savings and Loan Associations
Associations in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions
entitled "
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Act of
of
of section 5
5 (g) of an Act entitled
"Home
1933",
1933
", approved June 13, 1933,
1933, $50,000,000,
$50,000,000, to be immediately
immediately
available
and to
available until
expended.
available and
to remain
remain available
until expended.
Federal Deposit InPayment
orporation.
Feracel
Payment for
for capital
capital stock of the Federal
Federal Deposit
Deposit Insurance
Insurance Cor- surance
Corporation.
Ante,
p. 168.
poration: To enable
Secretary of the Treasury to make payment -.nt t' p.
poration:
enable the Secretary
16S.
for capital stock of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation in
in
accordance with the provisions
paragraph (c)
accordance
provisions of paragraph
(c) of section
section 12B
12B of
of
the Act entitled
entitled "Banking
Banking Act of 1933 ", approved
approved June
June 16, 1933,
1933,
$150,000,000, to be immediately
immediately available
available and to remain
$150,000,000,
remain available
available
expended.
until expended.
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT
OFFICE OF THE SUPERVISING
ARCHITECT

Supervising
Supervising
Office.
tect's rteet's
Office.

Archi-

Extensible building,
building,
Extensible

Agricultural Department
Agricultural
Department Buildings,
Buildings, Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Departent
Department of
of Aiig
Agriculture.
Columbia:
contained in the
Columbia: The authorization
authorization contained
the Act of July 3, 1926 cplture.
Appropriations availavailAppropriations
equipment,
(44 Stat., p. 874),
874), for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of a
site and
and the
construction able
a site
the construction
for equipment,
able for
etc,
of an extensible
extensible building for the use of the Department
Department of AgriculAgricul- etvol.
vol. 4,
44, p. 874;
874;
p. 61604.
ture,
6 p.
1 04
ture, as modified by the
the Act of March
March 4, 1931 (46 Stat., p. 1604),
1604), 46,

vol.
Vol.

$12,800,000, is hereby
further modified
under an estimated total cost of $12,800,000,
hereby further
modified
appropriations provided
so as to make the appropriations
provided under
under the authority
authority of
of
said Acts available for the purchase and installation
installation of all necessary
necessary
fixed laboratory
laboratory equipment and fixed mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment incident
incident
treatment of floors
thereto and for special treatment
floors and walls in connection
connection
with laboratories.
laboratories.
TITLE II—JUDGMENTS
II-JUDGMENTS AND
AND AUTHORIZED
CLAIMS
AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
DAMAGE CLAIMS
CLAIMS
DAMAGE

Szeriox
For the
payment of
of claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
to or
or losses
losses of
of
SECTON 1.
1. For
the payment

privately
privately owned property, adjusted and determined
determined by the following
following
respective
respective departments
departments and independent
independent office,
under the provisions
office, under

Judgments and au-

thoricaid
,n- claims.
thorized

Damage claims.
Damage
cas.
of, notin
in
x Settlement
excess
ofent
$mite.of,

not
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Vol. 42,
42, p. 1066.
vol.
10.

. 989.

U.S.C.,
U.S.., p. 989.

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.

CH.
CH. 100.
100.

JUNE
16, 1933.
JUNE 16,
1933.

of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
for aamethod
method for
for .the
the settlesettleof
the Act
"An Act
Act to
ment of claims arising against the Government
Government of the United States
in sums
in any
any one
one case
case ",
", approved
approved December
December
in
sums not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in
28, 1922 (U.S.C.,
31,
secs.
215-217),
and
certified
to
the
Seventy28,1922
(U.S.C., title
title 31, sees. 215-217), and certified to the Seventythird Congress
communication from
the President
President of
of the
third
Congress in
in a
a communication
from the
the
United
States
to
the
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives,
dated
United States to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, dated
June 9,
1933, under
under the
following departments
departments and
and independent
June
9, 1933,
the following
independent office,
office,
namely:
namely:
Department of
of Agriculture,
$302.07;
Department
Agriculture, $302.07;
Department
of Commerce,
$20,24;
Department of
Commerce, $20.24;
Department
of Justice,
Justice, $608.89;
$608.89;
Department of
Post
Department, payable
postal revenues,
$3,930,47;
Post Office
Office Department,
payable out
out of
of postal
revenues, $3,930.47;
Treasury Department,
Department, $95.80;
$95.80;
Public
Buildings and
and Public
Parks of
of the
National Capital,
Capital,
Public Buildings
Public Parks
the National
$167.81;
$167.81;
In all, $5,125.28.
$5,125.28.

United States
States courts,
United
judgments.
judgments.

Payment
of, for suits
Payment of,
in admiralty.
Vol.
43, p. 1112.
Vol. 43,
U.S.C., p. 1529.
1529,
U.S.O.,

Under Navy Department.

War Department.
Department.

p, 1112,
Vol. 43, p.
1529.
u.S.O., p. 1529.
Interest.

Time
of payments.
Titme of
paymnents.

Court
rt of
Judgments, Cou:
Claims.
Payment of.
Payment

JUDGMENTS, TJNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS
COURTS
JUDGMENTS,

SEc. 2.
judgments, including
including costs
costs of
of suits,
suits,
SEC.
2. For
For the
the payment of judgments,
rendered against
against the Government
rendered
Government of the United States by United
under the provisions
provisions of
"An
of an Act entitled
entitled "An
States district
district courts under
United States in admiralty for
Act authorizing
authorizing suits against the United
rendered to public vessels
damages caused by and salvage services rendered
belonging to
to the
the United
United States,
States, and
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ",
approved
belonging
", approved
March 3, 1925 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 16,
787) and certified to the SeventySeventyMarch
46, sec. 787)
third Congress in a
third
a communication
communication from the President of the United
States to the Speaker of the House
House of Representatives
June 9,
9,
Representatives dated June
under the following departments, namely:
1933, under
namely:
Navy Department:
Department: C. Pateras and Sons and others (United States
District Court, Eastern District of Virginia, May 8, 1933,
1933, damages
due to collision between
Constantinos Pateras
Pateras and
and
between the steamship Constantinos
the United States steamqhip
Falcon), $10,942.55.
steamship Falcon),
Wilmington and Pennsgrove
Pennsgrove Transportation
Transportation
War Department:
Department: Wilmington
Company (United States District
District Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, May
May 11, 1933, loss of ferryboat
ferryboat Harding Highway
owing
Highway owing
to collision with
with United
United States dredge
dredge W. L.
Marshall), $28,819.80.
$28,819.80.
L. Marshall),
Total judgments under
under Public Vessels
Vessels Act, $39,762.35,
$39,762.35, together
together
with
with such additional sum as may
may be necessary
on
necessary to pay interest on
any such judgment where specified therein and at the rate provided
provided
by law.
None of the judgments
judgments contained
contained under this caption shall be paid
until the right of appeal
expired, except
except such as have
appeal shall have expired,
conclusive against
become final and conclusive
against the United States by failure
failure of
of
otherwise.
the parties
parties to appeal or otherwise.
IJDGMENTS, COURT
,TUDGArENTS,
COURT OF
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS

SEC.
SEC. 3. For the payment
payment of the judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by the Court
Court
of Claims as set forth in the schedule transmitted to the Seventythird Congress,
Congress, first session, in aacommunication
communication from the President
President
of the United States
States to the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Representatives
dated June 9, 1933, under the following departments,
departments, namely:
namely:
Under Interior
Labsior DeUnder
De
Interior
Interior Department:
Department: William
William S. Ferris, trading as Do/More
Do/More
partment.
partnent.
Chair Company
Company (March
(March 13,
13, 1933, M365,
M-365, chairs purchased under
under
contract), $585.
$585.
contract),
Navy
Navy Department.
Departmeoat.
Wavy
Department: Snare
Snare and
and Triest
Navy Department:
Triest Company
Company (now Frederick
Frederick
Snare Corporation),
Corporation), a
corporation (June
(June 6,
6, 1932,
1932, E-325,
E-325 , contract
contract
a corporation
waterfront improvement)
R. Brady (March 13,
for water-front
improvement), $5,44.80;
$5,474.80; John R.
1933, H-173,
H-13, difference
pay), $768.75;
$768.75; Tampa Shipbuilding
difference in pay),
Shipbuilding and
and
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Engineering Company
Company (March
(March 13, 1933, M-128, repair of dredge),
Engineering
$1,892.60; Clarence V. Lee (May
(May 8, 1933, M-318, rental and sub$1,892.60;
sistence
(May 8, 1933,
$4,685.47; Arthur L. Bristol (May
allowances), $4,685.47;
sistence allowances),
M-330,
allowances), $8,883.16;
$8,883.16; in all, under
subsistence allowances),
rental and subsistence
M-330, rental
Navy
Department, $21,704.78.
$21,704.78.
Navy Department,
War
Department: International
(DecemInternational Arms and Fuze Company (DecemWar Department:
$102,ber 5,
5, 1932,
1932, C-220,
C-220, contract
contract for
for rifle
grenades-Ordnance), $102,rifle grenades-Ordnance),
ber
459.85;
Higgins, of California (March 13, 1933, K-89,
Johnson and Higgins,
459.85; Johnson
damage
Gertner, senior, trading
cargo), $2,365.12; L. Gertner,
and loss of cargo),
to and
damage to
K-438, contract
as
Fort
Dodge
Boiler
Works
(January
9,
contract for
1933,
(January
Works
Boiler
as Fort Dodge
Hospital,
installation
system at Army and Navy General Hospital,
installation of heating system
Hot
Arkansas), $9,992; in all, War Department, $114,816.97.
$114,816.97.
Springs, Arkansas),
Hot Springs,
Total,
judgments, Court of Claims,
Claims, $137,106.75:
$137,106.75: Provided,
Provided, That
Total, judgments,
none of
under this caption which have not
contained under
judgments contained
the judgments
of the
none
been affirmed
by the
Supreme Court or otherwise become final and
the Supreme
affirmed by
been
conclusive against
United States shall be paid until the expiraagainst the United
conclusive
a writ
tion
of the
time within
within which application
application may be made for a
the time
tion of
of certiorari
certiorari under
3, of the Act entitled
(b), section 3,
subdivision (b),
under subdivision
of
further define the juris"An
Act to
Judicial Code, and to further
amend the Judicial
to amend
"An Act
diction of
the circuit
courts of appeals and of the Supreme Court,
circuit courts
of the
diction
and for
other purposes
", approved
approved February
(U.S.C., title
February 13, 1925 (U.S.C.,
purposes ",
for other
and
28, sec. 288).
Payment
wherever provided for judgments
judgments contained
Payment of interest wherever
in
this
Act
shall
not
in
any
case
continue
for
than thirty days
more
continue
case
any
in
in this Act shall not
after
date of approval of the Act.
after the date
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED
SEc.
4. For
For the
the payment
payment of
certified to be due
claims, certified
following claims,
the following
of the
SEC. 4.
by
Accounting Office under appropriations
appropriations the balances
balances
General Accounting
the General
by the
of which
been carried
to the surplus fund under the provisions
carried to
have been
which have
of
of section
the Act
Act of June 20,
(U.S.C., title 31, sec. 713),
1874 (U.S.C.,
20, 1874
of the
5 of
section 5
of
and under
heretofore treated
treated as permanent,
for
permanent, being for
appropriations heretofore
under appropriations
and
the
fiscal year 1930 and prior years, unless otherwise
the fiscal
of the
service of
the service
stated, and
and which
been certified
certified to
to Congress
2 of
section 2
Congress under section
have been
which have
stated.
the
1884 (U.S.C.
(U.S.C., title
sec ' 266)
schedule
266),7 in the schedule
5,7 sec.
title 5
7, 1884
July 7,
of July
Act of
the Act
transmitted to
the Seventy-third
Congress, first session, by the PresiSeventy-third Congress,
to the
transmitted
dent
United States
communication to the Speaker
Speaker of the
in aacommunication
States in
the United
of the
dent of
House
June 9,
appropriated
9, 1933, there is appropriated
dated June
Representatives, dated
of Representatives,
House of
follows:
as follows:
LEGISLATIVE ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
LEGISLATIVE

For salaries,
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
employees, House
and employees,
officers and
salaries, officers
For
$21.60.
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT

War Department.
Department.

Proviso.
Proiso.
payment.
Time of payment.

Vol.
43, p. 939.
Vol. 43,
900.
p. 900.
U.S.C., p.

Interest.

Audited claims.
claims.
Audited
Payment of.

'PYmen o.

Vol. 18, p. 110.
p. 10
1022.

l SCp.

Vol. 23, p. 2.54.
43.
., p.
p. 43.

U

Legislative
Legislative
listhmenst.
lishment.

EstabEstab-

Independent Ofice,
Offices,
Independent

$35,159.51.
For
medical and
and hospital
hospital services,
Veterans' Bureau, $35,159.51.
services, Veterans'
For medical
For military
naval compensation.
compensation, Veterans'
Administration,
Veterans' Administration,
and naval
military and
For
$1,515.
$1,515.
For military
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, 10 cents.
insurance, Veterans'
naval insurance,
and naval
military and
For
For
vocational
rehabilitation,
Veterans'
Bureau,
Bureau,
$30.33.
Veterans'
rehabilitation,
For vocational
RE
AGBICUIT
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPABTMIENT

Department
Agriof AgriDepartment of
enlture.

For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Industry, $50.
$50.
Animal Industry,
of Animal
For
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Entomology,
Entomology, $2.47.
$2.47.
Bureau of
For
DEPARTMENT
COIxxCu
DEPABTMENT OF COMMERCE

For air
air navigation
navigation facilities,
facilities, $3,900.90.
$3,900.90.
For

Department
Com.
Deprtment of Conm

meree.
MNw.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE
DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR

For conservation
of health
health among
Indians, $33.
$33.
For
conservation of
among Indians,
Department of
of JusJustice.
tice.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE

For books,
books, Department
Department of
Justice, $4.25.
$4.25.
of Justice,
For books for
judicial officers,
officers, $88.84.
for judicial
$88.84.
For printing and binding, Department
Department of
of Justice
and courts,
Justice and
courts,
$63.65.
For detection
of crimes,
$11.
detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of
crimes, $11.
For supplies for United
United States
$3.35.
States courts,
courts, $3.35.
For protecting
protecting interests
interests of the United States
customs matters,
matters,
States in
in customs
60 cents.
For salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals,
States courts,
marshals, United
United States
courts,
$2,797.89.
$2,797.89.
For salaries and expenses
expenses of clerks, United
United States
States courts,
courts, $59.64.
$59.64.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United States
States courts, $355.95.
$355.95.
For fees of jurors, United
United States courts, $165.
$165.
For fees of witnesses,
witnesses, United States
States courts,
courts, $54.60.
$54.60.
For fees of jurors and witnesses,
witnesses, United
United States
States courts,
$27.90.
courts, $27.90.
Department
Department of LaLabor.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR

For expenses
expenses of regulating
regulating immigration,
immigration, $1,529.47.
expenses, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
$2.80.
Statistics, $2.80.
Navy

Department.
Department.

NAVY DEPARTMEN
DEPARTMENT
NAVY
T

For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $8.40.
$8.40.
For increase of compensation,
compensation, Naval
Naval Establishment,
$7.38.
Establishment, $7.38.
For ordnance
ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau
Bureau of
Ordnance, $5,957.20.
of Ordnance,
$5,957.20.
For engineering,
engineering, Bureau
Bureau of Engineering,
$2,823.
Engineering, $2,823.
For pay of the Navy,
Navy, $650.06.
$650.06.
For pay, subsistence, and transportation,
transportation, Navy, $706.32.
$706.32.
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies
For maintenance,
Accounts, $20.68.
Supplies and Accounts,
$20.68.
For medical department,
department, Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery,
Surgery, $137.
$137.
Medicine and
For care of the dead, Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
$29.
Surgery, $29.
For aviation, Navy, $59,475.16.
$59,475.16.
For pay, Marine
Marine Corps, $144.39.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Marine Corps,
$33.99,
Corps, $33.99.
Department of
State,
of State.

DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE

expenses, foreign missions, $47.73.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
$47.73.
Treasury
Treasury DepartDepart.-

BSent.
ment.

TEASiRY DEPARTMlET

TREASURX
DEPARTMENT
TEAS
DPATMET

FLor increase
increase of compensation, Treasury
For
Treasury Department,
Department, $303.75.
$303.75.
For public-debt service,
service, $36.02.
Forpublic-debt
For Coast Guard, $375.75.
$375.75.
For collecting the internal
revenue, $4.
internal revenue,
For refunding
refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections,
$5.
collections, $5.
For pay of other employees, Public Health Service
Service, 90 cents.
For
For rebuilding
rebuilding and repairing
repairing stations, and so forth, Coast Guard,
$1,50.
$150.
For
marine hospital, Carville, Louisiana,
For marine
Louisiana, $101.55.
War Department.
Department.

WAR DEPARTMENT
WAR
DEPARTMENT

For pay, and so forth,
the Army, $17,952.56.
forth, of the
For pay of the Army, $2,712.60.
armament of fortifications
fortifications, $31,731.
For armament
$31,731
For
registration and selection
selection for
service, $24.
For registration
or military service,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
I.
SESS. I.
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citizens' military training camps, $138.60.
$138.60.
For citizens'
compensation, Military Establishment, $2,870.89.
For increase of compensation,
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps, $60.
For Reserve
forth, of the Army, War with Spain, $41.25.
pay, and so forth,
For pay,
For
$985.32.
For Army transportation, $985.32.
For general
Quartermaster Corps, $988.94.
appropriations, Quartermaster
general appropriations,
For
For supplies,
supplies, services,
services, and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
For
$7.48.
$7.48.
replacing ordnance
$1,990.04.
ordnance and ordnance stores, $1,990.04.
For replacing
For
arming, equipping,
equipping, and training the National
National Guard, $46.31.
$46.31.
For arming,
For
$127.85.
National Guard for armory drills, $127.85.
For pay of National
For mileage of the Army, $24.
For Air Corps, Army, $136.66.
$4,658.51.
For
manufacture of arms, $4,658.51.
For manufacture
For construction
construction and repair of hospitals, $24.
For
headstones for graves of soldiers, $4.58.
For headstones
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT—POSTAL
SERVICE
DEPARTMENT--POSTAL SERVICE
POST OFFICE
(Out of
of the
the postal
postal revenues)
revenues)
(Out

c
Post
Office
Departe Deprt
. Off
meot
ment.

Postal Service.
PostalService.

For city delivery carriers, $436.16.
offices, $140.15.
For
second-class post offices,
For clerks, first- and second-class
For
postmasters, $261.93.
compensation to postmasters,
For compensation
For
For indemnities, domestic mail, $239.07.
For
international mail, $28.28.
indemnities, international
For indemnities,
For miscellaneous
and second-class
second-class post offices, $1,300.
first- and
items, firstmiscellaneous items,
For
For rent, light, and fuel, $276.27.
For
mails, $170.80.
separating mails,
For separating
For
delivery fees,
fees, $146.38.
special delivery
For special
For star route service,
service, 33 cents.
Total, audited
42 $184,419.09,
$184,419.09, together with such
claims, section 42
audited claims,
Total,
additional sum
sum due
increases in rates of exchange
exchange as may be
to increases
due to
additional
necessary
claims in
currency as specified in
the foreign currency
in the
pay claims
to pay
necessary to

certain of
of the
the settlements
of the
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
settlements of
certain
Reconstruction FiaRe corporation
S
EC. 5.
Section 88 of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Corporation puFi
purAct to provide for the nance
"An Act
Act entitled
5. Section
SEC.
chase of insurance compreferred cphase'oindsuran0eo
Finance Corporation
purchase
by the
the Reconstruction
Corporation of preferred
Reconstruction Finance
purchase by
pany bonds, etc.
Ante, pp.
pp, 20,
99, 121.
20, 99121.
companies" An,
insurance companies"
stock
and/or bonds
and/or debentures
debentures of insurance
bonds and/or
stock and/or

follows:
approved
amended to read as follows:
10, 1933, is hereby amended
June 10,
approved June
(6) of section
S
EC. 8.
The seventh
seventh sentence
sentence of
of paragraph
paragraph (6)
section 201 (a)
8. The
SEC.
follows:
of
amended, is hereby amended to read as follows:
as amended,
Act, as
such Act,
of such
The aggregate
made under
under clause (a) shall not exceed
exceed
loans made
of loans
aggregate of
""The
$8,000,000, and
(b) shall
and the aggregate of loans made under clause (b)
$8,000,000,
$12,000,000."
not exceed $12,000,000."
SHORT
TITLE
SHORT TITLE

Amount increased.
inrased
Amount

Short
title of Act.
Act.
Shorttitleof

Act, fiscal year
"Fourth Deficiency
Deficiency Act,
This Act may be cited as the "
1933."
1933."
Approved, June 16, 1933, 1:
20 p.m.
1:20
[CHAPTER
101.]
[CHAPTER 101.1

AN ACT
ACT

13.
June 16, 1933.
[H.R.
5389.1
[H.R.
B389.]
[Public,
No. 78.1
[Public, No.

independent execuMaking
Executive Office and sundry independent
execuappropriations for the Executive
Making appropriations
offices, for the fiscal year ending
tive
bureaus, boards, commissions,
commissions, and offices,
ending June
tive bureaus,
30, 1934, and for other purposes.
Be it
enacted by the
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

Independent
Mee
nt offi
Ande
United States
in Congress
following t
assembled, That the following
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United
ropriation
Act,

Treasury not othersums
money in the Treasury
out of any money
appropriated, out
are appropriated,
sums are
wise appropriated,
appropriated for the Executive
Executive Office
Office and sundry independent
mdependent
wise

a

Ws
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Appropriation for
1934.

Appropriation forfi11scal year ending June 30,
1934,

SESS. I.
16, 1933.
SESS.
I. CH.
CH. 101.
101. JUNE
JUNE 16,
1933.

executive
bureaus,' boards,
executive bureaus
boards
year ending Jue
3, 14
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1934,
1934,
year

commissions, and offices, for the
the fiscal'
fiscal
namely:
namely:

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE

Executive
Executive Office.
Office.
Compensation.
Compensation.

COMPENSATION OF THE
AND VICE
COMPENSATION
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT AND
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

President.
Vice President.
Office of the PresiPresident.
Secretaries, and
Secretaries,
and office
ofice

personnel.

peron.
Proviso.
Temporarydeta
Temporary details.

For compensation
compensation of the
President of
the United
United States,
States, $75,000.
the President
of the
$75,000..
For compensation
compensation of the Vice
of the
the United
Vice President of
United States,
States,.
$12,750.
Ot
EWE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE
PRESIDENT

Salaries:
Salaries: For personal
personal services
services in
in the
the office
office of
the President,.
of the
President,.
including
including the
to the
President, and
two assistant
assistant secretaries.
secretaries.
the Secretary
Secretary to
the President,
and two
to
the President
President at
$9,500 each;
each; $106,000:
Provided, That
employees
to the
at $9,500
$106,000: Provided,
That employees.

of the executive departments and
establishments of
the execuand other
other establishments
of the
executive branch of the Government
Government may
detailed from
from time
time to
time
may be
be detailed
to time
to the office of the President of
the United
United States
States for
for such
temporary
of the
such temporary
assistance as may
necessary.
assistance
may be deemed
deemed necessary.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.
expenses of
Contingent expenses: For contingent
contingent expenses
of the
the Executive
Executive
Office, including
including stationery,
stationery, record books, telegrams,
telegrams, telephones,
telephones,
books for library, furniture
furniture and carpets for
automobiles,
for offices,
offices, automobiles,
expenses of garage, including labor, special
and miscelspecial services,
services, and
miscellaneous items, to be expended
expended in
President,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the President,
$33,733,
$33,733.
and bindbindPrinting and
For printing and binding, $2,000.
ing.
Traveling,
Traveling, etc., exTraveling
expenses: For traveling
expenses:
traveling and official
official entertainment
entertainment
ns
penses.
pe as.
expenses of
expended in
expenses
of the
the President
President of the United States, to be expended
in
his discretion and accounted
accounted for on his certificate
$20,000.
certificate solely,
solely, $20,000.
Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion,
etc.
repair, etc.
Care, repair,
etc.

Traveling,
penses.

etc.,

Independent
lishraents.
llshments.

For the care, maintenance, repair and alteration, refurnishing
refurnishing,t
improvement,
improvement, heating, and lighting, including
including electric power and
and
fixtures of the Executive Mansion, the Executive
Executive Mansion greengreenhouses, including reconstruction,
reconstruction, and the Executive Mansion
Mansion
ex- grounds,
exand traveling expenses, to be expended
expended as the President
President
may determine, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act,
Act.
$120,000,
$120,000, to be immediately available.
available.
Total, Executive
Executive Office,
Office, $369,483.

estab.
Petit).

Alien Property
Alien
Property Cue.
Cus.
todian.
Wien.
Use of funds for
for
automobile
automobile
expenses
expenses
forbidden.
forbidden.

American
Battle
American
Monuments Comnmis
Commis.
Monuments
sion.
All expenses.
U expenses.

42.
. p.
. MD.
Vol. et
U.S.C..
U.S.C. p.
p. 1102.
1182.

Title

to

land

Title countries.
to tn
foreign
ft

EXECUTIVE MANSION
EXECUTIVE,
MANSION AND
AND GROUJNDS
GROUNDS

in

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT
ESTABLISHMENTS
ALIN PROPERT
ALIEN
PROPERTY OUSTODIAN
CUSTODIAN

Funds available to the office of the Alien Property Custodian
Funds
for administrative
administrative expenses in the District of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall not
not
be
used for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and/or repair of
be used
of
any passenger automobile.
AMERICAN
COMMISSION
AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS
MONUMENTS COMMISSION
For
every
expenditure
requisite
for
or
incident
the
For every expenditure requisite for or incident to
to the
the work
work of
of the
American Battle Monuments
Monuments Commission
Commission authorized
authorized by
by the
Act
the Act
entitled
Act for
for the
the creation
creation of
of an American
entitled "An
"An Act
American Battle Monuments
Commission to erect suitable memorials commemorating
commemorating the services
Commission
of the
American soldier in Europe, and for other purposes ",,
of
the American
approved March
Muarht, 4, 1923 (U.S.C.,
(IU.S.C. t923
36, secs.
secs, 121-133),
121-133), including
approved
title 36,
acuisition of
o land or interest in land in foreign countries
the acquisition
countries for
for
carrying
the purposes
carrying out
out the
purposes of said Act without submission to the
Attorney
of the
the United
United States
States under
provisions of
of
Attorney General
General of
under the
the provisions
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Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 34, sec. 520; title
355 of the Revised
section
section 355
Revised Statutes
40, sec.
sec. 255)
of memorials
memorials erected
erected by
by the
Commisthe Commis40,
255);;the
the maintenance
maintenance of

R.S.,
see. 355.
355, p. 60.
60
RS see
U.S.C., pp, 1122, 1302.

assumes
their maintenance;
assumes their
maintenance; employment
employment of personal services
services in the
the estabtraveling expenses;
expenses; the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; traveling
District
lishment of
and the
the rent
of office
space in foreign
lishment
of offices
offices and
rent of
office space
foreign countries;
countries;

Services in the
Disthe District.
Travel expenses.
Office
expenses
abroad.
expense
abroad.

ARLINGTON MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL BRIDGE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
ARLINGTON

Arlington Memorial
Brlington
Memorian
Bridge
Commission.

Secretary of War is advised
advised of their completion and
and
sion until the Secretary

.P, 12

2

services in
Travelexpenses.

the maintenance,
motor-propelled passengermaintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
carrying
Commission by other
carrying vehicles which may be furnished to the Commission
i
departments of
of the
by purchase;
rin'ting and
nd bind.
bind.
printing, log.Printing
or acquired
acquired by
purchase; printing,
departments
the Government
Government or
lithographing, photographing,
photographing, and typewriting,
binding, engraving, lithographing,
including
concerning the
including the
the publication
publication of
of information
information concerning
the American
American
activities, battlefields,
cemeteries in Europe; the
battlefields, memorials, and cemeteries
purchase of maps, textbooks, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals,
periodicals, $129,000,
$129,000,
purchase
to
available and
expended:
to be
be immediately available
and to
to remain available until
until expended:
Provisos.
Promiso.
requirements of existing laws Technical
the requirements
Provided,
notwithstanding the
That notwithstanding
Provided, That
Technical
work
work
or regulations and under such terms and conditions
conditions as the Commis- abroad.
necessary and proper, the Commission
sion may in its discretion deem necessary
may
engage, by
by contract
contract or otherothermay contract
contract for
for work
work in Europe,
Europe, and engage,
wise, the
services of
architects, firms
of architects,
architects, and
technical
wise,
the services
of architects,
firms of
and other
other technical
Minor purchases, etc.,
Minorpurhasesetc.,
further, That the Commission without
Provided further,
and professional
professional personnel:
and
personnel: Provided
advertising.
R.S.,
3709, p. 733.
733.
ec.37,
without regard
may
and supplies
regard to section 3709 R.s., sec.
supplies without
purchase materials
materials and
may purchase
U.S.C., p. 1309.
aggregate U..C.. . 1309.
sec. 5)
the aggregate
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
title 41,
41, sec.
5) when
when the
(U.S.C., title
Statutes (U.S.C.,
expenses,
Traveling expensae,
further, That when
amount
involved does
does not
not exceed
exceed $500:
$500: Provided
Provided further,
when Traveling
amount involved
of Army officers.
traveling
business of
of the
officers of
of the
the Army
serving etc.,
Army serving
etc.. of Army offcers.
Commission officers
on business
the Commission
traveling on
as
members or as
secretary of the Commission
as secretary
Commission may
may be
be reimbursed
reimbursed
as members
for
expenses as
Commission.
of the
the Commission.
for civilian
civilian members
members of
as provided
provided for
for expenses

Continuing construccontinuing the construction
For
construction of the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Bridge tiConotinuig
For continuing
tion of Bridge.constru
Vol.
43,
p
1.74;
across
Potomac River
River at
Washington, authorized
authorized in
in an
an Act
Act Vol.
p.
Vol.45, p.43,
,7i;
at Washington,
across the
the Potomac
721.
entitled "An Act to provide for the construction
construction of a
a memorial Vol.4, p.721.
Potomac River from
Lincoln
from aa point near the Lincoln
bridge across
across the
the Potomac
Memorial in
in the
the city
appropriate point
point in the
the
Washington to an appropriate
Memorial
city of Washington
Virginia, and for other
February 24,
other purposes ", approved February
State of
of Virginia,
1925 (43
Stat., p.
be expended
expended in
accordance with
with the
the proviprovi(43 Stat.,
p. 974),
974) to
to be
in accordance
1925
Re:unlacing,
g eett'.,e
II"Irto!i"
$198,000, of which $25,000 shall rout.
Act, $198,000,
of the said .Act,
conditions of
sions and conditions
be available
available for
widening and
and resurfacing
from the A ale. p. 230.
resurfacing the
the present road from
for widening
be
memorial
entrance of
of the
to the
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
the A," . 2.0.
of the
the cemetery
cemetery to
memorial entrance
cemetery,
upon the
the State
completing the
State of
of Virginia
Virginia completing
conditioned upon
cemetery, conditioned
construction
Boulevard link of the Virginia State highway
highway
construction of the Lee Boulevard
system
exceeding $20,000 shall
available
shall be available
point; and
and not
not exceeding
system to
to the
the same
same point;
for clerical
clerical and
and accounting
accounting service,
including all
necessary incidental
incidental
all necessary
service, including
for
traveling
and traveling
and
expenses, printing
and binding,
binding, and
printing and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
Prorisoo.
Prinr purchases,
prchases,
expenses,
until expended:
expended: Provided,
That the
expenses, to remain available until
Provided, That
the Minor
etc., without
advertisCommission may
may procure
procure supplies
supplies and
without regard
without advertisto etc.,
regard to
and services
services without
Commission
ing.
R.S., se.
sec. 37,
3769, p.733.
p. 733.
(U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5) when gR...
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
section 3709
3709 of
of the Revised
p. 1309.
involved does not exceed $50: Provided
the aggregate
aggregate amount involved
Provided Reconstrcn
Reconstruction, etc..
etc.,
of Constitution
AveConstitution Aveshall be used to pay for of
appropriation shall
further,
That no
no part
part of
of this appropriation
further, That
nue.
the
reconstructiT and paving Constitution
Constitution Avenue east of nue.
the cost of reconstructing
Virginia
Avenue, as provided
except for such
Virginia Avenue,
provided in
in the
the approved
approved project,
project, except
portions as may abut upon Government-owned
Government-owned property, and not in
excess
centum of the cost of
paving
reconstructing and paving
40 per centum
of such reconstructing
excess of
of 40
of
so abuts.
abuts.
the said street
street which
which so
of that
that portion
portion of the

BOARD
OF MEDIATION
MEDIATION
BOARD OF
For five
five members
other authorized
For
members of
of the
the Board,
Board, and
and for
for other
authorized expendexpenditures
of the
the Board
imposed
performing the
the duties imposed
Mediation in performing
Board of
of Mediation
itures of
by
including personal
personal services
services •contract
stenographic reporting
contract stenographic
by law,
law, including

Board
of Mediation.
B
a

o rd of Mediation

Members of Board.
AS other ofBd.
expenses.

ebe
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services;
supplies and
and equipment;
law books
and books
books of
of reference;
reference;
services; supplies
equipment; law
books and
not
to exceed
exceed $200
newspapers; periodicals;
periodicals; traveling
expenses
traveling expenses
not to
$200 for
for newspapers;
and rent
rent of
of quarters
outside the
the District
of Columbia;
$119,000, of
of
and
quarters outside
District of
Columbia; $119,000,
which amount
amount not
$101,000 may
be expended
expended for
which
not to
to exceed
exceed $107,000
may be
for personal
personal
services in
in the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
services
the District
District of
ArbitrationBo"rd.
Boards.
To
boards:
Arbitration
Arbitration
boards:
enable the Board of Mediation
Mediation to pay
Vol. 44,
44, p. 586.
586.
u.s.c., p. 2110.
necessary
of arbitration
arbitration boards,
including compensation
compensation of
necessary expenses
expenses of
boards, including
of
Post, p. 011.
Post, p. 511.
necessary
members and employees
employees of such boards,
boards, together
together with their necessary
traveling expenses and expenses
expenses actually
actually incurred
incurred for
for subsistence
subsistence
together with
while so employed, and printing
printing of awards,
awards, together
with proceedings
proceedings
authorized by the Railway
Railway Labor
Labor
and testimony relating thereto, as authorized
Act,
including also contract
service, and
and rent
rent
Act, including
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting service,
of quarters
quarters when
when suitable
supplied in
in any
Federal
of
suitable quarters
quarters cannot
cannot be
be supplied
any Federal
47, p. 454.
building, the unexpended
appropriations for
Vol. 47,
4.
unexpended balances of the appropriations
for this
purpose available for the fiscal year 1933 are hereby continued availpurpose
able for
for the
fiscal year
1934.
able
the fiscal
year 1934.
Emergency
boards.
Emergency boards:
boards: For expenses
expenses of
Emergency boards.
Emergency
of emergency
emergency boards
boards appointed
appointed
ol. 44, p.
Vol.
p. 586.
586by the President to investigate
disputes between
investigate and
and report respecting
respecting disputes
between
Supp.
p
VVI, carriers
p. 804.
employees, as authorized
Railway
authorized by
by section
section 10,
10, Railway
p.s'
carriers and their employees,
Post,
Labor
45,/ sec.
Post, p.511.
P. 511 .
Labor Act, approved
approved May 20, 1926 (U.S.C., Supp.
upp. V, title 45
154), the unexpended
unexpended balances of the appropriation
154),
appropriation for this
this purpose
for the fiscal
fiscal years 1930 and 1931 reappropriated
reappropriated and made available
available
years 1932 and 1933,
hereby continued
for the fiscal years
1933, respectively, are
are hereby
continued
available for the fiscal year 1934.
available
ing
printing and
bindFor all printing
binding for
for the
the Board
Board of
of Mediation,
Printing
and bindFor
printing and
and binding
Mediation, $1,000.
$1,000.
Total, Board of Mediation,
$120,000.
Mediation, $120,000.
Board
Board
peals.

of Tax
Tax ApApof

All expenditures.
expenditures.
All
Vol.
43,
p.
336;
Vol. 44, p.105;
. 105; Vol. 45,
p.
871;
Vol.
47,
p.
286.
p. 871; ol. 47, . 286.

vol.

Printing
Printing
Ina.

and

nd

Civil Service
mission.
mil

vie

Commissioners

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of the

Board of Tax Appeals
authorized under
under title
title IX,
IX, section
section 900,
900, of
of
Appeals as authorized
the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1924,
2, 1924,
amended by
by title
title
the Revenue
1924, approved
approved June
June 2,
1924, as
as amended

X of the Revenue
X
Revenue Act of 1926, approved
approved February
February 26, 1926, and
title IV of the Revenue Act of 1928, approved
title
approved May 29, 1928, and title
IX of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932, approved June 6, 1932, including
IX
including
personal services and contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services, rent
rent
outside the District of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling expenses,
expenses, car fare, stationery, furniture, office equipment, purchase and exchange
exchange of typewriters, law books and books of reference, periodicals,
periodicals, and all other
$468,000, of which amount not to exceed $444,000
necessary supplies, $468,000,
$444,000
ay
nd- may
be
expended
expended for personal
personal services in the District of Columbia.
bindbin
For all printing and binding for the Board of Tax Appeals,
For
$22,000.
$22,000.
Total, Board of Tax Appeals,
Appeals, $490,000.
COM-

noon
and

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION

and
other personal services in the District
For
three
C three
m Commissioners
i
sinersonsnel
For
Commissioners
and other personal services in the District
Of Columbia, including
of
including personal services
for examination
examination
services required
required for
of
postmasters, and including not
n ot to
t
o exceed
excee d $1,000
$1,000 for
of presidential postmasters,
for
employment of expert examiners
not
in
the
Federal
service
on special
examiners
Federal
subjects for which examiners
examiners within the service are not available
available,
Traveling
pen
Tavelin exxpenses
and for
personal services
services in
in the
the field;
for necessary
necessary traveling
and
for personal
field; for
traveling
etc.
expenses,
expenses, including those of examiners acting under the direction
of the Commission, and for expenses of examinations
examinations and investigations
tions held elsewhere than at Washington,
Washington, including not to exceed
exceed
$1,000
$1,000 for expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings of public officials
officials when
Mace e
psanet
ss
a speciically
the
Pe
specifically directed
directed by
by the
the Commission;
Commission; for
for fuiture
furniture an
and other
equipment
equipment and repairs thereto;
thereto; supplies;
supplies; advertising:
advertising; telegraph,
telegraph,
Commissioners
and
oflico
peronnel. of Presoffice
Examinaon
personnel.

iExsmnattaonofsress
idential postmasters.
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telephone,
telephone, and laundry service;
service; freight and express
express charges;
charges; streetcar fares not to exceed $300; stationery;
stationery; purchase and exchange
exchange of
of
law books, books of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, subscriptions
subscriptions to newspapers
newspapers
periodicals, not to exceed $1,000; charts; purchase, exchange,
and periodicals,
exchange,
maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of motor trucks, motorcycles,
motorcycles, and
bicycles;
and bicycles;
garage
garage rent; postage stamps to prepay postage on matter
matter addressed
addressed
to Postal Union countries;
countries; special-delivery
special-delivery stamps; and other like
miscellaneous necessary
expenses not hereinbefore
miscellaneous
necessary expenses
hereinbefore provided for,
department Proioas.
$1,028,000: Provided,
Provided, That no details from any executive department
rovisos.
t
Details
from Departor
independent establishment
or independent
in the
District of
Columbia or
or elseelse- "ants,
establishment in
the District
of Columbia
ments, forbidden.
etc., in the
etc.,
Washington
where
to
the
Commission's
central
office
in
or
to
any
of
where to the Commission's central office in Washington or to any of District forbidden.
its district offices shall be made during the fiscal year ending June
June 30,
30,
1934, but this
affect the
this shall not affect
the making
making of
of details for
for service as
examiners outside the immediate
immediate offices of
members of the boards of examiners

the
district managers:
further, That
the Civil
Service
the district
managers: Provided
Provided further,
That the
Civil Service
or
Commission shall have power in case of emergency
emergency to transfer or
detail any of its employees
employees to or
or from
from its
its office
office or field
field force.
force.
For all
binding for
the Civil
Service Commission,
Commission,
For
all printing
printing and
and binding
for the
Civil Service
including all of its bureaus,
bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located
in Washington
Washington and elsewhere, $22,000.
Total, Civil Service Commission, $1,050,000.
$1,050,000.
COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS
COMMISSION

For expenses
expenses made necessary by _the
the Act entitled "An Act establishing a
Commission of
approved May
17, 1910
(U.S.C.,
of Fine
Fine Arts
Arts ",', approved
May 17,
1910 (U.S.C.,
lishing
a Commission
title
periodicals, maps, and
title 40,
40, sec.
sec. 104),
104), including
including the
the purchase of periodicals,
reference, and payment of actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses
books of reference,
expenses of the
members and secretary
secretary of the Commission in attending meetings
meetings and
members
committee
committee meetings of the Commission
Commission either within or outside of
of
the District of Columbia,
disbursed on vouchers approved
by
Columbia, to be disbursed
approved by
which amount not to exceed
exceed $5,270
$5,270 may
the Commission, $8,500, of which
be
personal services
be expended
expended for
for personal
services in
in the
the District
District of Columbia.
Commission of
binding for
for the Commission
of Fine Arts,
Arts,
For all
all printing
printing and binding
$300.
Commission of Fine Arts, $8,800.
Total, Commission
$8,800.
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES'
For three
three Commissioners
other personal
services in
in the
the I)istrict
District
personal services
For
Commissioners and
and other

Transfers between ofofTransfer
fice
and field forces.
r e
ce an

between

Printing
Printing
ing.

and bindbindand

ng

Commission
Commission of Fine
Arts.
Expenses.
frx
0Inn 371.
Vol.
36, p. 371.
U.S.C., p.
p. 1295.
1295.
U.S.C..

binlPrintinig end
and lending.

in runme

E
mployees'
ComFmployeef'
('Compensation Commission.
(ommisslon.
Commissioners
Commissioners
office personnel.

and

and

of
exceed $1,000 for temporary experts
experts oferso
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including not to exceed
assistants in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, to be paid
and assistants
at
$8 per
services in the
rate not exceeding
exceeding $8
per day, and for personal services
at aarate
field;
furniture and other equipment
equipment and
field; for furniture
and repairs
repairs thereto; law
books, books of reference,
reference, periodicals;
periodicals; stationery
stationery and supplies;
supplies;
traveling expenses; fees and mileage
mileage of witnesses; contract
contract stenotraveling
graphic reporting
reporting services; rent at the seat of government
government and elsewhere;
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
where; and
items; $345,000.
$345,000.
Printing and bindbinding for the Employees'
Compensation ing.
For all printing and binding
Employees' Compensation
ing.Printing and bindCommission,
$4,000.
Commission, $4,000.ployees'
CEmployees'
Com
Employees' compensation
fund: For
For the
compensa- pensation
Employees'
compensation fund:
the payment
payment of
of compensafund.
penation fSud.
Vol. 39, pp. 743,
3 747.
747
pPPo.74
".An Act to provide compensation
employees vol.
tion provided by "An
compensation for employees
p. SO. .
of the United States suffering injuries
while in the performance
performance of
injuries whie
of
approved September
September 7, 1916
their duties,
duties, and
and for others
others purposes ",, approved
1916
(U.S.C.,
785), including
traveling
(U.S.C., title
title 5,
5, sec.
sec. 785),
including medical
medical examinations,
examinations, traveling
employees under
and other expenses, and loss of wages payable to employees
sections 21 and 22; all services, appliances,
appliances, and supplies provided
amended, including payments to Army and Navy
by section 9
9 as amended,

-
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hospitals; the
transportation and
and burial
expenses provided
provided by
by secsecburial expenses
the transportation
hospitals;
tions
and advancement
advancement of
for the
enforcement of
of
costs for
the enforcement
of costs
11; and
tions 99 and
and 11;
recoveries
provided
in
sections
26
and
27
where
necessary,
accruing
Recoveries.
Recoveries.
accruing
27
where
necessary,
recoveries provided in sections 26 and
during the
prior fiscal
fiscal years;
$3,820,000:
years; $3,820,000:
in prior
or in
year 1934
1934 or
fiscal year
the fiscal
during
Provided,
That
the
permanent
appropriation
made
in Private
Private Act
Act
Proviso.
Proviso.
made
in
appropriation
the
permanent
That
Provided,
Catherine
Panturis,
Catherine Panturis,
approved February
February 26,
is repealed
repealed after
after June
June
monthly payments
26, 1931,
1931, is
378, approved
Numbered 378,
to, Numbered
monthly
payments to,
from
Employees' com- 30, 1933, and the payment authorized by such Act shall thereafter
from Employees'
30, 1933, and the payment authorized by such Act shall thereafter
pensation
fund.
pensation fund.
Vol.
46, p.
2123.
be
made from
the "Employees'
"Employees' compensation
fund."
p. 2123.
Vol. 46,
compensation fund."
from the
be made
Total, Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Commission, $1,169,000.
$4,169,000.
Compensation Commission,
Total,
Burial, etc.,
etc., expenses.
expenses.
Burial,

Vocational
tion
Board.
tion Board.

EducaEduca-

FEDERAL
FOR VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
EDUCATION
BOARD FOR
FEDERAL BOARD

Vocational
Vocational
tion.

EducaEduca-

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

For
Hawaii the
the benefits
benefits of
of the
the Act
Act
Territory of
of Hawaii
to the
the Territory
For extending
extending to
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
for
the
promotion
of
vocational
educaeducavocational
of
promotion
entitled "An Act to provide for the
tion;
provide for
for cooperation
the States
in the
promotion of
of
States in
the promotion
cooperation with the
to provide
tion; to
such
education
in
agriculture
and
the
trades
and
industries;
to
proto
proand
industries;
and
the
trades
such education in agriculture
vide
for cooperation
with the
the States
States in
preparation of teachers
teachers
in the preparation
cooperation with
vide for
of vocational
and to
to appropriate
money and
and regulate
regulate its
its
appropriate money
subjects; and
of
vocational subjects;
expenditure
", approved
approved February
February 23,
(U.S.C., title
20, secs.
secs.
Vol.
17.
title 20
23, 1917
1917 (U.S.C.,
expenditure",
Vol. 43,
43, p.
p. 17.
p. 612.
11-18),
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
u.s..,p62.
1-18), in accordance
accordance with the provisions
Act to
to extend
certain laws
laws to
to the
Territory- of
of
the Territory
of certain
the provisions
provisions of
extend the
Act
Hawaii
", approved
approved March
March 10,
10, 1924
1921 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 20,
20, sec.
sec. 29),
29), $25;700.
$25,700.
Hawaii ",
Extending benefits
extendingg to Puerto Rico the benefits
Extending
benefits
benefits of the Act entitled
"An
For extendin
entitled "Au
to Puerto Rim
Rico.
Act
the promotion
promotion of
vocational education;
education; to
to provide
provide
of vocational
for the
Vol. 39,
p. 929.
929.
Act to
to provide
provide for
9, p.
U.S.C.,
609.
u.S.C., p.
p. 609
for cooperation with the States
the promotion
States in the
promotion of
of such
such education
education
industries; to provide
provide for cooperain agriculture
agriculture and the trades and industries;
vocational
preparation of teachers of vocational
tion with the States in the preparation
subjects; and
and to
to appropriate
regulate its
its expenditure
expenditure ",
",
money and
and regulate
appropriate money
subjects;
Vol. 48, p.1489.
February 23,
23, 1917
1917 (U.S.C.,
title 20,
in accordaccordsees. 11-18),
11-18), in
(U.S.C., title
20, secs.
948; approved
approved February
U.S, pp.
pp.
6^,
U.S.C.,
609, 948;
VI, pp.
349; 627. ance
extend the
entitled "An Act
Act to extend
provisions of
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
ance with
with the
pp. 349;
Supp. VI,
provisions
certain laws
laws relating to vocational
education and
and
vocational education
provisions of
of certain
rehabilitation to Puerto Rico
a, 1931
Rico ", approved March
March 3,
civilian rehabilitation
(U.S.C., title
title 20, sees.
secs. 11-18; title 29, sees.
secs. 31-35; U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C.,
30), $84,000.
$84,000.
title 20, sec. 30),
Cooperative educaCooperative vocational
education in agriculture
agriculture and home ecovocational education
Cooperative
agrinse and
n agriculture
tion
tion
in
and
economics.
home economics.
nonics: For carrying out the provisions
nomics;
provisions of section
section. 11 of the
the Act
Act
11.85.;
p.
1151. vI,
entitled "An
Act to
further development
development of
of vocavocafor the
the further
to provide
provide for
"An Act
iUol.Ss,
pupp
VI, entitled
p.349,
tional education
p. 3;19.
education in
in the several States and Territories",
Territories ", approved
approved
February
February 5, 1929 (U.S.C.,,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
secs. 15a, 15c),
VI, title 20, sees.
15c),
Proviso.
$1 1275,000: Provided,
Provided2That
apportionment to
to the
States shall
be
shall be
the States
the apportionment
That the
Computation
ot app- $1,275,000:
aComputation of
portionment to
portionment
to States.
States. computed
year
computed on the basis of not to exceed $1,275,000
$1,275,000 for the fiscal
fiscal year
1934, as authorized
authorized by the Act
Act approved
approved February
February 5, 1929 (U.S.C.,
secs. 15a,
Supp. VI, title 20,
20, sees.
ISa, 15c).
lc).
Salaries
and
exSnaries and exSalaries and
and expenses:
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section
Salaries
expenses For
For carrying,
carrying out
out the
penses.
2
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
provide for
for the
further development
development
the further
to provide
Act to
Act entitled
Vol. 45
45, p
p. 1151.
2 of
of the
61.
Vo.
Supp. VI,
.S.C., supp.
vi, of vocational
education in the several States
vocational education
States and Territories
Territories ",,
p. 349.
p.34.
approved February
February 5, 1929 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 20, sees.
secs. 15b,
15c),
150), $68,000,
$68,000, of which amount not to exceed $54,000 may be
expended for personal services
expended
services in the District of Columbia.

Extending
benefits
Extending benefits
to Hawaii.
Vol. 39a
39, .p. 929
929.
tol
n. 809..
U.S.C., P.

Vocational
tation.
tation.

rehabilirfhabili-

Persons disabled in
in
industry.
Expenses.
Expenses.
V01.41,
p. 735;
VoL43,
Vol.41,p.
35;Vol.43,
p.
431; Vol.
Vol. 46,
46, p.
P. 524;
524;
p. 431;
Vol.
47, p.
448.
Vol. 47,
p. 448.
U.S.C., p.
U.S.C.,
948; Supp.
p.948;
VI, P.
p. 828.
VI,
ea

VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION

Cooperative
Rehabilitation of Persons Disabled in
Cooperative Vocational Rehabilitation
Industry-Rehabilitation:
Industry-Rehabilitation: For carrying out the provisions of the
Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the promotion of vocational
rehabilitation
rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry or otherwise
otherwise and their
return to civil employment
" approved
employment"
approved June
Jime 2, 1920 (U.S.C., title 29,
29,
amended by the Act of June 5, 1924 (U.S.C.,
sec. 35),
35), as amended
(U.S.C., title 29,
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sec. 31),
1930, and
June 30,
30, 1932
(U.S.C.,
1932 (U.S.C.,
and June
of June
June 9,
9. 1930,
31), and
and the
the Acts
Acts of
sec.
Prot:in.l
Supp. VI,
title 29,
29, secs.
$969,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the minimini- Proilo.
31-40), $969,000:
secs. 31-40),
VI, title
Supp.
Minimum allotment
allotment
Minimum
States.
year 1934 shall to States.
the fiscal
mum
allotment to
to any
for the
fiscal year
hereunder for
State hereunder
any State
mum allotment
be $8,840.
$8,840.
be
Salaries
and
exexand
Salaries
investigations, and penses.
Salaries and
and expenses:
For making
making studies, investigations,
expenses: For
Salaries
reports
rehabilitation of
disabled persons
of disabled
the vocational
vocational rehabilitation
regarding the
reports regarding
and their
their placements
suitable or
gainful occupations,
occupations, and
and for
for the
the
or gainful
in suitable
placements in
and
administrative
of said
said Board
Board incident
incident to
the
performing the
to performing
expenses of
administrative expenses
41, p.735;Vol.43,
p.735; Vol. 43,
Vol.41,
duties
imposed by
by the
the Act of
of June
2, 1920
(U.S.C., title 29,
29, sec. 35),
35), Vol.
1920 (U.S.C.,
June 2,
duties imposed
c.r 4 Vol 46, p. 524;
6' P 24
as
June 5,
5, 1924
1924 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 29, sec. 31),
31), and ol.43,V
of June
Act of
by the
the Act
amended by
as amended
p. 948; Supp.
Supp.
94;
.
the
of June
June 9,
9, 1930,
1930, and
and June
June 30,
30, 1932
VI, title vU.S.;c
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
1932 (U.S.C.,
Acts of
the Acts
VI, P. 628.
assistants, experts, clerks,
such assistants,
29,
31, 40),
of such
clerks,
salaries of
including salaries
40), including
29, secs.
sees. 31,
as the
and other
other employees,
employees, in
in the
the District
District of
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, as
Columbia or
of Columbia
and
Board may
may deem
deem necessary,
traveling and
necessary
other necessary
and other
actual traveling
necessary, actual
Board
expenses
incurred by
by the
members of
Board and
by its
its employees,
employees,
and by
the Board
of the
the members
expenses incurred
under its
including attendance
at meetings
of educational
educational
meetings of
attendance at
its orders;
orders; including
under
in
associations and
organizations, rent
equipment of
of offices
offices in
and equipment
rent and
and other
other organizations,
associations
the District
of books
books of
of refrefpurchase of
elsewhere, purchase
and elsewhere,
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
the
District of
erence,
law books,
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,
$50,
newspapers not
periodicals, newspapers
and periodicals,
books, and
erence, law
stationery, typewriters
and exchange
exchange thereof,
miscellaneous supplies,
thereof, miscellaneous
typewriters and
stationery,
postage on
foreign mail,
and binding,
binding, and
and all
all other necesnecesprinting and
mail, printing
on foreign
postage
amount not to exceed
sary expenses,
$55,000, of
of which
which amount
exceed $47,000
$47,000 may
expenses, $55,000,
sary
of Columbia.
District of
be expended
services in
the District
in the
personal services
for personal
be
expended for
Cooperative rehabiliCooperatverehabiliCooperative vocational
rehabilitation of
of the
the tation
residents of
disabled residents
of disabled
vocational rehabilitation
Cooperative
of disabled resiof
of District of
District of
Columbia: For
For personal
and binding,
binding, dents of
printing and
services, printing
personal services,
of Columbia:
District
Columbia.
training, placetravel
and subsistence,
subsistence, and
and payment
payment of
of expenses
expenses of training,
place- CVol4bap.
travel and
Vol. 15, P. l2 .
U.S.C., Supp. VI,
Supp VI, p.P.
ment, and
and other
other phases
phases of
rehabilitating disabled
disabled residents
residents of
of the
2U.S.C.,
the 626.
of rehabilitating
ment,
District
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
the Act
provisions of
the provisions
under the
of Columbia
Columbia under
District of
of disabled
Act
disabled residents
rehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
the vocational
for the
provide for
to provide
Act to
February 23, 1929 (U.S.C.,
of
District of
Columbia ",
", approved
approved February
of Columbia
the District
of the
Supp. VI,
title 29,
secs. 47-47e),
47-47e), $11,000.
$11,000.
29, sees.
VI, title
Supp.
Appropriations availattendance at
Vocational ab
for Vocational
Board for
to the
the Federal Board
Appropriations
able forop
attendance
at
available to
Appropriations available
educational association
association
available for expenses
Education for
for salaries
salaries and
expenses shall
shall be
be available
expenses educational
and expenses
Education
meetings, etc.
other mtins, e
of attendance
meetings of
associations and
and other
educational associations
of educational
at meetings
attendance at
of
organizations
discretion of
the Board
Board are
are necessary
necessary for
of the
the discretion
in the
which in
organizations which
the efficient
discharge of
responsibilities.
of its
its responsibilities.
efficient discharge
the
Total, Federal
Federal Board
for Vocational
Education, $2,487,700.
$2,487,700.
Vocational Education,
Board for
Total,
ro

, ,p

i4 8

1760

FEDERAL
BOARD
FEDERAL FARM BOARD
The
appropriation hereby
hereby made
Federal Farm Board for
the Federal
made for the
The appropriation
the
1934 shall,
Executive order dated March 27,
shall, if the Executive
year 1934
fiscal year
the fiscal
Administration, goes into effect,
effect, be
1933, creating the Farm Credit Administration,
available
administrative expenses
expenses of the
available during such fiscal year for administrative
Farm Credit
made availAdministration, in addition to other funds made
Credit Administration,
Farm
able
therefor by
Executive order, in the same
the provisions of said Executive
by the
able therefor
transferred by such
manner as if this appropriation
appropriation had
had been transferred
manner
Executive
Executive order.
For salaries
and expenses
expenses in
with the provisions
provisions of the
in accordance
accordance with
For
salaries and
"Agricultural Marketing
15, 1929 (U.S.C.,
approved June 15,
Act," approved
Marketing Act,"
"Agricultural
Supp. V,
V, title
title 7,
7, sees.
secs. 521-535f),
including the salaries of mem521-535f), not including
Supp.
bers
of the
Federal Farm
Farm Board,
Board, except
except the
member
salary of the member
the salary
the Federal
bers of
designated
as chairman,
chairman, and
creating a
a Division of Coopand the Act creating
designated as
erative Marketing
Marketing in
in the
approved July
Agriculture, approved
Department of Agriculture,
the Department
erative
2,
1926 (U.S.C.,
451-457), including
including stenostenosees. 451-457),
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 7, secs.
2, 1926
graphic
services to
to be
obtained by
by the
the Board
Board through the
be obtained
reporting services
graphic reporting
civil service
service or
by contact 1;;not
exceed W/50
newspapers and
$750 for newspapers
not to exceed
or by
civil
I So

original
So in original.
86637
'-34--19
8637 °34--19

Federal Farm Board.
Federal
Appropriations for,
Appropriations
to Farm
availble
available
Farm
Administration,
Credit Administration,
If
Executive Order No.
if Executive
6084
effective.
6084 effective.

Salaries
exexand
Salaries
penses.
Vol. 46, p. 11.
11.
Vol.
U.S.C., Supp.
Stipp. VI,
VI, p.
p.
U.S.C.,
62.
62
Salaries, members
members of
Salaries,
Board not included.
included.
Board
Vol. 44, p. 802.
Vol.
Supp. VI, p.
u.S.C., Supp.
50.
59.
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clippings; membership
membership fees
in organizations
organizations which
issue
clippings;
fees or
or dues
dues in
which issue
publications to
members only
only or
or to
members at
at a
alower
lower price
price than
publications
to members
to members
than
others, payment
made in advance;
advance; manuscripts,
manuscripts,
to others,
payment for which
which may
may be
be made
data.,
special reports by purchase
data, and special
purchase or by personal
personal services without
without
regard to the provisions
provisions of
supplies and
and
of any other Act; to
to procure
procure supplies
services
without regard
regard to
section 3709
3709 of
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes
the Revised
services without
to section

(U.S.C.,
title 41,
sec. 5)
when the
the aggregate
amount involved
involved does
does
aggregate amount
5) when
41, sec.
(U.S.C., title
not exceed $50;
and exchange,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and
$50; purchase
purchase and
exchange, maintenance,
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and
and motor
motor
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
adding
trucks to be used only for
for official
official purposes;
purposes; typewriters,
typewriters, adding
machines, and other labor-saving
devices, including
their repair
repair and
and
labor-saving devices,
including their
exchange; garage
garage rental in
District of
elsewhere;
exchange;
in the District
of Columbia and
and elsewhere;
Traveling expenses.
Traveling
epenses.
traveling
expenses, including attendance
attendance at meetings
traveling expenses
meetings concerned
concerned with
with
the work of the Federal
Farm Board;
payment of
of actual
actual transportatransportaFederal Farm
Board; payment
tion expenses and not to exceed
subsistence and
exceed $10
$10 per diem to cover
cover subsistence
and
other expenses
expenses while in conference
conference and en
his
en route from and
and to his
home to any person
person other than
member of
of an
an
than an employee
employee or
or aa member
Attendance
meet- advisory commodity committee
Attendance at
at meetcommittee whom the Board may from time to
ings.
ings.
time invite to the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere
elsewhere for conference
conference
the work
work of
Board; the
the
and advisory
advisory purposes in
in furthering the
of the
the Board;
persons 2 firms,
for the
performance of
employment of
of persons,
firms, and others
others for
the performance
of
special services,
including legal
legal services
services and
and other
other miscellaneous
Balancs
aailable; special
services, including
miscellaneous
Balances
available;
expenses, all
unexpended balances
of appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Federal
limit.
limit,
expenses,
all unexpended
balances of
Federal
made available
available
Farm Board, not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,050,000, are hereby
hereby
made
Provisos.
purposes enumerated
enumerated in
in this
this paragraph:
paragraph: Provided,
Provided, That
That
rnser of
for the
or for
the purposes
Transfer
of fnds
funds for
cooperative
work by
cooperative work
by during the fiscal year 1934, when
when the Federal Farm Board requir
es
requires
departments,
etc.
departments, etc.
cooperative
any department
independent establishment
cooperative work
work by
by any
department or
or independent
establishment
of the Government
scope of
the functions
functions of
such departdepartGovernment within the
the scope
of the
of such
ment or establishment and which such department
department or establishment
establishment
is unable to perform within
limits of
of its
appropriation s,
the FedFedwithin the
the limits
its appropriations,
the
eral Farm Board
Board may
this appropriation
appropriati on t
may transfer
transfer from
from this
too suc
suchh
department
establishment, with
approvalof
ofth
hea dthereof,
thereo f,
department or
or establishment,
with the
the approval
thee head
direct expenditure
expenditure during
durin g the
fi scalyear
year 1934,
such sum or sums
sums for direct
the fiscal
1934,
as
may
be
necessary
for
the
perform
anc e of
ofsuch
suc h additional
additiona lwork:
Salary
restriction
as
may
be
necessary
for
the
performance
work:
Salary restriction.
Provided
part of
approp ri
ati on s
hall be
be used
use d
Provided further,
further, That no part
of this
this appropriation
shall
to pay
pay any
any salary
salary in
in excess
$10,000 per
per annum,
annum ,or
or any
any salary
sal
ary i
n
to
excess of
of $10,000
in
the member
member of
of the
the B
oar d
excess of $8,500 per annum
annum except to the
Board
designated as
the chairman
chairman and
and not
not t
excee deight
ei
ght other
oth er officers
offi cers or
designated
as the
too exceed
or
any
to ivlasifl employees, which number, in addition to a
,utregard
„A'.r
e
turAzrte„"Vg
ny officers
Officers or employees
1 Civil Servcation
and
sation
an (civil
Sr"v- who
lee
Acts.
who under
under existing law may be so appointed
appointed and
an d compensated,
compensa t
ed,may
may
Vol.
49,
p. 1488;
Via. hereafter
be appointed
compensated without
regar d t
the propro Voi 42,p.
14,Q; vi.
hereafter be
appointed and
and compensated
without regard
too the
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
amended, and
rs.c., ip. ,5 l3,
visions of
supp. visions
of the
Act of
and civil
civil
VI,
serv
i
ce laws.
l
aws .
A , p.h.81.
as1
service
p. 1309.
13
Vehicles.

nehcles.p

Federal Oil
T °onsetvF.ior Board.
s onrrl
'Milan

J
lixpenses.

Ixpelses.

Vedette
ComFederal
v Power Comsion.
mi
mission.
Expenses.
Vle.13
Vol.
41, p. 10I3M Vo.
40, p.p 797.
4,
97
v.
U.S.C., Supp. VI, p.

p..

3.

FEDERAL OIL CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION BOARD
BOARD

For
Federal Oil Conservation
For the
the expenses
expenses of the Federal
Conservation Board
Board convened
convened
by the President on December 19, 1924, and for each purpose connected therewith,
therewith, to be
by the
the secretary
secre t
ary o
th
e Board
Board
be expended
expended by
off the
under the supervision of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, under general
regulations to be approved
approved by the Board,
Board, $7,803.
FEDERAL POWER
COMMISSION
POWER COMMISSION
expenditure requisite
For every expenditure
requisite for and incident
incident to the work of
of
the Federal Power Commission as authorized
authorized by law, including
including

personal
personal services; traveling expenses, including expenses of attendance
ance at
at meetings which
which in the discretion of the Commission are
necessary
discharge of its responsibilities;
necessary for the efficient discharge
responsibilities; contract
contract
stenographic reporting services; reimbursement
reimbursement to governmental
st!nographic
governmental
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agencies of
the cost
passenger-carrying
motor-driven passenger-carrying
furnishing motor-driven
of furnishing
cost of
of the
agencies
vehicle
and not
exceeding $1,000
for law
law books,
books, books of
$1,000 for
not exceeding
service, and
vehicle service,
reference,
newspapers, and
and periodicals;
amount
$207,000. of which amount
periodicals; $207,000,
reference, newspapers,
the
not
$188,000 shall
shall be
be available
services in the
personal services
for personal
available for
to exceed
exceed $188,000
not to
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
District
For all
all printing
printing and
and binding
for the
Commission,
Federal Power Commission,
the Federal
binding for
For
$3,000.
r$3,000.
Total, Federal
Federal Power
Power Conunission,
$210,000.
Commission, $2110,000.
Total.
FEDERAL
COMMISSION
RADIO COMMISSION
FEDERAL RADIO

Printing
Printing
ing.

and

bindand hin -

(l

Federal Radio ComCornFederal
minion.
mission.
Commissioners

a
and

a
Ctommissioners
For five
other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures other
all other
for all
and for
expenses.
commissioners. and
five commissioners,
For
44, p.
1182; vol
Vol_
p. 1162;
Vol. 44,
of
Federal Radio
performing the
the duties
imposed 46,Vol.
duties imposed
in performing
Commission in
Radio Commission
the Federal
of the
p. 50.
Vol. 36, p.
p. 629.
s2.
by
the Radio
Radio Act
Act of
of 1927,
1927, approved
approved February
February 23,
amended, 4Vo.
as amended,
1927, as
23, 1927,
by the
Executive
Order Na.
Nc,.
Executive Order
the
1910, approved
approved June
1910, as
Executive 5892.
amended, Executive
as amended,
24. 1910.
June 24,
of 1910,
Act of
Ship Act
the Ship
Vol.
45,
p. 2760.
2760.
45,
Vol.
International
the
Order
Numbered
5892,
dated
July
20,
1932,
and
International
1932,
dated
5892.
Numbered
Order
Radiotelegraphic Convention,
personal services,
contract Reporting, etc.
services, contract
including personal
Convention. including
Radiotelegraphic
etr.
stenographic
services, rental
rental of
newspapers, Reporting,
quarters, newspapers,
of quarters,
reporting services,
stenographic reporting
periodicals,
law books.
books, special
special counsel fees, supplies
books, law
reference books,
periodicals, reference
and
including purchase
exchange of instruments,
and exchange
purchase and
equipment, including
and equipment,
which
may
be
purchased
without
regard
to section 3709 of the
regard
without
purchased
be
mav
which
R.S., see. 3709, p. 73:1
... , Cee.
Revised
Statutes (U.S.C.,
41, sec. 5) when the aggregate
aggregate amount U.S.C.,
title 41,
p.3700,
1309.p.
(U.S.C., title
Revised Statutes
involved
does
not
exceed
$25,
improvement
and
care
of
.
and
grounds
of
care
and
improvement
$25,
involved does not exceed
repairs to
buildings, not
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, includto exceed
not to
to buildings,
repairs
ing expenses
attendance at meetings which
which in the discretion
discretion of the
of attendance
expenses of
ing
Commission
efficient discharge
discharge of its responthe efficient
necessary for the
are necessary
Commission are
sibilities, and
necessary expenses,
expenses, $620,000,
of which
which amount
amount Services in the Dis$620,000, of
other necessary
and other
sibilities,
triSces i the J)isnot
to exceed
$338,000 may
personal services
in the trict.
services in
for personal
expended for
be expended
may be
exceed $338,000
not to
District of
Columbia.
District
of Columbia.
Printing and landi
For all
for the
the Federal
Radio Conmlission,
Commission, i,Pritilg
ing.
Federal Radio
binding for
and binding
printing and
all printing
For
$20,000.
Total,
Federal Radio
$640,000.
Commission, $64-0.000.
Radio Commission,
Total, Federal

FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COIMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL

Federal Trade Commission.

enodenl rr

r
Comiiiissif!ner,
other expert es.

:
expendlitures t(ontle"';isionerl',
al
ather orized expenditures
o
fo all otr
For
five commissioners,
other
authorized
commissioners, and for
For five
Vol.
(4
7
r
17.
.
717
:
Vol.
of
the
Federal
Trade
Commission
in
performing
the
duties
imposed
imposed
duties
the
4.
of the Federal Trade Commlission in performing
the Conlllissioln
by
pursuance of
including secretary
secretary to the
Commission Annt, 1.-1.,
law, including
of law,
ill p)rslltlance
law or1orin
by law
and
other persolnal
personal services,
services;
reporting services;
stenographic reporting
contract stenographic
services. contract
and( other
supplies
and
equipment,
law
books.
books
of
reference,
periodicals,
reference,
of
books
books.
law
supplies and elquipmlenlt,
for
garage
rental, traveling
expenses, including
including not
not to
$900 for
exceed $900
to exceed
traveling expenses,
garage rental,
expenses
of attendalnce,
attendance, when
authorized by
Connmisby the Commisspecificallv authorized
when specifically
expenses of
sion,
at meetings
concerned with
Trade ComFederal Trade
the Federal
of the
work of
the work
with the
meetings concerned
sion, at
mission, not
not to
to exceed
for newspapers,
and( Witness fees. mileage.
postage, and
foreign postage,
newspapers. foreign
$300 for
exceed $300
mission,
38, p.. 7i.
722.
witness
and mileage
in accordance
accordance with
section 9
of the
vols,
Federal Vol.
the Federal
9 of
with section
mileage in
fees, and
witness fees,
359.
Trade Conmmission
Commission Act;
be availpuhlicU.S.,l p. for
avail- U.S.C.,
shall be
$230,000 shall
which $230,000
of which
Available
public.
$900,000, of
Act; $900,000,
Trade
utilities
investigation.
inveticati l.
investigations uhderable
for the
of the
public utilities
under- utlities
utilities investigations
the public
completion of
the completion
able for
Proviso.
Limitation on
on ..new
e,
That Limitation
taken
to S.
83, Seventieth
Congress: Provided,
Provided, That
Seventieth Congress:
Res. 83,
S. Res.
pursuant to
taken pursuant
investigations.
hereafter
no
new
investigations
shall
be
initiated
by
the
Commission
investigtions.
Commission
the
by
initiated
be
shall
hereafter no new investigations
as the
the result
result of
of a
a legislative
legislative resolution,
resolution, except
except the
cona conbe a
same be
the same
as
current resolution
resolution of
of the
of Congress.
binrPrintig
and bindCongress.
the two
two Houses
Houses of
current
Printing and
ing.
For
and binding
for the
the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission, ing.
binding for
printing and
all printing
For all
$20,000.
$20,000.
Total, Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission, $920,000.
$920,000.
Total,
GENERAL
OFFICE
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING

General
Office.

ogenerl

Accounting
A

eountin.

Comptroller General.
ComptrollerGenera.
Assistant,
Assistant, and office
personnel.

General, Assistant Comptroller
Salaries:
Comptroller General,
Comptroller GenGenFor Comptroller
Salaries: For
and personnel.
eral,
and
other
personal
services
in
the
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
of
District
eral, and other personal services in the
elsewhere, $3,110,000.
$3,110,000.
elsewhere,
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Contingent expenses.

Proviso.
pr0viso.
Minor purchases.

7

.. , sec.
R.S.,
see. 370,p.
3709, p. 733.
p. 1309.
.s..,p.

1309.

Printing and binding.
ing.

George Rogers Clark
SesoR
Sesquicentennial Commission.

JUNE
1933.
JUNE 16,
16, 1933.

Contingent expenses:
Contingent
expenses: For traveling expenses,
including .
stenoexpenses, including
stenographic
service outside
outside of
of the
the District
Columbia not
not
graphic reporting
reporting service
District of
of Columbia
exceeding $2,500,
by contract
contract or
otherwise; materials,
materials, supplies,
exceeding
$2,500, by
or otherwise;
supplies,
equipment, and services;
services; rent of buildings
buildings and
and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase
books, law
books of
of reference,
reference, and
and periodiand exchange
exchange of
of books,
law books,
books, books
periodicals,
machines, and
other office
office appliances,
cals, typewriters,
typewriters, calculating
calculating machines,
and other
appliances,
including
development, repairs,
repairs, and
and maintenance,
including one
one
including their
their development,
maintenance, including
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle;
miscellaneous
motor-propelled
vehicle; and
and miscellaneous
$110,000: Provided,
Provided, That
section 3709
of the
the Revised
Statutes
items; $110,000:
That section
3709 of
Revised Statutes
(U.S.C., title
title 41,
sec. 5)
5) shall
shall not
not be
construed to
to apply
pur(U.S.C.,
41, sec.
be construed
apply to
to any
any purchase or service rendered
rendered for the
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office when
when
the aggregate
aggregate amount involved
involved does
of $50.
$50.
does not
not exceed the
the sum
sum of
For all printing and binding
binding for the General
Accounting Office,
Office,
General Accounting
including monthly
including
monthly and annual
annual editions of selected decisions of the
Comptroller General
General of the United
Comptroller
United States,
States, $60,000.
$60,000.
Total, General
General Accounting
$3,280,000.
Accounting Office,
Office, $3,280,000.

ogersloak

mission.

CH.
101.
CH. 101.

GEORGE
ROGERS CLARK
GEORGE ROGERS
CLARK SESQUICENTENNIAL
SESQUICENTENNIAL
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Participation
exFor carrying into effect the provisions of the joint resolution
penses.
Memorial commem- entitled "Joint resolution providing for the participation of the
orating achievements
orating
achievements
rinwinng
oinldUnited States in the celebration in 1929 and 1930 of the one hundred
in
winning of old
Northwest.
Northwest.
and fiftieth anniversary of the conquest of the Northwest Territory
Vol. 45, p. 724; Vol.
4TpI.
Vo. by General George Rogers Clark and his army, and authorizing an
46,
p. 1459.

Meorial eommem-

and fiftieth anniversary of the conquest of the Northwest Territory
by General George Rogers Clark and his army, and authorizing an
appropriation
for the
appropriation for
the construction
construction of
of aapermanent
of the
permanent memorial
memorial of
the

4P.
Ante,p.
Ante,
p. 276.

Revolutionary
Revolutionary War
War in
in the West, and of the accession
accession of the old
Northwest to the United States on the site of Fort
Northwest
Sackville, which
Fort Sackville,
which
was captured by George Rogers
Rogers Clark
Clark and his men February
February 25,
25,
1779," approved
approved May
1779,"
May 23, 1928 (45 Stat., pp. 723,
723, 724),
724), as amended
amended
February 28, 1931 (46
by the Act of February
$96,650.
(46 Stat., pp. 1459-1460),
1459-1460), $96,650.

Post, P.
Post,
p. 364.
36

Interstate
interstate Commerce
Commission.
Salries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
and

For carrying into effect the provisions of the joint resolution
entitled "Joint resolution providing for the participation of the
United States in the celebration in 1929 and 1930 of the one hundred

exe-

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SATARTPS AND

General administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: For eleven
eleven commissioners,
commissioners, secresecretary, and for all other
other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures necessary in
the
in the
execution
execution. of laws to regulate commerce, including one chief counsel,
counsel,
one director of finance,
finance, and one director
director of traffic at $10,000 each
each
Reporting ,rvices.
Reporting
forst:ea.
per annum,
expenses, and contract
per
annum, traveling expenses,
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting
services; $2400,0A0,
S2,400,000, of which
which amount not to exceed $2,155,000
$2,155,000 may
may
Smokes in the Dis.
etrvices in the Dis. be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services in
the District
District of
Columbia, excluexcluin the
of Columbia,
sive of special counsel, for which
which the expenditure
expenditure shall not
not exceed
exceed
$50,000; not
exceeding $150,000
$150,000 for holding
field
hearings;
$50,000;
not
exceeding
holding
not
Books, furniture,
furniture, eto
Books,
OA exceeding $3,000 for purchase and exchange
of necessary
exceeding $3,000 for purchase and exchange of
necessary books,
reports, and periodicals;
periodicals; not exceeding
exceeding $100
$100 in the open market
market for
the
purchase of office furniture
similar in class or kind to that
the
purchase
furniture
that listed
Proviso.
reosein
Rent restriction.
in the
the general
general supply
supply schedule: Provided,
Provided, That
That this appropriation
appropriation
shall
buildings in the District
shall not
not be available
available for rent of buildings
District of Columbia
provided by the Public
Buildings Commision.
bia, if
if suitable space is provided
Public Buildings
Commission.
Enforcing accounting
bEorcingaeeomting
Regulating
accounts: To enable the Interstate
Regulating accounts;
Interstate Commerce CommisCommisby
34 P _593; Vol.
sion
to
enforce
compliance
with
section
20
alba
other
sections
of the
o.
p.
;
Vol.
sion
to
enforce
compliance
with
section
and other sections of
38, p.
41, p.
46
. 558;; vol.
Vol.
4
p. Act
Act to
regulate. commerce
commerce as
amended by20the
Act approved June the
29,
493.
to regulate
as amended
U.S.C., pp. 1668U.s.C.,
os631906
49, sec.
sec. 20),
20), an
and
by
the
Transporta1906 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 49,
d as
as amended
amended
by
the
Transpo
r
,
1670.
i
1670.
n
edbyth, T n tation Act, 1920 (U.S.C.,
including the employment
1-ion
(U.S.C., title 49, sec. 20),
20), including
employment
of neessary
necessary special
agents or
or examiners,
examiners, and
and traveling
traveling
~csr~
eh Dismof
special accounting
accounting agents
Services in the
trict.
rit.
expenses, $750,000, of which
which amount not to exceed
exceed $172,000
$172,000 may
may be
be
Commissioners,etc.

Commissioners, etc.
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expended for
of Columbia:
Columbia: Proti
Pro- ErgAtiOin
District of
the District
in the
services in
for personal
personal services
expended
for personal
vided, That
That for
portion of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
remaining after penditures
penditgear;e
n
rsgali
year 1933 remaining
the portion
for the
vided.
s
i sti

expended
the date
enactment of
amount which
which may
be expended
may be
the amount
Act the
this Act
of this
of enactment
date of
the

i

year

fica

s!rgvg! ees '
ro

Meal

Year

for
services in the District of Columbia from the 1933
personal services
for personal
appropriation
the purposes
paragraph shall be
this paragraph
in this
included in
purposes included
for the
appropriation for
at
the
annual
rate
of
$175,000.
at the annual rate of $175,000.
Safety
enable the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commisafetjr of emetc.
g loyees.
Appliances,
Commis- S
the Interstate
To enable
of employees:
employees: To
Safety of
sion
to
keep
informed
regarding
and
to
enforce
compliance
with
Acts
29
\7
1)
0
E
85
27
.
g 531; Vol
ol.
.
v
vo
p,
Acts
with
sion to keep informed regarding and to enforce compliance
to
promote the
the safety
of employees
travelers upon
"3!3.1). 29.
Vol.3,p.f8.
railroads; vii.
upon railroads;
and travelers
employees and
safety of
to promote
the
requiring common
make reports
of accidents
ts
p:aso.
30.
Vol.d dar, p.
and Or
accidents and
reports of
to make
carriers to
common carriers
Act requiring
the Act
Interstate
authorizing
investigations
thereof;
to
enable
the
enable
to
and
thereof;
investigations
authorizing
Commerce Commission
Commission to
and test
appliances intended
intended
test appliances
investigate and
to investigate
Commerce
to
promote
the
safety
of
railway
operation,
as
authorized by the
authorized
as
operation,
railway
of
to promote the safety
joint resolution
June 30,
30, 1906
(U.S.C., title 45, sec. 35),
1906 (U.S.C.,
approved June
resolution approved
joint
and the
the provision
rovision of
the Sundry
Sundry Civil
May 27, 1908 Safety signals.
approved May
Act approved
Civil Act
of the
and
(U.S.C.,
title 45,
secs. 36,
36, 37),
experimentally, Vol.
34, p. 838; Vol.
Saetys3ignals.
test experimentally,
investigate, test
to investigate,
37), to
45, secs.
(U.S.C., title
38, p.
p.
Vol. 38,
and
on the
use and
and need
need of
any appliances
systems intended
intended t6,5, p.
324; Vol.
p. 324;
or systems
appliances or
of any
the use
report on
and report
p.
1441.
141.
p.
v.s.c.,
to
promote
the
safety
of
railway
operation,
inspectors,
and
for
travtravfor
and
inspectors,
operation,
railway
of
safety
the
to promote
Inspectors.
eling
$445,000, of
which amount
amount not
to exceed
in
Persnlservices in
may thePersonal
$78,000 may
exceed $78,000
not to
of which
expenses, $445,000,
eling expenses,
District.
be
for personal
services in
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Distrit.
the
the District
in the
personal services
Safety
systems.
be expended
expended for
41, p.
p. 48.
498.
Signal
safety systems:
systems: For
For all
authorized expenditures
expenditures under
under Vol.
Vol. 4,
all authorized
Signal safety
U.S.C., p. 1673.
section
26
of
the
Act
to
regulate
commerce
as
amended
by
p.1673U.s..
the
by
amended
as
section 26 of the Act to regulate commerce
Transportation
(U.S.C., title
26), with respect
to
respect to
sec. 26),
49, sec.
title 49,
1920 (U.S.C.,
Act, 1920
Transportation Act,
the
provision thereof
thereof under
railroad subject
subject to
train co
conto Automatic trin
by railroad
carriers by
under which
which carriers
the provision
the Act
may be
be required
train-stop or
or train-control.
tram-con- trol.
automatic train-stop
install automatic
to install
required to
Act may
the
Vol. 34,
34, p. 83.
838.
1441.
trol devices
which comply
comply with
and requirements
requirements prepre- U.S.C.,
u.s.c., 1441.
specifications and
with specifications
devices which
trol
scribed
by
the
commission,
including
investigations
and
tests
pertainscribed by the commission, including investigations
ing to
to block-signal
and train-control
authorized by
the
by the
as authorized
systems, as
train-control systems,
block-signal and
ing
35),
joint resolution
resolution approved
1906 (U.S.C.,
title 45, sec. 35),
(U.S.C., title
30, 1906
June 30,
approved June
joint
and
the employment
necessary engineers, and for Personal services Lin
the necessary
of the
employment of
including the
and including
nal ervice in
traveling
expenses, $35,000,
$35,000, of
of which
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $27,500
$27,500 thelPesr
District.
which amount
traveling expenses,
may
be
expended
for
personal
services
in
the
District
Columbia.
Columbia.
of
District
the
in
services
personal
for
may be expended
Locomotive inspecinspec
Lonomotive
expenditures under the lion.
Locomotive inspection:
inspection: For
authorized expenditures
For all authorized
Locomotive
Vol. 36, p. 90; Vol.
provisions
of February
February 17,
entitled "An
Vl.
3,
p.
913;
"An Act to 38,Vol.
17, 1911,
1911, entitled
the Act
Act of
of the
provisions of
p. 1192; Vol. 40, p.
43, p.
p. o
659. p.
promote
the safety
and travelers
travelers upon
railroads by
ol.
43,
6IlP Vol.
comi- 616;
by comupon railroads
of employees
employees and
safety of
promote the
11.11,(1.,
pp.
1439,
pelling common
in interstate
interstate commerce
commerce to
to equip
equip 1441.
1441.
engaged in
carriers engaged
common carriers
pelling
their locomotives
with safe
suitable boilers and
appurtenances
and appurtenances
and suitable
safe and
locomotives with
their
thereto"" (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
45, sec.
as amended
Act of March
by the Act
amended by
22), as
sec. 22),
title 45,
thereto
4, 1915,
1915, extending
"the same
same powers
and duties
duties with
with respect
respect to all
powers and
extending "the
4,
parts and
tender" (U.S.C.,
locomotives and tender
the locomotives
appurtenances of the
and appurtenances
parts
(U.S.C., title 45,
title 45, sec. 30),
30) and amendment
45 ,
amendment of June 7, 1924 (U.S.C.,
title
Additional
inspecby the
time by
to time
sec. 27),
providing for the appointment from time to
the t Additional inspec27), providing
sec.
Vol. 36, p. 914; Vol.
Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission of
inspectors 43,Vol.
914;48,vl.p.
3, p.
fifteen inspectors
than fifteen
more than
of not
not more
Interstate Commerce
p. 659;
Vol.
. 659; Vol. , p.
in
addition to
the number
number authorized
authorized in
first paragraph
paragraph of section 823.U.S.C.,
the first
in the
to the
in addition
pp.
14.16.
U.s.c.
44of
of the
1911 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
sec. 26),
amendment 1441;
the amendment
and the
26), and
45, sec.
title 45,
of 1911
Supp. pp.
VI. p. 143.
Act of
the Act
of
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 45, sees.
secs. 24, 26),
26) including
including
27, 1930
June 27,
of June
such
technical, stenographic,
stenographic, and clerical help as the business
legal, technical,
such legal,
of the
the offices
offices of
of the
chief inspector
inspector and his
his two assistants may require Personal services in
the chief
of
in
and for
for traveling
$435,000, of which amount not to exceed
exceed thePegssoalervi
expenses, $435,000,
District.
traveling expenses,
and
of
$60,000
may
be
expended
for
personal
in
District
of
the
services
personal
for
$60,000 may be expended
Columbia.
Columbia.
Physical valuation of
Fvalaation o
PhS
Corn- railroads.
Valuation
of property
carriers: To
To enable the Interstate Comof carriers:
property of
Valuation of
Vol. 37, p. 701; Vol.
70; Vl.
merce Commission
Commission to
to carry
carry out
objects of
of the
the Act
"An 40,vo.
37, p;
entitled "An
Act entitled
the objects
out the
merce
p. 271;
Vol. 42, P;' 1.P
a62.c
Act
to amend
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
commerce', 624.
regulate commerce',
to regulate
Act to
'An Act
amend an
Act to
U.S.C., p. 1667.
thereof",,by
approved
February 4,
1887, and
and all
amendatory thereof"
by U.S.C.,p. 167.
Acts amendatory
all Acts
4, 1887,
approved February
providing
for a
several classes
property of carof property
classes of
the several
of the
a valuation
valuation of
providing for
riers
information concerningth
ei
r
Issue
sstock, etc.
oteof toe.
concerning their
securing information
and securing
thereto and
subject thereto
riers subject
stocks, bonds,
bonds, and
approved March 1, 1918 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
securities, approved
and other securities,
stocks,
$10,000 per
title 49,
sec. 19a),
one director of valuation at $10,000
including one
19a), including
49, sec.
title
A p

an

ir

2

ors.

,

i

o

.

:
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annum,
of land
land appraisals,
appraisals, one
one supervising
supervising engineer;
engineer;
annum, one
one supervisor
supervisor of
one supervisor
of accounts,
and one
valuation examiner,
one
supervisor of
accounts, and
one principal
principal valuation
examiner, at
at
Proriso.
protho.
‘t;9 000 each
and traveling
$1,
000 ,
000 :Provided,
$9,000
each per
per annum,
annum, and
traveling expenses,
expenses, $1,000,000:
Provided,
Rent restriction
Rent
restriction in '
the
District.
That
shall not
available for
for rent
rent of
of buildings
buildings
That this
this appropriation
the District.
appropriation shall
not be
be available
in
of Columbia
Columbia if
if suitable
suitable space
space is
is provided
by the
in the
the District
District of
provided by
the
Public
Buildings Commission.
Public Buildings
Commission.
Printing
and binding.
printing and
and binding
for the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commisig. For
For all printing
Printing andbindir
binding for
Commission, including
including reports
cases proposing
proposing general
general changes
changes in
in
sion,
reports in
in all
all cases
transportation rates
rates and
to exceed
$10,000 to
print and
and furnish
furnish to
to
transportation
and not
not to
exceed $10.000
to print
form blanks,
blanks, and
the receipts
receipts from
from such
such
the States
States at
at cost
cost report
report form
and the
reports
shall be
be credited
credited to
appropriation, $125,000:
$125,000:
reports and
and blanks
blanks shall
to this
this appropriation,
1j-oiso.
Provided,
Proriso.
Provided, That no part of this sum
shall
be
expended for
for printing
printing
sum
shall
be
expended
Schedule of sailir
ceilings
s the Schedule
excluded.
Schedule of Sailings
Sailings required
required by section
section 25
25 of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate'
excluded.
Vol. 41, p. 407.
497.
Commerce
Commerce Act.
Act.
Attendance at meetexceed $2,500 of the appropriations
meetappropriations herein
Attendance
Not to exceed
herein made for
for the
the
ings.
Jugs.
Interstate Commerce
shall be
available for
for expenses,
Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission shall
be available
expenses,
except
except membership
meetings concerned
concerned with
membership fees, for attendance
attendance at meetings
with
the work of
of the
the Commission.
Commission.
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $5,190,000.
$5,190,000.
Total, Interstate
Interstate Commerce
f

re

Rushmore
Mount
Rushm
National
Memorial
Memor
Commission.
Commission.

MOUNT
RUSHMORE NATIONAL
MOUNT RUSHMORE
NATIONAL MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Expenses, etc.
Memorial Commission:
Mount Rushmore
Rushmore National Memorial
Commission: For carrying
carrying
Vol. 45, pp. 1300,
13
'into
provisions of the Act creating
into effect
effect the provisions
creating the Mount
Mount Rushmore
Rushmore
1621'; Vol. 46, p. 239.
1627;
Pest, p. 364.
Post,
National Memorial
Commission, approved
Memorial Commission,
approved February
February 25,
25, 1929 (45
reappropriBalances reapproI
ri- Stat., p. 1300),
1300), $10,000,
$10,000, together with the unexpended
balances of
of
unexpended balances
ated.

the appropriations
appropriations for this purpose
purpose for
years 1932
1932 and
and 1933.
1933.
for the fiscal
fiscal years
to be expended
expended under the provisions of .the Act
of February
February 25.
25,
Act of
(45 Stat., p. 1300).
1929 (45
1300).

National
Advisory
National Advise
ery
NATIONAL
NATIONAL ADVISORY
A_DV ISOM/ COMMITTEE
FOR AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
COMMITTEE FOR
Committee for AeroAe
nauties.t
naut.
AU expenses,
scienAll
expenses, sienFor scientific research, technical
technical investigations,
investigations, and
and special
spec i
alreports
repor t
s
tific research, etc.

in the field of aeronautics, including the necessary
necessary laboratory
laboratory and
and
technical assistants;
contracts for personal
assistants; contracts
personal services
the making
making of
of
services in the
special investigations
investigations and in the preparation
special reports;
reports;
preparation of
of special
Attendance
meet- traveling expenses of members and employees;
ttenance at
atmeetexpenses
employees; including not to
exceed
exceed $500 for expenses, except
except membership
membership fees, of attendance
attendance upon
meetings of technical and professional
professional societies;
societies; office supplies and
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
other miscellaneous
including technical
periodicals and
and
technical periodicals
books of reference;
reference; equipment, maintenance,
and operation
operation of
of the
the
maintenance,
and
Langley
laboratory.
angleyiboatory.
Langley
Langley Memorial
Memorial Aeronautical
Aeronautical Laboratory;
Laboratory; purchase, maintenance,
maintenance,
operation,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation, and exchange
exchange of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
including
not more than one for general administrative
vehicles,
including
Personal
services.
,ersonalmoere,
use
of Columbia;
use in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia; personal
personal services
services in
in the field and
the District
of
Columbia;
in all, $676,000,
District
$676,000, of which amount
to
amount not to
quarters.
Living quartes
exceed $2,000
$2,000 may
may be
exceed
be expended
expended for
for allowances
allowances for
for living
living quarters,
quarters,
Vol. 46, p. 818.
p. 8
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved
including
approved
1930 (46 Stat. 818),
June 26,
2C1930
818), but not to exceed $720 may be so used
used
Personal services in
person and
not to
to exceed
for personal
personal services
services
any one
one person
and not
exceed $94,000
$94,000 for
the erson
District.sercesn for any
in
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
Printing and binding
printingandbiding
For
for the
the National
For all
all printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
National Advisory
Advisory Committee
for
Aeronautics,
including
all of its offices,
laboratories, and
mittee
Aeronautics,
offices, laboratories,
services located
in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
services
located in
Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
$19,000.
;

Tot,
000.eronati,
onaommittee
Total,
National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, $695,000,

Total, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, $695,000.
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PUBLIC
PUBLIC PARKS
PARKS OF
THE
OF THE
AND PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL
NATIONAL

Public Buildings and

and
Buildins
PublicParks
Public
Parks
of the
Public
National Capital.
Capital
National

services.
Personalservices.
elsewhere, Personal
and elsewhere,
For
personal services
District of
a Columbia
Columbia and
the District
in the
services in
For personal
the
and
the
pay
and
allowances
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
provisions
and the pay and allowances in accordance with the
Act
of May
May 27,
27 1924,
1924, as
force engaged
in Mount Vernon Meengaged in
the police
police force
of the
amended, of
as amended,
Act of
Highway police,
morial Highway
patrolling
the !Mount
Memorial Highway
the State
State of
of morial
in the
Highway in
Vernon Memorial
Mount Vernon
patrolling the
pay and allowances.
allowances.
and
authorized by the Act approved
lands, as
Virginia,
and other
as authorized
approved pay
Federal lands,
other Federal
Virginia, and
Vol.
43, p. 174;
174; Vol.
Vol. 43,
p. 4S3.
483.
46, p.
including not to exceed
May
29, 1930
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 483),
exceed 46,
$2,200.000, including
483), $2,200,000,
May 29,
$25,000
rates of
diem rates
per diem
at per
employees at
seasonal employees
and seasonal
intermittent and
for intermittent
$25.000 for
compensation
to be
be fixed by the director.
compensation to
Maintenance, etc., of
e.,
dignated"nance,
the maintenance,
For general
in connection
maintenance,g lcare,
care,
connection with the
expenses in
buildings,
general expenses
For
designated
buildings,
Idesignated
I
grounds,
etc.
etc.
grounds,
and
heating,
improvement,
protection
operation,
repair,
cleaning,
heating,
cleaning,
repair,
operation,
improvement, protection,
Lincoln
lighting of
the Washington
Monument and
and grounds;
grounds; the
the Lincoln
Washington Monument
of the
lighting
Memorial and
and the
the reflecting
pool; the
the house
Where Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
house where
reflecting pool;
Memorial
died;
the Arlington
Bridge; the
Memorial
Vernon Memorial
Mount Vernon
the Mount
Memorial Bridge;
Arlington Memorial
died; the
Highway and
other Federal
Federal lands
Act of May
29,
May 29.
the Act
by the
authorized by
lands authorized
and other
Highway
Vol. 46, p. 482.
l. 4 p. 8.
1930
(46
Stat.
482)
;
grounds
surrounding
executive
departments;
departments;
executive
surrounding
grounds
482);
Stat.
1930 (46
and
buildings in
District of
Columbia under
the jurisjurisunder the
of Columbia
the District
in the
public buildings
and public
diction
of the
the Office
of Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and
Parks of the
and Public Parks
Office of
diction of
National
Capital, including
per diem
diem employees
employees at rates of pay
including per
National Capital.
approved
Director, not
exceeding current
for similar
similar
rates for
current rates
not exceeding
the Director,
by the
approved by
Rent, etc.
employment
in the
District of
of buildings
buildings in
in the
the Rent,etc
rent of
Columbia; rent
of Columbia;
the District
employment in
District
of Columbia,
and salaries
salaries for
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
for maintenance
Columbia, and
District of
the
buildings
when
such
maintenance
and
operation
is
not
furnished
furnished
not
is
operation
and
maintenance
such
the buildings when
by
of the
lease, and
the uniforms
uniforms and
equip- Equipment, etc.,
and equipand the
the lease,
terms of
under terms
owner under
the owner
by the
venton Memo..emoment for
force engaged
engaged in
patrolling the
Vernon Mount
Mount Vernon
Mount Vernon
the Mount
in patrolling
police force
the police
for the
ment
rial Highway patrol.
Memorial Highway
including the
purchase, ral Highway ptrol.
the purchase,
Virginia, including
of Virginia,
State of
the State
in the
Highway in
Memorial
issue
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, exchange
storage of
of
and storage
exchange and
issue operation,
revolvers, bicycles,
bicycles, motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, and
and Proriso.
passenger-carrying vehicles,
revolvers,
for re',
rent ,et
v.t.
ammunition:
That any
any funds
year 1934
1934 Funds
Fundsfor
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
funds for
Provided, That
ammunition: Provided,
for departments
may
departments may
in the
buildings in
of buildings
and maintenance
rents and
appropriated for
appropriated
for rents
maintenance of
the District
District for
transferred tto 1D)iDibe transferred
rector.
independent rector.
of
of the
the executive
executive departments
departments and independent
any of
for any
Columbia for
of Columbia
llublic
establishments
may be
be transferred,
transferred, with
with the approval
approval of the Public
establishments mav
Buildings
the Director
of Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and
Director of
to the
Commission. to
Buildings Commission,
Cont ingent expenses.
Public
Parks
of
the
National
Capital;
city
directories;
contingent
'ontingelt exss.
contingent
directories;
city
Capital;
Public Parks of the National
expenses;
traveling expenses
expenses and
car fare
exceeding $300;
$300; comcomnot exceeding
fare not
andl car
expenses; traveling
munication
professional, scientific,
and law
law books;
books;
technical, and
scientific, technical,
service;•professional,
munication service
periodicals
and forms; photobooks and
blank books
books; blank
reference books;
and reference
)eriodicals and
graphs; maps;
maps; leather
leather and
articles and
and gas
masks for
for the
gas masks
rubber articles
and rubber
graphs:
protection
of
public
property
and
employees;
not
exceeding
$13,000
$13,000 Uniforms ffor ernexceeding
not
protection of public property and employees;
ployees.
for
uniforms for
employees; the
repair, exchange,
exchange, ployees.
maintenance, repair,
the maintenance,
for employees;
for uniforms
storage,
and
operation
of
not
to
exceed
one
motor-propelled
pasmotor-propelled
one
exceed
to
not
of
storage, and operation
senger-carrying
the demolition
buildings; incidental
incidental
of buildings;
demolition of
vehicle; the
senger-carrying vehicle;
Mall, grading, etc.
grading
of
the
Mall
to
utilize
available
fill;
the
purchase,
main- Mall, grading, etc.
mainpurchase,
the
fill;
available
grading of the Mall to utilize
tenance, and
of equipment
and fixtures;
$1,120,000.
Printingandinding.
Printing
and binding.
fixtures; $1,120,000.
equipment and
and repair
repair of
tenance,
For all
printing and
Public Buildings
of Public
Office of
the Office
for the
binding for
and binding
all printing
For
and Public
National Capital,
Capital, $2,500.
the National
of the
Parks of
Public Parks
and
Total,
Buildings and
and Public
National
Public Parks of the National
Public Buildings
of Public
Office of
Total, Office
Capital,
$3,322,500.
Capital, $3,322,500.

COMMISSION
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS COMMISSION
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Buildings
Public
s
mmlion. B
Commission.

co

Expenses
Expenses of transtrans-

ofices etc.
errng offices,
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
to moving
various Govern- ferring
moving various
incident to
expenses incident
For
ment
departments,
bureaus,
divisions,
and
independent
establishestablishindependent
and
divisions,
bureaus,
ment departments.
ments
and parts
thereof from
from one
building to
to another
another or
or moves
moves
one building
parts thereof
ments and
within a
a building
building in
the District
in connection
connection with
Columbia in
of Columbia
District of
in the
within
the assignment,
assignment, allocation,
transfer, and
and survey
space, including
including
of space,
survey of
allocation, transfer,
the
the
removal
and
erection
of
building
partitions,
including
personal
personal
including
partitions,
the removal and erection of building
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Proviso.
Reimbursing
Reimbursing
Sees for expenses
expenses
flees
curred.
curred.

services, without
to civil-service
civil-service rules,
at rates
of pay
pay
services,
without reference
reference to
rules, at
rates of
fixed and determined
and without
reference to
to
determined by
by the
the commission
commission and
without reference
the Classification
Classification Act
as amended:
amended: Provided,
the
,fthe
Act of
of 1923
1923 as
Provided, That
That the
inin- money herein appropriated
appropriated may be used
the Govused for
for reimbursing
reimbursing the
Government departments,
independent establishestablishdepartments, bureaus,
bureaus, divisions,
divisions, independent
ments, and offices for
for actual
expenses incurred
incurred by
by them
in complying
actual expenses
them in
complying
with the orders
orders of the commission;
commission; to
vouchers signed
signed
to be expended
expended on
on vouchers
by the chairman
chairman of the commission;
commission; to
be available
immediately,
to be
available immediately,
remain available
and to remain
available until expended,
expended, $80,000.
of-

Smithsonian InstituInstitution.
Administrative
Administrative
penses.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 101.
JUNE 16,
16, 1933.
1933.
SESS.
101. JUNE

SMITHSONIAN
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

ex-

For expenses
expenses of the general
general administrative
Smithsonian
administrative office, Smithsonian
Institution, compensation
compensation of necessary
necessary employees,
traveling expenses,
expenses,
employees, traveling
purchase
periodicals, supplies and
purchase of books and periodicals,
and equipment,
equipment, and
and
any other necessary expenses,
expenses, $32,500.
$32,500.
International
International exe- International
exchanges: For the system of
International exchanges:
exof international
international exchanges.
changes between
between the United States and foreign
foreign countries,
countries, under
under
the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including
.
necessary
necessary
employees,
employees, and purchase
purchase of
an d periodicals,
periodicals, and
and
of necessary
necessary book
bookss and
traveling
traveling expenses, $38,500.
American ethnoly
ethnology.
Amerian
American ethnology
ethnology::For continuing
American
continuing ethnological
ethnological researches
researches among
among
the American Indians and the natives
natives of Hawaii,
Hawaii, the
the excavation
excavation
and preservation
archmologic remains
preservation of archaeologic
of the
the
remains under
under the
the direction
direction of
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
Smithsonian
employees, the
the prepprepincluding necessary
necessary employees,
aration of manuscripts, drawings,
the purchase
purchase
drawings, and
and illustrations,
illustrations, the
periodicals, and traveling
of books and periodicals,
traveling expenses,
expenses, $50,000.
$50,000.
1
b
Astrophysical
ObAstr

PhCl
servatory,

ex-

O-

National Museum.
Museum.
Equipment, etc.
etc.

Preserving
tin00 etc.
don,

col Itle*
colle-e

Contingent
Contingent expenses
expenses.

hTational
National Gallery of
of
Art.
Administrative exexpenses.
penses.

Astrophysical Observatory:
Observatory: For
Astrophysical
For maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the Astrophysical
Astrophysical
Observatory, under the direction
Observatory,
direction of the Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
including
purchase of books, periodicals,
including assistants, purchase
periodicals, and
and apparatus,
apparatus,
making necessary
necessary observations
observations in high altitudes,
repairs and
and alteraaltitudes, repairs
alterations of buildings, preparation
preparation of manuscripts, drawings,
and illusillusdrawings, and
traveling expenses,
trations, traveling
expenses, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $26,500.
$26,500.
NATIONAL
-ATIONAL MUSEUM
MUSEUM

For cases, furniture,
appliances required for
For
furniture, fixtures, and appliances
for the
the
exhibition and safe-keeping
safe-keeping of collections;
collections; heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, elecelectrical,
trical, telegraphic,
telegraphic, and telephonic
telephonic service, repairs and alterations
alterations
of buildings, shops, and sheds,
sheds, including
including approaches
approaches and
all necesand all
necessary
services, and traveling
ary material;
material; personal
personal services,
traveling and
and other
other necessary
necessary
incidental expenses, $128,500
ineulental
$128,500.:
For continuing
continuing preservation, exhibition, and increase
increase of
of colleccollections from the surveying and exploring
exploring expeditions
expeditions of
the GovernGovernof the
ment, and
ment,
and from other sources, including
including personal
personal services,
services, traveling
expenses, purchasing
supplying uniforms
expenses,
purchasing and supplying
uniforms to guards and elevator
elevator
conductors, postage
conductors,
postage stamps and foreign postal cards and all other
other
necessary
exceeding $5,500
necessary expenses, and not exceeding
$5,500 for p
reparati on of
of
preparation
manuscripts,
manuscripts, drawings,
drawings, and illustrations
illustrations for publications,
publications, and
and not
not
exceei
exceeding $3,00
$3,000 for purchase
purchase of books, pamphlets,
pamphlets, and
and periodicals,
periodicals
$509,000.
7
$509,000.'
NATIONAL
NATIONAL GALLEY
GAT:LERY OF
ART
OF ART

For
the National Gallery of Art
For the
the administration
administration of the
Art by the
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, including compensation
compensation of necessary
employees, purchase
purchase of books of reference
employees,
reference and periodicals, travelin
traveling
expenses
expenses, uniforms
uniforms for guards,
guards, and necessary
necessary incidental
expenses,
incidental expenses,
$29,500.
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PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING

ti n g and
P r in
For all
binding for the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, binPdrini
g
nting
and
all printing and binding
For
including
services locate
located binding
bureaus, offices, institutions, and services
of its bureaus,
all of
including all
in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $5,500.
$5,500.
District of
Washington, District
in Washington,
Total,
which amount
amount not to tritfervices
S
ce
trvices in the Disof which
$820,000, of
Institution, $820,000,
Smithsonian Institution,
Total, Smithsonian
in
exceed
$750,000
may
be
expended
for
personal
the
services
exceed $750,000 may be expended for personal
District of Columbia.

SUPREME
COURT BUILDING
COMMISSION
BUILDING COMMISSION
SUPREME COURT

Supreme Court
Court
Supreme

Building Commission.
Commission.
Building

Construction expen-

n
tr
seS.
Supreme Court
For completing
completing the construction
construction of the ses.
Building: For
Court Building:
Supreme
Vol. 46,
6 pp. 51.

building for
United States
Court in accordance
accordance with
Supreme Court
States Supreme
the United
for the
building

een-

VOl. 4 , . 51

the
the
provisions of
the Act
"An Act to provide for the
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
the provisions
construction
building for
Court of
the United
until eexUnited Available
of the
Supreme Court
the Supreme
for the
of a
a building
Available until
construction of
pended.
50-51), pended.
States ", approved
December 20,
Stat., pp. 50-51),
(46 Stat.,
1929 (46
20, 1929
approved December
States",
$3,490,000, to
remain available
available until expended.
expended.
to remain
$3,490,000,
TARIFF COMMISSION
COMMISSION
TARIFF

Tariff Commission.

Tarif Commission.

Salaries and expen-

an e p e
ses.
For
salaries and
the United
Commission, se.alare
d x "
States Tariff Commission,
United States
of the
expenses of
and expenses
For salaries
Post,
p.
1027.
p.
odt,
including
purchase
and
exchange
of
labor-saving
devices,
purthe
devices,
including purchase and exchange of labor-saving
chase of
professional and
and scientific
scientific books, law books, books of
of professional
chase
reference,
other protective
protective equipment
equipment for photostat and
and other
gloves and
reference, gloves
other machine
rent in
the District
elseDistrict of Columbia and elsein the
operators, rent
machine operators,
other
where,
newspapers and
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and contract
contract Reporting.
to newspapers
subscriptions to
where, subscriptions
a.696.
vo446, pg.
stenographic
reporting services,
as authorized
authorized by sections
Vol.
p.
sections 330 to U.S.C.,
services, as
stenographic reporting
Supp. VI, p.
vp.
341
of
the
Tariff
Act
of
1930,
approved
June
1930
(U.S.C.,
3.s.o.:supp.
1930
17,
June
319.
approved
1930,
of
Act
341 of the Tariff
Supp.
VI,
title
19,
secs.
1330-1341)
;
$785,000,
of
which
amount
not
Supp. VI, title 19, sees. 1330-1341); $785,000, of which amount not
the
to exceed
$692,000 may
may be expended
personal services in the
expended for personal
exceed $692,000
to
District
of Columbia;
Columbia; not
to exceed
exceed $2,500
$2,500 for expenses,
expenses, except
except
not to
District of
membership
fees, of
at meetings
subjects
concerned with subjects
meetings concerned
attendance at
of attendance
membership fees,
under
investigation
by
the
commission;
and
not
to
exceed
$7,500 Living quarters.
exceed
to
not
and
commission;
the
by
investigation
under
Li.ving
for allowances
allowances for
for living
including heat,
46, p.uartrs.
818.
heat, fuel, and light, Vol.
quarters, including
living quarters,
for
U.S.C., Supp. VI.
supp. VI.
us.c.,
Supp.
as
authorized
by
the
Act
approved
June
1930
Stipp.
(U.S.C.,
1930
26,
June
approved
Act
as authorized by the
p. 20.
VI, title
5, sec.
sec. 118a),
but not
not to
exceed $720
$720 may
may be
be so
so used
any Po
VI,
title 5,
118a), but
to exceed
used for
for any
.
Provisos.
one person:
vided, That
That the
the Commission
Commission may
supplies suppliesan.lservices.
Supplies and ser% ices.
procure supplies
may procure
Provided,
person: Pro
one
It.13., sec. 3709. p. 731
and services
services without
without regard
regard to
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes
130.
sc. p. 1309.
.R.cp., U.S.C.,
Revised Statutes
to section
and
(U.S.C., title
41, sec.
when the
aggregate amount
does
amount involved does
the aggregate
5) when
sec. 5)
title 41,
(U.S.C.,
Salary restriction.
not exceed
exceed $50:
$50: Provided
no part
of this
this appropriaappropria- Salary restricton.
part of
That no
further, That
Provided further,
not
tion
shall be
pay the
the salary
salary of
member of the United
any member
of any
to pay
used to
be used
tion shall
States
shall hereafter
hereafter participate
participate in
in any
any Vo
who shall
Vol. 46, .p. 701.
Commission who
Tariff Commission
States Tariff
.46
Act
Tariff
the
proceedings
under
sections
336,
337,
and
338
of
of
of
338
and
337,
336,
proceedings under sections
1936, wherein
any member
member of
special,
his family has any special,
of his
or any
he or
wherein he
1930,
direct, and
pecuniary interest,
has acted
acted as attorney
attorney
he has
which he
in which
or in
interest, or
and pecuniary
direct,
representative.
or special representative.rinting
Printing and
and bindbinding.
nd
For
and binding
$15,000. ingi
Commission, $15,000.
for the Tariff Commission,
binding for
printing and
all pnnting
For all
Post, p. 1027.
Total,
mmission, $800,000.
$800,000.
Pd p. 127.
Tariff Commission,
Total, Tariff

UNITED STATES
GEOGRAPHIC BOARD
BOARD
STATES GEOGRAPHIC
UNITED

United
United States GeoGeoBard.
graphic Board.
Salaries and expen-

ses.
For salaries
United States
States Geographic
Board, sesnires
Geographic Board,
the United
of the
expenses of
and expenses
salaries and
For

and expen-

including
personal services
services in
in the
Columbia, and
and for
for
of Columbia,
District of
the District
including personal
stationery
and
office
supplies.,
$7,700.
$7,700.
supplies,
office
Printing
and
and
stationery
Printing
and
70
a
or
binding.
For printing
printing and
binding.
$100
binng, $1,300.
and binding,
For
Total,
Board, $9,000.
$9,000.
Geographic Board,
States Geographic
United States
Total, United
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Shipping Board.
Shipping
Board.
Commissioners, personnel, and other expenses.
Ielses.

Commissioneer-

Outside rent.
rent.
Outside

Investigating
disInvestigating
discrimination
against
against
American
vessels, etc.
American vessels,
etc.

Provisos.
Erteof
Estimates
of assignments
from Fleet Corments from
Corporation.
No salary reduction,
ete.
etc.e
1003.
Vol.. 46, p. 1003.
U.s.c. Supp. VI,
pp g.
31.
81.

assign-

Flmeet
aryreduction,

ir
o

sup v , .

Printing and binding.
Printingndbinding.

Shipping
Board fund.
fund.
Shbfiping Board

UNITED STATES
STATES SHIPPING
SHIPPING BOARD
BOARD
For three commissioners and
and for
for all
all other
expenditures authorized
other expenditures
authorized
compensation of
by law, including
including the compensation
of a
asecretary
secretary to
to the
the board,
board, attorattorneys, officers,
officers, naval
architects, special
experts, examiners,
examiners, and
clerks,
naval architects,
special experts,
and clerks,
including one admiralty
admiralty counsel
counsel at
not to
to exceed
$10,000 per
per annum,
annum,
at not
exceed $10,000
one technical expert
expert in
with construction
construction loan
loan fund,
fund, at
at
in connection
connection with
not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 per
per annum,
annum, and
and other
other employees
employees in
in the
the DisDistrict of Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and
and for
all other
expenses of
of the
the
for all
other expenses
Board, including
including the rental
rental of
outside the
the District
District of
of
of quarters
quarters outside
books, books
Columbia, law books,
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and not
not exceedexceeding $600 for newspapers,
newspapers, and traveling
traveling expenses
the
expenses of members
members of
of the
Board, its special experts, and other employees, while upon
upon official
official
business
designated posts of
business away from their designated
attendof duty, including
including attendance
ance at meetings or conventions of members of any
any society
society or
or assoassociation, the purpose
purpose of which the Board may consider of
interest to
to
of interest
the development
development and maintenance
maintenance of an American
merchant marine,
marine,
American merchant
when incurred
incurred on the written authority
chairman of
authority of
of the chairman
of the
the
Board, and for the
by contract
of expert
expert stenographic
stenographic
Board
the employment
employment by
contract of
reporters
reporters for its
its official
official reporting
reporting work
investigation.
work including
including the
the investigation
of foreign discrimination
discrimination against
against vessels
vessels and
shippers of
of the
the United
United
and shippers
States and for the investigation
investigation of
of immigrants
immigrants in
in
of transportation
transportation of
vessels of the United States
States Shipping Board, $300,000,
$300,000, of which
which
amount
amount not to exceed $263,000 may be expended
expended for
personal servservfor personal
District of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
That the
the annual
annual estiestiices in
in the
the District
Columbia: Provided,
mates of the Shipping
Board for
Shipping Board
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1935 shall
accomyear 1935
shall be
be accompanied by aa statement showing
showing the
the number
panied.
number and
and compensation
compensation of
of
oy. of
employees
of the
Corporation assigned
to the
Shipping Board:
employees
t. Fleet
the
Fleet Corporation
assigned to
the Shipping
Board:
Providedfurther,
further, That employees
Merchant Fleet
Provided
employees of the Merchant
Fleet Corporation
Corporation
assigned
assigned to
serving with
the Shippi
ng B
oard w h
ose compensato and serving
with the
Shipping
Board
whose
compensation is within the range of salary prescribed
prescribedf
or the
the appropriate
appropri
at
e grade
gra d
e
for
to which the position
position has been allocated
allocated under
Classification Act
Act
under the
the Classification
of 1923, as amended, shall
shall not be subject
reduction in
salary by
by
subject to
to reduction
in salary
reason of their transfer
reason
transfer during the fiscal year
year 1934
1934 to
to the
the pay
pay roll
roll
of
Shipping Board.
Board.
of the
the Shipping
For
printing and
binding for
for the
the United States
For all
all printing
and binding
States Shipping
Board, including
including all of its bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions, and
and services
services
located in
Washigton, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $10,000.
located
in Washington,
$10,000.

pingfd. Board

Merchant Fleet Q Vporatiohexset
pay
(
poration
expenses pay.

ablefro.
able
from.

UNITEs STATSES
SHIPPING BOARD
BOABD SHIPPING
I
7NITED
STATES SHIPPING
SHIPPING

FUND
ruisn

For
of the United
For expenses
expenses of
United States Shipping Board Merchant
Merchant Fleet
Fleet
Corporation
during the fiscal
year ending
Corporation during the
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30, 1934, for adminis-

trative purposes,
purposes.,including
including the salaries
salaries of employees
employees of
of the
the Elect
Sleet
Corporation
Corporation assigned
assigned to the Shipping Board, miscellaneous
adjustmiscellaneous adjustments, losses due to the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
of ships,
including
ships, including
operation through an agreement
a lump-sum compensation,
operation
agreement to pay a
compensation,
for the
the protection
for
protection of the interests of the United States in any vessel
on
United States holds aamortgage, for the repair
on which
which the
the United
repair of ships
ships,
for the purchase
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
op
era ti on of
of
and operation
motor vehicles
vehicles for official purposes
payment of
of prepurposes only; for the payment
premiums for
liability, fire,
miums
for liability,
fire, theft,
theft, property damage,
damage, and collision insuraneeand
and for other forms
forms of insurance
insurance, including
schedulee and
ance
including schedul
an dfidelity
fidelity

Source.% of.
ol. 41,
41 p. 988.
Vol.
p.
1537;
.
1537;
Sapp. VI, p. p.S
818.

p.

carried
bonds, commonly
comm only carr
i
edby
by commercial
commercial corporations
corporations engaged
engaged in
in the
the
same or aasimilar business, and for carrying
carrying out
out the provisions
provisions of
the
of the
MLerchant Marine
1920, and amendments
amendments thereto,
Merchant
Marine Act, 1920,
thereto, (a)
(a) the amount
of operating
operating funds
funds on
July 1,
1, 1933,
1933, not
to exceed
exceed S50,000,000;
on hand
hand July
not to
$50,000,000;

(b) all amounts received
received during the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30,
1934, other than
th an the
the proceeds
procee d
s of sales of
ships and
surplus property;
of ships
and surplus
property;
(c) so
so nmch
much of
of the
(c)
the total
total proceeds
proceeds of sales of ships and surplus
surplus

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

101. JUNE
JUNE 16, 1933.
SESS. I. CH. 101.
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property
received during
the fiscal
1934, but
exceeding
not exceeding
but not
year 1934,
fiscal year
during the
property received
Liquidat ion
expenexpen$1,000,000, as
is necessary
necessary to
includ- ses.Liquidation
liquidation, includof liquidation,
expenses of
the expenses
meet the
to meet
as is
$1,000,000,
purchasers,
ing
the
costs
incident
to
the
delivery
of
vessels
purchasers,
the
to
of
vessels
delivery
ing the costs incident to the
cost
laid-up fleet
and the
the salaries
expenses of
salaries and expenses
fleet and
the laid-up
maintaining the
of maintaining
cost of
Provisos.
the
engaged in
liquidation: Provided,
part of Claims
pabl
Prisnot
no part
That no
Provided, That
in liquidation:
the personnel
personnel engaged
Claims
not payable
payable
therefrom.
these
sums, (a),
(a), (b),
be used
for the
payment of claims therefrom.
the payment
used for
shall be
(c) shall
and (c)
(b), and
these sums,
arising out
the construction
construction and
and requisitioning
(d) all
all
requisitioning of vessels; (d)
of the
out of
arising
earned.
Interest earned.
interest earned
the funds,
funds, excepting
excepting the
the construction
construction loan fund, Interest
on the
earned on
interest
of the
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Fleet Corporation
Corporation
Merchant Fleet
Board Merchant
States Shipping
of
is
to these
funds and
and is
is made
for the
the purposes
purposes
available for
made available
these funds
accrue to
to accrue
is to
limitations herein established:
hereinbefore set
set forth
subject to
established:
the limitations
to the
forth subject
hereinbefore
Operating ships for
for
ships
Operatin
balances of the sums made carrying
unexpended balances
further,' That the unexpended
Provided
Provided further
carrying
coal to
foreign
foreign
ports.
available
Offices Appropriation
Act, 1930,
1930, for
for Ports
a
le
Appropriation Act,
the Independent
Independent Offices
by the
available by
Balance available.

45, p. 1244.
1244.
reconditioning
and operating
operating ships
coal to
ol. 45,lp.
foreign Vol.
to foreign
carrying coal
for carrying
ships for
reconditioning and
ports continued
continued available
available for
for the
the same
same purposes
for the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
purposes for
ports
1933,
hereby made
made available
available for
for the
the general
general purposes
purposes hereinare hereby
1933, are
before
set
forth
for
the
Merchant
Fleet
Corporation
for the fiscal
fiscal
for
Corporation
Fleet
Merchant
the
for
forth
before set
Transfer of
of funds
to
funds to
year
That, if
if and
and when
when the
the President
of Transfer
President of
further, That,
Provided further,
1934: Provided
year 1934:
Post Office Departexceed $4,000,000
to exceed
foreign mail
the United
direct, not
not to
$4,000,000 of the
the ment for foreignpma
so direct,
shall so
States shall
United States
the
contracts.
funds
may be transferred
transferred to the
the Post contracts.
available may
made available
hereinbefore made
funds hereinbefore
Office
Department
and,
when
so
transferred.
shall
be
available
only
only
available
be
Office Department and, when so transferred. shall
contracts
for meeting
meeting the
the cost
cost in
in the
the fiscal
year 19
34 of
foreign mail contracts
of foreign
1934
fiscal year
for
Vol. 45, p. 889.
entered
by that
Department under
under the
the provisions
of the
the MerMer- Vol 45, p. 689provisions of
that Department
into by
entered into
chant
Marine Act,
approved May
May 22,
22 1928,
1928, for service upon
1928, approved
Act, 1928,
chant Marine
steamship
sold by
States Shipping
Board subseShipping Board
United States
the United
by the.
lines sold
steamship lines
quently
to December
1, 1932.
1932.
December 1,
quently to
Special claims.
the Spcial
That
portion of
the special
special claims
claims appropriation
contained in
in the
appropriation contained
of the
Balance colals
for,
conThat portion
tinued
available.
vailable.
tinued
1923
year
Independent
Offices
Appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
1923
fiscal
the
for
Act
Appropriation
Independent Offices
Vol. 42, p. 847.
June Vol 42 p. 647.
committed prior
prior to
on June
unexpended on
remaining unexpended
and remaining
1923, and
1, 1923,
July 1,
to July
committed
30, 1933,
continue available
30, 1934, for the same
June 30,
until June
available until
shall continue
1933, shall
30,
purposes
the same
conditions.
same conditions.
under the
and under
purposes and
Operation of ships
of purromi
aOrerbaon
the United
To enable
enable the
To
United. States
States Shipping Board
Board Merchant
Merchant Fleet
Fleet taken
taken back
back from
from pnmra
chasers.
Corporation to
to operate
operate ships
ships which
which have
have been
or chBalance
been or
sers.
of ships
ships or
or lines
lines of
Corporation
reapproprimay be.
taken back
by reason
or ated.
of competition
competition or
reason of
purchasers by
from purchasers
back from
be taken
may
Vol. 44, p. 318.
other methods
methods employed
employed by
by foreign
foreign shipowners
shipowners or
there Vol" 44, p. 31
operators, there
or operators,
other
is
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated the
unexpended balance
the appropriaappropriaof the
balance of
the unexpended
is hereby
tion of
of $10,000,000
$10,000,000 made
made for
similar purposes
purposes in
in the
Independent
the Independent
for similar
tion
Proviso.
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
That President's
,,,,p,,v
Pr'tsdn'., approvA
1927: Provided,
Provided, That
fiscal year
year 1927:
()ffices
required.
no
expenditure
shall
be
made
for
the
purposes
of
this
paragraph
no expenditure shall be made for the purposes of this paragraph required.
from
sum without
the. prior
approval of
the President
of the
the
President of
of the
prior approval
without the
this sum
from this
United
States.
Inited States.
Motor
vehicle
rer"lotor vehlle
Not
motor vehicles
vehicles may
may be
be striction.
passenger-carrying motor
two passenger-carrying
than two
more than
Not more
maintained
and/or
operated
in
the
District
of
Columbia
from
the
the
maintained and/or operated in the District of Columbia from
appropriations
in this
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board
States Shipping
for the
Act for
this Act
appropriations in
and the
United States
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Board Fleet
Corporation. Such
Such
Fleet Corporation.
the United
and
vehicles
be for
use of
of the
the officers
and employees
employees of
of the
officers and
the use
for the
shall be
vehicles shall
Shipping Board
and the
Fleet Corporation,
the direction
direction of
under the
Corporation, under
the Fleet
Board and
Shipping
the chairman
chairman of
of the
Shipping Board
the president
president of the Merand the
Board and
the Shipping
the
chant Fleet
Corporation.
Fleet Corporation.
chant
Employment of atNo part
of the
in this
be used
used to
to pay
atof apEmpSloymet
pay torneys
shall be
this Act
Act shall
appropriated in
the sums
sums appropriated
No
part of
subject to
proval
Attorney
of Attorne
proval of
the
compensation of
of any
any attorney,
regular or special,
special, for the United General.
attorney, regular
the compensation
States
Board or
the United
States Shipping
Board MerMerShipping Board
United States
or the
Shipping Board
States Shipping
chant Fleet
Fleet Corporation
Corporation unless
unless the
contract of
of employment
been
has been
employment has
the contract
chant
approved
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of the
States.
United States.
the United
approved by
Rent in the Distric8.t.
No part
of the
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board MerMer- Rent in the Dstric
States Shipping
of the
funds of
the funds
part of
No
chant
Fleet Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be
for the
the rent
rent of buildings
buildings
available for
be available
chant Fleet
in
the District
District of
fiscal year
year 1934
1934 if
if suitable
suitable
the fiscal
during the
Columbia during
of Columbia
in the
space
is provided
provided for
corporation by
Public Buildings
Buildings
the Public
by the
said corporation
for said
space is
Commission.
Commission.
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No part
part of the funds
funds of the United States Shipping Board
Board MerMerchant
Fleet Corporation
Corporation shall
during the
the fiscal
chant Fleet
shall be
be available
available during
fiscal year
year
1934 for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of any
of fuel
of foreign
foreign production
production
1934
any kind
kind of
fuel oil
oil of
for issue,
issue, delivery,
delivery, or
or sale
sale to
in the
the United
United
for
to ships
ships at
at points
points either
either in
States or
possessions, where
oil of
the production
of the
the United
States
or its
its possessions,
where oil
of the
production of
United
States or
is available,
available, if
the cost
oil compared
States
or its
its possessions
possessions is
if the
cost of
of such
such oil
compared
with
foreign oil
oil costs
costs be
with foreign
be not
not unreasonable.
unreasonable.
Regular attorneys.
Regular
attorneys.
Of the sums herein
herein made available
available under
under the United States Shipping
Board, not
to exceed
an aggregate
$150,000 shall
shall be
be expended
expended
ping Board,
not to
exceed an
aggregate of
of $150,000
for
compensation of
regular attorneys
employed on
on a
salary
for compensation
of regular
attorneys employed
a yearly
yearly salary
basis, including
including their
and legal
basis,
their clerical
clerical and
legal assistants.
assistants.
mailcarry- None of the money herein appropriated
inLoans
Loans to
to mail-carryappropriated or authorized
authorized shall
shall be
gcorporations.
Forbidden, without
to make
to any
any corporation
corporation with
with which
Postmaster
which the
the Postmaster
loans to
Frobiddetnithou
t used
used to
make loans
approval of Comptrol- General has made a contract for the carrying of mail under the
ler.proval of Comptrol- General has made a contract for the carrying of mail under the
the Merchant
which contract
contract has
has
provisions of
of the
Merchant Marine
Marine Act
Act of
of 1928,
1928, which
not been approved by the Comptroller
Comptroller General.
General.
-Total, United
States Shipping
Shipping Board, $310,000.
United States
-Total,
Foreign tueI
fuel oi.
oil.
Foreign

Veterans'
tration.

Veteraons

AdminisAdminis-

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION
MILITARY SERVICES
MILITARY
SERVICES

Administration,meddomteal,hospitaland
hospital, and domiciliary services.
Salaries
exSalaries
and
expenses.

ial

icialy
s

Administration,
medical, hospital,
hospital, and domiciliary
domiciliary services:
services: For
Administration, medical,

iselrvic,. all salaries and expenses
Veterans' Administration, including
expenses of the Veterans'
including
the
and operation
of medical,
medical, hospital,
hospital, and
and
of maintenance
the expenses
expenses of
maintenance and
operation of

Vol.
46, p.
p. 116.
1016.
Vol. 46,
U.S.C., Supp.

VI,

domiciliary
Veterans' Administration,
domiciliary services of the Veterans'
Administration, in carrying out
out
the duties, powers, and functions
functions devolving
pursuant to the
devolving upon it pursuant
authority
Act to
authority contained in the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to authorize
authorize the
the

consolidate and coordinate
coordinate governmental
governmental activities
activities
President to consolidate
veterans ", approved
approved July
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.O., Supp.
Supp. VI,
affecting war veterans
July 3, 1930
VI,
sees. 11-11f),
11-llf), and any and all laws for which the Veterans'
title 38, secs.
Veterans'
Administration is now or
may hereafter
hereafter be
charged with
adminAdministration
or may
be charged
with adminProvisos,
istering,
$85,773,000:
Provided,
That
when
found
to
be
to
the
best
the
best
That
when
found
to
be
to
$85,773,000:
Provided,
a
tate
istering,
Payments to State
institutions.
interest
interest of the United
United States, not to exceed
exceed $500,000
$500,000 of
of this
this amount
amount
may be used for payments to State institutions
institutions caring for and maintaining veterans, suffering
suffering from neuropsychiatric
neuropsychiatric ailments, who are
in such institutions on the date of the enactment of this Act:
Act:
Regional
offices.
amount
shall
Provided,
That
to
,000,000
be
not
exceed
$8,000,000
of
this
Iegionaloffices.
Provided,
Expenses.
Expenses.
available for all expenses and maintenance
available
maintenance of all regional
regional offices
offices
of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration:
Administration: Provided,
exceed
Provided, That not to exceed
$3,500
$3,500 of this amount shall be
available for
expenses, except
except memmembe available
for expenses,
p. 707.

u

bership fees,
fees, of
employees detailed
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Veterans'
bership
of employees
detailed by
by the
the Administrator
Aftairs to attend
Affairs
attend meetings
meetings of associations for the promotion
promotion of
of medmed.
ical science and annual national conventions
conventions of organized
organized war
war
Objects designated,
designated, veterans: Provided further, That this appropriation shall be availObjlets
Services, rentals, etc., veterans: Provided further, That this appropriation shall be availIn District and elseelse. able also for personal services
in
services and rentals in the District of Columbia
where.
where.
and elsewhere,
traveling expenses;
elsewhere, including in
expenses; examination
exam i
na ti on of
of estiest i
mates of appropriations
in the field, including actual expenses of
appropriation
Transferoftefects,
Transfer of effects.
subsistence
allowance in lieu thereof; for
subsistence or
or per
per diem
diem allowance
for expenses
expenses
incurred in
in packing, crating, drayage, and transportation
incurred
transportation of household effects and other property, not exceeding
exceeding in any one case five
thousand pounds, of employees
employees when transferred from one official
station to another for permanent
permanentduty
dut
y and
an d when
rwhen specifically
specifically autho
author.
Wearing
earing ap
apparel.
ized .by the administrator; furnishing and laundering
off such
lau nderi
ng o
such
prescribed
wearing apparel
apparel as may be pre
scribed for
for employees
employees in the performance of
formance
of their
their official duties;
duties; purchase and exchange
exchange of law
books, books
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, andnewspapers;
passen.
newspapers ; for
f
or p
assen Motor vehicles.
otorge-carryingger-carrymg and other motor vehicles,
vehicles, including
including purchase, mainte.
maintenance, repair, and operation of same,
same, including not more than two
Attendance aat meet.
eet
Attendance

tags.
MP.
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passenger
automobiles for
for general
administrative use of the bureau
bureau
general administrative
passenger automobiles
Washington, District
in
the District
and three
for the Washington,
District
three for
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
in the
Transportation
of
and notwithstanding
notwithstanding any provisions of Transportation
office; and
regional office;
Columbia regional
of Columbia
employees' children
to schools.
of law
law to
to the
contrary, the
the Administrator
Administrator is
authorized to utilize
utilize l'ofseNgres'
children
is authorized
the contrary,
of
children
transporting
Government-owned
automotive
equipment
transporting
children
in
equipment
Government-owned automotive
of Veterans'
Administration employees
employees located
located at isolated stations
Veterans' Administration
of
to
and from
from school
such limitations
regulation
as he may by regulation
limitations as
under such
school under
to and
the conprescribe;
and
notwithstanding
any
provisions
law
to
conof
provisions
any
prescribe; and notwithstanding
t
tuarial
trary,
the Administrator
is authorized
to expend
the fiscal
fiscal servac
sercvIcesract actuarial
expend during the
authorized to
Administrator is
trary, the
contract,
by
year
1934
not
to
exceed
$2,000
actuarial
services
contract,
actuarial
for
$2,000
exceed
year 1934 not to
compensation as he
without
obtaining competition,
competition, at
at such rates of compensation
without obtaining
expenses
may
determine
to
be
reasonable;
operating
expenses of the
operating
for
il
may determine to be reasonable;
and w including
Building,
Arlington
Building
and
annex,
and
the
Wilkins
including kiiil-srllington
i
i
3
nlilla
da
m and wil•
Wilkins
the
and
annex,
and
Building
Arlington
to
of funds to
ice, ash Transfer
current,
electric curre
equipment, fuel,
repairs
and mechanical
mechanical equipment,
fuel, electric
nt, ice, ash
Transfer orfunds
repairs and
otherdepartments.
the
to the other departments.
transferr to
removal, and
miscellaneous items; for
for allotment
allotment and transfe
and miscellaneous
removal,
Departments,
Interior Departments,
Public Health
Navy, and
and Interior
War, Navy,
the War,
Service, the
Health Service,
Public
for disbursement
by them
them under
under the various headings
headings of their applidisbursement by
for
for the care and
cable
appropriations,
of
such
amounts
as
are
necessary
necessary
are
as
amounts
such
of
appropriations,
cable
including
Administration,
treatment
of
beneficiaries
of
the
Veterans'
Administration,
including
Veterans'
the
of
treatment of beneficiaries
juristheir
minor
repairs
and
improvements
existing
facilities
under
jurisexisting
of
improvements
and
repairs
minor
Farms, maintenance
incidental
expenses
diction
necessary
to
such
care
and
treatment;
for
expenses
incidental
tFarms, maintenance,
for
treatment;
and
diction necessary to such care
e
—ecreation facilities.
articles tRecreation
recreational
to the
operation of farms; for
for re
creational articles
%
maintenance and operation
the maintenance
to
p.egses.
Vln46,
AdminVeterans'
the
and facilities
at institutions
maintained by
Veterans' Admininstitutions maintained
facilities at
and
employto
istration;
for
administrative
expenses
incidental
securing
expenses
istration; for administrative
ment for
war veterans;
expenses
funeral, burial, and other expenses
for funeral,
veterans; for
for war
ment
a
incidental
thereto
for
beneficiaries
the Veterans'
Administration
Veterans' Administration
of the
for beneficiaries of
thereto
incidental
accruing during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934
1934 or
or prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years:
Provided purchasing
p FtTas
dina
gv
t
ail
o able
for
tobacco.
Provided
years:
accruing during the
mainand
care
the
for
further,
That the
appropriations herein made
the appropriations
further, That
tenance
of veterans
or homes
homes under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
hospitals or
in hospitals
veterans in
tenance of
the Veterans'
Administration shall be available for the purchase
purchase of
of
Veterans' Administration
the
tobacco
regulations as the Adminto such regulations
subject to
furnished, subject
be furnished,
to be
tobacco to
istrator
of
Veterans'
Affairs
shall
prescribe
to veterans receiving
receiving
prescribe,
shall
Affairs
Veterans'
of
istrator
Administration
h
•
1
treatinent
or
domiciliary
care
in
Veterans'
Administration
Veterans'
in
care
ospit a treatment or domiciliary
hospital
,e-1f-i )f1 11{
hospitals or
appropriations letrnxeriments
further, That the appropriations
r
ilnei
r
r
i
nr:rele I:
Provided further,
homes: Provided
or homes:
hospitals
fereni
reren ttreatments.
treatments.
juristhe
under
herein
made
for
medical
and
hospital
services
under
services
hospital
herein made for medical and
diction
of
the Veterans'
available, not to
Administration shall be available,
Veterans' Administration
of the
diction
exceed $5,000, for
experimental
purposes to
determine
the
the value
determine
to
purposes
experimental
for
exceed $5,000,
Territorial
State and Territorial
approthe
further,
of
certain
types
of
treatment:
Provided
further
That
the
appro- homes.
Provided
of certain types of treatment:
Continuing
aid to.
to.
for honeinuingaid
priations herein
made for
for domiciliary
domiciliary care
care shall
shall be
be available
available for
herein made
priations
Vol. 25, p. 450.
450
p.
25,
Vol.
of
support
continuing aid
aid to
State
or
Territorial
homes
for
the
support
the
for
U.S.C.,
677.
homes
to State or Territorial
continuing
disabled
volunteer soldiers
soldiers and
sailors, in
conformity with the
in conformity
and sailors,
disabled volunteer
Act approved
approved August
August 27,
1888
(U.S.C.,
title
134), as
as
24, sec. 134),
27, 1888 (U.S.C., title 24,
Act
Vetthe
to
amended,
including
all
classes
of
veterans
admissible
admissible
veterans
of
amended, including all classes Provided further, That the Admin- Defense of suits.
erans' Administration homes:
Transfer of funds and
DansfeOfuisnd
homes: Provided further, That the Admin- personnel
Administration
erans'
to DepartDepartistrator of
Affairs may,
may, with
with the
of the personnel to
concurrence of
the concurrence
Veterans' Affairs
of Veterans'
istrator
mt
Vol.e131,
Justice
.
MvO.^Utivol
Attorney General,
General, transfer
transfer to
Department of Justice
Justice such p. 904; Vol. 46, p. 992.45.
the Department
to the
Attorney
2.
96; Vol. 4.p.
connection
1218:
in
personnel
and/or
funds
as
may
be
deemed
necessary
connection P.U.S.C.,
necessary
personnel and/or funds as may be deemed
Supp.
VI, p.
719.
p. 719.
supp. VI,
19
section
under
with
the
defense
of
suits
against
the
United
States
under
United
the
against
suits
of
with the defense
Domiciliary care.
of the
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
as amended:
amended: Provided
Provided Domiciaryr.
1924, as
of the World
Persons dirged
discharged
Persons
mainto
"An
entitled
Act
further,
That
Section
6,
Title
I,
of
the
entitled
"An
Act
mainthe
of
I,
Title
6,
for
disabilities incurred
Section
further, That
in
line
of
duty.
ofdty.
nlie
March
approved
tain the
the credit
credit of
the United
States Government,"
Government," approved
United States
of the
tain
Ante, p. 9.
p.9.
In addition
Sec. 6. In
20, 1933,
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
read as
follows: "
addition Ant,
" Sec.
Post, p.
525.
as follows:
to read
1933, is
20
P
to the pensions provided
in
this title
the
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Veterans'
Administrator
the
title
this
in
provided
to the pensions
Affairs is
hereby authorized
under such
such limitations as may be preauthorized under
Affairs is hereby
scribed by
by the
President,
and
within
the
limits of
existing Veterans'
Veterans'
of existing
the limits
within
and
the President,
scribed
discharged from the
Administration facilities,
furnish to men discharged
the
to furnish
facilities, to
Administration
incurred
Army, Navy,
Marine
Corps,
or
Coast
Guard
for
disabilities
disabilities
for
Guard
Coast
or
Navy, Marine Corps,
Army,
Boxer
in line of duty
and to
to veterans
veterans of
war, including
including the Boxer
any war,
of any
in line of duty and
where
care
domiciliary
insurrection,
rebellion
and
the
Philippine
insurrection,
domiciliary
care
where
rebellion and the Philippine
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use for new hospital
Use
sites, hospitals,
etc.,
sites,
hospitals, etc.,
forbidden.
forbidden,
me
Ann
tl
s
ri
ec
t
i
t
.
for

meountS

they are suffering with permanent
they.
permanent disabilities,
disabilities, tuberculosis, or neuroneutopsychiatric ailments
ailments and
and hospital
hospital treatment
treatment for
diseases
psychiatric
and medical
medical and
for diseases
,
or injuries."
injuries."
No part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for the purchase
toward the construction
construction of
of any site for or toward
of any
any new
new hospital
hospital or
or

improve , home, or for the purchase of any hospital or home;

imrove
fto

and not more
home, or for the purchase of any hospital or home; and not more

than $4,000,000 of this appropriation
than.
appropriation may
he used to repair,
repair, alter,
alter,
may be
improve, or
facilities in
several hospitals
and homes
homes
improve,
or provide
provide facilities
in the
the several
hospitals and
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Veterans'
Administration either
either by
Veterans' Administration
by
contract or by
employees and
and the
of
contract
by the
the hire
hire of temporary
temporary employees
the purchase
purchase of
materials.
Printing and binding.
Printingandbinding.
For printing and binding
binding for the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration,
including
all its
its bureaus
and functions
located
in Washington,
including
all
bureaus
and
functions
located
in
Washington,
Proviso.
Columbia, and
That the
the
UseofbranchequipDistrict of
of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $150,000:
$150,000: Provided,
Use of branch equip- District
Provided, That
ment.
ment.
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs is authorized to utilize
Administrator
utilize the
the
printing and binding equipment
equipment which the various
various hospitals
hospitals and
and
homes of the
Veterans' Administration
use for
therapy
the Veterans'
Administration use
for occupational
occupational therapy
Printings restrictions
Witivdg
redtrictio s purposes for the
the •
purpose of
doing such
binding as
as
purpose
of doing
such printing
printing and
and
binding
waived.
2
Vol.
28,.6
p.022;
Vol.40,
vol.2s,
n;Vl.40,
judgment, be found advisable
may, in his judgment,
advisable for the use of the Veterans'
Veterans'
p. 1270.
U.S.C., p. 1421.
142.
Administration, notwithstanding
Administration,
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 87
87 of
of the
the
Act entitled
entitled "An Act providing
providing for the public
and binding
binding
public printing and
and the
the distribution
distribution of public documents
documents ",
", approved
January 12,
approved January
12,
1895, and section 11 of the Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for the
legislative, executive, and judicial expenses
expenses of the Government
Government for
for
fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and for
the fiscal
approved
for other purposes, approved
March
sec. 111).
111).
March 1,
1, 1919 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 44,
44, sec.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Pensions: For the payment
Pensions:
payment of pensions, gratuities, and allowances,
allowances,
now authorized
authorized under any Act of
Congress, or
regulation of
of the
the
of Congress,
or regulation
President based thereon, or which
which may
President
may hereafter
hereafter be authorized,
authorized,
including emergency
emergency officers'
officers' retirement
retirement pay
pay- and annuities,
annuities, the
the
administration
administration of which is now or may hereafter be placed in the
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, $319,230,000,
$319,230,000, to be immediately availVeterans'
Proviso.
Prom from nava.
Provided, That Navy pensions shall
shall be paid from
from the income
income
Navy
naval able: Provided,
ffund.
und.
of the Navy
Navy pension fund, so far as the same shall be sufficient
sufficient for
for
that purpose.
that
purpose.
Military end naval
Militry
and naval
and naval
For military
military and
accruing during
year
naval insurance
insurance accruing
insurance.
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1934 or in prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years, $123,000,000.
$123,000,000.
Compromise
JudgUnited States is hereby
Attorney General
omsy reedgcomen
That the Attorney
General of the 'United
hereby authormeats,
yearly
ments,
yearly
renewable term Insurance.
ableterm
a judgment
judgment to be rendered
nsurance.
presiding judge
ized to agree
agree to a
rendered by the
the presiding
Attorney
General ized
Attorney
General
atoris.ed
authorized to agree
agree to. of the United
of the case,
United States
States court
court having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
case, pursuant
pursuant
to compromise
compromise approved
Attorney General
approved by the
the Attorney
General upon the recoinrecommendation of the United States
mendation
States Attorney
Attorney charged
charged with the
the defense,
defense,
upon such terms and for such sums within the amount claimed to be
payable,
payable, in any suit pending on March
March 20, 1933, and on the date of
of
the enactment
the
enactment of this Act,
_Act, brought
brought under the provisions
provisions of the World
World
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924, as amended,
amended, on a
a contract
contract of yearly
yearly
renewable term insurance,
renewable
insurance, and the Administrator
of Veterans'
Administrator of
Veterans'
ffairs is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to make payments
Affairs
payments in
in
Provisos.
aCreditslebe
alloed accordance
to be allowed
accordance with any such judgment:
judgment: Provided,
Provided, That the Compin accounts for di
b
eounnts
fr dis- troller General
General of
of the
the United
States is
authorized and
and
United States
is hereby
bursements
under.
hereby authorized
directed
directed to allow credit
credit in the accounts of disbursing
disbursing officers
officers of the
JVent to
to con- Veterans'
Administration for
for all
all payments
payments of
made in
in
terans' Administration
of insurance
insurance made
Judgment
stitute
final
settlement accordance
stitu
isetot*lent
with
such
accordance
any
judgment:
Provided
further,
That
all
Provided
furter,
That
all
ot claim.
of claim.
such judgment
judgment shall
settlement of
such
shall constitute
cOnstitute final
final settlement
of the
the claim
claim and
and no
no
appeal
therefrom
shall
be
authorized.
Hospital, domiciliHospital,
domicill- appeal therefrom shall be authorized.
my,
facilities..
ay, etc.,
te.,elut
Hospital
Hospital and
and domiciliary
domiciliary facilities:
facilities: For carrying out the proVol. 40, p. 1550.
appropriation to
to authorize
Act to
of the
the Act
visions of
visions
Act entitled
entitled 'An
"An Act
authorize an
an appropriation
to
provide additional
and out-patient
out-patient dispensary
dispensary
provide
additional hospital,
hospital, doniciliary,
domiciliary, and
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16, 1933.
1933.
JUNE 16,
JUNE

facilities for
entitled to
under the World
World
hospitalization under
to hospitalization
persons entitled
for persons
facilities
War Veterans
amended, and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes"
for other
as amended,
1924. as
Act, 1924,
Veterans' Act,
War
$1,000,000, to remain
approved
March 4,
4, 1931
(46 Stat.,
Stat., p.
1550), $1,000,000,
p. 1550),
1931 (46
approved March
available
until expended.
expended.
available until

c erFor an amount necessary under tiAdfusttedsri
fund: For
certificate
service
Adjusted
theAdjusted
World War
service
Adjusted
certificate
Compensation
fund:
an
Actamount
(U.S.C.,
necessary
title 38,under
secs. tinVol.
.A.ca
djus
e43,
f
t
u
ed
n
p.
dser
.
128.
vice
p.
12.
vol.43
sees.
38
title
(U.S.C.,
Act
Compensation
the World War Adjusted
y r
.:.kp.1Z32; Supp.
S.
591-683;
VI, title
title 38,
secs. 612-682),
provide for VI.p. 72
612-682), to provide
38, sees.
Supp. VI,
U.S.C., Supp.
591-683; U.S.C.,
the
payment of
of the
value of
adjusted service
service certificate
Vol. 4
.
3
e
,
t
p
c. 126;
the payment
the face
face value
of each
each adjusted
Vol.
certificate in
in V43,
p.
12s;Vol.
Vol. 47, p.
and 46, p. 1429; Vol.47,
twenty
its date
the prior
prior death
the veteran,
veteran, and
p.
of the
death of
or on
on the
date or
from its
years froin
twenty years
p. 1233;
v.s.c.,
to make
loans to
veterans and
and repayments
repayments to
banks in accordance
accordance 72t.S
.
C
p.
1233;
to banks
to veterans
make loans
to
I
731,'
' 7330,
VI,'
VI, title
with
section 507
of the
the Act,
Act, as
as amended
title 38
38, tr VI
P"1pp
°' 731
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
amended (U.S.C.,
507 of
with section
secs. 642,
642, 647,
647, 650;
Act July
July 21,
1932, 47
47 Stat.,
pp. 724-725),
724-725),
Stat., pp.
21, 1932,
650; Act
sees.
$50,000,000,
July 1,
1, 1933, and remain available
available July
become available
to become
$50,000,000, to
until
expended.
until expended.
Such amount
may be
necessary of
fund entitled
entitled "
Recreation Ar
R ecr ea t. ion fand,
fund,
Recreation
" Rcreation
the fund
of the
be necessary
as may
amount as
Such
fund,
Army," created
by the
War Department
Al
t
5,7, sfrom, for
for aid
aid
Appropriation Act, Funds
Department Appropriation
the War
created by
fund. Army,"
approved
4, 1933,
1933, is
is hereby
and made
available to
eo
to nvindentioetn
inen
d
:
Le
n
nt Twer
i
rani
s
i;
edin
made available
appropriated and
hereby appropriated
March 4,
approved March
ashington.
for reimbursement
reimbursement to
the Veterans'
all expenses
Washington. 1573.
expenses W
for all
Administration for
Veterans' Administration
to the
for
(including
transportation to
bona fide
fide residence)
residence) incurred
incurred in conto bona
(including transportation
nection with
veterans in
attendance at
at the
convention of the
the convention
in attendance
indigent veterans
with indigent
nection
rank and
file organization
of World
Veterans held
Washingin Washingheld in
War Veterans
World War
organization of
and file
rank
ton 2 District
of Columbia,
Columbia, during
May, 1933, and the
month of May,
during the month
District of
ton,
connection
decision of
of the
the Administrator
Veterans' Affairs in connection
of Veterans'
Administrator of
decision
with
such expenditures
be final
final and
conclusive.
and conclusive.
shall be
expenditures shall
with such
Adjusted service and
ervice and
Ajusted pay.
adjusted dependent
payment of
Adjusted
and dependent
pay: For
For payment
of adjusted
dependent pay:
service and
Adjusted service
pay.
dependent
Vol. 43, pp. 125, 129,
service credits
credits of
of not
not more
each and
install- Vol.
43, pp. 25, 129,
quarterly installthe quarterly
and the
$50 each
than $50
more than
service
130;
45,
41
4
;pP.
P9r,3'
47, 89;
45pp.
v30i.Vol.
ments
deceased veterans,
veterans, as
the Vol.
provided in the
as provided
of deceased
dependents of
to dependents
due to
ments due
Vol. 46,
49.
p
VoLs.
031-632,
Act
May 19,
19, 1924,
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 38, secs. 031-632,
as amended
1924, as
of May
Act of
6
6 1)
,: 4961
.231 ,123
1233.
Supp. VI,
732.
p. 732.
I, p.
663, 666;
666; U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 38,
secs. 661-662,
661-662, 664-665,
664-665, 667),
667), supp.
38, secs.
U.S.C., Supp.
663,
$2,835,000,
be immediately
available and
remain available
available
to remain
and to
immediately available
to be
$2,835,000, to
until expended.
expended.
until
Reduced payments
peanytore
tbeef
who to
Payments to
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
the Veterans'
Administration who
Veterans' Administration
of the
beneficiaries
to rePayments
e
l
ver amounts
amounts due.
du,.
are
now
receiving
reduced
monthly
benefits
in
order
to
effect
recovery
cover
are now receiving reduced monthly benefits in order to effect recovery c
1
s
,:tainued to June 30,
of
the United
United States
States shall
shall continue
continue in
reduced c1933in. to Jline :,
such reduced
in such
due the
amounts due
of amounts
POC i otwrais
amounts
Provided, That such payments are Provisos.
1933: Provided,
30, 1933:
June 30,
until June
anlounts until
ot her v, ise
authorized.
lef t8
otherwise
authorized:
Provided
further,
That
no
disbursing
officer
authorlzed.
officer
disbursing
no
That
further,
I'rovided
authorized:
otherwise
Iisbursi n
g ofllh'rs
Akers
I)lsbursinlg
not liable
liable for
for Ipaylnmeii;
pay titent:;
shall be
held liable
under the
the provisions
provisions not
made under
payment made
any payment
for any
liable for
be held
shall
hereunder.
of this
this section
the uncollected
uncollected balance
over payment
payment hereunder.
any over
of any
balance of
for the
or for
section or
of
involved.
Total,
$581,988,000.
Services, $581,988,000.
Military Services,
Total. Military
Civil-Service RetireRetireCivil-Service
ment
ment Fund.
Fund.
CIVIL-SERVICE
FUND
ETIIIEMEENT FUND
(IVII-SERVICE RETIREMENT
Contribution to.
to.
Contribution
Vol. 41. p,614;
p. 912; Vol. 46, p. 468.
Pp.
IT.S.C., p. 71,
71, Supp.
U.S.C.,
VI, p. 46.

VoL 44.
voL41,p,614;VoL44.
in the p. '2;Vol.460,
retirement of employees
for the
Act for
the Act
"An Act
the retirement
employees in
entitled "An
Act entitled
the
classified civil
service, and
other purposes
approved May
May 22,
22, a.Ip. 46.
", approved
purposes ",
for other
and for
civil service,
classified
1920, and
and Acts
thereof (U.S.C.,
VI, title
title 5,
sec.
5, sec.
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
amendatory thereof
Acts amendatory
1920,
707a)
amount shall
shall be
the credit
credit of
of the
the
to the
placed to
be placed
which amount
$20,850,000, which
707a), $20,850,000,
"
civd-service retirement
fund."
disability fund."
and disability
retirement and
"civil-service
Proviso.
Total,
Veterans' Administration,
Administration $602,838,000:
$602,838,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no oo
Oleomargarine
reae
Total. Veterans'
striction.
striction.
part
of
this
appropriation
shall
Le
expended
for
the
purchase
of
purchase
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the
oleomargarine or
or butter substitutes except for cooking purposes.
oleomargarine
For financing
liability of
States, created
created by
the United States,
of the
the liability
of the
financing of
For

INTERNATIONAL
OF AGRICULT
URE
AGRICULTURE
INSTITUTE OF
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE

International InstiInternational

tute of Agriculture.
tutenofgriulture-

Expenses of partici-

The
sum of
or so
thereof as
as may
necessary, is
is pate"e
pation. of
be necessary,
may be
much thereof
so much
of $48,500,
$48,500, or
The sum
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for the
expenses of
of participation
participation by
by the United
the expenses
hereby
States
of Agriculture
Rome, Italy,
Agriculture at Rome,
Institute of
International Institute
the International
in the
States in

pvtici-
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to be
be expended
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State in
in the
to
expended under
under the
of the
the
following manner:
following
manner:
Support
support of
of Institute.
Institute.
(1) Not to exceed the equivalent
(1)
equivalent in United States currency of one
hundred
ninety-two thousand
thousand gold
gold francs
for the
hundred and
and ninety-two
francs for
the payment
payment
of the
the quota
quota of
support of
the institute,
of
of the
the United
United States
States for
for the
the support
of the
institute,
including the
Hawaii, and
of the
including
the shares
shares of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
and of
the dependdependencies
of the
the Philippine
Islands, Puerto
the Virgin
Virgin
encies of
Philippine Islands,
Puerto Rico,
Rico, and
and the
Islands.
Islands.
Salary, United States
(2) Not
Not to
to exceed
$5,000 for
the salary
salary of
member
States member
United States
of aaUnited
for the
exceed $5,000
(2)
States
United
mSar of
member
permanent
committee.
of
the permanent
permanent committee
the International
Institute of
of AgriAgricommittee,
of the
committee of
of the
International Institute
culture.
culture.
Living quarters.
(3)
exceed $5,500
$5,500 for
living quarters,
quarters, including
including
of living
rent of
for rent
to exceed
Not to
(3) Not
Living
Vol.
46, qarter.
p. 818.
Compensation
to em- heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
Compensation to
authorized by the Act approved June
June 26,
ployees, travel expenyees, travel expen- 1930 (46 Stat.
Sta. 818);
compensation of subordinate
818) ;compensation
subordinate employees without
without
es, etc.
regard to
to the
Classification Act
Act of
1923, as
as amended;
amended; actual
actual and
regard
the Classification
of 1923,
and
necessary
and other
other contingent
expenses incident
necessary traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; and
contingent expenses
incident
to the
the maintenance
an office
at Rome,
for a
United States
States
to
maintenance of
of an
office at
Rome, Italy,
Italy, for
a United
member of
the permanent
permanent committee
the International
International Institute
member
of the
committee of
of the
Institute
of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
Bureau of
Fisheries.
Bureau
of Fisheries.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF FISHERIES
Black bass law, en-

Enforcement
Enforcement of black
black bass law: To enable the Secretary of Commerce to carry
"An Act to amend
merce
carry
into
effect the Act entitled
entitled "An
amend the
46, p. 845.
U.S.C., Supp.
VI, Act
entitled 'An
Act to
regulate interstate
of black
black
4.s.c.,
Supp. vI,
Act entitled
'An Act
to regulate
interstate transportation
transportation of
p. 234.
p.
234.
bass, and for other purposes',
purposes', approved
approved May 20,
20, 1926"
1926" (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
title 16, secs. 851-856),
Supp. V, title
2, 1930
(46 Stat.,
851-856), approved
approved July
July 2,
1930 (46
Stat.,
pp. 845-847),
of which
not to
to exceed
be e
xpended
pp.
845-847), $13,110,
$13,110, of
which not
exceed $1,530
$1,530 may
may be
expended
for
for personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
appropriated by
by this
$631,802,546.
Total appropriated
this Act,
Act, $631,802,546.
Salaries
to
Salaries limited
limited
to
SEC.
SEC. 2. In expending
expending appropriations
or portions
portions of
of appropriations
appropriations
appropriations or
average
under
average rates under
Classification Act.
classification
contained
contained in this Act, for the payment
payment for personal services
services in
the
in the
Vol. 42, p. 1488; Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Columbia in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
45 p.
p. 776;
776; vol.
46, °pp. District
District of
of Columbia
accordance with
Classification Act
45,
Vol. 46,
Act
1003.
of 1923,
as amended,
amended, the
the average
the salaries
salaries of
the total
total number
number
of the
of the
average of
1923, as
1U.S.0
65; Supp
U.S.C., . P. 6,5;
Supp. of
VI, p. 31.
31.
vi,
of
any grade
in any
or other
approof persons
persons under
under any
grade in
any bureau,
bureau, office,
office, or
other approProviso.
priation unit
unit shall
shall not
any time
time exceed
exceed the
the average
the comRestriction
not appli- priation
Restrictionnot
not at
at any
average of
of the
comcable to clerical-mepensation rates
specified for
grade by
such Act,
Act, as
as amended:
amended:
the grade
by such
for the
rates specified
pensation
ncablo
sreri,^ca-toservice.
chanical
Provided
this restriction
restriction shall
not apply
(1) to
Provided further,
further. That
That this
shall not
apply (1)
to grades
grades
No reduction in fixed
salaretioe.
n in
2, 3, and
1, 2,
or (2)
d, 4
and
4 of the
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
(2) to
to require
requre the
the
salaries.
Vol.
42, p.. 1490.
Vol. 42,
1490.
reduction
reduction in salary of any person
person whose compensation
compensation was fixed, as
U.S.C., p. 66.
U.S.C.. P. 6.
of July 1,1, 1924, in accordance
of
accordance with the rules of section 66 of such
such
Transfers
to another
another Act, (3)
Transfers to
to
require
the
reduction
in
salary
of
any
person
who
is
(3)
position
without reducposition without
reduction.
tion.
transferred from one position to another
another position in the same or
transferred
different grade, in the same or different bureau,
bureau, office,
office, or other appropriation unit, (4)
(4) to prevent the payment of a
a salary under any
grade at a
a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade when
such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended,
amended, and is specifically
(5) to
specifically authorized by other law
law,: or (5)
reduce the compensation
hich only one
compensation of any person in aagrade in which
position is
allocated.
position
is allocated.
Salary increases
EC
or
S
. EC.. 3.
No part
part of
of the
the appropri
ati ons contained
con t
ai
ne d i
n this
thi s Act
Act or
in
appropriations
3. No
S
reatseof
thalary
through
reallocation
of
position forbidden.
forbidden.
position
appropriation Acts shall be used to pay any increase in the
prior appropriation
salary of any officer or employee of the United States Government
Government by
reallocation of the position of such officer
reason of the reallocation
officer or employee
employee
Classification
to aahigher grade after June 30, 1932, by the Personnel Classification
Board or the Civil Service Commission, and salaries paid accordingly
accordingly
shall
be payment
payment in
in full.
full.
shall be
Impoundment of apSEC.
ipropnamet o
f ap
propriations.
S
EC. 4. Title II
II of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to maintain
maintain the
Ante, p. 14.
Ane, p. 14.
credit of the United States Government
approved March 20, 1933,
Government ", approved
1933,
to the extent that it provides
appropriations
provides for the impoundment
impoundment of appropriations

Black bass law, enforcement.
forcement.
Vol.
ol. 44, p. 576;
576; Vol.
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shall not operate
appropriations
operate to require such impoundment
impoundment under appropriations
contained
contained in this Act.

Modification of conconSEC.
it shall appear
S
EC. 5. Whenever it
appear to the President, in respect of ,Mdification
tracts for transportaany contract entered into by the United
for tranort
United States prior
prior to the date of tion.
tion.

enactment
transportation of persons and/or
enactment of this Act for the transportation
and/or
performance of such contract
things, that the full performance
contract is not required
required in

modification or
or cancellation
the public interest, and that modification
cancellation of
of such
such concon- Cancellation.
Cancellation.
tract will result in substantial savings to the United
United States, the
and opportunity
President is hereby, upon giving sixty days'
days' notice
notice and
opportunity Notice
Notice of intention.
for public hearing to the parties to such contract, authorized, in Hearing.
his discretion,
discretion, on or before April 30, 1935, to modify or cancel
cancel
such contract.
contract. Whenever the President
President shall modify
modify or cancel
cancel any
any
such contract,
shall determine
determine just
just compensation
and Compensation.
Compensation.
such
contract, he
he shall
compensation therefor;
therefor; and
if the amount
amount thereof, so determined
determined by
is unsatisunsatisby the
the President,
President, is
factory to the individual,
individual, firm, or corporation
corporation entitled to receive
receive
the same, such individual, firm, or corporation
corporation shall be entitled to
receive such portion thereof
President shall determine
thereof as the President
determine and
and
shall be entitled
sue the United
United States
States to
entitled to sue
such further
further stisuits
luits against United
to recover
recover such
United
sum
as, added
said portion
portion so
received, will
up such
such amount
accord
tes anuot
sum as,
added to
to said
so received,
will make
make up
amount accord
notth reacha
reached. ea
as will
will be
be just
in the
provided for
for
as
just compensation
compensation therefor,
therefor, in
the manner
manner provided
pp. 867, 897.
by paragraph
paragraph 20 of section 41 and section 250 of title 28 of the UU.S.C.,
sC. pp 86 89.
Proviso.
United States Code: Provided,
Provided, That where any such contract
contract makes
makes Compensation,
Provson
h
when
provision for settlement in the event of modification
modification or cancellation,
cancellation, eontractcontainssettlecontract contains settlement clause in event of
the amount of just compensation
o evec
ent
compensation as determined
determined hereunder
hereunder shall mnodnif
modification.
Appropriations auaunot exceed such amount
authorized by said
said contract.
contract. Any
Any thorized.
Appropriations
amount as is authorized
appropriation
payments upon the said contract
appropriation out of which payments
contract werehor
were
authorized
authorized to be made is hereby made available for the payment
payment
of such just compensation.
SEC.
not award any
any air
S
EC. 6. Hereafter
Hereafter the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall not
air Air mail contracts.
or any ocean
ocean mail contract
mail contract
contract or
contract under
under the
Merchant Marine
the Merchant
Marine Awarding
Awarding prohibited,
when salary
salary exexAct of 1928 to any individuals,
ited, when
individuals, companies,
companies, or corporations,
corporations, which ceeding
817,500 paid.
singly or in combination
individuals, companies,
companies, or
combination with other
other individuals,
or corcor- cig
pd.
$1
porations pay any salary or salary combined
combined with bonus, to any officer,
officer,
Salary reduction. emagent, or employee
employee in excess of $17,500.
agent,
$17,500. If
If such
individuals, com- Salaryreduction.emsuch individuals,
ployment on part-time
I
corporations employ any officer, agent,
agent, or
or employee
n pa
t-til l
panies, or corporations
employee on aa goasent
basis.
part-time basis, such salary, or salary combined
combined with bonus,
shall be
bonus, shall
reduced in proportion
reduced
proportion to such part-time
part-time employment.
employment.
SEC. 7. Whenever
SEc.
Whenever the
the President
President after
after investigation
shall find
find Services rendered
rendered
investigation shall
charges established
that the charge
charge or charges
established by or in accordance
accordance with
with ecutivel
e
nn
eug e Departnent
..- se
eparena
t,
existing law for any service
service rendered
rendered or article
executive et.
ete
article sold by any executive
commission, or other executive
executive agency of the .United
department, commission,
United
States is less than the cost of such service
determined by
service or thing determined
by
the President in accordance
principles of accounting,
accordance with sound principles
accounting,
he is hereby
authorized, in his
his discretion,
discretion, by
hereby authorized,
order .to
to Executive
by Executive
Executive order
inExecutive order increasing charges for.
determine ceasin
increase such charge or charges in such amount
amount as he may determine
charges for.
Termination of
of anauTermination
will return to the Government
Government the cost of such
such service.
service. The
The thority.
authority
President to order increases
charges thority.
authority granted to the President
increases in charges
hereunder shall cease
hereunder
cease upon the expiration
expiration of two years after the
date of the enactment
enactment of this Act.
Retirement
proviSEc. 8. (a)
hereafter prior
Sze.
(a) Whenever
Whenever at any time here,after
prior to July
July 1, 1935,
1935, sion,
Retirement
proviemployees having
thbtyyars
yearsserhce.
service.
any employee
employee of the United States or the District of
of Columbia
Columbia thirty
Vol. 46, p. 468.
to whom the Civil Service
Retirement Act, approved May
Service Retirement
May 29, 1930
.'' Supp.v.p.
.VI, ,up.
p.
40.
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5, chap. 14),
14), applies,
applies, who
who has an aggregate
aggregate 40
period of service of at least thirty
thirty years computed as prescribed
Annuity payment
in section 5
5 of such Act, is involuntarily
Annuty
ayment
involuntarily separated
separated from
from the
the when
Involuntarily
when Involuntarily
separated
for
other
service
service for reasons other than his misconduct,
misconduct, such employee
employee sepnted
other
than misconduct.
shall be entitled to an annuity
annuity computed
section
shall
computed as provided
provided in
in section
44 of such Act payable
payable from the civil
civil service
service retirement and dis!ina sum equal to 8
381
centum of
ability fund less a
/ per centum
2
of such
such annuity:
annuity:
20
86637*-34
86637* --34----20
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iso.

Proviso.
Pro
Deduction from anhen to cease.
nuity, when

attains the age
age which
Provided, That
Provided,
That when
when an
an annuitant
annuitant hereunder
hereunder attains
which

would have
been the
the retirement
retirement age
age prescribed
prescribed for automatic
automatic separahave been
would
tion from
from the
the service
applicable to
such annuitant
had he
he continued
continued
annuitant had
to such
service applicable
tion
in
the service
to such
retirement age,
age, such
such deduction
from the
the
deduction from
such retirement
service to
in the
of annuity
annuity shall
shall cease.
cease. If
when any
such annuitant
annuitant shall
shall be
be reemany such
and when
If and
Reemployment of
annuitant.
service of
Columbia or
the United
United
annuitant.
ployed in the
the service
of the
the District
District of Columbia
or the
States
(including
any
corporation
the
majority
of
the
stock
of
which
of
which
stock
of
the
the
majority
corporation
any
(including
States
is owned
owned by
the right
right to
the annuity
annuity provided
provided
to the
States), the
the United
United States),
by the
is
by this
this section
section shall
and the
the subsequent
such
rights of such
Determination of
annuity rights
subsequent annuity
shall cease
cease and
of by
Determination
14.1bsequent
subsequent annuity
person
determined in
accordance with
the applicable
applicable proviproviwith the
in accordance
person shall
shall be
be determined
sghtFsy
rights.
sions
retirement law
at the
the time
time of
of the
the subsequent
subsequent separaseparaexisting at
law existing
of retirement
sions of
tion
person from
service.
from the
the service.
such person
tion of
of such
(b)
Whenever at any time hereafter
1, 1935,
1935, any
hereafter prior to July 1,
Canal Zone employ(b) Whenever
canal

to

ees.
Vol. 48, p. 1471.
1471.

voi. 46, p.

person to
to whom
whom the
Zone Retirement
approved March
March
Act, approved
Retirement Act,
Canal Zone
the Canal
person

2, 1931
1931 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 781,
Seventy-first Congress),
applies,
Congress), applies,
781, Seventy-first
2,
Annuity
payment
years
thirty
least
of
at
aggregate
period of service
service
aggregate
an
has
who
paymnt
nnuityn
when
involuntarily
computed as
prescribed in section
section 77 of such Act, is involuntarily
separated, etc.
as prescribed
computed
separated,
separated from
from the
the service
other than
than his
his misconduct,
for reasons
reasons other
service for
separated
such employee
employee shall
shall be
to an annuity
annuity computed
provided
computed as provided
be entitled
entitled to
such
Deduction.
Canal Zone
in section
of such
such Act
payable from
from the
the Canal
Zone retirement
retirement
Deduction,
section 66 of
Act payable
and
fund less a
centum of such annuity:
annuity:
equal to
to 55per
per centum
a sum equal
and disability
disability fund
Proviso.
Provisoe.
Provided, That when an annuitant
Provided,
annuitant hereunder
hereunder attains the age at
at
When deduction to
would have
been entitled
with annuity
annuity comcomto retirement
retirement with
entitled to
have been
denddueion to which he would
cease.
6 of such Act, such deduction from the
puted as provided
provided in section 6

aeemployment of annuity
cease.
annuity shall cease.

Reemployment of
annuitant.

annuta.

Determination
Determination of
subsequent
annuity
subsequent annuity
rights.

If and when any
any such
such annuitant
annuitant shall
shall be reemIf

ployed in the service of the District of Columbia
Columbia or the United
ployed
States (including any corporation
corporation the majority of the
the stock of which
United States),
States), the right to the annuity provided by
is owned by the United
this section shall cease and the
the subsequent
subsequent annuity rights of such
such

person
be determined
determined in
accordance with
with the
the applicable
applicable proproperson shall
shall be
in accordance
visions of retirement
subsequent
retirement law existing at the time of the subsequent
separation
separation of such person from the service.
Furlough provision
SEC,
provision
eFurlouh
S
EC, 9. (a) Until July
July 1, 1934, in cases
cases in which the number of
of
effective during fiscal
year
1934.
year1934.
particular service is in excess of the
officers and employees in any particular
Post, 1
Post,
p..523.number necessary
number
necessary for the requirements
requirements of such service,
service, the heads of
of
several executive
departments and independent
establishments of
the several
executive departments
independent establishments
the United States Government
Government and
and the municipal
municipal government
government of the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, respectively,
respectively, are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to furlough, without
pay, any officers and employees
employees carried on their
their
lough,
without pay,
respective rolls
judgment may
may be
necesrespective
rolls for such periods
periods as in
in their
their judgment
be necessary to distribute,
employment on the available
distribute., as far as practicable,
practicable, employment
available
work in such
officers and employees
employees of
of such
such
such service
service among
among all the
the officers
Proviso.
Proiso.
service,
service,
in
rotation:
Provided,
That
no
employee
under
th
e classicl
ass iin
rotation:
Provided,
That
no
employee
under
the
Limitation on furfurloughed
lough period.
fied civil service
service shall be farlo
periodn
fied
ughed under
under the provisions of this
section for aa total of more than ninety days during
during the fiscal year
year
1934, except after full and complete
complete compliance
compliance with all the provi'Uniform
niform application sions of the civil service laws
regulations relating
laws and regulations
relating to reductions
of provisions.
fprovisions
in personnel. Rules and regulations shall be promulgated
promulgated by
by the
President with aa view to securing
President
securing uniform
action by the heads
heads of
of
uniform action
the various executive
departments and independent
executive departments
independent Government
Government
establishments
establishments in the application of the provisions
provisions of this section.
Rural
Delivery The provisions of this section
tllralMail
all Delivery
provisions
section relating to furloughs
furloughs shall not apply
Service.
Carriers
arriers excepted.
excepted.
to
carriers
in
the
Rural
Mail
Delivery
in
the
Rural Mail
,Service,
Service, but the President
President is
Executive Order No.
6176, June
une 16,
6,i3.
authorized
23176,
1933.
authorized to suspend,
suspend, or to reduce, for the duration of the fiscal
fiscal
year 1934, the allowance
allowance paid to such carriers
carriers for equipment
equipment maintenance.
tenance.
Vol. 47, p. 407,
relt
(b) Section 216 of the Legislative Appropriation
4",
P.
407'
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal
repealed.
year 1933,
1933, and such
such section
section as continued
continued and amended for the fiscal
fiscal
hereby repealed.
repealed.
year 1934, are
are hereby

rights.
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Sac. 10.
10. The
The President
President is
is authorized,
discretion, to
to susReduction oA
extr
authorized, in
in his
his discretion,
sus- pRedution
SEC.
a
v for flyinofg extra
duty
pe.
nd the
the extra
extra pay
pay allowed
allowed to comcorn- authorized.
au thorized.
the rate of extra
or reduce
reduce the
pay or
extra pay
pend
D

missioned officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and enlisted men of the Army,
missioned
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
flying duty, and to
Guard while on flying
distinguish between degrees
flying duty
hazard in various types of flying
degrees of hazard
distinguish
and
different rates of extra pay applicable
applicable thereto.
and make different
S
EC. 11. So much of the Act of August 5, 1882 (22 Stat. 285),
285), as
SEC.
is contained
contained in the proviso at the end of section
section 1057,
1057, title 34, United
is

gra
N
d
a
ua
vati
es. Academy
y
cade
gradtes
p
Vol.
22,
2.
Vol. 2 p. 285.

,
p
States
Code, is
is hereby
amended by
repealing the words "and
"and one 1148.U.S.C. .
by repealing
hereby amended
States Code,
year's sea
sea pay
proviso will read
read as follows: "Pro"Pro- Ant.,
Ante, p.
p. 123.
123.
the said proviso
so that
that the
pay "'
", so
year's
not
graduates, those who do not
vided, That if there be aa surplus of graduates
a certificate
receive such appointments
given a
certificate of graduation
graduation
appointments shall be given
discharge."
and an honorable discharge."
SEC. 12.
the date
of the
approval of
July titiCoenmpensaton
Comper tion reduo
relineof this Act and until July
the approval
date of
12. From
From the
SEC.
1, 1934,.
the compensation
employees of
of the
the insular
insular tthe
he gs
m
ulTpos
eas:Pe
stiio
a
f
.
possessions.
insular
and employees
officers and
of all
all officers
compensation of
1,
1934, the
possessions of
the United
United States, including
including the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
of the
possessions
which is
which is not subject to
of Congress and which
is now fixed by Acts of
which
reduction under
the provisions
provisions of
of title
of the
Act entitled
12.
p. 12.
4Ane, p.
entitled "An Ante,
the Act
title II
II of
under the
reduction
Act to
to maintain
maintain the credit
credit of the United States Government",
Government",
Act
approved March
20, 1933,
reduced 15
per centum:
centum: ProProviso.
Proso.cooni4e officers
15 per
Pro- w rcepti
March 20,
1933, is
is hereby
hereby reduced
approved
vided, That
nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
construed as
as applying
applying to
to officers
officers whose compensation
be construed
That nothing
vided,
not be reduced
beuredud
whose
diminished under
maynerotn
not, under the Constitution, be diminished
may not,
compensation may
whose compensation
Constitution.
during
continuance in office.
during their continuance
SEC. 13.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1933,
J
y
u
.
d
ges,
retirement
retirement
1933, paJudges,
ending June
of the
period of
the period
For the
13. For
SEC.
Pot,p.
remaining
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, and during
p. 521.
521.
during Poet,
date of
the date
after the
remaining after
the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1934, the retired
retired pay of judges (whose
(whose
the fiscal
compensation,
to retirement
resignation, could
not, under
under Reduction
.
Reduction during
durin g&flcould not,
or resignation,
retirement or
prior to
compensation, prior
the
diminished) is
reduced by
15 per
per centurn.
centum. cm yearr 1934..
by 15
is reduced
been diminished)
have been
Constitution, have
the Constitution,
Federalempioys.
3, 4, and 10 of Reduction
Sac.
compensation authorized
authorized by
by sections
sections 3,
Federal employees.
The compensation
14. The
SEC. 14.
of disabilthe Act
of September
7, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
amended, accruing
accruing during
during the fis- iy
ityRcompensation.
co
edm
ile
p
t
e
io
nr
s
l
aifodu bliSeptember 7,
Act of
the
Vol. 39, p. 742.
cal year
year 1934,
shall be
be reduced
reduced below
the amounts
amounts prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the U.S.C,
Vol.
39, p.
U.S.C.,
p.. 742.
77.
77.
below the
cal
1934, shall
said
percentage as that prescribed
prescribed for the reducreducby the same percentage
said Act by
tion
compensation of
officers and
and employees
section 33 of
of Ante,p.13.
Ante, p. 13.
under section
employees under
of officers
of compensation
tion of
title II
II of
of the
maintain the credit of the
"An Act to maintain
Act entitled "An
the Act
title
Provided Determiinatlon
United States
approved March
1933: Provided
Erovisas i,Prr'is. of
March 20, 1933:
Government", approved
States Government",
United
further,
That the
as defined
in section
Act monfita;np
a
n
y.
al l 0it of
monthly pay.
section 40 of the Act
defined in
pay as
the monthly
monthly pay
further, That
"."°.
I. .('. ,.
of
without regard
regard to the vol.
U.S.C"..
p.81..
determined without
of September 7, 1916, shall be determined
temporary
reductions in
in pay
required by
March 20, 1933:
1933:
of March
Act of
by the
the Act
pay required
temporary reductions
Provided
the funds
funds made
available for
for the
vailalie.
purposes Funds available.
the purposes
made available
That the
further, That
Provided further,
of
entitled "An
Act for
the relief
relief of
of unemployment
Ante, p.
3.
p. 23.
unemployment Ante,
for the
"An Act
Act entitled
the Act
of the
through
performance of
useful public
and for
for other
other purwork, and
public work,
of useful
the performance
through the
poses ,,approved
31,. 1933,
1933, shall
shall be
be available
the paypayfor the
March 31,
available for
poses
approved March
throumpen
EraImyes
ment of
compensation for
for injuries as
entsco=
required by section 33 of said agr
as required
of compensation
ment
Act, but
but such
such payment
be made
through the
the Employees'
Cora- tion
Commission.
tion Commission.
Employees' Commade through
shall be
payment shall
Act,
pensation
Commission.
pensation Commission.
rpyableunPenpions
pension
S
EC. 15.
15. For
1934, every .
Pension deY
en=lie
paZerle ac
ul:
ending June 30, 1934,
fiscal year ending
For the fiscal
SEC.
payable
any private
private relief
Act, not
subject to
provisions of
vate re
of der private
the provisions
to the
not subject
relief Act,
under any
payable under
17 of
of the
entitled "An
Act to
to maintain
pp. 8
8, 11..
Ante, pp.S
maintain Ante,
"An Act
Act entitled
the Act
I of
title I
of title
1 and
and 17
sections 1
the
credit
of
the
United
States
Government",
approved
March
20,
the credit of the United States Government ", approved March 20
1933, shall,
shall, irrespective
provisions of
of section
of title
I oof
title I
18 of
section 18
the provisions
of the
irrespective of
1933,
such
the same
as that
that prescribed
prescribed for
for Rductionof.
Reduction of.
percentage as
same percentage
by the
be reduced
reduced by
Act, be
such Act,
the
reduction
of
compensation
of
officers
employees
under
secsecunder
employees
and
the reduction of compensation of officers
tion
II of
of said Act.
Act.
tion 33of title II
Sac.
(a) There
in the
the Department
Department of
Justice an
an emAssistant
Solicitlft
Sta Depsoanto
of Justice
be in
shall be
There shall
16. (a)
SEC. 16.
Assistant
assist the
General in
Justice.
in the
the ofof Jstie.
the Solicitor
Solicitor General
General to
to assist
Assistant Solicitor
Solicitor General
performance of
who shall
by the
the President,
Appointment.
President, Appointent.
appointed by
be appointed
shall be
duties, who
his duties,
performance of his
by
and
with
the
advice
and
consent
of
the
Senate.
Said
Assistant
Allocat
mpn
a ion:; comp"Assistant
Said
the
Senate.
consent
of
by and with the advice and
Solicitor
General shall
shall be
allocated to
grade ,sake. tan.
classification grade
the same classification
to the
be allocated
Solicitor General
and
be paid
paid the
as apply
apply to
to Assistant
Assistant
compensation as
rate of
of compensation
same rate
the same
and be
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Attorneys General
and shall
additional duties
duties as
as may
may
such additional
perform such
shall perform
General and
Attorneys
him by
the Attorney
(b) One
One of
of the
the existing
existing
General. (b)
Attorney General.
of him
by the
be required
required of
positions of
abolished.
is hereby
hereby abolished.
General is
Attorney General
of Assistant
Assistant Attorney
positions
Classification
3 of the
SEc.
ct of
of S
lassificin Act
1923.
EC. 17. That section
section 3
the Act of Congress approved
approved May
May 28,
28,
contained in the
salary rates
rates contained
to amend
Vol. 42,
1928, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
amend the
the salary
428 p. 1489;
4; 1928,
Vol.
Vol.
785; Vol
Vol. 46,
928, enti
Vol. 45, p.
p. 785;
p. 1003.
compensation
of the
the Act
4, 1923,
entitled 'An
compensation schedules
1003
.;
p.l
schedules of
Act of
of March
March 4,
1923, entitled
Position abolishe.
abolished,
Position

U.S.C.,
vi,
p. 31.
p.
Vii,

u

to provide
classification of
civilian positions
positions within
the
within the
of civilian
for the
the classification
provide for
Act to
and in the
the field services'",
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
trict of
services' ,as amended by the

Act

15. 65; Su".

Adjustment of field
field
Adjustment
service
pay.
servicepay.

."1r'/'
1. s

Act
July 3,
3, 1930,
amended by adding
Act of
of July
1930, be
be further
further amended
adding thereto the folfollowing:
"Provided,
That
in
all
cases
where,
since
December 6,
6, 1924,
1924,
lowing: "Provided, That in all cases where, since December
Rate
classification of position in
in such
adjustment the
position occupied
occupied by
by an
an employee
employee has
been or
or
has been
the position
such adjustment
elassilcatonofposition
to lower grade.
a maximum salary below the sala grade with
allocated to a
with a
shall be allocated
ary received
received by
by the
incumbent, the
rate of
fixed for
for such
such position
position
pay fixed
of pay
the rate
the incumbent,
ary
prior to
to such
be paid
paid after
enactment
the date of the enactment
after the
may be
allocation may
such allocation
prior
of this
position is held
occupying
incumbent occupying
held by the incumbent
as the
the position
so long
long as
this Act
Act so
of
it at
of such
such allocation
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
the
of the
General of
and the
allocation and.
the time
time of
it
at the
United States
States is
authorized and
disbursing
credit in
in disbursing
and directed
directed to allow credit
is authorized
United
officers'
heretofore made
made at such higher
higher
all payments
payments heretofore
for all
accounts for
officers' accounts
rates."
Post
SEa.
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized to
to
hereby authorized
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
18. The
SEo. 18.
Long
office, Long
Post office,
Rate of
of pay
when repay whenre-

Beach, Calif.
Modification
of conModification of
struction
contract anan.
strton contract
thorized.
Relief for
earthquake
forearthqnake
Relief
damages,
damages,

sums avihble.
Sums
available.

effect a
modification of
of the
contract for
for the
the construction
construction of
Long
effect
a modification
the contract
of the
the Long
Beach (California)
Office, so
so as
as to
afford such
such relief
relief as
as he
he
to afford
Post Office,
(California) Post
Beach
deems
to be
proper for
losses caused
caused the
restoration
for restoration
contractor for
the contractor
for losses
be proper
deems to
of
March
damages to
to the
the building
building occasioned
occasioned by the
the earthquake
earthquake of
of March
of damages
1933, and
other changes in the buildstructural and other
and to
to make such structural
10, 1933,
necessary to minimize
minimize a
recurrence of earthquake
earthquake dama recurrence
be necessary
ing as may be

age to
to the
the present
appropriation for
for
present appropriation
That the
Provided, That
building: Provided,
the building:
age

Beach project
project shall be available
available for the purposes named,
named,
the Long Beach
and that any additional cost
cost incurred
incurred by reason of the above shall
not exceed the present limit of cost: Provided furth,er, That the conNo prot
profit to be al- not exceed the present limit of cost: Provided further, That the conlowed
tractor shall not be allowed any profit in connection
with the restoralowed.,
connection with
damages.
tion of such earthquake
earthquake damages.
Emergency Farm
Pam
SEC. 19. Section
"Emergency Farm Mortgage
of
Mortgage Act of
the "Emergency
Section 36 of the
SEC.
Emergency
Mortgage Act
Act of
of 1933.
approved May 12, 1933,
1933,
hereby amended
follows:
amended to read
read as
as follows:
Mortgage
1933. 1933"
1933",
approved
"
i is hereby
A.t6, p.49,
p.49, amended.
amended
Art,

Ioans to drainage

Loans to drainage
districts etc., by Reconstruction Finance

deostructotn' byanre
Coportion
author
Porporition
authorze.
Aggregte
Aggregate amount,
amount.

36. The
The Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
is authorized
authorized
"" SE0.
O. 36.
Reonstruction Finance
Corporation is
hereinafter provided, in
loans as hereinafter
and empowered
empowered to
to make
in. an aggremake loans
and
gate
$50,000,000 to or for the benefit
gate amountnot
amountnot exceeding
exceeding $50,000,000
benefit of drainage
districts,
levee districts,
districts, levee
levee and
drainage districts,
irrigation disdisdistricts, levee
and drainage
districts, irrigation

tricts,
similar districts
districts duly
organized under
under the
laws of
of any
any
tricts, and
and similar
duly organized
the laws
the benefit
benefit of
subdivisions of States,
States,
State, and to or for the
of political subdivisions
which prior to the date of enactment
have completed
enactment of this Act have
completed projprojects devoted
devoted chiefly to the improvement
improvement of lands for agricultural
agricultural
Purpose to reduce, purposes.
Such loans
shall be
made for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
enabling any
any
of enabling
be made
Such
loans shall
etPoutstodreduce,
etc.,
outstanding In- purposes.
(hereafter referred
such district
debttedn.os.'
debtedness.
district or political subdivision
subdivision. (hereafter
referred to as the
the
"borrower")
borrower") to reduce and refinance its outstanding
indebtedness
outstanding indebtedness
rTerms and
and coatdi
connection with any such projects,
Terms
condi- incurred
incurred in
in connection
projects, and shall
shall be subject
subject
lions.
vol. 47,
7,p. s.
to the same
Vol.
6.
same terms and conditions
conditions as
loans made
made under
under section
section 55
as loans
of the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation Act, as amended;
amended; except
except
seenity reqlire.
that (1)
sectititYrequired•
(1) the term of any such loan shall not exceed
exceed forty years; (2)
(2)
each such loan shall he
be secured by bonds, notes, or other obligations
which are a
a lien on the real property
property within the project or on the
the
assessments,
assessments, taxes, or other
other charges imposed by the borrower
borrower pursuant to
to State
State law,
such other
other collateral
as may
may be
be acceptable
acceptable to
to
suant
law, or
or by
by such
collateral as
ment re
to issue
issue during
shall agree
agree not to
Agreement
res
the Corporation;
Corporation; (3)
(3) the
the borrower
borrower shall
during
res.tthe
emend
in
aep-awent. the term of the loan any other bonds so secured except with
with the
consent of the Corporation;
Corporation; (4) the borrower shall agree, insofar as
as
it
it lawfully may, to pay to the Corporation, until all bonds or other
other
obligations
obligations of the borrower
borrower acquired
acquired by the Corporation
Corporation are retired,
retired,
an amount equal to the amount by which the assessments, taxes, and
other charges collected
collected by the borrower exceed the cost of operation
operation
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and maintenance
maturities of
and prinprinof interest
interest and
and maturities
project and
of the
the project
maintenance of
and

cipal on
obligations, and
borrower shall
agree,
shall agree,
outstanding obligations,
and (5)
(5) the
the borrower
cipal
on its
its outstanding
as itit lawto the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the Corporation,
Corporation, to
to reduce,
insofar as
reduce, insofar
of the
to

fully
the annual
assessments, and other charges
imposed
charges imposed
taxes, assessments,
annual taxes,
may, the
fully may,
by it
it for
or on
account of
of the
the project
project by
by an
proportional to
to
an amount
amount proportional
on account
for or
by
the reduction
requirements for prinannual requirements
corresponding annual
the corresponding
in the
reduction in
the
cipal and
interest of
of its
outstanding indebtedness
indebtedness by reason of the
its outstanding
and interest
cipal
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Reduction of annual
annual
ReduStion
taxes,
assessments,
and

o

charges.
charges.

Conditions of loan.
operation of
of this
this section.
loan shall
be made
made under
under this
this section
section Appraisal
loan.
nditionsof
shall be
No loan
section. No
operation
of borrower's
property.
until the
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
(A) has
has caused
caused an
an er'sproperty.
Corporation (A)
Reconstruction Finance
until
minan
appraisal
made of
of the
securing and/or
and/or underlying
underlying Determination
the property
property securing
be made
to be
appraisal to
of
economic soundness.
soundness.
the
outstanding bonds
of the
the applicant,
(B) has
determined that the econoemi
has determined
applicant, (B)
bonds of
the outstanding
Corporation to apaptoagreeprporation
project
the applicant
applicant is economically
economically sound, and (C)
(C) has been prove
of the
project of
prove refunding
refunding agree-

ment between borrowbetween norrowsatisfied
between the appli- ment
has been entered into between
an agreement
agreement has
that an
satisfied that
er and holders of outstanding bonds.
cant
and holders
holders of
bonds or
obligations under atandirsg
other obligations
or other
outstanding bonds
its outstanding
of its
cant and
which the
the applicant
applicant will
to purchase
purchase or
or refund
refund all
a major
major
all or a
able to
be able
will be
which
portion of
of such
bonds or
obligations at aa price determined
determined by
by
or other obligations
such bonds
portion
the Corporation
to be
be reasonable
reasonable after
taking into
consideration the
into consideration
after taking
Corporation to
the
average
market price
price of
such bonds
bonds over
over the
the six
six months'
months' period
period endof such
average market
ing
March 1,
1, 1933,
1933, and
substantial reduction will be
under which aa substantial
and under
ing March
brought
in the
the amount
amount of
indebtedness of the
outstanding indebtedness
of the
the outstanding
about in
brought about
applicant."
applicant."
Board to
to review vetvetBoar
hereby authorized
President is hereby
20. The
SEC. 20.
The President
authorized under
under the provisions erans
SEC.
erans claims
in which
claimsreview
presumptive
service
of
Numbered 2,
Seventy-third Congress,
to establish
establish presumatie
seroic
Congress, to
2, Seventy-third
of Public
Public Law
Law Numbered
connection heretofore
granted
and denied.
edand
majority of the members
such number
(the majority
members of gt
boards (the
special boards
of special
number of
such
which
were
not
in
the
employ
of
the
Veterans'
Administration
at
the
which were not in the employ of the Veterans' Administration at the Ante. p. 8.
date of
of enactment
he may
may deem
necessary to
review At. p.S.
to review
deem necessary
as he
Act), as
this Act),
of this
enactment of
date
all
veteran entered
to November
November 11,
11,
prior to
service prior
entered service
the veteran
(where the
claims (where
all claims
Vol. 43, p. 607.
1918,
and whose
whose disability
not the
the result
result of
of his
his own
own misconduct),
misconduct), Vol.
43, p.60.
is not
disability is
1918, and
in
which
presumptive
service
connection
has
heretofore
been
granted
granted
in which presumptive service connection has heretofore been
under
the World
World War
War Veterans'
wherein
amended, wherein
Act, 1924, as amended,
Veterans' Act,
under the
payments
were being
made on
on March
20, 1933,
1933, and
and which
which are
are held
held
March 20,
being made
payments were
not
service connected
connected under
under the
regulations issued
issued pursuant
pursuant to
Pubnot service
the regulations
to Pub- Appointment of
nt 'o
pome
lic Law
Law Numbered
Seventy-third Congress.
Congress. Members of such members.
2, Seventy-third
Numbered 2,
lic
boards
may
be
appointed
without
regard
to
the
laws
Service
Civil
the
boards may be appointed without regard to
and regulations,
and their
their compensation
compensation fixed
fixed without
regard to
to the
the Deter
et in inaion
without regard
and
regulations, and
inat ion ol
of
conneeion.
ervice connecon.l
Classification Act
Act of
amended. Such
special boards
shall service
boards shall
Such special
as amended.
1923, as
of 1923,
Classification
determine,
on all
available evidence,
evidence, the
the question
question whether
whether service
all available
determine, on
connection shall
be granted
provisions of
of the
the regulations
regulations
the provisions
under the
granted under
shall be
connection
issued
pursuant
to
Public
Law
Numbered
2,
Seventy-third
Congress
Seventy-third
2,
Nullbered
Law
to
Public
issued pursuant
(notwithstanding
evidence may not clearly demonstrate
demonstrate the exist(notwithstanding the evidence
ence of
any specific
clinical findings
findings within
the terms
within the
specific clinical
or any
disease or
of the
the disease
ence
of
prescribed by
by regulation
1, part
part 1,
subparagraph (c),
(c), Ante, p. 8.
1, subparagraph
regulation 1,
of or
or period
period prescribed
or
instruction numbered
regulation numbered
numbered 1,
under PubPub- A^m.
p. & doubts;
1, issued
issued under
2, regulation
numbered 2,
or instruction
Reasonable
of proof.
;
bdenfpoofubts
lic Law
Law Numbered
2, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress),
and shall
shall in
in their
their burden
Congress), and
Numbered 2,
lie
decisions resolve
all reasonable
doubts in
favor of
veteran, the
of the veteran,
in favor
reasonable doubts
resolve all
decisions
burden of
of proof
cases being
on the
burden
proof in
in such
such cases
being on
the Government.
Government.
djudi
Adjudication
of
laiUmbyVeterans'AdI, Public claims
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 17,
title I,
by Veterans' Ad17, title
Notwithstanding
ministration when filed
Numbered
Congress, any
1.hed
m tot March,s20, 1023.
yearly renew- prior
claim for yearly
any claim
Seventy-third Congress,
2, Seventy-third
Numbered 2,
p.
pod, 1).
able term
insurance on
on which
paid to
p.
p. 11; po
Am, p;
of 526.Ante,
to the date of
were paid
premiums were
which premiums
term insurance
able
death
and any
for pension
compensation 526
pension, compensation
claim for
any claim
insured and
the insured
of the
death of
allowance,
emergency officers'
retirement pay
under the provipay under
officers' retirement
or emergency
allowance, or
sions
of laws
by said
said section
section 17
17 wherein
claim was
was duly
wherein claim
repealed by
laws repealed
sions of
filed prior
to March
March 20,
1933, may be adjudicated
Veterans'
adjudicated by the Veterans'
20, 1933,
prior to
filed
Administration on
on the
proofs and evidence
received by the Veterans'
evidence received
the proofs
Administration
Administration
to March
March 20,
found
any person found
and any
1933,.,and
20, 1933
prior to
Administration prior
entitled
to the
the benefits
benefits claimed
be paid
paid such
benefits in
in accordaccordsuch benefits
shall be
claimed shall
entitled to
ance with
with and
and in
amounts provided
prior laws:
Provided, Proofs'.
laws: Provided,
by such
such prior
provided by
in the
the amounts
ance
PaTiossts _.authorhod; actioos
agt•.
That the
the payments
payments hereby
to be
made shall
shall continue
continue bed;.
.
wom and
be made
authorized to
hereby authorized
That
peaks.
only
to
include
June
30,
1933,
and
only
one
original
adjulicatory
MPO
adjudicatory
only to include June 30, 1933, and only one original
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Burial
vet*Biriaiexpenses,
exr
erans
erans (lying
dying prior to
March 20,
20. 1933.
19
Ante, p.
A'tte,
I. 11.
1:

and one
may be
had in.
in such
veteran
Where aa veteran
such cases. Where
be had
appeal may
one appeal
action and
pensesrvet action
)33.
died prior to March 20, 1933, under
under conditions
conditions which warrant the

payment of, or reimbursement
reimbursement for, burial
burial expenses, such payment
payment
or reimbursement may
May be made in accordance
laws in
in effect
effect
accordance with
with the laws
Filing claim.
Filing
elai
prior to March 20, 1933,
1933, provided that claim for such payment
payment or
or
reimbursement must be filed within three months from the date of
reimbursement
of
passage of this
this Act.
Act.
Finality of
Finality
of Board
Board
Notwithstanding the provisions
Notwithstanding
provisions of Public Law Numbered
Numbered 2,
2,
decisien.
declaim.
Seventy-third Congress, the decisions
Seventy-third
decisions of such special
special boards
boards shall
be final in such cases, subject to such appellate procedure
procedure as the
the
Percentagee of
of payPercentag
President may prescribe,
and,
except
for
fraud,
payPresident
prescribe,
and,
except
for
fraud,
mistake, or misments made on March
ontinerh. representation, 75 per centum
20, 1933, to c
continue.
centum of the payments
'payments being made
on March
made on
March
20, 1933,
1933, therein
therein shall continue to October 31,
31, 1933,
1933, or the date
date of
of
PTOVi80.
Prcoiso.
board decision,
is the
the earlier
date: Provided,
Provided, That
That
special board
Extension
decision, whichever
Extension of time for special
whichever is
earlier date:
Board decision.
decisiion.
where any case is pending
pending before any one of the special boards
boards on
on
October 31, 1933,
may provide
provide for
for extending
extending the
the time
time
1933, the President may
of payment
payment until decision
decision can be rendered. The
The President shall
shall
Rules
Rules go,
governing reand hearings,
hearings, as
may be
prescribe such
views and hearings.
such rules governing
governing reviews
views
h vcgrei prescribe
reviews and
as may
be
Payment off salaries
Payment
salaries deemed advisable. Payment of salaries
expenses of such
salaries and expenses
such boards
and
expense
and expenses.
and personnel assigned thereto
thereto shall be paid out of and in accordaccordfor the
Administration.
ance with appropriations
appropriations for
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration.
Limitatio: on reducLimitation
Notwithstanding any
of the
provisions of
of Public
Law Numbered
tion of payn
payments
for dietsfor
diNotwithstanding
any of
the provisions
Public Law
Numbered
rectly service-conser
2, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
in no
no event
event shall
shall the
the rates
rates of
of compensation
compensation
vi5eo-on- 2,
Congress, in
nected disal
disabilities.
nected
Ante, p.
p. 8;
god, p.
p. payable for directly service-connected
Ante,
s; pst,
service-connected disabilities to those
those veterans
524.
524.
who entered the active military or naval service prior to November
November
11, 1918, and
and whose
whose disabilities are not the result of their
mistheir own misconduct, where they were except by fraud, mistake, or misrepresenmisrepresentation, in receipt of compensation
compensation on March
1933, be reduced
March 20, 1933,
reduced more
than 25 per centum, except
except in
accordance with
with the
the regulations
regulations issued
in accordance
issued
under Public Law Numbered
Numbered 2, Seventy-third
pertaining
Seventy-third Congress, pertaining
to Federal employees, hospitalized cases
and cases
of beneficiaries
beneficiaries
cases and
eases of
residing outside of the continental limits of the United
United States;
and
States; and
l)e.tlh compensation.
con pensation. in no event shall death
Death
compensation, except
except by fraud, mistake, or
or
misrepresentation,
misrepresentation, being paid to widows, children, and
dependent
and dependent
parents of deceased World War
War veterans
veterans under
under the World War
War
amended, on
on March
20, 1933,
1933, be
be reduced
reduced or
or
Veterans' Act of 1924, as amended,
March 20,
discontinued, whether
whether the death of the veteran
veteran on
whose account
account
on whose
compensation
coinpensation is being paid was directly or presumptively
presumptively connected
connected
with service.
Minimun
503g
per ia
centu
99
l
lgra
n
a
s
glii
m NtSabl
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any of
Numbered 2
2,
of the provisions
provisions of Public Law Numbered
veteran
of
veteran
of
SpanishSeventy-third Congress,
Congress, any
any veteran
the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War,
War
rSpanish
Seventy-third
American
War,
etc.
veteran of
of the
V
including the Boxer rebellion and the Philippine
Philippine insurrection, who
served ninety days or more, was honorably discharged
discharged from
from the service, is fifty-five years of age or over, is 50 per centum
centum disabled,
and
disabled, and
in need as defined by the-President,
thel President, shall be paid a
a pension of not
less than
than $15
$15 per
per month.
month.
less
Short title
title.
SEc.
21.
This
Act
hereafter
SEC.
hereafter may be referred
referred to as the ""Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1934."
1934."
Approved, June 16, 1933, 1:25 p.m.
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Be
enacted by
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Senate and
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Representatives of the
t
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of RepreRentatives
Cir- United
Uited States
State8of
America in
led,That
of America
in Congress
Con,gress assemb
assembled,
That the PresiPresivacany
vacancy of dent
is authorized,
y and
and with
with the advice
dent is
authorized, by
advice and
consent of
of•the
Senate,
and consent
the Senate
in, authorin, athor- to
vacancy in the United States
to appoint aa circuit
circuit judge to fill the vacancy
States'
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Judicial
Judicial Circuit occasioned
occasioned

Ninth SJudicial
Nin
Judiciai

llng
Filling
judg&itp
judgesnp

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To remove the limitation on
on the
the filling
filling of
the vacancy
vacancy in
in the
the office
office of
of senior
senior
of the
circuit judge for the ninth judicial circuit.
circuit
circuit.
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CONGRESS.
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CHS. 102-105.
102-105.

JUNE
JUNE 16, 1933.

by the death of Honorable William
vacany 1
1 occurring
William B. Gilbert. A vacany
occurring
at any time in the office of circuit judge referred
referred to in this section is
authorized to be filled.
authorized
Approved,
p.m.
Approved, June 16,
16, 1933 44p.m.
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[CHAPTER
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AN ACT
AN
ACT
To provide
actions in favor of the United
provide for the survival of certain actions
United States.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That no civil action
action
to recover damages, brought by the United
United States
States or in
its behalf,
behalf,
in its
or in which the United States shall be
indirectly interbe directly
directly or indirectly
ested, and pending
defendant prior
pending against any defendant
prior to the time of his
his
death, in any court of the United
reason of the
United States, shall abate by reason
the
death of any such defendant;
defendant; but any such action
action shall
shall survive and
be enforceable
enforceable against the estate
estate of any such deceased
deceased defendant.
defendant.
construed to deprive the plaintiff
This Act shall not be construed
plaintiff in any such
such
action of any remedy which he may have against aa surviving
surviving
defendant.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 16. 1933,
1933, 4:15
4:15 p.m.
p.m.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 1041
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[S.
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[8. 815.]
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No. 80.]
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[Public,
United
States
United
States
Courts.
Survival of civil acSurvival
damages.
tions for damages.

Rights against sursurRights
viving defendant
not
defendant not
affected.
affected.
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1833 .
1513.]
[S. 1513.]
No.
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[Public, No. 81.)

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Timbor sale
Indian
Timber
salhs„Indian
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
Act lands.
That Public
Public Act
lands.
Terms
of
eabting
Terms
of
existing
Numbered
Numbered 435 of the Seventy-second
Seventy-second Congress
Congress entitled
entitled ""An Act
Act to contracts maNto modicontractF maN ice Inodiauthorize the
authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
modify the
the terms
terms of
the Interior
fied with
1,1111Sell t of
of
to modify
withl! tmllset
of fiel
Indians.
existing contracts
contracts for
existing
Indian land
when it
it Indians.
for the
the sale
sale of
of timber
timber on
on Indian
land when
Vol. 47, p. mos.
Vol.
1.5s.
Post p. 397.
so to do"
do " is
is hereby
is in the interest of the Indians so
hereby amended
amended by
by addadd- pot,
Provisos.
Prorisos.
ing to the first section thereof the
following proviso:
proviso; "Pro;rided,
"Peovided, KliIIamath
the following
Klamath Indian
li: n Reslrsery tit ion,
tfreg.,
ervtllon.
Orng., ei.
That the restrictions
restrictions as to reducing
reducing prices below the basic sales citlde'l
chided from
pros
talons
fromn prosvisioni
prices shall not apply to the KIlmath
Klamath Indian
Ore- herein.
Indian Reservation
herein.
Reservation in
in Orelimitation.
Time
llnilttlion.
gon
:
And
provided
further,
That
the
authority
granted
herein
shall
gon:
proilded further, That the authority granted herein shall
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the date
date of
enactment of
of this
terminate
one year
year from
from the
of enactment
this Act."
Act."
Approved, June 16, 1933,
1933, 5
5 p.m.
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AN ACT
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To legalize the manufacture, sale, or possession
possession of 3.2
3.2 per centum
centum beer
beer in the
the
State of Oklahoma when and if the same is legalized
legalized by a
a majority vote of the
Oklahoma or by act of the Legislature of the State
people of Oklahoma
State of Oklahoma.

June 16, 1933.
1933.
June
(H.R. 5690.)
[H.R.
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No. 82.1
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Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Oklahoma.
United
States of America in
United States
assembled, That
°"thrri
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the manu- Sale
of 3.2
facture, sale, and/or possession of 3.2 per centum
centum beer is legalized
legalized legalid.
legalized.
in the State of Oklahoma when and if the same is legalized by aa
majority of the legal votes cast at an
or
an election
election held in said State, or
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
all Acts
by an act of the
the Legislature
Legislature of the State of
and all
Acts
therewith are
are hereby
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or parts
parts of Acts in conflict therewith
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Approved, June 16,
16, 1933.
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n original.
so in
original.
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the rate
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title 26,
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effective date
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and not
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wines containing
than 21
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more than
24 per
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so paid
of
Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1918.
1918.
Grape brandy for torfor(c)
wines held
by the
the producer
producer thereof
the day
day this
this tifying
o
wines.
trtapewbrandy
upon the
thereof upon
held by
all wines
(c) Upon
Upon all
wines.
manufacturefying
title
takes
effect
and
intended
for
sale
or
for
use
in
the
manufacture
the
in
use
for
or
sale
for
title takes effect and intended
or production
production of
of any
any article
article intended
intended for
sale, there
there shall
levied,
shall be levied,
for sale,
or
assessed,
and paid
floor tax
the amount, if any,
to the
equal to
tax equal
paid aafloor
collected, and
assessed, collected,
by
which the
the tax
provided for
section 8
8of
of this
this title exceeds
exceeds the
under section
for under
tax provided
by which
tax
paid upon
upon the
grape brandy
wine spirits
spirits used in the fortifior wine
brandy or
the grape
tax paid
cation of
such wine.
wine.
of such
cation
Assessment and colcol(d) The
The person
person required
by this
to pay
any floor
floor tax
tax shall,
shall, l,.sonprovtio,,
lection prov W OW..
pay any
section to
this section
required by
(d)
within thirty
thirty (lays
date of
make return
return
title, make
this title,
of this
effective date
the effective
after the
days after
within
under oath
oath in
form and
and under
regulations as
as the
Commisthe Commissuch regulations
under such
such form
in such
under
sioner
of Internal
with the
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
of the
Revenue, with
Internal Revenue,
sioner of
Treasury,
shall
prescribe.
Payment
of
the
tax
shown
to
be
due
may
may
(lue
to
be
shown
the
tax
of
Payment
prescribe.
shall
Treasury
be extended
extended to
to a
date not
after the
the effective
effective
months after
seven months
exceeding seven
not exceeding
a date
he
form
date
of
this
title,
upon
the
filing
of
a
bond
for
payment
in
such
payment
for
a
bond
of
filing
the
upon
date of this title,
and amount
and with
such sureties
sureties as
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal
the Commissioner
as the
with such
amount and
and
Revenue, with
approval of
of the
Treasury, may
may
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
the approval
with the
Revenue,
prescribe.
law (including
penalties) applicable
applicable in
(including penalties)
of law
provisions of
All provisions
prescribe. All
respect
internal-revenue taxes
taxes on
distilled spirits
spirits or
or wines
shall,
wines shall,
on distilled
of internal-revenue
respect of
in
so far
far as
and not
not inconsistent
section, be
be
this section,
with this
inconsistent with
applicable and
as applicable
in so
applicable in
in respect
the taxes
by this
this section.
section.
imposed by
taxes imposed
of the
respect of
applicable
Terms defined.
(e) As
in this
Title II,
II, the
the term
term "person"
"person" "Person";
Termsdon"d
iled
"distilled
and in
in Title
section and
this section
As used
used in
(e)
spirits."
includes
an
individual,
a
partnership
an
association,
and
a
corporaincludes an individual, a partnership an association, and a corpora- spirits."
Rectifier.
' includes products
tion;
distilled spirits
spirits';
products produced
produced in Rectlr.
"distilled
term "
the term
and the
tion; and
.622
13.8., sec.a 3244, p.622.
such
manner that
is aarectifier
rectifier within
within the
the R8s.S*32
p*
them is
producing them
person producing
the person
that the
such manner
meaning of
of section
section 3244
Statutes, as
as amended.
amended.
Revised Statutes,
of the
the Revised
3244 of
meaning
Tams under AviculteulS
EC. 11.
used in
in this
Act, the
the term
term "internal-revenue
"internal-revenue taxes"
taxes" tural
Adjustment Act.
Act,
Admtmt
tQ,
this Act,
As used
11. As
SEC.
n.
not
included
herein.
does
include taxes
taxes imposed
imposed under
under the
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment notinuded her
the Agricultural
not include
does not
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1.
CH. 1.
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SEC.
SEC. 12. That section 5
5of
of the
Act entitled
Act making
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
making approappropriations
for the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department for
for the
the year
year ending
30,
priations for
ending June
June 30,
4p8s06; 1918
1918 ",
read as
", approved
approved March
March 3, 1917,
1917, as amended, is amended
amended to read
as
,-0.
follows:
follows:
Shitpments,
"SEC.
SEc. 5. Whoever shall order, purchase, or cause
cause intoxicating
intoxicating
coawtry tpiotate,etc liquors
liquors to
commerce, except
except for
to be
be transported
transported in
i interstate
interstate commerce,
for scientific,
scientific,
sacramental, medicinal, and mechanical purposes,
any State,
purposes, into
into any
State,
Territory, or the District of Columbia, the
which prohibit
prohibit
the laws
laws of
of which
the manufacture
manufacture or sale therein of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
for beverage
beverageliquors for
purposes, shall be fined not more than $1,000
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more
than six months, or both; and for any subsequent
subsequent offense
be
offense shall
shall be
imprisoned
not
more
than
one
year."
Ethyl
alohol
for
imprisoned
not
more
than
one year."
Ethyl alcohol
Government,
etc., use.
Nothing in this Act shall be
Government, etc-,
be construed
Nothing
to amend
any proconstrued to
amend or
or repeal
repeal any
proVol.
Vol. 40,
40, 13.
p, 329.
329.
vision
of
section
1110
of the Revenue
Revenue Act
vision
Act of
1917.
of 1917.
Effective
date of title.
Effectivedateoftitle.
SEC. 13. This title shall take effect on the day following its
SEc.
enactment.

Advertisements, etc.,
by mail; provisions
provisions re-.
repealed.
Vol. 39,
Vo..
39' p. 1059;
g. 488;
Supp.
U.S.C., p..
488; Supp.
VII, p. 350.
Ante, p. 17.
Shipments, etc.,
etc., of,
contrary to State, etc.,
laws; punishment for.

Advertisements, etc.,

pealed.

Internal revenue.
revenue.
Affixing tax-paid
staSicongtaerai
stamps to containers.

Exceptions.
Exceptions,

stamp on
present
on present

Stamm
stock.

sk

Purchase and issue
ofPts
ad iss. e
of stamps.

II
TITLE II

SEC. 201. No person shall
shall (except
SEc.
as provided
provided in
in section
(except as
section 202)

202)
transport,
transport, possess, buy, sell, or transfer any distilled spirits, unless
unless
the immediate container thereof has
affixed thereto
stamp denoting
denoting
has affixed
thereto aastamp
the quantity of distilled spirits contained therein
therein and
evidencing
and evidencing
payment of all internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes
taxes imposed
imposed on
such spirits.
The
on such
spirits. The

provisions of this title shall not apply
apply to—
to(a) Distilled spirits placed in a
for immediate
consumpa container
container for
immediate consumption on the premises or
Or for preparation
consumption;
preparation for such.
such. consumption;
(b) Distilled spirits in bond or
(b)
custody;
or in customs
customs custody;
(c)
(c) Distilled spirits in immediate
immediate containers required
required to
to be
be
stamped under existing law;
law;
(d) Distilled spirits in actual
(d)
actual process of rectification,
blending,
rectification, blending
or bottling, or in actual use
manufacture;
use in processes
processes of
of manufacture;
(e) Distilled spirits on which no internal-revenue
(e)
tax is
required
internal-revenue tax
is required
to be paid;
paid;
(f) Distilled spirits not intended for sale or
(f)
for use
in the
or for
use in
the manumanufacture or production of any article
article intended
intended for
for sale;
sale; or
or
(g) Any
Any regularly
regularly established common carrier receiving,
(g)
receiving, transtransporting, delivering, or holding
holding for
for transportation
transport
ati on or
or delivery
distilled
delivery distilled
spirits i
in
nthe ordinary course of its business as a
a common
common carrier.
carrier.

SEC. 202. Every
Every person
SEc.
person who,
who, on
on the
effective date
date of
title,
the effective
of this
this title,

holds for sale (or use in the manufacture or production
production of
of an
an article
article
intended for sale)
sale) any distilled spirits in containers
required to
to be
be
containers required
stamped by section 201, on which all internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes
taxes have
have
been
paid, may possess such spirits, but shall, not later
been paid,
than the
the
later than
tenth day
after such date, apply for, and shall be sold (in accordtenth
day after
ance with section 203)
203) the requisite
requisite stamps.
stamps. Such
Such stamps
stamps shall
be
shall be
promptly affixed
affixed to the immediate containers of such spirits,
promptly
spirits, except
except
that
when such
such spirits contained in bottles in closed cases are
that when
held
are held
for sale or sold otherwise than at retail, such stamps
for
need not
be
stamps need
not be
affixed until
affixed
until the cases are opened or sold at retail, when such stamps
stamps
shall
immediately affixed
affixed to the bottles, but such stamps shall be
shall be
be immediately
sold
sold or
or transferred
transferred in connection
connection with any sale or transfer of such
such
spirits
spirits and the person in possession of such spirits shall
in
shall be
be in
possession
of
such stamps
stamps therefor.
therefor.
possession
of such
S
SEe. 203.
203. Any
person placing
Any person
placing or intending
intending to place any distilled
distilled
EC.

spirits
internal-revenue taxes
taxes have
spirits upon
upon which all internal-revenue
have been
paid, into
into
been paid

any
container upon
a stamp is required by this title, or withany container
upon which a
withdrawing
intending to
drawing or
or intending
to withdraw any imported spirits in such
containers
containers from
from customs
customs custody, shall be entitled to purchase
purchase suffisuffi-

cient stamps
stamps for
cient
for stamping
stamping such containers.

Such stamps
stamps shall
shall be
be
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issued
the Commissioner
Revenue to each Collector of
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner of
by the
issued by
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, upon his requisition, in such numbers as may be
Internal
necessary in
and shall be sold by the Collectors to perdistrict, and
in his district,
necessary
sons entitled
compliance with
therefor and compliance
application therefor
upon application
thereto upon
entitled thereto
sons
except
regulations
under this
title, at
at a
a price of 11cent for each stamp, except
this title,
regulations under
that
of stamps for containers of less than one half pint
in the case of
that in
the
price shall
quarter of
for each
stamp. When
When in his
each stamp.
1 cent
cent for
of 1
one quarter
be one
shall be
the price
judgment
there is
no danger
revenue, and upon the giving of
danger to the revenue,
is no
judgment there
such
bonds or
security as he may deem
deem necessary, the Commisother security
or other
such bonds
sioner
sale prior to the effective date of this
(1) the sale
authorize (1)
may authorize
sioner may
title
stamps and
the sale
stamps to importers
importers
of such
such stamps
sale of
(2) the
and (2)
such stamps
of such
title of
for
stamping containers
from which imported.
country from
the country
in the
containers in
for stamping
Defacing stamps.
stallps.
under the Defacing
S
EC. 204.
container stamped
stamped under
any container
emptying any
person emptying
Every person
204. Every
SEC.
provisions
of
this
title
shall
at
the
time
of
emptying
such
container
container
provisions of this title shall at the time of emptying
destroy
thereon.
stamp thereon.
the stamp
destroy the
be
Regulations
to be
S
EC. 205.
Commissioner, with
the approval
of the
Regulations to
Secretary prescribed.
the Secretary
approval of
with the
The Commissioner,
205. The
SEC.
of
the
Treasury,
shall
prescribe
(a)
regulations
with
respect
to
the
prescribed.
the
to
respect
with
regulations
(a)
prescribe
of the Treasury, shall
time
and manner
manner of
of applying
applying for,
for issuing,
issuing, affixing,
and destroying
destroying
affixing, and
time and
and denominations
stamps required
required by
the
for, form and
such
of such
denominations of
title, the
this title,
by this
stamps
stamps, proof
proof that
to such
such stamps,
stamps, and
the
and the
entitled to
are entitled
applicants are
that applicants
stamps,
method of
accounting for
receipts from
the sale
stamps, and
sale of such stamps
from the
for receipts
of accounting
method
(b) such
regulations as he shall deem necessary for the enforceother regulations
such other
(b)
ment of
of this
this title.
title.
ment
Forfeiture of spirits.
Si. 206.
206. All
spirits found
found in
container required
required to
of spiits
Forfeiture container.
to unstamped
any container
in any
distilled spirits
All distilled
SEC.
bear a
by this
this title,
container is
is not
com- unstamied container.
in comstamped in
not stamped
which container
title, which
stamp by
a stamp
bear
pliance
with this
this title
and regulations
thereunder, shall
be
shall be
issued thereunder,
regulations issued
title and
pliance with
Existing stock.
forfeited
the United
States. Distilled
Distilled spirits
spirits placed
placed in
in such
stock.
such Existing
United States.
to the
forfeited to
containers
prior
to
the
effective
date
of
this
title
shall
not
be
subbe
containers prior to the effective date of this title shall not
ject
this section
section until
until the
expiration of 10 days after the effective
the expiration
to this
ject to
date of
nor (when
(when it
it is
is established
established that
that application
application for
title, nor
this title,
of this
date
stamps therefor
within the proper
time) until such
proper time)
made within
was made
therefor was
stamps
stamps are
applicant.
the applicant.
by the
received by
are received
stamps
Violations and penav'Itioltions a penSEC. 207.
provision of this title, alties.
207. Any person who violates any provision
SEC.
Counterfeiting, etc.,
or
who, with
to defraud,
falsely makes,
alters, or
or stamps.
Counterfeiting, etc..
forges, alters,
makes, forges,
defraud, falsely
intent to
with intent
or who,
stamps
counterfeits
any
stamp
made
or
used
title,
who
uses,
or
this
under
used
or
made
counterfeits any stamp
counter-sells or
forged, altered,
altered, or counter
in his possession any such forged,
has in
or has
sells,
feited
or any
any plate
die used
used or
which may
may be used in the
or which
or die
plate or
stamp, or
feited stamp,
lisu.
or misuse.
Reuse or
manufacture thereof,
or any
stamp required
required to
to be
be destroyed
by this Reuse
destroyed by
any stamp
thereof, or
manufacture
title,
or
who
makes,
uses,
sells,
or
has
in
his
possession
any
in
paper
any
title, or who makes, uses, sells, or has in his possession
imitation of
paper used
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of any such stamp,
used in
the paper
of the
imitation
or who
who reuses
any stamp
stamp required
required to
be destroyed
by this
title, or
or who
who
this title,
destroyed by
to be
reuses any
or
places
any distilled
distilled spirits
spirits in
which has been filled and
bottle which
any bottle
in any
places any
stamped under
this title
destroying the
the stamp
stamp previously
without destroying
title without
under this
stamped
affixed
to
such
bottle,
or
who
affixes
stamp
issued
under this title
stamp
any
affixes
who
or
bottle,
such
to
affixed
to any
any container
of distilled
unpaid,
spirits on which any tax due is unpaid,
distilled spirits
container of
to
or
any false
in any
any application
application for
p. 316.
31.
Ae,. p.
stamps Ante,
for stamps
statement in
false statement
makes any
who makes
or who
under
this title,
in his
his possession
any such stamps
possession any
has in
who has
or who
title, or
under this
obtained
him otherwise
otherwise than
than as
provided in sections 202 and 203,
as provided
by him
obtained by
provided
or who
who sells
sells or
or transfers
any such stamp
stamp otherwise than as provided
transfers any
or
in section
section 202,
202 2shall
conviction be
fine not
exceeding
not exceeding
a fine
by a
be punished
punished by
on conviction
shall on
in
$1,000,
or by
by imprisonment
hard labor not exceeding
exceeding five years, or
at hard
Imprisonment at
$1,000, or
niolIt
law Enforcement.
by
Any officer
to enforce
enforce any
any provisions
provisions of law
authorized to
officer authorized
both. Any
by both.
the
relating to
to internal
authorized to enforce the
stamps is authorized
revenue stamps
internal revenue
relating
o.29,
provisions
this section
section and
provisions of
?A, p.6s.
p. 628.
section 77 of the Vol.
of section
the provisions
and the
of this
provisions of
p. 767.
Act
March 3,
relating to
to the
distilled spirits U.C..p.7-.
of distilled
bottling of
the bottling
1897, relating
3, 1897,
of March
Act of
in
in bond.
Effective Woof title.
vedateoftitle.
SEC. 208.
This title
take effect
effect on
on the
the thirtieth
following E
day following
thirtieth day
shall take
title shall
208. This
SEc.
or
the
date
of
the
enactment
of
this
Act,
except
that
before
on
if
the date of the enactment of this Act, except
Act
the twentieth
day following
following the
date of
of the
of this Act
enactment of
the enactment
the date
twentieth day
the
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CHS. 1-3.
1-3.
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JANUARY
18, 20,
20, 1934.
1934.
JANUARY 11,
11, 18,

the Secretary of the Treasury finds that it is impracticable
impracticable to
to put
put
this title into effect on the thirtieth day
day following
the date
of the
following the
date of
the
enactment of this Act and so proclaims, specifying
specifying the
the date,
date, not
not later
later
than the sixtieth day following
the enactment
enactment of
following the
the date.
date of
of the
of this
this
Act, on which it will be practicable
practicable to put this
this title
title into effect, this
Effective
Effective date
date of
such proclamation.
of des.
des- title shall take effect on the date specified in such
proclamation.
ignated sections.
ignated sections.
Notwithstanding
of this
this section
Notwithstanding the
the previous provisions
provisions of
this section,
section, this
section
take effect
the date
date of
and sections 202, 203, and
and 205 shall
shall take
effect on
on the
of the
the
enactment
enactment of this Act.
Act.
Approved
11, 1934,
Approved January 11,
1934, 11.50
11.50 p.m.
p.m.
[CHAPTER 2.]
January 18, 1934.
January
1934.

[H.J.Res. 22.]
228.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.12.]
No, 12.]

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

for certain
To provide
provide for
certain expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the second
session of
Seventyto the
second session
of the
the Seventythird Congress.
Congress.
third

by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the
Resolved by
House of
Rep'esentatives of
of the
States of
America in
assembled,
the followfollowr United
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assemb
ed, That
That the
penses, secnd session, ing sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
of any
the Treasury
not
Seesnty-third Con- otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
of certain
certain expenses
expenses incident
for the
the payment
payment of
incident
to the second session of the
Seventy-third Congress,
the Seventy-third
Congress, namely:
namely;

Appropriations
for
telegislative exAproyi
certain
penses, second session,
Seventy-third Congress.

SENATE
SENATE

Senate.
Mileage.
Mileage.

For
$38,250.
For mileage
mileage of
of Senators,
Senators, $38,250.

House of RepresentaHouse
tives.

Mileage,
Mileage, etc.

Stationery.

Limitations waived,
waived.
Vol. 47, p. 408.
Ante, p. 13.
Ant,
13.
Proviso.
Stationery
Stationery allowanee.
llowance.

HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
For mileage
mileage of Representatives.
Representatives, the
the Delegate
Delegate from
Hawaii, and
and
from Hawaii,
the Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, and
and for
for expenses
expenses of
of
the Delegate from Alaska and the
the Resident
Resident Commissioners
from
Commissioners from
the Philippine Islands,
$131,250.
Islands, $131,250.
For stationery for Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates,
Resident ComComDelegates, and
and Resident
missioners, including $4,400
84,400 for stationery
stationery for
for the
of the
the comcomthe use
use of
mittees and officers
officers of
to be
available for
of the
the House,
House, $44,000,
$44,000, to
be available
for
expenditure
expenditure notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of section
304 of
of the
the
section 304
Act of June 30, 1932
1932 (47
Stat. 408),
continued and
(47 Stat.
408), as
as continued
and made
made appliapplicable to the fiscal year 1934 by
Act
by section
section 44 (a),
(a), Title
Title II,
II, of
of the
the Act
of March 20, 1933 (48 Stat. 13):
13) :Provided,
That from
from such
Provided, That
such sum
sum
each Representative,
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate, and
and Resident
Resident Commissioner
shall be
Commissioner shall
be

allowed $90 for stationery allowance
allowed
allowance or commutation
commutation therefor.
therefor.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 18,
18, 1934.
1934.

[CHAPTER 3.1
[CHAPTER
al
January 20, 1934.
1[8.2125.1
ts. 2125.1
Pablic, No. 84.j
(Public,
84.1

AN ACT

To continue the functions
functions of
of the
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation, to
to proprothe Reconstruction
vide additional
additional funds for the Corporation,
Corporation, and
for other
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and
House of Representtives
Be
and House
Representatives of the
Uited States
i. Congress
Con1igres assembled,
assembled, That until FebruUnited
States of
of Atmearia
America in.
unctions, etc., eon- ary
1 1935,
such earlier
may fix
fix by
ary 1,
1935, or
or such
earlier date as the President may
by proclaproclatinued.
tinned.
Vol. 47, p.
vol.
p. 5..
mation,
mation, the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Corporation is
to continue to perform
perform all functions which
is authorized
authorized to
to perperwhich it
it is
Liquidation, etc.,
etc.
Liquidation,
form
form under
under existing
existing law,
law , and
and the
the liquidation
liquidation and winding
winding up of its
postponed.
Vol.
p. 10.
ol. 47, p.
0.
affairs
for by section
section 13 of the Reconstruction
Finance
affairs as
as provided
provided for
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation
Act, as
amended, are hereby postponed
Corporation Act,
as amended,
postponed during the
the
period that the functions of the Corporaticui
Corporation are continued
continued pursuant
pursuant
to this
this Act.
to
Act.

Reconstruction
FiFinaee
Functions,t
Corporaetio:n.con-

Reconstruction
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JANUARY

No
disbursement on
on
No disbursement
commitment or agreeon any commitment
SEC. 2.
No funds
funds shall
agree- any
be disbursed on
shall be
SEC.
2. No
commitment,
any loan commitment,
ment to
make a
loan or
or advance
hereafter made
by the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction etc.,
year.
etc., ater
after one year.
made by
advance hereafter
a loan
ment
to make

Finance Corporation
year from the date
expiration of one year
Finance
Corporation after the expiration
of such commitment
commitment or agreement;
agreement; but within the period
period of such

Prior agreements
not
agreements not
Prior
terminating any of the affected.
of law
one-year
limitation no
no provision
provision of
law terminating
one-year limitation
functions
of
the
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation
shall
affeted.
shall
be
Corporation
Finance
functions of the Reconstruction
construed
prohibit disbursement
disbursement of funds on prior commitments
commitments
construed to prohibit
advances.
make loans or advances.
agreements to
to make
or agreements
orrration. notes,
notes,
Corporation
and bonds
S
EC. 3.
of notes,
notes, debentures,
debentures, and
bonds or other such
such etc.,
The amount
amount of
SEC.
3. The
Increased.
p. 50.
50.
Finance Corporation
obligations which
which the
the Reconstruction
Corporation is Ante,p.
Reconstruction Finance
obligations
Vol. 47, p. 9.
authorized and
and empowered
to have
have outstanding
at any one time vol. 47 p. 9
outstanding at
empowered to
authorized
pursuant
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
to section
section 99of the Reconstruction
pursuant to
as
amended, is
by $850,000,000.
$850,000,000.
is hereby
hereby increased
increased by
as amended,
January 20, 1934.
Approved, January

[CHAPTER
4.1
[CHAPTER 4.]

AN
AN ACT

To control
the manufacture,
transportation, possession,
possession, and
and sale
sale of
of alcoholic
alcoholic
manufacture, transportation,
control the
To
beverages in
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
the District
beverages

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
National
assembled, That the National
in Congress
United
Prohibition
as amended
supplemented, insofar as it affects
and supplemented,
amended and
Act, as
Prohibition Act,
the
possession in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
sale, and possession
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
and
the transportation
transportation in,
Columbia, of
and from the District of Columbia,
in, into, and
and the
alcoholic
repealed, with the exception
exception of title
beverages, is hereby repealed,
alcoholic beverages,
denatured alcohol.
II insofar as it affects denatured
4 of title II
III, and section 4
S
EC. 2. This Act may be cited as the "District
"District of Columbia
Columbia AlcoSEC.
holic
Di.-trict
It shall apply only to the District
Control Act." It
Beverage Control
holic Beverage
of
Columbia and
alcoholic bevand shall not authorize the delivery of alcoholic
of Columbia
erages outside
the law
law
District of Columbia in violation of til
the District
outside of the
erages
of the place of delivery.
SEC. 3.
interpretation of this Act,
Act., unless the context indiIn the interpretation
SEC.
3. In
different meaning:
meaning:
cates aadifferent
(a) The word
alcohol "
"means ethyl alcohol,
hydrated oxide
oxide of
of
alcoholl, hydrated
word ""alcohol
(a)
ethyl,
or spirit
spirit of
of wine,
from whatever
whatever source
source or by whatever
whatever
wine, from
ethyl, or
processes
produced.
processes produced.
(b) The
spirits " means
beverage which contains
means any beverage
"spirits"
The word "
(b)
drinkable water
alcohol
water and
and
alcohol obtained by distillation mixed with drinkable
brandy, rum, whisky, cordials,
other substances in solution, including brandy,
and gin.
product of the normal
(c) The
word "
wine ""means the product
normal alcoholic
"wine
The word
(c)
fermentation of the juice of fresh, sound, ripe grapes, with the usual
usual
fermentation
treatment and necessary
necessary additions
additions to correct
correct defects
defects due to
cellar treatment
climatic,
seasonal conditions,
conditions including
including champagne,
champagne,
climatic, saccharine and seasonal
carbonated and fortified
fortified wine. No other
artificially carbonated
sparkling, artificially
fermentation of the natural sugar contents
contents
by the fermentation
product obtained by
of
containing sugar shall be
be
agricultural products containing
fruits or other agricultural
of fruits
called
"wine " unless designated
designated by
descriptions
appropriate prefix descriptions
by appropriate
called "wine"
predominently
of
product from which
which the same was predominently
other product
the fruit
fruit or other
of the
produced,
or as
artificial or
wine. Light
mean
Light wines shall mean
imitation wine.
or imitation
as artificial
produced, or
wines
containing 14
per centumn
centiun or
or less
less of
of alcohol
by volume,
volume, other
other
alcohol by
14 per
wines containing
than champagne.
champagne.
than
(d) The
means any
fermented beverages
beverages of any
any fermented
"beer" means
word "beer"
(d)
The word
name
from malt,
wholly or
or in
in part,
part, or
or
malt, wholly
manufactured from
description manufactured
or description
name or
therefor.
from any substitute therefor.

January 24,
1934.
24, 1934.
January
[H.R.26181.
6181.]
JH.R.
[Public, No. 85.1
8.]1
[Public,
Columbia
District of Columbia
Alcoholic
Beverage
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act.
Poet, p. 349.
Post,
National Prohibition
Prohibition
certain limitations
limitations
Act; certain
not
to
apply
hereunhereunnot
der.
Vol.
41,
pp.
309,
319;
Vol. 41, pp. 309, 31!>;
t.S.C., pp.
pp. 854,
sil.
854, $M.
U.S.C.,
Title.
Title.
Territory
embraced.
Territory emlbraced.

Definitions.
Deftlntions.
"Alcohol,'
"A
lehol. *'

"Spirits."
"Spirits."

""Wine."
Wine.

U.S.C., p.
p. 7S.
7.
U.S.C.,

"Beer."
"Bae.~
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(e)
alcoholic beverage"
"beverage" include
include the
or "beverage"
beverage" or
"alcoholic
words "
The words
(e) The
four varieties of liquor above defined (alcohol, spirits, wine, and
alcohol.
containing alcohol,
beer)
patented or not, containing
or solid, patented
liquid or
every liquid
and every
beer) and
spirits, wine,
wine, or
or beer
and capable
capable of
humn
a
of being consumed by aa human
beer and
spirits,
one of the four
Containing mo
mo re
re being.
bei
ng . Any
Any liquid
liquid or
or solid
solid containing
containing more than one
Containing
than one of foregoing
ingredients,
varieties above
considered as belonging to that variety
above defined is considered
varieties
ingedients.
which
has
the
higher
percentage
of alcohol,
to the
order
the order
according to
alcohol, according
of
percentage
higher
the
has
which
in which
are above
except as
provided in
subsection (c)
in subsection
as provided
defined, except
above defined,
they are
which they
in
hereof.
provisions of
of this
Act shall
shall not
not apply
apply
this Act
and of
section and
of this
this section
The provisions
hereof. The
per centum
of 11per
half of
Less
one half
half of
to any
liquid or
or solid
than one
one half
centum
less than
containing less
solid containing
any liquid
of to
than one
pLes than
1percent eicluded.
of
alcohol by
nor shall anything contained in this Act be
by volume,
volume, nor
of alcohol
Apple
construed
as affecting
affecting the
manufacture of apple cider or the sale
the manufacture
construed as
eider.
Apple cider.
thereof.
"Board."
(f)
mean the
the Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage
shall mean
"Board" shall
word "Board"
(f) The
The word
"Board."
Control Board
created by
by this
Act.
this Act.
Board created
Control
"Club."
(g)
The word
word "
club ""means
corporation for
the promotion
promotion of
of
for the
means aacorporation
" club
(g) The
OIlnb."'
some common
common object
object (not
(not including
including corporations
any
for any
organized for
corporations organized
some
commercial
business purpose,
purpose, the object of which
profit).
which is money profit),
or business
commercial or
owning, hiring,
hiring, or leasing a
a building or space in aabuilding of such
owning,
extent and
and character
in the
the judgment
the Board may
may be suitable
of the
judgment of
as in
character as
extent
and adequate
adequate for
for the
the seasonable
peasonable and
comfortable use
use and
and accommoaccommoand comfortable
and
dations of
of its
its members
members and
their guests,
guests, and
such space
including such
and including
and their
dations
outside of
adjoining it as may be approved
approved by the
of the building and adjoining
outside
adequate kitchen and
Board, and
and
and provided with such suitable and adequate
Board,
dining room
space and
implements ' and facilities, and
equipment, implements,
and equipment,
room space
dining
employing such
employees for cooking, preparof employees
a sufficient
sufficient number of
such a
employing
ing,
its members and their guests, as shall
meals for its
serving meals
and serving
ing, and
beverages intended
satisfy
the Board
Board that the sale of beverages
intended is not more than
satisfy the
an
incident to and is not the prime source of revenue from such space;
space;
an incident
and the
the affairs
affairs and
and management
management of such
conducted
such corporation are conducted
and
chosen
by
board of directors
directors,'executive committee, or similar body chosen
by aaboard
by
the members
members at
least once
each calendar
calendar year and
no officer, agent,
and no
once each
at least
by the
employee of the club is paid directly
directly or indirectly, or receives
receives in
or employee
the
form of
of salary
salary or
compensation, any profit
profit from the
other compensation,
or other
the form
the
disposition
or sale
sale of beverages
beverages to the club or to the members of the
disposition or
club or
or guests
guests introduced
by members,
members, beyond
beyond the amount of such
such
introduced by
club
salary as
be fixed and voted by the members, or by its directors,
as may be
salary
governing body.
or other governing
"Commissioners."
Commissioners" shall mean
mean the Commissioners
word " Commissioners
(h) The word
"Commissfonler."
District of Columbia.
of the District
"Distriot."
(ii) The word "District"
Columbia.
"District."
"District" shall mean the District of Columbia.
oremtoicontam
(j)
n
"hotel" means aa suitable building or other struc"rioter;
to contain
j) The word "hotel"
30 or more rooms, etc.
rture,
ture, approved
approved by the Board,
Board, including such suitable
suitable space outside
of
approved by the Board,
adjoining it as may be approved
of the
the building and adjoining
a
kept, used,
used, maintained,
maintained, advertised,
advertised, or held out to the public to be a
kept,
place
where meals
accommodations offered
offered
meals are served and sleeping accommodations
place where
used
guests; in which thirty or more rooms are used
to transient guests;
for pay to
accommodations of such transient guests, and having
for the sleeping accommodations
where meals are served to such transient
rooms where
one or more dining rooms
sleeping accommodations
accommodations and dining rooms being conguests, such sleeping
same building or in connecting buildings, and such
in the same
ducted in
provided with
building or buildings, structure or structures being provided
such adequate kitchen and dining room equipment and capacity and
employees for
having
having employed therein such number and kinds of employees
for
preparing, cooking, and serving meals for its guests as shall satisfy
preparuag,
a
the Board that such dining
dining room is intended for use primarily as a
ooking, and serving meals and that the chief
place
place for preparing, cooking,
chief
source of revenue to be derived from the operation of such dining

"Alcoholic beverage",
beverage",
etc.
etc.

"Alcoholic
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room
preparation, cooking, and serving of meals
the preparation,
from the
be from
shall be
room shall
and
of beverages.
beverages. No
dining room shall
shall be Dining room restriorestriosuch dining
No such
sale of
the sale
from the
not from
and not
t
than Um's.
other
therein
conducted
is
considered
therein
any business
suitable if any
considered suitable
the
and serving
except such aabusiness
serving of meals, except
cooking, and
preparation, cooking,
the preparation,
a bona fide dining room.
incidental to a
as is incidental
"Manufacture.
"Manufacture." "
(k)
The word
" shall include rectification.
manufacture "
word ""manufacture
(k) The
"Mals
com(1)
The word
word "
"meals
assortment of foods corn- "Meals."
usual assortment
the usual
means the
meals ""means
1) The
monly
at various
various hours of the day; and such food and vicordered at
monly ordered
" meal."
tuals
salads shall
regarded as a
a"
meal."
shall not be regarded
and salads
sandwiches and
as sandwiches
tuals as
(m)
partnership, "Person."
"Person."
includes an individual, partnership,
"person" includes
word "person"
The word
(m) The
corporation,
corporation, and association.
(n) The
space in aa suitable Restaurant."
""estauant.
suitable space
means aa suitable
"restaurant" means
word "restaurant"
The word
(n)
outspace
building,
approved
by
the
Board,
including
such
suitable
space
including
Board,
building, approved by the
side
building and
and adjoining it as may
may be approved
approved by the
the building
of the
side of
Board,
kept, used,
advertised, or held out to the public
maintained, advertised,
used, maintained,
Board, kept,
to
place where
meals are
served, such space being provided
provided with
are served,
where meals
a place
be a
to be
such
and dining
equipment and capacity, and
room equipment
dining room
kitchen and
adequate kitchen
such adequate
employees for
having
number and kinds of employees
therein such number
employed therein
having employed
preparing,
cooking, and
serving meals for its guests as shall satisfy
and serving
preparing, cooking,
a place
the
Board that
is intended
intended for
for use
primarily as a
use primarily
space is
such space
that such
the Board
source
for
preparing,
cooking,
and
serving
meals,
and
chief
the
that
and
meals,
serving
and
cooking,
for preparing,
of revenue
derived from
from the
operation of such place shall be
the operation
be derived
to be
revenue to
of
from the
the preparation,
preparation, cooking,
and serving
serving of
meals and not from Restrictions.
of meals
cooking, and
from
considered suitable if
the sale
sale of
such space shall be considered
No such
beverages. No
of beverages.
the
any
business is
than the
preparation, cooking,
the preparation,
other than
therein other
conducted therein
is conducted
any business
and
of meals,
meals, except
business as is incidental
incidental to aa
a business
except such a
serving of
and serving
bona fide
restaurant.
fide restaurant.
bona
"
"ell"
(o)
word "sell"
"sell" or
or "sale"
"sale" shall
Sell" or
or "ale."
include offering for sale,"sale."
shall include
The word
(o) The
value,
for
keeping
for sale, trafficking
trafficking in, bartering, delivering
delivering
va lue,
keeping for
exchanging
goods, or
in any
other than
than purely gratuitously,
gratuitously,
way other
any way
or in
for goods,
exchanging for
and
every delivery
delivery of
made otherwise than by
beverage made
alcoholic beverage
any alcoholic
of any
and every
purely
gratuitous title
shall constitute
constitute a
a sale.
sale.
title shall
purely gratuitous
(p)
"table "shall
shall not
not include
include a
"Table
a counter, bar, or similar "Table."
word "table"
The word
(p) The
Tavr ..
contrivance.
contrivance.
"T
(q) The
The word
"tavern" means
means a
a suitable
suitable space
suitable"Tavern.
space in aa suitable
word "tavern"
(q)
building approved
the Board,
including such
such suitable
suitable space
space outoutBoard, including
bv the
building approved by
side
of
the
building
and
adjoining
it,
as
may
be
approved
the
by
approved
be
may
as
it,
adjoining
side of the building and
Board. kept,
advertised, or
or held
held out to the public
maintiine(d, advertised,
used, maintained,
kept, used,
Board.
to be a place where
or light
light lunches
prepared and
and
arc prepared
lunches are
sandwiches or
be a place where sandwiches
to
served
for
consumption
on
the
premises
in
such
quantities
as
to
satisfy
to
as
quantities
such
in
premises
the
on
consumption
for
served
the Board
the sale
of beer
intended is
no more
more than
than an
an incident
incident
is no
beer intended
sale of
that the
the Board that
to
and
is
not
the
prime
source
of
revenue
of
such
"
tavern."
"tavern."
such
of
revenue
of
source
prime
the
Alcoholic Beverage
to and is not
Sac.
4. The
The Commissioners
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, within
within Control
BverapAlohoficBoard
District of
of the
Commissioners of
4.
SEC. days
fifteen
after the approval of this Act,
Act, shall
shall appoint
appoint a
a Board
Board pointed.
Control
Board
pointed.
this
of
fifteen days after the approval
tenof three
three persons,
persons, subject
subject to
removal by
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, to
Qualifications,
tenbe Qalifications.
to be
by the
to removal
of
called the
"Alcoholic
Beverage
Control
Board
",
each
of
the
members
ureeof
of ofie,
office, etc.
etc.
members
the
of
each
",
Board
Control
called the "Alcoholic Beverage
of
which shall
be a
acitizen
of the
the United
United States
States and
and a
resident of the
a resident
citizen of
shall be
of which
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
three years
immediately preceding
preceding
years immediately
least three
at least
for at
District
his appointment
and
have
during
that
period
claimed
residence
residence
claimed
period
that
during
have
and
his appointment
nowhere else.
Of the
three persons
as members
members of
appointed as
first appointed
persons first
the three
else. Of
nowhere
said Board, one shall
be appointed
for two
two years,
years, one
one for
for three
three years
years
appointed for
Board, one shall be
said
and one for four years, and
and thereafter
thereafter all
appointments
shall be
be
shall
appointments
all
years,
four
for
one
and
for the term of four years, except
except such
such appointments
as
may
be
made
made
be
may
as
appointments

for the term of four years,
for the
the remainder
remainder of
unexpired terms.
caused by death,
Vacancies caused
terms. Vacancies
of unexpired
for
resignation or otherwise
shall be
be filled
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners only
only
filled by
resignation or otherwise shall
for
the
unexpired
terms.
Members
shall
be
eligible
for
reappointfor
eligible
be
shall
Members
terms.
for the unexpired
ment. The Commissioners shall designate one
the members
of
members of
of the
shall designate one of
ThetoCommissioners
ment.
the
Board
be chairman thereof. The salary of each of the mein-

Board to be chairman thereof. The salary of eac of thememthe
bers of the Board shall be $5,000 per annum. The Commissioners
the Board shall be $5,000 per annum. The Commissioners
bers of ses37.--si---.21
8637 .- 84--21

Chairman.

more".
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are
to employ
employ such
such other
other personal
personal services,
including three
three
are authorized
authorized to
services, including
additional assistant
as may
be necessary
additional
assistant corporation
corporation counsel,
counsel, as
may be
necessary to
to
carry out
out the
provisions of
this Act,
Act, and
and to
provide for
the expenses
expenses
carry
the provisions
of this
to provide
for the
of
Board. The
salaries of
of employees,
employees, other
other than
members of
of the
the Board.
The salaries
than members
of
U.S.C.,
p. 65;
65; Siipp.
the Board,
Board, shall
be
fixed
in
accordance
with
the provisions
provisions of
.S..,
p.
supp.
the
shall
be
fixed
in
accordance
with
the
of the
the
VII,
p.
34.
VI,p.34.
Classification Act of 1923,
Classification
1923, as amended. The Commissioners shall
include
in their
their annual
annual estimates
such amounts
amounts as
may be
be required
estimates such
as may
required
include in
for the
salaries and
authorized.
for
the salaries
and expenses
expenses herein
herein authorized.
Interest in alcoholic
Sc.
alcoholic
S
EC . 5.
5. No member or employee
employee of
of the
the Board,
Board, directly
directly or
or indiindibeverages restricted.
reedy, individually,
or as
partnership or
association,
rectly,
individually, or
as aamember
member of
of aapartnership
or association,
or
stockholder in
interest whatsoever
whatsoever
or stockholder
in aa corporation
corporation shall
shall have
have any
any interest
in
in, manufacturing,
manufacturing, transporting,
transporting, or
or storing
in dealing
dealing in,
storing alcoholic
alcoholic
beverages, nor
nor receive
receive any
commission or
profit whatsoever
whatsoever from
any
beverages,
any commission
or profit
from any
person
authorized by
by virtue
this Act
to manufacture
sell alcoalcoperson authorized
virtue of
of this
Act to
manufacture or
or sell
holic
beverages. No
provision of
this section,
section, however,
however, shall
shall prevent
prevent
holic beverages.
No provision
of this
any
or such
from purchasing,
transporting,
any such
such member
member or
such employee
employee from
purchasing, transporting,
and
keeping in
in his
any alcoholic
beverage for
the personal
personal_
and keeping
his possession
possession any
alcoholic beverage
for the
use
himself or
or members
members of
of his
or guests.
guests.
his family
family or
of himself
use of
Revocation, etc.,
etc., of
Revocation,
SEC. 6. The right, power, and jurisdiction
jurisdiction to issue, transfer, and
and
Site.
licenses.
revoke all
under this
this Act
Act shall
be vested
solely in
in the
Board,
the Board,,
vested solely
shall be
all licenses
licenses under
revoke
and
the action
action of
the Board
Board on
on any
any question
of fact
fact shall
be final
final
and the
of the
question of
shall be
and conclusive;
except that,
that, in
in case
license is
is revoked
by the
and
conclusive; except
case aa license
revoked by
the
Appeals
Appeals allowed.
allowed.
Board, the licensee may,
may, within
within ten days after
after the
Board,
the order
order of
of revocarevocation is
is entered,
entered, appeal
appeal in
in writing
writing to
the Commissioners
tion
to the
Commissioners to
to review
review
said action
of the
Board, the
the hearings
on said
appeal to
be submitted
said
action of
the Board,
hearings on
said appeal
to be
submitted
either orally
writing at
at the
discretion of
of the
the Commissioners,
and
either
orally or
or in
in writing
the discretion
Commissioners, and
the
Commissioners shall
not be
be required
required to
to take
take evidence,
evidence, either
either oral,
the Commissioners
shall not
oral,
License
suspended written, or documentary.
The decision
of the
on any
the Commissioners
Commissioners on
any
sppendae
written, or documentary. The
decision of
peiennse
pending appeal.
question of
such appeal
shall be
be final
final and
question
of fact
fact involved
involved in
in such
appeal shall
and conclusive.
conclusive.
Pending
such appeal
appeal the
license shall
stand suspended
the
Pending such
the license
shall stand
suspended unless
unless the
Commissioners
shall otherwise
order.
Commissioners shall
otherwise order.
Additional Powers,
Said Board
shall have
authority and
and perform
perform such
such other
other
dditioeta
powers
Said
Board shall
have such
such other
other authority
duties,
etc.
duties as
as the
Commissioners may,
may, by
by regulation,
regulation, prescribe.
prescribe.
duties
the Commissioners
Rules, etc., to
to be
SEC. 7.
7. The
The Commissioners
are hereby
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe
hereby authorized
be
SEO.
Commissioners are
prescredt.
prescribed.
such rules and regulations not inconsistent with
with this
this Act as
as they may
deem necessary to carry out the purposes thereof and to control and
regulate the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, keeping for
sale,
for sale, offer for
for sale,
solicitation of orders for sale, importation, exportation, and
and transportation of alcoholic beverages in the District of Columbia for the
portation
the
protection of the public health, comfort, safety, and morals.
Licenses, etc.
etc.
Licenses,
to make rules
The Commissioners shall have specific authority
authority to
rules and
and
regulations for the issuance, transfer, and revocation of licenses;
regulations
licenses;
to facilitate and insure the collection of taxes; to govern the operaoperation of the business of licensees, with full power and authority
authority to preconditions under which alcoholic beverages may
scribe the terms and conditions
be sold by each class of licensees; to forbid the issuance of licenses
for manufacture,
manufacture, sale, or storage of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages in such localColumbia
ities in, and such sections and portions of, the District of Columbia
Limitations; number,
locality,
as they
they may
may deem
in th
ubli c interest;
interest; to
to limit
limit the
the number
number
locality, etc.
etc
as
deem proper
proper in
thee p
public
of licenses of each class to be issued in the District of Columbia
and to limit
limit the number of licenses of each class'
class in any locality in,
portions
thee District
or sections or portio
n sof,
of, th
Dist
ri
ctof
ofColumbia
Col
um bi a as they may
y deem'
eem
issuance
licenses for
proper in the public interest;
interest; to forbid the
th e i
ssuance of licenses
businesses conducted on such premises as they, in the public interest,
may
deem inappropriate;
inapp ropri
at
e; to
t
o forbid
forbid the
the issuance
i
ssuance of
of any
any class
may deem
class or
or classes
classes'
of
licenses
for
businesses
established
subsequent
to
the
date
of
enactof licenses for businesses established subsequent
ment of
of this
Act near or around schools, colleges,
colleges, universities,
universities,
ment
this Act
churches, or public institutions, to prescribe
prescribe the hours during which

Personnel; salaries
under Classification
Act.

c
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sale on Sundays; but the
beverages may
sold and
and to
to forbid
forbid the sale
be sold
may be
beverages

Commissioners shall
other
licensee, other
the sale by any licensee,
authorize the
not authorize
shall not
Commissioners
than the holder of a
a retailer's
beverages on
license, class E, of any beverages
retailer's license,
than
hereby
Sundays other
other than
wines and beer, and any such sale is hereby
than light wines
Sundays

enumerated are
expressly enumerated
prohibited. The
The powers
powers and
authorities expressly
and authorities
prohibited.
to be
to, and
and not
not by way of limitation of, the
addition to,
in addition
as in
construed as
be construed
to

Sunday sales.
sales.

Sunday

Additional powers

Additional powers
hereby vested.

hereby vested.

general
regulations may be preherein granted. Different regulations
powers herein
general powers
scribed
for the
different classes
of licenses,
different classes of
licenses, for the different
classes of
the different
scribed for
the
beverages,
and for different
different localities
localities in or sections or portions of the
beverages, and
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
Effective date of regdateofregEffective
effective five ulations.
shall become effective
Any regulations
promulgated hereunder
hereunder shall
regulations promulgated
Any
days
after being
in any
daily newspaper
cirgeneral cir-tions.
of general
newspaper of
any daily
published in
being published
days after
culation
in the
the District
regulations may be
District of Columbia. Such regulations
culation in
altered
amended from
Commissioners may
from time to time as the Commissioners
or amended
altered or
Emergency excepdeem desirable.
The Commissioners
Commissioners shall also
Emergency excephave authority in tions.
also have
desirable. The
deem
any
emergency, without previous notice or advertise- tins.
of public
public emergency,
any time of
ment,
to prohibit
sale of
of any
any or
beverages during
during the period
all beverages
or all
the sale
prohibit the
ment, to
of
emergency :
oof for nonof such
such emergency.
Alcohol
SEo.
provision of
of this
shall apply
to alcohol
purposes.
beverage purposes.
intended beveage
alcohol intended
apply to
Act shall
this Act
No provision
8. No
SEO. 8.
for use
in the
manufacture and
of any
any of the following when
and sale of
the manufacture
use in
for
they
unfit for
namely:
beverage purposes, namely:
for beverage
are unfit
they are
(a) Denatured
and used
used pursuant
pursuant to
to Acts of
produced and
alcohol produced
Denatured alcohol
(a)
Congress and
regulations promulgated
thereunder;
promulgated thereunder;
and regulations
Congress
(b) Patent,
Patent, proprietary,
medicinal, pharmaceutical,
antiseptic and
pharmaceutical, antiseptic
proprietary, medicinal,
(b)
preparations;
toilet preparations;
products;
(c)
extracts, syrups,
syrups, and food products;
Flavoring extracts,
c) Flavoring
(d)
Scientific, chemical,
and industrial
industrial products.
mechanical, and
chemical, mechanical,
d) Scientific,
Penalty for unlawful
for unlawful
saltey
Any
who shall
products enu- sales.
of the
the products
any of
sell any
knowingly sell
shall knowingly
person who
Any person
merated
or (d), for beverage purposes,
(c), or
(b), (c)
(a), (b),
paragraphs (a),
in paragraphs
merated in
or who
who shall
shall sell
circumstances from which he
sell any of the same under circumstances
or
might reasonably
deduce the intention of the purchaser
purchaser to use them Post, p. 336.
reasonably deduce
might
for
purposes ' shall
be subject
subject to
provided for in P o*''p 336.
penalties provided
the penalties
to the
shall be
such purposes,
for such
section 33 of this Act.
partnership, association,
corpora- Manufacture,
SEC. 9. (a)
(a) No
No individual,
individual, partnership,
association, or
Lenfature,
or corporae,
leens : ses
sale.
without, forbidtion shall,
,frbidletc. withol,
manufacture for sale, etc.,
of Columbia,
Columbia, manufacture
District of
the District
within the
shall, within
tion
den.
Exception.
keep for
for sale,
or sell
beverage without
without having
having first
first dxception.
alcoholic beverage
any alcoholic
sell any
sale, or
keep
335.
Pot, p.i,.335.
obtained a
license under
for such
such manufacture
or sale,
sale, Post,
manufacture or
Act for
this Act
under this
a license
obtained
except as
as provided
sections 31 and 32 hereof.
provided in sections
except
Solicitor to
to obtain,
obtain,of
Solicitor
of Columbia,
(b) No
No individual
individual shall,
District of
Columbia, offer regardless
the District
within the
shall, within
(b)
regardless of
of place
place of
sale.
for
sale
or
solicit
any
order
for
the
sale
of
any
alcoholic
beverage,
sale.
beverage,
of
any
alcoholic
for
the
sale
any
order
for sale or solicit
Post, P. 327.
irrespective
of whether
made within or without Potp.32;.
to be made
sale is to
such sale
whether such
irrespective of
the
of Columbia,
unless such
has first obtained
a
obtained a
individual has
such individual
Columbia, unless
District of
the District
(k).
license of
in section 11, subsection (k).
described in
character described
the character
of the
license
"On premises" ex"On pemses" exfor sale or cepted.
any offer for
Nothing
subsection shall
shall apply
to any
apply. to
in this
this subsection
Nothing in
solicitation made
the premises
designated in
license of
in the license
premises designated
upon the
made upon
solicitation
the vendor.
the
Trading with a nonTrinseorbidtde
No
individual shall
within the District
Columbia offer any licensee
District of Columbia
forbidden. nonshall within
No individual
beverage
for sale
or solicit orders for the sale of any beverage
to, or
sale to,
beverage for
from
irrespective of
of
person not aa licensee under this Act, irrespective
any person
from, any
whether
is to
made within
without the District of
within or without
be made
to be
sale is
such sale
whether such
Columbia.
Physician.
a bona Physician.
(c)
administer alcoholic
beverages to a
alcoholic beverages
may administer
physician may
A physician
(c) A
fide
i
n cases
of actual
actual need
in the
judgment of
the
of the
the judgment
when, in
need when,
cases of
patient in
fide patient
physician
the use
alcoholic beverages
beverages is necessary.
use of alcoholic
physician,'the
Dntit.
(d)
dentist who
who deems
it necessary
necessary that
a bona fide patient Dentist.
that a
deems it
A dentist
(d) A
being
actual need
need of
of and
should
and should
in actual
is in
him is
by him
treatment by
under treatment
then under
being then
be
supplied with
alcoholic beverages
as a
a stimulant
stimulant or
or restorative,
restorative,
beverages as
with alcoholic
be supplied
may administer
to the
patient alcoholic
beverages.
alcoholic beverages.
the patient
administer to
may
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(e)
veterinarian who deems
may, in the course
necessary may,
deems it necessary
A veterinarian
(e) A
of
his
practice,
administer
or
cause
to
be
administered
alcoholic
alcoholic
administered
of his practice, administer or cause to be
beverages to a
dumb animal.
a dumb
beverages
Hospital,
etc.
a
(f)
A person
in charge
charge of
of an
institution regularly
conducted as
as a
regularly conducted
an institution
person in
(f) A
Hospital, eto.
hospital
sanatorium for
the care
persons in
in ill
or as aa
health, or
ill health,
of persons
care of
for the
or sanatorium
hospital or
home devoted
devoted exclusively
the care
care of
aged people
may administer
administer
people, may
of aged
to the
exclusively to
home
any bona fide
or
cause
to
be
administered
alcoholic
beverages
to
beverages
alcoholic
administered
be
to
or cause
patient or
inmate of
who is
need of the same,
is in need
institution who
the institution
of the
or inmate
patient
either
way of
of external
external application
otherwise for emergency
emergency
application or otherwise
by way
either by
medicinal purposes,
purposes, and
and may
may charge
charge for
for the
alcoholic beverages
beverages so
the alcoholic
medicinal
administered.
administered.
Licenses, to
whom
S
E.
SEC.
to whom
Licenses,
c 10. The Board is authorized to issue licenses to individuals,
individuals,
issued.
may be issued.
partnerships, or corporations
corporations, but not to unincorporated
unincorporated associations,
may
ssu be
partnerships,
on
application duly
duly made
made therefor,
therefor, for the
offer
manufacture, sale, offer
the manufacture,
on application
Records
of appliesapplies- for
sale or
beverages
orders for sale of alcoholic beverages
solicitation of orders
or solicitation
for sale
Records of
Lions for.
for,
within the District of Columbia. The Board shall keep a
afull record
tions
of all
all applications
licenses, and
and of
of all
all recommendations
for and
recommendations for
for licenses,
applications for
of
remonstrances
the granting
granting of
licenses and of the action
of licenses
against the
remonstrances against
taken thereon.
issued under authority of this Act shall be of
11. Licenses
Licenses issued
License elAssificaSEC. 11.
of
SEC.
elassifications.
eleven kinds:
kinds:
Manufacturer's, class
class
LICEhSE, CLASS
CLASS A.-To
Manufactrer's,
(a) MANIPFACTTuRER'S
MANUFACTURER'S LICENSE,
A.—To operate a
a rectifying
rectifying
A.
a winery. Such aa license shall authorize the
distillery, or a
plant, aa distillery,
holder thereof
thereof to
rectifying plant
manufacture
plant for the manufacture
a rectifying
to operate
operate a
holder
of
the products
products of
rectification by
by purifying
purifying or
or combining alcohol,
of rectification
of the
spirits,
or beer;
distillery for
for the
manufacture of alcohol
the manufacture
a distillery
beer; a
wine, or
spirits, wine,
or spirits
spirits by
by distillation
distillation or
redistillation; or aawinery for the manuor redistillation;
or
of wine; at the place therein described, but such license shall
facture of
a
not
one of
of said activities, namely, that of a
than one
more than
authorize more
not authorize
a separate
distillery or aa winery,
winery, and a
separate license
a distillery
rectifying plant, a
shall be
required for
for each
such plant.
license shall also
Such aa license
plant. Such
each such
Sriparat license
license for shall
be required
Separate
each plant.
authorize the
the sale
place of
of the
the products manulicensed place
the licensed
from the
sale from
authorize
urth"erprvisions.
'provisions.
holder
license holder
factured under
such license
license by
the licensee
to another
another license
licensee to
by the
under such
factured
for
District of Columbia for
for
a dealer outside of the District
for resale or to a
other
resale.
beverages to any other
It shall not authorize the sale of beverages
resale. It
person
except as
may be
promulgated by
regulations promulgated
be provided by regulations
as may
person except
Annual fee.
annual fee for such license
the Commissioners
Commissioners under this Act. The annual
Annuaee.
$3,500;
for
rectifying plant
plant shall be $3,500; for aadistillery shall be $3,500;
for aarectifying
Prole).
Proviso.
and for
winery shall
shall be
be $500:
$500 Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That if
if a
manua mannufor aawinery
Nonheverage distildLstil- and
Nonboverage
lery.
facturer shall operate a
manufacture of alcohol
a distillery only for the manufacture
lery.
and more
more than
than 50
50 per
per centum
centum of
of such
such alcohol
alcohol is
is sold
sold for
for nonbeverage
R
50% or moro
nsore aleoalco- and
If o;
hol is sold for beverage
manufacturer
said manufacturer
s sold for verage purposes,
purposes, the annual fee shall be $1,000.
$1,000. If
If said
hol
purposes.
mentioned
last
rate
holding a
mentioned shall sell
a license issued at the
holding
alcohol
during any license period 50 per centum or more of said alcohol
purposes, he shall pay to the Collector
Collector of Taxes the
for beverage
beverage purposes,
a
difference between the license fee paid and the license fee for a
difference
distiller of
of spirits.
spirits.
distiller
(b) MAN7FACTURER'S
Manufaeturer'selass
(b)
MANUFACTURER'S LIUESE,
LICENSE, CLASS B.-To
13.—TO operate brewery.
B.
Such aalicense shall authorize the holder
'
holder thereof
thereof to operate
operate a
abrewmanufacture of beer at the place therein described. It
It
ery for the manufacture
shall also authorize
authorize the sale from the licensed place of the beer
beer
manufactured
another license holder for resale
manufactured under such license to another
a
or to aadealer outside
outside of the District
District of Columbia for resale, or to a
"On sale" by,forbid
d"n
sale by, forbid--consumer.
consumer. Said
may sell
beer to
to the
consumer only
Said manufacturer
manufacturer may
sell beer
the consumer
only
den.
in barrels, kegs, and sealed bottles and said barrels, kegs, and bottles
consumed, on the
shall not be opened after sale, nor the contents consumed,
Annual fee.
premises where sold. The annual fee for such license shall be $2,500.
Veterinarian.
Veterinarian.
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(C)
WHOLESALERS' LICENSE,
LICENSE, CLASS
CLASS A.—Such
shall authorize
authorize
license shall
a license
A.-Such a
(c) WHOLE8ALERS'
the
holder
thereof
to
sell
beverages
from
the
place
therein
described
described
therein
place
the
from
beverages
the holder thereof to sell
a dealer outside of the
to another
another license
license holder
for resale
resale or to a
holder for
to
District of
for resale
resale and,
and, in
beer
the case of beer
addition, in the
in addition,
Columbia for
of Columbia
District
or light
light wines,
wines, to
consumer, said
said beverages
beverages to be sold only in barto aaconsumer,
or
rels, kegs,
bottles, and other closed containers, which said
said
sealed bottles,
kegs, sealed
rels,
not
shall
barrels,
kegs,
sealed
bottles,
and
other
containers
closed
other
and
bottles,
sealed
kegs,
barrels,
premises
be
opened
after
sale,
nor
the
contents
consumed,
on
the
premises
on
be opened after sale, nor the contents consumed,
where
sold.
where sold.
or aawholedruggist or
a wholesale
No holder
holder of
wholesale druggist
wholelicense except a
such aalicense
of such
No
for
premises
sale
grocer
shall
be
engaged
in
any
business
on
the
premises
the
on
business
any
in
sale grocer shall be engaged
which
the
license
is
issued
other
than
the
sale
of
alcoholic
and
alcoholic
of
sale
the
than
other
issued
is
license
the
which
nonalcoholic beverages.
nonalcoholic
The
such license
license shall
be $1,500.
$1,500.
shall be
for such
fee for
annual fee
The annual
(d) WHOLESALER'S LICENSE,
CLASS B.—Such a license shall author(d) WHOLESALER'S LICENSE, CLASS B.-Such a license shall authorize
thereof to
to sell
sell beer
beer and
and light
wines from
from the place
light wines
holder thereof
the holder
ize the
therein described
to
another
license holder
holder for
for resale
resale or
dealer
a dealer
to a
or to
license
another
to
described
therein of the District of Columbia for resale or to a
outside of
consumer
in
in
consumer
a
to
or
resale
for
the District of Columbia
outside
said
which
barrels,
kegs,
sealed
bottles,
and
other
closed
containers,
closed
other
and
bottles,
sealed
kegs,
barrels,
barrels, kegs,
sealed bottles,
bottles, and
and other
containers shall not
closed containers
other closed
kegs, sealed
barrels,
be
opened
after
sale
nor
the
contents
consumed
on
on the premises
consumed
contents
the
nor
sale
be opened after

where sold.

Wholesalers', Class A.

Wholesaiers',ClassA.

p.

t p. 654.
Post,

rRestriction on use
Restriction on use
P enuses.

of
of

tee.
Annual fee
B.
Wholesaler'sClass B.

Annual

Wholesaler's,Class

Annual fee.

The
fee for
for such
shall be
$750.
be $750.
license shall
such license
annual fee
The annual
Retailer's, Class A.
(e) RETAILER'S
A.—Such aa license
shall authorize
authorize "Off
A.
RlcM~
sale"
of all also.
Retailer's,
" Class
" Off sale
license shall
CLASS A.-Such
LICENSE, CLASS
RETAILR'S LICENSE,
(e)
holic beverages.
the holder thereof
to
sell
beverages
from
the
place
therein
described
beverages.
holic
described
therein
place
the
the holder thereof to sell beverages from
and to deliver the
same in
in the
sealed bottle,
or other
other
bottle, or
keg, sealed
barrel, keg,
the barrel,
and to deliver the same
which
closed
container
in
which
the
same
was
received
by
licensee,
licensee,
the
by
received
was
closed container in which the same
said barrel,
barrel, keg,
sealed bottle,
or other
closed container
container shall not
other closed
bottle, or
keg, sealed
said
be opened
opened nor
nor the
the contents
contents consumed
on the
where sold. Restriction.
premises where
the premises
consumed on
be
Such license shall
not
authorize
the
licensee
to
sell
to
other
licensees Restriction
licensees
other
to
sell
to
licensee
the
Such license shall not authorize
for resale.
for
Annual fee.
The
such license
license shall
shall be
$750.
nnutailree.
be $750.
fee for
for such
annual fee
The annual
(f)
CLASS B.-Such
B.—Such aa license
license shall
shall authorize
authorize ket,r'e
i
r;: of' ood
R,,osale"'of(beerand
LICENSE, CLASS
RETAILER'S LICENSE,
(f) RETAILER'S
the holder thereof to sell beer
beer and
light
wines
from
the
place
therein
li
ght wines
wines
lght
therein
place
the
from
and light wines
the holder thereof to sell
described
same in
barrel, keg,
keg, sealed bottle, or
the barrel,
in the
the same
deliver the
to deliver
and to
described and
other
closed
container
in
which
the
same
was
received
licensee,
by the licensee,
received
was
same
other closed container in which the
which
said
barrel,
keg,
sealed
bottle,
or
other
closed
container
shall
container
closed
other
or
bottle,
sealed
keg,
barrel,
which said
not
be opened
opened nor
contents consumed
consumed on
premises where sold. Rustriction.
the premises
on the
the contents
nor the
be
not
Such license shall not
the licensee
licensee to
to sell
other licensees
licensees Restrtion
to other
sell to
authorize the
not authorize

Such license shall
for resale.
resale.Annualee.
for
The annual
annual fee
fee for
license shall
shall be
$100.
be $100.
such license
for such
The

Annual fee.

Retailer's, lass .

Retailer's, Class C.

botek%
Retauerts, hotCels
(g) RETAILER'S
RETAILER'S LICENSE,
CLASS c.-Such
c.—Such aa license
be issued
issued Restaurants,
shall be
license shall
LICENSE, CLASS
(g)
etc., serving meals.
meals.
only
for
a
bona
fide
restaurant,
hotel,
or
club,
or
a
passenger-carrying
serving
etc..
only for a bona fide restaurant, hotel, or club, or a passenger-carrying Sale of spirits, for
Sle of spirits, for
marine
serving meals,
or a
club car
or a
car on
on a
a consumption
dining car
a dining
car or
on
a club
meals, or
vessel serving
marine vessel
railroad.
It shall
shall authorize
authorize the
the holder
holder thereof
thereof to
for sale
sale and
and premises. psmtion o0
keep for
to keep
railroad. It
to sell
spirits, wine
the place
therein described for conplace therein
at the
beer at
and beer
wine and
sell spirits,
to
sumption
only in
Except in the case of clubs and hotels
place. Except
said place.
in said
sumption only
no beverage
be sold
or served
customer in
closed
any closed
in any
a customer
to a
served to
sold or
shall be
no beverage shall
container. In
the case
case of
restaurants and
passenger-carrying
marine
marine
passenger-carrying
and
restaurants
of
the
In
container.
vessels
club cars
dining cars
railroad, said spirits and
on aa railroad,
cars on
or dining
cars or
and club
vessels and
wine,
except
light
wines
shall
be
sold
or
served
served only to persons
or
sold
be
shall
wines,
light
except
wine,
seated at
at public
tables and
arid beer
and light
light wines
wines shall
shall be
sold and
and
be sold
beer and
public tables
seated
served only to
persons
seated
at
public
tables
or
at
bona
fide
lunch
lunch
fide
bona
at
or
tables
public
at
seated
served only to persons
counters, except
spirits, wine,
wine and
beer may
served
sold or served
be sold
may be
and beer
that spirits,
except that
counters,
to
assemblages
of more
than six
six individuals
in aaprivate room when
individuals in
more than
of
assemblages
to
such room has been previously
approved by
In the
the case
case
Board. In
the Board.
by the
has been previously approved
room said
such
of
hotels,
beverages
may
be
sold
and
served
only
in
the
private
the
in
only
served
and
sold
be
of hotels, said beverages may
room of aregistered
guest or
or to
at public
or to
to
tables or
public tables
seated at
persons seated
to persons
of a registered guest
room
assemblages
of
more
than
six
individuals
in
a
private
room,
when
when
room,
private
a
i
assemblages of more than six individuals
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such room
room has
has been
been previously
previously approved
by the
the Board.
Board. Beer
and
Beer and
approved by
such
light wines
may also
be sold
sold and
and served
persons seated
bona
at bona
seated at
to persons
served to
also be
wines may
light
fide lunch
lunch counters.
counters. And
And in
in the
the case
case of
of clubs,
beverages may
may be
be
said beverages
clubs, said
fide
sold
and served
in the
member or
of a
a
guest of
or guest
of a
a member
room of
private room
the private
served in
sold and
member, or
seated at
at tables.
tables. No
No license
license shall
issued to
to
be issued
shall be
to persons
persons seated
or to
member,
has not
not been
been established
established for
for at
at least
least three
months
three months
which has
aa club
club which
immediately prior
prior to
to the
the making
making of
of the
application for
for such
such license.
license.
the application
immediately
The fee for such a
a license
license shall be for aa restaurant,
restaurant, $500 per
annum;
hotel, under
rooms, $500
$500 per
per annum;
annum; for
for
hundred rooms,
one hundred
under one
a hotel,
for a
annum; for
a
hotel of
rooms, $1,000
$1,000 per
for a
aclub,
club,
annum; for
per annum;
or more
more rooms,
hundred or
of one
one hundred
a hotel
$250 per
annum; for
marine vessel
vessel serving
meals, $50
month
per month
$50 per
serving meals,
for a
a marine
per annum;
$250
or $500
per annum;
for each
each railroad
railroad dining
or club
club car,
car,
car or
dining car
and for
annum; and
$500 per
or
$2 per
month or
or $20
per annum.
annum.
$20 per
$2
per month

issued
be issued
(h) RETAILER'S
D. — Such a
a license
license shall
shall be
CLASS D.-Such
LICENSE, CLASS
RETAILER'S LICENSE,
(h)
passengeror aapassengerhotel, or club, or
only
for a
bona fide
fide restaurant,
restaurant, tavern,
tavern, hotel,
a
bona
for
only
etc., serving meals.
etc. serving
meals
carrying marine vessel serving meals, light lunches, or sandwiches,
or a club car or a dining car on a railroad. Such
license shall
shall
Such aa license
"
On
premises"
only.
"Onpremises"only. or a club car or a dining car on a railroad.
authorize
the holder
holder thereof
thereof to
sell beer
light wines
place
at the
the place
wines at
and light
beer and
to sell
authorize the
therein
consumption only
Except in
in
place. Except
said place.
in said
only in
Closed containers,
containers.
for consumption
described for
therein described
the case
clubs and
hotels, no
light wines shall
shall be sold
or light
beer or
no beer
and hotels,
of clubs
the
case of
served to
to a
acustomer
customer in
closed container.
In the
the case
case of
of resrescontainer. In
any closed
in any
Served
or served
public or
at public
Served at
tables
or bona
bona lydeo
fide taurants,
passenger-carrying marine
tablesor
taurants, taverns, and passenger-carrying
marine vessels and club
lunch counters only.
cars or
or dining
dining cars
said beer
shall be
served
or served
be sold
sold or
beer shall
railroad, said
on aa railroad,
cars on
cars
only
persons seated
at public
public tables
tables or
or at
bona fide
counters,
lunch counters,
fide lunch
at bona
seated at
to persons
only to
except that
beer and
be sold
sold or served
assemblages
served to assemblages
may be
wines may
light wines
and light
that beer
except
of
more than
than six
six individuals
a private
private room when such room has
in a
individuals in
of more
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
been previously approved by the Board. In the case of hotels, beer
beer
registered
may
be sold
sold and served only in the private room of aa registered
may be
guest or
to persons
persons seated
seated at public tables or at bona fide lunch
or to
guest
counters or
or to
to assemblages
assemblages of
individuals in a
a private
six individuals
more than six
of more
counters
room when such room has been previously
previously approved
approved by the Board.
room
Club
Club provisions.
provisions.
And in the case of clubs, beer and light wines may be sold and
a member, or
served
the private
room of aa member or guest of a
private room
in the
served in
to
persons seated at tables. No license shall be issued to a
a club
to persons
established for at least three months immediately
immediately
which has not been established
application for such license.
prior to the making of the application
Annual fees.
fees.
Annual
The annual fee for such aalicense
license shall be $200; except that in the
per
case of aamarine vessel, the fee shall be $20 per month or $200 per
annum,
and in the case
per
car or club car, $1 per
each railroad dining car
case of each
annum, and
month or
or $10
per annum.
per
annum.
$10
month
Retailers, Class
Drugg i
sts'
se
lli n g
(i)
E.—Such
a license shall authorize
Such a
CLASS BE
LICENSE, CLASS
RETAILER'S LICENSE,
(i) RETAILER'S
Selling
Druggists,
beverages on pysiphysi- a person
ti tl
ed t
o re
t
ail, com
poun d and
and .
medicines and
and dispense
dispense medicines
retail,
compound,
entitled
to
person en
beveages
dans' prescription.
described, beverages
poisons, to sell from the place therein described
beverages in sealed
sealed
packages, not to exceed one quart each, for medical purposes, and
only
rescription of aa duly licensed practicing physician
physician for
prescription
only upon p
liquors as defined by
the United
States Pharmacopoeia.
Pharmacopoeia. Such
Such packpackby the
United States
age
contents consu
me d, on
on
consumed,
be opened after sale, nor its contents
age shall not be
shall be
be
the premises where sold. Such prescription, when filled, shall
canceled by writing across its face the word "Canceled"
"Canceled" together
t
oge th er
canceled
with the date on which it is presented and filled, and such prescrippre s
cr iptions
be numbered
numbered consecutively
filled and
and kept
kept on
file in
in
on file
as filled
consecutively as
tions shall
shall be
Annual fee.
consecutive
prescription shall
sh
all be
be re
filled. Th
Thee
refilled.
consecutive order.
order. No such prescription
annual fee
fee for
for such
such license shall be $25.
$25.
Retailer's,
Class F.
C
ETAILER.-IS LICENSE,
li cens e s
hall authorize
authori
ze th
e
the
shall
Such license
CLASS F.—Such
ICENSE, CLASS
() RETAILER'S
RETAIER'S
ale of beer,
Sales
etc., at
gatherings,
holder
sell beer
beer an
li ght wines
wi
nes on the
the premanddlight
premtemporarily to sell
holder thereof temporarily
public gatherings.
ises therein described
described for consumption
consumpti on on th
s
old.
thee premises where sold.
banqu et, picnic, bazaar, fair,
fai
r, or
or
Such permits may be issued for a
a banquet,
where
food
similar public or private gathering,
gathering,w
here f
oo d is
i
s served
serve d for consumption on the premises. No beer or light
li ght wines
wi
nes shall
sh
all be
be sold or

Sales of beer and
light
adlight
Salesobeer
wines
restaurants,
by restaurants,
wines by
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served
to a
a customer
customer in
container. The issuance of Fee.'
any unopened container.
in any
served to
of the Board. The
such
a
permit
shall
be
solely
the
discretion
discretion
in
solely
be
shall
permit
a
such
fee
for each
each such
license shall be $5 per day.
such license
fee for
Solicitor's licenses.
authorize the
(k) SoucrroR's
the licenlicen- Solicitor's licenses.
LICENsES.-Such aalicense shall authorize
SOICITOR'S LICENSES.—Such
(k)
sale
the
for
licensees
see to
offer for
sale to
to or
or solicit
solicit orders
orders from
for sale
to offer
see
beverage.
of any beverage.
Vendor rerte
represented
d
A solicitor's
solicitor's license
shall set
set forth
the name
vendor whom tVenor
name of the vendor
forth the
license shall
to be stated.
A
any
represent
shall
the
solicitor
represents
and
such
solicitor
not
represent
such
the solicitor represents and
vendor whose
whose name
appear upon such license.
not appear
does not
name does
vendor
Annual fee.
Annual fee.
The
license shall
shall be $100.
$100.
such license
for such
fee for
annual fee
The annual
tax
Certain license
liense ta
cprtin
of
portion
Nothing
construed as repealing
repealing any
of provisions
Act shall be construed
this Act
in this
renot
Nothing in
pealed.
pealed.
fiscal
for
Act
section
7
of
the
District
of
Columbia
Appropriation
the
section 7 of the District of Columbia Appropriation
Vol. 32,
622.
Vol. 32 p. 622.
year ending
ending June
June 30,
July 1,
1, 1902, as amended.
approved July
1903, approved
30, 1903,
year
Manufacturer
or
Manufacturer or
license
wholesaler's
or
S
EC.
12.
(a)
The
holder
of
a
manufacturer's
wholesaler's
license
dealer proproSEC. 12. (a) The holder of a manufacturer's
wholesale dealer
hibited
from
holding
from holding
issued
not be
hold any other class of hibited
to hold
entitled to
be entitled
shall not
hereunder shall
issued hereunder
another class license.
license.
owning an
an establishment
establishment another clssliense.
hereunder, owning
licensed hereunder,
not licensed
person, not
A person,
license. A
Establishments outoutiEstablishenrts
for the
of beverages
beverages located
located outside the District of side
the District.
manufacture of
the manufacture
for
entitled
be
not
Columbia may
may hold
wholesale license, and shall
one wholesale
hold one
Columbia
to hold
any other license.
hold any
to
licensees
or
C or
linsees C
Retail
(b)
No licensee
retailer's license,
license ; class C
C or class D, D;Retail
holding aa retailer's
restrictions.
licensee holding
(b) No
D;estct
directors,
interlocking
or
ownership,
shall, by
interlocking directors,
ownership, stock ownership,
direct ownership,
by direct
shall,
hold,
or indirectly,
any license
license other
than retailer's
retailer's licenses
other than
indirectly, any
directly or
hold, directly
class
C, class
class D,
D, or
or class
class E.
licensee holding
holding aa retailer's
retailer's license
No licensee
E. No
class C,
stock
class
A
or
class
B
shall,
by
direct
ownership,
ownership, or
or
ownership,
direct
by
shall,
B
class A or class
interlocking
directly or
indirectly,; more than one
or indirectly
hold, directly
directors, hold,
interlocking directors,
"Licensee" concon"Licensee"
used in this subsection
license
retailer's licenses
class E.
When used
subsection strued.
E. When
licenses class
except retailer's
license except
strued.
the
"licensee" shall
shall include
include any
any stockholder
stockholder holding directly
word "licensee"
the word
or
25 per
per centum
centum or more of the common stock or any
indirectly 25
or indirectly
corporation.
a corporation.
officer
such licensee
licensee is a
licensee if such licensee
of such
officer of
deSEC. 13.
13. Every
Every license
particularly describe
describe the
the place
place where
where Premises
Premises • to be deshall particularly
license shall
SEC.
license
in
scribed
not be scribed in license
the
are to
be exercised,
and beverages
beverages shall
s
hall not
exercised, and
to be
thereunder are
rights thereunder
the rights
manufactured
sale or
except at the
sold by any licensee except
or sold
for sale
kept for
or kept
manufactured or
Proviso.
roiion.
place
described in
in his
license: Provided,
Storehouse pro'.
15100.
however, That the holder sto-reo,°.i.~
Provided, however,
his license:
so described
place so
of
or wholesaler's
beverages, with
with
license may store beverages,
wholesaler's license
manufacturer's or
of aamanufacturer's
the
of the
the Board,
upon premises
premises other than the premises
Board, upon
consent of
the consent
yer.
License year.
designated
in the
the license.
license. Every
Every annual
annual license
license shall date from the
the License
designated in
of
day
31st
the
on
1st
day
of
February
in
each
year
and
expire
and
1st day of February in each year
January
next after
issuance, except
except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
its issuance,
after its
January next
Fractions.
beginning of the license
Licenses issued
at any
any time
after the
license year
year Fractions.
the beginning
time after
issued at
Licenses
shall date
date from
first day
of the month in which the license was
day of
the first
from the
shall
issued and
and end
on the
last day
above described,
license year above
day of the license
the last
end on
issued
and payments
payments shall
be
made
of
the
proportionate
amount of the
proportionate
the
of
shall be made
and
Monthly licenses.
annual license
fee. Every
monthly license
license shall
shall date
date from the first Monthly license.
Every monthly
license fee.
annual
day of
the month
in which
which it
it is
expire on the last day of
issued and expire
is issued
month in
day of the
the month
in the
Monthly licenses shall not be issued
license. Monthly
the license.
named in
month named
the
o aptions of
Qa
for
exceeding six
months.
Qualifications
six months.
periods exceeding
for periods
Qlictions
p
plicants.
desirSEc.
14.
(a)
Any
individual,
partnership,
corporation
corporation
or
partnership,
individual,
Any
(a)
SEC. 14.
ing a
application
file with the Board an application
shall file
Act shall
this Act
under this
license under
a license
ing
applicasuch
and
in
such
form
as
the
Commissioners
prescribe,
prescribe,
may
Commissioners
the
in such form as
Board may
tion
shall contain
additional information
information as the Board
such additional
contain such
tion shall
require,
and (except
(except in
in the
an application
a manufac- Owner of business
for a
application for
of an
case of
the case
require, and
premises tof
to bebe
stated.
turer's license, retailer's
retailer's license
license class
E, or
or solicitor's
license)
shall prie
stted.
shall
license)
solicitor's
E,
class
license,
turer's
true
the
of
contain
a
statement
setting
forth
name
and
address
address
name
the
forth
contain a statement setting
and actual
actual owner
of the
which the business
business to be Information to be
the premises upon which
owner of
and
licensed
is
to
be
conducted.
Before
a
license
is
the Board furnished. ton to be
issued
is
license
licensed is to be conducted. Before a
shall
itself:
Applicant's charms.
satisfy itself:
shall satisfy
c
ter etc.
a partnership, each tePAtn'S
1. That
the
applicant
if an
individual, or, if a
an individual,
applicant, if
the
That
1.
of the members of
of the
the partnership,
partnership, or
if
a
corporation,
each
of
its
or if a corporation, each of
Fee

P.

of the members
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principal
and directors,
is of
moral character
character and
and
of good
good moral
directors, is
officers and
principal officers
generally
fit for
for the
the trust
trust to
be in
in him
reposed.
him reposed.
to be
generally fit
Citizenship,
2. That
That the
applicant, if
individual, or,
partnership, each
or, if aa partnership,
if an individual
the applicant,
2.
age, etc.
etc.
Citizenship, age,
of
the
members
of
the
partnership,
or,
if
a
corporation,
each
its
each of
of its
if
a
corporation,
or,
partnership,
of
the
members
of the
principal
officers, is
citizen of
the United
United States,
not less
than
less than
States, not
of the
is aa citizen
principal officers,
Prior ofenses.
offenses.
twenty-one years
years of
of age,
age, and
and has
not, within
five years
prior to
the
to the
years prior
within five
has not,
twenty-one
P
filing of
of such
convicted of
misdemeanor under
the
under the
a misdemeanor
of a
been convicted
application, been
such application,
filing
National
Prohibition Act,
Act, as
amended and
supplementtd, or,
within
or, within
and supplemented,
as amended
National Prohibition
ten
prior to
to such
filing, been
convicted of
of any
any felony.
felony.
been convicted
such filing,
ten years
years prior
Ownership, etc.,
3. Except
Except in
7
a'n application
license,
a solicitor's license,
application for a
an
the case
case of '
in the
3.
etc.,
Ownership,
statement,
stateent.
that the applicant
applicant is the true and actual owner of the business for
for
which the
the license
is desired,
that he
carry on
the
on the
to carry
he intends
intends to
and that
desired, and
license is
which
business
by the
the license
for himself
himself and
and. not
as the
the agent
agent
not as
license for
authorized by
business authorized
of any
any individual,
individual, partnership,
association or
or corporation,
corporation and
that
and that
partnership, association
of
he
intends to
to superintend
superintend in
person the
management of the
business
the business
the management
in person
he intends
licensed,
intends to
have some
other person,
to be
be approved
approved by
by
person, to
some other
to have
or intends
licensed, or
the
the business
business for
which said manager must
for him, which
manage the
Board, manage
the Board,
possess all
all of
the qualifications
qualifications required
licensee hereunder.
hereunder.
a licensee
of a
required of
of the
possess
Interest of
manufac4.
case
of
an
a
wholesaler's
license
4. That in
interest
of manufpin
the
case
of
an
applicant
a
wholesaler's
license or a
a
for
turer in retail business,
etc.ieta.
retailer's license
license class E), no manufac(except aa retailer's
license (except
retailer's license
i U , retailer's
turer or
or wholesaler
wholesaler of
of beverages
beverages other
other than
the applicant
(including
applicant (including
than the
turer
a
stockholder holding
25 per
centurn or
more of
the common
common stock,
stock,
of the
or more
per centum
holding 25
a stockholder
or
an officer
of any
manufacturer or
or wholesaler
wholesaler of
of beverages,
if such
such
beverages, if
any manufacturer
officer of
or an
manufacturer
or wholesaler
is aacorporation),
such a
substantial
a substantial
has such
corporation), has
wholesaler is
manufacturer or
interest,
in the
the business for which the license is
or indirect,
indirect, in
interest, direct or
requested,
which such license is to be
premises in respect of which
or in the premises
requested, or
issued,
Board may tend to influence such
such.
the judgment of the Board
issued, as in the
licensee
manufacturer or wholepurchase beverages from such manufacturer
to purchase
licensee to
any money,
conducted with an
saler,
saler, and that such business will not be conducted
equipment, furniture,
furniture, fixtures, or property rented from or loaned or
equipment,
given by
wholesaler (including such stockor wholesaler
manufacturer or
such manufacturer
by any
any such
given
holder or
manufacturer or wholesaler (includby such manufacturer
sold by
officer) or sold
or officer)
holder
ing
such stockholder
stockholder or
or officer)
officer) to
to any
any such licensee
licensee for less than the
ing such
fair
a conditional sale agreement or chattel
value or upon a
market value
fair market
trust.
5. That the place for which the license
premCharacter of preinlicense is to be issued is an appro'es.
priate one considering
considering the character
character of the premises, its surroundproperty in the
ings, and the wishes of the persons residing or owning property
neighborhood
premises for which the license is desired.
neighborhood of the premises
Advertising
applica(b ) Before
retailer's license,
license, except
except a
aretailer's
retailer's license
license
granting aaretailer's
()
Before granting
toAdverretislng
Aile;
tion for
license
tion
tor retailer's
retailer'8 liecese
by
advertisement puboard shall give notice b
class E
requred.
required.
E or class F,
F, the Board
in advertisement
lished
n some newspaper of
lished once aaweek and for at least two weeks in
general circulation published in the District of Columbia. The
advertisement so published shall contain the name of the applicant
applicant
advertisement
or other plain designation,
by street and number, or
and a
a description
description by
requested and the
of the particular location for which the license is requested
class of license desired. Such notice shall state that remonstrants
Hearingofprotest.
nearing
of protests.
are
are entitled to be heard before the granting of such licenses and
Posting notice on shall name
name the
the time
time and
and place of
of such hearing. There
There shall
shall also
also be
be
premises.
a conspicuous place, on the outside
premisesposted
posted by the Board a
anotice,
notice, in a
of the premises. This notice shall state that remonstrants
remonstrants are
entitled to be heard before the granting of such license and shall
the
name the same time and place for such hearing as set out in the
remonstrance against the granting of
advertisement;
action public
Deferring
Deferring
action
advertisement; and, if
if remonstrance
pending opportunity of
.
1
SlICA. license
cense is filed, no
en by the
th e Board
Board until
until
taken
no final
final action shall be tak
be such
eonstrant to be
beard.
Defacing,
„
the
remonstrant shall
shall_ have
have had
an opportunity
opportunity to
be
heard,
under
under
be
heard,
to
an
had
remonstrant
the
Defacing, eC, noti
ees
reulations
and regulations prescribed by said Board,
tees.
rules
Bo ar d, Any person willobliterating marring, or defacing said notice shall
fully removing, obliterating,
a violation of this Act.
be deemed guilty of a
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(c)
in the
case of
retailer's license
license class
class C
C or
D, to
to er t
Objections
of propprop
Objections of
class D,
or class
a retailer's
of a
the case
Except in
(c) Except
filed.
E,
or
B
class
be
issued
for
a
hotel
or
club,
or
a
retailer's
license
B
class
ajd.
retailer's
a
or
club,
or
hotel
a
for
be issued
no
for which
which a
and
under this Act has not been issued and
a license under
place for
no place
in
effect
on
the
date
the
written
objections
for
hereinafter provided for
objections hereinafter
written
the
in effect on the date
are filed,
shall be
be deemed
deemed appropriate
appropriate if the owners of aa majority of
filed, shall
are
the
property within
radius of
of six
six hundred
hundred feet of the boundary
a radius
within a
real property
the real
lines
the lot
lot or parcel of
of ground upon which is situated the place
of the
lines of
for
which the
the license
license is
is desired,
desired, shall,
shall, on
on a
prescribed by
form to be prescribed
a form
for which
o to be
the
Commissioners
and
filed
with
the
Board,
object
to
the
granting of
Sufficiency of,
be
of d sufficiency
granting
the
to
object
Board,
the
with
filed
and
the Commissioners
sufficiency of such objections
such license.
license. In
determining the
the sufficiency
objections the determied
eterm
In determining
such
owners of
such property
property not
not lying
lying within
a residential use diswithin a
all such
of all
owners
trict as
defined in
regulations and shown in the official
official
zoning regulations
the zoning
in the
as defined
trict
atlases
the Zoning
Zoning Commission
Commission shall be taken as consenting
consenting to the
of the
atlases of
granting
license, except
Commissioners shall
shall have
except that the Commissioners
such license,
of such
granting of
power to
to file
file objections
objections on
of any
any property
property lying
within such
Pr"imity
of GovGovof
Proximity
such ernment
lying within
property.
on behalf
behalf of
power
Columbia.meprp.
of
radius
owned
by
the
United
District
Columbia.
the
or
States
radius owned by the United
This subsection
construed as
limitation upon the discreas aa limitation
be construed
shall be
subsection shall
This
tion
Board in
granting a
license and
not as a
upon
a limitation upon
and not
a license
in granting
the Board
of the
tion of
the
discretion
of
the
Board
in
refusing
a
license:
Provided,
h,owever,
Provisos.
Proisos. oovferbo
howvever,
Provided,
license:
a
refusing
in
Board
the
of
nm
ndee
nd
t
the discretion
That
of the
the provisions
this Act
shall prevent
prevent the
Board from
li gRu
e
o
ln
rin
valGovernment
o
in
from liquor
the Board
Act shall
of this
provisions of
none of
That none
promulgating regulations
regulations to
lawful bona
bona fide
fide owners
owners of
of warehouses.
warehouses.
the lawful
permit the
to permit
promulgating
warehouse
for bonded
Government wareliquors stored in Government
bonded liquors
receipts for
warehouse receipts
houses either
of Columbia
Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere from withDistrict of
the District
in the
either in
houses
drawing
liquors for
use on
payment to the
on payment
personal use
for personal
bonded liquors
such bonded
drawing such
Collector
for the
the District
District of
Columbia, taxes
taxes at
such rates
at such
of Columbia,
Taxes for
of Taxes
Collector of
Pre-existing title Lobe
Prexistingttletobe
holder of shown.
as
provided
in
this
Act:
Provided,
That
fide
bona
such
That
Provided,
Act:
this
in
provided
as
shown.
such
warehouse
receipts
held
legal
title
to
such
warehouse
receipts
such warehouse receipts held legal title to such warehouse
prior to
passage of this Act.
the passage
to the
prior
Application tobe
tobe
Application
(d)
respect to each filed
application shall be filed with respect
separate application
A separate
(d) A
filed for
for each location;
fee.
place of
business. The
shall be
to the Col- fee.
paid to
be paid
fee shall
license fee
required license
The required
of business.
place
lector
and his
accompany the applireceipt shall accompany
duplicate receipt
his duplicate
Taxes and
of Taxes
lector of
cation for
the event
the license
is denied
the fee
fee shall be
denied the
license is
event the
In the
license. In
for license.
cation
Bond.
returned.
Each
application
(except
an
application
aa retailer's Bond.
for
application
an
(except
application
Each
returned.
license,
class
F,
or
a
solicitor's
license)
shall
be
accompanied
by
a
a
license, class F, or a solicitor's license) shall be accompanied
bond
on aa form
form to
to be
prescribed by
the Commissioners,
Commissioners executed by
by the
be prescribed
bond on
the
applicant with
approved by the Board, in the
surety approved
corporate surety
with corporate
the applicant
penal sum
of $1,000,
said bond
to run
Columbia
District of Columbia
the District
to the
run to
bond to
$1,000, said
sum of
penal
and be
be conditioned
conditioned upon
by the
the applicant
any and
of any
applicant of
payment by
the payment
upon the
and
all
taxes due
due the
under this Act and any and
Columbia under
of Columbia
District of
the District
all taxes
all fines
that may
imposed upon
upon the
under this Act.
applicant under
the applicant
be imposed
may be
fines that
all
Said
bond shall
shall not
become operative
unless and
and until
until the
the license
license
operative unless
not become
Said bond
said verification.
applied
for
is
issued,
and
in
the
event
said
application
is
denied
application
said
event
the
applied for is issued, and in
bond shall
returned. Every
application shall
be verified
verified by
by Ve"to.
shall be
such application
Every such
be returned.
shall be
bond
the
affidavit
of
the
applicant,
if
an
individual,
or
by
all
of
the
memthe
of
all
by
or
the affidavit of the applicant, if an individual,
bers of
by the
vice president
president of
of aa Penalty for false
or vice
president or
the president
or by
partnership, or
of aa partnership,
bers
corporation.
false statement
is knowingly
made in such
stPatemnts for
such statements.
knowingly made
statement is
any false
If any
corporation. If
application,
or
in
any
accompanying
statement
under
oath
which
which
oath
under
statement
accompanying
any
in
or
application,
may
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners or
person
the Board, the person
or the
required by
be required
may be
making
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of perjury. The making of
deemed guilty
same shall
the same
making the
a
false statement
statement in
or in
such accomany such
in any
application, or
such application,
any such
in any
a false
panying statement,
statement, whether
made with
with or
or without
without the
knowledge or
the knowledge
whether made
panying
consent of
of the
the applicant,
applicant, shall,
shall, in
in the
discretion of the Board.
the discretion
consent
constitute
cause for
of the
the license.
license.
revocation of
the revocation
for the
sufficient cause
constitute sufficient
'setting licenses in
SEc.
No retailer's
retailer's licenses
licenses except
class E
E shall
shall be
issued for
for certamn-S
en
OSin
districtorestrietbe issued
of class
except of
15. No
SEC. 15.
ed.
any
business
conducted
in
a
residential-use
district
as
defined
in
the
any business conducted in a residential-use district as defined in the ed.Post, p. 974.
zoning
regulations and
and shown
of the
Zoning Holp
Hotel, club,.te.
etc., propo
the Zoning
atlases of
official atlases
the official
in the
shown in
zoning regulations
visions.
Commis.sion, except
except for
for a
arestaurant
restaurant or
or tavern
tavern conducted
in a
ahotel,
hotel, visio
conducted in
Commission,
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apartment
house, or
or club,
and then
when the
entrance to
apartment house,
club, and
then only
only when
the entrance
to such
such
restaurant or
or tavern
tavern is
is entirely
entirely inside
inside of
the hotel,
hotel, apartment
house,
restaurant
of the
apartment house,
or club
and no
is visible
from the
the outside
of the
or
club and
no sign
sign or
or display
display is
visible from
outside of
the
building.
building.

No
be issued
any establishment
establishment conNO wholesaler's
wholesaler's license
license shall
shall be
issued for
for any
conducted
district and
and no
no manufacturer's
license
ducted in such
such residential-use
residential-use district
manufacturer's license
shall be
be issued
issued for
any establishment
establishment conducted
residential- or
or
shall
for any
conducted in
in a
a residentialfirst
as defined
in the
the zoning
zoning regulations
regulations and
first commercial-use
comnnercial-use district
district as
defined in
and
Bottling works.
the official
official atlases
atlases of
Zoning Commission.
Commission. Nothing
Bottling
works.
shown in
in the
of the
the Zoning
Nothing
herein contained
be construed
as permitting
permitting the
the establishment
establishment
herein
contained shall
shall be
construed as
of
violation of
of said
regulations.
of aabottling
bottling works
works in
in violation
said zoning
zoning regulations.
Transfer
Transfer provisions.
provisions.
SEC.
transferred by the licensee to any
SEC. 16. No license shall be transferred
other
or to
to any
any other
other place,
place, except
the written
other person
person or
except with
with the
written consent
consent
of
the Board,
upon aa regular
writing and
of the
Board, upon
regular application
application therefor
therefor in
in writing
and
after notice
and
hearing,
as
herein
provided for
an original
original applicaafter
notice
and
hearing,
as
herein
provided
for
an
applicaFee. e
applying for
for
tion for license, and the fee to be paid by the party applying
esuch transfer
transfer shall
shall be $25, which shall
shall be paid
paid to
to the
the Collector
Collector of
of
Taxes
for the
District of
Columbia before
such transfer
transfer is
is made:
made:
before such
of Columbia
the District
Taxes for
Provis
.
o.
proiso.
Condi:twins
Conditions imposed.
imposed. Provided,
Provided,That the Board shall not allow the transfer of the license
of any
any person
person against
whom there
there is
is pending
the courts
or before
of
against whom
pending in
in the
courts or
before
the Board
charge of
keeping a
or of
violating
the
Board any
any charge
of keeping
a disorderly
disorderly house,
house, or
of violating
Columbia.
this law or
or the
the laws against gambling
gambling in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Revoeationof
licenses.
Revocationoflicenses.
SEC.
SEo. 17. IfIf any licensee
licensee violates any of the provisions of this Act
Act
or any
the rules
rules or
or regulations
promulgated pursuant
pursuant thereto
thereto
or
any of
of the
regulations promulgated
or fails
fails to
in person,
or
to superintend
superintend in
person, or
or through
through aa manager
manager approved
approved
issued, or
or
by the
the Board,
Board, the business
business for which
which the
the license was issued,
Unlawful use of pre- allows the premises with respect to which the license of such licensee
tnlawful
m
mises.
uses,
was issued, to be used for any unlawful, disorderly, or immoral puremploys in
pose, or
or knowingly employs
in the
the sale
sale or
or distribution
distribution of beverages
Ex-convict employEx-convct
eploy- any person who has, within five years prior thereto, been convicted
ees.
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor under the National Prohibition Act, as amended
amended
convicted
and supplemented, or, within ten years
years prior thereto,
thereto, been convicted
of any felony, or such licensee
licensee otherwise fails
fails to
to carry
carry out
good
out in
in good
faith
the license
be
faith the provisions
provisions of this
this Act,
Act, the
license of
of said
said licensee
licensee may
may be
revoked by the Board after
licensee has
been
given
an
opporafter the licensee
has
been
given
an
opporRearing
permitted.
earing permitted.
tunity to
to be
be heard
tunity
heard in
in his
his defense,
defense, subject to review by the CommisNo part of ffee to be
as herein
hereunder shall
rtN prt of ee to be sioners
sioners as
herein provided.
provided. In
In case a
a license issued hereunder
shall
returned.
be revoked, no part of the license fee
the
fee shall be returned,
returned, and
and the
Discretionary closing Board
t s discretion, subject
B o ar d may, in iits
review by
by the
Commissioners,
the Commissioners,
to review
discretion, subject to
. Lmai
ensuing
forDiseretofnarYeos
ensuing year.
a part of the order of revocation
as a
revocation provide that no license shall be
granted for the same place for the period of one year
year next
next after
after
such revocation, and in case such order shall be made, no
no license
shall, during said year, be issued for said place or to aa person
person or
persons whose license is so revoked for any other
other location.
Manufacturer of bevSE0.. 18.
If any
manufacturer of
of beverages,
beverages, whether
whether licensed
hereerages;Inateturetb
Sc
18. If
any manufacturer
licensed hereerages;
interest in certain
business forbid- under or not, by direct ownership, stock ownership, interlocking
an busness
interlocking
den.
en.
directors, mortgage,
mortgage, or lien, or by any other means shall have such
a substantial interest, whether
a
whether direct or indirect, in the business
business
of any wholesale
wholesale or retail licensee
licensee or in the premises on which said
said
business is conducted as in the judgment of the Board may tend to
influence such licensee to purchase beverages
beverages from such manufacturer, the Board may, in its discretion, revoke
revoke the
license issued
in
the license
issued in
respect of the business in which such manufacturer
manufacturer is interested,
subject to review by the Commissioners as herein provided. No
such manufacturer
manufacturer of beverages shall loan or give any money to
any wholesale or retail licensee or sell to such licensee for less
than the
the fair
fair market
upon aa conditional
conditional sale
sale agreement
agreement
than
market value
value or
or upon
or chattel trust, or rent, loan or give to such licensee any equipment,
furniture, fixtures or property,
property, or give or sell any service to such
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licensee for
for less
less than
fair market
market value thereof. No wholesale
the fair
than the
licensee
or
retail
licensee
shall
receive
or
accept
loan or gift of money
any loan
accept any
or
receive
shall
licensee
or retail
from
any such
such manufacturer
manufacturer or
or purchase
purchase from any such manufrom any
conditional
a conditional
facturer for
for less
less than
than the
market value or upon a
fair market
the fair
facturer
sale
chattel trust,
trust, or rent from, borrow or receive by
or chattel
agreement or
sale agreement
gift
from such
any equipment,
furniture, fixtures or
equipment, furniture,
manufacturer any
such manufacturer
gift from
property, or
manufacturer
accept or receive any service from such manufacturer
or accept
property,
for less
the fair
fair market
thereof. Nothing herein convalue thereof.
market value
than the
less than
for
tained, however,
however, shall
shall prohibit
prohibit the
the reasonable
extension of credit by
reasonable extension
tained,
a
manufacturer for
for beverages
wholesale or retail licensee.
to aa wholesale
sold to
beverages sold
a manufacturer

331
Accepting favors
etc.,Accepting
forbidden. faors

Extending credit perExtendingcreditpermitted.

"
Manufacturer" in"Manufacturer"
shall include cludes
When
used in
section the
word "
manufacturer " shall
"manufacturer"
the word
this section
in this
When used
stockholder.
stockholder.
ludes
more
or
any
stockholder
holding
directly
or
indirectly
25
per
centum
any stockholder holding directly or indirectly 25 per centum
of
the
common
stock
or
any
officer
of
a
manufacturer
of
beverages,
if
beverages,
manufacturer
a
of
officer
any
or
stock
of the common
Druggists exempt.
exempt.
a
corporation, whether
licensed hereunder
hereunder or
or not.
section shall Druggists
This section
not. This
whether licensed
a corporation,
license
not
apply
to
retail
licenses
class
E,
the
held
wholesale
to
or
E,
class
not apply to retail licenses
by
person not
not licensed
licensed hereunder
hereunder owning
establishment for the
owning an establishment
by aaperson
manufacture
beverages.
manufacture of beverages.
Wholesaler of
beverWholesaler of beverlicensed hereunder
Sac.
19. If
If any
any wholesaler
wholesaler of
of beverages,
hereunder ages.
beverages, whether licensed
SEC. 19.
Interest in retail bustInterestinretailbuslor
not,
by
direct
ownership,
stock
ownership,
interlocking
directors,
directors,
interlocking
or not, by direct ownership, stock ownership,
ness, etc., forbidden.
mortgage, or
or lien
or by
by any
any other
shall have
have such
substantial nes etc., forbidden.
such aasubstantial
means shall
other means
lien or
mortgage,
interest
direct or
or indirect
indirect in
business of any retail licensee
the business
in the
either direct
interest either
or
in
the
premises
on
which
said
business
is
conducted as in the judgis conducted
business
said
or in the premises on which
ment
may tend
tend to
to influence
influence such licensee
licensee to purchase
Board may
the .Board
of the
ment of
beverages
from such
such wholesaler,
discretion
may in its discretion
the Board may
wholesaler, the
beverages from
revoke
issued in
in respect
respect of
of the
the business
which such
such
business in which
license issued
the license
revoke the
wholesaler
is interested,
interested, subject
review by
the Commissioners
as Accepting favors.
Commissioners as
by the
to review
subject to
wholesaler is
herein
provided.
No
such
wholesaler
of
beverages
shall
lend
or
Accepting favors.
or
lend
shall
beverages
of
wholesaler
such
No
herein provided.
give
money to
any retail
or sell
sell to
such licensee
licensee for less
to such
licensee or
retail licensee
to any
any money
give any
than the
the fair
market value
or upon
conditional sale agreement
agreement or
a conditional
upon a
value or
fair market
than
chattel
or rent,
rent, loan
loan or
any equipment,
equipment,
licensee any
such licensee
to such
give to
or give
trust, or
chattel trust,
furniture,
fixtures or
property, or give or sell any service to such
or property,
furniture, fixtures
licensee
for less
less than
than the
market value
thereof. No retail
value thereof.
fair market
the fair
licensee for
fron any
licensee
receive or
accept any
loan or
or gift of money from
any loan
or accept
shall receive
licensee shall
such
wholesaler
or
purchase
from
any
such
wholesaler
less than
for
wholesaler
such
any
from
purchase
or
wholesaler
such
the fair
market value
or upon
sale agreement
agreement or
chattel
or chattel
conditional sale
upon aaconditional
value or
fair market
the
wholesaler
trust,
or
rent
from,
borrow
or
receive
from
wholesaler
such
gift
by
receive
or
borrow
from,
trust, or rent
any
fixtures, or
or property,
receive any
service
any service
or receive
property, or
furniture, fixtures,
equipment, furniture,
any equipment,
from
such
wholesaler
for
less
than
the
fair
market
value
thereof.
value
market
fair
the
than
from such wholesaler for less
Extending credit
not
credit not
Extending
Nothing
herein contained,
contained, however,
prohibit the
reasonable Prohibited.
the reasonable
shall prohibit
however, shall
Nothing herein
extension
of
credit
by
a
wholesaler
for
beverages
sold
to
a
rhib
retail
a
to
sold
beverages
for
extension of credit by a wholesaler
licensee.
used in
wholesaler" shall
section the word "wholesaler"
this section
in this
When used
licensee. When
include
any
stockholder
holding
directly
or
indirectly
25 per centum
indirectly
include any stockholder holding directly or
wholesaler
or
more
of
the
common
stock
or
any
officer
a
wholesaler of
a
of
officer
any
or
stock
common
the
of
or more
beverages if
whether licensed
licensed hereunder
hereunder or not. This
corporation, whether
a corporation,
if a
beverages,
section shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
retail licenses class E.
to retail
section
etc., limitations.
SEC. 20. Licenses issued hereunder shall not authorize the
the sale
sale Sale.
saie.etc.,limitations.

SEC. 20. Licenses issued hereunder shall not authorize

or
with the
exception of
of beer
and light
wines, Minors or intoxicated
light wines,
beer and
the exception
beverages, with
of beverages,
delivery of
or delivery
Persons.
to
under the
age of
twenty-one years,
years, or
light peMnrso.in
or light
beer or
or beer
of twenty-one
the age
person under
any person
to any
his
wines,
to
any
person
under
the
age
of
eighteen
years,
either
his
for
either
years,
eighteen
of
age
the
wines, to any person under
own
use or
of any
beverages
or the sale of beverages
person; or
other person;
any other
use of
the use
for the
or for
own use
to
any
intoxicated
person
or
to
any
person
of notoriously intemperson
any
to
to any intoxicated person or
perate
to any
person who
be intoxicated; and
to be
appears to
who appears
any person
or to
habits or
perate habits
ignorance of
of the
age of
any such
minor shall
shall not be aadefense to any
such minor
of any
the age
ignorance
action
under this
section. No
No licensee
to
be liable to
shall be
licensee shall
this section.
instituted under
action instituted
any
person for
for damages
claimed to
arise from
from refusal
refusal to
sell such
such
to sell
to arise
damages claimed
any person
alcoholic beverages.
beverages.
alcoholic
becoming
am
Licensees
becoming
S
EC. 21.
21. If
any person
license under
this Act
Li
become bail.
shall become
Act shall
under this
a license
holding a
person holding
If any
SEC.
bail for
complained of
of for
violation of
provisions bl.
any provisions
of any
the violation
for the
person complained
any person
for any
bail
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of this
this Act,
license shall
become void
void as
as of
of the
the date
of becoming
becoming
of
Act, his
his license
shall become
date of
such
such bail.

S
EC. 22.
22. (a)
Each holder
manufacturer's license
license shall,
shall, on
on or
or
SE.
(a) Each
holder of
of a
a manufacturer's

before the 10th day of each month, furnish to the Board on aa form
Post,
M, 65..
to be
prescribed by
by the
the Conmmissioners,
Commissioners, aastatement
under oath,
showto
be prescribed
statement under
oath, showPost, PPpp- 64,
ing
the quantity
quantity of
of each
each kind
kind of
of beverages,
manufactured
beverages, except
except beer,
beer, manufactured
ing the
during
preceding calendar
Beverages shall
shall not
not be
be conconduring the
the preceding
calendar month.
month. Beverages
sidered
manufactured within
section and
and
this section
within the
the meaning
meaning of this
as manufactured
sidered as
section 23
23 until
until they
they are
ready for
for sale.
sale.
section
are ready
(b) Each
Each holder
of aawholesaler's
or retailer's
license shall,
shall, on
on or
or
(b)
holder of
wholesaler's or
retailer's license
before
the 10th
10th day
day of
of each
month, furnish
to the
the Board
form
before the
each month,
furnish to
Board on
on aaform
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
under oath,
oath, showshowto
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, aastatement
statement under
ing
the quantity
quantity of
of each
kind of
beer, purchased
purchased
ing the
each kind
of beverages,
beverages, except
except beer,
by
during the
the preceding
preceding calendar
and also
also showing
showing the
the
by him
him during
calendar month,
month, and
date of
of each
such purchase,
the name
name of
of the
the person
from whom
whom purpurpurchase, the
person from
date
each such
chased, giving
license number
number of
if licensed
licensed hereunder,
hereunder,
chased,
giving the
the license
of the
the vendor,
vendor, if
and the
the quantity
and kind
kind of
of beverages
in each
each such
such purchase.
purchase.
and
quantity and
beverages in
Tax rates.
SEC. 23.
23. There
There shall
collected by
of
by the District of
shall be levied and collected
SE.
Tacxrates.
Post, pp.
pp. A,
e.54, 1014.
1014.
Coli
mbia on
on all
beverages, except
except beer,
beer, manufactured
manufactured by
by aaholder
holder
Columbia
all beverages,
Poet,
of a
a manufacturer's
manufacturer's license and on all beverages,
beverages, except
except beer, purwholesaler's or
retailer's license, except
except
chased by
by the
the holder of a
a wholesaler's
or retailer's
such
beverages as
as may
may have
have been
from aa licensee
licensee under
been purchased
purchased from
under
such beverages
w'n°
atax of 35 cents for every wine gallon of wine containing
containing
Wine gallon of wine.' this Act, a
alcohol by volume, except
except champagne
centum of
of alcohol
more than
than 14
14 per centum
or any wine artificially carbonated, and at a
alike rate for any other
other
Champagne, etc.
etc.
quantity or for fractional parts thereof; aatax of 50 cents for every
champagne,
wine
champagne or any
artificially carbonated,
wine gallon
gallon of
of champagne
any wine artificially
carbonated, and
at a
a like rate for any
any other quantity
quantity or for
for the fractional
fractional parts
Spirits.
Spirits,
thereof; a
atax of 50 cents
cents on every wine
wine gallon of spirits, and at aa
parts thereof;
thereof;
like rate for any other quantity or for the fractional parts
Alcohol,
and
of alcohol,
and at
at a
like rate
a like
rate
of $1.10
$1.10 on
on every
every wine
wine gallon
alcohol, and
gallon of
and aatax
tax of
Alcohol,
Payment
or for
for the
the fractional
thereof. The
The taxes
taxes
Payment of
for any other
of taxes.
other quantity
quantity or
fractional parts
parts thereof.
imposed by this section
section shall be paid to the Collector
Collector of Taxes of
imposed
Columbia on or
before the
fifteenth day
the District of Columbia
or before
the fifteenth
day of each month
for beverages
beverages manufactured
manufacturers' licenses
manufactured by the holders
holders of manufacturers'
or
purchased by the holders
holders of wholesalers'
retailers' licenses duror purchased
wholesalers' or retailers'
ing the_preceding
preceding calendar
calendar month, and such taxes shall be deposited
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the District of
Columbia. No tax shall be levied and collected
collected on any alcohol
laws of
of the
United States,
States, or
or on
on any
any
exempt from tax under the laws
the United
nonbeverage purposes, in accordance
accordance with regulaalcohol sold for nonbeverage
promulgated by the Commissioners.
Commissioners. If
any Act
of Congress
Congress
tions promulgated
If any
Act of
hereafter prescribe
alcoholic bevershall hereafter
prescribe for a
a Federal volume tax on alcoholic
ages under which a
a portion of said tax shall be returned to the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, the taxes
taxes levied under this section shall
shall not be
collected after the effeetive
effective date of
of such Act.
Act.
t
Licensees
S
EC. 24.
24. No
No person
holding a
wholesaler's or
or retailer's
license shall
shall
ni
bsS-a
person holding
a wholesaler's
retailer's license
dit busisi doing
now outsklo of the Distiet.
triot.
purchase any beverage,
beverage, except
except beer or tax-free wines, from any manudoing business outside of the District of
facturer or wholesaler
wholesaler _doing
Columbia
license issued under the
rov i
si
ons of
of
Columbia and not
not holding aalicense
the p
provisions
this A
Act,
ct, and transport or cause the same to be transported
tran sport
edinto
i
nt
o the
th e
District of
of Columbia
Columbia. for
for resale,
resale, unless
such wholesaler
wh
ol
esa l
er or
or retailer
re t
ail er
District
unless such
has delivered to the Board a
a memorandum
memorandum of the order for such
such
a form to be prescribed
beverages, in duplicate,
duplicate, on a
prescribed by the Board, one
copy to be retained
retained by the Board and the other copy to have noted
thereon by the Board the fact
fact of its delivery to the Board, which
which
order shall accompany
accompany the
shipment
said last-mentioned
last-mentioned copy of
of said order
the shipment
common
eW MCM carriera•
of said beverages to the licensed premises.
premises. This
This section shall
shall not
not
beverages transported
transported into
District of Columbia
apply to beverages
into the District
Columbia on club
6
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cars or
or dining
dining cars
vessels
passenger-carrying marine vessels
or passenger-carrying
railroad or
of aarailroad
cars of
cars
sale thereon.
for sale
S
EC. 25.
licensee under
shall allow
any person
person who
allow any
Act shall
this Act
under this
No licensee
25. No
SEC.

Limitation on
emon emL imitation
ployees
distributing,

of aamisdemeanor
has,
within five
five years
years prior
misdemeanor etc., beverages.
convicted of
been convicted
thereto, been
prior thereto,
has, within

under
Act, as
amended and supplemented,
supplemented,
as amended
Prohibition Act,
National Prohibition
the National
under the
or,
within
ten
years
prior
thereto,
been
convicted
of
any felony,
convicted
been
thereto,
prior
years
or, within ten
to
give, furnish,
distribute any
beverage, nor allow any
any beverage,
or distribute
furnish, or
sell, give,
to sell,
minor
under the
age of
twenty-one years
sell, give, furnish,
to sell,
age to
of age
years of
of twenty-one
the age
minor under
or
except beer,
any minor under the age
or any
beer, or
beverage, except
any beverage,
distribute any
or distribute
of
sell, give,
furnish, or
distribute beer.
or distribute
give, furnish,
to sell,
age to
of age
years of
eighteen years
of eighteen
testimony.
Taking testimony.
S
EC. 26.
26. Said
Board is
is hereby
hereby authorized
empowered to sum- Taking
and empowered
authorized and
Said Board
SEC.
or
affirmation,
mon
any
person
before
it
to
give
testimony
affirmation,
or
oath
on
mon any person before it to give testimony
to produce
all books,
records, papers,
papers, documents,
documents, or
or other legal
books, records,
to produce all
evidence as
matter affecting
the operation
operation of this Act and any
affecting the
any matter
to any
as to
evidence
member of
Board shall
shall have
have the
the power
power to
to administer
administer all oaths
said Board
of said
member
and affirmations for
purposes of
of the
the administration
administration of this Act.
the purposes
affirmations for the
and
Such summons
be served
served by
any member
member of
of the
Metropolitan
the Metropolitan
by any
may be
summons may
Such
sumPolice
Department.
If
any
witness
having
been
personally
personally
been
having
witness
any
If
Department.
Police
moned shall
neglect
or
refuse
to
obey
the
summons
issued
as
herein
herein
as
issued
summons
the
obey
moned shall neglect or refuse to
provided, then
that event
member of the Board may
any member
event any
in that
and in
then and
provided,
report that
fact to
to the
Supreme Court
of the
Columbia
the District of Columbia
Court of
the Supreme
that fact
report
or one of the
justices
thereof
and
said
court
or
any
justice
thereof
thereof
justice
any
or
court
said
and
one of the justices thereof
or
hereby is
is empowered
to compel
compel obedience
said summons to the
to said
obedience to
empowered to
hereby
same extent
witnesses may
be compelled
the subpenas
subpenas of
obey the
to obey
compelled to
may be
as witnesses
same extent as
fees allowed.
that court. Witnesses,
other
than
those employed
by the
District
witness tees allowed
of Witness
District of
the
by
employed
those
than
other
Witnesses,
court.
that
Columbia or
appear
summoned to appear
Government, summoned
States Government,
United States
the United
or the
Columbia
before said
Board shall
entitled to
the same
same fees
fees as
as are paid witto the
be entitled
shall be
before said Board
nesses for
Court of the District
Supreme Court
the Supreme
before the
attendance before
for attendance
nesses
of Columbia, but
but said
said fees
need
not be
paid
said witnesses
witnesses in
in advance
said
paid
be
not
need
fees
of Columbia,
of
their appearing
appearing and
and testifying,
testifying, or
or producing
producing books, records,
their
of
papers, documents,
legal evidence
before said
said Board.
Board. Any
evidence before
other legal
or other
papers, documents, or
person
willfully swear
swear falsely
in any
proceeding,
any proceeding,
t7' matter,
falsely in
shall willfully
who shall
person who
or
hearing
before
said
Board
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
perjury.
of
guilty
deemed
be
or hearing before said Board shall
Operating
convey.
oveys
Opreting
of or twee,
SEC. 27.
person shall
while in
charge of
in charge
etc., while Intoxiintoxicated while
be intoxicated
shall be
No person
(a) No
27. (a)
SEc.
cated, prohibited.
operating any
any locomotive
locomotive or
or while
while acting
acting as
as a
aconductor
or
brakeman
prohiblt,,I.
cated.
brakeman
or
conductor
Vol. 48,
1
operating
lo 44i '. I
of a
car or
of cars,
cars, or
or while
while in
in charge
of or
or operating
operating any
street
any street
charge of
train of
or train
of a car
car, elevator, watercraft or
or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicle
in the
the District
District of
of
vehicle in

car, elevator, watercraft

Columbia.
Columbia.
Punishment for.
for.
(b) Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this section
shall be
be Punishment
section shall
of this
violating the
(b)
punished by a fine of not
more
than
$300,
or
by
imprisonment
for
for
imprisonment
by
or
$300,
punished by a fine of not more than
not longer than
months, or
or by
by both
imprisonand imprisonfine and
such fine
both such
three months,
not longer than three
ment
in
the
discretion
of
the
court.
the discretion of the court.
in
ment
Traffic Acts
D.C.
o D.C.
ACtS of
(c)
Nothing herein
be construed
repealing or notTrffic
as repealing
construed as
shall be
contained shall
affected.
herein contained
(c) Nothing
Vol. 48, p.
1424.
ped.
nvolre
entitled
modifying
any
provision
of
the
Act
of
Congress
entitled
"An
Act
Congress
of
modifying any provision of the Act
to
amend the
the Acts
approved March
March 3,
3, 1925,
known
1926, known
3, 1926,
July 3,
and July
1925, and
Acts approved
amnd
to
as the
the District
Traffic Acts,
and so forth"
forth" approved
approved
Acts, and
Columbia Traffic
of Columbia
District of
as
February 27,
27, 1931.
1931.
February
Drinking, etc., in cerDrinking,
public etc.,incSEC.
SEC. 28. (a) No person shall in the District of Columbia drink tain
tain
public
places unlawful.
any alcoholic beverage
beverage in
in any
any street,
street, alley,
alley, park
or
parking,
or in
in lawf
or
parking,
or
park
any alcoholic
to which the public
any
or upon
upon the
same, or
i
n an
place to
anyy place
or in
the same,
in or
vehicle in
any vehicle
is
invited
for
which
a
license
has
not
been
hereunder perissued
been
not
has
is invited for which a license
mitting the
sale
and
consumption
of
such
alcoholic
beverage
beverage upon
alcoholic
such
of
consumption
and
sale
mitting the
such premises. No person shall
shall be
be drunk
drunk or
intoxicated in
any
in any
intoxicated
or
person
No
premises.
such alley, park or parking, or in
the
upon
in
street,
vehicle
or
any
in
in
or
parking,
street, alley,
any
at
invited
same or in
any
place
to
which
the
public
is
invited
or
public
same or in any place to which the
public gathering and no person anywhere shall
be drunk or intoxgathering and no person anywhere shall be drunk or intoxpublic
icated
and
disturb
the
peace
of
any
person.
person.
any
Punishment for.
of
peace
the
disturb
icated
(b) and
Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be
(b) Any person violating the provisions of his section shall be P--t
punished by
by a
afine
of not
than $100
$100 or by imprisonment for not
more than
not more
fine of
punished
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more than thirty days or by both
fine and
and imprisonment
in the
both such fine
imprisonment in
the
discretion of
discretion
of the court.
court.
(c) Section 11 of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to prevent
(c)
prevent
the manufacture
manufacture and sale of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors in the District of
of
Columbia, and for other purposes
purposes ",
3, 1917,
1917, as
as
", approved
approved March
March 3.
amended
amended by the Act of Congress entitled
provide revenue
entitledr".An
An Act
Act to
to provide
revenue
for the District of Columbia by the taxation of
of beverages,
beverages, and
and for
for
other purposes
purposes ", approved
approved April 5, 1933, and section 20
of said
said Act
20 of
Act
3, 1917,
are hereby
repealed.
approved March
March 3,
1917, are
hereby repealed.
Sc. 29.
Site.
29. (a)
(a) A
A search warrant
warrant may be issued by any judge
judge of the
police court of the District of Columbia or by aa United
United States
States
Commissioner
Commissioner for the District of Columbia
Columbia when
any alcoholic
alcoholic bevwhen any
beverages are manufactured
manufactured for sale, kept for sale, or
violation
or sold in
in violation
of the provisions
provisions of this Act, and any such alcoholic
beverages and
alcoholic beverages
and
any other property designed for use in
connection with
such unlawunlawin connection
with such
ful manufacture
manufacture for sale, keeping
keeping for
sale, or selling
may be
be seized
seized
for sale
selling may
thereunder,
thereunder, and shall be subject to such disposition
the court
disposition as
as the
court may
may
make thereof,
thereof, and such alcoholic beverages
beverages may be taken on the
warrant from any house or
place in
is concealed.
or other place
in which
which it
it is
concealed.
(b) A search warrant
probable cause
cause
warrant cannot
cannot be issued but
but upon
upon probable
supported by affidavit particularly describing
the property
property and
the
describing the
and the
place to he
be searched.
(c) The judge or commissioner
commissioner must, before
before issuing the
the warrant,
warrant,
examine on oath the complainant
complainant and any witness
produce,
witness he
he may
may produce,
and require their affidavits or
take their
writing and
and
or take
their depositions
depositions in
in writing
cause them to be subscribed by the parties making them.
them.
(d) The affidavits
affidavits or depositions must set
facts tending
set forth the
the facts
tending
to establish the grounds of the application
application or
or probable
probable cause
cause for
for
believing that they exist.
(e)
(e) If
If the judge or commissioner is
thereupon satisfied
the
is thereupon
satisfied of
of the
existence of the grounds
grounds of the application
application or that there
is probable
probable
there is
cause to believe their existence,
existence, he must issue a
warrant signed
a search
search warrant
signed
by him with his name of office to the major
superintendent of
major and
and superintendent
of
police of the District of Columbia
Columbia or any member
the Metropolitan
member of
of the
Metropolitan
Police Department, stating the particular grounds
Police
grounds or probable
probable cause
cause
for its issue and the names of the persons whose affidavits
affidavits have
have been
been
taken in support thereof, and commanding
commanding him forthwith to
to search
search
the place named
named for the property specified and to bring it before
before the
the
judge or commissioner.
commissioner.
(f)
(f) A search warrant may in all cases be served by any of
of the
officers mentioned in its direction, but by no
other person,
person, except
except
no other
in aid
requiring it, he being present and acting
in
aid of the officer
officer on his requiring
acting
in
n its execution.
(g) The officer
officer may break open any outer or
or inner
inner door
or window
window
door or
of
a house, or any part of a
a house, or anything therein, to execute
of a
the warrant, if, after notice of his authority and
and purpose,
purpose he
he i
iss
refused admittance.
(h) The judge or commissioner
commissioner must insert
insert a
a direction
in the
the
direction in
warrant
it be
be served
served in the daytime unless the affidavit
warrant that
that it
affidavit is positive that
the property is in the place to be searched in which case
tive
that the
case he
he
must insert
insert aa direction that itit be served at any time in the day or
must
night.
(i)
returned to the judge
(i) A search warrant must be executed
executed and returned
judge
or
or commissioner
commissioner who issued it within ten days after its date;
after
date; after
the
warrant, unless executed, is void.
the expiration of this time the warrant,
(j) When the officer takes property under the warrant
warrant, he
must
he must
give aacopy
the warrant
warrant together
property
give
copy of
of the
together with
with aareceipt
receipt for the property
taken (specifying
taken
specifying it in detail) to the person fron
from whom it was
was taken
taken
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the absence
by him,
in whose
in the
absence of
or, in
found; or,
was found;
it was
possession it
whose possession
or in
him, or
by
any
person, he
leave it
in the
place where
he found the property.
where he
the place
it in
must leave
he must
any person,

(k) The
must forthwith return the warrant to the judge or
officer must
The officer
(k)
commissioner and
inventory of the property
written inventory
to him aawritten
deliver to
and deliver
commissioner
taken, made
publicly or
presence of the person from whose
the presence
in the
or in
made publicly
taken,
possession
it was
and of the applicant
applicant for the warrant, if they
taken, and
was taken,
possession it
are present,
present, verified
affidavit of the officer at the foot of the
verified by the affidavit
are
inventory and
and taken
before the judge
commissioner at the time,
judge or commissioner
taken before
inventory
to
following effect:
warrant
"I,I, R. S., the officer by whom this warrant
effect: "
the following
to the
was executed,
executed, do
do swear
swear that
above inventory
contains a
a true and
inventory contains
the above
that the
was
detailed account
warrant."
of all the property taken by me on the warrant."
account of
detailed
deliver
thereupon if required, deliver
(1) The
The judge
judge or
or commissioner
commissioner must thereupon,
(1)
copy of
of the
the inventory to the person from whose possession the
aa copy
property was
taken and
and to
to the
the applicant
applicant for the warrant.
was taken
property
(m)
The
judge
or
commissioner
search
must annex the affidavits, search
commissioner
or
judge
The
(m)
warrant, return,
inventory, and
evidence, and at once file the same,
and evidence,
return, inventory,
warrant,
together
with a
the record
of his proceedings,
proceedings, with the clerk
record of
of the
copy of
a copy
together with
of the
court.
police court.
the police
of
(n)
shall knowingly
willfully obstruct, resist, or
and willfully
knowingly and
Whoever shall
(n) Whoever
oppose
any such
officer or
or person
person in
in serving
attempting to serve
serving or attempting
such officer
oppose any
or
execute any
warrant, or shall assault, beat, or wound
search warrant,
such search
any such
or execute
any
officer or
knowing him
him to
be an officer or person so
to be
person, knowing
or person,
such officer
any such
authorized, shall
shall be
be fined
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or imprisoned not
not more
fined not
authorized,
more
than two years.
more than
(o) If
the accused
accused be
be discharged,
discharged, the
the beverages
beverages and other property
If the
(o)
seized
shall
be
returned
to
the
person
in
whose possession
possession they were
whose
in
person
the
seized shall be returned to
found;
he be
beverages and other property
the said beverages
convicted, the
be convicted,
if he
found; if
shall
forfeited, and
be destroyed
by the police
department or
police department
destroyed by
may be
and may
be forfeited,
shall be
delivered
for medicinal,
mechanical, or
or scientific
scientific uses
uses to any departmedicinal, mechanical,
delivered for
ment
agency of
of the
States Government
Government or the District
United States
the United
or agency
ment or
of Columbia
Columbia government
or any
any hospital or other charitable
charitable instigovernment or
of
the
tution
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
public auction, as the
sold at public
or sold
the District
tution in
court
court may direct.
(p)
If any
of said
so seized,
seized, other than the said beverproperty so
said property
any of
(p) If
ages
and
the
containers
thereof,
shall
be subject to aa lien which is
shall
thereof,
containers
ages and the
satisfaction of the
established
intervention or
or otherwise
otherwise to the satisfaction
by intervention
established by
court
as
being
bona
fide
and
having
created
without the
been
having
as
court as being bona fide and
lienor's
having any
any notice
notice that said property was to be used in
lienor's having
connection
manufacture for sale, keeping for sale,
the illegal manufacture
with the
connection with
the court, upon the conviction
or
selling
of
alcoholic
conviction of
beverages,
alcoholic
of
or selling
the accused,
accused, shall
property at public auction and
said property
of said
sale of
order aasale
shall order
the
the officer
officer making
after deducting the expenses of keeping
sale, after
the sale,
making the
the
the
fee for
for the
seizure and the cost of the sale, shall
the seizure
the fee
property, the
the property,
pay all
such liens
priorities, and such lien or
their priorities,
to their
according to
liens according
all such
pay
liens shall
be transferred
property to the proceeds
proceeds of the
transferred from the property
shall be
liens

Search warrants—
rrants-search
Continued.

t

sale
Minor misr
sale thereof.
thereof.
Minor
misrepresentrepresentr xure any
SEC. 30.
That any
who falsely
represents his
his age for the ing age,
age, to
to procure
falsely represents
minor who
any minor
30. That
SEC.
beverage.
purpose of
procuring any
any beverage
beverage shall be deemed guilty of aamis- bevege
of procuring
purpose
demeanor
and
be
fined
each offense not more than $25 and, in
for
fined
be
and
demeanor
default in
in the
the payment
payment of such fine, shall be imprisoned
imprisoned not exceeding
exceeding
default
ten
ten days.
m
Permits
3.2q
sell 3.2to sell
s to
ber
this Act no permit shall beer.
S
EC. 31.
After the
the date
date of
of the
the approval
approval of
of this
31. After
SEC.
be issued
issued under
under the
of Congress
Con
entitled "An Act
Act to provide reveentitled
Act of
the Act
be
nue
for
the
District
of
Columt
e
ir
by
the
taxation
beverages and Ante, p. 26.
of beverages
taxation
the
by
Columbia
of
District
the
for
nue
for
purposes ",
April 5,
5, 1933,
1933, and
and no
no permits
permits issued
issued At p. 26.
approved April
", approved
other purposes
for other
thereunder
shall
be
renewed,
but
the
Commissioners
hereby
hereby
are
Commissioners
the
but
renewed,
be
shall
thereunder
Temporary extension
extension
authorized
to extend
extend the
expiration dates
dates of
of permits
permitted.
under pamfgy"
issued under
permits issued
the expiration
authorized to
said
Act to
date designated
designated by
by them,
not to
sixty days after
after
exceed sixty
to exceed
them, not
a date
to a
said Act
the
of this
Act, upon
terms and
and conditions,
including
conditions, including
such terms
upon such
this Act,
approval of
the approval
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the payment
payment of
of such
fees as
as the
the Commissioners
may prescribe.
Any
prescribe. Any
Commissioners may
such fees
the
permittee thereunder
thereunder may
make an
application for
for a
a license
license under
under
an application
may make
permittee
this Act,
and, if
if said
said application
is approved
such
the Board,
Board, such
approved by
by the
application is
this
Act, and,
permittee shall
surrender his
his permit
permit and
he shall
shall be
be allowed
refund
allowed aarefund
and he
shall surrender
permittee
of
the permit
permit fee
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided. Any
of the
fee prorated
prorated as
Any permittee
permittee
receive
under said Act of April 5, 1933, may surrender his permit and receive
a
refund of
surrender of
of
prorated from
from the date of surrender
a. refund
of the
the permit
permit fee prorated
shall
such refunds
refunds shall
such permit
permit to the date of expiration thereof. All such
be
paid from
the permanent
permanent indefinite
indefinite appropriation
appropriation for
for refunding
refunding
from the
be paid
erroneously
Columbia. All permits
erroneously paid taxes in the District of Columbia.

Refunds.
Refunds.

Taxeshereunder,
hereunder,
Taxes

1933, shall remain in
issued under said
said Act of April
April 5,
5, 1933,
in force and.
and

28.

Ante, p. 28,

Repeal in one
year.
Repealin
oneyear.
Ante, p. 25.

nte,
p

unless
periods for which they were issued, unless
effect for the respective periods
sooner
surrendered. After
After the
the approval
approval of this Act no taxes shall
sooner surrendered.
be
collected under
under section
be collected
section 11
11 of the Act approved
approved April
April 5, 1933.

The said Act approved April 5, 1933, is repealed,
repealed, effective
effective one

year from the date of approval of this Act.

S
EC. 32.
32. Any
or other
other person
person holding,
holding, on
on the
date of
of
the date
Sales of spirits on
druggist or
Any druggist
SEC.
sales
hand by druggists.
compound,.
approval of
of this
to manufacture,
manufacture, use, compound,,
this Act, aa permit
permit to
the approval
by dggists
hand

or sell intoxicating liquors issued under the authority
authority of the
amended and supplemented,
supplemented, may, durNational Prohibition
Prohibition Act, as amended
Commissioners may designate, not to
to.
ing such period of time as the Commissioners
exceed sixty days after the approval of this Act, continue to manumanucompound, and sell alcoholic beverages
beverages as provided in
facture, use, compound,

323,

Ante, pp. 323, 32.
326.

Labeling
Labeing
ments.
ments.

requirerequire-

said permit
permit notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
section
and section
of section
section 99 and
said

36 of this Act, and the provision of section 11 (i) of this Act requiring the sale only of such liquors as are defined by the United States
Pharmacopoeia,
compounding, and sale
Pharmacopoeia, but such
such manufacture,
manufacture, use,
uset c,omponnding,
shall be subject
subject to all other
other provisions
provisions of this Act to the same extent
extent
as
such permittee
were licensed
rectified or blended
blended.
permittee were
licensed hereunder. No rectified
as if such
spirits shall be sold under this section unless the container
container in which
it
it is sold shall bear aalabel containing
containing in letters not less than one inch
"Rectified spirits
", or "
Blended spirits
", as the
high the legend: "Rectified
spirits",
"Blended
spirits",
the
case may be.
SEc.
S
EC. 33. Whosoever violates any of the provisions of this Act for
for

Fine, etc.,
etc., where
where no
specific
penalty is pro
prospecifie Penalty
vided. p
ty is pro- which

penalty is provided,
provided, or any of the rules and reguregu
which no specific penalty

seic

lations promulgated
promulgated pursuant
pursuant thereto,
thereto, shall be punished by a
a fine
fine
of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not longer than one
imprisonment in the discretion of the
year or by both such fine and imprisonment
court.

Prosecutions
for violations
violations of
of this
this Act
shall be
be on
inf ormati on
Prosecutions for
Act shall
on information
corporation counsel or any of his.
filed in the police court by the corporation
his:
assistants, except for such violations
violations as are felonies, and prosecutions for such violations
violations as are felonies shall be by the United States
Attorney in and for the District of Columbia
Columbia or any of his assistants.
Inconsistent laws reIneonsistent
SEC.
beverages
pealed.
SEC. 34.
34. All laws which prohibit the sale of alcoholic
alcoholic b
everages
in certain defined sections or parts of the District of Columbia are
are
hereby repealed.
sedlg
pirits on
SE.
a retailer's license, except aaretailer's license
Selling sspirits
on
S
EC, 35. No holder
holder of a
credit prohibited; exce
ptions.
class E, shall sell on credit any beverages
beverages except beer and light wines.
eeptions.
This section shall not prohibit a
a club from extending credit to its
its.
members or the guests of members or aa hotel from extending credit
credit
to its registered guests.
unless the
the concon-.
rectified or
blended spirits
SEo.
Lbelig,showigna'
of spirits,
SEC. 36.
36. No
No rectified
or blended
spirits shall
shall be
be sold
sold unless
taer in
r
in which
shall bear
bear aa legible
legible label
label firmly affixed
tore
taier
which it
it is sold shall
affixed
thereto stating the nature and percentage
percentage of each ingredient therein
therei
n
(except water),
water), the age of each such ingredient, and the alcoholic
content of such spirits by volume.

roseeutions

vio

ProaetutIons for Tio-

ations,
imams.
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Saving
clause; conconSaving clause;
S
EC. 37.
37. Any
Any offense
committed, or any right accrued,
accrued, or any pen- tinuing
offense committed,
SEC.
prosecutions,
prosecutions,
etc.
etc.
prior
made,
forfeiture
alty
or
obligation
incurred,
or
any
seizure
or
forfeiture
made,
or
alty or obligation incurred, or any seizure
to
effective date
date of
under the
National
provisions of the National
the provisions
Act, under
this Act,
of this
the effective
to the
under any permit
Prohibition Act,
as amended
amended and
or under
supplemented, or
and supplemented,
Act, as
Prohibition
or regulation
regulation issued
provision of law
under any other provision
thereunder, or under
issued thereunder,
or
prosecuted or enforced in the same
repealed by
may be prosecuted
Act, may
this Act,
by this
repealed
this Act had not been enacted.
manner and
and with
with the
the same
if this
effect as if
same effect
manner
Separability of proof proSEC. 38.
If any
any provision
provision of this Act, or the application thereof to viSeorbilit
visions.
38. If
SEC.
the
remainder
any
person
or
circumstances,
is
held
the
remainder
of
invalid,
held
is
any person or circumstances,
Act,
persons or cirapplication of such provisions to other persons
the application
and the
Act, and
affected thereby.
be affected
cumstances,
shall not
not be
cumstances, shall
1934.
Approved,
January 24, 1934.
Approved, January

[CHAPTER 51
5.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Relating to
to contracts
contracts and agreements under the Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
Relating

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
That the provisions
assembled,
Congress
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
in
America
of
United States
of section
section 3741
3741 of
the Revised
(U.S.C., title 41, sec. 22) and
Statutes (U.S.C.,
Revised Statutes
of the
of
Criminal Code of the United
sections 114
and 115
115 of
of the
the Criminal
United States
States
114 and
sections
(U.S.C.,
title 18,
18, secs.
and 205)
205) shall
shall not
not apply
any contracts
apply to any
204 and
secs. 204
(U.S.C., title
or agreements
heretofore or
entered into under the Agrihereafter entered
or hereafter
agreements heretofore
or
cultural
Adjustment
Act.
cultural Adjustment
Approved, January
January 25, 1934.
Approved,

January 25, 1934.
IS. 2284.1
[Public, No. 86.1
86.]

is. 2284.]

Contracts,
etc., under
Contracts,etc.,under
Agricultural Adjustment
Act.
ment Act.
Participation In, by
ongress,
otfCongress,
Members
Members of
etc., permitted.
etc^permitted.
R.S sec. 3741, p 737;
Vol- 35
,P.1109; U.S.C.,
35,p.
p. 475.
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[CHAPTER
6.]
[CHAPTER 61

AN ACT
To protect
the currency
currency system
system of
United States, to provide for the better
better
of the United
protect the
To

January 30, 1934.
January

[RI.l. 6076.]

and for other purposes.
use
gold stock
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
stock of
monetary gold
the monetary
of the
use of

(Public,
87.1
IPublic, No. 87

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
short
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the short
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
of
Act
Reserve
Gold
title
of
this
Act
shall
be
"
Gold
Reserve
1934."
"
the
be
shall
Act
this
of
title
SEC. 2.
(a) Upon
Upon the
the approval
approval of this Act all right, title, and
2. (a)
SEC.
interest,
and
every
claim
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, of every
of the Federal
interest, and every claim of
Federal Reserve
bank, and
Federal Reserve
Reserve agent, in and
every Federal
of every
and of
Reserve bank,
Federal
to
any
and
all
gold
coin
and
bullion
bullion
shall
pass to and are
gold
to any and all gold coin and
hereby vested
in the
the United
payment therefor
credits
therefor credits
and in
in payment
States; and
United States;
vested in
hereby
in equivalent
in dollars
established in the TreasTreashereby established
are hereby
dollars are
amounts in
equivalent amounts
in
paragraph
ury
in
the
accounts
authorized
under
the
sixteenth
paragraph
sixteenth
the
under
authorized
ury in the accounts
heretofore and by this
of section
section 16
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as heretofore
the Federal
of the
16 of
of
467).
Act
amended (U.S.C.,
12, sec.
Balances in such
sec. 467).
title 12,
(U.S.C., title
Act amended
accounts shall
be payable
payable in
in gold
gold certificates,
certificates, which shall be in such
shall be
accounts
form and
such denominations
as the
Treasury
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
denominations as
in such
and in
form
may
determine. All
not in
possession of
the possession
in the
transferred, not
so transferred,
gold so
All gold
may determine.
the United
States, shall
shall be
be held
held in
in custody
custody for the United States
United States,
the
Secretary
and
delivered
upon
order
of
the
Secretary of the Treasury;
Treasury;
of
order
the
upon
and delivered
banks and the
and the
Federal Reserve
Board, the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks,
Reserve Board,
the Federal
and
Federal Reserve
Reserve agents
give such
and shall take
instructions and
such instructions
shall give
agents shall
Federal
such action
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to assure
assure that
that such
gold shall be
such gold
as may
action as
such
so
and delivered.
delivered.
held and
so held
(b) Section
16 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
as amended,
amended, is
further
is further
Act, as
Reserve Act,
Section 16
(b)
amended in
following respects:
respects:
the following
in the
amended
read
(1) The
third sentence
sentence of
of the
the first
paragraph is
is amended
amended to read
first paragraph
The third
(1)
at
as follows:
follows: "
They shall
in lawful
on demand at
money on
lawful money
redeemed m
be redeemed
shall be
"They
as
the Treasury
Treasury Department
the United
WashStates in the city of WashUnited States,
of the
Department of
the
bank.
Reserve bank."
ington, District
or at
Federal Reserve
any Federal
at any
Columbia, or
of Columbia,
District of
ington,

Gold
Act of
Cold Reserve Act
1934.
Post, p. 10o.
1000.

86637*--34----22
22
86637°-34

Reserve

of

'poi,,p.

andl bul-

Gold coin
coin and bullion.
Title of Federal
Federal Re'lritle

(,old

et'., 't-'
epurvenards.

e
e
fine1
1
13
ti'led ,S
e
t
t
a
c
tc:a ‘
.. estPayments.
Credits established.

'resnentsi.

Vol. 40,p. 238; U.S.C.,
p. 287.

Vol.40,p.23; r.S.C,

p 287

payable in
payable
Balances
gor
dc
al a
Ltificates.

in

gold certficates
Custodyanddelivery.

custodyaddelivery

Federal Reserve
Reserve
Federal
notesp 265; U. S.
Vol. 38, p.
C. p. 284; Post, p. 393.
Redemption in lawful
ful money.

not.

3,

2e5; . s.

c.p. 2; P p. -s,
money.
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Application
for notes;
notes;
Application for
collateral required.
Post, p. 398.
398.
.
Poastr
Vol. 38,
38, p. 263; U.S.
U.S.
Vol.
C., p. 234.

p. 263;

Reserves against ded-

posits and circulating

notes.

Vol. 40, p. 236; U.S.
S

C., p.
p 285. 2
cl.,

(2) So much
the third
third sentence
of the
the second
second paragraph
paragraph as
as
sentence of
much of the
(2)
" The collateral
precedes the
the proviso
proviso is amended
collateral
amended to read as follows: "
precedes
security
thus offered
offered shall
shall be
drafts, bills
exchange, or
or
of exchange,
bills of
notes, drafts,
be notes,
security thus
acquired under the provisions of section 13 of this Act,
acceptances acquired
acceptances
or
of exchange
by a
member bank
Federal
of any Federal
bank of
a member
endorsed by
exchange endorsed
bills of
or bills
Reserve
district and
and purchased
purchased under
under the
of
provisions of section 14 of
the provisions
Reserve district
this
Act, or
bankers' acceptances
under the provisions
purchased under
acceptances purchased
or bankers'
this Act,
of said
section 14,
or gold
gold certificates:".
certificates: ".
section
14, or
of
saidThe(3) The
(3)
first
of the
is amended
amended to
to read
read
paragraph is
third paragraph
the third
sentence of
first sentence
as follows:
Every Federal Reserve bank shall maintain reserves
reserves in
" Every
as
follows: "

lawful money
or lawful
certificates or
money of not less than 35 per
per centum
. gold
gold certificates

". ;

against
its deposits
deposits and
and reserves
reserves m
gold certificates
certificates of not less
less than
in gold
against its
40 per
centum
against
its
Federal
Reserve
notes
in actual
actual circulacirculanotes in
its
Federal
Reserve
per
centum
against
40
Proviso.
tion: Provided, however, That when the
agent
the Federal Reserve agent
Gold certificates
certificatesheld
held tion: Provided, however, That when
as collateral
collateral included
included holds gold certificates
as
Federal
Reserve
certificates
as
collateral
for
Federal
Reserve
notes
issued
in.
m
to the
bank such
such gold
certificates shall
counted as part of the
shall be counted
gold certificates
to
the bank
i.
reserve which
which such bank
Federal
to maintain
maintain against its Federal
required to
bank is required
reserve
actual circulation."
notes in actual
Reserve
Redemption of notes
(4)
The fifth
fifth and
and sixth
sentences of the
paragraph are
the third
third paragraph
sixth sentences
(4) The
atthe
at
the Tresr.
Treasury. noes
Reimbursement by
by amended
to read as follows: "Notes
amended to
"Notes presented for redemption
redemption at
at
ietbursement
issuing bank.

u.s. the Treasury of the United
United States shall be paid out of the redemp-

o. 4, p.

Vol. 40, p. 23;
236; U.S.

C., p. 285.
C-.,p

returned to the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks through which
which
tion fund and returned
they were
were originally
originally issued,
issued, and
and thereupon such Federal Reserve
they
bank shall,
shall, upon
upon demand
demand of
of the
Secretary of
reimburse
the Treasury,
Treasury, reimburse
of the
the Secretary
bank
redemption fund in lawful
lawful money or, if such Federal
Federal Reserve
such redemption
notes have been redeemed
redeemed by the Treasurer
Treasurer in gold certificates,
certificates, then
such funds shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the extent deemed necessary by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in gold certificates, and such Federal
Federal
Maintenance of gold
gold Reserve
Maintenance
Reserve bank shall, so long as any of its Federal Reserve notes
certificate
reserve for
certificate reserve
remain outstanding,
maintain with the
certificates
in gold certificates
the Treasurer
Treasurer in
outstanding, maintain
remain
redemptions.
redemptions.
an amount
amount sufficient
judgment of the Secretary
sufficient in the judgment
Secretary to provide
Disposition of notes for all redemptions to be made by the Treasurer.
Disposition
Treasurer. Federal Reserve
otherwisethan
than
received otherwise
redemption.
for redemption.

v.s.

i.0,

Vol. 40, p. W;
237; U.S.
C., p. 286.

..

Gold eertifeates

Gold certificates deposited in
l Treasury for
a
roedmption
redemption
of issued
notes.
notes.

' Str

notes received
by the
the Treasurer
Treasurer otherwise
than for
for redemption
may
redemption may
otherwise than
notes
received by

certificates out of the redemption
redemption fund herebe exchanged
exchanged for
for gold
gold certificates
inafter
provided and returned
which
inafter provided
returned to the Reserve
Reserve bank
bank through which
originally issued, or they may be returned to such bank
they were originally
for
States."
for the credit of the United States.'

(5)
(5) The fourth, fifth, and sixth paragraphs
paragraphs are amended
amended to read
as follows:
follows:
Reserve Board shall
" The Federal
"
Federal Reserve
shall require
require each Federal
Federal Reserve
bank
to maintain
maintain on
on deposit
deposit in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United States
States
bank to

aasum in gold
Secretary
gold certificates
certificates sufficient in the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
Treasury for the
the redemption
redemption of
of the Federal
Federal Reserve notes
notes
offthe Treasury
issued to such bank, but in no event less than 55per centum of the
total amount of notes issued less the amount
certificates held
amount of gold certificates
Federal Reserve
Reserve agent
collateral security;
by the Federal
agent as collateral
security; but
but such deposit
deposit
certificates shall be counted and included
of gold certificates
included as part of the 40
Reserve
Board per
reserve hereinbefore
centumn reserve
per centum
hereinbefore required. The Board shall
shall have
have the
th e
Soard
Raeserve respecting
authority
to grant in whole
Reserve agent,
through the
respeing riht,
uoteisuty
note
issues.
issues,
tht Federal
right, acting
acting through
the
Federal Reserve
agent, to grant in whole
or in part, or to reject
reject entirely
entirely the application
application of any Federal
Federal
Reserve bank
Reserve notes;
bank for Federal
Federal Reserve
notes •but to the extent
extent that such
su
ch
application may be granted
granted the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board shall,
Reserve Board
through its local Federal
Reserve agent, supply Federal Reserve
Federal Reserve
Reserve
notes to the banks so applying, and such bank shall be charged with
Interest rate.
Interestrate.
the amount
amount of the notes issued to it
it and shall pay such rate of
of
interest as may be established
established by the Federal
Reserve Board on only
Federal Reserve
that amount of such notes which equals the
amount of its
the total amount
Minimum
amount,
Minimum amount.

outstanding
outstanding Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes less the amount of gold cercertificates held by the Federal Reserve
Reserve agent as collateral security.
security.
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Federal
issued to
to any
bank shall,
shall, upon
delivery,
upon delivery,
such bank
any such
notes issued
Reserve notes
Federal Reserve
created.
Liencreated.
together with
notes of
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank as may be Lien
such Federal
of such
such notes
with such
together
States
United
of
issued
under
section
18
of
this
security
United
security
upon
Act
this
issued under section 18 of
Government bonds,
become aa first and
and paramount
paramount
bonds, become
centum Government
per eentum
22 per
lien on
the assets of such
such bank.
all the
on all
lien
Reduction
of dliliabRedtutsonof
"Any
bank may
may at
at any
any time
reduce its liability bility
time reduce
Reserve bank
for outstanding
Federal Reserve
"Any Federal
notes by
by depositing
depositing
for
outstanding
Federal
Reserve
notes
by
depositing
with
the
Fednotes
for outstanding Federal Reserve notes by depositing with the Fed- gold
certificates, etc.
etc
eral Reserve
Reserve notes
gold certificates,
certificates, or gold ertates
notes, gold
Federal Reserve
its Federal
agent its
Reserve agent
eral
Reissue of
of deposited
deposited
Reissue
lawful money
money of
United States.
States. Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes so depos- notes
the United
of the
lawful
denied.
denied
ited
not be
reissued, except
upon compliance
compliance with
with the
the conexcept upon
be reissued,
shall not
ited shall
ditions
an original
original issue.
of an
ditions of
Use
of depsit
deposit as
as
Use of
shall hold such
"
The Federal
Federal Reserve
such gold certificates
certificates or collateral
agent shall
Reserve agent
"The
redempfor redempcollateral for
tion.
lawful money
money available
exchange for
for the outstanding
for exchange
exclusively for
available exclusively
lawful
Federal
Reserve notes
when offered
offered by
Reserve bank of which
which he
by the Reserve
notes when
Federal Reserve
Treasury
the
of
is
a
director.
Upon
the
request
the
Secretary
Treasury
Secretary
the
of
request
is a director. Upon the
the
Board shall
shall require
require the
the Federal
Reserve agent
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Federal Reserve
the Federal
to
transmit
to
the
Treasurer
of
the
United
States
much of the
much
so
States
to transmit to the Treasurer of the United
gold
certificates
held
by
him
as
collateral
security
Federal
Reserve
for
security
collateral
as
him
by
held
gold certificates
notes as
as may
for the
exclusive purpose
redemption
purpose of the redemption
the exclusive
required for
be required
may be
notes
Deposited gold cert
Depositedgoldcertifi
certificates when cates
such gold certificates
of such
Reserve notes,
notes, but
but such
as security.
Federal Reserve
such Federal
of
deposited
with the
the Treasurer
Treasurer shall
shall be
be counted
considered as if
if
and considered
counted and
deposited with
collateral security
deposit with
with the
Federal Reserve
Reserve agent."
agent."
the Federal
on deposit
security on
collateral
Vol. 40, p. 238; U.S.
(6)
The
eighth
paragraph
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
.
amended
C. p.
s, amended.
: 285,
c.vl
follows:
as
read
to
amended
is
paragraph
eighth
The
(6)
Custody of Reserve
Reserve
"All
Reserve notes
gold certificates
and lawful
lawful nnotes
Custody
certificates and
all gold
and of collateral
collateral
and all
notes and
oe teand
Federal Reserve
"All Federal
with Reserve
Reserve
sited with
money issued
to or
deposited with
any Federal
under deposited
agent under
Reserve agent
Federal Reserve
with any
or deposited
issued to
money
agent.
the
provisions
of
the
Federal
Reserve
Act
shall
hereafter
be
held
agent.
held
be
the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act shall hereafter
for
under such
Federal
the Federal
as the
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
such rules
agent, under
such agent,
for such
Reserve Board
Board may
prescribe, in
joint custody
of himself
and
himself and
custody of
the joint
in the
safe
may prescribe,
Reserve
the Federal
Reserve bank
to which
which he
is accredited.
Such agent
agent keirjity
for safeLiablit
accredited. Such
he is
bank to
Federal Reserve
the
and such
Federal Reserve
liable for
safefor the safejointly liable
be jointly
shall be
bank shall
Reserve bank
such Federal
and
keeping of
Reserve notes,
gold certificates,
certificates, and lawful
lawful Deposits of gold cernotes, gold
Federal Reserve
such Federal
of such
keeping
ceof gold
Deposits
money. Nothing
Nothing herein
contained, however, shall be construed to tificates
herein contained,
Reserve
with
money.
with
Reserve
tificates
Board, etc., permitted.
prohibit a
agent from
depositing gold
gold certificates
certificates Board, etc., permitted.
from depositing
Reserve agent
Federal Reserve
a Federal
prohibit
with
the Federal
Federal Reserve
be held
held by
by such
Board subject
subject
such Board
to be
Board, to
Reserve Board,
with the
to
his
order,
or
with
the
Treasurer
of
the
United
States
the
for
States
United
the
of
Treasurer
the
with
or
to his order,
purposes
by law."
law."
U.S.
S; U.s.
Vol. 40,
40, p. 238;
authorized by
purposes authorized
C., p. 287.
(7) The sixteenth paragraph is
amended to
as follows:
follows:
old a7.
p 28
c.
read as
to read
Deposits
of gold
and
paragraph is amended
sixteenth
The
(7)
of gold with
d and
"
The Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury is
hereby authoriz
authorized
and directed
directed gold
gold ,bpos
certificates
with
is hereby
the Treasury
of the
"The
certificates
U.S. Treasurer by Reto receive deposits of
gold or
or of
gold certificates
certificates with
the Treasurer
Treasurer u.s.
by Re
with the
serve Trsurer
bank or agent.
of gold
receive deposits of gold
to
or any
any Assistant
of the
United States
States when
tendered by
by serve bank or agent.
when tendered
the United
Treasurer of
Assistant Treasurer
or
any
Federal Reserve
or Federal
agent for
for credit
credit to
Reserve agent
Federal Reserve
bank or
Reserve bank
any Federal
its
his account
the Federal
Federal Reserve
The Secretary
Secretary
Board. The
Reserve Board.
with the
account with
or his
its or
shall
by regulation
rm of
pt to be issued by the Reeipt.
Receipt.
receipt
of recei
form
the fo
regulation the
prescribe by
shall prescribe
Treasurer or
Assistant
Treasurer
to
the
Federal
Reserve
bank
or
or
bank
Reserve
Federal
the
to
Treasurer
Treasurer or Assistant
Federal Reserve
Reserve agent
the deposit,
deposit, and
and a
a duplicate
duplicate of such
making the
agent making
Federal
receipt
shall
be
delivered
to
the
Federal
Reserve
Board by the
Reserve
Federal
the
to
delivered
be
receipt shall
in
Assistant
any
from
advices
proper
upon
at
Treasurer
Treasurer that
at Washington
Washington
such depositupon
has been
proper
made.
advices
Dep
from
osits any
so made
Assistant
shall certica^tes.
c
erttigtt.".n
shall
made
so
Deposits
made.
been
has
deposit
such
Treasurer that
p

be held
held subject
to the
orders of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board and
and shall
shall
Reserve Board
the orders
subject to
be
be payable in
in gold
certificates
on
the
order
of
the
Federal
Reserve
Reserve
Federal
the
of
order
the
on
gold certificates
be payable
Board
Federal Reserve
bank or
Federal Reserve
agent at the
Reserve agent
or Federal
Reserve bank
any Federal
to any
Board to
Treasury
or
at
the
Subtreasury
of
the
United
States
nearest
the place
the
nearest
States
United
the
of
Treasury or at the Subtreasury
of business
of
such
Federal
Reserve
bank
or
such
Federal
Reserve
Reserve
Federal
such
or
bank
Reserve
Federal
such
of
business
of
agent. The order used by the Federal Reserve
Board
in
making
making
in
agent. The order used by the Federal ReserveorBoard
such payments shall be signed by the governor or
vice
governor, or
or
governor,
vice
governor
the
by
signed
shall be
payments
such
such other
other officers
officers or
members
as
the
Board
may
by
regulation
preregulation
by
may
or members as the Board
such
scribe. The
The form
form of
shall be
th Secretary
Secretary
by the
approved by
be approved
order shall
such order
of such
scribe.
of the
the Treasury."
Treasury."
of

t
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d
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(8) The
The eighteenth
eighteenth paragraph
paragraph is
amended to
to read
follows:
(8)
is amended
read as
as follows:
Deposits made under
under this section standing to the credit of any
any
Federal Reserve bank with the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board shall,
shall, at the
the
counted as
part of
of the
lawful reserve
which
option of
of said bank, be
be counted
as part
the lawful
reserve which
maintain against
against outstanding
outstanding Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve
it is required to
to maintain
notes, or as a
to maintain
maintain against
a part of the reserve
reserve it
it is required to
against
deposits."
deposits."
SEC.
shall, by
S
EC. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury shall,
by regulations
regulations issued
issued
hereunder,
hereunder, with the approval of the President, prescribe
prescribe the condicondi"

tions under
under which
gold may
acquired and
held, transported,
transported,
tions
which gold
may be
be acquired
and held,

melted or treated, imported, exported, or
earmarked: (a)
indusor earmarked:
(a) for
for industrial, professional, and artistic use
banks
use;•(b)
(b) by
by the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
for the purpose of settling international
international balances; and, (c)
(c) for such
such
other purposes as in his judgment are not inconsistent with
with the purposes of this Act. Gold in any form may be acquired, transported,
melted or treated, imported, exported, or earmarked or held in
in cuscustody for foreign or domestic account (except
(except on behalf of the United
United
States) only to the extent
extent permitted by,
to the
the condicondiby, and subject
subject to
Places beyond contiPlaceslimits.
beyond conti- tions prescribed
nental
prescribed in, or
or pursuant
pursuant to,
Such regularegulato, such regulations.
regulations. Such
tions may exempt from the provisions of this section, in whole or in
in
part,
gold situated
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands or
or other
other places
places beyond
in the
beyond
part, gold
situated in
the limits of
the continental
States.
of the
continental United
United States.
Forfeiture of gold il-

legally
withheld, etc.
legallyeithhefld
elc.

SEC. 4.
4. Any
withheld, acquired,
acquired, transported,
transported, melted
melted or
SEC.
Any gold
gold withheld,
or

treated, imported, exported, or earmarked
earmarked or held in custody, in
violation of this Act or of any regulations issued hereunder,
hereunder, or
or
licenses issued pursuant
pursuant thereto,
thereto, shall be forfeited to
to the United
States, and may be seized and condemned
condemned by
proceedings as
as
by like
like proceedings
those provided by law for the forfeiture, seizure, and
condemnation
and condemnation
Penalty.
of property imported into the United States contrary to law; and in
Penalty,
addition any person failing to comply with the provisions of this
Act or of any such regulations
regulations or licenses, shall be subject to a
a penalty
penalty
equal to twice the value of the gold in respect of which such failure
occurred.
No gold hereafter to
SEC.
hereafter be coined, and no
no gold coin
SEC. 5.
5. No gold shall hereafter
coin shall
shall
be coined.
coined.
Vol.
31, p.
4;v.s..,
yam
p 45*
II s c hereafter
hereafter be paid out or delivered
delivered by
the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided,
by the
p. 895.
Proviso.
however
That coinage
coinage may
continue to
t
o b
t
ed by
by the
th
e mints
m i
nts
Pr.io..
howeverf That
may continue
bee execu
executed
onage for
foreign o
offthe
States for
for foreign countries
accordance with the
Coinage
for foreign
however
the United
, States
countries in accordance
countries.
367). All gold coin
January 29, 1874 (U.S.C,
(U.S.C., title 31, sec. 367).
coin
..
Act of January
ct.s...p.

cointformed
Into bgs 1 of the United States shall be withdrawn
andy
oo
l
g:Vm
r
a
e
w
atabr2.
withdrawn from circulation,
circulation, and,
together
together with all other gold owned by the United States, shall
shall be
be
formed into bars of such weights and degrees of fineness as the
the
Secretary of the Treasury may direct.
Secretary
United
curUntted States
States curSEC.
SEC. 6. Except to the extent permitted
permitted in regulations which may
rency not
deemable
rin gold. t ngold. be issued hereunder by the Secretary
in
the
Secretary of the Treasury with the
approval of the President, no currency
the
United
States shall
shall
currency of
of
the
United
States
Provisos.
be redeemed
in gold:
gold: P'ovided,
Provided, however,
gold certificates
certificates owned
owned
tvisgod
es
redeemed in
r be
hoever, That
That gold
Exception,
gold certificates
by Re- by
tiias owned
oned by
in
by the Federal Beserve
Reserve banks shall be redeemed
redeemed at such times and in
serve
banks.
serve banks.
such amounts
such
amounts as,
as, in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury,
necessary to
to maintain
purchasing power
every kind
kind
e to
t be main- are
are necessary
maintain the
the equal
equal purchasing
power of
of every
Reserves
of
the United
United Staes:
States: And
And provided
That the
the
tained.
taindestobemai.
of currency
currency of
of the
provided further
further,, That
reserve for United States no
notes
andd for
notes of 1890, and
t
es an
for Treasury
Treasury notes
the security
security for
for gold
gold certificat
es (including
(i nc l
udi ng th
the
certificates
thee gold
gold certificates
certificates held
held
In gold bullio
in the Treasury for credits payable therein) shall be maintained
in gold bullion equal to the dollar amounts required by law, and
In gold certificates.
the reserve for Federal Reser ve no t
es shall b
e mai
ntained in gold
certificates maintained with
certificates,
certificates, or in credits payable in gold certificates
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States under section 16 of the Federal
Reserve
heretofore and by this Act amended.
Reserve Act, as heretofore
amended.
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Redemptions in gold

ingold
bear- to Redemptions
. No
redemptions in
in gold
gold shall be made except in gold bullion bearin bullion only.
be in
No redemptions
Amount.
amount
ingthe
stamp of aa United States mint or assay office in an
ing the stamp
surrendered
equivalent at
at the
time of redemption
redemption to the currency
currency surrendered
the time
equivalent
for
such
purpose.
for such
Increase
in vue
value oof
Incre e in
at gold
S
EC. 7.
In the
the event
that the
weight of the gold dollar shall at
the weight
event that
due to weight
7. In
SEC.
reduction
of
gold
dollar
ofgold dollar
any time
be reduced,
increase in value of the gold held reduction
resulting increase
the resulting
reduced, the
time be
any
covered into Treasury.
Treaury.
cveedinto
gold
for
Post, p. 1730.
by
United States
States (including
(including the
gold held as security
the gold
the United
by the
certificates
and as
a reserve for any United States notes and for
as a
certificates and
bu
Treasury
notes of
of 1890) shall
Treasury as aamisshall be covered into the Treasury
Treasury notes
Gold bullion transdecompbuonte
"o
fe
gold
the
of
the
the
in
cellaneous
receipt;
and,
event
that
weight
of
the
gold
fers to compensate decellaneous receipt; and,
preciation.
preciation.
value
decrease
the
dollar
shall
at
any
be
increased,
resulting
decrease
in
increased,
be
time
any
at
shall
dollar
of the
the gold
held as
as a
for any United States notes and for
reserve for
a reserve
gold held
of
certificates shall be
Treasury
notes
of
and
security for gold certificates
security
as
and
1890,
of
notes
Treasury
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
compensated by
by transfers
transfers of gold bullion
bullion from the general fund, and Post,
compensated
p. 1060.
060
Po,
there
is
hereby
appropriated
an
amount
sufficient
to
provide
for
such
sufficient
amount
an
there is hereby appropriated
transfers and
to cover
general
decrease in value of the gold in the general
the decrease
cover the
and to
transfers
fund.
R.S. se.
sec. 3700,
731;
p. 731;
370, p.
R..
31, U.S.C.,
S
EC. 8.
8. Section
the Revised
(U.S.C., title 31,
Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
of the
3700 of
1024, amendamendp. 1024,
Section 3700
U.S.C., p.
SEC.
ed.
ed.
sec.
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
734) is
sec. 734)
Gold purchases
purchases auauGold
of the President, the Secretary
EC. 3700.
3700. With
the approval
Secretary of
of thorized.
approval of
With the
SEC.
;S
hed
abroad,
or
home
the Treasury
purchase gold
gold in
in any
abroad,
any amounts, at
may purchase
Treasury may
the
with
direct obligations,
coin, or
currency of the United
United States,
or currency
obligations, coin,
any direct
with any
authorized
by law,
or with
with any funds in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
law, or
authorized by
Rates,
terms, condicondiRates, tems,
and conditions
appropriated,
at
such
rates
and
upon
such
terms
conditions as
as tions.
and
appropriated, at such rates
he may
deem most
most advantageous
advantageous to the
the public interest; any provision
may deem
he
of law
law relating
relating to
to the
the maintenance
maintenance of
parity, or limiting the purposes
of parity,
of
for
which
any
of
such
obligations
'
or currency, may be issued,
coin,
obligations,
for which any of such
or
any such
such obligations
offered as a
a popular loan or
be offered
to be
obligations to
requiring any
or requiring
at not less than Added to general
issued
or
on
a
competitive
basis,
or
to
be
offered
on a competitive basis, or
udded to general
shall fund.
par, to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. All gold so purchased
purchased shall
contrary notwithstanding.
par,
Treasury."
the
of
fund
be
included as
as an asset of the general
be included
R.S., see. 3600, p.
p.
p.i4.1024.
SEc. 9.
9. Section
Section 3699
of the
the Revised
31, sec. 7,;
731; .s.C
Statutes (U.S.C., title 31,
Revised Statutes
3699 of
SEC.
733) is
is amended
amended to
to read
follows:
read as follows:
733)
Anticipating interest
Anticip^ting
SEC. 3699.
3699. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury may
may anticipate
anticipate the payment
on ierhst
public
the Treasury
of the
"SEC.
debt.
dent.
exceeding
not
payment
on the
the public
exceeding
a period
by a
debt, by
public debt,
interest on
of interest
payment of
a rebate of inter- Sale of gold In public
one
year, from
either with or without a
time, either
to time,
time to
from time
one year.
1 I ll lic
Interest.
est
upon
the
coupons,
as
to
him
may
seem
expedient;
and he may Intalet.gol
may
him
to
as
coupons,
est upon the
sell
in any
amounts, at
at home
or abroad,
abroad, in such manner and
home or
any amounts,
gold in
sell gold
deem
at
such
rates
and
upon
such
terms
conditions as he may deem
and
terms
such
upon
at such rates and
most advantageous
to the
the public
public interest,
the proceeds
gold
any gold
of any
proceeds of
and the
interest, and
most advantageous to
so sold
sold shall
be covered
into the
general fund
fund of
Treasury: Previa°.
the Treasury:
of the
the general
covered into
shall be
so
ieo.
the Per
sell the
may
Parity maintenance.
Provided,
however, That
Secretary of the Treasury m
ay sell
That the Secretary
Provided, houwever,
security
as
reserve
gold
which
is
required
to
be
maintained
a
reserve
or
security
a
as
maintained
rold which is required to be
for currency
currency issued
issued by
the United
United States,
States, only to the extent necessary
by the
?or
to maintain
maintain such
such currency
currency at
at a
aparity
parity with
the gold
gold dollar."
with the
Stabilisation fund esto
fude
Stabilisatioe
SEc.
10.
(a)
For
the
purpose
of
stabilizing
the
exchange
purposes.
value of tablished;
exchange value
the
stabilizing
of
purpose
SEC. 10. (a) For the
the
dollar, the
the Treasury, with the approval of the
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
the dollar,
President, directly
directly or
designate, is
agencies as he may designate,
such agencies
through such
or through
President,
section,
authorized, for
the
account of
the fund
fund established
established in this section,
the
of
account
the
for
authorized,gold and foreign exchange and such other instruments
to deal in
of Annual audit; report
instruments
other
such
and
to deal in gold and foreign exchange
ul andit; report
credit
and securities
as he
may deem
deem necessary
the purpur- toto President.
out the
carry out
to carry
necessary to
he may
securities as
credit and
and
made
pose
of
this
section.
An
annual
audit
of
such
fund
be
shall
such
of
audit
pose of this section. An annual
a
report thereof
thereof submitted
submitted to the
the President.
Appropriation
for
a report
of fund.
(b)
enable the
to carry
carry out
the proApppriaitIonfdO
pro- maintenance
out the
Treasury to
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
(b) To
visions of
of this
section there
there is
is hereby
appropriated, out of the
hereby appropriated,
this section
visions
receipts which
which are
are directed
covered into
under
into the Treasury under
be covered
to be
directed to
receipts
section 7
7hereof,
hereof, the
the sum
sum of
$2,000,000,000, which
which sum when available
of $2,000,000,000,
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shall be deposited with the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States in
in aa stastabilization fund
called the
under the
of rreasury; bilization
fund (hereinafter
(hereinafter called
the "
" fund
fund ")
") under
the exclusive
exclusive
fuiality off decisions.
control
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, with
the approval
the
finality
decisions
control of
with the
approval of
of the

Fund to be under
exclusive
control
control of
Secretary of Treasury;
Secretry

President, whose
whose decisions
decisions shall
be final
final and
and not
be subject
to review
President,
shall be
not be
subject to
review
United States. The fund shall be available
by any other officer of the United
expenditure, under the
direction of
Secretary of
Treasury
for expenditure,
the direction
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
and in
in his discretion, for
for any purpose in
in connection with
with carrying
carrying
of this
this section,
section, including
investment and
and reinout the
the provisions
provisions of
including the
the investment
reinvestment in
United States
any portions
vestment
in direct obligations of the
the United
States of
of any
portions
the Treasury,
with the
the approval
approval
of the
the fund
fund which the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, with
of the
the President,
may from
from time
time to
to time
are not
not currently
currently
of
President, may
time determine
determine are
Proceeds of
sales, etc.
etc. required
required for
for stabilizing
stabilizing the
exchange value
value of
the dollar.
dollar. The
proThe proof the
the exchange
of sales,
eProeeds
hereunder.
ceeds of all sales and investments
interest accruinvestments and all
all earnings
earnings and interest
accruing under the operations
section shall
into the
the fund
operations of this section
shall be
be paid
paid into
fund
available for
purposes of
and shall be available
for the
the purposes
of the
the fund.
fund.
Availability
fund.
Availability of fund,

Lunation of powers
Durtion
conferred,

Rules thandreguaand regulatiules
tions authorized.

Fixing weight
Fixing
weight of the
gold
gold dollar, etc.
Ante,p.p. 53.
Ave,
3.

not

ceduction,
Reduction, not exaxceeding authorize
60% of present
ceading
d,

weight, authorized.
izper en

fined;duratio'ne de

Executive
powers detined;
duration,

At

P*

A*, P. 53,

at

Coinage of silver at
fixed ratio.
ueof silver certifiIssue
eates,
cates.

ertifi-

Ante, p. 117
53.
Post, p,

Pst,.

Sier
Silver

certifictes
certificates

against
against any
any saiver
silver rereserve in the Treasury.

(c)
All the
the powers
conferred by
by this
this section
section shall
shall expire
expire two
two years
years
powers conferred
(c) All
after the
date of
of enactment
enactment of
this Act,
Act, unless
President shall
shall
after
the date
of this
unless the
the President

sooner declare
declare the existing emergency
emergency ended and the operation of the
the
stabilization
terminated; but the President may extend such
stabilization fund terminated;
period for not more than one additional
additional year after such date
date by procproclamation
recognizing the continuance
continuance of
emergency.
lamation recognizing
of such
such emergency.
SEC. 11.
The Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized to
to
is hereby
hereby authorized
of the
SEC.
11. The
Secretary of
issue, with the approval of the President,
President, such rules and
and regulations
regulations
out the
as the Secretary may deem necessary
necessary or
or proper to
to carry
carry out
the
purposes
purposes of this Act.
SEC.
SEC.1.2.
Paragraph (b)
(2), of
section 43,
43, title
of the
12. Paragraph
(b) (2),
of section
title III,
III, of
the Act
Act
approved. May
12, 1933
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 10,
10, Seventy-third
Conapproved
May 12,
1933 (Public,
Seventy-third Congress), is amended by adding two new sentences
sentences at the
the end
end thereof,
reading
reading as follows:
follows:
"Nor
"
Nor shall
of the
be fixed
i
n any
any event
even ta
shall the
the weight
weight of
the gold
gold dollar
dollar be
fixed in
att
centum of
of its
present weight.
weight. The
powers of
of the
the
more than 60 per centum
its present
The powers
President specified
in this
paragraph shall
be separate,
President
specified in
this paragraph
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
separate,
distinct, and continuing powers, and may be exercised by him, from
from
time to time, severally
severally or together, whenever
whenever and as the expressed
expressed
objects of this section in his judgment may require;
require; except
such
except that such
enactment of the
powers shall expire two years after the date of enactment
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act of 1934 unless the President
President shall
shall sooner declare
the existing
existing emergency
emergency ended, but the President may extend such
such
period for not more than one additional year after such date by proclamation
recognizing the
such emergency,"'
emergen cy
of such
the continuance
continuance of
la.mlation recognizing
Paragraph
subsection (b)
(b) of
of section
43, title
title III,
of an
an
Paragraph (2)
(2) of
of subsection
section 43,
III, of
Act entitled "An Act to relieve the existing national economic emergency by increasing
increasing agricultural purehasing
purchasing power, to raise revenue
revenue
for extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
expenses incurred by reason of such emergency,
emergency, to
provide emergency relief with respect to agricultural indebtedness.
indebtedness,
to provide for the orderly liquidation of joint-stock land banks, and
and
for other _purposes
purposes ",, approved May 12, 1933, is amended by adding
adding
at the
said para
g raph (2)
(2) the
g:
at
the end
end of
of said
paragraph
the followin
following:
h ee Pres ident
"T
Th
in addition
to the
authority to
to provide
provide for
the
President,, in
addition to
the authority
for the
unlimited coinage
of silver
th e ra
tio so
fi xe d, under
unlimited
coinage of
silver a
attthe
ratio
so fixed,
unde such
such terms
terms
and conditions
conditions as
as he
he may
prescrib e,i
further authorized
to cause
cause
and
may prescribe,
iss further
authorized to
to be issued and delivered to the tenderer of silver for coinage, silver
certificates
certificates in lieu of the standard silver dollars to which the tenderer would
would be
be entitled
entitled and in an amount in dollars equal to the
number of coined standard silver dollars that the tenderer
tenderer of such
such
silver for
coinage would
receive in
in standard
standard silver
silver dollars.
dollars.
silver
for coinage
would receive
"The
The President is further authorized to issue silver certificates
iin
n such denominations
may
denominations as he ma
Y prescribe against any silver
bullion, silver, or standard silver dollars in the Treasury not then
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held for
redemption of any outstanding
outstanding silver certificates, and to
for redemption
held
coin standard
silver dollars
dollars or
currency for the redempredempsubsidiary currency
or subsidiary
standard silver
coin
tion of such silver certificates.
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"The President
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
charges
,etcniorgecharges,
dif- „cSeigrage
prescribe difto prescribe
authorized, in
is authorized,
President is
"The
ferent
terms
and
conditions
and
to
make
different
charges,
or
to
charges,
make
to
and
ferent terms and conditions
collect
different seigniorage,
seigniorage, for
for the
the coinage
coinage of silver of foreign
foreign
collect different
production
coinage of
produced in the United
silver produced
of silver
the coinage
for the
than for
production than
States
its dependencies.
dependencies. The
The silver
herein referred
referred to
Legal tender,
tender, circu
ciru
to Lgal
certificates herein
silver certificates
or its
States or
,
shall
be issued,
delivered, and
and circulated
substantially in
in conformity
conformity etclation privilege
circulated substantially
issued, delivered,
shall be
with the
the law
except as
governing existing silver certificates, except
now governing
law now
with
may herein
the contrary, and shall have
provided to the
expressly provided
be expressly
herein be
may
characteristics
and possess
all of
privileges and the legal tender characteristics
the privileges
of the
possess all
and
Treasury of the United
of
existing silver certificates
United
certificates now in the Treasury
of existing
States,
or i
n circulation.
circulation.
in
States, or
"
The President
President is
is authorized,
other powers,
of silver
dolsilver dotWeight of
to Weight
powers, to
to other
addition to
in addition
authorized, in
"The
ar may be redu
reduce
the weight
the standard
silver dollar
dollar in
he
percentage reduced.
same percentage
the same
in the
standard silver
of the
weight of
reduce the
reduces the weight of the gold dollar.
he reduces
that he
coins.
Subsidiary wins.
"The President
President is
is further
weight Subsidiary
reduce and fix the weight
authorized to reduce
further authorized
"The
of
subsidiary
coins
so
as
to
maintain
such
coins
with
of
parity
the
maintain
to
as
so
coins
of subsidiary
the standard
dollar and with the gold dollar."
silver dollar
standard silver
the
SEc.
13. All
actions, regulations,
regulations, rules,
rules, orders,
Execip
Designated Execuproclamations Designated
and proclamations
orders, and
All actions,
SEC. 13.
by the
the President
heretofore
or issued
issued by
President tiVe
tive
proclamamade or
promulgated, made
taken, promulgated,
heretofore taken,
tions,orders,
etc., approved.
approved.
etc.,
tions,
of
the United
United States
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
under the
the Ante,
51, 53.
pp. 1,i 51,53.
Ante, pp.
Treasury, under
the Treasury,
or the
States or
of the
Act
9, 1933,
under section
43 or
or section
section 45
III
title III
of title
45 of
section 43
or under
1933, or
of March
March 9,
Act of
of the
of May
May 12,
1933, are
hereby approved,
and
approved, ratified, and
are hereby
12, 1933,
Act of
the Act
of
confirmed.
confirmed.
S
EC. 14.
14. (a)
Second Liberty
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is further
further Act
Second Liberty Bond
teaomndLerntysBond
Bond Act,
Liberty Bond
The Second
(a) The
amendments.
SEc.
amended
as
follows:
Vol.
40, pp. VS,
02,
288, 502,
ol. 40
amended as follows:
p..
46;
1elt
(1) By
adding at
section 11 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 31,
31 ,sec.
Vol..4
46,
P. 1506.
p.1026;
Stipp.
752; 844;12s .S.C.,
sec. 752;
of section
the end
end of
at the
By adding
(1)
Supp.
VII, title
31, sec.
paragraph as
as follows:
VII,
p. 70.
770.
vlIp.
follows:
a new
new paragraph
752), a
sec. 752),
title 31,
Supp. VII,
"Notwithstanding the
of the
foregoing paragraph,
paragraph, the
Tlonds, other than
the
ln,,ls,
other
the public
issue,
permitted.
the foregoing
the provisions
provisions of
"Notwithstanding
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
deems
he deems
when he
time, when
to time,
time to
from time
may from
of the
Secretary
otherwise than as aa
it to
be in
in the
the public
public interest, offer
offer such bonds otherwise
to be
it
popular
loan and
he may
allotments in
or reject
reject or
or reduce
at.
asl
iand
Applications and
reduce Applications
in full,
full, or
make allotments
may make
and he
popular loan
allotments
upon
any
applications
whether
or
not
he
offering
was
lotments,
lotments.
was
offering
the
not
or
whether
applications
any
allotments upon
made as aapopular
popular loan.
loan.'
made
(2)
(2) By
section 8
8 (U.S.C.,
title 31,
after the
I
)(posit
of291;
proceeds.
By inserting in section
(U.S.C., title
31, see.
sec. 771),
771), after
the VoVol.
wes.lto
Ir(ets.
40, p.
U.S.C.,
:l!,.nmed.,lPr
a comma
comma and the words p.p.Treasury
words "certificates
"certificates of indebtedness
", a
1020,
amended.
indebtedness",
bills added.
added.
reury b
"Treasury
"
Treasury bills
bills ".
".
(3)
By
striking
out
the
figures
"
$7,500,000,000"
where
they
United
States
notes.
where they issue.nitedStates notes.
(3) By striking out the figures "$7,500,000,000"
appear
in
section
18
(U.S.C.,
title
31,
sec.
753)
and
inserting
in
lieu
Vol.
40,
1310;
1310;
p.
40,
il
in
lieu
inserting
appear in section 18 (U.S.C., title 31, sec. 753) and
1026.
thereof
the
figures
"
$10,000,000,000."
is.
U.S.C.,
.
thereof the figures " $10,000,000,000.".C.,
(4) By
thereto two
new sections,
sections, as
as follows:
follows:
two new
adding thereto
By adding
(4)
" SEC.
19. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
any other
other provisions
provisions of
of law,
law, any
obli- nObligton
Obligations may
herein
authorized
be
ayhbe
any obliSEc. 19.
gations authorized
authorized by
Act may
be issued
issued for
for the
purchase, used
to pay outstandused to
pay outstandthe purchase,
this Act
may be
gations
by this
redemption, or
or refunding,
refunding, at
or before
before maturity,
maturity, of
of any
any outstanding
jog Indebtedness, etc.
outstanding etc.ig
at or
redemption,
Treasury bills, of the
bonds,
certificates of indebtedness,
indebtedness, or Treasury
notes, certificates
bonds, notes
United States
or to
to obtain
obtain funds
funds for
or
redemption, or
purchase, redemption,
such purchase
for such
States, or
United
refunding,
under such
such rules,
arid conditions as
regulations, terms, and
rules, regulations,
refunding, under
the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Secretary
" SEC. 20.
20. The
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
may issue
Short-term non-internn--ntrShno
obliga- est-bearing
any obligaissue any
Secretary of
The Secretary
"SEC.
obligations,
tions
authorized by
this Act
Act and
and maturing
maturing not
more than
than one
one year
discount basis.
ondiscountbasis.
year on
not more
by this
tions authorized
from
the date
their issue
issue on
payable at
discount basis and payable
on aa discount
of their
date of
from the
maturity without
without interest.
on competitive
ompetitiv
sle. on
offered Sale.
be offered
also be
may also
obligations may
such obligations
Any such
interest. Any
maturity
such
upon
and
regulationss and upon suchbasis.
for
on a
acompetitive
competitive basis under
under such regulation
sale on
for sale
terms and
as the
Secretary of
the Treasury
may prescribe,
prescribe,
Treasury may
of the
the Secretary
conditions as
and conditions
terms
and the
decisions of
the Secretary
in respect
respect of
of any
issue shall
shall
any issue
Secretary in
of the
the decisions
and
be final."
final."
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(b) Section 6
Liberty Loan Act (U.S.C., title 31,
6 of the Victory Liberty
(b)
Supp. VII,
767-767a) is
striking
by striking
is amended
amended by
sees. 767-'67a)
31, secs.
title 31,
VII, title
sec. 767; Supp.
", together
together with
purposes ",
refunding purposes
out the words "for
"for refunding
with the
the preceding
precedin g
724,
(a).
comma,,at the end of the first sentence of subsection
uses "for
Uses
"for refunding comma
subsection (a).
purposes repealed.
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
(c)
Issue of
gold certill(C) The Secretary
authorized to issue gold
gold
ertinslold
Isrueof
cates authorized
authorized,
denominations as he may detercertificates
cates
certificates in such form and in such denominations
Cumulative sinking
sinking
cumulative

fuk
i
r
d
oi.

40, p.1311
vol.
131;;vol.
fUVd0,.
1427; Vol.
ol. 47,
42,
724.p. 1427;
47, P
p.

sec .
767;

"

mine, against
any gold
gold held
by the
of the
United States,
the United
Treasurer of
the Treasurer
held by
against any
mine,

except
the gold
gold fund
fund held
held as
reserve for
for any
notes
States notes
United States
any United
as aa reserve
except the
and Treasury
notes of
1890. The
The amount of gold certificates
certificates issued
of 1890.
Treasury notes
and
and outstanding
outstanding shall
shall at
at the
the legal
value, at
the value,
exceed the
time exceed
no time
at no
and
standard, of
certificates.
so held against gold certificates.
of the
the gold so
standard,
Definitions.
"United
S
EC. 15.
15. As
United States"
States" means
in this Act the term "
As used in
SEc.
Definitions.
the Government
Government of
United States;
term "the
"the continental
continental
the term
States; the
of the
the United
the
United States
States"
States of
United States,
District
the District
States the
of the
the United
the States
" means
means the
United
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
Territory of Alaska; the term ,currency
currency of
of
the Territory
and the
of
the
means currency
which is legal tender in the
currency which
States" means
United States"
the United
United
and includes
includes United
States notes,
Treasury notes
notes of
notes, Treasury
United States
States, and
United States,
1890, gold
gold certificates,
certificates, silver
silver certificates,
certificates, Federal Reserve notes, and
1890,
circulating
of Federal
Federal Reserve banks
banks and national banking
notes of
circulating notes
associations;
term "
means any
any individual,
individual, partner" person
person ""means
the term
and the
associations; and
Equivalents es be- ship, association or corporation, including the Federal Reserve
or corporation, including the Federal Reserve
adols orr crEtw dollars
tween
cur ship, association,
rency, and
gold; face
banks ' and Federal Reserve agents. Wherface Board, Federal Reserve banks,
and gold;
rency,
value, etc.
ever reference
made i
n this
this Act
Act to
to equivalents
dollars
between dollars
as between
equivalents as
in
is made
reference is
ever
value, et.
or
currency
of
the
United
States
and
gold,
one
dollar
or one
one dollar
dollar
or currency of the United States and gold, one dollar or
face
amount of
the United States equals such aa
of the
any currency of
of any
face amount
number
tenths fine,
as, at
time referred
referred to
to,
at the
the time
fine, as,
nine tenths
gold, nine
of gold,
grains of
of grains
number of
Revaluation
provi- are contained in the standard unit of value, that is, so long as the
Revaluation
'Novi'
sion.
Ante,
President shall not have altered by proclamation the weight of the
President
nte, p. 52.
(Told dollar
authority of section 43, title III, of the Act
Act
under the authority
dollar under
gold
approved May
May 12, 1933,
amended,
heretofore and by this Act amended,
1933, as heretofore
approved
twenty-five and
gold, nine tenths fine, and
of gold,
grains of
tenths grains
eight tenths
and eight
twenty-five
thereafter
a number of grains of gold, nine tenths fine, as the
thereafter such a
President
have fixed
fixed under such authority.
shall have
President shall
Rights reserved.
SEC. 16. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
Rights
Saving clause.
If any provision of this Act, or the application
application
expressly reserved. If
saing clause.
thereof to any person or circumstances,
remainder
circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder
thereof
application of such provision to other persons
the Act, and the application
of the
circumstances, shall not be affected
affected thereby.
thereby:
or circumstances,
SEC.
Acts,
etIcrepostet
e
j.
°
,0
°
I
n,2otrt 1"s , S
EC. 17. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent
inconsistent with any
any of
of the
the
provisions
provisions of this Act are hereby repealed.
Approved, January 30, 1934.
Limitation.
imitation.

[CHAPTER 7.1
7.1
tCHAPTEiP
January
January 31, 1934.
_[H. [H.R. 8679.1
l _
[Public, N. 88.]
s

B6670.1J
[public, no. .]

ACT
AN ACT

refinancing of
a corporation to aid in the refinancing
establishment of a
To provide for the establishment
farm debts, and for other purposes.

it enacted
and House
Representatives of the
House of Relresentatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is
America in Congress
States of America
estab- hereby established aacorporation
corporation to be known as the "Federal
"Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation ", hereinafter in this Act referred to as the
Mortgage
The principal office of the corporation shall be
corporation.'
"corporation."
the
the District of Columbia and the management of the
located in the
reet. located
ageet,
corporation
corporation shall be vested in a,a board of directors consisting of the
Treasury, or an officer of the Treasury
Seeetary of the Treasury,
Secretary
Treasury( designated
by
Governor of
of the
the Farm
Credit Administration,
Administration, hereinhereinby him, the
the Governor
Farm Credit
Governor,
overor, etc.
etc.
after in this Act referred
referred to as the ""Governor
Governor ".
". and the Land Bank

Federal Farm MortFarm iortgaedsrCorporation
gage
Act.
Corporation
establisbed to aid in refinancing of farm
farm debts,
debts,
naniseg
etc.
etPrincipaloffice,
Principal office, manmanagement, etc.
Board of directors.
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No
pay;
pay;
additional
No additional
additional compensa- expenses
Commissioner.
The directors
receive no additional
shall receive
directors shall
Commissioner. The
allowed.
allo
tion
for their
directors of
corporation, but may be exp
the corporation,
of the
as directors
services as
their services
tion for
allowed actual
necessary traveling
traveling and subsistence expenses when
actual necessary
allowed
engaged
i
n
the
the corporation outside of the District
of
business
the
in
engaged
of Columbia.
Governor shall be the chairman of the board of Powers of directors.
The Governor
Columbia. The
of
directors. The
directors shall
shall have
have power
adopt such bylaws, Powersof directors.
to adopt
power to
The directors
directors.
necessary
rules,
regulations, and amendments
amendments thereto as they deem necessary
rules, regulations,
for
business of the corporation authorized
authorized under
the business
of the
conduct of
the conduct
for the
this
The directors
have power, without regard to the Employees; pay, dushall have
directors shall
Act. The
this Act.
provisions
corn- tie
t
laws applicable to the employment and comies, etc. yees; pay, dof other laws
provisions of
employ
to
pensation
of
officers
and
employees
of
States,
United
the
employees
and
officers
of
pensation
and fix
compensation and
and duties
duties of such agents, officers, and
the compensation
fix the
and
the
employees
of the
the corporation
corporation as may be necessary to carry out the
employees of
powers
and duties
corporation by this Act,
conferred upon the corporation
duties conferred
powers and
required.
Bonds required.
to
require bonds
of them
them and
and fix
the penalties
penalties thereof
and dismiss Bonds
thereof and
fix the
bonds of
to require
them
pleasure, and to prescribe the manner in which the obligaat pleasure,
them at
tions
the corporation
allowed
incurred and its expenses allowed
be incurred
shall be
corporation shall
of the
tions of
and
paid,
but
the
rates
compensation
of
such
agents,
officers,
and Pay limitations
officers,
such
agents,
of
compensation
of
the
rates
and paid, but
U.S.C.,.
65: Supp.
Supp.
employees
of the
the corporation
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
rates of
compensa- u..c.,
p. 65:
of compensathe rates
corporation shall
employees of
p. 34.
tion
duties by
by the
the Classification
vi, p. 34.
of VII,
Act of
Classification Act
comparable duties
for comparable
prescribed for
tion prescribed
1923, as amended.
Corporation to
have
have
Corporation
SEC.
SEC. 2. The corporation
corporation shall have succession until dissolved by succession
general
and to
corporate
powers.
powers.
corporate
any
Act
of
Congress;
shall
have
power
to
sue
and
be
in
court,
sued
be
and
sue
to
power
have
shall
Act of Congress;
to
corporate seal,
make contracts, and to acquire,
seal, to make
use aacorporate
and use
adopt and
to adopt
hold, and
dispose of
real and
personal property
property necessary and inciand personal
of real
and dispose
hold,
dent
to the
conduct of its
business; and shall have such other powers
its business;
the conduct
dent to
as may
be necessary
necessary and
incident to
carrying out its powers and Franking privilege.
to carrying
and incident
may be
as
duties
under this
The corporation
entitled to the
the free Franking privilege.
be entitled
shall be
corporation shall
Act. The
this Act.
duties under
use of
of the
United States
mails in the same manner as the executive Other facilities. etc.
States mails
the United
use
departments of
of the
the Government.
Government. The
corporation, with
the consent Other aciities. te
with the
The corporation,
departments
of any
commission, independent
or executive
establishment, or
independent establishment,
board, commission,
any board,
of
department
Government, may
may avail
avail itself
itself of the
the use of inforthe Government,
of the
department of
mation, services,
services, facilities,
facilities, officers,
officers, agents,
employees thereof,
agents, and employees
mation,
in
carrying out
of this
this Act.
provisions of
the provisions
out the
in carrying
subsai bed
l stbel
SEC. 3.
The capital
capital of
of the
the corporation
corporation shall
(,,sita
in the sum of byCapital;
shall be in
United; States.
3. The
SEC.
$200,000,000,
which
shall
be
subscribed
by
the
Governor
on
behalf
tte
t
$200,000,000, which shall be subscribed by the Governor on behalf y
of the
United States in such amounts and at such times as he deems
the United
of
necessary
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
corporation. For the purpose of
the corporation.
necessary for
Funds available to
to
aailable
such capital
capital subscription,
subscription, the
funds and
and proceeds
proceeds thereof
thereof made
made availFunds
avail- Land
CommisBank
CommisBank
the funds
such
sioner.
able
to the
the Land
Land Bank
Commissioner under
under section
section 32
of the
Emer- sioner.
the Emer32 of
Bank Commissioner
able to
Ante, p. 48.
gency Farm
Act of
of 1933
and the
by the
the Ate, p. 48.
taken by
mortgages taken
the mortgages
1933 and
Mortgage Act
Farm Mortgage
gency
Commissioner
and the
credit instruments
instruments secured
secured thereby are hereby
the credit
Commissioner and
transferred
corporation.
transferred to the corporation.
Bond issue authorS
EC. 4.
4. (a)
(a) With
With the
approval of
Secretary of
issue authorBond
of the Treasury, ized;
the Secretary
of the
the approval
SEc.
aggregate am ount *
the corporation
corporation is
is authorized
to issue
issue and
outstanding at any
have outstanding
and have
authorized to
the
one time
bonds in
an aggregate
$2,000,000,000.
exceeding $2,000,000,000.
amount not exceeding
aggregate amount
in an
time bonds
one
Such
shall be
such forms
denominations, shall have Maturities, interest,
forms and denominations,
in such
be in
bonds shall
Such bonds
at
such
shall bear
such rates
rates of
of interest,
etciti
subject to etc.
interest, shall be subject
bear such
maturities, shall
such maturities,
such terms
and conditions,
shall be
be issued in such manner and
and shall
conditions, and
terms and
such
sold at
as may
prescribed by
by the
with To be unconditioncorporation, with
the corporation,
be prescribed
may be
prices, as
such prices,
at such
sold
the
approval
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury.
Such bonds
guaranteed.
any ganditid
shall ally
bonds shall
Such
Treasury.
the
of
Secretary
the
of
the approval
be fully
unconditionally guaranteed
both as
as to
interest and printo interest
guaranteed both
and unconditionally
fully and
be
cipal
the United
United States
shall be
expressed on
on Lawful investment
be expressed
guaranty shall
such guaranty
and such
States and
by the
cipal by
security
for
public
the face
thereof, and
such bonds
shall be
lawful investments,
investments, and and
pcble
for pcUt
ecur'ityivety
be lawful
anddAwer
bonds shall
and such
face thereof,
the
funds.
may
be
accepted
as
security,
for
all
fiduciary,
trust,
and
public
funds
funds.
funds
may be accepted as security, for all fiduciary, trust, and public
the investment
or deposit
of which
shall be
be under
under the
authority or
or Secretory of Treason,
the authority
which shall
deposit of
investment or
the
purchase
if corporaoopfTAW
tt
control of
of the
States
or
any officer
officer or
or officers
officers thereof.
thereof. In
In to
«8
any
or
States
United
the United
control
demand,
upon demand, Um
pay upon
iambi, to pay.
to pay
unable to
the be
event that shall
corporation
thecorporation
the
event
that
the
shall
be
unable
umalbwt.y.
demand,
upon
pay
to
the event that the corporation shall be unable
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when due,
due, the
the principal
principal of,
interest on,
on, such
Secretary
the Secretary
bonds, the
such bonds,
or interest
of, or
when
of
the Treasury
shall pay
pay to
to the
the holder
holder the
the amount
amount thereof
which
thereof which
Treasury shall
of the
is
to be
moneys in the
any moneys
out of any
appropriated, out
be appropriated,
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
extent
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
thereupon to the extent
and thereupon
Treasury
of
the amount
so paid
Secretary of
to
succeed to
shall succeed
Treasury shall
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
paid the
amount so
of the
the rights
rights of
of the
the holders
of such
Secretary of the
such bonds. The Secretary
holders of
all the
Purchase of corpora- all
tion bonds.
bonds.
authorized to purchase any bonds
Treasury,
tion
Treasury, in his discretion, is authorized
bonds of
of
the
corporation
issued
hereunder,
and
for
such
purpose
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
purpose
such
and
for
hereunder,
issued
corporation
the
Available
funds.
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized to use as a
apublic debt transaction the
Of
Available funds,
proceeds from
from the
the sale
of any
any securities
issued under the
hereafter issued
securities hereafter
sale of
proceeds
Vol.
40,
p.
288;; Second Liberty Loan Act, as amended,
for which
purposes
p
40',
ol.
amended,
and
the
1026; 8upp.
Supp.
p. 10296;
U.S.C., p.
amended, are extended
extended
VII, p.
p. 770.
securities may be issued under such Act, as amended,
VII,
to
of the
the corporation's
corporation's bonds
The
bonds hereunder. The
purchases of
any purchases
include any
to include
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
may, at
at any
any time,
time, sell
sell any
of the
bonds of
of
the bonds
any of
Treasury may,
Secretary
the corporation
corporation acquired
acquired by
by him
section. All
All redempredempunder this
this section.
him under
the
Operations
to
be
deb
treated as public debt
transactions.

treatsnubto
Security.

Security.

Open
Pesn
chases.

market
ar

m ket

pPurr

-

Secretary of the Treasury
by the Secretary
tions' purchases,
purchases, and
and sales
Treasury of the
sales by
tions,
bonds of the corporation
corporation shall be treated as public debt transactions
of the
United States.
shall be
be fully
and adequately
adequately
fully and
bonds shall
Such bonds
States. Such
the United
of
secured by such
corporation and
and in such manner as shall
the corporation
such assets of the
secured
be
by its
board of
of directors.
directors. The
The corporation
have
shall have
corporation shall
its board
be prescribed
prescribed by
power
to purchase
such bonds
in the open market at any time and
bonds in
purchase such
ower to
at any
price. On
On such
and conditions
agreed upon,
upon,
be agreed
as may
may be
conditions as
terms and
such terms
at
any price.

of any
upon application
such bonds,
booi the corporation may exchange
farloa
exchange such
bonds, upon
application of
any
Federal land
consolidated farm loan bonds of equal face
land bank for consolidated
Federal
value issued
issued under
under the
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act, as amended, and may
Federal Farm
value
exchange
of
bonds held by it for bonds of
farm loan bonds
consolidated farm
such consolidated
exchange such
the
the corporation
corporation of equal face value.
Purchase
of
such
such
urchaseh of
(b) The corporation
authorized to purchase
corporation is further authorized
purchase from time
bonds authorized.
authorized.
bonds
to time,
consolidated farm-loan
farm-loan bonds at such prices
cash, such consolidated
to
time, for cash,
and upon such terms as may be approved by the board of directors
Investments in direct
Investmentsin
direct of the corporation, to make loans to Federal land banks
banks on the
mortgage loans.
Ante,
security of such consolidated
consolidated bonds, and to invest its funds in mortAnte, p. 48.
48.
Emergency Farm Mortgage
Mortgage
gage loans made under section 32 of the Emergency
amended.
Act of 1933, as amended.
Form, delivery, etc.,
(c) In
In order
order to furnish bonds for delivery by the Federal Farm
(c)
oorm,
of
bonds. delivery, etc.,
Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
authorized
prepare suitable bonds in such form, subject
subject to the
the
to prepare
authorized to
provisions
such
provisions of this Act, as the board of directors may approve, such
bonds
prepared to be
Treasury subject
subject to delivery
be held
held in the Treasury
bonds when prepared
Custody
of plates,
the
corporation.
The
engraved
plates, dies,
dies, bedCustody
of
upon
plates,
order
of
the
corporation.
The
engraved
plates
bedetc.
forth, executed
connection therewith
shall remain
therewith shall
remain
pieces, and so
so forth,
executed in connection
ItelinbtU•setnent.
teimbursement.
n the custody of the Secretary
in
Secretary of the Treasury. The corporation
corporation
reimburse the Secretary
shall reimburse
Secretary of the Treasury for any expenditures
expenditures
made in the
the preparation,
preparation, custody,
custody, and delivery
delivery of
of such bonds.
Bend issues by Fed
after the enactment
SEC. 5.
After ninety
ninety days
days after
enactment of this Act, no Fed5. After
SE.
Fede
t cease
andbanke
erl land
oral
bank to
In 90 days.
eral
shall issue
issue any
provisions of the last
bonds under the provisions
any bonds
bank shall
eral land bank
90 days.
In Ante.
p. 41.
paragraph
section 32
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan
as amended,
paragraph
e. 4. Po
of
section
82
of
Farm
Act, as
Loan
amended,
Except for refinancugept for refnnc- subject
subject to the guarantee
guarantee of
of interest
interest on such bonds by the
the United
ing.
refinancing any bond which is or
or
States except for the purpose of refinancing
has been issued subject to such
such guarantee of
of interest.
interest.
Federal Farm Lean
7 of the Federal Farm
SEC. 6.
Direct loans made tnder
under section 7
Farm
6. Direct
SEC.
Federalnrm
Act,
amendment.
amendment. Loa
Act,
Vol. 39, p. 367; Vol. Loan Act, as amended (U.S.C., Sup.
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 723),
723), may,
may, at
at
VII, title
Vol. 3, p. 367; Vol. Loan Act, as amended (U.S.C., Sup. VII,
47, p. 1547.
Loans
in Farm
Farm Mort- the option of the Federal land bank, be made in bonds of the Federal
Loansin
gage
Corporation
Corporation.
gage Corporation
Farm Mortgage Corporation.
bonds.
Vol.
Vol. 39,
3. p.
p. 372.
372a.
SEc.
thirteenth
paragraph
S
EC.
7.
The
thirteenth
paragraph of section 12 of the Federal
Federal
Ante, p. 42.
Farm
Loan Act,
Act, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
U.S.C., Sup. VII, title 12, sec. 772),
Supp. VII,
p.
772),
p.
Farm
Loan
rpp.
vi,
l.s.cs,
3
193.
.
19
is amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
Exchange for consoli-

dedhange
bonds.
dated
farm loan bonds.
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"Amounts transmitted
to farm
farm loan
loan associations
by Federal
Federal land
land
associations by
transmitted to
"Amounts
banks
members shall, at the option of the bank,
banks to be loaned to its members
be in
in current
funds or
Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation bonds,
Federal Farm
or Federal
current funds
be
or , at
at the
option of
the borrower,
borrower, in
bonds."
farm loan bonds."
in farm
of the
the option
or,
S
EC. 8.
(a) Section
Section 13
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act, as amended
amended
13 of
8. (a)
SEC.
(U.S.C., Sup.
VII, title
title 12, sec.
781), is amended
amended by inserting
inserting at the
sec. 781),
Sup. VII,
(U.S.C.,
end
new paragraphs:
paragraphs:
following new
thereof the following
end thereof
"
Fifteenth. To
To exchange
farm loan
loan bonds for Federal
Federal Farm MortMortexchange farm
"Fifteenth.
gage
purchase Federal
Federal
face value, and to purchase
equal face
of equal
bonds of
Corporation bonds
gage Corporation
Farm
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation bonds
or below
par.
below par.
at or
bonds at
Farm Mortgage
"Sixteenth.
Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation
exchange Federal
To exchange
"Sixteenth. To
bonds
farm loan
loan bonds
of equal
face value."
bonds of
equal face
value."
bonds for
for farm
(b)
The seventh
seventh paragraph
section 22
the Federal
Farm
Federal Farm
of the
22 of
of section
paragraph of
(b) The
Loan
as amended
title 12,
12, sec.
897), is amended by
sec. 897),
(U.S.C., title
amended (U.S.C,
Act, as
Loan Act,
adding
the following
following after
after the
subparagraph (d)
thereof:
(d) thereof:
the first
first subparagraph
adding the
"(e) To
purchase Federal
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation bonds."
bonds."
Farm Mortgage
Federal Farm
To purchase
"(e)
S
EC. 9.
9. Section
Section 32
of the
the Emergency
Emergency Farm
Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Act
of 1933
1933
Act of
32 of
SEC.
(U.S.C.,
12, sec.
amended by
by inserting
at the
the
inserting at
is amended
1016) is
sec. 1016)
title 12,
VII, title
Sup. VII,
(U.S.C., Sup.
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
"Until February
February 1,
the Land
Land Bank
1936, the
1, 1936,
following: "Until
end
Commissioner
shall, in
name, make
make loans
this section
on
section on
under this
loans under
his name,
in his
Commissioner shall,
or
behalf
of
the
Federal
Farm
Mortgage
Corporation,
either
cash
in
either
behalf of the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,
in
bonds
of
the
corporation
at
his
election,
but
such
loans
shall
shall
such
no
but
election,
his
at
corporation
the
in bonds of
be made
by him
February 1,
1, 1936,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
except for
1936, except
after February
him after
made by
be
refinancing
loans previously
previously made
by him
under this
this section.
section. Not
him under
made by
refinancing loans
to
exceed $600,000,000
the bonds
issued
thereof issued
proceeds thereof
and proceeds
bonds and
of the
$600,000,000 of
to exceed
under section
section 4
4 of
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Mortgage
Corporation Act
Act are
Mortgage Corporation
of the
under
hereby
available for
for the
purposes of this section,
addition
section, in addition
the purposes
made available
hereby made
to
corporation under
under section
section 33 of
such corporation
to such
transferred to
amounts transferred
the amounts
to the
such Act."
SEC. 10.
10. Section
Section 32
32 of
of the
the Emergency
Mortgage Act of 1933
Farm Mortgage
Emergency Farm
SEC.
is
amended
by
striking
out
"
$5,000"
and
inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
is amended by striking out "$5,000" and inserting in
"
$7,500."
"$7,500."
SEc. 11.
11. Section
62 of
of the
Farm Credit
(relating to
1933 (relating
of 1933
Act of
Credit Act
the Farm
Section 62
SEC.
fiscal
agents
of
the
United
States)
(U.S.C.,
Sup.
VII,
title
12, sec.
sec.
12,
title
VII,
Sup.
(U.S.C.,
States)
United
fiscal agents of the
1138b)
by inserting
inserting after
the following:
following:
"Associations," the
after "Associations,"
amended by
is amended
1138b) is
"
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Mortgage
"the
Mortgage Corporation,".
Corporation,".
SEC. 12.
corporation, including
including its
capital,
its capital,
franchise, its
its franchise,
The corporation,
(a) The
12. (a)
SEC.
reserves, and
and its
income shall
be exempt
exempt from
from all
all taxataxashall be
its income
surplus, and
and surplus,
reserves,
tion
now
or
hereafter
imposed
by
the
United
States,
by
any
Terriany
by
States,
United
the
by
imposed
tion now or hereafter
tory,
dependency, or
or possession
possession thereof,
thereof, or
by any
any State,
county,
State, county,
or by
tory, dependency,
municipality,
or
local
taxing
authority;
except
that
any
propreal
any
that
except
authority;
municipality, or local taxing
erty
the corporation
corporation shall
Territorial, county,
county,
State, Territorial,
to State,
subject to
be subject
shall be
of the
erty of
municipal,
or local
local taxation
taxation to
according to its value
extent according
same extent
the same
to the
municipal, or
as
other real
property is
taxed.
real property
is taxed.
as other
to the Land
(b)
executed to
Bank Commissioner
Commissioner and
Morts
(b) Mortgages
toinstruments
mortgages
held
by
the
corporation,
and
the
credit
instruments
instruments
credit
the
and
corporation,
the
by
held
mortgages
secured
thereby, and
by the
corporation under
under the
the corporation
issued by
bonds issued
and bonds
secured thereby,
provisions
of
this
Act,
shall
be
deemed
and
held
to
be
instrumeninstrumenbe
to
held
and
deemed
be
shall
provisions of this Act,
talities
States, and
and as
as such
such they
they
United States,
the United
of the
Government of
the Government
of the
talities of
and
the
income
derived
therefrom
shall
be
exempt
from
Federal,
Federal,
from
exempt
be
shall
and the income derived therefrom
State,
and local
(except estate,
and
inheritance, and
estate, inheritance,
taxation (except
local taxation
municipal, and
State, municipal,

gift
gift taxes).
S
EC. 13.
Section 64
Credit Act
of 1933
1933 (relating
(relating to
to
Act of
Farm Credit
the Farm
64 of
of the
13. Section
SEC.
unlawful
acts
and
penalties)
(U.S.C.,
Sup.
VII,
title
12,
sec.
1138d)
1138d)
sec.
12,
title
VII,
unlawful acts and penalties) (U.S.C., Sup.
is amended
by inserting
Administration"
where" whereCredit Administration
Farm Credit
after " Farm
inserting after"
is
amended by
F
ever such phrase appears
the following:
following: "any
"any FedFedand the
comma and
ever such phrase appears aa comma
eral
intermediate
credit
bank,
or
the
Federal
Farm
Mortgage
Mortgage
Farm
Federal
the
or
eral intermediate credit bank,
Corporation,".
Corporation,".
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Disbur,,ements
for
for
Disburseents
loans; optional classes

Vol. 39, p. 372.

Ante, p. 42.
42.

U.S.C., Supp. VII, p.
195.

9uS.C., supp. II.p.
Interchange of bonds.

Interchangeof bonds

8;

Vo

Vol. 39, p. 378; U.S.C.,
U.S.C.,

p. 311.
311.
p.

Corpo

T pch
To
purchase Corpo-

bonds.
ration
Ante, p. 48.

Ant
e
.
,.jan..
..aiau
Commis.
Bank CommisLand
authorized to
sioner authorized
loans on behalf
make olrapaoarsatiOnn
buehng
1
.of7 Corporation
A
until
February
1,
1936.
February 1, 1936.

able.
able.

s

ae avalavail-

made

Maximum loan in.
creased.
Ante, p. 48.
Cresned
48 to act itses
Corporation
Corporstion
U.S. fiscal
fiscal agents.
Ante, p. 267; U.S.C.,
Ante, p. 27; .S..,
Stipp. VII, p. 216.

Maximum loan in.

U.s.

supp

vI p 21.

To be exempt from

taxes, except
except real
propreal proptaoxe,
erty taxes.

erty taxes.

Mortgages and credit
deemed
instruments
deemed
Federal InstrumentaliinstrmentaliFederal
ties.

iMotgeasandcedit
te

Tax exemptions.
Poet, P. 360.

Pep.em.tions.
Exceptions.

Exce
Unlawful acts and
penalties therefor.
tserefor.
Certain
statutory
statutortoto
provisions
extended
provisions extended
Corporation and internteraend
Corationst
mediate
credit
banks.
banks.
credit
mediate
Ante, p. 287; U.S.C.,
U.S.C.,
.
Supp. VII. p. 217.

penale
certain

i;
Anpte
supp. Vip. 217.
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14. Paragraph
Paragraph (2)
(a) of
of the
the Farm
Farm
SSEC. rc.
14.
of subsection
(2) of
subsection (a)
of section
section 5
5 of
Credit Act
1933 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Sup.
Sup. VII,
VII, title
title 12,
12, sec.
1131i) is
is amended
Act of
Credit
of 1933
sec. 1131i)
amended
Credit Administration.
by
striking out
out the
at the
the end
end thereof
and inserting
comma
inserting aacomma
thereof and
the period
period at
by striking
rAnite,
Ante,mnistration.
p. 208.
Supp. VII, p. and the following:
U.S.C., Supp
following: "and the notes or other obligations
obligations evidencing
evidencing

Designated
Designated funds
funds
transferred
transferred to the Governor of the
the Farm

215.

such advances
loans and
and the
security therefor
hereby transtranssuch
advances and
and loans
the security
therefor are
are hereby
ferred
to
the
Governor
of
the
Farm
Credit
Administration:"
ferred to the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration."

SEC. 15.
15. (a)
(a) Section
of the
the. Farm
Farm Credit
Credit Act
Act of
of 1933
1933 (U.S.C.,
SEC.
Section 55 of
(U.S.C.,

Ante,
Ante, g.
p. 258_
258.

Sup. VII,
12, sec.
is amended
inserting at
at the
the end
end
Sup.
VII, title
title 12,
sec. 1131i)
1131i) is
amended by
by inserting

thereof
following new
subsection:
thereof the
the following
new subsection:
(e) The amount
"(e)
amount of all
all balances,
balances, collections,
collections, and appropriations
allocated under
subsection (a)
(a) to
to the revolving
revolving fund
thereallocated
under subsection
fund created
created thereAdministration.
under,
under, which is in excess
excess of
of $120,000,000,
$120,000,000, is
is hereby
hereby made
made available
available
to
the estabestabto the
the Governor
Governor of the
the Farm
Credit Administration
Administration for
for the
Use by the Governor
Governor
Use
f
lishment of
of not
to exceed
$40,000,000. Out
of
of a
a revolving
revolving fund
fund of
not to
exceed $40,000,000.
in subsribingto
Out of
subscribing to stock, lishment
etc., of intermediate such revolving
fund,
the
Governor
is
authorized
to
allocate
and,
with
revolving
fund,
Governor
authorized
allocate
credit banks.
the approval
Secretary of the Treasury,
redt
banks
approval of the Secretary
Treasury, to expend
expend such
amounts as he deems necessary
necessary for subscriptions
subscriptions to the
capital stock
the capital
and/or paid-in
of Federal
Intermediate Credit
Credit Banks."
and/or
paid-in surplus
surplus of
Federal Intermediate
Banks."
Farm
(b) The first sentence
sentence of section 205
the
Federal Farm Loan
Farm Loan
Loan Act
(b)
205
of
the
Federal
Loan
amendment.
anii
n
en
ct
dxce
ent.ci capital
Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Sup.
Sup. VII,
VII, title
sec. 1061),
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended
1061), as
title 12,
12, sec.
Increase of capital Act
stock
permitted. 17 by
out the
the period
at the
the end
thereof and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu
stoVol.permitted.
by striking out
period at
end thereof
42, P. 1457;
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
comma and
and the
the following:
amount may
be
u.s.o., supp.
vI, p.
P. thereof
thereof aa comma
following: "which
"which amount
may be
210.
210.
increased from time to time with the approval of the Governor
Governor of
of
Administration ".
the Farm Credit Administration
Federal Intermediate
(c) Section 205 of the Federal
sederlntermediate
(c)
Federal Farm Loan Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 12,
Credit Banks.
Governor to
subGoveror
sub- sec.
see. 1061),
1061), as amended, is further amended by adding at the end
scribe
etc., of,
scribe to
to stock,
stock, etc.,
of
thereof the
the following:
following: "With
With the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
to meet ocredit needs oof thereof
borrowers.
bolrroer
. 145; Treasury, the Governor
the
Governor
of
Farm
Administration
Credit
Administration
is
Vol. 42, p.
1457;
U.S.C., p.
p. 317.
u.so.,
317.
hereby authorized
authorized to subscribe
stock
subscribe front
from time to time to the capital stock
and/or paid-in surplus of any Federal
Federal Intermediate
Intermediate Credit Bank
on behalf of the United States, in such amounts as he may determine
determine
are necessary
necessary for the purpose
purpose of meeting the credit
credit needs
needs of
of eligible
borrowers
borrowers from the bank, and the amount
amount of the capital stock and
paid-in surplus of such bank may be increased
decreased from
increased or decreased
Shares, etcshares,
etc.
time to
to time
time by the Governor, in accordance
time
accordance with such needs. Such
Such
stock shall be divided into shares
shares of $100 each and subscriptions
subscriptions to
such paid-in
paid-in surplus shall be made in multiples of $100 out of the
revolving fund created
subsection (e)
created under subsection
(e) of section 5
5 of the
Fayntents.
Paymawnts.
Governor on behalf of
Farm Credit Act of 1933,
1933, as amended.
amended. The Governor
the United States shall make payment
payment for stock and
and. paid-in surplus
of such bank and such payment
payment shall
shall be subject
subject to call in whole or
or
in part by the board of directors of the bank, with the approval
approval of
of
the Governor."
Governor."
Federal
Easerve
baFeral aeserve
SEC.
16. (a)
(a) The
The first
first sentence
of the
eight paagraph
SEC. 16.
sentence of
the eighth
paragraph of section
banks.
Advances
by, on
ceby
asdva
e- 13 of the Federal Reserve
on deReserve
Act,
as
amended,
is
further
Act,
amended,
further amended by
posit of Corporation
inserting before
semicolon a
fter the
the words
wor d
s "
sect i
on 13
13 (a)
(
a) of
of
bonds. o
inserting
before the
the semicolon
after
"section
p. 282.
Antp
this
Act"
Act"
a
comma
and
following:
"
or
pledge
a
the
following:
"or
by
the
deposit
or
Ants, p. 180.
of Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation bonds issued under
under the
Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation Act."
Act."
May deal
deal in
ray
in Corpo(b)
Paragraph (b)
of section
section 14
14 of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act, as
(b) Paragraph
(b) of
of the
ration bonds.
Vol 38,
p. 20%
u.s.c.
Vol
8,p.
;o
.s.C
amended
(U.S..,
12,
sees.
353-358),
is
amended
amended
(U.S.C.,
title
353-358),
further
amended b
by
furth
p..2s2.
282.
inserting after the words
words "bonds
"bonds and notes of the United
States"
United States
b
a comma and the following:
following: "
"bonds
a,
bonds of the Federal
Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage
Corporation having
having maturities
maturities from
from date of purchase
purchase of not
exceeding
exceeding six menthe
months."

Revolving
evolving fund
fund established, from
from allocaallocatablished,
Farm Credit
tions to Farm
Administration.

Separability
sions.

Separabity

proviproi-

SE. 17. (a) If any provision of this Act, or the application
SEC. 17. (a) rf any provision of this Act, or the application
thereof
cireumstances, is held
thereof to any person or circumstances,
held invalid,
invalid the remainder
remainder

thee application
of the Act, and th
application of such provision
provi
si
on to
to, other persons
or circumstances,
circumstances, shall not be affected
affected thereby.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
7-9.
CHS. 7-9.

349

January
31, 1934.
1934
anuary 31
February 2,14,1934.
February

(b)
The right to alter,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act
Act is hereby
alter, amend,
(b) The
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Mortgage
SEC. 18. This Act may be cited as the "Federal
"Federal Farm Mortgage
SEC.
Corporation Act
Act ".
Corporation
Approved, January
January 31, 1934.
Approved,

Right
to amend,
amend, eta.
Right to

ato.

Short title.
title.

[CHAPTER 8.]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
February 2,
2, 1934.
1934.
February
[H.J.Res. 250.]
250.1
[H.J.Res.
To provide
provide appropriations
effect the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to conconcarry into effect
to carry
appropriations to
To
13.]
alcoholic beverages
possession, and sale of alcoholic
trol
the manufacture,
manufacture, transportation,
transportation, possession,
beverages TPub. Res., No. 13.]
trol the
Columbia", approved
approved January
January 24, 1934.
in the
the District of Columbia",

Representatives of the United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
andHouse
Resolved
carrying into
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That for carrying
assembled, That
America in
States of
"An Act to control
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
control the
the manumanuthe Act
of the
effect
beverages
sale
facture,
transportation,
possession,
and
sale
of
alcoholic
beverages
in
and
possession,
transportation,
facture,
the District
", approved
January 24, 1934, there are
approved January
Columbia ",
of Columbia
District of
the
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
of any money
out of
hereby
appropriated,
the service
service of
of the
1934,
ending June 30, 1934,
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
appropriated, for
and
payable from
from the
the revenues
revenues of
Columbia, the
the folthe District of Columbia,
of the
and payable
lowing sums,
respectively:
sums, respectively:
lowing

District of
of Columbia
District
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage
Alcoholic
Control Act.
Control
Appropriation for exAppropriation
fiscal year 1934.
ecuting, fiscal
Ante, p. 31S.
319.
Ante,

revFrom District revenues.
enues.

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT

Alcoholic Beverage

Control Board.
Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Control Board:
For personal
personal services,
services, rent, control
Board: For
Alcoholic Beverage
advertising,
office equipment
equipment and supplies,
binding, office
and binding,
printing and
advertising, printing
street-car
and bus
transportation, telephone
telephone service, and other necesbus transportation,
street-car and
sary
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, $23,054.
sary contingent
Corporation
counsel's
rp
Office
amount for
for per- ofce
additional amount
an additional
For an
office. ratio ounsels
counsel: For
corporation counsel:
of corporation
Office of
sonal services, $3,613.
Approved,
February 2, 1934.
Approved, February

[CHAPTER 9.]
9.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To amend
amend an
4, 1929
1929 (45 Stat.
1548), entitled
entitled "An Act to
to
Stat. 1548),
March 4,
approved March
Act approved
an Act
To
1915
supplement
paragraphs of section
section 5
5 of the Act of March 4, 1915
supplement the last three paragraphs
(38
Stat. 1161),
1161), as
Act of March
March 21, 1918 (40
(40 Stat. 458)."
458)."
the Act
by the
amended by
as amended
(38 Stat.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Act
That the Act
assembled,
Congress
in
Anerica
of
United States
approved March
4, 1929
(45 Stat.
1548), entitled
entitled "An Act to supStat. 1548),
1929 (45
March 4,
approved
plement
the last
three paragraphs
March
section 55of the Act of March
of section
paragraphs of
last three
plement the
4,
(38 Stat.
1161), as
amended by the Act of March 21, 1918
as amended
Stat. 1161),
1915 (38
4, 1915
(40 Stat.
Stat. 458)",
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
458)", be amended
(40
"That where
it shall
shall be
satisfaction of the
to appear to the satisfaction
be made to
where it
"That
Secretary of
the Interior
reference to any
lawful pending
pending
any lawful
with reference
Interior with
of the
Secretary
which
under
desert-land
entry
made
prior
1,
1925,
under
which
the
entryJuly
to
made
entry
desert-land
man or
duly qualified
qualified assignee
assignee under an assignment
assignment made prior
prior
his duly
or his
man
to the
the date
date of
of this
Act has
has in
good faith expended
expended the sum of $3
in good
this Act
to
per acre
acre in
attempt to
effect reclamation
reclamation of
of the
the land, that there
to effect
the attempt
in the
per
secure
is
no
reasonable
prospect
that
he
would
be
able
to
secure water suffiwould
he
that
is no reasonable prospect
cient to
to effect
effect reclamation
reclamation of
of the
the irrigable
entry or any
in his entry
land in
irrigable land
cient
legal subdivision
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may,
may, in his
of the
the Secretary
thereof, the
subdivision thereof,
legal
discretion,
allow
such
entryman
or
assignee
ninety
from
notice
days
ninety
assignee
or
entryman
such
allow
discretion,
within which
to pay
pay to
to the
office
register of the United States land office
the register
which to
within
25
an acre
acre for
the land
in the
the entry
entry and
and to file an
embraced in
land embraced
for the
cents an
25 cents
election
to perfect
perfect title
title to
to the
the entry
entry under
the provisions
this Act,
of this
provisions of
under the
election to
and
thereafter within
one year
year frsa2a,
of filing
filing of such elecdate of
the date
from the
within one
and thereafter
tion to pay to the
the register
register the
the additional
additional amount
of 75
cents an
acre,
an acre,
75 cents
amount of

tion to pay to

14 1934.
February
1934.
February 14,
[8.
IS. 157.1
[Public, No. 89.
89.1
[Public,

Desert-land entries,
Desert-land
public
public lands.
Vol. 45,
p. 1548; Vol.
45, p.
Vol.
38,
p.1181;
Vol. 40,p.
40, p. 458.
1161; Vol.
38,p.

Relief granted certain
certain
Reliefgranted
entrymen,
unable to
entrymen, unable
obtain water.
obtain

Conditions
scribed.
scribed

prpre-

350
850

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Proviso.
provia.
Entry to be canceled
payment not
payment
met.

if final
fl
if

met.

CFIS.
9-12.
CHS. 9-12.

FEBRUARY
15, 1934.
1934.
14,15,
FEBRUARY 14,

which shall entitle him to a
apatent
patent for the land: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
case
not made
within the
prescribed the
the
time prescribed
the time
made within
be not
payment be
the final
final payment
case the
entry
theretofore paid shall be
be
canceled and all money theretofore
entry shall
shall be canceled
forfeited."
Approved, February
1934.
February 14, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 10.]

February
February 14
14 1934.
1934.
[S. 284.1
284.j
[Public, No. 90.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
the conveyance
conveyance of
Numbered 28,
28,
District Numbered
to School
School District
lands to
of certain
certain lands
Authorizing the
Deschutes County,
County, Oregon.
Oregon.
Deschutes

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
enacted by
Be
it enacted
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of
of America
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
of
Interior is
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to convey,
convey, by
quitclaim_
by quitclaim
authorized and
of the
the Interior
deed, to
to School
Numbered 28,
28, Deschutes
Deschutes County,
County, Oregon,
Oregon,
District Numbered
School District
deed,
use for
area: The
the
the following-described
following-described area:
Conveyance of cerpurposes, the
school purposes,
for school
cer- for
for use
Conveyance
tain lands
to, for
school southwest
tain
landsto,
for school
southwest quarter
quarter southwest
southwest quarter southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section 27,
purposes.
township 17
17 south,
meridian; but
but if
if such
such
range 13
13 east,
east, Williamette
Williamette 1 meridian;
purposs
township
south, range
school
use such
lands for
the purposes
purposes herein
proherein profor the
such lands
to use
fails to
school district
district fails
vided,
attempts to
alienate such
thereto shall
revert
shall revert
title thereto
lands, title
such lands,
to alienate
or attempts
vided, or
to the
to
the United States.
Approved,
14, 1934.
February 14,
Approved, February

County,

Deschutes
County,
Deschutes
Oreg., School District
et
Distri
No. 28.

reg.28Shool

[CHAPTER
11.]
[CHAPTER 11.]

AN ACT
ACT

February
February 14, 1934.
[S. 1774.]
[S.
[Public, No. 91.]

To
for extension
of time
making deferred
deferred payments
on homestead
homestead
payments on
time for
for making
extension of
provide for
To provide
entries in
Fort Lowell
Lowell Military
Arizona.
Reservation, Arizona.
Military Reservation,
abandoned Fort
in the
the abandoned
entries

Military
Fort Lowell Military
Reservation, Ariz.
Reservation,
Time extended for
making deferred payhomestead
ments on homestead
entries in.
Vol. 47, p. 153.

Be
enacted by
the Senate and House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
by the
Be it
it enacted
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the time
in Congress
America in,
United
States of America
within which
abandoned Fort
for lands in the abandoned
entryman for
which a,a homestead
homestead entryman
within
Lowell Military
Reservation, in the State of Arizona, shall make
Military Reservation,
Lowell
deferred payments
payments be,
hereby, extended
extended for a
period of two
a period
is hereby,
be, and it is
deferred
anniversary of the date of the acceptance
acceptance of his
years from the 1933 anniversary
proof
on his
his entry.
entry.
tendered on
proof tendered
Approved,
14, 1934.
1934.
February 14,
Approved, February

[CHAPTER
12.]
[CHAPTER 12.]

15. 1034
1934..
February 15,
[S. 313.]
-[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 92.]
92.]

AN ACT
ACT
To
5 of the Act approved July 10, 1890 (28 Stat. 6641),
To amend section 5
664 1), relating
the Union
Union of
to the admission into the
of the
the State
State of
of Wyoming.
Wyoming.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
sehool United
in Congress
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 55 of
of
223, the Act
Act approved
July 10,1890
(28 Stat. 664
be, and the same is
approved July
10, 1890 (28
664 11),
), be,
hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Proceeds from sales
That all lands herein granted
sales
"That
granted for
fot educational
educational purposes shall be
of, to constitute permanent
school fund.
disposed of
of only
only at
at public
public sale,
sale, the
the proceeds
proceeds to
constitute aapermanent
permanent
to constitute
ent sEshool
funda
disposed
school
the interest
which only
only shall
shall be
be expended
expended in
school fund,
fund, the
interest of
of which
in the
the
Leases allowed
for support
Lcases
allowed for
support of said schools.
schools. But said lands may, under such regularegul
amineral, etc.,
grazing, agriLions as
the legislature
legislature shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, be
leased for
for mineral,
mi neral, grazing,
graz i
ng ,
be leased
cultural, griPgrPses.
ParPosos .tions
as the
cinerai,
agricultural,
or other
other purposes,
purposes, provided
provided that
the term
term of
of agriculagriculthat the
Terms of,
agricultural, or
of, limited.
tural and
grazing leases
shall not
exceed 10
10 years;
years; mineral
mineral leases
leases
tural
and grazing
leases shall
not exceed
for oil
oil and
and gas and the
the extraction
including leases for exploration
exploration for
extraction
Restriction.
Restrietion.
thereof for
or aaterm not longer
longer than ten years; and such land shall
shall
not be subject to preemption,
preemption, homestead
homestead entry,
entry, or any other entry
so in
in original.
original
ISo
Wyoming,
Wyoming, school
lands.
Vol. 26,
Vol.
2s, p. 223,
amended.
amended,

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 12, 13.
13.

FEBRUARY 15,
1934.
FEBRUARY
15,1934.

under the land laws of the United States,
States, whether
surveyed or
whether surveyed
unsurveyed, but shall be reserved
school purposes only."
reserved for school
only."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Anything in the said Act approved
approved July
July 10, 1890, inconsistent with the provisions of this Act is hereby repealed.
Approved, February
February 15, 1934.
Approved,

351
351

Inconsistent
Iconsistent

sions repealed.
S
rep

proviprovi-

[CHAPTER 13.]
[CHAPTER
13.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Making an additional appropriation
appropriation to carry out
out the purposes of the Federal
Federal
Emergency
program,;
Emergency Relief Act of 1933, for continuation
continuation of the Civil-Works
Civil-Works program
and for other purposes.
purposes.

February 15,
February
15, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 7527.1
93.1
[Public, No. 93.]

[H.R. 7527.]

it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Be it
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Emergency
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That in
United
Congress assembled,
to Federal
in order to
Federal Emergency
Relief Act of 1933.
provide additional
additional funds for carrying
carrying out the purposes
purposes of the Federal
Federal Appropriation
Appropriation of ad.
ad.
ditional funds for mainapproved May 12, 1933 (48
Emergency Relief Act of 1933,
1933, approved
(48 Stat. 55),
55), ditionalfundsormain.
tenance
of,
and
for
C**ltenance of, and for
andfo continuingr4--i
r
then Civ
Civil.
continuing the
and for continuing
Civil-Works program
Federal Civil
the Civil-Works
program under
under the Federal
Civil continuing the civilWorkspprogram.
g5,2.
Administration as created under
under authority
Works Administration
authority of title II
II of the WArks
prp
Ante, pp.
55, 200.
National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act, approved
approved June 16,
16, 1933
1933 (48 Stat.
200), there is hereby appropriated
200),
appropriated for these activities, out of any
any
Availability.
money in the Treasury
appropriated, to remain
remain avail- Availability
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Poet, p. 1056.
able until June 30, 1935, the sum of $950,000,000,
$950,000,000, which
which shall be Post, . 105
available for expenditure
projects and/or purposes
available
expenditure for such projects
purposes and
and
under such rules and regulations
regulations as the President
President in his discretion
discretion
Pr °vim
contained in the Federal Prowos.
Provided, That nothing contained
may
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Direct grants
s to
Emergency
Act of
of 1933
shall be
as precluding
precluding the
the public agencywt
Emergency Relief
Relief Act
1933 shall
be construed
construed as
tin
agency within
s
States.
Federal
Emergency Relief
Relief Administrator
from making
grants for state making grants
Administrator from
Federal Emergency
relief within a
a State
State directly
such public
relief
directly to such
public agency
agency as he may
Employees Compendesignate: Provided
further, That
provisions of
entitled sation
designate:
Provided further,
That the provisions
Employees
of the Act entitled
ComlpnAct.
A
"An
compensation for employees
"An Act to provide compensation
employees of the United Stateston
States
Provisions of. exsuffering
performance of their duties,
Provisions
of.
ersuffering injuries
injuries while in the performance
duties and for tended
works
tended to
to civil works
7, 1916
1916 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
employees.
other
September 7,
title 5,
5, sec. employees.
other purposes
purposes ", approved
approved September
Vol.39, P. 742; U.S.C.,
785), as amended,
io39'p.742;'s.-.
785),
amended, are hereby
hereby extended,
extended, so far as they
they may be appli- p.
p.
80.
cable, to employees of the Federal Civil Works
Works Administration
Administration
only for disability or death resultin
traumatic injury while
resultingg from traumatic
Conditions and limiin
of duty,
duty, subject,
subject, however,
however, to
to the
the following
following concon- tastonslti
in the
the performance
performance of
and llnltations.
aggregate and
aggregate compensation
ditions and limitations: (a)
(a) that the total aggregate
compensation Total aggregate
monthly
compensacompensain any
any individual
individual case shall
shall not
not exceed
the sum of
of $3,500,
$3,500, and that tion.thly
in
exceed the
tion.
monthly compensation
exceed the
the rate of
of
compensation shall not in any event exceed
the monthly
$25, both
medical costs;
costs; (b)
(b) that
that the
the minimum
minimum limit on
on
of medical
$25,
both exclusive
exclusive of
and
monthly
monthly compensation for disability,
disability, established by section 6, and
the minimum
minimum limit
limit on
the monthly
on which
which death
compensation
pay on
death compensation
on the
monthly pay
the
is
to be
be computed,
clause (K)
shall not
10, shall
not
by clause
(K) of
of section
section 10,
is to
computed, established
established by
Vol. 39, pp. 743, 745.
apply;
that the
Employees' Compensation
Com- Vol.
39,PP. 743, 745.
Compensation ComStates Employees'
the United
United States
(c) that
apply; (c)
Special
s
oof
ecia schedule
scheduleofor
f
mission,
mission, with the approval
approval of the President, shall establish a
aspecial
special ccompensation
death, etc.
schedule
the loss
loss or
or loss
loss of
of death,
for death
death and/or
and/or for
for the
etc.
schedule of
of compensation
compensation for
use
members or
functions of the
body, which
compensation shall
shall
the body,
which compensation
or functions
use of
of members
Rights accrued under
be in
in lieu of
of all
all other compensation
compensation in such cases;
(d) that the rights previous
htsaccruedunde
be
cases; (d)
previous acts to terminate.
of
person employed
employed by
the Federal
Civil Works
Works Administration
Administration -ate
of any
any person
by the
Federal Civil
to
or other
other benefits
which may
may have
have accrued
accrued prior
prior to
to
benefits which
to compensation
compensation or
and
including the
the date
date of
approval of
Act under
under the
the provisions
provisions
of this
this Act
and including
of approval
p. 76.
of
the Act
Act of
of September
1916, as
amended (U.S.C,
title 5,
chap.
(U.S.C. title
5, chap.
.s.c., p.76.
of the
September 7,
7, 1916,
as amended
15),
and/or the
the rules
rules and
regulations of
Civil Works
Works
of the
the Federal
Federal Civil
and regulations
15), and/or
Administration shall
date of
of the
approval of
of this
this
the approval
terminate upon
upon the
the date
Administration
shall terminate
Benefits subject to
Act; and
and thereafter
and other
other benefits
to any
such provisions
Act;
thereafter compensation
compensation and
benefits to
any such
Benefits hereof.
suct to
person for
death or
or disability
disability arising
before or
or after
the date
date of
of the
the
after the
arising before
for death
person
approval of
shall be
be paid
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
approval
of this
this Act
Act shall
paid in
hereof; (e)
(e) that
that the
the said
said Commission
Commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized in
in its
its
hereof;
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1934.
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FEBRUARY 15,

compensation and
to provide
discretion
discretion to
provide for the initial
initial payments of compensation
lcldmistratorsthe
the furnishing
furnishing of immediate
immediate medical
medical attention as herein provided
through the
the local
local representatives
representatives of
of the
the Federal
Civil Works AdminFederal Civil
through
Approval required
required of
of istration;
for
legal
claim
istration; (f)
that
no claim
legal
services or for any other services
no
(f)
that
Approval
claim for legal, etc.,
rendered in
in respect
respect of aaclaim
compensation, to or on
award for compensation,
or award
claim or
services; penalty
for rendered
penalty for
services;
violation.
violation.
account of any person, shall be valid unless approved
approved by the Commission; and
any person
who receives
any fee,
consideration,
other consideration,
fee, other
receives any
person who
and any
mission;
or any
any gratuity
on account
account of
services so
so rendered,
unless such
such conconrendered, unless
of services
gratuity on
or
sideration or
or gratuity
gratuity is
approved by
the Commission,
Commission, or, who makes
by the
is approved
sideration
it a
business to
employment for
or for
for himself in
a lawyer
lawyer or
for a
solicit employment
to solicit
a business
it
respect
any claim
claim or
or award
for compensation,
compensation, shall
guilty of aa
shall be guilty
award for
of any
respect of
misdemeanor,
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, shall,
shall, for
for each
each offense,
offense,
and upon
misdemeanor, and
be punished
fine of
than $1,000
$1,000 or
by imprisonment
imprisonment
.
or by
not more
more than
of not
by aa. fine
be
punished by
not
to exceed
exceed one
one year,
year, or by both such fine and imprisonment:
imprisonment:
not to
Provisos.
Provided
further,
That
traumatic
injury
shall
mean
only injury
injury by
by
only
mean
shall
injury
Traumatic
de- Provided further, That traumatic
injuryde
Traumatic injury
fined.
accident
causing damage
damage or
harm to
the physical
structure of
of the
the
physical structure
to the
or harm
accident causing
fied,
body
except as it shall
include aa disease in any form except
and shall not include
body and
Special
fund for
further, That so
injury: And Provided
the injury:
Provided further,
ad- naturally
naturally result from the
for adpecialfd
ministrative e
expenses
the sum
sum. appropriated
by this
this Act
Act as the United States
appropriated by
of the
much of
p S much
reate.
created.
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
with the approval of the
Commission, with
Employees'
Director of
of the
estimates and certifies
certifies to the Secretary
Secretary of
Budget, estimates
the Budget,
Director
the Treasury
Treasury will
expenses and
for
and for
administrative expenses
for administrative
necessary for
be necessary
will be
the
the payment
such compensation
shall be
be set
in aaspecial fund
set aside in
compensation shall
of such
payment of
the
Annual
appropria- to be administered
administered by the Commission
Annual
Commission for such purposes;
purposes; and after
tion authorized.
onauthoried.
June
fund shall be available
June 30, 1935, such special
special fund
available for these purposes
annually
as may
may be
specified therefor
therefor in
in the
annual
the annual
be specified
amounts as
such amounts
in such
annually in
Allocation
further, That no part of the
appropriation acts: Provided
Allocation
restrict- appropriation
Provided further,
the appropritions.
ation herein made
made shall be allotted
allotted for expenditure
expenditure for any Civil
tion.
Works
project under
under any
department or establishment
establishment of the
other department
any other
Works project
Completing projects
projects Federal Government
Completing
except
the
completion
of projects
Government
for
completion
projects for the
permitted.
improvement of
Federal lands
or public property
property in progress
progress and
lands or
of Federal
improvement
uncompleted on the
the approval of this Act, and except
except
the date
date of the.
uncompleted
Maintenance of
of des-S
des- such sums as may be necessary
Maintenance
necessary .for maintenance
maintenance and operation of
ignated agencies, etc.
ignate agencies, ec. reemployment
reemployment agencies,
surgical, and hospital
hospital services,
agencies, and
and medical,
medical, surgical,
and
for
administration,
supervision,
inspection,
disbursing, and
and
disbursing,
inspection,
supervision,
administration,
without and for
Purchases
Purchases
printing an
and binding, in connection
accounting
advertising.
accounting purposes, and printing
connection with
R S sec. 3799, p. 733;
and/or local Civil
Provided further,
further, That
That
Works projects: Provided
Civil Works
733 State
State and/or
R.,sc,p.370p.
1309.
section 3709
of the
the Revised
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 41, see.
sec. 5) shall
Revised Statutes
3709 of
section
not
be construed
construed to
rendered for
for
purchase or service rendered
to any
any purchase
to apply to
not be
the
Federal Civil Works
Works A.dmirdstration
aggregate amount
amount
Administration when the aggregate
the Federal
involved does
does not
not exceed
sum of $300.
the sum
exceed the
involved
Publie works emerSEc.
2. That
That paragraph
(1) of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of section 301 of
of
paragraph (1)
SEC. 2.
umern
works
'UPio
gency
oolistruction
fund.
Numbered 302, Seventy-second
on
on title III of Public Law Numbered
Seventy-second Congress,
Extending date for
Emergency Relief
approved July 21, 1932—the
Relief and Construction
Construction
1932-the Emergency
date fto
oblxteing under,
obligations
to approved July
September
1, 1934.
Act of 1932—is
198-is amended
134.'
September 1,
amended by striking out the date
date "July
"July 1, 1933"
1933"
Vol. 47,
p. 716,
and inserting in lieu thereof the
where itit appears
appears in
in said
paragraph and
said paragraph
amended.
7' where
amended .
date
September 1,
1934."
1, 1934."
date " September
Approved, February 15, 1934.
Approved,

Payments
through
Payments through
local administrators.
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[CHAPTER
CHAPTER 14.1

February
I1934.
February
8 16, 1934.
ES.
IS. 2465.]
24 5.1
[Public,
No.
94.]
fPublic, No. 94T.]

AN
ACT
ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Act of March
March 4, 1933, relating to the regulation
regulation of banking in the
District of Columbia.

enacted by the Senate
Senae and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the

Banking
an regulations,
ulatons
District of Columbia.
Vol. 47, p.. 1566.

47

16.

u
United
in Congres
s Assembled,
subsection
Assembled, That subsection
Congress
ed States
States of America in

(a) of section 4
4 of the Act entitled "An Act to further
further regulate
companies, and building
banking, banks, trust companies,
building and loan associations
associations
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on
Double
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, and
for other purposes
", approved
approved bank
Double liability
on
purposes",
and for
of Columbia,
in
provision
stock;liability
provision
repealed.
March 4,
1933, is
repealed. repealed.
is hereby repealed.
4, 1933,
March
liabilShareholders'
SEC. 2.
2. The
additional liability
Shareholders' liahilliability imposed by subsection (b) of ity
The additional
SEC.
i7 not
nLt applicable
ml ic able to
banks,to new
shareholders of the savings banks
section
stock issues.
of such Act upon the shareholders
4 of
section 4
savings
banking institutions
institutions specified
specified in such suband banking
companies, and
savings companies,
section
(b), shall not apply with respect to shares in any such
section (b)
savings
bank, savings
company, or banking institution issued after
after
savings company,
savings bank,
the
enactment of this
this Act.
of enactment
date of
the date
Approved, February 16, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
n

[CHAPTER 15.]
15.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Granting
property to
the State
Michigan for institutional purposes.
of Michigan
State of
to the
certain property
Granting certain

w

s

ei

u es

February 19,
19, 1934.
February
[S. 2152.1
2152.]
1S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 95.]

Representatives of the Mount Pleasant InBe
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
Be it
InThat there
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
there is dianSchtool.a
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
dianonveyalce of propof prop
Conveyance
institutional purposes
for institutional
hereby granted
to the
the State
of Michigan
purposes erty
Michigan for
State of
granted to
hereby
erty of,
of, to
for
Michigan, for
to Michigan,
purposes.
institutional purposes.
the property
property known
as the
the ""Mount
Mount Pleasant
Indian institutional
Pleasant Indian
designated as
and designated
known and
the
School
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Michigan,
such grant
grant to
to include
include
Michigan, such
at Mount
located at
School ",, located
the land
buildings and
such equipment
may be
be designated
designated by
by Provisos.
as may
equipment as
and such
and buildings
land and
the
be Date
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior:
Provided,
That
this
grant
shall
shall
Date ofo acceptance.
acceptance.
grant
this
That
Provided,
Interior:
the
of
Secretary
the
the
effective
at any
time prior
to July
July 1,
1, 1934,
1934, if,
that date,
date, the
before that
if, before
prior to
any time
effective at
Governor of
of Michigan
of the
the State
State files an
behalf of
on behalf
Michigan on
State of
the State
of the
Governor
acceptance thereof
with the
Secretary of
of the
Interior: Provided
Provided
the Interior:
the Secretary
thereof with
acceptance
Reservation.
Interior to Reservation.
further, That
That right
is reserved
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
reserved by
right is
further,
retain until
July 11, 1934,
1934, dormitory
and other
needed for the
space needed
other space
dormitory and
until July
retain
housing
and care
care of
of Indian
pupils now
at said
said school:
school:
accommodated at
now accommodated
Indian pupils
housing and
Admittance of
of In.
Provided
That as
condition precedent
precedent to
this grant
InAdmittance
Indians dians
grant Indians
to this
as aacondition
further,That
Provided further,
into State instiistiState
tutions.
State
in
resident
within
the
State
of
Michigan
will
be
accepted
State
instiaccepted
be
resident within the State of Michigan will
without
races, and without
tutions on
on entire
equality with
persons of
other races,
of other
with persons
entire equality
tutions
cost to
the Federal
Government.
Federal Government.
to the
cost
Approved,
1934.
19, 1934.
February 19,
Approved, February
[CHAPTER 16.1
16.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To
authorize an
an increase
in the
Washington Home
directors of the Washington
of directors
number of
the number
increase in
To authorize
for
Foundlings.
for Foundlings.

Be
and House
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
States
of
America
in,
Congress
assembled,
That the Act
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
entitled
"An Act
for incorporating
incorporating a
ahospital
hospital for foundlings
foundlings in the
Act for
entitled "An
city
Washington ",
", approved
22, 1870,
amended, is
as amended,
1870, as
April 22,
approved .April
of Washington
city of
amended by
by striking
out section
said Act and by inserting in
of said
section 33 of
striking out
amended
lieu
following new
section:
new section:
the following
thereof the
lieu thereof
said hospital shall be under the conmanagement of said
The management
3. The
SEc. 3.
""Sze.
trol of
of a
aboard
board of
directors. The
The number
number of
of directors
fixed
be fixed
shall be
directors shall
of directors.
trol
decreased
or
in
the
bylaws
of
the
corporation
and
increased
decreased
increased
be
may
and
corporation
the
of
in the bylaws
from
to time
time as
as may
be provided
provided in
board
bylaws. The board
said bylaws.
in said
may be
time to
from time
of
directors
shall
have
power
to
appoint
all
officers
and committees
officers
all
appoint
to
of directors shall have power
necessary to
to the
of the
affairs of
the
of the
the affairs
administration of
proper administration
the proper
necessary
corporation."
corporation."
Approved,
February 20, 1934.
Approved, February

-34 -86637 --34
86637'

3

February 20, 1931.
1931.
IS. 1659.1
;.69.1
[Public, No. 99T—
{Public,

96f1

District of
of Columbia.
District
Home
Washington
Home
Washington
for Foundlings.
Vol._ 16,
10, p.
p. 92,
92.
Vol.
amended.
amended.

Authority to change
Authority
number of
of directors,
directors,
number
conferred.
conferred.
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CH. 23.
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AN ACT

AN ACT

To provide
provide for
for loans
to farmers
for crop
crop production
and harvesting
the
harvesting during the
production and
farmers for
loans to
To
year
1934, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
year 1934,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
House of
Be
That the Governor
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Governor
America in
United States of America
of the
the Farm
Farm Credit
hereinafter in
in this
this Act
Act referred
referred
Administration, hereinafter
Credit Administration,
of
Post, p. 402.
to as
Governor ",
hereby authorized
loans to .farmers
authorized to make loans
is hereby
", is
" Governor
the "
as the
to
ost, p. 402.
during
the year
1934 for
crop production,
production, planting,
fallowing, and
and
planting, fallowing,
for crop
year 1934
during the
79
Vol. 47,p.p. 795.
cultivation
and,
to
the
extent
of
not
exceeding
$1,000,000,
feed
feed
for
$1,000,000,
exceeding
not
of
extent
the
to
cultivation and,
Feed for
storm-stricken areas.
livestock in drought- and storm-stricken
for livestock
livestock.
for livestock.
Feed
or
S
EC.
2.
(a)
A
on
crops growing
growing or to be planted
planted or
all
lien
first
A
(a)
2.
SEC.
Liens
required.
Liens required.
grown or
or harvested
harvested during
the year
year 1934,
on livestock,
be
shall be
livestock, shall
or on
1934, or
during the
grown
Proviso.
required as security for any such loan: Provided, however, That in
Summer
fallowing, required as security for any such loan: Provided, however, That
Summer fallowing,
etc.,
a loan for the purpose of summer
the case of a
summer fallowing or.the prosecurity.
etc., security.
duction
of winter
winter wheat,
lien, or
or an
agreement to
to give
give a
a, first
first
an agreement
first lien,
a first
wheat, a
duction of
lien,
crops to
to be
be harvested
1935 may, in the discretion
discretion of the
harvested in 1935
on crops
lien, on
Governor, be
be deemed
security. Except
Except as
hereinafter proas hereinafter
Loans
sufficient security.
deemed sufficient
Loans made under Governor,
rules, eta, of Governor.
agencies, upon such
made through
vided, such
such loans
shall be
be made
through such
such agencies,
such
loans shall
rules,etc.,oGovernor. vided,
terms
and conditions,
and subject
to such
regulations as .the Governor
governor
such regulations
subject to
conditions, and
terms and
such
shall prescribe.
prescribe. Recording
and other
in connection
connection with
with such.
fees in
other fees
Recording and
Recording, etc., fees.
fees. shall
Recording,
loans shall
not exceed
$1 in
in any
any case,
which shall be paid by the Farm
case, which
exceed $1
shall not
loans
Credit Administration.
Administration. Loans
Loans made
of
made pursuant to the provisions of
Credit
51/2
exceed 5
1
/
2 per centum
centum
bear interest at the rate of not to exceed
shall bear
this Act shall
Interest rate.
per annum. For
purpose of collecting loans made under this
For the purpose
per
Collecting
loans.
collectingloans
Act
Acts of
same general
general character,
character, the Govof the same
prior Acts
under prior
and under
Act and
ernor
may use
the facilities
facilities and
services of the Farm
Farm Credit Adminand services
use the
ernor may
istration or
or of
of any
any officer
officers thereof
thereof and may pay
pay for such
such
or officers
officer or
istration
services and
and the
the use
of such
such facilities
the funds
funds made
made available
available
from the
facilities from
use of
POS1,
services
ss.
p. 355.
Pst,p.
under section
administrative
payment of necessary administrative
section 55hereof for the payment
under
expenses;
institutions are hereby
hereby expressly
expressly empowered
empowered to
expenses; and such institutions
enter
agreements with
with the Governor for such purposes.
into agreements
enter into
(b) The amount which may be loaned
(b)
loaned to any borrower pursuant
pursuant
Limit on individual
loans.
to this Act shall not exceed $250 unless, in the opinion of the
the Govloans.
warrant
ernor,
the circumstances
surrounding the loan are such
such as to warrant
circumstances surrounding
ernor, the
a larger
larger amount,
amount, in
which event
event the
borrower
shall
to
entitled to
shall be entitled
borrower
the
in
which
a
Proviso.
area
in
any
a
loan
not
in
excess
of
$400:
Provided,
That
in
any
area
That
however,
Provided,
$400:
of
in
excess
Distressed
not
a
loan
emergenDistressed
cy
areas.
certified by the President
cy areas.
President of the United
United States to the Governor
Governor as
emergency area
Governor may make loans without
without
area, the Governor
distressed emergency
aa distressed
regard
to the
foregoing limitations,
limitations, under
under such regulations and
and for
for
the foregoing
regard to
prescribe therefor.
therefor.
such time as he may prescribe
Conditions of loan.
Conditionsofloan.
(c)
(c) No loan shall be made
made under this Act
Act to any applicant
applicant who
shall
established to the satisfaction
the proper
proper officer
officer
satisfaction of the
have first established
shall not have
or
employee of the Farm Credit Administration,
Administration, under such regureguor employee
Applicant
unable to
t lations as the Governor
is
(1) that
that such applicant
prescribe (1)
Governor may prescribe
Applicant unable
applicant is
procure elsewhere.
reasonably
other sources aaloan in an amount reasonably
from
procure from
unable
to procure
.
unable to
the purposes
adequate to meet has
purposes for which loans may be
his needs for the,
adequate
applicant is
that such
Applicant to
cooper
and (2)
Act; and
this Act;
cooper--made under
to
tpplicant
under
this
(2)
that
such applicant
is cooperating
cooperating
Agricultural
under Agriculture
ate under
Adjustment
Act
prodirectly in the
crop production control
of the Agriculturai
AgriculturaI
program of
control program
the cr
Adjustment Act prproduction
gram.
1934
Adjustment Administration
Administration or
proposing to increase his 1934
is not proposing
or is
Adjustment
Ante,
31.
nte, pp. 31.
detrimental
production
manner detrimental
commodities in aamanner
agricultural commodities
production of basic agricultural
success of such program.
the success
to the
Loans
declared
to
b
authorized to be loaned
SEc.
to
be
deiaresd
S
EC.
3. (a)
(a.) The moneys
moneys authorized
loaned by the Governor
Governor
Loans
trust
with a
a trus
impressed
impressed with
for
designated par
pur--under this Act are declared
for designated
declared to be impressed
impressed with a
atrust
trust to accomplish
accomplish
poses.
p
the purposes
ses'
purposes provided
provided for by this Act, namely, the production,
planting,
of crops,
crops, and
and feed
feed for
for farm livestock,
li vestock
cultivation of
fallowing, cultivation
planting, fallowing,
pursuant to this
moneys loaned
continue until the moneys
which trust shall
shall continue
loaned pursuant

Loans to
to farmers
farmers
Loans
authorized for crop
procrop proauthorizedfor
duction during
193
during 1931.
dEtion
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Act
contemplated by this Act, and
purposes contemplated
been used
used for the purposes
Act have been
False representation
representation
be unlawful
unlawful for
person to make any material
material false
false repre- to False
any person
for any
shall be
itit shall
obtain loan.
obtain l
any loan or to assist in obtainsentation for
for the
of obtaining
obtainobtaining any
purpose of
the purpose
sentation
given
of
any
ing
such
loan
or
to
dispose
assist
in
disposing
crops
or
of
ing such loan or to dispose
as
security for
except
authority of this Act, except
made under authority
loan made
any loan
for any
as security
carrying
for
the account
account of
of the
the Governor,
Governor, and
and for the purpose of carrying
for the
out the provisions of this Act.
Fees
for preparing
preparing
ees for
a fee for the applications
(b)
shall be unlawful for any person to charge a
It shall
(b) It
unlawful.
purpose
preparation of any papers
preparing or assisting in the preparation
of preparing
purpose of
of
an applicant
loan under
provisions of this Act.
the provisions
under the
for aa loan
applicant for
of an
for.
Punishment for.
(c)
person violating
violating any
of the provisions
provisions of this Act shall Punishment
any of
Any person
(c) Any
be
misdemeanor and shall, upon
conviction thereof, be
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
of a
guilty of
be guilty
punished by a
$1,000 or by imprisonment
imprisonment not
exceeding $1,000
fine not exceeding
a fine
punished
exceeding six
six months, or both.
exceeding
Appointment of
of perpersAppointment
have power,
SEC. 4.
4. The
shall have
power, without regard
regard to the sonnel.
Governor shall
The Governor
SEC.
provisions
of other
employment and compensacompensaapplicable to the employment
other laws applicable
provisions of
tion of
of officers
and employees
United States, to employ and fix
fix
employees of the United
officers and
tion
Compensation under
under
Compensation
the compensation
compensation and
of such
officers, and employees classification
such agents, officers,
duties of
and duties
the
classification act.
act.
1488; Vol.
as may
may be
purposes of
this Act;
Act; but
but the
the Vol.
vol. 42, p. 1488;
of this
the purposes
out the
carry out
to carry
necessary to
be necessary
as
pp. 776; Vol. 46, p.
- 776; Vo. 46 p.
compensation of
of such
officers and
correspond, so far 445,
shall correspond,
employees shall
and employees
such officers
compensation
1003.
as may
may be
practicable, to
to the
the rates
Classification
established by the Classification
rates established
be practicable,
as
Act of 1923,
1923, as amended.
Act
Sum
authorized.
Sum authorized.
SEC. 5.
There is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
appropriated, out of any Post,
be appropriated,
is hereby
5. There
SEC.
p. 402.
p.402.
Pst
of
sum
the
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
money
$40,000,000, or
so much
necessary, to carry out
out
thereof as may be necessary,
much thereof
or so
$40,000,000,
Use for administraadministrar
appropriated, and all tusefo
so appropriated,
the provisions
Any moneys
moneys so
Act. Any
this Act.
of this
tion allowed.
provisions of
the
this
on
interest
collections
of
both
principal
and
interest
loans
made
under
collections of both principal
necessary administrative
Act,
may be
used by
Governor for all necessary
administrative
by the Governor
be used
Act, may
Collecting outstandoutstandexpenses
in carrying
and in collecting ingCollecting
provisions of this Act and
carrying out the provisions
expenses in
loans.
p. 795.
ol. 47, p.
seed and feed loans made Vol.
outstanding balances
crop production,
production, seed
on crop
balances on
outstanding
under
Act entitled
An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for loans
loans to farmers
"An
entitled "
the Act
under the
harvesting during the year
for crop production and harvesting
year 1933,
1933, and
and for
other purposes
purposes ",
approved February
February 4,
4, 1933,
1933, or
or under prior legislalegisla", approved
other
tion of the same general character.
Approved,
Approved, February 23, 1934.
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AN ACT
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construction of a
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the time for
across the Delacompleting the construction
for completing
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near Trenton,
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Jersey.
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24, 1934.
1934.
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1i.
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No.
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Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
er.
United States
in Congress
Congre88 assembled,
assembled, That
time for
for Delaware
Delaware R
River.
the time
That the
America in
of America
States of
United
ed for
renton,
T
at
completing
the
construction
of
the
bridge
authorized
by
Act
of
bridging,
a
r
4Vntg
.
bridging,
of
Act
by
authorized
bridge
completing the construction of the
p. 4492.
Congress
approved August
be built
3'/ 1 37,
37 p
Pennsylvania Nvi.
The Pennsylvania
Vol.
by The
12; Vol*
built by
to be
1912, to
24, 1912,
August 24,
Congress approved
amei nded.
1041, amended.
46 p.
Newark Railroad
and Newark
Railroad Company
Company and
and the
the Pennsylvania
Railroad 46.
P..104i,
Pennsylvania and
Railroad
ex

N

n

r

10

Company across
Delaware River
Trenton, New
of Trenton,
city of
the city
near the
River near
the Delaware
across the
Company
Jersey,
has heretofore
August
extended by Congress to August
been extended
heretofore been
which has
Jersey, which
24,
further period
period of three years from
for aafurther
extended for
hereby extended
is hereby
1934, is
4, 1934,
the
it shall
to corncorn- Prriri
Lo.80 . a ion
lawful to
be lawful
not be
shall not
That it
Provided, That
date: Provided,
named date:
last named
the last
required.
plans
thereof
plans
until
plete
or
commence
the
completion
of
said
bridge
until
thereof
ot
piROSIlbuTS1011
bridge
said
of
completion
the
plete or commence
shall
again be
be submitted
and approved
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers
of Engineers
by the
approved by
to and
submitted to
shall again
and by
by the
Secretary of
War.
of War.
the Secretary
and
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
is AmendmentAct is
repeal this
to alter,
SEC.
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby expressly
Approved,
24, 1934.
1934.
February 24,
Approved, February
r
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

To declare
declare Noxubee
Noxubee River
in Noxubee
Noxubee County,
Mississippi, to
to be
be aanonnavigable
nonnavigable
To
River in
County, Mississippi,
stream.
stream.

Noxubee River.
River.
Noxubee
Portion of, in Nombee
Miss.,
bee r County,
ounty, Miss.,
declared nonnavigable.
delared

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That that
that portion
United States of America in
in Congress
portion

of
the Noxubee
River in
in Noxubee
Noxubee County,
County, in
in the
the State
State of
Missisof the
Noxubee River
of Missis-

nomavgable. sippi be, and the same
hereby, declared
same is hereby,
declared to be aanonnavigable
nonnavigable stream
within the
the meaning
of the
the Constitution
Constitution and
laws of
of the
the United
United
within
meaning of
and laws
States.
States.

S
RC. 2.
right of
of Congress
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
Se.
2. That
That the
the right
Congress to
to alter,
or repeal
this

Amendment.
Amendment.

Act is
reserved.
Act
is hereby
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 24,
1934.
24, 1934.
Approved, February
[CHAPTER 26.]
261
[CHAPTER
February 24,1934.
24, 1934.
[S.
[I. 23721
2372.]
[Public,
No. 100.]
[Public, No.
100]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Granting
Congress to
to the
the State
of Oregon
bridge
State of
Oregon to
to maintain
maintain aabridge
already
constructed across
across Youngs
Youngs Bay
Bay near
the city
city of
of Astoria,
already constructed
near the
Astoria, Oregon.
Oregon.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States
of America
That the
the consent
consent
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
America in
in Congress
main- United
States of
-f Congress
to the State
State of Oregon,
Oregon, and its sucOf
is hereby
granted to
oi
Congress is
hereby granted
cessors
cessors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
maintain and
operate, in
in accordance
accordance with
the
to maintain
and operate,
with the
provisions
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
construction
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
over navigable
navigable water",
23, 1906,
of
bridges over
water ", approved
approved March
March 23,
1906, aa
bridge
and approaches
thereto already
already constructed
constructed across
across Youngs
Youngs
bridge and
approaches thereto
legalg " Bay near the city of Astoria, Oregon, which
which bridge is hereby
hereby dededared to
to be
to the
and in
the same
same
clared
be a
a lawful
lawful structure
structure to
the same
same extent
extent and
in the
manner
had been
been constructed
constructed in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
manner as
as if
if it
it had
the proprovisions
March 23,
23, 1906.
visions of
of said
said Act
Act of
of March
1906.
SE.
S
EC. 2. That the
the right
right to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
amend, or
is
hereby
reserved.
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
24, 1934.
Approved,
February 24,
1934.

Youngs Bay.
Oregon
ay mainregonS may
tam
n existing
bridge,
eOsting
taim
bridge,
near Astoria.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Construction
ized.

construction

Amendment.
Amendment.

le al

[CHAPTER 27.]
[CHAPTER
27.]

24,19
34,
February 24,
1934.
[H.R. 0370.1
6370.]
[pR.i
[Public, No. 101.]
Missour River.
Time
extended
sieoixtedd

for
bridgng, at South
out
bridging,
Omaha,
Omaha, Nebr.
Vol, 46,
547, 1,
1192.
4, pp.
vol.
pp,5.
ii2.

Amendment.
Amendment.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
ACT

across the
To extend the time for
for completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
of aabridge
bridge across
Missouri
the Missouri
River at or near South Omaha, Nebraska.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Howse oef
of Representatives
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
i reesentatives of
the
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
for
the time
time for
Uzited States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
completng
construction of aa bridge
bride across the Missouri River
completing
construction
g the
theconsa-crossthegMissouri
at or
or near
Omaha, Nebraska,
Nebraska, authorized
authorized by
by section
section 4
4 of
the
at
near South
South Omaha,
of the
Act of Congress
Congress approved
June 10, 1930,
Act
approved June
heretofore extended
extended by
by
1930, heretofore
an Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
20, 1931,
1931, is
hereby further
further
February 20,
is hereby
extended
year from
from June
Juno 10,
10, 1934.
1934.
extended one
one year
SEC.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The right
right to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is reserved.
reserved..
Approved,
24, 1934.
1934.
Approved, February
February 24,
[CHAPTER 28.]
28.]
[CHAPTER

February2,
February 24, 1934.
1934.
[H.R.
[He.R. 6794.]
6794.1
[Public, No. 102.1
102.]
iPubbc,

Delaware
and
Pennylvania
Pennsylvania
New
Jersey may bridge
ewJersemaybidge

Irm patz,

CT
AN A
AN
ACT
ACT

Authorizing the
Authorizing
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and
and the State
State of New
New Jersey to conconstruct,
struct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
atoll
toll bridge
bridge across
across the Delaware
Delaware River at a
apoint
point
between
between Easton, Pennsylvania, and Phillipsburg,
Phillipsburg, New Jersey.
Jersey.
Be it
by the
and House
of Representaties
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be

United State
s of America
America in
i
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled, That
Th at in
i
n order to
to
United
States

and Phillipsbrg,
N.J promote
ili
promote interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, improve
improve the
postal service,
service, and
and provide
provide
the postal
for
for military and other purposes, the State of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and the
the
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State of
of New
be, and
and are
are hereby,
authorized to construct,
hereby, authorized
Jersey be,
New Jersey
State
maintain,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
thereto across
across the
approaches thereto
and approaches
bridge and
maintain, and
Delaware River,
River, at
at a
a point
navigation, at
interests of navigation,
the interests
to the
suitable to
point suitable
Delaware
or near
Phillipsburg, New Jersey, in
and Phillipsburg,
Pennsylvania, and
Easton, Pennsylvania,
near Easton,
or
accordance with
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regu- Construction.
Construction.
the Act
provisions of
the provisions
with the
accordance
late the
the construction
construction of
approved84. Vol.
Vol. 34
34, p.84.
p.
waters ", approved
navigable waters
over navigable
bridges over
of bridges
late
March
1906, and
subject to
conditions and limitations
to the conditions
and subject
23, 1906,
March 23,
contained in this Act.
contained
to acquire real
Right to
Pennsylvania ostate,
SEC. 2. There
There is hereby conferred upon the
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania
Right
real
loosfor loeaetc.,acquire
estate,
etc.
tion,
upon
and
the
State
of
New
Jersey
all
such
rights
and
powers
to
enter
approaches,
etc.
enter
to
powers
and
rights
such
and the State of New Jersey all
lands and
to acquire,
acquire, condemn,
real estate
possess, and use real
occupy, possess,
condemn, occupy,
and to
lands
and
other property
needed for
for the
the location,
construction, maintelocation, construction,
property needed
and other
nance, and
operation of
and its approaches,
approaches, as are
bridge and
such bridge
of such
and operation
nance,
possessed
railroad corporations
corporations for
for railroad
railroad purposes
purposes or
or by
by bridge
by railroad
possessed by
real
such
corporations
for
bridge
purposes
State
in
which
State
the
in
purposes
bridge
for
corporations
estate or
property is
is situated,
just compensation
compensation ce Condemnation
proCondemnation pro.
making just
upon making
situated, upon
other property
or other
estate
edings
of
laws
therefor,
to
be
ascertained
according
to
the
laws
such
according
paid
and
therefor, to be ascertained
State,
and the
be the
the same as in the conshall be
therefor shall
proceedings therefor
the proceedings
State, and
demnation or
expropriation of
property for
for public
such
purposes in such
public purposes
of property
or expropriation
demnation
State.
State.
SEc. 3.
The said
State of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and
the State
Tolls
authorized.
Vol. 34,
p.p.
85.
State of New Vol4,
and the
said State
3. The
SEC.
over
transit
tolls
charge
Jersey
are
hereby
authorized
to
fix
and
charge
for
authorized
hereby
Jersey are
such bridge,
rates of
of toll
toll so
fixed shall
shall be
be the
rates until
legal rates
the legal
so fixed
the rates
and the
bridge, and
such
changed
by
the
Secretary
of
War
under
the
authority
contained
in
contained
authority
the
under
War
of
changed by the Secretary
the Act
Act of
March 23, 1906.
of March
the
S
EC. 4.
In fixing
fixing the
rates of
to be
be charged
charged for
for the
the use
of such
Rates applied
applied to
°
Rto
such Rates
use of
toll to
of toll
fun the rates
4. In
SEC.
bridge
the
same
shall
be
so
adjusted
as
to
provide
a
fund
sufficient
e
e
i
t
a
c
.
iinn '
sinking
etc.
sufficient
a
fund
provide
to
as
adjusted
so
be
shall
bridge the same
to
the reasonable
cost of
maintaining, repairing, and operof maintaining,
reasonable cost
for the
pay for
to pay
ating
the
bridge
and
its
approaches
under economical
economical management,
management,
under
approaches
its
and
ating the bridge
of such
and to
sufficient to amortize the cost t
'of
provide aa sinking fund sufficient
to provide
and
bridge
and
its
approaches,
including
reasonable
interest
and
financing
financing
and
interest
reasonable
including
bridge and its approaches,
cost,
soon as
as possible,
possible ' under
reasonable charges,
charges but
but within
within aa
under reasonable
as soon
cost, as
period
of
not
to
exceed
twenty
years
from
the
completion
thereof. Maintenance,
Maintenance, as
as a
a
thereof.
completion
the
from
exceed twenty years
period of not tofund
After aasinking
sufficient
for such
such amortization
have been
been ftrti'ingeoe't
tree bridge,costs,
etc., after
after
amortizing
shall have
amortization shall
sufficient for
After sinking fund
so
provided, such
such bridge
shall thereafter
thereafter be
maintained and
operated
and operated
be maintained
bridge shall
so provided,
free
of
tolls,
or
the
rates
of
toll
shall
thereafter
be
so
adjusted
as to
to
as
adjusted
so
be
thereafter
shall
toll
of
rates
the
or
tolls,
of
free
provide
a
fund
of
not
to
exceed
the
amount
necessary
for
the
proper
proper
the
provide a fund of not to exceed the amount necessary for
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
of the
the bridge
bridge and
its approaches
approaches
and its
operation of
and operation
maintenance,
u
of expenses
e kept.
kept.
receipts
cost of andRecord
record of
nder economical
economical management.
management. An accurate
accurate record
of the
the cost
receipts to
to be
under
the bridge and its approaches,
approaches, the
the expenditures
for
maintaining,
maintaining,
expenditures for
bridge and its
the
repairing, and operating the
same, and
and of
of the
collected
tolls collected
daily tolls
the daily
repairing and operating the same,
shall
be
kept
and
shall
be
available
for
the
information
of all
all persons
persons
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of
interested.
Amendment.
SEC. 5.
The right
right to
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Act is
this Act
repeal this
alter, amend,
to alter,
5. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 24, 1934.
Approved, February
[CHAPTER 29.1
29.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To extend the times for commencing
commencing and
completing the
of aabridge
bridge
construction of
the construction
and completing
the times for
To extend
across the
Missouri River
River at
at or
or near
Weldon Spring,
Spring, Missouri.
Missouri.
near Weldon
the Missouri
across

1934..
February
February 24,
24 ,1934
H
[H.R.
-.
[ .R. 66799.1]
10.]
[Public, No. 103.1

Be it enacted by
the Sen
ate and House of
of the
the
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
Senate
Be it enacted by the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled,
That
the
times
for
,Mimiss°1111R,,mtvZ
ver. fx
Mlsouri
for
times
the
That
Congress assembled,
of America
United Statesand
commencing and
completing the
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
across the
the wi
bri-d-A r7a
Wedon71
at— VieldO
bridge across
completing
commencing
y, ' 460. „
Missouri River
at
or
near
Weldon
Spring,
Missouri,
authorized
to
8Pring
Missouri River at or near Weldon Spring, Missouri, authorized to VL' 4 p. 14,
be built
built by
of Missouri
Missouri by
an;eTaed.—
Act amended
an Act
by an
Commission of
Highway Conumssion
State Highway
the State
by the
be
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29-31.
CHS.

FEBRUARY 24,
1934.
24, 1934.
FEBRUARY

of Congress
March 8,
3, 1931,
1931, are
are hereby
hereby extended
extended two
two and
and
approved March
Congress approved
of
five years,
from March
March 3,
3, 1933.
1933.
five
years, respectively,
respectively, from
Sno.
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this Act
Act is hereby
or repeal
The right
SE. 2.
2. The
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
24, 1934.
1934.
February 24,
Approved,

Amendment.
Amendment.

[CHAPTER 30.1
[CHAPTER
30
February 24,
24, 1934.
134.
[H.R. 60s9.1
8909.]
[aI..
[Public, No.
No. 104.]
[Public,
104.]

AN ACT

AN ACT

To
the times
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the construction
of a
bridge
a bridge
construction of
for commencing
times for
To extend
extend the
across the
near Saint
Saint Francisville,
Francisville, Missouri.
Missouri.
at or
or near
Moines River
River at
the Des
Des Moines
across

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
tle
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the time
for
time for
That the
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
'tendedor
the construction
construction of
of aabridge
bridge across
the
across the
and completing
completing the
rant-commencing
commencing and
Moines River
River at
or near
near Saint
Saint Francisville,
Francisville, Missouri,
Missouri, authorized
authorized
at or
Des Moines
s02, Des
IH. Brown, G. H. Wilsey,
to be built by Roy H. Campbell, Charles IT.
Wilsey,
and Doctor
0. Strosiaider,
Act of
Congress approved
approved
of Congress
by an
an Act
Strosnider, by
H. 0.
Doctor IL
and
February 14,
14, 1933,
1933, are
are hereby
hereby extended
extended one
one and
and three
years, respecrespecthree years,
February
tively,
14, 1934.
1934.
February 14,
from February
tively, from
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend or
or repeal
this Act is hereby
hereby
SgE.
repeal this
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
February 24, 1934.
Approved,

Des Moines River.
Time eextended for
bridging,
at saint Franbridging,
cisville, Mo.
Vol. 47,
47,
p.. 802,
vol'.
amended.
amended.

s at

A
mendment.
Amendment.

[CHAPTER
31.]
[CHAPTER 31.1
February
February 24, 1934.

[H.R. 7291.1
[public, No.
No. 105.]
105.l
-[ublic,

Mississippi
Mississippi River.
Hannibal, Mo., may
may
bridge.

bridebal Mo.

construction.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

34,
Vol.

.

Right to
approaches,

acquire
Righ t t"eq
uir erl
real
estate, etc., for location,
approaches, etc
etc.

Condemnation
eCoaenntion
ceedings.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing
Hannibal, Missouri,
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to conconMissouri, its
City of
of Hannibal,
the City
Authorizing the
struct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge across
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at
at or
or near
near
a bridge
operate a
struct,
the City
City of
of Hannibal,
Marion County,
County, Missouri.
Missouri.
Hannibal, Marion
the

Be
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
and House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in order
order to

facilitate interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, improve
improve the
Postal Service,
Service, and
and
the Postal
facilitate

provide for
Hannibal,
military and other purposes, the City of Hannibal,
for military
provide
Missouri, its
successors and assigns, be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized
its successors
Missouri,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate aabridge and approaches
approaches thereto
to construct,
across the Mississippi River, at a
a point suitable to the interests of
across
navigation, at
at or near Hannibal,
Hannibal, Missouri,
accordance with the
Missouri, in accordance
navigation,

provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
', approved
waters ",
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters
approved March 23, 1906, and
subject to the condition
condition and limitations contained
contained in this Act.
subject
Hannibal,
S.EC' 2.. There is hereby conferred
S
conferred upon the City of Hannibal,
Missouri, its
its successors
all such
such rights
rights and
assigns, all
and powers
powers to
to
Missouri,
successors and
and assigns,

enter upon lands and to acquire, condemn,
condemn, occupy, possess,
possess, and use
property needed
needed for the location, construction,
real estate and other property
maintenance of such bridge and its approaches as are
operation, and maintenance
operation,
possessed by railroad corporations
railroad purposes or by,
corporations for railroad
bridge corporations
corporations for bridge purposes in the State in which such
such
real estate or other property
property is situated,
situated, upon making just compen-

pro
Pro- sation therefor, to be ascertained
ascertained and paid according
according to
to the
the laws
laws
of such State, and the proceedings
proceedings therefor
therefor shall
shall be the same as in
condemnation or expropriation
expropriation of property
the condemnation
property for public
public purposes
in such State.
Tolls authorized.
authorized.
3.: The said City of Hannibal, Missouri, its successors
SEC.
Tolls
SEC. 3
su ccessors and
an d
assigns, is hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over
hereby authorized
over
rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates
such bridge, and the rates
rates
Vol.
3 p.
Secretary of War
changed by the Secretary
until changed
vol. 34,
. 8..
War under
under the authority
authority
contained in
in the
the Act
Act of
of March
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
contained
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S
EC. 4.
4. After
After the
such bridge,
determined by the .Acquisition
Acquisition authorauthorbridge, as determined
of such
completion of
the completion
SEC.
er c
ontl ett
completion
after
ized 41
Missouri. Illinois,
by
of
State
the
Missouri,
Secretary
of
War,
either
the
State
of
Missouri,
the
State
Illinois,
t
4
z
of
State
the
Secretary of War, either
any
agency or
political subdivision of either
either of such States, etc.
e
t
'
or political
public agency
any public
or
of
part
within
or
adjoining
which
any
such
bridge is located,
located, or
within or adjoining
any
two or
more of them
take
them jointly, may at any time acquire and take
or more
any two
over
all right,
bridge and its approaches,
interest in such bridge
and interest
title, and
right, title,
over all
and any
interest in
in real property
property necessary therefor, by purchase
any interest
and
or by
by condemnation
condemnation or
or expropriation,
expropriation, in accordance
accordance with the laws
laws
or
colils:,:-,'
of private
acquisition
of
either
of
such
States
governing
the
acquisition
of
private prop- quired
Cmimensin, if
the
governing
States
such
of
of either
by cmdemuaerty for
public purposes by condemnation or expropriation. If at r red lo y cindemtiaerty for public purposes by condemnation or expropriation. If at tionetc.
any
expiration of
five years
after the completion of
years after
of five
the expiration
after the
time after
any time
such
same is
acquired by
by condemnation
or expropriation,
expropriation,
condemnation or
is acquired
the same
bridge the
such bridge
allowed shall
the
amount of
shall not
not
compensation to be allowed
or compensation
damages or
of damages
the amount
revenues or profits, but
include
good will,
going value,
value, or
or prospective
but
prospective revenues
will, going
include good
Limitation.
cost of
shall
limited to
to the
(1) the
actual cost
of constructing
constructing Limitation.
the actual
of (1)
sum of
the sum
be limited
shall be
for
reasonable
a
such
bridge
and
its
approaches,
less
a
reasonable
deduction
for
less
approaches,
its
and
bridge
such
of acquiring
actual depreciation
in value;
(2) the
actual cost
cost of
acquiring such
the actual
value; (2)
depreciation in
actual
costs,
promotion
and
interests
in
real
property;
(3)
actual
financing
promotion
financing
actual
(3)
property;
real
interests in
sum of the cost of constructing
not
exceed 10
per centum
centum of
constructing
the sum
of the
10 per
to exceed
not to
the
its approaches
acquiring such
such interests
interests in real
real
and acquiring
approaches and
and its
bridge and
the bridge
property;
(4) actual
expenditures for
for necessary
necessary improvements.
improvements.
actual expenditures
and (4)
property; and
nder State,
S
EC. 5.
5. If
bridge shall
at any
time be
be taken
taken over
over or
or acquired
acquired Tolls under
any time
shall at
such bridge
If such
SEC.
Za.es
ap
tiNil
ed to opRates
thereof, or
by
States or
or public
public agencies
agencies or
political subdivisions
subdivisions thereof,
or eteit
? applied
or political
the States
by the
sinking fund,
eraion
tolls
if
and
this
of
4
section
in
by
either
of
them,
as
provided
in
4
Act,
if
tolls
fund,
gtion,
sinking
by either of them, as provided
are thereafter
thereafter charged
for the
the rates of toll shall be so
thereof, the
use thereof,
the use
charged for
are
for the reasonable
adjusted
to provide
provide a
afund
sufficient to
reasonable cost
cost
pay for
to pay
fund sufficient
as to
adjusted as
its
and
bridge
of
maintaining,
repairing,
and
operating
the
bridge
the
operating
and
repairing,
of maintaining,
sinking
provide aasinking
approaches
under economical
economical management,
management, and
to provide
and to
approaches under
fund
sufficient to
to amortize
the amount
therefor, including reaamount paid therefor,
amortize the
fund sufficient
sonable interest
and financing
soon as
as possible
reasonpossible under reasonas soon
cost, as
financing cost,
interest and
sonable
twenty years from
exceed
to
able
charges,
but
within
a
period
of
not
exceed
not
of
period
able charges, but within a
,flll,,e^,ll.ore
r'is
the date
date of
of acquiring
the same.
After aasinking
fund sufficient
sufficient for
for brillnetetcntualern.aiiir,roere.
sinking fund
same. After
acquiring the
the
bridge, etc., atLer amorots.
izing
shall
such
amortization
shall
have
been
so
provided,
such
bridge
ozai
g
g
c'ost;:
bridge
such
provided,
such amortization shall have been so
tolls, or the rates of
thereafter
be maintained
and operated
operated free
free of
of tolls,
maintained and
thereafter be
toll shall
thereafter be
so adjusted
as to
provide aa fund of not to
to
to provide
adjusted as
be so
shall thereafter
toll
and
exceed
the
amount
necessary
for
the
proper
maintenance,
repair,
maintenance,
proper
the
for
necessary
exceed the amount
operation of
bridge and
its approaches
under economical
economical manapproaches under
and its
the bridge
of the
operation
exienliof ex
acquiring
agement.
An
accurate
record
of
the
amount
paid
for
acquiring the turRecord
Record
pewitfor
paid
amount
the
of
record
es and recelptS.
accurate
agelnent. An
ree
ad
res
bridge and
approaches, the
actual expenditures
expenditures for
maintaining,
for maintaining,
the actual
its approaches,
and its
bridge
repairing,
operating the
same and
and of
the daily
tolls collected,
collected,
daily tolls
of the
the same
and operating
repairing, and
all perof
shall
be
kept
and
shall
be
available
for
the
information
information
the
for
available
be
shall
and
kept
be
shall
sons
interested.
sons interested.
Sworn statement of
statement of
c
csor
SEC. 6.
The City
of Hannibal,
its successors
successors and assigns, construction
Missouri, its
costs, etc.,
Hannibal, Missouri,
City of
6. The
SEc.
to be fled
filed after corncomafter
be
to
with
file
shall
within
ninety
days
after
the
completion
of
such
bridge
file
with
bridge
pletion.
shall within ninety days after the completion of such
the
Secretary of
of War
War and
and with
the highway
departments of the pleton.
highway departments
with the
the Secretary
States of
of Missouri
and Illinois,
sworn itemized
itemized statement
statement showing
showing
Illinois, aasworn
Missouri and
States
the
actual
original
cost
of
constructing
the
bridge
and
its
approaches,
approaches,
its
and
bridge
the
the actual original cost of constructing
the actual
of acquiring
any interest
property necessary
necessary
real property
in real
interest in
acquiring any
cost of
actual cost
the
Examination etc., by
etc.,br
sExamination
costs. The
of
Sc.
and promotion
therefor and
and the
actual financing
financing and
promotion costs.
The SecreSecre- Secretary
the actual
therefor,
of
tary
of
'War
may,
and
upon
request
of
the
highway
department
department
highway
the
of
request
upon
and
may,
War
of
tarv
either of
States shall,
shall, at
at any
within three
after the
years after
three years
time within
any time
such States
of such
either
the
completion
of
such
bridge,
investigate
such
costs
and
determine
determine
and
costs
such
investigate
bridge,
such
of
completion
accuracy
the reasonableness
of the
in the
the statement
statement
alleged in
costs alleged
the costs
reasonableness of
and the
accuracy and
of
shall make
make a
afinding
finding of
actual and
and reasonable
reasonable
the actual
of the
and shall
filed, and
so filed,
costs so
of costs
costs of constructing, financing,
financing, and
such bridge;
for the
the
bridge; for
promoting such
and promoting
costs of constructing,
purpose of
of such
such investigation
investigation the
the said
City of
of Hannibal,
Missouri,
Missouri,
Hannibal,
City
said
purpose
its successors
shall make
make available
available all
all of
of its
its records in
assigns, shall
and assigns,
successors and
its
connection with
construction, financing,
financing, and
thereof.
and promotion thereof.
the construction,
with the
connection
1

i

on , ete .

ur i

in o

,

:
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73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

Secretary
Findings of Secretary
conclusive.
conclusive.

Right to
conferred.
conferred.

sell, etc.,

Amendment.
Amendment.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS. 31-33.
31-33.
SESS.

FEBRUARY 24,
26, 1934.
1934.
24, 26,
FEBRUARY

The findings
findings of
of the
Secretary of
the reasonable
reasonable costs
costs of
of
The
the Secretary
of War
War as
as to
to the
the construction,
financing, and
of the
the bridge
bridge shall
shall be
the
construction, financing,
and promotion
promotion of
be
conclusive for
for the
the purposes
section 4
4of
this Act,
Act, subject
subject
conclusive
purposes mentioned
mentioned in
in section
of this
only
to review
review in
in a
court of
of equity
equity for
for fraud
or gross
gross mistake.
mistake.
only to
a court
fraud or
Sr.°. 7.
7. The
The right
transfer, and
and mortgage
mortgage all
all the
the
SEO.
right to
to sell,
sell, assign,
assign, transfer,
rights,
and privileges
privileges conferred
by this
Act is
is hereby
hereby granted
rights, powers,
powers, and
conferred by
this Act
granted
to
of Hannibal,
Missouri, its
its successors
and assigns,
assigns, and
and any
any
to the
the City
City of
Hannibal, Missouri,
successors and
corporation to
person to
rights, powers,
powers,
corporation
to which
which or
or any
any person
to whom
whom such
such rights,
and privileges
be sold,
sold, assigned,
assigned, or
transferred, or
who shall
and
privileges may
may be
or transferred,
or who
shall
acquire
the same
same by
mortgage foreclosure
foreclosure or
or otherwise,
otherwise, is
is hereby
acquire the
by mortgage
hereby
authorized
empowered to
same as
as fully
fully as
as though
though
authorized and
and empowered
to exercise
exercise the
the same
conferred herein
corporation or
conferred
herein directly
directly upon
upon such
such corporation
or person.
person.
S
EC. 8.
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
hereby
SEO.
8. The
The right
right to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February
24, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
February 24,
[CHAPTER 32.1
[CHAPTER
32.1

February
February 25,
26, 1934.
1934.
111.R. 6492.1
6492.]
[H.R.
[Public,
No.
105.1
[Public, No. 106.1

ACT
AN ACT
To extend
times for
for commencing
and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
of aabridge
bridge
To
extend the
the times
commencing and
across the Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River
River at
at or near Alexandria
Alexandria Bay, New York.
across
York.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
saint Lawrence United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the times for
for

Saint Lawrence
laver.
extended for
Time extended
bridging at Alexandria
dgyN.Y.
at lNexandria
Bay,
Vol. 45,
Vol.
45, p.. 1552;
1op; Vol.
1098; Vol. 47, pp.
46, p. 1098;
83, 805, amended.

Volf.

Vol

ss 06, amended.

Amendment.
Amendment.

commencing
completing the
commencing and completing
the construction
construction of
bridge across
across
of a
a bridge

the Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River at or near
near Alexandria
Alexandria Bay,
Bay, New York,

authorized to be built by the.
the New York Development
Association,
authorized
Development Association,
Incorporated, aa corporation
corporation organized
Incorporated,
organized under and by virtue of the
membership corporation
corporation law of the State of New York, its successors
successors
membership
and assigns, by
an. Act
Act of
of Congress
4, 1929,
by an
Congress approved
approved March
March 4,
1929, and
and
heretofore
approved February
February 13,
heretofore extended
extended by an
an Act
Act of Congress approved
13,
1931, and further heretofore
extended by
1931,
heretofore extended
by an
an Act of Congress
approved April 15,
further extended
by an
an Act
approved
15, 1932, and heretofore
heretofore further
extended by
Act
of Congress approved
approved February
February 14,
14,1933,
1933, are
are hereby further
further extended
extended
one and three years respectively
respectively from March 4, 1934.
Sc. 2. The right to alter, amend,
or repeal
Sue.
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February
February 26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 33.]
33.)

Pehrunry
1934.
Febrttu y 26,
26,194,
•
[11.1t. 7028.1
tIHl.
7928.1
11(Tiefr

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To amend subsection
subsection (b) of section 12 of the Act entitled "An
Act to
for
"An Act
to provide for
aid in
in the
the refinancing
farm debts,
debts, and
and
the establishment
establishment of a
a corporation
corporation to aid
refinancing of
of farm
for other purposes",
approved January
purposes", approved
January 81,
31, 1934.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United States of .America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assenmbled
assembled, That subsection
subsection
ed,4
(b) of section 12 of the Act entitled "An Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the
establishment of aa corporation
establishment
corporation to aid in the refinancing
refinancing of farm
debts, and for other purposes",
purposes ", approved January
January 31, 1934, is
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Mortgages
and credit
o.gnderedit
'"(b)
"(b) Mortgages executed to the Land Bank Commissioner
Commissioner and
instruments.
mortgages held by the Corporation,
mortgages
Corporation, and the credit instruments
instruments
secured thereby, and bonds
bonds issued by the Corporation under the
provisions of this Act, shall be deemed
deemed and held to be instrumenGovernment of the United States, and as such they
talities of the Government
and the income derived therefrom
therefrom shall be exempt from
from Federal,
Federal,
TaxeerntS
exemptions not
Th
not State
nicipal, and local taxation
estate, inheriState, m
municipal,
taxation (except surtaxes,
surtaxes, estate,
to include surtaxes.
tance, and gift taxes)."
taxes)."
Approved, February
February 26, 1934.
Federal Farm MortFedral
Farm Act,
gage
Corporation
amended.
Amet
Ante, p, 347.

Monr

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 37.

MARCH
MARCH 2, 1934.
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[CHAPTER 37.1
37.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
To repeal
force in
prohibition laws to the extent they are in force
liquor prohibition
repeal Federal liquor
To

Virgin Islands, and for other purposes.
Puerto
the Virgin
purposes.
and the
Rico and
Puerto Rico

March 2,1934.

March 2, 1934.
[H.R. 65741
[Public,
No. 108.)
108.]
[Public, No.

[H.R. 6574.1

Be it
it enacted
by the
Howse of
Representatives of the PProhibitionn llaws in
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That so
so much
fore in
in Puerto Rico
much force
Congress assembled,
Anerica in
of America
United States
and Virgin Islands.
of section
of the
"An Act
civil governirginIslands.
govern- andProvisions
provide aa civil
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
2 of
of
section 2
in organic
ment for
Porto Rico,
and for
for other
other purposes
approved March
2, Act of Puerto Rico
March 2,
", approved
purposes ",
Rico, and
for Porto
ment
repealed.
1917,
as makes
makes it
it unlawful
to import,
import, manufacture,
manufacture, sell
9d.
sell or give revole
unlawful to
Vol. 39, p. 952.
1917, as
away,
or to
to expose
expose for sale or gift any intoxicating drink, is
away, or
repealed.
Repeal of provisions
of provisions
SEc.
of the
Act, as
amended inePal
as amended
Prohibition Act,
National Prohibition
the National
II of
Title II
2. Title
SEC. 2.
in National
Prohibition Act, etc., affecting
and
Act entitled
Act to
to provide
revenue tion
etc.,
affecting
Act,
provide revenue
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
and the
supplemented, and
and supplemented,
Puerto Rico and Virgin
by
of certain
and for
for other
other islands.
slertoRicoandVirgin
liquors, and
nonintoxicating liquors,
certain nonintoxicating
taxation of
the taxation
by the
Vol. 41, p. 307; Vol.
purposes
approved March
March 22,
1933, except
such provisions
provisions of
of such
such 42,Vl.
except such
22, 1933,
p. 233. p. 307; Vol.
purposes 17",,approved
2
p. 16.
1.
, p.
Atc
effect
and
in
force
are
as
1933,
March 22,
title
and of
such Act
Act of March
force
effect Ante,
of such
title and
U.S.C., p. 353.
3
..
of
in
the
States,
are
repealed
to
the
extent
title
and
such
Act
such
and
title
such
extent
the
to
repealed
are
in the States,
March
22, 1933,
1933, are
force and
and effect
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico and
and the
effect in
in force
are in
March 22,
Virgin
Islands of
of the
the United
United States.
clause in
Liability
States.
Virgin Islands
Liability clause
ini
clause
applicable,
S
EC. 3.
3. Section
Section 13
13 of
not apply
apply with
with appli
shall not
Statutes shall
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
SEC.
R.S., sec. 13, pp. 2;
respect
forfeiture, or liability
liability incurred
incurred under any uR.s
penalty, forfeiture,
any penalty,
U.S.C.,pp. 2. 3 Ps.
to any
respect to
provision repealed
repealed by this Act.
provision
Model Housing
SEC.
4. (a)
There is
hereby established
Rico a
a board,
Moderl
ertousRing
S
EC. 4.
(a) There
is hereby
established for
for Puerto
Puerto Rico
board, Board
Rico
for Puerto
established.
established.
to
be
known
as
the
"
Model
Housing
Board"
(hereinafter
referred
referred
(hereinafter
Board"
Housing
"Model
the
as
to be known
to
as the
the "Board"),
composed of
three members
members to be
of three
be composed
to be
"Board"), to
to as
appointed
by
the
Governor
of
Puerto
Rico.
The
persons
appointed Membership, tenure.
tenure,
appointed
persons
The
Rico.
Puerto
of
appointed by the Governor
as
shall serve
without compensation,
compensation, and the etc.
etc.
serve without
Board shall
the Board
of the
members of
as members
term
for each
member shall be five years. One
such member
each such
membership for
of membership
term of
of the
shall be
as chairman of the Board.
appointed as
be appointed
members shall
the members
of
(b)
It shall
the Board
to design
construct i
Construction authorConstruction
and construct
design and
Board to
of the
duty of
the duty
be the
shall be
(b) It
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
which houses shall be
be models
modelsized
zed.
Rico houses of several types, which
in
of
sanitation, health,
comfort; but not more than
and comfort;
convenience, and
health, convenience,
of sanitation,
eight
such
houses
shall
be
built
any
senatorial district of Puerto Acquisition of sites.
senatorial
in
built
be
shall
houses
such
eight
Rico in
For the
the purpose of such construction
construction the Acquistion of .ites.
year. For
one year.
any one
in any
Rico
land in Puerto
Board
shall
have
power
to
acquire
such
of
plots
such
acquire
to
power
have
Board shall
Rico as
may be
necessary.
be necessary.
as may
Rico
(c) All
All houses
designed and
and constructed
by the
Board under
of houses;
terms
es; terms
Saleofhou
this Sale
under this
the Board
constructed by
houses designed
(c)
section shall
shall be
sold by
such prices,
prices, and
and under
under such
such ndondi
at such
Board at
the Board
by the
be sold
section
terms and
and conditions,
conditions, as
and all
all funds
derived credit
Credit o
of receipts.
receipts.
funds derived
determine; and
may determine;
it may
as it
terms
from
the sale
sale of
of such
houses shall
be covered
covered into the island
island treasury
shall be
such houses
from the
to
the account
of the
housing fund
fund established
by this section.
section.
established by
model housing
the model
account of
to the
(d)
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
section, there
there shall
shall be
be a Revolving
ae,v
a
o
u
i
z
rzglir
q
u
a
n
a
lra
crev.
refund
this section,
To carry
(d) To
paid
annually
out
of
the
revenues
of
Puerto
Rico
resulting
from
enues•
enues.
from
paid annually out of the revenues of Puerto Rico resulting
Expenditures.
taxes on
on intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors the
which shall
shall concon- Expenditures.
$30,000, which
of $30,000,
sum of
the sum
taxes
All
fund."
stitute a
a fund
be known
housing fund." All
"model housing
the "model
known as the
to be
fund to
stitute
money covered
fund shall
constitute a
a revolving
for
revolving fund for
shall constitute
such fund
into such
covered into
money
the administration
administration of
the provisions
of this
this section, and all expendiprovisions of
of the
the
tures
out of
fund shall
allowed and
and paid
paid upon
upon the presentapresentabe allowed
shall be
such fund
of such
tures out
tion
of itemized
itemized vouchers
chairman of the
by the chairman
therefor signed by
vouchers therefor
tion of
Board.
data.
S
EC. 5.
5. This
This Act
shall take
take effect
on the
of ten
ten days
days Effective
Effective dat.
expiration of
the expiration
effect on
Act shall
SEC.
after
the
date
of
its
enactment.
after the date of its enactment.
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
end mmiltims.
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER

March 2,
March
2, 1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 6951.]
6951.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 109.1
109.]

Interior
Department
Interior Department
appropriations, fiscal
appropriations,
fiscal
year
1935.
year 1935.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

38.]
38.]

MARCH 2, 1934.
CH. 38. MARCH

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Making
appropriations for
the Department
the Interior
Interior for
for the
fiscal year
Making appropriations
for the
Department of
of the
the fiscal
year
ending June
Sane 30,
30, 1935,
1935, and
for other
purposes.
ending
and for
other purposes.

by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
following
United
Am[erica in
assembled, That
sums are
are appropriated,
of any
in the
not othersums
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated, for
for the
Department of
the Interior
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
wise appropriated,
the Department
of the
Interior for
year
ending June
June 30,
namely:
year ending
30, 1935,
1935, namely:
OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY
THE SECRETARY

Secretary's office.
office.
Secretary's

SALARIES
SALARIES
Secretary, Assistants,
Secretary,
Assistants,
and office personnel.

Salaries:
Salaries: For the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, First Assistant SecSec-

retary,
retary, Assistant
other personal
personal services
services in
in the
the DisDisAssistant Secretary,
Secretary, and
and other
Provisos.
Priso.
cte to trict of Columbia, $350,685:
$350,685: Provided,
That in
in. expending
approProvided, That
expending approSalaries
Salaries restricted
restricted to
average rates
averag
rates under
under priations
priations or portions of appropriations,
appropriations, contained
contained in
this .Act,
for
in this
Act,
for
Classification
classification Acts.
Acts.
j^IV
t\- , * ,r
n
i r
vol. 42, p.
p. 1488; Vol,
Vol.
payment for personal
District
of Columbia
Columbia
in
Vol. the payment
personal services
services in the
the
District
of
in
45, p. 776; Vol. 46, p.
1003.
U.S.C., p.
P. 65; Supp.
BuPPp 84.
VI p.. 34.

45

p. 776; Vol 46, p. accordance
accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, as
of 1923,
as amended,.
amended, with
with
exception of the First Assistant
Assistant Secretary
the exception
Secretary and the Assistant
Assistant

us.c.,

Secretary
the average
of persons
Secretary the
average of the salaries of the
the total number
number of
persons

under any grade in any bureau,
bureau, office,
appropriation unit
office, or other appropriation
unit
shall not at any time exceed the average of the compensation
compensation rates
rates
Restriction not
not apap- specified for the grade by such Act, as amended:
Restriction
amended: Provided,
Provided, That
That
plicable to
to clericalclericalmechanicalservice.
this restriction
mechanical service,
restriction shall not
apply (1)
(1) to
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, and
and 4
4 of
of the
the
not apply
to grades
grades 1,
Noreductioninfixed
No reduction in fixed clerical-mechanical
require the
clerical-mechanical service, or (2) to require
the reduction
reduction in
salary
in salary
salaries.
salaries.
of
any person
person whose
compensation was
of any
whose compensation
was fixed, as of July 1, 1924,
Vol. 42,
p. 1490;
1400; in accordance
Vpol-.
42, p.
the
rules
66of such
(3) to
accordance
with
rules
of
section
such Act, (3)
require
to require
U
6s.
II s.c.,
S.C., P.
p. SO.
Transfer without
without rere- the reduction
reduction in
who is
is transferred
from one
one
Transfer
in salary of
of any person who
transferred
from
duction.
auction.
position to another
another position in the same or different
different grade
grade in
the
in the
same or a
a different
different bureau, office, or other appropriation
appropriation unit,
unit, (4)
(4)
Payments,
under to prevent the payment of a
Payments, under
a salary under any grade at
at a
rate
a rate
higher
rates prmittd.
permitted. higher than the maximum
igherrates
rate
of the
when such
such higher
higher than the maximum rate of
the grade
grade when
higher rate
rate
is permitted
Classification Act of 1923,
permitted by.the Classification
1923, as amended,
and is
is
amended, and
If only one position specifically
specfially authorized
authorized by other law, or (6)
(5) to reduce the compencompenin agrade.
agrade.
sation of any person in a
a grade in which
sation
which only one
one position
position is
is
allocated.
allocated,
Solicitor's office.
office.
Solleitor'

offtie >ersonnel.

Office personnel.

Divisionof
Division
of InvestigaInvesttga.o
tions,
tions.
Pro testing timber
and
public Ian s.
Protecting

OFF

Oi

SOICITOI

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR

For
For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and in the field,

$256,140.
$26,f140.

DIVISION
OF
INVESTIGATIONS
D VISIO
OF INVESTaIGAIOXS

For investigating
investigating official
official matters
matters un
der the
the control
cont
ro lof
ofthe
th
e DepartDepartFor
under
ment
of the
the Interior; for protecting
protecting timber on the public lands, and
ment of
for the
the more
more efficiein
relating to
for
efficient execution
execution of the law and rules relating
the cutting
cutting thereof;
thereof; for protecting
protecting public lands from illegal and
and
Swamp
wamp lands,
ands.
fraudulent
fraudulent entry
orappropriation;
appropri
ati on; for
for a
dj usti
ng claims
claims for
for swamp
swamp
ntry or
adjusting
Traveling expenses,
Telng
enses, lands
indemnity for
for swamp
lands and
and indemnity
swamp lands;
lands; and for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses
of agen
s and others employed
employedhereunder,
agents
hereunder, $362,560, including
including not
not
$20,000 for
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
vexeedies exceeding $20,000
for personal
in the
Vehicles.
and not exceeding
exceeding $33,000
$33,000 for the purchase,
exchange, operation,
operation,
purchase, exchange,
and
and maintenance
maintenance of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles and
motr
use of agents
agents and others employed
employed in the field
field
motor boats
boats for
for the
the use
service.
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EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
EXPENSES,

For contingent
expenses of
of the
office of
Secretary and
and the
Department continthe Department
the Secretary
of the
the office
contingent expenses
For
expenses.
get
bureaus
and
offices
of
the
department;
furniture,
carpets,
ice,
lumber,
expenses.
gent
lumber,
ice,
carpets,
furniture,
department;
the
of
bureaus and offices
hardware,
telegraphing, telephone
telephone service,
advertising, telegraphing,
goods, advertising,
dry goods,
hardware, dry
including
personal services
services of
of temporary
temporary or
emergency telephone
or emergency
including personal
operators;
fares for
for use
use of
messengers not exceeding
exceeding $150;
$150;
of messengers
street-car fares
operators; street-car
expressage, diagrams,
diagrams, awnings,
devices, typewriters,
adding
typewriters, adding
filing devices,
awnings, filing
expressage,
and addressing
addressing machines
machines and
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
including
and other
and
the
repair, exchange,
and maintenance
maintenance thereof;
thereof; constructing
constructing model
model
exchange, and
the repair,
on
and
other
cases
and
furniture;
postage
stamps
to
prepay
postage
prepay
to
stamps
postage
furniture;
and
and other cases
foreign mail
mail and
for special-delivery
special-delivery and
and air
mail stamps for use
air mail
and for
foreign
in the
the United
States; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses, including
necessary
including necessary
United States;
in
expenses
of inspectors
inspectors and
and attorneys;
attorneys; fuel and
examination of
and light; examination
expenses of
estimates
the field
office, or
field for any bureau, office,
in the
appropriations in
for appropriations
estimates for
Property damages.
service of
of the
not exceeding
$500 shall be available
available for damages.
Property
exceeding $500
department; not
the department;
service
the
payment of
of damages
property by
by department
department Vehicles.
Vehicles.
private property
to private
caused to
damages caused
the payment
motor
and exchange
exchange of
of motor
trucks, motorcycles,
motorcycles,
motor trucks,
purchase and
vehicles; purchase
motor vehicles;
and bicycles,
bicycles, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of two motorand
propelled passenger-carrying
motor trucks, motorcycles,
and motor
vehicles and
passenger-carrying vehicles
propelled
and bicycles
bicycles to
to be
used only
for official
official purposes
department
of department
purposes;;rent of
only for
be used
and
garage; expense
taking testimony
the same in conconpreparing the
and preparing
testimony and
of taking
expense of
garage;
nection
with
disbarment
proceedings
instituted
against
persons
Disbarment expenses.
Disbarment
persons
against
instituted
proceedings
disbarment
with
nection
charged
with improper
improper practices
before the
the department,
department, its bureaus
practices before
charged with
and offices;
offices; expense
expense of
translations, and
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for
for
not exceeding
and not
of translations,
and
contract stenographic
not exceeding
exceeding $700
$700 for
services; not
reporting services;
stenographic reporting
contract
newspapers; stationery,
including tags,
labels, index
index cards,
cards, clothcloth- Stationery, etc.
tags, labels,
stationery, including
newspapers;
lined wrappers,
specimen bags,
in the
the course
course of
of manufacmanufacprinted in
bags, printed
and specimen
wrappers, and
lined
ture,
not supplied under contracts
contracts
are not
as are
envelopes as
printed envelopes
such printed
and such
ture, and
made
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
for the
several
its several
department and its
the department
General, for
made by
bureaus
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses not hereand other
offices, and
and offices,
bureaus and
inbefore
for, $82,400;
and, in
addition thereto,
thereto, sums
Additional, from
from
sums Additional,
in addition
$82,400; and,
provided for,
inbefore provided
amounting to
for stationery
be deducted
appropriasnd aplropriafrom specified
deducted from
tions.
shall be
supplies shall
stationery supplies
$31,500 for
to $31,500
amounting
other appropriations
for the
year 1935, as follows: Genthe fiscal year
made for
appropriations made
other
eral Land
Survey, $4,500;
$4,500; Freedmen's
Freedmen's HosGeological Survey,
$3,500; Geological
Office, $3,500;
Land Office,
eral
pital,
$1,000;
Saint
Elizabeths
Hospital,
$2,500;
National
of National
Office
$2,500;
Hospital,
Elizabeths
pital, $1,000; Saint
Parks,
Buildings, and
Reclamation,
$10,000; Bureau of Reclamation,
Reservations, $10,000;
and Reservations,
Parks, Buildings,
$10,000,
any unexpended
unexpended portion
of which shall revert and be credportion of
$10,000, any
ited
the reclamation
said sums
sums so
so deducted shall be
and said
fund; and
reclamation fund;
to the
ited to
credited to
constitute, together
with the first-named
first-named sum of
of
together with
and constitute,
to and
credited
$82,400,
the
total
appropriation
contingent
expenses
for
the
expenses
contingent
for
appropriation
total
the
$82,400,
department and
several bureaus
for the
year 1935.
1935.
fiscal year
the fiscal
offices for
and offices
bureaus and
its several
and its
department
For
the
purchase
or
exchange
of
professional
and
scientific
books,
Professional,
ete.
eiodals,etc.,
bofeos,
books,
scientific
and
books,
periodicals,
etc.
professional
of
exchange
or
purchase
For the
law
and medical
medical books,
and books
books to complete
complete broken sets, periodibooks, and
law and
cals,
and other
other books of reference
reference relating
relating to the business
directories, and
cals, directories,
hereby made availof the
the department,
department, $500,
addition there is hereby
and in addition
$500, and
of
able
from any
any appropriations
appropriations made
bureau or office of the
made for any bureau
able from
department
to exceed
exceed the
the following
sums: Indian
Indian Allotments.
respective sums:
following respective
not to
department not
Service,
Education, $1,800;
$1,800; Bureau
Bureau of
Reclamation,
of Reclamation,
of Education,
Office of
$500; Office
Service, $500;
$2,000;
Office of National Parks, Build$2,000; Office
Survey, $2,000;
Geological Survey,
$2,000; Geological
ings,
Reservations, $2,000;
Office, $500.
General Land Office,
$2,000; General
and Reservations,
ings, and
PRINTING
BINDING
AND BINDING
PRINTING AND

prinringandbindiag.
end binding.
Printing
For De
et
p
esartment.

For
and binding
Department of
of the
the Interior,
in br
Nue.,
Department.
Interior, inthe Department
for the
binding for
printing and
For printing
the
eluding all
all of
of its
its bureaus,
offices, institutions,
institutions, and services in the
bureaus, offices,
eluding
District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, the
except the
elsewhere, except
of Columbia
District of
Geological
Survey,
and
the
Bureau
of
Reclamation,
$123,000, of
$123,000,
Reclamation,
of
Bureau
the
and
Survey,
Geological
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which $30,000
shall be
be for
of National
Buildings,
Parks, Buildings,
National Parks,
the Office
Office of
for the
$30,000 shall
which
and Reservations,
$10,000 for
for the
the Office
Office of
Education, no
no part
part of
of
of Education,
and $40,000
and
Reservations, and
which
be available
available for
for correspondence
correspondence instruction.
instruction.
shall be
which shall
COMMISSION
OF FINE
ARTS
FINE ARTS
COMMISSION OF

Commission
Fine
Commission of
of Fine
Arts.
Arts.
Expenses.
Expenses.
Vol. 36, g.
u.s.c., p. 1295.
o295.

371;

For expenses
made necessary
necessary by
by,the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
estabFor
expenses made
the Act
Act establishing aaCommission
Commission of
of Fine
Arts ",
", approved
17, 1910
1910 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
May 17,
approved May
Fine Arts
lishing

title 40,
104), including
including the
the purchase
of periodicals,
periodicals, maps,
maps, and
and
purchase of
40, sec.
sec. 104),
title
books
traveling expenses
expenses of
of
of actual
actual traveling
and payment
payment of
reference, and
books of
of reference,
the
and secretary
the Commission
in attending
attending meetings
meetings
Commission in
of the
secretary of
members and
the members
and committee
committee meetings
outside
within or
or outside
either within
Commission either
of the
the Commission
meetings of
and
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
be disbursed
disbursed. on
on vouchers
vouchers approved
approved
to be
of
the District
by the
Commission, $8,780,
of which
to exceed
exceed $5,580
$5,580
not to
amount not
which amount
$8,780, of
the Commission,
by
may be
be expended
personal services
services in
in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
for personal
expended for
may
Printing and binding.
For all printing and binding
binding for the Commission of Fine Arts,
Printinganbindbing.
$300.
$300.
Total, Commission
$9,080.
Commission of Fine Arts, $9,080.
Total,

Mount Rushmore
Mount
National
Memorial
National Memorial
Commission.
Commission.

MOUNT RUSEIMORE
NATIONAL MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL
RUSHMORE NATIONAL
MOUNT
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Expenses,
Expenses, etc.
etc.
Balance
Balance reapproprireappropriated.
Vol. 45, n
p.. 1300;
Ante, p.
p. 294.

Mount Rushmore
National Memorial
Memorial Commission: For carrying
Rushmore National
provisions of the Act creating
creating the Mount Rushmore
into effect the provisions
National
Commission, approved
approved February
February 25, 1929 (45
Memorial Commission,
National Memorial
Stat., p.
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriation
for this
appropriation for
1300), the
the unexpended
Stat.,
p. 1300),
purpose for
1934 is
continued available
available until June 30,
is continued
year 1934
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
purpose
1935,
expended under
provisions of the Act
February 25,
Act of February
under the
the provisions
1935, to be expended
1929
1300).
(45 Stat., p. 1300).
1929 (45

George Rogers
Rogers Clark
Sesquicentennial
ComSesquicentennial Commis.ston.
mission.

GEORGE
SESQUICENTENNIAL
GEORGE ROGERS
ROGERS CLARK SESQUICENTENNIAL
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

in

Participation in meParticipation
memorial
morial celebration.
celebration.
Vol. 45,
p.7.
724.
Vol.
45, p.

14.
vol.460,
Vol.
46, p.. 1459.
lance avi.
Balance
available.

Ante",
Ante, p. 292
292.

General
Land Office.
Office.
General Land

For carrying
resolution
carrying into effect the provisions of the joint resolution
,
.
.
,
entitled
"Joint resolution
resolution providing
providing for
the participation
participation of
the
entitled "Joint
for the
of the
celebration in 1929 and 1930
1930 of the one hundred
United States in the celebration
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the conquest
Northwest Territory
conquest of the Northwest
and
authorizing an
by General
General George
George Rogers Clark
Clark and his
his army, and authorizing
an
appropriation for the construction
construction of aa permanent
memorial of the
permanent memorial
appropriation
Revolutionary
Revolutionary War in the West, and of the accession
accession of the old
Northwest to the United
United. States on the site of Fort Sackville,
Sackville, which
which
Northwest
men February
George Rogers
was captured
captured by
by George
Rogers Clark
Clark and his men
February 25,
25,
was
1779
",
approved
May
23,
1928
(45
Stat.,
pp.
723,
724),
as
amended
amended
as
724),
723,
17 9 ", approved May 23, 1928 (45 Stat., pp.
by
Act of
(46 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
pp. 1459-1460),
1459-1460), the
the
of February
February 28,
28, 1931
1931 (46
by the
the Act
unexpended
available for this purpose
unexpended balances
balances of the appropriations
appropriations available
for the fiscal years 1933 and 1934 are hereby
hereby continued
continued available
available
until June 30, 1935.
1935.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE
GENERAL
SALARIES
SALARIES

Salariesand
Salaries and expenses.
Commissioner, and
office personnel.
personnel.
office

For Commissioner
personal
Commissioner of the General Land Office and other personal
services in the District of Columbia, $542,200,
$542,200, including one clerk of
grade 1, clerical,
administrative, and fiscal service, who shall be
clerical, administrative,
designated by the President,
designated
President, to sign land patents.
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General expenses.
expenses.
General

Traveling expenses,
expetns
For
of officers
and employees,
employ- mapsveg
including employemployees, including
officers and
expenses of
traveling expenses
For traveling
maps, etc.
ment
of
stenographers
and
other
assistants
when
necessary;
for
ment of stenographers and other assistants when necessary; for
separate
public-land States
Alaska, including maps
States and Alaska,
of public-land
separate maps of
showing areas
areas designated
designated by
Interior under the
Secretary of the Interior
by the Secretary
showing
enlarged
homestead Acts,
Acts, prepared
General Land
Land Office; for
the General
prepared by the
enlarged homestead
the
official plats of
or otherwise
otherwise official
photolithography or
by photolithography
the reproduction
reproduction by
lands, etc.
surveys;
for expenses
restoration to
public domain
lands in
in Restoring
etc.
Restoring lands,
of lands
domain of
to the
the public
of restoration
expenses of
surveys; for
forest
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn for forest-reserve
forest reserves and of lands temporarily
etc.
Hearings, etc.
purposes;
and for
for expenses
hearings or
or other
held by Hearings,
proceedings held
other proceedings
of hearings
expenses of
purposes; and
order
of the
General Land
Office to determine
character of lands,
the character
determine the
Land Office
the General
order of
whether
alleged fraudulent
fraudulent entries
entries are
character or
or have
have been
been
that character
are of
of that
whether alleged
made in
in compliance
compliance with
with the
law, and
and of
hearings in
disbarment
in disbarment
of hearings
the law,
made
proceedings,
$16,000.
proceedings, $16,000.
Surveyng.
Surveying
public lands:
surveys and resurveys
resurveys of public Surveying.
lands: For surveys
Surveying public
lands,
examination of
of surveys
surveys heretofore
to be
reported to
heretofore made and reported
lands, examination
defective
inspecting mineral
deposits, coal fields, and
mineral deposits,
fraudulent, inspecting
or fraudulent,
defective or
timber
making fragmentary
fragmentary surveys,
surveys, and
and such
surveys
such other surveys
districts, making
timber districts,
or examinations
examinations as
as may
for identification
for
identification of lands for
be required
required for
may be
or
purposes of
of evidence
evidence in
proceeding in behalf of the
in any suit or proceeding
purposes
United States,
States, under
supervision of
Commissioner of the
of the Commissioner
the supervision
under the
United
Secretary of the Interior,
General Land
Land Office and direction of the Secretary
General
Balance reapproprireappropriBdalance
$34,000,
thereto the unexpended balance
balance for this ated.
$34,000, and in addition thereto
Vol.
47,
p.
822.
822.
47,
p.
vol.
the
same
for
purpose
for
the
fiscal
year
1934
is
continued
available
for
available
is
continued
1934
fiscal
year
the
for
purpose
purpose
including not to exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
fiscal year 1935, including
the fiscal
for the
purpose for
the purchase, exchange,
maintenance of motor-proexchange, operation, and maintenance
Propisos.
pelled
Provided, That not to exceedI Proisos.
vehicles: Provided,
passenger-carrying vehicles:
pelled passenger-carrying
Temporarily detailed
detailed
Temporarily
employees.
$5,000
of this
may be
salaries of employees.
for salaries
expended for
be expended
appropriation may
this appropriation
$5,000 of
employees
surveying service temporarily
temporarily detailed
detailed to the
field surveying
employees of the field
Oregon and Califorlreoandand
Cicors
n Railroad
$10,000 nia
That not
not to exceed
General Land
Provided further,
exceed $10,000
further, That
Land Office:
Office: Provided
General
Coos
Road lands.
lands.
agon load
Biy Wagon
used for the survey, classification,
of this
appropriation may
may be used
classification, and flay
of
this appropriation
sale of the
California
so-called Oregon and California
timber of the so-called
and timber
the lands and
sale
Not
available
for
for
Not
Provided surveys
Railroad
lands and
and the
Bay Wagon
Road lands:
lands: Provided
Wagon Road
the Coos
Coos Bay
Railroad lands
Invailable
States advancing money
money therethere
appropriation shall be available for vancing
this appropriation
of this
part of
further, That
That no
no part
further,
for2_
surveys
or resurveys
of public
any State
State which,
which, under
under the
the Vol. 28, 1.
p. 391;
in any
lands in
public lands
resurveys of
surveys or
p. 1388.
38.
Act
August 18,
1894 (U.S.C.,
title 43,
sec. 863),
863), advances
advances money
money lJ.s.., p-.
43, sec.
(U.S.C., title
18, 1894
of August
Act of
to
expenditure during
during the
for such
such purposes for expenditure
to the
the United States for
Applicable
for other
other
for
Applicable
fiscal
1935: Provided
further, That
That this
this appropriation
appropriation may be surveys;
Provided further,
year 1935:
fiscal year
reimbursable.
expended for
for surveys
made under
of the
Commis- ""srys; reimbursable.
the Commisthe supervision
supervision of
under the
surveys made
expended
sioner of
expended for
for surveys
surveys
when expended
but when
Office, but
Land Office,
General Land
the General
of the
sioner
that would
would not
chargeable hereto it
reimbursed
it shall be reimbursed
be chargeable
otherwise be
not otherwise
that
from
appropriation, fund,
fund, or
or special
special deposit.
deposit.
applicable appropriation,
the applicable
from the
Maps, distribution.
For United
States maps,
prepared in
the General
General Land
Office
Maps, distribution.
Land Office,
in the
maps, prepared
For
United States
$15,000,
immediately available,
available ' all of which
which maps shall be
be immediately
$15,000, to be
delivered to
House of
except 10 per
Representatives, except
of Representatives,
and House
the Senate
Senate and
to the
delivered
centum which
delivered to the Commissioner
General
Commissioner of the General
which shall be delivered
centum,
Land
Office for
purposes. All
All maps
maps delivered
delivered to
to the
the Senate
Senate
for official
official purposes.
Land Office
and
House of
of Representatives
shall be
with
be mounted
mounted with
hereunder shall
Representatives hereunder
and House
rollers ready for use.
Registers.
Registers:
salaries and
commissions of
of registers
of district
district Rgists.
registers of
and commissions
For salaries
Registers: For
land
offices, $67,500.
$67,500.
land offices,
Contingent
expenses of
of land
clerk hire,
hire, rent,
rent, and
and other
other Contingent
expense
Contingent expenses.
For clerk
offices: For
land offices:
Contingent expenses
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
district land
land offices,
offices, including
expenses
the expenses
including the
the district
incidental
of depositing
depositing public
money; traveling
of clerks
detailed to
to
clerks detailed
expenses of
traveling expenses
public money;
of
examine
and management
of district
land offices
offices and
and to
to
district land
management of
books and
the books
examine the
assist
in the
the operation
of said
offices, and
traveling expenses
expenses of
of
for traveling
and for
said offices,
operation of
assist in
clerks
transferred
in
the
interest
of
the
public
service
from
one
from one
service
public
the
of
interest
in
the
clerks transferred
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Proviso.
office to another
Proaiso.
district land
land office
another,, $147,300:
$147,300: Provided,
Provided, That no expenses
Previous authorization
of expense re- cnargeable to the Government shall be incurred by registers in
the
incurred by registers in the
shall
be
Government
tioe of expenT re- chargeable to the
quired.
conduct
local land
offices except
except upon
upon previous
previous specific
specific authorizaauthorizaof local
land offices
conduct of
quired.
tion
General Land
Land Office.
Office.
the General
of the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
by the
tion by
Indian Affairs
Affairs BuBuIndian

reau.
rean.

BUREAU OF
OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS
INDIAN AFFAIRS
BUREAU
SALARIES
SALARIES

Commissioner,
Commissioner,
office personnel.
offce personnel.

and
and

General expenses.
expenses.
General

For
Indian Affairs
personal servand other personal
Affairs and
of Indian
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
For the
$340.075.
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $340,075.
ices in the District
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
GENERAL

For transportation
expenses of officers
officers and clerks
transportation and incidental expenses
For
of the
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs when
traveling on
on official
official duty;
duty;
when traveling
Bureau of
of
for
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone toll
toll messages
messages on
pertaining
on business
business pertaining
for telegraph
to
the Indian
Indian Service
Service sent
sent and
and received
received by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian
to the
Affairs at
for other
other necessary
necessary expenses
of the
the
expenses of
and for
Washington, and
at Washington,
Affairs
Indian Service
Service for
which no
no other
other appropriation
appropriation is
is available,
available,
for which
Indian
$18.500.
Supplies; purchase,
purchase,
For advertising, inspection, storage,
storage, and all other expenses
expenses inciSupplies;
transportation,
etc.
.
tsporta
ent to the purchase
goods and
for the
the Indian
Indian Service
dent
purchase of
of goods
and supplies
supplies for
and for
for payment
payment of
of railroad,
railroad, pipe
transportation costs
pipe line, and other transportation
and
Proviso.
of such
goods and
supplies, $643,900:
$643,900: Provided,
That
no part
of this
this
That
no
part of
Provided,
such
goods
and
supplies,
o
Prion
of
Limitation on payappropriation shall be used in payment
payment for any services except bill
bill
ments.
appropriation
o
ments.
therefor is
service is
is rendered
rendered within one year from the time the service
therefor
performed.
Transportation, etc.
etc.
Transportation,

For salaries,
traveling and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
representafield representaof field
salaries, traveling
For
tives
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs, $12,080.
of the Commissioner
tives of
now
For
of judges
of Indian
Indian courts
courts where
where tribal
tribal relations
relations now
judges of
For pay
pay of
Judges.
Sedges.
exist,
at rates
rates to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs,
the Commissioner
exist, at
$13,500.
Police.
Indian police, including
including chiefs of police
pay and expenses of Indian
For pay
Police.
at not
not to
to exceed
privates at not to exceed
exceed
month each and privates
exceed $70 per month
at
$50 per month
month. each, to be employed
employed in maintaining
for
maintaining order, and for
$50
purchase of
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies, $105,650.
$105,650.
purchase
Suppressing liquor
traffic in intoxicating
suppression of the trafic
For the suppression
intoxicating liquors and
Suppressingliquor
traffic, etc.
traffic, etc.
deleterious drugs, including
including peyote, among Indians, $47,200.
$47,200.
deleterious
Agency buildings.
purchase,
repair, and
of
agency buildbuildimprovement
repair,
For lease,
lease,
pbrcidas , For
LAease,
o
.ji agency
t* of
*i
*and
-i- improvement
a
„ ?, purchase,
Lease,
Lease, purchase,
repair, etc.
ings, exclusive
exclusive of
hospital buildings,
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of
ings,
of hospital
buildings, including
repair,
etc.
necessary lands and
improvement of
and the installation, repair, and improvement
necessary
heating,
sewerage and water systems in conheating, lighting, power, and sewerage
nection therewith, $144,110.
$144,110.
Vehicles.
Vehicles, Indian
Indian Service:
Not to
to exceed
$275,000 of
of applicable
applicable
exceed $275,000
Service: Not
Vehicles,
intenae, etc.
Maintenance,
etc.
appropriations made
herein for
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs shall
shall
Bureau of
for the
made herein
appropriations
maintenance, repair, and operation of motorbe available for the maintenance,
passenger-carrying vehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
propelled
propelled and horse-drawn
vehicles for the use
of employees
employees in
in the
the Indian
Indian field
field service,
service, including
including the
the transportatransportaof
Proviso.
Indian
pupils:
Provided,
That
not
to
exceed
$150,000
That
not
to
exceed
$150,000
tion
of
Indian
school
transpupils:
Provided,
Ptation.
Limitation; transpupils.
motor-propelled
porting ppls'.
may be used for the purchase and exchange
exchange of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
passenger-carrying
vehicles, and that such vehicles
vehicles shall be used
only for official
official service, including the transportation
transportation of Indian school
pupils.
pupils.
Emergency
allowReplacement
destroyed by
by fire,
fire, flood,
flood, or storm
st
orm: That
Th at
Replacement of
of property
property destroyed
ane
veersinfrom
ance, by diversionfrom
specified appropiaappropria- to .
specifled
meet possible emergencies
exceeding $50,000
emergencies not exceeding
$50,000 of
the approapproof the
tions, for property
and nonnonmade by
by this
this Act
for support
support of reservation and
Act for
priations made
damnses
datfges.o ppert priations
reservation
and agency buildings, and for conreservation schools, for school and
servation of health among Indians
approval
Indians shall be available, upon approval
Field representatives.
Fielarepresentatives.
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buildings, equipof the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
replacing any buildiiags,
for replacing
Secretary of
of
activities
ment,
supplies,
livestock,
or
other
property
activities of
of
those
of
property
other
or
livestock,
ment, supplies,
the
Service above
above referred
referred to
to which
destroyed or
or
which may be destroyed
Indian Service
the Indian
That
rendered
unserviceable
by
fire,
flood,
or
storm:
Provided,
any
Provided,
storm:
or
flood,
fire,
by
rendered unserviceable
diversions of
appropriations made
made hereunder
reported to
hereunder shall be reported
of appropriations
diversions
Congress
annual Budget.
the annual
in the
Congress in

Proviso.
Pro i
Report to Congress.

oo.

to

Ret

Attendance
educational meetings: .Attendance
Authorization
for attending
and educational
health and
attending health
Authorization for
ings
applicable
Not
to
exceed
$7,000
shall
be
available
from
applicable
funds
for
In'
Not to exceed $7,000 shall be available
expenses
membership fees)
of employees
employees of
Indian Service
of the Indian
fees) of
(not membership
expenses (not
when authorized
authorized by
the Secretary
Interior to attend meetings
Secretary of the Interior
by the
when
of medical,
engineering,
forestry, engineering,
agricultural, forestry,
educational, agricultural,
health, educational,
medical, health,
of
and industrial
industrial associations
work among the
interest of work
the interest
in the
associations in
and
Indians.
Indians.

at meetat

Indian
Indian lands.

INDIAN LANDS
LANDS
INDIAN

Purchase of
of land
land and
and water
so forth,
forth, Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Indians.
eblo Indians,
Indians, P&eblo
and so
rights, and
water rights,
Purchase
_an ci and water
water
and
Land
appropriaof
: The unexpended
New Mexico
unexpended balances of app ropriafunds) :
(tribal funds)
Mexico (tribal
New
.! u—s reapproprire ap pro prisums
tions
heretofore
made,
from
the
trust
funds
of
the
pueblos,
several
the
of
funds
trust
the
from
tions heretofore made,
for
the purchase
purchase of
of land
purchase of
equipment for ated.'
of equipment
rights, purchase
water rights,
and water
land and
for the
Vol. 47, p. 825.
N

i

ex

'ts

ated

industrial
advancement and
and fencing,
and improving
improving lands,
irrigating, and
fencing, irrigating,
industrial advancement
are hereby
hereby continued
continued available
available for
for the same
same purposes until June
are
30,
1935.
1935.
30,Purchase
of land
land for
for Navajo
funds) :For
For purpur(tribal funds):
Indians (tribal
Navajo Indians
Purchase of
rights
and
chase,
or
lease
pending
purchase,
of
additional
l
and
water
chase, or lease pending purchase, of additional land
for
use and
benefit of
Indians of
the Navajo
as authorized
authozed
Tribe as
Navajo Tribe
of the
of Indians
and benefit
the use
for the
to be
acquired by
29, 1928
(45 Stat.,
Stat., p. 899),
899), $50,000,
1928 (45
May 29,
of May
Act of
the Act
by the
be acquired
to
payable
funds on
deposit to
to the credit
credit of the Navajo Tribe:
Tribe:
on deposit
from funds
payable from
Provided, That
to all
lands so
shall be
taken
be taken
purchased shall
so purchased
such lands
all such
title to
Provided, That title
in the
United States
States in
trust for
for the
the Navajo
Navajo Tribe, and
in trust
the United
of the
name of
the name
in
in purchasing
such lands
title may
may be
taken, in
in the
discretion of the
the discretion
be taken,
lands title
purchasing such
in
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
for
the
surface
only.
the surface only.
of the Interior, for
Secretary
The unexpended balance
of the appropriation of $109,746.25 conThe unexpended balance of the appropriation of $109,746.25 contamed in the First Deficiency Act,
fiscal year 1930, for payment to
in the First Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1930, for payment to
tained
the
loyal
Shawnee
Indians
in
settlement
of their
their claim
claim arising
arising under
under
of
settlement
in
Indians
loyal Shawnee
the
the twelfth article of the treaty with said Indians proclaimed Octothe twelfth article of the treaty with said Indians proclaimed October 14, 1868 (15 Stat., p. 513), as authorized by and in accordance
ber 14, 1868 (15 Stat., p. 513), as authorized by and in accordance
with the
Act of
of March
and continued
available until
until June
continued available
1929, and
4, 1929,
March 4,
with the Act
30,
30, 1935.
available until June 30
continued available
hereby continued
is hereby
1934, is
30, 1934,
Payment to
Comanche, and
Indians, Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Apache Indians,
and Apache
Kiowa, Comanche,
to Kiowa,
Payment
(tribal
For payment
payment to
Apache
Comanche, and Apache
Kiowa, Comanche,
the Kiowa,
to the
funds)::For
(tribal funds)
Indians, of
Oklahoma,
under
such
rules
and
regulations
the
SecSecas
regulations
and
rules
such
under
Indians, of Oklahoma,
retary of the Interior
Interior may
prescribe,
$50,000
payable from
from funds
funds
payable
$50,000
prescribe,
may
the
of
retary
on deposit
deposit to
the credit
Indians.
said Indians.
of said
credit of
to the
on
INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE AND
AND ADVANCEMENT
ADVANCEMENT

INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE

vol. 47,

p. 825.

Naval°
Indians
.and
Additional
an annd
Indi
.,aiona
d

water rights.

Vol. 45, pp. 899, 1569.

ol. 45, pp. 899,1569.

Proviso.

Title for surface only.
Titleforsurfaceonly.

diaLnoiaMahawnee
dians, Oklna

In-

In-

Balance .
resPProPri•
reappropriBalance
et
VOI. 45,
45, p.
p. 1,501550;
aeol
96

26, 86..
pp.826,
Vol.
Vol. 47
47, pp.

4^pol'1

p.
48Valg, P.

'1;'ol.

816 ;

'

Klowas, etc., Okla.
Payment to, from
royalty funds.
funds.
royalty
Vol. 44, p. 740.

PKaynetctOkl. m

Industrial assistance
assistance
and advancement.
advancement.
and
Timber preservation,

For the preservation of
timber on
on Indian
reservations and
and allotallot- etc.
eTimberpreservation
Indian reservations
of timber
Forestry schools.
For the preservation
Foretryschools.
ments other than
than the
the Menominee
Indian
Reservation
in
Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
in
Reservation
Indian
Menominee
ments other

the education
Indians in
proper care
forests, including
including not
of forests,
care of
the proper
in the
of Indians
the education of
to exceed $5,000 for the education of
Indian
pupils
in
forestry
schools,
schools,
forestry
in
of Indian pupils
exceed $5,000 for the education
to
and the general administration of
of forestry
and
grazing work,
work, includincludgrazing
and
forestry
the general administration
and
ing fire prevention and
and payment
payment of
reasonable rewards
for
informainformafor
rewards
reasonable
of
prevention
ing fire
tion leading to
and conviction
of a
person or
setting Proviso.
persons setting
or persons
a person
conviction of
arrest and
leading to arrest
tion
Administration
of
forest fires in contravention of law on
Indian
lands,
$183,510: ProPro- Prisa
.
$183,510:
lands,
Indian
on
of law
contravention
forest lands, from timforest fires
vided,
Thatinthis
appropriation shall be
available
for
the
expenses
tifrom
lands,
forest
expenses
ber
sales,
etc.
shall be available for the is sold
That this appropriation
vided,
of
administration
of Indian forest lands from which timber is
which timber sold br sas etfrom
lands
forest
Indian
of
administration
of
to the extent only that proceeds from
from the
the sales
sales of
of timber
from such
such
timber from
proceeds
that
only
extent
to the
lands
are
insufficient
for
that
purpose.
that
for
lands are insufficient
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For expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to the
the sale of timber, and
and for the expenses
expenses
prevention, of
of Indian
Indian forest
forest lands
of administration,
administration, including
including fire
fire prevention,
lands
from
timber is
sold to
to the
extent that
that the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of
from which
which such
such timber
is sold
the extent
such
sufficient for
that purpose,
purpose, $92,000,
$92,000, reimbursable
to the
the
such sales are sufficient
for that
reimbursable to
41,
g.
Vol. 41,
p.
415; United States as provided
February 14, 1920 (U.S.C.,
416;
provided in the Act of February
T.S.C., p.
p. 720.
720.
Proviso.
25,
413)
:Provided,
Provided, That
That this
appropriation shall
shall be
Prroiso.
title
25,
sec.
413):
this
appropriation
be availavailRewards for
Rewards
for informain fona- able
reasonable rewards for information
able for the
the payment
payment of reasonable
information leading
leading
tion.
to arrest and conviction
person or
or persons
setting forest
fires in
conviction of
of a
a person
persons setting
forest fires
in
contravention of law.
contravention
law.

Timber sales,
Timber
sales,
reimbursable.
reimbursable.

etc.;

etc.;

Klamath ReservaKlamath
R eservaOreg.
tion, Oreg.
Forest
Forest
ontrol.
m insect
sect ccontrol.

Insect control
control work, Klamath
Klamath Indian
Indian Reservation
Oregon (tribal
(tribal
Reservation, Oregon

funds): For continuation
continuation of forest insect control
contra). work on
on the
the
Klamath Indian Reservation
Reservation in
$10,000, payable
payable from
from funds
funds
Klamath
in Oregon,
Oregon, $10,000,
on deposit in the Treasury to the
credit of the Klamath
Indians.
the credit
Klamath Indians.
Emergency,
Emergency, forestforestemergency prevention
For the suppression
suppression or emergency
prevention of forest fires
fires on
on. or
or
fire suppression.
fire
suppression.
threatening
threatening Indian reservations,
reservations, $20,000, together
together with $25,000
$25,000 from
funds held by the United States in trust for the respective
respective tribes
Provisos.
Provisos.
Additional sums of Indians
interested: Provided,
That not
not to
to exceed
$50,000 of
of
Additional
Indians interested:
Provided,
That
exceed
$50,000
available.
appropriations
herein made for timber operations
appropriations herein
operations and
support and
and for
for support
Limitation.
Limitation.
administration
administration purposes may be
transferred, upon
upon the
the approval
of
be transferred,
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, for fire suppression
emergency prepresuppression or emergency
vention purposes, and allotments of funds
funds so
so transferred
transferred shall
shall be
be
made by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior only after the
for
the
obligation
for
Report to Congress.
Cor gress. the expenditure
Provided further,
expenditure has been
been incurred:
incurred: Provided
further, That
any
That any
diversions
diversions of appropriations
appropriations made hereunder
hereunder shall be reported
reported to
Congress
the annual
annual Budget.
Budget.
Congress in the
Geological Sur
Survey.
Geological
,ming
For
to
the
Geological
Survey
transfer
Geological
Survey for expenditures
expenditures to be made
made
Supervising mining
operations.
operations.
in inspecting mines and examining
examining mineral deposits
deposits on Indian
Indian lands
lands
and in supervising mining operations on restricted, tribal,
tribal, and
leased under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Acts
Acts of
Indian lands
lands leased
under the
of
Vol. 28,
Vol. allotted Indian
26, p. 795;
79 ; Vol.
35, pp. 312,
312, 44
444,; 783.
35,
783V:
February
May
February
28, 1891 (26 Stat., p. 795),
795), May
27, 1908 (35
(35 Stat., p. 312),
312),
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., p.
p. 717.
717.
March 3, 1909 (U.S.C. title
title 25, sec. 396),
396), and other Acts
Acts authorizing
authorizing
the leasing of such lands
lands for mining purposes,
$60,000.
purposes, $60,000.
Employment for InEmployment

dians.
dians.

for

In-

For the
obtaining remunerative
remunerative employment
employment for
For
the purpose
purpose of
of obtaining
for

$37,150.
Indians, $37,150.
Developing aagriculamong
raising among
agriculture and stock raising
agrl
ture and stock iraising.
For the purpose
purpose of developing
developing agriculture
the Indians, including necessary
necessary personnel,
personnel, traveling and other
other
expenses,
purchase of supplies
expenses, and purchase
supplies and equipment,
equipment, $342,850,
$342,850, of which
not to exceed $15,000
$15,000 may be used to conduct agricultural
agricultural experiments and demonstrations
demonstrations on Indian school
school or agency
agency farms and to
maintain
of suitable
suitable plants
plants or
or seed
seed for
for issue
issue to
to Indians.
Indians.
maintain aa supply
supply of
Encouraging indusEncouraging
For the purpose
try, etc.
try,
purpose of encouraging
encouraging industry
industry- and self-support
self-support among
among
the
Indians and to aid them
the Indians
them in the culture of fruits, grains,
grains, and other
other
crops, $325,000, which sum may be used for the purchase
purchase of seeds,
seeds,
animals, machinery,
equipment necesmachinery, tools,
tools, implements,
implements, and other equipment
necessary, and for
advances to Indians having irrigable allotments to
for advances
assist them in the development
development and cultivation
cultivation thereof,
thereof, in the discretion
of
the
Secretary
Interior,
enable
of
the
Interior,
to
enable
Indians to become
become
Indians
Provios.
Provisos.
self-supporting: Provided,
Repayment.
expenditures for the purposes
Repayment.
self-supporting:
Provided, That the expenditures
above set forth shall be under conditions
conditions to be prescribed
prescribed by the
repayment to the United States on or
Secretary of the Interior for repayment
or
before June 300.940,
30, 1940, except
except in the case of loans on irrigable
irrigable lands
lands
for
improvement of said lands, in which the period for
for permanent
permanent improvement
for
repayment
may
run for not exceeding
exceeding twenty years, in the discrePbna Indians, Ariz.
Pima
tion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior: Provided
Providedfurther,
except
tion
further, That except
for expenditures
expenditures for the benefit of the Pima Indians, not to exceed
for
exceed
$25,000 of the amount herein appropriated
$25,000
appropriated shall be expended
expended on any
other one reservation
reservation or for the benefit of any other one tribe of
other
Advances to
old,
etc.,
to ol ,et.,
Indians: Provided
Provided further,
fuwther, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is
allottees.
hereby
authorized,
in
discretion and under such rules and reguhereby authorized, in his
his discretion
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lations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to make advances
advances from this appropriaappropriation to old, disabled, or indigent Indian allottees, for their support,
Educating
Indian
remain aacharge and lien against their lands until paid: Provided
Provided youths.
Edfucating Indian
to remain
further,
further, That advances may be made to worthy Indian youths to
enable them to take educational
educational courses, including courses in nursing,
nursing,
home economics, forestry, and other industrial subjects in colleges,
universities, or
or other
other institutions,
and advances
mad e shall
shall be
be Reimbursable.
Reimbursable.
institutions, and
advances s
soo made
universities,
reimbursed
in
reimbursed i
n not to exceed eight years, under such rules and
regulations as the Secretary
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
regulations
Secretary of the Interior
Industrial assistance;
Industrial assistance
the construction
construction of
of constructing
Industrilassistance;
assistance (tribal funds): For the
homes,
homes for
for individual
individual members
members of
the tribes;
for sale
of seed, equi
equiphomes
of the
tribes; the
the purchase
purchase for
sale purchase
purchase ofseed,
ment, etc.
to them of seed, animals, machinery,
machinery, tools, implements, building met, etc.
Advances
to old,
old, etc.,
etc.,
material, and
and other
other equipment
and supplies;
supplies; and
Advancesto
to Indians.
equipment and
and for
for advances
advances to
material,
old, disabled, or indigent Indians for their support, and Indians
having
having irrigable
irrigable allotments
allotments to assist them
them in the
the development
development and
and
Balances available.
cultivation thereof,
thereof, the
the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
cultivation
of funds
funds available
available BVlane
available.
Vol. 47, pp.
827, 33.5.
under this head
head in the Interior
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
the Act
27, 1932
Stat., p.
p. 335),
335),
the fiscal year 1934, and
and the
Act of
of June
June 27,
1932 (47
(47 Stat.,
continued available
available during the fiscal year 1935: Provided,
Proiiso.
Provided, Provisos.
are hereby continued
Conditions for repayforrepyThat the expenditures
expenditures for the purposes above set forth shall be under meCditons
ment.
conditions to
for
to be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior for
repayment to the
the United States
States on
on or
or before June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, except
except in Loans
Lo on irrigable
rigble
the case
case of
loans on
irrigable lands
of lands.
improvement of
on irrigable
lands for
for permanent
permanent improvement
the
of loans
said lands in which the period for repayment may run for not
exceeding twenty years, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the
exceeding
advances to old, disabled, or indigent Indians for their
Interior, and advances
support, which shall remain aa charge and lien against their land
Repayment
adRepayment of
of adProvided further,
advances may be made to worthy vances
further, That advances
until paid: Provided
vances to young stustueducational courses, including dents.
Indian youths to enable them to take educational
economics, forestry, and other industrial
industrial
courses in nursing, home economics,
subjects
advances
subjects in
in colleges,
colleges, universities,
universities, or other institutions, and advances
reimbursed in
exceed eight
years, under
be reimbursed
in not to exceed
eight years,
so made
made shall
shall be
such
regulations as
Secretary of the Interior may
and regulations
as the Secretary
such rules and
Credits and availand 'vailfurther, That all moneys reimbursed during the ablteits
prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Provided further,
ability.
respective appropriations
appropriations
1935 shall
shall be credited to
to the respective
fiscal year
year 1935
and
available for the purposes of
of this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
and be available
DEVELOPMENT
WATER
DEVELOPMENT OF WATER

SUPPLY
SUPPLY

Water supply.

Developing
For developing
developing and
conserving water
water
and conserving
supply: For
water supply:
Developing water
for
of the
the Navajo
and Hopi
Hopi
Navajo and
lands of
stock purposes
purposes on
on lands
domestic and
and stock
for domestic
Indians in
and New
New Mexico,
Mexico, the
the Papago
Papago Indians
Indians in
Arizona,
in Arizona,
in Arizona
Arizona and
Indians
and the
the Pueblo
Pueblo Indians
Indians of
New Mexico,
Mexico, including
the purchase
purchase and
and
including the
of New
and
installation of
of pumping
pumping machinery,
necessary equipment,
equipment,
and other
other necessary
machinery, and
installation
operation and
maintenance thereof, $52,810.
and maintenance
and for operation

Developing,
Developing, conserving,
ing, etc.
etc.

IRRIGATION AND
AND DRAINAGE
DRAINAGE
IRRIGATION

Irrigation and
and drainage.
Construction,
i, main-

For
construction, repair,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of irrigation
irrigation syssys- tecotectio
repair, and
For the
the construction,
tenance, etc.
tems, and
and for
for purchase
or rental
of irrigation
irrigation tools
tools and
etc.
and appliances,
appliances,
purchase or
rental of
tems,

water rights,
ditches, and
and lands
lands necessary
necessary for
irrigation purposes
purposes for
for
for irrigation
water
rights, ditches,
Indian reservations
reservations and
and allotments;
allotments; for
irrigation syssysoperation of
of irrigation
for operation
Indian
tems
or appurtenances
when no
no other
are applicable
applicable
funds are
other funds
thereto when
appurtenances thereto
tems or
or
available for
for the
for drainage
drainage and
protection of
irrigable
of irrigable
and protection
the purpose;
purpose; for
or available
lands
damage by
by floods
floods or
of water
rights, upon
Indian
upon the
the Indian
water rights,
or loss
loss of
lands from
from damage
irrigation projects
projects named
named below,
to exceed
the following
following
exceed the
in not
not to
below, in
irrigation
amounts,
respectively:
amounts, respectively:
..
.
i
Miscellaneous projects,
projects, $10,000;
Ak Chin,
$3,800; Chiu
Chin
Chin, $3,800;
$10,000; Arizona:
Arizona: Ak
Miscellaneous
Chui, $3,800;
$3,800; Navajo
and Hopi,
Hopi, miscellaneous
miscellaneous projects,
Arizona and
and
projects, Arizona
Navajo and
Chui,
New Mexico,
California: Coachella
Coachella Valley,
Morongo,
Valley, $1,000; Morongo,
$4,500; California:
Mexico, $4,500;
New
See37*--34----24
86f637--34---24

..
ot

Allotments.
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$3,500; Pala
Pala and
and Rincon,
Rincon, $2,000;
Colorado: Southern
Southern Ute,
Ute, $9,300;
$9,300;
$2,000; Colorado:
$3,500;
Nevada:
$6,300; Western
$5,
000 ; New
New
Western Shoshone,
Shoshone, $5,000;
Walker River
River,, $6,300;
Nevada: Walker
Mexico: Zuni,
Zuni, $4,800;
$4,800; Washington:
Vashington: Colville,
Colville, $4,000;
$4,000;
Mexico:
For
miscellaneous expenses
the general
general adadAdministration
incident to
to the
necessary miscellaneous
expenses incident
For necessary
Administration
ex-'
pewee.e n s e
ministration of Indian irrigation projects,
projects, including pay of emmiistration
ployees
and incidental
$72,000;
expenses, $72,000;
incidental expenses,
their traveling
traveling and
ployees and
and their
$130,000,
In
Reimbursable.
Reimbursable.
In all, for irrigation on Indian reservations,
reservations, not to exceed $
130 ,
000 ,
Provisos.
Sums
avail Provided, That the foregoing amounts shall be availreimbursable: Provided,
ums interchange- reimbursable:
able.
able interchangeably,
able,
interchangeably, in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, for
the necessary
necessary expenditures
for damages
damages by
by floods
floods and
and
expenditures for
for the
terior,
other unforeseen
unforeseen exigencies,
but the
amount so
so interchanged
shall
interchanged shall
the amount
Limitation.
exigencies, but
other
Limitation.
not
exceed in
the aggregate
per centum
centuni of
amounts so
so
the amounts
of all
all the
10 per
in the
aggregate 10
not exceed
costs appropriated:
Provided further,
Apportioning
ng rt i
onit is _
appropriated: Provided
further, That the cost of irrigation
irrigation propro ex

ona

fr acre

ts

costs

pr
onacre
a bass.

jects and of operating and maintaining such projects
projects where reim-

bursement thereof
thereof is
is required
law shall
on a
per
a per
shall be
be apportioned
apportioned on
by law
required by
bursement
acre
respective projects and shall
the lands under the respective
acre basis against the
be collected
collected by
by the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior as
as required
by such
such
required by
of the
Secretary of
be
Unpaid
charges a
Unpaid charges
alaw, and any unpaid
unpaid charges outstanding
outstanding against such lands shall
first
first lien.
en.
constitute
a first
shall be recited in any patent
constitute a
first lien
lien thereon
thereon which shall
patent
or instrument issued for such lands.
san Carlos
carlos project,
projeot,
For operation and maintenance
maintenance of the San Carlos project for the
San
Ariz.
River Indian Reservation,
Operation, etc.
irricration of Indian lands in the
Reservation,
the Gila River
irrigation
rperation,
Arizona, $82,300,
reimbursable.
$82,300, reimbursable.
Arizona,
Colorado River
For
improvement, operation, and maintenance
eColorado
iver ResResmaintenance of the pumping
For improvement,
ervation, Ariz.
Improvement, etc.
plants and irrigation system on the Colorado River Indian ReservaReservaImprovement,
etc.
Vol. 36, p. 273.
VO.36,.273.
tion, Arizona,
Arizona, as provided
tion,
provided in the Act of April 4, 1910 (36 Stat., p.
273),
$10,200, reimbursable.
reimbursable.
273), $10,200,
Ganado project,
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the Ganado
Ganado irrigation project,
project,
Arinado
peration.
i For operation
Ariz.,
operation.
Arizona,
$1,800, reimbursable.
reimbursable.
Arizona, $1,800,
San Carlos
ReservaReservaOperation and maintenance,
tion
arlos ResrvaOperation
maintenance, pumping
pumping plants, San Carlos
CarlosReservation, Ariz.
Irrigating tribal tion, Arizona (tribal funds)
Irrigating
funds)::For the operation and maintenance
lands.
lands.
of pumping plants for the irrigation of lands on the San Carlos
Arizona, $4,370, to be paid from the funds held by
Reservation, in Arizona,
Proviso,
Prviseo.
the
United States in trust for the Indians of such reservation: ProProReimbursable.
Reimbursable.
vided, That the sum so used shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the tribe by the
vided,
Indians benefited, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary
of the
may prescribe.
of
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe.
Yuma Reservation,

For reclamation
reclamation and
and maintenance
maintenance charges
charges on
Indian lands
lands within
within
on Indian
For
Yulma Reservation,
Reservation, California, and on ten acres within each of the
the
the Yuma
eleven Yuma
homestead entries in Arizona
Yuma reclaeleven
Yuma homestead
Arizona under the Yinna
mation
$11,700, reimbursable.
mation project,
project, $11,700,
reimbursable.
Fort Hall project,
maintenance, and
and operation
the Fort
Fort Hall
Hall
of the
operation of
For improvements,
improvements, maintenance,
anroc t,1 For
idoorntl
Idaho,
maintenance.
irrigation system,
system, Idaho,
Idaho, $22,500.
$22,500.
irrigation
elna
Fort Belknap 'tea.
e
For
main timance and
and operation,
operation, repairs,
repairs, and
purchase of
stored
For maintenance
and purchase
of stored
ertnyatlnkoa
ervation, Mont. tR
Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance,etc.
waters, irrigation
irrigation systems, Fort Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, Montana,
Montana,
$13,500, reimbursable.
$13,500,
reimbursable.
Pert Feck project,
For
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of the
the Little
Porcupine Division,
Division,
Little Porcupine
For maintenance
Pekteroect,
Fort Maintenance.
Mont.,
the Big Poreupine
Porcupine Division, and not exceeding
exceeding four thousand acres
under the West Side Canal of the Poplar River Division, Fort Peck
project,
project, Montana,
Montana, $6,500, reimbursable.
Flathead
Flathead ReservaFor operation and maintenance
maintenance of the irrigation systems on the
the
tion, Mont.
Flathead Indian
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, $11,000,
$11,000, reimbursable.
Maintenance, etc.
tineanitnce,
etc. Flathead
Indian Reservation,
reimbursable.
Crow Reservation,
Crow
Reservation,
For improvement,
irrigation
improvement, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of the irrigation
font.
Operating
sstems
systems on the Crow Reservation,
peratig systems.
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, including maintenance
maintenance
assessments payable to the Two Leggins
Leggi n s Water Users' Association
Ditch Company, Montana,
tion. and Bozeman Trail Ditch
Montana, properly assessable against lands allotted to the Indians irrigable thereunder,
thereunder
$18,450,
$18,450, reimbursable.
Calmazl'ration
Calif.-Ariz.
ReclamatiOrt,
etc.,
etc.,
changes.
charges,

Beclamation,
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Pyramid
Resone Lake rNes
Pervami
system on the
For
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
the ervation,
irrigation system
the irrigation
of the
Nev.
For operation
Operation, etc.
Operation,
Pyramid
Lake
Reservation,
Nevada,
$2,750,
reimbursable.
reimbursable.
$2,750,
Nevada,
Reservation,
Lake
Pyramid
Newlands project,
project,
Newlands
reclamation charges Nev.
For payment
of annual
installment of reclamation
annual installment
payment of
For
charges
Paying
charges
project,
against
Paiute
Indian
lands
within
the
Newlands
reclamation
project,
reclamation
Newlands
the
within
against Paiute Indian lands
against Paiute lands.
Nevada,
and for
advance, as provided
provided by district against Paiute lands.
payment in advance,
for payment
$5,381; and
Nevada, $5,381;
law,
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance assessments,
assessments, including
including assessof operation
law, of
ments
of drains to the Truckee-Carson
Truckee-Carson irrigation
irrigation
operation of
the operation
for the
ments for
district, which
contract, is
i,s operating
operating the Newlands
under contract,
district, under
which district,
district,
reclamation project,
immediately available;
available; in all,
be immediately
to be
$7,519, to
project, $7,519,
reclamation
$12,900.
$12,900.
Laguna and Acorna
Acorns
$12,900.
For
operation and
maintenance of
of the
irrigation system
system for
for the IndsLnsgu.'aex.
the irrigation
Indians, N.Mex.
and maintenance
For operation
Maintenance,
etc.
etc.
Maintenance,
reimbursable.
$2,325,
Laguna and
Mexico, $2,325, reimbursable.
in New Mexico,
Indians in
Acoma Indians
and Acoma
Laguna
New Mexico pueblos,
daemages."eb
food
on
project
irrigation
Hogback
of
For
operation
and
maintenance
of
Hogback
irrigation
project
on
maintenance
flood
damages.
and
operation
For
Mexico under
that part
the Navajo
Navajo Reservation
under the jurisReservation in New Mexico
of the
part of
that
diction
of
the
Northern
Navajo
Agency,
$8,400,
reimbursable.
reimbursable.
$8,400,
diction of the Northern Navajo Agency,
Middle Rio Grande
Gitrctde
Government engineer
For salaries
salaries and
other expenses
expenses of the Government
engineer conservanc
Conservancy District,
all other
and all
For
N.Mex.,
expenses.
expenses.
N.Mex,,
December
executed
and
assistants
appointed
in
pursuance
to
contract
executed
December
contract
to
and assistants appointed in pursuance
14,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior with
Grande
the Middle Rio Grande
with the
1928, by
14, 1928,
Conservancy District,
District, $7,230.
$7,230.
Conservancy
ReservaKlamatlh HeservaIrrigation
systems, Klamath
Oregon (tribal funds):
funds) : Klamath
Reservation, Oregon
Klamath Reservation,
Irrigation systems,
tion, Oreg.
Maintenance,
miscellaneous
of
For
improvements,
maintenance,
and
operation
miscellaneous
Maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of
For improvements, maintenance, and operation
projects.
projects.
paid
be
to
Reservation,
irrigation
projects
on
the
Klamath
Reservation,
$2,350,
be
paid
Klamath
the
on
projects
irrigation
from
funds held
held by
the United
United States
States in trust for the Klamath
Klamath From tribal funds;
by the
the funds
from the
f;
Indians
in the
Oregon, said
sum, or
such part
thereof as
as repayment.i
repayment.
part thereof
or such
said sum,
of Oregon,
State of
the State
Indians in
may
be used,
to be
under such rules
rules and
tribe under
the tribe
to the
reimbursed to
be reimbursed
used, to
may be
regulations
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Secretary
as the
regulations as
Inutah Reservation,
Reservation,
For continuing
continuing operation
operation and
maintenance and
betterment of the Uintah
and betterment
and maintenance
For
Utah.
etc.
UMaintenance
Uncompahgre,
the
of
Maintenance,
etc.
irrigation
system
to
irrigate
allotted
lands
Uncompahgre,
allotted
irrigation system to0 irrigate
etc.
Maintenance,
ig
Vol. 3,p.
34, p. 375.
375.
'ri Utes
Uintah,
and White
River
in Utah,
authorized under the
the Act
Act Vol.
Utah, authorized
Utes in
White River
Uintah, and
of June
1906 (34
Stat., p.
p. 375),
reimbursable.
$23,000. reimbursable.
375), $23,000.
(34 Stat.,
21, 1906
June 21,
of
Yakima Reservation,
Yakin. Reservtion,
For
including repairs, of the
the TopTop- Wash.
maintenance, including
and maintenance,
operation and
For operation
n
Toppenish
Simcoo
moo
Toppenish -- Sir
Wash- unit.
Reservation, Washpenish-Simcoe
Yakima Reservation,
unit, on the Yakima
irrigation unit,
penish-Simcoe irrigation
it
ing:ton,
$800_, reimbursable.
reimbursable.
ington, $800,
Water payment s.
the proportionate
For reimbursement
to the
fund the
proportionate ""ter payimenti
reclamation fund
the reclamation
reimbursement to
For
expense
of the
the reservoirs
furnishreservoirs for furnishmaintenance of
and maintenance
operation and
of operation
expense of
Vol. 3g, P. 61 ".
ing stored
stored water
water to
to the
the lands
Yakima Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash- Vol. 38. I. mI.
in Yakima
lands in
ingv
ing;ton, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
22 of the Act
Act
section 22
ington.
of August
August 1,
1914 (38
p. 604),
$9,000.
604), $9,000.
Stat., p.
(38 Stat.,
1, 1914
of
Wind River Reserw,.vr ,exe,.
lini
Wyo.,
extenFor
the extension
canals and
laterals on the ceded
ceded portion
portion of vation,
and laterals
of canals
extension of
For the
sions.
sions.
the
Wind
River
Reservation,
Wyoming?,
to
provide
for
the
irrigation
irrigation
the
for
the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming, to provide
of additional
Indians' pro rata share of
the Indians'
for the
and for
lands, and
Indian lands,
additional Indian
of
the cost
cost of
of the
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
canals and laterals
laterals and
of canals
the operation
the
drainage
for
the
Indians'
pro
rata
share
of
the
cost
of
the
Bend
Big
the
of
cost
the
of
share
rata
for the Indians' pro
project
ceded portion
of that
that reservation,
and for
continuing
for continuing
reservation, and
portion of
the ceded
on the
project on
the
of constructing
an irrigation
irrigation system
within the diminished Reimbursable.
system within
constructing an
work of
the work
reservation,
including the
the Big
and Dry
Dry Creek
Creek Canals.
Canals, Rembub
River and
Wind River
Big Wind
reservation, including
canals,
and
including
the
maintenance
and
operation
of
completed
completed
of
operation
and
and including the maintenance
$23,500, reimursable.
reimbursable.
Eduction
$23,500,
Education
EDUCATION
EDUCATION

Support of schools.

For
support of
schools not
not otherwise
provided for.
for, Support ofschools.
otherwise provided
Indian schools
of Indian
the support
For the
and other
other educational
industrial purposes
in connection
connection theretherepurposes in
and industrial
educational and
and
with, including
Indian pupils
attending public
public schools,
schools, Proriso.•
pupils attending
for Indian
tuition for
including tuition
with,
Defumbhorbli
dumb, or blind.
$3,831.450:
That not
not to
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of
of this
this appropriaappropria- Deaf,
to exceed
Provided, That
$3,831.450: Provided,
or
dumb
tion
may
be
used
for
the
support
and
education
of
deaf
and
dumb
and
tion may be used for the support and education of deaf
blind, physically
or mentally
deficient Indian
children: A
Indian children:
mentally deficient
i
tbsan
3 ,as
ex. and Couhandicapped, or
physically handicapped,
blind,
CTo.
a
Provided luirth,er,
That $4,500
of this
this appropriation
may be used for shaatt^
appropriation may
$4,500 of
further, That
Provided
Indians
Coushatta
and
Alabama
the
of
the education
education and
and civilization
civilization
Alabama and Coushatta Indians rizzo
nn
putl
iee
igo
ir
the
in
Texas: Provided
further, That
than $15,000
$15,000. of the pupiion of Indian
more than
not more
That not
Provided further,
in Texas:
amount
may be
expended for
for the
of upnpbh
tuition of
the tuition
be expended
appropriated may
herein appropriated
amount herein
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Indian
pupils attending
attending vocational
or higher
educational instituhigher educational
vocational or
Indian pupils
tions,
under such
such rules
and regulations
Interegulations as the Secretary of the Interules and
tions, under
rior
may
prescribe,
but
formal
contracts
shall
not
be
required,
for
for
required,
be
not
shall
contracts
formal
but
prescribe,
may
rior
No
formal
contracts.
No
with section
3744 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
title
(U.S.C., title
Statutes (U.S.C.,
section 3744
R.S.,
sec. 3744,
compliance with
3744, p. 738; compliance
R.S.,sec.
U.S.C., p. 1310.
41, sep.c
sec. 16), for
payment of tuition of Indian pupils attending
attending public
for payment
16),
UT.S.c.,
schools, higher
higher educational
institutions, or schools for the deaf and
educational institutions,
schools,
dumb,
blind, physically
physically handicapped,
mentally deficient.
or mentally
handicapped, or
dumb, blind,
Support
of schools,
of
Support of
schools from tribal
tribal funds: For the support of
Indian
of
Support
schools,
Support of
from tribal funds.
industrial purposes in
and other educational and industrial
Vol.
p.. 560;
schools,
Indian
60; Indian
44, pt
Vol. Supp.
Tribes,
among the Five Civilized
s.c.,3 .. VII, p. connection therewith,
therewith, other than among
Civilized Tribes,
493.
there shall
shall be
funds and from school
Indian tribal funds
from Indian
expended from
be expended
there
revenues arising
under the
the Act
Act of
of May 17, 1926 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
arising under
revenues
title 25,
25, sec.
sec. 155a),
not more
more than
than $509,550,
$509,550, including
including not to exceed
exceed
155a), not
title
Red
Lake, Minn.,
Minn., $15,000
$15,000 from
Lake Indians; for
for tuition and
from trust funds of the Red Lake
Red Lake,
school.
educational purposes
purposes in the Choctaw Nation, $40,000; for payother educational
Five Civilized Tribes. other
SFiveivilized
ment
of tuition
tuition for
Indian children
children enrolled
enrolled in the public
public
Chippewa Indian
for Chippewa
ment of
schools of
the State
State of
the prinpayable from the
$48000, payable
Minnesota, $48000,
of Minnesota,
of the
schools
cipal sum on deposit to the credit of the Chippewa Indians
Indians in the
Vol. 25,
7 of the Act of January
Minnesota arising under section 7
January 14,
State of Minnesota
Vol.
25, p.
p. 645.
1889 (25
Stat.,
13.
645) ;in
in all,
$597,550.
all, $597,550.
645);
p.
Stat.,
(25
1889
Saint Louis Boarding
eduEducation, Osage
Osage Nation,
Nation, Oklahoma
Oklahoma (tribal
funds)::For the edu(tribal funds)
Education,
sSaitLois
School, Okla.Boaring
Osage
pupils in.
cation of unallotted Osage Indian
sage pupisin.
Indian children
children in the Saint Louis Mission
held
payable from funds held
$2,000, payable
Oklahoma, $2,000,
School, Oklahoma,
Boarding School,
sion Boarding
in trust
by the
United States
States for the Osage Tribe.
the United
trust by
in
Government boarding
retained in Government
Summer
subFor subsistence
subsistence of pupils retained
boarding schools
schools
schools,subSummer schools,
sistence.
sistence.
of all classes during summer months, $45,000.
School transportatransportatchool
For collection and transportation of pupils to and from Indian
tion, etc.
and public schools, and for placing school pupils, with the consent
consent
onand
of
parents, under the care and control of white families qualiof their parents,
fied
educational training, $60,000.
moral, industrial, and educational
give them moral,
fied to
to give
School buildings.
For lease,
lease, purchase,
purchase, repair,
repair, and
improvement of
of buildings
at
buildings at
and improvement
For
improvement
ease, improvement,
Lease,
otherwise provided for, including the purchase
etc.
Indian schools not otherwise
of
of
installation, repair, and improvement
improvement of
lands and the installation,
of necessary lands
sewerage and water systems in conheating, lighting, power, and sewerage
nection therewith,
therewith, S272,000.
$272,000.
nection
Nonreservation
For
support
and
following
Indian pupils at the following
of Indian
education of
and education
support
For
boNrdiesershooio
boarding schools.
Support, etc., of, desdes- nonreservation
nonreservation boarding schools in not to exceed the following
following
support,etc.,of,
ignated.
ignate..
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
Phoenix, Ariz.
Phoenix,
Aris,
Phoenix,
Arizona: For five hundred pupils, including not to exceed
exceed
Phoenix, Arizona:
$153,610; for pay of
of
and issuing school paper, $153,610;
printing and
$1,500 for printing
improvements,
general repairs and improvements,
superintendent, drayage, and general
$23,510; in
all, $177,150;
$177,150;
in all,
$23,540;
Sherman Institute,
California: For six hundred and
Sherman
Institute, Riverside,
Riverside, California:
Sherman Institute,
RShermad
Riverside,
Calif. stitute
issuing
fifty pupils, including not to exceed $1,000 for printing and issuing
S199,870; for pay of superintendent
superintendent, drayage, and
and
school paper, $199,870;
general repairs
218,410;
and improvements,
improvements, $18,540; in all, $218,410;
general
repairs
Haskell Institute,
Haskell Institute,
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas: For six
six hundred
pupils,
hundred pupils,
Haskell
Kast.
LawreSnce, Kans.
Lawrence,
including not to exceed $2,500
S2,500 for printing and issuing school paper,
$184,145;
superintendent, drayage, and general repairs
$184,145; for pay of superintendent,
$22,540;
necessary drainage work, $22
improvements, including necessary
540 ;in
and improvements,
all, $206,685;
$206,685;
Pipestone, Minn.
Pipestone, Mfm.
Pipestone, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For two hundred
hundred and fifty pupils,
pupils, $73,680;
$73,680;
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general repairs and improvefor pay of superintendent,
ments,
in all,
all, $88,370;
ments, $14,690;
$14,690; in
$88,370;
Carson Clity, Nev•
Carsonty
Carson City, Nevada: For five hundred and twenty-five pupils,
superintendent, drayage, and general repairs
$145,995;
$145,995; for pay of superintendent,
$14,630; in all, $160,625;
$160,625;
and
improvements,
Albuquerque,
N.
Albuquerque, New Mexico:
Mexico: For six hundred
hundred and fifty pupils,
N. Albuquerque,
MAexlbuere,
Mex.
drayage, and general repairs
$202,935; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
and improvements,
improvements, $22,520;
$22,520; in all, $225,455;
$225,455;
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Santa Fe,
New Mexico:
For four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty pupils, Santa Fe, N.Mex.
N.Mex.
Mexico: For
Fe, New
Santa
$147,610;
general repairs
superintendent, drayage, and general
pay of superintendent,
for pay
$147,610; for
$14,540; in all, $162,150;
$162,150;
improvements, $14,540;
and improvements,
Burke
H.Wingate,
ChrlesF
Charles H.
H. Burke School, Fort Wingate, New Mexico: For five School,
School,
F
ort
t
Burke
se
or
Wingate,
Fort
superintendent, N.Mex.
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five pupils, $164,060;
N.Mex.
$164,060; for pay of superintendent,
hundred
all,
drayage, and
general repairs
improvements, $19,620; in all
repairs and improvements,
and general
drayage,
$183,680;
$183,680;
N.Dak.
Bismarck, North
Dakota: For one hundred
hundred pupils, $32,755; for Bismarck, N.Dak.
North Dakota:
Bismarck,
pay
of
superintendent,
drayage,
general
and
improverepairs
general
and
drayage,
pay of superintendent,
ments, $6,700;
$6,700; in
all, $39,455;
$39,455;
in all,
ments,
Wahpeton, N.Dak.
Waheton NDak
Wahpeton, North
Dakota: For
hundred pupils, $88,590;
$88,590;
three hundred
For three
North Dakota:
Wahpeton,
for
pay of
drayage, and general repairs and improvesuperintendent, drayage,
of superintendent,
for pay
ments,
$10,700; in all, $99,290;
$99,290;
ments, $10,700;
Chilocco, Okla.
Okla.
Chilocco,
For six
hundred and fifty pupils, including Chilocco
six hundred
Oklahoma: For
Chilocco, Oklahoma:
not to
for printing
printing and issuing school
$201,000;
school paper, $201,000;
$2,000 for
exceed $2,000
to exceed
not
for
of superintendent,
general repairs and improvedrayage, and general
superintendent, drayage,
pay of
for pay
ments, $21,580;
$21,580; in
2
580;
$222,580;
all, $222
in all,
ments,
Sequoyah Orphan
Sequoyah Orphan
Orphan Training
Training School,
Oklahoma: Training
TraSieqniuchoorplkia.
School, Okla.
Tahlequah, Oklahoma:
near Tahlequah,
School, near
Sequoyah
For three
hundred and
and fifty
orphan Indian
children of the State of
Indian children
fifty orphan
three hundred
For
Oklahoma
conducted as an
restricted class, to be conducted
the restricted
to the
belonging to
Oklahoma belonging
industrial
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
the direction
under the
school under
industrial school
$104,070;
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
general repairs
and general
drayage, and
for pay
$104,070; for
Proviso.
and improvements,
improvements, $11,700;
in all,
all, $115,770:
$115,770: Provided,
Provided, That of the Po
$11,700; in
and
Additional ld.
land.
balance
of the
the Cherokee
not to
Nation, not
Cherokee Nation,
credit of
the credit
to the
remaining to
balance remaining
exceed $154.20
$154.20 is
is authorized
authorized to
to be
be expended
in the purchase of addiexpended in
exceed
Training School;
tional
Sequoyah Orphan
School;
Orphan Training
land for the Sequoyah
tional land
Carter Seminary,
Carter Seminary,
Carter
Seminary, Oklahoma:
hundred and
and sixty-five
sixty-five Okla.
one hundred
For one
Oklahoma: For
Carter Seminary,
pupils, $52,485;
of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general
general
pay of
for pay
$52,485; for
pupils,
repairs
and improvements,
$58,225;
$5,740; in all, $58,225;
improvements, $5,740;
repairs and
Okla.
Euchee, Oklahoma:
For one
one hundred
fifteen pupils,
pupils, $36,060;
Euchee, Okla.
$36,060; Euchee,
and fifteen
hundred and
Oklahoma: For
Euchee
for
and improvegeneral repairs and
and general
drayage, and
superintendent, drayage,
pay of superintendent,
for pay
ments, $5,750;
$5,750; in
in all,
$41,810;
all, $41,810;
ments,
Eufaula, Okla.
Eufaula,
Oklahoma: For
For one
one hundred
thirty-five pupils, Eufaula, Okla.
and thirty-five
hundred and
Eufaula, Oklahoma:
$42,500;
pay of
of superintendent,
drayage, and
repairs
and general repairs
superintendent, drayage,
for pay
$42,500; for
and
improvements, $5,740;
$48,240;
all $48,240;
in all,
$5,740; in
and improvements,
Jones Academy,
( ll
A ,dl""'y
o.keS
Jones
Oklahoma: For
one hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five Okla.
hundred and
For one
Academy, Oklahoma:
Jones Academy,
pupils, $55,595
pay of
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and
and general
general
of superintendent,
for pay
$55,595 for
pupils,
repairs and
$5,730; in all,
$61,325;
all, $61,325;
improvements, $5,730;
and improvements
repairs
Wheelock Academy,
Wheelock
Oklahoma: For
For one
one hundred
hundred and
pupils, Okla.heelock Academy,
thirty pupils,
and thirty
Academy, Oklahoma:
Wheelock Academy,
$40,730; for
superintendent, drayage,
and
repairs and
general repairs
and general
drayage, and
of superintendent,
pay of
for pay
$40,730;
improvements,
$5,750; in
$46,480;
all, $46,480;
in all,
improvements, $5,750;
Chemawa, Salem,
Chemawa, Salem,
Oregon: For
three hundred
hundred pupils,
not Oreg.
Chemawa, Salem,
including not
pupils, including
For three
Salem, Oregon:
Chemawa,
to
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
for printing
issuing school
$97,120; for
for
paper, $97,120;
school paper,
and issuing
printing and
to exceed
pay of
superintendent, drayage,
improverepairs and improvegeneral repairs
and general
drayage, and
of superintendent,
pay
ments, $14,620;
$14,620; in
all, $111,740;
$111,740;
lduS. S.Dak.
in all,
ments,
Flandreau,
Flandreau,
South Dakota:
four hundred
fifty pupils,
pupils, Fla
u S.
and fifty
hundred and
For four
Dakota: For
Flandreau, South
$145,275; for
for pay
pay of
of superintendent,
drayage, and general repairs
superintendent, drayage,
$145,275;
and improvements,
$14,540; in
all, $159,815;
a.
$159,815;ierre
in all,
and
improvements, $14,540;
Pierre, S.Dak.
Pierre,
South Dakota:
For two
two hundred
pupils, Pere .D.
twenty-five pupils,
and twenty-five
hundred and
Dakota: For
Pierre, South
$67,450; for
of superintendents,
drayage, and
and general
general repairs
superintendents, drayage,
pay of
for pay
$67,450;
and improvements,
improvements, $11,540;
$11,540; in
all, $78,990;
is
Tomah. Wis.
$78,990;
in all,
Tomah,
and
Tomah, Wisconsin:
$60,230; for
for pay
pay of
of
pupils, $60,230;
hundred pupils,
two hundred
For two
Wisconsin: For
Tomah,
superintendent,
drayage, and
general repairs
improvements,
and improvements,
repairs and
and general
superintendent, drayage,

a

$13,680; in
all, $73,910;
$73,910;
in all,
$13,680;
In
nonreservation boarding
not to
to
schools, not
boarding schools,
above-named nonreservation
for above-named
all, for
In all,

ota nonr
?onbordingsoo.a

Total; nonreserva- tion boarding schools.
Prosico.
Sums interchangeable.

exceed $2,513,680: Provided,
That 10
10 per
per centum
of the
foregoing Pi,,terchang
the foregoing
centum of
$2,513,680: Provided, That
exceed
amounts
shall
be
available
interchangeably
for
expenditures
for
sim- m.
for simexpenditures
for
amounts shall be available interchangeably
ilar
purposes in
in the
the various
various boarding
boarding schools
schools named,
not more
more
but not
named, but
ilar purposes
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than 10
10 per
per centumn
cent= shall
shall be
added to
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated for
for
to the
be added
than
any one
one of
or for
any particular
item within
within
particular item
for any
schools or
boarding schools
said boarding
of said
any
Report
Congress. any boarding
boarding school. Any such interchanges
interchanges shall be reported to
Report to Congress.
Congress
in the
the annual
annual Budget.
Budget.
Congress in
Civilized Tribes,
Choctaw,
Creek, Choctaw,
Cherokee, Creek,
in the
For
FiveCivizedTribes,
Okla.
For aid to the common
common schools
schools in
the Cherokee,
FiVe

Chickasaw, and
and Seminole
Seminole Nations
Nations and
the Quapaw
Agency in
in OklaOklaQuapaw Agency
and the
Chickasaw,
homa,
be expended
expended in
of
Secretary of
discretion of the Secretary
the discretion
in the
to be
$394,000, to
homa, $394,000,
the Interior
Interior and
and under
under rules
regulations to
prescribed by
him:
by him:
to be
be prescribed
and regulations
rules and
the
Provisos.
Provided That
That this
shall not
not be
the limitalimitato the
be subject
subject to
appropriation shall
this appropriation
Provided,
iitat.
O
P
Parentage limitation
not
applicable.
tion
in
section
1
of
the
Act
of
May
25,
1918
(U.S.C.,
title
25,
sec.
25, sec.
title
(U.S.C.,
1918
25,
of
May
tion in section 1 of the Act
not applicable.
Vol.40,
p.564;13.S.C., 2
less
of
children
to
educate
money
of
expenditure
29
o.40,p.564;U.s.C.
V
-4)), limiting the expenditure
money
educate
p. 708.
Provided further,
blood :Provided
farther, That of this approP Printing, etc., school than one fourth Indian blood:
paper.
paper.
priation not to exceed $2,500 may be expended in the printing
printing and
and
issuance of
of a
apaper
paper devoted
devoted to
to Indian
education, which
which paper shall
Indian education,
issuance
be printed
printed at
an Indian
school; not
to exceed
expended
$10,000 may be expended
exceed $10,000
not to
Indian school;
at an
be
under rules
rules and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
part
in part
of the
and regulations
regulations of
under
Truancy officers
payment of
of truancy
in any
or two
two or
more contiguous
contiguous
Truancy
officers ,
truancy officers
officers in
any county
county or
or more
counties where
where there
are five
or more
more Indian
Indian children eligible
hundred or
five hundred
there are
counties
to attend
attend school,
school, and
and not
not to
to exceed
be expended in the
$10,000 may be
exceed $10,000
to
discretion
the Secretary
of salpayment of
for the payment
Secretary of the Interior for
of the
discretion of
public-school teachers, employed
employed by the State or county, in
public aries of public-school
Employing
school teachers where
where
communities, where
special Indian
tiachderqsthere
schol
facilities
inadequate,
Indian day schools in full-blood Indian
Indian communities,
there are not adequate
adequate white day schools available for their
attendance.
attendance.
Sioux
Indians, S.Dak. iFor
For support
maintenance of
of day
day and
and industrial
schools among
among
iouxIndians,s.Dak.
support and
and maintenance
industrial schools
k
t
an
,
So
Day and industrial
of school
school buildbuildthe
Sioux Indians,
the erection
erection and
and repairs
repairs of
including the
the Sioux
Indians, including
schools.
Vol. l9,
19, p. 256.
2.
ings, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of article 5
of
5
agreement
the agreement
26, 1876, and
and ratified February
February 28,
made and entered
entered into
into September 26,
Stat., p. 254),
1877 (19 Stat.
254), $301,835.
$301,835.
Alaska natives.
Nati ves i
Alaska: To
enable the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
in his
Natives
Alaska
natives.
inn Alaska:
To enable
the Secretary
his
discretion and under his direction, to provide for support and education of
of the
the Eskimos,
Aleuts, Indians,
Indians, and
and other
other natives
of Alaska,
tion
Eskimos, Aleuts,
natives of
Alaska,
including necessary traveling expenses of pupils to and from induserection purchase,
purchase, repair, and
trial boarding schools in Alaska; erection,
rental of school buildings, including purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary lands;
lands;
textbooks
industrial apparatus; pay and necessary traveling
textbooks and industrial
teachers, physicians,
expenses of superintendents,
physicians, and other employexpenses
superintendents, teachers,
repair, equipment,
maintenance, and
operation of vessels; and
ees; repair,
equipment, maintenance,
and operation
included
necessary ruscellaneous
expenses which are not included
all other necessary
miscellaneous expenses
under the above special
special heads, including
$285,600 for salaries in the
including $285,600
the
8
District
t District
of
(!:r
ogrubiain
.
elsewhere, $17,00
$17,500 for traveling expenses,
Distric
t of Columbia
Col bia and elsewhere,
is
of Columbian
Mliscellaneous
$180,500 for equipment, supplies,
supplies, fuel, and light, $23,000
Miscellaneous ex
ex- $180,500
S23,000 for repairs
repairs
penses.
$63,000 for freight and operation and repair of vessels,
of buildings, $68,000
$1,000
telegraph; total,
$1
000 for rentals, and $2,000 for telephone and telegraph;
exceed
Proisos.
h
$5'72,600,
immediately available: Provided, That not to exceed
$572,600, to be immediately
suIniilsy.erchangeable
the amounts
amounts appropriated
appropriated for
for the
various items
items
the various
of the
10 per
per centum
centum of
e 10
isnser.hange
in this paragraph
paragraph shall be available interchangeably
expenditures
interchangeably for expenditures
on the objects included
included in this paragraph, but not more than 10 per
per
centum shall be added to any one item of appropriation
appropriation except in
centuin
cases of extraordinary
extraordinary emergency and then only upon
written
upon the written
sie-s
n the
the Disis- order of the Secretary
Serciees iin
Secretary of the Interior: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That of
of
said sum
exceeding $5,800
may be
for personal
personal services
said
sum not
not exceeding
$5,800 may
be expended
expended for
services
in the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Common
schools.
Common schools.

Conservation
Conservation of
health.

designated.

Expenses
pEwae designated.

OSEVA

O

H

LT

CONSERVATION oF
OF /clALTi
HEALTH
CONSEgRVATION

For
of health among Indians, including equipment,
For conservation
conservation of
equipment,
materials,
materials, and supplies; repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings
and plants; compensation
expenses of officers
officers and
compensation and traveling expenses
employees and renting of quarters for
them when
for them
when necessary;
necessary; trans-
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portation of patients and attendants to and from hospitals and sanportation
atoria; returning to their former
former homes and interring the remains
of deceased
deceased patients; and not exceeding
exceeding $1,000 for printing and
trachoSuppressing
Suppressing
etc.
trachobinding
circulars and pamphlets for use in preventing
preventing and sup- ma,
binding circulars
ma, etc.
pressing trachoma and other contagious and infectious diseases,
Sum from balance,
balance,
$2,981,040, and in addition thereto not to exceed $75,000 of the reappropriated.
$2,981,040,
/ol .4
3, p.
p.83
6.
836.
47,
unexpended balance
purpose for the fiscal year 1934 is Vol.
balance for this purpose
unexpended
to specicontinued
available for the same purpose for the fiscal year 1935, fiedAllotments
continued available
hospitals, etc.
etc.
$2.329,800 for the followingincluding
including not to exceed the sum of $2,329,800
sanatoria:
named hospitals and sanatoria:
Kayenta Sanatorium,
Arizona: Indian Oasis Hospital, $21,610; Kayenta
Sanatorium, Arizona.
Arizona:
$42,360;
Sanatorium and Southern Navajo General
General
$42,360; Fort Defiance Sanatorium
Hospital,
$98,870; Phoenix
Phoenix Sanatorium, $70,070; Pima Hospital,
Hospital, $98,870;
$11,045; Western Navajo Ilos$25,510; Truxton Canyon Hospital,
Hospital, $11,045;
Hospital, $34,650;
$34,650; Chin Lee Hospital, $11,520;
$11,520; Fort Apache Hospital,
Hospital,
$25,410;
$31,750; Leupp
Havasupai Hospital, $4,710; Hopi Hospital, $37,750;
$25,410; Havasupai
$17,900; Tohatchi
Hospital,
Tohatchi Hospital,
Hospital, $24,550; San Carlos Hospital, $17,900;
$12,540;
Hospital, $21,875;
$21,875; San Xavier Sanatorium,
Sanatorium,
Colorado River Hospital,
$12,540; Colorado
$35,440; Phoenix
Phoenix Hospital, $29,780; Winslow Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $36,950;
$36,950;
$35,440;
California.
California: Hoopa Valley Hospital, $23,250; Soboba Hospital, California.
California:
$18,885;
$18,870; Fort Yuma Hospital,
Hospital, $18,870;
Bidwell Hospital,
Fort Bidwell
$18,885; Fort
$13,160;
$13,160;
Colorado.
Taylor Colorado.
Colorado:
Hospital, $14,230;
$14,230; Edward T. Taylor
Colorado: Ute Mountain Hospital,
Hospital, $23,730;
$23,730;
Idaho.
Idaho:
Fort Lapwai
$78,850; Fort Hall Hospitals,
Sanatorium, $78,850;
Lapwai Sanatorium,
Idaho: Fort
$15,350;
$15,350;
Iowa.
Iowa: Sac and Fox Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $68,300;
Minnesota.
Minnesota:
Minnesota: Pipestone Hospital, $20,910;
Mississippi.
Mississippi:
$25,565;
Mississippi: Choctaw Hospital, $25,565;
Montana.
Montana.
Montana:
Blackfeet Hospital, $23,520; Fort Peck Hospital,
Montana: Blackfeet
$20,990; Crow
Crow Agency
Hospital, $22,850; Fort Belknap Hospital,
Agency Hospital,
$20,990;
Tongue River Hospital, $28,550;
$28,530; Tongue
Nehra.ska.
Nebrlsika.
Nebraska: Winnebago
$36,780;
Winnebago Hospital, $36,780;
Nebraska:
Nevada.
Nevada.
Nevada:
Hospital, $21,570; Walker River Hospital,
Carson Hospital,
Nevada: Carson
$11,300$19
525.' Western
Western Shoshone Hospital, $11,300;
$19 525;
New Mexico.
Mexico.
New
ev Mexico:
$95,050; Jicarilla
Jicarilla HosSanatorium, $95,050;
Albuquerque Sanatorium,
Mexico: Albuquerque
New
pital
Sanatorium, $55,750;
$55,750; Mescalero
Mescalero Hospital,
Hospital, $18,720;
Eastern
$18 720; Eastern
and Sanatorium,
pital and
$27,285; Taos
Navajo
Hospital, $15,870;
$15,870; Northern Navajo
Navajo Hospital, $27,285;
Navajo Hospital,
Hospital,
Sanatorium, $51,330;
$51,330; Albuquerque
Albuquerque Hospital,
Hospital,
Zuni Sanatorium,
$13,990; Zuni
Hospital, $13,990;
$47,260; Charles
H. Burke
Hospital, $7,440; Santa Fe Hospital,
Burke Hospital,
Charles H.
$47,260;
$37,840; Toadlena
$10,845;
Toadlena Hospital, $10,845;
$37,840;
Carolina.
North Carolina.
$9,405;
North Carolina: Cherokee
Cherokee Hospital, $9,405;
North
North Dakota.
North Dakota:
Dakota: Turtle Mountain Hospital, $35,380; Fort Berthold
North
Hospital,
$17,230; Fort
Standing Rock
Totten Hospital, $21,670; Standing
Fort Totten
Hospital, $17,230;
Hospital, $26,340;
$26,340;
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma:
Cheyenne and
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Hospital,
$33,940; Choctaw Oklahoma.
Hospital, $33,940;
Oklahoma: Cheyenne
$85,260;
and
Chickasaw Sanatorium,
Sanatorium $51,310;
Shawnee Sanatorium,
260 ;
Sanatorium, $85,
$51,310; Shawnee
and Chickasaw
Claremore Hospital,
$31,870; Clinton
Hospital, $18,970;
Pawnee and
$18,970; Pawnee
Clinton Hospital,
Hospital, $31,870;
Claremore
$77,250;
Ponca Hospital,
Hospital, $27,900; Kiowa Hospital, $77,250;
Ponca
South Dakota:
Dakota: Crow
Creek Hospital,
Pine Ridge
Ridge Hos- South Dakota.
$20,260; Pine
Hospital, $20,260;
Crow Creek
South
$26,450;
pitals
Rosebud Hospital,
Hospital, $
26 ,
450 ;
$40,660; Rosebud
pitals, $40,660;
Utah.
Utah:
$13,955;
Hospital,; $13,955;
Uintah Hospital
Utah: Uintah
Washington.
Washington.
Washington:
Yakima
Sanatorium,
$37,960;
Tacoma
Sanatorium,
Washington: Yakima Sanatorium, $37,960; Tacoma Sanatorium,
$188,810;
$9,
410 ;
Tulalip Hospital, $9,410;
$188,810; Tulalip
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin: Hayward
Hayward Hospital,
Hospital, $28,265;
$2a,490; Wyoming.
Hospital, $25,490;
Tomah Hospital,
$28,265; Tomah
Wisconsin:
Wyoming.
Wyoming: Shoshone,
Shoshone, $23,380;
$23,380;
Wyoming:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That 10
centum of
of the
the foregoing
shall be
be Intaerbalngble
Interchangitabk *
amounts shall
foregoing amounts
per centum
10 per
Provided,
Mange!.
pa-..
available interchangeably
for expenditures
in the
the various
hospitals
various hospitals
expenditures in
interchangeably for
available
named, but
10 per
per centum
shall be added to the
centum shall
than 10
more than
not more
but not
named,
re
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for any paramount appropriated
appropriated for
any one
one of
of said
hospitals or for
Report to
said hospitals
for any
to Congress.
Congress. amount
Report

ticular item
within any
any hospital,
interchange of
of appropriaappropriaany interchange
and any
hospital, and
item within
ticular
tions hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
be reported
reported to
to Congress
Congress in
the Annual
Annual Budget:
Budget:
in the
tions

fttraer, That
nonreservation boarding schools receiving
That nonreservation
Provided further,
of Provided

Hospitalization
Hospitalization of

upsspecific
Clinical survey of
disease conditions.
proviso.
Proviso.
Local cooperation.

cia

specific appropriations
shall contribute
contribute on
per diem
for the
basis for
diem basis
on aa per
appropriations shall
hospitalization of
of pupils
pupils in
in hospitals
hospitals located
located at
schools and
such schools
at such
hospitalization
supported
appropriation;
supported from this appropriation;

y of
survey

Localcooperation.

Chippewas in MinneOhippewasinMinnesota.
Hospitals for, from
tribal funds.

For
clinical survey of tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, trachoma,
trachoma, and venereal and
a clinical
or a

other disease
disease conditions
Provided, That in
among Indians, $20,000: Provided,
conditions among
other
conducting
other
cooperation of such State and other
survey the cooperation
such survey
conducting such
organizations
in similar
enlisted wherever
shall be enlisted
work shall
similar work
engaged in
organizations engaged
practicable
where services
nurses, or other persons
physicians, nurses,
of physicians,
services of
and where
practicable and
are
donated
their
travel
and
other
expenses
be paid from this
may be
expenses
other
and
travel
are donated their
appropriation.
appropriation.

funds)::
Support of hospitals, Chippewas in Minnesota (tribal funds)

Chippewa
For support of
maintained for the benefit of the Chippewa
hospitals maintained
of hospitals
HOospitals for, from For
Indians inin the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, $121,490,
$121,490, payable from the printribal funds.

cipal sum
sum on
to the
credit of
of said Indians arising under secthe credit
deposit to
on deposit
cipal
tion
the Act
January 14,
14, 1889 (25
(25 Stat., p. 645).
645).
of January
Act of
of the
tion 77of
There
available for health work among the several tribes
be available
Health work.
work.
There shall be
Health
of
exceeding $125,000
tribal trust
trust funds authorthe tribal
of the
$125,000 of
not exceeding
Indians not
of Indians
ized
this Act
Act for
support of
administration
of Indians and administration
for support
in this
elsewhere in
ized elsewhere
Indian property.
of Indian
Medical relief in
Medical relief
relief in Alaska: To enable the Secretary of the Interior,
Medical
MIedical
Alaska.
in his discretion, and under
Alaska.
under his direction
direction through the Bureau
Bureau of
Indian
Affairs,
with
the
advice
and
cooperation
the
Public
Health
of
cooperation
advice
the
with
Indian Affairs,
Service,
provide for the medical and sanitary relief of the Eskito provide
Service, to
mos, Aleuts,
erection, purchase,
purchase,
Aleuts, Indians, and other natives of Alaska; erection,
mos,
repair,
equipment of hospital buildings; books and surrental, and equipment
repair, rental,
gical
necessary traveling expenses of physicians,
apparatus; pay and necessary
gical apparatus;
nurses, and
employees, and all other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous
other employees,
and other
nurses,
expenses which
which are
included under the above special heads,
not included
are not
expenses
$263,555, to be available
available immediately.
$263,555,

vol.

Vol. 25, p.
p. 645.

General support
support and
and
General
administration.
administration.

AND ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL
SUPPORT AND
ADMINISTRATION
GENIERAL STPPORT

Sundry agencies
agencies and
reservations.

For general
administration of Indian
support, of Indians and administration
general support
For
property,
employees authorized by continuing or
pay of employees
including pay
property, including
permanent
$1,624,040.
treaty provisions, 81,624,040.
permanent treaty
discharging
Fulfilling treaties with Indians:
Indians: For the purpose of discharging
Fulfilling
obligations
with
of the
tih United States under treaties and agreements with
obligations of
various
follows:
various tribes and bands of Indians as follows:
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Montana
(article 7, treaty
Montana (article
Northern
$67,400;
of
agreement of February 28, 1877),
1877), $67,400;
of May
May 10, 1868, and agreement
September 24,
3 and 4, treaty of September
Pawnees, Oklahoma
(articles 3
Oklahoma (articles
$49,175;
1857,
November 23, 1892),
1892), $49,175;
1857, and article 3, agreement of November
Sioux of
of different
including Santee Sioux of Nebraska,
different tribes, including
Sioux
of
North
(articles 88 and 13, treaty of
North Dakota, and South Dakota (articles
April 29, 1868, 15 Stat., p. 635, and Act of February
February 28, 1877, 19
Stat., p.
$401,200.
p. 254), $401,200.
$517,775.
exceed $517,175.
In all, for said treaty stipulations.
stipulations, not to exceed
In
administration of Indian
general support of Indians and administration
For general
following agencies,
agencies, to be paid
property under the jurisdiction of the following
from the funds held by the United States in trust for the respective
from
respectively:
following sums, respectively:
exceed the fallowing
tribes, in not to exceed
Apache, $18,355;
$18,355; San CarRlver, $3,000; Fort Apache,
Arizona: Colorado Myer,
Truxton Canyon, $8,690;
$8,690; in all, $71,550;
$71,550;
los, $41,505; Truxton
$5.000;
California:
lalifornia: Mission, $5,000;

Fultalingtreaties,
etc.
Fulfilling treaties, etc.

Northern Cheyemies
Cheyennes
and
Arapahoes, Mont.
and Arapahoes,
Vol.
p. 250.
250.
Vol. 10, p.

Pawnees, Okla.
Okla.
Pawnees,
Vol.
731; Vol.
Vol.
11, p.
p. 731;
Vol. 11,

27,
64t.
p. 644.
27, p.
Sioux.

Vol.15,p.8&5;VoL
19,
Vol. 15,p. 635; Vol. 19,
p.
254.
p 254.
Total.
Total.
etc.,
General
General support, etc.,
at specified agencies,
agencies,
at
funds,
from tribal funds.

Arizona.
Caifornia
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Colorado: Consolidated
Consolidated Ute
(Southern Ute,
Ute Moun$15,000; Ute
Ute, $15,000;
Ute (Southern
Colorado:

Colorado
Colorado.

Idaho: Fort
Fort Hall,
$9,285;
Hall, $9,285;
Idaho:

Idaho.
Idaho.

tam, $15,000)
$30,000;
$15,000);;in all, $30,000;
tain,

Iowa.
Iowa: Sac
$2,000;
Fox, $2,000;
and Fox,
Sac and
Iowa:
Minnesota:
Red
Lake,
$39,405;
Consolidated
Chippewa,
$5,000,
Minnesota.
opertive
$5,000(,
Chippewa,
Consolidated
Cooperative
$39,405;
Lake,
Minnesota: Red
to
be used
for establishing
establishing a
a system
cooperative marketing for system.
system.
system of cooperative
used for
to be
Indian
rice, berries, fish, and furs; in all,
including wild rice,
crops, including
Indian crops,
$44,405;
$44,405;
Montana.
all, $12,500;
Montana: Blackfeet,
$2,500; Flathead,
Flathead, $10,000;
$10,000; in all,
Montana.
Blackfeet, $2,500;
Montana:

market
market

North Carolina.
North
$8,000;
Carolina.
Cherokee, $8,000;
Carolina: Cherokee,
North Carolina:
Oregon.
Oregon:
Klamath, $46,550;
$46,550;
Oregon.
Oregon: Klamath,
South Dakota.
South Dakota:
River, $69,235;
$69,235;
Dakota.
Cheyenne River,
Dakota: Cheyenne
South
the Puyallup
Washington:
Puyallup, $1,000
$1,000 for upkeep
of the
Puyallup Indian Washington.
Washington.
upkeep of
Washington: Puyallup,
cemetery; Taholah
Taholah (Quinaielt),
$2,000;
$1,000; in all, $2,000;
(Quinaielt), $1,000;
cemetery;
Wisconsin:
including $10,000
$10,000 for monthly allow- wiscnlowanes,
Wisconsin.
$56,310, including
Keshena, $56,310,
Wisconsin: Keshena,
Monthly allowances
ances, under
under such
and regulations
regulations as
Secretary of the to old, etc., Menomithe Secretary
as the
rules and
such rules
ances,
fromtribalfunds.
Interior may
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
to such
such old
and indigent
indigent members
members of
flees, from
tribal
ns,
the funds.
of the
old and
Interior
old
Menominee Tribe
Tribe as
it is impracticable
impracticable to place in the home for old
as it
Menomince
or
and indigent
Menominee Indians,
who reside with relatives or
Indians, and who
indigent Menominee
and
friends;
friends;
In
all, not to
to exceed $356,835.
In all,
in
MinneC.ippewas
Support of
of Chippewa
Chippewas inMinnefunds)::For sota.
(tribal funds)
Minnesota (tribal
in Minnesota
Indians in
Chippewa Indians
Support
Generalsupport,
selfof
general
support,
administration
of
property,
and
promotion
of
selfGeneral
support,
etc.
promotion
and
property,
of
administration
general support,
support
among the
Indians in the
Minnesota,
the State of Minnesota,
Chippewa Indians
the Chippewa
support among
credit
$71,100,
be paid
principal sum on deposit to the credit
the principal
from the
paid from
to be
$71,100, to
p. 645.
645.
25 p.
"An
of said
„Indians, arising
arising under
section 7
7 of
of the
An Vol.
vol. 25,
Act entitled "
the Act
under section
said Jndians,
of
the
in
Indians
Chippewa
Act
for
the
relief
and
civilization
the
Chippewa
Indians
of
Act for the relief and civilization
State
of Minnesota
Minnesota ",
", approved
approved January
January 14, 1889 (25 Stat., p. 645):
645) :
State of
Provided, That
to exceed
exceed $30,000
$30,000 of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amount
Proviso.indigent.
may Ai/dingndigent.
amount may
Aiding
not to
That not
Provided,
in
be
expended in
in the
the discretion
Secretary of the Interior, in
discretion of the Secretary
be expended
aiding indigent
upon the condition that any
Indians upon
Chippewa Indians
indigent Chippewa
aiding
funds
member of the tribe shall be reimbursed
reimbursed
support of aa member
in support
used in
funds used
which
out
of and become
become aa lien against
against any individual
individual property
property of which
out of
the
such
member
may
now
or
hereafter
seized
or
possessed,
become
hereafter
or
now
such member may
two
requirements not
indiapply to any old, infirm, or indito apply
not to
preceding requirements
two preceding
Secretary of the Interior.
gent
Indian, in the discretion of the Secretary
gent Indian,
Expenses of
Tribes, Oklahoma
Five Civilel
t
zc
ed Tit=
Oklahoma exFiveClvUlzdTrit*
Civilized Tribes
Five Civilized
officers, Five
tribal officers,
of tribal
Expenses
et.
oxio.
(tribal
funds)
:
For
the
current
fiscal
may
be
expended
oirers.
'
"
money
year
fiscal
current
(tribal funds): For the
from
the tribal
tribal funds
the Choctaw,
and SemiChickasaw, Creek, and.
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
of the
funds of
from the
other
nole
equalization of
of allotments,
allotments, per capita, and other
for equalization
Tribes for
nole Tribes
payments
authorized
by
law
to
individual
members
of
respective
the
members
individual
to
law
by
authorized
payments
tribes, salaries
salaries and
expenses of the governor of the
contingent expenses
and contingent
tribes,
Chickasaw
Nation
chief
of
Choctaw Nation and one mining
the
chief
and
Chickasaw Nation
trustee for
Chickasaw Nations at salaries at the
Choctaw and Chickasaw
for the Choctaw
trustee
rate heretofore
heretofore paid
for the
the said
governor and said chief and $4,000
said governor
paid for
rate
for
attorney each for the Choctaw
for the said mining trustee, and one attorney
and
Chickasaw Tribes
under contract approved
approved by the
employed under
Tribes employed
and Chickasaw
Pison.
President
under existing law: Provided,
Provided, That the expenses
expenses of the Proviso.
Limitatiofl.
President under
above-named
officials shall be determined
determined and limited by the
above-named officials
Commissioner
Affairs, not to exceed
exceed $2,500
$2,500 each.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
There is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
out of
of any
any money
Seminoles, Oka.
Okla.
money now Seminoles
expended, out
be expended,
to be
There
Attorneys, expenses.
ttmyexe
standing
to
the
credit
of
the
Seminole
of
the
in
Indians
Nation
Seminole
the
of
standing to the credit
exceeding $5,000 to
Treasury
the United
United States, the sum of not exceeding
of the
Treasury of
be
paid, in
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, to attorin the discretion
be paid,
neys
for said
said Seminole
Seminole Nation
Nation of
Vol. 43
43, Pp. 133
133.
under the author- vol
employed under
Indians employed
of Indians
neys for
ity of
of the
of Congress
St,at., pp. 133133approved May 20, 1924 (43 Stat.,
Congress approved
Act of
the Act
ity
134), the
the payments
necessary
made in such sums as may be necessary
be made
to be
payments to
134),
to reimburse
reimburse the
for such
such proper and necessary expenses
attorneys for
the attorneys
to
as may
may have
have been
incurred in the investigation
investigation
or may be incurred
incurred or
been incurred
as
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of
records and
and preparation,
and prosecution
prosecution of
suits of
of
of suits
preparation, institution
institution and
of records
the
Seminole Nation
Indians against
United States
under the
the
States under
against the
the United
Nation of
of Indians
the Seminole

Provos.

above-mentioned Act of May 20, 1924: Provided further, That the
above-mentioned
clams
ithe
of
the attorneys
attorneys
Act of May
shall 20,
be 19
filed
24 :
by
Provided
said
attorneys
further, Tha
witht the
said attorneys
with
the
shall
be
filed
by
claims
of the
Secretary
of the
the Interior
shall be
by the
the attorneys'
attorneys'
be accompanied
accompanied by
Interior and
and shall
Secretary of
itemized and
and verified
verified statement
statement of
of the
expenditures for
for expenses
and
expenses and
the expenditures
itemized
by
proper vouchers,
vouchers, and
that the
the claims
so submitted
shall be
be subject
subject
claims so
submitted shall
and that
by proper
to the
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
of the
Provided further,
further,
the Interior:
Interior: Provided
of the
Secretary of
to
Repayment.
That any
and paid
paid under
under this
this Act
to the
the attorneys
attorneys
Act to
That
any sums
sums allowed
allowed and
Repayment.
shall be
to the
out of
any
Nation out
of any
credit of
of the
the Seminole
Seminole Nation
be reimbursable
reimbursable to
the credit
shall
amount
of
by the Court of
hereafter be decreed by
which may hereafter
amount or
or amounts
amounts which
Claims
attorneys for
for their
their services
services and
and expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection
to said
said attorneys
Claims to
with the Seminole tribal claims and
above-mentioned
and suits under
under the above-mentioned
with
Act of May 20, 1924.
Osages,
Osages, Okla.
Okla.
Support of
of Osage
Osage Agency and pay of tribal officers,
officers, Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Ageneyexpense,sfrom
(tribal funds):
funds) :For the
the support
support of
Osage Agency,
for necesnecesand for
tribal
funds.
of the
the Osage
Agency, and
(tribal
tribalftends.
sary expenses in connection with oil and gas production on the Osage
Reservation, Oklahoma,
necessary employees, the
Oklahoma, including pay of necessary
Reservation,
tribal attorney
attorney and his stenographer,
stenographer, one special attorney in tax and
other
and pay of tribal officers; repairs to buildings, rent of
other matters,
matters, and
quarters for employees,
telegraphing
employees, traveling expenses, printing, telegraphing
automobiles.
and telephoning, and purchase, repair, and operation of automobiles,
$109,220,
payable from funds held
trust
held by the United States in trust
$109,220, payable
for the Osage Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma.
Traveling, etc., exFor traveling and other expenses of tribal councils,
Traveling,
councils, business com-

Itemized statement
andapprovalneeessary.
Itemized
Provisos.
statement
ndapprovalneesesary.

penses.

penses.

Proviso.
Limitation

imiation

penditure.
penditure.

mittees,
representatives thereof,
thereof,
or other
other tribal
tribal organizations,
organizations, or
or representatives
mittees, or
Washingwhen engaged on business of the tribes, including visits to Washington, District of Columbia, when duly authorized
approved in
authorized or approved
advance by the Commissioner
Indian Affairs, $25,000, payable
Commissioner of Indian
from funds
funds on
to the
the credit
of the
the particular
particular tribe
interested:
from
on deposit
deposit to
credit of
tribe interested:
That not more than $5,000 shall be expended from the
Provided, That
on ex- Provided,
funds of any one tribe or band of Indians for the purposes herein
specified.

Roads
and bridges.
bridges.
Roads and

ROADS AND BRIDGES
ROADS
BRIDGES

OGalnp-Shiprock
of the
the Gallup-Shiprock
For maintenance
maintenance and repair of that portion of
Gallup-Shiprock
Highway
Reservation, New Mexico,
Mexico, including
Highway within the Navajo Reservation,
aitenanceete.

Gallup-Shiprock
Highway, N.Mex.,
Maintenance, eta.

Proiso;.

Proviso.

Indian labor.
Indianlabo.

purchase of machinery,
machinery, $20,000,
$20,000, reimbursable:
reimbursable: Provided,
Provided, That
the purchase
other than for supervision
supervision and engineering
engineering only Indian labor shall
employed for such maintenance
maintenance and repair work.
be employed

Annuities, etc.

ANNUITIES AND PER CAPITA PAYMENTS
ANNUITIES

Senecas, N.Y.
Senecas,
N.Y.
Vol. 4, p. 442.

For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with Senecas of
For permanent
of New York: For
permanent
annuity in
in lieu
lieu of
interest on stock (Act of February
February 19, 1831, 4
4 Stat.,
annuity
of interest
p.
$6,000.
p. 442),
442), $6,000.
For fulfilling treaties with Six Natiorid
Nationil of New York: For perpermanent annuity, in clothing
manent annuity, in
clothing and
and other
other useful
useful articles (article 6,
treaty
November 11,, 11,194),
1794), $4,500.
$4,500.
treaty of
of November
For fulfilling
treaties with
with Choctaws,
Oklahoma: For
For permanent
permanent
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
For
fulfilling treaties
annuity (article 2, treaty of November
wannuity
November 16, 1805,
1805, and article
article 13,
treaty of June 22,
22, 1855),
1855), $3,000; for permanent
support
permanent annuity for support
for
for light
light horsemen
horsemen (article
(article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article
13, treaty of June 22, 1855),
1855), $600; for permanent
permanent annuity for support of blacksmith
blacksmith (article 6, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article
9,
9, treaty
treaty of January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22,
1855), $600; for permanent
1855),
permanent annuity
annuity for education (article
(article 2, treaty
of January
1825 and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855),
January 20, 1825,
1855), $6,000;
S6,000;
for permanent annuity for iron and steel (article 9, treaty of January
20, 1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855),
1855), $320;
320; in all, $10,520.

Vol4 p.442.

Six Nations,

Six Nations, N
N.Y.
Vol.
Vol.77, P..4.46.

Choctaws, Okla.
Okla.
hbctaws,
Volt
7, pp.90,
212, 2
XS,
208..

',,,'

2'

Vol. II,
p. 614.
Vol.
11, P.
54.
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379

Croix
Saint
To
the provisions
provisions of
treaty of
September was,
Saint
.
Croix ChippeChippeof September
Chippewa treaty
the Chippewa
of the
out the
carry out
To carry
Wis.
n o09.
30,
1854 (10
Stat., p.
1
7
3
1..1lo,
L
o
s
:Tkitos.
$1,000, in final settlement of the amount, wa.vol.
1109), $1,000,
p. 1109),
(10 Stat.,
30, 1854
$141,000, found
found due
heretofore approved for the Saint Croix
due and heretofore
$141,000,
Chippewa
Indians of
Wisconsin, whose names appear on the final
of Wisconsin,
Chippewa Indians
Act of
to Act
roll
prepared by
by the
the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to
of
roll prepared
p.607.
August
1, 1914
1914 (38
Stat., pp.
582-605), and contained in House Vol.38,
Vol. 38, p.
607.
pp. 582-605),
(38 Stat.,
August 1,
of land.
Purchase of
the
expended
to
Document
Numbered
1663,
said
sum
of
$1,000
be
expended
in
Purchase
land.
$1,000
of
sum
said
1663,
Document Numbered
Soio. ary cas
Commisthe
by
Indians
purchase
of
land
or
for
the
benefit
of
Prmis°•
said
of
benefit
the
for
or
land
of
purchase
sioner of
Affairs: Provided,
Provided, That in the discretion of the payment.
paDiscretion
yment.
cash
Indian Affairs:
of Indian
sioner
any
of
share
per
Commissioner
of
Indian
Affairs,
capita
of
said
the
Affairs,
Indian
of
Commissioner
Indians
this appropriation
appropriation may be paid in cash.
under this
Indians under
emField
When,
in
the
judgment
of
the Secretary
it is pioF
y
ield . service
service emof the Interior, it
Secretary of
of the
judgment
the
in
When,
available
for,
Funds
appropriations
of
necessary for
for accomplishment
purposes
appropriations Funds for, available
the purposes
of the
accomplishment of
necessary
shalll for
herein
Indian field service, such appropriations
appropriations shal
for suppliesetc.
supplies, etc.
the Indian
for the
made for
herein made
be
for purchase
employees,
purchase of ice, rubber boots for use of employees,
available for
be available
for
expenses of
of employees
employees on official business, and for the cost
travel expenses
for travel
of
packing,
crating,
drayage,
and
transportation of personal effects
and transportation
drayage,
crating,
of packing,
of employees
employees upon
upon permanent
change of station.
permanent change
of
The appropriations
education of
d
1
as
uca
katin
o
a
n
tia
N
n mediof natives of Alaska and medi- 1daaktLnatiefor education
appropriations for
The
service.
traveling
cal
in Alaska
shall be
be available
available for
payment of
of t
ravelin g cal
cal,services.
for the payment
Alaska shall
relief in
cal relief
expenses of
new appointees
Washington, to their posts
Seattle, Washington,
from Seattle,
appointees from
of new
expenses
of duty
Alaska, and
of traveling
traveling expenses, packing, crating, and
and of
in Alaska,
duty in
of
effects of employees
transportation (including
drayage) of personal effects
(including drayage)
transportation
regulations
upon
permanent
change
of
station
under regulations
Alaska,
within
station
of
change
permanent
upon
to be
prescribed by
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.
by the Secretary
be prescribed
to

BUREAU
RECLAMATION
OF RECLAMATION
BUREAU OF

Reclamation
Bureau.
Reclamation Bureau.

Payments, from recfund.
out of the special fund in lamation
Faationetsi;dfrom
Vol.
p. 388.
3:SX.
32, p.
Vol. 32,
of
Act
the
by
created
States
United
the
of
the Treasury
available
be
to
",
fund
1902,
and therein
available
" the reclamation
designated "
therein designated
1902, and
immediately:
immediately:
office
Commissioner,
Salaries:
For the
of Reclamation
Commissioner,
office
Reclamation and other per- personnel,
and other
other
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
and
Salaries: For
expenses.
expenses
office
for
$86,850;
Columbia,
of
District
$86 ,
850 ;
officeex penses
services in the
sonal services
in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $15,000;
$15,000; in all, $101,850;
$101,850;
in the
Administrative pr(Administrative provisions
expenditures visions
Administrative
limitations: For all expenditures
and limitations:
provisions and
and limitations.
Administrative
388.tat ions
32, p.
authorized by the
Act
of
June
17,
1902
(32
Stat.,
p.
388),
and
Acts
viV
r
o
onar
plimi
Vol.
Acts
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., p. 388), and
reclathe
as
amendatory
thereof
or
supplementary
known
thereto,
amendatory thereof or supplementary
mation law,
law, and
and all
other Acts under which expenditures
expenditures from said
all other
mation
Purposes desi
gnated.
designated.
fund
are authorized,
authorized, including
not to
to exceed
exceed $156,000
$156,000 for personal Purposes
including not
fund are
services and
other expenses
chief
expenses in the office of the chief
for other
$15,000 for
and $15,000
services
Personal services.
services.
communication Personal
engineer,
for telegraph,
telephone, and other communication
telegraph, telephone,
$20,000 for
engineer, $20,000
service,
$5,000 for
photographing and
and making
making photographic
photographic prints,
for photographing
service, $5,000
$41,250
for
personal
services,
and
$10,000
for
other
expenses in the
for
$10,000
and
services,
personal
for
$41,250
in the
field
legal
offices;
examination
of
estimates
appropriations
appropriations
for
legal offices; examination of estimates
field
field; refunds
of
overcollections
and
deposits
for
other
purposes;
not
purposes;
other
for
deposits
and
overcollections
of
field; refunds
to exceed $18,000
for lithographing,
lithographing, engraving,
printing, and bindengraving, printing,
exceed $18,000 for
to
ing; purchase
purchase of
of ice;
ice; purchase
official use by
of rubber boots for official
purchase of
ing;
Vehicles.
employees;
operation of
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and motor- Vehicles.
and operation
maintenance and
employees; maintenance
propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles;
not
to
exceed
$35,000
for
to
not
vehicles;
propelled passenger-carrying
purchase and
exchange of
of horse-drawn
passenmotor-propelled passenand motor-propelled
horse-drawn and
and exchange
purchase
(mcludger-carrying
vehicles;
packing,
crating,
and
transportation (includtransportation
and
crating,
ger-carrying vehicles; packing,
ing drayage) of
personal effects
effects of
of employees
employees upon
upon permanent
permanent
drayage) of personal
ing
change of station, under
regulations to
to be
by the
Secrethe Secreprescribed by
be prescribed
of station, under regulations
change
damage
Property damag
tary of the Interior; payment
payment of
of damages
damages caused
caused to
the owners
owners of Property
the
to
tary of the Interior;
operaof
lands
or
other
private
property
of
any
kind
by
reason
the
operareason
lands or other private property of any kind
survey
tions
United States,
States, its
its officers
employees, in the survey,
or employees,
officers or
the United
of the
tions of
construction,
or maintenance
works, and
maintenance of irrigation works,
operation, or
construction, operation,
which may
compromised by
by agreement
agreement between
between the claimant and
be compromised
may be
which

appropriated
are
sumsUnited
following
The
the
Treasury
of the
sums
are appropriated
States created
outby
of the
the Act
special
of June
June
fund 17,
in
17,
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the
Secretary of
Interior, or
or such
designate;
may designate;
he may
officers as he
such officers
the Interior,
of the
the Secretary
payment
for official
official telephone
service in
the field
hereafter incurred
incurred
field hereafter
in the
telephone service
payment for
in case
case of
official telephones
installed in private houses when
when
telephones installed
of official
in
authorized
under regulations
regulations established
by the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
established by
authorized under
Attendance at
atmetmeet- Interior;
Interior; not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
expenses, except
except membership
membership
for expenses,
Attendae
ings.
ings
fees,
authorized by the Secretary, upon meetings
fees, of attendance, when authorized
.
of
and professional
professional societies
societies required
required in connection
connection with
of technical
technical and
official
specifically
bureau; payment of rewards, when specifically
the bureau;
official work of the
authorized by
Secretary of
of the
information leading
leading
Interior, for information
the Interior,
by the
the Secretary
authorized
to the
the apprehension
apprehension and conviction
conviction of
of persons found guilty of the
to
Provisos.
theft, damage,
damage, or
of public
Provided, That
property: Provided,
public property:
destruction of
or destruction
theft,
P
rosisos
Restriction on place
no part
maintenance of
appropriations may be used for maintenance
said appropriations
off headquarters.
headquarters.
part of said
no
headquarters for
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation
Reclamation outside
of
District of
the District
outside the
headquarters
Columbia except
except for
for an
an office
office for
and
engineer and staff and
for the
the chief engineer
Columbia
for
officers of the division of reclamation
reclamation economics:
economics:
for certain field officers
Medical services
services for
for Provided
Medical
Provided further,
further, That the Secretary of the Interior in his adminisemployees.
employees.
tration of the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation is authorized to contract
contract for
medical
attention
and
service
employees
and
make
necessary
necessary
to
make
for
employees
service
medical attention and
pay-roll deductions
deductions agreed
agreed to by the
therefor: Provided
Provided
the employees therefor:
pay-roll
Restriction on
on use
use further,
further, That
part
of
for in this Act for
for
part
of
any
sum
provided
That
no
Restrietion
where irrigation disa project
project
operation and maintenance
maintenance of any project
project or division of a
operation
rrears.
trict in arrears.
trit
by
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation
Reclamation shall
shall be
be used
irrigation of any
for the irrigation
used for
by the
lands within the boundaries of an irrigation
irrigation district which has
contracted with the Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and which is in arrears
contracted
than twelve months in the payment of any charges due the
for more than
Act
United States, and no part of any sum provided for in this Act
lands which
for such purpose shall be used for the irrigation of any land;
Reclamation and which are
have contracted
contracted with the Bureau of Reclamation
payment of any
in arrears for more than twelve months in the payment
charges due from said lands to the United States;
States;
of
Examination and inExamination and inspection
Examination
Examination
inspection of projects: For examination
examination of
spection of projects.
ins
of the works of various
and inspection
Balance
available.
accounts
various projects
projects and
and dividiviaccounts and
.ailable,
jee .
Balae
spect
Vol. 47, p. 842.
sions
of projects
operated and
maintained by
irrigation districts
Vol,47,p.842.
sions of
projects operated
and maintained
by irrigation
districts
or water users' associations, and bookkeeping, accounting, clerical,
legal, and other expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in accordance
accordance with contract provisions for the repayment
repayment of such expenses by the districts or associations, the unexpended balance
appropriation for this
balance of the appropriation
continued available for the same
purpose for the fiscal year 1934 is continued
1985;
purpose for the fiscal year 1935;
Maintenance,
etc.,
of
Operation
Maintenance, etc.,
of
Operation and maintenance
maintenance of reserved works: For operation
operation and
and
reserved works.
a project
Balance
available.
maintenance of the reserved
reserved works of a
project or division of a
a
maintenance
valeable.
Bealn
Vol. 47,
project when irrigation districts, water-users'
associations, or Warren
Vol.
47, p.843
p. 843.
water-users' associations,
Warren
contractors have contracted
Act contractors
contracted to pay in advance
advance but have
have failed to
pay their proportionate
proportionate share of the cost of such operation
operation and
and
maintenance,
maintenance, to be expended
expended under regulations to be prescribed
prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior, the unexpended
unexpended balance of the
continued
appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year 1934 is continued
available
available for the same purpose for the fiscal
fiscal year 1935;
1935;
Yuma, Ariz.-Oallf.
Yuma,
Ariz.-Calf.
Yuma project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For operation and mainteProviso.
Prniso.
$37,200:
nance,
$37,200: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from the power
power
Operating commeravailable during the fiscal year 1935 for the operomm.r- revenues
revenues shall be available
ecialeteg
cial system.
maintenance of the commercial
system;
ation and maintenance
commercial system:
Orland,
Calif.
Orland, Calif.
operationn 'and
and maintenance,
Orland project, California: For operatio
maintenance
$33,500;
$33,500;
Sane,
Idaho.
BoiseIdaho.
Boise project,
project. Idaho: For operation and maintenance,
maintenance, $26,100;
,20,100;
Minidoka, Idaho.
Minidoka,
Idaho.
Minidoka project.
project, Idaho:
Idaho: For
maintenance
Minidoka
For operation and maintenance,
Proviso.
reserved works,
works, $11,200:
$11,200: Provided,
Provided, That not
to exceed
S50,000 from
omerei system
not to
exceed $50,000
from
Commercial
system. reserved
il abl e d
ur i
ng the
th e fiscal year 1935
the power
power revenues shall be ava
available
during
1935
for the operation of the commercial system; and not to exceed
exceed
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available during the fiscal
$100,000
revenues shall be available
$100,000 from power revenues
construction, south side division;
year
division;
year 1935 for continuation of construction,
North
Nebr.Platte, Nebr..
North Platte,
North
Nebraska-Wyoming: Not to exceed
exceed $60,000
$60,000 Wyo.
North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
year
from
revenues shall be available during the fiscal
the power revenues
from the
system;
commercial system;
1935
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the commercial
1935 for the operation
Rio Grande, N.Mex.TRiorandeN.Mex.Rio Grande project,
Mexico-Texas: For operation and main- Tex.
New Mexico-Texas:
project, New
Rio
tenance, $305,000;
$305,000;
tenance,
maintenance, $9,300; Owyhee, Oreg.
operation and maintenance,
Owyhee
Oregon: For
For operation
project, Oregon:
Owyhee project,
Oreg.
Vale, oreg.
maintenance, $13,900;
Vale
$13,900;
operation and maintenance,
For operation
Oregon: For
project, Oregon:
Vale project,
Klamath, Oreg.-Calif.
Oreg.-Cali(.
Klamath
Oregon-California: For operation and mainte- Kiamath,
Klamath project, Oregon-California:
Proviso.
nance,
Provided, That revenues received from the lease of Prorio.
$40,900: Provided,
nance, $40,900:
Revenues from Tule
veion.
division.
marginal
Lake division,
division, shall
available for refunds Lake di
shall be available
Tule Lake
lands, Tule
marginal lands,
make
to
to
becomes necessary
necessary
it becomes
lessees in such cases where it
to the
the lessees
because of flooding or other reasons within the terms of
refunds because
such
such leases;
Yakima, Wash.
Yakima
project, Washington:
Washington: For operation
operation and maintenance, Yakima",ash
Yakima project,
Proviso.
$246,400:
Provided, That
not to
to exceed
revenues Commercial
Commercialsystem.
power revenues
from power
$25,000 from
exceed $25,000
That not
system.
$246,400: Provided,
shall
during the fiscal year 1935 for operation
operation and mainavailable during
be available
shall be
tenance
tenance of the power system;
Riverton,
Wyo.
Riverton, Wyo.
Riverton
Wyoming; For operation and maintenance,
maintenance, Proviso.
project, Wyoming;
Riverton project,
system.
Commercialsystem.
$23,300:
Provided, That not to
$25,000 from the power reve- Commercial
to exceed
exceed $25,000
$23,300: Provided,
nues shall
available during
operation
during the fiscal year 1935 for the operation
be available
shall be
nues
h
and maintenance
commercial system;
the commercial
maintenance of the
and
Shoshone, Wyo.,
Willwohoddivsion.
maintenance, Willwood
Shoshone
Wyoming: For operation
operation and maintenance,
division.
project, Wyoming:
Shoshone project,
l sym.
Poeris
That not to exceed $25,000 Proriso.
Willwood division,
$12,100: Provided,
Provided, That
division, $12,100:
Willwood
Commercial system.
from
revenues shall be available
available during the fiscal year 1935
from power revenues
for
operation and maintenance
system;
maintenance of the commercial system;
the operation
for the
Secondary, etc., inetc., ineSecodary,
cooperative and gen- vestigations.
Secondary
investigations: For cooperative
economic investigations:
and economic
Secondary and
from balance
balance
S"m from
eral investigations,
necessary to determine Sum
investigations necessary
including investigations
investigations, including
eral
47,
le. „. S4.
S44.
vla.7;p.
the economic
financial feasibility of projects and avVaiolal.b
conditions and financial
economic conditions
the
reorganization,
investigations and other
other activities relating to the reorganization,
investigations
adjustments of existing projects,
settlement of lands, and financial adjustments
including examination
classification of land, land-settlement
land-settlement
of soils, classification
examination of
including
activities, including
advertising in newspapers
newspapers and other publicapublicaincluding advertising
activities,
tions,
general economic
settlement data, not to
to
economic and settlement
obtaining general
and obtaining
tions, and
exceed $50,000
of the
the unexpended
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for
unexpended balance
$50,000 of
exceed
these purposes
remain available
available for the
the fiscal year 1934 shall remain
for the
purposes for
these
Provisos.
same purposes
for the
the fiscal
year 1935:
1935: Provided,
Provided, That
expendi- Expenditures
considfxenditures consild
That the
the expendifiscal year
same
purposes for
ered
supplementary;
ered supplementary;
tures from
appropriation for
for any
project shall be accounting.
reclamation project
any reclamation
this appropriation
from this
tures
project acounting.
considered
as supplementary
supplementary to the
appropriation for that project
the appropriation
considered as
and shall
accounted for
for and
returned to
reclamation fund as
to the reclamation
and returned
be accounted
shall be
and
other expenditures
expenditures under
further, Division of expense
Provided further,
Reclamation Act: Provided
under the Reclamation
other
forinviestigations.
appropriation for inves- for
That the
investigations.
expenditure of any sums from this appropriation
the expenditure
That
tigations of
of any
requested by States, municipalities, or other
nature requested
any nature
tigations
interests
the basis
basis of
of the
the State,
municipality, or other
other
State, municipality,
be upon
upon the
shall be
interests shall
estimated cost of such
interest advancing
advancing at last 11 50 per centum of the estimated
interest
investigation;
investigation;
Information to setto seGiving information
information to
settlers: For
InfOatlo
purpose of giving infor- tlers.
For the purpose
to settlers:
Giving
mation and
and advice
advice to
settlers on
selection
projects in the selection
reclamation projects
on reclamation
to settlers
mation
of
equipment, and
preparation of
land for irriof land
the preparation
livestock, the
and livestock,
lands, equipment,
of lands,
gation, the
the selection
crops, methods
methods of
agricultural
and agricultural
irrigation and
of irrigation
of crops,
selection of
gation,
practice,
farm management,
management, the
the cost
cost of which
which shall
shall be
general farm
and general
practice, and
charged
to the
the general
reclamation fund
and shall
not be
charged as
as
be charged
shall not
fund and
general reclamation
charged to
part of
the construction
maintenance cost payoperation and maintenance
or operation
construction or
of the
aapart
Balance continued
inued
cntbl
avsie
able
users under
projects; the
unexpended bal- available.
the unexpended
under the projects;
water users
the water
by the
able by
Vol. 47, p. 845.
ance
of
the
appropriation
for
this
purpose
for
the
fiscal
year
1934
ance of the appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year 1934 vol.47,p.8
is
continued available
for the
same purpose
for the
fiscal year
year 1935;
1935;
the fiscal
purpose for
the same
available for
is continued
So in
In original.
'So
original.
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Limitation of
expenditures: Under
Under the provisions
provisions of this Act no
of expenditures:
greater
sum shall
shall be
be expended,
nor shall
United States
be
States be
the United
shall the
expended, nor
greater sum
obligated
to
expend
during
the
fiscal
year
1935,
on
any
reclamation
obligated to expend during the fiscal year 1935, on any reclamation
project appropriated
herein, an
an amount
of the
the sum
sum
in excess
excess of
amount in
for herein,
appropriated for
project
herein appropriated
appropriated therefor,
therefor, nor
the whole
expenditures or
or
whole expenditures
shall the
nor shall
herein
obligations
incurred for
for all
of such
such projects
for the
1935
year 1935
fiscal year
the fiscal
projects for
all of
obligations incurred
exceed
the whole
in the
the "
reclamation fund"
fund" for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
"reclamation
amount in
whole amount
exceed the
year;
year;
aPInterchange
appropriations: Ten
per centum
centum of
foregoing
of the
the foregoing
Ten per
of appropriations:
Interchange of
of apInterchange of
Interchange
propriations.
expenditures on the
amounts shall be available
interchangeably for expenditures
propriations.
available interchangeably
reclamation projects
projects named;
named; but
but not
not more
more than
10 per
per centurn
shall
centum shall
than 10
reclamation
be
added to
appropriated for
for any
any one
one of
of said
said projects,,
projects,
amount appropriated
to the
the amount
be added
except that
that should
should existing
the water
water supply
supply for
for lands
lands
or the
works or
existing works
except
under
cultivation be
endangered by
floods or
or other
unusual condicondiother unusual
by floods
be endangered
under cultivation
Emergency flood
tions an
make necessary
necessary emergency
emergency repairs
repairs shall
shall
to make
sufficient to
amount sufficient
an amount
re- tions
flood reEmergency
pairs.
become available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
appropriaof appropriatransfer of
by further
further transfer
become
pairs.
tion
any of
of said
said projects
upon approval
approval of
Secretary of the
of the
the Secretary
projects upon
from any
tion from
Interior;
Interior;
Total,
from reclamation
fund, $860,750.
$860,750.
reclamation fund,
Total, from
To
defray the
the cost
the Colorado
Colorado
maintaining the
and maintaining
operating and
of operating
cost of
To defray
Yuma project, Ariz.Calif.
River front work and levee system adjacent to the Yuma Federal
Colorado River
front River front work and levee system adjacent to the Yuma Federal
Riverfront
Colorado
work
adjacent to.
irrigation
project in
in Arizona
Arizona and
subject only
only to
section
to section
and California,
California, subject
irrigation project
to.
work adjacent
4
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
repair,
construction, repair,
the construction,
authorizing the
Act authorizing
entitled "An
the Act
4 of
Vol.
44, p.1016.
p. 1016.
Vol 44
and
public works
works on
and harbors,
and
harbors, and
rivers and
on rivers
certain public
of certain
preservation of
and preservation
for
purposes ",
January 21,
21, 1927
(41 Stat.,
Stat., p.
1010),
p. 1010),
1927 (44
approved January
", approved
for other
other purposes
the unexpended
the appropriation
1934,
appropriation for the fiscal year 1934
of the
balance of
unexpended balance
Balance available.
the
Balance
Vol. 47, p. 845.
for the
the same purpose
available for
continued available
is continued
purpose for the fiscal year 1935.
is
Vol.
47, p. 845.
ves
N
tr t
i
nbe
be used
used for
appropriation in this Act for the Bureau
Bureau of RecNo part of any appropriation
for in-to
Not
veastgatrng
pro]- lamation shall be used for investigations
investigations to determine
eets.
ga ing new
wr
determine the economic
economic
and/or financial
financial feasibility of any new reclamation
reclamation project.
and/or

Limitation on exLimitation
penditures.

penditures.

Geological
Geologial Survey.

GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
SALARIES
SALARIES

Director, and
and office
Drector,
ofice
personnel,

personnel.

Generalepenes.
General expenses.

For
personal
Geological Survey and other personal
For the
the Director of the Geological
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $112,500;
$112,500;
services
in the

NXPENSES
(GNEBRAL EXPENSES
GENERAL

For
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
authorized
requisite for
for and
and incident
incident to the
the .authorized
For every
work aof
of the Geological
Geological Survey, including personal services in the
District of Columbia and in the field,
field, including not to exceed $30,000
$30,000
$50,000 for the
for the purchase and exchange, and not to exceed $50,000
Vehicles.
ehicles.
hire, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for field use only by geolotopographers, engineers,
engineers, and land
classifiers, and the Geological
Geological
gists, topographers,
land classifiers,
Survey
unserviceable and worn-out pasSurvey is authorized to exchange unserviceable
senger-carrying and freight-carrying
freight-carrying vehicles as part payment for
senger-carrying
freight-carrying vehicles, and including not to exceed $3,000
new freight-carrying
$3,000
the
Travel; attendance
attendance for
for necessary
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
director and
and members
membersof
ofthe
director
the
traveling
necessary
at meetings, etc.
Geological Survey
Survey acting
under his
his direction,
direction, for
for attendance
attendance upon
upon
Geological
acting under
professional, and scientific societies when
meetings of technical, professional,
when
Geological
required in connection with the authorized
authorized work of the Geological
Survey, to be expended under the regulat:ons
regulations from time to time
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, and under the following
following
heads:
heads:
Topographic surTopographic surveys: For topographic
Topographic
curtopographic surveys in various
various portions
portions
yew&
$112,140, and in addition thereto not to exceed
of the United States, 5112,140,
exceed

Authorization for all

Authorization for all

services.
services,
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Sum from
from balance
$50,000
balance
$50,000 of the unexpended
unexpended balance for this purpose for the fiscal year Sum
continued available.
continued
Vol. 47, p.
1934 is continued
continued available for the same purpose for the fiscal year Vol.
p. 846.
1935, of which amount not to
exceed $105,000
to exceed
$105,000 may
may be expended
expended for
for
Proisoe.
Provided, That no Provisos.
personal services in the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Cooperation with
,
Cooperation
part
appropriation shall
cooperation with States, etc.
part of
of this appropriation
shall be
be expended
expended in cooperation
States or municipalities
municipalities except upon
upon the
baths of
of the
the State
State or
or
the basis
municipality
municipality bearing
bearing all of the
expense incident
incident thereto
thereto in
in excess
of
the expense
excess of
such
amount as
as is
is necessary
necessary for
the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey to
perform
such an
an amount
for the
to perform
its
share of standard
standard topographic
surveys, such
such share
share of
of the
its .share
topographic surveys,
the GeoGeological
Survey in
in no
case exceeding
exceeding 50
50 per
per centum
centum of
of the
logical Survey
no case
of the
the cost
cost of
the
Amount for cooperasurvey:
Provided further,
this amount
amount shall
shall be
survey: Provided
further, That
That $143,800
$143,800 of
of this
be tion.
tAionnt
for ceoperaavailable
such cooperation
or municipalities;
available only
only for
for such
cooperation with
with States
States or
municipalities;
Geologic surveys.
surveys.
Geologic
Geologic surveys:
surveys: For geologic
geologic surveys in the various portions of Geologic
and chemical
chemical and
researches relative
relative
the United
United States
States and
and physical
physical researches
thereto, $289,440,
$289,440, of
of which
which not
to exceed
$236,440 may
expended
thereto,
not to
exceed $236,440
may be
be expended
for personal services in
in the
the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
surveys.
Volcanologicsurveys.
Volcanologic
Volcanologic surveys: For volcanologic surveys, measurements,
measurements, Volcanologic
including subordinate
and observatories
observatories in Hawaii, including
subordinate stations elsewhere,
where, $6,030;
$6,030;
Alaska,
mineral re.
Alaska, mineral
reresources of Alaska:
investigation SOUrCeS.
Mineral resources
Alaska: For continuation
continuation of the investigation
of the
the mineral
mineral resources
of Alaska,
Alaska, $29,150,
$29,150, to
to be
available immeimme- sources
be available
of
resources of
diately,
which amount
amount not
not to
be expended
diately, of
of which
to exceed
exceed $14,400
$14,400 may
may be
expended
for
personal services
services in
in the
District of
for personal
the District
of Columbia
Columbia;;
Gaging
Gaging streams:
streams: For
For gaging
gaging streams
inaging streams,
streams, instreams and
and detrmining
determining the water
water vestigations.
Gaging
United States,
ga
investigation of underground
underground curcursupply of
of the United
States, the investigation
rents
and artesian
artesian wells,
the preparation
preparation of
of reports
rents and
wells, and
and the
reports upon
upon the
the
best methods
of utilizing
the water
water resources,
$301,130, and
and in
in addiaddibest
methods of
utilizing the
resources, $301,130,
available.
Balance available.
tion thereto the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance for this purpose for the fiscal Balance
Vol. 47,
846.
year 1934 is continued
continued available for the same purpose for
fiscal
for the fiscal
year 1935; for operation and
Ferry, Arizona,
and maintenance
maintenance of the Lees
Lees Ferry,
Arizona,
stations.
Gaging stations.
gaging
gaging stations
stations in the Colorado River Gaging
and other base gaging
gaging station and
drainage,
$337,650, of
which amount
to exceed
exceed
drainage, $36,520;
$36,520; in
in all,
all, $337,650,
of which
amount not
not to
in the Dis$124,540 may be expended
expended for personal services
services in the District of Services in
Columbia:
no part
part of
appropriation shall
be trict.
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of this
this appropriation
shall be
triC.Pr
Provisos.
0
Cooperation with
expended in cooperation
municipalities except upon States,
expended
cooperation with States or municipalities
with
toolteratlo"
etc.
the
State or
municipality bearing
bearing all
all of
of the
expense
the basis
basis of
of the
the State
or municipality
the expense
incident
thereto in
in excess
excess of
of such
such an
amount as
is necessary
necessary for
for the
the
incident thereto
an amount
as is
Geological
its share
share of
of general
general water-resource
Geological Survey
Survey to
to perform
perform its
water-resource
investigations, such
in no
case exceedexceedinvestigations,
such share
share of
of the
the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey in
no case
Sum available thereing 50
50 per
centum of
the cost
cost of
investigation: Provided
Provided further,
further, for.
available there
oSum
ing
per centum
of the
of the
the investigation:
That $375,890
of this
this amount
shall be
available only
amount shall
be available
only for
for such
such coopercooperThat
$375,890 of
ation with
with States
or municipalities;
municipalities;
States or
ation
Classifying lands as
Classification of
lands: For
For the
the examination
examination and
of tClfyingarand
Classification
of lands:
and classification
classification of
to mineral character. as
lands
with
respect
to
mineral
character,
water
resources,
and
agrilands with respect to mineral character, water resources, and agricultural
utility as
by the
the public
public land
laws and
and for
for related
land laws
related
as required
required by
cultural utility
administrative operations;
operations; for
for the
the preparation
preparation and
and publication
publication of
of
administrative
land classification
maps and
and reports;
reports; for
supervision
land
classification maps
for engineering
engineering supervision
of
power permits
grants under
jurisdiction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of power
permits and
and grants
under the
the jurisdiction
of
and for
of work
work of
the Federal
of the
Federal Power
Power
of the
the Interior;
Interior; and
for performance
performance of
Commission, $89,700,
$89,700, of
of which
which amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $78,750
$78,750 may
may be
Commission,
be
expended
for personal
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
expended for
personal services
services in
Printing
and binding,
binding
rining, and
bdi
For printing
printing and binding,
Printing and
and binding,
forth: For
and so forth:
binding, and
Printing
P.

balance for
for this
this
and in addition thereto
thereto the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
$69,800, and
continued available for the same
purpose for the fiscal year 1934 is continued
purpose for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1935;
1935; for preparation
preparation of illustrations,
illustrations,
purpose
$15,000; and
engraving and printing geologic and topographic
topographic
$15,000;
and for engraving
$163,190;
maps, $78,390; in all, $163,190;
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Mineral
Mineral leasing: For the enforcement of the provisions of the Acts
October 2, 1917
title 48,
48, sec.
sec. 435),
435), October
(U.S.C., title
1914 (U.S.C.,
20, 1914
October 20,
of October
Enforcingprovisions. of
p (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 30,
sec. 141),
141) February
February 25,
25, 1920
1920 (U.S.C.,
title 30, sec.
(U.S.C., title
30, sec.
437,
1363. p3 963, 96
181), and
an d March
M arch 4,
4, 1921
(U.S.C.,
title
48,
sec.
444),
and
other Acts
Acts
444),
and
other
181),
1921
(U.S.C.,
title
48,
sec.
43U.S.,
U.S.C., p. 963, 964,
of minerals
minerals on Indian and pubrecovery of
to the
the mining
mining and recovery
relating
relating to
59.
1595, 1596.
reserves; and for every other expense
naval petroleum reserves;
lic lands and naval
incident thereto,
thereto, including
including supplies,
supplies, equipment,
expenses of
of travel
travel
equipment, expenses
incident
and
subsistence, the
the construction,
construction maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of necesnecesand subsistence,
sary camp
buildings and
and appurtenances
thereto, $173,700,
$173,700, of
of which
which
appurtenances thereto,
camp buildings
sary
amount not
not to
exceed $52,500
may be
expended for personal
services
personal services
be expended
to exceed
$52,500 may
amount
in the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
Scientific, etc., inDuring the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
head of
any department
or indeindedepartment or
of any
the head
1935 the
During
with devestito
vestigations
departments,etc.,
partments,
etc., bythe
by the pendent establishment
establishment of the Government
Government having funds available
available

Nonmetallic
Nonmetallic Mineral
Acts.
Enforcing provisions.
40V
,p
ol..
23
9S
7,
;
40vp. 29; ol. 41, ppp.

bureau,

bureafor

Credit of funds.
Credit
offnds.

Proviso&
Transfer
unds
ransfer of funds.

scientific and technical investigations and requiring cooperative

for
work
scientific
by the and
Geological
technical
Survey
investigations
on scientific
and and
requiring
technicalinvesticooperative
work by the Geological Survey on scientific and technical investigations within
scope of the
bureau and
and which
which
the functions of
of that bureau
within the
the scope
gations
it is
perform within
its appropriations
appropriations may,
the limits of its
within the
unable to perform
it
is unable
with
approval of
Interior, transfer to the
the
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
with the
the approval
Geological Survey such sums as may be necessary
such
necessary to carry on such
Geological
investigations. The
transfer on the
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury shall transfer
investigations.
books of
of the
the Treasury Department any sums which may be authorbooks
hereunder' and such amounts shall be placed to the credit of
of
ized hereunder,
the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey for the performance
performance of work for the depart-

ment or
is made:
made: Provided,
Provided,
the transfer
transfer is
which the
from which
establishment from
ment
or establishment

That any sums transferred by any department
independent estabdepartment or independent
lishment of the Government
Government to the Geological Survey for cooperative
cooperative
work in connection with this appropriation
expended in the
appropriation may be expended
appropriated herein may be expended:
Prosame manner
manner as sums appropriated
expended: ProOooperative
work.
Cooperative work.
vided further, That any funds herein appropriated
appropriated for the Geological
Geological
Survey for cooperative
July 1, 1934, as
Survey
cooperative work may be utilized prior to July
Geological Survey to continue
required to enable the Geological
continue its cooperative
cooperative
amount
work pending
pending reimbursement
reimbursement from cooperative
cooperative agencies,
agencies, the
the amount
so utilized to be repaid to the appropriation
appropriation from which advanced;
advanced;
Aerial
photographs
During the
potographs
forAerial
aviators,
etc.
' fiscal year 1935,
1935 'upon the request of the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior , the Secretary of War or the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is
authorized to furnish aerial
aerial photographs
authorized
required for mapping proprophotographs required
will be
economjects, insofar as the furnishing of such photographs will
be economical to the Federal Government and
and does not conflict with military
or naval operations
operations or the other
regular training program
other parts of the regular
of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps
Corps flying services,
services, and the SecreItelmbuisement.
tlmbement
tary
is authorized
to reimburse
War or
tary of the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
reimburse the War
or Navy
Navy
Department
Department for the cost of making the
the photographs,
photographs, such cost to
be confined
confined to the actual cost of
of gasoline,
be
gasoline, oil, film,
film, paper,
paper, chemicals,
chemicals,
and the labor performed
performed in
in developing
developing the photographic
photographic negatives
negatives
and the printing of copies of photographs,
photographs, and the per diem expenses
of the personnel authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, together
together with
such incidental
incidental
with such
expenses as care and minor
minor repairs
repairs to plane and transportation
of
transportation of
the
personnel to and from projects, and the War Department
Department or the
Navy Department,
Department, on request of the Department of the Interior,
Interior, is
authorized to furnish copies to any State, county, or municipal
municipal
cooperating with the
agency cooperating
the Federal
Federal Government
Government in
in the mapping
mapping
project for which
photographs were
ak
en . In
In the
th e event t
hat the
the
which the
the photographs
were t
taken.
that
Director of the Geological Survey deems it
it advantageous to the
ontraets with
th civilivil- Government,
contracts
Government, the
Geological Survey
Survey is
authorized to
to contract
the Geological
is authorized
contract with
with
photographic concerns
civilian aerial photographic
concerns for the furnishing
furnishing of such
photographs;
photographs;
Transporting effects
ofTaportng
e f eets
Appropriations
payment
of employees.
Appropriations herein made shall be available
available for paym
en t of
of
the costs of packing, crating, and transportation (including drayage) of personal effects of
employees upon permanent
oeemployees
permanent change of
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station,
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
under regulations
station, under
Interior;
Interior;
Total,
$1,313,500.
Geological Survey, $1,313,500.
States Geological
United States
Total, United

AND
OFFICE
BUILDINGS, AND
PARKS, BUILDINGS,
NATIONAL PARKS,
OF NATIONAL
OFFICE OF
RESERVATIONS
RESERVATIONS

Office of Naionad
National
ParceBuii
Parks, Buildings, and

Reservations.
Reservations.
p. 389.
Post,
Post, p. 389.

Director, and
and office
office
Salaries: For
Director of the Office of National Parks, Build- pDiretor,
the Director
For the
Salaries:
personnel.
ings,
and Reservations
Reservations and
and other
services in the District personnel
personal services
other personal
ings, and
Accounting service.
service.
of
including accounting
checking and verify- Accounting
accounting services in checking
Columbia, including
of Columbia,
and
licensees,
ing
the
accounts
and
records
of
the
various
operators,
various
the
of
records
and
accounts
the
ing
permittees conducting
conducting utilities
utilities and other enterprises within the
permittees
Specialists
and exexSpecialists and
and including the services of special- perts.
national
parks
and
monuments,
monuments,
and
national parks
erts.
ists and
and experts
for investigations
investigations and examinations
examinations of lands to
experts for
ists
determine
suitability for
for national
national park and national monutheir suitability
determine their
appointed under
ment
purposes and
members of
of the
the commission
commission appointed
under the
and members
ment purposes
Vol. 43, p. 959.
provisions
of the
February 21, 1925 (43 Stat., p. 959): Vol. 43, p. 959.
of February
Act of
the Act
provisions of
Proiso.
Provided,
specialists and experts may be employed for Proviso.
such specialists
That such
Provided, That
Employment withreference to classiClassitemporary
service at
at rates
rates to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of the out referenceto
temporary service
fication44: cpts ,etc.
l
Vol.
Acts,
fiatonp
Act
Classification
established
those
Interior
to
correspond
to
those
established
by
the
Classification
to
Vol.
488,
Vol.
correspond
to
Interior
p. 776;
46, p.
p.
Vol. 46,
776; Vol.
45,p.
of
1923, as
as amended,
amended, and
and without
without reference
reference to the Civil Service
Service 45,
of 1923,
1003.
Supp.
65;
u.s.c.,
p.
Act
of
January
16,
1883,
$148,390,
of
which
amount
not
to
exceed
which
of
$148,390,
Act of January 16, 1883,
403.
$20,720 may
may be
expended for
for the services of field employees
employees engaged
engaged VII2p.
p. 403.
be expended
$20,720
Field employees
Fieldemployees
of
work
in
examination
of
lands
and
in
developing
the
educational
educational
the
developing
in examination of lands and in
the Office
of National
National Parks,
Parks, Buildings
Reservations.
and Reservations.
Buildings and
Office of
the
Administrative exAdministrative exGeneral
expenses: For
requisite for
for and incident penses.
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For every
General expenses:
to the
the authorized
authorized work
the office
office of the Director
Director of National
National
of the
work of
to
Parks,
provided for, inReservations not herein provided
and Reservations
Buildings, and
Parks, Buildings,
cluding
traveling
expenses,
telegrams,
photographic
supplies, prints,
photographic
telegrams,
expenses,
cluding traveling
attendance at meetand motion-picture
necessary expenses
expenses of attendance
films, necessary
motion-picture films,
and
ings concerned
concerned with
with the
of the
the Office
Office of National Parks, Buildwork of
the work
ings
ings, and
and Reservations
Secretary of the
authorized by the Secretary
when authorized
Reservations when
ings,
Interior,
and
necessary
expenses
of
field
employees
engaged in
engaged
employees
field
of
Interior, and necessary expenses
examination
the educational
educational work of the
developing the
in developing
and in
lands and
of lands
examination of
Office
National Parks,
Parks, Buildings,
and Reservations,
$24,500:
Reservations, $24,500:
Buildings, and
of National
Office of
Prlrioetnployees, oxattendance
in
Provided,
That
necessary
expenses
of
field
employees
attendance
P,7180
employees
field
of
expenses
necessary
That
Provided,
ki
loye
at
such meetings,
meetings, when
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, shall be paid pelses.
pes
authorized by
when authorized
at such
appropriations.
monument
from
the
various
park
and
monument
appropriations.
and
park
from the various
Maine.
Acadia, Maine.
and Acadia,
Acadia National
Park, Maine:
protection, and
administration, protection,
For administration,
Maine: For
National Park,
Acadia
maintenance,
including
$3,000
for
George
B.
Dorr
as
superintendent,
superintendent,
as
Dorr
B.
George
for
maintenance, including $3,000
$3,000
clerical services
for investigation
investigation of titles and
services for
temporary clerical
for temporary
$3,000 for
preparation of
of abstracts
of lands
United
to the United
donated to
lands donated
thereof of
abstracts thereof
preparation
exceeding
States
for
inclusion
in
the
Acadia
National
Park,
and
not
exceeding
not
and
Park,
National
Acadia
the
in
inclusion
States for
$1,800
for the
and repair
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
the maintenance,
$1,800 for
passenger-carrying
vehicles
for
the
use
of
the
superintendent
and
and
superintendent
the
of
use
the
for
vehicles
passenger-carrying
employees
connection with
park work, $41,470.
general park
with general
in connection
employees in
Bryce Canyon, Utah.
For administration,
Bryce
Utah: For
administration, pro- Bryce anyon,Uttah
Park, Utah:
National Park,
Canyon National
Bryce Canyon
tection, and
maintenance, including
including not
exceeding $300 for the
not exceeding
and maintenance,
tection,
maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
motor-driven passenger-carrypassenger-carryof motor-driven
repair of
maintenance, operation,
ing
vehicles
for
the
use
of
the
superintendent
and
employees in
employees
and
superintendent
the
of
use
the
for
vehicles
ing
connection with
$10,490.
work, $10,490.
park work,
general park
the general
with the
connection
Caverns.
Carlsbad Caverns
Park, New
New Mexico:
Mexico: For
For administraadministra- Carlsbad
Carlsbad
Cavern
National Park,
Carlsbad Caverns National
tion, protection,
and
maintenance,
including
not
exceeding
$800
for
N.Mex.
for
$800
tion, protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding
the
passengermotor-driven passengerof motor-driven
repair of
and repair
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
the maintenance,
carrying
vehicles
for
the
use
of
the
superintendent
and
employees
employees
and
superintendent
the
of
use
the
for
vehicles
carrying
in connection
connection with
general park
$52,330.
work, $52,330.
park work,
with general
in
Crater Lake
National Park,
Park, Oregon:
Oregon: For
crater Lake.
Oreg•
Iak Oreg
pro- crat
administration, proFor administration,
Crater Lake National
tection,
and
maintenance
including
not
exceeding
$8
00
for
the
for
$800
tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding
ma i
nt
enance, operation, arid repair of motor-driven passenger-carryoperation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-

maintenance,
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ing
use of
the superintendent
employees in
and employees
in
superintendent and
for the
the use
of the
ing vehicles
vehicles for
connection with
general park
$48,190.
with general
park work,
work, $48,190.
connection
General
Grant National
California: For
administration,
General
Grant, Calif.
For administration,
Park, California:
National Park,
General Grant
GeneralGrant,
Calif.
protection,
and maintenance,
including not
exceeding $400
$400 for
for the
the
not exceeding
maintenance, including
protection, and
maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
passengerof aa motor-driven
motor-driven passengermaintenance, operation,
carrying vehicle,
$11,750.
carrying
vehicle, $11,750.
Glacier
National Park,
Park, Montana:
Glacier, Mont.
protection,
Montana: For
For administration, protection,
Glacier National
Glacier,
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including necessary
necessary repairs
to the
roads from
from
repairs to
the roads
and
Glacier
Park Station
Station through
the Blackfeet
Reservation to
to
Indian Reservation
through the
Blackfeet Indian
Glacier Park
the
points in
the boundary
boundary line
line of
National Park
Park
of the
the Glacier
Glacier National
in the
the various
various points
and
the international
international boundary,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $750
$750 for
for
boundary, including
and the
the
maintenance, operation,
repair of
passengermotor-driven passengerand repair
of motor-driven
operation, and
the maintenance,
carrying vehicles
for the
the use
use of
of the
and employees
employees
the superintendent
superintendent and
carrying
vehicles for
in connection
connection with
general park
park work,
$151,660.
work, $151,660.
with general
in
Grand
Canyon National
Park, Arizona:
Arizona: For
For administration,
administration, proproGrand Canyon, Ariz.
National Park,
Grand Canyon
tection, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
for the
the
$1,000 for
tection,
maintenance, operation, and repair
repair of
motor-driven passengerof motor-driven
maintenance,
carrying
superintendent and employees
employees
the superintendent
vehicles for the use of the
carrying vehicles
in
connection with general
general park work,
work, $102,400.
in connection
Grand Teton, Wyo.
Grand Teton National
administration, proGrand
National Park, Wyoming: For administration,
Grand
Wyo.
tection,
and maintenance,
maintenance, including not exceeding $700 for the maintection, and
tenance,
operation, and
and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
tenance, operation,
vehicles for
use of
of the
the superintendent
the use
superintendent and employees in connecvehicles
for the
$15,620.
tion with general park work, $15,620.
Great Smoky MounGreat
Proposed Great Smoky Mountains
Mountains National Park, North Carolina
tains, N.C.-Tenn.
tais, N. .-Tenn.
Tennessee: For administration
and Tennessee:
administration and protection
protection of the portion
portion of
the
vested in
such proposed park the title of which has been vested
the area of such
Vol. 44,
p. 616;
616; U.S.
U.s. the United
Vol.
44, p.
United States under the provisions
provisions of section 33of the Act of May
C., p. 1936.
C.,p. 1936.
403b), including
22, 1926 (U.S.C., title 16, sec. 403b),
including not to exceed $300
operation, and repair
repair of motor-driven passenfor the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
ger-carrying
ger-carrying vehicles for use in connection
connection with such work, $22,270.
Hawaii National
For administration,
protection, and
and mainmainPark: For
administration, protection,
National Park:
Hawaii
Hawaii.
tenance, including
including not exceeding $800 for the maintenance, operation,
tenance,
and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use
superintendent and employees
employees in connection with general
general park
of the superintendent
work, $35,350.
$35,350.
Hot Springs,
Spring, Ark.
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas: For administration, promaintenance, and improvement,
$700
tection, maintenance,
improvement, including not exceeding $700
for the maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenpassenger-carrying
ger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent and employees
employees
in connection
general park work, $64,330.
connection with general
Lessen,
Lessen, Calif.
Cal.
Lassen Volcanic
Volcanic National
National Park, California: For administration,
administration,
protection, and maintenance,
exceeding $700 for the
maintenance, including not exceeding
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
employees in
superintendent and employees
connection with general park work, S20,860.
$20,860.
Ma Verde, oola.
Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For administration,
administration, protecincluding not exceeding
exceeding $700 for the maintetion, and maintenance, including
nance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent and employees in connection with general
general park work, $39,760.
Mount McKinley,
c inle
Mount
McKinley
Mount
McKinley
National Park, Alaska
administration, proAlaska::For administration,
Alaska.
ssk.
tection,
tection, and maintenance,
maintenance, $22,270.
Mount Bainier,
Rainier
Mount
Mount Rainier National Park, Washington:
administration,
Washington: For administration,
Wash.
ash
protection, and maintenance,
maintenance, including not exceeding $1,500 for the
maintenance,
passenger-carrymaintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees
employees in
connection with general
general park work, $107,730.
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protection,
Platt National
National Park,
Oklahoma: For administration, protection,
Park, Oklahoma:
Platt
and
$300 for
for the
maintenance,
the maintenance,
not exceeding
exceeding $300
including not
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
passenger-carrying vehicles
operation,
and repair
repair of
of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
operation, and
for the
use of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
connection with
and employees in connection
the use
for
general
work, $19,150.
$19,150.
park work,
general park
administration,
Park, Colorado:
Rocky
Mountain National
National Park,
Colorado: For administration,
Rocky Mountain
protection, and
maintenance, including
not exceeding
exceeding $1,200
$1,200 for
for the
the
including not
and maintenance,
protection,
maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrypassenger-carryrepair of
maintenance, operation,
ing vehicles
for the
the superintendent
superintendent and
and employees
employees in
use of
of the
the use
vehicles for
ing
connection with
with general
general park work,
$73,370.
work, $73,370.
connection
Sequoia National
National Park,
Park, California:
administration, protecFor administration,
California: For
Sequoia
tion, and
maintenance, including
$1,200 for the mainexceeding $1,200
not exceeding
including not
and maintenance,
tion,
tenance, operation,
passenger-carrying
motor-driven passenger-carrying
repair of motor-driven
operation, and repair
tenance,
vehicles for
use of
the superintendent
superintendent and
and employees
connecin connecemployees in
of the
for the
the use
vehicles
tion with
with general
work, $86,700.
$86,700.
park work,
general park
tion
Proposed Shenandoah
Shenandoah National
Park, Virginia: For administraNational Park,
Proposed
tion,
not exceeding
exceeding $400 for
including not
maintenance, including
and maintenance,
protection, and
tion, protection,
the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
passengermotor-driven passengerof motor-driven
repair of
and repair
operation, and
the
carrying vehicles
superintendent and employees
employees in
vehicles for the use of the superintendent
carrying
connection
with general
general park
That no
no part
part
Provided, That
$27,680: Provided,
work, $27,680:
park work,
connection with
of
appropriation shall
for expenditure
in advance
advance
expenditure in
available for
be available
shall be
of this
this appropriation
of the
the acceptance
acceptance on
the United
United States
States of
a minimum
minimum
to a
of title
title to
of the
behalf of
on behalf
of
area
of one
hundred and
and sixty
of land
within the
the
sixty thousand
thousand acres
acres of
land within
area of
one hundred
proposed Shenandoah
as prescribed
prescribed in
in the Act
Park, as
National Park,
Shenandoah National
proposed
approved
4, 1932,
1932, (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 16,
16, secs. 403b,
403b,
February 4,
approved February
403d;
4, 1932,
Stat. 37).nd
37).
1932, 47
47 Stat.
Act of
of February
February 4,
403d; Act
Wind
Cave National
National Park,
Park, South
South Dakota:
administration,
For administration,
Dakota: For
Wind Cave
protection,
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
not exceeding
exceeding $250
$250 for the
the
including not
protection, and
maintenance,
and repair
of motor-driven
passenger-carrymotor-driven passenger-carryrepair of
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
ing
vehicles for
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
and employees
conin conemployees in
use of
the use
for the
ing vehicles
nection
with
general
park
work,
$14,020.
$14,020.
work,
park
general
with
nection
Yellowstone
Park, Wyoming:
Wyoming: For
For administration,
administration, proNational Park,
Yellowstone National
tection, and
$5,700 for
for the
the
exceeding $5,700
not exceeding
including not
maintenance, including
and maintenance,
tection,
maintenance, operation,
repair of
passenger-carrymotor-driven passenger-carryof motor-driven
and repair
operation, and
maintenance,
ing
for the
the use
of the
superintendent and
in conconemployees in
and employees
the superintendent
use of
vehicles for
ing vehicles
nection with
work, not
not exceeding
$8,400 for
for maintenance
maintenance
exceeding $8,400
park work,
general park
with general
nection
of the
the road
in the
the national
out of
of the
park from
from the
the
the park
leading out
forest leading
national forest
road in
of
east
boundary,
not
exceeding
$7,500
for
maintenance
of
the
road
road
the
of
maintenance
for
$7,500
exceeding
not
east boundary,
in the
the national
national forest
forest leading
leading out
of the
park from
boundsouth boundthe south
from the
the park
out of
in
ary, and
including feed
for buffalo
animals and
and salaries
salaries
other animals
and other
buffalo and
feed for
and including
ary,
of buffalo
buffalo keepers,
$348,490.
keepers, $348,490.
of
Yosemite
California: For
For administration,
administration, proPark, California:
National Park,
Yosemite National
tection, and
and maintenance,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,800
the
for the
$1,800 for
including not
maintenance, including
tection,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
motor-driven passenger-carrypassenger-carryof motor-driven
maintenance,
ing
vehicles for
for the
use of
employees in
in
and employees
superintendent and
the superintendent
of the
the use
ing vehicles
connection with
park work,
not exceeding
for main$2,000 for
exceeding $2,000
work, not
general park
with general
connection
tenance of
of the
in the
National Forest
the
connecting the
Forest connecting
Stanislaus National
the Stanislaus
road in
the road
tenance
Tioga Road
the Hetch
near Mather
Mather Station,
Station, and
Road near
Hetchy Road
Hetch Hetchy
with the
Road with
Tioga
including necessary
of a
acomprehensive
comprehensive study
study of
probof the probexpenses of
necessary expenses
including
lems
to the
the use
use and
and enjoyment
of the
the Yosemite
National
Yosemite National
enjoyment of
relating to
lems relating
Park and
the preservation
its natural
$250,070.
features, $250,070.
natural features,
of its
preservation of
and the
Park
Zion
For administration,
and
protection, and
administration, protection,
Utah: For
Park, Utah:
National Park,
Zion National
maintenance,
including
not
exceeding
$700
for
the
maintenance,
maintenance,
the
for
$700
exceeding
not
maintenance, including
operation, and
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles
passenger-carrying vehicles
of motor-driven
repair of
and repair
operation,
for the
of the
superintendent and
in connection
connection with
with
employees in
and employees
the superintendent
use of
for
the use
general
general park
park work,
work, $35,940.
$35,940.
National monuments:
For administration,
administration, protection,
protection, maintenance,
maintenance,
monuments: For
National
exceeding
and preservation
preservation of national
monuments, including
i
ncluding not exceeding
national monuments,
and

Platt, Oka.
Okla.
Platt,

Rocky Mountain,
Mountain,
Rocky
Colo.

Coo.

Sequoia, calif.
Calif.
sequoia,

Shenandoah,
Shenandoah,
proposed.

V
a.,
Va.,

proposed

Proviso.
Ependiture conExpenditure
ditional.

ditional.

piu
37
p.
p. VI,
VII,
U.S.C., "upp.
P

p. 304
304.

.-

Cave,

.D

Wind Cave, S.Dak.

Yellowstone, Wyo.

YeUowstone, Wyo.

Yosemite, Calif.

Yosemite, Calif.

Zion, Utah.

zion, tah.

NIenal monumon°Nationa

ments.
Administration,

Adminhtsttbo,

etc.

t.
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$2,100 for
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
of motormotoroperation, and
and repair
repair of
maintenance, operation,
$2,100
driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
for the
use of
custodians
the custodians
the use
of the
vehicles for
driven passenger-carrying
and
employees in
connection with
with general
work, $82,760.
$82,760.
general monument
monument work,
and employees
in connection
historical parks and monuments: For administration,
administration,
National historical

parks and monuments. protection,
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
including the mainteEmergeny
Emergency
reconstruction, fighting forest fires, etc.

stfres, etc.

Balance available,
Balance
available.
Vol. 47, p. 8.52.
v.4, p

nance operation,
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
operation, and repair
repair of motor-driven
nance,
vehicles,
vehicles, $77,350.
national
Emergency reconstruction
reconstruction and fighting forest fires in national
and repair of roads, trails,
replacement, and
reconstruction, replacement,
parks: For reconstruction,
bridges, buildings,
buildings, and
physical improvements
improvements and
and of
equipof equipand other
other physical
bridges,
ment in
in national
national parks
parks or
or national
monuments that
that are
damaged or
or
are damaged
national monuments
ment
destroyed
by flood,
flood, fire,
storm, or
other unavoidable
during
unavoidable causes
causes during
or other
fire, storm,
destroyed by
the
year 1935,
1935, and
and for
fighting or
prevention of
of
for fighting
or emergency
emergency prevention
the fiscal
fiscal year
forest
fires in
in national
national parks
administered by the
the
parks or other areas administered
forest fires
Office of
of National
National Parks,
and Reservations,
Reservations, or
or fires
fires that
that
Buildings, and
Parks, Buildings,
Office
endanger such
and in
in addition
the unexpended
unexpended
thereto the
such areas,
areas, $25,000,
$25,000, and
addition thereto
endanger

Proviso,
Proiso.
Restriction on allotallotRestriction
ments.

on

insect

control,
Forest insect control,

fire prevention, etc.

fireprevetion, etc.

Commissioners' salcommissioners'

aries.
aries.

Military parks,
parks, bat-

tleaelds, etc.

.A dministrative, etc.,
etc.,
tledistrative,

expense,
expenses,
National military
Niktiatmi
military
inommiems,
mnments
Accounting.

Lectures.
Lectures.

Public
buildings and
PuDic
buidingsand
grounds,
D.C.

Vol. 46, p. 4241..
43, p.
p. 174.
vol. 48,
Vat

balance for this purpose for the fiscal year 1934 is continued avail-

able
S100,000
not to exceed $100,000
fiscal year
year 1935, together with not
able during
during the fiscal
to be transferred
transferred upon
approval of the
Interior
the Secretary of the Interior
upon the approval
to
for national
national parks and national
appropriations for
the various
various appropriations
from the
monuments
herein contained,
appropriations
such diversions of appropriations
contained, any
any such
monuments herein
That
Provided, That
to be reported to Congress in the annual Budget: Provided,

parks or
the allotment of these funds to the various national
national parks
or areas
areas

administered
Office of National
National Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and Reserby the
the Office
administered by
vations as may be required for fire-fighting purposes shall be made
by the
the Secretary
after the obligation
obligation
by
Secretary of the Interior, and then only after
for the expenditure
expenditure has been incurred.

the
Forest protection and fire prevention:
prevention: For the control and the
insects and tree diseases, including
including
prevention of
of spread
spread of forest
forest insects

necessary personnel
personnel and equipment for such work; and for firenecessary
prevention
fire-prevennecessary personnel and fire-prevenprevention measures, including necessary
tion equipment, $69,600.
For salaries of commissioners in Crater Lake, Glacier
Glacier, Hawaii,
Lassen
Mesa Verde,
Verde, Mount
Rocky
Glacier,
Lassen Volcanic,
Volcanic, Mesa
Mount Rainier,
Rainier, Rocky
Mountain,
Sequoia and General Grant, Yellowstone,
Yellowstone, and Yosemite
National
Yosemite National
Parks, $17,750,
$17,750, which shall be in lieu of all fees and compensation
compensation
heretofore authorized.
authorized.
heretofore
National military
military parks,
battlefields, and cemeteries:
For adminisparks, battlefields,
cemeteries: For
adminisincluding the
tration,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
tration, protection,
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
maintenance,
motor-driven passenger-carpassenger-carrying vehicles, $160,080.
$160,030.
Monuments: For administration,
National Military Monuments:
administration, protection,
aintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including the maintenance,
maintenance, operamaintenance,
tion, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, $33,770.
The total of the foregoing
foregoing amounts shall be available
available in
in one fund
for the Office of National
National Parks,
Buildings, and
Parks, Buildings,
and Reservations.
Reservations.
Appropriations made for the national parks, national monuments,
Appropriations
and other reservations under the jurisdiction of the Office of National
Parks, Buildings, and Reservations,
Reservations, shall be available
available for the giving
giving
of educational
educational lectures therein.
Salaries and
and general
expenses, public
buildings and
grounds in
and grounds
in
public buildings
Salaries
general expenses,
the District of Columbia: For administration, protection, maintenance, and improvement of public buildings, monuments, memorials,
and grounds in the District of Columbia under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Office of National Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and Reservations,
Reservations, including
including
the Arlington Memorial Bridge, the Mount
Mol nt Vernon Memorial
Memorial Highway,
way, and other
other Federal
Federal lands
lands authorized
authorized by the
the Act
Act of
of May
May 29, 1930
1930
(46
and including
including the
the pay
pay and
in accordance
accordance
and allowances
allowances in
t74 482),
82), and
. Stat.
with the provisions of the Act of May 27, 1924, as amended, of the
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police force
force of
the Mount
Mount Vernon
Highway, and the purMemorial Highway,
Vernon Memorial
of the
police
maintenance, repair,
chase, at
at not
exceed $1,500,
operation, maintenance,
$1,500, operation,
to exceed
not to
chase,
passmotor-propelled
bicycles,
exchange,
and
storage
of
revolvers,
bicycles,
motor-propelled
passrevolvers,
of
exchange, and storage
enger-carrying
vehicles, ammunition,
ammunition, uniforms,
equipment necuniforms, and equipment
enger-carrying vehicles,
approved
essary
for this
force; per
employees at rates of pay approved
diem employees
per diem
this force;
essary for
by
the Director,
Director, not
not exceeding
exceeding current
current rates
rates for similar services
services in
in
by the
buildbuildings; demolition of buildthe
of Columbia;
rent of
of buildings;
Columbia; rent
District of
the District
and
ings; traveling
expenses and
leather and rubber articles and
fare; leather
car fare;
and car
traveling expenses
ings;
employees;
and
gas
masks
for
the
protection
of
public
property
employees;
not
property
gas masks for the protection of public
maintenance,
the
and
exceeding
$13,000
for
uniforms
for
employees;
maintenance,
employees;
for
uniforms
for
$13,000
exceeding
repair, exchange,
storage, and
operation of two motor-propelled
motor-propelled
and operation
exchange, storage,
repair,
not to
of which amount not
passenger-carrying
vehicles;
$4,000,000,
to
$4,000,000,
vehicles;
passenger-carrying
in the Disexceed
$3,114,000 shall
shall be
be available
available for
personal services in
for personal
exceed $3,114,000
trict of
this latter
not to exceed
exceed $66,330
$66,330
amount not
latter amount
of this
and of
Columbia, and
trict of Columbia,
reference to civil
shall be
be available
for personal
personal services,
services, without reference
available for
shall
executive departments
service
incident to
to moving
various executive
departments and
and
moving various
rules, incident
service rules,
transallocation,
establishments
in
connection
with
assignment,
allocation,
the
with
connection
in
establishments
fer, and
survey of
of space.
space.
and survey
fer,
Salaries and
Public Buildings
Buildings Outside the District of
Expenses, Public
and Expenses,
Salaries
Columbia:
protection, and maintenance,
maintenance, includincludadministration, protection,
For administration,
Columbia: For
buildrental of buildlighting,
ing
improvement,
repair,
cleaning,
heating,
heating,
cleaning,
ing improvement, repair,
at rates
services
ings
and
equipment,
supplies,
materials,
personal
services
rates
personal
materials,
supplies,
equipment,
and
ings
of compensation
of the
current in the place where
where
rates current
the rates
excess of
in excess
not in
compensation not
of
such
are employed,
employed, and
and every
requisite for and
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
services are
such services
public buildings
of
incidental
to
such
maintenance
and
operation
operation
incidental to such maintenance and
of the
jurisdiction
outside
of
the
District
of
Columbia
under
the
jurisdiction
the
under
Columbia
of
District
outside of the
Office
of
National
Parks,
Buildings,
and
Reservations,
$78,590.
Reservations,
Office of National Parks, Buildings, and
ReservaHereafter
of National
National Parks,
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and ReservaOffice of
the Office
Hereafter the
appropriaand
",
tions
shall
be
known
as
the
"
National
Park
Service
Service
Park
National
"
the
as
known
be
shall
tions
and
tions herein
herein made
for the
of National Parks, Buildings, and
Office of
the Office
made for
tions
Reservations shall
shall be
available
to the
National
Park Service, and
Park
National
the
to
available
be
Reservations
the
of the
and personnel
personnel of the Office of National
National
Director and
the Director
services of
the services
National
the
in
continued
shall
Parks,
Buildings,
and
Reservations
be
continued
National
Reservations
and
Buildings
Parks,
Park
Service under
under their
their present
appointments.
present appointments.
Park Service
OFFICE OF
OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
OFFICE

389
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

Salaries and expenses
expensec
District.
outside the District.

known as "Na"Na.
To be known
tional
Park Service"
Service"
tional Park
hereafter.
hereafter.

presContinuance
Continuance of pres.
personnel.
ent personnel.

Office of Eduottion.
HEdtication.
Office

SALARIES
SALARIES

For
For
in
the
in the

Commissioner,
Commissioner,

office personnel.
services office
personnel.
the
Commissioner of
of Education
Education and
and other
personal services
other personal
the Commissioner
District
of
Columbia,
$220,500.
$220,500.
District of Columbia,
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
GENERAL

For necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
of the commissioner and
expenses of
For
at
including attendance
direction,
employees
acting
under
his
direction,
including
attendance at
his
employees acting under
organizaother
and
societies,
meetings
of
educational
associations,
societies,
organizaassociations,
educational
of
meetings
tions; for compensation, not to exceed $500, of employees in field
tions; for compensation, not to exceed $500, of employees
service; for purchase, distribution, and exchange of educational
service; for purchase, distribution, and exchange of educational
documents,
motion-picture films,
collection,
slides; collection,
lantern slides;
and lantern
films, and
documents, motion-picture
appliances,
exchange, and
and cataloging
cataloging of
educational apparatus
apparatus and
appliances,
and
educational
of
exchange,
articles
of school
school furniture
furniture and
and models
of school
buildings illustraschool buildings
models of
articles of
tive of
of foreign
and
domestic
systems
and
methods
of
education, and
of education,
methods
and
systems
foreign and domestic
tive
repairing the
the same;
same; and
other expenses
expenses not
not herein
herein provided for,
other
and
repairing
$12,500.
$12,500.
FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

and

General
expenses.
General expenses.
Travel, attendance
at tendanoe
at
at meetings, etc.

fbr
Federal
Federal Board for
Vocational
Education.
Vocational Education.
Extending benefits to

Extendingbeneftsto
Hawaii.
For extending
extending to
Territory of
Hawaii the
benefits of the Hawaii.
the benefits
of Hawaii
the Territory
to the
For
Vol. 39, p. 929; U.&
2..a
3. p. 9,
ol.
Act entitled "An Act
to
provide
for
the
promotion
of
vocational
vocational
of
C.,
p. 009.
promotion
to provide for the
entitled "An Act for
Act
p
c..
education; to provide for
cooperation
with
the
States
in
the
promopromothe
in
States
the
with
cooperation
education; to provide
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tion
of such
education in
in agriculture
agriculture and
and the
the trades
tion of
such education
trades and
and industries;
industries;
to
provide for
for cooperation
cooperation with
with the
States
in
the
to provide
the States in the preparation
preparation of
of
teachers
of vocational
vocational subjects;
to appropriate
appropriate money
reguteachers of
subjects; and
and to
money and
and reguVol. 43, p.18; U.S.C., late its expenditure
Vol.43,p.18;U.S.C.,
expenditure ",
"' approved
approved February (U.S.C.,
23, 1917 (U.S.C.
(U.S.C., title 20,
pl. 612.
p.612.
secs. 11-18),
11-18), in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An
Act to
extend the
the provisions
provisions of
of certain
to the
the Territory
"An Act
to extend
certain laws
laws to
Territory
of Hawaii",
Hawaii", approved
10, 1924
1924 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
20, sec.
sec. 29),
of
approved March
March 10,
title 20,
29),
$30,000.
Cooperative rehabiirehabiliCooperative
Cooperative Vocational Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of Persons Disabled in
persons intation of persons
Industry: For
For carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
Act entitled
jured in
industry, ex- Industry:
juired
ininduStry,
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An
penses.
penses.
Act to provide for the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of
Vol. 41, p.
p. 735; Vol. Act to provide for the promotion of vocational rehabilitation
vol.
of
43, p. 431; Vol
Vol. 46,
43,
46, p.
p persons disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to civil
civil
524; Vol.
Vol. 47, p. 448.
448.
approved June
2, 1920
1920 (U.S.C.,
title 29,
sec. 35),
U.S.C.,
U.s..,4.p. 948;
pp. employment",
employment", approved
94e;Supp.
June 2,
(U.S.C., title
29, sec.
35), as
as
VII,
745.
VII,745
amended by
b the
of June
(U.S.C., title 29, sec. 31),
amended
the Act
Act of
June 5,
5, 1924 (U.S.C.
31), and
the Acts
Acts of
of June
1930, and
and June
June 30,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
the
June 9,
9, 1930,
30, 1932
1932 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
title
29, secs.
29
sees. 31-40),
31-40), $1,097,000.
Salaries and expenses.
Salaries
expenses: For making studies, investigations,
Salaries and expenses:
investigations, and
regarding the vocational
vocational rehabilitation
reports regarding
rehabilitation of
of disabled
disabled persons
persons
and
occupations, and
for
and their
their placements
placements in
in suitable
suitable or
or gainful
gainful occupations,
and for
the administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of said
said Board incident
incident to performing
performing
the duties imposed by the Act of June 2,
2, 1920 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 29,
29, sec.
sec.
35), as amended by the Act of June 5, 1924 (U.S.C.,
31),
35),
(U.S.C., title 29,
29, sec. 31),
and the Acts of June 9, 1930,
Supp. VI,
VI,
1930, and
and June
June 30, 1932
1932 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 29, secs. 31, 40),
40), including salaries of such assistants, experts,
clerks, and other employees,
employees, in the District of Columbia or elsewhere,
elsewhere,
as the Board may deem necessary,
actual traveling
and other
other necesnecesnecessary, actual
traveling and
sary expenses incurred by the members of the Board and by its
its
employees, under its orders; including attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings of
educational associations
associations and other organizations,
organizations, rent and equipment
equipment
of offices in the District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
of
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
books of reference,
reference, law books, and periodicals, newspapers
newspapers not to
to
exceed $50, stationery, typewriters
typewriters and exchange thereof, miscellaneous supplies, postage on foreign mail, printing and
and binding,
binding, and
and
all other necessary expenses, $58,000,
$58,000, of which amount not to exceed
exceed
$48,000
$48,000 may be expended
expended for personal
personal services in the District of
of
Columbia.
Cooperative
C.ooprative reha- Cooperative
Cooperative vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disabled residents of the
bilitation of disabled
residents of
belitdents
ofDistrict of Dist
Strictbofd
Ct of Columbia: For personal services,
District
binding,
services, printing
printing and
and binding,
Columbia.
Columbi,
subsistence, and payment
travel and subsistence,
payment of expenses of training,
training, placeplacement, and other phases of rehabilitating,
resid
ent
s o
fthe
th e
rehabilitating, disabled
disabled
residents
of
Vol. 45, p. 1280.
o.S',P.pp.:
vn, District of Columbia under the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
p. 747.
p.
747.
Act to provide for the vocational
vocational rehabilitation of disabled
disabled residents
of the District of Columbia "
approved February
", approved
February 23, 1929 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
Stipp.
$15,000.
Supp. VI, title 29, secs.
sees. 47-47e),
47-47e), $15,000.
Extending
benefits to
Extend.gbenefitsto
For extending to Puerto Rico the benefits
benefits of the Act entitled "An
Puerto Rico.
Act to provide for the promotion of vocational education; to provide for cooperation
cooperation with the States in the promotion of such education
education
39
930
Vol.
ol. 39,, p. 930;; Vol.
vol. in
in agriculture
agriculture and the trades and industries; to provide for coopera46, p. 1489.
the States
in the
preparation of
of teachers
teachers of
vocational
p. 609;
60;supp.
b.s.., p.
tion with
U.S.C.,
Supp. tion
with the
States in
the preparation
of vocational
p. 459.
vI,
p.459.
subjects;
appropriate money and regulate
subjects; and to appropriate
regulate its expenditure
expenditure ",
",
approved February 23, 1917 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C. ' title 20, secs.
i
n
sees. 11-18)
11-18), in
accordance with the provision
provisionss of
extend
accordance
ofthe
th e Act entitled "An Act to extend
the provisions of certain laws relating ,to vocational
vocational educati
education
on and
an d
civilian rehabilitation
rehabilitation to P
Puerto
uert
o Ri
co ', approved March 3, 1931
Rico",
(U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title 20, secs. 11-18; title 29,
29 7 secs.
U.S.C., SLpp.
Supp. VI,
sees. 31-35; U.S.C,
title 20, sec. 30),
30), $105,000.
Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
Appropr
iations available
the Federal
Board for Vocational
Vocational
Appropriations
available to
to the
Federal Board
ings.
Education for salaries and expenses shall be available for expenses of
of
attendance at meetings of educational
attendance
educational associations and other organiorgani-
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the
the board are necessary
zations
which in
in the
necessary for the
of the
discretion of
the discretion
zations which
efficient
of its
its responsibilities.
responsibilities.
discharge of
efficient discharge
IV of part II
Pursuant
to the
the provisions
provisions of section 407 of title IV
II of
Pursuant to
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1933,
1933, as amended,
amended,
Appropriation Act,
the
revoking
6, 1934, revoking
Executive Order
dated February
February 6,
6586, dated
Numbered 6586,
Order Numbered
Executive
section
18 of
Order Numbered
Numbered 6166, dated June
June 10, 1933,
of Executive
Executive Order
section 18
of this
this Act.
shall take
take effect
effect on
on the
of approval
approval of
the date
date of
shall

Effective date
date of
of ExExEffective
ecutive
Order
6586,
Order 6586,
ecutive
dated February
February 6,
1934.
6,1934.
dated
Vol. 47,
47, p.
p. 414.
414.
Vol.

TERRITORIES
GOVERNMENT
THE TERRITORIES
IN THE
GOVERNMENT IN

Government
the
in the
Government in
Territories.
Territories.

TERRITORY OF
ALASKA
OF ALASKA
TERRITORY

Alaska.
Alaska.
Governor and secre-

Governor and secre
secretary $14,040.
the secretary
and of
Salaries of
the governor
of the
$14,040.
governor and
of the
Salaries
tary.
Incidental
and conconIncidental and
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the offices
offices of the gov- tingent
For
expenses.
ernor
and of
secretary of
the Territory,
hire, not
not to
to exceed
exceed tgent expenses.
clerk hire,
Territory, clerk
of the
the secretary
of the
ernor and
$7,740;
janitor service
service for
for the
governor's office
and the
the executive
executive
office and
the governor's
$7,740; janitor
expenses of the governor
mansion,
to exceed
travelin g
. expenses
governor
$2,870; traveling
exceed $2,870;
not to
mansion, not
while
absent from
from the capital on official business and of the secresecrewhile absent
tary
of the
the Territory
Territory while
on official
under direcbusiness under
official business
traveling on
while traveling
tary of
preservation of governor's house
tion
the governor;
repair and
and preservation
governor; repair
of the
tion of
necessary equipgrounds
of
and
furniture;
for
care
of
grounds
and purchase of necessary
care
for
furniture;
and
$14,720, to be
ment;
stationary,' lights,
lights, water,
and fuel;
fuel; in
all, $14,720,
in all,
water, and
ment; stationary,'
governor.
expended
direction of
of the governor.
the direction
under the
expended under
expenses.
Legislative expenses.
$19,440; mileage
Legislative
expenses: For
For salaries
salaries of
mileage Legislative
members, $19,440;
of members,
Legislative expenses:
indexing,
employees,
of
members,
$9,500;
salaries
of
employees,
$4,680;
printing,
indexing,
of members, $9,500; salaries of
bindcomparing proofs,
proofs, and
and binding
binding laws,
and bindindexing, and
printing, indexing,
laws, printing,
comparing
ing
journals, stationery,
printing of
bills, reports,
reports, and so
of bills,
supplies, printing
stationery, supplies,
ing journals,
direction of
forth, $8,700;
in all,
all, $42,320,
$42,320, to
under the direction
expended under
be expended
to be
$8,700; in
forth,
the
Governor of
Alaska.
of Alaska.
the Governor
Reindeer.
Reindeer for
of reindeer
reindeer stations
stations in Alaska Reindeer.
support of
For support
Alaska: For
for Alaska:
Reindeer
and
care and
and management
reindeer, including
including
of reindeer,
management of
the care
in the
instruction in
and instruction
salaries of
of necessary
necessary employees
traveling expenses
expenses of
employees in Alaska, traveling
salaries
employees,
including expenses
from Seattle,
WashSeattle, Washappointees from
new appointees
of new
expenses of
employees, including
packing,
ington,
of duty
duty in
and expenses
expenses of
of packing,
Alaska, and
in Alaska,
posts of
their posts
to their
ington, to
crating,
transportation (including
drayage) of personal
personal effects
(including drayage)
and transportation
crating, and
Alaska,
of employees
permanent change
change of
within Alaska,
station within
of station
upon permanent
employees upon
of
the Interior,
of the
under regulations
to be
prescribed by
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
be prescribed
regulations to
under
purchase,
erection, and
of cabins
cabins for
for supervisors,
supervisors, herders, and
repair of
and repair
purchase, erection,
apprentices,
equipment,
and
all
other
necessary
miscellaneous
necessary miscellaneous
other
all
and
apprentices, equipment,
expenses, $30,520,
to be
be available
available immediately.
immediately.
$30,520, to
expenses,
of Insane.
careofinsane.
Insane of
of Alaska:
For care
care and
and custody
of persons
persons legally
legally Care
custody of
Alaska: For
Insane
compensation of medical
adjudged insane
in Alaska,
Alaska, including
medical
including compensation
insane in
adjudged
supervisor
detailed from
from Public
Health Service,
transportation,
Service, transportation,
Public Health
supervisor detailed
Provisos.
authority is Pents
That authority
burial,
and other
expenses, $161,600:
Provided, That
$161,600: Provided,
other expenses,
Payments.
burial, and
approthis
from
granted to
to the
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to pay
pay from
Secretary of
the Secretary
granted
to
or to
priation to
to the
the Sanitarium
Oregon, or
Portland, Oregon,
of Portland,
Company, of
Sanitarium Company,
priation
other
contracting institution
$564 per
exceed $564
to exceed
not to
institutions, not
or institutions,
institution or
other contracting
capita
per annum
annum for
for the
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of Alaskan
Alaskan insane
insane
the care
capita per
Returning non-Alasdns.nonkRetsi residents.
much kan
That so
patients
during the
fiscal year
1935: Provided
further, That
so much
Providedfurther,
year 1935:
the fiscal
patients during
of
this
sum
as
may
be
required
shall
be
available
for
all
necessary
necessary
all
for
available
be
shall
of this sum as may be required
expenses
in ascertaining
residence of
inmates and
in returning
returning
and in
of inmates
the residence
ascertaining the
expenses in
residence
those
who are
not legal
to their
legal residence
their legal
Alaska to
of Alaska
residents of
legal residents
are not
those who
soon as
so soon
or
to their
friends, and
the Secretary
the Interior
shall, so
Interior shall,
of the
Secretary of
and the
their friends,
or to
friends all
practicable,
return to
or to
their friends
to their
residence or
of residence
places of
their places
to their
practicable, return
and
inmates not
not residents
residents of
of Alaska
Alaska at
they became
insane, and
became insane,
time they
the time
at the
inmates
the
papers for
for any
person hereafter
adjudged insane
insane
hereafter adjudged
any person
commitment papers
the commitment
shall include
to the
legal
the legal
as to
authority as
committing authority
the committing
by the
a statement
statement by
include a
shall
residence of
person.
such person.
of such
residence
in original.
1 So in
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Roads, bridges,
trails,
Roads,
bridges,trals,
etc.
etc.

Vuol. 47p,p.

Vol. 47, p. 446.
Supp.
p. 984.

The Alaska Railroad:
Railroad: For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and

Alaska
Railroad.
Alaska Railroad.
Maintenance, etc.

Maintenance, etc.

Operation,
Operation,
vessels.
vessels.

For the
the repair
repair and
roads, tramways,
tramways, ferries,
ferries,
For
and maintenance
maintenance of
of roads,

bridges,
trails, Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, to be expended
bridges, and trails,
expended under the
of
Public
Resolution
Numbered 218,
approved June
VI
provisions
of
Public
Resolution
Numbered
218,
approved
June 30,
30,
VII,
1932 (Supp.
title 48,
secs. 321a-321d),
$451,900; for
for repair
1932
(Supp. VI,
VI, title
48, sees.
321a-321d), $451,900;
repair and
and
maintenance
of Government
Government wharf
wharf at
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, 8100;
all,
maintenance of
at Juneau,
$100; in
in all,
$452,000,
immediately available.
$452,000, to be
be immediately

etc.,
etc.,

incident to the authorized
authorized work of the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, including
including
maintenance, operation,
railroads in
Alaska;
maintenance,
operation, and
and improvements
improvements of
of railroads
in Alaska;
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
river steamers
other boats
on the
the
boats on
of river
steamers and
and other
maintenance

tributaries in Alaska; operation
of Yukon River and its tributaries
operation and maintenance
of ocean-going
coastwise vessels
by ownership,
charter, or
or
nance of
ocean-going or
or coastwise
vessels by
ownership, charter,
arrangement
with other
service, for
for the
the
of the
the Government
Government service,
other branches
branches of
arrangement with

Additional facilities purpose
for freight transportaeight
transorafreight,
freight,
tion.

Additional facilities purpose of providing
facilities for the transportation
transportation of
providing additional
additional facilities

passengers, or mail, when deemed necessary, for the benefit
benefit
and development
development of
territory tributributravel affecting
affecting territory
and
of industries
industries and
and travel
tary to
to the
the Alaska
for resale;
payment of
claims
Alaska Railroad;
Railroad; stores
stores for
resale; payment
of claims
tary
operations, including
of
damages arising
arising from operations,
including claims of
for losses and damages
employees
wreck
railroad for
for loss and damage resulting from wreck
employees of the railroad
accident on the
negligence of the claimant,
claimant,
or accident
the railroad,
railroad, not
not due to negligence
limited to clothing and other necessary personal
personal effects used in connection
exceeding $100
payment
nection with his duties and not
not exceeding
$100 in
in value; payment
of
of amounts
amounts due
due connecting
connecting lines
lines under traffic
traffic agreements;
agreements; payment
payment
Vol. 39, p. 750.
of compensation
and
expenses as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
42
the
of the
42 of
section
expenses
and
compensation
of
39 P.75.
vol.
p. 81.
u..c.P 1
Injury Compensation
Compensation Act approved
approved September 7, 1916 (U.S.C.,
title 5,
be reimbursed
reimbursed as
as therein provided, $1,000,
S1,000, in
title
5, sec.
sec. 793),
793), to
to be
addition
received by the
the Alaska Railroad
Railroad during the
addition to
to all amounts
amonmts received
Provisos.
fiscal year 1935, to continue available
expended: Provided,
Provided,
the Disin the
Serves in
Services
Dis- fiscal year 1935, to continue available until expended:
trict.
$5,400 of this fund shall be available for personal
That not to exceed
exceed $5,400
services in the District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1935,
services
1935, and
and
manager of said railroad shall be paid
no one other than the general manager
an annual salary out of this fund of
of more than $5,400:
$5,400: Provided
Provided
Printing andbinding. further, That not to
Printingandbinding.
furth,er,
exceed $9,000 of such fund shall be available
for printing and binding.
Hawaii.

TERRTORT
TERRITORY OF HIAWAII
IIAWAII

and

Governor and secrsecreGovernor
tary.
Contingent expenses.

tontingentexpenses.

Legislative expenses.
Legislative
expenses.

Virgin Ifila"Va
islands.

ovesrsoad other

Governor, and other
personal services.
Vol. 39, p. 1132.
Vol.39,

112.
U.S.
. 3.
u.s.o. P.164.3
p

Salaries
Salaries of
of the
the governor and of the secretary, $14,220.
For contingent
co
ntingent
be expended
expenses, to be
expended by the governor
governor for
for
postage, and incidentals, $1,000; private
private secretary
secretary to the
stationery, postage,
governor; temporary clerk hire, $500; for traveling
traveling expenses of the
governor while absent from the capital on official business, $1,250;
governor
$1,250;
in all, $5,490.
Legislative expenses, Territory
Territory of Hawaii:
compensation and
Legislative
Hawaii: For compensation
mileage
Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii
mileage of members of the Legislature
as provided by the Act of June 27, 1930
1930. (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 48,
599), $42,500.
sec. 599),

TEMPORARY
GOVERNMENT FOR THE VIRGIN
TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT
VIRGIN
ISLANDS
ISLANDS
For salaries
employees incident to the
salaries of the Governor
Governor and employees

of the
the Act
of March
March 3,
1917 (U.S.C.,
execution of
Act of
3, 1917
(U.S.C., title
title 48,
48, sec.
sec. 1391),
1391),
traveling expenses

of officers
place
traveling expenses of
officers and
and employees
employees while
while absent
absent from
from place

of duty oon official business, necessary
necessary janitor service, care of Federal
Federal

grounds, repair and preservation of Federal buildings and furniture,
furniture,

purchase of equipment,
necessary
equipment, stationery, lights, water, and other necessary

isneellaneons expenpen- miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, including not to exceed $4,000
84,000 for purchase,
including exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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II.
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38.
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propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
and not to exceed $4,000 for
vehicles, and
propelled passenger-carrying
ice,
furnishings, fuel,
personal
services,
household
equipment
and furnishings,
fuel, ice,
personal services, household
at
and electricity
electricity necessary
operation of Government
Government House at
the operation
in the
necessary in
and
Croix;
at
Saint
Thomas
and
Government
House
at
Saint
$117,840.
Saint Thomas and Government House
ltral experi
Agmen
station ment
For
and expenses
agricultural experiment station
Agricultural
stations. experi.
expenses of the agricultural
salaries and
For salaries
technical
including
Islands,
and
the vocational
vocational school in the Virgin
Virgin Islands, including technical
and the
personnel, clerks,
clerks, and
and other
scientific investigations
investigations of plants
persons; scientific
other persons;
personnel,
in
and
demonstrations in
diseases of animals; demonstrations
and diseases
industries and
plant industries
and plant
apparatus,
expenses;
practical
farming;
official
traveling
expenses;
fixtures,
apparatus,
traveling
practical farming; official
and supplies;
clearing and
and fencing
fencing of land; and other necessary
necessary
supplies; clearing
and
expenses,
including
not
to
exceed
purchase, including
for purchase,
$2,000 for
expenses, including not to exceed $2,000
exchange,
repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
maintenance, repair,
exchange, maintenance,
Decitsofnipal
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$29,968.
vehicles, $29,968.
passenger-carrying
governments
municipal
the
For
defraying
the
deficits
in
the
treasuries
of
municipal
g
oZ
ici tg .
1
ThmiciPal
treasuries
the
in
deficits
the
For defraying
governments
because of
current expenses over current
current
of current
excess of
the excess
of the
governments because
and
revenues
for the
the fiscal
municipality of Saint Thomas and
1935, municipality
year 1935,
fiscal year
revenues for
Saint
John, $90,000,
$90,000, and
and municipality
Saint Croix,
Croix, $82,600;
$82,600; in all,
of Saint
municipality of
Saint John,
Proisos.
$172,600: Provided,
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated for each Provisos.
the amount
That the
Provided, That
$172,600:
Divisionofdeficit
municipal
government
shall
be
expended
only
if
equivalent
deficit.
Division
of
equivalent
an
if
only
expended
be
shall
government
municipal
operating
the
amount
is
raised
by
municipal
revenues
and
to
operating
applied
and
amount is raised by municipal revenues
costs
respective government,
government, except
except that for the fiscal year 1935
the respective
of the
costs of
the
contribution to
to the
the municipal
governments shall not be less than
municipal governments
the contribution
$86,000 for
for the
the municipality
of Saint
Saint Thomas
and
Thomas and Saint John and
municipality of
$86,000
for
revenues for
$78,600 for
for the
municipality of
Croix: Provided
further, That
Excess revenues
That Excess
Provided further,
Saint Croix:
of Saint
the municipality
$78,600
improvements.
Saint
and
Thomas
Saint
of
should
the
revenues
of
the
municipality
o
f
S
aint
Thomas
and
Saint
improvements.
municipality
should the revenues of
John, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1935, exceed
$90,000, and/or
and/or the revenues
revenues
exceed $90,000,
year 1935,
John,
of
the
municipality
of
Saint
Croix
exceed
$82,600,
such excess
exceed
of the municipality of Saint Croix
revenues
be expended
expended for
for municipal
municipal improvements
improvements and operating
may be
revenues may
costs of
of the
municipalities under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations as the
the municipalities
costs
urther developing
President
may
prescribe.
Further
President may prescribe.
s.
proect
ojts.
agriculture andl
For
such projects
projects for
further development
development of agriculture
and prec
the further
for the
For such
of
industry,
and
for
promoting
the
general
welfare
the
islands
as
welfare
general
the
industry, and for promoting
Acquisition of land.
may be approved by
the President, including the acquisition by
land.
by Acquisition
may be approved by the President, including the acquisition
construction
purchase,
condemnation,
or
otherwise,
of
and
the
construction
land
of
otherwise,
or
purchase, condemnation,
of
buildings for
administering the
the affairs
affairs of the islands; the
in administering
use in
for use
of buildings
Virgin
to citizens of the
purchase
of
land
for
sale
as
homesteads
the Virgin
homesteads
purchase of land for sale as
constrnusctictr.
cLonsfor building
Islands;
and
the
making
of
loans
for
the
construction
of
buildings,
buildings,
of
construction
the
for
loans
of
making
the
and
Islands;

for
equipment,
and e
for the
the purchase
purchase of farming
farming implements
implem ents and
qui pment, and
and or
for
purchased
other
expenses
incident
to
the
cultivation
of
land
purchased
for
cultivation
the
to
other expenses incident
resale
homesteads, $14,350.
resale as homesteads,
SAINT ELIZABETHS
HOSPITAL
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
SAINT

Saint E liz abet hs
Hos^ntpElizabet.
Hospital.

Hospital etc. Maintenanceetc.
Saint Elizabeths
For
support, clothing,
treatme ntin Saint
Elizabeths Hospital
Maintenance,
and treatment
clothing, and
For support,

for the
of insane
persons from
from the
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
the Army,
insane persons
Insane of
the Insane
for
Corps,
and
Coast
Guard,
insane
inmates
the
National
Home for
of
inmates
insane
Corps, and Coast Guard,
of
convicted
Disabled
Volunteer
Soldiers,
persons
charged
with
or
convicted
charged
persons
Soldiers,
Volunteer
Disabled
who
all
insane,
crimes
against
the
United
States
who
are
persons
crimes against the United States
have
become insane
since their
into the military and naval
entry into
their entry
insane since
have become
quartermaster
service
of
the
United
States,
insane
civilians
in the quartermaster
civilians
service of the United States, insane
service of
of the
the Army,
Army, insane
persons transferred
transferred from the Canal
persons
insane
service
Zone who have
admitted to
to the
who are
are indigent,
indigent,
and who
hospital and
the hospital
been admitted
Zone who have been

c

Insane

American citizens
citizens legally
insane in
the Dominion
Canada incaa
of Canada
Dominion of
in the
adjudged insane
legally adjudged
American
whose legal
legal residence
residence in
one of
the States,
Territories, or the DisStates, Territories,
of the
in one
whose
trict
of
Columbia
it
has
been
impossible
establish, insane beneto
impossible
trict of Columbia it has been
Commission,
ficiaries
of
the
United
States
Employees'
Compensation
Compensation
Employees'
States
United
the
of
ficiaries
Administraand insane
beneficiaries
of the
the United
United States
Veterans' AdministraStates Veterans'
of
beneficiaries
insane
and
tion, including not
not exceeding
$27,000
for the
the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange,
for
$27,000
exceeding
including
tion,
maintenance, repair,
and
operation
of
motor-propelled
passengermotor-propelled
of
maintenance, repair, and operation

es
itda
citizens
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carrying vehicles
carrying
vehicles for
the use
use of
the superintendent,
agent,
for the
of the
superintendent, purchasing
purchasing agent,
and
general hospital
hospital business,
including not
and general
business, and
and including
not to
to exceed
exceed $175,000
$175,000
Repairs and improve- for
Repairsandimprovefor repairs
repairs and
buildings and
and grounds,
and improvements
improvements to
to buildings
grounds, $1,064,961,
$1,064,961,
ments.
men ts.
including
operation of
necessary facilities
feedincluding maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
of necessary
facilities for
for feeding
and others
others (at
not less
less than
and the
ing employees
employees and
(at not
than cost),
cost), and
the proceeds
proceeds
therefrom shall
the appropriation
for the
the institution;
and
therefrom
shall reimburse
reimburse the
appropriation for
institution; and
not
$1,500 of
of this
be expended
in the
the removal
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
this sum
sum may
may be
expended in
removal of
of
patients
their friends,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 in
the purchase
of such
patients to
to their
friends, not
in the
purchase of
such
books,
periodicals, and
newspapers, as
required for
for the
books, periodicals,
and newspapers,
as may
may be
be required
the purpurposes of
of the
the hospital
hospital and
for the
the medical
medical library,
not exceeding
poses
and for
library, and
and not
exceeding
Return
of escaped
escaped $1,500
$1,500 for the actual and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
the appreappreReturn of
incurred in
in the
patients.
patients: Provided,
Provided,
of escaped
escaped patients:
to the
the hospital
hospital of
hension and
and return to
optients.
Provisos.
Returning inmates
inmates That so much of this sum as may be required shall be
Returning
be available
available for
for
not Federal charges.
all
in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the residence
residence of
of inmates
who
inmates who
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
are
not or
or who
be properly
to Federal
mainteare not
who cease
cease to
to be
properly chargeable
chargeable to
Federal maintenance in the
and in
in returning
returning them
them to
to such
nance
the institution
institution and
such places
places of
of
Purchase of butter residence: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall
substitutes.
substitutes.
be expended
expended for the purchase
purchase of oleomargarine
oleomargarine or butter substitutes
Patients in the Dis- except for cooking purposes: Provided
Provided further,
further, That during the
the
trict.
trict.
fiscal year 1935 the District of Columbia,
Columbia, or any branch of the GovElizabeths Hospital
Hospital to
to care
patients for
for
ernment requiring
requiring Saint
Saint Elizabeths
care for
for patients
are responsible,
responsible, shall
shall pay
pay by
by check
check to
to the
the superintendent,
which they are
superintendent,
each
upon his written
written request,
request, either in advance
advance or at the
the end
end of each
estimated or actual
month, all or part of the estimated
actual cost
cost of
of such
such maintemaintenance,. as the
nance,
the case may be,
be, and bills rendered
rendered by the
the Superintendent
Superintendent
of Saint Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital in accordance
herewith shall
not be
be
accordance herewith
shall not
subject to audit or
proper
or certification
certification in
in advance
advance of
of payment;
payment; proper
adjustments on the basis of the actual cost
of the
cost of
the care
care of
of patients
patients
paid for in advance
advance shall be made monthly or
or quarterly, as
as may be
Superintendent of Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hosagreed upon between
between the Superintendent
Hospital and the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia government,
department, or
government, department,
or
establishments concerned.
establishments
concerned. All sums paid to the Superintendent
of
Superintendent of
Credit
paid Saint Elizabeths
Credit of
of sums
sums paid
Elizabeths Hospital for the care of patients that he is authorfor patients.
ized by law to receive shall be deposited to the credit on the books
ized
made for the care
of the Treasury Department
Department of the appropriation
appropriation made
care
and maintenance
maintenance of the patients at Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital for
the year in which the support,
support, clothing, and treatment
treatment is provided,
requisition by the disbursing
and be subject to requisition
disbursing agent of Saint Elizabeths
approval of the Secretary of the Interior.
baths Hospital, upon the approval
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Columbia Institution
Institution
Columbia
for the Deaf.
Deaf.

COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF
DEAF

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.

For support of the institution,
institution, including
including salaries and incidental
incidental
expenses,
expenses, books and illustrative
illustrative apparatus, and general repairs and
and
$119,600.
improvements, $119,600.

Howard University.
University.
noward

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
HOWARD
Salaries:
For
payment
in
full
or in part of the salaries of the
Salaries: For payment
officers,
professors,
teachers,
and
other
regular employees
officers, professors, teachers,
employees of the university, the balance
privately contributed
contributed funds,
balance to be paid from privately
$405,000, of which sum not less th
an $2,200
shall be
be used
$405,000,
than
$2,200 shall
used for normal
normal
instruction ;
instruction;
General
expenses: For equipment,
General expenses:
equipment, supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, furniture,
ice ,repa
i
rs to
bui
ldings and
and grounds
grounds,
cases and shelving, stationery,
stationery, ice,
repairs
to buildings
and for .other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
reimbursement to
to the
the
including reimbursement
light
appropriation
$200,000
Freedmen's
Hospital of
ac t
ua lcost
cos tof
of heat
heat and
aro furnish
ationed,for
for
Fedme's Hospital
of actual
and
light furnished, $200,000;
Howard University,
Total, Howard
University, $605,000.
$605,000.

Salaries.

SAS.
Generale
General
expenses.
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FREEDMEN'S
HOSPITAL
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL
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Freedmen's Hospital.
Salaries,
etc.
Salaries, etc.

For
and employees
compensation for all other profesand compensation
employees and
officers and
For officers
sional
services that
that may
may be
required and expressly approved
approved
be required
other services
and other
sional and
fuel and Contingent
subsistence,
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
$187,570;
for
subsistence,
for
$187,570;
Interior,
the
of
Secretary
by the
Contingent expenses.
light,
clothing, to
duck suits and white canvas shoes
white duck
include white
to include
light, clothing,
for
the use
of internes,
and rubber
rubber surgical
surgical gloves, bedding, forage,
internes, and
use of
for the
medicine,
and surgical
surgical supplies,
supplies, surgical instruments,
instruments, elecmedical and
medicine, medical
apparatus,
tric
lights,
repairs,
replacement
of
apparatus,
furniture, purX-ray
of
replacement
tric lights, repairs,
chase, at
passenger-carrying automobile,
one passenger-carrying
$650, of one
exceed $650,
to exceed
not to
at not
chase,
and
maintenance and
and operation
passenger-carrying vehicles,
of passenger-carrying
operation of
and maintenance
including
$300 for
for the
purchase of books, periodicals,
the purchase
exceeding $300
not exceeding
including not
and newspapers;
and not
to exceed
special instrucexceed $1,200 for the special
not to
newspapers; and
and
Division of expenses.
expenses, Division
necessary
tion
of
pupil
nurses,
and
other
absolutely
necessary
absolutely
other
and
nurses,
pupil
of
tion
which
of
$70,580;
in
all,
for
Freedmen's
Hospital,
$258,150,
amount
$70,580; in all, for Freedmen's Hospital, $258,150,
one half
half shall
chargeable to
to the
Columbia and paid
District of Columbia
the District
be chargeable
shall be
one
Columbia
in like
like manner
of the District of Columbia
appropriations of
other appropriations
as other
manner as
in
are paid.
paid.
are
Field
Field work approwork under
S
EC. 2.
Appropriations herein
herein made
made for
field work
under the GenGen- priations
for field
priations available for
for
2. Appropriations
SEC.
work animals,
animals, etc.
work
eral
Land
Office,
the
Bureau
of
Indian
Affairs,
the
Bureau
of
RecAffairs,
eral Land Office, the Bureau of Indian
lamation,
Geological Survey,
Survey, and
National Parks,
Office of National
the Office
and the
the Geological
lamation, the
Buildings,
Reservations shall
available for the hire, with or
shall be available
and Reservations
Buildings, and
without
services, of
of work
and animal-drawn
animal-drawn and
animals and
work animals
personal services,
without personal
motor-propelled
vehicles and
and equipment.
equipment.
motor-propelled vehicles
Approved, March
March 2,
2, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

of

[CHAPTER
40.]
[CHAPTER 40.]

AN ACT
ACT
CAN

To
provide for
care and
and transportation
of seamen
from shipwrecked
shipwrecked fishing
fishing
seamen from
transportation of
the care
for the
To provide
and
vessels.
whaling vessels.c,
and whaling

1934.
March
March 5,
5, 1934.

[H.R. 7205.]
7205.]110.1
l.R. No.
[Public,

No.

0.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be

Seamen from shipfrom shipSeamenfishing
section 33 wrecked
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
States of
in Congress
of America
fishing and
and
wrecked
United
whaling vessels.
vessels.
whaling
merchant
(relating
to
the
care
and
transportation
of
shipwrecked
merchant
shipwrecked
of
Care
Care and transporta(relating to the care and transportation
tion of, provided.
provlded.
seamen)
of the
the Act
Act approved
21, 1898
46, tionof,
title 46,
(U.S.C., title
1898 (U.S.C.
December 21,
approved December
seamen) of
Vol.
30,
p.
755,
pi . '7,
ul. p.0i,1514.
sec.
entitled "An
"An Act
amend the laws relating to American
American U.S.C.,
to amend
Act to
593), entitled
sec. 593),
seamen,
for the
the protection
such seamen,
seamen, and
and to
to promote
promote comof such
protection of
seamen for
merce
shall apply
apply to fishing and whaling vessels, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
merce ",/ ,shall
the
provisions of
of section
section 26 of such Act.
the provisions

Approved, March 5, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

41.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 41.]

*

i'

XT
AN
ACT
j AS AI1

To extend the
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
construction of
bridge
a bridge
of a
the construction
completing the
times for
To extend the times
across the
Missouri River
Farnam Street,
Street, Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
near Farnam
or near
at or
River at
the Missouri
across

March 5,1934.
5, 1934.

[H.R. 75541
[H.R. 7554.
[Public, No. 111.]

[Public, No. 111.

the
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Missouri River.
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
times for MisouRiV
the times
Time extended for
for
That the
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
bridging, at Omaha,
at Omaha.
bridging,
across
commencing
and
completing
the
construction
of
a
bridge
bridge
a
of
Nebr.
commencing and completing the construction
Vol.
46, pp.4,
pp. 544, 1192;
jig
vboi.46
the
or near
near Farnam
Farnam Street,
Omaha, Nebraska,
Nebraska, Vol.
Street, Omaha,
at or
River at
Missouri River
the Missouri
47, pp. 290, 903,
pp.
47,
vol
River
authorized
to
be
built
by
the
Omaha-Council
Missouri
Bluffs
amended.
authorized to be built by the Omaha-Council
Bridge Board
of Trustees
Trustees by
Act of
Congress approved
approved June 10,
of Congress
an Act
by an
Board of
Bridge
1930, heretofore
heretofore extended
extended by
by Acts
Acts of
February
approved February
Congress approved
of Congress
1930,
20, 1931,
1931, June
9, 1932,
1932, and
and February
further
hereby further
are hereby
1933, are
24, 1933,
February 24,
June 9,
20,
extended one
one and
three years,
respectively,
from June
10,
1934.
1934.
10,
June
from
respectively,
years,
three
and
extended
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
The right
right to
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby Amendment.
is hereby
or repeal
alter, amend,
to alter,
2. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1934.
5, 1934.
March 5,
Approved, March
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[CHAPTER 42.]
42.]
[CHAPTER

1934.
5, 1934.
March 5,
[H.R.
7705.]
IH.1R. 7705.]
[Public,
112.]
No. 112.]
iPublic, No.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
CHS. 42-44.
42-44.

MARCH
1934.
5,1934.
MARCH 5,

ACT
AN ACT

To extend
construction of
of a
bridge
a bridge
the construction
and completing
completing the
times for
for commencing
commencing and
To
extend the
the times
across
Mississippi River
Orleans and
Louisiana.
and Gretna,
Gretna, Louisiana.
between New
New Orleans
the Mississippi
River between
across the

Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
United
Congress assembled, That the times for
for
in Congress
United States
States of America
America in
and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
bridge across
the
a bridge
across the
of a
commencing and
betweenNew commencing
Gretna, Mississippi
Mississippi River between
between New Orleans and Gretna, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
authorized to be
Vol. p. 1270;
authorized
be built
built by George A. Hero
Hero and
and Allen
Allen S. Hackett,
Hackett, their
their
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, by
by Act
Act of
of Congress
approved March
March 2,
2, 1927,
1927,
Congress approved
47,
successors
55;
heretofore
heretofore extended
extended by Acts of Congress approved
approved March 6, 1928,
February 19,
19, 1929,
and March
March 1,
1, 1933,
are hereby
hereby
1933, are
10, 1930,
1930, and
February
1929, June
June 10,
extended
one and
three years,
from March
March 2,
2, 1934.
1934.
years, respectively,
respectively, from
and three
extended one
S
EC. 2.
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
Amendment.
alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
Amendment.
SEC.
2. The
The right
right to
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
March 5,
5, 1934.
1934.
Approved, March

Mississippi
Mississippi River.
River.
Time extended
for
extended for
bridging, between New
Orleans
and Gretna,
rleans and
La.
Vol. 41,
Vol,
41, p. 1270; Vol.
45,
193, 1229; Vol.
45, pp.
pp. 193,
46,
p. 551; Vol.
Vol. 47, p.
p.
46, p.
1416,
141, amended.
amended.

[CHAPTER 434
43.]
March 5,
1934..
5, 1934.
March
[H.R. 6219.]
6219.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
113.]
[Public,
No. 113.]

Manufacture,
tc
etc.,
Manufacture, e
of intoxicating liquors
liquors
in
Territory
in Indian Territory
(Oklahoma).
(Oklahoma).
Certain specific
Acts
specific Acts
Certain
concerning,
repealed.
concerning, repealed.
27, p.
p. 260;
260; Vol.
Vol. 27,
29, p.
506; Vol.
Vol. 28, p.
29,
p. 500;
P. 563;
563;
697; Vol.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
Vol.
41,
p.
4.
Vol. 41, p. 4.
p. 705.
U.SO., P.
705 -

Proviso.
.Proafso.
Exception.
Exception.

AN ACT
ACT
certain specific
specific Acts of Congress
Congress and an amendment
amendment thereto enacted
enacted
To repeal certain
manufacture, sale, or possession of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors in the
to regulate
regulate the manufacture,
Indian Territory,
Oklahoma.
Territory, now
now aapart
part of the State of Oklahoma.
Indian

enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United States
in Congress
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Acts of
United
States of America in
Congress of July 23, 1892 (27 Stat. 260)
(29
260);;January
January 30, 1897 (29
Stat.
506) ;section 8, chapter 145, of the Act of March 1, 1895 (28
Stat. 506);
563),
Stat. 697)
697);;and that part of the Act of May 25, 1918 (40 Stat. 563),
amended by the Act of June 30, 1919 (41
(41 Stat. 4),
4), which is
as amended
embraced
embraced in section 244, title 25, United States Code, be, and they
repealed insofar as they apply to and affect that part
are hereby, repealed
Oklahoma formerly known as "Indian
"Indian Territory ":
"
of the State of Oklahoma
Provided, That this Act shall not be construed to repeal the Acts
Provided,
upon
herein referred to insofar as they apply to any tract of land upon
which there may be now or hereafter located any Indian school
supervision of the United States
maintained by or under the supervision
Government,
Government.
Approved, March 5, 1934.

[CHAPTER 44.]
[CHAPTER
44.1

A N ACT
A flT?
AN

1934.
March 5,
5, 1934.I-9
[J.t 715.]
71.15.
To award
award the Distinguished Service Cross to former holders of the certificate of

[Pabl, No. 114.]

[Public, No. 114.]

merit, and for other purposes.

Be itit enacted by the Senate and
and House
Hoouse of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the DistinUnited
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Distinguished Service
Service Cross shall be issued to all enlisted men of the Army
to whom the certificate
certificate of merit was issued under the provisions of
of
of
previously existing law in lieu of such certificate
certificate of merit.
To holders of Distinolhe
SE.
Servie
SE°. 2. Those persons who have
have heretofore received the Distinguished
Service feda.iMedal.
Vol.
40, p.
Vol. 40,
p. 870;
870; guished
guished Service Medal in lieu of the certificate
certificate of merit under the
1J.S.C., p. 222.
U..C. ' 22"870-872), shall be
provisions of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 870-872),
issued the Distinguished Service Cross provided the Distinguished
Distinguished
Surrender of
of medal
medal Service Medal is first surrendered to the War Department.
Surrender
Service Medal is first surrendered to the War Department.
required.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 5, 1934.
Ser-

Distinguished ServDstinguished
ice Cross.
Award of,
of, to
to Army
Army
Awar
enlisted men holding
certificate of merit,
merit.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 45.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
45, 46.
46.
CHS. 45,

397

5,1934.
MARCH 5,
1934.
MARCH

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the
to invite
invite the
the States
of the
the Union
Union and foreign countries
States of
President to
the President
Authorizing
Exposition at Tulsa, Oklahoma,
to
participate in
International Petroleum
Petroleum Exposition
the International
in the
to participate
to
be held
held May
May 12
12 to
19, 1934, inclusive.
inclusive.
May 19,
to May
to be

M

March
1934.
5, 1934.
March5,
[S.J.
80.]
Res. 80.]
[S.J. Res.
[Pub.
14.]
No. 14.]
Res., No.
[Pub. Res.,

United
the United
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
International PetroInternational petrothe leum
of the
assembled, That the President
Congress assembled,
States
of America
President of
I
in Congress
America in
States of
euna Exposition, Tulsa,
Okla.
United
States is
in such
such Okla.
or in
proclamation, or
by proclamation,
invite by
to invite
authorized to
is authorized
United States
Proclamation to
initeplartiipaon.
nvite participation.
other manner
manner as
he may
may deem
deem proper,
proper, the States of the Union and i
as he
other
International
all
foreign countries
in the
proposed International
the proposed
participate in
to participate
countries to
all foreign
Petroleum
be held
at Tulsa,
Oklahoma, from May 12
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
held at
to be
Exposition, to
Petroleum Exposition,
to May
19, 1934,
purpose of
of exhibiting
exhibiting samples
samples of
the purpose
for the
inclusive, for
1934, inclusive,
May 19,
to
fabricated
and
raw
products
of
all
countries
used
in
the
petroleum
petroleum
the
in
used
countries
all
of
products
raw
and
fabricated
industry and
and bringing
together buyers
sellers for
for promotion
of
promotion of
and sellers
buyers and
bringing together
industry
trade
and
commerce
in
such
products.
products.
such
in
commerce
trade and
Admission ofarticles
of articles
foreign countries
SEC. 2.
articles that
that shall
shall be
countries forAdmission
from foreign
imported from
be imported
exhibition.
All articles
2. All
SEC.
for
sole purpose
exhibition at
at the
the International
International Petroleum
Petroleum
of exhibition
purpose of
the sole
for the
customs duty shall
Exposition
shall be
be a
a tariff
shall
tariff or customs
there shall
which there
upon which
Exposition upon
be
admitted free
free of
of the
the payment
payment of
duty, customs,
fees, or charges,
customs, fees,
of duty,
be admitted
under
the Secretary
of the
Treasury shall
preshall prethe Treasury
Secretary of
as the
regulations as
such regulations
under such
Sales permitted, subsubales permitted,
scribe;
it shall
be lawful
at any
the exhibition to sell ject
during the
time during
any time
lawful at
shall be
but it
revenue regulaject to revenue
regulascribe; but
tions.
any
goods
or
property
imported
for
and
actually
on
exhibition,
subtions.
subexhibition,
on
actually
and
for
any goods or property imported
ject
for the
the security
revenue and
and for the
the revenue
of the
security of
regulations for
such regulations
to such
ject to
collection of
duties as
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
premay prethe Secretary
as the
import duties
of import
collection
Proviso.
scribe: Provided,
That all
such articles
articles when
sold or
or withdrawn
withdrawn for
for Proi
ty.
Payment of duty.
when sold
all such
Provided, That
scribe:
consumption
use in
in the
the United
States shall
subject to the duty,
shall be subject
United States
or use
consumption or
if any, imposed
upon such
such articles
articles by
by the
revenue laws
in force
at Allowance for deteforce at
laws in
the revenue
if any, imposed upon
iAlowance
suffered rioration,
the
of withdrawal;
withdrawal; and
such articles
which shall
shall have
have suffered
etc. for detearticles which
on such
and on
date of
the date
diminution
or
deterioration
from
incidental
handling
and
necessary
necessary
and
handling
incidental
from
deterioration
diminution or
exposure,
the duty,
if paid,
shall be
be assessed
assessed according
according to
to the
the
paid, shall
duty, if
exposure, the
appraised
value
at
the
time
of
withdrawal
for
consumption
or
use,
use,
or
consumption
for
withdrawal
of
appraised value at the time
Penalty for illegal
sPale etc. y for "ilegal
any sales,
against any
and
the penalties
penalties prescribed
law shall
shall be
be enforced
enforced against
by law
prescribed by
and the
person
any illegal
use, or
or withdrawal.
withdrawal.
sale, use,
illegal sale,
of any
guilty of
person guilty
No Government
m e t exS
EC.
3.
That
the
Government
of
the
United
States is
is not
not by
by this
this pense.
Ne Govern n exStates
United
the
of
Government
the
That
SEC. 3.
resolution obligated
in connection
the holding
holding
with the
connection with
expense in
any expense
to any
obligated to
resolution
of such exposition and
is
not
hereafter
to
be
obligated
other
than
than
other
obligated
be
to
hereafter
not
is
of such exposition and
for suitable
thereat.
representation thereat.
suitable representation
for
Approved,
March 5,
1934.
5, 1934.
Approved, March
[CHAPTER 46.]
[CHAPTER
46.]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To amend Public Act
Numbered 81
81 of
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, relating
relating to
to
of the
amend Public Act Numbered
To
the
on Indian
land.
Indian land.
timber on
of timber
sale of
the sale

5,1934.
March
March 5,
1934.
[H.J.Res. 278.]
[JRe. 278.]
[Pub. Res., No. 15.]

IPub. Res., No. 15.]

Resolved by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Indian lands, timber
Resolved by the
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the last
last proviso
in sales
contracts.
ndiaandstimber
proviso in
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Ante, p. 311.
the
Act
of
June
16,
1933
(Public,
Numbered
81,
Seventy-third
ConAte,p.311.
ConSeventy-third
81,
Numbered
the Act of June 16, 1933 (Public,
gress,
first session;
session; 48
48 Stat.L.
relating to
the sale
sale of timber on
to the
311), relating
Stat.L. 311),
gress, first
Indian
lands,
be,
and
the
same
hereby
is,
amended
to
read
follows: Authority conferred
read as follows:
to
amended
is,
hereby
same
Indian lands, be, and the
"And provided further, That the authority granted herein shall to terminate conferred
Septem"And provided further, That the authority granted herein shall bberAuthority
4, 1934.
terminate
on
the
4th
day
of
September
1934."
er4,1934.
terminate on the 4th day of September 1934."
Approved,
March 5,
5, 1934.
1934.
Approved, March

398
398

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 47.]
[CHAPTER

March 6,
6, 1934.
1934.
March
[S. 2766.1
2766.1]
[Public, No. 115.]
115.]

Federal
Reserve
Federal Reserve
notes.
Vol. 38, p.
26; Vol,
p. 265;
vol.
40, p. 236;
236; Vol. 47, pp.
57' 794;
P; U.S.C., p. 284;
57,
Supp. VII,
p. 175.
Vii, p.
175.
Issue to
to Federal
Federal Reserve bank.
Ante, p. 337.
Coflter,
e37.quired
Collateral required,
nature of.
nature
of.

vol.

Us36.s, p.';

supp.
serve bank.
p

SESS. II.
IT.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 47,
47, 48.
48.

MARCH
6, 8,1934.
8, 1934.
MARCH 6,

ACT
AN ACT

To extend
the period
period during
direct obligations
obligations of
of the
may
To
extend the
during which
which direct
the United
United States
States may
be
used as
as collateral
collateral security
security for
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes.
notes.
be used
for Federal

of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the second
second

paragraph of
section 16
the Federal
Reserve Act,
Act, as
amended, is
is
paragraph
of section
16 of
of the
Federal Reserve
as amended,
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
amended
read as
"Any Federal Reserve bank may make
make application
application to the local
Federal Reserve
agent for
for such
such amount
Reserve notes
notes
Federal
Reserve agent
amount of
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
hereinbefore provided
provided for
for as
it may
require. Such
application shall
shall
hereinbefore
as it
may require.
Such application

accompanied with a
a tender to the local Federal Reserve agent of
be accompanied
collateral in amount equal
notes
collateral
equal to the sum of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes

thus applied
issued pursuant
pursuant to
such application.
application. The
The
thus
applied for
for and
and issued
to such
collateral
offered shall
shall be
drafts, bills
bills of
collateral security
security thus
thus offered
be notes,
notes, drafts,
of
exchange,
or acceptances
acquired under
exchange, or
acceptances acquired
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section
Vol. 38,
263, 264.
38, pp.
pp. 23,264.
13 of this Act, or bills of exchange indorsed
indorsed by a
a member bank of
any Federal
purchased under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
any
Federal Reserve
Reserve district
district and
and purchased
section
14 of
this Act,
Act, or
or bankers
under the
the
section 14
of this
bankers acceptances
acceptances purchased
purchased under
Proviso.
Provso.
provisions
provisions of said section
section 14, or
or gold
gold certificates:
certificates: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
U.S. direct obligationss
ollateral sec~1935, or
expiration of
of such
additional
until March
March 3,
3, 1935,
or until
until the
the expiration
such additional
tions
as collateral
secu- That until
rtyfo
as Reserve
Reserve notes
rity for
noteser
period not
not exceeding
two years
years as
as the
the President
President may
the
untyil
period
exceeding two
may prescribe,
prescribe, the
untilfMach
March 3, 193Ste
1935.
Federal Reserve
may, should
deem it
the public
public interest,
interest,
Federal
Reserve Board
Board may,
should it
it deem
it in
in the
upon the
upon
affirmative vote of
less than
than a
amajority
of its
the affirmative
of not
not less
majority of
its members,
members,
authorize
the Federal
Reserve banks
banks to
and the
authorize the
Federal Reserve
to offer,
offer, and
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve
agents
to accept,
accept, as
as such
security, direct
obligations of
of the
agents to
such collateral
collateral security,
direct obligations
the
Retirement
or, on United States.
Retirement or,
On such date or upon the expiration
expiration
of such
such period
period
of
expiration of authorizaso prescribed
the President,
President, or
or sooner
the Federal
Federal Reserve
ation of
tion.
so
prescribed by
by the
sooner should
should the
Reserve
Board so decide, such authorization
authorization shall
shall terminate
terminate and
and such
oblisuch obligations
retired as
as security
Federal
gations of
of the United States
States be
be retired
security for
for Federal
Security
security to equal Reserve notes. In
In no event shall such collateral
collateral security
security be less than
notes.
notes.
the amount
amount of Federal
Federal Reserve notes applied for. The Federal
Federal
Daily
notices of with- Reserve agent shall each day notify the Federal Reserve
DailynoticesofwithBoard
of
Reserve
Board
of
drawals, etc.
rawals, etc.

Additional security.
security.

all issues
and withdrawals
withdrawals of Federal Reserve notes to and by the
all
issues and

Federal
to which
which he is
Federal Reserve bank to
said Federal
Federal
is accredited.
accredited. The
The said
Reserve Board may at any time call upon a
a Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank
additional security to
for additional
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes
to protect the
notes issued
issued
to it."
it,"
March 6,
Approved, March
6, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 48.]
48.]

March 8,, 1034.
1934.
1759.]
[S. 175.]
[Public, No. 116.]

AN ACT
ACT

To revive and reenact the Act entitled "An Act granting the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
to the Mill Pour
Four Drainage District in Lincoln
Lincoln County, Oregon,
Oregon, to construct,
maintain, and operate dams and dikes to prevent the flow of waters of Yaquina
Bay and River into Nutes Slough, Boones Slough, and sloughs connected
connected
therewith", approved June 17, 1930.
therewith",

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it enaeted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the

Yaquina Bay and United
States of America in
in, Congress
assembled, That the Act
States
Congress assembled,
Act
River.
Time extended
extended for approved June 17, 1930, granting the consent of Congress to the
constructing dams and
constructing
Mill Four Drainage District,
District, in Lincoln
County, Oregon,
to conconLincoln County,
dikes on.
Oregon, to
Vol. 46, p. 767.
struct, maintain, and operate dams and dikes to prevent

struct, maintain, and operate dams and dikes to prevent the
the flow
flow
of waters of Yaquina Bay and River into Nutes Slough,
Slough, Boones
Boones
Slough, and sloughs connected therewith, be, and the same is hereby,
Proviso.
Proviso.
revived
Provided, That this Act shall be null and
and
Commencement, etc. revived and reenacted: Provided,
Commencement,
void unless the actual construction
construction of the dams and dikes herein
herein
referred to be commenced within one year and completed within
referred
within
three years from the date
date of approval
approval hereof.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
49, 52.
52.
48, 49,
CHS. 48,

MARCH 8, 10, 1934.
MARCH

is hereby
SEc. 2.
2. The
to alter,
alter, amend,
hereby
amend, or repeal this Act is
right to
The right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
March 8, 1934.
1934.
Approved, March
[CHAPTER 49.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

United
the Supreme Court of the United
To
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to give
give the
To amend
to
with respect
States
authority to
practice and procedure
procedure with
respect to
rules of practice
prescribe rules
to prescribe
States authority
verdict."
proceedings in
in criminal
criminal cases
cases after verdict."
proceedings

399
399

Amendment.
Amendment.

8, 1934.
March 8,
March
1934.
82461.]
[S.
61.
[S. 24
[Public, No.
No. 117.]
117.]
[Public,

Representatives of the Proceedings in crimBe
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of iZrocee
s
diE:a
ffer
si
v
n
ercgilUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of ina cases after verdict.
Vol.47,p.04.
Supreme
the
give
to
Act
"An
entitled
February
24, 1933
(ch. 119),
119),
Supreme Vol. 47, p. 904. c
1933 (ch.
February 24,
prescribe rules of practice
Court
of the
authority to prescribe
practice p. 741.
Supp. VII,
States authority
United States
the United
Court of
cases
criminal
and
procedure
with
respect
to
proceedings
in
criminal
cases
after
in
proceedings
to
and procedure with respect
verdict"
be, and the same is hereby,
723a), be,
sec. 723a),
28, sec.
title 28,
(U.S.C., title
verdict" (U.S.C.,
amended
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
amended to
of
Power
"
That the
Supreme Court
the United States shall have the Court
uSupreme
tto prescribe,
of Supreme
by
of the
Court of
the Supreme
"That
ruenndioguilt
power
to
prescribe,
from
time
to
time,
rules
of
practice
procedure
rules.
procedure
and
power to prescribe, from time to time, rules of practice
of
plea
orl
court, o
by court
with respect
to any
or all
all proceedings
proceedings after
after verdict,
finding of by
iF g;l
f
ert
verdict, or finding
any or
respect to
with
guiltyentered.
in
guilt by
the
court
if
a
jury
has
been
waived,
or
plea
of
guilty,
g
uilty
entered.
guilty,
of
guilt by the court if a jury has been waived, or plea
criminal cases
the
the United States, including the
of the
courts of
district courts
in district
cases in
criminal
and
Zone,
Canal
District
Courts
of
Alaska,
Hawaii,
Puerto
Rico,
Zone,
Rico,
Puerto
Hawaii,
Alaska,
of
Courts
District
Columbia,
Virgin
the Supreme
the District
District of Columbia,
of the
Courts of
Supreme Courts
in the
Islands, in
Virgin Islands,
China, in
for
Hawaii,
and
Puerto
Rico,
in
the
United
States
in
Court
States
United
the
in
Rico,
Puerto
and
Hawaii,
the
United
States
Circuit
Courts
of
Appeals,
in
the
Court
of
Appeals
the
in
Appeals,
the United States Circuit Courts of
United
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia and
and in
the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United
in the
the District
offthe
Proviso.
,o.
States: Provided,
That nothing
nothing herein
contained shall
shall be
be construed Ririt
g
ht to withdraw
herein contained
Provided, That
States:
plea,
abridged.
not abridged.
plea, not
right
to
give
the
Supreme
Court
the
power
to
abridge
the
of
the
abridge
to
power
the
Court
to give the Supreme
if
accused
to
apply
for
withdrawal
of
a
plea
of
guilty,
if
such
appliguilty,
accused to apply for withdrawal of a plea of
cation be
made within
after entry of such plea, and before
days after
ten days
within ten
be made
cation
Existin
sentence is
imposed.
Existing riright of
is imposed.
sentence
contind.
appeal continued.
cases in
those cases
"SEO.
SEo. 2.
The right
right of
appeal shall
shall continue
continue in
in those
in which
which appeal
of appeal
2. The
Rules
for
g ar
aptaking
for takin
ules preparing
herein peals,
made as
g recrecappeals are
are now
now authorized
authorized by law, but the rules made
as herein
peals, preparin
appeals
ords,
etc.,
authorized.
authorized may prescribe the times for and manner
manner of taking appeals
appeals ords, etc., authorized.
authorized may prescribe the times for and

and
applying for
writs of
of certiorari
preparing records
records and bills
and preparing
certiorari and
for writs
and applying
of
exceptions
and
the
conditions
on
which
supersedeas
or bail may
supersedeas
of exceptions and the conditions on which
be
allowed.
be allowed.
Supreme Court to
Court to
Supret e dates.
"
SEC. 3.
Court may
fix the dates when such rules fix effective
may fix
Supreme Court
The Supreme
3. The
"SEc.
Conflictin
glaws.
conflictinglaws
apply
shall
take
effect
and
the
extent
to
which
they
shall
to
proshall
they
which
to
extent
shall take effect and the
in
become effective
ceedings then
pending, and
after they become
effective all laws
laws in
and after
then pending,
ceedings
force."
conflict
therewith
shall
be
of
further
no
of
be
shall
conflict therewith
Approved,
8, 1934.
1934.
March 8,
Approved, March
52.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 521

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To authorize the
of War
sell to
to the
the Plattsburgh
National Bank and
Plattsburgh National
to sell
War to
Secretary of
authorize the Secretary
To
Plattsburgh Barracks
Trust
of land
comprising part
of the
Barracks
the Plattsburgh
part of
land comprising
tract of
Company aa tract
Trust Company
Military
New York.
Reservation. New
Military Reservation.

19
10 1934.
March 10,
March
[H.R. 93.]
93.]
[H.R.
[Public,
No. 118.1
[Pubic, No 11.

Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
Be it enactedofby
BarPlattsburgh
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
Plat
t
abur gh
Barassembled, That the Secre- racks
ReserMilitary
in Congress
States of America
United
Y.
N.
vation.
sell
to
in his discretion,
authorized,
is
heconditions
be, and
War
ofsuch
tary
uponof
Warterms
be,
and
and
he
is hereby
hereby authorized,
as he considers
in his advisable,
discretion,atotract
sell ized.
=n,V.itY
at, of PartRuthor .
upon such terms and conditions as he considers advisable, a tract
of land containing approximately
approximately one-half
one-half acre,
acre, comprising
comprising a
part
a part
of land containing
of the Plattsburgh Barracks
Military Reservation,
Reservation, New
New York,
York, and
and
Military
Barracks
Plattsburgh
the
of
longer
situated in
the
northwest
corner
thereof,
which
said
tract
is
longer
no
is
tract
said
which
thereof,
situated in the northwest corner
needed for
purposes, and
and to
execute and
and deliver
in the name
deliver in
to execute
military purposes,
for military
needed

400
400

73d CONGRESS. SESS. II.
II.

Proceeds to
to credit
credit of
of
Proceeds
post construction fund.

postconstruction

Provisos.
Proisos.
Appraisal.
Appraisal.
Sale
Sale price.

MARCH
1934.
MARCH 10,
10, 1934.

all contracts,
contracts, conof the United States and in its behalf, any
any and all
connecessary to
effectuate such
veyances, or
or other instruments
instruments necessary
to effectuate
such sale;
sale;
to
hereinbefore designated to
proceeds of the sale of the property hereinbefore
the proceeds
deposited in the Treasury
Treasury to
as the
the
be deposited
to the
the credit of
of the fund
fund known
known as
military
construction fund:
military post construction
fund: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
of
Secretary of
War shall have
have the
the said tract appraised:
appraised: And
And provided further,
That the Secretary of War shall not sell said tract of land for a
a less
consideration than the appraised
consideration
appraised value thereof.
Approved, March
March 10, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
53.]
[CHAPTER 53.]

March 10, 1934.
[S.
1116.]
I[.115.]
119.]
[Public, No. 119.]

CHS. 52-54.
52-54.

AN ACT
ACT

To
issue a
duplicate check
favor
check in
in favor
to issue
a duplicate
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
To authorize
authorize the
the Department
of Department
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, the
the
of
Department of
of Forests
Forests and
and Waters,
Waters, Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania,
original check
been lost.
original
check having
having been
lost.

Pennsylvania, DeDePennsylvania,
partment
of Forests and
Waters.
aters.
Issue of duplicate
dupifloste
eheouet
check
to, oif
in lieu
of lost
original.

717
ori11.5., see.364
p p.717.
sec. 3646,

V.s.'.,p.Ioo.

U.S.C., p. 1009.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
notwithstandUnited
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That notwithstandUnited States of Anerica
ing the provisions of section 3646, as amended, of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Department of Agriof the United States, the disbursing
disbursing clerk of the Department
culture is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
issue, without
without the
the requirement
requirement
culture
to issue,
of an indemnity bond, aa duplicate
duplicate of original check numbered
2675700, drawn November 19, 1931, in favor of Department
2676700,
Department of
of Forests
and Waters, Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, for
for $345,
$345, the
the original
original
check having been lost.
Approved, March
March 10, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 54.]
AN ACT
A
ACT

March 10,1934.
10, 1934.
March

[S.
2277.]
[s.2277.1
[Public,
126.]
[Public, No.
No. 120.1

sanctuaries in
in the
the national
To establish fish and game sanctuaries
forests.
national forests.

Be it
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled.
assem bl ed, That
Th atf
or th
pur-United States
America in
for
thee pur
preienst
breeding places for
for game
irgn nt authorized
=rire d pose of providing breeding
birds, game
game birds,
game animals,
animals,
to set aside certain
areas for.
and fish
lands and
wat ers in
i
n th
na ti ona lf
ores t
s no
chi efl y su
itsuitforests
nottchiefly
and waters
thee national
certain and
fish on
on lands
toesde
able for agriculture,
United States is hereby
agriculture, the President
President of the United
recommendation of the Secretary of Agriculture
authorized, upon recommendation
Agriculture
and the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce and with the approval
approval of the State
legislatures
legislatures of the respective States in which said national
national forests are
are
situated, to establish by public proclamation
proclamation certain
certain specified
specified and
limited
or
limited areas within said forests
forests as fish and game sanctuaries
sanctuaries or
refuges
birds, isgame
refuges which
which shall be devoted
devoted to the increase of game
game birds'
animals, and fish of all kinds naturally a
adapted
dapt ed th
ere t
o, but
but it
its
thereto,
is not
intended that the lands included in such fish and game
game sanctuaries
or refuges shall cease to be parts of the national
national forests wherein they
are located, and the establishment
establishment of such fish and game sanctuaries
Other uses
to of
pther
uses
of forist or
refuges shall not prevent the Secretary of Agriculture
or refuges
Agriculture from perperreserves permitted.
mitting other
uses of
the national
national forests under
under and in conformity
conformity
mitting
other uses
of the
with the laws and the rules and regulations applicable
applicable thereto so
far as such uses may be consistent
far
consistent with the purposes for which such
fish and
game sanctuaries
or refuges
are authorized
to be
be established.
established.
authorized to
refuges are
sanctuaries or
and game
fish
nlawful aets.
SEc.
S
EC. 2. That when such fish and game sanctuaries or refuges have
been
provided in section 11of this Act, hunting, pursubeen established
established as provided
ing, poisoning, angling for, killing, or capturing by trapping, netting,
or
other means
or attempting
or any
any other
means or
attempting to hunt, pursue, angle for, kill,
or capture any wild animals
animas or fish for any purpose whatever upon
the
of the
United States
the lands
lands of
the United
States within
within the
the limits of said fish and
National forests, fish
National
forests, fish
d
sanctuaries.

an l

e

u

'

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
CHS. 54, 55.

game sanctuaries
be unlawful
hereinafter
except as hereinafter
unlawful except
shall be
refuges shall
or refuges
sanctuaries or
game
provided,
person violating
any provision of this Act or any
violating any
any person
and any
provided, and
of
the rules
rules and
regulations made under the provisions of this Act
and regulations
of the
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and shall upon conviction
conviction
be deemed
shall be
in
United States
States court
fined in
in aa sum of not exceeding
exceeding $100
$100
be fined
court be
any United
in any
or
six months,
months, or both.
exceeding six
not exceeding
imprisonment not
or imprisonment
SEC.
That the
the Secretaries
Agriculture and Commerce
Commerce shall
of Agriculture
Secretaries of
3. That
SEC. 3.
execute
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
and
they
hereby jointly
are
they
and
Act,
this
of
provisions
the
execute
authorized to
to make
make all
all needful
needful rules
and regulations
regulations for the adminrules and
authorized
accordance
or refuges in accordance
istration of
of such
such fish
sanctuaries or
game sanctuaries
and game
fish and
istration
with the
the purpose
purpose of
including regulations not in contraAct, including
this Act,
of this
with
capturing, or killing predatory
vention
of State
for hunting,
predatory
hunting, capturing,
laws for
State laws
vention of
species
animals,
as wolves,
wolves, coyotes, foxes, pumas, and other species
such as
animals, such
limits
the
destructive
to
livestock
or
wild
life
or
agriculture
within
agriculture
or
life
wild
or
destructive to livestock
Provided, That the
of
said fish
fish and
and game
game sanctuaries
sanctuaries or
refuges: Provided,
or refuges:
of said
present
jurisdiction of
changed
not be altered or changed
shall not
States shall
the States
of the
present jurisdiction
without the
the legislative
approval of such States.
legislative approval
without
Approved, March
March 10, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
551
[CHAPTER 55.]
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\XT A A<m
AN
ACT
AIN AUI

To promote
promote the
conservation of wild
purposes.
wild life, fish, and game, and for other purposes.
the conservation
To

Exception.
Exception.

Punishment
for.
Punishment for.

Administrative proAdministrative
visions.
visions.

Proviso.
Proviso.
State jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,
etc.

March 10,
10, 1934.
1934.
[S. 2529.]
[Public,
No. 121.]
121.]
[Public, No.
Conservation of wild
of wild
nservation
life, fish, and game.
Cooperative promopromoCooperative
tion of, authorized.

[S. 2529.]

Be
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Secretary
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary
Congress
in
America
United States of
to onofauthored.
of
Agriculture and
and the
the Secretary
authorized to
are authorized
Commerce are
of Commerce
Secretary of
of Agriculture
State,
with
to
provide
expert
assistance
to
and
cooperate
Federal,
State,
and
to
provide expert assistance
and other
supply
stocking, and increasing the supply
rearing, stocking,
the rearing,
in the
agencies in
other agencies
and
of game
and fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals
and fish,
fish, in
combating diseases,
in combating
animals and
game and
of
program of wild-life
and
in developing
developing a
a Nation-wide
wild-life conservation
conservation
Nation-wide program
and in
and rehabilitation.
rehabilitation.
and
Effects of
of polluting
polluting
Efects
Secretary of CorSEc. 2.
Secretary of
Agriculture and
and the
the Secretary
Com- substances.
of Agriculture
The Secretary
2. The
SEC.
,.
subistCes
deem
merce
are
authorized
to
make
such
investigations
as
they
may
deem
merce are authorized to make such investigations as they may
Studies, reports, etc.,
made.
be
to
sewage,
necessary
to
determine
the
effects
of
domestic
sewage,
trade
wastes,
domestic
of
effects
the
necessary to determine
and other
other polluting
substances on
wild life,
life, with
to
special reference to
with special
on wild
polluting substances
and
Conto the Conbirds,
mammals,
fish,
and
shellfish,
to
make
reports
and
shellfish,
birds, mammals, fish, and
gress of
their investigations
recommendations for remedial
with recommendations
investigations with
of their
gress
measures. Such
Such investigations
investigations shall
include studies of methods for
shall include
measures.
being
progress being
the recovery
recovery of
of wastes
wastes and
and the
the collation
collation of data on the progress
the
made in
these fields
fields for
for the
State, municipal,
municipal, and
Federal, State,
of Federal,
use of
the use
in these
made
private
agencies.
private agencies.
Uses of impounded
impounded
of fish
uses
SEC.
the Federal
the waters
through the
Government through
Federal Government
Whenever the
(a) Whenever
culture,
3. (a)
SEC. 3.
culture,
for fish
waters for
migratory bird refuges.
refuges,
migratorybid
use,
any
for
Bureau
of
Reclamation
or
otherwise,
impounds
water
for
any
use,
water
impounds
otherwise,
or
Bureau of Reclamation
etc.
opportunity shall
shall be
be given
the Bureau
Bureau of
Fisheries and/or
and/or the etc.
of Fisheries
to the
given to
opportunity
Bureau of
of Biological
Survey to
to make
make such
uses of
of the
impounded
the impounded
such uses
Biological Survey
Bureau
waters for
for fish-culture
fish-culture stations
stations and
migratory-bird resting
resting and
and
and migratory-bird
waters
the
of
use
nesting
areas
as
are
not
inconsistent
with
the
primary
primary
the
with
inconsistent
nesting areas as are not
rights of the States. In
waters
and/or the
the constitutional
constitutional rights
In the case
waters and/or
of
waters heretofore
impounded by
by the
the United States, through
heretofore impounded
any waters
of any
the
Bureau
of
Reclamation
or
otherwise,
the Bureau of Fisheries
Fisheries
the
otherwise,
or
Reclamation
of
the Bureau
and/or
Bureau of
Survey may
the Bureau
with the
consult with
may consult
Biological Survey
of Biological
the Bureau
and/or the
of
other governmental
governmental agency
controlling the
the
agency controlling
or other
Reclamation or
of Reclamation
impounded waters,
with aa view
to securing
securing a
greater biological
biological use
use
a greater
view to
impounded waters, with
of
not inconsistent
primary use
use and/or
and/or the
their primary
with their
inconsistent with
waters not
the waters
of the
constitutional
of the
uses thereof
thereof
proper uses
such proper
make such
and make
States and
the States
rights of
constitutional rights
as
are not
not inconsistent
primary use
the waters
and/or
waters and/or
of the
use of
the primary
with the
inconsistent with
as are
the
rights of
the States.
of the
constitutional rights
the constitutional
86637--34----26
86637'-34--26
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73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
56.
CHS. 55,
55,56.

MARCH
10, 1934.
1934.
MARCH 10,

(b) Hereafter,
Hereafter, whenever
any dam
is authorized
to be
be .constructed,
constructed,
(b)
whenever any
dam is
authorized to

with
Consultation
sonsultation
with
Fisheries Bureau as to

either by
by the
Federal Government
Government itself
itself or
or by
any private
private agency
agency
fish conservation before either
by any
the Federal
fishconservationbefore
any future
structin.
struction.

dam con-

dam

on-

under
permit, the
Bureau of
Fisheries shall
shall be
consulted,
be consulted,
of Fisheries
the Bureau
Government permit,
under Government
and before
before such
construction is
is begun
begun or
or permit
permit .granted,
granted, when
when
such construction
and
deemed
necessary, due
due and
provision, if
if economically
economically
adequate provision,
and adequate
deemed necessary,
practicable, shall
be made
for the
of fish
life from
the
fish life
from the
made for
the migration
migration of
practicable.
shall be
upper to
to the
and from
from the
lower to
to the
the upper
upper waters
of said
said
waters of
lower and
the lower
upper
the lower

Plans for improving

Plans for improving

dam by means of fish lifts, ladders, or other devices.

dam
SECby
.4.means
The Office
of fish
of lifts,
Indian
ladders,
Affairs,orthe
other
Bureau
devices.
of Fisheries, and
SEC. 4. The Office of Indian Affairs, the Bureau of Fisheries, and

Bureau of
Biological Survey
jointly, to
to prepare
prepare
are authorized,
authorized, jointly,
Survey are
of Biological
the Bureau
tobe the

0
wild
prepared.
life resources
to be
preparsed.e

plans
for the
the better
protection of
resources, including
including
the wild-life
wild-life resources,
of the
better protection
plans for
fish,
and upland
upland game
game birds,
birds, game
game animals
animals and
and
hsh, migratory
migratory waterfowl
waterfowl and
fur-bearing
animals, upon
the Indian
Indian reservations
reservations and
unallotted
and unallotted
upon all
all the
fur-bearing animals,
Indian lands
Federal
under the supervision of the Federal
lands coming under
Indian
Promulgation
and Government.
Government. When
When such
such plans
plans have
have been
shall be
be
Promulgation
been prepared
prepared they
they shall
enforcement.
promulgated
enforcement
promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of
Commerce,
and the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
who are
are authorized
to
authorized to
Secretary of
Agriculture, who
Commerce, and
make the
the necessary
for enforcement
from
and from
enforcement thereof
thereof and
necessary regulations
regulations for
make
time to
to time
time to
to change,
alter, or
or amend
amend such
such regulations.
regulations.
change, alter,
time
Studies of wild life,
SEC. 5. The
The Bureau
Bureau of
of Biological
Survey and
and the
the Bureau
SEC.
Biological Survey
Bureau of
of
etc., resources to be -,-,.
made
by designated
sheries are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to make
of the
wild-life
surveys of
the wild-life
make surveys
Fisheries
designated Fi
made by
bureaus.
resources of
the public
or of
of any
lands owned
or leased
leased by
by
resources
bureaus,
of the
public domain,
domain, or
any lands
owned or
the Government,
conduct such
such investigations
may be
be necessary
necessary
as may
investigations as
to conduct
the
Government, to
for the
the development
of an
an adequate
adequate
program for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
for
development of
of aaprogram
supply of
of wild
life in
these areas, to establish thereon
game farms
farms
thereon game
in these
wild life
supply
replenishand fish-cultural stations commensurate
commensurate with the need for replenishing the supply of game and fur-bearing
Cooperation of other ing
fur-bearing animals
animals and fish, and, in
agencies.
agencies,
cooperation
agenes
cooperation with the National Park Service, The Forest Service, or
other
establish
other Federal
Federal agencies,
agencies, the
the State agencies,
agencies, to
to coordinate
coordinate and establish
adequate measures for
for wild-life control
control on
on such game farms and
Proviso.
Preso.u
fish-cultural stations:
stations: Provided,
no such
game farm
farm shall
shall
Provided, That
That no
such game
Consent required.
hereafter
hereafter be established
established in
in any State
State without
without the consent of the
the
legislature of that State.
legislature
SEO.
Land, etc., donations
SW. 6. In
In carrying out the provisions
provisions of this Act the Federal
permitted.
permited.
agencies
agencies charged with its enforcement
enforcement may cooperate
cooperate with other
counties, municipalities,
municipalities, indiindiFederal agencies and
and with States, counties,
viduals, and public and private agencies,
agencies, organizations,
organizations, and
and
institutions, and may accept donations
donations of lands, funds, and other
aids to the development
Act:
development of the program authorized
authorized in this Act:
Proviso,.
however That no
no such donations of
Proviso.
Sub
tto consent of f Provided,
Provided,
however,
of land
land shall
pted
shall b
bee acce
accepted
.
State,j
State in
which such
such land
land
state. ec to cons of without
without consent
consent of
of the legislature
legislature of the
the State
in which
Creating additional
•
.
bureating
additonl may be
situated:
Provided,
bureau,
etc., forbidden.
.e .situated.
Provided, That no authority is given in this Act
for setting
up any additional
Nan% .
.up
additional bureau
bureau or division in any department
department
or commission, and shall not authorize
additional appropriation
appropriation
authorize any
any additional
for carrying out its purposes.
Approved, March 10, 1934.
[CHAPTER 56.1
56.]
Marh

March
March 10, 1934.
1934.
2904
1L.J. Res.
Res. 29.]
10.]
[Pub. Res., No.
No. 16.l

Bes.,

Crop
production and
ropproduotinan
harvesting,
1934.
harvesting, 1934-.
Appropriation
for
Appropriatio
Farm
AdminisFarm Credit
Credit Ad.onis
tration,
provide
tration,
to proid
loans for.
loans
for.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
, 94.
To provide an appropriation to carry
carry into
into effect the Act entitled
to
entitled "An
"An Act to
provide for
for loans
to farmers
for crop
the
provide
loans to
farmers for
crop production
production and harvesting during the
purposes", approved
year 1934, and for other purposes",
approved February 23, 1934.

i
Resolved by the Seate
and House of Representatives
Senate
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America
America in Congress assembled, That to enable
United
the
t Governor
ernor ofhe
he
to carry into effect
of the Farm Credit Administration
Administration
effect
rtisfhcarry
the provisions ofththe
to
the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for loans to
farmers
the year 1934
farmers for
for crop
crop production
production and
and harvesting
harvesting during the
1934,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
CHS. 56,
69.
56, 69.
II. CHS.
SESS.
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MARCH 10, 15, 1934.
MARCH

and
for other
purposes ", approved
approved February
23, 1934 (Public Act
February 23,
other purposes",
and for
personal services
including
Congress),
Seventy-third
97,
Numbered
Numbered
and rent in97,
theSeventy-third
District of Columbia
Congress),
and including
elsewhere;personal
paper, printing
services
printing

Ante, p.355.

Ante, 13. 355.

Supplies

and s-

iceSsuPPlies and
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; paper,
and
p 733.
3709, p.
RS
3709
and binding;
and services,
without regard
regard to
R.S., sec. 3709,
733.
to section
services, without
supplies and
and binding; supplies

of
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 41, sec. 5) when the aggregate
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
amount
involved
does
not
exceed
$50,
expenses as
$50, and such other expenses
exceed
not
amount involved does
any money
of
may be
necessary, there
is
hereby appropriated,
out
out
appropriated,
hereby
is
there
necessary,
be
may
$40,000,000,
of
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
sum
$40,000,000,
appropriated,
in the Treasury not otherwise
to
remain available
available until June 30, 1935.
to remain
Approved,
Approved, March 10, 1934.

Availability

Availability.

[CHAPTER 69.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
the
Making
the Navy
Department and
and the naval service for the
Navy Department
for the
appropriations for
Making appropriations
other purposes.
for other
and for
1935, and
fiscal
year ending
ending June
30, 1935,
purposes.
June 30,
fiscal year

March
March 15,
15, 1934.
1934.

[H.R. 71991
i
[Public,
122.
No. 122.]
[Public, No.

[H.R. 7199.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Department
tean!
iv
Department
Representatives of the Na
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
Be
naval service, app
the following
assembled,
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assem
bled, That
That the
following and
ane
l
lanIval.
service
'rears
for fiscal
States of
United States
sums are
are appropriated,
out of
any money
in the Treasury not other- propriatons for fiscal
money in
of any
appropriated, out
sums
wise
for the
the Navy
Department and the naval service
service
Navy Department
appropriated, for
wise appropriated,
namely:
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
1935, namely:
30,
for the fiscal year ending June
NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT

Naval
Naval
ment.

EstablishEstablish-

office.
Secretary's office.
Secretary's
OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous ex-

not to pMellaneo.e
including
employees,
of civilian
For traveling
exceed
traveling
$1,500 forexpenses
expenses
the expenses
of
civilian
of attendance,
employees,
at home
includin
and'abroad,
not to priasiess.cellaneous

exceed $1,500 for the expenses of attendance, at home and abroad,
upon meetings of
technical, professional,
scientific, and other similar
similar
professional, scientific,
upon meetings of technical,
Navy,
the
of
Secretary
organizations
when,
in
the
judgment
the
Secretary
of
judgment
the
in
when,
organizations
the
such attendance
would
be
of
benefit
in
the
of
the
work
of
conduct
the
such attendance would be of benefit in
interor
part-time
Navy Department;
Department; not
to exceed
$2,000 for
the
for
$2,000
exceed
to
not
Navy
m ittent employment
employment in
in the
the District
District of Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere of
of
mittent
contracted
such experts
and
at
such
rates
of
compensation
as
contracted
be
may
as
compensation
of
rates
such
experts and at
such
for by and in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy; expenses
for by and in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy; expenses
of courts-martial, purchase
law and
reference books, expenses of
and reference
of law
courts-martial, purchase of
of
prisoners
and
prisons,
courts
of
inquiry,
boards of
of investigation,
investigation,
boards
inquiry,
of
courts
prisons,
and
prisoners
traveling
examining boards,
boards, clerical
assistance; witnesses'
witnesses' fees and traveling
clerical assistance;
examining
prevention
expenses; not
to
exceed
$15,000 for
for promoting
accident prevention
accident
promoting
$15,000
exceed
to
not
expenses;
in
and
safety in
shore establishments
establishments of the Navy, to be expended in
in shore
and safety
periodthe
discretion
of
the
Secretary
of
Navy;
newspapers
and
newspapers
Navy;
the
of
Secretary
the
of
the discretion
icals for
for the
naval service;
service; all
all advertising
advertising of the Navy Department
Department
the naval
icals
for
and
its
bureaus
(except
advertising
the
Bureau of
recruits
for
advertising
and its bureaus (except
recovery
distress;
Navigation)
;
cost
of
suits;
relief
of
vessels
in
recovery
of
Navigation); cost of suits; relief of vessels
abroad,
attaches
valuables
from
shipwrecks;
maintenance
of
attaches
includmaintenance
valuables from shipwrecks;
ing office
office rental
rental and
and pay
of employees,
employees, and
and not
$3,780 in
not to exceed $3,780
pay of
ing

the aggregate or $450 for any
any one
one person
for allowances
living
for living
allowances for
person for
aggregate or $450 for
the
quarters, including heat,
heat, fuel,
and light,
light, as
as authorized
by
the Act
Act
the
by
authorized
and
fuel,
including
quarters,
approved June 26, 1930 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5, sec. 118a) ;the

approved June 26, 1930 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5, sec. 118a);
collection and classification
classification of
of information;
$170,000
not to exceed $170,000
information; not
collection and telegraph, and
for telephone,
teletype rentals
rentals and tolls, telegrams,
telegrams,
for telephone, telegraph, and teletype
radiograms,
foreign and domestic and
postage, foreign
cablegrams; postage,
and cablegrams;
radiograms, and
interned persons and
post-office
box
rentals;
necessary
expenses
box rentals; necessary expenses for interned
post-office
prisoners of war
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Department,
Navy Department,
the
of
jurisdiction
the
of war under
prisoners
including funeral
expenses
for
such interned
interned persons
or prisoners
persons
such
for
expenses
funeral
including

Courts-martial,
etc.
Couts-martial etc.

'

V
o
Ing6quarters,
1,ua
.g
r
i
rs 'etc
etc "
vino
u.SC. supp
supp. VII,

P. 20.
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Of war as may die while under such jurisdiction;
of
jurisdiction; payment of claims
claims
for
damages
as provided
provided in
the Act
Act making
appropriations for
the
for
damages
as
in
the
making
appropriations
for
the
p.
a1
naval service
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1920,
naval
service for
for the
1920, approved
approved July
July 11,
11, 1919
1919 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
34, sec.
600) ;and
and other
and incidental
incidental expenses;
expenses; in
in
onaaistictns title
title 34,
sec. 600);
other necessary
necessary and
all, $862,280:
$862,280: Provided,
Provided, That no part of any appropriation
appropriation concontained in this Act shall be available for the expense of any naval
naval
may be
be an
an active
naval training
training
district in which there may
active navy
navy yard,
yard, naval
station, or naval operating
operating base, unless the commandant
commandant of
of the
the naval
district shall be also the commandant
commandant of one of such establishments:
establishments:
Provided further,
further, That
sum to
of this
Provided
That the
the sum
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
this appropriation
appropriation
Group IV (b)
(b) emem- for employees
employees assigned
assigned to group IV (b)
(b) and those performing
performing simployees.
ployees.
ilar services carried
carried under
under native and alien
alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule
of Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field Service
Service of the
the Navy
Navy
Department shall not exceed $489,000.
Department
Damage claims.
Damage

Vol. 41, p. 132.
1u.s...
U.S.C., p.1127; Supp.
VII, p. 812.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Restriction on use in
cestrin naval districts.
certain

p:1127;

CONTINGENT,
NAVY
CONTINGENT, NAVY

For all emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
exclusive of perperextraordinary expenses,
expenses, exclusive
sonal services in the Navy Department
Department or any of its
its subordinate
bureaus
bureaus or offices at Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, arising at
home or abroad, but impossible
impossible to be anticipated
anticipated or classified,
classified, to
to be
be
expended on the approval and authority of the Secretary of the
the
Navy, and for such purposes as he may deem proper, and for
for examappropriations and of naval activities
ination of estimates for appropriations
activities in the
field for any branch of the naval service, $15,000.
$15,000.

contingent.

Contingent.

STATE MARINE
SCHOOLS, ACT
ACT OF
MARCH 4,
1911
3MARINE SCHEOOLS,
OF MARCG:
4, 1911
State
MarineSchool
Schools.
State Maine
reimburse the State of California,
California, $25,000;
To reimburse
State of
$25,000; the
the State
of MassaMassaReimbursing Ca1ifornia, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, chusetts, $25,000; the State of New York, $25,000; and
the
State of
of
and
the
State
New York, and Penn$25,000, for
for expenses
the maintenance
maintenance and
and
NyvanYiaOr
Pennsylvania, $25,000,
expenses incurred
sylvania for epens'
expenses. Pennsylvania,
incurred in
in the

support of marine schools in such States as provided in the Act
Act
authorizing
authorizing the establishment
establishment of marine schools, and
and so forth,
Vol. .38,
Vol.
6, P.
p. 1333.
153.
approved
approved March 4, 1911 (U.S.C., title 34, sec. 1121),
1121), and for the
U.S.C., p. 1150.
Maintenan.e of ves- maintenance
Maintenance
maintenance and repair
particular
vessels
repair of the particular
loaned by
by the
the United
United
loaned
ssels
e loaned.
e
ls loa d.
States to the said States on the date of the approval
approval of this Act
for
Act for
connection with such State Marine
use in connection
Marine Schools, $89,407,
and no
no
$89,407, and
other vessels shall be furnished
furnished by or through
through the Navy Department;
Department;
in all, $189,407.
Lepers, etc.

CARE
OF LEPES,
FORTH, ISLAND
ISLAND OF GUAM
GTUAM
CARE OF
LEPERS, AND
AND SO FORTH,

Care, etc.,
etc., Culion,
pCare,
Cuioon,

Research laboratory.
Research
laboratory.
Work of, for
for
service.

Naval station, island of
For maintenance
maintenance and
of
of Guam:
Guam: For
and care
care of
lepers, special patients, and for other purposes, including
including cost
cost of
transfer of lepers from Guam to the island of Culion, in the Philippines, and their maintenance,
maintenance, $20,000; for educational
educational purposes,
purposes,
$15,000; in all, $35,000.
$35,000.
NAVAL RESEABCH
LABORATORY
NAVAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY

For laboratory
laboratory and
and research
research work
other necessary
work of
of the
For
work and
and other
necessary work
the
naval research laboratory for the benefit of the naval service, including operation
operation and maintenance
mai nt
enance of
ofa
a laboratory, additions
additions to
to equipequipment necessary
necessary properly to carry on work in hand, maintenance
maintenance of
of
buildings and grounds, temporary employment
employment of such scientific
scientific
civilian
assistants as may become necessary, and subscriptions
civilian assistants
subscriptions to
technical
periodieals to
to be expended under the direction of the Secretechnical periodicals,
Provisos.
Prois.
try of the Navy, $183,116:
$183,116: Provided,
tary
Provided, That $20,000 of this appropriappropriTemporary employTemporary
y ation shall
be available
the temporary
employment of civilian
ment of scientists etc. ation
shall be
available for
for the
temporary employment
civilian
scientists and technicists required
scientists
required on special problems: Provided
Provided
further,
further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
appropriation for

sewvic

of

aal

naval
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performing similar
employees
to Group
Group IV
and those performing
(b) and
IV (b)
assigned to
employees assigned
alien schedules
services
native and alien
schedules in the Schedule of
under native
carried under
services carried
Wages
in the
of the Navy DepartService of
Field Service
the Field
Employees in
Civil Employees
for Civil
Wages for
authorized
ment shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $85,000,
in addition
the amount
amount authorized
to the
addition to
$85,000, in
ment
by the
preceding proviso.
by
the preceding
NAVAL PETROLEUM
OPERATION
AND CONSERVATION
PETROLEUM RESERVES
RESERVES
CONSERVATION OF NAVAL
OPERATION AND

To enable
enable the
of the
Navy to carry out the provisions
the Navy
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
contained in
in the
the Act
Act approved
(U.S.C., title 34, sec.
June 4, 1920 (U.S.C.,
approved June
contained
524),
requiring
him
to
conserve,
develop,
use,
and
operate the
the naval
operate
and
use,
develop,
524), requiring him to conserve,
$15,000
petroleum
$59,603, of
of which
not to exceed $15,000
amount not
which amount
reserves, $59,603,
petroleum reserves,
IV (b) and those
shall
be available
available for
for employees
employees assigned
to group
group IV
assigned to
shall be
performing similar
carried under
under native
native and alien schedules
schedules
services carried
similar services
performing
in the
Schedule of
Wages for
for Civil
Service
Field Service
the Field
in the
Employees in
Civil Employees
of Wages
the Schedule
in
of the
Navy Department:
Department: Provided,
any sums appropriout of any
That out
Provided, That
of
the Navy
ated
for naval
purposes by
this Act
any portion
portion thereof,
thereof, not
not to exceed
Act any
by this
naval purposes
ated for
to
$10,000,000,
shall be
be available
to enable
enable the
Secretary of the Navy to
the Secretary
available to
$10,000,000, shall
protect
Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserve
Execuby Execu1, established
established by
Numbered 1,
Reserve Numbered
protect Naval
tive order
order of
pursuant to
the Act of June 25, 1910
to the
1912, pursuant
2, 1912,
September 2,
of September
tive
(U.S.C.,
title
43,
secs.
141-143),
by
drilling
wells and
performing
and performing
wells
drilling
by
141-143),
secs.
(U.S.C., title 43,
any
thereto, of
which amount
amount not to exceed $100,000
of which
incident thereto,
work incident
any work
those
shall be
employees assigned
and those
(b) and
IV (b)
group IV
to group
assigned to
for employees
available for
be available
shall
performing
similar services
services carried
under native
native and
and alien
alien schedules
schedules
carried under
performing similar
in
the Schedule
Schedule of
Wages for
for Civil
Civil Employees
the Field
Field Service
Service
in the
Employees in
of Wages
in the
of
Navy Department:
Department: Provided
of the
the sum
sum
part of
no part
That no
further, That
Provided further,
of the
the Navy
made
protection of
of this
this property
property shall
expended
shall be expended
the protection
for the
available for
made available
if
made with
landowners
adjoining landowners
with adjoining
be made
can be
agreement can
a satisfactory
satisfactory agreement
if a
to not
offset wells
for the
the purpose
producing oil.
of producing
purpose of
wells for
drill offset
not drill
to
BUREAU OF
NAVIGATION
OF NAVIGATION
BUREAU
TRAINING, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE,
WELFARE, NAVY
NAVY
EDUCATION, AND
TRAINING,

Group IV
IV
Group
ployees.

(b) emem(b)

Naval petroleum
repetroleum reNaval
serves.
serves.
Conservation, etc.
olnservti, etc.
Vol. 41, p. 813.
U.S.C., p.1122; Supp.
VII, p. 811.

u.s.c.,p.1122;supp.
p. .

Group IV
IV
ployees.

pOrup

(b)
(b)

emem-

poy
Provisos.
Pro
Protecting work on
Reserve No. 1.
1.

g

o

on

Reserve

Vol. 36, p. 847.
U.S.C., p. 1333.

. c6 p. 4

Group IV

ploreO
ployees.

I

(b)

em(b) em-

Agreement with adwith adAgreement
joining
landowners not
to drill offset wells.

lona

lloset wnels ot

Bureau
tion.

tio

of
o Naviga-

Naviga-

Training,
education,
Training, education,
etc.
Naval War College,

Naval
War College:
operation, including
including m^aNeenanWetc.
maintenance, etc.
maintenance and operation,
For maintenance
College: For
Naval War
repairs,improvements,
care of
of grounds;
services of
of a
a professor
professor
grounds; services
and care
improvements, and
repairs,
of international
international law,
$2,000; services
of lecturers,
lecturers, $2,000;
and other
other
$2,000; and
services of
law, $2,000;
of
civilian services;
services; library
expenses, including
including the
the purchase,
purchase, binding,
binding,
library expenses,
civilian

and repair
books and
subscriptions to newspapers
and subscriptions
periodicals and
and periodicals
of books
repair of
and
and periodicals;
periodicals; and
including
contingencies of
of the
President of
of the
the
the President
contingencies
including
and
and
Naval War
War College
College to
exceeding
not exceeding
discretion not
his discretion
in his
expended in
be expended
to be
Naval
$1,000; and
for other
$103,257;
expenses, $103,257;
necessary expenses,
other necessary
and for
$1,000;
Naval training
stations: For
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
station
Training stations,
other Training
and other
For maintenance,
Naval training stations:
necessary expenses, including
including repairs,
improvements,
and
care
of
maintenance,
etc.
etc
,
maint
of
care
and
improvements,
repairs,
necessary expenses,
grounds
stations which
which follow;
follow:
training stations
naval training
the naval
of the
grounds of
San
$155,150;
California, $155,150;
Diego, California,
San Diego,
Newport,
Rhode Island,
Island, $65,000;
$65,000;
Newport, Rhode
Great Lakes,
Lakes, Illinois,
Illinois, $62,000;
$62,000;
Great
Norfolk,
$215,950;
Virginia, $215,950;
Norfolk, Virginia,
Fleet training: For trophies and badges for excellence
excellence in
t training,
train
gunleet trainig, gun
gun- F lee
in gunFleet training: For trophies and badges for
fuel
in
economy
for
and
exercises,
target practice,
engineering exercises, and for economy in fuel
practice, engineering
nery, target
consumption to
awarded under
under such
Secretary of
the
of the
the Secretary
as the
rules as
such rules
be awarded
to be
consumption
Navy may formulate; for the
purpose
of
recording,
classifying,
classifying,
Navy may formulate; for the purpose of recording,
compiling, and
and publishing
publishing the
the rules
rules and
and results;
establishthe establishfor the
results; for
compiling,
ment and
shooting galleries,
targets,
houses, targets,
target houses,
galleries, target
of shooting
maintenance of
and maintenance
ment
and ranges;
for hiring
ranges, and
and for
for transporting
transporting
established ranges,
hiring established
and ranges; for
equipment
to and
ranges; entrance
fees in
in matches
matches for
the
for the
entrance fees
from ranges;
and from
equipment to
rifle team, and
equipment therefor,
$35,229;
therefor, $35,229;
special equipment
rifle team, and special
ner y ,

ete ., prizes.
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Instruction:
of officers
officers in
Instruction: For postgraduate
postgraduate instruction of
in other
other than
than
civil
government
and
literature,
and
for
special
instruction,
educaeducacivil government and literature, and for special instruction,
tion,
training of
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
tion, and
and individual
individual training
of officers
men at
at home
home
and
abroad, including
including maintenance
maintenance of
of students
abroad, except
except
and abroad,
students abroad,
aviation
training and
submarine training
training otherwise
otherwise appropriated
aviation training
and submarine
appropriated
for,
$159,772;
for, $159,772;
Libraries.
Libraries: For
professional books,
books, textbooks,
textbooks, religious
ibrariesLibraries:
For libraries,
libraries, professional
religious
books,
and newspaper
for ships
ships and
books, periodicals
periodicals and
newspaper subscriptions
subscriptions for
and shore
shore
stations
for $50,810;
stations not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for
$50,810;
Welfare and
recreawelfare
and rereaWelfare
recreation: For welfare
recreation of the Navy,
tion.
Welfare and recreation:
welfare and recreation
Navy,
including periodicals
periodicals and
and newspaper
subscriptions, to
be expended
including
newspaper subscriptions,
to be
expended
under such regulations
in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, under
regulations
prescribe, $255,000;
as he
he may
may prescribe,
$255,000;
Naval Reserve
Offi-Naval
Officers' Training
Corps: For
For all
all expenses
expenses incident
incident
Training Corps:
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
eaval
Reoserve
o
cers Training Corps, ,
operation
operation expenses.
expenses.
conduct of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers
under
to the conduct
Officers' Training Corps under
Vol.
Vol. 43,
43 ,p. 1276.
U.S.C.,
1137.
such
prescribed or
or hereafter
may
has psi
prescribed
hereafter may
regulations as
as the
the President
President has
P. 1137.
s.o., p.
such regulations
prescribe under the provisions
provisions of section 22 of the
prescribe
the Act
Act approved
approved
March
March 4, 1925 (43
(43 Stat., p. 1276; U.S.C.,
TJ.S.C., title 34, sec.
$71,314,
sec. 821)
821), $74,314,
Proviso.
of which
which $20,000
available immediately:
Provided, That
That
Provto.
$20,000 shall be available
immediately: Provided,
Uniforms, etc.
niformste.
uniforms and other equipment
equipment or material issued to the
Naval
the Naval
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Reserve
Training Corps in accordance
accordance with law
may be
be
law may
furnished
reserve stocks
Navy without paypayfurnished from surplus or reserve
stocks of
of the Navy
ment under
under this
appropriation, except
for actual
expenses incurred
this appropriation,
except for
actual expenses
incurred
in
manufacture or
issue;
in the
the manufacture
or issue;
etc.
Training, education,
education,
"
In all,
training,education,
Navy, S1,176,482:
Pro et.ng
In
all, training,
education, and
and welfare,
welfare, Navy,
$1,176,482: ProProviso.
vided, That
the sum
to
be
paid out
of
this
appropriation
f
or
p°.
vided,
That
the
sum
to
be
paid
out
of
this
appropriation
for
(b)
empe
Group IV (b) employees.
ployees.
employees assigned to group
IV (b)
performing similar
similar
employees
group IV
(b) and
and those performing
schedules in the Schedule
services under native and alien schedules
Schedule of Wages
Wages
Navy Department,
for Civil Employees in the Field
Field Service
Service of
of the
the Navy
Department,
Limitation.
exclusive
temporary services,
Limitation,
exclusive of temporary
services, shall
foll ow i
ng
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
the following
amounts, respectively: Naval War College, $73,000;
$73,000; Naval
Naval Training
Training
Station, San Diego, $7,500; Naval Training
Training Station,
Station, Newport,
$10,000;
10,000; Naval Training Station, Great Lakes. $14,500; Naval
Naval
on ,$25,000;
Training Station, Norfolk, $5,500; Instructi
Instruction,
$25,000; Libraries,
Libraries,
$22,000.
$22,000.
Instruction.
Instruction.

CONTINGENT, BUREAU OF
CONTINGENT,
NAVIGATION
OF NAVIGATION

For continuous-service
certificates, commissions,
continuous-service certificates,
commissions, warrants,
warrants, diplodiplo-

contingent.
Contingent.

discharges, good-conduct
and medals
medal
sf
or men
d boys;
boys;
mas, discharges,
good-conduct badges,
badges, and
for
men an
and
transportation
transportation of effects of deceased officers
officers, nurses,
nurses, and enlisted
enlisted
men of the Navy, and of officers
officers and m
en of
ofthe Naval Reserve who
men
die while on duty; packing boxes and
books and
and materials;
materials; books
and models
models;;
stationery; and other contingent
contingent expenses and emergencies arising
under cognizance of the Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, unforeseen and
and.
impossible to classify, S5,000.
$5,000.
INSTRMuENTS AND SUPPLIES,
SUPPLIES, BURBEAU
OFi NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
INSTRUMENTS
BUREAU OF

and

Equipment,
suEippln
ent and
supplies.

For supplies for seamen's quarters; and for the purchase of all
other articles of equipage at home and abroad; and for the payment
payment
of labor in equipping vessels therewith
therewith and manufacture of such
articles in the several navy yards; all pilotage and towage of ships
other
of war; canal tolls, wharfage, dock and port charges, and other
a similar nature; hire of launches
necessary incidental expenses of a
or other small boats in Asiatic waters; quarantine
quarantine expenses; services
and materials
materials in repairing, correcting, adjusting, and testing compasses on shore and on board ship; nautical and astronomical instruments and repairs to same; compasses, compass fittings, including
appendages of ship's compasses;
binnacles, tripods, and other appendages
compasses; logs
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and
other appliances
and
for measuring the ship's way and leads and
appliances for
and other
other
appliances
for
sounding;
photographic instruphotographs, photographic
sounding;
for
other appliances
ments
and materials,
materials, printing outfit and materials; music and musiments and
cal
instruments;
and for
electricians for
for
necessary civilian electricians
the necessary
for the
cal instruments; and
Proviso.
gyrocompass testing
and inspection;
all, $497,390:
Provided, Group
Gup iv
IV (b) em$497,390: Provided,
in all,
inspection; in
testing and
gyrocompass
ployees.
for
That
the
sum
to
be
paid
out
of
this
appropriation
employees
appropriation
this
of
out
That the sum to be paid
assigned
to group
IV (b)
performing similar services
those performing
and those
(b) and
group IV
assigned to
carried
under native
schedules in the Schedule of Wages
and alien schedules
native and
carried under
Department
for Civil
Civil Employees
Employees in
in the
Service of the Navy
Navy Department
Field Service
the Field
for
shall
exceed $33,460.
$33,460.
not exceed
shall not
OCEAN AND
AND LAKE
SURVEYS, BUREAU
NAVIGATION
OF NAVIGATION
BUREAU OF
LAKE SURVEYS,
OCEAN

an
vee
For hydrographic
hydrographic surveys,
surveys, including
including the
pay of
necessary veOyscean
of the necessary
the pay
For

lake surand
and lake

hydrographic
cartographic draftsmen, and recorders, and
•
surveyors, cartographic
hydrographic surveyors,
for
the
purchase
of
nautical
charts, and sailing directions,
books, charts,
for the purchase of nautical books,
Provio
$52,910:
the sum
appropria- Group
this appropriaof this
paid out of
be paid
to be
sum to
That the
Provided, That
$52,910: Provided,
ployees.
tion
for
employees
assigned
group
IV
(b)
and
those
performing
pioyees.
(b)
IV
group
tion for employees assigned
the
similar
services carried
under native and alien schedules in the
carried under
similar services
Schedule of
of Wages
Employees in the Field Service of
Civil Employees
for Civil
Wages for
Schedule
the Navy
Department shall not exceed $27,000.
Navy Department
the
Pr

NAVAL RESERVE

NAVAL RESERVE

IV

(b)

em-

Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
Naval

l

For
expenses of
of organizing,
and recruiting
recruiting the inOrgacn
.g
Organizing,
recruitadministering, and
in
,etc., of,g,andrnecruit
Miltorganizing, administering,
For expenses
tia.
and
officers
allowances
and
pay
Militia;
Naval
Reserve
and
Naval
allowanc
e
s
of
officers
and
t
Naval Reserve and
enlisted
of the
Naval Reserve
Reserve when
when employed
employed on authorized
authorized
the Naval
men of
enlisted men
training duty;
duty; mileage
mileage for
officers while traveling
traveling under orders to
for officers
training
and from
duty; transportation
transportation of
of enlisted
enlisted men to and from
training duty;
from training
and
training
subsistence and
and transfers
transfers en route, or cash in lieu
and subsistence
duty, and
training duty,
thereof; subsistence
subsistence of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men during
during the
period of traintrain- Fleet Naval Reserve.
actual period
the actual
thereof;
etc.
ubsistence, etc.
ing
subsistence of
of officers
enlisted men
the Fleet
Fleet Naval Subsistence,
of the
men of
and enlisted
officers and
duty; subsistence
ing duty;
Reserve
while
performing
authorized
training
or
other
duty
without
Reserve while performing authorized training or other duty without Pay, mileage, etc.
pay;
allowances of
the Naval
Reserve Pmileage et
Naval Reserve
of the
officers of
of officers
and allowances
mileage, and
pay, mileage,
pay; pay,
and
pay,
allowances,
and
subsistence
of
enlisted
men
the
Naval
Naval
of
men
enlisted
and pay, allowances, and subsistence of
Reserve
when
ordered
to
active
duty
in
connection
the
instrucwith
connection
in
duty
active
to
ordered
when
Reserve
tion, training, and
the Naval
Naval Reserve;
of officers
officers
pay of
Reserve; pay
of the
drilling of
tion, training, and drilling
and
enlisted
men
of
the
Fleet
Naval
Reserve
for
the
performance
of
performance
the
for
Reserve
Naval
of the Fleet
and enlisted menforty-eight
not to exceed forty-eight
drills per
annum or
or other
equivalent
other equivalent
per annum
drills
not to exceed
instruction or
duty, or
or appropriate
duties, and administrative
administrative duties,
appropriate duties,
or duty,
instruction
exclusive, however,
however, of
of pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
other
expenses
account
on account
expenses on
other
or
exclusive,
of members of
any
class
of
the
Naval
Reserve
incident
to
their
being
being Flight training.
their
to
incident
of members of any class of the Naval Reserve
shall
given
flight
training
unless,
as
a
condition
they
have Flight training.
precedent,
condition
a
as
unless,
training
flight
iven
been found
by
such
agency
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
desigmay
Navy
been found by such agency as the Secretary of the
nate physically and
psychologically qualified
qualified to
pilots of
of
as pilots
serve as
to serve
physically and psychologically
nate
naval aircraft,
$2,745,509; of
of which
amount
not more
than $150,000
$150,000
than
more
not
amount
which
$2,745,509,
aircraft,
naval
shall be available for maintenance and
rental of armories, including etcArmories, wharfage,
shall be available for maintenance and rental of armories, including etAmores, harfage,
pay of necessary janitors, and for
for wharfage;
more than
than $81,000
em$81,000
not more
wharfage; not

pay of necessary janitors, and

(b) emand those p
group
shall
be
available for
for employees
employee sassi
gned to g
rou p IV
IV (b)
(b) and
(b)
assigned
be available
shall
performing similar
under native
native and
schedules
and alien schedules
carried under
services carried
similar services
performing
in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
the Field
Service h A v iation material,
Field Service
in the
Employees in
Civil
forless
of Wages not
Schedule
in
of the
the Navy
Department;
than $614,196 shall be available,
etc. mater.
aviato
in angers,
available, in
be
shall
$614,196
than
less
not
Department;
Navy
the
of
addition to other appropriations,
for
aviation
material,
equipment,
equipment,
addition to other appropriations, for aviation material,
fuel, and rental
more than
than $397,914
shall be
be available,
available,
$397,914 shall
not more
hangars, not
of hangars,
and rental of
fuel,
in addition to other appropriations, for
for fuel
fuel and
and the
transportation
transportation
the
appropriations,
other
to
in addition
thereof,
and for all other expenses in
with the
maintethe mainteconnection with
other expenses inofconnection
and for all
thereof,operation,
nance,
repair, and upkeep of
vessels
assigned
for
traintrainfor
assigned
vessels
upkeep
and
repair,
operation,
nance,
ing the Naval Reserve, and of such total
sum
$978,491
shall
be
availavailbe
Reserve, and of such total sum $978,491 shall
Naval
the
ing
able exclusively for
for and
and on
on account
account of
Corps
Marine Corps
and Marine
Naval and
of Naval
plo
G y"13

able exclusively

IV
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Reserve aviation: Provided,
Provided, That no appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in this
Reserve
Act
shall be
be available
available to
than one
one officer
officer of
the Naval
Naval
of the
more than
to pay
pay more
Act shall
Reserve
and one
the Marine
Marine Corps
above the
grade
the grade
Reserve above
Corps Reserve
of the
one officer
officer of
Reserve and
of lieutenant
lieutenant or
respectively, the
pay and
and allowances
of
allowances of
the pay
or captain,
captain, respectively,
of
their grade
for the
other than
the perperthan the
duty other
of active
active duty
the performance
performance of
their
grade for
formance of
of drills
other equivalent
duty, or
approor duty,
or approinstruction or
or other
equivalent instruction
drills or
formance
priate duties,
duties, and/or
of fifteen
active training
training
days' active
fifteen days'
the performance
performance of
and/or the
priate
duty,
and other
other officers
officers above
employed on
class of
of
on such
such class
grades employed
above such
such grades
duty, and
active
entitled to
be paid
paid aagreater
greater rate
pay
rate of
of pay
to or
or be
not be
be entitled
duty shall
shall not
active duty
and
allowances than
law for
the Navy
Navy
lieutenant of
of the
by law
for a
a lieutenant
than authorized
authorized by
and allowances
or a
the Marine
entitled to
ten years'
to not
not exceeding
exceeding ten
Marine Corps
Corps entitled
of the
or
a captain
captain of
Pay, etc.,
restrictions. longevity
longevity pay:
pay: Provided
further, That
That no
no appropriation
appropriation made
made in
etc., restrictions.
Pay,
in
Provided further,
this Act
Act shall
be available
pay, allowances,
or traveling
traveling or other
other
allowances, or
for pay,
available for
this
shall be
expenses of any officer
officer or enlisted man of the Naval or Marine Corps
expenses
Reserve who
who may
may be
drawing a
pension, disability
disability allowance,
allowance, disdisa pension,
be drawing
Reserve
ability
or retired
Government of
of the
the
pay from
from the Government
retired pay
compensation, or
ability compensation,
United
and "retired
"retired pay"
pay" as
here used
used shall
not include
include
shall not
as here
United States;
States; and
the
pay of
transferred members
reserve forces.
such reserve
members of
of such
the pay
of transferred

Provisos.
Provisos.
restricFlying pay restrictions.
tions.

Naval
Naval Home.
Home.

NAVAL
HOME, PHILADELPHIA,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
NAVAL HOME,

Personal services.emGroup
ro IV (b) em-

pployees.
loes.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Payable
from
Panfo
fund.
Ipenston

For
pay- of
of employees,
Provided, That
That the
to be
be
sum to
the sum
$77,332: Provided,
employees, $77,332:
For pay

paid out
out of
this appropriation
for employees
assigned to
to group
group IV
IV
employees assigned
paid
of this
appropriation for
(b) and
those performing
performing similar
carried under
native and
and
under native
similar services
services carried
(b)
and those
alien
schedules in
the Schedule
Schedule of
of Wages
Wages for
for Civil
Employees in
in
Civil Employees
in the
alien schedules
the
Navy Department
$15,000;
shall not
not exceed
exceed $15,000;
Department shall
Service of
of the
the Navy
the Field
Field Service

Maintenance: For water rent, heating, and lighting;
cemetery,
Maintenance:
lighting; cemetery,
burial
expenses, and
and improvements
improvements of
of
care and
headstones; general
general care
and headstones;
burial expenses,
grounds, buildings,
buildings, walls,
and fences;
repairs to
to power-plant
power-plant equipequipwalls, and
fences; repairs
grounds,
ment, implements,
implements, tools,
purchase of
the same;
same;
of the
and furniture,
furniture, and
and purchase
ment,
tools, and
music in
in chapel
and entertainments
for beneficiaries;
stationery,
music
chapel and
entertainments for
beneficiaries; stationery,
books, and
periodicals; transportation
transportation of
of indigent
indigent and
destitute
books,
and periodicals;
and destitute
beneficiaries to
to the
Home, and
of sick
sick and
and insane
beneficiaries,
beneficiaries
the Naval
Naval Home,
and of
insane beneficiaries,
their attendants
and necessary
and from
from
their
attendants and
necessary subsistence
subsistence for
for both,
both, to
to and
other
hospitals; employment
employment of
of such
such beneficiaries
beneficiaries in
other Government
Government hospitals;
in
and about
about the
as may
may be
be authorized
the Secretary
Secretary
and
the Naval
Naval Home
Home as
authorized by
by the
of
the Navy,
on the
of the
support of
of the
Navy, on
the recommendation
recommendation of
the governor;
governor; support
of
beneficiaries
and all
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including the
beneficiaries and
all other
other contingent
the mainmaintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of
of two
two motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, and
tenance,
and operation
and
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
to be
used only
for
one
vehicle, to
be used
only for
official
$96,501;
official purposes,
purposes, $96,501;
n l
naval
In
all, Naval
Naval Home,
7833 7 which
which sum
shall be
of the
ava
In allt
Home, $173
$178,833,
sum shall
be paid
paid out
out of
the
income from the naval pension fund.

nreau of EngineerBureau

ing.

B3UREAU
ENGINEERING
BUREAU' OF ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
ENINxEEEING

machinery, auxiliary
auxiliary
repairs preservation, and renewal
For repairs,
renewal of machinery,
machinery,
and boilers
of naval
naval vessels,
vessels, yard
yar d cra
ft, and
and ships'
ships' boats,
boats,
machinery, and
boilers of
craft,
Equipment,
supplies, distilling
and refrigerating
refrigerating apparatus;
preservation, and
and
apparatus; repairs,
repairs, preservation,
etc.
UetiPmennPpues,
distilling and
renewals of electric interior
interior and exterior signal communications
communications and
all electrical
electrical appliances
appliances of whatsoever nature on board naval vessels,
except range finders, battle order and range transmitters
transmitters and indicators, and motors and their controlling apparatus
apparatus used to operate
machinery
machinery belonging
belonging to other
other bureaus; searchlights
searchlights and fire-control
fire-control
equipments for antiaircraft defense at shore stations; maintenance
maintenance
and operation of coast signal
signal service; equipage, supplies,
supplies, and materials under the cognizance
cognizance of the bureau required for the maintenance
nance and operation of naval vessels, yard craft, and ships' boats;

macEneeng
Eng
ineerin
grepit
repairs '
machineri,
etc.
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purchase,.
and preservation
machinery, tools,
preservation of machinery,
repair, and
installation, repair,
purchase, installation,
and appliances
appliances in
navy yards
prevention, pay
pay
accident prevention,
stations, accident
and stations,
yards and
in navy
and
of classified
under the
the bureau; incidental expenses for
force under
field force
classified field
of
naval vessels,
vessels, .navy
yards, and
and stations,
inspectors' offices, the engistations, inspectors'
navy yards,
naval
neering experiment
experiment station,
station, such
such as
photographing, technical books
as photographing,
neering
and
stationery, and
and instruments;
instruments; services, instruments,
periodicals, stationery,
and periodicals,
technical
machines and
apparatus, and supplies, and technical
auxiliaries, apparatus,
and auxiliaries,
machines
books and
periodicals necessary
necessary to
to carry
experimental and
and
carry on experimental
and periodicals
books
research
and
buildings and
of buildings
equipment of
and equipment
maintenance and
work; maintenance
research work;
grounds
at
the
engineering
experiment
station,
Annapolis,
MaryAnnapolis,
station,
grounds at the engineering experiment
land;
of part
part time
time or
or intermittent
intermittent employment
employment in the
payment of
land; payment
District of
of Columbia
Columbia or
or elsewhere
of such
technicists
scientists and technicists
such scientists
elsewhere of
District
the
of
as
may
be
contracted
for
by
the
Secretary
Navy,
in
his disSecretary
the
by
for
contracted
as may be
cretion, at
at aa rate
of pay
pay not
$20 per
person
per diem for any person
exceeding $20
not exceeding
rate of
cretion,
so
all, $15,542,000:
$15,542,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
to be
be paid
paid
the sum
sum to
in all,
employed; in
so employed;
out
appropriation for
for employees
assigned to group IV (b)
employees assigned
this appropriation
of this
out of
and
performing similar
similar services
services carried under native and
those performing
and those
alien
schedules in
the Schedule
Schedule of
of Wages
Wages for Civil Employees in the
in the
alien schedules
Field
Service
of
the
Navy
Department
shall not
exceed $1,575,000.
not exceed
Field Service of the Navy Department shall
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

ginAnnianpgo%xxpeikeennt.
gAnnapolis, Md.,"ent
station.

Pr
GrO
r
u
i8
p
a IV
Grouv

ployees.
pioiees.

03)
(b)

em-

Bureau of Construe-

Bureau
of ConstrucRepair.
tionand
tion
and Repair.

Construction and re-

For preservation and completion of vessels on the stocks and in Lonstruction and reFor preservation and completion of vessels on the stocks and in pair ofvessels.
ordinary
materials and
and stores
stores of
steam steerkinds; steam
all kindsof all
of materials
purchase of
ordinary;;purchase
labor
auxiliaries;
other
ers,
steam
capstans,
steam
windlasses,
all
auxiliaries;
labor
and
windlasses,
steam
ers, steam capstans,
in navy
and on
foreign stations;
stations; accident
prevention; puraccident prevention;
on foreign
yards and
navy yards
in
chase
for use
in shops;
carrying on work of
of
shops; carrying
use in
tools for
and tools
machinery and
of machinery
chase of
experimental
model tank
designing naval
naval vessels;
vessels;
tunnel; designing
wind tunnel;
and wind
tank and
experimental model
construction
and repair
repair of
craft, lighters,
and barges;
barges; wear,
lighters, and
yard craft,
of yard
construction and
tear, and
repair of
afloat; general
care and
and protection
protection of the
general care
vessels afloat;
of vessels
and repair
tear,
Navy in
the line
line of
of construction
construction and
and repair;
repair; incidental
expenses for
for
incidental expenses
in the
Navy
vessels
inspectors' offices,
offices, such
such as
photographing,
as photographing,
yards, inspectors'
navy yards,
and navy
vessels and
books, professional
professional magazines,
magazines plans,
instruments for
and instruments
stationery, and
plans, stationery,
books,
force.
drafting
room,
and
for
pay
of
classified
field
force
under
the
bureau; Field force.
the bureau;
under
force
field
classified
of
pay
for
and
room,
drafting
services,
instruments
and
apparatus,
supplies,
and
technical
books
books
technical
and
services, instruments and apparatus, supplies,
research
and
periodicals necessary
necessary to
on experimental
experimental and research
carry on
to carry
and periodicals
work;
payment of
of part
time or
or intermittent
intermittent employment
employment in the
part time
for pavment
work; for
District of
or elsewhere,
elsewhei-e, of
of such
such scientists
and technicists
technicists
scientists and
Columbia, or
of Columbia,
District
as may
may be
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, in
in his disof the
Secretary of
by the
for by
contracted for
be contracted
as
cretion, at
not exceeding
$20 per
per diem
for any
any person
person
diem for
exceeding $20
pay not
of pay
rate of
a rate
at a
cretion,
so
difference between
between inactive
and active duty pay
inactive and
the difference
for the
employed; for
so employed;
transferred
and allowances
allowances of
of members
Reserve transferred
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
the Fleet
of the
members of
and
thereto after
twenty years'
years' naval
who may
may be
as
employed as
be employed
service who
naval service
after twenty
thereto
shipkeepers under
under the
the cognizance
of
the
Bureau
of
Construction
and
and
Construction
of
Bureau
the
of
cognizance
shipkeepers
Repair;
for hemp,
wire, iron,
and other
materials for
for the
the manufacmanufacother materials
iron, and
hemp, wire,
Repair; for
ture
of
cordage,
anchors
cables,
galleys,
and
chains;
specifications
specifications
chains;
and
galleys,
ture of cordage, anchors, cables,
for purchase
shall be
be so
as shall
and free
free
fair and
give fair
shall give
prepared as
so prepared
thereof shall
for purchase thereof
hamcompetition;
canvas
for
the
manufacture
of
sails,
awnings,
awnings,
sails,
of
manufacture
the
competition; canvas for
mocks,
and other
other work;
work; interior
appliances and
and tools
for manufacmanufactools for
interior appliances
mocks, and
turing purposes
in navy
navy yards
and naval
and for
the purpurfor the
stations; and
naval stations;
yards and
turing purposes in
chase of
of all
other
articles
or
equipage
at home
home and
and abroad;
and
for
for
and
abroad;
at
equipage
or
articles
other
all
chase
the
payment
of
labor
in
equipping
vessels
therewith
and
manufacmanufacand
of labor in equipping vessels therewith
payment
the
ture of such articles in the several navy yards; naval signals and
ture of such articles in the several navy yards; naval signals and
apparatus, other
electric, namely,
signals, lights,
lights, lanterns,
lanterns runrunnamely, signals,
than electric,
apparatus, other than
n ing lights, and lamps and their appendages for
for
general
use
on
board
board
on
use
general
appendages
ning lights, and lamps and their
ship for illuminating
purposes; and
and oil
and candles
used in
in connecconneccandles used
oil and
ship for illuminating purposes;
tion
therewith;
bunting
and
other
material
for
making
and
repairrepairand
making
for
material
other
and
tion therewith; bunting
ing flags of
kinds; for
for all
all permanent
galley fittings
and equipage;
equipage '
fittings and
permanent galley
all kinds;
ing flags of all
vessels,
naval
board
on
rugs,
carpets,
curtains,
and
hangings
on
naval
vessels,
hangings
rugs, carpets, curtains, and
p

ci v

.
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$13,662,200: Provided,
Provided, That
the sum
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of this
this approapprosum to
That the
$13,662,200:

priation
for employees
to group
group IV
IV (b)
those performperformand those
(b) and
assigned to
employees assigned
priation for
ing similar
similar services
services carried
under native and
schedules in the
alien schedules
and alien
carried under
ing
Schedules
Wages for
for Civil
Employees in
in the
the Field
the
of the
Field Service
Service of
Civil Employees
of Wages
Schedules of
Navy Department
Department shall not exceed
exceed $1,730,000.
$1,730,000.
Navy

Bureau
Ordnance.
Bureau of Ordnance.

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
BUREAU
ORDNANCE AND
AND ORDNANCE
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
STORES, BUREAU
ORDNANCE STORES,
ORDNANCE

For procuring,
procuring, producing,
ordnance
handling ordnance
and handling
preserving, and
producing, preserving,
For
material, for the armament
armament of ships; for the purchase and manufacture
torpedoes and
purchase and
and manufacmanufacthe purchase
for the
and appliances;
appliances; for
of torpedoes
facture of
ture
of smokeless
smokeless powder;
material, and
and labor
labor to
to be
be used
used in
in
for fuel,
fuel, material,
powder; for
ture of
the
general work
cognizance of
the Bureau
Bureau of
Ordnance;
of Ordnance;
of the
the cognizance
work under
under the
the general
for furniture
furniture at
naval ammunition
naval
torpedo stations, naval
depots, torpedo
ammunition depots,
at naval
for
ordnance plants,
technical books; plant
plant
for technical
grounds; for
and proving
proving grounds;
plants, and
ordnance
Accounts ";
appliances as
as now
now defined
defined by
by the
Classification of Accounts
";
Navy Classification
the ""Navy
appliances
for
machinery and
and machine
machine tools;
tools; for
accident prevention;
prevention; for experfor accident
for machinery
development of ordnance
connection with the development
work in connection
imental work
material
for the
the Navy;
Navy; for
for maintenance
maintenance of
powder
grounds, powder
of proving
proving grounds,
material for
factory,
ammunition depots, and naval
stations, gun factory, ammunition
torpedo stations,
factory, torpedo
ordnance plants,
plants, and
and for target
practice; not to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 for
target practice;
ordnance
a
buildings, grounds, and appurtenances
improvements to buildings,
appurtenances of a
minor improvements
character
which can be
performed by regular
for
regular station labor; for
be performed
character which
payment
part time
intermittent employment in the District of
time or
or intermittent
of part
payment of
Columbia,
elsewhere, of
technicists as may be
of such
such scientists and technicists
or elsewhere,
Columbia, or
contracted
Secretary of the Navy
Navy in his discretion
discretion at aa
by the
the Secretary
contracted for by
rate of
of pay
employed;
any person
person so employed;
pay not
not exceeding
exceeding $20 per diem for any
rate
for the
the maintenance,
horse-drawn and motorrepair, and operation of horse-drawn
for
maintenance, repair,
propelled
only
and passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only
propelled freight
freight and
for
proving
depots, naval proving
at naval ammunition
ammunition depots,
purposes at
official purposes
for official
grounds,
for the
naval torpedo
torpedo stations; for
plants, and
and naval
naval ordnance
ordnance plants,
grounds, naval
pay
drafting, inspection,
inspection, and
messenger service
service
and messenger
of chemists,
chemists, clerical,
clerical, drafting,
pay of
naval
in navy
yards, naval
ordnance plants,
plants, and naval
naval ordnance
naval stations,
stations, naval
in
navy yards,
Schools at
at designated
designated ammunition
amlllnunition depots, and for care and operation of schools at ordSchools
stations.
sta.
nance stations at Indianhead,
Itndianhead, Maryland,
nance
Maryland, Dahlgren, Virginia, and
Proviso.
South Charleston,
Charleston, West
Virginia,
$10,545,600: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
$10,545,600:
West
Virginia,
South
Protio.
Group IV (b) emappropriation for employees
sum to be paid out of this appropriation
employees assigned to
(s )
- sum
I
ployee
ployees.
Group IV
services carried under
under
performing similar services
(b) and
and those performing
IV (b)
Group
native and
alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil
native
and alien
Employees in
Department shall not
the Navy
Navy Department
of the
in the
the Field Service of
Employees
exceed $1,262,500.
$1,262,500.

Procuring, etc., ordnance and etcdnaed
ordnance
stores.

naProcrin

stores.

Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts.
Accounts.

BUREAU
OF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS
AND ACCOUNTS
BUREAU OF
PAY, SUBSISTENCE,
SUBSISTENCE, AND
AND TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION OF NAVAL
NAVAL PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL
PAY.

Pay, etc., of
Navy.
Officers.
Post,
Post, p. 417.

Pay of naval personnel: For pay allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by law of
officers
orc ers (not
officers on
on waiting
waiting orders
and other
other duty, and officers
officers on sea duty and
hundred and eight officers of the Medical
Medical Corps.
Corps, one
to exceed nine hundred
hundred
hundred and
eighty-six officers of the Dental Corps, five hundred
hundred and eighty-six
fifty-six officers
of the
Corps, eighty-three
eighty-three officers
officers of
of the
the
the Supply
Supply Corps,
fifty-six
officers of
Chaplain Corps,
thirty-three officers
officers of the ConChaplain
Corps, two
two hundred
hundred and thirty-three
Construction Corps, one hundred and nine officers of the Civil Engineer
struction
Engineer
Corps, and one thousand four hundred and sixty-one
sixty-one warrant and
Proviso.
Proviso,
commissioned
officers: Provided,
the number
number of
commissioned warrant
warrant officers:
Provided, That
That if
if the
of
Excess officers
office to be
' to b warrant
warrant officers
carried.
warrant and commissioned warrant
officers and officers in any staff
carried.
corps holding commission
commission on July 1, 1934, is in excess of the number
number
herein stipulated,
stipulated, such excess officers may be retained in the Navy
the
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Act),
until the
number is
is reduced
limitations imposed by this Act),
reduced to the limitations
the number
until
pay—$27,634,522,
$1,289,770 (none of which
not to exceed $1,289,770
including not
pay-$ 2 7 , 6 34 ,5 2 2 , including
by
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Aerial
flights by nonAeralfightsbynonfor making aerial flights by t,
shall
be available
available for
for increased
pay for
increased pay
ying officers.
shall be
offcers.
fg
more than
than eight
eight non-flying
officers or
or observers,
observers, except
except not to exceed
exceed non-flying officers
more
fifty-six gunnery
observers, who,
if above the rank of lieutenant,
lieutenant,
who, if
gunnery observers,
fifty-six
shall not
receive increased
increased pay for making aerial flights
to receive
entitled to
be entitled
not be
shall
at
rate in
excess of
of $1,440
$1,440 per annum, all of such non-flying
in excess
a rate
at a
officers or
or observers
observers to
to be
selected by the Secretary of the Navy) Rental, etc. allow.
be selected
officers
etc. allowfor
for making
rental allowance,
allowance, Rental,
making aerial flights; rental
ces.
pay for
increased pay
for increased
$36,735415;
$5,589,216;
subsistence
allowance,
$3,511,677;
all,
$36,735,415;
an
in
$3,511,677;
$5,589216; subsistence allowance,
Retired.
officers on
on the
$6,003,774; for
of quarters.
hire of quarters for Hireteharters.
for hire
list, $6,003,774;
retired list,
the retired
officers
officers serving
serving with
troops where
where there
are no public quarters
there are
with troops
officers
belonging
to the
Government, and
where there are not sufficient
sufficient
and where
the Government,
belonging to
quarters
possessed
by
the
United
States
accommodate them, and
to accommodate
quarters possessed by the United States to
hire
of quarters
enlisted men
men on
on sea duty at such
and enlisted
officers and
for officers
quarters for
hire of
times
deprived of
of their
their quarters
quarters on board ship due
be deprived
may be
they may
as they
times as
to repairs
repairs or
or other
conditions which
which may
uninhabitable, Enlisted men.
render them uninhabitable,
may render
other conditions
to
$3,000;
pay of
of enlisted
men on
on the
$4,631,886; interest Enstedmen.
list, $4,631,886;
retired list,
the retired
enlisted men
$3,000; pay
on deposits
of petty
petty officers (not to exceed an
pay of
$3,000; pay
men, $3,000;
by men,
deposits by
on
officers
average
of six
hundred and sixty chief petty officers,
seven hundred
thousand seven
six thousand
average of
chief
as
appointment
of
which
number
those
with
a
permanent
appointment
chief
permanent
a
of which number those with
hundred
petty
officer
shall
not
exceed
an
average
of
five
thousand
nine
hundred
thousand
five
of
average
an
exceed
not
shall
petty officer
men
and
ten), seamen,
seamen landsmen,
landsmen and apprentice
apprentice seamen, including
including men
and ten),
Fish
the
with
duty
for
in
the
engineer's
'
force
and
men
detailed
detailed
men
and
force
in the engineer's
Commission, enlisted
men, men
men in
in trade
trade schools,
schools pay of enlisted
enlisted men
enlisted men,
Commission,
of
the
Hospital
Corps,
extra
pay
for
men
for
diving,
and cash
men
for
pay
extra
Corps,
of the Hospital
in gunnery,
excellence in
prizes (not
exceed $75,000)
$75,000) for
for men
for excellence
men for
to exceed
(not to
prizes
target practice,
practice, and
and engineering
$60,611,606, and, in
competitions, $60,611,606,
engineering competitions,
target
addition,
Secretary of
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
addition, the
upon request
during
Navy, to make transfers during
the Navy,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
request of
upon
this Outfits, clothing, etc.
to
the
fiscal
year
1935
from
the
clothing
and
small
stores
fund
stores
small
and
clothing
the
from
1935
year
fiscal
the
Outfits, othing etc.
appropriation
of
sums
aggregating
not
to
exceed
$2,000,000;
outfits
$2,000,000;
exceed
to
not
appropriation of sums aggregating
for all
all enlisted
Navy on first
seamen of the Navy
apprentice seamen
and apprentice
men and
enlisted men
for
enlistment, civilian
exceed $15
$15 per
per man
given
to men given
man to
to exceed
not to
clothing not
enlistment, civilian clothing
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
reimburseinaptitude,
or
discharges
for
bad
conduct
or
undesirability
inaptitude,
reimburseundesirability
or
conduct
bad
for
discharges
ment in
in kind
kind of
clothing to
to persons
in the
the Navy
Navy for
for losses in cases
cases
persons in
of clothing
ment
air
of
marine
or
aircraft
disasters
or
in
the
operation
of
water
or
operation
the
in
or
disasters
aircraft
of marine or
borne
craft,
and
the
authorized
issue
of
clothing
equipment
to
and
clothing
borne craft, and the authorized issue of
Nurse Corps.
Nurse Corp.
the
members
of
the
Nurse
Corps,
$878,194;
of
enlisted
men
pay
$878,194;
Corps,
Nurse
the
of
the members
machinmany
as
undergoing
sentence
of
court-martial,
$57,960,
and
undergoing sentence of court-martial, $57,960,
to
ists as
the President
to time
deem necessary
necessary to
time deem
time to
from time
may from
President may
ists as the
appoint; pay
pay and
of the
the Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, including assistant
assistant
allowances of
and allowances
appoint;
$402,272
superintendents,
directors and
directors—pay $402,272,
assistant directors-pay
and assistant
superintendents, directors
$14,191; pay retired
allowance
subsistence a
rental allowance
allowance $15,552,
$15,5 52 ,subsistence
llowance $14,191 ;pay retired
rental
list
in all
rent of
quarters for members of the
the
of quarters
$553,376; rent
all $553,376;
$121,361; in
list $121,361;
Fleet Naval Reserve.
Nurse
and allowances
of transferred
and assigned
assigned men FeetNavaRve.
transferred and
Property losses.
allowances of
pay and
Corps; pay
Nurse Corps;
VoL 40, p..38
389; VoL
VoL
VroLPt
losses
of
the
Fleet
Naval
Reserve,
$10,573,590;
reimbursement
for
reimbursement
$10,573,590;
of the Fleet Naval Reserve,
44, p. 1368.
of
in the
approved October
1144; supp.
Sapp.
October 6, 1917 (U.S.C., 44p§.4;
Act approved
the Act
provided in
as provided
property as
of property
VII, p. 817.
817.
1927 V,
title 34,
34, sees.
secs. 981,
982), as
amended by the Act of March
March 3,
3, 1927
as amended
981, 982),
title
months'
six
of
(U.S.C.,
VI, title
title 34,
$5,000; payment
months'
payment
983), $5,000;
sec. 983),
34, sec.
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
death gratuity,
$120,146,801, and
sum
no part of such sum
and no
all $120,146,801,
in all
$90,000; in
gratuity, $90,000;
death
Active duty pay,
ctive duty pa
officers
to
shall
be
available
to
pay
active
duty
pay
and
allowances
to
officers
allowances
and
pay
duty
active
etc., retired officers,
pay
to
available
shall be
etc.
d
ee
officers
in
excess
of
four
on
the
retired
list,
except
retired
officers
temporarily
retired
in excess of four on the retired list, except
ds
boards
and
ordered
to
active
duty
as
members
of
rairing
selection
boar
retiring
of
members
as
duty
ordered to active
Provisos.
-.
as
authorized by
by law:
law: Provided,
That during
fiscal year ending Pa.f
the fiscal
during the
Aids to rear admiral;
Provided, That
as authorized
pay
restriction.
triion.
p
an
June
30,
1935,
no
officer
of
the
Navy
shall
be
entitled
to
receive
entitled
be
shall
Navy
the
of
officer
June 30, 1935, no
VoL 35, p. 126.
addition to his
his pay
pay in
in consequence
consequence of
of the
provisions of
of the
Act Vo5.
1139.
3 p. 1n.
the Act
the provisions
addition to
further,
Provided
approved
May
13,
1908
(U.S.C.,
title
34,
sec.
867)
:
Provided
further,
867):
sec.
34,
title
(U.S.C.,
approved May 13, 1908
That, except
except for
for the
Office
occupied by the Chief of Office
quarters occupied
public quarters
the public
That,
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offiOperations and messes
messes temporarily set
set up
up on shore for offiand allowances of Naval Operations
cers
to seagoing
vessels, to
to aviation
aviation units
units based
based on
on seaseaseagoing vessels,
cers attached
attached to
going vessels,
and to landing forces and
and expeditions,
vessels, and
expeditions, no appropriation
appropriation
contained
this Act
Act shall
shall be
for the
allowances, or
or
be available
available for
the pay,
pay, allowances,
contained in
in this
other expenses
any enlisted
enlisted man
or civil
civil employee
employee performing
performing
other
expenses of
of any
man or
service
the residence
or quarters
or officers
officers on
on
service in
in the
residence or
quarters of
of an
an officer
officer or
shore
as aa cook,
cook, waiter,
or other
other work
work of
of a
shore as
waiter, or
a character
character performed
performed
by
servant, but
be construed
construed
by a
a household
household servant,
but nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
preventing
the
voluntary
employment
in
any
such
capacity
Voluntary, etc., ser- as
voluntary
employment
in
any
such
capacity
as
preventing
the
ces
vices.
vi .
of aa retired enlisted man or a
a transferred
transferred member
member of the Fleet
Fleet
Naval
Reserve without
without additional
additional expense
expense to
to the
the Government,
Naval Reserve
Government, nor
nor
the sale
to officers
officers by
by general
general messes
regulated
Sales of meals to
to the
sale of
of meals
meals to
messes on
on shore
shore as
as regulated
officers
on shore
shore duty.
officers on
duty. by
detailed instructions
instructions from
the Navy Department;
Department;
by detailed
from the
Subsistence.
Subsistence
of
naval
personnel:
For
Subsistence.
Subsistence of naval personnel: For provisions
provisions and
and commuted
commuted
Provisions,
rations for
enlisted men
of the
Navy, which
which commuted
commuted rations may
men of
the Navy,
for enlisted
ns,commuco.metc. rations
tatPonvo
tation
of rations,
upon
be paid to caterers
caterers of messes in case of death or desertion, upon
orders
commanding officers,
officers, at 50 cents per diem, and midorders of the commanding
shipmen
on
shipmen at 75
75 cents
cents per
per diem,
diem, and commuted
commuted rations stopped on
account of
of sick
sick in
in hospital
hospital and
credited at
at the
the rate
per
66 cents per
and credited
rate of
of 66
account
Unavoidable ab- ration to the
the naval
naval hospital fund; subsistence
Unavoidable
subsistence of men unavoidably
unavoidably
ssences.
en es
detained or absent from vessels to which attached
.
attached under orders
orders
subsistence rations to
(during which subsistence
to be
be stopped
stopped on
on board
board ship and
no credit
commutation therefor
therefor to
to be
be given)
quarters and
and subgiven);;quarters
subno
credit for
for commutation
Detached
Detached duty.
sistence of men on detached duty; subsistence of members
members of the
Naval Reserve.
Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve during period of active service; subsistence
subsistence in kind at
hospitals and on board ship in lieu of subsistence allowance of female
.and Navy
Marine Corps general courts-martial prisoners
nurses and
Navy and Marine
undergoing
sentences of dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
imprisonment with
with sentences
undergoing imprisonment
expiration of such confinement;
confinement; in all,
from the
the service at the expiration
13,408,072;
$13,408,072;
Transportation.
Transportation.
Transportation
Transportation and recruiting
recruiting of naval personnel:
personnel: For mileage
and
actual and
and necessary
and per
in lieu
lieu of
subof subper diem
diem in
necessary expenses
expenses and
and actual
traveling
sistence as authorized by law to officers of the Navy while traveling
under orders,
not to
$2,000 for
expenses of
of
under
orders, including
including not
to exceed
exceed $2,000
for the
the expenses
Attendance at
at meetmeet- attendance at home and abroad, upon
Attendance
attendance at
abroad,
meetings of technical,
technical, profesings.
sional, scientific, and other similar organizations,
organizations, when, in the judgof
ment of the Secretary of the Navy, such attendance
attendance would be of
Department; for
for
benefit in the conduct of the work of the Navy Department;
mileage, at
at 5
5 cents
cents per
mile, to
the Naval
Naval
mileage,
per mile,
to midshipmen,
midshipmen, entering
entering the
Academy while proceeding
proceeding from
Academy
from their
their homes
homes to the Naval
Naval Academy
Academy
for examination and appointment as midshipmen, and not more than
$2,500 shall be available for transportation
transportation of midshipmen,
$2,500
midshipmen, including
reimbursement
expenses while
under orders
reimbursement of traveling expenses
while traveling under
orders
appointment as midshipmen;
midshipmen; for actual
actual traveling expenses of
after appointment
travel allowance or for transportation
subfemale nurses; for travel
transportation and subauthorized by law of enlisted men upon discharge;
discharge; transsistence as authorized
portation of enlisted men and apprentice seamen and applicants
applicants for
enlistment
enlistment at home and abroad, with subsistence
subsistence and transfers en
en
route, or cash in lieu thereof; transportation
transportation to their home, if residents of the United States, of enlisted men and apprentice
seamen
apprentice seamen
discharged on medical survey, with subsistence
subsistence and transfers en
route, or cash in lieu thereof; transportation
transportation of sick or insane enlisted
enlisted
men and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seameji and insane supernum
erar y patients
pa ti en t
s t
supernumerary
too
hospitals, with subsistence
subsistence and transfers
transfers en route, or cash in lieu
Apprehending deAseraehenig
ethereof; apprehension
thereof;
apprehension and delivery of deserters
deserters and stragglers,
stragglers, and
serters,
etc.
incident to transportation;
transportation;
for
railway
guides
and
other
expenses
incident
Recruiting.
emtig
expenses of recruiting for the naval service; rent of rendezvous
rendezvous and
expenses of maintaining
maintaining the same; advertising
advertising for and obtaining
obtaining men
apprentice seamen; actual and necessary expenses in lieu of mileand apprentice

Pay and allowances
for domestic
domestic service.
RS., p. 1232,
217.
R.s.,r.
12e2,9 p.
p. 217.
U.S.C.,
p. 192.
1 2.
U.s.o., p.
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Transporting deage to
to officers
on duty
with traveling
parties; transporta- pendents.
recruiting parties;
traveling recruiting
duty with
officers on
age
pendents.
expenses
tion
of
dependents
of
officers
and
enlisted
men,
$550,000;
of
$550,000;
men,
enlisted
and
officers
of
tion of dependents
escorts.
funeral
escorts of
of naval
naval personnel;
personnel; actual
expenses of officers and Funeral escorts.
actual expenses
funeral escorts
hire
midshipmen
while
on
shore-patrol
duty,
the
of
autoincluding
duty,
shore-patrol
midshipmen while on
detachments; in
mobiles
when necessary
necessary for
for the
shore-patrol detachments;
of shore-patrol
use of
the use
mobiles when
all,
$3,885,119;
all, $3,885,119;
Aggregate; sum
Aggregate;
In
and transportation
personnel, immediately
naval personnel,
available.
transportation of naval
immediately available.
subsistence, and
pay, subsistence,
for pay,
all, for
In all,
$137,439,992,
which sum
$1,000,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
available,
immediately available,
sum $1,000,000
of which
$137,439,992, of
and the
the money
specifically appropriated,
appropriated, or transferred
transferred from
herein specifically
money herein
and
the
clothing and
small stores'
stores' fund
appropriation as herein
herein
this appropriation
to this
fund to
and small
the clothing
Accounting, etc.
authorized, for
for ""Pay,
transportation of naval per- Accounting,
and transportation
subsistence, and
Pay, subsistence,
authorized,
with
sonnel
", shall
shall be
disbursed and
and accounted
in accordance
accordance
for in
accounted for
be disbursed
sonnel ",
Provisos.
Provisos.
Provided,That additional
existing
law and
shall constitute
fund: Provided,
additional Additional medical
one fund:
constitute one
medical
and shall
existing law
detail
Veterans'
for Veterans'
detail
commissioned, warranted,
appointed, enlisted, and civilian
civilian personnel
personnel Administration
warranted, appointed,
commissioned,
Administration patients
in
naval
in naval
of the
the Medical
Medical Department
Department of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, required
required for the care of tients
of
hospitals.
hospatients
of
the
United
States
Veterans'
Administration
in
naval
hosVeterans'
States
United
the
of
patients
pitals, may
be employed
addition to
the numbers
numbers appropriated
appropriated for
to the
in addition
employed in
may be
pitals,
Restriction
Restriction on adappropriation missions
in
this
Act:
Provided
fu/rther,
That
no
part
of
appropriation
this
of
part
no
That
to
Naval
in this Act: Provided fwrther,
Academy
after January
January
Academy
shall be
be available
the pay
pay of
any midshipmen
admission
midshipmen whose admission
of any
for the
available for
shall
30, 1934.
subsequent to
to January
January 30,
30, 1934,
would result
result in
exceeding at any time
in exceeding
1934, would
subsequent
Representative,
an
of three
three midshipmen
midshipmen for
each Senator,
Senator, Representative,
for each
allowance of
an allowance
and
Delegate in
in Congress;
of one
one midshipman
for Puerto Rico, aa
midshipman for
Congress; of
and Delegate
native of
of the
the island,
island, appointed
on nomination
the governor, and
of the
nomination of
appointed on
native
of
nomination of
appointed on nomination
Rico, appointed
Puerto Rico,
from Puerto
midshipmen from
three midshipmen
of three
the
Resident
Commissioner;
and
of
two
midshipmen
for
the District Appointments
for
midshipmen
two
of
and
the Resident Commissioner;
at
Appointments at
enlisted
of
herein shall be con- large or from enlisted
nothing herein
That nothing
further, That
Provided further,
Columbia: Provided
of Columbia:
men not affected.
strued
to repeal
or modify
modify in
existing laws
laws relative
to the
relative to
way existing
any way
in any
repeal or
strued to
appointment of
of midshipmen
midshipmen at
from the
the enlisted
personnel of
enlisted personnel
large, from
at large,
appointment
service requireSea service
the naval
service, or
the Naval
Reserve: Provided
further, That ments
Providedfurther,
appointees
ments of appointees
Naval Reserve:
from the
or from
naval service,
the
from enlisted men.
no part
of this
be available
available for the pay of any
shall be
appropriation shall
this appropriation
part of
no
midshipman
from enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the Navy
Navy for admission
of the
appointed from
midshipman appointed
calendar
the
to
the
Naval
Academy
in
the
class
entering
in
calendar year 1935
1935
class
the
in
Academy
Naval
to the
for
who
has not
of the
Navy in
in full commission for
the Navy
vessel of
a vessel
aboard a
served aboard
not served
who has
such
at
least
nine
months
prior
admission.
to
prior
at least nine months
MAINTENANCE,
MAINTENANCE,

AND ACCOUNTS
Or SUPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU OF

Maintenance.
For equipage,
equipage, supplies,
supplies, and
and services
under the cognizance
cognizance of the Maintenance.
services under
For
Bureau
of
Supplies
and
Accounts,
including
stationery
commandfor
stationery
including
Accounts,
and
Supplies
of
Bureau
ing,
officers of ships, boards
boards
navigating officers
and navigating
communication, and
executive, communication,
ing, executive,
and
courts
on
ships,
and
chaplains;
commissions,
interest,
interest, and
commissions,
chaplains;
and
and courts on ships,
exchange;
ferriage and
bridge tolls;
tolls; including
including street-car
fares; rent
street-car fares;
and bridge
exchange; ferriage
of
buildings
and
offices
not
in
navy
yards
except
for
use
of naval
use
for
except
yards
navy
in
of buildings and offices not
attaches and
recruiting officers;
officers; accident
services of
of civilcivilprevention; services
accident prevention;
and recruiting
attaches
ian
employees
under
the
cognizance
of
the
Bureau
of
Supplies
and
Supplies
of
Bureau
the
of
ian employees under the cognizance
Freight, etc., Navy
etc., Navy
Freight,
Accounts;
freight,
express,
and
parcel-post
charges,
including
transtransincluding
charges,
parcel-post
and
express,
and
Navy Department.
freight,
Accounts;
andNavyDepartment.
money
of
shipments
portation
of
funds
and
cost
of
insurance
on
shipments
on
insurance
of
portation of funds and cost
when necessary,
for cooling
cooling drinking
drinking water
water on shore (except
(except
ice for
and ice
necessary, and
when
at
shops at
at industrial
navy yards),
pertaining to
to
yards), pertaining
industrial navy
and shops
hospitals and
naval hospitals
at naval
P-oriso
the
Navy Department
Naval Establishment,
Pro- Provisos.
$7,559,000: ProEstablishment, $7,559,000:
and Naval
Department and
replaceSupply or
or replacethe Navy
Supply
ment
of kitchen,
etc.,
kitchen, etc.,
of
ment for
vided, That
That no
no part
this or
or any
in ware
contained in
appropriation contained
other appropriation
any other
of this
part of
vided,
officers' quarters
ashore
forbidden.
foridden.
hore
trs
this
Act
shall
be
available
for
or
on
account
of
the
supply
or
replacereplaceor
supply
the
of
account
on
or
this Act shall be available for
ment of
dishes, glassware,
glassware, silverware,
kitchen
and/or kitchen
silverware, and/or
linen, dishes,
table linen,
of table
ment
utensils
for
use
in
the
residences
or
quarters
of
officers
on
shore: Transporting prion shore:
officers
of
quarters
utensils for use in the residences or
Act
A
e
h
ia
ol
lvately
prappropriation
Trwsport
eco
contained
entoh
shall
tl e in thishAct
contained
owned autoappropriation
no
That
further,
Provided
Provided
tr aa„i spaiolabf
further,
l
de
urtlipe
for any
exopun
en
o
isdeeo
fofro
th
rincident
nt
mobiles
forbidden;
exxbe y
f
forbidde;
mobie
of
transportation
the
to
incident
or
tiri
t
n
sof
ansportation
the
be available for any expense for
ception.
pO
the
to
privately
owned
automobiles
except
on
account
of
the
return
return
the
of
account
on
except
automobiles
owned
privately
United States
States
of such
such privately
owned automobiles
automobiles
as may have
have been
been
privately owned
toof
United
tal
United
the
of
limits
points
continental
the
of
transported to points outside
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States at
at public
public expense
expense prior
prior to
to July
Provided further,
further,
July 1,
States
1, 1932:
1932: Provided
That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
appropriation for employees
employees
assigned
to group
(b) and
performing similar
similar services
services
and those
those performing
group IV
IV (b)
assigned to
carried
native and
alien schedules
the Schedule
Schedule of
of Wages
WVages
and alien
schedules in
in the
carried under
under native
for
Civil Employees
Department
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
Field Service
Service of
in the
the Field
for Civil
Employees in
not exceed
$1,500,000: Provided
Provided further,
deposit
without deposit
further, That,
That, without
Use
certain re- shall
exceed $4,500,000:
shall not
Use of certain
ceipts for current ex- to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States and withdrawal
the
United
and
withdrawal
States
peditres
aeeountto
the
credit
of
the
Treasurer
of
penditures;
accounting.
on money
money requisitions,
receipts of
of public
public moneys
from sales
sales or
other
or other
moneys from
on
requisitions, receipts
ing.
sources by
by officers
Navy and
on disbursing
duty
disbursing duty
Corps on
and Marine
Marine Corps
officers of
of the
the Navy
sources
and
in their
their official
be used
used by
by them
as required
required
them as
accounts may
may be
official accounts
and charged
charged in
for
current expenditures,
expenditures, all
all necessary
necessary bookkeeping
adjustments of
of
bookkeeping adjustments
for current
appropriations, funds,
accounts to
to be
be made
made in
the settlement
settlement of
of
ir the
and accounts
funds, and
appropriations,
their
their disbursing accounts.
The clothing
clothing and
and small-stores
small-stores fund
fund shall
shall be
charged with
with the
value
the value
be charged
Clothing and small
The
stores funds.
stores
issues of
of clothing
clothing and
made to
to enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the
stores made
small stores
and small
all issues
Issue,
of all
Issue, to Naval Re- of
serve.
Naval Reserve and the uniform gratuity paid to officers
serve.
officers of the Naval
Reserve:
in addition
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein
to the
Provisos.
That, in
addition to
Reserve: Provided,
Provided, That,
Provisos.

Group
Group IV
IV (b)
(b) em
em
ployees.
ployees.

Printing
Printing

and nava
naval

historical
historical
documents.

made for
for the
the Office
Office of
of Naval
Naval Records
Records and
and Library,
Library, there
there is
is hereby
hereby
documents. made

appropriated
$10,000 to
docunaval docuand naval
historical and
printing historical
to begin
begin printing
appropriated $10,000
ments,
clerical copying
in the Navy Departcopying in
composition, clerical
ments, including
including composition,
ment,
and other
other preparatory
preparatory work,
usual number"
number"
" usual
that the
the "
except that
work, except
ment, and
for congressional
distribution, depository
libraries, and international
depository libraries,
for
congressional distribution,
exchanges
and no
no copies
copies shall
shall be
be available
for
available for
not be
be printed,
printed, and
exchanges shall
shall not
free issue:
further, That
That the
Superintendent of
of Documents
Documents
the Superintendent
Providedfurther,
issue: Provided
Sale, by SuperintenSuperinten- free
dent of
Documents.
is
hereby authorized
to sell
sell copies
at the
the prorated
prorated cost,
cost, including
including
copies at
of Documents,
is hereby
authorized to
dent
and
of copying in the Navy Department and
composition, clerical
clerical work of
other work
to the
the proproreference to
without reference
to printing
printing without
preparatory- to
work preparatory
other
40.
Vol 47, pp. 490.
Vol.
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
u.S.C., Supp.
VII, visions of section 307 of the Act approved
approved June 30, 1932 (U.S.C.,
P. 943.
943 p.
Supp.
VI, title 11,
44, sec. 72a).
72a).
Supp. VI,
Evacuation of high
Evacuation
explosives.
explosives.

EVACUATION
EXPLOSIVES, NAVY
NAVY
EVACUATION OF
OF HIGH
HIGH EXPLOSIVES,

Handling, transporttransporting, etc., Hawthorne,
igN
Nev.

and transportation
Toward the handling and
transportation of high
high explosives
explosives to
to
Hawthorne, Nevada, and
and other points,
depot, Hawthorne,
the naval ammunition depot,
and expenses
expenses incident
in accordance
with the
the primary
primary
accordance with
incident thereto,
thereto, in
and
recommendations contained
recommendations
contained in House
House Document Numbered
Numbered 199,
Seventieth
Congress, first
first session,
session, as
as modified
modified by
the Second
Second DefiDefiSeventieth Congress,
by the

etc. Haw

45, p.
Vol. 4S,
908.
p. 908.
Balance
continued
continued
Bvfailae
available.
Vol. 47,
47, P.
1132.
p. 1832.
vol.

ciency Act,
approved May
29, 1928
1928 (45
(45 Stat.,
p. 908),
ciency
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1928,
1928, approved
May 29,
Stat., p.
908),
the
unexpended balance
balance of
under this
head for
for
this head
appropriation under
of the
the appropriation
the unexpended
the fiscal year 1934 is continued available
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
available during
year
1985.
1935.

M
iE
FUEL
AND
TRANSPORTATI
TIANSPORTATION
Fuel
and transportatransportaFuel and
tion.
tion.

Prorisos.
Provisos.
Issue to
to be charged
to
applicable approprito applicable
ation.

Prices
hand.

for
fuel
for fuel

on
on

Restriction on
1124
on use,
Restriction
of foreign
foreign fuel
oil.
fuel oil.
etc., of

BUREAU Or
ACCOUNTS
BUREEAU
OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

For coal and other fuel for submarine
submarine bases and steamers'
steamers' and
and
ships' use, including
ships'
including expenses of transportation,
transportation, storage, and hanhandling the same and the removal
removal of fuel
fuel refuse
refuse from ships; maintenance and general operation
machinery of naval
operation of machinery
naval fuel depots and
and
fuel plants; water for all purposes on board naval vessels, and ice
for the cooling of water, including the expense
expense of transportation
transportation and
and
storage of both, $6,633,658:
$6,633,658: Provided,
Provided, That fuel acquired
acquired other than
by purchase shall not be issued without charging
charging the applicable
appropriation
appropriation with the cost of such fuel at the rate current at the
of issue
That the
Presitime of
issue for
for fuel
fuel purchased:
purchased: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the Presipart, of
of fuel
hand, however
however
dent may direct the use, wholly or in part,
fuel on
on hand,
acquired, to be charged at the last issue rate for fuel acquired
acquired by
by
purchase,
purchase, when in his judgment, prices quoted for supplying fuel
are excessive: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation
shall be available,
available, any provision
provision in this Act to the contrary notwithstanding,
withstanding, for the purchase of any kind of fuel oil of foreign
foreign
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production
for issue,
issue, delivery,
sale to
to ships
either in
points either
ships at points
or sale
delivery, or
production for
of
the United
States or
its possessions
possessions where
production of
oil of the
the production
where oil
or its
the
United States
the
possessions may
procurable, notwithbe procurable,
may be
its possessions
or its
States or
United States
the United
standing
that oil
oil of
the production
of the
the United
United States or its
production of
of the
standing that
if such
possessions
may cost
oil of
such
production, if
of foreign
foreign production,
more than
than oil
cost more
possessions may
excess
of cost,
cost, in
opinion of
of the
Secretary of the
the Navy, which
the Secretary
the opinion
in the
excess of
shall be
be conclusive,
conclusive, be
unreasonable.
be not unreasonable.
shall

SURGERY
AND SURGERY
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND
BUREAU

Bureau of Medicine
anur
and Surgery.

Medicie

DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

For surgeons'
in commission,
navy yards,
yards,
for vessels
vessels in
commission, navy
necessaries for
For
surgeons' necessaries
naval stations,
stations, and Marine
establishment at
Marine Corps; and for the civil establishment
naval
the several
naval hospitals,
navy yards,
yards, naval
naval medical
medical supply depots,
hospitals, navy
the
several naval
Naval
Washington, and Naval
Naval
dispensary, Washington,
School and dispensary,
Medical School
Naval Medical
Academy;
and stationery;
stationery;
books and
purchase of books
ferriages; purchase
tolls and
and ferriages;
for tolls
Academy; for
hygienic and
sanitary investigation
investigation and
and illustration;
illustration; sanitary,
sanitary,
and .sanitary
hygienic
hygienic,
administrative, and
issuing
the issuing
including the
instruction, including
special instruction,
and special
hygienic, administrative,
of
and supplements;
supplements; purchase and repairs
bulletins and
medical bulletins
naval medical
of naval

Surgeons' necessaries.
Surgeonsneeerie
Civil establishments.

etc.
ehicles, etc.
har- Vehicles,
ambulances, and
or
nonpassenger-carrying wagons,
and harautomobile ambulances,
wagons, automobile
or nonpassenger-carrying
ness;
of and
and feed
for horses
maintenance, repair,
horses and cows; maintenance,
feed for
purchase of
ness; purchase
motor vehicles
and
operation of
passenger-carrying motor
vehicles for naval
naval
of three
three passenger-carrying
and operation
dispensary,
Columbia, and of one motorof Columbia,
District of
Washington, District
dispensary, Washington,
propelled
vehicle for
for the
medical officer
officer on
the medical
only for
use only
official use
for official
propelled vehicle
out-patient
medical service
service at
at the
the Naval Academy;
plants,
Academy; trees, plants,
out-patient medical
for the
care
of grounds,
grounds, garden
tools, and
seeds; incidental
incidental articles for
and seeds;
garden tools,
care of
Naval
School and
naval
Washington, naval
dispensary, Washington,
naval dispensary,
and naval
Medical School
Naval Medical
medical
depots, sick
quarters at
at Naval
and marine
Academy and
Naval Academy
sick quarters
supply depots,
medical supply
barracks;
washing for
for medical
medical department
department at
at Naval
Naval Medical
Medical School
School
barracks; washing
and
Washington, naval
supply depots,
depots,
medical supply
naval medical
dispensary, Washington,
naval dispensary,
and naval
sick
at Naval
Academy and
and marine
marine barracks,
dispensaries
barracks, dispensaries
Naval Academy
quarters at
sick quarters
at navy
navy yards
yards and
naval stations,
stations, and
ships; and
for minor
repairs
minor repairs
and for
and ships;
and naval
at
on buildings
buildings and
and grounds
of the
United States
Medical School
School
Naval Medical
States Naval
the United
grounds of
on
and naval
supply depots;
depots; rent
of rooms
rooms for
for naval
dispensary,
naval dispensary,
rent of
medical supply
naval medical
and
Washington, District
of Columbia,
not to
for the
the Care, etc., of insane
$1,200- for
exceed $1,200;
to exceed
Columbia, not
District of
Washington,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and treatment
treatment of
of the
insane of
the Navy
and on
Coast.
e
Navy and
acfic t.coasft.in
on Pacific
the insane
of the
care,
Marine Corps
Corps on
on the
including supernumeraries
held
supernumeraries held
coast, including
Pacific coast,
the Pacific
Marine
for
to Saint
Elizabeths Hospital;
dental outfits
outfits and
and
for dental
Hospital; for
Saint Elizabeths
transfer to
for transfer
dental
material; and
and all
expenses; in all,
all,
contingent expenses;
necessary contingent
other necessary
all other
dental material;
$1,894,666:
That the
to be
be paid
paid out
of this
o. IV (b) emProis
appropria- Prods°.
out of
this appropriathe sum
sum to
Provided, That
$1,894,666: Provided,
Group
ployees.
tion for
for employees
employees assigned
assigned to
group IV
IV (b)
(b) and
those performing
performing ployees.
and those
to group
tion
similar
carried under
native and alien
alien schedules in the
under native
services carried
similar services
Schedule
of Wages
Wages for
for Civil
Service of
the
of the
Field Service
the Field
in the
Employees in
Civil Employees
Schedule of
Navy
Department shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $200,000.
$200,000.
Navy Department
CARE OF
THE DEAD
OF THE
CARE

Care of
the dead.
dead.
of the
Care

Interment or transFor the
care of
of the
funeral expenses
interment or
or tansInterment
or porting
and interment
expenses and
for funeral
dead; for
the dead;
the care
For
expenses.
transportation
to
their
homes
or
to
designated
cemeteries
of
the
portingepeses.
the
of
cemeteries
transportation to their homes or to designated
remains of
officers who
United
who die within the United
(including officers
officers (including
of officers
remains
States) and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy
Navy and
Corps, of
members
of members
Marine Corps,
and Marine
States)
of
reservists on
on active
or training
duty, and
and Civilian employees
training duty,
active or
Corps, reservists
Nurse Corps,
the Nurse
of the
accepted applicants
applicants for
for enlistment,
civilian employees
employees of
the Nay
Navy dcingabadmplym
of the
dying abroad.
enlistment, civilian
accepted
Department
Naval Establishment
die outside
outside of
the conticontiof the
who die
Establishment who
and Naval
Department and
nental
limits of
of the
United States,
States, and
and former
former enlisted
enlisted men
men who
who are
are
the United
nental limits
discharged
while
in
naval
hospitals
and
are
inmates
of
said
hospitals
discharged while in naval hospitals and are inmates of said hospitals
on the
the date
of their
their death;
death; for
for funeral
and interment
interment of
of
expenses and
funeral expenses
date of
on
the
pensioners and
patients who
naval
in naval
die in
who die
destitute patients
and destitute
of pensioners
the remains
remains of
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hospitals; for
for purchase
purchase and
care of
of
removal of
lots; for removal
of cemetery
cemetery lots;
and care
hospitals;
remains from
from abandoned
cemeteries to
to naval
naval or
or national
national cemeteries,
cemeteries,
abandoned cemeteries
remains
or to
to their
including remains
interred in
in isolated
at
graves at
isolated graves
remains interred
homes, including
their homes,
or
Proviso.
home
and abroad,
interred, $68,000:
Pro$68,000: ProProviso.
temporarily interred,
and remains
remains temporarily
abroad, and
and
home
Retired
officers, etc.,
Retired officers,
on active duty
vt'ded, That
That the
the above
provision shall
shall apply
apply in
officers
case of officers
in the
the case
above provision
in- vided,
on
active duty ineluded.
eluded,
and
men of
of the
on the
the retired
list
retired list
Corps on
Marine Corps
Navy and
and Marine
the Navy
enlisted men
and enlisted
who die while on active duty.
Bureau ot
of Yards
Yards and
and
Bureau
Docks.
Docks.

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS
BUREAU
MAINTENANCE, BUREAUi
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
YARDS AND
MAINTENANCE,

General
nance.

mainte-

n ce

For the labor,
determined by
labor , materials, and supplies necessary, as determined
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, for
the general
maintenance of
of the
the activiactivigeneral maintenance
for the
of the
the
ties and
properties now
now or hereafter
hereafter under the cognizance
of the
cognizance of
ties
and properties
Bureau of
Yards and
and Docks,
Docks, including
including accident
accident prevention;
prevention; the
the
of Yards
Bureau

passenger-carrying vehicles
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying

Vehicles.
vehicles,

for
Navy Department
Department (not
(not to exceed
number) and
and the
the
exceed ten in number)
for the
the Navy
Naval Establishment
Establishment not otherwise provided for; not to exceed
exceed
$1,600,000 for
assigned to Group IV
IV (b) and those per$1,600,000
for employees
employees assigned
forming
similar
services
carried
under
native
and alien
alien schedules
schedules
forming similar services carried under native and
Schedule of
Employees in the Field Service
for Civil Employees
of Wages for
in the
the Schedule
of the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, and
and part
time or
employment
or intermittent
intermittent employment
part time
of
in the District of Columbia, or elsewhere, of such engineers and
contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy,
architects as may be contracted
in
his discretion,
discretion, at a
arate of
$25 per diem for
for
exceeding $25
of pay not exceeding
in his
Proviso.
any person so employed, $6,459,250: Provided, That expenditures
imitation
Limitation on operaopera- any person so employed, $6,459,250: Provided, That expenditures
tion, etc.
tion,
etc.
from appropriations
appropriations contained in this Act for the maintenance,
maintenance,
operation, and
and repair of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation,
including the
chauffeurs and the compenof civilian
civilian chauffeurs
compensation of
the compensation
including
sation
sation of any greater number than ninety enlisted men detailed to
such
duty, shall
shall not exceed
exceed in the
of
the aggregate
aggregate $70,000, exclusive of
such duty,
Marine Corps, withvehicles owned
owned and
and operated
by the
the Marine
connection
in connection
Corps in
Marine Corps
operated by
out continental
such vehicles
contentsal limits such
excluded.
with expeditionary
expeditionary duty without the continental limits of the United
excluded.
States and motorcycles, and on any one vehicle shall not exceed for
maintenance,
garage rent, pay of
exclusive of garage
maintenance, upkeep, and repair, exclusive
operators, tires,
tires, fuel,
fuel, and
and lubricants,
lubricants, one third of the market
market price
operators,
of a
a new vehicle of the same make or class, and in any case not
more than $500.

IV

Group
Group IV (b)
ployees.
ployees

emem-

CONTINGENT, BUREAU
CONTINGENT,
BnUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS
Contingent.
Contingent.

Bureau
of AeronauAeronauBureau of
tics.
tics.

improvements
For contingent expenses
expenses and minor extensions and improvements
Sl17,635.
of public works
works at navy
navy yards and stations, $117,635.
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS
BUREAU
AERONAUTICS
AVIATION,
AVIATION, NAVY
NAVY

Designated aviation
aviation
Designated
expenses.
expenses.

For aviation, as follows: For navigational,
photographic, aeronavigational, photographic,
logical, radio, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment, including repairs
thereto, for use with aircraft built or building on June 30, 1934,
Aircraft
Aircraft factory, etc. $672,152;
maintenance, repair, and operation
for maintenance,
operation of aircraft factory,
air stations, fleet air bases, fleet and all other aviation activities,
activities.
accident prevention, testing laboratories, for overhauling of planes,
and for the purchase for aviation purposes only of special clothing,
wearing apparel, and special equipment,
equipment, $10,066,800,
$10,066,800, including
including
fHelium.
Helium.
$120,000 for the equipment of vessels with catapults and including
not to exceed $100,000 for the procurement
procurement of helium, which sum
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of
$100,000 shall
shall be
transferred to and made available
available to the Bureau
be transferred
of $100,000
of
Mines on
on July
July 1,
1, 1934,
the bureau may lease, after competi1934, and the
of Mines
containers;
tion,
metal cylinders
cylinders acquired for use as helium containers;
surplus metal
tion, surplus
for continuing
experiments and
development work on all types of
and development
continuing experiments
for
aircraft, including
including the
the payment
payment of
part-time or intermittent
intermittent employof part-time
aircraft,
ment
Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere of such scientists and
District of Columbia
the District
in the
ment in
Navy.
technicists
as may be contracted
contracted for by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
technicists as
in his
his discretion,
at a
pay not exceeding $20 per diem for
of pay
a rate
rate of
discretion, at
in
any
person so
employed, $1,773,368;
$1,773,368; for new construction and proso employed,
any person
curement
of
aircraft
and
equipment, spare parts and accessories,
equipment,
and
aircraft
of
curement
$2,400,000 shall be avail- Incurred obligations.
$6,131,000, of
which amount
exceed $2,400,000
not to exceed
amount not
of which
$6,131,000,
contract
able
for
the
payment
of
incurred
under the contract
incurred
obligations
of
able for the payment
authorization carried
carried in
in the
the Navy
fiscal
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
Navy Appropriation
authorization
year
in all,
all, $18,643,320;
$18,643,320; and the money herein
herein specifically
specifically
1934; in
year 1934;
Accounting.
appropriated
"Aviation" shall
shall be
be disbursed
accounted for Accounting.
disbursed and accounted
for "Aviation"
appropriated for
fund:
one
in
accordance
with
existing
and
shall
fund:
constitute
and
law
in accordance with existing
Provisos.
Provided,
the sum
sum to
to be
be paid
of this
this appropriation
for Group
IV (b) emProupIV
appropriation for
out of
paid out
That the
Provided, That
ployees.
pioyees.
similar
performing
employees
assigned
to
group
IV
(b)
performing
those
and
employees assigned to group IV (b)
schedules in the Schedule
services carried
under native and alien schedules
carried under
services
of Wages
Wages for
for Civil
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Civil Employees
of
Contracts for new
Contracts
Department shall
shall not
not exceed
further, That in airplanes,
Provided further,
$971,200: Provided
etc. for new
exceed $971,200:
Department
the
Secretary
addition
to
the
amount
herein
appropriated,
the
Secretary
of
addition to the amount herein appropriated, the
Navy may,
to July 1,
41936,
contracts for the producproduc 1936, enter into contracts
prior to
may, prior
Navy
tion and
of new
new airplanes
and their
spare parts,
parts, Sum transferred for
equipment, spare
their equipment,
airplanes and
purchase of
and purchase
tion
expenses.
travelexpenses.
$2,800,000:
and
accessories, to
to an
an amount
amount not
in excess
2
800,000: Provided
Provided travel
excess of $2
not in
and accessories,
further,
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
the Secretary of the Treasury
That the
further, That
transfer
directed,
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, to transfer
request of
the request
upon the
directed, upon
not
$24,000 from
from this appropriation to
aggregate $24,000
the aggregate
in the
exceed in
to exceed
not to
p. 410;
410; Post,
Post,
Ante, p.
the
appropriations "
Pay, Subsistence,
Subsistence, and
Transportation, Navy,"
Navy," p. Ante,
and Transportation,
"Pay,
the appropriations
418.
and
"Pay, Marine
authorized traveling
traveling expenses . 418.
cover authorized
Corps" to cover
Marine Corps"
and "Pay,
of
officers and
enlisted men
men in
flying new airplanes
with flying
connection with
in connection
and enlisted
of officers
from contractor's
works to
assigned station or ship, including travel
to assigned
contractor's works
from
to contractor's
contractor's works
works and
of personnel
to station
station of duty, and
and
personnel to
return of
and return
to
limitations
i
in
the
amount
so
transferred
shall
n
addition
to
any
limitations
be
transferred
so
the amount
contained
the appropriations
appropriations "
Pay, Subsistence
Transpor-- Coast stations liesSubsistence, and Transpor
"Pay,
in the
contained in
Coast stations lmfurther, That Red.
Provided further,
tation, Navy,"
Navy," and
and "Pay,
Pay, Marine
Marine Corps":
Corps ": Provided
tation,
t
no
expended for maintenance
maintenance of
be expended
shall be
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
part of
no part
more
than
six
heavier-than-air stations
on the
of the conticoast of
the coast
stations on
six heavier-than-air
than
more
con.
nental United States:
States: Provided
That no
no part
part of
this approappro- ^istrlane
Airplane factoryconfactory
of this
further, That
Provided further,
nental United
priation shall
used for
of a
factory for the s
a factory
construction of
the construction
for the
be used
shall be
priation
damage
damage
manufacture
of
airplanes:
Provided
further,
That
the
im
Secretary claAdjusting
the Secretary
That
further,
Provided
airplanes:
of
manufacture

adjust,
ascertain, adjust,
authorized
iz e
d to
to consider
consider, ascertain,
the Navy is hereby author
of the
determine,
and
pay
out
of
this
appropriation
the
amounts
on
due
amounts
the
appropriation
this
of
out
pay
determine, and
claims for
for damages
damages which
which have
have occurred
occurred or may occur to private
claims
property
growing out
out of
of the
the operations
of naval
such
where such
aircraft where
naval aircraft
operations of
property growing
claim
does not
not exceed
exceed the sum of $500.
claim does
NAVAL ACADEMY
ACADEMY
NAVAL

Pay,
Academy: Pay
professors and
others, Naval
Naval
and others,
for professors
Pay for
Naval Academy:
Pay, Naval
Academy: Pay
of
professors
and
instructors,
including
one
proone
including
instructors,
and
Academy: Pay of professors
fessor as
librarian,
That not
more than
than $33,300
$33,300
not more
Provided, That
$238,410: Provided,
librarian, $238,410:
as
fessor
shall be paid for
masters and
instructors in
swordsmanship and
and
in swordsmanship
and instructors
shall be paid for masters
physical training: Provided further, That
no
part
of this
this approapproof
part
no
That
further,
Provided
training:
physical shall
priation
be available
pay of
of a
the
at the
instructor at
a civilian
civilian instructor
the pay
for the
available for
be
priation shall
Naval Academy not
not so
so employed
on
June
27, 1933,
1933, except
except that
the
the
that
27,
June
on
employed
Naval Academy
Secretary of
of the
is authorized
eight additional
additional
employ eight
to employ
authorized to
Navy is
the Navy

Secretary

civilian
instructors.
civilian instructors.
56837
S6637

-27
—34.-27
-34

Naval Academy.

Naval Academy.

Pay
etc.
etca

for

professors,

for profe

Provisos.
Instructors
in swordsswordsInstructors in
manship.

manship.

Employment
civilian
instructors.
Employment

of

d
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For pay
employees, $459,360:
$459,360: Provided,
Provided, That
the sum
sum to
to be
be
That the
For
pay of
of employees,
em- paid
paid out
out of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation for
group
to group
employees assigned
assigned to
for employees
emIV (b)
(b) and
those performing
performing similar
similar services
services carried
carried under
native
under native
IV
and those
and
alien schedules
schedules in
in the
for Civil
Employees
Civil Employees
Schedule of
of Wages
Wages for
the Schedule
and alien
in the
the Field
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
not exceed
exceed
shall not
Department shall
in
Field Service
Service of
$236,000.
$236,000.
Current,
Current, etc.,
Current and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Naval
Academy: For
Naval Academy:
For text
etc., ex-x- Current
penses.
penses.
and reference
books for
instructors; stationery,
blank books
books
for use
use of
of instructors;
stationery, blank
and
reference books
and forms,
forms, models,
periodicals; apparatus
apparatus
and periodicals;
maps, newspapers,
newspapers, and
models, maps,
and
and materials
materials for
for instruction
in physical
physical training
training and
and athletics;
athletics;
instruction in
and
Lectures,
Lectures, eetc.
expenses of lectures and entertainments,
exceeding S1,000,
entertainments, not exceeding
$1,000,
etc.
including
pay and
expenses of
chemicals, philosophical
philosophical
of lecturer;
lecturer; chemicals,
and expenses
including pay
apparatus
and instruments,
instruments, stores,
stores, machinery,
fittings, appaappatools, fittings,
machinery, tools,
apparatus and
ratus,
for instruction
instruction purposes,
purposes, and
and engraving
engraving of
of trophies
materials for
ratus, materials
Library.
Library.
and
for purchase,
binding, and
and repair
for
of books
books for
repair of
purchase, binding,
and badges,
badges, $66,800;
$66,800; for
the library
(to be
be purchased
in the
the open
open market
market on
on the
the written
order
written order
purchased in
the
library (to
Board
-'isitors.
Board of
of Visitors.
of the
$5,000; for
expenses of
Visitors
of the
the Board
Board of Visitors
for expenses
Of
the superintendent),
superintendent), $5,000;
to the
the Naval
Naval Academy,
for contingencies
contingencies for
for the
the superinsuperin$1,000; for
Academy, $1,000;
to
tendent of
academy, to
expended. in
discretion, not
in his
his discretion,
to be
be expended
of the academy,
tendent
exceeding
commandant of midcontingencies for the commandant
$3,500; for contingencies
exceeding $3,500;
shipmen,
to be
expended in,
discretion, not exceeding
$1,000; in
in
exceeding $1,000;
in his
his discretion,
be expended
shipmen, to
accounted for as
as one fund.
all, $77,300,
$77,300, to
to be accounted
Maintena ne and
Maintenance
and re
reMaintenance and repairs, Naval Academy:
Maintenance
Academy: For necessary repairs
pairs.
pairs.
of public buildings, wharves, and walls inclosing the grounds of the
improvements, repairs, and fixNaval Academy, accident prevention, improvements,
tures;
drawings; purchase
purchase
periodicals, maps, models, and drawings;
tures; for books, periodicals,
apparatus and plants, machinery;
machinery;
and repair
repair of fire engines; fire apparatus
Vehicles.
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of all horses and horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
purchase
for use at the academy, including the maintenance, operation, and
repair of three horse-drawn
repair
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used
the
only for official purposes; seeds and plants; tools and repairs of the
same; stationery; furniture for Government buildings
buildings and offices at
furniture for midshipmen's
midshipmen's rooms; coal and
the academy, including furniture
other fuels; candles, oil, and gas; attendance
attendance on light and power
plants; cleaning and clearing up station and care of buildings;
buildings;
attendance
attendance on fires, lights, fire engines, fire apparatus, and plants,
and telephone,
telephone, telegraph, and clock systems; incidental labor; advertising, water tax, postage, telephones, telegrams,
telegrams ' tolls, and ferriage;
ferriage;
flags and.
and awnings;
Has
awnings; packing boxes; pay of inspectors
inspectors and draftsmen;
draftsmen;
Proriso.
Proviso.
$774,716: Provided,
instruments, .$774,716:
(b) e,„,, and
and music and astronomical
astronomical instruments
Provided, That
That
Group IV
I' (b)
ployees.
assigned
the sum
appropriation for employees assigned
sum, to be paid out of this appropriation
to group IV (b) and those performing
performing similar services carried
carried under
native and alien schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages for Civil
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not
exceed
exceed
$23,000.
1
Marino Corps.
Marine
Corps.
MARINE CORPS
MARINE
CORPS

Employees.
Employees.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Group
IV (b)
Group IV
(b)
ployees.

PAY',
MARINE CORPS
PAY, MAREINE
Pay, etc., officers on
Pay,list.
etc., officers on
active

Ante, p.
417.
Aide,
p. 417.

prescribed by
allowances prescribed
Pay of officers,
officers, active list: For pay and allowances
by
law for all officers on the active list-pay
$3.362,293,
list—pay and allowance, $3,362,293,

including not to exceed
exceed $141,306, for increased pay for making aerial
aerial
flights; subsistence allowance, $469,097;
8469,097; rental
allowance, $605,197;
rental allowance,
$605,197;
in all, $4,436,587; and no part of such sum shall be available
available to pay
active-duty
active-duty pay and allowances to officers on the retired list;
Retired
setie officers.
ofiers.
For pay
the retired
prescribed by
For
pay of
of officers
officers prescribed
by law
law on
on the
retired list,
list, $855,281;
$855,281;
Enlisted men, active
P
or-P
Enlistedmen, active
Pay of enlisted
list.
of nonnonlisted men,
men, active list: For
For pay and allowances of
commissioned
commissioned offcers,
officers, musicians, and privates, as prescribed
prescribed by law,
and for the expenses
expenses of clerks of the United States Marine Corps
ay
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traveling
orders, including
including not to exceed $250 for the expenses
expenses
under orders,
traveling under
of attendance
attendance upon
upon meetings
meetings of
of technical,
professional, scientific
technical, professional,
of
and
other organizations,
organizations, when,
when, in
in the
judgment of the Secretary of
the judgment
and other
the Navy,
such attendance
attendance would
would be of benefit in the conduct of the
Navy, such
the
compensation for
work of
Marine Corps,
and including
including additional
for
additional compensation
Corps, and
the Marine
of the
work
enlisted
of the
the Marine
qualified as expert riflemen,
riflemen, sharpCorps, qualified
Marine Corps,
men of
enlisted men
shooters,
marksmen, or
or regularly
regularly detailed
detailed as gun captains,
captains, gun
shooters, marksmen,
pointers,
cooks, messmen,
messmen, including
including interest on deposits by enlisted
enlisted
pointers, cooks,
men,
debts of deserters
deserters and of men discharged
discharged or senpost-exchange debts
men, post-exchange
tenced
to terms
imprisonment while
United States,
while in debt to the United
of imprisonment
terms of
tenced to
under
rules as
the Secretary
of the Navy may prescribe, and the
Secretary of
as the
such rules
under such
authorized
allowance of
discharged enlisted
enlisted men, and for
of discharged
travel allowance
authorized travel
prizes
for excellence
excellence in
in gunnery
exercises and target practice,
practice, and
gunnery exercises
prizes for
for
pay
of
enlisted
men
designated
as
Navy
mail
clerks
and assistant
assistant
designated
men
enlisted
of
for pay
enlisted
Navy
mail clerks
afloat and
and ashore,
ashore, and
and for
for gratuities to enlisted
both afloat
clerks both
Navy mail
allowances,
men
discharged
not
under
honorable
conditions—pay
and
allowances,
conditions-pay
honorable
under
men discharged not
$6,735,710;
allowance for
lodging and
and subsistence,
subsistence, $581,817; in all,
for lodging
$6,735,710; allowance
$7,317,527;
$7,317,527;
For pay
pay and
prescribed by
by law
law of
of enlisted
enlisted men on the
allowances prescribed
and allowances
For
retired list,
$675,330;
list, $675,330;
retired
discharged enlisted
to discharged
Undrawn clothing:
enlisted men for
for
payment to
For payment
clothing: For
Undrawn
clothing
$271,566;
undrawn, $271,566;
clothing undrawn,
exclud(a) excludMarine Corps
For pay
allowances of
the Marine
Corps Reserve (a)
of the
and allowances
pay and
For
transferred men,
ing
transferred and
and assigned
assigned men,
men, $401,330;
(b) transferred
$401,330; (b)
ing transferred
$337,591;
(c) assigned
assigned men, $5,400; in all, $744,321;
$337,591; (c)
in
expenses and per diem
For mileage
and actual
necessary expenses
diem in
and necessary
actual and
mileage and
For
officers
lieu
of
subsistence
as
authorized
by
law
officers
traveling
under
to
law
by
lieu of subsistence as authorized
orders
$90,000;
orders without troops, $90,000;
In all,
$14,390,612, and
and the
the money
appropriated
specifically appropriated
herein specifically
money herein
all, $14,390,612,
In
for
for pay
pay of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps shall be disbursed and accounted
accounted for
for
in accordance
with existing
and shall constitute one fund.
law and
existing law
accordance with
in

wances.
Pay
allowances.
Pay and allo

enlisted
ed men.
Retired enlistf
Undrawn
clot thing.
undrawn clothing.
Marine
Marine
serve.

Corps
corips

Re-

Mileage, etc.
etc.
Mileage,

Accounting.
Accounting.

MARINE CORPS
PAY
EMPLOYEES, MARINE
PAY OF CIVIL EMPLOYEES,

Pay of
For personal
personal services in the District of Columforce: For
civil force:
of civil
Pay
bia,
follows:
as follows:
bia, as

head-

Civil
at headCivil force at
quarters.

rfrte

Offices of
the Major
Major General
General Commandant
Commandant and adjutant inspector,
of the
Offices
$94,939;
$94,939;
paymaster, $40,651;
$40,651;
of paymaster,
Office of
Office of
of the
the quartermaster,
quartermaster, $105,920;
in all,
all, $241,510:
Priooi,o
Provded, Proviso.
$241,510: Provided,
$105,920; in
No increase .in enOffice
at headquarheadquarmen at
listed men
head- listed
Corps
That
the
total
number
of
enlisted
men
on
duty
at
Marine
Marine
at
That the total number of enlisted men on duty
ters.
s
ter quarters
on
May
7,
1930,
shall
not
be
increased,
and
in
lieu
of
increased,
be
not
shall
1930,
7,
May
on
quarters
enlisted
men whose
whose services
at such
such headquarters
headquarters shall be terminated
terminated
services at
enlisted men
to be filled
ied
Vbacaniestobe
by byVacancies
filled by
be
may
their
1935,
1,
for
any
cause
prior
to
July
1,
1935,
their
places
may
be
filled
July
to
civilians.
prior
cause
for any
Pay rates
rates according
according
Pay
Classification
the
with
civilians,
for
the
pay
of
whom,
in
accordance
with
Classification
civilians, for the pay of whom, in accordance
to Classification Act.
vol.
42, i14S8;
p. 1468; Vol.
oCl.42pf.
"Pay,
Act
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
either or
or both
both the
the appropriations
appropriations "
Pay, Vol.
amended, either
Act of
pp. 776, 1003.
46p.776,103upp.
be 46,
Corps",
Marine
Corps ", and
General expenses, Marine Corps
", shall be
"General
and "
U.S.C.,
p. 65;
65; Supp.
Suppx
Marine Corps",
U.S.C., p.
I I p. 34
VII,
, p. 34..
available.
available.
GENERAL
MARINE CORPS
EXPENSES, MARINE
GENERAL EXPENSES,

General expenses.
expenses.
General

authorized
For
requisite for,
for, and
incident to, the authorized
and incident
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For every
work of
the Marine
Marine Corps,
appropriated for under the
as appropriated
other than as
Corps, other
of the
work
headings of
of pay
and salaries,
salaries, as follows:
follows:
pay and
headings
For
provisions, subsistence,
subsistence, board
board and lodging
lodging of enlisted men,
For provisions,
recruits
and
recruiting
parties,
and
applicants
recruits and recruiting parties, and applicants for enlistment, cash
allowance
for lodging
and subsistence
subsistence to enlisted men traveling
lodging and
allowance for
$2,123,812;
on duty;
duty; ice,
maintenance, $2,123,812;
and their maintenance,
machines and
ice machines
ice, ice
on
For
clothing
for
enlisted
$460,322;
men,
enlisted
for
For clothing
officers, $424,600;
For
fuel, heat,
heat, light,
light, and
sales to officers,
$424,600;
including sales
and power, including
For fuel,

Authorized work.
work.
Authoried

Provisions, etc.
etc.
Provisions

Clothing.
t
clothi
Fuel,
b etc.
at
F
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Military
etc.
Purchase,
Purchase,
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For
equipment, including, their purchase,
supplies and equipment,
military supplies
For military

preserva--repair,
preserve

preservation, and
and handling;
school.
,educational,
recreational, school,
handling; recreational,
repair, preservation,
supplies,
library, musical, amusement,
amusement, field sport and gymnasium
gymnasium supplies,

equipment,
incidental expenses;
expenses; purchase
and marking
marking
purchase and
and incidental
services, and
equipment, services,
of prizes
prizes for
for excellence
in gunnery
gunnery and
good-conduct
and rifle practice, good-conduct
excellence in
of
badges, medals,
medals, and
and buttons
awarded to
and enlisted
men by
by
enlisted men
officers and
to officers
buttons awarded
badges,
the
Government
for
conspicuous,
gallant,
and
special
service;
rental
rental
service;
special
and
gallant,
conspicuous,
for
the Government
and
target ranges
ranges and
fees for
for competitions,
competitions,
entrance fees
and entrance
of target
maintenance of
and maintenance
$472,330.
$472,330.
Transportation,
at aFor transportation
of troops
applicants for enlistment,
enlistment, includtroops and applicants
transportation of
For
Transportation, etc.
ing
cash
in
lieu
of
ferriage
and
transfers
en
route;
toilet
for
kits for
toilet kits
route;
en
transfers
and
ing cash in lieu of ferriage
issue to
to recruits
recruits upon
their first
first enlistment
and other
other incidental
incidental
enlistment and
upon their
issue
Dependents.
expenses of
recruiting service;
service; and for transportation for dependthe recruiting
of the
expenses
Dependents,
ents
of officers
officers and
men, $250,000;
$250,000;
enlisted men,
and enlisted
ents of
barracks, quarters, and other
For
improvements to
to barracks,
other
Repairs, etc.,
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
barto baretc., to
Repairs,
racks, quarters, etc.
leasing,
renting,
the
and
public
buildin
g
s
at
posts
stations;
for
renting,
and
buildings
public
e
raksuarter
improvement of
buildings in
at such
such
and at
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
the District
in the
of buildings
improvement
other
as the
require,_, and
the erection
erection of
and the
exigencies require,
public exigencies
the public
places as
other places
temporary buildings
Secretary of the Navy
approval of the Secretary
upon the approval
buildings upon
temporary
at aa total
cost of
of not
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 during
during the
the year,
$340,000;
year, $340,000;
not to
total cost
at
For forage
forage and
and stabling
stabling of public
authorized
Forage,
etc.
public animals and the authorized
For
Porageetc.
number
officers' horses, $25,000;
of officers'
number of
Contingent.
For
miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment, personal and
For miscellaneous
Contingent.
other services,
services, and
and for
for other
other incidental
incidental expenses
expenses for the Marine Corps
other
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for;
for; purchase,
repair, and
and exchange
exchange of typepurchase, repair,
not
and repair of furniture
writers and
and calculating
machines; purchase
purchase and
calculating machines;
writers
vehicles;
passenger-carrying vehicles;
and
fixtures; repair
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
and fixtures;
Vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
$295 each; and purnot to exceed
purchase of
of five
five motorcycles,
at not
exceed S295
motorcycles, at
purchase
chase,
repair of
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying and
and repair
exchange, and
chase, exchange,
other
vehicles, including
medicines for
veterinary services and medicines
parts; veterinary
including parts;
other vehicles,
Horses,
eto.
officers'
of
number
authorized
public
animals
and
the
authorized
number
of
officers'
horses; purthe
and
animals
public
etc.
Horses,
equipment for all officers below the grade
chase of
of mounts
oracle
horse equipment
and horse
mounts and
chase
the
of major
required to be mounted;
mounted; shoeing for public animals
animals and the
major required
of
authorized number
number of
of officers'
officers' horses; books, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodiauthorized
officers' allowance
cals; printing
binding; packing
packing and crating of officers'
and binding;
printing and
cals;
Funeral expenses.
officers and
of
baggage; funeral
expenses of
of officers
and enlisted men
men and
funeral expenses
of baggage;
Funeral expenses
accepted
applicants for enlistment and retired officers on active duty,
accepted applicants
wearing
bodies,' arms,
including the
transportation of their bodies
arms,_ and wearing
the transportation
including
in the
the homes
apparel
homes of the deceased
deceased in
demise to the
of demise
place of
the place
from the
apparel from
maintenance of launUnited
construction, operation, and maintenance
States; construction,
United States;
dries; and
extraordinary expenses,
for all emergencies and extraordinary
and for
dries;
$1,845,201;
$1,84,261;
Marine Corps
Marine
Corps ne
Be-Marine Corps Reserve:
Reserve: For clothing, subsistence,
subsistence, heat, light,
sarine
$75,000;
transportation, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, 875,000;
transportation,
Accounting.
That
In
all,
$6,016,325,
to
be
accounted
for
as
one
fund:
Provided, That
fund: Provided,
as
one
for
accounted
to
be
$6,016,325,
In
all,
Aovtislo.
Proviso.
Group
paid out of this appropriation
be paid
em(b) e
Iv (b)
Group IV
m- the
the sum
sum to
to be
appropriation for
for employees
employees assigned
assigned
Ployees.
carried under
to group IV (b) and those performing similar services
services carried
pIo~yes.
native and
in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages for Civil
schedules in
alien schedules
and alien
native
Employees in
in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not
Employees
exceed $90,000.
Prizes,
badges, etc.
etc.
Prizes badges,

Alterations to naval
naval
AlterationS
vessels.

ALTERATIONS TO NAVAL VESSELS
ALTERATIONS

Toward
Toward the alterations and repairs required
required for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
and
Mississippi,
Mexico,
modernizing
the
United
States
ships
New
Mexico,
Mississippi,
New
ships
States
United
the
modernizing
pi
Act entitled "An Act to authorize alteraIdaho, authorized
by the Act
authorized by
Idaho,
Vo.46, p-i453.
and repairs of certain naval vessels ", approved February
tions and
tions
February 28,
Provided, That
Ptovin.
1931, $4i70,400,
$470,400, to remain available until expended: Provided,
That
proviso.
Group IV ())
m "the sum to be paid out of the amount available
expenditure under
available for expenditure
- the sum to be paid out of the
) eem
ployreSp
Planes. I

Modernizing
"New
Modernizing "New
"MississipMexico", "MississipMexico",
pi", and
and "Idaho."
Idaho.
Vol. 48, p. 103.
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performing similar services
those performing
assigned
to group
group IV
services
and those
(b) and
IV (b)
assigned to
in the Schedule of Wages
schedules
carried
under
native
and
alien
alien
schedules
and
native
under
carried
the Field Service of the Navy Department
for
Civil Employees
Employees in the
Department
for Civil
shall
not
exceed
$20,000.
$20,000.
exceed
not
shall
NAVY
THE NAVY
INCREASE OF
OF THE
INCREASE

of
Construction
and machinery:
machinery: On account of hulls and outfits of
Construction and
authorized, including
vessels
machinery of
of vessels
vessels heretofore
heretofore authorized,
and machinery
vessels and
subcategory (a)
cruiser of subcategory
the
one cruiser
(a) and three
of one
commencement of
the .commencement
cruisers of
of subcategory
subcategory (b), authorized
authorized by the Act approved Febcruisers
ruary 13,
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1165),
1165), $27,342,000,
$27,342,000, and, in addition, (1)
13, 1929
ruary
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
directed, upon the
authorized and directed,
is
Treasury
the
of
the Secretary
to make transfers during
Navy, to
request of
during the
the Navy,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
request
fiscal .year
1935 from
from the
the naval
naval supply
account fund to this approsupply account
year 1935
fiscal
(2) there
priation of
sums aggregating
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, and (2)
aggregating not
of sums
priation
paragraph
is
hereby reappropriated
the objects
embraced by
by this
this paragraph
objects embraced
for the
reappropriated for
is hereby
Works, Navy, Emer(a)
$1,450,000 of
the appropriation
Emer"Public Works,
appropriation "Public
of the
(a) $1,450,000
gency
Construction, Act
Act July
July 21,
contained in the Act entitled
entitled
", contained
1932 ",
21, 1932
gency Construction,
"An Act
Act to
lending powers
destitution, to broaden the lending
relieve destitution,
to relieve
"An
of the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
create employCorporation, and to create
of
program",
public-works
a
ment
by
providing
for
and
expediting
a
public-works
program ",
expediting
and
for
ment by providing
$550,000 of the unexpended balances
approved July
1932, and
balances
(b) $550,000
and (b)
31, 1932,
July 31,
approved
of the
appropriated under
under the head of "Public
"Public
heretofore appropriated
amounts heretofore
the amounts
of
Works, Bureau
Bureau of
of Yards
and Docks
", and
total sums
hereby
sums hereby
the total
and the
Docks ",
Yards and
Works,
made available
available shall
shall remain
until expended:
Provided, the
expended: Provided,
available until
remain available
made
under
sum
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of the
the amount
amount available
for expenditure
expenditure under
available for
sum to
the
head of
and Machinery"
Machinery " for the fiscal year 1935
Construction and
of""Construction
the head
assigned to group IV
for
employees in
field service
service assigned
IV (b) and
the field
in the
for employees
those
performing similar
similar services
carried under
under native and alien
services carried
those performing
for Civil Employees in the
schedules in
the Schedule
Wages for
of Wages
Schedule of
in the
schedules
Department shall not exceed $465,000:
Field Service
Service of
the Navy
Navy Department
of the
Field
contained in this Act under
Provided,
of the
the appropriations
appropriations contained
under
That of
Provided, That
the head
of "
Increase of
Navy ", there shall be available
available such
the Navy
of the
"Increase
head of
the
sums as
as the
the Secretary
the Navy
may from
from time to time determine
Navy may
of the
Secretary of
sums
to be
be necessary
necessary for
services, including
technical services,
of technical
engagement of
the engagement
for the
to
of personnel in the Navy
the purchase
and the
employment of
the employment
plans, and
of plans,
purchase of
the
Department and
and in
in the
the field,
field, in
addition to
to those
those otherwise
provided
otherwise provided
in addition
Department
vessels heretofore
for, owing
owing to
construction of vessels
heretofore authorized
authorized and
and
the construction
to the
for,
herein or
appropriated for in part.
heretofore appropriated
or heretofore
herein
Armor, armament,
Toward the armor, armaammunition: Toward
and ammunition:
armament, and
Armor,
ment,
and
ammunition
for
vessels
heretofore
$6,277,334,
authorized, $6,277,334,
ment, and ammunition for vessels heretofore authorized,
to
remain available
available until
until expended:
Provided, That
the sum
be
to be
sum to
That the
expended: Provided,
to remain
head
under
expenditure
for
paid
out
of
the
amount
available
for
expenditure
this
head
for
paid out of the amount available
to
service assigned to
the fiscal
fiscal year
employees in
field service
the field
in the
for employees
1935 for
year 1935
the
group IV
IV (b)
(b) and
those performing
performing similar
similar services
services carried
carried under
under
and those
group
native
alien schedules
in the
Schedule of
of Wages
Wages for
Civil
for Civil
the Schedule
schedules in
and alien
native and
Employees
Service of
Navy Department
Department shall
shall not
not
the Navy
of the
Field Service
the Field
in the
Employees in
exceed
$175,000.
$175,000.
exceed
That in
in the
of appropriations
appropriations in this Act the SecreSecreexpenditure of
the expenditure
That
the
tary
of
the
Navy
shall,
unless
in
his
discretion
the
interest
of
the
of
interest
the
discretion
his
in
unless
tarv of the Navy shall,
Government
will not
permit, purchase
contract for,
within the
the
for, within
or contract
purchase or
not permit,
Government will
limits of
the United
United States,
only articles
articles of
of the
production,
growth, production,
the growth,
States, only
of the
limits
such
or
of the
the United
States, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that
that such
United States,
manufacture of
or manufacture
articles
the growth,
production, or
manufacture of
the United
United
of the
or manufacture
growth, production,
of the
articles of
States
may cost
more, if
if such
such excess
excess of
unreasonable.
not unreasonable.
be not
cost be
of cost
cost more,
States may
The
appropriations made
in this
this Act
Act for
the purchase
purchase or
manuor maimfor the
made in
The appropriations
of
class
facture
of
equipment
or
material
or
of
a
particular
equipparticular
a
of
or
material
or
equipment
of
facture
ment
or material
material shall
shall be
available for
for the
purchase of
letters patent,
patent,
of letters
the purchase
be available
ment or

Increase of
the Navy.
Navy.
of the
Increase
Construction vead
and
machinery of vessels
heretofore authorized.

achinery of
heretofore authorized.
Vol. 45,
p. 1165.
1165.
45, p.
Vol.

Amount from
from naval
naval
Amount
supply account.

supply account

Sum from emergency
construction fund.
Vol. 47, p. 717.

Sumfromemergency
vol. 47, p. 717.

Sum
Sum from "Public
Works,
Yards
and
Docks" Yards
Docks."
Vol. 47, p. 717.
Vol
Available
until expended.
pended.
Provisos.
V (b),
Group IV
(b), etc.,
employees.
employees.

and
ex

47be7l

Technical
services,
service,
Technical
purchase
plans, etc.
etc.
of plans,
purchase of

Armor, etc.,
etc., for
for vesves
Armor,
selssels
authorized.
authorized.
Proviso.
Group IV (b) emb) ems
s
ployees.

AoProuo.
V
pireeP

Purchase of foreign

Pruhase of

forebin
forbidetc., forbidproducts, etc.,
products,

den.
den.

Purchase,

etc.,

of

etc.
Purchas
equipment
available
avalasdle
equipment
for
letters patent,
patent, itto.
te.
tor lett.s
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applications
for letters
licenses under
under letters
letters patent,
patent, and
patent, licenses
letters patent,
applications for
applications for
for letters
letters patent
patent that
that pertain
pertain to
equipment or
or
such equipment
to such
applications
material for
for which
the appropriations
made.
are made.
appropriations are
which the
material
Department use
use limNo part
part of
of any appropriation
expended
appropriation made for the Navy shall be expended
NO
limDepartment
iited.
for any of the purposes herein provided
ted.
provided for on account of the Navy
Department
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including personal
personal services
services
Department in
of civilians
and of
of enlisted
the Navy,
as herein
herein
except as
Navy, except
of the
men of
enlisted men
civilians and
of
PTOV2803.
detailed to the
may be detailed
expressly
authorized: Provided,
That
there may
That there
Provided,
authorized:
expressly
Naviga
Provmiost
Details to NavigaBureau
not to
exceed at
at any
one time
six enlisted
men
enlisted men
time six
any one
to exceed
tion Bureau.
of Navigation
Navigation not
Bureau of
Bureau.
tion
Designated services of the Navy: Provided fwither, That enlisted men detailed to the
the
to
detailed
men
enlisted
That
further,
Provided
Navy:
not
regarded as De- of the
not regarded
partment detail.
shall not be
naval
and the
the radio
service shall
communication service
radio communication
dispensary and
naval dispensary
partmentdetail
regarded as
detailed to
the Navy
Navy Department
the District
District of
of
in the
Department in
to the
as detailed
regarded
Columbia.
Columbia.
No
to officer,
appropriations made in this Act shall be available
No part of the appropriations
officer,
pay to
No pay
etc., using time-meassuperintendent, foreany officer,
officer, manager, superintendent,
of any
pay of
or pay
uring
on work for
salary or
the salary
for the
uring device on
of employee.
persons having charge of the work of any
person or persons
man, or other
other person
man,
of employee.
employee of
of the
the United
United States
Government while making or causing
causing
States Government
employee
time
a time
to
be
made
with
a
stop
watch
or
time-measuring device a
other time-measuring
or
watch
stop
a
with
to be made
study
of any
any job
job of
of any
any such
employee between
between the
the starting
starting and comsuch employee
study of
pletion
thereof, or
or of
of the
employee while
movements of any such employee
the movements
pletion thereof,
engaged
shall any part of
appropriations
the appropriations
of the
nor shall
work; nor
such work;
upon such
engaged upon
Cash
cash
etc., made in this Act be available
rewards, etc.,
Cash rewards,
available to pay any premiums or bonus or cash
restricted.
reward to any employee
reward
employee in addition
addition to his regular wages, except for
for
restictd
suggestions
improvements or economy in the operation of
suggestions resulting in improvements
any
approplant; and no part of the moneys herein approGovernment plant;
any Government
priated for
herein made available thereEstablishment or herein
for the Naval Establishment
priated
hereafter made for the
for
shall be
expended under contracts hereafter
or expended
used or
be used
for shall
contractor,
private contractor,
acquirement, by or from any private
Repair, equipment,
purchase, or acquirement,
repair, purchase,
equipment, repair,
etc., at other than navy
articles
of
any
naval
machinery,
article
or
articles
that
at
the time
vessel,
yetardset.
yards, etc., restrited.
restricted. Of any naval
proposed repair, purchase, or acquirement
acquirement can be repaired,
the proposed
of the
manufactured, or produced in each or any of the Government navy
manufactured,
yards or arsenals
arsenals of the United States, when time and facilities permit, and when, in the judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, such
such
production would not involve an
acquirement, or production
repair, purchase,
purchase, acquirement,
Government: Provided,
increase in cost to the Government:
appreciable
proviso.
Proviso.
appreciable increase
Provided, That nothConstruction,
etc.,
ing
herein
shall
be
construed
as
altering
or
repealing
the proviso conor
repealing
altering
a
and
alternate ing herein shall be construed as
naRaernate
of firstafst
cruisers at Government
construction
the
authorize
to
tained
in
section
1
of
the
Act
to
authorize
construction
of certain
Act
the
1
of
section
in
tained
actreset
yards
yards, factories, etc.,
required.
the
13, 1929,
1929, which provides that the
February
required.
naval vessels, approved
approved February
Vol. 46, p. 1185.
first and each succeeding
succeeding alternate cruiser
cruiser upon which
which work is underol. 45, P. 1165.
taken, together with the main engines, armor, and armament shall
be constructed
Government navy yards, naval
manufactured in the Government
constructed or manufactured
be
ordnance plants, or arsenals of the United States,
gun factories,
factories, naval ordnance
manufactured in
except
material or parts as are not customarily manufactured
such material
except such
such
such Government plants.
Navy
Department.
Navy Department.
Salaries.

DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
SALARIES
SALARIES

For compensation
compensation for personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
as follows:
follows:
Office of the Secretary
secretari
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
Secretary of the Navy: Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, Assistand civilian personnel
a ofices,
in
offices, etc., desig- ant Secretary of the Navy, and other personal services, $154,800.
nated.
General board, $11,304.
Naval examining
examining and retiring boards, $9,540.
Compensation board, $6,156.
86,156.
Compensation
engaged
Office of Naval Records
Records and Library, including employees
employees engaged
a view to publicain the collection
collection or copying
copying and classification,
classification, with a
tion, of the naval records of the war with the Central Powers of
Europe, $30,672.
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Office
of Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, $104,940.
Office of
Operations, $61,830.
Office
of Naval
Naval Operations,
Chief of
of Chief
Office of
Board
of Inspection
Inspection and Survey, $15,516.
Board of
Office
of
Director
of
Communications, $108,720.
$108,720.
Naval Communications,
of Naval
Director
Office of
Office of
of Naval
Intelligence, $32,760.
Naval Intelligence,
Office
$407,943.
Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation, $407,943.
Bureau of
$337,356.
Hydrographic Office, $337,356.
Hydrographic
Naval Observatory,
Observatory, including
including $2,500 for pay of computers on
on piecepieceNaval
work
in preparing
American Ephemeris and
the American
publication the
for publication
preparing for
work in
Nautical Almanac
the tables of the planets, moon,
improving the
in improving
and in
Almanac and
Nautical
$149,994.
and stars,
stars, $149,994.
and
Bureau of
Engineering, $268,470.
of Engineering,
Bureau
Bureau of
of Construction
Construction and Repair, $312,670.
Bureau
Bureau of
$134,703.
Ordnance, $134,703.
of Ordnance,
Bureau
and Accounts, $683,670.
Bureau
of Supplies
Supplies and
$683,670.
Bureau of
Bureau of
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery, $69,048.
$69,048.
of Medicine
Bureau
Bureau
of Yards
and Docks, $251,450.
Yards and
Bureau of
Bureau of
of Aeronautics
Aeronautics, $237,078.
Bureau
s ld
In all,
salaries, Navy
Navy Department,
$3,388,620.
Department, $3,388,620.
all, salaries,
In
Salaries limited to
liitendto
avries
appropriations con- average
In expending
expending appropriations
appropriations or
portions of appropriations
or portions
rates under
In
Classification
Act. 1003,
Classiication
the
in
services
personal
for
payment
tained in
in this
this Act,
Act, for
for the
services in the Vol. 46, p.
the payment
tained
1003,
p.
Supp. vU,
VII, p.
u.s.c.,
of
Act
Classification
the
with
District
of
Columbia
in
accordance
with
Classification
of
accordance
in
Columbia
of
District
34.
3
of
Secretaries
Assistant
1923,
the Assistant
of the
exception of
the exception
with the
amended, with
as amended,
1923, as
persons
the Navy,
Navy, the
the salaries
number of persons
salaries of the total number
of the
average of
the average
the
unit
under
any grade
any bureau,
bureau, office,
office, or other appropriation unit
in any
grade in
under any
compensation
of
shall
not
at
any
time
exceed
the
average
of
the
compensation
rates
average
shall not at any time exceed the
Proviso.
p
not
rsiO
specified for
for the
Act, as
as amended:
amended: Provided,
Provided, That this Restriction
such Act,
not apby such
grade by
the grade
specified
plicable
to
clerical-me.
clerica-meto
plicable
clerical4
and
2,
1,
restriction
shall
not
apply
(1)
to
grades
1,
3,
4
of
the
grades
restriction shall not apply (1) to
chanical service.
xed
infixed
No reduction
reduction in
reduction in salary of any No
mechanical
service, or
or (2)
require the
the reduction
to require
(2) to
mechanical service,
salaries.
p
alries.
person whose
compensation was
of July
1924, in
accord- Vol. 42, p. 1490.
in accord1, 1924,
July 1,
as of
fixed as
was fixed
whose compensation
person
ance with
with the
the rules
of section
section 6
of such
such Act,
Act, (3)
(3) to require
require the reduc6 of
rules of
ance
Transfers to another
TraSwitoothre
position position
tion in
in salary
of any
person who
is transferred
from one
one position
without re.
transferred from
who is
any person
salary of
tion
duction.
a duction.
to another
another position
position in
in the
the same
or different
grade in the same or a
different grade
same or
to
to prevent the Payment under
different
bureau, office
office or
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit,
(4) to
unit, (4)
different bureau,
uner
iPayment
rate higher than the max- higher
payment
under any
any grade
at a
rates permitted.
a rate
grade at
salary under
of aasalary
payment of
the
by
imum
rate
of
the
grade
when
such
higher
rate
is
permitted
permitted
is
rate
higher
such
when
grade
the
imum rate of
onlr one position
one pos ltion
onl
authorized in.aIfagrade.
as amended, and is specifically
Classification
Act of
23 ,
specifically authorized
1923,
of 19
Classification Act
by
other law,
law, or
of any
any person in
compensation of
the compensation
reduce the
to reduce
(5) to
or (5)
by other
a
grade in
one position
allocated.
is allocated.
position is
only one
which only
in which
a grade
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT
Department contincont

inDeprment
For
professional and
and periodicals,
periodicals, law
law books, gent
expenses.
books and
technical books
and technical
For professional
railway
and
necessary
reference
books,
including
city
directories,
directories,
city
including
books,
reference
necessary
and
guides, freight,
express tariff
and photostating,
photostating,
books and
tariff books
and express
passenger, and
freight, passenger,
guides,
maps, docufor
department
library;
for
purchase
of
photographs,
maps,
photographs,
of
purchase
for
library;
for department
ments,
and pictorial
records of
photostating and other necNavy, photostating
the Navy,
of the
pictorial records
ments, and
essary
incidental expenses
expenses in
with the
preparation for
for Naval records of
the preparation
connection with
in connection
essary incidental
World War.
publication
of the
the naval
records of
war with
Central Powers
war. rd
Powers world
the Central
with the
the war
of the
naval records
publication of
of
for stationery,
drawings,
plans, drawings,
newspapers, plans,
furniture, newspapers
stationery, furniture,
Europe; for
of Europe;
and drawing
drawing materials;
purchase and
and exchange of motor trucks or
or
materials; purchase
and
motor
delivery wagons,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
motor
operation of motor
wagons, maintenance,
motor delivery
trucks
motor delivery
delivery wagons;
wagons; garage
garage rent;
rent; street-car
street-car fares not
or motor
trucks or
and comexceeding
$500;
freight,
expressage,
postage,
typewriters,
typewriters,
postage,
exceeding $500; freight, expressage,
puting machines,
machines, and
and other
absolutely necessary
expenses of
of the
the
necessary expenses
other absolutely
puting
Naval service approS
NavalSevBto be used
it priationsnot
$75,000;
offices,
and
Navy
Department
and
its
various
bureaus
and
offices,
$75,000;
it
bureaus
various
its
and
Navy Department
department
exe-x
t
Wdepto
shall
lawful to
unless otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided penses.
expend, unless
to expend,
be lawful
not be
shall not
herein, for
for any
any of
of the
the offices
offices or
or bureaus
of the Navy Department
bureaus of
herein
made for
in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, any
sum out
of appropriations
appropriations made
out of
any sum
in the
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Printing and binding.
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the
service for
of the
the purposes
mentioned or
or authorized
the naval
naval service
for any
any of
purposes mentioned
authorized
in
paragraph.
in this
this paragraph.
PRINTING
BINDING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
For
and binding
binding for
for the
Department and
Naval
For printing
printing and
the Navy
Navy Department
and the
the Naval
Establishment executed
executed at
the Government
Printing Office,
Office, $375,000,
Establishment
at the
Government Printing
$375,000
including not
$85,000 for
for the
Hydrographic Office
Office and.
including
not exceeding
exceeding $85,000
the Hydrographic
and
$2,800 for
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps.
Corps.
$2,800
for the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Officers' Training

Office.
Hydrographic Office.
Contingent
misContingent and
and miscellaneous expenses.
cellaneous
expenses.

Pilot charts.

Branch offices.
offices.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent

Employees.
Employees.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT

AND
EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIC
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
OrFICE

For
purchase and printing
nautical books,
charts, and
and sailing
sailing
For purchase
printing of
of nautical
books, charts,
directions, copperplates,
copperplates, steel
steel plates,
plates, chart
paper, packing
packing boxes,
directions,
chart paper,
boxes,
cleaning copperplates;
copperplates;
chart portfolios, electrotyping
electrotyping copperplates,
copperplates, cleaning
material for drawing,
and
tools, instruments,
instruments, power, and
and material
drawing, engraving,
engraving, and
mounting charts;
charts; reduction
charts by
printing; materials for and mounting
reduction of
of charts
by
photography; photolithographing
photolithographing charts for
for immediate
immediate use;
transfer
photography;
use; transfer
of photolithographic
other charts
charts to
to copper;
purchase of
of equipequipphotolithographic and
and other
copper; purchase
ment for
for the
the storage of
of plates used in making charts and
and for
for the
the
storage of Hydrographic Office
Office charts
charts and
and publications;
publications; modernization, care and repair to printing presses,
presses, furniture,
furniture, instruments, and
tools; extra drawing and engraving;
engraving; translating from foreign
foreign languages; telegrams
telegrams on public business; preparation of pilot charts
and their supplements,
printing and
of
supplements, and
and printing
and mailing
mailing same;
same; purchase
purchase of
data for charts and sailing directions
directions and other nautical publicapublicareference and works and periodicals
tions; books of reference
periodicals relating
relating to
to
hydrography, marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation, surveying, oceanhydrography,
oceanography, and terrestrial
terrestrial magnetism,
professional and
and
magnetism, and
and to
to other professional
technical
technical subjects connected
connected with the
the work
work of
of the Hydrographic
Hydrographic
Office, $62,000.
BRANCH
BRANCH HYDROGRAPHIC
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICES
OFFICES

For contingent
contingent expenses of branch hydrographic
hydrographic offices
offices at Boston,
Boston,
New York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah,,
Savannah, New
Orleans, San Francisco,
Francisco, Portland (Oregon),
(Oregon), Portland (Maine),
(Maine),
Chicago, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo,
Buffalo, Duluth, Sault Sainte Marie,
Rico), Los Angeles, Honolulu,
Seattle, Panama, San Juan (Puerto Rico),
and Galveston, including furniture,
furniture, fuel, lights, works, and periodicals, relating to hydrography,
hydrography, marine
marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
navigation,
surveying, oceanography,
oceanography, and terrestrial magnetism, stationery, miscellaneous articles, rent and care of offices,
cellaneous
offices, care of time balls, car fare
and ferriage
ferriage in visiting
visiting merchant vessels, freight and express charges,
charges,
telegrams, and other necessary expenses incurred in collecting the
latest information
information for pilot charts, and for
for other
other purposes for
for which
which
the offices were established,
established, $13,180.
For services of necessary
necessary employees
employees at branch
branch offices, $40,014.
S40,014.

Observatory.
Naval Observatory.

CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOJS
EXPENSES, NAVAL
CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
OBSERVATORY
NAVAL OBSERVATORY

Library, apparatus,
apparatus,
repairs, etc.

For professional
reference, periodiprofessional and scientific books, books of reference,
cals, engravings,
engravings, photographs, and fixtures for the library; for
apparatus
apparatus and instruments, and for repairs of the same; for repairs
quarters), fixtures, and fences; for cleaning,
to buildings (including quarters),
repair, and upkeep of grounds and roads; furniture
furniture and furnishings
for offices and quarters, gas, chemicals,
chemicals, paints, and stationery,
including transmission
transmission of public documents
documents through the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
exchange,
exchange, foreign postage; plants, seeds,
seeds, and fertilizers;
fertilizers; for fuel,
oil,
oil, grease, pipe, wire, and other materials
materials needed for the maintenance
maintenance
and repair
repair of boilers, engines, heating apparatus, electric lighting
and power,
power, and water supply; purchase and maintenance
maintenance of teams;
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passenger
maintenance, repair,
and operation
motor trucks
trucks and passenger
of motor
operation of
repair, and
maintenance,
automobiles,
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles;
vehicles; telegraph
telegraph and telephone
and of
automobiles, and
necessary expenses, $20,000.
service; and
absolutely necessary
other absolutely
and other
service;
Government
owned
-owned
oermentappropriated by this Act shall be
SEc. 2.
No part
part of
any money
money appropriated
be automobiles.
of any
2. No
SEC.
restricted to offiUse restricted
Government-owned
any
operating
used
for
maintaining,
driving,
or
operating
Government-owned
or
driving,
used for maintaining,
cial busines3.
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle not used exclusively
exclusively for ial bnsiness.
passenger-carrying vehicle
motor-propelled
Transportation
eportation beofficial
purposes; and
and "official
"official purposes
purposes"" shall not include the ttrans-rans
tween domicile and
official purposes;
place
employment.
employment.
of
place
places
portation of
of officers
officers and
domiciles and
employees between their domiciles
and employees
portation
of employment
employment except
in cases
cases of
officers on out-patient
out-patient
medical officers
of medical
except in
of
engaged
employees
officers
medical
service
and
except
in
cases
of
officers
and
employees
engaged
of
cases
in
except
and
service
medical
transportation
makes such transportation
in field
field work
work the
the character
character of
of whose
whose duties
duties makes
in
necessary
and then
then only
as to
same is Exemptions.
such latter cases when the same
to such
only as
necessary and
approved by
by the
the head
head of
the department.
department. This section shall not Exemptions
of the
approved
Secretary of the
apply to
to any
motor vehicle
for official
official use
use of
the Secretary
of the
vehicle for
any motor
apply
the Navy Department
Navy, and
and no
other persons
persons connected
with the
Department
connected with
no other
Navy,
or the
the naval
except the
the commander
commander in chief of the United
United
service, except
naval service,
or
expeditionary
with expeditionary
States
Asiatic Fleet,
Marine Corps
Corps officers
officers serving
serving with
Fleet, Marine
States Asiatic
out-patient
forces in
countries, and
and medical
medical officers
officers on out-patient
foreign countries,
in foreign
forces
medical service,
shall have
Government-owned motor vehicle
have aa Government-owned
service, shall
medical
assigned
exclusive use.
their exclusive
for their
assigned for
1934.
Approved, March
March 15,
15, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 70.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Making
appropriations for
Treasury and Post Office Departments
Departments for the
the Treasury
for the
Making appropriations
fiscal
year ending
ending June
other purposes
for other
and for
1935, and
30, 1935,
June 30,
fiscal year

1934.
March
March 15,
15, 1934.

—
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Treasury and Post
and Ptt
the OTreaDarty
of the
Office Departments
Apand House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
propriation Act,
1935.
propriation Act, 1935.
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States

TITLE
I—.-TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TITLE I-TREASURY

Title

I—Treasury

Department.r
Department.

Appropriations

fiscal year, 1035.
of any money in the ncppyeria'i"
That
the following
following sums
sums are
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
That the
Department
for
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
Treasury
Department
appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June 30, 1935, namely:
year ending
for the

SECRETARY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

y

for
for

Secretary's office.

Secretary s offie.

Secretary,
11 nder
stanter
s8ecet
a Assistants,
Salaries: Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, Under Secretary
Secretary of the Secretary,
of the
Secretary of
Salaries:
and office personnel.
andoffcepersonnel.
and
Treasury,
the
Treasury,
three
Assistant
Secretaries
of
the
Treasury,
other
of
Treasury, three Assistant Secretaries
Provisos.
to
id
Provided, Salaries limited
$150,000: Provided,
personal services
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, $150,000:
District of
the District
services in
personal
average rates under
under
rate
averag
appropriations
of
That
in
expending
appropriations
or
portions
appropriations
portions
or
Classification Act.
That in expending appropriations
Vol. 42, p.
p. 1488;
vol.
1488; Vol.
services in the 46,Vo.4
contained
this Act
Act for
the payment
of personal
personal services
payment of
for the
in this
p. 1003.
contained in
U.S.C.,
p.
Stipp.
Supp.
65;
46sc.p.
Act
District
of
Columbia
in
accordance
with
the
Classification
of
District of Columbia in accordance with the Classification
p. 34.
p.34.
VI.
Secretaries of VII,
1923, as
as amended,
amended, with
the exception
of the
the Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
Exception.
exception of
with the
1923,
Exception
of
number
total
the
Treasury the
of the
number
the
of the
salaries of
the salaries
average of
the average
the Treasury
appropriations
persons under
in any
office, or
or other
other appropriations
bureau, office,
any bureau,
grade in
any grade
under any
persons
unit
shall not
any time
the average
average of
the compensation
compensation
of the
exceed the
time exceed
at any
not at
unit shall
Provided.
rates
specified
for
the
grade
by
such
Act,
as
amended:
Provided, Not applicable to
amended:
as
Act,
such
by
grade
rates specified for the
cOtealehanicale t
4 of clerical-mechanical
3 and 4
That
this restriction
restriction shall
apply (1)
(1) to
to grades
grades 1, 2, 3,
not apply
shall not
That this
sernvice
reduction in service.
the
require
to
(2)
or
service,
No reduction in fixed
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service, or (
2 ) to r
eq
uire the reduction in
salaries.
salaries.
July
of
as
salary
of
any
person
whose
compensation
was
fixed,
as
1,
fixed,
was
compensation
Vol. 42, p. 1480; Vol.
whose
person
any
of
salary
p. 1005.
Vo
4s p to140;
(3) to 46,Vol.
such Act, (3)
1924, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the rules
rules of
of such
6 of
section 6
of section
1924,
Transfers
another
to another
poT
from
require
the
reduction
in
salary
of
any
person
who
is
transferred
transferred
is
who
position without
reperson
any
of
salary
in
reduction
the
require
duction.
one
position to
to another
another position
position in
in the
the same
same or
or different
different grade
grade in duction.
one position
the
or aa different
bureau, office,
appropriation unit, Higher salary rates
other appropriation
or other
office, or
different bureau,
same or
the same
rates
Hiere saa
at aa rate permitted.
(4)
prevent the
the payment
of a
grade at
any grade
under any
salary under
a salary
payment of
to prevent
(4) to
rate
higher rate
higher
the grade
grade when
such higher
when such
of the
rate of
maximum rate
the maximum
than the
higher than
is
and
amended,
is
permitted
by
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
as
amended,
is
as
1923,
of
Act
Classification
the
by
ispermitted
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If only one position spec ifically
m agrade.

If only one position specifically authorized
authorized by
by other
law, or
(5) to
other law,
or (5)
to reduce
reduce the
the compencompensation of any person in a
a grade in which only one
one position
position is
allocated.
allocated.

agrae.

Solicitor's office.
Solicitor's
office.

OFFICE
ICE OF SOLICITOR
SOLICITOR OF THE
11-IE TREASURY
TREASURY

Salaries:
Salaries: For the Solicitor, and other personal services in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $27,900.
District
$27,900.
Custody,
the United
United States:
For custody,
care,
custody, etc.
etc. of
of Lands and
and other property
property of the
States: For
custody, care,
lands.
sales of
of lands
property of
the
R.S.,
R.S., sees.
secs. 3749,3750, protection, and
and expenses of
of sales
lands and
and other
other property
of
the
p. 739.
United States,
States, acquired
and held
held under
under sections
the
of the
3750 of
and 3750
3749 and
sections 3749
acquired and
U.S.C.,
1305.
United
U.S.., p. 1305.
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 40,
40, secs.
secs. 301,
301, 302),
the examination
examination of
Revised
302), the
of
recording of
of deeds,
advertising, and
auctioneers' fees
fees in
titles, recording
deeds, advertising,
and auctioneers'
in
connection
connection therewith,
therewith, $500.
$500.

Solicitor, and office
office
Solicitor,
personnel.
personnel.

Chief elerk's
clerk's office.
office.

OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT
OF1ICE OF CHIEF CLERK AND SUPERINTENDENT

Chief
clerk, and office
Chief clerk,
personnel,
personnel.

Salaries:
For the
the chief
chief clerk,
shall be
the chief
chief executive
Salaries: For
clerk, who
who shall
be the
executive
officer of the Department
designated by
Department and
and who may be designated
by the SecreSecretary of the Treasury to
official papers
papers and
durin
to sign
sign official
and documents
documents during
an
the temporary
temporary absence
absence of
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, Under
Under Secretary,
Secretary, and
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of the Department, and for other personal
personal
services
in the
District of
Columbia, including
the operating
operating force
services in
the District
of Columbia,
including the
force
Auditors' Buildings and the
of the Treasury, Liberty Loan, and Auditors'
Treasury Department Annex, Pennsylvania Avenue and Madison
Madison
Place, and of other buildings under
under the control of the Treasury
Department, $459,000.
$459,000.

Operating
Operating force, department buildings.
partrnent
buildings.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT =FENSFS,
TREAS -ORY DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES, TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
Department
Department

contin-

gent expenses.
Operating
expenses,
pertinexpenses,
department buildings.
department
buildings.

Periodicals,
reference
Periodisls, reference
books, etc.
Freight, etc.
etc.
Motor vehicles.
vehicles.

Motor

Fuel,
etc.
ruel,etc.

.

Furniture, etc.

Furniture, etc.

For miscellaneous
For
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses of the office of the
the
Secretary
and the
Secretary and
the bureaus
offices of the Department,
including
bureaus and
and offices
Department, including

operating
expenses of
of the
and
operating expenses
the Treasury,
Treasury, Treasury
Treasury Annex, Auditors'
Auditors' and
Liberty Loan Buildings; newspaper
newspaper clippings, financial
financial journals, law
expressage, telegraph
books, and other books of reference;
reference; freight, expressage,
telegraph
and exchange
exchange of
and telephone
telephone service; purchase
purchase and
trucks, and
of motor
motor trucks,
and

one passenger
passenger automobile (at aa cost not exceeding $2,500)
$2,500) for
for the
the
maintenance and repair of motor
Secretary of the Treasury, and maintenance
motor
trucks and two passenger
passenger automobiles (one for the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Treasury
Treasury and one for general
general use of
of the Department),
Department), all
all to be
be used
used
for official purposes
purposes only; file holders
holders and cases;
cases; fuel,
oils, grease,
girease,
fuel, oils,
and heating
heating supplies and equipment;
equipment; gas
electricity fo
and
gas and electricity
forr lighting,
lighting,
heating, and power purposes, including
including material, fixtures, and equipment therefor; purchase, exchange,
exchange, and repair of typewriters
typewriters and
and
labor-saving
floor
labor-saving machines and equipment
equipment and supplies for same; floor
covering
furniture and office equipment,
covering and
and repairs
repairs thereto;
thereto; furniture
equipment, includ-

ing supplies therefor and repairs thereto; awnings,
awnings, window
window shades,

equipment; drafting
and fixtures; cleaning supplies and equipment;
drafting equipment;
equipment;
ammonia for ice plant; flags; hand trucks, ladders; miscellaneous
miscellaneous
hardware;
thermometers: lavahardware; street-car fares not exceeding
exceeding $500; thermometers;
tory equipment
equipment and supplies; tools and sharpening
sharpening same;
same; laundry
laundry
service; laboratory supplies and equipment,
equipment, removal of rubbish,
postage, and other absolutely necessary articles, supplies, and equipment not otherwise provided for; $126,160,
S126,160, of which $2,500
82,500 shall be
Proviso.
so. d
po
immediately
available:
Provided,
That
the
appropriations
for the
immediately
available:
Provided,
appropriations
for
the
Other funds availablthe.
aaa- Public Debt Service and Internal
ble.
fs
year
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service for the fiscal year
1935 are hereby made available
available for the payment of items otherwise
Vol. 37, p. 414.
vol.
properly chargeable
to this appropriation,
chargeable
appropriation, the provisions of section
section
1019.
U s "., p.
p. 1019.
6, Act of August 23, 1912 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 31, sec. 669),
669), to the
the contrary
6,
notwithstanding.
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SUPPLY

Salaries:
For the
Chief, Division of Supply, and other personal
personal
the Chief,
Salaries: For
services
$156,600.
of Columbia, $156,600.
the District of
in the
services in
Printing
printing and binding for the Treasury
binding: For printing
and binding:
Printing and
Department, including
offices, institutions, and
including all of its bureaus, offices,
Department,
services located
Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
located in Washington,
services
bookbinder located in the
including
including materials for the use of the bookbinder
Treasury
Department, but not including work done at the New
Treasury Department,
York customhouse
customhouse bindery
bindery authorized
authorized by the Joint Committee on
York
1, 1919 (U.S.C.,
Printing in accordance
(U.S.C., title
accordance with the Act of March 1,
Printing
44,
111), $525,000.
sec. 111),
44. sec.
Stationery: For
Department and its
for the Treasury Department
stationery for
For stationery
Stationery:
several bureaus
bureaus and
offices, and field services thereof, including tags,
and offices,
several
labels, and
and index
index cards,
cards, printed
manufacture, packing
printed in the course of manufacture,
labels,
boxes and
other materials
materials necessary
necessary for shipping stationery supplies,
and other
boxes
and cost
cost of
of transportation
stationery supplies purchased free on
transportation of stationery
and
board point
of shipment
shipment and of such supplies shipped from
point of
board
Washington
offices, $275,000.
field offices,
Washington to field
ACCOUNTS AND DEPOSITS
OFFICE OF
OF COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS
OFFICE

personal
For Commissioner
Accounts and Deposits and other personal
of Accounts
Commissioner of
For
services in
the District of Columbia, $113,040.
in the
services
For books
books of
of reference,
reference, law
finance, technical and
law books, books on finance,
For
scientific books,
incurred
and periodicals, for expenses incurred
newspapers, and
books, newspapers,
scientific
in
completing imperfect
series, for
library cards, supplies, and for
for library
imperfect series,
in completing
all
other necessary expenses, $1,000.
all other
DIVISION
DIVISION
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WARRANTS
OF BOOKKEEPING
BOOKKEEPING AND WARRANTS
OF

Division of Supply.
Chief, and other personal
services.
sonal services.
Printing and binding.

Work
excluded.
Work excluded.
Vol. 40, p. 1270.
U.S.C., p. 1421.
1421.

Stationery.

Accounts and DeOffice.
posits Office.
Commissioner, and
office personnel.
personnel.
Reference books, periodicals, etc.

Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping
and
Warrants Division.
Warrants

Chief,
office perpernd office
Cnhief, aand
For the
the chief
of the
the division,
and other
personal services in the sonnel.
other personal
division, and
chief of
For
Columbia, $150,390.
District
District of Columbia,
Contingent expenses,
expenses,
moneys: For contingent expenses
Contingent expenses,
expenses pContingen
public moneys:
expenses, public
Contingent
public moneys.
sec. 363.
3633, p.
R.s., sec.
of the Revised Statutes
under
the requirements
Statutes 719.R.S.,
3653 of
section 3653
of section
requirements of
under the

(U.S.C., title
title 31,
31, sec.
sec. 545),
for the
collection, safe-keeping,
U.S.C., p. 1010.
1010.
safe-keeping, transfer, I.s..,c
the collection,
545), for
(U.S.C.,
of
and
disbursement
of
the
transportation
notes,
transportation
money,
public
the
of
disbursement
and
bonds,
of the
States, salaries
salaries of
of special
United States,
the United
securities of
other securities
and other
bonds, and
Examination of
of dedepExamnation
books, positories.
examine
to
agents,
actual
expenses
of
examiners
detailed
detailed
examine
the
examiners
of
expenses
agents, actual
RS.,
see.
3649,
p. 718.
364,
R..sec.
including IJ.S.C., p. 1010.p.718.
accounts
and money
money on
hand at
at the
depositories, including
several depositories,
the several
on hand
accounts and
P 00
national banks
under the
the requirements
requirements of u
depositories under
as depositories
acting as
banks acting
national
section 3649
3649 of
Statutes (U.S.C.,
548), also
(U.S.C., title 31, sec. 548),
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
section
including
cash accounts
accounts at
at mints
mints and cost of
of cash
examinations of
including examinations
mail
registered
insurance
on
money
by
registered
when necessary,
of
shipments
on
insurance
$150,000.
Recoinage of minor
Recoinage of
of minor
coins: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury coins.
Recoinage of minor
Secretary of
minor coins:
Recoinage
to continue
recoinage of
of worn
worn and
uncurrent minor coins of
and uncurrent
the recoinage
continue the
to
the United
United States
now in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury,or hereafter
hereafter received, and to
States now
the
difference
reimburse
Treasurer of
United States for the difference
the United
of the
the Treasurer
reimburse the
amount
between
the nominal
nominal or
or face
face value
value of such coins and the amount
between the
the same
will produce
produce in new coins, $65,000.
same will
the
PUBLIC
PUBLIC DEBT SERVICE

Public Debt Service.
Service.
Commissioner,

per-

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses connected
connected with
any sO
otother
ersservof any
sonnel, an
and
administration of
the administration
with the
For
ices.

public debt
debt issues
issues and
United States
paper currency issues with ices
States paper
and United
public
which the
the Secretary
Treasury is
is charged,
the
including the
charged, including
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
which
purchase of
law books,
books, directories,
of reference,
pamphlets,
reference, pamphlets
books of
directories, books
of law
purchase

Reference books, eta
eereebooks ete
periodicals,
and
newspapers,
and
including
the
Commissioner
of
periodicals, and newspapers, and including the Commissioner of
the
other personal
services in
of Amount for orrieeei
District of
the District
in the
personal services
and other
Debt and
Public Debt
the Public
flba
District.
iin the nt^A
Columbia,
$1,892,500:
Provided,
That
the
to
expended
expended
be
amount
the
That
Provided,
Columbia, $1,892,500:
for personal
personal services
services in the
exceed
District of Columbia shall not exceed
the District
for
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Restrictiononuse o $1,867,500:
$1,867,500: Provided
Provided further,
appropriation
further ' That the indefinite appropriation
of September
September 24,
24, 1917,
1917, as
as amended
amended and
and
pa- "Expenses
Expenses of
of loans,
loans, Act of

Restriction on use of
appropriaappropria-

indefinite
indefinite
tion.
tion.

extended"
31, secs.
760, 761),
shall not
used during
extended " (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 31,
sees. 760,
761), shall
not be
be used
during
the fiscal year 1935 to supplement
supplement the appropriation herein made
made
work of
of the
for the
the current
current work
the Public
Public Debt
Debt Service.
Service.
Distinctive
Distinive paper
paper for
Distinctive
Distinctive paper for United States securities:
For distinctive
securities: For
distinctive
securities.
securities.
for United
Quantity
Quantity authorized. paper for
United States
States currency,
currency, national-bank
national-bank currency,
currency, and
and
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank currency,
currency, not
pounds,
not exceeding two
two million pounds,
including transportation
and other
other
including
transportation of paper,
paper, traveling,
traveling, mill,
mill, and
necessary expenses,
and salaries
salaries of
of employees,
employees, and
in
necessary
expenses, and
and allowance,
allowance, in
officer or
the Treasury
lieu of expenses, of
of officer
or officers detailed
detailed from
from the
Treasury
Department, not exceeding
exceeding $50 per month each
actually on
each when actually
on
Provisos.
duty; in
That no
appropriation
Price limitation.
lo
duty;
in all,
all, $462,772:
$462,772: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
awards.
Division of awards.
shall be expended for the purchase of such
paper at
price per
per
such paper
at a
a price
pound in excess of 32
321/4
1
/
4.
cents: Provided
further That
Provided further,
That in order
order to
to
competition in the
manufacture of distinctive paper
paper for
foster competition
the manufacture
for
United States securities, the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury is
authorized,
United
the Treasury
is authorized,
in his discretion,
discretion, to split the award
award for such paper
paper for the fiscal
fiscal
year 1935 between the two bidders whose prices per
per pound
pound are
are the
the
lowest received
received after advertisement,
in excess
the price
advertisement, but
but not
not in
excess of
of the
price
fixed herein.
cumulaAddition to
to cumulaAddition to cumulative sinking fund (section 308 of Emergency
Emergency
tive
sinking fund,
tive sinking
fund.
vol.
and Construction
Construction Act of
Vol. 47,
47, p. ?f.
724.
Relief and
into effect
of 1932)
1932) ::To
To carry
carry into
effect the
the proprovisions of section 308 of the Emergency
Emergency Relief and Construction Act
.Act
of 1932, approved
approved July 21, 1932 (47 Stat., p. 709),
709), there
there is
is hereby
hereby
appropriated
appropriated for each fiscal year
beginning with
with the
fiscal year
year 1935,
1935,
year beginning
the fiscal
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
for
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
Vol. 40, p.
p. 1311.
Vol.
1311.
the purposes of the cumulative
cumulative sinking
sinking fund provided
provided in section 6
6
of the Victory Liberty Loan
amended, in
n addition
Loan Act,
Act, as
as amended,
i
addition to
to amounts
amounts
otherwise
appropriated, a
otherwise appropriated,
/ per centum
2
1
aggrea sum equal to 2
2/2
centum of
of the
the aggrePublic Works conor after
June 30,
from appropriappropristPubie
works con- gate of
of the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on or
after June
30, 1933,
1933, from
struction.
Vol.47,
Vol. 47, pp.716,720.
pp. 716, 720. ations made or authorized
authorized in sections 301 and 302,
III of
the
302, title III,
of the
Emergency Relief and
Emergency
Act of
of 1932.
1932.
and Construction
Construction Act
Vol. 40, p. 292.
p.
U.S.C., p. 1027.

Vol.C,

192.

Appointments
DiviAppointments Division.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF APPOINTMENTS
APPOINTMENTS

Chief, and office
office perpersonnel.

Salaries:
For the
the division, and other personal
personal services
Salaries: For
the chief
chief of
of the
in the District of Columbia, $39,492,
$39,492.

nnl

OFFICE OFr
OF DISBURSING
CLERK.
SBSURSING CLERI
Disbursing clerk, and
and
Disbursingclerk,
office personnel.

office .pe

Customs Bureau.
Bureau.
Collecting
Coeting
revenue.

customs
customs

Salaries:
For the
disbursing clerk and other personal services
Salaries: For
the disbursing
in the
District of
in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $47,610.
$47,610.
BURiEAU OF
CUSTOMS
BUREAU
OF CUSTOMS

Collecting
Collecting the revenue from customs:
customs: For
collecting the
revenue
For collecting
the revenue
from customs, for the detection and prevention of frauds
frauds upon the
customs revenue, and not to exceed $25,000
825,000 for the securing
securing of eviTransfer
Transfer of
of receipts dence
dence of violations of the customs laws, for expenses of transporfrom points reoeipts
lacking
Govementt
Government
deposiare
deposi- tation and transfer of customs
customs receipts from points where there are
tories.
no Government
Government depositories, not to exceed
exceed $35,000
$35,000 for allowances
allowances
Living quarters,
a- for
for living
authorized by
Living
quarters, alliving quarters,
quarters, including
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
by
lowanees,
lovrances, etc.
etc.
Vol 46,p.
46, p. 818.
approved June 26, 1930
(17.S.C., Supp.
VI,
title 5,
5, sec.
118a),
the Act approved
1930 (U.S.C.,
Supp.
VI,
title
sec.
118a),
U..0.,
supp.
person,
not
U.S.C.,
PP' vA,
vll,but not to exceed $720 for any one p
erson ,
no tt
excee d $
5,000 for
too exceed
$5,000
for
Vehicles, newspapers,
the hi
re of
of motor-propelled
mot
or prope ll ed passenger-carrying
passenger-carry i
ng vehicles,
vehicles, not
to
newspapers, the
hire
not
to
etc.
exceed $500 for subscriptions to newspapers,
and
including
the
purnewspapers,
including
chase (not
(not to exceed
repair. and
chase
exceed $25,000),
$25,000), exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles when
when
necessary for official use in field work, $18,500,000,
necessary
$18,500,000, of which such
Su
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available for the cost of seizure,
amount as
be necessary shall be available
may be
as may
amount
merchandise, vehicle and team, autostorage and disposition of any merchandise,
storage
mobile, boat,
boat, air or
conveyance seized under
water craft, or any other conveyance
or water
mobile,
the provisions
provisions of the customs laws, and $401,562 shall be available for
the
personal services
exclusive of ten perservices in the District of Columbia exclusive
personal
sons
authorized to be detailed
detailed under
under section 525
the field force authorized
sons from the
of
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriof the
ation
expended for maintenance or repair
repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
be expended
shall be
ation shall
passenger-carrying
Columbia
vehicles for use in the District of Columbia
passenger-carrying vehicles
except
connection with the work of the customhouse
in connection
for use in
one for
except one
in
Georgetown.
in Georgetown.

Seizures,
under cusSeizures, under
laws.
toms laws.

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
BUDGET
BUREAU

Bureau of the BudgBudgBureau
et.
et.
Director, Assistant,
Assistant,
Director,
personnel,
other
personnel, and other
expenses.
expenses.

other
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: Director, Assistant Director, and all other
Salaries and
necessary expenses
expenses of the
compensation of attorBureau, including compensation
the Bureau,
necessary
neys
and other
employees in the
Columbia; contract
contract
the District of Columbia;
other employees
neys and
telephone service, law
stenographic
services, telegrams, telephone
reporting services,
stenographic reporting
office
books,
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, stationery, furniture, office
books of
books, books
equipment,
other supplies, traveling
expenses, street-car fares;
fares;
traveling expenses,
equipment, other
$139,851.
$139,851.
For printing and binding, $32,000.
STATES
OFFICE OF
TREASURER OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
OF TREASURER
OFFICE

Services
Disin the DisServices in
trict.
Field
Field details.
Vol. 46,
46, p. 741.
741.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Motor
vehicle
Motor vehicle restriction.

Printing and binding.
Treasurer's office.
office.
Treasurer's

Treasurer, Assistant,
Assistant,
Treasurer
Salaries: For
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States,
States, Assistant
Assistant Treasurer,
Treasurer, nd
For Treasurer
Salaries:
office personnel.
andofcepersonnel.
and
for
other
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
a
Columbia,
of
District
the
and for other personal services in
$1,080,000.
$1,080,000.
Redeeming Federal
Federal
Redeming
For
personal services
services in
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in redeeming Reserve
in the
For personal
and national
urrency.
currency.
reimbursed
be
to
Federal
Reserve
and
national
currency,
$294,300,
reimbursed
c
$294,300,
currency,
national
and
Federal Reserve
by
the Federal
Reserve and
national banks.
and national
Federal Reserve
by the
OFFICE
CURRENCY
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY
THE COMPTROLLER
OF THE
OFFICE OF

Office of
Comptroller
of Comptroller
offie
Currency.
the Currency.
of the

Comptroller, and
ofand ofcomptroller
other personal
and other
Salaries: Comptroller
of the
personal serv- fice
Currency and
the Currency
Comptroller of
Salaries:
personnel.
$211,050.personnel.
ices in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $211,050.
District of
in the
ices
re
Personal
services;
ices; re-PersonAser
Columbia in
For personal
in the
the District
in connection
connection imhursahlo.
of Columbia
District of
services in
personal services
For
with Federal
Reserve and
currency, $46,152,
$46,152, to be reimnational currency,
and national
Federal Reserve
with
bursed by
the Federal
national banks.
Reserve and national
Federal Reserve
by the
bursed
BUREAU OF
OF INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE
BUREAU

Internal
Internal
Bureau.

Revenue
Revenue

Internal
Collecting internal
and Collecting
assessing
of asses
expenses of
internal revenue: For expenses
the internal
Collecting
.
the
sin g and
Collecting
T
o
nm
a7nissioner,
gengen
Commissioner,
collecting the
the internal-revenue
taxes, including
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of reral
including the
internal-revenue taxes,
collecting
a
wcounsel,annd
n :11
. ce
u field personndel.
ead
Internal
Revenue,
general
counsel
for
the
Bureau
of
Internal
ReveInternal
of
Bureau
the
Internal Revenue, general counsel for
Post, p. 11511.
nue, an
assistant to
to the
commissioner, a
commissioner, Post, p. tI.
special deputy commissioner,
a special
the commissioner,
an assistant
nue,
three
deputy commissioners,
one stamp
stamp agent
agent (to
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
(to be
commissioners, one
three deputy
the
officers, collectors,
necessary officers,
the necessary
and the
manufacturers), and
stamp manufacturers),
the stamp
deputy collectors,
collectors, attorneys,
attorneys, experts,
accountants, inspectors,
inspectors,
agents, accountants,
experts, agents,
deputy
the
Columbia,
clerks,
janitors,
and
messengers
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
the
District
the
in
messengers
clerks, janitors, and
several collection
and the
the several
several divisions
divisions of internaldistricts, and
collection districts,
several
revenue agents,
telegraph and
by law, telegraph
provided by
as provided
appointed as
be appointed
to be
agents, to
revenue
Outside rent.
telephone
service,
rental
of
quarters
outside
the
District
of Columbia,
Outsiderent.
Columbia, Mi
of
District
the
outside
quarters
of
rental
service,
telephone
I=ems.
postage, freight,
freight, express,
necessary expenses
in making
making Miscellanes.
incurred in
expenses incurred
express, necessary
postage,
investigations in
the enrollment
enrollment or
or disbarment
of
disbarment of
with the
connection with
in connection
investigations
practitioners before
Treasury Department
in internal-revenue
internal-revenue
Department in
the Treasury
before the
practitioners
matters, expenses
seizure and
and sale,
sale, and
necessary miscelmiscelother necessary
and other
of seizure
expenses of
matters,
services, and the
laneous expenses,
reporting services,
stenographic reporting
including stenographic
expenses, including
laneous
purchase of
of such
such supplies,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, furniture,
mechanical devices,
furniture, mechanical
purchase
law books and
books
of
reference,
and such
such other
articles as
as may
be
may be
articles
other
and
reference,
of
books
and
law books
necessary
for
use
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
the
several
collection
collection
several
necessary for use in the District of Columbia, the
districts, and
the several
divisions of
of internal-revenue
agents,
internal-revenue agents,
several divisions
and the
districts,

430
430

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

Services in
DisServices
in the
the District.
Provisos.
Witness fees.

trorisos.

Witnessfees.

Detection
and proseDetectionandprosecution of revenue
revenue law
violations.
violations.

Refunding taxes.
Refuding
taxes.

Proviso.
Deaied report
Detailed
Congress.
Vol.
45, p. 096.
Vol.45,p.996.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 70.

MARCH
15, 1934.
MARCH 15,

$27,450,520,
$27,450,520, of which amount not to exceed
exceed $7,547,202 may be
expended
for
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia: ProProof Columbia:
in
the
District
services
for
personal
expended
vided, That
That no
of this
this amount
amount shall
shall be
be used
used in
defraying the
no part
part of
in defraying
the
expenses
of any
any officer
above, subpenaed
subpenaed by
the United
United
by the
designated above,
officer designated
expenses of
States
attend any
trial before
before aaUnited
United States
court or
or prepreStates court
any trial
to attend
States court
court to
liminary
before any
any United
United States
States commissioner,
which
commissioner, which
examination before
liminary examination
expenses
be paid
paid from
from the
the appropriation
Fees of
of witwit"Fees
for "
appropriation for
shall be
expenses shall
nesses, United States courts
": Provided
courts":
Provided further,
further, That not more
than
$100,000 of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated herein
herein may
may be
be
than $100,000
the total
total amount
expended by
of Internal
Internal Revenue
for detecting
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Revenue for
detecting
expended
revenue
and bringing
to trial
persons guilty
of violating
the internal revenue
violating the
guilty of
trial persons
bringing to
and
laws or
or conniving
conniving at
information
for information
payments for
same, including
including payments
at the
the same,
laws
detection of such violation.
and detection
Refunding
erroneously collected:
refunding
Refunding taxes
taxes illegally or erroneously
collected: For
For refunding
taxes
or erroneously
erroneously collected,
provided by
includby law,
law, includas provided
collected, as
taxes illegally
illegally or
ing the
for the
fiscal year
and prior
prior years,
years,
year 1935
1935 and
the fiscal
payment of
of claims
claims for
ing
the payment

$40,000,000: Provided,
be made
Congress by
by
to Congress
made to
shall be
report shall
That aa report
Provided, That
to
to $40,000,000:

internal-revenue districts
and alphabetically
all disinternal-revenue
districts and
alphabetically arranged
arranged of
of all
disbursements hereunder
hereunder in excess of $500 as required
required by section
section 33 of
of
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII, p. the
u.S.to.,supp.vIn,p.
the Act
Act of
of May 29, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title 26, sec.
sec. 1676),
1676),
677.
677.
including the
persons and
and corporations
to whom
whom such
including
the names
names of
of all
all persons
corporations to

Congress.

payments
are made,
made, together
together with
the amount
paid to
each.
to each.
with the
amount paid
payments are

Industrial
Bndustrial
Bureau.

Alcohol
Alcohol

BUREAU OF
ALCOHOL
INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL
BUREAU
OF INDUSTRIAL

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses to administer
administer the applicable
expenses: For expenses
Salaries
ol. 44,p: provisions
provisions of the National Prohibition
Prohibition Act as amended and supplemented (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
and internal
revenue laws, pursuant to
internal revenue
27) and
title 27)
mented
a, p.2t,853; Supp. .the Act
ct of March 3, 1927 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5, sees.
secs. 281-281e),
281-281e),
and
Act of
of May
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 27,
secs. 103and the
the Act
May 27,
27, 1930
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
27, sees.
103Ante,
16.
Ante, p.
p.16.
108),
108), and the provisions of the Act of March 22,
1933 (48
(48 Stat.,
Stat.,
22, 1933

Salaries and expenses.
esandexpe3ses
Saolar 41,
Vol.
p. 305; Vol.
42, p. 222; Vol. 41, p.
1381; Vol. 46, p. 430.
U.S.C.,
853; Spp.
Supp.
p.s3
us.c p.
VII, pp.27,712.
pp. 27, 712.
VII,

p. 22;

16), as amended, and the "Liquor
16),
"Liquor Taxing Act of 1934,"
1934," approved
approved
January 11, 1934, including
including the employment
employment of executive officers,
attorneys,
attorneys, inspectors,
inspectors, chemists, assistant chemists,
chemists, supervisors, storestorekeeper-gaugers, clerks,
keeper-gaugers,
clerks, messengers, and other
necessary employees
employees
other necessary
in
field and
in the
Industrial Alcohol
in the
in the field
and in
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Industrial
Alcohol in
the District
District
Securing
evidence.
ecuring evidence.
of Columbia, to be appointed
authorized by
securing
appointed as
as authorized
by law;
law; the
the securing
Chemical
hemical analyses.
analyses. of evidence
of chemical analyses
evidence of violations of the Acts; the cost of
analyses
made by others than employees
employees of the United States and expenses
incident to such chemists testifying
testifying when
when necessary;
necessary; the purchase
of such supplies, equipment, mechanical devices, laboratory supplies,
books, and such other expenditures
expenditures as may be necessary
necessary in the
several
offices; cost
cost of
of acquisition
acquisition and
and maintenance
of automoVehicles.
Vehicles,
several field
field offices;
maintenance of
automobiles delivered to the Secretary
in adminisSecretary of the Treasury for use in
adminisjurisdiction; hire, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
tration of the law under his jurisdiction;
and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles when necessary, for official use in field work; and for rental
Services
the DisDis- of necessary quarters; in all, $4,086,974, of which amount not to
ervices in
n the
of necessary quarters;
to
trict.
exceed $280,119 may be expended
expended for
in the
the Disfor personal
personal services
services in
DisProviso.
trict of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
That for
purpose of
of concentration,
concentration,
Poisto.
trict
Provided, That
for purpose
Distilled spirits may
ware upon the initiation
sto
be remoled
initiation of the Commissioner
Commissioner of Industrial Alcohol
Alcohol
removed
to warehouse
bottling in
in and under regulations prescribed by him, distilled spirits may be
hoe for
for bottling
and under regulations prescribed
him,
be
bond.
removed from any internal-revenue
internal-revenue bonded warehouse to any other
such warehouse, and may be bottled in bond in any such warehouse
ax ,and
an d the
the commissioner
comm i
ss i
oner shall
shall
before or after payment of the
the t
tax,
prescribe
prescribe the form and penal sum of bond covering distilled spirits
in internal-revenue
between such
111
internal-revenue bonded warehouses
warehouses and in
in transit between
such
warehouses.
warehouses.

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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BUREAU OF NARCOTICS
NARCOTICS
BUREAU

Narcotics Bureau.
Narcotics

Salaries
expenses to
enforce the Act of Decem- Salariesandexpenses.
Salaries and expenses.
to enforce
For expenses
expenses: For
and expenses:
Salaries and
Vol.
p. 785;
Revenue Vol.
her
1914 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C, title
title 26,
26, sec.
sec. 211),
211), as amended
amended by the Revenue
vol. 338, p.
785; Vol.
17, 1914
ber 17,
5
p.
3,
l
.
Vo
4;
l1
approved
Act
Act
of
1918
(U.S.C.,
title
26,
secs.
691-708),
approved
L),
4;
p
7..
1
.
1
13t
,
p.
the
691-708),
secs.
26,
title
Act of 1918 (U.S.C.,
pp. 635, 742,
by the Act of May 26, 1922 (U.S.C., 7.s.c.,
February 9,
9, 1909,
1909, as
7R,
ILS •
C *
, PP :635, 742,
amended by
as amended
February
Vol.
title 21,
21, secs.
secs. 171-184),
171-184), known
Narcotic Drugs Import and -Vol. 44,
44, p.
p. 1381;
1381; Vol.
as the Narcotic
known as
title
p.
Supp. 46ui.scsupp.vn
(U.S.C., Supp•
46 1'11)3
..
585
.; Supp.
p.
Act, pursuant to the Act of March 3, 1927 (U.S.C.,
Export Act,
VI,
281-281e) and the Act of June 14, 1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., 2828 '
VI, title 5, secs. 281-281e),
Executive
officers,
officers,
Executive
employment of Personnel,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 5,
including the employment
282-282c), including
secs. 282-282c),
5, secs.
Supp.
etc.
supervisors,
inspectors, chemists,
executive
attorneys, agents, inspectors
chemists, supervisors,
officers, attorneys,
executive officers,
clerks,
employees in the field and
messengers, and other necessary employees
clerks, messengers,
in
Narcotics in the District of Columbia, to be
of Narcotics
Bureau of
the Bureau
in the
Securing lonsdence
evidence of
of
lase
appointed
law; the
securing of evidence
evidence of viola- law
the securing
by law;
authorized by
as authorized
appointed as
violations.
Chemical analyses.
tions of
of the
Acts; the
the costs
costs of chemical analyses made by others Chemicalanalyses.
the Acts;
tions
than employees
of the
United States; the purchase of such supplies,
the United
employees of
than
equipment, mechanical
mechanical devices,
expenditures
devices, books, and such other expenditures
equipment,
as
may be
be necessary
necessary in
several field offices; cost incurred by
in the several
as may
Seizures, etc.
Narcotics in the seizure,
officers
and employees
seizure, Seizures,etc
employees of the Bureau of Narcotics
officers and
internal revenue
storage and disposition
property under the internal
disposition of property
storage,
R.S., sec. 3460, p. 685.
6
section 3460, Revised R.S.,sec.340,p.
laws
when the
is disposed
of under
under section
disposed of
same is
the same
laws when
U.S.C., p. 846.
Statutes (U.S.C.,
sec. 1193);
1193) ;hire,
hire, maintenance,
repair, and US.Op.84.
maintenance, repair,
26, sec.
title 26,
(U.S.C., title
Statutes
passenger-carrying
operation
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
operation of motor-propelled
vehicles
necessary i
rental
for official use in field work; and for rental
when necessary
vehicles when
to
of
necessary quarters;
$1,244,899, of which amount not to
quarters; inn all, $1,244,899,
of necessary
services
exceed
$183,942
may
expended
for
personal
in
the
Dispersonal
expended
be
may
exceed $183,942
Provisos.
trict of
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury hicUP-frfeitd
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
trict
le
s
s
e
. of forfeited vehices.
vehicles
may
authorize
the
use
by
narcotic
motor
confisof
agents
narcotic
may authorize the use by
Vol. 43, p. 1116.
.p.p: 858.
cated
under the
provisions of the Act of March
March 3, 1925 (U.S.C., vus.c:,
the provisions
cated under
title 27,
27, sec. 43),
amended, and to pay the cost of acquisition,
acquisition, Law observance in43), as amended,
title
informatioin
Provided further,
maintenance,
operation thereof:
thereof: Provided
further That formation.
and operation
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
not exceeding
$10,000 may be expended for the collection and disexceeding $10,000
not
observance and law
semination
of information
information and appeal
appeal for law observance
semination of
enforcement,
cost of
of printing,
printing, purchase of newspapers,
newspapers,
including cost
enforcement, including
and
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
therewith and not
connection therewith
in connection
and other
Attendance at meetAttendane at meetexceeding $1,500
concerned with the ings.
meetings concerned
at meetings
attendance at
for attendance
$1,500 for
exceeding
Credits for
sums e-exfor sums
nedits
work
of
Bureau
of
Narcotics:
Provided
further,
That
moneys
That
further
Provided
work of the Bureau of Narcotics:
pended.
expended from
appropriation for the purchase of narcotics
narcotics and ende
this appropriation
from this
expended
subsequently
deposited in
the Treasury to the
in the
be deposited
shall be
recovered shall
subsequently recovered
credit
of
the
appropriation
for
enforcement
of
the
narcotic Acts
Acts
the narcotic
of
enforcement
for
appropriation
credit of the
current
current at the time of the deposit.

COAST GUARD
GUARD
COAST

Office of
the commandant:
commandant: For
personal services
services in
District
in the District
For personal
of the
Office
Columbia, $300,000.
of Columbia,
The
services of
of skilled
and such
such other
other technical
technical services
draftsmen and
skilled draftsmen
The services
as
the Secretary
of the
Treasury, may
deem necessary
may be
necessary may
may deem
the Treasury
Secretary of
as the
employed
only
in
the
office
of
the
Coast
Guard
in
connection
with
connection
in
Guard
Coast
the
of
employed only in the office
the construction
repair of
of Coast
Coast Guard vessels and boats, to be
and repair
construction and
the
paid
the appropriation
appropriation "Repairs
"Repairs to
to Coast
vessels":
Coast Guard vessels":
from the
paid from
Provided,
That
the
expenditures
on
account
the
year
fiscal
for
account
this
on
expenditures
the
That
Provided,
1935 shall
$10,890. A
A statement
the persons
employed
persons employed
of the
statement of
exceed $10,890.
not exceed
shall not
1935
hereunder,
duties, and
to each
shall be
each shall
paid to
compensation paid
the compensation
and the
their duties,
hereunder, their
made
to Congress
each year
year in
Budget.
in the Budget.
Congress each
made to
For every
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
authorized
the authorized
to the
incident to
and incident
every expenditure
For
work
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, including
including the
maintenance,
of maintenance,
expense of
the expense
work of
repair, and
and operation
operation of
forfeited to
the United
United States and
to the
vessels forfeited
of vessels
repair,
delivered to
to the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
under the
the terms
terms of
of the
the Act
Act
under
Department
delivered
approved
(U.S.C., title
title 27,
27, sec.
41), and the maintesec. 41),
1925 (U.S.C.,
3, 1925
March 3,
approved March

Guard.
Coast Guard.
Office personnel.
Technical services.
services.
Technical

Proviso.
reoso.
Limitation.
Limitation.
Report to Congres.
Congress.

Service eedite
expenditures.
Servie

4s p.1111.
p. 111
Vol. 43,
p. NS.
8».
U.S.O. p.
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repair, and
nance, repair,
and operation
motor-propelled passengeroperation of
of two
two motor-propelled
passengercarrying vehicles, to
to be
be used
only for
for official
official purposes
purposes in
in the
the field,
field,
used only
as follows:
follows:
as
Pay, etc.,
etc., officers
and
Pay,
oicers and
For pay and allowances prescribed by
by law for
for commissioned
commissioned
enlisted men.
eofficers,
officers, cadets, warrant
warrant officers, petty
and other
petty officers,
officers, and
other enlisted
enlisted
men, active
an retired,
retired, temporary
temporary cooks,
cooks, surfmen,
surfmen, substitute
active and
substitute surfsurfCash
Cash prizes.
prizes.
men, and two civilian instructors,
instructors, and
and not
exceeding $6,000
not exceeding
$6,000 for
for cash
cash
for men
prizes for
men for
for excellence
in gunnery,
practice, and
and engiengiexcellence in
gunnery, target
target practice,
Death allowance.
neering competitions,
for carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
Death
neering
competitions, for
carrying out
of the
the Act
Act of
of
Vol.
41,aiowance.
p. 824.
U.S.C.,
June 4,
(U.S.C.. title
title 34,
sec. 943),
or commutation
commutation
p. 3.148.
s.C., p.
143.
June
4, 1920
1920 (U.S.C..
34, sec.
943), rations
rations or
thereof for cadets, petty
officers, and
other enlisted
petty officers,
and other
enlisted men,
men, mileage
mileage
and expenses allowed by
by law
law for
and traveling
traveling expenses
expenses for
for officers;
officers; and
for
Traveling
expenses. other persons traveling on
Traveling expenses.
duty under orders
traveling
orders from
Treasury
from the
the Treasury
transportation of
Department, including transportation
of enlisted
men and
applienlisted men
and applisubsistence and
cants for enlistment, with subsistence
and transfers
en route,
route, or
cash
transfers en
or cash
in lieu thereof, expenses of recruiting
in
recruiting for
for the
the Coast
Guard, rent
rent
Coast Guard,
of rendezvous,
rendezvous, and
and expenses
of maintaining
maintaining the
the same;
same; advertising
advertising
expenses of
for and obtaining men and
seamen; transportation
transportation and
and
and apprentice
apprentice seamen;
packing allowances
allowances for baggage
or household
household effects
of commissioned
commissioned
baggage or
effects of
officers, warrant officers,
officers, and
men, $14,224,608;
and enlisted
enlisted men,
$14,224,608;
Fuel, water,
water, etc.
etc.
For fuel, lubricating oil, kerosene,
Fuel,
kerosene, and
and, water
vessels, stations,
water for
for vessels,
stations,
and houses of refuge, $1,134,600;
$1,134,600;
Outfits, stores,
stores, etc.
etc.
Outfits,
For outfits, including repairs to portable
portable equipment
at shore
equipment at
shore
units, ship chandlery, engineers'
engineers' stores,
stores, and
and draft
animals and
their
draft animals
and their
maintenance,
$1,074,057;
maintenance, $1,074,057;
Stations, houses of
For re
bu ilding and
an d repa i
ri
ng stati
ons and houses of refuge, ternStations, houses of
For
rebuilding
repairing
stations
and houses of refuge, temrefuge, etc.
etc.
rege,
porary
leases,
rent,
and
improvements
porary leases, rent, and improvements of property for Coast Guard
purposes, including use of additional
purposes,
additional land
where necessary,
necessary, $145,530;
land where
$145,530;
Coastal
Coastal communicacommnnicaFor coastal
coastal communication
nes an
df
aciliti es an
communication li
lines
and
facilities
andd their
their maintemaintetion.
nance, and communication
communication service,
service, $109,571;
$109,574;
Civilian field emCivilian
field en- For compensation
compensation of
employees in
the field,
of civilian
civilian employees
in the
field, including
including
ployees.
ployees.
clerks to district commanders, $88,942;
$88,942;
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
For
For contingent
contingent expenses, including subsistence
subsistence of
shipwrecked
of shipwrecked
Custody of prisoners.
Cstody ofprisoners. and
and destitute
destitute persons succored
succored by
the Coast
by the
Coast Guard
of prisoners
Guard and
and of
prisoners
while in the custody of the Coast Guard; for the
the recreation, amuseamusement, comfort, contentment, and health of
the enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the
of the
of the
Coast
Guard, to be expended in the discretion of the Secretary
Coast Guard,
Secretary of
of
the Treasury, not exceeding $40,000;
$40,900; instruments
and apparatus,
instruments and
apparatus,
supplies, technical
technical books and
ariel periodicals,
periodicals, services necessary
necessary to
to the
the
carrying on of scientific investigation, and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,000
$4,000
for experimental and research
research work; care, transportation,
transportation, and
burial
and burial
of
deceased officers
officers and enlisted men, including
including those who die in
of deceased
Government hospitals; wharfage, towage, freight, storage,
advertisstorage, advertising, surveys, medals, labor, newspapers, and
and periodicals
periodicals for
for statistical
statistical
purposes, and all other necessary expenses
purposes,
expenses which
which are
are not
included
not included
under any other headings, $173,795;
$173,795;
Vessel, etc.,
etc., repairs.
Vessel,
repars.
For repairs
to Coast
$1,000,000;
For
repairs to
Coast Guard vessels and boats, $1,000,000;
Saving Service.
Life Saving
Service.
For
retired pay for
for certain
certain members of the former
For retired
former Life-Saving
Life-Saving
for- Service authorized by
Retired pay for
for for
entitled
"An
Act
Service
authorized
by
the
Act
entitled
providing
for retired
retired
for
mer members of.
Volr 46,
Vol.
p. 1E4.f.
embers
pay for certain members
of the
members of
the former
Life-Saving Service,
former Life-Saving
Service equivaequivalent to compensation
compensation granted
lent
granted to members of
the Coast
of the
Coast Guard",
Guard '
U.s.C. SuPlaSupp. M
vn,p.
approved April 14, 1930 (U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
P. approved
sec. 178a),
VI, title
title 14,
14, sec.
18a),
248.
21.
$95,294;
$95X94;
Total, Coast
Coast Guard,
Total,
Guard, exclusive of commandant's
commandant's office,
office, $18,046,400.
$18,046,400.
Engravingand PrintPreinting ngravingand
Bureau.
ing
Bureau.
Work
authorized for
for
Work authorized
fiscal year, 1935.

BUREAU
OF ExGRAVING
BUREAU- OF
ENGRAVING A.ND
PRLNTING
AND PFRiNTINlG

For
exclusive of repay work,
work
For the
the work
work of
of engraving
engraving and
and printing,
printing, exclusive

during
during
sheets

the fiscal
year 1935
of not exceeding 51,000,000 delivered
the
fiscal year
1935,, of
not exceeding 51,000,00 delivered
of United States currency
currency and national-bank
currency,
national-bank currency,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
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70.
CH. 70.
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97,175,283 delivered
delivered sheets
internal-revenue stamps
stamps including
including opium
opium
of internal-revenue
97,175,283
sheets of
p. 786.
38p.
orders
stamps required under
under the Act of December Vol. 38,
orders and special-tax stamps
U.S.C., p. 742, 786.
74 786211), 509,723 delivered
(U.S.C., title 26, sec. 211),
delivered sheets of with- U.S
17, 1914 (U.S.C.,
drawal
permits, and
and 10,438,121
10,438,121 delivered
delivered sheets
sheets of checks, drafts,
drafts,
drawal permits,
and
miscellaneous work, as follows:
follows:
and miscellaneous
Director, assistants
assistants
and other
n Director
For the
the director
two assistant
assistant directors,
other ,personal
personal serv- -T
directors, and,
director,, two
For
and
office personnel.
personnel.
d office
wages.
Wages.
press
of
rotary
wages
including
ices
District of
Columbia,
press
of Columbia,
the District
in the
ices in
plate
per diem rates and all other plate printers at piece
at per
plate printers
printers at
rates
be fixed
fixed by
Secretary of
Treasury, not to
exceed the
to exceed
the Treasury,
of the
the Secretary
by the
rates to
to be
Materials, etc.
etc.
engravers' and printers'
rates
paid for such
printers' mate- Materials
work; for engravers'
such work;
usually paid
rates usually
rials and
including distinctive
nondistinctive
distinctive and nondistinctive
materials, including
other materials,
rials
and other
paper,
distinctive paper
paper for
nationalcurrency, nationalStates currency,
United States
for United
except distinctive
paper, except
bank
and Federal
Federal Reserve
equipment of,
currency; equipment
Reserve bank currency;
bank currency
currency and
repairs to,
to, and
buildings and
and for
for minor
minor
grounds and
and grounds
of buildings
maintenance of
and maintenance
repairs
ce
Books of
reference,
of referen
periodicals, etc.Books
alterations to
to buildings;
buildings; directories,
directories, technical
books and periodicals,
technical books
alterations
of
warehouse
rent
$300;
and
books
of
reference,
not
exceeding
$300;
rent
warehouse
in
exceeding
not
of
reference,
books
and
$2,000;
the
of Columbia;
Columbia; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses not to
to exceed $2,000;
District of
the District
Emergency room.
room.
emergency room
the emergency
equipment,
and supplies
supplies for
room for Emergency
for the
maintenance, and
equipment, maintenance,
the
use of
all employees
Engraving and
and Printing
Printing
of Engraving
Bureau of
the Bureau
in the
employees in
of all
the use
receive injury while on duty;
who may
suddenly ill or receive
duty;
be taken
taken suddenly
may be
who
Miscellaneous
exexexceed $1,500
not to exceed
miscellaneous
including not
$1,500 for articles Miscellaneous
expenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
ppenses.
n s es
being necessary
approved by
by the
the Treasury
Treasury as being
necessary for e
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
approved
the
of the
person of
for transfer
transfer to the Bureau
Bureau Scientific invest igaof employees;
employees; for
the person
protection of
the protection
investga
of Standards
scientific investigations
investigations in connection
connection with the tions.t
tions.
for scientific
of
Standards for
exceed
work
of the
of Engraving
Printing, not to exceed
and Printing,
Engraving and
the Bureau
Bureau of
work of
Vehicles.
$15,000;
for the
driving of
of two
two motor-propelled
motor-propelled Vehicles.
and driving
the maintenance
maintenance and
and for
$15,000; and
the
passenger-carrying
vehicles;
$4,568,060,
to
expended
under
expended
to
be
$4,568,060,
vehicles;
passenger-carrying
direction of
of the
Secretary of the
Treasury.
the Treasury.
the Secretary
direction
Proceeds of work to
of work to
derived from work per- beProceds
proceeds derived
During
fiscal year 1935 all proceeds
During the fiscal
credited to Bureau.

by direction
formed by
Bureau of
Engraving and
direction of
of
and Printing,
Printing, by
of Engraving
the Bureau
by the
formed
the
the Treasury,
covered and embraced
embraced in the
Treasury, not covered
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
being
appropriation
such Bureau
for such
such fiscal
fiscal year,
instead of being
year, instead
Bureau for
for such
appropriation for
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts, as provided
covered
Treasury as
provided by
the Treasury
into the
covered into
176), shall be
the
August 4, 1886 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 31, sec. 176),
of August
the Act of
credited
when received
appropriation for
said Bureau
Bureau for the
for said
the appropriation
to the
received to
credited when
fiscal
year 1935.
1935.
fiscal year
SECRET SERVICE
SERVICE DIVISION
DIVISION
SECRET

b

di

to Bureau.

Vol. 24, p. 227.
.
p.
vl.24,
U.S.C., p. 986.

Secret
Secret
vision.
vision.

Service
Service

DiDI-

Chief, and office perChief, and office rerSalaries:
the chief
chief of
of the
division and other personal
personal services sonnel.
the division
For the
Salaries: For
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
$34,146.
$34,146.
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
Suppressing countercounterSuppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and other crimes: For expenses
expenses fpreing
Suppressing
feiting, etc.
incurred
under
the
authority
or
with
the
approval
of
the
Secretary
of
the
approval
the
or
with
authority
incurred under the
the cusof
the Treasury
and delivering
delivering into the
arresting, and
in detecting,
detecting, arresting,
Treasury in
of the
tody
States marshal
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction dealers
dealers and
and
marshal having
United States
of the
the United
tody of
pretended
dealers in
in counterfeit
counterfeit money
money and persons engaged
engaged in
pretended dealers
counterfeiting, forging,
and altering
United States
notes, bonds,
States notes,
altering United
forging, and
counterfeiting,
national-bank
notes, Federal
Reserve notes,
notes, Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank
Federal Reserve
national-bank notes,
notes,
and other
other obligations
obligations and
and securities
and
securities of the United States and
notes, and
United States
of the United
of foreign
foreign governments,
governments, as
as well
as the coins of
well as
of
and of
foreign governments,
other crimes
crimes against
against the
the laws
laws of
of
and other
governments, and
of foreign
and
the
United States
the Treasury
Treasury Department
and the
the sevsevDepartment and
to the
relating to
States relating
the United
eral branches
branches of
of the
the public
public service
service under
its control;
control; hire,
hire, mainmainunder its
eral
tenance,
and operation
operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
repair, and
tenance, repair,
vehicles
when necessary;
ammunition; traveltraveland ammunition;
arms and
of arms
purchase of
necessary; purchase
vehicles when
ing
for no
other purpose
purpose whatsoever,
in the
the
except in
whatsoever, except
no other
and for
expenses; and
ing expenses;
performance
of other
other duties
authorized by
by law,
and in
in
law, and
specifically authorized
duties specifically
performance of
i
Protecting th
the Presie Pre
the
of the
of the
the President
and the
the members
of dent,
Pdero
members of
President and
person of
the person
protection of
the protection
eta g
his immediate
family and
and of
of the
the person
person chosen
chosen to
to be
be President
President of
of de
immediate family
his
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the United States,
States, $554,294:
Provided, That
That no
part of
of this
this amount
amount
$554,294: Provided,
no part
shall be used in defraying
defraying the expenses of any person
person subpenaed
subpenaed
by the
the United
United States
States courts
trial before
before a
a United
United
by
courts to
to attend
attend any
any trial
States court
or preliminary
preliminary examination
before any
any United
States
States
court or
examination before
United States
commissioner,
which expenses
expenses shall
from the
the appropriation
commissioner, which
shall be
be paid
paid from
appropriation
"Fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
courts": Provided
Provided further,
further,
for "Fees
United States
States courts":
Violations of
violations
of laws
laws That of the amount herein
$10,000 may
herein appropriated,
appropriated, not to exceed
exceed $10,000
may
relating
relating to
to the
tne Treasury Department,
the discretion
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
for
Department, etc.
be expended
expended in
in the
discretion of
the Secretary
Treasury for
the purpose
securing information
information concerning
concerning violations
violations of
the
the
purpose of
of securing
of the
Treasury Department,
for services
services or
laws relating
relating to
to the
the Treasury
Department, and
and for
or
information looking
of criminals.
criminals.
information
looking toward
toward the
the apprehension
apprehension of
White
House police,
White House
police,
White House
House police:
police: Captain, lieutenant,
lieutenant, three sergeants,
sergeants, and
and
salaries.
for forty-three
rates of
provided by
by law;
law; in
in all,
all,
salariesfor
forty-three privates,
privates, at
at rates
of pay
pay provided
$103,950.
Uniforms and equipUniforms
For uniforming
uniforming and equipping the White House police, including
including
ment.
ont.
purchase and
the purchase,
purchase, issue, and repair of revolvers
revolvers and the purchase
and
issue of ammunition
ammunition and miscellaneous
procured in
miscellaneous supplies, to
to be procured
in
such manner as the President
his discretion
discretion may
may determine,
$3,000.
President in his
determine, $3,000.
Provisos.
Provisos.

Witness' fees.

essees.

Public Health ServPublic
ice.
Office
personnel.
ffice personnel.

Pay allowance, et.,

Pay allowance, etc.,

Surgeon
Surgeon General, offiofficers, etc.
cers,

PUBLIC
VIBAIW_Li. SERVICE
SERVICE
PUJBLI HEALTH

Salaries,
General: For personal
personal services
Salaries, office
office of Surgeon
Surgeon General:
services in
in the
the

Columbia, $274,113.
District of Columbia,
$274,113.

For
pay,mallowance,
allowance,
and icu
commutation
of quarters
quarters for
for regular
comregular com. .
i
i

medical officers,
officers, including the
General and
and assistassistmissioned medical
the Surgeon General
general and for
commissioned officers,
officers,
ant surgeons general
for other regular commissioned
$1,397,606.
$1,397,606.
assistant surActing assistant
surFor pay of acting assistant
assistant surgeons (noncommissioned
(noncommissioned medical
medical
geons.
geons.
officers), $270,000.
officers),
Other
Other employees.
employees.
For pay of all other employees
employees (attendants,
For
(attendants, and so forth),
forth),
$877,500.
$877,500.
Freight,
Freight, transportatransportstraveling expenses, including
For freight, transportation,
transportation, and traveling
including
tien,
tion, etc.
etc.
allowances for living quarters, including
including heat,
fuel, and
and light,
as
heat, fuel
light, as
Vol. 46, p. 818.
Vol.
4s,P. 818.

U.S.C., Supp. VII. p.

authorized by the Act
Act approved
authorized
approved June
June 26,
26, 1930
(U.S.C., Supp.
1930 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI,

title 5, sec. 118a),
118a), not to
$2,160 but
but not
not to
to exceed
exceed $720
for
to exceed $2,160
$720 for
any one person; the expenses, except membership fees,
officers
fees, of
of officers
when officially detailed to attend meetings
meetings of associations
associations for
for the
the
promotion
promotion of public
public health, and the packing,
packing, crating, drayage,
drayage, and
and
transportation
personal effects of commissioned
transportation of the personal
commissioned officers,
officers, scientific personnel, pharmacists
pharmacists, and purses
Health Service,
Service,
nurses of the Public
Public Health
Proviso.
upon 2
permanent
change of
of station,
station, $25,160:
$25,160: Provided,
That funds
funds
.r
ng re uport
upon
ermanent change
Provided, That
Transporting remainspotoiers.t
ex:pendable
mains of officers.
expendable for transportation
transportation and.
may also
also be
be
and traveling expenses may
used for preparation
preparation for
for shipment
shipment and
transportation to
to their
and transportation
their
former homes of
officers who
who die
die in
line of
duty.
former
of remains of officers
in line
of duty.
National Institute of
Institute
eNationl
For
maintaining
National
Institute
of
S50,000.
of
maintaining
the
National
Institute
of
Health,
$50,000.
Health.
B
Books.
ooks.
For journals
and scientific
scientific books,
For
journals and
books, office of Surgeon
Surgeon General, $450.
na
Medical
Medical examinaexami For
medical
examinations,
the
amount
examinations,.
including
amo un t necessary
necessary for
for
tions, etc.
tiens,
Vol. 39,
8£13X.S.C., the medical inspection
Vol.
9, p. 85;t.s.o.,
inspection
of
aliens,
as
required
by
section
the
16
of
the
p. 137.
20.
2.s.

p.

7.

Services
the Disservc in the
Dis
trict, etc.
General
expenses.
eneralxpenses.

Act of
of February
1917 (U.S.C..,
(U.S.C., title 8, sec. 152),
152), me
medical,
Act
February 5, 1917
dica l, surgical,
surg i
ca l,
and hospital services and supplies, including
including prosthetic and orthopedie supplies
pedic
supplies to be furnished
furnished under regulations
regulations approved
approved by the
Secretary of the Treasury, for beneficiaries
beneficiaries (other than patients
of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration)
Administration) of the Public Health Service
hospitals of the Public Health Service
and persons detained
detained in hospitals
under the immigration
immigration laws and regulations,
regulations, including
including necessary
necessary
personnel and reserve commissioned officers of the Public Health
personnel
Health
Service, personal
thee District
Service,
personal services
services in th
Dist
ri
ctof
ofColumbia
Col
umbi a and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere
i
including the
the furnishing
furnishing and
an d laundering
l
aun d
eri
ng of
of white
coats,,
including
white duck
duck coats,
trousers,
smocks,
trousers,
aprons, and caps to employees
employees whose duties make
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necessary
repairs, equipmaintenance, minor repairs,
wearing of same, maintenance,
the wearing
necessary the
ment,
transportation and travel,
freight, transportation
fuel, lights, water, freight,
leases, fuel,
ment, leases,
the
maintenance, exchange, and
and operation
operation of motor
motor trucks
trucks and pasthe maintenance,
(including not
vehicles for official use in field work (including
motor vehicles
senger motor
to
exceed $3,000
passengermotor-propelled passengerpurchase of motor-propelled
for the purchase
$3,000 for
to exceed
carrying vehicles)
vehicles) and one for use in connection
connection with the adminiscarrying
trative
Health Service in the District of ColumColumPublc IHealth
the Pubic
of the
work of
trative work
bia,
ambulances transportation,
care, maintenance,
Lepers, transporta
transportamaintenance, and tLepers,
transportation, care,
of ambulances,
purchase of
bia, purchase
tion, care, etc.
treatment of
of lepers,
lepers, including
transportation to their homes in
including transportation
treatment
the
continental United
States of recovered indigent
indigent leper patients,
patients,
United States
the continental
court
costs, and
expenses incident
to proceedings
proceedings heretofore
heretofore Insane,
Insane, etc.
incident to
other expenses
and other
court costs,
or
mentally incompetent
persons
incompetent persons
commitment of mentally
taken for commitment
hereafter taken
or hereafter
to hospitals
hospitals for
insane 'and reasonable
treatment of the insane,
care and treatment
the care
for the
to
burial expenses
expenses (not
exceeding $100
$100 for any patient dying in hos(not exceeding
burial
That the Immigration
o
f Ellis sl
Immigration Service shall Use'roe.s
Provided, That
$4,915,000: Provided,
pital), $4,915,000:
permit the
Public Health
Service to use the hospitals
hospitals at Ellis Island hospitals.
hoatars:
Island
Health Service
the Public
permit
Immigration Station
Station for
the care
of Public
Public Health
Health Service patients
care of
for the
Immigration
free of
expense for
actual
charge of actual
a charge
upkeep, but with a
physical upkeep,
for physical
of expense
free
cost of
of fuel,
light, water,
water, telephone,
telephone, and similar supplies and services,
fuel, light,
cost
to be
covered into
the proper
Immigration Service
appropriations;
Service appropriations;
proper Immigration
into the
be covered
to
and
collected by
Service on
on account
of hoshos- ereipnto
Receipts
to
ovy.
to be
be coy
account of
the Immigration
Immigration Service
by the
money collected
ered
into Treasury.
and money
pital expenses
hospitals of the Public Health
of persons detained in hospitals
expenses of
pital
Service
laws and
regulations shall be covered
covered
and regulations
immigration laws
the immigration
under the
Service under
into the
as miscellaneous
Uses forbidden.
forbidden.
That Uses
further, That
Provided further,
receipts: Provided
miscellaneous receipts:
Treasury as
the Treasury
into
the
no
part
of
sum
used
for
the
quarantine
service,
prebe
shall
sum
this
of
part
no
vention of
provided
character provided
work of the character
scientific work
or scientific
epidemics, or
of epidemics,
vention
for
under the appropriations
appropriations which follow.
for under
All
sums received
received by
the fiscal
of receiptreceiptsDisposal of
fiscal Disposal
during the
Service during
Health Service
Public Health
the Public
by the
All sums
year
1935,
except
allotments
and
reimbursements
on
account
of
reimbursements
and
year 1935, except allotments
patients
of the
reimburseAdministration, allotments and reimburseVeterans' Administration,
the Veterans'
patients of
ments
account of
services to the Federal
penal
Federal penal
other services
and other
medical and
of medical
on account
ments on
and
of the
under the
the s Vol.
)5LS.S.C.,
. S.C
273
46ir.p273,
'VOl V
Justice, under
of Justice,
Department of
the Department
institutions of
correctional institutions
and correctional
provisions
of
the
Act
approved
May
13,
1930
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
VI,
u
rTi.
45,
pp
l
.ICN7.
i7.MRS.
p.
45I,
Spol
VI,
Supp.
provisions of the Act approved May 13, 1930 (U.S.C.,
U..S.C.. Supp.VI1 ,p
upp
title 18,
secs. 751,
751, 752),
752), and
under the provisions
provisions 48s.
468
received under
amounts received
and amounts
18, secs.
title
of sections
of the
19, 1929
1929 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
January 19,
approved January
Act approved
the Act
12 of
and 12
9 and
sections 9
of
Supp..VI,
232), shall
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury
be covered
shall be
229, 232),
secs. 229,
21, secs.
title 21,
VI, title
Supp.
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
as
Quarantine
Quarantine
For maintenance
maintenance and
and ordinary
ordinary expenses,
expenses,service,
Quarantine service.
service: For
Quarantine service:
exclusive
of pay
pay of
United States
States quaranof United
employees, of
and employees,
officers and
of officers
exclusive of
tine stations,
the exchange,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operexchange, maintenance,
including the
stations, including
tine
ation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for official
official use
passenger-carrying vehicles
ation
in field
and not
exceed $3,500
$3,500 for
motorpurchase of motorthe purchase
for the
to exceed
not to
work and
field work
in
propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles
$322,150.
rvention of epi$322,150.
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles,'the
President, in
case only
of deetis.
dem
i
es .
Prevention
of epidemics:
To enable
enable the President,
Prevention
of epionly of
in case
epidemics: To
Prevention of
threatened
or
actual
epidemic
of
infectious
or
contagious
disease,
disease,
contagious
or
infectious
of
epidemic
threatened or actual
to
aid State
State and
otherwise in
discretion, in
prein prehis discretion,
in his
or otherwise
boards or
local boards
and local
to aid
venting
and
suppressing
the
spread
of
the
in
emersuch
and
same,
the
of
spread
the
venting and suppressing
gency in
execution of
of any
laws which
which may
be then
then
may be
quarantine laws
any quarantine
the execution
in the
gency
in
force,
$199,718,
including
the
purchase
of
newspapers
and
clipclipand
in force, $199,718, including the purchase of newspapers
pings from
from newspapers
containing information
relating to the
information relating
newspapers containing
pings
health.
di
health.
public
the
of
disease
prevalence
and
investigations
prevalence
Field investigations: For
of diseases of man andinvestigations.
Field
Field investigations: For investigations of diseases of man and i invtigat
conditions influencing the
thereof, including
including
spread thereof,
and spread
propagation and
conditions influencing the propagation
sanitation and
sewage,
and
the
pollution
of
navigable
streams
and
and
streams
navigable
of
pollution
the
and
sewage,
sanitation and
lakes of
the
United
States,
including
personal
service,
and
including
lakes of the United States, including personal service, and including
the
of motor-propelled
passenmotor-propelled passenoperation of
and operation
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
the maintenance,
ger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for official
use in
field work,
and not
not to exceed
exceed
work, and
in field
official use
ger-carrying
original
1so in
in origins].
ISe
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Intcrstate quaran-

Interstate quarantine service.

service

Rural sanitation.

Rural sanitation.

PrOli80.
Prolso.
Local
contribution
Itr u t on
requi'ed.
required. en

Biologic products.
products.
Regulating
Regulating sale
viruses, etc.

of

of

Venereal
Diseases
Venereal
Diseases
Division.
Maintenance, etc.
Vol. 40, p. 886.
ol
, Pp. 8.1315.

Maintenance,

tr

Services in the Dis-

iet.

MARCH
1934.
MARCH 15,
15, 1934.

$2,250
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of motor-propelled
passenger$2,250 for
for the purchase
motor-propelled passengercarrying vehicles,
vehicles, $209,313.
$209,313.
Interstate
quarantine service: For cooperation
Interstate quarantine
cooperation with
with State
State and
and
municipal health authorities
authorities in the prevention
prevention of the spread of
contagious
contagious and infectious
infectious diseases
diseases in
in interstate
interstate traffic,
traffic, $35,495.
Rural
Rural sanitation:
sanitation; For
special studies
studies of,
of, and
and demonstration
demonstration work
work
For special
sanitation, including
including personal
personal services,
including the
the
in, rural sanitation,
services, and
and including
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
maintenance,
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying vehicles
vehicles for
for official
use in
in field
field work,
work, $25,032:
$25,032: Provided,
Provided,
carrying
official use
That no
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
available for
for demonstrademonstraThat
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
tion work in rural sanitation in any community
community unless the State,
county,
comity, or municipality
municipality in which the community
community is
located agrees
agrees
is located
to pay one half of the expenses of such demonstration
demonstration work.
Biologic products: To regulate
regulate the propagation and sale of viruses,
serums, toxins, and analogous
products, including
arsphenamine,
analogous products,
including arsphenamine,
curative and diagnostic
and for the preparation
preparation of curative
products,
diagnostic biologic
biologic products,
including
including personal services
services of reserve commissioned
officers and other
commissioned officers
other
personnel, $39,524.
$39,524.
the maintenance
and expenses
Venereal
For the
maintenance and
expenses of
of the
the Division
Division of
of Venereal
Diseases,
Diseases, established
established by sections 3
3 and 4,
chapter XV,
XV, of
of the
Act
4, chapter
the Act
approved July 9, 1918
1918 (U.S.C.,
42, sees.
secs. 24,
24, 25),
including perper(U.S.C., title
title 42,
25), including
sonal and other services
services in the field and in the District
Columbia,
District of Columbia,
$58,808, o
w hi ch amount
amount no
to exceed
excee d $
17
,478 may
may be
be expended
expended
$58,808,
off which
nott to
$17,478

for personal
personal services in the District of Columbia.

Division of Mental
Mental Hygiene:
Hygiene: For carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of
section 4
4 of the Act of June
June 14, 1930 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 21,
(U.S.C., Supp.
21,
u.s.c.,sppv.I, secs.
sees. 196 and 225)
225);;for maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of the Narcotic
Narcotic
n
Farm,' Lexington,
Farm
Kentucky, in
cord ance with
w ith the
th e prov
i
si
ons of
of
Lexington, Kentucky,
in ac
accordance
provisions
voL
I85; the Act of January 19,
19, 1929
1929 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 21,
21, sees.
secs. 221221Supp. VI,
.s.. Suppf V p. 237),
237), including
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
the District
District of
elsewhere; traveling
expenses; necessary
traveling expenses;
necessary supplies and equipment;
equipment;
subsistence
subsistence and care of inmates; expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in pursuing
pursuing and
and
identifying escaped inmates
inmates and of interment
interment or
or transporting
transporting
remains of deceased
deceased inmates;
inmates; purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of farm products and livestock; law books, books of reference,
newspapers and
reference, newspapers
periodicals;
periodicals; furnishing and laundering
laundering of uniforms and
andi other
other diswearing apparel necessary
tinctive wearing
necessary for employees
employees in the
performance
the performance
of their official duties;
duties; tobacco for inmates; purchase and exchange,
exchange,
not to exceed $7,700, and maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
maintenance, operation,
of
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles;
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
$455,000.
vehicles; $455,000.
Educational exhibits;
Educational
Educational exhibits:
exhibits: For
For the
the pr
epara ti on of
ofpublic-health
pu bli c-h ea l
th exhibex hib preparation
cEducationalerhibirsi
r est!ng spread or
rdsease.
a its designed
demonstrate the cause,
designed to demonstrate
cause, prevalence,
prevalence, methods of spread,
and measures for preventing diseases
diseases dangerous
dangerous to the public health
health,
including
personal services and the
including personal
the cost
cos tof
ofacquiring,
acquiring transporting,
transporting'
and displaying
displaying exhibit material,
material, $1,000.

Mental
Hygiene DiMental Hygiene
vision.
Vol 46, pp.
Vol.
pp. 587, 819.
89.
U.S.C., Stipp. VII, g.
467.
Lex
Narcotic
Farm, Lexarcotic Farm,
ington, By.
Vol.
45,
p.
1085;
Rupp. VII, p.
467.

587

Bateau
351n
Bureau of the
the Mint.

B oE.U OF
TolE MINT
BUREAU
or THE
INT
OititiCR
DIRECTOR OF
OF THE
OFFICE OP
OF DIRECTOR
TI

Director,
personnel.

and office
and
office

Tranporting
Transporting bllion
bullion
and corn.

Continget epees.

Contingent expenses.

MINT
EISNT

Salaries:
For the
the Director
Director of
Mint and other
Salaries: For
of the
the Mint
other personal
personal services
services
in
in the District of
Columbia z $33,156.
of Columbia,
$33,156.
For transportation of
of bullion
and coin,
coin, by
by registered
For transportation
bullion. and
registered mail or otherotherwise, between
between mints and assay offices,
offices, $6,000.

For
the Bureau
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
Bureau of the Mint, to be expended
expended
under the direction of the Director
Director: For assay laboratory
laboratory chemicals,
fuel, materials,
balances, weights
weights, and other necessaries,
materials, balances,
necessaries ,including
including
books, periodicals, specimens of coins, ores, and incidentals, $600.
$600.
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mints for the purFor
examination of
mints, expense
in visiting
visiting mints
expense in
of mints,
For examination
pose
superintending the annual
annual settlements,
settlements, and for special examof superintending
pose of
'he annual
inations
4-o the
annual
inations and for the collection of statistics relative to
production and
precious metals in the Unite(
Unite('
consumption of the precious
and consumption
production
States, $4,700.
$4,700.
States,

Examinations, etc.
etc.
Examinations,

MINTS
AND ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICES
MINTS AND

Mints and assay
assay offi.
offi.
Mints
CeS.
ces.
and
ex
Employees
E
mPlUees and ex

For
of officers
officers and
and employees
employees of the mints at Philacompensation of
For compensation

delphia, Pennsylvania,
Francisco, California, Denver,
Denver, Colorado.
Colorado.
San Francisco,
Pennsylvania, San
delphia,
Orleans, Louisiana, and assay offices at New York, New
New Orleans,
and New
York,
Washington, and for
contingent
incidental and contingent
for incidental
Seattle, Washington,
and Seattle,
York, and
expenses,
including traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, new machinery,
machinery, and repairs.
repairs,
expenses, including
cases and
enameling for
for medals
manufactured, net wastage
wastage in meltmedals manufactured,
and enameling
cases
ing and
and refining
refining and
and in
departments, loss on sale of sweeps
sweeps
in coining departments,
ing
arising
from
the
treatment
of
bullion
and the manufacture
manufacture of coins,
bullion
of
treatment
the
arising from
not to
$500 for
commission,
annual assay commission,
the annual
expenses of the
the expenses
for the
exceed $500
to exceed
not
the
and
exceeding $1,000
in value
value of
specimen coins and ores for the
of specimen
$1,000 in
not exceeding
and not
cabinet of
of the
mint at
$1,064,103.
Philadelphia, $1,064,103.
at Philadelphia,
the mint
cabinet
PROCUREMENT
DIVISION-SUPPLY BRANCH
PROCUREMENT DIVISION—SUPPLY

penses.

Procurement
Di viDiviProcurement
ion; Supply Branch.
sion;

r irector, office and
Salaries and
expenses: For
For the
the Director
Director of Procurement
Procurement and other fliretor off"e and
and expenses:
Salaries
ec
Executive
No.
utiv e Order No
Ex
personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
and in the field service, 6166.
Columbia and
of Columbia
personal services
fie d

Order

and
miscellaneous expenses,
including two
office 6166
two-ton trucks, office
two two-ton
expenses, including
for miscellaneous
and for
supplies
and
materials,
maintenance
of
motor
trucks,
telegrams,
teletelegrams,
trucks,
motor
of
maintenance
materials,
and
supplies
phone
traveling expenses,
expenses, office
equipment, inspection,
inspection, fuel,
office equipment,
service, traveling
phone service,
light,
carrying into effect
effect
expenses for carrying
other expenses
and other
current, and
electric current,
light, electric
regulations
the procurement,
warehousing, and distribuprocurement, warehousing,
governing the
regulations governing
Treasury Department of
tion by
the Procurement
Procurement Division
Division of the Treasury
by the
tion
property,
equipment, stores,
stores, and
and supplies
Columbia
District of Columbia
supplies in the District
property, equipment,
(including not
claims for damages
caused
damages caused
settle claims
to settle
$500 to
exceed $500
to exceed
not to
(including
to private
by motor
Procurement Divi- Prorisos.
the Procurement
by the
used by
vehicles used
motor vehicles
property by
private property
to
Prri.,,toofof available
sion),
of the Treasury
Treasury is Transfer
Secretary of
the Secretary
Transfer
available
That the
Provided, That
$225,792: Provided,
sion), $225,792:
funds to Branch of
authorized
and
directed
during
the
fiscal
year
1935
to
transfer
to
this
Branch of
this
funds
to
to
transfer
1935
year
the
fiscal
during
authorized and directed
Supply to
authorized.
appropriation
from any
any appropriations
appropriations or
or funds
available to the
the supply authorized.
funds available
appropriation from
several
departments
and
establishments
of
Government
such
Government
the
of
establishments
several departments and
amounts
be approved
approved by
by the Director of the Bureau of the
may be
as may
amounts as
Budget, not
not to
the amount
of the
compensation of
annual compensation
the annual
amount of
exceed the
to exceed
Budget,
employees
or hereafter
transferred or detailed
detailed to the
hereafter transferred
heretofore or
employees heretofore
Procurement
Division, Branch
of Supply,
respectively, from any
Supply, respectively,
Branch of
Procurement Division,
such
where the
the transfer
transfer or detail of
of
establishment, where
or establishment,
department or
such department
such
employees was
was or
will be
function or
or Permanent capital of
transfer of aafunction
incident to aatransfer
be incident
or will
such employees
o
Permanentcapital
permanent general
further, That
supply
fund inProvided further,
functions to
that Division:
That the
the permanent
Division: Provided
to that
insupply fund
functions
general
creased.
capital
of
the
general
supply
fund
established
by
the
Act
approved
2.
Vol.
45, p.
p. 1342.
1342.
Vol 4.s
capital of the general supply fund established by the Act approved res.
p.
607.
p.7.
.s.c.,for
February
27, 1929
1929 (U.S.C.,
sec. 7c),
7c), is hereby Funds
title 41, sec.
VI, title
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
February 27,
fuel yard
added. y
operatifo added
increased
the value
value of
books of
Government operations
the Government
of the
the books
on the
fuel on
of fuel
by the
increased by
fuel
yards
on
June
30,
1934,
plus
the
unexpended
balances
adjusted
adjusted
balances
unexpended
the
fuel yards on June 30, 1934, plus
as of
of that
heretofore made
made for
the GovernGovern- Designated expendifor the
appropriations heretofore
of appropriations
date of
that date
as
tures chteble
chargeable
to
ment
and during
fiscal year
year 1935
1935 the
general supply turDs
to
the general
the fiscal
during the
yards, and
fuel yards,
ment fuel
fund shall
charged with
with expenditures
expenditures for
the purchase
purchase and
and fund.
fu".
for the
be charged
shall be
fund
transportation of
fuel, storing
storing and
and handling
handling of
of fuel,
maintenance
fuel, maintenance
of fuel,
transportation
and
operation
of
yards
and
equipment,
including
two
motor-promotor-protwo
including
equipment,
and
and operation of yards
pelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for inspectors,
purchase of
of equipequipinspectors, purchase
passenger-carrying vehicles
pelled
ment,
rentals,
and
all
other
expenses
requisite
for
and
incident
to
incident
and
for
ment, rentals, and all other expenses requisite
the
the Government
Government fuel
including personal
personal
yards, including
fuel yards,
of the
operation of
the operation
services in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for the
payment of out- Proviso*.
the payment
District of
the District
in the
services
standing obligations for
such purposes
purposes previously
previously incurred:
incurred: ProPro- P
Payments
mats ffor ma.
such
for
standing obligations
terials. etc., Issued.
vided further,
That
payments
during
the
fiscal
year
1935
to
the
sed.
vided frther, That payments during the fiscal year 1935 to the terials.etc..
general
fund for
supplies (including
and
fuel), and
(including fuel),
materials, supplies
for materials,
supply fund
general supply
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services, and
and overhead
shall be
be made
made on
the
services,
overhead expenses,
expenses, for
for all
all issues
issues shall
on the
books of
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department by
by transfer
transfer and
counter-warrants
books
of the
and counter-warrants
prepared by the
the Procurement
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
prepared
Procurement Division
Division of
and
Comptroller General,
warrants to
and countersigned
countersigned by the Comptroller
General, such warrants
to
prepared by the Procurement
Procurement
be based solely on itemized invoices prepared
Prices.
Division at issue prices
Prices.
prices to be fixed
fixed by the Director of Procurement:
Procurement:
Interdepartmental
Provided
That
advances
received
pursuant
law
(U.S.C.,
Interdepartmental Provided
further,
That
advances
received
pursuant
to
law (U.S.C.,
advances
advances credited
credited to
to
Sapp. VI,
VI, title
title 31,
31, sec.
686) from
departments
and
establishments
fund.
Supp.
sec.
686)
from
departments
and
establishments
Supp. VII, P.
76.s..,
supp.VI,p.
Government and the Government
of the United States Government
Government of the District
District
769.
Columbia during
during the fiscal year
credited to the
of Columbia
year 1935 shall be credited
"Fuel"
and "fuel
"Fuel" and
"fuel general
general supply fund:
further, That the term "fuel"
" fuel"
fund: Provided
Provided further,
oil."
inspection, etc.,
etc., shall be held to include "
Fuel inspection,
fuel oil
oil":
And provided further,
further, That
That
"fuel
": And
requirements not to aprequirementsnottoathe requirements
requirements of sections 3711 and 3713 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes
ply.
R.S., secs. 3711, 3713,
3713,
pp. 733,ss.734. U.S.C.,
p. 1296.

ppRl..,

i296.

37,

Typewriter
Typewriter repairs.
repairs.

Standard typewritStaar
typwiting machines, etc.

(U.S.C.,
title 40,
40, sec.
sec. 109)
to the
the weighing
weighing of coal and
wood
and wood
relative to
109) relative
(U.S.C., title

and the separate
separate certificate as to the weight, measurement, or quantity of coal and wood purchased
purchases by
purchased shall not apply to purchases
by
the Procurement
Procurement Division at free-on-board
destination outside of
free-on-board destination
the District of Columbia.
Repairs
typewriting machines
machines (except
bookkeeping and billing
Repairs to typewriting
(except bookkeeping
machines) in the Government
service in the District of Columbia
Columbia
machines)
Government service
may be made at cost by the Procurement
therefor
Procurement Division,
Division, payment therefor
to be effected
proper appropriation
appropriation and
and crediting
crediting
effected by charging
charging the proper
appropriation ""Salaries
the appropriation
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Procurement
Procurement Division."

No part of any money appropriated
appropriated by this or any other Act
Act
shall be used during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935 for the
the purchase
purchase of any
standard typewriting
typewriting machines,
machines, except bookkeeping
bookkeeping and billing
Prices established for
for machines, at a
Pricesestablished
a price
price in excess of the following
following for models with
1935.
1935.
carriages
carriages which will accommodate
accommodate paper of the following
following widths,
widths,
to wit: Ten inches (correspondence
(correspondence models),
870; twelve inches, $75;
models), $70;
$75;
fourteen inches, $77.50; sixteen inches, $82.50;
fourteen
$82.50; eighteen
eighteen inches,
$87.50; twenty inches, $94; twenty-two
twenty-four
twenty-two inches, $95; twenty-four
$104;
inches, $97.50; twenty-six inches, $103.50;
$103.50; twenty-eight
twenty-eight inches, $104;
thirty inches, $105; thirty-two inches, $107.50; or, for standard
standard
Quiet
machines.
Quiet machines.
typewriting machines
quiet in operation,
typewriting
machines distinctively
distinctively quiet
operation, the maximum
maximum
prices shall be as follows for models with carriages
carriages which
which will
accommodate
widths, to wit: Ten inches,
accommodate paper of the following widths,
$80;
twelve
inches, $85; fourteen
twelve inches,
fourteen inches, $90; eighteen inches,
inches, $95:
$95:
Proviso.
Provided, That
That standard
standard typewriting
typewriting machines
distinctively quiet
quiet
Purhase order.
Provided,
machines distinctively
Purchase
in operation purchased during such fiscal year by any such department, establishment,
establishment, or municipal
municipal government
government shall only be purchased on the written
written order of the head thereof.
thereof,
Public works
worksbranch.
branch. PiOOCURTEET
Publi
WORBS
PROCUREMENT DIVtSIO-rPUBLICO
DIVISION---POBLIC WORKS

CONSTRUTIoxl
CONSTRUCTION AND
Construction, etc.,of
etc., of
Construction,

projects
authorized.
projects authorized.

BRANCH:
BRANCH

ARENT

PrBLIO BtILI3NGS,
roma
BUILDINGS ,

RENT

For commencement,
or completion
For
commencement, continuation,
continuation, or
completion of
of construction
construction

n connection
connection with any
projects authorized
authorized under the
in
any or all
all projects
the proviVol. 44, pp. 68.2, 833;
sections 3
3 and 5
5 of the Public Buildings
Buildings Act, approved
approved
of sections
sions of
vol45,44,p.137:
6327,
p.
Vol.
Vol. 3.;, sions
p. 1164.
p.
1164.
May 25, 1926 (U.S.C.
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
VI, title 40, sees.
secs. 343-345),
343-345), and the
U.S.C. Sapp. VII, pp.
U.s.C.supPP.vI, P Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof approved
approved February
February 24, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp.
897-898, 899VI, title 40, sec.
sec. 345) and March 31, 1930 (U.S.C.,
title
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title
sees. 341-349),
40, secs.
341-349), within the respective
respective limits of cost fixed for such
Proviso.
Prviso.
projects, $13,000,000: Proided,
Provided, That no part
part of this appropriation
appropriation
Coast Guard, etc.,
40

shall be used for work
work on the building
building for
for the
the Coast Guard or some
other Government activity *(Apex
(Apex Building),
Building), authorized by the
Act of March
March 4, 1931 (46 Stat., p. 1605).
1605).
Lexington, Ky.,
E narLegton
y., nar- Lexington,
Lexington, Kentucky, Narcotic Farm:
Farm: For completion, $614,615.
$614,615.
cotic
farm.
National Institute
Institute of
National
of
National
National Institute
Institute of Health
Health Building,
Building, Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Health Builrling.
Columbia: For completion,
ealth Building.
Columbia:
completion, $50,000.
$50,000.

builoangs.

buildings.
Vol.
46, p.
p. 1605.
ol. 46,
1605.
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Columbia, Post Office
Washington, District
Office Building:
Building: For
District of Columbia,
Washington,
completion of
extension, $400,000.ost
$400,000.
of extension,
completion
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS,

REPAIRS,
REPAIRS,

EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT,
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AND
AND

Washington,
Washington,
post office.

D.C.,

office.

GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES

Repairs, preservaRepairs,
preservation of all tion,
Repairs and
and preservation:
preservation: For repairs and preservation
Repairs
etc., of completed
and occupied buildings.
completed
occupied public buildings
buildings and the
the grounds
grounds thereof
thereof andoccupiedbuildings.
and occupied
completed and
under
Department, and for wire partiTreasury Department,
of the Treasury
control of
the control
under the
under
tions
Government wharves and piers under
tions and fly screens therefor; Government
Department, together
the
Treasury Department,
together with the necesthe control of the Treasury
sary
dredging adjacent
under the control
control
adjacent thereto; care of vacant sites under
sary dredging
of
necessary fences, filling dangerDepartment, such as necessary
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
of the
ous
holes, cutting
permanent
cutting grass and weeds, but not for any permanent
ous holes,
preservation of buildings not
improvements
repairs and preservation
improvements thereon; repairs
reserved by
by vendors on sites under the control
control of the Treasury
Treasury
reserved
enlargement of
Department
acquired for public buildings or the enlargement
Department acquired
public
buildings, the expenditures
account for the current
current
expenditures on this account
public buildings,
centum of the annual rental of such
fiscal
such
fiscal year not to exceed 15 per centum
Provisos.
appropriated not exceedbuildings:
Provided, That
That of the
the sum herein
herein appropriated
exceed- Proisos.
buildings: Provided,
Marine hospitals,
quarantine stations,
stations,
quarantine
marine
of
ing
$100,000
may
be
used
for
repair
and
preservation
marine
preservation
repair
the
for
used
be
may
$100,000
ing
etc.
Treasury buildings,
buildings,
hospitals, the
the national
quarantine stations (includ(includ- Treasury
leprosarium, and quarantine
national leprosarium
hospitals,
D.C.
occupied outbuildings
ing
Marcus Hook)
Hook) and completed
outbuildings D.Ccompleted and occupied
ing Marcus
(including wire
same), and not exceedpartitions and fly screens for same),
wire partitions
(including
ing $24,000
$24,000 for
for the
the Treasury,
Treasury, Treasury
Annex, Liberty
Liberty Loan, and
easuasury Annex,
ing
Personal services rreersonal services
Auditors'
Buildings in
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Provided further,
further, striction.
Columbia: Provided
in the
Auditors' Buildings
personal
of
That
this
sum
shall
not
be
available
for
the
payment
personal
That this sum shall not be available
services except
temporary job labor
labor
except for work done by contract or for temporary
services
under exigency
exceeding at one time the sum of $100 at any one
not exceeding
exigency not
under
l
Me
building,
$650,000.
building, $650,000.
Mechanical equipequipl
mechanical moetnical
Mechanical
repair of mechanical
and repair
installation and
For installation
ment.
equipment: For
Mechanical equipment:
under
equipment in
all completed
occupied public buildings
buildings under
and occupied
completed and
in all
equipment
including heating, hoisting,
the control
Treasury Department, including
the Treasury
control of the
the
plumbing, gas
ventilating, vacuum
refrigeratcleaning, and refrigeratvacuum cleaning,
piping, ventilating,
gas piping,
plumbing,
ing
apparatus, electric-light
pneumatic tube
electric-light plants, meters, interior pneumatic
ing apparatus,
and
intercommunicating telephone
telephone systems,
conduit, wiring, call bell
systems, conduit,
and intercommunicating
and
signal
systems,
platform
scales,
maintenance and repair
repair
maintenance
for
and
scales
platform
systems,
and signal
of tower
tower clocks;
clocks; for
installation and
repair of mechanical
mechanical equipment,
and repair
for installation
of
vendors
for any
reserved by vendors
foregoing items, in buildings not reserved
of the foregoing
any of
for
on sites
Treasury Department
Department acquired
acquired for
for
the Treasury
of the
control of
the control
under the
sites under
on
public
buildings
or
the
enlargements
of
public
total
the
buildings,
public
of
enlargements
public buildings or the
expenditures on
this account
the current
current fiscal
year not to exceed
exceed
fiscal year
for the
account for
on this
expenditures
Provisos.
10
per centum
centum of
of the
the annual
of such
such buildings:
Provided, Marine hpitals
buildings: Provided,
hospitals,
rentals of
annual rentals
10 per
quarantine
stations,
stations,
That
of
the
sum
herein
appropriated,
not
exceeding
$90,000
may
be
quarantine
be
may
$90,000
exceeding
not
appropriated,
herein
sum
the
of
That
etc.
used for
the installation
installation and
and repair
equipment in etc.
mechanical equipment
of mechanical
repair of
for the
used
marine hospitals,
quarantine stations Treasury buildings,
and quarantine
leprosarium, and
national leprosarium,
the national
hospitals, the
marine
build.i
(including Marcus
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000
$25,000 for the Treas- D.au
D.C.
Hook), and
Marcus Hook),
(including
Buildings
ury,
Treasury
Annex,
Liberty
Loan,
_Auditors'
Buildings
in
Auditors'
and
Loan,
Liberty
Annex,
Treasury
ury,
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
not including
the generating
generating plant
including the
but not
the District
and
its
maintenance
in
the
Auditors'
Building,
exceeding
not exceeding
and
Building,
Auditors'
the
in
and its maintenance
Pneumatic tube serv,Pneumatic
$10,000
for changes
changes in,
in maintenance
maintenance of,
of, and
and repairs
repairs to
to the
the pneumaticpneumatic- ice,
New York. be
$10,000 for
City
installed
under
franchise
of
the
city
city
the
of
franchise
tube
systems
in
New
in,
under
installed
City
tube systems in New York
of New York
approved June
June 29
and June
11, 1928,
and the
the
1928, and
June 11,
1909, and
29,? 1909,
New York approved
of
payment
of
any
obligations
arising
thereunder,
in
accordance
with
with
accordance
in
Vol. 36, p. 12A VOL
payment of any obligations arising thereunder,
4.5, p. 53p
3-i.
VoL
the
the Acts
Acts approved
.August 5,1909
120), 45v.
(36 Stat., p. 120),
5, 1909 (36
approved August
of the
authority of
the authority
the
of
and
May
15,
1928
(
45
Stat.,
p.
533
)
,
authorizing
the
Secretary
Secretary
Contracts.
and May 15,1928 (45 Stat., p. 533), authorizing
Treasury to
to enter
enter into
into contracts
city of
New York to abide Con acts.
of New
the city
with the
contracts with
Treasury
by
the
terms,
conditions,
and
requirements
of
said
franchises: ProPro- Personal service re
and requirements of said franchises:
the terms, conditions,
by
stection.
vided further,
That
this
sum
shall
not
be
available
for
the
payment
strteton.
payment
the
for
available
be
not
shall
sum
vided further, That this
of personal
personal services
except
for
work
done
by
contract,
or
for
temposervices except for work done by contract, or for tempo-

of
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under exigency
exigency not exceeding
one time
time the
the sum
sum of
rary job labor under
exceeding at
at one
of
$100 at any one building, $500,000.
$500,000.
$100
Vaults and safes: For vaults and lock-box
lock-box equipments
and
equipments and
repairs
repairs thereto in all completed
public buildings
under
completed and occupied
occupied public
buildings under
the control of the Treasury Department, and for the necessary
necessary safe
safe
equipments and repairs thereto
thereto in all public buildings
buildings under the
administration of the Treasury Department, whether
administration
whether completed
completed and
and

occupied
course of
construction, exclusive
exclusive of
of personal
services,
occupied or
or in course
of construction,
personal services,
except
or for
temporary job
labor under
under
except for work done by
by contract or
for temporary
job labor
exigency not exceeding
exceeding at one time the sum
of $50
at any
one building,
building,
exigency
sum of
$50 at
any one
$50,000.
$50,000.
General
expenses.
General
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to
Oeneralexpenses.
General expenses:
expenses: To
p. 537.
Vol. 35,
35, p.
.S.C,
pp. 537.
10o20.
1020.
execute and give effect to the provisions
Act of
of
execute
provisions of section 66 of the Act
Technical
services.
Technicalservices.
May 30, 1908 (U.S.C., title 31,
31, sec. 683)
salaries of
of architecarchitec683)::For
For salaries
tural, engineering,
engineering, and technical personnel
personnel and inspectors
inspectors in the
the DisDistrict of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, not
provided for,
not
not otherwise provided
for, not
Superintendence.
Superintendence.
exceeding
exceeding $314,686;
$314,686; expenses
expenses of superintendence,
including expenses
expenses
superintendence, including
of all inspectors
inspectors and other officers
employees, on duty
officers and employees,
duty or detailed
detailed
in connection
connection with work on public
public buildings
buildings and the furnishing
furnishing and
and
equipment thereof, and the work of the Procurement
Procurement Division, Public Works Branch, under orders from
from the
the Treasury
Department;
Treasury Department;
Transporting effects,
Transporting
effects,
for
the
transportation
transportation
of
household
goods,
incident
to
change
of
goods,
incident
to
change of
etc.
construction engineers, inspection
headquarters of district engineers,
engineers, construction
inspection
engineers, and inspectors, not in excess of
pounds at
at
of five thousand pounds
any one time, together with the necessary expense incident to packing
packing
and draying the same, not to exceed
exceed in any one year a
atotal expendiexpendiOffice expenses, field
ture
of
$10,000;
office
rent
and
expenses
of
field
force,
including
exe
e
sfin
$10,000;
field
ture
of
office
rent
and
expenses
of
field
force,
including
supplies, etc.
temporary, stenographic,
stenographic, and other assistance,
preparation of
of
assistance, in
in the
the preparation
reports and the care
care of public property, and so forth, advertising
advertising,
drafting materials,
especi
ally prepared
prepare d
office supplies, including
including drafting
materials, especially
paper, typewriting
typewriting machines,
machines, adding machines,
machines, and other mechanimechanical labor-saving
labor-saving devices, and exchange
carpets,
exchange of same; furniture,
furniture, carpets,
electric-light
electric-light fixtures, and office equipment;
equipment; telegraph and telephone
expressage, and postage
service; freight, expressage,
incident to shipments
shipments of
of
postage incident
drawings, furniture, and supplies for the field forces, testing
instrutesting instruments, and so forth, including articles
and supplies not
usually paypayarticles and
not usually
Provisos.
able from other appropriations: Provided, That no expenditures
Pr
tingopera-t
Transporting
operat , able from other appropriations: Provided, That no expenditures
ing supplies, excluded.
excluded, shall be made
made hereunder
hereunder for transportation
operating supplies
for
transportation of operating
supplies for
public buildings; not to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for books of reference,
reference, law
books,
books, technical periodicals
periodicals and journals;
ground rent
rent at
at Salamanca,
Salamanca,
journals; ground
Other contingencies.
Other contigencie. New York, for which payment
payment may be made in
advance; contincontinin advance;
kind and description,
description, traveling expenses
gencies of every
every ldnd
expenses of site
agents, and of employees
employees directed
directed by the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of the
to attend meetings of technical
technical and professional societies in
in connecconnection with the work of the Procurement
Procurement Division, Public
Public Works
Branch, recording deeds
deeds and other evidences
evidences of
of title,
title, photographic
photographic
instruments,
instruments, chemicals, plates, and photographic
and such
such
photographic materials, and
other articles and supplies
supplies and such minor
minor and incidental
expenses
incidental expenses
not enumerated,
enumerated, connected
connected solely with
with work on public buildings, the
the
acquisition of sites, and the administrative
w ith the
th e
administrative work connected with
annual appropriations
appropriations under
under the Procurement
Procurement Division,
Division, Public
Works Branch, as the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may deem necessary
necessary
Objects not included. and .
Objeetsnotinctudea.
specially order
order or approve, but not including
including heat,
hea t, light,
light, janitor
janit or
service, awnings, curtains, or any expenses
the general
genera lmainma i
nexpenses for the
tenance of the Treasury
Treasury Building, or surveys,
surveys, plaster models,
models, progprogress photographs, test-pit
or mill
and shop
shop inspections,
inspections,
test-pit borings, or
mill and
$365,035, of which amount not to exceed $252,472
$365,035,
$252,472 may
may be
be expended
expended
for personal services in the District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
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outside professional
Outside professional
professional services:
Secretary of
of the
the services.
services: To enable the Secretary
Outside
31
vol.
as
Vol. 44.
44, p.
p. 6
631;; Vol.
Vol.
services,
and/or
Treasury
to
obtain
outside
professional
and/or
technical
as
Treasury to obtain outside professional
446, p. 137.
u.s.c.supp.VII,p.
1926
25,
U.S.C., Supp. VII, p.
approved
Act
provided
by
the
Public
Buildings
approved
May
1926
Buildings
Public
the
provided by
897.
(U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
title 40,
sec. 342), and by the Act approved
approved S9740, sec.
VI, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
reasonable compensaMarch
(46 Stat.,
Stat., p.
137), and to pay reasonable
compensap. 137),
1930 (46
31, 1930
March 31,
appraisers, when necestion for
for such
services, and to
to employ appraisers,
such services,
tion
sary, by
contract or
or otherwise,
$500,000, to remain
remain available
available until
until
otherwise, $500,000,
by contract
sary,
expended.
expended.
Outside

EXPENSES
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, OPERATING
OPERATING EXPENSES
PUBLIC

professional

Operating expenses.
expenses.
Operating
Operating force.

Operatingforce.
Operating
force: For
For such
personal services as the Secretary
Secretary of
of Personal
such personal
services.
Operating force:
maincare,
the
with
connection
in
necessary
the Treasury
connection with the care, main may deem necessary
Treasury may
the
tenance, and
and repair
repair of
administration
under the administration
buildings under
public buildings
all public
of all
tenance,
provided),
of
Treasury Department
(except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided),
Department (except
the Treasury
of the
furnishand
equipment
together
with
the
grounds
thereof
equipment
furnishthe
and
thereof
grounds
together with the
buildings, repairs
inspectors of buildings,
ings
therein, including inspectors
repairs and
and
ings therein,
equipment,
assistant custodians,
custodians, janitors, watchmen,
watchmen, laborers, and
equipment, assistant
charwomen; telephone
telephone operators
operation of telephone
operators for the operation
charwomen;
equipment
switchboards
or
equivalent
telephone
switchboard
equipment in
in
switchboard
telephone
switchboards or equivalent
governmore
or
case
Federal
buildings,
jointly
serving
each
two
in
serving
jointly
buildings,
Federal
mental activities;
activities; engineers,
firemen, elevator
elevator conductors, coal
engineers, firemen,
mental
wiremen;;
lampists, and
passers,
electricians,
dynamo
tenders,
lampists,
an d wiremen
electricians,
passers,
including
buildings,
said
mechanical
labor
force
in
connection
including
with
mechanical labor force in connection
but in
painters,
carpenters,
plumbers,
steam
fitters,
machinists,
in
and
machinists,
fitters,
steam
carpenters, plumbers,
labor
mechanical
no
case
shall
the
rates
of
compensation
for
such
mechanical
no case shall the rates of compensation
force be
be in
excess of
of the
the rates
current at the time and
and in
in the
the place
place Proviso.
rates current
in excess
force
where
Provided, That the Availability.
$1,305,000: Provided,
employed, $1,305,000:
are employed,
services are
such services
where such
foregoing
appropriations shall
connection
available for use in connection
be available
shall be
foregoing appropriations
Treasury
the
of
with
all
public
buildings
under
the
administration
administration
the
under
buildings
public
all
with
exclusive
and
Department,
outside
the
District
exclusive
of
Columbia,
of
Department, outside the District
assay
and
branch
marine
hospitals,
quarantine
stations,
mints,
branch
mints,
assay
stations,
quarantine
marine hospitals,
Furniture, etc.
offices.
furniture, carpets,
Furniture and
of furniture:
For furniture,
carpets, and Furniture etc.
furniture: For
repairs of
and repairs
Furniture
repairs of
same 2 for
and occupied
public buildings under
occupied public
completed and
for completed
of same,
repairs
exclusive of marine
the
administration
of
the
Treasury
Department,
exclusive
marine
Department,
Treasury
the
of
the administration
hospitals, quarantine
quarantine stations,
stations, mints,
branch mints, and assay offices,
offices,
mints, branch
hospitals,
for
repairs
and
for
gas
and
electric
lighting
fixtures
repairs
of
same
for
and
fixtures
lighting
and for gas and electric
administration
the
under
completed
and
occupied
public
buildings
under
administration
buildings
public
occupied
and
completed
hospitals and quarmarine hospitals
of the
Department, including
includin g marine
quarTreasury Department,
the Treasury
of
antine
mints, branch
branch mints, and assay
assay
of mints,
exclusive of
but exclusive
stations, but
antine stations,
extenand
buildings
offices,
and
for
furniture
and
carpets
public
buildings
extenpublic
for
carpets
for furniture and
offices, and
sion of public
public buildings
buildings in
course of
of construction
construction which are to
in course
of
sion
remain under
under the
the custody
custody and
and administration
of the Treasury
administration
remain
Department, exclusive
exclusive of
of marine
hospitals,
quarantine stations,
quarantine
hospitals,
marine
Department,
mints, branch mints,
and assay
offices, and
constructed for
buildings constructed
and buildings
assay offices,
branch mints, and
mints,
other executive departments
or establishments
of the
Government, Provisos.
Government,
the
of
establishments
or
departments
other executive
be P0i
Personal ice
service rss
reshall
appropriation
$100,000:
Provided,
That
the
foregoing
appropriation
shall not
not be
foregoing
the
That
$100,000: Provided,
striction.
striction.
used for personal services
services except
except for
work
done
under contract
or
contract
under
done
work
for
for personal
used
for temporary job
job labor
labor under
and not
exceeding at one Use of present furninot exceeding
exigency and
under exigency
temporary
for
rse of present furnitime the sum of $100 at
any
one
building:
Provided
further, That ture.
further,
Provided
building:
one
any
at
the sum of $100
time
tue.
all furniture now owned
owned by
the
United
States
in
other
public
buildbuildpublic
other
in
by the United States
now
all furniture
ings
or in buildings rented by the United States shall be used, so
ings or in buildings rented by the United States shall be used,
far as practicable, whether
corresponds with
regulation
present regulation
the present
with the
it corresponds
far as practicable, whether it
Operating supplies.
plan
for
furniture
or
not.
or not.
for furniture
plan
Fuel, light, power,
ltpplieor,
Operating supplies:
supplies: For
For fuel,
fuel, steam,
steam, gas
gas for
for lighting
lighting and
and heating
heating 0P
etc.
Operating
etc.
lighting,
for
current
purposes,
water,
ice,
light
i
ng
supplies,
electric
current
forhghtmg,
electric
supplies,
purposes, water, ice, lighting
heating, and
and power
purposes, telephone
custodial forces;
forces;
service for custodial
telephone service
power purposes,
heating,
removal of ashes and rubbish, snow, and ice;
ice; cutting
cutting grass
grass and
and
snow, and
and rubbish,
of ashes
removalwashing
weeds,
towels,
and miscellaneous
items for
for the
use of
the
of the
the use
miscellaneous items
towels, and

weeds, washing
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custodial forces
forces in
in the
care and
maintenance of
of completed
and
custodial
the care
and maintenance
completed and
occupied public
buildings and
and the
grounds thereof
thereof under
the adminadminunder the
the grounds
public buildings
occupied
istration of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, and
and in
in the
and maintemaintethe care
care and
istration
nance of
of the
the equipment
and furnishings
in such
such buildings;
buildings; mliscelmiscelfurnishings in
equipment and
nance
appliances required
required in the operation
operation (not
(not
tools, and
and appliances
laneous supplies, tools
embracing repairs)
repairs) of
of the
equipment, including
including heating,
heating,
the mechanical
mechanical equipment,
embracing
plumbing, hoisting,
ventilating, vacuum-cleaning
vacuum-cleaning and
and
gas piping,
piping, ventilating,
hoisting, gas
plumbing,
refrigerating apparatus,
plants, meters,
meters, interior
pneuinterior pneuapparatus, electric-light
electric-light plants,
refrigerating
matic tube
and intercommunicating
telephone systems
conduit wirsystems,' conduit
wirmatic
tube and
intercommunicating telephone
ing,
call bell
and signal
signal systems
in such
such buildings,
buildings, and for the transing, call
bell and
systems in
portation of
articles or
supplies, authorized
herein for
for buildings
buildings
or supplies,
authorized herein
portation
of articles
under
the administration
outside the
the
Department outside
the Treasury
Treasury Department
of the
under the
administration of
District of
of Columbia,
but excluding
marine hospitals
quaranand quaranhospitals and
Columbia, but
excluding marine
District

tine
offices, and personal
personal
tine stations, mints,
mints, branch mints, and assay offices,
services, except
for work
done by
or for
for temporary
temporary job
job
work done
by contract
contract or
services,
except for
labor under
exigency not
at one
time the
the sum
sum of
of $100
$100 at
at
not exceeding
exceeding at
one time
labor
under exigency
any
one building,
$395,000. The
The appropriation
appropriation made
herein for
for
made herein
any one
building, $395,000.
gas
include the
the rental
and use
use of
of gas
gas governors
governors when ordered
ordered
rental and
gas shall
shall include
rovisos.
of the Treasury
Provisos,
by the Secretary of
Treasury in
in writing:
Provided, That
That rentals
rentals
writing:
Provided,
Rentals thereof,
entas thereof
all not be paid for such gas governors greater
greater than 35 per centum
shall
centurn
of the actual value of the gas saved thereby, which saving shall be
determined
such tests
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall
by such
tests as
as the
Secretary of
of the
determined by
Contracts
Contracts for joint direct: Provided
Provided fwrther,
fumther,That the
Secretary
Treasury is
is
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
telephone
telephone switchboards.
authorized to
to contract
contract for
for telephone
telephone service
service in
in public
public buildings
buildings
boards.
authorized
Treasury Department
Department by means
means of
of
under the administration
administration of the Treasury
telephone switchboards
equivalent telephone-switching
telephone-switching equipment
equipment
telephone
switchboards or equivalent
Government activities
serving in each case two
two or more Government
jointly serving
finds that joint service
service is economical
of
economical and in the interest of
where he finds
reimbursement for the cost of such
secure reimbursement
the Government, and to secure
joint service
service from available appropriations
appropriations for telephone
telephone expenses of
bureaus and offices receiving
receiving the same.
the bureaus
Departmental
Departmental salaries:
salaries: For personal services in the District of
of
Departmental salasale.Departmental
ries.
es
.
Columbia
Procurement Division, Public Works Branch,
Columbia for the Procurement
Branch,
$270,000.
Miscellaneous iteras.
Miscellaneous
items.

MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS, TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
6,47SCELLANEOUS ITEMS,
DEPARTMENT
AMERICAN PRINTING
HOUSE FOR
THE BLIND
BLIND
AMERICAN
PRINTINIG HOUSE
FOR TIE

American
n Printing
r
noose for the Blind,
expenses.
Vol
Vol. 44, p..1080.
1060.
r.s..,
pvnp,.
IT
.
S. C., Supp.Vf,p.
460.
460.

lserio tber

ing

aexenses.

pp.

Citation of Title.
Tide.
citation

To
enable the
the .American
House for the
Printing House
the Blind more adeTo enable
American Printing

quately
apparatus for the
quately to provide
provide books
books and apparatus
the education
education of the

blind in
accordance with
the Act
Act approved
approved February
February
blind
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
8, 1927 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Stipp. VI,
V1, title 20,
20, sec. 101),
$65,000.
101), $65,000.
This title may be cited as the ""Treasury
Treasury Department
Department AppropriaAppropria-

1935.'
tion Act, 1935."
I-Post

Title II—Post Office
Department.
Department.

fl-POST

TITLE I-POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TIME

Act
The following
following sums
appropriated in conformity with the Act
are appropriated
sums are
The
of
title 5,
5, sec. 380,
title 39, sec. 786),
of July 2, 1836
1836 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
380, title
786), for the
U5.C.pp. 49,283. Post Office Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1935,
Post Office Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1935,
namely:
namely:

Appropriations for
for
Appropriati9ns
fiscal
year, 1935.
Vol.
5, p. 80.
80.
ol.5,p.
U.S.C., pp. 49, 1283.

Department
exDepartment eXpenses.
Postmaster
General's
Postmaster General's
office.
office.
Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
and office personnel.

DEPARTMENT, WASEINGTON,
POST OFFICE
OF3TCIE DKPARTME1TT
WASmNUTON, DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLI-MBI
OFFICE OF THE
rHE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER OlNERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE

Salaries: For the
the Postmaster General
General and other personal
personal services
in
of the
in the
the office
office of
the Postmaster
General in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Postmaster General
in the
Colwnbia
$205,510.
$205,510.
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SALARIES
BUREAUS AND
AND OFFICES
OFFICES
IN BUREAUS
SALARIES IN

Bureaus and offices.
Bureaus

and
For
personal services
in the
the District of Columbia in bureaus and
services in
For personal
following
the
exceed
to
in
offices
of
the
Post
Office
Department
in.
not
following
offices of the Post Office Department
respectively:,:
amounts, respectively
Office of
the First
Postmaster General, $433,629.
Assistant Postmaster
First Assistant
of the
Office
Office
of
the
Second
Assistant
Postmaster General,
General, $376,501.
$376,501.
Assistant
Second
Office of the
$682,603.
Office of
of the
the Third
Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
General, $682,603.
Postmaster General,
Office
General, $316,019.
Office
the Fourth
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
$316,019.
Postmaster General,
of the
Office of
Office Department, $73,152.
Office
of the
the Solicitor
Solicitor for the Post Office
Office of
$168,300.
Office
of the
the chief
inspector, $168,300.
chief inspector,
Office of
Office
$31,860.
purchasing agent, $31,860.
the purchasing
of the
Office of
Bureau of Accounts,
Accounts, $81,198.
Bureau

specified.
Allotments specified.

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

Department
Department contincontinexpenses.
gent expenses.
Stationery,
etc.
Stationery, etc.

index and guide
For stationery
books, index
guide cards,
cards, folders,
blank books,
and blank
stationery and
For
envelopes,
penalty
of
and
binding
devices,
including
purchase
free
penalty
envelopes,
and binding devices, including purchase
$15,000.
$15,000.
Telegraphing.
Telegraphing.
$15,000.
Telegraphing.
For
telegraphing, $6,000.
$6,000.
For telegraphing,
Miscellaneous.
Micellaeous.
For
items, including
purchase, exchange.
exchange, maintemainteincluding purchase,
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
adding
nance,
and repair
repair of
tools, electrical
typewriters, adding
supplies, typewriters,
electrical supplies,
of tools,
nance, and
machines, and
devices; maintenance
maintenance of motor
motor
labor-saving devices;
other labor-saving
and other
machines,
to be
trucks
and
of
two
motor-driven
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
passenger-carrying
motor-driven
two
trucks and of
used
only
for
official
purposes
(one
the
Postmaster
General
and
the
for
used only for official purposes (one
not
fares
one
for
the
general
use
of
the
department)
;
street-car
street-car
department);
the
of
use
general
one for the
aorrespondence
correspondence
exceeding
$540;
floor
coverings,
postage
for
correspondence
abC
roo
az
ies pon donee
stamps
postage
exceeding $540; floor coverings,
2243,
44,
Vo. •
Lonthe
of
47
addressed
abroad,
which
is
not
exempt
under
article
vol.
44, pp.
pp. 2243,
under
exempt
not
is
which
addressed abroad,
necessary
other
and
Union;
don convention
Universal Postal
22".
the Universal
of the
convention of
don
expenses;
and of
$40,250 not exceeding
exceeding $14,500
$14,500
such sum of $40,250
of such
$40,250; and
expenses; $40,250;
exceeding $1,800
may
be expended
for telephone
telephone service,
service, not exceeding
$1,800 may be
expended for
may be
books
expended
for
purchase
and
exchange
of
books,
of referlaw
of
expended for purchase and exchange
to connecessary
ence,
railway
guides,
city
directories,
books
necessary
and
directories,
city
guides,
ence, railway
may be
$2,000
duct
the
business
of
the
department,
and
not
exceeding
$2,000
exceeding
not
and
duct the business of the department,
at
attendance
of
except membership
expenses, concerned
expended
expended
meetings orfor
conventions
except
membership
with postalfees,
fees,
affairs,
of when
attendance
incurred
at

when incurred
meetings or conventions concerned with postal affairs,and
not exceedGeneral,
on
the
written
authority
of
Postmaster
General,
exceedPostmaster
the
of
authority
on the written
agent and
ing $800
may
be
expended
for
expenses
of
purchasing
and
purchasing
the
$800 may be expended for expenses of
ing
traveling
of the
solicitor
and
attorneys
connected
with
while
traveling
office
his
with
connected
attorneys
of the solicitor and

in.

ing
Asttendance

at

at

Furniture, etc.
on
business of
department.
Furniture,
etc.
the department.
of the
business
onFor
etc.
furniture and
and filing
cabinets
and
repairs
thereto,
$7,000.
Furniture
$7,000.
thereto,
repairs
and
Printing
and binding.
cabinets
filing
For furniture
For printing
binding for
for the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, includ- rintingandbindig.
and binding
printing and
For
ing
all
of
its
bureaus,
offices,
institutions,
services located in
in
services
and
ing all of its bureaus, offices, institutions,
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
and
elsewhere,
$850,000.
$850,000.
Field service approelsewhere,
and
Columbia,
of
District
Washington,
be
priations
not to be
priatios not
Appropriations hereinafter
hereinafter made
made for
the field
service of the Post used
field service
for the
for department.
Appropriations
usedfordepalrment.
Office Department,
otherwise provided,
provided, shall
shall not be
as otherwise
except as
Office Department, except
expended for
any of
the purposes
purposes herembefore
provided for on
hereinbefore provided
of the
for any
expended
account of
the Post
Office Department
Department in
in the
the District
District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provis08.
Post Office
of the
account
Travel
paypes pay
a expenses,
Provided, That
the actual
and necessary
of officials
officials and able
expenses of
necessary expenses
actual and
That the
Provided,
from service apemployees of the Post Office
Department
and
Postal
Service,
when
a
s
propriations.
from
able
when
Service,
Postal
and
Department
the Post Office
employees ofofficial
traveling on
be paid
paid from
from the approapproto be
continue to
may continue
business, may
on official business,
traveling
priations for the service
in connection
connection with
with which
the travel
travel is perwhich the
priations for the service in
formed, and appropriations
for the
fiscal
year
1935 of the character
character
1935
year
fiscal
the
for
appropriations
and
formed,
Proheretofore used
for
such
purposes
shall
be
available
therefor:
available
be
shall
heretofore used for such purposes hereinafter made, except Provided further, That appropriations
such
such
except
made,
hereinafter
appropriations
That
vided
as are further,
exclusively for payment of compensation, shall
shall be
be .immeimine- ney
d
se-Sd
in examinin
examining
for payment of compensation,
as are exclusively
diately
available for
for expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection with
with the
the examination
examination
diately available
of estimates for
in the
including per diem
the field .including
appropriations in
of esimates for appropriations
subsistence.
allowances
in
lieu
of
actual
expenses
subsistence.
of
expenses
actual
of
lieu
in
allowances
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service.
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General.

cash rewards
rewards to emCash
employees
ployees for inventions
inventions
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FIELD
POST OFFICE
F
,D SERVICE,
SERVICE, POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
OF THE
OFFICE
_LEM POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

The
General is hereby
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
hereby authorized
authorized to pay a
acash
cash reward
reward

improving
service. for any invention, suggestion, or series
improving the
the service.
series of suggestions
for an
improvesuggestions for
an improve-

ment or economy in device, design,
applicable to
to the
the
design, or process
process applicable
Postal Service
Service submitted
submitted by one or more
more employees
employees of
the Post
of the
Post
Office
Office Department
Department or the Postal Service
shall be
be adopted
Service which
which shall
adopted for
for
use and will clearly
clearly effect
effect a
economy or
increase efficiency,
efficiency,
a material economy
or increase
and for that purpose the sum
slim of $500 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated:
appropriated:
Pr
ovisos.
Proeriss.
Provided,
the
sums
Provided, That
That the
sums
so paid
paid to
to employees
employees in
in accordance
with
so
accordance
with
,; nal to regular
paddi
shall be
Act shall
be in
compensation: Provided
Provided
in addition
addition to
pay. tionl toregniar this Act
to their
their usual
usual compensation:
Limitation.
further'-That
amount paid
paid under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this
further,
That the
the total amount
Limitation.
of this
Act shall not exceed $1,000
or for
for any
any one
one invention
invention
$1,000 in any month or
Agreement
for Govsuggestion: Provided
Agreement for
Gov. or suggestion:
further, That no employee
shall be
be paid
Provided further,
employee shall
ernment use required.
enment use reqed. aareward
reward under
under this
this Act until he has properly executed an agreement
agreement
to the effect
effect that the use by the United States of
of the
the invention,
invention,
suggestion, or series of suggestions made
made by him shall not form
form the
the
basis of aa further
further claim
claim of any nature upon the United States by
by
Appropriation
re- him, his heirs, or assigns: Provided
Asrropriation
reProvided further, That
this appropriation
That this
appropriation
striated.
e.
shall be
be available
shall
available for no other purpose.
purpose.
Travel, etc.
Travel,
etc.
expenses in the Postal Service,
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
Service, office
office
of the Postmaster General, $1,000.
$1,000.
Damage claims.
To enable the Postmaster
To
Postmaster General to pay claims for damages,
Vol.
63.
Vol. 42,
2, p.
p. 6.
occurring
during
the fiscal
or in
fiscal year 1935,
1935, or
in prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years, to
to
p. SO.
persons
accordance with
persons or property in accordance
w ith the
th e provisions
of the
the .DefiDefiprovisions of
approved June
ciency Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
June 16,
(U.S.C., title
title 5,
5,
16, 1921
1921 (U.S.C.,
392), $16,000.
sec.
Inspectors.
Inspeetors.
Office
For salaries
Office of
of chief
chief inspector:
inspector: For
salaries of fifteen
fifteen inspectors
inspectors in
charge
of
divisions
and
charge
and five hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five inspectors,
inspectors,
$1,790,955.
$1,790,955.
Traveling
expenses,
rTaveig
etpense.
For
traveling expenses
inspectors, inspectors
For traveling
expenses of inspectors,
inspectors in charge,
charge, the
the
investigations, etc.
chief post-office
post-office inspector, and the assistant chief post-office
post-office inspecinspector, and for the traveling expenses of four clerks
performing
clerks performing
stenographic and clerical
assistance to post-office
stenographic
clerical assistance
post-office inspectors
in the
the
inspectors in
investigation
investigation of important fraud cases, and for tests, exhibits,
docuexhibits, documents, photographs,
photographs, office and other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
by
post-office
post-office inspectors
inspectors in connection with
with their
official investigations,
investigations,
their official
including necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of division headquarters,
headquarters,
Presage.
Provided, That
not exceeding
exceeding $16,460
of this
this sum
sum shall
shall
llotmnt for
$488,270: Provided,
Allotment
for chem.
chem- $488,270:
That
not
$16,460
of
eil,
etc., investiga.
ical,
etc.,
investiga- be available for transfer
by
the
Postmaster
General
to
be
available
for
transfer
General
other
other
tions.
tdepartments
independent establishments
departments and
and independent
establishments for chemical
chemical and other
other
investigations.
Cinvestigations.
Clerks at ddivision
headsarter
ion For compensation
one hundred
headmiattein.
compensation of one
hundred and
and thirty
clerks at
at division
thirty clerks
division
headquarters,
headquarters, $291,420.
$291,420.
Rewards for detecting law
aw violations.
violations.t
For payment
rewards for
payment of rewards
for the
the detection,
detection, arrest,
arrest, and
and conviction
conviction
of post-office
post-office burglars, robbers,
robbers, and highway
highway mail
mail robbers,
robbers, $45,000:
$45,000:
Provisos.
Death
offender. Povided,
Death of
of offender.
paid in
Provided, That rewards
rewards may be paid
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the PostPostin the
master General,
General, when an offender
offender of the class mentioned
mentioned was killed
killed
in the act of committing
committing the crime
or in
in resisting
resisting lawful
lawful arrest:
arrest:
crime or
Rates.
aate.
Provided further,
further, That no part of this sum shall be used to
Provided
to pay
pay
any rewards
any
rewards at rates in excess
excess of those specified in
in Post Office
Office
Department
28, 1930: Provided
Department Order
Order 9955, dated February
February 28,
Provided further,
further,
That
of
That
the
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated not to exceed $20,000
$20,000
Securing
information.
Senroginoration. nmay
discretion of
of the
the Postmaster
may be
be expended,
expended, in
in the
the cliscretion
Postmaster General,
General, for
for
the
information concerning
concerning violations
violations of the
the purpose
purpose of
of securing
securing informntion
postal
information looking
postal laws
laws and for services and information
looking toward
toward the
apprehension
apprehension of criminals.
criminals.
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GENERAL
OFFICE OF
FIRST ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
TIE FIRST
OF TIIE
OFFICE

For compensation
to postmasters
postmasters and
for allowances
allowances for
for rent,
and for
compensation to
For
light,
fuel, and
to postmasters
postmasters of the fourth class,
equipment to
and equipment
light, fuel,
$40,500,000.
$40,500,000.
For compensation
compensation to
to assistant
assistant postmasters
first and second class
at first
postmasters at
For
post
offices, $5,805,000.
$5,805,000.
post offices,
For compensation
compensation to
to clerks
clerks and
and employees
employees at
at first and second
For
class postincluding auxiliary
summer and
auxiliary clerk hire at summer
offices, including
post offices,
class
winter
post
offices,
printers,
mechanics
laborers,
watchmen,
skilled
mechanics,
printers,
offices,
post
winter
messengers,
laborers, and
$146,500,000.
and substitutes, $146,500,000.
messengers, laborers,
For
compensation to
to clerks
clerks in charge
charge of contract
contract stations,
For compensation
$1,550,000.
$1,550,000.
For
separating mails
mails at
fourth class
class post
post offices,
offices,
and fourth
third and
at third
For separating
$431,631.
$431,631.
For
unusual conditions
conditions at
post offices,
offices, $45,000.
$45,000.
at post
For unusual
For
to third-class
third-class post
the cost
cost of
of clerical
cover the
to cover
offices to
post offices
allowances to
For allowances
services, $6,750,000.
$6,750,000.
services,
For
miscellaneous items
items necessary
incidental to the operation
and incidental
necessary and
For miscellaneous
and
offices of
the first
second classes, and the
and second
first and
of the
post offices
of post
protection of
and protection
business conducted
conducted in
connection therewith,
therewith, not provided for in other
other
in connection
business
appropriations,
$1,828,500.
appropriations, $1,828,500.
For village
delivery service
service in
in towns
towns and villages having post
village delivery
For
offices of
the second
second or
third class,
class, and
communities adjacent
in communities
and in
or third
of the
offices
to
cities
having
city
delivery,
$1,408,905.
$1,408,905.
to cities having city delivery,
For Detroit
River postal
postal service,
service, $15,995.
$15,995.
Detroit River
For
special-delivery
including special-delivery
For car
fare and
and bicycle
bicycle allowance,
allowance, including
car fare
For
car fare,
$1,200,000.
fare, $1,200,000.
car

mFst
First Aenerat
Assistant
master General.

ost
Post-

etc.
Postmasters, etc.
Postmasters,

ss t a t

is n
rA
Ass istant

post.mast
postmast-

Employees
and
first and
Employes first
second class offices.

Contract
Contract
clerks.

station
station

mails.
Separating malls.
Separating
t
on
n us u a
di ons.
l cconditions.
U
Unusual
cias ofClerks, third
third class
of.

ci
:
l!erks,

f
,disellaneos,,ofirs

Miscellaneous,
first
and
second class offices.

Village delivery.
delivery.
Village

erot

Detroit

Ice.
ice.

iver

River serv.

Car fare
bicycle
and bicycle
Car farce and
allowance.

City delie
delivery,
delivery,

City

car-

s.
,i;e,
riers.
For
pay of
of letter
letter carriers,
carriers, City
Service, $104,000,000.
$104,000,000.
Delivery Service,
City Delivery
For pay
Special delivery, etc.
pecialdeliery, et
For
to special-delivery
$5,107,500.
messengers, $5,107,500.
special-delivery messengers,
fees to
For fees
ser;-Rural
delivery
&del'_'eryservRural
S.
ie.
For
of rural
carriers, auxiliary
auxiliary carriers,
carriers, substitutes for rural ice.
rural carriers,
pay of
For pay
carriers
annual and
and sick
sick leave,
leave, clerks in charge
charge of rural stations,
on annual
carriers on
and
tolls
and
ferriage,
Rural
Delivery
Service,
incidental
and for the incidental
Service,
Delivery
and tolls and ferriage Rural
expenses
$82,902,500.
expenses thereof, $82,902,500.
et. '
For travel
travel and
and miscellaneous
expenses in
in the
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, office
office 'ravl
Travel, etc
miscellaneous expenses
For
of
the
First
Assistant
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
$1,000.
General,
Postmaster
Assistant
irst
F
the
of
OFFICE OF
OF THE
ASSISTANT I'OSTM'ASTEIR
POSTMASTER (ENEII\IA
GENERAL
SECOND ASSISTANT
'IIIE SECOND
OFFI('E

Serum'
Assists
I
ssist la nt
SI'I1lll A\
I
'os mas er I; et ra

)!
i
exc
r,,utes, eNcept
Stlir
Star rules,

Ala-k.
For inland
inland transportation
transportation by
star routes
(excepting service in
in Ala-k;ia.
routes (excepting
by star
For
Alaska) including
includ(r
in telmporary
temporary service to newly established
established offices.
Alaska),
and not
Government-operated star-route
for Government-operated
$200.000 for
exceed $200,000
to exceed
not to
and
$12,500,000.
service,
Alaska.
service,
Forinland
$12,500,000.
transportation by star routes in Alaska, $135,000.
For inland transportation by star routes in Alaska, $135,000.
etc,
Steamboat,
Steamboat, etc,
routes.
For
inland transportation
or other powerboat
powerboat routes, routes.
steamboat or
by steamboat
transportation by
For inland
$1,229,600.
including
steamboat. and way letters, $1,229,600.
ship, steamboat,
including ship,
ard
roite:i and
Railroad routes
Railroad
ni.sse'ner service.
For inland
inland transportation
transportation by
by railroad
railroad routes and for mail mes- messenger
For
Proriso.R.
'ror'iso..
senger service,
$1,500,000 Freight
That not to exceed $1,500.000
conveytrain conveyFr'ilr-ii train
Provided, That
$98,500.000: Provided,
service, $98,500,000:
senger
ance.
of this
this appropriation
for pay
freight and inciinci- ance.
pay of freight
expended for
be expended
may be
appropriation may
of
special Separate
dental charges
the transportation
transportation of mails
mails conveyed under special
for the
charges for
dental
ctcouting,
Separate accounting,
messenger service.
service.
further, That messenger
arrangement in
in freight
freight trains
or otherwise:
Provided further,
otherwise: Provided
trains or
arrangement
separate accounts
kept of
of the
the amount
expended for mail mes- Services in the Disamount expended
be kept
accounts be
separate
senger service:
That there
there may be expended from trict.
further, That
Provided further,
service: Provided
senger
Vol. 39, p. 429; Vol.
this appropriation
for clerical
clerical and
assistance in the District 43,
other assistance
p. 1069.
1069.
and other
43, p.
appropriation for
this
12.t39, 1286.
U.S.C.,
the
of Columbia
not exceeding
the sum
sum of
of $55,530
$55,530 to carry out the 11.S.C., pp. 1269,
exceeding the
Columbia not
of
title
provisions
of
section
5
of
the
Act
of
July
28,
1916
(U.S.C.,
39.
(U.S.C.,
1916
28,
July
of
provisions of section 5 of the Act
of
sec.
space basis
basis Act),
and not
exceeding the sum of
not exceeding
Act), and
(the space
562) (the
sec. 562)
$28,400
out the
of section
section 214 of the Act of
provisions of
the provisions
carry out
to carry
$28,400 to
February 28,
28, 1925
1925 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 39,
sec. 826)
(cost ascertainment).
ascertainment).
826) (cost
39, sec.
February
Dis-

trict.

446
446
Railway Mail
Railway
Mail ServService.
Division
Division superinsuperintendents.

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
70.
CH. 70.

MARCH 15,
1934.
MARCH
15, 1934.

Railway
superintendents,
Railway Mail Service:
Service: For fifteen division superintendents,
fifteen assistant
assistant division
division superintendents,
assistant superintendsuperintendtwo assistant
fifteen
superintendents, two

superintendent in
charge of car
construcents at
at large, one assistant
assistant superintendent
in charge
car construction, one
one hundred
and twenty-one
clerks, one
one hundred
hundred and
and
tion,
hundred and
twenty-one chief
chief clerks,
twenty-one
assistant chief
clerks, clerks
of sections
sections in
in the
twenty-one assistant
chief clerks,
clerks in
in charge
charge of
the
offices
of division
clerks, substitute
substitute
offices of
division superintendents,
superintendents, railway
railway postal
postal clerks,
railway
postal clerks,
clerks, joint
in the
the Railway
Railway
joint employees,
employees, and
and laborers
laborers in
railway postal
Mail
Service,
$47,200,000.
Mail Service, $47,200,000.
Travel
Travel allowance
alowance to
to For travel allowance
railallowance to
to railway postal clerks and
and substitute railclerks.
way
way postal
postal clerks,
clerks, $2,350,000.
$2,350,000.
Expenses
For actual
from
Expenses away
away from
expenses, general superintendent
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses,
superintendent and
headquarters.
headquarters.
superintendent, division
assistant general superintendent,
division superintendents,
superintendents, assistant
assistant
division superintendents,
assistant superintendents,
chief clerks,
and
division
superintendents, assistant
superintendents, chief
clerks, and
assistant chief
clerks, Railway
Mail Service,
Service, and
railway postal
postal
assistant
chief clerks,
Railway Mail
and railway
clerks, while
business of
the Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartclerks,
while actually
actually traveling
traveling on
on business
of the
ment and
and away
designated headquarters,
headquarters, $60,000.
ment
away from
from their
their several
several designated
$60,000.
tendents.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

For rent, light, heat, fuel, telegraph,
miscellaneous and office
telegraph, miscellaneous
office

expenses, telephone
service, badges
badges for
clerks, for
the
for the
for railway
railway postal
postal clerks,
expenses,
telephone service,
Arms
for mail
protec- purchase
arms and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items necessary
for the
the
Arms for
maiproteepurchase or rental
rental of
of arms
necessary for
tion.
protection of
and rental
rental of
space for
terminal railway
railway
Terminal
offices, rent. protection
of the
the mails,
mails, and
of space
for terminal
Terminaloffices,rent.
post offices
offices for
the distribution
distribution of
of mails
mails when
the furnishing
space
post
for the
when the
furnishing of
of space
for
cannot, under
Regulaunder the
the Postal
Postal Laws
Laws and
and Regulafor such
such distribution
distribution cannot,
tions,
properly be
of railroad
railroad companies
companies without
without additions, properly
be required
required of
additional
for equipment
equipment and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items
tional compensation,
compensation, and
and for
necessary
to terminal
terminal railway
post offices,
offices, $775,000.
necessary to
railway post
$775,000.
Electric and
and cable
For electric and cable car service, $375,000.
Electrie
$375,000.
car service.
service.
Foreign
malls.
Foreign mails.
For
transportation of
mails by
by steamship,
steamship, aircraft,
or
For transportation
of foreign
foreign mails
aircraft, or
Vol. 41, p. 988; Vol.
otherwise, including
cost of
of advertising
advertising in
in connection
with the
the
45Vpl8,
including the
the cost
connection with
46,
p. 689. p. 98; Vol otherwise,
U.S.C., p.1137; Rupp.
of contracts
the Merchant
Marine Act
Act of
1928
of 1928
p.1537; Spp. award
UvS.C,
award of
contracts authorized
authorized by
by the
Merchant Marine
VII,
p. 964.
VII,
(U.S.C., title 46, secs.
sees. 861-889;
861-889; Supp.
VI, title 46,
46, sees.
secs. 886-891x),
Supp. VI,
886-891x),
Provisos.
Provisos.
$37,500,000: Provided,
no part
of the
the money
herein appropriappropri$37,500,000:
Provided, That no
part of
money herein
Payment to Seatrain
forbdden.r
ompt tforbidden.
ated shall be paid on contract
numbered 56 to the Seatrain
contract numbered
Seatrain ComCompany
Aircraft
allowances; pany: Provided further, That not
Arraftslowances;
Provided further,
to exceed
exceed $7,000,000 of this sum
sum
restrictions.
contract
restrictions.

may be
be expended
expended for
for carrying
carrying foreign
mail by
aircraft under
under conconforeign mail
by aircraft
tracts which will not create obligations
obligations for
for the fiscal year 1936 in
Sea
Sea post
post service.
excess of
$7,000,000: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
service.
excess
of $7,000,000:
further, That
General
as may
may be
necessary, not
not to
to exceed
exceed
is authorized
authorized to expend
expend such
such sums
sums as
be necessary,
$250,000, to cover the cost to the United
United States for maintaining
maintaining
service on ocean
ocean steamships conveying
conveying the mails to and
sea-post service
and
Assistant
Director,
of
the
Assistant
DirecAernational
ssistant
Direoctor, from the United States including
including
the
salary
Int
Pstal
ervice.
Service.
tor,
Division of
International Postal Service,
Service with headquarters
headquarters at
at
tor, Division
of International
New York City.
Balances
Balances due
due foreign
foreign
For balances due foreign
foreign countries,
countries, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
countries.
Travel,
and miscellaneous
Service, office
office
raveol, etc.
For travel and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in the Postal Service,
of the Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General, $1,000.
$1,000.
Aircraft contract,
contract, inAirraf
inFor the inland transportation
transportation of mail by aircraft, as authorized
authorized
land service.
n secefor
eby
lawand by law, and for the incidental
incidental expenses thereof, including
including not to
exceed $17,760 for supervisory officials
officials and clerks at air
transfer
exceed
air mail transfer
points, and not to exceed $34,967
$34,967 for personal
personal services in the District
District
of
Columbia and
incidental and
travel expenses,
expenses, $12,000,000.
$12,000,000.
of Columbia
and incidental
and travel
Indemnity, lost inteInadmniatlost
in- For payment of limited indemnity for the injury
injury or loss of interternational mail.
national mail in accordance
accordance with convention, treaty, or agreement
agreement
$15,000.
stipulations, $15,000.

ThirdAssistant
PostThird
Assistant PostMaster General.
General.
master

vetlomppostal'rped

Stamps,
stamped
ens
velops,
postal
cards,

etc.

OFEIO]
atTICE OF
or THE
GENERAL
THE THEM
THIRD ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL

For manufacture
manufacture of
of adhesive
adhesive postage
stamps, special-delivery
special-delivery
postage stamps,
For
stamps, books
of stamps,
envelops, newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
stamps,
books of
stamps, stamped
stamped envelops,
postal
and for
stamps, $3,500,000.
$3,500,000.
postal cards,
cards, and
for coiling
coiling of
of stamps,
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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For
pay of
of agent
examine and distribute
distribute stamped
stamped
agent and assistants to examine
For pay
envelops
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, and expenses of agency, $19,940.
and newspaper
envelops and
pieces
For
payment of
of limited
indemnity for the injury or loss of pieces
limited indemnity
For payment
collect-on-delivery mail,
of domestic
registered matter,
and collect-on-delivery
matter, insured and
domestic registered
of
and for
$625,000.
collect-on-delivery charges, $625,000.
remit collect-on-delivery
failure to remit
for failure
and
For
Service, office
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
and miscellaneous
travel and
For travel
$1,000.
of
the
Third
Assistant
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
General,
Postmaster
of the Third Assistant
0.6.6
ICE OF
OF THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
POSTMASTER GENERAL
FOURTH ASSISTANT
THE FOURTH
OFFICE

Distributing agency.
agency.
Distributing
Indemnity, lost
lost doIndemniy,
mestic mail.

Travel, etc.
Fourth Assistant
Assistant
Fourth
General.
Poutmaster
Postmaster General.

etc.
stationery, etc.
money-order Stationery,
For
stationery for
including the money-order
for the Postal Service, including
For stationery
purchase of supplies for the Postal Savings sysand registry
registry system; and also for the purchase
and
savings sysPostal Savings
including rubber
rubber stamps, canceling
canceling devices,
devices, tem,oteS
System, including
Savings System,
Postal
supplies.
certificates,
evidencing deposits,
in evidencing
use in
for use
stamps for
and stamps
envelops, and
certificates, envelops,
Bond
expenses.
ond expenses.
reimbursement of the Secre- Vol.
and
free penalty
and for the reimbursement
envelops; and
penalty envelops;
and free
36, p. 817.
182.
p. 1282.
p.
u.s.c.
issue,
tary
of
the
Treasury
for
expenses
incident
the
preparation,
preparation,
to
incident
expenses
for
tary of the Treasury
and
registration of
the bonds
authorized by the Act of June 25,
25,
bonds authorized
of the
and registration
760),'$500,000.
1910
$500,000.
1910 (U.S.C., title 39, sec. 760)
Miscellaneous equipequipFor miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment
including the purchase
purchase mentscellaneous
and supplies, including
and supplies.
equipment and
For
baskets,
trucks,
and
repair
of
furniture,
package
boxes,
posts,
boxes,
package
and repair of furniture,
perforating
satchels, straps,
machines, perforating
letter-box paint, baling machines,
straps, letter-box
satchels,
machines,
directories, cleanpresses, directories,
printing presses,
machines, printing
duplicating machines
machines, duplicating
ing supplies,
exchange of equipmanufacture,, repair, and exchange
the manufacture
and the
supplies, and
ing
Letter boxes.
ment, the
the erection
erection and
and painting
painting of
Of letter-box
letter-box equipment, and for Letterboxes.
ment,
manuthe
in
use
the
purchase
and
repair
of
and
dies
for
presses
repair
and
the purchase
Postmarking,
etc.,
Postmarking, etc.,
facture
of letter
money-order stamps.
rating, money-order
postmarking, rating,
for postmarking,
boxes; for
letter boxes;
facture of
rubber,stam
stamps,
and
electrotype
plates
and
repairs
to
same;
metal,
rubber,
metal,
same;
to
repairs
and
stamps, and electrotype plates
and
combination type,
holders, ink pads for
figures, type holders
dates and figures,
type, dates
and combination
purchase, exchange,
canceling
stamping purposes,
purposes, and
and for the purchase,
exchange,
and stamping
canceling and
and
repair of
typewriting machines,
envelop-opening machines,
machines, and
and
machines, envelop-opening
of typewriting
and repair
machines, time
computing
machines, copying
copying presses,
presses, numbering
time
numbering machines,
computing machines,
recorders, letter
scales (exclusive
dormant or built-in
built-in
(exclusive of dormant
balances, scales
letter balances,
recorders,
platform scales
scales in
Federal buildings),
miscellanetest weights, and miscellanebuildings), test
in Federal
platform
ous articles
directly to
the Postal
Service,
Postal Service,
to the
furnished directly
and furnished
purchased and
articles purchased
ous
including complete
complete equipment
equipment and
and furniture
furniture for
offices in
in leased
leased Post route maps.
post offices
for post
including
quarters;
for
miscellaneous
expenses
in
the
preparation
and
publi- Postroutemaps
publiand
preparation
the
in
expenses
quarters; for miscellaneous
cation
of post-route
maps and
delivery maps
blueprints,
or blueprints,
maps or
rural deliverv
and rural
post-route maps
cation of
including
photolithographic reproduction;
other
reproduction; for other
for photolithographic
tracing for
including tracing
expenditures
necessary
and
incidental
to
post
offices
of
the
first,
first,
the
of
offices
post
to
incidental
and
necessary
expenditures
second,
and third
classes, and
of the
class having
or
having or
fourth class
the fourth
offices of
and offices
third classes,
second, and
to
have
rural
delivery
service,
and
for
letter
boxes,
$700,000;
and
and
$700,000;
boxes,
letter
for
and
service,
to have rural delivery
the
Postmaster General
General may
may authorize
authorize the
the sale
sale to
to the
the public
of postpostpublic of
the Postmaster
route
maps
and
rural
delivery
maps
or
blueprints
at
the
cost
of
of
cost
the
at
blueprints
or
maps
route maps and rural delivery
printing
and 10
10 per
per centum
added; of
$1,500
amount $1,500
this amount
of this
thereof added;
centum thereof
printing and
may
expended in
in the
the purchase
purchase of
of atlases
geographical and
and Proviso.
and geographical
atlases and
be expended
may be
Furniture,etc.
etc.,third
third
Rure
technical works:
That no
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall class
no part
Provided, That
works: Provided,
technical
offices.
be expended
for
the
purchase
of
furniture
and
complete
equipment
offices.
lass
equipment
be expended for the purchase of furniture and complete
for third-class
except miscellaneous
of the
the
equipment of
miscellaneous equipment
offices except
post offices
third-class post
for
general character
character furnished
offices during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1931.
1931.
such offices
furnished such
Twine, etc.
general
et
For
and tying
tying devices,
devices, $300,000.ine
$300,000.
twine and
wrapping.twine
Shipping supplies.
For wrapping
For expenses
expenses incident
to the
the shipment
shipment of
of supplies,
supplies, including
including hardhard- Shipping supplies.
incident to
For
ware, boxing, packing,
and not
$40,000 for
for the
the pay
of
pay of
exceeding $40,000
not exceeding
ware, boxing, packing, and
employees in
connection therewith
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the District
therewith in
in connection

employees

$51,506.
$51,506.
For rental,
repair of
canceling machines
machines
of canceling
and repair
exchange, and
purchase,' exchange,
rental, purchase
For
and
motors,
mechanical
mail-handling
apparatus,
and other
other laborand
apparatus,
and motors, mechanical mail-handling
saving
devices, including
in rented
rented buildings
buildings and
and mismispower in
of power
cost of
including cost
saving devices,
cellaneous expenses
expenses of
installation
and
operation
of
same,
including
including
same,
of
of installation and operation
cellaneous
salaries of
of ten
and for
traveling expenses,
expenses,
for traveling
mechanicians, and
traveling mechanicians,
ten traveling

salaries
$397,250.
$397,250.

Canceling and labor
saving devices, etc.
aebor

ceaideand
dv
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the
Equipment Shops, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia:
Columbia: For the
Equipment
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and repair
purchase.
repair of mail
mail bags and other mail containers
attachments, mail
mail locks,
keys, chains,
chains, tools,
tools, machinery,
machinery,
locks, keys,
and attachments,
tainers and
and material
material necessary
necessary for
for same,
same, and
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses perperand for
and
taining
thereto; material,
machinery, and
tools necessary
necessary for
for the
the
and tools
material, machinery,
taining thereto;
manufacture and
and repair
repair of
such other
other equipment
equipment for
for the
the Postal
Postal
of such
manufacture
Service
be deemed
deemed expedient;
the expenses
expenses of
of maintemaintefor the
expedient; for
as may
may be
Service as
nance and
and repair
repair of
the mail
mail bag
bag equipment
equipment shops building
building and
of the
nance
equipment, including
including fuel,
fuel, light,
light, power,
power, and
miscellaneous supplies
and miscellaneous
equipment,
and
services; for
for compensation
to labor
employed in
in the equipment
equipment
labor employed
compensation to
and services;
shops and
and in
the operation,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and protection
protection of the
operation, care,
in the
shops
Services
in the
equipment shops
shops building,
which not
S499,500
of which
not to exceed $499,500
$804,500,2 of
building, $804,500
the DisDis- equipment
Services in
trict.
trict.
may be expended
the District of Columbia:
expended for personal
personal services in the
Columbia:
Proviso.
Provided, That
appropriation the Postmaster General is
That out
out of this appropriation
Provided,
iso.
Pro
Distinctive
equipauthorized
to use
use as
of the
the SLIM,
$15,000, as
may
as may
exceeding $15,000,
sum, not
not exceeding
as much of
authorized to
epartmqui
meitforte
ment for departments,
Alaska, and
and
island be deemed necessary
Alaska,
island
necessary for the
the purchase of material
material and the manufacpossessions.
in the equipment
possen.
ture in
equipment shops of such small quantities
quantities of distinctive
equipments as
as may
may be
be required
by other
other executive
executive departments;
departments; and
and
required by
equipments
for
service in
in Alaska,
Alaska, Puerto
Rico, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, Hawaii,
Hawaii, or
or
Puerto Rico,
for service
other
possessions.
other island
island possessions.
Rent, light, etc., first,
For rent, light, fuel,
fuel, and water,
water, for first,
first, second,
second, and third class
For
Rent,
second, and third class
coes. and third class post offices, and the cost of advertising
advertising for lease
lease proposals
proposals for such
such
offices.
offices,
$14,500,000.
offices, $14,500,000.
Pneumatic
tubes,
For the transmission of mail by pneumatic
pneumatic tubes or other similar
Pneumatic
similar
New
City.
New York
York City.
devices
devices in the city of New York,
York, including
including the Borough
Borough of Brooklyn
Brooklyn
of
the city
city of
New York,
York, at
at an
an annual
annual rate
$19,500
rate not in excess of $19,500
of the
of New
per mile of
of double
double line of tubes,
tubes, including
other
including power,
power, labor,
labor, and
and all other
operating
$524,000.
expenses, $524,000.
operating expenses,
Boston, Mass.
Boston,
Mass.
rental of not
For the rental
two miles
miles of
of pneumatic
pneumatic tubes,
tubes, not
not
not exceeding
exceeding two
including labor and power in
operating the
in operating
the same, for the transmisProviso.
sion of
of mail
mail in
the city
Boston, Massachusetts,
Provided,
$24,000: Provided,
Massachusetts, S24,000:
of Boston,
in the
city of
appli
Proviso
Provisions
applica- sion
ble.
Meis.That
the
provisions
provisions
inconsistent herewith
of the
Acts
of April
not
inconsistent
herewith
of
the
Acts
of
April
Vol. 32, P. 114; Vol.
(U.S.C., title 39,
35vl.
39, sec. 423),
423) 2 and
and May 27, 1908 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
35, p. 412., p. 114; vol. 21, 1902 (U.S.C.,
U.S.C., p. 1260.
p. 1260.
u.s..,
39, sec.
sec. 423),
423), relating to the transmission
transmission of mail by pneumatic
pneumatic tubes
other similar
shall be applicable
applicable hereto.
hereto.
or other
similar devices shall
liib
vh
e,
iclecallowance
a
ol
l
l
l
o
ev
er
tT,o
n
nceef
t
o
cr
Vehicle
for
For vehicle service; the hire of vehicles;
vehicles; the rental
rental of garage
de
.
elivery, coection, etc. facilities;
the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
facilities; the
exchange, and maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicles;
vehicles;
supervisors, clerical assistance,
the hire of supervisors,
assistance, mechanics,
mechanics, drivers, garageother employees
employees as may be necessary
necessary in providing
providing
men, and such other
vehicles
vehicles and vehicle
vehicle service
service for use in the collection, transportation,
Procisos.
and delivery of
of the
mail" $13,325,000:
Provided, That
Postmaster
That the Postmaster
$13,325,000: Provwided,
the mail,
and
Proisota.
Garage rental.
arageren.
General may, in his disbursement of this appropriation,
appropriation, apply aa
part thereof
thereof to the leasing of quarters
quarters for the housing
housing of GovernCiovernment-owned
vehicles at a
areasonable
reasonable annual rental for a
aterm
term
ment-owned motor vehicles
Tractors
Provided further, That the
Postmaster
GenTractors and
and trailer not exceeding ten years: Provided
the
Postmaster
Gentracks.
trucks,
eral, during the fiscal
fiscal year 1935,
1935, may
may purchase and maintain
maintain from the
appropriation
"Vehicle service"
tractors and trailer trucks as
as
appropriation "Vehicle
service" such tractors
may be required in the operation
operation of the vehicle service: Provided
Provided furMotor-vehicle
re- ther,
Motor-vehicls
rether, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for mainstriction.
striction,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
tenance or repair of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
use in connection with
with the administrative
administrative work of the Post Office
Department in the District of Columbia.
Transportatisca, etc.,
transportation and delivery of
equipment, materials,
materials, and
and
of equipment,
, etc.,
ofrnspottn
For the transportation
of
equipment.
by
supplies for the Post Office Department
Department and Postal Service by
freight, express, or motor transportation,
transportation, and other incidental
$344,100.
expenses, $344,100.
Travel,
etc.
Travel, etc.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
office
Service ,office
of the Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster General, $1,000.

Equipment
materials,
materials, etc.
etc.

shops,
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AND OPERATION
MAINTENANCE AND
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE
OPERATION
PUBLIC

P
u b I i c buildings,
Public
buildings,
maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
etc.

personal services in the
departmental: For personal
Salaries
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, departmental:

Departmental
salaDepartmental sala-

Operating
Operating force: For personal services
services in connection
connection with the

force.
Operating
Operating force'

ries and expenses.
traveling expenses
exp enses n
ecessary in
i
n concon necessary
District of Columbia and for traveling
nection with the operation
buildings
maintenance of public buildings
operation and maintenance
administration of the Post Office Department, $69,846.
$69,846.
under the administration

operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of public buildings,
buildings 2including
including the WashCustomhouse Building
Building in the District of
ington Post Office and the Customhouse
administration of the Post Office
Office Department,
Columbia, under the administration
together with the grounds thereof and the equipment
equipment and furnishoperators for the operation
operation of
telephone operators
ings therein, including telephone
telephone switchboards
or equivalent
telephone switchboard
switchboard equipequipswitchboards or
equivalent telephone
telephone
serving in each case two or more
ment in such buildings jointly serving
Proiso.
Provided, That in no case
governmental activities, $10,935,000:
case shall Proviso.
$10,935,000: Provided,
governmental
Compensation

be in mechanical labor.
labor force
force be
the rates
of compensation
the mechanical
mechanical labor
laborr.ates
for the
rates of
compensation for
the

,

current at the time and in the place where
where such
excess of the rates current
services are employed.
services
Operating
electric current
current for operatin
supplies.
operatingg supplies.
gas, and electric
Operating supplies:
supplies: For fuel, steam, gas,
lighting,
heating, and power purposes,
supplies,
purposes, water, ice, lighting supplies,
lighting, heating,
removal
rubbish, snow and ice, cutting grass and weeds,
removal of ashes
ashes and rubbish,
washing
telephone service for custodial
forces, and for miscustodial forces,
washing towels,
towels, telephone
cellaneous
services and
operaappliances, for the operaand supplies,
supplies, tools and appliances,
cellaneous services
tion
and maintenance
maintenance of completed and
and occupied
occupied public buildings
buildings
tion and
and
electrical equipment,
equipment, but not
and electrical
mechanical and
and grounds, including mechanical
administration of the Post Office
under the administration
the repair thereof, under
Department,
including the
Washington Post
Post Office and the Customthe Washington
Department, including

house
Columbia, and
and for
for the
the transportatransportaof Columbia,
District of
in the
the District
house Building
Building in
tion of
articles and
and supplies
authorized herein,
$4,150,000: Provided,
Provided, Limitation
on avail
availLimitaionon
herein, $4,150,000:
supplies authorized
tion
of articles
That
the foregoing
foregoing appropriation
appropriation shall
shall not
be available
available for
ability.
per- ability.
for pernot be
That the
Provisos.

sonal
for work
work done
or for
for temporary
temporary
done by contract, or
except for
sonal services
services except
job labor
labor under
exigency not
exceeding at
at one
time the
the sum
of $100
$1.00 Contracts
Contract for
one time
sum of
under exigency
not exceeding
job
for teleteleat any
any one
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster GenGen- phone
phone service.
service.
building: Provided
one building:
at
eral
authorized to
to contract for telephone
service in public buildtelephone service
is authorized
eral is
ings under
by means
of telephone
switchboards
telephone switchboards
means of
administration by
his administration
ings
under his
or equivalent
equivalent telephone-switching
telephone-switching equipment
equipment jointly serving in each
each
or
case
two or
or more
he determines
determines that
that
where he
activities, where
governmental activities,
more governmental
case two
joint service
service is
the interest
interest of
of the
the Government,
Goverrunent,
and in
in the
is economical
economical and
joint
reimbursement for the cost of such joint service from
and to
to secure reimbursement
available appropriations
appropriations for
for telephone
telephone expenses
expenses of the Bureaus
Bureaus and
and
available
receiving the same.
offices receiving
Furniture
and
Furniture,
safes: For
procurement, including
and
Furniture
including equipment.
For the
the procurement,
and safes:
carpets, and
Furniture, carpets,
transportation,
carpets., safes,
safes, lighting fixtures, and
an equipment.
furniture, carpets,
transportation, of furniture,
repairs
buildings which
which are now, or may
in public buildings
for use
use in
of same, for
repairs of
hereafter be,
be, under
administration of
of the Post Office Departthe administration
under the
hereafter
ment, $1,250,000:
foregoing appropriation
appropriation shall Provisos. service reThat the foregoing
Provided, That
$1,250,000: Provided,
ment,
not be
be used
used for
for personal
personal services
services except
except.for
for work
con- striction.
striction.
Personal service
under condone under
work done
not
tract
or
for
temporary
job
labor
under
exigency
and
exceeding
at
exceeding
and
not
exigency
under
job
labor
tract or for temporary
one time
time the
the sum
sum of
of $100
$100 at
at any
any one
building: Provided
Provided further
further, That
That Use
of present furnione building:
one
ture.se f present tniall furniture
furniture now
United States
States in
public buildbuild- tm.
other public
in other
the United
owned by
by the
now owned
all
ings or
or in
the United
States shall
shall be
be used, so far
far
United States
by the
rented by
buildings rented
in buildings
ings
as practicable,
whether it
with the
the present
present regulation
regulation
it corresponds
corresponds with
practicable, whether
as
furniture or not.
plan of
of furniture
In the
the disbursement
disbursement of
in this
Act for
for Sums
Sums trnsred
transferred
this Act
contained in
of appropriations
appropriations contained
In
the
service of
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department the
the Postmaster
Gen- Investigating
ials.
ivetiat materials.
Postmaster Genfield service
the field
eral may
may transfer
to the
Bureau of
of Standards
to exceed
exceed $20,000
$20,000
not to
Standards not
the Bureau
transfer to
eral
for
scientific investigations
in connection
connection with
with the
purchase of
of matematethe purchase
investigations in
for scientific
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equipment, and
in the
the maintenance
maintenance and
and
rials, equipment,
and supplies necessary
necessary in
operation of
the Postal
Postal Service.
Service.
operation
of the

Appropriations
If the revenues of the Post Office
insufficient
If
Office Department
Department shall be insufficient
to meet the appropriations
appropriations made
made under
under title
title II
of this
this Act,
Act, aa sum
sum
deficien- to
to
II of

Appropriations from
from
Treasury
servTreasury for field
field service
to
supply
deficienice
cies.
es

equal to
such deficiency
deficiency in
the revenues
of such
such department
department is
is hereby
hereby
equal
to such
in the
revenues of
appropriated, to
to be
be paid
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
not
Treasury not
paid out
out of
money in
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in the
the revenues
revenues of
of
otherwise
to supply
supply such deficiency
deficiency in
1935,
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department for
for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1935,
and
Department
and the
the sum needed may
may be advanced
advanced to the Post Office
Office Department
upon requisition
requisition of the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
Appropriations
Appropriations for
SEC. 2. Appropriations
Appropriations for the fiscal year
SEc.
year 1935 available for
for
travel, etc., fiscAl
fiscal year
year
officers and
executive
l ea expenses
expenses of travel
travel of civilian
civilian officers
and employees of
of the executive
a35.eetc
1935.
departments and establishments
expenses
departments
establishments shall be available also for expenses
performed by them
them on
from one
official station
to
of travel performed
on transfer
transfer from
one official
station to
another when authorized
authorized by
department or
another
by the
the head
head of the department
or establishestablish-

i

roeiso.

Proviso.
Transfers for convenience of officers.

ment concerned
concerned in the
transfer: Provided,
the order directing
directing such transfer:
Provided, That
That

expenses shall not
allowed for
transfer effected
effected for the
such expenses
not be
be allowed
for any transfer
convenience of any officer
officer or
employee.
or employee.
Restrictions on
exRestrictions
on exSE.
available for the
S
EC. 3. No appropriation
appropriation available
the executive
executive departments
departments
penditures by
by execuexecu-

nience of officers.

tive departments, etc. and
and independent
independent establishments
of the
Government for
for the
the fiscal
tivedepartments,etc.
establishments of
the Government
fiscal

whether contained
any
year ending
ending June 30, 1935, whether
contained in
in this Act or any
other Act, shall be expendedetypended—

(a)
purchase any
any motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle
(a) To
To purchase
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
(exclusive of busses, ambulances,
(exclusive
wagons), at a
a cost,
ambulances, and station wagons),
completely
including the value
value of any
completely equipped for
for operation, and
and including
exchanged, in excess of
$750, unless otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically
vehicle exchanged,
of $750,
appropriation.
provided for
for in the appropriation.
Maintenance, auto(b)" For the maintenance,
operation, and repair of any GovernMaintenance,
auto- (b)
maintenance, operation,
mobiles, not used for
ment-owned motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle not
not used
used
not used for ment-owned
mobile,purposes.
passenger-carrying vehicle
official
"Official
purposes",
"Officil
pposes",
exclusively
for
purposes;
"official
purposes"
shall
not
exclusively
official
purposes;
and
"
official
purposes"
not
construed.
include
transportation of
of officers
officers and
employees between
their
include the
the transportation
and employees
between their
employment, except
except in
cases of
of medical
medical offioffidomiciles and
and places
places of
of employment,
in cases
out-patient medical services
services and except in cases of
officers
cers on out-patient
of officers
character of whose duties
and employees
employees engaged
engaged in field work the character
transportation necessary
makes such transportation
necessary and then only as to such latter
latter
cases when the same
same is approved
approved by the head
head of the department
department or
or
Limitations not apLimitations
ap- establishment
establishment concerned.
concerned. The
of this
subsection (b)
(b)
The limitations
limitations of
this
subsection
plicable.
plicable.
shall not apply to any motor
motor vehicles
vehicles for official use of the President,
executive departments.
or of
of the heads of the
the executive
departments.
Maintenance
M:aintenance cost
cost
(c)
For
the
maintenance,
upkeep,
and repair (exclusive
(c)
maintenance,
upkeep,
(exclusive of garage
limit.
limit.
rent, pay of operators,
operators, tires, fuel, and lubricants)
lubricants) on any one motorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle, except busses and ambulances,
ambulances,
in excess of one third of the market
market price
price of aanew vehicle of the
$400.
same make and class and in no case
case in excess
excess of
of $400.
Appointments
Appointments after
SEC.
money appropriated
SEC. 4. That no part of the money
appropriated under this Act
Act
Senate rejections
rejections re
reb paid tfor
pstofr
stricted.
shall be paid
paid to
to any
any person for
for the
the &ling
of any
any position
position for
for which
which
flling of
after the
the Senate
Senate has
has voted
not to
he or she has been nominated
nominated after
voted not
to
nomination of said person.
approve of the nomination
person.
Citation
Citation of
of title.
SEc.
SEC. 5. This title may be cited as the "Post
"Post Office Department
Department
Appropriation
1935."
Act, 1935."
Appropriation Act,
March 15,
15, 1934.
Approved, March
Cost limit of automoantomobiles.
biles.

73d
SESS.II.
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CH. 71.
CONGRESS. SESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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[CHAPTER 71.]
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AN
ACT
AN ACT
ACT

Migratory Bird Conservation
To supplement
Conservation Act by providing
supplement and support the Migratory
To
migratory-bird sanctuaries,
funds for
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of areas for use as migratory-bird
sanctuaries, refuges,
refuges,
funds
and breeding
breeding grounds,
for developing
administering such areas,
areas, for
for the
developing and administering
grounds, for
and
enforcement of the Migratory
protection
of certain
certain migratory birds, for the enforcement
Migratory
protection of
purposes.
thereunder, and for other purposes.
Bird
Act and regulations
regulations thereunder,
Treaty Act
Bird Treaty

451
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1934.
[H.R.
IH.R. 5632.]

124.]
Public, No. 124.]

Be it
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Migratory Bid
Bird ConCo
eMigratory
in Congress
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That after the
the o
United
ion.
ser
n.
vat io
ssr vat

Vol. 40, p.
755; Vol.
p. 755;
of enactment
date of
the date
expiration
of ninety
ninety days
days after
after the
enactment of this Act 45,Vol.
expiration of
p. 1222.
1702.
p.
vol.
Vol.
39,
1702.
watermigratory
any
take
no person
migratory
shall take
age shall
of age
years of
sixteen years
over sixteen
person over
no
Post, p
p. 1031.
r
01.
fowl
at the
time of
taking he carries
carries on his person an Pop,
such taking
of such
the time
unless at
fowl unless
Hunting stamp, provisions.
visions.
in
him
to
issued
stamp
unexpired
Federal migratory-bird
issued
hunting
migratory-bird hunting
unexpired Federal
S
Exceptions.
that no
the
no such
such stamp
stamp shall
shall be EXception .
except that
provided; except
hereinafter provided;
manner hereinafter
the manner
State
or
Federal
migratory waterfowl by
required
for the
taking of
of migratory
the taking
required for
purposes or by the
institutions
or official
for propagation
propagation purposes
agencies, for
official agencies,
institutions or
officially
resident
owner tenant
tenant or
or share
share cropper
property or officially
the property
of the
cropper of
resident owner
designated
Department of
Agriculture for the killing
killing
of Agriculture
the Department
of the
agencies of
designated agencies
of
such waterfowl
waterfowl when
when found
found injuring
injuring crops
crops or
other property,
or other
of such
Regulations by
S
by SecRegulations
by retary
may by
under
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
the Secretary
as the
restrictions as
such restrictions
under such
of Agriculture.
regulation
prescribe. The
Secretary of
shall, immedi-taryAgtu
immediAgriculture shall,
of Agriculture
The Secretary
regulation prescribe.
ately
upon the
the passage
adopt and
promulgate such reguand promulgate
Act, adopt
this Act,
of this
passage of
ately upon
lations
as are
pertinent to
the protection
protection of
private property
property in the
of private
to the
are pertinent
lations as
Stamps;
inspection
inspection
been issued
has been
injury of
of crops.
whom aastamp
issued under
under stamps;
stamp has
to whom
person to
Any person
crops. Any
injury
of.
t
o
any
to
inspection
for
this
Act
shall
upon
request
exhibit
such
stamp
inspection
any
stamp
such
exhibit
request
upon
shall
Act
this
officer or
employee of
of the
the Department
Agriculture authorized
authorized
of Agriculture
Department of
or employee
officer
to any officer of any State
to enforce
the provisions
or to
Act or
this Act
of this
provisions of
enforce the
to
or any
subdivision thereof
thereof authorized
enforce game laws.
authorized to enforce
political subdivision
any political
or
Issue
of, by
by Post
Post
Issue of,
shall be issued, Office
Act shall
SEC. 2.
the stamps
required under
under this
this Act
stamps required
That the
2. That
SEC.
Department.
Department, under
and
the fees
fees therefor
therefor collected,
collected, by
Post Office
under Office Department.
Office Department,
the Post
by the
and the
Collection of fee.
foes.
Agriculture and
regulations
prescribed jointly
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
and collection
by the
jointly by
regulations prescribed
Purist,.
the
Provided, That stamps shall be issued at Proio.
General: Provided,
Postmaster General:
the Postmaster
Issuing oftltsq.
States, Issuing ofces
the post
post office
office or
or post
post offices
offices of
of all
county seats
several States,
the several
in the
seats in
all county
the
at all
all post
post offices
all cities
with a
apopulation
of two thousand five
population of
cities with
in all
offices in
at
hundred or
over and
and at
other post
post offices
offices as
officers may
by
may by
said officers
as said
such other
at such
or over
hundred
Stamp to be alibied
regulation prescribe.
prescribe. Each
Each such
such stamp
at, the
time of
of issuance,
issuance, to game
game)oli.
the time
license. ai
shall, at
stamp shall,
regulation
under
be affixed
affixed adhesively
to the
license issued
issued to
the applicant
applicant under
to the
game license
the game
adhesively to
be
State license,
State
applicant is
required to
to have
have aa State
license, or,
is required
the applicant
if the
law, if
State law,
if the
applicant is
is not
required to
have aaState
State license,
license, to
to aacertificate
certificate
to have
not required
the applicant
if
furnished
for that
purpose by
Post Office
Department at the Fee.
Office Department
the Post
by the
that purpose
furnished for
ee
time of
of issuance
issuance of
For each
each such stamp issued under
under
stamp. For
such stamp.
of such
time
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
there
shall
be
collected
by
the
postmaster
Dtion
postmaster
the
by
collected
be
the provisions of this Act, there shall
Duration.
be void after the 30th
the sum
sum of
of $1.
$1. Each
Each stamp
stamp shall
expire and
and be
30th
shall expire
the
day
next succeeding
its issuance.ompianc
issuance.
succeeding its
June next
of June
day of
Compliance
witn
SEC. 3.
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
to authorize
authorize any state
State game laws
laws and
construed to
be construed
Nothing in
3. Nothing
SEC.
treaties.
person to
take any
any migratory
otherwise than
than in
in accordaccord- traties.
02
waterfowl otherwise
migratory waterfowl
to take
person
Vol. 39, p. 1702.
ance with
adopted and
approved pursuant
to any treaty
pursuant to
and approved
regulations adopted
with regulations
ance
heretofore or
entered into
into between
between the United
United States
hereafter entered
or hereafter
heretofore
and
any other
other country
country for
the protection
protection of
of migratory
migratory birds, nor
nor
for the
and any
the
to
exempt any
any person
with the
the game
game laws
laws of the
complying with
from complying
person from
to exempt
several
States.
several States.
Migratory bird conbnd staop
servaan, fund,
S
EC. 4.
All moneys
moneys received
such stamps
shall be
be accounted
accounted for servation
stamp
stamps shall
for such
received for
4. All
SEC.
receipts to constitute.
to
constitte
receipts
by
the
postmaster
and
paid
into
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States,
States,
United
the
of
Treasury
the
into
paid
and
by the postmaster
and
shall be
aside as
special fund
fund to
to be
be known
known as
as
as aaspecial
set aside
and set
reserved and
be reserved
and shall
the
migratory
bird
conservation
fund,
to
be
administered
by
the
dsUtwathe
by
administered
be
to
fund,
conservation
the migratory bird
Expenditures authorixed.
Secretary of
of .Agriculture.
All moneys
into such
fund are
are ized.
such fund
received into
moneys received
Agriculture. All
Secretary
hereby
for the
following objects
and shall
shall be
be available
available
objects and
the following
appropriated for
hereby appropriated
therefor
until expended:
expended:
therefor until
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(a)
shall be
for the
the location,
location,
available for
be available
than 90 per centum
centum shall
(a) Not
Not less than
ascertaimnent, acquisition,
administration, maintenance,
maintenance, and developascertainment,
acquisition, administration,
development
suitable areas
for inviolate
sanctuaries,
ment of
of suitable
areas for
inviolate migratory-bird
migratory-bird sanctuaries,
Bird Conservation
Conservation Act,
Act, to
to be
be
under the provisions of the Migratory
Migratory Bird
expended
for such
purposes in
as moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated
expended for
such purposes
in all
all respects
respects as
Developing,
etc., p
ur suant to
the provisions
provisions of
of such
such Act;
Act; for
the administration,
administration,
for the
to the
etc,
pursuant
Developing,
other
preserves, etc.
maintenance, and
and development
maintenance,
development of
of other
other refuges
refuges under
under the
the adminisadminisfrequented by migratory
migratory
tration of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, frequented
and for such
elsegame birds; and
such investigations
investigations on such refuges and elseregard to migratory
migratory waterfowl
waterfowl as the Secretary
Secretary of Agriwhere in regard
deem essential
for the
the highest
utilization of
the refuges
refuges
culture may deem
essential for
highest utilization
of the
and for the protection and increase of these
these birds.
Administrative
Administrative
ex(b)
remainder shall be available
available for administrative
ex(b) The remainder
administrative expenses
expenses
ponces.
pensesB
Reimbursing
Reimbursing ex- under this Act and the Migratory
Migratory Bird Conservation
Conservation Act, including
including
penses
issuing, etc.,
smes of
of issuing,
etc., reimbursement
reimbursement to the Post Office Department
Department of
funds expended
expended in
in
of funds
stamps.
connection
connection with the printing, engraving, and issuance .of migratorybird hunting stamps, and including
including personal
in the
the District
District
personal services
services in
Proviso.
elsewhere: Provided,
That the
the protection
protection of
of said
said
Cooperation
of Columbia
Cooperation with of
Columbia and
and elsewhere:
Provided, That
States, etc.
Stateas,
5te.
inviolate
migratory-bird
sanctuaries
shall
be,
so
migratory-bird
sanctuaries
far
as
possible,
under
far
as
possible,
under
Vol. 45, p. 1225.
. p
section 17
17 of
of the
the Migratory
Conservation Act,
Migratory Bird
Bird Conservation
Act, passed
passed February
February
18,
18, 1929.
1929.
Administration
(c)
remainder shall be available
Migratory
Administration
Bird Trea of
of
(c) The remainder
available for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses
Migratory
Bird
Treaty
ty
Act.
under this Act, including
Act,
including reimbursement
reimbursement to
the Post
Office DepartDepartto the
Post Office
Vo.39,p.
Vol.
39, P. 1702.
17Q2.
ment of
funds expended
expended in
connection with
with the
issuance of
of stamps,
stamps,
ment
of funds
in connection
the issuance
and printing and engraving of the same, and for administration
administration
expenses
expenses under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and any other Act
Act
to carry into effect any treaty for the protection of migratory
migratory birds,
and the Migratory
Migratory Bird Conservation
Conservation Act.
.Act.
Penal
provisions.
SEC. 5.
5. (a)
(a) No
No person
alter, mutilate,
mutilate, loan,
loan, or
or transfer
person shall
APenalproviongs,
SEC.
shall alter,
transfer to
to
Altering,
loaning
etc.,stamps.
etc.,
stamps.
, another any stamp
issued to him pursuant
pursuant to this Act, nor shall
any person other than the person
use
person to whom
whom such stamp
st amp is
i
s issued
use
any purpose.
use the
the same
same for
for any
purpose.
Counterfeiting.
Counterfeiting.
(b) No person
or counterfeit
counterfeit any
person shall imitate
imitate or
any stamp
stamp authorized
authorized
by this Act, or any die, plate, or engraving
engraving therefor, or make, print,
print,
• or knowingly use, sell, or have in his possession any such counterfeit,
license, die, plate, or engraving.
engraving.
Enforcement proofS—
Enorcement proviSEO.
Act, the judges of the
EU 6. For the efficient
efficient execution of this Act,
several courts, established
States,
established under the laws
laws of the United States,
United States commissioners,
commissioners, and persons appointed by the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture to enforce the provisions of this Act, shall have, with
respect thereto, like powers and duties as are conferred
respect
conferred upon said
judges, commissioners,
commissioners, and employees
employees of the Department
Department of Agriculture by the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act or any other Act to carry
into effect any treaty for the protection of migratory birds with
soizures, et.
Seizures,
eta.
respect to that Act. Any bird or part thereof taken or possessed
Vol.
vol. 40,p.P. 766
756..
ccontrary
when seized, be disposed
contrary to such Acts shall, when
disposed of as provided
by.the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
Act, or Acts
Acts aforesaid.
Penaltyforviolation.
SEC. 7. Any
Penalty
for violation.
Sr.c.
.Any person who shall violate any provision
provision of this Act
Act
or who shall violate or fail to comply with any regulation
regulation made
pursuant thereto shall be subject to the penalties provided in section
66of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
Coops
Cooperatioon with
with
SEC.
S
EG. 8. The Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized to cooperate
cooperate
States,
states, e
etc.
with the several States and Territories
Territories in the enforcement
enforcement of the
provisions of this Act.
defined.
Terms defined.
SEC.
defined in
in the
the Migratory
Sm. 9. (a) Terms defined
Treaty Act, or
or
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
the Migratory
Migratory Bird Conservation
Conservation Act, shall, when used in this Act,
have the meaning assigned to such terms in such
such. Acts, respectively.
as

Acquiring
areas
Acequring ae
sanctuaries.

es.

or
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(b) As used in this Act (1)
waterfowl"
(b)
(1) the term "migratory
"migratory waterfowl"
means the species enumerated
subdivision 1
1
means
enumerated in paragraph
paragraph (a)
(a) of subdivision
of article II of the treaty between
between the United States and Great
Great
protection of
concluded August
Britain for the protection
of migratory
migratory birds concluded
August 16,
"State " includes the several States and
and TerriTerri1916; (2)
(2) the term "State"
tories of the United States and the District of Columbia;
Columbia; and (3)
(3)
capture, collect, kill,
the term "take"
"take" means pursue, hunt, shoot, capture,
or attempt to pursue, hunt, shoot, capture,
capture, collect, or kill.
•
March 16, 1934.
Approved, March
[
CHAPTER 72.]
[CHAPTER
72.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To provide
provide for the appointment
appointment of a
a commission
commission to establish
establish the boundary
boundary line
between the District of Columbia
Commonwealth of Virginia.
between
Columbia and
and the Commonwealth

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
the
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the
order to
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in order
determine the boundary
boundary line between the District of Columbia
Columbia and
the State of Virginia,
Virginia, and to provide
provide for settlement
settlement of claims to
property
President of
property along or
or affected
affected by
by said boundary
boundary line,
line, the President
the United States is hereby
hereby requested
requested to designate
designate and appoint one
commissioner,
who is hereby directed,
directed, authorized,
authorized, and empowered
empowered
commissioner, who
commissioner to be appointed
to act in conjunction
appointed purconjunction with aalike commissioner
Legislature of Virginia.
suant to an act of the Legislature
Virginia. The said two commissioners so appointed
selected by them
appointed and aa third person to be selected
surveying
a commission for the purpose of surveying
are hereby constituted a
Columbia
ascertaining the boundary line between
between the District
District of Columbia
and ascertaining
authorized, and
hereby directed, authorized,
and are hereby
and the
the State of Virginia, and
empowered to survey and fix said boundary
boundary line and to mark the
empowered
said
determined by suitable monuments, acting within
so determined
said line when so
the
of their
their authority
authority and
and guided by the provisions
provisions herein
herein set
limits of
the limits
commissioners so selected shall serve until the comforth. The said commissioners
pletion of their report or not later than March
March 1, 1935.
S
EC. 2. In determining
of said
said boundary said comthe location
location of
determining the
SEC.
consideration, amongst other things, the
missioners shall take into consideration,
several
decisions of the Supreme
United States in relaSupreme Court of the United
several decisions
tion
the findings
Maryland and
Virginia
and Virginia
the Maryland
and reports
reports of the
findings and
tion thereto,
thereto, the
Boundary
Commission of 1877,
1877, the compact
compact of 1785 between the
Boundary Commission
State
of Maryland
Maryland and
of Virginia,
the claims
claims
Virginia, the
Commonwealth of
and the
the Commonwealth
State of
of ownership
ownership of the United States
States and all private persons
persons and corporations along
along the
shore line, and the
equitable and prethe equitable
the Virginia shore
porations
scriptive rights,
rights, if
if any,
of the
the United
United States
States and
claimants
and private
private claimants
any, of
scriptive
growing
out of
and uninterrupted
possession, and
uninterrupted possession,
continued, and
of long,
long, continued,
growing out
shall
such line
as they
they may
recommend as
boundary line
as the boundary
may recommend
line as
shall mark
mark such
and
report their
their findings
findmgs and
recommendations to Congress
and recommendations
and shall
shall report
and
to the
the Legislature
Legislature of
Virginia for
for action to finally ratify and
of Virginia
and to
establish said
boundary line.
said boundary
establish
S
EC. 3.
3. To
provide for
for the
the settlement
of titles
titles to
to the
the property
settlement of
To provide
SEC.
adjoining
affected by
boundary line,
line the
of said boundary
determination of
by the
the determination
or affected
adjoining or
said
further authorized
instructed to investiauthorized and instructed
are further
commissioners are
said commissioners
gate
all questions
of title
title as
between the
States and private
the United States
as between
questions of
gate all
citizens
such lands,
all questions
of equitable
equitable and prescriptive
questions of
lands, all
over such
citizens over
rights
continued possession and occupancy
occupancy
and continued
long and
from long
arising from
rights arising
either on
on the
the part
United States
States or private
and all
private citizens, and
the United
part of
of the
either
improvements
of said
lands either
either by
by the
or private
private
States or
the United
United States
said lands
improvements of
citizens made
made in
good faith
faith and
upon belief
of good
good title
and said
said
title t and
belief of
and upon
in good
citizens
commissioners
recommendations in
in
and recommendations
findings and
their findings
shall report
report their
commissioners shall
this
for the
equitable settlement
settlement of
of all
all such
disputed titles
titles,
such disputed
the equitable
respect for
this respect

March 21,134.
21, 1934.
March
111.R.
6228.)
IH.R. 8228]
125.)
[Public, No. 125.1

District
Columbia.
District of ColumbiaVirginia boundary
boundary line.
Virginia
Appointment
Appointment
of
Commission to
estabCommission
to establish.

Authority to fi
ezline.
Authority

Duration of
Duration
mission.
Factors to
Factors
'Oared.
idalwl.

ComConm

be
vonIe con-

Private claimants.
Private
laimants.
Marking
recomMarking of recommended
mended lin.
line.
Findings; ratification.
ratification.
Findings;

Settlement
of propSettlement of
erty
erty titles
titles.

Questions
dof equitequit
Question at
pam lUy
abb
able and preinentivs
ate.
rihrts.
rights. etc.
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including proposed
payments to
and from
the United
United States,
and
including
proposed payments
to and
from the
States, and
such other
other recommendations
their opinion
opinion may
may promote
promote a
ajust
just
such
recommendations as
as in
in their
and
of the
title to
to said
property. Nothing
Nothing conconand reasonable
reasonable settlement
settlement of
the title
said property.
Recommendation as
Recommendation
as tained in said recommendation
with
respect
title
shall
recommendation
respect
to
be
binding
to title not binding.
upon either the United
United States or private claimants.
claimants.
otiteupon
Compensation,
exCompensation,
exSE.
4.
Said
commissioners
shall
receive
compensation
S
EC.
commissioners
receive
compensation for such
such
penses, etc.
pensese.
days
as they
they may
may actually
actually work at the rate
days as
rate of $15
$15 per day, plus
subsistence expenses,
expenses, and
have authority
with- travel
travel and
and subsistence
and shall
shall have
authority to
to employ
employ

Assistants; pay withAsistants;
out regard to Classification
Act. to
lass
ationa.

such
of pay
appropriate
as they
they may
may deem
deem appropriate
at such
such rates
rates of
pay as
such assistants
assistants at
Classification
of
1923.
said comcornwithout
regard
for
the
Classification
Act
The
.
supp. vn,
missioners may call upon
upon all
all officers
missioners
officers and
and agencies
agencies of
the Federal
Federal
of the
Government
Government and the District
District of Columbia for information and
advice,
authorized and directed
advice, and said officers
officers are hereby
hereby authorized
directed to
to supply
supply
such
such sursuch information
information on
on request. Said commission
commission shall make such
surHearings.
earings.
investigations as it
veys, hold such hearings,
hearings, and conduct
conduct such other investigations
it
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
and advisable
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of
may
advisable to
to carry
carry out
this Act.
Appropriation
auAppropriation
SEC.
S
EC. 5. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
thorized.
compensation herein provided
provided for,
Post,
and the payment
payment of salaries
salaries and compensation
p.83.
Post, p.
833.
the sum of $10,000,
much thereof
necessary, is
hereby
$10,000, or as much
thereof as may be
be necessary,
is hereby
authorized
Treasury not
not
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated from any funds in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, March
21, 1934.
Approved,
March 21,

VoL 46,p.o3
rls;

V.°14,
. 42, p. .S.C.
1488;
vol. 46,
p. 10"
1003; U.S.C.
p. 65, Supp. VII, p.
P. 34.
4.
Securing
information.g
ora
tion.

[CHAPTER 73.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide
provide for the removal
removal of American citizens
citizens and nationals accused
accused of crime
crime
to and
and from
from the
jurisdiction of
of any
any officer
to
the jurisdiction
officer or representative
representative of the
the United
vested with judicial
judicial authority
authority in any
country in
States vested
any country
in which the United States
States
exercises extraterritorial
jurisdiction.
exercises
extraterritorial jurisdiction.

March 22, 1934.
1934.
[H.R.
[H.PR.5862.]
[Public,
tPublic, No. 126.]
126.1

5862.]

Criminal
1

Code

Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
Code United
United States of
of America
America in
provisions
U.S.C.,
pp. 606, 510.
sU.S-.,rpp.65,510
of section 591 of
of title 18
18 of
of the
the United
United States
Code, so
so far
far as
as
States Code,
Removal of fugitives
to
shall apply
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
United States
States
to country
country in which applicable,
applicable, shall
apply within
within the
of the
the United

nt
amendi
amendment.

extraterritorial jurisdiction exercised.

tioneartriaedLjuis-

Custody, etc.,
etc. ; pendpending issuance of warrant.

austody,

gssano

t.

in
exercises extraterritorial
extraterritorial
in any
any country where
where the
the United States
States exercises
jurisdiction for
therefrom to
for the arrest
arrest and
and removal
removal therefrom
to the United
States, its Territories,
possessions, including
including the Panama
Panama
Territories, Districts, or possessions,
Canal Zone and the Philippine
Philippine Islands, or any other territory
territory governed, occupied,
occupied, or controlled
it, of any citizen
citizen or
or national
of
controlled by it,
national of
the United States who is aa fugitive from justice charged
charged with or
or
convicted of the commission
convicted
commission of any crime or offense
offense against the
United States, and
and shall also apply
apply throughout
States,
throughout the United States,
its Territories,
its
Territories, Districts,.
including the
Panama
Districts, and
and possessions,
possessions, including
the Panama
Canal Zone and the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands, as well as to any other
territory governed,
controlled by
United States,
States,
governed, occupied,
occupied, or controlled
by the United
therefrom to the
of any
any offioffifor the arrest and removal therefrom
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
cer or representative
Unitd teStatess vestedd with judicial
representative of the United
judicial
authority
authority in any country
country in which
which the United
exercises extraextraUnited States exercises
territorial jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, of any citizen or national
national of
of the
the United
United
States who is a
fugitive from justice charged
charged with
with or
or convicted
convicted of
of
a fugitive
the commission
commission of any crime
crime or offense against the United States
in any country
it exercises
jurisdiction. Such
country where
where it
exercises extraterritorial
extraterritorial jurisdiction.
Such
fugitive first mentioned
representative of the
mentioned may,
my, by any officer or representative
United
authority in any country in which
United States vested with judicial
judicial authority
which
the United States exercises
extraterritorial jurisdiction and agreeexercises extraterritorial
ably to the usual mode of process against offenders subject
subject to such
jurisdiction, be arrested
arrested and imprisoned
imprisoned or admitted
admitted to bail, as the
the
case may be, pending
issuance of aa warrant
pending the is.susnce
warrant for his removal to
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the
United States,
States, its
its Territories,
Territories, Districts,
Districts.
,or
possessions, including
including
or possessions,
the United
the
and the
the Philippine
Islands, or any other
Philippine Islands,
Zone and
Canal Zone
Panama Canal
the Panama
Executing, etc.,
warExecuting, etc., warit, which warrant it
controlled by it,
territory governed,
it rant.
occupied, or controlled
governed, occupied,
territory
representative of the
shall be
be the
the duty
of the
principal officer
officer or representative
the principal
duty of
shall
United
States vested
authority in the country where
judicial authority
with judicial
vested with
United States
Powers of marshal
the fugitive
fugitive shall
be found
found seasonably
seasonably to
to issue,
issue, and
and of
the United
of marshal
Powers
United hen
of the
shall be
the
executing warStates
marshal
or
corresponding
officer
to
execute.
Such
marshal
7
rant.ecutn
ant.
marshal
Such
States marshal or corresponding officer to execute.
marshal or officer, when
or
deputies of such marshal
the deputies
or the
officer, or
other officer,
or other
engaged
warrant without the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
executing such warrant
in executing
engaged in
all the powers
court to
to which
which they
shall have
powers of aa
have all
attached, shall
are attached,
they are
court
marshal
of the
the United
States so far as such powers are requisite
United States
marshal of
for the
the prisoner's
prisoner's safekeeping
safekeeping and the execution
execution of the warrant.
for
Demand
State,
by aa State,
Demand by
any State,
State, Territory,
of any
executive authority of
SEC.
SEo. 2. Whenever
Whenever the executive
Territory , territory,
territorY, etc., forreturn
for return
of
fugitive.
District,
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
States, including
including the Panama of fugitive.
United States,
District, or
American citiCanal
Philippine Islands, demands any
any American
citi Zone and the Philippine
Canal Zone
who
justice
fugitive
zen
or
national
as
a
from
justice
has
fled
to the jurisjuris a
as
zen or national
diction
of any
representative of the United States vested
vested
or representative
officer or
any officer
diction of
with
judicial authority
United States
States Indictment or affidaauthority in any country in which the United
with judicial
to
accompany;
andctment
fadaa copy of an
exercises
extraterritorial jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, and
an vit
produces a
and produces
exercises extraterritorial
charge specified.
indictment found
found or
before a
a magistrate
magistrate of any
any chargspecified.
made before
affidavit made
an affidavit
or an
indictment
State, Territory,
Territory, District,
District, or
possession of
the United
chargStates, chargUnited States,
of the
or possession
State,
ing the
fugitive so
so demanded
demanded with
committed treason, felony
having committed
with having
the fugitive
ing
or other
crime, certified
authentic by the Governor,
Governor, chief
chief magiscertified as authentic
other crime,
or
trate, or
or other
person authorized
from whence
whence the
authorized to act as such from
other person
trate,
of fugitive.
fugtive.
Arrest of
or Arrest
officer
the
it
has
fugitive
so
charged
fled,
it
shall
be
the
duty
of
offi
cer or
charged
so
fugitive
to
authority
representative
the United
vested with judicial
judicial
to
United States vested
of the
representative of
arrested Notice to demanding
whom
demand has been made
made to cause
cause such fugitive to be arrested
the demand
whom the
Notrie to demanding
to the
and secured,
secured, and
and to
cause notice
notice of the arrest to be given to
the authority.
to cause
and
thor
executive
demand, or to the
the agent of such
such demand,
making such
authorities making
executive authorities
authority appointed
appointed to
fugitive, and
and to
cause the
the fugitive
fugitive Detention
to cause
the fugitive,
receive the
to receive
authority
t:ent m
ion
ono
t
f
hf
sug
. itive
or threet monoitis.
to be
delivered to
such agent
shall appear.
If no such agent
agent for
appear. If
he shall
when he
agent when
to such
be delivered
to
the Costs.
the arrest,
shall appear
appear within three months from the time of the
arres t, the
shall
the
in
incurred
expenses
or
costs
All
prisoner
discharged.
expenses incu rred in the Cost.
may be discharged.
prisoner may
apprehending,
transmitting such fugitive
fugitive to the State,
State,
securing, and transmitting
apprehending, securing,
States, including the
Territory, District
District or
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
United States
Territory
Panama
Canal Zone
Zone and
and the
Islands, shall
be paid
paid by
by the
the
shall be
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
Panama Canal
of
Transportation
of
Transportation
executive
authority making
making such demand. The agent
agent who receives
receives fugitive;
penalty for
executive authority
aiding escape.
adingepscap.t
empowered
his custody shall be emp
the
into his
owered to
to transport
trans port him
him
fugitive into
the fugitive
person
and every
to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction from which
which he has fled,
fled , and
ever y p
erson who,
who,
to the
agent
by force,
force, sets
rescues the fugitive
fugit
ive from
from such
such a
gent while
while
at liberty or rescues
sets at
by
imprisoned
$500
fined not more than
so
transporting him
t
han $
500 or
or im
prisoned
be fined
shall be
him shall
so transporting
Provision at
not more
more than
one year.
year.
Provisional
arrest on
on
than one
not
telegraphic reqot.
request.
desired
Whenever, under this Act, itit is des
SEc.
SEC. 3. Whenever,
ir ed to
to obtain
obtain the
the propro- telegraphic
fugitive
and detention of aa fugit
visional
ive in
in advance
advance of
of the
the preprearrest and
visional arrest
sentation
of the
proofs, such
such detention
detention may
may be
obtained by
by
be obtained
formal proofs,
the formal
sentation of
telegraph
the request
of the
authority competent
competent to request the
the
the authority
request of
upon the
telegraph upon
to Provisos.
surrender of
of such
fugitive addressed
addressed to the authority
authority competent
com petent to
such fugitive
surrender
to
tion
to
grant such
such surrender:
That such
such request for provisional
provisi onal InInformation
Provided, That
surrender: Provided,
grant
company.
arrest and
and detention
detention be
be accompanied
accompanied by
by an
an express
express statement
statement that company.
arrest
a
for the
arrest has
has been
been issued
issued within
the juriswithin the
fugitive's arrest
the fugitive's
a warrant
warrant for
the
charging
diction
of
the
authority
making
such
re
q
uest
char
g
in
g
fugitive
request
such
making
authority
the
of
diction
with the
the commission
commission of
of the
the crime
crime for
extradition is
is sought
sought Payment
ntofexpenses
his extradition
which his
for which
of expenses.
with
to
be
obtained:
Provided
further,
That
in
the
case
of
a
request
so
request
a
of
case
the
in
That
further,
Provided
obtained:
to be
made
by a
a State,
State, Territory,
possession, the expenses
expenses of
of
or possession,
District, or
Territory, District,
made by
obtaining
a
fugitive
upon
telegraphic
request
shall
be
borne
by such
by
such
be
borne
shall
request
obtaining a fugitive upon telegraphic
State, Territory,
District, or
or possession:
possession: And
And provided
further, That Vod after days
provided further,
Territory, District,
State,
no person
person shall
shall be
held in
custody under
under telegraphic
telegraphic request
by virtue
virtue
request by
in custody
be held
no
ninety
of the
provisions of this section for more than ninet
ydays.
day
s.
the provisions
of
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Escape of prisoner.
Escape
Criminal code
code propro-

visions applicable.
applicable.
U.S.C., p.
g. 477.
477.

MARCH
22, 24,
24, 1934.
MARCH 22,
1934.

O
S
. 4. The provisions of section
SEEC.
18 of
of the
United
section 244
244 of title 18
the United
States Code are
are hereby
hereby made
to proceedings
proceedings in
made applicable
applicable to
in extradition
extradition
instituted
instituted in accordance
accordance with the provisions of this Act.
Act.
Approved, March 22,
22, 1934.
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[CHAPTER
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1934.
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127.1

ACT
AN ACT
To provide for the complete
complete independence
Philippine Islands, to provide
independence of the Philippine
provide
a form of government
for the adoption of a
aconstitution
constitution and a
government for
for the
the Philippine
Philippine
Islands, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representative of
of the
United States
United
Congress asseembled,
assembled,
States of America
America in
in Congress
CONVENTION TO
FRAME CONSTITUTION
CONVENTION
TO FRAME
CONSTITUTION FOR
FOR PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
ISLANDS

SECTION
SECTION 1.
1. The Philippine Legislature
Legislature is hereby authorized
authorized to
constitutional
provide for the election
election of delegates to a
a constitutional
constitutional convention,
convention,
letionof delegates. which shall meet in the hall of the house of representatives
the
representatives in
in the
capital
capital of the Philippine Islands,
Islands, at such
such time
as the
Philippine
time as
the Philippine
Legislature
Le'slature may fix, but not later than October
October 1, 1934, to formulate
formulate
and draft aaconstitution
government of the Commonwealth
constitution for the government
of
Commonwealth of
the Philippine Islands,
Islands, subject to the conditions
conditions and qualifications
qualifications

Philippine
Philippine IndeIndependence Act.
eonConstitutional co
iavention.
Election of delegates.

Teritory "nuded. prescribed
prescribed in
all the
the
in this
this Act, which shall exercise
exercise jurisdiction over all
to the United
territory ceded to
United States
States by
by the
the treaty
treaty of
of peace
peace concluded
concluded
between the United States and Spain on the 10th day of
between
December
of December
Vol. 31,
31, p.
1942.
p. 1942.
1898,
boundaries of
of which
which are
are set forth in article III of said
1898, the
the boundaries
treaty, together with those islands embraced
treaty between
between
embraced in
in the
the treaty
Spain and the United
United States concluded
concluded at Washington
Washington on
7th
on the
the 7th
Expenses.
Expenses,
day of November
Philippine Legislature
November 1900. The Philippine
Legislature shall
shall provide
for the necessary expenses of such convention.

Territory included.
Vol. 39, 13. 1755 .

Character of ConstiCharacter
Constitution, etc.
etc.
Form and
contents.
Form
and

contents.

CHARACTER
CHARACTER OF
OF CONSTITUTION-MANDATORY
CONSTITUTION—MANDATORY PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

SEC.
(a) The
The 'constitution
constitution formulated and drafted shall
SEc. 2.
2. (a)
shall be
be
republican in form, shall contain
contain a
either
a bill of rights, and
and shall,
shall, either
Mandatory
Provi- as a
Mandatory
proviapart thereof
thereof or in an ordinance
ordinance appended thereto, contain proprosions.
sions.
visions to the effect that, pending
pending the final and complete withdrawal
of the sovereignty of the United States over the Philippine
Islands—
Philippine IslandsAllegiance.
(1)
(1) All citizens of the Philippine Islands shall owe
allegiance
owe allegiance
to the United
United States.
States.
Oath ofoice,
Oath
of office, etc.
(2)
(2) Every officer of the government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of
the
Philippine Islands
shall, before
before entering
upon the
discharge of
of
the Philippine
Islands shall
entering upon
the discharge
his duties, take
take and subscribe
subscribe an oath of office, declaring, among
other things, that he recognizes and accepts the
authority
the supreme
supreme authority
of and will maintain true faith
allegiance to
to the
the United
States.
faith and allegiance
United States.
Religious
toleration.
selgioustoeration.
(3) Absolute
Absolute toleration
(3)
toleration of religious
religious sentiment shall be secured and
no inhabitant
inhabitant or religious organization
organization shall be
be molested
in person
person
molested in
or property
property on account
account of religious belief
mode of
worship.
belief or mode
of worship.
Church, etc., propChrch, ete., prop
(4)
(4) Property
by the United
States, cemeteries,
Property owned bthe
United States,
cemeteries, churches,
churches,
erty tat free.
and parsonages or convents appurtenant
appurtenant thereto, and all
buildall lands,
lands, buildings, and improvements
improvements used exclusively
exclusively for religious, charitable,
charitable,
or educational purposes shall be exempt from taxation.
Trade relations with
ited States.
reatis with
(5)
United
(5) Trade relations between
between the Philippine Islands
Islands and
the United
United
and the
Post, p.
Poet
p.459.
459.
States shall be upon the basis prescribed in section 6.
States
Pubic
Public debt.
debt.
(6)
The public
public debt of the Philippine Islands
(6) The
Islands and
and its subordinate
subordinate
branches
branches shall not exceed
exceed limits
or hereafter
hereafter fixed
fixed by
the Conlimits now
now or
by the
Congress of the United States; and no
loans shall
contracted in
no loans
shall be
be contracted
in
foreign countries
countries without
without the approval
approval of the President of the
the
United
United States.
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Assumption of debts,
(7)
and obligations
present Philipdebts
-bsumption
Philip- etc.,
of the
the present
obligations of
debts, liabilities,
liabilities, and
(7) The
The debts,
by new of
government.
pine
government, its
Provinces, municipalities,
instrumentalities, ment.
and instrumentalities,
municipalities, and
its Provinces,
pine government,
subsisting at
time of the adoption of the constitution,
at the time
valid and
and subsisting
shall be
governrnent.
the new government.
paid by the
and paid
assumed and
be assumed
shall
Engschools; Engublic schools;
for the establishment
(8) Provision
be made
made for
establishment and mainte- lishPublic
shall be
Provision shall
(8)
language.
nance
an adequate
adequate system
system of
of public
conducted in
schools, primarily conducted
public schools,
of an
nance of
the
language.
English language.
the English
of designaApprovalot
(9) Acts
Acts affecting
affecting currency,
currency, coinage,
coinage, imports,
imports, exports,
exports, and immi- Approval
(9)
ted Acts.
gration
not become
approved by the President of the td ts.
become law until approved
shall not
gration shall
United
United States.
Foreign affairs.
(10) Foreign
Foreign affairs
affairs shall
shall be
be under
the direct
direct supervision
supervision and
and Forignaffairs.
under the
(10)
control of the United States.
to be
be reported
reported
to
Laws
Commonwealth of toLaws
by the Legislature
(11) All
All acts
acts passed
Legislature of the Commonwealth
passed by
(11)
United States Congress.
the
Philippine
Islands
shall
be
reported
to
the
Congress
the
of
the
to
reported
be
shall
the Philippine Islands
United States.
Rights
of
United
(12) The
recognizes the
the right
the United
Staightecognized
United States
right of
of the
Islands recognizes
recognized.
Philippine Islands
(12)
The Philippine
States to
expropriate property
property for
public uses,
maintain military
military
to maintain
uses, to
for public
to expropriate
States
and other
reservations and
and armed
forces in the Philippines, and,
armed forces
other reservations
and
upon
order of
the President,
call into the service of such armed
to call
President, to
of the
upon order
forces
by the
government.
the Philippine
Philippine government.
organized by
forces organized
military forces
all military
forces all
'United States SuuStates
UnptedCourt
the preme
(13) The
decisions of
courts of
of the
Commonwealth of
the Commonwealth
of the
the courts
of the
jurisdicThe decisions
(13)
tion.
Philippine
Islands shall
subject to
review by
Court tion.
Supreme Court
the Supreme
by the
to review
be subject
shall be
Philippine Islands
Post, p. 462.
P', p 46,
of
the United
in paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6) of
section 7.
7.
of section
provided in
as provided
States as
United States
of the
Right of
intervenof intervenRight
proclamation, exer- tion,
by Presidential
(14) The
United States
may, by
Presidential proclamation,
States may,
The United
(14)
Presidential
by Presidential
proclamation.
cise
the
right
to
intervene
for
the
preservation
of
the
government
of
proclamation.
of
government
the
of
preservation
the
cise the right to intervene for
the
Commonwealth of
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands and for the mainteof the
the Commonwealth
nance of
of the
the government
as provided
constitution thereof,
the constitution
in the
provided in
government as
nance
and
property, and individual
individual liberty and
life, property,
of life,
protection of
the protection
for the
and for
for
government obligations under and in accordance
accordance
discharge of government
the discharge
for the
with the provisions of the constitution.
with
United States High
High
United Statesauthor(15)
The authority of the United States High Commissioner
Commissioner to the Commissioner;
(15) The
ity
recognized.
government
of the
the Philippine
Islands, as
as ityPost,
recgnized.
Philippine Islands,
of the
Commonwealth of
the Commonwealth
government of
461.
P p.p 461.
provided
in this
recognized.
be recognized.
shall be
Act, shall
this Act,
provided in
Civil rights.
(16)
and corporations
of the
United States
States shall
shall enjoy
enjoy in
in
ivil rights.
the United
corporations of
Citizens and
(16) Citizens
the
Commonwealth of
Islands all
all the
the civil
of
rights of
civil rights
Philippine Islands
the Philippine
of the
the Commonwealth
the
citizens and
and corporations,
corporations 'respectively,
respectively, thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
Additional Constitu(b) The
constitution shall
also contain
contain the
following provisions,
uAdditionlCstituprovisions, tional
the following
shall also
provisions.
The constitution
(b)
effective
as
of
the
date
of
the
proclamation
of
the
President
recogPresident
the
of
effective as of the date of the proclamation
nizing the
the independence
of the
the Philippine
as hereinafter
hereinafter
Islands, as
Philippine Islands,
independence of
nizing
provided:
provided:
Property rights to be
(1)
That the
property rights
rights of
the United
United States
the PhilipProperty rights
Philip- safeguarded,
and the
etc. to be
States and
of the
the property
(1) That
pine
Islands
shall
be
promptly
adjusted
and
settled,
and
that
all
pine Islands shall be promptly adjusted and settled, and that all sadgudedetc.
existing
property rights
rights of
citizens or
of the
United
the United
corporations of
or corporations
of citizens
existing property
States shall
respected, and
safeguarded to
to the same
and safeguarded
acknowledged, respected,
be acknowledged,
shall be
States
extent as
as property
rights of
the Philippine
Islands.
Philippine Islands.
of the
of citizens
citizens of
property rights
extent
Qualifications of con(2)
under the
the constitution
ofo
Qualiuos
constitution stitutional
serving under
and serving
officers.
elected and
officials elected
the officials
That the
(2) That
adopted
pursuant
to
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
constitutional
constitutional
be
Act
shall
this
of
provisions
to
the
pursuant
adopted
officers of
of the
the free
free and
of the
the Philippine
Philippine
government of
independent government
and independent
officers
Islands
qualified to
function in
if elected
elected directly
directly
as if
respects as
in all
all respects
to function
and qualified
Islands and
under
such government,
and shall
serve their
their full
full terms
terms of
as
office as
of office
shall serve
government, and
under such
prescribed
in
the
constitution.
prescribed in the constitution.
Subsisting
obligaob by
(3)
the debts
debts and
of the
Islands, its
its tions
tubsIsting
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
tions
to beasumed
assumed
by
liabilities of
and liabilities
to
That the
(3) That
new
government.
Provinces,
cities,
municipalities,
and
instrumentalities,
which
shall
newsgovrnment.
shall
which
and
instrumentalities,
municipalities,
Provinces, cities,
be
valid and
and subsisting
the final
complete withand complete
final and
of the
time of
the time
at the
subsisting at
be valid
drawal
sovereignty of
of the
the United
United States,
shall be
assumed Bands.
be assumed
States, shall
the sovereignty
of the
drawal of
by
independent government
of the
the Philippine
Islands; B"d5Philippine Islands;
government of
and independent
free and
the free
by the
and
bonds have
have been
been issued
issued under
under authority
an Act
Aot
of an
authority of
where bonds
that where
and that
of
Congress of
the United
States by
by the
the Philippine
an
or any
Islands, or
Philippine Islands,
United States
of the
of Congress
Province,
city, or
or municipality
municipality therein,
Philippine government
government
the Philippine
therein, the
Province, city,
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for the
the paypaywill make adequate provision for the necessary
necessary funds for
ment of interest and principal, and such obligations shall
shall be a
a first
first
lien
the taxes
taxes collected
in the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands.
Islands.
lien on
on the
collected in
Treaty obligations to
to
(4) That the government
government of the Philippine Islands, on becoming
becoming
be assumed.
assume
independent of the United States, will assume all continuing
continuing obligaobligations
States under
peace with
with
tions assumed by
by the
the United
United States
under the
the treaty
treaty of
of peace
States.
Spain ceding said Philippine Islands to the United States.
To
be so
Tobe
so embodied
embodied inn
(5) That by way of further assurance
(5)
assurance the government of
the
of the
aa treaty with United
States.
Philippine Islands will embody the foregoing
provisions (except
(except
foregoing provisions
paragraph (2))
treaty with
with the
the United
United States.
States.
(2)) in
in aatreaty
To
constitute aa first
To constitute
frst
lien on taxes.

enonaxes.

SUBMISSION OF
THE PRESIDENT
SUBMISSION
OF CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION TO
TO THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
Submission of
of Constitution to the President of the United
United
States.

SEC. 3. Upon the drafting and approval of
by the
the
SEC.
of the
the constitution by
constitutional
constitutional convention
convention in the Philippine Islands,
Islands the constitution
constitution
the enactment
this Act
Act
shall be submitted within two
two years
years after
after the
enactment of
of this
to the President of the United States, who shall determine
determine whether
whether
or not it
it conforms
conforms with the provisions of this Act. If
If the President
President
finds that the proposed constitution conforms
conforms substantially
substantially with the
the
provisions of this Act he shall so certify,to the Governor
Governor General
General of
of
the Philippine Islands, who shall so advise the constitutional
constitutional convenIf the President finds that the constitution
tion. If
constitution does
conform
does not conform
with the provisions of this Act he shall so advise the Governor
Governor General of the Philippine Islands,
wherein in
his judgment
Islands, stating
stating wherein
in his
judgment the
the
constitution does not so conform
constitution
conform and
provisions which
and submitting
submitting provisions
which
will in his judgment
judgment make the constitution
constitution so conform. The Governor General
General shall in turn submit such message to the constitutional
constitutional
convention
convention for further action by them pursuant to the same
same proprocedure
hereinbefore defined, until the President and
cedure hereinbefore
and the constitutional
convention are in agreement.
SUBMISSION OF
SUBMISSION
OF CONSTITUTION
CONSTII ULION TO
TO FILIPINO
FILIPINO PEOPLE
PEOPLE

Submission of ConSubtistion
tto people.
stitution

SEC.
the United
SEC. 4. After the President of the
States has
certified that
United States
has certified
that
the constitution conforms
conforms with the provisions of this Act, it
it shall be
be
submitted to the people of the Philippine Islands for their ratification or rejection
rejection at an election to be held within four months after the
the
Election to
to be held. date
date of
of such
certification, on
a date to be fixed by the Philippine
such certification,
on a
Legislature,
Legislature, at which election
election the qualified voters of the Philippine
Philippine
Islands shall have an opportunity
opportunity to vote directly for or against
against
the proposed constitution
constitution and ordinances
ordinances appended thereto. Such
election shall be held in such manner as may be
prescribed by
by the
be prescribed
the
Philippine
Philippine Legislature,
Legislature, to which the return of
election shall
shall be
be
of the election
C41191188
returns. made.
canvass of rttu.
The Philippine Legislature
provide for
for the
the
Legislature shall
shall by
by law
law provide
canvassinf
canvassing of the return and shall certify the result to the
Governor
the Governor
General
General of the Philippine Islands, together with
with aastatement
statement of
of the
the
Proclamation,
for
proeamation,
or votes cast, and a
a copy of said constitution and ordinances. If
If aa
election of commonwealts
such vote
vote
wealth ofesTinaofficers, if inde- majority of the votes cast shall be for the constitution, such
pendence
pendence favored.
fvors
shall be deemed
deemed an expression
expression of the will of the people of the
Philippine Islands in favor of Philippine indepndence,
independence, and
and the
the
Governor General shall, within thirty days after receipt of the
certification from the Philippine Legislature,
Legislature, issue
issue aa proclamation
proclamation
for the election of officers of the government
government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth
Time
for election.
election.
Time for
of the Philippine Islands provided
provided for in the constitution.
constitution. The election shall take place not earlier than three months nor later than six
months after the proclamation
proclamation by the Governor General ordering
ordering
such election. When the election
election of
the officers
for under
under
of the
officers provided
provided for
the constitution has been held and the results determined,
determined, the
the GovGovernor General
General of the Philippine Islands shall certify the
the results
results of
the election to the President of the United
United States, who shall thereop1.
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announcing the results of the election,
upon issue a
proclamation announcing
election,
a proclamation
the
proclamation by the President the
and upon the issuance of such proclamation
existing
terminate and the new governexisting Philippine government shall terminate
ment
ment shall
shall enter upon its rights, privileges, powers, and duties, as
provided under the constitution. The present government of the
Philippine Islands shall provide for the orderly transfer of the
functions of government.
functions
If
If aa majority of the votes cast are against the constitution, the
existing
government of
of the Philippine Islands shall continue withexisting government
out regard to the provisions of this Act.

to
New government
government to
enter on President's
President's
proclamation.
proclamation.

Existing government
Existing
government
to continue,
continue, if
if vote
vote be
be
adverse.

COMMONWEALTH
TRANSFER
PROPERTY AND
RIGHTS TO
TO PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE COMMONWEALTH
AND RIGHTS
OF PROPERTY
TRANSFER OF

S
EC. 5. All
acquired
All the property and rights which may have been acquired
SEC.

in
Islands by the United States under the treaties
Philippine Islands
in the Philippine
mentioned
except such land or other
the first section of this Act, except
mentioned in the
property
as has
designated by the President of the
heretofore been designated
has heretofore
property as
United
for Military
Military and
other reservations
reservations of the GovernGovernand other
States for
United States
ment
States, and except
property
except such land or other property
United States,
the United
of the
ment of
or
rights or
or interests
interests therein
therein as
as may
otherwise
have been sold or otherwise
may have
or rights
disposed
in accordance
granted to the
law, are hereby granted
with law,
accordance with
of in
disposed of
government of
of the
Philippine Islands when
Commonwealth of the Philippine
the Commonwealth
government
constituted.
constituted.

RELATIONS
UNITED STATES
STATES PENDING
PENDING
THE UNITED
WITH THE
RELATIONS WITH

COMPLETE
COMPLETE

Transfer of property
and rights to Philippine
Commonwealth.
pine Commonwealth.
Post, p.
p. 463.
463.
Post,

INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE

of the
the government
S
EC. 6.
After the
date of
of the
inauguration of
government of
the inauguration
the date
6. After
SEC.
the
Commonwealth of
trade relations
relations between
between
Islands trade
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
of the
the Commonwealth

the
States and
Philippine Islands
Islands shall be as now prothe Philippine
and the
United States
the United
vided by
law, subject
exceptions:
following exceptions:
to the
the following
subject to
by law,
vided
(a) There
shall be
levied, collected,
collected, and
refined sugars
all refined
on all
paid on
and paid
be levied,
There shall
(a)
in excess
excess of fifty
thousand long tons, and on unrefined sugars in
fifty thousand
in
hundred thousand long tons, coming into the United
excess of eight hundred
States
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
calendar year, the same
any calendar
Islands in any
from the
States from
rates
of duty which
which are required
required by the laws of the United States
rates of
to
be levied,
levied, collected,
imported from
and paid upon like articles imported
collected, and
to be
foreign countries.
countries.oonut
(b) There
There shall
shall be
be levied,
collected, and paid on all coconut oil
oil
levied, collected
(b)
coming into
into the
United States
any
the Philippine Islands in any
from the
States from
the United
coming
calendar year
year in
excess of two
thousand long tons, the same
two hundred thousand
in excess
calendar
rates of
duty which
of the United States to
the laws of
required by the
are required
which are
of duty
rates
be
levied, collected,
and paid
paid upon
upon like
like articles
articles imported from
from foreign
collected, and
be levied,
countries.
countries.
twine
paid on all yarn, twine,
(c) There
There shall
shall be
be levied,
collected, and
and paid
levied, collected,
(c)
cord, cordage,
cordage rope
rope and cable, tarred
untarred, wholly or in chief
tarred or untarred,
cord,
United
(abaca) or other hard fibers, coming into the United
of manna
manila (abaca)
value of
States
Islands in
calendar year
excess
year in excess
any calendar
in any
Philippine Islands
the Philippine
from the
States from
of a
collective total
all such articles hereinmillion pounds of all
three million
of three
total of
a collective
of
before enumerated,
rates of duty which are required by
enumerated, the same rates
before
the laws
laws of
the United
United States
States to be levied, collected, and paid upon
of the
the
like articles
articles imported
foreign countries.
from foreign
imported from
like
(d) In
the event
event that
that in
in any
the limit in the case of any
year the
any year
In the
(d)
article
may be
be exported
to the
the United States free of duty
exported to
which may
article which
shall
reached by
by the
Islands, the amount or quantity of
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
be reached
shall be
such
produced or
or manufactured
manufactured in
in the
the Philippine Islands
articles produced
such articles
thereafter
that may
may be
free of duty
States free
to the United States
exported to
so exported
be so
thereafter that
shall
be allocated,
allocated, under
under export
export permits
permits issued
issued by
government of
the government
by the
shall be
the
Commonwealth of
of the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
producers or
Islands, to the producers
the Commonwealth
manufacturers
of such
such articles
articles proportionately
proportionately on the basis of their
manufacturers of
exportation
preceding year; except that
United States in the preceding
to the United
exportation to

Relations with United States pendingit-g
complete
independence.
plete indepeondene.
Trade relations provisions.
visions.
Ante, p. 456.

Relatihons with

Ant, p. 456
Sugars.

Sugars

Coconut oil.

Hard fibers, etc.

Hard floer, etc

Duty-free eportlimuty-~tree export limitation.

tio

Export permits nay
issue for meets.

Exon
p'e'its
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in the
the case
of unrefined
unrefined sugar
sugar the
the amount
amount thereof
thereof to be exported
exported
case of
in
annually to
United States
States free
of duty
duty shall
allocated to
to the
the
be allocated
shall be
free of
to the
the United
annually
sugar-producing mills
of the
proportionately on
on the
basis
the basis
the islands
islands proportionately
mills of
sugar-producing
of their
their average
average annual
annual production
the calendar
calendar years
1932,
1931, 1932,
years 1931,
for the
production for
of
and 1933,
and the
the amount
amount of
from each
mill which
which may be
so
be so
each mill
of sugar
sugar from
1933, and
and
exported shall
be allocated
allocated in
each year
the mill
mill and
the
and the
in each
year between
between the
shall be
exported
planters on
on the
the basis
of the
proportion of
sugar to
the mill
to which
which the
mill .and
and
the proportion
of sugar
planters
basis of
Allocation provisions. the
the planters
are respectively
entitled. The
The government
of the
the PhilipPhilipgovernment of
respectively entitled.
planters are
allocationprovisions
pine Islands
Islands is
is authorized
to adopt
laws and
and regulations
regulations
the necessary
necessary laws
authorized to
adopt the
pine
for putting
allocation hereinbefore
hereinbef ore provided.
putting into effect the allocation
for
Graduated
export
(e)
The government
of the
Commonwealth of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine
government of
the Commonwealth
Graduated
(e) The
taxes.
taxe
s,
Islands shall impose
impose and collect
collect an export tax on all articles that may
may
be exported
exported to
the United
United States
States from
from the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands free
free
be
to the
of existing
existing law as
as modified by the
the foreof duty under the provisions of
going provisions of this section, including the articles .enumerated
enumerated
(a), (b),
(b), and (c),
in
subdivisions (a),
(c), within the limitations therein
therein
m subdivisions
specified, as follows:
follows:
(1) During the sixth year after
after the inauguration of the new government the export tax shall be 55 per centum of the rates of duty
which are required
required by the laws of the United States to be levied, colarticles imported from foreign
foreign countries;
countries;
lected, and paid on like articles
(2)
(2) During the seventh year after the inauguration of the new
government the export tax shall be 10 per centum of the rates of
of
government
duty which are required by the laws of the United States to be
levied, collected,
collected, and paid on like articles imported
imported from
from foreign
countries;
countries;
(3)
inauguration of the new
(3) During the
the eighth
eighth year after
after the inauguration
new
of
government the export tax shall be 15 per centum
centum of the rates of
duty which are required
required by the laws of the United States
States to be
levied, collected, and paid on like articles
articles imported from foreign
countries;
countries;
(1)
inauguration of the new
(4) During the ninth year after the inauguration
government
of
government the export
export tax shall be 20
20 per centum
centum of the
the rates of
duty which are required
required by the laws of the United States to be
levied, collected, and paid
paid on like
like articles
articles imported from
from foreign
foreign
countries;
countries;
(5)
expiration of the ninth year
year after
the inauguration
inauguration
(5) After
After the expiration
after the
new government
tax shall
shall be
be 25
25 per
per centum
of
of the new
government the
the export
export tax
centumr of
the rates of duty which are required by the laws of the United States
to be levied,
levied, collected, and paid on like articles
articles imported
imported from
foreign
foreign countries.
Unrefined
sugar.
nrefinedsugar.

Sinking fund
fund created
reatd
therefrom, for liquidating Indebtednes.
indebtedness.

nking

The
government of
of the
the Commonwealth
Commormealth of
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands
The government
of the
shall place
place all funds
funds received
received from
from such
such export
export taxes
taxes in
in aa sinking
sinking

fund and such funds
fund,
funds shall, in addition to other moneys
moneys available
available
for that purpose,
purpose, be applied
applied solely to the payment
payment of the principal
principal
and interest
indebtedness of the Philippine Islands,
interest on the bonded
bonded indebtedness
Islands,
its Provinces, municipalities,
municipalities, and instrumentalities,
instrumentalities, until such
indebtedness
indebtedness has been fully discharged.

in aa geographical
When used
used in
in this
this section
When
section in
geogra.phical sense, the term
"United
States" includes all Territories
possessions of
of the
"United States"
Territories and
and possessions
the
United States, except the Philippine
Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands,
Islands,
American Samoa, and the island of Guam.
American
Guam.
Provisions pending
S
EC. 7.
the final
final and
complete withdrawal
w ithd rawa l o
Ameri
can
off American
and complete
S:c.
7. Until
Until the
final vwiionh"Sdiaof
withdrawal of
Americn
American sovereignty,
sovereignty sovereignty
sovereignty over
over the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands—
IslandsSubmonal
ission of co d
n(1) Every
Every duly
duly adopted
adopted amendment
amendment to
t
o the
the constitution
constituti on of
of the
the
s
tituti
amen
amendstitutional
(1)
Inents.
government
ments.
government of the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands shall
be submitted to the President of the United States for approval.
If
amendment or if
If the President approves
approves the amendment
if the President fails
to disapprove such amendment
amendment within six months from the time of
"
United States, — con"Urnitedstateseon-

strued.
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a part of such
its
amendment shall take
take effect as a
the amendment
submission, the
its submission,
constitution.
constitution.
y
ht
Authority
conferred
eonened
(2) The
The President
of the
the United
States shall have authority to onr
United States
President of
on the President.
(2)
contract,
law,
any
of
suspend the
taking effect
contract,
effect of or the operation
the taking
suspend
or
order of
the government
government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of the
of the
executive order
or executive
a failure
Philippine
which in his judgment
judgment will result in a
Islands, which
Philippine Islands,
Philippine
the
of
the
government
of
the
Commonwealth
of
Islands
Commonwealth
of the government of the
to fulfill
fulfill its
contracts, or
interest
to meet its bonded indebtedness and interest
or to
its contracts,
to
thereon or
or to
to provide
for its
its sinking
likely
sinking funds, or which seems likely
provide for
thereon
to impair
impair the
the reserves
currency of the
reserves for the protection of the currency
to
Philippine
Islands, or
or which
judgment will violate interin his judgment
which in
Philippine Islands,
national
obligations of the United States.
national obligations
Reports.
(3)
The Chief
Executive of
the Commonwealth
Philippine Reports.
Commonwealth of the Philippine
of the
Chief Executive
(3) The
Congress
President
Islands
shall
make
an
annual
to
and
the
report
annual
an
make
shall
Islands
of
States of
of the
the proceedings
operations of the govproceedings and operations
United States
the United
of the
Philippine
ernment
of
the
Commonwealth
the
Islands and shall
of
Commonwealth
ernment of the
make
such other
reports as
President or Congress
Congress may request.
the President
as the
other reports
make such
United States High
(4)
The President
President shall
shall appoint,
appoint, by
by and
and with
with the
the advice
and conihb
United states to the
con- Commissioner
advice and
(4) The
Philippine
Islands.
sent
of the
Senate, a
States High
Commissioner to the Philippine
High Commissioner
United States
a United
the Senate,
sent of
Appointment,
auetc.
thorty, duties,
who shall thority,
government
of the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands who
duties, etc.
government of
Ante.
P.
tn.
457.
p.
Anr,
until his successor
hold office
office at
the pleasure
pleasure of
the President
President and
and until
of the
at the
hold
is
appointed and
shall be
be known as the United States
He shall
qualified. He
and qualified.
is appointed
High
Commissioner to the Philippine Islands. He shall be the
High Commissioner
representative
of the
the President
President of the United States in the Philiprepresentative of
of
government of
pine
Islands
and
shall
be recognized
recognized as such by the government
be
shall
and
pine Islands
commanding
the
Commonwealth of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands, by the commanding
the Commonwealth
officers of
of the
the military
forces of
civil
the United States, and by all civil
of the
military forces
officers
officials of
of the
the United
United States
States in
Philippine Islands. He shall
in the Philippine
officials
have access
to all
records of the government
government or any subdivision
all records
access to
have
Executive of the Comthereof, and
be furnished
by the Chief Executive
furnished by
shall be
and shall
thereof,
information
monwealth
of
the
Philippine
Islands
such
information as he
with
Islands
monwealth of the Philippine
shall request.
If the
the government
Commonwealth of
Philippine Islands
Islands Report
Reportof,
of, upon
upon failfanthe Philippine
of the
the Commonwealth
of the
government of
If
meet
to
tails to pay any of
its
bonded
or
other
indebtedness
or
the
interest
rnget
coblcigatons.
Obag
nimatrns"."
interest
the
or
indebtedness
other
or
bonded
its
of
any
pay
to
fails
contracts, the United States
thereon
when due
fulfill any
any of its contracts,
to fulfill
or to
due or
thereon when
High
Commissioner
shall
immediately
report
the
the facts to the Presireport
immediately
shall
High Commissioner
dent, who
who may
High Commissioner
over
Commissioner to take over
the High
direct the
thereupon direct
may thereupon
dent,
administer
the
customs
offices
and
administration
the
same,
administer
the
of
administration
and
the customs offices
same, and
such part
of the
the revenue
revenue received therefrom as may
part of
apply such
and apply
same,
be necessary
the payment
of such
such overdue
indebtedness or for
overdue indebtedness
payment of
for the
necessary for
be
the fulfillment
such contracts.
contracts. The
United States High ComThe United
of such
fulfillment of
the
missioner shall
President
such other times as the President
at such
and at
annually, and
shall annually,
missioner
may require,
render an
an official
report to
President and Congress
to the President
official report
require, render
may
of
United States.
perform such additional
additional duties and
shall perform
He shall
States. He
the United
of the
functions as
as may
may be
delegated to
to him
him from time to time
tune by the
be delegated
functions
President
under
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
of
President under the provisions
Compensation, etc.
etc.
The
States High
High Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall receive
the same
same compntion,
receive the
United States
The United
the
compensation
as
is
now
received
by
the
Governor
General
of
Governor
the
by
received
compensation as is now
Assistants, etc.
Philippine Islands,
and shall
have such
such staff
staff and assistants as the asitntset.
shall have
Islands, and
Philippine
by
President
may
deem
advisable
and
as
may
be
appropriated
for
appropriated
may
President may deem advisable and as
Congress,
including a
a financial
expert, who
receive for subwho shall receive
financial expert,
Congress, including
mission to
to the
the High
High Commissioner
Commissioner a
a duplicate
duplicate copy of the reports
mission
of the
the insular
from decisions
decisions of
insular audithe insular
of the
Appeals from
auditor. Appeals
insular auditor.
of
tor may
taken to
the President
United States. The salathe United
of the
President of
to the
be taken
may be
tor
assist-ries
and expenses
High Commissioner
Commissioner and his staff and assist
the High
of the
expenses of
ries and
ants
be paid
paid by
United States.
the United
by the
shall be
ants shall
Inauguration.
The first
States High
High Commissioner
appointed under
this In-m-t
under this
Commissioner appointed
United States
first United
The
government
Act
shall
take
office
upon
the
inauguration
of
the
new
government
Act shall take office upon the inauguration of the
of
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of the Philippine Islands.
of the
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(5)
of the Philippine
Philippine
(5) The government
government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
Commissioner
Islands
a Resident Commissioner
for the selection of a
provide for
shall provide
Islands shall
elt a
Recognition, etc.
to
United States,
States, and
and shall
shall fix
his term
term of
of office. He
He shall
shall be
fix his
to the
the United
the
representative of the
the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of the
the government
government of the
the representative
Philippine
be entitled
to official
official recognition
recognition as
as
and shall
shall be
entitled to
Philippine Islands
Islands and
such
presentation to the President of creupon presentation
departments upon
such by all departments
dentials
government. He
He
of said
said government.
Executive of
dentials signed by the Chief Executive
shall
Representatives of the
the United
of Representatives
a seat
seat in the House of
shall have a
States
States, with the right of debate, but without the right of voting.
His salary
and expenses
government
paid by
by the
the government
shall be
be fixed and paid
expenses shall
His
salary and
Commissioner is
a Resident Commissioner
Philippine Islands. Until a
of the
the Philippine
selected
qualified under
this section,
section existing
existing law governinggoverning the
under this
selected and
and qualified
appointment of
Commissioners from the Philippine
Philippine Islands
appointment
of Resident
Resident Commissioners
shall continue in effect.
U.S.
Supreme (Court;
U.S. Supreme
court;
(6) Review by the Supreme Court of the United States of cases
(6)
review
review of cases.
Ante, p.
p. 457.
Ante,
as now provided by law; and
and
be as
from the
the Philippine Islands shall be
such review
constitution
to all
all cases
cases involving the constitution
shall also
also extend
extend to
such
review shall
Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands.
of the Commonwealth
Immigration.
S
EC. '8.(a)
Effective upon
the acceptance
acceptance of
of this Act
Act by
by concurconcurupon the
SEC.
8.(a) Effective
Post,
p. 465.
Post,p.
Legislature or by a
a convention
convention
of the Philippine Legislature
rent resolution of
called
for that
purpose, as provided
provided in section 17—
17called for
that purpose,
Provisions
Provisions
ggovern;overn(1)
Immigration Act of 1917, the Immi(1)
For the purposes of the Immigration
ing.
ing.
gration Act
of 1924
1924 (except
(except section 13(c))
13(c)), this
and all
this section,
section, and
874;
Vol. gration
Vol. 39, p. 87
Act of
4;Vol.
43, p. 153.
immigration,excluexclurelating to
to the immigration,
United States relating
other laws
laws of the United
sion, or expulsion of aliens, citizens of the Philippine Islands who
are
are not citizens
citizens of
of the United States shall be considered as if they
purposes the Philippine Islands shall be
were aliens.
aliens. For such purposes
considered
separate country
year
considered as
as aaseparate
country and shall have for each fiscal year
a
a person coma quota of fifty. This paragraph shall not apply to a
ing or seeking to come to the Territory of Hawaii who
who does
does not
not apply
apply
for and secure an immigration or passport visa, but such immigradetermined by the Department
Department of the Interior
Interior on the
tion shall be determined
Territory of Hawaii.
basis of
of the needs of industries in the Territory
from
Admittance from
(2)
(2) Citizens
Citizens of the Philippine Islands who are not citizens
citizens of the
Hawaii.
admitted to the continental United States
States shall
shall not be admitted
United States
(whether entering such Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii (whether
from the Territory
Nonimmigrant
Nonimmigran't class
lass before or after the effective date of this section) unless they belong
belong
exceptions.
exceptions.
Vol.
Vol. 43, p,
P. lac
1,4,
a class declared
declared to be nonimmigrants
noninunigrants by section 3
of the Immi3
to
a
Nonquota
Nenquota
gration Act of 1924 or to a
1ini.
a class declared to be nonquota,
nonquota in
immigrants
grats.
grants.
subdivision
under the provisions of section 44 of such Act other than subdivision
admitted to such Territory
Territory under
under an
or unless they were
were admitted
(c).) thereof, or
Regulatory
wool!.
:tegulttory
provi- immigration visa. The Secretary of Labor shall by regulations
regulations prosion.s.
SWIM
such
vide aa method for such
suel exclusion
exclusion and for the admission of such
excepted
excepted classes.
classes.
Assignment o
of For(3)
Any Foreign
Service officer
may be
be assigned
duty in
in the
the
assigned to
to duty
rfof(3) Any
Foreign Service
officer may
eign
eign Service offic
officer.
Philippine Islands, under a
a commission
commission as aaconsular officer, for such
such
regulations as
period as
as may be
be necessary
necessary and under such
such regulations
as the Secretary of
may prescribe,
prescribe, during
during which
which assignment
tary
of State
State may
assignment such
such officer
officer
considered as stationed in a
aforeign country; but his powers
shall be considered
and duties shall be confined to the performance
performance of such of the
official acts and notarial
notarial and other services, which such officer might
might
properly perform in respect of the administration
administration of the immigraimmigraif assigned to aaforeign country as a
a consular officer, as may
tion laws if
be authorized
authorized by the Secretary of State.
Application of ImmiApplication
(4)
and 20
20 of
of the
Immigration Act
oni(4) For
For the
the purposes
purposes of
of sections
sections 18
18 and
the Immigration
Act
19I
of 1917.
gration Act of
887,,7
Vol. 39, pp. 8S
890. of 1917, as amended,
amended, the Philippine
Philippine Islands shall be considered to
to
be
be aa foreign
foreign country.
Additional proviproviAdditional
(b)
of this
this section
section are in addition
provisions
(b) The
The provisions
provisions of
addition to the provisions
sions.
immigration laws now in force, and shall be enforced as aa
of the immigration
Resident CommisCo
sioner to United States.

mmis-
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part of
of such
such laws,
all the penal or other provisions of such laws
laws, and all
part
enforced in connection with
not
inapplicable, shall
shall apply to and be enforced
not inapplicable,
the
provisions of this section. An alien, although admissible under
the provisions
the provisions
provisions of this section, shall not be admitted to the United
United
the
immigration laws
States
is excluded
by any
any provision of the immigration
excluded by
he is
if he
States if
other than
than this
section, and an alien, although admissible under the
this section,
other
provisions of
of the immigration
immigration laws other than this section, shall
shall
provisions
not be
to the United States if he is excluded by any
be admitted to
not
provision of this section.
(c)
Immigration Act of 1924 shall, when
when
the Immigration
in the
defined in
Terms defined
(c) Terms
assigned to such terms in that
used in
in this
this section,
have the
that
meaning assigned
the meaning
section, have
used
Act.
S
EC. 9.
9. There
shall be
no obligation
obligation on
on the part of the United
be no
There shall
SEC.
other obligaStates to
principal of
bonds and other
of bonds
or principal
interest or
the interest
meet the
to meet
States
tions of
of the
Philippine Islands or of the Prothe Philippine
government of
the government
of the
tions
vincial
municipal governments
thereof, hereafter issued during
governments thereof,
and municipal
vincial and
the continuance
of United
United States sovereignty in the Philippine
continuance of
the
and obligations
Islands: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
obligations hereafter
hereafter issued
bonds and
such bonds
Islands:
shall
not be
be exempt
taxation in the United States or by
exempt from taxation
shall not
authority
United States.
authority of the United
WITHDRAWAL OF
RECOGNITION
PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE
AND WITHDRAWAL
OF
INDEPENDENCE AND
OF PHILIPPINE
RECOGNITION OF
AMERICAN
SOVEREIGNTYndn,
AMERICAN SOVEREIGNTY

S
EC. 10.
10. (a)
On the
of July
July immediately
immediately following
following the
day of
4th day
the 4th
(a) On
SEC.

Terms defined.
Vol. 43, p. 168.

iermsdefed.

Bonds and
obother ob
and other
Bonds
ligations.

lion.

Proviso.

P
Not tax-exempt.
tax-exempt.
Not

Recognition of inde.
indeRecognition
pendence, etc.

et

Effective date.

Effectivdate

expiration of
of ten
ten years from
from the date of the inauguraperiod of
of aa period
expiration
tion of
new government
constitution provided
provided for in
under the constitution
government under
the new
of the
tion

Withdrawal of
of soversoverproclamation eithdrawal
this Act
Act the
President of
the United
United States
States shall by proclamation
of the
the President
eignty, etc.
this
jurispossession, supervision,
withdraw
and surrender
surrender all
supervision,
of possession,
right of
all right
withdraw and

exercised by the
diction,
sovereignty then existing and exercised
or sovereignty
control,.,or
diction, control
United
States in
in and
and over
over the
territory and people of the Philippine
the territory
United States
Islands,
including all
all military
and other
reservations of
the GovernGovernof the
other reservations
military and
Islands, including
ment of
of the
States in
in the
the Philippines
(except such naval
Philippines (except
United States
the United
ment
section 5),
reservations and
and fueling
fueling stations
as are
under section
reserved under
are reserved
stations as
reservations
independence
the
recognize
and,
on
behalf
of
the
United
States,
shall
recognize
independence
States,
United
the
of
behalf
on
and,
of the
Philippine Islands
Islands as
and self-governing
self-governing nation
separate and
a separate
as a
the Philippine
of
the same of the
and
acknowledge
the
authority
control
over
and
authority
the
and acknowledge
government instituted
constitution
the constitution
under the
thereof, under
people thereof,
the people
by the
instituted by
government
force.
then in force.
(b)
of the
the United
United States
States is
is hereby
authorized and
hereby authorized
President of
The President
(b) The
empowered
into negotiations
negotiations with
with the
the government
government of
the
of the
enter into
to enter
empowered to
Philippine Islands,
not later
later than
years after
after his
proclamation
his proclamation
two years
than two
Islands, not
Philippine
recognizing
of the
Philippine Islands, for the
the Philippine
independence of
the independence
recognizing the
adjustment
and
settlement
of
all
questions
relating
reservanaval reservato naval
relating to
questions
all
of
settlement
and
adjustment
tions
fueling stations
of the
the United
United States
States in the Philippine
stations of
and fueling
tions and
matter
Islands, and
and pending
pending such
settlement the matter
and settlement
adjustment and
such adjustment
Islands,
present
of naval
reservations and
and fueling
shall remain
remain in its present
stations shall
fueling stations
naval reservations
of
status.

Naval, etc.. reserva etc. reseaUNa'
tions.
liege ,p.459.
P. 469.
Att

Negotiations respect
spt
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stations.
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NEUTRALIZATION OF
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
ISLANDS
OF PHILIPPINE
NEUTRALIZATION
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S
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11. The
The President
practicable date, _Nellittializatim
to
at the earliest practicable
requested, at
is requested,
President is
SEC.
to
enter into
negotiations with
with foreign
foreign powers
powers with a
a view to the —
into negotiations
to enter
conclusion
of a
treaty for
the perpetual
of the
Philipthe Philipneutralization of
perpetual neutralization
for the
a treaty
conclusion of
pine Islands,
Islands, if
when Philippine
Philippine independence
independence shall
have been
shall have
and when
if and
pine
achieved.
achieved.

NOTIFICATION TO
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
GOVERNMENTS
TO FOREIGN
NOTIFICATION

SEC. 12.
Upon the
and recognition
the independindepend- ,Re".gn.,iu„„ct.b,,y
be
IogBS T byto bof the
recognition of
proclamation and
the proclamation
12. Upon
SEC.
ence
Philippine Islands,
the President
President shall
shall notify
irvitri.-govern- ina~t.
the governnotify the
Islands, the
the Philippine
of the
ence of
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ments with
the United
in diplomatic
ments
with which
which the
United States
States is
is in
diplomatic correspondence
correspondence
thereof
invite said
to recognize
recognize the
thereof and
and invite
said governments
governments to
the independence
independence
of
of the Philippine
Philippine Islands.
TARIFF
DUTIES AFTER
INDEPENDENCE
TARIFF DUTIES
AFTER INDEPENDEN-CE

Tariff duties
arienfdedce
independence.

after
after

Proviso.

Con°nce
Conference on trade
relations to
to be
be held.
relations
held.

Sw.
13. After
Philippine Islands
have become a
and indeindea free and
Islands have
the Philippine
After the
SEC. 13.
pendent nation there shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid upon all
all
articles coming
coming into the United States from the Philippine Islands
Islands
the rates
of duty
duty which
which are
are required
required to
be levied,
levied, collected,
the
rates of
to be
collected, and
and paid
paid
upon
like articles
articles imported
imported from
from other
other foreign
countries: Provided,
Provided,
foreign countries:
upon like
That at least one year prior to the date fixed in this Act for the independence of the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
pendence
Islands, there shall be held aa conference
conference
United States and the
of representatives
representatives of the Government of the United
government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of the Philippine
such
government
Philippine Islands, such
representatives to be appointed
appointed by the President
President of the United
United States
Commonwealth of the Philippine
and the Chief Executive of the Commonwealth
Islands, respectively, for the purpose of formulating
formulating recommendarecommendations as to future trade relations between the Government
Government of the
the
United States and the independent
independent government of the Philippine
Islands, the time, place, and manner of holding such conference
determined by the President of the United States; but nothing
to be determined
nothing
in this proviso shall be construed
construed to modify or affect in any way any
provision of this Act relating to the procedure leading up to Philippine independence
independence or the date upon which the Philippine
Philippine Islands
shall become independent.
TM-MIGRATION AFTER
AFTER INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
IMMIGRATION

Immigration
after inImmigrationafterin
dependence.

SEC. 14.
14. Upon
Upon the
the final
final and complete withdrawal
SEo.
withdrawal of American
American
sovereignty
sovereignty over the Philippine Islands the inunigration
immigration laws of the
the
United States (including all the provisions thereof relating to percitizenship) shall apply to persons who were born
born
sons ineligible
ineligible to citizenship)
in the Philippine Islands to the same extent as in the case of other
foreign countries.
STATUTES CONTINUED
CERTAIN STATUTES
CONTINUED IN
IN FORCE

Certain statutes continued in force.

Certain statutes o-

Saving clause.

Savingdase.

Sm.
S. 15. Except as
as in this Act
Act otherwise
otherwise provided, the laws
laws now

or hereafter
hereafter in force
force in the Philippine Islands shall continue in force

in the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands until altered,
amended,
repealed by the Legislature of the Commonwealth of
amended, or repealed
the Philippine Islands or by the Congress of the United
United States, and
references in
hi such laws to the government or officials of the
all references
Philippines or Philippine Islands
Island.s shall be construed,
construed, insofar as
applicable, to refer to the goverment
government and corresponding
officials
corresponding officials
respectively
Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands. The
respectively of the Commonwealth
government
government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands shall be
deemed
deemed successor to the present government
government of the Philippine
Philippine Islands
and of all the rights and obligations
obligations thereof. Except as otherwise
otherwise
provided
provided in this Act, all laws or parts of laws relating to the present
present
government of the Philippine Islands and its administration are
hereby repealed as of the date of the inauguration
inauguration of the government
government
of the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands.
S 16. IfIf any provision of this Act is declared unconstitutional
Sm.
unconstitutional
or the.
the applicability thereof to any person or circumstance is held
invalid, the validity of the remainder of the Act and the applicability
applicability
of such provisions to other persons and circumstances shall not be
affected thereby.
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the
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Representatives
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of the
Legislature of Alaska;
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the Legislature
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Representatives and
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Legislature of
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hereafter meet;
prescribing the permeet; prescribing
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Be it
the Senate
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
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enacted by
it enacted
Be
Alaska.
or
United
of America
the election
election Date
Alaska changed for
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
lection of Delegate
Delegate to
election
Repreof
the
of
a
Delegate
from
the
Territory
of
Alaska
to
House
Repree
to
Alaska
of
Territory
of a Delegate from the
L
i
v
oes
us.e of Representasentatives
for by
by the
the Act
Act of
entitled "An Act tis. OfRepesentCongress entitled
of Congress
provided for
sentatives provided
34, p. 170; Vol.
p. 170; vol34,
vol.
Representa- 37,Vol.
of RepresentaHouse
providing
for
the
election
of
a
Delegate
to
House
the
to
p. 517.
providing for the election of a Delegate
tives
from the
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska ",
", approved
approved May 7, 1906, as
the Territory
tives from
amended,
election of
members of
Legislature of the
the Legislature
of the
the members
of the
the election
and the
amended, and
of
the
by
for
Territory
of
Alaska
'
provided
Act
Congress entitled,
provided
Alaska,
of
Territory
Alaska,
"An Act
create a
a legislative
legislative assembly
assembly in the Territory of Alaska,
to create
Act to
"An
to
confer
legislative
power
thereon,
and
for
other
purposes
",
purposes",
other
for
and
thereon,
power
to confer legislative
second
approved August
August 24,
1912, shall
be held
held on
on the second
hereafter be
shall hereafter
24, 1912,
approved
Tuesday in
September in
in the
the year
year 1934,
1934, and
every second
second year thereand every
in September
Tuesday
after on
the said
Tuesday in
September.
in September.
second Tuesday
said second
on the
after
Sessions of
LegislaSessions of LegislaSEC. 2.
2. That
That the
Alaska shall herehere- ture.
Territory of Alaska
the Territory
of the
Legislature of
the Legislature
SEC.
Vol.
37,
p.
514.
after convene
convene at
at the
city of
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, on the vol. 37. p. 64.
of Juneau,
the city
at the
capitol at
the capitol
after
second
second Monday
on the second
1935, and on
year 1935,
the year
in the
January in
in January
Monday in
second
Monday
every two
two years
years thereafter.
January every
in January
Monday in
n v s
Territorial canvassS
EC. 3.
canvassing board
board for
for the
the Territory
of Alaska ingTerritorial
Territory of
the canvassing
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SEC.
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for
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act
"An
entitled
created
by
the
Act
of
Congress
"
An
providing
Congress
of
Act
the
by
created
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et
election of
Delegate to
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the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives from the * of aa Delegate
election
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Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska ",
approved May
May 7,
hereafter consist
shall hereafter
1906, shall
7, 1906,
", approved
Territory
of the
the Governor,
Governor, the
the secretary
secretary of
of the
Territory, and
and the
of
collector of
the collector
the Territory,
of
customs for
Alaska. It
It shall
shall be
duty of
said canvassing
canvassing
the said
of the
the duty
be the
for Alaska.
customs
board to
canvass and
compile in
specified in
the
in the
vote specified
the vote
writing the
in writing
and compile
to canvass
board
certificates of
of election
election returned
several
the several
from the
Governor from
the Governor
to the
returned to
certificates
Accurate record to be
election precincts
precincts in
keep an
accurate record
Accuratereordtobe
record kept.
an accurate
to keep
and to
Territory and
the Territory
in the
election
of
each
voting
precinct
in
the
Territory
and
the
date
of
its
creation.
kept
of each voting precinct in the Territory and the date of its creation. Period of services.
The said
board shall
shall commence
the performance
performance of
its Period of ervice.
of its
commence the
canvassing board
said canvassing
The
duties
at the
the office
of the
days after
the second
second
after the
ten days
within ten
Governor within
the Governor
office of
duties at
Tuesday
in each
each year
year in
election is
is held
held as
as
an election
which an
in which
October in
in October
Tuesday in
hereinabove provided,
continue with such work from day Opening returns.
shall continue
and shall
provided, and
hereinabove
to
until the
the same
packages containing
containing election
election Opei returns
No packages
completed. No
isscompleted.
same i
day until
to day
returns shall
be opened
the canvass
canvass commences,
at which
time
which time
commences, at
until the
opened until
shall be
returns
they
shall be
be opened
in public
public and
in such
such manner
manner and
under such
such
and under
and in
opened in
they shall
conditions, as
nearly as
to give
give all
parties interested
interested an
an
all parties
as to
possible, as
as possible,
as nearly
conditions,
opportunity
to
see
the
returns.
In
case
it
shall
appear
to
the
board
board
the
to
appear
shall
it
case
In
opportunity to see the returns.
that no
as herein
herein prescribed,
by
received by
been received
has been
prescribed, has
return, as
election return,
no election
that
the
Governor
from
any
precinct
in
which
an
election
has
been held,
held,
the Governor from any precinct in which an election has been
the said
in place
place thereof
the
of the
copy of
certified copy
the certified
thereof the
accept in
may accept
board may
said board
the
certificate of
such prechict
of
clerk of
the clerk
from the
received from
precinct received
for such
election for
of election
certificate
the
court,
and
may
canvass
and
compile
the
same
with
the
other
other
the
with
same
the
compile
and
canvass
may
the court, and
election returns.
The canvassing
board shall
shall terminate
terminate the
Certifying
MUM,
n
c,,tey
canvass where
the canvass
canvassing board
returns. The
election
returns justify.
and
issue
the
certificates
of
election
so
soon
as
it
is
satisfied
that
no
ltif.
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whee
no
that
satisfied
is
it
as
soon
so
election
of
and issue the certificates
missing
return would,
received, change
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canvass
of aa canvass
result of
the result
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based upon the returns at hand, but when the board has informa-

tion that an election
election was held at any precinct from which no return
return

has
and which
received, the board has reason
reason
if received,
return, if
which return,
received and
has been
been received
to believe
believe will
will affect
affect the
the duty
duty of
of
be the
it shall
shall be
election, it
of the
the election,
the result
result of
to
the board
to await
the arrival
arrival of
such return
until 4
4 o'clock
posto'clock postreturn until
of such
await the
the
board to
meridian on
on the
10th day
of December
December in
in the
year during
which the
during which
the year
day of
the 10th
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election is
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received after that
return received
any return
and any
longer, and
but no
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held, but
election
time shall
not be
board.
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counted by the
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shall not
time
Elections, provisions
provided, the
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canvass as
Upon the
the completion
of
herein provided,
of the said canvass
completion
Elections,
provisions
governing.
said board
declare the
the person
who has
received the
the greatest
greatest
has received
person who
shall declare
said
board shall
goverg.
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number of
which he is a
candidate elected to
a candidate
for which
the office
office for
of votes for the
number
such office
office for
the term
for which
is elected,
shall issue
and
issue and
and shall
elected, and
which he
he is
term for
for the
such
deliver to
him in
writing, under
their hands
hands and
seals, aa certificate
certificate
and seals,
under their
in writing,
to him
deliver
of
his election.
be the
duty of
of the
Governor to
to preserve
all
preserve all
the Governor
the duty
shall be
It shall
election. It
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election returns
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the certificates
of
certificates of
after the
and, after
and inviolate,
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returns carefully
election
result have
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replace the returns into the packages
have been
result
from which
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from
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least two
at least
returns inviolate
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serve all
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sooner called
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by the House
called upon
unless sooner
gress
or some
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to be
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Governor
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Notic
given.
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each successful
successful candidate
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and to
to do
so by
by
do so
election, and
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the
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the speediest
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Effect
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otherwise provided,
provided, all
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the provisions
herein otherwise
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full force
and effect
effect until
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altered,
force and
in full
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referred to,
Alteraticns, etc.
amended, or repealed
repealed by Congress.
Congress. And any and all laws enacted
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Alteratins
by
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pertaining to elections
Alaska pertaining
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Territory of
the Legislature
by the
in
remain in full force and effect until altered,
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Territory shall
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That
amended, or
repealed by
by the
Legislature or by Congress. That
said Legislature
the said
or repealed
amended,
the Legislature
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power from
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time to
to time
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arise, to
the date of
to change
change the
the need
need therefor
time as
time
general elections
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including the date of election
election
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Delegate from the Territory of Alaska to the House of Repreof a
a Delegate
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of ter*
tern- sentatives and of the members of the territorial
Authorityature.
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territorial legislature;
legislature; and that
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the Legislature
Legislature of
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Alaska shall
have the
power
the power
shall also
also have
of Alaska
Territory of
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to time
time the personnel of the canvassing
time to
from time
law to
to change
change from
by law
board,
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board, the dates of its
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AN ACT
appropriations to meet losses sustained by officers
officers and emannual appropriations
To authorizo
authorize annual
appreciation of foreign
United States
States in foreign
foreign countries due to appreciation
foreign
ployees of the United
currencies in their relation to the American dollar, and for other purposes.
currencies

Be
the
and Haase
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United States
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there are
States of Ameica
United
authorized
appropriated annually such sums as may be necesauthorized to be appropriated
discretion and under such
in his discretion
sary to enable the President, in.
regulations as he may prescribe and notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
regulations
of any other Act and upon recommendation
recommendation of the Director of the
Budget, to meet losses sustained
sustained on and after July 15, 1933, by officers,i enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and employees
employees of the United
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n foreign
countries due to
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currencies
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in.
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and to
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President
1933, for the conversion into foreign currencies
currencies of checks
on July 27, 1933
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and
employees for salaries and
of officers, enlisted men, and employees
and drafts of
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AProo of President
expenses:
President may take shall Provisos.
Provided,That such action as the President
expenses: Provided,
Action
Action
be
binding
upon
all
executive
officers
of
the
Government: Provided
Provided binding.
be binding upon all executive officers of the Government:
Restriction.
further,
authorized by this Act shall be made to Restriction.
payments authorized
no payments
That no
further, That
their
which
any officers,
officers, enlisted
or employees
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employees for periods during
men, or
enlisted men,
any
currencies under the
checks or
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were converted
converted into foreign currencies
or drafts
checks
Allowances
herein
further, That allow- notAllowances
arrangement hereinbefore
referred to:
to: Provided
Provided further,
hereinbefore referred
arrangement
subject to income
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to
sbject
tax
to
subject
be
tax.
this
ances
and
expenditures
pursuant
to
Act
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not
to
pursuant
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Report of 0
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And provided
provided further,
further, That
the Director of the Budget tu:ltc0ore
That the
tures to Congress.
taxes: And
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purpose
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this
purpose
to
Congress
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for
made
shall report all expenditures
ally
the Budget
estimates.
Budget estimates.
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Approved,
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the
Be
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Hawaii.
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act Federal
Federal liquor laws
America in
of America
States of
United States
in force in, repealed.
entitled "An
Act to
to prohibit
prohibit the
sale, manufacture,
manufacture, and importation
importation Vol. 40, p.repealed.
the sale,
"An Act
entitled
560.
1601.
of intoxicating
Territory of
of Hawaii during the period U.S.C., p. 1601.
the Territory
in the
liquors in
intoxicating liquors
of
1918
23,
approved
",
of
the
war,
except
as
hereinafter
provided
",
approved
May
provided
hereinafter
as
except
of the war,
(U.S.C.,
title 48,
48, sec.
sec. 520),
repealed.
520), is repealed.
(U.S.C., title
Other provisions reOther
Site. 2.
Title II
II of
of the
amended and pealed.
Prohibition Act, as amended
National Prohibition
the National
2. Title
SEC.
307.
41, p. 367.
Vol.
supplemented,
the Act
Act entitled
revenue by Ante,41,
entitled "An Act to provide revenue
and the
supplemented, and
16.
Ante, p. 16.
purother
liquor,
the
taxation
of
certain
nonintoxicating
and
for
other
the taxation of certain nonintoxicating
poses
except such provisions of such title
1933, except
22, 1933,
March 22,
approved March
", approved
poses ",
and
of such
of March
March 22, 1933,
1933, as shall be retained in force and
Act of
such Act
and of
extent such title and such Act
effect
the States,
States, are
are repealed
to the extent
repealed to
in the
effect in
of
March 22,
22, 1933,
are in
in force
effect in
Territory of Hawaii.
Hawaii.
in the Territory
and effect
force and
1933, are
of March
title 1, sec. 29) Liabilities.
S
EC.
3.
Section
13
of
the
Revised
Statutes
(U.S.C.,
Statutes
Revised
the
of
R.S., sec. 13,
13, p. 2.
2.
13
Section
R.S.,
3.
SEC.
shall
with respect
respect to
to any
any penalty,
penalty, forfeiture,
forfeiture, or
or liability U.S.C., p.p. 2.
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not apply
shall not
incurred
repealed by this
this Act.
provision repealed
any provision
under any
incurred under
Approved, March
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Making
appropriations for
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture and for the Farm
for the
Making appropriations
Credit Administration
Administration for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30, 1935,
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year ending
Credit
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purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it

United States
assembled, That
following
the following
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
sums
are appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherotherthe Treasury
in the
appropriated, out
sums are

Department of AgriofAriDepatment
culture,
etc., appropriations,
1933.
year 1935
fiscal year
tions, fiscal

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT
I—DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
TITLE

Department of Agriculture.
culture.

the
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
Department of
Agriculture and for the
of Agriculture
the Department
wise
Farm Credit
Credit Administration
Administration for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1935,
Farm
namely:
namely:
OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF

Secretary's
Secretary's office.

SALARIES
8ALARIAES
and
For the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
of Agriculture,
an, and
reWsy Assistant,
Agriculture, rotary,
Secretary of
Under Secretary
Agriculture, Under
Secretary of
For
$10,000, and there
is
hereby
established
in
the
Department
of
Agriother
Personal
services*
peronalr
or
Agriof
Department
the
in
$10,000, and there is hereby established
culture the
position of
Secretary of
Agriculture, to be apof Agriculture,
Under Secretary
of Under
the position
culture
pointed
President, by
and with
with the advice and consent of the
by and
the President,
by the
pointed by
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Senate, and whose compensation
compensation shall be at the
per
the rate
rate of
of $10,000
$10,000 per
annum, Assistant Secretary,
and for
for other
personal services
services in
in the
Secretary, and
other personal
the
Priis.
ted t District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $548,560:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That in
$548,560: Provided,
in
Salaries limited to
to
average rates
appropriations or portions of appropriations
rates under expending appropriations
contained in
appropriations contained
in
Classification Act.
vol.ii. 4s2
14s; Vol.
ol. this Act for the payment for personal services in the
Vol.
42. p. 1488;
the District
District of
of
45,
45, P.
in accordance
with the
1923, as
Columbia in
accordance with
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
as
1003.p. 776; Vol. 46, p. Columbia
1003.
U.s.c.,
U.S.C.,
p.
Supp.
amended,
with
the
exception
of
the
Assistant
Secretary,
the
average
p.
65;
Supp.
amended,
with
the
exception
of
the
Assistant
Secretary,
the
average
VII, p.
P. 34.
34.
of the
the salaries
of the
total number
of persons
under any
any grade
in any
Exception.
of
salaries of
the total
number of
persons under
grade in
any
bureau, office, or other appropriation
any time
appropriation unit shall
shall not
not at
at any
time exceed
exceed
the average of the compensation
for the
the grade
by such
compensation rates specified
specified for
grade by
such
Restriction
not apas amended:
amended: Provided
further,
That this
this restriction
restriction shall
shall not
not
Restrietion
not
Act
ap- Act
as
Provided
further,
That
plicable to el er icalpmechabnal
servicea apply (1) to grades
grades 1,
1, 2, 3, and
mechanical service.
4of
of the
and 4
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
or
No reduction
(2) to reuire
reduction in
in fixed (2)
require the reduction in
of any
whose co
i
mpensain salary of
any person
person whose
coqpensasalaries.
sla.
42, p.
.. tion was fixed
fxed as of July 1,
1,1924,
in accordance
accordance with
Vol. 42,
1490;
1924, in
section
with the
the rules
rules of
Vol.
p..0;
1490; u.s.
of section
.S.t
to another 6
6
C.Trers
P- 66.
of
such
Act,
require the
ction in
sal ary of
of an
y person
person
of
such
Act, (3)
(3) to
to require
the redu
reduction
in salary
any
Transfers to another
position without
withoutreducreduc- who is transferred
transferred
from
one
position
to
another
position
in
the
same
from
one
position
to
another
position
in
the
same
tion.
or different grade, in the same or different bureau, office, or other
other
Higher rates
per- appropriation
appropriation unit,
unit, (4)
to prevent
prevent the
the payment
under
Higher
rates per(4) to
payment of
of a
a salary
salary under
mitted.
any grade at a
higher than
than the
the maximum
maximum rate
rate of
of the
when
a rate
rate higher
the grade
grade when
such higher rate is permitted by the Classification
Classification Act
1923 as
as
Act of
of 1923
if
and is
is specifically
authorized by
other law,
or (5)
to reduce
reduce
If only
only one
one position
amended, and
position amended,
specifically authorized
by other
law, or
(5) to
in agrade.
the compensation of any person in a
a grade in which only one position
the
Contracts for
further, That
Contracts
or stenosteno- is
is allocated: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
graphic reporting.
raphireortg
is authorized
authorized to contract for stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services,
and the
the
services, and
appropriations
appropriations made in this Act
available for
for such
such purposes:
Act shall be available
purposes:
Purchasing options Provided
Provided further,
further, That the
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
authorized
the Secretary
Secretary of
is authorized
onPurchasing
land.
a
to expend
appropriations available
expend from appropriations
available for the
the purchase
of lands
lands
purchase of
not to exceed $1 for each option to
to purchase
any particular
purchase any
particular tract
tract
Allowances
for
tracts
further, That not to exceed $22,990
Allowances
for living
living or
or -t
ract
s of land: Provided
Provided further,
$22,990 of
of the
the
quarters
abroad.
appropriations available for salaries and expenses of officers and
employees of the Department
Department of Agriculture permanently
permanently stationed
stationed
in foreign countries may be used for payment of
for
of allowances
allowances for
Vol.
46, p.818.
p. 818.
living
including heat,
heat, f
ue l, an d li ght , as auth
or i
zed b
y the
ol. 46,
living quarters,
quarters, including
fuel,
and light, as authorized
by
the
20.c.,supp.vI,p.
u.s.C.,Supp. VII, p. Act approved June 26, 1930
(U.S.C., Supp.
5, sec.
1930 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
20.
title 5,
sec. 118a),
118a),
but the amount so used for any one person
person shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
the
amount permitted by law to be so used, during the fiscal year
year 1935,
1935,
service of
of the
the Department
Department of
Comfor any one person in the
the foreign
foreign service
of ComPredicting future merce:
Providedfurther,
further, That no part of th
predicting
merce •
•Provided
fun ds appropriated
appropr i
at
ed b
thee funds
byy
prices of cotton forbidden
this Act shall be
be used for the payment
den..
payment of any officer
officer or
employee of
or employee
of
the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture who, as such officer
or on
on
officer or
or employee,
employee, or
behalf of the Department or any division, commission, or bureau
bureau
thereof, issues,
issues: or causes to be issued,
prediction, oral
oral or
written.
issued, any
any prediction,
or written,
with respect to future prices of cotton
or forecast with
the trend
trend of
of
cotton or
or the
same.

same.

MIscUEAoAs
rOUS
EXPIENSES,
MI8CDLjjAOTj$
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
OP
DEPAU1TM T OF
Department continontingent expenses.

Department

Dispatch agent, N
YDrpatchgentew
York.

AGRICULTITRE
AGRICULTUR

For stationery, blank
blank books,
twine, paper,
soap,
books, twine,
paper, gum,
gum, dry
d r goods,
goods, soap,
brushes, brooms, mats, oils, paints, glass, lumber, hardware, ice,
ice,
furniture, carpets, and mattings;
mattings; for freight, express
charges, adveradverexpress charges,
tising and press clippings, telegraphing, telephoning,
postage, washtelephoning, postage,
washing towels; for the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
not to
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of not
to
exceed three (including one for the Secretary of
one
of Agriculture, one
for general utility needs of the entire Department, and one for
the
for the
Forest Service)
Service) and purchase and exchange of one motor-propelled
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
and
passenger-carrying vehicle, at aanet
net cost of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,500,
$2,500, and
one motorcycle for official purposes only; for the
of the
the
the payment
payment of
Department of Agriculture's proportionate
proportionate share of
of
of the expense
expense of
the dispatch agent in New York; for official traveling expenses,
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including
examination of
for appropriations
appropriations in the field for
for
estimates for
of estimates
including examination
any
bureau,
office,
or
service
of
the
Department;
and
for
other
misDepartment;
the
of
service
or
office,
any bureau,
cellaneous supplies
supplies and
provided for and
otherwise provided
not otherwise
expenses not
and expenses
cellaneous
necessary
for
the
practical
and
efficient
work
of
the Department,
work
efficient
and
practical
necessary for the
which
authorized by
by such
officer as the Secretary
Secretary may designate,
designate,
such officer
are authorized
which are
. sta•
Poae
$115,048: Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, during the Provisos.
of Agriculture,
Provided, That
$115,048:
Maintenance of staMaintenance
fiscal year
1935, may
stationery, supplies, equip- tionery, etc., stocks.
of stationery,
stocks of
maintain stocks
may maintain
year 1935,
fiscal
ment,
sufficient to meet, in whole or in
materials sufficient
miscellaneous materials
and miscellaneous
ment, and
part,
requirements
of
the
bureaus
and
offices
offices of the Department in Maximum allotment.
and
bureaus
the
of
requirements
part,
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
not to
exceed in the Maximmalotment.
to exceed
but not
the city of Washington and elsewhere, but
Available for miscelfor m
vaiable
aggregate, $200,000
in value
the close
the fiscal year, and the laneous
of the
close of
at the
expenses.
value at
$200,000 m
aggregate,
for
appropriations
made
for
such
bureaus
and
offices
such
stocks
and
appropriations made for such bureaus
miscellaneous
shall be
be available
to reimburse
reimburse the
the appropriation
appropriation for miscellaneous
available to
shall
further,
Provided further,
expenses
current at
at the
time supplies
are issued: Provided
supplies are
the time
expenses current
Employees, han.
hanEmployees,
the dling,
That
the appropriations
made hereunder shall be available for the
appropriations made
That the
etc., supplies.
storing,
payment
of
salaries
of
employees
engaged
in
purchasing,
purchasing,
payment of salaries of employees engaged in
and
handling, packing,
packing, or
or shipping
of supplies and blank forms, and
shipping of
handling,
a
the
amount of
be charged
proportionately as a
charged proportionately
shall be
salaries shall
such salaries
of such
the amount
forms
blank
of
case
part
of
the
cost
of
supplies
issued,
and
in
the
in
and
issued,
part of the cost of supplies
and
not purchased
this appropriation
appropriation the amount of
from this
purchased from
supplies not
and supplies
such
salaries
shall
be
charged
proportionately
to the proper approproportionately
such salaries shall be charged
Use
central storest
of central
Use of
store- house
priation: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the facilities of the central storeto avoid separate
priation:
units.
units.
be
practicable
extent
house
of
the
Department
shall
to
the
fullest
practicable
be
the
to
house of the Department shall
gg
used to
the maintenance
bureau Segregation
separate bureau
of separate
maintenance of
unnecessary the
of transmake unnecessary
to make
used
egioo.tr
storehouse activities
in the
Department: Provided
further, That a
a acct
Provided further,
the Department:
activities in
storehouse
transfers of funds, or other
separate schedule
schedule of
of expenditures,
other
expenditures, transfers
separate
transactions
be included
in the
annual Budget.
the annual
included in
shall be
hereunder shall
transactions hereunder
RENT
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS IN
IN THE
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
THE DISTRICT
RENT OF

ent.
Rent.
Buildings in the Dis-

For rent of
and parts
parts of
of buildings
in the
of trict.ngsnth
triB
ctuil
. dings in the DisDistrict of
the District
buildings in
buildings and
For rent of buildings
Columbia,
for use
various bureaus,
bureaus, divisions,
divisions, and offices of
of
the various
of the
use of
Columbia, for
the
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $63,000.
the Department
Total, Office
the Secretary,
Secretary, $726,608.
of the
Office of
Total,
OFFICE OF
OF INFORMATION
INFORMATION
OFFICE

Information ()Moe.
Intormatlon Offie.

SALARIES
GENERAL EXPENSES
SALARIES AND GENERAL

For
in connection
with the
publication, indexthe publication,
connection with
expenses in
necessary expenses
For necessary
ing,
illustration,
and
distribution
of
bulletins,
documents, and
and
documents,
bulletins,
of
distribution
and
illustration,
ing,
envelopes,
reports,
including
labor-saving
machinery
envelopes,
supplies,
and
reports, including labor-saving machinery
photographic
stationery
and materials,
materials, office
furniture and fixtures,
fixtures, photographic
office furniture
stationery and
equipment and
materials, artists'
tools and
supplies, telephone
telephone and
and supplies,
artists' tools
equipment and materials,
telegraph
service, freight
freight and
and express
charges; purchase
purchase and mainexpress charges;
telegraph service
expensestenance of
of bicycles;
of manuscripts;
manuscripts; traveling expenses;
purchase of
bicycles; purchase
tenance
provided
e
l
ec
trotypes,
illustrations,
and
expenses
not
otherwise
provi
ded
other
and
electrotypes, illustrations,
for,
$323,641, of
of which
exceed $308,394
$308,394 may be used for
to exceed
not to
which not
for, $323,641,
personal
services in the
the District of Columbia.
personal services

Salaries and expenses.

S

inbrndexp.

PRINTING
AND BINDING
BINDING
PRINTING AND
Printingand binding.

For
and binding
binding for
for the
Agriculture, PrntAdbiG
of Agriculture,
Department of
the Department
printing and
all printing
For all
located
services
and
including
all
of
its
bureaus,
offices,
services
located
institutions,
offices,
bureaus,
its
of
all
including
in Washington, District
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $610,466,
$610,06,
of Columbia,
Washington, District of
in
including the
reprints of
scientific and
technical articles
and technical
of scientific
of reprints
purchase of
the purchase
including
Report of Veterinary
12111 Intertnational
U]r journals; printing
e
1
published
in
periodicals
and
the
proceedings
of national Veterinary
riubludished
proeeding of
the
printing
journals;
and
periodicals
in
published
Confess.
the Twelfth
Veterinary Congress
to be
be held
held in
o of. Secretary.
the CReport
i the
Congress to
International Veterinary
Twelfth International
the
38, p. 61% Vol.
United
during the fiscal
not tto eexceed $11,000;
v
11,000; the $4,Vol.
193, not
year 1935,
fiscal year
States duringed
p. 325. V.S.C., pp.
United States
*s.c
t
Annual
Report
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture,
as
required
the
by
1431,
1424.
required
as
Annual Report of the Secretary of Agrculture,
Act approved
January 12,
12, 1
secs. 111, 21-22,0,
2
title 44, secs.
(U.S.C., title
18955 (U.S.C.,
approved January
Act
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Farmers'
Farmers' bulletins.

Exception.
Exception.

Vol. 40, p. 1270.
1270.
U.S.C., pp. 1421,
1421,
1430.
1430.

ar
Library.
Libr y.

salariesandexpenses.
swarie
,
sandexPertw•

Ofperinent

Experiment Stations
Office,
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257), and in pursuance
222, 241, 244,
214, 257),
pursuance of the Joint
Resolution NumNumJoint Resolution
bered 13, approved March 30, 1906 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 44,
secs. 214,
224),
44, secs.
214, 224),
and also including not to exceed $250,000 for
for farmers'
farmers' bulletins,
bulletins,
which shall'
shall' be adapted
adapted to the interests
interests of the people
different
people of
of the different
sections of the country, an equal proportion
proportion of four-fifths
four-fifths of
of which
which
shall be delivered to or sent out under the addressed
franks furnished
addressed franks
furnished
by the Senators,
Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, and Delegates
Delegates in
they
in Congress,
Congress, as
as they
shall direct, but not including
including work done at the field
field printing
printing plants
plants
of the Weather
Weather Bureau and the Forest Service
Service authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance
approved
accordance with the Act approved
March 1,
1, 1919 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 44, secs.
secs. 111, 220).
220).
Total, Office of Information, $934,107.
LIBRARY,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
Salaries and expenses: For purchase and exchange of
Salaries
of books of
of
reference,
reference, law books, technical
technical and scientific books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and
for expenses
completing imperfect
expenses incurred
incurred in completing
imperfect series;
to exceed
exceed
series; not
not to
$1,200
newspapers, and when authorized
$1,200 for newspapers,
authorized by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture
Agriculture for dues for library membership in societies
or associasocieties or
associations which
which issue publications
publications to members only or
at aa price
to
or at
price to
members
members lower than to subscribers who are
are not members;
members; for
for salaries
salaries
in the city of Washington and elsewhere;
elsewhere; for official traveling
traveling
expenses, and for library fixtures, library cards, supplies,
and for
for all
all
supplies, and
other necessary expenses, $87,812, of which amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$63,738
$63,738 may be expended for personal
personal services in the
the District
of
District of
Columbia.
OFFICE
OF EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT STATIONS
STATIONS
OFFICE OF
PAYMENTS
HAWAII, ALASKA,
PAYMENTS TO STATES,
STATES, HAWAII,
AND PUERTO
PUERTO RICO
FOR AGRICULALASKA, AND
RICO FOR
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT STATIONS
TURAL
STATIONS

Support
of stations.
upportpofstations.
Vol. 24, p. 440.
U.S.C., p. 115.
U.s.c.,.p
11
Vol,
Vol. 12, p. 503.
U.S.C., p..
p. 111.

To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved
To
March 2,
2,
approved
3
9
n2 March
1887 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.., title 7, secs. 362, 363, 365, 368,
377-379), entitled
368, 377-379),
entitled "An
"An
u.s.c.,
SAct to
establish agricultural'
Act
to establish
agricultural! experiment
experiment stations in
connection with
in connection
with
the colleges established
established in the several States under the
provisions of
of
the provisions
an Act approved
approved July 2, 1862 (U.S.C., title 7, secs.
and of
of
sees. 301-308),
301-308), and
the Acts supplementary
the
supplementary thereto , the sums apportioned
apportioned to
to the
the
several States, to
paid
quarterly in
in advance,
$720,000.
to
be
paid
quarterly
advance,
$720,000.
Allotment of addlAtiotmelaprotpriad.
To carry into effect the provisions of
tiOnal
aPPropriations.
of an
an Act
approved March
Act approved
March 16,
16,
Vol.
34, p.
Vol.
U.S.C.,
U. OsP
p. 63,
115.
title 7,
sec. 369),
369), entitled
entitled "An
"An A
ctto
t
o provide
prov id e f
or an
.
1906 (U.8.0.,
(U.S.C,, title
7, see,
Act
for
an
U.S., sP..
increased annual appropriation
appropriation for agricultural
increased
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations
and regulating
expenditure thereof ",
" and Acts supplementary
and
regulating the expenditure
supplementary
thereto,
the sums apportioned
thereto, the
apportioned to the several States to be paid
paid
quarterly in
in advance,
advance, $720,000.
$720,000.
Further allotments.
volrth3ralltents.
To
Vol.
To carry
carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
.s.c., p.115.
authorize
115.
authorize the
the more
more complete
complete endowment. of agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
stations",
stations ", approved
approved February
February 24, 1925 (U.S.C., title 7, secs.
sees. 361,
61,
366, 370, 371, 3T7376,
373-376, 380, 382),
382), $2,880,000.
xtedingbeits
Hawaii:
carry into effect the provisions
Extending benefits to
Hawaii: To
To carry
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled
of an
an Act
Hawaii.
vol. 45,.
Vol.
45, P. 571.
77.
"An Act to extend the benefits of certain
U.S.C.,
Supp.
"An
ce
rt
ai
n Acts
Acts of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the
p.s.C,
2,
sup. vvil'Territory
p.
62.
Territory of Hawaii",
H awa ii "' approved
16, 1928
(U.S.C.,
Supp. VI.
VI,
approved May
May 16,
1928 (U.S
C., Supp.
sees. 386-386b),
title 7, secs.
386-386b), $28,000.
$28,000.
Extension work
in
work in
Alaska:
carry
Alaska.
Alaska :To ca
rry into
i
nt
o effect
eff ec tthe
the provisions
prov i
si
ons of
an Act
entitled "An
"An
of an
Act entitled
Vol.
45, p.
p.Supp.
1256.
oL.45,
U.S.C.,
Act to extend the benefits
benefits o
the H
atch Act
Act and
the Smith-Lever
Smith-Lever
12 . vu, Act
offthe
Iatch
and the
VII Act
Act to the territory
P. 62. , sp
territory of
of Alaska,"
Alaska," a
pp roved February
February 23,
1929 (U.S.C.,
approved
23, 1929
(U.S.C.
Supp. VI, title 7,
T, sec. 386c),
386c), $15,000.
$15,000.
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Puerto Rico:
E
e
x
r
t
t
onZg benefits to
e
Extendingbenei"tsto
provisions of an Act ru
carry into effect the provisions
To carry
Rico: To
Puerto
o
Rico.
Puerto
152.
vol. 46, p.
entitled
"An Act
to coordinate
coordinate the
p..1520.
agricultural experiment station Vol.
the agricultural
Act to
entitled "An
VII,
work and
extend the
the benefits
of certain
certain Acts of Congress to the p. VUS.C." "upp VII,
benefits of
to extend
and to
work
Territory
of
Puerto
Rico
",
approved
March
4,
1931
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
Territory of Puerto Rico approved
386d-386f), $25,000.
secs. 386d-386f),
7, secs.
title 7,
VI, title
In
payments to
for
States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico for
to States,
all, payments
In all,
agricultural
experiment stations, $4,388,000.
agricultural' experiment
.°

Salaries and expenses.
Salariesandexpenses.

EXPENSES
SALARIES AND GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES
SALARIES

To
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to enforce
enforce the provisions
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
sees. 362, 363,
(U.S.C.,
of
the
Acts
approved
March
2,
1887
(U.S.C.,
title 7, secs.
1887
2,
March
approved
of the Acts
375),
sees. 369, 375),
(U.S.C., title 7, secs.
365, 368,
368, 377-379),
March 16, 1906 (U.S.C.,
377-379), March
365,
366, 370,
February
(U.S.C., title
secs. 361,
361, 366,
370, 371,7 373-376,
title 77, sees.
1925 (U.S.C.,
24,
February 24,
Al 1925
secs. 386-386b),
380,
382), May
May 16.
16, 1928
VI, title
title 7, secs.
386-386b),
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
1928 (U.S.C.,
380, 382),
February 23,
23, 1929
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
386c), and March
March
title 7, sec. 386c),
1929 (U.S.C.,
February
amenda4, 1931
386d-386f), and Acts amendasecs. 386d-386f),
7, secs.
title 7,
VI, title
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
1931 (U.S.C.,
4,
tory or
thereto, relative
their administration
administration and
to their
relative to
supplementary thereto,
or supplementary
tory
for
the
administration
of
agricultural
experiment
stations
stations in Hawaii
experiment
agricultural
of
for the administration
and Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, including
employment of
assistants, and
clerks, assistants,
of clerks,
the employment
including the
and
other
persons
in
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
freight
freight and
elsewhere,
and
Washington
of
other persons in the city
express charges,
official traveling
office fixtures,
fixtures, supplies,
expenses, office
traveling expenses,
charges, official
express
apparatus,
and
current, and
electric current,
gas, electric
service, gas,
telephone service,
and telephone
telegraph and
apparatus, telegraph
Secretary
rent
outside of
the District
Columbia, $137,125;
$137,125; and the Secretary
of Columbia,
District of
of the
rent outside
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall prescribe
form of
of the
annual financial
financial
the annual
the form
prescribe the
of
the
whether
statement
required
under
the
above
Acts,
ascertain
whether
ascertain
Acts,
above
the
under
required
statement
expenditures
are in
accordance with
provisions, coordinate
coordinate the
their provisions,
with their
in accordance
expenditures are
work of
the Department
Department of
the State
of the
that of
with that
Agriculture with
of Agriculture
of the
work
agricultural colleges
experiment stations
authorized
the lines authorized
in the
stations in
and experiment
colleges and
agricultural
in said
said Acts,
Acts, and
report thereon
thereon to
to Congress.
Congress.
make report
and make
in
Insular
experiment stations:
stations: To
To enable
the Secretary
of AgriculSecretary of
enable the
Insular experiment
ture to
to establish
and maintain
maintain agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
in
stations in
establish and
ture
Hawaii
Puerto Rico,
Rico, including
including the
of buildings,
buildings, the
erection of
the erection
and Puerto
Hawaii and
preparation,
distribution of
and bulletins,
bulletins,
reports and
of reports
and distribution
illustration, and
preparation, illustration,
and all
all other
expenses, $64,977,
$64,977, as
as bfllows:
llows: $31,162
for
$31,162 for
necessary expenses,
other necessary
and
Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico;
Secretary of
Agriculof Agriculthe Secretary
and the
Rico; and
for Puerto
$33,815 for
Hawaii, and $33,815
ture
to sell
on the
the land
land
obtained on
are obtained
as are
products as
such products
sell such
authorized to
is authorized
ture is
belonging to
the agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
and
Hawaii and
in Hawaii
stations in
to the
belonging
Puerto Rico,
and
the
amount
obtained
from
the
sale
thereof
shall
shall
thereof
sale
the
from
obtained
amount
Puerto Rico, and the
be covered
covered into
of the
the United
United States
miscellaneous
as miscellaneous
States as
Treasury of
the Treasury
into the
be

receipts.
receipts.
In
salaries and
and expenses,
$202,102.
expenses, $202,102.
all, salaries
In all,
Total, Office
of which
which amount
amount
$4,590,102, of
Stations, $4,590,102,
Experiment Stations,
of Experiment
Office of
Total,
not
$126,792 may
be expended
expended for
personal services
in
services in
for personal
may be
exceed $126,792
to exceed
not to
the
District of
Columbia, and
not to
exceed $750
$750 shall be available
to exceed
and not
of Columbia,
the District
for the
purchase of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
passengerhorse-drawn passengerand horse-drawn
the purchase
for
carrying vehicles
necessary in
in the
of field
field work
outside the
work outside
conduct of
the conduct
vehicles necessary
carrying
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District
EXTENSION SERVICE
SERVICE
EXTENSION

8UPP.

Administration
of
of
Adminstration
stations, etc. 40
Vol. 24, p. 440; Vol.
34, p. 63; Vol. 43, p.
43,571,
4b;.ir;vo4
970;
Vol. 45, pp.
1256; Vol. 46,
p. 1520.
1520.
p.
46,
Vol.
1256;
U.S.C., p. 115; Supp.
Supp.
VII, p. 62.

Vol. 24, p 4 ;
Vol.

VIp. 62.

5

Territorial and insuTerritorial and
lar possessions.

insu-

ons.

la

Outside
rent.
Outside rent.
Annual
financial
financial
Annual
statements, forms.

statements, orms.

Insular
stations.

experiment
atnrexperiment

Allotments.
Allotments.
Sale of products; use
of products; us
of Sale
receipts.

of receipts.

Vehicles for field
Vehicles for ild
work.

Extension Service.

Extension Servie.

PAYMENTS TO
STATES, HAWAII,
AND ALASKA
ALASKA
HAWAII, AND
TO STATES,
PAYMENTS
Cooperative

exten-

Bets
oOiso
d work
For cooperative
agricultural extension
work, to
to be
allotted, paid, sion
allotments.
be allotted,
extension work,
cooperative agricultural
For
and expended
in
the
same
manner,
upon
the
same
terms
and
condicondiand
terms
same
the
upon
manner,
and expended in the same
Vol. 38, p.
Volvol.
3
tions,
under the
same supervision
supervision as
Vol 38
appropria- 45,p.
571,p.711.
additional appropriathe additional
as the
the same
and under
tions, and
1.5.C.,
p.
114
StIPP•
tions made
made by
by the
the Act
of May
8, 1914
7, secs.
341-348),
sO.pp
T.p. 61. .
sees. 341-348),
title 7,
(U.S.C., title
1914 (U.S.C.,
May 8,
Act of
tions
entitled "An
provide for
for cooperative
extension vn.P-.
agricultural extension
cooperative agricultural
to provide
Act to
"An Act
entitled
work between the
colleges in
the several
several States
States receivreceivin the
agricultural colleges
work between the agricultural
ing
an Act
July 2,
1862 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
2, 1862
approved July
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
of an
benefits of
the benefits
ing the
372

472
472
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CONGRESS.
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SESS.
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CH. 89.
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title
secs. 301-308),
of Acts
Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto,
thereto, and
and the
the
301-308), and
and of
title 7,
7, sees.
United
Department of
and all
all
Agriculture", $1,580,000;
$1,580,000; and
States Department
of Agriculture",
United States
sums appropriated
appropriated by
by.this
for use
for demonstration
demonstration or
extenor extenthis Act
Act for
use for
sums
Use
as
mutually sion
Use as
mutually
sion work within
within any State
State shall be used and expended
expended in accordance
accordance
agreed upon.
with plans
agd upon.
plans mutually
mutually agreed upon by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
receives
and the
the proper
proper officials of
of the college
college in
in such State
State which receives
Proviso.
proviso.
the benefits of said Act of May 8, 1914: Provided, That of the above
County agents.
appropriation
more than
than $300,000
shall be
be expended
expended for
for purposes
purposes
not more
$300,000 shall
ounty agents.
appropriation not
other than salaries
salaries of county
county agents.
agents.
Further
Further cooperation
cooperation
To enable the Secretary-of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the
with State colleges.
Vol.
12,
503; Vol:
Vol. provisions
for the further
voW.
2, p.a3;
provisions of
of the
entitled "An Act
Act to provide
provide for
the Act entitled
further
115... p.
45, p.
p. development of agricultural extension work between the agricultural
p. 372;
71.
372; Vol.
vol 45,
development
agricultural
agricultural
If.S.C., p.
p. 1;
111; supp
Supp. colleges in the several States receiving the benefits of the Act entitled
U.sC-.,
VII, p. 61.
I, . 61.
'An Act donating
donating public lands to the several States and Territories
which may p_rovide
agriculture and
provide colleges for the benefit
benefit of agriculture
mechanic arts',
arts' approved
title 7, secs.
301—
mechanic
approved July 2, 1862 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
sees. 301308),
and all
Acts supplementary
thereto, and
and the
the United
United States
States
308), and
all Acts
supplementary thereto,
Department of Agriculture
May 22, 1928 (U.S.C.,
Department
Agriculture ", approved
approved May
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI,
VI title 7, secs.
sees. 343a, 343b),
343b), $1,480,000.
Extension work
in
work in
Alaska:
carry into effect
Extension
Alaska: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
effect
Alaska.
Vol. 45, p.
1256.
vol.45,
the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend
p.1256.
benefits
extend the benefits
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
of the
the Hatch
and the
the Smith-Lever
Territory of
Act to
Smith-Lever Act
to the
the Territory
of
upp.VII Of
Hatch Act and
p.62C.,
p. 62.
Alaska",
Alaska" approved
approved February
February 23, 1929 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 7,
sec. 386c),
386c), $12,000.
Additional cooperacooperative
Additional
cooperative agricultural
agricultural extension
extension work: For addiaddiAdditional
oersaiAdditional
tive extension work.
tional cooperative
cooperative agricultural
agricultural extension work, including employment
ment of specialists
specialists in economics
economics and marketing,
marketing, to be allotted and
paid by
by the
Secretary. of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
States and
and the
the Secretary
to the
the several
several States
the
Territory
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii in such amounts as he may deem necessary
necessary to
to
$1,000,000.
accomplish such purposes, $1,000,000.
In all, payments
Hawaii, and Alaska for agricultural
In
payments to States,
States, Hawaii,
agricultural
extension
extension work,
work, $4,072,000.
SALARIES
AND GENERAL
SALARIES AND
GENERAL EXPENSES
Administrative
penize3.

necessary expenses
General administrative
General
administrative expenses:
expenses: For necessary
expenses for genadministrative purposes, including personal services
services in the
eral administrative
the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $12,426.
$12,426.
Farmers'
cCOWraFarmers' cooperative
demonstration work:
For farmers'
farmers' cooperacooperawork: For
Farmers'
cooperative demonstration
eoper aFarme
rive
work.
tive demonstration
demonstration work, including special suggestions
suggestions of plans and
effective dissemination
methods for more effective
work
dissemination of the results of the work
of the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture and the agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
stations and of improved
improved methods
methods of agricultural practice,
practice, at
at farmers' institutes and in agricultural
agricultural instruction,
instruction, and
such work
work
and for
for such
on Govenunent
Government reclamation
reclamation projects,
projects, and for personal
personal services in
i
the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere, supplies, and all other
other necesr
oti
gi, ontrib.
tribu- sary
sary expenses,
$084,648: Prozided,
Provided, That
expense of such service
That the expense
expenses, $684,648:
po
tis withinMI6
tate utions
ac- shall be defrayed from this appropriation
appropriation and such cooperative
gpted. as may be voluntarily
oepted.
funds
voluntarily contributed
contributed by State, county, and
municipal
municipal agencies, associations
associations of farmers, and individual
individual farmers.
farmers,
universities, colleges,
colleges boards
of trade,
trade, chambers
chamberso
other
universities,
boards of
off commerce
commerce,,other
local associations of business men, business organizations, and
individuals within the State.
State.
Agricultural exhibits
exhibits Agricultural
Agricultural exhibits at fairs:
enable
ataaeltrl
fairs.
fairs :To
To ena
ble the
th e Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriAgriculture to make suitable agricultural exhibits at State, interstate, and
international fairs held within the United States; for the purchase
of necessary supplies and equipment;
equipment: for telephone
telephone and telegraph
service, freight and express charges; for travel, and for every other
other
expense necessary,
necessary. including the employment of assistanc
assistance in or
outside the city of Washington,
Washington, $66510.
$66,10.
padminqstrtve

ex-
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Cooperative
cooperation with appropriate
appropriate offiFor cooperation
forestry: For
farm forestry:
Cooperative farm
to assist
agencies
suitable
other
cials
of
the
various
agencies
with
or
States
various
cials of the
the owners
owners of
of farms
establishing, improving, and renewing wood
in establishing,
farms in
the
lots,
and other valuable forest growth, and
windbreaks, and
belts, windbreaks,
shelter belts,
lots, shelter
in
and renewing
provisions
renewing useful timber crops under the provisions
growing and
in growing
of
entitled "An Act to provide for the protection
protection
5 of the Act entitled
of section 5
of
forest lands,
for the
the reforestation
reforestation of
of denuded areas, for the extenlands, for
of forest
sion
national forests, and for other purposes, in order to promote
of national
sion of
the
continuous
chiefly suitable thereproduction of timber on lands chiefly
the continuous production
for
approved June
1924 (U.S.C., title 16, secs. 564-570, including
7, 1924
June 7,
", approved
for ",
personal
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $51,354.
$51,354.
personal services
In all,
and expenses, $814,938, of which amount not to
salaries and
all, salaries
In
District
exceed $405,946
expended for personal services in the District
be expended
may be
$405,946 may
exceed
of Columbia.
Total, Extension
Extension Service, $4,886,938.
Total,
Agriculture, $11,225,567.
Grand total, office
Secretary of Agriculture,
$11,225,567.
office of the Secretary
Grand
WEATHER
BUREAU
WEATHER BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES
SALARIES
SALARIES AND GENERAL

For carrying
of Columbia
elsewhere
Columbia and elsewhere
District of
the District
in the
effect in
into effect
carrying into
For

Cooperative
farm forforCooperative farm
estry.
Wood
lots, etc.
Wood lots,

Timbercrop.

Timber crops.
Vol. 43, p. 654.
U.S.C., p. 427.

vol. , p. 54
P7

t he
Services
i the
Services in
trict.

Dis

Weather Bureau.
Bureau.
Weather
General
expenses.
General expenses.
Classification of.

Classification of.

the
in
the United
States, in the
the West Indies, in the Panama Canal, the
United States,
in the
Hawaiian
Caribbean
Sea,
and
on
adjacent
Hawaiian
Islands,
the
in
coasts,
adjacent
on
and
Sea,
Caribbean
Vol. 26, p. 653.
in Bermuda,
Bermuda, and
and in
in Alaska
provisions of
of an
Act approved
approved U.S.C.,
Vol- p.p. 381..
an Act
the provisions
Alaska the
in
October 1,
(U.S.C., title 15, secs.
secs. 311-313,
311-313, 317),
317), so far as they
1890 (U.S.C.,
1. 1890
October
relate
to the
the weather
Department of
of
transferred thereby to the Department
service transferred
weather service
relate to
Agriculture, and
and the
amendment thereof
thereof contained
(e)
contained in section 55 (e)
the amendment
Agriculture,

Air Service reports.

observers,
casters, local
local forecasters,
meteorologists, section directors, observers,
forecasters, meteorologists,
casters,

Personalservi

ir Service reports.

Vol. 44, p. 571.
. 57vn.
of the
the Air
Commerce Act
Supp. VI, title 15, sec. voU.S.C., Supp.
VII, p.
(U.S.C., Supp.
of 1926 (U.S.C.,
Act of
Air Commerce
of
313), for
for the
the employment
employment of
of professors
professors of
district fore- 262.
262.
meteorology, district
of meteorology,
313),
Personal services.

apprentices,
instrument makers, fore
mechanics, instrument
skilled mechanics,
operators, skilled
apprentices, operators,
pressmen,
men,
assistant
foremen,
proofreaders,
compositors,
pressmen, lithcompositors,
proofreaders,
foremen,
men, assistant
ographers,
and feeders,
feeders, repair
repair men,
men, station
station agents, messengers,
messengers,
folders and
ographers, folders
other
and other
men,
display
observers,
messenger
boys,
special
observers,
men,
specia
laborers,
messenger boys,
necessary
employees; for
for fuel,
fuel, gas,
and express
express
freight and
electricity, freight
gas electricity,
necessary employees;
charges, furniture,
furniture, stationary,
stationary,'1 ice, dry goods, twine, mats, oil, paints,
charges,
glass, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
and washing
advertising; for
washing towels; for advertising;
hardware, and
glass,
the purchase
purchase,
subsistence,
and
care
of
horses
vehicles,
and
horses
purchase, subsistence, and care of
instruments,
and
repair
of
harness,
for
official
purposes
only;
for
purposes
official
for
harness,
of
and repair
shelters, apparatus,
apparatus, storm-warning
towers and
repairs thereto; for
for
and repairs
storm-warning towers
shelters,
existing
to
rent
of
offices;
for
repair,
alterations,
and
improvements
existing
and
alterations,
repair,
for
rent of offices;
buildings and
and care
care and
of grounds,
including the congrounds, including
preservation of
and preservation
buildings
struction
of
necessary
outbuildings
and
sidewalks
streets,
on public streets,
sidewalks
and
outbuildings
struction of necessary
abutting
and the
the erection
erection of temporary
grounds; and
Bureau grounds;
Weather Bureau
abutting Weather
buildings
for living
living quarters
quarters of
of observers;
traveling
official traveling
observers; for official
buildings for
expenses;
for telephone
telephone rentals,
rentals, and
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning,
for telegraphing,
and for
expenses; for
and cabling
to be
be fixed
fixed by the
Secretary
the Secretary
rates to
messages, rates
and messages,
reports and
cabling reports
and
performing the
of Agriculture
Agriculture by
by agreement
with the companies
companies performing
agreement with
of
service; for
the maintenance
Weather Bureau teleand repair of Weather
maintenance and
for the
service;
graph, telephone,
and cable
cable lines;
lines; and
and for
every other
expenditure
other expenditure
for every
telephone, and
graph,
of
required for
establishment, equipment,
maintenance of
equipment, and maintenance
the establishment,
for the
required
meteorological offices
offices and
and stations
stations and
for the
weather
issuing of weather
the issuing
and for
meteorological
forecasts and
and warnings
cold waves,
frosts, and heavy
heavy
waves, frosts,
storms, cold
of storms,
warnings of
forecasts
snows, the
gaging
and
measuring
of
the
flow
of
rivers
and
the
and
rivers
of
flow
the
of
measuring
snows, the gaging and
issuing of
of river
river forecasts
observations and reports
for observations
warnings; for
and warnings;
forecasts and
issuing
relating
to crops,
and for
for other
other necessary
and reports,
observations and
necessary observations
crops, and
relating to
1

original
in original.
So in

Contingent expenses.

contingentexpena.

Telegraphing, etc.
etc.

Tegraphing,

Issuing forecasts and
an'"
warnings.

S'
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with
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and
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cooperation with other bureaus
including cooperation
bureaus of the Government
Government and
-i*

*

j *

^

societies and
of learning
for the
the dissemination
of
dissemination of
learning for
societies
and institutions
institutions of

meteorological information
information as follows:
follows:
meteorological
General administrative
General
administrative expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative
administrative purposes,
purposes, including
the salary
of chief
of bureau
bureau
salary of
chief of
eral
including the

and
personal services in
District of
Columbia, $112,857.
and other personal
in the
the District
of Columbia,
$112,857.
General
weather service and research:
General weather
research: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incicollecting and disseminating meteorological,
meteorological,iclimatological,
climatological,
dent to collecting
marine information, and for investigations
investigations in
n meteorology,
and marine
meteorology,
climatology,
aerology in the District
climatology, seismology,
seismology, evaporation,
evaporation, and
and aerology
District of
Weather relationship
investigations
elsewhere,
$3,815
oeather
reelationship
Columbia
Columbia
and
elsewhere,
including
for
investigations
of the
forest fires.
to forest
fireS.
Vol. 45, p. 701.
01.
relationship of weather
relationship
weather conditions to forest fires, under
under section
section 66
Supp. VII, p.
32.s..,sup.
of the Act approved
approved May 22, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 16, sec.
327.
International Metewhich not to exceed $800 may be expended
expended for
Iterinationa
Mete- 581e),
581e), $1,806,519,
$1,806,519, of which
orological Committee.
ologicl
Co tte. the contribution
contribution of the United States to the cost of the office of the
secretariat
not
secretariat of the International
International Meteorological
Meteorological Committee, and
and not
to exceed $10,000 may be expended
expended for the maintenance
maintenance of a
a printing
office
Washington for the printing
weather maps,
maps,
office in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
printing of
of weather
Provin.
circulars, forms,
That
publications: Provided,
Provided, That
forms, and
and other
other publications:
ining restriction.
restriction bulletins,
bulletins, circulars,
Printing
no printing shall be done by the Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau that can be done
at the Government
without impairing
service
Government Printing Office without
impairing the service
of said Bureau.
Horticultural protecHorticultural
protection: For investigations,
investigations, observations,
tortfcultu'l
Horticultural protection:
protee
observations, and
tion.
reports, forecasts, warnings,
warnings, and advices for the protection
Itortireports,
protection of horticultural interests,
interests, $31,857.
$31,857.
cultural
Aerological stations.
Aerologieal
maintenance of stations for observing,
Aerology: For the maintenance
observing, measuring, and investigating
investigating atmospheric
atmospheric phenomena, including
including salaries
and other expenses, in
and elsewhere,
in the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere,
$1,081,059.
$1,081,059.
Total, Weather Bureau,
Bureau, $3,032,292, of which
which amount not
exceed
not to
to exceed
$420,850
expended for personal
personal services in the District of
of
$420,850 may be expended
Columbia.
General
weather
General
weather
service and research.

Animal Industry Bureau.

BUREAU OF ANIMAL
INDUSTRY
BUREAU
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
SALARIES AND
AND GENERAL
SALARIES
GENERALxEXPENSES

General
expenses.
For carrying out the provisions of the Act approved May 29,
Geneal
expenses.
Vol.
23, p.
31.
pp.37,63.
117, 631. 1884 (U.S.C., title
sec. 391; title 21, secs. 112-119, 130), establishVol. 26, p. 833.
p.
jug a Bureau of Animal Industry, and the provisions of the Act
p. 1444.
1444.
Vol.
414; Vol. approve d M arch 3, 18 91 (U.S.C., title 45, secs. 75, 76), providing
Vol. 26p.
2, p. 414;

u.S..,ipp.
U.Sc.,

32.s.7.:
7
8
1
.; pp.
PP ,

821C
P.

OD.

For carrying out the provisions of the Act approved May 29,
1884 (U.S.C., title 7,
7, sec. 391; title 21, sees. 112-119, 130), establishJig a Bureau of Animal Industry, and the provisions of the Act
Vol. approved March 3, 1891 (U.S.C., title 45, secs. 75, 76), providing
30,031,
830,
31, for the safe
treatment of
export cattle
cattle from
safe transport and
and humane treatment
of export
6

the United States to foreign countries, and for other purposes;
purposes; the
the
Act approved
Act
approved August 30,
30, 1890 (U.S.C., title 21, sees.
secs. 101-105),
101-105), providing for the importation
States and
and
importation of animals into the United States,
for other purposes; and the provisions of
app rove d Februiebruof the Act approved
dt ses. ary 2, 1903 (U.S.C.,
ContagioUS
(U.S.C., title 21, sees.
120-122), to enable the
oontngiOUS
diS09sAS.
secs. 111-113,
111-113, 120-122),
Vol. 33 p. 1284.
u.s.c., . 633.
Secretary of Agriculture
effectually suppress
633.
Secretary
Agriculture to more effectually
suppress and prevent
prevent
the spread of contagious
contagious and infectious diseases of livestock, and
for other purposes; and also the provisions of the Act approved
approved
Cattle quarantine.
(atli
March 3, 1905 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 21, secs. 123-128),
to enable
the Secretary
Secretary
quarantine.
123-128), to
enable the
Agriculture
quarantine districts, to
of Agric
ulture to establish and maintain
maintain quarantine
permit and regulate the movement of cattle and other livestock
livestock
Twenty-eight hour
therefrom and
for other purposes
purposes;•and for carrying
Twenty -eight h
our therefrom,
and for
carrying out the proVol. 34, p.07.
p. 607.
Vol.34,
visions of
of the Act of June 29, 1906 (U.S.C., title 45, secs.
71-74),
sees. 71-74),
p. 1444.
S.C. p 1444.
entitled "An Act to prevent cruelty to animals while in
in transit by
nimnalviroes,
ete. railroad or other means of transportation"; and for carrying
Animal
viruses, ate.
carrying out
vol.
37 p. 833
S.c., P.
the provisions of the Act approved
p.8a3.
BBL
approved March 4, 1913 (U.S.C., title 21,
sees. 151-158),
secs.
151-158), regulating the preparation, sale, barter, exchange,
exchange, or
shipment of any virus, serum, toxin, or analogous products manumanu2.
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factured in
in the
United States and the importation of such products p
the United
factured
ck
Packers
Sto aekrs and Stockintended for
for use
in the treatment of domestic animals; and for yards
use in
intended
Act.
p. 159.
carrying out
Stockyards Act, Vol. 42, p.
of the Packers and Stockyards
provisions of
the provisions
out the
carrying
p. 102.
c.,liveoslecing,P
to U.S.C.,
181-229);;and to
approved
August 15,
(U.S.C. ' title 7, secs. 181-229)
15, 1921 (U.S.C.,
Collecting,
etc.,
liveapproved August
information.
information.
stock
infordisseminate
and
enable the
disseminate
Agriculture to collect
Secretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
enable
prepare and
mation
concerning livestock
livestock and animal products; to prepare
and
mation concerning
Payofemployees.
of employees.
disseminate reports
industry; to employ and pay from Pay
animal industry;
on animal
reports on
disseminate
Washcity
in
the
apropriation
herein
made
as
persons
the
of
many
as
made
herein
1
the apropriation
Tuberculin, se
serums,

Tuberculin
ington
necessary; to purchase in the etc.
elsewhere as he may deem necessary;
or elsewhere
ington or
analor
antitoxins,
open
market
samples
of
all
tuberculin,
serums,
antitoxins,
tuberculin,
all
of
open market samples
ogous products,
products, of
foreign or domestic manufacture,
manufacture, which are sold
sold
of foreign
ogous
in the
the United
for the
the detection,
prevention, treatment, or
detection, prevention,
States, for
United States,
in
cure
of diseases
of domestic
animals, to test the same, and to disdomestic animals,
diseases of
cure of
seminate
the results
results of
of said
tests in
in such manner as he may deem
said tests
seminate the
Purchase and
and dede
Prchase
best;
to
purchase
and
destroy
diseased
or
exposed animals, including struction
or exposed
diseased
destroy
and
purchase
best; to
of diseased
animals.
essential
judgment
his
in
animals.
poultry,
same whenever
the same
quarantine the
or quarantine
poultry, or
Pleuropneumonia,
to prevent
prevent the
spread of
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosis, contagious etc.'Pleuropneumonia
of pleuropneumonia,
the spread
to
to
poultry diseases,
diseases, or
other diseases
diseases of
of animals
from one State to
animals from
or other
poultry
another, as
follows:
as follows:
another,
Chief
bureau, and
and
ofbureau,
hief of
General administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: For
necessary expenses for gen- office
For necessary
General
personnel.
eoel
bureauoe
of
chief
eral
administrative
purposes,
including
the
of
bureau
salary
the
eral administrative purposes, including
and other
other personal
personal services
in the
District of Columbia, $162,185.
$162,185.
the District
services in
and
r
Inspection andqua
and quarInspection
Inspection
and quarantine:
For inspection
inspection and
quarantine work, antine
and quarantine
quarantine: For
Inspection and
work.
antwok.
in
scabies
including
all
necessary
expenses
for
the
eradication
of
scabies
of
eradication
the
for
expenses
necessary
all
including
sheep and
and cattle,
cattle, the
the inspection
supervision
southern cattle, the supervision
of southern
inspection of
sheep
of
the
transportation
of
livestock,
and
the inspection
inspection of
vessels, the
of vessels,
the
and
livestock,
of
of the transportation
execution
of the
the twenty-eight
twenty-eight hour
law, the
inspection and quaranthe inspection
hour law,
execution of
establishment and maintine
of imported
imported animals,
including the
the establishment
animals, including
tine of
tenance of
of quarantine
quarantine stations
and repairs,
repairs, alterations,
improvealterations, improvestations and
tenance
ments,
or additions
buildings thereon;
thereon; the
inspection work relative
the inspection
to buildings
additions to
ments, or
to the
the existence
and the
the mallein
mallein testing
of
testing of
diseases, and
contagious diseases,
of contagious
existence of
to
animals, $622,090.
$622,090.
animals,
Eradicating t
uboreutubercuiradicating
Eradicating tuberculosis:
tuberculosis: For
investigating the diseases of tuber- losis.
For investigating
Eradicating
l
for
culosis
and
paratuberculosis
of
animals,
and
avian
tuberculosis,
tuberculosis,
avian
culosis and paratuberculosis of animals, and
their
control and
for the
of animals.,
animals,
testing of
tuberculin testing
the tuberculin
eradication, for
and eradication,
their control
and
for researches
concerning the
causes of
of the
diseases, their modes
modes
the diseases,
the causes
researches concerning
and for
Methods, etc.
etc.
of
spread, and
and methods
methods of
of treatment
including Method.
prevention, including
and prevention,
treatment and
of spread,
demonstrations,
the
formation
of
organizations,
and
such
other
demonstrations, the formation of organizations, and such other
cooperation
in cooperation
means as
as may
may be
necessary, either
independently or in
either independently
be necessary,
means
with
farmers,
associations,
or
State,
Territory,
or
county
authorauthorcounty
or
Territory,
State,
or
associations,
farmers,
with
ities, $4,042,179,
$4,042,179, of
of which
shall be
adminisaside for adminisset aside
be set
$1,042,179 shall
which $1,042,179
ities,
trative and
operating expenses
expenses and
$3,000,000 for
payment of
for the payment
and $3,000,000
and operating
trative
Prorisos.
an.
or antdee
of thistIndemnit
indemnities:
That in
carrying out
the purpose
purpose
ani.
Indemnities
ies for
out the
in carrying
tltuof
Provided, That
indemnities: Provided,
mals destroyed.
malsdestroyed.
i
Agriculture
appropriation,
if
in
the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
it
of
Secretary
the
of
opinion
the
appropriation, if in
shall
necessary to
destroy tuberculous
or paratubertuberculous or
and destroy
condemn and
to condemn
be necessary
shall be
culous
cattle,
if
such
animals
have
been
destroyed,
condemned,
or
condemned,
destroyed,
been
have
animals
such
culous cattle, if
die
after condemnation,
he may,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, and
and in
in accordance
accordance
may, in
condemnation, he
die after
with such
such rules
and regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, expend
expend in
the
in the
regulations as
rules and
with
city of
of Washington
Washington or
as he
shall determine
to
determine to
he shall
sums as
such sums
elsewhere such
or elsewhere
city
be
necessary,
within
the
limitations
above
provided,
for
the
payment
payment
the
for
provided,
above
be necessary, within the limitations
of
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
animals, Cooperation with
such animals,
of such
owners of
of owners
for the
indemnities, for
of indemnities,
with
in
with such
counties, or
or municimunici- States,
tooperation
etcTerritories, counties,
States, Territories,
such States,
cooperation with
in cooperation
with
palities,
as
shall
by
law
or
by
suitable
action
in
keeping
its
keeping
in
action
suitable
by
or
law
by
shall
as
palities,
authority in
in the
the matter,
by rules
regulations adopted and
and regulations
rules and
and by
matter, and
authority
enforced i
n pursuance
thereof,
provide
inspection
of tuberculous
tuberculous or
or
of
inspection
provide
thereof,
enforced in pursuance
paratuberculous
and for
for compensation
compensation to
cattle so
so
of cattle
owners of
to owners
cattle and
paratuberculous cattle
condemned, but
but no
no part
of
the
money
hereby
appropriated
shall
be
be
shall
appropriated
hereby
money
part of the

condemned,
2

So in
in original.
So
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used
cattle except
except in
in cooperation
cooperation
used in
in compensating
compensating owners
owners of
of such
such cattle
with
and supplementary
supplementary to
payments to
be 'node
by State,
State, Territory,
with and
to payments
to be
made by
Territory,
county,
or municipality
municipality where
condemnation of
such cattle
cattle shall
shall
county, or
where condemnation
of such
take
shall any
made hereunder
hereunder as
take place,
place, nor
nor shall
any payment
payment be
be made
as compensacompensation
or on
on account
of any
any such
if at
at the
time of
tion for
for or
account of
such animal
animal if
the time
of inspection
inspection
or
at the
the time
time of
thereof, it
it shall
belong .to
to
or test,
test, or
or at
of condemnation
condemnation thereof,
shall belong
any person,
to which
or be upon the
the premises of
of any
person, firm,
firm, or
or corporation
corporation to
which
it
has been
sold, shipped,
purpose of
it has
been sold,
shipped, or
or delivered
delivered for
for the
the purpose
of being
being
payslaught er ed :Provided
Providedf
arth er, That
Th ato
ut of
money -hereby
hereby appropay- slaughtered:
further,
out
of the
the money
appropriated no payment as compensation
compensation for any cattle
cattle condemned
condemned for
for
slaughter
slaughter shall exceed one
one third of
apof the
the difference
difference between
between the
the apand the
the value
value of
of the
the salvage
thereof;
praised value of
of such
such cattle and
salvage thereof;
that no payment hereunder
hereunder shall exceed the
the amount paid or
or to be
the State, Territory, county,
county, and
and municipality
municipality where
the
paid by the
where the
animal shall be condemned;
that in
in no
case shall
shall any
payment hereanimal
condemned; that
no case
any payment
hereunder be more than $25 for any
any grade
or more
$50
grade animal
animal or
more than
than $50
for any purebred animal, and that no payment shall
shall be made
made unless
unless

the
owner
has
complied
with
allalawful
quarantine
regulations.
theEowner
ra di cati
has
ng complied
ca ttl e ti ck
with
s: For
all
lawful
ll necessary
quarantine
expenses
regulations.
for the eradiEradicating cattle ticks: For all necessary expenses for the eradication of southern cattle
cattle ticks, $562,007,
$562,007, of which $150,000
$150,000 shall
shall
Proviso.
Limitation on Pur- be
be immediately
immediately available:
upon the
the written
writt en
except upon
That, except
Provided, That,
available: Provided,
Priono.
chases.
order of the
chases,
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture. no
shall be used for the purchase of animals or
purchase of
of
or in
in the purchase
materials
materials for or in the construction
construction of dipping vats
not
vats upon
upon land
land not
owned solely by the United States, except at
expositions
at fairs or
or expositions
where the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture makes exhibits or demonstrations; nor shall any part of this appropriation be used in the purpurchase of materials
materials or mixtures for use in dipping vats except
except in
experimental or
carried on
on by
the officials
officials or
or
experimental
or demonstration
demonstration work
work carried
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal
agents of the
Animal Industry.
Industry.
Animalhusbandry.
Animal husbandry.
Animal husbandry:
husbandry: For all necessary
necessary expenses for
ati ons
for investig
investigations
Feeding, breeding, an d experi
ments i
n an i
mal hus b
andry; for experiments in animal
for experiments in animal
animal
husbandry;
in
reeding, and experiments
etceding,
etc.,
experiments.
feeding and breeding, including
including cooperation with
agriculwith the State agricultural experiment
experiment stations and other agencies, including repairs and
additions to and erection
of buildings
absolutely necessary
carry
erection of
buildings absolutely
necessary to
to carry
on the experiments,
employment of labor in the city
experiments, including the employment
of Washington and elsewhere, rent outside of the
the District
District of
of ColumColumBig Springs,
Tex., bia,
other necessary
necessary
$592,675, including
in cl
udi ng $12 ,
500
dEin
ts:te,,x
bia, and
and all
all other
expenses, $592,675,
$12,500
demonstratIous,
etc.
ry expenses,
for livestock experiments and demonstrations at Big Springs and/or
and/or
Condition.
elsewhere
Condition,
elsewhere in Texas, to be available
available only when the State of Texas,
or other cooperating
cooperating agency in
shall have
have appropriated
appr opri
at
ed an
in Texas
Texas shall
an
equal
equal amount or, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
shall have
have furnished
equivalent in
for the
in value in cooperation for
its equivalent
shall
furnished its
Prociao.
Poultry
same purpose
during the
the fiscal
fiscal y
ear en di ng June 30, 1935: Provided
feai etc.
oel feeding,
ete. same
purpose during
year
ending June 30, 1985: Proided,
That of
of the
the sum
sum thus
thus approp
ri
at
ed $148,430
$148,43 0 may
may be
be used
used for
for experiThat
appropriated
experifeeding and breeding.
ments in poultry feeding
Animal disease
t inveses
Animal d seasei
Diseases of
scientificc h
animals: For all
investigations.
of animals:
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for scientifi
ives Beltsville,
tigations
animals, incl
udi ng the
the construction
construct i
on of
of necesneceseeltsvile, Md.
tigations of
of diseases
diseases of
of animals,
including
me., etasary buildings
buildings at
at Beltsville,
Beltsville, Maryland,
Maryl an d, the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
sta- sary
the bureau
bureau
n.Bethesda Md.,
tioBethesda,
experiment station at Bethesda,
Bethesda, Maryland,
M aryl an d, and
an d the
necessary
expenses for investigations of tuberculin,
Proviso.
tuberculin ,serums, ant
i
toxins, and
antitoxins,
Contagions
Provided, Th
at of
of said
said sum
480
ontagos abortion
bortion analogous
analogous products,
products, $336,949:
$336,949: Provided,
That
sum $68
$68,480
animags.
of
may be used
used for
and
of animals.
for researches concerning
concerning the cause, modes
mo d
es of
ofspread,
spread 'and
methods of
of treatment
treatment and
reven ti on o
offthe disease of contagious
prevention
and p
methods
of animals.
animals.
abortion of
flog cholera fmvestiog choo
inveatiEradicating
gations,
ete.
Eradicating hog cholera:
chol
era: For investigating
investigating the disease of hog
Eradicating cattle

Eradicating cattle
tk.

cholera
swine diseases,
and for their control or
or eradicaeradicacholera and
and related
related swine
diseases, and

demonstrations,
including demonstrations,
tion by such means as may be necessary, including
other
either indethe formation of organizations,
organizations, and oth
er methods,
me th od
s, either
bade-,
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pendently or
or in
cooperation with farmers'
farmers' associations,
associations, State or
in cooperation
pendently

g tradee inin
county authorities,
$340,515: Provided,
of said
$198,263 Pr°
"
sum $198,263
said sum
That of
Provided, That
authorities, $340,515:
county
Regulating
ilesgeg
etc. trade
shall be
expenditure in
carrying out the provisions ofinviruses,
vie
in carrying
for expenditure
available for
be available
shall
Vol. 37, p. 832
68

S2
l.7,p.
the
Act approved
March 4, 1913 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 21, secs.
151-158), u.s.c.,
p. 834
sees. 151-158),
approved March
the Act
exchange, or shipment of
regulating
preparation, sale,
sale, barter, exchange,
the preparation,
regulating the
any
serum, toxin,
manufactured in the
analogous product manufactured
or analogous
toxin, or
virus, serum,
any virus,
United
States and
and the
the importation
such products intended for use Pathological reof such
importation of
United States
Pathological resaid searches.
further, That of said
Provided further,
in
treatment of
domestic animals: Provided
of domestic
the treatment
in the
cause,
the cause,
sum $25,520
$25,520 shall be available for researches
researches concerning
concerning the
sum
modes of
of spread,
and prevention
prevention of these
treatment and
of treatment
methods of
and methods
spread, and
modes
diseases.
diseases.
Eradicating
dourine: For
For all
the investigainvestiga- Eradicating dourine.
for the
expenses for
necessary expenses
all necessary
Eradicating dourine:
tion,
treatment,
and
eradication
dourme,
$7,871.
dourine,
of
eradication
and
tion, treatment,
e
r
ad StockPackers
For necessary
necessary expenses in carrying yaPake
PrIst and
Act: For
Stockyards Act:
and Stockyards
Packers and
1.
out the
provisions
of
the
Packers
and
Stockyards
Act,
approved
YaVol.42p.
cil. 42, P.159.
approved
Act,
Stockyards
and
Packers
the
out the provisions of
August 15,
secs. 181-229)
z."
2.
1..
o3
Provided, Y.4^4,4
$307,493: Provided,
181-229),2 $307,493:
7, sees.
title 7,
(U.S.C., title
1921 (U.S.C.,
August 15, 1921
ea
ds ef
rrem
s
agencies
agences
frm
Bonds
reasonable
require
That
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
may
reason
abl
e
bonds
anBdodn
may
That the Secretary of Agriculture
from
every
market
agency
and
dealer,
under
such
rules
and
regularules
such
under
dealer,
and
agency
market
every
from
tions as
as he
he may
may prescribe
prescribe to
secure the
the performance
performance of their obligato secure
tions
s
tions, and whenever,
whenever, after
after due
due notice
notice and
and hearing,
the Secretary
Secretary finds
olafor violan for
io Pension
finds tiosnu.s
hearing, the
and
tions,
Act
said
any
registrant
is
insolvent
or
has
violated
any
Act
of
provisions
registrant is insolvent or has violated any
any
he may
an order
registrant for a
reasonable
a reasonable
such registrant
suspending such
order suspending
issue an
may issue
he
specified period.
period. Such
Such order
of suspension
suspension shall
shall take effect within
order of
specified
not
less than
than five
five days,
days, unless
unless suspended
suspended or modified or set aside
not less
by the
Secretary
of Agriculture
or a
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction:
jurisdiction:
a court
Agriculture or
Secretary of
the
by
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
may,
whenever
whenever
may,
Agriculture
of
Provided
necessary, authorize the charging and collection from owners of a brands for inspecting
necessary, authorize the charging and collection from owners of a bFe for inspecting
reasonable fee
fee for
for the
the inspection
inspection of
livestock
appearing upon livestock
brands appearing
of brands
reasonable
subject to
to the
of the
for the
purpose of
of deterdeter- Not imposed unless
the purpose
Act for
said Act
the said
provisions of
the provisions
subject
mining
of such
livestock: Provided
Provided further,
Nreotposed unless
such requested.
That such
futher, That
such livestock:
ownership of
the ownership
mining the
fee shall
shall not
not be
be imposed
upon written
written request
request made
made to
the
to thequeted
except upon
imposed except
fee
Secretary of
by the
the Board
Commissioners,
Livestock Commissioners,
of Livestock
Board of
Agriculture by
of Agriculture
Secretary
or duly
duly organized
organized livestock
association of
the States
States from which
which
the
of
association
livestock
or
such
livestock
have
originated
or
been
to
market.
shipped
such livestock have originated or been
In all,
all, salaries
$6,973,964.
expenses, $6,973,964.
and expenses,
salaries and
In
MEAT
INSPECTION
MEAT INSPECTION

Meat
the Meat
provisions of
For additional
additional expenses in
in carrving
carrying out the provisions
of the
For

Inspection Act of
30, 1906
title 21,
21, sec.
95), as
amended
as amended
sec. 95),
(J.S.C., title
1906 (U.S.C.,
June 30,
Inspection Act of June
by the Act of March 4,
1907
(U.S.C.,
title
21,
secs.
71-94),
and
as
and as
71-94),
secs.
21,
title
(U.S.C.,
Act of March 4, 1907
the
by
extended to equine meat by
24, 1919
1919 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
21,
title 21,
July 24,
of July
Act of
the Act
by the

extended to equine meat
and certifistamps,
labels, stam
tags,, labels,
sec. 96),
purchase of tags
ps, and
certifiincluding the purchase
96), including
sec.
cates printed in
course
of
manufacture,
$1,828,823.
$1,828,823.
manufacture,
of
course
in
cates printed

Meat Inspection.

Met lnspectiou

Additional expenses.

AdditionS.al
Vol.
34,
874,
1280.
IM.
64,ne.
34, pp.
pp.exp
Vol.
U.S.C.,
Equine
Vol.
41,
Equine
U.S.C.,

p. 830.

p. ao.
u.s.c. meat.

p.
241.
meat.
p.630.

Voslc:p.2o.

Cofgus
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
AND OTHER
OTHER CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES OF of C
ai
o
d
n
x=ous
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
ANIMALS
ANIMALS

of the existence of foot-and-

diseas
diseases

EmerOgncy dit-

arising out
emergency arising
case of
In case
In
of an
an emergency
out of the existence of foot-and - i
ng f:Orrn
Y
d-moutt,
,
foot-and-moutn,
ing
mouth disease,
disease rinderpest,
rinderpest, contagious
contagious pleuropneumonia,
pleuropneumonia, or
or other
etc.,
diseases.
diss
etc.,
other
mouth
contagious or
infectious disease
of animals,
animals, which,
the opinion
of
opinion of
in the
which, in
disease of
or infectious
contagious
the Secretary of
Agriculture,
threatens
livestock industry of the
the livestock
threatens the
Agriculture,
of
Secretary
the
country, he may expend, in the city of
balances
of balances.
se of
any Use
elsewhere, any
or elsewhere,
Washington or
in the city of Washington
country, he may expend,appropriations
unexpended balances of
heretofore
made
for
purpurthis
for
balances of apropations heretofore madeincluding
unexpended
animals.
pose in the arrest and eradication of any such disease,
the stroyed
Payment
for dedePayment
eradication of any such disease, including the

pose in the arrest and

and
payment
of
claims
growing
ut o
past and future
purchases and
future purchases
off past
out
growing o
claims
of in
payment
destruction,
cooperation with the States, of animals affected
by
by
affected
animals
of
States
the
with
cooperation
in
destruction,
or exposed to, or of materials contaminated
by
or
exposed
to,
any
any
to,
exposed
or
by
contaminated
materials
of
or
to,
exposed
or
such disease, wherever found
and
irrespective of
of ownership,
under
ownership, under
and irrespctive
disease, wherever found circumstances,
such
like or substantially similar
when
such
owner has
has
such owner
when
circumstances,
similar

like or substantially
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Provisos.
Appraiosmt bs. complied
complied with
with all
all lawful
Provided, That
That the
the
lawful quarantine
quarantine regulations:
regulations: Provided,
Appraisement based
payment
animals hereafter
hereafter purchased
may be
made on
appraisevalue.
on meat, etc., value.
payment for
for animals
purchased may
be made
on appraise-

Eradicating
EuroEradiating
European fowl pest.
Vol.
43, p.62.
p. 682.
vol. 43,

Services in
Services
trict,
tret.

the Dis
Disthe

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Industry Bu-

Dairy Industry Bureau.

mnU,.

General expenses.
expenses.

ment based
the meat,
meat, dairy,
or breeding
but in
in case
case of
of
ment
based on
on the
dairy, or
breeding value,
value, but
appraisement based
breeding value
no appraisement
appraisement of
of any
any aniappraisement
based on
on breeding
value no
animal
exceed three
times its
its meat
or dairy
dairy value,
value, and,
and, except
except in
in
mal shall
shall exceed
three times
meat or
case of
of an
extraordinary emergency,
emergency, to
to be
the SecreSecrecase
an extraordinary
be determined
determined by
by the
tary of
Agriculture, the
payment by
by the
the United
United States
Government
tary
of Agriculture,
the payment
States Government
shall not
half of
appraisements:
for any
any animals
animals shall
not exceed
exceed one
one half
of any
any such
such appraisements:

Provided
That the
the sum
Provided further,
further, That
of $5,000
of the
unexpended balance
balance
sum of
$5,000 of
the unexpended

of the
of $3,500,000,
$3,500,000, contained
Defiof
the appropriation
appropriation of
contained in
in the
the Second
Second Deficiency Appropriation
5,
ciency
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1924,
1924, approved
approved December
December 5,
1924, for
of the
and other
other
1924,
for the
the eradication
eradication of
the foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease
disease and
contagious
diseases of
of animals,
animals, is
is hereby
hereby made
made availcontagious or
or infectious
infectious diseases
available
1935 to
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
able during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
to enable
the Secretary
to
control and
eradicate the
European fowl
fowl pest
pest and
and similar
similar diseases
to control
and eradicate
the European
diseases
in
poultry.
in poultry.

Total, Bureau
Animal Industry,
Total,
Bureau of
of Animal
Industry, $8,802,787,
$8,802,787, of
which amount
amount
of which
expended for departmental
not to exceed $712,970
$712,970 may be expended
departmental personal
personal
services
services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed $48,480
$48,480 shall
shall
available for
for the
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
be available
the purchase
purchase of
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary
necessary in the
conduct of
of field
field work
work
the conduct
outside the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
outside
District of

BUREAU OF DAIRY
DAIRY INDUSTRY
BUREAU
INDUSTRY
SALARIES
SALARIES AND
AND GENEIRAL
GENERAL EXPENSES

Investigations, etc.
Investigati3s,
Vol. 43, p. 243. etc.
U.S.C., p.117.
p.

For carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
approved May
May 29,
29, 1924
1924
(U.S.C., title 7, secs. 401-404),
401-404), establishing
establishing a
Dairying,
a Bureau
Bureau of
of Dairying,
for salaries in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
and for
for all
all
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, as
follows:
as follows:
Chief of bureau, and
Chief of bureau and
General
administrative expenses:
expenses: For
For necessary
General administrative
gennecessary expenses
expenses for
for genoffice personnel.
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including
including the salary
salary- of
of the
the chief
of
chief of
bureau and
and other personal
services in
the District
District of
Columbia,
personal services
in the
of Columbia,
$56,514.
I$56,514.
Investigations, demonstrations,
emDairy investigations:
Dairy
investigations: For
For conducting
conducting investigations,
investigations, experiments,
experiments,
onstrations, etc.
and demonstrations
demonstrations in dairy.industry, cooperative
cooperative investigations
investigations of
of
the dairy industry in the various States,
States, and
and inspection
inspection of
of renovatedrenovatedbutter factories, including
including repairs
to buildings,
buildings, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000
repairs to
for the construction
construction of
$503,348,
of buildings, $503,348.
Services in the DisServices
Dis.
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
of Dairy
Total,
Dairy Industry,
Industry, $559,862,
$559,862, of which amount
amount not to
WM.
expended for personal services
exceed $282,862 may
may be expended
services in the
the District
District
of Columbia.
of
Columbia,
.s.c. .117.

Plant Industry
Industry BtuBureau.
General expenses.
Investigating
Investigating fruits,
etc.
plants, products, etc.

Proriso.
Proriso.
Limit for buildings.
Field, eto,
etc., expenses.

Employment of
Employment
of investigators, ate.
etc.

BUREAU
INDUSTRY
BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY
SALARIES AND GENERAL
TGNERAL EXPENSES
SALARIES

For
all necessary expenses in the
For all
the investigation
investigation of fruits,
fruits, fruit
fruit trees,
trees,
grain,
ffrain cotton, tobacco, vegetables,
vegetables, grasses, forage, drug,
drug, medicinal
medicinal,
poisonous,
industries in
p
ois onous, fiber, and
and other plants and plant industries
in cooperation
cooperation
with
other branches
branches of
the department,
with other
of the
department, the State experiment
experiment stations
stations,
and practical
practical farmers,
and
farmers, and for the erection of necessary farm buildings::Provided,
Provided, That the cost of any building erected shall not
ings
not exceed
exceed
$1,500;
1,500; for
for field and station
station expenses, including
including fences, drains,
drains, and
other farm
farm improvements;
for repairs in the District
Columbia
other
improvements; for
District of Columbia
and
elsewhere;
and elsewhere; for
for rent
rent outside of the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; and
and for
the
investigators, local and special
the employment
employment of
of all
all investigators,
special agents
agents, agri
agricultural explorers,
experts, clerks,
clerks, illutrats,
cultural
explorers, experts,
illustrators, assistants
assistants, and all
all
labor
neessary expenses
cityof
ashington and
labor and
and oher
other necessary
expenses in
in the
the city
of Washington
and
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elsewhere required
for the
the investigations,
experiments, and demoninvestigations, experiments,
required for
elsewhere
follows:
strations herein
herein authorized
authorized as follows:
strations
Chief of
of bureau,
bureau, and
and
Chief
gen-- office
General
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for gen
administrative expenses:
personnel.
General administrative
eroel.
o
bureau
of
chief
of
eral
administrative purposes,
including the salary
purposes, including
eral administrative
and
the District
District of Columbia, $171,569.
$171,569.
in the
services in
personal services
other personal
and other
Va., farm.
necessary improvements
Arlington Farm:
Farm: For
improvements to
to Arlington,
Arlington, Va., farm.
the necessary
continuing the
For continuing
Arlington
agricultural
and
experiment
establish
and
maintain
a
general
experiment
farm
agricultural
establish and maintain a general
31, p.
Vol. 31,
station
estate, in
the State
State of
accord- Vol.
p. 135.
135.
Virginia, in accordof Virginia,
in the
Arlington estate,
the Arlington
on the
station on
18,
approved
ance
with
the
provisions
of
the
Act
of
Congress
approved
April
of
ance with the provisions of the Act
1900 (31
Stat., pp.
136), $44,469:
$44,469: Provided,
That the limitations
limitations Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided,That
135, 136),
pp. 135,
(31 Stat.,
1900
Cost
limitation not
not
Cost limitation
to this
apply
not
shall
in this
Act as
to the
the cost
cost of
farm buildings
th is applicable.
applicable.
buildings
of farm
as to
this Act
in
paragraph.
paragraph.
and
plants
Botany:
investigation, improvement,
improvement, and
and utilization
utilization of wild Wild
il
P
For investigation,
Botany: For
W

d

lants

and

plants and
and grazing
grazing lands,
for determining
distribution of gainglands
grazing lands.
the distribution
determining the
and for
lands, and
plants
weeds and
and means
means of
of their
$33,816.
control, $33,816.
their control,
weeds
disCereal
crops and
and diseases:
diseases: For
investigation and
improvement cereal
Cereal crops
crops and
and disand improvement
the investigation
For the
Cereal crops
of cereals, including
including corn,
and
methods
of
cereal production
production and
and for
for etac.
ear ,
improvement,
imprOvement
cereal
of
methods
and
corn,
of cereals,
the study
cereal diseases,
diseases, and
and for the investigation
investigation of
of
of cereal
control of
and control
study and
the
broomcorn,etc.
aetc. Fla,
including
purposes,
the
cultivation
and
breeding
of
flax
for
seed
purposes
,
i
ncludin
g
a
Flax, broomcorn,
for
flax
of
breeding
and
the cultivation
of
improvement
and
study
of
flax
diseases,
and
for
the
investigation
and
improvement
of
study of flax diseases, and for the investigation
broomcorn
methods of
of broomcorn
broomcorn production, $415,048.
and methods
broomcorn and
Cotton
production
production
cotton
investigation of cotton proCotton
production and
and diseases:
pro- and
diseases: For investigation
diseases.
Cotton production
and
breeding,
methods,
duction,including
the
improvement
by
cultural
breeding,
cultural
by
improvement
the
duction, including
acclimatization,
and selection,
selection, and for investigation
investigation and
adaptation, and
acclimatization, adaptation,
$173,092.
control of
of diseases,
diseases, $173,092.
control
Drug and related plants: For the investigation, testing, and
and Drug, etc.,
etc., plants.
Drug and related plants: For the investigation, testing,
and
oils,
improvement
of
plants
yielding
drugs,
spices,
poisons,
and
spices,
drugs,
improvement of plants yielding
related
products and
byproducts, $34,101.
$34,101.
and byproducts,
related products
uDreyland
Dry-land agriculture:
investigation and
and improvement
Dry land, etc.
etc., agriagriimprovement of culture.
the investigation
For the
agriculture: For
Dry-land
dry-land
or
methods
of
crop
production
under
subhumid,
semiarid,
dry-land
semiarid,
subhumid,
under
production
crop
of
methods
appropriation
conditions,
$197,945: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of this appropriation
part of
no part
conditions, $197,945:
station.
field
new
shall
be
used
for
the
establishment
any
of
establishment
the
for
used
be
shall
eeri ten t a
r.Exsperimental
maintenance: For
Experimental greenhouse
For maintenance
ma intenance and
and grounds,
etc.
greenhouse maintenance:
Experimental
experimental
operation
of experimental
greenhouses and
and adjacent
adjacent experimental
experimental greenhouses
operation of
grounds and
$71,239.
and plots, $71,239.
grounds
a.,
crops
propagation,
Forage crops
the purchase,
ation, testing,
testing lrge
Forage
crow;
awl
purchase, propag
For the
diseases: For
and diseases:
crops and
Forage
dis
an
investigation
and distribution
distribution of
of new
new and
and rare
seeds; for
for the investigation and diseases.
rare seeds;
and
improvement
grasses, alfalfa,
clover, and other forage crops,
alfalfa, clover
of grasses,
improvement of
including
the
investigation
and
control
a
oi diseases, $174,596.
control
and
investigation
the
including
Foreign plant introduction: For
investigations in foreign seed plaFn°t
seed
and
sed
re
l
n
igt
ri
roduction.
and
Foreign plant introduction: For investigations in foreign seed pFontign
purchase,
and plant
plant introduction,
including
the
study,
collection,
purchase,
collection,
study,
the
including
introduction,
and
Rare
and valuable seeds,
testing, propagation,
propagation, and
and distribution
seeds,seeds.
Rare, etc
etc., seeds
distribution of rare and
testing,
counbulbs,
trees,
shrubs,
vines,
cuttings,
and
plants
foreign
coun
from
plants
and
cuttings,
bulbs, trees, shrubs, vines,
tries and
and from
from our
and for
for experiments
experiments with reference
reference
possessions,, and
our possessions
tries
$218,297, of
country, $218,297,
to
their
introduction
and
cultivation
in
this country,
this
in
cultivation
and
to their introduction
which $20,000
shall be
available.
immediately available.
be immediately
$20,000 shall
which
Forest
pathology: For
For the
the investigation
investigation of
diseases of forest and Fo
Forest pthoy.
PethetegY.
of diseases
Forest pathology:
and
nature
the
ornamental
trees
and
shrubs,
including
a
study
of
nature
study
a
including
shrubs,
and
trees
ornamental
habits of the parasitic
the chestnut-tree
chestnut-tree bark
bark disease,
disease,
causing the
fungi causing
of the parasitic fungi
habits
the white-pine blister
blister rust,
rust, and
other epidemic
tree diseases,
diseases, for
for the
the
tree
epidemic
other
and
the white-pine
methpurpose of
of discovering
new
methods
of
control
and
applying
applying
and
discovering new methods of control
purpose
ods of eradication or
control already
and including
including
discovered, and
already discovered,
or control

ods of eradication
,p.
u
.v.7Xt.
Vol
and forest
investigations of diseases
diseases of forest
forest trees
trees and
forest
for investigations
$117,600 for
37.
(U.S.C.,
1928
22,
products,
under
section
3
of
the
Act
approved
May
1928
327.
•
May
approved
Act
the
of
3
products, under section
Supp. VI,
581b), $237,066.
$237,066.
sec. 581b),
16, sec.
title 16,
VI, title
Supp.
g
Fruit and vegetable
For investigation
and Frulatnde
disessea
v
d
.
investigation and
diseases: For
and diseases:
crops and
and vegetable crops
Fruit
control of
for improvement
of methods
of culture,
propaculture, propamethods of
improvement of
diseases, for
control of diseases,
$1.17,600

llci

crops

gation, breeding, selection,
and
activities concerned
concerned with the
related activities
and related
breeding, selection,
gation,
production of fruits, nuts,
nuts, vegetables,
ornamentals, and
related
and related
ornamentals,
vegetables,
fruits,
production of

ve etable
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480
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plants, for
methods of
of harvesting,
harvesting, packing,
packing, shipshipplants,
for investigation
investigation of
of methods
ping, storing,
storing, and
and utilizing
these products,
and for
for studies
of the
the
studies of
products, and
utilizing these
ping,
physiological and
related changes
of such
such products
during processes
processes
products during
physiological
and related
changes of
$990,936.
of Genetics
marketing
and
while
in commercial
storage,
of
marketing
and
and
biophysics:
while in
commercial
For biophysical
storage,
investigations
$990,936.
in conconGenetics and
and bioGenetics
and
biophysics:
For
biophysical
investigations
in
physics,
investigations.
physics, investigations. nection
the various
of work herein
herein authorized,
nection with
with the
various lines
lines of
authorized, $28,753.
Plant disease
disease survey,
Mycology
mycological collections
collections and
and the
the
Mycology and
and disease
disease survey:
survey: For
For mycological
etc.
etc.
maintenance
a plant-disease
maintenance of
of a,
plant-disease survey, $39,342.
National
Arboretum.
National
Arboretum: For
For the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
National
NationalArboretum.
National Arboretum:
the National
Vol. 44, p. 1422.
Arboretum established
under the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An
U.S.C.,
C.S.C., Supp.
upp: VII, Arboretum
established under
the provisions
entitled "An
p. 4461.
p. 61.
Act authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to establish
National
establish a
a National
Arboretum, and
and for
for other
purposes", approved
approved March
March 4,
4, 1927
1927
other purposes",
Arboretum,
.S.C.,
secs. 191-194),
including the
the erection
erection of
of
VI, title
title 20,
20, secs.
191-194), including
(U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
(U.S.
C., Supp.
buildings, salaries
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, traveltravelbuildings,
salaries in
ing expenses
expenses of
employees and
and advisory
advisory council,
council, and
and other
other necessary
necessary
of employees
ing
expenses, $4,146,
$4,146, of
of which
such amounts
amounts as
may be
be necessary
may
necessary may
which such
as may
expenses,
Landscape architects. be expended by contract
Landscapearehiteets.
contract or otherwise
otherwise for the services
services of consulting
consulting
landscape architects
architects without
without reference
reference to
to the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of
landscape
1923,
amended, or
or civil
rules.
1923, as
as amended,
civil service
service rules.
Nematology.
Nematology: For
For crop
investigations, including
including the
the
crop technological
technological investigations,
Nematology:
Nematology.
study of
plant-infesting nematodes,
nematodes ;$40,327.
$40,327.
study
of plant-infesting
Plant
nutrition.
lant nutrition.

Rubber, fiber, and
to
beant'd
othbbe,
other tropical plants.

Seed investigations.
investigations.
Testing commercial
Testing
commercial
seeds
seeds and grasses.

and

Preventing
Preventing
admission, etc.
Vol. 37, p. 506; Vol.
44, p. 325.
5
p. 95; Spp.
.S.
U.S.C.,
&MP.
VII, p.
p. 57.
57.

Vol. 37,

Vol.

vi,

Proviso.
Sd
Inrovtiona
International
Seed
'resting
Congress.
Testing congress.

Sugar
gar Plant
Plant investigations.

investi

Tobacco
Tobacco
tions.

investigainvestiga-

Western irrigatimo
irrigation
aguten
agriculture.
Utilizing reclaimed
reclaimed
utiizing

lands.

Services in
the Disin the
trict.

Plant nutrition: For plant-nutrition
plant-nutrition investigations, $14,660.
Plant
and other
other tropical
Rubber,
fiber, and
tropical plants:
plants: For
For investigation
investigation of
of
Rubber, fiber,
crops introduced
introduced from
from tropical
tropical regions,
regions, and
and for
for the
the improvement
improvement of
of
crops
rubber,
abaca, and
fiber plants
cultural methods,
methods, breeding,
breeding,
and other
other fiber
plants by
by cultural
rubber, abaca,
acclimatization, adaptation,
adaptation, and
and selection,
selection, and
for investigation
of
and for
investigation of
acclimatization,
their
diseases, and
for determining
determining the
the feasibility
feasibility of
of increasing
increasing the
the
their diseases,
and for
production
of hard
outside of
the continental
United States,
States,
production of
hard fibers
fibers outside
of the
continental United
$60,035.
$60,035.
Seed investigations:
investigations: For studying
studying and testing
testing commercial
commercial seeds,
seeds,
testing of
of samples
samples of seeds of
of grasses, clover, or alfalfa,
including the testing
open market,
and where
where such
such
and lawn-grass
lawn-grass seeds secured
secured in the open
market, and
samples are
to be
be adulterated
adulterated or
or misbranded
misbranded the
the results
results of
samples
are found
found to
of
the tests shall
shall be published, together with the names of the persons
were offered
offered for
and for
for carrying
carrying out
the
by whom
whom the seeds
seeds were
for sale,
sale, and
out the
provisions of
of the
the Act
24, 1912
1912 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 7,
7, secs.
secs.
approved August
August 24,
Act approved
provisions
111-114) ,entitled
regulate foreign
foreign commerce
commerce by
by prohibit111-114),
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
prohibiting the admission
admission into
into the
certain adulterated
adulterated grain
grain
the United
United States
States of
of certain
and. seeds
unfit for
purposes ",
", $61,509
Provided, That
That not
not
and
seeds unfit
for seeding
seeding purposes
$61,509: Provided,
to
to exceed
exceed $250 of this amount may
used for meeting
the share
share
may be used
meeting the
of the United States in the expenses
expenses of the International
International Seed
Seed TestCongress in carrying out plans for correlating
correlating the
the work
of the
the
ing .Congress
work of
various adhering
adhering governments
governments on problems relating
to seed
seed analysis
analysis
relating to
or other subjects
subjects which
which the congress
congress may determine
determine to be necessary
in the interest
interest of international
international seed trade.
trade.
Sugar-plant
Sugar-plant investigations:
investigations: For sugar-plant
sugar-plant investigations, including studies of diseases and
and the improvement
improvement of sugar
sugar beets and sugar
sugar
beet
beet seed,
seed, $295,303.
$295,303.
Tobacco investigations:
Tobacco
investigations: For the investigation and improvement
improvement of
methods of
tobacco and the methods
production and
and handling,
handling, $69,245.
569,245.
of tobacco
tobacco production
Western
Western irrigation agriculture:
agriculture: For investigations
investigations in
in connection
connection
with western irrigation agriculture,
utilization of lands reclaimed
reclaimed
with.
agriculture, the utilization
nunder the Reclamation
Reclamation Act,
under
areas in
the arid
arid and
and semiarid
semiarid
Act, and other areas
in the
regions, $100,848,
$100,848, and in addition thereto $12,000
$12,000 of the unexpended
unexpended
balance for this purpose
purpose for the fiscal year
continued availyear 1933
1933 is
is continued
able for the same
same purpose
fiscal year 1935.
1935.
purpose for the fiscal
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
Plant Tndustry,
Industry, $3,476,342,
Total,
of Plant
$3,476,342, of
of which
which amount
amount not
not
to exceed
$1,435,137 may be expended
expended for personal services
exceed $1,435,137
services in the
District
District of Columbia
Columbia and not to exceed $3,750 shall be available
available
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passengerfor the
the purchase
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passengermotor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
purchase of
for

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

the
carrying vehicles
in the
the conduct
conduct of field work outside the
necessary in
vehicles necessary
carrying
District
District of Columbia.
FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE
FOREST
SALARIES AND
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
AND GENERAL
SALARIES

make
To enable
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to experiment
to make
and to
experiment and
the Secretary
enable the
To

and continue
continue investigations
investigations and
and report on
on forestry, national forests,
and
forest fires,
and lumbering,
lumbering, but
no part
part of
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
but no
fires, and
forest
of
be
used
for
any
experiment
or
test
made
outside
the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
outside
made
test
or
experiment
any
for
be used
the
United States;
woodlands as to the proper
to advise the owners of woodlands
States; to
the United
care
of the
to investigate
timber
and test American timber and timber
investigate and
same; to
the same;
care of
trees
their uses,
uses, and
methods for
for the
the preservative
preservative treatment
treatment of
and methods
and their
trees and
timber;
to seek,
seek, through
investigations and the planting of native
through investigations
timber; to
and
foreign species,
treeless regions; to erect
the treeless
for the
trees for
suitable trees
species, suitable
and foreign

necessary
the cost
cost of
of any
any building
building purpurThat the
Provided, That
buildings: Provided,
necessary buildings:
chased,
erected, or
as improved,
the cost
of constructing
constructing
cost of
of the
exclusive of
improved, exclusive
or as
chased, erected,
a
water-supply or
and of
of connecting
connecting the same with
system and
sanitary system
or sanitary
a water-supply
any such
building, and
and exclusive
of the
which
any tower upon which
of any
cost of
the cost
exclusive of
such building,
any
not
a
lookout
house
may
be
erected,
exceed
$2,500; to pay all
shall
erected,
be
may
house
lookout
a
expenses necessary to protect, administer' and
and improve
national
the national
improve the

expenses necessary to protect, administer,

Forest Service.
Service.

Forest

General expepses.
expenses.
General

Experiments,
Experiments, etc.

,Rstictedto
t° United

s att
eettleted
-6S.

Pnwig°••
PrOb
Cost
of buildings.

Proteting,
tional
fon3sts. etc.,
Protecting, etc.,

a-

forests, including
including tree
prevent
planting in the forest reserves to prevent
tree planting
forests,
of
erosion,
drift,
surface
wash,
and
soil
waste
and
the
formation
formation
the
and
waste
soil
and
wash,
surface
drift,
erosion,
regulations of
floods, and
the payment
payment of
of rewards under regulations
including the
and including
floods,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
for information
information leading to the arrest
Agriculture for
the
relating
and
for violation
violation of
and regulations
regulations relating
laws and
the laws
of the
conviction for
and conviction
of, or
taking
to
fires
in
or
near
national
forests,
or
for
unlawful
unlawful
the
for
or
forests,
national
to fires in or near
injury
to, Government
property; to
the natural
conditions
natural conditions
ascertain the
to ascertain
Government property;
to,
injury
upon and utilize the national
national forests,
forests, to
transport and
care for
fish
gac
mare
e.
of fish
and
ish and
of
nCe
for fish
and care
to transport
upon and utilize the
and
to stock
the national
therein;
or the waters therein;
forests or
national forests
stock the
supplied to
game supplied
and game
to
clerks, assistants,
other labor
required in praclabor required
and other
assistants, and
agents, clerks,
employ agents,
to employ
tical forestry
in the
of national
national forests
forests in the
administration of
the administration
and in
forestry and
tical
report, and
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere;
to
collate,
digest,
digest,
collate,
to
elsewhere;
and
city of Washington
illustrate the
results of
experiments and
and investigations
made by
by the
investigations made
of experiments
the results
illustrate
Forest Service;
to purchase
necessary supplies,
supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, office
office fixSupples'te.
fix- suPPIled."
purchase necessary
Service; to
Forest
tures,
law
books,
reference
and
technical
books
and
technical
journals
journals
technical
and
books
technical
and
reference
tures, law books,
for
officers of
Service stationed
outside of Washington,
Washington,
stationed outside
Forest Service
the Forest
of the
for officers
and
for
medical
supplies
and
services
and
other
assistance
necessary
necessary
assistance
other
and
services
and
supplies
and for medical
for the immediate
of artisans
laborers, and
and other
other employees
employees
artisans, laborers,
relief of
for the immediate relief
Provided
Service: Provided
engaged in
in any
under the
Forest Service:
the Forest
work under
hazardous work
any hazardous
engaged
further That
That the
the appropriations
appropriations for
work of
Service Warehouse
Warehouse mainteForest Service
the Forest
of the
the work
for the
further,
shall be available
available for
for meeting
the
expenses
of
warehouse
maintenance
mince.
nance.
maintenance
warehouse
of
expenses
the
meeting
shall be
and the
procurement, care,
care, and
and handling
materials
and materials
supplies and
of supplies
handling of
the procurement,
and
stored therein
therein for
for distribution
to
projects
under
the
supervision
of
of
supervision
the
under
projects
to
distribution
stored
the Forest
Service and
for sale
and distribution
other GovernGovernto other
distribution to
sale and
and for
the Forest Service
ment activities,
activities, the
the cost
of such
and materials
including
materials, including
supplies and
such supplies
cost of
ment
reimthe
cost
of
supervision,
transportation
,
and
handling,
to
be
be reimto
handling,
and
transportation,
supervision,
of
cost
the
bursed to
current at
time additional
additional supplies
supplies
the time
at te
appropriations current
to appropriations
bursed
and
materials are
procured for
warehouse stocks
stocks from
the approapprofrom the
for warehouse
are procured
and materials
priations chargeable
chargeable with
with the
the cost
cost of
of stock
stock issued;
issued; to
to pay
pay freight,
freight
priations
express telephone,
and telegraph
telegraph charges;
charges; f
or electric
electric light and
for
telephone, and
express,
power, fuel, gas, ice, and washing towels, and official traveling and
power, fuel, gas, ice, and washing towels, and official traveling and
other necessary expenses,
including traveling
expenses for
for legal
legal and
and Outside rent.
traveling expenses
necessary expenses, including
other
rent outsiderent.
fiscal
officers
while
performing
Forest
Service
work;
and
for rent
fiscal officers while performing Forest Service work; and for
outside of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
follows:
as follows:
Columbia, as
District of
outside
General administrative expenses:
necessary expenses
expenses for
Forester and
and
chw Forestr
gen- Chief
for genFor necessary
expenses: For
administrative
General
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of
of the
Chief
For°Mee
the Chief For- o8 psoel
eral administrative purposes, including the salary
ester
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia,
$258,092.
Columbia, $258,092.
District of
services in
other personal
and other
ester and
86837°
--34 ----81
81
8637-34---
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deputy forest
For
of forest
supervisor; deputy
forest supersuperforest supervisors,
employment of
For the
the employment
administrative clerical
and administrative
guards, and
visors, forest
forest rangers,
forest guards,
clerical
rangers, forest
visors,
assistants on
on. the
forests, and
and. for
additional salaries
salaries and
and
for additional
national forests,
the national
assistants
field-station expenses,
including the
the maintenance
of nurseries,
nurseries, colcolmaintenance of
expenses, including
field-station
lecting seed,
seed, and
and planting,
necessary for
for the
the use,
use, maintenance,
maintenance,
planting, necessary
lecting
improvement,
of the
the national
national forests,
forests, and
and of
of addiaddl.protection of
and protection
improvement, and
created under
or to be created
tional national
Vol.
36, p.963; Vol.43, tional
national forests
forests created
created or
under section
section 11 of
vol.36,p.96;Vol.43,
p.653; U.S.C.,pp.418(U.S.C., title
428.
the Act
Act a
title 16, sec. 521),
521), and under
under the
March 1, 1911 (U.S.C.,
of March
. - the
V.,428.i; P 418
Act of
of June
June 7,
1924 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 16,
499, 505,
505, 564-570),
64— 0),
471, 499,
16, secs.
sees. 471,
7, 1924
Act
and
under contract
contract for
for purchase
purchase or
or .for
.for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of
lands under
and lands
which
condemnation proceedings
have been
instituted for
for the purbeen instituted
proceedings have
which condemnation
Expenses allotted.
poses of
said Acts,
necessary' miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incifor necessary
and for
Acts, and
of said
poses
alotted.
Expenses
dent
the Forest
Forest Service
Service and
and of the
of the
administration of
general administration
the general
to the
dent to
national forests:
forests:
national
In national
region 1,
Montana, Washington,
Washington, Idaho,
Idaho, and
and
1, Montana,
forest region
national forest
-In
PT01430.
South Dakota,
Dakota, $984,763:
$984,763: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of AgculAgriculThat the
Provided, That
of fire- South
ofgraves
are of
Care
graves of
ture is
use not
not to
to exceed
exceed $200
caring for
for the
the graves
graves
gghters.
in caring
$200 in
to use
ture
is authorized
authorized to
fighters.
Washington; and
of fire
fire fighters
Idaho; Newport, Washington;
Wallace, Idaho;
at Wallace,
buried at
fighters buried
of
Saint Marks,
Idaho;
Maries, Idaho;
Saint
In national
national forest
forest region
2, Colorado,
Colorado' Wyoming,
Wyoming, South Dakota,
Dakota,
region 2,
In
.Proviso,
exceed
to
not
Nebraska,
and.
Oklahoma,
$554,655:
Pro
vided,
exceed
That
Provided,
$554,655:
Oklahoma,
and
Nebraska,
cattle
ed
o
Long-homed cattle,
$1,000 of
this appropriation
appropriation may
be expended
for the
the maintenance
maintenance
expended for
may be
Wichita
National $1,000
of this
wiehita National
Forest.
orest.
of the herd of long-horned
on the Wichita National
long-horned cattle on.
National Forest;
In national
national forest
region 3,
3, Arizona
Arizona and
and New
Mexico, $566,390;
$566,390;
New Mexico
forest region
In
Nevada, and
In national
national forest
forest region
region, 4,
4, Utah,
Utah, Idaho,
Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada,
In
Colorado,
$764,409;
Colorado, $764,409;
In.
forest region 5,
Nevada, $1,038,069;
$1,038,069;
5, California
California and Nevada,
In national
national forest
In national
national forest
forest region
region 6,
Oregon, and
California,
and California,
6, Washington,
Washington, Oregon,
In
$1,030,164;
$1,030,164;
.
Georgia,
In national
national forest
Alabama., Florida, Georgia,
7, Arkansas, Alabama,
forest region 7
In
Tennessee, Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Virginia '
Carolina, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina,
Kentucky,
West
West Virginia, New Hampshire, Maine, Puerto Rico, Kentucky,
$438,488;
Louisiana,
Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas, and Vermont, $438,488;
Louisiana, Mississippi,
In national
region 8,
$100,032;
8, Alaska, $100,032;
forest region
national forest
In
In
national forest
forest region
region 9, Michigan,
In national
Michigan, Minnesota,
Minnesota, Illinois,
Illinois, Iowa,
$141,383;.;
Missouri, and
and Wisconsin, $141,383
Aggregate.
In all,
all, for
Aggregate.
In
for the use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement, protection,
protection, and gengenProvisos,
PIOeriebo
eral administration
Provided,
administration of the national
national forests,
forests $5,618,353: Provided,
Interchangeable
for such
That the
amounts appropriated
appropriated for
such purposes
purposes shall
shall
foregoing amounts
the foregoing
protec. That
funds foriret
tire protectfund
tion.
Secretary of
be available
available interchangeably
tion.
interchangeably in the discretion of the Secretary
Agriculture for the necessary expenditures
expenditures for fire protection and
Limitation.
Limitation.
other
unforeseen exigencies:
Provded further,
ot
er unforeseen.
exigencies: Provided
turtker, That the amounts
amounts so
in the aggregate 10 per centum of all
interchanged
interchanged shall not exceed
exceed in
the amounts so appropriated.
appropriated.
Eighti
ighting forest fres.
Fighting forest fires: For fighting and preventing
preventing forest fires
fires
on or threatening the national
national forests and for the establishment
establishment and
prevent trespass
against and
maintenance of a
a patrol:
patrol to
to prevent
trespass and to guard
guard against
Revested
Oregon- check
OregonRavested
check fires
fires upon
upon the
the lands
lands revested
revested in
in the
the United
United States
States by
by the
the Act
Act
California lands, etc.
Vol.
39,
p.
2,18.
ol.39, p.i218.
approved June
June 9, 1916 (39
(39 Stat.,
v.
218), and
the lands
lands known
known as
as
approved
p. 218),
Stat.,
and
the
Coos Bay Wagon
on the Coos Bay
Bay Wagon Road lands
lands involved
involved in
in the
the case
case of
of Southern
Southern
nd
lay
Roa
Road lands.
Oregon Company against
against United States
States (numbered
(numbered 2711),
2711), in the
of the Ninth
Ninth Circuit, $100,000,
$100,000, which
Circuit Court of Appeals of
amount
amount shall be immediately
immediately available.
Classification
of lands
assifieation, and
oof lands: For the selection, classification,
anClassilefctiono
andse
Caso
Classification
and segresegrefor homestead entries,
etc.
eto
tea. etes
gation of lands within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of national
national forests that may be
opened to homestead
homestead settlement
settlement and entry under
under the homestead
homestead laws
applicable
applicable to the national forests; for the examination
examination and appraisal
appraisal

Forest supervisors,
supervisors,
Forest
rangers, guards, etc.

rangers guards,et
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of lands
lands in
in effecting
effecting exchanges
exchanges authorized
survey
for the survey
and for
law and
by law
authorized by
of
thereof
by metes
metes and
bounds or
or otherwise,
otherwise, by employees
employees of the Forest
and bounds
thereof by
Service,
direction of
of the
of the General Land
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
the direction
under the
Service, under
Surveying, etc., agrietc'.,in ai-naurveying,
Office;
for the
the survey
survey and
and platting
platting of
of certain
lands ' chiefly
chiefly valval- cultural
certain lands,
and for
Office; and
lands
tional
forests.
tiona
uable
within the national
to be listed within
or to
listed or
now listed
agriculture, now
for agriculture
uable for
Vol. 30, p. 1097; Vol.
ol. pp.
. 37,
1097;
p V
34Vol'3
sees. 50616, secs.
forests,
under the
the Act
title 16,
506- 34,
(U.S.C., title
1906 (U.S.C.,
11, 1906
June 11,
of June
Act of
forests, under
p. 233;
Vol.
287,842.
842. pp. 421-424.
16, sec. 506),
509),
Act of
August 10,
10, 1912
title 16,
506) and the 287,U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
1912 (U.S.C.,
of August
the Act
509), the
provided by the UsC.p 4-1-424
488), as provided
Act
of March
March 3,
(U.S.C., title
title 16,
16, sec.
sec. 488),
1899 (U.S.C.,
3, 1899
Act of
Act
4, 1913
1913 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
512), $30,910.
$30,910.
sec. 512),
title 16, sec.
of March
March 4,
Act of
FOREST RESEARCH
RESEARCH
FOREST

For forest
forest research
research in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of sections
the provisions
with the
For
Act to insure adequate
1,
2, 7,
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
entitled "An
10 of
and 10
8, 9,
9, and
7, 8,
1, 2,
supplies of
forest products
products for the people of the
other forest
and other
timber and
of timber
supplies
United
States,
to
promote
the
full
use
for timber growing and other
for
use
full
the
promote
to
States,
United
purposes
including farm wood
wood
forest lands in the United States, including
of forest
purposes of
lots
and those
suitable for agricultural
agricultural producabandoned areas not suitable
those abandoned
lots and
tion,
to secure
the correlation
correlation and
conduct
economical conduct
and the most economical
secure the
and to
tion, and
of forest
research in
in the
the Department
Department of Agriculture
research
Agriculture through research
forest research
of
in
reforestation, timber
timber growing,
growing, protection,
utilization, forest ecoprotection, utilization
in reforestation,
nomics, and
subjects ",
1928 (U.S.C., Supp.
Supp.
22,1928
May 22,
", approved
approved May
related subjects
and related
nomics,
follows:
VI, title
16, secs.
secs. 581,
581f-581i), as follows:
581, 581a, 581f-581i),
title 16,
VI,
Forest
silvicultural, and
other forest
forest invesinvesand other
Fire, silvicultural.
management: Fire,
Forest management:
tigations
and
experiments
under
section
2,
at
forest
experiment
experiment
forest
at
2,
section
under
experiments
and
tigations
stations or
elsewhere, $392,810.
or elsewhere,
stations
Range investigations:
develop
experiments to develop
and experiments
Investigations and
investigations: Investigations
Range
improved methods
of management
and other
other ranges
under
ranges under
forest and
of forest
management of
methods of
improved
section 7,
7, at
at forest
or range
experiment stations
stations or elsewhere,
elsewhere, $81,025.
$81,025.
range experiment
forest or
section
Forest
products: Experiments,
investigations and tests of forest
Experiments, investigations,
Forest products:
products
at the
the Forest
Forest Products
Products Laboratory,
Laboratory, or
8, at
section 8,
under section
products under
elsewhere, $459,725.
$459,725.
elsewhere,
Forest economics:
in forest
forest economics
economics under section
Investigations in
economics: Investigations
Forest
10,
$48,493.
10, $48,493.
In
all, salaries
$6,989,408; and
addition thereto
thereto
in addition
and in
expenses, $6,989,408;
and expenses,
salaries and
In all,
there
are
hereby
appropriated
all
moneys
received
as
contributions
contributions
as
received
moneys
all
appropriated
there are hereby
toward
work under
of the
the
section 11 of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
under the
cooperative work
toward cooperative
Act
approved
March
3,
1925
(U.S.C.,
title
16,
sec.
572),
which
funds
funds
which
572),
sec.
16,
title
(U.S.C.,
1925
3,
March
Act approved
shall be
be covered
into the
the Treasury
constitute a
part of the
a part
and constitute
Treasury and
covered into
shall
special funds
funds provided
the Act
Act of
June 30,
(U.S.C., title
title 16,
16,
1914 (U.S.C.,
30, 1914
of June
by the
provided by
special
sec.
not to
exceed $397.240
$397,240 may
may be
be expended
expended
to exceed
That not
Provided, That
498)::Provided,
sec. 498)
for
Columbia:
of Columbia:
District of
the District
in the
services in
personal services
departmental personal
for departmental
Provided
That not
exceed $1,000
$1,000 may
may be
be expended
for
expended for
to exceed
not to
further, That
Prvided further,
the
of the
United States
States to
to the
the cost
cost of
of the
office of
of the
the
the office
the United
contribution of
the contribution
secretariat
International Union
Union of
Research Stations.
Forest Research
of Forest
the International
of the
secretariat of
FOREST-FIRE
FOREST-FIRE

COOPERATION
COOPERATION

Forest research.
research.
Forest
Development of timDeelopment oftimber, etc.
Vol.
5, pp. 899. i.
Vol. 45,
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p
p. 326

p. 2 .

Forest management.
management.

Forest
Vol. 45, p. 700.
vol. 45, p. 700.

Management of

rMeanegesmet
ra k
I
tel
s
.
,
4
et
5,P.

701.
Vol. 45, p. 701.
Fir est products exe-

rForest pouluts
4
1t.
p. 701.
701.
p.
vol. 45,

Forest
economics.
Forest econoi
Vol. 45, p. 702.
Aggregate; tuldltiTadditionAggregate
forest funl contrlhi,
lions.
tO.
Vol. 43, p. 1132.

4;1(1.:1)" h:'.
i
°,1)":or
:trYbi:

'.8.C

p. 428.

1 428

430
i
?
"
8„
,1
1
11)
.
,430
422.
Provisos.
eroviess In tthe DisServices
trict.
trict.
International Union
of Forest
Forest Reseah
Research snStations, contribution.

Vol

p.

tions, contribution.
Forest
Forest
tion.

prevenfire preven-

Cooperation with

Cooperation with
appropriate States,
States or other appropriate
For
various States
the various
with the
cooperation with
For cooperation
etc.,
p. 1.
1031.
agencies
prevention and
and suppression
suppression and the
pt, p.
the pro- Post,
forest-fire prevention
in forest-fire
agencies in
protection
of
timbered
and
cut-over
lands
in
accordance
with
the
accordance
in
tection of timbered and cut-over lands
43, 1
3.
653 .
visions
of sections
1, 2,
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
53.
p.
ol. 43,
to provide
provide Vol.
entitled "An
of the
the Act
and 33of
2, and
U.S.C.,
p. 427.
sections 1,
visions of
for
the
protection
of
forest
lands,
for
the
reforestation
of
denuded
.
427.
.. C.,
for the protection of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded
areas, for
extension of
forests, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes, in
in
national forests,
of national
the extension
for the
areas,
order
to promote
of timber
timber on
lands chiefly
chiefly valvalon lands
production of
continuous production
promote continuous
order to
uable therefor
therefor ",
", approved
approved June
June 7
7, 1924
1924 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
564sees. 56416, secs.
title 16,
uable
Tax laws and timber
570),
as amended,
amended, including
also the
study of
the effect
effect of
of tax
laws insurance.
"auand timber
tax laws
of the
the study
including also
570), as
and
the
investigation
of
timber
insurance
as
provided
in
section
8
8
section
in
and the investigation of timber insurance as provided
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in the
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trict.
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ment.
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of said Act, $1,348,619,
$1,348,619, of which $23,859
$23 2859 shall be available for departmental
exceed
services in the District of Columbia,and not to exceed
personal services
mental personal
$1,500
the purchase
supplies and
equipment required
for the
the
$1,500 for
for the
purchase of
of supplies
and equipment
required for
purposes of
Act in
in the
District of
of Columbia.
the District
of said
said Act
purposes
COOPERATIVE DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION0 OF
OF FOREST
COOPERATIVE
FOREST PLANTING
PLANTING

STOCK
STOCK

in the procurement,
procurement,
For cooperation
with the various States in
cooperation with
production, and distribution of forest-tree
forest-tree seeds and plants in establishing
windbreaks, shelter
shelter belts,
belts, and
wood lots
upon denuded
denuded
lots upon
and farm
farm wood
lishing windbreaks,
or
lands within
such cooperating
States, under the
prothe procooperating States,
within such
or nonforested
nonforested lands
Vol. 43,
p. 654.
54.
vol.
4,p.
visions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
the
visions
of section
section 4
4 of
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for the
U.S.C., p. 427.
U.S.., p.
protection of
lands, for
for the
the reforestation
reforestation of denuded areas, for
for
protection
of forest
forest lands,
the
national forests,
in order
order
for other
other purposes, in
forests, and for
extension of
of national
the extension
to
the continuous
continuous production
of timber
timber on
lands chiefly
chiefly suitsuiton lands
production of
to promote
promote the
able therefor
therefor ",
1924 (U.S.C,
(U.S.C., title
sec. 567),
567), and
and
title 16,
16, sec.
", approved
approved June
June 7,
7, 1924
able
Services in
in the
Dis- Acts
Services
the DsActs
supplementary
of
amount
which
not
to
exceed
supplementary
thereto,
$56,296,
which
amount
not
to
exceed
trict.
personal services in the
expended for departmental
rt.
$1,661 may
may be expended
departmental personal
District
District of Columbia.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
Total, Forest Service, $8,394,323,
$8,394,323, of which amount not to exceed
exceed
$32,005 shall
shall be
available for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
and
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
$32,005
be available
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles necessary
necessary in
the conduct
conduct
in the
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
Motor
of field work outside
Motor vehicles
addition
vehicles for
for of
outside the District of Columbia, and in addition
road construction servthere is
from funds
iadcot
rctions-thereto
thereto there
is authorized
authorized for
for expenditure
expenditure from
funds provided
provided
Vol. 42, p.
for
carrying out
out the
the Federal
Highway Act
of
Act of
Federal Highway
of the
the provisions
provisions of
for carrying
217
Vol.42^,
p. 217.
U.S.C., pp.
667, 668.
... , pp. 67,
. November
1921 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 23,
23, secs.
secs. 21,
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,085
$5,085
November 9,
9, 1921
21, 23),
23), not
for the
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for
the purchase
purchase of
passenger-carrying vehicles
for
use
by the
maintenance of
use by
the Forest
Forest Service
Service in
in the
the construction
construction and
and maintenance
of
national forest roads.
national

Cooperation
with
cooperation
States, etc.,
etc., in reforestation.

Chemistry and Soils
and oils
Bhemistry
Bureau.
General
General expenses.
expenses.
Investigations, demInstvigations,
onstrations,
etc. dem-

BUREAU OF
CHEMISTRY AND SOILS
OF CHEMISTRY
BUREAU
SALARIES
AND GENEAL
SALARIES AND
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES

For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
with the
investigations,
the investigations,
connected with
expenses connected
For
authorized, independexperiments,
experiments, and demonstrations hereinafter
hereinafter authorized,
ently or in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
branches of the
Department of
of
the Department
Agriculture, other
or agencies
agencies of
the Federal
Federal GovernGovernAgriculture,
other departments or
of the
ment, States,
State agricultural
ment,
States, State
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations, universities
universities
State agencies
and institutions,
institutions, counties,
counties, municipalities,
municipalities,
and other State
agencies and
business or other organizations
organizations and corporations,
individuals, assocorporations, individuals,
assoEmployees, etc.
ciations, and scientific societies,
mnployee, etc.
necessocieties, including the employment of necessary persons and means
city of Washington
means in the city
Washington and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
rent outside the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and other
other necessary supplies
supplies
and expenses,
expenses, and
erection, alteration,
repair of
of buildings
and for
for erection,
alteration, and
and repair
buildings
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia at
at aa total
total cost
cost not
not to
outside of
to exceed
exceed
$5,000, as
as follows:
follows:
$5,000,
Chief
of
bureau,
and
oChie ofburelu and
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses
expenses for genotlice personnel.
eral administrative purposes, including
including the salary of chief of bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $84,402.
Chemical
Chemical investigainvestigaAgricultural
chemical investigations:
the investiAgricultural chemical
investigations: For
For conducting
conducting the
investitions.
Vol.
12, p.. 387.
Voi.
S7.
1,
gations
contemplated
by
the
of
May
1862
(U.S.C.,
gations
contemplated
Act
15,
title 5,
5, sees.
secs.
U.S.C., p. 56.
.
512), relating to the application
.S,
P
511, 512),
application of chemistry
chemistry to agriculture;
agriculture;
Biological, etc., inn-for the biologia
Biologicl,
etc.,
biological, chemichemical,
chemical, physical, microscopical,
microscopical, and technological
technological
vestigations.
investigation
foods, feeds, drugs, and insecticides and substances
investigation of
of foods,
investigations of the
used in the manufacture
manufacture thereof, including
including investigations
Methods of sugar
f sugar physiological
minthods
physiological effects
effects of
of such
such products;
products; for
for the
the investigation
investigation and
and.
etc.
manufacture,
etc.
development
development of methods for
manufacture of
of sugars
sugar
for the
the manufacture
sugars and
and sugar
sirups and the utilization of new agricultural materials for such
such
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purposes; for
for investigation
of the
produced by
and changes
changes produced
action and
the action
investigation of
purposes;
Utilizing wastes.
wate.
microorganisms,
including molds
molds and fungi; for investigation and utiliing
microorganisms, including
development
methods for
of agricultural
agricultural wastes
for the utilization of
of methods
development of
and
residues, in
of Standards, Departthe Bureau of
with the
cooperation with
in cooperation
and residues,
ment
of Commerce,
Commerce, without
investigation
duplication of work; for investigation
without duplication
ment of
and development
development of
prevention of heating of
methods for the prevention
of methods
and
agricultural
products and
and the
prevention of
of farm fires and fires
the prevention
agricultural products
in
cotton-oil mills,
grain elevators,
elevators, and
and other
other structures,
structures,
mills, grain
gins, cotton-oil
cotton gins,
in cotton
and to
to cooperate
scientific societies
societies in
in the
the
and scientific
associations and
with associations
cooperate with
and

development
of methods
methods of
$304,870.
of analysis,
analysis, $304,870.
development of
the
Color investigations:
investigation and
experiment in the
and experiment
For investigation
investigations: For
Color
utilization,
for coloring,
coloring, medicinal,
medicinal, and
and technical
raw
purposes, of raw
technical purposes,
utilization, for
materials
$63,255.
in the United States, $63,255.
produced in
grown or produced
materials grown
investigation
the investigation
Insecticide and
and fungicide
For the
investigations: For
fungicide investigations:
Insecticide
insecticides and
and development
methods of
of manufacturing
manufacturing insecticides
of methods
development of
and
fungicides, and
for investigating
investigating chemical
chemical problems relating
relating to the
and for
fungicides,
composition,
and application
application of
of insecticides
fungicides,
insecticides and fungicides,
action, and
composition, action,
$87,920.
$87,920.
development
Plant dust
dust explosions:
explosions: For the investigation
investigation and development
Plant
of
prevention of
of grain-dust,
grain-dust, smut-dust,
other
and other
smut-dust, and
the prevention
for the
methods for
of methods
dust
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for
for and resulting fires,
explosions not
dust explosions
including fires
in cotton
cotton-oil mills, and grain elevators,
cotton gins, cotton-oil
fires in
including
$31,612.
$31,612.
Naval stores
investigations: For
the investigation
and demonstrademonstrainvestigation and
For the
stores investigations:
Naval
tion
methods or
or processes
processes of
of preparing
preparing naval
naval stores,
of improved
improved methods
tion of
the
transportation, and the uses of same,
same,
handling, transportation,
weighing, handling,
the weighing,
$57,165.
$57,165.
Fertilizer investigations:
investigations: For
investigations within the United
For investigations
Fertilizer
States of
fertilizers, fertilizer
fertilizer ingredients,
including phosphoric acid
ingredients, including
of fertilizers,
States
and
potash, and
other soil
and their
their suitability for
amendments and
soil amendments
and other
and potash,
agricultural use,
use, $246,071.
$246,071.
agricultural
Soil chemical
and physical
chemical, physical,
physical,
For chemical,
investigations: For
physical investigations:
chemical and
Soil
and
physical-chemical investigations
types, soil composition,
composition,
soil types,
of soil
investigations of
and physical-chemical
and soil
the soil
soil solution,
chemical
all chemical
and all
soil, and
of soil
solubility of
solution, solubility
minerals, the
soil minerals,
and
and physical
physical properties
of soils
in their
their relation
soil,
formation,
soil formation,
to soil
relation
soils in
properties of
and
soil texture
and soil
soil productivity,
$47,879.
erosibility, and
productivity, $47,879.
soil
texture, erosibil
Soil survey:
For the
of soils
soils and
for
origin, for
their origin,
and their
investigation of
the investigation
survey: For
Soil
survey of
of the
of classes
types, and for indicating upon
and types,
classes and
extent of
the extent
survey
maps and
coloring or
or otherwise,
the results
of such
such investiinvestiresults of
otherwise, the
by coloring
plats, by
and plats,
maps
gations and
and surveys,
$192,391.
gations
surveys, $192,391.
Soil microbiology
the micromicroof the
investigations of
For investigations
investigations: For
microbiology investigations:
Soil
organisms
the soil
soil and
including the
testing of
of
the testing
activities, including
their activities,
and their
of the
organisms of
inoculating
samples
procured
in
for
inoculating
of
cultures
market,
open
the
in
procured
samples
legumes,
of results, and if
publication of
the publication
and the
soil, and
or soil,
crops, or
other crops,
legumes, other
any such
such samples
are found
to be
be impure,
nonviable, or
or misbranded,
misbranded,
impure, nonviable,
found to
samples are
any
the results
of the
tests may
published, together
the names
together with the
be published,
may be
the tests
results of
the
of the
manufacturers and
the persons
whom the cultures were
by whom
persons by
of the
and of
the manufacturers
of
offered
sale, $36,765.
offered for sale,
causes
Soil-fertility investigations:
investigations: For
investigations into
into causes
soil investigations
For soil
Soil-fertility
of
infertility; maintenance
maintenance of
of productivity;
composiof soil
soil composieffects of
productivity; effects
of infertility;
tion cultural
cultural methods,
methods, fertilizers,
fertilizers, and
and soil
soil amendments
amendments on yield and
and
tion,
quality of
crops; and
and the
composition, formation,
formation, and
and
properties, composition,
the properties
of crops;
quality
transformation of
soil organic
organic matter
$159,368.
matter,,$159,368.
of soil
transformation
Total,
of Chemistry
and Soils,
$1,311,698, of
amount
which amount
of which
Soils, $1,311,698,
Chemistry and
Bureau of
Total, Bureau
not to
$940,800 may
may be expended for personal services in the
exceed $940,800
to exceed
not
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $590
$590 shall
be available
available for
for
shall be
District
the
purchase of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passnger-carrying
and horse-drawn
motor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
the purchase
vehicles
necessary in
the conduct
conduct of
of field
field work
the District
District
outside the
work outside
in the
vehicles necessary
of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Cooperation with scietsc.i
oenisocieties, etc.
entific

soctiens,

Utilizing
materaw mateUtilizing raw
rials for colorants.

Insecticide and
fungiand fungiInsecticide
cide investigations.

ddenvestigtions.

Plant dust exploioPant
sions.
Methods for preventMethods for preventing.

dust

explo-

ig.

Naval stores investiNaval stores investigations.

tin

Fertilizers.

ert

ty

compos

Soil types, composiinvesPai
tion, etc.'
tion,
etc., Investigations.

tlons.

Cooperative soil sur.
clur
vey.

veorartiv

soil

in-

Soil microbiology
microbiology InSoil
vestigations.
estigations.

Soil fertility investiimeti
gations.

Sol ftit

gaos

Services
in the Dis80
trict.

t

Vehicles.

vehicb

i the Dls
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BUREAU OF
ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
Entomology and BUREAU
OF ENTOMOLOGY
Entomology

1logy and
Plant
Quarantine
Quarantine
Plant
Bureau.
Bureau.
General expenses.

SALARIES AND GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES
SALARIES

For
necessary expenses
connected with
with investigations,
investigations, experiments;
experiments,
expenses connected
For necessary
economic entomology,
and demonstrations for the promotion of economic
entomology, for
investigating and
ascertaining the
the best
best means
means of
of destroying
destroying insects
insects
and ascertaining
investigating
and
related
pests
injurious
to
agriculture,
for
investigating
and
imimand
investigating
for
agriculture,
to
injurious
pests
and related
porting useful
and beneficial
insects and
bacterial, fungal,
other
and other
fungal, and
and bacterial,
beneficial insects
useful and
porting
diseases of
of insects
and related
investigating and
ascertainand ascertainfor investigating
pests, for
related pests,
insects and
diseases
ing the
best means
means of
of destroying
insects affecting
affecting.man
man and
animals,
and animals,
destroying insects
the best
ing
Plant
Agriculture to carry into effect
effect the proQuarantine to enable the Secretary of Agriculture
Plant Quarantine
Act, enforcement.
of the
the Plant
Plant Quarantine
Quarantine Act
Act of August
August 20, 1912, as amended,
visions of
vol. visions
Vol.
37, p. 315; Vol.
tol.37,rC.m315";
39,
p. 1165;
Vol. 4
P. to conduct other activities hereinafter
authorized,2 and for the erad44,p
1165; Vol.
9,p.
hereinafter
authorized
250.
U.S.C., p
p. 99;
99; Supp.
spread of
control, and
and prevention
of spread
of injurious insects and
and
prevention of
ication, control,
supp. ication,
VIs.-c.,
VII, p. 59.
vII,
p.59.
plant pests; independently
independently or in cooperation with other branches
branches
of
the Federal
Federal Govermnent,
States, counties,
counties, municipalities
corporamunicipalities.'corporaGovernment, States,
of the
tions, agencies,
individuals, or
or with
governments; including
foreign governments;
with foreign
agencies, individuals,
tions,
the
employment of
of necessary
necessary persons
persons and
and means
means in
in the
of
District of
the District
the employment
Columbia and
construction, or
or repair
repair of
necessary
of necessary
rent, construction,
elsewhere, rent,
and elsewhere,
Columbia
Proviso.
buildings
outside of
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
of the
buildings outside
s
buildings
ot ofofb
Cost
buildings.
cost for
for the
the construction
construction of
building shall
shall not
not exceed
$1,500,
exceed $1,500,
any building
of any
cost
and that
that the
amount expended
such construction
construction in
in any
one
any one
for such
expended for
total amount
the total
and
year shall
exceed $7,000, as follows:
follows:
not exceed
shall not
year
Investigations,
Investigations,

of insects.
ofinsects.

etc.,

4

general administrative
administrative expenses:
General
General administrative
expenses: For general
administrative purpurposes,
including
the
salary
of
chief
of
bureau
and other
personal
other personal
and
bureau
of
oposes, including the salary of chief
services '$149,109.
$149,109.
services,
Fruit, etc., insects.
grapes, and
Fruit
For insects
affecting fruits,
fruits, grapes,
and nuts,
nuts,
insects affecting
insects: For
Fruit insects:
ruit, etc.,insects
$320,759.
$320,759.
Japanese
Japanese beetle.
Japanese beetle control:
control: For the control and prevention
prevention of spread
of the
beetle, $230,000.
Japanese beetle,
the Japanese
of
Mexican
fruit fly.
fly.
prevention of
the control
control: For
fruit fly control:
Mexican fruit
exican fruit
Mexican
For the
control and prevention
of
spread
the Mexican
including necessary surveys and
fly, including
fruit fly,
Mexican fruit
of the
spread of
cooperation with the Mexican Govcontrol operations
operations in
in Mexico
in cooperation
Mexico in
control
ernment or"
or local
local Mexican
Mexican authorities, $101,652.
$101,652.
ernment
Citrus-canker eradieradiCitrus-canker
Citrus-canker
Citrus-canker eradication:
eradication: For determining and applying such
cation.
cation.
methods of eradication
eradication or control of the disease of citrus trees
trees known
known
as citrus
citrus canker
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
as in
canker as
as
may
be necessary,
including cooperation
authorities of the
such authorities
with such
cooperation with
necessary, including
may be
States
individuals, as he may
or individuals,
of growers, or
organizations of
concerned, organizations
States concerned,
deem necessary
necessary to
to accomplish
such purposes,
and, no
$12,299, and,
purposes, $12,299,
accomplish such
deem
expenditures
be made
for these purposes
purposes until aasum or sums at
made for
shall be
expenditures shall
least equal
such expenditures
expenditures shall
shall have been appropriated, subto such
equal to
least
scribed, or
or contributed
contributed. by
by State,
State, county,
county, or
or local
local authorities, or by
scribed,
individuals or
organizations for
accomplishment of such purthe accomplishment
for the
or organizations
individuals
Proviao.
poses: Provided, That no part of the money herein appropriated
for
No indemnity
indemn
No
for poses: Provided, That no part of the money herein appropriated
shall be used to pay the cost or value
destroyed trees.
trees,
destroyed
value of trees or other property
destroyed.
injured or destroyed.
such
applying such
determining and
Phony-peach
For determining
Phony-peach
Phony-pech disease.
Phony peach eradication:
eradication: For
and applying
the
of
spread
of
prevention
and/or
eradication, control, and/or prevention
methods
methods of eradication,
judgment
disease
of peach
peach trees
as phony peach as in the judgment
known as
trees known
disease of
of
of the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may be necessary, including cooporganizations
eration
with such
such authorities
States concerned, organizations
authorities of the States
eration with
accomplish
of growers, or individuals, as he may deem necessary
necessary to accomplish
of the
certification of products out of
such
such purposes, including the certification
$45,462:
infested areas to meet the requirements
requirements of State quarantines,
quarantines, $45,462:
That no
part of
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be
money herein
the money
of the
no part
Povied, That
ly for Provided,
No idaemnity
flee
destroyed trees.
used to pay the cost or value of trees or other property injured or
used.
destroyed.
destroyed.

Chief
hief of bureau, and
office personnel.
ofce
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control.
Date
control and
scale control
Datescale
spread of Date
of spread
prevention of
and prevention
the control
For the
control: For
scale control:
Date scale
Parlatoria
$22,768.
Parlatoria date scale, $22,768.
Forest insects:
insects: For
affecting forests
and forest
insects.
Forestintsects
products, Forest
forest products
forests and
insects affecting
For insects
Forest
under
section
4
of
the
Act
approved
May
22,
1928
(U.S.U.,
Supp.'
tioPnrse
,
v
e
e
t
i
e
l
.
ting infeststions,etc.
Supp.
(U.S.C.,
1928
22,
May
approved
Act
the
of
4
under section
VI,
sec. 581c),
"An Act
Act to
to insure
insure adequate
adequate supplies
L701.
Vol. 45,,^p.701.
supplies Vol.
entitled "An
581c), entitled
16, sec.
title 16,
VI, title
326. '
of
timber and
and other
other forest
for the
of the United 4..""
PP. VII, p.
people of
the people
products for
forest products
of timber
States, to
to promote
promote the
timber growing and other purfor timber
use for
full use
the full
States,
poses
of forest
the United
States, including farm wood lots
United States,including
in the
lands in
forest lands
poses of
production
and those
areas not
not suitable
for agricultural
agricultural production,
suitable for
abandoned areas
those abandoned
and
of
and
secure the
correlation and
and the
economical conduct
conduct of
most economical
the most
the correlation
to secure
and to
research
forest research
research in
the Department
of Agriculture,
through research
Agriculture, through
Department of
in the
forest
in reforestation,
reforestation, timber
growing, protection,
utilization, forest ecoprotection, utilization,
timber growing,
in
nomics,
and related
subjects ",
$145,655.
", $145,655.
related subjects
nomics, and
garden
Truck
crop and
and garden
garden insects:
insects affecting
affecting truck
truck crops
and garden
crops, Truck and
For insects
insects: For
Truck crop
crop.
ornamental
and
garden
plants,
including
tobacco,
sugar
beets,
and
er°P8.
tobacco,
including
plants,
garden
and
ornamental
greenhouse and
and bulbous
$303,048.
crops, $303,048.
bulbous crops,
greenhouse
ral and
forage Ininand forage
Cereal
and forage
insects: For
forage sectCreal
affecting cereal and forage
insects affecting
For insects
forage insects:
Cereal and
the
on
research
and including research
crops, including
and rice,
rice, and
s.
sugarcane and
including sugarcane
crops,
$312,701.
European corn
borer, $312,701.
corn borer,
European
European corn
control: For
European cornborer.
corn borer.
of European
prevention of
and prevention
control and
the control
For the
borer control:
European corn borer
spread
of
the
European
corn
borer
and
for
the
certification
of
prodprodof
certification
the
for
and
borer
corn
spread of the European
ucts out
out of
of the
the infested
infested areas
areas to
meet the
requirements of State
the requirements
to meet
ucts
quarantines on
account of
of the
the European
European corn
$30,411.
corn borer, $30,411.
on account
quarantines
Cotton
insects:
For
insects
affecting
cotton,
$
136,000
.
insects.
Cotton nsects.
$136,000.
cotton,
affecting
insects
For
insects:
Cotton
ink
bollor conspread
Pink bollworm
control: For
For the
the control
control and
and prevention
prevention of s
pread rin bollworm
conbollworm control:
Pink
of
the
pink
bollworm,
trot
including
the
establishment
of
such
cotton
cottonsuch
of
establishment
the
including
bollworm,
pink
of the
free areas
areas as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
infestation, and for
for
any infestation,
out any
stamp out
to stamp
as may
free
with
ooperation
necessary surveys
Mexico in cooperation
cooperation mcererra
tion
with
in Mexico
operations in
control operations
and control
surveys and
necessary
co
$254,959.
authorities,
Mexican
with the
Government or local Mexican authorities, $254,959. Thurberia weevil.
Mexican Government
the Mexican
with
Thurberia
weevil control:
control: For
For the
the control
control and
and prevention
prevention of
of Thurberia weevil.
Thurberia weevil
spread of
the Thurberia
$2,584.
weevil, $2,584.
Thurberia weevil,
of the
spread
Bee culture.
Bee culture:
For bee
culture and
and apiary
management, $45,670.
$45,670. Beeculture.
apiary management,
bee culture
culture: For
Bee
Man and animals.
Insects affecting
animals: For
For insects
insects affecting
affecting man,
man, Man and animals.
and animals:
man and
affecting man
Insects
household
and animals,
$109,600.
animals, $109,600.
possessions, and
household possessions,
and
Identification
Insect pest survey and identification: For
For the
Lise
i
ggili 04 Insects.
e
Int.
and adsfntidonof
identification and
the identification
identification:
and
survey
Insect pest
classification
of
insects,
including
taxonomic,
morphological,
and
and
morphological,
classification of insects, including taxononic,
related phases
insect pest
pest control,
control, the
the importation
importation and
exchange
and exchange
of insect
phases of
related
Disseminating Infornfor.
Disseminating
of useful
useful insects
the maintenance
an insect
pest survey
survey for mation.
insect pest
of an
maintenance of
and the
insects, and
of
the collection and
and dissemination
of
information
to
Federal,
State,
ntlon.
State,
Federal,
to
information
of
dissemination
the collection
and other
agencies concerned
with insect
$121,616.
control, $121,616.
pest control,
insect pest
concerned with
and other agencies
Control
investigaControl
investigations:
For
developing
equipment
or
Control investiga
apparatus tions.
or apparatus
equipment
Control investigations: For developing
to aid in
enforcing
plant
quarantines,
eradication
and/or
control
to aid in enforcing plant quarantines, eradication and/or control o
of
plant pests,
determining methods
of disinfecting
disinfecting plants
and plant
plant
plants and
methods of
pests, determining
of plant
products to
to eliminate
determining the
toxicity of
of
the toxicity
pests, determining
injurious pests,
eliminate injurious
products
insecticides and
and related
pest control,
$40,738.
control, $40,738.
insect pest
of insect
phases of
related phases
insecticides,
Inspection.
Transit
inspection in
in transit
or otherwise
otherwise of Transit
transit or
the inspection
For the
inspection: For
Transit inspection:
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
37, ip. 315;tion.
Vol.ansit
,P.
p.250..p.100; Stipp.
articles
under the
Act of
of August
August 20,
1912 (U.S.C.,
Supp. 44
44U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
20, 1912
the Act
quarantined under
articles quarantined
p. 58. P.10o0 pp.
VI,
title 7,
164a), as
for the
the interception
interception and VII,
v.s.c
and for
amended, and
as amended,
161, 164a),
secs. 161,
7, secs.
VI, title
disposition
of
materials
found
to
have
been
transported
interstate
in
interstate
transported
been
disposition of materials found to have
violation
of quarantines
quarantines promulgated
promulgated thereunder,
$26,419.
thereunder, $26,419.
violation of
Foreign Plant Quarantine enforcement.
enor lant
Foreign plant
For enforcement
enforcement of
of foreign
foreign plant
plant antine
quarantines: For
plant quarantines:
Foreign
Mexican cotton, etc.
of
export , and
and to
to Mecan cotton, etc.
quarantines,
at
the
port
of
entry
and/or
port
export,
of
port
and/or
entry
of
port
the
quarantines, at
prevent the
of cotton
into
Mexico into
from Mexico
cottonseed from
and cottonseed
cotton and
movement of
prevent the movement
the United States,
States, including
the
regulation
of
the
entry
into
the
the
into
entry
the
of
regulation
the
including
the United
United
States of
of railway
railway cars
freight,
and freight,
vehicles, and
other vehicles,
and other
cars and
United States
express,
other materials
materials from
and the
the inspection,
inspection, Cleaning, etc.
Mexico, and
from Mexico,
or other
baggage, or
express, baggage,
cleaning, and disinfection thereof,
including
construction and
and repair
repair Oc t, et.
construction
including
thereof,
disinfection
and
cleaning,
of necessary
necessary buildings,
buildings, plants,
and
equipment,
for
the
fumigation,
fumigation,
the
for
plants, and equipment,
of
disinfection, or
cleaning of
of products,
railway cars,
cars, or
or other
other vehicles
vehicles
products, railway
or cleaning

disinfection,
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entering the
the United
$552,966, and
and in
in addition
addition
from Mexico,
Mexico, $552,966,
United States
States from
entering
thereto $16,000
$16,000 of
of the
purpose for
the
for the
for this
this purpose
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance for
thereto
fiscal year
year 1933
1933 is
is continued
continued available
available for
the same
same purpose
purpose for
for the
the
for the
fiscal
Proviso.
fiscal
year
1935:
Provided,
That
any
moneys
received
in
payment
payment
in
received
moneys
That
any
Provided,
year
1935:
fiscal
Reptsiered
Receipts covered in.
such
of
charges fixed
fixed by
by the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture on account of such
the Secretary
of charges
cleaning
disinfection shall
shall be
covered into
into the
Treasury as
as
the Treasury
be covered
cleaning and
and disinfection
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
miscellaneous
Export
inspection
Certification of
inspection, under
under such
such rules and
and
the inspection,
For the
exports: For
of exports:
Certification
endxpiertfinstion.
and
certification.
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
prescribe, of
domesSecretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may prescribe,
of domesregulations
tic plants
and plant
plant products
products when
when offered
for export
export and
to certify
certify
and to
offered for
tic
plants and
to shippers
interested parties
the freedom
of such
products
such products
to the
freedom of
parties as
as to
shippers and
and interested
to
from
pests according
to the
the
according to
injurious plant
plant diseases
diseases and
and insect
insect pests
from injurious
sanitary
of the
the foreign
foreign countries
affected and
and to
to make
sanitary requirements
requirements of
countries affected
such
charges and
use such
such means
means as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary
such reasonable
reasonable charges
and to
to use
Proviso.
That moneys
object, $16,120:
$16,120: Provided,
moneys received
received
Provided, That
this object,
accomplish this
to accomplish
Receipts covered in. to
sescoveredin.
inspection and certification
on
certification shall be covered
covered
on account
account of
of such inspection
into
the Treasury
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
into
the
Treasury
as
receipts.
Dutch elm disease.
Dutch
emdiseas.
Dutch elm disease: For control and prevention
Dutch
prevention of
of spread
spread of
of the
the
Proviso.
Dutch
elm disease
disease in
in the
the United
$150,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
States, $150,000:
United States,
Dutch elm
seo
offund.
Use
of fund.
that
this sum
sum shall
shall be reduced
this
reduced by an amount
amount equal to any amount that
from any
allotted for
purposes named herein
herein from
be allotted
for the
the purposes
may hereafter
hereafter be
Federal
relief or
Federal relief
or other
other Federal
Federal emergency
emergency appropriations.
appropriations.
Gypsy and brown
Gypsy
and brown-tail
brown-tail moths:
moths: For
For the
the control
and prevention
prevention of
of
control and
Gypsy and
tail
moths.
brown
taothst.n
spread of
of the
the gypsy
gypsy and
brown-tail moths,
moths, $360,000
$360,000 of
of the
the sum
sum
spread
and brown-tail
allotted
fiscal year
allotted for this purpose
purpose for the fiscal
year 1934 by the Public Works
Works
Administration
he available
available only
only for
for expenditure
during the
the
Administration shall
shall be
expenditure during
fiscal
year
1935.
1935.
year
fiscal
D
the
in
Seres
Services in the DisTotal, Bureau
Total,
Bureau of Entomology
Entomology and Plant
$3,130,536,
Plant Quarantine,
Quarantine, $3,130,536,
trict.
of which
which amount
amount not to
of
exceed $669,430
expended for
for perperto exceed
$669,430 may
may be
be expended
sonal
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
not to
to exceed
sonal services
services in
in the
the District
and not
exceed $12;750
$12,750
Vehicles.
vehicles,
available for the
shall be available
the purchase
purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and horsehorsevehicles necessary
the conduct
conduct of
field
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
necessary in
in the
of field
woik outside the
District of Columbia.
woik
the District
Biological Survey BusollogteiaurveyBureau.
General
expenses.
General expenses.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
SURVEY
OF BIOLOGICAL
SALARIES
GolNERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
sALARMS AND
.AND GENERAL

For salaries
salaries and employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington
and elsewhere, furniture,
furniture, supplies,
supplies, including
including the purchase of bags,
in
course of manufacture,
tags, and labels printed i
n the course
manufacture, traveling
traveling and
and
all other
other expenses
expenses necessary in
investigations and
and carrycarryin conducting
conducting investigations
including cooperation
cooperation with
ing out the work of the
the bureau, including
with Federal,
State, county,
other agencies
agencies or
or with
with farm
farm bureaus,
bure aus, organizations,
organ i
za ti ons ,
State,
county or
or other
or
individuals,
as follows:
follows:
or
individuals,
as
Chief of bureau and
expenses: For necessary
General
administrative expenses:
necessary expenses
expenses for gengenGeneral adinistrative
of bureaund
oiefpersonnel.
office
eral
eral administrative
administrative purposes,
purposesincluding
the salary
of bureau
bureau
including the
salary of
of chief
chief of
and other personal
in21 the
the District
District of Columbia, $72,978
personal services
services i:
$72,978.
Game, etc., reservaet,
se
tioname
Maintenance
Maintenance of mammal
mammal and bird reservations:
reservations: For the maintemaintetions.
Montana bisonrange. nance of the Montana National Bison Range and other reservations
Montanabisonrange.
nance of the Montana National Bison Range and other reservations
game introduced
and for the maintenance
maintenance of gape
introduced into suitable
suitable localities
supervision of the Biological Survey, including
on public lands, under supervision
including
quarters, shelters
construction of fencing, wardens'
wardens' quarters
shelters for animals,
animals,
roteto of re- landings,
trails, bridges, ditches, telephone
landings, roads,
roads, trails,
telephone lines, rockwork,
rock-work,
Protection
serve.o
o
bulkheads, and other improvements necessary for the economical
serves.
economical
Vol. 35, p. 1104.
administration
and protection
the reservations,
reservations, and
and for
for the
the
l.
p. 471.
11r.
administration and
protection of
of the
enforcement
enforcement of section 84 of the Act approved March
March 4, 1909 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
title 18, sec.
see. 145),
145), entitled "An
"An Act to codify, revise, and amend the
Salaries,
supplies, etc.
alaries, supples
etc.
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Vol.
45, p.. 1224.
ol. 4,
1224.
amendatory thereto, and U.S.
penal
United States ", and Acts amendatory
penal laws of the United
C., Supp. VII,
p.334.
Conservation Act of February 18, P.
section
section 10 of the Migratory Bird Conservation
334
Proviso.
Provided, That ' Por.
715i), $52,368:
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 16, sec. 715i),
$52,368: Provided,
1929 (U.S.C.,
Game for reserves.
transportation of
purchase, capture, and transportation
$2,500 may be used for the purchase,
game for national reservations.
Food habits
of birds
birds
habits of
anFd
Food
habits of birds and animals:
animals: For investigating the food and
Food habits
animals.
North
American
birds
and
animals
in
habits and economic
value
of
economic
American
agriculture, horticulture, and forestry, including methods
relation to agriculture,
of conserving beneficial and controlling injurious birds and animals,
$75,112.
$75 112.
of predatory
ontrolpredtor
Control
rodents: For demon- Control
n- injurious rodents:
predatory animals and
ontrol of
of predatory
predatory
Control
animals, etc.
strations and cooperation
cooperation in destroying
destroying animals injurious to agricul- animls, etc'
ture, horticulture,
horticulture, forestry,
forestry, animal husbandry, and wild
wild game;
game; and
and
in
and other
animals through
through the
the supother domestic
domestic animals
in protecting
protecting stock
stock and
animals,
pression of rabies and other diseases in predatory wild animals,
$398,982.
$398,982.
Fur bearing animals.
Fur bearingandim.
expert- Investigating
Production of fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals: For investigations,
investigations, experiproduction, etc.
etc.
cooperation in connection with the tion,
demonstrations, and cooperation
ments, demonstrations,
production and utilization of fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals raised for meat
meat
production
$51,717.
United States and Alaska, $51,717.
and fur, in the United
Biological investigainvestigaoBiological
Biological investigations:
investigations: For biological investigations, including tions.
geographic distribution,
distribution, and migration of
the relations, habits, geographic
preparation of maps of the life zones, and
animals and plants, and the preparation
including $14,800
$14,800 for investigations
investigations of the relations of wild animal
animal
including
life to
to forests,
forests, under section
section 5
5 of
of the
the Act approved
approved May
1928 Iv).t
Vl. 55
701.1p
life
May 22, 1928
.: P.
P eu
"p
. VII,
p. 327
327.
(U.S.C.,
VI, title
title 16,
investigations, p.
and for
for investigations,
16, sec.
sec. 581d),
581d), and
Supp. VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
improvement,
experiments, and demonstrations
demonstrations in the establishment,
establishment, improvement,
experiments,
Alraskan.d
musk
and musk
Reindeer
of the
the reindeer
reindeer industry and of musk oxen and mountain oxledinne
and increase
increase of
sheep in Alaska,
Alaska, including the erection of necessary buildings and
other structures, $69,711.
$69,711.
tec
h
t
l
io
Vatory bird proProtection
migratory birds: For all necessary
necessary expenses for Migratory bird proProtection of migratory
Vol.
40, p.. 75.
755.
Vol.40,
of
July
Act
the provisions of the Migratory
enforcing the
Migratory Bird Treaty
enforcing
U.S.C., 438.
3,
1918 (U.S.C.,
16, secs.
secs. 703-711),
703-711), and
and for
for cooperation
with
cooperation with
title 16,
(U.S.C., title
3, 1918
migratory birds, and for
local authorities
authorities in the protection of migratory
necessary
investigations connected
therewith, $155,085:
$155,085: Provided,
Prio.
Provided, Proviso.
connected therewith,
necessary investigations
Preventing shipment
That
enforce- Ofn
for the
the enforcem,etc.
hbotffb
more than $20,500
$20,500 may
may be
be used for
That of
of this sum
sum not more
318,"teidlb1344.2,
etc.
l1137.
241, 242,
243, and
244 of
of the
the Act
approved March
Vo0
3p.
March of Vol.
Act approved
and 244
242, 243,
sections 241,
of sections
ment of
U.S.C.,
p.
p. 492-493.
4, 1909
1909 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 18,
18, secs.
secs. 391-394),
entitled "An
Act to
to codify,
codify, U.S..pp.49'93.
"An Act
391-394), entitled
4,
revise,
amend the
the penal
penal laws
", and
for
and for
States ",
the United
United States
laws of
of the
and amend
revise, and
the
enforcement of
of section
section 1
1 of
of the
1900
25, 1900
May 25,
Act approved
approved May
the Act
the enforcement
Carrying 111egall y
inllegally
(U.S.C., title
"An Act
Act to
enlarge the
the powers
powers killed
Carryi
to enlarge
entitled "An
701), entitled
sec. 701),
16, sec.
title 16,
(U.S.C.,
game.
31, p. 187.
187.
of
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, prohibit
prohibit the
by Vol.
ol.31,g.
the transportation
transportation by
of the
the Department
U.S.C., p. 438.
6
interstate
commerce of
of game
killed in
violation of
laws, and
and U.S.C. p. 43
of local
local laws,
in violation
game killed
interstate commerce
purposes ",
investigations in connecessary investigations
", including all necessary
for other
other purposes
nection therewith.
Enforcing
A Iask a
Alaska
Enforcement of
of Alaska
law: For
enforcement of
Enorcig
of the
the game
the enforcement
For the
game law:
Alaska game
Enforcement
law.
Vol.
43,
p.
739;
Vol.
provisions
of
the
Alaska
game
law,
approved
January
13,
1925
3, p. 739; Vol.
provisions of the Alaska game law, approved January 13, 1925 48t.p.ol.1111.
pip' p.1573;
(U.S.C., title
48, ses.
secs. 192-211),
Supp.
.i5;spp.
amended by
by the Act
Act of Feb- 46U.S.C.,
title 48,
192-211), and
and as amended
(U.S.C.,
VII, p. 981.
ruary
1111-1115), $66,598.
$66,598.
91.
VIIp.
pp. 1111-1115),
1931 (46
(46 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
ruary 14,
14, 1931
In
all,
salaries
and
expenses,
$942,551.
In all, salaries and expenses, $942,551.

ISSISsIPPIRBIRVER
UPPERB MISSISSIPPI
UPPER
RIVER REUCGE
REFUGE

Upper
Mississippi
Mississippi
Upper
River Refuge.

areas for.
For the
acquisition of
of areas
of land
pursuant Acquiring
For
the acquisition
areas of
land or
or land
land and
and water
water pursuant
^r
AcquIig
for.
Vol.
1354.
Vol. 43,
43, pp.
pp. 850,
50, 13,54.
U.S.C., p. 437.
to
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
establish
the
Upper
Mississippi
River
to the Act entitled "An Act to establish the Upper Mississippi River u.s.c., p.47.
Wild
Life and
and Fish
", approved
approved June
7, 1924
(U.S.C., title
title
1924 (U.S.C.,
June 7,
Refuge ",
Fish Refuge
Wild Life
16,
secs. 721-731),
as amended,
and for
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident
for all
amended, and
721-731), as
16, sees.
thereto,
including the
employment of
persons and means in
city.
in the city
of persons
the employment
thereto, including
of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $1,862,
$1,862, which
which shall
shall be
be available
until
available until
of Washington

490
490

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Vol. 43,
p. 652.
3,p.
8.
vol.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CR
89.
CH. 89.

MARCH 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
MARCH

expended,
part of
of the
of $1,500,000
authorized to
to be
be
$1,500,000 authorized
the aunt
sum of
being part
expended, being
appropriated
such purpose
purpose by
by section
of said
and for
for all
said Act;
Act; and
10 of
section 10
for such
appropriated for
necessary
expenses of
of the
Agriculture authorized
by
authorized by
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
necessary expenses
section 9
of said
Act, $31,933;
all, $33,795.
$33,795.
in all,
$31,933; in
9 of
said Act,
section

Bear
Bear River migramigrarefuge.
tory bird refuge..
Establishment,
etc.
Establishment, etc.
45, p. 448.
Vol. 45,
U.S.C.,
Supp.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p.
p. 331.
331.
Vol.
Vol. 45,
45, p. 1186.
1186.
All expenses.

Migratory Bird
Migratory
Bird ConConservation Act.
Act.
servation
Expenses, executing,
executing,
Expenses,

BEAR RIVER
MIGRATORY BIRD
REFUGE
BIRD REFUGE
BEAR
RIVER MIGRATORY

For administration
and maintenance
maintenance of
the Bear
River Migratory
Migratory
of the
Bear River
For
administration and
Bird
under the
Act approved
April 23,
23, 1928
1928
approved April
the Act
established under
Refuge established
Bird Refuge
(U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
title 16,
and the
the resolution
resolution
690-690h), and
16, sees.
sees. 690-690h),
VI, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
approved February
(45 Stat.,
Stat., p.
the conconincluding the
1186), including
p. 1186),
15, 1929
1929 (45
February 15,
approved
struction of
of necessary
necessary buildings
buildings and
and for
for personal
services in
the
in the
personal services
struction
District of
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $15,319.
$15,319.
of Columbia
District
CONSERVATION ACT
MIGRATORY BIRD
MIGRATORY
BIRD CONSERVATION
ACT

provisions of
of the Act entitled
effect the
the provisions
For carrying
carrying into
into effect
entitled "An
Act to
more effectively
effectively meet
the obligations
obligations of
of the
States
the United
United States
meet the
to more
Act
under the
Great Britain
(39 Stat.,
Stat., pt.
pt.
Britain (39
treaty with
with Great
the migratory-bird
migratory-bird treaty
under
Vol. 45,'.222s.
U.S.C., supp.
Supp. VII,
2,
p.
1702) by
lessening the.
the. dangers
threatening migratory
migratory game
threatening
lessening
dangers
vi
2,
p.
1702)
by
UT.SC,
p. 333.
p 33
by the
the acquisition
birds from drainage
drainage and other causes
causes by
of
acquisition of areas of
land
water to
to furnish
reservation for
the adefor the
in perpetuity
perpetuity reservation
furnish in
and of
of water
land and
quate protection
protection of
of such
appropriations for
for
and authorizing
authorizing appropriations
birds; and
such birds;
quate
the establishment
establishment of
such areas,
areas, their
their maintenance
maintenance and
and improvement,
improvement,
of such
the
and
other purposes
", approved
approved February
February 18,
18, 1929
(U.S.C., Supp.
1929 (U.S.C.,
Supp.
for other
purposes ",
and for
Commissioner's
ommissioner's ex- VI, title 16, secs. 715-715r),
$62,419, authorized
authorized by section 12 of the
715-715r), $62,41,
penses.
Act, which
sum is
of the
$1,000,000
$792,475 of the $1,000000
Vol. 45, p.
1225.
the remaining
remaining $792,475
is a
a part
part of
which sum
p. 1225
peV
authorized
be appropriated
for the
year ending
ending June 30,
fiscal year
the fiscal
to be
appropriated for
authorized to
1933.
1933.
Services
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
of Biological
Survey, $1,054,084,
$1,054,084, of
of which
which amount
amount
Biological Survey,
Total,
in the Disservices in
trict.
trict.
$252,308 may be expended
personal
not to exceed
exceed $252,308
expended for departmental
departmental personal
Vehicles,
vehicles.
shall
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and not to exceed $14,450
$14,450 shall
be
purchase of
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
the purchase
of motor-propelled
be available
available for
for the
vehicles necessary
necessary in
the conduct
conduct of
work outside
outside the
the District
District
vehicles
in the
of field
field work
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of

etc.
Vol. 45, p. 1702.
1702.
Vol.45,
Acquiring 1727..

Public Roads Bu-

reau.
reau.

BUREAU OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS
ROADS
BUREAU

For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
Bureau of
Public Roads,
Roads .including
including
of the
the Bureau
of Public
For
salaries and
labor in
in the
city of
of Washington and
salaries
and the
the employment
employment of
of labor
the city
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, office
office and
and laboratory
laboratory fixtures
fixtures and
and apparatus,
apparatus,
elsewhere,
traveling and,
necessary expenses; for conducting
conducting research
research and
and
traveling
and other
other necessary
investigational
either independently
investigational studies,
studies, either
independently .or in cooperation
cooperation with
State highway
highway departments,
departments, or
agencies, including
including studies
studies of
of
State
or other
other agencies,
highway
administration, legislation,
finance, economics,
transport,
highway administration,
legislation, finance,
economics, transport,
construction,
maintenance, utilization,
utilization, and
and
construction, operation
operation, maintenance,
and safety,
safety, and
making, etc.
eto.
Road mabkig,
erafficcontrol;
i
nvestigations and
and experiments
experiments
offstreet
street and
and highway
highway traffic
control; investigations
in the best methods of road
in
road making,
making,. especially by the
the use of local
materials;
of mechanical
plants and
appliances used
materials; studies of
of types of
mechanical plants
and appliances
for road
road building
building and
and maintenance
maintenance and
and of
of methods
methods of
of road
road repair
repair
for
and maintenance
maintenance suited
suited to
the needs
needs of
of different
different localities;
localities; and
and mainand
to the
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs of
of experimental
highways including
tenance
experimental highways,
including the
m
al
the purpurchase of materials
ateris and eguipment;
equipment; for
for furnishing
furnishing expert
expert advice
advice on
on
these subjects;
subjects; for
collating, reporting,
reporting, and
the results
results
these
for collating,
and illustrating
illustrating the
of same;
same '
•and
and for
for preparing,
preparing, publishing,
and distributing
of
publishing, and
distributing bulletins
bulletins
Vol. 39, p
p. 355;;Vol.
Va
vol. and
and reports;
reports; to
to be
be paid
moneys available
available from
from the
the adminisadnainispaid from
from ftny
any moneys
42,
p. 217.
42,11.217.
U.S.C, p. 662.
trative funds provided under the
the Act of July 11,
1916 (39
(39 Stat.,
pp.
11, 1916
Stat., pp.
355-359), as
amended, or as
provided.
355-359),
as amended,
as otherwise
otherwise provided.
expenes.
Salariesand
Salaries and expense.s.

. 355

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY
HIGHWAY SYSTEM
SYSTEM
FEDERAL-AID

491
highways.
Federal-aid highways.
Federal-aid

it
For
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act to
Cooperating w
with
Cooperating
to States
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
carrying out
For carrying
in constructing
roads.
post
rural
provide that
United States
E =espos
int
gangructing
shall aid the States in the construction r
States shall
the United
that the
provide
Vol.

. 55;42,vpp.:
39; PVol.
July 11,
approved July
for other purposes",
and for
p. 1201;
40,Vol.
of rural post roads, and
purposes ", approved
11, 4a4;
V01%
Voli 43,1).889
. 9
;
;
p.8W
67;Vol.43,
vi0,°1,1157;
1916 (39
(39 Stat.,
pp. 355-359),
amendatory thereof and 66
Acts amendatory
and all Acts
355-359), and
Stat., pp.
1916
Vol
44
422Supp.
p.
U.s.C.,
prosupplementary
thereto,
to
be
expended
in
accordance
with
the
iis.O
P
.,
P
p
.
.
4
6
2%
Stipp.
the
with
accordance
in
expended
supplementary thereto, to be
VII,'p.
visions
as amended,
$176,400 for VII
P. 322.
322.
amended, including not to exceed $176,400
Act, as
said Act,
of said
visions of
$8,000,000,
Columbia,
of
departmental
personal
services
in
the
Columbia,
$8,000,000,
District
departmental personal services
to
be immediately
available and
expended,
available until expended,
remain available
to remain
and to
immediately available
to be
Vol. 46, pp. 141, 1031.
46, pp. 141, 11.
which
sum is
sum of $125,000,000
$125,000,000 authorized to be Vol.
the sum
of the
part of
a part
is a
which sum
1
by
1933,
appropriated
for
June
30,
1933,
section
1
ending
year
fiscal
the
for
appropriated
ot iarlabor for.
of
the Act
Act approved
approved April
4, 1930
1930 (46
Stat, p. 141)
Provided, That Provisos.
141) :Provided,
(46 Stat.,
April 4,
Convict
of the
bidden.
none
of
the
money
herein
appropriated
be
paid
to
any
State
on
shall
appropriated
herein
money
the
of
none
.
on which convict labor shall be employed,
account of any project
except
except this provision shall not apply to convict labor performed by Vehicles.
Veiles.
convicts
or probation:
further,' That not to Vol.
Provided further
probation: Provided
parole or
on parole
42, p. 217.
convicts on
U.S.C.,
067.
p.wi.
u.s.C., p.
the
out
exceed
$45,000
of
the
funds
provided
carrying
provisions
carrying
for
provided
funds
exceed $45,000 of the
23,
of the
the Federal
Federal Highway
November 9, 1921 (U.S.C., title
Highway Act of November
of
secs. 21
21 and
and 23),
shall be
be available
available for the purchase of motor-pro23), shall
secs.
pelled
necessary for carrying out the
vehicles necessary
passenger-carrying vehicles
pelled passenger-carrying
provisions
of said
including the
the replacement
exceed
replacement of not to exceed
Act, including
said Act,
provisions of
one
such vehicle
administrative work of the Bureau of
the administrative
in the
use in
for use
vehicle for
one such
Public
in the
of Columbia:
further, That,
Provided further,
Columbia: Provided
District of
the District
Roads in
Public Roads
during the
a artges engi
ne
l
7g
loed
engial
authorized engi- agCha
performing authorized
whenever performing
1935, whenever
year 1935,
fiscal year
the fiscal
during
neering or
or other
in connection
connection with
with the
the survey,
services.
construction services.
survey, construction
services in
other services
neering
and maintenance,
improvement of
Government
roads for other Government
of roads
or improvement
maintenance, or
and
agencies the
depreciation on
for such services may include depreciation
charge for
the charge
agencies
equipment used, and the amounts
engineering and
road-building equipment
and road-building
engineering
received
on account
account of
of such
such charges shall be credited to the
received on
appropriation
concerned.
concerned.
appropriation
appSoprn
tEmergenS
for roads
on unappropriated
of $2,000,000
$2,000,000 for
The appropriation
The
appropriation of
roads on
unappropriated or
or ation
for
a
s
PIon
AV:
Inroads
for gd
dian
reservations,
etc.
etc.
reservations,
unreserved
public
lands,
nontaxable
Indian
lands,
and
so
forth,
conatiEonm
dian
conforth,
so
and
lands,
Indian
nontaxable
lands,
unreserved public
tallied in
Act entitled
An Act
broaden Vol. 47, p. 717.
to broaden
destitution, to
relieve destitution,
to relieve
Act to
entitled "An
the Act
in the
tained
the
lending
powers
of
the
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation
and
Corporation,
the lending powers of the Reconstruction Finance
to
by providing
providing for
for and
publicexpediting aa publicand expediting
employment by
create employment
to create
works
July 21,
21, 1932,
1932, is
continued availhereby continued
is hereby
approved July
* approved
program ",
works program
DSable
during
the
fiscal
year
1935,
and
not
to
exceed
$4,290
may be
used trse
tririt" iin the
the 1)
be used
may
$4,290
exceed
to
not
and
1935,
able during the fiscal year
for personal
services in
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
in the
personal services
for
Total,
Bureau
of
Public
Roads,
$8,000,000.
$8,000,000.
Roads,
Public
of
Bureau
Total,
BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
BUREAU OF
SALARIES AND
AND GENERAL
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES
SALARIES

General administrative
For necessary
for gengenexpenses for
necessary expenses
expenses: For
administrative expenses:
General

Agricultural
EngiEt
neering
Bureau..g
nericlBtur
General expenses.

General expes.
Chief of bureau, and
of bureau, and
oCief
office
personnel.

eral administrative
including the
chief of
bureau
of bureau
of chief
salary of
the salary
purposes, including
administrative purposes,
eral
and
other
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
$33,867.
$33,867.
Columbia,
of
District
the
in
services
and other personal
Agricultural
engineering: For
investigations, experiments,
and Investigations, etc.
experiments, and
For investigations,
Agricultural engineering:
demonstrations
involving
the
application
of
engineering
principles
. IngafoS
principles
engineering
of
application
the
demonstrations involving
to agriculture,
cooperation with
with Federal,
Federal, State,
State,
in cooperation
or in
independently or
agriculture, independently
to
county, or
or other
other public
agencies or
or with
with farm
farm bureaus,
bureaus, organizations,
organizations,
public agencies
county,
or individuals;
the utilization
utilization
upon the
reporting upon
and reporting
investigating and
for investigating
individuals; for
or
of
water
in
farm
irrigation
and
the
best
methods
to
apply
in
pracinmpracapply
to
of water in farm irrigation and the best methods
tice,•
the
different
kinds
of
power
and
appliances;
the
flow
of
water
in
in
water
of
flow
the
appliances;
and
power
of
kinds
different
the
tice;
ditches,
pipes,
and
other
conduits
the
duty,
apportionment,
and
apportionment,
ditches, pipes, and other conduits; the duty,
measurement of
irrigation water
the customs,
customs, regulations,
and laws
laws
regulations, and
water;ithe
measurement of irrigation
affecting
irrigation;
and
the
drainage
of
farms
and
of
swamps
and
swamps
affecting irrigation; and the drainage of farms and of
other wet
wet lands
may be
be made
for agricultural
puragricultural puravailable for
made available
which may
lands which
other
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poses; for
for preparing
removal of
of surplus
water by
by
surplus water
for the
the removal
plans for
preparing plans
poses;
drainage;
and draindrainfor farm
farm irrigation
irrigation and
equipment for
for developing
developing equipment
drainage; for
age;
for investigating
investigating and
and reporting
reporting upon
farm domestic
domestic water
water
upon farm
age; for
supply
disposal, upon
the design
and construction
of
construction of
design and
upon the
drainage disposal,
and drainage
supply and
farm buildings
and their
and of
of buildings
buildings for
for processprocessappurtenances and
their appurtenances
farm
buildings and
ing
storing farm
farm products;
upon farm
farm power
power and
mechanical
and mechanical
products; upon
ing and
and storing
farm
equipment; upon
engineering problems
problems relating
the procto the
procrelating to
upon the
the engineering
farm equipment;
essing,
transportation,
and
storage
of
perishable
and
other
agriagriand
other
perishable
storage
of
and
transportation,
essing,
cultural products;
and. upon
problems involved
in
involved in
the engineering
engineering problems
upon the
products; and
cultural
adapting physical
farm land
the use
of modern
modern
use of
land to
to the
of farm
physical characteristics
characteristics of
adapting
Cotton ginning,
farm machinery;
ginning under
under the Act
Act
for investigations
investigations of cotton ginning
machinery; for
farm
Cotton
ginning.
Vol
p. 248.
248.
U.S.C.,Supp. VII, p. approved
April
19,
1930
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
VI,
title
7,
secs.
424,
425)
;
425);
sees.
424,
title
7,
VI,
Supp.
ul'.C.,'Supp.vII,p. approved April 19, 1930 (U.S.C.,
64.
for
giving expert
expert advice
advice and
and assistance
agricultural engineering;
engineering;
assistance in
in agricultural
for giving
4.
for
collating, reporting, and illustrating
results of
of investigations
illustrating the results
for collating,
and preparing,
preparing, publishing,
publishing, and
plans, and
bulletins,'plans,
and distributing
distributing bulletins
and
necessary expenses, including
including travel,
travel, rent,
and for other necessary
reports; and
repairs,
and not
not to
to exceed
for construction
of buildings,
buildings,
construction of
$5,000 for
exceed $5,000
repairs, and
$316,451.
Engineering, $350,318,
Services in the
$350,318, of which
Agricultural Engineering,
the Dis- Total, Bureau of Agricultural
services
tea.
trict.
amount not to exceed $120,080 may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services
in the District of Columbia.
Columbia.

Agricultural

Agricultural
nomics Bureau.
Bureau.

Eco-

General expenses.

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS
SALARIES

AD
AND

GENERAL EXPENSES

For salaries
salaries and the employment
employment of labor in the
the city of Washrent
traveling expenses, rent
elsewhere, furniture, supplies, traveling
ington and elsewhere,
necessary
outside of
of the District of Columbia, and all other expenses necessary
investigations, experiments,
experiments, and demonstrations, as
in conducting investigations,
follows:
follows:
Chief
bureau, and
and
Chief of
of bureau,
General administrative
administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for genoffice personnel.
ofllcepersonnel.
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including
including the salary of chief of bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $230,370.
Farm
Farm management
management Farm management
management and practice: To investigate and encourage
encourage
and practice.

Salaries, supplies, etc.

Salaries, supplies, etc.

the
of farm
farm management
management and
and farm
farm
the adoption of improved methods of
practice, and for ascertaining
ascertaining the cost of production of the principal
principal
staple agricultural
roducts, $313,670.
agricultural products,
Diffusing
InformaMarketing and
and distributing
farm products:
products: For
acquiring and
and
For acquiring
distributing farm
Marketing
irsm iroducts
tis of farm
tion
products,
'Marketing,
marketing, ate.
et.
diffusing among the people 0F
of the United States useful information,
marketing, handling, utilization,
utilization,
on subjects connected with the marketing,
transportation, and distributing of farm
nonmanugrading, transportation,
farm
and
nonmanuB
Promoting classified
ed ffactured food products and the purchasing of farm supplies, includPrmoting cs
standards.
demonstration and promotion of the use of uniform standing the demonstration
ards of classification of American
American farm products throughout
throughout the
world,
including
scientific
and technical
technical research
into AmericanAmericanworld,
including
scientific
and
research
into
Cotton and by-prodro grown
potential
and potential
their present and
grown cotton and its byproducts and their
research'
Cits research.
ucts
Vol.
vol. 46, p. 248.
uses, including new and additional commercial and scientific uses
U.S.C., Supp.
p.
investigations of cotton
64.U.S..,supp.viip. for cotton and its byproducts, and including investigations
ginning under the Act approved April 19, 1930 (U.S.C., Supp. VI,
secs. 424,425),
424, 425), and for collecting
collecting and disseminating informainformatitle 7, sees.
tion on the adjustment
adjustment of production
production to probable demand for the
cooperadifferent farm and animal products, independently and in cooperation with other branches of the Department, State agencies, purchasing and consuming
consuming organizations, and persons engaged
engaged in the
the
marketing,
marketing, handling, utilization, grading, transportation,
transportation, and
and disdistributing of farm and food products,
products, and for investigation
investigation of the
economic costs of retail marketing of meat and meat products,
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Proviso.
$609,094:
practical forms
the grades
and
of wool
wool and
recomeo
grades recomof the
forms of
That practical
Provided, That
$609,094: Provided,
Forms of
mohair
be
grades to he
mended
or promulgated
the Secretary
for wool
mohair may mohair grades
and mohair
wool and
Secretary for
by the
promulgated by
mended or
sold.
sold.
be
sold
under
such
rules
regulations
prescribe,
and
may
as
he
regulations
and
rules
such
under
be sold
the
receipts therefrom
therefrom deposited
deposited in the
the Treasury to the credit of
the receipts
miscellaneous
receipts.
miscellaneous receipts.
Crop and livestock
and livestock
Cerp
compiling, abstract- estimates.
Crop
and livestock
estimates: For
collecting, compiling,
For collecting,
livestock estimates:
Crop and
Collecting,
etc., data.
Collecting, etc.,
relatpublishing
and
ing,
analyzing,
summarizing,
interpreting,
and
data
ing, analyzing, summarizing, interpreting,
acreage,
ing to
agriculture, including
including crop and
estimates, acreage,
livestock estimates,
and livestock
to agriculture,
ing
grades, staples
and
stocks, and value of farm crops, and
staples of cotton, stocks
yield, grades,
numbers, grades,
grades, and
livestock products on
livestock and livestock
value of livestock
and value
numbers,
farms,
with the
the Extension
Service and other Federal, Proviso.
Extension Service
cooperation with
in cooperation
farms, in
Isng predictions
State, and
$603,701: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the Issuing
predictions
and local agencies, $603,701:
State,
forbidden.
shall be available
funds
available for any expense
expense incident forbidden.
appropriated shall
herein appropriated
funds herein
to
ascertaining, collating,
publishing aareport stating the intention
or publishing
collating, or
to ascertaining,
of farmers
farmers as
acreage to be planted
planted in cotton.
as to the acreage
of
Securing information
Foreign competition
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary
of as
and demand:
demand: To
competition and
Foreign
as Securinginformation
competiforeign competito foreign
.. of
tion
and demand.
demand.
and
Agriculture
carry into
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled tion
effect the
into effect
to carry
Agriculture to
Vol. 46, p. 497.
"An
agriculture of
the United
United States
by expandexpand- U.S.C.,
Supp.
VII, p
p..
, V,
U.s..ospp.
States by
of the
the agriculture
promote the
Act to
to promote
"An Act
68
s
ing
in the
field the
service now
rendered by the United States 68.
now rendered
the service
foreign field
the foreign
ing in
Department
of Agriculture
.Agriculture in
in acquiring
acquiring and
diffusing useful inforand diffusing
Department of
mation
", approved
approved
purposes",
other purposes
for other
and for
agriculture, and
regarding agriculture,
mation regarding
Disseminating inforJune
5, 1930
title 7,
541-545) 2 and
and for
for mDtlonow
June 5,
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
7, secs.
sees. 541-545),
mation of world'sinforsupply and need of AmeriAmericollecting
and
disseminating
to
American
producers
importers,
plyandneedo
Importers,
producers,
American
collecting and disseminating to
can agricultural proda products, etc.
information relative
exporters, and
and other
other interested persons information
relative to the uctus
exporters,
world supply
of and
and need
for American
agricultural products,
products, marAmerican agricultural
need for
supply of
world
knowledge
keting methods,
conditions, prices,
and other factors, aa knowledge
prices, and
methods, conditions,
keting
of
advantageous disposition of such products
is necessary to the advantageous
which is
of which
other
in foreign
independently and in cooperation
cooperation with other
countries, independently
foreign countries,
in
branches of
of the
Government, State agencies, purchasing and conthe Government,
branches
suming organizations,
organizations, and
and persons
persons engaged
enga (Ted in the transportation,
transportation,
suming
marketing, and
and distribution
distribution of farm
food products, including the
farm and god
marketing,
purchase
of such
books and
exceed $1,000
$1,000
and not to exceed
periodicals and
and periodicals
such books
purchase of
for
newspapers as
as may
be necessary
connection with this work,
necessary in connection
may be
for newspapers
$226,590.
Market inspection of
Market inspection
inspection of
farm products:
products: For
the Secretary
nspectionlo
Maket
Secretary farm
enabling the
For enabling
of farm
Market
products.
of
Agriculture,
independently
and
in
cooperation
with
other
branches
rodu
branchesm
other
of Agriculture, independently and in cooperation with
of
the Government
Government, State
State agencies,
purchasing and
and consuming organagencies, purchasing
of the
izations
of trade, chambers
commerce, or other associachambers of commerce
boards of
izations, boards
tions
of business
business men
persons or
corpoor corpoand persons
organizations, and
trade organizations,
or trade
men or
tions of
rations
engaged in
marketing, and
transportation, marketing,
production, transportation,
the production,
in the
rations engaged
distribution of
of farm
farm and
and food
whether operating
operating in one
products, whether
food products,
distribution
Certifying condition
or
to investigate
certify to
and Ofofsm
shipment. conition
to shippers
shippers and
and certify
investigate and
jurisdictions, to
or more
more jurisdictions,
other
parties the
class, quality,
quality, and/or
and/or condition of cotton,
the class,
interested parties
other interested
tobacco fruits,
raw, dried, or canned,
whether raw'
vegetables, whether
and vegetables,
fruits, and
tobacco,
poultry, butter,
butter, hay,
hay, and
other perishable
perishable farm
farm products
products when offered
offered
and other
poultry,
for interstate
shipment or
or when
at such
important central
central
such important
received at
when received
interstate shipment
for
markets
as the
the Secretary
Agriculture may
may from time to time
of Agriculture
Secretary of
markets as
conveniently reached
designate,
or at
reached therethereat points which may be conveniently
designate, or
from, under
under such
and regulations
regulations as
he may
includprescribe, includmay prescribe,
as he
rules and
such rules
from,
ing payment
of such
such fees
as will
will be
and as
nearly as
as nearly
reasonable and
be reasonable
fees as
payment of
ing
Proviso.
may be
cover the
cost for
service rendered:
That rW ites
ffeo.
eff.ect off such
Provided, That
rendered: Provided,
the service
for the
the cost
to cover
be to
may
oe
certificates
the authorized
agents of
f ss.
,tt
shall e
department shall
the department
of the
authorized agents
by the
issued by
certificates issued
be
received in
all courts
courts of
States as
facie evidence
evidence
prima facie
as prima
United States
of the
the United
in all
be received
of
the truth
of the
$389,805.
contained, $389,805.
therein contained,
statements therein
the statements
truth of
of the
Market news service.
Market news
news service:
For collecting,
collecting, publishing,
publishing, and
and distributing,
distributing, Market ws"eds.
service: For
Market
by
telegraph, mail,
mail, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, timely
timely information
market
the market
on the
information on
by telegraph,
supply
commercial movement,
location, disposition,
disposition,
movement, location,
demand, commercial
and demand,
supply and
Livestock, dairy.
quality,
condition, and
and market
market prices
prices of
of livestock,
livestock, meats,
fish, and
" . a.
and tioulturo, 6eta1ak
meats, fish,
quality, condition,
animal products,
products, dairy
dairy and
poultry products,
fruits and
and vegetables,
vegetables,
products, fruits
and poultry
animal
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peanuts and their products,
tobacco, and
and seeds,
products, grain,
grain, hay,
hay, feeds,
feeds, tobacco,
seeds,
and other agricultural
agricultural products,
independently and
and in
in cooperation
cooperation
products, independently
with other branches
branches of
the Government,
Government, State
purchasing
of the
State agencies,
agencies, purchasing
and consuming organizations,
organizations, and
and persons
engaged in
in the
the producproducpersons engaged
tion, transportation, marketing, and
distribution of
and distribution
of farm
farm and
and food
food
proolucts, $1,002,868.
products,
$1,002,868.

Cotton
statistics.
Cottonstatistcs
Vol. 44, p. 1372.
.s.GC.,supp.VII,p.
U.S.C., Supp. VU, P.
66.

Cotton grade
To enable
enable the
Cotton
grade and staple statistics:
statistics: To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture to carry
carry-into effect the Act entitled
Act authorizentitled "An
"An Act
authorizing the Secretary of
Agriculture to
to collect
of Agriculture
collect and
and publish
publish statistics
statistics
of the grade and staple length of
approved March
of cotton ",
", approved
March 3,
3, 1927
1927
(U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., .Spp.
Supp. VI, title 7,
7, sees.
secs. 471-476),
471-476), $207,174.
$207,174.
Tobacco stocks and
staodS
stocks an d
Tobacco
stocks and
enable the
the Secretary
Tobacco stocks
and standards:
standards: To
To enable
Secretary,of
of AgriculAgriculstandards.
ol. 45, p. 1079.
ture
Vol.
to carry
into effect
entitled "An
"An .Act
ture to
carry into
effect the provisions of the Act
Act entitled
to
Act to
Supp. VII, p.
as-.S.' Supp'.V ,p. provide
collection and publication
publication of
68.
statistics of
of tobacco
provide for
for the
the collection
of statistics
tobacco by
by
the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture ",', approved
approved January
1929 (U.S.C.,
January 14,
14,1929
(U.S.dC
Supp. VI, title 7, secs. 501-508),
501-508), including the
employment a
the employment
of
persons
persons and means in the city of Washington and
and elsewhere
$15,805.
elsewhere, $15,805.
Perishabe
Perishable
Perishable AgriulAgriculagricultural commodities
Perishable agricultural
commodities Act:
Act: To
To enable
enable
elsewhere,
the
the Secretary
turalCommodities
Act.
tural
Commodities Act.
Vol.
Vol. 46,, p.
p. 531.
of
Agriculture
carry
into
effect
provisions
Agriculture
to
carry
effect
the
provisions
of
the
Act entitled
entitled
of
the
Act
pp.
Supp70U.S.C. supp-II'
"An Act to suppress unfair and fraudulent
fraudulent i
practices
marketing
practices in
in the
the marketing
70.
of perishable agricultural
agricultural commodities
commodities in
n interstate
interstate and
foreign
and foreign
commerce" (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title
commerce"
7, secs.
551-568), $120,727.
$120,727.
title 7,
sees. 551-568),
In
In all, salaries and expenses, $3,719,804.
$3,719,804.
Cotton Futures
Futures and ENFORCEMENT
THE. -UNITED
STATES COTTON FUTURES ACT
ENFORCEMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES
ACT AND
AND UNITED
UNITED
STATES CcOTTO
COTTON STANDARDS
STANDARDS ACT
ACT

Cotton StandardsActs.
Standards
Acts.
Cotton
ottontndardsASTATES

Enforcement exEnforcement
penses.
Vol. 39, p.
p. 476; Vol.
Vol.
40, p. 1351.
p. 788; STIPPVII, p. 600.
VIo,.60.
7
Vol. 42, p. 1517.
1517.
U.S.C., Supp. VII, p.
57.

tJ.S.C.,p. 788;supp.

U.s.C., upp.vn,p.
7

agreeet., inftorgn coun.

Effectuating
agreeEffectuating
ments as to standards,
etc., in foreign countries.
tries

To enable
the Secretary
Agriculture to carry
To
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
carry into effect the
provisions
States Cotton
Cotton Futures
provisions of the United States
as amended
amended
Futures Act,
Act, as
4, 1919 (U.S.C.,
March 4,
(U.S.C., title
title 26,
secs. 731-752),
731-752), and
carry into
into
26, sees.
and to
to carry
effect the provisions
provisions of the United States Cotton Standards
Standards Act,
Act,
approved March
March 4, 1923 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 7, secs.
51-65), including
including all
sees. 51-65),
all
expenses necessary for the
equipment and
supplies; for
for
the purchase
purchase of
of equipment
and supplies;
travel; for the employment of persons in the
travel;
Washington
the city
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere;
other expenses, including
elsewhere; and for all other
of
including rent
rent outside
outside of
the District of Columbia,
Columbial that may be necessary
necessary in
the
in executing
executing the
provisions of these Acts, including
including such
means as
be necessary
necessary
such means
as may
may be
or effectuating
effectuating agreements
for
agreements heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter made
made with
with cotton
heretofore or
cotton
associations
associations, cotton exchanges,
exchanges, and other cotton organizations
organizations in
in
foreign countries,
countries, for the adoption, use,
use, and
and observance
observance of
of universal
universal
standards
the arbitration
standards of cotton classification, for the
or settlement
settlement
arbitration or
respect thereto,
of disputes
disputes with
with respect
thereto, and for
for the
the preparation,
preparation, distribudistribution,
nspection, and protection of the practical
tion, inspection,
forms or
or copies
copies
practical forms
thereof
thereof under such agreements,
agreements, $226,189.

rain Standards
Grain
Standards Act.
Act.
Enforcement
Enforcement
pauses.
Vol.
Vol.39, p.462.
42.
p. 92.
.,

P2.

ex-

ex-

NCFORCEMENT OF THE
THE 17N1TED
[NlITED STATES
ENFORCEMENT
STATES GRAIN
GRAIN STANDARDS
STANDARDS ACT
ACT

To
enable the
the
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into effect the
provisions
United States Grain
Standards Act,
provisions of the United.
Grain Standards
Act, including
including
rent outside
outside of
the District
employment of such
rent
of the
District of Columbia
Columbia and the employment
persons and
and means
persons
means as the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may deem necessary, in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $644,397.
$644,397.

Warehouse
Warehouse Act.

ADMINISTRATION
OF THE "UNITED STATES
STATES WAREH017SE
WAREHOUSE ACT
ACT
ADMINISTRATION OF T H K UNITED

To enable the
to carry
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
carry into effect
effect the
provisions
of
the
United
Warehouse Act, including
provisions of the United States Warehouse
including the
p,
such rent
rent outside
outside of
of the
Columbia and the
payment of
of such
the District
District of Columbia
employment
of
such
persons
and means
Secretary of Agriculemployment of such persons and
means as
as the Secretary
Agriculture
may deem
necessary in
in the
city of
elsewhere,
ture may
deem necessary
the city
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,

Administration
Administration
expenses.
vpol
Vol. 39, p. 486; Vol.
42, p. 1282; Vol. 46, p.
146,.
4
P.
1463.
U.S.C.,
107;Spp.
Supp.
p. p. 107;
V/I.P. 69.

p.
Vols;

T;s.,

$271,383.
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ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE
CONTAINER,
STANDARD CONTAINER,
THE STANDARD
ENFORCEMENT
ACTS
AGENCY AVIS
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HAMPER,
HAMPER,

AND
AND

Standard Container,

Produce
PRODUCE Hamper,
and Produce
Hamper, and
PRODUCE
Agency
Acts.
Agency Acts.

To enable
the Secretary
to carry
carry into effect the
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
enable the
To

Enforcement ex.
e
pensrcement
penses.
Vol. 39, p. 673; Vol.
673;44,,
39, p.Vol.
5 ol
45,
p. 68.5;
Vol.
p.
p.
44,Vol.
685;
p.
45,
1355.
65;
U.S.C., p. 377; Supp.
VII, p. 261.

Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
for grapes
grapes
baskets for
Climax baskets
for Climax
standards for
fix standards
to fix
Act entitled
and
other
fruits
and
vegetables,
and
to
fix
standards
for
baskets
and 3.
and
baskets
for
fix
standards
to
and
and other fruits and vegetables,
s.
377;p
other containers
for small
small fruits,
vegetables, and for viip.
and vegetables,
berries, and
fruits, berries,
containers for
other
15,
(U.S.C.,
other
purposes
",
approved
August
31,
(U.S.C.,
title
secs.
1916
31,
August
approved
other purposes",
251-256), the
Act to
standards for hampers,
hampers,
fix standards
to fix
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
251-256),
round stave
baskets for
and vegetables,
vegetables,
fruits and
for fruits
splint baskets
and splint
baskets, and
stave baskets,
round
and
other purposes
approved May
May 21,
21, 1928 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
", approved
purposes ",
for other
and for
title
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
prevent the
to prevent
"An Act
Act entitled
and the
257-2571), and
secs. 257-257i),
15, secs.
title 15,
destruction
or dumping,
dumping, without
without good
good and sufficient
sufficient cause therefor,
destruction or
of
produce received
in interstate
commerce by
commission
by commission
interstate commerce
received in
farm produce
of farm
correctly to
merchants and
to require
require them
them truly and correctly
and to
others and
and others
merchants
Purchase of perishof perish,Purche
account for
all farm
farm produce
by them",
March able
approved March
them", approved
products.
received by
produce received
for all
account
purthe
3,
1927
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
VI,
title
7,
secs.
491-497),
including
491-497),
sees.
7,
title
VI,
Supp.
(U.S.C.,
3, 1927
chase of
such perishable
perishable farm
farm products
products as
may be
necessary for Proviso.
be necessary
as may
of such
chase
Receipts from sales
all
That
detection
of
violations
of
the
latter
Act:
Provided,
That
all receipts
receipts Reeis
Provided,
Act:
latter
the
of
violations
of
detection
appropriate
to appropriate
edited to
appropri- credited
from the
the sale
sale of
such products
shall be
be credited
this approprito this
credited to
products shall
of such
fund.
from
d
the
ation,
and
shall
be
reexpendable
therefrom,
and
including
including
and
therefrom,
reexpendable
be
ation, and shall
employment
means as
Secretary of
Agriculof Agriculthe Secretary
as the
and means
persons and
such persons
of such
employment of
elsewhere,
ture may
deem necessary
the city
city of
Washington and elsewhere,
of Washington
in the
necessary in
may deem
ture
$29,035.
$29,035.
Wool marketing studWOOL MARKETING
MARKETING STUDIES
STUDIES
WOOL

Wool
ies.

marketing stud-

Fund created
created for,
for,
firms, Fund
from persons,
collected from
funds collected
exceed $25,223
to exceed
Not
Not to
$25,223 of
of the
the funds
persons, firms,
from collections
collections of wool
clip
of
1918.
1918, clip of1918.
of 1918,
or
which handled
handled any
any part
part of
of the
wool clip
clip of
the wool
corporations which
or corporations
which the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
disimpracticable to disit impracticable
finds it
Agriculture finds
the Secretary
which
tribute
among
woolgrowers,
shall
be
deposited
in
the
Treasury
to
the
to
Treasury
the
in
deposited
be
shall
woolgrowers,
among
tribute
credit of
fund which
which is
is hereby
appropriated for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
hereby appropriated
special fund
of aa special
credit
year 1935
purpose of
carrying into effect the provisions of Use for standardizing
of carrying
the purpose
for the
1935 for
year
the
"An Act
to authorize
the appropriation
appropriation for
for use
stan"dardi"in
by wo'for
use by
wools.
authorize the
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
Vol. 45,
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
of
certain
funds
for
wool
standards,
93. VI I, p.
45,
. 593.
Vol
standards,
wool
for
funds
certain
of
Agriculture
of
.,
Supp.
the Secretary
t
: 's
64.
and
for
other
purposes
",
approved
May
17,
1928
(U.S.C.,
Stipp.
VI,
1 . \s Il,
and for other purposes ", approved May 17, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, 4. (
title
7, sees.
personal services
other necesand other
services and
including personal
4151-415d), including
secs. 415b-415d),
title 7,
sary expenses
elsewhere.
and elsewhere.
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
expenses in
sary
Services in the lbs
in the I"is
S"rvicl
which Wet.
$4,916,031, of
Total,
of Agricultlural
Agricultural Economics,
of which
Economi's, $4,916,031,
BurI3el U of
Total, I3urea
amount not
exceed $1,861,856
$1,861,856 may
be expended
for personal
serv- Vehicles,
personal servexpended for
may be
to exceed
not to
amount
ices in
in the
of Columbia,
and not
to exceed
shall be
be Vehicle
$22,200 shall
exceed $22,200
not to
Columbia, and
District of
the District
ices
available
for
the
purchase
of
motor-propelled
and
horse-drawn
horse-drawn
and
motor-propelled
of
purchase
the
for
available
passenger-carrying vehicles
in the
the conduct
of field
field work
work
conduct of
necessary in
vehicles necessary
passenger-carrying
outside
the
District
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
of
District
the
outside
P.

BUREAU
OF HOME
HOME ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS
BUREAU OF
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES
AND GENERAL
SALARIES

Ho in e
Buorne
Bureau.

Economics

Econo

General expense:s

General epense
andi
Chief of bureau and
office
office personnel.

General administrative
necessary expenses
genfor genexpenses for
For necessary
expenses: For
administrative expenses:
General
eral
administrative
purposes,
including
the
salary
of
chief
bureau
bureau
of
chief
of
salary
the
including
purposes,
eral administrative
and other
other personal
personal services
District of
Columbia, $5,747.
$25,747.
of Columbia,
the District
in the
services in
Home economics inand
n
vestigations.
Home-economics
investigations:
For
conducting,
either indein
ion.
mteit
inde-,e
either
conducting,
For
investigations:
Home-economics
pendently or
cooperation with
agencies, investigations
investigations of
of
other agencies,
with other
in cooperation
or in
pendently
the
for food,
products for
agricultural products
of agricultural
economy of
and economy
utility and
relative utility
the relative
clothing, and
the home,
home, with
suggestions of
special suggestions
with special
in the
uses in
other uses
and other
clothing,
plans and
methods for
for the
more effective
products
utilization of such products
effective utilization
the more
and methods
plans
for
these
purposes,
and
for
disseminating
useful
information
on
on
information
useful
disseminating
for
and
for these purposes,
this subject,
including travel
all other
necessary expenses,
other necessary
and all
travel and
subject, including
this
$152,954.
$152,954.
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Services
Services in the District.

Total, Bureau
Economics, $178,701,
Bureau of Home Economics,
$178,701, of which
which amount
amount
not to exceed $165,575
expended for
net
$165,575 may
may be expended
for personal
personal services in
the
District of
Columbia.
the District
of Columbia.

Grain
Futures Act.
Act.
Grain Futures

ENFORCEMENT OF
OF THE
ENFORCEMENT
THE GRAIN
GRAIN FUTURES
ACT
FUTURES ACT

the Dis-

tri.

Enforcement exEnforcement
ex-

penses.
Vol. 42, p. 998.
p. 87.

voLe 99s.
u.s..p. 87.

Food
Drug AdFood and
and Drug
Administration.
ministration.

General
General expemas.
expenses.

Items specified.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions
of the
approved September
September 21,
21, 1922
1922
provisions of
the Grain
Grain Futures
Futures Act,
Act, approved
(U.S.C., title 7,
7, sees.
secs. 1-17),
of which
which amount
amount not
to exceed
1-17), $181,498,
$181,498, of
not to
exceed
$45,110 may
may be
personal services
in the
the District
of
be expended
expended for
for personal
services in
District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
FOOD
FOOD AND DRUG
DRUG ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES AND GENERAL
&ALARMS
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES

necessary expenses,
For all necessary
expenses, for chemical
chemical apparatus, chemicals,
and
chemicals, and
repairs to
supplies, repairs
apparatus, gas,
current, official
official traveling
traveling
to apparatus,
gas, electric
electric current,
expenses,
telegraph and telephone
expenses, telegraph
telephone service,
service, express
express and
and freight
freight
charges, for the
the employment
employment of such assistants,
clerks, aid
and other
other
assistants, clerks,
of Agriculture
persons as the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may consider
consider necessary
necessary
for the purposes
purposes named, in the
the city of Washington,
Washington, and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
in
investigations; collecting,
and illustrating
illustrating
in conducting
conducting investigations;
collecting, reporting,
reporting, and
Outside rent.
outside
the results of such investigations;
investigations; and for rent outside of the District
District
of Columbia for carrying
carrying out the investigations
investigations and
and work
work herein
herein
authorized as
as follows:
follows:
authorized
General admirdstraadinistraGeneral administrative
administrative expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for genLion expenses.
tion expense.
eral administrative
administrative purposes,
purposes, including
including the salary of chief
of adminadminchief of
istration and other personal services in the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
$95,178.
$95,178.
Pure Food and Drug
Food
and
Enforcement
Pure
Drug
Enforcement of the
the Food and Drugs Act: For enabling the Secreenforcement.
Act, enforcement.
Vol. 34,
p,
768.
Vol.
p768.
34r,
tary
tary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
into effect
of the
Act
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
p. 621.
U.S.C.,p.621.
of June 30, 1906 (U.S.C., title 21,
21, secs.
secs. 1-15),
1-15), entitled "An Act
Act
for preventing the manufacture, sale, or transportation
of aduladultransportation of
misbranded, or poisonous,
terated, or misbranded,
poisonous, or deleterious foods, drugs,
medicines, and
and for
for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic therein,
therein, and
and for
for
and liquors, and
Revision of Pharma1Revision
of Pharma- other purposes";
purposes "; to cooperate
and scientific
scientific socisocicooperate with associations
associations and
copoeia.
eties in the revision of the United
United States Pharmacopoeia
Pharmacopoeia and
and develdevelExamining
foreign
investigating the character
Examining
foreiganalysis,
character
Ameriean
food
tests of American
food opment of methods of analysis, and for investigating
products.
products.
of the chemical and physical
physical tests which
which are applied
applied to American
American
food products in foreign
and for
for inspecting
inspecting the
the same
same
foreign countries,
countries, and
before shipment when desired by the shippers or owners of
of these
these
products intended for countries
where chemical
countries where
chemical and physical
physical tests
tests
are
required before
products are
allowed to
to be
be sold
sold therein,
therein,
are required
before the
the said
said products
are allowed
Provin.
$1,161,477:
$4,280 shall
shall be
used for
for
Travel
Travel.
$1,161,477: Provided,
Po ed That
That not
not more
more than
than $4,280
be used
travel
United States.
travel outside
outside of
of the
the United
States.
Tea Importation Act,
Enforcement
Importation Act:
SecTealmportatonAet,
Enforcement of
of the
the Tea
Tea Importation
Act: For
For enabling
enabling the
the Secenforcement.
Vol.2,
voi. 2, p.p. 804;
04; Vol. retary
retary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into effect the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
41, p. 712.2
lU.S.C., ;pp. 626..
approved
approved March 2, 1897 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 21, sees.
secs. 41-50),
41-50), entitled
entitled "An
"An
Act
prevent the
the importation
Act to
to prevent
importation of impure
impure and unwholesome
unwholesome tea"
tea ",
as amended, including payment
payment of compensation
compensation and expenses
expenses of
the members of the board appointed under section 22 of
of the Act
Act
and all
all other
other necessary officers
officers and employees,
employees, $36,786.
Naval
Act.
Navsx Stores
Stores
Naval
Act.For
Sretay
enabling the
the Secretary of
of Agriculture to
Naval
Stores Agriculture
Act: For enabling
to
Vol. 42, p. 143.tc
1436.
9
v.s.c p.
p. 93.
.
carry into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions of the Naval Stores Act of March
March
3, 1923 (U.S.C., title 1T,, secs.
91-99), $32,052.
secs. 91-99),
$32,052.
Insecticide Act,
Act, enInsecticide
enEnforcement
the Insecticide
Enforcement of
of the
Insecticide Act:
Act: For
For enabling
enabling the
the Secretary
Secretary.
forcement.
..
fore.m
of
Agiculture
to
carry
into
effect
the
provisions
of
the Act of
of
Agriculture
provisions
Vol. 36,
vol.
0,p. 331.
3.
A1c
U.S.C.,
.s.C., p.96.
p. .
121-134), entitled
April 26, 1910 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 7, sees.
secs. 121-134),
entitled "An Act for
for
preventing the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, or transportation
transportation of adulterated
adulterated
Items specified.
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insecticides, and
or
misbranded Paris greens, lead arsenates, other insecticides,
or misbranded
other
also fungicides,
regulating traffic therein, and for other
and for regulating
fungicides, and
also
purposes ",', $191,517.
mportation
. M k Importation
Enforcement of
Importation Act: For enabling the Secre- AC‘j,.enf
the Milk Importation
of the
Enforcement
Act, enforcement.
p.1101.
o11.
4Zrp.
into effect the provisions
tary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into
provisions of an Act Vol. 44,
tary of
TJ
46
J
5..C.,
3
Supp. VII,
vII
sup.
141- p.p.65c
approved
February 15, 1927 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 21, secs. 141approved February
149), entitled
regulate the importation
importation of milk and cream
entitled "An Act to regulate
149),
into the United States for the purpose of promoting the dairy indus$17,739.
try of the United States and protecting the public health ", $17,739.
Caustic
rcemenToison
Act,
Poison Act,
Enforcement
enabling the SecreSecre- enCaestic
Enforcement of the Caustic Poison Act: For enabling
Vol.
44,
P.
1406.
p.
44,
Vol.
Act
of
an
provisions
tary of
of Agriculture
the
to carry
carry into effect the
Agriculture to
tary
Supp. v
upp VII,
UU.S.C.,
401-411), p.p.
sees. 401-411),
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 15, secs.
263.
approved March 4, 1927 (U.S.C.,
certain
safeguard the distribution and sale of
entitled "An Act to safeguard
dangerous caustic or corrosive
corrosive acids, alkalies,
alkalies, and other substances
in interstate
interstate and foreign
foreign commerce ", $22,964.
Aggregate.
the
Aegat
Total,
Food and
and Drug Administration, $1,557,713, of which amount Services
Total, Food
in the District.
in
services
not to exceed $481,160 may be expended for personal
Vehicles.
the District of Columbia, and not to exceed $12,800 shall be avail- Vehicles.
able for
purchase of
horse-drawn passengerpassengerof motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
the purchase
for the
able
carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary
necessary in the conduct of field work outside the
carrying
District of Columbia.
INTERCHANGE OF
APPROPRIATIONS
OF APPROPRIATIONS
INTERCHANGE
Not to
to exceed
per centum
foregoing amounts for the misthe foregoing
of the
centum of
10 per
exceed 10
Not

Interchange of appropIntechangeofapropriations.
Allowance for miscellaneous expenses.

Aowane for mpe'se
office
cellaneous
of any bureau, division, or office
the work of
of the
expenses of
cellaneous expenses
herein
provided for
available interchangeably
interchangeably for expendishall be available
for shall
herein provided
tures on
on the
objects included
included within the general expenses
expenses of such
the objects
tures
bureau,
office, but no more than 10 per centum shall be
division, or office,
bureau, division,
added
to any
any one
appropriation except in cases of extraorone item of appropriation
added to
dinary
emergency, and then only upon the written order of the Sec- Proviso.
dinary emergency,
into be inStatement to
any transfers Statement
retary of
of Agriculture:
Agriculture: Provided,
That aa statement
statement of any
Provided, That
retary
cluded in
n Budget.
Budget.
of
hereunder shall
shall be
included in the annual cluded
be included
made hereunder
appropriations made
of appropriations
Budget.
.I ...... ou.
Miscellaneous.
Mlscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
WORK
OTHER DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENTS
FOR OTHER
WORK FOR

Work for other IDeDe-

partments.

inspcTransfers
Transfers for inspec-

During
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
department or inde- tion,
1935 the head of any department
tion, etc.,
Agriculetc., by AgriculDuring the
Department, of
Department,
inspections tural
pendent establishment
establishment of
Government requiring inspections,
of the Government
pendent
necessary funds.
necessary
analyses, and
of food
and other
other products,
within the scope of
products, within
food and
tests of
and tests
analyses,
the functions
functions of
Agriculture and which that
the Department of Agriculture
of the
the
Department is unable to perform within the limits of its appropriaDepartment
tions,
with the
approval of
Agriculture,
Secretary of Agriculture,
of the Secretary
the approval
may, with
tions, may,
transfer
Agriculture for direct expenditure
Department of Agriculture
the Department
to the
transfer to
such sums
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
performance of such work.
for the performance
sums as
such
production
Livestock production
Southern States.
STATES in Southern
EXPERIMENTS IN
IN LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
SOUTHERN UNITED
UNITED STATES
IN SOUTHERN
PRODUCTION IN
EXPERIMENTS
Cooperative experiexperiCooperative
To
the Secretary
Agriculture, in
cooperation with the ments, etc., in developdevelopin cooperation
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
ing.

authorities of
of the
or with
individuals, to
make such
such
to make
with individuals,
concerned, or
States concerned,
the States
authorities
investigations
as may be
necessary in connection
connection
be necessary
demonstrations as
and demonstrations
investigations and
with
development of
of livestock
livestock production
in the
cane-sugar and
the cane-sugar
production in
the development
with the
cotton
districts
of
the
United
States,
$37,036.
States,
United
the
of
districts
cotton
PASSENGER-CARRYING
VEHICLES
PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES

Passenger vehicles.
vehicles.
Passenger

Within
the limitations
the several
several headings
headings the
the lumpeum
All
'
afor.
f
r.fro
from
ulop-e
under the
specified under
limitations specified
Within the
lump-sum appropriations
herein
made
for
the
Department
of
Agriflans
for
field
work.
ork.
for
feld
tns
Agriof
Department
the
for
lump-sum appropriations herein made
culture
available for
the purchase
purchase of
of motor-propelled
and
motor-propelled and
for the
be available
shall be
culture shall
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
vehicles
necessary
in
the
of
conduct
the
in
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary
86637
°
34-32
32
86637'-34
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the
field work
work of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
outside the
the District
District
the field
Agriculture outside
of
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such vehicles
vehicles shall
shall be
used only
for
of Columbia:
be used
only for
official
service outside
outside the
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
this shall
shall not
not
official service
the District
District of
but this
prevent
the continued
official service
of motor
trucks in
in the
prevent the
continued use
use for
for official
service of
motor trucks
the
Interchangeable District of Columbia:
Interchangeable
Provided further,
further, That the limitation on
Columbia: Provided
d
s
funds.,
fun
expenditures for
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
expenditures
for purchase
purchase of
vehicles in the field
field
service
interchangeable between
between the
various bureaus
bureaus and
and
service shall
shall be
be interchangeable
the various
offices of
of the
department, to
to such
such extent
extent as
as the
exigencies of
of the
the servservoffices
the department,
the exigencies
Available for
for maintAaivable
main- ice may require:
Providedfurther,
require: Provided
further, That appropriations
appropriations contained in
tenance, etc.
ae,
e.
this
Act shall
this Act
shall be
be available
available for
operation, and
and repair
repair
for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
of
passenger-carrying vehicles:
vehicles:
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
Exchanges
Exchanges allowed.
alowed. Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
That the
Agriculture may exchange
exchange
motor-propelled and
horse-drawn vehicles,
vehicles, tractors,
tractors, road
equipment,
motor-propelled
and horse-drawn
road equipment,
and boats,
boats, and
accessories, tires,
tires, or
or equipment
equipment thereof,
thereof, in
in whole
whole
and
and parts,
parts, accessories,
or in
in part
part payment
payment for
vehicles, tractors,
tractors, road
road equipment,
equipment, or
or boats,
boats, or
or
or
for vehicles,
parts,
tires, or
or equipment
of such
such vehicles,
vehicles, tractors,
road
parts, accessories,
accessories, tires,
equipment of
tractors, road
equipment,
equipment, or
or boats
boats purchased
purchased by
by him.
him.
Provisos.
Use restricted to official service.

rovisostitdt

Soil erosion.

SOIL-EROSION INVESTIGATIONS
SOIL-EROSION
INVESTIGATIONS

Investigations,
Investigations,
for control.
control.

etc.,
etc.,

To
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
make investigation
investigation not
not
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to make
otherwise
provided for of
otherwise provided.
causes of soil
and the
possiof the causes
soil erosion
erosion and
the possibility of increasing the
rainfall by
by the
the soil
soil in
in the
the absorption
absorption of
of rainfall
the
United
United States, and to devise
means to
to be
be employed
in the
devise means
employed in
the preservapreservaprevention or
or control
tion of soil, the prevention
destructive erosion
erosion and
and
control of destructive
the
of rainfall
rainfall by
by terracing
or other
other means,
independthe conservation
conservation of
terracing or
means, independently or
or in
in cooperation
cooperation with
other branches
of the
the Government,
ently
with other
branches of
Government,
counties, farm organizations,
State agencies,
agencies, counties,
associations of
business
organizations, associations
of business
men, or individuals,
including necessary
individuals, including
of which
necessary expenses,
expenses, $168,326,
$168,326, of
which
exceed $11,280
amount not to exceed
$11,280 may
expended for
for personal
personal services
services
may be expended
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
the District
District of

International propro International
Suction control comduction
committees.

INTERiNATIONAL
PRODUCTION CONTROL
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION
CO PROE COMMITTEES
COMMITTEES

During
1935 the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may
During the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
of Agriculture
expend not to exceed
exceed $10,000,
$10,000, from
funds available
available for
for carrying
carrying
from the
the funds
into effect the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
12, 1933
1933
Adjustment Act
Act approved
approved May
May 12,
Ante,
81.
Ask, p.
P. SI:
(Public, Numbered
Seventy-third Congress),
Numbered 10, -Seventy-third
the share
share of
of the
the
Congress), the
United States as aa member of the International
International Wheat
Wheat Advisory
Advisory
International
Wheat
International Wheat
or bodies
Committee or like events or
concerned with
with the
the reduction
reduction of
bodies concerned
of
Advisory Committee.
Advisory
Committee, Committee
agricultural
objectives of the
agricultural surpluses
surpluses or other objectives
the Agricultural
AdjustAgricultural Adjustment Act.
Act together
together with traveling
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses
traveling and
necessary expenses
relating thereto.
relating
thereto.
Grasshopper
Grasshopper control.
control.

Cooperation
stCoperatio
States.

n

For the application
application of such methods of control of grasshoppers
grasshoppers
as, in the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, may be necesneces-

of
of
sary, in cooperation
cooperation with such
such authorities
of the
the States
authorities of
States concerned,
concerned,

Printing and binding.
Printingandbidaing.

Proviso.
Poisobat.
Poisoned
bait.

GRASSIHOPPER
GRASSHOPPER CONTROL,
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGT
ENTOMOLOGY
CONTROL, BTREA-

organizations,
organizations, or individuals
individuals as he may deem essential to accomplish
accomplish
such purposes, including
including the employment
employment of persons and
and means in
the District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, printing and
the
District of
of Columbia
and binding, rent
rent
outside
outside of the Distrct
District of Columbia, and for other expenses,
$2,354,893,
$2,354,893, to be available
available during the fiscal
fiscal years 1934 and 1935,
1935, and
to be immediately
immediately available,
available, of which amount
amount not to exceed $7,500
$7,500
may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be used for expendi-

tures of
of general
general administration
tures
administration and supervision,
supervision, purchase and trans-

portation
portation of poisoned
poisoned bait, or materials for its manufacture,
manufacture and
such other expenses
expenses as in the discretion of
ofthe
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agri:Agriculture
may be deemed
necessary and that the cooperating
culture may
deemed necessary
cooperating State shall
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bait
be
responsible for
distribution and
utilization of such bait
and utilization
local distribution
the local
for the
be responsible
stooperation
on privately
owned lands
Provided StCates°perat
ion
full labor costs: Provided
including full
lands including
privately owned
on
no
further,
That,
in
the
discretion
of
the
Secretary
Agriculture,
no
of
Agriculture,
Secretary
the
of
discretion
further, That, in the
part
control
grasshopper control
for grasshopper
be expended
expended for
shall be
appropriation shall
of this
this appropriation
part of
in any
State until
until such
such State
State has
provided the
necessary organization
Restriction.
organization Restriction.
the necessary
has provided
any State
in
for the
the cooperation
cooperation herein
further, That no
Provided further,
indicated: Provided
herein indicated:
for
part of
shall be
be used
pay the cost or value of
used to pay
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
part
destroyed.
farm
or other
other property
injured or
or destroyed.
property injured
crops, or
farm crops,
animals, farm
farm animals,
FOREST
ROADS AND TRAILS
FOREST ROADS

of
of

Federal highways.

rest
roads
and
Forest roads and
High- trails.
For carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
23 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Highsection 23
of section
carrying out
For
Vol.
42,
pp.
218,
61.
42, pp. 21, 681.
title 23, sec. 23),
(U.S.C., title
way Act
Act approved
approved November
9, 1921
23), Vo.
1921 (U.S.C.
November 9,
way
VolC, 4,p. M66.
.1%7.16:
f
..26'1
6:
p261.
V.oI.46,
services
personal
including not
to exceed
exceed $10,521
$10,521 for
for departmental
departmental personal services
not to
including
VII.
supp. VI.
in the
the district
of Columbia,
of the amount author- pU.sl.. Supp.
part of
$1,500,000, aapart
Columbia, $1,500,000,
district of
in
approved
Act
ized to
approved
year 1933 by the
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
appropriated for
be appropriated
to be
ized
Provisos.
May 5,
Provided, That
That this
appropriation shall
available Storgaciities.
be available
shall be
this appropriation
1930: Provided,
Storage facilities
5, 1930:
May
for
for the
rental, purchase,
or construction
of buildings
necessary
buildings necessary
construction of
purchase, or
the rental,
for
the
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies
supplies used for road and trail
storage of
the storage
construction and
and maintenance,
but the
total cost of any such buildthe total
maintenance, but
construction
ing
purchased
or
constructed
under
this
authorization shall not
authorization
this
under
constructed
or
ing purchased
Alaska highways.
exceed $2,500:
Provided further,
further, That
That during
during the
fiscal year
year ending Alaska highway.
the fiscal
$2,500: Provided
exceed
June 30,
30, 1935,
expenditures on
highways in Alaska from
on forest highways
the expenditures
1935, the
June
appropriations
the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated or
or from
from similar appropriations
amount herein
the
heretofore made
$350,000.
exceed $350,000.
shall not exceed
made shall
heretofore
Total, Title
Title I,
I, Department
$60,232,007.
Department of Agriculture, $60,232,007.
Total,
of title.
title.
Citationof
Department Appro- Citation
the "Agricultural
This title
may be
as the
"Agricultural Department
cited as
be cited
title may
This
priation
Act of 1935."
priation Act

TITLE
II—FARM CREDIT
ADMINISTRATION
CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
TITLE II-FARM

Farm
-dlminCredit AdminFarm Credit
istration.
istration.

SALARIES
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

in
For
and expenses
of the Farm Credit Administration in
expenses of
salaries and
For salaries
the District
District of
of Columbia
and the
field; traveling
expenses of officers
traveling expenses
the field;
Columbia and
the
and employees;
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
employees; contingent
and
maps;
newspapers, and maps;
law books,
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
books of
books, books
law
contract stenographic
reporting services,
and expert
expert services
services for the
services, and
stenographic reporting
contract
preparation
amortization tables;
menbership fees or dues in
tables; membership
of amortization
preparation of
to meliorganizations which
to members
members only
only or
memor to
publications to
issue publications
which issue
organizations
bers at
at a
lower price
than to
others, payment for which may be
to others,
price than
a lower
bers
made
advance; purchase
of manuscripts,
manuscripts, data,
data, and special reports
purchase of
in advance;
made in
by
personal
service
without
regard
provisions of any other
the
to
regard
without
service
personal
by
Act;
of supplies
section
services without regard to section
and services
supplies and
procurement of
Act; procurement
3709
the Revised
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5) when the aggreRevised Statutes
of the
3709 of
gate
does not
exceed $50; purchase, exchange,
exchange, main
not exceed
involved does
amount involved
gate amount
tenance, repair,
repair, and
of motor-propelled,
passenger-carrymotor-propelled, passenger-carryoperation of
and operation
tenance,
purposes;
ing
vehicles and
trucks to be
be used only for official purposes;
motor trucks
and motor
ing vehicles
typewriters,
adding machines,
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices, includand other
machines, and
typewriters, adding
ing
their repair
exchange; garage
garage rental in the District of
and exchange;
repair and
ing their
transportation expenses
Columbia
and
elsewhere;
payment
of
expenses
of actual transportation
payment
elsewhere;
and
Columbia
other
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10
$10 per
to cover
subsistence and other
cover subsistence
diem to
per diem
and
to
expenses
while in
conference and
and to
to his
his home to
from and
route from
en route
and en
in conference
expenses while
any person
an employee
member of an advisory
advisory comor aamember
employee or
than an
other than
person other
any
modity
who may
be invited to the city
time be
to time
time to
from time
may from
committee who
modity committee
advisory purposes
of
and elsewhere
for conference
conference and
purposes
and advisory
elsewhere for
Washington and
of Washington
in furthering
furthering the
Farm Credit
Credit Administration;
Administration; employemploythe Farm
of the
work of
the work
in
ment of
of persons,
persons, firms,
and others
others for
for the
the performance
performance of special
firms, and
ment
expenses;
services,
services, and
and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses;
legal services,
including legal
services, including

Salaries
Salaries and expenses.
expenies.

RS.,
see. 3709, p. 731
7M.
R.., sec.
p. 1309.
U.8.C., p.

Traveling
expenses.
Traveling expenses.

Special
m-vicea.
Special services.

500
500

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS. IL
SESS.
II.

CHS.
89, 90,
92.
CHS. 89,
90, 92.

MARCH
26, 27,
27, 1934.
MARCH 26,
1934.

vol.
41, p. 1347;
Vol. 41,
1347; Vol. collection
467; Vol.
43, p.
42, p. 467;
Vol. 43,
110;
p. 1251;
10; Vol.
Vol. 44, p.
l251;under
under the

of moneys
moneys due
due the
United States
States on
of
the United
on account
account of
of loans
made
loans made
provisions of
Acts of
1921 (41
(41 Stat.,
p. 1347),
1347),
provisions
of the
the Acts
of March
March 3,
3, 1921
Stat., p.
a
t a;
March
20, 1922
1922 (42
(42 Stat.,
April 26, 1924
(43 Stat.,
Stat., p.
p. 110),
110),
1924 (43
Stat., p.
p. 467),
467), April
v1ol.6
March 20,
4pp.3, V 10;
vo
1276.
February
p. 1251),
February 25,
1276.
February 28, 1927 (44 Stat., p.
1251), February
(45 Stat.,
Stat.,
25, 1929
1929 (45
p. 1306),
1306), as
May 17,
17, 1929
(46 Stat.,
March 3,
3, 1930
p.
as amended
amended May
1929 (46
Stat., P.
p. 3),
3), March
1930
(46
78, 79),
20, 1930
1930 (46
(46 Stat.,
Stat., p.
p. 1032),
1032), February
February
(46 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
pp. 78,
9), December
December 20,
14, 1931
1160), and
and February
23, 1931
(46 Stat.,
Stat., p.
1276) ;
14,
1931 (46
(46 Stat.,
Stat., p.
p. 1160),
February 23,
1931 (46
p. 1276);
examination of
of corporations,
corporations, banks,
banks, associations,
associations, and
and institutions
institutions
examination
operated, supervised,
regulated by
by the
the Farm
Farm Credit
Administraoperated,
supervised, or regulated
Credit AdministraProviso.
tion: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
expenses and
and salaries
employees engaged
engaged
ent
tion:
the expenses
salaries of
of employees
Assessments.
in
assessed against
the said
said corporations,
in such examinations
examinations shall
shall be
be assessed
against the
corporations,
banks or institutions
hanks
institutions in
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
existing
in accordance
with the
laws; in
in all, $2,389,666.
$2,389,666.
Citation of
title.
Citation
of title
Credit Administration
This title may be cited as the
the "Farm
"Farm Credit
Administration
Appropriation
of 1935."
Appropriation Act
Act of
1935."
Approved,
Approved, March
March 26,
26, 1934.
1934.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 90.]

March
26, 134.
1934.
March26,
[11.7.Res. 207.]
s[
'a 7
2HJ.Res.
[Pub. Res.,
.es, No. 17.]
17.

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION
Requiring
to be
be shipped
Requiring agricultural
agricultural or other
other products to
shipped in
in vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
United
States
where the
the Reconstruction
States where
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation or any other instrumentality of the Government
the exporting
mentality
Government finances
finances the
exporting of
of such
such products.
products.

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Reconstrction i
Resolved
by the
House of
Representatives of
Corporatn
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
That it
it is
is the
the sense
sense of
of
assembled, That
Agricultural, etc., expAgtotral,
Congress that
that in
in any
any loans
loans made
the Reconstruction
made by
by the
Reconstruction Finance
Finance CorCorports,
financed etc.,
by, e-to Congress
be caried
carried in U.S.
u.s. veses- poration
poration or any other instrumentality
instrumentality of the Government
Government to foster
foster
Reconstruction
Financ Corporation.
nance

sels.

the exporting
exporting of agricultural
agricultural or other products,
products, provision shall be
made
made that such products
products shall
carried exclusively
exclusively in
in vessels
vessels
shall be carried
of the
United States,
of
the United
States, unless, as to any or all of such products,
products, the
Shipping Board Bureau, after investigation, shall certify to
to the
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation or any other instrumentality
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
instrumentality
Government that vessels of the United States are
of the Government
are not available
available
in sufficient
sufficient numbers, or in sufficient
sufficient tonnage
tonnage capacity,
or on
on necessary
necessary
capacity, or
sailing schedule, or at reasonable
rates.
reasonable rates.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 26,
26, 1934.
1934.

ses.

Exception.
Exception.

[CHAPTER 92.]
[CHAPTER

Martch27,1934,
March 27, 1034,
S. 2534.1
[1 b134.[Public,
twiiN,No.
3. T

AN ACT
ACT
AN

extend the
To further extend
the operation of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act for
the temporary
temporary
for the
relief
projects constructed
constructed and operated
relief of
of water
water users
users on
on irrigation
irrigation projects
operated under the
reclamation
reclamation law"
law" approved
approved April
1932.
April I,
I, 1932.

Bo i.t
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
rojits. United
Uited States of Ameia
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress

Irrigation projects.
exteio n of
Further extension
payments
water
payments for
for water
charges, authorized.
charges,
authorized.
vol 47,
, . pp. 7,
Vol.
75, 1427,
amended.

ter

pp.

of
the Interior
authorized and directed
of the
Interior is authorized
directed to extend such provisions
provisions
of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for the
the temporary
temporary relief
relief of
of water
water users
users

on
reclamation projects
constructed and operated
on reclamation
projects constructed
operated under
under the reclamareclamation law ",
approved April 1, 1932 (47
", approved
75), as
extended by
the
(47 Stat. 75),
as extended
by the
Act of March 3, 1933 (47 Stat. 142'7),
1427), as relate
to the
the deferment
deferment of
of
relate to
payment of certain
certain water-rights
water-rights charges for the years
years 1931, 1932,
and 1933, in like manner
manner to all similar
similar charges
charges coming
coining due for the
the
Uncompahgre
and
unom
ahgres
and year
Secretary of
year 1934. The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is further
further authorized,
authorized, upon
upon
Grand
Valley prolts;
projects;
.rna
Valeyo
construction
charges the acceptance by the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users Association
deferred.
of the moratorium
moratorium Act of April 1, 1932,
1932, and its amendments, including this Act, to enter into a
a contract
with the
association deferdefercontract with
the association
ring
ring the initiation
initiation of its drainage construction
construction program
program until JanuJanuary 1,
1, 1936,
1936, and
and permitting
ary
permitting the completion
completion of said
said drainage
drainage program
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501
501

Vol. 4
P. 1974'
1974,
466, p.
vol.
(luring the
the years
1936 to
1941, both
inclusive, under the conditions amended.
both inclusive,
to 1941,
years 1936
during
set
in the
the Act
(47 Stat. 1947 1
), as herein
1),
1931 (47
January 31, 1931
Act of January
set out
out in
modified, and
and to
to extend
extend such provisions
provisions of
of such section 33 as relate
modified,
water-rights charges on the Grand Valley reclamation
reclamation
certain water-rights
to certain
project
like manner
manner to
to all
all similar charges coming
coining due for the
in like
project in
year 1934.
1934.
year
Interest rate on
derate on deInect
for which
which the time of payment is ferred
SEC. 2.
Interest on
charges for
the charges
on the
2. Interest
SEC.
charges.
extended
payable at the same rate and
this Act shall be payable
pursuant to this
extended pursuant
under
same conditions
those prescribed
prescribed in such Act of March
as those
conditions as
under the
the same
3,
1933, with respect
charges for the years 1931, 1932, and 1933.
to the charges
respect to
3, 1933,
1934.
March 27, 1934.
Approved, March

[CHAPTER 931
93.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
of the
the Interior
Interior to
the Oklahoma
Historical
Oklahoma Historical
to place
place with
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
To authorize
authorize the
custodian for the United States,
Society, at
at Oklahoma
as custodian
Oklahoma, as
City, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma City,
Society,
certain
Civilized Tribes, and of other Indian tribes in the
the Five Civilized
of the
records of
certain records
State
prescribed by him.
regulations to be prescribed
under rules and regulations
Oklahoma, under
of Oklahoma,
State of

of the
Be
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
enate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of
United

March 27,
1934.
March
27, 1934.
[H.R. 9631.]
6631.1
[Public, No.
No. 133.]
133.]
[Public,

Five Civilized
Civilized
TFibe
Tribes, etc.
Certain
records of, to
to
be
preof
the
Interior
is
authorized,
under
regulations
to
regulations
and
rules
of the Interior is authorized, under
,bebeCertainrecordeof,
placed with the OkHistorical Soscribed
him, to
to place
place with
with the
the Oklahoma
Oklahoma Historical
Historical Society
Society of lahoma Historical
by him,
scribed by
C
ie
ciety.
ty.
the State
Oklahoma any records of the Five Civilized Tribes,
of Oklahoma
State of
the
Chickasaws, and Semiincluding the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws,
including
the
noles, which
may be
in the
Secretary of the
of the Secretary
control of
or control
custody or
the custody
be in
which may
noles,
also
Interior and
and the
for the Five Civilized Tribes; also
Superintendent for
the Superintendent
Interior
of the
Indians that
Wichita, Kiowa, Comanche, Caddo, and Apache Indians
the Wichita,
of
may be
within his
control or of the agent at Anadarko,
or control
his custody or
be within
may
Oklahoma;
also of
of the
Arapaho and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians that may be
the Arapaho
Oklahoma; also
within
his custody
or control
control or
Oklahoma;
agent at Concho, Oklahoma:
the agent
or of the
custody or
within his
also
Pottawatomie, Kickapoo, and Iowa Indians
also of the Sac and Fox, Pottawatomie,
that
his custody
or of the agent at Shawnee,
custody or control or
within his
be within
may be
that may
Oklahoma;
Wyandotte, Seneca, Quapaw, Peoria, Modoc
Modoc,
of the Wyandotte,
also of
Oklahoma; also
and
Miami Indians
Indians that
may be within his custody or control or of
that may
and Miami
the agent
agent at Miami,
Oklahoma; also of the Tonkawa,
Tonkawa, Ponca, Pawnee,
Miami, Oklahoma;
the
Otoe,
and Kaw
Indians that may be within his custody or control
Kaw Indians
Otoe, and
or
of the
Oklahoma; and of the Osage Indians
Pawnee, Oklahoma;
at Pawnee,
agent at
the agent
or of
that
within his custody
custody or control or of the agent at Pawbe within
may be
that may
Society
to receive, as
Intska, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. The
The Oklahoma
Oklahoma Historical
Historical Society
Societytoreceie,as
in receiving
receiving Federal
Society in
huska,
custodian.
eeralus
the
custody
of
such
papers,
records,
and
matters
of
interhistorical
of
matters
and
the custody of such papers, records,
est
receive same
America
for the United States of America
custodian for
as custodian
same as
to receive
est to
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, and
to hold
same under
and
under rules and
hold same
and to
the Interior,
of the
and the
regulations
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
by him:
him: Provided,
copies of
Paio.
of Provisos.
That copies
Provided, That
may be
regulations as
Certified copies may
issue.
issue d opies may
custody
office of and
in the office
any documents,
books, or
papers in
or papers
records, books,
documents, records,
any
of
the Oklahoma
Oklahoma Historical
Historical Society when certified by the secretary
secretary
of the
or chief
of said
society, under
under its seal, or when such office or
said society
clerk of
chief clerk
or
position is
officer or person
person acting as secretary
secretary or
by the officer
vacant by
is vacant
position
chief
evidence equally
equally with the original,
the time, shall be evidence
for the
clerk for
chief clerk
and
making such
such certified
secretary or acting secretary
copies such secretary
certified copies
in making
and in
and such
clerk or
acting chief
chief clerk
clerk shall
be acting
Federal
as aaFederal
acting as
shall be
or acting
chief clerk
such chief
and
agent,
copies shall
effect
have the same force and effect
shall have
certified copies
such certified
and such
agent, and
as
if made
Secretary of the Interior
documents,
Interior when such documents,
the Secretary
by the
made by
as if
Secretary of the Interior
records,
books, or
were in his office as Secretary
papers were
or papers
records, books,
Government use_
use
That Government
and
by him
him under
under seal
Provided further,
further, That
office: Provided
of his
his office:
seal of
certified by
and certified
wherever
such
certified
copies
are
desired
by
the
Government
to
be
Government
by
the
desired
wherever such certified copies are
used
the Government
Government they
be furnished
furnished withshall be
they shall
of the
benefit of
the benefit
for the
used for
1

original.
So in original.

502
502
Return
quest.
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73d CONGRESS.
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

Granting abandoned
the
Granting
abandoned public buildings
buildings and
and grounds at Sitka, Alaska,
Alaska, to
to the
Territory
other purposes.
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and for
for other
purposes.

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the

Alaska.
Certain abandoned
public
publ buildings
buildings and
grounds
at
gIas
granted to.at
to.

CRS.
93, 94.
94.
CHS. 93,

out cost:
cost: Provided,
out
Provided, further,
further, That any of the records
records placed with the
Historical Society shall be promptly returned to
the Government
to the
Government
official
by the
the said
official designated
designated by
said Secretary
Secretary upon
upon his
his request
request therefor.
therefor.
Approved, March
March 27,
27, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
[CHAPTER 94.1
94.1
[CHAPTER

March 27, 1934.
[H.R. 5745.]
[H.R.
[Public, No. 134.1
134.]

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following

public buildings
buildings and
Alaska, are
and described
described public
and grounds
grounds at
at Sitka,
Sitka, Alaska,
are granted
granted

to the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
used by
by the
said Territory
Territory as
itka, to
Alaska, to
to be
be used
the said
as aahome
home
for
and infirm
infirm pioneers
pioneers and
thereof at
at the
for aged,
aged, sick,
sick, and
and residents
residents thereof
the
expense
of the
the Territory,
to wit:
A tract
of land
land described
described hereafter
expense of
Territory, to
wit: A
tract of
hereafter
by metes
metes and
bounds:
by
and bounds:

$itka,

Beginning
at aa point
point common
to corners
corners numbered
numbered 2,
2, United
Beginning at
common to
United
States
Forest Service
Service reserve,
reserve and
3, United
United States
States
States Forest
and numbered
numbered 3,
common; thence
thence north
north sixty-one
degrees nineteen
reserve for
for public common;
sixty-one degrees
nineteen
minutes east
three hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four
thirty-four oneminutes
east three
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven and
onehundredths
along north
north side
side of
of Lincoln
to corner
numhundredths feet
feet along
Lincoln Street
Street to
corner numbered 3,
3, United
States reserve
reserve for
for public
public buildings;
north
bered
United States
buildings; thence
thence north
twenty-eight
degrees forty
forty minutes
west two
two hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentytwenty-eight degrees
minutes west
two
and sixty-three
sixty-three one-hundredths
feet along
along west
side of
of Barracks
Barracks
two and
one-hundredths feet
west side
United States
Street to
to corner numbered
numbered 6,
6, United
States marine
marine and
and military
military
reserve; thence
thence north
north sixty-one
degrees twelve
minutes east
east fifty
fifty
reserve;
sixty-one degrees
twelve minutes
and
one-hundredths feet
along north
side of
Barracks
and seventy-two
seventy-two one-hundredths
feet along
north side
of Barracks
Street
corner numbered
numbered 5,
5, United
States marine
and military
military
Street to
to corner
United States
marine and
reserve;
reserve; thence north twenty-two
twenty-two degrees
degrees fifty
fifty minutes
minutes west
west eightyeightyseven and
sixty-one one-hundredths
along west
side of
of Barracks
Barracks
seven
and sixty-one
one-hundredths feet
feet along
west side
Street
numbered 4,
4, United
States marine
marine and
and military
military
Street to corner
corner numbered
United States
reserve, set on south
of Seward
Seward Street;
Street; thence
thence south
south sixty-eight
sixty-eight
south side of
degrees thirty-three
degrees
thirty-three mi
minutes nutes
west
sixty-four and
west one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four
and
one-hundredths feet along south
four one-hundredths
side of
of Seward
Seward Street
Street to
south side
to aa
point common to corners numbered
numbered 3,
United States
States marine
3, United
marine and
and
military reserve, and numbered
1, survey
numbered 1,
survey numbered
numbered 407;
407; thence
thence
south twenty-nine
twenty-nine degrees
east sixty-four
sixty-four and
eleven
degrees ten
ten minutes
minutes east
and eleven
one-hundredths feet along east boundary
one-hundredths
survey numbered
numbered 407
407
boundary of
of survey
a point common to corners
to a
corners numbered
2, United
numbered 2,
United States
States marine
marine and
and
military
numbered 4,
4, survey
survey numbered
407; thence
thence
military reserve,
reserve, and
and numbered
numbered 407;
south fifty-eight degrees nineteen minutes
minutes west
west seventy
seventy and
thirtyand thirtyseven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet along
along south
south boundary
survey numbered
boundary of
of survey
numbered
407 to aapoint common to corners
corners numbered 1,
1, United
TJnited States
marine
States marine
and military reserve, and numbered
38,survey
survey numbered
numbered 3,
407; thence
numbered 407;
thence
north forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees eight minutes
west twenty-five
twenty-five and
and eightyminutes west
eightyfour one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet along west boundary
boundary of survey numbered
numbered
407 to the south boundary
boundary of the tract of land reserved
reserved for school
school
purposes by Executive Order Numbered 4448, dated May 27, 1926.
1926;
thence south fifty-eight degrees
deg rees nineteen
nineteen minutes
minutes w
est one
hundred
west
one hundred
and twenty-one
twenty-one feet along south boundary of tract of
of land
land reserved
reserved
for school purposes
southwest corner of said tract; thence north
purposes to southwest
forty-two
feet
forty-two degrees
degrees thirty minutes west one hundred
hundred and eight feet
along west boundary
purposes to
boundary of tract of land reserved
reserved for school purposes
to
northwest corner of said tract; thence south thirty-five degrees west
west
fifty-seven and
and twenty-eight
one-hundredths feet along north boundfifty-seven
twenty-eight one-hundredths
ary of United States reserve for public common to corner numbered
numbered
66and
and meander
meander corner, United
United States reserve for public common,
common, on
shore of Sitka Bay; thence with meanders
meanders along
alqng shore of Sitka
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Bay south
south thirty-seven
degrees nineteen
minutes east fifty-seven and
and
nineteen minutes
thirty-seven degrees
Bay
degrees twenty-three
nine
one-hundredths feet,
twenty degrees
twenty-three minutes
feet, south twenty
nine one-hundredths
west iorty-three
one-hundredths feet, south eightyforty-three one-hundredths
and forty-three
forty-three and
west
two degrees
fifty-six minutes
west thirty-one
thirty-one and fifty-six oneminutes west
degrees fifty-six
two
hundredths
feet,
south
seventy
degrees
seven minutes west twentydegrees
seventy
south
feet,
hundredths
minutes east nineteen and
nine feet,
feet, south
south fifteen
degrees fifty-one
fifty-one minutes
fifteen degrees
nine
thirty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet, south
south two degrees fifty-one minthirty-seven
utes east
east thirty-six
thirty-six and
and seventeen
one-hundredths feet, south seventyseventeen one-hundredths
utes
fourteen and fifty-nine
six degrees
fifty-nine onefifty-one minutes east fourteen
degrees fifty-one
six
hundredths feet
feet to
to corner
corner numbered
corner on
the line
on the
meander corner
5 and
and meander
numbered 5
hundredths
between United
States Forest
Service reserve
and United States
reserve and
Forest Service
United States
between
reserve for
for public
public common
•thence north sixty degrees east one huncommon;'
reserve
dred
forty-four one-hundredths
feet along north
one-hundredths feet
and forty-four
thirty-two and
and thirty-two
dred and
a point common
boundary
States Forest Service
Service reserve
reserve to a
United States
of United
boundary of
to corners
United States
Forest Service
reserve, and
Service reserve,
States Forest
1, United
numbered 1,
corners numbered
to
common;•thence south
numbered
States reserve
reserve for public common
United States
4, United
numbered 4,
twenty degrees
degrees forty-nine
hundred. and thirtyeast two hundred
minutes east
forty-nine minutes
twenty
seven
and
sixty-six
one-hundredths
feet
along
boundary of
east boundary
along
feet
one-hundredths
sixty-six
and
seven
conUnited
States Forest
Forest Service
Service reserve
beginning; conof beginning;
point of
the point
to the
reserve to
United States
one-thousandths
taining two
two and
and seven
sixty-nine one-thousandths
hundred and sixty-nine
seven hundred
taining
acres,
the buildings
buildings thereon:
Provided, That all oil, coal, or
thereon: Provided,
and the
acres, and
other
minerals
in
the
land,
and
the
right to
prospect for, mine,
to prospect
right
the
and
land,
the
in
other minerals
and
the same,
be reserved
the United
States under
such
under such
United States
to the
reserved to
same, be
remove the
and remove
rules and
as the
the Secretary
the Interior
prescribe.
Interior may prescribe.
of the
Secretary of
regulations as
and regulations
rules
Sac. 2.
Territory of
Alaska shall
otherwise
shall never sell or otherwise
of Alaska
the Territory
That the
2. That
SEC.
dispose of
of any
part of
property; and
and if
the same shall ever be
if the
said property;
of said
any part
dispose
abandoned
for the
the uses
uses herein
herein declared
premises shall revert
revert
said premises
the said
declared the
abandoned for
to the United
United States.
to
Approved,
March 27, 1934.
Approved, March
[CHAPTER 95.]
95.]
[CHAPTER
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Mineral rights, etc.,
reserved.

Reversionary proviproviReversionary
sions.

ACT

AN ACT
To establish
Navy with respect to the catcomposition of the United States Navy
establish the composition
To

March 27,
27, 1934.
1934.
(H.R. 8804.)
6604.]
(H.R.
No. 1351
135.
[Public, No.

egories of
of vessels
vessels limited
limited by
by the treaties signed at Washington,
Washington, February 6,
egories
1922, and
London, April
April 22,
1930, at the
prescribed by those treaties;
limits prescribed
the limits
22, 1930,
at London,
and at
1922,
to authorize
construction of
of certain
naval vessels; and for other purposes.
certain naval
the construction
to
authorize the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be it
vessels.
Naval vesels
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
composi- Naval
That the composi
Congress assenmbld,
America in
States
,United
Establishment
of
optositionn
of, with
with
categories of composition
tion
of the
respect to the categories
with respect
Navy with
States Navy
United States
the United
tion of
respect to treaty catecatevessels
the treaties
treaties signed
signed at
at Washington,
February 6, ripect
Washington, February
by the
limited by
gories. to treaty
vessels limited
43, p.
P. 169;
1669; Vol.
Vol.
Vo. 43,
1922, and
April 22,
22, 1930,
is hereby
hereby established
established at the limit 48,Vol.
1930, is
London, April
at London,
and at
1922,
p. 2861.
4
prescribed
by those
treaties.
those treaties.
prescribed by
Specified
construcconstrue
specdfed
S
EC. 2.
to the
the provisions
treaties signed
at tion
signed at
the treaties
of the
provisions of
subject to
That subject
2. That
SEc.
n authorized.
authorized.
tlo
Washington,
February
6,
1922,
and
at
London,
April
22,
1930,
the
1930,
22,
Washington February 6, 1922, and at London, April
President a
the United
United States
is hereby
hereby authorized
undertake Present authorizato undertake
authorized to
States is
of the
President
tions not included.
not Included.
prior
December 31,
31, 1936,
1936, or
soon thereafter
thereafter as
may deem
it tions
deem it
he may
as he
as soon
or as
to December
prior to
advisable
(in
addition
to
the
six
cruisers
not
yet
constructed
under
under
constructed
yet
not
cruisers
six
the
to
addition
(in
advisable
1
Vol. 45,
to. 1185:
Ex: Ex45,p.
Vol.
the
February 13,
13, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1165),
1165), and
and in addition
addition ecutive
approved February
Act approved
the Act
Order 8174.
e~tiveOrder74.
NumExecutive
to
to
the
vessels
being
constructed
pursuant
Executive
Order
constructed
being
to the vessels
bered
6174 of
16, 1933),
Replacement of overaircraft Replaementofover
One aircraft
(a) One
of: (a)
construction of:
the construction
1933), the
June 16,
of June
bered 6174
age and experimental
agnge experimental
carrier
of approximately
approximately fifteen
thousand tons
standard displace- tonnagestons standard
fifteen thousand
carrier of
ment, to
to replace
experimental aircraft
Langley; (b)
(b)
carrier Langley;
aircraft carrier
the experimental
replace the
ment,
ninety-nine thousand
two hundred
hundred tons
tons aggregate
to
destroyers to
of destroyers
aggregate of
thousand two
ninety-nine
replace over-age
over-age destroyers;
destroyers; (c)
(c) thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
hundred
five hundred
thousand five
replace
and thirty
thirty tons
aggregate of
of submarines
submarines to
to replace
subover-age subreplace over-age
tons aggregate
and
marines:
Provided, That
the President
President of
the United
United States
is hereby
hereby Provisos.
-a inestei
States is
of the
That the
marines: Provided,
Replaoements
r1ep limited by treattreat
authorized to
replace, by
of.modern
modern design
and construction,
construction, CieshUlmted
design and
vessels of
by vessels
to replace,
authorized
ies.
vessels
in
the
Navy
in
the
categories
limited
by
the
treaties
signed
signed
treaties
the
by
limited
categories
the
in
Navy
vessels in the
at Washington,
6, 1922,
1922, and
and at
April 22,
22, 1930,
1930,
London, April
at London,
February 6,
Washington, February
at
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when their
by the
the said
said treaties:
treaties: Provided
Provided
when
their replacement
replacement is
is permitted
permitted by
f
urther, That
President is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to procure
further,
That the President
procure the
the
necessary naval
naval aircraft
aircraft for
for vessels
vessels and
and other
other naval
naval purposes
in
necessary
purposes in
numbers commensurate
commensurate with
with a
atreaty
navy: Provided
Provided further,
That
Ratio of vessel con- numbers
Ratio
treaty navy:
further, That
struction, etc., in Govthe first
and each
alternate vessel
of each
each category,
category,
vessel of
ernment
yards, etec.
etc.
first and
the
each succeeding
succeeding alternate
rnentyard,
except
carrier, upon
upon which
which work
work is
is
except the
the fifteen-thousand-ton
fifteen-thousand-ton aircraft
aircraft carrier,
undertaken,
the main
main engines,
engines armor,
and armament
armament for
such
undertaken, and
and the
armor, and
for such
vessels
the construction
construction and
and manufacture
of which
which is
authorized by
by
vessels, the
manufacture of
is authorized
this
Alt, shall
shall be
be constructed
constructed or
or manufactured
manufactured in
in the
the Government
this Act,
Government
navy
yards, naval
naval stations,
naval gun
gun factories,
naval ordnance
plants,
navy yards,
stations, naval
factories, naval
ordnance plants,
or arsenals
arsenals of
the United
United States,
except such
as
or
of the
States, except
such material
material or
or parts
parts as
were
customarily manufactured
in such
such Government
Government plants
plants prior
were not
not customarily
manufactured in
prior
Changes allowed
allowed in to
to February
February 13, 1929:
1929: Provided
Provided further,
further, That, if
with
if inconsistent with
public interests.

Procuring necessary
Procuring
necessary
aircraft.

the public
interests in
in any
any year
the
public interests
year to have aavessel
vessel or vessels
vessels constructed
constructed
as
required
above,
the
President may
such vessel
vessel or
or vessels
vessels
as required above, the President
may have
have such
built
in a
or private.
yard as
as he
built in
a Government
Government.or
privateyard
he may
may direct.
direct.
Proportion of aircraft
That not less than 10 per centum of the aircraft, including
including the
the
construction in
construction
in GovGovernment factories, etc. engines therefor,
ermnent
therefor , the
the procurement
procurement of
of which
which is
by this
this
is authorized
authorized by
Act and
and hereafter
hereafter undertaken,
undertaken, shall
shall be
be constructed
constructed and/or
and/or manumanuAct
factured
in Government
Government aircraft
aircraft factories
other plants
plants or
or
factured in
factories and/or
and/or other
factories
factories owned
owned and
and operated
operated by
by the
the United
Government.
United States
States Government.
Conditions
conditions imposed.
The foregoing
The
foregoing paragraph
paragraph is subject to the
the following
following conditions:
conditions:
If proportionate
proportionate conIu
con(1)
That
if it
shall be
be determined
determined by
(1)
That
if
it shall
by the
the President
that present
present
President that
struction not permissible in
Government
Government plants, factories,
equipment owned by the
the
Government
factories, and equipment
Government are not
not
plants,
etc.
plants eto.
such
as to
permit the
construction and/or
such as
to permit
the construction
and/or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
the said
said
aircraft
aircraft and/or
and/or engines in such Government
Government plants and
and factories,
in the proportions
proportions herein
and required,
then and
and in
in that
that
herein specified
specified and
required, then
event such requirement
be suspended
in whole
in part
part by
by
requirement may be
suspended in
whole or
or in
his order.
order. However,
However, in
in the
event of
of such
such order
of suspension
suspension being
being
Expansion
Fxpansion of GovGov- his
the event
order of
ernment facilities, on
eornent
facities, on made
made by
by the
President, then
the President,
his discretion
discretion the
the existing
plants,
then at
at his
existing plants,
order of President.
facilities now owned
factories, and facilities
owned and/or
operated by
by the
the GovernGovernand/or operated
ment shall forthwith be expanded
expanded and equipped
equipped to
to enable
enable the
the
Government to
to construct,
Government
manufacture, and
repair not
less than
than 10
10
construct, manufacture,
and repair
not less
Discretionary con- per
per centum
its naval
centum of
of its
naval aircraft
aircraft therein,
therein, except
except that
that it
it shall
shall be
be
struction allotments.
struction
allotments
discretionary
President as
as to
discretionary with
with the
the President
to the
the per
per centum
centum constructed
constructed
and/or manufactured
Government plants
manufactured in Government
plants if
he should
should find
find it
if he
it
impracticable for the Government
impracticable
Government to
to undertake
undertake the
the construction
construction
and/or manufacture
manufacture of not less than 10 per centum of
of its naval
aircraft therein.
aircraft
therein.
Employment of GovernmsPloment
(2) The
The President
President is
also authorized
to employ
employ Government
Government
stlish
(2)
is also
authorized to
ernment
establishwhen—
ments, whenestablishments in
in any
establishments
case where—
any case
whereCollusion to prevent
(a) It
It should
should reasonably
appear that
that the
persons, firms,
firms, or
or
faisr competition,
utittonP, etc.
etc.nt
(a)
reasonably appear
the persons,
fair
therefor, bidding
corporations, or the agents
agents therefor,
bidding for the
the construction
construction of
of
any of said aircraft, engines, spare parts, or equipment
equipment have
have entered
entered
into any
any combination,
combination, agreement,
or understandi
ng the
th e effect,
effect, object,
object,
into
agreement, or
understanding
or purpose of which i
issto deprive the Government
Government of fair, open,
open, and
unrestricted
unrestricted competition
competition in letting contracts for the construction of
any of said aircraft, engines,
engines, spare
spare parts, or equipment, oror—
Profit excessive.
ecessive.
(b) Should
it reasonably
person, firm,
(b)
Should it
reasonably appear that any
any person,
firm, or
or corpocorporation, or agents thereof,
thereof, being solely or peculiarly
peculiarly in
in position
position to
to
manufacture or furnish the particular
manufacture
particular type
typ e or design of aircraft,
engines, spare
spare parts, or equipment
equipment required by the Navy, in bidding
bidding
on such aircraft, engines, spare parts, or equipment,
equipment, have named
named aa
price in
in excess
excess of
of production
price
of cost
cost of
production plus
plus a
a reasonable
reasonable profit, as
provided in section
provided
section 3
3of this Act.
Sums for
Sms
or expansion
The funds
funds necessary
the enlargement
enlargement and
expansion of
The
necessary for
for the
and expansion
of such
such
authorized.
existing
plants
and
facilities
now owned
existing plants and
now
owned by
by the
the Government
Government for
for
the construction
manufacture of naval
the
construction and manufacture
naval aircraft, are hereby
hereby
authorized to
authorized
appropriated.
to be appropriated.
publc interests.
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SEC. 3. The Secretary
of the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
hereby directed
SEc.
Secretary of
directed to
to submit
submit
annually to the Bureau of the Budget estimates for the construction
authorized
of the foregoing vessels
vessels and aircraft;
aircraft; and there is
is hereby authorized
to be appropriated
necessary to carry
appropriated such sums as may be necessary
carry into effect
effect
the provisions
provisions of this Act: Provided,
Provided, That no contract shall be
made by the Secretary of the Navy for the construction
and/or
construction and/or
manufacture
manufacture of any complete
complete naval vessel
vessel or aircraft,
or any
any
aircraft, or
portion
portion thereof, herein, heretofore,
heretofore, or hereafter
authorized unless
hereafter authorized
the contractor
contractor agrees—
agrees(a)
a report, as hereinafter
described, under oath, to
(a) To make
make a
hereinafter described,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy upon the completion
completion of the contract.
contract.
(b) To
provided shall
(b)
To pay into the Treasury profit,
profit, as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
shall
be determined
Treasury Department,
determined by the Treasury
Department, in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
centum
centum of the total contract
contract price, such amount to become the proppropProvided, That if
if such amount is
erty of the United States: Provided,
is not
not
voluntarily paid the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may collect the
the same
same
employed under the internal revenue
revenue laws
under the usual methods employed
laws
to collect Federal
Federal income
income taxes.
(c) To
(c)
make no
any contract
contract or
subcontract for
To make
no subdivisions
subdivisions of
of any
or subcontract
for
the same article or articles for the purpose of evading
evading the
the provisions
provisions
of this Act, but any subdivision
subdivision of any contract or subcontract
subcontract
involving an amount in excess
$10,000 shall
be subject
subject to
involving
excess of
of $10,000
shall be
to the
the
conditions
conditions herein
herein prescribed.
(d)
(d) That the manufacturing spaces and books of its own plant,
affiliates,
affiliates, and subdivisions shall at all times be subject
subject to inspection
inspection
and audit by any person designated by
Navy,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy,
the Secretary
Treasury, and/or by a
Secretary of the Treasury,
duly authorized
authorized
a duly
committee of Congress.
(e)
(e) To make no subcontract unless the subcontractor
subcontractor agrees
agrees to
to
conditions.
the foregoing
foregoing conditions.
in form prescribed
by the
The report
report shall be in
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Navy and shall state the total contract
contract price, the cost of performing
performing
the contract, the net income, and the per centum such
net income
income
such net
bears to the contract price. A
of such
such report
report shall
A copy of
shall be
be transtransmitted to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury for consideration
consideration in connection with the Federal income tax returns of the contractor
contractor for the
taxable year or years concerned.
concerned.
The method of ascertaining
ascertaining the amount of excess profit to be paid
paid
into the
shall be
be determined
Secretary of
of the
into
the Treasury
Treasury shall
determined by
by the
the Secretary
the
Treasury in agreement with the Secretary
Treasury
Secretary of the
the Navy
Navy and
and made
available to the public. The method initially
initially fixed
available
fixed upon shall be
be so
so
determined on or before June 30, 1934: Provided,
Provided, That in any case
determined
where an excess profit
be found
where
profit may
may be
be owing
to the
United States
found to
to be
owing to
the United
States
in consequence
consequence hereof
hereof, the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall allow
allow
credit for any Federal income taxes paid or
remaining to be paid
paid
or remaining
upon
upon the
the amount
amount of
of such
such excess
excess profit.
profit.
The contract or subcontracts
are limited to
subcontracts referred to herein
herein are
to
those where
where the
the award
award exceeds
exceeds $10,000.
those
$10,000.
SEC. 4. That in the event of international
international agreement
agreement for
SEC.
the furfor the
further limitations of naval armament
armament to which the United States is
is
hereby authorized
authorized and
signatory, the
the President
President is hereby
and empowered
empowered to
to sussusconstruction as
has been
been authorized
authorized as
pend so much of its naval
naval construction
as has
as may
may
be necessary
necessary to
armament of
within
to bring
bring the naval
naval armament
of the United
United States within
the limitation so agreed upon, except
such suspension
shall not
not
except that
that such
suspension shall
apply to vessels actually under construction
construction on the date of the
the
passage
of this
Act.
this Act.
passage of
Approved, March 27, 1934.
Approved,
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ration.

Ante, p.12&.
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Exchange of secured
obligations for, author-

Exchang of secured
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
amend the
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
March 3,
3,
To amend
the Code
Code of
of Laws
Laws for
Columbia, approved
approved March
1901, as
amended (D.C.
Code, title
title 5,
5, ch.
ch. 3),
3), relating
relating to
to building
building and
and loan
loan
1901,
as amended
(D.C. Code,
associations.
associations.

Be
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate mid
and Home
House of
United States of
of America in
in Congress assembled,
Code of
of
assembled, That the Code

the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia (31
1300; D.C.
Code, title
5, ch.
ch. 3)
is
District of
(31 Stat.
Stat. 1300;
D.C. Code,
title 5,
3) is
amended
by adding
title 5,
chapter 3,
3, thereof,
thereof, the
the
5, chapter
of title
end of
at the
the end
adding at
amended by
following
sections:
new sections:
following new
"SEC.
SEC. 55.
55. PERSONAL
board of
directors of
of any
PERSONAL Pnortarry.—The
PROPERTY.-The board
of directors
any
.
building
incorporated or
building association
association incorporated
or unincorporated,
unincorporated, organized
organized and
and
existing
the laws
laws of
of the District of Columbia
existing under
under the
Columbia to do or now
in the
the District
District of
Columbia a
building association
association business,
business,
doing in
of Columbia
a building
in
discretion, may
may purchase
of the
the Home
in their
their discretion,
purchase the
the bonds
bonds of
Home Owners'
Owners;
to the authority
Loan Corporation
Corporation created
created pursuant to
authority of
of the Home
Owners' Loan
Act of
1933, approved
June 13,
1933 (and
said assoassoOwners'
Loan Act
of 1933,
approved June
13, 1933
(and said
ciation is
is hereby
hereby permitted
permitted to
bonds as
as an
an asset
asset at
the
ciation
to carry
carry said
said bonds
at the
par
value of
said bonds)
bonds) or
or may
may subscribe
subscribe and
pay for
for shares
shares of
of any
any
par value
of said
and pay
Federal corporation
corporation created
or authorized
law to
lend money
money to
to
Federal
created or
authorized by
by law
to lend
building
loan associations.
associations.
building and
and loan
"S
EC. 56.
building association
association incorporated
incorporated or
or unincorpounincorpo" SE.
56. Any
Any building
rated,
and existing
existing under
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the District
District of
of
rated, organized
organized and
Columbia,
do or
the District
Columbia, aabuilding
Columbia, to
to do
or now
now doing,
doing, in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
building
association
authorized and
to exchange
exchange mortmortassociation business,
business, is
is authorized
and empowered
empowered to
gages or deeds
deeds of trust
trust or the
notes or bonds secured
secured thereby
or other
other
the notes
thereby or
obligations and liens secured
secured on real estate or any real estate which
obligations
which
it
it may have or hold,
hold, for
for the
Corpothe bonds of the Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan Corporation
to the
the authority
of the
the Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan
ration created
created pursuant
pursuant to
authority of
Act of 1933, approved
1933, and
and said
approved June
June 13,
13, 1933,
said association
is hereby
hereby
association is
authorized
authorized to carry
carry said bonds
as an
an asset
asset at
the par
par value
value of
bonds as
at the
of
said
said bonds."
bonds."
Approved,
March 27.
Approved, March
27. 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
974
[CHAPTER 97.]

March 27, 1934.
March
S.2_0.]_
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SESS. II.
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

To authorize
authorize steam railroads
railroads to electrify
electrify their lines within the District of
of Columbia, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of Amneria
Congress assembled, That steam-railroad
DIstrct of Columbia. Umnted
United States
Amerzca in Congress
steam-railroad
tingeirifsteam-railroad
isg
s
l
iettnratf
roe
:d companies now operating
operating within the District
are hereby
hereby
District of Columbia
Columbia are
authorized,
lines,
authorized, after approval
detailed plans
plans and
and issuance
issuance of
approval of their detailed
of
a
by the
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
a permit
permit b
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
to
electrify
electrify their lines within
within the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and across
across the
the
the District
District of
Anaeostia
Ana costia and Potomac
Potomac Rivers with
with an alternating current overhead
Structures equip
other type
type of
system, with
necesary
equip-- catenary
catenary or
or other
of electrification
electrification system,
with all
all
necessary
ment,,
etc.
all necessary
transmission,
transmission, signal and communication
communication conductors
conductors and
ecuipment,
and equipment
poles, conduits, underground and overhead
substations,
overhead construction,
construction,s6stations,
and any other
other structures necessary in such electrification,
the
electrification, the
provsions
provisions of any law or laws to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
abls at
Submarine
at
SEEC. 2. Submarine cables may be used at drawbridge
drawbridge openings,
Submarine sables
S
openings,
dra wbridge openings.
previous approval shall have been obtained from the War
argopemgs, proidled
provided previous
War
Department.
Department.
District of Columbia.
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CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.
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MARCH
27, 1934.
MARCH 27,1934.

S
EC. 3.
3. Where
necessary for
for such
such electrification,
Commissioners
electrification, the Commissioners
Where necessary
SEC.
construct conduit
of the
the District
District of
Columbia may
to construct
permits to
issue permits
may issue
of Columbia
of

Construction of
of concon
Constructio
duit systems.

duit systems.

systems through
through or
or under
of public
public streets or other
surfaces of
the surfaces
under the
systems

poiso.
District of
of Columbia
United States
Provided, hoeve
however, reProviso.
property: Provided,
States property:
or United
Columbia or
District
Government
That
three ducts
shall be
the use of the United threducts.
for the
reserved for
be reserved
three ducts.
therein shall
ducts therein
That three

use of

States
the District
of Columbia.
District of
and the
States and
Jurisdiction
not
not
Jurisdiction
shall be construed as limiting abridged.
SEC. 4.
Nothing herein
contained shall
herein contained
4. Nothing
SEC.
abridged.
the
or
abridging
the
authority
of
the
War
Department,
CommisDepartment,
War
the
of
authority
the
or abridging
sioners
the District
District of
Columbia, or of
Interstate Commerce
of the Interstate
of Columbia,
of the
sioners of
Commission.
Commission.
Liability
injuries.
for for ijuries.
Liabty
accident Vol.
S
EC. 5.
5. The
The said
said railroad
railroad companies
companies shall
be liable
for any
any accident
liable for
shall be
SEC.
45, p. 600.
or
act
to,
or
injuries
sustained
by,
any
person
by
reason
any
of
reason
by
person
to, or injuries sustained by, any
omission
agents or servants
companies or by their agents
railroad companies
the railroad
of the
omission of
during
the construction,
construction, installation,
maintenance, or operation of
installation, maintenance,
during the
the
electrical equipment
apparatus of the railroad trains.
equipment and apparatus
the electrical
Approved, March
27, 1934.
March 27,
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 98.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to the Louisiana Highway Commission to
Granting the
construct,
operate aa bridge across the Mississippi River at or
and operate
maintain and
construct, maintain,
near
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
near Baton

March
1934.
March 27, 1934.

(B.
3067.]
I[83067.]
[Public, No.
No. 1381
138.1
[Public,

Be
by the
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Miss
issippi
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the consent
Louisiana
consent Louisian
That the
tlsin a may
ma ay
assembled, That
States of
United States
bridge,
at Baton
Louisiana Highway Commis- bridge,
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the Louisiana
Congress is
of
Rouge. at Baton
sion,
administrative body
body created
created and
acting under
under the constitu- Rouge.
and acting
an administrative
sion, an
Construction.
vols34tio.
tion and
the State
State of
of Louisiana,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and Vol.
Louisiana, to
34, p. 84.
of the
laws of
and laws
tion
combination
in
bridge
a railway
operate aa free
free highway
highway bridge,
bridge, or
or a
railway bridge
combination
operate
thereto across the
with
free highway
highway bridge,
bridge, and
and approaches
approaches thereto
a free
with a
at
navigation, at
of navigation,
Mississippi
at a
suitable to
the interests
interests of
to the
a point
point suitable
River, at
Mississippi River,
or near
near Baton
Rouge, Louisiana,
accordance with the provisions
in accordance
Louisiana, in
Baton Rouge,
or
of an
Act entitled
entitled "An
to regulate
the construction
construction of bridges
bridges
regulate the
Act to
"An Act
an Act
of
1906.
23,
over
navigable
waters
",
approved
March
1906.
March
approved
",
waters
navigable
over
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
The right
alter, amend,
or repeal
this Act is hereby
hereby Andment.
repeal this
amend, or
to alter,
right to
2. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
27, 1934.
Approved,
March 27,
Approved, March
Rivr .

[CHAPTER 99.]
99.1
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT

To
the loss
loss of
of the
the United States to lands in the territories
of the
title of
the title
prevent the
To prevent
or
through adverse possession or prescription.
prescription.
possessions through
territorial possessions
or territorial

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it

March
March 27, 1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 5863.1
[Public,
139.]
No. 1391
[Public, No.

Lands in
in the territoLands
hereafter no ries
That hereafter
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
possessions.
United
ries or possessions.
Title
of United
Title of
prescription or
of limitations
limitations shall
run, or continue
continue to run, States
shall run,
statute of
or statute
prescription
not to be lost
posthrough adverse
adverse posagainst the
the title
title of
of the
the United
lands in
any territory or through
in any
to lands
States to
United States
against
prmaiptWn.
or prescripton.
session or
possession or
place or
control of
of session
or control
jurisdiction or
the jurisdiction
under the
territory under
or territory
or place
possession
that no
the United
United States,
States, including
the Philippine
Philippine Islands;
and that
Islands; and
including the
the
title to
to any
any such
such lands
United States
States or
or any
right therein
therein
any right
the United
of the
lands of
title
shall
be acquired
acquired by
or prescription,
or otherwise
otherwise
prescription, or
possession or
adverse possession
by adverse
shall be
than by
by conveyance
the United
United States.
States.
from the
conveyance from
than
Approved, March
27, 1934.
1934.
March 27,
Approved,
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[CHAPTER 100.]

March 27, 1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 7966.]
[Public,
I[Piblic, No. 140.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 100.
MARCH 27,
27, 1934.
1934.
CH.
100. MARCH

AN
ACT
AN ACT

authorize the Postmaster
accept and
To authorize
Postmaster General to accept
and use equipment, landing
landing fields,
fields,
men, and
and material
material of
the mails
by air,
air, and
and
men,
of the
the War
War Department,
Department, for
for carrying
carrying the
mails by
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
for

Be
enacted by
tire Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
and Honse
House of
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That during the
one year
year after
after the
of passage
of this
this Act
Act
period not
of period
not to exceed
exceed one
the date
date of
passage of
the
War is
is authorized
authorized to
place at
at the
the disposal
disposal of
of the
the
to place
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorized.
Postmaster General
Postmaster
General such
such airplanes,
airplanes, landing
landing fields,
fields, pilots,
pilots, and
and other
other
employees
and equipment
equipment of
the Army
Army of
of the
States as
as may
employees and
of the
the United
United States
may
be needed or required
required for
transportation of
such
for the transportation
of mail
mail during
during such
period
by air
routes and
and schedules
schedules prescribed
period by
air over
over routes
prescribed by
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
Proviso.
General:
Provided,
authority
That
this
authority
shall
not
be
used
unless
General:
Provided,
Preoiso.
Airplane equipment.
rplne e4upment. and/or until such airplanes shall
fully equipped
equipped with
special
shall be
be fully
with the
the special
equipment necessary
by standard
practice for
for safe
safe night
and day
day
equipment
necessary by
standard practice
night and
Pilots.
Plots.
air-mail transport; and that pilots shall not be
to such
be assigned
assigned to
such
unless and/or
fully and
and adequately
adequately trained
use
airplanes unless
and/or until
until fully
trained in
in the
the use
of such
such special
special equipment.
of
equipment.
Postmaster
General
Postmaster General
Swo.
2. The Postmaster
Postmaster General
to transfer
SEO. 2.
General is
is authorized
authorized to
transfer to
to the
the,
reimburse War Deto reimburse
partment
War Department
Department such
such sums
under the
the Act
approved
sums appropriated
appropriated under
partment for incurred War
Act approved
expenses.
1933, making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Treasury
Treasury and
and Post.
Post
Appropriation
3, 1933,
avail- March
March 3,
priation availA
able.
Office Departments
Departments for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1934,
1934, for
for the
the
for the
Office
0
able.p
Vol. 47, p. 1510.
,p.510
Vo
inland transportation
transportation of mail
by aircraft,
and for
for the
the incidental
mail by
aircraft, and
incidental
expenses thereof incurred from and after Febrnary
February 10,
10, 1934,
1934, as
as may
may
be required
required to pay the
the expenses
expenses of carrying
the mails
of the
United
carrying the
mails of
the United
Replacement
for
Replacment
for States
States as
as provided
provided in
section 1
including replacement
for all
all
1 hereof,
in section
hereof, including
replacement for
damaged,
damaged,
etc.,
airplane.
airplanes and
airplanes
and equipment
equipment and
and other
material damaged,
other material
damaged, destroyed,
destroyed, or
or
Proviso.
Proiso.
expended thereby: Provided,
Provided, That officers, warrant officers,
officers, and
and
Per diem allowance.
vei44lpoan.
enlisted
men of
Army on
hereunder, while
away from
their
is 8
enlisted men
of the
the Army
on duty
duty hereunder,
while away
from their
Vol.
44, p. 688.
17 S.C., Supp VII,
p. permanent
us.C.,supp
VII,p.
same per
per diem as
permanent posts of duty, shall be paid the same
as is
is
53.
'
payable to civilian employees of
States under
the
of the
the United
United States
under the
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as amended.
Status
performance by
Status of
o military
military
SEC. 3.
3. The
The performance
of duty
duty hereunder
SEc.
by military personnel
personnel of
hereunder
personnel not affected
affected
by change of
of duty.
duty.
shall in
in no way disturb or change
change their
military status
status under
their
their military
under their
respective commissions, warrants,
the Army,
Army, or
warrants, or
or enlistments, in
in the
or
any right, privilege, benefit,
benefit, or responsibility,
responsibility, growing
said
growing out
out of
of said
military
military status,
status.
ne of
s o
Injuries in line
d
Juries
i
of
.
4.
In
S
EO.
4.
In case any oiicer
officer (including warrant
warrant and
and Reserve
Reserve officers)
officers)
duty.
or enlisted man is injured or killed while performing
performing duty herePayment of
pension under, the Administrator
Paymet
of peDsion
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs is authorized
authorized and
prescribed by Veterto such
such officer
officer or
his dependents,
Rlbatodve No.
pe
directed to
No directed
enfe RegUlation,
to pay
pay to
or enlisted
enlisted man,
man, and/or
and/or his
dependents,
1(a).
(a).
pension at the rate prescribed
Regulation Numprescribed in part I,
I, Veterans'
Veterans' Regulation
Provisos.
Pr0eStod.I
bered
(a) and amendments thereto:
bered 11 (0,
thereto: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
Detonnination of degree
of
of any
such officer
officer or
enlisted man
man the
of disability
disability
getof disability.
disability
t
of injury
injury ot
any such
or enlisted
the degree
degree of
resulting
resulting therefrom
therefrom shall be determined
determined pursuant
pursuant to the
the rating
rating
schedule authorized by Veterans'
Veterans' Regulation Numbered 3
3 (a):
(a): ProProOptional benefits.
Optional
lesaefts.
ffrther, That choice
in
vided further,
choice shall be made of the benefits provided
provided in
sections
4and
and 55of
of this
this Act.
Act.
sections 4
Reserve
officers
perSSw.
oicers performing
performing duty
hereunder shall
be deemed
deemed
oZ
Reserve
offic
t s
S
ET.. 5.. . Reserve
Reserve officers
duty hereunder
sha 11 be
forming duty, deemed
in
inactive
ative service.
to
be in
in the
the active
active military
military service
service and
if
injured
or killed
such
to
be
and
if
injured
or
killed
such
Injuries, etc.,.
etc., beneIjures,
be- officer and/or his dependents and beneficiaries shall be entitled to the
fits.
officer and/or his dependents and beneficiaries shall be entitled to the
same benefits as in the ease
case of officers of the Regular Army and/or
Effective
date.
ffective date.
their
dependents and
and beneficiaries.
their dependents
beneficiaries. Section 44 and this section shall
be deemed to take effect on February
February 10, 1934.
Air
servmail, postal
ostal ervAir mail,
ice.
Temporary use of
Temporary
War Department
ar Department.
equipment,
etc.,
authorized.
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27, 28, 1934.
MARCH

SEC.
S
EC. 6. The Postmaster General
General shall make
make aa report to the Congress of every payment
payment made by him under
under this Act, including the
cost of transporting
transporting the mail by the War Department,
Department, on the first
day of the next session of the Congress.
Approved, March 27, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 102.]

AN ACT
ACT

independent execuMaking
appropriations for
for the
the Executive
Executive Office
Office and
and sundry
sundry independent
execuMaking appropriations
tive bureaus,
bureaus, boards, commissions,
offices, for the fiscal year ending June
commissions, and offices,
30, 1935, and for other purposes.
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Congress.
Report to Congres.

March 28, 1934.
1934.
March
66M.]
[H.R.
[H.R. 8063.]
[Public, No. 141.]
141.1

[Public, No.

Be it
Representatives of
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
States of
assembled,
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the United
United States
TITLE I-APPROPRIATIONS
I—APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE

any money in Independent
That
the following
sums are
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
Independent Offices
out of
following sums
That the
Appropriation
Act
Appropriaton
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, for
for the
the Executive
Office r
A
pp
Act,
Executive Office
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the
.
and sundry
sundry independent
executive bureaus,
boards, commissions,
Appropriations
for
Approriations
commissions, fiscal
bureaus, boards,
independent executive
and
year 1933.
namely:
and offices,
the fiscal
year ending
1935, namely:
30, 1935,
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year
for the
and
offices, for
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Executive Office.
Office.
Executive

COMPENSATION
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT AND
AND VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION OF THE

Compensation.
Compensation.

For compensation
President of the United
United States,
States, $75,000.
the President
of the
compensation of
For
For compensation
compensation of
the Vice
of the
the United
States,
United States,
President of
Vice President
of the
For
$13,500.
$13.500.

Vice President.
resident.
vice

PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Salaries:
office of the President,
services in the office
Salaries: For personal services
including
Secretary to the President, and two assistant secreincluding the Secretary
Provided, That
$113,188: Provided,
That
at $9,500 each; $113,188:
President at
to the
the President
taries to
employees of
of the
the executive
establishments of
other establishments
and other
departments and
executive departments
employees
the
executive branch of the Government
Government may be detailed from time
the executive
to
the office
office of
of the
the President
States for such
such
of the United States
President of
to the
to time
time to
deemed necessary.
temporary
necessary.
temporary assistance as may be deemed
Contingent expenses:
contingent expenses
expenses of the Executive
For contingent
expenses: For
Contingent
telegrams, telephones,
Office,
including stationery,
stationery, record books, telegrams,
telephones,
Office, including
books for
library, furniture
offices, automobiles,
automobiles,
for offices,
carpets for
furniture and carpets
for library,
books
expenses
of garage,
garage, including
including labor, special
services, and
and miscelspecial services,
expenses of
laneous items,
items, to
to be
expended in the discretion
discretion of the President,
be expended
laneous
$38,452.
$38,452.
For printing
and binding,
binding, $2,700.
$2,700.
printing and
For
Traveling expenses:
expenses: For
entertainment
traveling and official entertainment
For traveling
Traveling
expenses of the President of the United
United States, to be expended
expended in
expenses
$25,000.
certificate solely, $25,000.
his discretion
discretion and accounted
accounted for on his certificate
his
AND GROUNDS
EXECUTIVE MANSION
MANSION AND
GROUNDS
EXECUTIVE

alteration, refurnishing,
For
maintenance, repair
repair and alteration,
care, maintenance,
For the care,
improvement,
heating, and
electric power
power and
and
and lighting, including electric
improvement, heating,
fixtures of
of the
Executive Mansion,
Executive Mansion
Mansion greenMansion, the Executive
the Executive
fixtures
houses, including
reconstruction, and
the Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion
and the
including reconstruction,
houses,
grounds,
and traveling
expenses, to
President
expended as the President
to he
be expended
traveling expenses,
grounds, and
may determine,
notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act,
determine, notwithstanding
may
$174,210,
to be
$50,000 shall be
available, of which $50,000
immediately available,
be immediately
$174,210, to
available until expended.
available
Total, Executive
$442,050.
Office, $442,050.
Executive Office,
Total,

President.
President.

Office of the PresiOffice
dent.
Secretaries and
and office
office
Secretaries
personnel.
personnel.
Proviso.
Proriso.
Temporary
details.
Temporary details.

Contingent expense.
expenset
(ontingent

Printing and binding.
binding.
Printing
Traveling. etc.,
etc., exetTraveling.
penses.
penses.

Executive Mansion,
Executive
etc.
Care, repair,
repair, etc.
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Independent EstabIndependent
Establishments.
lishments.
Alien Property C'usAlien
Custodian.
Trading with the

the
Agt, ith
Eney
Enemy
Act,
amendment.
ment.

Vol. 42, p. 1516; Vol.
45,
p. 276.
45Vp.2P
Recovery by enemy
person, etc., of deductions made
customade by eustotions
dian for administrative
trat
expenses.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 102.
102.
CH.

MARCH
28, 1934.
1934.
MARCH 28,

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT
ALIEN PROPERTY
CUSTODIAN
ALIEN
PROPERTY CUSTODIAN

Subsection (a)
(a) of
24 of
of the
Trading with
the Enemy
Enemy Act,
Act,
with the
the Trading
Section 24
of Section
Subsection
as amended,
is amended
by adding
adding at
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
as
amended, is
amended by
at the
following:

"No claim
claim shall
with the
the Alien
Alien Property
Property Custodian
Custodian or
or
be filed
filed with
shall be
"No
1516; Vol.
allowed by
by him
him or
or by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the United
States, nor shall
United States,
bydnemy allowed
any
any suit be instituted or
or maintained
maintained against
against the
the Alien
Alien Property
Custodian or
Treasurer of
of the
the United
States, or
or the
United States,
the United
States,
or the
the Treasurer
United States,
pedmnses.
Custodian
under any
any provisions
of law,
any person
person who
who was
was an
under
provisions of
law, by
by any
an enemy
enemy or
or
ally of
of enemy
enemy as
as defined
defined in
in the
the Enemy
Enemy Act,
as
ally
the Trading
Trading with
with the
Act, as
amended, and
no allowance
of any
claim now
shall be
be
amended,
and no
allowance of
any such
such claim
now pending
pending shall
made,
nor judgment
judgment entered
in any
such suit
suit heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter
entered in
any such
heretofore or
made, nor
instituted,
the recovery
recovery of
of any
deduction or
or deductions,
deductions, heretoany deduction
heretoinstituted, for
for the
fore
made by
the Alien
Alien Property
Custodian from
money
fore or
or hereafter
hereafter made
by the
Property Custodian
from money
or properties,
properties, or
or income
by him
by the
Treasurer
the Treasurer
income therefrom,
therefrom, held
held by
him or
or by
or
of the
for the
or administrative
of
the United
United States
States hereunder,
hereunder, for
the general
general or
administrative
expenses of
of the
the office
office of
the Alien
Alien Property
Property Custodian,
which
expenses
of the
Custodian, which
deduction or
deductions on
the collection
collection of
of any
any income
income do
do not
not exceed
exceed
deduction
or deductions
on the
the sum
sum of
of two
per centum
of such
on the
the return
of
income or
or which
which on
return of
the
two per
centum of
such income
any moneys
moneys or
or properties
properties or
or income
income therefrom,
not exceed
the sum
sum
any
therefrom, do
do not
exceed the
of two
of the
the aggregate
value thereof
thereof at
the time
time or
or times
times
of
two per
per centurn
centum of
aggregate value
at the
Of
deductions for exfdednutionsforei
g as nearly as may be, of such deduction or deductions, or, for the
penses
pense administering
administering as nearly as may be, of such deduction or deductions, or, for the
seized
property.
seied property,
recovery
hereafter made
recovery of any deduction or deductions
deductions heretofore or hereafter
made
by the
Alien Property
Custodian from
from money
money or
or income
income
by
the Alien
Property Custodian
or properties
properties or
therefrom held by
him or
or by
of the
the United
United States
States
therefrom
by him
by the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
hereunder, for
for any
necessary expenses
incurred and
and actually
actually
hereunder,
any and
and all
all necessary
expenses incurred
disbursed by the Alien Property
or by
any depositary
depositary for
for
disbursed
Property Custodian
Custodian or
by any
him
or control
such
him in
in securing the
the possession, collection
collection or
control of
of any
any such
money
properties or
or income
therefrom, or
or in
money or
or .properties
income therefrom,
in protecting
protecting or
or
administering
administering the same, as
as said general or administrative
administrative and other
other
expenses
.
and said
aggregate value
value of
returned money
money or
or prop
er tie s
expenses
and
said aggregate
of returned
properties
or income
income therefrom
therefrom have
heretofore or
or shall
be hereafter
hereafter
or
have been
been heretofore
shall be
determined by
by said
said Alien
Alien Property
Property Custodian."
Custodian."
determined

peRote

AMERICAN
BATTLE MONUMENTS
AMERICAN BATTLE
MONUMENTS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
American Battle
merolaen Comm.sMonuments
sion.
ston.

Batmlo

The
made for
American Battle
Battle
The appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made
for the
the American

Monuments
are hereby
hereby increased
in an
Monuments Commission
Commission are
increased in
an amount
amount sufficient
sufficient

to cover all losses which have been or may hereafter be incurred
Franco-American
by the Commission due to the fluctuation
fluctuation of the Franco-American
exchange below the rate of 25.30 francs to $1.
exchange
$1.

Board ot
Mediation.
of Mediation.
'Members of
Of the
Members
Board.
All other expenses.

BOARD
BOARD OF MEDIATION

For five members of the Board, and for other authorized
authorized expenditures of the Board of Mediation in performing
performing the duties imposed
imposed
personal services;
stenographic reporting
by law, including
including personal
services; contract stenographic
reporting
services; supplies and equipment; law books and books of reference;
reference;
not to exceed $200 for newspapers;
periodicals; traveling expenses;
newspapers; periodicals;
expenses;
and rent of quarters outside the District of Columbia; $124,764,
$124,764, of
of
which amount not to exceed $110,000
$110,000 may be expended for personal
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, including the sum of $4,250,
PaWnwats
Payments to desig- which shall
which
be immediately
immediately available and shall be paid in equal
nated persons.
persons.
portions to the following-named
following-named persons, heirs at law of Frank
Frank P.
Glass, late aamember of the board, who served without compensation
compensation
as such member from July 14, 1933, to January
January 10, 1934, the date of
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his death:
death: Frank
P. Glass,
Christine Glass,
J. Purnell Glass, Christine
Glass, Junior; J.
Frank P.
his
Louise Glass
Boyson
Marzoni, Evelyn Byrd Glass McCoy, and H. Boyson
Glass Marzoni,
Louise
Glass.
Mediation to pay
Arbitration
boards: To enable the Board of Mediation
Arbitration boards:
compensation
necessary
expenses of
arbitration boards, including
including compensation
of arbitration
necessary expenses
of
members
and
employees
of
such
boards,
together
with their
together
boards,
such
of
employees
and
of members
incurred for subactually incurred
necessary
necessary traveling expenses and expenses actually
sistence while
while so
so employed,
awards, together with
printing of awards,
employed, and printing
sistence
authorized by the
proceedings and
testimony relating
relating thereto, as authorized
and testimony
proceedings
reporting
Railway
Labor
Act,
including
also
contract
stenographic
reporting
stenographic
contract
also
including
Railway Labor Act,
service, and
of quarters when suitable
suitable quarters cannot be suprent of
and rent
service,
plied
in any
unexpended balances
balances of the approFederal building, the unexpended
any Federal
plied in
priations
available for the fiscal year 1934 are
for this purpose available
priations for
hereby
continued available
available for the fiscal year 1935.
hereby continued
Emergency boards:
boards: For expenses of emergency
emergency boards appointed
appointed
Emergency
respecting disputes
by the
President to
disputes
investigate and report respecting
to investigate
the President
by
between carriers
carriers and
employees, as authorized by section 10,
their employees,
and their
between
Railway Labor
Labor Act,
Act, approved
May 20, 1926 (U.S.C., Supp. VI,
VI,
approved May
Railway
title
45, sec.
sec. 154),
154), the
unexpended balances
balances of the appropriation
appropriation for
the unexpended
title 45,
this
the fiscal
year 1934
1934 are hereby continued available
fiscal year
for the
purpose for
this purpose
for the fiscal year 1935.
Mediation, $800.
For
all printing
printing and binding for the Board of Mediation,
For all
Total,
Mediation, $125,564.
$125,564.
Total, Board of Mediation,
BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
BOARD

Arbitration boards.
boards.
Arbitration
Vol. 44, p. 586.
Vol.
U.S.C.,
p.
2110.
U.S.C., p.
Ante, p. 286.

Emergency boards.
boards.
Emergency
Vol. 44, p. 586.
Vol.
VII,
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
U.S.C.,
p. 948.
Balance reapproprireappropriBalance
ated.
286.
Ante, p. 288.
Printing and
and binding.

Board
peals.

of Tax

Ap-

All expenditures.

For
requisite for
and incident
incident to
to the
the work of
of Vol. 43, ped;
p. 336; Vol.
for and
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For every
44,
p. 105;
105; Vol
Vol. 45,
45, p.
p.
44, PV
IX, section 900, 871;
the Board
Board of
Tax Appeals
as authorized
authorized under
under title IX,
Appeals as
of Tax
the
Vol. 47, p. 286.
p 2
47
;
by
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1924,
approved
June
2,
1924,
as
amended
amended
as
1924,
2,
June
approved
1924,
of
Act
Revenue
of the
title X
X of
of the
the Revenue
1926, approved
February 26, 1926,
approved February
Act of 1926,
Revenue Act
title
May 29, 1928,
and
title
IV
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1928,
approved
1928,
approved
Act
Revenue
the
of
IV
and title
and title
of the
Revenue Act
1932, approved June 6, 1932,
1932,
of 1932,
Act of
the Revenue
IX of
title IX
and
servreporting
including
personal
services
contract
stenographic
servstenographic
contract
and
services
personal
including
ices, rent
Columbia, traveling expenses, car
car
of Columbia,
District of
the District
outside the
rent outside
ices,
fare, stationery,
furniture, office
purchase and exchange
equipment, purchase
office equipment,
stationery, furniture,
fare,
periodicals, and
of typewriters,
typewriters, law
law books and books of reference, periodicals,
of
all
other
necessary
supplies,
$482,116,
of
which
amount
not to exceed
exceed
amount
which
of
$482,116,
all other necessary supplies,
$436.350 may
may be
be expended
expended for
personal services
services in the
the District of
for personal
$436,350

Columbia.
Columbia.

and binding
binding for
for the
the Board
of Tax
Appeals,
Tax Appeals,
Board of
For
all printing
printing and
For all
$20,000.
$502,116.
Total,
Board of Tax Appeals, $502,116.
Total, Board
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
CIVIL

Printing and btnding.

gandnd

Printing and binding.

Civil Service Commission.
mission.

and
fCommissioners
and
cepsonnrs
For
three Commissioners
Commissioners and
other personal
personal services
services in the District Ol
office
personnel.
and other
For three
Examination of Presof
Columbia,
including
personal
services
required
for
examination
idEnatiniontoorPresof Columbia, including personal services required for examination idential postmasters.
of
Presidential postmasters,
postmasters, and
and including
for
including not to exceed $1,000 for
of Presidential
employment
examiners not
in the
the Federal
Federal service
service on special
special
not in
expert examiners
of expert
employment of
subjects for which
examiners within the service are not available,
available,
which examiners
subjects
T
ra v
Traveling
expenses,
and for
for personal
personal services
services in
for necessary
traveling etc. elng expense,
necessary traveling
field; for
the field;
in the
and
direction
expenses,
including
those
of
examiners
acting
under
the
under
acting
examiners
of
those
expenses, including
of the
the Commission,
for expenses
examinations and investiexpenses of examinations
and for
Commission, and
of
gations
elsewhere than
Washington, including
exceed
not to exceed
including not
at Washington,
than at
held elsewhere
gations held
$1,000
attendance at meetings
meetings of public officials when
of attendance
expenses of
for expenses
$1,000 for
exMiscellaneous
s
e
Mseaneou
specifically directed
Commission; for furniture
furniture and other pauses.
the Commission;
by the
directed by
specifically
equipment and
and repairs
repairs thereto;
thereto; supplies;
supplies; advertising;
advertising; telegraph,
telegraph,
equipment
telephone,
laundry service;
charges; streetexpress charges;
and express
freight and
service; freight
and laundry
telephone, and
car
not to
exceed $300;
stationery; purchase
exchange of
of
purchase and exchange
$300; stationery;
to exceed
fares not
car fares
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law books,
books, books
of reference,
subscriptions to
to newsnewslaw
books of
reference, directories,
directories, subscriptions
papers
and periodicals,
periodicals, not
to exceed
$1,000; charts;
papers and
not to
exceed $1,000;
charts; purchase,
purchase,
exchange,
and repair
repair of
of motor
trucks, motorcycles,
motorcycles, and
and
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
motor trucks,
bicycles;
garage rent;
postage stamps
stamps to
to prepay
matter
bicycles; garage
rent; postage
prepay postage
postage on
on matter
addressed
Postal Union
Union countries;
countries; special-delivery
stamps; and
and
addressed to
to Postal
special-delivery stamps;
other
miscellaneous necessary
not hereinbefore
provided
other like
like miscellaneous
necessary expenses
expenses not
hereinbefore provided
for,
not to
to exceed
exceed $200,000
$200,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately
for, $1,467,816,
$1,467,816, of
of which
which not
available: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
details from
any executive
departavailable:
no details
from any
executive department or independent
establishment in
of Columbia
or
independent establishment
in the
the District
District of
Columbia or
elsewhere to
the Commission's
central office
office in
elsewhere
to the
Commission's central
in Washington
Washington or
or to
to
any of
of its
district offices
fiscal year
year ending
ending
any
its district
offices shall
shall be
be made
made during
during the
the fiscal
June 30,
30, 1935,
but this
this shall
shall not
the making
of details
June
1935, but
not affect
affect the
making of
details for
for
service as
of the
boards of
examiners outside
outside the
immediservice
as members
members of
the boards
of examiners
the immediate
of the
the district
district managers;
Provided further,
That the
the
ate offices
offices of
managers: Provided
further, That
Civil Service
Commission shall have power
Civil
Service Commission
power in case of emergency
emergency

to transfer
transfer or
detail any
employees to
to or
from its
its office
office or
or field
to
or detail
any of
of its
its employees
or from
field
force:
provisions of
of section
section 506
506 of
of
force: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the provisions
Vol.
47, P.
Vol. 47,
P. 416..
part
of the
part II
II of
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
year 1933, shall
shall
operate, after
after June
June 30,
1934, to
prevent the
the adjustment
adjustment of
of classinot operate,
30, 1934,
to prevent
classification
compensation to
the duties
duties to
to which
which the
the
fication or
or compensation
to conform
conform to
to the
employees of
be assigned.
assigned.
employees
of the
the Commission
Commission may
may be
and binding
Service Commission,
Commission,
Printing and binding. . For
For all
all printing
printing and
binding for
for the
the Civil
Civil Service
in
eluding all of
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
and services
services located
located
including
of its
its bureaus,
institutions, and
in Washington and
$55,000, of
which not
not to
exceed
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $55,000,
of which
to exceed
$20,000
be immediately
available.
$20,000 shall
shall be
immediately available.
Total,
Commission, $1,522,816.
$1,522,816.
Total, Civil Service
Service Commission,

Adjustment otlassiAdjustment
of eelassi-

ftations,
snations.

416

Employees'
Employees' Compensation. Commission.
sation
Commission.
Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
office personnel.
office

Printing and
binding.
andbinding.
Employees' compencompem
Employees'
sttion fund.
slition
Vol.
Vol. 39, pp. 743,
747.
743, 747.
U.s.c., p. 90.
80,

Burial, etc., expenses.
expenses.
Burial,
Reeoveries.
Recoveries.

Federal Power ComFederal
mission.
mission.
Expense.
Expenses.
PM; Vol.
Vol. 41, p. 103;
46, p. 757.
797.
U.S.C..
U.S.o., Sujip.
Spp. VII,
p. 3r6.

EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
COMMISSION
For three Commissioners
Commissioners and other personal
personal services
services in
in the
the DisDisColumbia, including
trict of Columbia,
including not
not to
exceed $1,000
for temporary
temporary
to exceed
$1,000 for
experts and assistants in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
to
not exceeding
$8 per
day, and
and for
for personal
to be paid at
at aa rate
rate not
exceeding $8
per day,
personal
services in the field, for furniture
furniture and other equipment
and repairs
repairs
equipment and
thereto; law books, books
books of reference,
reference, periodicals;
stationery and
periodicals; stationery
and
supplies; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; fees and mileage of witnesses;
witnesses; concontract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
rent at
at the
the seat
of governgovernservices; rent
seat of
ment and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
$361,510.
items; $361,510.
For all printing
printing and binding for
the Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
for the
Commission,
$4,000.
Commission, $4,000.
Employees' compensation
compensation fund: For the payment of compensaEmployees'
tion provided
provided by "An Act to provide
for employees
provide compensation
compensation for
employees
of the United States suffering
performance of
suffering injuries while in the performance
of
their duties, and for other purposes", approved
approved September 7, 1916
1916
(U.S.C.,
785), including
including medical examinations, traveling
(U.S.C., title 5, sec.
see. 785),
traveling
and other expenses, and loss of
of wages payable to employees under
under
sections 21 and 22; all services,
services, appliances,
appliances, and supplies provided
provided
by section
9 as amended,
amended, including
section 9
including payments
payments to Army and
and Navy
hospitals; the transportation
hospitals;
transportation and burial
burial expenses
expenses provided
provided by
by sections 99 and 115
11; and advancement
advancement of costs for the enforcement
enforcement of
recoveries provided
in sections
recoveries
provided in
sections 26 and 27 where
where necessary, accruing
accruing
during the fiscal year 1935 or in prior fiscal
fiscal years, $3,987,900.
Total, Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission, $4,353,410.
$4,353,410.
FEDERAL
FEDERAL POWER
POWER COMMISSION
COMMISSION
For
expenditure requisite for and incident
For every expenditure
incident to the work of
the Federal
Federal Power Commission
Com.mission as
authori
ze d by
by l
aw, i
nclud i
ng
as authorized
law,
including
personal services;
services; traveling
tray ebng expenses, including
including expenses
expenses o
atten doffattendance
meetings which
the discretion of the Commission
ance at
at meetings
which in
in the
Commission are
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necessary
for the
efficient discharge
discharge of its responsibilities;
responsibilities; contract
contract
the efficient
necessary for
stenographic
governmental
reimbursement to governmental
reporting services; reimbursement
stenographic reporting
passenger-carrying
agencies
the cost
furnishing motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
of furnishing
cost of
of the
agencies of
vehicle service,
service, and not exceeding
exceeding $2,000 for law books, books of
vehicle
reference, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals;
$274,803, of which
which amount
periodicals; $274,803,
reference,
not to
to exceed
services in
$234,000 shall be available for personal services
exceed $234,000
not
o
Propiso.
$20,000
the
District
of
Columbia:
Provided,
That
not
exceed
$20,000 SPru
to
Sum immediately
immediately
the District of Columbia: Provided,
available.
available.
shall be
available.
immediately available.
be immediately
shall
Printin
g
and binding.
For
printing and
and binding
Federal Power
Power Commission, Printing and binding.
binding for the Federal
all printing
For all
$2,500.
$2.500.
Total, Federal
Power Commission, $277,303.
$277,303.
Federal Power
Total,
FEDERAL
COMMISSION
RADIO COMMISSION
FEDERAL RADIO

o
Federal Radio
adio Commsions
mission.
ex
missioners and
otCrmmisine
ex
r
Commissioners
e
and
Vol.
1162; Vol.
44, p.. 1162;
Vol. 44,
Vol.
Vol.
36, p.
46vp.
Vol. 38,
p. 629;
629 ;Vol.
37
s;p.io;sUPp.
37'P• 199.
1507, Su
VII, p-99p.94p
.. 8. PP.
VI,

For
five commissioners,
commissioners, and
for all other authorized expenditures
expenditures
and for
For five
imposed
of
the
Federal
Radio
Commission
in performing
performing the duties i
m posed
of the Federal Radio Commission in
by the
the Radio
Radio Act
of 1927,
February 23,
amended
23, 1927, as amended
approved February
1927, approved
Act of
by
(U.S.C.
81-119), the Ship Act of 1910,
Supp. VI, title 47, secs. 81-119),
(U.S.C., Supp.
approved
June
24,
1910,
as
amended
(U.S.C., title 46, sees.
secs. 484-487),
484-487),
(U.S.C.,
amended
as
1910,
approved June 24,
vol. 45, p. 2760.
1932,,and the Inter- Irxoent5i,vp6.1321,:d6075892.
Executive
5892, dated July 20,
20 ,1932
Numbered 5892,
Order Numbered
Executive Order
2760),
p.
pt.
national
Radiotelegraphic
Convention
Stat.,
pt.
2,
2760),
(45
Convention
national Radiotelegraphic
including personal
personal services,
contract stenographic
reporting services,
stenographic reporting
services, contract
including
reference
rental
of
quarters,
newspapers
periodicals,
reference
books, law
periodicals,
rental of quarters, newspapers,
books,
special
counsel
fees,
supplies
and
equipment,
including
pur3709. p. 7.
.
purincluding
equipment,
and
supplies
fees,
books, special counsel
39.
p.
u.s.c.,
chase and
and exchange
exchange of
instruments which may be purchased
purchased without r
u..• s
s:c' sec
., p.
3709
1309.p. 733.
of instruments,
chase
41,
(U.S.C.,
regard
to
section
3709
the
Revised
Statutes
(U.S.C.,
title
the
of
3709
section
to
regard
sec.
5) when
aggregate amount
amount involved does not exceed $25,
the aggregate
when the
sec. 5)
improvement
and
care
of
grounds
and
repairs to buildings, not to
and repairs
grounds
of
care
and
improvement
attendance
exceed
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including expenses
expenses of attendance
$1,000, traveling
exceed $1,000,
necessary
Commission
of
at
meetings
which
discretion
the
are
discretion
the
in
which
meetings
at
the Disnecessary services
for
of its
its responsibilities,
Services in the
Disother necessary
and other
responsibilities, and
discharge of
efficient discharge
the efficient
for the
tric.
be
may
exceed
expenses,
$651,885,
of
which
amount
not
exceed
$328,500
tr
to
amount
which
of
$651,885,
expenses,
expended
District of Columbia: ProPro- Adsment
Adjustment of
of claclasthe District
in the
services in
personal services
for personal
expended for
etc.
atons, etc.
Legislative
II
vided,
That
the
provisions
of
section
of
part
II
of
the
Legislative
silleations,
512
section
of
provisions
the
That
vided,
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1933, shall not operate, after June vol. 47. p. 417.
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1933, shall not operate, after June.417.
30, 1934,
1934, to
to prevent
prevent the
adjustment of classification
compensation
classification or compensation
the adjustment
30,
to conform
conform to
to which
the employees
Commission
employees of the Commission
which the
duties to
the duties
to the
to

assigned.
may be assigned.
For all
and binding
binding for the Federal Radio Commission,
Commission,
printing and
all printing
For

Printingand binding.
Printingndbindin

$15,000.
$15,000.

Total,
Federal Radio
Radio Commission,
Commission, $666,885.
Total, Federal
FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

om
Federal Trade
ComTrade C
Fedral
mission.

Commisioes
For five
five commissioners,
commissioners, and
for all
other authorized
authorized expenditures
Commissioners,
expenditures other
all other
and for
expenses. and
For
77.
p. 717.
voi3s
of
the
Federal
Trade
Commission
in
performing
duties
imposed
Vol.
38, p.
imposed
the
of the Federal Trade Commission in performing
U.S.C., p. 356.
by
law
or
in
pursuance
of
law,
including
secretary
Commission
1p26.
,p.
Post, p. 1026.
Commssion
the
to
secretary
including
law,
of
or in pursuance
by law
and
other personal
services, contract
stenographic reporting services;
services;
contract stenographic
personal services,
and other
periodicals,
supplies
and
equipment,
books,
books
reference,
reference,
of
books,
law
supplies and equipment,
garage
rentals, traveling
expenses, including
including not to exceed
exceed $900
$900
traveling expenses,
garage rentals,
the
by
for
expenses
of
attendance,
specifically
authorized
Comauthorized
specifically
when
for expenses of attendance,
mission, at
at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with the work
work of the Federal Trade
mission,
Commission
for
newspapers
and
press
not to exceed $400,
clippings
press
and
Commission, for newspapers
Witness fees, mileage.
foreign postage,
postage,_and
and witness
fees and
and mileage
mileage in
accordance with Wites,
Vol. 38, p. 722.milge.
in accordance
witness fees
foreign
U.S.C., p.
35.
p.350.
v.s.c.,
section
9
of
the
Federal
Trade
Commission
$1,708,730,
of
which
$1,708,730,
Act;
Commission
Trade
section 9 of the Federal
$150,000
shall
immediately available.
be immediately
shall be
$150,000
Printingand binding.
For all printing and
binding for
the Federal
Commission, Pringandbnd
Trade Commission,
Federal Trade
for the
and bindng

For all printing
$34,000.
$34000.

Total, Federal
Federal Trade
Commission, $1,742,730.
Trade Commission,
Totai,
80637'
34-..--88
86837-34---38
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General
Office.
Office.
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GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
OFFICE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING

Accounting

Comptroller General,
General,
Comptroller

Assistant,
A
ersonned.
Ppersonnel.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

Salaries: For Comptroller
General, Assistant
Comptroller GenGenComptroller General,
Assistant Comptroller
eral, and
services in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
eral,
other personal
and other
personal services
in the
the District
elsewhere, $3,292,920.
elsewhere,
$3,292,920.

Contingent
including stenoContingent expenses: For
For traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
stenographic
reporting service
service outside
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia not
not
graphic reporting
outside of
of the
exceeding
$2,500, by
otherwise; materials,
exceeding $2,500,
by contract
contract or
or otherwise;
materials, supplies,
supplies,
equipment, and
and services;
rent of
and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase
equipment,
services; rent
of buildings
buildings and
and
of books,
law books,
books, books
books of
of reference,
and periodiperiodiand exchange
exchange of
books, law
reference, and
cals, typewriters,
calculating machines,
and other
cals,
typewriters, calculating
machines, and
other office
office appliances,
appliances
including their
including
including
their development,
development, repairs,
repairs, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
one motor-propelled
miscellaneous
one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle;
vehicle; and
and miscellaneous
Proviso.
items; $110,000:
Provided, That
section 3709
3709 of
Povurchases
items;
$110,000: Provided,
That section
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes
Minor
purchases.
R.S., see.3709,p.
3700, p. 733.
R.s.,se.
33. (U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5)
to any
any
5) shall not be construed to apply to
U.S.C., p. 1309.
U.S.,
p.1309.
purchase
rendered for the General Accounting
Accounting Office
purchase or service rendered
Office
when the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount involved
does not
not exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum of
involved does
of $50.
$50.
Printing andbinding.
Printingandbinding.
General Accounting
Accounting Office,
For all printing
printing and binding
binding for
for the
the General
Office,
including monthly
monthly and annual editions
editions of
of selected
selected decisions
decisions of
of the
the
Comptroller General
Comptroller
General of
United States,
States, $59,000.
$59,000.
of the
the United
Total, General
General Accounting
Accounting Office,
$3,461,920.
Total,
Office, $3,461,920.
Contingent expenses.

Contingent expenses.

Interstate Commerce
Interstate
Commerce
Commission.
Commission.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
INTERSTATE
COMMISSION

Salaries
and expenses.
Commissioners, etc.
Commissioners,
etc.

SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES

General administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: For
eleven commissioners,
commissioners, secreFor eleven
secretary, and for all other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures necessary
the
necessary in
in the
execution of laws to regulate commerce,
commerce, including one
chief counsel,
counsel,
one chief
one director of finance,
finance, and
one director
of traffic
traffic at
$10,000 each
and one
director of
at $10,000
each
Reporting service
service.
per annum, field hearings,
hearings, traveling expenses,
expenses, and contract stenostenoServices in
the DisDis- graphic reporting
Services
in the
$2,526,216, of which amount not to
services; $2,526,216,
trict.
tet.
exceed
exceed $2,205,000
$2,205,000 may be expended for personal services
services in the
exclusive of
of special
counsel, for
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, exclusive
special counsel,
for which
which the
Books, furniture, etc
etc. expenditure shall not exceed $50,000; not exceeding
Boos,
expenditure shall not
exceeding $3,000 for purchase and exchange
exchange of necessary books,
reports, and
and periodicals;
books, reports,
periodicals;
not exceeding
exceeding $100 in the open market for the purchase
office
purchase of
of office
furniture similar
in class
listed in
in the
general supply
furniture
similar in
class or
or kind
kind to
to that
that listed
the general
supply
schedule.
schedule.
Enforcing
accountEnforcing
accountRegulating accounts:
Regulating
accounts: To enable the Interstate Commerce
Commerce ComComing by railroads.
railroads.
Vol. 34, p.
p. 591;
593; vol.
Vol. mission
vo.
mission to
to enforce
enforce compliance with section 20 and other sections
30,
p.
555;
Vol.
41,
p.
4
493. . 5;
Vol. 4' p' of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
the Act
approved
Act as amended
amended by
by the
Act approved
U.S.C., P13.1088-1670. June
TT.sa..,PP.ls-l670o
29, 1906 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 49, sec. 20),
20), and as amended
by the
the
amended by

Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 49, sec. 20),
20), including the

services in the Dis- employment
employment of necessary special accounting agents
agents or
or examiners,
examiners,
trt.
and traveling
traveling expenses,
of which
exceed
and
expenses, $778,888,
8778,888, of
which amount not to exceed
Services In the District.

$135,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
Safety of employees,
Safety of employees:
etc.aety of mpl
Safety
employees: To enable the Interstate Commerce
Commerce ComComAppliances, etc.
pplianes,'
to enforce
enforce compliance
with
keep informed
informed regarding
regarding and
and to
compliance with
Vol. 27, p. 531; vol.
Vol. mission to keep
2v, p. 85;
5; Vol.
29,
32, p. 943; A
Vol.32,p.s;
cts to
and travelers
Acts
to promote the safety of employees and
travelers upon railrailVol. 38, p. 298.
Accidents.
cidents2.
roads; the Act requiring
common
carriers
to
make
reports
of accirequiring
common
carriers
to
make
reports
of
acciVol.
o. 36, p.. 350..
dents and
and
authorizing
investigations
the Interauthorizing investigations
thereof; and
and to
to enable
enable the
InterSafety6,signals.
signals.
C
t
i
Vol.
s34, P.. 838;; Vol.
Vol.4,
Vo state
Com
er
Comm
ssin
investigate
and
test
appliances
state
Commerce
Commission
to
and
test
appliances
th .p. 324; Vol. 38, p.
2.
; Vo
ntended to promote the safety of railway operation
intended
operation, as authorized
authorized
p. 1441.
.s.C., p.1441.
by
the joint
(V.S.C., title 45,
by the
joint resolution
resolution approved
app rove d June
June 30,
30, 1906 (U.S.C.,
45
sec. 35).
35) and the provision of the Sundry
Sundry Civil Act approved
May
approved May
27, 1908 (U.S.C., title 45, secs.
sees. 36, 37),
37), to investigate, test
test experiexperimentally,
report on the use and need of any appliances or
mentally, and
and report
or syssys-
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nspectors.
tems
promote the safety of railway operation, inspectors,
inspectors, Inspectors.
to promote
intended to
tems intended
Services in the Disand
traveling expenses,
expenses, $461,970, of which amount not to exceed
exceed trict.
trict.
and for traveling
$81,000 may
may be
expended for personal
personal services in the District of
be expended
$81,000
Columbia.
Safety systems.
Signal
systems: For
For all
all authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures under
Signal safety
safety systems:
under Vol.
Safety
41,systems.
p. 498.
1673.
u.s.c.:p.p.1673.
Trans- U.S.C.,
section 26
26 of
the Interstate
Act as
as amended
amended by the TransCommerce Act
Interstate Commerce
of the
section
portation
(U.S.C. ; title
the
sec. 26), with respect to the
49, sec.
title 49,
1920 (U.S.C.,
Act, 1920
portation Act,
provision
under which
the
railroad subject to the
by railroad
carriers by
which carriers
thereof under
provision thereof
Automatic train contrUtomati train con.
train-control trol.
Act may
required to
automatic train-stop or train-control
install automatic
to install
be required
may be
Act
Vol. 34, p. 838.
devices
which comply
specifications and
requirements prepre- U.S.C.,
Vol. 34,p.38.
and requirements
with specifications
comply with
devices which
p. 1441.
scribed
by the
the Commission,
including investigations
investigations and
and tests
,.1441.
pertests perCommission, including
scribed by
taining
to block-signal
block-signal and
authorized by
systems, as authorized
train-control systems
and train-control
taining to
the
approved June 30, 1906 (U.S.C., title 45, sec.
the joint resolution approved
35),
including the
necessary engineers, and
the necessary
employment of the
the employment
and including
35), and
Services in the DisService in the Disfor
$36,590, of
which amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed trict.
of which
expenses, $36,590,
traveling expenses,
for traveling
$31,500
may
be
expended
the
District
of
t
in
services
personal
for
$31,500 may be expended
Columbia.
Locomotive inspecLocomotive inspecauthorized expenditures under tion.
Locomotive
inspection: For all
all authorized
Locomotive inspection:
36,
913; Vol.
Vol.
p. 913;
36, p.
Vol.
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
entitled "An Act 38,Vol.
1911, entitled
17, 1911,
February 17,
of February
provisions of
the
p. 1192; Vol. 40, p.
616;
Vol.
4.3,
659.
to
promote
the
safety
of
employees
and
travelers
upon
railroads
43,
e9.
p.
Vol. pp. 1439,
to promote the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads 6i6;U.S.C.,
1441.
by compelling
in interstate
interstate commerce
commerce to
to u.s.c.,pp.1439,1441.
engaged in
carriers engaged
common carriers
by
compelling common
equip
their locomotives
locomotives with
suitable boilers and appurteand suitable
with safe and
equip their
nances thereto
thereto"
22), as
as amended by the Act of
45, sec. 22),
title 45,
(U.S.C., title
" (U.S.C.,
nances
March
1915, extending
respect
powers and duties with respect
same powers
" the same
extending "
4, 1915,
March 4,
to
all parts
locomotives and tender"
tender"
the locomotives
appurtenances of the
and appurtenances
parts and
to all
(U.S.C.,
title 45,
30), and
and amendment
amendment of June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (U.S.C., Additional inspec45, sec.
sec. 30),
(U.S.C., title
spe
Aitil
title
27), providing for the appointment
appointment from time to time tors.
sec. 27),
45, sec.
title 45,
Vol. 36, p. 914; Vol.
by
Commerce Commission
of not
not more
914;46,
Vol.
3, p.Vol.
fifteen 43,vol
than fifteen
more than
Commission of
Interstate Commerce
by the
the Interstate
p.
46,
p.
p. 659;
823.
inspectors in
authorized in the first para- 823.
addition to the number authorized
in addition
inspectors
U.S.C., pp.4 1439, 1441;
graph
4 of
the Act
45, sec.
and sUpp.Cvilp.l
9447 ;
26), and
title 45,
sec. 26),
(U.S.C., title
Supp. VII, p. 947.
of 1911
1911 (U.S.C.,
of the
Act of
section 4
graph of
of section
the amendment
of June
secs.
June 27, 1930 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 45, sees.
amendment of
the
clerical
24, 26),
technical, stenographic, and clerical
such legal, technical,
24,
26), including such
help as
as the
business of the offices
offices of the chief inspector and his two
the business
help
assistants
require and for
$449,606, of which
traveling expenses, $449,606,
for traveling
assistants may require
amount
not to
to exceed
may be expended
expended for personal services
$67,500 may
exceed $67,500
amount not
in the District of Columbia.
Physical valuation of
VWeiuat"on o
Valuation
of carriers:
carriers: To
To enable
Interstate Com- railroads,
rhl
enable the Interstate
property of
of property
Valuation of
etc.
Vol.
37.
701; Vol.
Vol
37 p.
p 701;
merce Commission
carry out
out the
objects of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An 40,Vol.
entitled "An
the objects
to carry
Commission to
merce
p. 271; Vol. 42, p.
624.
2
4.
Act
to
amend
an
Act
entitled
'An
Act
to
regulate
commerce',
connmmerce',
Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act
U.S.C., p. 1667.
approved
February 4,
4, 1887,
1887, and
and all Acts amendatory
p. 166.
amendatory thereof, by u.s.c..
approved February
property of Issue of stock, etc.
providing for
of the several classes of property
for aa valuation of
providing
carriers subject
subject thereto
thereto and
information concerning
concerning their ie of stock, etc.
securing information
and securing
carriers
stocks,
1,1913,
19 13 ,as
stocks, bonds, and other securities", approved March 1,
19a) and
amended
(U.S.C., title 49, sec. 19a),
the Act of June 77, 1922 (U.S.C.,
by the
amended by
Ante, p. 221.
221.
by
the "Emergency
"Emergency Railroad
Railroad Transportation
Act, 1933"
(48 Stat.,
Stat., At,
1933" (48
Transportation Act,
by the
p.
221),
including
one
director
of
valuation
at
$10,000
annum,
per
at
$10,000
of
valuation
director
one
including
p. 221),
and
traveling expenses,
expenses, $1,052,700.
and traveling
In all,
all, salaries
and expenses,
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
expenses, Interstate
salaries and
In
$5,305,970.
Printing and binding.
For
all printing
for the
Commerce Com- Printngandbindin
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
binding for
and binding
printing and
For all
mission,
general changes
including reports in all cases proposing general
mission, including
in
transportation rates
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 to
to print
furnish
and furnish
print and
rates and
in transportation
to
the States,
States, at
at cost,
cost, report
report form
form blanks,
blanks, and
the receipts
receipts from
from such
and the
to the
reports
and blanks
shall be
be credited
credited to
to this
this appropriation,
appropriation, $125,000:
$125,000:
blanks shall
reports and
Pronto.
Provided,
That
no
part
of
this
sum
shall
be
expended
for
printing Schedule o"
sw
for
printing
expended
be
shall
sum
off sailing.
of
this
part
no
That
Provided,
excluded.
the
Schedule
of
Sailings
required
by
section
25
of
the
Interstate
the Schedule of Sailings required by section 25 of the Interstate exnded.
Commerce Act.
Act.
Commerce
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Attendance at meetAttendance
ings, etc.

•
National
Advisory
Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
All expenses, scieniAtexpenses,
tific research, etc.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 102.
28, 1934.
1934.
CH.
102. MARCH
MARCH 28,

Not to
$2,500 of
of the
Not
to exceed
exceed $2,500
the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein made
made for
for the
the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
for expenses,
expenses,
shall be
be available
available for
Commission shall
Interstate
except
membership fees,
fees, for
attendance at
at meetings
with
meetings concerned
concerned with
except membership
for attendance
the
of the
Commission.
work of
the Commission.
the work
Total,
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $5,430,970.
$5,430,970.
Total, Interstate
Interstate Commerce

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE FOR
NATIONAL ADVISORY
NATIONAL
FOR AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS

For
scientific research,
research, technical
reports
For scientific
technical investigations,
investigations, and
and special
special reports
in.
field of
the necessary
in the
the field
of aeronautics,
aeronautics, including
including the
necessary laboratory
laboratory and
and
technical
assistants; contracts
personal services
in the
the making
making
technical assistants;
contracts for
for personal
services in
of
and in
preparation of special reports;
reports;
in the
the preparation
of special
special investigations
investigations and
traveling
including not
not to
to
traveling expenses
expenses of
of members
members and
and employees;
employees; including
exceed $500
for expenses,
fees, of
attendance
Attendance at meet- exceed
$500 for
expenses, except
except membership
membership fees,
of attendance
Attendance
gs
ings.
in
.
upon meetings of technical and professional
professional societies; office supplies
and other
technical periodicals
and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including technical
periodicals
and
books of
of reference;
reference; equipment,
maintenance, and
and operation
of
and books
equipment, maintenance,
operation of
Langley Laboratory.
Laboratory. the
Aeronautical Laboratory;
Laboratory; purchase,
purchase, mainmainLangley
Memorial Aeronautical
the Langley
Langley Memorial
tenance,
and exchange
exchange of
of motor-propelled
passengermotor-propelled passengeroperation, and
tenance, operation,
• carrying
carrying vehicles,
including not
not more
general adminisadminisvehicles, including
more than
than one
one for
for general
trative
use in
the District
of Columbia;
Columbia; personal
personal services
in the
field
services in
the field
District of
trative use
in the
District of
Columbia; in
all, $707,792,
$707,792, of
of which
which amount
amount not
not
Services in the Disin all,
and the
the District
of Columbia;
services
Dis- and
trict.
to
exceed $2,000
$2,000 may
may be
be expended
expended for
allowances for
living quarters,
quarters,
'eing
qu
to exceed
for allowances
for living
Living quarters.
as authorized
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved
Vol.46,
p.818; U.S.C., including
and light,
light, as
authorized by
Vol.
46ps18;.s.C.,
including heat,
heat, fuel,
fuel, and
Stipp.
VII, p.
20.
upp.vii,
p.20.
June 26, 1930 (46 Stat. 818),
818), but not to exceed $720 may be so used
used
for any
one person
and not
to exceed
exceed $84,600
for
any one
person and
not to
$84,600 for
for personal
personal services
services
Columbia.
in the District of Columbia.
For all
all printing
and binding
Advisory ComComPrinting
andbinding.
for the
the National
National Advisory
For
printing and
binding for
Printingandbinding.
mittee for
for Aeronautics,
all of
its offices,
offices, laboratories,
mittee
Aeronautics, including
including all
of its
laboratories, and
and
services
in Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia, and
elsewhere,
services located
located in
District of
of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
$18,700.
$18,700.
Total, National
National Advisory
Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, $726,492.
$726,492,
Total,
Committee for

scien-

toesehet.

Puerto Rican
Rican lurriHurriPuerto
cane Relief Commission.
Burn
available for
for adadSum available
ministrative expenses.
expenses.
ministrative

Proviso,.
ProiRaos.
Payments
arhenkon
loan
Payments when
appropriations aro
appropriatlons
are not
not
available.
available.
loons.
New loans.

Smithsonian Institution.
Administrative
Administrativ
penses.

exex-

I
nter slat ional e
exInternational
x
changes.

Cbanges.

PUERTO RICAN
RICAN HURRICANE
HURRICANE RELIEF
PUERTO
RELIEF COMMISSION
COMMISSION

To enable the Puerto
Hurricane Relief
Relief Commission
to conconPuerto Rican
Rican Hurricane
Commission to
tinue collection
collection and
administration of
due the
the United
and administration
of moneys due
United States
States
on account
account of
the joint
joint resolutions
of loans
loans made under
under the
resolutions approved
approved
December 21,
21, 1928
1067), and
and January
22, 1930
1930 (46
Stat.
December
1928 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1067),
January 22,
(46 Stat.
57), not
exceed $25,000
$25,000 of
of any
any unobligated
balances of
57),
not to
to exceed
unobligated balances
of appropriaappropriations made
authority of
of those
joint resolutions,
resolutions, including
repaytions
made by
by authority
those joint
including repayprincipal and/or
payments of
on such
such loans,
ment of principal
and/or payments
of interest
interest on
loans, is
is
hereby made available for administrative
administrative expenses during the fiscal
year 1935: Provided,
Provided, That otherwise
otherwise Proper
proper payments made
made or
to
or to
prior to
to July
1, 1934,
for administrative
or other
necessary
be made prior
July 1,
1934, for
administrative or
other necessary
expenses
expenses shall not be
questioned because
because of
be questioned
of the
the nonavailabilit3r
nonavailability of
of
the
for such
such expenses:
expenses: Provided
Provided further,
That
the loan appropriations
appropriations for
further, That
no part of any unexpended
unexpended balances available
available for expenditure
expenditure by
the Commission may be used for making any new loans after January
January
15,
1934.
15, 1934.
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
For expenses
expenses of
of the
administrative office,
For
the general
general administrative
office, Smithsonian

IInstitution, compensation
expenses
compensation of necessary
necessary employees, traveling expenses,
purchase of books and periodicals,
periodicals, supplies and equipment, and any
expenses, $34,338.
$34,338.
other necessary
necessary expenses,
exchanges
International exchanges:
International
exchanges: For the system of international
international exchanges
between the United States and foreign countries, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including necessary
necessary employees,
tion
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SESS.

and purchase
of necessary
traveling
periodicals, and traveling
and periodicals,
books and
necessary books
purchase of
and
expenses, $39,692.
$39,692.
expenses,
among
American
ethnology: For
continuing ethnological
ethnological researches
researches among
For continuing
American ethnology:
the American
and the
Hawaii, the excavation
excavation
the natives of Hawaii,
Indians and
American Indians
the
and
preservation of
archa3ologic remains under the direction
direction of the
of archaeologic
and preservation
Smithsonian
including necessary
necessary employees,
employees, the preparaInstitution, including
Smithsonian Institution,
purchase of
tion
manuscripts, drawings,
drawings, and illustrations,
illustrations, the purchase
of manuscripts,
tion of
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and traveling
expenses, $52,910.
traveling expenses,
books
maintenance of the Astrophysical
Astrophysical Observatory:
Astrophysical
Observatory: For maintenance
Astrophysical
Observatory, under
the direction
direction of
Institution,
Smithsonian Institution,
the Smithsonian
of the
under the
Observatory,
apparatus,
including assistants,
periodicals, and apparatus,
assistants, purchase of books, periodicals,
including
making
observations in high altitudes, repairs and alternecessary observations
making necessary
ations
manuscripts, drawings, and
of manuscripts,
preparation of
buildings, preparation
of buildings,
ations of
expenses, $27,988.
illustrations,
miscellaneous expenses,
and miscellaneous
expenses, and
traveling expenses,
illustrations, traveling

American
ethnology.
American ethnology.

Astrophysical
Astrophysical
servatory.
servatory.

National Museum.
Museum.
National

NATIONAL MUSEUM
MUSEUM
NATIONAL

For
cases, furniture,
fixtures, and
and appliances
appliances required for the
furniture, fixtures,
For cases,
exhibition
and
safe-keeping
collections;
heating, lighting, elecof
safe-keeping
and
exhibition
trical, telegraphic,
telegraphic, and telephonic
telephonic service, repairs
repairs and alterations
alterations
trical,
of
buildings, shops,
shops, and
approaches and all necesnecesincluding approaches
sheds, including
and sheds,
of buildings,
sary
material; personal
personal services,
services, and
and traveling
necessary
traveling and other necessary
sary material;
incidental expenses,
$132,622.
expenses, $132,622.
incidental
Preservation of
of collections:
preservation, exhibiexhibicontinuing preservation,
collections: For continuing
Preservation
tion, and
and increase
of collections
surveying and exploring
exploring
from the surveying
collections from
increase of
tion,
including
expeditions
the Government,
Government, and from other
other sources, including
of the
expeditions of
personal
supplying uniumpurchasing and supplying
expenses, purchasing
traveling expenses
services, traveling
personal services,
formsoto guards
guards and elevator
postage stamps and foreign
conductors, postage
elevator conductors,
formsto
postal
cards and
other necessary
necessary expenses, and not exceeding
exceeding
all other
and all
postal cards
$5,500
preparation of
manuscripts, drawings, and illustrations
of manuscripts
for preparation
5,500 for
for
publications, and
and not
purchase of books,
$3,000 for purchase
exceeding $3,000
not exceeding
for publications,
$537,839.
pamphlets,
periodicals, $537,839.
and periodicals,
pamphlets, and

ObOb.

Equipment,
etc.
Equipment, etc.

Preserving c
o11eccollecPreserving
lions, etc.
tions,

ART
NATIONAL GALLERY
GALLERY OF ART
NATIONAL

For
National Gallery
Gallery of
of Art
by the
the
Art by
the National
of the
administration of
the administration
For the

Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
including compensation
necessary
compensation of necessary
Smithsonian
employees, purchase
purchase of
of reference
reference and
traveling
and periodicals, traveling
books of
of books
employees,
expenses,
expenses, uniforms
uniforms for
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
and necessary
guards, and
for guards,
expenses,
$31,135.

expenses.
Contingent expenses.

National Gallery
Gallery of
of
National
Art.

peAdmInts
. trative
ndistatv

eV
e-

PRINTING AND
BINDING
AND BINDING
PRINTING

For all
all printing
and binding
binding for
for the
the Smithsonian
Institution
Smithsonian Institution
printing and
For

including all
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
located
institutions, and services located
its bureaus,
of its
all of
including
elsewhere, $17,500.
in
$17,500.
Columbia, and elsewhere,
of Columbia,
District of
Washigton, District
in Washington

Total,
of which
amount not
not to
to
which amount
$874,024, of
Institution, $874,024,
Smithsonian Institution,
Total, Smithsonian
exceed
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
services in the District
personal services
$792,297 may
exceed $792,297
of
Columbia.
Ad- _
-of Columbia.
TARIFF
COMMISSION
TARIFF COMMISSION
For
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of the
the United
United States
Tariff Commission,
Commission,
States Tariff
For salaries
devices,
labor-saving devices the purincluding
purchase and
exchange of labor-saving
and exchange
including purchase
law
chase
of
professional
and
scientific
law books,
books, books of referreferbooks,
scientific
and
professional
of
chase
ence, gloves
gloves and
protective equipment
equipment for photostat and other
other
other protective
and other
ence,
machine
operators, rent
rent in
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
in the District of Columbia
machine operators,
subscriptions
periodicals, and contract
contract stenonewspapers and periodicals,
to newspapers
subscriptions to
graphic
services, as authorized
authorized by sections
sections 330 to 341 of
reporting services,
graphic reporting
the Tariff
Act of
1930, approved
approved June
June 17
(U.S.C., Supp. VI,
1930 (U.S.C.,
171? 1930
of 1930,
Tariff Act
the
title 19,
$826,398, of which
amount not to exceed
exceed
which amount
1330-1341), $826,398,
secs. 1330-1341),
19, secs.
title
$725,000
expended for
for personal
services in the District of
of
personal services
be expended
may be
$725,000 may
membership
Columbia; not
not to
to exceed
expenses, except
except membership
for expmese,
$2,500 for
exceed $2,500
Columbia;

Prntingand bing.

Printing and binding.

a:vices
in
^rvics in

the Dis)isthe

...... ,,.

Tariff Commission.

Sadlrieandexpeses.
Salaries and expenses.
Post, p. 1027.
1077.
Pod,

Re
Reporting.
val. 46,
A4 . , 6
Vdl.

.

pp. VII
Us.C.,
u.s.c., gupp.
VII. p.
p.

42.

430.
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fees,
attendance at
meetings concerned
concerned with
subjects under
fees, of
of attendance
at meetings
with subjects
under investiinvestigation
gation by the Commission;
Commission •and not to exceed
exceed $7,500
$7,500 for allowances
allowances
Vol.
46, p.
for living
including heat,
heat, fuel,
and light,
light, as
authorized
VO.46,
p. 818.
818.
for
living quarters,
quarters, including
fuel, and
as authorized
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
by the
Act approved
approved June
June 26,
26, 1930
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 5,
5, sec.
sec.
20.
p.
by
the Act
1930 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
P. 20.
118a), but
but not
may be
be so
used for
for any
one person:
person:
118a),
not to
to exceed
exceed $720
$720 may
so used
any one
Provisos.
Provided,
That the
the Commission
Commission may
supplies and
and services
proviso.a
Provided, That
may procure
procure supplies
services
Supplies and servwithout
regard to
to section
3709 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
title
i.
ices.
without regard
section 3709
of the
the Revised
(U.S.C., title
733 41, sec. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50:
.S.,s.., P.37l09,p.
U.S.C.
Isee
37
1
°
3
9
0'91) 733.. 41, sec. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50:
Salary
restriction.
alary restriction.
Provided further,
Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used
used
Vol.
c, 701.
701.
ol, 46, p.
to pay
pay
the salary of any
any member
member of
to
. the salary of
of the
the United States Tariff Commission
shall hereafter
participate in
any proceedings
under
mission who
who shall
hereafter participate
in any
proceedings under
sections
337, and
and 338
of the
Tariff Act
of 1930,
1930, wherein
wherein he
he or
or any
any
sections 336,
336,337,
338 of
the Tariff
Act of
member
his family
has any
any special,
special, direct,
and pecuniary
interest,
member of
of his
family has
direct, and
pecuniary interest,
or in
he has
acted as
attorney or
or special
special representative.
representative.
or
in which
which he
has acted
as attorney
Printing and binding.
Printingandbinding.
For
For all
printing and
and binding
binding for
the Tariff
Commission, $14,500.
$14,500.
all printing
for the
Tariff Commission,
Total,
$840,898.
Total, Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commission, $840,898.
Living quarters.
Living
quarters.

United States
gUniedBoard.
graphic
Board.

States GeoGee-

UNITED
GEOGRAPHIC BOARD
BOARD
UNITED STATES
STATES GEOGRAPHIC

Salaries and expenseq.
Salariesandexpenses.

For
and expenses
For salaries
salaries and
expenses of the United
United States Geographic
Geographic Board,
Board,
including
personal services
the District
Columbia, and
and for
for
including personal
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
stationery
office supplies,
supplies, $8,140.
stationery and
and office
$8,140.
Printing and binding.
For printing
printing and
binding, $1,300.
rintingandbinding.
For
and binding,
$1,300.
Total,
United States
States Geographic
Geographic Board,
Board, $9,440.
Total, United
$9,440.

Veterans'
Veterans'
tration.

AdminisAdinis-

Military services.

VETERANS'
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
MILITARY SERVICES
MTLITARY
SERVICES

dainistlrationd
Administration, medical, hospital, and
domiciliary services:
services: For
For
and domiciliary
servies. all salaries and
Veterans' Administration, including
and expenses
expenses of the Veterans'
including
the expenses
expenses of
maintenance and
of medical,
medical, hospital,
hospital, and
and
of maintenance
and operation
operation of
domiciliary services
domiciliary
services of the
Administration, in
in carrying
carrying out
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
out
the duties, powers,
devolving upon
upon it
pursuant to
to the
the
powers, and functions
functions devolving
it pursuant
Vol. 46, p. 1016.
Vol.
authority contained
contained in
in the
Act entitled
"An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the
4d, P.sSupp. V,1.
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
U.S.C.,
VII, authority
31
p.
r 831.
. p.
President
President to consolidate and coordinate governmental
governmental activities
activities
war veterans
veterans ",
", approved
approved July
3, 1930
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI,
affecting war
July 3,
title 38
3822 secs. Il-llf),
and any
any and all
11-11f), and
the Veterans'
Veterans'
all laws
laws for
for which
which the
Administration
Administration is now or may hereafter
hereafter be
be charged
charged with
with administeradministerProvisos.
pa0vn',to
$86,740,099: Provided,
ing, $86,740,099:
found to
to be
be to
the best
best
Provided, That
That when
when found
to the
Payments to State
in.rt t n
United States,
not to
to exceed
exceed $500,000
$500,000 of
of this
this amount
amount
S
to
te interest of
of the
the United
States, not
Institutions,
may be used for payments
payments to
State institutions
caring for
for and
and mainmainto State
institutions caring
taining veterans, suffering
suffering from neuropsychiatric
neuropsychiatric ailments, who are
in such institutions on the date
date of the enactment
enactment of this Act:
Act: Pro.
Provided further,
further, That
not to
to exceed
exceed $3,500
$3,500 of
of this
this amount
amount shall
shall be
That not
be
Membership
fees, at- available for expenses,
temde
himeetin
fee,
available'
expenses, except membership
membership fees, of employees detailed
detailed
tendance
tendance at meetings,
etc.
by the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
Affairs to attend meetings
of
meetings of
associations for the promotion of medical science
science and annual national
national
t
Services, rentals,
Strave
e ., s,
ntals, conventions of organized war veterans:
Provided further,
further, That
this
veterans: Provided
That this
travel, etc., expenses.
appropriation shall
for personal
appropriation
shall be available
available also for
personal services and
and rentals
rentals
in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, including
including traveling
traveling
expenses;
expenses; examination
examination of estimates of appropriations
appropriations in the field,
field,
including actual expenses of subsistence or per diem
diem allowance
allowance in lieu
Transfer
of effects.
TrnseroSf
effete.
thereof;
thereof; for
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in packing, crating, drayage, and
transportation
exceeding
transportation of household effects
effects and other property, not exceeding
one case
case five
five thousand
thousand p
oun d
s,
ofemployees
emp l
oyees when
w hen transferred
transferred
in any one
pounds,
of
from one official station to another
another for
and when
for permanent
permanent duty
duty and
when
Wearing
apparel.
wea.ringaarel.
specifically
authorized by the Administrator;
Administrator; furnishing
specifically authorized
furnishing and
and launlaundering
of such wearing
dering of
wearing apparel
apparel as may be prescribed
prescribed for employees
employees in
in
the performance
the
performance of their
their official
offieial duties; purchase
purchase and exchange of
of

Administration,
medical, hospital, and
domiciliary
domiiary services.
Salaries
and
expenses
and e
penses.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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vehicles.
Motor vehicles.
newspapers; for Motor
law books,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and newspapers;
of reference,
books of
books, books
law
purchase,
passenger-carrying
and other
motor vehicles,
vehicles, including
including
other motor
passenger-carrying and
maintenance,
repair, and
of same,
including not more
more than
same, including
operation of
and operation
maintenance, repair,
two
passenger automobiles
automobiles for
for general
administrative use of the
general administrative
two passenger
Central Office
Office in
in the
Columbia; and notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
of Columbia;
District of
the District
Central
Transporting
tm
thilren emTpoye
provisions of
the contrary,
Administrator is authorized
authorized ployees'
contrary, the Administrator
to the
children to
law to
of law
provisions
schools.
schools.
transporting
equipment
to
utilize
Government-owned
automotive
equipment
in
transporting
automotive
to utilize Government-owned
located at isolated
children of
of Veterans'
isolated
employees located
Administration employees
Veterans' Administration
children
stations to
to and
and from
from school
school under
by
under such limitations as he may by
stations
regulation
any provisions
provisions of law to
to
notwithstanding any
and notwithstanding
prescribe; and
regulation prescribe;
Actuarial services.
services.
the Actuarial
expend during
the
to expend
during the
authorized to
is authorized
Administrator is
the Administrator
contrary, the
the contrary,
pertainfiscal
year
1935
not
to
exceed
$4,000
for
actuarial
services
pertainactuarial
for
$4,000
exceed
to
fiscal year 1935 not
ing to
to the
the Government
Government life
life insurance
insurance fund
fund and the civil service retireretireing
obtaining competiment
fund,
to
be
obtained
by
contract,
without obtaining
competiwithout
contract,
by
obtained
ment fund, to be
tion,
such rates
of compensation
compensation as
may determine
determine to be reasonhe may
as he
rates of
at such
tion, at
apples
of appliesTransfer of
able;
for
allotment
and
transfer
to
the
Public
Health
Service, the Transfer
Health Service,
Public
the
to
transfer
and
able; for allotment
War, Navy,
Navy, and
and Interior
Interior Departments,
by them blefu
disbursement by
for disbursement
Departments, for
War,
under
their applicable
applicable appropriations,
appropriations, of
of their
headings of
various headings
the various
under the
treatment of benesuch
amounts as
are necessary
necessary for
the care
benecare and treatment
for the
as are
such amounts
ficiaries of
of the
including minor repairs
Administration, including
Veterans' Administration,
the Veterans'
ficiaries
jurisdiction
and improvements
existing facilities
under their jurisdiction
facilities under
of existing
improvements of
and
Operating
farms,
recfarms, recOperating
incidental to the
for expenses
necessary
to such
such care
care and
treatment; for
expenses incidental
the reational
and treatment;
facilities, etc.
necessary to
etc.
facilitie,
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
recreational articles
articles and
and reational
for recreational
farms; for
of farms;
maintenance
Administration;
facilities
institutions maintained
maintained by
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration;
by the
at institutions
facilities at
for
administrative expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to
securing employment
employment for
to securing
for administrative
exetc.,
war
veterans; for
for funeral,
and other
incidental Funeral,
Funeral,
etc.,
exexpenses incidental
other expenses
burial, and
funeral, burial,
war veterans;
accruing
thereto
for
beneficiaries
of
the
Veterans'
Administration
accruing
Pe
Administration
Veterans'
the
of
thereto for beneficiaries
during
the fiscal
1935 or
fiscal years:
years: Provided
further,
Provided further,
prior fiscal
or prior
year 1935
fiscal year
during the
Purchase of tobacco.
Purchase of tobacco
maintenance
That
the
appropriations
herein
made
for
the
care
and
maintenance
and
care
the
for
made
herein
That the appropriations
Vetthe
of
of
in hospitals
hospitals or
or homes
homes under
jurisdiction
the
the jurisdiction
under the
veterans in
of veterans
erans'
Administration shall
the purchase
tobacco
purchase of tobacco
for the
available for
be available
shall be
erans' Administration
to be
be furnished,
furnished, subject
such regulations
Administrator of
regulations as the Administrator
to such
subject to
to
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs shall
shall prescribe,
to veterans
veterans receiving
receiving hospital
prescribe, to
Veterans'
treatment or
or domiciliary
care in
in Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration hospitals
domiciliary care
treatment
or
homes: Provided
further, That
appropriations herein made
the appropriations
That the
Provided further,
or homes:
for medical
and hospital
hospital services
services under
under the
jurisdiction of
of the Vetthe jurisdiction
medical and
for
Experiments to
to die
de.
Fxpnerlmens
erans' Administration
shall be
be available,
available, not to exceed
exceed $10,000,
$10,000, for
for termine
temine
value of
of differdiffer.
Administration shall
value
erans'
enttreatments.
of
experimental purposes
purposes to
to determine
value of
of certain
types
ant treatments.
certain types
the value
determine the
experimental
etc..
treatment: Provided
That this
this appropriation
shall be
be availavail- aistate
state.
etc., homes;
homes;
appropriation shall
d
to.
further, That
treatment: Provided further,
support
able
for
continuing
aid
to
State
or
Territorial
homes
for
support
the
for
homes
Territorial
or
State
to
aid
continuing
for
able
2 p. 450.
Vol. 25,
450.
5.
the Vol.
of
disabled volunteer
volunteer soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors,
in conformity
conformity with
with the
sailors, in
U.S.C., p. 677.
of disabled
U..
Act
approved
August
27,
1888
(U.S.C.,
title
24,
sec.
134),
as
amended,
amended,
as
134),
sec.
24,
title
(U.S.C.,
1888
27,
August
Act approved
Administration
for those
those veterans
eligible for
admission to
to Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
for admission
veterans eligible
for
facilities
for
domiciliary
care.
care.
domiciliary
for
facilities
No
part of
of this
the purchase
purchase Use for new
new hospital
hospital
for the
expended for
be expended
shall be
appropriation shall
this appropriation
No part
tsahospi
. tai, etc., for
oet
bidde.
or
of
any
site
for
or
toward
the
construction
of
any
new
hospital
or
g
hospital
new
any
of
construction
the
toward
or
for
of any site
Amountforimprove
home, or
or for
for the
any hospital
or home;
home; and
and not
not more
more Amount
for improvehospital or
of any
purchase of
the purchase
home,
than $3,269,500
$3,269,500 of
of this
be used
used to
to repair,
repair, alter,
alter, ments,
etc.
mentsetc.
may be
appropriation may
this appropriation
than
improve, or
or provide
several hospitals
hospitals and homes
the several
in the
facilities in
provide facilities
improve,
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
Administration either by
Veterans' Administration
the Veterans'
under
contract
by the
the hire
hire of
temporary employees
the purchase
of
purchase of
and the
employees and
of temporary
or by
contract or
materials.
materials.
For printing and binding for the Veterans' Administration, Printing and binding.
For printing and binding for the Veterans' Administration, Printingandbinding.
including
its bureaus
bureaus and
located in
in Washington,
Washington,
functions located
and functions
all its
including all
Pa-o
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $130,000:
$130,000: Provided,
That the Promo.
Provided, That
Use of branch equipDistrict
ment.
ment.
the
Administrator
of
Veterans'
Affairs
is
authorized
to
utilize
the
utilize
to
authorized
is
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
printing and
binding equipment
the various
various hospitals
hospitals and
and
which the
equipment which
printing and binding
homes
of
the
Veterans'
Administration
use
for
occupational
therapy
occupational
for
use
homes of the Veterans' Administration
purposes
the purpose
of doing
doing such
printing and binding
binding as
such printing
purpose of
for the
purposes for
ble funds.

nses.
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may,
in his
his judgment,
judgment, be
found advisable
advisable for
for the
use of
the Veterans'
Veterans'
may, in
be found
the use
of the
notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of section 87 of the
Act
Act providing
public printing
printing and
and binding
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
providing for
for the
the public
binding
and
the distribution
", approved
12,
distribution of
and the
of public
public documents
documents",
approved January
January 12,
1895,
and
section
11
of
the
Act
making
appropriations
for
the
legis
1895, and section 11 of the Act making appropriations for the legis-lative, executive,
expenses of
of the
the
lative,
executive, and
and judicial
judicial expenses
the Government
Government for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
1920, and
and for
other purposes,
purposes, approved
approved
fiscal
ending June
June 30,
30, 1920,
for other
March 1,
1919 (U.S.C.,
title 44,
sec. 111).
111).
March
1, 1919
(U.S.C., title
44, sec.
Pensions: For
pensions, gratuities,
Pensions:
For the
the payment
payment of
of pensions,
gratuities, and
and allowances,
allowances,
now authorized
Act of
of Congress,
or regulation
regulation of
now
authorized under
under any
any Act
Congress, or
of the
the
President based
thereon, or
or which
hereafter be
be authorized,
President
based thereon,
which may
may hereafter
authorized,
including
emergency officers'
officers' retirement
retirement pay
including emergency
pay and
and annuities,
annuities, the
the
administration
of which
now or
be placed
placed in
in the
administration of
which is
is now
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
the
Veterans' Administration,
$296,291,997, to
to be
Veterans'
Administration, $296,291,997,
be immediately
immediately available:
available:
Provided, That Navy
Navy pensions
pensions shall
be paid
from the
income of
of the
Provided,,
shall be
paid from
the income
the
Navy pension
Navy
pension fund,
far as
the same
be sufficient
sufficient for that
fund, so
so far
as the
same shall
shall be
that
purpose.
purpose.
For military
military and
and naval
insurance accruing
during the
the fiscal
naval insurance
accruing during
fiscal year
year
$112,300,000.
1935 or in prior fiscal
fiscal years, $112,300,000.
Adjusted
amount necessary
necessary under
under
Adjusted service certificate fund: For an amount
the World War Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act
(U.S.C., title
Act (U.S.C.,
title 38, sees.
for
91-683; U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
38, sees.
591-683;
title 38,
secs. 612-682),
612-682), to provide
provide for
the payment
of the
value of
of each
each adjusted
service certificate
the
payment of
the face
face value
adjusted service
certificate
in twenty
twenty years
years from
from its
its date
date or
on the
in
or on
the prior
prior death
death of
of the
the veteran,
veteran,
and to
to make
veterans and
repayments to
banks in
in accordaccordand repayments
to banks
and
make loans
loans to
to veterans
ance
with section
507 of
of the
amended (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI,
ance with
section 507
the Act,
Act, as
as amended
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 38,
38, secs.
647, 650;
July 21,
Stat., pp.
724-725),
title
sees. 642,
642, 647,
650; Act
Act July
21, 1932,
1932, 47
47 Stat.,
pp. 724-725),
$50,000,000,
available July
July 1,
1, 1934,
1934, and
and remain
$50,000,000, to
to become
become available
remain available
available
until
expended.
until expended.
Adjusted
service and
dependent pay:
pay: For
adjusted
Adjusted service
and dependent
For payment
payment of
of adjusted
service credits of not more than $50
$50 each and the quarterly
quarterly installments due
due to
dependents of
of deceased
veterans, as
provided in
in the
the
ments
to dependents
deceased veterans,
as provided
Act of
of May
May 19, 1924, as amended
amended (U.S.C., title 38, sees.
secs. 631-632, 663,
666; U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 38, secs.
665 667),
67),
sees. 661-662,
661-662, 664-665,
$1,286,000, to be immediately available
$1,286,000,
until
available and to remain
remain available
available until
expended.
expended.
Total,
military services,
$546,748,096.
Total, military
services, $546,748,096.

Restrictions
waived.
Administration,
Rstrietims622;
waived
Vol.* Administration,

vol. 28, p.
;
40,
p. 1270.
40,p.
27,.
1J.S.C.,
p. 1421.
.S.C.,p.
1421.

Pensions.

Pensions.

Proviso.
Nay from
Navy from
fund.

naval

Military
Military and naval
naval
insurance.

suance1935

Adjusted service
cerAdjusted
service cer-

tificate fund.
Vol. 43, p. 128.
II.S.C., p.1232;
5 Supp.
US..,p.
VII,
p. 853. 1232; upp.

Vol. 43p. 128.

Loons, etc.
43, p.
p. 128;
Vol. 43,
128; Vol.
1429;
47, p
p.
42; Vol. 47,

Vol.

tol.

46, p.
46.
724.

Vol.
72
p.1233; Supp.
.s.c.,p.233;supp.
VII, p. 855.
VI,
p. 855.
Adjusted service and
Adjustedpserviceeand
dependent
pay.
43, pp.
Vol. 43,
1,
pp. 125,
i25, 129,
130; Vol. 44, pp. 828,
Vol. 45, pp.
829; Vol
pP. 947,
947
96
948; Vol. 46, p. 496.
948;
ol. 46 pp.4 .1231,
U.S.C.,
1233; Supp. VII, p.. 857.
857.

a1233;upp.

.
i,

RetireCivil Service Retire.vI
ment Fund,
Fund.
Contribution to.
Voll
41, p. 614; Vol.
Vol.
44, p. 912; Vol. 46, p.
P
468. U.S.C., p
71;
Supp. VII, p. 61.

C

i

T

ND

CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT
CIVIL-SERVICE
RETIREENT FUND
FUND

•

For financing
financing of
the United
United States,
create by
by
States, created
of the
the liability
of the
liability of
For
the Act entitle
entitle' "An Act
Act for
the retirement
of employees
for the
retirement of
employees in
the
in the
' classified civil
civil service,
service, and for other
other purposes
purposes",
", approved
approved May 22,

44, p. 912; Vol. ,
Supp. VI,
.

Proiso.

Proviso.
Oleomargarine
lomgarine
striation.

rere

1920,
and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
VI, title
title 5,
5, sec.
sec.
1920 and
thereof (U.S.C.,
(US.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
707a), $20,850,000,
$20,850,000, which
which amount
shall be
be placed
to the
t77a),
amount shall
placed to
the credit
credit of
of
the ""civil-service
retirement and
and disability
disability fund."
fund."
the
civil-service retirement
Total, Veterans'
$567,598,096: Provided,
Total,
Veterans' Administration,
Administration $567,598,096:
Provided, That
no part of this appropriation shall be expended
expended for the purchase
purchase of
oleomargarine
oleomargarine or butter substitutes except
except for cooking
cooking purposes.
Total appropriated
appropriated by this
$588,001,548.
this Act,
Act, $588,001,548.

Salaries limited to
S
2
ates under
SEC. 2. In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations
rates
under
Cla.ssification Act.
contained in this Act, for the payment for personalservices in the
Vol. 42, p. 1488; Vol.
o; 46 ,plr.
45,, p
p. 776; Vol.
P. District of Columbia i
n accordance with the Classification Act of
1003.
5 Snpp
ti.o
65;
Supp. 1923, as amended, the average of the salaries of the total number of

average
average

Classifiction Act.

.

p.

vI,

p. 34.

Proviso.
not a
Restriction not aprfplicable
to lo clericalmetietion
mechanical
service.
meehnica
lservice.

rion

ppropriations
t
. fn expending ppropria
contained in this
ct for the pa nt fr perso
services in the
istrct of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, the average of the salaries of the total number of

persons under any grade in any bureau,
bureau, office, or other appropriaappropriation unit shall not at any time exceed the
compenthe average
average of
of the
the compen-

sation
rates specified
specified for
for the
the grade
grade by
by such
such Act,
as amended:
amended: Prosation rates
Act, as
Provided
h,er, That
this restriction
apply (1)
to graes
grades 1,
(1) to
shall not
not apply
restriction shall
That this
Sded futher,
2,
3, and
and 44 of
of the
2, 3,
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
or (2) to require
require the
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II.
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MARCH 28,
1934.

compensation was fixed, as
reduction in salary of any person whose compensation
reduction

No
reduction in
in fixed
Noreduction
salaries.
Vol.
42,
p.
1490.
Vol.42,p.
U.S.C., p. 66.
Transfer to another
position without
reducwithoutreduction.

fixed

of section
6 of
of July
the rules
rules of
section 6
of such
such
accordance with
with the
of
July 1,
1, 1924,
1924, in
in accordance
Act,
(3) to
to require
require the
the reduction
reduction in
in salary
of any
any person
person who
Act, (3)
salary of
who is
is Transfer to another
from one
one position to another position in
transferred
transferred from
in the same or oition

different grade, in the same or different
different bureau,
other approbureau, office,
office, or
or other
approa salary
(4) to prevent
prevent the payment
priation unit, (4)
payment of a
salary under any
a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade when
grade at a
such
permitted by the Classification
Act of 1923,
1923, as
as
such higher rate
rate is permitted
Classification Act

T
High

rates
rates

H gher

perper-

only one position
to in
inIfagrade.
ony one position
other law,
or (5)
authorized by
amended, and
amended,
and is
is specifically
specifically authorized
by other
law, or
(5) to
reduce
compensation of
reduce the compensation
of any person in
in a
a grade
grade in which only
only
one
allocated.
one position is allocated.

PROVISIONS
II-ECONOMY PROVISIONS
TITLE II-ECONOMY
TITLE

Economy provisions.

Economy proviions.

2
nte, p. 12.
p. 1 .
Sr.o. 21. (a) Title II
II of the
"An Act to maintain the A4Ant"
Act entitled "An
the Act
SEw.
credit of
1933,
approved March 20,
20, 1933,
the United States
States Government
Government ", approved
credit
of the
amended as follows:
is amended
Determination of
of sal(1)
Section 2
2 is amended
amended by
by inserting after "
" 1934
the following:
following: aries,
,"'etriation
al(1) Section
1934"" the
part of fiscal
fiscal year

"; and
and
ending June
1935 ";
and
year ending
and the
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30,
30, 1935

(2) Section
striking out "15
"15 per centum"
centum"
(2)
Section 33 (b) is amended by striking
and inserting
following: "10
10 per
centum during
per centum
during
the following:
lieu thereof the
and
inserting in lieu
beginning February 1, 1934, and
the portion
portion of the fiscal year 1934 beginning
ending June
during the
exceed 5
5 per centum
centum during
30, 1934,
1934, and
and shall
shall not
not exceed
ending
June 30,

1934
and all of
1935.
1934 and
of 1935.

al

Pay readjustments.

Pay readjustments.

fiscal
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1935."
1935."
fiscal year
Vice
President,
enator,
Vice President,
salaries of
to the
(b) Section
(relating to
the salaries
of the
the Vice
President, Speaker,
105 (relating
(b)
Section 105
Senators,
Representatives, etc.
Speaker
House, Senators,
Delegates, Resident
Speaker of
of the
the House,
Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates,
Resident Representatives,
etc.
Salary provisions.
Commissioners, and
persons on
on the rolls of the Senate or House of Vol. 47, p. 401.
and persons
Commissioners,
Representatives)
p.401
Ale, p.
Appropriation Act, fiscal year Ante,
Legislative Appropriation
Representatives) of the Legislative
13.
(except subsections
subsections (d)
(d) and (e)
(e) thereof),
thereof), as continued and
and
1933 (except
amended by
of title
title II
II of
of such
such Act
Act of
March 20, 1933?
1933 7 is
of March
by section
section 4
4 of
amended
hereby
year ending
ending
the fiscal year
in full force
force and effect
effect for the
hereby continued
continued in
June
1935, and
purpose of continuing
the
such section,
section, in the
the purpose
continuing such
30, 1935,
and for
for the
June 30,
application of
such section
with respect
ending
respect to the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
of such
section with
application
June
"1933 " shall
shall be
1935 ";
"1935
"; except
except
be read
read as
as "
the figures
figures "1933"
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, the
year
application of
section with
with respect
respect to the fiscal year
of such
such section
the application
that in the
ending
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, subsection
subsection (a)
(a) is
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out
ending June
"
per centum"
it appears
inserting in
lieu thereof
in lieu
thereof
centum " wherever
wherever it
appears and
and inserting
'1515 per
the percentage
applicable to
and employees
employees of
of
to officers
officers and
reduction applicable
percentage of
of reduction
the
the Federal
Federal Government
generally." In
In the application
such
application of such
Government generally."
the
beginning
of the
the fiscal year 1934 beginning
to the portion of
section with respect
respect to
of
percentage of
February
1, 1934, and ending June 30, 1934, the percentage
February 1,
reduction
shall be
the percentage
percentage applicable
applicable to
officers and
employees
and employees
to officers
be the
reduction shall
of the
Federal Government
generally.
of
the Federal
Government generally.
Special salary reduc(c)
(except paragraph
paragraph (5)
subsection (a)
(a) thereof
thereof tions.
(c) Section
Section 107 (except
(5) of
of subsection
tioS
redue
Vol. 47, p. 402.
and
(b) thereof)
part II
II of
of the
Appro- Ante,
4. 307.
Vol 47,pp.p. 13,
the Legislative
Legislative Approand subsection
subsection (b)
thereof) of
of part
ions,
iAnsularp.possessions,
priation Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1933 (relating
(relating to certain special salary
salary Insular
priation
employees.
reductions) ; section
to compensation
compensation reductions
reductions of
of emPtiudes
reductions);
section 12
12 (relating
(relating to
Retired judges.
Civilian
disability
officers and
of insular
13 (relating
(relating to
disability
c'iviia
to compensation.
section 13
possessions), section
employees of
insular possessions),
officers
and employees
private pencertain private
reduction Certain
(relating to
14 (relating
judges), section
of certain
certain judges),
retired pay
pay of
the retired
section 14
to reduction
the
sions.
in compensation
compensation benefits
to certain
section Pnsions
in
benefits to
certain civilian
civilian employees),
employees), and
and section
or service
Pensions for
to 1898.
a
duringo
rircnt
15 (relating
(relating to reductions
reductions in certain
certain private pensions) of the prior
Continuance
during
fiscal year35
year 1935.
Independent
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1934;
and section
18 fiscal
section 18
1934; and
Independent Offices
(relating to
for military
service prior
prior to
to the
Spanishthe Spanishmilitary service
pensions for
to pensions
(relating
American
War) of
of title
of such
such Act
Act of
of March
March 20,
are hereby
hereby
20, 1933,
1933, are
title IIof
American War)
continued
in full
full force
force and
and effect
effect for
for the
the fiscal
30,
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year
year ending
continued in
1935, and
to
with respect
respect to
such sections
sections with
continuing such
purpose of
of continuing
and for
for the
the purpose
1935,
the
ending June
1935, the
1933 " (except
(except in
in
"1933"
the figures
figures "
June 30,
30, 1935,
year ending
the fiscal
fiscal year
such sections
sections 13,
15) shall
read as
as "
the figures
figures
" 1935"
1935" and
and the
shall be
be read
13, 14,
14, and
and 15)
such
"1934 " shall
be read
1935 ";
"; except
that in
in the
of
the application
application of
except that
"1935
read as
as "
shall be
"1934"
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such
sections 12,
12, 13,
with respect
to the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
such sections
13, and
and 18
18 with
respect to
year ending
June
percentage
June 30, 1935,
1935, the percentage
percentage of reduction shall be the percentage
applicable
officers and
and employees
employees of
the Federal
Government
applicable to officers
of the
Federal Government
generally.
the application
application of
of such
and 18
18 with
with
generally. In
In the
such sections
sections 12,
12, 13,.
13, and
respect
to the
the portion
portion of
1934 beginning
beginning February
February
respect to
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934
1, 1934,
and ending
June 30,
30, 1934,
1934, the
the percentage
of reduction
reduction shall
shall
1,
1934, and
ending June
percentage of
be the
to officers
officers and
and employees
employees of
of the
the Federal
Federal
be
the percentage
percentage applicable
applicable to
Government generally.
generally.
Government
(d) Notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the antideficiency
Acts,
(d)
Notwithstanding the
antideficiency Acts,
appropriations made
deficiencies in their respective
respective appropriations
made during
during the
second
session of
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress
and available
for
second session
of the
Congress and
available for
obligation
obligation during
during the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, may
may be
be
fiscal year
ending June
incurred during
such fiscal
by any
executive department
department or
or
incurred
during such
fiscal year
year by
any. executive
independent
independent establishment
and the
the municipal
ml n cipal government
government of
of the
establishment and
the
upon written
written order
order of
of the
the President
President specifying
specifying
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, upon
the amount of the deficiency
deficiency which
be incurred,
incurred, and
and by
by the
which may be
the
legislative
of the
legislative branch of
the Government
and the
the agencies
customarily
Government and
agencies customarily
considered
considered a
a part
part of such branch;
branch; but
but such
such deficiencies
deficiencies may
be
may be
incurred
incurred only to the extent necessary
necessary to
enable the
payment to
to officers
officers
to enable
the payment
for which the
and employees
employees of such activities
activities of sums for
the available
available
appropriation is inadequate
inadequate by reason of aa diminution
appropriation
diminution in
the
in the
percentage
compensation in pursuance
percentage of reduction
reduction of compensation
pursuance of action of
of
the President
President under the
of section
of title
title II
II of
of such
Act
the provisions
provisions of
section 33of
such Act
of March
March 20, 1933,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935.
1935.
1933, as
as continued
continued for
(e)
appropriated so
so much
much as
necessary
(e) There
There is hereby
hereby appropriated
as may
may be
be necessary
for the payment
payment of sums
sums due, and payable out of the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the United
United States,
States by
reason of
of the
diminution under
under this
thi s title
titl e in
i
n the
th e
by reason
the diminution
percentage of reduction of compensation,
and other
other amendments
to
compensation, and
amendments to
existing laws made hereby;
hereby; and limitations on amounts
amounts for
for personal
personal
services are
are hereby respectively
respectively increased in
in proportion
proportion to
to the
the
increase in appropriations
appropriations for
personal services
services made
made in
this
for personal
in this
officers and employees of the municipal
subsection. In
subsection.
In the
the case
case of
of officers
municipal
government
government of the District of Columbia,
Columbia such
such sums
sums shall
shall b
paid out
out
bee paid
of the revenues
revenues of the District
Pistriet of
Columbia and
and the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of Columbia
of the
the
the District
United States in the manner prescribed
prescribed by the
Columbia
District of
of Columbia
Appropriation Acts for the respective
respective fiscal
Appropriation
fiscal years.
general percentS.E
percentSEC. 23. The weekly compensation,
compensation, minus any congress,
may be
age reduction
reduction which may
be prescribed
prescribed by
by Act
Actof
of Congress,
Congress, for
for the
the
several trades
other
trades and occupations,
occupations, which
which is set by wage
wage boards
boards or other
wage-fixing authorities,
wage-fixing
authorities, shall
be reestablished
reestablished and
and maintained
maintained at
shall be
at
rates not lower than necessary
necessary to restore
restore the full weekly
weekly earnings
earnings
of such employees
employees in accordance
of
accordance with
with the full-time
full-time weekly
weekly earnings
under
wage schedules
June 1, 1932:
1932: Proin effect
effect on
on June
schedules in
the respective
resplective wage
tunder the
vided That the regular
regular hours
vided,
hours of labor shall not
not be
be more
more than
than forty
forty
per
shall be
compensated for at the rate
per week;
week; and
and all
all overtime
overtime shall
be compensated
one half.
of not less than time and one
half,
SECO.
II of
S
EC. 24.
24. Title
Title U
of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to maintain the
the
Government ",
credit of the United
United States Government
", approved
approved March
March 20,
20, 1933,
1933,
is amended
amended by inserting
inserting at the end thereof the following:
following:
4"S-.
SEC. 10
10. (a)
(a) The following sections,
as amended,
amended, of
of Part
of
sections, as
Part III of
the Legislatve
Appropriation Act,
the
Legislative Appropriation
year 1933,
1933, are
are hereby
hereby conAc, fiscal
fiscal year
continned
efect during
tinued in full force and effect
during the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30,
135: Sections 201 (suspen.ding
(suspending automatic
1935;
reases in
i
n compensaautomatic inc
increases
compensation),
(prohibiting
tion), 203 (p
rohibiti ng filling of vacancies),
vacancies ), 206 (except
(
except subsection
subsection
(a) thereof) (reducing
(reducing travel allowances),
allowances) 214 (authorizing
(authorizing temt
em porary
assignments in the Postal Service),
transferr
porary assignments
Service) 315 (restricting
(restricting transfe
of noncivilian pers
personnel),
transfers of appropriaonnel), 317 (authorizing
(authorizing transfers
aPpropriations), and 323 (reducing jurors' and witnesses'
fees)
tions,
witnesses' fees).
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propromAdomstrative
"(b)
following sections
sections of
of the
Treasury-Post Office AppropriaAppropria- motions.
the Treasury-Post
The following
"(b) The
Administrative
Provision in TreasTreasin
Provision
effect
and
force
full
tion Act,
fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, are
hereby continued
continued in
force
are hereby
Act, fiscal
tion
ury-Post office
Office Act
Act of
ury-Post
during the
fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
(prohibiting o1934 continued in force.
Sections 77 (prohibiting
30, 1935:
1935: Sections
the fiscal
during
Vol. 47, p. 1515.
1615.
p.
Vol47
charges
of
administrative promotions)
adjustments
charges Proviso.
Provided, That adjustments
promotions)::Provided,
administrative
Charges
not so
so conconCharges not
shall sidered.
for
or laundry,
similar charges, shall
other similar
or other
laundry, or
subsistence or
quarters, subsistence
for quarters,
not
be interpreted
interpreted as
administrative promotions,
and 18
18 side
promotions, and
constituting administrative
as constituting
not be
(suspending reenlistment
reenlistment allowances).
allowances).
(suspending
Rotative
furlough
"(c)
Section 9
of the
the Independent
Appropriation Act,
Act, provisions
conti'ued
provisions
Offices Appropriation
Independent Offices
9 (a)
(a) of
"(c) Section
continued.
Ante,
p.
306.
30
Ante,p.
full
in
continued
1934
(relating
to
rotative
furlough),
is
hereby
continued
hereby
is
furlough),
1934 (relating to rotative
force
and effect
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1935.
1935.
the fiscal
during the
effect during
force and
Filling vacancies duriniigpaanciedur"(d)
the purpose
purpose of
enumerated in ing
the sections
sections enumerated
of continuing
continuing the
For the
"(d) For
1935 prohibited.
subsections
(c) of
of this
this section,
in the
the application
application of
of
section, in
and (c)
(a), (b),
(b), and
subsections (a),
such
respect to
to the
the fiscal
ending June 30,
30, 1935:
1935:
year ending
fiscal year
with respect
sections with
such sections
The figures
1933' shall
shall be
as '1935';
1935'; the
the figures
1934' as
figures '1934'
read as
be read
figures '1933'
The
1935'' (except
the case
case of
of the
the second
of such
such section
317) ;
section 317)
proviso of
second proviso
in the
(except in
' 1935
in the
case of
first proviso
such section
section 317,
317, the figures
figures ' 1935'
1935'
of such
proviso of
the first
of the
the case
in
shall
as '1937',
1937' ' the
the figures
be read
read as '1936'
1936',
shall be
1934' shall
figures ' 1934'
read as
be read
shall be
and
the figures
1933' shall
read as
as ' 1935';
and in
in the
the case
of
case of
1935'; and
be read
shall be
figures '1933'
and the
section
203, the
shall be
be read
read as
as ' 1934'.
1934'.
1932 ' shall
figures ' 1932'
the figures
section 203,
"(e) In
the application
application of
of the
the sections
sections enumerated
enumerated in subsections
In the
"(e)
(a),
of this
fiscal year
year endto the
the fiscal
respect to
with respect
section with
this section
(c) of
and (c)
(b), and
(a), (b),
ing June
June 30,
1935 (but
not with
to the
year ending
ending June
June
fiscal year
the fiscal
with respect
respect to
(but not
30, 1935
ing
30,
1934), the
following amendments
shall apply:
apply:
amendments shall
the following
30 1934),
Suspension of auto"(1)
201 (suspending
(suspendinc, automatic
increases in
in compensacompensa- matic
tosspeaeson
automatic increases
Section 201
(1) Section
increasesofin compensation.
tion) of
of Part
II of
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
year pensation.
fiscal year
of the
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Part II
tion)
1933, is
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: Not applicable durat the
by inserting
inserting at
1933,
is amended
amended by
This section
section shall
not apply during the fiscal year ending June
June 30, ing
shall not
'This
ing 193;
1935;
4, except
except lolongevity Increases.
increases gevitincrease
longevity increases
except to the extent
extent that it
it suspends
suspends the longevity
1935, except
6l
Vo l.
1 of the Pay Adjustprovided for
the tenth
paragraph of
section 1
of section
tenth paragraph
for in
in the
provided
No back pay.
back pas
ment
1922. This
This amendment
shall not
not authorize
the payment
payment No
authorize the
amendment shall
of 1922.
Act of
ment Act
of back
compensation.'
proof
back compensation.'dminitrti
Administrative pro"(2) Section
Section 7
7 (prohibiting
(prohibiting administrative
promotions) of the motions.
motions.
administrative promotions)
"(2)
Vol. 47, p. 1515.
47, p. 1515.
Treasury-Post
Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
year 1934,
amended Vol.
1934, is amended
fiscal year
Act, fiscal
Treasury-Post Office
by
adding
after
the
first
proviso
thereof
a
colon
and
the
following:
following:
the
colon
and
a
thereof
proviso
the
first
after
by adding
for, durdurfor,
Provisions
'Provided further,
further, That
promotions may
may be made ingProvisions
administrative promotions
That administrative
'Provided
fiscal year 193.5.
5.
lg
farl
during
the
fiscal
year
1935
to
the
extent
that
funds
are
available
available
are
funds
that
extent
the
to
1935
during the fiscal year
from savings
therefor, on
savings made in the amounts
annual basis, from
an annual
on an
therefor,
apportioned for
personal services
from the
appropriations
applicable appropriations
the applicable
services from
for personal
apportioned
for
fiscal year 1935
1935'.'.
the fiscal
for the
Restriction on use of
on ue of
Rstricuon
the second session
"(f) No
No part
session appropriations.
made during the
appropriations made
of the
the appropriations
part of
"(f)
of
be used
pay any
any increase
in appopration
increase in
used to
to pay
shall be
Congress shall
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress
of the
the
officer or
or employee
of the
the United
Government
States Government
United States
employee of
of any
any officer
the salary
salary of
or the
the municipal
of the
the District of Columbia by reason
government of
municipal government
or
Reallocation of
of posiof
the reallocation
position of
of such
officer or
employee to
to aa tion
posiRealocation
or employee
such officer
of the
the position
reallocation of
of the
after June 30, 1932.
higher
after June
30, 1932,
1932, by
Classification tionaterJune30,1932.
by the
the Personnel Classification
June 30,
grade after
higher grade
Board
the Civil
Civil Service
Commission, and
and salaries
paid accordingly
accordingly
salaries paid
Service Commission,
or the
Board or
shall be
be payment
in full.
payment in
shall
Proportionate reducPri rptrnnd-apappropriation available
"(g) Each permanent
permanent specific
specific annual appropriation
available dur- t/on
"(g)
tion in permanent appropriations.
ing the
year ending
June 30,
30, 1935,
for that
that propritions.
reduced for
hereby reduced
is hereby
1935, is
ending June
fiscal year
ing
the fiscal
fiscal year
by such
the Director
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
Director of
as the
amount as
estimated amount
such estimated
year by
fiscal
of the
the Budget
Budget may
will be
be equivalent
to the
savings that
that
the savings
equivalent to
determine will
may determine
of
will
in such
such appropriation
of the
the application
application
reason of
by reason
appropriation by
be effected
effected in
will be
of this title."
U
n
Impounding
unexImpoudng
S
EC. 25.
of title
March 20, 1933,
1933, is pended
such Act of March
II of such
title II
Section 88 of
25. Section
SEC.
sums.
Aide. p. s
hereby amended
by inserting
the word
word "Act"
"Act" the
following: AnL,
the following:
after the
inserting after
amended by
hereby
"
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1934,".
1934,".
June 30,
year ending
the fiscal
during the
" during
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III-VETERANS
TITLE DIV.
ETERANS PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

of both
SEC.
SEC. 26. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
provision of
of law
to the
the contrary,
contrary, in
in
any provision
law to
Reystoration
corn- no event shall the compensation
being paid
paid on
on March
March 19,
1933, under
under
compensation being
19, 1933,
v IStPIS8.
(3) and.
and (5)
(5) of section
subsections (3)
202 of
of the
the World
War Veterans'
Veterans
section 202
World War
Ante, g.
p. 8.
&
Act, 1924, as amended,
Ante,
amended, to veterans
veterans for
for the
loss of
of the
the use
use of
of both
both
the loss
eyes, where such
except by
fraud, mistake,
mistake, or
or misrepmisrep
such veterans
veterans were,
were, except
by fraud,
resentation,
in receipt
resentation, in
of compensation
on March
March 19,
19, 1933,
1933, be
be reduced
reduced
receipt of
compensation on
or discontinued,
discontinued, except
except in
with the
issued
in accordance
accordance with
the regulations
regulations issued
under
Act to maintain
under the Act entitled "An
"An Act
maintain the
the 'credit
credit of
of the
the United
United
States
States Government",
Government", approved
approved March
March 20,
20, 1933,
1933, pertaining
pertaining to
to
hospitalized cases.
hospitalized
cases.
Service connected
Service
SEC.
S
EC. 27. Where
Where service
service connection
connection for a
a disease,
disease, injury,
injury, or
or disdisdisability,
disabily, etc.
et.
ability
not caused
caused by
by his
his own
own willful
ability not
willful misconduct was on March
March 19,
19 7
Vol.
615.
vol. 43,
43, p.
p.615.
1933, established in accordance
accordance with
with section
section 200
200 of
of the
the World
World War
War
Veterans' Act, 1924, as amended,
Veterans'
and such
such connection
connection has
has been
been
amended, and
Ante,
Ante, p..s.8.
severed through the application
application of, or
or regulations
regulations or
or instructions
instructions
under Public
promulgated under
Public Law Numbered
Numbered 2,
Seventy-third Congress
2, Seventy-third
Congress,/
Numbered 78, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
or Public Law Numbered
Congress, service
corniceservice connection is hereby reestablished
reestablished and as
such eases
the provisions
provisions of
of
as to
to such
cases the
paragraph of section
the first paragraph
section 200
of the
the World
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act,
200 of
World
War
Proviso.
icereqrement.
amended, are
are hereby
hereby reenacted:
Provided, That
provias amended,
reenacted: Provided,
That the
the proviService requirement. 1924, as
sions of this section shall not apply (1)
(1) to
to persons
persons entering
entering the
the
active
subsequent to
active military or naval service
service subsequent
the
date of
of November
November
to
the
date
e
t
Not
in
ot contracted
acted in
11,
11, 1918, (2)
(2) to persons
persons as to whom clear
clear and
unmistakable evidence
evidence
and unmistakable
service.
discloses that
discloses
that the disease, injury, or disability
disability had
inception before
before
had inception
or after
after the period of active military
military or
or naval
naval service,
service, unless
unless such
such
disease,
disease, injury, or
or disability
disability is
is shown
to have
have been
been aggravated
aggravated
shown to
Service connection,
etsericed by
bonfretond,
during service, (3) to persons
persons as
as to
to whose
whose cases
cases service
connection
established
fraud.
service connection
was established
unmistakable error
error as to
was
established by fraud,
fraud, clear
clear or unmistakable
concluto conclusions of fact or law, or misrepresentation
misrepresentation of material
sions
material facts;
facts; and
and as
as
to all such cases enumerated
enumerated in this proviso,
all reasonable
reasonable doubts
proviso, all
doubts
shall be resolved
resolved in favor of the veteran,
burden of
proof being
being
veteran, the
the burden
of proof
on the Government.
SEa 28. The fourth
paragraph of
Sim
fourth paragraph
of section
20, Public
Public Law
Law NumNumsection 20,
bered
hereby amended
bered 78, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, is hereby
amended to
as
to read
read as
follows:
No
payo reduction
redtion of
ofay"Notwithstanding
Public Law
"Notwithstanding any of the provisions
provisions of Public
Law Numbered
Numbered
=mats for sersice-contddablities.
2,
Seventy-third
nested
disabilities.
Seventy
third Congress, in no event shall the compensation being
being
l
3
At' p.8,s e
paid on March 19, 1933, for service-connected
service-connected disabilities
Ants, Pp. ,am
paid
disabilities to
to those
those
veterans who
entered the active military- or naval service on
veterans
who entered
on or
or
before November
disabilities are not
before
November 11, 1918, and whose disabilities
not the
the result
result
of
their own misconduct, where
of their
where they were, except by
fraud, misrepremisrepreby fraud,
sentation
a material
material fact, or unmistakable
unmistakable error
sentation of
of a
error as to conclusions
conclusions
of
fact or law, in receipt
of fact
receipt of compensation
compensation on March
19, 1933,
1933, be
be
March 19,
reduced
reduced or discontinued, except
except in
accordance with
with the
regulations
in accordance
the regulations
issued
Public Law
Numbered 2,
issued under
under Public
Law Numbered
2 Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, perper..
Provisos.
h
not taming
aing to hospitalized
Provided, That
Thatthe
the provisions
provi
si
ons of this
hospitalized eases:
cases: Provided,
When benefisn
benefi
of this
Less
Loss of use of both
eyes.
Restoration of coinpensation.
Vol. 43, 1
),(318 .
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not

section shall not apply to persons as to whom clear and unmistakable
section
unmistakable
evidence discloses that the disease
disease, injury, or
evidence
disability h
ad incepi
ncepor disability
had
tion before
or after
after the
tion
before or
the period
peri
od of
of active military or naval service,
service,
Exception.
unless such
injury, or disability is shown to have
unless
such disease,
disease, injpry,
have been
been
Reviewofcase.
Review
of case.
aggravated during
review of the case
case of any
aggravated
during service;
service; and in any review
veteran to
to whom
compensation was being paid on March
veteran
whom compensation
March 19, 1933
1933,
Burden
Burden oproo
of proof.
for
reasonable doubts shall be resolved
for service-connected
service-connected disability,
disability, reasonable
resolved
thee b
Restoration of rate to in favor
favor of the veteran,
vet
eran ,th
urd
en of
of proof
proof being
on the
the GovernGovern-.
burden
being on
veteirnhososervinent: Provided furter, That,
to
the
limitations abov
preveteran whose service- inept Provided further,
7subject
That
subject
to
the
limitations
above
preconnected disability
disability is scribed, except
counected
except as
t
o receipt
recei
pt of
compensation on
on March
as to
of compensation
March 19,
19, 1933,
13
established,
esbished
and notwithstanding
provisions of
Public Law
Law Numbered
Numbered 2,
and
notwithstanding the
the provisions
of Public
applicable.
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Seventy-third
or any
any other
other law,
veterans whose disease,
law, veterans
Congress, or
Seventy-third Congress,
injury, or
or disability
established on
paragraph as
this paragraph
or after this
on or
is established
disability is
injury,
amended takes
takes effect
service-connected in accordance
accordance with the
as service-connected
effect as
amended
provisions
Veterans' Act, 1924,
World War Veterans'
of the World
200 of
section 200
of section
provisions of
as
amended, shall
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
accordance
compensation in accordance
receive compensation
shall be
as amended,
with
the provisions
as amended, and the rating schedule
Act, as
such Act,
of such
provisions of
with the

525
525

Compensation where
in
effect on
whose disease,
Comensationwhere
or disability,
injury, or
disease, injury,
veterans whose
but veterans
1933; but
19, 1933;
March 19,
on March
in effect
etc., reestabdisability
is
reestablished
as
service-connected
under
such
section
lished
service-cons' as service-eon
lished
section
such
under
service-connected
as
reestablished
is
disability
nected.
200 by
Title III
III of
the Independent
Independent Offices
Appropri- n eAnte,
cted- P. 524
Offices Appropriof the
of Title
27 of
by section
section 27
200
ation
1935, shall
shall be
be paid
paid 75
the compensation
compensation
of the
centum of
per centum
75 per
Act, 1935,
ation Act,
under
the provisions
World War
War Veterans'
as
1924, as
Act, 1924,
Veterans' Act,
the World
of the
provisions of
under the
Change in degree of
amended,
and
such
rating
schedule:
Provided
further,
That
whendage in degree of
whenThat
further,
Provided
schedule:
rating
disability.
amended, and such
ever
is aachange
change in
in the
of any
any such
veteran
such veteran
disability of
of disability
degree of
the degree
there is
ever there
Determination of
the
amount of
compensation to
be paid
be determined
pursuant Determination
determined pursuant
shall be
paid shall
to be
of compensation
the amount
compensation.
to
the provisions
provisions of
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
1924, as
as amended,
amended, compensation.
World War
the World
of the
to the
and such
and the
the rating
19, 1933,
1933, and
such
March 19,
on March
effect on
in effect
schedule in
rating schedule
and
Death compensation.
amount shall
shall not
be reduced
reduced or
or discontinued.
discontinued. In no event shall Death compensation.
not be
amount
death compensation
fraud, misrepresentation
misrepresentation
by fraud,
except by
paid, except
being paid,
compensation being
death
of
fact, or
unmistakable error
as to
to conclusions
conclusions of
or
fact or
of fact
error as
or unmistakable
a material
material fact,
of a
law, to
to widows,
parents of
of deceased
deceased World
dependent parents
and dependent
children, and
widows, children
law,
War veterans
veterans under
under
children,
the World War
War Veterans'
amended,
as amended,
1924, as
Act, 1924,
Veterans' Act,
the
War
on
March
19,
1933,
reduced or
the death
death
whether the
or discontinued,
discontinued, whether
be reduced
on March 19, 1933, be
of
veteran on
on whose
whose account
compensation is
is being
was
paid was
being paid
account compensation
the veteran
of the
directly or
connected with
with service.
service. In
In any
case
any case
presumptively connected
or presumptively
directly
where
World War
War veteran
veteran dies
has died
from disease
disease or
or injury,
died from
or has
dies or
where aaWorld
and service
connection for
disease or
or injury
has been reestabinjury has
such disease
for such
service connection
and
effect
amended takes effect
lished on
on or
date this
paragraph as amended
this paragraph
the date
after the
or after
lished
as service-connected
service-connected under
under section
200 of the World War Veterans'
Veterans'
section 200
as
Act,
1924, as
as amended,
which would
would have
under
established under
been established
have been
or which
amended, or
Act, 1924,
such
section 200
200 had
had the
veteran been
been living
on March
19, 1933,
1933,
March 19,
living on
the veteran
such section
and
reestablished on
or after
after the
date this
this paragraph
paragraph as amended
amended
the date
on or
and reestablished
takes
effect, the
the surviving
surviving widow,
or children
and/or dependent
dependent
children and/or
child, or
widow, child,
takes effect,
at the rates preparents shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive compensation
compensation at
parents
scribed in
Veterans' Regulation
Regulation Numbered
I, paragraph
paragraph
part I,
(a), part
1 (a),
Numbered 1
in Veterans'
scribed
IV, and
amendments thereto."
thereto."
and amendments
IV,
l
o
Domiciliary
care
care
micl a
D
SEC. 29.
Law Numbered
Seventy-third Con- and
Numbered 2, Seventy-third
Public Law
of Public
Section 66of
29. Section
SEC.
hoepitalisatlon of
needy
veterans.
vter,.
gress,
amended by
Public Law
Law Numbered
Numbered 78, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Con- needy
by Public
as amended
gress, as
Ante, pp. 9, 301.
gress,
adding thereto
thereto the
proviso: A'tpp-.9301
following proviso:
the following
by adding
amended by
hereby amended
is hereby
gress, is
Provided, That
That any
veteran of
any war
was not
not dishonorably
dishonorably
who was
war who
of any
any veteran
" Provided,
discharged,
suffering from
from disability,
disability, disease,
disease, or
defect, who is in
or defect,
discharged, suffering
need of
care, and
and is
unable to
defray
to defray
is unable
domiciliary care,
or domiciliary
hospitalization or
of hospitalization
need
Transportation.
the
therefor (including
to and
and Transportation.
transportation to
(including transportation
expenses therefor
necessary expenses
the necessary
from the
the Veterans'
furnished
be furnished
shall be
facility), shall
Administration facility),
Veterans' Administration
from
(including transportanecessary hospitalization
domiciliary care (including
or domiciliary
hospitalization or
necessary
tion) in
any Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facility,
facility, within
the limitalimitawithin the
in any
tion)
tions existing
existing in
in such
such facilities,
of whether
whether the
the disdisirrespective of
facilities, irrespective
tions
Prescribed oath to be
ability,
or defect
was due
service. The
The statement
to be
Precribedoath
under accepted
statement under
to service.
due to
defect was
disease, or
ability, disease,
as sufficient.
t.
oath
of
the
applicant
on
such
form
as
may
be
prescribed
by
the
acceptedass
oath of the applicant on such form as may be prescribed by the
Administrator
shall be
sufficient
as sufficient
accepted as
be accepted
Affairs shall
Veterans' Affairs
of Veterans'
Administrator of
evidence of
of inability
inability to
defray necessary
expenses."
necessary expenses."
to defray
evidence
Spanish War.,
etc.,
ete.,
w..widows
vspih
Sr.c. 30.
any of the provisions of Public Law veterans,
Notwithstanding any
30. Notwithstanding
SEc.
their widows
veterans, their
and
dependents.
Numbered
2,
Seventy-third
Congress,
no
_pension
being
paid
on
Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress, no pension being paid on anddependents.
Restriction on reducMarch
19, 1933,
to any
any veteran
veteran of
of the
War, ing
pension.
n u
igResono
Spanish-American War,
the Spanish-American
1933, to
March 19,
including
the
Boxer
Rebellion
and
the
Philippine
Insurrection,
or
including the Boxer Rebellion and the Philippine Insurrection, or
to
the widow
she remains
remains unmarried
and/or dependents
dependents
unmarried and/or
as she
long as
as long
widow as
to the
of
any such
such veteran,
veteran, shall
reduced by
more than
than 25
per eAntum,
centum,
25 per
by more
be reduced
shall be
of any
except
with the
the regulations
pursuant to
to Public
Public
issued pursuant
regulations issued
accordance with
in accordance
except in
Law
2, Seventy-third
Congress, pertaining
to hospitalized
hospitalized
pertaining to
Seventy-third Congress,
Numbered 2,
Law Numbered
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cases and except where
where his disability is
is the
result of
of his
his own
own willful
willful
the result
misconduct:
That the
of this
this section
section shall
not
misconduct: Provided,
Provided, That
the provisions
provisions of
shall not
(1) to
apply (1)
to whom
whom payments
payments were
on March
March
to persons to
were being
being made
made on
19, 1933,
1933, through
through fraud,
fraud, clear
unmistakable error
error as
clear or
or unmistakable
as to
to conconclusions of fact
fact or
law, or
or misrepresentation
of aa material
fact,
or law,
misrepresentation of
material fact,
except that decisions
degree of
decisions as to degree
disability rendered
rendered prior
prior to
to
of disability
March 20, 1933, shall be conclusive,
conclusive, or
to any
person during
during
or (2)
(2) to
any person
any year following a
a year for which such
person was
was not
entitled
such person
not entitled
Federal
employees.
Federal employees.
to exemption from the payment of a
Federal income
income tax:
tax: Provided,
Provided,
a Federal
however, That aa. veteran
veteran in Federal employ shall
receive more
more
shall not
not receive
than $6 per month if
if single
$1,000 and
and if
marif his salary
salary if
single exceeds
exceeds $1,000
if marEnlistment after AuEnlistment
lterAu- ried
ried $2,500:
$2,500: Provided
Provided further,
That this
this section
shall not
not apply
apply to
to
further, That
section shall
gust
12, 1828.
any person
any
person who enlisted after August 12, 1898, and who did
did not
not
serve in
serve
either the
Rebellion or
the Philippine
Insurrection.
in either
the Boxer
Boxer Rebellion
or the
Philippine Insurrection.
Reenactment of laws
All laws
laws in
effect on
on March
19, 1933,
granting monetary
monetary benefits
benefits
greenactment
ofary
All
in effect
March 19,
1933, granting
granting
monetary
benefits.
to veterans
the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War,
veterans of the
the Boxer
Boxer
War, including
including the
Rebellion and
and the
the Philippine
Philippine Insurrection,
Tnsurrection, are
are hereby
reenacted in
in
hereby reenacted
their entirety, and such laws
laws shall be
effective from
from and
and after
after the
the
be effective
effective
effective date of this Act, subject to
this section
section
to the limitations
limitations of
of this
and to such reduction in
as may
may be
be made
hereunder.
in pensions
pensions as
made hereunder.
Veteran
suffering
inveteran sufiering inSEC.
Where any
veteran suffers
S
EC. 31.
31. Where
any veteran
suffers or has suffered
suffered an injury,
injury, or
or
jury, etc., during training,bospitalization,etc. an aggravation
ing,hospitallzation,etc
of any
any existing
existing injury,
aggravation of
injury, as
as the
the result
result of
training,
of training,
hospitalization, or medical or surgical treatment, awarded
awarded him
under
him under
any of the laws granting
granting monetary
monetary or other
other benefits
benefits to
to World
World War
War
veterans, or as the result of having submitted
submitted to examination
examination under
under
authority
authority of the War Risk Insurance
Insurance Act
or the
the World
World War
War VetVetAct or
erans'
erans' Act, 1924, as amended,
amended, and
not the
the result
result of
of his
misconduct,
and not
his misconduct,
and such injury
injury or
or aggravation
aggravation results
results in
in additional
additional disability
disability to
to
or the death
the
benefits of
of Public
Public Law
Law Numbered
Numbere d
death of
of such
such veteran
veterathe
he benefits
Award.
2, of Public Law Numbered
Num bered 78, and of this
title shall
be awarded
awarded
this title
shall be
in the same manner as if such disability, aggravation,
in
aggravation, or
or death
death were
were
Application for bane- servic
t
ed within
w ithi n the
the meaning
meani
ng of such laws; except that no
Applicationforbeneservicee connec
connected
of such laws; except that no
fits,
benefits
benefits under
under this section
section shall be awarded unless application be
made therefor
therefor within two years after such
such injury
injury or
or aggravation
aggravation
suffered, or
or such
such death
death occurred,
occurred, or
or after
after the
the passage
passage of
this
enet
to beein lieu was
was suffered,
of this
Benefits
to
of those
those of
of Workmeis's
workmen's Act,
is the
of
Act, whichever is
the later
later date.
date. The
The benefits
of this
this section
shall
benefits of
section
shall
Compensation Act.
Comensation
in lieu
of the
the benefits
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
Vol. 39, p.Act7421, be
be in
lieu of
benefits under the Act entitled
to provide
provide
u.s.., pp..77.
7.
compensation
compensation for employees
employees of the
the United
'United States
suffering injuries
in j
ur i
es
States suffering
while in the performance
performance of their
their duties, and
and for other
purposes "",
other purposes
approved
approved September
September 7, 1916, as amended.
amended.
Ae, p0.
SEC.
mac,
p. 10.
Site. 32.
The last
sentence of
of Public
Public Law
Numbered 2,
2,
32. The
last sentence
of section
section 99of
Law Numbered
Participation by
Participation
Seventy-third Congress,
is hereby
repealed.
by Seventy-third
Congress, is
hereby repealed.
beneficiary in decision.
bente;iaryi
connected
Service
cmmected
Site.
Service-connected mon
ey benefits
benefit s payable
payab
le to
to World
World War
War
SEC. 33.
33. Service-connected
money
termed "em'com- veterans under this title and Public Law Numbered
benefits tied
2, Seventypensation."
veterans under this title and Public Law Numbered 2,
Seventyethird
Congress, shall
shall be entitled
compensation ""and not
third Congress,
entitled "
"compensation
not ""pension
pension'".
Effective do
Effetivedate.
SEO. 34. This title
shall take
SEc.
title shall
take effect
effect on
on the
the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of
of
this
's Act, and no payments
payments of any benefits
benefits conferred under
under the
the propromade for any period
Yearly
renewable visions
ons of this title shall be made
period prior to such date.
ate.
terml urancewbl
SGC.. 35.
35. That
of
term Insurance.
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of section 17
17 of
ig.
provisions
I of
of an Act
Act entitled
Existing
P
rovisions title I
entitled "An Act
Act to
maintain the
the credit
credit of
to maintain
modified.
of the
the
Ate, pp.
p. 11,
11, 39.
United
", approved
Ante,
M.
United States
States Government
Government",
approved March
March 20,
20, 1933
1933, and
and section
section
An Act making
20 of an Act entitled "An
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
Executive Office and sundry independent executive
executive bureaus,
bureaus, boards,
boards,
commissions, and
commissions,
and ofices,
offices, for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1934,
1934.
and
for other
other purposes
purposes",
and for
"2 approved
approved June 16, 1933, any claim for
for
yearly
renewable term insurance
yearly renewable
insurance under the provisions of laws
repealed
section 17,
wherein claim was duly filed prior
repealed by
by said
said section
17,.wherein
prior tto
March
20, 1933,
1933, and
and on
which maturity
maturity of the insurance contract
March 20,
on which
contract
PITVMOs.

t cases.
eaes
Executed
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had been
been determined
by the
Veterans' Administration
Administration prior to
the Veterans'
determined by
had
March
20,
1933,
and
where
payments
could
not be
made because
because of
be made
not
could
payments
where
March 20, 1933, and
the
provisions of
of the
March 20,
20, 1933,
1933, or
under the
the provisions
or under
of March
Act of
the Act
the provisions
of the
Act of
June 16,
16, 1933,
1933, may
be adjudicated
adjudicated by the Veterans'
"Veterans'
may be
of June
the Act
of
Administration,
and any
entitled to yearly
yearly renewable
renewable
any person found entitled
Administration, and
such benefits in accordterm
claimed shall
paid such
accordbe paid
shall be
benefits claimed
insurance benefits
term insurance
such prior
ance with
provided by
prior laws.
by such
amounts provided
the amounts
in the
and in
with and
ance
"Independent Offices
as the "Independent
S
EC. 40.
Act may
may be
be cited
cited as
Offices
This Act
40. This
SEC.
Appropriation
Act, 1935."
1935."
Appropriation Act,

Title of
of Act.
Act.
Title

HENRY T.
RAINEY
T. RAINEY
HENRY
Representatives.
Speaker of
of the
of Representatives.
House of
the House
Speaker
Jig°.
N. GARNER
GARNER
JNO. N.

United States and
Vice President
President of
of the
the United
Vice
Senate.
President of
of the Senate.
President

UNITED STATES,
THE UNITED
IN THE
THE HOUSE
HOUSE OF
OF THE
STATES,
REPRESENTATIVES OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES
IN

March 27, 1934.
March
The
House
of
Representatives
having
proceeded
reconsider the
to reconsider
proceeded
having
Representatives
of
House
The
bill (H.R.
"An Act
appropriations for the
Act making appropriations
entitled "An
6663) entitled
(H.R. 6663)
bill
executive bureaus, boards,
Executive Office
and sundry
independent executive
sundry independent
Office and
Executive
30,2 1935, and
commissions, and
and offices,
for the
year ending June 30
fiscal year
the fiscal
offices, for
commissions,
States
the
for
other
purposes,"
returned
by
the
President
of
United
States
President
the
by
returned
for other purposes,"
with
his objections,
objections, to
to the
the House
Representatives, in which
which it
House of Representatives,
with his
originated, it waswas—
originated,
Resolved, That
That the
the said
said bill
bill pass,
two-thirds of the House of
pass, two-thirds
Resolved,
pass
to
Representatives
agreeing
the
same.
Representatives
Attest:
SOUTH TRIMBLE,
TRIMBLE,
SOUTH
Clerk.

rtificate of
o House
House
Certificate
of Ce
Representa tives.
f
Representatives.
of

I
THE S
ENATE OF
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
THE UNITED
OF THE
SENATE
INN TRE
March
08, 1934.
1934.
March 28,

6663)
The Senate
having proceeded
to reconsider
reconsider the
the bill (H.R. 6663)
proceeded to
Senate having
The
entitled "An
"An Act
the Executive
Offices
Executive Offices
for the
appropriations for
making appropriations
Act making
entitled
and
sundry independent
independent executive
executive bureaus,
bureaus, boards, commissions, and,
and sundry
puroffices
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June 30,
30 ,1935,
1935 ,and
and for
for other
other p
uroffices for
House
the
to
States
poses,"
returned
by
the
President
of
the
United
States
United
the
of
President
the
by
poses,' returned
of Representatives,
Representatives, in
in which
it originated,
originated, with
with his
objections, and
and
his objections,
which it
of
passed
by
the
House
on
a
reconsideration
of
the
same,
it
was
was
it
same,
the
of
reconsideration
a
on
House
passed by the
RESOLVED, That
That the
the said
said bill
bill pass,
of the
the Senators
two-thirds of
pass, two-thirds
RESOLVED,
present
having
voted
in
the
affirmative.
affirmative.
the
in
voted
having
present
Attest:
Attest:
EDWIN A.
HAT,sry,
A. HALSEY,
EDWIN
Secretary
Secretary
certify that
this Act
Act originated
in the
the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
originated in
that this
IIcertify
Sou=
TBIMBE,
SOUTH TRIMBLE,
Clerk.
Clerk.

Certificate of
of Senate.
Certificate
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 103.]
103.1
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April
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142.]

AN ACT
AN

TO
Agricultural Adjustment
To amend the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
Act so
as to
to include
include cattle
cattle and
so as
and other
other
products as basic agricultural
agricultural commodities,
commodities, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
adjus United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 11
11
,
of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended by
by
Po
adding after the word "
hogs "a
acomma
comma and
and the
the word
word ""cattle
cattle "".. —
"hogs"

Agricultural Adjustment
Act,
amendme
ments.
Ante,' p.
Post, p.
Ante,
P. 38;
3; Post,
p.
670.
Cattle as basic agricultural commodity.

Agrimcltur

nts
670.

SEC. 2.
2. Subsection
of section
12 of
the Agricultural
AdjustSEC.
Subsection (a)
(a) of
section 12
of the
Agricultural Adjustamended, is amended by adding at the
ment Act, as amended,
the end
end thereof
thereof a
a
new paragraph as
as follows:
follows:
Appropriation
auAppropriation
"
To enable
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to finance,
finance, under
under such
such
au"To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
thorized.
Financing
surplus terms and conditions
Financing
conditions as
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, surplus
surplus reductions
reductions and
and
reductions of dairy and
reductions
of dair nd production
production adjustments
adjustments with respect
respect to
to the
the dairydairy- and
and beef-cattle
beef-cattle
beef-cattle
beef-cattle industries.
industries.
Post, p. 805.
805.
Post,p.
industries,
of the
the purposes
purposes described
industries, and
and to carry
carry out any
any of
described in
in subsubsections (a)
(a) and (b)
(b) of this
this section (12)
(12) and
and to
to support
support and
a-nd balance
balance
the markets
markets for the dairy and beef cattle
industries, there
there is
is authorauthorcattle industries,
ized
to
be
appropriated,
appropriated, out
of
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherotherout
of
any
money
Proviso.
wise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
$200,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
Restition on
on ex- wise
appropriated, the
Restriction
of $200,000,000:
more
penditure.
than
60 per
centum of
of such amount
than 60
per centum
amount shall be used for
for either
either of
of such
such
industries."
industries.
Ante, p. 36.
30.
Processing tax.
t.
S
EC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) Subsection
section 99of
of the
SE.
Subsection (d)
(d) of
Processing
of section
the Agricultural
Agricultural AdjustAdjustPost,
pp. 675,
675, 122
1912.
P-st, pp.
ment
Act, as
renumbering paragraph
ment Act,
as amended, is amended by renumbering
paragraph (5)
(5)
as paragraph
paragraph (6)
(6) and by adding after paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4) a
a new
new paraparagraph as follows:
follows:
Peanuts; processing
"(5) In
' processing
processing' 'means
"(5)
In case of peanuts, the term '
means the
the cleaning,
cleaning,
of.
polishing, grading,
grading, shelling,
shelling, crushing,
crushing, or
or other
other processing
processing thereof."
thereof."
As basic agricultural
s bonie grictural
(b)
Section 11
of such
such Act,
as amended,
amended by
adding
(b) Section
11 of
Act, as
amended, is
commodity.
is amended
by adding
after the word "
" tobacco ""a
a
comma
comma and the word
word ""peanuts
".
peanuts
".
a barley,
Rye, flax,
Rfe, ax and
and barley,
SEc. 4.
4. Section
Section 11
11 of
of the
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
Act, as
as amended,
Si.
Agricultural Adjustment
added.
amended,
adding after the word
is amended by adding
word "wheat"
"wheat" a
a comma
comma and
and the
the
rye flax,
flax, barley
words "
"rye,
barley ".
".
Grain
sorg,homs.
Grain sorghums.
SEC.
of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
SEC. 5:.5 Section 11 of
amended,
Act, as
as amended,
is amended
amended by adding after the words
field corn"
corn" a
comma and
and
words "
"field
a comma
the words ""grain
grain sorghums
sorghums ".
".
Appropriation
auAppropriation
auSEC.
be appropriated
appropriated the
SEc. 6. There is authorized
authorized to be
sum of
of
the sum
thenzed.
Advances too Federal $50,000,000
Advances
$50,000,000 to enable the Secretary
Secretary
of
Agriculture
to
make
advances
of
Agriculture
to
make
advances
Surplus Relief Corpoaurplus Relief Corpo- to the Federal
ration.
Federal Surplus Relief Corporation
Corporation for
the purchase
purchase of
of dairy
dairy
for the
Post,
p. 805.
Post,p.
and beef products for distribution for
relief purposes,
purposes, and
to enable
enable
for relief
and to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, under
rul es and
an d regulations
regu l
ati ons to
t
o b
under rules
bee
promulgated .
by him and upon such terms
terms as he
prescribe to
to
he
may
prescribe,
s
Elimination
of di
dis-limination of
eliminate diseased
diseased dairy
nd b
eef cattle,
ca ttl e,i
nc l
udi ng cattle
cattle suffering
suffering
dairy a
and
beef
including
eased cattle.
Payments
Payments to owners. from
tuberculosis or Bangs'
disease, and to
from tuberculosis
Bangs' disease,
to make
make payments
payments to
to owners
owners
'With respect
respect thereto.
with
thereto.
Ante, p,
p. 34.
Powers of Secretary
S
E°. 7.
The first
subsection (2)
(2) of
of section
section 88 of
of the
SiE,
T. The
first sentence
sentence of
of subsection
the
of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. agree- Agricultural
Agrdiuustment
amended to
Adjustment Act, as amended, is
is amended
to read
read as
as
Marketing
ments.
follows: "After
notice and
follows:
"After due
due notice
and opportunity for hearing,
hearing, to enter into
into
marketing
agreements with processors,
marketing agreements
processors, producers,
producers, associations
associations of
of
producers,
agricultural
producers, and
and others engaged
engaged in the handling
handling of any agricultural
commodity
commodity or product
product thereof, in the current
current of
of or
or in
in competition
competition
with, or so as to burden, obstruct,
obstruct, or in any way affect, interstate
interstate or
or
foreign commerce."
foreign
comveerceil

ctttrle

baicaitgr-

Approved, April 7, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
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[CHAPTER 104.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Making appropriations
Justice and for the
for the
the Departments
Departments of State
State and Justice
Making
appropriations for
judiciary, and for the Departments
judiciary,
Departments of Commerce and Labor, for the fiscal year
year
ending
other purposes.
purposes.
ending June
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, and
and for
for other

Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the followUnited States
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
ing sums are appropriated,

April 7,
7,1984.
1934.
[H.R. 7513.]
7513.1
[H.R.
[Public,
143.]
[Public, No.
No. 143.]

Appropriations
for
for
Appropriations
Departments of State
Departments
and Justice,
Justice, the Judiciary,
and
Departments ofndComnere
of Commerce
and
Labor,
fiscal year
year
and
Labor
fiscal
1935.

otherwise appropriated,
for the Departments
Departments of State
State and Justice Cits
otherwise
appropriated, for
and for
Departments of Commerce
Commerce and
for the judiciary,
judiciary, and for the Departments
and

Labor, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1935, namely:
namely:
I-DEPARTMENT OF STATE
TITLE I—DEPARTMENT

Department of State.
DepartmentofState.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF STATE
STATE
OFFICE

eretarnuderSecSalaries: For
Secretary of
Secretary of State, retary,
Secretary,
Under SecUnder Secretary
of State; Under
For Secretary
Salaries:
retary, and
and office
office perper$10,000; and
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, sonnel.
in the
District of
other personal
$10,000;
and other
Temporary and
piecework employees.
including temporary
employees.
employees, and not to exceed $6,500 for piecework
including
temporary employees,

employees
employees engaged on piecework at rates to be fixed by the Secretary
of
$1,528,200: Provided,
Provided, That
of State;
State; $1,528,200:
That in
in expending
expending appropriations
appropriations
Act, for
for the
the payor
contained in this Act,
portions of
of appropriations,
appropriations, contained
or portions
ment
of Columbia
accordance
Columbia in
in accordance
the District
District of
services in
in the
for personal
personal services
ment for
with the
the Classification
of 1923,
the exception
exception
with the
amended, with
1923, as
as amended,
Act of
Classification Act
with
of the four Assistant Secretaries of State and the legal adviser of
the
the Assistant
to the
the Attorney
the
General, the
Attorney General,
Assistant to
State, the
of State,
Department of
the Department
Assistant Solicitor General, and six Assistant Attorneys General,
General,
Commerce the Assistant Secretary and
Secretaries of Commerce,
the Assistant Secretaries
the Second
Second Assistant Secretary
Secretary of Labor, the average of the salaries
bureau, office,
office,
of the total number of persons under any grade in any bureau,
appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed
exceed the average
or other appropriation
of the compensation
compensation rates specified for the grade by such Act, as
amended:
Provided, That
That this
this restriction
(1) to
shall not
not apply
apply (1)
restriction shall
amended: Provided,
grades 1,
clerical-mechanical service, or (2)
(2) to
1, 2, 3, and 44 of the clerical-mechanical
grades
require the reduction
reduction in salary of any person whose compensation
compensation
was fixed
as of
July 1,
in accordance
accordance with
section
with the rules of section
1924, in
1, 1924,
fixed as
of July
was
Act, (3)
to
the
reduction in salary of any person
reduction
the
(3)
to
require
such
Act,
66 of
of such
.r.1...
.
transferred from one position to another position in the
who is transferred
office, or
a different bureau, office
same or different grade in the same or a
a salary
other
appropriation unit,
to prevent
payment of a
(4) to
prevent the payment
unit, or
or (4)
other appropriation
under any
any grade
grade at
the
rate of the
maximum rate
than the
the maximum
at aa rate
rate higher than
under
grade when
permitted by the Classification
Classification Act
such higher rate is permitted
grade
when such
of
specifically authorized
authorized by other law, or
amended, and is specifically
of 1923, as amended,
(5) to
to reduce
reduce the
the compensation
compensation of
of any
person in
in a
a grade
in which
which
grade in
any person
(5)
only one position is allocated.

Pr
imit
t
average rates under
Classification
A
cts.
Atsl.
Clvl.ctio.
Vol. 42, p. 1456;
Vol.

Provisos.
Salaries :halted to
average rates under
45, p.
P.
46, p.
p. 776;
45,
76; Vol. 46.
1003.
U.S.C.,
65; Supp.
u.s.c., p. 65;
Supp.
VII,
34.
VII. p.
p. 34.

Restriction not appRestction
clerical-meplicable to
pflcable
to clerical-me-

chanleasrvlce.
chanieal service.

No reduction in fixed
compednstion.in
compensation.

1490
ol. 42,
42 p. 1490.
Vol.
U.S.C., p. 60.

er
Transfer to
to another
another
posTraf
ition without re.ucreducposition

117..

t

Mon.

pHigher
Higher dalary
salary

r

ate
rates

permitted.

ifIf

si

only
one position
done
po ton

or

CONTINGENT
STATE
DEPARITMENT OF STATE
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,

For contingent
and miscellaneous
including stationery,
Continge
nn
en
t
tex
,panes
eS
ofopntgment
stationery, or
expenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
For
contingent and
furniture,
machines, and other labortypewriters, adding machines,
fixtures; typewriters,
furniture, fixtures;
saving devices, including
exchange, not exceeding $10,000;
$10,000;
including their exchange,
saving
repairs
exchange of books,
and materials
materials for repairs; purchase and exchange
repairs and
maps and periodicals,
periodicals, domestic and foreign, and when authorized
maps,
by the
membership in sociefor library
library membership
dues for
State for
for dues
of State
Secretary of
by
the Secretary
ties
publications to
to members only or at
or associations
associations which issue publications
ties or
members lower
lower than to subscribers who are not members,
aa price
price to members
vehidc.
newspapers not exceeding $1,500;
not exceeding
$1,500; mainte- Vehicles.
exceeding $15,880; newspapers
nance repair,
v#iicles, to be used
motor-propelled vehicles,
repair, and storage of motor-propelled
nance
two
purposes (one for the Secretary
tary of
and two
of State
State and
only for official purposes
866s3-34---4
88637*-34-84
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73d CONGRESS.
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Refund of passport
fees erroneously
fees
erroneously
charged.
charged.
Vol. 41,
41, p. 750; Vol.
44, p. 887.
807.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
VII,
p. 477.
p.

Printing and binding.

SESS.
H.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 104.
104.

APRIL 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
APRIL

for dispatching
dispatching mail,
for the
the general
general use
of the
the
mail, and
and one
one motorcycle
motorcycle for
use of
department);
automobile mail
department) ; automobile
storage, repair,
repair,
mail wagons,
wagons, including
including storage,
and exchange
exchange of same; street-car
street-car fare
fare not
not exceeding
exceeding $150;
$150; traveling
traveling
expenses;
expenses; refund
refund of
erroneously charged
charged and
paid for
for the
of fees
fees erroneously
and paid
the issue
issue
of passports
persons who
who are
the payment
payment of
of such
such
passports to
to persons
are exempted
exempted from
from the
fee by section
section 1
1of
the Act
making appropriations
for the
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic
of the
Act making
appropriations for
and Consular Service
Service for the
year ending
ending June
30, 1921,
1921,
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30,
approved June 4, 1920 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Sapp. VI,
sec. 214a);
214a) ;the
VI, title
title 22,
22, sec.
the
examination
examination of
estimates of
of appropriations
appropriations in
in the
field; and
and other
of estimates
the field;
other
miscellaneous
miscellaneous items not included
included in
the foregoing;
foregoing; $60,000.
$60,000.
in the
PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING

For all printing and binding
Department of
of State,
State, includincludbinding in the
the Department
ing all of its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
services located
in
offices, institutions,
institutions, and
and services
located in
Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
elsewhere, $107,180.
$107,180.
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
Passport agencies.
agencies.

PASSPORT AGENCIES
PASSPORT
AGENCLES

For salaries
maintenance, and traveling
salaries and expenses of maintenance,
traveling expenses
expenses
not to
not to
to exceed
exceed five
five passport
$46,665.
to exceed
exceed $500,
$500, for
for not
passport agencies,
agencies, $46,665.
Official papers ofTerof Ter- COLLECTING
Officialpapers
OFFICIAL PAFJtktS
PAPERS OF TERRITORIES
COLLECTING AND EDITING
EDITING OkFICIAL
TERRITORIES OF THE IINITED
UNITED
ritories.
ritories.
STATES
STATES
Collecting, etc.,
etc., for
publication.
publication.

Printing and binding.

Proliso.
Proviso.
Limit on total numnumher
ber of copies, etc.
Distribution.
Distribution.
Vol. 45, p. 1412.
Copies to
to Senators
Senators
and Representatives.
Representatives.

intercourse.
Foreign intercourse.

For the expenses of collecting,
collecting, editing, copying,
arranging
copying, and arranging
for publication
publication the official
official papers of the Territories
United
Territories of the
the United
including personal services
services in
States, including
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
in the District
elsewhere,
elsewhere, printing and binding, and contingent
contingent and
and traveling
traveling
expenses, as provided
provided by the Act
approved February
February 28,
28, 1929
1929 (45
(45
Act approved
Stat. 1412),
1412), $12,000:
$12,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Stat
That the
total number
number of
of copies
copies of
of
the total
any volume to be printed and bound
bound under
under this or
or any
any existing
existing
appropriation
appropriation for printing and
binding of
these papers
papers shall
shall not
and binding
of these
not
exceed one thousand
exceed
thousand two hundred
hundred and twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, which
which shall
be distributed as provided
provided in
in section
section 33 of
of such
such Act,
Act, except
except that
that
each Senator
Senator shall
shall receive
receive not to exceed
copies and
each
exceed three
three copies
and each
Representative
Representative not
one.
not to exceed
exceed one.
FOREIGN
FOBEIGN

nsrnocounsx
INTERCOURSE

AMIBASSADORS
AMBASSADORS AND
AND MINISTERS
MIINISTERS

salaries.

Salaries.
Ambassadors.

Ambassadors.

Anbassadors
plenipotentiary to Argentina,
Ambassadors extraordinary
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Cuba, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Peru, Poland, Russia, Spain, and Turkey,
Turkey, at $17,500
$17,500 each;
each;
Ambassador
plenipotentiary to Belgium and
Ambassador extraordinary
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
envoy extraordinar
extraordinary and minister
minister plenipotentiary
Luxemburg,
plenipotentiary to Luxemburg,

$17,500;
$17,500;
Envoys
mini st
ers pl en i
po t
enti ary to Chi na and
Envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
and ministers
plenipotentiary
to China and
lad
Nether the Netherlands,
Netherlands, at
at $12,000
$12,000 each;
each;
Other countries.
Envoys
Envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
and ministers
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to
to Albania,
Albania,
Austria,
Bolivia, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Austria, Bolivia,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Dominion of Canada, Ecuador,
Denmark, Dominican
Ecuador,
Egypt, Finland, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary,
Irish Free State, Liberia, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Norway, Panama,
Panama, Paraguay,
Persia,
Persia, Portugal, Rumania,
Rumania, Salvador, Siam, Union of South Africa,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, Uruguay,
Uruguay, Venezuela,
Venezuela, and Yugoslavia,
Yugoslavia, at
at
$10,000
$10,000 each;
each; and to Estonia,
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania,
Lithuania, $10,000;
$10,000;
In
all, not
not to
exceed $578,250;
$578,250;
In all,
to exceed
Previa°.
saarestrietion.
Salary
restric
Provided,
Provide4 That no salary herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
to
be paid
paid to
any
official receiving
any official
receiving any
any other
other salary from the United States
Government.
Government.

Ministers.
Mnter,
China and
lands.

Nether-
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SALARIES OF
OFFICERS
SERVICE OFFICERS
SALARIES
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE

531
Foreign Service
Service offiForeign
officers.

4ip.1207
as provided
Service officers
For salaries
of Foreign
officers as
provided in
in the
the Act
Act Vol.
Voile
s
,
.p .1207.
For
salaries of
Foreign Service
v.s.c., supp
approved
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
title 22,
3a), p.1,dT:C••
Supp. VII,
secs. 3, 3a),
22, secs.
VI, title
1931 (U.S.C.,
23, 1931
February 23,
approved February
$2,781,000.
Ante,
13. 466;
466; Pot
P°4'
$2,781,000.
Ate, p.
£134, 1060.
pp. 834,
SALARIES,
SALARIES,

FOREIGN
FOREIGN

SERVICE
SERVICE

OFFICERS
OFFICERS

WHILE
WHILE

RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
RECEIVING

TRANSIT
AND IN
IN TRANSIT

To pay
pay the
salaries of
of ambassadors,
consuls vice
convice conministers, consuls,
ambassadors, ministers,
the salaries
To
suls,
period actually
actually
suls, and
and other officers of the United States for the period
and
occupied in
in receiving
and in making
instructions and
receiving instructions
necessarily occupied
and necessarily
transits to
to and
and from
posts, and
while awaiting
awaiting recognition
and
recognition and
and while
their posts,
from their
transits
authority to
to act
in pursuance
section 1740
1740 of
of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
with the
pursuance with
act in
authority
the
$13,500.
Statutes, $13,500.
Revised Statutes,
the Revised

Instruction and transitIns
pat
y
ru
. ction and tranpay.
sit
309
p.-p. 309.
R.Se,
lcsec.11740,
U.S.C.,
3.

660

SALARIES, FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS
ACTING AS CHARGES
CHARGES
OFFICERS WHILE ACTING
SALARIES,
DIAFFAIRES
D'AFFAIRES

For salaries
salaries of
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers or
vice consuls
consuls while
while acting
acting etcCharges
etcharg
or vice
of Foreign
For
as charg6
charge d'affaires
ad interim
while in
charge of
consulate
a consulate
of a
in charge
or while
interim or
d'affaires ad
as
general
or consulate
during the
officer,
principal officer,
of the
the principal
absence of
the absence
consulate during
general or
$18,000.
$18,000.
TRANSPORTATION
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE OFFICERS
OFFICERS
TRANSPORTATION OF FOREIGN

d'affaires,
d'affaires,

Transportation, ForTransportation,
Service officers.
officers.
eign Service
Payment of expenses.

To
expenses of Diplomatic,
Diplomatic, Consular,
Consular, and For- Payment oexpenses.
To pay the traveling expenses
eign Service
Service officers,
and other
of the
the Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service,
employees of
other employees
officers, and
eign
including
Foreign Service
under such
such regulations
regulations as
and under
inspectors and
Service inspectors
including Foreign
the
Secretary of
of their
and expenses
expenses
families and
their families
may prescribe,
prescribe, of
of State
State may
the Secretary
of transportation
transportation of
of effects,
effects, in
in going
going to
returning from
from their
to and
and returning
of
Leaves of absence.
absence.
connection with
$25,000 incurred
posts, including
including not
incurred in connection
with Leaves
to exceed
exceed $25,000
not to
posts,
Bringing home re'of gof officers,
mfceeeetc.,
leaves
of absence,
of the
the preparation
preparation and
and transportation
transportation of
of the
the mains
and of
absence, and
leaves of
etc
dying abroad.
abroad.
remains
those officers
officers and
Foreign Service, dying
employees of the Foreign
said employees
and said
of those
remains of
who
died or
in transit
in the discharge
discharge
transit while in
abroad or
or in
or may
may die
die abroad
who have
have died
of
their official
their former
country or
or to
a
to a
homes in
in this
this country
former homes
duties, to
to their
of their
official duties,
place
not more
more distant
for interment
interment and
and for
expenses
the ordinary
ordinary expenses
for the
distant for
place not
of
interment, and
also for
for payment
payment under the provisions
provisions of
and also
of such
such interment,
Payments to widows
section 1749
1749 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C. title 22.
22. sec.
see. 130) of orPsntasw.
or Win at law.
of the
section
R.S., sec. 1749, p. 311.
p. al'
allowances to
the widows
or heirs
heirs at
at law
law of
of Diplomatic,
Consular, rlc.79,
Diplomatic, Consular,
widows or
to the
allowances
U.S.C., p. 660.
and
Service officers
the United
dying in
in foreign
foreign
United States
States dying
of the
officers of
and Foreign
Foreign Service
'°itence epenses
countries
the discharge
discharge of
$449,500: Provided,
Provided, That Proviso.
duties, $449,500:
of their duties,
in the
countries in
Subsistence
expenses
of
officers on
on temporary
temporary
ofocers
sub- detail.
this
available also
for the
the authorized
authorized subalso for
be available
shall be
appropriation shall
this appropriation
officers while on de
sistence
Consular and Foreign
Service officers
Foreign Service
of Consular
expenses of
sistence expenses
temporary
under commission.
temporary detail under
ALLOWANCES
RENT, HEAT, FUEL.
AND LIGHT, FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE
ALLOWANCES FOR RENT,
FUEL, AND

For
and light
Foreign Service
Service for
offices
the Foreign
for offices
For rent,
rent, heat,
heat, fuel,
fuel, and
light for
for the
and
grounds, and
and, as
authorized by
by the
approved June
June 26,
1930
26, 1930
the Act
Act approved
as authorized
and grounds,
(U.S.C.,
VI , title
sec. 118a),
for living
living quarters
not
118a), for
quarters and not
title 5,
5, sec.
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
to exceed
exceed $1,454,000
$1,454,000 for
allowances for living quarters,
quarters including
including
for allowances
to
heat, fuel,
fuel, and
which $238,000
$238,000 shall be immedi$2,225,955, of
of which
and light
light $2,225,955,
heat,
ately available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That
That payment
payment. for
rent may
may be
be made
made
for rent
ately
Secretary of State may enter
the Secretary
advance: Provided
further, That the
enter
Providedfurther,
in advance:
into leases
leases for
for such
and living
quarters for
for periods
periods
living quarters
offices, grounds,
grounds, and
such offices,
into
not
exceeding ten
That no
no part
part of
of this
this
Provided further,
further, That
ten years:
years: Provided
not exceeding
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
allowances for
living quarters,
quarters,
for living
for allowances
used for
appropriation
including
heat, fuel,
light in
an amount
amount exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 for
for an
in an
and light
fuel, and
including heat,
ambassador or
and not
$1,700 for
for any
any other
other
exceeding $1,700
not exceeding
a minister,
minister, and
or a
ambassador

heat, fuel, and
Rent, heat,
light allowances.
allowances.
light

For offices
offices and
and
grounds.
grounds.
Living quarters.
quarters.
Living
Vol. 46,
46, p. 818.
818.
Vol.
U.S.C.,
Supp. VIL
U.S.C.,
Supp.
0
p.
p. 20.
2.
Sum
immediately
immediately
available.
available.
Provisos.
Provis.
Rent payments
payments
Rent
advance.
Leases.
Leses.

in
in

Allowance for quarquarAllowance
ters limited.
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custodial,
Custodial, etc.,
etc., serv- Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officer: Provided
That under
Provided further,
further, That
under this
this approapprolees.
Restriction
and the
Restriction on ex- priation
priati011 and
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein for
for "
" Contingent
Contingent expenses,
expenses,
penditures
for.
pendituresfor.
Foreign
Service ",
", not
not more than $3,000 shall
shall be
expended for
Foreign Service
be expended
for
custodial service, heat,
fuel, and
in any
heat, fuel,
and light
light in
any Government-owned
Government-owned
building used for residence or
and office
office purposes
for an
or residence
residence and
purposes for
an
ambassador or
or minister,
$1,700 for
such purpurExpton,
ambassador
minister, and
and not
not more
more than
than $1,700
for such
Exception.
poses in the case of any other Foreign Service officer,
officer, except
except that
that
at any post at which the expenditures
expenditures for
for such purposes
purposes for
for the
the
fiscal year 1933 were in excess
of the
the limitation
of $3,000
this
excess of
limitation of
$3,000 in
in this
last proviso in the case
minister there
case of
of an
an ambassador
ambassador or
or minister
there may
may
be expended
expended during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
an amount
the
1935 an
amount equal
equal to
to the
expended during
sum so authorized
authorized to be expended
1933, but
but
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1933,
in no event to exceed $5,000; and during
charge
during the
the incumbency
incumbency of
of aacharge
d'affaires
d'affaires the limitation on such
such expenditures
expenditures shall
shall be
be the
the same
same as
as
for the occupancy
occupancy of
principal officer.
officer.
of the
the principal
IVING ALLOWANCE,
COST OF LIVING
ALLOWANCE, FOREIGN
SERVICE
OFFICERS
FOREMIG
SERVICE OFFImERS
Cost of living allowallow.

ance.
ance.

Vol. 46, p. 1209.
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
U.S.C., Supp.
p. 472.
Sum available.
available.
Sum

Provise.
Precise.
Expenditure.
Expenditure.
Sum
immediately
immediately
available.
available.

Foreign Service
Building Fund.
Fund.
Vol. 44
p 401
44, p.
404.
Supp. vi,
VII,
p. 480.

U..c., sUpp.

p. 480.

Sum available for.

Sumaailblefor.

Provisos.
Limit on
on obligations
incurred.
incurred.

purae
fd

rumbas() of old buildogs
prohibitedbu
ings
prohibited,

Foreign
Foreign Service
tirement, etc., fund.
fund.

re-

Federal
Federal contribution.
contribution.
Vol. 46, P.
p. 1211.
1211 .
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p. 473.
473.
p.

Clerks
Service.

in

Foreign
Foreign

Salaries.

vol. p. 1207.
U.S.c., Supp.
Supp.

Vol. 46,
40, p. 1207.
p. 474.

AM,

To carry out the provisions of
of the Act
Act approved
approved February
February 23,
23,
1931 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title
22, secs.
12, 23c)
23c) relating
relating to
allowances
title 22,
secs. 12.
to allowances
and/or
to diplomatic,
and/or additional
additional compensation
compensation to
and Foreign
diplomatic, consular,
consular, and
Foreign
Service officers and/or clerks when such allowances
Service
allowances and/or
and/or addiadditional compensation
compensation are necessary
necessary to enable such officers
officers and/or
and/or
clerks
work efficiently:
clerks to carry on their work
efficiently: Provided,
Provided, That
such allowallowThat such
ances aild/or
and/or additional compensation
compensation shall be
granted only
only in
in the
the
be granted
discretion of the President, and under such regulations
regulations as
discretion
as he
he may
may
prescribe,
prescribe $300,000, of
of which
which amou
ntnot
no tto
t
o excee
$100,000 s
hall b
amount
exceedd$100,000
shall
bee
immediately available.
immediately
available.
FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE BUILDING FUND
FUND

For the purpose of carrying
For
carrying into effect the
the provisions
provisions of
the
of the
"Foreign Serce
Service Buildings Act,
as amended
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp,
Act, 1926 ",, as
amended (U.S.C.,
VI, title
title 22, sec. 295),
VI,
295), and for each and every object thereof,
thereof,
including the initial alterations, repair, and
furnishing of
of buildings
buildings
and furnishing
heretofore
acquired under specific authorization
heretofore acquired
authorization of
Congress for
of Congress
for
the
the use of the diplomatic and consular establishments in
in foreign
foreign
countries,
$1,165,000, fiscal year 1935, to remain available
countries, $1,165,000,
available until
until
expended: Provided,
Provided, That in expending
expending appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the foreforegoing
shall not
not be
be incurred which will require
going purposes
purposes obligations
obligations shall
expenditures in excess
of the
the total
total of
$10,000,000 now
now authorized
excess of
of $10,000,000
authorized
by
Provided further, That no
no part of
of the
by law:
law: Provided
appropriation made
made
the appropriation
herein
herein shall be expended
expended for the purchase of old
old buildings.
buildings.
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE RETIREMENT
IETIREMEN AND
FU3ND
FOREIGN
AND DISABUItr
DISABILITY FUND

For financing
financing the liability of the United
United States,
created by
States, created
by the
the
Act approved February
February 23, 1931 (U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 22,
sec. 21),
Supp. VI,
22, sec
21),
$159,100,
which amount shall be placed to the credit of the "
$159,100, which
Foreign
" Foreign
Service retirement
retirement and disability
disability fund."
fund."
SALARIES OF
SALARIES
OF CLERKS
CLERKS IN
IN

THIE FOREEIGN
THE
FOREIGN

SRVICE
SERVICE

For salaries of clerks in the Foreign Service, as
as provided
provided in
in the
the
Act approved
23,1931
Act
approved February
Februa ry23,
1931 (U.S.C,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title
title 22,
22, sec.
sec 23a
23a),),
including
transit to and from homes in the United
including salaries
salaries during
during transit
States upon
the
beginning
and
service,
States
upon
the
beginning
and after termination
termination of service,
$2,101,500.
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CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,

533
533
Contingent expenses,
expenses.
Contingent
Foreign Service.

Government buildbuildFor stationery; blanks; record and other books; seals; presses; Government
44, 4,
P. 403;
flags;
signs; repairs,
Vol.
03; Vol.
repairs, supervi- inVot.
vol.broad
including minor
minor alterations;
alterations; repairs,
flags; signs;
repairs, including
45,0%7
31
.; supp.
Supp. VI
sion, preservation,
preservation, and maintenance
Government-owned diplomatic
diplomatic 4P
maintenance of Government-owned
p 479.
479
acquired p.
and consular
countries, and properties
properties acquired
in foreign
foreign countries,
properties in
and
consular properties
under
the Act
May 7,
7, 1926,
1926, as
as amended
Supp.
under the
Act approved
approved May
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 22,
secs. 291,
296), and
custodial service,
service, water,
and including
including also
also custodial
water,
VI,
22, secs.
291, 296),
materials,
materials, supplies, tools, seeds, plants, shrubs,
shrubs, and similar
similar objects;
objects;
newspapers (foreign
freight; postage;
telegrams;
newspapers
(foreign and
and domestic)
domestic);;freight;
postage; telegrams;
advertising; ice
ice and
drinking water
water for
for office
office purposes;
purposes; purchase
purchase (at
(at
and drinking
advertising;
not to
to exceed
$750 for
for any
maintenance, operation
operation
any one automobile),
automobile), maintenance,
not
exceed $750
and hire
hire of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
and
maintenance, operation,
vehicles,
purchase, maintenance,
operation, and hire of other
other
vehicles, and purchase,
establishment and maintepassenger-carrying
funds for establishment
passenger-carrying vehicles; funds
service; uniforms;
uniforms; furniture, household furninance
commissary service;
nance of commissary
provided by the Act of May 7,
7,. 1926,
ture and furnishings, except as provided
as amended
amended for Government-owned
Government-owned or rented buildings when in the
interest
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of State it would be in the public interest
judgment
typewriters and exchange
same;
exchange of same;
to do
do so, not
not to exceed $75,000; typewriters
messenger service;
maintenance, and rental of launch for
service; operation, maintenance,
messenger
embassy in Turkey, not exceeding
exceeding $3,500;
$3,500; compensation
compensation of kavasses,
embassy
guards, dragomans,
interpreters, translators,
Chinese writers,
translators, Chinese
guards,
dragomans, porters, interpreters,
and
compensation of agents and
construction and compensation
of construction
and supervisors
supervisors of
agencies.
Dispatch agencies.
employees of
and rent
expenses for dispatch agencies
agencies at Dispatch
rent and
and other expenses
of and
employees
Salaries during tranLondon,
York, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Seattle,
Seattle, and New Orleans, in- ssit. i. dung tran
New York,
London, !New
cluding salaries
salaries during transit to and from their homes in the United
States upon the beginning and after termination
termination of service in forTraveling expenses:
eapense:e
eign
traveling expenses, including attendance
attendance at trade atteineg
eign countries;
countries; traveling
attendance at
trade
conferences, etc.
etc.
of the
the Secretary
and other
Secretary of conferences,
under orders of
or congresses
congresses under
conferences or
and
other conferences
45, 1
p. 1209.
State as
as authorized
authorized by
by the
approved February
23, 1931
1931 (U.S.C.,
State
the Act approved
February 23,
(U.S.C., Vol.
V.ol
PSpp20
I
U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
p. 472
472.
Supp.
VI, title
title 22,
sec. 16)
exchange; payment
payment in advance P.
by exchange;
16);;loss by
22, sec.
Supp. VI,
services and rent of dispatch agencies,
of telephone and other similar services
expenses of vice consulates
consulates and consular
consular agencies
agencies for any of the
foregoing objects;
objects; cost, not exceeding
annum each, of the
per annum
exceeding $350 per
foregoing
tuition of
Foreign Service officers
officers assigned for the study of the lantuition
of Foreign
Europe; and such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous
guages of Asia and eastern Europe;
to le
expenses
necessary, $1,314,870:
$1,314,870: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
Snent
expenses as the President may deem necessary,
No
No payment
payment to
to aliens
alens
for clerical
clerical
services.
rvics.
That no
no part
part of
of this
this appropriation
salaries for
expended for salaries
shall be
be expended
appropriation shall
That
or wages
persons not
American citizens
citizens performing
clerical servperforming clerical
not American
of persons
or
wages of
ices (except
(except interpreters,
interpreters, translators,
messengers), whether offiand messengers),
translators, and
ices
cially designated
designated as clerks or not, in any foreign
foreign mission.
RESCUE,
AND PROTECTION OF AMERICAN
SEAMEN
AMERICAN SEAMEN
BELIEF, AND
RESCUE, RviAvr,
Relief
American
For
of American
American seamen
in foreign
Relie oof Amaren
foreign seamen.
seamen in
and burial
burial of
protection, and
For relief,
relief, protection,
Ante,
p.
395.
countries,
in
the
Panama
Canal
Zone,.
M.
w'p.
A
Islands,
the
Philippine
and
in
countries, in the Panama Canal Zone,
and
shipwrecked American
Territory of Alaska, in
in the Territory
seamen in
American seamen
and shipwrecked
the Hawaiian
in Puerto Rico
Islands;
Rico, and in the Virgin Islands;
Islands, in
the
Hawaiian Islands,
incurred in the acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of
which may
may be incurred
for expenses
expenses which
and for
the services
services of masters
masters and crews
crews of foreign vessels in rescuing
rescuing
the
American seamen
shipwreck or other catastrophe at
at
or citizens
citizens from shipwreck
seamen or
American
Proviso.
sea; $6,000:
Prodded, That
part of
this or
any other
other appropriasea;
$6,000: Provided,
That no
of this
no part
or any
appropria- Restriction
ei
ion on
on exextion shall
available for
for making
making payment
steamship owners
penditur
owners or
or penditure.
to steamship
payment to
be available
tion
shall be
operators for
destitute or
or shipwrecked
shipwrecked seaman
if the
seaman if
a destitute
transporting a
for transporting
operators
last previous
previous service
service of
the destitute
shipwrecked seaman was on
on
or shipwrecked
destitute or
of the
last
aavessel
vessel of such steamship owner or operator and was not terminated
by
by desertion.
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EMERGENCIES ARISING IN
EMERGENCIES
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR SERVICE
SERVICE
IN THE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC AND
Emergencies.
Emergencies.
exNeutrality Act,
Act, expenses.
Rt.S.,
R.S., sec. 291, p.
49.
p. 49.
p. 982.
TL.S.C., p.
982.

To enable the President
emergencies arising
arising in
in
President to
to meet
meet unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies
the Diplomatic and Consular
to extend
commercial
Consular Service,
Service, and
and to
extend the
the commercial
and other interests of the United States, and to meet the necessary
expenses
attendant upon
expenses attendant
execution of
Neutrality Act,
be
upon the execution
of the
the Neutrality
Act, to
to be
expended pursuant to the requirement
of section
section 291
of the
requirement of
291 of
the Revised
Revised
Statutes (U.S.C.,
title 31,
sec. 107),
$175,000.
Statutes
(U.S.C., title
31, sec.
107), $175,000.
CONTRIBUTIONS, QUOTAS,
QUOTAS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH
FORTH
CONTRIBUTIONS.

Contributions,
Contributions,
tas, etc.

quo-

quo-

For
the annual
annual contributions,
contributions, quotas,
quotas, and/or
expenses,
For payment of
of the
and/or expenses,
including loss by exchange,
exchange, in discharge of
obligations of
the
of the obligations
of the
United States
connection with
with international
international commissions,
commissions, conconStates in connection
gresses, bureaus,
bureaus and other
other objects, as
Cape Spartel
Spartel and
as follows: Cape
and
Tangier Light, 'Coast
Bureau of
of
Coast of Morocco
Morocco, $825;
$825; International
International Bureau
Weights
Weights and Measures,
Measures, $4,342.50; international
Bureau for
PublicaInternational Bureau
for Publication of Customs Tariffs, $1,400;
Union, quota,
quota,
$1,400; Pan American
American Union,
$168,762,
$168,762, printing and binding, $20,000,
$20,000, in
Internain all, $188,762;
$188,762; International Bureau of Permanent
Court of
of Arbitration,
$2,000; Bureau
Bureau of
of
Permanent Court
Arbitration, $2,000;
Interparliamentary
Interparliaraentary Union
for Promotion
of International
Union for
Promotion of
International ArbitraArbitration, $7,500; International
International Institute
at Rome,
Rome, Italy,
Italy,
Institute of Agriculture
Agriculture at
$5,400; Pan American
American Sanitary Bureau, $30,236.51;
$30,236.51; International
International
Office of Public Health, $3,015.79;
$3,015.79; International
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic
Convention, $7,527; Government
Government of
$250,000; International
International
of Panama,
Panama, $250,000;
Hydrographic
$5,404; International
Hydrographic Bureau, $5,404;
Trade-Mark RegistraRegistraInternational Trade-Mark
tion Bureau
$14,330.20; International
or Protection
Prot
ecti on of
of
Bureau, $14,330.20;
International Burea
Bureauu f
for
Industrial Property, $1,350; Gorgas
Memorial Laboratory,
Laboratory, $50,000;
$50,000;
Gorgas Memorial
American International
International Institute for the
the Protection
Protection of
of Childhood,
Childhood,
International Statistical Bureau
$2,000; International
at The
Hague, $2,000;
$2,000; InterInterBureau at
The Hague,
national Map of the World on the Millionth
Scale, $50;
International
Millionth Scale,
$50; International
Technical Committee
Committee of Aerial Legal Experts,
Experts, $250;
$250; Convention
Convention
Relating
Relating to Liquor Traffic in Africa, $55; and International
International Prison
Prison
Commission $3,500;
$3,500; in
in all,
ogeth er with
w ith suc
ha
dditi
ona l
Commission,
all, $579,918,
$579,948, t
together
such
additional
sums, due to increases in rates of exchange
sums,
exchange as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
pay in foreign currencies the quotas and
and contributions
contributions required
required by
by
the
the several
several treaties, conventions, or laws establishing the
amount of
of
the amount
the obligation for the fiscal
years 1934
1934 and
fiscal years
and 1935.
1935.
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
BOUN'DARY COMMISSION,
INTERNATIONAL
UNITED STATES
COMMB3ISSION, UNITED
STATES AND
AND

International BoundaIntrnatona
od
ary Commission,
rited States and
United
on
Mexico.
Mexico.
Vol. 24,
24 p. 1011; Vol.
26, p. 1512; Vol.
Vol. 34,
2.152;
3s,p.
p.
2913.
Vol.
44, p.. 1403;
Vol.
Vol.4
1404; vol.

MEXICO
MEXICO

For expenses of meeting the obligations of the United States under
under

the treaties
treaties' of 1884, 1889, 1905, 1906, and 1933
between the
the United
1933 between
United

States and Mexico,
Mexico, and of
public resolutions
of compliance
compliance with
with public
resolutions
approved March
approved
March 3, 1927, and February 14, 1931,
1931, and the Act
Act making
making
appropriations for the Department
of
Department
State
for
the
fiscal
1933,
fiscal
year
1933
46,1). 1162.
oi.47p.40.
Vol.
47, p. 480.
including operation
of gaging
gaging stations
stations where
operation of
necessary and
their
where necessary
and their
equipment;
equipment; personal services and rent in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and elsewhere;
and
elsewhere; fees for professional services at
at rates
rates and
and in
in amounts
amounts
to be determined by the Secretary of State; travel
expenses, including
travel expenses,
including
transportation
effects; printing and binding; subscriptions
transportation of effects;
subscriptions to
to
foreign and domestic
periodicals; purchase,
foreign
domestic newspapers
newspapers and periodicals;
purchase
exchange,
maintenance, rep
ai
r, an
d operation
operat i
on of
motor-propelled
exchange, maintenance,
repair,
and
of motor-propelled
ES.,c.709,
sec.
p. 733.. passenger and freight carrying
R.s.,
m 3709, P
vehicles;idrilling and testing of dam
passenger and freight carrying vehicles
U.S.C., p. 1369.
sites,
sites, b
by contract
contract if
if deemed necessary
necessary without regard
regard to section 3709
of the
the Revised
evised Statutes
5) ;;equipment
of
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5)
equipment and such
such
other miscellaneous
other
miscellaneous expenses as the Secretary of State may deem
deem
proper, $109,000,
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BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
UNITED
COMMISSION, UNITED
BOUNDARY
ALASKA AND CANADA
AND ALASKA

535
535

APRIL 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
APRIL
STATES
STATES

AND CANADA

BoundIntrationaBodobligations of the United
the obligations
To
the President
President to
to perform
United aryInternational
perform the
enable the
To enable
Commission.
Obligations
under
under
Obigations
Britain
States
the treaty
treaty between
between the
States and
Great Britain
and Great
United States
the United
under the
States under
S
n
and een nted
anet"een
tsatt betw
and treaty
salaries and
for salaries
24, 1925;
in respect
respect of
Canada, signed
February 24,
1925; for
Great t Brisigned February
and
States
of Canada,
in
tain.
expenses, including
salary of
of til.Vol. 44, p.2102.
salaries of
and salaries
commissioner and
of the
the commissioner
the salary
including the
p. 2102.
expenses,
at the
the necessary
necessary engineers,
engineers, clerks,
clerks, and
and other
employees for
for duty
duty at
other employees
the
seat of
and in
in the
the field;
office equipment
equipment and supof office
cost of
field; cost
government and
of government
seat
plies; necessary
traveling expenses;
expenses; commutation
subsistence to
of subsistence
commutation of
necessary traveling
plies;
employees
while on
on field
not to
day each, but not
per day
$4 per
exceed $4
to exceed
duty, not
field duty,
employees while
to
$1.75 per
per day
when a
member of
party and
field party
a field
of a
a member
each when
day each
exceed $1.75
to exceed
subsisting
payment for
timber necessarily
necessarily cut
cut in
in keeping
keeping
for timber
for payment
camp; for
in camp;
subsisting in
the
boundary line
line clear,
to exceed
exceed $500;
all other
other necesnecesfor all
and for
$500; and
not to
clear, not
the boundary
Maintenance of
o
sary
expenses incurred
States in
in mainboundarynce
main- boundary
United States
the United
line.
by the
incurred by
reasonable expenses
and reasonable
sary and
line
taining
an
effective
demarcation
of
the
international
boundary
boundary
international
taining an effective demarcation of the
between
and Canada
Canada and
and Canada
Canada under
Alaska and
and Alaska
States and
United States
the United
between the
the
of the
the completion
completion of such
including the
aforesaid, including
treaty aforesaid,
the treaty
terms of
the terms
remaining work
work as
may be
under the
award of
of the Alaskan
the award
required under
be required
as may
remaining
Boundary Tribunal
and existing
existing treaties
treaties between
between the United States
Tribunal and
Boundary
and
Great Britain,
disbursed under
under the
the direction
Secrethe Secreof the
direction of
be disbursed
to be
Britain, to
and Great
tary
$38,000.
State, $38,000.
of State,
tary of
Joint
International Joint
United
WATERWAYS TREATY,
TREATY, UNITED
STATES AND
INTERNATIONAL Commission,
BRITAIN: INTERNATIONAL
GREAT BRITAIN:
AND GREAT
UNITED STATES
WATERWAYS
States
and
Great
BriStates and Great BriJOINT
BRITAIN
AND GREAT BRITAIN
STATES AND
UNITED STATES
COMMISSION, UNITED
JOINT COMMISSION,
tain.
Salaries,

expenses,

expenses
For
expenses, including
salaries of
of commissioners
commissioners etc.
etc.aarie
including salaries
and expenses,
salaries and
For salaries
and
clerks and
and other
appointed by the commisemployees appointed
other employees
of clerks
salaries of
and salaries
solely
sioners
on the
the part
part of
United States,
approval solely
the approval
with the
States, with
the United
of the
sioners on
of the
of State;
State; for
for necessary
traveling expenses, and for
necessary traveling
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
expenses
incident to
to holding
hearings and
conferences at
at such
such places
and conferences
holding hearings
expenses incident
be determined
in Canada
and the
the United
determined by the
shall be
as shall
States as
United States
Canada and
in
Commission
or by
American commissioners
commissioners to be necessary,
necessary,
the American
by the
Commission or
necessary witnesses,
compensation of necessary
including travel
expense and compensation
travel expense
including
cost
making necessary
of testimony
testimony and
for cost
proceedings; for
and proceedings;
transcript of
necessary transcript
making
of
of reference
reference and
and periodicals,
periodicals, office
equipment
office equipment
books of
books, books
law books,
of law
and
and for
of all
all reasonable
reasonable and
and necessary
necessary joint
joint
half of
one half
for one
supplies; and
and supplies;
expenses
incurred under the
Commission incurred
Joint Commission
International Joint
the International
of the
expenses of
p. 2448.
terms
of the
between the
the United
United States
and Great
Great Britain
38p. 2448
Vol 36,
Britain Vol.
States and
treaty between
the treaty
terms of
concerning
the use
use of
of boundary
the United
and
States and
United States
between the
waters between
boundary waters
concerning the
Canada,
and for
other purposes
11, 1909,
1909, $28,000,
$28,000,
January 11,
signed January
purposesl2 signed
for other
Canada, and
Proviso.
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
State: Proxpenses.
Pro- Travel expenses.
of State:
of the
direction of
the direction
under the
disbursed under
be disbursed
to be
Vol. 44, p. 688.
vided,
That traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
the commissioners,
commissioners, secretary,
v6.VII,
and Vol.44
secretary, and
of the
vided, That
U.S.C., p.
Supp.
P. 53.
53.
necessary employees
employees shall
allowed in
in accordance
the proviprovi- p.
with the
accordance with
be allowed
shall be
necessary
sions
the Subsistence
Subsistence Expense
Act of
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
1926, as
of 1926,
Expense Act
of the
sions of
title
5,
ch.
16).
16).
title 5, ch.
Special and technical
d
tehniio
inveti
For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for necessary
special or
or technical
inves- investigations.
technical invesnecessary special
For an
tigations
in connection
with matters
which fall
fall within
within the scope of
matters which
connection with
tigations in
Personal services.
the
the International
International Joint
Joint Commission,
including Personalservi
Commission, including
of the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
personal
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
or elsewhere,
traveling
elsewhere, traveling
Columbia or
services in
personal services
expenses,
and scientific
equipment, and
and
scientific equipment,
technical and
of technical
procurement of
expenses, procurement
the
purchase, exchange,
exchange, hire,
and operation
operation
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
hire, maintenance,
the purchase,
of
motor-propelled and
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
and horse-drawn
of motor-propelled
$54,200, to
disbursed under
direction of
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
the direction
under the
be disbursed
to be
$54,200,
State, who
is authorized
authorized to
to transfer
transfer to
indeor indedepartment or
any department
to any
who is
State,
pendent
establishment
of
the
Government,
with
the
consent
of
the
the
of
consent
the
with
Government,
the
of
pendent establishment
head
thereof, any
any part
of this
this amount
amount for
for direct
direct expenditure
expenditure by
such
by such
part of
head thereof,
department
establishment for
of this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
purposes of
the purposes
for the
or establishment
department or
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INTERNATIONAL
FISHERIES COMMISSION
COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES

For
share of
of the
States of
of the
the InterFor the
the share
the United
United States
the expenses
expenses of
of the
International
Fisheries Commission,
Commission, under
between the
national Fisheries
under the
the convention
convention between
the
United States
States and
Great Britain,
Britain, concluded
9, 1930,
United
and Great
concluded May
May 9,
1930, including
including
salaries
of two
members and
and other
other employees
employees of
the Commission,
Commission,
salaries of
two members
of the
traveling expenses,
of vessels,
vessels, purchase
of books,
periodicals,
expenses, charter
charter of
purchase of
books, periodicals,
furniture,
scientific instruments,
instruments, contingent
rent in
furniture, and
and scientific
contingent expenses,
expenses, rent
in
the
and such
other expenses
in the
the United
United
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
such other
expenses in
States and elsewhere
elsewhere as the
Secretary of State
State may
proper, to
to
the Secretary
may deem
deem proper,
be
under the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
$31,500:
be disbursed
disbursed under
the direction
State, $31,500:
Provided, That
That not
exceed $700
shall be
expended by
Provided,
not to
to exceed
$700 shall
be expended
by the
the ComCommissioner and/or
and/or his
his staff
staff in
attending meetings
of the
the Commission.
missioner
in attending
meetings of
Commission.

Share
Share of expenses.
expenses.

Prisons for Ameri
American
can
convicts.
Maintenance
exMaintenance
epenses,
penses.
Insane
Insane persons.

Bringing
home perBringing home
i
persons
with
charged w
crime.
Expenses.
Expenses.
R.S.,
E.S., see.
sec. 527.5,
5275, p.
1(122.
1022.
p, 511.
511.
U.S.C., p.
Ante, p. 454.
Minor
Mlinor purchases
pnrcha seas
without advertising
advertising.
R.S., see.
sec. 3709, p. 733.
733.
p, 1309.
U.S.C., p.

Resteriction on
Restriction
penditures for
penditures
for rent.
rent.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

exox-

Expenses,
lqxpnses, procuring
iroetu lng
Information
information for
for snipeeor
rations, etc.
eta.
Po

Short title.

Department
Department of
of InsJ
tice.

PRISONS FOR AMERICAN
PRISONS
AMERICAN CONVICTS

For expenses of maintaining in China, the former Ottoman
Ottoman
Empire, Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco,
Morocco, and
and Muscat
Muscat institutions
for
institutions for
incarcerating
incarcerating American
American convicts
convicts and persons
declared insane
by
persons declared
insane by
any consular
consular court; wages
keepers; rent
rent of
wages of prison
prison keepers;
of quarters
quarters for
for
prisons; ice and
prison purposes;
purposes; and
and for
for the
the
and drinking water
water for
for prison
expenses
expenses of keeping,
keeping, feeding, and transportation of prisoners
and
prisoners and
persons declared insane by
consular court
court in
the former
former
by any
any consular
in China,
China, the
Ottoman
Ottoman Empire, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Ethiopia, Morocco,
Morocco, and Muscat,
Muscat, so much
much
as may be necessary;
necessary; $1,250.
$1,250.
BRINGING HOME
PERSONS CHARGED
WITH
BRNINGING
OME PERSONS
CHARGED WITI

CRIME
CRIME

For every expenditure requisite
incident to
to the
the bringing
bringing
requisite for
for or
or incident
home from foreign
countries of
persons charged
with crime
foreign countries
of persons
charged with
crime as
as
authorized by
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
18,
by section 5275 of
of the
the Revised
title 18,
$2,000.
sec. 659),
659), $2,000.
Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 41, sec. 5)
5) shall
purchase or service rendered payable from the
not apply to any purchase
the foreforegoing appropriations
appropriations when the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount involved
involved does
does not
not
exceed $100 or when the purchase
purchase or service
service relates
relates to the packing
packing
of personal and household
household effects
Consular, and
effects of Diplomatic,
Diplomatic, Consular,
and
Foreign Service officers and clerks for foreign shipment.
No portion of the sums appropriated
appropriated in title I
shall,
I of this
this Act
Act shall,
unless expressly
expressly authorized,
authorized, be expended for
rent or
or rental
allowances
for rent
rental allowances
in the District of Columbia
Columbia or
United States.
or elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the
the United
States.
,Wherever
Wherever the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, in
in his
procures
his discretion,
discretion, procures
information on behalf
behalf of corporations,
corporations, firms, and individuals,
individuals, the
expense of cablegrams
cablegrams and telephone
telephone service involved
involved may be charged
charged
against the respective
respective appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the service
service utilized;
utilized; and
and
reimbursement therefor
reimbursement
therefor shall be required
required from those for whom the
information
information was procured
procured and, when made, be credited
credited to the appropriation under which the expenditure
priation
expenditure was charged.
This tide
title may be cited as the "
" Department
Appropriation
Department of State Appropriation
Act, 1935."
1935."
TITLE II-DEPARTMENT
"—DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
OFFICE
FTIE OF THE ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
GENERAL

Attorney
Attomey General,
General,
Solicitor General
General.
Personal serelear.
services.
Personal

Salaries: For the Attorney
General, Assistant
Attorney General,
General, Solicitor
Solicitor General,
Assistant
to the
Attorney General,
General, and
and other
other personal services in the District
to
the Attorney
of Columbia; $1,216,500.
$1,216,500.
Books, purchase,
Rooks,
purchase,. etc.
Books:
Books: For the purchase of law books, books of reference,
reference, and
periodicals,
periodicals, including the exchange
exchange thereof, for the Department of
of
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Justice, $10,130: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed $2 per volume shall crifyiis
,o
i
. UPio
United

be
paid for
for the
current and
future volumes
volumes of
the United
United States
States stahL
be paid
the current
and future
of the
statesee Code',
Code. annoCode,
Annotated.
tated.
tated.
Code, Annotated.
Contingent expenses:
stationery, furniture
Contingent
expenses: For
For stationery,
furniture and
and repairs,
repairs, floor Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
coverings not exceeding
exceeding $1,500,
$1,500, file holders and cases; miscellaneous
expenditures,
telephones, postage,
postage, labor,
expenditures, including telegraphing
telegraphing and telephones,
labor.
typewriters and adding machines and the exchange
exchange thereof and
street-car fares
newspapers, press
press
repairs thereto,
thereto, street-car
fares not
not exceeding
exceeding $300, newspapers,
clippings, and other necessaries
necessaries ordered by the Attorney General;
General;
official
including the
maintenance, and
oper- vehicles.
Vehicles.
and operofficial transportation,
transportation, including
the repair,
repair, maintenance,
ation of five motor-driven passenger
passenger cars,
cars, one
one for the
the Attorney
Attorney
General, two for general use of the Department, two for the Division of Investigation
investigative work,
delivery truck, and
Investigation for investigative
work, delivery
and
motorcycle, to be used only for official purposes,
purposes, and purchase
motorcycle,
purchase and
and
repair
of bicycles,
bicycles, $86,000:
$86,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
appropriation may
may Ret
repair of
this appropriation
oirseent
or
s
lUrsement for
be
reimbursed for
for expenditures
in connection
connection with
cars herein
herein car expenses
with cars
expenses.
expenditures in
be reimbursed
authorized for the Division of Investigation
appropriation
Investigation from the appropriation
for
expenses of said Division when approved
approved in
for the expenses
in writing
writing by
by the
Attorney General.
Printing and binding.
Printing and
binding: For
printing and
binding for
for the
Printing
and binding:
For printing
and binding
the DepartDepart- Printingandbinding.
ment
of
justice
and
the
courts
of
the
United
States,
$282,000.
ment of Justice and the courts of the United States, $282,000.
and meiscelaTraveling
Traveling and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses: For traveling
traveling and other nTrael
neous expenses.
miscellaneous and
emergency expenses,
expenses, authorized
and approved
by Tmvel
and .
o
miscellaneous
and emergency
authorized and
approved by
the Attorney General, to be expended at his discretion,
discretion, $37,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Conduct of
of customs
Assistant AttorneyConduct of
customs
special co"ndut
of customs
Attorney General,
General, special
cases: Assistant
Conduct
customs cases:
attorneys and counselors at law in the conduct
conduct of customs cases, to
be employed
employed and their compensation
fixed by the Attorney
compensation fixed
Attorney General;
General;
necessary
necessary clerical assistance and other employees at the seat of government and elsewhere,
employed and their compensation
elsewhere, to be
be employed
compensation fixed
fixed
by the Attorney General, including
including experts
experts at
such rates
rates of
of compenat such
compensation as may be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the Attorney
Attorney General;
General;
supplies,
Supreme Court
Reports and
and Digests,
Federal Reporter
supplies, Supreme
Court Reports
Digests, and
and Federal
Reporter
and
miscellaneous and
incidental
and incidental
and Digests,
Digests, traveling,
traveling, and other miscellaneous
expenses,
expended under
expenses, to be expended
under the direction
direction of
of the Attorney General;
General;
in all $99,800.
D
i
Defending
Defending suits
end ng sults
suits in
in
necessary claims
against the
the United
United States: For necessary
suits in
in claims
claims against
Defending
against United
expenses
the examination
witnesses, procuring
procuring evistat. 6 t Unlt
evi- States.
of witnesses,
examination of
in the
expenses incurred
incurred in
dence,
of experts
at such
such rates
rates of
compensation as
as may
may
dence, employment
employment of
experts at
of compensation
be
General2 and such
Attorney General,
such other
other
be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the Attorney
expenses
may be
in defending
suits in
the Court
of
Court of
necessary in
defending suits
m the
expenses as
as may
be necessary
Claims,
including Indian
Indian depredation
depredation claims,
claims to
be expended
expended under
under
to be
Claims, including
the
Attorney General, $50,000.
$50,000.
the direction
direction of the Attorney
DIVISION OF
OF INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION
DIVISION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

Division of
of InvstiInvestiDivision
gation.
gation.
Salaries
Salaries
penses.
pens.

and

ex-

r and proseDetection
mes prase
cuSonio
detection and prose- cution
of crimes: For the detection
Detection
and prosecution
prosecution of
Detection and
of crimes.
Protection
of
the
cution of
crimes against
States; for
for the
the protection
of President.
prot-on of
the
protection of
the United
United States;
of crimes
against the
cution
the
acquisition, Ped
of the
the United
United States;
States; the acquisition,
the person
person of
of the
the President of
Identification
collection, classification,
preservation of
identification and
and other
other records.
I den t ifi cation
of identification
classification, and
and preservation
collection,
records
and
their
exchange
with
the
duly
authorized
officials
of
the
records and their exchange with the duly authorized officials of the
Federal
Government, of
States, cities,
cities and
institutions; for
for Investigations.
Investigations.
other institutions;
and other
of States,
Federal Government,
investigation
of
the
official
acts,
records,
and
accounts
of
marshals,
investigation of the official acts, records, and accounts of marshals,
attorneys, clerks
clerks of
of the
States courts
courts and
courts,
and Territorial
Territorial courts,
the United
United States
attorneys,
probation
officers, and
United States
States commissioners,
comrnissioners,. for
which p
urpurfor which
and United
probation officers,
pose
dockets of said officers,
oficer, withithand dockets
pose all
all the
the official
official papers, records, and
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out exception,
exception, shall
be examined
examined by
the agents
Division of
of
out
shall be
by the
agents of
of the
the Division
Investigation at
also, when
by the
presiding
Investigation
at any
any time;
time; and
and also,
when requested
requested by
the presiding
judge,
the official
official acts,
acts, records,
and trustees
trustees
judge, the
records, and
and accounts
accounts of
of referees
referees and
of such
such courts;
courts; foch
for such
investigations regarding
regarding official
uh other
other investigations
official matmatters
under the
control of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Justice
Justice and
ters under
the control
and the
the DepartDepartment of
State as
may be
be directed
directed by
by the
the Attorney
General; hire,
hire,
ment
of State
as may
Attorney General;
maintenance, upkeep,
and operation
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengermaintenance,
upkeep, and
operation of

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

carrying vehicles
vehicles when
when necessary;
necessary; for
for copying
copying in
in the
of
carrying
the District
District of
Columbla
Columbia or elsewhere,
reports of
at folio
folio rates;
rates; firearms
firearms
elsewhere, reports
of examiners
examiners at
and
such stationery,
stationery, supplies,
supplies, and
and equipment
for use
use at
at
and ammunition,
ammunition, such
equipment for
government or elsewhere
Attorney General
General may
the seat of government
elsewhere as
as the
the Attorney
may
to exceed
$13,000 for
direct, including not
not to
exceed $13,000
for taxicab
taxicab hire
hire to
to be
be used
used
exclusively for
for the
the purposes
set forth
forth in
paragraph and
and to
to be
exclusively
purposes set
in this
this paragraph
be
expended under
the direction
direction of
expended
under the
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General;
General; traveling
traveling
expenses,
expenses, including expenses
expenses of attendance
at meetings
meetings concerned
attendance at
concerned
with the
the work
of such
authorized by
by the
Attorney
with
work of
such division
division when
when authorized
the Attorney
General;
of rewards
rewards when
by the
General; payment of
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
the
Attorney
General for
apprehension of
Attorney General
for information
information leading
leading to
to the
the apprehension
of
fugitives
including not
not to
$520,000 for
fugitives from
from justice, and including
to exceed
exceed $520,000
for
personal
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; $2,880,000.
personal services
in the
$2,880,000.
Alcoholic
Beverage
Alcoholic Beverage
Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage Unit: For salaries and expenses to enforce
enforce
Unit.
Enforcement
Enforcement of and administer
administer the twenty-first
twenty-first amendment
amendment to
the Constitution
and
to the
Constitution and
twenty-first
amend-

Supplies.

Supplies.

twent
nstitmein such
such laws
laws as
as Congress
Congress may
may enact
for the
such amendamendenact for
the enforcement
enforcement of
of such
ment to Constitution.
Vol. 47, Pd
p. 1625. , .at ment,
ment, the
1, 1913
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 27,
27, sec.
sec. 122);
122) ;
vOolh.47p
the Act
Act of
of March
March 1,
1913 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
Other
Other designated
designated
acts.

Ante, p
p. 313.
Ante,
.

the Act of March 3,
1917 (U.S.C.,
18, secs.
Supp. VI,
VI,
3, 1917
(U.S.C., title
title 18,
sees. 341,
341, 342;
342; Supp.
title 27, sec. 123),
123), as amended by section 12 of the
the "
" Liquor Taxing
Act of 1934 ", approved January
11, 1934;
August 8,
January 11,
1934; the
the Act
Act of
of August
8, 1890
1890
(U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title
sec. 121);
121) ;section
238 of
of the
the Criminal
Criminal
title 27,
27, sec.
section 238
Code (U.S.C., title 18, sec. 388);
388) ;section 239
239 of
of the
the Criminal
Code
Criminal Code
(U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 18, sec.
389) ;section
section 240
240 of
the Criminal
Code (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
sec. 389);
of the
Criminal Code
title 18, sec. 390)
390);;applicable provisions of the ""Liquor Taxing
Act
Taxing Act
of
January 11,
exi sting a
pplicabl e provisions
provisions
of 1934
1934 ",
", approved
approved January
11, 1934;
1934; existing
applicable
National Prohibition Act, as amended and
of the National
supplemented
and supplemented
27), and internal revenue
(U.S.C., title 27),
laws, pursuant
pursuant to
the Act
revenue laws,
to the
Act of
of
March 3, 1927 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5,
secs. 281-281e),
5, sees.
281-281e), and
and the
the
of May
May 27,
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 27,
Act of
27, 1930
Supp. VI,
27, secs.
sees. 144-192)
144-192); ;

the review
all pending
cases growing
out of
prior to
the
review of
of all
pending cases
growing out
of violations
violations prior
to
December 5, 1934, of the National
National Prohibition
Prohibition Act, as amended
amended and
and
supplemented,
supplemented, and/or the internal revenue
revenue laws relating
relating to
to alcoholic
alcoholic
beverages
determination of the civil liability due
beverages for the determination
due the
the GovGovand proper
litigation in
now pending
ernment and
proper expense
expense of
of litigation
in cases
cases now
pending and
and
which may hereafter
hereafter be constituted, for the purpose
recovering
purpose of recovering
Employment
et perper- such civil liabilities; for the employment of executive officers,
loyment of
such civil liabilities; for the employment of
attorsonnel.
neys, investigators, and other personnel,
personnel, in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
Securing
evidence, and elsewhere, to he
Securing
evidence,
be appointed
authorized by law; the securing
appointed as authorized
securing
etc.
et.
of evidence of violations of the Acts; the cost of chemical
chemical analysis
made by other than employees
employees of the United States and
and expenses
incident to the giving of testim
testimony
. ony.in relation thereto; costs
incurred
costs incurred
in the seizure, storage, and disposition
disposition of liquor and
property seized
seized
and property
by virtue of the laws applicable to said seizure;
seizure; costs incurred in
in
the seizure, storage,
storage.,antl disposition of any vehicle and
team or
and team
or
automobile,
automobile, boat,
bo .
at,. air or water .craft, or any other conveyance, seized
seized
pursuant
pursuant to existing laws. applicable
applicable to such seizures, where
the proprowhere the
ceeds of sale are insufficient
insufficient therefor or where there is no sale; for
for
rental of quarters;
quarters; the
purchase of
of stationery,
supplies, equipment,
equipmen
the purchase
stationery,t,supplies,
mechanical devices, newspapers, periodicals, books,
mechanical
books including
including law
law
books and books of reference,
expenditures as may be
books
reference, and such other expenditures
necessary
the District of Columbia and the several field offices;
necessary in
in the
offices; in
all $225,000.
$225,000.
all,

Review
of
eview of
pending cases.
pend'igases.

certain
certain
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ACCOUNTS
DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS

Salaries: For
and expenses of the Division of
services and
personal services
For personal
Salaries:
Accounts
in the
$112,000, to be expended
expended under
Columbia, $112,000,
of Columbia,
District of
the District
Accounts in
the
Attorney General.
direction of the Attorney
the direction
ANTITRUST AND KINDRED
ENFORCEMENT OF ANTITRUST
KINDRED LAWS
LAWS
ENFORCEMENT

Enforcement of
kindred laws: For the enforcement
enforcement
of antitrust and kindred
Enforcement
of
experts at such rates of
including experts
laws, including
kindred laws,
and kindred
antitrust and
of antitrust
or approved
compensation as
be authorized
authorized or
approved by the Attorney
as may
may be
compensation
General, including
exceed $55,080
personal services
services in the
for personal
$55,080 for
to exceed
not to
including not
General,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $289,700.
District
BUREAU
PRISONS
BUREAU OF PRISONS
.
Salaries

and expenses:
For salaries
and expenses
expenses in connection
connection
salaries and
expenses: For
Salaries and
with
the supervision
of the
maintenance and care of United States
the maintenance
supervision of
with the
prisoners, including
not to
$168,300 for personal services in
to exceed
exceed $168,300
including not
prisoners,

of Accounts.
Division of

Salaries.
ari
6
se

en.
laws, enAntitrust laws.
forcement.
forcement.
Expenses.
Expenses.

Bureau
Prisons.
of Prisons.
Bureau of
Salaries
penses.

and

ex-

the
elsewhere, traveling expenses, and
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
District of
the District
expenses of attendance
meetings concerned
concerned with the work of such
attendance at meetings
expenses
bureau
authorized by the Attorney General; $197,300.
when authorized
bureau when
VETERANS' INSURANCE
INSURANCE LITIGATION
LITIGATION
VETERANS'

Salaries
and Expenses: For salaries and expenses incident to the
Salaries and
the
of suits against the United States under section 19, of the
defense of
World
Veterans' Act, 1924, approved
amended,
approved June 7, 1924, as amended,
War Veterans'
World War
or
compromise of the same under the Independent
Independent Offices
Offices Approor the compromise
traveling and
priation
approved June 16, 1933, including traveling
Act, 1934, approved
priation Act,
office
equipment, stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services
supplies, equipment,
expenses, supplies,
office expenses,
by
or otherwise, printing and binding, the employment of
by contract or
authorized or
experts at such rates of compensation
compensation as may be authorized
experts
the
approved
General, and personal services in the
Attorney General,
approved by the Attorney
elsewhere, $800,000.
Columbia and elsewhere,
District of Columbia
JUDICIAL
UNITED
COURT
SUPREME COURT
STATES SUPREME
UNITED STATES

Veterans
Veterans' insurance
litigation.
Salaries
exand
penses.
penses.
Vol. 43, pp.
PP. 612,
812 1302;
U.S.D.,
p. 1218.
U.S.C., p.

Ante, p. 302.

Judicial.
Judicial.
United States
United
art.ae
pnited
preme Court.

Su.
Su-

Chef
Justices; ttoeSaaiesah
Salaries: For
the Chief
Chief Justice
Justice and
and eight Associate
st
azi
nriL
i
tele Jus
Associate Justices;
For the
Salaries:
reporter
of the
court; and
and all
other officers
and employees,
whose titiReporterr and other
employees, whose
officers and
all other
the court;
reporter of
compensation shall
be fixed
fixed by
by the
court, except
and employees.
employees.
officers and
provided officers
otherwise provided
as otherwise
except as
the court,
shall be
compensation
by
law, and
may be
be employed
the Chief Justice
by the
assigned by
and assigned
employed and
who may
and who
by law,
to
or work
work of
of the
the court,
court, including
an additional
additional assistant
including an
office or
any office
to any
to
the
reporter
of
the
court,
if
the
court
deems
one
necessary, to
to
one necessary,
deems
court
the
if
court,
the
of
reporter
the
to
enable
the reporter
reporter to
expedite the
publication of
of its reports; $282,000.
the publication
to expedite
enable the
binding.
abindbing.
Printing and
For printing
binding for
for the
the Supreme
Printing and
Supreme Printing
and binding
printing and
binding: For
and binding:
Printing
Court of
of the
the United
$21,000, to
to be
be expended
expended as
as required
required
States, $21,000,
United States,
Court
without allotment
allotment by
executed by such printer
printer as
quarters, and to be executed
by quarters,
without
the court
designate.sceleous
may designate.
court may
the
exMiscellaneous expenses:
expenses: For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
the Supreme
Supreme pense
of the
Miscellaneous
Court of
of the
the United
for the
the reporter
reporter
of office
office for
rent of
including rent
States, including
United States,
Court
in Washington,
Washington, to
expended as
as the
may direct,
direct,
Justice may
Chief Justice
the Chief
be expended
to be
in
$15,000.
$15,000.
JJu
Judges..
SALARIES OF JUDGES
JUDGES
$SALARIES
peMiscellane°us

Salaries
circuit judges;
jud; one
one hundred
and
hundred and
forty-one circuit
For forty-one
judges: For
of judges:
Salaries of
fifty-two district
district judges
judges (including
(including two
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
the Territory
in the
two in
fifty-two
one
in the
of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
the Territory
of Alaska,
Alaska,
Territory of
in the
four in
Rico, four
Territory of
the Territory
one in

f
oof.
al
sSalaries
ars
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Retired.
Vol. 40, p. 1157;
1117;
U.S.C.,
u.S.c., p. 908.
Customs courts.
Vol.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 972;
972; Vol.
Vol.
46, p.
737.
p. 737.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Availability.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 104.
104.
CH.

APRIL
7, 1934.
1934.
APRIL 7,

and one in the
and judges
judges retired
the Virgin Islands)
Islands);;and
retired under
under section
section 260
260
of
Judicial Code,
as amended,
and section
section 518
the Tariff
Tariff Act
of the
the Judicial
Code, as
amended, and
518 of
of the
Act
of 1930; in
That this
this appropriation
shall
in all, $2,220,000: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriation shall
be available for the
the salaries
salaries of
all United
justices and
and circuit
circuit
of all
United States
States justices
and district judges lawfully
thereto, whether
whether active
lawfully entitled
entitled thereto,
active or
or
retired.
retired.
EXPENSES OF JUDGES
EXPENSES

Expenses
judges.
Expenses of judges.

Court of Customs
Customs
Appeals.
and Patent Appeals.

Expenses
Expenses of judges: For expenses
expenses of
of circuit
circuit and
and district
district judges
judges of
of
the United States
States and the judges of the
the United
United
the district courts
courts of
of the
States in Alaska, Puerto Rico, and Hawaii,
Hawaii, as
by law,
law,
as provided
provided by
$95,000.
$95,000.
COURT
COURT OP
OF CUSTOMS
PATENT APPEALS
APPEALS
CUSTOMS AND PATENT

Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries:
associate judges and all other
Salaries: Presiding judge and four associate
other
officers and employees
$90,040.
employees of
of the
the court,
court, $90,040.
Contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent
their
For books
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, including
including their
exchange;
exchange; stationery, supplies, traveling
chemicals,
traveling expenses;
expenses; drugs,
drugs, chemicals,
cleansers, furniture; and for such other
miscellaneous expenses
as
other miscellaneous
expenses as
may be approved
approved by the presiding judge, $4,000.
$4,000.
Printing and binding.
Printing
binding: For
For printing
and binding,
binding, $5,000.
$5,000.
Printngandbinding.
Printing and
and binding:
printing and
Customs
Customs Court.
Court.

UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS COURT

Salaries.
alaries.

Salaries:
Presiding judge
Salaries: Presiding
judge and
and eight judges; and all other officers
and employees of the
the court,
court, $205,560.
$205,560.
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent expenses:
Contingent
expenses: For books and periodicals,
their
periodicals, including
including their
exchange; stationery, supplies,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; and
and for
for such
such
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
be approved
presiding
as may
may be
approved by
by the
the presiding
judge, $15,700.
$15,700.
Printingand
binding. judge,
Printing
Printing and binding.
Printing and binding: For printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $2,000.
$2,000.
Court of Claims.

COURT OF
CLAIMS
COURT
OF CLAIMS

Salaries.

Salaries: Chief justice and four judges; chief clerk at not exceeding $6,500; auditor at not
$5,000; and
all other
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000;
and all
other officers
officers
and employees
employees of
$109,940.
of the court,
court, $109,940.
Printing and binding.
Printingand
binding.
Printing
For printing
printing and binding, $25,000.
Printing and
and binding:
binding: For
Contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For stationery, court library, repairs, fuel,
eleelectric light,, electric
el ic elevator,
electric
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
evator, and
and other
other miscellaneous
$6,000.
sa
Commissioners,
Commisioner sale.
la'
Salaries and expenses of commissioners:
commissioners: For
For salaries
salaries of
of five
five comcomries and expenses.
radeenses
missioners at $7,00
missioners
$7,500 each, and for travel expenses, compensation
compensation of
of
stenographers
stenographic and
stenographers authorized
authorized by the court, and for stenographic
and
other fees and charges
charges necessary in the
taking of
of testimony
testimony and
in
the taking
and in
the
performance of
of the
the duties
duties as
authorized by
the
Act entitled
entitled
Vol.
43s
p 964; c
the performance
as authorized
by
the
Act
Vol.
43,
p.
uvJ.,p.
' 'An
An Act amending section 22 and repealing
p.9.899. .
3 of the Act
repealing section 3
Act
approved
1925 (U.S..,
(U.S.C., title
28, sees.
secs. 269,
titled
vo 46, P. 799
February 24,
79 ; approved February
24, 1925
title 28,
269, 270),
270), en
entitled
Vol.
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
appointment of
of commissioners
by the
the Court
Supp. VII, p.
p. 'An
V..O, suppPvI,
Al Act
the appointment
commissioners by
Court
221.
731.
of
Claims and
to prescribe
compensation ' and for
for
of Claims
and to
prescribe their powers and compensation',
other purposes",
purposes ", approved June 23, 1930 (U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI, title
title 28,
sec. 270),
270), $51,130.
$51,130.
see.
iepair, etc.,
etc., of
build- sec. 2
Repair,
inags
ete. of
o buildRepairs,$51130
furnishings, and so forth: For necessary repairs, furnishings.
Repairs,
ings
ings, and improvements
improvements to the Court of Claims buildings, to
be
to be
expended
expended under the supervision
supervision of the Architect of the Capitol,
$14,000.
Salaries.

Territorial
Hawaii.
Hawaii.

Salaries.

Courts,
Cours,

TERRITORIAL
TERRITORIAL COURTS
COURTS

HAWAII:
IlAwAn: For salaries of the chief justice and two associate
associate justices,
and for judges of the circuit courts, $79,650.
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PANAMA CANAL
CANAL ZONE
COURT, PANAMA
DISTRICT COURT,

Salaries,
Panama Canal
Zone: For salaries of the
Canal Zone:
Court, Panama
District Court,
Salaries, District
officials and
of the
the District Court of the United States for
employees of
and employees
officials
the Panama
Panama Canal Zone, $41,205.
the
UNITED
UNITED STATES COURT FOR CHINA

judge, district
United
States Court
Court for China: For salaries of the judge
United States
attorney,
employees of the United States Court
and other officers and employees
attorney, and
for China;
court expenses,
expenses including
including reference
reference and law books, ice
China; court
for
and drinking
water
expenses,
for
exceeding $1,080 for
not exceeding
for office purposes, not
drinking water
and
heat, and light, and
fuel,
allowances
for
living
including
quarters,
allowances for living
not
to exceed
$1,700 for
for any
one person, as provided by the Act
any one
exceed $1,700
not to
approved
26, 1930
118a);
1930 (U.S.C. Supp. VI, title 5, sec. 118a);
June 26,
approved June
under
traveling
of officers
employees of the court, and under
and employees
officers and
expenses of
traveling expenses
such
regulations as
Attorney General may prescribe of their
the Attorney
as the
such regulations
families and
and effects,
effects, in
in going to
returning from their posts;
to and returning
families
officers and employees
preparation
and transportation
transportation of remains of officers
preparation and
of
who
discharge of
die abroad or in transit while in the discharge
who may die
their
their former homes in the United States,
to their
duties, to
official duties,
their official
or
to a
place not
not more distant for interment
interment and for the ordia place
or to
nary
of such
such interment;
expense of maintaining
maintaining in
the expense
interment; the
expenses of
nary expenses
insane
declared
persons
China
American
declared
by the court.
and
convicts
China, American
rent
of quarters
quarters for prisoners, ice and drinking water for prison
rent of
purposes
including wages of prison keepers, and the expense of
purposes, including
keeping,
declared
transporting prisoners and persons declared
and transporting
keeping, feeding, and
insane
by
$42,440.
court,
the
by
insane

District Court, Panama Canal Zone.
Salaries.
Salaries.

United States Court
United
for China.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Allowances.
Vol. 46, p. 818.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p. 220.
P.
0.

Bringing home reBringing
mains of officers dying
abroad.

Maintenance of concon.
Maintenance
declared
victs; persons declared
insane.

United
it ed
AND OTHER EXPENSES OF UNITED C
MARSHALS, DISTRICT
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS,
ATTORNEYS, CLERKS, AND
MARSHALS,
Courts.
STATES COURTS
COURTS

so forth: For salaries, fees,
Salaries and
and expenses
of marshals,
marshals, and
and so
expenses of
Salaries

Mahals.
Salaries

States
t a tes

and
and

ex
ex-

penses.
and expenses
of United
United States
States marshals and their deputies, including pensesexpenses of
and
Services in Alaska.

or otherwise, services
services rendered
rendered in
behalf of
the United
States or
United States
of the
in behalf
services

Services in Alaska.

in
Alaska in
in collecting
collecting evidence
evidence for the United States when so
in Alaska
and
specially
directed
by
the
Attorney
General, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, and
Attorney General,
the
by
specially directed
maintenance,
motor-propelled
and operation of motor-propelled
repair, and
alteration, repair,
maintenance, alteration,
passenger-carrying vehicles
connection with the transaction
vehicles used in connection
passenger-carrying
of the
business of
States marshals,
marshals, $2,971,730.
$2,971,730.
United States
the United
of the
official business
the official
of
District attorneys.
District atndney
Salaries
of district
district attorneys,
and
exand so forth: For Salaries
attorneys, and
expenses of
and expenses
Salaries and
penses.
salaries, traveling,
and other
United States district penss.
expenses of United
other expenses
traveling, and
salaries,
attorneys
regular assistants,
assistants, clerks,
and other
employees.
other employees,
clerks, and
their regular
and their
attorneys and
including
expenses of
district attorneys in
States district
United States
of United
office expenses
the office
including the
Alaska,
and for
for salaries
of regularly
regularly appointed
appointed clerks to United
salaries of
Alaska, and
the
States district
attorneys for
services rendered
vacancy in the
rendered during vacancy
for services
district attorneys
States
attorney
office of
of the
States district
$2,344,580.
attorney, $2,344,580.
district attorney,
United States
the United
office
Special attorneys.
exand
alaries
For Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses
of special
so forth:
forth: For
and so
attorneys, and
special attorneys,
expenses of
Salaries
penses.
compensation
and
traveling
expenses
of
special
attorneys
peses
and
attorneys
special
of
compensation and traveling expenses
Assistants.
assistants
Attorney General
district
General and to United States district
the Attorney
to the
assistants to
attorneys
employed by
by the
Attorney General
aid in
coul.
cases, Foign
Foreign counsel.
special cases,
in special
to aid
General to
the Attorney
attorneys employed
and
for payment
payment of
of foreign
foreign counsel
Attorney
by the Attorney
employed by
counsel employed
and for
General
cases, $600,000,
$600,
000 ,of which $50,000
$50,000 shall be imme- Proeisos.
General in special cases,
limiPn.
DpE
diately
available: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the amount
amount paid
compensation Compensation
as compensation
paid as
limidiately available:
tation.
out
of
the
funds
herein
appropriated
to
any
person
employed
tatlon.
employed
person
any
to
Reports to Congress.
out of the funds herein appropriated
hereunder
shall not
exceed $10,000:
Provided further,
further, That
That reports
reports Rerts to Cons.
$10,000: Provided
not exceed
hereunder shall
be
submitted to
on the
1st day of July and January
the 1st
Congress on
the Congress
to the
be submitted
showing
the names
of the
the persons
persons employed
hereunder, the
the annual
annual
employed hereunder,
names of
showing the
rate of
compensation or
or amount
any fee
paid to
together
to each together
fee paid
of any
amount of
of compensation
rate
with a
their duties.
of their
a description
description of
with
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Salaries and expenses, clerks of
of courts:
courts: For
salaries of
of clerks
clerks of
For salaries
of
United
United States circuit courts of
of appeals
United States
States district
district
appeals and
and United
courts, their deputies, and other assistants,
assistants, travel
pursuant
travel expenses
expenses pursuant
Vol.
44, p. 688.
Vol. 44
p Supp.
88 VII,
VI to the Subsistence Expense Act
Act of
of 1926,
1926, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp•
Supp.
p.
p.53.
53.
VI, title 5, sees.
821-833), and other expenses
secs. 821-833),
expenses of
conducting their
their
of conducting
respective offices,
respective
offices, $1,797,000.
$1,797,000.
Fees
commission.
ees for commissionFees
Fees of commissioners: For fees of the United States
States commiscommisare.
see. 1014, p. 189. sioners and other committing magistrates,
R.S., sec.
magistrates, acting
acting under
under section
section 1014,
1014,
p. 606.
506.
I.S.C., p.
Revised
(U.S.C., title 18, sec. 591),
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
591), $400,000.
Conciliation
nmi tion" ComCom- Conciliation
Conciliation Commissioners,
Commissioners, United
States Courts:
Courts: For
For fees
fees of
missioners.
United States
of
Fees; per diem
diem al- conciliation
conciliation commissioners, and per diem allowance and
traveling
and
traveling
lowance,
etc.
lwance, etc.
expenses
of
supervising
conciliation
expenses of supervising
commissioners, as authorized
authorized
1 30, p. 544; Vol.
Vol.
Vo
30, p. 544; Vol by the Act entitled "An Act to amend
amend an
an Act
Act to
to
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
47, p. 1467.
S.c.. p. 243;
243; Supp.
Spp. establish a
uniform
system
a
uniform
of
bankruptcy
throughout
the
United
throughout
the
United
VII, p. 135.
States',
States', approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof and
and
supplementary thereto
supplementary
thereto ",
March 3,
1933, the
unexpended
", approved
approved March
3,
1933,
the
unexpended
e p.
p 08.
"A", 98.
balance
balance of
of the
the amount made available
available for this purpose in
in the
the Third
Third
Deficiency
Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1933,
is continued
available until
June
1933, is
continued available
until June
30,
1935.
30, 1935.
Jurors and
Jurors
nd witnesses.
witnesses
Fees of
per diems of
Fees
of jurors and witnesses: For mileage
mileage and per
of jurors;
jurors;
Fees, mileage, and
per
diem.
per diem.
for
mileage
and per diems of witnesses and
and for
per diems
for per
diems in
in lieu
lieu of
of
R.S., sec. 850, p. 160.
r.s.O.S,
p. 927.
76.
subsistence; and for payment of the
U.S.C.,
as
the expenses
expenses of
of witnesses,
witnesses, as
provided by section 850, Revised Statutes
provided
Statutes (U.S.C.,
28, sec.
sec. 604),
(U.S.C., title
title 28,
604),
including the expenses, mileage, and per
per diems
of witnesses
witnesses on
on behalf
diems of
behalf
of the Government
Government before the
States Customs
Court, such
the United
United States
Customs Court,
such
payments to
on the
of the
the attorney
the
to be
be made
made on
the certification
certification of
attorney for
for the
11.5., sec. 846, p. 159.
R.S.,see.p. 924.
46, p. 159. United
United States
to be
be conclusive
conclusive as
as provided
section
846,
States and
and to
U.S.C.,
provided by
by section 846,
Provisos.
Prozssos.
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C., title 28, sec.
577), $2,230,000:
Provided,
sec. 577),
$2,230,000: Provided,
Pay, etc., on approa
of Attorney
proval
Attorney That not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of this amount shall be
available for
for such
be
available
such
General.
eneral,
compensation and
and expenses
of witnesses or informants as may be
compensation
expenses of
authorized or approved
authorized
approved by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, which
which approval
approval
Attendance fee.
fee.
shall
be conclusive:
conclusive: Provided
further, That no part of the sum
shall be
Provided further,
sum herein
herein
appropriated
appropriated shall be
be used
to pay
more than
than one
one
used to
pay any
any witness
witness more
attendance
attendance fee for any one
one calendar
calendar day.
day.
Rent.
Rent.
Rent:
Rent: For
For rent
rent of rooms for the United
United States courts and
judicial
and judicial
Clerks of courts.
Slerks
Salaries
and
penses.
penses.

ofcourts.

ex-

P.

officers, $55,000.
officers,
$55,000.

Salries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

exex-

Jury expenses.
Jury
expenses.

Salaries and expenses
expenses of
of bailiffs,
bailiffs, and
and so
so forth:
forth: For
For bailiffs,
bailiffs, not

not
exceeding
court except in the southern
exceeding three bailiffs in each court,.
district
southern district
of
New York and
northern district
of New York
and the
the northern
district of Illinois; meals and lodg-

ing for jurors in United
States cases,
cases, and
bailiffs in
attendance
United States
and of
of bailiffs
in attendance
upon the same
ordered by
b
c
ir the
and meals
same when
when ordered
the court
court,z and
meals and
and lodging
lodging
Vu..
p 864,8921,
, 921, for
or jurors in Alaska
as provided
U.S.C.: pp.
pp.
Alaska,_as
'
provi ed by section
title
II, of
of the
section 193,
193,
title
II,
the
9'26.
926.
Act
6, 1900
(U.S.C, title 28, secs.
sees. 9, 557-570,
557-570, 595, 596),
Act of
of June
June 6,
1900 (U.S.C.,
596), and
Jury commissioners,
comrmiioners. compensation for jury commissioners, $5 per day, not exceeding
jury
Provisos,
compensation for jury commissioners, $5 per day, not exceeding
ervio restriction.
three days for any one term
Service
restriction.
of court,
court, $235,000:
Provided, That
no
term of
$235,000: Provded,
That no
per diem
diem shall be paid to any bailiff unless the court
per
court is
is actually
actually in
in
iit
session
session and the judge present and
presiding
or
present
in chambers:
and
presiding
or
present
in
chambers:
Limitation
of
P rovu
penditure.
penditure.
ided further,
further, Tlat
Provided
That none of this appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used
for
the pay
pay of
for the
of bailiffs
bailiffs when deputy marshals or marshals are
are availavailable
able for
for the duties ordinarily executed
executed by bailiffs,
bailiffs, the
the fact
fact of
of
unavailability
unavailability to be determined by
by the
certificate
of the
marshal.
the
certificate
of
the
marshal.
Miscellaneous
Micelneo
exxMiscellaneous
such miscellaneous
penses.
Miscellaneous expenses:
expenses: For
For such
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may
may
be
authorized
or
approved
by
the
Attorney General,
be authorized or approved
General, for the United
States
States courts
courts and
and their
their officers,
officers, including experts at such rates of
of
compensation
as may
compensation as
may be
be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the Attorney
Attorney
General,
necessary in
General, including
including also so much as may be necessary
discretion
in the
the discretion
Alaska.
rAlska.
of
the Attorney
General for such expenses
District of
of the Attorney General for such
expenses in
in the
the District
of Alaska
Alaska
l.
,p
Vol. 31 p. 639.

Alaska.

ol.

ex-
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expenses.
Travel expenses.
and in
courts other than
including traveling
traveling Travel
than Federal
Federal courts, and including
and
in courts
88
44
.
p.6688.
expenses pursuant to the Subsistence
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as Vol.
.. t4, p. upp.
VII,
p. 53.'
53.
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5, ch. 16),
16), $827,460:
$827,460: Provided,
Provided, p.
Stenographer or law
salary
o
clertgapi
That the maximum salary paid to any stenographer
stenographer or law clerk to clerk,
maximum salary.
any circuit judge shall not exceed
exceed $2,400 per annum.
Supple.Supplies: For
supplies, including
exchange of typewriting and Supplies.
including the exchange
For supplies,
Supplies:
judicial officers,
adding machines, for the United States courts and judicial
firearms and ammunition
ammunition therefor, to be expended
expended under
including firearms
direction of the Attorney General, $80,000.
books for
judifor judiLaw books
Law books:
books: For
purchase of law books, including the exchange cialLaw
the purchase
For the
Law
°lacers.
oce
attorneys, and other
thereof, for United States judges, district attorneys,
judicial
United States
officers, including the libraries of the ten United
judicial officers,
Reporter.
eeral Reporter.
circuit courts
courts of appeals,
appeals, for the purchase of the Federal Reporter Federal
circuit
and continuations
expended under the direccontinuations thereto as issued, to be expended
to
Pst.
tion
Attorney General,
General, $75,000: Provided,
Provided, That such books Provisos,
the Attorney
tion of the
Transmittal to sucshall
in all cases be transmitted to their successors in office; all cessors.
shall in
" The property
books purchased
purchased thereunder
property of
thereunder to be marked plainly, "
Price limit, United
United
rce limit,
the
further, That not to exceed $2 per States
Provided further,
States ": Provided
the United States":
Code,
annono
e
volume shall
paid for the current and future volumes of the tated.
be paid
shall be
volume
United States Code, Annotated.
Annotated.
PENAL
PENAL

AND
AND

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
INST'TUtTIONS
COBBECTIONAL

Penal
and
correcandstitutio
Penal
tional institutions.
Services,
supplies,
supplies,
s pp e
Services,
etc.

compensated upon etc.e
including personal services compensated
For all services, including
equipment in connection with or
fee basis, supplies, materials, and equipment
incident
inmates and maintenance
maintenance and
and care of inmates
subsistence and
the subsistence
incident to the
including
upkeep
correctional institutions, including
Federal penal and correctional
upkeep of Federal
provided for in
specifically provided
farm and other operations not otherwise specifically
gratuities for inmates at
the discretion of the Attorney General; gratuities
provided such
such gratuities shall be furnished to inmates senrelease, provided
imprisonment of not less than six months, and
terms of imprisonment
tenced for terms
transportation to
to the place of conviction or bona fide residence at
transportation
United
the time of conviction or to such other place within the United
States
authorized by the Attorney General; expenses of
be authorized
as may
may be
States as
interment
transporting remains
remains of deceased
deceased inmates to their
or transporting
interment or
homes
passengermaintenance and repair of passengerthe United States; maintenance
homes in the
carrying vehicles; traveling
.
expenses
expenses of institution officials and
carrying
employees
including expenses
expenses of
on official duty, including
traveling on
when traveling
employees when
attendance at
at meetings
the work of the several insticoncerned with the
meetings concerned
attendance
tutions when
authorized by
the Attorney
General, and including
Attorney .General,
by the
when authorized
tutions
expenses incurred
in pursuing
pursuing and
inmates;
escaped inmates;
identifying escaped
and identifying
incurred in
expenses
traveling
expenses of
advisory boards authorized
authorized by law
of advisory
members of
of members
traveling expenses
incurred in
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of their official
rewards for the
duties; rewards
official duties;
incurred
capture of
of escaped
escaped inmates;
newspapers, books,
books, and periodicals;
periodicals; fireinmates; newspapers,
capture
arms and
and ammunition;
ammunition; tobacco
inmates; and the purchase and
for inmates;
tobacco for
arms
the
exchange of
of farm
farm products
products and livestock, when authorized
authorized by the
exchange
Attorney General:
General: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
of the
the appropriations
Pronemssar
appropriations Proviso.
any part
That any
Attorney
Prison
commissaries.
under
personnel
used for payment of salaries of personnel
heading used
this heading
under this
employed in
reimbursed
commissaries shall be reimbursed
of prison
prison commissaries
operation of
the operation
in the
employed
from
commissary earnings,
earnings, and such reimbursement
reimbursement shall be in
from commissary
addition to
to the
the amounts
appropriated herein.
amounts appropriated
addition
Prison industries

Prison
capital fund:
industries
Prion capital
working working
industries working
Prison industries
fund: Prison
working capital
industries working
fund.
Prison industries
Reappropriation.
capital fund,
1934 and
and made
made avail- Reappropriation.
reappropriated and
is reappropriated
years, is
prior years,
and prior
fund, 1934
capital
Vol. 47, p. 1385.
47,p. 185.
able
of obligations
obligations Vo.
payment of
including payment
1935, including
year 1935,
the fiscal year
for the
able for
Receipts credited to
fund.
incurred in
and the
the said
working capital
fund and
and all
all revolving
revRovingftd.
capital fund
said working
years; and
prior years;
in prior
incurred
receipts
credited thereto
may be used as aa revolving fund for the
thereto may
receipts credited
rok 46, p. 391.
fiscal
1935, for
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Zi
46 p.L
app. v,
VII,
Vo. .C.,
entitled "An
purposes authorized
the purposes
for the
year 1935,
fiscal year
p.
Sit
Act
to
provide
for
the
diversification
of
employment
of
Federal
's.
p.
Act to provide for the diversification of employment of Federal
prisoners
for their
training and
trades and
and occupations,
occupations,
in trades
schooling in
and schooling
their training
prisoners for
and
purposes ",
approved May
May 27,
27, 1930
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Stipp.
Supp. VI,
", approved
other purposes
for other
and for
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p ro

e
Proviso. manu
Use for manufacture
metal
for
furniture,
manufacture
eta.,
of Use
metalfurniture,
etc.,
forbidden.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
104.
CH. 104.

APRIL 7,
APRIL
7, 1934.
1934.

title 18,
18 secs. 744d,I 744e, 744f):
744f) :Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
approThat no
of this
this approp
priation
shall be
procurement and/or
priation shall
be used
used for
for the
the procurement
and/or installation
installation in
in any
any
Federal correctional
Federal
correctional or
or penal
penal institution
of machinery
institution of
machinery for
for the
the manumanufacture of
of metal
metal furniture
furniture and/or
office equipment.
facture
and/or metal
metal office
equipment.
AND HOSPITAL
SERVICE
MEDICAL AND
HOSPITAL SERVICE

and

Medical and hospital

Medical
service.
service.

Pr o
ree.
deinquntsa.,

t
Proviso,
Hospital for defective
e
e
delinquents

Medical and
service: For
medical relief
relief for,
and incident
incident
for, and
For medical
and hospital
hospital service:
Medical
to the care and maintenance
maintenance of,
penal and
and correctional
of, inmates of
of penal
correctional
institutions,
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
institutions, including
including personal
services in
District of
and
surgical, and
hospital supplies,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, medical,
medical, surgical,
and hospital
supplies, materials,
materials,
equipment,
equipment, and
appliances, together
together with
appliances necessary
for
and appliances,
with appliances
necessary for
patients, $418,478,
$418,478, which
which amount,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
Attorney
patients,
amount, in
of the
the Attorney
General, may
may be
be transferred
the Public
Health Service
direct
General,
transferred to
to the
Public Health
Service for
for direct
expenditure under
under the
the laws,
laws, appropriations,
appropriations, and
and regulations
regulations governexpenditure
governing
Provided, That
— the Public Health Service: Provided,
appropriation
That of
of this
this appropriation
not to
to exceed
exceed $105,000
$105,000 may
be expended
not
may be
expended for
for the
the hospital
hospital for
for defective
defective

delinquents.
delinquents.

United
States penitentiary,
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
UIll
ted States
Leavenworth, Kansas:
For the
United
Kansas: For
the United
States penitentiary
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
Kansas, including
including not
not to
to exceed
States
Leavenworth, Kansas,
exceed
$547,740 for salaries
$547,740
salaries and wages
wages of
of all
officers and
and employees,
employees, and
and
all officers
not to exceed $940
motor-propelled passenger-carrypassenger-carry$940 for purchase
purchase of
of motor-propelled
ing vehicles,
vehicles, $1,146,000.
ing
$1,146,000.
Atlanta, Ga.
Atlata,a
United States
States penitentiary, Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia:
Georgia: For
United
For the
the United
States penitentiary
penitentiary at Atlanta, Georgia,
not to
to exceed
exceed
Georgia, including
including not
$310,980 for salaries and wages
of all
all officers
officers and
and employees,
employees, and
and not
wages of
not
to
exceed $940
$940 for
for purchase
purchase of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
to exceed
vehicles, $626,000.
McNeil Island,
n d vehicles, $626,000.
wxa
, United States penitentiary, McNeil Island,
V, ash. eil Isla
Washington: For
For the
the
Island, Washington:
United States penitentiary
penitentiary at McNeil Island,
Island, Washington,
Washington, including
including
not to exceed $173,190 for salaries and
all officers
officers and
and wages
wages of
of all
and
em
employees,
Construction and re- employees, $338,000.
$338,000.
pontruetion and repair.
onstruction and
and repair:
For construction
construction and
and repair
repai
r of
ofbuildings,
buildings,
Construction
repair: For
including the
the purchase
purchase and
installation of
of machinery
machinery and
and equipment,
including
and installation
equipment,
and all expenses
expenses incident
thereto, and
and for
far completion
completion of
of water
water sysincident thereto,
system, to be
be expended
expended so
as to
to give
give the
the maximum
maximum amount
amount of
employso as
of employment to
to inmates
of the
institution, $60,800.
$60,800.
ment
inmates of
the institution,
ortheastrn PnUnited
Northeastern
peniUnited States
States Northeastern Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
For the
United States
States
the United
tentiary.
penitentiary in the Northeast, including
penitentiary
not to
exceed $271,830
$271,830 for
for
including not
to exceed
salaries and wages of all officers and employees,
employees, and
to exceed
exceed
and not
not to
$940 for purchase
of motor-propelled
purchase of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles,
$491,000.
$491,000.
sl n d
Alcatraz IIsland,
United
Alcatraz Island,
Island, Califo
rn i
a: For th e
Alcatraz
a ,
United States
States Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, Alcatraz
Calif.
California:
For the
United States penitentiary at Alcatraz
United
Island, California,
including
Alcatraz Island,
California, including
not to exceed $103,450
all officers and
$103,450 for salaries and wages of all
and
employees and
and not
not to
exceed $750
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of a
a motoremployees
to exceed
$750 for
motorneveade
Pelnled balance propelled
propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, $231,475,
$231,475, together
together with
not to
to
with not
available.
Vol. 47,
p. ..
exceed
$1,000 of the unexpended
Vol.
47, P.
exceed $15,000
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation
Federal
Industrial "" United
Northeastern Penitentiary
Penitentiary ",
fiscal year
1934.
United States
States Northeastern
", fiscal
year 1934.
Federal industrial
nstitution for Women,
Federal Industrial
Industrial Institution
Institution for Women,
Institution
Federal
Women, Alderson
Alderson, West
West VirVirAldeeron, w.va
ginia: For
the Federal
Federal Industrial
Alderson, W.Va.
ginia:
For the
Industrial Institution
Institution for Women
Women at Alderson, West Virginia,
Virginia, including not to exceed
$111,420 for
for salaries
and
exceed $111,420
salaries and
wages
employees, $226,000.
wages of
of all
all officers
officers and
and employees,
$226,000.
toryndstiliothefem
United
Reformatory, Chillicothe,
tory,
Industrial
Chillicot he, Ohio.
the
United States
States Industrial
Industrial Reformatory,
Chillicothe, Ohio: For the
United
United States
States Industrial Reformatory
Reformatory at Chillicothe, Ohio, including
including
not to exceed $247,850 for salaries and wages of all officers and
and
employees and not to exceed $1,690
$1,690 for the purchase
purchase of
motor
of motorpassenger-carrying vehicles,
propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, $453,000.
$453,000.
ederal
ries.
Federal

penitentiaLeavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.

,

ti

ex

balan
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United States
southetern
Reformatory: For the United States Southwestern
Southwestern Reformatory:
States Southwestern
United
Southwestern Reformatory,
Reformatory, including
including not to exceed $131,260
$131,260 for omator
Southwestern
salaries
officers and
employees, and not to exceed
exceed
and employees,
of all officers
and wages
wages of
salaries and
$940 for purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$191,500.
fo

Re-

rinaorY.

United
Hospital for
Defective Delinquents:
Delinquents: For
the United
Hospital for defective
dHopitalfordefective
United delinquents.
For the
for Defective
States Hospital
United States

States Hospital
Hospital for
for Defective
exceed
Delinquents, including not to exceed
Defective Delinquents,
States
$108,110 for
officers and employees, and not
wages of all officers
and wages
for salaries and
$108,110
to exceed
exceed $940
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
purchase of motor-propelled
for purchase
$940 for
to
vehicles, $254,000.

Federal Jails.
ails.
Federal
For maintenance
Federal jails, Federal
operation of Federal
and operation
maintenance and
jails: For
Federal jails:
including
salaries and wages of all officers
officers
not to exceed $260,620 for salaries
including not
and employees, $435,000.
camps.
Prison
Prison camps:
camps: For the
the construction
construction and repair
repair of
of buildings at Prison
cstructio,
etc.
Construction,
prison
camps,
the
purchase
and
installation
of
machinery
equipand
machinery
prison camps, the purchase and installation
incident thereto, and for the maintenecessary expenses incident
ment, and all necessary
nance
of United
States prisoners
prisoners at prison
prison camps,
camps, including the
United States
nance of
motor-propelled
alteration, repair, and operation of aa motor-propelled
maintenance, alteration,
passenger-carrying bus, to be expended
expended so as to give the maximum
passenger-carrying
Proviso.
amount of
reim- Reimbursements
aubursements an$231,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That reimto prisoners,
prisoners, $231,500:
amount
of employment
employment to
thorized.
or other
bursements from
other thorized.
made to the War or
appropriation made
this appropriation
from this
bursements
subsistence shall be at the net contract
departments for supplies or subsistence
contract
departments
notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act.
invoice price notwithstanding
or invoice
Federal Correctional
Federal
For the
the Federal
uCstiovOa
Federal cFdel
Virginia: For
Eustis, Virginia:
Camp, Eustis,
Correctional Camp,
Federal Correctional
Camp, Eustis,
Va.
Correctional
Camp at
including not to exceed
Virginia, including
at Eustis,
Eustis, Virginia,
Correctional Camp
$103,705 for
for salaries
salaries and
officers and employees, $175,000.
wages of all officers
and wages
$103,705
Federal Reformatory
Federal
Reformatory Camp,
Camp, Petersburg,
Petersburg, Virginia:
Virginia: For
For the
the Federal
Reformatory
Federal cFederl
Federal Reformatory
Camp, Petersburg,
Va.
p Perbg,
to
exceed
Reformatory
Camp
at
Petersburg,
Virginia,
including
not
including
Virginia,
Petersburg,
Reformatory Camp at
$92,530
officers and employees, $158,000. National Training
$92,530 for salaries and wages of all officers
National Training
Training School
for Boys,
cholfor
District of School
for Boys, D.C.
D.C.
Washington, District
Boys, Washington,
School for
National
Columbia: For
the National
School for Boys, Washington,
Training School
National Training
For the
Columbia:
to
District of Columbia,
Columbia, including expenses of aa suitable
suitable attendant to
accompany the remains of deceased
deceased inmates
inmates to their homes for burial;
burial;
accompany
and
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $90,000
$90,000 for
salaries and wages of all
for salaries
and including
officers
employees, $185,000.
$185,000.
officers and employees,
Probation
system.
sytm
Probation
States courts:
salaries and expenses United
unPdbatsw
courts: For salaries
United States
system, United
Probation system,
States courts.
I Vol
Vol.
43,
p.
1259;
43, p. 1' ; Vol
of
officers, as authorized
authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to 46,Vol.
of probation
probation officers,
p. fa.
p.
516:
Stipp.
amend
the
Act
of
March
4,
1925,
chapter
521,
and
for
other
purp.st: supp.
4u.so.
amend the Act of March 4, 1925, chapter 521, and for other pur- VII,
p. 356.
p.
a3
726), VIIProvisos.
poses
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 18, sec.
sec. 726),
June 6, 1930 (U.S.C.,
", approved
approved June
poses ",
$454,160: Provided,
$98,000 of
appropriation Travel
PTrvepense.
of this appropriation
not to
to exceed $98,000
expenses.
Provided,That not
$454,160:
may
expended for
Provided further,
no Salary
restriction.
Snlary restriction.
That no
further, That
expenses: Provided
traveling expenses:
for traveling
be expended
may be
part
of the
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made
shall be
used to
to pay
any
pay any
be used
made shall
part of
probation
officer a
$2,600 per annum:
annum: Provided
Provided Conditions imposed.
of $2,600
excess of
a salary
salary in excess
probation officer
further,
of any
appropriation in this Act
Act shall be used Conditions im'"ped
any appropriation
no part
part of
That no
further, That
to
defray the salary or expenses
probation officer who does not
not
expenses of any probation
to defray
comply with
regulations, and probation
probation standards
orders, regulations,
the official
official orders,
with the
comply
promulgated by the Attorney General.
promulgated
prisoners.
Support of
United States prisoners, in Support
of prisons.
support of
of United
support of
For support
prisoners: For
of prisoners:
Support
non-Federal
institutions
the
Territory
including
including
Alaska,
of
Territory
in
and
institutions
non-Federal
necessary clothing
clothing and
medical aid
aid, discharge
gratuities provided
provided by
discharge gratuities
and medical
necessary
law
to place
conviction or place of bona fide
fide
of conviction
place of
and transportation
transportation to
law and
residence in
the United States, or such other
United
other place within the United
in the
residence
States
authorized by
by the
General; and including
including
Attorney General;
the Attorney
be authorized
may be
as may
States as
rent, repair,
repair, alteration,
of buildings
and the
the maintemaintebuildings and
maintenance of
and maintenance
alteration, and
rent,
1.6
4 'P.
Sapp.
326.
VII,
nance
of prisoners
therein, occupied
under authority
4 V13
vL.
T.s.csApp.
sections 4
authority of sections
occupied under
prisoners therein,
nance of
p. 354.
and 5
of the
Supp. VI,
title 18,
sec. p354
18, sec.
VI, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
14, 1930
1930 (U.S.C.,
May 14,
of May
the Act
Act of
5 of
and
696) ;support
prisoners becoming
during imprisonment,
imprisonment,
insane during
becoming insane
of prisoners
support of
696);
and
continue insane
insane after
expiration of sentence,
who have no
sentence, who
after expiration
and who
who continue
friends
to whom
shipping remains of deceased
deceased
be sent; shipping
whom they can be
friends to
86837*-34---36
86837'-34---39
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prisoners
friends or
or relatives
relatives in
in the
the United
United States,
and
prisoners to
to their
their friends
States, and
interment
of deceased
are unclaimed;
interment of
deceased prisoners
prisoners whose
whose remains
remains are
unclaimedexpenses
incurred in
pursuing, and
and returning
returning escaped
escaped
expenses incurred
in identifying,
identifying, pursuing,
prisoners and
for rewards
for repairs,
betterprisoners
and for
rewards for
for their
their recapture;
recapture; and
and for
repairs, betterments and
and improvements
United States
States jails,
jails, including
ments,
improvements of
of United
including sidewalks,
sidewalks,
$1,400
,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That aareport
on the
the
Proviso.
to Congress
Congress on
be submitted
submitted to
report be
$1,400,000:
praono.
Report
to CongressCongress.
Report to
1st day of the next regular session showing the names of
persons
of the
the persons
employed
hereunder, the
the annual
annual rate
rate of
of compensation
paid to
to each
each
employed hereunder,
compensation paid
together
description of
their duties.
duties.
together with
with a
a description
of their
This title
cited as
Department of
of Justice
Justice AppropriaAppropriaShort title.
title.
This
title may
may be
be cited
as the
the ""Department
short
tion
Act, 1935."
1935.
tion Act,
Department
ComDepartment of
ofommerce.
h e Se
re
Office of
of tt
the
SecreOffice

tary.

Salaries.
Salaries.

III-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
TITLE III—DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
SECRETARY
.E WE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: Secretary of Commerce, two Assistant Secretaries,
and
Secretaries, and

other
services in the District of Columbia,
including the
the
other personal services
Columbia, including
chief
clerk and
and superintendent,
superintendent, who
be chief
chief executive
executive officer
chief clerk
who shall
shall be
officer
of
and who
be designated
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Department
Department and
who may
may be
designated by
by the
of
Commerce to
sign official
official papers
papers and
and documents
the temof Commerce
to sign
documents during
during the
temporary absence
Secretary and
and the
Secretaries, of
of
porary
absence of
of the
the Secretary
the Assistant
Assistant Secretaries,
the
Department, $326,000.
$326,000.
the Department,
Contingent and
misContingent expenses:
For contingent
expenses
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses: For
contingent and
andmContingent
eeonligent
eellaneons
expenses.
of the
the Offices
and bureaus
bureaus of
of the
of
Offices and
the )Department,
Department, except
except the
the Patent
Patent
Office, including those
those for
appropriations for
and
for which appropriations
for contingent
contingent and
miscellaneous
are specifically
specifically made,
made, including
miscellaneous expenses
expenses are
including professional
professional
and
law books,
books, books
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
blank
and scientific
scientific books,
books, law
books of
periodicals, blank
books,
maps, newspapers
(not exceeding
$2,800) ;purpurbooks, pamphlets,
pamphlets, maps,
newspapers (not
exceeding $2,800);
chase
and repairs
same;
chase of atlases
atlases or
or maps;
maps; stationery; furniture
furniture and
repairs to
to same;
matting, oilcloth, file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap,
carpets, matting.,
sponges; fuel, lighting, and
heating; purchase
and exchange
exchange a
sponges;
and heating;
purchase and
of
motor
and operation
motor trucks and bicycles;
bicycles; maintenance, repair, and,
operation of
of
three
three motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles (one
Sec(one for
for the
the Secretary
retary of Commerce and two for the general
general use of the Department),
Department),
and motor trucks and bicycles, to be
be used only for official purposes;
purposes;
freight
freight and express
express charges; postage to foreign countries;
countries; teleadding machines,
machines, and
and
graph and telephone
telephone service;
service; typewriters,
typewriters, adding
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
including their
their repair
and exchange;
other
repair and
exchange;
first-aid outfits for use in the buildings occupied
occupied by employees
Department; street-car
street-car fares,
and all
all
of this Department;
fares, not
not exceeding
exceeding $600;
$600; and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and necessary
necessary expenses not included in
in
the foregoing, $121,000,
appropriation
$121,000, which sum shall constitute the appropriation
for contingent expenses of the Department, except the Patent Office,
and shall also be available for the purchase of necessary supplies
and equipment
equipment for field services of bureaus and offices of the Departinent
appropriations are
ment for which contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous appropriations
specifically made in order to facilitate the purchase through the
central purchasing
Sales), as
purchasing office (Division of Purchases and Sales),
provided by law.
Printingand
binding.
Printing
and binding
Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Departincluding all of its bureaus,
bureaus ,o
ffices ,institutions,
i
nsti
tuti
ons,
offices,
ment of Commerce,
.i
and services in
n the District of Columbia and elsewhere, except the
Patent Office, $350,410: .Provided,
Provided, That an amount not to exceed
exceed
$2,000
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be expended
exp
en d
ed for
for salaries
salar i
es of
of persons
persons
$2,000 of
detailed from the Government Printing
Printing Office
Offi ce for
for service
servi
ce as
copy
as copy
editors,
editors.
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STABILIZATION BOARD
FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT STABILIZATION
BOARD

Salaries
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
to
Employment Stabilization
Stabilization Act of
carry out the provisions of the Employment
1931, approved February 10, 1931 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 29, secs.
48-48g),
personal services
48-48g), including personal
services in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, purchases
purchases of equipment,
equipment, furniture, stationery
stationery and office supplies, printing and binding, repairs
to equipment, law books, books of reference, and other necessary
necessary
publications,
publications, and to procure by contract
contract or otherwise
otherwise any information or data concerning construction
construction which may be considered pertinent, and all other incidental
incidental expenses not included in the foregoing, $40,000,
$40,000, of which amount not to exceed
exceed $35,000 .may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.
IN COMMERCE
COMMERCE
AIRCRAFr
AIRCRAFT IN

547
547
Federal
Federal Employment Stabilization
Stabilization
ment
Board.
Board.
alaries
xSalaries
and
exs
penses.

pense.

ol.

Vol. 46,
48, p.
1084.
p. 104.

U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p.7
4
S' .
v
p. 747.

Aircraft
Airaft
mores.
merce.

in
in

corn.
com-

Services
and
Aircraft
and exSerices
ex
Aircraft in commerce:
commerce: To carry out the provisions of the Act penses.
Vol. 44,
44, p
p. 568;
Vol.
approved
approved May
Act to
to encourage
encourage and
May 20, 1926,
1926, entitled "An
"An Act
and regulate
regulate 45,Vol.
s5; Vol
p. 1404.
commerce, and for other
the use of aircraft in commerce,
purposes"" (U.S.C., title
title U.S.C.,
other purposes
p.
2119;
s.c. p.
VII, p. 1021.
49, secs. 171-184),
171-184), as amended
amended by the Act approved
approved February
February 28, Supp.
UPP. VI,
p.1021.

(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 49, sec. 173d),
173d), including personal serv1929 (U.S.C.,
ices in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $192,000),
$192,000), and elsewhere; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; traveling
traveling
expenses; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
services; fees and mileage
of witnesses; purchase
purchase of furniture
furniture and equipment; stationery and
supplies, including
including medical
medical supplies, typewriting, adding, and
and comcomputing machines,
machines, accessories
accessories and repairs; purchase,
purchase, including
exchange (not to exceed $2,000),
$2,000), maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair
repair
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for official
official use in
field work; purchase and replacement,
replacement, including
including exchange,
exchange, of
air- pia
Pureh
ms.a
ase
°
des,
of airPlanersie
of
ris
$16,500);;purchase
planes (not to exceed
exceed $16,500)
purchase of airplane motors, airplane
airplane
and motor accessories and spare parts; maintenance,
and
maintenance, operation, and
repair of airplanes and airplane motors; purchase of special clothwearing apparel, and similar equipment
ing, wearing
equipment for aviation purposes;
purposes;
purchase
reference and periodicals;
periodicals; newspapers,
purchase of books of reference
newspapers, reports,
reports,
documents, plans, specifications,
specifications, maps, manuscripts,
manuscripts ? and all other
other
publications; and all other necessary
expenses not included
included in the
necessary expenses
the
Proviso.
foregoing; in all
all $644,000:
$644,000: Provided,
of the
money approProvided,That
That none
none of
the money
appro- Liberty,
Plbery, etc..
etc.mo
motors.
priated in this Act shall be used
purchase of any airplane
used for
for the purchase
ordered after
after the approval
propelled
approval of this Act which is equipped
equipped or propelled
airplane engine
engine purchased
by aaLiberty motor or by any
any motor
motor or
or airplane
purchased or
or
constructed prior
1, 1920.
1920.
constructed
prior to
to July
July 1,
Air-navigation
the establishment
and maintenance
Air-navigation facilities:
facilities: For
For the
establishment and
maintenance tieAs!r-navigation
ties-nigtion fadSfadcl
additional air
of aids to
to air navigation, including
including the equipment
equipment of additional
Establishment, etc.,
etc.,
air of Establishment,
rroutes,
mail routes
day and
flying; the
construction of
necessary etc.
etc. aids, m
mail
mail
routes for
for day
and night
night flying;
the construction
of necessary
o
communicating struclighting, radio, and other signaling and communicating
strucapparatus; repairs, alterations, and all expenses of
tures and apparatus;
of mainmaintenance and operation;
tenance
operation; investigation,
investigation, research,
research, and experimentation
experimentation
develop and
air navigation;
navigation; for
services taiSrvices
rvices in the Din
Disto develop
and improve
improve aids
aids to
to air
for personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia (not to exceed
exceed $111,700)
$111,700) and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
purchase,
repair of motor-propelled
purchase, maintenance,.
maintenance, operation, and
and repair
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles for official
including
passenger-carrying
official use in field work, including
their exchange; replacement,
replacement, including exchange, of not to
to exceed
exceed
two airplanes,
airplanes, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of airplanes,
airplanes,
including accessories
clothing, wearing
accessories and spare parts and special
special clothing,
wearing
apparel,
apparel, and suitable equipment for
for aviation purposes; and
and for the
necessary sites by lease or grant, $4,561,250;
acquisition of the necessary
$4,561r250: Pro- Proviso.
User.cte
restricted.
44, p.
p. 568.
vided,
no part
part of
of this
shall be
be used
for any
any Vol.
vided, That
That no
this appropriation
appropriation shall
used for
vol.44,
se.
purpose not authorized by the Air Commerce
Commerce Act of 1926.
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Attendance at meetAtendance
ing.
s

Appropriations
made for
commerce and
and air
air
aircraft in
Appropriations herein
herein made
for aircraft
in commerce
navigation facilities
facilities shall
shall be
be available
available for
of attendance
at
navigation
for expenses
expenses of
attendance at
meetings concerned
concerned with
with the
the promotion
promotion of
civil aeronautics,
aeronautics, and
and also
meetings
of civil
also
expenses
work of
of the
the Aeronautics
Branch by
expenses of
of illustrating
illustrating the
the work
Aeronautics Branch
by showshowing of
of maps,
graphs at
such meetings,
when incurred
on
ing
maps, charts,
charts, and
and graphs
at such
meetings, when
incurred on
the written
written authority
authority of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce.
the
of the
of Commerce.

Bureau of
Foreign
Bureau
of Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic ComCorn-

BUREAU
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND
AND DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
COMMERCE

at meet-

'

merce.
Salaries,

Salaries: For
director and
other personal
personal services
services in
the
in the
For the
the director
and other
District of
of Columbia,
$286,600.
District
Columbia, $286,600.
Foreign
Commerce
For carrying
carrying out
out the
of the
approved March
3,
Foreign Commerce
For
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
March 3,
Service.
1927 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 15,
secs. 197-197f),
197-197f), to
the
to establish
establish in
in the
15, sees.
Supp. VI,
1927
Vol.
Vol.C,44„ p. 1394.
Supp. VI
VII, Bureau of Foreign
u.s.c., supp.
and Domestic Commerce
Commerce of the Department
Department of
of
p, 258.
Personal services,
servces.
Commerce
Personal
Commerce a
aForeign Commerce
Commerce Service
Service of the United States, including
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere
elsewhere,;
Columbia and
and .
ing personal
personal services
the
of a
clerk or
clerks for
for each
commercial attache
attache
the compensation
compensation of
a clerk
or clerks
each commercial
at
rate of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $3,000
annum for
each person
person so
so
at the
the rate
$3,000 per
per annum
for each
Rent.
employed,
the District
employed, rent
rent outside
outside the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, telephone
telephone service,
service,
Rent.
purchase of
of furniture
furniture and
and equipment,
equipment, stationery
and supplies,
purchase
stationery and
supplies, typetypewriting, adding,
adding, duplicating,
duplicating, and
and computing
accessories
computing machines,
machines, accessories
writing,
and
repairs, law
books of
of reference
reference and
and repairs,
law books,
books, books
and periodicals
periodicals,; uniforms,
uniforms,
maps,
reports, documents,
documents, plans,
plans, specifications,
manuscripts, newsnewsmaps, reports,
specifications, manuscripts,
papers (foreign
and domestic,
$4,000), and
and all
all other
other
domestic, not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,000),
papers
(foreign and
publications, traveling
expenses of
officers and
employees, ice
and
publications,
traveling expenses
of officers
and employees,
ice and
drinking water
water for
office purposes,
purposes, and
all other
other incidental
expenses
drinking
for office
and all
incidental expenses
not included
foregoing, to
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
of
not
included in
in the
the foregoing,
to be
direction of
the
Secretary of
of Commerce,
Commerce, and
and under
under the
heads:
the Secretary
the following
following heads:
Promoting
Promoting
commercecommerce in
rmeProtngo- comPromoting
in Europe and other areas: Investigations
merce in Europe.
in Europe
areas for
for the
the promotion
promotion and
in
Europe and
and other
other areas
and development
development of
of
the
the United
United States,
$309,800;
the foreign
foreign commerce
commerce of
of the
States, $309,800;
In
In Latin
Latin America.
merca.
Promoting commerce
Promoting
commerce in Latin America: Investigations
Investigations in Latin
America
for the
the promotion
promotion and
and development
of the
foreign comAmerica for
development of
the foreign
commerce
the United
United States,
States, $128,500;
$128,500;
merce of
of the
In
the
Far
East.
n the Par East.
•Promoting commerce in the Far East: Investigations in the Far
East
for the
and development
development of
the foreign
East for
the promotion
promotion and
of the
foreign commerce
commerce
of
the United
United States,
$81,740;
of the
States, $81,740;
In Africa.
Africa.
In
Promoting commerce
Africa for the
commerce in Africa:
Africa: Investigations
Investigations in Africa
promotion and development of
foreign commerce
commerce of
the United
United
of the
the foreign
of the
States,
$26,970;
States,
$26,970;
District and cooperaDistrict and
and cooperative
cooperative office
office service:
For all
expenses necessary
necessary
tiae office service.
ndfce
er.
o
District
service: For
all expenses
tive
to operate and maintain district and cooperative
cooperative offices,
offices, including
including
personal
rent outside
outside of
of the
District of
of Columbia,
traveling
personal services,
services, rent
the District
Columbia, traveling
officers and
of furniture
furniture and
equipexpenses of officers
and employees,
employees, purchase
purchase of
and equipment, stationery and supplies,
computing
supplies,. typewriting, adding, and computing
machines,
acce,sories and
and repairs,
purchase of
machines, accessories
repairs, purchase
of maps,
maps, books
books of
of referreference and
and periodicals,
reports, documents,
plans, specifications,
specifications, manuence
periodicals, reports,
documents, plans,
manuscripts, not
not exceeding
exceeding S1,200
for newspapers,
newspapers, both
both foreign
foreign and
and domesdomesscripts,
$1,200 for
tic, and
and all
all other publications
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of the
the
tic,
publications necessary
necessary for
commercial interests
mterests of
of the
United States,
States, and
and all
all other
incidental
commercial
the United
other incidental
Proviso..ori.
expenses not
ncluded in
in the
foregoing, $280,217:
That the
the
expenses
not i
included
the foregoing,
$280,217: Provided,
Provided,That
New offices.
N
oices.
Secretary
a condition for the opening
Secretary of Commerce shall require as a
opening
of a
existing office,
a new office
office or the continuation
continuation of an existing
office, except
except in
in
eases
available in
Federal buildings or in
Federal
eases where
where space is
is available
in Federal
in Federal
buildings for
the construction
which contracts
contracts have
have been
that
buildings
for the
construction of
of which
been let
let 22that
commercial
organizations
in
the
district
affected
provide
suitable
commercial
quarterswithout
organizations
cost to the
in the
Government
district affected
on and provide
after September
suitable
quarters without cost to the Government on and after September
1, 1932;

maries,
iSalaries:
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China
Act.
T de Act.
china Trade
Enforcement of
Act: To carry out the provisions of Enforcement
Trade Act:
of China
China Trade
Enforcement
expenses.
the
Act
entitled
"
China
Trade
Act,
1922"
(U.S.C.,
title
15
secs.
15, sees. penses.
1922" (U.S.C.,
the Act entitled "China Trade
Vol. 42, P. 849; Vol.
141-162),
including personal
services, traveling
Officers 43,
43Vol.
of officers
expenses of
traveling expenses
personal services,
141-162), including
p. 995. p. 49; vol
p.387.
367.
.s.., p.
and
purchase of furniture and equipment, stationery and U.S.C.,
employees, purchase
and employees,
supplies, typewriting, adding and computing machines,
machines, accessories
and
reference and periodicals, reports,
purchase of books of reference
and repairs,
repairs, purchase
documents,
specifications, maps,
maps manuscripts, and all other
other
plans, specifications,
documents, plans,
publications,
drinking
of Columbia, ice and drinking
publications, rent outside the District Of
water
included in
water for office purposes; and all necessary expenses not included
$2,880 may be
$8,130, of which amount not to exceed $2,880
the foregoing, $8,130,
Proi o .
Provided, Proviso.
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
in the District of Columbia: Provided,
expended
Advance payments.
paymen
v
That
payment in
telephone and other similar services
services
advance for telephone
in advance
That payment
appropriation is hereby authorized;
authorized;
under this appropriation
Export industries.
Export t
Export
Foreign and Domestic Investigations
enable the Bureau of Foreign
To enable
industries: To
Export industries:
and
reports.
foreign reports.
Commerce
report on domestic as well as foreign
investigate and report
to investigate
Commerce to
problems
production, distribution, and marketing,
relating to the production,
problems relating
the
insofar as they .relate to the important export industries of the
United States,
including personal
personal services, traveling
traveling expenses of
States, including
United
officers
employees, purchase
purchase of furniture and equipment, staand employees,
officers and
computing machines,
typewriting, adding, and computing
and supplies, typewriting,
tionery and
accessories and repairs, books of reference
reference and periodicals, reports,
accessories
documents 'plans,
publicaspecifications, manuscripts, and all other publicaplans, specifications,
documents,
drinking
tions, rent
outside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, ice and drinking
rent outside
tions,
connected
water for office
expenses connected
incidental expenses
office purposes, and all other incidental
water
therewith, $475,000,
of which amount not to exceed $468,470 may be
$475,000, of
therewith,
expended
services in the District of Columbia;
expended for personal services
Domestic commerce
investigations: For all andraSatieroamls
Domestic commerce
commerce and raw
raw materials investigations:
Domestic
and raw materials.
expenses
services, purchase of books of reference
including personal services,
expenses, including
and periodicals,
furniture and equipment, stationery
stationery and supplies,
supplies,
periodicals, furniture
and
typewriting,
accessories and
computing machines, accessories
adding, and computing
typewriting, adding,
repairs,
medical supplies
documents,
first-aid outfits, reports, documents,
and first-aid
supplies and
repairs, medical
plans, specifications,
specifications manuscripts,
manuscripts, maps, and
and all other publications,
plans,
rent
outside of
the District
of Columbia
traveling expenses of officers
Columbia,'traveling
District of
of the
rent outside
the
and employees, and
expenses not included in the
all other incidental expenses
and all
and
data
foregoing,
enable the
Domestic Commerce
Compilation of data.
Commerce etc.Compilation
and Domestic
of Foreign
Foreign and
Bureau of
the Bureau
to enable
foregoing, to
to collect
collect and
disposition and et regarding the disposition
information regarding
compile information
and compile
to
handling
raw materials
materials and
manufactures within
United
within the United
and manufactures
of raw
handling of
Foreign raw mateStates;
and
to
investigate
the
conditions
of
production
and
marketStates; and to investigate the conditions of production and market- Foreg ra w mate
ing
of
foreign
raw
materials
essential
for
American
industries,
ing of foreign raw materials essential for American industries,
$185,000,
amount not
be expended
expended
may be
$170,000 may
exceed $170,000
to exceed
not to
which amount
of which
$185,000, of
for personal
Columbia;
of Columbia;
services in the District of
for
personal services
statetis.
customsstatistics.
Customs statistics:
For all
expenses necessary
necessary for
the operation
operation of Customs
for the
all expenses
statistics: For
Customs
Expenses of collectthe
section
of
customs
statistics
transferred
to
the
Department
of
ing,
etc.
etc.
the section of customs statistics transferred to the Department of ng,Vol.
42, p. 1109.
Commerce
from the
Department by
Act approved
approved JanJan- vol.
109.
42 13.. 373.
the Act
by the
Treasury Department
the Treasury
Commerce from
U.S.C.,
uary
5,
1923
(U.S.C.,
title
15,
sec.
194),
including
personal
services;
.C.,
uary 5, 1923 (U.S.C., title 15, sec. 194), including personal services;
rent of
or purchase
purchase of
of tabulating,
punching, sorting,
sorting, and
and other
other
tabulating, punching,
of or
rent
mechanical
labor-saving machinery or devices, including
including adding,
mechanical labor-saving
typewriting,
mimeographing, multigraphing,
multigraphing,
computing, mimeographing,
billing, computing,
typewriting, billing,
photostat, and
other duplicating
duplicating machines
and devices,
devices, including
including
machines and
and other
photostat,
their exchange
repair; telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone service; traveling
traveling
and repair;
exchange and
their
expenses of
of officers
officers and
traveling on official busiwhile traveling
employees while
and employees
expenses
ness;
drayage; tabulating cards, stationery, and misexpress, drayage;
freight, express,
ness; freight,
cellaneous office
reference and
periodicals;•furniand periodicals
books of reference
supplies; books
office supplies;
cellaneous
ture
and equipment;
equipment; ice,
ice, water,
street-car
power; street-ear
heat, light, and power;
water, heat,
ture and
fare
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses not
included
not included
incidental expenses
and incidental
necessary and
fare;•and
in
$246,457, of
amount not
not to
$5
to exceed
exceed $52.34
which amount
of which
foregoing, $246,457,
in the
the foregoing,
may
expended for
Columbia;
District of Columbia;
in the District
services in
personal services
for personal
be expended
may be
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List
foreign buyers:
buyers: For
all necessary
expenses, including
including perperList of
of foreign
For all
necessary expenses,
tonal services,
services, purchase
purchase of
of furniture
and equipment,
equipment, stationery
stationery and
and
sonal
furniture and
supplies, typewriting,
addinc, and
machines, accessories
accessories
supplies,
typewriting, adding,
and computiny
computing machines,
and repairs,
repairs, lists
foreign buyers,
buyers, books
books of
o reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
and
lists of
of foreign
reports,
documents, plans,
plans, specifications,
specifications rent
rent outside
outside of
of the
reports, documents,
the District
District
of Columbia,
expenses of
officers and
and employees,
employees, and
and all
all
of
Columbia, traveling
traveling expenses
of officers
other incidental
incidental expenses
not included
the foregoing,
foregoing, to
to enable
other
expenses not
included in
in the
enable
the
Domestic Commerce
to collect
collect and
and comcomthe Bureau
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
Commerce to
pile
lists of
$31,572, of
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
pile lists
of foreign
foreign buyers,
buyers, $31,572,
of which
which amount
$30,850 may
be expended
expended for
for personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
$30,850
may be
personal services
Colombia: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce may
may make
make
the
Secretary
servieo.
Columbia:
service
such charges
charges as
as he
reasonable for
of foreign
foreign buyers,
buyers, spespesuch
he deems
deems reasonable
for lists
lists of
cial statistical
statistical services,
commodity news
news bulletins,
bulletins, and
and World
World
cial
services, special
special commodity
Trade Directory
Reports, and
and the
collected therefrom
therefrom shall
shall
Trade
Directory Reports,
the amounts
amounts collected
be deposited
deposited in
Miscellaneous receipts
receipts";
be
in the
the Treasury
Treasury as
as ""Miscellaneous
";

foreign buyLists of foreign
ers.
Expenses
of compileompileExpenses of
ig
iiig

-

Proviso. for
Pr
Charge for
authorized,
authorized.

Foreign trade restricInvestigation of foreign
trade restrictions:
restrictions: For
all necessary
Investigation
foreign trade
For all
necessary
Investigation
ex- expenses,
expenses, including
personal services,
services, purchase
purchase of
including personal
of furniture
furniture and
and
pens
PenSeS•
equipment, stationery
and supplies,
supplies, typewriting,
typewriting, adding,
adding, and
and comcomo.
equipment,
stationery and
puting machines
accessories and
and repairs,
of reference
reference and
puting
machines, accessories
repairs, books
books of
and
periodicals, reports,
reports, documents,
documents, plans,
plans, specifications,
manuscripts,
periodicals,
specifications, manuscripts,
and
all other
publications, rent
rent outside
outside of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
and all
other publications,
traveling expenses
officers and
employees, and
and all
other incidental
incidental
traveling
expenses of
of officers
and employees,
all other
expenses
the foregoing,
to enable
enable the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of ForForexpenses not
not included
included in
in the
foregoing, to
eign and
and Domestic
Commerce to
compile information
information
eign
Domestic Commerce
to collect
collect and
and compile
regarding the restrictions
restrictions and
and regulations
trade imposed
by forforregarding
regulations of
of trade
imposed by
$33,171, of
of which
not to
to exceed
exceed $32,660
$32,660 may
eign countries,
countries, $33,171,
which amount
amount not
may
for personal
services in
of Columbia.
Columbia.
be expended for
personal services
in the
the District
District of
Trnsportation
of Transportation
of
families
and
effects
of
officers
and employees:
employees:
Transportation
of
Transportation
families
effects
officers
epoe
e
families and effects of
officers, employees.
To pay
the traveling
traveling expenses
expenses and
and expenses
expenses of
of transportation,
transportation, under
under
To
pay the
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce may
may prescribe,
prescribe, of
of
such regulations
effects of
of officers
and employees
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Forfamilies and effects
officers and
employees of
of Foreign and
Commerce in
going to
and returning
returning from
from their
their
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
in going
to and
under the
order of
of the
Secretary of
Composts, or when traveling
traveling under
the order
the Secretary
of ComBringing
re merce,
and also
for defraying
Bringing home remerce ,and
also for
defraying the
the expenses
expenses of
of preparing
preparing and
and transtransmains
officer, etc,,
etc., pr
malins of
of Officer,
i
es of
dyng
porting
the remains
remains of
dying abroad.
abroad,
porting the
officers and
and employees
employees
the Bureau
Bureau of
of officers
of the
of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Commerce who may die abroad
abroad or in transit,
while in the discharge
discharge of their official
official duties, to their former
homes
former homes
for interment,
interment , and
and
in this
this country, or to
to aa place
place not
not more
more distant,
distant, for
the ordinary
of such
$35,000;
for the
ordinary expenses
expenses of
such interment,
interment, $35,000;
Allowance for living
To enable
ena bl e the
th e S
ecret
ary o
f Commerce
under such
such regulations
regulations as
as
of
Commerce, under
Secretary
for livi
To
qAlltwn
quarters,
heat,
and
light,
he may prescribe,
light.
prescribe, in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
with the
Vol. 44, p. 1396;
1a39; Vol.
Vol entitled
"An Act to amend the Act entitled '.An
'An Act to establish in
Vol.
entitled ".An
40. n. 163.
fs..., spp.
'le.8.04
&MP. vn,
VII, the Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce of the Department
Department
p. 2fig.
,
2.of
Commere, a
a Foreign Commerce
Commerce Service of
of Commerce,
United States.
States.
of the
the United
and for other purposes
purposes',, approved
approved March
March 3,
" approved
approved April
3, 1927 ",
12, 1930 (U.S.C.,
Stipp. VI,
VI, title
15, see.
sec. 197f),
197f), to
to furnish
furnish the
officers
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 15,
the officers
in the Foreign
Foreign Commerce Service
Service of the Bureau of Foreign and
and
Domestic Commerce
a foreign country, without
Commerce stationed in a
without cost
to them and within
within the limits of this appropriation,
appropriation, allowances
allowances for
for
3
.1,.
living quarters,
heat and light, notwithstanding
of
R-St:seep.M
.4 1
e•IV9t,p.
- living
quarters, heat
notwithstanding the provisions of
p. 32.
section 1765 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
title 5,
sec. 70),
70), $36,000:
of the
the Revised
(U.S.C., title
5,
sec.
$36,000:
Proviso.
Maximum
the maximum
maximum allowance
allowance to
to any
any officer
officer shall
sh all not
no t
Simum. allow- Provided,
Pro-ided, That
That the
an
e.
anCe.
exceed
$1,700;
exceed $1,700;
Att
e
ndance at
Attendace
at meetmeetAppropriations herein
off Foreign
Appropriations
herein made for the Bureau
Bureau o
Fore i
gn an
d
and
IlDomestic
Commerce
shall be
Domestic Commerce shall
be available
available for
for expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance
at
meetings concerned
with the
the promotion
promotion of foreign and domestic
at meetings
concerned with
commerce,
commerce, or either, and also expenses
expenses of illustrating the work of
the Bureau
by showing
the
Bureau by
showing of maps, charts, and graphs at such meet-

Foreign trade restrieSons.
tions.
Investigation
ex -
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Secretary of
incurred on the written
written authority of the Secretary
ings, when incurred
Commerce;
Commerce;
The purchase
purchase of
and equipment
equipment or
the procurement
procurement of
or the
supplies and
of supplies
The
services
Domestic Commerce, in
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
for the Bureau
services for
foreign countries,
countries, may
may be
made in
in open
compliance
without compliance
market without
open market
be made

foreign
United States
with section
section 3709
Revised Statutes of the United
the Revised
3709 of the
with

Minor purchases
purchases in

gn co

foreign
t
ri
e3 .
R.S., coun
sec. 3709,
p. 733.
p.
3709,
R.S.,.
U.S.C., p. 1309.

733.

(U.S.C,
manner common among business
41, sec. 5), in the manner
(U.S.C., title 41,
men, when
when the aggregate
service does
purchase or the service
aggregate amount of the purchase
men,
$100 in any instance;
instance;
not exceed $100
Total,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, $2,164,157.
$2,164,157.
Total, Bureau
BUREAU OF THE
THE CENSUS
CENSUS
BUREAU

Census Bureau.
Bureau.
Census

Services
information for and compiling the peSves
For expenses
expenses for
for securing
securing information
penses.
For

aand
nd

exe-

census
provided for by law, including
including personal
personal services in
census reports provided
the District
District of
elsewhere; compensation
compensation and expenses
expenses
Columbia and elsewhere;
of Columbia
the
supervisors' clerks, and
enumerators, special agents, supervisors,
supervisors, supervisors'
of enumerators,
interpreters
Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; traveling
traveling
interpreters in the District of Columbia
municipal, and other
expenses;
other
transcribing State, municipal,
the cost of transcribing
expenses; the
quarters outside the District of Columrecords; temporary rental of quarters
bia; not
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
personal
contract of personal
employment by contract
$5,000 for the employment
bia;
services for
for the
monographs on census subjects;
subjects; not
preparation of monographs
the preparation
services
to
machines and repairs
tabulating machines
constructing tabulating
for constructing
$52,000 for
exceed $52,000
to exceed
including techappliances, including
to
such machinery
machinery and other mechanical appliances,
to such
nical,
connection theretherenical, mechanical, and other personal services in connection
with in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and the purchase
of
supplies; and not to exceed $2,000 for
machinery and supplies;
necessary machinery
of necessary
collection
expenses of
meetings concerned
concerned with the collection
at meetings
of attendance
attendance at
expenses
Secretary
of
statistics when
authority of the Secretary
incurred on the written authority
when incurred
of statistics
$1,223,870
$1,593,500, of which amount not to exceed $1,223,870
Commerce; $1,593,500,
of Commerce;
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
the District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
in the
may
including
to exceed
exceed $51,000
temporary employees
who may
may
employees who
for temporary
$51,000 for
not to
including not
be appointed
by the Director of the Census under
under civil-service
civil-service rules,
appointed by
be

Temporary employees.

Temporr epllly-

63; Supp.

5. ; 8t
at
per diem
diem rates
rates to
be fixed
by him
without regard
provisions vIs p. 3
to the provisions
regard to
him without
fixed by
to be
at per
of
purpose of
as amended, for the purpose
1923, as
Act of 1923,
Classification Act
the Classification
of the
assisting in periodical inquiries.
inquiries.
Census of agriculo agrlr,*lCensus
of agriculture:
agriculture: For
For salaries
salaries and
expenses for tens
necessary expenses
and necessary
ture.
Census of
Salaries
and
exexpreparing
for
taking,
compiling,
and
publishing
the
census
of
agriand
Saarls
preparing for taking, compiling, and publishing the census of agriculture
of the
United States for 1935
(U.S.C., PeVi.'4,pp. 25. i.
provided by law (U.S.C.,
as provided
1935 as
the United
culture of
U.S.C.,
w VII,
up . Vi,
i "' c 8Supp.
outside p.U238.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 13,
p. 216),
216), including
including rent
for quarters
quarters in and outside
rent for
13, p.
Supp.
the
District of
in the District
employees in
of employees
salaries of
Columbia; salaries
of Columbia;
District of
the District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, including
including temporary
employees in the
temporary employees
Columbia
District
be appointed
appointed by the Director of the
who may be
Columbia who
of Columbia
District of
Census under
under civil-service
extending beyond
beyond
not extending
period not
any period
for any
rules for
civil-service rules
Census
December 31, 1936, at rates of pay to be fixed by the Director of the U.S.C., p. 6.5: Supp.
December
6.: supp.
Pc34..
v. p. 34.
Classification Act as VII,
Census without
to the
the provisions
provisions of the Classification
regard to
without regard
Census
ompy
ro
amended:
Provided, That
temporary employees
employees in the District Provisosuch temporary
That such
amended: Provided,
Temporary employabsence.
o absence.
of Columbia
Columbia may
may be
leave of
of absence
absence with
the rate
leaves of
ee,Personal
rate ees,
at the
pay at
with pay
allowed leave
be allowed
of
services.
employment by con- reon evices
of
and one
one fourth
fourth days
per month; for the employment
days per
one and
of one
monographs in
tract of personal
personal services for the preparation
preparation of monographs
tract
connection with
compensation of
agriculture; for the compensation
the census of agriculture;
with the
connection
supervisors,
special agents, enumerators,
enumerators, and
clerks, special
supervisors' clerks,
supervisors, supervisors'
interpreters,
and for
for the
necessary traveling
traveling expenses of such field
the necessary
interpreters, and
employees and
and of detailed
employees of the Bureau; the purchase of
detailed employees
employees
periodicals,
supplies and
and equipment,
reference, periodicals,
including books of reference,
equipment, including
supplies
maps,
manuscripts, street-car
punch cards,
cards, and materials;
materials; the
street-car fares, punch
maps, manuscripts,
purchase, rental,
rental, repair
repair, and exchange
exchange of typewriters,
calculating
typewriters, calculating
purchase,
machines,
punching, tabulating,
machines, and other
other
tabulating, and sorting machines,
machines, punching,
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office
the construction
tabulating, and
and
office appliances;
appliances; the
construction of
of punching,
punching, tabulating,
sorting
machines, including
including technical,
technical, mechanical.
mechanical, and
other services
services
sorting machines,
and other
in
therewith, whether
whether in
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia or
or
in connection
connection therewith,
the District
elsewhere;
first-aid outfits,
elsewhere; purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of motor
motor trucks,
trucks, first-aid
outfits,
and
all other
miscellaneous items
items and
necessary expenses
expenses not
not included
and all
other miscellaneous
and necessary
included
in
and binding
at the
Printing
in the
the foregoing;
foregoing; printing
printing and
binding at
the Government
Government Printing
Office, $2,270,000,
$2,270,000, to
to continue
continue available
available until
until December
31, 1936.
Office,
December 31,
1936.
Bureau of
NavigaBureau
of
SNaigaSteamboat
tion and Steamboat
Inspection.
Inspection.
Departmental salasalaes
ries.
ri .

BUIREAU
NAVIGATION AND
AND STEAMBOAT
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION
STEAMBOAT INSPECTION
INSPECTION

Departmental
Departmental salaries:
salaries: For the
the director
director and
personal services
services
and other personal
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
in
Columbia, $96,057.
Salaries
and
exshipping commisgeneral expenses: For salaries
salaries of shipping
Salaries and general
exalaries
and
penses.
sioners
in their
their offices;
offices; salaries
for steamboat
steamboat inspecinspecsioners and
and employees
employees in
salaries for
tion
authorized by
law, including
to boards
of steamboat
steamboat
tion as
as authorized
by law,
including clerks
clerks to
boards of
inspectors;
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
to provide
provide and
and
inspectors; to
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
operate
and employ
employ such
such persons
persons (including
temoperate such motor boats
boats and
(including temEnforcement of
of inin-porary employees)
sEnforement
necessary for the enforcement,
enforcement, under
employees) as may be
be necessary
under his
spection, etc., laws.
direction,
and inspection
inspection of
vessels,
direction, of
of laws reLating
relating to navigation
navigation and
of vessels,
boarding of vessels,
passengers on
on excursion
excursion boats,
boats, and
boarding
vessels, counting
counting of
of passengers
and
to prevent overcrowding
overcrowding of passenger
boats; to
to enable
passenger and
and excursion
excursion boats;
enable
Load lines
for Ameri- the Secretary of Commerce
Load
inesforAmeriCommerce to carry out the provisions of the Act
Act
can vessels.
Vol, 45,
45, p.
p. 142.
1492.
vol.
entitled "An Act to establish load
load lines for American
American vessels, and
and
u.s.o., ssupp. VII,
p.S.95.,
p- VI'T for
for other
other purposes"
purposes", approved
1929 (U.S.C.,
Supp, VI,
VI,
approved March
March 2,
2, 1929
(U.S.C., Supp.
p. 953.
title 46, sees.
secure uniformity
uniformity in the admeasuresecs. 85-85g),
8545g), and to secure
admeasurepersonal services;
ment of vessels,
vessels, including
including personal
services; fees
witnesses; traveltravelfees to witnesses;
ing expenses
expenses of the
the personnel
personnel of the
field offices;
offices; matematethe bureau
bureau and field
rials, supplies,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and services,
and janitor
janitor
services, including
including rent
rent and
service; purchase,
service;
purchase: exchange,
exchange, and
of instruments;
instruments; plans
plans and
and repair
repair of
and
specifications; insignia,
insignia, braid, and
and chm
chin straps; coats, caps,
specifications;
aprons
caps, and
and aprons
stewards' departments
departments on
on vessels;
other incidental
incidental expenses
expenses
for stewards'
vessels; and
and other
of field offices,
including contract
offices, including
stenographic reporting
reporting services
contract stenographic
services
R.8.,
3709, p.
p. 733. without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
. sec.
s.,ees09
reference
section 3709
the Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
U.S.C., p.1309.
U.
title 41, sec. 5);
5) ;$1,241,695.
$1,211,695.
Bureau
Standards.
Bureau of Standards.
Salaries.
salaries.
Equipment.
Equipnt.

General
General

expenses.

expenses.

d

ith:EdaIn
nce atat
moeetg of internationa
nal
Committee of weights
Weghts
and Measures.
in

Com

ittee
o

BUREAU OF STANDARDS

BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Salaries: For
the director
personal services
Salaries:
For the
director and
and other personal
services in the
the District of
of Columbia,
trict
Columbia, $589,090.
$589,090.
Equipment:
Equipment: For apparatus, machinery, tools, and appliances
appliances used
used
in connection
connection with buildings
buildings or work of the bureau, typewriters,
typewriters,
adding
adding machines,
and other
devices, laboratory
laboratory supplies,
supplies,
machines, and
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
materials,
materials, and supplies used in the construction of
of apparatus,
machinery, or other appliances,
appliances, including
including their
their exchange;
exchange; piping,
piping,
wiring, and construction
construction incident to the installation
installation of
of apparatus,
machinery, or appliances;
appliances; furniture
furniture for laboratories
laboratories and offices,
offices, cases
cases
for apparatus, $50,000,
necessary
$50,000, including $17,000
$17,000 for repairs and necessary
alterations to
to buildings.
alterations
buildings.
General
General expenses: For fuel
fuel for heat, light, and power;
power; office
office
expenses, stationery,
cleaning and toilet
expenses,
stationery, cleaning
toilet supplies,
supplies, books
books and periodiuse;
cals, which may be exchanged
exchanged when not needed for permanent
permanent use;
expenses; street-car
fares not
not exceeding
exceeding $100;
expenses of
of
traveling expenses;
street-car fares
$100; expenses
the visiting committee; expenses
attendance of American
expenses of attendance
American member
member
International Committee
meeting of
of the
at the
at
the meeting
the International
Committee of
of Weights
Weights and
and MeasMeasures;
purchase of gloves,
glov goggl
es, rubber
ures; purchase
goggles,
rubber boots, and aprons; supplies
for operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of motor trucks and a
a passenger automobile
automobile for official use, including their
exchange; and
and contincontintheir exchange;
gencies
gencies of all kinds, $44,00.
$44,000.
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Improvement and care of grounds:
grounds: For grading, construction
construction of
Improvement
roads. and walks, piping grounds for water supply, lamps, wiring
for lighting purposes, and other expenses
expenses incident to the improveimprovement and care of grounds, including
laborers in
including foreman and laborers
m the
District of Columbia, $6,827.

Improvement,
Improvement,
of grounds.

etc.,
etc.,

Structural materials
materials
continuation of the investigation
investigation testing.
Stuctural
Testing
materials: For continuation
Testing structural materials:
o
.f structural
materials, such
such as
clays, cement,
and
so
forth,
of
structural materials,
as stone, clays,
cement, and so forth, testing.
including personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and in the
Provizo.
field, $126,414:
much of this sum
sum as necessary
necessary Proiso.
$126,414: Provided,
Provided, That as much
Information showing
shall be used to collect
appnrovd building
collect and disseminate
disseminate such scientific,
scientific, practical, and approved
building
methods, etc.
statistical
information
as
may
be
procured,
showing
or
tending
to
statistical information as may be procured, showing or tending to methods, etc.
construction,
show approved methods in building, planning
planning and construction,
standardization,
adaptability of structural units, including buildstandardization, and adaptability
materials and codes, economy in the manufacture
utilization
manufacture and utilization
ing materials
of building materials
materials and supplies, and such other
other matters as may
encourage, improve, and cheapen
construction and housing.
cheapen construction
tend to encourage,
Testing machines.
operation of testing
machines: For maintenance
Testing machines:
maintenance and operation
testing Testing machines.
including personal service
therewith in the
connection therewith
service in connection
machines, including
field, for the determination
determination by the
District of Columbia and in the field,
physical constants and the properties
properties of
Bureau of Standards of the physical
materials as
as authorized
$26,623.
by law,
law, $26,623.
materials
authorized by
Investigation of fireInvestigation
of fire-resisting
fire-resisting properties:
properties: For
For investigation
of fireInvestigation of
rto'esf of
investigation of
fire- reststigapro
resisting properties
building
resisting properties
properties of building materials
materials and conditions
conditions under
under building materials.
materials.
resisting
which they may be most efficiently
standardization
efficiently used, and for the standardization
which
appliances for fire prevention, including
including personal
personal services
services
of types of appliances
in the District of Columbia and in the field, $15,318.
$15,318.
Public-utility
Investigation of public-utility
standards: For investigation
Public-utility standstandinvestigation of the ards.
public-utility standards:
standards of practice
practice and
measurements of public
public utiliutili- ards
standards
and methods
methods of measurements
electric power, water, telephone,
telephone,
electric light, electric
ties, such as gas, electric
electric-railway service, and the solution
central station heating, and electric-railway
solution
of the problems
problems which arise in connection
with standards
such
connection with
standards in such
service,
including personal
personal services
Columbia and
services in the District of Columbia
service, including
$46,192.
in the field, $46,192.
Testing mlscemllnmiscellaneTesting miscellaneous
materials: For
For testing
mate- Testing
testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous mateTesting
miscellaneous materials:
ous materials.
materials, soap materials,
materials, inks, and chemicals,
chemicals, ous mIB.
rials, such as varnish materials,
Government departments
independincluding supplies for the Government
departments and independof
ent establishments,
establishments, including personal
personal services in the District of
Columbia
field, as authorized
$24,180.
authorized by law, $24,180.
Columbia and in the field,
0 research.
Radio research:
For investigation
and standardization
standardization of
of methods
methods Radio
Ri o Meearch.
research: For
investigation and
Radio
and instruments
instruments employed
employed in radio communication,
communication, including
including personal services in the District
District of Columbia and in the field,
field, $43,836.
Color
standardizastandardlz
Color
standards and
and methods tion.
develop color standards
standardization: To develop
Color standardization:
of manufacture
special reference
measurements, with special
manufacture and of color measurements,
to
their industrial
use in
standardization and
and specification
specification of
of colorcolorin standardization
to their
industrial use
ants,
dyestuffs, inks, and pigments,
pigments, and other products,
products,
ants, such as dyestuffs,
paint, paper,
paper, and textiles,
textiles, in which
which color is a
property,
a pertinent
pertinent property,
District of Columbia
Columbia and in the
including personal services in the District
field, $7,286.
Clay Products
procclay
roducts pr
Investigation of clay products:
products: To study methods
methods of measurement
measurement esses.
Investigation
e
and
technical
processes
used
in
the
manufacture
of
pottery,
brick,
and technical processes used in the manufacture
products, and the study of the proptile, terra cotta, and
and other
other clay
clay products,
erties of
the materials
used in that
that industry, including
personal
including personal
materials used
erties
of the
the field,
field, $24,112.
$24,112.
Columbia and
and in
in the
in the District of Columbia
services in
Mechanical
appliStandardizing mechanical
appliances: To
develop methods
of testtest- ances.
e"banical
applimechanical appliances:
To -develop
methods of
Standardizing
Testing mechanic.
mechanical.
ing
standardizing machines,
machines, motors,
measuring instrinstru- Testg
motors, tools, measuring
ing and
and standardizing
hydraulic, and aeroSdi
hydran- hrs
in mechanical,
mechanical, hydrauments, and
and other
other apparatus
and devices
used in
devices used
apparatus and
ments,
nautic
devices.
lic,
aeronautic engineering;
engineering; for the comparative
comparative study of types
types
lie, and aeronautic
methods of operation,
establishment
of apparatus
apparatus and methods
operation, and for the establishment
of
of standards
standards of performance; for the accurate determination of
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fundamental
fundamental physical
involved in
in the
the proper
proper execution
execution of
of
physical constants
constants involved
this work; and for
experiments and
investigations
for the
the scientific
scientific experiments
and investigations
needed in solving
the problems
problems which
arise in
in connection
connection theretheresolving the
which may
may arise
with, especially
especially in response
response to
the requirements
of aeronautics
aeronautics and
and
to the
requirements of
aviation for information
information of
of a
nature, including
including
a purely
purely scientific
scientific nature,
personal
personal services in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the field,
field, $24,179.
in the
the District
District of
in the
$24,179.
Optical, etc., glass
glass
optical,
Investigation
and
Investigation of optical and
other
types of
of glass:
glass: For
For the
the investiinvestiother
types
production problems.
pr ainproblems, gation of the problems
problems involved in the production
production of
optical and
of optical
and
other types of glass, including
including personal
in the
District of
of
personal services
services in
the District
Columbia
and in
the field,
field, $14,004.
Columbia and
in the
$14,004.
Texties. paper, etc.,
Textiles,
Investigation of textiles: To investigate
investigate textiles,
textiles, paper,
paper, leather,
leather,
standardization.
iati. and rubber in
develop standards
durable quality
in order to develop
standards of
of more
more durable
quality
and methods of measurement,
personal services
services in
in the
the
measurement, including
including personal
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
in the
field, $29,921.
District
the
field,
$29,921.
Sugar
ugar standardizasandardiaSugar standardization:
standardization: For the
standardization and
and design
design of
of
the standardization
tion.
sugar-testing
development of
sugar-testing apparatus; the development
of technical
technical specifications
specifications
for the
especially involving
the standardithe various
various grades
grades of
of sugars,
sugars, especially
involving the
standardization and manufacture
manufacture of sugars; for
study of
of the
the technical
technical
for the study
problems incidental
incidental to the collection
collection of
of the
the revenue
on sugar
sugar and
and
revenue on
fundamental scientific
to determine
determine the fundamental
of sugars
sugars and
and other
other
scientific constants
constants of
Production of rare,
Prodeution
standardization and
and production
production of
rare and
and
substances; for
of rare, substances;
for the
the standardization
of rare
etc., types.
etc.,
t
unusual
sugars required
required for
unusual types
types of
of sugars
for the medical
medical service
service of the
the GovGovernment departments; and
technical and
and scientific
scientific purposes,
purposes,
and for other
other technical
including personal services in the District of Columbia
and in
in the
the
Columbia and
field, $44,118.
field,
$44,118.
standardizaGage
standardizaGage standardization:
standardization: To provide by cooperation
cooperation of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
tion.
of Standards, the
the War Department,
Department, and the Navy Department
Department for
for
the standardization
standardization and
of the
standard gages,
screw threads,
threads,
and testing
testing of
the standard
gages, screw
and standards
standards required
required in manufacturing
manufacturing throughout
throughout the
the United
United
States, and to calibrate
calibrate and
and test such standard
gages, screw
threads,
standard gages,
screw threads,
and standards, including necessary equipment
equipment and
and personal
personal services
services
in the District of Columbia and
the field,
$24,218.
and in
in the
field, $24,218.
Testing scales used
Testing railroad-track,
railroad-track, mine,
and other
For investigation
investigation
usd
Testing
mine, and
other scales:
scales: For
in Testiing
weighingscales
commodities
for interstate
ship- and testing of railroad-track
ties for
interstate siprailroad-track scales,
scales, elevator
elevator scales,
scales, and
and other
other scales
scales
ment.
nt.
used in weighing
weighing commodities
commodities for interstate shipments and to secure
secure
equipment and assistance for
for testing
the scales
scales used
used by
by the
the GovernGoverntesting the
ment in
in its transactions
transactions with the public, such as post-office,
post-office, navy-yard,
navy-yard,
and customhouse
scales, and
and for
for the
the purpos
of coo
perati ng with
wi
th the
the
customhouse scales,
purposee of
cooperating
States in securing uniformity
uniformity in
the weights
weights and
in the
and measures
measures laws
laws
and scales. and in the methods of inspection; for
Mine ears
arsandscales,
investigating the
and in the methods
inspection; for investigating
the conditions
conditions
and methods of use of scares
scales and mine cars used for weighing
weighing and
measuring coal
measuring
miners, for
for the
of determining
determining wages
coal dug
dug by
by miners,
the purpose
purpose of
wages
due, and of conditions
conditions affecting the
accuracy of
of the
weighing or
the accuracy
the weighing
or
measuring of coal at the
mines, including
personal services
services in
in the
the
the mines,
including personal
District of
Columbia and
in the
field, $31,209.
$31,209.
District
of Columbia
and in
the field,
High temperature intl
peratures
inHigh
temperature
investigations:
For
laboratory and
field invesigh
temperature
investigations: For laboratory
vestigations.
and field
investigations of suitable methods of
of high
high temperature
temperature measurements
measurements
and control in various industrial processes
processes and
assist in
in making
making
and to assist
available directly-to the industries the results of the Bureau's invesavailable
tigations
in this
this field, including
including personal services in the District
tigations in
District of
Columbia and in
in the
field, $4,563.
$4,563.
the field,
Metallurgical
reMetalurial
Metallurgical
search.
Metallurgical research: For metallurgical research, including
including alloy
alloy
steels, foundry
foundry practice,
practice, and
and standards for
metals and
and sands;
sands •casting,
casting,
for metals
rolling, forging, and
and the
the properties
properties of
of aluminum
aluminum alloys;
alloys; prevenprevention
tion of
of corrosion
corrosion of
of metals
motels and alloys;
alloys; development of metal
metal
substitutes, as
as for
platinum;
of bearing metals
substitutes,
for plati
num; behavior
behavior of
metals; preparapreparation of metal specifications;
specifications; investigation
of new
metallurgical
investigation of
new metallurgical
processes and study of methods of conservation
conservation in metallurgical
processes
metallur'cal manmanufacture
investigation of materials
ufacture and products; investigation
materials used in
in theconthe con-
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struction of rails, wheels, axles, and other railway equipment, and
including personal services
services in the District
District
the cause of their failure, including
$29,610.
of Columbia and in the field, $29,610.

Sound investigation:
the investigation
principles of
of
the principles
of the
investigation of
For the
investigation: For
Sound
sound and their application
application to military and industrial purposes,
incl uding personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia and in
n the
including
field,
$5,171.
field, $5,171.
Industrial
technical investigations in cooperation
cooperation
For technical
research: For
Industrial research:
with the industries upon fundamental problems involved i
n indusin
permanent establishtrial development,
development, with aaview
view to assisting
assisting in the permanent
ment of new American
American industries, including
including personal
personal services
services in the
District
elsewhere, $46,104.
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
District of
of Columbia
Standardization of
of equipment:
equipment: To
To enable
enable the
the Bureau
Bureau of Standards
Standards
Standardization
to
cooperate with Government
and manuGovernment departments,
departments, engineers, and
to cooperate
facturers
in the
the establishment
of standards,
standards, methods
methods of testing, and
establishment of
facturers in
electrical and
inspection of instruments, equipment, tools, and electrical
mechanical
mechanical devices used in the industries and by the Government,
including
performance of
and performance
for quality
quality and
specifications for
practical specifications
including the practical
inspection, laborasuch devices, and the formulation of methods of inspection
tory, and service tests, including
including personal services in the District of
Columbia
$82,545.
in the field,
field, $82,545.
Columbia and in
Standard
preparation, analysis,
analysis, and
and
Standard materials:
materials: For
For purchase
purchase, preparation,
distribution of
of standard
checking chemical
chemical
used in checking
materials to be used
standard materials
distribution
analyses
apparatus including
including
measuring apparatus,
physical measuring
in the
the testing of physical
analyses in
personal
services in
field, $5,791.
$5,791.
in the District of Columbia and in the field,
personal services
Investigation of
of radioactive
radioactive substances
substances and
and X-rays:
X-rays: For
an invesFor an
invesInvestigation
tigation of
of radioactive
the methods
methods of
of their
measuretheir measureand the
substances and
radioactive substances
tigation
ments and testing; for investigations relative to the development
development
of
standard specifications
specifications for
equipment and
and operation; for
for X-ray
X-ray equipment
of standard
the
investigation of
hazards of X-ray practice; for the testing
of the hazards
the investigation
standardprotective materials; for the standard.and standardization
standardization of X-ray protective
ization and
and design
design of X-ray testing
testing equipment;
equipment; for the determination
ization
constants essential to X-ray diagnosis and
of fundamental
fundamental physical constants
therapy, to X-ray analysis of materials,
materials, and to other technical and
therapy,
scientific applications,
applications, including
the District of
services in the
personal services
including personal
scientific
Columbia and
and in
in the
the field,
field, $14,043.
$14,043.
Columbia
Utilization
of waste
waste products
from the
the land:
land: For
For the
survey of
of the
the survey
the
Utilization of
products from
possibilities
of the
industrial utilization
utilization of waste products from the
the
the industrial
possibilities of
land,
colleges, 1 other institutions, and
with colleges
cooperation with
land, including cooperation
manufacturers, including
services in
the District
District of
Columof Columin the
personal services
including personal
manufacturers,
Provided, That the Bureau of Standbia and in the field, $24,873: Prosided,
ards
Department
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Department
with the
the Bureau
ards cooperates
cooperates with
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, without duplication
duplication of
of work.
Investigation of
automotive engines: For the promotion of
of
of automotive
Investigation
economy
transportation by land and by
in automotive
automotive transportation
efficiency in
and efficiency
economy and
air through
through investigations
of the
basic principles
underlying the
the
principles underlying
the basic
investigations of
air
design,
performance operation
automotive engines,
engines,
testing of automotive
operation,1 and testing
design, performance,
their fuels
power-transmitting sysfuels, lubricants, accessories, and the power-transmitting
tem
connection with them, also such elements as brakes
brakes and
tem used in connection
economy in the use of liquid fuels and
to promote
promote economy
brake linings; to
safety in
vehicular traffic,
traffic, including
including personal
services in
District
in the District
personal services
in vehicular
safety
field, $22,306.
of Columbia
Columbia and in the field,
Investigation
dental materials:
investigate the physical
materials: To investigate
of dental
Investigation of
including the method
method
materials, including
properties of dental materials,
chemical properties
and chemical
of their
their application
application and
such materials
materials
of such
deterioration of
and the
the causes
causes of deterioration
of
in service,
service, for
quality and
standards of quality
developing standards
purpose of developing
for the purpose
in
standard methods
methods of
including personal services
District
in the District
services in
of test, including
standard
of
the field,
field, $4,204.
of Columbia and in the
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Hydraulic
research: For the determination
Hydraulic laboratory
laboratory research:
determination of
of fundafundamental
mental data
data. useful in hydraulic
hydraulic research and engineering,
engineering, including
including,
laboratory research
relating to the behavior
laboratory
research relating
behavior and
of river
and
and control
control of
river and
harbor waters, the study of hydraulic
hydraulic structures
water flow,
flow, and
and
structures and
and water
the development
development and testing of hydraulic instruments
instruments and
and accessories,
accessories,
including personal
personal services
services in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the
in the
the District
District of
in the
field, $26,171.
$26,171.
During the fiscal year 1935
the head
head of
any department
department or
1935 the
of any
or indeinde-

pendent establishment
establishment of
of the
the Government
having funds
available for
Government having
funds available
for
scientific investigations and
requiring cooperative
work by
by the
Bureau
and requiring
cooperative work
the Bureau
of Standards
Standards on scientific investigations
within the
the scope
of the
the
investigations within
scope of
functions of that bureau, and
and which the Bureau
of Standards
Standards is
Bureau of
is
perform within the limits of its appropriations,
unable to perform
appropriations, may,
may, with
with
the approval of the Secretary of Commerce,
transfer to
the Bureau
Commerce, transfer
to the
Bureau
Trnsferof
such sums
Transfer of funds aau- of Standards such
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry on
on such
such
sums as
as may
may be
thorized.
thorized.
investigations.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury shall transfer on
on the
investigations. The
of the
the
books of the Treasury Department
Department any sums
sums which
which may
authorized
may be
be authorized
hereunder, and such amounts shall be
be placed
placed to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the
performance of work for the
Bureau of Standards
Standards for performance
department
the department
establishment from which the transfer
or establishment
transfer is
including, where
where
is made,
made, including,
necessary, compensation
compensation for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
Columbia and in the field.
Attendance at
meetgttendanc
at meetAppropriations herein made for the Bureau
ings.
Appropriations
Bureau of Standards
Standards shall
shall be
be
available
expenses of attendance
available.for expenses
attendance at meetings
concerned with
with
meetings concerned
standardization and research, or either,
standardization
either, when incurred
on the
written
incurred on
the written
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, and for the
compensation
the compensation
and expenses
expenses of medical officers of the Public Health
Health Service
Service detailed
detailed
to the Bureau of Standards for the purpose of maintaining
maintaining a
a first-aid
first-aid
station and making
making clinical
clinical observations.
Services in
the HisDisTotal,
Bureau
of
Standards,
Services
in
the
Total,
Bureau
Standards, $1,436,908,
$1,436,908, of which amount
amount not
not to
Wet,
exceed $1,256,395
may
be expended
expended for personal
$1,256,395
personal services
services in
in the
the
District of Columbia.

Bureau
houses.
houses.

of

LightLight-

BUREAU OF
OF LIGHTHOUSES
IGHTHOUSES
BUREAU

Salaries: For
the Commissioner
Commissioner and other personal
personal services
Salaries:
For the
services in
in the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $98,523.
$98,523.
General expenses.
etes'
General
expenses: For
supplies, including
General expenses:
For supplies,
including replacement
replacement of and
and
necessary
additions
necessary
to existing equipment, repairs, maintenance,
and
maintenance, and
incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of lighthouses
lighthouses and other lights, beacons,
beacons, buoyage,
buoyage,
fog
fo g.ssignals,
lighting of
of rivers
rivers heretofore
auth ori
ze d to
t
o b
li ghted,
ignals lihtin
heretofore authorized
bee lighted,
light
vessels, other aids to navigation,
navigation, and lighthouse
lighthouse tenders,
light vessels,
tenders, includincluding the establishment,
establishment, repair, and
and improvement
improvement of beacons
beacons and
and day
day
marks, and purchase
purchase of land
land for same; establishment
of post
post lights,
lights,
establishment of
Olor
abidehouss.
Oil or carbide
houses. buoys, submarine signals, and fog signals; establishment
buoys, submarine
establishment of oil or carProvisos.
0op
cnst. bide houses, not to exceed $10,000
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, That
any oil
oil or
or carbide
carbide
That any
Limit on construction
a cost.
ont u- house erected hereunder shall not
tion
not exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 in
in cost;
cost; construction
construction
of
necessary outbuildings
outbuildings at a
a cost not exceeding
of necessary
exceeding $1,000 at any one
light
fiscal year; improvement
light station
station in
in any
any fiscal
improvement of grounds
grounds and buildestoring light staRestoring
sta ings
and depots;
ings connected with light stations and
depots; restoring
restoring light
light stations
stations
iOmitatton on
and depots and buildings connected
tioITMitation
on use.
connected therewith:
therewith: P'rovided
Provided further,
frther,That
That
such
such restoration
restoration shall be limited to the original purpose of the structures; wages
tures;
wages of persons
persons attending
attending post lights; temporary employees
employees
and
force
while
engaged
field
while
on works of general repair
repair and
and maintemainteRations.
nance, and
laborers and mechanics
mechanics at lighthouse depots; rations and
nance,
and laborers
provisions
commutation thereof
thereof for working parties in the
provisions or
or commutation
the field,
officers
and
crews
of light
light vessels and tenders, and officials and other
officers and crews of
authorized persons
persons of the Lighthouse
authorized
Lighthouse Service
Service on duty on board of
of
such
or vessels, and money accruing
commutation for
such tenders
tenders or
accruing from commutation
for
Salaries.
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rations and provisions
provisions for the above-named
above-named persons on board of
tenders and light vessels or in working parties in the field may be
charge of the mess
of
paid on proper vouchers
vouchers to
to the
the person having
having charge
mess of
Transporting chSe
housenot exceeding
exceeding $2,000 for packing, crating, and hoIdaeffSPcton
such vessel
vessel or
or party; not
hold effects on change
transporting
household effects
effects of employees when trans- of
of station.
transporting personal household
ferred from one official station to another for permanent
permanent duty; purchase of rubber boots, oilskins, rubber
rubber gloves,
chase
gloves, and
and coats,
coats, caps, and
and
aprons for stewards'
reimbursement under
stewards' departments
departments on vessels; reimbursement
under
Relief of shipwrecked
rules
rules prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce of keepers
keepers of
of light pRelefofshipwrecked
persons.
lighthouse tenders for
stations and masters of light vessels and of lighthouse
rations and provisions and clothing furnished shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
temporarily provided
provided for by them, not exceeding in all
who may be temporarily
$5,000 in any fiscal
$5,000
fiscal year;
year; fuel,
fuel, light, and
and rent
rent of quarters
quarters where necpurchase.
lighthouses; purchase of land sites for fog Land
ites Purh
essary for keepers of lighthouses;
Land sites
beacons as
signals; rent of necessary ground for all such lights and beacons
are for temporary use or to mark changeable
changeable channels and which in
consequence
permanent; rent of offices, depots, and
consequence cannot be made permanent;
Travel expenses.
expenses.
wharves; traveling
expenses, including
including travel
travel for
traveling expenses,
for the
the examinations
examinations Travel
wharves;
Vol. 43,
43, p. 1261.
261.
authorized by
by the Act
provide for retirement Vol.
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
authorized
U.S.C., p. 1095.
1095
for disability
disability in
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
", approved
March 4, 1925
1925 U.
approved March
Service ",
in the
for
(U.S.C.,
title 33,
765) ;mileage;
library books
light stations
stations
books for
for light
(U.S.C., title
33, sec.
sec. 765);
mileage; library
exceeding $1,000;
and vessels, and technical books and periodicals
periodicals not exceeding
$1,000;
traveling expenses of teachers
teachers while actually employed by States
traveling
States or
or
private persons
persons to
instruct the
the children of keepers of
lighthouses; all Contingent
contingent expenses.
expenses.
of lighthouses;
to instruct
private
other contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of district
district offices and depots,
depots, including
including the
purchase of provisions for sale to lighthouse keepers at isolated stapurchase
exceed
tions, and the appropriation
appropriation reimbursed;
reimbursed; purchase at not to exceed
$3,600, exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-pro$3,600,
awards.
Paying awards.
pelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for official use in field work; pay- Paying
pelled
ment of rewards
rewards for the apprehension
apprehension and conviction, or for information helpful to the apprehension
apprehension and conviction
conviction of persons found
interfering with aids to navigation
navigation maintained by the Lighthouse
Vol. 35, p. 182.
Service, in violation of section
section 6
6 of the Act of May
May 14,
14, 1908
1908 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., U.S.C.,
... , p.
p. 1094.
title 33, sec. 761)
$3,752,980.
761);;$3,752,980.
Keepers of lighthouses:
lighthouses: For salaries of not exceeding
exceeding one thousand Keepers.
Keeps.
Keepers
hundred lighthouse
keepers and persons attendeight hundred
lighthouse and fog-signal keepers
$1,621,510.
ing lights, exclusive of post lights, $1,621,510.
vessels.
Lighthouse vessels: For salaries and wages of officers
officers and crews
Lighthouse veses.
crews Lighthouse
Lighthouse
temporary
and lighthouse
lighthouse tenders, including temporary
of light vessels and
employment
necessary, $1,958,850.
employment when
when necessary,
$1,958,850.
Superintendents,
Superintendents,
so forth:
eighteen cler
salaries of
of eighteen
and so
forth: For
For salaries
clerks, and
Superintendents, clerks,
clerks,
etc.
1 pi'ntdent
superintendents
of
lighthouses,
and
of
assistant
superintendents,
superintendents of lighthouses, and of assistant superintendents,
clerks, draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and other authorized
permanent employees in
in the
authorized permanent
clerks,
district offices
of the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
of
Service, exclusive
exclusive of
depots of
offices and
and depots
district
those regularly
regularly employed
employed in
in the
the office
of the
Lighthouses,
Bureau of
of Lighthouses,
office of
the Bureau
those
District of Columbia, $605,000.
Retired pay: For retired pay of officers
officers and employees
employees engaged
Reired pay.
ayengaged Retired
Retired
in
Lighthouse Service, except
except
in the field service or on vessels of the Lighthouse
persons continuously
continuously employed
and shops, $480,510.
in district
district offices
offices and
employed in
persons
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC
COAST
GEODETIC

SURVEY

SUVEY

Coast and Geodetic
Survey.

Expenses.
For every
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
for and
and incident
incident to
to the
the work
work of
of ExpeM requisite for
For
the
Coast and
maintenance, repair,
including maintenance,
Survey, including
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
the Coast
exchange,
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
vehicles
horse-drawn vehicles
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
exchange, and
for
in field
work, purchase
of motor
side ears,
cycles with
with side
cars,
purchase of
motor cycles
for official
official use
use in
field work,
including
their exchange,
exchange, not
instruments,
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, surveying instrument,
not to exceed
including their
canvas and rubber
gloves,
rubbe gloves,
boots, canvas
their exchange,
exchange, rubber boots,
including their
goggles,
coats, and aprons for stewards' departments
departments oon
caps, coats,
and caps,
goggles, and
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vessels, extra
extra compensation
compensation at
not to
to exceed
for each
vessels,
at not
exceed $1
$1 per
per day
day for
each
station to
to employees
of the
Service and
the
.
Weather
station
employees of
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
and the
Weather
Bureau while
while observing
observing tides
or currents,
currents, services
services of
one tide
tide observer
observer
Bureau
tides or
of one
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia at
to exceed
$1 per
per day,
and comin
District of
at not
not to
exceed $1
day, and
comi
pensation, not
not otherwise
for, of
persons employed
employed in
n
pensation,
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for,
of persons
eet- the field
for expenses
Attendance at meetfield work,
work, and
and for
at meetings
meetings conconexpenses of
of attendance
attendance at
cerned with
with the
of the
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey when
when
cerned
the work
work of
the Coast
Coast and
incurred on
the written
written authority
authority of
the Secretary
Commerce,
incurred
on the
of the
Secretary of
of Commerce,
to be
expended in
in accordance
accordance with
the regulations
regulations relating
the
to
be expended
with the
relating to
to the
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
Survey subscribed
the Secretary
ComCoast
and Geodetic
subscribed by
by the
Secretary of
of Commerce, and
and under
under the
merce
the following
following heads:
heads:
Field expenses.
and necessary
resurAtlantic
coast.
Field
expenses, Atlantic
For surveys
surveys and
FAie Pees.
Field expenses,
Atlantic coast:
coast: For
necessary resurveys
Atlantic and
States, including
veys of the Atlantic
and Gulf
Gulf coasts
coasts of
of the
the United
United States,
including
the coasts of outlying islands
under the
jurisdiction of
of the
United
islands under
the jurisdiction
the United
States,
and including
employment in
field and
and office
of one
States, and
including the
the employment
in the
the field
office of
one
physicist
to
develop survey
methods based
on
transmission of
of sound
physicist
to
develop
survey
methods
based
on
transmission
sound
Proviso.
Islands.
through sea
sea water,
That not
not more
more than
.
$35,000
than
$35,000
sla.
through
water, $105,000:
$105,000: Provided,
Provided, That
be expended
expended on
on the
coasts of
of this amount shall
shall be
the coasts
of said
said outlying
outlying
islands and
entrance to
to the
the Panama
Canal;
and the Atlantic
Atlantic entrance
Panama Canal;
Pacific coast.
coast.
Pacific coast:
coast: For surveys
surveys and
and necessary
necessary resurveys
resurveys of
of coasts
coasts on
on
the Pacific Ocean under
under the jurisdiction
States, and
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States,
and
including
including the employment
employment in
the field
and office
office of
one physicist
physicist to
to
in the
field and
of one
develop survey methods based
based on
transmission of
of sound
on transmission
sound through
through
sea water,
sea
water, $144,520;
$144,520;
Physical
hydrograTides,
currents, and so forth:
Physical
hydrograforth: For continuing
continuing researches
researches in
in physiphysiphy.
py
cal
relating to
to harbors
harbors and
and bars,
and for
for tidal
cal hydrography, relating
bars, and
tidal and
and
current
the coasts
coasts of
of the
States, or
current observations
observations on
on the
the United
United States,
or other
other
coasts under
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
United States,
$13,440;
coasts
jurisdiction of
the United
States, $13,440;
Coast
Coast Pilot:
Pilot: For
For compilation
of the
Pilot, including
coast Pilot.
PitL
Coast
compilation of
the Coast
Coast Pilot,
including the
the
employment
employment of such pilots
and nautical
experts, and
stenographic
pilots and
nautical experts,
and stenographic

help in
in the
the field
field and
and office
office as
as may
may be
necessary for
$5,370;
help
be necessary
for the
the same,
same, $5,370;
Magnetic work:
work: For
seismological
Magnetic
For continuing
continuing magnetic
magnetic and
and seismological
observations
observations and to establish
in connection
connection therewith
establish meridian
meridian lines
lines in
therewith
in all parts of the United States; making magnetic
magnetic and
and seismological
seismological
observations
regions under
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United
United
observations in
in other
other regions
of the
States; purchase of additional magnetic
magnetic and seismological
seismological instruinstruments; lease of sites where
and the
of temporary
temporary
where necessary and
the erection
erection of
magnetic and seismological buildings; and including the employment
employment
in
the field
office of
of such
such magnetic
and seismological
seismological observers
observers
in the
field and
and office
magnetic and
and stenographic
stenographic services
services as
as may
may be
necessary, $35,079;
$35,079;
and
be necessary,
Federal
l
"and"F'
Federal, boundary,
boundary, and
or continuing
con tin uing lines
of
andesra
uyday
and
State,
surveys,
Federal,
and State
State surveys:
surveys: F
For
lines of
exact levels
between the
Atlantic, Pacific,
deterlevels between
the Atlantic,
Pacific, and
and Gulf
Gulf coasts;
coasts; determining
mining geographic
geographic positions
by triangulation
triangulation and
traverse for
the
positions by
and traverse
for the
ederal, state,
State, boundary, county, city, and
control of Federal,
surveys
and other
other surveys
and engineering
engineering works in all parts of
of the
the United States;
States; including
including
special
of first-order
special geodetic surveys of
triangulation and
and leveling
leveling in
in
first-order triangulation
regions subject to earthquakes, not exceeding
exceeding $10,000;
$10,000; determining
determining
bugkiohseandr
iers- field astronomic
Ukiah
and Gaithersastronomic positions
variation of
of latitude,
latitude, including
including
positions and the
the variation
burg
observatories.
the maintenance
maintenance and operation of
of the
the latitude
observatories at
at Ukiah,
latitude observatories
Ukiah,
California,
California, and Gaithersburg, Maryland, not
not exceeding
$2,500 each;
exceeding $2,500
each;
establishing lines of exact levels, determining
determining geographic
geographic positions
y triangulation and traverse, and making astronomic
Alaska.Alask.
b
.y
observations
astronomic observations
in
i
n Alaska; and continuing gravity observation
n the
the United
United States
States
observationss i
in
and for
for making
regions under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
and
making such
such observations
observations in
in regions
under the
of the United States and also on islands and
and coasts adjacent
adjacent thereto,
thereto,
$131,970,
$131,970, of
amount not
not to
to exceed
expended
of which
which amount
exceed $29,300
$29,300 may
may be
be expended
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
for
the District
isclaneos.
Miscellaneous.
For objects not hereinbef
ore named
name d t
hat may
may b
deemed urgent,
hereinbefore
that
bee deemed
urgent,
preparation or purchase of plans and specifications
including the preparation
specifications of
of
Magnetic

and
seisoalogcalobservations
moIogical
observations.
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vessels and
employment of such hull draftsmen
draftsmen in the field and
the employment
and the
vessels
office as
may be
reimbursement, under
same; the reimbursement,
for the same;
necessary for
be necessary
as may
office
rules
Secretary of Commerce, of officers of the
the Secretary
by the
prescribed by
rules prescribed
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Relief
of shipwrecked
Reliefofshipwrecked
persons, etc.

and other pess, e
Coast
Geodetic Survey
Survey for
food, clothing,
medicines, and
clothing, medicines,
for food,
and Geodetic
Coast and
supplies furnished
temporary relief of distressed
distressed persons in
in
furnished for the temporary
supplies
remote
shipwrecked persons temporarily provided
localities and to shipwrecked
remote localities
for
by them,
necessary expenses
exceed aatotal of $550; actual necessary
them, not to exceed
for by
of
field force temporarily
temporarily ordered to the office in the
the field
of the
officers of
of officers
District
consultation with the director, and not
Columbia for consultation
District of Columbia
Attendance
at meetmeetexceeding $1,000
$1,000 for
the expenses
of the
of representatives
at
Attendance
representatives ings
attendance of
the attendance
expenses of
for the
exceeding
of International
Bureau.
Hydrographic Bureau.
of
the Coast
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
designated as dele- Hydrographic
be designated
may be
who may
Survey who
and Geodetic
of the
International
gates
United States
States at the meetings of the International
the United
from the
gates from
Hydrographic
Bureau, and not
exceeding $3,000 for special surveys
not exceeding
Hydrographic Bureau,
that
by the
Bureau of
of Lighthouses
proper
Lighthouses or other proper
the Bureau
required by
be required
may be
that may
authority, $3,680;
$3,680;
authority,
In all,
all, field
field expenses,
expenses, $439,059.
In
essels' repair, etc.
Vessels:
For repairs
repairs of
vessels, including
including traveling expenses
expenses of Vessels'
of vessels,
Vessels: For
persons
inspecting the
the repairs,
repairs, and exclusive
engineer's supplies
supplies
exclusive of engineer's
persons inspecting
and
$58,200.
chandlery, $58,00.
other ship chandlery,
and other
Employees.
For all
all necessary
necessary employees to man and equip the vessels, includ- Employees.
For
ing professional
seamen serving as mates
mates on vessels
vessels of the Survey,
Survey,
professional seamen
to execute
execute the
provided for and authorwork of the Survey herein provided
the work
to
$475,011.
ized by law, $475,011.
Pay and allowances,
Pay,
commissioned officers:
officers: For
pay and
Pay and allowanes,
prescribed commissioned
allowances prescribed
and allowances
For pay
Pay, commissioned
officers.
holding
duty,
by
law
for
commissioned
officers
sea
other
holding
and
duty
on
officers
commissioned
for
by law
director with
relative rank with officers of the Navy, including one director
relative
engineers
relative rank of captain, six hydrographic and geodetic engineers
hydrographic and geodetic engiwith
relative rank of captain, ten hydrographic
with relative
neers
with relative rank of commander,
commander, seventeen hydrographic
hydrographic and
neers with
geodetic
engineers with relative
relative rank of lieutenant commander.
commander,
geodetic engineers
forty-seven hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic
engineers with relative rank
rank
geodetic engineers
forty-seven
engineers
hydrographic and geodetic
geodetic engineers
of lieutenant, sixty-one junior hydrographic
with relative
(junior grade),
twenty-nine aides
grade), twenty-nine
of lieutenant (junior
rank of
relative rank
with
ensign, and including
including officers
officers retired
retired in accordaccordrelative rank of ensign,
with relative
Proviso.
dirctr
ance with
with existing
existing law,
law, $624,991:
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of Pt
$624,991: Provided,
ance
Assistant director.
Commerce may
may designate
designate one of
hydrographic and geodetic
of the hydrographic
Commerce
engineers
to act as assistant director.
engineers to
Office fce.
force.
Oeo,
Office
For personal
personal services,
services, $478,800.
$478,800.
force: For
Office force:
Office
expenses.
mse.
office
survey(except
Office
expenses:
For
purchase
of
new
instruments
(except
instruments
new
Office expenses: For purchase of
ing
including their
equipment,
materials, equipment,
exchange, materials,
their exchange,
instruments), including
ing instruments),
carpenter shop, and
instrument shop, carpenter
and
required in the instrument
and supplies required
chart
scientific and technical
books, journals, books
technical books,
books, scientific
division; books
chart division;
of
reference maps,
maps,
books,
plates, chart
subscriptions; copper plates,
charts, and subscriptions;
of reference,
paper,
chemicals for electrotyping
electrotyping
copper, zinc, and chemicals
ink, copper,
printer's ink,
paper, printer's
and photographing;
photographing, rubber
rubber
engraving, printing, photographing,
photographing; engraving,
and
gloves, and
electrotyping supplies;
photolithographing and printing
supplies; photolithographing
and electrotyping
gloves,
parties;;
charts for
for immediate
immediate use;
stationery for office and field parties
use; stationery
charts
transportation of instruments
instruments and supplies when not charged to
transportation
party
telegrams; washing;
furniture, repairs; travelwashing; office furniture,
expenses; telegrams;
party expenses;
ing expenses
on
and others employed in the office sent on
of officers and
expenses of
ing
special
duty in
the service
the office;
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, conoffice; miscellaneous
of the
service of
in the
special duty
tingencies
of all
exceeding $90
fares, $50,000.
s
S
$50,000. Subsistence
street-car fares,
for street-car
$90 for
not exceeding
kinds, not
all kinds,
tngencies of
restricaoS,,.
Appropriations herein
made for
for the
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
Survey tions.
and Geodetic
the Coast
herein made
Appropriations
shall not
not be
be available
allowance to civilian
civilian or other officers for
for allowance
available for
shall
subsistence while
(except as hereinbefore
Washington (except
on duty at Washington
while on
subsistence
provided
for officers of the field force ordered
ordered to Washington
Washington for
provided for
short
periods for
for consultation
consultation with
with the
the director),
except as now
director), except
short periods
provided by law.
provided
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Appropriations
expenses of the Coast
Coast
Appropriations herein made for the field expenses
and Geodetic Survey shall be available for expenditures
expenditures in the
application
of the
to the
the field
field work
of the
the Coast
Coast and
application of
the airplane
airplane to
work of
and
Photographic appaappa- Geodetic Survey, and not
exceed a
atotal
total of
of said
appronot to
to exceed
of $25,000 of
said
approratus.
ratus.
priations shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase or
construction of
or construction
of
cameras
photographic apparatus,
for equipment,
except
cameras and
and other
other photographic
apparatus, for
equipment, except
employment of
personnel in
in the
field and
and office
airplanes, and
and for
for employment
of personnel
the field
office
in connection
connection with
with such
such work.
work.

Application of airof airApplication
plane
to Bold work.

pane
o eor

Bureau
Burean of Fisheries.

and
Commissioner's office:
office: For
the commissioner
For the
commissioner
Commissioner's
and
personne services in
$136,600.
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $136,600.

Commissioner
Commisioner
office
personnel.

office

BUREAU
OF FISHERIES
BUREAU OF
FISHERIES

Propagation of
of food
Propagation
food
fishes.
fihes.

and
other personal
personal
and other

Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance,
maintenance, repair, alteration,
Propagation
improvement, equipment, and operation of
fish-.
cultural .stations,
stations,
of fish-cultural
general propagation of food fishes and their distribution, including
including
movement, maintenance, and repairs
cars, purchase
purchase of
equipment
repairs of
of cars,
of equipment
(including rubber boots and oilskins)
(including
oilskins) and apparatus,
apparatus, contingent
contingent
expenses, pay of permanent
expenses,
employees not
not to
to exceed
$353,110, temtempermanent employees
exceed $353,110,
porary
labor, and
and not
to exceed
$10,000 for
for propagation
propagation and
and distribudistribuporary labor,
not to
exceed $10,000
tion of fresh-water
fresh-water mussels and the necessary expenses connected
connected
therewith, and not to exceed $10,000
therewith,
$10,000 for
collection, and
for the purchase,
purchase, collection,
and
transportation of specimens and
incidental
to the
and other expenses
expenses .
incidental to
the
maintenance
exceed
maintenance and operation
operation of aquarium, of which not to exceed
$4,500 may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
in the
services in
the District
District of
of
Columbia, $560,950.
$560,950.
Columbia,
Vessels'
maintenVesels' ma nte- Maintenance
Maintenance of
of vessels:
vessels: For
maintenance and
operation of
of vessels
vessels
nance.
For maintenance
and operation
and launches, including purchase and
and repair
repair of boats,
boats, apparatus,
apparatus,
machinery, and other facilities required for use with the
the same,
same, hire
hire
of vessels, temporary
temporary employees, and all other necessary
in
necessary expenses
expenses in
connection therewith,
not to
therewith, including not
purto exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
for the
the purchase of plans and specifications
vessels or
specifications for vessels
contract personal
or for
for contract
personal
services for the preparation thereof, and money accruing
comaccruing from
from commutation of rations and provisions on board vessels may be paid on
on
proper vouchers to the persons having charge of the mess of such
vessels, $135,380, of which not to exceed $4,420 may be expended for
for
pay of officers and employees of
vessels of the Atlantic coast
coast and
of vessels
and not
not
to
exceed $67,500
$67,500 for
for pay
pay of
of officers
crews of
of vessels
vessel
s f
or the
the
to exceed
officers and
and crews
for
Alaska service.
Alasa
service.
Alaska Fisheries Service, and $10,000 shall be immediately
immediately available
available
Supplies, etc., to PribiiofPislantds.
of supplies
equipment required
required for
toP for the procurement
procurement of
supplies and
bilof Islands.
and equipment
for shipshipthe Pribilof
Islands for
for the
the service
service of
year 1935.
Commutation of re.ment to
to the
a ment
Pribilof Islands
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1935.
Commutation
tions.
f
tions.
Commutation of rations (not to exceed $1
paid
$1 per day)
day) may be
be paid
to officers and crews of vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries during
the fiscal year 1935 under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary
Commerce.
of Commerce.
Food
fishes inquiry.
Food fshes
inquiry.
Inquiry respecting
the
respecting food fishes: For inquiry into the cause
cause of the
decrease
of food fishes in the waters of the United States, and for
decrease a
investigation
investigation and experiments . in respect to the aquatic animals,
animals,
plants, and waters,
waters and screening
screening of irrigation ditches in fishways,
in the interests of fish culture and the fishery industries, including pay
pay
of permanent employees not to exceed $93,570, temporary employees,
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, improvement, equipment,
equipment, and operations of
statns, expenses
biological stations,
expenses of travel and preparation of reports,
$127,074.
$1297,074.
Fishery industries.
ishery istres
Fishery industries:
collection
offstatisties
Fishery
industries: For collecti
on and
an d compilation
comp il at i
on o
statistics of
of
Statistical
Statistical
studies.
the fisheries and the .study of their methods and relations, and the
the
preservation and utilization of fishery products, including
methods of preservation
including
pay of permanent employees
employees not to
to exceed
exceed $24,270,
compensation of
a
$24,270, compensation
temporary
including
temporary employees, travel and preparation
preparation of reports, including
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temporary employees
employees in the District of Columbia not to exceed
temporary
exceed
$1,800, and all other necessary
necessary expenses in connection
connection therewith,
$1,800,
including the purchase (not to exceed
maintenance,
exceed $500),
$500), exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in the field work of the Bureau of Fisheries,
$57,125.
$57,125.

Alaska,
service: For
the seal
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska, general
general service:
For protecting
protecting the
seal fisheries
Alaska,
including the furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, and other necessities
natives of the Pribilof Islands of Alaska;
Alaska; not exceeding
of life to the natives
exceeding
of
$20,000 for construction,
construction, improvement,
improvement, repair, and alteration of
buildings and roads, transportation
buildings
transportation of
of supplies to and from the
islands, expenses of travel of agents and other employees and subsistence while on said islands, hire and maintenance
maintenance of vessels,
vessels, purchase of sea otters, and for all expenses necessary
necessary to carry out the
chase
provisions
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
protect the
seal fisheries
fisheries of
provisions of
the Act
"An Act
to protect
the seal
Alaska, and
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ",
", approved
April 21,
1910 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
Alaska,
approved April
21, 1910
title 16, secs. 631-658),
protection of the fisheries of
of
631-658), and for the protection
permanent employees not to exceed $62,920,
Alaska, including pay of permanent
employees while on
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting service, travel of employees
temporary labor, and
duty in Alaska,
Alaska, hire
hire of boats, employment of temporary
all
other necessary
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $245,693,
$245,693, of which
all other
necessary expenses
$100,000
immediately available.
$100
000 shall be immediately
Enforcement of black
Enforcement
black bass law: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce to
carry into
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
amend the
the Act
Act
into effect
effect the
Act entitled
"An Act
to amend
merce
to carry
entitled
transportation of black bass,
entitled 'An Act to regulate interstate transportation
purposes ,approved
approved May
May 20,
20, 1926"
1926" (U.S.C., Supp. VI,
and for
for other purposes',
title 16, secs. 851-856),
approved July 2, 1930 (46 Stat., pp. 845-847),
845-847),
851-856), approved
$13,715, of
which not to exceed $1,620 may be expended for personal
personal
$13,715,
of which
services in
in the District
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
services
Mississippi
Wild Life
For construction
buildof buildconstruction of
and Fish
Fish Refuge:
Refuge: For
Life and
Mississippi Wild
ings, boats,
boats, and
ponds, for
for purchase
equipment, including
ings,
and ponds,
purchase of
of equipment,
including boats,
boats,
for maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
improvements, including
and improvements,
including
operation, repair,
repair, and
for
expenditures
for personal
services at
at the
seat of
government and
and
the seat
of government
expenditures for
personal services
elsewhere
necessary, as authorized
approved
authorized in the Act approved
as may
may be necessary,
elsewhere as
June 7, 1924 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 16, secs. 721-731),
721-731), $15,000.
$15,000.
Not to
exceed $1,000
$1,000 of
of the
appropriations herein
made for the
herein made
the appropriations
Not
to exceed
Bureau of
of Fisheries
Fisheries shall
shall be available
expenses of attendance
at
attendance at
available for expenses
Bureau
meetings concerned
concerned with the work of said Bureau when incurred on
on
the
written authority
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, and not to
authority of the Secretary
the written
exceed
shall be
be available
available for
rental of
of suitable
in
quarters in
suitable quarters
for the
the rental
exceed $1,500
$1,500 shall
the
District of
of Columbia
for laboratory
and storage
storage purposes.
purposes.
laboratory and
Columbia for
the District
PATENT OFFICE
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Alaska.
Alaska.
Seal fisheries protection.

rt

tion.

p 326.
Vol.
Vol 336, p.. 32
U.S.C., p. 431.

p.43

Black bass
bass law.
w.
Enforcement.
Vol. 44, p. 576;
576; Vol.
46, p. 845.
VI,
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p. 343.

aeck
Vol. 44, p.
Vol.
46us;supp
P 343

Mississippi Wild Life
Refuge.
Construction, mainmaintenance, etc., expenses.
Vol. 4ap.i50..
43, p. 650.
U.S.C., p. 437.

anMFiish
and Fish

Ri Wge.Lfe

bonstructionp
vol.
.s..,p. 437.

Attendance at meetAttendance at meetings-

Patent
Office.
Patent Office.
Sums available from

availabbe from
rev
appropriated for the Patent Office
The following sums are appropriated
Office for the revenues.
56
Vol. 4
46, p.
p. 156.
ending June
June 30, 1935,
1935, out of the revenues of such office
office in Vol.
fiscal year ending
U.S.C., Stipp. VII,
p.
819.
conformity with section 5
5 of the
approved April
April 11, 1930 p.si9.
the Act approved
conformity
(U.S.C.
revenues
22), to the extent that such revenues
(U.S.C., .Supp.
Supp. VI, title 35, sec. 22),
remainder out of the general fund of
sufficient therefor
therefor and any remainder
are sufficient
namely:
the Treasury, namely:
Salaries, CommisSalaries: For the Commissioner
Salaries,
CommisCommissioner of Patents and other personal sioner
and office perservices in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Provided, That
of sonnel.
sonnel.
Columbia, $2,921,931:
$2,921,931: Provided,
That of
services
P1-ones.
the
amount herein
herein appropriated
not to
to exceed
$25,000 may
may be
used Teoary
appropriated not
exceed $25,000
be used
the amount
Temporary typist.
typists.
for special
special and
and temporary
services of
of typists
by the
the Civil
Civil
certified by
typists certified
temporary services
for
Service
employed in such
numbers at
such numbers,
at $4
Service Commission, who
who may
may be
be employed
per diem, as may, in the judgment of the Commissioner of Patents,
necessary to
furnishing manuscript
manuscript
work of
of furnishing
current the work
to keep current
be necessary
copies of records.
copies
86637°-34-86
6
86371-34---4
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Reference
Reference books,
books, etc.
etc.

For purchase
purchase of law,
professional, and other reference
reference books and
law, professional,
and
publications and
including their
their exchange,
exchange, and
and
publications
and scientific
scientific books,
books, including
expenses of
of transporting
issued by
expenses
transporting publications
publications of
of patents
patents issued
by the
the PatPatent Office
Office to
foreign governments,
and for
other contincontinent
to foreign
governments, directories,
directories, and
for other
gent and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
of the
Patent Office,
$30,000.
gent
and miscellaneous
the Patent
Office, $30,000.
Weekly issue
issue of
of patpatFor
producing copies
of weekly
weekly issue
of patents
patents and
and
weekly
For producing
copies of
issue of
of drawings
drawings of
ent drawings, etc,
ent drawin ec.
designs; reproduction
reproduction of copies
drawings and
and specifications
specifications of
copies of
of drawings
of
exhausted patents,
other papers,
such other
exhausted
patents, designs,
designs, trade-marks,
trade-marks, and
and other
papers, such
other
papers
sale to
to be
at not
than cost
cost plus
papers when
when reproduced
reproduced for
for sale
be sold
sold at
not less
less than
plus
10
reproduction of
patent drawings;
photo
10 per
per centum;
centum; reproduction
of foreign
foreign patent
drawings; photo
prints
of pending
pending application
photoprints of
application drawings;
drawings; and
and photostat
photostat and
and photographic supplies
supplies and
mounts, $205,000.
graphic
and dry
dry mounts,
$205,000.
Multigraphed
he
Multl
graphed head-

mg

'

The
of the
the drawings
patented cases
cases may
may be
multia headings
dings of
drawings for
for patented
be multi-

graphed
graphed in the Patent
Patent Office
Office for the purpose
purpose of
photolithography.
of photolithography.

Investigating
Investi gating prior
prior
For investigating
public use
use or
For
investigating the
the question
question of
of public
or sale
sale of
of inventions
inventions
use of
inventions,
ofinventions
use
for two
two years or more prior to filing applications
applications for
patents, and
and
for patents,
such other
arising in
in connection
with applications
such
other questions
questions arising
connection with
applications for
for
patents
art as
may be
deemed necessary
necessary by
patents and
and the
the prior
prior art
as may
be deemed
by the
the CornComDefense of
ofsuits.
missioner
Defense
suits.
missioner of Patents; for
attending defense
defense of
instifor expense
expense attending
of suits
suits instituted
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Patents,
$300, and
for expenses
expenses
tuted against
against the
Patents, $300,
and for
of
at meetings
meetings concerned
with the
the work
work of
of the
of attendance
attendance at
concerned with
the Patent
Patent
Office
when incurred
incurred on
the written
written authority
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Office when
on the
of
Commerce.
Commerce.
Furniture,
Furniture, etc.
etc.
For furniture and filing cases, $13,000.
$13,000.
Priningandbinding.
designs, trade-marks,
Printingand binding.
For printing the weekly issue of patents, designs,
trade-marks,
prints,
and labels,
exclusive of
of illustrations;
illustrations; and
and for
prints, and
labels, exclusive
for printing
printing,)
engraving illustrations, and
engraving
the Official
Official Gazette,
including
and binding
binding the
Gazette, including
indices, $850,000;
for miscellaneous
weekly and annual
annual indices,
$850,000; for
miscellaneous printing
printing and
and
binding,
in all,
all, $900,000.
binding, $50,000; in
$900,000.
Bureau
Mines.
Bursau of
of Mines.
Salaries
and general
general
Salaies and
expenses.

BUREAU
OF MINES
MINES
BUREAU OF

Salaries and general expenses: For general expenses,
expenses, including
including
pay of the director and necessary
necessary assistants,
assistants, clerks,
clerks, and
and other
other
employees, in the office
office in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and in
field,
in the District
District of
in the
the field,
and every
other expense
every other
expense requisite
for and
incident to
the general
general
requisite for
and incident
to the
work of the bureau in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
to be
be
in the
the District of
and in
in the
the field,
field, to
expended under the direction of
Secretary of
of Commerce,
Commerce, $48,108,
of the Secretary
$48,108,
of which amount not
$45,000 may
expended for
not to
to exceed
exceed $45,000
may be
be expended
for personal
personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
services
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Mine rescue cars and
Operating mine
cars and
and stations
and investigation
of mine
mine
tine rese cars and Operating
mine rescue
rescue cars
stations and
investigation of
stations.
tinvstlgation
Investigations.
accidents: For the investigation
investigation and improvement
improvement of
rescue and
and
of mine
mine rescue
first-aid methods and
appliances and
and the
teaching of
safety,
and appliances
the teaching
of mine
mine safety,
rescue, and first-aid methods; investigations as to the causes of mine
mining, espeexplosions, causes of falls of roof and coal, methods of mining,
cially in relation to the safety of miners, the appliances
appliances best adapted
to prevent accidents,
accidents, the possible improvement
improvement of conditions
conditions under
under
which mining operations
operations are carried
carried on, the
explosives and
the use
use of explosives
and
electricity, the prevention of accidents,
accidents, statistical studies and reports
electricity,
relating to mine accidents,
accidents, and other inquiries
inquiries and technologic
investigations
investigations pertinent
pertinent to the
exchange in
in part
part
the mining
mining industry;
industry; the
the exchange
payment for operation,
operation, maintenance, and
of mine
mine rescue
and repair
repair of
rescue
trucks; the construction of temporary
temporary structures and the repair,
maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of mines rescue cars and Governmentowned mine rescue stations and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto; personal
personal
services, traveling expenses and subsistence, equipment, and supplies;
supplies;
Attendance
at
meettten
e at
t- travel
travel ad
aother' and other incidental expenses of employees
and subsistence,
subsistence,
employees in
ings.
attendance
conferences held for the purpose
attendance at meetings and conferences
purpose of
promoting safety and health
industries;•
health in the mining and allied industries
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operapurchase not
payment for, operaexchange as part payment
$5,000, exchange
exceeding $5,000,
not exceeding
purchase
tion, maintenance,
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
repair of
and repair
maintenance, and
tion,
vehicles for
for official
official use in field work; purchase
purchase and exchange in part
vehicles
payment
therefor of
of cooks'
uniforms, goggles, gloves, rubber boots,
cooks' uniforms,
payment therefor
aprons,
other articles
articles or equipment
necessary in
equipment as may be necessary
such other
and such
aprons, and
connection
with the
the purposes
paragraph; including not to
this paragraph;
of this
purposes of
connection with
exceed
personal services
services in
Columbia,
in the District of Columbia,
for personal
$72,000 for
exceed $72,000

$452,000: Provided,
this amount
to exceed
may be
be Proviso.
trophis.
$500 may
not to
exceed $500
of this
amount not
That of
Rescue
trophies.
$452,000:
Provided, That
expended
the purchase
and bestowal of trophies in connection
connection
purchase and
for the
expended for
with
and first-aid
contests;
first-aid contests;
rescue and
mine rescue
with mine
Mining
investigations in
the disdis- uo
m
nslininimr
Alaska. esfigationsin
and the
investigations and
For investigations
Alaska: For
in Alaska:
Mining investigations

semination of
of information
conditions in
to improving conditions
view to
a view
with a
information with
semination
the mining,
mining, quarrying,
quarrying, and
and metallurgical
industries as
provided in
as provided
metallurgical industries
the

Vl. 38, p. 959

99.
P 953.
the
authorizing additional
mining experiment
approved U.Vol.
B.C.. p.
stations, approved
experiment stations,
additional mining
Act authorizing
the Act
March
3, 1915
(U.S.C., title
title 30,
sec. 8),
8), and to
to provide for the inspec30, sec.
1915 (U.S.C.,
March 3,
tion
of mines
of the
lives of
in the Terriminers in
of miners
the lives
protection of
the protection
and the
mines and
tion of
tory of
of Alaska,
including personal
personal services,
equipment, supplies, and
services, equipment,
Alaska, including
tory
expenses of
travel and
$6,173.
subsistence, $6,173.
and subsistence,
of travel
expenses
Testig ul.
Testing fuel:
and scientific
scientific and technologicfuel.Testing
inquiries and
conduct inquiries
To conduct
fuel: To
Testing
investigations concerning
the mining,
preparation, treatment,
treatment, and
mining, preparation,
concerning the
investigations
use of
and for
for investigation
mineral fuels belongof mineral
investigation of
fuels, and
mineral fuels,
of mineral
use
ing to
to or
or for
for the
the use
the United
States, with
with a
aview
view to their most
United States,
of the
use of
ing
efficient
utilization;
to
recommend
to
departments such
various
to
recommend
to
utilization;
efficient
changes in
of fuel
fuel as
result in
greater economy,
economy,
in greater
may result
as may
use of
and use
selection and
in selection
changes
and,
upon
request
of
the
Director
of
the
Bureau
of
the
the Budget, to
of
Bureau
the
of
Director
the
of
and, upon request
investigate
equipment in
proposed for any
in use by or proposed
fuel-burning equipment
the fuel-burning
investigate the
United
of
the
departments,
establishments,
or
institutions
of the United
institutions
or
establishments,
of the departments,
to
States in
the District
of which
which amount not to
$97,828 of
Columbia, $97,828
of Columbia,
District of
in the
States
exceed
expended for
for personal
personal services in the District
be expended
may be
$25,400 may
exceed $25,400
o

of Columbia.
of
Columbia.

_

Mineral mining in-

of Mineral
Columbia.
mining
investigations: For
inquiries and
and scientific
scientific and
and vestigations.
Mineral mining
vestegtiogs.
For inquiries
mining investigations:
Mineral
technologic
mining, preparation,
preparation, treattreatthe mining,
concerning the
investigations concerning
technologic investigations
ment,
other than
than
substances, other
mineral substances,
and mineral
ores and
of ores
utilization of
and utilization
ment, and
fuels,
to improving
increasing
and increasing
conditions and
health conditions
improving health
view to
a view
with a
fuels, with
safety,
economic development,
conserving resources
and conserving
development, and
efficiency, economic
safety, efficiency,
through
the
prevention
of
waste
in
the
mining,
quarrying,
metallurquarrying, metallurmining,
the
in
waste
of
prevention
the
through
to inquire
into the
economic conconthe economic
inquire into
gical,
other mineral
industries ;to
mineral industries;
and other
gical, and
ditions
affecting
these
industries;
and
including
all
equipment,
supsupequipment,
all
including
and
industriesthese
affecting
ditions
not to
purchase,
subsistence,, and the purc
plies expenses
ha
se, not
to
of travel and subsistence
expenses of
plies,
repair
exceed
$2,500,
including
exchange,
operation,
maintenance
and
maintenance,
operation,
exchange,
including
$2,500,
exceed
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger -carrying vehicles
vehicles for official use in
of
field
work,
including
not
to
exceed
$14,040
for personal
personal services
services in
for
$14,040
exceed
to
not
field work, including
the
of Columbia,
no part
part of
of this
this Proviso.
Private
pro
A worto proThat no
Provided, That
$85,974: Provided,
Columbia, $85,974:
District of
the District
hibited.
any
appropriation
may
be
expended
for
an
investigation
in
behalf
of
any
hibited.
of
behalf
in
investigation
an
for
expended
be
may
appropriation
private
Oil and gas inveAiga.
private party.
^"Oiandgs inveti
investigations
Oil
investigations: For
For inquiries
inquiries and investigati
on s and tions.
gas investigations:
and gas
Oil and
dissemination of
of information
mining, preparation,
preparation,
the mining,
concerning the
information concerning
dissemination
treatment, and
and utilization
utilization of
of petroleum
and
natural gas,
gas, including
including
natural
and
petroleum
treatment,
economic conditions
affecting the
industry, with
view to
economic
to economic
with aaview
the industry,
conditions affecting
economic
development
and
conserving
resources
through
the
prevention
of
prevention
the
through
resources
conserving
and
development
waste;
the purchase
purchase of
gas, and
the oil, gas
relating to the
newspapers relating
of newspapers
for the
waste; for
of newspaallied
industries: Provided,
That section
192 of
of the
Revised Statutes
Proviso. o
ne spaStatutes Purchase
the Revised
section 192
Provided,That
allied industries:
(U.S.C., title 5,
102) shall
not apply
to such
such purchase
purchase of
pers.
3
news- PI.,
of newsB.S., sec. 19
192. p
p. 30
apply to
shall not
sec. 102)
title 5, sec.
(U.S.C.,
p.35.
u.s.c..
papers
from
this
appropriation;
and
for
every
ot
h
er
expense
inciu.s.c.,
p.
35.
inciexpense
other
every
for
and
papers from this appropriation;
dent
equipment, expenses
of travel
and
travel and
expenses of
supplies, equipment,
including supplies,
thereto, including
dent thereto,
subsistence,
purchase,
not
to
exceed
$7,000,
exchange
as
part
payment
payment
part
as
exchange
$7,000,
subsistence, purchase, not to exceed
for, maintenance,
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrypassenger-carryoperation of
and operation
maintenance, and
for,
ing
vehicles
for
official
use
in
field
work, purchase
purchase of
of laboratory
laboratory
work,
field
in
use
official
ing vehicles for
gloves,
rubber boots
boots and
and aprons,
$111,766, of
which amount
of which
aprons, $111,766,
goggles, rubber
gloves, goggles,
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not to exceed
personal services
services in
the
exceed $15,750 may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
in the
Columbia;
District of Columbia;

experiment
experiment

Vol.38,
Vol.
38, p.
p. 959.
59.
1T.S.0 ,p
p. 953.
.. C.a,

CH. 104.
104. APRIL
7, 1934.
1934.
SESS. II. CH.
APRIL 7,

'

Mining experiment
experiment stations:
stations: For
For the
employment of
of personal
personal
the employment
services,
services, purchase
purchase of laboratory
laboratory gloves, goggles,
goggles, rubber
rubber boots
boots and
and
aprons, the purchase
exceed $3,000, exchange
exchange as
as part
payment
purchase not to exceed
part payment
for, maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrymotor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in field work, and all other
other expenses
in
expenses in
connection with the
the establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of
of

m i
ni
ng experiment
ex per i
m e
n tstations,
st
ati ons ,
rovidedi
n the
the Act
Actauthorizing
au th orizing addiaddl..
mining
as p
provided
in
tional mining
mining experiment
experiment stations, approved March 3,
3, 1915
1915 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,

title 30, sec. 8),
8), $127,036, of which amount not
not to exceed $11,800
$11,800
may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services in the
the District of Columbia;
Columbia;

ittsburgh, Pa., sta-

Pittsburgh, Pa., statwo,

Temporary
detail
Temporarsy
from
field service. detail

Buildings and
grounds, Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For
For care
care and
Buildings
and grounds,
and

maintenance
buildings and grounds
maintenance of buildings
Pittsburgh and Bruceton.
Bruceton.
grounds at Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, including personal
personal services,
services, the purchase,
purchase, exchange as
for, operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of passenger
passenger
part payment for
automobiles
automobiles for oficial
official use, and all other expenses
expenses requisite for and
and
incident
incident thereto, including not to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
for additions
additions and
and
improvements, $61,908.
improvements,
Persons employed
employed during
during the
the fiscal
year 1935 in
in field work outfiscal year
Persons
side of the District of Columbia under the Bureau of Mines may
detailed temporarily
be detailed
temporarily for service
service in the District
of Columbia
Columbia for
for
District of
purposes of preparing results of their field work; all persons so
so
detailed shall
shall be
in addition
to their
regular compensation
compensation only
only
be paid
paid in
addition to
their regular

traveling expenses
in going
and returning
returning therefrom:
therefrom: Provided,
Provided,.
Pamtoepe es traveling
expenses in
going to
to and

Proviso,
Payment of expenses.

That nothing herein shall prevent the
to employees
employees of
of the
the
the payment
payment to
Bureau of kines
necessary expenses, or per diem in
Mines of their necessary
in lieu
of subsistence, while on temporary detail in the District of Columbia for purposes
purposes only of consultation or investigations
investigations on behalf of
of
the United States. All details made hereinunder,
hereinunder, and the pur-

Report
to Congress,
Congress, poses of each, during the preceding
preceding fiscal year shall
Report to
shall be reported
reported

appropriations to Congress
in the annual
annual estimates of appropriations
Congress at the beginning of each regular session thereof;
thereof;
Details
from
The
the Treasury
may detail
detail medical
medical officers
officers of
of the
the
etailsSer.
fro Public
Publi
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury may
Health
Public Health Service for cooperative
cooperative health, safety, or sanitation
sanitation
work with the Bureau of Mines, and the compensation
compensation and expenses
expenses
of the officers so detailed
detailed may be paid from the applicable
applicable appropriaappropriaof Mines;
Mines;
tions made herein for
for the Bureau of
Helium
production
Helium
investigations: The
The sums
sums made
made available
available
anda
vestigtions
Helium production
and
investigations.
production and
and investigations:
for the fiscal year 1935
1936 in the Acts making
making appropriations
for the
the
appropriations for
War and Navy Departments
Departments for the acquisition of helium from the
Bureau of Mines, if
if their transfer
transfer to such Bureau is not required by
by
such Acts, shall be advanced
advanced from time to time upon
requisition
upon requisition
Secretary of Commerce in
as may
maybe
be determined
det
erm i
ned
by the Secretary
in such
such amounts
amounts as
by the President
President not in .excess of the sums needed
need ed for
for the
th e economieconom i
cal and efficient operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
th e plants for the
production of helium
helium for military and/or naval purposes, includincluding purchase,
purchase, not to
$2,500, and
exch ange as
as part
part payment
payment
to exceed
exceed $2,600,
and exchange
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled pasfor, maintenance,
senger-carrying
vehicles for official use in field work, and all other
senger-carrying vehicles
other
necessary
$10,100 for
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
cessary expenses,
expenses, $10,100
for personal
of
Columbia;
Columbia
Helium
Purchase,
plants.
etc.,
of.
Helium
For helium
production and
an d conservation, includta;of.
H.elium plants:
plants: For
helium production
conservation, including acquisition of helium-bearing
helium-bearing gas land or wells by
by purchase,
purchase,
exchange,
exchange, lease, or condemnation,
condemnation, or interest in such land
land or
or wells
we ll s,.
thee purchase, lease, construction, or modification
modifica ti on of
of plants.
pl
ants. pipe
pi
pe'
lines and accessories,
accessories, compressor stations,
stations,camp b
ui
ld i
ngs, and
and.
other
buildings,
other
facilities for the production,
production, transportation, storage, and purification of helium
acquisition of
tion
helium and helium-bearing
helium-bearing gas, including
including acquisition
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sites
and rights-of-way
therefor, by
by purchase,
condemnapurchase, lease, or condemnarights-of-way therefor,
sites and
tion,
expenses of travel
travel and
and equipment, expenses
supplies and
including supplies
and including
tion, and
subsistence,
and operation
motor-propelled pasoperation of motor-propelled
maintenance and
subsistence, maintenance
other
senger-carrying
use in
in field
field work,
work, and all other
official use
for official
vehicles for
senger-carrying vehicles
necessary
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $6,560
$0,560 for personal servexpenses, including
necessary expenses,
ices in
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and including
Balances
Balansavbble.
of Vol.
payment of
the payment
46, p.available.
1350.
including the
District of
the District
ices
Vol. 47,
carried under Vol
obligations
incurred under
under the
the contract
contract authorization
authorization carried
47, p.
p. 1407.
1407.
obligations incurred
this heading
in the
of Commerce
Appropriation Act for
Commerce Appropriation
Department of
the Department
heading in
this
the
fiscal
year
1932,
not
to
exceed
$50,000
the
unexpended
balances
unexpended balances
the
of
$50,000
exceed
to
not
1932,
year
fiscal
the
in the
the appropriation
Helium Plants,
Plants, Bureau
Bureau of
1934 "is is
Mines, 1934",
of Mines
" Helium
appropriation "
in
Presipproval
of Presihereby continued
for the
fiscal year
* o
Provided, That iAfpol~
1935::Provided,
year 1935
the fiscal
available for
continued available
hereby
no part
part of
of the
the appropriation
made may
be expended
expended except
except dent reuired.
required.
may be
herein made
appropriation herein
no
with
approval of
the President:
President: Provided
further, That
That the
the Lsesetc.
'
Provided further,
of the
the approval
with the
acquirement
leases, sites,
sites, and
terms customunder terms
rights-of-way under
and rights-of-way
of leases,
acquirement of
ary
the oil
and gas
gas industry,
industry, including
obligations to pay rental
including obligations
oil and
in the
ary in
in
advance and
and to
pay damages
to lands,
lands, crops,
crops, or
or structures
arising
structures arising
damages to
to pay
in advance
out
of
the
Government's
operations
is
authorized:
Provided
further,
further,
Provided
authorized:
is
operations
the Government's
out ofshould
That
valuable products
than helium-bearing
helium-bearing gas
gas be
be disDisposal of valuable
valuable
dis- Disposal
other than
products other
valuable
That should
products
this
under
gas
covered
in
wells
acquired
or
drilled
for
helium
bearing
un
der
products
helium-bearing
for
covered in wells acquired or drilled
appropriation the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
authorized to provide
is authorized
Commerce is
appropriation
for
the
disposal
of
said
wells
or
the
products
therefrom, by the
therefrom,
products
the
or
for the disposal of said wells
contracts
under which
or otherwise,
otherwise, in
acquired, or
is acquired,
property is
the property
which the
contracts under
and in
accordance
with
the
interests
of
the
Government
therein
Government
accordance with the interests of the
the
manner which,
in his
opinion, is most advantageous
advantageous to the
his opinion,
which, in
the manner
Government;
Government;
naics
Eononicsomineral
investigations, mineral
Economics of
mineral industries:
industries: For
For inquiries
inquiries and investigations,
industries
of
of mineral
Economics
Investigations, etc.
the economic
and the
the dissemination
of information
economic Investigations
etc.
concerning the
information concerning
dissemination of
and
problems
the mining,
mining, quarrying,
metallurgical, and other mineral
quarrying, metallurgical,
of the
problems of
industries,
with aa view
view to
to assuring
assuring ample
efficient
ample supplies and efficient
industries, with
distribution of
mineral products
products of
quarries,
of the mines and quarries,
the mineral
of the
distribution
including studies
studies and
reports relating
uses, reserves,
reserves, production,
Reports.
production, Reports
to uses,
relating to
and reports
including
distribution, stocks,
marketing of mineral
consumption, prices, and marketing
stocks, consumption,
distribution,
commodities and
and primary
primary products
products thereof;
thereof; preparation
preparation of the
commodities
reports
of the
resources of
of the
United States,
States, including
including Statstial
Statistical inquiries.
Inquiries
United
the mineral resources
the mineral
reports of
in
services
personal
special
statistical
inquiries;
and
including
persona/
the
including
special statistical inquiries;
District
Columbia and
furniture and
and
purchase of furniture
elsewhere; purchase
and elsewhere;
of Columbia
District of
equipment; stationery
stationery and
supplies; typewriting,
typewriting, adding, and comand supplies;
equipment;
puting
accessories and
and repairs;
newspapers; traveling
repairs; newspapers;
machines, accessories
puting machines,
expenses; purchase,
purchase, not
$1,200, exchange
exchange as part
payment
part payment
exceeding $1,200,
not exceeding
expenses;
for,
maintenance, and
motor-propelled passengerpassengerof motor-propelled
repair of
and repair
operation, maintenance,
for, operation,
carrying
use in
in field
field work;
for all other
and for
work; and
official use
for official
vehicles for
carrying vehicles
amount
necessary
not included
included in
the foregoing;
foregoing; of which amount
in the
expenses not
necessary expenses
not
$162,210 may
may be
expended for
personal services
services in the
for personal
be expended
exceed $162,210
to exceed
not to
District
of Columbia;
$207,133.
Columbia; $207,133.
District of
During the
the fiscal
1935 the
any department
department or
or indeScientific
for departments.
ienvetiga,scBtic
inde- tions
of any
head of
the head
year 1935
fiscal year
During
pendent establishment
of the
Government having
funds available
available etc.
etc.
having funds
the Government
establishment of
pendent
for
scientific investigations
and requiring
cooperative work by the
the
requiring cooperative
investigations and
for scientific
Bureau
of Mines
scientific investigations
within the scope of
of the
investigations within
on scientific
Mines on
Bureau of
functions
of that
that Bureau
and which
unable to perform
perform within
is unable
it is
which it
Bureau and
functions of
the limits
limits of
its appropriations
appropriations may,
the approval
approval of the
with the
may, with
of its
the
Secretary
transfer to
Bureau of Mines
Mines such sums
the Bureau
to the
Commerce, transfer
of Commerce,
Secretary of
as may be necessary
necessary to
carry
on such
such investigations.
The
Secretary
The Secretary
investigations.
on
carry
to
be
may
as
of
the
Treasury
shall
transfer
on
the
books
of
the
Treasury
DepartDepartTreasury
the
of
books
the
on
of the Treasury shall transfer
ment any
any sums
which
may be
be authorized
hereunder, and
and such
such amounts
amounts
hereunder,
authorized
may
which
sums
ment
shall be
the credit
credit of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
for the
the performperformMines for
to the
placed to
be placed
shall
ance
of
work
for
the
department
or
establishment
from
which
the Proviso.
the
which
from
establishment
or
department
the
for
ance of work
transfer
made: Provided,
sums transferred
transferred by
any rapinditure
to.ao ot num"
by any
any sums
That any
Provided, That
is made:
transfer is
department
or
independent
establishment
of
the
Government
to
the
bered
funds.
.
Sf
the
to
Government
the
of
establishment
independent
or
department
Bureau of
Mines for
for cooperative
in connection
with this
this approapproconnection with
work in
cooperative work
of Mines
Bureau
'mvis*
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e
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Minor purchases
purchases
without advertising.

priation may
be expended
in the
same manner
manner as
sums appropriated
appropriated
may be
expended in
the same
as sums
herein may
may be
be expended;
expended;
herein
The purchase
and equipment
equipment or
or the
purchase of supplies
supplies and
the procurement
procurement of
of

United States ShipUnited
States Shiping
Board Bureau.

IUNITED STATES
SHIPPING BOARD
BOARD BUREAU
UNITED
STATES SHIPPING
BUREAU.

services
services for
the Bureau
Mines, at
at the
the seat
of government,
government, as
as well
well
for the
Bureau of
of Mines,
seat of
as in
the field
outside of
District of
of Columbia,
may be
in
as
in the
field outside
of the
the District
Columbia, may
be made
made in
open market without
without compliance
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised
compliance with
with section
33
R.B., see. 3709, p. 733.
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 41,
41, sec.
United States,
in the
the manner
manner
5) of
of the
the United
States, in
sec. 5)
7 . Statutes
iR..,t 3ee.
3
U.S.C., p. 1309.
common among business men,
men, when the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
the
of the
purchase or
or the
the service does
purchase
does not
not exceed
exceed $100
in any
any instance;
instance;
$100 in
Scientific books,
books, pur
purFor the purchase or exchange of professional
professional and
and scientific
scientific books,
books
chase.
chase.
complete broken
broken sets,
law books, and books
books to complete
sets, periodicals,
periodicals, directories,
directories
and other books
books of reference
reference relating
relating to
to the
the business
of the
the Bureau
business of
Bureau
of Mines, there
there is hereby
hereby made available
available from
any appropriations
appropriations
from any
made
for such
not to
to exceed
made for
such bureau
bureau not
exceed $2,500;
$2,500;
Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
For necessary
traveling expenses
For
necessary traveling
expenses of
of the
the director
director and
and employees
employees of
of
ings.
gs
i .
the bureau,
direction, for
bureau, acting under
under his direction,
upon meetings
meetings
for attendance
attendance upon
of technical,
technical, professional,
professional, and
and scientific
scientific societies,
when required
required in
societies, when
in
connection with the authorized
authorized work of the
Bureau of
of Mines
and
the Bureau
Mines and
incurred
incurred on the written
written authority of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce,
of Commerce,
there is hereby made available from any
any appropriations
appropriations made
made to
to the
the
Bureau of Mines
Mines not
in all
$1,000;
not to
to exceed
exceed in
all $1,000;
Total, Bureau
of Mines,
$1,197,926.
Bureau of
Mines, $1,197,926.
Salaries
Salries
penses.
panses.

and
and

exex

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: To carry
carry out the provisions of the Shipping
shipping
vol.
Vol. 41, p.
p. 989.
99.
1916,
as
amended,
and
the
Merchant
Act,
amended,
the
Merchant M
Marine
arine Acts of
of 1920
1920 and
and
U.S.C.,
p.
1530;
1928.'as amended
amended
(U.S.C.,
title 46,
46, secs.
804, 805,
805, 861-889;
861-889 ; Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI,
(U.S.C.,
title
Supp..s.c.,
VII, ApI.
p. 961. 130 1928,
sees.
804,
9
Ante,
p. 29&.
298.
Ante, p.
title 46, secs.
sees. 8891-891x,
1-891x, Act of June 16, 1933,
48 Stat.,
Stat., 298;
298; Executive
Executive
1933, 48
Order numbered
numbered 6166, June 10, 1933),
1933), including
including the
compensation of
of
the compensation
attorneys, officers, naval architects,
architects, special
examiners, and
special experts, examiners,
and
clerks, one technical expert in connection
connection with
with construction
construction loan
loan
fund, at not to exceed $10,000
$10,000 per annum, and other employees
employees in
the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; and
and for
other expenses
expenses of
of
and elsewhere;
for other
Rent.
ent. expenam.
s
the Bureau, including
including the rental of quarters outside the District of
Travel
Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of employees of the Bureau, while
while
upon official business away from
from their designated posts of duty,
duty,
including attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings or conventions
conventions of members
members of
of any
any
society or association, the purpose
of which
is of
the
purpose of
which is
of interest
interest to
to the
development and maintenance
maintenance of
of an American
development
American merchant
merchant marine,
marine,
when incurred
incurred on the written
written authority
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, and for the employment
employment by contract of expert stenographic
reporters for its official reporting
reporting work,
work, $219,216, of which
which amount
amount
not to
exceed $205,957
may be
expended
fo
r p
ersonalservices
servi
ces in
i
n the
the
not
to
exceed
$205
957
may
be
expended
for
personal
Protisos.
annual estimates
estimates of
of the
th e
Statent to acco
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the annual
Statement
accom- District of Columbia:
pany annual estrates.
estimates, Shipping Board Bureau for the
panyannual
be accompanied
Shipping Board Bureauf
or the fiscal year 1936 shall be
accompanied
by aastatement showing
employees
showing the number
number and compensation
compensation of employees
of
the Fleet
Fleet Corporation
assigned to
to that
that Bureau:
Bureau: Provided
Provided further,
further,
of
the
Corporation
assigned
Salaries of employees
aaries of
employe
That employees
employees of the Merchant
assigned
from
Mer- That
Merchant Fleet Corporation
Corporation assigned
assigned to and
chant
Fleet copo
Corpora- sering with the Shipping Board
chant Flt
compensation is
serving with the Shipping
Bureau whose
whose compensation
tion.
tion
within the range of salary prescribed
within
prescribed for the appropriate
appropriate grade to
to
p.
ft;
Supp.
T.S.C.,
p. ; supp. which
position has
has been
under the Classification
which the
the position
been allocated
allocated under
Classification Act of
VII, p. 34.
1923,
shall not
subject to reduction in salary by reason
1923, as
as amended,
amended, shall
not be
be subject
reason
of their transfer during the fiscal year 1935 to the pay
roll of
the
pay roll
of the
Bureau.
Bureau.
Shipping fund.
fund.
Shiping
Shipping fund:
of the
United States
Shipping
fund: For expenses of
the United
States Shipping
Shipping: Board
Expenses of Shipping
Board.
Board.
iMerchant
Fleet Corporation
une 30,
Merchant Fleet
Corporation during
during the fiscal year ending
ending June
1935, for administrative
administrative purposes,
purposes, including
including the salaries of employees
employees
$316,000) of the Fleet Corporation assigned
(not to exceed $316,000)
assigned to the
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Shipping
adjustments, losses due to the
miscellaneous adjustments,
Board Bureau, miscellaneous
Shipping Board
mamtenance
operation of ships, including operation
operation through an
and operation
maintenance and
the protection
for
agreement
pay
a
limp-sum
protection of
compensation,
lump-sum
a
to
agreement
the
interests of
United States in any vessel on which the United
of the United
the interests
States
holds a
mortgage, for the repair
purchase,
repair of ships, for the purchase,
a mortgage,
States holds
exchange,
operation of motor
motor vehicles for
maintenance, repair, and operation
exchange, maintenance,
official
payment of premiums for liability,
for the payment
only; for
purposes only;
official purposes
fire,
property damage, and collision insurance
insurance and for other
other
fire, theft, property
commonly
forms
schedule and fidelity bonds, commonly
including schedule
insurance, including
of insurance,
forms of
carried
corporations engaged
engaged in the same or aasimilar
similar
commercial corporations
by commercial
carried by
41, p. 988.
.
Vol. 41 p988.
Merchant Marine Vol.
business,
for carrying
carrying out
provisions of the Merchant
the provisions
out the
and for
business, and
Act,
1920, and
amendments thereto, (a)
(a) the amount of operating
operating
and amendments
Act, 1920,
funds on
July 1,
all amounts received
received during the
(b) all
1934; (b)
1, 1934;
hand July
on hand
funds
fiscal
year ending
June 30,
other than the proceeds
proceeds of sales of
1935, other
30, 1935,
ending June
fiscal year
proceeds of sales
ships
(c) so
so much of the total proceeds
property; (c)
surplus property;
and surplus
ships and
1935
of ships
ships and surplus
during the fiscal year
year 1935,
received during
surplus property received
of
but not
$750,000, as
as is
necessary to meet the expenses of
is necessary
exceeding $750,000,
not exceeding
but
liquidation, including the costs incident to the delivery of vessels to
liquidation,
maintaining the laid-up fleet and the salaries Proviso.
purchasers, the cost of maintaining
exand
expenses
of
the
personnel
engaged
liquidation: Provided,
Provided, That
That Restriction
RestSiton on exin liquidation:
engaged in
personnel
the
of
and expenses
penditure.
no
sums, (a),
and. (c)
used for
for the
pay- penditure.
the paybe used
shall be
(c) shall
(b), and
(a), (b),
these sums,
of these
part of
no part
requisitioning of
ment
of claims
claims arising out
construction and requisitioning
out of the construction
ment of
vessels.
vessels.
Special claims approThat
the special
claims appropriation
contained in the pria
priation. laims alpproappropriation contained
special claims
of the
portion of
That portion
Vol. 42, p. 847.
Independent
Appropriation Act
year 1923 comcom- Vol. 42, p. 47.
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Act for
Offices Appropriation
Independent Offices
June
mitted
prior
to
July
1,
1923,
remaining
unexpended
on
June
30.
unexpended
remaining
and
1923
1,
mitted prior to July
1934,
shall continue
continue available
June 30, 1935, for the same puravailable until June
1934, shall
poses
under the
the same
same conditions.
conditions.
and under
poses and
Operation of ships.
To
enable the
United States
Board Merchant
Merchant Fleet
Fleet Oeton of ships.
Shipping Board
States Shipping
the United
To enable
Corporation
to operate
or lines
of ships
which have
have been or
ships which
lines of
ships or
operate ships
Corporation to
may
be taken
taken back
back from
purchasers by
by reason
competition or
reason of competition
from purchasers
may be
other
.
methods employed
shipowners or operators, there
by foreign shipowners
employed by
methods
other
is herebyreappropriated
the appropriaappropria - Vol. 44, p. 318.
of the
balance of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
is
hereby reappropriated the
tion
of $10,000,000
$10,000,000 made
similar purposes
purposes in
in the
the Independent
4. p. 318
Independent Vol
for similar
made for
tion of
Proviso.
Approval of
of PresiOffices Appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1927:
That Approval
Provded, That
1927: Provided,
Act for
Appropriation Act
Offices
dent.
no expenditure
of this
this paragraph
paragraph (lent.
purposes of
the purposes
for the
made for
be made
shall be
expenditure shall
no
from
without the
approval of
the President
President of the
the
of the
prior approval
the prior
sum without
this sum
from this
United
States.
United States.
Attorneys.
Attorneys.
appropriated in this Act shall be used to Approval
No part of the sums appropriated
No
Approval of contract
of employment.
employment.
of
pay
the
compensation
of
any
attorney,
regular
or
special,
for
the
the
for
special
or
regular
ay the compensation of any attorney,
United
Board Bureau
Bureau or the United States Shipping
Shipping Board
States Shipping
United States
Board
Merchant Fleet
Fleet Corporation
the contract
contract of
of employemployunless the
Corporation unless
Board Merchant
ment
has
been
approved
by
the
Attorney
General
of
the
United
United
the
of
General
Attorney
the
by
approved
been
has
ment
Restriction
Restriction
States.
States.
payments.
No
of the
the United
United States
Shipping Board
Board MerMer- payments.
States Shipping
funds of
the funds
of the
part of
No part

on

rent
rent

chant
shall be
rent of
of buildings
buildin
the rent
for the
available for
be available
Corporation shall
Fleet Corporation
chant Fleet
in
the
District
of
Columbia
during
the
fiscal
year
suitab
suitablee
if
1935
year
fiscal
the
during
Columbia
of
District
in the
ace is
provided for
said corporation
by the
the Office
Office of National
National
corporation by
for said
is provided
space
Parks,
Buildings, and
Reservations of
of the
the
Department of the
the Department
and Reservations
Parks, Buildings,
Interior.
On puse
purchase o
of ful
fuel
Interior.
oil of
of foein
foreign produeNo
of the
of the
the United
United States
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Mer- oa
produBoard Merfunds of
the funds
part of
No part
tion.
chant Fleet
Fleet Corporation
Corporation shall
be available
the fiscal
year tionfiscal year
during the
available during
shall be
chant
1935
for
the
purchase
of
any
kind
of
fuel
oil
of
foreign
production
production
foreign
of
oil
fuel
of
kind
any
of
purchase
the
1935 for
for issue, delivery,
or sale
to ships
ships at
at points
either in
United
the United
m the
points either
sale to
for issue, delivery, or
States or
its
possessions,
where
oil
of
the
production
of
the United
United
the
of
production
the
of
oil
where
States or its possessions,
States or
its possessions
available, if
if the
such oil
oil compared
compared
of such
cost of
the cost
is available,
possessions is
or its
States
with
foreign-oil
costs
be
not
unreasonable.
unreasonable.
not
be
costs
with foreign-oil
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Compensation of
of atatCompensation
torneys.
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hort

Short title.

Department

bor.epartmnent

TITLE
TITLE IV-DEPARTMENT
IV—DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR
LABOR

Office of the SecreOffice
Seeretary.

S

APRIL
7, 1934.
1934.
APRIL 7,

Of the sums herein made
made available
available under the United
United States Shipping
ping Board Bureau, not to exceed
exceed an aggregate of $150,000
$150,000 shall
shall be
be
expended for
attorneys employed
employed on
on a
a
expended
for compensation
compensation of
of regular
regular attorneys
yearly
salary
basis,
including
their
clerical
and
legal
assistants.
yearly salary basis, including their clerical and legal assistants.
This title may
may be
cited as
the ""Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce ApproThis
be cited
as the
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935."
priation
1935."

of Laof
La-

ala
Salaries.

CH. 104.
CH.
104.

oFrcFIE OF
TE SEG'RETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE
or THE

Salaries: Secretary
Assistant
Secretary of Labor,
Labor, Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, Second
Second Assistant
Secretary, and
and other
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Secretary,
other personal
personal services
services in
District of

res.

Promotion of health,

$210,500.
o$210,500.

and
Promotion of
etc.: For salaries
salaries and
employment, etc.:
safety, employment,
of health,
health, safety,
Promotion
expenses
connection with
with the
the promotion
promotion of health, safety, employexpenses in connection
employment stabilization,
stabilization, and
and amicable
amicable industrial
industrial relations
relations for
for labor
labor and
ment
and
industry,
$73,685, of
which amount
not to
exceed $56,825
may be
be
industry, $73,685,
of which
amount not
to exceed
$56,825 may
expended
for personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
expended
for
personal
services
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
Cpexes.
Contingent
expenses: For
For contingent
Contingent expenses:
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
of the offices
and bureaus
offices and
bureaus of
for which
which appropriaappropriaof the Department,
Department, for
not specifically
specifically
tions for
for contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses are
are not
the purchase
of stationery,
stationery, furniture,
made, including the
purchase of
furniture, and repairs
to the same, carpets,
oil-cloths, file
cases, towels,
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
brooms,
carpets, matting, oil-cloths,
file cases,
laundry, street-car
street-car fares
fares not
exceeding S200;
lighting
soap, sponges, laundry,
not exceeding
$200; lighting
and
purchase exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
and heating; purchase,
of motormotorcycles and motor
motor trucks;
trills; maintenance,
maintenance operation,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
of aa
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle, to
to be
used only
only for
for ofofbe used
ficial
•freight
freight and
and express
express charges;
clippings
ficial purposes
purposes;'
charges; newspaper
newspaper clippings
not to exceed
exceed $1,800,
$1,800, postage
postage to
to foreign
foreign countries,
countries, telegraph
telegraph and
and
telephone
adding machines,
machines, and
and other
other labortelephone service,
service, typewriters,
typewriters, adding
laborsaving
devices; purchase
purchase of
books, books
of reference,
reference newsnewssaving devices;
of law
law books,
books of
papers, and
periodicals, not
exceeding $5,150;
$5,150; in
ll, $53,000;
$53,0d0; and
papers,
and periodicals,
not exceeding
in a
all,
and
in addition
addition thereto
thereto such
sueh sum as may be necessary, not in
of
in excess
excess of
$25,000, to facilitate
through the central purchasing
facilitate the purchase,
purchase, through
purchasing
vol. as, P. 31.
office as
as provided
provided in
in the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 17,
17, 1910
1910 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title
U.S.C.,
office
°oL
c:. p. 1309.
l39.
41, sec. 7),
7) of certain supplies
the Immigration
Immigration Service,
Service, shall
shall be
supplies for the
be
deducted from the appropriation
appropriation ""Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization Service ", made
made for the fiscal year
year 1935
1935 and
and
expenses, Department
Department of
of
added to the appropriation
appropriation ""Contingent
Contingent expenses,
Labor "", for that year; and the total sum thereof
thereof shall be and constitute the appropriation
contingent expenses
appropriation for contingent
expenses for the Department
Department
of Labor, to be expended
through the
the central
central purchasing
purchasing office
office (Divi(Diviexpended through
Prvviso.
sion
of
Publications
and
Supphes),
Department
of
Labor:
Provided,
Provided,
of
Labor:
Department
and
Supplies),
Publications
of
s
sion
purhas
Minor purchases
without advertising.
hat section 3709 of the Revised
That
Revised Statutes of the United States
States
11.S., sec. 3709, p. 733.
U.s.ca,
P..
(U.S.., title 41, see.
sec. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purII.S.C.,
p. 23.
1309.
pur(U.S.C.,
chase or service
service rendered
rendered for
far the Department of Labor when
when the
aggregate
does not
not exceed
the sum
sum of
$50.
aggregate amount
amount involved
involved does
exceed the
of $50.
Printingand
binding.
Priningandbnading.
Printing
and binding:
and binding
Printing and
binding: For
For printing
printing and
binding.for the Department of Labor, including all its bureaus
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions, and
services located in Washington,
Washington, Di
st
ri
ctof Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere
District
$169,000.
7
$169,000.
CommissionerS of
Commissioners
of
Commissioners
of
conciliation:
To
enable
the
Secretary
of
Labor
Commissioners of conciliation: To enable the Secretary of Labor
conciliation.
to
exercise the
by section
8 of the Act createreatto exercise
the authority
authority vested
vested in
in him by
section 8
Vol.
17, p. 735.
and to
to
Labor (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
3.
ing
the
Department
of Labor
Vol.3,p.
ing
the
Department
of
title 5,
5, sec.
sec. 611)
611) and
ws.c. p.2.
p. 62.
a
appoint commissioners
commissioners of conciliation,
conciliation, traveling
traveling expenses, telegraph
telegraph
and telephone service, and not to exceed $14,635
$14,635 for personal services
services
in the District of Columbia, $185,630.
$185,630.
ofnepalt
saPmotionemployment,
safety,
tc
eetc.-
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BUREAU OF
STATISTICS
LABOR STATISTICS
OF LABOR
BUREAU

Bureau
of Labor
StaLabor StaBureau of
tistic&
tistics.

Salaries
expenses: For
For personal
including temporary
C
i mumissionr.
temporary ficommiasioner
services, including
personal services,
and expenses:
Salaries and
ce
statistical
clerks, stenographers
oieol.personnel.
in the
the District of °
typewriters in
and typewriters
stenographers and
statistical clerks,
Columbia, and
and including
also experts
experts and
temporary assistants
assistants for
for
and temporary
including also
Columbia,
field
the District
District of
traveling expenses,
expenses,
of Columbia;
Columbia; traveling
of the
outside of
service outside
field service
including expenses
expenses of
attendance at
concerned with the
meetings concerned
at meetings
of attendance
including
work of
Bureau of
of Labor
Labor Statistics
when incurred on the written
Statistics when
of the
the Bureau
work
authority of
of Labor;
purchase of periodicals,
docuperiodicals, docuLabor; purchase
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
authority
ments, envelops,
price quotations,
for
materials for
and materials
reports and
and reports
quotations, and
envelops, price
ments,
reports
and bulletins
bulletins of
bureau, $528,000,
not
amount not
of which amount
$528,000, of
said bureau,
of said
reports and
to
may be
be expended
expended for the
the salary of the Commis$385,000 may
exceed $385,000
to exceed
sioner and
and other
other personal
personal services
of Columbia.
Columbia
District of
services in the District
sioner
Investigation of
in the United States: For perliving in
of cost of living
Investigation
sonal
temporary statistical
statistical clerks,
stenographers,
clerks, stenographers,
including temporary
services, including
sonal services,
and
typewriters in
the District
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; traveling
traveling
of Columbia
Columbia and
District of
in the
and typewriters
expenses;
telegraph and
and telephone
service;
telephone service;
equipment; telegraph
and equipment;
supplies and
expenses; supplies
rent
machines; and
and any
expense in connecessary expense
other necessary
any other
of tabulating
tabulating machines;
rent of
nection
the conduct
conduct of the study and printing the report,
with the
nection with
$140,720.
IMMIGRATION AND
AND NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION SElRVICE
SERVICE
IMMIGRATION

Immigration
and
Immigration and
Naturalization
Service.
Naturalization Service.

salaries
of the laws regulating Salaries
s
the immigration to, the residence in, and the exclusion and deporta- pe '
tion
from the
the United
States of
subject to the
persons subject
and persons
aliens, and
of aliens,
United States
tion from
a
Chinese exclusion
laws authorizing a
the laws
enforcement of the
for enforcement
laws; for
exclusion laws;
Chinese
uniform rule
rule for
for the
naturalization of
transportasalaries, transportaaliens; salaries,
of aliens;
the naturalization
uniform
tion,
and other
other expenses
expenses of
of officers,
clerks, and other
other
officers, clerks,
traveling, and
tion, traveling,
employees appointed
enforce said
said laws;
detention, maincare, detention,
laws; care,
to enforce
appointed to
employees

enforcement
For enforcement
and expenses:
theSalaries
Salaries
immigration
and
expenses:
to, the residence
For
in, and theof
exclusion
the laws
and
regulating
deporta-

tenance, transportation,
and traveling
to the
the depordeporincident to
expenses incident
traveling expenses
transportation, and
tenance,

and
and

and

and

o
Deportation,
etc., of
Deportation, etc.,

tation and
of aliens, and persons subject to the Chinese alens '
exclusion of
and exclusion
tation
exclusion
laws, as
as authorized
authorized by
the United States and to,
by law,
law, in the
exclusion laws,
through,
foreign countries;
countries; purchase
purchase of supplies and equipthrough, or in foreign
ment,
alterations and
and repairs;
purchase, exchange,
operaexchange, operarepairs; purchase,
including alterations
ment, including
tion, maintenance,
repair of
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles, including
including
of motor-propelled
and repair
maintenance, and
tion,
of
passenger-carrying
vehicles for
work;•cost a
use in field work
official use
for official
passenger-carrying vehicles
reports of
of decisions
decisions of
the Federal
digests thereof for
courts and digests
Federal courts
of the
reports
official use;
use; verifications
verifications of
of legal
of head
head tax,
tax,
refunding of
papersj refunding
legal papers;
official
maintenance bills,
fines, registry
registry fees,
fees, reentry
permit
reentry permit
immigration fines,
bills, immigration
maintenance
fees,
fees, upon
upon presentation
evidence showing
showing
of evidence
presentation of
naturalization fees,
and naturalization
fees, and
conclusively that
that collection
collection and
and deposit
deposit was
error;
made through errorwas made
conclusively
ees.
Witnes lees.
mileage and
witnesses subpenaed
subpenaed on
behalf of the United Witness
on behalf
to witnesses
fees to
and fees
mileage
States
all other
necessary to enforce said laws
expenses necessary
other expenses
for all
and for
States, and
$8,460,000, all
be expended
expended under
Secretary
direction of the Secretary
the direction
under the
to be
all to
$8,460,000,
of
which amount
amount not
exceed $477,800
expended Commissioner.
commissioner.
may be expended
$477,800 may
not to
to exceed
of which
Labor,, of
of Labor
for
salary of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
and NaturalizaNaturalizaof Immigration
Immigration and
the salary
for the
tion
and other
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia, includDistrict of
personal services
other personal
tion and
ing
services of
persons authorized
authorized by
by law
to be
be detailed
detailed there for
law to
of persons
ing services
Pri o.
duty: Provided,
That not
not to
the sum herein Provisos.
$45,000 of the
exceed $45,000
to exceed
Provided, That
duty:
aliens

appropriated
shall be
be available
the purchase,
purchase, including
Vehis.
exchange, Vehicles.
including exchange,
for the
available for
appropriated shall
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles:
furthr,
e
h Privately
owned
owned
Pritely
Provided further,
vehicles: Provided
of motor-propelled
That
the
Commissioner
of
Immigration
and
Naturalization
with
the
That the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization,
approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
contract with officers and
of Labor,
Labor, may contract
of the
approval of
employees
District of
of Columbia
whose
Columbia whose
the District
of the
outside of
stationed outside
employees stationed
salaries are
payable from
from this
for the
use on
on official
official
the use,
appropriation, for
this appropriation,
are payable
salaries
business
of the
of Columbia,
owned
privately owned
of privately
Columbia of
District of
the District
outside of
business outside
horses,
and
the
consideration
agreed
upon
shall
be
payable
the
from the
payable
be
shall
upon
agreed
consideration
the
horses, and
funds herein
appropriated: Provided
further, That
not to
exceed q,Ano'nuwee
beAllo
.kr
to exceed
That not
Provided frther,
herein appropriated:
funds
$22,600
of
the
total
amount
herein
fippro_priated
shall
be
available
.174
i.
a
available
be
shall
$22,600 of the total amount herein appropriated
for allowances
for living
living quarters,
quarters, inluding
incluthng heat,
and light,
light,
fuel, and
heat, fuel,
allowances for
for
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,

as authorized
authorized by
by the
Act approved
approved June
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
as
the Act
June 26,
26, 1930
VI,

title 5,
5, sec.
sec. 118a),
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,700
$1,700 for
any person:
person: .Provided
Provided
title
118a), not
for any
Attendance at
at meetmeet- further,
Attendance
further, That not
not to exceed $400 of the sum
herein appropriated
appropriated may
may
sum
herein
ings.
ings
expended for attendance
attendance at
at meetings
concerned with
with the
the naturalinaturalibe expended
meetings concerned
incurred on the
authority of
of the
Secrezation of aliens when incurred
the written
written authority
the SecreCompensation
Provided further,
further, That no
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation
Compensation of as- tary of Labor: Provided
no
part
sistants to clerks of
available for
for the
the compensation
compensation of
clerks of
of
ourts forbidden.
oridden
shall be
of shall
be available
of assistants
assistants to
to clerks
courts

2
p.
P. DI

'

Payment of rewards. United States courts:
courts: Provided
further, That
That not
not to
to exceed
$10,000
Provided further,
exceed $10,000

Payment of rewards.

of the sum herein appropriated
appropriated may be expended for payment
payment of
of
authorized by
by the
of Labor,
for
rewards, when specifically
specifically authorized
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor, for
information
information leading
leading to the detection,
detection, arrest,
arrest, or conviction
persons
conviction of persons
violating the immigration
immigration or naturalization
naturalization laws.

immigration stations.

Immigration
For remodeling,
Tmmigration stations: For
remodeling, repairing
repairing (including
(including
repairs to the ferryboat,
ferryboat, Ellis Island),
Island), renovating
renovating buildings, and
purchase
purchase of equipment,
equipment, $25,000.
$25,000,

Children's Bureau.

CHILDREN'S
BURBEAU
CIEELBREN 3S nmtuAlr

Immigration ta-

eex-

Salaries and
Salaries
and
pulses.
Investigations.
pnvestigations.

. Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For expenses
of investigating
investigating and
reportexpenses of
and reporting upon matters
to the
welfare of
of children
and child
child life,
matters pertaining
pertaining to
the welfare
children and
life,
especially to investigate
investigate the
of infant
infant mortality;
perand especially
the questions
questions of
mortality; personal services,
services, including
including experts
experts and
and temporary
temporary assistants;
assistants; traveling
traveling
expenses, including
including expenses
expenses of
attendance at
at meetings
meetings for
for the
the proof attendance
promotion of
of child
on the
the written
written authority
authority
child welfare
welfare when
when incurred
incurred on
of the Secretary
Secretary of Labor; purchase
purchase of reports
reports and material
for the
the
material for
publications of the Children's
Children's Bureau
publications
Bureau and
and for
reprints from
from State,
for reprints
State,
city, and private publications
publications for
distribution when
said reprints
reprints
for distribution
when said
can be procured
procured more
more cheaply
can be
be printed
printed by
by the
the Govcheaply than
than they
they can
Government,
necessary expenses, $337,030,
ernment, and other necessary
of which
which amount
amount
$337,030, of
not to exceed
exceed $272,000
$272,000 may
expended for
services in
the
may be expended
for personal
personal services
in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.

Women's
Women's Bureau.

WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S BUREAU
BUREAU .

Salaries and exexSalaries
pipstos.
penses.
Vol. 41, p. 987.
p. 947; Supp.
p. 745.

and
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For carrying out the provisions of the Act
eVo. P. s97.
entitled "An Act
Act to
in the
the Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor a
abureau
bureau
to establish
establish in
to be
known as
as the
the W
omen '
s B
ureau ,
', approved
approved June
June 5,
5, 1920
vMp.4. 947; upto
be known
Women's
Bureau",
1920

(I.S.C., title 29, sees.
(U.S.C.,
secs. 11-16;
11-16; U.S.C.,
U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 29, sees.
secs. 12-14),
12-14),
including personal services
services in the District of Columbia, not to exceed
exceed
$120,060; purchase
purchase of material for reports and educational
educational exhibits,
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, $139,160, which sum shall be available
available for
for
expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with the work of said
bureau
bureau when incurred on the written
written authority
Secretary of
of
authority of the Secretary
Labor.

E
mployment
Employment
Promotion of
ployment.
3.
Ante. ,p. 113.

Sv.
em-

lotion of erm-

VUXT

STATES RPLOYMEINT SERVIE

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

For carrying out the provisons of the Act
For
Act entitled "An
"An act to provide for the establishment
establishment of a
employment system
system and
for
a national
national employment
and for
cooperation
cooperation with the States
States in the promotion of such system, and for
for

other purposes ",
", approved
approved June 6, 1933; personal
personal services and
and rent
rent
Columbia and elsewhere; traveling
in the District of Columbia,
traveling expenses,
expenses_,
Attendance
at
InsetAttendance at meet- including
including expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerne dwith
with the
th e work
work
of the United
United States Employment
Employment Service when specifically
specifically authorauthorBooks.
Boo.
ized by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor;
law books,
reference and
ized
Labor; law
books, books
hooks of
of reference
periodicals,
periodicals printing and binding
binding, supplies
supplies and
an d equipment, telegraph
telegraph
miscellaneous expenses,
and telephone service, and miscellaneous
expenses, $3,700,000; of
of
which amount not to exceed $165,000
$165,000 shall
shalt be available
available for personal
personal
services in the department
department in the District of Columbia; and of such
such
sum of $3,700,000,
$3,700,000, of which
sum
which not less than $200,000 shall be expended
expended
for Veterans' Placement
Placement Service and not more than $3,000,000
$3,000,000 shall
shall
be
apportioned to the States, and the remainder shall be available
be apportioned
for all other purposes.
purposes.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
104, 105.
CHS. 104,105.

9,1934.
APRIL 7, 9,
1934.
APRIL

571
571
United States HousCorporation.
ingUnited
ing
Corporation.

UNITED STATES
HOUSING CORPORATION
CORPORATION
STATES HOUSING
UNITED

e.
and eSalaries and
Salaries
and expenses:
For officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and
employees, peSalaries
other employees,
and other
expenses: For
Salaries and
of
District
in
and
for
contingent
and
miscellaneous
expenses,
the
expenses,
and for contingent and miscellaneous
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
including blank books, maps, stationery,
stationery, file
elsewhere, including
Columbia
cases,
towels, ice,
brooms, soap,
soap, freight
freight and express charges, com- Printing and binding.
ice, brooms,
cases, towels,
binding not to Printingandindg.
munication service,
expense, printing
and binding
printing and
travel expense,
service, travel
munication
exceed $150,
$150, and
miscellaneous items and expenses not
other miscellaneous
all other
and all
exceed
included in
in the
the foregoing
foregoing and
collect and
and account for the
necessary-to collect
and necessary
included
operareceipts
from the
properties and
and the receipts
receipts from the operaof properties
sale of
the sale
receipts from
Corporation,
tion
of
unsold
properties
of
the
United
Housing
Corporation,
States
United
the
of
properties
tion of unsold
the
of Industrial
Transportation, property
and Transportation,
Housing and
Industrial Housing
Bureau of
the Bureau
Secretary of Labor,
commandeered
by
the
United
States
through
the Secretary
through
States
United
the
by
commandeered
and
the amounts
facilities and
transportation facilities
advanced to transportation
amounts advanced
collect the
to collect
and to
municiother
others;
for
payment
of
special
assessments
and.
utility,
municiand
assessments
special
of
others; for payment
pal,
charges or
purchasers,
unpaid by purchasers,
assessments unpaid
or assessments
county charges
and county
State, and
pal, State,
and
have been
been assessed
assessed against
against property in which the United
which have
and which
States Housing
Corporation has
has an
expenses
interest, and to defray expenses
an interest,
Housing Corporation
States
incident
to
foreclosing
mortgages,
conducting
under deeds of
sales under
conducting
mortgages,
incident to foreclosing
trusts,
reacquiring title
or possession
possession of real property
property under
under
title or
or reacquiring
trusts, or
court costs.
fees,
default
proceeding,
including
attorney
fees,
witness
fees,
attorney
default proceeding, including
charges, and
and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses;
maintenance and
and
expenses; for the maintenance
charges,
repair
of
houses,
buildings,
and
improvements
which
are unsold; in Provis08.
which
improvements
repair of houses, buildings, and
hereunder Piayrestntion.
all, $9,080:
Salary restriction.
employed hereunder
be employed
shall be
person shall
no person
That no
Provided, That
$9,080: Provided,
all,
only one Prior appropriations
and
at
a
rate
of
compensation
exceeding
$4,000
per
annum,
and
annum,
per
at a rate of compensation exceeding $4,000
ot rilPpropriations
person
employed at
that rate:
rate: Provided
further, That no not
Provided further,
available.
at that
be employed
may be
person may
expendipart
of
the
appropriations
heretofore
made
and
available
for
expendifor
available
and
made
part of the appropriations heretofore
ture
by the
the United
United States
expended
Corporation shall be expended
Housing Corporation
States Housing
ture by
for the
for which
appropriations are made herein.
which appropriations
purposes for
the purposes
for
Restriction on eton
appropriated under
SEC. 2.
That no
no part
of the
money appropriated
under this Act pner
penditure tippropn
of appropriathe money
part of
2. That
SEC.
tions.
tions.
for
shall
be
paid
to
any
person
for
the
filling
of
position
which
position
any
of
filling
shall be paid to any person for the
he
she has
has been
been nominated
Senate has voted not to
the Senate
after the
nominated after
or she
he or
approve
of
the
nomination
of
said
person.
approve of the nomination of said person.
Short title.
of Labor AppropriaThis
may be
be cited
"Department of
Appropria- Sort title.
the "Department
as the
cited as
title may
This title
tion
tion Act, 1935."
Approved, April 7, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
1051
APTER 105.]
[CH

AN ACT
ACT

AN

To
section 3702,
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
3702, Revised
amend section
To amend

Al,10.
Aprll
9, 1934.
(S. 1528.]
1S.1
Is.
1Public,
144.1 —
(Public, No. 144.1

Be it
1?epresen,tatives of the United States inter
of Representatives
House of
and Howse
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
es
tae inte .
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That section
section 3702
3702 et
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
ES., sec. 3702. P.
se.
of
the
Revised
Statutes
is
hereby
amended
by
adding
at
the
end
R;.s..
end
731; U.S.C., 3702.
p. 1024,
of the Revised Statutes is hereby amended by adding at the
amended.
amended.
thereof
the
following
paragraphs:
paragraphs:
Payment to owner
thereof the following
of lot
lost bond, authorauthor"(2) Whenever
it appears
appears to
to the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury by of
Secretary of
Whenever it
"(2)
ised.
'ed.
the
clear
and
unequivocal
proof
that
interest-bearing
bond
of
interest-bearing
any
that
proof
clear and unequivocal
description, has, withUnited
States, fully
identified by
number and description,
by number
fully identified
United States,
out
bad
faith
on
the
part
of
the
owner,
been
lost
to
such owner
owner under
under Conditions.
to such
lost
been
owner,
the
of
part
the
on
out bad faith
matured Conditio.
it has
such circumstances
and for
period of
time after
has matured
after it
of time
such period
for such
circumstances and
such
or
has become
redeemable pursuant
pursuant to
redemption as in
a call for redemption
to a
become redeemable
or has
the
Secretary would
indicate that
that it
been
it had been
would indicate
the Secretary
of the
judgment of
the judgment
own
his
as
destroyed
or
irretrievably
lost,
is
not
held
by
any
person
own
any
by
held
not
is
lost,
irretrievably
or
destroyed
property,
and will
will not
not be
be presented
by a
fide holder
holder for value,
bona fide
a bona
presented by
property, and
the
Secretary of
the Treasury
to make
make payment
payment of
of the
the Interestt p
payment.
authorized to
is authorized
Treasury is
of the
the Secretary
pae
test
due on such bond
amount which
bond had it
it been preprebeen due
have been
would have
which would
amount
sented at
it became
due and
and payable.
payable. But
But no payment shall
became due
time it
the time
at the
sented
be
made on
on account
interest represented
claimed to
to
represented by coupons claimed
of interest
account of
be made
loss
its
of
have
been
attached
to
a
missing
coupon
bond
time
time
the
at
bond
coupon
missing
a
to
have been attached
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
OHS. 105-107.
105-107.
SESS.
II. CHS.

APRIL 9,1934.
9, 1934.
APRIL

or
unless the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is satisfied
satisfied that
or destruction,
destruction, unless
the Secretary
that
such coupons
and are
are in
in fact
destroyed or
or can
can
such
coupons have
have not
not been
been paid
paid and
fact destroyed
Proviso.
Proviso.
never be made the
the United
United States:
States: ProProthe basis
basis of aaclaim
claim against
against the
Indemnity bond
ond reer vided, That where relief is authorized under the provisions of this
qued.t
vided, That where relief is authorized under the provisions of this
quired.
MS.,
3703, p.
751;
A.s., see.
see.
p.
7;
paragraph the
370,
the bond
paragraph
bond of
of indemnity
by section
section 3703
3703 of
of the
indemnity required
required by
the
p. 1024.
U..C..
1
Revised Statutes
Statutes shall
be in a
a penal sum of double
Revised
shall be
double the amount
amount to be
Administrative rules paid
Administrative
shall be
by an
approved corporate
paid and
and shall
be executed
executed by
an approved
corporate surety.
surety. The
The
authorized.
authorized.
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
further authorized
Secretary
is further
authorized to
to make
make from
from time
time
to time
and restrictions
as he
with
to
time such
such regulations
regulations and
restrictions as
he may
may prescribe
prescribe with
respect
of this
paragraph.
respect to
to the
the administration
administration of
this paragraph.
"
Bond" defined.
defined.
"Bond"
"(3) The term
term' bond
bond' 'wherever
"(3)
wherever used
used in this section
section and in sections
sections
3703, 3704,
and 3705
3705 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
shall be
3703,
3704, and
of the
Statutes shall
be deemed,
deemed, for
for the
the
purposes of
sections, to
to include
any interest-bearing
obligation
purposes
of these
these sections,
include any
interest-bearing obligation
of
States or
or those
issued on
of the
the United
United States
those issued
on a
a discount
discount basis."
basis."
Approved, April
Approved,
April 9,
9, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
106.]
[CHAPTER 106.1
April
nu.
April 9,
9,19
4.
[S.
iS.
13 2308.3
[Public,
[Public, No. 145.]

A \T ACT
A rV
AN

-0. To extend
the times
extend the
for commencing
commencing and
completing the
the construction
construction of
of a
bridge
times for
and completing
a bridge
across
Missouri River at
across the Missouri
at or near
near Randolph, Missouri.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the times
times for
for
assembled, That
of America
America in Congress
States of
for United
bridging,at ndolph, commencing
commencing and completing
construction of the bridge
completing the construction
bridge across
Missouri River at or
Missouri, authorized
authorized to be
the Missouri
or near
near Randolph, Missouri,
; built by The Kansas City Southern
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
Company, its successors
amended.
and assigns, by the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved May
May 24,
24 1928,
1928 hereheretofore extended.
extended by
by Acts
approved March
1, 1929,
1929, May
May
Acts of Congress approved
March 1,
February 6, 1931,
1931, and May
14, 1930, February
and January
January 19,
1933,
May.6, 1932,
1932, and
19, 1933.
are hereby further extended
extended two and four years, respectively, from
from
May 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
May
Amendment.
Amendment.
SaE.
right to alter, amend,
SEO. 2.
2. The right
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, April
April 9,
1934.
Approved,
9, 1934.

Missouri River.
dive for
Timouriextended
Time
bridging, at Randolph,
Mo.
vol.
Vol. 45, pp. 729,
1431;
729,1431;
Vol. 46, pp. 328, 1004;
Vol
4',
VoL I7
pp. 32s
149,
Vol.
47, pp.
149, 10772,
amended.

[CHAPTER
1071
[CHAPTER 107.]

AN ACT
ACT
Grantin_g
consent of Congress to
Lo the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and Sc
ott County
Coun ty
Granting the consent
Scott
and Carver County, in the State
State of Minnesota, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aabridge across the Minnesota
Minnesota River at or near Jordan,
Jordan, Minnesota.
Minnesota.

April 0, 1934.
IS. 2592.]
2is9L-j.
-Trublle,
Ptibe, Nà. 1461

No. IB.)

Be it
Senate and House of
Representatives of the
it enacted
evaded by the Senate
of Representatives
the
United States of A
i
rita
'inin, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
United
.thaerlea
consent
y of Congress
Congress is hereby granted to the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and Scott
Scott
County and Carver County, in the State of Minnesota, to construct,
maintain, and operate a
a free
free bridge
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across
the Minnesota
a point suitable to the interests of navigaMinnesota River, atata
navigation,
or near
Minnesota, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
tion, at
at or
near Jordan,
Jordan, Minnesota,
of an Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters
190.
waters ", approved March 23, 1906.
SEc.
The right
repeal this
hereby
SEc. 2.
2. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April
April 9,
1934.
Approved,
9, 1934.

Minnesota Rivt‘.
Minnesota
bridge, at Jordan; zur'Y

Mietiver.

biadge,atfsao

Constrtion
Construction.
vol.
Vol. 3s
34, P.. .
81

Amendment.
adentent.
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CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 108.]
[CHAPTER

CHS. 108-110.

573

APRIL 9,1934.
9, 1934.

AN
AN ACT

Granting
consent of Congress to the Highway Department of the State of
the consent
Granting the
Minnesota
construct, maintain,
maintain and operate aa free highway bridge across
to construct,
Minnesota to
Minnesota.
the Saint
Saint Louis
River at or near Cloquet, Minnesota.
Louis River
the

Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be it
the Senate
and House
the
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the consent
United States
States of
in Congress
consent
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United

9, 1934.
April 9,
IS.
2593.]
S. 2593.]

--(Public,

147.]
[Public, No. 147.]

Saint Louis River.
Minnesota
Minnesota may

of
Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the Highway Department
Department of the bridge, at Cloquet.
of Congress
a free highState
of Minnesota
Minnesota to
maintain, and operate
operate a
construct, maintain,
to construct,
State of
River,
Louis
Saint
way
bridge
and
approaches
across
the
thereto
approaches
way bridge and
at
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
navigation, at or near Cloquet,
of navigation,
interests of
a point
at a
Construction.
Minnesota,
entitled Vol.
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled
in accordance
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Minnesota, in
"An
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable
the construction
"An Act
waters
", approved
approved March
March 23, 1906.
waters ",
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
The right
right to
hereby Amendment.
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
2. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, April 9, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 109.]
109.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

of
the Highway
Granting
the consent
to the
Highway Department
Department of the State
State of
Congress to
of Congress
consent of
Granting the
Minnesota
highway bridge across
free highway
operate aa free
and operate
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Minnesota to
of Lake Bemidji,
end of
the
River at
or near
Bemidji, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
southerly end
the southerly
near the
at or
Mississippi River
the Mississippi

of
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
the United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the conAmerica in
of America
States of
the
off
sent of
Congress is
granted to the Highway
Highway Department
Department o
hereby granted
is hereby
of Congress
sent
the
State
a
Minnesota
to
construct,
maintain,
and
operate
a
free
free
a
operate
and
maintain,
construct,
to
Minnesota
of
State
the
highway bridge
River,
thereto across the Mississippi River,
approaches thereto
and approaches
bridge and
highway
near
or
at
a
point
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation,
at
the
navigation,
of
interests
the
to
suitable
point
at a
southerly
of Lake
accordance with the
in accordance
Minnesota, in
Bemidji, Minnesota,
Lake Bemidji,
end of
southerly end
construction
the const
provisions
of an
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
ru c
tion
Act entitled
an Act
provisions of
23 1906.
approved March 23,
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters
", approved
waters ",
over navigable
of
S
EC. 2.
2. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
hereby
Act is
this Act
repeal this
The right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
April 9, 1934.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER 110.]
110.1
[CIIAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Granting the
of Congress
to the
the Highway
of the
of
State of
the State
Department of
Highway Department
Congress to
consent of
Granting the consent
Tennessee
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a free
free highway
highway bridge
across
bridge across
construct, maintain,
Tennessee to
Tennessee.
the
River at
at or
near Carthage,
Smith County, Tennessee.
Carthage, Smith
or near
Cumberland River
the Cumberland

April 9, 91934.
..5 1AP.
ES. 22594.]
148.]
[Public, No. 148.]

Mississippi River.
Mississippi
River.
Mine
may
Minnesota
sota
southerly
bridge,
bridge, nat
at southerly
end of Lake BemldJi.
end of Lake Bemidji.

Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

Amendment.

ADrl 9,
April
9, 1934.
[S. 2953.1
I
23
[Public, No. 149.]
[Public No

49.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
11 6 3ee m a y
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the consent
umbnerndeRmery
consent
That the
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States hereby granted to the Highway Department
United
of Congress is
of the
Cartage.
bridge, at Carthage.
the bridge,
granted to the Highway Department of
Congress is hereby
of
free
a
State
of
Tennessee
to
construct,
maintain,
and
operate
a
highway
operate
and
maintain,
construct,
to
Tennessee
of
State
bridge and
approaches thereto
across the
River,, at aa
Cumberland River
the Cumberland
thereto across
and approaches
bridge
point
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation,
at
or
near
Carthage,
Constructiontution.:
Carthage, Con
near
ol.,
or
at
navigation,
of
interests
the
to
suitable
point
Smith County,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of an
an84. V 34 p.
provisions of
Tennessee, in
Smith County, Tennessee,
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
the construction
of bridges
bridges over
over
construction of
regulate the
Act to
Act
navigable waters
waters",
1906.
23, 1906.
March 23,
approved March
" approved
navigable
SEC. 2.
The right
this Act
Amendment.
hereby Amendment.
is hereby
Act is
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
2. The
Ue M n

SEC.

expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1934.
9, 1934.
April 9,
Approved, April

d

Ri ver '
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574
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CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 111.]
1111
[CHAPTER

April 13, 1934.
[.[S. 194.]
[Public, No. 150.]
150.]
District of Columbia.
B Street southwest
southwest
B
changed to Independence Avenue.

A[S. 682.]

[Public, No.
No. 151.]
Foreign governments
governments
obligain default on obligations to United States.
Financial
transactions with, prohibited.
prohibited.

tFinstncialtransac

Existing indebtedindebtedEisting

adness, renewals, and adjustments.
iustments.

Punishment for
Punishment
violation.

for

vconviction

"Person" defined.
"Person"
defined.

CHS.
CHS. 111-113.
111-113.

APRIL 13,1934.
13, 1934..
APRIL

AN ACT

B Street southwest
Columbia.
To change
change the name of
of B
southwest in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
United
That in
in honor
honor of
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the
of the
the United
United States
States of
the Declaration
Declaration of
of Independence
Independence of
of America,
America,
the
thoroughfare now
as "
B Street
running west
west
the thoroughfare
now known
known as
"B
Street southwest
southwest ",
", running
from
Capitol Street
the District
Columbia, and
as it
may
from South
South Capitol
Street in
in the
District of
of Columbia,
and as
it may
at any
time be
be extended,
widened, or
otherwise changed,
changed, shall
hereat
any time
extended, widened,
or otherwise
shall hereafter bear
bear the
Independence Avenue."
Avenue."
after
the name
name ""Independence
Approved, April
13,
1934.
Approved,
April 13, 1934.
[CHAPTER 1121
112.]

April 13,1934.
13, 1934.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

ACT
AN ACT
AN

To prohibit financial
financial transactions
transactions with any
government in default
default on
on
any foreign
foreign government
its obligations
to the
obligations to
the United
States.
United States.

Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States of
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
it
in Congress
That hereafter
hereafter it
shall be
shall
the United
United States
subject to
to
be unlawful
unlawful within
within the
States or
or any
any place
place subject
the jurisdiction
the
jurisdiction of the United States for any person to purchase or
other obligations of,
sell the bonds, securities, or other
any foreign
foreign govgovof, any
ernment or political subdivision thereof
or any
any organization
or
thereof or
organization or
association
association acting
acting for
behalf of
of aaforeign
foreign government
or polifor or
or on
on behalf
government or
political subdivision thereof,
issued after
the passage
of this
or to
thereof, issued
after the
passage of
this Act,
Act, or
to
make any loan to such foreign government,
subdivision,
government, political
political subdivision
organization, or
or association,
organization
association, except
except a
ewal or adjustment
adj us t
ment of
of
a ren
renewal
existing indebtedness
indebtedness while
while such
such government,
government, political
political subdivision,
subdivision,
organization, or association, is in default in
the payment
payment of
its
in the
of its
obligations
or any
part thereof,
thereof, to
to th
Governmentof
oft
he United
United
obligations, or
any part
thee Government
the
States. Any
the provisions
of this
States.
Any person violating
violating the
provisions of
this Act
shall upon
Act shall
upon
fined not
conviction thereof
thereof be
be fined
not more than $10,000
$10,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned for
for
not more than five
or both.
five years
years, or
both.
SEc. 2.
used in
" includes individual,
SEc.
2. As
As used
in this
this Act
A'ct the term ""person
person"
individual,
partnership, corporation,
corporation, or association
association other than
public corporathan a
a public
corporation created
authorization of
tion
created by or pursuant
pursuant to special authorization
of Congress,
Congress,
or aacorporation
Government of
corporation in which the Government
United States
has
of the
the United
States has
or exercises aa controlling
controlling interest
interest through
through stock
ownership or
or
stock ownership
otherwise.
Approved, April
April 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 113.]

April 13, 1934.
[S. 25.]
2057,1

is.

[Public,
152.1
[Public, No.
No. 152.1

District
of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.
Sale of old Potomac
Potomac
School property anauthorized.

school property
thoied.

Description.
esription.

ACT
ACT
AN
April19.

Authorizing the sale of certain property no longer required
required for public purposes
Authorizing
purposes
in
in the District of Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Hnuse of Repiresentatwves
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives off the
United
States of America
in Con.gess
omUnited States of
America in
Congress assembed,
That the
the Comaassembled,
nebld That
T

t

C

missioners
the District
of Columbia
are hereby,
missioners of
of the
District of
Columbia be,
be, and
and they
they are
hereby,
authorized
and empowered
authorized and
empowered to sell and
and convey to the highest bidder,
at
public
or private
tie as in their
heir opinio
at public or
private sae
sale and
and at such time
opinion may
be
advantageous to
District of Columbia,
Potoma
be most
most advantageous
to the
the District
Columbia, the old Potomac
School property,
802 in
in square
School
property, known
known as
as lot
lot .802
square 327, containing five
thousand eight hundred and thirty-seve square feet of land, more
thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven square feet of land, more
or
or less,
less, and
and the
the proceeds
proceeds from
from such
such sale
sale sall
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the
United
States
credit of
District oof Columbia.
Columbia
United States Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the credit
of the
the District
Approved,
Approved, April 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
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[CHAPTER 114.]
114.1
[CHAPTER

APRIL
APRIL 13,
13, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT

To
readjust the
Whitehaven Parkway
Parkway at
at Huidekoper
Huidekoper Place
the
Place in
in the
To readjust
the boundaries
boundaries of
of Whitehaven
land, and
and for other
District
Columbia, provide
provide for
other purposes.
for an exchange
exchange of land,
District of
of Columbia,
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April 13, 1934.
1934.

Al.[B. 2509.]
2509.]
[Public, No. 153.]
153.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be
District ofCoMnbt..
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
in order
order to
to Districtof
That in
Columbia.
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
United
WhiteBoundaries
at
haven Parkway at
at Huidekoper
Huidekoper haven
Parkway at
Whitehaven Parkway
readjust
the boundaries
boundaries of
of Whitehaven
readjust the
y
etur=jorrsterd.Place, to
the beieadu"pe e ' to
park values,
Place
and preserve
trees and
natural park
values, the
other natural
and other
the trees
preserve the
Place and
Commissioners
of the
District of
Columbia be,
hereby,
Commissioners of
the District
of Columbia
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
authorized
and abandon
abandon for
for highway
authorized to
to close,
close, vacate,
vacate, and
highway and
and alley
alley purpur- Designated parcel
transferred to United
map States.
tanferred to nited
as shown
"A", as
in parcel
poses
area contained
contained in
parcel designated
designated "A",
shown on
on map
the area
poses the
filed
the office
of the
surveyor of
of the
the District
District of
and
of Columbia
Columbia and
filed in
in the
office of
the surveyor
numbered
as map
map 1817,
1817, and
transfer said
so closed,
numbered as
and to
to transfer
said area
area so
closed, vacated,
vacated
and
abandoned to
the United
be under
jurisdiction of
a
the jurisdiction
States to
to be
under the
to the
United States
and abandoned
the
Director of
for
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and
and Reservations
Reservations for
the Director
of National
National Parks,
park purposes.
purposes.
park
in
are Federal property in
SEC. 2.
the District
Columbia are
of Columbia
District of
of the
Commissioners of
2. That
That the
the Commissioners
SEC.
exchange, for street and
authorized to
use for
the area
comprised alley
alle, purposes.
fostreeand
alley purposes
purposes the
area comprised
to use
for street
street and
and alley
authorized
within
the parcels
designated "B
"B "", as
the office
office
as shown
shown on
on map
map filed in the
within the
parcels designated
of the
Columbia and
numbered as
the District
District of
of Columbia
and numbered
as map
map
of
the Surveyor
Surveyor of
of the
1817; and
and the
the Director
Director of
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and
and ReservaReservaof National
National Parks,
1817;
tions
to make
necessary transfer
of said
to the
transfer of
said land
land to
make the
the necessary
tions is
is authorized
authorized to
District of
Columbia, same
be under
jurisdiction of
of the
the said
said
under the
the jurisdiction
of Columbia,
same to
to be
District
Commissioners for street
street and
and alley
alley purposes.
purposes.
Commissioners
w
Exchanges
property
authorowners of
of e
Echanges
Szc.
upon the
by the
the lawful
lawful owner
or owners
owner or
3. That
That upon
the dedication
dedication by
SEC. 3.
the land
the parcel
parcel designated
C"
by owners.
owners.
designated "
"C
" and
and the transfer by
land contained
contained in
in the
the
plat
provided herein
and/or the
by deed
deed of the land
land
herein and/or
the conveyance
conveyance by
plat as
as provided
contained
in the
the parcel
parcel designated
"D"
map
designated "D
" in accordance
accordance with map
contained in
showing said
in the
the office
District
office of
of the
the surveyor
surveyor of the
the District
said parcels
parcels filed
filed in
showing
of Columbia,
Columbia, numbered
numbered as
as map
map 1817,
dedibe dediparcel ""C
C ""to
to be
1817 the
the said
said parcel
of
cated to
and the said
said
purposes and
for street
street purposes
of Columbia
Columbia for
to the
the District
District of
cated
parcel "D"
"D" transferred
to the
by deed
deed to
the
and/or conveyed
conveyed by
transferred by
by plat
plat and/or
parcel
United States,
States, to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Director
National
of National
Director of
to be
be under
under the
United
Parks,
Buildings, and
and Reservations,
Reservations, then
Director of
of
the said
said Director
then the
Parks, Buildings,
National Parks,
Reservations, with
with the
of
the approval
approval of
and Reservations,
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and
National
the
the Interior,
for and
and in
the United
United
behalf of
of the
in behalf
acting for
of the
Interior, acting
Secretary of
the Secretary
States of
is authorized
transfer by
by plat
as
plat as
to transfer
and directed
directed to
authorized and
of America,
America, is
States
provided herein
herein and/or
and/or convey
by deed
deed all
all the
land comprised
comprised in
in the
the
the land
convey by
provided
parcel designated
as shown
said map
map filed
the office
of the
the
office of
filed in
in the
on said
E " as
shown on
designated ""E"
parcel
surveyor
of the
the District
and numbered
numbered as map 1817,
1817, said
said
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
surveyor of
transfer
conveyance to
to be
to the
the
.
owner or
or owners
owners
owner
be made
made to
and/or conveyance
transfer and/or
making the
the transfer
said parcel
designated
parcel designated
of said
conveyance of
and/or conveyance
transfer and/or
making
"
D ""to
to the
United States,
States, such
such transfers
transfers and/or
and/or deeds
deeds of
of conveyance
conveyance
"D
the United
to
pass title
title in
fee simple
to the
the said
and any
all of
such
of such
any and
and all
land, and
said land,
in fee
simple to
to pass
transfers
when duly
executed and
consummated shall
constitute legal
legal
shall constitute
and consummated
duly executed
transfers when
conveyances of
parcels herein
described to
to the
interest: Provisos.
parties in
in interest:
the parties
herein described
the parcels
of the
conveyances
0
Piot.
sufficient title, satisfactory
Provided,
satisfactory to the Title.
however, That good and sufficient
Provided, however,
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
and
the
Director
of
of
Commissioners of the District of Columbia and the Director
National Parks,
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and
and Reservations
Reservations shall
given with
with
be given
shall be
National
respect to
to the
the land
land contained
contained in
"C "" and
and ""D
D "" respecto
respec- Land subject
b
parcels "C
in said
said parcels
respect
to
o asa
tively:
transfer by
by plat
plat and/or
ct
and/or sessmentt
sessment, etc.
the transfer
upon the
That upon
further, That
And provided
provided further,
tively: And
the
conveyance
by
deed
of
the
said
parcel
designated
"
E
",
as
prothe conveyance by deed of the said parcel designated "E ", as provided herein,
the land
land contained
in said
said parcel
shall be
subject to
to
be subject
parcel shall
contained in
herein, the
vided
assessment and
and taxation
taxation the
the same
same in
in all
all respects
respects as
as other
private
other private
assessment
property
Columbia.
of Columbia.
in the
the District
District of
property in
Necessary plats to be
zc. 4.
the surveyor
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia is
is hereby
hereby prapdb
t
prepared, etp
etc.
of the
surveyor of
gEC.
4. That
That the
authorized to
to prepare
the necessary
parcels
showing the parcels
or plats
plats showing
plat or
necessary plat
prepare the
authorized
of land
land to
be transferred
and dedicated
dedicated in
in accordance
the proprowith the
accordance with
transferred and
to be
of
visions of
this Act,
Act, with
thereon to
to be sighed by
by the
the
affixed thereon
certificates affixed
with certificates
of this
visions
.

iro o

hi
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parties in
in interest
interest making
necessary transfers
transfers and
dedication,
parties
making the
the necessary
and dedication,
which
plat
or
plats,
after
being
signed
by
the
various
interested
parwhich plat or plats, after being signed by the various interested parties
by the
the Commissioners
the District
ties and
and officials,
officials, and
and approved
approved by
Commissioners of
of the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, upon
upon recommendation
recommendation of
the National
National Capital
of
of the
Capital Park
Park and
and

Planning
shall be
be recorded
order of
CommisPlanning Commission,
Commission, shall
recorded upon
upon order
of said
said Commisse aslegal
evidence sioners in the
the office of the surveyor
aser.
leg
al evidence sioners
surveyor of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and
u
transf
s'
of tranfersaid
plat or
plats and
and certificates
so recorded
said plat
or plats
certificates when so
recorded shall constitute aa
legal
dedication and
and legal
legal transfers
transfers of
of the
the property
described for
the
legal dedication
property described
for the
purposes
designated according
this Act.
purposes designated
according to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act.

of

Approved, April
April 13,
1934.
Approved,
13, 1934.

[CHAPTER 115.]
[CHAPTER
115.1
April 13,
13, 1934.
April

ACT
AN ACT

To
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
bridge
To extend
extend the
the times
times for
of a
a bridge
across the
the Columbia
Columbia River
at or
Astoria, Oregon.
across
River at
or near
near Astoria,
Oregon.

[S.
26454
[i. 253.]
[Public, No. 154.]
154.)

Be
by the
the
Be it
it enacted
enated by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
times
for
for
United
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
times
for
States
for
bridging, at
at Astoria, commencing
commencing and completing
of aabridge
completing the construction of
bridge across the
Oreg.
Columbia River
at or
Astoria, Oregon,
Oregon, authorized
to be
built by
Vol.
540; Vol.
Vol. 46, p.
p. 540;
Vol. Columbia
River at
near Astoria,
or near
authorized to
be built
by
47, p.
47,
p. 709,
79, amended.
amended. J.
j. C. Tenbrook, as mayor of Astoria,
Astoria, Oregon,
Oregon, his
his successors
successors in
office
in office
and assigns,
assigns, by
by an
an Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved June
June 10,
1930, are
and
of Congress
10, 1930,
are
Authority
transextended one
one and
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from
from February
February 9,
9,
f arthrit
stronshereby extended
and three
ferred
to
Clatsop
Counfered
to Clatsop
Coun. hereby
ty
ty Court.
ourt1934,
words
1931, and said Act is hereby amended
amended by striking out the words
Columbia River..
TColmbei
ed
Time extended

"J. C. Tenbrook,
Tenbrook, as mayor of Astoria, Oregon,"
"J.
Oregon," wherever
wherever they
appear in said Act and by inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following:
Precise.
Hoing company "The
Oregon": Provided,
Provided, That
Holding company "The County Court of Clatsop County, Oregon":
until
are the Rivers Improvement
costs, etc.,
ia costs,
etc., are
Improvement Corporation
(an Oregon
Oregon corporation),
Corporation (an
corporation),
liquidated.
liquidat"
assignee of the right to build such bridge under such Act, and organized solely to construct such bridge for the
the public, shall contract
contract
to transfer such bridge upon the liquidation of all costs or
obligations
or obligations
with respect to the construction thereof
thereof to the county
Clatsop
county of
of Clatsop
(Oregon), city of Astoria
.
(Oregon),
Astoria (Oregon),
(Oregon), and/or Pacific
Pacific County
County (Wash(Washington)
ington) as may be agreed
agreed among them, without profit to said
Rivers
said Rivers
Improvement
Improvement Corporation
Corporation and without
without cost to such public
public bodies,
bodies,
in such manner
manner as will not involve such public bodies as the holder
holder
or owner of any stock in any association, joint-stock
joint-stock company, or
or
corporation.
corporation,
Sc.
SA.
S
EQ. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 13, 1934.
1934.

Amendment.
Ameodunnt

[OHAPTER 116.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
April 13, 194.
1934.
AN
[S. 2-550.]
-. ] - Granting
easeent over certain lands to the Springfield
Granting an easement
Springfield Special Road District
District
[Public, No. 165.]

in the
in
the county of Greene,
Greene, State
State of
of Missouri, for road purposes.

orene Couty,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatiuves
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
and House
eUnited
a Congress
ongress assembled,
assembled, That an easement
easement
United States of America in
in

Greene C ount y,
Mo.
Easement
granted
weasemer
over
certain lands to
the Springfield Special
Road District.
Description.
iption.

emnt

to

lgranted over the following-described
wit: A
A strip
following-described land, to
to wit:
strip of
of land
land thirty
thirty
ringsfd spei feet
wide off the right side of the following-described
following-described center line:
feet wide
line:
Beginning
northwest
Beginning forty feet south of the northeast
northeast corner of the northwest
quarter
34, township 29 north,
quarter northeast
northeast quarter
quarter section
section 34,
north, range 22
west;
thence south
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and nine and ninetywest; thence
south two
two thousand
ninetyone
one-hundredths feet;
the left on a
a curve with one
one one-hundredths
feet; thence
thence to
to the
hundred and
and forty-six
hundred
forty-six and
and nineteen
nineteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet radius two
hundred and
and twenty-five
ninety-one one-hundredths
hundred
twenty-five and
and ninety-one
one-hundredths feet
feet, except
except
that part
part of
curve lying in the southwest corner
quarthat
of the
the curve
corner southeast guar-
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ter
said section;
thence east on east and west
west
section; thence
of said
quarter of
northeast quarter
ter northeast
eighty-nine oneand seventy-six
half section
section line
three hundred
seventy-six and eighty-nine
hundred and
line three
half
hundredths feet;
thence to
to the
right on
one hundred
hundred
with one
a curve
curve with
on a
the right
feet; thence
hundredths
and forty-six
forty-six and
and nineteen
nineteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet radius ninety-two
and
feet;
continuing on
but with
with thirty
thirty feet on both
curve but
same curve
on same
thence continuing
feet; thence
sides of
of the
the center
center line
five-tenths feet;
distance of forty-one and five-tenths
a distance
line a
sides
thence
the same
but with thirty feet on the
curve but
same curve
on the
continuing on
thence continuing
right
the center
center line
distance of
ninety-two and forty-one oneof ninety-two
line aa distance
of the
right of
hundredths
feet; thence
thousand two hundred and thirtytwo thousand
south two
thence south
hundredths feet;
five
and seven
hundred and
one-thousandths feet; thence on
seven one-thousandths
and seven
seven hundred
five and
right with
hundred and
eighty-seven and nineand eighty-seven
two hundred
with two
the right
to the
aacurve
curve to
of the center
tenths
feet
radius
with
thirty
feet
on
both
sides
center line
sides
both
on
feet
thirty
with
radius
feet
tenths
a
and forty-six
forty-six and four hundred and
hundred and
four hundred
of four
distance of
a distance
seventeen one-thousandths
west with
thirty feet on the
with thirty
thence west
feet; thence
one-thousandths feet;
seventeen
right
or north
side of the center line to the southeast corner of
north side
right or
the
quarter southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of said section; also
southeast quarter
half southeast
west half
the west
a
land thirty
thirty feet
feet wide
wide off
northwest
side of the northwest
west side
the west
off the
of land
strip of
a strip
quarter southwest
southwest quarter;
quarter; also
also aa strip
strip of land thirty feet wide off
quarter
of the
the west
west side
of the
the northwest
section except the
quarter of said section
northwest quarter
side of
of
a onecurve
north
three
hundred
and
twenty-four
feet;
a
curve with a
onea
also
feet;
twenty-four
and
hundred
north three
hundred-foot
the center
northeast corner of
the northeast
at the
line at
center line
on the
radius on
hundred-foot radius
the
quarter northeast
northeast quarter.
above described
described
the above
of the
All of
quarter. All
northwest quarter
the northwest
is in
in section
34, township
range 22 west, and is a
a strip of
29 north, range
township 29
section 34,
is
land
United
west sides of the United
and west
south, and
east, south,
the east,
off the
wide off
feet wide
thirty feet
land thirty
Missouri,
States Hospital
Defective Delinquents,
Delinquents, Springfield,
Springfield, Missouri,
for Defective
Hospital for
States
except that
that at
curves occur
sixty-foot width
the full sixty-foot
occur the
where curves
places where
two places
at two
except
of the
the right-of-way
right-of-way is
be, and
and the
the same is hereby, granted
granted
included, be,
is included,
of
to the
State of
Missouri for
purposes; and the Attorney
Attorney
public-road purposes;
for public-road
of Missouri
the State
to
General
upon the
authorized to execute
execute aa
passage of this Act, authorized
the passage
is, upon
General is,
character of the
deed
containing such
restrictions consistent
consistent with the character
such restrictions
deed containing
grant
for public-road
public-road purposes
purposes as
as he
necessary.
deems necessary.
he deems
grant for
For road
road purposes
purposes
For
SEC. 2.
said easement
granted solely
road purposes, and solely;
for road
solely: reversionary
solely for
is granted
easement is
The said
2. The
SEC.
provision.
property of the United States provision.
shall
revert to
to and
absolute property
the absolute
become the
and become
shall revert
of
America if
whatsoever other than that
purpose whatsoever
any purpose
for any
used for
if used
of America
for which
donation is made,
abandoned
made, or in the event it is abandoned
this donation
which this
for
or
vacated as aapublic road.
or vacated
Government marl•
contriof any bution
SEC. 3.
3. Not
to exceed
$5,000 of
of the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
exceed $5,000
Not to
toward road
SEC.
construction.
construction.
maintenance
or
appropriation
available
for
the
construction
maintenance
of
the
construction
the
for
appropriation available
Available fund.
Available
United States
States Hospital
Hospital for
shall be
be available
available
Delinquents shall
Defective Delinquents
for Defective
United
in
the discretion
discretion of
the Attorney
Attorney General
payment to
to the proper
proper
for payment
General for
of the
in the
authorities
of the
the Springfield
Road District of Greene
Special Road
Springfield Special
authorities of
County,
Missouri, as
as representing
representing the
contributed
be contributed
to be
amount to
full amount
the full
County, Missouri,
To be in lieu of any
by
the Government
toward the
the cost
of constructing
the road
herein accrued
road herein
constructing the
accrued taxes.
cost of
Government toward
by the
against
provided for,
lieu of
of accrued
taxes, if any, assessed against
accrued taxes,
in lieu
and in
for, and
provided
said
property, and
shall remain
for this
available for
remain available
amount shall
said amount
the said
and the
said property,
purpose
expended.
until expended.
purpose until
Approved,
April
13, 1934.
1934.
13,
April
Approved,
[CHAPTER 117.]
1171
[CHAPTER

A Xt A -1,
AN
AN ACT
AU

Creating
Cairo Bridge
Commission and
said Commission and
authorizing said
and authorizing
Bridge Commission
the Cairo
Creating the
its successors
and operate
operate a
the Ohio
Ohio
across the
bridge across
a bridge
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
to construct,
successors to
its
River
or near
near Cairo,
Cairo, Illinois.
Illinois.
at or
River at

April
April 13, 1934.

[S. 2875.1
276.
[S.
[Public, No. 156.]
No. 156.
[Public,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
oR .
the
House of
by the
it enacted
Be it
cairo —Bridge
in order to aa
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ilrer
icigeCoCornassembled, That, in
America in
of America
United States
a4
caso.nm
facilitate interstate
commerce, improve
Service, and
ko
k:allr bridge*a
and pro- gss
Postal Service,
the Postal
improve the
interstate commerce,
facilitate
vide for
military and
and other
Cairo Bridge Commission
Commission
the Cairo
purposes, the
other purposes,
for military
vide
"Commis(hereinafter
Commisto as the "
referred to
hereinafter referred
and hereinafter
created, and
(hereinafter created,
87
86837*
--34----87
8637 *-3-
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sion ")
successors and
and assigns,
assigns 'be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
authorized to
sion
") and
and its
its successors
hereby, authorized
to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto
construct,
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
across
Ohio River
River at
or near
the city
city of
of Cairo,
Illinois, at
at a
across the
the Ohio
at or
near the
Cairo, Illinois,
a point
point
suitable
to the
the interests
interests of
navigation, in
accordance with
the proviprovisuitable to
of navigation,
m accordance
with the
Construction.
sions
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to regulate
the construction
const4rction.
sions of
of an
entitled "An
Act to
regulate the
construction of
of
Vol. 34, p. 84.
bridges over
over navigable
waters ",
", approved
March
23, 1906,
subject to
to
Authority to operate bridges
Ithointy
navigable waters
approved
March
23,
1906,
subject
ferries, etc.
the conditions and limitations contained in
etc.
ferries,
in this Act. For like purposes said
said Commission
Commission and
its successors
successors and
and assigns
are hereby
hereby
poses
and its
assigns are
authorized
to purchase,
maintain, and
and operate
or any
any ferries
ferries across
across
authorized to
purchase, maintain,
operate all
all or
the Ohio
Ohio and/or
and/or Mississippi
Mississippi Rivers
Rivers within
ten miles
of the
the location
the
within ten
miles of
location
which shall
be selected
bridge, subject
the conditions
conditions and
and
which
shall be
selected for
for said
said bridge,
subject to
to the
limitations contained
this Act.
Act.
limitations
contained in
in this
Acquisition of
of real
real

estate,
etc., for location,
estate, etc.,
location,

approaches, etc.
etc.

Condemnation
ceedings.

proCondemnation pro-

Tolls authorized.
authorized.
Tolls

Interest-bearing
bonds to cover costs,

bonrdeto berost

etc., authorized.

Paying
premium
atheyong
premium
thereon.

Maturity.
Maturity,

Denominations.
Redemption,etc., before maturity reserved.

Redemptionetcbeo maturity

Bank, etc.,
etc., may act
Bank,
as trustee.

may act

twith

Protective
iotective
eons.

provi-

provi-

SEc.
is hereby
hereby conferred
SEC. 2. There
There is
and its
conferred upon
upon the
the Commission
Commission and
its
successors and
and assigns
the right
right and
and power
to enter
enter upon
such lands
successors
assigns the
power to
upon such
lands

and
to acquire,
acquire, condemn,
condemn occupy,
and use
such real
real estate
estate
and to
occupy, possess
possess,.,and
use such
and other
property in
in the
State of
of Illinois
the Commonwealth
and
other property
the State
Illinois and
and the
Commonwealth
of Kentucky
Kentucky as
as may
may be
be needed
needed for
the location,
location, construction,
construction, operof
for the
operation,
and maintenance
maintenance of
bridge and
its approaches,
upon
ation, and
of such
such bridge
and its
approaches, upon
making just
just compensation
be ascertained
ascertained and
paid
making
compensation therefor,
therefor, to
to be
and paid
according to the laws of the State in which such real estate or other
other
property is situated, and the proceedings
therefor shall be the same
proceedings therefor
of private
for public
public purposes
in
as in
in the condemnation
condemnation of
private property
property for
purposes in

said
States, respectively.
said States,
respectively.
SEC.
and its
successors and
SEG. 3.
3. The
The Commission
Commission and
its successors
assigns are
are hereby
hereby
and assigns
authorized
charge tolls
tolls for
over such
such bridge
authorized to
to fix
fix and
and charge
for transit
transit over
bridge and
and
such ferry
ferries in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
such
ferry or
or ferries
in accordance
this Act.
Act.
S
EG. 4.
The Commission
Commission and
and its
successors and
and assigns
are hereby
SEC.
4. The
its successors
assigns are
hereby
authorized to
to provide
provide for
authorized
for the
the payment
payment of
of the
bridge and
and
the cost
cost of
of the
the bridge
its
and the
the ferry
ferry or
and the
necessary lands,
its approaches
approaches and
or ferries
ferries and
the necessary
lands,
easements
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto
thereto by
issue or
or issues
negoeasements, and
by an
an issue
issues of
of negotiable
of the
bearing interest
interest at
not more
tiable bonds
bonds of
the Commission,
Commission, bearing
at not
more than
than
6 per centum per annum,
6
of which
bonds
annum, the
the principal
principal and
and interest
interest of
which bonds
and
any premium
premium to
to be
paid for
for retirement
and any
be paid
retirement thereof
thereof before
before maturity
maturity
shall
from the
the sinking
provided in
accordance
shall be
be payable solely
solely from
sinking fund
fund provided
in accordance
with this Act.
registrable as
as to
to principal
principal alone
Act. Such bonds
bonds may
may be
be registrable
alone
or both principal
principal and interest, shall
in such
such form
not inconsistent
inconsistent
shall be
be in
form not
with this Act, shall mature at such time or times not exceeding
exceeding forty
years from their respective
shall be
be in
in such
such denominations,
respective dates, shall
denominations,
shall be executed
executed in such manner, and shall be payable
payable in such
medium
medium and at such place or places as the Commission
deterCommission may
may determine. The Commission may repurchase and may reserve the right
right
to
in such
manner
to redeem all or any of said bonds before maturity
maturity in
such manner
and at such price or prices, not exceeding one hundred and five and
accrued interest, as may be fixed by
the
by the
the Commission prior
prior to the
issuance of the bonds. The Commission
Commission may enter
enter into an agreement
agreement
in the
with any bank or trust company
company in
as trustee
trustee havthe United States
States as
having the power to make such agreement, setting forth the duties of
the Commission in respect of the construction,
maintenance, operaconstruction ' maintenance
tion, repair, and insurance
insurance of the bridge and/or
and/or the ferry or ,ferries
ferries,
the
of
the conservation and application
application of all funds, the safeguarding
safeguarding a
moneys on hand
hand or on
on deposit, and the rights and remedies of said
moneys
trustee
right
trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting
restricting the individual
individual right
of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust agreements
respecting bonds of corporations.
agreement may
may concorporations. Such
Such trust
trust agreement
cantain
ton' such provisions for protecting and enforcing
enforcing the rights and
remedies of the trustee and the bondholders
bondholders as may be reasonable
and proper
and not
inconsistent with
with the
the law
and
proper and
not inconsistent
law and
and also
also provisions
provisions
for approval by the original purchasers of the bonds of the employfor
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ment
Security given by
by
engineers and
and of
of the
the security
security given
given by the bridge ,Securityt
ment of consulting
consulting engineers
bridge contractors, etc.
e con
rs e
company in which the
contractors and by any bank or trust company
contractors
the proceeds
proceeds
of bonds
or of
of bridge
bridge or
tolls or
or other
moneys of
of the
the ComComof
bonds or
or ferry
ferry tolls
other moneys
mission shall be deposited,
deposited, and may provide
for
provide that no contract
contract for
construction shall
shall be
made without
without the
approval of
of the
be made
the approval
the consulting
consulting
engineers.
constructed under
engineers. The bridge constructed
under the authority
authority of this Act Btridge deemed in
st " ttagte
y
erinti
g
shall be
be deemed
to be
be an
an instrumentality
interstate commerce,
commerce, etc.
shall
deemed to
instrumentality for
for interstate
commerce, state commerce,
the Postal Service, and military and other purposes authorized
authorized by
the
Government of
and said
ferry
the Government
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
said bridge
bridge and
and ferry
or ferries
ferries and
and the
the bonds
connection therewith
theexemption.
Tax exemption.
and the
Tax
bonds issued
issued in
in connection
therewith and
or
income derived
therefrom shall
be exempt
Federal, State,
State, Bd
income
derived therefrom
shall be
exempt from
from all
all Federal,
Bond sa
municipal, and
taxation. Said
shall be
sold in
in such
such ittio,.
ittiUrnles, price
municipal,
and local
local taxation.
Said bonds
bonds shall
be sold
manner and
times and
and at
such price
price as
as the
the Commismanner
and at
at such
such time
time or
or times
at such
Commission
may determine,
such sale
sale shall
shall be
made at
so low
sion may
determine, but
but no
no such
be made
at aaprice
price so
low
as
to require
the payment
than 6
6 per
per centum
interest on
on
payment of
of more
more than
centum interest
as to
require the
the money
received therefor,
computed with
the absolute
absolute
the
money received
therefor, computed
with relation
relation to
to the
maturity of
of the
the bonds
in accordance
standard tables
bond
maturity
bonds in
accordance with
with standard
tables of
of bond
values, and
face amount
thereof shall
shall be
calculated as
as to
to proprovalues,
and the
the face
amount thereof
be so
so calculated
duce,
at the
the price
price of
of their
sale, the
cost of
the bridge
bridge and
and its
its
duce, at
their sale,
the cost
of the
approaches, and
conapproaches,
and the
the land,
land, easements,
easements, and appurtenances
appurtenances used
used in
in contherewith and, in the event
event the ferry or ferries
ferries are to be
nection therewith
acquired, also
the cost
or ferries
the lands,
lands, easeeaseacquired,
also the
cost of
of such
such ferry
ferry or
ferries and
and the
of proceeds to
vse costs.proceeds
appurtenances used in connection
ments, and appurtenances
connection therewith. The cost cover
Use
of the
the bridge
bridge and
and ferry
or ferries
ferries shall
deemed to
interest
of
ferry or
shall be
be deemed
to include
include interest
during construction
of the
the bridge,
and for
for twelve
months thereafter,
thereafter,
bridge, and
twelve months
during
construction of
and all
and other
other
engineering, legal,
legal, architectural,
architectural, traffic-surveying,
traffic-surveying, and
and
all engineering,
expenses incident
to the
of the
the bridge
bridge or
the acquisition
or the
acquisition
expenses
incident to
the construction
construction of
of
ferry or
ferries, and
the acquisition
acquisition of
of the
the necessary
necessary property,
property,
of the
the ferry
or ferries,
and the
and
to the
thereof, including
including the
cost of
of acquiracquirand incident
incident to
the financing
financing thereof,
the cost
ing
existing franchises,
and works
and relating
works of
of and
relating
ing existing
franchises, rights,
rights, plans,
plans, and
to
the bridge,
bridge, now
firm, or
corporation, and
and
to the
now owned
owned by
by any
any person,
person, firm,
or corporation,
the
cost of
of purchasing
all or
or any
part of
of the
shares of
of stock
stock of
of any
any
the cost
purchasing all
any part
the shares
such corporate
owner if,
of the
Commission, such
such
corporate owner
if, in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
the Commission,
such
purchases should
should be
found expedient.
expedient. If
If the
the proceeds
of the
the bonds
bonds placed
Excess over cost to be
purchases
be found
proceeds of
Exessoveraestntobe
in a sinking
the excess shall be Rind.
issued shall
cost as
ftind.
as finally
finally determined,
determined, the
shall exceed
exceed the
the cost
issued
placed in
the sinking
sinking fund
fund hereinafter
the
placed
in the
hereinafter provided.
provided. Prior
Prior to
to the
preparation of
of definitive
definitive bonds
Commission may,
like
under like
bonds the
the Commission
may, under
preparation
restrictions,
issue temporary
bonds or
or interim
certificates with
with or
or
interim certificates
temporary bonds
restrictions, issue
without
whatsoever, exchangeable
exchangeable for
for
of any
any denomination
denomination whatsoever,
without coupons
coupons of
definitive bonds
bonds when
have been
executed and are
are availbeen executed
bonds have
when such bonds
definitive
able
for delivery.
delivery.
able for
Rates;
to
the use of
of such
S
EC. 5.
5. In
In fixing
the rates of toll
such mRS;ntecPP
maintenanapplied
be charged
charged for
for the
toll to
to be
fixing the
SEC.
ce and to
to
bridge
the
same
shall
be
so
adjusted
as
to
provide
a
fund
sufficient
fund.
provide
a
sinking
bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient provideasinkingfund.
to
pay for
of maintaining,
and operatcost of
maintaining, repairing, and
for the
the reasonable
reasonable cost
to pay
ing the
under economical
management,
economical management,
its approaches
approaches under
ing
the bridge
bridge and its
and to
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to pay the principal
principal and
to provide
provide a
a sinking
and
interest of
such bonds
as the
the same
redemption
and the redemption
same shall
shall fall
fall due
due and
of such
bonds as
interest
or repurchase
of all
all or
redeemed or
or repurchased
repurchased
or any
any thereof
thereof redeemed
or
repurchase price
price of
before
herein provided.
All tolls
other revenues
revenues
provided. All
tolls and other
as herein
before maturity
maturity as
from said
said bridge
bridge are
are hereby
pledged to
uses and
to the
applicaand to
the applicato such
such uses
hereby pledged
from
tion
as hereinafter
hereinafter in
section required.
required. After
payment
After payment
in this
this section
thereof as
tion thereof
or provision
provision for
payment therefrom
of all
cost of
maintaining,
of maintaining,
all such
such cost
therefrom of
for payment
or
repairing,
and operating
and the
the reservation
reservation of
of an
an amount
money
of money
amount of
repairing, and
operating and
estimated to
to be
be sufficient
ensuing
during an
an ensuing
same purpose
purpose during
for the
the same
sufficient for
estimated
period
of not
not more
than six
six months,
remainder of
of tolls
tolls collected
collected
the remainder
months, the
more than
period of
shall
be placed
placed in
the sinking
sinking fund,
to be
be determined
determined by
by
fund, at
at intervals
intervals to
in the
shall be
the Commission
prior to
of the
the bonds.
bonds,. An
An accurate
accurate •recIleeced ot
of eant, rethe
Commission prior
to the
the issuance
issuance of
rec- F,.a
to
m" and operation
ord
of the
cost of
of the
and its
approaches, the
t.
p
the expenditures
expenditures be kept
bridge and
its approaches,
the bridge
ord of
the cost
for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing, and operating
operating the same,
same, and .of the daily
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informatolls
shall be
kept and
be available
available for
for the
the informai
tolls collected,
collected, shall
be kept
and shall
shall be
persons interested.
The Commission
Commission shall
shall classify
classify in
n aa
tion of
of all
all persons
interested. The
reasonable
way all
over the bridge, so that the tolls shall be
reasonable way
all traffic
traffic over
so fixed
fixed and
adjusted by
by it
it as
be uniform
uniform in
in the
the application
application thereof
thereof
so
and adjusted
as to
to be
to all
all traffic
traffic falling
falling within
within any
such reasonable
class,. regardless
regardless of
of
to
any such
reasonable class,
the status
status or
or character
any person,
corporation participatthe
character of
of any
person, firm,
firm, or
or corporation
participating in
in such
and shall
shall prevent
prevent all
all use
such bridge
bridge for
for traftrafing
such traffic,
traffic, and
use of
of such
fic except
except upon
upon payment
tolls so
so fixed
fixed and
and adjusted.
adjusted. No
No toll
toll
fic
payment of
of the
the tolls
shall
be charged
or employees
employees of
of the
Commission or
or of
the
shall be
charged officials
officials or
the Commission
of the
Government
United States
any State,
county, or
or municmunicGovernment of
of the
the United
States or
or any
State, county,
ipality in
in the
the United
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of their
their duties
or
ipality
United States
States while
while in
duties or
municipal police
police or
departments when
when engaged
engaged in
in the
the proper
proper
municipal
or fire
fire departments
work of
of any
any such
department.
work
such department.
SE. 6. Nothing
SEc.
Nothing herein contained
contained shall require
require the Commission
Commission or
ferries purchased
purchased
its
maintain or
any ferry
ferry or
orferries
to maintain
or operate
operate any
its successors
successors to
hereunder, but
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Commission
Commission or
or its
its successors
hereunder,
but in
in the
successors
and ferry
or ferries
ferries so
so purchased,
and proppropand
ferry or
purchased, with
with the
the appurtenances
appurtenances and
erty
connected and
belonging, may
may be
otherwise
i disdiserty thereto
thereto connected
and belonging,
be sold
sold or
or otherwise
posed of
may be
abandoned and/or
dismantled whenever
the
posed
of or
or may
be abandoned
and/or dismantled
whenever inn the
judgment of the Commission or its successors
successors it
it may seem expedient so
so to
to do.
its successors
successors may
may fix
such
dient
do. The
The Commission
Commission and
and its
fix such
rates of
of toll
toll for
the use
use of
of such
or ferries
ferries as
as it
may deem
deem
rates
for the
such ferry
ferry or
it may
proper,
subject to
to the
same conditions
conditions as
hereinabove required
proper, subject
the same
as are
are hereinabove
required
as
to
tolls
for
traffic
over
the
bridge.
All
tolls
collected for
for the
the
as to tolls for traffic over the bridge. All tolls collected
use of the ferry or ferries
sale or
ferries and the proceeds of any sale
or dispofar as
as may
be necesnecessition of any ferry
ferry or ferries shall
shall be
be used,
used, so
so far
may be
sary, to
to pay
pay the
cost of
of maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
and operating
operating the
the
sary,
the cost
same, and
any residue
shall be
be paid
and any
residue thereof
thereof shall
paid into
into the
the sinking
sinking fund
fund
hereinabove
hereina,bove provided for
bonds. An
An accurate
accurate record
record of
of the
cost of
of
for bonds.
the cost
purchasing
purchasing the ferry
ferry or
e.xpenditures for
for maintaining,
maintaining,
or ferries;
ferries; the expenditures
repairing, and operating
operating the same; and of the daily
daily tolls collected
collected
shall
kept and
and shall
available for
for the
the information
information of
persons
shall be
be kept
shall be
be available
of all
all persons
interested.
interested.
S
E°. 7.
After payment
the bonds
or after
after aasinksinkSmo.
7. After
payment of
of the
bonds and
and interest,
interest, or
ing fund sufficient
such payment
shall have
provided and
and
sufficient for such
payment shall
have been
been provided
shall be held for that
Commission shall
deeds
that purpose,
purpose, the
the Commission
shall deliver
deliver deeds
or other suitable instruments
instruments of conveyance
conveyance of the interest
interest of
of the
the
Commission in
to the
the bridge,
that part
part within
within Illinois
Illinoi
s t
th e
Commission
in and
and to
bridge, that
too the
State of
or any
any municipality
municipality or
or agency
agency there
of as
as may
ma y be
be
State
of Illinois
Illinois or
thereof
authorized by
by or
or pursuant
pursuant to
to law
to accept
accept the
me (hereinafter
(here i
na ft er
authorized
law to
the sa
same
referred to
to as
as the
Illinois interests)
and that
that part
within Kentucky
referred
the Illinois
interests) and
part within
Kentucky
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
or any
any municipality
to the
of Kentucky
Kentucky or
municipality or agenc
agencyy
thereof as may be authorized
authorized by or pursuant
pursuant to law to accept
accept the
the
same (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred to as the Kentucky
Kentucky interests),
interests), under the
condition that the
thereafter be free of tolls and be
the bridge shall thereafter
operated, and repaired by the Illinois interests
properly maintained,
maintained, operated,
but if
and the
the Kentucky
interests, as
as may
may be
be agreed
upon; but
if either
either
agreed upon;
Kentucky interests,
and
Kentucky interests
the Illinois
Illinois interests or the Kentucky
interests shall not be authorized
authorized
to accept or shall not accept
accept the same under such conditions, then the
bridge shall continue
continue to be owned,
ow tied, maintained,
maintained, operated,
operated, and repaired
offtolls shall be so
by the Commission, and the rates
rates o
so adjusted
adj ust
ed as to
to
a fund of not to exceed the amount necessary for the
the proper
provide a
proper
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of the bridge
bridge and its approaches
under
under economical
economical management,
management until such time
time as both
both lihe
the Illinois
interests and the Kentucky
Kentucky interests shall be authorized
authorized to accept
accept
and
accept such
such conveyance
the
and shall
shall accept
conveyance under
mider such
such conditions.
conditions. If
If at
at the
time
conveyance the
the Commission
Commission or
its successors
not
time of
of such
such conveyance
or its
successors shall not
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have disposed
ferry or
or ferries,
ferries, the
same shall
shall be
be disposed
disposed
the same
disposed of
of such
such ferry
have
price and
and upon
upon such terms
of by
by sale
practicable, at
at such
such price
of
sale as soon as practicable,
as the
the Commission
Commission or
or its
its successors
successors may determine.
as
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581

Aid from
from State
Aid
o810t
State allotby the
(a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
restriction or
limitation imposed
imposed by
the ments
or limitation
any restriction
(a)
under Federal
etc., Acts
Highway etc.,
aid Highway,
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide that
the United
shall aid
States shall
United States
that the
Act
permitted.
the States
States in
in the
the construction
construction of rural post
roads, and for other permitted.
post roads,
the
39, p,
355; Vol.
p. 355;
ol. 39,
Highway Vol.
purposes ",
", approved
approved July
or by
by the
the Federal
Federal Highway
1916, or
July 11,
11, 1916,
purposes
42,
212.
42 p.
669, 665.5.
uPsc;
pp.
Act, or
or by
by any
supplemental to either thereof, U.S.C.,
or supplemental
Act amendatory
amendatory of or
any Act
Act,
pp. 669,
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
extend Federal
Federal aid
such
under such
aid under
may extend
the
Secretary of
Acts,
construction of said bridge, out of any moneys alloActs, for the construction
cated to
State of
of Illinois
the consent
consent of
of the Department
Department of
with the
Illinois with
to the
the State
cated
Public
and Buildings
of said
said State,
State, and
moneys
out of
of any moneys
and out
Buildings of
Works and
Public Works
State
allocated to
to the
State of
with the consent
consent of
of the State
of Kentucky
Kentucky with
the State
allocated
Highway
Commission of
of said
said State.
Highway Commission
Cairo Bridge
Bridge ComComCairo
stated mission
effect the
S
EC. 8.
into effect
the objects
objects stated
of carrying
carrying into
purpose of
the purpose
8. For
For the
SEc.
created.
Commission, mission reat
in this
is hereby
hereby created
created the
the Cairo
Bridge Commission,
Cairo Bridge
there is
Act, there
in
this Act,
Corporate powers.
powers.
and by
that name,
name, style,
and title
title said
shall have
perpetual Corporate
have perpetual
body shall
said body
style, and
by that
and
succession; may
may contract
contracted with, sue and be sued,
and be contracted
contract and
succession;
implead
and be
complain and defend in all courts of
impleaded, complain
be impleaded,
implead and
law and
and equity;
equity; may
common seal; may purchase
make and have aa common
may make
law
or otherwise
acquire and
of real estate and other
or dispose
dispose of
and hold
hold or
otherwise acquire
or
or gifts
gifts of money
property; may
may accept
receive donations
money or
donations or
and receive
accept and
property;
same to the purposes
other property
purposes of this Act; and
and apply same
property and
other
or proper
shall have
have and
possess all
all powers
powers necessary,
necessary, convenient,
proper
convenient, or
and possess
shall
for carrying
carrying into
into effect
the objects
objects stated
in this Act.
Act.
stated in
effect the
for
Composition of comof com
ostion
p
John C.
S. Johnson,
The
Commission shall
of James
James S.
Johnson, John
C. mission.
consist of
shall consist
The Commission
Fisher, Reed
and Ray
Williams, of
Cairo, Illinois,
of the city of Cairo,
Ray Williams,
Reed Green,
Green, and
Fisher,
and M.
M. C. Anderson,
Ballard County, Kentucky. Such Comof Ballard
Anderson, of
and
mission shall
shall be
be a
body corporate
member of
a body
corporate and politic. Each member
mission
Dutiesthe
Commission shall
shall qualify
qualify within thirty days after the approval
approval Duties.
the Commission
Agriculture
of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
in the
the office
office of
of this
this Act
Act by filing in
an
will faithfully perform the duties imposed upon
an oath that he will
person appointed
vacancy shall
shall
appointed to fill a
a vacancy
him by
by this
this Act,
Act, and each person
Vacanies.
days after his appointment. Vacancies.
qualify
in like
manner within
within thirty
thirty days
like manner
qualify in
occurring in said Commission by reason
reason of failure to
to
vacancy occurring
Any vacancy
qualify
as above
or by
by reason
of death
death or
or resignation,
resignation, shall
shall
reason of
provided, or
above provided,
qualify as
required.
Bondsre""red.
of Bonds
issuance of
the issuance
of Agriculture.
be
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture. Before
Before the
the Secretary
filled bv
be filled
bonds as
each member
Commission
member of the Commission
provided, each
as hereinabove
hereinabove provided,
bonds
shall give
such bond
bond as
as may
may be
be fixed
the Chief
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Chief of
fixed by
by the
shall
give such
Public Roads
of the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture, conditioned
conditioned upon
of Agriculture,
Roads of
Public
etc
Chairman, etc.
the faithful
required by
by this
this Act.
Act. The
The Chairman,
duties required
of all
all duties
performance of
faithful performance
the
Commission
shall elect
chairman and
and a
chairman from
its
from its
a vice
vice chairman
a chairman
elect a
Commission shall
government
members,
regulations for the government
rules and regulations
may establish
establish rules
and may
members, and
of
its own
own business.
business. A
majority.of
the members
a
constitute a
shall constitute
members shall
of the
A majority
of its
quorum
transaction of
of business.
business.
the transaction
for the
quorum for
Commission to have
Snc. 9.
9. The
shall have
shares of
of no shas
capital stock
stock or
or shares
have no
no capital
SEc.
The Commission
Commission shall
shares of
of interest,
etc.
revenues
and receipts
thereof shall
shall etc.
receipts thereof
and
interest
participation, and all revenues
i
interest or participation,
be
to the
the purposes
n this
The members
members of
of
this Act.
Act. The
specified in
purposes specified
be applied
applied to
Per diem compensathe
Commission shall
per diem
compensation for
for tion;
Prmaximum.
iem ompensdiem compensation
to aa per
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
the Commission
their
of $10
each day
day actually
spent in
of tio; mmu
business of
in the
the business
actually spent
$10 for
for each
their services
services of
the
Commission, but
maximum compensation
compensation of
of the
Chairman
the Chairman
the maximum
but the
the Commission,
in any
any year
year shall
$2,500 and
member shall
each other member
and of each
not exceed
exceed $2,500
shall not
in
Travel expenses.
not exceed
The members
members of
of the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall also
also be
be Travel expense
$500. The
exceed $500.
not
entitled to
receive traveling-expense
traveling-expense allowance
allowance of
a mile
of 10 cents a
to receive
entitled
for each
each mile
mile actually
actually traveled
traveled on
on the
of the
Commission.
the Commission.
business of
the business
for
The Commission
may employ
secretary, treasurer,
treasurer, engineers,
engineers,
employ aa secretary,
Commission may
The
Other personal servOnth peroi se vattorneys,
and such
such other
experts, assistants,
assistants, and
employees as
as they
they kes.
and employees
other experts,
attorneys, and
may deem
necessary, who
shall be
entitled to
to receive
compensuch compenreceive such
be entitled
who shall
may
deem necessary,
sation as
as the
Commission may
determine. All
salaries and
and expenses
expenses
All salaries
may determine.
the Commission
sation
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shall
be paid
solely from
provided under
the authority
authority of
of
from the
the funds
funds provided
under the
shall be
paid solely
After
bonds and
and interest
have been
been paid
paid
shall have
interest thereon
thereon shall
After all
all bonds
pleting obligations.
and
obligations of
Commission paid
paid or
discharged, or
all other
other obligations
of the
the Commission
or discharged,
or
obligations
and all
provision
for
all
such
payment
shall
have
been
made
as
hereinbefore
provision for all such payment shall have been made as hereinbefore
provided, and
and after
after the
bridge shall
have been
conveyed to
the
to the
shall have
been conveyed
provided,
the bridge
Illinois interests
the Kentucky
Kentucky interests
as herein
herein provided,
provided, and
and
and the
interests as
Illinois
interests and
any ferry
ferry or
or ferries
shall have
have been
been sold,
sold, the
be
shall be
the Commission
Commission shall
any
ferries shall
dissolved
and shall
shall cease
cease to
have further
further existence
by an
an order
order of
of
to have
existence by
dissolved and
the Chief
Bureau of
upon his
own initiainitiahis own
Chief of
of the
the Bureau
of Public
Public Roads
Roads made
made upon
the
tive or
or upon
upon application
application of
of the
the Commission
Commission or any member or memtive
bers thereof,
thereof, but
only after
after a
public hearing
hearing in
the city
city of
of Cairo,
Cairo,
in the
but only
a public
bers
notice of
time and
and place
place of
which hearing
hearing and
and the
the purpose
purpose thereof
thereof
the time
of which
notice
of the
shall
been published
at least
thirty days
before the
date
days before
the date
published once,
once, at
least thirty
shall have
have been
thereof, in
in aanewspaper
newspaper published
published in
in the
of Cairo,
Cairo, and
newsand aanewsthe city
city of
thereof,
Division
in Ballard County, Kentucky.
Division of moneys
moneys paper published in
Kentucky. At the time of such
in hand.
hand.
dissolution all moneys in the hands of or to the credit of the Commission shall
be divided
divided into
into two
two equal
equal parts,
parts, one
one of
of which
which shall
shall be
be
mission
shall be
paid
to said
and the
the other
other to
said Kentucky
interests.
to said
Kentucky interests.
Illinois interests
interests and
paid to
said Illinois
Limitation
SEC.
Limitation on creatNothing herein
contained shall
shall be
construed to
S
EC. 10. Nothing
herein contained
be construed
to authorize
authorize
ing obligations, etc.
or
permit the
Commission or
or any
any member
member thereof
thereof to
create any
any oblioblito create
ggts
or permit
the Commission
t
gation or
or incur
than such
such obligations
obligations and
and lialialiability other
other than
incur any
any liability
gation
bilities as
as are
are dischargeable
from funds
funds provided
provided by
by this
this Act.
Act.
dischargeable solely
solely from
bilities
No obligation
created or
or liability
liability incurred
to this
this Act
Act shall
shall
incurred pursuant
pursuant to
No
obligation created
be an
an obligation
obligation or
or liability
member or
or members
members of
of the
the ComComof any
any member
be
liability of
mission but
but shall
shall be
be chargeable
solely to
to the
funds herein
provided,
herein provided,
the funds
chargeable solely
mission
nor shall
shall any
any indebtedness
indebtedness created
created pursuant
to this
Act be
be an
an
pursuant to
this Act
nor
indebtedness
indebtedness of the United States.
Penal
provisions.
renal provisions.
SEC. 11. All provisions
of this
this Act
Act may
may be
the violaviolaSEc.
provisions of
be enforced,
enforced, or
or the
tion thereof
thereof prevented,
approinjunction,' or
or other
other approtion
prevented, by
by mandamus,
mandamus, injunction
priate remedy
remedy brought
the attorney
for the
of
priate
brought by
by the
attorney general
general for
the State
State of
Illinois, the
the attorney
attorney general
the Commonwealth
of Kentucky,
Kentucky,
Illinois,
general for
for the
Commonwealth of
or
United States
States district
attorney for
for any
any district
in which
the
or the
the United
district attorney
district in
which the
bridge may
may be
in part,
part, in
in any
any court
court having
having competent
jurisbridge
be located
located in
competent jurisdiction
matter and
and of
of the
the parties.
parties'.
diction of
of the
the subject
subject matter
Amendment,
SEC. 12.
12. The
The right
to alter,
alter , amend,
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
Amendmnent.
SGC.
right to
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
April 13,
13, 1934.
Approved, April
1934.
Dissolution on
on comcomDissolution

this Act.
Act.
this

[CHAPTER 118.]
[CHAPTER
April 13, 134.
1934.
18. 2889.1
2
[Public,
No.
'pibubl,
No. 154
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iS

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
'f. authorize the Department of Labor to make special statistical studies upon
payment of the cost thereof, and for other purposes.

Be iit enacted
and House
Representatives of the
eracted by the Senate
Senate and
ouse of Representatives
of La.
La- U-ited States
of
Aineria
n
Congress
assembled,
United
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
the DepartDepartborSpecial
spial statistical ment of Labor be, and hereby is, authorized, within the discretion
studies, etc., upon rerequest of any person,
autfho
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor, upon
upon the
the written request
quest, utes
authorized.
Scope.
scope
to make special statistical studies relating to employment,
employment, hours of
work, wages, and other conditions
conditions of employment; to
to prepare from
its records special statistical compilations;
compilations; and to furnish transcripts
transcripts
Payment
ayment of cost.
of its studies, tables, and other records, upon the payment of the
actual
actual cost of such work by the person requesting
requesting it.
it.
Credit
of receipts.
COreitofreceipts.
S.
All moneys hereinafter received by the Department of
SEC. 2. All
Labor in payment
payment of the cost of such work shall be deposited to
to
appropriation of that bureau, service, office, divithe credit of the appropriation
sion, or other agency
agency of the Department of Labor which supervised
supervised
such work, and may be used, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary of
Labor, and notwithlstanding
notwithstanding any other provision of law, for the
ordinary expenses
expenses of such agency and/or to secure the special servDepartment
Department

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
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ices
neither officers
officers nor employees
employees of the United
who are neither
ices of persons who
States.
Rules, etc.,
etc., to
be
to be
Rule,
SEC. 3.
The Secretary
of Labor
Labor shall
prescribe rules and regula- prescribed.
shall prescribe
Secretary of
3. The
SEC.
rescbed.
of
Labor
tions
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of this
this Act;
Act; and
Secretary
the Secretary
and the
tions for
Report to
Congress.
to Congress.
shall
report to
to Congress,
regular Report
Congress, at the beginning of each regular
make aa report
shall make
session,
(1) the name of every
statement showing (1)
a detailed
detailed statement
giving a
session, giving
person for
performed under the authority
authority of
of
whom work has been performed
for whom
person
106, mod(3) the Vol. 39, p.
this
the nature
of the
services rendered
rendered to him, (3)
the services
nature of
(2) the
statute, (2)
this statute,
p. 1106, mod'
iied.'
and
price
charged
for
these
services
by
the
Department
Labor,
of
Department
ified.
the
by
services
these
for
charged
price
(4) the
the manner
which the
received were deposited or used.
moneys received
the moneys
in which
manner in
(4)
Duration of Act.
of Act.
S
EC. 4.
4. This
cease to
to be
effective one year after the date Duration
be effective
shall cease
Act shall
This Act
SEC.
enactment.
of its enactment.
Approved,
Approved, April 13, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 119.]

AN ACT
manufacture or
To repeal
repeal an
an Act
Act of
entitled "An Act to prohibit the manufacture
Congress entitled
of Congress
To
sale of
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, and for other purposes",
liquors in the Territory
alcoholic liquors
of alcoholic
sale
approved
February 14, 1917, and for other purposes.
approved February

April
13, 1934.
April 13,
[S. 2729.]
2129.1
IS.
[Public, No. 158.1

[Public, No. 158.]

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
by the
it enacted
Be
At oAla
it Act
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Act of Prohibition
of America
United
of
of
repealed.
1917, repealed.
Congress
"An Act
Act to
to prohibit
prohibit the
the manufacture
manufacture or sale of 1917,
entitled "An
Congress entitled
Vol. 39, p. 903.
alcoholic liquors
liquors in
in the
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and for
for other purposes ",, Vol. 39, p. 903
the Territory
alcoholic
approved
1917, contained
contained in
in United States Statutes
14, 1917,
February 14,
approved February
Repeal of certain
Nrtain
ofof
at
Large, volume
Public Laws,
pages, 903
903 to
909, is
is repealed.
proips
repealed. provisions
to 909,
Laws, pages,
39, Public
volume 39,
at Large,
National
Prohibition
Act,
etc.
Act,etc.
Title
II of
of the
the National
Prohibition Act, as amended
amended and supple- Prohibition
National Prohibition
Title II
Vol. 41,
Vol.
307; Vol.
41, p. 307;
Vol.
p.
;3
Antc,
42,
p.
p. 223; Ante, p. 16.
mented, and
to provide
revenue by the
provide revenue
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
and the
mented,
U.S.C., pp. 853, 1583.
.s.c PP. 853,1583
purposes "
taxation
certain nonintoxicating
other purposes",
for other
and for
liquor, and
nonintoxicating liquor,
of certain
taxation of
approved
22, 1933, except such provisions of such title and
and
March 22,
approved March
of
22, 1933,
1933, as shall be retained in force and
March 22,
of March
Act of
such Act
of such
effect
in the
the States,
the extent
extent such
such title
title and such
to the
repealed to
are repealed
States, are
effect in
Act of
March 22,
force and effect in the Territory of
in force
are in
1933, are
22, 1933,
of March
Act
Alaska.
governg^ and
S
EC. 2.
notwithstanding the
the repeal
of the
the said
said Acts
Regulto
Acts no ingRegulations
repeal of
2. That
That notwithstanding
SEC.
manufacture
sale
of
liquors.
lquors.
or
ae
spirituous
or
intoxicating
liquors
shall
be
manufactured
or
in
in
sold
or
spirituous or intoxicating liquors shall be manufactured
the Territory
of Alaska,
Alaska, except
except under
regulations and restric- Legislative
such regulations
under such
Territory of
the
e
powers
powers
e,,enativ
tions as
as the
prescribe, and
the legislalegisla- extended.
and the
shall prescribe,
Legislature shall
Territorial Legislature
the Territorial
tions
Vol.
37,
p.
513.
tive
the Legislative
Legislative Assembly Vol. 37, p.513.
upon the
conferred upon
authority conferred
and authority
power and
tive power
Act
of the
Alaska by
the Act
Act of
Congress entitled
entitled "An Act
of Congress
by the
of Alaska
Territory of
the Territory
of
confer
to create
in the
Territory of
of Alaska, to confer
the Territory
assembly in
legislative assembly
create aalegislative
to
legislative
power thereon,
and for
for other
other purposes
August
", approved August
purposes ",
thereon, and
legislative power
legislation
24, 1912,
and hereby
is, extended
extended to
to include
include any legislation
hereby is,
be, and
shall be,
1912, shall
24,
pertaining
the manufacture
manufacture or
of spirituous
spirituous or
intoxicating
or intoxicating
sale of
or sale
to the
pertaining to
the
liquor
within the
the said
said Territory,
Territory, and
provision contained
contained in the
any provision
and any
liquor within
said
August 24,
hereby expressly
expressly
herewith, is hereby
conflict herewith,
in conflict
1912, in
24, 1912,
of August
Act of
said Act
Provisos.
o.
of
repealed:
Provided, however,
however, That
the Legislature
Legislature of the Territory
That the
repealed: Provided,
Delegation
of powers.
power
Delegation of
r
powers
the
of
shall have
have full
power and
delegate
and authority to delegate
full power
Alaska shall
of Alaska
hereby
conferred to
or commission
designated or
created
or created
commission designated
board or
any board
to any
hereby conferred
by
the legislature
legislature for
for such
purpose, which
shall include
the
include the
powers shall
which powers
such purpose,
by the
power
make rules
regulations governing
governing the
manufacture,
the manufacture,
and regulations
rules and
to make
power to
barter,
sale, or
intoxicating liquors in
spirituous or intoxicating
of spirituous
possession of
or possession
barter, sale,
the
of Alaska,
to prescribe
prescribe the
the qualifications
qualifications of those who
Alaska, to
Territory of
the Territory
are
to engage
engage in
in the
the manufacture,
manufacture, barter,
possession of
or possession
sale, or
barter, sale,
are to
intoxicating
liquors in
Territory, and
primcribe license
license General internal revprescribe
to .
and to
said Territory,
the said
in the
intoxicating liquors
affected.
lr, notnofftev
en, laws
fees
and excise
taxes therefor:
therefor: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing in this Act enue
excise taxes
fees and
shall
in any
any way
repeal, conflict,
conflict, or
or interfere
with the
general
public general
the public
interfere with
way repeal,
shall in
laws
of the
imposing taxes
taxes on
on the
the manufacture
manufacture and
States imposing
United States
the United
laws of
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within State where
ity within
State where
grown.
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sale of
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors for
for the
revenue and
sale
the purpose
purpose of
of revenue
and known
known
laws."
as the
the "
" internal
internal revenue
revenue laws."
SEC. 3.
3. That
the act
the Territorial
Territorial Legislature
Legislature of
SEc.
That the
act of
of the
of Alaska
Alaska
entitled "An
act to
to create
control and
prescribe
entitled
"An act
create the
the board
board of
of liquor
liquor control
and prescribe
its powers
powers and
and duties",
duties ", approved
May 4,
1, 1933,
contained in
its
approved May
1933, contained
in the
the
Session
Alaska, 1933,
1933, being
being chapter
Session Laws
Laws of
of Alaska,
chapter 109
109 thereof,
thereof, at
at pages
pages
be, and
and the
the same
same hereby
hereby is,
ratified and
and approved,
193-194, be,
is, ratified
approved, and
and the
the
have the
the powers
authority conboard thereby
thereby created
created shall
shall have
powers and
and the
the authority
conferred upon
upon it
by the
said act.
any person,
or corporation,
ferred
it by
the said
act. And
And any
person, firm,
firm, or
corporation,
who shall
shall violate
violate any
the rules
rules or
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
who
any of
of the
or regulations
said board governing
governing the
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
and possession
possession
sale barter,
barter, and
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
in the
Territory of
or the
the qualificaqualificaliquors in
the Territory
of Alaska,
Alaska, or
tions of those engaging
engaging in
in the
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
barter, and
and possessale, barter,
possession of
of such
such liquors
the said
said Territory,
or the
the payment
sion
liquors in
in the
Territory, or
payment of
of license
license
fees and excise taxes therefor,
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdetherefor, shall
shall be
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
punished as
shall be
be punished
as provided
provided
in section 2072 of
Laws of
Alaska.
of the Compiled
Compiled Laws
of Alaska.
SEC.
SEC. 4. That sections 462 to
of Act
Congress
to 178,
478, both inclusive,
inclusive, of
Act of
of Congress
entitled
entitled "An Act to define and
punish crime
District of
of Alaska
Alaska
and punish
crime in
in the
the District
and to provide a
code of
criminal procedure
procedure for
said district",
district",
a code
of criminal
for said
approved
approved March 3, 1899
(30 Stat.L.
1337-1341), as
amended by
by the
the
1899 (30
Stat.L. 1337-1341),
as amended
Act of June 6, 1900 (31
(31 Stat.L. 332),
332), and
by the
Act of
of February
6,
and by
the Act
February 6,
1909 (35 Stat.L. 601-603),
601-603), be, and
are, repealed.
repealed.
and the
the same
same hereby
hereby are,
SEC.
S
EC. 5. Section 13
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
sec.
13 of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
title 1,
1, sec.
29)
29) shall not apply with respect
respect to
to any
forfeiture, or
or liaany penalty,
penalty, forfeiture,
liability incurred under any
any provision
Act.
provision repealed
repealed by
by this
this Act.
Approved, April
April 13,
13, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

[CHAPTER 120.]
[CHAPTER
13,1934.
April 13,
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SESS.
II. CHS.
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AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Act known as the "Perishable
To
"Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural
1930",
1930", approved
approved June 10, 1930.

Commodities Act,
Commodities

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act
known as the "Perishable
"Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural Commodities Act, 1930 "",
approved June 10, 1930, be,
is, amended
amended as
as hereinafter
hereinafter
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
set forth:
That subsection 6
6 of section 11of the Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural ComCommodities Act, 1930,
1980, is hereby
hereby amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
n
"(6)
The term
means any person
"(6) The
term 'dealer'
dealer' means
person engaged
engaged in the business
of buing
buying or selling in carloads any perishable
perishable agricultural
agricultural comcommodity in interstate or foreign commerce, except that (A)
modity
no propro(A) no
ducer
considered as a
a 'dealer'
sales of
ducer shall be considered
dealer' in respect of sales
of any
any
such commodity of his own raising; (B)
(B) no person buying any such
commodity solely for sale at retail shall be considered
considered as a
a ' dealer'
dealer '
in respect of any such commodity in any calendar year until his purchases of such commodity
commodity in carloads in such year are in excess of
of
twenty; and (C) no person buying any such commodity for cannin
canning
and/or processing
and/or
processing within the State where grown shall be considered
considered
a dealer
whether or
the canned
a
dealer'' whether
or not
not the
canned or processed
processed product is to be
shipped
in interstate
foreign commerce.
shipped in
interstate or
or foreign
commerce. Any
Any person
person not considered
a ' dealer
under clauses (A), (B), and (C)
C) may elect
sidered as
as a
dealer'' under
elect to
secure
under the
provisions of section 3, and in such case
secure a
alicense
license under
the provisions
and while
while the
license is
effect such person
person shall be considered
and
the license
is in
in effect
considered as a
a
' dealer.'
dealer.' As
As used
in
this
paragraph,
used in this paragraph, the term ' in carloads'
carloads 'includes
wholesale
jobbing quantifies
quantities as
defined for
wholesale or
or jobbing
as defined
for any
any such
such commodity
commodity
by the Secretary
Secretary;;""

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CH.
120.
CH. 120.

APRIL
13, 1934.
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585

Unfair conduct.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That subsection
subsection 2
2 of
conduct.
SEC.
of section
section 2
2 of
of the
the Perishable
Perishable AgriculAgricul- Unfair
tural Commodities
Commodities Act,
hereby amended
amended to
as follows:
Act, 1930,
1930, is hereby
to read
read as
follows:
of contract
of contract
"(2)
For any
dealer to
to reject
or fail
deliver in
with to
"(2) For
any dealer
reject or
fail to
to deliver
in accordance
accordance with
consign, etc., goods,
to Breach
added.
perishable
added.
reasonable cause any perishable
the terms
terms of the contract
contract without reasonable
agricultural commodity bought or sold or contracted
contracted to be bought,
bought,
sold, or consigned in interstate or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce by
by such
such
dealer;"
dealer;"
False statements con.
SEC.
subsection 44 of section 22 of the Perishable Agricul- Falsestatementscon
SEC. 3. That subsection
iornnsiug market conchtural
Commodities Act, 1930, is
tural Commodities
is hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as follows:
follows: tions
market condi
"(4)
commission merchant,
to make,
" (4) For
For any
any commission
merchant, dealer,
dealer, or
or broker
broker to
make, for
for
a fraudulent
a
fraudulent purpose,
purpose, any false
in connecconnecfalse or
or misleading
misleading statement
statement in
tion
involving or
concerning the
condition of
of
tion with any transaction
transaction involving
or concerning
the condition
the
for any
any perishable
which is
is
the market for
perishable agricultural
agricultural commodity
commodity which
received in interstate
by such commission
interstate or foreign commerce by
commission mermerchant, or
bought or
or sold,
sold, or
or contracted
to be
be bought,
bought, sold,
chant,
or bought
contracted to
sold, or
or conconsigned
commerce by
such dealer;
purchase or
or sale
sale of
of
signed in
in such
such commerce
by such
dealer; or
or the
the purchase
by such
broker; or
to fail
or
which in such
such commerce
commerce is negotiated
negotiated by
such broker;
or to
fail or
and correctly
to account
in respect
of any
any such
refuse truly and
correctly to
account promptly
promptly in
respect of
such
transaction
in any
any such
such commodity
commodity to
person with
transaction in
to the
the person
with whom
whom such
such
transaction
is had
;"
had;"
transaction is
Causes for
for license
license
Causes
SEC. 4.
4. That
That paragraph
paragraph (b)
section 4
4 of the Perishable
Perishable Agri- refusal.
(b) of section
SEC.
cultural
Commodities Act, 1930,
hereby amended
amended to read as
1930, is hereby
as follows:
follows:
cultural Commodities
"(b) The
Secretary shall
refuse to
The Secretary
shall refuse
to issue aa license
license to
to an applicant
applicant
"(b)
Previous offense.
offense.
if
applicant has previously,
previously, at any time within Previous
the applicant
if he finds (1) that the
two
years,
been
responsible
in
whole
or
in
part
for
any
violation
of
two years, been responsible in whole or in part for any violation of
the
provisions of
for which
of the
the applicant,
or
the provisions
of section
section 2
2 for
which a
a license
license of
applicant, or
the
license of
of any
partnership, association,
association, or
or corporation
corporation in
which
in which
the license
any partnership,
the applicant
held any
office, or,
or, in
in the
the case
case of
partnership, had
any
the
applicant held
any office,
of aapartnership,
had any
share or
or (2)
(2) if
he finds
finds after
notice and
and bleApplicant
Applicant responsiresponsiwas revoked,
revoked, or
if he
after notice
share
or interest,
interest, was
for repeated, etc.,
hearing that at any time
time within two
two years said applicant
applicant was violations.
responsible in
in whole
whole or
in part
part for
or repeated
violaresponsible
or in
for any
any flagrant
flagrant or
repeated violaMember in
in a
tions of
of the
(3) in case the applicant is a
a parta nership
partMember
of section
section 2, or (3)
tions
the provisions
provisions of
responsible
for
responsible for
partnership,
association,
or
corporation,
that
any
individual
holdact, revoking
partnership, association, or corporation, that any individual hold- unlawful
revoking
unlawful act,
license.
ing any office or, in the case of aapartnership, having any interest or licenseshare
the applicant,
applicant, had
at any
within two
share in
in the
had previously,
previously, at
any time
time within
two years,
years,
been responsible
in part
for any
of the
the proprobeen
responsible in
in whole
whole or
or in
part for
any violations
violations of
Where
applicant has
has
here applicant
visions of section 2
2 for
for which
which the license of such individual, or of failed
visions
to pay an outany partnership,
or corporation
corporation in
in which
which such
person standing
standing reparation
such person
any
partnership, association,
association, or
held
any office,
or, in
the case
case of
of a
a partnership,
partnership, had
had any
any share
share or
or award.
award.
office, or,
in the
held any
interest, was
or if
if he
finds after
after notice
that at
at
he finds
notice and
and hearing
hearing that
interest,
was revoked,
revoked, or
any time
time within
years said
said applicant
in whole
whole
responsible in
applicant was
was responsible
within two
two years
any
or in
in part
part for
or repeated
the provisions
of the
provisions
repeated violations
violations of
or
for any
any flagrant
flagrant or
of section
or (4)
(4) that
the applicant,
to his
his right
right of
appeal
applicant, subject
subject to
of appeal
of
section 2,
2, or
that the
under section
section 7(b),
has failed,
except in
in case
of bankruptcy,
to pay
bankruptcy, to
pay
7(b), has
failed, except
case of
under
within the
the time
limit.provided
any reparation
order which
which
within
time limit
provided therein
therein any
reparation order
has been
been issued,
issued, within
two years,
against him
as an
individual, or
an individual,
or
years, against
him as
has
within two
against a
partnership of
he was
member, or
or an
association
of which
which he
was aamember,
an association
against
a partnership
or corporation
in which
held any
or, in
applicant
in case
case the
the applicant
which he
he held
any office,
office, or,
or
corporation in
is a
association, or
or corporation,
corporation, that
any individual
individual
that any
partnership, association,
is
a partnership,
holding any
partnership, having
interof aapartnership,
having any
any interany office,
office, or
or in
in the
the case
case of
holding
est or
the applicant,
subject to
his right
under
to his
right of
of appeal
appeal under
in the
applicant, subject
est
or share
share in
section
7(b), has
except in
the case
case of
bankruptcy, to
to pay
failed, except
in the
of bankruptcy,
pay
section 7(b),
has failed,
within the
the time
time limit
therein any
order which
which
any reparation
reparation order
limit provided
provided therein
within
haas
ybeen
bee issued, within two years, against
o
h
.
im as
as an individual,
individual, or
him
has
against a
partnership .of
of which
was a
a member,
member, or
association
against
a partnership
which he
he was
or an
an association
Provisions may be
or co
i
r
sp
s
n
u
oe
r
i
a
s
a
t
si
uo
le
in
c
lin
or
er
tthe
or
he sende
office.
inwiwtihfhinitchhtewhaleaNotnwadnithstanding
which he held
any
or
corporation
hel.leaclrada
ag
n.
furn
ainst
ishes Notwithstanding
suspended and
and licene
grant
granted,
if bond furfurd
applicant,
foregoing
foregoing provisions, the Secretary, in the case of such apphcant,
nished for lawful
°..Inished
awful conwonse
duct,
etc.
satissatisduct,etc.
a
bond
or
other
furnishes
may issue a license if the applicant
factory
assurance that
that his
his business
will be
be conducted
conducted in
in accordance
accordance
business will
factory assurance
liC81191)
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with the
reparation
with
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and that
that he
he will
will pay
pay all
all reparation
orders which
which may
previously have
been issued
for
orders
may previously
have been
issued against
against him
him for
violations,
may be
be issued
against him
two years
violations, or
or which
which may
issued against
him within
within two
years
following the
the date
license, subject
to his
his right
right of
under
following
date of
of the
the license,
subject to
of appeal
appeal under

section
but such
such license
shall not
be issued
issued before
expirasection 7(b),
7(b), but
license shall
not be
before the
the expiration of
one year
the date
date of
of such
such revocation,
revocation, or
from the
the date
tion
of one
year from
from the
or from
date
of the
the Secretary's
that applicant
in
been responsible, in
applicant has been
finding that
Secretary's finding
of
whole or
in part,
part, for
any flagrant
or repeated
repeated violation
violation of
whole
or in
for any
flagrant or
of section
section 2
2;,"
SEC. 5.
new paragraph
paragraph lettered
lettered (c)
as follows
SEC.
5. That
That a
a new
(c) and
and reading
reading as
follows
is hereby
of the
the Perishable
Perishable Agricultural
Comis
hereby added
added to
to section
section 44of
Agricultural Com1930:
modities Act, 1930:
Attempted
evasion
"(c)
days' notice
"(C) The Secretary
Attempted evasion
Secretary may,
may, after
after thirty
thirty days'
notice and
and an
an opporopporby employing a refor a
ahearing,
hearing, revoke
the license
license of
of any
commission merchant,
jected applicant, etc. tunity
unity for
revoke the
any commission
merchant,
dealer,
or broker,
after the
the date
given in
in such
such notice
dealer, or
broker, who
who after
date given
notice continues
continues
to employ
in any
any responsible
responsible position
position any
any individual
individual whose
to
employ in
whose license
license
firm, partpartwas revoked
revoked or who
who was
was responsibly connected with
with any firm,
nership,
or corporation
corporation whose
license has
been revoked
revoked
nership, association,
association, or
whose license
has been
waiver after
Waiver
aft er one within one year prior to the date of such notice.
Employment of
of
year.
year.
such individual by a
a licensee in any responsible position after one
such
year following
following the
any such
such license
license shall
be condicondiyear
the revocation
revocation of
of any
shall be
tioned upon
upon the
by the
employing licensee
licensee of
of a
or other
tioned
the filing
filing by
the employing
a bond
bond or
other
satisfactory assurance
assurance that
that its
its business
will be
be conducted
in accordaccordsatisfactory
business will
conducted in
ance with
the provisions
this Act;"
Act;"
ance
with the
provisions of
of this
SEC. 6.
(d) and reading
reading as
SEC.
6. That
That aanew paragraph lettered (d)
as folfollows is hereby added to section 4
4 of the Perishable
Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural
Commodities Act,
1930:
Commodities
Act, 1930:
License mybo
may bewitl
with"(d)
(d) The
The Secretary
withhold the
the issuance
issuance of
of aalicense
license to
an
to an
hicee
Secretary may
may withhold
held temporarily
pending investigation.
investigation, applicant,
period not
not to
to exceed
thirty days
days pending
pending investigapending
for a
a period
applicant, for
exceed thirty
investigaapplication contains any
tion, if the Secretary believes that the application
any
material false or misleading statement or involves misrepresentation,
misrepresentation,
concealment
withholding of
concealment or withholding
of facts
facts respecting
respecting any
any violation of the
the
Hearing.
Act by any officer,
Hearing.
Act
agent, or
or employee.
If, after
officer, agent,
employee. If,
after investigation,
investigation, the
the
Secretary believes
believes that
the applicant
applicant should
should be
be refused
license,
Secretary
that the
refused aa license,
the
shall be
be given
given an
opportunity for
for a
a hearing
the applicant shall
an opportunity
hearing within
within
sixty days
days from
from the
the date
the application
application to
to show
show cause
cause why
why aa
sixty
date of
of the
ap: air lication
ense should not be refused.
If after hearing the
the Secretary
tatILfTatr
license
refused. If
Secretary finds
finds
imeSt.,
sa
that the application
a material false or misleading statemerit.
"
that
application contains a
ment
made by
by the
the applicant
applicant or
by its
representative on
on its
its behalf
behalf
ment made
or by
its representative
or
involves a
a misrepresentation,
misrepresentation, concealment
or involves
concealment or withholding
withholding of
of facts
facts
respecting
employee,
respecting any violation of the Act by any officer, agent, or employee,
Secretary shall
to issue
issue aa license
to the
the applicant."
the Secretary
shall refuse
refuse to
license to
applicant."
S
DI 7. That
lettered (e)
and reading
as folSEc.
That a
a new paragraph lettered
(e) and
reading as
follows is hereby added to section 44 of the Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural
Commodities
Act, 1930:
1930:
Commodities Act,
License may
be re"(e)
If,
after
a
license
shall have
have been
been issued
issued to
to an
an applicant,
applicant, the
"(e)
If,
Lvokied
Ty
after
a
license
shall
the
yoked if found falsely
obtained.
Secretary believes
believes that
obtained.
Secretary
obtained through
through aa false
or
that the license wa
wass obtained
false or
misleading statement
in the
application therefor
there for or
th rough aa mism i
smisleading
statement in
the application
or through
representation
or withholding
withholding of
offacts
fact
s respecting
respect i
ng any
any
representation, concealment,
concealment, or
violation of the Act by any officer, agent,
agent, or employee, he may, after
after
thirty days' notice and an opportunity
opportunity for a
a hearing, revoke said
license, whereupon
license,
whereupon no license shall be issued to said applicant
applicant or
any applicant
applicant in which the person responsible for such false or
or
misleading statement or misrepresentation,
misrepresentation concealment,
concealment or with.
w ithholdig
holding of facts is financially
fin anci
ally interested,
except under
under the
conditions
0r
interested, except
the ,
conditions
set forth in paragraph
section."
paragraph (b) of this section."
SEC. 8.
8. That paragraph
SEc.
paragraph (c) of section 66of the Perishable
Perishable AgriAoricultul
Connodities Act, 1930, is hereby amended to read
cultural Commodities
read.- as
follows:
follows:
Time
limitation.
Timelimitation.
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'(c)
If there appear to be, in the opinion of
"
(c) If
Secretary, any
of the Secretary,
any
reasonable
investigating any complaint
reasonable grounds for investigating
complaint made under
under this
section, the Secretary
investigate such complaint
Secretary shall investigate
complaint and
and may,
if
may, if
in his opinion the facts warrant
warrant such action,
said complaint
complaint
action, have
have said
served by registered
person concerned
registered mail or otherwise on the person
concerned and
and

afford such
such person
person an
an opportunity
afford
opportunity fo
ear i
ng thereon
th ereon b
ef
ore a
forr aa h
hearing
before
a

ves
e
t
o
iga
mtl
o
a
um tand
and
Compaint

inin-

Service and
and hearin
g.
Service
hearing.

duly authorized
authorized examiner
of the
the Secretary
Se cre t
ar y in
i
n any
an y p
l
ace i
n w
hi ch
examiner of
place
in
which
Provis o.
Provided, That in complaints PrTviso.
the said person is engaged in business: Provided,
Restriction, where
Restriction,
where
wherein
damages does not
wherein the amount claimed as damages
sum dama
not exceed the
the sum
damage
gedoes
does not
not exexceed
$SW.
of $500
a hearing
$500 a
hearing need not be held and proof in support of the corcom- cDesiion,
tc., in
Deposition, etc.,
in
lieu.
plaint and in support of respondent's
respondent's answer
answer may
supplied in
the lieu.
may be
be supplied
in the
form of depositions
depositions or verified
verified statements
statements of
of fact";
fact";
SEC.
S
EC. 9. That paragraph
paragraph (d) of section 66 of the Perishable
Perishable AgriAgricultural Commodities
Commodities Act, 1930, is
hereby amended
as
is hereby
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
follows:
Determination by
"(d) After
dam- Secretary.
sDetermination
"(d)
After opportunity for hearing on complaints
complaints where
where the
the damby
ages claimed exceed
exceed the sum of $500 has been provided
provided or
or waived
waived
and on complaints where damages
damages claimed
claimed do
exceed the
the sum
sum
do not
not exceed
of $500 not requiring
requiring hearing as
as provided
provided herein,
Secretary
herein, the
the Secretary
shall determine
determine whether or not the commission
commission merchant,
merchant, dealer,
dealer,
or broker
broker has violated
violated any
provision of
any provision
of section
section 2;"
2;"
SEC. 10. That paragraph
paragraph (e)
nonComplaint by
by nonSEe.
(e) of section 66of the Perishable
Perishable Agri- Complaint
resident.
cultural Commodities
amended to read as residnt
cultural
Commodities Act, 1930, is hereby amended
follows:
follows:
.

"(e)
a complaint is made by a
a nonresident
nonresident of
United
"(e) In
In case a
of the
the United

States, the complainant
complainant shall be required,
any formal
formal action
required, before
before any
action
is taken on his complaint, to
furnish aa bond
the amount
amount
to furnish
bond in
in double
double the
conditioned upon the payment
costs, including
of the claim conditioned
payment of costs,
including a
a
reasonable
reasonable attorney's fee
respondent if
the respondent
shall
fee for
for the
the respondent
if the
respondent shall
prevail ;"
prevail;"
SEC.
paragraph (b)
(b) of section
SEC. 11. That paragraph
the Perishable
Agrisection 7
7 of
of the
Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, 1930, is hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as
follows:
follows:

Bond
Bond required.
required.

"(b) If
Reparation order
If any
any commission
commission merchant,
merchant, dealer,
or broker
"(b)
dealer, or
not Reparation
broker does
does not
order;;
suit to collect.
comply
payment of
of money
comply with an order for the
the payment
money within
within the
the time
time suit to coect
limit in such order, the complainant,
or any
whose benebenecomplainant, or
any person
person for
for whose
action.
fit such order was made, may within one year of the date of the Venue
venue of
ofaction.
order file in
court of
of the
the United
United States
for the
in the district court
States for
the district
district
resides or
in which he resides
which is
is located
principal place
or in
in which
located the
the principal
place of
of
business of the commission
commission merchant,
merchant 2 dealer,
or broker,
broker, or
in any
dealer, or
or in
any
State
court having
general jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the parties,
parties, a
State court
having general
a petition
petition
setting forth briefly the
the causes
causes for
for which
claims damages
and
which he
he claims
damages and
Jurisdiction of
of disthe order
of the
the Secretary
order of
Secretary in
in the
the premises.
premises. The
The orders,
writs, and
and Jurisdiction
orders, writs,
district courts.
processes
processes of the district courts may in these
cases run,
run, be
be served,
and
these cases
served, and
be returnable anywhere in the
United States.
States. Such
disthe United
Such suit
suit in
in the
the district court shall proceed
proceed in all respects
respects like other
other civil
civil suits
suits for
for
damages except that
damages
the findings
and orders
that the
findings and
orders of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
prima-facie evidence
evidence of the
be prima-facie
the facts
and the
the petipetifacts therein
therein stated,
stated, and
tioner shall not be liable
liable for costs
the district
district court
costs
costs in
in the
court nor
nor for
for costs
at any subsequent
of the
proceedings unless
accrue upon
upon
subsequent state
state of
the proceedings
unless they
they accrue
fee.
his
his appeal.
appeal. If
If the
the petitioner
prevails, he
he shall
shall be
be allowed
petitioner finally
finally prevails,
allowed a
a Attorney's
ttorney's fee.
reasonable attorney's
attorney's fee,
and collected
collected as
as a
part of
the
reasonable
fee, to
to be
be taxed
taxed and
a part
of the
costs
the suit;
suit ;""
costs of
of the
SEC. 12. That a
a new
paragraph lettered
lettered (c)
(c) and
reading as
as folfolnew paragraph
and reading
lows is hereby
hereby added to section 7
of the
the Perishable
Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural
7 of
Commodities
Commodities Act,
Act, 1930:
1930:
"(c) Either party adversely
adversely affected
"(c)
affected by
the entry
entry of
of a
a reparation
reparation Reparation
pro
apareti
visions
on a
con
wards
cern.
.
by the
awards.
c n
order by
by the Secretary
Secretary may,
within thirty
after the
gappeals. suO
may, within
thirty days
days from
from and
and after
the to
ingPppeal
order, appeal
to the
of the
the
date of
of such
such order,
appeal therefrom
therefrom to
the district
district court
court of
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United
States for
district in
said hearing
was held.
held. Such
Such
United States
for the
the district
in which
which said
hearing was
appeal shall
be perfected
perfected by
by the
the filing
of a
thereof together
appeal
shall be
filing of
a notice
notice thereof
together
with a
petition in
duplicate which
shall recite
prior proceedings
proceedings
with
a petition
in duplicate
which shall
recite prior
before the
Secretary,
and
shall
state
the
grounds
upon
which petipetibefore
the Secretary, and shall state the grounds upon which
tioner relies
to defeat
the right
right of
the adverse
to recover
tioner
relies to
defeat the
of the
adverse party
party to
recover
the damages
damages claimed,
claimed, with
the clerk
said court
court with
proof of
of
the
with the
clerk of
of said
with proof
upon the
the adverse
adverse party.
of court
shall
service thereof
thereof upon
party. The
The clerk
clerk of
court shall
immediately forward
forward a
to the
Agriculture,
immediately
a copy
copy thereof
thereof to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
who shall
forthwith prepare,
and file
file in
in said
said court
true
who
shall forthwith
prepare, certify,
certify, and
court a
a true
copy of
of the
the Secretary's
fact, conclusions,
copy
Secretary's decision,
decision, findings
findings of
of fact,
conclusions, and
and
order in
with copies
copies LI
pleadings upon
which
order
in said
said case,
case, together
together with
of the
the pleadings
upon which
Such suit
suit in
in
the case was heard
heard and
and submitted
submitted to
to the Secretary. Such
court shall
shall be
de novo
shall proceed
in
the district court
be aa trial
trial de
novo and
and shall
proceed in
all respects like
that the
findlike other civil suits
suits for
for damages,
damages, except
except that
the findings of
of fact
fact and
and order
or orders
of the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
ings
order or
orders of
shall be
be primaprimanot be
be
facie evidence of the
the facts therein stated. Appellee
Appellee shall
shall not
he shall
be
liable for costs in
in said
said court and if
if appellee
appellee prevails
prevails he
shall be
collected as
allowed aa reasonable attorney's fee to be taxed and collected
as a
a
by the
Secpart of his costs. Such petition and pleadings certified
certified by
the Secretary upon which decision was made by
retary
by him shall upon filing in
in
the district court constitute the pleadings upon which said trial
de novo shall proceed
proceed subject to any amendment
amendment allowed in that
that
court;
court;""
SEc. 13. That a
So.
paragraph lettered (d) and reading as
a new paragraph
as folfollows is hereby added to section 7
7 of the Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural
Commodities Act,
Commodities
Act, 1930:
1930:
" (d) Unless the licensee against
"
against whom
order has
has been
been
whom a
a reparation
reparation order
issued shows to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
the Secretary
Secretary within
five days
days from
from
of the
within five
expiration of
of the
the period
period allowed
allowed for
with such
order
the expiration
for compliance
compliance with
such order
that he has either taken an appeal as herein authorized
made
authorized or
or has
has made
payment in full as required by such order his license shall be sussuspended automatically at the expiration of such five-day period until
he shows to the satisfaction of the Secretary that he has paid the
amount therein specified with interest thereon to date of payment;"
payment ;"
SEc. 14. That aanew paragraph lettered
lettered (b) and reading as folSEc.
lows is hereby added to section 88 of the Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural
Commodities Act, 1930:
1930:
" (b)
(b) In
addition to
to being
subject to
the penalties
ov ided b
y secIn addition
being subject
to the
penalties pr
provided
by
section 33 (a)
of this
this Act,
any commission
commission merchant
tion
(a) of
Act, any
merchat,, dealer,
dealer, or
or broker,
broker
who engages in or operates such business without an unsuspended
unsuspended
Secretary, shall be liable to be proand unrevoked
unrevoked license from the Secretary,
ceeded a
against
gainst in any court of competent jurisdiction in a
asuit by the
United States
States for an injunction
injunction to restrain such defendant
defendant from
United
further
further continuing
continuing so to engage in or operate such business, and, if
the court shall find that the defendant
continuing to engage in such
defendant is continuing
business without an unsuspended and unrevoked license, the court
business
shall issue an injunction
injunction to restrain
restrain such defendant from continuing
continuing
to engage in or to operate
operate such business without such license."
license."
SEC.
T5.
SEc.
15. That section 14 of the Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural Commodities Act,
Act, 1930, is hereby amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
S
""SEc.
SEc. 14. The Secretary is hereby
hereby authorized, independently
independently and
m
•
cooye
— ration with
other branches
branches of
of the
th
e G
overnment, State,
cooperation
with other
Government
Stae, or
municipal agencies,
agencies, and/or
and/or any
person, whether operating in
municipal
any person,
in one
or
jurisdictions, to
to employ
or more
more jurisdictions,
employ and/or license inspectors
inspectors to inspect
and
certify, without
and certify,
without regard
regard to the filing of a
acomplaint
complaint under this
Act, to any interested
interested person
person the
th e class,
cl
ass ,qua
lity and/or
and/or condition of
quality
condition of
any lot
any perishable
offered for
for
lot of
of any
perishable agricultural
agriculural commodity
commodity when
when offered
interstate
men tor
w hen receivd
received at
places where
where th
the
inerstate or
or foreign
oregn ship
hipment
or when
at places

Secretary
to provide
provide such
Secretary shall
shall find
find it
it practicable
practicable to
such service,
service, under
under such
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rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
including the
payment of
prescribe, including
the payment
of
such
expenses as will be
reasonable and
and as
as nearly
nearly as
as may
such fees and
and expenses
be reasonable
may
rendered: Provided,
be cover the cost for the service rendered:
Provided, That fees for

PrOti808.
Ptsiono
Disposition
of inspecDispositionofinspeoinspections made
inspector, less
percentage thereof
thereof tors'
tors' collections.
made by
by a
a licensed
licensed inspector,
less the
the percentage
inspections
which
employment with
which he
he is allowed by
by the
the terms
terms of
of his
his contract
contract of
of employment
with
Secretary as compensation
for his
his services,
services, shall
shall be
be deposited
into
the Secretary
compensation for
deposited into
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
States as
receipts; and
United States
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
and fees
fees
for inspections
inspections made
made by an
cooperative
an inspector
inspector acting
acting under
under a
a cooperative
agreement with
State, municipality,
municipality, or
other person
disagreement
with a
a State,
or other
person shall
shall be
be disInspector's
exposed
of in
terms of
agreement: Provided
travelexInspector's travel
with the
the terms
of such
such agreement:
Provided penses.
posed of
in accordance
accordance with
further,
That expenses
expenses for
for travel
and subsistence
incurred by
further, That
travel and
subsistence incurred
by inspecinspectors
applicant for
for inspection
inspection to
to the
the disbursing
tors shall be
be paid by
by the
the applicant
disbursing
clerk
clerk of
of the
the United States
States Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to be
be credited
credited
Inspection certificertfiInspection
to
carrying out the purposes of this Act: And cates
to the appropriation for carrying
prima-facie
cates to
to be
be prima-facie
evidence in U.S. courts.
provided further,
further, That
issued by
by such
such inspectors
inspectors shall
shall evidenceinU.S.courts.
certificates issued
That certificates
provided
be received
in all
of the
United States
States and
and in
in all
proceedings
all proceedings
be
received in
all courts
courts of
the United
under this
Act as
prima-facie evidence
evidence of
truth of
of the
the statements
statements
this Act
as prima-facie
of the
the truth
under
therein contained."
contained."
therein
Approved,
13, 1934.
1934.
April 13,
Approved, April

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 121.]

AN ACT

AN A CT

Authorizing
Finance Corporation
loans to
to nonprofit
nonprofit
to make
make loans
Corporation to
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Authorizing the
corporations for
the repair
of damages
damages caused
caused by
or other
other catastrophes,
catastrophes,
floods or
by floods
repair of
for the
corporations
and for
other purposes.
for other
purposes.
and

Be
and House
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
in Congress
United
States of America in
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is
empowered,
and empowered,
is authorized
authorized and
struction
through such
agency or
or agencies
as it
may designate,
such existing
existing agency
agencies as
it may
designate, to
to
through
stock,
capital stock,
corporations, with or without
without capital
make loans to nonprofit
nonprofit corporations,
organized
for the
purpose of
financing the
acquisition of home or
the acquisition
or
organized for
the purpose
of financing
building sites
sites in
in replacement
replacement of
occupied by
by buildings
buildings
of sites
sites formerly
formerly occupied
building
where
such sites
sites are
by public
authority to
by
public authority
to be
be unsafe
unsafe by
where such
are declared
declared by
reason
of flood,
flood, or
and for
the purpose
for the
of flood,
or earthquake,
earthquake, and
reason of
flood, danger
danger of
of financing
the repair
construction of
of buildings
buildings or
or structures,
or
structures, or
repair or
or construction
of
financing the
water,
irrigation, gas, electric,
electric, sewer,
sewer, drainage,
drainage, flood-control,
flood-control, comwater, irrigation,
munication, or
transportation systems,
systems, damaged
or destroyed
destroyed by
by
damaged or
or transportation
munication,
earthquake, conflagration,
conflagration, tornado,
tornado, cyclone,
or flood
year 1933,
1933,
flood in
in the
the year
cyclone, or
earthquake,
and in
of January
January and
and February
February 1934,
by
1934, and
and deemed
deemed by
months of
and
in the
the months
the
Finance Corporation
useful
be economically
economically useful
Corporation to be
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
or
necessary.
or necessary.

13,1934
April 13,
1934.
[H.R. 7599.]
[H.R.
7599.]
[Public,
No.
160.]
[Public, No. 160.]

Emergency aid for
Emergency aid for
property damaged by
flood, earthquake,
earthquake, etc.
etc.
flood,

Loans authorized to

nonprofitpoprations
nonprofit corporations.

Collateral
obligaobligacollateral
Obligations accepted
accepted hereunder
hereunder shall
be collateraledcollateraled—
shall be
Obligations
tions.
(a)
In case
loans for
Loans
on
private
repair, or
or reconstruction
reconstruction Loans
the acquisition,
acquisition, repair,
case of
of loans
for the
(a) In
property.
of private
property, by the
the obligations
obligations of the owner of such prop- property.
of
private property,
erty,
by a
as to
taxes and
and special
special
lien except
except as
to taxes
erty, secured
secured by
a paramount
paramount lien
assessments
on the
property to
to be
be acquired,
acquired, repaired,
repaired, or
or reconstructed,
reconstructed,
the property
assessments on
or on
on other
other property
property of
of the
the borrowers;
borrowers;
or
Privately-owned
purivately-owened
(b)
In case
case of
for the
of privately
privately public
or reconstruction
reconstruction of
the repair
repair or
of loans
loans for
(b) In
utilities, etc.
owned water,
transportation systems,
systems, public tiitie, etc.
communication, or
or transportation
owned
water, gas,
gas, electric,
electric, communication,
by
obligations of
of the
the owners
owners of
such water,
water, gas,
electric, comcomgas, electric,
of such
the obligations
by the
munication, or
or transportation
systems, secured
by a
lien thereon;
thereon •and
a lien
and
secured by
transportation systems,
munication,
Property of
of municimuniciProperty
(c) In
case of
the repair
repair or
of property
properly of
of palities,
reconstruction of
or reconstruction
loans for
for the
In case
of loans
(c)
etc.
municipalities
of States
of their
their public palties, etc.
or of
States or
subdivisions of
or political
political subdivisions
municipalities or
agencies including
including public-school
districts,
and public-school
public-school districts,
public-school boards and
agencies,
and water,
irrigation, sewer,
sewer, drainage,
drainage, and
flood-control districts,
districts,
and flood-control
water, irrigation,
and
by
obligation of
of such
such municipality,
subdivision, public
public
political subdivision,
municipality, political
by an
an obligation
agency, board,
or district,
district, payable
payable from
from any
any source,
source, including
including taxataxaboard, or
agency,
tion
or tax-anticipation
warrants.
tax-anticipation warrants.
tion or

590
590

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Loans for
replaceor replaement of Iland
rendered
and rendered
unsafe by flood,
lood, etc.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 121,138,139.
121, 138, 139.
CHS.

APRIL
14, 1934.
APRIL 13,
13,14,
1934.

Tn any
any case
in which
which any
such loan
is made,
made, in
or in
in part,
part,
In
case in
any such
loan is
in whole
whole or
for the
the acquisition
of land
land privately
privately owned
owned
for
acquisition of
land in
in replacement
replacement of
of land

and declared
by public
public authority
be unsafe
and
declared by
authority to
to be
unsafe by
by reason
reason of
of flood,
flood,
danger of flood, or earthquake,
earthquake, such unsafe property shall be conveye% by
by the
the owner
to the
the county,
veyed
owner thereof,
thereof, without
without cost,
cost, to
county, municipalmunicipality, or
or district
district in
in which
which such
situated.
ity,
such property
property is
is situated.
Aid not
no denied beThe
corporation shall
not deny
deny otherwise
acceptable applications
applications
otherwise acceptable
shall not
The corporation
tleg, etc.nd
cause of:
of legal,
etc., inhibitions.
for loans
loans for
or reconstruction
reconstruction of
of buildings
or structures,
or
for
for repair
repair or
buildings or
structures, or
water,
gas, electric,
electric, sewer,
control, comcomwater, irrigation,
irrigation, gas,
sewer, drainage,
drainage, flood
flood control,
munication, or
systems of
of municipalities,
municipalities, political
political
munication,
or transportation
transportation systems
subdivisions, public
agencies, boards
boards, or
districts
because of
of constituconstitusubdivisions,
public agencies,
or
districts
because
t es
Maturities.
Maturi
tional or
other legal
inhibitions affecting
the collateral.
The coltional
or other
legal inhibitions
affecting the
collateral. The
collateral obligations
shall have
maturities not
lateral
obligations shall
have maturities
not exceeding
exceeding ten
ten years
years
in
case of
under paragraph
of this
this Act
Act and
not
in case
of loans
loans made
made under
paragraph (a)
(a) of
and not
exceeding twenty
twenty years
in case
case of
under paragraphs
paragraphs (b)
(b) and
and
exceeding
years in
of loans
loans under
(c)
(c) of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Rules to be preThe
corporation shall
shall prescribe
prescribe such
regulations as
will most
most
The corporation
such regulations
as will
scribed. to be preeffectively expedite
repair and
and construction
effectively
expedite the
the repair
construction provided
provided for
for by
by this
this
effectively carry
Act and effectively
carry out the
the emergency-relief
emergency-relief purposes
purposes of this
this
Act.
Aggregate
amount
Aggreg
The aggregate
aggregate of
of loans
loans made
made under
Act shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed
adt. amount
The
under this
this Act
authorized.
authorize
$5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
Approved, April
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved,
April 13,
Condition.
Conditii on-

[CHAPTER 138.]
138.]
14, 1934.
April 14,1934.
1083.]
[S. 1983.1
[Public,
No. 161.]
161.]
[Public, No.

AN ACT
ACT

To
authorize the
of the
Fremont National
in
To authorize
the revision
revision of
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the Fremont
National Forest
Forest in
of Oregon.
the State
State of
Oregon.

Be
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the President
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
President
revised of the United
authorized to revise the
United States be, and hereby is, authorized
boundaries
the Fremont
National Forest
Forest in
State of
of Oregon
Oregon
boundaries of
of the
Fremont National
in the
the State
include within that national
forest, subject
subject to
valid existing
existing
so as
as to
to include
national forest,
to valid
claims, such lands within the State of Oregon as he considers
desirable
of timber,
timber, the
of stream
stream flow,
desirable for
for the
the production
production of
the protection
protection of
flow,
and/or
the regulation
regulation and
and improvement
improvement of
of the
the grazing
resources:
and/or the
grazing resources:
.ProPiaos.
That the
the boundaries
boundaries of
national forest
be
not be
of said
said national
forest shall
shall not
aextwProvided, That
Limation
Limitation
on eXte.n. Provided,
atom
sion.
extended
thereof
extended more than six miles from the present
present boundaries
boundaries thereof
or from the north boundary
boundary of
Mod.oc National
Forest: And
of the Modoc
National Forest:
And
Ares
under
Aoc status.
aattnation
national provided
provided further,
further, That the lands
lands of the United
States which
may
United States
which may
formt
bee given aa national-forest
national-forest status under the provisions
provisions of this
Act
this Act
shall
shall not exceed
and fifty
fifty thousand
acres. All
All lands
lands
exceed two hundred and
thousand
acres.
ro
vAAdministrative
is ativ pro' included
included within the boundaries of the Fremont National Forest
Forest
visions.
under authority
authority of this Act shall thereupon become subject to all
laws relating to the national
national forests.
forests.
approved, April
Approved,
April 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
Fremont
National
Forest, Oreg. National
Boundaries
revised.
Boundaries

oFreos
t

[CHAPTER 139.]
April 14, 1924.
April14,
1934.

[S. 3209.]
[S.
3209.
[Public, No, 1623
ublic,
N

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Limiting
operation of
of sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code and section
Limiting the operation
190 of
of the
Statutes of
of the
the United
to counsel
190
the Revised
Revised Statutes
United States
States with
with respect
respect to
counsel in
in the
the

case of United States of America against
against Weirton Steel Company
case
Company and other
cases.

Weirton Steel COM-

pany, etc. stee
pwetn
aOperaLion
of egdsting
Op
Ote
of

law waived with respect to
courrWt in
prosspt
tousel
inpros
ecuting case against.
Vol.36,
pp.
1107,
1]0M
Vol35,pp.a1.rr7,11O.

Be it
Representatives of the
it, eneted
cnated by the Senate and Home
House of Representatives

UTited
Stages of
of Ameca
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in
Congress assembled,
That nothing
nothing in

sections
"An Act
sections 109
109 and
and 113
113 of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to codify
codify, resea
revise, and
amend
approved March
4
amend the
the penal
penal laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States
States ",
", approved
March 4,

as amended
amended
U
, title
title 18,
8, secs.
ses.
18 and
and 203),
), or
or in
i section
setio
1909,
amended (U.S.C.,
sees. 198
1909 as

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
140.
CHS. 139, 140.

APRIL 14, 1934.
1934.
APRIL

190
of the Revised
United States (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 5, sec.
of the United
Revised Statutes of
190 of
or employees
99),
or in
any other
other Act
Act of
officers or
of Congress
Congress forbidding
forbidding officers
in any
99), or
or
employees of
acting as
of the United
United States from acting
officers or
or employees
or former
former officers
counsel,
another before
department,
before any court,
court, department,
or agent
agent for another
counsel, attorney,
attorney, or
agreeing to receive
or
branch of
of the
the Government
Government or from receiving
receive
receiving or agreeing
or branch
compensation
therefor, shall
attorneys or
shall be
be deemed
deemed to apply to attorneys
compensation therefor,
counselors to
retained, or
or appointed
appointed by the
specially employed,
employed, retained,
counselors
to be specially
Attorney
under authority
authority of
Department of Justice
of the Department
General or under
Attorney General
to assist
assist in
the prosecution
of the
case of
States of America
America
of United
United States
prosecution of
the case
to
in the
against
any other case or cases,
Steel Company,
Company, and/or any
Weirton Steel
against Weirton
civil or
or criminal,
criminal, involving
said company,
officers or
agents, arisarisor agents,
company, its officers
involving said
civil
ing
Industrial Recovery
fair
or any code of
of fair
Recovery Act or
National Industrial
ing under
under the National
competition adopted
adopted pursuant thereto.
competition
Approved, April
April 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
140.]
[CHAPTER 140.]

591
U.S.C., pp. 474, 475.
475.
R.S., sec. 190, p. 30.
U.S.C., p. 35.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authorizing
necessary funds
funds to
to conduct
regarding rates
rates charged
charged
investigation regarding
conduct investigation
Authorizing necessary
for electrical
electrical energy
report thereon.
thereon.
energy and
and to prepare report
for

1934.
April 14, 1934.

[S.J.Res. 74.]
[S.J.Res.
Res., No. 18.]
18.]
[Pub. Res.,

Whereas accurate
and comprehensive
comprehensive information
regarding the
information regarding
accurate and
Whereas
Electrical energy.
rates charged
for electrical
electrical energy
service to
residential, Electrical
to residential,
its service
and its
energy and
rates
charged for
rural,
commercial, and
and industrial
industrial consumers
consumers throughout
throughout the
United
the United
rural, commercial,
States
is required
governmental
the Congress and other governmental
required by the
States is
agencies; and
and
agencies;
Whereas no
and charges
charges has
has been
been made
rates and
of such
such rates
no compilation
compilation of
Whereas
by
any official
it
be it
Therefore be
official body:
body: Therefore
by any
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
1?epresentatives of
the United
of the
of Representatives
and House
Hause of
Resolved by
Rate investigation
investigation by
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That the Federal Power
Power Federal
of America
Anerica in
States of
Power Commission
directed.
mission
directed.
to
directed
Commission
be,
and
it
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
investiauthorized
Commission be, and it is hereby
gate
and compile
for electric energy and its
its service
service
charged for
the rate
rate charged
compile the
gate and
to
residential, rural,
commercial, and
consumers throughindustrial consumers
and industrial
rural, commercial,
to residential,
out the
States by
private and
municipal corporations
corporations and to
and municipal
by private
the United
United States
out
report such
rates, together
together with
analysis thereof,
Congress Report to Congress.
thereof, to the Congress
an analysis
with an
such rates,
report
at
the earliest
practicable date.
date.
earliest practicable
at the
pub.
Records of State WoSEC. 2.
for the
of this
investigation the Federal
Federal lie
this investigation
purposes of
the purposes
2. That
That for
SEC.
lk, service
service commissions
commissions
Power
Commission is
is authorized
directed to
to utilize,
as far
far as
as to be utilized.
utilize, as
and directed
authorized and
Power Commission
may
be practicable,
relating to
electric rates and rate
to electric
information relating
practicable, information
may be
schedules
filed with
with the
the public
public service
service commissions
the several
several
of the
commissions of
schedules filed
States
and shall
power to
to require,
require, by
special orders,
orders,
or special
general or
by general
have power
shall have
States and
corporations
the sale
to file with the Comelectricity to
of electricity
sale of
in the
engaged in
corporations engaged
Powers
require filllPowers to require
mission, in
in such
such form
form as
the Commission
Commission may
may prescribe,
prescribe, schedules
schedules of ing of rate schedules,
as the
mission,
and
answers.
reports,
rates
to all
all classes
classes of
of consumers
consumers and
to submit
submit to
to the Comand to
charged to
rates charged
mission
questions7 furnishto specific
specific questions,
in writing
writing to
or answers
answers in
reports, or
mission reports,
ing
information as
Commission may
require relative
relative to the
may require
the Commission
as the
such information
ing such
information.
sale
of electrical
consumers. Such
Such reports Other information.
to consumers.
service to
its service
and its
energy and
electrical energy
sale of
and
shall be
be made
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
as the
the Comoath, or
under oath,
made under
answers shall
and answers
the Commission within
mission may
prescribe, and
and shall
shall be filed
filed with
with the
may prescribe,
mission
such
period as
may prescribe,
prescribe, unless
the Commission
Commission may
as the
reasonable period
such reasonable
Examination of recrecadditional
be granted
by the Commission. The ords
in any
any case by
granted in
time be
additional time
of sales,
sales etc.
Commission,
or its
duly authorized
agent, or
at all
all
shall at
agents, shall
or agents,
authorized agent,
its duly
Commission, or
reasonable
times have
access to, for the purpose of examination,
examination,
have access
reasonable times
and the
right to
to copy
any documentary
evidence relative
relative to
sale
to the
the sale
documentary evidence
copy any
the right
and
of electrical
its service
service to
by any
any corporation
corporation
consumers by
to consumers
or its
energy or
electrical energy
of
engaged in
in the
the sale
sale of
of electricity.
electricity.
engaged
avlabl for
for
Funds available
Site.
3. That
That the
President of
of the
is hereby
author- expames.
hereby authorStates is
United States
the United
the President
SEr. 3.
eXpm-m~
ized
to
make
available
from
the
funds
which
have
been
or
may
be
may
been
or
have
which
ized to make available from the funds

592
592

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS, II.
II.
SESS.

CI-IS.
143, 144.
CHS. 140,
140,143,144.

16, 1934.
APRIL 14,
APRIL
14,16,
1934.

the amount
amount
appropriated for
for expenditure
expenditure subject
to his
his discretion
discretion the
appropriated
subject to
which, in
in his
is necessary
necessary for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
which,
his judgment,
judgment, is
this investiinvestigation
of aareport.
gation and
and preparation
preparation of
report.
Approved,
April 14,
14, 1934.
Approved, April
1934.
[CHAPTER
143.]
[CHAPTER 143.]

April 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
April
[5. 193.]
[S.

[Public,
1634
[Public, No.
No. 163.]

District
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
Code
amendment.
Code amendment.
Vol.
Vol. 45,
45, p.
p. 1504.
1504.

Degree conferring
inDegree
conferring institutions
stitutlons maintained
maintained
abroad.
abroad.
Restriction on
use of
Restriction
on use
of
certain words
words in
in names
certain
names
of,
removed.
of, removed.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend section 586c of
to amend
amend subchapter
of
of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
subchapter 11 of
chapter
18 of
of the
the Code
Code of
for the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia relating
relating to
to degreedegreechapter 18
of Laws
Laws for
District of
conferring
March 2,
2, 1929.
1929.
conferring institutions",
institutions", approved
approved March

Be it
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the
United States
Congress assembled,
That section
section 586c
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
586c
of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
amend subchapter
subchapter 1
of chapter
chapter 18
of
of the
the Act
Act to
to amend
1 of
18 of
the
Code of
for the
the District
relating to
degreethe Code
of Laws
Laws for
District of
of Columbia
Columbia relating
to degreeconferring institutions
institutions ",
", approved
approved March
2, 1929,
and the
same
conferring
March 2,
1929, be,
be, and
the same
is
amended by
adding at
the end
of such
section the
is hereby,
hereby, amended
by adding
at the
end of
such section
the followfollowing: "Provided,
That no
no institution
institution heretofore
ing:
" Provided, That
heretofore incorporated
incorporated under
under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act, and
and carrying
carrying on
on its
the
this Act,
its work
work exclusively
exclusively in
in
any foreign
foreign country
consent and
approval of
the Governcountry with the consent
and approval
of the
Government thereof, shall if
if otherwise
licensed by
by the
the Board
otherwise entitled
entitled to
to be
be licensed
Board
of
be denied
the same
same solely
solely because
because of
of the
inclusion in
of Education,
Education, be
denied the
the inclusion
in
its
descriptive of
its origin
origin of
of any
any of
its name and as
as descriptive
of its
of the
the specific
specific words
words
this section
section forbidden
the use of which is by this
to incorporations
incorporations under
under
forbidden to
the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act."
Act."
Approved,
April 16,
16, 1934.
Approved, April
1934.
[CHAPTER 144.1
[CHAPTER
144.1

April 16,
April
16, 1934.
1934.
[5:
1820.]
[S 1820.]
164.]
[Public, No. 164.1

ACT
AN ACT

To amend the Code of Law for the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
District of Columbia
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That subchapter
subchapter 55
Codeistrientdof Columbia United
1
:mautennsTtrinsarcompensation
insur- of chapter
chapter XVIII of the Code
of Law
for the
the District
Columbia
Code of
Law for
District of
of Columbia
ance regulation.
anceregulaion.
be amended
amended by
thereto aanew paragraph reading as
as follows:
be
by adding
adding thereto
follows:
Rates,
to be
Sled
Rates, etc„
etc, to
befled
with Superintendent of
insurance.

"Every
authorized to
transact
"Every insurance
insurance corporation
corporation or association authorized
to transact
Columbia, which
which insures
business in the District
District of
of Columbia,
insures employers
against
employers against
Employees' Compensation
liability for compensation
compensation under the Employees'
Compensation Act
Act,
shall file
its manual
of classiclassifile with the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Insurance
Insurance its
manual of
fications and underwriting
underwriting rules, together
together with
basic rates
rates for
each
with basic
for each
class, and also merit rating plans designed to modify the class
class rates,
rates,
effect until
until the
none of which shall take effect
Superintendent of
of InsurInsurthe Superintendent
Approval required.
Approvareqired.
ance shall
approved the
same as
adequate and
ance
shall have
have approved
the same
as adequate
and reasonable for
for
Withdrawal of
withdxoa
o ap- the
the group
group of
of
risks
to
which
they
The
Superinrisks
respectively
apply.
proval.
prov.
tendent of
of Insurance
tendent
Insurance may withdraw
withdraw his approval of any premium
rate or schedule made by any insurance corporation or
or association,
association,
if,
judgment, such premium rate or
if, in his judgment,
is inadequate
or schedule
schedule is
inadequate or
or
Provisos.
petofos for reew
unreasonable:
Provided,That upon petition
company or assounreasonable: Provided,
petition of the company
assoPetition
review.
ciation or
or any
ciation
any other
other party
party aggrieved
aggrieved the opinion of the Superintendent
shall
of Insurance shall
be
subject
review by
by the
be
subject to
to review
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
Time for filing.
Time for fiing.
of the District of Columbia
Provided frther,
Columbia: Provided
further, That
That any
any petition
for
review shall
be filed
with said
for review
shall be
filed with
said court
court within
within thirty days after the
rendition
of opinion
opinion by
by the Superintendent
rendition of
Superintendent of Insurance."
Approved,
16, 1934.
Approved, April
April 16,
1934.
nsurance.

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 145.
145.

APRIL 16,
1934.
APRIL
16,1934.

593
593

[CHAPTER 145.]
145.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Mutual Fire
an Act
Act to
to incorporate
incorporate the
the Mutual
Fire Insurance
Insurance
To
of the District
Columbia", as amended.
amended.
Company
District of Columbia",
Company of

April 16. 1934.
[S. 2857.]
2857.]
[Public,
No. 165.]
165.]
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
Be it
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the
Mutual Fire InsurUnited States
States of
America in
Congress assembled
assembled, That
sections 2
2to
to ance
United
of America
in Congress
That sections
Fire InsurM utua
Company of the
of Columbia.
9
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to incorporate
the Mutual
DistrictofColumbia.
iMutual Fire
Fire InsurInsur- District
9 of
entitled "An
Act to
incorporate the
Charter amended.
ance
Company of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia ",
", approved
approved January
January Vol. 10, p. 83fr
ance Company
of the
District of
i Vol.
836;
14, p. 32; Vol. 16, p. 80;
10, 1855
1855 (10
12, 1866
(14 Stat.
10,
(10 Stat.
Stat. 836),
836), as
as amended
amended April
April 12,
1866 (14
Stat. 32,
32, Vol.
14,p.32;Vol.16,
P.8 23,
20, p.
p. 132;
Vol. 23,
Vol. 20,
132; Vol.
155, amended.
ch.
41), March
1870 (16
35), June
June 14,
1878 (20
(20 p.
ch. 41),
March 25,
25, 1870
(16 Stat.
Stat. 80,
80, ch.
ch. 35),
14, 1878
p.155,
Stat. 132,
132, ch.
ch. 195),
195), and
July 5,
5, 1884
1884 (23
(23 Stat.
Stat. 155,
155, ch.
233), are
are
Stat.
and July
ch. 233),
hereby
amended to
as follows:
hereby amended
to read
read as
follows:
and designs.
SEso. 2.
2. The
purpose and
designs of
of this
this corporation
corporation shall
shall be
be to
""SEC.
The purpose
and designs
to Purpose
Purpose and designs.
insure the
of the
the members
thereof against
against loss
loss or
insure
the property
property of
members thereof
or damage
damage
sprinkler leakage,
leakage, cyclone,
by fire,
fire, lightning,
lightning, sprinkler
cyclone, tornado,
tornado, windstorm,
and hail;
hail; to
glass against
to insure
the loss
and
to insure
insure glass
against breakage;
breakage; to
insure the
loss of
of
use
rents of
such loss
use and
and occupancy
occupancy and
and rents
of buildings
buildings when
when such
loss is
is caused
caused
by
by fire,
fire, lightning,
lightning, cyclone,
cyclone, tornado,
tornado, windstorm,
windstorm, and
and hail;
hail; to
to insure
insure
automobiles and
vehicles, and
other property,
automobiles
and other
other vehicles,
and other
property, against
against loss
loss
or
damage by
theft, transportation,
transportation, explosion,
explosion, and
collision;
or damage
by fire,
fire, theft,
and collision;
to
property by
by burglary,
to insure against
against the loss
loss of
of property
burglary, theft,
theft, robbery,
robbery,
larceny,
and forgery;
to insure
loss or
any other
larceny, and
forgery; to
insure against
against loss
or damage
damage by
by any
other
hazard
upon any
any risk
risk which
which is
not prohibited
prohibited by
statute or
or at
comhazard upon
is not
by statute
at common
from being
subject of
of insurance
insurance by
fire-insurance
mon law
law from
being the
the subject
by aa fire-insurance
company
not including
damage by
bodily
company but
but not
including loss
loss or
or damage
by reason
reason of
of bodily
injury
corporation do a
life-insurance
injury to the
the person,
person, nor
nor shall such corporation
a life-insurance
or
business; and
or fidelity
fidelity or surety business;
and to cede and accept
accept reinsurance
reinsurance
upon
or any
part of
risk; and
and to
to have
have and
exercise
upon the
the whole
whole or
any part
of any
any risk;
and exercise
all the
the general
under the
the laws
laws of
all
general powers
powers of
of corporations
corporations organized
organized under
of
Columbia, insofar
the District
District of
of Columbia,
insofar as
as they relate
relate to mutual
mutual firefireso
Provisos.
insurance companies:
companies: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That said
corporation Proi
insurance
said corporation
e.
To continue amutshall
forever be
be conducted
mutual benefit
benefit of
of its
its members,
nonprofit corporashall forever
conducted for
for the
the mutual
members, ual, nonprofit
tion.
and
and not
not for profit;
profit; and, as
as to
to its
its business transacted
transacted in
in the
the District tion.
of
Columbia or
or in
State or
other jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in which
it is
of Columbia
in any
any State
or other
which it
is
licensed,
laws of
other
licensed, shall
shall be subject
subject to
to all
all laws
of such
such District,
District, State,
State, or
or other
jurisdiction governing
governing mutual
mutual fire-insurance
jurisdiction
fire-insurance companies.
companies.
payments.
Premlum payments.
corporation shall
issued by
"
3. The
The policies
hereafter issued
by said
said corporation
shall Premium
policies hereafter
" SEc.
SEC. 3.
provide for a
a premium
provide
premium or premium
premium deposit payable in
in cash without
without
premium note,
premium
note, and,
and, except
except as
as herein
herein provided,
provided, for
for a
a contingent
contingent
Proviso.
premium at least imim
equal
the
premium
or
premium
deposit:
Pro- Issue
premium
equal
to
the
premium
or
premium
deposit:
ProPor-se0o
of policies withat
ou t a
U ti o i continco i
n
additonal
additional out
vided, That
That said
corporation may
issue policies
without additional
policies without
may issue
said corporation
vided,
gent liability.
contingent
liability of
of its
its members
whenever it
it has
has a
a surplus
of gentliability
surplus of
members whenever
contingent liability
assets over
its liabilities
or more.
more.
of $100,000,
$100,000, or
all its
liabilities of
assets
over all
Policy holders;
holders; who
who
"
SEC. 4.
4. All
persons who
shall hereafter
hereafter insure
with said
cor- may
Policy
said corinsure with
who shall
"SEc.
All persons
be.
poration; and
and their
executors, administrators,
heirs, executors,
administrators, and assigns my.
poration;
their heirs,
continuing to
be insured
insured by
said corporation,
become
to be
by said
corporation, shall
shall thereby
thereby become
continuing
members
they shall
remain insured
insured by
by
members thereof
thereof during
during the
the period
period they
shall remain
said
and no
no longer.
longer. Any
Any public
public or
or private
private corporation,
corporation,
said corporation
corporation and
fficers of, as agents.
board,
association, or
estate may
hold policies
policies in
the corporation.
of, as agents
in the
corporation. et;.:)ffcers
or estate
may hold
board, association,
Any
officer, director,
trustee, or
or legal
corlegal representative
representative of
of such
such corAny officer,
director, trustee,
poration, board,
board, association,
estate may
may be
acting
be recognized
recognized as
as acting
poration,
association, or
or estate
membership in this
corporapurpose of
of membership
this corporafor or
or on its
its behalf
behalf for the
the purpose
tion,
shall not
be personally
upon such
such contract
contract of
of insurinsurpersonally liable
liable upon
tion, but
but shall
not be
ance
reason of
in such
such representative
representative capacity.
capacity. The
The
acting in
ance by
by reason
of acting
right
any corporation,
board, association,
or estate
estate to
to participate
association, or
corporation, board,
right of
of any
as
of this
this corporation
corporation is
hereby declared
to be
be incidental
incidental
is hereby
declared to
member of
as aa member
to the
the purpose
purpose for
board, association,
or
association, or
for which
which such
such corporation,
corporation, board,
to
estate is
organized and
the rights
and powers
powers
as the
rights and
as much
much granted
granted as
and as
estate
is organized
expressly conferred.
conferred.
expressly
lsg u
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"SSE.
The annual
"
Sm. 5. The
annual meeting
meeting of
of the
the members
corporation
members of
of said
said corporation
shall
be held
and place
place as
provided
in
the
bylaws.
shall be
held at
at such
such time
time and
as provided in the bylaws.
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
the president
president to
meeting of
It
of the
to call
call a
a special
special meeting
of the
the
corporation
upon the
the written
request of
of twenty
members. Each
Each
corporation upon
written request
twenty members.
member shall
have one
for each
each risk
risk held
held by
him on
on all
all matmatmember
shall have
one vote
vote for
by him
ters properly
properly before
before any
meeting of
of the
the members.
members.
ters
any meeting
Board
Board of
of directors.
"Sac.
"SEC. 6. The affairs of said corporation
corporation shall
shall be
conducted by
by aa
be conducted
board consisting
seven directors
such greater
greater number
number as
board
consisting of
of seven
directors or
or such
as may
may
be
authorized by
by the
the bylaws,
bylaws, selected
from the
be
be authorized
selected from
the members,
members, to
to be
elected
at annual
annual meetings
meetings of
of the
the members,
members, for
for terms
terms not
elected by
by ballot
ballot at
not
exceeding three
years, as
fixed by
the bylaws,
and to
to continue
in
exceeding
three years,
as fixed
by the
bylaws, and
continue in
office
until their
their successors
successors are
are chosen.
chosen. The
The board
board of
directors
office until
of directors
shall have
have full
full power
such bylaws,
and
shall
power to
to make
make and
and prescribe
prescribe such
bylaws, rules,
rules, and
Bylaws, etc.
regulations as
deem needful
for the
elections
regulations
as they
they shall
shall deem
needful and
and proper
proper for
the elections
herein provided
and for
for the
conduct and
of the
the busibusiherein
provided and
the conduct
and management
management of
ness, funds,
of the
the company,
company, not
contrary to
ness,
funds, property,
property, and
and effects
effects of
not contrary
to
this Act
Act or
this
or to
to the
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and they
they shall
shall have
have
power to
power
the same
interests of
of the
company,
to alter or
or amend
amend the
same as
as the
the interests
the company,
Quorum.
m
require. Not less
in their opinion, may require.
less than
majority of
of the
the
than a
a majority
directors shall
shall be aa quorum
do business,
business, but
may
quorum to do
but aa less
less number
number may
Vacancies.
Vaeancies.
adjourn from time to time. Vacancies
Vacancies happening
happening in
in the
the board
board may
may
be
filled by
remaining directors
directors for
the
remainder of
of the
the term
term
be filled
by the
the remaining
for
the
remainder
Officers.
offers.
for which they were elected. The
shall choose
choose one
one of
their
The board
board shall
of their
number
a secretary and treasurer
number as president, and appoint a
and such
such
treasurer and
other officers as may be necessary
necessary for
conducting the
the affairs
affairs of
of said
for conducting
said
corporation. The persons now
now acting
acting as
as managers
managers shall
shall continue
continue
as the board
board of directors
until the
the next
annual meeting
meeting after
after the
directors until
next annual
the
passage of this Act, and thereafter
thereafter until their successors
are duly
successors are
duly
chosen.
nthvestments, etc.,
"" S
SE.
Investments,
etc., auEC. 7.
for said
company to
rein7. It
shall be
It shall
be lawful
lawful for
said company
to invest
invest and
and reinthorized.
vest all moneys received
by it
received by
it in
the
in such manner,
manner, consistent
consistent with
with the
laws of the District of Columbia
to mutual
mutual fire-insurance
fire-insurance
Columbia relating
relating to
companies, as the directors deem best
companies,
the interests
interests of
of the
the combest for the
company and to acquire,
hold, and
pany,
acquire, hold,
real estate
estate necessary
necessary or
or convenconvenand sell
sell real
ient for the transaction
transaction of its
corporate business.
its corporate
business.
vested
SE. 8.
"" SEa.
herein contained
Vested rights, etc.
8. Nothing
Nothing herein
contained shall
shall be
to affect
affect
be construed
construed to
or impair in any manner whatsoever any vested right or interest
interest
in or
or under
of the
company.
under any existing
existing contract
contract of
the company
Amendment.
SEC.
The right
right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
Amendment.
44 S
EC. 9. The
hereby
expressly
reserved."
expressly reserved.
Vol. 10,
pp.'Vol.
837438; SEo.
SEC. 2.
2, Sections
Sections 10
10 to
to 16,
16, inclusive
of the
the said
said Act
of Janu
ary
Voli
O,po.
8s7-s;
inclusive, of
Act of
January
V01.14,
n. 32;
M P.
so;
,e d vp.
80; V
Ver. 2o.
20,
p. 132, 10, 1855 (10 Stat. 836),
836), as amended April
12
1866 (14
(14 Stat.
32),
April
12,
1866
Stat.
32),
repealed.
M
arch 25,
(16 Stat.
Stat. 80), June
132), and
March
25, 1870
1870 (16
June 14, 1878 (20 Stat. 132),
155), and said Act of
July 5, 1884 (23 Stat. 155),
July 5,
5, 1884
Stat.
of July
1884 (23
(23 Stat.
155),
are hereby
hereby repealed.
155), are
repealed.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
Meetings.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 146.]
April
April 1S,
18, 1934.
1834.

[S. 3022.]
322.]
[Pubic,
[Public, No.
No. 166.]
e.166

Alaskan fisheries.
Vol. 34, p. 4n;
479; Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
amended.
43, p. 405,
46, amended.

ACT
AN ACT
To amend sections 33and 4
4 of an Act of Congress
Congress entitled "An Act for the protection and
as
tection
and regulation
regulation of the fisheries
fisheries of Alaska", approved June 2,
26, 106,
1906, as
aeded
amended by the Act of Congress approved
approved June 6, 1924, and for other purposes.

Be itit enacted
eacted by the
e and House
e off Representatives
Representative8 of the
the Senate
United
s of Amera
assembed, That section
United State
States
America in Congess
Congress a,ssembled,
section 3
3 of
of
the Act of Congress
the protection
ongress entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for the
protection and
and reguregulation of the fisheries of Alaska ", approved
approved June
June 26, 190
1906, as
as
amended
the Act of
of Congress entitled
An Act for the protection
amended by
by the
entitle "An
protection
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SESS.

CH.
CH. 146.
146.
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16, 1934.
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595

of
and for
other purposes
approved June
purposes ", approved
for other
the fisheries
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
of the
6,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, amended
follows:
same is
amended to
to read as follows:
6, 1924,
1924, be,
and the
the same
Restriction
on
use of
of
on use
Restiction
"
SEC. 3. That
it shall be unlawful
unlawful to erect or maintain any dam, fixed
That it
"SEC.
for
fixed obstructions
obstructions for
taking
salmon.
barricade,
fence, trap,
or other
or stationary
stationary obstruc- taking salmon.
other fixed
fixed or
fishwheel, or
trap, fishwheel,
barricade, fence,
tion
waters of
of
of the
the waters
tion except
except for purposes of fish culture, in any of
Alaska
point where
where the
distance from
shore to
to shore
shore is
is less
less
from shore
at any
any point
the distance
Alaska at
than
one thousand
thousand feet,
feet, or
five hundred
of the
mouth
the mouth
hundred yards
yards of
or within
within five
than one
Certain rivers
exof any
any creek,
creek, stream,
into which
which salmon
run, excepting
excepting the
the Certain
rivers exsalmon run,
or river
river into
stream, or
of
cepted.
Karluk, Ugashik,
Ugashik, Kuskokwim,
and Yukon
Rivers, with
with the
the purpose
purpose ce p ted
Yukon Rivers,
Kuskokwim, and
Karluk,
or
capturing salmon
or impeding
impeding their
their ascent
ascent
or preventing
preventing or
salmon or
result of
of capturing
or result
to
grounds, and
hereby
Commerce is hereby
of Commerce
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the spawning
spawning grounds,
to the
authorized
directed to
unlawful obstrucobstrucand all
all such
such unlawful
to have
have any
any and
and directed
authorized and
Wo
tions
removed or
Provided, however,
That the
exception Provisos.
P
fio.
the exception
however, That
or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
tions removed
Exception solely for
of natives.
beneit of
and Yukon
Yukon benefit
Kuskokwim and
hereinabove
contained with
with reference
reference to
to the
the Kuskokwim
hereinabove contained
Rivers
be solely
for the
of enabling
native Indians
purpose of
enabling native
solely for
the purpose
Rivers shall
shall be
and
fide permanent
permanent white
inhabitants along
along the
to
the said
said rivers
rivers to
white inhabitants
bona fide
and bona
of king salmon
ocommercial
king salmo
Take
take
commercial purposes
purposes and for export from forTake
for commercial
take from
from said rivers for
purposes
under
regulathe
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska king
salmon i
such manner
such quanunder regulaquan- tions.
pos
and such
manner and
inn such
king salmon
the Territory
tities,
times as
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce may,
by tio
tities, and
and at
at such
such times
as the
the Secretary
may, by
Persons
classed as
as
Persons classed
further,
time permit: Provided
suitable
regulations, from
from time to time
Provided further,
suitable regulations,
_ bona fide inhabitants
and
native
That
no
person
shall
be
deemed
to
be
a
bona
fide
permanent
inhabiand
native
Indians.
inhabipermanent
bona
fide
to
be
a
be
deemed
shall
That no person
tant
of the
the said
rivers who
who has
has not
fifty
or within
within fifty
resided thereon,
thereon, or
not resided
said rivers
tant of
miles
thereof for
for a
year, and that the term
term
one year,
period of
of over
over one
a period
miles thereof
of
native Indians'
as used
herein shall
shall be
members of
to mean members
be taken
taken to
used herein
Indians' as
'native
the
aboriginal races
races inhabiting
inhabiting Alaska
when annexed
the United
United
to the
Alaska when
annexed to
the aboriginal
streareos
4,
.
detetrm.
etMothbe
States,
descendants of the whole or half blood. For the etC
and their descendants
States, and
ot
tt te Cleter
purposes
of this
section, the
the mouth
of such
stream, or
or river
river
such creek,
creek, stream,
mouth of
this section,
purposes of
shall
be taken
taken to
be the
point determined
determined as
the
by the
such mouth
mouth by
as such
the point
to be
shall be
Secretary of
and marked
accordance with
this deterdeter- Distances required in
with this
in accordance
marked in
of Commerce
Commerce and
Secretary
mination.
shall be
be unlawful
to lay
lay or
any seine
etc.
or net
net of
of layingseines,
or set
set any
seine or
unlawful to
mination. It
It shall
laying seines, etc.
any
hundred yards
yards of
of any
any other
other seine,
seine, net,
net, or
or other
one hundred
any kind
kind within
within one
fishing
appliance which
which is
is being
or which
which has
has been
any
laid or set
set in any
been laid
being or
fishing appliance
of the
waters of
of Alaska
construct any
any trap or
or any
or to construct
Alaska,.or
or to
to drive
drive or
of
the waters
other fixed
fixed fishing
six hundred
hundred yards
yards laterally
or
laterally or
within six
fishing appliance
appliance within
other
trap or
or fixed
fixed fishing
within one
fishing
any other
other trap
yards endwise of any
one hundred
hundred yards
within
appliance."
appliance."
34, p. 479; Vol.
vol.
p. 479; Vol.
34,
Act 43,Vol.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That section
Congress entitled
entitled "An Act
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
section 4
4 of
SEC.
P. 468,
amended.
for the
regulation of
of the
the fisheries
fisheries of
Alaska " , p
of Alaska",
and regulation
protection and
for
the protection
by the Act of Congress
approved June
amended by
Congress entitled
as amended
June 26, 1906,
1906, as
approved
"An
Act for
for the
the protection
the fisheries
Alaska, and
and for
for other
other
of Alaska,
fisheries of
of the
protection of
"An Act
purposes
6, 1924,
1924, be,
same hereby
hereby is,
the same
be, and the
June 6,
", approved
approved June
purposes ",
amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
Fishing,
except
by
"SEC. 4.
4. That
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful to
to fish
take, or
kill any
any band,
except by
Fishing,
or kill
fish for,
for, take,
That it
"SEC.
etc., or near
salmon
of any
species or
any means
means except
except by
by hand
spear, mouth of stream, etc.,
etc.,
hand rod,
rod, spear,
or by
by any
salmon of
any species
unlawful.
nlaw
or
any of
creeks, streams,
streams, or
or rivers
of Alaska;
Alaska; or
ful.
or within
within u
rivers of
of the
the creeks,
in any
or gaff
gaff in
five
hundred yards
of the
mouth of
such creek,
creek, stream,
stream, or
or river
river
of any
any such
yards of
the mouth
five hundred
Excepted rivers.
rivers.
over
the United
has jurisdiction,
jurisdiction excepting
excepting the Karluk, Excepted
States has
United States
which the
over which
Provisos.
Ugashik,
nothing For
F local food,
ood etc.,
That nothing
Rivers: Provided,
Provided, That
Kuskokwim Rivers:
Yukon, and
and Kuskokwim
Ugashik, Yukon,
etc.,
herein
contained shall
shall prevent
the taking
taking of
of fish
local food
food excluded.
excluded.
fish for
for local
prevent the
herein contained
Commercial fishing
requirements or
for use
feed: Provided
That the
the commercial
further, That
dog feed:
Provided further,
or for
use as
as dog
requirements
by natives, etc., in desds
es
ibgneste:in
exception
reference to
Kuskokwim ignated
to the Kuskokwim
with reference
contained with
hereinabove contained
exception hereinabove
waters.
and
Yukon Rivers
for the
the purpose
purpose of
enabling native
native
of enabling
shall be
be solely
solely for
and Yukon
Rivers shall
Indians
bona fide
fide permanent
white inhabitants
inhabitants along
the said
said
along the
permanent white
Indians and
and bona
rivers
to take
take from
rivers for
for commercial
purposes
i
and for
commercial purposes
from said
said rivers
rivers to
export
from the
Territory of
of Alaska
n such
manner
salmon in
such manner
king salmon
Alaska king
the Territory
export from
and
such quantities,
quantities, and
and at
such times
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce
as the
at such
times as
and such
domed bona
may,
suitable regulations
from time
time to
Provided fide
may, by
by suitable
regulations, from
to time
time permit:
permit: Provided
iPersons
bsdeae
boetc.
inhabitants,
ftsrther,
That no
on shall
shad be
be deemed
be a
permanent
a bona
bona fide
fide permanent
deemed to
to be
no pers
person
fwrther, That
inhabitant
said rivers
who has
or within
fifty
within fifty
thereon or
resided thereon
has not
not resided
rivers who
of said
inhabitant of
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miles
thereof for
for aa period
year, and
and that
the term
term
miles thereof
period of
of over
over one
one year,
that the
'native Indians'
'native
Indians' as
as used
herein shall
shall be
to mean
mean members
of
used herein
be taken
taken to
members of
the
when annexed
annexed to
to the
United
the aboriginal
aboriginal races
races inhabiting
inhabiting Alaska
Alaska when
the United
States, and
and their
descendants of
whole or
half blood."
States,
their descendants
of the
the whole
or half
blood."
Approved,
Approved, April
April 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
147.]
[CHAPTER 147.]
Aprill16,
1934. ,
161934.
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ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the
the Secretary
arrange with States
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to arrange
States or
or Territories
Territories
for the
medical attention,
relief of
of distress,
and social
social welfare
of
for
the education,
education, medical
attention, relief
distress, and
welfare of
Indians, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Indians,

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
by the
the Senate and
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized,
of
discretion, to
enter into
authorized, in
in his
his discretion,
to enter
into
a contract
a
contract or contracts
contracts with
any State
Territory having
legal
with any
State or
or Territory
having legal
authority
for the
authority so to do, for
the education, medical
medical attention,
attention, agriculagricultural assistance, and
including relief
of distress,
distress, of
and social
social welfare,
welfare, including
relief of
of
Indians in such State or
through the
the qualified
qualified agencies
agencies
or Territory,
Territory, through
Federalexpense.
of such State or Territory, and
Federal expense.
under such
or
and to expend under
such contract
contract or
contracts moneys appropriated
appropriated by
education, mediby Congress
Congress for
for the
the education,
medical attention, agricultural assistance,
assistance, and
social welfare,
and social
welfare, including
including
relief
of distress,
such State.
State.
relief of
distress, of
of Indians
Indians in
in such
S~Ic.
Existing facilities
facilities to
SEC. 2.
Interior, in
in making
making any
any concon2. That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
beutilized.
be utilized,
tract herein authorized
authorized with any
State or
or Territory,
Territory, may
may permit
permit
any State
such State or Territory to
of this
this Act,
Act,
to utilize for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
existing school buildings, hospitals, and other
other facilities,
facilities, and
and all
all
equipment therein or appertaining
equipment
appertaining thereto,
including livestock
thereto, including
livestock and
and
other personal property owned
owned by
by the
Government, under
such
the Government,
under such
terms and conditions as may be agreed upon for
for their
their use
use and
and
maintenance.
Rules,
SEC.
the Secretary
Rules, includrigmin
including minSEG .3. That
That the
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized
imum
standards
of
standards
of
service, to be estab- to
to perform
and
all
acts and
and to
to make
make such
suc h rules
ru l
es and
an d regulations
regu l
at i
ons,
perform any
any
and
all acts
lished.
including
including minimum
minimum standards
standards of service, as may be necessary
necessary and
and
proper for the purpose
carrying the
purpose of carrying
provisions of
of this
Act into
into
the provisions
this Act
Proviso.
Proe0.
effect:
Provided, That such minimum standards
effect: Provided,
standards of
of service
service are
not
are not
Rating.
Rating.
less
highest maintained
maintained by the States or Territories
less than
than the
the highest
Territories with
which said contract or contracts, as
herein provided,
are executed.
as herein
provided, are
executed.
n
Annual
report
a rerrt
to SEC.
to
SEC. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior shall
shall report
report annually
to
Congress.
annually to
the Congress any contract or contracts made
made under
the provisions
under the
provisions
of this Act, and the moneys expended
expended thereunder.
thereunder.
Not
applicable to
SEC.
That the
shall not
Not applicable to
S
EC. 5.
5. That
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
not apply
apply to
the
to the
Oklahoma.
State of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Approved,
April 16,
1934.
Approved, April
16, 1934.
Contracts with
Contracts
for the
States, etc.,
etc., for
the
welare of Indians.
welfare

limed.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 148.]
April 16, 1934.
1934.

ESJ.Res. 15.1
[5s.Res.
l.
Res., N.
No. 19.
19.1
[Pub.-es.,

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Extending to
the whaling
Extending
to the
whaling and fishing industries certain benefits granted under
section
11 of
of the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as amended.
section 11

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America
in Congress
assembled, That in the administration
States
in
Congress assembled,
administration
of
Benefits
constru- of section 11 of the Merchant
Benefits of construcMerchant Marine
Marine Act, 1920,
1920, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
tion loan fund provided
exendeproviaed
tin
Sup.t VIi,
title 46,
in, extended to whaling Supp.
VII, title
46, sec.
sec. 870),
870), the
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce is authorized
and
industries.
and fishing
sg
industries to extend to citizens of the United States engaged
whaling
Vol. 44, p. 1451; Vol. to extend to citizens of the United States engaged in the whaling
Vl. 46,
46 pP. and/or
and/or fishing
45, p.0.690;; Vol.
fishing industries
industries the same benefits that are authorized
authorized by
by
1059.
v.s.o.,snpp.vnp.
11.5.C., Stipp. VII, p. such section, as amended,
amended, to be extended
extended to
to persons
persons citizens
citizens of
of the
the
963.
sa.
United
United States for the construction, outfitting,
outfitting, equipment,
equipment, reconditioning,
improvement of certain vessels. All
tioning, remodeling,
remodeling: and improvement
All loans
loans
made under
of this
this resolution
from the construction
made
under authority
authority of
resolution from
construction loan
loan
Merchant
Merehant
Act of 1920.
1920.

Marine
Marine

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 148,
154.
CHS.
148,154.

APRIL
19, 1934.
APRIL 16,
16,19,1934.
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Terms
same terms
on the
fund
created by
as amended,
amended, shall
shall be
be on
the same
terms til
i
e
s
rms and condisection, as
such section,
by such
fund created
restrictions as
and
to the
the same
same conditions,
conditions, limitations,
limitations, and restrictions
subject to
and subject
rate.
Interest rate.
at Interest
interest at
shall bear
are
that such
loans shall
bear interest
such loans
except that
therein, except
provided therein,
are provided
the
rate of
less than
than 51/4 per
per centum
per annum,
annum, payable
payable annually.
annually.
centum per
not less
of not
the rate
as to type
SEC. 2.
2. Any
Any construction,
construction, outfitting,
outfitting, equipment,
equipment, reconditioning,
reconditioning, of
Limitation
vessels.
type
oLimitation
SEC.
this
remodeling,
or improvement
under authority
authority of this
of vessels
vessels under
improvement of
remodeling, or
resolution
shall be
only of
kind suitable
use
for use
suitable for
and kind
type and
of aatype
of vessels
vessels of
be only
resolution shall
as
naval auxiliaries,
and shall
with plans
plans and
and
in accordance
accordance with
be in
shall be
auxiliaries, and
as naval
specifications
by the
Secretary of
of the
Navy with
the Navy
the Secretary
approved by
first approved
specifications first
particular reference
the economical
conversion of
vessels into
of such vessels
economical conversion
to the
reference to
particular
auxiliary
vessels.
naval vessels.
auxiliary naval
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The term
citizens of
of the
the United
United States
", as
as used
used in
Tr
"citizen" deTerm "citizen"
in this
this fine.
States ",
"citizens
term "
SEC.
p. 1530.
.s.c.,p.1530.
only
resolution,
includes
a
corporation,
partnership,
or
association
only
U.S.C.,
association
or
resolution, includes a corporation, partnership,
2
if
it is
citizen of
of the
within the
the meaning
section 2
meaning of section
States within
United States
the United
is a
a citizen
if it
of the
the Shipping
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
sec. 802).
802).
46, sec.
title 46,
(U.S.C., title
1916, as
Act, 1916,
Shipping Act,
of
Approved, April
1934.
16, 1934.
April 16,
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 154.]
154.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

April 19, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 3521.]
521.]
[pi.R. No.
168.]
[Public,
168.]

To
fees in
proceedings, and
and for other
other purposes.
in naturalization
naturalization proceedings,
To reduce
reduce certain
certain fees

Be
by the
and House
House of
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
the first
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
first
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United

paragraph of
section 13
of the
the Naturalization
Naturalization Act
Act of
of June
June 29,
1906
29, 1906
13 of
of section
paragraph
(34
as amended
8, sec. 402),
402), is
title 8,
VII, title
Supp. VII,
(U.S.C., Supp.
amended (U.S.C.,
596), as
Stat. 596),
(34 Stat.
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
amended
"
13. That
the clerk
clerk of
of each
every court
court exercising
jurisexercising jurisand every
each and
That the
SEC. 13.
" SEc.
diction in
in naturalization
naturalization cases
cases shall
charge, collect,
collect, and
account for
and account
shall charge,
diction
the following
following fees
fees in
in each
proceeding:
each proceeding:
the
"(1) For
receiving and
g a
declaration of
of intention
intention and the
a declaration
filing
and filin
For receiving
"(1)
issuing
2.50;
duplicate thereof,
thereof, $2.50;
issuing of
of a
a duplicate
citizenship,
"(2) For
for citizenship,
a petition
petition for
docketing a
and docketing
filing, and
making, filing,
For making,
"(2)
and issuing
certificate of
of citizenship
if the
issuance of
of such
cersuch certhe issuance
citizenship if
issuing aa certificate
and
tificate
is authorized
authorized by
the court,
court, and
the final
final hearing
on the
the
hearing on
for the
and for
by the
tificate is
petition, $5."
$5."
S
EC. 2.
2. Subdivisions
(b) and
and (c)
32 of
Act of
of
of the
the Act
section 32
(c) of
of section
Subdivisions (b)
SEC.
June
29, 1906,
and subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of section
section 33
June
of June
Act of
of the
the Act
33 of
1906, and
June 29,
29,
thereto by
the Act
Act of
March
of March
9 of
of the
by section
section 9
were added
added thereto
which were
1906, which
29, 1906,
2,
1929 (45
1512), and
by section
the Act
Act of May 25, 1932
of the
section 44of
and by
Stat. 1512),
(45 Stat.
2, 1929
(47
Stat. 165),
165), as
amended (U.S.C.,
VII, title
title 8,
8, sec.
(b)
399 bb (b)
sec. 399
Supp. VII,
(U.S.C., Supp.
as amended
(47 Stat.
and
(c), and
and sec.
(a)), are
follows: Wherever
Wherever in
in
as follows:
amended as
are amended
399 cc (a)),
sec. 399
and (c),
said
subdivisions the
$10" occur
occur that shall be
of $10"
fee of
"aa fee
words "
the words
said subdivisions
amended
read ""a
fee of
$5."
of $5."
a fee
to read
amended to
S
EC. 3.
Act of
March 2,
2, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1512),
SEC.
3. Section
Section 5
5 of
of the
the Act
of March
1512),
as amended
(U.S.C., Supp.
VII, title
title 8,
8, sec.
amended
is amended
(a)), is
380 (a)),
sec. 380
Supp. VII,
amended (U.S.C.,
as
to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
"
SE0. 5.
5. For
For every
naturalization
for naturalization
issued for
of arrival
arrival issued
certificate of
every certificate
" SEO.
purposes a
fee of
of $2.50
Commissioner of
Naturalof Naturalto the
the Commissioner
be paid
paid to
shall be
$2.50 shall
a fee
purposes
ization,
which fee
fee shall
shall be
to and
and deposited
Treasury
in the
the Treasury
deposited in
over to
paid over
be paid
ization, which
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
fees."
naturalization fees."
other naturalization
as other
in
SEc.
Subdivision (a)
of section
32 of
of the
Act of
June 29,
29, 1906,
1906,
of June
the Act
section 32
(a) of
4. Subdivision
SEC. 4.
1929
March 2,
which was
by section
9 of
the Act
Act of
2, 1929
of March
of the
section 9
thereto by
added thereto
was added
which
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1512),
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
sec. 399
(b)
399(b)
8, sec.
title 8,
VII, title
Supp. VII,
as amended
1512), as
(45
(a)),
is
amended
as
follows:
Wherever
in
said
subdivision
the
the
subdivision
said
in
Wherever
follows:
as
amended
is
(a)),
words
fee of
they shall
shall be
be amended
to read
read "a
"a fee
of
fee of
amended to
occur they
$10" occur
of $10"
" aafee
words "
$1
"; and
by adding
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: "Provided,
"Provided,
adding at
and by
$1";
That an
veteran as
as defined
defined in
in section
section 11 of
of the
Act of
of May
26,
May 26,
the Act
an alien
alien veteran
That
1926 (44
Stat. 654;
VII, title
sec. 241(a)),
241(a)), shall
8, sec.
title 8,
Supp. VII,
(U.S.C., Supp.
654; (U.S.C.,
(44 Stat.
1926
not be
required by
this subdivision."
subdivision."
by this
fee required
the fee
pay the
to pay
required to
be required
not

Naturalization proproNaturalization
ceedings.
Vol. 34,
p. 600;
Vol.
600;
34,
45,
p. 1514.
4 5U.S.C.,
Supp. VII, p.
UPs.c.upp.vI
93.

Vol.

vol.

p.

p.

93.

Designated
Designated
duced.

fees
fees

re-

re-

duced.

intenof intenlaration of
t Declaration
tion; duplicate.
Petition for citizenship; certtinate.
certificate.

shptip;

Fees for new or spefor ne or spe
Fe
cial certificates reduced.
Vol.
5. p. 1515;
151.5is Vol.
Vrol 45,
47,
47 Pp. 165.
6
92.U.S.C., Stipp. VII, p.

; Vol.

u S',S
'spp. v, p.

92.

Vol. 45, p. 1513.
. 45p.- Supp.
1513. VII,
U.S.C.,
P. 90.

p. 90

Certificate of arrival.

certificate of arrival.

Vol. 45, p. 1515; Vol.
Vol.
45,; p.
47„ p. 165
,. C. Stipp. VII,
P. 92.
P
N
New
certificates in
lieu of lost.

1515;
vol.
u.s.c.7; Spp. VI,
eertificates in

lieuofost.

Proviso.
aen
,Proog
No charge to alien
veteran.
veteran
Vol.44, p.654; U.S.C.,
,
sv.lpi;
Stipp. VII, p. .s.8
87.
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS. 154,156,157.
154, 156, 157.
CHS.

APRIL 19-21,
1934.
APRIL
19-21,1934.

SEc. 5.
5, In
In all naturalization
naturalization proceedings
proceedings in
which an
applyin which
an alien
alien applying
of citizenship
citizenship is
represented by
counsel,
i
there
ing
for certificate
certificate of
is represented
by counsel,
there iss
hereby
established a
$25 for
for counsel's
counsel's fees,
fees, except
except where
hereby established
a limit
limit of
of $25
where
legal action
extended legal
the
legal
action before
before a
a court
court requires
requires extended
legal service
service when
when the
court
may approve
approve a
reasonable
fee in
in excess
excess of
of $25.
court may
a
reasonable
fee
$25.
1
for
Vo 4
psrS
. ' SEC.
f
°
5
r
,
PVi37' et
SEC. 6. Subdivision (b)
of the
the Act
Act of
of March
2, 1929
(b) of
of section
section 11of
March 2,
1929
U.S.C., supp.
I, (45
Sup. VII,
(45 Stat. 1513),
1513), as amended (U.S.C., Supp. VII, title 8, sec.
see. 106
106
p82.
(a)
follows: Whenever
Whenever in said subdivision
(a) (b)),
(b)), is
is amended
amended as
as follows:
subdivision the
words
"a fee
fee of
of $20"
occur they
they shall
to read
fee
words "a
$20" occur
shall be
be amended
amended to
read "
"aa fee
of $10
".
of
$10 ".
Approved
April 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
Approved April
Counsel
ounsel fees.
fees.

t

etc

[CHAPTER 156.]
[CHAPTER
JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
April 20,
20, 1934.
1984. Ap 1
[S.J.Res. 70.]
[sJ.Res.
70.]
To provide
provide for the reappointment
To
reappointment of John C. Merriam
Merriam as a
amember of the Board
[Pub.
Res., No.
No. 20.]
20.]
[Pub. Res.,
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution.
Smithsonian InstituSmithsonian
Tnstitution.
tion.
John C.
John
0. Merriam
Merriam reappointed Regent of.
of.

Senate and
of Representatives
United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
vacancy in
in the
the
America in
assembled, That
That the
the vacancy
Board of Regents
Regents of
Smithsonian Institution,
of the
the class
other
of the
the Smithsonian
Institution, of
class other
than
Members of
caused by
by the
the term
term
than Members
of Congress,
Congress, caused
the expiration
expiration of
of the
C. Merriam,
Merriam, of
city of
of Washington,
Washington, on
on December
of John C.
of the
the city
December 20,
20,
1933, be filled by the reappointment
reappointment of the
(John
the recent incumbent
incumbent (John
Merriam) for
for the
the statutory
statutory term
term of
C. Merriam)
of six
six years.
years.
Approved,
April 20,
Approved, April
20, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
157.]
[CHAPTER 157.]

April 21, 1934.
[H.R. 8402.]
[Public, No.
169.]
[Public,
No. 169,]

Regulation of cotton

Regulation of cotton
industry.
industry.

ACT
AN ACT

a sound commercial
commercial basis,
To place the cotton industry
industry on a
basis, to
to prevent
unfair
prevent unfair
competition
competition and practices
practices in
cotton into
of interstate
and
in putting
putting cotton
into the
the channels
channels of
interstate and
foreign commerce,
commerce, to
provide funds
benefits under
to provide
funds for
for paying
paying additional
additional benefits
under the
the
Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
for other
purposes.
Act, and
and for
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
the United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,
DECLARATION
DECLARATION OFr
OF

roller
OLIO

Declaration
Declaration otpolicy.
of policy. That in order to relieve the present acute economic
economic emergency
in
emergency in
the agricultural
evo t
ed to
t
o co
tt on production
production
that part
part of
of the
agricultural industry
industry d
devoted
cotton
and marketing
marketing by
diminishing the
disparity between
bet
ween prices
prices paid
paid to
to
by diminishing
the disparity
cotton producers and persons
age d in
in cotton
cotton marketing
persons eng
engaged
marketing and
and
prices of other commoditie
and by
by restoring
purchasing power
power to
commoditiess and
restoring purchasing
to
such producers
producers and persons so that the restoration
restoration of
of the
the normal
normal
exchange in interstate
exchange
interstate and foreign commerce
commerce of
of all
commodities
all commodities
may be fostered, and to raise revenue to
enable the
the payment
of
to enable
payment of
additional
additional benefits to cotton producers under the
the Agricultural
Agricultural
Adjustment Act-Act—
It
is hereby
declared to be the policy of Congress to promote the
It is
hereby declared
the
orderly marketing
interstate and foreign
marketing of cotton in interstate
foreign commerce;
commerce;
to
enable producers
to enable
producers of such commodity
commodity to stabilize their markets
against undue and excessive fluctuations,
fluctuations, and to preserve
preserve advantaadvantageous
commodity, and to prevent
geous markets
markets for such commodity,
competition
prevent unfair
unfair competition
and practices
practices in putting cotton into the channels of interstate
and
interstate and
and
foreign
cornere, and to more efectively
foreign commerce,
effectively balance
balance production
production and
consUmption
consumption of
of cotton.
cotton

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 157.
157.

PERIOD
APPLICABILITY
OF APPLICABILITY
PERIOD OF

599
599

APRIL 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
APRIL

Period of applicability.

with Power of President
President to
effective only
be effective
SEC. 2.
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
only with
The provisions
provisions of
2. The
SEC.
period
extend period.
if the
the President finds that extend
but if
1934-1935, but
respect
the crop
crop years
years 1934-1935,
to the
respect to
the
marketing will
will
production and marketing
in cotton
cotton production
emergency in
economic emergency
the economic
application of
continue or
or is
is likely
likely to
to continue
continue to
exist so that the application
to exist
continue
this
imperative in
year 1935-1936 is imperative
crop year
respect to the crop
with respect
Act with
this Act
so proproorder to
to carry
carry out
out the
the policy
policy declared
1, he shall so
in section
section 1,
declared in
order
with respect
claim, and
and this
shall be
effective with
respect to the crop year
year
be effective
Act shall
this Act
claim,
Termination ifemi
emerTerintion
1935-1936.
If at
1935- gency
at any time prior to the end of the crop year 19351935-1936. If
has ceased to
d to
emergency in cotton exist.
economic emergency
1936,
the President
President finds that the economic
1936, the
production and
ceased to exist, he
he shall so proclaim,
and marketing
marketing has ceased
production
and no
tax under
Act shall be levied with respect to cotton
this Act
under this
no tax
and
harvested after the
proclamation.
effective date of such proclamation.
the effective
harvested
Cotton-ginning
tax.
Cottonof. ing ta.
crop Levy
the crop
finds, for
SEC. 3.
(a) 'When
Secretary of
Agriculture finds,
for the
of Agriculture
the Secretary
When the
3. (a)
SEC.
year 1935-1936,
1935-1936, if
if the
effective for such
of this Act are effective
provisions of
the provisions
year
the legal or
crop year,
that two
two thirds
the persons
persons who have the
of the
thirds of
year, that
crop
equitable right
as owner,
owner, tenant,
share-cropper, or otherwise to
to
tenant, share-cropper,
right as
equitable
produce cotton
United
cotton on any cotton farm, or part thereof, in the United
produce
States
such crop
crop year
favor a
of a
a tax on the ginning of cota levy of
year favor
for such
States for
market
ton in
of an
probable market
allotment made to meet the probable
an allotment
in excess
excess of
ton
Ascertaining amount
a tax is required to carry out ofAsertainingmnont
requirements and determines
determines that such a
requirements
cotton to be allotted.
ottotobelot
the policy
section 1,
1, the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall ascertain
ascertain from an
in section
declared in
policy declared
the
investigation of
the available
available supply
supply of
of cotton and the probable
of the
investigation
market
allotted,
of cotton
cotton that should be allotted,
quantity of
the quantity
requirements the
market requirements
marketing
in accordance
the policy
policy declared
declared in section 1, for marketing
with the
accordance with
in
in the
channels of
interstate and
and foreign
commerce, from producforeign commerce,
of interstate
the channels
in
tion of
of cotton
cotton during
the succeeding
succeeding cotton crop year, exempt from
during the
tion
of taxes thereon.
the payment
payment of
the
Allotment to
to be
be propro.
Allotment
be proclaimed
proclaimed by the Sec- claimed.
shall be
(b)
The allotment
so ascertained
ascertained shall
allotment so
(b) The
d
retary of
at least
sixty days
beginning of
prior to the beginning
days prior
least sixty
Agriculture at
of Agriculture
retary
such succeeding
succeeding crop
year and
and shall
be apportioned
apportioned by him as herein
shall be
crop year
such
provided.
provided.
Maximum crop fixed.
cop fn
(c) For
crop year
year 1934-1935
1934-1935 ten
ten million
bales is hereby fixed Maimum
million bales
the crop
For the
(c)
in
harvested
as
the
maximum
amount
of
cotton
of
the
harvested
the
crop
crop
of
the
cotton
of
amount
maximum
as the
year
that may
may be
be marketed
exempt from
from payment
payment of
the
of the
marketed exempt
1934-1935, that
year 1934-1935,
Plan effective for
or
PlaneIectl've
tax
herein levied.
Except as
as provided
provided in
section 2,
2, the
the allotment 1934-1935.
in section
levied. Except
tax herein
declared to be in effect for the crop year
plan and
is hereby declared
tax is
the tax
and the
plan
1934-1935.
1934-1935.

TAX
EXEMPTIONS
AND EXEMPTIONS
TAX AND

Tax and exemptions.

Tax and exemptions.

S
Ec. 4.
(a) There
There is
is hereby
ginning of
of
the ginning
on the
assessed on
and assessed
levied and
hereby levied
4. (a)
SEC.
cotton hereafter
harvested during
year with respect to which gency perod.
crop year
a crop
during a
hereafter harvested
cotton
this Act
Act is
is in
the rate
rate per
per pound
of the
the lint
lint cotton
cotton
pound of
at the
tax at
in effect,
effect, aa tax
this
produced from
of 50
c,entum of
the average
average central
central
of the
per centum
50 per
ginning, of
from ginning,
produced
5
market price
cotton but
no event
event less
less than 5
in no
but in
lint cotton,
of lint
pound of
per pound
price per
market

Rate of tax; cotton
tax; cotton
Rate ofduring
ginned
emergency period.

Cotton ginned after
gined after
Cotton period.
cents
per pound.
during aa crop
crop year
year effective
harvested during
was harvested
cotton was
the cotton
If the
pound. If
cents per
o.
e
if
even
apply
with
respect
to
which
the
tax
is
in
effect,
tax
shall
if
the
effect,
in
is
tax
the
which
to
with respect
the
occurs after
expiration of
of such
crop year.
such crop
the expiration
after the
ginning occurs
the ginning
central mar(b)
central market
market price,
price, per
per pound
pound of
lint cotton,
verae central marcotton, ketAverage
of lint
average central
The average
(b) The
price.
shall
average price
pound of
of basis
basis seven-eighths-inch
seven-eighths-inch
per pound
price per
the average
be the
shall be
middling
spot cotton
on the
the ten
spot cotton
(designated by
by
markets (designated
cotton markets
ten spot
cotton on
middling spot
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture)
and proclaimed
from
proclaimed from
determined and
as determined
Agriculture) as
the Secretary
Determination and
time
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. The
central proclamation
Dpterinaion
average central
The average
to time
time by
time to
of. and
To be
basis for
for d
debe basis
To
base for deter- termining
the base
and proclaimed
market
proclaimed shall
shall be
be the
determined and
price determined
market price
rate of tax.
of
tx.
rate
termning
market
central
mining
the
rate
of
the
tax
until
a
different
average
central
market
average
different
mining the rate of the tax until a
price for
for lint
lint cotton
cotton is
and proclaimed
proclaimed by
the Secretary
Secretary
by the
determined and
is determined
price
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
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Information
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Penalty for tax dePenalty
linquency.
linquenoy.
Tax inapplicable to
cotton
cotton harvested
harvested duduring
g year no allotment
allotment
proclaimed.

proclaimed.

Tax
exemptions.
Tax exemptions.

Tax payment post-

poned
on cotton
stored
poned on
cotton stored
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producer.
by producer.
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when bale
Required
bale
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(c) Every person ginning
any cotton
(c)
ginning any
cotton subject to
tax under
to tax
under this
this
Act (whether
(whether as
of the
owner or
or otherwise)
and every
other
as agent
agent of
the owner
otherwise) and
every other
person liable for
for tax
tax under
this Act
make monthly
returns
under this
Act shall
shall make
monthly returns
under oath in duplicate
duplicate and pay
taxes imposed
Act to
to the
the
pay the
the taxes
imposed by
by this
this Act
collector for the district in which the
ginning is
done, or
the ginning
is done,
or to
to such
such
other person as such collector may direct. Such
Such returns
returns shall
shall concontain such information
information and
made at
at such
such times and in
such manner
tain such
and be
be made
in such
manner
as the Commissioner, with the
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
the approval
of the
of the
Treasury, may by regulations
The tax
tax shall,
regulations prescribe.
prescribe. The
shall, without
without
assessment by the Commissioner
or notice
from the
be due
Commissioner or
notice from
the collector,
collector, be
due
and payable to the collector at the time so fixed for filing
the return.
filing the
return.
If the tax is not paid when due, there shall be added as
If
the
as part
part of
of the
tax
at the
the rate
of 1
1 per
centum aamonth from the time when
tax interest
interest at
rate of
per centum
when
until paid.
paid.
the tax became
became due
due until
When the
of Agriculture
not proclaim
proclaim an
an
(d) When
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture does
does not
allotment
allotment of cotton for aa crop year as provided
provided in section 33 of
of this
this
Act,
tax shall
not apply
with respect to cotton harvested
during
Act, the
the tax
shall not
apply with
harvested during

such crop year but shall apply to cotton harvested
harvested during
the next
next
during the
crop year for which, with the
approval of
of the
the President,
President, the
the Secrethe approval
Secretary makes
under such
such section.
section.
makes an
an allotment
allotment under
"(e)
be imposed under
Act with
(e) No
No tax
tax shall
shall be
under this Act
with respect
respect to—
to(1)
(1) Cotton harvested
harvested by any publicly owned experimental
experimental station
station
agricultural laboratory.
or agricultural
laboratory.
(2) An amount of cotton harvested
harvested in
any crop
from each
each
in any
crop year
year from
farm equal to its allotment.
allotment.
(3) Cotton harvested
(3)
harvested prior
to the
the crop
year 1934-1935.
1934-1935.
prior to
crop year
(4) Cotton having aa staple of
and one
one half
inches in
length
of one
one and
half inches
in length
longer.
or longer.
(f)
(f) The tax
not be
be collected
collected upon
upon the
the ginning
ginning of
cotton which
which
tax shall not
of cotton
is to
be stored
stored by the producer thereof either
is
to be
farm or
or at
at such
such
either on
on the
the farm
other place as may be permitted
other
permitted by regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture and the Secretary of
Secretary
the Treasury.
Treasury. In
In
of the
such
payment of
of the
the tax
such cases,
cases, the
the payment
tax shall be postponed,
postponed, but
but shall
shall be
be

paid
at the
time when
bale tags are secured for
such cotton.
paid at
the time
when bale
for such
Bale
cotton. Bale
tags may
be secured
secured for any of such cotton at any time after
tags
may be
after ginning
ginning
(1) upon
the payment
to such
such person
Commissioner may direct,
(1)
upon the
payment to
person as the Commissioner
direct,
of the amount of tax which would have been payable
of
at the
time of
payable at
the time
of
ginning, or
(2) upon the surrender of certificates
certificates of
ginning,
or (2)
exemption covercoverof exemption
ing an amount of cotton not less than the
the amount
amount of
of such
cotton.
such cotton
Lien until tax paid.
Lienuntiltaxpaid.
ntil bale tags
Until bale tags are
are secured
secured for
for such
such cotton,
cotton, such
such cotton
cotton shall be subject to
a lien
ject
to a
lien in
111 favor of the United States for the amount of
the
of the
tax payable
tax
payable with respect to the ginning of such cotton.
The right
right
cotton. The
to
of the
the payment
to postponement
postponement of
payment of the tax under this subsection
shall
subsection shall
be
established in
in accordance
regulations as
be established
accordance with such regulations
Secretary
as the
the Secretary
of A-riculture
and the
Secretary of the Treasury
of
Agriculture and
the Secretary
Treasury may prescribe.
prescribe.
Regulations to be
Preultions to be The
he Commissioner,
ommssioner, with the approval
Prescribed.
approval of the Secretary
of the
the TreasTreasSecretary
of
ury,
prescribe regulations
stamping
ury, shall
shall prescribe
regulations providing
providinc, for stampi
ng the containers
containers
of such
such cotton so as
asto indicate
in di ca t
e the
th e t
i
me of
of ginning
and the
the amount
of
time
ginning and
amount of
tax payable
payable with respect
respect thereto.
Exemption rights to
be
evidenced by cxt(g) The right
be evidenced
cerright to
to exemption
(g)
exemption under
of subsection
subsection
under paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) of
tificate.
tifcate.
(e)
a certificate
(e) shall
shall be
be evidenced
evidenced by
by a
certificate of
of exemption
exemption issued as herein
herein
provided,
provided, which
which certificate
certificate of
of exemption
exemption shall be conclusive
conclusive proof of
of
the right to such exemption.
Apportionment.
Apportionment.

Quantity
Quantity of ta-ox-e
tax-exeampt cotton based on
empt
ratesofaverageproducrates
of average production.

ion.hannels

APPORTIONMENT
APPORTIONMENT
\ an

u
c. 5.
5. (a)
(a) When
an allotment
unfair
SEC.
When
an
allotment
is made, in order to prevent
unfair
competition
and
unfair
trade practices
in marketing prevent
cotton
the
competition
unfair
trade foreign
practices in marketing
cotton in
in
of and
interstate and
ry the
channels of interstate and foreign coummerce,
channels
commerce, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
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Agriculture
States
Agriculture shall apportion
apportion to the
the several cotton-producing
cotton-producing States
the
number of
of bales
of which
which may
may be
exempt from
be exempt
the marketing
marketing of
the number
bales the
the
herein levied,
determined by the ratio of the
shall be
be determined
levied, which shall
the tax herein
average number
during the
State during
the five
five
average
number of bales
bales produced
produced in each State
crop years
the passage
to the
of this
this Act
Act to
the average
average number
number
crop
years preceding
preceding the
passage of
Pro- Proviso.
Provio.
of bales
in all
all the
the States
period: ProStates during the same period:
produced in
of
bales produced
Minimum allotment.
vided, however,
receive an allotment of less Minimumallotment.
That no State shall receive
however, That
vided,
than two
two hundred
in any
thousand bales
bales of
of cotton
cotton if
if in
any one
one year of
than
hundred thousand
five years
this date
the production
production of
equalled
of the
the State equalled
to this
date the
five
years prior
prior to
two
fifty thousand
is prima facie
presumed
facie presumed
bales. It
It is
thousand bales.
and fifty
two hundred
hundred and
that
all cotton and
move in interstate
interstate or
products will move
and its processed
processed products
that all
foreign commerce.
commerce.
foreign
Apportionment of
(b) The
amount allotted
to each
State (less
the amounts
allotted Apportionment
amounts allotted
(less the
each State
allotted to
(b)
The amount
State allotment among
conties°mentamo. g
under section
section 8)
8) shall be apportioned
apportioned by the Secretary of Agricul- counties.
under
ture to
to the
several counties
counties in
in such
on a
abasis
basis and
and ratio,
ratio, applied
applied
such State
State on
the several
ture
Exception.
(a), except Exception.
to
to that
that set
subsection (a),
forth in subsection
set forth
similar to
counties, similar
to such
such counties,
Tolerance for =usfor unus
ulOenoti
that,
for the
purposes of
there shall be excluded ual
of this subsection, there
the purposes
that, for
conditions.
from the
the calculation
calculation of
cotton in
any
in any
of cotton
production of
average production
of the
the average
from
county
amount of
of cotton
cotton produced
produced in
county during any
in such
such county
county an
an amount
finds
crop
year or
or years
which the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture finds
of Agriculture
during which
years during
crop year
that
production of
such county
so substantially
substantially
was reduced
reduced so
county was
of cotton
cotton in
in such
that production
by
unusual drought,
drought, storm,
storm, flood,
flood, insect
pests, or
uncontrollable
or other
other uncontrollable
insect pests,
by unusual
natural
cause that
the inclusion
inclusion of
the cotton
cotton produced
produced in
in such crop
crop
of the
that the
natural cause
year or
or years
years would
in an
an apportionment
apportionment to
such county
county based
based
to such
result in
would result
year
upon
abnormally low
of such
such county,
and in
such
in such
county, and
production of
low production
an abnormally
upon an
cases
shall be
be calculated
basis of
of the
the
on the
the basis
calculated on
production shall
average production
cases the
the average
crop
years and
and production
remaining of the period set
years remaining
of the
the years
production of
crop years
forth in
subsection (a).
(a).
in subsection
forth
APPLICATIONS
(..r.ActuriCATES
APPLIOATIONS FOR CERTIFIOATES

Sr.c.
6. A
producer of
of cotton
cotton desiring
desiring to
to secure
tax-exemption
a tax-exemption
secure a
SEC. 6.
A producer
designated
certificate may
application therefor
therefor with the agent designated
an application
may file
file an
certificate
by the
Agriculture, accompanied
accompanied by
by a
a statement
statement under
under
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
by
the Secretary
oath showing
showing the
quantity of cotton
produced on the
cotton produced
approximate quantity
the approximate
oath
lands presently
presently owned,
owned, rented,
rented,. share-cropped,
controlled by
the
by the
or controlled
share-cropped, or
lands
of
applicant
during a
representative period
period fixed
Secretary of
the Secretary
fixed by
by the
a representative
applicant during
Agriculture, and
also the
number of
acres of
of land
in said lands
lands in
in
land in
of acres
the number
and also
Agriculture,
actual cultivation
the three
three preceding
years, and the
the quantity of
preceding years,
for the
cultivation for
actual
cotton, in
in the
the applicant,
applicant, said
said lands
have
would have
lands would
of the
judgment of
the best
best judgment
cotton,
produced if
if all
the cultivated
cultivated land
land had
had been
been planted
planted to
cotton. Said
Said
to cotton.
all the
produced
application shall
which may
be required
required by
by
may be
facts which
other facts
any other
state any
shall state
application
the Secretary
Agriculture. No
certificate of exemption shall be
No certificate
of Agriculture.
Secretary of
the
issued and
and no
no allotment
shall be
made to
to any
producer unless he
any producer
be made
allotment shall
issued
agrees
to comply
conditions and
limitations on
the producproducon the
and limitations
such conditions
with such
comply with
agrees to
tion of
of agricultural
commodities by
by him
Secretary of
Agriculof Agriculas the
the Secretary
him as
agricultural commodities
tion
ture may,
from time
time to
time, prescribe
assure the
of
cooperation of
the cooperation
to assure
prescribe to
to time,
may, from
ture
such producer
producer in
programs of
Agricultural
the Agricultural
of the
the reduction
reduction programs
in the
such
Adjustment Administration
and to
to prevent
prevent expansion
on lands
lands leased
leased
expansion on
Administration and
Adjustment
by the
the Government
of competitive
producer
such producer
by such
production by
competitive production
Government of
by
of agricultural
agricultural commodities
other than
than cotton
cotton and
the allotment
of
allotment of
and the
commodities other
of
and certificates
to any
any producer
producer shall
subject
be subject
shall be
issued to
exemption issued
of exemption
certificates of
and
to
revocation on
him of
of such
such conditions
limitations,
and limitations,
conditions and
by him
on violation
violation by
to revocation
and no
penalties shall
apply to
to the
the violation
this
of this
violation of
shall apply
criminal penalties
no criminal
and
provision.
provision.
S
EC. 7.
7. (a)
amount of
of cotton
cotton allotted
allotted to
to any
any county
county pursuant
pursuant
The amount
(a) The
SEC.
to
section 55 (b)
(b) shall
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
apportioned by
be apportioned
shall be
to section
to
farms on
on which
has been
county. Such
Such
such county.
within such
grown within
been grown
cotton has
which cotton
to farms

Applications for earcerApplications
tificates.
tificates.
Procedure.
Procedure.
Post, p.. 911.
911.
Post,

Agreement to comAgreement
terms and
ply with terms
conditions required.

Cooperate, in reducCooperate,
tion programs.
Ante, p. 33.

Counties to allot to
farms within.
within.
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be made on appli- allotments
To bemadeonapplimade upon
upon application
application therefor
allotments to any farm shall be made
therefor
and
may be
by the
and may
be made
made by
the Secretary
Secretary based uponupon—
Basis, percentage
percentage of
Bas,
(1) A percentage
the
percentage of the average annual cotton
cotton production of the
average production.
farm for
for a
period; or
or
a fair representative
representative period;
Percentage
which
(2) By
By ascertaining
the amount
amount of
of cotton
Percentage which
ascertaining the
(2)
cotton the
the farm
farm would
would have
have
farm's full crop would
bear to whole county.
produced during
fair representative
representative period
period if
the cultivated
cultivated
beartowholecounty.
produced
during a
a fair
if all
all the
land had been
planted to
to cotton,
cotton, and
then reducing
reducing such
amount
been planted
and then
such amount
(which shall
shall be
applied uniformly
uniformly within
within the
the
by such
such percentage
percentage (which
be applied
county to all farms to
to which
which the
allotment is
is made
made under
under this
this parathe allotment
paragraph) as
be sufficient
sufficient to
the total
farm allotments
as will be
to bring
bring the
total of
of the
the farm
allotments
within
within the county's allotment;
allotment; or
or
Uniform applicabilUniform
applicabil(3)
the Secretary
Secretary of
(3) Upon such basis as
as the
of Agriculture
Agriculture deems
deems fair
fair
ity of
allotments.
ity
of allotments.
and just,
just, and
and will apply to all farms to
to which
the allotment
which the
allotment is
is made
made
under this paragraph
paragraph uniformly, within
within the
county, on
on the
the basis
the county,
basis
or classification
classification adopted. The
deterThe Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, in
in deterVoluntary acreage re- mining the manner of allotment to
Voluntaryacreagereshall proto individual
individual farmers,
farmers, shall
production;
penduction; notnto be penaliued.
vide that
that the
have voluntarily
voluntarily reduced
reduced their
their cotton
cotton
vide
the farmers
farmers who
alized.
who have
acreage
acreage shall not be penalized
penalized in
those farmers
farmers who
who have
in favor of
of those
have
not done
done so.
so.
not
No
percentage appo
imerentage
ap(b)
After the
(b) After
the crop
crop year
year 1934-1935
not
1934-1935 the
the apportionment
apportionment shall
shall not
portionment after Period.
riod.
be on the basis set out in paragraph (1)
(1) of subsection
this
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
section.
section.
Maximum limitalimitaMaximum
(C)
(c) The total allotment
allotment to farms in each county under this section
section
tion.
tion
shall
not exceed
shall not
exceed the
the approximate
approximate number of bales allotted to that
county under
section 5
(b).
under section
5 (b).
Allotment
lotment provisions
SEC. 8.
Whenever
an
allotment is
is made pursuant to section 3, not
not
SEc.
8.
Whenever
an
allotment
in specified
in
specified cases
modcases modified.
,
to exceed 10 per centum
centum of the number of
bales allotted
allotted to
to each
each State
State
of bales
shall be deducted
deducted from the number of bales allotted
such State.
State,
allotted to
to such
and allotted in such
State—
such StateWhere
less than / of
wcheruelsthans
(a)
producers of
(a) To
To producers
of cotton on farms where
where for the preceding
preceding
cultivation has been in
in
cotton.
cotton.
three years less than
than one
the cultivated
cultivated land
such farms
one third of
of the
land on
on such
farms
has
been planted
cotton;
has been
planted to
to cotton;
New fields.
fields.
New
(b) To
of cotton
(b)
To producers
producers of
cotton on farms not previously used in cotton
cotton
production;
production;
Production
reduced
bProdutet"in redc
(c)
TO producers of cotton on farms where, for the
(c) To
the preceding
preceding
by drought, etc.
five years, normal cotton production has been reduced
reduced by
reason of
by reason
of
drought, storm, flood, insect pests, or other uncontrollable
uncontrollable natural
natural
cause; and
cause;
and
Producers voluntarily
reducing acreage
acreage
iy reducing
(d) To
(d)
To producers
producers of cotton on
on farms
farms where,
where, for
the preceding
preceding
for the
below requirements.
beowrequement.
three
years, acreage
three years,
acreage theretofore planted to cotton has
has been
been volunvoluntarily
tarily reduced
reduced so that the amount of reduction
reduction in cotton production
production
on such farms is greater than the amount
amount which the Secretary
Secretary finds
finds
would have been an equitable reduction
reduction applicable to such
such farms
farms in
in
carrying
carrying out a
areasonable reduction
reduction program.
rogram.
Allotments
considellotmenatst
eidThe
allotments provided
provided for
for in
The allotments
in this section shall be in
in addition
addition
ered as additions, etc.
to the amounts apportioned to the counties
counties under
under section
(b).
section 5
5 (b).
cation therefor
therefor.
caton

2
1

Exemption
Exemption
cates.
cates.

certificertifi-

oppaio
Applications
for.

there
there-

EX

P

CER

CA

EXEMPTION
CER1lb ICATES
EX
OnMO
C1ERIATES

S3. 9.
9 (a)
by the
the Secretary
SEA
(a) Exemption
Exempti on certificates
certifi ca t
es shall
shal
l be
be issued
i
ssued by
Secretary
of
Agriculture
upon
application
therefor,
but
only
upon
proof
satis
of AgTiculture, upon application therefor, but only
satisfactory
the Secretary
Becretary that
that the
the producer
producer is entitled
factory to
to the
entitled thereto pursuant

void if erroneously to this Act
Act and
and the
the regulations
regu l
ati ons th
ereun d
er.
Any
errothereunder.
Any certificate
certiicate erroneously
a demand in writing for
neously issued
issued shall
shall be void upon a
for its
its return
return
made by the Secretary off Agriculture
iculture to the person to
to whom
whom such
such
certificate
certi icate was
was issued.
issued.
Manner Of evidenc(b)
right to
a certificate of
of exemption
Manner of evidenc(b) The
The right
to a
exemption shall
evidenced in
in
shall be
be evidenced
suchmanner
manner as the Secretary
such
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may by
by regulations
of
Agriulture
regulations
prescribe.

Void if erroneously
issued.
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Amount exempted to
(c)
The certificate
shall specify
specify the
of cotton
cotton beeAmountexemptedto
the amount
amount of
of exemption
exemption shall
(c) The
certificate of
stated.
exempt from
the tax
tax under
under section
section 4
4 (e)
(e) (2).stated
(2).
from the
exempt
be transferred
may be
(d)
and all
all certificates
certificates of
of exemption
exemption may
transferred or Transfer, etc., alAny and
(d) Any
lowed.
Secretary of lowed.
assigned in
in whole
whole or
in part in such manner as the Secretary
or in
assigned
cou
detachable
with
Agriculture
may
prescribe
and
shall
issued
detachable
issued
be
Agriculture may prescribe and shall
pons or
prescribed by the Secretary
or forms
forms to be prescribed
form or
other form
such other
or in
in such
pons
Penalty provisions.
provisions.
of
Agriculture as
as will
facilitate such transfer
transfer or assignment. Any Penalty
will facilitate
of Agriculture
person who,
violation of the regulations
regulations made by the Secretary
Secretary of
in violation
who, in
person
Agriculture, (1)
secures certificates
certificates of exemption
exemption or bale tags from
(1) secures
Agriculture,
another by
by sharp
practices, or
or (2)
certificates of exemp
in certificates
speculates in
(2) speculates
sharp practices,
another
tion or
or bale
bale tags,
and any
certificates of exemption
securing certificates
any person securing
tags, and
tion
coercion shall, upon
or bale
person by fraud or coercion
upon
another person
from another
tags from
bale tags
or
conviction thereof,
fined not more
sentenced to not
than $1,000 or sentenced
more than
be fined
thereof, be
conviction
more than one
imprisonment, or both.
one year's imprisonment,
more

EXEMPT COTTON
IDENTIFICATION
COTTON
TAX-PAID OR EXEMPT
IDENTIFICATION OF TAX-PAID

any cotton,
SEC. 10.
Upon the
of the
the tax
on any
cotton, or the
tax on
payment of
the payment
(a) Upon
10. (a)
SEC.
surrender of
of exemption
certificates covering
collector
covering cotton, the collector
exemption certificates
surrender
receiving
certificates shall deliver to the person so
or certificates
payment or
such payment
receiving such
paying
or surrendering
surrendering an
an appropriate
appropriate number
number of bale tags which
paying or
shall be
affixed to such cotton.
be affixed
shall
(b)
All cotton
cotton imported
imported from
from a
foreign country
country (including
(including the
a foreign
(b) All

Identification of tax
Identification
paid, etc.,
etc., cotton.
cotton.
paid,
Bale
tag to be affixed.
Baletagtobeafflxed.

Identifying,
etc., imimIdentifying, etc.,
ported cotton.

Canal portedcotton.
Samoa, the
Philippine Islands,
the Virgin
American Samoa,
the Canal
Islands, American
Virgin Islands,
Islands, the
Philippine
Zone, and
be packed
packed and
stamped, tagged,
and stamped,
shall be
of Guam)
Guam) shall
island of
the island
and the
Zone,
or otherwise
addition to
to any
any import
indicating
stamp indicating
import stamp
in addition
identified, in
otherwise identified,
or
inspection at
at the
the customhouse,
before such
cotton is withdrawn
withdrawn
such cotton
customhouse, before
inspection
therefrom.
therefrom.
Holders of lint cotton
cotton
(c) Every
person who,
who, at
at the
the time
time the
tax becomes
becomes effective
Holdersoflint
in previously
effective in
the tax
(c)
Every person
harvested.
ly rvted.
or produc-re
manufacture or
any crop
for sale
use in
the manufacture
producin the
(or use
sale (or
holds for
year, holds
crop year,
any
tion of
of an
an article
article intended
sale) any
any lint
lint cotton
cotton in
in bales
bales harvested
harvested
for sale)
intended for
tion
owned, etc.
etc.
Publicly owned,
may, Publicly
during aa year
year with
respect to
to which
which the
the tax
tax was
was not
effect may,
in effect
not in
with respect
during
upon
application
within
fifteen
days
after
the
tax
becomes
effective,
effective,
becomes
tax
the
after
days
fifteen
within
upon application
and any
publicly owned
owned experimental
experimental station or agricultural
agricultural laboraany publicly
and
harvested
tory
upon application
time of
of ginning
ginning cotton harvested
the time
at the
application at
may, upon
tory may,
by
it, receive
receive an
number of bale tags. Such bale tags
appropriate number
an appropriate
by it,
shall
promptly affixed
affixed to
to the
the bales
bales of
of lint
lint cotton so held.
be promptly
shall be
Cotton held by
(d)
In the
any cotton
in existence
the beginning
any United
heltd
CottoStates,
of any
beginning of
at the
existence at
cotton in
case of
of any
the case
(d) In
etc. by
, etc.
d
crop
year
with
respect
to
which
the
tax
becomes
effective
and
owned,
owned,
and
effective
becomes
tax
the
which
crop year with respect to
agency
held,
or controlled
the United
United States,
or any
any department
department or agency
States, or
by the
controlled by
held, or
thereof,
shall supply
supply bale tags therefor free of
Commissioner shall
the Commissioner
thereof, the
charge, upon
upon application
agency.
department or agency.
the department
of the
head of
the head
by the
application by
charge,
Held in 1933 Cotton
Upon application
application of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
bale tags
be Producers'
Cotton
pHlduc tin Pool.
tags shall
shall be
Agriculture, bale
Upon
issued free
charge for
for cotton
cotton held
in the
the 1933
Producers'
Cotton Producers'
1933 Cotton
held in
of charge
free of
issued
Pool.
issued under
this section
affixed
be securely affixed
shall be
section shall
under this
tags issued
Bale tags
Pool. Bale
to such
cotton.
such cotton.
to

DESTRUCTION
MEANS OF
OF IDENTIFCATION
IDENTIFICATION
OF MEANS
DESTRUCTION OF

Destruction of means
Dstudetionofmeans
of identification.
ofidentiffcation.
Requirement
on
Requirement on

breaking any
or breaking
SEC. 11.
11. Every
Every person
person emptying
emptying or
any bale stamped,
stamped, breaking, etc., bale.
SEC.
Act shall, breanget.bale.
tagged,
identified under
this Act
of this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
or otherwise
otherwise identified
tagged, or
at
the time
of emptying
or breaking
breaking such
bale, destroy the bale tag.
such bale,
emptying or
time of
at the

REGULATIONS BY
COMMISSIONER
THE COMMIS8IONEB
BY THE
REGULATIONS
S
EC. 12.
The Commissioner,
Commissioner , with
with the approval of the Secretary
12. The
SEC.
regulations with respect to the
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
(a) regulations
prescribe (a)
shall prescribe
of
destroying
time and
of applying
applying for, issuing, affixing, and destroying
manner of
and manner
time
bale tags,
tags, and
receipts from the sale of
for receipts
accounting for
of accounting
method of
the method
and the
bale
and
use of
of such
bale tags,
(b) such other
regulations as
other regulations
and (b)
tags, and
such bale
the use
for the
and for

Regulations to be
Regulations
prescribed.

to be
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he
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
he shall deem
deem necessary
necessary for
the taxing
taxing provisions
provisions
of
Act.
of this
this Act.
INFORMATION RETURNS
INFORMATION
RETURNS

SEO.
S
EC. 13. (a)
(a) All persons, in
whatever capacity
acting, including
including
in whatever
capacity acting,
producers, ginners, processors
processors of cotton, and
common carriers,
and common
carriers, havhaving information
information with
cotton produced,
may be
be required
with respect
respect to
to cotton
produced, may
required
to make a
in regard
regard thereto,
thereto, setting
setting forth
forth the
amount
a return
return in
the amount
of
cotton delivered,
the name
address of
the person
person who
of cotton
delivered, the
name and
and address
of the
who
delivered said cotton,
delivered
cotton, the
amount of
lint cotton
cotton produced
the amount
of lint
produced theretherefrom, and any other and
and further
further information
information which
the Commiswhich the
Commissioner,
sioner' with the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury and
of the
and the
the
Secretary
Secretary of
shall by
by regulations
regulations prescribe
prescribe as
as necessary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, shall
necessary
for
administration of
the tax.
tax. Any
Any person
to
for the
the proper
proper administration
of the
person required
required to
Accuracy, etc., required.
make such return shall render aa true
quired.
true and
accurate return
return to
to the
and accurate
the
Commissioner.
Commissioner.
Penalty
for failing to
(b)
Any person
person willfully failing or refusing to file such a
Penalty for failing to
(b) Any
a return,
~rreturn.
make
return,
or filing aawillfully
shall
willfully false return, t
s'hall be guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor,
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
be punished
punished by
fine of
of not
more
shall be
by a
a fine
not more
than $1,000 or by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding one
one year,
year, or
or both.
both.
FurnishingMinora-

Furnishing informs,
tion upon demand.

tio

General and
proviG
and
provisions.

penal
penal

Offenses under6Revenue Act of 1926.
ol. 44, p. 99.
Vol.

nfUensesfnd erReve-

GENERAL
GENERAL AND
AND PENAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

SEC.
S
EC. 14. (a)
(a) All provisions of law, including
including penalties,
penalties, applicable
applicable
with respect to the taxes imposed by
800 of
the Revenue
Act
by section
section 800
of the
Revenue Act
of 1926, shall, insofar as applicable
applicable and
and not
not inconsistent
with the
the
inconsistent with
provisions of this Act, be
to taxes
taxes imposed
be applicable
applicable with
with respect
respect to
imposed
by
this Act.
Act.
Lint
by this
Lint cotton.
cotton.
Transporting,
be
(b) Except
as may be permitted by regulations prescribed
Transporting,
beprescribed by
(b)
Except
by the
the
yond county without
without Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
with the
baledounty
tag.
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
with due regard
regard for the protection
protection of
of the
the revenue,
revenue, no
no person
person shall:
shall:
(1)
(1) Transport,
Transport, except
except for
or warehousing,
warehousing, under
profor storing
storing or
under the
the provisions of section 4
(f) beyond the boundaries
4 (f)
boundaries of
of the
county where
the
county
where
Trading,
etc., in,
in,
Trading, etc.,
to which
produced any lint cotton to
bale tag
tag issued
Act is
is
which a
a bale
issued under
under this
this Act
without tag.
not
not attached;
attached; or
or (2)
(2) sell, purchase, or open any bale of lint cotton
cotton to
to
which aabale tag issued under this
not attached.
this Act
Act is
is not
attached.
Exporting
seed cot
cotExporting seed
(C NO
cotton harvested
harvested during aacrop year with respect to
(c)
No seed
seed cotton
United
ton to any United
States possession or to
States
to which
which the tax is in effect shall be
exported from
from the
the United
United States
States
be exported
a
foreign country.
aforeign
ountry.
or
possession thereof
to which
which this Act applies to any possession
or any
any possession
thereof to
of
of the United
United States to which this Act does
not apply
apply or
to any
any
does not
or to
foreign
foreion country.
Penalties.
Penaltiesto pay. tax.
(c1 Any
Any person
person who
who willfully
willfully violates
any provision
provi
si
on ofthi s Act,
(dp
violates any
Failing
of this Act,
or two
w owillfully
willfully fails to pay, when
any tax
tax imposed
under this
when due,
due, any
imposed under
this
Act,
Act, or
or who,
who, with intent to defraud, falsely makes,
or
makes, forges,
forges, alters,
alters, or
counterfeits any bale tag or certificate
certifiate of exemption made or used
counterfeits
under
this Act,
Act, or who uses,
under this
uses, sells, or has in his possession any
any such
such
Counterfeiting,
eta
Counterfeiting, stet
forged, altered,
forged,
altered,or
or counterfeited
counterfeited bale tag or certificate of
exemption,
of exemption,
or any
any plate
plate or die
die used, or which may be used in the manufacture
or
manufacture
thereof,
or has
thereof, or
has in his possession any bale tag which should
should have
have been
Undestroyedtags.
destroyed as required by this Act, or who makes, uses, sells, orbeen
tindestroyed tags.
destroyed as required by this Act, or who makes, uses, sells, or has
has
naitating paper, etc.
Imitating
etc. in
any paper
imitation of the paper used in the
in his
his possession
possession any
paper in
in imitation
manufacture of
such bale
or certificate
manufacture
of any
any such
bale tag
tag or
certificate of exemption,
exemption, or who
reuses
any bale
tag
required to
to be
or who
reuses any bale
tag required
be destroyed
destroyed by
by this Act, or
places any cotton
cotton in
bale which has been filled and stamped,
places any
in any
any bale
tagged, or otherwise
tagged, or
otherwise identifid
identified under
under this Act
Act, without
without detroyin
destroying
the bale tag previously affixed to such bale, or who affxes
the
bale
tag
previously
affixed
to
such
bale,
or
who
any bale
bale
tag issued under this Act to any bale of lint cotton onaffixes
bich
any
tag
issued
under
this
Act
to
any
bale
of
lint
cotton
on
which
any taxle
tax
False statataanta
asestaeents
due
unpaid, or
or who
false statement
statement in any aapplication
due is
is unpaid,
who,. makes
makes any
any false
ppli cati on
for balefor
tags
o
this Act,
Act, or
or who
who has
bale
orrcertificates
ertficates of
of exemption
xemption under
under this
has
44, p. 99.
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certificates of exemption
in
possession any
exemption
any such
such bale tags or certificates
in his
his possession
obtained
obtained by him otherwise
otherwise than as provided
provided in this Act, shall on
by aafine not exceeding $1,000,
conviction be punished
$1,000, or by imprisonpunished by
conviction
ment
for not
months, or both.
not exceeding
exceeding 66months,
ment for
regalations,
Violatingregulations,
(e) Any
Any person
who willfully
regulation issued etc.Violating
violates any regulation
willfully violates
person who
(e)
by the
the Secretary
AgriculSecretary of Agricul-etc.
or the Secretary
Agriculture or
of Agriculture
Secretary of
by
ture
Treasury under this Act, for the
Secretary of the Treasury
and the
the Secretary
ture and
provided shall, on conviolation
penalty is not provided,
a special penalty
of which a
violation of
exceeding $200.
viction thereof,
be punished
fine not
not exceeding
punished by aafine
thereof, be
viction
OF AGRICULTURE
REGULATIONS BY
BY THE
SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE
THE SECRETARY
REGULATIONS
Regulations
to be
be
to
Raegatieons
authorized to make made
is authorized
of Agriculture
Secretary of
The Secretary
S
EC. 15.
15. (a)
(a) The
Agriculture is
SEC.
made by Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture.
vested Agriculture.
out the
to carry
such regulations
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
carry out
the powers
powers vested
regulations as
such
in
him by the
provisions of this Act.
the provisions
in him
Protecting
shareProtecting shareregulations protect(b)
of Agriculture
may make
make regulations
protect- croppers
Agriculture may
Secretary of
The Secretary
(b) The
and tenants.
ing
the interests
of share-croppers
and tenants
the making
making of croppersandtenan
in the
tenants in
share-croppers and
interests of
ing the
certificates under this
allotments
and the
issuance of
tax-exemption certificates
of tax-exemption
the issuance
allotments and
Act.

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED
AUTHORIZED
APPROPRIATIONS

Appropriations
auau
appropriated such thorpations?
S
EC. 16.
16. (a)
(a) There
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
is hereby
There is
SEC.
thorized.
Post, p
p. 805.
805.
Post,
Act.
of
this
the
provisions
sums
as
may
be
necessary
to
carry
out
out
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
to
carry
necessary
be
may
as
sums
Available sums unAgriculture dervgrcublturam
Secretary of
(b) Out
the sums
sums available
to the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
available to
of the
Out of
(b)
der Agricultural AnAdAct.
justment Act.
under
Adjustment Act, such sums as may be neces- justment
Agricultural Adjustment
the Agricultural
under the
Ante, p. 38.
sary
out the
the provisions
authorized to
to be
be made
made Ante, p. 38.
are authorized
this Act
Act are
of this
provisions of
to carry
carry out
sary to
available.
available.
Proceeds from
from tax.
tax.
are hereby
(c) The
The proceeds
proceeds derived
derived from
from the
the tax
tax are
hereby authorized
authorized to be Proceeds
(c)
Agriculture
of
appropriated
to
be
made
available
to
Secretary
Secretary
the
to
appropriated to be made available
Agriculfor
the purposes
carrying out the cotton program of the .Agriculof carrying
purposes of
for the
tural Adjustment
Adjustment Administration,
Administration, and
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses
and for
tural
and
refunds of
of taxes
under this Act.
taxes under
and refunds

OFFICERS
AND EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
OFFICERS AND

Officers
and employOfficers and

Oe

OBS.

and eploy

SEC. 17.
17. The
The Secretary
is authorized,
order to
„„gZert
to out'nterdtocwithrv
in order
authorized, in
Agriculture is
of Agriculture
Secretary of
SEC.
carry
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
to appoint,
without regard
o
r
rcl
ar
asslfication acts.
classfication
to ice or
regard to
appoint, without
Act to
of this
out the
carry out
the
provisions of
of the
civil service
laws, such officers, agents, and
service laws,
the civil
the provisions
employees,
and to
to utilize
utilize such
and
employees, and
and employees,
officers and
Federal officers
such Federal
employees, and
with
the consent
consent of
such State
State and local officers and
State, such
the State,
of the
with the
employees, as
may find
necessary, to
authorities,
their authorities,
prescribe their
to prescribe
find necessary,
he may
as he
employees,
duties, responsibilities,
responsibilities, and
without regard
regard to
to the Classiand, without
tenure and,
and tenure
duties,
fication
Act of
to fix the compensation
compensation of any
as amended,
amended, to
1923, as
of 1923,
fication Act
officers
and employees
employees so
except that
rates so
fixed shall
shall
so fixed
that rates
appointed, except
so appointed,
officers and
not
the rates
rates of
of compensation
prescribed for comparable
comparable duties
compensation prescribed
not exceed
exceed the
by such
as amended.
amended.
Act, as
such Act,
by
PURCHASES AND
SERVICES
AND SERVICES
PURCHASES
iPrchses
SEC. 18.
18. The
The administrative
expenses provided
provided for
for under
under this Act i
administrative expenses
SEC.
shall
include, among
among others,
others, expenditures
for personal
services and
and
personal services
expenditures for
shall include,
rent
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
law books,
books, periodperiodfor law
elsewhere for
and elsewhere
District of
in the
rent in
icals,
newspapers, and
and books
books of
contract stenographic
stenographic
for contract
reference, for
of reference,
icals, newspapers,
reporting services,
for printing
printing and
and paper
addition to
to
in addition
paper in
and for
services, and
reporting
allotments
under the
the existing
law.
existing law.
allotments under
COLLECTION OF
TAXES
OF TAXES
COLLECTION

Purchases

SEG. 19.
The taxes
taxes provided
for by
by this
this Act
Act shall
be collected
collected
shall be
provided for
19. The
SEC.
by the
Revenue under
direction of
of
the direction
under the
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
by
the Secretary
the Treasury.
be paid
into
paid into
shall be
collected shall
Taxes collected
Treasury. Taxes
of the
Secretary of
the
the Treasury
Treasury of
United States.
States.
the United
of the
the

and

and

Collecting tam.
Post, p. g
SW.

Co. p..S

813117rv

se e
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REFUNDS
REFUNDS

Refunds.

SEC. 20.
20. (a)
tax, penalty,
money paid
SEC.
(a) No
No refund
refund of
of any
any tax,
penalty, or
or sum
sum of
of money
paid
shall
this Act
therefor is
is presented
presented
shall be
be allowed
allowed under
under this
Act unless
unless claim
claim therefor
within
six months
months after
payment of
of such
such tax,
within six
after the
the date
date of
of payment
tax, penalty,
penalty,
or
or sum.
Procedure,
limitamaintained in any court for
Procedure,
limita(b) No suit or proceeding
proceeding shall be maintained
for
tions, etc.
ton et.
the recovery
of any
tax under this Act alleged to have been erronethe
recovery of
any tax
ously
collected, or
or of
of any
penalty claimed
claimed to
ously or
or illegally
illegally assessed
assessed or
or collected,
any penalty
to
have been
been collected
collected without
authority, or
or of
of any
sum alleged
alleged to
to
have
without authority,
any sum
have been
been excessive
or in
manner wrongfully
wrongfully collected
have
excessive or
in any
any manner
collected until
until a
a
claim
for refund
refund or
or credit
has been
been duly
claim for
credit has
duly filed
filed with
with the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
of
Internal Revenue
the provisions
of law
law in
of Internal
Revenue, according
according to
to the
provisions of
in that
that
regard, and
the regulations
regulations of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, estabestabregard,
and the
Secretary of
lished in
in pursuance
pursuance thereof;
thereof; but
proceeding may
be
lished
but such
such suit
suit or
or proceeding
may be
maintained, whether
whether or
such tax,
tax, penalty,
penalty, or
been paid
paid
maintained,
or not
not such
or sum
sum has
has been
under protest
protest or
or duress.
duress. No
suit or
or proceeding
shall be
be begun
begun
under
No suit
proceeding shall
before
expiration of
six months
the date
filing such
such
before the expiration
of six
months from
from the
date of
of filing
claim unless
Commissioner renders
renders aa decision
decision therein
within
claim,
unless the
the Commissioner
therein within
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of two
two years
the date
of the
that time,
time, nor
nor after
years from
from the
date of
the
payment of
sum, unless
proceeding
payment
of such
such tax,
tax, penalty,
penalty, or
or sum,
unless such
such suit
suit or
or proceeding
is begun
after the
the disallowance
disallowance of
of the
the part
such
begun within
within two
two years
years after
part of
of such
Noticetobesent.
claim to which such suit or proceeding
relates. The
Notice to be sent
proceeding relates.
The Commissioner
Commissioner
shall,
shall, within ninety
after any
any such
such disallowance,
ninety days
days after
disallowance, notify
notify the
the
taxpayer thereof
by registered
taxpayer
thereof by
registered mail.
mail.

None allowed unless
unless
Bled within
within six
six
claim filed
months.
months.

SEPARABILITY OF
SEPARABILITY
OF PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
Separability off
ViSeparabilitY
visions.

proro-

SEC. 21.
provision of
this Act,
thereof
SIEC
21. IfIf any
any provision
of this
Act, or
or the
the applicability
applicability thereof
to any person or circumstance,
circumstance, is held invalid,
remainder of
this
invalid, the
the remainder
of this
Act and the applicability
applicability of such provision to other
other persons
persons or
or
circumstances
circumstances shall not
not be
be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
GEOGRAPHICAL
GEOGRAPHICAL APPLICATION
APPLICATION OF
OFr ACT
ACT

eographical
GeograPhlea
cation.

appi-

aPP 11-

cation,.

Definitions.
Defintions.

D-i[NITIONS
DEFINITIONS

"Paean."
"Person."
"
Commissioner."
"commssioner."
"Collector."

"Ceollector."
oinig.

"Ginning."
"T

"Tax."

"Lint cotton."

"Lintootton."

"Seed seeotton'
cotton."
"Bale
tag."
"Baletag."
"Crop year."

Crcopr

SEC.
SEQ. 22. The provisions of this Act shall be applicable to the
United States and its possessions,
possessions, except the Philippine Islands, the
the
Virgin Islands, American
American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and
the island
island of
of
and the
Guam.
Guam.

ns.

S
EO. 23.
23. As
As used
used in
this ActAct—
SEo.
in this
(a)
term "
" person
person "
" means an individual, a
a partnership,
partnership, joint(a) The
The term
stock company, aacorporation,
corporation, or
or aafirm.
firm.
(b)
The term ""Commissioner"
omnissioner " means the
(b) The
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
(c)
" means the collector of internal revenue.
(c) The term "collector
"collector "
(d) The
The term "ginning"
from
(d)
"ginning "means the separation of lint cotton from
seed cotton.
(e) The
(e)
The term
term "tax
"tax "" means the tax upon the ginning of cotton
by this
this Act.
Act.
imposed by
(f)
(f) The term "lint
"lint cotton"
cotton" means the fiber taken from seed
seed

cotton by
by ginning.
ginning.
cotton
(g)
term "
"seed
cotton" means
(g) The
The term
seed cotton"
means the harvested fruit of the
cotton plant.
plant.
cotton
(h)
" means
(h) The
The term
term "bale
"bale tag
tag"
means nondetachable
nondetachable bale tag, stamp,
or other means of identifying
identifying tax-paid or exempt cotton.
(i) The
term "
" crop
crop year
the period from June
(i)
The term
year " means
means the
June 11 of one
one
year
year to
to May
May 81
31 of the succeeding year, both dates inclusive.
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"Bale."
The term
term ""bale ",
", when used
to describe
describe "Bale"
used in sections
sections 3, 5, 7, and
and 8
8 to
a
five hundred
pounds of
of lint
cotton.
a quantity
quantity of
of cotton,
cotton, means
means five
hundred pounds
lint cotton.
SEC.
24. The Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized
SEC. 24.
Secretary of
develop Studies in developing
authorized to develop
etc., uses for cotnew
new and extended
extended uses
uses for cotton,
cotton, and
and for such purpose there
there is
isw'new,
ton. etc. uses for cotSum
authorized to
to be
be made
available to
the Secretary
authorized
made available
to the
Secretary not
not to
exceed Ante,
available for.
for.
to exceed
Sum available
p. 38.
$500,000 out
of the
$500,000
out of
the funds
funds available
to him
him under
12 of
of the
the A,
available to
under section
section 12
.
Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
Act.
Approved, April 21, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 158.]
[CHAPTER

ANT ACT
ACT
AN

To revive and reenact
reenact the Act entitled "An
"An Act granting
granting the consent of Congress
to Meridian
Meridian and Bigbee River Railway Company to construct, maintain, and
operate aa railroad
railroad bridge
bridge across the Tombigbee
Tombigbee River at or near Naheola,
Alabama", approved
approved January 15, 1927.
Alabama",

April 23, 1934.

[S. 32e.]
32951
[I.
[Public, No.
170.]
[Public,
No. 170.]

Be it
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Tombigbee River.
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Act
Act Act
TombgbeeRver.nt
Act granting
ting consent
consent
bridge, at Naheola,
approved
January 15,
15, 1927,
1927, granting
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
approved January
granting the
the consent
to the
the to brge,
Naheola,
Ala., revived.
Meridian
Meridian and
River Railway
Company to
construct, maintain,
and Bigbee
Bigbee River
Railway Company
to construct,
maintain, voI4
p. 975,
975
Vol.
44,
p.
amended.
at or
or near
near amended.
and operate a
arailroad bridge
bridge across the Tombigbee
Tombigbee River at
be, and
and the
the same is hereby,
Naheola, Alabama, be,
hereby, revived
revived and
and reenacted:
reenacted:
Provided, That
shall be
be null
null and
and void
void unless
unless the
the actual
Provided,
That this
this Act
Act shall
actual concon- proo.
Proviso.
limitation.
struction of
the bridge
bridge herein
herein referred
referred to
to be
within two
two Time
Time limitation.
struction
of the
be commenced
commenced within
completed within
years and completed
approval
within four years from
from the date
date of
of approval
hereof.
hereof.
SEC. 2.
2. The
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
SEC.
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Amendment.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, April
1934.
Approved,
April 23,
23, 1934.
[CHAPTER 1591
[CHAPTER
159.]

AN ACT
ACT
authorize payment
payment for the purchase
purchase of, or to reimburse
To authorize
reimburse States or
or local
local levee
rights-of-way for flood-control
flood-control work in the
districts for the cost of, levee rights-of-way
Mississippi Valley, and for other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
United
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of War
War is
is authorized,
authorized, out
money available
out
of
out of
of any
any money
available for
for carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act for
for the
control of
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
the control
of floods
floods
on
the Mississippi
River and
other purposes
on the
Mississippi River
and its
its tributaries,
tributaries, and
and for
for other
purposes ",
",
approved May
from, or
or to
States or
approved
May 15,
15, 1928,
1928, to
to purchase
purchase from,
to reimburse
reimburse States
or
local levee
levee districts
for the
the cost
cost of,
any levee
levee rights-of-way
or easelocal
districts for
of, any
rights-of-way or
easements
building of
of levees
in the
the Mississippi
for which
which
ments for
for the
the building
levees in
Mississippi Valley
Valley for
the United States was or
or is
is under obligation
obligation to pay
pay under the
the
provisions of the Act of May 15,
15, 1928, regardless
regardless of whether
whether said
States or
or local
levee districts
districts have
in
States
local levee
have furnished
furnished such
such rights-of-way
rights-of-way in
the past
past and
and regardless
of the
the conditions
levee
the
regardless of
conditions under
under which
which such
such levee
rights-of-way
rights-of-way were
were furnished,
future:
furnished, or may be
be furnished in
in the
the future:
Provided,That after
Provided,
after careful
investigation the
the prices
prices are
are found
found to
to be
careful investigation
be
reasonable:
And provided
That payments
payments or
or reimbursereimbursereasonable: And
provided further,
further, That
ments
levee rights-of-way
privilege
ments for
for levee
rights-of-way or
or easements
easements conveying
conveying the
the privilege
of
as soon
as they
been acquired
acquired in
of building
building levees
levees may
may be
be made
made as
soon as
they have
have been
in
conformity
with local
local custom
custom or
or leffal
in such
matters and
and
conformity with
legal procedure
procedure in
such matters
to the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engmeers.
Engineers.
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
to
Approved, April 23, 1934.
Approved,

April 23.
2. 1934.
[H.R.
80181
[H.R. 8018.]
[Public, No. 171.]
171.]

Mississippi
Valley
Mississippi
Valley
flood control.
flood
Payment authorized
purchase of, or to
for purchase
reimburse States, etc.,
for cost of levee rightsof-way.
of-way.
45, p.
537.
Vol. 45,
p. 537.

future cases.
Past and future
cases

Provisos.
PrEoiso.
Prices
Prices to be reasonable.
Payments, etc.,
etc., as
soon as privilege
privilege Sc.
cgated.
quired.
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[Public,
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District of
of
bDistrict

Columcolumbia.
Boxing
Boxing commission
created.
Membership,
Membership, terms
of office, etc.
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1934.
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AN
AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize boxing
boxing in
District of
of Columbia,
To
in the
the District
Columbia, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That (a) there is
United States of America in
hereby created
commission,
created for the District of Columbia aa boxing commission,

to be
composed of
members appointed
by the
terms to
be composed
of three
three members
appointed by
the Commissioners
Commissioners
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
of whom
whom shall
shall be
be a
the
of
Columbia, one
one of
a member
member of
of the
police
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
No person
person shall
shall be
police department
department of
Columbia. No
be
Vol.
Vol. 35,
35, pp. 110;
1150; eligible for appointment to membership on the commission unless
p. 503,
amend- eligible for appointment to membership
U.S.C., p.
503,
amended.
such person at the time of appointment
appointment is and for at least three
three
years prior thereto has been a
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
a resident of
Columbia.
The terms of office
office of the
of the
the commission
taking
the members of
commission first
first taking
office after the approval of
of this
this Act shall
at the
the end
end of
two
shall expire at
of two
Filling
vacancies.
iing vacanies.
years from the date of the approval of this Act.
Act. A successor
to aa
successor to
member of the commission
commission shall be appointed in the same
same manner
manner as
as
the original
original members
and shall
expiring two
two
members and
shall have
have aa term
term of
of office
office expiring
years from the date of the expiration
expiration of
of the
which his
his
the term
term for
for which
predecessor
predecessor was appointed,
appointed, except that any person appointed to fill
fill
aa vacancy
vacancy occurring
occurring prior to the
term for
for which
which
the expiration of
of the
the term
predecessor was
was appointed
appointed shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed for
remainder
his predecessor
for the
the remainder
To receive no comno
receive no
the commission
The members
term. The
members of
of the
commission shall
shall receive
of such term.
rei
no com of
pTo
pensation.
Facilities, clerical
Facilities,
lerical as- compensation for their services. The Commissioners of the District
District
sistance, etc., to be provided.
" t' r~ of Columbia shall furnish to the boxing commission
commission such office
vided.
office space
and clerical and other assistance
assistance as may be necessary.
Powers and
duties.
Powers
and duties.
(b)
Subject to the approval of the Commissioners
(b) Subject
Commissioners of the District
District
of Columbia, the commission shall have
power (1)
to cooperate
have power
(1) to
cooperate
with organizations engaged in the promotion and
control of
of amateur
amateur
and control
boxing; (2) to supervise
supervise and
boxing within
within the
the District
District
and regulate
regulate boxing
of Columbia; and (3)
(3) to make such
rules, and
and regulations,
regulations,
such orders,
orders, rules,
as the commission deems necessary for carrying
carrying out the powers
herein conferred
conferred upon
herein
upon it.
it.
Holding boxing exhibitio
withotup:rhibition without
per(c) No person shall hold aa boxing exhibition in the District
District of
of
(c)
mit unlawful.
Each such
such permit
permit
commission. Each
a permit from
Columbia without a
oni. Columbia
mit
unawfand condifrom the
the commission.
Terms
tions for
for granting.
granting.
shall be limited to a
a period of one day, except that in case of any
interscholastic
interscholastic boxing meet or similar contest aapermit may be issued
issued
for the duration
duration of such meet or contest. No such permit shall be
Right
to
igh
to tetamin
eamine issued
ued to any person unless such person agrees to accord to the comcornrecords, etc.
records, etc,
mission
the right
examine the
the books
books of
accounts and
records
'on the
right to
to examine
of accounts
and other
other records
of such person relating to the boxing exhibition
exhibition for which such perperRevocation of permit mit is issued, and such permit shall so state on its face.
Revocationofperit
A permit
mit is issued, and such permit shall so state on its face. A
permit
reserved.
reserved,
discretion of the commission.
an be
i in
i exhibi. may
revoked at any time in the discretion
be revoked
Engaging
license
tion without
Without Home
(d)
N
individual shall engage in
m any boxing exhibition in the
(d)
No
fo
rbidt
Dsrc
O
forbidden.
then
orbidden
istrict of Columbia without aalicense from the commission. inSuch
District
license
shall
entitle
the
licensee
to
engage
in
boxing
exhibitions
license shall entitle the licensee to engage in
exhibitions in
the
of Columbia
Columbia for the period specifi
specified
the District
District of
ed therein,
therein and the
the
Revocation of, for
eaevocation
of, for commission
commission may rev
revoke
time
ok
e any
anysuch license at any ti
me for violation by
cause.
commission, or
the liensee
licensee of any order, rule, or regulation of the commission,
for other cause.
Permit or license inaessunless
or conformnin
valid
(e) Any permit or license issued by the Board shall not be valid
valid
(e)
ing to
specified condicondi- for the purpose of holdin
or engaging
engaging in,
in, resp
respectiely
any boxing
ing
to specified
tions.
for the purpose of holding or
ec ti ve l
y, any b
oxi
ng
exhibition
following
conditions:•(
(1)
exhibitio
n which
whi ch does
does not conform to the follo
• conditions'
1
Such exhibition
exhibition may
consist
more bouts;
ma ycons
i
st of
ofone
one or
or more
w 1n(2)
(
g
2) no round shall
exceed three minutes; (3) there
interval of one
there shall
shall be
be an intrval
one minute
between
round and
succeeding round;
between each
each round
and the
the succeeding
round •and (4) each conc
on testant shall use
gloves
offnot less
less than eight
testant
use gl
oves o
eight ounces each in weight.
weight.
foffice, etc.
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SESS. II.
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SESS.

CHS. 161,
162.
CHS.
161, 162.
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APRIL 24,
25, 1934.
APRIL
24,25,
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such licenses.and
and for
permits and
(f)
The commission
for permits
for licenses such
may charge
charge for
Fees for permits and
commission may
(f) The
thereof andens
fees as
as will,
will, in
and
of issuance
issuance thereof
opinion, defray the cost of
fees
in its opinion,
other
necessary expenses
expenses of the commission.
other necessary
(g) Any
Any person
person who
(1) holds
boxing exhibition
Dis- Penalty
Penalty provisions.
the Disin the
exhibition in
any boxing
holds any
who (1)
(g)
trict
without a
effective at
at the time, or
a permit valid and effective
of Columbia
Columbia without
trict of
(2)
engages in
in any
exhibition in the District
Columbia
District of Columbia
any boxing
boxing exhibition
(2) engages
(3) violates any
without a
a license
the time, or (3)
valid and effective
effective at the
without
license valid
lawful order,
order, rule,
regulation of the commission
commission shall,
shall, upon conrule, or regulation
lawful
viction thereof,
thereof, be
fined not
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more
not more
be fined
viction
than
one year,
or both.
both.
than one
year, or
(h) The
The term
term "
person ",
", as
as used
this Act,
includes individuals,
sTerm
individuals, finTerm
Act, includes
in this
used in
" person
(h)
partnerships,
and associations.
associations.
corporations, and
partnerships, corporations,
Approved, April
1934.
April 24,
24, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
162.1
[CHAPTER 162.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT

undertake certain municiTo
the incorporated
city of
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, to undertake
of Juneau,
incorporated city
To authorize
authorize the
pal
public works,
including regrading
paving of
streets and sidewalks,
of streets
and paving
regrading and
works, including
pal public
installation of
and water
water pipes,
pipes, bridge
bridge construction
and replacement,
replacement,
construction and
of sewer
sewer and
installation
construction of
concrete bulkheads,
bulkheads, and
construction of
of refuse
and
refuse incinerator,
incinerator, and
and construction
of concrete
construction
for such
purposes to
to issue
any sum
not exceeding
$103,000.
exceeding $103,000.
sum not
in any
issue bonds
bonds in
such purposes
for

per

on de-

"person" de-

April 25,1934.
25, 1934.
[S.
2811.]
[s. 2811.]
[Public,
No. 173.]
173.]
[Public, No.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
}!,. vonaes for
the incorpoincorpo- missueAlasnd
That the
assembled, That
of America in
United States
for
rated
of Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska,
empowered to
to certain
works.
certain public works.
and empowered
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
Alaska, is
city of
rated city
undertake the
the municipal
public works
and for
for such
such
herein specified
specified and
works herein
municipal public
undertake
purposes to
to issue
bonds in
in any
any sum
sum not
Said city
city Objects
specified.
Obectsspecfied.
$103,000. Said
not exceeding
exceeding $103,000.
issue bonds
purposes
is
authorized and
and empowered
streets and
and pave
pave streets
to regrade
regrade and
empowered to
hereby authorized
is hereby
sidewalks and
and for
purpose to issue
in any
any sum not exceedissue bonds in
such purpose
for such
sidewalks
and water pipes and for such purpose to
sewer and
ing $51,400;
$51,400; to
to install sewer
exceeding $2,750; to construct and replace
in any
any sum not exceeding
issue bonds in
a
bridge and
such purpose
purpose to issue bonds in any sum not exceedand for such
a bridge
ing
concrete bulkheads
to
such purpose
purpose to
and for
for such
bulkheads and
to construct
construct concrete
ing $5,000;
$5,000; to
issue bonds
bonds in
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $12,850;
$12,850; to
construct a
refuse
a refuse
to construct
not exceeding
issue
incinerator
and for
for such
such purpose
to issue
any sum
sum not
bonds in
in any
issue bonds
purpose to
incinerator and
exceeding $25,000;
to employ
employ such
such engineering
and pay
supervision and
engineering supervision
$25,000; to
exceeding
such overhead
overhead expenses
expenses as
connection with the
in connection
necessary in
may be necessary
as may
such
above-mentioned public
public works
works and
such purpose
purpose to
issue bonds
bonds
to issue
and for
for such
above-mentioned
In char.
char.
in any
exceeding $6,000.
$6,000. All
of said
„„aun
.i
are to be aMucnlcl
public works are
said public
All of
not exceeding
any sum
sum not
in
undertaken in
in the
city of
of Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska,
said refuse
refuse
Alaska, except said
the said
said city
undertaken
incinerator, which
which may
may be
be placed
placed without
without the
of
corporate limits of
the corporate
incinerator,
t
et
said
city.
said city.al
to
le t
Sac.
2. Before
bonds shall
be issued
issued a
a special
election shall
shalltoautorize. election
special election
shall be
said bonds
Before said
SEC. 2.
be ordered
by the
the common
common council
city of
of Juneau,
at
Juneau, at
said city
of the
the said
council of
be
ordered by
which
election the
the question
question of
be issued
issued
bonds shall
shall be
such bonds
whether such
of whether
which election
in
amounts above
for any or
purposes hereinof the purposes
or all of
specified for
above specified
in the
the amounts
before set
set forth
forth shall
submitted to
to the
the qualified
electors of
of said
said
qualified electors
be submitted
shall be
before
city of
of Juneau
whose names
on the
the last
said
assessment roll of said
last assessment
appear on
names appear
Juneau whose
city
city for
for municipal
municipal taxation.
taxation. The
form of
the ballot
be such
suchballot.
Form
For ofofbllot.
shall be
ballot shall
of the
The form
city
that the
electors may
may vote
vote for
for or
or against
against the
for
of bonds
bonds for
the issuance
issuance of
the electors
that
each of
purposes herein
specified in
in the
herein authorized.
authorized.
the amounts
amounts herein
herein specified
each
of the
the purposes
Not less
less than
than twenty
twenty days'
notice of
election shall
be given
given by
gi sufficient notice
to be
be
oticeto
by gS^ient
shall be
of such
such election
days' notice
Not
publication thereof
thereof in
and published
published and of
newspaper printed and
in aa newspaper
publication
for such election.
general circulation
said city
election.
fixed for
the day fixed
city before
before the
in said
circulation in
general
l
The registration
such election,
of conducting
the conduct
elestion.
on
of el
Conduct of
conducting the
manner of
the manner
election, the
for such
registration for
The
same, the
the canvass
canvass of
of the
the returns
of said
said election
election shall
be, as nearly
shall be,
returns of
same,
as practicable,
in accordance
with the
of law
general
law in
in general
requirements of
the requirements
accordance with
as
practicable, in
86637°-34-39
86637°-34--- 39
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or special
elections in
said municipality,
municipality, and
and said
bonds shall
shall be
be
or
special elections
in said
said bonds
issued for
for any
of the
the purposes
purposes herein
issued
any or
or all
all of
herein authorized
authorized only
only upon
upon
than a
majority of
of the
the votes
such eleccondition that not
not less
less than
a majority
votes cast
cast at
at such
election in
in said
said city shall
in favor
of the
bonds for
for
shall be
be in
favor of
the issuance
issuance of
of said
said bonds
such purpose.
purpose.
such

in form,
form, may
date or
or
SEc. 3. Such bonds shall be coupon in
may bear
bear such
such date

dates, may be in such
denomination or demoninations
demoninations 11,,may
such denomination
may mature
mature
such time
time or
or times,
thirty
in such
such amounts and
and at
at such
times, not
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
years from the
years
the date
of paypaydate thereof,
thereof, may
may be
be payable
payable in
in such
such medium
medium of
ment and
or places,
places, may
may be
sold at
at either
public or
or
and at such
such place
place or
be sold
either public
private sale, may be
or without
without premium,
premium, or
nonbe redeemable,
redeemable, with
with or
or nonredeemable, may
registration privileges
privileges as
prinmay carry
carry such
such registration
as to
to either
either principal and interest, principal
only, or both, as
principal only,
as shall
shall be
prescribed by
by
be prescribed
the common council of said city
at the
the time
time such
such bonds
bonds
city of Juneau
Juneau at
are authorized
be issued.
issued. The bonds
authorized to be
bonds shall
bear the
of
shall bear
the signatures
signatures of
the mayor and
the
clerk of
the city
city of
of Juneau,
shall have
have impressed
and clerk
of the
Juneau, and
and shall
impressed
Validity
of
g
thereon
the official
seal of
city. In
In case
case any
any of
of the
the officers
alidity
of signathereon the
official seal
of said
said city.
officers whose
whose
tures,
etc.
signatures or countersignatures
countersignatures appear on the
the bonds shall
shall cease
cease to
to
be such officers before
before delivery of
bonds, such
such signatures
or
of such bonds,
signatures or
countersignatures shall nevertheless be
countersignatures
valid and
and sufficient
for all
all
be valid
sufficient for
purposes the same as if
if they had remained
remained in
in office
until such
delivoffice until
such delivIterest
rate, etc.
ery. Said bonds shall bear interest at a
a rate
Interest
rate,
etc.
fixed by
by the
rate to
to be fixed
the comcommon council
council of
city of
Juneau, not
to exceed
exceed 6
per centum
centum
of the
the said
said city
of Juneau,
not to
6 per
per annum
semiannually, and
and the
the b
on d
s shall
shall be
be sold
so ld at
atno
annum, payable semiannually,
bonds
nott
less than the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest.
Bonds deemed
SEC. 4.
The bonds
herein authorized
issued shall
shall be
be general
general
4. The
bonds herein
authorized to
to be
be issued
Bonds
u- SEC.
dmed municipal
obligations.
si ns-

obligations of
of said
said city
obligations
city of Juneau,
Juneau, payable
payable as to both interest and
taxes which shall
principal from ad valorem taxes
shall be
upon all
the
be levied
levied upon
all the
taxable property within the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
said city
city of
of Juneau
Juneau
of said
in an amount sufficient to pay the interest on and principal of such
such
bonds as and when the same become
become due
due and payable.
payable.
ed.
Use of
of funds
restrictS
ic. 5.
part of
the funds
funds arising from the sale of said b
on d
s
dse
funds restrictSEC.
5. N
N o part
of the
arising from the sale of said bonds
shall
be
used
for
any
specified
used
for
any
purpose
or
purposes
other
than
those
specified
shall be
sale
limtations
inin this
Said bonds shall be sold only when and
Sale limitations,
this Act.
Act. Said
and in
in such
such amounts
amounts
as the common council of the city of Juneau shall direct, and
and the
the
proceeds thereof shall be disbursed for the purposes hereinbefore
proceeds
mentioned
mentioned and under the orders and directions
directions of
common
of said
said common
council from time to time as the same may be required
required for said
said
purposes.
purposes.
s with UniContracts
SE0. 6.
The city
of Juneau
Juneau is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
conted
States Wfth
for bond
tCenstacts
U
S.EO.
6. The
city of
to enter
enter into
into consale,
the
United
States
of
America
sale,
etc.
tracts
with
United
America
any
any
or
agency
or
instruAnte, P. 200.
Ane p
mentality thereof, under the provisions of the National Industrial
Industrial
Recovery Act and Acts amendatory-thereof and Acts supplemental
Recovery
supplemental
thereto, and revisions thereof, and the regulations made in pursuance
thereof
and under any further Acts of the Congress of the United
thereof, and
States to encourage public works, for the sale of bonds issued in
in
accordance
with provisions of this Act or for the acceptance
acceptance of aa
accordance with
grant
money to
grant of
of money
to aid said town in financing any public works herein
authorized;
to enter
into contracts
with any
any person or corporaauthorized; or
or to
enter into
contracts with
tion, public or private, for the sale of such bonds; and such conupon
agreed upon
be agreed
conditions as
such terms
contain such
may contain
tracts may
terms and
and conditions
as may
may be
by and between
between the commnon
common council of said city of Juneau and the
United
States of
of America
America or
or any agency or instrumentality
United States
instrumentality thereof
purchaser.
or any such purchaser.
Approved,
Approved, April 25,
25, 1934.
1934.
o in originaL
So
original
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AN
ACT
AN ACT

April 25, 1934.

[S.
iS. 2812.]
2812.]
Alaska, to construct, reconstruct,
To
the incorporated
city of
of Skagway,
reconstruct, _
Skagway, Alaska,
incorporated city
authorize the
To authorize
[Public,
174.]
[Public, No. 174.]
and for such purpose to issue
replace, and
and install
install aa water-distribution
water-distribution system
system and
replace,
bonds
any sum
$40,000.
exceeding $40,000.
not exceeding
sum not
in any
bonds in

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Be
assembled, That the incorCongress assembled,
in Congress
United States
of America
America in
States of
United

Skagway,Alaska.

?%(ti va YtieAb:litla
s.for

water system.
system.
porated
Skagway, Alaska
Alaska is
is hereby
authorized and
and empowempow- water
hereby authorized
of Skagway,
city of
porated city
water
a
and
ered
to
construct,
reconstruct,
install
a
water
distribureplace,
reconstruct,
ered to construct,
tion
replace the
system now
now owned
Skagway
owned by the city of Skagway
the system
to replace
system to
tion system
and
for such
such purpose
purpose to
to issue
issue bonds
any sum
not exceeding $40,000.
sum not
in any
bonds in
and for

SEC. 2. Before said bonds shall be issued a special election shall
be ordered by the common council of the said
which election
election the
whether such bonds shall be issued
question of whether
the question
which
Skagway
shall be
submitted to
to the
qualified electors of said city of Skagway
the qualified
be submitted
shall
whose names
appear on
on the
the last
last assessment
assessment roll of said city for
names appear
whose
municipal taxation.
twenty days' notice of such elecekcless than twenty
Not less
taxation. Not
municipal
tion shall
be given
given by
posting notices
notices of the same in three
three conspicuby posting
shall be
tion
ous
limits of the city of Skagway,
corporate limits
the corporate
within the
places within
ous places
Alaska, one
one of
of which
which shall
the front door of the United States
shall be at the
Alaska,
post
election, the manner
manner of
registration for such election,
the registration
That the
office. That
post office.
returns of said election
conducting
the same,
same, and
and the
of the returns
canvass of
the canvass
conducting the
accordance with the requireshall
be, as
as nearly
practicable, in accordance
as practicable,
nearly as
shall be,
ments of
of law
law in
general or
or special
special elections
elections in
in said
municipality and
said municipality
in general
ments
said
shall be
be issued
issued only upon condition that not less than
bonds shall
said bonds
majority of
of the
the votes
cast at such election in said city shall be in
votes cast
aamajority
favor of
issuance of said bonds.
of the issuance
favor
S
EC. 3.
bonds shall
shall be
in form, may bear such date
coupon in
be coupon
Such bonds
3. Such
SEC.
or
dates, may
be in
denomination or denominations,
denominations, may mature
such denomination
in such
may be
or dates,
in
such amounts
times, not exceeding
exceeding thirty years
or times,
time or
such time
at such
and at
amounts and
in such
from the
the date
date thereof,
thereof, may
payment
may be payable in such medium of payment
from
and
such place
be sold
at either
public or private
either public
sold at
may be
places, may
or places,
place or
at such
and at
nonredeempremium, or nonredeemsale, may
or without premium,
with or
redeemable, :with
be redeemable,
may be
sale,
able, may
such registration
registration privileges
principal
privileges as to either principal
carry such
may carry
able,
and
principal only,
or both,
both, as
prescribed by the
be prescribed
shall be
as shall
only, or
interest, principal
and interest,
common
said city
time such bonds
the time
at the
Skagway at
of Skagway
city of
of said
council of
common council
signatures of
are authorized
to be
issued. The
bonds shall
shall bear
the signatures
bear the
The bonds
be issued.
authorized to
are
Skagway, and shall have
the mayor
and clerk
city of Skagway,
the city
of the
clerk of
mayor and
the

Special
Special

uthorize.
be SEc.
ordered
2. Before
by thesaid
common
bondscouncil
shall be
of issued
the said
a special
city of
Skagway,
shall
at
at a
Skagway,
of election
city

election
election

to
to

Notice to be posted.

Conduct
of election.
election.
Conduct of

Form, etc., of
bonds.
etc., of bonds.
Form,

signaof slgnavalidity of
In case
impressed thereon
thereon the
the official
seal of
of said
case any
any of
of the
the Validity
city. In
said city.
official seal
impressed
tures.
officers whose
signatures or
countersignatures appear on the bonds ture
or countersignatures
whose signatures
officers
shall cease
to be
such officers
officers before
before delivery
delivery of
such bonds, such
of such
be such
cease to
shall
signatures or
or countersignatures
countersignatures shall
nevertheless be valid and sufshall nevertheless
signatures
ficient for
for all
all purposes
purposes the
the same
as if
if they
they had
remained in
office
in office
had remained
same as
ficient
Interest rate.
be Interestrate.
until
delivery. Said
Said bonds
interest at
to be
rate to
at aa rate
bear interest
shall bear
bonds shall
such delivery.
until such
to
of
fixed
by
the
common
council
of
the
said
city
Skagway,
not
to
city
said
the
of
fixed by the common council
the
exceed
centum per
per annum,
semiannually, and the
payable semiannually,
annum, payable
per centum
6 per
exceed 6
bonds
shall be
be sold
sold at
less than
than the
principal amount thereof
thereof
the principal
not less
at not
bonds shall
plus accrued
accrued interest.
interest.
plus
Bonds to be municiSEc.
4. The
bonds herein
herein authorized
authorized to
to be
be issued
shall be
general ponds
nao e muncbe general
issued shall
The bonds
SEC. 4.
pal obligations.
to both
both interest
obligations
of Skagway,
Skagway, payable
as to
interest and
payable as
city of
said city
of said
obligations of
principal
from ad
ad valorem
valorem taxes
which shall
shall
.
be levied
levied upon all the
be
taxes which
principal from
taxable
property within
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
Skagway
of said city of Skagway
within the
taxable property
in an
amount sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
interest on
and principal
principal of such
on and
the interest
pay the
an amount
in
bonds
as and
and when
the same
same become
become due
and payable,
if so
payable, and, if
due and
when the
bonds as
provided by
council of
said city
city of
Skagway, may
may be
of Skagway,
of said
common council
the common
by the
provided
additionally secured
secured by
by a
pledge of
any part of the
or any
all or
of all
direct pledge
a direct
additionally
revenues of
said water-distribution
system and
subsequent addiany subsequent
and any
water-distribution system
of said
revenues
tions or
or extensions
after provisions
provisions for
for the
the
remaminng after
thereto, remaining
extensions thereto,
tions
payment of
the cost
cost of
said system
system and
and
of said
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation and
of operation
of the
payment
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the
of such
repairs, improvements,
improvements, and
betterments thereto
the cost
cost of
such repairs,
and betterments
thereto as
as
shall
be necessary
necessary to
to keep
at all
shall be
keep the
the same
same at
all times
times in
in good
good repair
repair and
and
working
order.
working order.
eduse
Use of funds restrictSac.
par to
fth
un d
s ar
i
si
ng from
from th
l
e of said bonds
restrictSEo. 5
5.. N
Noo part
of
thee f
funds
arising
thee sa
sale
of said bonds
shall
used for
for any
any purpose
purpose or
or purposes
other than
shall be
be used
purposes other
than those
those specified
specified
Sale
in
Act. Said
Said bonds
bonds shall
sold only
and in
in such
such amounts
amounts
sale limitations.
in this
this Act.
shall be
be sold
only when
when and
common council
of Skagway
the
as the common
council of
of the
the city
city of
Skagway shall
shall direct,
direct, .and
and the
proceeds thereof
proceeds
shall be
for the
the purposes
purposes hereinbefore
herembefore
thereof shall
be disbursed
disbursed for
mentioned
the orders and
mentioned and under the
and directions
of said
directions of
said common
common
council
council from time
same may
may be
be required
required for
for said
time to
to time
time as
as the
the same
said
purposes.
purposes.
Contracts authorized
wirutrnairedetherizer
SEo.
Skagway is
is hereby
authorized to
to enter
enter into
Sre. 6.
6. The
The city
city of
of Skagway
hereby authorized
into
with United States for
bond sale.
sale,
contracts with
with the
the United
United States
States of
or any
of America
America or
any agency
agency or
or instruinstruAnte,p.200.
mentality
Ante,
P. 200.
mentality thereof, under the provisions
provisions of the National Industrial
Industrial
Recovery
Recovery Act and acts
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
acts supplemental
supplemental
thereof and
and acts
thereto, and revisions
thereof, and the
revisions thereof,
regulations made
in pursuance
the regulations
made in
pursuance
thereof, and under any further acts of the
Congress of
of the
United
the Congress
the United
States to encourage
encourage public works, for the sale of
of bonds
bonds issued
issued in
in
accordance with provisions of this
accordance
this Act
Act or
or for
for the
the acceptance
acceptance of
of aa
grant of money to aid said city in
in financing
financing any
any public
public works
works herein
herein
authorized;
authorized; or to enter into contracts with
corporation,
with any
any person
person or
or corporation,
public or private, for the sale of such bonds; and
may
and such
such contracts
contracts may
contain such terms and conditions
conditions as
as may
by and
may be
be agreed
agreed upon
upon by
and
between the common council
council of
city of
of Skagway
and the
the United
of said
said city
Skagway and
United
any agency
States of America or any
instrumentality thereof
or any
agency or
or instrumentality
thereof or
any
such purchaser.
purchaser.
Approved,
25, 1934.
Approved, April
April 25,
1934.
[CHAPTER
164.]
[CHAPTER 164.]
April 25, 1934.
1934.
April
2813.1
[S. 2813.]
[Public, No. 170.]
175.]

W
Be it
ena
ted by
it enacted
of Representatives
the
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
asse m bled, Th
atth
ncorpo That
thee i
incorporated town of
of Wrangell, Alaska,
Alaska, i
ere by au
th ori
ze dand
an dempowered
empowered
iss h
hereby
authorized
to undertake the municipal
municipal public
public works
works herein
specified and
herein specified
and for
for
such purposes to issue bonds in
y sum
exceeding $51,000.
in an
any
sum not
not exceeding
$51,000. Said
Said
town is hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to
to construct,
construct, reconstruct,
reconstruct,
enlarge, extend, or improve its water-supply
water-supply system
system and
for such
such
and for
purpose to issue bonds in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $32,000;
$32,000; to
to conconstruct a
a retaining
retaining wall and to backfill behind same to
struct
make a
perto make
a permanent street, and for such purpose
purpose to
any sum
not
to issue
issue bonds
bonds in
in any
sum not
exceeding $13,000;
$13,000; to construct, reconstruct,
exceeding
reconstruct, enlarge, extend,
extend, or
or
mprove sewers and for such purpose to issue bonds in any sum
improve
sum not
not
exceeding $6,000.
$6,000.
exceeding
election
SEC.
2. Before said bonds
election to
to
SE
C.
bonds shall
shall be
be issued
i
ssue d a
special election
election shall
a special
shall
b
be
ordered by
y the common council of the said town of
be ordered
Wrangell, at
of Wrangell,
at
which
which election
election the question of whether such bonds shall be
be issued
issued in
in
the
the amounts
amounts above specified
specified for any or all of the
the purposes
purposes hereinhereinbefore
forth shall
shall be submitted to the qualified
qualified electors
electors of
before set
set forth
of said
said
town
whose names
names appear
town of
of Wrangell
Wrangell whose
appear on the last assessment roll of
said
town for
taxation. The form of the ballot shall be
said town
for municipal
municipal taxation.
be
such that
may vote
such
that the
the electors
electors may
vote for or against the issuance
issuanCe of bonds
for
of the
herein specified in the amounts herein
for each
each of
the purposes
purposes herein

wrangeli,
Alaska.
Maynsue
or
issue4bods
bonds for
specifed publi
specified
public works.
May

peeial
Special
authorize.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To authorize the incorporated
To
incorporated town
town of Wrangell,
Alaska, to
Wrangell, Alaska,
to undertake
undertake certain
certain
municipal
municipal public works, including
including construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, enlargement,
enlargement,
extension, and improvements of
its water-supply
water-supply system;
system; construction
of aa
of its
construction of
retaining wall and to back-fill behind same to
make aa permanent
permanent street;
street; and
to make
and
construction, reconstruction, enlargement,
enlargement, extension,
extension, and
and improvements
to
improvements to
sewers, and for such purposes
purposes to issue bonds in
sum not
not exceeding
in any sum
exceeding $51,000
$51,000 .
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613

Notice to
be posted.
posted.
to be
shall Notice
such election
notice of
twenty days'
less than
than twenty
authorized.
Not less
days' notice
of such
election shall
authorized. Not
be
posting notices
of
the
same
in
three
conspicuous
places
be given
given by
by posting
notices of the same in three conspicuous places
within the corporate
corporate limits
limits of the town of Wrangell,
Wrangell, Alaska,
Alaska, one of
of
which shall
the front
front door
door of
of the
the United
United States
States post
which
shall be
be at
at the
post office.
office.
of election.
election.
Conduct of
conducting the
the Conduct
The
such election,
the manner
manner of
of conducting
for such
election, the
The registration
registration for
same,
shall be, as
as
same, and
and the canvass
canvass of
of the returns
returns of said
said election
election shall
nearly
as practicable,
in accordance
with the
the requirements
requirements of
nearly as
practicable, in
accordance with
of law
law
in general
said municipality,
municipality, and
in
general or
or special
special elections
elections in
in said
and said
said bonds
bonds
shall
only
shall be issued for
for any or
or all
all of the
the purposes
purposes herein
herein authorized
authorized only
upon
that not
of the
the votes
cast at
at
upon condition
condition that
not less
less than
than a
a majority
majority of
votes cast
the issuance
issuance of
of said
said
election in
town shall be
be in favor of
of the
such election
in said town
bonds
bonds for
for such
such purpose.
purpose.
Form, etc.,
etc., of
of bonds.
bear such
such date
may bear
be coupon
3. Such
SEC. 3.
Such bonds
bonds shall
shall be
coupon in
in form,
form, may
date Form
SEC.
or dates,
dates, may
be in
denominations, may
denomination or denominations,
may mature
or
may be
in such denomination
exceeding thirty years
in such
such amounts
amounts and
and at such time
time or times,
times, not exceeding
from
thereof, may
be payable
such medium
the date
date thereof,
may be
payable. in
in such
medium of
of payment
payment
from the
and
either public
at either
public or
or private
private
and at such
such place or places,
places, may be sold
sold at
sale,
may be
be redeemable,
redeemable, with
premium, or
or nonredeemable,
nonredeemable,
or without
without premium,
sale, may
with or
privileges as to
principal and
to either
either principal
may carry
carry such
such registration
registration privileges
interest,
principal only, or
prescribed by the
the common
common
or both, as
as shall
shall be
be prescribed
interest, principal
council of
of said
said town
town of
Wrangell at
the time
are authorauthortime such
such bonds
bonds are
of Wrangell
at the
council
Validity of signaized
issued. The
The bonds
shall bear
the signatures
of signasignatures of
of the
the mayor
mayor turVeiit
bonds shall
bear the
ized to
to be
be issued.
tures.
and
clerk of
town of
of Wrangell,
have impressed
impressed thereon
thereon
Wrangell, and
and shall
shall have
of the
the town
and clerk
the official
of said
town. In
of the
the officers
whose
officers whose
In case
case any
any of
the
official seal
seal of
said town.
signatures
or countersignatures
countersignatures appear
shall cease
cease to be
be
on the
the bonds
bonds shall
appear on
signatures or
signatures or countersuch
officers before delivery
delivery of such bonds, such signatures
such officers
signatures
valid and
sufficient for
all purposes
purposes
and sufficient
for all
nevertheless be
be valid
signatures shall
shall nevertheless
Interest rate.
Said Iterestrate.
the
same as
if they
remained in
delivery. Said
in office
office until
until such delivery.
they had
had remained
the same
as if
bonds
shall
bear
interest
at
a
rate
to
be
fixed
by
the
common
council
fixed
by
the
common
council
interest
at
a
rate
to
be
bonds shall bear
Wrangell, not to exceed
annum,
of the said town of Wrangell,
exceed 66per centum per annum,
payable
and the
the bonds
bonds shall
sold at
at not
less than
be sold
not less
than
payable semiannually,
semiannually, and
shall be
principal amount thereof
plug accrued
interest.
the principal
thereof plus
accrued interest.
Bonds deemed muSEC. 4.
4. The
The bonds,
herein authorized
authorized to
issued shall
SEC.
bonds, herein
to be
be issued
shall be
be general
general nicipal
nicipal obligations.
obligations.
obligations of
Wrangell, payable
payable as
as to
of said
said town
town of
of Wrangell,
to both
both interest
interest and
and
obligations
principal from
valorem taxes
taxes which
which shall
shall be
all the
the
from ad
ad valorem
be levied
levied upon
upon all
principal
taxable
property within
within the
the corporate
corporate limits
of said
of Wrangell
Wrangell
town of
limits of
said town
taxable property
in an
amount sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
pay the
on and
of such
such
the interest
interest on
and principal
principal of
in
an amount
bonds
as and
same become
of the
the
due and
and payable.
payable. Such
Such of
and when
when the
the same
become due
bonds as
bonds
may be
be issued
issued to
construct, reconstruct,
enlarge, extend,
reconstruct, enlarge,
extend, or
or
bonds as
as may
to construct,
improve
water-supply system
system of
asaid
Wrangell may,
may, if
if
of Wrangell
said town
town of
improve the
the water-supply
so provided
the common
of said
said town
town of
of Wrangell,
be
Wrangell, be
by the
common council
council of
so
provided by
additionally
by aa direct
of all
all or
or any
any part
the
of the
pledge of
part of
secured by
direct pledge
additionally secured
revenues
of said
water-supply system
any subsequent
subsequent additions
system and
and any
additions
revenues of
said water-supply
or
extensions thereto, remaining
payment of
remaining after provision
provision for the payment
or extensions
reasonable costs of operation
system
the reasonable
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of said system
and
cost of
improvements, and
and betterments
betterments thereto
thereto
and the
the cost
of such
such repairs,
repairs, improvements,
as
shall be
be necessary
necessary to
keep the
same at
at all
good repair
repair and
times in
in good
and
to keep
the same
all times
as shall
working order.
working
order.
Use of funds reSEC. 5.
funds arising
from the
the sale
sale of
of said
r
stricted.
said bonds
bonds stricted.
arising from
of the
the funds
SEC.
5. No
No part
part of
shall be
be used
for any
any purpose
or purposes
other than
specified
shall
used for
purpose or
purposes other
than those
those specified
le limitatios.
Bale limitations.
os
in
this Act.
Said bonds
bonds shall
shall be
amounts
only when
when and in such amounts
be sold
sold only
Act. Said
in this
as the
common council
of the
the town
town of
of Wrangell
shall direct,
the
direct, and
and the
Wrangell shall
council of
as
the common
proceeds
be disbursed
disbursed for
purposes hereinbefore
hereinbefore
for the
the purposes
shall be
thereof shall
proceeds thereof
mentioned
under the
orders and
and directions
of said
said common
common
directions of
the orders
and under
mentioned and
council from
from time
time to
time as
same may
for said
said
be required
required for
may be
as the
the same
to time
council
purposes.
purposes.
ontra
Contracts authorized
Sze.
6. The
Wrangell is
is hereby
to enter
enter into
S
into with
witha United Stake,
authorized to
hereby authorized
town of
of Wrangell
SEC. 6.
The town
for bond sale.
contracts with
with the
United States
States of
America or
or frbond sab.
any agency
agency or
or any
of America
the United
contracts
instrumentality thereof,
thereof, under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the National
National
under the
instrumentality
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Industrial
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof and
Acts
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
Act and
and Acts
and Acts
supplemental thereto,
and revisions
revisions thereof,
the regulations
supplemental
thereto, and
thereof, and
and the
regulations
made in
in pursuance
pursuance thereof,
and under
any further
Acts of
of the
made
thereof, and
under any
further Acts
the
Congress of
States to
to encourage
public works,
sale
Congress
of the
the United
United States
encourage public
works, for
for the
the sale
of bonds
bonds issued
accordance with
with provisions
this Act
or for
of
issued in
in accordance
provisions of
of this
Act or
for the
the
acceptance
of a
a grant
to aid
financing any
acceptance of
grant of
of money
money to
aid said
said town
town in
in financing
any
public works
works herein
authorized; or
or to
public
herein authorized;
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts with
with any
any
person
public or
or private,
private, for
such bonds;
bonds;
person or
or corporation,
corporation, public
for the
the sale
sale of
of such
and such
such contracts
contain such
such terms
be
and
contracts may
may contain
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as may
may be
agreed
and between
between the
common council
council of
of said
said town
agreed upon
upon by
by and
the common
town of
of
Wrangell
Wrangell and the United
States of
or any
agency or
United States
of America
America or
any agency
or
instrumentality
instrumentality thereof
or any
any such
such purchaser.
thereof or
purchaser.
Approved, April
April 25,
1934.
Approved,
25, 1934.
[CHAPTER
165.]
[CHAPTER 165.1

April 26, 1934.
[H.R. 8471.]
[Public, No. 176.]

War Department apappropriations, fiscal year
1935.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
military and
and nonmilitary
nonmilitary activities
for the military
activities
Department
Department for
ending June
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, and
for other
other
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
and for

of
of the
the War
War
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House of
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
in Congress
United States of America
congress assembled,
That the
following
assembled, That
the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money
in the
not otherothermoney in
the Treasury
Treasury not
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
and nonmilitary
nonmilitary activities
activities of
of the
for the
the military
military and
the
War
War Department
Department for
year ending
ending June
June 30,
1935, and
and for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
30, 1935,
for
other
purposes, namely:
namely:
other purposes,

6t activcti
Military, etc.,
ities.

Mittary, e ., a v- TITLE I-MILITARY
I—MILITARY ACTIVITIES
AND OTHER
EXPENSES
ACTIVITIES AND
OTHER EXPENSES
OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT INCIDENT THERETO
THERETO
Department salaries.

services.

sALARrEs,
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, WAR

For
compensation for personal services in the District of Columbia,
For compensation
follows:
as
follows:
Secretary, Assistants,
Assistants,
personsl serv
Office of
of Secretary of
and other
other personal
servWar, two
two Assistant
of War:
War: Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
Assistant
ices. fic
dees,
rvile Secretaries
services, $256,611:
$256,611: Provided,
Provided,
Use of field service
service Secretaries of War, and other personal services,
funds restricted.
appropriation shall
That no field-service appropriation
shall be
be available
for personal
personal
available for
Designated offices.
Designated
offices. services
services in
in the
the War
War Department
Department except as may be expressly
expressly authorauthorized herein.
herein.
Office of Chief of
of Staff,
Staff, S196,609.
$196,609.
Adjutant
Adjutant General's office, $1,221,777.
$1,221,777.
For personal
For
personal services in and without the District
District of Columbia, to
to
be employed
employed exclusively in assembling, classifying, and indexing
indexing the
the
military personnel
military
personnel records of the World War, and
and for
for the
the purchase
purchase
of necessary supplies
supplies and materials
materials used in such work, $86,340.
Office of the Inspector General, $24,005.
Office of the Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, $95,095.
$95,095.
Office of the Chief of Finance, $325,877.
Office of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
General, S697,739.
$697,739.
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, $91,523.
$91,523.
Office of the Chief of Air Corps,
Corps, $195,340.
$195,340.
Office of the Surgeon General, S240,763.
$240,763.
Office of Chief of Bureau of Insular Affairs, $72,035.
$72,035.
Proviso.
rasen
etc.,
ayOffice of Chief of Engineers, $108296:
Draftsmen,
etc., payOffice
$108,296: Provided,
Provided, That
the services
services
That the
able from
other approable
from other
appro- of
engineers, and such other services as the
of skled
skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen, civil engineers,
priations.
Secretar
Secretary of War.may deem necessary
necess
ar y may b
emp l
oyed only in
bee employed
in the
the
Office
of the
of Engineers
Office ot
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers, to carry into effect the various
appropriations for
appropriations
for rivers
rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, surveys, and preparation
preparation for
and the
consideration of
river and
and
the consideration
of river
and harbor estimates and bills, to be
Personal services.
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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CH. 165.
165.
CH.

APRIL
26, 1934.
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APRIL 26,

paid from
such appropriations:
That the expendifurther, That
Provided further,
appropriations: Provided
from such
paid
tures
on this
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1935
$199,242;
1935 shall not exceed $199,242;
this account
account for
tures on
the Secretary
of War
year, in the Budget, report to Coneach year,
shall each
War shall
the
Secretary of
gress
the number
of persons
employed, their duties, and the
so employed,
persons so
number of
gress the
amount
amount paid to
to each.
Office of
of Chief
Chief of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $377,037.
$377,037.
Office
Office of
Chief of
Service, $45,312.
$45,312.
Warfare Service,
of Chemical
Chemical Warfare
of Chief
Office
Office of
Artillery, $22,417.
of Coast Artillery,
of Chief
Chief of
Office
National Guard
Guard Bureau,
$127,604.
Bureau, War Department, $127,604.
National
In
all, salaries,
salaries, War
That the
Provided, That
$4,184,380: Provided,
Department, $4,184,380:
War Department,
In all,

615
615
Expenditures
limExpenditures limited.

Proviso.
Detail of enlisted men
not
to be
increased.
be increased.
not to

Aoenstemen
OrdChiefs of
of the
the offices
number
enlisted men
on duty
offices of
the Chiefs
of Ordin the
duty in
men on
of enlisted
number of
nance, Engineers,
Engineers, Coast
Artillery, Cavalry, and
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Field
Coast Artillery,
nance,
increased, and in lieu of
Infantry
on March
March 5,
shall not be increased,
1934, shall'
5, 1934,
Infantry on
Civilians
vaill vato fill
Civilians to
for cancies.
terminated for
enlisted men
services in
offices shall
shall be
be terminated
such offices
in such
whose services
men whose
enlisted
any
to July
July 1,
1, 1935,
their places
places may be filled by civilians, cacles.
1935, their
prior to
cause prior
any cause
for the
the pay
pay of
of whom,
accordance with
Classification Act of
the Classification
with the
in accordance
whom, in
for
required by
1923,
amended, subject
such reduction
reduction as may be required
to such
subject to
as amended,
1923, as
available.
Fund available.
Army ", Fund
the Army
forth, of
other law,
law, the
"Pay, and
and so
so forth,
of the
appropriation "Pay,
the appropriation
other
shall
be available.
available.
shall be
Restriction on
exIn expending
or portions
portions of
appropriations, concon- ceeding
Restriction on exof appropriations,
appropriations or
In
expending appropriations
average salaries.
tained
Act, for
for the
payment for
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the DisDis- riees.
r
the payment
this Act,
in this
tained in
Vol. 42, p. 1468; Vol.
Vo4l.
168;
42, p.Vol.
trict
of Columbia
Columbia in
accordance with
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, 45,V.p. 776;
the Classification
with the
in accordance
46, p.
trict of
1003.
as
amended,
with
the
exception
of
the
Assistant
Secret
aries
of
War,
103.
of
War,
Secretaries
Assistant
of
the
exception
the
with
as amended,
U.S.C., p. 65; Supp.
34.
V;L, p.p. 34.;
the average
average of
of the
the total
total number
number of
of persons
under any VII,
persons under
of the
salaries of
the salaries
the
grade in
any bureau,
office, or
or other
unit shall
shall not at
at
appropriation unit
other appropriation
bureau, office,
in any
grade
any
time exceed
of the
rates specified
for
specified for
compensation rates
the compensation
average of
the average
exceed the
any time
the grade
amended: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this restriction
o appio
restriction Proviso.
as amended:
Act, as
by such
such Act,
grade by
the
Restriction
not applito clerical-meclerical-meshall
(1) to
grades 1,
and 4
of the
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical cable
cable to
4 of
3, and
1, 2,
2, 3,
to grades
apply (1)
not apply
shall not
chanical service.
reduction in fixed
whose cho
No reduction
fixed
any person
service,
to require
reduction in
in salary
of any
person whose
salary of
the reduction
require the
(2) to
or (2)
service, or
salaries.
compensation
was fixed
1, 1924,
1924, in
in accordance
the salries.
accordance with the
of July
July 1,
as of
fixed as
compensation was
Vol. 42, p
p. 1490;
p.
rules of
of section
section 6
require the
the reduction
p.66.6.
u.s.c.,
salary U.S.C.,
in salary
reduction in
to require
(3) to
Act, (3)
of such
such Act,
6 of
rules
Transfer to another
withouothre
position without
from one
reof any
person who
is transferred
one position
position to another
another position
transferred from
who is
any person
of
duction.
a different
position in
in the
the same
different duction.
or a
same or
grade in
different grade
or different
same or
the same
in the
position
Higher salary rates
bureau, office,
office, or
or other
other appropriation
(4) to
to prevent
prevent the
salary rates
Higher
pay- allowed.
the payunit, (4)
appropriation unit,
bureau,
ment
of
a
salary
under
any
grade
at
a
rate
higher
than
the
maximum
maximum
the
than
ment of a salary under any grade at a rate higher
rate of
such higher
higher rate
permitted by
by the
Classithe Classiis permitted
rate is
when such
grade when
the grade
of the
rate
If only one position
fication
as amended,
yne poostion
by ini agrade.
authorized by
specifically authorized
is specifically
and is
amended, and
1923, as
of 1923,
Act of
0Onl
fication Act
other law,
law, or
or (5)
(5) to
to reduce
reduce the
of any
in a
a
person in
any person
compensation of
the compensation
other
grade in
in which
which only
one position
is allocated.
allocated.
position is
only one
grade
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT

EXPENSES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES,
Department contim

expenses. contin.
For stationery;
stationery; purchase
purchase of
of professional
and scientific
gentParte
books, gent
scientific books,
professional and
For
law books,
exchange; books
of reference,
reference, pamphlets,
pamphlets,
books of
their exchange;
including their
books, including
law
periodicals, newspapers,
typewriting and
and adding
adding machines,
machines,
maps; typewriting
newspapers, maps;
periodicals,
and other
labor-saving devices,
including their
repair and
and exchange;
exchange;
their repair
devices, including
other labor-saving
and
furniture
and repairs
repairs to
to same;
carpets, linoleum,
linoleum, filing
equipment,
filing equipment,
same; carpets,
furniture and
photo
supplies, towels,
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
soap, sponges;
for the
purchase
the purchase
sponges; for
brooms, soap,
photo supplies,
of
passenger-carrying automobile
the official
of the
the SecreSecreuse of
official use
for the
automobile for
a passenger-carrying
of a
tary
of War
War at
at not
to exceed
exceed $2,500,
$2,500, including
including the
value of
of a
avehicle
vehicle
the value
not to
tary of
exchanged; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation of
motor trucks
and
trucks and
of motor
and operation
repair, and
exchanged;
one motor-propelled
to be
only for
for
be used
used only
vehicle, to
passenger-carrying vehicle,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
one
official
purposes;
freight
and
express
charges;
street-car
fares,
not
not
fares,
official purposes; freight and express charges; street-car
exceeding $750;
$750; postage
countries; and
absoother absoand other
Union countries;
to Postal
Postal Union
postage to
exceeding
lutely
necessary
expenses,
$181,631,
of
which
sum
$8,000
be
shall be
lutely necessary expenses, $181,631, of which sum $8,000 shall
available
exclusively for
for the
several objects
objects embraced
embraced by
by the
the approapprothe several
available exclusively
priation contained
contained in
entitled "Contingencies,
Military
"Contingencies, Military
Act entitled
this Act
in this
priation
Intelligence
Division ",
shall not
be lawful
to expend,unless
expend unless
lawful to
not be
it shall
and it
" and
Intelligence Division
otherwise
provided herein,
herein, for
bureau, office,
or
office, or
any bureau,
for any
specifically provided
otherwise specifically
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branch
the War
or of
the Army
Army having
having or
mainbranch of
of the
War Department
Department or
of the
or .maintaining
office in
Department proper,
Washington,
taining an
an office
in the
the War
War Department
proper, at
at Washington,
District
of Columbia,
sum out
out of
appropriations contained
contained in
in
District of
Columbia, any
any sum
of appropriations
this
Act (or
accruing thereto)
made for
for the
the Military
this Act
(or accruing
thereto) made
Military Establishment
Establishment
for
mentioned or
in this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
for any
any of
of the
the purposes
purposes mentioned
or authorized
authorized in
Printingandbinding.
Printing
and binding.
For printing and binding
War Department,
Department, its
its bureaus
bureaus
binding for
for the
the War
and offices, and for
for all
all printing
and binding
for the
the field
field activities
printing and
binding for
activities
under the War
War Department,
Department, except
authorized in
in
except such
such as
as may
may be
be authorized
accordance with
existing law
law to
elsewhere than
than at
at the
the GovGovaccordance
with existing
to be
be done
done elsewhere
Proviso.
Proviso.
ernment
$400,000: Provided,
That the
the sum
sum of
$3,000,
ernment Printing
Printing Office,
Office, $400,000:
Provided, That
of $3,000,
Medical bulletins.
Medical
or so much
much thereof as
may be
be necessary,
be used
publicaas may
necessary, may
may be
used for
for the
the publication, from time
time to
to time,
time, of
bulletins prepared
prepared under
under the
direction of
of
of bulletins
the direction
the Surgeon General
General of the Army,
for the
the instruction
instruction of
of medical
medical
Army, for
officers, when approved
approved by the
Secretary of
of War,
War, and
not exceeding
the Secretary
and not
exceeding
For Chief of Engl.
Engi- $69,827
$69,827 shall be
be available
available for
for printing
and binding
under the
the direcprinting and
binding under
direcflyers.
neers.
tion of the Chief
Engineers.
Chief of Engineers.
MILITARY
MILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES

Military activities.

CONTINGENCIES
CONTINGENCIES OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY

Army contingencies.

Army contingencies.

For all emergencies
emergencies and
expenses, including
the
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses,
including the
employment of translators
translators and
of all
all other
servand exclusive
exclusive of
other personal
personal services in the War Department
Department or
any of
of its
subordinate bureaus
or
or any
its subordinate
bureaus or
the District of
offices in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or in
the Army
but
in the
Army at
at large,
large, but
impossible to be anticipated
anticipated or
or classified,
classified, to
be expended
to be
expended on
on the
the
and for
approval or authority of the Secretary of War, and
for such
such purpurposes as he may
deem proper,
proper, and
for examination
of estimates
estimates of
of
may deem
and for
examination of
activities in
appropriations and of military activities
in the
the field,
field, $11,650.
$11,650.

General Staff
General
Staff Corps.
Corps.

GENERAL
STAFT
GENERAL S
TAFF

el
e
Military Int
Intelligence
Military
ligen

CORPS
CORPS

CONTINGENCIES, MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
DIVISION
CONTINGENCIES,
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

Division.
Division.

contingentexpenses.

For contingent
contingent expenses
of the
For
expenses of
the Military Intelligence Division,
General Staff Corps, and of the military
attaches at
the United
United
military attaches
at the
States embassies
embassies and legations abroad,
including the
the purchase
law
abroad, including
purchase of
of law
books, professional
reference, and subscriptions
professional books of reference,
newssubscriptions to
to newspapers and periodicals;
periodicals; for the hire
special agents,
agents,
hire of interpreters,
interpreters, special
and guides, and for such other purposes as the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
may
deem proper, including 35,000
for the
the actual
necessary expenses
$5,000 for
actual and
and necessary
expenses
Observing operations
fbservigngoerations
off officers of the Army on duty abroad for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of observing
observing
of foreign armies.
operations of armies of foreign states at
at war, to be
upon certifbe paid
paid upon
certificates of the Secretary
Secretary of War
War that the
were necessary
necessary
the expenditures
expenditures were
for obtaining military
for
military information,
information, $27,500, to be
under
be expended
expended under
Proviso.
on
waie.
the direction
of the
the Secretary of War: Provided,
Proided,That section 3648,
the
direction of
Conditions waived.
718
R.S.,
sec. 3648, p. 718.
bS.,see.3648,p.
i. Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 31, sec. 529),
529), shall not apply to pay1009.
*'p.D 10.
ments
from appropriations
ments made from
appropriations contained in this Act in compliance
compliance
with the laws of foreign countries or their ministerial
ministerial regulations
regulations
under which the military attaches
required to
attaches are required
operate.
to operate.
Contingent expenses.

Army War College.
College.
Instruction
expenses.
Instruction expenses.

Employees, etc.

Employees, etc.

AEMY
ARMY WAR
WAR COLIiEGE
COLLEGE

For
being for the purchase
For expenses
expenses of
of the
the Army
Army War
War College,
College, being
purchase
of
the
necessary
special
stationery;
textbooks,
of the necessary special stationery; textbooks, books of reference,
reference,
scientific
newspapers, and periodicals;
scientific and
and professional
professional papers,
papers, newspapers,
periodicals;
maps;
police
employment of
of temporary,
maps; police utensils;
utensils; employment
temporary, technical, or special services, and expenses of special lecturers ; for the pay

of

employees;
all for all other
absolutely necessary
employees; and all'
oth er absolutely
necessary expenses
expenses,
$57,903.
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ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S

Adjutant Genral's
General's
Adutmnt
Department.
Department.

KANSAS
COMMAND
GENERAL STAFF SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT LEAVENWORTH,
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS
AND GENERAL
COMMAND AND
and
Command
For the purchase of textbooks, books of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific and
and erE
c
rumilians
d
chan
i
lGen.
T'eni
instruction; Leavenworth,
professional
papers, instruments,
instruments, and
for instruction;
Leavenworth, °Kas.
Lns."
and material
material for
professional papers,
services;
employment
of temporary
temporary technical,
technical, special, and clerical services;
employment of
Command
and
for other
other necessary
instruction, at the Command
expenses of instruction,
necessary expenses
and for
and
General Staff
$32,809.
Leavenworth, Kansas, $32,809.
School, Fort Leavenworth,
Staff School,
and General
FIELD EXERCISES
EXERCISES

i
F i el exercises.
Field
d exe saes.

special field exercises,
for the
For all
all expenses
required for
the conduct
conduct of
of special
exercises,
expenses required
For
including
participation therein by the National Guard
Guard and the
including participation
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, comprising
enlisted men for
for enlisted
allowances for
comprising allowances
Organized
maintenance, and operaquarters
and rations,
materiel, maintenance,
operamovement of materiel,
rations, movement
quarters and
tion
of structures
structures and
and any other requisite
requisite supplies
supplies and
utilities, and
and utilities,
tion of
services,
$156,375.
services, $156,375.
WELFARE
ENLISTED MEN
WELFARE OF ENLISTED

Welfare of enlisted
men.
men.

Equipment,
of
etc., of
Equipment, etc.,
For
For the equipment and conduct of school, reading, lunch, and post
exchange.
gymnasiums, and libraries, postexchange.
amusement
rooms, service
chapels, gymnasiums,
clubs, chapels,
service clubs,
amusement rooms,
including
periodicals and
and other
other publications
subscriptions for
and subscriptions
publications and
including periodicals
newspapers,
travel of
in the hostess
employed in
civilians employed
of civilians
and travel
salaries and
newspapers, salaries
and
library services,
services, transportation
equipment for
transportation of books and equipment
and library
making
these
services, rental
of films, purchase
purchase of slides for and making
rental of
these services,
repairs
moving-picture outfits,
outfits, and
for similar
similar and other recrearecreaand for
to moving-picture
repairs to
established
tional
camps now established
mobilization camps
and mobilization
at training
training and
purposes at
tional purposes
or
may be
be hereafter
hereafter established,
$31,372.
established, $31,372.
which may
or which

PERSONNEL
TRAVEL,
MILITARY AND
AND CIVIL PERSONNEL
TRAVEL, MILITARY
Travel, milrry
a
dviralersonnel.
For mileage,
reimbursement of
expenses, or per and
actual traveling expenses,
of actual
mileage, reimbursement
For
diem allowance
allowance in
in lieu
thereof, as
as authorized
official
authorized by law for official
lieu thereof,
diem
travel on
on military
and nonmilitary
nonmilitary duty under the War Department,
Department,
military and
travel
to commissioned
officers (including
(including discharged
discharged officers to their
their
commissioned officers
to
accountant,
homes), warrant
warrant officers,
surgeons, and expert
expert accountant,
contract surgeons,
officers, contract
homes),
Inspector General's
General's Department;
Department; for
for transportation
troops,
transportation of troops,
Inspector
Philippine
cadets, enlisted men (including
(including
flying cadets,
nurses, flying
Scouts, nurses,
Philippine Scouts,
enlistment);;
discharged enlisted
enlisted men
men to their
their homes or places of enlistment)
discharged
for transportation
transportation of
recruiting parties and of appliand recruiting
recruits and
of recruits
for
cants for
between recruiting
and recruiting
recruiting
stations and
recruiting stations
enlistment between
for enlistment
cants
Dependents, etc.
depots;
rejected applicants
applicants for
for enlistment;
for transportation
transportation Dependents,
enlistment; for
and rejected
depots; and
of
dependents of
of officers,
officers, and enlisted men as prowarrant officers,
officers, warrant
of dependents
vided
by law;
law; for
for transportation
escaped, and
and
paroled, escaped,
general, paroled,
of general,
transportation of
vided by
discharged prisoners
discharged from Saint Elizabeths
persons discharged
and persons
prisoners and
discharged
Hospital after
transfer thereto
from the
the military
military service
their
to their
service to
thereto from
after transfer
Hospital
homes or
elsewhere as
as they
they may
may elect,
the cost
cost in
in each
each case
case not
not to
to
elect, the
or elsewhere
homes
be
than to
to the
the place
place of
of last
last enlistment;
enlistment; transportation
transportation of
of
greater than
be greater
cadets and
and accepted
their homes
homes to the Military AcadAcadfrom their
cadets from
accepted cadets
cadets
traveling
emy and
and discharged
discharged cadets,
reimbursement of traveling
including reimbursement
cadets, including
emy
expenses; for
for traveling
traveling expenses
of civilian
civilian witnesses
witnesses before
before courtscourtsexpenses of
expenses;
martial; for
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of attendants
remains
accompanying remains
attendants accompanying
martial;
iv an employees,
of military
military personnel
personnel and
civilian employees;
for traveling
employees.
ili
e Civilian
traveling etc.
and for
employees; and
and civilian
of
expenses
of
civilian
employees
and
other
persons
under
the
War
War
the
under
persons
expenses of civilian employees and other
Department
authorized by
by law
to travel
military,
departmental, military,
on departmental,
travel on
law to
Department authorized
and nonmilitary
duty, $2,522,897,
no other
other appropriation
appropriation in
in this
this
and no
$2,522,897, and
nonmilitary duty,
and
Act shall
be available
available for
for any
for or
or incident
travel of
of
to travel
incident to
expense for
any expense
shall be
Act
ot
personnel of
the Regular
Regular Army
Army or
employees under
under the
the War
" use
°on
War R~
civilian employees
or civilian
of the
personnel
Department,
except the
the appropriation
Contingencies of
the Army
Army"
"
of the
" Contingencies
appropriation "
Department, except
a

e
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and the
the appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the National
the Organized
and
National Guard,
Guard, the
Organized
Reserves, the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
citizens' military
Reserves,
Training Corps,
Corps, citizens'
military
training
camps, the
the nonmilitary
nonmilitary activities
activities of
of the
of Engineers,
Engineers,
training camps,
the Corps
Corps of
Proviso.
Transportation
rate, and
and the
the Panama
Canal, and
provided for in the
except as may be provided
and except
Panama Canal,
ortation rate
appropriation
"Air Corps,
Corps, Army":
Army": Provided,
Provided, That no appropriaappropriation "Air
tion contained
contained in
in this
this Act
shall be
available for
of
tion
Act shall
be available
for the
the payment
payment of
passenger transportation
rate in
in excess
lowest through
passenger
transportation at
at aa rate
excess of
of the
the lowest
through
rate or
combination of
of rates
type of
transportation
rate
or combination
rates available
available for
for the
the type
of transportation
used.
used.
Finance
Finnce
ment.

D ep ar tDepart-

Pay, etc., of the
Army etc. of the
Army.

FINANCE
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

PAY, AND
AND SO
OF THE
ARMY
THE ARMY
FORTH, OF
SO FORTH,
PAY,

For pay of not to exceed
exceed an average of twelve thousand commissioned
officers, $28.617,645,
no part
of which
which sum
sum shall
be available
sioned officers,
$28,617,645, no
part of
shall be
available
Limitation.
Limitation
after September
September 30, 1934, for
for the
the pay of
thousand
of more than eleven thousand
seven
and fifty
fifty commissioned
officers whose
original comcomseven hundred
hundred and
commissioned officers
whose original
National Guard.
Guard.
National
missions
missions are dated prior to June 1, 1934; pay of officers,
officers, National
National
Aviation increase.
Aviationinrease.
Guard, $100; pay of warrant officers,
officers, $1,336,407;
$1,336,407; aviation
aviation increase
to commissioned
commissioned and
officers of
the Army
Army not
not to
to exceed
exceed
to
and warrant
warrant officers
of the
Flights by nonflying
fl
shall be available
which shall
available for increased
increased pay for
of which
none of
$1,579,410,
mg $1,579,410,
officers.
ofirghts
$1,579410,oo none
officers. by no
making aerial
aerial flights
flights by
by nonflying
nonflying officers
officers above
above the
the grade
grade of
making
of captain
captain
at
rate in
of $1,440
per annum,
annum, which
shall be
the legal
at a
a rate
in excess
excess of
$1,440 per
which shall
be
the
legal
Longevity.
Longevity.
maximum rate as to
maximum
nonflying officers
officers above
grade of
of
to such nonflying
above the
the grade
captain; additional
additional pay
pay to
to officers
for length
length of
of service,
captain;
officers for
service, 87,039,844;
$7,039,844;
pay
enlisted men
line and
and staff,
staff, not
not including
including the
the PhilipPhilippay of
of enlisted
men of
of the
the line
Enlisted men.
Enlistedmen.
pine Scouts, $45,946,153;
enlisted men
$45,946,153; pay of enlisted
men of
of National
National Guard,
Guard,
Aviation
increase.
Aviationincrease.
$100; aviation
aviation increase to enlisted men of the Army, $457,904;
$457,904; pay
pay
of enlisted men
$945,401; additional
pay
men of the
the Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, $945,401;
additional pay
Retired
officers, etc.
Retired officers,
etc. for length of service to enlisted men, $3,453,300;
$3,153,300; pay
the officers
officers
pay of
of the
on
the retired
$9,188,436; increased
pay to
not to
to exceed
exceed five
five
on the
retired list,
list, $9,188,436;
increased pay
to not
retired
officers on
active duty,
retired officers
on active
duty, $5,775;
$5,775; pay
pay of
of retired
retired enlisted
enlisted men,
men,
Civil service
Civile
er'vice messenessen. $11,610,000;
$11,610,000; pay
of retired
clerks, $1,519;
$1,519; pay
pay not
exceed sixty
sixty
pay of
retired pay
pay clerks,
not to
to exceed
gers at headquarters.
civil-service messengers at
civil-service
$1,200 each
at headquarters
at not
not to exceed $1,200
each at
headquarters
departments, corps
corps
of the
the several Territorial
Territorial departments,
corps areas,
areas, Army
Army and
and corps
headquarters,
headquarters, Territorial districts, tactical
tactical divisions
and brigades,
brigades,
divisions and
Contract
Contract surgeons,
surgeons, service schools, camps,
camps, and ports of embarkation and debarkation,
debarkation,
nurses, etc.
surgeons, $46,148;
$64,800; pay and allowances
allowances of contract surgeons,
$46,148; pay
pay of
of
Rental allowances.
Rentalallowances,
nurses, $759,204;
$759,204; pay
pay of
of hospital
hospital matrons,
matrons, $540
rent
alallowances,
all owances ,
$540;; rental
allowances for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on duty
where
including allowances
for quarters
quarters for
duty where
Proviso.
$5,386,786: Provided,
Provided, That during
public quarters
quarters are not available,
available, $5,386,786:
Proviswane.
No allowance, occu- public
a t er
pying quarters
per- the fiscal year
pying
uaters at P
ear ending June 30, 1935, no rental allowance shall accrue
manent station.
ma ta
to any
any officer of
of the
the Government
to
Government in
consequence o
the provisions
prov i
si
ons
in consequence
off the
U.s.., p.
p. 1187.
187.
found
in section
section 10,
10, title
37, United
found in
title 37,
United States Code, while occupying
occupying
quarters at his permanent
permanent station not under the jurisdiction of
of the
the
service in which serving but which belong to the Government of
of the
the
United States, or to aacorporation
corporation the majority of the stock
stock of which
is owned
owned by the United States, in excess of the rental rate charged
charged for
Subsistence
allow.
ubsistence
allow- such quarters on March 5, 1934;
1934 ; subsistence
su b
si
st
ence allowances,
allowances, 85,290,521;
$5,290,521;
MOOS,.
Loss
ossby
by exchange.
exchange
interest
on soldiers'
soldiers' deposits, $30,000;
interest on
$30,000; payment of exchange
exchange by officers
officers
serving
serving in foreign countries,
countries, and when specially
specially authorized by the
Secretary
Secretary of War, by officers disbursing funds pertaining to the
War Department,
money
Department, when serving in Alaska, and all foreign money
received shall be char
charged
to
ge d t
o and
by disbursing
di sburs i
ng officers
officers of
and paid out
out by
of
the
Army at the legal
valuation
fixed by the
Secretary of the Treasthe
Army
legal
valuation
the
TreasDeducting sums from
purchase of discharges. ury, $100; in all, $121,760,093, less $285,000 to be supplied by the
Secretary of War for this purpose from funds received during the
Secretary of War for this purpose from funds received during the
fiscal year
year 1985
from the purchase by enlisted men of the Army of
fiscal
1935 from
of
Officers.
Officers.
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their discharges,
discharges, $121,475,093;
and the
the money
appropriated
money herein
herein appropriated
$121,475,093; and
their
be accounted
for ""Pay,
and so
so forth,
of the
the Army
Army"
accounted for as one
" shall be
forth, of
Pay, and
for
fund except
except that
that no
amount in
paragraph specifically
specifically limited
in this
this paragraph
no amount
fund
part of this appropriation
may
be increased:
Provided, That no part
appropriation
increased: Provided,
may be

619
619
Accounted for,
Accounted
for, as one
fd.
fund.
s
Pr
Pr
ovisos.
Detail as military
aide restricted.

mili
any aide restricted.
aide to
to any
as aamilitary
detailed as
shall
be available
to pay
any officer
military aide
officer detailed
pay any
available to
shall be
Department
civil
of the
the United States
States outside of the War Department
officer of
civil officer
Number
of
military
of military
Number
no appropriation
except the President:
except
President: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no
appropriation attach5s
limited.
of the
the attaclimited.
account of
for or
be available
available for
shall be
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
or on
on account
contained
maintenance
of more
thirty-two military attaches:
Provided
attaches: Provided
more than
than thirty-two
maintenance of
number
of Maximum
bandsmU
further,
no appropriation
contained in
Act shall
avail- of
be availshall be
this Act
in this
appropriation contained
That no
further, That
bands.
able for
for or
on account
account of the
more than eighty-three
maintenance of more
the maintenance
or on
able
No
for
furforservfursddition
No addition
further, That during
bands:
bands: Provided
Provided further,
during the fiscal year ending June nisbing
mounts or
or
servnisbing mounts
ice as aide.
receive an addi- ice
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
30, 1935,
1935, no
no officer
the Army
Army shall
to receive
of the
officer of
30,
Vol. 35, p. 108.
tion to
to his
pay in
in consequence
consequence of
of the
the provisions
R.S.,3sec
sec..121,
1261, p.
the Act
Act approved
approved VR.
of the
provisions of
his pay
tion
196
PP.
0;
us-c.,
May 11,
11, 1908
1908 (U.S.C.,
U.S.C.,
pp.
196,
sec. 803), or of section 1261 of the 220;
title 10, sec.
(U.S.C., title
May
198.
Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 10, sec. 692).
692).
Revised
None
the money
money appropriated
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be used
used to
Pay forbidden
to a
ofieddrentoing
to pay
pay reired
in this
appropriated in
of the
None of
retired officer selling
who for himself
any
the retired
list of
himself or for supplies
supplies to Army.
Army.
of the Army who
retired list
on the
officer on
any officer
others engages
in the
the selling,
selling, contracting
contracting for the sale of, negotiating
negotiating
engages in
others
for
the sale
sale of,
of, or
to the
Army or
Department
or the
the War Department
the Army
or furnishing
furnishing to
for the
any supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials, equipment,
equipment, lands, buildings, plants, vessels,
any
or
munitions. None
None of
of the
money appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall fore
totT
eo6
o
4ffice
, ent
rilt i
yrzl b
be
;
om4
employed
by
the money
or munitions.
sales to
having parties
who, having
list of the
be
paid to
on the
the retired
the Army
Army who,
parties making sales
to
retired list
officer on
any officer
to any
be paid
Department.
in Department.
employed in
age of
the age
been
retired before
reaching the
of sixty-four,
sixty-four, is
is employed
before reaching
been retired
the United
or its
its possessions
individual, partnership,
partnership,
any individual,
by any
possessions by
States or
United States
the
corporation,
association regularly
frequently engaged
engaged in makmakor frequently
regularly or
or association
corporation, or
War Departing
of any
any merchandise
or material
material to the War
merchandise or
sales of
direct sales
ing direct
ment
Army.
is
or the
the Army.
ment or
for certaigservicepubica
be available
No appropriation
appropriation for
the Army
shall be
available for
g
Army shall
of the
pay of
for the
the pay
No
the pay
pay of
of any
or enlisted
man on
active list
Army who
tions.
ee. ani..agseedrvicine
who tions.
the Army
list of
of the
on active
enlisted man
officer or
any officer
the
is
in any
manner with
with any
publication which is or may be
any publication
any manner
engaged in
is engaged
issued
or for
for any branch or organization
organization of the Army or military
by or
issued by
association
or enlisted
membership and
have membership
enlisted men have
officers or
in which
which officers
association in
which
carries paid
advertising of firms doing business with the War Proviso.
paid advertising
which carries
Department:
Provided, however,
however, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
contained Exemption.
Exemption.
Department: Provided,
shall
construed to
to prohibit
prohibit officers
officers from
disseminating
writing or disseminating
from writing
be construed
shall be
articles
with regulations
issued by
by the
Secretary of
the Secretary
regulations issued
accordance with
in accordance
articles in
War.
EXPENSES
OF COURTS-MARTIAL
COURTS-MARTIAL
EXPENSES OF

For expenses
of courts-martial,
courts of
of inquiry,
inquiry, military
commilitary comcourts-martial, courts
expenses of
For
missions,
boards, and
and compensation
of reporters
witreporters and witcompensation of
retiring boards,
missions, retiring
nesses
attending same,
contract stenographic
and
stenographic reporting services, and
same, contract
nesses attending
expenses
and securing
evidence for use
other evidence
securing other
depositions and
taking depositions
of taking
expenses of
before
same, $55,000.
$55,000.
the same,
before the
APPREEIF.NSION
SO FORTH
FOR
AND SO
DESERTERS, AND
OF DESERTERS,
APPREHENSION OF

For the
the apprehension,
securing, and
delivering of soldiers
soldiers absent
and delivering
apprehension, securing,
For
without leave
leave and
and of
of deserters,
escaped military
military prisoners,
including escaped
deserters, including
without
and the
the expenses
their pursuit;
pursuit; and
and no
no greater
than
sum than
greater sum
to their
incident to
expenses incident
and
$25
for each
escaped military
military prisoner
prisoner shall,
in the
disthe disshall, in
or escaped
deserter or
each deserter
$25 for
cretion of
of the
War, be
paid to
to any
any civil
civil officer
officer or
or citizen
citizen
be paid
of War,
Secretary of
the Secretary
cretion
for such
for a
to prisoner
prisoner
of $10
$10 to
donation of
a donation
expenses; for
and expenses;
services and
such services
for
discharged otherwise
honorably upon
release from
from confineconfinehis release
upon his
than honorably
otherwise than
discharged
ment under
court-martial sentence
involving dishonorable
discharge,
dishonorable discharge,
sentence involving
under court-martial
ment
$20,000.
$20,000.

Courts-martial, etc.

Couts-martal, etc.

Deserters, etc.,
etc.,
Deserters,
prehension
of.
prehension of.

apap-
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FINANCE
FINANCE SERVICE
SERVICE
For compensation
compensation of
For
of clerks
clerks and
employees of
Finance
and other
other employees
of the
the Finance
Department,
exceed $450
for allowances
allowances for
Department, including
including not
not to
to exceed
$450 for
for living
living
quarters, including
including heat,
fuel, and
as authorized
authorized by
the Act
quarters,
heat, fuel,
and light,
light, as
by the
Act
approved
26, 1930
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 5,
approved June
June 26,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
5, sec.
sec. 118a),
118a),
$966,114.
$966,114.
CLAIMS FOR
DAMAGES TO
TO AND
CLAIMS
FOR DAMAGES
AND LOSS
LOSS OF
OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PROPERTY

For payment
payment of claims not exceeding
exceeding $500
amount for
$500 each
each in
in amount
for
damages
to or
loss of
private property
property incident
the training,
pracdamages to
or loss
of private
incident to
to the
training, practice,
operation, or
maintenance of
of the
the Army
accrued, or
or
tice, operation,
or maintenance
Army that
that have
have accrued,
Proviso.
may hereafter
hereafter accrue,
from time
time, $10,000:
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Setstlment by Gen- may
accrue, from
time to
to time,
Settlement
eral
Accounting Office.
eralAccountng
ffice. settlement
settlement of such claims shall be made by the General
General Accounting
Accounting
Office, upon the
recommendation of
of
the approval
approval and
and recommendation
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War,
where the
the amount
amount of
damages has
been ascertained
the War
War
War, where
of damages
has been
ascertained by
by the
Department, and payment
thereof will
be accepted
accepted by
by the
the owners
payment thereof
will be
owners
of the property in full
damages.
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of such
such damages.
Payment of claims.
laims.

Destruction
Destruction of
of pripri- CLAIMS
OF OFFICERS,
CLAIMS OF
OFFICERS, ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN,
MEN, AND
AND NURSES
NURSES OF
OF THE
TRE ARMY
ARMY FOR
FOR
property of
offivate property
of officers, etc.
DESTRUCTION
DESTRUCTION OF
OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PROPERTY
Payment of claims
Payament
for.

of caims
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Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps.
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Purchase of supplies,
for issue as rations.

Pubrehsenesupplies,
issue as rations.

For the payment
of officers,
officers, enlisted
payment of claims of
and nurses
enlisted men,
men, and
nurses
of the Army
Army for private
private property
abanproperty lost,
lost, destroyed,
destroyed, captured,
captured, abandoned, or
doned,
or damaged
in the
the military
military services
the United
United States,
States,
damaged in
services of
of the

an Act
approved March
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of an
Act approved
March 4,
4, 1921
1921 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
title
secs. 218-222),
$15,000.
title 31,
31, secs.
218-222), $15,000.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER
Subsistence of
of subsistence
supplies: For
Subsistence
of the
the Army:
Army: Purchase
Purchase of
subsistence supplies:
For

issue as rations to troops, including retired enlisted men
men when
when ordered
ordered
to active duty, civil employees when entitled thereto, hospital
applicants for enlistment while held under observation,
matrons, applicants
observation,
general prisoners
prisoners of war (including
(including Indians
Indians held
held by
the Army
as
by the
Army as
prisoners, but for whose subsistence appropriation
appropriation is not othe
-wise
otherwise
made),
made), Indians employed by the Army as guides and
and scouts, and
general prisoners at posts; for the subsistence
masters, officers,
subsistence of the masters,
officers,

crews, and employees
employees of
vessels of
of the
Transport Service;
of the vessels
the Army
Army Transport
Service;
hot coffee for troops traveling
traveling when supplied
supplied with
with cooked
cooked or
or travel
travel
Bales
etc.
sales to
to officers,
officers, etc. rations;
rations; meals
for recruiting
and applicants for enlistment
meals for
recruiting parties
parties and
enlistment

while under observation;
observation; for sales to officers, including members of
of
the Officers' Reserve Corps while on active
active duty, and enlisted men
men
PPayments.
Iontslo. Of the Army. For payments:
payments: Of the regulation
regulation allowances
allowances of
of comcomCommutation allow- of
ances. aea.
mutation in lieu of rations to enlisted men on furlough, enlisted men
when stationed
stationed at places where rations in kind cannot be economically
economically
when
issued, including retired enlisted men when ordered
ordered to active
active duty
duty
and when traveling on detached duty where it is impracticable to
and
carry rations
rations of
of any kind, enlisted men selected to contest for places
carry
or prizes in department
department and Army rifle competitions when traveling
to and from places of contest, applicants for enlistment,
enlistment, and general
genera,
prisoners while traveling under orders. For payment of the regulation
allowances of
tion allowances
of commutation
commutation in lieu of rations for enlisted men,
applicants for enlistment while held under observation,
applicants
observation, civilian
employees who
who are entitled to subsistence
employees
subsistence at public expense, and
general
general prisoners
prisoners while
while sick in hospitals, to be paid to
surgeon
to the
the surgeon
Advertising.
Aivetsng.
d i charge; adverisng; for providing
providing prizes to be established
established by the
Prizes for bakers and in charge; advertising; for
cooks.
cooks.
Secretary
Secretary of War
War for enlisted men of the Army who graduate
graduate from
from
the
Army schools
the Army
schools for
for bakers
bakers and cooks, the total amount of such
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the various schools
schools not
not to exceed $900 per annum; and for
for
prizes at the
incident to
purchase, testing,
other
necessary expenses
other necessary
expenses incident
to the
the purchase,
testing, care,
care, Subsistence
Subsistence supplies.
preservation,
sale, and
accounting for
for
preservation, issue,
issue, sale,
and accounting
for subsistence
subsistence supplies for
oPrio.
Provided, That none of the money Proviso.
$16,000,000: Provided,
the Army; in
in all,
all, $16,000,000:
ag?:
appropriated in
in this
shall be
be used
for the
purchase of
narine
re•
of oleo- stricti(aon.g
the purchase
used for
this Act
Act shall
appropriated
margarine
substitutes for
margarine or
or butter
butter substitutes
for other than cooking
cooking purposes,
except
except to
to supply an
an expressed
expressed preference
preference therefor
therefor or
or for use
use where
where
climatic
conditions render the use of butter impracticable.
impracticable.
climatic or other conditions
of the
the Army:
Army: Regular
Regular supplies
supplies of
of the
Quarter- Regular
Regular
supplies of
the QuarterRegular quartermasRegular supplies
master
Corps, including
including their
care and
and protection;
protection; stoves
stoves required
supplies.
trsupplies.
required ter
master Corps,
their care
for
the use
of the
Army for
for heating
heating offices,
offices, hospitals,
hospitals, barracks,
barracks, and
and
for the
use of
the Army
quarters,
and recruiting
recruiting stations,
stations ' and
and United
States disciplinary
quarters, and
United States
disciplinary
barracks; also ranges,
barracks;
ranges, stoves, coffee
coffee roasters,
roasters, and appliances
appliances for
cooking
at posts
when traveling,
traveling,
food at
posts in
in the
the field
field and
and when
cooking and
and serving
serving food
and
repair and
maintenance of
and cooking
appliances;
and repair
and maintenance
of such
such heating
heating and
cooking appliances;
ice, etc.
etc.
post bakery
bakery and
and bakebake- Bakeries,
Bakeries, ice,
authorized
of candles
candles and matches;
matches; for post
authorized issues of
oven
equipment and
apparatus; for
for ice
ice for
issue to
to organizations
organizations of
oven equipment
and apparatus;
for issue
enlisted
offices at
places as the
enlisted men and
and offices
at such places
the Secretary
Secretary of War
War may
determine,
of stores;
stores; authorized
issues of
soap,
authorized issues
of soap,
determine, and
and for
for preservation
preservation of
F
ppu
in
,t
t
u
c
necessary furniture,
toilet paper,
paper, and towels; for the necessary
furniture, textbooks,
textbooks supnieturet
sures
i
e
re, school
school
for
paper,
the post
post schools
schools and
libraries, and for
and libraries,
for the
equipment for
paper, and
and equipment
for the purchase
and issue of
schools
noncommissioned officers;
purchase and
of
schools for noncommissioned
officers; for
instruments, office
office furniture
and other
authorized articles
other authorized
articles
furniture, stationery,
stationery, and
instruments,
for
the use
officers' schools
military posts; for
for purpurof officers'
schools at
at the
the several military
for the
use of
for
chase
market reports,
reports, and
and so forth;
forth; for
of commercial
commercial newspapers,
newspapers, market
chase of
each
and mess halls, each
the tableware
tableware and
furniture for
for kitchens
kitchens and
and mess furniture
the
andetc. Forage, etc.
for forage,
including recruits;
and
all for
and all
for the
the enlisted
enlisted men,
men, including
recruits; for
forage, salt,
salt, and
vinegar
the horses,
horses, mules,
mules, oxen,
oxen, and
other draft
and riding
riding
and other
draft and
for the
vinegar for
posts and stations
animals
Corps at the
several posts
the several
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
animals of
and with
with the
field, for
for the horses
horses of the several regiin the field,
and
the armies in
such companies
of
ments
batteries of Artillery
Artillery and such
companies of
Cavalry and batteries
ments of Cavalry
Infantry
mounted, and for remounts
remounts and
and for
for
Infantry and Scouts
Scouts as may be mounted,
the authorized
number of
including bedding
bedding for
for the
officers' horses,
horses, including
of officers'
the
authorized number
animals; for
for seeds
seeds and
for the
the raising
raising of forage
required for
and implements
implements required
animals;
at remount
depots and
and on
military reservations
reservations in
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian,
in the
on military
at
remount depots
Philippine, and
and Panama
Canal Departments,
and for
for labor
labor and
and
Departments, and
Panama Canal
Philippine,
expenses incident
thereto, including,
including, when
specifically authorized
authorized by
when specifically
expenses
incident thereto,
the
cost of
of irrigation;
irrigation; for
for the
purchase of
of
the purchase
the cost
of War,
War the
the Secretary
Secretary of
implements
of labor
harvesting hay
military reservareservahay on
on military
for harvesting
hire of
labor for
and hire
implements and
tions; for
soldiers' bedding,
bedding, stationery,
stationery, typewriters
Stationery, etc.
typewriters and
andetc. Stationery,
for straw
straw for
for soldiers'
tions;
exchange
of same,
including blank
for the
the
and blank
blank forms
forms for
blank books
books and
same, including
exchange of
soldiers, and for
for printing departArmy,
certificates for discharged
discharged soldiers,
Army, certificates
and reports, $2,576,880.
$2,576,880.
orders and
ment orders
Clothing, etc.
Clothing
equipage: For
cloth, woolens,
materials, and
Clothing and
and equipage:
For cloth,
woolens, materials,
and for
for Clothing,
etc.
the
and manufacture
clothing for
the Army,
Army, including
including ture,t
titre, etc.
hese, manufa
for the
of clothing
manufacture of
the purchase
purchase and
retired
enlisted men
ordered to
active duty,
issue and
and for
for
for issue
to active
duty, for
men when
when ordered
retired enlisted
sale;
for payment
payment of
of clothing
to warrant
officers
due to
warrant officers
clothing due
of commutation
commutation of
sale; for
of
service and
to enlisted
men; for
for altering
altering and
and
enlisted men;
and to
planter service
of the
the mine
mine planter
fitting
clothing and
and washing
and cleaning
cleaning when
Laundries, etc.
et.
necessary; for
for Laundries,
when necessary;
washing and
fitting clothing
operation
existing or
now under
construction, including
including
under construction,
or now
laundries, existing
operation of
of laundries,
purchase
and repair
repair of
laundry machinery
machinery therefor;
for the
authorthe authortherefor; for
of laundry
purchase and
ized
for use
use of
general prisoners
confined
prisoners confined
of general
laundry materials
materials for
issues of
of laundry
ized issues
at military
military posts
posts without
pay or
or allowances,
allowances, and
and for
for
for applicants for
without pay
at
enlistment
observation; for
for equipment
and repair
repair
equipment and
under observation;
while held
held under
enlistment while
of
of existing
sorting
and sorting
plants, salvage
salvage and
existing dry-cleaning
dry-cleaning plants,
of equipment
equipment of
storehouses,
hat repairing
shoe repair
shops, clothing
clothing repair
repair
repair shops,
shops, shoe
repairing shops,
storehouses, hat
shops,
and garbage
garbage reduction
equipage, including
author- etes
Egtdpege, toilet kits.
EqiptBtoietkits
including authorfor equipage,
reduction works;
works; for
shops, and
ized
toilet articles
articles, barbers'
tailors' material,
for use
use
material, for
barbers' and
and tailors'
issues of
of toilet
ized issues
of
general prisoners
confined at
military posts
without pay
or allowallowpay or
posts without
at military
prisoners confined
of general
s
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ances
and applicants
for enlistment
held under
under observation;
ances and
applicants for
enlistment while
while held
observation;
issue of
of toilet
kits to
to recruits
recruits upon
upon their
first enlistment,
and issue
issue
issue
toilet kits
their first
enlistment, and
of
to the
the Army;
Army; for
expenses of
of packing
packing and
of housewives
housewives to
for expenses
and handling
handling
Citizen's outer clothcloth- and similar necessaries; for a
Citizen'souter
a suit of
of citizen's
citizen's outer clothing
clothing and
and
ing.
m
when
necessary an
an overcoat,
overcoat, the
all not
not to
to exceed
exceed $30,
to be
g,
when necessary
the cost
cost of
of all
$30, to
be
issued
soldier discharged
discharged otherwise
otherwise than
than honorably,
honorably, to
to each
issued to
to each
each soldier
each
enlisted
by civil
an offense
resulting in
in
enlisted man
man convicted
convicted by
civil court
court for
for an
offense resulting
confinement
in a
penitentiary or
or other
civil prison,
each
confinement in
a penitentiary
other civil
prison, and
and to
to i
each
enlisted
man ordered
interned by
by reason
reason of
of the
the fact
that he
he iss an
enlisted man
ordered interned
fact that
an
Indemnity for de- alien enemy, or, for the same reason,
discharged
without
internment;
internment;
without
reason,
discharged
for
the
same
enemy,
or,
defr
alien
sndedcmnioty
stroyed clothing, etc,
oy
,e
for
officers and
and men of
of the Army for clothing and
for indemnity
indemnity to
to officers
bedding,
and so
since April
April 22,
22, 1898,
1898, by
bedding, and
so forth,
forth, destroyed
destroyed since
by order
order of
of
medical officers
officers of the Army
Army for
for sanitary
sanitary reasons,
$1,207,112, of
of
medical
reasons,
$4,207,112,
Fuel.
Fuel.
which amount not exceeding
exceeding $60,000 shall be available immediately
immediately
for
procurement and
and transportation
transportation of
for the
for the
the procurement
of fuel
fuel for
the service
service of
of
the
1935.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935.
Incidental
ncidental expenses.
expenses.
Civilian
iiian personnel.

personn

Living
Quarters.
ving quarters.

Vol. 46,
6 p. 818.
IT.S.C., Supp. VII,
P.
20.
. 20

.S.c., snpp. vi,

ecrmiting.
Recruiting,

Tests, etc.
Inspection service.
service.
Inspection

Proviso.
Proiso.
Average number employednmbeem.
ployed.

Transportation
of
Transportation
of
troops and supplies.

troops and

ppes.

Drayage,
etc.
Draymgeete.

vehices.

Vehicles.

Travel
Travel allowances,
aloances,
National Guard.

Natiouad.

Vol. 31,, p.
p. 902;
902; Vol.
42, p. 102L
U.S.C., p. 197.

Vol.
Vol.
2.s.c., p.. 7

Incidental
expenses of the Army: Postage;
Incidental expenses
Postage; hire of laborers
laborers in
in

the Quartermaster
Corps, including
including the
the care
the
Quartermaster Corps,
care of
of officers'
officers' mounts
mounts when
when

the same
same are
furnished by
the Government;
the
are furnished
by the
Government; compensation
compensation of
of clerks
clerks
employees of
and other
other employees
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
including not
not
Corps, including
to exceed
exceed $9,325
$9,325 in
aggregate or
for any
any one
one person
for
to
in the
the aggregate
or $450
$450 for
person for
allowances for
living quarters,
quarters, including
fuel, and
light, as
as
allowances
for living
including heat,
heat, fuel,
and light,
authorized by
by the
Act of
26, 1930
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 5,
5,
authorized
the Act
of June
June 26,
1930 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
118a), and
foremen, watchmen,
for the
the
sec. 118a),
and clerks, foremen,
watchmen, and
and organist
organist for
United
United States
States Disciplinary
and incidental
Disciplinary Barracks,
Barracks, and
incidental expenses
expenses of
of
recruiting; for
for the
plants; for
recruiting;
the operation
operation of
of coffee-roasting
coffee-roasting plants;
for tests
tests
and experimental
experimental and
and
development work
research to
to
and development
work and
and scientific
scientific research
be
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards
the Quartermaster
be performed
performed by
Standards for
for the
Quartermaster
Corps; for inspection service and instruction
Corps;
instruction furnished
furnished by the
Department of
of Agriculture
which may
may be
transferred in
advance;
Department
Agriculture which
be transferred
in advance;
for such additional expenditures
expenditures as
as are
are necessary
and authorized
necessary and
authorized
by law in the movements
movements and
and operation
operation of
of the
Army and
at military
the Army
and at
military
posts, and not expressly assigned to any other departments,
departments,
$3,218,307:
Provided, That no
no appropriation
appropriation contained
$3,218,307: Provided,
contained in
in this
this Act
Act
shall
available for
any expense
of
shall be
be available
for any
expense incident
incident to
to the
the employment
employment of
an average number
an.
of officers,
officers, enlisted
men, or
civilian employees
number of
enlisted men,
or civilian
employees
greater
during the
the fiscal
greater than the
the largest
largest number
number employed
employed during
fiscal year
year
ended
in connection
connection with
ended June 30, 1929, in
with work
work incident
incident to
assurto the
the assurance
of adequate
provision for
the mobilization
mobilization o
teri
el and
an d
ance of
adequate provision
for the
off ma
materiel
industrial organizations
essential to
war-time needs.
needs.
industrial
organizations essential
to war-time
Army transportation:
transportation: For
transportation of
Army supplies;
For transportation
of Army
supplies; of
of
authorized baggage,
including packing
packing and
and crating;
of horse
horse equipequipauthorized
baggage, including
crating; of
ment; and of funds for the
the Army;
Army; for the purchase
purchase or
construction,
or construction,
not to exceed
exceed $10,000,
$10,000, alteration, operation,
operation, and
repair o
boat
s an
d
and repair
offboats
and
other vessels; for
for wharfage,
tolls, and
wharfage, tolls,
ferriage; for
for drayage
and
and ferriage;
drayage and
cartage;
cartage; for the purchase, manufacture
manufacture (including both material
and labor), maintenance,
hire, and
and repair
repair of
pack saddles
saddles and
maintenance, hire,
of pack
and
harness;
harness; for the purchase, hire, operation, maintenance, and
repair
and repair
of wagons, carts, drays, other vehicles, and horse-drawn and
and motormotorpropelled
propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles required
required for the transportation
transportation
of troops and supplies and for official military and garrison purposes,
maintenance
maintenance and repair expenditures
expenditures on motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles not
not
to exceed
exclusive of
for hire
of draft
and pack
exceed $461,812, exclusive
of labor;
labor; for
hire of
draft and
pack
animals; for
for travel allowances to officers of National Guard on
animals;
discharge
in the Act of March
discharge from Federal service as prescribed in
(J.S.C., title 10, sec.
2,, 1901 (U.S.C.,
see. 751),
751), and to enlisted men of National
Guard on
from Federal
Federal service, as prescribed
prescribed in amendaGuard
on discharge
discharge from
amendato
tory Act of September 22, 1922 (U.S.C., title 10, sec. 752),
752), and to
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mustered into Fedmembers
the National
National Guard
Guard who have been mustered
of the
members of
eral service
and discharged
discharged on account of physical disability; in
service and
eral
Fuel.
all,
exceeding $250,000
$250,000 shall be Fuel.
of which
which amount not exceeding
$7,702,359, of
all, $7,702,359,
transportation of
available
procurement and transportation
for the
the procurement
immediately for
available immediately
moto
rO of
of the
the fiscal year 1935: Provided,
fuel for
Provided, That no part Provisos.
service of
the service
for the
fuel
Purchase of motor
restricted.
vehicles restricted.
purchase or exchange
of
this appropriation
shall be
be available
exchange vehicles
available for the purchase
appropriation shall
of this
of motor-propelled
except that comvehicles except
passenger-carrying vehicles
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
pletely
assembled and
equipped motor-propelled
motor-pro -jelled trucks, including
including
and equipped
pletely assembled
station wagon
types, to
S750 each, including the
cost not
not to exceed $750
to cost
wagon types,
station
value of
of any
any vehicle
vehicle exchanged,
be purchased
purchased out of savings that
that
exchanged, may be
value
would
appropriation and to other appropriations
appropriations for
accrue to this appropriation
would accrue
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
Quartermaster Corps, and to the
under the Quartermaster
1935 under
the
a lessappropriation "Travel,
"Travel, Military
Military and
Civil Personnel ", from a
and Civil
appropriation
ened expense
expense on
on account
of the
the maintenance
animals, for or on
of animals,
maintenance of
account of
ened
animal-drawn
maintenance, and operation
account
of the
operation of animal-drawn
the purchase, maintenance,
account of
equipment, or
or for
on account
rail transportation
transportation of persons and
of rail
account of
or on
for or
equipment,
Not available except
exept
availabl
forN
Provided furmaterials, owing
employment of such vehicles: Provided
fur- for
owing to the employment
materials,
salvaging,
etc.
appropriation
no
1935,
ther,
That,
effective
January
1,
1935,
appropriation
contained
in
1,
ther, That, effective January
this Act
Act shall
shall be
for any
expense of
of any
any character,
other
character, other
any expense
available for
be available
this
than as
may be
be incident
incident to
salvaging or
or scrapping, on account of any
to salvaging
as may
than
Exceptions.
January 1, 1920, except
motor-propelled vehicle
vehicle procured
procured prior to January
except Exceptions.
motor-propelled
Reserve
by
use
in
now
tractors, ambulances,
ambulances, fire
and vehicles
trucks, and
fire trucks,
tractors,
Transporting private
private
Transporting
further, That no appro- cars
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps units:
Provided further,
units: Provided
Officers'
at public expense
restricted.
restricted.
for
any
priation
contained
in
this
Act
shall
be
available
for
expense
priation contained in this Act shall be available
automobiles
or
incident to
transportation of privately
privately owned automobiles
the transportation
to the
or incident
privately
except on
account of the
return to the United States of such privately
the return
on account
except
owned
as may have been transported
transported to points outside
outside of
automobiles as
owned automobiles
the continental
continental limits
of the
the United
United States
at public
public expense
expense prior
prior Transportation costs
States at
limits of
the
to July
July 14,
further? That
charged to appropriaappropriaduring the fiscal year 1935 chargedto
That during
Providedfurther,
14, 1932:
1932: Provided
to
-hirh supchaon
tion from which
su
fpromhich supthe cost
of transportation
transportation from
from point
point of
the first
first point of pie
to the
origin to
of origin
cost of
the
plies procured.
storage
consumption of
of supplies,
equipment, and material in consupplies, equipment,
or consumption
storage or
activities of the
nection
with the
the manufacturing
and purchasing
purchasing activities
manufacturing and
nection with
appropriations from
Quartermaster Corps may
may be charged
charged to the appropriations
Quartermaster
which
material are procured.
equipment, and material
supplies, equipment,
such supplies,
which such
HORSES,
AND PACK ANIMALS
DRAFT AND
HORSES, DRAFT

Horses,
Hores, etc.
Purchase, ate.

For
of draft
animals and
and horses
horses within
within Puro se, etc.
pack animals
and pack
draft and
purchase of
the purchase
For the
limits
to age,
age, sex,
sex, and
Secretary of
prescribed by the Secretary
to be prescribed
size to
and size
as to
limits as
War
for remounts
remounts for
for officers
officers entitled
mounts, for
for the
the
public mounts,
to public
entitled to
War for
United
States
Military
Academy,
and
for
such
organizations
and
and
organizations
such
for
and
Academy,
Military
States
United
members
of the
as may
to be
mounted,
be mounted,
required to
be required
may be
service as
military service
the military
members of
and
for
all
expenses
incident
to
such
purchases
(including
$69,789
Enuring breed$69,789 Encouraging
(including
purchases
such
to
and for all expenses incident
of riding horses.
for encouragement
encouragement of
of the
of riding
horses suitable
hon res.
ingofriding
the ing
for the
suitable for
riding .horses
breeding of
the breeding
for
Industry,
Army,
in
cooperation
with
the
Bureau
of
Animal
Industry,
Departof
Animal
Bureau
the
with
Army, in cooperation
ment
Agriculture, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of animals
animals for
breeding
for breeding
of Agriculture,
ment of
purposes
their maintenance),
$219,789.
maintenance), $219,789.
and their
purposes and
Barracks,
"arraCcAs,

BARRACKS
AND UTILITIES
UTILIIES
BUILDINGS AND
OTHER BUILDINGS
AND OTHER
QUARTERS AND
AND QUARTERS
BARRACKS AND

etc.

quarters,
quarerM,

SIW
A ^3 for
All expenses
con-

maintemainteFor
all expenses
the construction,
installation, operastruction,
opera- struction,
construction, installation,
to the
incident to
expenses incident
For all
nance,
etc.
tion,
and
maintenance
of
buildings,
utilities,
appurtenances,
and
et
ance
tion, and maintenance of buildings, utilities, appurtenances, and
accessories necessary
necessary for
for the
the shelter,
shelter, protection,
and accommodation
accommodation
protection, and
accessories
of the
the Army
and its
personnel and
and property,
property, where
not specifically
specifically
where not
its personnel
Army and
of
provided
for
in
other
appropriations,
including
personal
services,
services,
personal
including
provided for in other appropriations,
purchase
and repair
repair of
of furniture
furniture for
warrant
officers, warrant
for officers,
quarters for
for quarters
purchase and
officers,
and
noncommissioned
officers,
and
officers'
messes
and
wall
wall
and
messes
officers'
and
officers, and noncommissioned officers,
lockers and
refrigerators for
for Government-owned
buildings as
as may
may Rentals.
Government-owned buildings
and refrigerators
lockers
be approved
approved by
the Secretary
of War,
care and
and improvement
of RIah
improvement of
War, care
Secretary of
by the
be
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grounds, flooring
flooring and
and framing
framing for
tents, rental
of buildings,
includgrounds,
for tents,
rental of
buildings, including not
in the
the District
Columbia, provided
is
ing
not to
to exceed
exceed $900
$900 in
District of
of Columbia,
provided space
space is
not
available in
in Government-owned
Government-owned buildings,
buildings, and
for milinot available
and grounds
grounds for
miliwater,
etc.
Water, roads, et
tary
and lodgings
lodgings for
applicants for
c.
tary purposes
purposes and
for recruits
recruits and
and applicants
for enlistenlistments,
supply, sewer
sewer and
fire-alarm systems,
systems, fire
apparatus,
ments, water
water supply,
and fire-alarm
fire apparatus,
roads,
wharves, drainage,
purchase of
roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
drainage, dredging
dredging channels,
channels, purchase
of
water, disposal
of sewage,
sewage, shooting
shooting galleries,
ranges for
small-arms
water,
disposal of
galleries, ranges
for small-arms
Target practice, etc.
etc. target
practice, field, mobile, and railway artillery
target practice,
artillery practice,
including
practice, including
flour
for paste
paste for
marking targets,
ranges and
and galleries
be
flour for
for marking
targets, such
such ranges
galleries to
to be
open as
far as
to the
National Guard
open
as far
as practicable
practicable to
the National
Guard and
and organized
organized rifle
rifle
clubs under
regulations to
be prescribed
the Secretary
for
clubs
under regulations
to be
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
of War,
War, for
Heat and light
lightt for furnishing
furnishing heat and light for the authorized
authorized allowance
of quarters
quarters
allowance of
quarters, etc.
for officers, enlisted
warrant officers,
officers, including
retired
enlisted men,
men, and
and warrant
including retired
enlisted men when
when ordered
ordered to
active duty,
duty, contract
when
to active
contract surgeons
surgeons when
stationed at
occupying public
public quarters
at military
posts, officers
officers
at and
and occupying
quarters at
military posts,
National Guard
Guard attending
service and
garrison schools,
schools, and
of the
the National
attending service
and garrison
and
Recreation buildings.
Recreation
buildings. for recruits,
guards,
hospitals,
storehouses,
recruits,
hospitals,
storehouses,
offices,
the
buildings
offices,
the
buildings
Vol. 32, p. 282.
erected
U.S.C., p. 219.
219.
erected at private
of the
the Act
approved May
31,
private cost,
cost, in
in the
the operation
operation of
Act approved
May 31,
(U.S.C., title 10, sec. 1346),
1902 (U.S.C.,
1346), and
buildings for
similar purpose
purpose
and buildings
for aasimilar
reservations authorized
authorized by
by War
Department regulations;
regulations;
on military
military reservations
War Department
for sale of fuel to officers;
officers; fuel
and engine
required in
in the
fuel and
engine supplies
supplies required
the
operation of modern
modern batteries
$9,155,695, and
batteries at
at established
established posts
posts,' $9,155,695,
and
$2,500,000 of this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
immediately for
for
available immediately
Fuel.
Fael.
the procurement
procurement and transportation
transportation of
fuel for
the service
of fuel
for the
service of
of the
the
Provisos.
Prossos.
M. fiscal year 1935: Provided,
Provided,That
more than
$16,000 of
That not
not more
than $16,000
of the
the approapproRent outside District.
trict.
priations contained in this Act shall be available
available for rent of
offices
of offices
outside
outside the District
connection with
work incident
incident to
to
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in connection
with work
assurance of adequate
mobilization of
the assurance
adequate provision
provision for the mobilization
of materiel
materiel
and industrial organizations
organizations essential
Provided
essential to
to war-time
war-time needs:
needs: Provided
Rentals for mil
military
Rentals
ita
further,
further, That this appropriation
appropriation shall
available for
the rental
of
shall be available
attaches.
attaches.
for the
rental of
addioffices,
garages,
offices,
garages,
and
stables
for
military
attaches:
Provided
further,
and
stables
for
military
attaches:
Provided
further,
Limitation on
on additional construction.
part of
the funds
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
be available
no part
construction .d That no
of the
funds herein
shall be
available
for construction
construction of a
a permanent
permanent nature of an additional
additional building
building
or an extension
the cost of
extension or addition to an existing
existing building, the
which
of
which
Stable rent.
rent.
in any case exceeds $20,000: Provided
Provided further,
monthly
further, That
That the
the monthly
rental
appropriation for stabling any
rental rate to be paid out of this appropriation
any

animal shall not exceed $10.
$10.

Fort
Fort Monroe, Va.
Wharf, etc.
etc.

Wharf,

eto.
Roads, et.

Sewers, supplies.

ewers supplies.

Hospitals.
Hospitals.

Hospitals.

Construction,
repair,
ns t
eteo
rction repair,
etc.

SEWERAGE
SEWERAGE SYSTEM,
SYSTEM, FORT MONROE,
MONROE, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA

For
and apron
apron of
For repair
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of wharf
wharf and
of wharf, includ-

necessary labor and material therefor, fuel for waiting rooms;
ing all necessary
rooms;
water, brooms,
brooms, and shovels, $20,280; for
for one
be
one third
third of
of said
said sum,
sum, to
to be
supplied by the United States, S6,760.
$6,760.
For rakes,
rakes, shovels,
shovels, and
and brooms; repairs to roadway, pavements,
For
macadam, and asphalt block; repairs to street crossings; repairs to
street drains, and labor for cleaning
street
cleaning roads, $8,469; for two thirds of
said sum, to be supplied by the United States, $5,646.
For
waste, oil, motor and pump repairs, sewer pipe, cement,
For waste,
cement, brick
stone, supplies,
supplies, and personal services, $6,690; for two thirds ofbrick,
stone,
said
sum, to be supplied by the United States, $4,460.
NSTRUCTIONi
AND

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF
OF HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS

For
construction and
For construction
and repair of hospitals at military posts already
already
established
and occupied,
established and
occupied, including all expenditures
expenditures for construction
construction
and repairs required at
thee Army
atth
A rmy and
Hospital at
at Hot
Hot Springs,
and Navy Hospital
Springs,
for
thee construction
Arkansas, and f
orth
cons t
ructi
on and
hospitals
and repair
repair of
of general
general hospitals
and expenses
and
expenses incident thereto, and for additions needed
needed to meet the
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in
hospitals in
requirements
garrisons, and
for temporary
temporary hospitals
and for
of increased
increased garrisons,
requirements of
standing
camps and
and cantonments;
for the
the alteration
alteration of
of permanent
permanent
cantonments; for
standing camps
buildings at
at posts
for use
construction and
and repair
repair of
hospitals, construction
use as
as hospitals,
posts for
buildings
temporary
buildings at
at permanent
permanent posts, construction
construction and
hospital buildings
temporary hospital
repair of
of temporary
temporary general
hospitals, rental
purchase of
of grounds,
or purchase
rental or
general hospitals,
repair
and rental
rental and
alteration of
buildings for
for hospital
hospital purposes
use for
for use
of buildings
and alteration
and
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
including necessary temelsewhere, including
and elsewhere,
District of
in
porary quarters
quarters for
hospital personnel,
heating and
outbuildings, heating
personnel, outbuildings,
for hospital
porary
laundry apparatus,
apparatus, plumbing,
plumbing, water and
sewers, and electric work,
and sewers,
laundry
cooking
apparatus, and
and roads
same, $429,521.
$429,521.
the same,
for the
walks for
and walks
roads and
cooking apparatus,

Temporary
Temporary
hospitals, etc.

camp
camp

CORPS
SIGNAL
SIGNAL C
ORPS

Signal
Corps.
Signal Corps.

SIGNAL SERVICE
SERVICE OF
OF TIIE
ARMY
TIIE ARMY
SIGNAL

Signal Service.

Signal Service.

Telegraph
and teleteleTelegraphmand
phone systems.
Purchase, operation,
operation,
Purchase,
etc.

Telegraph and
and telephone
telephone systems: Purchase, equipment, operation,
Telegraph
radio, cable,
and
repair of
of military
telegraph, telephone,
cable, and
and signaltelephone, radio,
military telegraph,
and repair
ing
systems; signal
signal equipment
equipment and
and stores,
lanheliographs, signal lan-etc.
stores, heliographs,
ing systems;
terns,
necessary instruments;
instruments; wind
wind vanes, barometers,
barometers,
other necessary
and other
flags, and
terns, flags,
anemometers,
other meteorological
instruments;
meteorological instruments;
and other
thermometers, and
anemometers, thermometers,
photographic and
cinematographic work
performed for the
the Army
work performed
and cinematographic
photographic
motor-driven and other vehicles
by
Corps; motorcycles,
motorcycles, motor-driven
Signal Corps;
the Signal
by the
construction,
for
official purposes
with the construction,
connection with
in connection
purposes in
and official
technical and
for technical
operation,
and maintenance
maintenance of
or signaling
signaling systems,
of communication
communication or
operation, and
and
supplies for
their operation
and maintenance;
and
professional and
maintenance; professional
operation and
for their
and supplies
scientific
reference, pamphlets,
pamphlets, periodicals
and
newspapers, and
periodicals, newspapers,
of reference,
books of
scientific books
Chief
office of the Chief
maps for
of the
the Signal
in the office
and in
Corps and
Signal Corps
use of
for use
maps
Signal Officer;
Officer; telephone
including rental
rental and
payment
and payment
apparatus, including
telephone apparatus,
Signal
for commercial,
long-distance, and
trunk-line, long-distance,
message, trunk-line,
exchange, message,
commercial, exchange,
for
leased-line telephone
telephone service
post, camp,
cantoncamp, cantonany post,
connecting any
or connecting
at or
service at
leased-line
ment,
depot, arsenal,
headquarters, hospital,
aviation station,
or other
other
station, or
hospital, aviation
arsenal, headquarters,
ment, depot,
Local exemption.
exemption.
office or
the Army,
Army, excepting
excepting the
local telephone
telephone service Local
the local
of the
station of
or station
office
for
various bureaus
Department in the District of
War Department
the War
of the
bureaus of
the various
for the
Columbia,
messages pertaining
pertaining to
office of
Secretary
of the
the Secretary
the office
to the
toll messages
and toll
Columbia, and
of War;
electric time
time service;
service; the
the rental
rental of
of commercial
telegraph
commercial telegraph
War; electric
of
lines an
and their
their operation
at or
or connecting
connecting any
post,
any post,
operation at
equipment, and
and equipment,
lines
aviation
camp,
cantonment, depot,
depot, arsenal,
arsenal, headquarters,
headquarters, hospital,
hospital, aviation
camp, cantonment,
station,
other office
office or
the Army,
Army, including
payment for
for
including payment
of the
station of
or station
or other
station, or
official
individual telegraph
messages transmitted
transmitted over
commercial
over commercial
telegraph messages
official individual
Electrical in stall a.
lines; electrical
installations and
thereof at
at military
Eoetrialo Installa.
military tions.
maintenance thereof
and maintenance
electrical installations
lines;
posts,
cantonments, camps,
camps, and
Army, fire
fire control.
control,
the Army,
of the
stations of
and stations
posts, cantonments,
Civilian employees.
and
direction apparatus,
apparatus, and
for Field
Field Artillery;
Artillery; salaries
salaries of
of Civilian employees.
material for
and material
and direction
civilian
employees, including
those necessary
at vocavocainstructors at
as instructors
necessary as
including those
civilian employees,
tional
supplies, general
repairs, reserve
other
and other
supplies, and
reserve supplies,
general repairs,
schools; supplies,
tional schools;
expenses
and transmitting
transmitting of
informa- Experimental reof informawith the
the collecting
collecting and
connected with
expenses connected
tion
the Army
by telegraph
or otherwise;
experimental investigasearch, etc.
mental
investiga- search
otherwise; experimental
telegraph or
Army by
for the
tion for
tion,
or improvements
improvements in
appain appaand development
development or
purchase, and
research, purchase,
tion, research,
ratus and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of signaling
and accessories
accessories thereto,
including
thereto, including
signaling and
ratus,
patent rights
rights and
and other
other rights
rights thereto,
including machines,
instrumachines, instruthereto, including
patent
ments, and
and other
other equipment
equipment for
and repair
repair purposes;
lease,
purposes; lease,
laboratory and
for laboratory
ments,
alteration, and
such buildings
buildings required
required for
for storing
storing or
or guardguardof such
repair of
and repair
alteration,
ing
Corps supplies,
and personnel
personnel when
when not
not
equipment, and
supplies, equipment,
Signal Corps
ing Signal
otherwise provided
the land
land therefor,
the introduction
introduction
therefor, the
including the
for, including
provided for
otherwise
of water,
water, electric
electric light and
and power,
roads andy
and Micro-ray investigagrading, roads
sewerage, grading,
power, sewerage,
of
walks, and
other equipment
of which
which amount
amount tions.
invg
tonr
$1,948,997, of
required, $1,948,997,
equipment required,
and other
walks,
not to
to exceed
$255,796 shall
shall be
be available
available immediately
and not
not to
to
immediately and
exceed $255,796
not
exceed
available exclusively
exclusively for
experimental
for experimental
be available
shall be
$45,000 shall
exceed $45,000
investigation
of the
micro-ray.
the micro-ray.
investigation of
86687*--34----40
86637*-34--0
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AIR
ORPS
AIR C
CORPS
AIR CORPS,
CORPS, ARMY
AIR
ARMY

For
creating, maintaining,
and operating
established flying
flying
For creating,
maintaining, and
operating at
at established
schools
balloon schools
courses of
of instruction
for officers,
schools and
and balloon
schools courses
instruction for
officers, stustudents, and
men, including
including cost
cost of
supplies
dents,
and enlisted
enlisted men,
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies
necessary
instruction, purchase
of tools,
equipment, materials,
necessary for
for instruction,
purchase of
tools, equipment,
materials,
machines,
textbooks ' books
scientific and
and professional
machines, textbooks,
books of
of reference,
reference, scientific
professional
papers,
instruments, and
and practical
practical
papers, instruments,
and materials
materials for
for theoretical
theoretical and
Aircraft operation,
operation, instruction;
Illstruction • for maintenance, repair, storage, and operation
operation of
of airairetc.
ships, war
and other
aerial machines,
machines, including
including instruments,
instruments,
ships,
war balloons
balloons and
other aerial
materials, gas
plants, hangars,
hangars, and
shops, and
and appliances
materials,
gas plants,
and repair
repair shops,
appliances of
of
every sort
sort and
description necessary
necessary for
for the
the operation,
operation, construction,
every
and description
construction,
or
equipment of
types of
of aircraft,
all necessary
necessary spare
spare parts
or equipment
of all
all types
aircraft, and
and all
parts
Landing, etc.,
etc., runrun- and
and equipment
connected therewith
equipment connected
therewith and
and the
the establishment
of landing
landing
establishment of
ways.
ways'
and take-off runways;
runways; for purchase of
for securing,
of supplies for
securing, developdeveloping, printing, and reproducing
in connection
connection with
with aerial
reproducing photographs
photographs in
aerial
photography;
photography; improvement,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
improvement, equipment,
operation
of
for testing
testing and
and experimental
experimental work,
work, and
procuring and
introof plants
plants for
and procuring
and introducing water,
electric light
light and
and power,
gas, and
and sewerage,
including
ducing
water, electric
power, gas,
sewerage, including
maintenance, operation
and repair
such utilities
utilities at
at such
such plants;
plants;
maintenance,
operation, and
repair of
of such
Heliumgas.
Helium
gas.
for the
the procurement
procurement of
of officers
the Air
for
of helium
helium gas;
gas; for
for travel
travel of
officers of
of the
Air
Corps by air in connection
connection with the
of this
approthe administration
administration of
this appropriation, including
including the
transportation of
of new
aircraft from
factory
the transportation
new aircraft
from factory
civlan emPleyees
employees., to first destination;
Civilian
destination; salaries
salaries and
and wages
wages of
of civilian
employees as
may
civilian employees
as may
transportation of
be necessary;
necessary; transportation
of materials
materials in
in connection
with consolconsolconnection with
idation
idation of Air Corps
investigations and
and purCorps activities; experimental
experimental investigations
purPurchase, developdevelop- chase and
and development
of new
development of
types of
of airplanes,
airplanes, helicopters
helicopters and
new
types
and
ment, etc., of aircraft,
ment, etc., of airaft. balloons, accessories
accessories thereto,
and aviation
aviation engines,
engines, including
plans,
thereto, and
including plans,
drawings, and specifications
and the
the purchase
purchase of
of letters
letters patpatspecifications thereof,
thereof, and
ent, application for letters patent,
licenses under
letters patent
patent, licenses
under letters
patent and
and
applications
applications for letters
letters patent;
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
patent; for
for the
and
Balloons.
construction
Balloons,
construction of airplanes
airplanes and balloons, including instruments and
and
appliances
appliances of every sort and description
description necessary
necessary for
for the
the operation,
operation,
construction
construction (airplanes and balloons),
balloons) ' or
of all
all types
types o
or equipment
equipment of
off
aircraft,
aircraft, and all necessary
spare parts
and equipment
equipment connected
necessary spare
parts and
connected
therewith, and during the fiscal year 1935, subject
subject to
to the
approval
the approval
of the Chief of the Air Corps, transfers
transfers may
may be
from this
this
be made
made from
appropriation
appropriation to the appropriations
appropriations contained
Act, entitled
contained in
in this
this Act,
entitled
"Signal
" Ordnance Service and
"Signal Service of the Army
A.rmy"" and
and"
Supplies,
and Supplies,
Army,"
Army," for the procurement
procurement of
of aircraft
radio equipment
airaircraft radio
equipment and
and airmarkngmilitaryalrMarking
militarY air' craft
cra ft armament,
armamen t, respectively;
respecti ve l
y; f
or t
he marking
mark i
ng of
of military
military airways
for
the
airways
ways.
ays.
where the purchase of land is not involved; for the purchase,
purchase, mannmanuSpecal
special clothing,
clothing, etc. facture, and issue of special
special clothing,
clothin g ,wear
i
ng apparel,
apparel, and
an d simisi
m i
wearing
lar equipment for aviation purposes;
all necessary
purposes; for all
necessary expenses
expenses
connected
connected with the sale or disposal of surplus
or obsolete
aeronausurplus or
obsolete aeronautical equipment, and the rental
rental of
buildings, and
and other
other facilities
of buildings,
facilities
consultingenglmers.
Consulting
engineers, for the handling or storage of
ment
; for
for the
the services
servi
ces
of such
such equip
equipment;
of
not more
more than
than four consulting
engineers at experimental
experimental stations
of not
consulting engineers
stations
of the
of
the Air Corps asthe
as the Secretary
Secretary of War
War may deem necessary, at
at rates
rates
of
be fixed
him not to exceed
of pay
pay to
to be
fixed by him
exceed $50 a
aday for not exceeding
exceeding
fifty
days each
and necessary
fifty days
each and
necessary traveling expenses; purchase of special
cial apparatus
apparatus and
and appliances,
appliances, repairs and replacements
replacements of same used
in connection
connection with special scientific medical research in the Air
Air
Outside
Corps; for maintenance and operation
plants,
Outside
etc. printing
on of
of such
such Air Corps printing
plants,
etc. printing Corps; for maintenance an d operat i
plants outside of the District of Columbia as may be authorized in
plants
in
accordance
for publications,
station libraries, special furaccordance with
with law;
law; for
publications, station
niture, supplies
shops, and laboratories;
niture,
supplies and
and equipment
equipment for offices, shops
laborato ri
es;
for
thee salvaging of wrecked aircraft,
for special
special services,
serv i
ces ,including
including th
aircraft,
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appropriated PrOite
$22,396,453:
$22,396,453: Provided,
Provided, That from the amount
amount herein appropriated
Designated
and the
the amount
amount herein
obligation not to exceed
exceed ments.
authorized for obligation
herein authorized
and
ments

aot-

allot-

other employees.
employees other
$3,150,206 may
expended for
for pay
pay of
Civilian employees.
civilian employees
of civilian
be expended
may be
$3,150,206
than
experimental and research
research work; not exceedin experimental
employed in
those employed
than those
Procurement of
of heliing $10,000
$10,000 may
expended for the procurement of helium from Procurement
be expended
may be
ing
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, of
of which
which sum
sum such
such amounts
amounts as may be required Ante, p. 564.
the
may be
be transferred
in advance
that Bureau;
exceeding $3,848,$3,848,Bureau; not exceeding
to that
advance to
transferred in
may
Experimental and
reandreexperimental and research work with air824
expended for
for experimental
air- sexperental
search work.
be expended
may be
824 may
of
the
planes
or
balloons
and
their
equipment,
including
pay
necestheir
planes or balloons and
sary civilian
civilian employees;
not less
less than
which shall be avail$8,486,600, which
than $8,486,600,
employees; not
sary
purchase New airplanes, etc.
able
immediately, shall
shall be
be expended
for the
the production
production or purchase
expended for
able immediately,
accessories, of which
of
new airplanes
airplanes and
their equipment,
which
and accessories,
equipment, and
and their
of new
$6,365,100 shall
shall be
be available
available exclusively
exclusively for combat
combat airplanes, their
$6,365,100
equipment
accessories; not
expended,
$8,091,089 shall be expended,
than $8,091,089
less than
not less
and accessories;
equipment and
other
for pay
pay of
of civilian
oil ete
puel and oi
oil, repairs,
etFeland
and oil
fuel and
aviation fuel
for aviation
employees, for
civilian employees,
than for
other than
and
for the
repair and
and maintenance
maintenance of airplanes
airplanes and their equipthe repair
and for
exceeding
ment,
of such
such sum not exceeding
and of
accessories, and
and accessories,
parts, and
spare parts,
ment, spare
to
$155,582,
like objects,
objects, shall
shall be
Tran sferGuard.
of funds to
transferred to the Natisnaluar'tund
be transferred
for like
expenditure for
for expenditure
$155,582, for
National
National
subappropriation contained
entitled
this Act, entitled
in this
contained in
Guard subappropriation
National Guard
and so forth, for Field Service,
"Arms,
Equipment, and
Service,
Uniforms, Equipment,
"Arms, Uniforms,
National Guard
", on
account of
airplanes of the obserseventy-six airplanes
of seventy-six
on account
Guard",
National
vation
type, which
be transferred
transferred from
to
from the Regular Army to
shall be
which shall
vation type,
ofclaims.
than Settlement
the
National Guard
Guard during
the fiscal
year 1935;
Settlement of
claims.
more than
not more
and not
1935; and
fiscal year
during the
the National
exceeding
$6,000
may be expended
expended for settlement of claims (not
(not exceeding
$6,000 may
$250
each) for
for damages
to persons
persons and private property resulting
resulting
damages to
$250 each)
from
the operation
aircraft at
at home
and abroad when each claim
home and
of aircraft
operation of
from the
a board of officers
is
substantiated by
by a
survey report of a
officers appointed
a survey
is substantiated
by the
the commanding
commanding officer
the nearest
aviation post and approved
approved
nearest aviation
of the
officer of
by
by
the Chief
Chief of
of Air
Corps and
the Secretary
Secretary of
War: Provided
fur- ferCoontracts
nm
p
trags
asaeutherizje
authorized
Provided furof War:
and the
Air Corps
by the
etc.
planes,
the
th,er,
That
in
addition
to
the
amounts
herein
provided
for
proplanes,
etc.
provided
herein
amounts
the
to
addition
in
ther, That
curement of
new airplanes
and for
equipment,
procurement of equipment,
the procurement
for the
airplanes and
of new
curement
spare parts,
parts, and
and accessories
accessories for
airplanes, the Chief of the Air Corps
for airplanes
spare
when
authorized by
the Secretary
of War, may enter into conSecretary of
by the
when authorized
tracts prior
to July
July 1,
1935, for
for the
the procurement
airplanes
procurement of new airplanes
1, 1935,
prior to
tracts
accessories
and
for the
the procurement
parts, and accessories
spare parts,
equipment, spare
of equipment,
procurement of
and for
for
in excess
$3,000,000, and his action
of $3,000,000,
excess of
not in
amount not
an amount
to an
airplanes to
for airplanes
in
shall be
be deemed
contractual obligation
obligation of
Federal
the Federal
of the
a contractual
deemed a
doing shall
so doing
in so
Government
for the
the payment
payment of
of the
the cost
cost thereof:
thereof: Provided
further, bSums
i:Ilms for
ncurred
for Incurred
Provided further,
Government for
obligation
That
$101,560 of the appropriation
appropriation for Air Corps, Army, °
gations.
of $101,560
sum of
the sum
That the
fiscal year
year 1932,
until June
1935, for
the
for the
30, 1935,
June 30,
available until
remain available
shall remain
1932, shall
fiscal
payment
prior to
to
executed prior
contracts executed
under contracts
incurred under
obligations incurred
of obligations
payment of
July
1932.
1, 1932.
July 1,
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
improvement, development,
development, and
Additional
sums for
sums
Additional
and imp
the improvement,
For
ir
tn
otv
y
emee
s
n
it
s,
tie
en
tc., of
augmentation of
of aviation
aviation materiel,
military military aviation maand for the training of military
materiel, and
augmentation
aviation personnel,
personnel, to
be immediately
$5,000,000, of
of which
which t"riel,
°rid '
etc '
etc.
available, $5,000,000,
immediately available,
to be
aviation
not less
than $3,000,000
shall be
the procurement
of
procurement of
for the
expended for
be expended
$3,000,000 shall
less than
not
airplanes and
and their
equipment, spare
parts, and
and accessories
accessories for
for the
the
spare parts,
their equipment,
airplanes
efel
$1,000,000 otiAviation
Regular
Army and
not to
Aviation
fuel and
to exceed $1,000,000
Guard; not
National Guard;
the National
and the
,repairs, etc.
Regular Army
shall
be
expended
for
aviation
fuel
and
oil
and
for
the
repair
and
and
repair
the
for
and
oil
and
fuel
aviation
for
expended
be
shall
m aintenance of
of airplanes
airplanes and
and their
equipment and
and accessories
accessories for
for Other
designated
naled-exOterdes
their equipment
maintenance
the
training
of
military
aviation
pilots;
and
not
to
exceed
$1,000,000
penditures.
ptu.
$1,000,000
exceed
to
not
and
pilots;
aviation
military
of
training
the
shall be
available for
for expenditure
expenditure in
in the
the discretion
discretion and under the
be available
shall
direction
of
the
President,
as
follows:
For
airplane
accessories for
airplane accessories
For
follows:
as
President,
direction of the
the Regular
Army and
and National
National Guard;
Guard; for
for the
investigation and
and
the investigation
Regular Army
the
development
of a
aviation program
the employemploy- Personal services
services,
including the
program, including
a national
national aviation
development of
ment of
personal services
without regard
regard to
Act sihcaotion
ni
Ztu
kInrerc
r
tl to Cim"
Act.
Classification Act
the Classification
to the
services without
of personal
ment
p. 65; Sapp.
65; Sapp.
u..,P
incident
necessary
other
all
of
1923,
as
amended,
and
necessary
expenses
vn
p.
34.
of 1923, as amended, and
air-types
development of tyk
encouragement of development
thereto; for the encouragement
es of air
thereto;
planes,
airplane engines,
and aviation equipment,
including the
equipment, including
engines, and
planes, airplane
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granting of
of awards;
for compensation
exceeding $10,000)
in- granting
awards; for
compensation (not
(not exceeding
$10,000) for
for
information
from an authoritative
authoritative source
such
information to
to be
be obtained
obtained from
source in
in such
form
and manner
as the
President may
as to
geographic,
form and
manner as
the President
may desire
desire as
to geographic,
meteorologic and
and weather
weather conditions
northern latitudes,
meteorologic
conditions in
in northern
latitudes, and
and for
for
such .other
other purposes
to civil
and military
military aviation
as the
such
purposes related
related to
civil and
aviation as
the
President
deem proper.
President may
may deem
proper.

Medical Department.
Department.
Medical

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT
ARMY
ARMY
MEDICAL
AND HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL AND
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT

Supplies.

Private treatment.

Private treatment.

Proviso.

Not
applicable, if
if on
Not applicable,
furlough.
furlough.
Contagious,
contagious, etc., disdiseases, expenses.

eases, expenses.

For the
and purchase
of medical
the manufacture
manufacture and
purchase of
medical and
and hospital
hospital supsupplies,
including disinfectants,
disinfectants, for
for military
military posts,
camps, hospitals,
plies, including
posts, camps,
hospitals,
hospital
ships and
transports, for
for laundry
laundry work
work for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men
hospital ships
and transports,
and Army
Army nurses
nurses while
while patients
in a
hospital, and
and supplies
supplies required
required
and
patients in
a hospital,
for
destruction in
in and
and about
about military
posts in
in the
the Canal
for mosquito
mosquito destruction
military posts
Canal
Zone;
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of veterinary
supplies and
and hire
hire of
of veterinary
Zone; for
veterinary supplies
veterinary
surgeons; for
of medical
supply depots;
for medical
medical care
surgeons;
for expenses
expenses of
medical supply
depots; .for
care
and treatment not otherwise
otherwise provided for, including
including care
care and
and subsubsistence
private hospitals
of officers,
men, and
and civilian
civilian
sistence in
in private
hospitals of
officers, enlisted
enlisted men,
employees
of the
the Army,
applicants for
enlistment, and
and of
of prisoners
prisoners
employees of
Army, of
of applicants
for enlistment,
of war
war and
in military
or confinement,
confinement, when
of
and other
other persons
persons in
military custody
custody or
when
entitled thereto
thereto by
law, regulation,
or contract:
contract: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this
by law,
regulation, or
entitled
shall not apply to officers
who are treated in
officers and enlisted men who
in
or by
physicians while
on furlough;
furlough; for
for
private hospitals
hospitals or
by civilian
civilian physicians
while on
the proper care and treatment
and contagions
contagious diseases
diseases
treatment of epidemic and

in the Army or at military posts or stations, including measures to

prevent the
spread thereof,
and the
payment of
of reasonable
reasonable damages
prevent
the spread
thereof, and
the payment
damages
provided for
for bedding
bedding and
and clothing
injured or
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for for
clothing injured
or
Insane Filipino
Insane
Filipino sol- destroyed in such prevention; for the care of insane Filipino soldiers
diers.
Vol. 35, p.122.
p. 122.
with the
Act of
approved May
May 11,
Vol.
in conformity
conformity with
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
11, 1908,
1908,
p. 681.
U.S.C., P. 61
(U.S.C., title 24, sec.
the pay
pay of
of male
male and
female nurses,
sec. 198)
198);;for
for the
and female
nurses,
including the
Army Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, and
cooks and
and other
civilnot including
the Army
and of
of cooks
other civilians employed
for the
the proper
of sick
officers and
and soldiers,
soldiers, under
under
ians
employed for
proper care
care of
sick officers
such regulations
regulations fixing
their number,
number, qualifications,
qualifications, assignments,
pay,
fixing their
assignments, pay,
and allowances as
have been
or shall
shall be
prescribed by
by the
the
as shall have
been or
be prescribed
Secretary
Secretary of War;
War; for
for the
pay of
of civilian
to
the pay
civilian physicians
physicians employed
employed to
physically applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment and
and enlisted
men and
examine physically
enlisted men
and
to render other professional services
services from time to
to time
under proper
time under
proper
authority; for
the pay
pay of
the Medical
Medical Departauthority;
for the
of other
other employees
employees of
of the
Departpayment of
companies and
Transporting
sup- ment; for the payment
of express
express companies
and local
local transfers
transfers
Transporting supplies, etc.
plies,
employed directly
by the Medical Department for the transportation
transportation
employed
directly by
and hospital
supplies, including
including bidders'
am ple s and
an d
of medical
medical and
hospital supplies,
bidders' s
samples
water
for analysis;
analysis; for
for supplies
supplies for
for use
use in
in teaching
th e ar
coo ki ng
water for
teaching the
artto
offcooking
Hot Springs,
Ark., to the enlisted force of the
hsot
prings, Ark.,
of
to the enlisted force
the Medical Department;
Department; for the supply of
hospital.
Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs, Arkansas;
advertising,
Arkansas; for advertising
laundry, and all
misc ell aneous expenses
of t
he
launlry,
all other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
expenses of
the
Medical
$1,105,038.
Medical Department,
Department, $1,105,038.
Canal Zone.
Care of troops
oo
s
hospietra in.
hospitals

HOSPITAL
CARE, CANAL
HOSPITAL CARE,
CANAL ZONE
ZONE GARRISONS
GARRISONS
at

For paying
paying the
the Panama
reasonable charges,
charges, exclusive
exclusive
For
Panama Canal
Canal such
such reasonable
of subsistence, as may be approved by the Secretary of War for carcaring in its hospitals for officers,
officers, enlisted men, military prisoners, and
PrOVISO.
Parog.
civilian employees
employees of the
Army admitted
admitted thereto
thereto upon
the request
request
the Army
upon the
Subsistence
Subsistence pay- of
of proper
military authority,
authority, $40,000:
$40,000: Provided,
proper military
Provided, That
That the
the subsistsubsistments.
ence
ence of the said patients, except commissioned officers,
officers, shall be
paid
to said
paid to
said hospitals out of the appropriation
appropriation for subsistence of the
Army
.Army at the rates provided
provided therein for commutation
commutation of rations for
enlisted
enlisted patients
patients in general hospitals.
at
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ARMY MEDICAL
MUSEUM
MEDICAL MUSEUM
ARMY

Army Medical
MuMedical MuArmy
seum.

For Army
Museum, preservation
of specimens,
specimens, and the
preservation of
Medical Museum,
Army Medical
For
$6,232.
preparation
purchase of new specimens, $6,232.
and purchase
preparation and

Preservation, etc., of
specimens.

SURGEON GENERAL'S
LIBRARY, SURGEON
GENERAL'S OFFICE
OFFICE
LIBRARY,

Prservation etc. of
Library.
Library.

the pur- Purchase of books,
including the
For the
the library
office, including
General's office,
Surgeon General's
the Surgeon
of the
library of
For
etc.
$14,300.etc.
periodicals,
and
reference
chase
of
the
necessary
books
of
reference
periodicals,
$14,300.
necessary
chase of the

C
ORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS
CORPS

Engineer
Engineer Corps.

ARMY
ENGINEER SERVICE,
SERVICE, ARMY
ENGINEER
instru.
maintenance, alteration, mefnt
For the
the design,
design, development,
procurement, maintenance,
ntrnt 'instrudevelopment, procurement,
For
repair,
storage, and
engineer equipment, instruof engineer
issue of
and issue
installation, storage,
repair, installation,
required
ments,
supplies, materials,
materials, tools,
tools, and machinery required
appliances, supplies,
ments, appliances,
in
in
the
equipment
and
training
of
troops
and
military
operations,
troops
of
training
and
in the equipment
Engineer School.

including military
the Engineer
Engineer School;
for the
the operaoperaSchool; for
and the
surveys and
military surveys
including
tion
School, including (a) comEngineer School,
the Engineer
of the
maintenance of
and maintenance
tion and
pensation of
of civilian
civilian lecturers,
lecturers, and
purchase and binding of scien(b) purchase
and (b)
pensation
tific
and
professional
books,
pamphlets,
periodicals; for
papers, and periodicals;
tific and professional books, pamphlets, papers,
similar
and similar
maps and
the
reproduction of
of maps
and reproduction
preparation, and
procurement, preparation,
the procurement,
data for
military purposes;
expenses incident to the Engineer
Engineer
for expenses
purposes; for
for military
data
service in
military operations,
operations, including
including military surveys, and includin military
service
ing (a)
(a) research
research and
development of
methods in such
improved methods
of improved
and development
ing
grounds
operations,
(b)
the
rental
of
storehouses
within and
and
storehouses
of
rental
the
(b)
operations,
alteration
and alteration
outside
of Columbia,
and (c)
repair and
(c) repair
Columbia, and
District of
the District
of the
outside of
servcommunication
of
buildings;
for
heat,
light,
power,
water,
and
communication
and
water,
power,
light,
heat,
for
of buildings;
ice,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
and for
of
compensation of
the compensation
for the
for; and
provided for;
ice, not
$332,988.
employees
required
in
these
activities,
$332,988.
activities,
these
in
required
employees

ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT
MY
ORDNANCE SERVICE
SERVICE AND
ARMY
SUPPLIES, AR
AND SUPPLIES,
ORDNANCE

Sc etc.
Engineer
Maintenance,

Military maps.
maps.
Military

Rent.

Rent.

Operating, etc.,
exetc., ex.
peoperating
SC%

pe

Ordnance
Ordnance
ment.

Depart-

Ordnance service
and
service and
Ordnance
supplies.
supplies.
Manufacture,

Issue,

an ur t e
lssue,
For manufacture,
storage and
and issue,
including et.
etc. uf a
issue, including
procurement, storage
manufacture, procurement,
For
alteration,
test,
research,
planning,
design,
development,
inspection,
alteration,
inspection,
research, planning, design, development,
together
maintenance,
handling of
of ordnance
ordnance material
material together
and handling
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
Current expenses.
urrentexpenses.
with
the machinery,
necessary thereto,
thereto; for
services necessary
and services
supplies, and
machinery, supplies,
with the
supplies
and
services
in
connection
with
the
general
work
of
the
work
general
the
with
connection
in
services
supplies and
Ordnance Department,
office duties,
duties, rents,
and office
police and
comprising police
Department, comprising
Ordnance
tolls,
fuel,
light,
water,
advertising,
stationery,
typewriting,
and
typewriting,
stationery,
advertising,
water,
tolls, fuel, light,
computing machines,
machines, including
including their
their exchange,
and furniture,
furniture, tools,
exchange, and
computing
and
instruments of
training and other incifor training
provide for
to provide
service; to
of service;
and instruments
dental
expenses of
the ordnance
ordnance service;
service; for instruction purposes,
of the
dental expenses
other
tuition; for
for the
the purchase,
purchase, completely
completely equipped,
of trucks,
equipped, of
than tuition;
other than
and for
repair, and
operation of
and
motor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
and operation
maintenance, repair,
for maintenance,
and
Ammunition for mili-

Ammunitinformammuni- tary
for ammunihorse-drawn freight
vehicles; for
salutes.
passenger-carrying vehicles;
and passenger-carrying
freight and
horse-drawn
tion for
for military
military salutes
salutes at
Government establishments
establishments and institu- t
at Government
tion
tions to
to which
for salutes
salutes are
are authorized;
authorized; for servarms for
of arms
issues of
the issues
which the
tions
ices,
material, tools,
tools, and
and appliances
appliances for
operation of the testing
testing
for operation
ices, material,
Publications.
machines
and
chemical
laboratoryin
connection
therewith;
for
pub- Publications.
pubfor
therewith;
connection
in
laboratory
chemical
and
machines
lications
for libraries
libraries of
of the
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, including the
lications for
Ordnance
Office,
including
subscriptions
to periodicals;
services Consulting
onsutingengee
for services
periodicals; for
to
engliseers.
subscriptions
including
Ordnance Office,
of not
not more
more than
than four
four consulting
consulting engineers
engineers as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
as the
of
may deem
at rates
of pay
be fixed
fixed by
by him
him not
not to
exceed
to exceed
to be
pay to
rates of
necessary, at
deem necessary,
may
$50 per
per day
for not
exceeding fifty
fifty days
days each,
each, and
necessary Proviso.
and for their necessary
not exceeding
day for
$50
Armored
tanks.
tank,
Armored
traveling expenses,
Provided, That
That of
$2,790,000 rifles,
of such sum $2,790,000
$8,983,936: Provded,
expenses, $8,983,936:
traveling
etc.
r
etcombat
shall
be
available
exclusively
for
the
procurement
of
complete
combat
shall be available exclusively for the procurement of complete
cars
and medium
and light
for the
procurement of autothe procurement
and for
tanks, and
light tanks,
medium and
cars and
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matic
rifles, including
including the
the purchase
of gauges,
dies,
matic rifles,
purchase or
or manufacture
manufacture of
gauges, dies,
use in
in connection
the production
of such
such rifles,
rifles, all
all
and jigs
jigs for use
connection with
with the
production of
in addition
be made
made in
in
addition to
to such
such types
types of
of procurement
procurement as
as may
may be
in
connection with
and development.
connection
with research
research and
development.

Rock Island,
Island, Ill.
Ill.
Operating bridges,
etc.

Operating bridges,

ROCK
ISLAND, ILLINOIS
ROCK ISLAND
ISLAND BRIDGE,
BRIDGE, ROCK
ROCK ISLAND,
ILLINOIS

preservation of
bridges and
and
For operating, repair, and
and preservation
of Rock
Rock Island
Island bridges

et.

viaduct, and maintenance
maintenance and repair of the arsenal street connecting
connecting
the bridges, $27,300.

Arsenals.

REPAIRS
ARSENALS
REPAIRS OF ARSENALS

Repairs, etc.
etc.

For repairs and improvements
improvements of ordnance
ordnance establishments, and
and to
to
meet such unforeseen expenditures
expenditures as accidents or other contingencies
contingencies
may require, $694,831.

and
Gauges, dies,
dies, and
jigs.
jigs.

GAUGES,
DIES, AND JIGS FOR MANUFACTURE
MANIFACTURE
GAUGES, DIES,

Procuring,
for armaProcuring, forarmament manufacture.
manufacture.
59, p. 215.
Vol. 39,p.
215.
U.S.C.,
.S..,.P. 1694.

For the development and procurement
procurement of gauges, dies, jigs, and
other special aids and appliances, including
including specifications
specifications and
and
detailed drawings,
drawings, to
detailed
to carry
carry out the purpose of section 123
123 of
of the
the
National Defense Act, approved
approved June 3, 1916 (U.S.C., title
title 50, sec.
sec.
78),
78), $70,100.

1694

Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare
Service.
Purchase,
Purchase, manufacmanufacture, etc., of
of gases.

CHEMICAL WARFARE
SERVICE
CHEMICAL
WARFARE SERVICE

For purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
test, of
of chemical
gases or
or
and test
chemical warfare
warfare gases

other toxic substances,
substances, gas
ga s masks,
ma sks,or
ther offensive
offensive or
or oother
or defensive
defensive

materials or appliances required
required for
gas-warfare purposes,
purposes, including
for gas-warfare
including
all necessary
necessary investigations,
investigations, research, design,
design, experimentation,
experimentation, and
and
operation
operation connected
connected therewith;
pu rchase o
chemica l
s, special
therewith; purchase
offchemicals,
special scienscienPlants, buildings,
buildings,
apparatus and
tific and technical
technical apparatus
and instruments;
instruments; construction,
construction, maintemaintemachinery, etc.
machinery,
nance, and repair of plants, buildings, and equipment, and
and the
the
machinery therefor; receiving, storing, and issuing
machinery
issuing of
supplies
of .supplies.
comprising
comprising police and office duties, rents, tolls, fuels, gasoline,
gasoline, lubrilub.riand cordage,
ght, wa
t
er ,a
dvertising,
cants, paints and oils,
oils, rope
rope and
cordage, li
light,
water,
advertising,
stationery, typewriting
typewriting and adding machines,
their
machines, including
including their
exchange, office furniture, tools, and instruments; for
incidental
for incidental
expenses; for civilian employees;
employees; for libraries of
of the Chemical
Chemical
Organizing,
Organizing, etc.,
etc., spespe- Warfare
cial gas
gas troops.
cial
Service and subscriptions to periodicals;
periodicals; for expenses
incitroops.
expenses incidental to the organization,
organization, training, and equipment
equipment of
of special
special gas
gas
troops not otherwise provided for, including the training of the
Army in chemical
chemical warfare, both offensive and defensive,
defensive, together
together
with the necessary
necessary schools, tactical demonstrations, and
and maneuvers,
maneuvers,
and ten thousand gas masks, appropriate
appropriate for training purposes, may
may
be transferred, without reimbursement,
reimbursement, to the National
National Guard
Guard for
for
distribution
distribution as may be determined
determined by the Chief of the National
National
Current expenses.
Current
Guard Bureau; for current
current expenses of chemical projectile
projectile filling
filling
plants. and proving.grounds, including
including construction
construction and
maintenance
and maintenance
of rail transportation,
transportation, repairs,
repairs,alterations,
alt erati ons ,accessor
i
es, building
and
accessories,
building and
repairing
repairing butts and targets, clearing and grading ranges,
$1,257,369.
ranges, $1,25,369.
CHIEF
OF INFANTRY
CHIEF OF
INFANTRY
Infantry school, Fort
Fort
Denning, Ga.
Benning,
Instruction
Instruction expenses.
expenses.

INFANTRY
SCHOOL, FORT
TRY SCHOOL,
FORT BENNING,
GEORGIA
BENNING, GEORGIA

For the procurement
procurement of books, publications,
publications, instruments, and

materials,
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for instruction at the Infanmaterials, and

try
and for pay of cmployees
try School,
School, and,
employees at the Infantry
Infantry School and in
the office
ofice of the Chief of Infantry,
Infantry, $59,805.
$59,805.
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CHIEF
CAVALRY
OF CAVALRY
CHIEF OF
CAVALRY
KANSAS
RILEY, KANSAS
FORT RILEY,
SCHOOL, FORT
CAVALRY SCHOOL,
For the
purchase of
textbooks, books
reference, scientific
scientific and
books of reference,
of textbooks,
the purchase
For
instruction;
professional
papers, instruments,
instruments, and
and materials
materials for instruction;
professional papers,
employment of
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
technical, special,
special, and clerical
clerical services;
services;
employment
and
other necessary
necessary expenses
of instruction
instruction at the Cavalry School,
expenses of
for other
and for
Fort Riley,
Kansas, $19,432.
$19,432.
Riley, Kansas,
Fort

Cavalry School,
School, Fort
Riley, Kans.
Instruction expenses.

CHIEF
OF FIELD
FTFILD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY
CHIEF OF
ACTIVITIES
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
FIELD

For the
of employees,
employees, the
the purchase
purchase of books, pamphlets,
pay of
the pay
For
periodicals,
and
newspapers,
procurement
materials,
of supplies, materials,
procurement
newspapers,
periodicals, and
and
equipment for
for instruction
purposes, and
and other
other expenses
expenses necesinstruction purposes,
and equipment
sary
operation of
of the
the Field
Field Artillery
Artillery School of the Army,
the operation
in the
sary in
and
Army in
in Field
Field Artillery activities,
the Army
of the
instruction of
the instruction
for the
and for
$23,718.
$23,718.

Field Artillery activities.
Instruction expenses.
expenses.
Instruction

ARTILLERY
CHIEF
or COAST
COAST ARTILLERY
CHIEF OF

COAST ARTILLERY
MONROE, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
FORT MONROE,
SCHOOL, FORT
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
COAST
For
of engines,
generators, motors, machines, measuring
measuring
engines, generators,
purchase of
For purchase
and nautical
instruments, special
materials for experiapparatus, and materials
special apparatus,
nautical instruments,
and
mental purposes
purposes for
for the
the engineering
and artillery
military
artillery and military
engineering and
mental
art departments
departments and
specialists division; for purchase
purchase and
and
and enlisted specialists
art
binding of
of military
military and scientific
treating of
books treating
professional books
of professional
binding
subjects for
for library,
for use
of school,
school, and
and for temporary use in coast
use of
library, for
subjects
defense;
for
incidental
expenses
of
the
including chemicals,
school, including
the
of
expenses
defense; for incidental
stationery, printing
binding; hardware;
materials; cost of
hardware; materials;
and binding;
printing and
stationery,
employment
instructors;
as
special
instruction
of
officers
detailed
instructors;
employment
detailed
officers
of
special instruction
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
services; for office furniture and
special services;
or special
technical, or
of
fixtures;
machinery; for
operation, and repair of
maintenance, operation,
for maintenance,
for machinery;
fixtures; for
motor trucks;
trucks; and
expenses; in all, $27,262.
unforeseen expenses;
and unforeseen
motor
SEACOAST DEFENSES
DEFENSES
SEACOAST

Coast Artillery
Artillery
School, Fort Monroe,
Va.
Instruction expenses.

Seacoast defenses.
defenses.

of etc.
All
All expenses of,

specified
specified
For
all expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
of plans and the under
under
preparation of
the preparation
For all
branches.
construction,
purchase, installation,
repair, branches.
maintenance, repair,
equipment, maintenance,
installation, equipment,
construction, purchase,
and
operation of
and other
other works
their
and their
defense, and
of defense,
works of
fortifications and
of fortifications
and operation
accessories,
services, maintenance
to
maintenance of channels to
personal services,
including personal
accessories, including
submarine
mine wharves,
and rights-of-way
rights-of-way as
lands and
of lands
purchase of
wharves, purchase
submarine mine
authorized by
law, and
development work,
and development
test, and
experimental, test,
and experimental,
by law,
authorized
as
follows:
as follows:
United
$668,766;
States, $668,766;
United States,
Insular
$222,648;
departments, $222,648;
Insular departments,
Panama
Canal, $270,391;
$270,391;
Panama Canal,
In all,
$1,161,805.
all, $1,161,805.
In

ACADEMY
UNITED S
TATES M
ILITARY ACADEMY
MILITARY
STATES
UNITED
FAY
ACADEMY
MILITARY ACADEMY
OF MILITARY
PAY OF

Military
Academy.
Military Academy.
Pay,
Pay, etc.

Cadets.
Cadets: For
pay of
of cadets,
$867,672: Provided,
Provided, That during the cdets
Provisos.
cadets, $867,672:
For pay
Cadets:
Artily
detail, Pay
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1935,
the Army
Army shall
be restriction.
pay
y detail,
shall be
of the
officer of
no officer
1935, no
ending June
fiscal
entitled
to
receive
any
increase
in
pay
or
allowances
because
of
detail
restntion.
detail
of
because
allowances
or
pay
in
increase
any
receive
to
entitled
or assignment
to duty
duty in
at the
Military Academy:
Academy: Retired Army of
the Military
capacity at
any capacity
in any
assignment to
or
°Meer
Ar yfi
Provided, That
That the
librarian of
of the United States Military as URted
librarian.
of librarian
duties of
the duties
Provided,
RS.. sec. 1251,p. 218.
Academy may
performed by
by an
an officer
officer of
of the
Regular Army a.s..,ec.l2,p.21
the Regular
be performed
may be
Academy
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Maintenance.
Maintenance.

MMINTENANCE,
MAINTENANCE, UNITED
ACADEMY
UTNITED STATES MILITARY
MILITARY ACADEMY

Designated
Designated expenses.
expenses.

Board of Visitors.
Visitors.

National Guard.
National
Guard.

For text
text and
and reference
instruction; increase
expense
For
reference books
books for
for instruction;
increase and
and expense
of
library (not
exceeding $6,000)
office equipment
supplies.;
of library
(not exceeding
$6,000);;office
equipment and
and supplies;
stationery, blank
forms, printing
binding, and
and periodiperiodiblank books,
books, forms,
printing and
and binding,
cals; diplomas
for graduates
(not exceeding
expense of
diplomas for
graduates (not
exceeding $1,100)
$1,100);; expense
of
lectures; apparatus,
apparatus, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
materials for
supplies, and
and materials
for purpose
purpose
of instruction
instruction and
and maintenance
maintenance and
repair thereof;
thereof;
and athletics,
athletics, and
and repair
musical instruments
instruments and
and maintenance
maintenance of
and maintenance
of band;
band; care
care and
maintenance
of organ; equipment
cadet mess;
postage, telephones,
and teleteleequipment for
for cadet
mess; postage,
telephones, and
grams; freight and expressage;
expressage; for
of commutation
of
for payment
payment of
commutation of
rations for the cadets
cadets of
of the United States
States Military
Military Academy
Academy in
in lieu
lieu
of the regular established
established ration;
ration; maintenance
of children's
children's school
school
maintenance of
(not exceeding $12,200)
for superintendent
superintendent of
of the
the
$12,200);;contingencies
contingencies for
expended in his discretion
academy, to be expended
discretion (not to exceed $3,500)
$3,500); ;
expenses of the members
members of the
of Visitors
Visitors (not
(not exceeding
exceeding
the Board of
$1,500);
$1,500) ;contingent fund, to be expended
expended under
under the direction
direction of
of the
the
Academic
Academic Board (not exceeding
$500) ;improvement,
and
exceeding $500);
improvement, repair,
repair, and
maintenance
maintenance of buildings and grounds (including
(including roads, walls,
and
walls, and
fences);;shooting galleries
fences)
galleries and ranges; cooking, heating,
heating, and
and lightlightapparatus and fixtures and
ing apparatus
operation and
maintenance thereof;
thereof;
and operation
and maintenance
maintenance
maintenance of water, sewer, and plumbing
of
plumbing systems;
systems; maintenance
maintenance of
and repairs to cadet camp; fire-extinguishing
fire-extinguishing apparatus;
apparatus; machinery
machinery
and tools and repairs of same;
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
same; maintenance,
and operation
operation
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles;
policing buildings
buildings and
and grounds;
grounds; furnivehicles; policing
furnirefrigerators, and lockers
ture, refrigerators,
Government-owned buildi
ng
s a
lockers for
for Government-owned
buildings
att
the academy
maintenance thereof; fuel
academy and repair and maintenance
fuel for
for heat,
heat,
light, and power;
power; and other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
expenses in
in the
the
discretion of the superintendent;
superintendent; in all, $1,089,882.
$1,089,882.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD

Arming, etc.
Arming,
etc.

ARMING, EQUIPPING,
ARMING,
EQUIPPING, AND
AND TRAINING
GUARD
TRAINING TUE,
TIH NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD

Forage, etc.
Forage,
etc.
of animals, etc.
Care oanimals,
Instruction expenses,
etc.

enstruction expns,

in.

Property, etc., offProperty,
offiears.
Equipment, etc.
Equipment,
etc.

Travel,
Travel,
cars, etc.

CH. 165.
165. APRIL
APRIL 26,
26, 1934.
CH.
1934.

retired
retired from active service under the
the provisions
provisions of
section 1251,
1251,
of section
Revised Statutes,
and detailed
detailed on
on active
for that
Revised
Statutes, and
active duty
duty for
that purpose.
purpose.
Civilians: For
of employees,
$235,706.
Civilians:
For pay
pay of
employees, $235,706.

U.S.C., p.
20. .
13. 204

Beryl
Service schools,
schools,
structio etc.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

Army °mArmy
offi-

For procurement
procurement of forage, bedding, and so forth, for animals
used by the National
National Guard, $585,537.
8585,537.
For
of help for care of materials,
For compensation
compensation of
materials, animals, and
equipment, $1,810,263
$1,810,263.
For experises,
expenses camps of instruction, field and
supplemental tr
ai
nand supplemental
training, and
including medical and hospital treatment authorized
ing,
and including
authorized by
law, and the hire (at
law,
(at aa rate not to exceed $1 per diem),
diem), repair,
repair,
maintenance,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
maintenance, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles, $8,888,440.
For
expenses, selected
enlisted men,
For expenses,
selected officers
officers and
and enlisted
men, military
military service,
service,
schools, including
including medical and hospital
authorized by
by law,
law,
hospital treatment
treatment authorized
$187,011.
$187,011.
For pay
and disbursing
disbursing officers for the United States,
For
pay of
of property
property and
$73,170.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, equipment, and instruction,
For
instruction2 National
National Guard,
including medical
hospital treatment
including
medical and hospital
treatment authorized
authorized by law, and
the hire
a rate
not to exceed $1
$1 per diem),
the
hire (at
(at a
rate not
diem), repair,
repair, maintenance,
maintenance,
and
operation
and operation of motor-propelled passengerpassenger- and non-passengercarrying
carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $660,869.
$660.869.
For travel
travel of officers,
officers, warrant officers, and
an d en
li st
ed men of
of the
enlisted
the
etcRegular
Regular Army
Army in
in connection
connection with the National
National Guard, $171,880:
$171,880:
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Dpment
PProvided, That not to exceed $2,000 of this sum shall be expended
expended for CT°118°'
Department
Provided,
Department
War
connection General staff.
travel
officers of
the War
War Department
General Staff in connection
Stafrartment
Department General
of the
of officers
travel of
with
National Guard.
the National
with the
supTransporting
For transportation
equipment and
supplies ' $175,000.
pliT
esransporting
sup$175,000.
and supplies,
of equipment
transportation of
For
men,
Army enlisted
For expenses
expenses of
enlisted men
men of
Regular Army on duty with Army
enlisted men,
the Regular
of the
of enlisted
For
the
National Guard,
Guard, including
including the
the hiring
of quarters
in kind,
detail.
kind,detai
quarters in
hiring of
the National
$283,498.
$283,498.
drills.
armorydrils.
ray armory
Pro- Pay,
$11,756,221: ProFor pay
(armory drills),
drills), $11,756,221:
National Guard (armory
pay of National
For
Proviso.
of naval fund.
und.
Useofnaval
vided, That
That the
appropriations contained
Naval Appropria- Use
contained in the Naval
the appropriations
vided,
Ante, p. 407.
for drills for members
tion Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935
members of the Naval Ante p.407.
1935 for
tion
and Marine
Marine Corps
reserve forces shall be available
available for the conduct
conduct
Corps reserve
and
of 48
drills for each of such forces.
48 drills
of
National
No part
made in
available Guard
No pay
Pay to National
in this Act shall be available
appropriations made
the appropriations
of the
part of
No
officer, etc.,
for pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
traveling or
expenses of
of any
any officer
officer dra
uar
widn
gpension . etc.,
rawingpension.
other expenses
or other
or traveling
for
a penor enlisted
enlisted man
man of the
National Guard who may be drawing a
the National
or
sion,
disability allowance,
allowance, disability
disability compensation,
or retired pay
compensation, or
sion, disability
(where
retirement has
has been
made on
on account
account of
physical disof physical
been made
(where retirement
ability or
or age)
from the
United States: ProPro- Proio.
-1,'"vir.r
Government of the United
the Government
age) from
ability
o 'ons waived
if
waived if
Provisions
surrendered.
as
construed
shall
vided,
That
nothing
in
this
provision
be
so
to pension sum
ndered.
provision
this
in
nothing
vided, That
prevent the
the application
of funds
contained to the pay, allowherein contained
funds herein
application of
prevent
ances,
traveling expenses
expenses of any officer or enlisted man of the
or traveling
ances, or
National Guard
Guard who
surrender said pension,
pension, disability allowmay surrender
who may
National
ance
disability compensation,
compensation, or
period of his
or retired pay for the period
ance,.,disability
Adjutants
service
Guard: Provided
further, That
Adiutants general
general
present I
That present
Provided further,
National Guard:
the National
in the
service in
g i
t
t
uinua
s
hoi
u
n
tifar
r nt
pay.S
statisnuwthout
emoluments
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to the
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and the
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by the
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the
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of the
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ORGANIZED
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For pay and allowances
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
allowances of members of the
Reserve Corps
on
duty in
in accordance
accordance with
law; mileage,
on active duty
with law;
mileage, reimbursement
reimbursement of
of
actual
in lieu
as
actual traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, or
or per
per diem
diem allowances
allowances in
lieu thereof,
thereof, as
Provisos.
authorized
by law:
Provided, That
allowance to
igealowane.
authorized by
law: Provided,
That the
the mileage
mileage allowance
to memmemMileage
allowance.
bers of the Officers'
active service
service
Officers' Reserve Corps
Corps when
when called
called into
into active
for training
training for
for fifteen
fifteen days
days or
or less
less shall
cents per
for
shall not
not exceed
exceed 4
4 cents
per mile;
mile;
Enlisted Reserve
oalisted
Reserve pay, transportation,
transportation, subsistence,
clothing, and
and medical
subsistence, clothing,
medical and
hospital
and hospital
Corps.
treatment of members
members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps; conducting
conducting
Correspondence, etc., correspondence
Corsrespondence,etc.,
extension
courses
for
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of
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of
correspondence
or
for
instruction
of
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of
courses.
Reserve Corps,
Corps, including
including necessary
necessary supplies,
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procurement of
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textbooks, and
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and transportation
transportation and
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of training
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of the
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under the
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of the
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of the
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the
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the
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allowances of
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and nurses
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the
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of the
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by the
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to the
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for the
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the
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of the
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the rate
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pay
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proceed
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of the
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of the
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pay
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to
the
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and
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upkeep
travel; for expenses incident to the use, including
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equipment, and
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of supplies,
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payment of
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Training Corps,
Corps, at
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the cost
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vol. Army, as authorized
in the Act
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as amended
amended
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U.S.O., p. 184.
by the
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4, 1920
10, sec.
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for
U.s.ep.
by
the Act
Act approved
approved June
1920 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 10,
Medical, etc., treatmedical and
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return to
mentic,
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neoof medical
treatment until
until return
ment, injured
in line
to their
their homes
homes and
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ther medical
medical treatment after arrival at their homes, subsistence
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ing hospitalization
and until
transportation to
to their
their homes,
until furnished
furnished transportation
homes,
and transportation
when fit
to their
of members
of
transportation when
fit for
for travel
travel to
their homes
homes of
members of
Officers' Training
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Training Corps
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who suffer
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or
contract
in line
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while en
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from and
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or from
and while
while
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the provisions
under the
provisions of
of section
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the
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National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act approved
approved June
June 3,
3, 1916
(U.S.C., title
10, sec.
1916 (U.S.C.,
title 10,
sec.
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amended; and for the cost
transportacost of preparation
preparation and
and transportaBurial expenses.
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tion to
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of the
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Training Corps
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attending
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transportation for
transportation of
for transportation
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and for
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packing
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as authorized
and transportation
transportation of
of baggage,
authorized by
law, for
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officers,
by law,
warrant
officers, and enlisted men
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Army traveling
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
traveling
on duty pertaining
pertaining to or on
on detail
to or
or relief
relief from
from duty
with the
the
detail to
duty with
Vehicles.
Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
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and
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of
which $400,000
shall be
be
of motor
motor vehicles,
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the Secretary
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Provided,
That
Secretary
of
War
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Issue
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in lieu of purchase, for the
authorized
to issue,
issue, without charge, in
use
the use
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Training Corps,
Corps, so
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now belongbelongOfficers' Training
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horses now
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Uniforms,
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he may
may consider
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Provided,
Army as
desirable:
Provided,
Army
surplus stock.
stock.
Army splus
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uniforms and other equipment
That
equipment or material issued to the Reserve
Reserve
Officers' Training
Officers'
Training Corps in
accordance with
be furnished
in accordance
with law
law shall
shall be
furnished
from surplus or reserve
reserve stocks of the War Department
Department without paypayment from this
except for
for actual
expense incurred
incurred in
in
this appropriation,
appropriation, except
actual expense
current
price to
to the manufacture
manufacture or issue: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in
current price
in no
no case
case shall
shall
govern,
govern.
appropriation for
the amount paid from this appropriation
for uniforms,
uniforms, equipment,
equipment,
or material furnished to the Reserve
_Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps
from
Corps from
stocks under the control of the War
in excess
War Department
Department be
be in
excess of
of
Additional
the p
ri
ce cu
rrent a
the ti
me th
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further,
Additional units for- the
price
current
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time
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Provided further
bidden.
bidden.
That none
of the funds appropriated
shall be used for
for
That
none of
appropriated in this Act ,shall
the organization or maintenance
maintenance of
additional number
number of
of mounted,
of an
an additional
mounted,
motor transport, or tank units
Training
units in
in the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps in excess of the number in existence
existence on
January
1,
1928:
Proon
January
1,
1928:
ProProNo additional Stu.
No
additional
stu. vided
further , That
of the
funds appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
vided fther,
That none
none of
the funds
dl
ha designated
units.
be available
available for any expense
units,
expense on account of any
student in
Corps,
any student
in Air
Air Corps,
Medical
Medical Corps,
Corps Dental
Dental Corps,
Corps, or
Veterinary un
its no
mem b
er of
of
or Veterinary
units
notta
a member
such
units
Corps,
on May 5, 1932,
such units
on
but such stoppage of further
further enrollments
enrollments
shall not interfere -with
with the maintenance
maintenance of existing units
Provided
units::Provided
Use
of other
se of
further
none of
of the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated e
l
sew here in
i
n this
thi s A
ct,
elsewhere
Act,
forbidden. her funds farther, That
except for
and binding
binding and
and pay and allowances
allowances of officers
except
for printing
printing and
officers
Army, shall
and enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army,
shall be
be used
used for
for expenses
expenses
in connection
Reserve Officers'
connection with the Reserve
Corps.
Officers' Training
Training Corps.

Subsistence eommutationtoseniordivision
tation
to senior division
members.

Other
Other
colleges.

schools

and

schools and

military supIssue of military
lies, etc., to.
plies,
Vol. 41, p. 780.
VoS.
70. p.216.
R.S.„4isep.
see. 1226,

eoiitay,
t
-

MILETARY SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOLS
minrrAar
SuPPLIFS AND
AND EQUIPMENT
SCHOOLS AND COLfEGES
comPoEs
5

For the
the procurement
procurement and issue as provided
5c of the
the
For
provided in section
section 55c
Sct approved
approved June
4, 1920
1920 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 10, sec. 1180),
Act
June 4,
1180), and in section
section
1226,
Revised Statutes, as amended,
regulations as
1226, Revised
amended, under such regulations
may
as may

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CH.
CH. 165.

637
637

APRIL
26, 1934.
APRIL 26,
1934.

be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of War, to schools and colleges, other
than those provided for in section 40 of the Act above referred to,
equipment, and of
of such arms, tentage,
tentage, and equipment,
ammunition, targets,
of ammunition,
targets,
and target materials, including the transporting
transporting of same, and
and the
the
overhauling and repair
of articles
as the
the Secretary
of War
War
overhauling
repair of
articles issued,
issued, as
Secretary of
shall deem necessary
necessary for
and
for proper
proper military training
training in
in said
said schools
schools and
colleges, $8,900.
colleges,
$8,900.
CITIZENS'
MILITARY TRAINING
TRAINING CAMPS
CITIZENS' MILITARY
CAMPS

U.S.C.,
p. 213.
213.
.S.C, p.
Vol. 41, p. 778.

1,p.77.

Citizens'
military
Citizens' military
training
camps.
training camps.

For furnishing, at the expense
warrant tario
Uniforms,
tsse
rexpense of the United
United States, to warrant
nexpe nse:, etc. ,tor
officers,
officers, enlisted men, and civilians
attending training camps
camps main- attending.
civilians attending
attnding.193
4
.39,
p.193;
Vol.41,
779.
tained under the provisions of section 47d of the National Defense p.Vg
U.S.C., p. 185.
s.C., p. 185.
Act of June 3, 1916, as amended (U.S.C., title 10, sec. 442),
442), uniforms, u
including
altering, fitting,
fitting, washing,
and cleaning
cleaning when
including altering,
washing, and
when necessary,
necessary,
subsistence,
subsistence, or subsistence
and transportation,
or transsubsistence allowances
allowances and
transportation, or
transallowances, as
amended;
portation allowances,
as prescribed
prescribed in
in said
said section
section 47d,
47d, as
as amended;
for such expenditures
authorized by
47d as
expenditures as are
are authorized
by said
said section
section 47d
as may
may
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the establishment
establishment and
and maintenance
of said
camps,
be
maintenance of
said camps,
of mainmain- Maintenance.
Man te nan ce
including recruiting
recruiting and
including
and advertising
advertising therefor,
therefor, and
and the cost
cost of
tenance,
repair, and
and operation
for
tenance, repair,
operation of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; for
expenses
including upkeep
upkeep and
and depreciation
depreciation costs,
expenses incident to
to the use,
use, including
costs,
of
materiel furnished
accordance with
of supplies,
supplies, equipment, and mat6riel
furnished in accordance
with
law from stocks
control of the
Department; for gymstocks under the
the control
the War
War Department;
gymnasium
and athletic
athletic supplies
supplies (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $20,000);
$20,000) ;for
mileage,
nasium and
for mileage,
reimbursement of
thereof
reimbursement
of traveling
traveling expenses, or
or allowance
allowance in lieu thereof
as authorized
for officers of
of the Regular
Regular Army
Army and Organized
Organized
as
authorized by
by law,
law, for
Reserves,
Reserves, and
and for the travel expenses
expenses of enlisted men of
of the ReguRegular
Army, traveling
traveling on
on duty
connection with
citizens' military
military
lar Army,
duty in
in connection
with citizens'
Govtraining
camps; for
including Govfor purchase
purchase of
of training manuals, including
training camps;
Treatment, etc., in
etc., in
inTreatment
ernment
publications and
hospital line
medical and hospital
and blank
blank forms;
forms; for medical
ernment publications
of duty.
treatment, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation, in case of injury or discontracted in
ease contracted
in line of duty, of members
members of the citizens'
citizens' military
training camps
camps and for transportation
transportation and
and burial of remains
remains of any
any
such members
who die
hospital treattreatsuch
members who
die while
while undergoing
undergoing training
training or
or hospital
p.
Vol. 45, p. 481.
ment,
as provided
provided in
the Act
Act of
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, u.s.c.'
U.S.C., Supp.
ment, as
in the
of April
April 26,
26, 1928
1928 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
supp. VII,
VII,
p. 09..
title
sees. 454,
all $1,000,000:
Provided, That
·j1Promos.
O
That the
the funds
funds P10, sees.
454, 455)
455);;in
in all
$1,000 000: Provided,
title 10,
Age limitation.
limitation.
herein appropriated
shall not be
be used
used for the training of any person Age
appropriated shall
in the first
first year or lowest course, who shall have reached his twentyin
Use of other
u
tb e funds
fourth
before the
the date
Uosdd. o
r f nds
Provided further,
further, forbidden.
date of
of enrollment:
enrollment: Provided
fourth birthday
birthday before
That
none of
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
this Act
for
Act except
except for
in this
elsewhere in
appropriated elsewhere
That none
printing
binding and
for pay
pay and
allowances of officers
officers and
and allowances
and for
and binding
printing and
enlisted
the Regular
Regular Army
Army shall
shall be
expenses in conbe used for expenses
con- Uniforms.
enlisted men
men of
of the
Uniforms, etc.,
etc., from
from
stocks.
nection with
with citizens'
citizens' military
military training
training camps:
Provided further,
surplus stocks.
Army surplus
further, Army
camps: Provided
nection
That uniforms
uniforms and
and other
equipment or
materiel furnished
furnished in
in accordaccordor materiel
other equipment
That
ance with
for use
use at
at citizens'
citizens' military
training camps
camps shall
shall be
be
military training
with law
law for
ance
furnished
from surplus
or reserve
stocks of
of the
War Department
Department
the War
surplus or
reserve stocks
furnished from
without payment
payment from
appropriation, except
except for
for actual
expense Current
without
from this
this appropriation,
actual expense
. .
price
to
incurred in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture or
or issue:
Provided further,
in no
govern.
r
That in
no govern.
further, That
issue: Provided
incurred
case shall
shall the
the amount
amount paid
paid from
from this
this appropriation
uniforms,
for uniforms,
appropriation for
case
equipment,
accordance with
use at
at
with law
law for
for use
in accordance
or materiel
materiel furnished
furnished in
equipment, or
citizens' military
camps from
under control
control of
of the
the
from stocks
stocks under
citizens'
military training
training camps
War
in excess
excess of
the price
price current
current at
at the
time the
be in
of the
the time
the
War Department
Department be
issue
issue is made.
Restriction on use of
Under the
the authorizations
contained in
this Act
Army reserve
o supplies.
Act no
no issues
issues of
of reserve
reserve A*y
sppSas.
Under
authorizations contained
in this
supplies
or equipment
where such
issues would
would impair
impair
such issues
be made
made where
equipment shall
shall be
supplies or
the
reserves held
held by
by the
War Department
Department for
armies or
or
two field
field armies
for two
the War
the reserves
one
million men.
one million
n iforms

.
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Promotion of
practice.

rifle

Civilian
Civilian instruction.
instruction.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CII. 165.
165. APRIL
APRIL 26,
1934.
CH.
26, 1934.

NATIONAL
BOARD FOR
NATIONAL BOARD
FOR PROMOTION
PROMOTION OF
or RIFLE
RIFLE PRACT'OE,
PRACTICE, ARMY
ARMY

QUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND SERVICES
RIFLE RANGES
RANGES FOR
FOR CIVILIAN
CIVILIAN
QUARTERMASTER
SERVICES FOR
FOR RIFLE
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

Quartermaster
supQuartermaster
an
r su
Quartermaste,
etc., for
rifle
pplies,
ranges,
ra
anges, etc.

Instructors,
Instructors, etc.

Participation
Participation

nmatches.
the

To
establish and
and outdoor
outdoor rifle
rifle ranges
To establish
and maintain
maintain indoor
indoor and
ranges for
for the
the

use of
able-bodied males
capable of
under reasonable
reasonable
use
of all
all able-bodied
males capable
of bearing
bearing arms,
arms, under
regulations to
be prescribed
by the
the National
for the
Promotion
regulations
to be
prescribed by
National Board
Board for
the Promotion
of
Rifle Practice
and approved
approved by
War; for
for the
of Rifle
Practice and
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War;
the
employment
of labor
labor in
in connection
connection with
with the
the establishment
of outdoor
outdoor
employment of
establishment of
and
ranges, including
operating targets;
for the
the
and indoor
indoor rifle
rifle ranges,
including labor
labor in
in operating
targets; for
employment
of instructors;
instructors; for
clerical services,
services, including
including not
exceedemployment of
for clerical
not exceeding $15,000
$15,000 in
of Columbia;
Columbia; for
for badges
and other
other insiging
in the
the District
District of
badges and
insignia;
for the
of materials,
and services,
for
services, and
and for
materials, supplies,
supplies, and
nia; for
the purchase
purchase of
expenses
incidental to
to instruction
instruction of
citizens of
States in
expenses incidental
of citizens
of the
the United
United States
in
in marksmanship,
marksmanship, and
their participation
participation in
in national
national and
international
and their
and international
matches, to
expended under
direction of
the Secretary
War,
matches,
to be
be expended
under the
the direction
of the
Secretary of
of War,
$17,178.
$17,178.
NATIONAL
MEDALS FOR
NATIONAL TROPHY
TROPHY AND
AND MEDALS
FOR RIFL
RIFLE CONTESTS
CONTESTS

Rifle contests.
contests.
Furnishing national
trophy
medals, etc.l
etc.
trrophymeidals
Vol.
vol. 45, p. 786; U.S.C.,
Supp.
VII,
p.
780.
S
Supp.

VI,

For incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
National Board
for the
the Promotion
Promotion
Board for
the National
For
.S.., of Rifle Practice in
Act
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act
p. 780
approved May 28, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 32, sec. 181c),
approved
181c), $3,000.

Ordnanceequipment,

civilian instruction.
civilian

ORDNANCE EQ
EQUIPMENT
FOR
M
T FO
ORDNNCE

RIFLE RNES
RANGES FOR
N INSTRUCTION
I
R CIVILIAN
IV

ammunition,
Arms, ammunition,
etc.

For arms,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, targets,
targets, and
and other
accessories for
for target
For
other accessories
target
practice,
for issue
and sale
sale in
in accordance
accordance with
rules and
and regulations
practice, for
issue and
with rules
regulations
prescribed
Board for
for the
the Promotion
Promotion of
of Rifle
prescribed by the National Board
Rifle PracPractice and
connection with
and approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary of
of War,
War, in
in connection
with the
the
encouragement of
of rifle
practice, in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
encouragement
rifle practice,
of
law,
law, $125,000.
$125,000.
No pay to officer,
No
of the
the appropriations
made in
this Act
be available
No part
part of
appropriations made
in this
Act shall
shall be
available
etc., using time-measetc.,
uring device.
or pay
for the salary
salary or
manager, superintendent,
superintendent, foreforepay of any
any officer, manager,
man, or other person having
having charge
charge of the work of any employee
of the United States Government
Government while making or causing to be
time-measuring device, a
atime study
made with a
a stop watch, or other time-measuring
of any job of any such employee
between the starting and completion
completion
employee between
thereof, or of the movements
movements of
of any
any such
such employee
employee while
while engaged
engaged
appropriations made in
upon such work; nor shall any part of the appropriations
in
Caeh
re.
Cash reward re.
reward
this Act be available to pay any premiums or bonus or cash reward
striated.
stricted.
regular wages, except f
or
to any employee in iaddition to his regular
for
suggestions
resulting in
n improvements or economy
operation
suggestions resulting
economy in the
the operation
of any Government plant.
Nonmilitary
Nonmilitary
ities.

activaetiv-

Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps.

TITLE IIt-NONMILITARY
ACTIVITIES
TIME
II—NONMILITARY ACTIVITIES
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

OF THE WAR
WAR

QUARTERMASTER C
QUARTERMASTER
ORPS
COrPS
CEETERIAL
CEMETERIAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES

National cemeteries.
Maintenance, etc.

For maintaining
maintaining and improving
improving national cemeteries, including
fuel for
at
fuel
for and pay of superintendents
superintendents and the superintendent
superintendent at
Mexico City, laborers and other employees, purchase
purchase of tools and
materials;
materials; and for the repair, maintenance, and operation
operation of
of motor
motor
vehicles;
care
and mntenance
maintenance of
the
Arlington
Memorial AmphiAmphiAvehicles;i
and
are
of
the
Arlington
Memorial
theaterligt,
ttheater, chapel,
grounds in
the Arlington
National Cemetery,
chapel, and
and grounds
in the
Arlington National

Natitenaleemetaries

Arlington, Va.

73d
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SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH. 165.
165.
CH.
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APRIL 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
APRIL

Cemeteries abroad.
including not to exceed Cemeteries
abroad, including
and permanent
American cemeteries
cemeteries abroad,
permanent American
and
Living
quarters, etc.
Livng quarters,
$2,250 in
aggregate or $450 for any one person
person for allowances Vol.
the aggregate
in the
$2,250
46, p. 818.
upp VII,
authorized by u.s.c.: Supp.
fuel, and light, as authorized
for living
living quarters,
quarters, including
including heat, fuel,
for
pP. 20
20.
118a);
5,
title
VI,
Supp.
(U.S.C.,
the
Act
approved
June
26,
1930
(U.S.C.,
sec.
118a)
;
1930
26,
June
approved
Act
the
approach road Roadways, repair,
single approach
a single
than a
for
to roadways
to more
more than
not to
but not
roadways but
repair to
for repair
etc.
to any
any national
national cemetery
cemetery constructed
constructed under special Act of Con- etc.
to
Headstones
for
Headstones for
of soldiers,
gress; for
for headstones
headstones for
graves of
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and graves.
unmarked graves
for unmarked
gress;
Vol.
20,
281;
Vol.
p.
2,
Vol.
24,
(U.S.C.,
1873
3,
March
marines
under
the
Acts
approved
March
3,
1873
(U.S.C.,
title
approved
Acts
the
marines under
34, p. 56; Vol. 38, p.
p.ijP
280), March 9, 1906 7,768; ;Vol.i545,Vol.
sec.
279), February
p.
1307.
February 3, 1879 (U.S.C., title 24, sec. 280),
sec. 279),
8 p. 687; Supp.
U.S.C.,
6
Supp.
687;
.
u..c.,
February
768),
(34
Stat.,
p.
56),
March
14,
1914
(38
Stat.,
p.
768),
and
February
26,
Stat.
(38
1914
14,
(34 Stat., p. 5 ), March
VII, p. 488.
1929 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
24, sec.
sec. 280a),
280a), and
civilians interred in
and civilians
title 24,
VI, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
1929
Recovery of remains.
and the
post
for recovery
recovery of
bodies and
the disposition
disposition of remains
remains Recovery
of bodies
cemeteries; for
post cemeteries;
Vol, 45, p. 251;U. S.0
p. 118.
II, p.
upp. VII,
118.
of military
military personnel
personnel and
employees of the Army under Act Supp.
and civilian employees
of
916);;for
approved
March 9,
9, 1928
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 10, sec. 916)
1928 (U.S.C.,
approved March
Confederate
ceme
Confederate cemeConfederate Mound in teries,
the care,
care, protection,
protection, and
maintenance of the Confederate
and maintenance
the
etc.
teriesetc.
Stockade
Confederate
the
Oakwood
Cemetery
at
Chicago,
the
Confederate
Stockade
Cemetery
Chicago,
at
Oakwood Cemetery
at
Johnstons Island,
Confederate burial plats owned by the
Island, the Confederate
at Johnstons
United
States in
in Confederate
Confederate Cemetery
Cemetery at North Alton, the ConUnited States
Columbus, the Confederate
federate
Chase, at
Confederate secat Columbus,
Camp Chase,
Cemetery, Camp
federate Cemetery,
Confederate Cemeat Indianapolis,
tion
Cemetery at
Indianapolis, the Confederate
Greenlawn Cemetery
in Greenlawn
tion in
tery
Point Lookout,
Lookout, and
Confederate Cemetery
Cemetery at Rock Island,
the Confederate
and the
at Point
tery at
ents foro
$715,229:
Provided, That
no railroad
railroad shall
permitted upon any Provisos.
shall be permitted
That no
$715,229: Provided,
Encroachments forright-of-way which
which may
may have
been acquired by the United States bidden.
have been
right-of-way
leading to
or
to encroach upon any roads or
cemetery, or to
national cemetery,
to a
a national
leading
walks constructed
constructed thereon
thereon and
and maintained
maintained by the United States:
walks
Repairs restricted.
restricted.
this appropriation
of this
Provided further,
part of
appropriation shall be used Repairs
no part
That no
further, That
Provided
for
repairing any
roadway not owned
owned by the United States within
any roadway
for repairing
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
of any
any city,
city, town,
town, or village.
the
Burial plots in
in Cuba
Cuba
BuCalots
For
and preservation
preservation of monuments, tablets, roads, fences,
fences, and
repairs and
For repairs
Chide.
and
Cuba
in
States
United
and so
made and
constructed by the United
and constructed
forth, made
so forth,
and
China to
to mark
mark the
American soldiers
soldiers fell, $698.
where American
places where
the places
China
P.

SIGNAL
CORPS
SIGNAL CORPS
TELEGRAPH SYSTEM1
WASHINGTON-ALASKA
MILITARY CABLE AND TELEGRAPH
SYSTEM
WASHINGTON-ALASKA MILITARY

Signal
Signal

Corps.
Corps.

Washington-Alas
ka
Washington-Alasska
cable,getc.
cable, etc.

extension,
Operation, extension,
For
the cost
such extensions
extensions, betterments,
operation, etc.Operation,
betterments, operation,
of such
cost of
defraying the
For defraying
Military Cable and et
and
maintenance of
of the
Washington-Alaska Military
the Washington-Alaska
and maintenance
Telegraph
be approved
approved by
Secretary of
to
War, to
of War,
the Secretary
by the
may be
as may
System as
Telegraph System
From receipts.
receipts.
be
available until
until the
close of
the fiscal
1936, from
from the
the receipts
receipts From
year 1936
fiscal year
of the
the close
be available
System
of
the
Washington-Alaska
Military
Cable
and
Telegraph
System
Telegraph
and
Cable
Military
of the Washington-Alaska
which
of the
the United
United States,
States,
Treasury of
the Treasury
into the
covered into
been covered
have been
which have
to
the
extent of
of such
such extensions
extensions and
and betterments
and the
cost thereof to
the cost
betterments and
the extent
be
reported to
to Congress
Congre-ss by
the Secretary
$146,055.
War, $146,055.
of War,
Secretary of
by the
be reported

CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS
CORPS OF
RIVERS AND HARBORS
HARBORS
BIVERS

Engineer Corps.
Corps.
Engineer
Rivers and
harbors.
and harbors.
Rivers

Immediately availTo
be immediately
immediately available
and to
to be
expended under
under the
the direcavalImediately
direc- able.
be expended
available and
To be
tion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
supervision of
of able
Chief of
the Chief
of the
the supervision
and the
War and
tion of
Engineers:
Engineers:
Preservation,
conFor
maintenance of
river and
and harbor
harbor struction,
Preservation,
existing river
of existing
and maintenance
etc., of conaupreservation and
the preservation
For the
thorized
projects.
works,
and
for
the
prosecution
of
such
projects
heretofore
authorized
edprojecs.
thoni
authorized
heretofore
projects
such
of
works, and for the prosecution
as
in the
interests of
of commerce
and naviganavigacommerce and
the interests
desirable in
most desirable
be most
may be
as may
Boundary
waters,
tion; for
survey of
northern and
northwestern lakes,
wat,
Boundary
other etc.,
and other
lakes, and
and northwestern
survey.
of northern
for survey
tion;
boundary
and connecting
connecting waters
as heretofore
heretofore authorized,
authorized, including
including et. sey.
waters as
boundary and
the preparation,
correction, printing,
issuing of
of charts
charts and
bulleand bulleand issuing
printing, and
preparation, correction,
the
tins and
the investigation
investigation of
levels; for
of obstrucobstrucprevention of
for prevention
lake levels;
of lake
and the
tins
New York harbor.
tive and
and injurious
deposits within
within the
the harbor
adjacent waters
waters Nw York habor.
and adjacent
harbor and
injurious deposits
tive

640
640
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CONGRESS.
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II.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 165.
165.

APRIL 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
APRIL

of the California
of New York City; for expenses of
Debris CommisCalifornia D6bris
Commission
in carrying
on the
work authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
approved March
March
sion in
carrying on
the work
Act approved
661) ;for examinations,
surveys, and
and
.S.C.,P. 1086.
1, 1893 (U.S.C., title 33,
33, sec. 661);
examinations, surveys,
contingencies
rivers and
and harbors;
and for
for printing,
including illusPrinting.
contingencies of
of rivers
harbors; and
printing, including
illustrations,
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
Committee on
on Printing
Printing of
of the
the
trations, as
as may
the Committee
House
either during
during a
recess or
or session
ConHouse of
of Representatives,
Representatives, either
a recess
session of
of Congress, of
of surveys
Document Numbered
Numbered 308,
308, Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth
Vol.
45,
gress,
surveys under
under House
House Document
Vol. 45, 11. 538.
Supp. Vn,
s.c.. Supp.
U.S.C.,
VII, Congress, first
section 10
Flood Control
Control Act,
Act,
first session,
session, and
and section
10 of
of the
the Flood
p.
786.
p.786.
approved
sec. 702j),
approved May 15, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 33, sec.
702j), and
and
such surveys
surveys as
printed during
of Congress
Congress shall
shall be
be
such
as may
may be
be printed
during a
a recess
recess of
printed as
as documents
documents of
the next
next succeeding
succeeding session
session of
of Congress,
Congress, and
printed
of the
and
for the
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and
and
for
the purchase
purchase of
PTOVISOL
motor
boats,
for
official
use,
not
to
exceed
$122,417:
Provided,
That
Provided,
That
to
exceed
$122,417:
official
use,
not
motor
boats,
for
Paorio
projUnauthorized projects forbidden.
shall be
be expended
expended for
for any
preliminary examination,
survey,
forbidden,
no funds
funds shall
any preliminary
examination, survey,
Survey of Governors
project,
or estimate
estimate not
authorized by
law, $23,966,645,
$23,966,645, of
of which
which
by law,
not authorized
project, or
Suveanof
Island
as an Gerort.s
airport.
sum
$50,000 shall
shall be
under the
of the
the President,
President,
sum $50,000
be available
available, under
the direction
direction of
for
of Governors
Island, New
York, to
for conducting
conducting a
a survey
survey of
Governors Island,
New York,
to deterdetermine
usefulness and
and adaptability
adaptability as
as an
airport and
the cost
cost of
of
mine its
its usefulness
an airport
and the
Power-driven boat accomplishing all work incidental to effecting the change: Provided
rowestriven
boat accomplishing
work incidental
effecting the change: Proovided
restriction.
further, That no
of Engineers
for the
further,
no appropriation
appropriation under
under the
the Corps
Corps of
Engineers for
the
fiscal
year 1935
1935 shall
for any
any expense
to operoperfiscal year
shall be
be available
available for
expense incident
incident to
any power-driven
power-driven boat
boat or
or vessel
vessel on
on other
ating any
other than
than Government
Government
Purchase of moto
vePura
of motor business:
Provided further,
further, That authority
business: Provided
purauthority is
is granted
granted for
for the
the purrchicles.
vehicles.
Vol. 38, p.
Vol
p. 508.
508.
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
chase of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and
and motor
motor
33.
.S.C., p.
p 33.
boats,
boats, not to exceed
exceed $52,900,
$52 1900, to be paid from available
available funds
funds for
for
" Flood control, Mississippi River
"Flood
River and tributaries
to
tributaries ",
", and
and not
not to
exceed
exceed $2,250 to be paid from available
available funds
"Flood control,
funds for
for "Flood
control,
Sacramento River,
River, California
Sacramento
use in
in connection
connection with
California ",
", for
for official
official use
with
such works.
works.
such
Flood control.
Flood
control.
Flood control, Mississippi River
River and tributaries:
tributaries: For prosecuting
prosecuting
Mi551591Pid
River,
etc. ssippi
work
of flood
accordance with
with the
the provisions
the Flood
i
work of
flood control
control in
in accordance
provisions of
of the
Flood
sVol 4pi';534',Us'"C,
Supp.
VII, p. 784.
Control Act, approved
approved May 15, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VII,
VII title
title 33
33,
see.
sec. 702a),
$29,000,000.
702a), $29,000,000.
f
trr
arl
es
ency
for
Emergency
of Mississippi
tribter
s. fund
d for
Emergency fund
fund for
for flood
flood control
control on
on tributaries
tributaries of
Mississippi
,p. 537;
Vol.
4,
537;
For
Vol
River:
rescue
and
for
repair
o
r
maintenance
rescue
work
and
for
repair
or
Vol.
nce
ofany
floodmaintenance
of
any flood46, p. .
787.
45
46u.S.,
supp. vn,
tributaries of the Mississippi
U
Supp.
VII, control work on any tributaries
threatened
Mississippi River
River threatened
p. 786.
76.
P.
or destroyed by flood,
flood., in accordance with section 7
Flood Control
7 of Flood
Control
Act, approved
approved May 15, 1928 (U.SC.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI
title 33,
sec, 702g),
VI, title
33, sec,
702g),
$341,291.
$341,291.
Calfornia

California D
Debris
b r is
Commission.
Commission.
Vol. 27, p. 507.
U.S.C., p. 1086.

Panama Canal.
Panama

Limitations
Limitationspot
not apaPplicable to aPProPria-

tions for.
for.

A
epees.
All expenses.

Objects specified.

la for dmges.
C1Rimq for damages.

TiEi PANAMIA
CASAL
TEE
PANAMA CANAL

expenditure of appropriations
The limitations
limitations on the expenditure
appropriations hereinbehereinbefore made in this Act shall not
not apply
to the
the appropriations
apply to
appropriations for
for the
the
Panama
Canal.
Panama Canal.

For every
very expenditure requisite for and incident to the mainte-

nance and operation, sanitation,
sanitation, and civil government
government of the Panama
Canal and Canal Zone, including the following:
following: Compensation of all
offcials and employees; foreign and domestic
officials
newspapers and
and periodperioddomestic newspapers
icals;
icals; law books not exceeding
exceeding $1,000; textbooks and books of
reference; printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, including
reference;
including printing of annual report;
report;
rent and
personal services
rent
and personal
services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; purchase
purchase or
exchange of typewriting, adding,
exchange
adding, and other machines; purchase or
or
exchange, maintenance,
exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles, claims
for damages
damages to
claims for
to
vessels passing through the locks of the Panama
Canal, as
as authorized
Panama Canal,
authorized
by
the Panama
Panama Canal
claims for
for losses
by the
Canal Act;
Act; claims
losses of or damages
damages to property arising
the conduct
conduct of
of .authorized
authorized business
operations
erty
arising from
from the
business operations;
claims for
for damages
claims
damages to
to property
property arising from the maintenance
maintenance and

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH. 165.
165.
CH.

641
641

APRIL 26, 1934.
APRIL

Canal;
operation, sanitation,
and civil
civil government
government of the Panama
Panama Canal;
sanitation, and
operation,
the
authorized in the
acquisition
land and land under water, as authorized
of land
acquisition of
Panama
Canal
Act;
expenses
incurred
in
assembling,
assorting,
storassorting,
in
assembling,
incurred
expenses
Act;
Canal
Panama
equipment
ing,
repairing, and
selling material,
material, machinery,
machinery, and equipment
and selling
ing, repairing,
heretofore
or
hereafter
purchased
or
acquired
for
the
construction
construction
the
for
acquired
or
purchased
heretofore or hereafter
needed,
of
Canal which
which are
unserviceable or no longer needed,
are unserviceable
Panama Canal
the Panama
of the
incident
expenses incident
to
reimbursed from
from the
sales; expenses
such sales;
of such
proceeds of
the proceeds
be reimbursed
to be
to
conducting hearings
hearings and
appropriations
for appropriations
estimates for
examining estimates
and examining
to conducting
on the
expenses incident
incident to
to any
emergency arising because
any emergency
Isthmus; expenses
the Isthmus;
on
foreseen or
of calamity
calamity by
character not foreseen
like character
or like
pestilence, or
fire, pestilence,
flood, fire,
by flood,
of
otherwise provided
for herein;
when prescribed
prescribed
expenses, when
traveling expenses,
herein; traveling
provided for
otherwise
by the
the Governor
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal to
field
engaged in field
persons engaged
to persons
of the
Governor of
by
expenses
work
or traveling
business; and
and for such other expenses
official business;
on official
traveling on
work or
not in
as the
Governor of
Panama Canal
may
Canal may
the Panama
of the
the Governor
States as
United States
the United
in the
not
deem
best to
promote the
operation, saniand operation,
maintenance and
the maintenance
to promote
necessary best
deem necessary
tation,
the Panama
expended
all to be expended
Canal, all
Panama Canal,
of the
government of
civil government
and civil
tation, and
Canal and
under the
the direction
Panama Canal
the Panama
of the
Governor of
the Governor
of the
direction of
under
follows:
accounted for
for as
as follows:
accounted
For maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
of the
Canal: Salary of
Panama Canal:
the Panama
operation of
For
the
Governor, $10,000;
$10,000; purchase,
purchase, inspection,
and
handling, and
delivery, handling,
inspection, delivery,
the Governor,
storing
materials, supplies,
and equipment
to all
all departissue to
for issue
equipment for
supplies, and
of materials,
storing of
ments
the Panama
Canal, the
branches
other branches
Railroad, other
Panama Railroad,
the Panama
Panama Canal,
of the
ments of
of
.
payment
sales; payment
authorized sales;
for authorized
and for
Government, and
States Government,
United States
the United
of the
in lump
lump sums
not exceeding
exceeding the amounts authorized by the
the Injury
Injury
of not
sums of
in
Compensation
1916 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 5, sec.
7, 1916
September 7,
approved September
Act approved
Compensation Act

Acquisition of land.
land.
Acquisition

Emergencies.
Emergenes.

Operation,
atIr
ea
re
ti1 ssal
etc.

geration, et.

Purchase of supplies,
to.

Purchase of supplies,

etc.

Payment
Payment
cripples.
Vol.
39, p.
Vol. 39,
U.S.C., p.

to

to

alien

alien

750.
p. 750.
81.
u.s.c., . 81.

793),
cripples who
are now
now a
charge upon
upon the Panama Canal
a charge
who are
alien cripples
to alien
793), to
by
injuries sustained
sustained while
while employed
employed in
in the
the construction
construction Madden Dam.
of injuries
reason of
by reason
p. 363.
363.
Vol. 45, p.
Madden Vol.
of
the Panama
Panama Canal;
Canal; for
for continuing
construction of the Madden
continuing the construction
of the
Dam
across the
the Chagres
at Alhajuela
Alhajuela for
for the storage of water
water
River at
Chagres River
Dam across
for use
in the
maintenance and
operation of
of the
the Panama Canal,
and operation
the maintenance
use in
for
together
with a
hydroelectric plant,
roadways, and
other work
such other
and such
plant, roadways,
a hydroelectric
together with
as
in
the
judgment
of
the
Governor
the
Panama
Canal
may be
of
Governor
the
of
as in the judgment
necessary, to
cost in
not to
$15,500,000; in all,
exceed $15,500,000;
to exceed
aggregate not
the aggregate
in the
to cost
necessary,
$4,971,490, together
with all
all moneys
moneys arising from the conduct of
together with
$4,971,490,
business
operations authorized
the Panama
Canal Act.
Panama Canal
by the
authorized by
business operations
Sanitation, etc.
and support
For
sanitation,
quarantine,
hospitals,
and
medical
aid
support satation.
aid and
medical
and
hospitals,
quarantine,
Lepers, etc. tc.
sanitation,
For
of
the
insane
and
of
lepers
and
aid
and
support
of
indigent
persons
of the insane and of lepers and aid and support of indigent persons
legally
the Canal
Zone, including
including expenses
expenses of
deportaof their deportaCanal Zone,
within the
legally within
tion
when practicable,
the purchase
of artificial
other
artificial limbs or other
purchase of
and the
practicable, and
tion when
appliances
were injured
injured in
service of the Isththe service
in the
who were
persons who
for persons
appliances for
mian
the Panama
Canal prior
7, fi
September 7,
to September
prior to
Panama Canal
or the
Commission or
Canal Commission
mian Canal
1916, and including additional
additional
compensation
to
an
y
of
the
Chief quarantine
quarantine ofchi.e
the
of
officer
any
to
compensation
1916, and including
United
Service detailed
detailed with
with the Panama
Health Service
Public Health
States Public
United States
Canal
as chief
officer, $768,501.
$768,501.
quarantine officer,
chief quarantine
government,
CivU
Canal as
For civil
government of
the Panama
Canal and
and Canal
Zone , ex.es.
government
expv
Canal Zone,
Panama Canal
of the
civil government
For
including gratuities
necessary clothing
for indigent discharged
clothing for
and necessary
gratuities and
including
prisoners,
$792,935.
prisoners, $792,935.
Total, Panama
to be
available until expended.
be available
$6,532,926, to
Canal, $6,532,926,
Panama Canal,
Total,
In
addition to
the foregoing
appropriated for
the
for the
is appropriated
there is
sums there
foregoing sums
to the
In addition
fiscal
year
1935
for
expenditures
and
reinvestment
under
several
several
the
under
reinvestment
and
fiscal year 1935 for expenditures
heads of
of appropriation
appropriation aforesaid,
aforesaid, without
without being
being covered
covered into
the
into the
heads
Treasury
of
the
United
States,
all
moneys
received
the
Panama
Panama
the
by
received
moneys
all
States,
Treasury of the United
Canal from services
rendered or
or materials
materials and
supplies furnished
furnished
and supplies
Canal from services rendered
to the United
United States,
States, the
the Panama
Railroad
Company,
the
Zone
Canal Zone
the Canal
Company,
Panama Railroad
the
to
government, or to
employees respectively,
to the
the Panama
Panama
or to
respectively, or
their employees,
government, or to their
Government,
from hotel
supplies and
and services;
services -from
from
hospital supplies
and hospital
hotel and
Government, from
rentals,
wharfage,
and
like
service;
from
materials,
and
supmaterials,
labor,
from
service;
like
and
wharfage,
rentals,
plies
and other
to vessels
vessels other
passing
those passing
than those
other than
furnished to
services furnished
other services
and
plies
through the canal,
canal, and
others unable
obtain the
the same
same elsewhere;
elsewhere;
to obtain
unable to
to others
and to

through the

0
86637
-1
86637 °-3434---41

Availability.

Aalabity.

Credits
allowed.
credits allowed
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Water, sewers, pavements, etc.
ments,
Panama and
Panama
and Colon.

Use of Government-

owned automobiles
automobiles for
for
owned

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CIIS.
CHS. 165,
165, 167.
167.

APRIL
26, 27,
1934.
APRIL 26,
27,1934.

from
scrap and
other by-products
of manufacturing
manufacturing and
and
from the
the sale
sale of
of scrap
and other
by-products of
shop operations;
operations; from
the sale
sale of
of obsolete
obsolete and
and unserviceable
unserviceable matemathshop
from the
rials, supplies,
supplies, and
equipment purchased
acquired for
for the
operarials,
and equipment
purchased or
or acquired
the operation, maintenance,
maintenance, protection,
protection, sanitation,
sanitation ' and
of the
the
tion,
and government
government of
canal and
and Canal
Zone; and
any net
accruing from
from such
canal
Canal Zone;
and any
net profits
profits accruing
such busibusiness to
to the
Panama Canal
Canal shall
shall annually
be covered
ness
the Panama
annually be
covered into
into the
the
Treasury
of the
United States.
Treasury of
the United
States.
In
appropriated for
for the
operation, maintenance,
maintenance,
In addition there
there is
is appropriated
the operation,
and
extension of
waterworks, sewers,
and pavements
pavements in
and extension
of waterworks,
sewers, and
in the
the cities
cities of
of
Panama
Colon, during
the fiscal
year 1935,
1935, the
the necessary
necessary portions
portions
Panama and
and Colon,
during the
fiscal year
of such
as shall
sltall be
paid as
as water
water rentals
rentals or
the
of
such sums
sums as
be paid
or directly
directly by
by the
Government of
Panama for
for such
such expenses.
Government
of Panama
expenses.
SEC. 2.
2, No
part of
any money
money appropriated
by this
Act shall
shall be
be
this Act
appropriated by
No part
of any
SO.

purposes pro- used for maintaining, driving, or operating
Government-owned
operating any Government-owned
hibited.
motor-propelled
vehicle assigned
for the
the exclusive
exclusive
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
assigned for
use
of persons
persons other
other than
than the
the Secretary
use of
Secretary of
of War
War and
and medical
medical officers
officers
on
out-patient medical
medical service.
service.
on
out-patient
Limitation on use of
Sac. 3.
No part
any appropriation
made by
by this
this Act shall
be
shall be
appropriation made
of any
part of
3. No
SEC.
ex
forn post
postU exftads for
funds
changes.
changes.
used in any way to pay any expense
expense in connection with the conduct,
operation, or
management of
any post
post exchange
or
operation,
or management
of any
exchange, branch
branch exchange,
exchange, or
subexchange
within any
State, Territory,
District of
Columbia,
subexchange within
any State,
Territory, or
or the
the District
of Columbia,
save
except for
convenience to
save and
and except
for real
real assistance
assistance and
and convenience
to military
military
personnel
and civilians
or serving
serving at
at military
military posts
posts in
personnel and
civilians employed
employed or
in
supplying them
them with
with articles
ordinary use,
wear, and
and consumption
consumption
supplying
articles of
of ordinary
use, wear,
not
the Government.
not furnished
furnished by
by the
Government.
Approved, April
April 26,
26, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
private

[CHAPTER 167.]
[CHAPTER
167.]

—

April
Apr! 27, 1934.
IS. 208
2084.]
4-I
Prublic, No.
No. 177.]
177.]
TPuldic,

East Bay Municipal

District,
Calif.
Districta,
Ciecf"'"

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Granting
Granting and
confirming to
to the
East Bay
Municipal Utility
municipal
and confirming
the East
Bay Municipal
Utility District,
District, a
a municipal
utility district
district of
of the
State of
of California
and a
abody
body corporate
corporate and
and politic,
utility
the State
California and
politic, of
of
said State, and aa political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, certain
certain lands,
for other
lands, and
and for
other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
entated by
by the
Senate and
House of

United
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That there
lted
States of
Tt
of America
assembled, That
there is
is

certain lands grant- hereby granted
granted to the East Bay Municipal
Municipal Utility District,
Di st
ri
ct, a
mun i
ca municof the
the State
State of
California and
body corporate
ipal utility district
district of
of California
and aabody
corporate
of said
said State
State and
and a
apolitical
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, the
foland politic
politic of
the following described lands of
States situate
situate in
in the
the counties
counties
of the United States
of
of Amador
Amador and Calaveras,
State of
wit:
Calaveras, State
of California,
California, to
to wit:

Certain lands granted to.

Description.
Description.

The southeast quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter section 22; the northeast
northeast
quarter southwest quarter,
quarter, and
south half
and the
the south
half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter
section 23; the northwest
northwest quarter northeast quarter,
quarter, and
and the
the north
north
half southeast
southeast quarter section 24; the southwest quarter,
quarter, the south
half northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, and the northwest quarter
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
quarter
section 26, all in township
north, range
10 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo
base
township 55north,
range 10
Diablo base
meridian.
and meridian.
All the unpatented
unpatented land in the east half northwest quarter section
15, containing
containing approximately
approximately forty-seven
forty-seven and
and thirty-six
one hunhunthirty-six one
dredths acres; the south half northeast quarter, and the north half
half
southeast quarter
quarter section 17; and all the unpatented land in section
18 (the same being aa fractional portion of the southeast quarter
quarter
northeast quarter, and aa fractional portion of the northeast quarter
quarter
southeast quarter, and containing approximately
approximately fifteen and fiftyeight one hundredths acres),
acres), all in township 55north, range 11 east,
meridian; and the Secretary of the Interior
Mount Diablo base and meridian;
Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to issue patent to the said district for the same.

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

II. CHS. 167, 168.
SESS. II.
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License terminated.
All
above-described land is now held by said district by License
All of the above-described
heretofore issued to said
said
numbered 567, heretofore
virtue of that certain license numbered
district
Federal Power Commission.
Commission. Upon this grant
by the Federal
district by
becoming
terminated and the parties thereto
said license is terminated
effective said
becoming effective
struoobligation by reason thereof, and the fee title of the Fee title to strucrelieved of all obligation
tures, etc.,
confirmed.
tures,
etc., confirmed.
power
spillways, conduits, tunnels, power house, power
dams, spillways,
district to its dams,
constructed in whole or in part on
and other
other structures now constructed
lines, and
said
said lands and the right to maintain and operate the same is fully
confirmed.
Grant made in aid of
SEC. 2.
hereinbefore described
described water
of the said lands hereinbefore
grant of
That the grant
2. That
SEC.
water supply.
its
is
made
in
aid
of
the
for
itself
and
district
of
said
supply
water
is made in aid of the
the
inhabitants,
and the said district shall pay for the said lands the
inhabitants, and
sum of $5
$5 per acre.
Bevessionary
Reversionary proviUnited sion.
S
EC. 3. That the
hereby granted shall revert to the United
the rights hereby
SEC.
States
if
abandoned
or
transferred
to
any
person,
or
corassociation,
States if abandoned or transferred
municipal corporation.
corporation.
to the State or to another municipal
poration other than to
Approved, April 27, 1934.

[CHAPTER 168.]
168.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AM ACT
AN

Corporation, to amend the
To
guarantee the
bonds of
the Home
Owners' Loan
Loan Corporation,
Home Owners'
of the
the bonds
To guarantee
Loan Act of 1933,
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
1933, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Home

April 27, 1934.
[S.
29991
S. 2999..
(Public,
178.]
No. 17S1
[Public, No.

House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
A Home
f 1933,
()a
'OwnersLamnd
United
States of
Congress assembled,
section Aome
assembled, That (a) section
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
amendments.
ct
amended to read as ments.
Owners' Loan Act of 1933 is amended
4(c) of the Home Owners'
AMC, p.
p.
Post, p.
Ante,
p. 129; Post,
124.
1284.
follows:
follows:
u
Bonds; issue of
of, aaue
Bthord;
44 (c) The
bonds in an aggre- thorized.
authorized to issue bonds
is authorized
Corporation is
The Corporation
"(c)
Aggregate amount.
amount.
$2,000,000,000, which may be sold by the Aggregate
gate amount
exceed $2,000,000,000,
not to exceed
amount not
gate
Corporation
carrying out the purposes of this
to obtain funds for carrying
Corporation to
Character of.
of.
provided. Such bonds shall be Character
section, or
hereinafter provided.
exchanged as hereinafter
or exchanged
section,
in
periods
denominations, shall mature within such periods
forms and denominations,
such forms
in such
of not
eighteen years from the date of their issue, shall
than eighteen
more than
not more
of
bear
interest not exceeding
exceeding 4
centum per annum,
4 per centum
rates of interest
bear such rates
shal be issued
shall
be subject
to such
issued
such terms and conditions, and shall
subject to
shall be
prescribed by the
in
manner and sold at such prices, as may be prescribed
in such manner
Corporation, with
with the
the approval
Secretary of the Treasury.
the Secretary
of the
approval of
Corporation,
Such bonds
shall be
guaranteed both as to
unconditionally guaranteed
be fully and unconditionally
bonds shall
Such
interest
guaranty shall
principal by the United States, and such guaranty
and principal
interest and
be expressed
expressed on
the face
face thereof,
thereof, and
such bonds
lawful
be lawful
bonds shall be
and such
on the
be
trust,
investments, and
and may
as security,
all fiduciary,
fiduciary, trust,
for all
security, for
be accepted
accepted as
may be
investments,
and public
public funds,
funds, the
investment or
or deposit
which shall
shall be
under
be under
of which
deposit of
the investment
and
the
States or
any officer
officer or
officers
or officers
or any
United States
the United
of the
control of
or control
authority or
the authority
Payment provisions.
provisions.
thereof.
In the
Corporation shall
pay Payment
to pay
unable to
be unable
shall be
the Corporation
that the
event that
the event
thereof. In
upon
demand,
when
due,
the
principal
of,
or
interest
on,
such
bonds,
bonds,
such
on,
upon demand, when due, the principal of, or interest
the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall pay
holder the
amount
the amount
the holder
to the
pay to
the Secretary
Appropriation authA.oPristion anany thorized.
of any
thereof
which is
is hereby
to be
appropriated out
out of
be appropriated
authorized to
hereby authorized
thereof which
moneys in
in the
appropriated, and
and thereupon
thereupon
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
moneys
to the
the extent
extent of
of the
amount so
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of
paid the
so paid
the amount
to
Purchase of bonds by
ePurechaofbondsby
the rights of the holders
to all
succeed to
shall
shall succeed
all the
holders of such bonds. The Secretary
Tress
Secretary of the TreesurY.
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
in
his
discretion,
is
authorized
to
purury.
purto
authorized
is
Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion,
chase any
the Corporation
Corporation issued
under this
this subsection
subsection
issued under
of the
bonds of
any bonds
chase
which are
as to
to interest
and principal,
for such
such
and for
principal, and
interest and
guaranteed as
are guaranteed
which
Fund available.
VFundoavaable.
purpose the
of the
the Treasury
as aa Vol.
to use
use as
is authorized
authorized to
40, p. 28g.
Treasury is
Secretary of
the Secretary
purpose
public-debt
transaction
the
proceeds
from
the
sale
of
any
securities
securities
public-debt transaction the proceeds from the sale of any
hereafter issued
issued under
under the
the Second
Bond Act,
as amended,
amended,
Act, as
Liberty, Bond
Second Liberty
hereafter
under such Act,
and the
purposes for
for which
which securities
securities may
may be
be issued
issued under
the purposes
and
Corpo- a
as
amended, are
are extended
extended to
to include
include any
any purchases
the Corpopurchases of the
as amended,
ration's bonds
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
may, at
at
Treasury may
hereunder. The
bonds hereunder.
ration's
any time,
any of
bonds of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation acquired
acquired by him
of the
the bonds
sell any
time, sell
any
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under
this subsection.
subsection. All
s.ales by,the
purchases, and sales
redemptions, purchases,
All redemptions,
under this
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury of the bonds of the Corporation shall be
Tax exemptions.
treated as public-debt
exemptions.
public-debt transactions
transactions of the United States. The bonds
issued by
by the
the Corporation
under this
this subsection
subsection shall
exempt,
shall be
be exempt,
issued
Corporation under
Exception.
Exception.
both as to principal and interest, from all taxation (except
(except surtaxes,
estate, inheritance,
inheritance, and
and gift
gift taxes)
taxes) now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter imposed
imposed by
estate,
the
States or
or any
any District,
District, Territory,
Territory, dependency,
dependency, or
possesor possesthe United
United States
cal taxing
taxing
municipality, or
sion thereof, or by
by any State, county, municipality,
or lo
local
authority. The Corporation,
franchise, its capital,
Corporation, including
including its franchise,
authority.
income, shall likewise
likewise be
reserves and surplus, and its loans and income,
Realproperty.
exempt
Real property.
exempt from such taxation;
taxation; except
except that
that any
any real
real property
property of
of the
the
Corporation
subject to
to taxation
taxation to
accordCorporation shall
shall be
be subject
to the
the same
same extent,
extent, accordBond issue not to n
exceed assets. not to ing
g to its value
value,, as other real property is taxed. No such bonds
excedaS
shall be issued in excess of the assets of
of the Corporation, including
the assets to be obtained
obtained from the proceeds of such bonds, but a
a
provision shall not invalidate
invalidate the bonds
failure to comply with this provision
Open
power
Open market
market transtrallS . or the guaranty of the same.
same. The Corporation
Corporation shall have power
actions.
to purchase in the open market at any time and at any.price
price not to
"bonds so purit. Any such bonds
exceed par any of the bonds issued by it.
chased may, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, be
Resale, refund,
refund, and sold
sold or resold
resold at any time and at any price. For aa period of six
Reasee
exchange,
after the date this subsection, as amended, takes effect,
months after
Corporation is authorized
the Corporation
authorized to refund any of its bonds issued prior
prior
to such date or any bonds issued after such date in compliance with
commitments of the Corporation
Corporation outstanding on such date, upon
upon
commitments
application of the holders
exchanging therefor
holders thereof,
thereof, by exchanging
therefor bonds
bonds
of- an equal face amount issued by the Corporation
of.
Corporation under this subinterest rate.
rate.
section as amended, and
Interest
section
bearing interest
at such
as may
may be
be
and bearing
interest at
such rate
rate as
prescribed by the Corporation with the approval
approval of the Secretary
prescribed
of the Treasury; but such rate shall not be less than that first fixed
fixed
bonds exchanged
exchanged
after this subsection, as amended, takes effect on bonds
purpose
thee purpose
Increase
of
the Corporation
for home mortgages. For th
purp ose of
ofsuch
suc h
Corporation for
by the
tooby
of issue t
unisue
inease
amount
refunded.
amount
refunded,
refunding
further authorized
refunding the Corporation is further
authorized to increase its
total
total bond issue in an amount equal to the amount of the bonds so
Existing
subsection, as amended,
amended, shall
shall be conconNothing in
in this
this subsection,
refunded. Nothing
eommit. refunded.
xisting commit"
monis.
strued to prevent
prevent the Corporation
StrUed
Corporation from issuing bonds in compliance
compliance
with commitments of the Corporation
Corporation on the date this subsection,
as
effect."
as amended, takes effect."
Bonds heretofore
is(b) The
The amendments
amendments made
by subsection
subsection (a)
this section
of this
section
(a) of
made by
(b)
sabos
sued
by heoratioo
Corporation
not
affected.
(except with respect to refunding) shall
not apply
apply to
to any
any b
on d
s
notafeted.
(except
shall not
bonds
heretofore
heretofore issued by the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation under
such section 44 (e),
(c), or to any bonds hereafter
hereafter issued in compliance
with commitments
commitments of the Corporation outstanding on the date of
enactment of this Act.
Ante,.i32.
Ante,
p. 132.
SEC,. 2.
Section 4
the Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Act is
is further
further
2. Section
4 of
of the
Loan Act
amended
by
adding
at
end
following
amended
the
thereof
the
new
subsections:
subsections:
Bond exchange for
tc(1)
mortgagesor
"(1) No home mortgage or other obligation
obligation or lien shall be
mortgages
or cash loans;
loans;
when
may
have.
acquired
when
have,
acquired by the Corporation under subsection
subsection (d),
(d), and no
no cash
cash
advance shall be made under subsection
ess th
li cant
advance
subsection (f),
(f), unl
unless
thee app
applicant
was i
in
involuntary default on June 13, 1933,
1933, with
with respect to the
n involuntary
indebtedness on his real estate and is
unable
too carry
carry or refund his
i
s una
bl e t
i
i
-,:rie
a
ogseo
i of
of limit
li mit ., present
present mortgage
mortgage indebtedness:
vided, That
Th atthe
the f
orego i
ng limitalim i
taforegoing
Provided,
indebtedness: Pro
tions.
tion shall not apply in any case in which it is specifically shown to
bon
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Corporation that aa default after such date
was due to unemployment
unemployment or to economic conditions or misfortune
beyond the control of the applicant, or in any case in which the home
mortgage
i
or other obligation
obligation or lien
lien is
i
s held
held by
by an institution which
which
is inn liquidation.

Treatment
as pubbof, as
Treatment of,
lie-debt transactions.
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"(m)
the Corporation
Corporation is
authorized to
to advance
advance
is authorized
where the
all cases
cases where
In all
"(m) In

cash to
provide for
necessary
maintenance and to make necessary
necessary maintenance
for necessary
to provide
cash
repairs
is also
authorized to advance cash or exchange
exchange bonds for
also authorized
it is
repairs it
enlargement of
rebuilding and enlargement
the rehabilitation,
modernization, rebuilding
rehabilitation, modernization,
the
Corporation
the
where
the
homes
financed;
and
in
all
where
Corporation
cases
the homes financed; and
has acquired
acquired a
mortgage or other obligation or lien it is
a home
home mortgage
has
authorized
or exchange
exchange bonds to provide for the
cash or
advance cash
to advance
authorized to
maintenance, repair,
repair, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, modernization,
rebuilding, and
modernization, rebuilding,
maintenance,
enlargement of
financed and to take an additional lien,
homes financed
the homes
of the
enlargement
advance or to
mortgage,
secure such additional advance
tO
conveyance to secure
mortgage, or conveyance
take a
anew
for the
the whole indebtedness;
indebtedness; but the total
mortgage for
home mortgage
new home
take

Cash

home sh

advances for
for
advances

maintenance.

Rehabilitation,
Rehabilitation, etc.

Limitation.
Limitation.

amount
shall in no
exceed the respective amounts or
case exceed
no case
advanced shall
amount advanced
percentages
of value
value of
of the
the real
estate as
elsewhere provided in this
as elsewhere
real estate
percentages of
ora
maintance
or dal
proceeds
section.
Not
to
exceed
$200,000,000
of
the
proceeds derived from to:
IrnII
tenanali
ce°1o
v
f
ai
rrael
the
of
$200,000,000
exceed
to
Not
section.
the
bonds of
of the
Corporation shall
shall be used in making cash property.
the Corporation
of bonds
sale of
the sale
necessary repairs
advances to
to provide
for necessary
necessary maintenance
maintenance and necessary
provide for
advances
and for
for the
modernization, rebuilding
rebuilding and enlargerehabilitation, modernization,
the rehabilitation,
and
ment of
of real
estate securing
securing the
mortgages and other obligations
the home mortgages
real estate
ment
and liens
acquired by
Corporation under this section.
the Corporation
by the
liens acquired
and
Extension to home
S
EC. 3.
3. The
sixth sentence
section 4
(d) of
Owners' owner
Home Owners'
the Home
of the
owner authorite.
authorized.
4 (d)
of section
sentence of
The sixth
SEC.
Corporation
Loan Act
of 1933
amended to
"The Corporation
to read as follows: "The
is amended
1933 is
Act of
Loan
may
at any
time grant
grant an
an extension
extension of
of time
any home owner for
time to any
any time
may at
the payment
any installment
of principal
interest owed by
principal or interest
installment of
of any
payment of
the
him to
Corporation if,
if, in
the judgment
judgment of the Corporation, the
in the
the Corporation
to the
him
circumstances of
of the
home owner and the condition of the security
the home
circumstances
justify such
such extension.".
extension."
justify
Ante, p. 131.
31
S
EC. 4.
Subsection (g)
4 of
Home Owners' Loan AC
the Home
of the
section 4
of section
(g) of
4. Subsection
SEC.
Act of
1933 is
hereby amended
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
amended to
is hereby
of 1933
Act
Redemption of homes
Janfhua I,
lost sincet
since January
bonds lost
"(g)
The Corporation
further authorized
exchange bonds
to exchange
authorized to
is further
Corporation is
"(g) The
'930
and to
to advance
advance cash
cash to
to redeem
or recover
owners 1930.
the owners
by the
homes lost by
recover homes
redeem or
and
by foreclosure
foreclosure or
a trustee under aa deed of trust or
sale by a
forced sale
or forced
by
under
or by
by voluntary
voluntary surrender
to the mortsurrender to
attorney, or
of attorney,
power of
under power
limitations
gagee
subsequent
to
January
1,
limitations
the
to
subject
1930,
1,
January
to
gagee subsequent
provided
of this
this section."
section."
Federal sai
savings
Federal
s and
in subsection
subsection (d)
(d of
provided in
soctations.
loFanassociations.
1933 is loan
SEC. 5.
5. Section
Section 55 of
the Home
Home Owners'
Loan Act of 1988
Owners' Loan
of the
SEC.
Ante, p. 134.
p.m t in Infull
amended
adding at
at the
the end
end thereof
the following new subsections: A*tm
thereof the
Investment
by adding
amended by
paid Income shares of,
"(j)
In
addition
to
the
authority
to
subscribe
for
preferred
shares
of,
shareLoan
Income
paid
shares
preferred
for
subscribe
to
on
call
of
Home
"(j) In addition to the authority
Hoard.
ome
in
Federal savings
savings and
and loan
loan associations,
Secretary of the Treas- Board.
associations, the Secretary
in Federal
ury is
is authorized
authorized on
behalf of
subscribe for
for
to subscribe
States to
United States
the United
of the
on behalf
ury
any
amount of
income shares
in such
associations, and it
such associations,
shares in
paid income
full paid
of full
any amount
shall
be the
the duty
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
subscribe for
for
to subscribe
of the
of the
duty of
shall be
such
full paid
shares upon
of the
the Federal
Home Payments.
Federal Home
request of
the request
upon the
income shares
paid income
such full
Loan Bank
Board. Payment
Payment on
may be
be called
from Paments.
called from
shares may
such shares
on such
Bank Board.
Loan
time to
time by
the association,
of said
Board
said Board
approval of
the approval
to the
subject to
association, subject
by the
time to time
and the Secretary
Treasury, and
and such
such payments
payments shall
made
be made
shall be
the Treasury,
of the
the Secretary of
and
from
the
funds
appropriated
pursuant
to
subsection
(g)
of
this
this
of
(g)
subsection
to
pursuant
appropriated
funds
the
from
section;
but
the
amount
paid
in
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
investsection; but the amount paid in by the Secretary of the Treasury
for
subsection and
and such
such subsection
(g), together
nr iraura investMnxlmum
together m
subsection (g),
this subsection
under this
shares under
for shares
shall at
time exceed
centum of
of the
total investment
the
m the
investment in
the total
per centum
75 per
exceed 75
no time
at no
shall
shares
of
such
association
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
and
and
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
the
by
association
such
of
shares
other shareholders.
shareholders. Each
Each such
association shall
receipts for
for Receipts.
Receipt
issue receipts
shall issue
such association
other
such payments by the Secretary of the Treasury in such
form as
as
form
such
in
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
by thesaid
payments
such be
may
approved by
Board and
and such
receipts shall
evidence
be evidence
shall be
5
such receipts
by said Board
approved
may be
ate
of
United States
States in
in such
income shares
shares
— years,
Retirement,
permitted.
after 5
Retiemen
paid income
such full paid
the United
of the
interest of
the interest
of the
paid. No request for the repurchase
to
so paid.
amount so
the amount
of the
extent of
the extent
to the
of
the
full
paid
income
shares
purchased by
the
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
purchased
shares
of the full paid income
Treasury
shall be made
for a
of five years from the date of
of
period of
a period
made for
Treasury shallbe
such purchase, and thereafter requests
requests by
by the
the Secretary
the
of the
Secretary of

such purchase, and thereafter
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Treasury for
the repurchase
repurchase of
such shares
shares by
by such
such associations
associations
of such
Treasury
for the
such associashall be made at the discretion of the Board; but no such.
tion
shall be
requested to
to repurchase
repurchase any
such shares
any one
in any
one
tion shall
be requested
any such
shares in
year
an amount
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centura
of the
total amount
amount
the total
amount in
excess of
centum of
year in
in an
invested in
in such
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury.
Such
Treasury. Such
invested
such shares
shares by
by the
Secretary of
repurchases shall
shall be
be made
in accordance
accordance with
with the
and regularegularules and
the rules
made in
repurchases
tions prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Board
Board for
associations.
tions
for such
such associations.
Employment as fiscal
the
"(k)
Fmploymentasfiseal
"(k) When designated
designated for that purpose by the Secretary of the
agents.
agents.
Treasury,
any Federal
savings and loan association or member
Treasury, any
Federal savings
member
of any
any Federal
Home Loan
Loan Bank
may be
as fiscal
fiscal agent
agent of
of
be employed
employed as
of
Federal Home
Bank may
the Government
Government under
under such
regulations as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by said
said
the
such regulations
Secretary
and shall
shall perform
perform all
all such
reasonable duties
as fiscal
agent
fiscal agent
Secretary and
such reasonable
duties as
Agents
for any
any other
Government as
as may
may be required of it. Any Federal savings
of the
the Government
other of
Agents for
Federal instrumentaland
loan association
or member
member of
any Federal
Loan Bank
Bank
ity.
and loan
association or
of any
Federal Home
Home Loan
may act
act as
as agent
for any
other instrumentality
of the
the United
States
any other
instrumentality of
United States
may
agent for
when designated
for that
by such
of the
the
that purpose
purpose by
such instrumentality
instrumentality of
when
designated for
United States."
States."
United
Federal Home Loan
Bederal Home Loan
S.EC. 6. Section
Section 5(i) of the Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Act
Act of
of 1933 is
S
Bank.
Ante, p. 134.
to read
follows:
as follows:
read as
amended to
Fed- amended
Conversion
Conversion into Federal savings and loan
"(i)
Any member
member of
of a
a Federal
Loan Bank may convert
convert
" (i) Any
Federal Home Loan
eral
association authorized.
association
authorized. itself into a
a Federal
Federal savings and loan association under this Act
Act
upon aavote
vote of
of 51
per eentum
more of
votes cast
cast at
the votes
at aa legal
legal
51 per
centum or
or more
of the
upon
meeting
such action;
but such
such conversion
conversion shall be
action; but
to consider
consider such
meeting called
called to
subject to
to such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
as the
the Board
Board may
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and regulations
and
subject
be entitled to
to all the beneassociation shall be
thereafter the
the converted association
fits of
of this
and shall
be subject
to examination
examination and
regulation
and regulation
subject to
section and
shall be
fits
this section
to the
the same
same extent
extent as
as other
pursuant to
to
incorporated pursuant
other associations
associations incorporated
to
this
Act."
Act."
Federal Reserve
Act,this
e Act,
amendment.
SEC. 7.
7. (a)
paragraph of
section
of section
(a) The
The first sentence of
of the
the eighth paragraph
amendmentS.
SEC.
Ante, p. 180.
the Federal
Act, as
is further
amended by
by
furer amended
as amended,
amended, is
Advances by
reserve 13
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
y80
13 of
of the
Advanes
Home Own- inserting before the semicolon,
banks on Home
semicolon. after the words "Federal
" Federal Farm
ers'
ers' Loan Corporation
Corporation
'
bonds.
Corporation Act",
or by
'or
Act , a
a comma and the following:
following: "
bonds.
i Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 348.
the deposit
bonds issued
issued under
under the provisions of subthe
deposit or
or pledge
pledge of
of bonds
section (c)
Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as
(c) of section 4
4 of the Home Owners'
amended."
amended."
Purchase and
sale of
Purchase
andsale
of
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (b) of section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act, as
corporation bonds,
Ante, p.
348.
p.348.
Ante,
amended, is further amended by inserting after the words
bonds
words "
"bonds
of the Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation having maturities from
date of purchase of not exceeding six months ",
", a
a comma and the
following: "bonds
following:
"bonds issued under the
of
tie provisions of subsection (c) of
section d4 of the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended,
exceeding six
and having maturities from date of purchase of not exceeding
months."
months."
Reserve bank
as
Reseret hankr
SEC. 8. The Federal Reserve
Reserve banks are authorized,
authorized, with the
eoro-o SEc.
ilsoal
for corpo.
final agent for
ration.
approval of the Secretary
approval
the Treasury,
t
o act
actas depositaries,
depositaries, cusSecretary of
of the
Treasury to
custodians, and fiscal agents for the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation.
Corporation.
Bonds of Federal
SEc.
of Banks,
BFedera
SEC. 9. The Home Owners' Loan Corporation is authorized
authorized to
BondsLoan
I:.tome
purchase by corpora- buy bonds or debentures of Federal Home Loan Banks upon such
such
tion.
terms as may be agreed upon or to loan money to Federal Home
Home
Loan Banks upon such terms as may be agreed
agreed upon but not to
to
exceed
$50,000,000
shall
be invested
invested or
or advanced
under
this section.
section.
exceed
$50,000,000
shall
be
advanced
under
this
Home mortgages,
S
EC. 10.
10. The
The first
first sentence
sentence of
of section
section 10(b)
10(b) of
the Federal
cpte mseotgges,
SEc.
Federal Home
of the
Home
acceptance
as collateral
security.
Loan Bank
amended, is
is amended
by inserting
inserting before
before the
the
amended by
Act, as
as amended,
Loan
Bank Act,
Vos.ltp.73
Vol.47, p. 732.
period
a comma and the following: "unless
period at the end thereof a
"unless the
amount of the debt secured by such home mortgage
mortgage is less than
50 per centum of the value of the real estate with respect to which
the home mortgage
mortgage was given, as such real estate was appraised
when the home mortgage was made ".
Limitation.
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Encouragement
of
of
Enhouragement
S
EC. 11.
Loan Act
of 1933 is home
Act of
Owners' Loan
Home Owners'
the Home
6 of
of the
Section 6
11. Section
SEC.
finan ci
ng
and
ng
saving.
amended
by adding
at the
the end
thereof the following new sentences: saving.
end thereof
adding at
amended by
Appropriation
for,
for,
alppopriation
For the
of this
this section
section the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is allocated.
purposes of
the purposes
"For
authorized
and directed
allocate and make immediately
immediately available
to allocate
directed to
authorized and
5
to the
Board, out
pursuant to section 5
appropriated pursuant
funds appropriated
the funds
of the
out of
the Board,
to
Ante, p. 133.
(g), the
the sum
$500,000. Such
Such sum
sum shall be in addition to the Antep.133.
of $500,000.
sum of
(g),
to
subject
and
funds
appropriated
pursuant
to
this
section,
shall
be
subject
to
funds appropriated pursuant to this
expended."
the call
call of
of the
available until expended."
and shall remain available
Board and
the Board
the
A"p.35.
SEc.
Subsection (e)
of section
Loan Ante,
Owners' Loan
Home Owners'
the Home
of the
section 88 of
(e) of
12. Subsection
SEC. 12.
p.135.
Soliciting
unauthorSoliciting uniuthorAct
1933, is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
of 1933,
Act of
es
ized charges.
corporation shall, zed char .
"
(e) No
No person,
person partnership,
association, or corporation
partnership, association,
" (e)
receive, or
directly or
solicit, contract
charge or receive,
contract for, charge
indirectly, solicit,
or indirectly,
directly
attempt to
to solicit,
contract for,
charge or receive any fee, charge, or
for, charge
solicit, contract
attempt
other consideration
consideration from
from any
any person
person applying
applying to
Corporation
to the Corporation
other
for
loan, whether
whether bond
ordinary fees authorized
except ordinary
cash except
or cash
bond or
for aa loan,
rendered for
and required
required by
by the
Corporation for
for services
services actually rendered
the Corporation
and
for.
Punishment for.
examination and
and perfection
necessary Punishment
title, appraisal, and like necessary
of title,
perfection of
examination
viocorporation
or
association,
services.
Any
person,
partnership,
association,
corporation
partnership,
services. Any person,
lating
provisions of
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
subsection shall,
this subsection
of this
the provisions
lating the
be
fined not
not more
more than
than $10,000,
or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than five
$10,000, or
be fined
years
or both."
Administrativerules,
both."
years or
Administrative rules,
SEc. 13.
Subsection (k)
(k) of
section 4
of the
the Home
Owners' Loan etc.
Home Owners'
4 of
of section
13. Subsection
SEC.
Ante, p. 132. f
ya new sentence after the Antit.
Act of
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by inserting a
1933 is
of 1933
Application of payAct
ments
to
of
of
retirement
to
ments
second
sentence
of
such
subsection
as
follows:
"All
payments
upon
follows:
as
second sentence of such subsection
bonds.
principal
loans made
by the
the Corporation
Corporation shall under regulations
regulations bonds.
made by
of loans
principal of
applied to
to the
the bonds
of the
retirement of
the retirement
made by
by the
Corporationbybe applied
the Corporation
made
of
the
Corporation."
of the Corporation."
Federal Farm
Farm Mortmortration Act.
e Corporation
ga
ge
S
EC. 14.
14. The
of sec
section 4
4 (a)
(a) of
of the
the Act enti.ed
entitled Act
sentence of
eighth sentence
The eighth
SEC.
"An
provide for
establishment of
Corporation to aid
of aa Corporation
the establishment
for the
to provide
Act to
"An Act
issue
to issue
not to
o, not
onds of,
in the
of farm
debts, and
purposes ", approved inBonds
other purposes
for other
and for
farm debts,
excess of assets.
refinancing of
the refinancing
in
oet.
January
1934, is
to read
read as
follows: "No
No such bonds
as follows:
amended to
is amended
31, 1934,
January 31,
shall
issued in
in excess
excess of
the assets
assets of
including
Corporation, including
the Corporation,
of the
of the
be issued
shall be
a
bonds,
the
assets
to
be
obtained
from
the
proceeds
of
such
but a
of
proceeds
the
from
obtained
be
to
assets
the
failure
comply with
with this
this provision
shall not
the bonds
invalidate the
not invalidate
provision shall
to comply
failure to
or
of the
the same."
same.
guaranty of
the guaranty
or the
Separability of proSeparblitr ot proSEC. 15.
15. If
If any
any provision
provision of
application thereof
thereof visions.
the application
or the
Act, or
this Act,
of this
SEC.
remainder
to
any
person
or
circumstance,
is
held
invalid,
remainder
of
the
the
invalid,
held
is
circumstance,
or
to any person
Act,
and the
the application
application of
of such
persons or
other persons
to other
provision to
such provision
Act. and
thereby.
circumstances,
shall
not
be
affected
thereby.
affected
be
not
shall
circumstances,

1934.
Approved,
27, 1934.
April 27,
Approved, April
ICH
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ICHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT93
To amend section 1
of
the
Act
entitled
"An Act
provide for determining
determining the
to provide
Act to
section 1 of the Act entitled "An
amend
Toheirs
of the
the deceased
Indians, for
for the
the disposition
disposition and
and sale
of allotments
allotments of
of
sale of
deceased Indians,
of
heirs
deceased Indians,
Indians, for
for the
the leasing
purposes",",
for other purposes
and for
allotments, and
of allotments,
leasing of
deceased
approved June
June 25,
25, 1910,
amended.
1910, as amended.
approved

April 30, 1934.
1
5075.]
No. 179.1

[ .R. 5075.]

-IPUblic,

[Public, No.79.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the Indian
Homse of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
Indian trust allotUnited
assembled, That
section 11 of ments.
That section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Aqerica in
of America
States of
United States
Vol. 3,
36, p. 855; Vol
Vol.
Vol.
of
heirs
the
Act entitled
for determining
the
determining the
provide for
to provide
Act to
45, p. 161.
161.
"An Act
45
entitled "An
the Act
allotments
deceased
Indians,
for
the
disposition
and
sale
of
allotments
of
and
deceased Indians, for the disposition
deceased Indians,
for the
the leasing
leasing of
of allotments,
allotments, and
for other
other purpurand for
deceased Indians, for
poses " (36 Stat.
Stat. 855),
855), be,
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, amended
read
to read
amended to
same is
and the

poses " (36

Disposal of, to heirs
as
follows:
as follows:
intestate Indians.
"That when
allotment of
land has
has been
been of inte,state
of land
an allotment
whom an
to whom
Indian to
any Indian
when any
"That
made, or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be made,
dies
before
the
expiration
of
the
the
of
expiration
the
before
dies
made,
made, or
trust period and before the issuance of a fee simple patent, without
trust period and before the issuance of a fee simple patent, without
having made aa will
disposing of
said allotment
hereinafter proproas hereinafter
allotment as
of said
will disposing

having made
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169, 170.
170.
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vided, the Secretary
upon notice
notice and
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, upon
and hearing,
hearing, under
under

of lie such rules as he may prescribe, shall ascertain the legal heirs of such
Determination of decedent, and his decision thereon shall be final and conclusive. If

Asertainment of le- su ch rules as he may prescribe, shall ascertain the legal heirs of such
Ascertainment
gal heirs.
Determination
of decedent, and his decision thereon shall be final and conclusive.
If
competency.
competency.

Provisos.
IPro
es.

Partition.

partitn

Rules for sales.
sales.
Deposit
required.
Depositrequired.
Forfeiture of payForfeiture
ments, if terms not met.

pay-

ets,termsnotmet

Benefit
o allottee.
allttee.
Benefit of
Issue of patents.

Issue of patents.
Distribution
Distribution of
of

feeds.

pro-

pro-

ce.

Competency
eates.

Copetency

certificertifi-

of

Indian

Deposit

Deposit
of Indian
funds
in banke.
Indemnity
bond
from
Indemnity
bank.

ba.

the Secretary of the Interior decides the heir or heirs of
such deceof such
decedent competent
competent to manage their own affairs,
he shall
issue to
to such
affairs, he
shall issue
such
heir or heirs aapatent in fee for the allotment of such decedent;
decedent; if
if he
he
shall decide one or more of the heirs to
he incompetent,
in
to be
incompetent, he
he may,
may, in
his discretion, cause such lands to be sold: Provided,
if the
the
Provided, That if
Secretary of the Interior shall find that the lands of the decedent
decedent
are capable
capable of partition
partition to the advantage
cause
advantage of the heirs,
heirs, he
he may
may cause
the shares of such as are competent, upon their
their petition,
petition, to
to be
be set
set
aside and patents in fee to be issued to them therefor. All sales of
of
lands allotted to Indians authorized by this or
Act shall
shall
or any other Act
be
made under such rules and regulations
regulations and upon such
be made
such terms
as
terms as
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, and he shall require a
a
deposit of 10 per centum of the purchase
deposit
purchase price at the time of the
the
sale.
Should the
sale. Should
the purchaser
purchaser fail to comply with the terms of sale
prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, the
the amount
so paid
paid shall
amount so
shall
be forfeited; in case the balance
balance of the purchase
purchase price
be paid
paid
price is
is to
to be
on such deferred
deferred payments, all payments
payments made,
with all
all
made, together
together with
interest paid on such deferred installments,
installments, shall be so forfeited
forfeited
for failure to comply with the terms of the sale. All forfeitures
forfeitures
shall inure to the benefit of the allottee or his heirs. Upon payment
payment
of
of the purchase price in full the Secretary of the Interior shall cause
to he
be issued to the purchaser
purchaser patent in
in fee
fee for
for such
such land:
land: Provided,
Provided,
That the proceeds
proceeds of the sale
lands shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to such
such
sale of
of inherited
inherited lands
heir or heirs as may be competent and
and h
eld in
i
n trust
trus tsu
bj ectto
to use
held
subject
use
and expenditure
expenditure during the trust period for
for such
such heir
heir or
heirs as
as may
may
or heirs
be incompetent as their respective interests
shall appear:
appear: Provided
Provided
interests shall
furr
further, That the Secretary of the Interior is
is hereby
authorized, in
in
hereby authorized,
his discretion, to issue aacertificate
certificate of competency,
competency, upon
application
upon application
therefor, to any Indian, or in case of his death to his heirs,
therefor,
to whom
heirs, to
whom
a patent in fee containing
a
containing. restrictions
restrictions on alienation
ali ena ti on has been or
may
or may
hereafter
hereafter be issued, and such certificate
certificate shall have the
the effect
effect of
of
removing
removing the restrictions on alienation contained in
in such
such patent:
patent:
Prviher, further, That hereafter
hereafter any United
Provided
United States
agent,
States Indian agent,
superintendent,
su
perintendent, or other
other disbursing
disbursin g agen
ofthe
th
e Indian
Indian Service
agenttof
Service may
may
deposit
deposit Indian
Indian moneys
moneys, individual
individual or tribal, coming into his hands as
custodian,
custodian, in such bank or banks as he may select:
Provided, That
select: Provided,
That
the
the bank
bank or
or banks
banks so selected by him shall first execute
execute to the said
disbursing
disbursing agent a
a bond, with
with approved
approved surety, in such amount
amount as
as
will properly
safegard the funds to be deposited. Such
will
properly safeguard
bonds
Such bonds
shall IDe
be subject
subjet to the approval of the Seretary
the of the Interior."
shall
Secretary
Approved, April
Approved,
April 30,
30, 1934.

[CHAPTER
170.]
[CHAPTER 170.]
Apri
April 30,1034.
30, 1934.

[H.R.
Hi.. 7748.1
[Public, No. 189.]

w77s

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Regulating procedure in criminal cases
cases in the courts of the United States.
States.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Repre8entatives
Representatives of
of the
the
cin
Criminal procedure,
roe
, United
States
of America in Congress
asembled, That no plea
lea to
to
United States courts.
United States of America in Congress assembled, That no
Pleas
Pleas attacking
attaoking ini- abate nor motion to quash any
abate nor motion to quash any indictment upon
upon the ground
ground of irregudictments.
Timeforming,
Time for fflirz, when larity in the drawing or impaneling of the grand jur
drawing or impaneling
grand jury or upon
upon the
based otn
on
bad
ir jury irregu-- larity
grondinothedisqualification
shall be sustained
larities.
ground of disqualification of
of a
a grand
grand juror
juror shall
sustained or
granted
unless such
or motion
shall have
granted unless
such plea
plea or
motion shall
have been
been filed beor
before, or
or
within ten
defendant filing such plea
within
ten days
days after,
after, the
the defendant
'Aka or motion is
presented
for arraignment;
arraignment and from the time such plea
presented for
plea or motion is
is
filed and until the termination
termination of
of the
the first
term of
of said
said court
court begin
beginfirst term

ning
to the
ning subsequent
subsequent to
the final
final judgment
judgment on
on such
such plea
plea or
or motion
motion and
and
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Running of
statute
of statute
ounning
in session, no statute of of
thereof shall
during which
which a
agrand
grand jury
jury thereof
shall be in
during
limitations barred.
defendant
any
of
indictment
another
limitations
indictment
defendant
limitations shall operate to bar
filing
or motion,
motion, or of any other defendant
defendant or defendants
plea or
such plea
filing such
included in
in the
the indictment
which such plea or motion is directed,
to which
indictment to
included
charged.
therein charged.
for the
offense or
or offenses
offenses therein
the offense
for
Disqualification of
ot
Disqualification
SEC. 2.
2. No plea to abate
abate nor motion to quash any indictment, upon
upon jurors
SEC.
as grounds
grounds for invalidating
validating indictment.
upon
served
persons
the
ground
that
one
or
more
unqualified
persons
the
unqualified
more
or
one
that
ground
the
it appears
if it
grand
jury finding
finding such
indictment, shall be sustained if
such indictment,
grand jury
disqualiso
the
deducting
that
twelve
or
more
jurors,
deducting
number
disqualiafter
jurors,
more
or
twelve
that
nia charro
fied,
in the
of said
said indictment:
Provided, however, Proviso.
indictment: Provided,
finding of
the finding
concurred in
fied, concurred
Confidential charm.
juror's
ter
of juror's
vote.
terof
to
as
connection,
That
no
juror
shall
be
permitted
to
testify,
in
this
connection,
this
in
testify,
to
permitted
be
shall
juror
That no
whether he
he or
any other
individual juror voted for or against the
other individual
or any
whether
foreman.
of foreman.
Record of
of the foreman of Record
duty of
be the
finding
such indictment,
it shall
the duty
shall be
but it
indictment, but
of such
finding of
coneach grand
jury to
keep a
of the
number of grand jurors
the number
a record
record of
to keep
grand jury
each
curring in
any indictment
indictment and to file such record with
of any
finding of
the finding
in the
curring
the
of the
court at
the time
time the
indictment is returned. Such
the indictment
at the
the court
clerk of
the clerk
on order
record
shall
not
be
made
public
except
order of the court.
except
public
made
be
not
shall
record
of Act.
Act.
Applcability of
district courts of Applicability
to the
S
EC. 3.
Act shall
shall be
applicable to
the district
be applicable
this Act
That this
3. That
SEC.
the
United
States,
including
the
district
courts
Alaska,
Hawaii,
Alaska,
of
courts
district
the
the United States, including
Puerto
Rico, and
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, and to the Supreme
Supreme Court of
and the
Puerto Rico,
the
District
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
of
the District
Approved,
April 30, 1934.
Approved, April
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tCHAPTER

AN ACT

a bridge construction of a
To
completing the construction
and completing
commencing and
for commencing
times for
the times
extend the
To extend
across
River near
near The
The Dalles, Oregon.
Columbia River
the Columbia
across the

April 30,
30. 1934.
[H.R. 7060.
7060.]
[H.R.
[Public,
No. 181.1
181.l
[Public, No.

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Columbia
River.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
times
for
River.
Columbia
for Time
times
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
extended for
The
bridging,
bridging,
near
the
across
bridge
a
of
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of a bridge across
commnencing
Oreg.
Oreg.
Dalles,
by Dallas,
built by
be built
Columbia River
to be
authorized to
Oregon, authorized
Dalles, Oregon,
The Dalles,
near The
Vol. 17,
p. 1552.
River near
Columbia
The
Bridge Company,
Company, a
aWashington
Washington corporation,
corporation, by the Act
Dalles Bridge
The Dalles
of
Congress
approved
March
4,
1933,
are
hereby
extended
extended one and
hereby
are
1933,
4,
March
of Congress approved
three
respectively, from
from March
March 4, 1934.
years, respectively,
three years,
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
to alter.
alter. amend,
repeal this
Act is hereby Amendment.
this Act
or repeal
amend, or
right to
The right
SEc.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1934.
30, 1934.
April 30,
Approved, April
[CHAPTER
172.]
[CHAPTER 1721

AN ACT
For the
of certain
certain lands
lands in
in the
forests in
Idaho, and
and -I
of Idaho,
State of
the State
in the
forests
national
the national
inclusion of
the inclusion
For
for other
purposes.
other purposes.Public
for

April
30, 1934
April30.
P34.
[H.R.
R. 7425
[Public. No.
No. 182.[

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
That the
''National
.,..1attFial forests.
or t
provisions (
the provisions
assembled, That
Congess assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States of
of the Act
Act entitled
An
Act
to
consolidate
national
forest
lands
",
Idag
oto
r
trbet!d
ai
d
ic
e
l
d
s to.rn
added
be
Idaho
",
lands
forest
national
consolidate
to
Act
"An
entitled
of the
approved March
20, 1922 (U.S.C..
16, sec.
sec. 485).
are extended
u.s.c.,
VoL42p.c;r.s.c.
and voL42,p.465;
extended and
485). are
title 16,
(U.S.C.. title
March 20,1922
approved
made
applicable to
to the
following-described lands
lands in
in the
State of
of p420.
the State
the following-described
made applicable
Idaho:
Idaho:
Description.
Sections 5,
7, and
and 8,
8, township
40 north,
range 11west.
Description.
west.
north, range
township 40
6, 7,
5, 6,
Sections
Sections
1,
2,
3,
11,
and
12;
section
10,
except
the
southwest
quarter
Sections 1, 2, 3, 11, and 12; section 10, except the southwest quarter
northwest quarter
township 40
40
quarter, township
southwest quarter,
half southwest
west half
the west
and the
quarter and

northwest

north,
range 2
west.
2 west.
north, range
Sections 2,
3, 4,
5, 6,
9, 10,
11, 14,
14, 16,
16, 17,
and 18;
section 15.
15.
18; section
17, and
10, 11,
8, 9,
7, 8,
6, 7,
4, 5,
Sections 2, 3,
quarter,
except
the
south
half
southwest
quarte
r
;
north
half
northeast
quarter',
northeast
half
north
quarter;
southwest
half
south
the
except
southwest quarter
northeast quarter,
quarter, northwest
quarter, and
the north
north
and the
northwest quarter,
southwest quarter northeast
half southwest quarter
section 19;
northeast quarter,
half northnortheast half
quarter, east
19; northeast
quarter section

half southwest
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30, 1834.
1834.
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west
quarter, and
and the
quarter section
township 40
40
20, township
the southwest
southwest quarter
section 20,
west quarter,
north,
range 33west.
north, range
west.
Sections
inclusive; northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, east
half northwest
northwest
east half
1 to
to 23,
23, inclusive;
Sections 1
quarter, northwest
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter,
the north
north half
half
quarter, and
and the
quarter,
southeast
quarter
section
24;
northeast
quarter,
east
half
northwest
northwest
24;
northeast
quarter,
east
half
southeast quarter section
quarter, and
and the
the northwest
quarter northwest
northwest quarter
section 26;
26;
quarter section
quarter,
northwest quarter
northeast
quarter northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
and
quarter, west
west half
half northeast
northeast quarter
northeast quarter,
the
northwest quarter
section 28;
and the
the east
28; and
east
quarter section
section 27;
27; north
north half
half section
the northwest
half
northeast quarter
quarter section
section 29,
township 40
40 north,
range 4
4west.
north, range
west.
29, township
half northeast
Sections 9,
9, 11,
11, 12,
12, 13,
14, and
and the
south half
section 1;
1; south
half
south half
the south
half section
Sections
13, 14,
section
2; southeast
quarter section
3; section
except the
the north
north
section 10,
10, except
southeast quarter
section 3;
section 2;
half
quarter; north
north half,
the east
southeast
and the
east half
half southeast
half, and
half northwest
northwest quarter;
quarter,
15; northeast
and the
the north
north half
half southeast
southeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
quarter, section
section 15;
quarter
section 16;
half, southeast
quarter southwest
quarter,
southwest quarter,
16; north
north half,
southeast quarter
quarter section
and the
the southeast
southeast quarter,
24, township
township 40
40 north,
north, range
range 5
5
quarter, section
section 24,
and
west.
west.
Sections 29,
29, 30,
30, 31,
31, and
and 32,
32, township
41 north,
north, range
range 11west.
west.
township 41
Sections
Sections
19, 20,
20, 21,
21, 22,
22, 23,
23, 25,
25, 26,
26, 27,
27, 28,
29, 30,
30, 34,
34, 35,
35, 36,
the
36, and
and the
28, 29,
Sections 19,
north half
half section
section 33,
33, township
township 41
41 north,
north, range
west.
2 west.
range 2
north
Sections
13, 14,
15, 16,
16, 21,
23, 24,
25, 27,
28, 29,
29, 30,
30, 31,
32, 33,
33,
31, 32,
24, 25,
27, 28,
21, 22,
22, 23,
Sections 13,
14, 15,
34,
and section
section 26
except the
the southwest
southwest quarter southwest
southwest quarter,
26 except
34, and
township
41 north,
range 33west.
north, range
west.
township 41
half
The southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 32;
32; southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, west half
southeast quarter,
quarter, and
and the
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, section
section
the southeast
southeast quarter
southeast
33;
33; east
east half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 34; south
south half section 35, and
section 36,
the northeast
northeast quarter,
township 41
range
section
36, except
except the
quarter, township
41 north,
north, range
4
4 west.
west.
All
All foregoing
foregoing descriptions
descriptions relate to
to Boise base
base and
and meridian.
lands
School, etc.,
etc., lands
SEC.
heretofore
S
EC.
2. Lands within the national forests heretofore
granted to
within,
within,may be exof Idaho
Idaho for
for educational
educational or
purposes may,
may, under
under
changed
for nonmineral the
or other
other purposes
haedfornonmneral
the State
State of
areas.
regulations as
the legislature
legislature of
of such
State shall
shall
such rules and
and regulations
as the
such State
prescribe,
offered in
exchange for
for any
of the
lands described
described in
in
prescribe, be
be offered
in exchange
any of
the lands
nonmineral character
section 1
1 hereof which are of nonmineral
character and
and approxapproximately
value and
the ownership
ownership of
of the
Stat
es
imately equal
equal value
and area,
area, in
in the
the United
United States
may acquire
or in other
other ownership,
ownership, to
to the
the end that the
the State may
acquire holdings
holdings
in aa reasonably
reasonably compact form for economic
economic administration
as a
administration as
a
forest property, or for use as an experimental, training, and
and demonstrational
onstrational area by the School of
of Forestry
Forestry of
of the University of
of
Idaho, or for any other purposes that the legislature of the State
prescribe, anything
anything in
act of
of such
such
may authorize
authorize or prescribe,
in the
the enabling
enabling act
State
State to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding
notwithstanding.,.
Additions to forests
forests.
Additions
8. The lands conveyed to the United
S.EO.. 3.
United States under sections 11
and 2
2of this
tins Act (together with the land
described in section 11now
land described
owned
States, subject
to all
valid existing
existing rights)
owned by the
the United States,
subject to
all valid
rights)
shall, upon acceptance
acceptance of title, become parts of the national forest
within whose
whose exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries they are located.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 30, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 173.]
173.]
[CHAPTER
1934.
April80,
April 30, 1034.

[Hi.R. 7801
78. 4
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 183.r
18.3 -

Does, Oreg.

To extend
extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the
bridge
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
across the
the Columbia
Columbia River
at or
Danes, Oregon.
Oregon.
across
River at
or near
near The
The Dalles,

it enacted
Senaate and Ho*ue
Be it
enacted by tw
the Senate
Hones of Rep<resentatives
Representatives of
Of
f United
itUed States
tates of America in
in Congress
hat the
thetimes
Congress assembld,
assembled, That
times
The eommening
commencing and completing
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across
completing the

Columbia
River.
Columbia
River. for
Time
extended
brdging,
bridging, at

A WT ACT
A ftr'
AN
l

the

for

the
the

Columbia River
River at or near The Dalles, Oregon, authorized
authorized to be built
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by Dalles City, by an Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
February 20,
20, 1931,
1931,
heretofore
of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
February 11,
11, 1932,
heretofore extended
extended by Act of
1932,

and further
further extended by Act of Congress approved
approved February 14,
1933, are hereby further extended one and three years, respectively,
respectively,
February 20,
from February
20, 1934.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, April 30, 1934.
1934.
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a
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l
4
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Amendment.
Amendment.

[CHAPTER 174.]
1741
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Granting
Highway Commission
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the Iowa State Highway
Commission and
and
the Missouri Highway Department
Department to
to maintain
free bridge
maintain a
a free
bridge already
already conconstructed across
the city of
of Keokuk,
across the Des Moines
Moines River near the
Keokuk, Iowa.
Iowa.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
of Congress is hereby granted
granted to the
Commisthe Iowa State
State Highway
Highway Commission and the Missouri State Highway Department, and its successors
successors
and assigns,
maintain and operate, in accordance
assigns, to maintain
accordance with the proviprovisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction of
of
bridges over navigable
navigable waters ", approved
bridges
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906,
1906, a
a bridge
bridge
already constructed
constructed across
the Des
Des Moines
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto already
across the
Moines
Keokuk, Iowa,
River near the city of Keokuk,
Iowa, which bridge is hereby
hereby declared
declared
to
lawful structure
structure to
extent and
to be aa lawful
to the
the same
same extent
and in
in the
the same
same manner
manner
as if
if it
it had been constructed
constructed in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
in accordance
accordance with
of March
March 23,
said Act of
23, 1906.
1906.
SEc.
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
SEC. 2. That the
the right
right to alter,
alter, amend,
this Act
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, April
April 30,
30, 1934.
[CHAPTER 1751
[CHAPTER
175.]

AN ACT
ACT

legalize a
To legalize
across Black
River at
at or
near Pocahontas,
Pocahontas, Arkansas.
a bridge
bridge across
Black River
or near
Arkansas.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
Atates of
Congress assembled,
the bridge
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
bridge
constructed across
across Black
or near
near Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,
now being
being constructed
Black River
River at
at or
Arkansas,
Highway Commission,
Arkansas, by
by the
the Arkansas
Arkansas State
State Highway
Commission, if
if completed
completed
in
accordance with the
the plans
Engineers and
and
in accordance
plans accepted
accepted by
by the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
the Secretary
Secretary of War as
for navigation
as providing
providing suitable
suitable facilities
facilities for
navigation
and
lawful structure,
structure, and
shall
and operated
operated as
as aafree bridge,
bridge, shall
shall be
be aa lawful
and shall
be
and limitations
limitations of
of the
be subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
conditions and
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
Act to
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters
Act
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
waters "",
approved March
23, 1906,
other than
than those
the approval
approval of
approved
March 23,
1906, other
those requiring
requiring the
of
plans by
the Secretary
Secretary of
War and
before
plans
by the
of War
and the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers before
the
the bridge
bridge is
is commenced.
commenced.
SEC. 2.
2. The
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
SEC.
The right
right to
alter, amend,
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, April
April 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 1761
[CHAPTER
176.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
legalize a
a bridge
Saint Francis
Francis River
or near
City, Arkansas.
Lake City,
Arkansas.
River at
at or
near Lake
across Saint
bridge across
To legalize

April 30, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 8040.]
[H.R.
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 184.]
184.]

Des Moines
Moines River.
Des
Operation of bridge
Operation
across, at Keokuk,
Keo ku k,
Iowa.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
84.

Structure legalized.
legalized.

Amendment.

April 30,
April
30, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 8237.)
8237.)
[H.R.
[Public, No. 18.5.]
[Public,
185.]
Black River.
Bridge
across,
at
Bridge
across,
Pocahontas,
Ark.,
Pocahontas,
Ark.,
legalized.
legalized.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol.

Amendment.
Amendment.

30, 1934.
April 30,
[H.R.
8438.1
[H.R. 8438.)
(Public,
[Public, No.
No. 186.)
186.1

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the
aAn
dt Francis Rivezi
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
United States
States of
America in
Congress assenbled,
the bridge
bridge t
ait Fracis
e
Rivrt
Lake
Nty, Ark.,
Ark., legalnow being
Francis River
River at
at or
now
being constructed
constructed across
across Saint
Saint Francis
or near
near Lake
Lake ized.
Lake City.
aCity, Arkansas,
Arkansas, by
the Arkansas
Arkansas State
Highway Commission,
if ed.
City,
by the
State Highway
Commission, if
completed
accordance with
by the
the Chief
Chief of
of
completed in
in accordance
with the
the plans
plans accepted
accepted by
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS.
176-178.
CHS. 176-178.

APRIL
30, 1934.
APRIL 30,
1934.

Engineers and
and the
Secretary of
of War
as providing
Engineers
the Secretary
War as
providing suitable
suitable facilities
facilities

Construction.
Construction
for navigation and
Vol. 34, p
' p. 84.Vostructure,structure, and shall

operated
operated as a
a free bridge,
bridge, shall be aa lawful
lawful

be subject to the conditions and.
and limitations of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges
the
construction of
of bridges
over
navigable waters
approved March
23, 1906.
1906.
over navigable
waters ",
", approved
March 23,

Act is
mendment. SE°. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, April 30, 1934.

Amendment.

[CHAPTER 177.]
177.]
[CHAPTER
April 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
April

[H.B. 94294
s429.1
[Public, No.
187.]
[Public,
No. 187.]

AN ACT

AN ACT
To
reenact the
the Act
"An Act
authorizing D.
S. Prentiss,
Prentiss, R.
R. A;
A.
To revive
revive a,nd
and reenact
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act authorizing
D. S.
Salladay,
Syl
F.
Histed,
William
and John
John H.
H. Rahilly,
Rahilly, their
their heirs,
heirs,
Salladay, Syl F. Histed, William M.
M. Turner,
Turner, and
operate a
abridge
legal representatives,
representatives, and
and assigns,
assigns, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River at or near the town of New Boston,
Boston, Illinois",
Illinois",
approved March
March 3, 1931.
1931.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the Act
Act
to D. S.
,
revived.
Prentiss, R.
R A... Salladay, Syl F.
Histed, William
revived.
F. fisted,
Turner, and
William M.
M. Turner,
and
John
John II.
H. Rahilly,
Rahilly, their
their heirs, legal representatives,
representatives, and assigns,
assigns, to
1503,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
thereto
vol.
46,, p.
construct,
and operate
and approaches
approaches thereto
Vol. 46
P-1i,
amended,
across
the Mississippi
at a
point suitable
to the
the interests
interests of
amended,
across the
Mississippi River
River at
a point
suitable to
of
town of
Boston Illinois,
navigation, at or
or near
near the town
of New
New Boston,
Illinois, be, and
and
Proiso.
Proviso,
the
this Act
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, revived
revived and reenacted:
reenacted: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
Act
Time
limitation,
shall be
of the
the bridge
Tie litation.
be null
null and
and void
void unless
unless the
the actual
actual construction
construction of
bridge
and
referred to
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto herein referred
to be
be commenced
commenced within
one year and completed
completed within three years
years from
from the date of
of approval
approval
hereof.
SEC.
Amendment.
Site. 2.
2, The right to alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
hereby
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, April 30, 1934.
Mississippi Biver.
River.
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Mississippi
United States of America
Authority to bridge,
Nw Boston
Bosrton, Ibl., approved March 3, 1931, granting the consent of Congress
at New
at

[CHAPTER 178.1
178.]
[CHAPTER
April 30, 1934.

[H.R. 8477.]
94774
[PUblic, N. 1.1
[Pub,
188.]

AN ACT
Authorizing the State Road Commission of West Virginia to construct, maintain,
Authorizing
maintain,
at or
or near
rdst
own ,
and operate aatoll bridge
bridge acrossthe
across the Potomac
Potomac River at
near Shephe
Shepherdstown,
Jefferson County, West Virginia.
Jefferson

enacted by the
and Houe
House of
Be it enacted
the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

mier.

Potomac River.

bwet
virginrias
West at
Virginia
m#3,
bridge,
ShePherd&
Sepherds

United States
of America
That in
order to
to
United
States of
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in order
promote
commerce, improve the postal service,
p
ro
omote interstate commerce,
service, and pro-

the State
State Road
Road Commission
Commission
vide for military and
and other
other purposes,
purposes, the
of West Virginia be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate aabridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Potomac
River, at aa point suitable to the interests of navigation,
ator
or near
near
navigation, at
Shepherdstown, Jefferson County, West
Virginia, in
accordance with
with
Shepherdstown,
West Virginia,
in accordance
constuction.
the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construcConstruction,
construeVol. 34, p. 84.
ltion
1906
tion of bridges over navigable
navigable waters "", approved
approved March 23 2 1906,
and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.
ight to
acuiree
SE. 2. There
Right
to acquire
real
Site.
There is hereby conferred upon the State Road Commisestate,
location,
.
estte, etc.,
etc., for
forloction,
approaehes, etc.
sion of West
approaches,
etc.
West Virginia all such rights and powers to enter upon lands
and to acquire, condemn,
condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and
construction,
other property
property needed for the location, const
ru
cti on ,maintenance,
mai
nt
enance,
and operation of such bridge and its appro
aches as
possessed
approaches
as are possessed
by railroad corporations
corporations for railroad purposes or by b
rid ge corpora
bridge
corpora-tions for bridge purposes in the State in wwhich
hich such real estate or
ndemnation p
rrother property
compensation
Condemnation
ro
property is
i
s situated, upon making just
ju st compensat
i
on therethereeeedings.
for, to be ascertained
ascertained and paid according
according to the laws of such State,
to.wn.
town.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
178, 179.
179.
CHS. 178,
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APRIL 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
APRIL

and the
the proceedings
same as in the condemthe same
be the
shall be
therefor shall
proceedings therefor
and
nation or
of property
property for
for public
public purposes in such
expropriation of
or expropriation
nation
State.
Tolls authorized.
authored.
SEC. 3.
said State
State Road
West Virginia
Virginia is Tolls
of West
Commission of
Road Commission
The said
3. The
SEC.
bridge,
such
hereby
authorized
to
fix
and
charge
tolls
for
transit
such
over
transit
for
tolls
charge
and
fix
to
hereby authorized
changed
and
the rates
rates of
of toll
so fixed
shall be
the legal
legal rates until changed
be the
fixed shall
toll so
and the
34, p. 85.
Vol.34. p. .
by the
the Secretary
of War
War under
under the
the authority
contained in the Act Vol.
authority contained
Secretary of
by
of March
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
of
Charges to be upplled
appied
Site. 4.
4. In
In fixing
the rates
rates of
of toll
to be
charged for
for the use of totChtobe
be charged
toll to
fixing the
operation, sinking,
SEC.
a fund etc.,t und.
such
bridge the
the same
same shall
so adjusted
provide a
as to provide
adjusted as
be so
shall be
such bridge
sufficient
to pay
pay for
for the
reasonable cost
cost of maintaining, repairing,
the reasonable
sufficient to
and operating
and its
under economical
economical
approaches under
its approaches
bridge and
the bridge
operating the
and
management,
amortize
to amortize
sufficient to
fund sufficient
sinking fund
provide aa sinking
to provide
and to
management, and
the cost
bridge and
approaches, including
including reasonable
reasonable
its approaches,
and its
such bridge
of such
cost of
the
interest and
as soon
soon as
possible, under
under reasonable
reasonable
as possible,
cost, as
financing cost,
and financing
interest
charges,
of not
not to
exceed twenty
from
years from
twenty years
to exceed
period of
within aa period
but within
charges, but
such
the completion
completion thereof.
thereof. After
fund sufficient
sufficient for such
sinking fund
a sinking
After a
the
amortization shall
so provided,
provided, such
shall therebridge shall
such bridge
been so
have been
shall have
amortization
after
maintained and
and operated
operated free
the rates of
or the
tolls, or
of tolls,
free of
be maintained
after be
toll
be so
so adjusted
to provide
to
provide aa fund of not to
as to
adjusted as
thereafter be
shall thereafter
toll shall
exceed
necessary for
for the
the proper
maintenance, repair,
proper maintenance,
amount necessary
the amount
exceed the
and
of the
bridge and
and its
its approaches
economical Record of expend
approaches under
under economical
the bridge
and operation
operation of
expendito
and receipts to
tue and
management.
cost of
bridge and its tures
the bridge
of the
the cost
of the
record of
accurate record
An accurate
management. An
be kept.
approaches,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and operat- be kept.
for maintaining,
expenditures for
the expenditures
approaches, the
ing
same, and
collected shall
shall be
shall
and shall
kept and
be kept
tolls collected
daily tolls
the daily
of the
and of
the same,
ing the
be
for the
of all
all persons interested.
information of
the information
available for
be available
Amendment.
Site. 5.
5. The
right to
amend, or
or repeal
hereby Amendment.
repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend,
to alter,
The right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
April 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER
179.]
[CHAPTER 179.]

AN ACT

Authorizing the
the owners
owners of
of Cut-Off
Island, Posey
County, Indiana, to construct, Posey County,
Cut-Off Island,
Authorizing
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
afree
free highway
bridge or
causeway across the old channel
or causeway
highway bridge
maintain,
of the
Wabash River.
the Wabash
of

April 30, 1934.
134.
[H.R. 883
88341
4
(Public, No. 189.1

[R.
[Publc, No. 18.]1

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
in
order
to
Bridge
authorized
autehrized
Bridge River.
to Wabash
order
in
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
facilitate
the postal
postal service
and propro- across,
-Oli Island,
Island
across, Cutcut-Of
service,! and
improve the
commerce, improve
Ind.,
interstate commerce,
facilitate interstate
vide for
for military
military and
other purposes,
the owners
owners of
of Cut-Off
Cut-Off Island,
Island,County,
tCounty
il.towhlto White
purposes, the
and other
vide
Posey
County, Indiana,
Indiana, are
are hereby
authorized to
maintain,
construct, maintain,
to construct,
hereby authorized
Posey County,
and operate
free highway
highway bridge
or causeway
(including
causeway (including
bridge or
operate aa free
and
approaches thereto)
across the
the old
old channel
channel of
of the
Wabash River,
River, in
in
the Wabash
thereto) across
approaches
White construction.
order
to
eonnect
such
island
with
the
highway
system
in
Construction.
system
highway
the
with
island
order to connect such
County, Illinois,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
entitled Vol.
p 84.
84.
3 p.
vo 34,
Act entitled
an Act
of an
County, Illinois, in
"An
Act
to
regulate
the
construction
of
bridges
over
navigable
navigable
over
bridges
of
"An Act to regulate the construction
waters
", approved
approved March
23, 1906,
subject to
to the
the conditions
and
conditions and
and subject
1906, and
March 23,
waters ",
limitations
contained
in
this
Act.
Right to cquirereal
limitations contained in this Act.
,
e forocation
on,
S
EC. 2.
is hereby
the owners
of Cut-Off
Cut-Off estate,et.,
owners of
upon the
conferred upon
hereby conferred
There is
2. There
SEC.
tec
approech
Island,
Indiana,
all
the
rights
and
powers
to
en
t
er
u
p
on
lands
approaches,
and
lands
upon
enter
to
powers
Island, Indiana, all the rights and
to
acquire, condemn,
condemn, occupy,
occupy, possess,
possess, and
and use
and other
other
estate and
real estate
use real
to acquire,
property
needed for
and maintemainteoperation, and
construction, operation,
location, construction,
the location,
for the
property needed
nance
such bridge
and its
its approaches,
approaches, as
are posposas are
causeway, and
or causeway,
bridge or
of such
nance of
sessed by
railroad corporations
for railroad
railroad purposes
bridge
by bridge
or by
purposes or
corporations for
by railroad
sessed
corporations for
State in
estate
real estate
such real
which such
in which
the State
in the
purposes in
bridge purposes
for bridge
corporations
or
other
property
is
situated,
upon
making
just
compensation
theretherecompensation
just
or other property is situated, upon making
for, to
to be
be ascertained
and paid
to the
the laws
of such
State, Cundmnaon pg
such State,
laws of
according to
paid according
ascertained and
for
and the
the proceedings
proceedings therefor
therefor shall
shall be
be the
same as
condemna- cedin*p
pro.
as in the condemnathe same
and
tion or
expropriation of
property for
for public
public purposes
State.
such State.
in such
purposes in
of property
or expropriation
tion

Jr: rint-tea
ir
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73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Term
"owners"
Term "own
ers"
fined.

ded e'

Amendment.
Amendment.

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

OHS. 179-181.
CHS.
179-181.

APRIL
30, 1934.
1934.
APRIL 30,

SEC.
" owners
SEC. 3. The term "
owners ", as used in this Act, means the owners
of
Cut-Off Island,
Island, Indiana,
Indiana, at
of the
the enactment
this Act,
of this
Act,
enactment of
at the
the date
date of
of Cut-Off
and
island.
and any
any future
future owners
owners of
of such
such island.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. The right to alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
amend, or
this Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
April 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER 180.]
[CHAPTER
180.]

April 30, 1934.
April

[H.R. ss5.]

[Public, No. 190.]

AN ACT
construction of a
across the Wabash River at
To extend the time for the construction
a bridge across
at a
a
a point opposite
point in Sullivan County, Indiana, to a
opposite on the Illinois shore.

it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
of Representatives

Wabash
United States
Wabash River.
United
the times
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
times
Time extended
for ±
Time
extended for
Sullivan for
_tor commencing
commencing and
construction of
of a
bridge
bridging, Sullivan
and completing
completing the
the construction
a
bridge
County, Imd.
County,
Ind. amend authorized by
by Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
1932, to
Volt47p.4,
February 10,
10, 1932,
to be
be
Vol. 47, p. 44, amend- authorized
bu .
ed.
built by
County, Indiana,
Indiana, or
board or
or commission
commission of
of
built
by Sullivan
Sullivan County,
or any
any board

Amendment.
Amendment.

said county which
said
which is
is or
created or
or established
for the
or may
may be
be created
established for
the purpose,
purpose,
across the Wabash River,
extending from
from some
point in
in the
River, extending
some point
the county
county
across said
to a
paint opposite
Illinois shore,
across
said river
river to
a point
opposite on
on the
the Illinois
shore, are
are hereby
hereby
extended one
one and
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from
date of
of approval
extended
and three
from the
the date
approval
hereof.
hereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April
April 30,
30, 1934,
Approved,
1934,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 181.]
181.]

April 30, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 8854.]
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 1911
191.]

IEH.I. 854.1

ACT
AN
AN ACT
ACT

To amend the District of Columbia
Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage Control Act by amending
amending
sections 11,
11, 22, 23, and 24.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
11,
United
America in
Congress assembled,
That section
section 11,
subsection
subsection (c),
Alcoholic Beverage
(c) of
of the
the District of Columbia
Columbia Alcoholic
Beverage ConConAnte,
leal
f:gs ,ClassA. trol
Whoieale2',lassA.
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the first
first paragraph
trol Act is amended
the end
end of
of the
paragraph
Sales
to other
than thereof
thereof the following:
authorize the
the sale
sale of
of beverages
beverages
Saes
other than
to
following: "
"ItIt shall
shall not
not authorize
licensee modified.
regulations proproto any other person except as may be provided by regulations
mulgated
by the
Commissioners under
this Act."
mulgated by
the Commissioners
under
this
Act."
Ante, p. 332.
SEC. 2.
That section
section 22
of the
the said
said Alcoholic
Reports
licensees.
rtb2,by iiensees.
SEo.
2. That
22 of
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
Control
ead thereof a
Act be amended by adding at the end
new paragraph
a new
paragraph to
to
read
read as follows:
follows:
"(e)
"(c) The Commissioners may
any time
time suspend
or revoke
in
may at
at any
suspend or
revoke in
whole
or in
part the
the requirements
requirements of
of this
this section."
whole
or
in
part
section."
Ante, p. 332.
District of Columbia
Districtof Beverage
Columbia
Alcoholic
Control Act,
Contro
At,amended.
amended.
l

9;

,airt, p. 332.

Tax levy.

ax levy..

Post, p. 1014.

Wine

Wine.

p
.
Champagne.

Spirits.

SEc. 3. That
That section
section 23 of the said Alcoholic
SEo.
Alcoholic Beverage Control Act
Act
is
amended so
as to
to read
read as
follows:
is amended
so as
as follows:
"S
SAo.
EC. 23. (a) There shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid on all of
the following-named
following-named beverages manufactured
manumanufactured by
by a
a holder
holder of
of aamanufacturer's license, and on all of the said beverages
beverages imported
imported or
or
brought
brought into the District of Columbia by a
aholder of a
a wholesaler's
or retailer's
tax at
retailer's license, a
a tax
rates, to
to be
be paid
paid by
the
at the following rates,
by the
licensee
in the
the manner
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided:
licensee in
"(1) A
tax of
of 35
35 cents
wine-gallon of
of wine
wine containing
"(1)
A tax
cents on
on every
every wine-gallon
containing
more than 14 per centum of alcohol by volume, except
except champagne,
champagne,
or any
any wine
wine artificially
carbonated and a
aproportionate tax at a
alike
like
artificially carbonated
or
rate on all fractional
fractional parts of such gallon; (2) aatax of 50 cents on
every wine-gallon
wine-gallon of
carbonated,
every
of champagne
champagne or any wine artificially
artificially carbonated,
proportionate tax at a
a like
and a
aproportionate
like rate on all fractional parts
such
parts of
of such
wine-gallon of spirits,
spirits, and a
a
gallon; (3) a
atax of 50 cents on every wine-gallon
galproportionate tax at a
alike
like rate on all fractional parts of such gal.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
181.
GH. 181.

APRIL
30, 1934.
APRIL 30,
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Alcohol.
ion; (4)
(4) and
a tax
of $1.10
$1.10 on
every wine-gallon
wine-gallon of alcohol, and a
a Alcohol.
on every
tax of
and a
ion;
gallon.
such
of
fractional
proportionate
tax
at
a
like
rate
on
all
fractional
parts
gallon.
all
on
proportionate tax at a like rate
Conle"
tor to
ament
and paid to the Collector of tor;Payment
"
(b) Said
Said taxes
taxes shall
collected by and
Collecbe collected
division
of credit.
shall be
"b)
in
deposited
and
Taxes
of
the
District
of
Columbia
and
shall
be
the
Taxes of the District of Columbia
Treasury
of the
the United
to the
the credit of the District of
States to
United States
Treasury of
Columbia.
Columbia.
Taxes to be paid by

stampad br
of aa afft
and paid by the affixture of
"(c)
Said taxes
shall be
be collected
collected and
affixture tof
of stamps
on
taxes shall
"(c) Said
container.
of
of
stamp
or
stamps
secured
from
the
Collector
Taxes
the
District
container.
the
stamp or stamps secured from
of
denoting the
the payment
payment of
of the
the amount
of the tax imposed
amount of
Columbia denoting
of Columbia
by
this Act
upon such
immeaffixture to be upon the immesuch affixture
beverage, such
such beverage,
Act upon
by this
diate
the beverage,
unless the Commissioners shall by
beverage, unless
of the
container of
diate container
o
regulation
otherwise.
permit otherwise.
regulation permit
mps
shall nishedyollector.
`(d) The
of Taxes
of the
the District
District of
Columbia shall
Sta by Collector.
to be furof Columbia
shed
Taxes of
Collector of
The Collector
"(d)
furnish suitable
to be
by the Commissioners,
prescribed by
be prescribed
stamps, to
suitable stamps,
furnish
denoting the
the payment
payment of
taxes imposed by this Act, and shall
the taxes
of the
denoting
by the
of such
amounts indicated
indicated on the faces
the amounts
at the
stamps at
such stamps
sale of
the -sale
by
thereof
cause the said taxes to be collected.
thereof cause
District of Columbia mBege
in the
"(e) Upon
Upon beverages
manufactured in
the District
Beverages of
of local
local
beverages manufactured
manufacture.
"(e)
by
manufacturer licensed
under this
this Act,
Act, the
required
stamps required
the stamps
licensed under
a manufacturer
by a
beverage from
by
this Act
Act shall
before the removal of the beverage
affixed before
be affixed
shall be
by this
manufacturer for
the
business or
warehouse of the said manufacturer
or warehouse
of business
place of
the place
withouttheDistrict.
taxable light wines,District.
except taxable
delivery to
to aapurchaser.
Without the
beverages except
Upon beverages
purchaser. Upon
delivery
imported or
into the
District of Columbia by any wholethe District
brought into
or brought
imported
Stamp requirements.
by this
saler licensed
licensed under
the stamps
required by
this Act shall Stamp
requirements.
stamps required
Act, the
this Act,
under this
saler
be affixed
the removal
removal of
of the
the beverage
beverage from
from the place of busibefore the
affixed before
be
a purchaser;
ness or
or warehouse
warehouse of
the said
said wholesaler
wholesaler for delivery to a
purchaser;
of the
ness
wines
lightthe
Tbrabeinto
into the
or brought
upon
upon taxable
taxable light wines imported or
brought into
the District
District of
of brought
brought
Taxable
light
DisDisthewines
stamps
said
Columbia
by
any
wholesaler
licensed
under
this
Act,
trict.
the
Act,
this
under
Columbia by any wholesaler licensed
shall
be affixed
within twenty-four
hours (excluding
(excluding Sunday
Sunday from
twenty-four hours
affixed within
shall be
the count)
the wines
are received
received at
the licensed premises of
at the
wines are
after the
count) after
the
the wholesaler
wholesaler and
wholesaler.
said wines are sold by such wholesaler.
before said
and before
the
by
'
Upon
purchased outside
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by
any 1local
Outside
purchases
by
oct°sidepurchas
by any
the District
licensees.
outside the
beverages purchased
Upon beverages
retailer licensed
licensed under
under this
this Act,
Act, the
the stamps required by this Act
Act
retailer
shall be
be affixed
(excluding Sunday
Sunday from
hours (excluding
twenty-four hours
within twenty-four
affixed within
shall
the
after the
the beverage
beverage is
received at
premises
licensed premises
the licensed
at the
is received
count) after
the count)
of said
said retailer
and before
before said
said beverage
beverage is
sold by such retailer.
is sold
retailer and
of
tmpsprO
hibmof
of hibRieteudse.
payment
"(f)
to be
me n
t of
of stamps
profor the pay
used for
be used
cause to
or cause
use or
shall use
person shall
No person
"(f) No
any tax
tax imposed
Act a
astamp
stamp or
or stamps
stamps already
already theretofore
theretofore
this Act
by this
imposed by
any
used for
for the
the payment
payment of
any such
tax.
such tax.
of any
used
Tax-free
r
alcohol exempt
any alcohol
"(g)
No tax
tax shall
on any
exempt noTn-evDecohoifors
Tax-free alcohol
or for
purposes.
collected on
and collected
levied and
be levied
shall be
"(g) No
from
under the
the laws
United States, or on any alcohol
the United
of the
laws of
tax under
from tax
sold for
for nonbeverage
purposes by
by the
manufacturer's
of aa manufacturer's
holder of
the holder
nonbeverage purposes
sold
or
wholesaler's
license,
in
accordance
with
the
regulations
promulregulations
the
with
accordance
in
license,
wholesaler's
or
gated
by
Commissioners.
the Commissioners.
by the
gated
"(h) If
Act of
of Congress
Congress shall
for a
a FedFed- ififrevenutatherdwseo
Local tax
withdrawn
prescribe for
hereafter prescribe
revenue
otherwise
obshall hereafter
any Act
If any
"(h)
er
al
volume
tax
on
alcoholic
beverages
under
which
a
portion
of
tamed.
tained.
of
portion
a
which
under
beverages
eral volume tax on alcoholic
said tax
shall be
be returned
returned to
to the
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
taxes
the taxes
District of
the District
tax shall
said
levied under
under this
section shall
shall not
not be
be collected
collected after
after the effective
this section
levied
date of
of said
Act.
said Act.
date
"(i) The possession
by any
any licensee
of any
any beverage
beverage after
Enforcement
or s ment provproviEnforc
its sioEnsu.f
after its
licensee of
"(i) The possession by
removal from
the licensed
manufacturer or
or wholea manufacturer
of a
premises of
licensed premises
from the
removal
saler within
within the
the District
District of
Columbia or
twenty-four hours
after twenty-four
or after
of Columbia
saler
(Sunday being
being excluded
excluded from
from the
count)
after
its
receipt from
from
its receipt
after
count)
the
(Sunday
outside the
the District
District of
Columbia,
upon
which
the
tax
required has
has
required
tax
the
of Columbia, upon which
outside
not
been
paid,
shall
render
such
beverage
liable
to
seizure
wherever
wherever
seizure
to
liable
beverage
such
render
shall
paid,
been
not
found,
and to
forfeiture
by the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia. And
And the
the
District of
by
forfeiture
to proper
found, and
absence
of the
the proper
stamps from
from any
container (or
if prima
Absence
of stamps
bprinfaceevidence
facie evidence
of
wrapper if
(or wrapper
any container
stamps
of
absence
such
be
permitted)
after
the
time
at
which
the
affixture
of
the
stamp
nonpayment.
nonpayment.
stamp
the
of
such be permitted) after the time at which the affixture
is
required by
by this
Act shall
shall be
notice to
to all
the tax
tax
that the
persons that
all persons
be notice
this Act
is required
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CHS. 181,
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has not been paid thereon and shall be prima facie evidence
evidence of the
nonpayment thereof.
nonpayment
thereof. Such beverage so liable to forfeiture shall
shall
be proceeded
proceeded against
against in
in the
Supreme Court
Court of
District of
be
the Supreme
of the
the District
of
Columbia by the corporation
corporation counsel of the District
of Columbia,
District of
Columbia,
n
Disposition if
ifo conbeverage shall be disposed of by destrucDisposition
and, ifif condemned,
condemned, the said beverage
destrucdemned.
tion or delivered for medicinal, mechanical,
mechanical, or scientific
scientific uses to any
department
department or agency
agency of the United States
or the
States Government
Government or
the
District of Columbia government or
or other
other charitable
charitable
or any
any hospital
hospital or
institution in the District
District of Columbia, or
or sold
sold at
at public
public auction,
auction, as
as
the court may direct. The
of such
cases shall
shall
The proceedings
proceedings of
such libel
libel cases
conform,
conform, as near as may be, to
proceedings in
to the proceedings
in admiralty,
admiralty, and
and
all such proceedings shall be at the suit of
the name
name of
of the
the
of and
and in the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Punishment for counAny person
who shall
or forge
forge any
stamp required
required
any stamp
shall counterfeit
counterfeit or
person who
""(j)
(j) Any
tePuistnentforeounterfeiting,
etc.
by this Act shall, upon conviction, be subject
to a
afine
fine not
exceeding
subject to
not exceeding
$5,000 or to imprisonment
imprisonment for a
aperiod of not more than
years,
than two years,
or to both such fine
imprisonment."
fine and imprisonment."
SEC.
4. That section 24 of said Alcoholic Beverage
SEC. 4.
Control Act
Act
Beverage Control
amended so as
is amended
as follows:
follows:
as to
to read
read as
Proceedings.
Proceedings.

Statement of present

stfock
ent
fre
stock to be
made.

Necessary stamps to

eatamrS
beNe
attached
to to
such
container.
container,

Stamps to be furfurtaps
nished
free to
andbe
affixed
to
present tax-paid
tax-paid
to present
stock.

Proviso.

o

Sworn statements to
swon°statements

be
filed by
by licensees
licensees.
befled
Ante,
p.332
332.
nfe, p.

Payment
to be made.
Paymenttobemade.

Eaeetive datea
date.
EfStive

1 "S&L 24. (a) Every licensed manufacturer, wholesaler, and
"SE.
24. (a) Every licensed manufacturer, wholesaler, and
retailer under this Act
retailer
Act shall
shall furnish
furnish the
the Collector
of the
the
Collector of
of Taxes
Taxes of
District of Columbia on the day this Act becomes effective
stateeffective a
a statement under oath, on a
a form to be prescribed by the Commissioners,
Commissioners,
showing the amount
and kind
kind of
of taxable
taxable beverages
and possessed
possessed
amount and
beverages held
held and
on the clay
by him on
and shall
state the
day this Act
Act becomes
becomes effective,
effective, and
shall state
the
number
denomination of
number and denomination
for the
the stamping
stamping of
of stamps necessary
necessary for
of
such beverages so held and possessed
possessed on said
said date,
date, as
as required
required by
by
this
Act.
this Act.
licensed manufac(b) All beverages
""(b)
beverages held or possessed
possessed by any licensed
manufacturer,
and retailer under
turer z wholesaler
wholesaler and
under this Act on the effective
effective date
of this Act
Act shall have
affixed thereto
thereto as
required by
have the stamps affixed
as required
by this
this
without cost to such
Act, but such stamps shall be furnished
furnished free and without
such
licensee by the Collector of Taxes
Taxes of
of the
the District
Columbia upon
District of
of Columbia
upon
by him of the
receipt by
under oath
required by
by paragraph
the statement
statement under
oath required
paragraph
(a) of
this section:
Provided, however,
That such
such licensee
licensee shall
(a)
of this
section: Provided,
however, That
shall on
on
or before
the 10th
day of
of the
calendar month
first occurring
or
before the
10th day
the calendar
month first
occurring after
after
the effective date of this Act, file
file with the Board the
the statement
statement
under
paragraphs (a)
under oath
oath required under section 22, paragraphs
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
of
the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Control Act for the District of Columbia
Columbia
as originally
enacted and approved, and shall on or before the
originally enacted
the 15th
day
of the
day of
the calendar
calendar month
month first occurring after the effective
effective date
of this Act pay to the Collector of Taxes of the District of Columbia
Columbia
all taxes imposed
imposed by section 23 of said
said Act, as originally
originally enacted
enacted
and
approved, on the
the beverages
and approved,
beverages so
herein required."
required."
so reported
reported as
as herein
. Sc.
This Act shall
the 1st
1st day
of the
the calcalSEC. 5. This Act
shall become
become effective
effective on
on the
dar of
endar month
month first
occurring after
after thirty
thirty days from the
the approval
approval
endar
first occurring
thereof.
thereof.
Approved,
Approved, April 30,
30, 1934.
1934.

[CHAPTER
HAPTER 182.]
182.]
April 30,
1934.
0,s4.
Arifol
[II.R. 1724.]
1724.1
[t. o No.
[Public,
blc,No. 192.]
192.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Providing for settlement
extra pay
settlement of claims of officers and enlisted men for extra
Providing
provided
of January
January 12, 1899.
provided by
by Act of

Be it enacted
enacted by,
and House
the
by the Senate and
Howse of RepresenWtatives
Repre8entatjve8 of the

Volunteer Army.
an ,
Claims of officers and
enlisted
men for
extra Accounting
enlisted
men
r extra
pay,
to be
settled,

vlamintofofYee United
ates of
of Amera
in
Congress assemled That
the General
United States
Ameri
ca i
n Congress assembled,
That the
General
Accounting Offie
and
receive
settle
Office is authorized
authorize d an
d directed
di recte d to
to rece
i
ve and settle
pobseted.
claims
of officers and enlisted men who were
appointed or
or enlisted
enlisted
claims of officers and enlisted men who
were appointed

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 182-184, 191.
191.

Api303934
taril
y n 9
1
3
9
4
3
.
4.

657
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in the Army under the Act of March 2, 1899 (30 Stat.L. 979),
979), for

one or
two months'
months' extra
extra pay
pay provided
the Act
Act of
of January
January 12,
one
or two
provided by
by the

784), notwithstanding
notwithstanding the disallowance
1899, as amended (30 Stat.L. 784),
accounting officers
officers of
of their claims for such extra pay by the former accounting
the Treasury.
Approved, April 30, 1934.
Approved,

vol. 30,
30, pp. 979,
979, 784.
784.
Vol.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 183.]
AN ACT

a site for a
a lighthouse depot at
Authorizing the Secretary of Commerce to acquire a
New Orleans, Louisiana, and for other purposes.

April 30, 1934.
[H.R.
7488.]
[H.R. 7488.]
[Public,
No. 193.]
193.]
[Public, No.

and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
New
La.
La.
or-,sfor
New Orleans,
assembled, That the Secretary Lease
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of site
ghtlightLease of
site for li
at, authorized.
authorized.
house at,
purchase from the house
of
authorized to acquire,
acquire, by purchase
is hereby authorized
of Commerce
Commerce is
Board of Commissioners
Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans, New Orleans,
a site on
Louisiana, a
exceeding ninety-nine
ninety-nine years of a
a lease for not exceeding
which is to be located
located the New Orleans Lighthouse Depot for a
a
consideration
for the
years,
the ninety-nine
ninety-nine years,
$20,000 for
of not
not exceeding
exceeding $20,000
consideration of
by the
payment thereof
to be
made upon
of the
the lease by
approval of
upon approval
be made
thereof to
payment
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce from
funds allotted
for
available for
allotted and made available
from funds
Secretary
Area.
this project by proper
proper authority. The site shall contain aproxi- Area.
this
description of
mately
twenty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, description
and twenty-eight
two and
mately two
which by metes and
incorporated in the lease; and
and bounds shall be incorporated
which
site
the
of Commerce
Commerce is authorized
authorized to erect upon such site
the Secretary
Secretary of
Structures.
determine to be Structures.
such
wharves, docks, and other structures
structures as he may determine
such wharves,
feasible and
for the
purposes of
the lighthouse depot, and
of the
the purposes
and suitable
suitable for
feasible
allotted and made
to make
payment therefor
made available
funds allotted
therefor from funds
to
make payment
for this
proper authority.
authority.
by proper
project by
this project
for
Approved, April
30, 1934.
1934.
April 30,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
184.]
[CHAPTER 184.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

the
Requesting
President to proclaim
proclaim October
October 12 as Columbus Day for the
the President
Requesting the
observance
anniversary of the discovery
discovery of America.
of the
the anniversary
observance of

April 30,1934.
April
30, 1934.
[H.J.Res. 10.1
[Pub.
Res., No.
la[Pub. Re,
No. 21.

the
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Resolved
Columbus Day.
Day.
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
the President
President Columbus
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
requeited
President
l
oated
America in,
President ref
United States
to
issue
proclamation
Issue
proclamation
to
a procla- commemorating.
of the
the United
United States
States is
is authorized
authorized and
requested to issue a
and requested
of
commemorating.
mation
12 of
of each
as Columbus
and
Day and
Columbus Day
year as
each year
October 12
designating October
mation designating
calling
upon officials
officials of
to display
display the
the flag
flag of
the
of the
the Government
Government to
of the
calling upon
United States
on all
all Government
Government buildings
buildings on
on said
said date
inviting
and inviting
date and
States on
United
and
the people
the United
United States
in schools and
day in
the day
to observe
observe the
States to
of the
people of
the
churches, or
places, with
appropriate ceremonies
ceremonies
with appropriate
suitable places,
other suitable
or other
churches,
expressive of
of the
the public
public sentiment
the anniversary
anniversary of the
befitting the
sentiment befitting
expressive
discovery of America.
Approved, April
April 30,
1934.
30, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 191.]
191.1

AN ACT

AN ACT

To
add certain
the Pike
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado.
Pike National
to the
lands to
certain lands
To add

May
3, 1934
1934.
May 3,
[B.
R. 2858.]
2858.1
[H. R.
[Public, No.
No. 194.]
[Public,
194]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following- estPikeation
Pi s oNational ForForthe followingAmerica in
States of
United States
described
lands
be,
and
the
same
are
hereby,
added
to
and
made
a
Lands'added
to.
addedto.
lnds
described lands be, and the same are hereby, added to and made a
part of
of the
the Pike
National Forest,
in the
and are
are vn,
vE
TIV:
P.
p.Ci
3 44;suPp"
Colorado, and
of Colorado,
the State
State of
Forest, in
Pike National
part
180
original.
i80o In
l original
86637°°-34---42
34-42
86637
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to be
be hereafter
hereafter administered
laws and
relating
to
administered under
under the
the laws
and regulations
regulations relating
to
to the
the national
national forests:
forests:
Description.
Township 9
range 77
77 west,
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian:
meridian::West
West
Township
Description.
9 south,
south, range
half northwest
section 30;
30;
half
northwest quarter
quarter and
and west
west half
half southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section
northwest quarter
northwest quarter,
quarter, south
northwest quarter,
quarter,
northwest
quarter northwest
south half
half northwest
south half
half northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
31; south
south half
south
and south
south half
half section
section 31;
half
northwest quarter,
quarter, south
half northeast
northwest
south half
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
and south
south half
half
section
section 32.
32.
Township
range 77
meridian:
Township 10
10 south,
south, range
77 west,
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian:
North
half section
half and
and southwest
southwest quarter
6;
North half
section 5;
5; north
north half
quarter section
section 6;
west
west half
south half
quarter
west half
half section
section 7;
7; west
half and
and south
half southeast
southeast quarter
section
north half
half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter and
and north
northeast
section 18;
18; north
north half
half northeast
quarter
section 19;
30; and
and west
quarter section
19; southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section
section 30;
west half
half
section 31.
section
31.
Township 10
south, range
range 78
78 west,
west, sixth
sixth principal
meridian:
Township
10 south,
principal meridian:
South half
section 35
35 and
and south
south half
half section
section 36.
36.
South
half section
Township
south, range
meridian: West
West
Township 11
11 south,
range 77
77 west,
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian:
half
quarter and
southeast quarter
quarter southwest
half southwest
southwest quarter
and southeast
southwest quarter
quarter
section 19;
west half
half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter and
and west
west half
half southwest
section
19; west
southwest
quarter
section 27.
quarter section
27.
Township
11 south,
range 78
78 west,
principal meridian:
meridian:
Township 11
south, range
west, sixth
sixth principal
Sections
and the
the west
half southwest
southwest quarter
section
Sections 3,
3, 10,
10, 15,
15, 22,
22, and
west half
quarter section
14; west
west half
half northwest
and south
half section
23; and
and the
14;
northwest quarter
quarter and
south half
section 23;
the
south half
half section
24.
south
section 24.
Township 12
south, range
meridian:
Township
12 south,
range 77
77 west,
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian:
southwest quarter
half northwest
northwest quarter,
West half
half southwest
quarter section
section 11;
11; west
west half
quarter,
west
southwest quarter, southeast
southwest quarter
west half southwest
southeast quarter
quarter southwest
quarter
northwest quarter
section 14; northwest
section 23; southwest
quarter section
southwest quarter
quarter section
section
26;
34, and
and northwest
northwest quarter
section 35.
35.
26; north
north half
half section
section 34,
quarter section
Township
principal meridian:
Township 13 south, range 77 west, sixth principal
meridian: West
West
half section
section 3;
all of
half southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section
section 2;
2; south
south half
3; all
of section
section
10; west
half northwest
10;
west half
northwest quarter
quarter and
and west
west half
half southwest
southwest quarter
quarter
section
11.
section 11.
Pending application
The inclusion of any of the aforesaid land in the Pike National
Pending
application
not affected.
Forest shall not affect
affect adversely
adversely any
any valid
valid application
application or
or entry
entry pendpending at
approval of
of this
this Act.
Act.
at the date
date of
of approval
Approved, May
May 3,
3, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 192.]
[CHAPTER

May 3, I934A
1934.
[U1.1t. 2882.1
22.1
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 195.,1
196.]f

AN ACT
AN
AOT
To add certain lands to the C
Coeihetopa
Nationhl Forest
VorIt in the State of Colorado.
ochetopa National

enacted by the Senate
fose of
Be it
it enacted
&mute and
and House
of Representatives
1?epresentati,
ves of the
National United
tate s of America
Amrt ieoa in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the followingfollowingFra
s
Agla
described lands
lands be,
and the
the same
same are hereby, added to and
and made a
a
to.
described
be, and
LaFds
addCed to.
.s.C., p.,.,418s;
Forest in
the State
State of
of Colorado
Colorado and
U.S.C.,
418; Supp.
SuPP- part of the Cochetopa National Forest
in the
and
VII,
321.
are hereafter
hereafter to be administered
administered under
under the laws
regulations
laws and regulations
to the
the national
national forests:
forests:
relating to
Description.
Township
79 west, sixth principal
Township 12
12 south,
south, range 79
principal meridian: West
half and southeast
all of
of sections
southeast quarter
quarter section 16; all
21;
sections 17 and
and 21;
west half and southeast quarter
quarter section 22; and all of section 27.
Township
Township 13 south, range
range 76 west, sixth principal meridian:
meridian:
Northeast
Northeast quarter section 31; and west half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter
section 32.
32.
section
Township
Township 13 south, range 77 west, sixth principal meridian: West
West
15;
half and southeast
southeast quarter section 14; northeast quarter section 15;
east
half section
east half
section 23;
23; west half northwest
northwest quarter and west half
half
southwest
section 24.
24.
southwest quarter
quarter section
Coehetopa
Ooehetopa
P.
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SESS. II.
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West
Township
south, range
range 79 west, sixth principal
principal meridian: West
13 south,
Township 13
half section
half section
section 27; all of section 34.
west half
22; west
section 22;
half
Town.ship
14 south,
range 79 west, sixth principal
principal meridian: All
All
south, range
Township 14
and
of sections
and 10;
10; west
west half, west half northeast quarter, and
sections 33 and
of
35.
west
half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section 11; and all of section 35.
west half
East
principal meridian: East
Township
south, range
76 west, sixth principal
range 76
15 south,
Township 15
west
half
and southwest
quarter section 10; west half section 11;
11; west
southwest quarter
half and
22, 23,
half and
quarter section
23,
section 14; all of sections 15, 21, 22,
southeast quarter
and southeast
half
26,
east half
half section
28; east
east half
half section 33; all of sections
section 28;
27; east
and 27;
26, and
34
and 35;
and west
west half section 36.
35; and
34 and
meridian: South
Township 15
78 west, sixth principal
principal meridian:
range 78
south, range
15 south,
Township
half
18; west half
half
southwest
quarter
section
7;
west
half
section
section
quarter
southwest
half
section 19;
19; west
west half
30; west
quarter
west half and southeast quarter
section 30;
half section
section
quarter section 32.
section 31;
31; and
and southwest
southwest quarter
section
Township
15 south,
south, range
range 79
79 west,
principal meridian: South
South
sixth principal
west, sixth
Township 15
south half
and south
northwest
half
south
half
northeast
quarter,
quarter, and
half
quarter,
northeast
half
section 1;
1; all
all of
of section
section 2;
2; east
half section
section 11; all of sections 12 and
east half
section
13;
northeast quarter
section 14;
14; all
of section 24; and north half
all of
quarter section
13; northeast
section 25.
section
Mexico principal
Township
44 north,
north, range
range 4
principal meridian:
meridian:
New Mexico
east, New
4 east,
Township 44
sections 33 and 4.
North half
half sections
North
meridian:
Township
44 north,
east, New
Mexico principal meridian:
New Mexico
6 east,
range 6
north, range
Township 44
Sections
4, 5,
5, 8,
9, 10,
10, 11,
12, 13,
13, 14,
16, 22, 23, and 24.
14, 15, 16,
11, 12,
8, 9,
3,74,
Sections 3
meridian:
Township
45 north,
north, range
range 4
4east, New Mexico
Mexico principal
principal meridian:
Township 45
Sections
11, 14, and 23.
2, 11,
Sections 2,
meridian:
Township 45
45 north,
north, range
range 55east,
Mexico principal meridian:
New Mexico
east, New
Township
East
half section
32; sections 33, 34, 35, and 36.
section 32;
East half
meridian:
Township
45 north,
north, range
range 77east,
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal meridian:
Township 45
Section
Section 12.
meridian:
Township 45
45 north,
north, range
range 8
east, New Mexico principal meridian:
8 east,
Township
Sections 17
and 18.
17 and
Sections
Township
north, range
range 5
5east,
Mexico principal
principal meridian:
meridian:
New Mexico
east, New
46 north,
Township 46
Section
west half,
north half
northeast quarter
quarter section 20; west
half northeast
half, north
19; west
Section 19;
half northwest
northwest quarter
30.
section 30.
quarter section
half
Township
46 north,
east, New
Mexico principal meridian:
meridian:
New Mexico
6 east,
range 6
north, range
Township 46
Sections
4,
5,
8,
9,
11,
16,
and
17.
Sections 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 16, and 17.
Township 46
north, range
range 8
east, New
Mexico principal
principal meridian:
meridian:
New Mexico
8 east,
46 north,
Township
Section 1;
1; north
section 12;
12; southwest
northwest quarquarter northwest
southwest quarter
half section
north half
Section
ter, west half
southwest quarter
13; northwest
northwest quarter
quarter southsouthsection 13;
quarter section
ter, west half southwest
west quarter,
quarter, south
south half
half southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section
south half
17; south
section 17;
west
northeast quarter,
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 18;
18; east
east half
section 1919;
half section
northeast quarter, southeast
northwest
quarter, south
section 20
north half sections 22 and
20;;north
half section
south half
northwest quarter,
29;
23; northwest
northwest quarter
section 24;
section 29;
24; section
quarter section
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
23;
east
northeast quarter
31; and
and north
north half
section 31;
quarter section
30; northeast
section 30;
half section
east half
section
32.
section 32.
Township
47 north,
north, range
Mexico principal
meridian:
principal meridian:
New Mexico
east, New
range 88east,
Township 47
Southwest quarter,
quarter, west
west half
half southeast
quarter
section 2;
2; west
west half,
half,
section
quarter
southeast
Southwest
west half east half section 11;
11; west
half east
east half
section
half section
west half
half, west
west half,
west half east half section
36.
and
25
sections
section
west half
14;Township
half48
section
north,24;
24;
range
sections
3 east
25
,N
and
ew 36.
Mexico principal meridian:
Township 48 north, range 3 east, New Mexico principal meridian:
Southeast quarter
section 25;
25; southwest
26; sections
sections
section 26;
quarter section
southwest quarter
quarter section
Southeast
27 and
and 28;
north half,
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 33.
33.
southeast
half,
north
28;
27
Tow nship 48
48 north,
Mexico principal
meridian:
principal meridian:
New Mexico
east, New
4 east,
range 4
north, range
Township
quarter
Sections
1,
2,
and
3;
east
half,
east
half
west
half,
northwest
quarter
northwest
half,
west
half
east
half,
east
3;
and
2,
1,
Sections
northwest quarter
quarter section
10; sections
sections 11,
12, 13,
and 14;
14; northeast
northeast
13, and
11, 12,
section 10;
northwest
quarter, north half southeast quarter,
quarter, southeast
quarter southeast
southeast
southeast quarter
quarter, north half southeast
quarter section
15;
sections
23,
24,
25,
and
26;
east
half,
southwest
half, southwest
east
quarter section 15; sections 23, 24, 25, and 26;
quarter section
7; south
south half
half section
southeast quarter
quarter
half southeast
east half
28; east
section 28;
27;
quarter section 2
section 29;
southwest quarter
30.
section 30.
quarter section
29; southwest
section

659

660

Existing rights
Existing
rights not
affected.
affected.
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Township
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian
Township 48
48 north,
north, range
range 55east,
principal meridian:
West half
section 3;
sections 4
and 9;
9; west
west half
sections
West
half section
3; sections
4 and
half section
section 10;
10; sections
15, 16,
16, 17,
17, 19,
20, 21,
21, 22,
22, 25,
25, 26,
29, 30,
30, 35,
and 36.
36.
15,
19, 20,
26, 27,
27, 28,
28, 29,
35, and
Township
48 north,
east, New
principal meridian:
Township 48
north, range
range 77east,
New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian:
Section
Section 1.
Township
48 north,
north, range
range 88east,
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal
Township 48
principal meridian:
meridian:
Sections
6, 8,
and 17.
17.
Sections 5,
5, 6,
8, and
Township
east, New
principal meridian:
meridian:
Township 49
49 north,
north, range
range 44east,
New Mexico
Mexico principal
Sections
east half
half section
34, 35,
and 36.
Sections 25,
25, 26,
26, 27;
27; east
section 28;
28; sections
sections 34,
35, and
36.
Township
49 north,
east, New
Mexico principal
principal meridian:
meridian :
Township 49
north, range
range 5
5 east,
New Mexico
Section 16;
half section
section 20;
Section
16; east
east half
section 17;
17; northeast
northeast quarter
quarter section
20; section
section
21;
west half
half sections
27; sections
sections 28
28 and
and 33';
33'; west
west half
21; west
sections 22
22 and
and 27;
half
section
section 34.
Township
49 north,
north, range
principal meridian:
Township 49
range 77east,
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian:
Sections
10, 15,
15, 24,
24, 25,
Sections 10,
25, and
and 36.
36.
Township
49 north,
north, range
east, New
principal meridian':
Township 49
range 88east,
New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian:
Sections
31, and
and 32.
Sections 19,
19, 20,
20, 29,
29, 30,
30, 31,
32.
Township 50
range 7
7east,
east, New
Mexico principal
principal meridian
Township
50 north,
north, range
New Mexico
meridian:
Sections 1,
1, 12;
12; north
half, southwest
quarter, west
half southeast
Sections
north half,
southwest quarter,
west half
southeast
quarter
sections 14 and
23.
quarter section
section 13;
13; sections
and 23.
Township
north, range
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian:
Township 50
50 north,
range 8
8 east,
principal meridian:
East
section 1;
half section
section 12.
East half
half section
1; east
east half
12.
Township
Mexico principal
principal meridian:
meridian:
Township 50
50 north,
north, range
range 99east,
east, New
New Mexico
All of
of sections
sections 1,
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, 4,
5, 6,
7, 8,
14, 15,
15, and
4, 5,
6, 7,
8, 9,
9, 10,
10, 11,
11, 12,
12, 13,
13, 14,
and east
east
half
section 22;
23, 24,
25, and
and 26;
half section
half section
22; sections
sections 23,
24, 25,
26; east
east half
section 27;
27;
section
section 36.
36.
Township 50 north, range 10 east, New Mexico principal
principal meridian:
township.
ian: Entire township.
Township 51 north, range
Township
principal meridian:
range 88east, New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian:
Section 19;
19; east
25; section
section 30;
30; east
east half
Section
east half
half section
section 25;
half section
section 36.
36.
Township 51
51 north,
north, range
range 99east,
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico principal
principal meridian:
meridian:
Entire
Entire township.
township.
Township
east, New
principal meridTownship 51 north,
north, range
range 10
10 east,
New Mexico
Mexico principal
meridian:
7, 8,
10, 15,
18, 19,
19, 20,
21, and
22 ;
ian: Sections 3,
3, 4,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
8, 9,
9, 10,
15, 16,
16, 17,
17, 18,
20, 21,
and 22;
west half section 23;
27, 28,
28, 29,
33 / 34,
34 /35,
35 ?
23; sections
sections 25,
25, 26,
26, 27,
29, 30,
30, 31,
31, 32
32,1 33,
and 36.
Provided,
That the
any of
the aforesaid
af
oresa id land
Provided,That
the inclusion
inclusion of
of any
of the
land in,
in the
the
Cochetopa
National Forest shall not affect
Cochetopa National
any right
affect adversely
adversely any
right
existing under
public-land laws
under the public-land
the approval
approval of
laws at
at the
the date
date of
of the
of
this
this Act.
Approved, May 3, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 19831
193.]
[CHAPTER

May 3, 19
1934.
3
4.
[EM. 6013.]
ta.,
6013.]

[Public,
196.]
[Publie, No. 196.1
Anchorage, Alaska.
Anchorago,
laskra.
Sale of certain
Federal
property at,
at, aueral proerty
athorized.

Prabi80.

Preenti rights
rights to
Preferential

occupants.
occpants.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the sale of land and houses at Anchorage, Alaska.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
enacted by the Senate

United States of America in Congress assembed,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary

of the Interior
of
'Interior is hereby authorized to sell after appraisement
appraisement and
and
due
advertisement, at
or under
due advertisement,
at public
public sale
sale or
under sealed bids and under
under
such
terms and
and conditions
such terms
conditions as he may prescribe, such lots with
buildings thereon
thereon, the
the United
Anchorage,
buildings
the property
property of
of the
United States
States, at
at Anchorage,
Alaska, as
in his
judgment should
be sold:
so ld :Provided;That
Alaska,
as in
his judgment
should be
Provided, That aapreferpreferenee
right in
in the
the discretion of the Secretary of the Inerior,
ence right,
Interior, first
first
may be accorded
accorded to the occupants
occupants of the properties
properties to purchase
purch ase the
th e
property
occupied at
th e appraised
price,
property so
so occupied
at the
appraised price,
Approved,
1934.
Approved, May 3,
3, 1934.
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[CHAPTER 194.]
1941
[CHAPTER

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH. 194.

MAY 3, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing
Louis, Illinois, to construct, maintain, and
the city of East Saint Louis,
Authorizing the
between
operate
toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or near aa point between
a toll
operate a
point
Louis, Missouri, and a
Morgan and
a point
and Wash Streets in the city of Saint Louis,
Morgan
opposite
thereto in the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois.
opposite thereto

661
661
May 3, 1934.
[H.R. 7803.1
[Public,
197.]
[Public. No. 197.

[H.R. 7803.1

the
Be it
by the
and House
House of Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Mississippi River.
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That in order to MissispRiver.
Congress assembled,
States of
United
East Saint Louis, 111.,
saint
may
bridge, to
to Saint
may
and
service,
postal
facilitate
interstate
commerce,
improve
postal
service,
provide
the
facilitate interstate commerce, improve
Louis, Mo.
for military
military and
and other
the city
Louis, Illinois, Lous, Mo.
city of East Saint Louis,
purposes, the
other purposes,
for
a
operate a
be,
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
authorized to
be, and
a
bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Mississippi River, at a
bridge and
point
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, at or near a
a point
interests of
to the
suitable to
point suitable
between Morgan
Louis, Misthe city of Saint Louis,
Streets in the
Wash Streets
and Wash
Morgan and
between
souri, and
thereto in
in the city of East Saint Louis,
opposite thereto
point opposite
and aa point
souri,
Construction.
construction.
Illinois,
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act Vol.
Illinois, in
34, p. 84.
l.34 .
waters",
to
regulate
the
construction
of
bridges
over
navigable
waters
",
to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
approved
March 23,
1906, and
and subject
conditions and limisubject to the conditions
23, 1906,
approved March
tations contained
in this Act.
contained in
tations
Right
acquire
to acquire
Right to
S
E°. 2.
2. There
There is
is hereby
conferred upon the city of East Saint realty,
hereby conferred
SEO.
ap•
etc., for aprealty, etc.,
proaches,
etc.
Louis,
Illinois,
all
such
rights
and
powers
to
enter
upon
land
and
to
proaches,
to
and
Louis, Illinois, all such rights and powers to enter upon land
acquire, condemn,
and use real estate and other
other
possess, and
occupy, possess,
condemn, occupy,
acquire,
property
the location,
location, construction,
maintenance, and
construction, maintenance,
for the
needed for
property needed
approaches as are possessed by railits approaches
operation of
of such
bridge and its
such bridge
operation
road
corporations for railroad
railroad purposes or by bridge corporations
road corporations
for
bridge purposes
other
the State in which such real estate or other
in the
purposes in
for bridge
Condemnation propro.
Condemnation
property is
upon making
making just
just compensation
compensation therefor, to be ceedings.
situated, upon
is situated,
property
ascertained
and paid
according to
laws of
of such
such State, and the eed
the laws
to the
paid according
ascertained and
condemnation or
proceedings
therefor shall
shall be
be the
same as in the condemnation
the same
proceedings therefor
expropriation
of property
for public
public purposes
purposes in such State.
State.
property for
expropriation of
authorized.
Bo. 3.
3. The
The said
city of
of East
East Saint
Louis, Illinois,
hereby Tolls authorized.
is hereby
Illinois, is
Saint Louis,
said city
SEc.
tolls for transit over such bridge, and
authorized to
fix and
charge tolls
and charge
to fix
authorized
the rates
rates of
toll so
so fixed
fixed shall
shall be
legal rates
rates until
changed by Vol. 34, p. E15.
until changed
the legal
be the
of toll
the
Act of vol 34, p 85.
the Secretary
of War
War under
under the
the authority
contained in the .Act
authority contained
Secretary of
the
March
1906.
March 23, 1906.
Tolls to be applied to
to
be appled
SEC. 4.
In fixing
rates of
toll to
to be
be charged
charged for
for the
the use
of such
such operation,
Tolls to sinking
use of
of toll
the rates
fixing the
fund,
4. In
SEC.
etc.
gfund
i
eto.toD.Ink
bridge
the
same
shall
be
so
adjusted
as
to
provide
a
fund
sufficient
to
to
sufficient
fund
a
provide
to
bridge the same shall be so adjusted as
operating
pay for
for the
the reasonable
reasonable cost
cost of
maintaining, repairing,
and operating
repairing, and
of maintaining,
pay
the bridge
and its
its approaches
under economical
economical management,
management, and
approaches under
bridge and
the
such
to provide
provide a
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to amortize
amortize the
the cost
cost of such
sinking fund
a sinking
to
bridge
and its
its approaches,
reasonable interest
financing
interest and financing
including reasonable
approaches, including
bridge and
a
cost, as
possible, under
charges, but within a
reasonable charges,
under reasonable
as possible,
soon as
as soon
cost,
period not
exceed thirty
thirty years
completion thereof.
After
thereof. After
the completion
from the
years from
to exceed
not to
period
Maintenance as free
as free
Maintnfance
sinking fund
fund sufficient
amortization shall have been so bridge
sufficient for such amortization
unortizing
aa sinking
atter amortising
bridge after
costs.
costs.
operated
provided,
such
bridge
shall
thereafter
be
maintained
and
operated
maintained
be
provided, such bridge shall thereafter
free
of tolls,
tolls, or
the rates
rates of
of toll
toll shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be so adjusted as to
or the
free of
provide
a
fund
of
not
to
exceed
the
amount
necessary for
for the
the proper
proper
necessary
amount
provide a fund of not to exceed the
maintenance,
repair, and
bridge and
expedi
Record of expend1.
approaches Reod
its approaches
and its
the bridge
of the
operation of
and operation
maintenance, repair,
recipts.
and receipts.
ues and
under
economical management.
accurate record
record of
of the
the cost
cost of
of tures
An accurate
management. An
under economical
the
its approaches,
the expenditures
for maintaining,
maintaining,
expenditures for
approaches, the
and its
bridge and
the bridge
repairing,
and
operating
the
same,
and
of
the
daily
tolls
collected
collected
tolls
daily
the
of
and
same,
the
repairing, and operating
of all persons
shall
be kept
and shall
be available
available for
for the
the information
information of
shall be
kept and
shall be
interested.
Amendment.
interested.
SEC. 5.
right to
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is hereby
hereby Amend
this Act
alter, amend,
to alter,
The right
5. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
1934.
3, 1934.
May 3,
Approved,
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 195.]
195.]
[CHAPTER

May 3, 1934.
[H.R. 8516.1
[Public, No. 133.]

[HR38516.1
No. 19.J

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS. 195,196,
195, 196, 210.
CHS.
210.

MAY
4, 1934.
MAY 3,
3,4,1934.

AN ACT
ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the
the Mississippi
Mississippi Highway
Highway Commission
Commission to
to
construct, maintain, and operate
bridge across
across the
the Pearl
Pearl River
operate a
a free highway
highway bridge
River
in the State of Mississippi.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
States
of
America
Congress
assembled,
United
America
in
Congress
That
consent
the
consent
Mississippi may
bridge
Cartagem of Congress is
is hereby
bridge at Carthage.
hereby granted
granted to
the Mississippi
Mississippi Highway
Highway Commisto the
Conmission to
construct, maintain,
free highway
sion
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa free
highway bridge
bridge and
and
approaches
thereto across
point suitable
suitable to
the
approaches thereto
across the
the Pearl
Pearl River,
River, at
at aapoint
to the
Construction,
onstruction.
interests of navigation, at or near Carthage, Leake County, MissisMissisVol. 34,
84.
vol.
34,. p. s4.
sippi,
accordance with the provisions
sippi, in accordance
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act
to regulate
regulate the
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters",
waters ",
to
the construction
construction of
approved March
March 23,
1906.
approved
23, 1906.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
this Act
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
May 3,
3, 1934.
Approved, May
Pearl River.
Perl

[CHAPTER 196.]
[CHAPTER

May
[J.Res.
Res., No.

May 3,1934
3, 1934.
[H.J.Res. 315.]
315.]
[Pub.
22.]
[Pub. Res., No. 22.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Granting consent of Congress to an agreement or compact
entered into
into by
by the
compact entered
the
State of New York with the Dominion
Dominion of Canada
Canada for the establishment
establishment of
of the
the
Buffalo and Fort Erie Public Bridge Authority with power to
take over,
over, mainto take
maintain and operate the present highway bridge over the Niagara River between
between
Buffalo, New
New York,
and the
village of
of Fort
Erie, Canada.
the city of Buffalo,
York, and
the village
Fort Erie,
Canada.

Resolved by the Senate and
andHouse
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
Erie States
States of America in
Congress assem,bled,
assembled, That the consent of the
in Congress
Congress of the United States be,
and it
is hereby,
to the
the
be, and
it is
hereby, given
given to
oeratg State of New York to enter into the agreement or compact
compact with
with the
the
Dominion of Canada
Canada set forth in chapter
chapter 824 of
of New
New
of the
the Laws
Laws of
York, 1933,
an act
Buffalo and
Fort Erie
Erie Public
1933, and an
act respecting
respecting the
the Buffalo
and Fort
Public
Bridge Authority
Authority passed
at the
fifth session,
session, Seventeenth
passed at
the fifth
Seventeenth ParliaParliament, Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada
(24 George
V 1934),
Canada (24
George V
1934), assented
assented to
to March
March
28, 1934, for the establishment
establishment of
the Buffalo
Buffalo and
Erie Public
Public
of the
and Fort
Fort Erie
Bridge Authority
as a
a municipal
municipal corporate
corporate instrumentality
instrumentality of
of said
Authority as
said
State and with power
power to
maintain, and
and operate
operate the
the present
present
to take
take over,
over, maintain,
highway
highway bridge over the Niagara River between
between the city
city of
of Buffalo,
Buffalo,
in the State of New York, and
the village
Erie, in
in the
and the
village of
of Fort
Fort Erie,
the
Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada.
Canada.
Approved,
May 3,
3, 1934.
Approved, May
1934.

Buffalo-Ft. Erie
Bullfalo-Ft.
bridge.
Compact
ompact for
for estabestab.
lishing and operating
apiroed
approved.
1 43,
Vol. 41, p.400;Vo
p.400; Vol.
Vol.41,
.43,
p. 355.

[CHAPTER 210.]
May4,
May 4, 1934.
[H.R. 2828.]
[P..
22s.]
[Public, No.
199.]
[Public,
No. 199.i
Amelia Island

Light-

house Reservation.
Reservation.

Fernandina, Fla.,
Pernandia, Pia,
TiNerniglalirtiernt
tn
er tin co:di
tions.
vol. 44, p. 62.
Vol.
624.

Vol. 46, p. 1485.

Vol. 46, p. 1455.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

authorize the city of Fernandina,
Fernandina, Florida, under certain
To authorize
certain conditions, to dispose
dispose
of
portion of the Amelia
Reservation.
of a
aportion
Amelia Island Lighthouse Reservation.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Houe
Repesentatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the
U
ted States
tates of America in
0ongress assembled, That
United
in Congress
That upon
upon the
the

payment
Florida, to
payment of $1,000 by the city of
of Fernandina,
Fernandina, Florida,
to the
the SecSecretary
of Commerce such city is authorized
authorized to convey, without
retary of
without
regard to the conditions and limitations of paragraph
(6) of section
regard
paragraph (6)
section
i1and of section 2
2 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize the
Secrethe Secretary of Commerce
to dispose
tary
Commerce to
dispose of certain lighthouse reservations, and
and
andl to
to increase
Service, and for
increase the efficiency
efficiency of the Lighthouse Service,
other
other purposes
purposes",', approved May
May 22, 1926, and without
without regard to the
conditions and
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize
conditions
and lmitations
limitations of the
authorize
the city of Fernandina,
Fernandina, Florida,
Florida, under
under certain
certain conditions,
conditions, to
to dispose
dispose
of
the Amelia
of a
a portion
portion of
of the
Amelia Island
Island Lighthouse Reservation"
Reservation ",
So in
in original.
original.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
210-212.
CHS. 210-212.

pursuant to
approved
March 3,
land conveyed to such city pursuant
to
the land
1931, the
3, 1931,
approved March
a
1926, a
paragraph
(6) of
of section
section 1
the Act approved
approved May 22, 1926,
of the
1 of
paragraph (6)
crosses
as
road
so
by
tract
bounded
on
the
south
much
of
the
shell
road
as
crosses
south
tract bounded on the
a
eastern boundary of section 12
section
12, on
on the
the east
east by
by the
12 with
with a
the eastern
section 12,
north
the
on
less,
or
more
feet
sixty
water
front
nine
hundred
and
sixty
on
the
north
and
water front nine hundred
for one
by
straight line
line extending
from such eastern boundary for
one
extending from
a straight
by a
and
12,
section
boundary
western
thousand
feet
more
or
less
to
the
the
western
boundary
of
section
12, and
to
thousand feet more or less
extending one
boundary of section 12 extending
on
the west
west by
by the
the western
western boundary
one
on the
twenty
containing
road,
shell
thousand
feet
more
or
less
to
the
shell
containing
twenty acres
acres
the
to
thousand feet more or less
more
conveyance made by
by, such city shall contain
contain
Any conveyance
less. Any
or less.
more or
a perpetual
the
express
conditions
reserving
to
United
States (1)
(1) a
perpetual
to
express conditions reserving
easement
for beams
of lights
from the Amelia Island Lighthouse,
lights from
beams of
easement for
any
of any
and
(2)
the
right
to
trim
any
trees and to limit the height of
and (2) the right to trim any trees
beams
the
may
structures
erected
on
such
property
that
obstruct
the
beams
property
such
on
erected
structures
of such
such light.
light.
of
4, 1934.
Approved,
May 4,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 211.]
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4,1933.
MAY 4,
1933.

AN ACT

To repeal
repeal an
Act to
to modify
modify and amend the mining
"An Act
entitled "An
Congress entitled
of Congress
Act of
an Act
To
purposes",
laws
to the
the Territory
Territory of
and for other purposes",
Alaska, and
of Alaska,
application to
their application
in their
laws in
approved
August 1,
1, 1912.
approved August

Rights reserved.

May 4, 1934.
1943.1
[I.Ry
[H.R. 3843.]

[Public.
[Public, No. 20.]
200.]

w of
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the Mining laws
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it enacted
laws o
ka.
Alaska.
of
United States
States of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Act
of
Act
the
That
assembled,
of America in ongress
United
Certain
Acts relating
relating
,ertainActs
Congress
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
mining laws in
in to, repealed.
modify and amend the mining
to modifyCongress entitled
repealed.
to,
purposes
for
and
their
application
to
the
Territory
.
of
.Alaska,
and
other
purposes"
Alaska,
of
Territory
the
their application to
37,
Vol
242; Vol*
p. 242;
37 P.
Vo.
(37 Stat.L.
1912, and
amendatory 43,Vol.
and the amendatory
1, 1912,
August 1,
approved August
p. 1118, repealed.
242-243), approved
Stat.L. 242-243),
(37
1118 repealed.
.
4
the
Act
of
March
3,
1925
(43
Stat.L.
1118),
be,
and
the
same
are
hereby,
and
be,
1118),
Stat.L.
Act of March 3, 1925 (43
repealed.
repealed.
Federal mining
laws,
lawce
mining
far applale
to
SEc. 2.
2. That
That the
the general
laws of
of the
the United States so
so far
applicable
mining laws
general mining
applicable
einis
effectipvleacer
to placer
SEC.
in
effective
claims
extended
as they
they are
are applicable
applicable to
claims, as heretofore extended Alaska.
mining claims,
placer mining
to placer
as
Alaska.
those
except
thereto,
to
the
Territory
of
Alaska,
and
amendments
except
those
amendments
and
to the Territory of Alaska,
repealed
by this
this Act,
are declared
declared to
to be
be in
in full
full force
force and effect
effect in
Act, are
repealed by
Proviso.
- rig
said Territory:
Territory: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
herein
shall
be
held
to
change Existing
change
to
rights..
held
be
shall
nothing herein
said
placer-mining
of
or
affect
the
rights
acquired
by
locators
or
owners
placer-mining
owners
or
locators
by
acquired
rights
the
affect
or
the Act herein
claims
heretofore located
located in
in said
said Territory
under the
Territory under
claims heretofore
repealed.
repealed.
SEc.
3. This
This Act
shall take
take
Act shall
SEC. 3.
date
of
convening
of
the
fi
rst
first
the
of
date of convening
torial Legislature
Legislature which
is held
held
which is
torial

to the
subsequent to
days subsequent
thirty days
effect thirty
th e
effect
Terriregular session of the Alaska Terriregular
after the
passage of
of this Act.
the passage
after

Effective date.

Eectiveda.

Approved,
May 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May

[CHAPTER 2121
212.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Authorizing pursers or
or licensed
to perform
perform the duties of
vessels to
of vessels
officers of
deck officers
licensed deck
pursers
Authorizing
the masters
of such
such vessels
vessels in
relation to
clearance of same.
same.
entrance and clearance
to entrance
in relation
masters of

4, 1934.
May 4,
6038.1
[H.R. 5038.]
[Public, No. 201 ]
[Public,

the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
by the
Be
United States of America
in
Congress
assembled.
That whenever,
whenever,
That
assembled,
of America in Congress
States
Unitedany
under
provision or provisions of
of any
statute of
of the
United States,
States,
United
the
statute
any
provisions
or
any provision
under
it is made the
duty
of
the
masters
of
vessels
to
make
entry
and
and
entry
make
to
vessels
of
duty of the masters
it is madeofthe
clearance
same,
it
shall
be lawful
lawful for
for such
such duties
duties to
to be
performed
performed
be
be
shall
it
same,
of
clearance
such
by any licensed deck
purser of
of such
and when
when such
vessel; and
such vessel;
or purser
officer or
deck officer
any licensed
by
purser of such
duties are
performed by
by a
a licensed
deck officer
or purser
officer or
licensed deck
duties are performed
if performed
and effect as if
vessel, such
such acts
acts shall
same force
force and
the same
have the
shall have
vessel,
contained
by masters
masters of
such vessels:
vessels: Provided,
That
nothing herein
contained
herein
nothing
That
Provided,
such
of
by
by any
shall relieve the
the master
of
any
penalty
or
liability
provided
provided
liability
or
penalty
any
of
master
shall relieve
statute relating to
the entry
entry or
vessels.
of vessels.
clearance of
or clearance
to the

statute relating
Approved, May
4, 1934.
1934.
May 4,
Approved,

Navigation.
Navigation.
Master's duties relat
relatMasters
entrance and
ing to entrance
clearance, may be perclearance,
purser. ete.
formed
formed by purser,
etc.

Proaio.
Proviso.
Liability
Liability of master.
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73d
[CHAPTER 213.]
2131

1934.
May 4, 1034.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS. 213-215.
213-215.
OHS.

MAY 4,1934.
4, 1934.
MAY

AN ACT
ACT

exchange of the
To authorize
authorize the exchange
the use of certain Government
Government land within
within the
Carlsbad Caverns National Park
Park for certain privately
privately owned land therein.
therein.

[H.R. 5397.]
[H.R.
6397.]
202.]
[Public, No.
No. 202.]

Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United
States
America in
in Congress
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
.United
aPark,
of certain of the Interior
on
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to acquire for and on
behalf
United States
States for
purposes title to the northeast
northeast
for park
park purposes
ized.
behalf of
of the United
quarter northwest
northwest quarter
quarter section
24 south,
south, range
range 25
25
section 31,
31, township
township 24
quarter
east,
New Mexico
principal meridian,
within the
the Carlsbad
Carlsbad Caverns
Caverns
meridian, within
Mexico principal
east, New
Privilege to use tun- National
to grant
and to
Park, and
grant to
to the
the owner
owner thereof in
in exchange
exchange therePrivilege to use tun- National Park,
nel to remove guano
deposits.
for, under
under such
such regulations
may be
deemed by
by said
for,
regulations as
as may
be deemed
said Secretary
Secretary
necessary
and in
the interest
the United
United States,
States, the
the privilege
privilege to
to
interest of
of the
necessary and
in the
use
shaft or
or tunnel
the northwest
northeast quarquarquarter northeast
northwest quarter
located in
in the
tunnel located
use aashaft
ter
section 31,
31, township
24 south,
east, of
of the
the same
meridian,
same meridian,
range 25
25 east,
township 24
south, range
ter section
for the
the purpose
of min
ing and
guano from
from the
the said
northsaid northfor
purpose of
mining
and removing
removing guano
east
northwest quarter
quarter section
31, the
to said
said guano
to
guano to
the right
right to
section 31,
east quarter
quarter northwest
be
to the
the owner
owner in
in the
the transfer
of title
title to
to said
said land
land to
to the
the
be reserved
reserved to
transfer of
Provisos.
United States
this Act: Provided,
Provided, That in addition to
to
to this
pursuant to
States pursuant
de-United
thers.demn
o other
Removing
posits.
posits,
said privilege
privilege the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may also authorize
authorize the
removal, under
such terms
terms and
conditions as
as he
he deems
deems fair,
fair, of
of any
any
and conditions
removal,
under such
guano located
located within
within or
on Government
Government lands
adjacent to
to said
said
or on
lands adjacent
guano
Provided further,
further, That
That evidence
of title
title to
to the
the land
be
Title without Fedland to
to be
evidence of
deposit: Provided
Fed- deposit:
Title
eral cost.
eral
ost.
conveyed
the United
conveyed to
to the
United States
States hereunder,
hereunder, satisfactory
satisfactory to
the Secto the
Secretary
the Interior,
without cost
cost to
to the
the
retary of
of the
Interior, shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished without
Government.
Government.
Approved,
May 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May

Carlsbad Caverns
N.Mes
tinal Park, N.Mex.
National
Exchange of certain
Exchange
land within, authorized.

[CHAPTER 214.1
214.1
[CHAPTER
May
1934.
Miay 4,
4,1934.
[H.R.
[E.B. 66761
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 2034
203.1

ACT
AN ACT

To require
require postmasters to account for money
collected on mail
mail delivered
delivered at their
their
money collected

6676.

respective
offices.
respective offices.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
it enacted
in Congress
p tnited
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That section 3846
U.S.C., p.
762; u.s..,
p. 1237.
1237
the Revised Statutes
of the
Statutes (U.
(U. S.
C., title
title 39,
39, sec.
sec. 46)
46) is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended
S. C.,
to
read as
to read
as follows:
follows:
Money
collected by
by
" Postmasters
Postmasters shall keep
oney collected
"
keep safely without
without loaning,
loaning, using, depositing
postmasters.
in an
unauthorized bank,
exchanging for
for other
funds, all
all the
the
Safekeeping.
Safekeeping.
in
an unauthorized
bank, or
or exchanging
other funds,
public money collected
collected by them,
them, or which may come
their
come into their
possession, until it
ordered by the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General to
to be
be transtransit is ordered
Deemed
delivered at their
Deemed public
publie ferred
ferred or paid
paid out. All money collected
collected on mail delivered
their
money.
respective
mony.
possesrespective offices shall be deemed to be public
public money in the posses-.
sion of the postmasters within the meaning
meaning of this section."
section."
Approved, May
Approved,
May 4, 1934.
1934.
Postal Service.

Posta
R.S., Servie.
sec. 3846,

p.

[CHAPTER 215.]
215.1
May
1934.
Ma 4, 184.
[H.R. 7551.]
75
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 2oti
20.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Authorizing
of Commerce
Commerce tto dispose
of the
the Pass
A'Loutre LightLightdispose
of
Pass A'Loutre
Secretarhouse
of
Authoriing the
the Secretary
Reservation, Louisiana.
Louisiana.
house Reservation,

Bit enaeted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Bee it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representtives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in Congress assembl ed, That the Secretary
U ted Sitates of iAmeiea in Conge8es assembled, That the Secretary
of
to ,,of Commerce
to convey
convey by
by quitclaim
toveyan
wmmerce iss hereby
hereby authorized
conveyance
,to of
authorized to
quitclaim deed
deed to
to
s
t
ate,
for park of
pusposes,,authorized.
authorized.
the
State of
for State
park purposes
the Pass
Pass A'Loutre
th
e State
of Louisiana
Louisiana for
State park
purposes the
A'Loutre
Lighthouse Reservation,
Louisiana, and
Lighthouse
Reservation, Louisiaug,
and all
all appurtenant
appurtenant structures
structures
R IBS A'Loutre Lighthouse
house Reservation,
Reservation, La.
a.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 215.
216.
215. 216.
CHS.

located
thereon, said
said reservation
being described
described as
as follows: A tract
reservation being
located thereon,
of land
land known
known as
Pass A'Loutre Lighthouse
Lighthouse Reservation",
Reservation ",
"Pass
the "
as the
of
situated in
township 22 south,
southwest portion
south, range 21 east, on the southwest
in township
situated
of Middle
the confluence
confluence of North Pass and Pass A'Loutre,
at the
Ground at
Middle Ground
of
Mississippi River
Louisiana, comprising
comprising all that portion of
River Delta, Louisiana,
Mississippi
a bayou which runs
sections
Middle Ground west of a
2 on Middle
sections 11 and 2
approximately
Ground, the mouth
approximately north and south across Middle Ground,
of
bayou being
hundred and sixty yards east of
seven hundred
about seven
being about
said bayou
of said
Pass
A'Loutre Lighthouse
Lighthouse tower,
approximately two
containing approximately
tower, containing
Pass A'Loutre
hundred acres:
acres: Provided,
That if
if the
discontinued
use of the land is discontinued
the use
Provided, That
hundred
for
shall revert to the United States.
title shall
the title
purposes the
park purposes
State park
for State
Approved, May 4, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
216.]
[CHAPTER 2161

665
665

MAY 4, 1934.
1934.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
Commerce to transfer to the city of Bridgeport,
of Commerce
the Secretary
To
Connecticut, a
certain unused
light-station reservation.
reservation.
unused light-station
a certain
Connecticut,

Description.
Description.

proviso.

Proviso.
Reversionary
ar
sion.

sion.

Provi-

May 4, 1934.

[H..
[H.R. 7744.]
7744.]
205.]
[Public,
[Pubic, No. 205]

the
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
in Congress
That the
Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Secre- Bridgeport,
the Secreassembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of .America
States of
United
States to "Fayerweather
tary
authorized on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
"L°y
Ile
vr
e
rena
c
t
e
hert°'Is.
United States
is authorized
Commerce is
of Commerce
tary of
convey to
city of
of Bridgeport,
county of
of Fairfield,
land", authorized.
State land"
Fairfield, State
the county
in the
Bridgeport, in
the city
to the
convey

of Connecticut, a
"Fayerweather Island"'
Island
a certain island known as "Fayerweather
of
which has
Reservation
as the Black Rock Light Station Reservation
been used as
has been
which
and which
heretofore been leased to said city of Bridgeport by
has heretofore
which has
and
the United States for use as a
a public park.
A portion
portion of
of Fayerweather
was conveyed to the United
Island was
Fayerweather Island
A
the
States
by
deed
dated
June
17,
from Nicholas Fish to the
1807,
17,
June
dated
deed
by
States
United States of
America, and described as follows:
of America,
United

That
parcel of
of land
the town
town of
of
in the
lying in
land lying
or parcel
piece or
certain piece
That certain

Fairfield in
said State
State of
known and called the
Connecticut known
of Connecticut
the said
in the
Fairfield
"Fayerweather
Island" and
forms the outer side of the
which forms
and which
"Fayerweather Island"
"
Black Rock
Rock Harbor"
Harbor" so
the same
northerly
bounded northerly
is bounded
same is
and the
called, and
so called,
" Black
on
Harbor, westerly
westerly on the mouth of said harbor,
Rock Harbor,
Black Rock
on Black
southeasterly
the sea
sea beach
beach or
or Long
Long Island Sound, and northon the
southeasterly on
easterly on
thereof adjoining
point thereof
rocky point
the rocky
including the
beach including
the beach
on the
easterly
the
island and
about eight
eight acres
in quantity,
quantity, be
be the
the same
acres in
is about
and is
said island
the said
more
or
less,
which
deed
is
recorded
in
volume
82,
page
545, and
545,
32,
volume
in
recorded
is
deed
which
less,
or
more
in
B, page
page 43,
town of
Fairfield.
of Fairfield.
the town
of the
43, of
book B,
in book
And
the remaining
remaining portion
portion of
of said
said island
was conveyed
the
to the
conveyed to
island was
And the
United
July 10,
102 1807,
from Daniel
Daniel FayerFayer1807, from
dated July
deed dated
by deed.
States by
United States
weather to
States of
of America,
America, one
one undivided
undivided half
half of
of a
a
United States
the United
to the
weather
certain
piece of
of land
land in
quantity about
acres in
the whole
whole
in the
eight acres
about eight
in quantity
certain piece
piece, be
be the
more or
and which
in the
land lies in
of land
piece of
which piece
less, and
or less,
same more
the same
piece,
town
Fairfield, in
and called
called by the
known and
is known
and is
county, and
said county,
in said
of Fairfield,
town of
name of
"Fayerweather Island",
whole of
said land
is
land is
of said
the whole
and the
Island", and
of "Fayerweather
name
bounded northerly
Rock Harbor,
Harbor, westerly
westerly on
mouth
the mouth
on the
Black Rock
on Black
northerly on
bounded
of said
harbor, easterly
easterly on
or Long
northSound, northIsland Sound,
Long Island
sea or
the sea
on the
said harbor,
of
easterly
on
the
beach
including the
the rocky
rocky point
thereof adjoining
adjoining
point thereof
beach including
the
on
easterly
said premises, which
is recorded
25, and
and
page 25,
32, page
volume 32,
in volume
recorded in
deed is
premises, which deed
said

Description.

iR book
44, of
of the
the town
Fairfield.
of Fairfield.
Use,
town of
page 44,
B, page
book B,
in
Said
from the
United States
convey all
of said
said property
as public
publi
et. as
p, etc.,
property park.
all of
shall convey
States shall
the United
deed from
Said deed

to said city in
and shall
shall provide
that it
shall always
be Reversionary provialways be
it shall
provide that
perpetuity and
to said city in perpetuity
used and maintained by
said
city
.
tis
a
public
park,
and
if
at any
any sion.
Reverionary poviif at
and
park,
and maintained by said city as a public
used
time the
city discontinues
discontinues the
the maintenance
maintenance of
property as
as a
a
said property
of said
city
the
time
public park, then the same shall
shall revert
revert to
the
of the
Government of
the Government
to the

ublic park, then the same

United
United States.
Approved, May
May 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
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73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
217.]
[CHAPTER 217.]

May 4,
May
4, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 77931
7793.1
[H.R.

298.1
[Public, No. 206.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
217-219.
CHS. 217-219.

MAY
4, 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
MAY 4,

AN ACT

Authorizing aa preliminary
examination of
of the
Ogeechee River
in the
the State
of
State of
River in
the Ogeechee
preliminary examination
Authorizing
Georgia,
view to
to controlling
of floods.
floods.
controlling of
a view
with a
Georgia, with

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representativ'es
Senate and
enacted by
the Senate
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
United States of America in
of
is authorized
directed to
cause a
preliminary examinaexaminaof War
War is
authorized and
and directed
to cause
a preliminary
tion to
to be
be made
of the
with
of Georgia,
Georgia, with
in the
the State
State of
the Ogeechee
Ogeechee River,
River, in
made of
tion
to the
the control
control of
its floods,
accordance with
with the
provisions
the provisions
floods, in
in accordance
of its
aaview
view to
of section
section 33of
Act entitled
Act to
to provide
provide for
for control
of the
the
Vol. 39,
39,p.p. 95O.
950.
control of
"An Act
of an
an Act
entitled "An
of
vol.
floods of
Mississippi River,
River, CalCalSacramento River,
and of
of the
the Sacramento
River, and
of the
the Mississippi
floods
ifornia, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes ", approved
1, 1917.
1917. The
The
approved March
March 1,
for other
ifornia,
Payment of expenses. cost
cost of
such examination
examination shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
heretofrom appropriations
appropriations heretoof such
Paymentofexpenses.
fore or
examinations, surveys,
surveys, and
and contingencies
contingencies
made for
for examinations,
fore
or hereafter
hereafter made
of rivers
and harbors.
harbors.
of
rivers and
Approved, May
4, 1934.
1934.
May 4,
Approved,

Ogeechee River, Ga.
Preliminary
Gai
geeeheeariver,examination
authorized.
nation of,
of, authorized.

[CHAPTER 218.]
218.1
[CHAPTER
May 4, 1931.
1934.
[H.R.
74200.3
H.R. 7290.1
207.1
[Public, No. 207.

AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the addition
addition of certain lands to the Chickamauga
Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military
National
Military Park in the States of Tennessee and Georgia.

the
Be
it enacted
by the Senate
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
enacted by
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
United States
United
in Congress
assembled, That
to
Interior be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to
Military
Tenn.- of
of the Interior
Ga.
accept in behalf of the United States lands, easements,
easements, and buildings
buildings
Addition authorized.
authorized. as
Addition
as may
may be
be donated
donated for
for an
an addition
and Chattaaddition to
to the
the Chickamauga
Chickamauga and
Chattanooga
National Military
Military Park
as the
the
Park lying
lying within what is known as
nooga National
"
Park"
corporation, Adolph
' Chattanooga-Lookout
Chattanooga-Lookout Mountain
Mountain Park
" (a corporation,
Adolph S.
S.
Ochs,
president) and/or any
within one
mile of
of said
Ochs, president)
any lands
lands within
one mile
said ChattaChattanooga-Lookout
Mountain Park
Park in
States of
of Tennessee
nooga-Lookout Mountain
in the
the States
Tennessee and
and
Georgia.
Georgia.
Laws extended.
the Chickamauga
affecting the
all laws
S
2. That
That all
laws affecting
Chickamauga and
and Chattanooga
Chattanooga
SEC.
S EC. 2.
Laws exteded.
p. 415.
u . 415.
National Military
Military Park shall
shall be extended
National
extended and apply
apply to any addition
addition
or additions which
which may be
authority of
be added
added to
to said
said park
park under
under the
the authority
of
this
Act.
this Act.
Approved, May
May 4,
1934,
Approved,
4, 1934.
Chickamauga and
and
Chattanooga National
Military Par,
Park, Tenn.Ga.

Shickamanga

[CHAPTER 2191
[CHAPTER
219.1

May
May 7, 1934.
[11.11. 3315.]
[n.R.
3345.]
20.1
--rfithlie,
No. MI
[Public, No.l

Mississippi State
Treasurer.
Issue of duplicate
cheek in fever
check
favor of, authorized.
No indemnity bond
required.
required.
1909.
U.S.C., p. 1009.

AN ACT
ACT
To
authorize
Department of Agriculture
a duplicate
ro a
uthorize the Department
Agriculture to issue a
duplicate check
check in favor
of the Mississippi
Mississippi State treasurer, the original check
check having been
been lost.
lost.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That notwithstandnotwithstandassembled, That
ing the provisions of sections 3646,
3646, as amended, of the Revised Statutes of the United States, the
the. disbursing clerk of the Department
Department of
Agriculture is authorized and directed to issue, without the
the requirement
indemnity bond,
original check
check numbered
ment of
of an
an indemnity
bond, a
a duplicate
duplicate of
of original
numbered
534971 drawn April 3, 1929, in favor of the Mississippi
Mississippi State
State treasin the
urer for $1,871.02, and lost, stolen, or miscarried in
the mails.
mails.
Approved, May
May 7,
Approved,
7, 1934.
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

[CHAPTER
220.]
[CHAPTER 220.]

CHS.
221.
220,221.
CHS. 220,

AN ACT

and amend
To amend
amend section
"An Act to codify,
codify, revise, and
amend
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
of the
198 of
section 198
To
1909, as amended by
the penal
penal laws
laws of
United States",
approved March
4, 1909,
March 4,
States", approved
the United
of the
the
1916.
the
18, 1916, and July 28, 1916.
May 18,
of May
Acts of
the Acts

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
United
States of
in, Congress
That section 198
198
Congress assembled, That
America in
of America
United States
of
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
to codify
revise, and
and amend
amend the penal
codify,, revise,
"An Act
entitled "An
of the
by
March 4, 1909,
laws
of the
United States
States ",
", approved
1909, as
as amended
amended by
approved karch
the United
laws of
sec.
18,
title
1916
the
Acts
of
May
18,
1916,
and
July
28,
1916
(U.S.C.,
18,
sec.
July
and
1916,
18,
May
the Acts of
321)
be, and
the same is hereby, amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
and the
321), be,
down, or
tear
"
*hoever
shall
willfully
or
maliciously
injure,
tear down,
injure,
maliciously
or
"Whoever shall willfully
the
used for
receptacle intended
destroy
any letter
other receptacle
intended or used
for the
or other
box or
letter box
destroy any
open
break
or
route,
receipt
or
delivery
of
mail
on
mail
shall
break
open
any
on
mail
of
receipt or delivery
the
willfully or
or maliciously
deface, or destroy
maliciously injure, deface,
shall willfully
or shall
same, or
the same,
mail
or steal such mail
willfully
any
mail
deposited
therein,
or
shall
take
shall
or
therein,
any mail deposited
from
such letter
letter box
box or
other receptacle;
receptacle; or
or shall willfully
willfully
or other
of such
out of
or out
from or
for every
aforementioned offenses,
aid
or assist
any of
of the
the aforementioned
offenses, shall
shall for
every
in any
assist in
aid or
such offense
be punished
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or by
by
of not more
fine of
a fine
by a
punished by
offense be
such
imprisonment
not more
three years.
than three
more than
for not
imprisonment for
willfully deposit any
SEC. 2.
Whoever shall
shall knowingly
or willfully
any mailable
mailable
knowingly or
2. Whoever
SEC.
or
bills,
circulars,
matter
such
as
statements
of
accounts,
circulars,
sale
or other
other
accounts,
of
matter such as statements
box
paid, in
like
matter, on
no postage
postage has
been paid,
in any letter box
has been
which no
on which
like matter,
for
established,
approved,
or
accepted
by
the
Postmaster
General
the
Postmaster
the
by
accepted
or
established, approved,
to
intent
with
receipt
or
delivery
of
mail
matter
on.
any
mail
route
to
mail
any
on
matter
mail
of
delivery
or
receipt
aid
avoid
payment
of
lawful
postage
thereon;
or
shall
willfully
or
willfully
shall
or
thereon;
avoid payment of lawful postage
offenses,' shall for every such
assist in
the aforementioned
aforementioned offenses
such
of the
any of
in any
assist
$300.
than $300.
more
not
of
offense
than
punished by aafine
be punished
offense be
Approved, May
May 7, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
221.]
[CHAPTER 2211

667
667

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Granting citizenship
the Metlakahtla
Metlakahtla Indians
Alaska.
Indians of Alaska.
to the
citizenship to
Granting

May 7,1934.
May
7, 1934.
845.1
[H.R. 3845.1
[H.R.
209.]
[Public, No. 209.1
IPublic,

Postal service.
Postalserviee.
Vol. 35, p. 1126; Vol.
39,
pp. 162,
162, 41,
418, amend39 pp.

amendedC,
U.S.C., p. 48
485, amendamended.
ed.

x

Letter receptacle, etc.
etc.
Letterreceptale
Willfully
injuring,

ma
l
etc., or steat
stealing mail
etc.,
therefrom.

therefrom.

Accessory, etc.

Accryetc
Punishment for.
Punishment for.

Willful deposit
of
matter in
designated
designated matter In
such
receptacles withsuch receptacles
out postage.

with-

outpostge.

Penalty
or.
Penalty for.

May7,
May 7, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. No.
48081
42n.
Pbli.,
(Public, No. 219.1

Representatives of the Metlakahtia, etc.,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be
laketa.
Mnietaofof Alaska.
United States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Indians Indians
That the
America in
of America
States of
United
Citizenship granted
granteo
totlzenship
of the Tsimshian Tribe,
and
those
people
known
as
Metlakahtlans,
to.
Metlakahtlans,
as
known
Tribe, and those people
of the Tsimshianfrom
Canada,
who emigrated
Metlakahthi, British
Columbia,
Canada, to
to
Columbia,
British
Metlakahtla,
from
emigrated
who
Annette Island,
in the
the Alexander
Alexander Archipelago
southeastern Alaska
Alaska
in southeastern
Archipelago in
Annette Island, in
in the year 1887,
and
there established
established a
colony
known as
as MetlaMetla- Vol. 26, p. 1101.
known
colony
a
there
and
1887,
in the year
V'l 26, "0o
Indians
kahtla, Alaska,
Alaska, and
and any
and
all
other
British
Columbia
Indians
Columbia
British
other
all
and
any
kahtla,
who joined
them
there
not
later
than
January
1,
1900,
and
have
1900,
1,
who joined them there not later than January
since resided
faithful and loyal
loyal
been faithful
having been
therein, having
continuously therein,
since resided continuously
States,
to the Constitution, laws
laws and
and the
Government of
of the
the United
United
Government
the
to the Constitution,
are
be citizens
citizens of
States.
Property rigts
rights of
United States.roperty
the United
of the
to be
declared to
hereby declared
are hereby
Indians.
SEC. 2.
The granting of citizenship to the said Indians shall not in ITans.
2. The granting of citizenship to the said Indians shall not

SEC.
isio, et
any manner affect
affect the
the rights,
rights, individual
individual or
of the
the said
said Supervision,
etc., by
collective, of
or collective,
any manner
States. etes by
nitoeds
United United
the
of
Indians
to
any
property,
nor
shall
it
affect
the
rights
of
the
rights
the
affect
it
shall
nor
property,
any
to
Indians
States Government to
supervise and
and administer
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the
administer the
States Government to supervise
said Metlakahtla Colony.
And any
any reservations
heretofore
made
Status of
of ls
laws,
Sats
made
heretofore
reservations
And
Colony.
said Metlakahtla
etc., concerning.
ordersetc..oncering.
by any Act of
Congress or Executive order or proclamation for
for the
the orders,
by any Act of Congress or Executive order or proclamation
benefit of the said
Indians shall
shall continue
in full
force and
and effect
effect and
full force
continue in
of the said Indians
benefit
shall continue to
be subject
modification, alteration,
alteration, or
or repeal by
to modification,
subject to
continue to be
shall
the Congress or
the President,
respectively.
President, respectively.
or the

the Congress
Approved, May
1934.
7, 1934.
May 7,
Approved,

668

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 222.]
222.1
[CHAPTER

May 7,1934.
7, 1934.
May

[H.R.
8889.]
MLR. 88893

IPublic,
No. 211.]
1Public, No.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

OHS.
222, 223.
CHS. 222,223.

MAY 7,
MAY
7, 1934.
1934.

ACT
AN ACT

To provide for the custody and maintenance
maintenance of the
the United States
States Supreme
Supreme
the equipment
equipment and
Court Building and the
and grounds
grounds thereof.
thereof.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by the
and House
Hose of
United
of America
the Architect
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Architect
Oreof.
of the Capitol shall have
Care
of.
have charge
charge of the
the structural
structural and
and mechanical
mechanical
o,, p.
P. 1036.
Poet,
care of
of the
the United
United States
States Supreme
Building, including
includina the
the
care
Supreme Court
Court Building,
care and maintenance
maintenance of
a the
the grounds,
the supplying
$25 all
all
grounds, and
and the
supplying of
furnishings and
mechanical furnishings
equipment for
for the
the building.
building.
and mechanical
mechanical equipment
The operation
operation and maintenance
equipment and
and
maintenance of
of the
the mechanical
mechanical equipment
repair of the building shall be
his direction
direction and
and he
he
be performed
performed under
under his
is authorized
authorized to
to enter
contracts.
enter into
into all
all necessary
necessary contracts.
Employees.
SEc. 2. Employees
required for
Employees required
for the
performance of
of the
foregoing
the performance
the foregoing
Appointment, pay,
shall
appointed by
Architect of
of the
the Capitol
Capitol with
with the
the
retr tment,
ay, shall be
be (a)
(a) appointed
by the
the Architect
retirement,
etc.
approval of the Chief Justice
States; (b)
Justice of the United
United States;
(b) compensated
compensated
Vol.
1488; Vol.
Vol. 42,
42',p.. 148;
Vol.
accordance with the provisions
1923,
provisions of the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
45, p.
p. 776; Vol.
Vol. 46,
46, p. in accordance
1093.
1003.
'
as amended (U.S.C., Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 5,
5, ch.
ch. 13);
13); and
and (c)
(c) be
be subject
subject to
to
U.S.C., p. 65, Sapp.
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act for
for the
the retirement
retirement of
of
vu.s.
Act entitled
entitled "An
VII,
p. 34. p. 65, supp. the
employees in the classified
civil service,
classified civil
for other
other purposes
purposes ",
",
service, and
and for
approved May 22, 1920,
approved
1920, as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
VI, title
title 5,
5,
ch.
14).
ch.
14).
Marshal to be superSE
EC.
3. All
All other
duties and
required for
for the
the operation,
bdsupeg.
ito
S
c. 3.
other duties
and work
work required
intendent ofOtbesh
building.
operation,
domestic care,
care, and
and custody
shall be
be performed
under
Other dties,
domestic
custody of
of the
the building
building shall
performed under
Other
duties, etc.
etc.
the direction
of the
direction of
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the United
the Marshal
Marshal of
of the
United
States, who shall be superintendent
superintendent of
of the
the United
United States
States Supreme
Supreme
Court Building, and
and employees
employees (including
operators)
(including elevator
elevator operators)
required
performance of
required for the
the performance
such duties
duties shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
of such
by the
the
of the
the Chief
Marshal with
with the approval
approval of
Chief Justice.
Justice.
Disbursements.
ibursements.
SEC.
Appropriations for the work under the jurisdiction
the
SEC. 4.
4. Appropriations
jurisdiction of the
of the
Architect of
the Capitol
Capitol shall
shall: be
be disbursed
by the
the Marshal
upon
disbursed by
Marshal upon
certified vouchers
vouchers submitted
submitted by
by the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol.
Capitol.
the Architect
Approved,
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
May 7,
United
States
prnited
s SuteO
preme
Court
Building.

[CHAPTER
223.]
[CHAPTER 223.]
May 7,1934.
7, 1934.
[H.R. 6166.]
[-X, No. 212.1
[Public,

NS.2.]
, No]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Providing
Providing for payment of $25 to each
enrolled Chippewa
Chippewa Indian
Indian of
of Minnesota
Minnesota
each enrolled

from the
the funds standing
standing to their credit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States.

Be it
it enrteed
tAe Senate and
epresentatiwes of
enacted by the
and House of Representatives
of the
the
Mr
wa endans801
o United
nitn;Jed States
States of Amerioa
Amera in Congress
mtnneaota.
chi mewaindian
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Per eapita
payment
of th
the
Interior is
ed an d di rected to withdraw from the
e Interior
is authoriz
authorized
and directed to withdraw from the
to, Pter
fromeapita
tribalPy
funds. t o
Treasury
much as may be necessary of the 'Principal
rincipal fund
fund on
Treasury so
so much
on
redit of the Chippewa Indians
in te
deposit to the credit
Indians in
the State o
of MinneMinneVol. 25, p. 645.
sota, under section
7rof the Act
Act entitled
section i
entitled "An
"An Act
for the
the relief
relief and
and
Act for
civilization of
civilization
of the Chippewa
Chippewa. Indians in the State of Minnesota
Minnesota "",
approved January 14,
14, 1889,
approved
as amended,
amended, and
and to
to make
make therefrom
therefrom
1889, as
payment
$2 to each eah
enrolled Chippewa
payment of
of $25
enrolled
Chippewa Indian of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
under
such Secretary
under such
such regulations
regulations as such
Secretary shall prescribe. No
No pay
payments
be made
ma
under
ans
ments shall
shall be
under this
this Act
Act until
until the
the ChippewaChippewa InI
Indians
of
Minnesota shall,
shall, in
in such
- shall
all prescribe,
of Minnesota
such manner
manner as such
such Secretary
Secretary
prescribe,
have accepted such
sch payments
payments and
ratified the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
and ratified
The
paid to the Indians under
Aet shall not be subject
The money
money paid.
under this Act
subject
whatever nature
totoany lien or claim of whatever
nature against
against any of said Indians.
Approved, May
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
May 7,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
224.
CH. 224.

669
669

MAY
MAY 7, 1934.

224.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 224.1

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
and for
services, and
needs
To
provide
appropriations
to
meet
urgent
needs in certain
certain public services,
for
urgent
To provide appropriations to meet
other purposes.
purposes.
other

7, 1934.
1May
1
[H.J.Res.
332.]
.Res. 332.1
H.
23.1
[Pub.
Res.,
No. 23.1
[Pub. Res., No.

of the
and House of Representatives
Resolved by
Representatives of
the
Senate and
the Senate
by th,e
Resolved
Appropriations, cerer
tappropriations,
followthe
That
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the
followCongress
in
tain
public services.
America
of
United States
not
Treasury
the
in
money
ing
sums are
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
not
of any
out of
ing sums
hereinafter enumerated:
otherwise
appropriated, for
for the
purposes hereinafter
enumerated:
the purposes
otherwise appropriated,
Le
gislative.
Legislative.

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

Senate.
senate.

SENATE
SENATE

a

the Senate,
For expenses of inquiries and investigations ordered by
by the
For expenses of inquiries and investigations ordered
rate
such rate
at
committees
of
including
compensation
to
stenographers
committees
stenographers
to
including compensation
the
as
may
be
fixed
by
the
Committee
to
Audit
and
Control
Conas may be fixed by the Committee to Audit
tingent Expenses
the Senate,
exceeding 25 cents per
not exceeding
but not
Senate, but
of the
Expenses of
tingent
hundred
words,
fiscal
year
1934,
$150,000:
Provided,
That except in
Provided,
hundred words, fiscal year 1934, $150,000:
the case of the
Joint
Committee
on
Internal
Revenue
Taxation no
Taxation
Revenue
Internal
on
Committee
the case of the Joint
personal,
services,
for
part
of this
this appropriation
shall be
expended
be expended
appropriation shall
part of
annum:
per
$3,600
of
professional,
or
otherwise,
in
excess
of
the
rate
rate
the
of
excess
professional, or otherwise, in
be
appropriation shall be
Provided
further, That
part of
of this
this appropriation
no part
That no
Provided further,
accordance
in
expended
for
per
diem
and
subsistence
expenses
except
in
accordance
subsistence
and
diem
per
expended for
approved
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Subsistence
1926, approved
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926,
with
amended.
as
June 3, 1926,
June

InqiriesandinvestigsI
tuq uiries and investig urns.

Pro
1,="esi serv
striction. serv ices
stricetrisonn.a
etc.,

Subsistence,
Subsistence,
etc.,
Vol.
44, Pp. 688.
p.
44,
Vol.
p.
U.S.C.,
VII, p.
Supp. VII,
U.S.C., Supp.
53.
53.

limitation.
limitation.

RepresentaHouse of
of RepresentaHouse
tives.
tives.

MOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE

t,

etc., com-

3Select,

ottees..
the mitt
For expenses
expenses of
special and
and select
select committees
committees authorized
authorized by the
of special
For
House,
fiscal
year
1934,
$35,000.
etc,
$35,000.
1934,
year
House, fiscal
Treasury DepartDepartTreasury
Depart
met.
ment.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC DEBT SERVICE

PUBLIO DEBT SEBVICE

The limitation on the
pound permitted
for
paid for
be paid
to be
permitted to
per pound
price per
on the price
The limitation
appropridistinctive paper
paper for
United
States securities
securities under
the
appropriathe
under
States
Urnted
for
distinctive
tion for the purchase of such paper in the Treasury Department
Department
tion for the purchase of such paper in the Treasury
repealed.
Appropriation
Act,
1935,
is
hereby
repealed.
hereby
is
1935,
Act,
Appropriation
PROCUREMENT
DIVISION
PROCUREMENT DIVISION

Service.
Public Debt Service

gs
i
tine
ellZitliTte
k
r're-

PriteliPtion^ r

peOied.
Vol.

47,

p. 1492.

Procurement
Proourement
sion.
sion.

DiviDivi-

Trian gle buildingi,
Triangle
gton, building.
D.C.
Washington,
District of
Columbia, furniture
triangle build- Washin
furniture for triangle
of Columbia,
Washington, District
Furniture, etc.
ings: The Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
is
hereby
authorized
to
expend
Furnitureetc.
expend
to
Funds
available.
authorized
hereby
is
Treasury
ings: The Secretary of $472,454 out of the aggregate of
not to exceed the sum
sum of $472,454 out of the aggregate of the unexto exceed the under
not
pended balances
the
authorizations for
the construction of
for the
the authorizations
under
balances
pended
Post Office, and
the new buildings
for
the
Departments
of
Justice,
Justice,
of
Departments
the new buildings for the
connecting
the connectin
Commission,
Labor,
ion , the
g
Commerce Commiss
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
and the
Labor and
Departand
Commission
wing
between.
the
Interstate
Commerce
Commission
and
DepartCommerce
Interstate
wing between the
ment of Labor
and the
the Archives
Building as may be
Archives Building
Buildings, and
ment of Labor Buildings,
required
to
provide
the
necessary
,
furniture
and furnishings
furnishings for
for
furniture
necessary
the
required to provide
appropriations
said
buildings,
and
the
unexpended
of
the
appropriations
portion
said buildings, and the unexpended
available for
of such
such buildings
buildings is hereby made
construction of
the construction
available for the
available for that purpose, and the Director
Treas- Contracts author •
Procurement, Treasof Procurement,
and the Director of
for thatispurpose,
available
athor
ury
Department,
hereby
authorized
to
make
contracts,
after
adver- ized.
Contracts
after advercontracts,
make
to
is hereby authorized
Department,
ury
Vol.
531
p. 531,
36. p.
Vol. 36,
tising and competitive bidding, without
without regard
regard to
section
4
4 of the waived.
section
to
bddin
and competitive
tisingapproved
waived.
for
531),
Act
June
17,
1910
(ch.
297,
sec.
4,
36
Stat.
531),
the
Stat.
36
4,
sec.
297,
(ch.
Act approved June 17, 1910
expendipurchase of
of said
furniture and
and furnishings,
and to
to make expendifurnishings, and
said furniture
purchase
tures for services, supplies, material, and
equipment,
including
moving
moving Contingent expenses.
including
material, and equipment,
services,
for and
tures
services
the supplies,
reconditioning of old furniture and
the
tempotempo- Contingent
the
and
of old furniture and subsistence
reconditioning
andofthe
services
rary rental
space
therefor, and necessary travel
subsistence
travel and

rary rental of space therefor, and necessary

670
670

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CH& 224,
263.
CHS.
224, 263.

MAY
1934.
MAY 7,
7, 9,
9, 1934.

in connection
of commodities
commodities to
to be
be contracted
contracted
in
connection with
with the
the inspection
inspection of
for
or purchased;
when deemed
desirable or
or advantageous
advantageous by
for or
purchased; and,
and, when
deemed desirable
by
him, the
Director of
Procurement is
authorized to
him,
the said
said Director
of Procurement
is authorized
to employ,
employ, by
by
contract or
otherwise, without
without regard
regard to
to civil-service
Temporary, etc., contract
Temporary,
or otherwise,
civil-service laws
laws and
and regureguservices.
services.
lations,
temporary outside professional
technical services
lations, such temporary
professional or technical
services as
as
he
may find
those portions
portions of
of the
he may
find necessary
necessary in
in furnishing
furnishing those
the said
said buildbuildings
requiring special
within the
total amount
amount made
made
ings requiring
special treatment,
treatment, all
all within
the total
Provisos.
available
herein:
Provided,
That
not
to
exceed
$10,000
may
be
ouois
tohn.
a
available
Provided,
herein:
That
not
to
exceed
$10,000
may
be
Outside
technical,

expended
such temporary
outside professional
or technical
technical servexpended for
for such
temporary outside
professional or
servfeish- ices: Provided
Provided further,
farther, That not to exceed $31,515
$31,515 may be expended
expended
for
furniture and
and furnishings
for the
in the
for furniture
furnishings for
the auditorium
auditorium located
located in
the
connecting
between the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
and
connecting wing
wing between
Commerce Commission
Commission and
Rate limitations
limitations on
on Department
Rate
Buildings:
Provided
further,That the
the cost of
of
Department
of Labor
Provided
further,
furnishing- Cabinet,,
I
p*
u
is i
v
Cabinet,
etc., officers' suites.
suites,
furniture
and furnishing
furnishing for
etc.,
furniture and
for Cabinet
Cabinet officers'
officers' suites,
suites, Assistant
Assistant CabCabinet
suites, executive
officers' suites,
and
inet officers'
officers' suites,
executive officers'
suites, and
and conference
conference and
bearing
for the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission shall
shall be
hearing rooms
rooms for
be
based upon
upon the square-foot
square-foot area
based
area of
the rooms
rooms to
and
of the
to be
be furnished,
furnished, and
shall not
not exceed
forth herein,
herein, as
shall
exceed the
the rates
rates set
set forth
as follows:
follows: For
For Cabinet
Cabinet
officers'
suites and
officers' suites
rooms for
for the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
and conference
conference rooms
the Interstate
Commission,
foot; for
for Assistant Cabinet
Commission, $1.75 per square foot;
Cabinet officers.'
officers'
$1.50 per square
square foot;
foot; and
and for
suites, $1.50
for executive
officers' suites.
$1
executive officers'
suites. $1
per square
square foot.
per
foot.

etc.,
services.
services.
ete.s,
Auditorium furnishnuditorium
ings.

WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

War Department.
War
Department.

Panama Canal.
Panama

PANAMA CANAL
CANAL

Repatriation of cercer.
Repatriation

For repatriation
repatriation of unemployed aliens who have been employed
employed

min
of the United States Government
or the
in the service a
Government or
the Panama
Panama RailRailroad Company
Company on
road
on the
Isthmus of
years
the Isthmus
of Panama
Panama for
for three
three or
or more
more years
at
time, and
and repatriation
of members
of families
families of
ofsuc
h alien
alien
at any
any time,
repatriation of
members of
such
including expenses
of transportation
former employees,
employees, including
expenses of
transportation of
of such
such alien
alien
former employees
former
employees and
and members
their families,
families, and
members of
of their
and the
the payment
payment
$100 to
to each
each such
in cash of not to exceed $100
such alien
employee
alien former
former employee
Rehabilitation
after for assistance in
Rehabilitation after
rehabilitation after
after repatriation,
for assistance in rehabilitation
repatriation, $150,000,
$150,000, to be
repatriation.
repatraton expended
Panama Canal
expended under the direction of the Governor
Governor of the Panama
Canal
and
and to
to be
be available
available until
until expended.
expended.
Approved, May
Approved,
1934.
May 7,
7, 1934.
tainunemployed aliens.

May 9.10,14.
[11.11 MOE.]
No, 213,1
[Puflic, No.

rat.

ssi,]

[CHAPTER 263.]
AN ACT
ACT
Ma
, . 14
sugarcane as basic agricultural
To include sugar beets and sugarcane
agricultural commodities
commodities under

Agricultural
AdjustAgricletural Adjlustment Act amendments.
amendments.
ment
agricultural
Basic agricultural
commodities.
"ugarTbeets
"Sugar beets and
sugarcane" added.
added.
Ards, p. 38.
Definitions.
Definiti
Ants, p.3W.
p. 38.
Ante,

the Agricultural
purposes.
Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it eacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the

United
of An.erica
Congress assenbled,
That section
11 of
of
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
section 11
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended by adding
adding
after
comma and
after the
the word
word " tobacco
tobacco" aacomma
beets and
and
and the
the words
words "
' sugar
sugar beets

sugarcane
followed by
sugarcane ",
" followed
b a comma.
S.
2.
Subsection
section 99 of
SE°.
gubsection (a)
(d) of
of section
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural AdjustAdjustment
Act, as amended, is amended by adding after
after paragraph
paragraph (5)
ment Act,
(5)
thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
"(6)
In the case of sugar beets and sugarcane-"(6) In
sugarcane—
"First domestic
pFirostog
stic
"(A)
term '
'first
domestic .processing'
processing' means
"(A) The
The term
first domestic
means each
each domestic
domestic
processing."
processing,
domestic processprocessing, including each processing
processing of successive domestic
processjigs,
ings, of sugar beets, sugarcane, or raw sugar, which directly results in
direct-consumption
direct-consumption sugar.
"Sugar."
Sugrl
4"(B) The term 'sugar'
"(B)
sugar' means sugar in
in any form whatsoever,
derived
sugar beets
beets or sugarcane,
sugarcane, whether raw sugar
derived from
from sugar
sugar or directdirect-,.
sugarcane
os.
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consumption sugar,
molasses, sirups
sirups and any mixalso edible molasses,
including also
sugar, including
consumption
ture
containing sugar
sugar (except
(except blackstrap
molasses and beet molasses).
molasses).
blackstrap molasses
ture containing

so- "Blackstrap
commercially somolasses' means
'(C) The
The term
means the commercially
"Blackstrap molasmolesblackstrap molasses'
term ' blackstrap
"(C)
es
designated
byproduct' of
cane-sugar industry, not used
used for
for s
of the cane-sugar
designated 'byproduct'
human
consumption or
the extraction of sugar.
for the
or for
human consumption
molasses."
"(D) The
The term
term 'beet
beet molasses'
commercially so-desig- "Beet molesses."
means the commercially
molasses' means
"(D)
human
for
not
industry,
nated
byproduct'
of
the
beet-sugar
used
human
beet-sugar
the
of
nated 'byproduct'
consumption
for the extraction of sugar.
or for
consumption or
"Raw sugar."
as defined above,
"(E) The
term 'raw
raw sugar'
sugar, as
above, "Raw
sugar."
any sugar,
means any
sugar' means
The term
"(E)
manufactured
or marketed
or brought into, the United States, in
in, or
marketed in,
manufactured or
any form
the purpose
purpose of being, or which shall be,
for the
whatsoever, for
form whatsoever,
any
disfurther refined
refined (or
(or improved
further prepared for disimproved in quality, or further
further
tribution
use).
tribution or use).
"Direct-consuption
means any sugar, as
"(F) The
The term
direct-consumption sugar'
sugar' means
as "Direct-consumption
term 'direct-consumption
"(F)
sugar
the
in,
defined
above,
manufactured
or
marketed
in,
or
brought
into,
sugar."
marketed
or
defined above, manufactured
United
form whatsoever,
to
whatsoever, for any purpose other than to
any form
in any
States in
United States
for
prepared for
(or improved in quality, or further prepared
be further
refined (or
further refined
be
distribution
use).
or use).
distribution or
value.""
"Raw value.
"(G) The
raw value
value'' means
means a
testing "Raw
standard unit of sugar testing
a standard
term ' raw
The term
"(G)
be
shall
All
ninety-six
sugar
degrees
by
the
polariscope.
taxes
shall
be
degrees
sugar
ninety-six
imposed and
and all
all quotas
shall be
be established
in terms of 'raw
raw value'
value'
established in
quotas shall
imposed
be
shall
sugar
all
and
for
purposes
of
quota
and
tax
measurements
measurements
tax
and
quota
of
purposes
for
and
translated
into terms
of ' raw
raw value'
value' according to regulations
regulations to be
terms of
translated into
direct-consumption Exception.
issued by
by the
in the case of direct-consumption
Exception.
except that in
Secretary, except
the Secretary,
issued
sugar beets the
from
States
sugar
produced in
in continental
continental United
sugar produced
one-hundredths times
raw
of such
sugar shall
times
be one and seven one-hundredths
shall be
such sugar
value of
raw value
thereof."
the
weight thereof."
the weight
Ante, p.36.
SEC. 3.
(a) The
first two
sentences of
of subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of section
section 9
9 Ante,
P. 36.
two sentences
The first
3. (a)
SEC.
Processingtax.
to
amended
are
amended,
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
amended
Processing
tax.
Act, as
of
Determination of
o
read
follows: ""The
shall be
rate.
be at such rate as equals rate.r
tax shall
processing tax
The processing
as follows:
read as
comfor
farm
the
difference
between
the
current
average
price
the
the difference between the current average
in
rts
t n results
if dconsumption,
except that if
commodity; except
modity and
the fair
value of
of the
Iftionof
tax
in re-c
the commodity;
exchange value
fair exchange
and the
modity
docamuessitnigc
causing
consumption.
the
on
rate
such
at
tax
the
that
the
has reason
reason to believe
believe
the tax at such rate on the
Secretary has
the Secretary
processing
of the
the commodity
commodity generally
generally or
for any
use or
surplus stooks.
or surplusstoeks.
particular use
any particular
or for
processing of
uses
cause such
in the
quantity of the commodity or
the quantity
reduction in
such reduction
will cause
uses will
products
as to
result in the accumulato result
consumed as
domestically consumed
thereof domestically
products thereof
tion of
of surplus
surplus stocks
commodity or
thereof or in the
products thereof
or products
the commodity
of the
stocks of
tion
then
depression
of
the
farm
price
of
the
commodity,
he shall cause
cause
commodity,
the
of
price
farm
the
of
depression
an appropriate investigation
investigation to
to be
be made
made and
and afford
tIvestigtlons.
and investigations.
notice and
due notice
afford due
an appropriate
ureduction
Rate
the
thereupon
If
parties.
interested
to
hearing
forthat
opportunity
opportunity
Secretary
finds
for
hearing
any such
to interested
result willparties.
occur, then
If thereupon
the processing
the th°rIzed*
Rate reduction

Secretary finds that any such result will occur then the processing thorised

tax
on the
processing of
the commodity
generally, or for any desigcommodity generally,
of the
the processing
tax on
thereof
nated
use or
or uses,
or as
as to
to any
products thereof
product or products
designated product
any designated
uses, or
nated use
for
any
designated
use
or
uses,
shall
be
at
such
rate
as
will
prevent
prevent
will
as
rate
such
at
be
shall
uses,
or
use
for any designated
such
stocks and
and depression
depression of the farm
surplus stocks
of surplus
accumulation of
such accumulation
price
of
the
commodity."
commodity."
the
of
price
(b) Subsection (b)
of section 9 of the Agricultural Adjustment
(b) Subsection (b) of section 9 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act,
as
amended
is
further
amended by
by adding
adding at the end thereof
thereof
amended
further
is
amended
Act, as
the following: "In the case of
sugar beets or sugarcane the rate of rat% bte
ost e
a
tc
pplied
the following: " In the case of sugar beets or sugarcane the rate of RSgar betsaetc.
tax shall be applied to
the
direct-consumption sugar,
resulting from
direct-consumption
dret-sumption
to
from
resulting
sugar,
direct-consumption
the
to
tax shall be applied
of sugaret.
the first
domestic processing,
into terms
terms of
of pounds
sugar'''.
pounds of
translated into
processing, translated
the first domestic
raw value
value according
according to
regulations
to
be
issued
by
the
Secretary
,of
of
Secretary
the
by
issued
be
to
to regulations
raw
Agriculture,
and the rate of tax to be so applied shall be the higher Determination of.
Agriculture, and the rate of tax to be so applied shall be the higher Detrm on
of the two
following quotients:
current
the current
between the
difference between
The difference
quotients: The
of the two following
average farm price and the fair exchange value
value (1)
(1) of
of a
ton
of
ton of
a
exchange
fair
the
and
price
farm
average
sugar beets
beets and
(2)
of
a
ton
of
sugarcane,
divided
in
the
case
of
case
the
in
divided
sugarcane,
of
and (2) of a ton
sugar
in
sugar i
therefrom of
extraction therefrom
average
each
ge extraction
of sugar
n
commodity by the avera
each commodity
terms of pounds of
of raw
value
(which
average
extraction
shall
be
be
shall
extraction
raw value (which average

terms of pounds

672
672
Tax rate not to excoed reduction
reduction of
ceed
of rate
rate
onpound
ofraw
und of
raw value.
4,
.
30
.
" Vol. 46, 1
3.
630 .
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determined from
from available
available statistics
statistics of
of the
the Department
.Agriculdetermined
Department of
of Agricul-

+„
re \•
except

ture);
except that such rate shall not exceed the amount of the reducur
tion by the President
raw value
value of
ton
President on a
apound of sugar raw
of the
the rate
rate .
ooff

duty in effect on January 1, 1934, under
under paragraph
paragraph 501
501 of
the Tariff
of the
Tariff
Act of
of 1930,
1930, as
as adjusted
of commercial
commercial reciprocity
reciprocity conconAct
adjusted to
to the
the treaty
treaty of
cluded between
cluded
between the
the United
United States
States and
and the
the Republic
Republic of
of Cuba
Cuba on
on
December
11, 1902,
1902, and/or
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
of December
December 11,
and/or the
December 17,
17,
1903, chapter
chapter 1."
1."
1903,
Commodity benefits.
SEa. 4.
4. Section
Section 8
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Act, as
as amend.ed,
amended,
8 of
SCommodityl
SEC.
Arnie, p. 35. bnefits
is amended
amended by
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following
following new
is
by adding
adding at
at the
new section:
section:
standards for
Standards
" SEC. 8a.
8a. (1)
(1) H
av i
ng due
due rega
rd to
for exer"SEc.
Having
regard
welfare of
of domestic
domestic
to the
the welfare
else of powers by Secre-

tofpowers
producers
to the
domestic consumers
consumers and
just
producers and
and to
the protection
protection of
of domestic
and to
to aajust
relation between
relation
between the
prices received
received by
by domestic
domestic producers
producers and
and
.
the
the prices
the
prices paid
paid by
by domestic
domestic consumers,
the Secretary
consumers, the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
may, in
in order
order to
to effectuate
effectuate the
the declared
policy of
of this
this Act,
Act, from
from
declared policy
time to
time, by
by orders
orders or
time
to time,
or regulations-regulations"(A) (i)
(i) Forbid processors,
Quotas to be fxed.
fixed.
"(11.)
others from
from
processors, handlers
handlers of
of sugar,
sugar, and
and others
Orders forbidding
importing,
Orders forbidding
processing,
importing sugar
sugar into
or
importing,
processing, importing
into continental
continental United
United States
States for
for consumption,
consumption, or
which
etc., inexcessf.
in excess of.
which shall
shall be
be consumed,
and/or from
to,
consumed, therein,
therein, and/or
from transporting
transporting to,
receiving in, processing or marketing in, continental
continental United
United States,
States,
and/or
and/or from processing in
in any
any area
which the
the provisions
of this
this
area to
to which
provisions of
respect to
title with respect
sugar beets
made appliapplito sugar
beets and
and sugarcane
sugarcane may
may be
be made
cable,; for
for consumption
cable
States, sugar
sugar from
from the
consumption in
in continental
continental United
United States,
the
Virgin Islands, the Philippine Islands, the
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, American
American
Samoa, the island
of Guam,
island of
Guam, and
and from
countries, including
from foreign
foreign countries,
including
Cuba, respectively,
excess of
respectively, in excess
of quotas
quotas fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
of
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture,
Agriculture, for
for any
any calendar
calendar year,
on average
quantities
year, based
based on
average quantities
Determination of
of therefrom brought
into continental
Determination
brought into or imported
imported into
continental United
States
United States
quotas.
uots.
for consumption,
consumption, or which was actually consumed, therein;
therein; during
respectively, in
such three years, respectively,
1925-1933, inclusive,
as
in the
the years
years 1925-1933,
inclusive, as
the Secretary
may,; from time to
to time,
time, determine
the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
to
determine to
Adjustment.
be the
representative respective
together
Adjustment.
be
the most
most representative
respective three years, adjusted, together
with the quotas established
established pursuant
pursuant to
paragraph (ii),
(in such
to paragraph
(ii), (in
such
manner as the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall determine)
determine) to
to the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the
total estimated
estimated consumption
consumption requirements
requirements of sugar
continental
sugar for
for continental
United States, determined pursuant
to subsection
subsection (2)
(2) of
section,
pursuant to
of this
this section,
after deducting
therefrom the
deducting therefrom
the quotas
quotas for
for continental
continental United
United States,
States,
Provisos.
provided
for by
(B) of
this subsection:
howStrcnsem.
provided for
by paragraph
paragraph (B)
of this
subsection: Provided,
Provided, howDirect-consumption
D irec
t-consumpt
ion ever, That in such quotas there may be i
ncl
ud
ed, i
n th e case ofth
e
sugar
from
insular peasugarfrominsuleppos
ever, That in such quotas there may be included
in
the
case
of
the
sesions include,
Virgin
Islands, the
Canal
Zone,
sessions included.
Virgin islands,
the Philippine
Philipdoine Islands, the
the Can
alZ
one ,American
Ameri
can
island of
Samoa, and
and the island
of Guam,
uam, direct-consumption
direct-consumption sugar
sugar up
up to
to an
an
exceeding the
amount not exceeding
re
ct- consump ti on
the respective
respective quantities
quantities of
of di
direct-consumption
or imported
sugar therefrom brought into or
imported into
into continental
United
continental United
States for consumption, or which was
actually consumed,
therein
was actually
consumed, therein
during the year 1981,
1931, 1932, or
or 1933,
1933, whichever
is greater,
greater, and
and in
in the
whichever is
the
rom Cuba.
case of Cuba,
Cuba, direct-consumption
From
case
direct-consumption sugar
sugar up
an amount
not exceedup to
to an
amount not
exceeding
centum of
of the
quota established
established for
for Cuba:
Cuba: And
ing 22
22 per
per centum
the quota
And provided
provided
Importswheredraw
filrrte That
That any
Imports
where draw further,
any imported
sugar, with
respect to
which aadrawback
imported sugar,
with respect
to which
drawback
back allowed deemed
nonquota.
of
duty is
under the
the p
rov i
si
ons ofsect i
on 313 of the Tariff
nonqlota.
of duty
allowed, under
is allowed,
provisions
of section
313 of the Tariff
Vol. 46, va.. 693.
Act
a 1930,
1930, shall
not be
charged against
against the
established by
by
Act of
shall not
be charged
the quota
quota established
the Secretary of Agriculture hereunder
hereunder for
for the
the country
country from
from which
which
such
such sugar was imported, and the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may,
may,
Readjustmets
per- by
orders or regulations, readjust
readjust any
subject to
Readjustments perby orders
any quota
quota subject
provisions
to the
the provisions
mated,
of this section, except quotas fixed by paragraph (B)
(B) of this subtiaunotheity;
egaandmay
Governor
Allotments;
lega - section; and
may allot (or appoint an oficer,
officer'including
including the
the G
overnor
uon
of authoritY•de
General
General of the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Isl
an d
s for
f
or that area,
area , in his name t
o allot)
all ot)
to
any quota, and readjust
readjust any such
suc h allotment,
from time
time to
to time,
time
allotment, from
among the processors
processors, t handlers of sugar and others;
others; and/or
an d
/or
2
cisr of Agriculture,
by Seretary
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Hawaii and Puerto
and Puerto
HOawaii
"(ii)
Forbid processors,
processors, handlers
of sugar,
and others
others from
from trans- Rico.
sugar, and
handlers of
"(ii) Forbid
porting
to, receiving
processing or
in, continental
continental
marketing in,
or marketing
in, processing
receiving in,
porting to,
of; importing
importing
Hawaii inQuotass of;
of Hawaii
in the
from processing
and/or from
United
United States,
States, and/or
processing in
the Territory
Territory of
in excess of, forbidden.
wain
or Puerto
continental United
United States, sugar
sugar
in continental
consumption in
for consumption
Rico for
Puerto Rico
or
from
the Territory
Hawaii or
or Puerto
in excess
excess of
of quotas
quotas
Rico, in
Puerto Rico,
of Hawaii
Territory of
from the
fixed
for any
calendar year,
year, based
based
any calendar
Agriculture, for
of Agriculture,
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
fixed by
on
average quantities
therefrom brought
into continental
continental United
United
brought into
quantities therefrom
on average
States for
or which
therein Determination of
consumed, therein
actually consumed,
was actually
which was
consumption, or
for consumption,
States
during such
such three
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively, in
the years
on os
quotarmis.
1925-1933, inclu- quotas.
years 1926-1933,
in the
during
sive,
the Secretary
Agriculture may,
time to
to time,
time, deterdeter- Adjustment.
from time
may, from
of Agriculture
Secretary of
as the
sive, as
mine to
be the
the most
most representative
representative respective
respective three
three years,
years, adjusted,
adjusted, Adjustment.
to be
mine
together
with the
quotas established
established pursuant
pursuant to
(i), (in
(in
paragraph (i),
to paragraph
the quotas
together with
such manner
as the
the remainder
of
remainder of
to the
determine) to
shall determine)
Secretary shall
the Secretary
manner as
such
the
consumption requirements
requirements of
of sugar
sugar for
for conconestimated consumption
total estimated
the total
tinental
determined pursuant
pursuant to
(2) of
subsection (2)
to subsection
States, determined
United States,
tinental United
this
section, after
after deducting
therefrom the
the quotas
continental
for continental
quotas for
deducting therefrom
this section,
United
States, provided
for by
by paragraph
paragraph (B)
(B) of
of this
subsection:
this subsection:
provided for
United States,
Proviso.
there may be included
quotas there
That in
Provided,
in such
such quotas
included Pronsumpton
however, That
Provided, however,
Direct-consumption
Direct-consumption
sugar
included.
direct-consumption
sugar
up
to
an
amount
not
exceeding
the
respecinluded.
sugar
direct-consumption sugar up to an amount not exceeding the respective
quantities of
of direct-consumption
direct-consumption sugar
into
brought into
therefrom brought
sugar therefrom
tive quantities
continental
United States
States for
for consumption,
consumption, or
or which
which was
was actually
continental United
consumed, therein
therein during
the year
1931, 1932,
1932, or
1933, whichever
whichever
or 1933,
year 1931,
during the
consumed,
is
greater, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
orders or reguby orders
may, by
of .Agriculture
Agriculture may,
is greater,
lations, allot
allot such
quotas and
any such
such allotment,
allotment, from
from
readjust any
and readjust
such quotas
lations,
time to
time, among
among the
others;
and others;
of sugar,
sugar, and
handlers of
processors, handlers
the processors,
to time,
time
and/or
and/or
Sugar from
"(B)
processors, handlers
of sugar,
sugar, and
mar- nentally
from contiSugar produced
contiand others
others from
from marhandlers of
"(B) Forbid
Forbid processors,
beets
or cane.
cane.
keting in,
or in
the current
competition with, or so as to or
current of, or in competition
in the
in, or
keting
Orders forbidding
ininforbidding
Orders
com- terference
burden, obstruct, or in any way affect, interstate or foreign cormcommerce
in commerce
terference
in
of quotas.
excessofquotas
merce,
from sugar
beets and/or
and/or sugarcane,
sugarcane, in
in excess
sugar beets
manufactured from
sugar manufactured
merce, sugar
produced
the continental
United States
beet-sugar-producing area,
area,
States beet-sugar-producing
in the
continental United
produced in
the
States of
and Florida,
Florida, and any
any other State or States
Louisiana and
of Louisiana
the States
in excess
excess of
quotas, for
any calendar
calendar year,
except as
Quotas
as Quotas.
year except
for any
following quotas,
of the
the following
in
Beet-sugarlrarea.
States beetprovided for
for in
in subsection
(2) of
beet- Beet-sugar
United States
section: United
of this
this section:
subsection (2)
provided
sugar
million five
five hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
short tons Louisiana and Florthousand short
and fifty
one million
area, one
sugar area,
1
)
an
be idOu.ln'""
raw
the States
of Louisiana
Florida, except
except as
as may
may be
and Florida,
Louisiana and
States of
ida.
value; the
raw value;
provided
under
paragraph
(C)
of
this
subsection,
hundred
and
anl
two
hundred
subsection,
this
of
(C)
palragraph
under
provided
I! Allotmestot
Allotments
and r....readsixty
thousand short
raw value;
value ;and
Secretary of
of it;•ri"'
j^a,,,,trme't.''
Agri- justments
and the
the Secretary
tons raw
short tons
sixty thousand
culture
by orders
orders or
or regulations,
such quotas
quotas and
and readjust
readjust
allot such
regulations, allot
may, by
culture may,
any such
such allotment,
from time
time to
time, among
processors.
aimong the processors.
to time,
allotment, from
any
handlers
and others; and/or
handlers of sugar, and
Quotas
for
small
"(C) For
For any
year, determine
less areas;
.nal
for basis
Quotas
not less
but not
the quota,
quota, but
determine the
any calendar
calendar year,
"(C)
raw value
ale
than
the
quota
provided
in
paragraph
(B),
for
any
area
producing
;
producing
area
any
for
(B),
in
paragraph
provided
than the quota
less than
hundred and
thousand long
sugar raw
raw
of sugar
tons of
long tons
fifty thousand
and fifty
two hundred
than two
less
value during
and/or
year; and/or
calendar year;
preceding calendar
the next preceding
value
during the
Separate
quotas for
for
quotas
Separate
Establish a
"(D) Establish
"(D)
a separate
separate quota or quotas for edible molasses
molasses sirups
for sugar
irups and
and for
sugar
mixtures.
and/or sirup
juice produced
produced in
in continental
States, mixtures.
United States,
continental United
of cane
cane juice
sirup of
and/or
in
edible molasses, sirups, and sugar mixfor edible
to, and/or for
in addition
addition to,
Deemed
ofr or
or
part of,
Deemed part
this title
title relates.
to which
which this
or areas
other area
tures
tures produced
produced in
in any
any other
area or
areas to
relates. addition
des
to other designated
quotas.
as part.
part. of
or in
addition to,
to, the
established pursuant
to ignated quotas.
pursuant to
quotas established
the quotas
in addition
of or
as
paragraphs (A)
to (C),
(C), inclusive,
inclusive, of
of this
this subsection,
subsection, for
use as
as such
for use
(A) to
paragraphs
and not
of sugar.
extraction of
the extraction
not for
for the
and
Consumption
rereC
ption
"(2)
(A) The
consumption requirements
of sugar
sugar for
for continental
continental quirements;
requirements of
The consumption
"(2) (A)
adjusting
quiremeits; adjusting
quotas
in
relation
United States,
the calendar
and for
each succeeding
quotas in relation
succeeding thereto.
for each
1934, and
year 1934,
calendar year
for the
States, for
United
calendar year,
be determined
determined by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture thereto
by the
shall be
year, shall
calendar
from available
available statistics
statistics of
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. The
of the
from
consumption requirements
shall, at
at such
as
intervals as
such intervals
determined shall,
so determined
requirements so
consumption
the Secretary
necessary to
the declared
policy and
declared policy
effectuate the
to effectuate
finds necessary
the
Secretary finds
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the purposes of
to meet
the actual
actual
of this
this Act,
Act, be adjusted by
by him
him to
meet the
requirements
consumer as
determined by
requirements of the consumer
as determined
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
of excess if
Proration of
"(B)
"(B) In the event that available statistics of the Department of
consumption require- »
,1
ments axceed estimate. Agriculture during the course
ments
any calendar
calendar
year
that the
the
course of any
year indicate
indicate that
consumption
consumption requirements
requirements of sugar for continental
continental United States
States
for such calendar year will exceed the amount of the consumption
consumption
requirements
requirements determined for that year, the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
may prorate such estimated excess amount on the basis
basis of
of the
the respecrespective quotas determined by and pursuant to
subsection (1)
to subsection
(1) of
of this
this
Proviso.
Proviso.
section: Provided,
however,
That for
for each
each calendar
year
there shall
shall
Provided,
however,
That
calendar
year
there
Allotment to continenital
nited States. be
to continental
States not
not less
than 30
be allotted to
continental United
nental United
United States
less than
30 per
per centum
centum
of any amount of consumption
requirements therefor above
consumption requirements
above six milmillion four hundred and fifty-two thousand short tons raw value.
Proration of
of eonconProration
(C) In
"(C)
In the event that available
available statistics of the Department of
sumption
requirements, when found less
ments,when
less Agriculture during the course of any calendar
calendar year
year indicate
indicate that
that the
the
than estimate.
than estimate.
consumption requirements
requirements of sugar for continental United. States
for
States for
such year will be less than the amount of the consumption
requireconsumption requirements determined for that year, the amount of
of such
such deficiency
deficiency may
may
be proportionately
proportionately deducted from the respective
respective quotas determined
determined
by and pursuant to paragraph (A)
(A) of subsection
this section.
subsection (1)
(1) of
of this
section.
Proration when
when cg
deProration
de(D)
If,
any
"(D)
If,
during
i
year,
calendar
any
producing
sunable
producing
area
is
ficiency in producingto
producing
ficienty
area.
are.
to produce and deliver its full quota of sugar, the Secretary of AgriAgriculture may prorate this deficiency
deficiency among the
the basis
basis
the other
other areas on the
of their respective
respective quotas and
ability to
the deficiency.
and ability
to supply
supply the
deficiency.
Deduction of surplus
surplus
Notithstandin the provisions
"(E)
(E) Notwithstanding
provisions of paragraphs
(C),
paragraphs (A)
(A) to
to (C)
stock from
quota.
stock
from quota.
inclusive of
of subsection (1)
(1) of this section, the Secretary
inclusive,
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculture may, in
effectuate the
declared policy
this Act,
in order
order to
to effectuate
the declared
policy of
of this
Act, from
from
time to ttime,
orders or
regulations, deduct
from the
the quotas
quotas for
ime, by ordes
or regulations,
deduct from
for
production, importing,
receiving, and/or
marketing, and/or
and/or from
from the
the
importing, receiving,
and/or marketing,
allotments thereof,
thereof, established
pursuant to
said paragraphs,
paragraphs, in
in any
any
established pursuant
to said
given year, an amount for
respectively, representing
the
for each
each year,
year, respectively,
representing the
produced in
that area,
area, or
or a
a portion
of the
surplus stocks
stocks of
of sugar
sugar produced
in that
portion of
the
total surplus stocks of sugar
in whole
in
suugar produced in that area, in
whole or
or in
accumulated in the year
part, which may have accumulated
year next
next preceding,
over
preceding, over
and above the quotas established for
for such
such year.
year.
Child labor.
"(3)
In order
more fully
fully to
to effectuate
the declared
sem3to
Agreements
to limit
"() Is
order more
effectuate the
declared policy
policy of
of this
this
or
or regulate.
regulate.
Act, as set forth in its declaration
declaration of policy, and to
to insure
insure the
the equiequitable division between
between producers and/or growers and/or
and/or the
the procesprocessors of sugar beets or sugarcane
suga mane of any of the proceeds
proceeds which
w hi ch may
may
growing,
be derived from the growi
ng, processing
processing and/or
and/or marketing
marketing of
of such
such
sugar beets or sugarcane, and the processing
processing and/or
marketing of
and/or marketing
of
byproducts thereof,
thereof, all
all agreements
agre emen t
s authorized
au th or i
ze d b
the products and
and byproducts
byy
this Act relating to sugar beets, sugarcane,
the products
product
s th
ereo f
sugarcane, or
or the
thereof
may contain
contain provisions
provisions which
will
limit or
regulate
child
labor,
and
which wic
i
or
regulate
child
labor
and
Minimum
wage proMinmum wage
Pro- will
fix minimum
will fix
minimum wages for workers or growers employed by
by the
the
visions.
producers
producers and/or processors of sugar beets and/or
and/or sugarcane
who
sugarcane who
are parties to such agreements;
agreements; and the Secretary, upon the request
request
of any producer,
produc
or grwer,
grower, or worker, or of any association
association of
of
producers,
producers, or growers, or workers,
workers, or of any processor, of sugar beets
AdjudicatingdisAdjudioatingdis- or sugarcane, is hereby authorized to adjudicate any dispute
as to
or sugarcane, is hereby
to
pates.
putes.
any of the terms under which
which sugar
or sugarcane
sugarcane are
are grown
grown
sugar beets
beets or
or are
to be
byproducts
or
are to
be grown
grown and/or marketed, and the sugar
sugar and byproducts
Secretary's
eretary's decision
decision
thereof
are
be marketed.
thereof
to
marketed. The decision and any determination
determination of
final.
the Secretary shall be final.
Penalties,
Penalties, etc.
etc.
"(4) Any
Any person
person willfully
willfully violating
violting any
"(4)
any order
order or regulation
regulation of
of
Violating Secretary's
orders,
etc.
rdeI
Seretary the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture issued under this section
section shall, upon
be punished
punished by
by a
of not
than $100.
$100.
a fine
fine of
not more
more than
llco exceeding conviction,
nctin, bie
Willfully
quota,eetc.
tc. t
quota,
(5) An
"(5)
Any person
person willfully
willfully exceeding
exceeding any
any quota
or allotment
allotment fixed
fixed
quota or
for him
under this
this title by the Seretry
for
him under
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and any
any
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other person knowingly participating, or aiding,
aiding., in the exceeding
exceeding
of said quota or allotment, shall forfeit to the United States a
a sum
equal to three times the current market value of such excess, which
which
forfeiture shall be recoverable
recoverable in aacivil suit brought in the name of
the United States.
"(6) The
The several
several district
courts of
of the
United States
are hereby
the United
States are
hereby
"(6)
district courts
vested
specifically to
enforce, and
and
and to prevent
prevent and
to enforce,
jurisdiction specifically
vested with
with jurisdiction
restrain any person from violating, the provisions of this section, or
agreement, or license heretofore
heretofore or hereof any order, regulation, agreement,
after made or issued pursuant to this title, in any proceeding
proceeding now
pending or hereafter brought in said courts.
it shall be the
Agriculture, it
ofthe
the request
request of
"(7)
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Upon the
"(7) Upon
attorneys of the United States, in their
duty of the several district attorneys
respective
directions of the Attorney General,
respective districts, under the directions
to institute proceedings to enforce the remedies and to collect the
forfeitures
provided for in, or pursuant to, this title.
title.
forfeitures provided
"(8)
"(8) The remedies provided for in this section shall be in addition to, and not exclusive of, any of the remedies or penalties provided
hereafter existing at law
elsewhere in this title or now or hereafter
vided for elsewhere
or in
in equity.
equity.
or
"(9)
as used
this title
includes an
an individual,
individual,
title includes
in this
used in
person ' as
term ' person'
The term
"(9) The
business unit."
partnership,
and any
any other business
association, and
corporation, association,
partnership, corporation,
SEC. 5.
5. Paragraph
Paragraph (6)
subsection (d)
(d) of
section 99 of
the AgriAgriof the
of section
of subsection
(6) of
SEC.
cultural
Adjustment Act,
.Act, as
hereby renumbered
(7).
renumbered (7).
is hereby
as amended,
amended, is
cultural Adjustment
SEC. 6.
6. Section
Section 9
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
the Agricultural
SEC.
9 of
of the
is
by adding
adding after
after subsection
subsection (e)
(e) thereof
the following
following
thereof the
is amended,
amended, by
new
subsection:
new subsection:
"(f)
purposes of
of this
title, processing
processing shall
shall be
be
this title,
of part
part 2
2 of
"(f) For
For the
the purposes
held
manufacturing."
held to
to include
include manufacturing."
S
EC. 7.
7. Subsection
Subsection (f) of
10 of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustof section 10
SEC.
ment Act,
as amended,
at
the period
period at
out the
by striking
striking out
is amended
amended by
amended, is
ment
Act, as
the
end of
of such
and adding
adding a
and the
the followa semicolon
semicolon and
subsection and
such subsection
the end
ing:
"except that, in the ease
sugarcane, the
case of sugar beets and sugarcane
ing: "except
President,
finds it
it necessary
necessary in order to effectuate
effectuate the declared
if he
he finds
President, if
policy
proclamation to make the prois authorized
authorized by proclamation
of this Act,
Act, is
policy of
visions
title applicable
applicable to the Philippine Islands, the Virgin
of this
this title
visions of
Islands,
the Canal Zone,
island of
and/or the island
Zone, and/or
Samoa, the
American Samoa,
Islands, American
Guam."
Guam."
SEC. 8.
8. Section
Section 15
of the
Adjustment Act,
amended,
Act, as amended,
Agricultural Adjustment
15 of
the Agricultural
SEC.
is
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the end thereof
thereof the following new
is amended
subsection:
subsection:
"(f) The
in his
discretion, is
is authorized
proclaauthorized by proclahis discretion,
The President,
President, in
"(f)
mation
decree that
collected from the
the taxes
taxes collected
that all or part of the
to decree
mation to
sugarcane in Puerto Rico, the Territory
processing.of sugar beets or sugarcane
of Hawaii,
Philippine Islands,
American
the Virgin
Virgin Islands, American
Islands, the
the Philippine
Hawaii, the
of
Samoa, the
Canal Zone,
the island
the provisions
provisions
Guam (if
(if the
island of
of Guam
and/or the
Zone, and/or
the Canal
Samoa,
thereto), and/or upon the processing
processing
applicable thereto),
of this title are made applicable
in continental
United States
States of
produced in,
or coming
coming from,
from,
in, or
of sugar
sugar produced
continental United
in
said
areas, shall
not be
be covered
fund of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
the general
general fund
covered into
into the
said areas,
shall not
of the
the United
United States
States but
but shall
held as
fund, in the
as a
a separate
separate fund,
be held
shall be
of
name of
the respective
respective area
and expended
expended
to be used and
related, to
area to which related,
of the
name
for
the benefit
benefit of
and/or paid
benefit paypayor benefit
as rental
rental or
paid as
agriculture and/or
of agriculture
for the
ments
connection with
reduction in the acreage,
reduction
acreage, or reduction
with the
the reduction
in connection
ments in
in the
both, of
sugar beets
beets and/or
and/or sugarsugarof sugar
market, or
or both,
for market,
the production
production for
in
cane,
used and
and expended
and for
markets and
of markets
for expansion
expansion of
expended for
and/or used
cane, and/or
removal of
products in
such areas,
areas, respectively,
respectively,
in such
agricultural products
of surplus
surplus agricultural
removal
Agriculture, with the
approval of the President,
the approval
Secretary of Agriculture,
as the Secretary
shall direct."
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title
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SEc.
Adjustment
S
EC. 9. Subsection
Subsection (a) of section
section 99of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
period after
Act,
amended, is further amended by striking out the period
Act, as amended,
the
word ""proclamation
proclamation ", in line
thereof aa
8, and inserting in lieu thereof
line 8,
the word
semicolon
the following:
following: "except
"except that,
that, in
in the
the case
of sugar
sugar
and the
case of
semicolon and
beets and
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall,
or before
before
shall, on
on or
the Secretary
beets
and sugarcane,
sugarcane, the
the thirtieth
day after
of this
proclaim
the
thirtieth day
after the
the adoption
adoption of
this amendment,
amendment, proclaim
that rental
payments with
with respect
that
rental or
or benefit
benefit payments
respect to
to said
said commodities
commodities are
are
Effective dats
date,
to be
be made,
made, and
and the
tax shall
in effect
on and
and after
after
Effective
to
the processing
processing tax
shall be
be in
effect on
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
day after
the date
adoption of
of this
this amendment.
the
after the
date of
of the
the adoption
amendment.
Marketing
Year.
the case
beets and
and sugarcane,
the calendar
calendar year
shall be
be
arketingyear.
of sugar
InIn the
case of
sugar beets
sugarcane, the
year shall
considered to
the marketing
marketing year
year and
and for
for the
1934 the
marconsidered
to be
be the
the year
year 1934
the marAnte, p.
keting year
shall begin
begin January
January 1,
1, 1934."
1934."
year shall
keting
p. 40.
40.
Ante,
SEo.
10. Section
Section 16
16 (a)
(a) (1)
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Act,
(1) of
of the
SEO. 10.
as
amended, is
is amended
by inserting
inserting at
at the
end thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
end
the
by
amended
as
amended,
Floor stocks.
Tax payments
payments on,
on,
" Such
Such tax
tax upon
articles imported
imported prior
custody
customs custody
prior to, but in customs
upon articles
Tbeax
m or control on, the effective date, shall be paid prior to release therebefore
release frfrom
or control on, the effective date, shall be paid prior to release thereo
customs.ee
customs.
retail
Payments in
in case
case of
of from. In the case of sugar, the tax on floor stocks, except the retail
sugar.
sugar.
stocks of
of persons
stocks
persons engaged
engaged in retail trade, shall be paid for the month
in
which the
the stocks
sold, or
used in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of other
in which
stocks are
are sold,
or used
other
articles, under
regulations prescribed
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
articles,
under rules
rules and
and regulations
prescribed by
of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue with
with the
approval of
of the
the
of
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Ante, p. 40.
40Treasury."
Treasury."
Ante.
Equalizing
S
EC. 11.
Section 15
15 (e)
(e) of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
as
Act, as
11. Section
SEc.
on
tax on
g tax
EAqazm
Imports.
amended,
is amended
in lines
lines 33and
and 4
"in
amended, is
amended by
by striking
striking out
out in
4 the
the words
words 'e
in
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
partly";
by
chief value
value ",
", and
inserting in
word ""partly
"; by
inserting in
in line
line 7,
after the
the comma
comma following
following the
apply ",,
inserting
7, after
the word
word "
" apply
the words
whether imported
merchandise, or
as a
a container
of
the
words "
" whether
imported as
as merchandise,
or as
container of
merchandise,
merchandise' or otherwise"
otherwise" followed by a
a comma;
comma; and
and by
by insertinserting in
ing
the word
"processing ", the
the words
words "of
"of such
in line 9, after the
word "processing",
such
Ante,
commodity
commodity "..
40.
Ant, p. 40.
SEc.
SFR. 12.
12. Section
Section 17
17 (a)
(a) of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, as
as
amended,
amended,
effective as
as of
of the
the date
date of
enactment of
of
ame
d, is amended,
effective
of the
the enactment
Exportation of taxfollows:
tax- the said Act, to read as follows:
Exportation
parerurnogs
authorized.
(a) Upon
Upon the
exportation to any
(and/or to
pRe
dsuthorized
the exportation
"" (a)
any foreign
foreign country
country (and/or
the Philippine
Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands,
American Samoa,
Islands, American
Samoa, the
the
the island
island of
any product
product with
respect
Canal Zone,
Zone, and
and the
of Guam)
Guam) of
of any
with respect
to which a
a tax
tax has been
been paid
paid under
under this title, or of any product
product
processed wholly or partly
partly from a
acommodity with respect
respect to which
which
or commodity
tax has
paid under
under this
this title,
the tax
product or
commodity a
a tax
has been
been paid
title, the
tax
due an
and paid
paid shall
refunded. The
refund shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
the
shall be
be refunded
e refund
to the
exporter
onsignor nmed
exporter or to the consignor
named in the
the bill
bill of
of lading
under which
which
lading under
the product
product is exported
exported„ as
as determined
determined under
prescribed
under regulations
regulations prescribed
of the
the
approval
Revenue,
with
Inter
nal
Commissioner
ethe
b
to
pplcabity
Applicability
exby
Commissioner
of
Internal
Revenue,
approval
ports to certain
vertaln TS.
U.Rv
possessions.
possessions.
Secretary of the Treasury. In
the case
case of
of sugar
beets and
and sugarsugarSecretary
In the
sugar beets
this subsection shall
cane, this
applicable to
to exports
exports of
of products
products
shall be
be applicable
thereof to the Philippine
ilippine Islands, the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, American
American
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone'and/or
the island
only if
if this
thi s titl
anoa
the
of Guam
"Product"
defined Samoa,
and/or the
island of
Guam only
titlee
"
Product" defined.
•
dwith
ith respect to sugar beets and
and sugarcane is not
not made
made applicable
applicable
p for thereto. The term ''product'
product exported
as
product' includes
includes any
any product
exported as
Processing for exportatio.
T merchandise,
aerchandise or as aa container for merchandise,
tation.
merchandi se' or otherwise."
otherwise."
Ante,p.4.
SmEC.
Ante, P. 4.
Sno. 13. Section 17 (h)
(b) of the Agricultural
AgriculturalAdjustment Act,
Act, as
amended, is amended by striking out in line 6 the words "in chief
Connodity
Commodity benefits.
benefits. amended, is amended by striking out in line 6 the words " in chief
".
Awte,
value"
Ante, p.
p. 3.
34.
value" and inserting in lieu thereof the word ""partly ".
SEo.
Agricultural AdjustSEM 14. Subsection
Subsection (1)
(1) of section 88 of the Agricultural
ment Act, as amended, is amended by striking
out the
period at
at
striking out
the period
Payments
'o
f the end of
of the
first sentence,
sentence, and
lieu thereof
semiPaments
ease
ofgathe first
and inserting
inserting in.
thereof aa semiin lieu
sugar
beets inr
or °le
sugareane.
"and,
cane,
colon and the following: "
and, in the case of sugar beets or sugarcane, in the event that it
it shall be established
established to
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
to the
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture that returns to growers or producers,
the Secretary
under the contracts for the 1933-1934
1933-1934 crop of sugar beets or sugar-

processing

Processhig tax;
tax; rental
and benefit payments.
Ante,pa
P. 35y.
s.
Ante,
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cane, entered
between the
the processors
processors and producers
and between
by and
into by
entered into
cane,
payment of
and/or
growers
thereof,
were
reduced
by
reason
of the
the payment
reason of
by
reduced
were
thereof,
growers
and/or
the processing
processing tax,
and/or the
corresponding floor-stocks
floor-stocks tax, on
the corresponding
tax, and/or
the
sugar beets
or sugarcane,
sugarcane, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the foregoing
rental or
foregoing rental
beets or
sugar
benefit payments,
to make
representing in
in whole
whole or
or to Producers agreeing
payments, representing
such payments,
make such
payments, to
benefit
to
agreeing
to to acreage reduction.
in
part
such
tax,
as
the
Secretary
deems
fair
and
reasonable,
uotionln.
g
reasonable,
and
fair
deems
Secretary
the
as
tax,
in part such
producers
who agree,
agree, or
agreed, to
to participate
participate in
in the
the program
program
have agreed,
or have
producers who
for
the acreage
orr reduction
reduction
in the
the production
for
production for
reduction in
acor
in the
reduction in
for reduction
market,
or both,
both, of
sugar beets
beets or
sugarcane."
or sugarcane."
of sugar
market, or
SEo. 15.
13 of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
le tax;
taVer
ter-Duration oof
as miluatr
Act, as
Adjustment Act,
Section 13
15. Section
SEC.
amended, is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after the
the first
first sentence
powe
po. rs.
the
thereof the
sentence thereof
amended,
Ante, p.
39.
p. 39.
the case
case of
of sugar
sugarcane, the taxes pro- Ante,
and sugarcane,
beets and
sugar beets
In the
" In
following: "
vided
by
this
title
shall
cease
to
be
in
effect,
the
powers
vested
and
vided by this title shall cease to be in effect,
in
the President
in the
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall terminate
Secretary of
the Secretary
or in
President or
in the
amendment
at
end of
of three
years after
adoption of this amendment
the adoption
after the
three years
the end
at the
unless
this title
be in effect at an earlier date, as hereinceases to be
title ceases
unless this

above
provided."
amended.
Ante, p.
41, amended.
above provided."
Ante,
p. 41,
SEC. 16.
Adjustment Act,
amended, is
as amended,
Act, as
Agricultural Adjustment
The Agricultural
16. The
SEc.
amended
by the
the addition
of the
following new section numbered
the following
addition of
amended by
",4 20
20 /7"::
Penalty provisions.
Pltpro
"
SEC. 20.
20. (a)
(a) Whoever
Whoever in
in connection
connection with
the purchase
purchase of,
of, or offer False
representation&
with the
" SEC.
to purchase,
any commodity,
commodity, subject
any tax
under this title, or
tax under
to any
subject to
purchase, any
to
which is
to be
subjected to
to any
any tax
tax under
this title, makes any stateunder this
be subjected
is to
which
ment,
written
or
oral,
(1)
intended
or
calculated
to
person
n
any person
lead any
to lead
calculated
or
intended
(1)
oral,
or
ment, written
to believe
that any
market price
or the
the ket
pritions in marm
ket price.
price or
the market
from the
deducted from
amount deducted
any amount
believe that
to
this
agreed
price
of
the
commodity
consists
of
a
tax
imposed
under
imposed
tax
a
of
consists
commodity
the
of
price
agreed
title,
(2) ascribing
part of
the deduction
from the
the
deduction from
of the
particular part
ascribing aa particular
or (2)
title, or
market
agreed price
price of
to a
atax
imposed
tax imposed
commodity to
the commodity,
of the
the agreed
or the
price or
market price
under
this title,
title, knowing
knowing that
statement is
false or
that the tax
tax
or that
is false
such statement
that such
under this
the
or
is
not
so
great
as
the
amount
deducted
from
the
market
price
the
price
market
the
from
deducted
amount
the
as
great
so
not
is
agreed
price of
of the
the commodity,
ascribed to
such tax,
tax, shall
be guilty
guilty Punishment for.
shall be
to such
commodity, ascribed
agreed price
of
misdemeanor and,
upon conviction
punished by
by Punishment for
be punished
shall be
thereof, shall
conviction thereof,
and, upon
a misdemeanor
of a
a
fine of
more than
$1,000 or
not exceeding
exceeding
for not
imprisonment for
by imprisonment
or by
than $1,000
not more
of not
a fine
six months
atnoncer
both.
or both.
six
months, or
"(b) Whoever
in connection
with the
of any
commodity firtenanta
oong. .
smproea na. °°ncern
any commodity
processing of
the processing
connection with
"(b) Whoever in
toll,
for
commercially,
whether
title,
this
subject
to
any
tax
under
whether
comme
rciall
y
,
for
toll,
under
tax
any
to
subject
upon an
or otherwise,
otherwise, makes
any statement,
written or
or
statement, written
makes any
exchange, or
an exchange,
upon
oral,
(1)
intended
or
calculated
to
lead
any
person
to
believe
that
that
believe
to
person
any
lead
to
calculated
or
oral, (1) intended
any part
the charge
charge for
processing, whether
whether commercially,
commercially,
said processing,
for said
of the
part of
any
for toll,
upon
an
exchange,
or
otherwise,
consists
of
tax imposed
imposed
a tax
of a
consists
otherwise,
or
exchange,
an
for toll upon
under this
title, or
particular part
for
charge for
the charge
of the
part of
a particular
ascribing a
(2) ascribing
or (2)
this title,
under
processing,
whether
commercially,
for
toll,
upon
an
exchange,
or
or
exchange,
an
upon
toll
for
commercially,
processing, whether
otherwise, to
under this
this title,
such statestatethat such
knowing that
title, knowing
imposed under
tax imposed
to aatax
otherwise,
ment is
or that
that the
the tax
is not
not so
so great
as the
the amount
charged
amount charged
great as
tax is
false, or
ment is false,
for
said processing
to such
such tax
shall be
guilty of
misdeof aamisdebe guilty
tax, shall
ascribed to
processing ascribed
for said
meanor,
and
upon
conviction
thereof,
shall
be
punished
by
a
fine of
of
fine
a
by
punished
be
shall
thereof,
conviction
upon
meanor, and
not more than
or by
by imprisonment
six
exceeding six
not exceeding
for not
imprisonment for
$1,000 or
than $1,000

not more
months or
both.
months,
months,
"(c) or both. in connection with any
any settlement,
O.
emd es. con•
contract , mbstatometl
under aacontract
settlement, under
"(c) Whoever in connection with
to buy any commodity, and/or
to
sell
such
commodity,
or
any
prodprodany
or
commodity,
such
sell
to
and/or
buy any commodity,
to
uct or byproduct thereof, subject to any tax
this title,
makes
title, makes
under this
subject to any tax under
or byproduct thereof,
uct
any statement, written or
or oral,
oral, (1)
(1) intended
intended or
or calculated
calculated to
to lead
lead any
any
any statement, written
person to believe that any
the gross
gross sales
sales
from the
deducted from
amount deducted
person to believe that any amount
price, in arriving at the basis of settlement under the contract, conthe basis of settlement under the contract, conprice, in arriving at this
sists of a tax under this
title,
(2) ascribing
ascribing a
particular amount
amount
a particular
or (2)
title, or
tax under
of a from
sists
deducted
the gross sales price, m arriving at the
settleof settlebasis of
the basis
at
gross sales price, mi arriving
the
from
deducted
ment under the contract, to a tax imposed under this title, knowing
ment under the contract, to a tax imposed under this title, knowing
that such statement is
is false,
false, or
the tax
so great
the
as the
great as
not so
is not
tax is
that the
or that
such statement
that
amount so
deducted and/or
and/or ascribed
ascribed to
to such
such tax
be guilty
guilty of
of a
a
shall be
tax tshall
so deducted
amount
misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction
thereof, shall
punished by
by aa
be punished
shall be
conviction thereof,
and, upon

misdemeanor,
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fine of
of not
more than
$1,000 or
for not
exceeding
fine
not more
than $1,000
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
not exceeding
six months,
months, or
or both."
both."
six
Floor stocks.
stocks.
SEC.
Agricultural Adjustment
S
EC. 17.
17. Section 16 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, as
40.
Ante, p.
p. 40o
amended,
is amended by adding the following
following new
new subsections:
subsections:
Prior imports, duty
"(c) (1)
(1) Any
Any sugar,
imported prior
to the
the effective
of aapro"(c)
sugar, imported
prior to
effective date
date of
propaid.
cessing tax
on sugar
and sugarcane,
with respect
respect to
to which
.
cessing
tax on
sugar beets
beets and
sugarcane, with
which itit is
established (under
regulations prescribed
by the
Commissioner of
of
established
(under regulations
prescribed by
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
of the
Internal
with the
of the
Secretary of
the
Treasury)
there was
the time
importation a
a duty
duty at
at
Treasury) that
that there
was paid
paid at
at the
time of
of importation
Sugar held
sugar
under the rate in effect
effect on January
January 1,
(2) any sugar
held on
on
1,
1934,
and
(2)
sugar
held
contract.
contract.
April 25, 1934, by, or to be delivered
delivered under a
contract of
of
a bona
bona fide
fide contract
sale entered
into prior
25, 1934,
1934, to,
to, any
any manufacturer
manufacturer or
or
sale
entered into
prior to
to April
April 25,
converter, for
production of
of any
any article
article (except
(except sugar)
converter,
for use
use in
in the
the production
sugar)
Processed
from sugar and not for ultimate
rocessed fromsugar
ultimate consumption
and (3)
any article
consumption as sugar,
sugar, and
(3) any
article
beets, cane, etc.
beets,
cane, etc.

(except sugar) processed
processed wholly or in chief value from sugar beets,

Certain tax
refunds
Certain
tax refunds
not to apply.

Secretary authorized
authoried
tecretary
to
make purchases
from

surplus stocks.

Price;
disposal of, etc.
Price;disposalof,etc.

Ante, p.
Ae,
pr.672.
{672.
Not included
clude
quota.
Use of receipts.
sftreceipts.
Ante,
p. 38.

uota

in

sugarcane, or
or any
product thereof,
thereof, shall
shall be
be exempt
exempt from
from taxation
sugarcane,
any product
taxation
subsection (a)
of this
section, but
but sugar
in customs
under subsection
(a) of
this section,
sugar held
held in
customs
custody or control on
on April
April 25, 1934,
exempt from
from taxa1934, shall
shall not
not be
be exempt
taxation
(a) of
of this
this section,
section, unless
the rate
of duty
duty
tion under
under subsection
subsection (a)
unless the
rate of
paid upon
upon the
withdrawal thereof
thereof was
rate of
of duty
duty in
in effect
effect on
on
paid
the withdrawal
was the
the rate
January 1, 1934. The provisions
provisions of paragraph
paragraph (2) of subsection (a)
(a)
of this section
section shall not apply in the case
case of sugar beets or sugarcane
or
products thereof.
or the products
thereof.
"(d)
The Secretary
Secretary of
is authorized
authorized to
to purchase,
purchase, out
out
Agriculture is
of Agriculture
"(d) The
of such
proceeds of
of taxes
as are
are available
available therefor,
therefor, during
during the
such proceeds
taxes as
the period
period
this Act
Act is
in effect
respect to
sugar beets
beets and
sugarcane, not
not in
this
is in
effect with
with respect
to sugar
and sugarcane,
in
excess
of three
thousand tons
of sugar
excess of
three hundred
hundred thousand
tons of
sugar raw
raw value
value from
from the
the
surplus
in the
United
surplus stocks
stocks of
of direct-consumption
direct-consumption sugar
sugar produced
produced in
the United
States beet-sugar area, at a
of the
rk
etp
ri
ce
a price
price not in excess
excess of
the ma
market
price
for direct
direct consumption
consumption sugar
purchase, and
and to
to dispose
sugar on
on the date of
of purchase,
dispose
of
sale or
or otherwise,
otherwise, including
including distribution
distribution to
to any
any
of such
such sugar by sale
organization
for the
the relief
of the
unemployed, under
such conditions
organization for
relief of
the unemployed,
under such
conditions
and
at such
times
.
as will
will tend
tend to
effectuate th
ecl
are d p
oli cy o
and at
such times
as
to effectuate
thee d
declared
policy
off
bee included
section 8a of this Act. The
. sugar so purchased
purchased shall not
notb
i
ncl
ud
ed
in the quota for the United States
States beet-sugar area. All proceeds
received
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, in
of the
the
by the
in the
the exercise
exercise of
received by
powers
powers granted hereby,
appropriated to
to be
the SecSechereby, are
are appropriated
be available
available to
to the
retary of
for the
the purposes
purposes described
described in
subsections (a)
retary
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
in subsections
(a)
and (b)
(b) of section 12 of this Act."
Act."
Approved, May
11.23 a.m.
Approved,
May 9,
9, 1034,
1934, 11.23
a.m.

[CHAPTER 264.]
2041
[CHAPTER

May9,
May 9, 1934.
IS.
s. 2923.]
222.]
(Public, No. 214.1
iPublic,
214.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to promote the circulation of reading matter
matter
among the
the blind",
blind", approved
supplemental thereto.
among
approved April
April 27,
27, 1904,
1904, and
and Acts
Acts supplemental
m

the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
ted by
bF te
Be it
it ena
enacted
the Senate and
Promoting circulation of reading matter U
ted States
States of America
United
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act
America in
in. Congress
Congress assenbfled,
for
or the
the blind.
blind

Vol. 33, p. 313; Vol.

3, p313;
37,Vol
p. 551;
Vol. 43,Vop.
66S
668.

.

l

.C.
p.12

p. 1217.

Franking privilege
priiegoe
Franking
extended to sound proextended
duction
duetion records.
records.

entitled "An
'An Act
the circulation
circulation of
of reading
entitled
Act to
to promote
promote the
reading matter
matter among
among
Stat. 313),
2, 1904 (33 Stat.
the blind,
blind ", approved April 27,
313), the supplemental
provision
provision in
of the
the Post
Post Office
Act for
for 1913,
1913,
in section
section 1
1 of
Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act
approved
approved August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 551), and the joint resolution
entitled ""Joint
Joint resolution
transmission
resolution to provide for the free transmission
rou7. the mails of certain publications
through
for the
publications for
the blind
blind ",
", approved
approved
June 7,
(43 Stat.
668; U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title
39, ch.
8, sec.
be, and
and
June
1, 1924
1924 (43
Stat. 668;
title 39,
ch. 8,
sec. 331),
331), be,
the same are hereby, amended to read as follows:
followsi Books,
ooks pamphlets,
and other
other reading
reading matter
matter published
either in
"
pamphlets, and
published either
in
rased
characters,
whether
prepared
by
hand
or
printed,
or
in the
raised characters, whether prepared by hand
form of sound reproduction
reproduction records for the use of the blind, in pack-
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ages not
not exceeding
twelve pounds
containing no
weight, and containing
in weight,
pounds in
exceeding twelve
ages
when sent by
unsealed,
advertising
or
other
matter
whatever,
unsealed,
and
by
whatever,
matter
other
advertising or
a loan
public
the blind,
blind, or
or by
by any
any public libraries, as a
for the
institutions for
public institutions
the latter to such institutions
to blind
blind readers,
readers, or
or when
returned by the
when returned
to
or
libraries; magazines,
magazines, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and other regularly issued
public libraries;
or public
prepared
publications
in
such
raised
characters,
whether
prepared by hand or
whether
characters,
publications in such raised
printed, or
on sound
sound reproduction
records (for the use of the blind),
reproduction records
or on
printed,
which contain
for which
subscription fee
which no subscription
and for
advertisements and
no advertisements
contain no
which
Regulations.
is
charged, shall
shall be
free of Regulations.
in the United States mails free
transmitted in
be transmitted
is charged,
may
General
postage
and
under
such
regulations
as
the
Postmaster
General
may
Postmaster
the
as
regulations
postage and under such
prescribe.
prescribe.
Bibles.
"Volumes of
of the
Holy Scriptures,
published Bibles.
part thereof, published
any part
or any
Scriptures, or
the Holy
"Volumes
printed,
or
hand
either
raised characters,
characters, whether
whether prepared
prepared by
in raised
either in
or
in the
form of
of sound
sound reproduction
reproduction records
records for the use of the blind,
the form
or in
which do
contain advertisements
advertisements (a)
(a) when furnished by an
not contain
do not
which
organization,
institution,
or
association
not
private
conducted for private
not conducted
association
or
organization, institution,
profit,
to a
blind person
person without
without charge,
transmitted in the
be transmitted
shall be
charge, shall
a blind
profit, to
United
postage; (b)
furnished by an
when furnished
(b) when
of postage;
free of
mails free
States mails
United States
organization, institution,
or association
association not
not conducted
conducted for private
private
institution, or
organization,
profit to
blind person
person at
price not
not greater
greater than the cost price
a price
at a
to aa blind
profit
Postage rate.
rate.
Postage
thereof,
shall be
in the
the United
United States
States mails at the postage
transmitted in
be transmitted
thereof, shall
Re
gulations.
Regulations.
rate of
or fraction
fraction thereof;
regulaunder such regulathereof; under
pound or
each pound
for each
cent for
of 11cent
rate
tions as
as the
the Postmaster
prescribe.
may prescribe.
General may
Postmaster General
tions
letTransmission
of letTransmission of
"All letters
letters written
written in
point print
print or
or raised
characters or on sound
sound ters.
raised characters
ters.
in point
"All
reproduction
records
used
by
the
blind,
when
unsealed,
shall
be
unsealed,
reproduction records used by the blind, when
transmitted through
through the
the mails
third-class matter."
matter."
as third-class
mails as
transmitted
9,
Approved,
May
1934.
May
Approved,
[CHAPTER
265.]
[CHAPTER 265.]

AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the
coinage of
of 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces in
in commemoration
commemoration of the threethe coinage
To
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
the founding
Maryland.
of Maryland.
Province of
the Province
of the
founding of
of the
hundredth

May 9,
9, 1934.
1934.
May
2966.]
(S.
[S. 2966.1
215.]
No.
[Public,
[Public, No. 2131

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
of Sn-ent
Joaglae
nd a
nt
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
commem- C(oinage
in commemThat, in
assembled, That,
in Congress
America in
United States
ommmorat
l
the
of
oration
of
the
three-hundredth
anniversary,
of
the
founding
of
the
pieces
commemo'
Min
g
founding
the
of
anniversary
three-hundredth
the
of
oration
Province of
there shall
shall be
be coined
by the
Director of the il,,i.
f
ing of, authorthe Director
coined by
Maryland, there
of Maryland,
Province
Mint
twenty-five thousand silver
i1e(7.
50-cent pieces of standard size,
Mint twenty-five thousand silver 50-cent pieces of standard size,
weight,
and
fineness
and
of
a
special
appropriate design
design to be fixed
weight, and fineness and of a special appropriate
by
the
Director
of
the
Mint,
with
the
approval
of
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
approval
the
with
Mint,
the
of
the Director
by
the Treasury, but the
the United
States shall
shall not
Expenses.
the Expenses.
to the
subject to
be subject
not be
United States
tfle Treasury, but
expense of making
models for
preparations
other preparations
or other
dies or
master dies
for master
the models
making the
expense of
for this
coinage.
this coinage.
for
ar.
Iued at
SEC. 2.
the coins
coins herein
authorized shall
be issued
issued at
at par
and Issued
at par.
par and
shall be
herein authorized
That the
2. That
SEC.
Maryland
only
upon
the
request
of
the
chairman
or
secretary
of
the
Maryland
the
of
secretary
or
only upon the request of the chairman
Tercentenary
Commission.
Tercentenary Commission.
Disption.
S
EC. 3.
3. Such
Such coins
coins may
at par
par or
or at
at aapremium by Disposition.
of at
disposed of
be disposed
may be
SEC.
said
Commission
and
all
proceeds
shall
be
used
in
furtherance
of
the
furtherance
in
used
be
shall
proceeds
all
and
said Commission
Maryland
projects.
Commission projects.
Tercentenary Commission
Maryland Tercentenary
applicble.
Lws applicable.
S
EC.
4.
That all
all laws
now
in
force relating
to the
subsidiary silver Laws
the subsidiary
to
relating
force
in
now
laws
That
4.
SEC.
coins
of
the
United
States
and
the
coining
or
striking
of
same;
the
of
striking
or
coining
coins of the United States and the
regulating and
of coinage;
providing for the
coinage; providing
process of
the process
guarding the
and guarding
regulating
purchase
of
material,
and
for
the
transportation,
distribution, and
purchase of material, and for the transportation, distribution,
redemption
of
the
coins;
for
the
prevention
of
debasement
or coundebasement
of
prevention
the
for
coins;
the
of
redemption
any other purposes,
terfeiting;
the coin;
coin; or
for any
or for
of the
security of
for security
terfeiting; for
whether said
are penal
penal or
otherwise, shall,
shall, so far as applicable,
or otherwise,
laws are
said laws
whether
apply to
the coinage
coinage herein
herem directed.
to the
apply
Approved,
9, 1934.
1934.
May 9,
Approved, May
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[Public,
[Public, No. 216.]
REVENUE
REVENUE ACT
ACT
1934.
OF 1934.

SESS. II.
II. CH.
10, 1931.
1934.
SESS.
CH. 277.
277. MAY
MAY 10,
AN ACT
ACT

To
provide revenue,
equalize taxation,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
taxation, and
for other
To provide
revenue, equalize

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Be it
United
States of
assembled, That
this Act,
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That this
Act,
following Table of
divided into titles and sections according to the following
Contents,
may be
be cited
cited as
Revenue Act
of 1934
1934 "
"::
as the
the "
" Revenue
Act of
Contents, may
CONTENTS
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Table of contents.
INCOME
INCOME TAX, P.
683.
683.

TITLE I-INCOMIE
I- INCOME TAX
TAX
TITLE

INTRODUCTORY
INTRODUCTORY
PROVISIONS, P. 683.
PROVISIONS,

SUBTITLE
A-INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS
SUBTITLE A-INTRODUCTORY
PROVISIONS
Sec. 1.
1.
Sec.
Sec. 2.
2.
See.
Sec. 3.
3.
See. 4.
See.
4,

Application
of title.
title.
Application of
Cross
Cross references.
references.
Classification of
of provisions.
provisions.
Classification
Special
Special classes
classes of
of taxpayers.
taxpayers.
SUBTITLE B-GENERAL
B-GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

GENERAL PROPROGENERAL
VISIONS,
684.
VISIONS, P. 684.

I- RATES OF
PART I-RATEs
OF TAX

Rates of tax, p. 684.
Rates

Sec.
Sec. 11. Normal tax on individuals.
Sec.
12. Surtax
on individuals.
individuals.
See. 12.
Surtax on
See.
on corporations.
corporations.
Sec. 13.
13. Tax on

PART II-COMPUTATION
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II- COMPUTATION OF NET I
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Net income compu-

Net income computation, p. 686.

Sec. 21.
21.
Sec. 22.
22.
Sec.
Sec.
23.
Sec. 23.
Sec. 24.
Sec.
24.
Sec. 25.
25.
Sec.
Sec. 26.
26.
Sec.
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Gross income.
Deductions from
from gross
Deductions
gross income.
income.
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of
individual
against
net income.
Credits of individual against net
income.
Credits of
corporation against
income.
net income.
Credits
of corporation
against net
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Credits against tax,
p. 693.
693.

Sec. 31. Taxes of foreign
foreign countries and possessions
possessions of United States.
Sec. 32.
Taxes withheld at source.
source.
Sec.
32. Taxes
Sec. 33.
overpayments.
for overpayments.
Sec.
33. Credit
Credit for
PA.T
IV--ACOUTIuWO NG P
PERIODS
PART IV--ACCOUNTING
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Accounting, p. 694.
694.
Accounting,

Sec. 41,
rule,
41. General
General rule.
Sec,
See. 42, Period in which items of gross income included.
Sec.
Sec. 43. Period for which deductions
deductions and credits taken.
See.
Sec. 44, Installment basis.
Sec. 45. Allocation
See.
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See.
Sec. 57.
See.
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Sec.
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returns.
Corporation returns.
Corporation
Time and place for filing returns.
Records and special
special returns.
returns.
Publicity
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Payment
Payment of
of tax.
tax.
Examination
Examination of return and determination of tax.
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Sec. 61.
61.
See.
Sec. 62.
Sec. 63.
Sec. 64.
64.

Laws
made applicable.
applicable.
Laws made
Rules and regulations.
regulations,
in lieu of taxes under 1932 Act.
Taxes in
Act,
Short
Short title.
title,
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73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH. 277.
CII.

PROVISIONS
SUBTITLE C-SUPPLEMENTAL
C-SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS
SUBTITLE
SUPPLEMENT A-RATES OF TAX
SUPPLEMENT
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

101.
101.
102.
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103.
103.
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SUPPLEMENTAL
SUPPLEMENTAL
PROVISIONS,
P. 700.
700.
PROVISIONS, P.

Exemptions
from tax on corporations.
Exemptions from
surplus.
Surtax on
corporations improperly
improperly accumulating
accumulating surplus.
on corporations
Surtax
countries.
corporations of certain foreign
Rates
on citizens
foreign countries.
and corporations
citizens and
tax on
of tax
Rates of
SUPPLEMENT
B-COMPUTATION OF NET INCOME
SUPPLEMENT B-COMPUTATION

Sec.
111.
Sec. 111.
Sec. 112.
112.
Sec.
Sec.
113.
Sec. 113.
Sec.
114.
Sec. 114.
Sec.
115.
Sec. 115.
Sec.
116.
Sec. 116.
Sec.
117.
Sec. 117.
Sec.
118.
Sec. 118.
See. 119.
119.
Sec.
Sec.
120.
Sec. 120.

Net
income
income
Net
puted, p.
p. 703.
703.
puted,

comcom-

loss.
or loss.
recognition of, gain
Determination of
gain or
amount of, and recognition
of amount
Determination
Recognition
Recognition of gain or loss.
Adjusted basis
determining gain or loss.
for determining
basis for
Adjusted
Basis
for depreciation
depreciation and depletion.
Basis for
Distributions
Distributions by corporations.
Exclusions
Exclusions from gross income.
Capital gains
gains and losses.
Capital
Loss
from wash
sales of
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wash sales
Loss from
Income from
sources within
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from sources
Income
Unlimited
for charitable
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charitable and
deduction for
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against tax,
Credits
p. 718.
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Taxes of
of foreign
countries and
United States.
possessions of United
and possessions
foreign countries
131. Taxes
Sec. 131.
SUPPLEMENT D-RETURNS
TAX
OF TAX
PAYMENT OF
AND PAYMENT
D-RETURNS AND
SUPPLEMENT
Sec.
141.
Sec. 141.
Sec.
142.
Sec. 142.
Sec.
143.
Sec. 143.
Sec.
144.
Sec. 144.
Sec.
145.
Sec. 145.
Sec. 146.
146.
Sec.
Sec. 147.
147.
Sec.
Sec. 148.
148.
Sec.
Sec.
149.
Sec. 149.
Sec.
150.
Sec. 150.

Sec.
161.
Sec. 161.
Sec.162.
Sec. 162.
Sec.
163.
Sec. 163.
Sec.
164.
Sec. 164.
Sec.
165.
Sec. 165.
Sec.
166.
Sec. 166.
Sec.
167.
Sec. 167.
Sec. 168.

ta-Imposition of ta
Imposition
Net
income.
Net income.
Credits
Credits against net income.
Different
taxable years.
Different taxable
Employees' trusts.
Employees'
Revocable
Revocable trusts.
Income
for benefit
grantor.
benefit of grantor.
Income for
Taxes of
of foreign
and possessions
possessions of United
United States.
countries and
foreign countries
Sec. 168. Taxes
SUPPLEMENT F-PARTNERSHIPS
F-PARTNERSHIPS
SUPPLEMENT
Partnership not
taxable.
not taxable.
Partnership
Tax
of partners.
Tax of
Computation
of
partnership
Computation of partnership income.
Credits
net income.
against net
Credits against
Earned
income.
Earned Income.
States
Taxes of
of foreign
countries and
and possessions
possessions of
of United States.
foreign countries
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Partnership returns.
Partnership
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partner and partnership.
of partner
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COMPANIES
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Sec.
201.
Sec. 201.
Sec.
202.
Sec. 202.
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203.
Sec. 203.
Sec. 204.
204.
Sec.
Sec. 205.
205.
Sec.
Sec. 206.
206.
Sec.
Sec.
207.
Sec. 207.

Tax
on life
companies.
insurance companies.
life insurance
Tax on
Gross income
income of
life insurance
companies.
insurance companies.
of life
Gross
Net income
income of
insurance companies.
companies.
life insurance
of life
Net
Insurance companies
other than
life or mutual.
than life
companies other
Insurance
Taxes of
foreign countries
and possessions
possessions of United
United States.
countries and
of foreign
Taxes
Computation of
of gross
gross income.
Computation
Mutual
insurance companies
companies other
other than life.
Mutual insurance
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SUPPLEMENT H-NONRuSIDNT
11-NONIURSIDENT ALIEN
INDIVIDUALS
SUPPLEMENT
See. 211.
211.
Sec.
Sec.
212.
Se. 212.
Sec.
213.
Sec. 213.

paypay-

Consolidated
of railroad
railroad corporations.
returns of
Consolidated returns
Fiduciary
returns.
Fiduciary returns.
Withholding
Withholding of tax at source.
Payment
corporation income
income tax at source.
of corporation
Payment of
Penalties.
Penalties.
Closing
of taxable year.
Commissioner of
by Commissioner
Closing by
Information
at source.
Information at
Information
corporations.
by corporations.
Information by
Returns of brokers.
brokers.
Returns
Collection
Collection of foreign items.
AND TBUSTS
SUPPLEMENT
TRUSTS
E-ESTATES AND
SUPPLEMENT E-ESTATES

Sec. 181.
181.
Sec.
Sec.
182.
Sec. 182.
Sec.
183.
Sec. 183.
Sec.
184.
Sec. 184.
See.
185.
185.
Sec.
Sec. 186.
Sec. 186.
Sec. 187.
187.
Sec.
Sec. 188.
188.
Sec.

and
Returns and
Returns
ment, p.
p. 720.
720.
ment,

Gross income
Gross
Deductions.
Deductions.
Credits
against net
net income.
income.
Credits against

Estates
Estates
p.
727.
p. 727.

and trust3,
trusts,
and

7:10.
Partnershilki, p. 730.
Partnershii,

Insurance
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nies,
p. 731.
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P. .75.
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Sec. 214.
ACT sec.214.
Sec. 215.
215.
Sec. 216.
216.
Sec. 217.
SeC.
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Foreign corporations,
corporations,
p.
p. 737.
737.

Allowance of
of deductions
deductions and credits.
Allowance
Credits
against tax.
Credits against
Returns.
Returns.
Payment of
Payment
of tax.
tax.
SUPPLEMENT
SUPPTIMENT

Sec. 231.
Sec.
231.
Sec. 232.
Sec.
232.
Sec.
233.
Sec. 233.
Sec. 234.
Sec.
234.
Sec. 235.
Sec.
235.
Sec. 236.
Sec. 237.
237.
Sec. 238.
238.

I-FOREIGN

C
ORPORATION S
CORPORATIONS

Gross income.
income.
Gross
Deductions.
Deductions.
Allowance
deductions and
credits.
and credits.
of deductions
Allowance of
Credits
against tax.
Credits against
tax.
Returns.
Returns.
Payment
of tax.
tax.
Payment of
Foreign
insurance companies.
companies.
Foreign insurance
Affiliation
Affiliation

STATES
SUPPLEMENT J-POSSESSIONS
I-POSSESSIONS OF
or THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES
SUPPLEMENT

Possessions of the
the
738.
United States, p. 788.

Sec.
251. Income
from sources
of United
United States.
States.
sources within
within possessions
possessions of
Sec. 251.
Income from
Sec.
252. Citizens
possessions of
United States.
Sec. 252.
Citizens of
of possessions
of United
States.
Act
China Trade Act
corporations, p. 739.
735.
corporations,

SUPPLEMENT
SUJPPLrMENT

Sec.
261.
Sec. 261.
Sec. 262.
262.
Sec.
Sec.
263.
Sec. 263.
Sec.
264.
Sec. 264.
Deficiencies, p. 740.

SUPPLEMENT
L-AssESSMESNT AND COLLECTION
COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCIES
SUPPLEMENT L-ASSESSMENT
DEFICIENCIES
Sec.
271.
Sec. 271.
Sec.
272.
Sec. 272.
Sec.
Sec. 273.
273.
Sec.
Sec. 274.
274.
Sec.
Sec. 275.
275.
Sec. 276.
276.
Sec. 277.
Sec.
277.

Definition of
of deficiency.
deficiency.
Definition
Procedure in
in general.
general.
Procedure
Jeopardy assessments.
Jeopardy
Bankruptcy and
receiverships.
and receiverships.
Bankruptcy
Period
upon assessment
assessment and collection.
collection.
Period of limitation
limitation upon
Same-Exceptions.
Same-Exceptions.
Suspension of
Suspension
of running
running of statute.
statute.

Sec. 291.
291.
Sec. 292.
292.
293.
Sec. 293.
Sec.
294.
Sec. 294.
Sec. 295.
Sec. 296.
Sec. 297.
297.
Sec. 298.
Sec.
298.
Sec. 299.
Sec.
299.

Failure
Failure to file return.
return.
Interest
deficiencies.
Interest on deficiencies.
Additions to the tax in case of deficiency.
Additions to
to the
the tax
in case
case of
of nonpayment.
nonpayment.
Additions
tax in
Time extended
extended for payment
payment of tax shown
shown on return.
Time extended for payment
payment of
deficiency.
of deficiency.
Interest in
in case
case of
jeopardy assessments.
assessments.
Interest
of jeopardy
Bankruptcy
and receiverships.
receiverships.
Bankruptcy and
Removal of
of property
property or
or departure
departure from
United States.
Removal
from United
States.
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ciaries, p.
p. 748.
ciaries,
748.
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Credit against
against net
net income.
income.
Credit
Credits against
against the tax.
Credits
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Income
of shareholders.
shareholders.
Income of
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TRAKSFESEES AND
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UPPLEMENT N-CLAIMS
N-CLAIMS AGAINST
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Sec.
Transferred assets.
See. 311.
311, Transferred
See. 312.
312. Notice
of fiduciary
fiduciary relationship.
Sec.
Notice of
relationship.
0
cerpayments, n. 7511
Overpaynments,p.750.
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0-OVERPATMENTs
STPPLEMENT O-OVORKPAYMSNTS

Sec. 821. Overpayment
installhent.
Overpayment of installment.
See.
Refunds and
and credits.
credits.
Sec. 822.
322. Refunds
ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONALt
INCOME
INI
E TTAXES,
A
P.
P. 751

TIOOTM
IT
TITLE
IA- ADDITIONAL
INCOME
TAXES
DITIA INCOETAXES
E TAX
Sec. 351. Surtax on personal
companies.
personal holding companies.

ESTATE TAX
ESTATE
TAX
AMENDMENTS,
AMENDMENTS, P.
P.
752.
752.

TITLE IIII-AMENDMBENTS
TITLE
AMENDMENTS TO
TO ESTATE
ESTATE TAX
TAX
Sec.
Sec. 401.
401.
Sec.
See. 402.
402.
Sec.
403.
Sec. 403.
Sec.
Sec. 404.
404.
Sec.
405'.
See, 405.
Sec.
Sec. 406.

Revocable trusts.
Revocable
Prior taxed property.
Prior
Citizenship
Citizenship and residence
residence of decedents.
decedents.
Real
Real estate
estate situated
situated outside the United States.
Estate
tax
rates.
Estate tax rates.
Nondeductibility
Nondeductibility of certain transfers.
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MENDMENTS TO
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REVENUE ACT
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OF 1934.

AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS
TO PRIOR ACTS
ACTS
TO
See.
Period for
to board
board under prior Acts.
petition to
for petition
501. Period
AND PRIOR
MISCELLASec. 501.
P.
755.
NEOUS,
NEOUS,
P.
755.
refunded.
Sec.
502.
Recovery
of
amounts
erroneously
refunded.
erroneously
amounts
of
Sec. 502 Recovery
Sec.
503. Statute
Statute of
of limitations
limitations on suits for refund.
Sec. 503.
Appeals.
Sec. 504.
504. Overpayments
Overpayments found by the Board of Tax Appeals.
Sec.
See.
Bankruptcy and receiverships.
505. Bankruptcy
Sec. 505.
Sec. 506.
regulations, rulings, etc.
of regulations,
Retroactivity of
506. Retroactivity
Sec.
Sec. 507.
Examination of books and witnesses.
507. Examination
Sec.
Sec.
508. Sale
property under distraint.
personal property
of personal
Sale of
Sec. 508.
Sec. 509.
509. Discharge
Discharge of liens.
Sec.
Sec.
510. Jeopardy
Jeopardy assessments.
Sec. 510.
Sec. 511.
511. Gifts
Gifts of
of property
property subject
subject to
to power.
power.
See.
See. 512.
512. General
counsel for
for the Treasury.
General counsel
Sec.
Sec. 513.
in the Treasury.
Treasury.
Assistants in
513. Assistants
Sec.
produced
Sec.
514. Penalties
and awards
awards to
respect to illegally produced
informers with respect
to informers
Penalties and
Sec. 514.
petroleum.
petroleum.
Sec. 515.
Postal rates.
rates.
515. Postal
Sec.
See.
Commissioner as party to suit.
516. Commissioner
Sec. 516.
Sec.
517.
Nondeductibility
certain gifts.
Sec. 517. Nondeductibility of certain
See.
518. Liability
fiduciary.
Liability of fiduciary.
Sec. 518.
Sec.
Venue for
for appeals
appeals from
Board of Tax Appeals.
from Board
519. Venue
Sec. 519.
Sec. 520.
520. Gift
tax rates.
Gift tax
Sec.

TAXES
TITLE
EXCISE TAXES
IV-EXCISE
TITLE IV-

EXCISE
TAXES,
EXCISE TAXES,

P.762.
7f2.
P.

Sec. 601.
Termination of
drink tax.
soft drink
of soft
601. Termination
Sec.
Sec.
Tax on
on certain
certain oils.
602. Tax
Sec. 602.
Sec. 602%.
Processing tax on certain oils.
602%2. Processing
Sec.
Sec.
Taxes on
lubricating oil and gasoline.
on lubricating
603. Taxes
Sec. 003.
See.
Producers' tax on crude petroleum.
604. Producers'
Sec. 604.
Sec.
Tax on
refining of
crude petroleum.
of crude
on refining
605. Tax
Sec. 605.
Sec. 606.
Termination of
of bank
check tax.
bank check
606. Termination
Sec.
collected.
Sec. 607.
Enforcement of
liability for taxes collected.
of liability
607. Enforcement
Sec.
Sec.
Tax on furs.
608. Tax
Sec. 608.
See.
jewelry, etc.
Sec. 609. Tax on jewelry,
cigarettes.
See.
610. Tax
Tax on cigarettes.
Sec. 610.
Sec. 611.
611. Tax
Tax on
on matches.
matches.
Sec.
Sec. 612.
on sales
sales of produce
future delivery.
produce for future
tax on
Stamp tax
612. Stamp
Sec.
Sec.
Termination of
tax on
on use
use of boats.
of tax
613. Termination
Sec. 613.
Sec. 614.
of tax
tax on candy.
Termination of
614. Termination
Sec.

TAXES
AND EXCESS-PROFITS
TITLE
CAPITAL STOCK
STOCK AND
EXCESS-PROFITS TAXES
V-CAPITAL
TITLE VSec. 701.
Capital-stock tax.
tax.
701. Capital-stock
Sec.
Sec.
702. Excess-profits
Excess-profits tax.
Sec. 702.
Industrial
Sec. 703. Capital-stock
and excess-profits
Imposed by
by National
National Industrial
tax imposed
excess-profits tax
Sec. 703. Capital-stock and
Recovery
Act.
Recovery Act.

PROVISIONS
TITLE VIGENERAL PROVISIONS
VI-GENERAL
TITLE
Sec. 801.
801.
Sec.
Sec. 802.
802.
Sec.
Sec.
803.
Sec. 803.

CAPITAL
STOCK
CAPITAL STOCK
AND EXCESS
EXCESS
AND
TAXES,
PROFITS
TAXES,
PROFITS
P.
769.
P. 769.

PROGENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS,
P. 771.
771.
VISIONS, P.

Definitions.
Definitions.
Separability
clause.
Separability clause.
Effective date
of Act.
Act.
date of
Effective

TAX
TITLE I-INCOME TAX
PROVISIONS
SUBTITLE AINTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS
A-INTRODUCTORY
SUBTITLE
SEC.
SEC. 1. APPLICATION OF TITLE.

years
The provisions
provisions of
this title
title shall apply only to taxable years
of this
The
beginning
after
December
31,
1933.
Income,
war-profits,
and
excessexcessand
war-profits,
Income,
beginning after December 31, 1933.
profits taxes
taxable years
prior to
to January
January 1,
1, 1934,
beginning prior
years beginning
for taxable
taxes for
profits
shall
not be
be affected
affected by
by the
of this
this title,
title, but
but shall remain
provisions of
the provisions
shall not
subject to
to the
the applicable
provisions of
revenue Acts,
Acts, except
except as
prior revenue
of prior
applicable provisions
subject
legissuch
by Title
Title III
Act or by legisthis Act
of this
III of
modified by
are modified
provisions are
such provisions
lation
enacted
subsequent
to
this
Act.
Act.
this
to
subsequent
enacted
lation

INCOME
TAX.
INCOME TAX.
INTRODUCTOINTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
RY
Application
Application of title.

1934.

To
and succeedscceedand
To1934.
ing years.
Prior years not affectaffect
ed.Prior years

ot

Exceptions.

Exceptions

Past, p. 765.

Prp.

75.

684
684

73c1
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

INCOME TAX.
INCOME

Cross references.

SESS. II.
II. CR.
10, 1934.
MAY 10,
1934.
CH. 277.
277. MAY
SESS.

SEC. 2. CROSS REFERENCES.

The cross
references in
title to
of the
The
cross references
in this
this title
to other
other portions
portions of
the title,
title,
where
word ""see"
is used,
are made
convenience, and
and
made only
only for
for convenience,
see" is
used, are
where the
the word
shall
be given
effect.
shall be
given no
no legal
legal effect.

Classification
3. CLASSIFICATION
Classification of pro- SEC. 3.
CLASSIFICATION OF PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.

visions.
visions.
Designations.

The
provisions of
of this
title are
classified and
and designated
designated asas—
The provisions
this title
are herein
herein classified
Subtitle A-Introductory
A—Introductory provisions,
provisions,
Subtitle
B—General provisions,
provisions, divided
sections,
Subtitle B-General
divided into
into Parts
Parts and
and sections,
Supplements
Subtitle C—Supplemental
C-Supplemental provisions,
provisions, divided into Supplements
and sections.
sections.

Special classes
classes of
of taxSpecial
tax- SEC. 4. SPECIAL CLASSES OF TAXPAYERS.
TAXPAYERS.

payers.

Application of general provisions
provisions and
and of
of
supplements.
supplements.

Appications ogenerf

Estates and trusts,
p. 727.

.sates

and trusts,

Partnerships, p. 730.
Insurancecompanies,
p.
731.
p.s31.
Nonresident
Nonresident aliens,
aliens,
p. 73.
735.
Foreign corporations,
p. 737.
Citizens of possesUnited States,
sions of United
states,
38.
p. 738.

Partnerchips, p. 730.

p.

rporations

pFoeign

posses-

p.

Citizens deriving
large portion
portion of income
from U.S. possessions,
p. 738.

U.s. possessions,
p. 73'.

China Trade739.
Tiorade
chira
p 739.Actt
corporations,
p.
corporations,
p.

GENERAL
VISIONS.
VISIONS.

PROPRO-

TAX RATES.

The application of the General Provisions and of Supplements

A
to D,
inclusive, to
toof
each
theof
the following
following
Provisions
specialand
classes
of of
Supplements
taxpayers,
A The
D,application
to
inclusive,
each
ofGeneral
the

special classes of taxpayers,

shall
found
shall be
be subject to the
the exceptions
exceptions and additional
additional provisions
provisions found
in
the Supplement
applicable to
to such
class, as
as follows:
follows:
in the
Supplement applicable
such class,
(a) Estates
and trusts
beneficiaries thereof,-Supplethereof,—Supple(a)
Estates and
trusts and
and the
the beneficiaries
ment E.
E.
(b) Members
Members of
(b)
of partnerships,—Supplement
partnerships -Supplement F.
(c)
(c) Insurance companies,-Supplement
companies,—Supplement G.
(d) Nonresident
Nonresident alien individuals,-Supplement
individuals,—Supplement H.
H.
(e)
Foreign corporations,-Supplement
corporations —Supplement I.
I.
(e) Foreign
(f)
of
(f) Individual
Individual citizens o
7
f any possession of
United States
of the
the United
States
not otherwise
otherwise citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
and who
who are
are
who are not
United States
States and
United States,-Supplement
States —Supplement J.
not residents of
of the
the United
J.
(g) Individual citizens ofStates,—Supplement
the
States or
or domestic
domestic corpora(g) Individual citizens of the United States
tions, satisfying
of derivin
derivino.
tions,
satisfying the
the conditions
conditions of
of section
section 251
251 by
by reason
reason of
aalarge
large portion of their gross income
income from sources within aapossession
possession
of the United States,—Supplement
States,-Supplement J.
J.
(h) China
China Trade
corporations,—Supplement IK.
K.
(h)
Trade Act
Act corporations,-Supplement
SUBTITLE B-GENERAL
B—GENERAL PROVISIONS
Part
Tax
Part I—Rates
I-Rates of
of Tax

in- SEC. 11.
Normal tax on in11. NORMAL TAX ON INDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDUALS.
dividuals.

dividuals.

Rates upon net in-

1291/16.

o me

,

Post, pp.
p. 992..
1'st,
Surtax

uals.

on individ- SEC. 12.
12. SURTAX ON INDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDUALS.

Definition.

ma
Rate.

There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year
year
upon the net income of every individual a
a normal tax of 4
per
4 per
centum of the amount of the net .income in excess of the
the credits
credits
against net income provided in section 25.
(a)
(a) DmINIToN
Durminox Or
or ""SUXRTAX
STTRTAX NET
NET INCOxE
INCOME ".-As
".--Asused in this secincome" means the amount of the net
tion the term "surtax net income"
net
income in excess of the credits against net income provided in section
section
25 (b).
(b).
(b)
(b) RATES o
or SuRTAx.-There
SuerAx.—There shall be levied, collected, and paid
paid
for each taxable
taxable year upon the surtax net income of every individual
a
follows:
a surtax as follows:
net income
of $4,000
$4,000 th
ere s
hall b
Upon aa surtax net
income of
there
shall
bee no
no surtax;
surtax:
upon surtax net incomes in excess of $4,000 and not in excess of
$6,000, 41per centum of such excess.
$80 upon surtax net incomes of $6,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $6,000 and not in excess of $8,000,
$8,000, 5
5per centuim
centum
in addition
addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
in
$180 upon surtax net incomes of 58,000;
$8,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $8,000
,000 and not in excess of $10,000, 6
6 per
per
centum in addition of such excess.
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CH. 277.
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685

TAX.
INCOM
$300
net incomes
incomes of
$10,000; and upon surtax net pToME
of $10,000;
surtax net
upon surtax
$300 upon
7 per ual-Contd.
incomes in
excess of
$10,000 and not in excess of $12,000,
$12 ,
000 ,7
ualsu-rgnt0cr. nvidof $10,000
in excess
incomes
centum in
in addition
addition of
of such
Rates-Contd.
excess.
such excess.
centum
$440
net incomes
net
incomes of $12,000; and upon surtax net
surtax net
upon surtax
$440 upon
8 per
incomes
in excess
excess of
and not in excess of $14,000, 8
$12,000 and
of $12,000
incomes in
centum
in addition of such excess.
centum in
$600 upon
upon surtax
surtax net
net incomes
incomes of
$14,000; and upon surtax net
of $14,000;
$600
9 per
incomes in
excess of
$14,000 and
and not
excess of $16,000, 9
not in excess
of $14,000
in excess
incomes
centum
in
addition
of
such
excess.
addition
in
centum
$780 upon
upon surtax
surtax net
$16,000; and upon surtax net
of $16,000;
incomes of
net incomes
$780
incomes
in
excess
of
$16,000
and
not
in
$18,000, 11 per
per
in excess of $18,000,
not
and
$16,000
of
excess
incomes in
centum in
addition of such excess.
excess.
in addition
centum
$1,000 upon
of $18,000;
$18,000; and upon surtax
incomes of
net incomes
surtax net
upon surtax
$1,000
13
net
not in
excess of $20,000,
$20,000, 13
in excess
and not
$18,000 and
of $18,000
excess of
in excess
incomes in
net incomes
per centum
centum in
addition of such excess.
in addition
per
$1,260 upon
upon surtax
incomes of
of $20,000; and upon surtax
net incomes
surtax net
$1,260
net incomes
incomes in
in excess
excess of
$20,000 and
and not
not in
15
excess of $22,000, 15
in excess
of $20,000
net
excess.
per centum
addition of
of such
in addition
centum in
per
$1,560
surtax net
$22,000; and upon surtax
of $22,000;
incomes of
net incomes
upon surtax
$1,560 upon
net incomes
incomes in
excess of $26,000, 17
and not in excess
$22,000 and
of $22,000
excess of
in excess
net
per centum
in addition
addition of
of such excess.
centum in
per
$2,240 upon
incomes of
of $26,000; and upon surtax net
net incomes
surtax net
upon surtax
$2,240
incomes in
in excess
and not
not in
$32,000, 19 per
excess of $32,000,
in excess
$26,000 and
of $26,000
excess of
incomes
centum
in
addition
of
excess.
such
of
centum in addition
$3,380 upon
surtax net
net incomes
incomes of $32,000; and upon surtax
upon surtax
$3,380
net
incomes
in
excess
of
$32,000
$38,000, 21
net incomes in excess of $32,000 and not in excess of $38,000,
per centum
centum in
addition of such excess.
in addition
per
$4,640 upon
upon surtax
surtax net
net incomes
net
incomes of $38,000; and upon surtax net
$4,640
$44,000, 24 per
incomes
in excess
excess of
of $38,000
$38,000 and
and not
not in
excess of $44,000,
in excess
incomes in
centum
in addition
addition of such excess.
centum in
$6,080
upon
surtax
incomes of
$44,000; and
net
upon surtax net
and upon
of $44,000;
net incomes
surtax net
upon
$6,080
incomes
in excess
not in
in excess
of $50,000, 27 per
excess of
and not
$44,000 and
of $44,000
excess of
incomes in
centum in
of such excess.
addition of
in addition
centum
$7.700
upon surtax
surtax net
net incomes
$50,000; and upon surtax
of $50,000;
incomes of
$7.700 upon
net incomes
incomes in
in excess
excess of
of $50,000
$50,000 and not in excess of $56,000,
$56,000, 30
net
per
centum
in
addition
of
excess.
such
of
per centum in addition
$9,500 upon
of $56,000; and upon surtax
incomes of
net incomes
surtax net
upon surtax
$9,500
$62,000, 33
net
incomes
in
excess
of
$56,000
and
not in
excess of $62,000,
in excess
not
and
$56,000
net incomes in excess of
per
in addition
excess.
such excess.
of such
addition of
centum in
per centum
surtax'
$11,480 upon
upon surtax
net incomes
of $62,000;
and upon surtax
$62,000; and
incomes of
surtax net
$11,480
net
incomes in
$62,000 and
$68,000, 36
not in excess of $68,000,
and not
of $62,000
excess of
in excess
net incomes
per
in addition
such excess.
excess.
of such
addition of
centum in
per centum
$13,640
incomes of
$68,000; and upon surtax
of $68,000;
net incomes
surtax net
upon surtax
$13,640 upon
net
incomes
in
excess
of
$68,000
and
not
in excess
$74,000, 39
excess of $74,000,
in
not
and
$68,000
net incomes in excess of
per centum
centum in
such excess.
excess.
of such
addition of
in addition
per
$15,980 upon
surtax net
incomes of
$74,000; and
and upon
upon surtax
of $74,000;
net incomes
upon surtax
$15,980
net incomes
incomes in
in excess
excess of
not in
excess of $80,000, 42
in excess
and not
$74,000 and
of $74,000
net
per
centum in
such excess.
excess.
of such
addition of
in addition
per centum
$18,500
upon surtax
surtax net
net incomes
incomes of
of $80,000;
$80,000; and upon surtax
surtax
$18,500 upon
net
incomes
in
excess
of
$80,000
and
not
in excess
$90,000, 45
of $90,000,
excess of
in
not
and
net incomes in excess of $80,000
per centum
centum in
addition of
of such excess.
in addition
per
$23,000
upon surtax
surtax net
incomes of
of $90,000;
$90,000; and upon surtax
net incomes
$23,000 upon
net incomes in
in excess
excess of
$90,000
and
not
in excess
of $100,000,
$100,000,
excess of
in
not
and
$90,000
of
incomes
net
50
per
centum
in
addition
of
such
excess.
excess.
such
of
50 per centum in addition
$28,000 upon
surtax net
$100,000; and
and upon
surtax
upon surtax
of $100,000;
incomes of
net incomes
$28,000 upon surtax
net incomes
incomes in
excess
of
$100,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$150,000,
$150,000,
of
excess
in
not
in excess of $100,000 and
net
52
per centum
centum in
addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
in addition
52 per
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$54,000 upon
upon surtax
of $150,000;
upon surtax
surtax
$54,000
surtax net
net incomes
incomes of
$150,000; and
and upon
net
incomes in
in excess
and not
not in
excess of
net incomes
excess of
of $150,000
$150,000 and
in excess
of $200,000,
$200,000,
centum in
of such
excess.
53 per
per centum
in addition
addition of
such excess.
$80,500
upon surtax
surtax net
incomes of
of $200,000;
$200,000; and
and upon
upon surtax
surtax
$80,500 upon
net incomes
net
incomes in
in excess
excess of
not in
in excess
$300,000,
net incomes
of $200,000
$200,000 and
and not
excess of
of $300,000,
centum in
of such
excess.
54 per centum
in addition
addition of
such excess.
upon surtax
net incomes
incomes of
$300,000; and
surtax
$134,500 upon
surtax net
of $300,000;
and upon
upon surtax
net incomes in
of $300,000
$300,000 and
and not
not in
of $400,000,
$400,000, 55
55
in excess
excess of
in excess
excess of
per centum
per
in. addition
such excess.
centum in
addition of
of such
excess.
$189,500 upon surtax
$189,500
surtax net incomes of
$400,000; and
and upon
of $400,000;
upon surtax
surtax
net
incomes in
in excess
of $400,000
8400,000 and
and not
not in
in excess
56
net incomes
excess of
excess of
of $500,000,
$500,000, 56
excess.
per centum
centum in
in addition
addition of
of such
such excess.
$245,500 upon surtax net
net incomes
incomes of
of $500,000;
and upon
surtax
$500,000; and
upon surtax
net
in excess
in excess
of $750,000,
$750,000, 57
57
net incomes
incomes in
excess of
of $500,000
$500,000 and
and not
not in
excess of
per centum
per
addition of
such excess.
centum in
in addition
of such
excess.
$388,000 upon surtax
$388,000
incomes of
and upon
surtax net incomes
of $750,000;
$750,000; and
upon surtax
surtax
net incomes
in excess
$750,000 and
and not
not in
in excess
excess of
incomes in
excess of
of $750,000
of $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, 58
58
centum in
per centum
of such
in addition of
such excess.
excess.
$533,000
$533,000 upon
upon surtax net
incomes of
of $1,000,000;
and upon
upon sursurnet incomes
$1,000,000; and
tax net
incomes in
$1,000,000, 59
59 per
per centum
centum in
in addition
net incomes
in excess
excess of
of $1,000,000,
addition
of
such excess.
excess.
of such
Personal holding
Personal
holding
(c)
TAX
ox PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANLES.—For
(C)
TAX
ON
surtax on
COMPANIES.-For surtax
on perpercompanies.
companies.
Post,
Post, p. 751.
751.
see section
section 351.
351.
sonal holding
holding companies,
companies, see
Evasion by corpora(d)
AVOIDANCE or
S URTAXES BY
INCORPORATION.—For surtax
(d) AVOIDANCE
OF SURTAXES
BY INcoRPORATION.-For
surtax on
on
tions.
Post,
corporations which accumulate
Post, p. 702.
corporations
accumulate surplus
to avoid
avoid surtax
surtax on
stocksurplus to
on stockholders, see
section 102.
holders,
see section
102.
on corporations.
corporations. SEC. 13. TAX ON CORPORATIONS.
Tax on
SEC.13. TAX ON CORPORATIONS.
INCOME TAX.
INCOME
Surtax on individuals—Contd.
uals-Contd.
Rates—Contd.
Rates-Contd.

Rate.
Rate.

(a)
or TAX.-There
(a) RATE
RATE or
TAx.—There shall be levied
levied, collected, and
and paid
paid
for each taxable
taxable year upon the net income
income a
every corporation,
corporation, a
of every
a
3
tax of 13
4 per centum
13%
centum of the
of the
net income
in excess
of
the amount
amount of
the net
income in
excess of
the credit against net income provided
provided in
section 26.
26.
in section
Exempt corporaExempt corporaCORPORATIONS.-For corporations
(b) EXEMPT CORPORATIONS.—For
corporations exempt
exempt from
from tax,
tax,
tions.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 700.
see section
section 101.
101.
Personal holding
Personal holding
(c) TAX
ON PERSONAL
PERSONAL HOLDING
surtax on
TAx Ox
(C)
HOLDING COMPANIES.—For
COMPANIES.-For surtax
on perpercompanies.
companies.
Post,
751.
Post, p.
p 761.
companies, see
see section
sonal holding
holding companies,
351.
section 351.
Accumulating
surpiAcesulatin
(d)
(d) IMPROPER ACCvMTAON
Accummanoisr
or St
Suaews.—For
surtax on
corOF
PLUs.-For surtax
plus
on corsurta. surplus to
to ovoid
avoid surtax.
C
Post, p.
p)st,
p.702,
702.
porations which
which accumulate
accumulate surplus to avoid
avoid surtax
surtax on
on stockholders,
stockholders,
see
see section
section 102.
102.
COMPUTATION
OiM PUTATION
OF
NET INCOME.
OF NET
INCOME,

Part
II-Computation of Net Income
Part II—Computation
Income

SEC. 21.
21. NET
NET INCOME.
INCOME.
"Net
means the
the gross
gross income
"
Net income"
income" means
income computed
computed under
under section
section
22, less the deductions allowed
section 23.
allowed by
by section
23.
Gross
income.
Gross income.
SEC. 22. GROSS INCOME.
SEC.
INCOME.
General definition.
General
definition.
(a) GEAERAL DEIoITIO.--" Gross income" includes
(a) GENERAL DErncrriox.—" Gross income"
gains,
profits,
and income derived from salaries,
profits, and
salaries, wages,
wages, or compensation
compensation
for
for personal
personal service, of whatever kind and in whatever form
paid,
form paid,
or from professions, vocati
ons ,trades,
trades, businesses,
commerce, or
or
vocations,
businesses, commerce,
sales, or dealings in
in property, whether real
personal, growing
growing out
real or
or personal,
out
of the ownership or use of or interest in such property;
property; also
also from
from
interest, rent, dividends,
interest,
dividends, securities,
securities, or the transaction
transaction of
any business
business
of any
carried
carried on for gain or profit, or gains or profits and income derived
derived
Compensation
omrensation of
of
from
an source whatever. In the case
Presidents of
of the
United
President,
United from any source whatever. In the
President, United
case of
of Presidents
the United
defined.
Net income,
income, defined.

States
ges.
tates jud
udges.

States
States and
and judges
judges of
of courts
courts of the United States taking office after

June 6,
6, 1932,
June
1932, the compensation
compensation received
received as such shall be included
included
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II.
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income; and
and all
all Acts
Acts fixing
compensation of such
the compensation
fixing the
income;
in gross
gr
.
gross
in

INCOME TAX.
COMPUTATION
OF
NET INCOMEINCOME—
OF NET
Contd.
Excionsfromgross
Exclusions from gross
Income.

NCOMETAXN

accordingly.
Presidents
and judges
judges are
are hereby
amended accordingly.
hereby amended
Presidents and
(b)
E
. xcLusioNs FROM
FROM GRoss
GROSS INCOME.—The
following items
items shall
shall
INCOME.-The following
(b) EXCLUSIONS
from
be
not
be
included
in
gross
income
and
exempt
taxation income.
shall
and
income
gross
in
included
not be
under
this title:
title:
under this
insurance.
Life insurance.
(1) LIFE .INSURANCE.-Amounts
under a
insurance Life
a life insurance
received under
LIFE INSURANCE.—Amounts received
(1)
a
in
whether
contract
by reason
reason of
the death
death of
the insured,
a
insured,
of the
of the
paid by
contract paid
the
single sum
sum or
otherwise (but
such amounts
amounts are held by the
if such
(but if
or otherwise
single
insurer
an agreement
to pay
pay interest
interest thereon, the interest
interest
agreement to
under an
insurer under
payments shall
be included
included in
in gross income);
income) ;
shall be
payments
(2) ANNUITIES,
rrc.—Amounts received
received (other
amounts Annuities,
Annuities, etc.
than amounts
(other than
ANNUwrIES, ETc.-Amounts
(2)
interest
paid
by
reason
of
the
death
of
the
insured
and
interest
payments
and
insured
the
of
death
the
of
paid by reason
on
and other
other than
than amounts
received as
as annuities)
annuities)
amounts received
amounts and
such amounts
on such
under
a
life
insurance
or
endowment
contract,
but
if
such
amounts
if
but
contract,
endowment
or
insurance
under a life
(when
added to
to amounts
received before
before the
taxable year
year under
under
the taxable
amounts received
(when added
such
contract)
exceed
the
aggregate
premiums
or
consideration
consideration
or
premiums
aggregate
the
exceed
such contract)
paid (whether
or not
taxable year)
then the excess Portion to be inyear) then
the taxable
during the
paid during
not paid
(whether or
paid
to beinPortion
shall be
be included
gross income.
Amounts received
received as an annuity cluded
income. Amounts
in gross
included in
in gross income.
shall
in
under
an
annuity
or
endowment
contract
shall
be
included
gross
included
be
shall
under an annuity or endowment contract
from gross income
income;
except that
shall be
be excluded
excluded from
income the
there shall
that there
income; except
excess
of the
the amount
amount received
in the
taxable year
year over an amount
the taxable
received in
excess of
equal
per centum
centum of
aggregate premiums
or consideration
consideration
premiums or
the aggregate
of the
3 per
to 3
equal to
year),
paid
such annuity
(whether or
not paid
such year),
during such
paid during
or not
annuity (whether
for such
paid for
under
until
the
aggregate
amount
excluded
from
gross
income
under
this
income
gross
from
excluded
amount
aggregate
the
until
title or
or prior
prior income
laws in
in respect
of such
annuity equals the
such annuity
respect of
tax laws
income tax
title
Transfers for value.
aggregate premiums
or consideration
paid for
for such
such annuity.
In Transe
annuity. In
consideration paid
premiums or
aggregate
the
transfer for
assignment
consideration, by assignment
valuable consideration,
a valuable
for a
a transfer
of a
case of
the case
or
otherwise,
of
a
life
insurance,
endowment,
or
annuity
contract,
annuity
or
endowment,
insurance,
life
a
of
or otherwise,
or
interest therein,
therein, only
only the
value of such consideration
consideration
actual value
the actual
any interest
or any
and
of the
the premiums
and other
subsequently paid
sums subsequently
other sums
premiums and
amount of
the amount
and the
by
transferee shall
from taxation
paragraph
taxation under paragraph
exempt from
be exempt
shall be
the transferee
by the
(1)
or
this
paragraph;
(1) or this paragraph;
Value of gifts, etc.
(3)
BEQUESTS,
AND DEVISES.-The
DEVISES.—The value
of
property
alueofgits, etc.
property
value of
AND
GIFTS, BEQUESTS,
(3) GIFTS,
acquired
by
gift,
bequest,
devise, or
or inheritance
income
the
(but
inheritance
devise,
bequest,
acquired by gift,
from such property shall be included in gross income)
such property shall be included in gross income);;
from

obligations of
the obligations
(A) the
upon (A)
INTEREST.-Interest upon
TAX-FREE INTEREST.—Interest
(4) TAX-FREE

(4)

a State,

Territory,

or

any

political

subdivision

thereof,

or

the

Tax-tree interest.

Tx-freel terst.

State, etc., bonds.

tate, etc., bonds.
a State, Territory, or any political subdivision thereof, or the Federal
InstruinstriDistrict of Columbia; or
or (B)
(B) obligations
obligations of
a
corporation organ- mentalities.
Federal
corporation
a
of
District of Columbia;
ized under Act of Congress, if
such
corporation
is
an
instrumenmentalties.
Federal obligations,
ized under Act of Congress, if such corporation is an instrumen- etc.
tality of the United States; or (C) the obligations
of the
United etc.era' obligliots.
the United
of the United States; or (C) the obligations of
tality
States or its possessions.
Every person
person owning
any of
of the
owning any
States or its possessions. Every
obligations enumerated in
in clause
(A),
(B),
or
(C)
shall
in
in the Statement required
shall,
(C)
or
(B),
(A),
clause
obligations enumerated
required
return required by this title,
statement showing
showing the
returns.
the in Statement
a statement
submit a
return required by this title, submit
the
number and amount
of
such
obligations
owned
by
and
the
him
by
owned
obligations
such
of
number and amount
income received therefrom,
in such
and
with such
information
information
such
and with
Federal obligations
form
such fo
in
received therefrom,
income Commissioner
Federl
of issued
obligations of
case of
In the case
may require. In
of obligations
issued
after
Septemas the Commissioner
Septemafter oblgeptions
2

rm

the

United States issued after September 1,
1, 1917
1917 (other
(other than
than
United States issued after September
the
postal savings certificates of deposit) and in
the case
of obligations
obligations
of
case
the
in
and
deposit)
of
postal savings certificates
of a corporation organized under Act of Congress,
the interest
a corporation organized under Act of Congress, the interest
of
shall be exempt only if and to the extent provided
provided in
the
respective
respective
the
in
extent
the
to
be exempt only if and thereof as amended and supplemented,
shall
Acts authorizing the issue thereof
as amended and supplemented,
authorizing the issue
Acts
i
extent
to the
income only if
and
be excluded
exclude
g
f and
and to
the extent
from gross
shall be
and shall
it is wholly exempt from the
taxes
imposed
by
this
title;
it is wholly exempt from the taxes imposed by this title;
d

from

ber 1, 1917.

berl, gi7.

ross income

COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS.— AMOUDI
Sreceived,
(5) COMPENSATION FOR INJURES OR SICKNESS.-Amounts received,

(5)

through accident or health insurance or under workmen s comaccident or health insurance or under workmen's comthrough
pensation acts, as compensation for personal injuries or sickness,
acts, as compensation for personal injuries or sickness,
pensation
plus the amount of any damages received whether by
or
suit or
of any damages received whether by suit
amount
plus the
agreement on
account
of
such
injuries
or
sickness;
sickness;
or
injuries
such
of
agreement on account
'

Payment for personal
Paymentforper4onal
injuries
or siek-nes.
sickness.
or
injuries
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INCOME
INCOME TAX.
TAX.
COMPUTATION
OF NET
NET INCOME—
INCOME-

(6) MINISTERS.—The
value of
of a
adwelling
house and
appur(6)
MINISTERS.-The rental
rental value
dwelling house
and appurtenances
furnished to
to aaminister
minister of
the gospel
as
part
of
tenances thereof
thereof furnished
of
the
gospel
as
part
of
Contd.
Contd.
his
Minister's dwellin
g.
compensation;
his compensation;
dwelling,
Minister's
Miscellaneous items.
items.
Miscellaneous
(7) MISCELLANEOUS
(7)
MISCELLANEOUS rrnms.—The
following items,
items, to
the extent
extent
ITEMS.-The following
to the
Post,
p. 712.
712.
Post, p.
provided in section 116:
provided
Earned
income from
from sources
sources without
without the
United States;
States;
Earned income
the United
Salaries
Salaries of certain
Territorial employees;
certain Territorial
employees;
The income of foreign governments;
governments;
Income of States, municipalities,
political subdivimunicipalities, and
and other
other political
subdivisions;
sions;
Receipts
Receipts of shipowners'
indemnity
shipowners' mutual protection
protection and indemnity
associations;
associations;
Dividends from
Trade Act
Dividends
from China
China Trade
Act corporations.
corporations.
Inventories,
to deternentoes
(c)
in the
the opinion
of the
Commissioner
(C) INVENTORIES.—Whenever
INVENTORmS.-Whenever in
opinion of
the Commissioner
mine
income. to deterthe use of inventories
inventories is
in order
order clearly
clearly to
to determine
is necessary
necessary in
determine the
the
income of any taxpayer
taxpayer, inventories shall
taken by
shall be
be taken
by such
such taxpayer
taxpayer
upon such basis as the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the
the approval
Secreapproval of
of the
the Secretary, may prescribe
conforming as
as may
may be
best
prescribe as
as conforming
as nearly
nearly as
be to
to the
the best
accounting
the trade
accounting practice
practice in the
trade or business
as most
business and
and as
most clearly
clearly
reflecting
the income.
income.
reflecting the
Distributions by cor- . (d) DrsTainoTiois
DistributionsbycorDISTRIBUTIONS
s BY CorPORTrrONs.-Distributions
ConpoRA.TioNs.—Distributions by
by corporacorporaporations.
Post,
p. 711.
71I.
ot, p.
tions shall be taxable to the shareholders
shareholders as provided in
115.
in section
section 115.
Determination
of
Determination of
(e) DEEERMINATION
GAIN on
DETERMINATION or
OF GAIN
case of
of a
or
OR Loss.—In
Loss.-In the
the case
a sale
sale or
gain or loss in sale of
property
property.
other disposition of property, the gain or loss shall
be computed
as
shall
be
computed
as
Post, p. 703.
po,.
703.
in section
section 111.
provided in
111.
Sources within
within and
Soures
and
(f) Gnoss
GRoss I
INcoE
WITHIN
(f)
NCOME EROm
mom SOURCES
SOITRCES W
ITHIN AND
W ITHOUT UNITED
AND WITHOUT
UNITED
without United
United States.
States.
without
STATns.—For computation
computation of
gross income
income from
within and
Post, p.
p. 716.
716.
STATES.--For
of gross
from sources
sources within
and
without
without the United
States, see
section 119.
119.
United States,
see section
Deductions from SEC. 23. DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
grductions
from SEC. 23. DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
gross income.

In computing net income there shall be allowed
In
deductions:
allowed as deductions:
(a) EXPENSES.-All
the ordinary
ordinary and necessary
paid or
or
(a)
ExenNsEs.—All the
necessary expenses paid
incurred during the taxable
taxable year in
in. carrying
on any
any trade
trade or
or business,
carrying on
business,
including
a reasonable allowance
including a
or other
compensation
allowance for
for salaries
salaries or
other compensation
Travelin
included. for personal services
Travelinggincluded
for personal services actually rendered;
rendered; traveling expenses (including the entire amount expended
meals and
lodging) while
aw ay
expended for
for meals
and lodging)
while away
from home in the pursuit of a
rentals or
or other
other
a trade or business;
business; and
and rentals
payments required
required to be made as aacondition to the
continued use
the continued
use or
or
possession, for purposes of the
possession,
the trade
trade or
business, of
of property
or business,
property to
to
which the taxpayer
taxpayer has not taken or is not taking title or in
which
in which
he
has no
no equity.
he has
equity.
Interest
on debts.
Intertodebt.
(b) ITBsT.-All interest
interest paid
accrued within the taxable
Exceptio
ns.
(b)
paid or
or accrued
year on indebtedness, except on indebtedness
indebtedness incurred
incurred or
continued
or continued
to purchase
purchase or carry
carry obligations
obligations (other
(other than
than obligations
obligations of
of the
theUnited States
States issued after September 24, 1917, and originally
originally subsubscribed
taxpayer) the interest upon which is
scribed for by the taxpayer)
wholly exempt
exempt
is wholly
from the taxes imposed by
by this
this title.
Taxes generally.
(c) TAXES
TAXES GEI
GENERALLY.—Taxes
paid or
or accrued
accrued within
the taxable
TaXesgensly.
(c)
LLT.-Taxes paid
within the
taxable
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
year, except—
except(1)
(1) Federal income,
income, war-profits,
war-profits, and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes;
taxes;
(2)
income, war-profits,
(2) income,
war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed by
by the
the
thority of any foreign
ountr or possession of
authority
foreign country
of the
the United
States ;
United States;
but this deduction
but
deduction shall be allowed in the case
case of
of a
ataxpayer
taxpayer who
who
does not signify in
in his return his desire to have to any extent
the
extent the
benefits of section 131 (relatingto
(relating to credit for
for taxes
of foreign
countaxes of
foreign countries and possessions of the United States)
States); ;
(3)
succession, and gift taxes; and
(3) estate,
estate, inheritance,
inheritance, legacy, succession,
Business expenses.
Businessexpenses.
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INCOME
TAX.
INCOME TAX.
in- COMPUTATION
kind tending to inbenefits of
local benefits
(4) taxes
against local
of aakind
assessed against
taxes assessed
(4)
OF
NET
INCOME—
INCOMEparagraph shall
this paragraph
but this
crease the
of the
the property
property assessed;
assessed; but
value of
the value
crease
Contd.
deduction of so much of such taxes Contd.
a deduction
not exclude
exclude the
allowance as a
the allowance
not
as
properly allocable
allocable to
to maintenance
maintenance or
interest charges.
or interest
issproperly
as i
Taxes of shareholder
of shareholder
Taxes
(d) TAXES
TAXES OF
OF SHAREHOLDER
deduction paid
BY CORPORATION.—The
CORPORATION.-The deduction
PAID BY
SHAREHOLDER PAID
(d)
by corporation.
a corporation
(c) shall be allowed
f
.or taxes
taxes allowed
allowed to a
subsection (c)
by subsection
allowed by
for
a shareholder of the corporation
in
the case
of taxes
imposed upon a
taxes imposed
case of
in the
upon
his interest
interest as
as shareholder
by the corporation
are paid by
which are
shareholder which
upon his
without reimbursement
reimbursement from
from the
shareholder, but in such cases no
the shareholder,
without
deduction shall
be allowed
allowed the
shareholder for the amount of such
the shareholder
shall be
deduction
taxes.
taxes.
Losses
individby individLosses by
an individual,
of an
the case
(e) LossEs
BY INDIVIDruAL.-In
INDIVIDUALS.—In the
case of
individual, losses uals.
LOSSEs BY
(e)
insur-als
by
compensated
not
sustained
during
the
taxable
year
and
compensated
for
insurand
year
taxable
the
sustained during
ance
otherwise—
or otherwiseance or
Business.
Business.
(1)
if incurred
incurred in trade or business; or
1) if
Not connected with
need with
tradto
though
(2)
if incurred
incurred in
any transaction
transaction entered
entered into
for profit,
profit, though trade
into for
in any
2) if
or business.
or
trade
not
connected
with
or
business;
the
with
connected
not
Casualtylos
lossesbunot
not
connUty
if the connected
(3) of
property not
not connected
connected with the trade or business, if
of property
(3)
busiwith busiconnected with
ness.
loss
from fires, storms, shipwreck, or other casualty, or ness.
arises from
loss arises
Disallowed,if deducta deduction
as a
from
allowed as
deduction under this edDisallowed,ifdeductbe allowed
shall be
loss shall
No loss
theft. No
from theft.
for estate tax purposes.
such
the
of
paragraph
if
at
the
time
of
the
return
loss
has
filing
the
of
time
the
at
if
paragraph
been claimed
claimed as
as a
deduction for
for estate
in the
the estate
purposes in
tax purposes
estate tax
a deduction
been
tax
return.
tax return.
loase-s by
corporaby corpora
Losses
losses tions
(f)
CORPORATIONS.—In the
case of
of aa corporation,
corporation, losses
the case
BY CORPORATIONS.-In
LOSSES BY
(f) LOSSES
tions
sustained
during
the
taxable
year
and
not
compensated
by
insurfor
compensated
not
and
year
taxable
the
during
sustained
ance
otherwise.
or otherwise.
ance or
losses.
Wageringlosses.
(g)
WAGERING LOSSES.-Losses
LossEs.—Losses from
from wagering
transactions shall
shall Wagering
wagering transactions
(g) WAGERING
transactions.
be
only to
the extent
extent of
of the
from such
gains from
the gains
to the
allowed only
be allowed
Basis
for determining
determining
Basis for
basis for determining
(h)
BASIS FOR
FOR DETERMINING
Loss.—The basis
determining loss.
DETERMINING Loss.-The
(h) BASIS
Post,
p.
709.
p.
700.
the
amount
of
deduction
for
losses
sustained,
to
be
allowed
under
post,
under
the amount of deduction for losses sustained, to be allowed
subsection
or (f),
shall be
be the
the adjusted
basis provided
section
provided in section
adjusted basis
(f), shall
(e) or
subsection (e)
113(b)
for determining
determining the
the loss
loss from
the sale
disposition of
sale or other disposition
from the
113(b) for
property.
property.
Disallowance of
Oftlloss
onDisallowance
(i) Loss
ON WASH
WASH SALES
OF S
TOCK OR
OR SECuRITIEs.-For
SECURITIES.—FOF disallow- on
STOCK
SALES OF
Loss ON
(i)
wash sales of stock,
etc.
or
ance
of
loss
deduction
in
the
case
of
sales
of
stock
securities
where
stock
of
sales
of
case
the
in
deduction
ance of loss
Post, p. 715.
taxpayer PM P 7'1
within thirty
or after
after the
the date
date of
sale the taxpayer
the sale
of the
before or
days before
thirty days
within
has
property, see section 118.
identical property,
substantially identical
acquired substantially
has acquired
Capital
losses.
les.
Csptal
exchanges of capital Post,
(j)
from sales
sales or
or exchanges
LOSSES.-Losses from
CAPITAL LossEs.—Losses
(j) CAPITAL
p. 715.
71
p
Pod
assets
shall
be
allowed
only
to
the
extent
provided
in
section
117(d).
117(d).
section
in
provided
extent
the
to
only
allowed
be
shall
assets
debts.
Baddebts.
charged Bad
(k)
DEBTS.—Debts ascertained
ascertained to
worthless and
and charged
be worthless
to be
BAD DEBTS.-Debts
(k) BAD
off
the taxable
year (or,
(or, in
in the
the discretion
of the
Commissioner,
the Commissioner
discretion of
taxable year
within the
off within
addition to
bad debts);
satisfied
debts); and when satisfied
for bad
reserve for
to aareserve
reasonable addition
aareasonable
that a
a debt
debt is
recoverable only
only in
part, the Commissioner may allow
in part,
is recoverable
that
such debt,
in an
amount not
not in
of the
the part
charged off within
within
part charged
excess of
in excess
an amount
debt, in
such
the taxable
as a
deduction.
a deduction.
year, as
taxable year,
the
Exhaustion, etc.,
of
etc., of
bEhaustion.
exhaustion, business
(1) DEPRECIATION.—A
reasonable allowance
for the
the exhaustion,
allowance for
DEPRECIATION.-A reasonable
(1)
property.
including aa
wear
of property
used in
the trade
trade or
business, including
or business,
in the
property used
tear of
and tear
wear and
Life estates.
estates.
reasonable
allowance for
for obsolescence.
case of
property held Le
of property
the case
In the
obsolescence. In
reasonable allowance
by one
with remainder
another person,
person, the deducto another
remainder to
life with
for life
person for
one person
by
tion shall
shall be
be computed
the life
owner
were the absolute owner
tenant were
life tenant
if the
as if
computed as
tion
in trust.
Property intrust.
of
the property
property and
and shall
allowed to
the life
tenant. In
In the case Property
life tenant.
to the
be allowed
shall be
of the
apportioned
shall
of
property
held
in
trust
the
allowable
deduction
shall
be
apportioned
deduction
of property held in trust the allowable
between
and the
in accordance
accordance with
trustee in
the trustee
beneficiaries and
income beneficiaries
the income
between the
the pertinent
pertinent provisions
provisions of
trust, or,
or, in
the trust,
creating the
instrument creating
the instrument
of the
the
allothe
absence
of
such
provisions,
on
the
basis
of
the
trust
income
income
trust
the
of
basis
the
on
provisions,
such
of
absence
the
to each.
cable to
Mines, oil and gas
il etc.d gas
Mnet
wells, other wells,
gas wells,
(m)
DurtrrioN.—In the
mines, oil
and gas
oil and
of mines,
case of
timber,
the case
(m) DEPLeInoN.-In
Reasonable
allowReasonable
depletion
natural
deposits, and
reasonable allowance
allowance for depletion ance
timber, aa reasonable
and timber,
tor depletion.llowetc.
natural deposits,
pti
de
and
for
depreciation
of
improvements,
according
to
the
peculiar
conconpeculiar
the
to
according
improvements,
and for depreciation of
86637'
34--44
86637'--34--
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ditions
in each
reasonable allowance
allowance in
in all
all cases
cases to
to be
ditions in
each case;
case; such
such reasonable
be !made
made
under
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
under rules
in
with
In any
any case i
nwhich it is ascerwith the approval of the Secretary. In
tained as a
tamed
development work
that the
the
a result of operations
operations or
or of development
work that
recoverable units
units are
are greater
greater or
or less
thereof,
recoverable
less than
than the
the prior
prior estimate
estimate thereof,
then such
prior estimate
estimate (but
(but not
not the
the basis
basis for
for depletion)
then
such prior
depletion) shall
shall be
be
revised and
allowance under
under this
this subsection
for subsequent
subsequent taxrevised
and the
the allowance
subsection for
taxLeases.
able years shall be based upon such revised estimate. In
Leases,
In the
the case
of leases
the deductions
deductions shall
shall be
be equitably
equitably apportioned
apportioned between
of
leases the
between the
the
Life
lessor and
of property
property held
held by
by one
one person
for
Life estates.
estates.
lessor
and lessee.
lessee. In
In the
the case
case of
person for
life with
with remainder
remainder to
another person,
be comcomlife
to another
person, the
the deduction
deduction shall
shall be
puted as if the life tenant
tenant were
were the absolute owner
owner of the property
property
Property in trust.
and shall be allowed to the life tenant. In
Property
In the case of property
property held
held
be apportioned
the
in trust
trust the
the allowable deduction
deduction shall
shall be
apportioned between
between the
income
the trustee
in accordance
accordance with
the pertinent
income beneficiaries
beneficiaries and
and the
trustee in
with the
pertinent
instrument creating the
provisions of
of the instrument
the trust,
trust, or, in
in the absence
absence of
of
such provisions,
on the
the basis
basis of
of the
the trust
income allocable
to each.
such
provisions, on
trust income
allocable to
each.
P091, p. 710.
depletion allowable
this subsection,
subsection, see
section
Post,
(For percentage
percentage depletion
allowable under
under this
see section
114(b), (3)
(4).)
114(b),
(3) and
and (4).)
Basis for depletion,
(n) \ BASIs
DEPRECIATION AND
AND DEPLETION.—The
DEPLETION.-The basis upon
etcB.asis
I
BASIS
ASIS FOR
FOR DEPRECIATION
et.
which depletion, exhaustion,
exhaustion, wear and tear,
obsolescence are to
tear, and obsolescence
Post, p. 710.
710.
be allowed in respect
section
Pest,
respect of any property
property shall be as provided
provided in section
114.
Charitable,
conI
CHARITABLE
HARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBRITIoNS.-In
CONTRIBUTIONS.—In the
the case
of an
an
Charitable, etc.,
etc., con(O)\ CHARITABLE
case of
tributions.
tributions.
taxable year to or
Gifts.
individual, contributions or gifts made within the
the taxable
for the use of:
Publicuses.
Public uses.
(1) the United States, any State
political
(1)
State, Territory,
Territory, or any political
subdivision thereof, or the District of
of Columbia, for
for exclusively
exclusively
public
purposes;
public purposes;
Religious, scientific,
Religious,
(2)
corporation, or trust,
(2) a
a
trust, or community
community chest,
chest, fund, or foundafoundaetc.,
eti., organizations.
organizations.
tion, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
tion,
scientific
or educational
educational purposes,
purposes, or
forthe
th e prevention
preventi on
scientific, literary,
literary, or
or for
of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings
earnings of
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder
shareholder or
or indiis
vidual, and no substantial part of the activities of which is
carrying on propaganda,
otherwise attempting,
attempting, to
to influence
influence
carrying
propaganda, or
or otherwise
legislation;
legislation;
Vocational
rehabiliVocational robabili(3) the special fund for vocational rehabilitation authorized
authorized
tation.
Vol.
Vol. 43,p.611.
43, p. 811.
by
section 12
12 of
of the
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924;
1924;
by section
the World
World War
ganizatons,
War, veterans'
etc.
orunits
or auxiliary
auxiliary units
(4)
organizations of
of war
war veterans,
veterans, or
posts or
or organizations
(4) posts
e ' or
vetzerat
War
gnzatons,
or
any such
posts or
if such
such posts,
or societies
societies of
of any
such posts
or organizations,
organizations, if
posts,
organizations,
United States
organizations, units, or societies are organized in the United
States
or any of its possessions, and if
no part of their net
if no
net earnings
earnings
inures to the benefit
shareholder or individual; or
benefit of any private shareholder
or
raternal society.
(5)
fraternal society,
Fraternal
(5) aa fraternal
society, order,
order, or
association, operating
operating under
or association,
under
the lodge system, but only if
if such contributions
contributions or gifts
(-rifts are to
to
for religious,
religious, charitable,
scientific, literary,
literary, or
Or
be used exclusively for
charitable, scientific,
educational
the prevention of cruelty to
educational purposes, or for the
to children
children
or animals;
animals •
or
Limit.
to
an amount!
amount which in all the above cases combined
to an
combined does not exceed
exceed
centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without
15 per centum
without
oUlimited deduc- the benefit of this subsection. Such contributions or gifts
bee
thdimited
gifts shall
sh all b
t
•.
allowable as deductions
deductions only if
if verified under rules and regulations
regulations
PoRt,
Post, p.
p. 718.
prescribed
with the approval of the Secretary.
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
(For unlimited deduction if
if contributions
contributions and gifts exceed 90 per
per
centum
centura of the
net income,
see section
section 120.)
the net
income, see
120.)
Dividends receive
(p) DIVIDENDS
BY CORPORATIONS.—I
reee
(P)
DTvI 1 DS RECEIVED
REct rIVED BY
CORPORATioNS.-Inll the
the case
case of
of aa
byDividends
corporations.
Domestic.
domestic
corporation, the amount received as dividends from
from a
a domestic
corporation which is subject
corporation
subject to taxation
taxation under this title. The deducdedtic-

INCOME TAX.

INCOME TAX.
COMPTATION
OF NETINOMENET UINCOME—
Contd.
Revision
estimates
of estimates
Revision of
allowed.

OF
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INCOME TAX.
tion allowed
by this
this subsection
be allowed
allowed in
in respect
oNCOME TTAX
respect of
of COMPUTATION
not be
shall not
subsection shall
allowed by
tion
INCOMENET INCOME—
dividends received
from a
corporation organized
organized under the China OF NET
a corporation
received from
dividends
Contd.
Trade
Act, 1922,
1922, or
or from
rae
section 251 is Contd
under section
which under
corporation which
from aa corporation
Trade Act,
China
Trade
Act
corporation.
taxable
its gross
within the United corporation.
from sources within
income from
gross income
on its
only on
taxable only
Vol. 42, p. 849.
p. 738.
7.38
po.i,p.
percentage of its gross Post,
a large percentage
States by
reason of
its receiving a
of its
by reason
States
income
sources within
the United States.
possession of the
within aapossession
from sources
income from
Maintenance of pen(q)
TRUSTS.—An employer
employer establishing
or maintaining
maintaining Maintenance
establishing or
PENSION TRUSTS.-An
(q) PENSION
sion trusts.
trusts
trust to
to provide
provide for
for the
the payment
of reasonable
reasonable pensionsion
pensions
payment of
pension trust
aa pension
to
his employees
employees (if
trust is
is exempt
from tax
under section
tax under
exempt from
such trust
(if such
to his
Post, p.
7a.
p.729.
employees) Iot,
165,
relating to
for the
exclusive benefit of employees)
the exclusive
created for
trusts created
to trusts
165, relating
shall
(in addition
addition to the contributions
deduction (in
as aa deduction
allowed as
be allowed
shall be
to such
trust during
during the
to cover
liability
pension liability
the pension
cover the
year to
taxable year
the taxable
such trust
to
accruing during
the year,
year, allowed
allowed as
as aa deduction
deduction under
subsection
under subsection
during the
accruing
(a)
this section)
reasonable amount
amount transferred
into
or paid into
transferred or
a reasonable
section) a
of this
(a) of
such
during the
the taxable
taxable year
year in
in excess
excess of
contributions,
such contributions,
of such
trust during
such trust
but only
(1) has
has not
theretofore been allowable as
not theretofore
amount (1)
such amount
if such
only if
but
a
and (2)
(2) is
equal parts
a period
over a
parts over
in equal
apportioned in
is apportioned
deduction, and
a deduction,
of ten
ten consecutive
years beginning
beginning with
with the
in which
which the
year in
the year
consecutive years
of
prAllowance under pretransfer or
payment is
made.
Any
deduction allowable
allowable under Allowance
Any deduction
is made.
or payment
transfer
vious laws.
section
(q) of
of the
Act of
1928 or
the Revenue
Revenue Act of v'io's45,a.02;
Vol. 45, p. 802; Vol.
or the
of 1928
Revenue Act
the Revenue
23(q)
section 23
p. 182.
47, .182.
1932 which
under such
such section
section was
apportioned to
taxable year 47,
any taxable
to any
was apportioned
which under
1932
beginning
after December
December 31,
1933, shall
be allowed
deduction
a deduction
as a
allowed as
shall be
31, 1933,
beginning after
in
the years
years to
which so
apportioned to
under
to the extent allowable under
so apportioned
to which
in the
such section
if it
it had
had remained
respect to such year.
with respect
force with
in force
remained in
section if
such

DEDUCTIBLE.
SEC.
SEC. 24. ITEMS NOT DEDUCTIBLE.
Items not deductible.

(a) GENERAL
GENERAL RuLE.—In
no deduction
deduction shall
shall
income no
net income
computing net
RrLE.-In computing
(a)

ofin any
be allowed
allowed in respect of—
case be
any case
in

expenses;
(1)
living, or
or family
family expenses;
Personal, living,
(1) Personal,
permanent
(2)
Any amount
paid out
new buildings
buildings or for permanent
for new
out for
amount paid
(2) Any
improvements or
betterments made
made to
to increase
value of any
increase the value
or betterments
improvements
property
or estate;
estate;
property or
(3)
Any amount
amount expended
expended in
restoring property
in making
property or in
in restoring
(3) Any
hlas
(rood the
the exhaustion
exhaustion thereof
thereof for
for which
allowance is or has
an allowance
which an
good
rieen made;
made;
been
(4)
Premiumss paid
policy covering
th I
coveringr the
insurance policy
life insurance
any life
on any
paid on
(4) Premiumn
life
of
any
officer
or
employee,
or
of
any
person
financially
interlife of any officer or employee, or of any person financially interested in
or business
carried on
on by
by the
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, when
when
butsinless c(arried
trade or
lany trade
in any
ested
the
taxpayer
is
directly
or
indirectly
a
beneficiary
under
such
such
under
beneficiary
a
indirectly
or
the taxpayer is directly
policy;
policy;
(5)
which
deduction which
a deduction
as a
allowable as
otherwise allowable
amount otherwise
Any amount
(5) Any
is allocable
more classes
classes of
other than interest
income other
of income
or more
one or
to one
allocable to
is
(whether
any amount
of income
class or
or classes
classes
that class
of that
income of
anount of
not any
or not
(whether or
is received
received or
accrued) wholly
from the
the taxes
taxes imposed
imposed
exempt from
wholly exempt
or accrued)
is
by this
or
title; or
this title;
by
or
(6) Loss
exchanges of property, directly
directly
or
Loss from sales or exchanges
(6)
esales,
indirectly,
(A)
between
members
of
a
family,
or
(B)
except
in
except
(B)
or
a
family,
of
members
between
(A)
indirectly,
the case
liquidation, between
and
individual and
an individual
between an
in liquidation,
distributions in
of distributions
case of
the
a
corporation
in
which
such
individual
owns,
directly
or
indirectly,
indirectly,
or
directly
owns,
individual
such
in
which
a corporation
more
centum in
outstanding stock.
For
stock. For
the outstanding
of the
value of
in value
)percentuni
50 per
than 50
more than
the
purpose
of
this
paragraph—(C)
an
individual
shall
be
conconbe
shall
individual
an
paragraph-(C)
this
of
the purpose
sidered as
indirectly, by
by his
or indirectly,
directly or
owned, directly
stock owned,
the stock
owning the
as owning
sidered
include
family
•
and
(D)
the
family
of
an
individual
only
shall
individual
an
of
family
the
(D)
and
family;
his
brothers and
sisters (whether
the whole
blood),
half blood),
or half
whole or
by the
(whether by
and sisters
his brothers
spouse,
and lineal
lineal descendants.
descendants.
ancestors, and
spouse, ancestors,
(b)
H OLDERS OF
OR TERMINABLE I
NTEREST.—AMOUDI
S paid
paid
TERMINABLE INTEREST.-Amounts
OF LIFE
LIFE OR
(t) HOLDERS
under
the
laws
of
any
State,
Territory,
District
of
Columbia,
posposColumbia,
of
District
Territory,
under the laws of any State,
session
of the
States, or
foreign country
country as
income to
to the
the
as income
or foreign
United States,
the United
session of
holder
of
a
life
or
terminable
interest
acquired
by
gift,
bequest,
or
or
bequest,
gift,
by
acquired
interest
holder of a life or terminable

Items not deductitbe.

Personal,
penses.
Property
ments.

Personl , etet.c.,

Property
""'"Tt
l

e
ex-

-

improve-

improve-

Restoring propert y.

oringIroiprt

life insurance proini
employees.
ploye.".
nl (IIIIS
miii for em

e e iInsrat'

Iro-e

Deductions
allocable
Deductions allosnhle
to tax-exempt incomes.

to "-exenpt incon.el

Property losses from
from
Proerty
etc.
sales, etc.
Exchanges between

loses

Echanges

between

shareholder and cor-

Ine
Shareholder
Sh ber1 6i
dr
f
i
ltiTf
l

poration.
Definitions.

Definitions.

folders of life or
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inheritance shall
shall not
not be
be reduced
or diminished
diminished by
by any
any deduction
deduction
INCOME
inheritance
reduced or
shrinkage (by
(by whatever
name called)
in the
value of
of such
such
INCOME- for
for shrinkage
whatever name
called) in
the value
contd.
interest
interest due to the lapse of time, nor by any deduction
allowed by
by
deduction allowed
this
Act (except
(except the deductions
this Act
deductions provided for in subsections
subsections (1) and
(m)
of section
23) for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
computing the
net income
(m) of
section 23)
of computing
the net
income

INCOMETAON
TAX.
COMPUTATION
OF NET INCOME—
Contd.
Ante,
AntepS.p. 689.

of
trust but
under the
the laws
laws of
of an
an estate
estate or
or trust
but not
not allowed
allowed under
of such.
such State,
State,
Territory,
of Columbia,
Columbia, possession
possession of
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
or
Territory, District
District of
foreign
country for
for the
the purpose
of computing
the income
income to
to which
foreign country
purpose of
computing the
which
such holder is entitled.
Tax-free
covenant
Tax-free
covenant
(C) TAX
TAX WITHHELD
TAX-FREE COVENANT
COVENANT BONDs.-For
(C)
WITHHELD ON TAX-FREE
BONDS.—For nonnonbonds.
deductibility of
of tax
tax withheld
on tax-free
covenant bonds, see
section
see section.
deductibility
withheld on
tax-free covenant
bos,
Post, p. 723.
723.
(3).
143 (a) (3).

Credits allowed
Credits
allowed inindividuals.
Normal tax only.

SEC. 25. CREDITS OF INDIVIDUAL
INDIVIDUAL AGAINST NET
NET INCOME.
INCOME.

(a) CREDITS
C:REDITS FOR NORMAL
NORMAL TAX ONLY.-There
ONLY.—There shall be allowed for
the purpose
purpose of
normal tax,
tax, but
not for
for the
the surtax,
surtax, the
following
the
of the
the normal
but not
the following
credits against
against the
net income:
income:
credits
the net
from doDividends from
(1)
DIVIDmNDS.-The amount received as dividends
(1) DIVIDENDS.—The
dividends from
from aa
mestic
corporations
restic
orporations
domestic
corporation which
which is
is subject
subject to
to taxation
taxation under
under this
this title..
subject
herein.
subjet to taxhiere.ins
domestic corporation
title.
The credit
allowed by
by this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall .not
not be
be allowed
in
The
credit allowed
allowed in

organized under
under
respect of dividends received
received from a
a corporation
corporation organized
the China Trade Act, 1922, or from a
a corporation
corporation which
which under
under
section 251 is taxable only on its gross
gross income from sources,
7
within the United
United States by
of its
its receiving
large perby reason
reason of
receiving a
a large
percentage
of its
its gross
income from
from sources
sources within
possession of
centage of
gross income
within aa possession
of
the United
States.
the
United States.
Interest on Federal
(2) INTEREST
STATES OBLIGATIONS.-The
omaoArioNs.—The amount
Interest
on Federal
(2)
INTEREST ON
ON UNITED STATES
amount
securities.
Ante,p.
Ante, p. 686.
es.
received as interest
interest upon obligations of
of the
which
the United
United States
States which
is
in gross
gross income
income under
under section
is included in
section 22.
22.
Interest on obliga(3) INTEREST
OBLIGATIONS OF
OF INSTRUMENTALITIES
INSTRUMENTALITIES OF
THE
Interest
on obligae
(3)
INTEREST ON
ON OBLIGATIONS
OF THE.
tions
of Federal
instrumentalities.
strumentalities.
UNITED STATES.-The
UNrrEn
STATES.—The amount
amount received
received as
interest on
as interest
on obligations
obligations
of
under Act
Act of
Congress, if
if (A)
(A) such
such
of a
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under
of Congress,
Ante, p. 686.
Antp.
86.
corporation is
instrumentality of
of the
the United
States; and
(B)
is an instrumentality
United States;
and (B)
such interest is included in gross income under section 22; and
(C) under the Act authorizing the issue
(C)
issue thereof,
thereof, as
as amended
amended and
supplemented,
is exempt
from normal
tax.
supplemented, such interest is
exempt from
normal tax.
Earned income credit.
Earnedincome
(4) EARNED
EARNED INCOME
INCOME CREDIT.-10
CRDIT.-10 per centum
(4)
centum of the amount
amount of
of
the earned net
in excess
excess of
per centum
the
net income, but not
not in
of 10
10 per
centum of
of the
amount
income.
amount of the net
net income.
o income deEarned
IEarn
inom de
(5) EARNED
INCOME DEoINITIONS.-For
nrsminows.—For the
the purposes
of this
(5)
EARNED INOOME
purposes of
this
flnitions.
sectionsection—
"Earned
Income."
"xarnd income."
(A) "Earned
"Earned income"
income" means wages, salaries, professional
professional
fees, and other amounts received
received as compensation for personal
personal
services actually rendered, but does not include
include any amount
amount not
not
included
included in gross
income, nor
nor that
part of
gross income,
that part
of the
the compensation
compensation
derived by
by the taxpayer for
rendered by
by him
for personal
personal services
services rendered
him
a distribution of earnings or
to a
a corporation
corporation which represents a
or
profits rather than aa reasonable allowance
as compensation
compensation for
for
allowance as
the personal
personal services actually rendered. In
In the case of
tax-of aa taxpayer engaged in a
a trade or business in
whi ch b
oth personal
persona l
in which
both
services and capital are material
producing factors, a
a
services
material income
income producing
reasonable allowance
allowance as compensation
compensation for the personal
personal services
actually rendered by the taxpayer,
taxpayer, not in excess of 20 per
centum of his share of the net profits of such trade or business,
business,
shall be considered
considered as earned income.
income.
E
a
r
n
ed
"Earned
income dede"Earned income
(B) "
" Earned income deductions
" means such deductions
deductions"
deductions as.
ductIons.
are allowed
allowed by
by section
purpose of computing net
are
section 23 for the purpose
net
income, and are properly allocable
income,.
allocable to or chargeable
chargeable against
earned
earned income.
income.

China Trade
Trade Act
Act
corporations, etc., excorporations,
excepted.
cepted.
Poet,
P. 738.
Post, P.
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INCOME TAX.
TAX.
INCOME
amount of
the excess
(C) ""Earned
Earned net
net income
income"" means
excess of the amount
of COMPUTATION
means the
(C)
INCOMEOF
NET
INCOME—
earned
the
earned
income
over
the
sum
of
the
earned
income
deducthe earned income over the sum of the
Contd.
net innot more
tions. If
taxpayer's net
is not
more than
than $3,000, C"Earned
"Earned
net
inincome is
net income
the taxpayer's
If the
tions.
come."
come."
net
earned
to
his
entire
net
income
shall
be
considered
be
earned
net
considered
his entire net income shall be
income,
if his
his net
net income
income is more than $3,000, his earned
and if
income, and
In
net
shall not
be considered
considered to be less than $3,000.
$3,000. In
not be
income shall
net income
more
be
to
considered
no
case
shall
the
earned
net
income
be
considered
be
income
net
earned
the
shall
no case
than $14,000.
$14,000.
than
Credits for both nor.
for both norredi
be mal
(b)
CREDITS FOR BOTH
NORMAL TAX
shall be
SURTAx.-There shall
TAX AND SunTAx.—There
tax and surtax.
FOR BOTH NORMAL
(b) CREDITS
folthe
surtax
the
and
tax
allowed for
for .the
the folpurposes of the normal
the purposes
allowed
lowing credits
income:
against net income:
credits against
lowing
exemption.
person, aa Personal exemption.
a single person,
of a
(1) PEasoisTAL
Exuswriorr.—In the
case of
the case
PERSONAL EXEMPTION.-In
(1)
Single person.
Se
a
of
head
of
or
personal
exemption
of
$1,000;
in
the
case
the
of
a
$1,000;
of
exemption
personal
personal
family or
or a
amarried
married person
person living
living with husband or wife, aapersonal
family
fusband and wife
shall Husband
living
wife
and
exemption
of
$2,500.
A.
husband
and
wife
together
shall
husband
A
$2,500.
of
exemption
living together.
together.
living
personal
of
receive
but
one
personal
exemption.
The
amount
such
personal
amount
The
receive but one personal exemption.
Separate returns.
returns.
separate
make
wife
such
exemption
shall
be
$2,500.
If
husband
and
make
If
$2,500.
be
shall
exemption
or
either
by
taken
be
may
separate returns,
returns, the
the personal
taken
either or
exemption
personal exemption
separate
divided
between them.
divided between
dependfor dependCredit for
person (other
(2)
DEPENDENTS.—$400 for
each person
(other than eLredit
for each
FOR DEPENDENTS.--$400
CREDIT FOR
(2) CREDIT
support
his chief support
husband or
dependent upon
upon and
and receiving
receiving his
wife) dependent
or wife)
husband
from
the taxpayer
taxpayer if
dependent person is under eighteen
eighteen years
years
such dependent
if such
from the
or
of
age
or
is
incapable
of
self-support
because
mentally
physically
mentally
because
self-support
of
incapable
of age or is
defective.
defective.
Change
of
status
stat
If year.
(3) CHANGE
CHANGE OF
OF BTATUS.-If
STATUS.—If the
the status
status of
of the
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, insofar
insofar dChange
during taxable
(3)
dependents,
as
it
affects
the
personal
exemption
or
credit
for
dependents,
credit
or
as it affects the personal exemption
changes
during the
the taxable
year, the
the personal
credit
exemption and credit
personal exemption
taxable year,
changes during
prescribed
shall
be
apportioned,
under
rules
and
regulations
prescribed by
regulations
shall be apportioned, under rules and
the
Commissioner with
the approval
Secretary, in accordance
the Secretary,
of the
approval of
with the
the Commissioner
the
For the
with the
number of
before and
change. For
and after such change.
months before
of months
the number
with
Apportionment.
Apportionment.
shall
month
purpose
of
such
apportionment
a
fractional
part
of
a
month
shall
a
of
part
fractional
a
apportionment
such
purpose of
in
a
half
to
be
disregarded
unless
it
amounts
to
more
than
a
month
in
amounts
be disregarded unless it
which
shall be
considered as a
amonth.
be considered
it shall
case it
which case
Credits allowed corporatons.
SEC.
26.
CREDITS
OF
CORPORATION
AGAINST NET INCOME.
Porations.
SEC. 26. CREDITS OF CORPORATION AGAINST
United
Intst
there shall sates
For the
purpose only
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by section
se ct
ion 13 there
nterest o
% clinked
of the
only of
the purpose
For
92.
An.ep.,p. 692.
as Ante,
received
be allowed
as
a
credit
against
net
income
the
amount
received
amount
the
income
net
against
credit
a
as
be allowed
interest upon
of the
United States
corporations
or of corporations
States or
the United
obligations of
upon obligations
interest
as
individual
an
to
allowed
is
organized
under
Act
of
Congress
which
allowed
as
which
Congress
of
Act
under
organized
(3).
(2)
a
credit
for
purposes
of
normal
tax
by
section
25
(a)
(2)
or
(3).
(a)
25
section
a credit for purposes of normal tax by

Part III—Credits
Tax
Against Tax
III-Credits Against
Part

CREDITS
AGAINST
TAX.
CREDITS
AGAINST

SEC. 31. TAXES OF FOREIGN
POSSESSIONS OF tries
triT
esala
egi19317p:ses
un :
U.S. possestaesofaregnoWunand
AND POSSESSIONS
COUNTRIES AND
TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES

SEC. 81.

ions.

UNITED STATES.
STATES.
UNITED

The
amount of
income, war-profits,
excess-profits taxes
imposed
taxes imposed
and excess-profits
war-profits, and
of income,
The amount
by foreign countries
countries or
possessions of
the United
United States
States shall
shall be
the
of
possessions
or
foreign
by
allowed as acredit against the tax, to the extent provided in
section
in section
allowed as a credit against the tax, to the extent provided
131.
131.
SEC. 32.
SOURCE.
AT SOURCE.
WITHHELD AT
TAXES WITHHELD
32. TAXES

SEC.

The amount of tax withheld at
at the
the source
source under
under section
shall
143 shall
section 143
The amount of tax withheld
be allowed as
a
credit
against
the
tax.
tax.
the
against
credit
be allowed as a
SEC. 33.
CREDIT FOR
OVERPAYMENTS.
FOR OVERPAYMENTS.
33. CREDIT
SEC.
For credit against the tax of
of overpayments
overpayments of
of taxes
this
by this
imposed by
taxes imposed
For credit against the tax
title
for
other
taxable
years,
see
section
322.
322.
section
see
years,
taxable
other
title for

Extent of credit for.

Extent

credit for

Post P. 718.
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Taxes withheld
source.
Taxes withheld
Post, p. 723.

Po p.

Overpayments.
Pest, p. 750.
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INCOME TAX.
ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
PERIODS
PERIODS AND
AND
METHODS.
General
General rule.
rule.
Net
Net income
income on
on basis
basis
of
accounting
of annual
annual accounting
period
period.
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Part
Periods and
aAccounting
Accounting
Part IV—Accounting
IV-Accounting Periods
and Methods of

SEC. 41. GENERAL
GENERAL RULE.
SEC.
RULE.
The
net income
The net
income shall
shall be
be computed
upon the
basis of
of the
taxpayer's
computed upon
the basis
the taxpayer's

annual accounting
accounting period
year, as
the case
case
annual
period (fiscal
(fiscal year
year or
or calendar
calendar year,
as the
may
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the method
method of
of accounting
may be)
be) in
accounting regularly
regularly
employed
the books
but if
employed in
in keeping
keeping the
books of
of such
such taxpayer;
taxpayer; but
if no
no such
such
method of
accounting has
so employed,
of accounting
has been
been so
employed, or
or if
if the
the method
method
employed
does not
clearly reflect
income, the
computation shall
employed does
not clearly
reflect the
the income,
the computation
shall
be
made in
accordance with
method as
in the
of the
the
be made
in accordance
with such
such method
as in
the opinion
opinion of
accounting is other
If accounting
other Commissioner
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's
Commissioner does clearly reflect the income. If
If the
than fiscal
fiscal year.
Post,
Pest, p. 696.
annual accounting
annual
fiscal year
as defined
defined in
in
accounting period
period is
is other
other than
than aa fiscal
year as
section
section 48
if the
accounting period
48 or if
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
has no
no annual
annual accounting
period or
or does
does
Inventories,
Inventories, p. 688.
68.

p.

not keep books, the net income
income shall
be computed
basis of
shall be
computed on
on the
the basis
of the
the

of inventories,
see section
section 22
22 (c).)
(e).)
calendar year.
year. (For
(For use
use of
inventories, see
Gross income.

SEC. 42. PERIOD IN WHICH ITEMS OF
GROSS INCOME INCLUDED.
OF GROSS
INCLUDED.

The amount
amount of
of all
all items
items of
gross income
income shall
be included
included in
in the
the
The
of gross
shall be
gross income
income for the taxable
taxable year
by the
the taxpayer,
year in
in which
which received
received by
taxpayer,
unless,
accounting permitted
under section
section 41,
11, any
unless, under
under methods
methods of
of accounting
permitted under
any
such amounts are
to be
be properly
accounted for
for as
as of
are to
properly accounted
of a
a different
different
Portion, in case of period.
the case
of the
death of
a taxpayer
period. In
In the
case of
the death
of a
shall be
included
taxpayer there
there shall
be included
death.
death.
in computing net income for the taxable
period in
which falls
the
taxable period
in which
falls the
date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his death if
if not
not
otherwise properly
otherwise
includible in
respect of
of such
period or
or aa prior
prior
properly includible
in respect
such period
period.
period.

Items for
for taxable
taxable
Items
year
year in
in which
whiceh received.
received.

Deductions
and credDeductionsanderedits.
For taxable year in
For taxable
year in
which
which "paid
"paid or accrued"
"paid orinor incrued" or
or "paid
curred."

urred."

Allowance
oftaxpayer.
tpa
of

SEC.
43. PERIOD
PERIOD FOR WHICH DEDUCTIONS
SEC. 43.
DEDUCTIONS AND
AND CREDITS TAKEN.
TAKEN.

The deductions
The
deductions and
in this
title shall
be taken
taken
and credits
credits provided
provided for
for in
this title
shall be
for the
the taxable
for
taxable year
year in
or "paid
"paid or
or
in which
which "paid
"paid or
or accrued"
accrued or
incurred
", dependent
upon the
method of
incurred ",
dependent upon
the method
of accounting
upon the
the basis
accounting upon
basis
of which the net income is computed,
unless in
in order
order to
clearly reflect
reflect
computed, unless
to clearly
the income the deductions or credits should
be taken
taken as
of a
adifferent
different
should be
as
of
on
death
period. In
the case
the death
of aataxpayer
taxpayer there
be allowed
on death period.
In the
case of
of the
death of
there shall
shall be
allowed
as deductions and credits for the
period in
which falls
falls the
the taxable
taxable period
in which
the

date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his death if
not
dateotherwise
of his death,
properly
amounts
allowable
accrued
i
n respect
up to the
of such
dateperiod
of hi s
ordea
aprior
th if
not
otherwise
properly allowable in respect of such period or a prior
period.
period.

Installment basis.
Dealers inin personal
personal
property.

ropert.

Sales of
of realty
realty and
casual
alty. salea of Person-

SEC. 44.
INSTALLMENT BASIS.
SEC.
44, INSTALLMENT
I
(a) DEALERS
IN PERSONAL
PERSONAL PRoPERTY.Under
PaornarY.---Under regulations
(a)
DEALe
S XN
regulations preprescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secretary, a
a
person who regularly sells
disposes of
personal property
property
sells or
or otherwise
otherwise disposes
of personal
on the installment plan may return
return as income therefrom
therefrom in
in any
any
taxable year that proportion of the
the installment
installment payments
payments actually
actually
received in that year
year which
the gross
realized or
or to
to be
be rea
li ze d
which the
gross profit
profit realized
realized
when payment is
i
scompleted,
completed, bears
bears to
to the
total contract
the total
contract price.
price.
i
(b)
(b) SAILE
,
SALES OF
OF REALTY
CASUAL
ALES OF
ll the
the
REALTY AND
AND CAS
AL S
SALES
OF PERSONALTY.—I
PERSONALTY.-In

case
of a
casual sale
sale or
or other
other casual
casual disposition
disposition of
of personal
personal
case (1)
(1) of
a casual

property
property of aakind which
property (other than property
properly be
be
which would
would properly
included
included in
in the inventory
inventory of the taxpayer if
if on hand at the close
close of
of
the taxable year),
year), for aaprice exceeding $1,000, or (2)
(2) of aasale or
or
other disposition of real property, if
if in
in either
case the
the initial
either case
initial paypayments do not exceed
exceed 30 per centum of the selling price
price (or,
case
(or, in
in case
the sale
sale or
or other
the
other disposition was in aataxable year beginning prior
percentage of
to January 1, 1934, the percentage
price prescribed
prescribed in
in
of the
the selling
selling price
the law applicable
applicable to such year), the income may, under regulations
regulations
prescribed
Secretary,
prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secretary,
be
returned on the basis and in the manner above prescribed
prescribed in this
be returned
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section. As
As used
in this
this section
section the
the term
payments"" means
INCOME TIX.
TAX.
INCOME
means ACCOUNTING
initial payments
term ""initial
used in
section.
AND
other than evidences of
the
received in
in cash
or property
property other
of PERIODS
PAC COUN T WsTil
ING
cash or
payments received
the payments
METHODS-Contd.
which
in
indebtedness
of
the
purchaser
during
the
taxable
period
in
which
METHODS—Contd.
period
taxable
the
during
indebtedness of the purchaser
the sale
sale or
or other
disposition is
made.
is made.
other disposition
the
Computation
on
on
Computation
taxpayer change
(C) CHANGE
FROM ACCRUAL
INSTALLMENT BASIS.--If aataxpayer
TO INSTALLMENT
ACCRUAL TO
installment
to installment
change to
(c) CHANGE FROM
basis.
basis.
year
taxable
entitled to
of subsection
(a) elects for any
year
subsection (a)
benefits of
the benefits
to the
entitled
computing
to report
report his
net income
income on
on the
installment, basis, then in computing
the installment
his net
to
his income
income for
the year
subsequent year, amounts
any subsequent
or any
change or
of change
year of
for the
his
on account of sales or
year
actually
received
during
any
or
such
actually received during any
be
shall
other
dispositions
of
property
made
in
prior
year
shall
not
any
in
made
property
of
dispositions
other
excluded.
excluded.
Gain or loss upon
installof installGaiitin of
GA- disposition
INSTALLMENT OBI
(d)
GAIN OR
LOSS UPON
UPON DISPOSITION
DISPOSITION OF INSTALLMENT
OBLIGAOR Loss
(d) GAIN
ment
obligations.
obligations.
ment
face
its
than
other
at
satisfied
is
TIONS.—If
an
installment
obligation
is
satisfied
than
its
face
TIoNS.-If an installment obligation
value
or distributed,
otherwise disposed of,
sold, or otherwise
transmitted, sold,
distributed, transmitted,
value or
difference
the
gain
or
loss
shall
result
to
the
extent
difference between
between the
of
extent
gain or loss shall result to the
basis
of the
the obligation
and (1)
(1) in
in the
satisfaction at other
the case of satisfaction
obligation and
basis of
than
(2)
exchange-the amount realized, or (2)
or exchange—the
sale or
or aa sale
value or
face value
than face
than
in
case
of
a
distribution,
transmission,
or
disposition
otherwise
or
transmission,
distribution,
a
of
case
in
by
sale or
fair market
market value
value of the obligation at the
exchange-the fair
or exchange—the
by sale
time
of
such
distribution,
transmission,
or disposition. Any gain or
or
transmission,
distribution,
such
of
time
loss
so
resulting
shall
be
considered
as
resulting from the sale or
resulting
as
loss so resulting shall be considered
exchange
of
the
property
in
respect
of
which
the installment obliwhich
of
respect
in
property
the
of
exchange
shall be the excess
obligation
gation
was
received.
The
basis
of
the
obligation
excess
the
of
gation was received. The basis
the
to
equal
an
of
the
face
value
of
the
obligation
over
an
amount
over
obligation
the
of
value
face
of the
in
income
which
would
be
returnable
were
the
obligation
satisfied
the
were
income which would be returnable
Transmission
at
at
Transmission
transmission at
apply to
full.
This subsection
shall not
not apply
to the transmission
at death
death death
death of installment
installment
subsection shall
full. This
obligations.
obligations.
at
Commissioner,
with
of
installment
obligations
if
there
is
filed
with
the
Commissioner,
at
filed
is
there
of installment obligations if
amount
such time
he may
may by
by regulation
prescribe, aa. bond in such amount
regulation prescribe,
as he
time as
such
upon
conditioned
necessary,
and
with
such
sureties
as
he
may
necessary,
conditioned
upon
deem
may
he
and with such sureties as
such
on
payment
the
return
as
income,
by
the
person
receiving
such
any
receiving
person
the
by
income,
as
return
the
be
would
payment
such
obligations,
of
the
same
proportion
of
payment
as
be
proportion
same
obligations, of the
received
he had lived and had received
returnable as
the decedent
decedent if
if he
by the
income by
as income
returnable
such payment.
payment.
such
income
of income
Allocation
Allocation of
s
and deduction
deductions.
SEC. 45.
AND DEDUCTIONS.
DEDUCTIONS.
INCOME AND
OF INCOME
ALLOCATION OF
SEC. 45. ALLOCATION
if same
Provisions, if
e i
interests control two
or
two or
businesses interessnrol
In
any case
case of
of two
or more
more organizations,
or businesses
trades, or
organizations, trades,
two or
more businesses.
In any
morebusiness.
the
in
organized
not
or
(whether
or
not
incorporated,
whether
or
not
organized
in
the
whether
(whether or not incorporated,
United States,
and whether
whether or
controlled
owned or .controlled
affiliated) owned
not affiliated)
or not
United States, and
directly or
same interests,
interests, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner is
the same
by the
indirectly by
directly or indirectly
authorized to
distribute, apportion,
allocate gross
gross income
income or
or allocate
apportion, or
authorized to distribute,
deductions between
between or
among
such
organizations,
trades,
or busitrades,
organizations,
or among such
deductions
nesses,
determines that
such distribution,
distribution, apportionment,
apportionment, or
that such
he determines
if he
nesses, if
allocation is
is necessary
necessary in
in order
to prevent
of taxes
clearly
taxes or clearly
evasion of
prevent evasion
order to
allocation
busior
to
reflect
the
income
of
any
of
such
organizations,
trades,
organizations,
such
of
any
of
income
the
reflect
to
nesses.
nesses.
Changeof accounting
aeof accounting
SEC. 46.
OF ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING PERIOD.
PERIOD.
period.
CHANGE OF
46. CHANGE
SEC.
INei
mdco.u
onnew
puted
If a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiscal year to v
1
1
1
1
41: on basis of
of cornIf a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiscal year to period.
calendar year, from
calendar year to fiscal year, or from one fiscal period.
calendar year, from calendar year to fiscal year, or from one fiscal
year to another,
another, the
the net
net income
shall, with
the approval
approval of
of the Comwith the
income shall,
to
year
missioner,
be
computed
on
the
basis
of
such
new
accounting
period,
accounting
new
such
of
basis
the
missioner, be computed on
subject
to the
provisions of
of section 47.
the provisions
rnhiect, to
SEC. 47. RETURNS FOR A PERIOD OF LESS THAN TWELVE MONTHS.
MONTHS.
SEC. 47. RETURNS FOR A PERIOD OF LESS THAN TWELVE
(a) RETURNS FOR SHORT PERIOD RESULTING
RESULTING FROM
OF
CHANGE OF
FROM CHANGE
RETURNS FOR SHORT PErIOD
(a)
AccouNTiNo
Psaion.—If aataxpayer,
with
the
approval
of
the
ComComthe
of
approval
the
with
taxpayer,
ACCOUNTING PERIOD.-If
missioner, changes the
basis of computing net income from fiscal
fiscal
missioner, changes the basis of computing net income from
year to calendar year
a
separate
return
shall
be
made
for
the
period
period
the
for
made
be
shall
year a separate return
vear to calendar
between the close
of the
last fiscal
fiscal year
year for
was made
return was
which return
for which
the last
the close of

between

a y
Ree
ar
turns

for les
less than
than
Rer for

ting
Basis of computing
w a ads
n
of °TXg
° peaccounting
when
riod chan
ges '
hangesrod
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calendar
and the following December 31. If
If the change is from calendar
year to
fiscal year,
return shall
shall be
made for
for the
the period
period
be made
a separate
separate return
year, a
to fiscal
year
the last
between
the close
close of
of the
last calendar
calendar year for which return was
between the
made
and the
designated as
as the
close of
of the
fiscal year.
If
year. If
the fiscal
the close
date designated
the date
made and
the
change is
is from
from one
to another
year a
separate
a separate
fiscal year
another fiscal
year to
fiscal year
one fiscal
the change
return shall
be made
made for
the period
between the
the close
close of
of the
former
the former
period between
for the
shall be
return
fiscal
and the
date designated
as the
close of
the new
new fiscal
year.
fiscal year.
of the
the close
designated as
the date
year and
fiscal year
Computation
on baComputation on
ba(b) INCOE
PUTD ON
(b)
INCOME
COM
COMPUTED
or S
HORT PERIOD.—Where
ON BASIS
BASIS OF
SHORT
PERIOD.-Where a
sepa sepsis of short period ;
PERIODS
PERIODS

arate return
return is
(a) on
account of
of a
change
a change
on account
where
separate return
return arate
subsection (a)
under subsection
is made
made under
where separate
made.
cases where aa separate
in the
the accounting
in all other cases
and in
period, and
accounting period,
in
made.
by the
return is
is required
by regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
or permitted,
permitted, by
required or
return
Commissioner
with the
the approval
of the
be made
made for
for
to be
the Secretary,
Secretary, to
approval of
Commissioner with
a
part of
then the
the income
income, shall
on
be computed
computed on
shall be
year, then
of aa year,
fractional part
a fractional
the
basis of
which separate
return is
is made.
made.
separate return
for which
the period
period for
of the
the basis
Income
on anplacedon
a separate return is
Income placed
an(C) INCO3ME
(C)
INCOME PLACED ON ANNUAL BASIS.-If
BAsis.—If a
nual basis.
of aachange
in the accounting
made
subsection (a) on account
account of
change in
accounting
nual basis.
made under subsection
period, the
the net
net income,
income, computed
period for
for
the period
of the
the basis
basis of
on the
computed on
period,
which separate
separate return
be placed
placed on
an annual
basis
annual basis
on an
shall be
is made,
made, shall
return is
which
by multiplying
amount thereof
thereof by
twelve and
and dividing
dividing by
by the
the
by twelve
the amount
multiplying the
by
number of
of months
months included
period for
separato
which the
the separate
for which
in the
the period
included in
number
return is
is made.
made. The
The tax
tax shall
part of
of the
the tax computed
be such
such part
shall be
return
on such
annual basis
basis as
as the
the number
number of
of months
period is of
of
in such
such period
months in
on
such annual
twelve
twelve months.
Computing earned
earned
Computing
(d)
(d) EARNED INCOME.-The
INcomE.—The Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval
approval of
income.nome.
the
the Secretary
Secretary shall by regulations
regulations prescribe
prescribe the method of applying
applying
the provisions
provisions of
of subsections
(relating to
computing
and (c)
(c) (relating
to computing
subsections (b)
(b) and
the
income on
the basis
period, and
placing such
income on an
an
of aashort
short period,
and placing
such income
income
on the
basis of
annual basis)
basis) to
taxpayer makes
separate return
to cases
cases where the
the taxpayer
makes aa separate
return
annual
(a) on account of aachange in the accounting period,
under subsection (a)
which the
and it
it appears
appears that
that for the period
period for
for which
the return is so made
made
he has received
received earned income.
Reduction of
of perperReduction
(e)
AGAINST
NET
case of
(e) REDUCTION
REDUCTION OF
OF CREDITS
CREDITS
AGAINST
NET INCOME.-In
INCOME.—In the case
of
sonal credits
credits for
for fracfracA
S
C
sonal
tions of
of a
year.
tions
a year.
a return made for a
a
except aa return
a fractional part
part of
of aayear,
year, except
return made
made
under
(a), on
of aa change
change in
under subsection
subsection (a),
on account
account of
in the
the accounting
accounting
personal exemption
dependents shall be
period, the personal
exemption and credit for dependents
be
reduced
respectively to amounts which bear
reduced respectively
bear the
the same ratio to the
full credits
credits provided as
full
as the number of
of months in
in the period for which
which
twelve months.
return is
made bears
bears to twelve
is made
return
Taxable
(f)
YEAR IN
IN CASE OF
year in
ease
JEOPARDY.-For closing
Taxable year
in case
(f) CLOSING
CLOSING OF
OF TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEAR
OF JEOPARDY.—For
oj
eopardy.
72s.
top.
of taxable year in case of jeopardy,
P at, p.725.
jeopardy, see section
section 146.
leofnitions.
Definitions.

Taxable year.
year.
Taable

Fiscal
Fiscal year.
year.

SEC.
SEC.48.
48. DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

When used
used in
in this title—
title
When

(a)
year" means
means the calendar
year,
(a) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEAR.-"
YEAR.—" Taxable
Taxable year"
calendar year,

or the fiscal year ending
ending during such calendar year, upon the basis
of which the net income is computed
computed under this Part. "
"Taxable
Taxable
year"
the case
return made
for a
fractional part
part of
year " includes,
includes, in
in the
case of
of a
a return
made for
a fractional
of
aayear under the provisions
regulations preprovisions of this title or under regulations
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, the
period
period for which such return is made.
made.
(b)
FISCAL YEAR.—"
YEAR.-" Fiscal
Fiscal year"
year" means
means an
accounting period
of
(b) FISCAL
an accounting
period of

twelve months ending on the last day
day of any month other than
December.
December.
"Paid or incurred"
f
A
PAID, INCURRED,
ACCR uED.—The terms "paid
incurred
or incurred"
terms "paid or
INCURRED, AcRUED.-The
(C
PAID,
andPand
"paid
or acred::
accrued."
paid or
and "paid
paid or accrued"
accrued" shall be construed
construed according
according to the method
of accounting
accounting upon the basis of which the net income is
computed
is computed
under this Part.
Trade or
or business.
(d)
TRADE OR
BursINEs.s-The term
Trade
business.
(d) TRADE
OR BUSINESS.—The
term "
trade or
or business"
"trade
business" includes
includes
the performance of the functions of a
a public office.
.9
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RETURNS.
INDIVIDUAL RETURNS.
SEC. 51. INDIVIDUAL

RETURNS
RETURNS

PAYMENT.
PAYMENT.
Individual returns.
Individual

make
each make
shall each
(a)
REQUIREMENT.—The following
mdividuals shall
following individuals
(a) REQUIREMENT.-The
under oath
return stating
stating specifically
specifically the items of his gross income
a return
oath a
under
titleand the
deductions and
credits allowed
allowed under
under this title—
and credits
the deductions
and
year
a net income for the taxable year
(1)
having a
individual having
Every individual
(1) Every
of $1,000
$1,000 or
or over,
if single,
single, or if married and not living with
over, if
of
husband or wife;
husband
taxable year
(2)
Every individual having a
a net income for the
the taxable
year
(2) Every
wife; and
or
of
$2,500
or
over,
if
married
and
living
with
husband
husband
with
living
and
of $2,500 or over, if married
(3) Every
Every individual
a gross income for the taxable
having a
individual having
(3)
year
of
$5,000
or
over,
regardless
of
the amount
amount of his net income.
income,
the
of
regardless
year of $5,000 or over,
together
(b)
AND WIFE.—If
husband and
and wife
living together
wife living
a husband
WIFE.-If a
HUSBAND AND
(b) HUSBAND
have an
net income
for the taxable year of $2,500 or over,
income for
aggregate net
an aggregate
have
$5,000 or overor
an aggregate
aggregate gross
income for such year of $5,000
over—
gross income
or an
(1)
shall make
or
return, or
a return,
such a
make such
Each shall
(1) Each
(2)
income of
each shall
shall be
included in
in a
asingle joint return,
be included
of each
The income
(2) The
the aggregate income.
in which
which case
the tax
shall be
be computed
on the
computed on
tax shall
case the
in
(c)
UNDER DISABILITY.—If
unable to
to make
make
is unable
taxpayer is
the taxpayer
DISABIrrY.-If the
PERsoNs UNDER
(c) PERSONS
agent
authorized
duly
a
by
made
his
own
return,
the
return
shall
be
made
a
authorized
agent
be
shall
his own return, the return
or by
the guardian
guardian or
person charged
the care of the
with the
charged with
other person
or other
by the
or
taxpayer.
person
or
property
of
such
taxpayer.
such
person or property of
be made
by fiduciaries,
fiduciaries, see
see
made by
(d) FinurciAmEs.—For
returns to
to be
FIDUCIARIEs.-For returns
(d)
section
142.
section 142.
SEC. 52. CORPORATION
CORPORATION RETURNS.
RETURNS.
SEC.
Every corporation subject
to taxation
taxation under
this title
shall make
make
title shall
under this
Every corporation subject to
the
income
gross
its
of
a
return,
stating
specifically
the
items
and
items
a return, stating specifically the
deductions and
and credits
this title. The return shall be
allowed by this
credits allowed
deductions
sworn to
by the
the president,
president, vice
vice president,
president, or
officer
or other principal officer
to by
sworn
accounting officer.
and by
the treasurer,
treasurer, assistant
treasurer, or chief accounting
assistant treasurer,
by the
and
In cases
cases where
receivers, trustees
trustees in
bankruptcy, or assignees are
in bankruptcy,
where receivers,
In
receivers,
such receivers,
operating
the
property
or
business
of
corporations, such
corporations,
of
business
or
property
the
operating
trustees, or
or assignees
assignees shall
make returns
corporations in
such corporations
for such
returns for
shall make
trustees,
the same
same manner
as corporations
corporations are
are required
required to make
form as
and form
manner and
the
receivers
returns.
Any tax
on the
the basis
of such
made by
by receivers,
returns made
such returns
basis of
due on
tax due
returns. Any
trustees,
or
assignees
shall
be
collected
in
the
same
manner
as if
if
manner
same
the
in
collected
be
shall
trustees, or assignees
collected
corporations of
of whose
whose business
or property
they
property they
business or
the corporations
from the
collected from
have custody
custody and
and control.
have

Requirement.

Requirement.

Net
$1,000 o
or
income $1,000
et income
over, if single, etc.

017 :r if
iri=i
t1
and
married5
over,

Net income $e2,5or
or
husband or
with husband
living with
1 Ie t

$5,000
ross income
Ny11083
income $5,000
or over.
over.

wite
vHusband and wife

laug
slrndthea
rnd

Separate return.
eJoirareturn
Joint.

Perins under
Byy agent

biEt
e
y
rso
. ns

B

agent.

Fiduciaries

Corporation reCorporation
turns.

ir em

nult
kv ig
nirement

maRkg

ent

R v

Receivers,

etc.

(a)
TIME FOR
FOFING.FoR FILING.—
(a) TIME
(1) GENERAL
BULL—Returns made
made on
the calendar
calendar
of the
basis of
the basis
on the
(1) GENERAL RULE.-Returns
year shall
be made
made on
or before
before the
15th day
day of
following
March following
of March
the 15th
on or
year shall be
a
the
close of
the calendar
year. Returns
made on
on the basis of a
Returns made
calendar year.
of the
the close
fiscal year
shall be
made on
on or
or before
before the
15th day
of the third
day of
the 15th
be made
year shall
fiscal
month
following the
the close
fiscal year.
year.
the fiscal
of the
close of
month following
(2)
EXTENSION OF
TIME.—The Commissioner
Commissioner may
may grant
grant a
a reareaOF TIME.-The
(2) EXTENsION
and
sonable
extension
of
time
for
filing
returns,
under
such
rules
such
under
returns,
filing
for
sonable extension of time
regulations
as he
he shall
the approval
approval of
Secreof the Secrewith the
prescribe with
shall prescribe
regulations as
such
tary.
Except
in
the
case
of
taxpayers
who
are
abroad,
no
no such
abroad,
are
who
tary. Except in the case of taxpayers
extension
shall
be
for
more
than
six
months.
months.
six
than
more
for
be
shall
extension
(b)
TOW
HOM RETuRN
MADE.RETURN MADE.
WHoM
(b) To
(1)
I
N nwmunms.— Returns
(other
than corporation
corporation returns)
returns)
(other than
INDIIDUALs.-Returns
(1)
shall be
made to
to the
for the
the district
district in
in which
is located
located
which is
collector for
the collector
shall be made
the legal residence
or
principal
place
of
business
of
the
pers
on
person
the
of
business
of
place
principal
residence or

the legal

dis9disa-

Fiduciaries.
Post, p. 722.

RETURNS.
SEC.
53. TIME
PLACE FOR
FOR FILING RETURNS.
AND PLACE
TIME AND
SEC. 53.

or principal
residence or
legal
making
the return,
return, or, if
if he has
hasno le
gal residence
principal
making the

i single, et

or,

lor

for

trustees.
stees,

Tax collection.

Ta

colletion.

ruu rui.......

Filing Mturnu.
returns.
ru1ngK

designated.
Time designated.

Extension
permitted.
Extension permitted.

Limitation.
Limitation.
To
To whom made.

Individuals.
Individuals.
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place
States, then
then to
to the
the collector
place of
of business
business in
in the
the United
United States,
collector at
at
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland.
(2) CORPORATIONS.—Returns
of corporations
to
(2)
CoRPO
RATONS.-Returns of
corporations shall
shall be
be made
made to
the
collector of
of the
the district
which is
place
the collector
district in
in which
is located
located the
the principal
principal place
of
business or
or principal
or agency
of the
corporation, or,
or, if
of business
principal office
office or
agency of
the corporation,
if
it
or principal
it has
has no
no principal
principal place
place of
of business
business or
principal office
office or
or agency
agency
in
United States,
to the
the collector
at Baltimore,
in the
the United
States, then
then to
collector at
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland.

Records and
AND SPECIAL RETURNS.
RETURNS.
Records
and special
special SEC. 54. RECORDS
RECORDS AND
returns.
returns.
Required
Required of
of taxpayer.
taxpayer.
•
(a) BY
TAXPAYER.—Every person
person liable
liable to
to any
any tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
(a)
BY TAXPAYER.-Every
this
title
thereof, shall
shall keep
such records,
records, render
title or
or for
for the
the collection
collection thereof,
keep such
render
under
oath such
statements, make
make such
such returns,
returns, and
comply with
with
under oath
such statements,
and comply
such
and regulations,
regulations, as
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
such rules
rules and
as the
Commissioner, with
approval
of
from time
time prescribe.
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
may from
time to
to time
prescribe.
Statement
to deterStatement
deter(b) To
LIABILITY TO
TAX.—Whenever in
judgment
(b)
To DETERMINE
DETERMIIE LIABILITY
T TAx.-Whenever
in the
the judgment
mine
liability to
to tax.
tax,
mine liability
to
of
the Commissioner
he may
may require
any person,
notice
of the
Commissioner necessary
necessary he
require any
person, by
by notice
served
him, to
to make
make a
render under
such
served upon
upon him,
a return
return, render
under oath
oath such
statements,
or keep
the Commissioner
statements, or
keep such
such records,
records, as
as the
Commissioner deems
deems sufficient
sufficient
to
whether or
or not
not such
such person
is liable
liable to
to show
show whether
person is
to tax
tax under
under this
this title.
title.
Information
at
source.
Information
Post,
at
source.
(c)
INFORMATION
AT
THE
SouRcE.—For
requirement
of
statements
(c)
INFOREB
ATON
AT
THE
SOURcE.-For
requirement
of
statements
p 726.
726.
Post, p.
by one
person to
in determining
the tax
tax liability
and returns
returns by
one person
to assist
assist in
determining the
liability
of another
another person,
sections 147
147 to
to 150.
of
person, see
see sections
150.
Publicity
of returns.
returns.
Publicity of

SEC. 55.
PUBLICITY OF
RETURNS.
SEC.
55. PUBLICITY
OF RETURNS.

(a) Returns
Returns made
made under
under this
title shall
be open
inspection in
in
(a)
this title
shall be
open to
to inspection
the
to the
the same
subject to
prothe same
same manner,
manner, to
same extent,
extent, and
and subject
to the
the same
same proVol.
44,p.
Vol. 44,
p, 51. i5.
visions of
penalties, as
as returns
returns made
made under
II
of law, including
including penalties,
under Title
Title II
Returns
to constitute
of
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1926;
1926; and
and all
all returns
returns made
under this
this Act
publicTs
tituteos
of the
Act of
made under
Act
records.
shall
public records
and shall
shall be
be open
open to
to public
public examexamshall constitute
constitute public
records and
ination
inspection to
extent as
shall be
be authorized
authorized in
in rules
rules
ination and
and inspection
to such
such extent
as shall
and regulations
promulgated by
by the
the President.
and
regulations promulgated
President.
Items to
to be
covered.
(b)
person required
an income
income return
return shall
file with
items
be covered.
(b) Every
Every person
required to
to file
file an
shall file
with
upon a
form prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner,
correct
his return,
return, upon
a form
Commissioner, a
a correct
statement
statement of the following
following items
return: (1)
(1) name
items shown upon the return:
name
(3) total deductions, (4)
and address, (2)
(2) total gross income, (3)
(4) net
net
income, (5)
(5) total credits
income for
for purposes
purposes of
normal
credits against
against net
net income
of normal
tax, and (6)
In case
any failure
failure to
to file
the
(6) tax payable.
payable. In
case of
of any
file with
with the
return the statement
statement required by
subsection, the
the collector
collector shall
by this subsection,
shall
it from
the return,
return, and
arid. $5
be added
to the
the tax.
tax. The
prepare it
from the
$5 shall
shall be
added to
The
amount
amount so added to the tax shall
collected at
the same
time and
and
shall be
be collected
at the
same time
in the same manner as amounts
amounts added under
section 291.
291. Such
Such
under section
statements or
shall as
soon as
as practicable
be made
made
statements
or copies thereof
thereof shall
as soon
practicable be
available to public examination
examination and inspection in
in such
such manner
manner as
as
the Commissioner, with the approval
approval of the Secretary, may determine, in the office of the collector with which
which they
are filed,
for a
a
they are
filed, for
period of not less than three years from the date they are required
be filed.
filed.
to be
Payment
of
tax.
Payment of tax.
Time
gnated.
Time desi
designated.

Allowed, in four installments.
stallments. infour

SEC. 56.
PAYMENT OF TAX.
TAX.
56. PAYMENT

(a) TIME
TinE OP
PAY7MENT.-The total amount of tax
tax imposed by
or PAYMENT.—The
this
paid on
this title
title shall
shall be
be paid
on the fifteenth
fifteenth day of March following
following the
close of the calendar year, or, if
if the return should be
be made on the
the
basis of aafiscal year, then on the fifteenth
fifteenth day of the third month
following the close of the
year.
the fiscal
fiscal year.
(b) INSTALLrMI
INSTALLMENT
taxpayer may
may elect
el
ec tto
t
o pay
pay the
th
e
T PAYmEbrrs.—The
PAYTMENTs.--The taxpayer
tax
in four
four equal
installments, in which case the first installment
installment
tax in
equal installments,
shall
shall be
be paid
paid on the date prescribed
prescribed for the payment of the tax by
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, the
the second
be paid
paid on
fifteenth
the
second installment
installment shall
shall be
on the
the fifteenth
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day
the third
month, the
installment on the fifteenth
fifteenth day
TA
third installment
the third
third month,
of the
day of
PAYMENT-Contd.
day
fifteenth
the
on
of
the
sixth
month,
and
the
fourth
installment
on
PAYMENT—co
A
nta1.
installment
of the sixth month, and the fourth
amount, on
Whole
paid
not
is
installment
If
date.
such
of
the
ninth
month,
after
such
date.
If
any
is
not
paid
default.on
Whole
amount,
after
month,
ninth
of the
on
before the
the date fixed for its payment,
payment, the whole amount
amount of
of
or before
on or
the
from the
notice
the
tax
unpaid
shall
be
paid
upon
notice
and
demand
from
upon
paid
be
shall
unpaid
tax
the
collector.
collector.
upon
time upon
Extending
tax-- request.
the request of the
(C)
EXTENSION OF
OF TIME
TIME FOR
—
At the
the tax
Extendingtime
PAYMENT.-At
FOR PAYMENT.
(c) EXTENSION
the
of
payment
for
time
the
payer, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner may extend
of the
payer,
amount determined
the tax
tax by
by the
installment
taxpayer, or any installment
the taxpayer,
as the
determined as
amount
predate pre-tiP
thereof, for
for a
exceed six months from the
the date
period not to exceed
a period
thereof,
on expiraIn Payment
thereof.
installment
tax
scribed
for
the
payment
of
or
an
installment
In
ayment on
expirethe
of
payment
the
for
scribed
granted
is
such
case
the
amount
in
respect
of
which
extension
granted
the
such case the amount in respect of which
shall
be paid
on or
the date
date of the expiration of the period
before the
or before
paid on
shall be
of
the extension.
extension.
of the
p Voluntary advance
(d)
PAYMENT.—A tax imposed by this title,advance
Voluntary
ADVANCE PAYMENT.-A
VOLUNTARY ADVANCE
(d) VouuNTARY
the
or
any
installment
thereof,
may
be
paid,
at
the
election
of
taxelection
the
at
or any installment thereof, may be paid,
payer, prior
prior to
for its payment.
prescribed for
date prescribed
the date
to the
payer,
Jeopardy payment.
ayment.
JEOPARDY.-For advance pay(e) ADVANCE
ADVANCE PAYMENT
PAYMENT IN
CASE OF
pay- Jeotp'rdy
OF JEOPARDY.—For
Post, p. 725.
IN CASE
(e)
ment
in
case
of
jeopardy,
see
section
146.
section
see
jeopardy,
of
case
in
ment
at
withheld at
withholding Ta
(f)
TAX WITHHELD
WITHHELD AT
requirement of
Tax withheld
of withholding
SOURcE.-For requirement
AT SouRcE.—For
(f) TAX
723.
p.
Post,
and
aliens
tax
at
the
source
in
the
case
of
nonresident
aliens
foreign
cors
To
c
:t:
p.723.
nonresident
of
case
the
in
source
the
tax at
porations
and in
in the
the case
of so-called
"tax-free covenant bonds ",
so-called "tax-free
case of
porations, and
144.
see
sections
143
and
143
see sections
Fractions of
cent didisof cent
(g)
PARTS OF
OF CENT.-In
CENT.—In the
payment of
of any
any tax reFractions
the payment
garded.
FRACTIONAL PARTS
(g) FRACTIONAL
ge
unless
disregarded
under
this
title
a
fractional
part
of
a
cent
be
disregarded
shall
cent
a
of
part
fractional
a
under this title
it shall be
it amounts
amounts to
one-half cent
cent or
or more,
more, in
which case it
in which
to one-half
it
increased
to
1
cent.
cent.
1
to
increased
on request.
request.
Eeceiptt on
payment of any Receipt
any payment
(h) REcEITs.-Every
REcEaprs.—Every collector
whom any
to whom
collector to
(h)
the
income
tax
is
made
shall
upon
request
give
to
person
making
to
give
request
upon
shall
made
is
income tax
such payment
payment a
full written
printed receipt
receipt therefor.
therefor.
written or printed
a full
such
otnd.
Retrn
TAX. mination
OF TAX.
SEC. 57. EXAMINATION OF
RETURN
AND
DETERMINATION
Return of
and
deterDETERMINATION
tax. deterOF RETURN AND

SEC. 57. EXAMINATION
As
as practicable
practicable after
return is
Commissioner
the Commissioner
filed the
is filed
the return
after the
soon as
As soon
shall
examine
it
and
shall
determine
the
correct
amount
of the tax.
amount
correct
the
determine
shall
shall examine it and
SEC. 58. ADDITIONS TO
PENALTIES.
AND PENALTIES.
TAX AND
TO TAX

SEC. 58. ADDITIONS

Examination of.
of.
Examination

Additions
pAditions
penalties.

t tax
to
tax and
Negligence,
etc.
NeIgenceetc.
Poet, p. 746.

the
•(a)
For additions
additions to
to the
case of
of negligence
or fraud
fraud in
in the
negligence or
in case
tax in
the tax
(a) For
nonpayment
of tax
tax or
or failure
to file
return therefor,
therefor, see Supplefile return
failure to
nonpayment of
ment
ment M.
Criminal penalties.
(b) For criminal penalties
penalties for
for nonpayment
nonpayment of
or failure
to p.
lenaltie
nmial
p.C721.
failure to
tax or
of tax
r i
(b) For criminal
file
return
therefor,
see
section
145.
145.
section
see
therefor,
file return
Administrative propro
Adminsitrative
SEC.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS.
ceedin
gs.
PROCEEDINGS.
59. ADMINISTRATIVE
SEC. 59.
ts
Nonpayments,
or
, or
Nonpasmeen
or
For
administrative
proceedings
in
respect
of
the
nonpayment
or
nonpayment
overpayments.
For administrative proceedings in respect of the
overpayment
of
a
tax
imposed
by
this
title,
see
as
follows:
follows:
as
see
title,
this
overpayment of a tax imposed by
Deficiencies, p. 740.
(a)
Supplement L,
relating to
assessment and
collection of
of Deficiencies, p. .4..
and collection
to assessment
L, relating
(a) Supplement
deficiencies.
deficiencies.
(b) Supplement
Supplement
(b
(c) Supplement
Supplement
(c
fiduciaries.
fiduciaries.
(d) Supplement
Supplement
(d)

Interest and addiItees
tions,
p. 746.and addiTransferees and fiduTrnsfereesndfidutransferees
N,
relating
to
claims
against
transferees
and
against
claims
ciaries, p.p. 748.
748.
N, relating to
caines,
Overpayments,p.750.
Overpayments,p.750.

M, relating
to interest
additions to tax.
and additions
interest and
relating to
M,
0, relating
relating to
overpayments.
to overpayments.
0,

Part
VI—Miscellaneous Provisions
Provisions
Part VI-Miscellaneous
SEC. 61.
61. LAWS
LAWS MADE
MADE APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE.

MIS CELLANE-

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
ors

appli-.
Laws made applicable.
cable.

SEC.
Administrative, etc..
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including prvdamoext.ed
provisions extended to
to.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law including
are
applicable,
the
law
relating
to
the
assessment
of
taxes,
so
far
as
applicable,
as
far
so
taxes,
of
the law relating to the assessment
hereby extended
to and
made a
apart
of this
title.
this title.
part of
and made
extended to
hereby
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SEC. 62. RULES
RULES AND
AND REGULATIONS.
REGULATIONS.

The
the approval
approval of
the Secretary,
The Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with the
of the
Secretary, shall
shall prepreregula- scribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the enforceenforcement of this title.
ment
title.
of this
this title.
ment of

Taxes in lieu of 1932 SEC. 63. TAXES
TAXES IN LIEU OF TAXES
TAXES UNDER
UNDER 1932 ACT.

Act.
Act.

taxes imposed
imposed by
shall be
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the correspondcorrespondThe taxes
by this
this title
title shall
be in
ing
imposed by
by the
the Revenue
Act of
1932.
ing taxes
taxes imposed
Revenue Act
of 1932.
Short title.

11
"Income

In,come Tax
Tax Act of
of

934."
1934."

SUPPLEMENTAL
SUPPLEMENTAL

PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.

RATES OF TAX.
RATES

SEC. 64. SHORT TITLE.
TITLE.
In c o m e
This title may be cited
cited as the ""Income Tax Act of 1934."
1934."

SUBTITLE
C-SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS
SUBTITLE C—SUPPLEMENTAL
PROVISIONS
Supplement A—Rates
Supplement
A-Rates of
of Tax
Tax
[Supplementary
Part I]
B, Part
I]
to Subtitle
Subtitle B,
[Supplementary to

Exemptions from
tax SEC. 101.
Exemptions
fromtax
TAX ON
101. EXEMPTIONS
EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX
ON CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.

on
on corporations.
corporations.

agricultural,
Labor, agricultural,
etc.
Mutual savings
savings
Mutual
banks.
Fraternal beneficiary
beneficiary
Fraternal
societies, etc.

Domestic building
Domestic
and loan associations.

Mutual cemetery
cemetery
companies.
coulmanies.

Corporations, comCorporations,
munity chests,
chests, religious foundations,
foundations, etc.

Business leagues,
leagues, etc.

leagues, emCivic leagues,
ployees' associations,
ployees'

etc.
etc.

The
following organizations
organizations shall
be exempt
exempt from
taxation under
under
The following
shall be
from taxation
this titletitle—
this
(1) Labor,
(1)
Labor, agricultural,
agricultural, or
or horticultural
horticultural organizations;
organizations;
(2) Mutual
Mutual savings
savings banks
having a
capital stock
(2)
banks not
not having
a capital
stock represented
represented
by shares;
shares;
by
(3) Fraternal
orders, or
associations, (A)
(3)
Fraternal beneficiary
beneficiary societies,
societies, orders,
or associations,
(A)
operating
the lodge
lodge system
system or
or for
for the
exclusive benefit
of
operating under
under the
the exclusive
benefit of
the members
itself operating
operating under
the
members of
of aa fraternity
fraternity itself
under the
the lodge
lodge
providing for
payment of
of life,
life, sick,
accident,
system; and (B)
(B) providing
for the
the payment
sick, accident,
such society,
society, order,
order, or
or
or other benefits
benefits to
to the
the members
members of
of such
association
association or their dependents;
dependents;
(4)
Domestic building and loan
loan associations
all
(4) Domestic
associations substantially
substantially all
the business of which is confined
confined to making loans to members;
members;
and cooperative
cooperative banks without
and operwithout capital
capital stock
stock organized
organized and
operated for mutual purposes
purposes and without
without profit;
profit;
(5) Cemetery
Cemetery companies
companies owned
operated exclusively
exclusively for
(5)
owned and
and operated
for
the benefit
benefit of
of their
their members
which are
are not
operated for
the
members or
or which
not operated
for profit;
profit;
and
corporation chartered
solely for
for burial
burial purposes
as a
and any
any corporation
chartered solely
purposes as
a
cemetery
not permitted
permitted by
cemetery corporation
corporation and not
by its
its charter
charter to
to engage
engage
in any business not
to that
purpose, no
no part
part
not necessarily
necessarily incident
incident to
that purpose,
of the
the net
net earnings of
of any
any private
of which
which inures to the
the benefit
benefit of
private
shareholder
shareholder or
individual;
or individual;
(6)
and any
any community
community chest,
chest, fund,
founda(6) Corporations,
Corporations, and
fund, or
or foundation,
for religious,
religious, charitable,
tion, organized
organized and
and operated
operated exclusively
exclusively for
charitable,
scientific, literary,
literary, or
or educational
educational purposes,
purposes, or
the prevention
scientific,
or for
for the
prevention
cruelty to
children or
or animals,
animals, no
part of
of the
earnings of
of cruelty
to children
no part
the net
net earnings
of
which inures
to the
benefit of
any private
shareholder or
which
inures to
the benefit
of any
private shareholder
or indiindividual,
part of
activities of
vidual, and no
no substantial
substantial part
of the
the activities
of which
which is
is
carrying
or otherwise
attempting, to
to influence
influence
carrying on
on propaganda,
propaganda, or
otherwise attempting,
legislation;
legislation;
(7) Business leagues,
commerce, real-estate
(7)
leagues, chambers of commerce,
real-estate boards,
or boards of trade, not
and no
no part
part of
of the
the net
not organized
organized for profit
profit and
net
earnings
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder
shareholder
or individual;
or
individual;
(8)
organizations not
not organized
organized for
(8) Civic leagues or organizations
but
for profit
profit but
operated exclusively for the promotion of
welfare, or
or local
local
of social
social welfare,
associations
associations of employees,
employees, the
membership of which
which is
is limited
limited to
the membership
to
employees of a
a designated
designated person or persons
the Tnployees
persons in
in a
a particular
particular
municipality,
and the net earnings
are devoted
devoted exclumunicipahty, .and
earnings of which are
exclusively to charitable, educational,
recreational purposes;
educational, or recreational
purposes:
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(9) Clubs
organized and
and operated
operated exclusively for pleasure,
Clubs organized
(9)
recreation, and
other nonprofitable
nonprofitable purposes, no part of the net
and other
recreation,
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Pleasure,
etc.,
clubs.
Pleasure, etc., clubs.

shareholder;
any private shareholder;
of any
benefit of
earnings of
to the
the benefit
inures to
which inures
of which
earnings
Locallifeinsurance,
life insurance,
Local
a purely local mutual
(10)
insurance associations
associations of a
Benevolent .life insurance
(10) Benevolent
ditch, etc.,
companies.
companies.
or
companies,
character,
mutual
ditch
or
irrigation
companies,
mutual
cooperirrigation
or
ditch
mutual
character,
ative
companies, or
organizations; but only if
if 85
85
or like organizations;
telephone companies,
ative telephone
collected
per
centum
or
more
of
the
consists
of
amounts
collected
income
the
of
more
or
centum
per
expenses;
meeting losses and expenses;
from members
members for
sole purpose
purpose of meeting
the sole
for the
from
Farmers'
mutual
mutuan
Farmrs'
(11) Farmers'
Farmers' or
cyclone, casualty, or fire casualty
or other mutual hail, cyclone,
(11)
insurance
companies.
and
(including interinsurers
associations (including
insurance companies
companies or associations
insurance
of which is used or held for
reciprocal underwriters)
income of
the income
underwriters) the
reciprocal
expenses;
the purpose
purpose of paying losses or expenses;
the
Farmers'
cooperative
Fanrmerscooperative
(12)
associations organized
organized associations.
fruit growers', or like associations
Farmers', fruit
(12) Farmers',
asoi
(a) for the purpose of marand operated
on a
cooperative basis (a)
a cooperative
operated on
and
turning
keting the
the products
products of
of members
members or other producers, and turning
keting
marketing
necessary marketing
back
proceeds of
of sales,
sales, less the necessary
the proceeds
them the
to them
back to
expenses,
on the
either the quantity or the value of the
of either
basis of
the basis
expenses, on
products furnished
furnished by
by them,
purchasing
or (b) for the purpose of purchasing
them, or
products
supplies
and equipment
members or other persons,
equipment for the use of members
supplies and
and turning
turning over
supplies and equipment
equipment to them at actual
actual
such supplies
over such
and
cost,
expenses. Exemption
Exemption shall
any
shall not be denied any
necessary expenses.
plus necessary
cost, plus
such
because it
capital stock,
stock, if
if the dividend rate
has capital
it has
association because
such association
of
such stock
stock is
fixed at
at not
exceed the legal rate of interest in
not to exceed
is fixed
of such
whichever
the
State of
of incorporation
centum per annum, whichever
8 per centum
or 8
incorporation or
the State
stock
is
on the
the value
value of
of the
consideration for which the stock
the consideration
greater, on
is greater,
was
issued, and
substantially all
all such stock (other than nonif substantially
and if
was issued,
or
voting preferred
preferred stock,
stock, the
the owners
owners of which are not entitled
entitled or
voting
of
permitted to
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, in the profits of
participate, directly
to participate,
permitted
fixed
the
otherwise,
or
the
association,
upon
dissolution
otherwise,
beyond
fixed
dissolution
upon
the association,
or
dividends) is
owned by
by producers
who market
products or
market their products
producers who
is owned
dividends)
association;
the
through
purchase
their
supplies
and
equipment
through
association;
equipment
and
supplies
their
purchase
nor
exemption be
any such
there
association because there
such association
denied any
be denied
shall exemption
nor shall
is
accumulated
and
maintained
by
it
a
reserve
required by State Marketing products
required
a
reserve
it
by
maintained
and
is accumulated
law
reserve for
for any
of nonmembepr
nonmembers and
and
necessary purpose. Such an of
any necessary
reasonable reserve
or aa reasonable
law or
making
purchases for.
for.
purchases
making
an
nonmembers
association
may
market
the
products
of
nonmembers
in
amount
products
the
market
may
association
products
the
value of
of which
does not
not exceed
the value
value of the
exceed the
which does
the value
marketed
for members,
purchase supplies and equipment
equipment Limit.
may purchase
and may
members, and
marketed for
for
nonmembers in
an amount
value of
of which
which does
does not
not exceed Limit
the value
amount the
in an
for nonmembers
members,
the
value
of
the
supplies
and
equipment
purchased
for
members,
for
purchased
equipment
and
supplies
the value of the
provided
made for persons who are
purchases made
the purchases
of the
value of
the value
provided the
neither
nor producers
not exceed
per centum
centum Federal business dis15 per
exceed 15
does not
producers does
members nor
neither members
eder businss dithe United regarded.
of
the value
value of
its purchases.
Business done
for the
done for
purchases. Business
all its
of all
of the
determining
in
States
or
any
of
its
agencies
shall
be
disregarded
disregarded
determining
be
shall
agencies
its
of
any
States or
paragraph;;.
the
right to
exemption under this paragraph
to exemption
the right
Exempt
corporations
xempterportions
under finansing
exempt under
association exempt
(13) Corporations
Corporations organized
organized by an association
(13)
financing crop
crop Operaoperations of members.
tionsofmembers.
for
the
provisions
of
paragraph
(12),
or
members
thereof,
the
thereof,
the provisions of paragraph (12), or members
purpose
of financing
ordinarycrop
members
operations of such members
crop operations
the ordinary
financing the
purpose of
or
producers, and
operated i
n conjunction
conjunction with such associain
and operated
other producers,
or other
tion. Exemption
Exemption shall
denied any
corporation because
because
such corporation
any such
be denied
not be
shall not
tion.
at
it
stock, if
if the
the dividend
dividend rate
of such
such stock
stock is fixed at
rate of
capital stock,
has capital
it has
incorporanot
to
exceed
the
legal
rate
of
interest
in
the
State
of
incorporaState
the
in
interest
of
rate
legal
the
not to exceed
tion or
per centum
annum,. whichever
is greater,
greater, on the
whichever is
per annum,
centum per
or 88 per
tion
value
of
the
consideration
for
which
the
stock
was
issued, and
issued,
was
stock
the
which
for
consideration
value of the
if
substantially all
all such
stock (other
(other than
preferred
nonvoting preferred
than nonvoting
such stock
if substantially
stock,
the
owners
of
which
are
not
entitled
or
permitted
particito
permitted
or
entitled
not
are
which
stock, the owners of
pate,
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, in
corporation, upon
profits of the corporation,
the profits
in the
pate, directly
dissolution
or otherwise,
the fixed
fixed dividends) is owned
owned
beyond the
otherwise, beyond
dissolution or
by such
such association,
or members
nor shall
be
shall exemption be
thereof; nor
members thereof;
association, or
by
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ganizations.
ganizations.

Corporations if instrumentalities
strumentalities
of
United States.
United

Voluntary employVoluntary
ees' beneficiary
beneficiary associaassociaees'
tionstions.

teachers' reLocal teachers'
tirement fund associatirement
tions.
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denied any
any such
such corporation
corporation because
because there
there is
is accumulated
accumulated and
denied
and
maintained by
by it
reserve required
required by
State law
law or
or a
areasonable
reasonable
maintained
it aa reserve
by State
reserve for
reserve
for any
any necessary
necessary purpose;
purpose;
(14) Corporations
Corporations organized
for the
the exclusive
exclusive purpose
purpose of
of
(14)
organized for
holdin
income therefrom,
holdingg title
title to
to property,
property, collecting
collecting income
therefrom, and
and turning
turning
over the
the entire
entire amount
thereof, less
less expenses,
expenses, to
an organization
organization
over
amount thereof,
to an
which itself
itself is
exempt from
the tax
imposed by
which
is exempt
from the
tax imposed
by this
this title;
title;
organized under
under Act
of Congress,
Congress, if
if such
(15) Corporations
Corporations organized
Act of
such
corporations are
corporations
instrumentalities of
the United States
States and
if,
are instrumentalities
of the
United
and if,
under
amended and
and supplemented,
under such
such Act,
Act, as
as amended
supplemented, such
such corporations
corporations
are exempt
exempt from
income taxes;
are
from Federal
Federal income
taxes;
(16)
employees' beneficiary
beneficiary associations
associations providing
(16) Voluntary
Voluntary employees'
providing
sick, accident,
or other
other benefits
to the
the
for the
the payment
payment of
of life,
life, sick,
accident, or
benefits to
members
association or
or their
if (A)
(A) no
part
members of
of such
such association
their dependents,
dependents, if
no part
of
their net
net earnings
inures (other
(other than
through such
payments)
of their
earnings inures
than through
such payments)
to
the benefit
benefit of
of any
any private
private shareholder
shareholder or
or individual,
individual, and
(B)
to the
and (B)
85 per centum
centum or more
more of
amounts collected
of the income
income consists
consists of
of amounts
collected
from members for
sole purpose
purpose of
making such
such payments
payments and
for the sole
of making
and
meeting
meeting expenses;
expenses;
(17)
(17) Teachers' retirement
retirement fund
associations of
local
fund associations
of a
a purely
purely local
character,
no part
part of
net earnings
inures (other
character, if
if (A)
(A) no
of their
their net
earnings inures
(other
than through payment of
retirement benefits)
benefits) to
to the
benefit of
of
of retirement
the benefit
any private shareholder
shareholder or
(B) the
conor individual,
individual, and
and (B)
the income
income consists solely of amounts received
taxation, amounts
amounts
received from
from public
public taxation,
received
the teaching
received from assessments
assessments upon the
salaries of
of members,
teaching salaries
members,
and
in respect
respect of
of investments.
and income
income in
investments.

Surtax on corpora-

Srtx
on rpora1.02. SURTAX ON CORPORATIONS
ACCUMULATCORPORATIONS IMPROPERLY
IMPROPERLY ACCUMULATtions
improperly
accu- SEC. 102.
mlationsing
suroperly
acuING SURPLUS.
SURPLUS.
mulating surplus.
surplus.
mulating
ING
Tax imposed.

(a) ImposrrioN
IMPosmoN OF
OF Tex.—There
TAx.-There shall
be levied,
and
shall be
levied, collected,
collected, and
paid for each taxable year upon the
income of
of every
the adjusted
adjusted net
net income
every
Past,
Post, p.
p. 751.
corporation
corporation (other than a
holding company
as defined
defined in
a personal holding
company as
in
section 351) if
if such corporation,
corporation, however created or
is
or organized,
organized, is
formed or availed of for the purpose of
preventing the
the imposition
of preventing
imposition
of the surtax upon its shareholders
shareholders or the shareholders
shareholders of
any other
of any
other
corporation, through the medium of permitting
permitting gains
corporation,
and
profits
gains
and
profits
Surtax rates.
to accumulate
to
accumulate instead of being divided or distributed, aa surtax
equal to the sum of
of the
following:
the following:
(1)
centum of the amount of the adjusted net income
(1) 25
25 per
per centum
income
not in excess
excess of
of $100,000,
S100,000, plus
plus
(2) 35 per centum of the amount of the adjusted net
income
net income
in
excess of
in excess
of $100,000.
$100,000.
Evidence
Evident* of purpose
pur
PO
(b)
FACIE EvInDExc
.- The fact that
that any corporation
evasion.
of evasion.
corporation is a
(h) PRIMA
PRIMA Feat
EVIDENCE.—The
a
mere holding or investment company, or that
that the
gains or
profits
the gains
or profits
are
permitted to
to accumulate
accumulate beyond
beyond the
th e reasonable
reasona b
le needs
of the
are permitted
needs of
the
shall be
be prima
ence o
to avoid surtax.
'ad. business
business, shall
prima facie
facie evid
evidence
offaa purpose
purpose to
avoid surtax.
Definition
Definition of '"adjusted
income."
lusted net income.'
(c)
DEINIION OF
oF "ADJUSTED
(C) DEFLNMON
"ADJUSTED NET INCOME
INCOME ".-As
.—As used
used in
in this
this
section, the terui
term "adjusted
"adjusted net income"
income" means the net
net income
income
computed without
computed
without the allowance of the dividend deduction otherwise
allowable, but diminished by the amount of dividends paid during
during
the taxable
year.
raa the
taxable year.
Surtax on pro rata
shares.
(d) PAYMENT
ON PRO
PRO RATA
(d)
PAYMENT OF
OF SURTAX
SURTAX ON
RATA SEARES.-The
SnAnns.--The tax imposed
by
this section
section shall
shall not apply if all the shareholders of the corporaby this
tion include (at the tune
time of filing their returns) in their gross
income
their entire
income their
entire pro rata shares, whether distributed or not, of
the
net income"
income " of the corporation
corporation for such year. Any
the "adjusted
adjusted net
amount
so included
included in
shareholder shall be
amount so
in the
the gross
gross income of aa shareholder
be
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NEMEOTAX.
treated as
as aa dividend
received. Any
Any subsequent
l
:r,th_
subsequent distribution made gurg
dividend received.
treated
by
the corporation
of earnings
earnings or
profits for such taxable year Contd.
or profits
out of
corporation out
by the
shall, if
if distributed
distributed to
to any
shareholder who
has so
included in his tioSnbsenent
ios
quent distribudistribuso included
who has
any shareholder
shall,
gross income
pro rata
exempt from
from tax
tax in
in the
the amount
amount tnubse
be exempt
share, be
rata share,
his pro
income his
gross
of
the share
so included.
share so
of the
Personal
holding
holding
Personal
(e) TAX
ON PERSONAL
COMPANIES.—For surtax on companies.
HOLDING COMPANIES.-For
PERSONAL HOLDING
TAX ON
(e)

section 351.
personal
companies, see
351.
see section
holding companies,
personal holding

SEC.
103. RATES
OF TAX
TAX ON
AND CORPORATIONS OF
ON CITIZENS AND
RATES OF
SEC. 103.
COUNTRIES.
CERTAIN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Post,
Post, p. 751.
751.

Discriminatory or extratritsoriataxeS.rex
traterritorial taxes.
Rates when
citizens
when citizens
Rates

subjected by foreign
foreign are subjected
any foreign
of any
foreign
the laws
Whenever the
the President
President finds
finds that,
that, under
laws of
under the
Whenever
to.
countriesto.
States are
country, citizens
or corporations
the United
are being countries
United States
of the
corporations of
citizens or
country,
subjected to
President Ante, p. 684.
taxes, the President
extraterritorial taxes,
or extraterritorial
discriminatory or
to discriminatory
subjected
,p
imposed by sections 11, 12,
shall so
so proclaim
and the
rates of
of tax imposed
the rates
proclaim and
shall
13,
201(b), and
204(a) snall,
for the
the taxable
taxable year during
during which
snall, for
and 204(a)
13, 201(b),
such
proclamation is
is made
thereafter,
made and for each taxable year thereafter,
such proclamation
be
the case
case of
each citizen
citizen and corporation
corporation of such
of each
in the
doubled in
be doubled
foreign country;
at such doubled
doubled rate shall be considtax at
the tax
but the
country; but
foreign
ered as
11, 12,
12, 13,
204(a), as the Limitation.
201(b), or 204(a),
13, 201(b),
section 11,
by section
imposed by
as imposed
ered
733.
tiptp7n3,
to increase
increase the Lpo,
case
no case
case shall
this section
operate to
section operate
shall this
Post, pp.,
731, 733.
In no
be. In
may be.
case may
taxes imposed
by such
(computed without regard to this
sections (computed
such sections
imposed by
taxes
net income When foreign laws
section)
an amount
in excess
excess of
of 80
centum of
of the net
per centum
80 per
amount in
to an
section) to
hmodioed.ign la
laws of modified.
the laws
of
the taxpayer.
the President
finds that
that the
President finds
Whenever the
taxpayer. Whenever
of the
any
country with
with respect
which the President has made
to which
respect to
foreign country
any foreign
preceding provisions of this section have
the preceding
under the
proclamation under
aa proclamation
extraterritorial taxes
been
discriminatory and extraterritorial
that discriminatory
so that
modified so
been modified
applicable to
to citizens
corporations of the United States have
and corporations
citizens and
applicable
of this section
been
he shall
so proclaim,
the provisions
provisions of
section
and the
proclaim, and
shall so
removed, he
been removed,
providing for
of tax
shall not apply to any citizen
tax shall
rates of
doubled rates
for doubled
providing
or corporation
such foreign
foreign country
country with respect to any taxable
of such
corporation of
or
year beginning
beginning after
such proclamation
proclamation is made.
after such
year
COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION
OF NET INCOME.
or
Income
Supplement B—Computation
of Net
Net Income
B-Computation of
Supplement

II]
[Supplementary to
Subtitle B, Part II]
to Subtitle
[Supplementary
SEC.
DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF, AND
AND RECOGNITION OF,
111. DETERMINATION
SEC. 111.
GAIN
GAIN OR LOSS.

gain from the sale or
(a) COMPUTATION
Loss.—The gain
GAIN OR Loss.-The
COMPUTATION OF GAIN
(a)
other
disposition
of
property
shall
be
the
excess
of
the amount
amount
of the
excess
the
be
shall
other disposition of property
(b)
realized
therefrom over
over the
in section
section 113
113 (b)
provided in
basis provided
adjusted basis
the adjusted
realized therefrom
the
for
determining
gain,
and
the
loss
shall
the
excess
of
the
adjusted
be
shall
loss
the
and
gain,
for determining
basis
provided in
such section
section for
for determining
over the
amount
the amount
loss over
determining loss
in such
basis provided
realized.
realized.
sale or
(b) AMOUNT
AMOUNT REALIZED.-The
REALIZED.—The amount
realized from
from the
the sale
amount realized
(b)
received
money
any
sum
other
disposition
of
property
shall
the
of
received
the
be
shall
property
of
other disposition
plus
the fair
fair market
market value
of the
property (other
(other than money)
the property
value of
plus the
received.
received.
(c) RECOGNITION
RECOGNITION OF
OF GAIN
GAIN OR
Loss.—In the
the case
case of
of a
sale or
or
a sale
OR Loss.-In
(c)
exchange, the
the extent
extent to
to which
which the
the gain
gain or
or loss determined
determined under this
exchange,
section
shall be
recognized for
for the
the purposes
of this
title, shall
be
shall be
this title,
purposes of
be recognized
section shall
determined
under
the
provisions
of
section
112.
112.sment
section
of
provisions
the
under
determined
(d)
SALES.—Nothing in
in this
this section
section shall
be conshall be
INSTALLMENT SALES.-Nothing
(d) INSTALLMENT
prostrued
to
prevent
(in
the
case
of
property
sold
under
contract
contract
under
sold
property
of
case
the
(in
strued to prevent
viding
for payment
installments) the
portion of
that portion
of that
taxation of
the taxation
in installments)
payment in
viding for
any
gain or
in
year in
the year
in the
profit in
or profit
representing gain
payment representing
installment payment
any installment
received.
which
such payment
payment is
is received.
which such

l

ln or loss.
Clain
or os.
O
Basis for determinBsison disposal
ing,
property.
Post, p. 709.

onfordlsdterninof

property
Po
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Adjusted basis.
basis.
Adjusted
Computatio
t
s
atiofi
no
ofsum
o ol
from
f
roro disposition or
propert
y.
property.
l.
ecognition
orro

ain
Recognition of
of gain

gain
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SEC. 112.
RECOGNITION OF
INCOME TAX.
LOSS.
OR LOSS.
OF GAIN
GAIN OR
112. RECOGNITION
SEC.
TxAX.
INCOME
COMPUTATION
U rA'Url N'
UOM.r
OF NET
INCOMEOF
NET INCOME—
(a)
GENERAL
RULE.—Upon
the
sale
or exchange
exchange of
the
property the
of property
(a) GENERAL RULE.-Upon the sale or
Contd.
Contd.
entire
amount
of
the
gain
or
loss,
determined
under
section
111,
shall
shall
111,
section
Entire amount
reco g-entire amount of the gain or loss, determined under
amount recogEntire
nized.
nized.
be recognized,
except as
hereinafter provided
provided in
in this
this section.
section.
as hereinafter
recognized, except
be
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

No
or loss
exon exloss on
gain or
No gain
similar
changing
for similar
changing for
uses.
uses.

Stock for
of
for stock
stock of
Stock
same corporation.
corporation.
same

Stock for
for stock
on
stock on
Stock
reorganization.
reorganization.

Property for
for stock
stock of
of
Property
party to
reorganizato reorganizaparty
tion.
tion.

Transfers
for stock
stock
Transfers for
of
corporation under
under
of corporation
same
same control.
control.
Limitation.
Limitation.

Gain
from exchanges
exchanges
Gain from
not solely in kind.
kind.
not
Recognition
of.
Recognition of.

Reorganization dis
dirs.
Reorganization
as
tribution construed as
tribution
dividend.
aataxable
taxable dividend.
Accumulations
afterr
Accumulations afte
February 1913.
February
Tax on
on gain from
from
property
exchange.
property exchange.
corporation
Gain
Gain of
of corporation-

(b)
SOLELY IN
IN KIND.KIND.—
EXCHANGES SOLELY
(b) EXCHANGES
(1)
PROPERTY HELD
FOR PRODUCTIVE
PRODUCTIVE USE
OR INVESTMENT.--No
INVESTMENT.—No gain
gain
USE OR
HELD FOR
PROPERTY
(1)
or
loss
shall
be
recognized
if
property
held
for
productive use
in
use in
for productive
held
if
property
recognized
be
or loss shall
trade
business or
or for
for investment
(not including
in trade
trade
stock in
including stock
investment (not
or business
trade or
or other
property held
primarily for
for sale,
nor stocks,
stocks, bonds,
bonds, notes,
notes,
sale, nor
held primarily
or
other property
choses in
in action,
certificates of
of trust
trust or
beneficial interest,
interest, or
or other
other
or beneficial
action, certificates
choses
securities or
evidences of
of indebtedness
indebtedness or
interest) is
exchanged
is exchanged
or interest)
or evidences
securities
solely for
for property
property.of
like kind
kind to
be held
held either
for productive
productive
either for
to be
a like
of a
solely
use in
trade or
investment.
or for investment.
business or
or business
use
in trade
(2)
STOCK FOR
FOR STOCK
STOCK OF
OF SAME
CORPORATION.—No gain
or loss
loss shall
shall
gain or
SAME CORPORATION.-NO
(2) STOCK
be recognized
recognized if
if common
common stock
stock in
corporation is exchanged
exchanged solely
solely
in aacorporation
be
for common
common stock
in the
the same
same corporation,
corporation or
stock
if preferred
preferred stock
or if
stock in
for
corporation is
preferred stock in the same
exchanged solely for preferred
is exchanged
in aacorporation
corporation.
(3) STOCK
STOCK FOR
FOR STOCK
ON REORGANIZATION.-NO
REORGANIZATION.—No gain
or loss
loss shall
shall
gain or
STOCK ON
(3)
be recognized
recognized if
stock or
a corporation aaparty to aa
or securities
securities in a
if stock
be
reorganization are,
reorganization,
of the
the plan of reorganization,
in pursuance
pursuance of
are, in
reorganization
exchanged solely
in such corporation or in
securities in
solely for stock or securities
exchanged
another
reorganization.
a party to the reorganization.
another corporation a
shall be
or loss
(4) SAME-GAIN
SAME—GAIN OF
OF couFonxrioN.—No
loss shall
be
gain or
CORPORATION.-NO gain
(4)
recognized
exchanges
reorganization exchanges
a reorganization
a party
party to a
corporation a
if aacorporation
recognized if
property,
in pursuance
reorganization, solely for
of reorganization,
pursuance of the plan of
property, in
securities in another
another corporation a
aparty to the reorganistock or securities
zation.
zation.
(5) TRANSFER
TO CORPORATION
CORPORATION CONTROLLED
CONTROLLED BY
BY TRANSFEROR.-NO
TRANSFEROR.—No
TRANSFER TO
(5)
a
recognized if property is transferred
transferred to a
gain or loss shall be recognized
corporation by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or
corporation
corporation, and immediately
immediately after the exchange
securities in such corporation,
such person or persons are in control of the corporation;
corporation; but in the
paragraph shall
case of an exchange by two or more persons this paragraph
securities received by
apply only if the amount of the stock and securities
each is substantially
substantially in proportion to his interest in the property
property
each
prior to the exchange.
(C)
GAIN FROM
EXCHANGE'S NO'
NOT SOLELY
SOLELY IN
KIND.IN KIND.—
FROAM EXCHIANGES
(c) GAIN
(1) If
If an exchange
exchange would be within the provisions of subsection
subsection
(1)
b) (1)
(1), (2),
(2), (3),
or (5)
this section
if it
were not for the fact
it were
section if
of this
(5) of
(8), or
(b)
exchange consists not only of property
property
that the property received in exchange
permitted by such paragraph to be received without the recognition
recognition
of gain, but also of other property or money, then the gain, if any,
to the recipient shall be recognized, but in an amount not in excess
of the sum of such money and the fair market value of such other
other
property.
.
property.
a plan of reorgani(2) If
If a
adistribution made in pursuance of a
zation is within the provisions of paragraph
paragraph (1) of this subsection
but has the effect of the distribution of a
a taxable dividend, then
a dividend to each distributee such an
there shall be taxed as a
recognized under paragraph (1)
amount of the gain recognized
(1) as is not in
excess of his ratable share of the undistributed earnings and profits
of the corporation
corporation accumulated
accumulated after February
February 28, 1913.
1913. The
(1)
remainder,
remainder, if any,
way, of the gain recognized under paragraph
paragraph (1)
a gain from the exchange of property.
shall be taxed as a
(d)
SAME—GAIN OF
or COPORATION.-If
CORPORATION.—If an
an exchange
be
(d) SAME-GAIN
exchange would be
within the provisions of subsection (b) (4)
(1) of this section if it
it were
exchange consists not
not for the fact that the property received in exchange
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INCOME TAX.

INCME TAX.
be received
to be
only
stock or
securities permitted
received COMPUTATION
permitted by such paragraph to
or securities
of stock
only of
OF
NET INCOME—
INCOMEoFndET
money,
or
property
other
of
without the
recognition of
but also
also of other property
gain, but
of gain,
the recognition
without
Contd.
then—
then-No gain if distributed
(1)
corporation receiving
receiving such
such other property or money onNoganifditributed
reorganization.
the corporation
If the
(1) If
gain
distributes
in pursuance
pursuance of the plan of reorganization,
reorganization, no
no gain
it in
distributes it
to
the corporation
shall be
recognized from the exchange, but
be recognized
corporation shall
to the
recognized.
Gain recognized.
other property
(2)
If
the
corporation
receiving
such other
property or money Gain
such
receiving
corporation
the
(2) If
reorganization,
of
plan
does
not
distribute
it
in
pursuance
of
the
reorganization,
the
of
does not distribute it in pursuance
the gain,
gain, if
if any,
any, to
to the
corporation shall
shall be recognized, but in an
the corporation
the
amount
excess of
the sum
sum of such money and the fair market
market
of the
in excess
not in
amount not
not so distributed.
value
of such
propetty so
so received,
received, which
distributed.
which is not
otwarproperty
such otig
value of
Loss from exchanges
exchanges
KIND.-If an exchange
(e)
OLELY IN KIND.—If
exchange notLossfrom
SOLELY
NOT S
EXCHANGES NOT
FROM EXCHANGES
solely In kind.
Loss FROM
(e) Loss
(b)(1)
would be
within the
the provisions
of subsection
(1) to (5), inclu- notsolykind
subsection (b)
provisions of
be within
would
were not for the fact that the
sive,
section if
it were
the property
property
if it
this section
of this
sive, of
by
received
in
exchange
consists
not
only
of
property
permitted
only
not
consists
exchange
received in
such paragraph
be received
without the
the recognition
recognition of gain or
received without
to be
paragraph to
such
loss, but
other property
money, then no loss from the
or money,
property or
of other
also of
but also
loss,
exchange
shall be
recognized.
be recognized.
r
co
exchange shall
Involuntary
nve Involuntary converresult of its sions.
(f)
INVOLUNTARY CONVERSIONS.-If
UONVERSIONS.—If property
property (as aa result
(f) INVOLUNTARY
exercise of
destruction
in whole
whole or
or seizure,
seizure, or an exercise
of
theft or
part, theft
in part,
or in
destruction in
No
gain or
loss, if
if ininorloss
No gain
immi- voluntarily
or immior the
condemnation, or
or condemnation
the
of requisition
requisition or
the threat
threat or
converted
power of
the power
into
similar
property,
property,
similar
into
propconverted
nence
thereof)
is
compulsorily
or
involuntarily
converted
into
etc.
nence thereof) is compulsorily or involuntarily
erty. similar
similar or
or related
in service
service or
to the
the property
property so converted,
converted, etc.
use to
or use
related in
erty
regulations
or into
into money
money which
which is
forthwith in
in good
faith, under regulations
good faith,
is forthwith
or
Secretary,
the
of
prescribed
by
the
Commissioner
with
the
approval
Secretary,
approval
the
with
Commissioner
prescribed by the
expended in
in the
acquisition of
other property
property similar
similar or related in
of other
the acquisition
expended
or in the acquisition
service or
or use
use to
the property
property so
so converted,
converted, or
to the
service
of control of
corporation owning
other property
property, or in the
such other
owning such
a corporation
control of a
Gain recognized on
of
on
notruoed
recog- pan
establishment
of
a
replacement
fund,
no
gain
or
shall be recogpart not
used.
loss shall
or
gain
no
fund,
replacement
a
of
establishment
if
gain,
expended,
so
not
nized.
If
any
part
of
the
money
expended,
the
if
is
nized. If any part of the money
not in excess of the
any,
be recognized,
recognized, but
but in
amount not
an amount
in an
shall be
any, shall
money
not so
expended.
so expended.
is not
which is
money which
Reorganization.
section and Definon
(g) DEFINON
DEFINITION OF
—
AS used in
in this section
REORGANIZATION.-As
OF REORGANIZATION.
(g)
section
113Definition of.
section 113—
oo
statutory merger
(1) The
The term
term "
reorganization ""means
means (A) a
a statutory
" reorganization
(1)
in
corporation
or consolidation ' or
(B)
the
acquisition
'by
one
corporation
one
by
acquisition
or consolidation, or (B) the
exchange solely
solely for
for all
its voting
voting stock: of at least
of its
part of
or aa part
all or
exchange
80
per
centum
of
the
voting
stock
and
at
least
per centum of
80 per
least 80
at
and
voting stock
80 per centum of theshares
the total number of
of
all
other classes
classes of
stock
of
another
of another
stock
of
other
all
of
shares
of
the total number
another
of
corporation;
or
of
substantially
all
the
properties
another
properties
the
all
corporation; or of substantially
corporation,
or (C)
(C) aa transfer
by a
a corporation
corporation of
of all or aa part
transfer by
corporation, or
of its
its assets
assets to
another
corporation
if
immediately
after
after the transimmediately
if
to another corporation
of
fer the
transferor
or
its
stockholders
or
both
in control
control of
are
both
or
stockholders
its
or
fer the transferor which the assets are transferred,
the corporation to
or (D) aa
transferred,
are
corporation to which the assets
the
recapitalization, or
or (E)
form, or place
identity, form,
in identity,
change in
mere change
a mere
(E) a
recapitalization,
of organization,
however effected.
effected.
"Party to areorganiorganization, however
of
(2) The
The term
corpora-.aptytoaoe'
zation".
includes a corporareorganization " includes
a reorganization"
to a
party to
a party
term ""a
(2)
tion resulting from a reorganization and includes both corporations

resulting from a reorganization and includes both corporations
tion
in the case of a reorganization resulting
resulting from
acquisition by
the acquisition
from the
in the case of a reorganization
one corporation of
of stock
or
properties
another.
another.
of
properties
stock or
" Control "defined.
one corporation
term "Control"defined.
(h) DErusTrrioN or Coisrram.—.As used
in this section the term
DEFINITIN OF CONTROL.-As used in this section
(h)
the
of the
" control
means the
ownership of
centum of
80 per centum
at least 80
of at
the ownership
means
"control"
of
voting stock and at least 80 per
per centum
centum of
the
number
number
total
the
of
80
least
at
voting stock and
shares of all other classes of
stock
of
the
corporation.
Fo
Foreign
corporations.
of all other classes of stock of the corporation.
shares
(i) FOREIGN CoaraRATrows.—In determinmg the extent to
to which
.O
Pogn
which
extent
the
determining
Not
recognized if
(i) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS-In
recoizeid
5=
is to evade
Not
gain shall be recognized in the case
of
any
of
the
exchanges
(made
(made
exchanges
the
of
any
of
shall be recognized in the case
gain
income ttaxes.
after the date of the enactment
in subsection f=E3..i
described in
Act) described
this Act)
of this
afr the date of the enactment of
(b) (3), (4), or (5), or described in so much of subsection (c)
as
(c) as
(b) (3), (4), or (5), or described in so much of subsection
86637°
--34
----45
86637o-34--45
"
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refers
(5), or
or described
in subsection
refers to
to subsection
subsection (b)
(b) (3)
TAX.
(3) or
or (5),
described in
subsection (d),
(d),
INCOME— a
foreign corporation
corporation shall
shall not
not be
a foreign
be considered
considered as
as aacorporation
corporation unless,
unless,
prior
such exchange,
it has been established to
to the
satisfaction
prior to
to such
exchange, it
the satisfaction
of the
the Commissioner
exchange is
is not
of
Commissioner that
that such
such exchange
not in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of a
a
plan having
having as
of its
its principal
principal purposes
purposes the
avoidance of
plan
as one
one of
the avoidance
of FedFederal income
taxes.
eral
income taxes.

INCOME
ICOMETAX,
COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION
OF NET INCOMEContd.
contd.

Basis for determining
gain or loss.

SEC.
SEC. 113.
113. ADJUSTED
ADJUSTED BASIS
BASIS FOR DETERMINING
DETERMINING GAIN
GAIN OR
OR LOSS.
LOSS.

Cost value; exceptions.

/a)
X BASIS
(a)
BASIS (UNADJUSTED)
(UNADJUSTED) OF PROPERTY.-The
basis of property
PRorrwry.—The basis
property
(
thatsuch property; except that—
shall be the cost of such

Inventoryvalue.
Inventory value.

Gifts
after December
ts after
Deeember
1920.

Determination.
etermination.

Fair market value.
vale,

Fair market

Trust property
property
Trust
eSr acquired after December
1920.
As in
Asino
grantor.

hands

of

hands ot

Gift or transfer in
tr(it
bor transery
1
trust
before
January 1,
192 1
1921..

Property transmitted
death.sm
at death.

Transfer in trust with

right to revoke.
rirht
revoke

t

Without full consid-

ertionhutnderl
gnerai
eration, under general
power
appointment.
power of
of appointment,

Acquired
Acquired on
on
change.
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exex-

(1)
(1)
INvEmrour VALUE.-If
VALUE.—If
the
property should
INvENTORY
the property
should have
have been
been
included
the last
inventory, the
basis shall
be the
inventory
included in
in the
last inventory,
the basis
shall be
the last
last inventory
value
value thereof.
(2) GIF'TS
GIFTs AFTER DECEMBER 31,
(2)
31, 1920.-If
1920.—If the
the property
was
property was
acquired by
shall be
be the
acquired
by gift
gift after
after December
December 31,
31, 1920,
1920, the
the basis
basis shall
the
same
as it
it would
would be
be in
in the
the hands
donor or
or the
last prepresame as
hands of
of the
the donor
the last
ceding owner
by whom
whom it
it was
not acquired
acquired by
by gift,
gift, except
that
ceding
owner by
was not
except that
for
the purpose
purpose of
of determining
loss the
the basis
be the
the basis
basis
for the
determining loss
basis shall
shall be
so determined
or the
market value
of the
the property
so
determined or
the fair
fair market
value of
property at
at the
the
time of
the gift,
gift, whichever
whichever is
lower. If
facts necessary
of the
is lower.
If the
the facts
necessary to
to
determine
basis in
in the
the hands
donor or
the last
last predetermine the
the basis
hands of
of the
the donor
or the
preceding
are unknown
unknown to
to the
the donee,
donee, the
ceding owner
owner are
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall,
shall,
if
possible, obtain
obtain such
last preceding
preceding
if possible,
such facts
facts from
from such
such donor
donor or
or last
owner, or
any other
If the
the CommisCommisowner,
or any
other person
person cognizant
cognizant thereof.
thereof. If
sioner finds
impossible to obtain such
such facts,
the basis
finds it
it impossible
facts, the
basis in
in the
the
hands of such donor
donor or
or last
last preceding
the fair
fair
preceding owner
owner shall
shall be
be the
market value
of such
such property
property as
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner as
as
market
value of
as found
found by
of the date or approximate
which, according
to the
approximate date
date at which,
according to
the best
best
information
the Commissioner
Commissioner is
is able
able to
propinformation that
that the
to obtain,
obtain, such
such property was
was acquired
acquired by
by such
such donor
donor or
or last
owner.
erty
last preceding
preceding owner.
TL3RANSFER IN
TRUST AFTER
AFTER DECEMBER
(3)) TRANSFER
IN TRUST
DECEMBER 31,
31, 1920.—If
the
1920.-If
the propproperty was
after December
1920, by
transfer in
in trust
trust
erty
was acquired
acquired after
December 31,
31, 1920,
by a
a transfer
(other than by
transfer in
in trust
by aabequest
bequest or
devise) the
basis
(other
by aatransfer
trust by
or devise)
the basis
shall
be the
same as
it would
would be
be in
in the
the hands
hands of
of the
the grantor.
grantor,
as it
the same
shall be
increased
increased in the amount of gain or decreased
decreased in the amount
amount of
of
loss recognized
recognized to
to the
grantor upon
upon such
such transfer
under the
the law
law
the grantor
transfer under
applicable
the year
year in
in which
which the
the transfer
transfer was
was made.
made.
applicable to
to the
(4) GIFT
IN TRUST
BEFORE JANUARY
OR TRANSFER
TRANSFER IN
1, 1921.-If
(4)
GIFT OR
TRUST BEFORE
JANUARY 1,
1921.—If the
property
on or
or before
property was acquired by gift or transfer
transfer in
in trust
trust on
before
December
basis shall
December 31,
31, 1920, the basis
value of
of such
shall be
be the fair
fair market
market value
such
property at
the time
of such
property
at the
time of
such acquisition.
acquisition.
(5) PROPERTY
FtorgaTY TRANSMITTED
the property
(5)
TRANSMITrED AT
AT DEATIL—If
DEATl.-If the
property was
was
acquired by
or inheritance,
by the
the decedent's
acquired
by bequest,
bequest, devise,
devise, or
inheritance, or
or by
decedents
estate from
from the
decedent, the
shall be
fair market
estate
the decedent,
the basis
basis shall
be the
the fair
market value
value
of
at the
of such
such acquisition.
the case
case of
of such
such property
property at
the time
time of
acquisition. In
In the
of
property transferred
transferred in
to or
in trust
trust to
to pay
pay the
the income
income for
for life
life to
or upon
upon
the order
order or
or direction
of the
the grantor,
grantor, with
reserved to
to
the
direction of
with the
the right
right reserved
the
grantor at
prior to
to his
to revok
t
rus t, the
th e
the grantor
at all
all times
times prior
his death
death to
revokee th
thee trust,
basis
n the
the persons
under
basis of
of such property i
in
the hands
hands of
of the
persons entitled
entitled under
the terms of the trust instrument
instrument to the property after the grantor's
grantor's
death
such death,
same as
as if
if the
trust instrument
death shall,
shall, after
after such
death, be
be the
the same
the trust
instrument
had been
been a
executed on
on the
day of
the grantor's
death. For
had
a will
will executed
the day
of the
grantor's death.
For
the purpose of this paragraph
paragraph property
property passing
passing without
without full
full and
and
adequate
a general power
appointment
adequate consideration
consideration under
under a
power of appointment
exercised
will.shall
shall be
exercised by wifi
to be
property passing
from the
the
be deemed
deemed to
be property
passing from
individual
individual exercising
exercising such power by
by bequest
bequest or
or devise.
devise.
(6) TAX-FREE
TAX-FREE EXCHANGES
EXCHANGES GENERALLY.—If
ENERALLY.--If the
(6)
the property
propert was
was
after February
28, 1913,
1913, upon
up
on an exchange
acquired, after
February 28,
exchange described
described in
in
section 112(b)
(e), inclusive,
112(b) to (e),
mclusive, the basis shall be the same as in
in
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INCOME TTAX
TAX.
INCOMpE
the property
exchanged, decreased in the amount
amount of COMPUTATION
property exchanged,
the
INCOMENET
OF
NET
INCOME—
OF
amount
in
increased
and
taxpayer
received
by
the
taxpayer
and
increased
in
the
the
received by
°ontd.
taxpayer that Contd.
decreased in
the amount
amount of loss to the taxpayer
in the
decreased
on bexhotae
exchange
ln
Partly
to andPartly
applicable
law
the
under
exchange
such
upon
recognized
was
partly
by other
the
was year
recognized
i
n which
upon
thesuch
exchange
exchange
wasunder
made.theIflaw
theapplicable
property so
to property.
the year in which the exchange was made. If the property so property.
ty permitted by
acquired consisted
consisted in
property
of pro
type of
the type
of the
part of
in part
acquired
the recognition
section
(b) to
recognition of gain or
or
without the
received without
be received
to be
112(b)
section 112
property, the basis provided
loss,
and in
in part
provided in this
other property,
of other
part of
loss, and
paragraph
shall be
between the properties
properties (other
(other than
allocated between
be allocated
paragraph shall
allocation there shall
money)
received, and
for the
the purpose
purpose of the allocation
and for
money) received,
be assigned
other property
property an amount
equivalent to its
amount equivalent
such other
to such
assigned to
be
as conidSstonedp's
sStock issued
paragraph sideration
fair
market
value
at
the
date
of
the
exchange.
This paragraph
exchange.
the
of
date
the
at
fair market value
excepted.
.
e
the
by
corporation
by aa corporation
shall not
acquired by
property acquired
to property
apply to
not apply
shall
whole
in
issuance
of
its
stock
or
securities
as
the
consideration
consideration
the
as
securities
or
stock
its
issuance of
it.
or
for the
the transfer
transfer of
property to it.
of the property
part for
in part
or in
Transfers
to corporacorporaTransfers to
OF PROPERTY
CONTROL OF
(7)
TRANSFERS TO
TO CORPORATION
CORPORATION WHERE
WHERE CONTROL
PROPERTY tion
(7) TRANSFERS
where control
of
oi
oreoinsin
tpoperty
acquired after property
was acquired
REMAINS
IN SAME
SAME PERSONS.—If
the property
property was
remains
PERSONS.-If the
REMAINS IN
same persons.
reorgani-- same ersons.
connection with aareorgani
December 31,
1917, by a
acorporation in connection
31, 1917,
December
zation, and
immediately after
after the
the transfer an interest or control
and immediately
zation,
in
such property
property of
centum or
remained in the same
or more remained
per centum
50 per
of 50
in such
persons or
or any
any of
of them,
them, then
then the basis shall be the same
same as it
persons
amount
the
in
would
be
in
the
hands
of
the
transferor,
increased
amount
increased
transferor,
the
of
hands
the
in
would be
of
decreased in
the amount
amount of loss recognized
recognized to the transin the
or decreased
gain or
of gain
feror upon
such transfer
transfer under
under the law applicable
applicable to the year in
upon such
feror
By
a
copotion
By aatocorporation
if party
which
transfer was
was made.
made. This
This paragraph
paragraph shall not apply if
the transfer
which the
reorganisa-a
reoranizaparty to
tion.
a corpora- tion.
the
property acquired
consists of
of stock
stock or securities in a
acquired consists
the property
tion
the reorganization,
acquired by the issuance
reorganization, unless acquired
to the
party to
tion aaparty
of
or securities
the transferee
transferee as
the consideration
consideration in whole
as the
of the
securities of
stock or
of stock
or
in part
for the
transfer.
the transfer.
part for
or in
Property
acquired by
by
ProPerty
OR AS
OF STOCK
(8)
PROPERTY
ACQUIRED BY
BY ISSUANCE
STOCK OR
AS PAID-IN
PAID-IN issuance
ISSUANCE OF
PROPERTY ACQUIRED
(8)
of
stock or
issuance
of aquired
stock
or as
as
paid-in
surplus,
by
a
a
by
surpls,
paid-in
1920,
31,
December
sunmus.—If the
the property
property was
was acquired
acquired after December
SURPLUS.-If
corporation
after
1920.
corporaafter 1920.
by
a
corporationby
a
corporation—
by a corporationIssuance of
stock
of stock
Issuaco
connection controlled
(A)
by the
the issuance
issuance of
of its
stock or
securities in connection
or securities
its stock
(A) by
by transenrotU.e by tner
with
transaction described
described in
section 112(b)
112(b) (5)
(5) (including
(including, feror.
in section
with aa transaction
t e p. 704.
A
Ante,
n P. 704
also,
cases where
where part
of the
consideration for the transfer of
the consideration
part of
also, cases
such
property to
was property
property or money, in
corporation was
the corporation
to the
such property
addition
stock or
securities), or
or securities),
such stock
to such
addition to
Paid-In surplus.
etc.
Paid-in surplus. ete.
(B)
surplus or
or as
contribution to capital,
a contribution
as a
paid-in surplus
as paid-in
(B) as
the
then
the
basis
shall
be
the
same
as
it
would
be
in
the
hands
of
hands
the
in
be
then the basis shall be the same as it would
transferor, increased
the amount
of gain
gain or
or decreased
decreased in the
amount of
in the
increased in
transferor,
amount of
to the
transfer
such transfer
upon such
transferor upon
the transferor
recognized to
loss recognized
of loss
amount
under the
the law
law applicable
which the
the transfer was
in which
year in
the year
to the
applicable to
under
made.
made.
Acquired by
involb inoAquiconversion.
(9) INVOLUNTARY
INVOLUNTARY CONVERSION.-If
CONVERSION.—If the
was acquired, untary
property was
the property
(9)
after
February 28,1913,
28, 1913, as
as the
the result
of a
acompulsory
compulsory or
involuntary
or involuntary
result of
after February
conversion
described in
in section
the basis
basis shall
shall be the same
112(f), the
section 112(f),
conversion described
as
in the
the case
decreased in
in the
amount
the amount
converted, decreased
so converted,
property so
the property
of the
case of
as in
of
not expended
expended
was not
which was
taxpayer which
the taxpayer
by the
received by
money received
any money
of any
in
accordance with
the provisions
of law
law (applicable
(applicable to
to the
year
the year
provisions of
with the
in accordance
in
which such
such conversion
conversion was
made) determining
determining the
the taxable
was made)
in which
increased in
status
of the
such conversion,
conversion, and
and increased
upon such
loss upon
or loss
gain or
the gain
status of
the
amount of
gain or
decreased in
of loss
loss to
the
to the
amount of
the amount
in the
or decreased
of gain
the amount
taxpayer
recognized upon
under the
the law
applilaw appliconversion under
such conversion
upon such
taxpayer recognized
cable
the year
conversion was
was made.
made.
such conversion
which such
in which
year in
to the
cable to
Wash sales of stock
of ot
SIs
onWah
(10) WASH
WASH SALES
OF STOCK.—If
property consists
not
of stock on
loss
consists of
which
loss
not
on which
the property
8TOCCK-If the
SALES OF
(10)
allowed.
or securities
securities the
acquisition of
of which
(or the
contract or
option allowed.
or option
the contract
which For
Post, p. 715.
the acquisition
or
to acquire
acquire which)
which) resulted
resulted in
in the
the nondeductibility
i- p. 7n
section
(under section
nondeductibility (under
to
118
this Act
or corresponding
provisions of
of prior
prior income
tax
income tax
corresponding provisions
Act or
of this
118 a

the
case of
of
the case
any
money
any money
of gain
or
gain or
of
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INCOME TAX.
TAX.
COMPUTATION
COMrPUTATION
OF
OF NET
NET INCOME—
INCOMEContd.
Contd.
Basis.
Basis.

Property acquired
Property
acquired
duringaffiliation.
affiliation.
during
Adjustment and
and deAdjustment
determination of
termination
of basis.
basis.
"Period of
of affilia"Period
affiliation"
defined.
tion" defined.

Basis
in subsequent
subsequent
Basis in
years.
years.
Vol. 45,
45, p.
p. 831
831
Vol.
Post,
Fog, p.
p. 721.
721.

by
Basis established
established by
Basis
Revenue
of 1932.
1932.
Revenue Act
Act of

for partnership
partnership
Basis for
ac quired
property, acquired
after February
b ary 28,1913.
28, 1913.

Property
acquired
Property acquired
before
1913.
before March
March 1913.
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laws,
to wash
wash sales)
sales) of
from the
sale or
laws, relating
relating to
of the
the loss
loss from
the sale
or other
other
disposition of
of substantially
substantially identical
stock or
or securities,
securities, then
then the
disposition
identical stock
the
basis
shall be
be the
the basis
basis of
of the
stock or
or securities
securities so
sold or
basis shall
the stock
so sold
or disposed
disposed
of, increased
increased or
or decreased,
decreased, as
case may
be, by
by the
of,
as the
the case
may be,
the difference,
difference,
if
between the
the price
price at
at which
which the
the property
property was
acquired
if any,
any, between
was acquired
price at
at which such
and the price
substantially identical
identical stock
stock or
or
such substantially
securities were sold
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of.
of.
securities
sold or
(11) PROPERTY
(11)
DURING AFFILIATION.-In
AFFILIATION.—In the
the case
case of
of
PROPERTY ACQUIRED
ACQUIRED DURING
property acquired
acquired by
by a
acorporation,
during aaperiod
period of
of affiliation,
property
corporation, during
affiliation,
from
from aacorporation
corporation with
affiliated, the
basis of
of such
with which it
it was affiliated,
the basis
such
of affiliation,
shall be
be determined,
determined, in
property, after
after such period
period of
affiliation, shall
in
accordance
accordance with
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
Commissioner with
with regulations
by the
the Commissioner
with
the
approval of
of the
the Secretary,
without regard
regard to
to inter-company
inter-company
the approval
Secretary, without
transactions in respect
transactions
which gain
loss was
not recognized.
recognized.
respect of
of which
gain or
or loss
was not
For the purposes
For
the term
of affiliaaffiliapurposes of
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, the
term ""period
period of
tion
which such
were
tion" means
means the period during which
such corporations
corporations were
affiliated (determined
affiliated
(determined in accordance
accordance with
the law
law applicable
applicable
with the
thereto)
thereto) but does
does not
not include any taxable year
year beginning
on or
beginning on
or
after
unless a
consolidated return
return was
was made,
after January
January 1,
1, 1922,
1922, unless
a. consolidated
made, nor
nor
any taxable year after the
year 1928.
in case
case
the taxable
taxable year
1928. The
The basis
basis in
of property
property acquired
acquired by a
corporation during
during any
any period,
in the
the
a corporation
period, in
taxable year 1929
taxable
or any
any subsequent
subsequent taxable
taxable year,
respect of
1929 or
year, in
in respect
of
which a
return is
is made
made by
such corporation
a consolidated
consolidated return
by such
corporation under
under
section 141
or the
1928 or
or the
Revenue
141 of this
this Act or
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1928
the Revenue
be determined
determined in accordance
Act of 1932, shall be
accordance with
with regulations
regulations
prescribed under section 141 (b) of this
Revenue Act
this Act or the Revenue
Act
1928 or
the Revenue
1932. The
in the
the case
case of
of '1928
or the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932.
The basis
basis in
of
during any
period, in
taxable
property held
held by a
a corporation
corporation during
any period,
in the
the taxable
year 1929 or any subsequent taxable
taxable year,
in respect
respect of
which
year, in
of which
a consolidated return is made by such corporation under
a
under section
section
141 of this Act or the Revenue Act
Revenue Act
Act of 1928 or the Revenue
Act
of 1932, shall be adjusted in respect
items relating
relating to
such
respect of
of any items
to such
period, in accordance
accordance with regulations
regulations prescribed under
under section
section
(b) of this Act
141 (b)
or the
the Revenue
of 1928
1928 or
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act
Act or
Revenue Act
Act of
or the
of 1932, applicable
applicable to
such period.
to such
period.
(12)
BASIS ESTABLISHED
ESTABLISHED BY
BY REVENUE
REVENUE ACT
(12) BASIS
ACT OF
OF 1932.-If
1932.—If the
the proppropFebruary 28, 1913,
1913, in
erty was acquired,
acquired, after February
year
in any
any taxable
taxable year
beginning
beginning prior to January
January 1,
1, 1934,
and the
the basis
thereof, for
for the
the
1934, and
basis thereof,
purposes
Act of 1932
purposes of the Revenue
Revenue .Act
was prescribed
prescribed by
1932 was
by section
section
113(a)
(7), or (9)
then for the purposes of this
113(a) (6),
(6) (7),
(9) of such Act, then
Act the
the basis shall be the same as
as the basis therein
therein prescribed
prescribed in
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932.
(13)
PAiXrrEETSHnIS.-If the property
(13) PARTNERsmrs.—If
property was acquired,
after FebruFebruacquired, after
ary 28, 1913, by aapartnership
partnership and the basis is not otherwise
otherwise determined
paragraphs (1)
(12), inclusive,
mined under any of the paragraphs
(1) to (12),
inclusive, of this
this
subsection,
subsection, then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the
hands of the transferor, increased
increased in the amount of gain or
or
decreased
upon
decreased in the amount of loss recognized
recognized to the transferor
transferor upon
such transfer under the law applicable to the year in which the
transfer
transfer was made. If
If the property was distributed in kind
kind by
by aa
partnership
partnership to any partner, the basis of such property in the
the hands
of the partner shall be such part of the basis in his hands of his
partnership interest as is properly allocable to such property.
(14)
PROPERTY ACQUIRED
BEFORE M
MARCH
(14) PROPERTY
ACQUIRED BEFORE
ARCH 1, 1913.-In
1913.—In the case of
of
property acquired before March 1, 1913,
1913, if
if the basis otherwise
determined under
determined
under this subsection, adjusted
adjusted (for the period
period prior
prior
to March 1, 1913) as provided in subsection (b), is less than the
the
fair market value of the property as of March
fair
March 1, 1913, then the
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basis
determining gain
gain shall
shall be
be such
such fair
market value. In
In
fair market
for determining
basis for
a corporation
determining the
the fair
market value
value of
of stock
stock in
in a
corporation as
fair market
determining
of March
March 1,
1, 1913,
1913, due
regard shall
shall be given to the fair market
due regard
of
value of
of the
the assets
corporation as of that date.
the corporation
of the
assets of
value
(b) ADJUSTED
basis for
the gain
gain
determining the
for determining
adjusted basis
BAsIS.-The adjusted
ADJUSTED BASIS.—The
(b)
or loss
loss from
from the
sale or
or other
other disposition
disposition of property, whenever
the sale
or
acquired, shall
the basis
determined under
subsection (a),
(a), adjusted
under subsection
basis determined
be the
shall be
acquired,
as hereinafter
provided.
hereinafter provided.
as
prop(1)
respect of the prop_
RULE.-Proper adjustment in respect
GENERAL aunE.—Proper
(1) GENERAL
madecases be made
erty
shall in
all cases
—
in all
erty shall
(A)
receipts, losses,
losses, or
or other
items, proppropother items,
expenditures, receipts,
for expenditures,
(A) for

ICOME TAX
INCOME
TAX.

INCOMEOFNETPIJTATION
oynitgeyT
on
CAsets
c
Assets based
N
based
on fair
fair
market value.

market value.

Adjnsted
Adjusted basis for
for

loss.
&termini'

gain

nr

linus
enta
j aw.

Adjustment
ent to
to capicapital account.
account.
tal
carrying charges
carrying
charges on
on
unimproved real prop-

and other erty.
taxes and
including
account,
capital
chargeable
erly
carrying
chargeable
chargesto
tooncapital
unimproved
account,
and
including
unproductive
taxes real
propother err
real
propreal
unproductive
and
unimproved
on
charges
carrying
erty, but
but no
no such
be made
other
taxes or other
for taxes
made for
shall be
adjustment shall
such adjustment
erty,
by
carrying
charges
for
which
deductions
have
been
taken
the
been
have
deductions
which
for
charges
carrying
taxable year or
taxpayer in
in determining
determining net
net income
income for
for the
the taxable
taxpayer
prior taxable
years;
taxable years;
prior
Depletiontc.,since
forsincerpletiomtc.,
28, 1913,
(B)
in respect
of any
February 28,
1913, for
any period since February
respect of
B) in
exhaustion,
tear, obsolescence,
amortization, and depleobsolescence, amortization,
and tear,
wear and
exhaustion, wear
the amount allowtion, to
to the
the extent
extent allowed
(but not
not less
than the
less than
allowed (but
tion,
m um
allowallowWhere
able)
under
this
Act
or
prior
income
tax
Where for any
an y Maxi
laws.
tax
income
prior
or
Act
this
under
able)
on discovery
ui

reved

F

aMaximum

allow- ased
depletion allowtaxable year
prior to
taxable year
1932 the
stised on discovery
the depletion
year 1932
the taxable
to the
year prior
taxable
income.
ance
based on
on discovery
discovery value
of income,
income, iTcmome
percentage of
a percentage
or a
value or
was based
ance was
based
then the
the adjustment
adjustment for
such year
year shall be based
for such
depletion for
for depletion
then
year
such
on
the
depletion
which
would
have
been
allowable
for
year
allowable
been
have
would
which
depletion
on the
a percentor a
if
computed without
without reference
reference to
to discovery
value or
discovery value
if computed
period prior to
Any
age of
of income;
income;
age
Any period prior to
Marny 1,pe,MM. por.
1, 1913,
(C) in
of any
any period
period prior
March 1,
1913, for March
to March
prior to
respect of
in respect
(C)
exhaustion, wear
wear and
and tear,
tear, obsolescence,
amortization, and depleobsolescence, amortization,
exhaustion,
txBas
tion to
to the
the extent
extent sustained;
sustained;
tion,
Basis rdued
reduced by
by tax(i))
of stock
the extent
extent not
distriutions.
ree distributions.
in free
for in
provided for
not provided
(to the
stock (to
case of
the case
in the
(D) in
the
subparagraphs) for
for the
the amount
amount of distributions
foregoing subparagraphs)
the foregoing
previously
made
which,
under
the
law
applicable
to the year in
applicable
law
the
under
which,
made
previously
which the
the distribution
was made,
made, either
were tax-free
tax-free or were
either were
distribution was
which
applicable in
in reduction
of basis
including distributions
distributions
(not including
basis (not
reduction of
applicable
vol..
made by acorporation, which was classified as apersonal service Vol.
070;:V1
0. .P.. 107
ol. 40.
made by a corporation, which was classified as a personal service
or
Act
corporation
under
the
provisions
of
the
Revenue
of
1918
'p 2
Revenue
the
of
provisions
the
under
corporation
1921,
its earnings
earnings or
or profits
taxable in accordaccordwere taxable
which were
profits which
of its
out of
1921, out
Act of
ance
with
the
provisions
of
section
218
of
the
Revenue
Revenue
the
of
218
section
of
provisions
ance with the
1918
1921).
or 1921).
1918 or
(2) SuasTrniTED
term "substituted
substituted basis"
basis.
bsituted bsis.
used Substituted
as used
basis" as
BAsIS.-The term
SI:BSTITUTED BASIS.—The
(2)
ietermination of.
in this
this subsection
subsection means
means a
basis determined
determined under
any provision
provision Determination
under any
a basis
in
corresponding proof subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
section or
under any
any corresponding
or under
this section
of
vision of
prior income
income tax
providing that
the basis
shall be
basis shall
that the
law, providing
tax law,
a prior
vision of a
determined—
determined(A) by
by reference
reference to
to the
the basis
in the
hands of
of aa transferor,
the hands
basis in
(A)
donor,
or
grantor,
or
or
donor, or grantor,
(B) by
by reference
reference to
to other
other property
at any
any time
time by
by the
held at
property held
(B)
_person
for
whom
the
basis
is
to
be
determined.
determined.
be
to
is
basis
the
whom
for
erson
Whenever
it appears
that the
the basis
of property
in the
hands of
the hands
property in
basis of
appears that
Whenever it
the taxpayer is
a
substituted
basis,
then
the
adjustments
provided
provided
adjustments
the
then
basis,
the taxpayer is a substituted
in paragraph (1)
shall be
makfirst makafter first
made after
be made
subsection shall
this subsection
of this
paragraph (1) of
in
Adjustments.
ing in respect
of
such
substituted
basis
proper
adjustments
of
of aa Adjustments
adjustments
proper
basis
substituted
ing in respect of such
property
similar nature
nature in
in respect
respect o
during which the property
period during
off the period
similar
which
was
held
by
the
transferor,
donor,
or
grantor,
or
during
during
or
grantor,
or
donor,
was held by the transferor,
the other property
the person
person for
whom the
is
basis is
the basis
for whom
by the
held by
was held
other property was
the
to
be
determined.
A
similar
rule
shall
be
applied
in
the
case
of
case
the
in
applied
be
shall
rule
similar
to be determined. A
a
bases.
substituted bases.
of substituted
series of
a series
eo.r Pereentage of
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COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION

OF NET
NET INCOMEINCOME—
OF
Contd.
Contd.
Basis for
depreciaBasis
for depreciation
and depletion.
depletion.
tion and
Ante, p.
p. 709.
709.
A.7te,

General
rule.
Oeneral rule.

Discovery value
value in
in
Discovery
case
of mines.
case of
mines.

Ante, p.
p. 689.
Ante,
689.

Depletion allowance
Depletion
allowance
without
without reference
reference to
to
discovery
discovery value.
value.
Minerals
Minerals Included.
included.

Oil and
and gas
gas allowallowOil
ance.
ance.

Maximum.
Maximum.

Percentage
depletion
Percentage depletion
for coal
metal
for
coal and
and meta
mines and
and sulphur.
sulphur.
mines

Maximum.
Maximum.
Taxpayer's
electiol
Taxpayer's election
as
computation to
ta
as to
to computation
govern future
govern
future years.
years.
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114. BASIS FOR DEPRECIATION
DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION.
DEPLETION.
SEC. 114.

(a)
BASIS FOR
DEPRECIATION.—The basis
basis upon
which exhaustion,
upon which
exhaustion.
(a) BASIS
FOR DEPRECIATION.-The

wear and
tear, and
and obsolescence
be allowed
allowed in
respect of
of any
any
in respect
are to
to be
and tear,
obsolescence are
wear
property
basis provided
provided in
(b) for
for
in section
section 113
113(b)
be the
the adjusted
adjusted basis
property shall
shall be
the
of determining
determining the
the gain
gain upon
the sale
other disposidisposiupon the
sale or
or other
the purpose
purpose of
tion
of such
property.
tion of
such property.

(b)
BASIS FOR
FOR DEPLETION.—
DEPLETION.(b) BASIS
(
1) GENERAL
GENERAL RULE.-The
RULE.—The basis
basis upon
upon which
is to
(1)
which depletion
depletion is
to be
be
allowed in
in respect
respect of
any property
be the
the adjusted
adjusted basis
basis proshall be
proallowed
of any
property shall
vided in
(b) for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
determining the
the gain
gain
of determining
in section
section 113
113(b)
vided
upon the
the sale
sale or
other disposition
of such
such property,
except as
as
property, except
disposition of
upon
or other
provided in
in paragraphs
paragraphs (2),
(3), and
and (4)
(4) of
of this
this subsection.
subsection.
(2), (3),
provided
(2)
DISCOVERY VALUE
VALLI H. IN
IN CASE
OF MINES.-In
MINES.—In the
case of
of mines
mines
the case
CASE OF
(2) DISCOVERY
(other
than metal,
sulphur mines)
the taxmines) discovered
discovered by the
metal, coal
coal or sulphur
(other than
payer after
February 28,
28, 1913,
1913, the
the basis
depletion shall
shall be
the
be the
basis for
for depletion
after February
payer
fair market
market value
the property
property at
at the
discovery or
of discovery
or
of the
the date
date of
fair
value of
within thirty
thirty days
days thereafter,
thereafter, if
if such
were not
not acquired
acquired
such mines
mines were
within
as
the result
of purchase
purchase of
of a
a proven
proven tract
tract or
if the
the
or lease,
lease, and
and if
result of
as the
fair
market value
the property
property is
is materially
materially disproportionate
disproportionate
fair market
value of
of the
to the
cost. The
The depletion
under section
section 23(m)
23(m) based
based
depletion allowance
allowance under
to
the cost.
on
provided in
paragraph shall
not exceed
exceed
value provided
in this
this paragraph
shall not
on discovery
discovery value
50
per centum
centum of
of the
the net
net income
income of
of the
the taxpayer
taxpayer (computed
with(computed with50 per
out
for depletion)
depletion) from
the property
property upon
the
upon which
which the
from the
allowance for
out allowance
discovery
was made,
except that
that in
no case
shall the
the depletion
depletion
case shall
discovery was
made, except
in no
allowance under
under section
than it
would be
be if
if computed
computed
be less
less than
it would
allowance
section 23(m)
23 (m) be
without reference
reference to
to discovery
discovery value.
value. Discoveries
include
Discoveries shall
shall include
without
minerals in
in commercial
commercial quantities
quantities contained
or
contained within
within aa vein
vein or
minerals
deposit
in an
an existing
mine or
or mining
mining tract
tract by
deposit discovered
discovered in
existing mine
by the
the
taxpayer
after February
or deposit
deposit thus
thus
taxpayer after
February 28,
28, 1913,
1913, if
if the
the vein
vein or
discovered
not merely
merely the
the uninterrupted
extension of
of a
condiscovered was
was not
uninterrupted extension
a continuing
vein or
already known
to exist,
and
tinuing commercial
commercial vein
or deposit
deposit already
known to
exist, and
if the
the discovered
minerals are
of sufficient
sufficient value
value and
and quantity
quantity that
if
discovered minerals
are of
that
they
could be
mined and
and marketed
profit.
they could
be separately
separately mined
marketed at
at aa profit.
(3) PERCENTAGE
AND GAS
GAS WELLS.-In
WELLS.—In the
case
(3)
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION
DEPLETION FOR
FOR OIL
OIL AND
the case
of
oil and
allowance for
for depletion
depletion under
under section
section
of oil
and gas
gas wells
wells the
the allowance
23(m) shall be
23(m)
per centum
of the
the gross
from the
the
be 27
27 11/
/L2 per
centum of
gross income
income from
property
during the
from such
gross
property during
the taxable
taxable year,
year, excluding
excluding from
such gross
income an
amount equal
to any
royalties paid
incurred
income
an amount
equal to
any rents
rents or
or royalties
paid or
or incurred
by
the taxpayer
taxpayer in
in respect
respect of
the property.
property. Such
by the
of the
Such allowance
allowance shall
shall
not
per centum
the net
income of
of the
(comnot exceed
exceed 50
50 per
centum of
of the
net income
the taxpayer
taxpayer (computed without
puted
allowance for
depletion) from the
without allowance
for depletion)
the property,
property, except
except
that
section 23(m)
23(m)
that in
in no case
case shall
shall the depletion
depletion allowance
allowance under
under section
be less
than it
it would
be if
computed without
to this
be
less than
would be
if computed
without reference
reference to
this
paragraph.
paragraph.
(4)
PERCENTAGE DEPLETION
COAL AND
AND METAL
METAL MINES
AND
MINES AND
FOR COAL
DEPLETION FOR
PERCENTAGE
(4)
SULPHUR.-The
allowance for
SULPITITR.—The allowance
under section
section 23(m)
shall
for depletion
depletion under
23(m) shall
be, in the case of coal mines, 55 per
per centum, in
in the case
case of
of metal
metal
15 per centum,
and, in
in the
mines, 15
centum, and,
the case of sulphur
sulphur mines or
or deposits,
income from the property
23 per centum, of the gross income
property during
the
during the
taxable year,
taxable
equal
year, excluding
excluding from
from such
such gross income
income an
an amount
amount equal
to
to any rents
rents or
taxpayer in
or royalties
royalties paid
paid or incurred
incurred by
by the taxpayer
in
respect of
of the
Such allowance
shall not
50 per
per
respect
the property.
property. Such
allowance shall
not exceed
exceed 50
centum
centum of the net income of the taxpayer
taxpayer (computed
(computed without
without
allowance
property. A taxpayer
making
allowance for depletion)
depletion) from the property.
taxpayer making
his first return
return under this
his
of a
this title in respect of
a property
property shall
shall state
state
whether
allowance for such property
whether he elects to have the depletion
depletion allowance
property
for the taxable year for which the return
return is made computed with
or without
without regard to
depletion, and
the depletion
to percentage
percentage depletion,
and the
depletion allowallow-
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INCOME TAX.
INCOME
computed COMPUTATION
ance in
in respect
property for such year shall be
be computed
such property
of such
respect of
ance
COMPUTATION
INCOMEOF NET INCOME—
make
fails
taxpayer
If
according
to
the
election
thus
If
the
taxpayer
to
make
made.
thus
election
the
to
according
Contd.
is
statement
no
C°
allowance
such
statement
in
the
return,
the
depletion
allowance
for
such
statement
is
If no
such statement in the return, the depletion
made.
made.
to
computed
property
for
shall
be
computed
without
reference
year
such
for
property
percentage
depletion. The
The method,
method, determined
determined as above, of comcompercentage depletion.
the
of
case
applied
shall
puting
the
depletion
allowance
be
applied
in
the
the
allowance
depletion
the
puting
property
for all
taxable years
it is in the hands of such
which it
years in which
all taxable
property for
taxpayer,
of any
any other
if the basis of the property (for
(for
person if
other person
or of
taxpayer, or
determined
determining
in his
hands is, under
under section 113, determined
his hands
gain) in
determining gain)
either
by reference
the basis
basis in
the hands
taxpayer, either
hands of such taxpayer,
in the
to the
reference to
by
directly or
through one
one or
substituted bases, as defined in
more substituted
or more
or through
directly
that
section.
that section.
Distributions
corDistributions by
b
porations.
porations.
SEC. 115.
CORPORATIONS.
DISTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.
115. DISTRIBUTIONS
SEC.
"Dividend" defined.

ned.
(a) DEFINrrION
DEriNrriox OF
DivinEism.—The term
dividend " when used "Dpvide.ndde
term ""dividend"
Post, pp., 732, 735.
OF DIVIDEND.-The
(a)
207(c)(1),
section
and
203(a)(4)
in
this
title
(except
in
section
203(a)
(4)
207
(c)
(1),
section
in
(except
title
this
in
Earnings after
after FebFebEarnings
distribution made
any distribution
relating to
means any
made by a
a ruary
companies) means
insurance companies)
to insurance
28, 1913, deemed
relating
dmed
dividends.
propin
or
corporation
to
its
shareholders,
whether
in
money
money
or
in
other
propin
whether
shareholders,
its
to
corporation
28.
accumulated after February
erty,
out of
its earnings
earnings or profits accumulated
February 28.
of its
erty, out
1913.
1913.
Sources.
es
(b)
SOURCE OF
or Dismimmorrs.—For
purposes of this Act every
the purposes
DISTRIBUTONs.-For the
(b) SOURCE
the extent
distribution is
profits to
extent thereof, Accumulati,
to the
or profits
earnings or
of earnings
out of
made out
is made
distribution
1, 1913,
March
earnings or profits. Any
and from
most recently
recently accumulated
accumulated earnings
Any before
before Mar
ch 1, 1913,
the most
from the
and
a
ree.*
t
property
of
earnings
or
profits
accumulated,
or
increase
in
property
x fre
value
in
increase
or
accumulated,
profits
or
earnings
accrued,
before March
March 1,
1913, may
may be
distributed exempt from tax,
be distributed
1, 1913,
accrued, before
after February
after
the
earnings
and
profits
accumulated
February 28, 1913,
accumulated
profits
and
earnings
after the
have
been distributed,
distributed, but
but any
such tax-free
tax-free distribution
distribution shall be
any such
have been
70
Aie, P. 706.
provided An
applied
adjusted basis
basis of
the stock
stock provided
of the
the adjusted
reduce the
and reduce
against and
applied against
in
1i(
section 113.
in
Distributions in liq.
113.
in section
section
(c) DigriuBunows IN
IN LiQuinieriow.—Amounts
distributed in
al
itn
i
b
,t11,
to be in full
udation,
corn- u
in cornLIQUIDATION.-Amounts distributed
DISTRIBUTIONS
(c)
for stock.
payment for
payment payment
full payment
plete liquidation
liquidation of
treated as
as in
stock.
in full
be treated
shall be
corporation shall
of aacorporation
plete
liquipartial
in
exchange
for
the
stock,
and
amounts
in
partial
distributed
amounts
and
stock,
the
for
in exchange
dation of
be treated
treated as
in part
payment
or full payment
part or
as in
shall be
corporation shall
of aa corporation
dation
dis
or loss
Oin or
distributee
in
exchange
for
the
stock.
The
gain
or
loss
to
the
the
distributee
Gain
loss to
to disto
loss
or
gain
The
stock.
the
for
exchange
in
P714.
.
P
111,
resulting
from
such
exchange
shall
be
determined
section
111,
Past.
p.
714.
under
determined
be
resulting from such exchange shall
112..
but
extent provided in section 112
the extent
to the
only to
recognized only
be recognized
shall be
but shall
Despite the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
117(a), 100
per centum
of the gain
centum of
100 per
section 117(a),
Despite
so recognized
be taken
account in
in computing
computing net
net income.
into account
taken into
shall be
recognized shall
so
In the
the case
distributed (whether
(whether before
1, 1934,
1934, Partial liquidation
January 1,
before January
amounts distributed
of amounts
case of
In
or on or after
such
date)
in
partial
liquidation
(other
than
a
distridistribution.
rtial liquidaion
distria
than
(other
liquidation
partial
or on or after such date) in
this section
bution within
subsection (h)
(h) of
of this
section of
of disrtiuon.
of subsection
provisions of
the provisions
within the
bution
stock or
n connection
with a
reorganization) the part of
a reorganization)
i
connection with
securities in
or securities
stock
such distribution
distribution which
which is
chargeable to
capital account
account
to capital
properly chargeable
is properly
such
within
shall
not
be
considered
a
distribution
of
earnings
or
profits
profits
or
earnings
of
distribution
a
shall not be considered
purpose of
the meaning
meaning of
(b) of
for the purpose
section for
this section
of this
subsection (b)
of subsection
the
determining the
the taxability
taxability of
of subsequent
subsequent distributions
distributions by the
determining
Distribtons not
Distributions
notout
out
corporation.
corporation.
value bbe.
of Dsntrseuin
increase in value
(d) OTHER
mom FROM
FROM CAPITAL--If
CAPITAL.
If any
any distribution Of
DISIBTUTIONs
OTHER Duman
(d)
no
1, 19vu
ifore fore March 1,
n
1913, nor
r
Do
Id~
19p
(not in
partial or
complete liquidation)
liquidation) made
by a
acorporation
to its
ar
fore earnings
its from
or
profits.
corporation to
made by
or complete
(not in partial
shareholders is
out of
increase m
in value
value of
property accrued
accrued
of property
of increase
not out
shareholders is not
before March 1,
is not
out of
of earnings
or profits,
then the
the
profits, then
earnings or
not out
and is
1913, and
before March 1, 1913,
amount of such distribution
distribution shall
shall be
applied against
and reduce
the
the
reduce
and
against
applied
be
Ante, p. 708.
amount of such
adjusted basis
of the
stock provided
in section
113,
and if
if in
in excess
excess Am. P.".
and
113,
section
in
provided
stock
the
of
basis
adjusted
of such basis, such excess shall be taxable in the same manner as a
of such basis, such excess shall be taxable in the same manner as a
gain
from the
the sale
or exchange
of property.
Distributions by per.
property.
exchange of
sale or
from
gain
corpora(e) DISTRIBUTIONS BY PERSONAL Sravicz CouroakmoNs.—Any dis- sons/
itionsbypersaSINTiCe
(e) DISTRIBUTIONS BY PERONAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS.-Any dis- tism.; ezentetkon
tribution made by a corporation, which
was
classified
as
a
personal
p,
187%
vVol.
made by a corporation, which was classified as a personal u
tribution
42. p.
P.M.
iML
4
service corporation
under
the
provisions
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1918
of
Act
Reveaue
the
of
service corporation under the provisions
or
Revenue Act
profits whbic
which
earnings or profts
its earnings
of its
out of
1921, out
of 1921,
At of
the Revenue
or the
ons

ta

e

te,

—
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INCOME
TAX.
INCOME TAX.
COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION
OF NET INCOMEOF
INCOME—
td
Contd.
Con .
Stock dividends
Stock
dividends not
not
taxable.
taxable.

accordance with the provisions
were taxable in accordance
section 218
provisions of
of section
218 of
of
the Revenue Act
Act of
1918 or
or section
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921,
1921,
of 1918
section 218
218 of
of the
the Revenue
shall
be exempt from tax to
to the
distributees.
shall be
the distributees.
(f) STOCK
(f)
STOCK DIVrIDENDS.-A
DIVIDENDS.—A stock dividend shall not be
to
be subject
subject to
tax.
tax.
tax.
Redemption
of stock ; (g)
Redemptionofstock;
(g) REDEMPTION OF STOCK.--If
a corporation
corporation cancels
STocx.—If a
cancels or
or redeems
redeems
proceeds.
pro
its stock
stoek (whether
or not such stock was issued as aastock dividend)
its
(whether or
.
at such time and in
in such manner
to make
distribution and
and
manner as
as to
make the
the distribution
cancellation or
cancellation
redemption in
in whole
whole or
in part
essentially equivaequivaor redemption
or in
part essentially
lent to the distribution
of a
a taxable
dividend, the
the amount
so disdisdistribution of
taxable dividend,
amount so
cancellation of
tributed in redemption or cancellation
of the
the stock,
to the
the extent
stock, to
extent
that its represents
represents aadistribution of
of earnings
earnings or
or profits
profits accumulated
accumulated
after February 28,
1913, shall
be treated
treated as
dividend.
28, 1913,
shall be
as a
a taxable
taxable dividend.
Distribution of
stock
Distribution
of stock
(h)
REORGANIZATION--EFFCT ON
(h) DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF
OF STOCK
STOCK ON
ON REORGANIZATION—EFFECT
ON
on
on reorganization.
reorganization.
ffet on
future dison future
Effect
dis- FUTURE
FUTURE DISTRIBUTIONS.-The
DisramimoNs.—The distribution
distribution before
January 1,
1, 1934,
before
January
1934,
tributions.
tributions.
in
of aaplan
in pursuance
pursuance of
plan of reorganization,
reorganization, by or on behalf
behalf of
of a
a corcorporation a
a party to
stock or
or securities
to the reorganization,
reorganization, of
of its
its stock
securities or
or
stock or securities in a
a corporation
corporation aa party
party to
to the
the reorganization,
reorganization.
if no gain to the distributee
if
distributee from
securifrom the
the receipt
receipt of
of such
such stock
stock or
or securities was recognized
recognized by law, shall
be considered
considered aa distribution
distribution
shall not
not be
of earnings or profits within the
meaning of
of this
for the
the meaning
this section
section for
the purpurpose of determining
determining the taxability of
subsequent distributions
distributions by
by
of subsequent
the corporation. As
this subsection,
the terms
terms "
reorganizaAs used in
in this
subsection, the
"reorganization"" and "party
tion
"party to
reorganization"
shall have
have the
the meanings
to the reorganization
" shall
meanings
Vol. 47,
47, p.
Vol.
p. 196.
16.
assigned
to such
such terms in
assigned to
in section
section 112
112 of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
1932.
Act of
of 1932.
rt al
Definition of
partial
iquiatio
of pa
(i)
OF PARTIAL
PARTIAL LIQUIDATION.—As
used in
this section
(i) DEFINITION
DEFINITION OF
IQUIDATION.-A used
in this
liquidation.
section
the term ""amounts distributed in
partial liquidation
liquidation"
a disdisin partial
" means
means a
tribution by aacorporation
corporation in complete
or redemption
redemption of
of
complete cancellation
cancellation or
aa part of its stock, or one of
series of
of distributions
in complete
of a
a series
distributions in
complete
cancellation
cancellation or redemption of all or aaportion
portion of
of its
its stock.
stock.
Exclusionsfrom
Exclusions
from gross
gross3 SEC. 116. EXCLUSIONS
EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
INCOME.
income.
income.
Additional items
items ex
exAdditional
In
addition
to
the
In addition
following
items specified
specified in
in section
section 22(b),
22(b), the
empt from
x.
the following
empt
from ta
tax.
Ante, p.
Ase,
items
p. 687.
687.
and shall be
items shall not be included
included in gross income and
be exempt
exempt
from taxation under
under this
title:
this title:
Earned income
income from
from
Earned
(a)
EARNED INCOME
INCOME FROM
SOURCOES
WITHOUT
(a) EARNED
FROM S
OURCES W
ITHOU'P UNITED
UNITED STATES.-In
STATES.—In
sources without
sources
without United
United
States.
States.
the case of an individual
individual citizen of
bona fide
fide
of the
the United
United States,
States, a
a bona
nonresident
nonresident of the United States for
more than
months during
during
for more
than six
six months
the taxable year, amounts
amounts received
received from sources
sources without
without the
the United
United
States (except amounts paid by
by the
the United
States or
any agency
United States
or any
agency
Ante,
eft
Aste, p. 692.
thereof)
thereof) if
if such amounts
amounts would constitute earned income
income as
as defined
defined
in section
25(a) if
if received from sources within the United
in
section 25(a)
United States;
States;
but such
such individual
a deduction from
but
individual shall not be allowed
allowed as a
from his
his
gross income
any deductions
gross
income any
deductions properly
properly allocable
allocable to or chargeable
chargeable
against amounts excluded from gross income under this subsection.
subsection:
Teachers in
Teachers
in Alaska
Alaska against amounts excluded
(b)
and Hawaii.
and
Hawaii,
IN ALASKA AND
(b) TEAcHtaBs
TEACHERS IN
AND HAWAII.-In
HAW AII.—In the
the case
case of
of an
an indiindividual employed by Alaska or Hawaii or any
vidual
any political
subdivision
political subdivision
thereof as a
a teacher
teacher in any educational
educational institution,
thereof
institution, the
the compensation
compensation
received as
as such. This subsection
received
subsection shall not exempt compensation
compensation
paid directly or indirectly
indirectly by the Government
Government of the
United States.
States.
the United
Income of foreign gov(e)
FORnEGN GOVERNMENTS.—The
GovENMN3rNT.-sThe income
Incomeof
forei g
ngov(c) INcoio
INCOME OF FOREIGN
income of
of foreign
ernments
foreign
from
emments
from
investinvestmentsin
ments in United
United States,
States, governments
receive d from
governments received
etc.
from investments
investments in
i
n the
th e United States in
etc.
stocks, bonds, or other domestic secu
riti es ,owne
db
y such
such foreign
securities,
owned
by
foreign
governments,
governments, or
or from
from interest
interest on deposits
deposits in banks in the United
United
States
of moneys
governments, or
States of
moneys belonging
belonging to such foreign
foreign governments,
or from
from
any other source within the United
United States.
States.
Incomeof States, etc,
(d)
OF STATES,
Income
ofStotes,
etc',
(d) INcoME
INcofwv. OF
STATES, MUNICIPATEST,
MUNICIPALITIES, ETC.-Income
ETC.—In come derived
deri
ve d
from
public
utilities.
from
public
utilities,
from
utility or the exercise
exercise of any essential governmental
from any
any public
public utility
function
and accruing
accruing to
function and
to any
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or the District
District of
.
I Soo in
in original.
original
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INCOME
Columbia,
subdivision of
a State
State or Territory, orTAX.
INCOME TAX.
of a
political subdivision
or any
any political
Columbia, or
COMPUTATION
INCOMEincome
accruing to
o
caNET
l
FrisTc
A
o
T
a—
N
possession of the United OF
any possession
of any
government of
the government
to the
income accruing
Contd.
States,
or
any
political
subdivision
thereof.
thereof.
subdivision
States, or any political
If under prior conprior conrnder
Whenever any State,
Territory, or
ots
t. for operation
the District of Columbia, or If
or the
State, Territory,
Whenever
thereof.
September
to
prior
Territory,
or
any
political
subdivision
of
a
State
Territory,
prior
September
thaereo
State
a
any political subdivision of
8,
1916, entered
good faith
faith into
contract with any person, the
a contract
into a
in good
entered in
8, 1916,
object and
and purpose
purpose of
which is
or
construct, operate, or
acquire, construct,
to acquire,
is to
of which
object
utilitymaintain
public utility—
a public
maintain a
(1)
the terms
terms of
of such
such contract
contract the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
Lev ygin .proceeds_
on
proceods
this Levy
(1) If
If by
by the
etc. there°
State, leren,
title is
to be
be paid
proceeds from
operation of
!,)71irrsetatZ
of such with
the operation
from the
the proceeds
of the
out of
paid out
is to
title
the
public utility,
utility, prior
to any
division of
of such
such proceeds
proceeds between
between the
any division
prior to
public
subdivision, or the
person and
State, Territory,
political subdivision,
Territory, political
the State,
and the
person
District
of Columbia,
and if,
for the
the imposition of the tax
but for
if, but
Columbia, and
District of
imposed
by
this
title,
a
part
of
such
proceeds
for the taxable
taxable year
year
for
proceeds
such
of
a
part
title,
this
by
imposed
would accrue
accrue directly
directly to
for the
State, Territory,
such State,
of such
use of
the use
or for
to or
would
a tax upon
political
subdivision, or
or the
Columbia, then a
of Columbia,
District of
the District
political subdivision,
the
from the
the operation
operation of
of such
public utility
shall be
utility shall
such public
income from
net income
the net
rates
the
at
and
levied,
assessed,
collected,
and
paid
in
the
manner
manner
the
in
paid
and
collected,
levied, assessed,
Refunds.
refunded to such State, Retus.
prescribed in
title, but
there shall
shall be refunded
but there
this title,
in this
prescribed
Territory, political
subdivision, or
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
or the
political subdivision,
Territory,
(under
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the CommisCommisregulations to
and regulations
rules and
(under rules
which
sioner
with
the
approval
of
the
Secretary)
an
amount
which
amount
an
Secretary)
the
of
approval
sioner with the
as the amount
bears the
relation to
to the
amount of
of the
the tax
amount
tax as
the amount
same relation
the same
bears
which
(but for
imposition of
of the tax
tax imposed by this title)
the imposition
for the
which (but
would
have accrued
accrued directly
directly to
such State,
the use of such
or for the
to or
would have
Territory,
political
subdivision,
or
the
District
of
Columbia,
bears
bears
Columbia.
of
District
the
or
subdivision,
Territory, political
to
the net
net income
from the
the operation
operation of such
such
income from
of the
amount of
the amount
to the
public
utility for
taxable year.
such taxable
for such
public utility
no part accruing
accruing
pert
no
ifIfState,
proceeds
of the
no part
contract no
If by the terms of such contract
(2) If
(2)
part terms
of
the proceeds
etc.,
in state.
etc., the net
net
I
income
of
persons taxtaxperons
of
income
taxable
the
from
the
operation
of
the
public
utility
for
the
taxable
year
for
utility
public
the
of
able.
from the operation
would, irrespective
irrespective of
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this title,
directly able
accrue directly
title, accrue
the tax
of the
would,
to
or
for
the
use
of
such
State,
Territory,
political
subdivision,
or
or
subdivision,
political
Territory,
to or for the use of such State,
the District
District of
Columbia, then
then the
tax upon
income of
of
net income
the net
upon the
the tax
of Columbia,
the
such
person
from
the
operation
of
such
public
utility
shall
be
be
shall
utility
public
such
of
such person from the operation
levied,
collected, and
and paid
in the
and at
at the
the
manner and
the manner
paid in
assessed, collected,
levied, assessed,
rates
in this
this title.
title.
prescribed in
rates prescribed
Bridges to he ac(e)
BRIDGES TO
ACQUIRED BY
TATE OR
UBDIVISION.— quired
to bhe
lBridges
by State,
etc. cSTlU)DIVISION.PoI.TICA\I S
Olt POLITICAL
STATE
BY S
BE ACQUIRED
TO BE
(e) BRIDGES
Whenever
any State
or political
political subdivision
pursuance of
of qtuired ly State. tc.
in pursluance
thereof, in
subdivision thereof,
State or
Whenever any
contract to
to which
it is
not a
party entered
into before
the enactenactbefore the
entered into
a party
is not
which it
aacontract
ment
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1928,
is
to
acquire
a
bridge—
bridgea
Levy on operation
ment of the Revenue Act of 1928. is to acquire
divi(1) If
If by
terms of
tax imposed
this proceeds,
pred, prior to dvi
by this
imposed by
the tax
contract the
such contract
of such
the terms
by the
(1)
sion thereof.
title is
to
be
paid
out
of
the
proceeds
from
the
operation
of
such
thereof.
sion
such
of
operation
title is to be paid out of the proceeds from the
bridge
any division
proceeds, and
and if,
if, but
but for
for the
such proceeds,
of such
division of
to any
prior to
bridge prior
imposition of
by this
part of
of such
proceeds
such proceeds
a part
title, a
this title,
imposed by
tax imposed
the tax
of the
imposition
for
the taxable
to or
for the
use of
of
the use
or for
directly to
accrue directly
would accrue
year would
taxable year
for the
or
would
be
applied
for
the
benefit
of
such
State
or
political
political
or
State
such
or would be applied for the benefit of
subdivision,
tax upon
upon the
the net
income from
the operation
operation of
of
from the
net income
then aatax
subdivision, then
such bridge shall be
levied,
assessed,
collected,
and
paid
in
the
the
in
paid
and
collected,
such bridge shall be levied, assessed,
manner and at the rates
rates prescribed
this title,
title, but
but there
there shall
shall be
be Refund to State, etc.
in this
prescribed in
manner and at the
refunded
to
such
State
or
political
subdivision
(under
rules
and Reud to Stte. etc.
and
rules
(under
refunded to such State or political subdivision
regulations to
prescribed by
the Commissioner
with the
the
Commissioner with
by the
be prescribed
to be
regulations
approval of
of the
an amount
amount which
which bears
bears the
relathe same relaSecretary) an
the Secretary)
approval
tion to
the amount
the tax
as the
the amount
(but for
for the
the
which (but
amount which
tax as
of the
amount of
to the
tion
imposition
of the
imposed by
by this
accrued
have accrued
would have
title) would
this title)
tax imposed
the tax
imposition of
directly to
for the
or would
the benefit
benefit
for the
applied for
be applied
would be
of or
use of
the use
or for
to or
directly
of such State o
r
political
subdivision,
bears
to
the
amount
of the
the
of
amount
of such State or political subdivision, bears to the
net income from
from the
the operation
of such
such bridge
bridge for
such taxable
taxable Restriction.
such
for
of
operation
income
net
year.
such refund
refund shall
made unless
unless the
the entire
entire amount
amount of
of
etriction
be made
shall be
No such
year. No
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the refund
is to
to be
in part
part payment
payment for
acquisition
the
refund is
be applied
applied in
for the
the acquisition
of such
such bridge.
of
bridge.
(2) If
by the
the terms
the proceeds
proceeds
no part
part of
of the
terms of
of such
such contract
contract no
If by
(2)
from
operation of the bridge for the taxable year would,
from the operation
irrespective of
the tax
title, accrue
directly to
to or
irrespective
of the
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this title,
accrue directly
or
for
use of
or be
the benefit
of such
such State
State or
or
for the
the use
of or
be applied
applied for
for the
benefit of
political subdivision,
then the
the tax
tax upon
upon the
income from
from the
the
political
subdivision, then
the net
net income
operation of
of such
such bridge
be levied,
assessed, collected,
operation
bridge shall
shall be
levied, assessed,
collected, and
and
paid in
in the
the manner
manner and
the rates
prescribed in
in this
this title.
title.
paid
and at
at the
rates prescribed
Dividends from
(f) DIVIDEND
DIVIDEND FROM
FROM "
CHINA TRADE
EVICT" CORPORATION.—Ill the
Dinvidends
frt
(f)
"CHINA
TRADE ACT"
CORPORATION.-In the
"China
Trade Act"
corporations.
corporations,
case
as dividends
dividends to
to or
or for
for his
his
case of a
a person,
person, amounts
amounts distributed
distributed as
benefit by
corporation organized
under the
China Trade
Trade Act,
Act, 1922,
1922,
benefit
by a
a corporation
organized under
the China
if, at
of such
distribution, he
he is
is a
a resident
China, and
if,
at the
the time
time of
such distribution,
resident of
of China,
and
the income
income of
of the
the shares
shares of
of stock
stock of
of the
the equitable
equitable right
right to
to the
the
corporation is
faith vested
him.
corporation
is in
in goad
good faith
vested in
in him.
Shipowners'
Shipowners' mutual
INDEMNITY ASSOCIATIONS.-The
(g) SIPOWNERS'
SHIPOWNERS' PROTECTION
PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY
ASSOCIATIONS.—The
associations.
receipts of
of shipowners'
mutual protection
indemnity associations
sReeipts.
receipts
shipowners' mutual
protection and
and indemnity
associations
Receipts.
not
profit, and
no part
part of
of the
the net
not organized
organized for
for profit,
and no
net earnings
earnings of
of which
which
inures
to the
the benefit
of any
any private
but such
such corporacorporainures to
benefit of
private shareholder;
shareholder; but
tions shall be
tions
to the
net
be subject as
as other
other persons
persons to
the tax
tax upon
upon their
their net
income from interest,
dividends, and
and rents.
interest, dividends,
rents.

INCOME TAX.
INCOME
TAX.
COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION
NET INCOME—
OF NET
INCOMEContd.
If no part accruing
to such State,
State, et.,
etc., net
income from operation
taxable.
to be taxable.

Capital
gains and
Capital
gems
an d SEC. 117. CAPITAL GAINS
GAINS AND
AND LOSSES.
Computation
of tax.
(a) GENERAL
ReT .-In the case of aataxpayer, other than aacorpoComputation of
tax.
(a)
GENERAL Rurix..—In
corpo-

)osses.
losses.

api
Definition
Definition
tel assets." of "aspi.

ration, only the following
the gain
gain or
or loss
loss recognized
following percentages
percentages of
of the
recognized
upon the sale or exchange
of a
a capital
capital asset
be taken
into
exchange of
asset shall
shall be
taken into
in computing
computing net
income:
account in
net income:
100 per centum if
for not
not more
if the
the capital
capital asset
asset has
has been
been held
held for
more
than
than 1
1 year;
year;
80 per centum if
if the capital asset has been held for
for more
more than
than
but not
more than
than 2
years '
11year
year but
not for
for more
2 years;
60 per centum if
if the capital asset has
has been
been held
held for
for more
more than
than
22 years but
but not
more than
not for
for more
than 5
5 years;
years;
40 per centum if
if the capital
asset has
been held
held for
more than
than
capital asset
has been
for more
but not
for more
more than
than 10
10 years;
years '
•
55years but
not for
30 per centum if
if the capital asset has been held
held for
for more
more than
than
10
years.
10 years.

(b)
(b) DEiINxIION
DEFINITION OF
OF CAPITAL
CAPITAL ASSETS.—For
purposes of
of this
this
ASSETS.-For the
the purposes
title, "capital
assets " means
capital assets
means property
property held
the taxpayer
taxpayer (whether
(whether
held by
by the
or not connected with his trade or
not include
or business),
business), but
but does
does not
include
of a
stock in trade of the taxpayer
taxpayer or other property of
which
a kind
kind which
would properly-be included in
the taxpayer
if on
in the
the inventory
inventory of
of the
taxpayer if
on
hand at the close of
year, or
property held
by the
of the
the taxable
taxable year,
or property
held by
the
taxpayer primarily
primarily for sale to customers
customers in the
ordinary course
course of
the ordinary
of
his trade
trade or business.
business.
Determination of ne•
r 1 VA
(c)
DETERMINATION OF
OF PERIOD
PERIOD FOR
—
ve/ DETERMINATION
FOR WHICH
WHICH HELD.
— For the
th
HELD.-For
nodieterminationelf
for which held. pol
•epurpose
purpose
of subsection
(a)—
owched
for
of
subsection (a)Property received on
an exchange.
(1) In
the period
for w
hi ch th
axpayer has
has held
held
an
exoeatyge.(1)
In determining
determining the
period for
which
thee t
taxpayer
there shall be
property received on an exchange there
be included
the
included the
period for which he held the property exchanged,
exchanged if
period
if under the
Apte, p.
Ane,
p.We.
e.
provisions
provisions of
of section
section 113,
113, the property
property received
received has, for the purpose
of determining gain or loss from aa sale or exchange, the same
basis in whole or in part in his hands as
as the property
property exchanged.
exchanged.
Period of property
holdi
of proty
(2)
for which
(2) In
In determining
determining the
the period
period for
which the
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
has held
held
holding.
property
acquired there shall be included the period for
property however
however acquired
for
vhich such
suh property was held by any other person,
which
the
person, if
if under
under the
provisions
of section
section 113,
suh property
property has, for the purpose of
of
provisions of
113, such
determining
sale or
or exchange,
exchange, the
determining gain
gain or loss from aasale
the same
same basis
basis
of "
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INCOME TAX.
TAX.
INCOME
in
whole or
would have in the
the hands COMPUTATION
hands as it would
his hands
in his
part in
in part
or in
in whole
INCOMEOF
NET
INCOME—
NET
OF
of such
such other
person.
other person.
of
Contd.
received
ock, etc.,
(3) In
determining the
for which
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
has held
held Stock,
etc., received
which the
period for
the period
In determining
(3)
on
adistribution.
no gain
a distribution
upon a
stock or
or securities
securities received
distribution where
where no
gain on adistribution.
received upon
stock
the provisions
was recognized
recognized to
the distributee
distributee under
under the
provisions of section
to the
was
Vol. 45,
45, P.. 818.
818.
1928 or
112(g)
of the
Revenue Act
of 1928
or the
the Revenue
Revenue Act of
of 1932,
1932, Vol.
Act of
the Revenue
112(g) of
there shall
for which
held the stock
stock
which he held
period for
the period
included the
be included
shall be
there
or
corporation prior
prior to the receipt
distributing corporation
the distributing
in the
securities in
or securities
of the
the stock
upon such
such distribution.
distribution.
securities upon
or securities
stock or
of
Computin g period
period
Computing
(4)
determining the
which the taxpayer
taxpayer has held
held stock
period for which
the period
In determining
(4) In
has been held.
or
stock or
or securities
contract or
acquisition of which (or the contract
the acquisition
securities the
stock
option
(under
nondeductibility (under
the nondeductibility
in the
resulted in
which) resulted
acquire which)
to acquire
option to
Vol. 45, p. 826.
of
Act
Revenue
section
118
of
this
Act
or
section
118
of
the
Revenue
Act
1928 Vol. 46, p. 82.
the
of
118
section
or
Act
this
of
118
section
loss
the
of
sales)
or
the
Revenue
Act
of
1932,
relating
to
wash
sales)
wash
to
relating
or the Revenue Act of 1932,
identical stock
from the
the sale
of substantially
substantially identical
disposition of
other disposition
or other
sale or
from
or securities,
securities, there
there shall
included the
the period
period for which he held
be included
shall be
or
the
stock or
securities the
the loss
from the sale or other disposition
loss from
or securities
the stock
of which
was not
deductible.
not deductible.
which was
of
Capitallossesallowed
Capitallossesaowed
LossE--Losses from
(d) LIMITATION
(d)
LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES.—Losses
from sales
sales or
or only
only to
to extent
extent of
of gains,
gains,
etc.
exchanges of capital assets
assets shall
allowed only to the extent of etc.
be allowed
shall be

exchanges of capital
$2,000
plus the
from such
If a
a bank or
or
such sales or exchanges. If
gains from
the gains
$2,000 plus
States
United
the
of
trust
company
incorporated
under
the
laws
the
United
under
trust company incorporated
or of
of any
any State
Territory, a
part of whose business
substantial part
a substantial
or Territory,
State or
or
is the
the receipt
sells any
any bond,
note, or cerdebenture, note,
bond, debenture,
deposits, sells
of deposits,
receipt of
is
tificate or
or other
other evidence
of indebtedness
indebtedness issued by any corporation
corporation
evidence of
tificate
subdivision
(including one
issued by
by aa government
government or political
political subdivision
one issued
(including
form,
thereof),
with
interest
coupons
or
in
registered
form,
any loss
registered
in
or
coupons
interest
with
thereof),
loss
of
resulting
from
such
sale
(except
such
portion
the
as does
portion
such
resulting from such sale (except
such
not
exceed
the
amount,
if
any,
by
which
the
adjusted
basis
basis
of
such
adjusted
the
which
by
any,
if
amount,
the
exceed
not
be
not
thereof)
instrument
exceeds
the
par
or
face
value
thereof)
shall
be
face
or
instrument exceeds the par
in
included
not
subject
to
the
foregoing
limitation
and
be
included
shall
and
limitation
foregoing
the
to
subject
losses.
other
determining
the
applicability
of
limitation
to
such
determining the applicability of

Gains and losses from
the purpose
(e)
GAINS AND
AND LOSSES
IIORT SALES,
SALES, ETC.-For
ETC.—For the
purpose shortssaltsasetrc.
SHORT
FROM S
hort sales, etc.
LOSSES FROM
(e) GAINs
co i d
Transactions
of this
this titletitle—
r'rjansa
as . ctions considof
r conbe
shall
(1)
gains
or
losses
from
short
sales
of
property
conproperty
of
sales
short
from
losses
or
gains
(1)
assets;
capital
of
sidered
as
gains
or
losses
from
sales
or
exchanges
capital
assets;
exchanges
or
sales
sidered as gains or losses from
and
(2)
gains or
or losses
exercise privito exercise
failure to
the failure
to the
attributable to
losses attributable
(2) gains
leges
or
options
to
buy
or
sell
property
shall
be
considered
considered as
be
shall
property
sell
or
buy
to
options
leges or
held
gains
or
losses
from
sales
or
exchanges
of
capital
held for
assets
capital
of
gains or losses from sales or exchanges
one year or less.
one
Retirement of bonds,
(f)
RETIREMENT OF
BONDS, ETc.-For
ETC.—For the
purposes of
of this
this title,
title, ,Retireento
the purposes
etc
or BONDS,
(f) RETIREMENT
debenamounts
by the
the holder
the retirement
retirement of bonds,
upon the
holder upon
received by
amounts received
indebtedness issued
tures,
or certificates
certificates or
or other
other evidences
evidences of indebtedness
issued
notes, or
tures, notes,
by any corporation
corporation (including
(including those
those issued
by
a
government or
or
government
a
by
issued
by any
registered
political
subdivision
thereof),
with
interest
coupons
or
registered
in
or
coupons
interest
with
political subdivision thereof),
form, shall
considered as
amounts received
in exchange
exchange therefor.
received in
as amounts
be considered
shall be
form,
Loss from wash
sales
oofrsock,
stock, etc. h sase
SEC. 118.
118. LOSS
FROM WASH
WASH SALES OF STOCK
STOCK OR SECURITIES.
SECURITIES.
LOSS FROM
SEC.
Restriction on claim
for, ifif tapayer
taxpayer has
(a) In the case
any loss
loss claimed
claimed to
to have
have been
been sustained
from fore,
has
sustained from
tan tially
of any
the case of
In
(a)
acquired
acqu
i cal
red substantially
stock within
within
where
any
sale or
or other
disposition of
of shares
shares of
of stock
stock or securities
securities where identical
stock
other disposition
any sale
day.
30 days.
it appears that,
30 days
days before
before the date 30
beginning 30
period beginning
within aa period
appears that, within
it
of such sale or
disposition
and
ending
30
days
after
such
date,
the
the
date,
such
after
days
30
ending
and
or disposition
such sale
of
taxpayer has
has acquired
acquired (by
(by purchase
purchase or
an exchange
exchange upon
upon which
which
by an
or by
taxpayer
the entire amount
of
gain
or
loss
was
recognized
by
law),
or
has
has
or
law),
by
recognized
was
loss
or
the entire amount of gain
entered into
into aacontract
contract or
or option
option so
acquire, substantially
substantially identito acquire,
so to
entered
cal stock
then no
deduction for
for the
the loss
loss shall
shall be
allowed Ante. p. 688.
be allowed
no deduction
securities, then
or securities,
cal stock or
Allowance88s.
to acorAi.p..
under
23(e) (2)
allowed under
under poration.
deduction be allowed
such deduction
shall such
nor shall
(2);;nor
section 23(e)
under section
Poraton.
section 23(f)
unless
the
claim
is
made
by
a
corporation,
a
dealer
dealer
a
corporation,
a
by
made
is
claim
the
unless
23(f)

section
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Contd.
Computation where
where
Computation
property acquired
acquired is
is
property
less
less than
than sold.
sold.

Computation
where
Computation where
property
is
property acquired
acquired is
not less
less than
than sold.
not
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in stocks
stocks or
respect to
to aa transaction
transaction made
in
made in
or securities,
securities, and
and with
with respect
in
the
of its
its business.
business.
the ordinary
ordinary course
course of
(b)
If the
amount of
stock or
or securities
acquired (or
by
(or covered
covered by
securities acquired
the amount
of stock
(b) If
the contract
to acquire)
is less
amount of
of stock
stock
the
contract or
or option
option to
acquire) is
less than
than the
the amount
or securities
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
then the
the particular
particular shares
shares
of, then
sold or
disposed of,
or
securities sold
of stock
stock or
securities the
the loss
loss from
the sale
sale or
or other
other disposition
of
disposition of
from the
or securities
of
which is
not deductible
under rules
and reguregurules and
shall be
be determined
determined under
is not
deductible shall
which
lations prescribed
Commissioner with
with the
the approval
approval of
the
of the
by the
the Commissioner
lations
prescribed by
Secretary.
Secretary.
(c)
If the
amount of
of stock
stock or
securities acquired
acquired (or
covered by
by
(or covered
(c) If
the amount
or securities
the
contract or
option to
to acquire)
acquire) is
is not
not less
less than
than the
the amount of
of
or option
the contract
stock
disposed of,
of, then
particular
then the
the particular
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
stock or
or securities
securities sold
sold or
shares
securities the
acquisition of
which (or
(or the
of which
the conconor securities
the acquisition
shares of
of stock
stock or
tract or
or option
the n.ondeductibility
option to
to acquire
acquire which)
which) resulted
resulted in
in the
nondeductibility
tract
of the
loss shall
shall be
determined under
under rules
rules and
regulations prepreand regulations
of
the loss
be determined
scribed
by the
Commissioner with
the approval
of the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
with the
approval of
the Commissioner
scribed by

Income from
from sources
SOURCES WITHIN
sources SEC. 119. INCOME
Income
INCOME FROM
FROM SOURCES
WITHIN UNITED STATES.
STATES.
within United
States.
within
United States.
Items treated as.
(a) GROSS
INCOME PROM
OITRCES IN
followIN UNITED STATE'S.—The
STATES.-The followFROM S
SOURCES
GRoss INCOME
(a)

Interest, etc.
Interest,

Mid to
to persons
not
Pl'ii
persons not

business in United
United
in ,usiine.States.

if less than 20 per
If
per
cent from United
States sources.

Front
From bankers' acceptances.
ceptances.
Dividends.
Domestic
tions.
tions.

corpora-

corporations.
Foreign corporations.

ing items
items of
of gross
gross income
shall be
be treated
treated as
as income
income from
from sources
sources
ing
income shall
within
United States:
States:
within the
the United
(1)
from the
United States,
States, any
any Territory,
Territory,
the United
(1) INTEREsT.—Interest
INTEREST.-Interest from
any political
political subdivision
of a
Territory, or
or the
the District
District of
of ColumColuma Territory,
any
subdivision of
bia, and
on bonds,
other interest-bearing
interest-bearing obligaobligaor other
bia,
and interest
interest on
bonds, notes,
notes, or
tions of
residents, corporate
corporate or
including—
tions
of residents,
or otherwise,
otherwise, not
not including(A) interest
on deposits
deposits with
with persons
persons carrying
on the
the bankcarrying on
bank(A)
interest on
ing
business paid
persons not
in business
within
business within
paid to
to persons
not engaged
engaged in
ing business
the
States and
place of
of business
business
and not
not having
having an
an office
office or
or place
the United
United States
therein, or
or
therein,
(B)
interest received
received from
alien individual,
(B) interest
from a
a resident
resident alien
individual, a
a
resident
resident foreign
foreign corporation,
corporation, or
or aa domestic
domestic corporation, when
when
it is
satisfaction of the
Commissioner that less
it
is shown
shown to
to the satisfaction
the Commissioner
less
than
20 per
of the
gross income
income of
such resident
payor
than 20
per centum
centum of
the gross
of such
resident payor
or domestic corporation
corporation has been
been derived
derived from sources
sources within
within
the United States,
the
determined under
under the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
States, as
as determined
section, for the three-year
three-year period ending
ending with the
the close
close of the
taxable year
preceding the
such
taxable
year of such payor
payor preceding
the payment
payment of
of such
interest, or
for such
period as
as may
may be
be applicable,
applicable,
interest,
or for
such part
part of
of such
such period
or
or
(C) income
foreign central bank
of issue
issue from
(C)
income derived
derived by
by a
a foreign
bank of
from
bankers'
acceptances;
bankers' acceptances;
DIVIDENDS.-The amount
(2) DIVIDENDS.—The
amount received
received as dividends—
dividends(A) from
from a
domestic corporation
corporation other
than a
corporation
(A)
a domestic
other than
a corporation
entitled to the
the benefits
benefits of section
251, and
than aacorporasection 251,
and other than
corporation less than
than 20 per centum
whose gross income
income is shown
centum of
of whose
shown to
Commissioner to have been
the satisfaction of the Commissioner
been derived from
from
sources
within the
sources
within
the United
is
United States,
States, as determined
determined under
und er the
the proprovisions of this section, for the three-year
three-year period
period ending with
with the
the
close of
the taxable
of such
corporation preceding
prece di ng the
close
of the
taxable year
year of
such corporation
the
declaration
declaration of such dividends (or for such
such part of such
such period
as the corporation
corporation has
existence), or
or
has been
been in
in existence),
(B) from
(B)
unless less
less than
than 50
centum
from a
a foreign
foreign corporation
corporation unless
50 per
per centum
of the gross income
income of such foreign
foreign corporation
corporation for
for the
threethe threeyear period ending with the close of its
taxable year preceding
its taxable
preceding
the .declaration
declaration of such dividends
such
dividends (or for
for such part of
of such
period
corporation has
existence) was
was derived
derived
period as the
the corporation
has been in
in existence)
from
within the
the United
United States
States as
as determined
determined under
under the
from sources
sources within
the
provisions of this section; but dividends from aa foreign
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INCOME
TAX.
NCOME TAX.N
to COMPUTATION
(relating to
corporation
purposes of section 131
131 (relating
the purposes
for the
shall, for
corporation shall,
OF
NET
INCOME:—
INCOMENET
OF
without
income from sources without
foreign tax
tax credit),
as income
treated as
be treated
credit), be
foreign
Contd.
Contd.
the
States;
United States;
the United
Personal services.
personal
or
(3) PERSONAL
sEuvicEs.—Compensation for labor or personal Personaservices.
PERSONAL SERVICES.-Compensation
(3)
States;
services
performed in the United
United
services performed
Rentals,
royalties,
Rentas, royalties
(4) RENTALS
RENTALS AND
AND ROYALTIES.—Rentals
royalties from propprop- etc.,
ROYALTIE.-Rentals or royalties
from United
(4)
sources.
sttes
States
sources.
such
in
interest
any
from
or
States
erty
in the
from,
interest in such
United States
the United
located in
erty located
or for
property, including
rentals or royalties for the use of
of or
for the
the
including rentals
property,
privilege
using in
in the
the United
United States,
States, patents, copyrights,
of using
privilege of
brands,
trade-marks, trade brands,
secret
formulas, good will, trade-marks,
and formulas,
processes and
secret processes
and
property;
franchises, and
and other
like
other like
franchises,
property sales.
sales.
Real property
and income
(5)
SALE OF
OF REAL
REAL puorEuTT.—Gains,
profits, and
income from the Real
PROPERTY.-Gains, profits,
(5) SALE
States.
United
sale of
of real
property located
located in the
real property
sale
Sale
personal proppropofpersonl
ale of
(6)
or PERSONAL
PERSONAL PROPERTY.—FOP
gains, profits
profits, and income erty.
PROPERTY.-For gains,
SALE OF
(6) SALE
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subsection
see
from
the sale
sale of
of personal
(e).
personal property,
from the
Net income
from
income from
Net
STATES.-From the sources
(b)
NET INCOME
INCOME FROM
SOURCES IN
IN UNITED
UNITED STATES.—From
FROM SOURCES
United
(b) NET
sources in
in United
states.
there
States.
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(a)
items
of
gross
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specified
in
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of
this
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subsection
in
items of gross income specified
shall
be deducted
deducted the
losses, and
other deductions
properly
deductions properly
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expenses, losses,
the expenses,
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apportioned
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allocated
thereto
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a
ratable
a
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other deductions
deductions which
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allocated to
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some
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the United
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income from
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the United States:
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Other
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Other sources
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than that
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from sources
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other than
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(1) Interest
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United
States
as
provided
in
subsection
(a)
(1)
of
this
section;
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of
(1)
(a)
United States as provided in subsection
Other dividends.
(2)
than those
sources within the Otherdividend.
from sources
derived from
those derived
other than
Dividends other
(2) Dividends
(2) of this section;
United States
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provided in
in subsection
(a) (2)
subsection (a)
as provided
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Compensation for
for
Compenstion
performed services
(3)
for labor
labor or
or personal
services performed
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personal services
Compensation for
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United
States.
United States.
without
the
United
States;
without the United States;
Rentals,
royalties,
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without the
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etc., without
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interest in
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of or
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for the
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the
United
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patents,
copyrights,
copyrights,
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and
trade brands,
franchises,
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trade-marks, trade
will, trade-marks,
good will,
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other like
anti other
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profits, and
the sale
real property
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income from
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Gains, profits,
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located
the United
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States.
without the
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ncome from
(d) NET INCOME FROM SOURCES W ITHOUT UNITED STATES.—From Net
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Net income
(d) NET INCOME FROM SOURCES WrITIOUT UNITED STATES.-From
vunited
the items
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of gross
gross income
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in subsection
subsection (c)
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section l
y
u
n
i
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e states
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hout the
of
(c)
in
specified
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there shall be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions
there shall be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions
properly
apportioned or
or allocated
thereto, and
and a
ratable part of any
a ratable
allocated thereto,
properly apportioned
expenses, losses,
or other
other deductions
which can not definitely be
deductions which
losses, or
expenses,
allocated to some item
or class
class of
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remainder, if
if
The remainder,
gross income.
of gross
item or
to some
allocated
any, shall be
treated in
as net
net income
from sources
sources without
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income from
full as
in full
be treated

any, shall
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United
PARTLY
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United
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t
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r
t
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PARTLY WITHIN AND PARTLY WITHOUT InoomeptYwithin
FROM SOURCES
INCOME
(e)
UNITED STATEs.—Items
of
gross
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expenses,
losses
and
deducuniteci
x
ases.
States.
United
deducand
losses
expenses,
income,
STATES.-Items of gross
UNITED
tions, other than
in subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and
and (c)
(c) of
of this ipportionment.
specified in
those specified
other than those
tions,
section, shall be allocated or
or apportioned
apportioned to
sources
within
or without
without •
Apportionment.
or
within
sources
to
shall be allocated
section,
the
United States, under
under rules
rules and
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regulations prescribed
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by the
the
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United
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the approval
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Secretary. Where
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items of
Where items
the Secretary.
approval of
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soFThm United
Unted States
gross income are separately allocated to sources within the United
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(for
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States, there
net income
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other deductions
and other
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or other
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item or class of
to some
some item
allocated to
be allocated
be
of gross income. The remainder,
income from
if
any, shall
included in
as net
from sources
sources within
within
net income
in full
full as
be included
shall be
if any,
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the
United States.
States. In
In the
the case
of gross
gross income
from sources
derived from
income derived
case of
the United
aontd.
partly
within and
and partly
partly without
without the
the United
States, the
the net
net income
income
United States,
partly within
may first
by deducting
the expenses,
expenses, losses, or other
other
deducting the
be computed
computed by
first be
may
deductions
and a
a ratable
part of
ratable part
thereto and
or allocated
allocated thereto
apportioned or
deductions apportioned
any expenses,
expenses, losses,
losses, or
other deductions
which can
can not definitely
definitely be
deductions which
or other
any
allocated to
items or
class of
gross income;
the portion of
income; and the
of gross
or class
some items
to some
allocated
such net
within the
the United
States may
United States
to sources
sources within
attributable to
income attributable
net income
such
Processes,
etc., for
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of general
by
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determined
Processes, etc.,
for be
determined
processes
or
formulas
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apportionment
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determmation
prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with the approval
approval of the Secretary.
Secretary.
Gains,
profits, and
and income
income from—
fromprofits,
Gains,
Ga
frm
and
other servserv(1) transportation
transportation or
other services
rendered partly
partly within
within and
services rendered
or other
(1)
tationinso
otranspororr
other
tation
lOeS.
partly without
without the
the United
or
States, or
United States,
partly
iees.
sale of
personal property
property produced
pro
or personal
pernal prop(2) from
from the
sale of
Sale
(2)
the sale
of personal
'produced (in
(in whole
whole or
or
Prt Y•
the United
in part)
part) by
within and
sold without
without the
United
and sold
taxpayer within
by the
the taxpayer
in
rt.
States, or
or produced
whole or
or in
in part)
by the
without
taxpayer without
the taxpayer
part) by
(in whole
produced (in
States,
and sold
sold within
the United
United States,
States,
within the
and
shall
be treated
derived partly
within and partly
from sources within
partly- from
as derived
treated as
shall be
from
sources without
without the
the United
States. Gains,
Gains, profits
profits and
income
and income
United States.
from sources
derived from
from the
the purchase
personal property
property within and its sale
of personal
purchase of
derived
without
the United
United States
the purchase
of personal
personal property
property
purchase of
or from
from the
States or
without the
without
and its
sale within
within the
the United
United States,
States, shall
shall be
be treated
treated as
as
its sale
without and
derived
entirely from
from sources
sources within
in which
which sold,
sold,
country in
the country
within the
derived entirely
Exceptions.
except
profits, and
income derived
derived from
from the
purchase of
of
the purchase
and income
gains, profits,
that gains,
except that
Exceptions.
a
personal
the United
and its sale within a
States and
United States
within the
property within
personal property
possession
of the
States or
or from
from the
the purchase
purchase of
personal
of personal
United States
the United
possession of
property within
possession of
the United
States and
sale within
within
its sale
and its
United States
of the
within aapossession
property
the
United States
shall be
be treated
treated as
as derived
derived partly
partly from
from sources
sources
States shall
the United
within and
and partly
from sources
the United
United States.
without the
sources without
partly from
within
Definitions.
(f)
—
As used
used in
this section
section the
words "sale"
or
"sale" or
the words
in this
DEFINITIONS.-As
(f) DEFINITIONS.
Definitions.
"sold " include
include ""exchange
exchange "
exchanged ";
"; and
and the
the word
"proword "pro"exchanged
" or
or "
"sold"
duced
"created ",
", "
fabricated ",
", ""manufactured
manufactured ",
"fabricated
includes "created
duced"" includes
"
extracted ",
", "
processed ",
", "
cured ",
", or
or ""aged
aged ".
".
"cured
" processed
' extracted
TAX.

INCOMETAT
INCOME TAXO. N
COMPUI
C0MPUTATION

OF NET
NET INCOME—
INCOMEOF

UNLIMITED DEDUCTION
CHARITABLE AND
AND OTHER
DEDUCTION FOR CHARITABLE
contrihu- SEC. 120. UNLIMITED
CONTRIBUTIONS.
CONTRIBUTIONS.

Charitable
Charitable contribu(ions, etc.
etc.

tions,

Unlimited
deduction
Unlimited deduction.

Ante, p. 690.

CREDITS
C R E D ITS
AGAINST TAX.
AGAINST

In
the case
case of
an individual
if in
in the
the taxable
taxable year
year and in each
individual if
of an
In the
of
the ten
ten preceding
preceding taxable
taxable years
contributions or
the amount
amount of the contributions
years the
of the
gifts
23(o) plus
amount of income, warplus the amount
in section
section 23(o)
described in
gifts described
profits,
or excess-profits
taxes paid
during such
respect of
such year in respect
paid during
excess-profits taxes
profits, or
taxpayer's
preceding
taxable years
years, exceeds
exceeds 90
per centutn
centum of the taxpayer's
90 per
preceding taxable
net
income for
for each
each such
year, as
as computed
computed without
without the
the benefit
benefit of
such year,
net income
section
15 per
limit imposed
imposed by
by such section
centum limit
per centum
the 15
then the
23(o), then
section 23(o),
shall
not be
be applicable.
applicable.
shall not
Supplement
C—Credits Against
Against Tax
Supplement C-Credits
[Supplementary to Subtitle
Subtitle B, Part
Part III]
[Supplementary

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Taxesofforeign oun- SEC. 131. TAXES
TAXES OF FOREIGN
COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS OF

Taxes of foreign countries, and U.S.
U.S. possessions.

UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.

(a) ALLowAxcE
CREDIT.—If the
the taxpayer
taxpayer signifies
in his
return
his return
signifies in
OF CREDIT.-If
ALLOWANCE or
(a)
by
his
desire to
have the
this section,
section, the
the tax imposed
imposed by
of this
benefits of
the benefits
to have
his desire
this title
be credited
credited with:
with:
shall be
title shall
this
Payments of citizens
(1)
DOMESTIC CORPORATION.-In
CORPORATION.—In the
case of
of aacitizen
citizen
the case
CITZEN AND
AND DOMESTIC
(1) CrIZZEN
and domestic corporations.
of a
a domestic
domestic corporation,
corporation, the amount
amount
States and of
of the United States
war-profits, and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes paid or accrued
accrued
of any income, war-profits,
Allowances.
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during
taxable year
any foreign
country or to any possession CREDITS
TAX.
foreign country
to any
year to
the taxable
during the
TAXAGAINST
of
United States
and
AGAINST TAX—
States;•and
the United
of the
Resident;
(2)
States;
OF UNITED STATES.-In
a resident
STATES.—II1 the
of a
resident of cl'
es
t
cLoot; to United
united
case of
the case
OF
RESIDENT
(2) RESIDENT
any such taxes paid or accrued states possessons.
of
amount
the
States,
United
the
the
during
United
the States
taxable the
year
amount
to any
possessions.
ofpossession
any such of
taxes
the paid
United
or accrued
States; states
during the taxable year to any possession of the United States;
and

Alien
resident to
for.
to for.
Alien resident
alien eign
an alien
(3) ALIEN
ALIEN RESIDENT
RESIDENT OF
STATES.—In the case of
of an
UNITED STATES-In
OF UNITED
(3)
eign countries allowing
credit.
similar
taxes
such
any
resident
of
the
United
States,
the
amount
of
such
paid
similr
cre
i
tr
d
i
tt
s
.
allowing
of
amount
the
resident of the United States,
or accrued
during the
the taxable
foreign country,
country, if
if the
the
year to any foreign
taxable year
accrued during
or
foreign
country
of
which
such
alien
resident
is
a
or
subcitizen
a
is
resident
alien
foreign country of which such
ject,
in imposing
such taxes,
allows a
a similar credit to citizens of
taxes, allows
imposing such
ject, in
such
the
United
States
residing
in
country;
and
the United States residing
tatlartnerships and
es
and essuch indiany such
of any
case of
ESTATES.-In the case
AND ESTATES.—Ill
(4)
PARTNERSHIPS AND
indi- Partnerships
(4) PARTNERSHIPS
an
of
beneficiary
a
or
vidual
who
is
a
member
of
a
partnership
a
beneficiary
of
partnership
a
of
vidual who is a member
estate or
or trust,
proportionate share
share of such taxes of the partnerhis proportionate
trust, his
estate
year
ship
or
the
estate
or
trust
paid
or
accrued
accrued during the taxable year
or
paid
ship or the estate or trust
to
a foreign
foreign country
or to
to any
possession of the United States,
any possession
country or
to a
as
the case
case may be.
as the
on credit.
credit.
Limit on
taken under this Limit
credit taken
(b)
amount of
of the
the credit
CREDIT.-The amount
ON CREnrr.—The
LIMIT ON
(b) LIMIT
limitations:
section
shall
be
subject
to
each
of
the
following
limitations:
following
the
of
each
to
section shall be subject
Proportionate credit
credit
Proportionate
(1)
The amount
credit in respect of the tax paid
paid or
or for
the credit
of the
amount of
(1) The
foreign
for taxes
paid to
to forei
gn
taxes paid
country.
country.
proportion
accrued
to
any
country
shall
not
exceed
same
proportion
of
the
exceed
not
accrued to any country shall
the
such credit
taxpayer's
credit is taken, which the taxpayer's
which such
against which
tax against
the tax
net
income
from
sources
within
such country
country bears to his entire
such
within
net income from sources
net
for the
same taxable
taxable year; and
the same
income for
net income
Limitation
total
on total
Limitation on
exceed the
(2)
The total
total amount
credit shall
the same amount.
not exceed
shall not
the credit
of the
amount of
(2) The
ou
which
taken,
proportion of
of the
tax against
against which
which such credit is
the tax
proportion
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's net
net income
sources without the United States
from sources
income from
the
bears to
his entire
income for
for the
the same
taxable year.
same taxable
net income
entire net
to his
bears
Adjustments iif tax
tax
Adjustments
accrued paid
TAXES.-If accrued
ACCRUED
OF
(
C
)
ADJUSTMENTS
ON
PAYMENT
OF
ACCRUED
TAXES.—If
PAYMENT
credON
paid
differs
from creddiffers from
(c) ADJUSTMENTS
its
claimed.
claimed.
It
the
by
credits
taxes when
paid differ
claimed as
amounts claimed
the amounts
from the
differ from
when paid
taxes
taxpayer,
tax paid
paid is
refunded in whole or in part, the Redetermination.
is refunded
any tax
if any
or if
taxpayer, or
shall redetermine the
taxpayer
the Commissioner,
who shall
the RdetermlnatIon.
Commissioner, who
notify the
shall notify
taxpayer shall
of
amount
and
amount
of
the
tax
for
the
year
or
years
affected,
the
affected,
years
or
amount of the tax for the year
the
by
paid
be
tax
due
upon
such
redetermination,
if
any,
shall
shall
any,
if
redetermination,
such
upon
due
tax
taxpayer upon
and demand
demand by
the collector,
collector, or the amount
amount
by the
notice and
upon notice
taxpayer
Post,pO.
p.. 750.
PO
taxpayer
of
tax
overpaid,
if
any,
shall
be
credited
or
refunded
to
the
the
to
refunded
or
credited
be
shall
any,
if
overpaid,
tax
of
in accordance
provisions of
section 322.
In the
the case
case of
of Tax accrued but un322. In
of section
the provisions
with the
in accordance with
but u
paid..cd
pTax
such a
a tax
tax accrued
accrued but
but not
paid, the
Commissioner as
a condition
condition
a
as
Commissioner
the
paid,
not
such
precedent to
the
allowance
of
this
credit
may
require
the
taxpayer
to
taxpayer
the
require
may
credit
precedent to the allowance of this
Bond required.
approved by the
be approved
to be
give
bond with
and to
the Bond quired.
to and
satisfactory to
sureties satisfactory
with sureties
rive aabond
13ommissioner in
in such
stun as
Commissioner may require, conthe Commissioner
as the
such sum
Commissioner
ditioned
upon
the
payment
by
, the
taxpayer
taxpayer of any amount of tax
the
by
payment
the
upon
ditioned
herein
and the bond h
found
due
upon
any
.
such
redetermination;
erein
redetermination;
found due upon any such
prescribed shall
shall contain
contain such
the Commissioner
Commissioner
as the
conditions as
further conditions
such further

prescribed
may require.
reulire.
ma
Credits for
for foreign
foreign
Credi
(d) YEAR
YEAR IN
WHICH CREDIT
credits provided
provided for taxes
may be taken
in
TAKEN.-The credits
CREDrr TAKEN.—The
IN WHICH
(d)
the
year
accrued.
ed.
ar
t
in this section may,
at
the
option
of
the
taxpayer
and
irrespective
irrespective
and
taxpayer
the
of
this section may, at the option
in
of the method
accounting employed
keeping his
his books,
books, be taken
in keeping
employed in
of accounting
of the method of
in the year in which the
the taxes
taxes of
of the
the foreign
country or
the possespossesor the
country
foreign
year in which
in the
sion
of the
the United
States accrued,
accrued, subject,
subject, however,
however, to the conditions Credits on same basis
United States
sion of
prescribed in subsection (c)
section. If
subsequent years.
elects forCreditsonsmebass
taxpayer elects
the taxpayer
If the
this section.
of this
in subsection (c) of
prescribed
foreign
to take such credits in the year in which the taxes of the foreign
to take such credits in the year in which the taxes of the
country or the possession of the United States accrued, the credits
country or the possession of the United States accrued, the credits
for
years shall
taken upon the same basis, and
and
be taken
shall be
subsequent years
all subsequent
for all
the
in
no portion
portion of
of any
any such
taxes
shall
be
allowed
as
a
deduction
a
as
allowed
be
shall
taxes
such
no
same
any succeeding
year.
succeeding year.
or any
same or
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INCOME TAX.
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CREDITS

AGAINST
AGAINST TAX—
TAXContd.
Proof of credits.
credits.
Proof
Evidence of
Evidence
of foreign
foreign
income.
Ante, p. 716.
Segregation.
Segregation.

Ante, p.

Other
Other information
information
necessary.

necessr
Taxes of foreign subTaxes of foreign subsidiary.
sidiary.
Proportion
of foreign
foreign
Proportion of

dividends retax on dividends
ceived
ceived deemed
deemed to have
a
been ppaid.
beenm
id.

Proviso.iso.
Pro
alLimit on credit
credit al-,

lowed.
lowed.

a
Meaning of "accu" ecuMeaening
mulated profits."

ofi

latd
prof."

Determination
Determination
Commissioner.

of,
by
o, by

(ommissioner.

Accounting
period for
for
Accounting period
foreign corporation.

rprtion
gn

Corporations
treated
Corporations treated
as foreign.

ornsection

United
posses3nited States
Statep'osessions.
Post, p. 738.

Poi,.p. 7.8.

China
Act corTrade Actcor(hina Trade
porations.
Pop. p. 739.
Post,
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PAYMENT
OF
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(e)
PROOF OF
PROOF
OF CREIATS.—The
CREDTrr.-The credits
credits provided
provided in
in this
this section
section shall
(e)
be allowed only
only if the taxpayer
taxpayer establishes to
to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
Commissioner (1)
total amount
amount of
derived from
from sources
sources
of income
income derived
(1) the
the total
Commissioner

determined as provided
provided in
without the United States, determined
in section 119,
119,
(2)
amount of
income derived
derived from
country, the
the tax
tax paid
paid
(2) the
the amount
of income
from each
each country,
or accrued
a credit
or
accrued to which is claimed
claimed as a
credit under
under this section,
section, such
such
amount to
be determined
determined under
and regulations
prescribed
regulations prescribed
under rules
rules and
amount
to be
by the
Commissioner with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, and
and (3)
(3)
by
the Commissioner
all other
information necessary
the verification
other information
necessary for the
verification and
and computation
computation
of such
such credits.
credits.
(f) TAXES
TAXES OF
UBSIDIARY.—FOP the purposes
purposes of this secSUBSIDIARY.-For
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN S
(f)
a domestic
tion a
domestic corporation
corporation which owns aa majority
majority of the
the voting
voting
stock
it receives
receives dividends
any
stock of
of aaforeign
foreign corporation
corporation from which
which it
dividends in any
taxable year
year shall
be deemed
taxable
shall be
deemed to have
have paid
paid the same
same proportion
proportion of
of
any
income, war-profits,
or excess-profits
taxes paid
such foreign
foreign
excess-profits taxes
paid by
by such
any income,
war-profits, or
corporation to
to any
foreign country
country or
to any
possession of
the United
United
of the
or to
any possession
any foreign
corporation
States,
or with
respect to
to the
such foreign
foreign
profits of such
States, upon
upon or
with respect
the accumulated
accumulated profits
corporation
from which
which such
were paid,
which the
the amount
amount
corporation from
such dividends
dividends were
paid, which
of such
such dividends
dividends bears
bears to
to the
amount of
such accumulated
accumulated profits:
profits:
the amount
of such
of
Provided,
That
of
deemed
to
Provided,
the
amount
tax
deemed
have
been
paid
under
have
been
paid
under
.
.
this subsection
shall in
in no
same proportion
proportion of
the
this
subsection shall
no case
case exceed
exceed the
the same
of the
tax
against which
which credit
credit is
is taken
which the
the amount
of such
divisuch divitax against
taken which
amount of
dends bears
bears to the amount
amount of
of the
the entire net income
domestic
income of
of the domestic
corporation in
in which
which such
such dividends
dividends are
are included.
included.
The term
term
The
corporation
profits " when used
used in
in this
to
"accumulated
accumulated, profits"
this subsection
subsection in
in reference
reference to
its gains,
gains, profits,
profits, or
or
aa foreign
foreign corporation,
corporation, means
means the
the amount
amount of
of its
income
and excess-profits
taxes
income in excess
excess of
of the income,
income, war-profits,
war-profits, and
excess-profits taxes
imposed
respect to
or income;
income; and
imposed upon
upon or with
with respect
to such
such profits
profits or
and the
the
Commissioner
Commissioner with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall have
have full
full
power to
determine from
from the
profits of
what year
or
power
to determine
the accumulated
accumulated profits
of what
year or
treating dividends paid
years such dividends
dividends were
were paid; treating
first
paid in the first
having been
been paid from
the accumulated
sixty days of any
any year
year as having
from the
accumulated
profits of
of the
the preceding
preceding year
year or
(unless to
profits
or years
years (unless
to his
his satisfaction
satisfaction
shown
otherwise), and in other
other respects
respects treating dividends
dividends as
shown otherwise),
as having
accumulated gains, profits,
or
profits, or
been paid from
from the most recently
recently accumulated
income, warof aa foreign
corporation, the
earnings.
earnings. In
In the
the case
case of
foreign corporation,
the income,
warof which
determined on
profits,
profits, and
and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes
taxes of
which are
are determined
on the
the basis
basis
of an
an accounting
accounting period of less than
of
the word
word "year"
"year " as
than one year,
year, the
as
used in this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
construed to mean
mean such accounting
accounting
be construed
period.
period.
(g)
FOREIGN.-For the purposes of this
(g) CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS TREATED
TREATED AS
AS FOREIGN.—FOP
section the following
following corporations
corporations shall be treated as foreign
corporations:
corporations:
(1) A
A corporation
corporation entitled
to the
the benefits
of section
section 251,
by
(1)
entitled to
benefits of
251, by
reason of
large percentage
percentage of
income from
reason
of receiving
receiving aa large
of its
its gross
gross income
from
sources
possession of
United States;
sources within
within a
a possession
of the
the United
States;
(2) A corporation
corporation organized
(2)
organized under the China Trade
Trade Act.
Act, 1922.
1922.
and entitled to the credit provided for
for in section
section 261.
261.
Supplement D—Returns
of Tax
Supplement
D--Returns and
and Payment
Payment of
[Supplementary to
B, Part
V]
[Supplementary
to Subtitle
Subtitle B,
Part V]

Cunsolidated
RETURNS OF RAILROAD
RAILROAD CORPORATIONS.
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS
Consolidated returns
returns SEC. 141. CONSOLIDATED
CORPORATIONS.
of corporations.
corporations.
Privilege
filing.
Privilege of
of filing.
(a) PRIVILEGE
FILE CONSOLIDATED
(a)
PRIVILEGE TO
TO FILE
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS.-An
RErniors.—An affiliated
affiliated

shall, subject
subject to
the provisions
of this
this section,
section,
group of
of corporations
corporations shall,
to the
provisions of
have the privilege
consolidated return
privilege of making a
a consolidated
return for the taxable
year in lieu of
of separate
separate returns. The making
making of
of a
a consolidated
consolidated
return
return shall be upon the condition that all the corporations
corporations which
which
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INCOME TA^
TAX.
INCOME
have
been members
members of
of the
any time
during the RETURNS
time during
at any
group at
affiliated group
the affiliated
have been
AND
PAYMENTS-Contd.
PAYMENTS-Contd.
regulaall
taxable
year
for
which
the
return
is
made
consent
to
the
consent
made
is
return
the
taxable year for which
Re
gulations to detertaxliabitty.
mine tax liability. e e
tions
under subsection
(or, in
in case
regulations are not mine
case such regulations
(b) (or,
subsection (b)
tions under
regulations
prescribed
prior to
of the return, then the regulations
making of
the making
to the
prescribed prior
Vol. 47,
213.
p.213.
47, p.
prescribed
of the
Revenue Act of 1932 insofar
insofar Vol.
the Revenue
141(b) of
section 141(b)
under section
prescribed under
of
to
as
not
inconsistent
with
this
Act)
prescribed
prior
to
the
making
prior
prescribed
Act)
as not inconsistent with this
such
return; and
the making
making of
consolidated return shall be cona consolidated
of a
and the
such return;
of
Fractional part
pat of
Fraetion"
a year.
a corporation which
sidered
consent. In
In the
the case of a
which is a
such consent.
as such
sidered as
the
member
fractional part
part of the year the
a fractional
for a
group for
affiliated group
the affiliated
of the
member of
corporation for
consolidated return
such corporation
income of such
the income
include the
shall include
return shall
consolidated
such part
part of
of the
year as
member of the affiliated group.
it is
is aa member
as it
the year
such
Regulations
to deteriability.
(b) REGrLATIoNs-The
REaruArrobis.—The Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
the approval
approval of
of the
the miregatio
with the
(b)
mine tax liability.
Secretary,
prescribe such
such regulations
regulations as
as he
may deem
necessary
deem necessary
he may
shall prescribe
Secretary, shall
in
corporations
of corporations
group of
affiliated group
any affiliated
of any
liability of
tax liability
the tax
that the
order that
in order
making
return and
and of
of each
each corporation
group,
corporation in the group,
a consolidated
consolidated return
making a
both
and after
period of
affiliation, may be determined,
of affiliation,
the period
after the
during and
both during
computed,
collected, and adjusted in such manner as clearly
assessed, collected,
computed, assessed,
to
and to
to prevent
prevent avoidance
of tax
liability.
tax liability.
avoidance of
income and
the income
reflect the
to reflect
Computation and
Computationand
(c) COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION AND
PAYMENT or
TAx.—In any
case in
which payment
in which
any case
OF TAx.-In
AND PAYMENT
(c)
of tax.
a
a
consolidated
return
is
made
the
tax
shall
be
determined,
comdetermined,
be
shall
tax
the
made
is
a consolidated return
puted,
collected, and
adjusted in
accordance with the
in accordance
and adjusted
assessed, collected,
puted, assessed,
Returns filed
prior
led prior
regulations under
under subsection
(or, in case such regulations
regulations are to Returns
subsection (b)
regulations
makin
reg
ulations.
makingg regulations.
r(rto
not prescribed
the making
making of
the return,
return, then the regula- Vol. 47, p. 213.
of the
to the
prior to
prescribed prior
not
tions prescribed
141 (b) of
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932 Vol. 47, p. 213.
of the
section 141(b)
under section
prescribed under
tions
insofar as
not inconsistent
with this
this Act)
prescribed prior to the
Act) prescribed
inconsistent with
as not
insofar
there shall be added
date on
which such
such return
return is
made; except
except that there
is made;
on which
date
to the
of tax
tax prescribed
prescribed by
by section
section 13(a)
13(a) a
centum,
per centum,
of 22per
a rate
rate of
rate of
the rate
to
but the
tax at
such increased
rate shall
imposed
considered as imposed
be considered
shall be
increased rate
at such
the tax
but
by section
"Aflted
roup"
13(a).
by
section 13(a).
"Affiliated group"
group
section defiaed
(d) DEFNITION
DEFINITION OF
or "AFlIFATED
"AFFILIATED GROUP
Guour ".-As
".—As used in this section
defined.
(d)
an
affiliated group"
group" means
means one
corporations
one or more chains of corporations
"affiliated
an "
connected
through stock
common parent
parent corporaa common
with a
ownership with
stock ownership
connected through
tion
iftion if—
Stock ownership
of
1
mebrsooe hipP "f
(1) At
least 95
the stock of each of the corpora- members.
of the
centum of
per centum
95 per
At least
(1)
tions (except
the common
common parent
is owned
directly
owned directly
corporation) is
parent corporation)
(except the
tions
by one
one or
or more
of the
the other
corporations; and
other corporations;
more of
by
Of parent corporaornorto n parnt
(2) The
common parent
parent corporation
least 95 tion.
directly at least
owns directly
corporation owns
The common
(2)
corporations;
per
centum
of
the
stock
of
at
least
one
of
the
other
corporations;
other
the
of
one
per centum of the stock of at least
Corporation
Corporation defined
defined
and
and
for purposes
paraof panr(3)
Each of
of the
corporations is
is either
(A) a
a corporation
corporation whose
whose for
urposes of
either (A)
the corporations
(3) Each
graph.
principal business
business is
that of
common carrier
carrier by
railroad or
or (B)
(B) gap.
by railroad
of aacommon
is that
principal
a corporation
corporation the
the assets
of which
consist principally
stock in
in
of stock
principally of
which consist
assets of
a
such
corporations
and
which
does
not
itself
operate
a
business
business
a
operate
itself
not
does
which
and
such corporations
other than
of a
acommon
common carrier
by railroad.
railroad. For
the purpose
purpose
For the
carrier by
that of
than that
other
of determining
determining whether
the
principal
business
of
a
corporation
is
is
corporation
a
of
business
principal
the
whether
of
that of
of a
common carrier
by railroad,
railroad, if
by railrailcarrier by
common carrier
if aacommon
carrier by
a common
that
road
has leased
leased its
and such
are opopproperties are
such properties
properties and
railroad properties
its railroad
road has
erated
such by
carrier by
railroad, the
the business
business
by railroad,
common carrier
another common
by another
as such
erated as
of
receiving rents
rents for
railroad properties
properties shall
considered
be considered
shall be
such railroad
for such
of receiving
as
of a
carrier by
by railroad.
railroad.
a common
common carrier
business of
the business
as the
"Stock" defined.
As used
used in
in this
subsection (except
(except in
paragraph (3))
(3)) the
the term
defined
st"o
term
in paragraph
this subsection
As
"
stock which
which is
preand prelimited and
is limited
nonvoting stock
include nonvoting
not include
does not
" stock
stock""does
ferred
as to
dividends.
to dividends.
Foreign corporations.
as
ferred
(e) Formuic ConposAnoxs.—A foreign
foreign corporation
corporation shall
shall not
not be
be Foigncorptons
(e) FonaGN CORPORATIONs.-A
deemed to be
affiliated with
other corporation
the meaning
meaning
within the
corporation within
any other
with any
be affiliated

deemed to

of
section.
China Trade Act
this section.
of this
(f) CrinrA TRADE
Acr CoaroRArrows.—A corporation organized corporations deemed
f) CHINA TRADE Aar CORPOBATIONS.-A corporation organized Cohirat
not affiliated. dee
under
the China
shall not
not be
be affiliated
atliated not affited.
to be
deemed to
be deemed
1922, shall
Act, 1922,
Trade Act,
China Trade
under the
with any other corporation
within
the
meaning
of
this
section.
section.
this
of
meaning
the
within
corporation

with any other
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(g) CORPORATIONS
INCOME FROM0
FROM POSSESSIONS
UNITED
OF UNITED
POSSESSIONS OF
DERIVING INCOME
CORPORATIONS DERIVING
(g)
the purposes
this section
entitled to
to
corporation entitled
section aa corporation
of this
purposes of
STATES.-For the
the benefits
benefits of
of section
by reason
reason of
large percentage
percentage
a large
receiving a
of receiving
251, by
section 251,
the
of
its income
from possessions
the United
States, shall
be treated
treated
shall be
United States,
of the
possessions of
income from
of its
as
foreign corporation.
corporation.
a foreign
as a
Subsidiary of domesSubsidiary
(h) SUBSIDIARY
FORMED TO
TO COMPLY
COMPLY W
ITH FOREIGN
FOREIGN LAW.-In the
the
WITH
SUBSIDIARY FORMED
(h)
tic corporation
formed
corporation formed
case of
of a
domestic corporation
owning or
or controlling,.
directly or
or
controlling, directly
corporation owning
to comply
comply with foreign
a domestic
foreign case
law,
domestic. indirectly, 100 per centum of the capital stock (exclusive of direcdeemed domestic.
law, deemed
indirectly, 100 per centum of the capital stock (exclusive of directors'
shares) of
of a,
organized under
under the
laws of
of
the laws
a corporation
corporation organized
qualifying shares)
tors' qualifying
a
contiguous foreign
foreign country
country and
for the
the purpose
purpose
solely for
maiainined solely
and maintained
a contiguous
of complying
complying with
the laws
of such
such country
and operation
operation
title and
as to
to title
country as
laws of
with the
of
of property,
property, such
corporation may,
may, at
at the
option of
of the
the
the option
foreign corporation
such foreign
of
domestic corporation,
treated for
of this
as aa
title as
this title
the purpose
purpose of
for the
be treated
corporation, be
domestic
domestic
corporation.
domestic corporation,

INCOME TAX.
INCOME
AND
RETURNS
AND
RETURNS
PAYMENTS—Could.
PAYMENTS-Contd.
Corporations
in
Corporations in
United
United States possessions treated
treated as foreign.
sions

Suspension
Suspension of running of
of statute
statute of limining
tations.
tations.
Post,
p. 741.
Post,p.

Allocation of income
income
deductions.
and deductions.
695.
Ante, p. 625.
Fiduciary returns.
returns.
Fiduciary
Sworn
statements of
worn statements
Income, etc.,
etc., of
income,
of benefibeneft-

STATES.—For

(i) SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION OF RUNNING
TILE UTE OF LIMITATIONS.-If
LimrrATIoNs.—If aa
STATUTE
OF S
RUNNING OF
(i)

notice under
under section
section 272
272(a)
in respect
respect of
of a
any taxable
taxable
for any
a deficiency
deficiency for
(a) in
notice
of the
year is
mailed to
suspension of
of the
the running
running of
the suspension
corporation, the
to aacorporation,
is mailed
year
the
statute
in the
apply in
shall apply
277, shall
in section
section 277,
provided in
limitations, provided
of limitations,
statute of
case
of corporations
with which
which such
such corporation
made a
aconsolidated
consolidated
corporation made
corporations with
case of
return
such taxable
year.
taxable year.
for such
return for
of
(j) ALLOCATION
OF I
NCOME AND
DEDUCTIONS.—FOT allocation
allocation of
AND DEDUcrTONs.-For
INCOME
ALLOCATiON OF
(j)
income and
deductions of
related trades
businesses, see
see section
45.
section 45.
or businesses,
trades or
of related
and deductions
income
SEC.
SEC. 142.
142. FIDUCIARY
FIDUCIARY RETURNS.
RETURNS.

RETURN.-Every fiduciary (except a
a receiver
(a) REQIREMENT
(a)
REQUIREMENT OF
OF RETuRN.—Every
receiver

of part
part only of the
appointed by
authority of
of law
law in
possession of
the
in possession
by authority
appointed
under oath aareturn for any
property
individual) shall
shall make
make under
of an
an individual)
property of
of the
following individuals,
individuals, estates, or trusts for which he acts,
the following
of
income thereof and the
of gross income
stating specifically
the items
items of
specifically the
stating
deductions and
and credits
allowed under
under this
this title—
titlecredits allowed
deductions
Net
Every individual
individual having aanet
Net income
of $1,000
(1) Every
income of
$ooo
the taxable
(1)
net income
income for
for the
taxable year
year
or over, if single, etc.
of $1,000
$1,000 or
or over,
over, if
if single,
single, or if
if married
married and not living with
of
husband or
or wife
wife;;
husband
Married, etc., with
year
income for the taxable
(2)
Every
indvidual having
having a
net income
taxable year
a net
individual
Every
(2)
with
etr.,
Married,
$2,500 or over.
if married and living with husband or wife;
over if
of $2,500 or over,
$2, orover
Gross, of
$5,000 or
Gross,
of $5,00
or
(3)
a gross income for the taxable
(3) Every individual
individual having a
taxable
over.
income;
amount of his net income;
year
of $5,000
$5,000 or
over, regardless
regardless of the amount
or over,
year of
Estates
or trusts
trusts of
Estates or
of
(4) Every estate or trust the net income
income of which for the taxable
$1,000 net income or
$1,000
over.
year
i
s$1,000
$1,000 or
or over;
year is
over.
Gross income of
(5)
Every estate
estate or
or trust
trust the
the gross
income of
of which
the
for the
which for
gross income
(5) Every
Inoome of
Gross
$5,000
or over.
$Worover.
taxable year is
i
s$5,000
85,000 or over, regardless
regardless of the amount of the net
and
income; and
income;
kident alien
is aa non(6) Every
Every estate
estate or
trust of
any beneficiary
beneficiary is
which any
of which
or trust
(6)
alien
onlresient

ciaries.
eiaries.

fiduciaries.
By joint fiduciares.

Gatti required.

Oatk rqired.

Subject to provisions
Sappue to
toprodSi
uals.
applicable
individuals.

resident
alien.
resident alien.
regulations as
as the
(b) JOINT
(b)
Jonci,FniAEs.-Under
Fmtrcieurus.—Under such
such regulations
the CommisCommissioner with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary may prescribe
prescribe aa return
one of
of two or more joint fiduciaries
made by one
fiduciaries and filed in the office
of
the collector
the district
district where
where such
such fiduciary
fiduciary resides
shall be
be
resides shall
of the
of the
collector of
fiduciary
sufficient compliance
compliance with the above requirement. Such fiduciary
(1) that he has sufficient knowledge
shall make oath (1)
knowledge of the affairs
of
individual, estate,
estate, or
or trust
for which
the return
made, to
to
of the
the individual,
trust for
which the
return is
is made,
enable
him to
to make
the return,
return, and
(2) that
that the
the return
return is,
is, to
to the
best
enable him
make the
and (2)
the best
of his knowledge and belief, true and correct.
in
()LLAW APPraoABE
()
FIDUCIARIES.-Any fiduciary
required
to
APPLICABLE TO FmuciAmEs.—Any
fiduciary r
equi
re d t
o
a return under this title shall be subject
all
provisions
make a
subj ectto
t
o a
ll the
th e prov
i
si
ons
of law which apply to individuals.
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SEC.
143. WITHHOLDING
WITHHOLDING OF
SOURCE.
AT SOURCE.
TAX AT
OF TAX
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TAX.D
INCME
RETURNS
AND
AND
RETURNS
PAYMENTS-Contd.
PAYMENTS—Contd.
Withholdin
g
tax
at
Withholding tax at

(a) TAX-FREE COVENANT
BONDS.—
(a) TAX-FREE COVENANT BONDS.(1)
REQUIREMENT
OF
WITHHOLDING.—In
case where
source.
bonds, soufre,
Tax-free covenant
covenant
where bonds,
any case
(1) REQUIREMENT OF WITHHOLDING.-In any
c
a bonds.
mortgages,
or deeds
deeds of
of trust,
trust, or
or other
of a
bonds.
obligations of
similar obligations
other similar
mortgages, or
B
p
p
o
a
r
y
at
i
i
oas.
corporation, issued
before January
contract or
or agreeing
a
greY
eingeto pay intern
contain aacontract
1934, contain
1, 1934,
January 1,
issued before
corporation,
provision
by
which
the
obligor
agrees
to
pay
any
portion
of
the
est,
free
from
tax,
etc.
etc.
tax,
rom
free
est,
the
of
provision by which the obligor agrees to pay any portion
the
tax
imposed
by
this
title
upon
the
obligee,
or
to
reimburse
the
title
this
tax imposed by
without
obligee
portion of
tax, or
pay the
interest without
the interest
to pay
or to
the tax,
of the
any portion
for any
obligee for
perdeduction
for any
any tax
tax which
the obligor
may be
required or perbe required
obligor may
which the
deduction for
mitted
to pay
or to
therefrom under
any law
law of the Tax withheld.
under any
retain therefrom
to retain
thereon, or
pay thereon,
mitted to
United States,
States, the
equal
equall
equal
withhld
tax
a tax
and withhold a
deduct and
shtax deduct
obligor shall
the obligor
United
to
per centum
centum of
upon such
deeds
mortgages, deeds
bonds, mortgages,
such bonds,
interest upon
the interest
of the
to 22 per
of
or other
other obligations,
obligations, whether
payable
interest is payable
such interest
whether such
trust, or
of trust,
indiannually or
or at
periods, if
if payable
an indito an
payable to
longer periods,
or longer
shorter or
at shorter
annually
in
engaged
not
vidual,
a
partnership,
or
a
foreign
corporation
corporation
foreign
a
or
vidual, a partnership,
trade or
or business
States and
not having
having any
any Provisos.
and not
United States
the United
within the
business within
trade
office or
or place
place of
business therein:
therein: Provided,
Provided, That
liability Rates.
Pso."
the liability
if the
That if
of business
office
assumed
by the
the obligor
not exceed
exceed 2
2per
per centum
centum of the interest,
does not
obligor does
assumed by
then the
the deduction
and withholding
shall be
be at
at the
the following
n ininNonredent alien
rates: Nonresident
following rates:
withholding shall
deduction and
then
etc.
dividual, etc.
(A)
individual, or
or dividual,
alien individual,
nonresident alien
a nonresident
of a
case of
the case
in the
centum in
per centum
4 per
(A) 4
of
any partnership
partnership not
not engaged
engaged in
trade or
business within
within the
or business
in trade
of any
United
and not
not having
any office
office or
or place
place of
of business
therein
business therein
having any
States and
United States
and composed
in
whole
or
in
part
of
nonresident
aliens,
(B)
13%
133/
(B)
aliens,
nonresident
of
part
in
or
and composed in whole
per
centum in
in the
case of
such a
foreign corporation,
and (C)
(C) 2
2
corporation, and
a foreign
of such
the case
per centum
From foreign COrp0From foreign corpoper
centum
in
the
case
of
other
individuals
and
partnerships:
ProProrations.
partnerships:
and
individuals
other
of
per centum in the case
individuals,
vided
further, That
owners of
of such
such obligations
are not
other individuals,
not etc.Other
obligations are
the owners
if the
That if
vided further,
Unknown
owners.
known
to the
the withholding
authorize etnknown owners.
may authorize
Commissioner may
the Commissioner
agent the
withholding agent
known to
centum,
2
such
deduction
and
withholding
to
be
at
the
rate
of
2
per
of
rate
such deduction and withholding to be at the
or, if
if the
the liability
liability assumed
obligor does
not exceed
exceed 22 per
does not
the obligor
by the
assumed by
or,
centum
at the
rate of
of 4
4per
centum.
per centum.
the rate
then at
interest, then
the interest,
of the
centum of
Benefit of credits
(2)
BENEFIT
OF CREDITS
CREDITS AGAINST
NET mmomE.—Such
deduction against
against net
income.
net income.
INCOME.-Such deduction
AGAINST NET
BENEFIT OF
(2)
and
shall not
citizen or
or
a citizen
of a
case of
the case
in the
required in
be required
not be
withholding shall
and withholding
resident entitled
entitled to
receive such
such interest,
interest, if
if he
he files
the withwithwith the
files with
to receive
resident
holding
February 11a
asigned
signed notice
notice in
writing
in writing
before February
or before
on or
agent on
holding agent
p. 693.
claiming
the benefit
benefit of
the credits
credits provided
in section
25 (b) ; Ante,
Antep. 63. alien.
section 25(b);
provided in
of the
claiming the
Nonresident
Nonredentalien
provided
so
if
individuall if so provided Post, P. 738.
nor
the case
nonresident alien individua
of aa nonresident
case of
in the
nor in
for in
the Commissioner
Commissioner under
section
73
under section
by the
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
in regulations
for
Restrictlon
R
ra
esut
c
r
i
l
o
ctIgnoon obll214.
214.
(3) INCOME OF OBLIGOR AND
OBLIGEE.—The obligor
obligor shall
not be
go and obllige.esn oblibe gor
shall not
(3) INCOME OF OBLIGOR AND OBLIGEE.-The
allowed a
deduction
for
the
payment
of
the
tax
imposed
by
this
this
by
allowed a deduction for the payment of the tax imposed
title, or
or any
any other
tax paid
paid pursuant
the tax-free
tax-free covenant
covenant
to the
pursuant to
other tax
title,
clause,
nor shall
such tax
tax be
be included
included in
the gross
gross income
of the
the
income of
in the
shall such
clause, nor
dentens.
obligee.
obligee
(b) NONRESIDENT AuErTs.—All persons, in whatever capacity Nonresident ali
pae
yns
at;ie
(b) NONRESDENT ALIENs.-All persons, in whatever capacity Nondsd't able
acting, including lessees
lessees or
or mortgagors
mortgagors of
of real
or personal
property at
at source.
source.
property
personal
or
real
acting, including
fiduciaries, employers,
employers, and
and all
all officers
employees of
of the
the United
United
and employees
officers and
fiduciaries,
States,
having
the
control,
receipt,
custody,
disposal,
or
payment
of
of
payment
or
disposal,
custody,
receipt,
control,
States, having the
interest
(except interest
on deposits
deposits with
carrying on
the
on the
persons carrying
with persons
interest on
(except
interest
banking business paid to .persons not engaged in business in the
banking business paid to persons not engaged in business in the
United States and
not having
office or
of business
business therein),
therein),
place of
or place
an office
having an
United States and not
rent, salaries, wages, premiums,
premiums, annuities,
compensations, remuneraremuneracompensations,
annuities,
rent, salaries, wages,
tions, emoluments, or
other fixed
fixed or
annual or
periodor perioddeterminable annual
or determinable
tions, emoluments, or other
ical
gains,
profits,
and
income,
of
any
nonresident
alien
individual,
individual,
alien
nonresident
any
of
income,
ical gains, profits, and
or of any partnership not
in trade
or business
the
within the
business within
trade or
engaged in
or of any partnership not engaged
United States and
and not
not having
any
office
or
place
of
business
therein
therein
business
of
place
or
office
having any
States
United
and composed in whole
whole or
or in
n part
part of
of nonresident
than
i
(other than
aliens, (other
nonresident aliens,
and composed in
income received as
as dividends
dividends of
the
class
allowed
as
a
credit
by
.
,
by EloePtion.
credit
a
as
allowed
of the class
income received
p. 692.
section
(except in
provided for
for in
in subsection
A.p.e .
subsection Asti.
cases provided
the cases
in the
shall (except
25(a)) shall
section 25(a))
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INCOME TAX
TAX.
(a) of
this section
section and
except as
otherwise provided
regulations
rNCOMET
(a)
of this
and except
as otherwise
provided in
in regulations
RETURNS
AND
by the
Commissioner under
under section
deduct and
and
PAYMENTS—Contd. prescribed
PAYMENTS-Contd.
prescribed by
the Commissioner
section 214)
214) deduct

withhold from
such annual
or periodical
gains, profits,
profits, and
income
withhold
from such
annual or
periodical gains,
and income
tax equal to 4
aa tax
4 per centum
Provided,
the
Commiscentum thereof:
thereof:
Provided, That
That
the
CommisInterest of unknown
sioner may
may authorize
authorize such
tax to
to be
deducted and
owners.
owJnerst
n sioner
such tax
be deducted
and withheld
withheld from
from the
the
interest
upon any
securities the
owners of
are not
not known
to
interest upon
any securities
the owners
of which
which are
known to
the
withholding
agent.
the
withholding
agent.
Return and payment
Proviso.
Proviso.

Return
required.

payent

and

.

Ante, p.6
Ante,
p. &A.
Payment
Payment.

Return by
Return
by recipient
of tax
of
tax withheld.
w
d.

Tax
Tax paid by
by recipient.

Refunds and credits
cet
twithholdin
and agent.
to
withholding

By foreign corporaforeign crp
tions not in business
in United States.

tiy

to
at the
the source
source under
to be
be withheld
withheld at
under this
this section shall be included in
in
the return
of the
recipient of
of such
such income,
income, but
but any
so
the
return of
the recipient
any amount
amount of
of tax
tax so
credited against
against the
the amount
amount of
income tax
as
withheld shall
shall be
be credited
of income
tax as
computed in
computed
in such
such return.
return.
(e) TAX PAID BY RECIPIENT.-If
(e)
RECIPIENT.—If any tax required
required under this section to be deducted and withheld is
is paid by the recipient
recipient of
of the
the
income,
it shall
shall not
not be
be re-collected
re-collected from
agent; nor
income, it
from the
the withholding
withholding agent;
nor
in which
tax is
is so
paid shall
shall any
penalty be
imposed
in cases
cases in
which the
the tax
so paid
any penalty
be imposed
or collected
collected from
the recipient
recipient of
income or
or the
upon or
from the
of the
the income
the withholdwithholdto return
return or
or pay
unless such
ing agent for failure
failure to
pay the
the same,
same, unless
such failure
failure
was fraudulent
fraudulent and
and for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
was
of evading
evading payment.
payment.
(f)
REF uNDS AND
AND CREDITS.-Where
Carnrrs.—Where there
there has
been an
overpayan overpayhas been
(f) REruJDS
ment of
of tax
tax under
this section
section any
ment
under this
any refund
refund or
or credit
credit made
made under
under
the provisions of
of section 322 shall
shall be
be made
withholding agent
made to
to the
the withholding
agent
unless the amount of such tax
actually withheld
withheld by
withtax was actually
by the
the withholding agent.
agent.
SEC.
SOURCE.
SEC.144. PAYMENT
PAYMENT OF CORPORATION
CORPORATION INCOME
INCOME TAX AT SOURCE.

Payment at source.

inUnited States.

(c) REToRN
Rrrunig-AND
PAymENT.—Every person
person required
required to
to deduct
deduct and
and
AND PAYMENT.-Every
(C)

withhold any
any tax
tax under
this section
section shall
withhold
under this
shall make
make return
return thereof
thereof on
on
or before
before March
of each
and shall
on or
or before
before June
June 15,
in
or
March 15
15 of
each year
year and
shall on
15, in
lieu of
time prescribed
in section
section 56,
56, pay
pay the
tax to
to the
the official
official
lieu
of the
the time
prescribed in
the tax
of the
the United
United States
States Government
Government authorized
authorized to
Every
of
to receive
receive it.
it. Every
such
made liable
liable for
for such
such tax
tax and
such person
person is
is hereby
hereby made
and is
is hereby
hereby indemindemnified against
the claims
and demands
demands of
of any
any person
person for
the amount
amount
nified
against the
claims and
for the
of any
made in
in accordance
with the
the provisions
this
of
any payments
payments made
accordance with
provisions of
of this
section.
section.
(d) INCOME OF RECIPIENT.-Income
(d)
RECIPIENT.—Income upon which any tax is required
required

s

In
In the
the case
case of
of foreign
taxation under
under this
foreign corporations
corporations subject
subject to
to taxation
this

title not engaged in trade or business within the United States and
and

not having any office or place of business therein, there shall be
deducted and withheld at the source in the same manner and upon
upon
the same items of income as is provided
provided in section 143 a
a tax equal
Rates.
Rates.
to 1338
13 3/
4 per centum,
centum, and such tax shall be returned and paid in the
that
same manner and subject to the same conditions as provided in that
Proriso.
Pre
Provided, That in the case of interest described in subinterest section: Pfovided
when interest
Rate
Rateiso.when
granted
tax free.
Tgantedtaxee.
section (a)
(relating to tax-free
(a) of that section (relating
tax-free covenant
bonds)
covenant bonds)
the deduction and withholding shall be at the rate specified in such
subsection.
subsection.
Penalties.
Penalties.

SEC.
SEC.145. PENALTIES.
PENALTIES.

For willful
willful failure
For
to
failure to
(a) Any person
ant tax, or
person required
required under this title to pay any
or
pay
pay tax,
make returns,
returns,
tax, make
ate.
etc.
required by law or regulations
to
regulations made under authority thereof to
make aa return,
return, keep any records, or supply any information, for
the purposes of the computation,
computation assessment, or collection of any
tax imposed by this title, who willfully fails to pay such tax,
tax make
records,
such return, keep such recor
ds,or
l
y such information,'at
or supp
supply
information, at the
time or times required
required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided
provided by law, be guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and,
Punishment
Punishment for.
for.
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both, together with the costs
of prosecution.
prosecution.
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(b) Any
Any person
person required
required under
this title
collect, account
account for,
under this
title to collect,
(b)
and
over any tax imposed
this title, who
who willfully
willfully fails
fails to
to
imposed by
by this
and pay
pay over
collect
or truthfully
truthfully account
account for
for and
and pay
pay over
over such tax,
tax, and
and any
any
collect or
person
who willfully
willfully attempts
manner to
to evade
evade or
defeat
or defeat
attempts in
in any
any manner
person who
any
tax imposed
by this
or the
the payment
payment thereof,
shall, in
thereof, shall,
in addiaddithis title
title or
any tax
imposed by
tion
to other
penalties provided
by law,
law, be
be guilty
of a
a felony
and,
guilty of
felony and.
provided by
tion to
other penalties
imprisUpon
thereof, be
be fined
more than
$10,000, or impristhan $10,000,
not more
fined not
conviction thereof,
upon conviction
oned
for not
more than
than five
five years,
or both,
both, together
together with the costs
years, or
oned for
not more
of prosecution.
prosecution.
of
(c) The
term " person"
as used
used in
in this
includes an
officer
an officer
this section
section includes
person " as
(c)
The term
a partneremployee of a
member or employee
employee of a
corporation or aamember
a corporation
or employee
ship, who
such officer,
duty to
to
is under aa duty
member is
employee, or member
officer, employee,
who as
as such
ship,
perform
the act
act in
which the
the violation
occurs.
violation occurs.
of which
in respect
respect of
perform the

INCOME TAX.
INCOME
TAX.
RETURNS
RETURNS AND
AND
PAYMENTS-Contd.
PAYMENTS-Contd.
Willful failure
failure to
to colcolWillful
lect, etc.,
etc., tax,
tax, evading
evading
lect,
payment, etc.
payment,
etc.

TAXABLE YEAR.
SEC.
COMMISSIONER OF TAXABLE
YEAR.
SEC. 146. CLOSING BY COMMISSIONER

year.
year.

(a) TAX IN JEOPARDY.-If
JEOPARDY.—If the Commissioner
Commissioner finds that
that aataxpayer
taxpayer
(a)
designs quickly
quickly to
depart from the United
United States
States or to remove his
to depart
designs
property
property therefrom, or to conceal himself or his property
property therein,
other act
act tending to prejudice
prejudice or to render
render wholly or
or
or to do
do any other
partly ineffectual
ineffectual proceedings
proceedings to
to collect
collect the tax for the taxable
taxable year
year
partly
then last
last past
past or
taxable year
unless such
such proceedproceedyear then
then current
current unless
the taxable
or the
then
ings be
brought without delay, the
declare the
Commissioner shall
shall declare
the Commissioner
ings
be brought
terminated and shall
immediately terminated
taxable period
taxable
period for such taxpayer immediately
cause notice of
to be given
given the taxpayer,
and declaration
declaration to
of such finding
finding and
cause
together with
with a
demand for
for immediate
immediate payment
payment of the tax
tax for the
a demand
together
taxable
terminated and of the tax for the preso declared
declared terminated
taxable period
period so
ceding taxable
taxable year
year or
so much
much of
of such
as is
is unpaid,
whether or
or
tax as
unpaid, whether
such tax
or so
ceding
not
allowed by
for filing
filing return
and paying
paying
not the
the time
time otherwise
otherwise allowed
by law
law for
return and
the
tax has
expired; and
such taxes
thereupon become
immebecome immeand such
taxes shall
shall thereupon
has expired;
the tax
diately
due and
In. any proceeding
court brought
brought to
to
proceeding in court
and payable.
payable. In
diately due
virtue of the
enforce payment
payable by virtue
made due
due and payable
payment of
of taxes made
enforce
Commissioner, made
provisions
section the finding
made as
provisions of this section
finding of the Commissioner,
herein provided,
provided, whether
whether made
made after
after notice
taxpayer or
or not,
notice to
to the taxpayer
herein
shall be
be for
for all
all purposes
taxpayer's
of the
the taxpayer's
evidence of
purposes presumptive
presumptive evidence
shall
design.
design.
(b)
SECURITY FOR PAYMENT.—A
default
is not
not in default
who1 is
taxpayer who
PAYMENT.-A taxpayer
(b) SECURITY
in
paying income, war-profits,
war-profits, or excess-profits
excess-profits
in making
making any return or paying
tax under
under any
United States,
States,
to the United
lmay furnish
furnish to
Act of
of Congress
Congress may
any Act
tax
under regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the
under
approval
of the
Secretary, security
Commissioner
by the Commissioner
approved by
security approved
the Secretary,
approval of
that he
he will
will duly
duly make
make the
the return
return next
next thereafter
required to
filed
to be filed
thereafter required
that
and pay
the tax
thereafter required
to be
be paid.
paid. The Commisrequired to
tax next
next thereafter
pay the
and
sioner may
may approve
manner security for return
in like
like manner
accept in
and accept
approve and
sioner
and payment
payment of
of taxes
due and
virtue of the propayable by virtue
and payable
made due
taxes made
and
taxpayer has paid in full all
visions
provided the taxpayer
section, provided
of this section,
visions of
other income,
or excess-profits
taxes due
due from
from him
him under
under
excess-profits taxes
war-profits, or
income, war-profits,
other
any Act
Congress.
any
Act of
of Congress.
(c) SAME—EXEMPTION
FROM SECTION.-If
Szenox.—If security
security is
is approved
approved
SAME-EEMrPTION FROM
(c)
and accepted
accepted pursuant
to the
provisions of this section
section and such
the provisions
pursuant to
and
further
or other
other security
security with
with respect
tax or
or taxes
taxes covered
covered
to the
the tax
respect to
further or
thereby is
is given
the Commissioner
Commissioner shall from
time to time find
from time
as the
given as
thereby
necessary
shall not
enforced
not be
be enforced
taxes shall
of such
such taxes
payment of
require, payment
and require,
necessary and
by any
proceedings under
provisions of
of this
section prior
prior to
the
to the
this section
the provisions
under the
by
any proceedings
expiration of
of the
the time
otherwise allowed
such respective
respective
for paying
paying such
allowed for
time otherwise
expiration
taxes.
taxes.
(d)
CrrizENs.—In the
case of
of a
citizen of
of the
the United
United States
or of
of
States or
a citizen
the case
(d) CITIZENs.-In
United States
from the
the United
United
to depart
depart from
about to
States about
the United
of the
possession of
aa possession
States the
at his
discretion, waive
waive any
any or
or all
all
his discretion,
may, at
Commissioner may,
the Commissioner
States
of
requirements placed
placed on the taxpayer
taxpayer by this section.
section.
the requirements
of the

Punishment for.
for.
Punishment
"Person"
liable for
for
"Person" liable

acts.
acts.

Closing
of taxable
Closing of
taxable

Tax in
in jeopardy.
Tax
jeopardy.
Immediate payment
payment
Immediate
demanded ifif CommisCommisdemanded
sioner finds
finds taxpayer's
taxpayer's
sioner
acts prejudice
collecacts
prejudice collection.
tion.

Notice of
of finding,
finding,
Notice
etc., to
to be
be given.
given.
etc.,

Finding
presumpFinding presumption of
of intent.
intent.
tion

Security for
for i"'ypaySecurilt
ment.
ment.

Condition of
aeceptCondition
of seept-

ance.
ance.

Enforcement sussusEnforcement
pended on
on approval
approval of
of
pended
bond.
bond.

Discretionary
Discretionary

a-aiver
diver

of requirements
to
reqnirPmont :',. to
of
citizens.
citizens.
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INCOME TAX.
TAX.
INCOME
RETURNS AND
AND
RETURNS
PAYMENTS—Contd.
PAYMENTS-Contd.
Aliens
taxto furnish
furnish taxAliens to
paid
before
certificate before
paid certificate
g
oing abroad.
abroad.
going
for
Additional
tax for
Additional tax
violations hereof.
hereof.
violations

(e) DEPARTURE
DEPARTURE OF
or ALIEN.—NO
shall depart
United
the United
from the
depart from
alien shall
ALIEN.--N alien
(e)
States unless
procures from
the collector
collector or
or agent
in charge
charge
agent in
from the
he first
first procures
unless he
States
certificate that
that he
has complied
complied with
the obligations
obligations imposed
imposed
all the
with all
he has
aa certificate
upon
him by
income, war-profits,
excess-profits tax
tax laws.
laws.
and excess-profits
war-profits, and
the income,
by the
upon him
(f) ADDITION
ADDITION TO
TAx.—If a
violates or
or attempts
attempts to
to
taxpayer violates
a taxpayer
TO TAX.-If
(f)
violate this
section there
there shall,
to all
other penalties,
penalties, be
be
all other
addition to
in addition
shall, in
this section
violate
added as
as part
part of
the tax
of the
the total
the
of the
amount of
total amount
centum of
per centum
tax 25
25 per
of the
added
1
tax or
in the
the tax
together with
the rate of 1
at the
interest at
with interest
tax, together
deficiency in
or deficiency
tax
per centum
centum a
the time
tax became
became due.
the tax
time the
from the
a month
month from
per
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Information
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source.
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fixed
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to others
others of
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payment to
$1,000
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more, to
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der
thereof.
returns thereof.
der returns
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INFORMATION AT
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(a)
OF $1,000
$1.,000 OR
in whatever
whatever
persons, in
MORE.-All persons,
OR MoRE.—All
PAYMENTS OF
(a) PAYMENTS
capacity
including lessees
lessees or
or mortgagors
of real
personal
or personal
real or
mortgagors of
acting, including
capacity acting,
property,
fiduciaries, and
and employers,
employers, making
payment to
another
to another
making payment
property, fiduciaries,
person,
rent, salaries,
salaries, wages,
premiums, annuities,
comannuities, comwages, premiums,
of interest,
interest, rent,
person, of
pensations,
emoluments, or
or other
other fixed
or determindeterminfixed or
remunerations, emoluments,
pensations, remunerations,
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
able gains,
gains, profits,
profits' and
and income
income (other
payments described
in
described in
than payments
(other than
able
section 148(a)
taxable year,
year , or,
or,
any taxable
in any
or more
more in
$1,000 or
of $1,000
149), of
or 149),
148(a) or
section
in
of such
payments made
by the
the United
United States, the officers
officers
made by
such payments
case of
in the
the case
or employees
employees of
of the
information as
such
as to such
having information
States having
United States
the United
or
the
payments and
and required
regard thereto by the
returns in regard
to make
make returns
required to
payments
regulations
hereinafter provided
shall render
render a
true and
and accurate
accurate
a true
for, shall
provided for,
regulations hereinafter
return to
the Commissioner,
such regulations
in such form
regulations and in
under such
Commissioner, under
to the
return
and manner
manner and
to such
as may
may be
prescribed by
by him with
be prescribed
extent as
such extent
and to
and
the
of the
Secretary, setting
setting forth the amount of such
the Secretary,
the approval
approval of
gains, profits,
name and
and address
address of
recipient
of the recipient
and the
the name
income, and
and income,
gains,
profits, and
of such
such payment.
payment.
of
Regardless
of
Regardless of
(b)
URNS REGARDLESS
or AMOUNT
PAYM£ENT.-Such returns
AMOUNT OF PAYMENT.—Such
REGARDLESS OF
RETURNS
(b) REX
amounts.
amounts.
may be
required, regardless
the case
case of
payments
of payments
(1) in
in the
of amounts,
amounts, (1)
regardless of
be required,
Interest on
on corporacorpora- may
Interest
tion bonds,
etc.
tion
bonds, etc.
of
interest upon
deeds of
or other
similar
other similar
of trust,
trust, or
mortgages, deeds
upon bonds,
bonds, mortgages,
of interest
obligations
of corporations
(2) in
of
collections of
the case
case of
of collections
and (2)
in the
corporations, and
obligations of
items
in the
of interest
interest upon
the bonds
bonds
upon the
States) of
the United
United States)
(not payable
payable in
items (not
Collectin
forei gn of
countries and
and interest
interest upon
upon the
of and
Collectingg foreign
dividends
and dividends
the bonds
bonds of
foreign countries
of foreign
coupons,
coupons, etc.
etc.
from
foreign corporations
by persons
persons undertaking
as a
matter of
undertaking as
a matter
corporations by
from foreign
business or
profit the
collection of
foreign payments
of such
such
of foreign
payments of
for profit
the collection
business
or for
coupons, checks, or bills of
interest or dividends
dividends by means
means of coupons,
interest
exchang.e.
exchange.
and address
Name and
Name
address of
of
(e)
itECIPIENT TO
FURNISH NAME
necessary
(c) RECIPIENT
TO FURNISH
AND ADDRESS.—When
ADDRESS.-When necessary
NAME AND
recipient.
recipient.
to make
provisions of
of this
this section
section the
the name
to
make effective
effective the
the provisions
name and
and address
address
of
recipient of
of income
shall be
be furnished
furnished upon
upon demand
of the
of the
the recipient
income shall
demand of
the
person paying
paying the
income.
the income.
person
Not
applicable to
Not applicable
to
(d) OBLIGATIONS
OBLIGATIONS OF
OP UNITED
STATES,—The provisions
UXITD STATES.-The
provisions of this
(d)
Federal securities.
securities.
Federal
section
shall not
not apply
the payment
interest on
of interest
on obligations
obligations
apply to
to the
payment of
section shall
of
States.
of the
the United States.
Information
Information by
by corcarporations.
porations.
of
divSworn
returns
Sworn returns of dividend payments.
idend
payments.
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148. INFORMATION
INFORMATION BY
BY CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
SEC. 148.

(a) DIVIDEND
PAYMENTS.—Every corporation
corporation subject
subject to
to the
tax
(a)
DIVIDEND PAYMNTS.--Every
the tax
imposed
required by
the Commissioner,
imposed by this
this title
title shall, when
when required
by the
Commissioner
render a
a correct return, duly verified under oath, of its payments
payments
of dividends, stating the name and address
each shareholder
shareholder
address of each
the
the number of
of shares owned
owned by
by him, and the amount
amount of dividends'
dividends
paid to
him.
paid
to him.
Detailed statement
siatamell
(b) PRoErrs
DIVIDENDS.—Every corporation
shall,
(b)
PROFITS DECLARED
DECLARED AS
AS DIvDENDS,.-Every
corporation shall
of profits, etc.,
etc., declared
declared
of
as dividends.
a statement oi
as
when required
required by the Commissioner, furnish him a
of
such facts as will enable him to determine the portion of the earnings or profits of the corporation
corporation (including gains, profits, and
income
income not taxed) accumulated
accumulated during such periods as the Commissioner may specify, which have been distributed or ordered to be
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distributed, respectively,
respectively, to
shareholders during
during such
such taxable
its shareholders
to its
distributed,
years
as
the
Commissioner
may
specify.
specify.
may
years as the Commissioner
by the
(C) ACCUMULATED
GAINS AND
PROFITS.—When requested
requested by
AND PROFITs.-When
ACCUMULATED GANS
(c)
forward
shall
Commissioner,
or
any
collector,
every
corporation
shall
forward
corporation
every
collector,
any
or
Commissioner,
to him
correct statement
of accumulated
accumulated gains and profits and
statement of
a correct
him a
to
shareholders who
the
names
and
addresses
of
the
individuals
or shareholders
individuals or
the
of
addresses
the names and
would be
be entitled
entitled to
the same
if divided
divided or
or distributed,
distributed, and of the
same if
to the
would
amounts that
to each.
payable to
be payable
would be
that would
amounts
(d)
reguEMPLOYEES.-Under reguAND EMPLOYEES.—Under
OF OFFICERS
OFFICERS AND
COMPENSATION OF
(d) COMPENSATION
lations prescribed
prescribed by
the
Commissioner
with
of the
the
approval of
the approval
with the
Commissioner
by the
lations
Secretary,
every corporation
corporation subject
to taxation
under this title
taxation under
subject to
Secretary, every
shall,
in its
i
ts return,
submit a
a list
list of
of the
the names of all officers and
and
return, submit
shall, in
to
employees
of such
corporation and
and the
amounts paid to
respective amounts
the respective
such corporation
employees of
corporation
them
during
the
taxable
year
of
the
corporation
the
corporation
by
corporation
the
of
year
taxable
them during the
as salary, commission,
or other
for personal
personal
compensation for
other compensation
bonus, or
salary, commission, bonus,
as
individual
the
to
services
rendered,
if
the
aggregate
amount
so
individual
paid
so
amount
aggregate
the
if
services rendered,
is
of $15,000.
The Secretary
the Treasury
submit
shall submit
Treasury shall
of the
Secretary of
$15,000. The
excess of
in excess
is in
an annual report
report to
to Congress
Congress compiled
compiled from
the returns
returns made
made
the
from
an annual
containing the
the names
paid to,
officer
each such officer
to, each
amounts paid
and amounts
of, and
names of,
containing
and employee
employee and
and the
the name
name of
paying corporation.
corporation.
the paying
of the
and
SEC. 149. RETURNS OF BROKERS.
SEC. 149. RETURNS OF BROKERS.
by
Every
as a
broker shall,
required by
when required
shall, when
a broker
business as
doing business
person doing
Every person
the
Commissioner,
render
a
correct
return
duly
verified
under
oath,
verified
duly
return
correct
a
render
the Commissioner,
under
rules and
as the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the
regulations as
and regulations
such rules
under such
approval
of
the
Secretary,
may
prescribe,
showing
showing the names of
prescribe,
may
approval of the Secretary,
customers for
such person
any business,
business, with
transacted any
has transacted
person has
whom such
for whom
customers
such details as
to
the
profits,
losses,
or
other
information
which
the
which the
information
other
or
losses,
such details as to the profits,
Commissioner
require, as
as to
each of
such customers,
customers, as will
of such
to each
may require,
Commissioner may
enable the Commissioner to
determine whether all income tax due
enable the Commissioner to determine whether all income tax due
on
profits or
or gains
of such
been paid.
paid.
has been
customers has
such customers
gains of
on profits
SEC. 150.
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OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN ITEMS.
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Collection of foreign
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All
undertaking as a matter of
or for
the collecting
lnse required for
profit the
for profit
business or
as a matter of business
undertaking
All persons
collection
of foreign
payments of interest or dividends by means pous, etc.
collection of foreign payments of interest or dividends by means pons.etc.
of coupons, checks,
bills of
from
license from
obtain aa license
shall obtain
exchange shall
of exchange
or bills
of coupons, checks, or
the Commissioner and
be subject
enabling
regulations enabling
such regulations
to such
subject to
shall be
Commissioner and shall
the
the Government to
the information
information required
title
this title
under this
required under
obtain the
the Government to obtain
as the Commissioner, with
with the
approval of
of the
Secretary,
shall
shall
Secretary,
the
approval
the
Commissioner,
the
as
prescribe; and whoever knowingly
undertakes to
such lagrahment
for io
Ptonshent fr
collect such
to collect
undertakes
and whoever knowingly
prescribe;
payments without
obtained aa license
license therefor,
or without
therefor, or
having obtained
payments without having
misdemeanor
complying with
such regulations,
shall be
of aa misdemeanor
guilty of
be guilty
regulations, shall
with such
complying
and shall be
than $5,000
$5,000 or
not more
for not
imprisoned for
or imprisoned
more than
not more
fined not
and shall be fined
than
one
year,
or
both.
than one year, or both.
ESTATES
AND
AND
ESTATES
TRUSTS.
Supplement
E—Estates and
and Trusts
TRUSTS.
Trusts
Supplement E-Estates
Imposition of
of teL
tax
Imposlton
TAX
SEC. 161.
OF TAX.
IMPOSITION OF
161. IMPOSITION
SEC.
Application of tax.
(a) APPLICATION or
TAx.—The taxes imposed by this title upon
tax.
APPLICATION OF TAx.-The taxes imposed by this title upon Application
(a)
individuals shall apply to the income of estates or of any kind
individuals shall apply to the income of estates or of any kind of Trust accumulations.
property held
in trust,
Tt
includingtrust, including—
held in
property
(1) Income
accumulated
in trust for
for the
benefit of
unborn
or
or
unborn
of
benefit
the
trust
in
accumulated
Income
(1)
unascertained
persons or persons with contingent interests, and
persons or persons with contingent interests, and
unascertained
income accumulated or held
for future distribution under the
income accumulated or held for future distribution under the
distrib•
terms
of
the
will
or
trust;
trust;
terms of the will or
dstib
ly
ueid
the fiduciary us:714/dieallY
by the
(2) Income
which
is
to
currently by
distributed currently
be distributed
to be
is
which
Income
()
to the beneficiaries, and income collected by a guardian of
an
an
of
a guardian
collectedas by
beneficiaries,
the which
to
infant
is to be and
heldincome
or
the
court may
may direct;
direct;
the court
distributed as
or distributed

infant which is to be held
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(3) Income
received by
estates of
of deceased
deceased persons
persons during
the
(3)
Income received
by estates
during the
period
of administration
administration or
settlement of
of the
the estate
period of
or settlement
estate; and
and
(4) Income
Income which,
(4)
which, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the fiduciary,
fiduciary, may
may be
be
either distributed
distributed to
beneficiaries or
or accumulated.
accumulated.
either
to the
the beneficiaries
(b)
be computed
computed
(b) COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION AND
AND PAYMENT.—The
PAYMENT.-The tax
tax shall
shall be
upon
the net
net income
income of
estate or
or trust,
shall be
be paid
paid by
by the
upon the
of the
the estate
trust, and
and shall
the
fiduciary,
provided in
in section
section 166
fiduciary, except
except as
as provided
166 (relating
(relating to
to revocable
revocable
trusts)
and section
167 (relating
(relating to
of the
trusts) and
section 167
to income
income for
for benefit
benefit of
the
grantor). For
return made
made by
beneficiary, see
section 142.
142.
grantor).
For return
by beneficiary,
see section

Net
Net income.

SEC. 162. NET INCOME.

Computation.
Computation.

The net income
the estate
estate or
or trust
shall be
in the
income of
of the
trust shall
be computed
computed in
the
same
manner and
and on
on the
basis as
as in
case of
individual,
same manner
the same
same basis
in the
the case
of an
an individual,
except thatthat—
except
(a)
There shall
shall be
allowed as
as a
(in lieu
(a) There
be allowed
a deduction
deduction (in
lieu of
of the
the deducdeduction for
for charitable,
charitable, etc.,
tion
etc., contributions
authorized by
by section
section 23
23 (o))
contributions authorized
(o))
any part of the gross income
limitation, which
which pursuant
pursuant
income, without
without limitation,
to the terms of
to
the will
will or
or deed
deed creating
creating the
is during
of the
the trust,
trust, is
during the
the
taxable
year paid
permanently set
for the
purposes and
and
taxable year
paid or
or permanently
set aside
aside for
the purposes
the manner
specified in
in section
section 23
23 (o),
(o), or
or is
is to
to be
used exclusively
exclusively
in the
manner specified
be used
for
religious, charitable,
charitable, scientific,
scientific, literary,
literary, or
for religious,
or educational
educational purposes,
purposes,
or for the prevention
prevention of
cruelty to
to children
or animals,
or for
for the
of cruelty
children or
animals, or
the
establishment, acquisition,
acquisition, maintenance
or operation
operation of
of a
establishment,
maintenance or
a public
public
operated for
profit;
cemetery not operated
for profit;
(b)
shall be
additional deduction
(b) There shall
be allowed as
as an
an additional
deduction in
in comcomputing the net income of the estate or trust the amount of
of the
income of the estate or trust
taxable year
which is
is to
to be
be
trust for its taxable
year which
distributed currently
currently by the
to the
the beneficiaries,
and the
the fiduciary
fiduciary to
beneficiaries, and
the
amount of the income collected by a
a guardian
an infant
guardian of
of an
infant which
which
is to be held or distributed as
but the
the amount
amount
as the court
court may
may direct,
direct, but
so allowed as aa deduction shall be included in computing
computing the
the net
net
income
whether distributed
income of the beneficiaries
beneficiaries whether
distributed to
to them
or not.
Any
them or
not. Any
amount allowed
allowed as a
a deduction under
under this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
not be
be
allowed as a
a deduction
deduction under
under subsection
(c) of
this section
section in
in the
the
allowed
subsection (c)
of this
or any
same or
year;
any succeeding
succeeding taxable
taxable year;
(c) In
of income received
In the case of
received by
estates of
of deceased
deceased persons
by estates
persons
during the period of administration
administration or settlement of the estate, and
and
in
the case
of income
in the
case of
income which,
which, in the discretion of the fiduciary, may
may
be either distributed to the
or accumulated,
accumulated, there
there shall
shall
the beneficiary
beneficiary or
be allowed
allowed as an additional deduction
deduction in
computing the
the net
net income
income
in computing
of the estate or trust the amount of the income
the estate
or
income of
of the
estate or
trust for its taxable year, which is properly paid or
credited during
during
or credited
u
lch year to any legatee,
ssuch
beneficiary, but
legatee, heir,
heir, or
or beneficiary,
the amount
amount so
so
but the
allowed as
deduction shall
in computing
computing the net income
allowed
as aadeduction
shall be
be included
included in
of the
the legatee,
or beneficiary.
legatee, heir,
heir, or
beneficiary,

Deductionf githos
without
iieduction
t
limitation of gifts, etc.,
under wil
will or trust.

A4nte,
p. 690.
6.
Ante, p.

Additional
deducAdditional
tions for
for current
current disdistributionsbyfiduciary.
tributions by fiduciary.

Limitation.
Limitation.

Additional
deducAdditional
tion for payment made
or credited
credited to bonefd
beneficiary, etc.
oiry,
etc.

deduc-

in

To be inoluded
included in
income
icome oof beneficiary.
neficiar

Credits against
against net SEC. 163. CREDITS AGAINST NET
(Irene
INCOME.
NET INCOME.
income.
Income.
Normal tax, etc.,
etc., per(a) C
CREDITS
TRUST.-For the purpose of
normal
(a)
REDITS OF
OF ESTATE
ESTATE OR TRUST.—For
of the
the normal
sonal exemptions allowed to
to heirs,
heirs, etc.
tax
the surtax
surtax the estate or trust shall be allowed the same
tax and
and the
Ante, p. 693.

beneficiary
Credits of beneficiary
in computing income.

personal
a single person under section
personal exemption as is allowed to a
section
25(b) (1),
(1) 2 and, if
if no part of the income of the estate or trust is
is
included in computing the net income
income of
legatee heir,
heir, or
of any legatee,
or benenethee same
same credits against
ficiary, then in
i
n addition
additi on th
for
against net
net income
income for
dividends
dividends and interest
interest as are allowed by section 25(a)
25(a).
(b) CREDITS
CIrrs
OF
any part
of the income of an
(b)
OF BWmCIARy.-If
BENEFICIARY.—If any
part of
estate or trust is included in computing the net income
income of any
any
legatee,
heir,, or beneficiary
legatee, heir, or beneficiary,
beneficiary, such legatee,
legatee heir
beneficiary sh
all,
shall
for the purpose
purpose of
of the
the normal
norma ltax, be allowed
'
allowed as
credits against
against
as credits
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INCOME TAX.
net income,
to the
the credits
credits allowed
allowed to him under section
section ESTATES
addition to
in addition
income, in
net
AND
AND
TRUSTS.—Contd.
interand
TRUSTS.-Contd.
dividends
of
25,
his
proportionate
share
of
such
amounts
dividends
amounts
such
of
share
25, his proportionate
Ante, p. 692.
692.
are, under this Supplement,
est
section 25(a)
25(a) as are,
Supplement, required
in section
specified in
est specified
Any remaining porincome.
to
be
included
in
computing
his
net
his
computing
in
to be included
Allowance as credits
credits
tion
of such
specified in section 25(a)
25(a) shall, for the pur- toAllowance
amounts specified
such amounts
tion of
estate, etc.
or
estate
pose
of
the
normal
tax,
be
allowed
as
credits
to
the
trust.
allowed
be
tax,
normal
pose of the
Different
taxable
Different
YEARS.
TAXABLE YEARS.
SEC. 164. DIFFERENT TAXABLE
years.
years.
Computation
if taxdifferent from that of the able year of estate
If
beneficiary is different
of aabeneficiary
year of
taxable year
the taxable
If the
or
beneficiary
section
and
beneficiary
trust
under
estate
or trust,
required, under
amount which he is required,
the amount
trust, the
estate or
differ.
differ.
162(b),
to include
computing his net income,
income, shall be based upon
in computing
include in
162(b), to
the income
income of
the estate
trust for
for any
any taxable year of the estate
or trust
estate or
of the
the
January 1, 1934)
or trust
(whether beginning
beginning on,
1934)
on, before, or after January
trust (whether
or
ending within
within his taxable year.
ending
Employees'
Employees' trusts.
TRUSTS.
SEC. 165. EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES"FRUSTS.
Profit-sharing trusts
trusts,
Profit-sharing
penA
trust
created
by
an
employer
as
a
part
of
a
bonus,
stock
A trust created by an employer as a part of a
etc.,
not
employees, not
etc., for employees,
taxd.
or
some
benefit
sion,
or
profit-sharing
plan
for
the
exclusive
benefit
of
all
exclusive
the
for
plan
sion, or profit-sharing
of
to which
which contributions
contributions are made
made by such employer,
employees, to
his employees,
of his
or
or both,
both, for
for the
distributing to such
purpose of distributing
the purpose
employees, or
or employees,
accumulated by
employees
the earnings
earnings and
of the
fund accumulated
the fund
principal of
and principal
employees the
the
accordance with
with such
taxable under
not be taxable
shall not
plan, shall
such plan,
in accordance
trust in
the trust
n.te, p. 727. tax.7.
Ati
section 161,
161, but
actually distributed or made available D
i
amount actually
the amount
but the
stributees taxed
taxed
section
Distributees
amount received.
onn amountreceived.
to him
to any
any distributee
distributee shall
taxable to
him in
in the
the year in
in which so 0
be taxable
shall be
to
the
exceeds
it
that
distributed
made available
available to the extent
it exceeds
or made
distributed or
amounts paid
him. Such
distributees shall for the purpose
Such distributees
by him.
in by
paid in
amounts
Credits.
of the
be allowed
allowed as
as credits
credits against
against net income such credits.
tax be
normal tax
the normal
of
.4nte, p. 692.
p. 2.
Ate,
represents
as
part
of
the
amount
so
distributed
or
made
available
as
represents
available
made
or
distributed
so
amount
the
of
part
25(a).
in
the
items
of
dividends
and
interest
specified
section
25(a).
the items of dividends and interest specified

SEC. 166. REVOCABLE
REVOCABLE TRUSTS.
SEC.
Where
at
power to
to revest
revest in
in the grantor
grantor title to any
the power
time the
any time
Where at any
vestedpart
the corpus
of the
the trust is vested—
corpus of
of the
part of
(1)
in the
the grantor,
either alone
in conjunction
conjunction with any
or in
alone or
grantor, either
(1) in
in the disposition
person
not
having
a
substantial
adverse
interest
interest
adverse
substantial
a
having
not
person
of
such part
part of
of the
the corpus
therefrom, or
income therefrom,
the income
or the
corpus or
of such
(2)
in any
having a
interest in
substantial adverse interest
a substantial
not having
person not
any person
(2) in
the disposition
disposition of
of the
the corpus
the income
income therefrom,
therefrom,
or the
corpus or
part of
such part
of such
the
then
the income
such part
of the
the trust
shall be
be included
included in comtrust shall
part of
of such
income of
then the
puting
the net
income of
of the
grantor.
the grantor.
net income
puting the
SEC.
FOR BENEFIT
BENEFIT OF
GRANTOR.
OF GRANTOR.
INCOME FOR
167. INCOME
SEC. 167.

Revocable
trusts.
Revocable trusts.

Income therefrom
therefrom
Income
computed with grantgrantcomputed
or's net
income.
net income.
or's

hmanfit of
Tlnrm for benefit
Income
of
grantor.

grantor.

(a) Where
'Where any
part of
of a
a trust—
trustincome of
the income
of the
any part
(a)
When held for
or future
dWhenttld i
(1)
the discretion
of the
the grantor
not distribution.
person not
any person
of any
or of
grantor or
discretion of
in the
or in
is, or
(1) is,
having
substantial adverse
interest in
disposition of such
the disposition
in the
adverse interest
having aa substantial
part
of
the
income
may
be,
held
or
accumulated
for future
future distribudistribufor
accumulated
or
held
be,
may
income
part of the
tion
to the
the grantor; or
tion to
buted to
When distributed
distri
Whe
person not grantor.
(2) may,
may, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
grantor or
or of
any person
of any
the grantor
grantor.
(2)
life
Application to life
Applcation
having a
substantial adverse
in the
the disposition
disposition of such insurance
interest in
slums.
adverse interest
Premiumsa substantial
having
part of
be distributed
distributed to
to the
grantor; or
the grantor;
income, be
the income,
of the
part
(3) is,
or in
the discretion
of the
grantor or
any person
person not
of any
or of
the grantor
discretion of
in the
is, or
(3)
having
a
substantial
adverse
interest
in
the
disposition
of
such
of such
disposition
the
in
interest
adverse
having a substantial
part of
of the
the income
may be,
be, applied
to the
the payment
payment of
premiums
of premiums
applied to
income may
part
upon policies of
on the
the life
life of
the grantor
pol(except polgrantor (except
of the
insurance on
policies of insurance
upon
the Ante. p.690.
in the
purposes
the p
for the
payable
icies of
of insurance
insurance irrevocab
ly p
ayable for
urp
oses and m
irrevocably
icies
manner
specified
in
section
23(o),
relating
to
the
so-called
"
charAk, p. o.
"charso-called
the
to
relating
23(o),
section
in
manner specified

itable contribution"
contribution" deduction)
deduction);;
itable
then
such part
of the
be included
included in
in
shall be
trust shall
the trust
income of
the income
of the
part of
then such
computing
the net
net income
income of
of the
grantor.
the grantor.
computing the
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INCOME T
TAX.
INsCOI
rAX (b)
(b) As used in this section,
section, the
the term
term
ESTATES
AND
TRUSTS-Contd.
grantor
TRUSTS—Contd.
" means "
" in the discretion
grantor"
discretion of the
the

"In the discretion of
the
granteor" defined
the grantor"
defined.

n the discretion of the
"
"iin
the discretion of the
grantor,
either alone
grantor, either
alone or
or in
in
conjunction with
conjunction
any person
person not
not having
having aasubstantial
with any
substantial adverse
adverse interest
interest
in the disposition of the part of the income in
.
in question
question '
".,

TaxesofforeigncounTaxes
of foreign coun- SEC. 168. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
SEC. 168. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND
AND POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS OF
OF
tries, etc.
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
UNITED

8
Allowance
against
tax of beneficiary. i.t

taoweaneiiary
Ante, p.
718.
pr.71

The amount of income, war-profits,
war-profits, and
and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes
taxes
imposed by foreign countries or possessions
of the
United States
States
possessions of
the United
shall be allowed as credit
credit against
the tax
tax of
of the
the beneficiary
beneficiary of
of an
against the
an
estate or
estate
or trust to the extent provided
provided in section
section 131.
131.

PARTNERSnIPS.
PARTNERSHIPS.

Supplement
F-Partnerships
Supplement F—Partnerships
SEC. 181. PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP NOT TAXABLE.
TAXABLE.

Individual
Individual
only,

liability
liability

y

Individuals carrying
carrying on business in partnership
Individuals
partnership shall be
be liable
liable for
for
income tax only in their individual capacity.

Tax of partners.

SEC. 182. TAX
TAX OF PARTNERS.
PARTNERS.

Distributive
Distributive

shall be
included in
in computing
the net income of each partThere shall
be included
computing the
ner his
whether distributed
distributed or
ner
his distributive
distributive share, whether
not, of
of the
or not,
the net
net
income of the partnership
partnership for
for the
the taxable
year.
taxable year.

share
included in net income.

There

Partnership income.
Partnership
income. SEC.
SEC. 183. COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION OF PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP INCOME.
INCOME.
Computation of.
The
net
income
of
the partnership
The net income of the
partnership shall be computed in the
the same
same
manner and on the same basis as in the
manner
case of
the case
of an
an individual.
individual.
Credits against net
net SEC. 184. CREDITS
Credits
AGAINST NET INCOME.
SEC. 184. CREDITS AGAINST
income.
Additional,
Additional,

partnership
partnership

tion.
tions.
Ante, p. 692.
692

from
exempexem p -

from

p.

The partner
of the
the normal
The
partner shall,
shall, for the purpose of
tax, be
allowed as
as
normal tax,
be allowed
a credit
a
credit against
against his net income,
income, in addition to the credits
credits allowed
allowed to
to

him
section 25, his proportionate share of such
him under
under section
such amounts
amounts (not
(not
m excess of the net income
in
income of
of the
the partnership)
partnership) of
dividends and
and
of dividends
interest specified in section 25.(a)
25(a) as
as are
the partnership.
partnership.
are received
received by
by the

Earned income.
Income.

SEC. 185. EARNED INCOME.
INCOME.

Determination of.
Determination

In the case
case of the members
In
members of a
a partnership the
proper part
part of
of
the proper
each share of the net income which consists of earned income
be
income shall
shall
be
determined
regulations to be prescribed by the
determined under
under rules and regulations
the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary
Commissioner
Secretary and shall be separately
arately shown in the return of the partnership.
partnership.

Poragniste.,
taxes.
'oreign, et., taes.

SEC. 186.
SEC.
186. TAXES
TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
COUNTRIES AND
AND POSSESSIONS
OF
POSSESSIONS OF
UNITED
UNITED STATES.

Credit
CrOdit fOrp
for, EtiloWed
allowed

income, war-profits, and excess-profits
The amount of
of income,
excess-profits taxes
imposed by
by foreign
imposed
foreign countries or possessions of the
the United
United States
States

partners.
Awe,
p.71.
18.
Arte,p.

Partnership returns.
Sworn statementt of
gross income, etc.

Sworn statmen of

The amount

shall
shall be allowed
allowed as a
a credit against the
tax of
of the
member of
of aa
the tax
the member
partnership
partnership to the extent provided in
in section
131.
section 131.
SEC.
PARTNERSHIP RETURNS.
SEC. 187. PARTNERSHIP
Eery partnership
shall make aa return for each taxable
Every
partnership shall
year
taxable year,
stating
specifically
of its
gross income and the deductions
stating specifically the
the items
items of
its gross
deductions'
allowed
by this
title, and
allowed by
this title,
and shall include in the return the
the names
names
and
and addresses
addresses of
of the
the individuals
individuals who would be entitled
entitled to
share in
to share
in
the
net
if distributed
distributive
the net income
income if
distributed and
and the amount of the distributive
share
of each individual.
The return
share of each
individual. The
return shall be sworn to by any one
of the partners
partners.
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PARTNER AND PARTSEC. 188.
TAXABLE YEARS OF PARTNER
DIFFERENT TAXABLE
188. DIFFERENT
SEC.
NERSHIP.
NERSHIP.
is different
(a) GENERAL
GENERAL Runt.—If
the taxable
taxable year of a
a partner
partner is
different
RULE.-If the
(a)
of
share
from
that
of
the
partnership,
the
distributive
the
net income
distributive
the
from that of the partnership,
of
of
partnership to
be included
computing the net income of
included in computing
to be
the partnership
of the
income
the
based
be
the
partner
for
his
taxable
year
based
upon
net
shall
year
taxable
his
for
the partner
(whether
partnership (whether
of
the partnership
partnership for
year of the partnership
taxable year
any taxable
for any
of the
the
ending
1934)
beginning
on,
before,
or
after
January
1,
within
January
after
or
before,
on,
beginning
taxable
year of
of the
partner.
the partner.
taxable year
purpose of
(b) PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP YEARS BEGINNING
BEGINNING IN
the purpose
1933.-For the
IN 1933.—For
YEARS
(b)
computing
net income
partner for a
ataxable year beginning
beginning
of aapartner
income of
the net
computing the
after December
31, 1933,
partnership net income for any taxable
the partnership
1933, the
December 31,
after
January 1, 1934, shall be
year of
of the
the partnership
partnership beginning
beginning before
before January
year
regard to sections
without
1932,
computed
under
the
Revenue
of
1932,
sections
of
Act
Revenue
the
under
computed
101
and 186
186 thereof
thereof (relating
(relating to
to capital
capital net
net gain and capital net
101 and
loss)
but as
as if
this Act
subsection (d) thereof)
(except subsection
Act (except
of this
117 of
section 117
if section
loss) but
had formed
formed a
apart
part of
of Title
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932.
Title II of
had
Companies
Supplement
G-Insurance Companies
Supplement 6—Insurance

INCOME
INCOME TAX.
PARTNERSHIPS—
PARTNERSHIPS-Contd.
Taxable
years ofpartof partTaxable years
ner and
partnership.
and partnership.
ner
of
year of
If taxable
taxable year
If
partner differs
differs from
from
partner
that
of
partnership.
that of partnership.

Partnership years bePartneshipyearsbe1933.
under
Computation
omputationL under
Act of 1932. 191, 23.
47, pp.
Vol. 47,
Vol.
pp. 191, 223.

ginningin

Ante, p. 714.
Ante,p.714.

INSURANCE
COPSANIE.
COMPANIES.

SEC.
201. TAX
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
COMPANIES.
TAX ON LIFE INSURANCE
SEC. 201.

Tax
on life
insurance
life insurance
Tax on
companies.

(a)
used in
in this
this title
title the term "life insurinsurDEFNINmoN.-When used
(a) DEFINITION.—When
ance
company"
means an
insurance company
engaged in the busicompany engaged
an insurance
" means
ance company
(including conness
issuing life
and annuity
contracts (including
annuity contracts
insurance and
life insurance
of issuing
ness of
tracts
combined life,
life, health,
health, and
and accident
insurance), the reserve
accident insurance),
of combined
tracts of
funds of
which held
for the
fulfillment of
contracts comprise
of such contracts
the fulfillment
held for
of which
funds
more
than 50
centum of
of its
its total
total reserve
reserve funds.ate
funds.
per centum
50 per
more than
(b)
TAx.—In lieu
lieu of
of the tax imposed by section 13,
OF TAx.-In
RATE or
(b) RATE
there
shall be
be levied,
levied, collected,
collected, and
paid for
for each
each taxable year upon
and paid
there shall
follows:
the
net income
income of
every life
company a
atax as follows:
insurance company
life insurance
of every
the net
133/
company, 13
(1) In
the case
case of
of a
a domestic
domestic life
life insurance
3
/
4
insurance company,
In the
(1)
per centum
centum of
of the
net income
income in
in excess
excess of
of the
credit
the credit
its net
of its
amount of
the amount
per
provided
in subsection
section;
subsection (c) of this section;
provided in
(2) In
case of
of a
company, 134
13% per
insurance company,
life insurance
foreign life
a foreign
the case
In the
(2)
the
within
centum
of
the
amount
of
its
net
income
from
sources
within
sources
from
income
net
its
of
centum of the amount
(c)
United States
States in
in excess
the credit
credit provided
subsection (c)
in subsection
provided in
of the
excess of
United
of
this
section.
of this section.
(c) For
purpose only
only of
the tax imposed by this section
of the
the purpose
For the
(c)
there
shall
be
allowed
as
a
credit
against
net income
income (or
(or, in the case
net
against
credit
a
there shall be allowed as
of a
aforeign
life insurance
insurance company,
against net
from sources
income from
net income
company, against
foreign life
of
within
the
United
States)
the
amount
received
as
interest
upon
interest
as
received
amount
the
States)
within the United
under
obligations
the United
of corporations
organized under
corporations organized
or of
States or
United States
of the
obligations of
Act of
of Congress
as a
a credit for
for
individual as
an individual
to an
allowed to
is allowed
which is
Congress which
Act
In the case
(2) or (3).
purposes of
of normal
normal tax
by section
25(a) (2)
(3). In
section 25(a)
tax by
purposes
exceed
of a
foreign life
insurance company
the credit
credit shall
not exceed
shall not
company the
life insurance
a foreign
of
amount otherwise
an
amount which
which bears
bears the
the same
same ratio
the amount
otherwise
to the
ratio to
an amount
allowed
credit as
reserve funds
funds required
required by law and held
the reserve
as the
as aa credit
allowed as
within
by it
at the
taxable year
year upon
business transacted
transacted within
upon business
the taxable
of the
end of
the end
it at
by
the United
United States
is
of
the
reserve
funds
held
by
it
at
the
end
of
of
end
the
at
it
by
held
funds
reserve
the
States is of
the
the taxable
year upon
business transacted.
transacted.
all business
upon all
taxable year
the

"Life insurance com"Lifeinsurancecompany" defined.
pany defned.

net
of ta on net

Rate of tax on

incomes.
Ante,

p. 686.
O

Antep.

Domestic.

Domestic

Forei
gn.
Forign.

Credits allowed oo
corporations.

,"o"d
pcdis

Interest on U.S. secuntereson .s.e
rities.

.

Ante, p. 692.
A",p. 92
Foreign
companies,
Foign companies
limitation.
ii

Gross income, life inSEC. 202.
OF LIFE
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES.
surance
companies.
smanocompane.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
INCOME OF
GROSS INCOME
202. GROSS
SEC.
"Gross income" deineome" de"ros
(a) In
of aa life
insurance company
company the
the term "gross
"gross fined.
life insurance
case of
the case
In the
(a)
the
income"
means
the
gross
amount
of
income
received
during
the
income" means the gross amount of income received
taxable year
year from
dividends, and
and rents.
interest, dividends,
from interest,
taxable
"Reserve funds re(b) The term "reserve
required by
law" includes,
includes, in
in the
funds r
,aReber"
by law".
the (piked
by law"
funds required
The term "reserve funds
(b)
case of assessment
insurance
sums
actually
deposited
by
any
corncomany
by
deposited
actually
sums
Application
of.
case of assessment insurance,
wy or association
association with
with State
State or
Territorial officers
pursuant to
to Applio
pursuant
officers
Territorial
or
or
pany
law as
guaranty or
and any
any funds
funds maintained
under
maintained under
funds, and
reserve funds,
or reserve
as guaranty
law

732

732

INCOME TAX.
INCOME TAX.
INSURANCE
COMPANIES—
CO MP
NI E S-Contd.
Contd.

73d
CH.277.
277.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
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MAY 10,
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MAY
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the charter
of incorporation
incorporation of
of the
the company
associathe
charter or
or articles
articles of
company or
or association exclusively
exclusively for
the payment
payment of
of claims
arising under
under certificates
tion
for the
claims arising
certificates
of membership
membership or policies issued upon the assessment plan
plan. and not
not
subject
subject to
to any
any other
other use.
use.

Net
income.
Net income.

SEC. 203. NET INCOME OF LIFE INSURANCE
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
COMPANIES.

Deductions from.
from.
Deductions

(a)
GENERAL REJLE.-In
RimE.—In the
of a
insurance company
company
(a) GENERAL
the case
case of
a life
life insurance
the
term "net
"net income
income"" means
the gross
the term
means the
gross income
income less—
less(1) TAX-FREE
INTEREST.—The amount
of interest
interest received
received dur(1)
TAX-FREE INTEREST.-The
amount of
during
year which
which under
section 2,2(b)
is excluded
ing the
the taxable
taxable year
under section
22(b) (4)
(4) is
excluded
from
from gross
gross income;
income;
(2) RESERVE
FUNDS.—An amount
to 4
per centum
(2)
RESERVE FUNDS.-An
amount equal
equal to
4 per
centum of
of the
the
mean of the reserve funds required
required by
by law
law and
and in
held at
at the
the beginbeginning
of the
the taxable
taxable year,
year, except
that in
n the
the case
case of
of any
ning and
and end
end of
except that
any
such reserve
reserve fund
which is
is computed
computed at
at a
alower
lower interest
interest assumpsuch
fund which
assumption
the rate
of 3
3
/
4 per
per centum
cent= shall
shall be
substituted for
for 4
4
tion rate,
rate, the
rate of
33/
be substituted
per
insurance companies
issuing policies
covering
per centum.
centum. Life
Life insurance
companies issuing
policies covering
life,
health, and
insurance combined
combined in
one policy
policy issued
issued
life, health,
and accident
accident insurance
in one
on
weekly premium
premium payment
plan, continuing
life and
and not
on the
the weekly
payment plan,
continuing for
for life
not
subject
to cancellation,
shall be
be allowed,
allowed, in
addition to
to the
the above,
subject to
cancellation, shall
in addition
above,
deduction of
33/
4 per
per centum
the mean
such reserve
reserve funds
aadeduction
of 33/4
centum of
of the
mean of
of such
funds
(not
required by
by law)
law) held
held at
and end
end of
of the
(not required
at the
the beginning
beginning and
the
taxable
to be
be necessary
necessary for
taxable year,
year, as
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner finds
finds to
for the
the
protection
of the
the holders
holders of
of such
only;
protection of
such policies
policies only;
(3)
DIVIDENDS.—The amount
amount received
received as
(3) DIVIDENDS.-The
as dividends
dividends from
from a
a
which is
subject to
taxation under
domestic corporation
corporation which
is subject
to, taxation
under this
this title,
title,
other
entitled to
benefits of
of section
section 251,
251, and
and
other than aacorporation entitled
to the
the benefits
other than
organized under
China Trade
Act,
than aa corporation
corporation organized
under the
the China
Trade Act,
1922;
1922;
(4) RESERVE
RESERVE FOR
FOR DIVIDENDS.-An
DIVIDENDS.—An amount
(4)
amount equal
equal to
to 2
2 per
per centum
centum
of any sums held at
the taxable
taxable year
year as
as a
areserve
reserve for
at the end of
of the
for
dividends
dividends (other than dividends
payable during
during the
foldividends payable
the year
year following
lowing the taxable
taxable year) the payment
payment of
is deferred
deferred for
for
of which is
not less
five years
the date
the policy
policy
aa period of not
less than
than five
years from
from the
date of
of the
contract;
contract;
(5)
(5) INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT EXPENSES.—IDVeStDlellt
paid during
during
EXPENSES.-Investment expenses
expenses paid
the taxable year: Provided,
Provided, That
any general
are in
in
That if
if any
general expenses
expenses are
part assigned
to or
or included
included in
in the
investment expenses,
expenses, the
total
part
assigned to
the investment
the total
deduction
deduction under this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed one-fourth
one-fourth of
of
11per centum of the book value of the
the invested
invested assets
assets
the mean of
of the
held at the beginning and
and end
of the
taxable year;
year;
end of
the taxable
(6)
(6) REAL
REAL ESTATE
ESTATE EXPENSES.—Taxes
and other
other expenses
EXPENSES.-Taxes and
expenses paid
paid
year exclusively
during the taxable
taxable year
exclusively upon
upon or
or with
with respect
respect to
to the
the
owned by
not includi
ng t
axes assessed
assesse d
real estate
estate owned
by the
the company,
company, not
including
taxes
against
a kind tending to increase
against local benefits
benefits of a
value of
of
increase the
the value
the property
property assessed, and
and not including
amount paid
paid out
out for
including any
any amount
for

Tax-free
interest.
Tax-free interest.
Ante, p.
p. 687.
027.
Reserved funds
funds rereReserved
quired by
quired
by law.
law.

Policies
Policies of
of combined
combined
insurance.
insurance.
Weekly
payment
Weekly payment
plan.
plan.
Reserves
reReserves not
not required by
law.
quired
by law.

Dividends
Dividends from
from dodomestic corporations.
mestic
corporations.
Post, p.
p. 738.
Poet,
738.

Reserves
Reserves for
for deferred
deferred
dividends.
dividends.

Investment expenses.
expenses.
Investment

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation on
on deducdeducLimitation
tion.
tion.

Realty, etc.,
etc., taxes,
taxes.
Realty,
Exception.
Exception.

If tax
tax paid
If
paid on
on aboveshareholder's
holder's mterest.
interest.

Property
Property depreciadepreciation.
tion.

Interest
on indebtedindebtedInterest on
ness;
exception.
ness; exception.

new buildings, or for permanent improvements or betterments
the value of any property. The deduction
allowed by this paragraph
paragraph shall be allowed
allowed in the case of taxes
imposed upon aa shareholder
shareholder of
comp an y upon
hi s i
nterest as
of aa company
upon his
interest
as
shareholder, which are paid by the company without reimbursereimbursement from the shareholder, but in such cases no deduction
shall be
deduction shall
be
allowed the shareholder
shareholder for the amount of such
taxes;
such taxes;

new
made
to
increase
or the
for value
permanof
entany
impproperty.
rovemen t
s The
or betterments
deduction
madebuildings,
to increase

(7)
allowance,
(7) DEPRECIATION.-A
DEPRECIATION.—A reasonable
reasonable all
owance ,
as
provided in
secas provided
in section 23(1), for the exhaustion, wear and tear of property,
property, includincluding a
a reasonable allowance
allowance for obsolescence; and
and
(8) INTEREST.—All
INUESTE
.--AIZ interest paid within the taxable
taxable year on its
its
indebtedness, except
indebtedness,
except on indebtedness
indebtedness incurred or continued
continued to
to
purchase or
or carry
carry obligations (other
purchase
(other than obligations
obligations of the
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INCOME TAX.
TAX.
INCOME
United States
States issued
after September
September 24, 1917, and originally INSURANCE
issued after
United
INSURANCE
ECOMPANIES—
MPANI
o
c
wholly
is
which
subscribed
for
by
the
taxpayer)
the
interest
upon
which
wholly
upon
interest
the
subscribed for by the taxpayer)
Contd.
exempt
from taxation
taxation under this title.
exempt from

under sub(b)
RENTAL VALUE
VALUE OF
OF REAL
REAL ESTATE.-The
ESTATE.—The deduction
deduction under
sub(b) RENTAL
section on
section (a)
(6) or
or (7)
(7) of
of this
this section
on account
account of any real
real estate
estate
(a) (6)
section
cornowned
and occupied
occupied in
whole or
or in
by a
life insurance coma life
part by
in part
in whole
owned and
ratio
pany, shall
shall be
be limited
limited to
to an amount which bears the same ratio
pany,
subsection) as
to
(computed without
regard to
to this
this subsection)
without regard
deduction (computed
such deduction
to such
the rental
rental value
of the
the space
space not
occupied bears to the rental
not so occupied
value of
the
value of
entire property.
property.
the entire
of the
value
a forfor(C) FOREIGN
LIFE INSURANCE
INSURANCE COMPANIES.-In
COMPANIES.—In the
case of
of a
the case
FOREIGN LIFE
(c)
eign
life insurance
amount of its net income
income for any
the amount
company the
insurance company
eign life
taxable
year from
sources within
within the
the United
United States shall be the
from sources
taxable year
same
proportion
of
its
net
income
for
the
taxable
sources
taxable year from sources
the
for
same proportion of its net income
within
and without
States, which the reserve funds
United States,
the United
without the
within and
required by
by law
it at
the end
end of the taxable year upon
at the
by it
held by
and held
law and
required
business
within the
the United
States is of
of the reserve funds
United States
transacted within
business transacted
held
by
it
at
the
end
of
the
taxable
year
upon
business transacted.
all
upon
year
taxable
the
held by it at the end of

Rental
value of
real
of real
ental value
estate.
Deduction
of proporDeductionofpropordepreof depretionate
part of
tionate part
elation, etc., expenes.
ciation,
expenses.
Determination
of.
Determination of.
Foreign life insurance cmpa
companies. insur
Net
income on busibusiincome
Net
ness
in United on
States.
ni

Insurancelies
companies
othnuranc
MUTUAL. other
COMPANIES OTHER THAN
SEC.
INSURANCE COMPANIES
THAN LIFE OR
OR MUTUAL
than life
life or
or mumuother than
204. INSURANCE
SEC. 204.
tual.
tual.
Tax
imposed.
Tax imposed.
by section 13 Ante,
imposed by
(a) IMPOSITION
lieu of
the tax
tax imposed
of the
TAx.-In lieu
OF TAx.—In
IMPOSITION OF
(a)
p. 686
taxable Ane, p. 8
of this title, there
there shall
levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid
paid for
for each
each taxable
be levied,
shall be

of this title,
year
the net
net income
income of
of every
every insurance
company (other than
insurance company
upon the
year upon
a
life or
mutual insurance
follows:
a tax as follows:
company) a
insurance company)
or mutual
a life
(1) In
the case
such a
domestic insurance
company, 1334
1334
insurance company,
a domestic
of such
case of
In the
(1)
per
centum of
of its
excess of the credit
income in excess
net income
its net
amount of
the amount
of the
per centum
provided in
in subsection
subsection (f)
section;
of this section;
(f) of
provided
(2) In
In the
the case
case of
13 3/
1 per
company, 133/4
insurance company,
foreign insurance
a foreign
such a
of such
(2)
the
within
sources
centum
of
the
amount
of
its
net
income
from
the
from
income
net
its
of
amount
centum of the
United States
States in
in excess
excess of
the credit
provided in subsection (f)
credit provided
of the
United
of
of this section.
(b) DEFINITION
the case
insurance
an insurance
of an
case of
ETc.-In the
INCOME, ETc.—In
OF INCOME,
DEFINITION OF
(b)
sectioncompany
subject
to
the
tax
imposed
by
section—
this
by
imposed
tax
the
to
subject
company
(1) GRoss
GROSS INCOME.-"
INCOME.—" Gross
Gross income"
income" means
the stun
sum of (A)
means the
(1)
year, from
taxable
the
the
combined
gross
amount
earned
during
taxable
during
earned
amount
gross
the combined
investment income
income and
from underwriting
underwriting income
income as
provided in
as provided
and from
investment
underwriting and
this subsection,
computed on
on the
the basis of the underwriting
subsection, computed
this
investment exhibit
exhibit of
the annual
annual statement
approved by the
statement approved
of the
investment
National
Convention
of
Insurance
Commissioners,
and (B)
(B) gain
gain
and
Commissioners,
Insurance
of
National Convention
during the
taxable year
from the
the sale
sale or
other disposition of
or other
year from
the taxable
during
under
property, and
(C) all
all other
items constituting
gross income
income under
constituting gross
other items
and (C)
property,

section 22;

Domestic companies.
Dome-ticcompanies
Forei gncompanies.
companies.
Foreign

Definition of
terms.
of terms.
Definition

"Gross Income."
"Oroaincome."

"Net income."
income as "Netincome."
(2)
NET INCOME.—"
Net income"
income" means
means the
gross income
the gross
INCOME.-" Net
(2) NET
defined
in paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
deductions
the deductions
less the
subsection less
this subsection
of this
defined in
(c) of this section;
allowed
subsection (c)
section;
by subsection
allowed by
"Investment inin"Investment
means the
(3)
Investment income"
income" means
the come."
INCOME--" Investment
INVESTMENT iNcomn.—"
(3) INVESTMENT
year
taxable
gross
amount
of
income
earned
during
from
the
during
earned
income
of
amount
gross
interest,
dividends, and
and rents,
follows:
computed as follows:
rents, computed
interest, dividends,
Sources of.
To
all
interest,
dividends
and
rents
received
during the taxable souof".
during
received
rents
and
dividends
interest,
To all
year,
add
and rents
due and
and accrued
accrued at the
rents due
dividends and
interest, dividends
add interest,
year,
end of the taxable
taxable year,
and
deduct all
all interest,
dividends and
and
dividends
interest,
deduct
and
year,
end of the
"Underwriting Inrents due and
and accrued
accrued at
at the
end
of
the
preceding
taxable
year;
"Und e w it ig inyear;
taxable
come."
preceding
the
the end of
rents due
means
income" means
(4) UNDERWRI
TING INCOME.—"
Underwriting income"
INCOME-" Underwriting
UNDERWRTING
(4)
the
on insurance
during the
the taxable
taxable
contracts during
insurance contracts
earned on
premiums earned
the premiums
year
less
losses
incurred
and
expenses
incurred;
incurred;
expenses
and
incurred
Premiums earned.
year less losses
(5) PREMIUMS
Premiums earned
earned on
on insurance
insurance concon- Prliumsearnd.
EARNED.-" Premiums
PREMIUnMS EARNED.—"
(5)
tracts
during the
the taxable
year" means
means an
an amount
computed as
as
amount computed
taxable year"
tracts during

follows:
follows:

734
734

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

INCOME TAX.
INCOME
TAX.
IN
INSURANCE

COMPANIES—
COMPANIES-

Contd.
Computation
omputation of.

"Losses incurred."

"ses
inced.

Computation of.

in-

e"penses

CH.
CH. 277.
277.

MAY
10, 1934.
1934.
MAY 10,

From the
the amount
amount of
gross premiums
premiums written
conFrom
of gross
written on
on insurance
insurance contracts during
during the
the taxable
deduct return
return premiums
and
tracts
taxable year,
year, deduct
premiums and
premiums
paid
for
reinsurance.
To
the
result
so
obtained
add
add
so
obtained
result
To
the
reinsurance.
premiums paid for
unearned premiums
premiums on
outstanding business
at the
the
unearned
on outstanding
business at
the end
end of
of the
preceding taxable
taxable year
and deduct
premiums on
on outoutpreceding
year and
deduct unearned
unearned premiums
standing business
business at
at the
the end
of the
the taxable
year;
standing
end of
taxable year;
(6) LossEs
Lossus INOURRED.-"
INCURRED.— Losses
Losses incurred"
means losses
losses incurred
(6)
incurred " means
incurred
during the
taxable year
insurance contracts,
computed as
during
the taxable
year on
on insurance
contracts, computed
as
follows:
follows:
To
during the
salvage and
and reinTo losses
losses paid
paid during
the taxable
taxable year,
year, add
add salvage
reinsurance recoverable
at the
the end
end of
of the
the preceding
preceding taxsurance
recoverable outstanding
outstanding at
taxable
deduct salvage
reinsurance recoverable
recoverable
able year,
year, and
and deduct
salvage and
and reinsurance
outstanding at
at the
the end
year. To
To the
result so
so
outstanding
end of
of the
the taxable
taxable year.
the result
obtained
add all
all unpaid
unpaid losses
losses outstanding
the end
end of
of the
outstanding at
at the
the
obtained add
taxable
losses outstanding
outstanding at
at the
the end
end
taxable year
year and
and deduct
deduct unpaid
unpaid losses
of
the preceding
taxable year:
year;
of the
preceding taxable
Expenses incurred"
means all
incurred" means
INCUrRuED.- Expenses
(7) ExPENsus
EXPENSES INCURRED.—
expenses
shown on
annual statement
approved by
by the
the National
expenses shown
on the
the annual
statement approved
National
Convention of
of Insurance
Commissioners, and
shall be
Convention
Insurance Commissioners,
and shall
be computed
computed
as follows:
follows:
as
"

Computation of.

"Expenses
curred."

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

in-

"

To all expenses paid during the taxable
taxable year add expenses

Computation of.
Computationof.

unpaid at
the end
of the
taxable year
year and
deduct expenses
unpaid
at the
end of
the taxable
and deduct
expenses unpaid
unpaid

at the end of the preceding
preceding taxable year. For the purpose of

Net
income.
Netincome.

Deductions
allowed.
Deductionsallowed.

Business
Business expenses.
expenses.
Ante,. p.
Ante,
p. 688.

Interest.
Taxes.
Losses.
lmosses.
Losses
iosses from
from
limitation.
Ante, p. 715.

sales;
sales;

p.

Worthless debts.
Worthless
debts.

Dividends
from corDividends from
poration!.

cor-

Exempt
interest.
xtempt interest.
Aide, p. ti87.
t

Exhaustion, eta., of
property.
propexty.n

t

'tc

i

Deductions allowed
corprationsr
foreign
corporations
DGeducion
l for
United
business,
Uite States
States business.
POJi, p. 737.
Duplications Prohibp
ited.""atios
ited.
Computations.

cosmputations.

loi

against net
Credits against
income.
Ante, p.. 692.
69

computing the
net income
subject to the tax imposed by
by this
this secseccomputing
the net
income subject
tion
defined
tion there
there shall
shall be deducted
deducted from expenses
expenses incurred
incurred as
as defined
in this
this paragraph
incurred which
as
paragraph all
all expenses
expenses incurred
which are
are not
not allowed
allowed as
in
deductions
by subsection
of this
section.
deductions by
subsection (c)
(c) of
this section.
(C)
(c) DEDUorrONS
DEDUCTIONS AJJOWED.-In
ALLowun.—In computing
computing the net income of an
an
insurance
company subject
imposed by
by this
section there
there
insurance company
subject to
to the
the tax
tax imposed
this section

shall be allowed as deductions:
deductions:
(1)
(1) All ordinary and necessary
necessary expenses incurred, as provided
provided
in section 23(a);
23(a) ;
(2 i All interest as provided
2(b);;
provided in section 23(b)
3 Taxes as provided in section 23
(c); ;
(3
23(c)
4) Losses incurred
(4
incurred as defined in subsection
subsection (b) (6)
(6) of this
section;
section;
(5)
(5) Subject to the limitation contained
contained in section
section 117(d),
losses
117(d), losses
sustained
during the
the taxable
taxable year
year from
from the
sale or
or other
sustained during
the sale
other disposidisposition of
of property;
property;
tion
(6) Bad debts in the nature of agency balances and bills receivable ascertained
ascertained to be
be worthless
worthless and
and charged
charged off
off within
within the
the
taxable
rear;
taxable -,year;
(7)
The amount received
(7) 'I'_ie
received as dividends
dividends from corporations
as
corporations as
provided in section 23(p)
23(p);;
(8) The amount of interest earned during
during the taxable year
year
income;
which under section 22(b) (4) is excluded from gross income;
(9)
A reasonable
wear and
tear of
of
and tear
exhaustion, wear
the exhaustion,
for the
allowance for
reasonable allowance
(9) A
property, as
as provided
provided in
in section
section 23(1).
property,
28(1).
(d)
EDDUCTIONS OF
OF FOREIGN
case of
a for(d) DEDUCTIONS
FOREIGN CORPORATTONS.-In
CORPORATIONS.—In
a
allowed in this the
section
shall
be
eign
in this
this section
the deductions
be
eign corporation
corporation the
deductions allowed
allowed in
section shall
shall be
allowed to the extent
I.
extent provided in Supplement
Supplement I.
(e) DOUBLE DumforioNs.—Nothing
oWs.-Nothing in this section shall
D
CoN
(e)
shall be
be conconstrued
permit the same item to be twice deducted.
strued to
to permit
(f) For
purpose only
only of
of the
imposed by
this section
(f)
For the
the purpose
the tax
tax imposed
by this
section
there shall be allowed
as
a
eredit
against
allowed
a. credit
net income (or, in
in the
ease
case of a
a foreign
foreign corporation,
corporation, against net income
income from
from sources
sources
within
nited States) the amount received
within the United
received as interest
interest upon obligations of the United States or of corporations
under
corporations organized
organized under

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 277.
CH.

735
735

MAY 10, 1934.
MAY

allowed to an individual
Act of
of Congress
Congress which
which is
individual as aa credit
is allowed
Act
(3).
or (3).
(2) or
purposes of
of normal
normal tax
by section
25(a) (2)
section 25(a)
tax by
purposes
POSSESSIONS
AND
SEC.
205. TAXES
TAXES OF FOREIGN
COUNTRIES
FOREIGN COUNTRIES
SEC. 205.

for

INCOME
TAX.
INCOME TAX.
INSURANCE

COMPANIESCOMPANIES—
Contd.

OF

Foreign, etc.,
etc., taxes.
taxes.

UNITED STATES.
STATES.

Credit for,
for, alowed
allowed
Credit
excess-profits taxes domestic
and excess-profits
The amount
of income,
war-profits, and
income, war-profits,
amount of
The
insurance
companies.
United
imposed
by
foreign
countries
or
possessions
of
the
States
possessions
or
imposed by foreign countries
a domestic
shall
be allowed
as aa credit
domestic insurance
against the tax of a
credit against
allowed as
shall be
201 or 204, to the Ante, p. 731.
section 201
company subject
subject to
the tax
imposed by
by section
tax imposed
to the
company
8
Ante, p.
p. 71
718.
in section
corporation in
extent
the case
of aa domestic
domestic corporation
section 131, Ante,
case of
in the
provided in
extent provided
net
means
and
in
such
cases
"
net
income"
as
used
in
that
section
the
net
that
in
used
as
"
and in such cases " net income
this Supplement.
income
defined in this
as defined
income as

INCOME
COMPUTATION OF GROSS INCOME.
SEC. 206. COMPUTATION
companies subject to the tax imposed
The gross
gross income
income of
insurance companies
of insurance
The
in the manner provided
determined in
not be
by section
or 204
be determined
provided
shall not
204 shall
201 or
section 201
by
in
section
119.
in section 119.
SEC. 207.
207. MUTUAL
MUTUAL INSURANCE
INSURANCE COMPANIES
COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE.
SEC.

Gross income.
inome
Gro
Computation.
Ante, p.
Ante, p.

Ante, p.73l
731.
Ante, p. 716.

Mutual insurance
insurance
Mutual
companies other than
companies
life.

other e.Taxable
Taxable as other cor(a)
insurance companies,
companies, other
TITLE.-Mutual insurance
OF TITLE.—Mutual
APPLICATION OF
(a) APPLICATION
porations.
porations.
in
taxable
than
life
insurance
companies,
shall
be
be
the
same
manner
shall
companies,
insurance
life
than
as other
except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided in this section.
corporations, except
other corporations,
as
Gross
preincome; preGross income;
marine-insurance companies shall
(b) GROSS
shall miums
INcoME.-Mutual marine-insurance
GROSS INcomE.—Mutual
(b)
less reinsurance.
miumsessreisurnce.
by
and received
include
in gross
gross premiums
premiums collected
collected and
received
the gross
income the
gross income
include in
them less amounts
amounts paid for reinsurance.
reinsurance.
them
Additional
deducAdditional deduccor- tions.
(
C)DEDUCTIONS.—In
DEDUCTIONS.-In addition to the deductions allowed to cor(c)
es.
p.
Ante,
Ante,
688.
cominsurance
to
porations
by
section
23
the
following
deductions
to
insurance
deductions
following
the
23
section
by
porations
allowedpanies
allowed, unless otherwise
otherwise allowed—
be allowed,
also be
shall also
panies shall
Mutual insurance
insurance
Mutual
THAN
OTHER
(1)
MUTUAL
INSURANCE
COMPANIES
OTHER
THAN LIFE
LIFE IN'SURINSUR- companies.
COMPANIES
INSURANCE
MUTUAL
(1)
companes
life
than
ANCE.—In
the case
insurance companies
companies other
other than life
mutual insurance
of mutual
case of
ANCE.-In the
insurance
companies—
insurance companiesAddition
to reserve
reserve
Addition to
within the funds.
to be
(A)
the net
by law
law to
be made
made within
required by
addition required
net addition
(A) the
taxable
reserve funds
(including in the case of assess-und
assessfunds (including
to reserve
year to
taxable year
ment insurance
companies the
the actual
actual deposit
deposit of
of sums with State
insurance companies
ment
as additions to guarantee
or Territorial
Territorial officers
law as
to law
pursuant to
officers pursuant
or
funds) ;and
and
or reserve funds);
Policy
and annuity
annuity
Policysand
(B) the
the sums
than dividends
dividends paid within the taxable
taxable contracts.
other than
sums other
(B)
year
on policy
contracts.
annuity contracts.
and annuity
policy and
year on
Mutual marine
inmarine inMutual
INSURANCE COMPANIES.-In
(2)
MUTUAL MARINE
MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANIES.—In the
the case
case of
of surance
(2) MUTUAL
surance companies.
Repayments to
to polpolRepayments
deductions
the
to
mutual
insurance companies,
in addition
addition to the deductions icy holders.
companies, in
marine insurance
mutual marine
otherwise icy holders.
allowed in
paragraph (1)
(1) of
of this
this subsection,
subsection, unless
unless otherwise
in paragraph
allowed
allowed,
amounts repaid
repaid to
on account
premiums
account of premiums
policyholders on
to policyholders
allowed, amounts
previously
paid by
by them,
them, and
and interest
interest paid upon such amounts
previously paid
between
ascertainment and
and the
thereof;
payment thereof;
the payment
the ascertainment
between the
other
Companies other
AND Companies
LIFE AND
THAN LIFE
OTHER THAN
COMPANIES OTHER
INSURANCE COMPANIES
MUTUAL INSURANCE
(3)
(3) MUTUAL
than life
life and marine.
Premium
deposits rePremnumdepositsreMARINE.—In
the
case
of
mutual
insurance
companies
(including
(including
MARINE.-In the case of mutual insurance companies
turned.
interinsurers and
reciprocal underwriters,
not including
including mutual
mutual trned
but not
underwriters, but
and reciprocal
interinsurers
life
mutual marine
their memmemrequiring their
companies) requiring
insurance companies)
marine insurance
or mutual
life or
bers
to
make
premium
deposits
to
provide
for
losses
and
expenses,
expenses,
and
losses
for
provide
to
deposits
premium
bers to make
the
premium deposits
deposits returned
returned to
policyholders
their policyholders
to their
of premium
amount of
the amount
and
the
amount
of
premium
deposits
retained
for
the
of
payment of
the payment
for
retained
deposits
premium
of
and the amount
losses, expenses,
reinsurance reserves.
reserves.
and reinsurance
expenses, and
losses,
Supplement H—Nonresident
Individuals
Alien Individuals
H-Nonresident Alien
Supplement
SEC.
GROSS INCOME.
INCOME.
211. GROSS
SEC. 211.

NONRESIDENT
NONRESIDENT
INDIVIDUALS.
Gross income.

ALIEN
ALIEN

INDIVID

Grossincome.

Includes United

(a)
the case
case of
nonresident alien
alien individual
States aourcee
only.
des United
individual sInc
a nonresident
of a
RULE.-In the
GZNZFAL RuLE.—In
(a) GENERAL
gross
includes only
the gross
gross income
income from
from sources
sources within
the
within the
only the
income includes
gross income
United
States.
United States.
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736
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

INCOME TAX.
NONRESIDE
NONRESIDENT
ALIEN
INDIVIDALIEN
UALS—Contd.
Earnings from
from foraningsL
operations
eign ship operations
tax exempt.

TAX.

ship

tax

exempt.

Deductions.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH. 277.
271%
CH.

MAY
10, 1934.
MAY 10,

(b)
HIPS UNDER
UNDER FOREIGN
FLAG.—The income
income of
nonresident
a nonresident
of a
FOREIGN FLAG.-The
SHIPS
(b) S
alien individual
consists exclusively
exclusively of
of earnings
earnings derived
derived from
from
which consists
individual which
alien
a
of a
the operation
operation of
of a
a ship
ship or
or ships
ships documented
documented under
under the laws
laws
.
the
foreign
foreign country which grants an equivalent
equivalent exemption to citizens of
of
i
the United
States and
corporations organized in
nthe United States,
and to corporations
the
United States
shall
not
be
included
in
gross
income
and
shall
be
exempt from
be exempt
shall
and
income
gross
in
shall not be included
title.
taxation under this title.
taxation
SEC. 212. DEDUCTIONS.
SEC.

(a)
GENERAL RULE.—In
the case
case of
individual
alien individual
a nonresident
nonresident alien
of a
RULE.-In the
(a) GENERAL
the
deductions shall
allowed only
only if
if and
to the
the extent
extent that they
and to
be allowed
shall be
the deductions
are connected
connected with income from sources
sources within the United States;
States;
and the
the proper
proper apportionment
apportionment and
with
deductions with
of the
the deductions
allocation of
and allocation
and
respect to
within and without
without the United States
of income
income within
sources of
to sources
respect
and
Ante,
p. 716.
section 119,
as provided
shall be
determined as
provided in
in section
119, under
under rules
rules and
shall
be determined
Antle, p*.
the
regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner
the approval
approval of the
with the
Commissioner with
regulations prescribed
Secretary.
Secretary.
(b)
LOSSES.—
(b) Losses.Losses.
(1) The
losses not
not connected
connected with
with the
the trade
or
trade or
for losses
deduction, for
The deduction,
(1)
with
Not connecte
connected with
business if
incurred in
in transactions
transactions entered
allowed
into for profit, allowed
entered into
if incurred
business
trade or business.
tradeor
Ante,p.
p. 659.
Ante,
s.
by section 23(e) (2)
connected
(2) shall be allowed whether or not connected
if the
with
income from
from sources
the United States,
States, but only if
within the
sources within
with income
profit,
transaction had
had resulted
resulted in
taxable
be taxable
would be
profit, would
in aaprofit,
if such
such transaction
profit, if
under this title.
etc., losses
losses
Casualty,
etc,
losiss
(2)
The deduction
asualty,
(2)
The
deduction for losses of property
property not connected with the
not
connected
with
not connected with
\.
trade
or business
arising from
certain casualties
theft, allowed
business.
business.
trade or
business ifif arising
from certain
casualties or
or theft,
allowed
by
23(e) (3), shall be allowed whether or not connected
connected
by section
section 23(e)(3),
with
sources within the United States, but only if
if
income from sources
with income
the loss
property within
the United
States.
United States.
within the
is of
of property
the
loss is
Charitable, etc., con" charitable
CONTRIBUTIONS.-The so-called "
(G) CHARITABLE,
CHARITABLE, ETC.,
ETC., CONTRIBEITIONS.--The
(C)
on
tributaiosalloeedt
tributions
allowed only
allowed
to
domestic corporacontribution" deduction
corpora- contribution"
to domestic
deduction allowed
allowed by section 23(o) shall be allowed
tions, etc.
tions,
etc.
connected with income from sources within
whether
within the
whether or not connected
Ate,
t p.
Ante,
p. 690.0.
United
States, but
only as
as to
to contributions
gifts made to domestic
contributions or gifts
but only
United States,
created
or to community
corporations,
community chests, funds, or foundations, created
corporations, or
in
States, or to the vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation fund.
United States,
in the United

Allowed
cononly if
if conAllowed only
nected with income
from
States
from United States
sources.
sources.

vnited

against net
Credits against
income.

NET INCOME.
CREDITS AGAINST
SEC. 213. CREDITS
AGAINST NET
INCOME.

exemption.
nonresident alien individual the personal exempIn
Personal exemption.
In the case of aanonresident
Ante, p.693.
p. 693.
.Ate,
tion allowed
allowed by
tion
by section
section 25(b)
25(b) (1)
(1) of
of this title shall be only $1,000.
S1,000.
Dependents,
(2) shall not be
(b) (2)
Depndents, itif from The credit for dependents
dependents allowed by section 25
25(b)

country.
coniguous country.

Contiguous

Allowance
Allowance deductions and credits.
Filing return of total
retrn
of tUot
i
income
from United
States sources.

nonresident alien individual unless he is aa
allowed in the case of aanonresident
resident of a
acontiguous
contiguous country.
resident
DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS.
SEC. 214. ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIONS

(a)
RETTTRN TO
TO CONTAIN
CONTAIN INFORIVIATION.—A
nonresident alien
alien indiindiINFORMATION.-A nonresident
(a) RETUN
allowed
vidual shall receive the benefit of the deductions and credits allowed
to
in this
this title
title only
filing or causing to be filed with the
by filing
him in
only by
to him
a true and accurate
collector a
accurate return of his total income received from
all sources in the United States, in the manner prescribed
prescribed in this
Commissioner
title; including
including therein all the information
information which the Commissioner
may deem
deem necessary for the calculation of such deductions and
credits.
Personal exemption
(b) TAX WITHHELD
redits," etc.,extc
byiong
(b)
W ITHHELD AT SOUR.C-The
Sol:aim—The benefit of the personal
personal
credits,
by filing
the discretion
discretion of the
dependents, may, in
in the
credit for
for dependents,
claim with withhold- exemption and credit
ing agent.
ingaent.
Commissioner and under
under regulations prescribed
prescribed by him with the
a nonresident
nonresident alien
approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be received
received by
by a
alien indiindividual entitled thereto, by filing aa claim therefor with the withwithholding agent.

fng
states sources.
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SEC.
215. CREDITS
AGAINST TAX.
TAX.
CREDITS AGAINST
SEC. 215.

INCOME TAX.
INCOME
NONRESIDENT
NONRESIDENT
tilAr_ cor dDIVID-

A nonresident
not be
allowed the credits UALS-Contd.
be allowed
shall not
individual shall
alien individual
nonresident alien
A
dits agist ta
of the
possessions of
and possessions
against
for taxes
taxes of
countries and
the Vcgi
foreign countries
of foreign
tax for
t
l=istfO;L of
the tax
against the
foreign governments.
United
States
allowed
by
section
131.
131.
United States allowed by section
Ante,
718.
.
Ante, pp. 718.
SEC. 216.
RETURNS.
216. RETURNS.
SEC.
In
the case
case of
nonresident alien
individual the return, in
in lieu
lieu of
of
alien individual
of aanonresident
In the
before
made
be
the
time
prescribed
in
section
53(a)
(1),
shall
be
made
on
or
shall
(1),
53(a)
the time prescribed in section
the fifteenth
day of
of the
the sixth
month following
following the close of the fiscal
fiscal
sixth month
fifteenth day
the
year,
or,
if
the
return
is
made
on
the
basis
of the calendar year, then
basis of
the
on
made
is
year, or, if the return
on
the fifteenth
fifteenth day of June.
before the
or before
on or

Returns.
Retur

ins
Time for filing.
627.
Ante, p. 697.

SEC. 217.
217. PAYMENT
TAX.
OF TAX.
PAYMENT OF
SEC.

Payment
Payment of tax.

india nonresident
case of a
the case
(a) TIME
nonresident alien
alien indiPAYMENT.-In the
OF PAYMENT.—III
TIME or
(a)
be
vidual
the
total
amount
of
tax
imposed
by
this
shall
paid,
title
this
vidual the total amount of tax imposed by
in
lieu of
the time
time prescribed
56(a), on
on the fifteenth
fifteenth day
section 56(a),
in section
prescribed in
of the
in lieu
if the return
of
June following
following the
the close
the calendar
or, if
year, or,
calendar year,
of the
close of
of June
fifteenth
should be
be made
made on
on the
of aa fiscal
fiscal year,
year, then on the fifteenth
basis of
the basis
should
day of
athe
the sixth
the close of the fiscal year.
following the
month following
sixth month
day
of tax
(b)
WITHHOLDING AT
SOURCE.—For withholding
tax
withholding at source of
AT SOURCE.-For
(b) WITHHOLDING
on income of nonresident
aliens,
see
section
143.
of nonresident aliens, see section 143.

Time designated

on income
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Corporations
I-Foreign Corporations
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source.
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FOREIGN
FOREION CORPORATIONS.
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Gross income.
income.
Gross

SEC. 231.
INCOME.
GROSS INCOME.
231. GROSS
SEC.

United
sources
States sources
tnited States
corporation gross only.
(a)
RULE.—In the
the case
case of
of a
a foreign
foreign corporation
GENERAL RULE.-In
(a) GENERAL
only
the
within
income
includes
only
the
gross
income
from
sources
from
income includes only the gross income
Ships under foreign
United States.
States.
United States
forei gn
United
condtiondos.
ag, conditions.
(b) S
ILIPS UNDER
of a
foreign flag,
a foreign
income of
FLAG.-The income
FOREIGN FLAG.—The
UNDER FOREIGN
(b) SHIPS
the
corporation,
consists exclusively
earnings derived
derived from
of earnings
exclusively of
which consists
corporation, which
operation
ships documented
documented under
the laws of a
a foreign
under the
or ships
ship or
of aaship
operation of
the
of the
country
which
grants
an
equivalent
exemption
to
citizens
of
exemption
equivalent
an
grants
country which
States,
United
United States
and
to
corporations
organized
in
the
the
in
United States and to corporations organized
shall not
not be
included in
income and
shall be exempt from
and shall
gross income
in gross
be included
shall
taxation under
under this
this title.
taxation
Deductions.
Deductions.
edtons
SEC.
232.
DEDUCTIONS.
SEC. 232. DEDUCTIONS.
In the case of
of a
foreign corporation
corporation the
shall be
be allowed
allowed como
eoAm
irffrom
ed
rom rnited
deductions shall
the deductions
a foreign
In the case
Statessources.
from
only if and to
to the
the extent
that
they
are
connected
with
income
from
Staten
sources.
e<
income
with
extent that they are connected
only if and
Apportionment.
Apportionment.
sources within
the
United
States;
and
the
proper
apportionment
apportionment
proper
the
and
States;
United
the
sources within
and allocation of the
deductions with
with respect
respect to
sources within
and Ante, p. 716.
within and
to sources
of the deductions
allocation
and
Ante p. 71&
section
in
provided
without the
United
States
shall
be
determined
as
provided
as
determined
be
shall
States
without the United
119, under rules and
regulations
prescribed
by
the
Commissioner
Commissioner
the
119, under rules and regulations prescribed by
with the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
of the
approval of
the approval
with
eduitS
e of
llowand
CREDITS.
tions
and credits.
SEC. 233.
ALLOWANCE OF
OF D
EDUCTIONS AND
Allowance
of deducAND CREDITS.
DEDUCTIONS
233. ALLOWANCE
SEC.
by
only
of.
B^neft
deductions filing
the deductions
benefit of
all
return
receive
shall rec
A foreign
corporation shall
eive the
the benefit
of the
Benefit
of, of
only
by
come
from
turn
of
all ininforeign corporation
A
United
from
come
to
causing
or
filing
by
title
this
in
it
and
credits
allowed
to
it
in
this
only
by
filing
o
r
causin
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to
to
allowed
and credits
on
states swre"
be filed with the collector
collector a
true and
return of
total state
its total
of its
accurate return
and accurate
a true
with the
be filed received
income
from all sources
in
the
United
States,
in
the
manner
manner
the
in
States,
United
the
in
from all sources
income received
prescribed
in this title; including
therein all
information which
which
the information
all the
this title; including therein
in
prescribed
the Commissioner may
may deem
deem necessary
for
the
calculation
of such
calculation
the
for
necessary
the Commissioner
deductions and
credits.
and credits.
deductions
Credits againstt tax.
crdit again ta.
SEC. 234. CREDITS AGAINST
TAX.
SEC. 234. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.
for, of
Foreign corporations shall not be allowed the
the credits
the fo arOones
for, of
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credits against
Foreign corporations shall not be allowed
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United
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of
possessions
tax
for
taxes
of
foreign
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SEC.
SEC.235.
RETURNS.
235. RETURNS.

In the
the case
case of
corporation not
not having
having any
any office
place
In
of a
a foreign
foreign corporation
office or
or place

of business in the United
United States the return, in lieu
lieu of the time preprescribed in section 53(a)
53 (a) (1),
(1), shall
shall be
made on
fifteenth
be made
on or
or before
before the
the fifteenth

day
of the
sixth month
month following
following the
the close
or,
day of
the sixth
close of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year,
year, or,

by

Return by agent.

return is
is made
on the
of the
year then
or
ifif the
the return
made on
the basis
basis of
the calendar
calendar year
then on
on or

If any
corporation has
has
before the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of June.
June. If
any foreign
foreign corporation
or place
of business
but has
has an
agent
no office or
place of
business in
in the
the United
United States
States but
an agent
in the
return shall
shall be
the agent.
in
the United
United States,
States, the
the return
be made
made by
by the
agent.

Payment
Payment of
of tax.
tax.

SEC.
PAYMENT OF
SEC. 236. PAYMENT
OF TAX.
TAX.

Time specified.

(a)
foreign corporation
corporation not
(a) TIME OF PAYMENT.—In
PAYMENT.-In the
the case
case of
of aaforeign
not
having
any office
office or
place of
in the
the total
total
having any
or place
of business
business in
the United
United States
States the
amount of tax imposed by this title shall be paid, in lieu of the time
prescribed
the fifteenth
day of
of June
prescribed in
in section 56(a),
56(a), on
on the
fifteenth day
June following
following
the
or, if
if the
the return
be made
on
the close
close of the
the calendar
calendar year,
year, or,
return should
should be
made on
day of
the sixth
month
the basis of a
a fiscal year, then on the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
of the
sixth month
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
following the
the close of
(b)
WITHHOLDING AT
AT SouitcrE.—For
SOURE.--For withholding at source
source of tax
(b) WITHHOLDING
tax
on
on income
income of
of foreign
corporations, see
143.
foreign corporations,
see section
section 143.

Time specified.
Ante, p. 697.

Ante, p. 97.

Withholding
Withholding tax
at
tsx at
source.
Ante, p. 725.

Ante, p. 723.

Foreign
Foreign
mpanies.
companies.

insurance
insurance
ce
SEC.237.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
COMPANIES.
SEC.
237. FOREIGN
FOREIGN INSURANCE

is

Special
provisions.
Specialprovisions.

For special provisions relating to foreign
foreign insurance
insurance companies,
companies,
see Supplement
Supplement G.

Affiliation.
Affiliation.

SEC.
238. AFFILIATION.
SEC. 238.
AFFILIATION.

0
3
i.i'ourtnei,g1nx.corporations.
toreign
orporatons.

POSSESSIONS OF
THE
UNITED

TPEOSESSIN E F

STATES.
STATES.

A foreign
A
foreign corporation
not be
affiliated with
with
corporation shall
shall not
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be affiliated
any other corporation within the
the meaning
meaning of section
section 141.
141.
Supplement J-Possessions
J—Possessions of
United States
Supplement
of the
the United
States

from sources SEC.
INCOME FROM
FROM SOURCES
SEC 251.
251. INCOME
SOURCES WITHIN POSSESSIONS OF UNITED
UNITED
STATES.
STATES.

Income from sources
within.

Gross income of Citizens, ete.income of iti-

(a)
GENIERAL
ReLE.-In the case of citizens of the United
States
(a) G
ENERAL RITLE.—In
United States
or domestic corporations, satisfying
satisfying the following
following conditions, gross
income means only gross income from sources within
within the
the United
States—
StatesPercent
derived
If 80
percent
derived
8
fro
(1)
80 per centum
or more
more of
of the
income of
such citiSttes
nted States
(1) IfIf 80
oentum or
the gross
gross income
from lInited
of such
citisources.
sources,
zen or domestic
the benefit
benefit of
domestic corporation
corporation (computed
(computed without the
of this
this
section),
immediately preceding the
section), for the three-year perod
period immediately
the
close of the taxable year (or for such part of such
such period
period immeimmediately preceding
clos of such taxable year as may be applipreceding tile
the close
sources within aapossession of
cable) was derived from sources
the United
United
of the
States.
States; and
If corporation de.
f cprat
rived
() I,
50 percent
percent from
in the
the case
case of
of such
50 per
per centum
or more
more
sueh corporation
corporation, 50
centum or
(2)
If, in
cnrphacasepeom
business therein.
of its gross income (computed w
without
ithoutthe benefit of this section)
section)
for such period or such part thereof was derived from the active
conduct of a
a trade or business within a
a possession of
of the United
United
States; or
or
itizen derived
IIf citizen
derived 50
Sates;
perent from active
(3) If,
If, in case of such citizen, 50 ?er
percent
per centum or more of his
(3)
business
therein.
sneesstherein.
gross
income (computed
gross income
(computed without
without the
the benefit
Deno& of
of this
this section)
section) for
such period or
or such part thereof was derived from the active
conduct of a
a trade or business within a
a possession of the United
United
States either on
on. his own account or as an employee or agent
agent of
another.
Amounts received in
0
United
ted States.
1luo
eid
in
(b)
XTS R
RECEIVD
IN IUNrED
SyTTEs.--Notwithstanding
(b) A3o
AwtouNrs
ECEIVED IN
UNITED STATES.
—
Notwithstanding the
the
Included iin gross inInlued
in- provisions of subsection (a) there shall be included in gross income
come.
provisions of subsection (a) there shall be included in gross income
all amounts
by such citizens or corporations
all
amounts received
received by
corporations within the
eross
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United States, whether derived
sources within or without
without the
derived from sources
United
United States.
States.
" possession
in this section the term "
(c)
DxFINITION.-As used
(c) DRFINITION.—As
used in
possession of
include the Virgin
Virgin Islands
the
States" does not include
Islands of the
the United
United States"
United States.
DEDUCTIONS.(d)
(d) DEDIRMONS.—
(1) Citizens
(1)
Citizens of the United States entitled
entitled to the benefits of this
section shall
have the
the same
section
shall have
same deductions
deductions as
as are
are allowed
Suppleallowed by
by Suppleindividual.
alien individual.
a nonresident
H in
ment H
ment
in the
the case of
of a
nonresident alien
benefits of
of this
entitled to
(2) Domestic
corporations entitled
(2)
Domestic corporations
to the
the benefits
this secsection shall
have the
deductions as
allowed by
by Supplement
shall have
the same
same deductions
as are
are allowed
Supplement
I
I in the case of aa foreign corporation.
corporation.
(e) CREDITS
INCOME.—A citizen
States
citizen of the United States
AGAINST NET
NET INCOME.-A
(e)
CREDITS AGAINST
entitled
the benefits
section shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed a
a personal
personal
entitled to
to the
benefits of
of this
this section
exemption
of only
only $1,000
$1,000 and
the credit
credit for
for
allowed the
shall not
not be
be allowed
and shall
exemption of
dependents
in section
section 25(b)
25(b) (2).
dependents provided
provided in
(2).
(f)
DEDUCTIONS AND
AND CREDITS.-Citizens
CREnrrs.—Citizens of
(f) ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE OF
OF DEDUCTIONS
of the
the
United States and
domestic corporations
corporations entitled
to the
benefits of
of
and domestic
entitled to
the benefits
this
benefit of
deductions and
and credits
credits
this section
section shall
shall receive
receive the benefit
of the deductions
to be
title only
only by
by filing
or causing
allowed
them in
allowed to
to them
in this
this title
filing or
causing to
be filedl
filed
with
accurate return of their
their total income
with the collector aa true and accurate
received from
the United
United States,
the manner
manner preprereceived
from all sources
sources in
in the
States, in
in the
information which
scribed in
in this
this title;
title; including
including therein
therein all
all the
the information
which
Commissioner may deem necessary
necessary for
the calculation
of such
the Commissioner
for the
calculation of
such
deductions and
deductions
and credits.
credits.
AGAINST TAX.—Persons
(g)
CREDITS AGAINST
TAX.-Persons entitled
entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits of
(g) CREDITS
of
this
not be
the credits
credits against
against the.
taxes
the tax
tax for
for taxes
be allowed
allowed the
this section
section shall
shall not
of
countries and
possessions of
of the
the United
United States
States allowed
allowed
of foreign
foreign countries
and possessions
by
by section 131.
(h) AFFILIATION.-A
to the
the benefits
of this
(h)
AFFILIATION.—A corporation
corporation entitled
entitled to
benefits of
this
section shall not be deemed to be affiliated with
with any other
other corporation
of section
section 141.
141.
within the
the meaning
meaning of
tion within
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cor orations.
Ante, p.
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p. 737
Ante,
Ante,

Ante, p. 735.

a
gainst net
net
Credits against
. Credits
"Personal
Personal exemption.
exemption.

income.
income.

Ante, p. 693.
Ante
p. 69 -
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Allowance of deduc-

tiAloane
tions and credits.dredits.

Filingreturn
return of
of total
total
Filing
income.

Credits against
a
gainst tax.
tax.
Credi

ts
No allowance
allowance
for,
of
No
for, of

foreign countries.
countries.
foreign
Ante,
Ante,

p. 718.
718.
p.
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or
Afliltiit
to corApplicability to

porations.
porations.

Ante, P. 720.
t.
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Citizens
of PossesPosse,e
Citiz
ens of
SEC. 252. CITIZENS OF POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS OF UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
sionts of United
nitel States.
stlsI
sions
f
T
Taxation
of.
axationot
a citizen
of any
anylpossession
(a)
Any individual
individual who
who is
is a
citizen of
possession of
of the
the
(a) Any
United
not otherwise
otherwise aa citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
States)
United States
States (but
(but not
United States)
United States, shall
subject to
and who is not aa resident
resident of the United
shall be subject
taxation under
under this
this title
title only
to income
income derived
from sources
soiurces
only as
as to
derived frolm
taxation
within
United States,
and in
such case
case the
the tax
tax shall
be conlcomwithin the
the United
States, and
in such
shall be
puted
same manner
subject to the
the. same
salie condimanner and
and subject
puted and
and paid in the same
are taxable
who are
taxable only
only as to
tions as
as in
in the
the case
case of other
other persons
persons who
income
derived from
income derived
from such sources.
gin Islands.
(b)
Nothing in
section shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
alter or
or aend
amend Vir
Islands.
Virgin
to alter
in this
this section
(b) Nothing
Payment
tof taxes in
e" f tfe id'
P
not
making appropriations
the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
appropriations
the provisions
not affected.
Vol.
42,
p.
1
a
42,
p.
1l.
year ending
ending June
for the
the fiscal
for the
for
the naval
naval service
service for
fiscal year
June 30, 1922.
1922, and Vol.
for
approved July
1921, relating
relating to
imposifor other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
July 12,
12, 1921,
to thethe imposiincome taxes in the Virgin
Virgin Islands of the United
United States.
tion of income
Supplement K—China
Supplement
K-China Trade
Trade Act
Act Corporations
Corporations
SEC. 261.
CREDIT AGAINST
NET INCOME.
SEC.
261. CREDIT
AGAINST NET
INCOME.

CHINA TRADE
CORPORA
CORPORA-

ACT
ACT

TIONS.
TIONS.

Credit
against
Credit a
gainst
net.
t nnet
et

income
income.

Computation
and
Computation and
(a)
ALLOWANCE OF
CREDIT.—For the
purpose only
of the
the tax
tax proporti"on.
only of
the purpose
OF CREDIT.-For
(a) ALLOWANCE
proportion.
imposed
by section
13 there
be allowed,
in the
corpocase of
of aa corpoimposed by
section 13
there shall
shall be
allowed, in
the case
ration
under the
the China
Trade Act,
1922, in
addition to
to the
the
China Trade
Act. 1922,
in addition
ration organized
organized under
Ante, p. 693.
credit
26, a
net income
an Ante, tp. 9 3
income of
of an
credit against
against the
the net
in section
section 26,
a credit
credit provided
provided in
amount
income derived
the net
net income
derived from
proportion of the
amount equal
equal to the proportion
sources within
within China
China (determined
(determined in
in aa similar
to that
that
similar manner
manner to
sources
p. 716.
At. p.716.
the shares
provided
in section
section 119)
119) which
par value
value of
of the
shares of
of stock
stock Ante,
the par
which the
provided in
of
taxable year
year by
by
on the
the last
last day of the taxable
of the
the corporation
corporation owned on
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INCOME
TAX.
INCOME TAX.
(1) persons
persons resident
resident in
China, the
United States,
States, or
or possessions
possessions of
in China,
the United
of
CHINA TRADE
TRADE (1)
CHINA
ACT
CORPORA- the
the United
States,
and (2)
(2) individual
individual citizens
of
the United
United States
States
ACT
CORPORAUnited
States,
and
citizens
of
the
TIONS—Contd.
TIONS--ontd.
or
China wherever
bears to
the par
par value
value of
of the
whole
or China
wherever resident,
resident, bears
to the
the whole
number
of shares
shares of
of stock
stock of
on such
number of
of the
the corporation
corporation outstanding
outstanding on
such
Proviso.
PT11isO.
date:
Provided, That
in no
case
shall the
the amount
by
which
the
tax
date:
Provided,
That
in
no
case
shall
amount
by
which
the
tax
Limitation.
Ante, p. 686.
imposed
by section
13 is
diminished by
reason of
of such
686.
imposed by
section 13
is diminished
by reason
such credit
credit exceed
exceed
the
amount of
of the
special dividend
certified under
(b)
the amount
the special
dividend certified
under subsection
subsection (b)
of
section.
of this
this section.
Special dividend.
Special
(b)
SPECIAL DIVIDEND.—Such
shall not
allowed unless
unless
(b) SPECIAL
DIVIDEND.-Such credit
credit shall
not be
be allowed
Credit
to speCredit subject
subject to
special dividend to
Secretary of
of Commerce
has certified
to the
Commissioner—
to resi- the
the Secretary
Commerce
has
certified
to
the
Commissionerdents
of
China,
etc.
dents of China, etc.
(1) The
year ending
on the
the date
(1)
The amount
amount which,
which, during
during the
the year
ending on
date
fixed by
by law
law for
filing the
the return,
the corporation
corporation has
distributed
fixed
for filing
return, the
has distributed
as
a special
special dividend
dividend to
or for
for the
the benefit
of such
persons as
as a
to or
benefit of
such persons
as on
on

the
last day
day of
ofor the
the
taxable
year
resident
inor China,
the
United
the lastStates,
possessions
taxable of
year
the were
were
United
resident
States,in
China,
wereindithe
United States, or possessions of the United States, or were indiof the
the United
States or
China, and
and owned
owned shares
vidual citizens
citizens of
United States
or China,
shares
of stock
stock of
of the
the corporation;
corporation;
of
Additional, to
to all
(2) That
That such
special dividend
dividend was
was in
in addition
addition to
other
(2)
such special
to all
all other
other payments.
payments.
amounts, payable or to be payable to such persons or for their
benefit,
amounts,bypayable
reason or
of to
their
be interest
payable in
to the
suchcorporation;
persons or and
for their
benefit, by reason of their interest in the corporation; and
Proportionate
Proportionate distri(3) That
such distribution
distribution has
has been
been made
made to
or for
for the
the benefit
(3)
That such
to or
benefit
bution to stock owned.
of
such persons
in proportion
proportion to
the par
value of
shares of
of such
persons in
to the
par value
of the
the shares
of
stock of the corporation owned
by each;
each; except
that if
the corcorowned by
except that
if the
poration has more than one
stock, the
one class
class of
of stock,
the certificates
certificates shall
shall
contain a
a statement that the articles of incorporation
provide a
incorporation provide
a
method
method for
of such
special dividend
dividend among
among
for the
the apportionment
apportionment of
such special
such persons, and that
amount certified
certified has
has been
that the amount
been distributed
distributed
in accordance
accordance with
provided.
with the
the method
method so
so provided.
Definition
stock
Definition of
of stock
(c) OWNERSHIP
OWNERSIIIP OF STocit.—For
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this section
shares
STOCK.-For the
section shares
ownership,
ownership.
of stock of a
a corporation
corporation shall be considered
considered to be owned
owned by
by the
the
person in whom the equitable
equitable right to the income
from such
income from
such shares'
shares
is in
vested.
is
in good
good faith
faith vested.
Definition of "China".
Definitionof
"China".
(d)
DEFINIrriO
(d)
DEFINITION
EINA.—As used
used in
in this
section the
the term
OF C
CHISN.-AS
this section
term
Vol. 42,
Vol.
42, p.
p. 849.
849.
" China
China"" shall have the same meaning
"
meaning as when
in the
when used
used in
the China
China
Trade Act,
Trade
Act, 1922.
1922.
Credits against
against tax.
tax. SEC.
Credits
EC. 262,
262. CREDITS AGAINST THE TAX.
No
allowance
for,
of
f
foNalowance
A.
1922, shall
efr, o
A corporation
corporation organized
organized under
under the
the China
China Trade
Trade Act, 1922,
shall
foreign
countries.
Ante,
718.
Aatse, p.
p.71.
nottbe
be allowed
allowed the credits
credits against the tax for taxes of foreign countries and possessions
possessions of the United
United States allowed by section 131.

Affiliation.

SEC. 263.
SEC.
268. AFFILIATION.

Not a
applicable
Not
Pplicable to
to

A corporation
corporation organized
Tradee Act,
org anized under the China Trad
Act, 1922, shall
shall
not be deemed to be affiliated with any other corporation
corporation within
the
within the
meaning of section 141.
meaning

corporations hereof.

income or
Income
Sharehold- SEC. 264. INCOME
of shareholdINCOME OF SHAREHOLDERS.
SHAREHOLDERS.

er&
ers.

Exclusion from
from gros
gross
Excusion
Income,
p. 712.
income, p.
712.
ASSESSMENT
ASSSSMENT

AND COLLECTION
COLLECTION
AN])

Or DEFICIENCIES.
OP
DEFICIENCIES.

For exclusion
For
exclusion of dividends from
from gross income, see section 116.

Supplement L-Assessment
Deficiencies
Supplement
L—Assessment and Collection
Collection of Deficiencies
SEC. 271. DEFINITION
SEC.
DEFINITION OF
O DEFICIENCY.

"Deroiency" dde"Dfioency"
fined.

As used
used in
title in
in respect
tax imposed
imposed by
by this title
As
in this
this title
respect of
of a
a tax
title
. deficiency"
"
deficiency "meansmeans—
(a) The amount by which
imposed by this title exceeds
which the tax imposed
the amount shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his return;
return; but
but
the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased
increased by the
amounts previously assessed (or collected
amounts
collected without assessment) as aa
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deficiency,
and decreased
the amounts
amounts previously
credited, ASSESSMENT
abated, credited,
previously abated,
by the
decreased by
deficiency, and
ASSESSMENT
AND
COLLECTION
COLLECTION
AND
refunded,
or otherwise
of such
such tax;
tax; or
or
respect of
in respect
repaid in
otherwise repaid
refunded, or
OF DEFICIENCIES
ICIENCtd.
his —Contd.
(b)
no amount
amount is
is shown
shown as
as the
upon his
taxpayer upon
the taxpayer
by the
tax by
the tax
If no
(b) If
return, or
or if
if no
no return
return is
by the
the taxpayer,
then the amount
amount
taxpayer, then
made by
is made
return,
by which
which the
tax exceeds
amounts previously
(or colassessed (or
previously assessed
the amounts
exceeds the
the tax
by
lected
deficiency; but such amounts
as aa deficiency;
assessment) as
without assessment)
lected without
previously
assessed, or
collected without
assessment, shall first be
without assessment,
or collected
previously assessed,
decreased
by the
the amounts
credited, refunded,
refunded, or
abated, credited,
previously abated,
amounts previously
decreased by
otherwise
repaid
in
respect
of
such
tax.
tax.
such
of
respect
in
repaid
otherwise
SEC.
272. PROCEDURE
GENERAL
PROCEDURE IN GENERAL
SEC. 272.

Procedure
general.
in general.
Procedure in

Notice of of
deficiency
case of any
in the
(a)
BOARD OF
APPEALS.—If in
the case
any to Noti
TAX APPEALS.-If
OF TAX
taxpayer. defcie'nc
TO BOARD
PETITION TO
(a) PETITION
taxpayer,
the
Commissioner
determines
that
there
is
a
deficiency
in
deficiency
a
is
there
that
taxpayer, the Commissioner determines
respect of
the Commissioner
Commissioner is
authoris authortitle, the
this title,
by this
imposed by
tax. imposed
the tax
of the
respect
ized
to send
deficiency to
taxpayer by registered
registered
the taxpayer
to the
such deficiency
of such
notice of
send notice
ized to
mail.
90 days
days after
after such
counting
such notice is mailed (not counting
Within 90
mail. Within
nine-- Petition to Board of
Sunday or
or a
legal holiday
holiday in
in the District of Columbia as the nine
a legal
Sunday
of
to for
Board
Tax Tax
a petition with the Board of
file a
may file
the taxpayer
tieth day),
day), the
taxpayer may
of Tax
tieth
Appeals
redefor redeAppeals
TaxPetition
termination.
Appeals
for
a
redetermination
of
the
deficiency.
No
assessment
of
termination.
No assessment
until
Appeals for a redetermination of the deficiency. No assessment of No
assessment until
to taxtaxmailed to
notice mailed
and no disthis title
deficiency in
tax imposed
by this
title and
dis - notice
imposed by
the tax
of the
respect of
in respect
aa deficiency
payer.
traint or
in court
court for
collection shall be made, begun, payer.
its collection
for its
proceeding in
or proceeding
traint
or prosecuted
mailed to
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, nor
to the
been mailed
has been
notice has
such notice
until such
prosecuted until
or
petition filed.
med.
Orpetition
until the
nor , if
has Or
petition has
if aa petition
period, nor,
90-day period,
such 90-day
of such
expiration of
the expiration
until
been
filed
with
the
Board,
until
the
decision
of
the
Board
has
become
become
has
Board
the
of
decision
the
until
Board,
the
been filed with
Injunction
to restrain
unctiontorestrain
Revised assessment.
section 3224 of the Revised
of section
final. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
provisions of
the provisions
final.
R.S.,
see.
3224,
p. 619.
619.
p.
3224,
R.S.,sec.
Statutes
of such
such assessment
assessment or
the beginning
beginning of such
or the
making of
the making
Statutes the
proceeding
or
distraint
during
the
time
such
prohibition
is
in
force
force
in
is
proceeding or distraint during the time such prohibition
ma_y be
court.
the proper
proper court.
in the
by a_proceeding
a proceeding in
may
be enjoined
enjoined by
e
Exceptions
to rreto
xceptios
see- strictions.
For
the restrictions
imposed by
subsection, see—
this subsection,
by this
restrictions imposed
to the
exceptions to
For exceptions
Waivers.
(1)
(d) of
section, relating
waivers by
by the waivers.
to waivers
relating to
this section,
of this
Subsection (d)
(1) Subsection
taxpayer;
taxpayer;
Errors.
(2) Subsection
Subsection (f)
this section,
notifications of Errors
to notifications
relating to
section, relating
of this
(f) of
(2)
mathematical
errors
appearing
upon
the
face
of
the
return;
mathematical errors appearing upon the face of the return;
assessaJeopardy
Jeopardy assess.
(3)
Section 273,
273, relating
relating to
ments,
p. 743.
Jeopa
assessments;
jeopardy assessments;
to jeopardy
3) Section
Bankruptcy, Hi 4...
.
(4)
Section 274,
274, relating
to bankruptcy
and ianrptcy.
receiverships; and
and receiverships;
bankruptcy and
p. 744.
relating to
4) Section
(5) Section 1001
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1926,
as
amended,
relatP''
relatamended,
as
1926,
of
Act
(5) Section 1001 of the Revenue
ing
to assessment
assessment or
collection of
the amount
of the
deficiency
the deficiency
amount of
of the
or collection
ing to
determined
by
the
Board
pending
court
review.
.
me ofr defiA
Assessment
review.
court
determined by the Board pending
,
een.ey
(b)
FOUND BY
BOARD.—If the
taxpayer ciency.
the taxpayer
BY BOARD.-If
DEFICIENCY FOUND
OF DEFICIENCY
COLLECTION OF
(b) COLLECTION
Vol. 44, p. t109.
files aa petition
with
the
Board,
the
entire
amount
redetermined
as
,
44p.
Vol.
as
redetermined
amount
petition with the Board, the entire
files
the deficiency by
decision of
of the
the Board
Board which
final Collection
e
of defibecome final
has become
which has
the decision
deficiency by the
the
found by
Bf"rer
shall
be
assessed
and
shall
be
paid
upon
notice
and
demand
from
the ciency
by Board.
cency folnd
the
from
demand
and
notice
upon
paid
shall be assessed and shall be
collector. No part of
the amount
determined as
as a
deficiency by
by the
the
a deficiency
amount determined
part of the
No
collector.
Commissioner but
but disallowed
such by
by the
the decision
decision of
the Board
Board
of the
as such
disallowed as
Commissioner
which has become
assessed or
or be
by distraint
distraint
collected by
be collected
be assessed
shall be
final shall
which has become final
or by proceeding in court with or without assessment.
Payment on demand
or by proceeding in court with or without assessment.
not filed.
(c) FAILURE TO
FILE PrriTiox.—If
the taxpayer
not file
Paetonotdfled.
a if petition
file a
does not
taxpayer does
PETITION.-If the
(c) FAILURE TO FILE
petition with
the
Board
within
the
time
prescribed
in
subsection
(a)
(a)
subsection
in
prescribed
time
the
within
petition with the Board
of this
of which
has been
mailed to
to
been mailed
which has
notice of
deficiency, notice
the deficiency,
section, the
of this section,
the taxpayer, shall be
assessed, and
shall
be
paid
upon
notice and
and
notice
upon
paid
be
shall
and
assessed,
be
shall
the taxpayer,
Waiver of restrictions
demand
from the
the collector.
collector.
Waiverofrestrictions
from
demand
(d) WAIVER
OF RESTRIcnoNs.—The taxpayer shall
at any
any time
time by taxpayer.
taive
taxpayer shall at
RETRICTIONS.-The
OF
WAIVER
(d)
have the right, by asigned notice
notice in
in writing
writing
.
filed
with
the
Commis Commis-.
the
with
filed
signed
a
by
right,
the
have
sioner, to waive the restrictions provided in subsection (a)
of this
the restrictions provided in subsection (a) of this
sioner, to waive
section on
the
assessment
and
collection
of
the
whole
or
part
any
or
whole
the
section on the assessment and collection of
Increase ofdenc
deficiency
of
the
deficiency.
deficiency. OF DEFICIENCY Arrrat NOTICE Marum.—The Board after
the INCREASE
of (e)
notice mailed. Y
a.ternotemi
Board
.The
MAn
NoTICE
Ar
DEFICIENCY
OF
INCREASE
(e) have jurisdiction to redetermine the correct amount of the
Shall
jurisdiction to redetermine the correct amount of the
have even
shall
deficiency even
if
amount so
redetermined is
is greater
than the
the
greater than
so redetermined
the amount
if the

deficiency
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after
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amount
deficiency, notice of which has been
been mailed
mailed to
amount of the deficiency,
to the
the
taxpayer, and
taxpayer,
and to
to determine
determine whether
penalty, additional
whether any
any penalty,
additional amount
amount
or
addition to
the tax
tax should
should be
be assessed—if
claim therefor
or addition
to the
assessed-if claim
therefor is
is
asserted by the Commissioner
Commissioner at or before
before the
the hearing
hearing or
rehearing.
or a
a rehearing.
(f) FURTHER
DEFIcIENcY LETT'ERS
RESTRICTED.-If the Commis(f)
FURTHER DEFICIENCY
LETTERS RESTRICTED.—If
sioner
notice of
deficiency as
as provided
provided
sioner has
has mailed
mailed to
to the
the taxpayer
taxpayer notice
of aadeficiency
in
(a) of
and the
the taxpayer
taxpayer files
files a
a petition
petition
in subsection
subsection (a)
of this
this section,
section, and
with
the Board
Board within
time prescribed
in such
subsection, the
the
with the
within the
the time
prescribed in
such subsection,
Commissioner shall
shall have
have no
no right
determine any
Commissioner
right to
to determine
any additional
additional
Exception.
Exception.
deficiency
in respect of the
deficiency in
the same
same taxable
taxable year,
year, except
except in
in the
the case
case
of fraud,
fraud, and
and except
except as
provided in
in subsection
subsection (e)
section,
of
as provided
(e) of
of this
this section,
relating to
to assertion
of greater
the Board,
Board, or
or in
in
assertion of
greater deficiencies
deficiencies before
before the
Post, p. 743 .
section
273(0
relating to
jeopardy assessments.
assessments. If
Pthemc
al
error
(c),2 relating
to the
the making
making of
of jeopardy
If
Mathematical error section 273
not considered
considered aanotice
not
notice the taxpayer
on account
account of
of a
taxpayer is notified
notified. that,
that, on
a mathematical
mathematical error
error
of deficiency.
ofdeency.
appearing
upon the
of the
return, an
appearing upon
the face
face of
the return,
an amount
excess
amount of
of tax
tax in
in excess
of that shown upon the return
return is
due, and
that an
an assessment
assessment of
is due,
and that
of
the tax has
has been or
or will
will be
basis of
of what
what would
would have
have
be made
made on
on the
the basis
been the correct
correct amount
amount of
tax but
mathematical error,
error, such
of tax
but for
for the
the mathematical
such
notice shall
shall not
be considered
considered (for
(for the
the purposes
subsection,
not be
purposes of
of this
this subsection,
or of
of subsection
or
(a) of
this section,
section' prohibiting
assessment and
and
subsection (a)
of this
prohibiting assessment
collection until
collection
deficiency has
been mailed,
mailed, or
of section
section
until notice
notice of
of deficiency
has been
or of
Post,
750. s0.
Post, p. or
322(c), prohibiting
322(c),
prohibiting credits
credits or
refunds after
after petition
petition to
to the
the Board
Board
or refunds
Credits
Credits
or. refunds.
refunds.
of Tax Appeals) as aanotice of aadeficiency,
shall
deficiency, and the taxpayer shall
have no right to file a
a petition with the Board
on such
such notice,
notice,
Board based
based on
or collection
collection be
nor shall such assessment or
prohibited by
be prohibited
by the
the proviprovisions
of this
this section.
section.
sions of
of subsection
subsection (al
(a) of
Jurisdiction o
ver kg)
T
OTHER TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEARS.—The
YEARs.-The Board
othritsdition
(g)ei
JURISDICTION
other
taxable years.oer
ITRISDICTION OVERmOtR
OTTPRR
Board in
in
redetermining aa deficiency
deficiency in respect of any taxable
shall
taxable year shall
consider such facts with relation to the taxes for other taxable
years
taxable years
as may be necessary correctly to redetermine
of such
redetermine the amount of
such
Limitation.
deficiency,
but in
so doing
doing shall have no jurisdiction
Limitation,
deficiency, but
in so
jurisdiction to
to determine
determine
whether
taxable year
whether or not the tax for any other taxable
been overpaid
overpaid
year has
has been
or
underpaid.
underpaid.
or
Final decisions of
Boa d ecsio
Board.
(h)
FINAL DECIIONS
Dzoxsioics or
the purposes
purposes of
th e
o
(h) FINAL
O Botina—For
BOARD.-For the
of thi
thiss titl
titlee the
Vo
44, p.
p. 110.
date on
final shall
Vol. 44,
110.
date
on which aadecision of the
the Board
Board becomes
becomes final
shall be
be deterdetermined according
the Revenue
Revenue
according to the provisions
provisions of section
section 1005 of the
Act
off 1926.
Act
A
c t of
o
1
92
1926.
Prorating
defl
Prorating of
of deft/
•
ciency to installments.
(i)
eie,nCY
installments.
kJ) PrROA1TING
.ruonAnwo OF
or D)EFIIGIENO
DEFICIENCY TO
TO INSTALLMNTS.-If
INSTALLMENTS.—If the
the taxpayer
taxpayer
has elected
elected to
to pay
pay the
the tax
in installments
efi ci
ency h
as been
been
tax in
installments and
and a
a d
deficiency
has
assessed,
assessed, the deficiency shall be prorated
prorated to the four installments
installments.
Except as provided
section 273
provided in section
273 (relating
(relating to
to jeopardy
jeopardy assessassessments), that
that part
of the
the deficiency
deficie ncy so prorated
prorated to
to any
any installment
installment
ments),
part of
the date for payment of which has not arrived, shall be collected
collected
at the same time as and as part of such installment. That part of
of the
the
deficiency
the date for
deficiency so prorated to any installment the
for payment
payment of
of
which has arrived, shall be paid upon notice and demand from the
which
collector.
collector.
Extension for
payExtension
for PaYmentsallowed,
toavoid
(j) ) EXTENSION
TIME
PAYMENT
ments
allowed to
avoid
EXTENSION OF
OF T
IME FOR P
AYMENT OF
or DEFIOIENCIOES.Vhere
DEFICIENCIES.—Where itit
unduehardship.
is shown
shown to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
Commissioner that the payment
payment
tundue
hardship.
is
the Commissioner
a deficiency upon the date prescribed
of a
prescribed for the payment thereof
thereof
will result
result in undue hardship to the taxpayer the Commissioner,
will
with the approval of the Secretary (except where the deficiency is
due
negligence, to intentional disregard of rules and regulations,
due to
to negligence,
regulations,
or to fraud with intent to evade
evade tax), may grant an extension for
for
the payment
of such
such deficiency
deficiency or any part thereof for a
a period
the
payment of
period not
not
Bond
in
eighteen months,
in exceptional
for a
a further
Bond reuired.
required.
in excess
excess of
of eighteen
months, and, in
exceptional cases,
cases, for
period
of twelve
twelve months.
If an
extension is
period not
not in
in excess
excess of
months. If
an extension
is granted
granted,
the Conmmssioner
may require
taxpayer to
to furnish
a bond
in
the
Commissioner may
require the
the taxpayer
furnish a
bond in
such
not exceeding
such amount,
amount, not
exceeding double
double the
the amount
amount of the deficiency,
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ASSESSMENT
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COLLECTION
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with
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the
payment
of
the
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in
accordance
with
the
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payment
the
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(k) ADDRESS
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Post,
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Post,
a
of
the existence
of the
to the
the Commissioner
existence of a
312(a) of
section 312(a)
under section
Commissioner under
to
fiduciary
of aa deficiency
deficiency in respect of aa tax
notice of
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imposed
this title,
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mailed to the taxpayer
if mailed
title, if
by this
imposed by
address,
shall be
for the
the purposes
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title even if
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sufficient for
be sufficient
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taxpayer
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is under
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JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.
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assess-
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Commissioner believes
AUTHORITY FOR
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(a)
FOR MAKING.-If
MAKING.—If the
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that diately
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by
delay.
delay.
by
ardized
by
jeopardized
the assessment
collection of
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assessment or
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deficiency (together
assess such
shall immediately
delay,
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additional amounts,
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for
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the tax
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all
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collector
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by
made
by
law)
and
notice
and
demand
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collector
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notice
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(b) DEFICIENCY
the jeopardy
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LETrERs.-If the
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notice in
in respect
respect of
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the tax
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decision of
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respect
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of additional
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of the
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with the
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if the
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subsequently filed,
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assessment or
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to redetermine
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the entire
entire amount
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amount of
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in connection
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assessed at
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of all
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the Board
by the
nllned by
Disallowed
eller
a
afl,*I
nowed
nDl
jeopardy assessment
(e)
ExHRATioN or
RIGHT TO
TO ASSESS.—A
assessment Board's
ASSESS.-A jeopardy
Board's
final
OF RIGHT
,b.cision,
filal decision,
(e) EXPIRATION
etc.
may
made after
decision of
of the
the Board
become final etc.
has become
Boardl has
the decision
after the
be made
not be
mav not
or
filed a
petition for
for review
the decision
decision
of the
review of
a petition
has filed
taxpayer has
the taxpayer
after the
or after
of
Board.
of the
the Board.
Bond to sta
.le. to st: .
tond
(f)
BOND TO
STAY COLLECTION.—When
jeopardy assessment
has tion.
assessment has
a jeopardy
CoLLE.crIN.-When a
TO STAY
(f) BOND
been
made
the
taxpayer,
within
10
days
after
notice
and
demand
demand
and
notice
after
been made the taxpayer, within 10 days
from
the collector
collector for
the payment
the amount
amount of
of the
the assessment,
assessment,
of the
payment of
for the
from the
may
of collection
collection of
of the
the whole
or any
any part
part of
of the
the
whole or
stay of
obtain aa stay
may obtain
amount
of the
the collector
bond in
such
in such
a bond
collector a
with the
filing with
by filing
assessment by
the assessment
amount of
amount,
exceeding double
amount as
as to
which the
the stay
stay is
is
to which
the amount
double the
not exceeding
amount, not
desired,
with such
sureties, as
as the
deems necessary,
necessary, Conditions.
collector deems
the collector
such sureties,
and with
desired, and
conditioned
upon the
so much
much of
of the
the amount,
amount, the
the colleccollec- pOd,
Post, p
p.
748.
t7.
of so
payment of
the payment
conditioned upon
tion of
by the
bond, as
is not
not abated
decision
by aa decision
abated by
as is
the bond,
stayed by
is stayed
which is
of which
tion
of the
the Board
become, final,
interest thereon
thereon
with interest
together with
final, together
has become
which has
Board which
of
as
in section
297.
Further conditions,
section 297.
as provided
provided in
if bond
before
(g) SAME-FURTHER
SAME—FuRniER CormrrioNs.—If
bond is
given before
before if
onditbefore
btr given
is given
the bond
CONDITIONS.-If the
(g)
filing petition.
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
filed his
his petition
Board under
under section
section filing petition.
the Board
with the
petition with
has filed
the
272(a),
bond shall
shall contain
contain a
a further
further condition
condition that
that if
if aa petipetithe bond
272(a), the
tion
not filed
within the
period provided
in such
subsection, then
then
such subsection,
provided in
the period
filed within
is not
tion is
the amount the
the collection
of
which
is
stayed
by
the
bond
will
be
be
will
bond
the
by
stayed
is
which
of
collection
the amount
paid on
and demand
time after
after the
the expiration
of
expiration of
any time
at any
demand at
notice and
on notice
paid
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iT T such period,
period, together
the rate
rate of
of 6
per
6 per
together with interest thereon at the
centum
per annum
from the
date of
the jeopardy
jeopardy notice
and demand
demand
centum per
annum from
the date
of the
notice and
to the
date of
notice and
this subsection.
oIFE-ContdIEN. to
the date
of notice
and demand
demand under
under this
subsection.
(h) WAIVER
W AIVER OF
STAY.—Upon the
the filing
filing of
of the
the bond
the collection
(h)
OF STAY.-Upon
bond the
collection
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by the bond shall

INCOME
INCOME TAX.
ASSESSMENT
AND COLLECTION
COLLECTION
OF DEFICIENCIES—Contd.
Stay of collection of
of
part
covered by
Bond.
part covered
by Bond.

be stayed. The taxpayer shall have the right
right to
to waive
stay
waive such
such stay
at any time in respect of the whole or any part of
amount
of the
the amount
covered
the bond,
bond, and
and if
as a
result of
of such
such waiver
waiver any
part of
of
covered by the
if as
a result
any part
the
by the
the bond
is paid,
paid, then
then the
bond shall,
at
the amount
amount covered
covered by
bond is
the bond
shall, at
the request
of the
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, be
be proportionately
reduced. If
the
the
request of
proportionately reduced.
If the
is greater
greater than
than the
Board determines that
that the
the amount assessed
assessed is
the
amount
should have
then when
when the
decision of
of
amount which
which should
have been
been assessed,
assessed, then
the decision
rendered the
the bond
bond shall,
shall, at
at the
the request
of the
the Board is rendered
request of
the taxpayer,
taxpayer,
be proportionately
proportionately reduced.
reduced.
be
Collection of unpaid
aollection
of
unpaid
(i)
COLLECTION
OF
UNPAID AMOuNTS.-When
Amouxis.—When the petition has been
(i)
COLLECTION
UNPAID
OF
been
amounts.
filed with
the Board
when the
the amount
which should
filed
with the
Board and
and when
amount which
should have
have been
been
When decision of
of assessed has been determined by a
a decision of
of the
the Board
Board which
has
which has
Board
oard final.
al
become
then any
any unpaid
unpaid portion,
portion, the collection of
which has
has
become final,
final, then
of which
be collected
the tax
upon
been stayed
stayed by the
the bond, shall
shall be
collected as
as part
part of
of the
tax upon
demand from
from the
notice and
and demand
the collector,
collector, and
and any
any remaining
remaining portion
portion
Credit or refund.
ti'rst
the assessment
shall be
abated. If
the amount
amount already
already collected
collected.
of the
assessment shall
be abated.
If the
Post,or
p. und
750.
exceeds the
exceeds
the amount
as the
amount which
which should
should have
have
amount determined
determined as
the amount
been assessed, such excess shall
or refunded
the taxshall be
be credited or
refunded to
to the
taxCollection
of greater payer as Collection of
provided in section
section 322, without
without the
filing of
the filing
of claim
claim therethereassessment.
ssmen
for. If
If the amount determined
determined as the amount which
which should have
have
been assessed
assessed is greater than the amount actually
then the
actually assessed,
assessed, then
the
difference
difference shall be assessed and shall be collected
collected as
as part of the
the tax
upon
demand from
from the
the collector.
upon notice
notice and
and demand
collector.
No other abatement
(j) CLAIMS
Wino IN
IN ABATEMNT.--No
ABATE3IENT.—NOclaim
abatement shall
shall be
be filed
filed
(j)
claim in
in abatement
• claim
claim tobefiled.tm
to be filed.
in respect of any assessment in
respect of
in respect
of any
any tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this
title.
title.
waiver of
Effect of waiver
of
stay, etc.

stay,et.

Bankruptcy and re- SEC.
Bankruptcy
SEC. 274.
274. BANKRUPTCY
BANKRUPTCY AND
AND RECEIVERSHIPS.

ceiverships.
ceiverships.
Immediate
assessImmediate
ftax deficiency
ey
(a)
IatMDTE
AssEssENT.-Upon
adjudication
(a) ImmEDIATE
AssussALENT.—Upon
the adjudication
ment of
ment
of tax
taevdeficiency
anv taxenavr
in fiy
hnnr'nf
...
, of bankIn.
in.
runtcv
of
, taxnaVer
X
any
anv bankruptcy
in any
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..-......... proceeding
nrzailn
- noor *oa
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ruptcy
of- any
taxpayer
in
the
appoint~ -- A: -7/
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tice
\
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.
"
W
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NrJ.ofadudica.
me'nt
a receiver
ment of a
receiver for any taxpayer in
any receivership
proceeding
in any
receivership proceeding

~vJss&

NOtice
Notice of adjudicaadjudiea.
tion.
tion.

of claim.
claim.
Presentation of

before any court of the United States or of
or Territory
of any
any State or
Territory
or of
or
of the District of Columbia, any deficiency. (together with all
interest, additional
additional amounts,
amounts, or additions to the tax provided
provided for
determinebybyy the Commissioner in respect of
by law) determined
of aatax
imposed
tax imposed
by this title upon such taxpayer
taxpayer shall, despite
despite the
the restrictions
restrictions
(a) upon assessments
imposed by section 272
272(a)
assessments be immediately assessed
assessed
if such deficiency has not theretofore
theretofore been assessed in accordance
accordance
with law. In such cases the trustee in bankruptcy
bankruptcy or receiver shall
shall
give notice in writing
ritig to the Commissioner
Commissioner of
adjudication of
athe adjudication
bankruptcy
appointment of the receiver, and the running of
bankruptcy or the appointment
the statute of limitations
assessments shall be
limitations on the making of assessments
suspended for the period from the date of adjudication
suspended
adjudication in bankbankruptcy
or the
ruptcy or
the appointment
appointment of the receiver to aa date 30 days after
the date
date upon
upon which
which the notice from the trustee or receiver
the
receiver is
received
Commissioner; but the suspension under this sentence
received by the Commissioner;
shall in
be for
for aaperiod
period in excess of two years. Claims for
shall
in no
no case
case be
the deficiency and such interest, additional
additional amounts and additions
to the tax may be
for adjudi
cati on in
i
n accordance
with
be presented, for
adjudication
accordance with
law, to the court before which the bankruptcy or receivership
receivership proceeding
proceedings for the
ceeding is pending, despite the pendency of proceedings
redetermination
pursuance of a
a petition
redetermination of the deficiency
deficiency in pursuance
petition to the
Board;
but no
redetermination shall be filed
Board; but
no petition for any such redetermination
filed
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with the
the adjudication
bankruptcy or the appointof bankruptcy
adjudication of
after the
Board after
the Board
with
ment of
receiver.
the receiver.
of the
ment
(b)
CLAims.—Any portion
portion of
of the
such
allowed in such
claim allowed
the claim
UNPAID CLAIMs.-Any
(b) UNPAID
bankruptcy or
which is unpaid shall be paid
proceeding which
or receivership
receivership proceeding
bankruptcy
by
the taxpayer
upon notice
the collector
after
collector after
from the
and demand
demand from
notice and
taxpayer upon
by the
the
termination of
of such
such proceeding,
proceeding, and
be collected
collected by dismay be
and may
the termination
termination of
traint
proceeding in
in court
within six
six years
years after
after termination
court within
or proceeding
traint or
such
of time for
for such payment may be had
Extensions of
proceeding. Extensions
such proceeding.
limitain
manner and
subject to
to the
same provisions
and limitaprovisions and
the same
and subject
same manner
the same
in the
tions
in section
272(j) and
section 296
in the case
296 in
and section
section 272(j)
provided in
are provided
as are
tions as
of a
deficiency in
tax imposed
by this title.
imposed by
a tax
in a
a deficiency
of
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INCOME
ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT
AND
COLLECTION
AND COLLECTION
OF
OF DEFICIENDEFICIENCIES—Contd.
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claims.
Unpaid claims.
Collection
of.
Collection of.
Time extensions.
Time
extensions.
Ante, p.
p. 742;
742; Post,
Poet,
p. 748.
748.
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Period
of limitation
limitation
Period of
SEC.
LIMITATION UPON
UPON ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT AND
AND COL- upon
OF LIMITATION
PERIOD OF
275. PERIOD
SEC. 275.
upon
assessnient
and
assmsnient and
collection.
collection.
LECTION.
LECTION.
Except as
provided in
section 276276—
in section
as provided
Except

taxes imposed
(a) GENERAL
RULE.—The amount
of income
income taxes
imposed by
amount of
GENERAL RULE.-The
(a)
was
the return
this title
shall be
be assessed
assessed within
three years
after the
return was
years after
within three
title shall
this
filed, and
no proceeding
court without assessment for the collecproceeding in court
and no
filed,
period.
tion
such taxes
taxes shall
the expiration
expiration of such period.
after the
begun after
be begun
shall be
of such
tion of
case of income
the case
(b) REQUEST
REQUEST FOR
FOR PROMPT
Paomm AssEssmENT.—In
ASSESSMENT.-In the
(b)
during
estate during
his estate
by his
received during
lifetime of
or by
decedent, or
of aa decedent,
the lifetime
during the
received
corporation, the
a corporation,
the
period of
administration, or
the tax shall be
by a
or by
of administration,
the period
without assessment
assessed,
assessment for the
court without
in court
proceeding in
any proceeding
and any
assessed, and
collection of
such tax
eighteen months after
after
shall be begun, within eighteen
tax shall
of such
collection
made) by the
written
request therefor
(filed after the return is made)
therefor (filed
written request
estate
the estate
representing the
executor, administrator,
or other
fiduciary representing
other fiduciary
administrator, or
executor,
of
such decedent,
by the corporation,
expiration
corporation, but not after the expiration
or by.the
decedent, or
of such
not
shall not
of three
three years
years after
after the
was filed.
subsection shall
This subsection
filed. This
return was
the return
of
apply
corporation unlessunless—
of aacorporation
case of
the case
in the
apply in
(1) Such
Such written
written request
notifies the
that the
the
Commissioner that
the Commissioner
request notifies
(1)
the expiration
corporation contemplates
dissolution at
at. or
expiration
before the
or before
contemplates dissolution
corporation
of
18 months'
and
period; and
months' period
such 18
of such
(2)
The dissolution
in good
good faith
begun before
before the
expirathe expirafaith begun
is in
dissolution is
(2) The
tion
of
such
18
months'
period;
and
and
period;
months'
18
such
tion of
(3) The
The dissolution
dissolution is
completed.
is completed.
(3)
(c) Omissiox
FROM G
ROSS INCOME.-If
INCOME.—If the
from
omits from
taxpayer omits
the taxpayer
GROSS
OMISSION FROM
(c)
gross income
income an
an amount
amount properly
properly includible
includible therein
is in
in
which is
therein which
gross
income stated in
gross income
excess
25 per
centum of
the amount
of gross
in the
amount of
of the
per centum
of 25
excess of
return,
the tax
tax may
may be
be assessed,
assessed, or
in court
for the
court for
proceeding in
or aa proceeding
return, the
collection of
of such
assessment, at
at any
time
any time
without assessment,
begun without
be begun
may be
tax may
such tax
collection
within
years after
was filed.
filed.
return was
the return
after the
within 55years
(d) For
For the
the purposes
(a), (b),
and (c),
a return
return
(c), a
(b). and
subsections (a),
of subsections
purposes of
(d)
filed
the last
day prescribed
prescribed by
by law
for the
thereof shall
shall
filing thereof
the filing
law for
last day
before the
filed before
be considered
filed on
day.
last day.
such last
on such
as filed
considered as
be
(e) CORPORATION
SAAREHOLDER.—If a
no
makes no
a corporation
corporation makes
AND SHAREIIOLDER.-If
CORPORATION AND
(e)
return
of
the
tax
imposed
by
this
title,
but
each
of
the
shareholders
shareholders
the
of
each
but
title,
this
by
imposed
tax
the
of
return
includes in
return his
his distributive
share of
the
of the
income of
net income
the net
of the
distributive share
his return
in his
includes
corporation, then
then the
tax of
the corporation
corporation shall
shall be
assessed within
within
be assessed
of the
the tax
corporation,
four years
last date
date on
on which
which any
any such
such shareholder's
shareholder's return
the last
after the
ears after
four
filed.
was filed.
SAME-EXCEPTIONS.
SEC. 276. SAME—EXCEPTIONS.
fraudor fraud(a)
F
ALSE
RETURN OR
No RETVRN.-In
RETtnix.—In the
the case
case of
of aafalse
false or
OR No
(a) FALSE RETURN
ulent
with intent
intent to
evade tax
tax or
or of
to file
file aareturn
failure to
a failure
of a
to evade
return with
ulent return
the
tax may
assessed, or
proceeding in
for the
the collection
collection of
court for
in court
or aaproceeding
be assessed,
may be
the tax
such
tax may
may be
any time.
time.
at any
assessment, at
without assessment,
begun without
be begun
such tax
(b)
WAnmas.—Where before
the expiration
expiration of
of the
time prescribed
prescribed
the time
before the
(b) WAIVERs.-Where
in section
275 for
for the
tax, both
both the
Commissioner
the Commissioner
the tax,
of the
assessment of
the assessment
section 275
in
and
taxpayer have
consented in
in writing
writing to
to its
its assessment
assessment after
after
have consented
the taxpayer
and the

Assessment
Assessment
three years.

within
within

threeyers

Requests for
prompt
for prompt
Requests
assessments.
repreByfidiiary
By fiduciary representatives.
sentatives.

Applicability
to corwin.
Applicability to
porations.
porftio

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Dissolution contemontem Dissolution
plated.

plated.

In good
good faith
within
faith within
18 months.
is months.
Dissolut Ion
coin
acd
piolutelo
piked.
t Corporation makin g
tkil
n(,
Corpo,"rtton
no return,
.o
return.
Assessment
live
Ii five
As.eimneil in
years, afterret'""ril.
years after return flied.

Time prescribed
prescribed

Time

for
for

filing
Corporation and

Corporatiol
shareholder.
hold

and

Exceptions.
Exceptions
or no
no
False return
return or
False
return.
return.
Assessment in
case
in case
Assessment
of.
of.

Waivers, at
any time
time
at any
Waivers,
of
with
consent of
written consent
with written
Commissioner.
Commissioner.
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time, the
the tax
tax may
at any
time prior
- such
such time,
may be
be assessed
assessed at
any time
prior to
to the
the expiration
expiration
of the
the period
period agreed
agreed upon.
agreed upon
upon may
may be
)N of
upon. The
The period
period so
so agreed
be
extended
agreements in
in writing
made before
extended by
by subsequent
subsequent agreements
writing made
before the
the
expiration of
the period
previously agreed
agreed upon.
expiration
of the
period previously
upon.
Collection
Collection after
after ass- (c)
(c) CoLLEcTioN
the assessment
CoLLECTroN AFTER
AFrrs ASSESSMENT.—Where
ASSESSMENT.-Where the
assessment of
of
sessment.
sessment.
any income
tax imposed
by this
any
income tax
imposed by
this title
title has
has been
been made
made within
within the
the
period
of limitation
applicable thereto,
tax may
By
distraint.
By distraint.
period of
limitation properly
properly applicable
thereto, such
such tax
may be
be
Time
limit.
Time limit.
collected
by distraint
or by
by aaproceeding
in court,
begun
collected by
distraint or
proceeding in
court, but
but only
only if
if begun
(1) within
within six
years after
assessment of
tax, or
(2) prior
(1)
six years
after the
the assessment
of the
the tax,
or (2)
prior to
to
the expiration
expiration of
of any
period for
upon in
in writing
writing
the
any period
for collection
collection agreed
agreed upon
by the
and the
the expiration
of such
such
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner and
the taxpayer
taxpayer before
before the
expiration of
six-year period.
period. The
The period
so agreed
may be
extended by
by
six-year
Extension.
period so
Extension.
agreed upon
upon may
be extended
subsequent
of the
subsequent agreements
agreements in
in writing
writing made
made before
before the
the expiration
expiration of
the
period
previously agreed
upon.
period previously
agreed upon.
Statute
limitations.
Statute of
of limitatio
ons.SEC. 277. SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION OF RUNNING
RUNNING OF STATUTE.
STATUTE.
Suspension of
suspension
of run
run- The running of the statute of
of limitations provided
provided in
in section
section 276
275
ningof.
ning
of.
or
276 on
on the
malting of
of assessments
beginning of
distraint
Ante,
745.
assessments and
and the
the beginning
of distraint
the making
or 276
Alte, p.
p. 745.
or
proceeding in
in court
in respect
respect of
of any
any deficiency,
or a
a proceeding
court for
for collection,
collection, in
deficiency,
shall (after
(after the
mailing of
under section
section 272
(a)) be
shall
the mailing
of a
a notice
notice under
22 (a))
be
suspended
suspended for
the period
period during
which the
the Commissioner
Commissioner is
for the
during which
is proprohibited from
hibited
from making
or beginning
beginning distraint
distraint or
or aa
making the
the assessment
assessment or
Until decision
Until
decision of
in court
court (and
in any
in respect
respect of
of
of proceeding
proceeding in
(and in
any event,
event, if
if aaproceeding
proceeding in
Board,
etc.
Board, etc.
the deficiency is placed
until the decision
decision
placed on the docket
docket of the Board, until
of the
Board becomes
and for
for sixty
days thereafter.
of
the Board
becomes final),
final), and
sixty days
thereafter.
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INTEREST AND
INTEREST
AND

ADDITIONS
ADDITIONS
TAX.

TO
TO

Supplement M-Interest
M—Interest and Additions to the Tax

Failure to file return. SEC.
291. FAILURE
FILE RETURN.
SEC. 291.
FAILURE TO
TO FILE
RETURN.
Additional tax
In
case
of
any
failure
to
make
In case of any failure to make and file a
areturn required by this
e.
prescribed by
by law
title, within the time prescribed
prescribed by
the ComComlaw or
or prescribed
by the
missioner
pursuance of law, 25 per
missioner in pursuance
per centum
of the
the tax
tax shall
centum of
shall be
be
Exception.
Exception.
tax, except
except that
added to the tax,
when a
filed after
after such
such time
time
that when
a return
return is
is filed
If failure
failure not
If
not willful
wilful and it
was due to
to reasonable
it is shown that the failure to file it was
reasonable cause
cause
neglect.
neglect.
and not due to
willful neglect
to willful
neglect no
such addition
addition shall
shall be
made to
the
no such
be made
to the
Collection.
Collection.
tax. The amount so added to any tax shall
shall be
be collected
collected at
at the
same
the same
time and in the
the same
same manner
tax unless
the tax
manner and
and as
as aapart
part of
of the
the tax
unless the
tax
has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, in
in which
which case
case the
the
amount so added shall be collected in
in the
the same
manner as
as the
tax.
same manner
the tax.
To he
in lieu
lieu of
of The amount added to the tax under this section
To
be in
shall be in lieu of
tormer levy.
R.S., se.
sec. 3176,
1176, p.
816. the 25 per centum
R.S.,
p. 610.
centaum addition to the tax provided in section 3176
3176 of
of the
the
Revised Statutes, as amended.
Interest on
on deficienInterest
deficlen- SEC. 292. INTEREST
INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES.
DEFICIENCIES.
Failure to file return.

Additional tax Imimposed.

cies.
cies.

Assssment
Assessment and
and rate.
rate.

In case of waier.
waiver.
Incseotf

Interest upon the amount determined as a
a deficiency shall be
be

assessed at the same time as the deficiency,
deficiency, shall be paid upon notice
and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a
of
a part of
the tax, at the rate of 6
6 per centum per annum from the date
prescribed for the payment of the tax (or, if the tax is paid in
installments, from the date prescribed for the payment
payment of
the first
of the
first

installment) to
to the
date the
deficiency is
installment)
the date
the deficiency
is assessed,
assessed, or, in the case of

aawaiver under
272(d), to the thirtieth day after the filing of
under section 272(d),
such waiver or to the date the deficiency
deficiency is assessed
assessed whichever is
the earlier.
Additions to
to tax in SEC.
Additions
SEC. 293.
293. ADDITIONS
ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY.

case
of deficiency.
ease of
deficiency.

If
if due
due to
to negligence.
negligence.

(a) NEsIGCoEicE.-If
deficiency is
due to
to negli(a)
NEaraGEN-cE.—If any part
part of any deficiency
is due
negligence,
intentional disregard of rules and regulations but without
gence, or
or intentional
without

intent to
to defraud,
intent
defraud, 55per centum of the total amount
amount of the deficiency
deficiency
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collected, and INTEREST
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deficiency) shall
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addition to
(in addition
AND
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the
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ADDITIONS—Contd.
except
paid
.
in
the
same
manner
as
if
it
were
a
deficiency,
deficiency,
a
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approval of
OVERPAYPAYOVE
Supplement 0—Overpayments
O-Overpayments
MENTS.
MENTS.
Of
Of installments.
installments.
SEC. 321.
OVERPAYMENT OF INSTALLMENT.
SEC.
321. OVERPAYMENT
INSTALLMENT.
Credit, ifinstallment
ff installment
Credit,
If
the
taxpayer
has
paid
installment of
of the
than
If
taxpayer
as an installment
the tax
tax more
more than
payment
payment exceeds
exceeds corcorrect
rect amount.
amount.
the amount determined
determined to
such installment,
installment,
to be
be the
the correct
correct amount
amount of
of such
credited against
against the
the unpaid
unpaid installments,
installments,
the overpayment
overpayment shall be
be credited
Credit
or
refund
for
oref
Creit already
und
I f the amount
for if
already paid, whether
if any. If
amount already
whether or not on the basis
basis of
of
amount
paid.
mont
ldy
aid. installments,
installments, exceeds the amount determined
determined to be the correct
correct amount
of the
the tax, the
overpayment shall
shall be
be credited
credited or
or refunded
as provided
the overpayment
refunded as
provided
g22.
in section 322.
Refunds and
and credits.
SEC, 322. REFUNDS
AND CREDITS.
CREDITS.
Refunds
credits. SEC.
REFUNDS AND

Credit a
gainst tax
thedit
against
tax
then due.

(a)
(a) AUJT'roIzATION.-Where
AtrrnoatzATioN.—Where there has been an overpayment of
of
any tax imposed by this title, the amount
amonnt of such overpayment
overpayment shall
be credited against any income, war-profits,
war-profits, or
excess-profits tax
or excess-profits
tax
or installment thereof then due from the taxpayer,
taxpayer, and
and any
any balance
balance
shall be
refunded immediately
to the
shall
be refunded
immediately to
the taxpayer.
taxpayer.
Limitation
on allowallowLimitation on
(b)
LIMITATION ON
ON ALLOWANCE.(b) LIMITATION
ALLOWANCE.—
ance.
ance.
Period
of.
Period of.
(1)
(1) PERIOD OF kurrranoic.-Unless
claim for
for credit
credit or
IMITATION.-IJnless a
a claim
or refund
refund
is filed by the taxpayer within three years
the return
years from
from the
the time
time the
return
taxpayer or within two years from the
was filed by the taxpayer
the time the
tax was paid, no credit or refund shall be allowed or made after
after
the expiration
expiration of whichever of such periods expires the later.
If
taxpayer then no credit or refund shall
If no return is filed by the taxpayer,
be allowed or made after two years from the time the tax was paid,
unless before the expiration
expiration of such period a
aclaim therefor is filed
filed
by the
by
the taxpayer.
taxpayer.
Credit
or
refund
limiredit
or refnd li((2) LIMIT
LIMIT ON
ON AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF
OF CREDIT
CREDIT OR
OR REFUND.—The
REFaUND.-The amount
(2)
of the
the
amount of
ited.
credit or refund shall not exceed the portion of the tax paid during
the three years immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the filing of the claim, or,
if no claim
claim was filed, then during the three years immediately
immediately
preceding the
allowance of
of the
credit or
refund.
titi
t
Ba
f
preceding
the
allowance
the
credit
or
refund.
Petition to board of
Petaition
to Boardof
(c) Eryym
ECrriET OF PETITION
PmTIWo To
BoARD.-If the Commissioner
Tax
Appeals;
effect of.
(c)
TO BoAnn.—If
Commissioner has
has
mailed to
to the
the taxpayer
taxpayer aa notice
of deficiency
(a)
deficiency under
under section
section 272
272 (a)
741.
mailed
notice of
At
p. 741.
Ante, p.
a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals
and if
if the taxpayer files a
within the
such subsection,
subsection, no
the time
tune prescribed
prescribed in
m such
no credit
credit or
or refund
refund
in
respect of
the tax for the taxable year in respect of which the
in respect
of the
Commissioner has
the deficiency
deficiency shall be
be allowed
Commissioner
has determined
determined the
allowed or
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made
no suit
suit by
by the
the taxpayer
the recovery
recovery of any part of
for the
taxpayer for
and no
made and
exceptsuch tax
tax shall
instituted in
in any
any court
court except—
be instituted
shall be
such
(1)
to overpayments
overpayments determined
determined by
decision of
Board
the Board
of the
by aa decision
As to
(1) As
which
become final;
and
final; and
has become
which has
cornan amount comof an
(2) As
any amount
collected in
excess of
in excess
amount collected
to any
As to
(2)
puted
in accordance
accordance with
decision of the Board which has
the decision
with the
puted in
become
final; and
and
become final;
(3) As
As to
to any
after the
the period
period of limitation
collected after
amount collected
any amount
(3)
court for colin court
upon
or a
proceeding in
a proceeding
distraint or
of distraint
beginning of
the beginning
upon the
lection
expired; but
in any
such claim
claim for
for credit
credit or refund
any such
but in
has expired;
lection has
Board which
or in
any such
decision of
of the Board
the decision
refund the
for refund
suit for
such suit
in any
or
has
whether such
such period
expired before the
has expired
period has
to whether
as to
final, as
become final,
has become
notice
of deficiency
was mailed,
mailed, shall be conclusive.
deficiency was
notice of
(d) O
VERPAYMENT Fourin
BY BoAnn.—If
that
Board finds that
the Board
BOARD.-If the
FOUND BY
OVERPAYMENT
(d)
there
is
no
deficiency
and
further
finds
that
the
has made
taxpayer
the
that
finds
further
there is no deficiency and
an overpayment
tax in
of the
the taxable
in respect
respect of
year in
taxable year
respect of
in respect
of tax
overpayment of
an
the
which
the
Commissioner
determined
the
deficiency,
Board
shall
deficiency,
the
determined
which the Commissioner
have
jurisdiction to
determine the
the amount
of such
overpayment, and
such overpayment,
amount of
to determine
have jurisdiction
such
shall, when
the decision
decision of
of the
the Board
Board has
final,
has become final
when the
amount shall,
such amount
credit
be
or refunded
refunded to the taxpayer. No such c
re dit or
or refund
refund
credited or
be credited
shall
made of
any portion
portion of
determines
Board determines
the Board
unless the
tax unless
the tax
of the
of any
be made
shall be
as part
part of
its decision
decision that
paid within
within three
years before
the
before the
three years
was paid
it was
that it
of its
as
filing
of
the
claim
or
the
filing
of
the
petition,
whichever
is
earlier.
earlier.
is
whichever
petition,
the
of
filing
filing of the claim or the
of
in case
(e)
TAX WrrHHELD
WITHHELD AT
SOURCE.—For refund
credit in
case of
or credit
refund or
AT SOURCE.-For
(e TAX
143(f).
see
excessive
withholding
at
the
source,
section
143(f).
source,
the
at
excessive withholding

TITLE IA—
ADDITIONAL INCOME
INCOME TAXES
TAXES
IA-ADDITIONAL
TITLE

INCOME
TAX
INVCOME TAX.
OVERPAY-

MENTS—Contd.
MENTS-Contd.
Exceptions.
Overpayments.

Overppants

Excess collections.
collections.
Excess

collections after pe

Collections after period of limitations.

odolimitations.

Overpayment found
by Board.

Overpayment

by Bord.

Credit or
refund.
orrefund.

Crdit

Tax
source.

T.

withheld

withheld

at

at

ADDITIONAL INCOME
TAXES.
COME TAXES.
Surtax

on personal

corsanies.
holding
SEC. 351.
SURTAX ON
HOLDING COMPANIES.
olding companies.
COMPANIES.
PERSONAL HOLDING
ON PERSONAL
351. SURTAX
SEC.
Rates imposed.
impoed
Rates
(a)
ImposrrioN
OF
TAX.—There
shall
be
levied,
collected,
and
collected,
(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-There shall be levied,
net
paid,
for
each
taxable
year,
upon
the
undistributed
adjusted
net
adjusted
undistributed
the
upon
year,
taxable
each
for
paid,
the
income
of every
holding company
surtax equal to the
a surtax
company a
personal holding
every personal
income of
sum
of the
the following:
following:
sum of
(1) 30
30 per
the amount
thereof not
not in excess of
amount thereof
of the
centum of
per centum
(1)
$100,000; plus
plus
$100,000;
o
(2)
per centum
of the
the amount
excess of
of $100,000.
$100,000. Definitions.
in excess
thereof in
amount thereof
centum of
40 per
(2) 40
De-non
(b)
DEFINITIONS.—As used
used
in
this
title—
titlethis
in
(b) DEFINITIONS.-As
"Personal
holding
holdng
"Personal
(1) The
The term
term "
personal holding
company" means any cor- company
holding company"
"personal
(1)
o
under
poration
(other
than
a
corporation
exempt
from
taxation
taxation
from
exempt
corporation
a
than
(other
poration
section
101, and
and other
other than
company incorporated
incorporated
trust company
or trust
bank or
a bank
than a
section 101,
under the
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States or
Territory,
or of any State or Territory,
laws of
under
substantial part
part of
business is
is the
the receipt
of deposits,
receipt of
whose business
of whose
aa substantial
and
other than
than a
a life-insurance
life-insurance company
company or
surety company)
company)
or surety
and other
if—(A)
least 80
80 per
per centum
centum of
of its
the taxable
taxable
for the
income for
gross income
its gross
at least
if-(A) at
year
from royalties,
annuities, and
and
interest, annuities,
dividends, interest,
royalties, dividends,
derived from
is derived
year is
(except
in
the
case
of
regular
dealers
in
stock
or
securities)
gains
gains
securities)
or
stock
in
dealers
(except in the case of regular
from
the sale
sale of
of stock
(B) at
at any time during
and (B)
securities, and
or securities,
stock or
from the
the
last
half
of
the
taxable
year
more
than
50
per
centum in value
per
50
than
more
the last half of the taxable year
of its
outstanding stock
stock is
owned, directly
indirectly, by
by or
or for
or indirectly,
directly or
is owned,
its outstanding
of
Determining
not
five individuals.
individuals. For
purpose of
of determining
Det-mning
determining ownership.
the purpose
For the
than five
more than
not more
OwlethP.
the
ownership
of
stock
in
a
personal
holding
company—(C)
stock
the ownership of stock in a personal holding company-(C) stock
owned, directly
corporation, partnership,
partnership, estate,
estate,
by aacorporation,
indirectly, by
or indirectly,
directly or
owned,
or
trust
shall
be
considered
as
be
ing owned
proportionately
by its
its IndividuaL
by
proportionately
owned
being
as
considered
be
or trust shall
shareholders, partners,
or beneficiaries;
beneficiaries; (D)
individual shall
shall Ind'daL
an individual
(D) an
partners, or
shareholders,
be considered as
to the
the exclusion
exclusion of
other individual,
individual,
any other
of any
owning, to
considered as owning,
be
the stock owned, directly
or
indirectly,
by
his
family,
and
this
and this
family,
his
by
the stock owned, directly or indirectly,
rule shall be
be applied
applied in
in such
such manner
as
to
produce
the
smallest
smallest
the
produce
to
as
manner
rule shall
possible number of individuals
owning, directly
or indirectly,
indirectly,
directly or
individuals owning,

possible number of

stock
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IN- more than 50 per centum in value of the outstanding stock; and
and
COME TAXES.
(E)
the
family
of
an
individual
shall
include
only
his
brothers
brothers
his
only
include
shall
the family of an individual
(E)
Family.

ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL

INCOME TAXES.

"undistributed adad"Indistributed,
justed net income".
Computation.
Computation.

"Adjusted

"Adjusted
e
come".

net
net

inin-

com

Computation of.

omputation of.

Ante, p. 714.

Antep.714.

Synonymous terms,
synonymous
terms,
Ante,
la, 683,
683.
Ante, p.
Administrative proroAisio.trate
visions.
Ante, p. 718.

Ante p.

7.

Payment of surtax
Payment
on pro rata shares.

on pro rata

ares

Treatment
of
adjusted net income in
in
gross income
income of
of sharesharegross
holders.

ureatment if

ad-

Improper accunmila
sear/nub
Improper
tion
of surplus.
surplu.ur
Peat
stfr.p. 702.
702.

,

TAX
AMENDMENTS.
".8,:frATTmtdiTt?'

ESTATE

Revocable trusts.
Revocable
trusts.

7
1
,
amendVol.44, p.7,
amend-

VoL 44, p.
ed.

and
sisters (whether
by the
half blood),
blood), spouse,
ancesspouse, ancesor half
whole or
the whole
(whether by
and sisters
tors, and
and lineal
lineal descendants.
descendants.
tors,
income" means the
"undistributed
(2) The term "
undistributed adjusted
adjusted net income"
minus the sum of:
income minus
adjusted
net income
adjusted net
income
the excess
the adjusted
(A) 20
centum of
20 per
per centum
of the
excess of
of the
adjusted net
net income
over the
the amount
dividends received
holding
from personal
personal holding
received from
of dividends
amount of
over
companies
deduction for
for the purposes
allowable as aa deduction
companies which
which are allowable
of
tax imposed
by section
section 13
204;
13 or 204;
of the
the tax
imposed by
(B)
(B) Amounts used or set aside to retire indebtedness
indebtedness incurred
prior to
January 1, 1934, if
amounts are reasonable with
prior
to January
if such amounts
reference
and terms
terms of
of such
such indebtedness;
and
indebtedness; and
to the
the size
size and
reference to
(C) Dividends
Dividends paid
year.
the taxable
taxable year.
during the
paid during
(C)
(3)
term "adjusted
"adjusted net
income" means
the net
means the
net income
income
net income"
(3) The
The term
computed
allowance of
dividend deduction
deduction otherotherof the
the dividend
the allowance
computed without
without the
wise
allowable, but
but minus
minus the
the sum
sum of:
of:
wise allowable,
(A) Federal income,
income war-profits,
war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid
or
accrued, but
not including
including the
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this section;
section;
the tax
or accrued,
but not
(B) Contributions
Contributions or
allowed as
as aadeducnot otherwise
otherwise allowed
or gifts,
gifts, not
(B)
tion, to or for the use of donees
donees described
described in section 23(o)
23(o) for
the purposes therein specified;
specified; and
0(C)Losses
(C)
Losses from sales or exchanges
exchanges of capital assets which
disallowed as a
a deduction by section 117(d).
117(d).
are disallowed
(4) The terms used in
in this section shall have the same meaning
meaning
as when used in
Title I.
I.
in Title
(c)
AnmixisnimavE PROVISIONS.-All
PROVISIONS.—All provisions
of law
(including
law (including
provisions of
(c) ADMINISTRATIVE
penalties) applicable
respect of
of the
the taxes
taxes imposed
by Title
imposed by
Title I
I of
of
penalties)
applicable in
in respect
as not
with this
this section,
be applithis Act, shall insofar as
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
section, be
applicable in
in respect
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
section, except
cable
respect of
this section,
except that
that the
the
section 131 of that title shall not be applicable.
applicable.
provisions of section
PRO RATA SHAREs.—The
SIHAEls.-The tax imposed
(d) PAYMENT OF SURTAX OX
(d)
ON PRO
imposed
by this section
section shall
shall not
apply if
if all
the shareholders
the corponot apply
all the
shareholders of
of the
corporation include (at the time of
in their gross
of filing their
their returns)
returns) in
gross
income their entire pro rata shares, whether distributed or not, of
of
Any
" of the corporation for such
" adjusted net income
the "
income"
such year.
year. Any
amount so included
a shareholder
shareholder shall be
included in the gross income of a,
subsequent distribution
treated as aa dividend received. Any subsequent
distribution made
made
by the corporation
corporation out of earnings
earnings or profits for such taxable year
year
shall, if distributed
distributed to any shareholder
shareholder who has so included in his
gross income his pro rata
gross
rata share, be exempt from tax in the amount
amount
of
share so included.
included.
of the
the share
s.- For surtax on corpo(e) I
IMPROrm
(e)
MPROPER AocrLtLLATIOx
AOCEMITLATION or SrmiTBPr
Suitrws.—For
rations
accumulate surplus
rations which accumulate
surplus to avoid surtax on stockholders
stockholders
see section 102.

TITLE II—
II-AMENDMENTS
TITLE
AMENDMENTS TO ESTATE TAX
TAX
SEC.
REVOCABLE TRUSTS.
EC. 401. REVOCABLE

Section
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1926
Section 302(d)
302(d) of
Act of
1926 is
is amended to read
as
as follows:
follows:
Gross estate of deeGro?
"(d) (1)
(1) To the extent
estate of de"(d)
extent of any interest therein of which the dececedent,
determination
of.
o.o
dent
made aatransfer,
trust or
otherwise, where
dent has
has at
at any
any time
time made
transfer, by
by trust
or otherwise,
where
the enjoyment
enjoyment thereof was subject at the date of his death to any
change through the exercise of a,a power, either by the decedent alone
or in conjunction
conjunction with .any person, to alter, amend,
amend, or revoke, or
where
the decedent
relinquished any
any such
power in
contemplation
where the
decedent relinquished
such power
in contemplation
Exception.
ceptio.
of
his death,
except in
a bona fide sale for an adequate
of his
death, except
in case
case of
of a
adequate and
full consideration
consideration in money or money's worth.
worth.
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alter,
"(2) For
of this subdivision the power to alter,
purposes of
the purposes
For the
"(2)
the
of
date
the
exist
amend,
or
revoke
shall
be
considered
to
on
the
considered
be
shall
amend, or revoke
decedent's death
death even
even though
the exercise
exercise of the power is subject
though the
decedent's
to a
precedent giving
giving of
of notice
notice or
though the alteration,
alteration, amendeven though
or even
a precedent
to
a stated
on the expiration of a
ment, or
revocation takes
takes effect
effect only
only on
or revocation
ment,
before
or
on
whether
power,
period
after
the
exercise
of
the
power,
whether
or
not
before
the
of
exercise
period after the
the
date of
of the
the decedent's
power
death notice has been given or the power
decedent's death
the date
has
exercised. In
such cases
proper adiustment
adjustment shall be made
cases proper
In such
been exercised.
has been
representing
interests which
which would
would have been excluded
excluded from the
the interests
representing the
if the notice
purpose
for
power
if
the
decedent
had
lived,
such
purpose
if
and
lived,
had
power if the decedent
exercised on or before
has
not been
the power
not been exercised
has not
power has
or the
given or
been given
has not
considered to have been
the
date of
notice shall be considered
such notice
death, such
his death,
of his
the date
given, or
the power
exercised, on the date of his death.
power exercised,
or the
given,
"(3) The
The relinquishment
relinquishment of
of any
such power, not admitted or
any such
"(3)
shown to
have been
been in
in contemplation
decedent's death, made
contemplation of the decedent's
to have
shown
consideration
such aa consideration
within
two
years
prior
to
his
death
without
without
death
his
to
prior
within two years
and
affecting the
the interest
interest or
or interests
(whether arising from one or
interests (whether
and affecting
more
transfers or
or the
the creation
or more
more trusts) of any one
one or
of one
creation of
more transfers
beneficiary
of a
value or
aggregate value,
value, at
at the
the time of such death,
or aggregate
a value
beneficiary of
such
of
in
excess
of
$5,000,
then,
to
the
extent
excess, such relinquishextent
the
to
then,
in excess of $5,000,
ment
or relinquishments
contrary, be
shall, unless shown to the contrary,
relinquishments shall,
ment or
the
within the
death
of
deemed
to
have
been
made
in
contemplation
contemplation
in
made
been
deemed to have
meaning
title ;"
this title;"
of this
meaning of
402. PRIOR TAXED
TAXED PROPERTY.
SEC. 402.

TAX
ESTATE
TAX
AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.
Powers to revoke,
revoke,
amend, etc.

al.
al-

Adjustments
Adjustments
lowed.

Relinquishment
Relinquishment
of
power without conof power
sideration.

Prior taxed property.
Estate tax deduction

for
subdi- grEateta deedetior
(2)
paragraph (
(a) and paragraph
Paragraph (2)
of subdivision
subdivision (a)
2 ) of
of subdi(2) of
Paragraph
rior taxed property
amended,
as
1926,
Act
vision
(b)
of
section
303
of
the
Revenue
of
1926,
as
amended,
trIrrtetax
perty
Revenue
the
of
303
section
of
(b)
vision
are amended
period at
the second
second retrite '
of the
end of
the end
at the
the period
before the
inserting before
by inserting
are amended by
v °' 44
sentence of each such
paragraph aa comma
and the
the following:
"and edVol.
p 72, amend" 44,, P.
"and
following:
and
comma
paragraph
such
each
sentence of
only
if
in
determining
the
value
of
the
estate
of
the
prior
net
the
of
only if in determining the value
decedent
no deduction
deduction was
allowable under
paragraph in respect
respect
this paragraph
under this
was allowable
decedent no
therefor .
exchange
of the
property given in exch
ange therefor".
property or property
the property
of
t

;di ecepdreon

restricted
ad.

SEC. 403.
403. CITIZENSHIP
CITIZENSHIP AND
DECEDENTS.
OF DECEDENTS.
RESIDENCE OF
AND RESIDENCE

Citizenship and resi-

denetof decedents.

dence of decedents.
SEC.
Prov
isions of,
extendof, extendProvislons
ed.
is ed.
amended,? is
(a)
Section 303(a)
of the
the Revenue
Act of 1926, as amended
Revenue Act
303(a) of
(a) Section
p. 72.
4,.p.
inserting Vol.i. 44,
amended
by striking
striking out
In the case of aa resident"
resident" and inserting
"In
out "
amended by
United
the
in
lieu
thereof
"
In
the
case
of
a
citizen
or
resident
of
resident
in lieu thereof "In the case of a citizen or
States ".
States
Nonresident not U.S,
Nonresdent not U
(b) Section
Section 303(b)
303(b) of
such Act,
by citizen.
amended by
is amended
amended, is
as amended,
Act, as
of such
(b)
cl
lieu
inserting
striking
out
"
In
the
case
of
a
nonresident"
and
in
and
nonresident"
a
of
case
the
"In
Vol. 44, p. 73.
striking out
thereof "In the case of
of a
a nonresident
nonresident not
citizen of
the United
United Vol. 44, p.
of the
not aa citizen
thereof "In the case
States
".
States ".
Vol. 44, P.
(c) Section
303(c) of
of such
such Act,
Act, as
as amended,
strik- Vol.44p.73.
by strikamended by
is amended
amended, is
(c) Section 303(c)
ing out
out "in
"in the
the case
of aanonresident"
nonresident" and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
and inserting
case of
ing
"in the case of
citizen of
of the
States "..
United States
the United
a citizen
not a
nonresident not
a nonresident
the case of a
"in
amended
(d) Section
Section 303(d)
(e) of
such Act,
as amended,
amended, are amended
Act, as
of such
and (e)
303(d) and
(d)
such
by striking
out the
nonresident decedent"
decedent" wherever such
phrase "nonresident
the phrase
striking out
by
in
phrase appears
in
such
subdivisions
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
lieu
in
inserting
and
subdivisions
such
in
phrase appears
each case "nonresident
not
citizen of
the United
States "..
United States
of the
Vol. 44, p. 74.
a citizen
not a
"nonresident
case
each
(e) Section 304(a) and
(b) of such Act, as amended, are amended
. 7.
304 (a) and (b) of such Act, as amended, are amended Vol. 44
Section
(e)
by
striking
out
"nonresident"
wherever
such
word
appears
and
appears
word
such
wherever
by striking out "nonresident"
inserting in
each case
case "nonresident
not aacitizen
citizen of the
nonresident not
in each
thereof in
lieu thereof
inserting in lieu
suor
bstituTen
niofo'
f
'egle
".
United
States ".
United States
the
of
dt
rs
striking
by
amended
is
1932
of
Act
(f)
Section
40
3
of
the
Reve
nue
Act
of
1932
is
amended
by
striking
Revenue
the
of
Section 403
out(f)"resident
decedent"
and inserting in lieu thereof "
citizen or
or United
united States",
States", in INM
"citizen
Act.
out resident decedent" and inserting in lieu thereof
Vol.
L 47, p.. 245.
V
47 , p
resident
States ".
".
United States
the United
of the
resident of
73
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TA X SEC. 404. REAL ESTATE
ESTATE SITUATED
SITUATED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES.

TAX

AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.

Gross estate tax for
Grottaxes.
estate tax
estate
Real
without
Real estate
estate exempt.
without
United Sates exempt.
United
Vol.
44, p.70.
p. 70.
Vol. 44,

for

Estate tax rates.
Rates modified.
Rates47,mo.difed.
Vol.
1
3.
241

1926 as
as
Act of
So much
section 302
302 of
of the
Revenue Act
of 1926
as reads
reads as
the Revenue
So
much of section
the decedent
shall be
be
follows: ""The
The value
value of
of the
gross estate
of the
decedent shall
the gross
estate of
follows:
determined by
the value
value at
the time
time of
of his
his death
of all
all
determined
by including
including the
at the
death of
property,
real or
personal, tangible
property, real
or personal,
tangible or
or intangible,
intangible, wherever
wherever situated"
situated "
is
to read
as follows:
follows: "
value of
the
is amended
amended to
read as
" The
The value
of the
the gross
gross estate
estate of
of the
decedent
shall be
value at
at the
the time
time of
his
decedent shall
be determined
determined by
by including
including the
the value
of his
death of
or personal,
intangible,
death
of all
all property,
property, real
real or
personal, tangible
tangible or
or intangible,
wherever
situated, except
except real
property situated
situated outside
outside the
the United
wherever situated,
real property
United
States
".
States ".
SEC. 405. ESTATE TAX
TAX RATES.
(a) Section
Section 401
(b) of
Revenue Act
Act of
is amended
to
1932 is
amended to
of 1932
of the
the Revenue
401 (b)
(a)

read as
as follows:
follows:
read
"(b)
The tentative
tax referred
referred to
to in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) (1)
"(b) The
tentative tax
(1) of
of this
this
section shall
sum of
the following
percentages of
of the
the value
section
shall equal
equal the
the sum
of the
following percentages
value
of the
the net
of
net estate:
estate:
not in
in excess
of $10,000,
per centum.
centum.
""Upon
Upon net
net estates
estates not
excess of
$10,000, 11per
" $100
$100 upon net
and upon
net estates
estates in
in excess
of
net estates
estates of
of $10,000;
$10,000; and
upon net
excess of
$10,000 and
of $20,000,
per centum
centum in
addition of
of such
$10,000
and not
not in
in excess
excess of
$20,000, 22per
in addition
such
excess.
excess.
upon net
estates of
of $20,000;
and upon
net estates
estates in
in excess
" $300
$300 upon
net estates
$20,000; and
upon net
excess
of
$20,000 and
in excess
excess of
$30,000, 3
per centum
centum in
addition of
of $20,000
and not
not in
of $30,000,
3 per
in addition
of
such
such excess.
excess.
upon net
estates of
and upon
net estates
estates in
of
""$600
$600 upon
net estates
of $30,000;
$30,000; and
upon net
in excess
excess of
$30,000 and
and not
in excess
excess of
of $40,000,
$40,000, 4
per centum
centum in
in addition
$30,000
not in
4 per
addition of
of such
such
excess.
excess.
upon net
net estates
and upon
upon net
net estates
""$1,000
$1,000 upon
estates of
of $40,000;
$40,000; and
estates in
in excess
excess
of
$40,000 and
in excess
excess of
$50,000, 5
centum in
addition of
of
of $40,000
and not
not in
of $50,000,
5 per
per centum
in addition
such excess.
excess.
such
of $50,000;
and upon
upon net
excess
" $1,500 upon
upon net
net estates
estates of
$50,000; and
net estates
estates in
in excess
of $50,000
$50,000 and
not in
of $70,000,
per centum
of
and not
in excess
excess of
$70,000, 7
7 per
centum in
in addition
addition of
of
such excess.
such
excess.
"
net estates
estates of
$70,000; and
estates in
excess
" $2,900
$2,900 upon
upon net
of $70,000;
and upon
upon net
net estates
in excess
not in
in excess
centum in
in addition
addition of
of $70,000 and not
excess of
of $100,000,
$100,000, 99per
per centum
of
such excess.
excess.
such
"$5,600
"$5,600 upon net
$100,000; and
and upon
upon net
in
net estates
estates of
of $100,000;
net estates
estates in
excess of
of $100,000
$100,000 and
excess of
of $200,000,
12 per
per centum
centum in
in
excess
and not
not in
in excess
$200,000, 12
of such
addition of
such excess.
excess.
$17,600 upon
upon net
of $200,000;
upon net
net estates
estates in
"$17,600
net estates
estates of
$200,000; and
and upon
in
excess of $200,000 and not in excess
excess of $400,000,
$400,000, 16 per
per centum
centum in
in
addition of
excess.
addition
of such excess.
"$49,600
"$49,600 upon net estates of
and upon
upon net
estates in
in
of $400,000; and
net estates
excess
excess of $400,000 and not
not in excess
$600,000, 19
19 per
centum in
in
excess of
of $600,000,
per centum
addition
such excess.
excess.
addition of
of such
"$87,600
$600,000; and upon
"$87,600 upon net estates of $600,000;
upon net
net estates in
in
excess
of $600,000
$600,000 and
not in
in excess
excess of
of $800,000,
$800,000, 22
22 per
per centum
centum in
excess of
and not
in
addition
of such
addition of
such excess.
excess.
"$131,600
upon net estates
$131,600 upon
net estates
estates in
in
estates of $800,000;
$800,000; and
and upon
upon net
excess of $800,000
$800,000 and not in excess
25 per
centum in
excess of $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, 25
per centum
in
addition
excess.
addition of
of such excess.
"$181,600
"$181,600 upon net estates of $1,000,000; and upon net estates
estates in
excess of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 and not in excess of $1,500,000,
$1,500,000, 28 per centum in
in
addition
such excess.
excess.
addition of
of such
"$321,600
$1,500,000: and
"
$321,600 upon net estates of $1,500,000:
and upon
upon net
net estates
estates in
in
excess of $1,500,000 and not in excess
excess of $2,000,000,
$2;000,000, 31 per
per centum
centum in
in
addition of
of such excess.
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estates in
$2,000,000; and upon net estates
"$476,600 upon
upon net
net estates
estates of $2,000,000;
in EMa
"$476,600
Rates-Contd.
centum
per
34
$2,500,000,
of
excess
$2,000,000 and
and not
not in excess
excess
$2,500,000,
centum Rates—Contd.
of $2,000,000
excess of
in addition
of such excess.
addition of
in
"
$646,600 upon
net estates
estate-% of
$2,500,000- and upon net estates in
of $2,500,000;
upon net
"$646,600
$3,000,000, 37 per centum
excess
of
$2,500,000
and
not
excess
of $3,000,000,
in
not
and
$2,500,000
of
excess
in
addition of
of such
such excess.
in addition
"$831,600 upon
net estates
estates of
estates in
$3,000,000; and upon net estates
of $3,000,000;
upon net
"$831,600
centum
40
$3,500,000,
excess
of
$3,000,000
and
not
in
excess
$3,500,000,
per
centum
of
excess of $3,000,000 and not in excess
in addition
addition of such excess.
in
$3,500,000; and
$1,031,600 upon
and upon net
net estates in
in
estates of $3,500,000;
net estates
upon net
""$1,031,600
per centum
$4,000,000,
of
excess
of
$3,500,000
and
not
in
excess
$4,000,000,
43
centum
excess
in
not
and
$3,500,000
of
excess
in addition
addition of such excess.
in
"
$1,246,600 upon
upon net
net estates
estates of $4,000,000;
$4,000,000; and upon net estates in
"$1,246,600
centum
excess
of $4,000,000
$4,000,000 and
$4,500,000, 46 per centum
of $4,500,000,
excess of
in excess
not in
and not
excess of
in
addition
of
such
excess.
excess.
such
of
addition
in
"$1,476,600
net estates
estates of
$4,500,000; and upon net estates
estates in
of $4,500,000;
upon net
$1,476,600 upon
"
centum
per
48
$5,000,000,
excess
of
$4,500,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$5,000,000,
centum
in
not
and
$4,500,000
excess of
in
addition of
of such
such excess.
in addition
"
$1,716,600 upon
upon net
$5,000,000; and upon net estates in
estates of $5,000,000;
net estates
" $1,716,600
$6,000,000, 50 per centum
excess of
of $5,000,000
and not
not in
excess of $6,000,000,
centum
in excess
$5,000,000 and
excess
excess.
in
addition
of
such
such
of
in addition
"
$2,216,600 upon
$6,000,000; and upon net estates in
of $6,000,000;
estates of
net estates
upon net
" $2,216,600
excess
of
$6,000,000
and
not
in
excess
of $7,000,000,
centum
$7,000,000, 52 per centum
of
excess
in
not
and
$6,000,000
excess of
in
such excess.
of such
addition of
in addition
"
$2,736,600 upon
upon net
net estates
estates of
of $7,000,000;
$7,000,000; and
estates in
in
upon net estates
and upon
" $2,736,600
centum
per
54
$8,000,000,
excess
of
$7,000,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$8,000,000,
centum
excess of $7,000,000 and not in excess
in addition
such excess.
of such
addition of
in
"$3,276,600 upon
estates of
of $8,000,000;
and upon net estates
estates
$8,000,000; and
net estates
upon net
"$3,276,600
centum
56
in
excess
of
$8,000,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$9,000,000,
per
centum
$9,000,000,
of
excess
in
not
and
$8,000,000
in excess of
in addition
addition of such excess.
in
"
$3,836,600 upon
upon net
net estates
$9,000,000;
estates
000; and upon net estates
of $9,000
estates of
"$3,836,600
in
of $9,000,000
$9,000,000 and
and not
in excess
a$10,000,000,
$10,000,000, 58 per centum
excess of
not in
excess of
in excess
in
addition of
of such excess.
in addition
$10,000,000; and
upon net estates in
and upon
of $10,000,000;
estates of
net estates
upon net
$4,416,600 upon
""$4,416,600
of
excess
of
$10,000,000,
60
per
centum
in
addition
such excess."
excess."
addition
in
centum
per
60
excess of $10,000,000,
(b) The
amendment made
by this
this section
shall be
be effective
effective only
only
section shall
made by
The amendment
(b)
date
the
after
dying
with
respect
to
transfers
of
estates
of
decedents
decedents
of
estates
of
transfers
with respect to
of
the enactment
this Act.
of this
enactment of
of the
of
o
Ncndertaintrlluy
SEC. 406. NONDEDUCTIBILITY OF CERTAIN TRANSFERS.
Nondeduottbility
certain
transfers
SEC. 406. NONDEDUCTIBILITY OF CERTAIN TRANSFERS.
p.72
Section 303(a)
v°
144
44, °
7'
Revenue Act of Vol
the Revenue
of the
(3) of
303(b) (3)
section 303(b)
and section
(3) and
Section 303(a) (3)
",
1926, as
amended,
are
amended
by
inserting
after
"
individual",
"individual
after
1926, as amended, are amended by inserting
wherever
appearing therein,
the following:
"and no
following: "and
and the
comma and
therein, aa comma
wherever appearing
substantial
part of
of the
of which
which is
carrying on propaganda,
propaganda,
is carrying
activities of
the activities
substantial part
or
otherwise attempting,
legislation ".
influence legislation
to influence
attempting, to
or otherwise
8.

AMENDMENTS
PRIOR ACTS
ACTS
TITLE m--AMENDMENTS
TO PRIOR
AND TOAMENDMENTS
ACTS ANDTO
PRIOR ACTS
TITLE HI-AMENDMENTS TO
AND
MISCELLAMISCELLAAND
NEOUS.
NEOIS.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Petition to Board of
P Appeals. Board o(
Tax
SEC.
501. PERIOD
FOR PETITION
PETITION TO
BOARD UNDER
UNDER PRIOR ACTS.
ACTS.
TO BOARD
PERIOD FOR
SEC. 501.
Time for, extended.
pe 55, 7tnded
Vol. 44, ,pT
pp.
75;
Section 274(a)
274(a) of
the Revenue
Act of
1926, section
section 308(a) of the Vola
of 1926,
Revenue Act
of the
Section
47. p. 250.
25a
p.
47,
Vol
Revenue Act of 1926, section
513(a)
of
the
Revenue
Act
1932,
and
of
1926, section 513 (a) of the Revenue Act
Act ofof
Revenue272(a)
section
the Revenue Act
of 1928
Revenue Act
Act of
of
the Revenue
and the
1928 and
the Revenue Act of
of
272(a)
section
1932 (relating to the period
during
which a
a taxpayer
may petition
petition
may
taxpayer
which
during
period
the
to
(relating
1932Board of Tax Appeals for redetermination of a deficiency), are
the
of a deficiency), are
Board of Tax Appeals for redetermination
the
amended by striking out "60 days" and
inserting
in lieu thereof "Legal holiday hi
out "60 days" and inserting in lieu thereof D
striking
by by
amended
bolu
mbiin
acColumbia"
"90 days
days";
striking out
out "not
"not counting
counting Sunday
Sunday as
as the
sixtieth District of
the sixtieth
striking
by
";
"90
added.
addes
day" and inserting
in
lieu
thereof
"not
counting
Sunday
or
a
a
legal
or
Sunday
inserting in lieu thereof " not counting

day" and
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AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS
PRIOR ACTS
TO PRIOR
AND
MISCELLANEOUS.
Not retroactive.
retroactive.

holiday in
in the
of Columbia
the ninetieth
ninetieth day
day ";
"; and
and by
holiday
the District
District of
Columbia as
as the
by
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof ""90-day
". The
striking out ""60-day ""and inserting
90-day ".
The
amendments
shall apply
apply only in
of
amendments made by this section shall
in respect
respect of
notices
notices mailed after 30 days after the date of the enactment
enactment of this
Act.

Recovery of amounts SEC. 502. RECOVERY
RECOVERY OF AMOUNTS
REFUNDED.
AMOUNTS ERRONEOUSLY
ERRONEOUSLY REFUNDED.
erroneously refunded.
refunded.
Vol. 45, p. 875.

Time for bringing
suit extended.
extended.

Barred suits.
Barred

(a)
610 of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1928
1928 is
is amended
amended by
adding
(a.) Section 610
Act of
by adding
at the end thereof
thereof a
follows:
a new subsection to read as follows:
" (c)
"
(c) Despite
Despite the provisions of subsections
subsections (a)
(a.) and
and (b)
(b) such
such suit
suit
may be brought at any time within five years from the making
making of
of
the refund
refund if it appears
appears that any part
part of the refund
refund was
was induced
induced
by fraud or the misrepresentation
misrepresentation of a
amaterial
material fact."
(b)
(b) The amendment
amendment made by subsection
subsection (a) of
of this section
shall
section shall
not apply
barred on the date of the enactment
apply to any
any suit which was barred
enactment
of this Act.

Statute of limitations
limitations SEC. 503. STATUTE
Statuteof
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON
ON SUITS
SUITS FOR REFUND.
REFUND.
refund.
on suits for refund.

Period for filing suspended.
Vol. 45, p. 874.

Section 608(b)(2)
608(b) (2) of
of the Revenue
is amended
amended by
by
Revenue Act of 1928 is
adding at the end thereof aanew sentence to read as follows: "If
such
" If such
agreement
agreement has been entered
entered into, the running
running of such statute of
of limilimitations shall
shall be suspended
suspended in accordance
with the terms of
accordance with
of the
agreement."
agreement."

Overpayments
Overpayments found
by Board.
Credit
or refund.
redit orrefund.

Vol. 47, p.

(a)
(a.) The
The last sentence
sentence of section 322(d) of the Revenue Act of
of.

vol. 1932 and of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1928 are
are amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"No
such credit
refund shall be made of any portion of the tax
"No such
credit or refund

Vol. 47, p. 243;
243; Vol.
45, p. 861.

4"5p.861.

SEC. 504. OVERPAYMENTS
OVERPAYMENTS FOUND
OF TAX
TAX APPEALS.
FOUND BY THE BOARD
BOARD OF
APPEALS.

unless the Board determines as part of its
it was
was paid
paid
its decision that it
within two years before
before the filing of the claim or the filing of
of the
the
petition,
whichever is
is earlier."
petition, whichever
earlier."
Running of the statuteofnflgo
thestat- (b) The last sentence
sentence of section
Revenue Act
Act of
of
section 528(d) of the Revenue
ute of limitation.
47, p.
p. 259.
Vol. 47,
259.
1932 is amended
No such
such credit
or refund
refund shall
amended to read as follows: "
"No
credit or
shall
be made of any portion
portion of the tax unless the
Boar d determines
det
erm i
nes as
as
the Board
decision that it was paid within
three years
years before
the
part of its decision
within three
before the
filing of the claim or the filing of the petition, whichever is earlier."
earlier."
restrictions.
Refund restrictionS.
(c) The last sentence
284(e) of the Revenue
(c)
sentence of section 284(e)
of
Revenue
Act of
Vol. 46,
46, p.
Vol.
P. e67.
1926,
as amended,
amended to read as follows:
" Unless the Board
1926, as
amended, is amended
follows: "
determines as part of its decision
determines
decision that the claim for credit
credit or refund,
or the petition, was filed
filed within
within the
time prescribed
prescribed in
in subdivision
subdivision
the time
(g) for filing claims,
claims no such credit or refund shall be made
any
made of any
portion of
of the tax unless the Board determines
determines as part of its decision
portion
decision
that it was paid within four years (or, in the case of aatax imposed
by this
this title, within three years)
before the filing of the claim or
years) before
or the
the
filing of the petition, whichever
whichever is earlier."
Refund on17
When
parfun
on,: withiu
when
(c) of the Revenue Act of 1926.
(d) The last sentence of section 319
319(c)
poinent
panment made
ma&dewithin
four
four years.
years,
as amended, is amended
amended to read
read as follows: "No
"No such refund shall be
made of any portion
portion of the tax unless the Board determines
determines as
as part
part
of its decision
decision that it was paid within four years (or in the case of a
a
tax imposed by this title, within
within three
three years) before
before the filing of the
claim or the filing of the petition, whichever
whichever is earlier."
earlier."
Pending,
etc., eases.
Pending, etc.,
ases.
(e)
The amendments made by
(e) The amendments made
by subsections
subsections (a),
(a), (b),
(b), (c),
(c), and
and (d)
(d)
of this section
have no effect in the case
section shall have,
case of any proceeding
proceeding
before the
the Board on a
a petition
hearing by the Board thereon
before
petition if any hearing
has been held prior
prior to 30 days after the date of the enactment
enactment of
of
this Act.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 277.
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AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS

SEC.
AND RECEIVERSHIPS.
BANKRUPTCY AND
SEC. 505. BANKRUPTCY

TO PRIOR
PRIOR ACTS
TO
AND
MISCELLANEoUS.MIELL
NEOUS.
Bankruptcy
reand reBankruptcy and
ceiverships.
Vol. 47, p. 237; vol.
Vol.

(a) Section
Section 274(a)
274(a) of
the Revenue
Revenue
of 1932 and the Revenue
Revenue Act of
of the
(a)
Act of 1926 are
Revenue Act
the Revenue
Act
section 282(a)
282(a) of
of the
and section
1928 and
of 1928
Act of
sentence thereof
amended
by inserting
inserting after
after the
thereof the following:
following:
first sentence
the first
amended by
45, p. 856; Vol. 44, p. 62,
44, p. 6
pnded6Vol
receiver shall give 45
"
.
In such
the trustee
trustee in
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy or receiver
cases the
such cases
amended.
"In
or
cs
T
amended.
Assessment
of tax deAssessmentoftaxde
notice
i
n writing
the adjudication
adjudication of bank- ficiency.
of the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
to the
writing to
notice in
Procedure; running
and the running of the Procedure;
ruptcy
or the
the appointment
appointment of
of the
the receiver,
receiver, and
ruptcv or
statute of limitations
statute
limitations on
the making
making of
saente"'f"""iitatio
shall be sus- of
assessments shall
of assessments
on the
of limitations
statute of
suspended
bankruptcy
pended
for
the
period
from
the
date
of
adjudication
in
bankruptcy
adjudication
of
date
the
from
period
the
for
pended
or
the appointment
of the
receiver to a
a date 30 days after
after the date
the receiver
appointment of
or the
upon which
which the
notice from
the trustee
receiver is received by
or receiver
trustee or
from the
the notice
upon
the
Commissioner; but the suspension
suspension under this sentence
sentence shall in
in
the Commissioner;
no
case be
for a
excess of two
years."
two years."
a period in excess
be for
no case
eases.
Inapplicable cases.
(b)
The amendments
amendments made
made by subsection (a)
(a) shall not apply in Inapplicable
(b) The
any
case in
the adjudication
occurred, or
has
receiver has
or the receiver
has occurred,
adjudication has
which the
in which
any case
been
prior to
the date
of the enactment
enactment of this Act.
date of
to the
appointed, prior
been appointed,
Retroactivity of
rulof rulRetroactivity
ings.

SEC.
REGULATIONS, RULINGS,
RULINGS, ETC.
RETROACTIVITY OF REGULATIONS,
SEC. 506. RETROACTIVITY

Vol. 46, p. 114.

1926, as
of 1926,
Section
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
as amended,
amended, is Vo.46, p.114.
of the
1108(a) of
Section 1108(a)
amended to
follows:
to read as follows:
amended
Determination as to
"(a) The
The Secretary,
Secretary, or
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
approval of
of the
the extent
n toe
extermintitrn
the approval
with the
or the
revenue
internal
"(a)
extent
internal revenue
laws
apply
reithout reapply without
law
ruling,
any
to
which
Secretary,
may
prescribe
the
extent,
if
any,
to
which
any
any,
if
extent,
Secretary, may prescribe the
troactive effect.
regulation, or
Decision, relating
relating to
the internal revenue troative
to the
Treasury Decision,
or Treasury
regulation,
laws, shall
shall be
effect."
retroactive effect."
without retroactive
be applied
applied without
laws,
Examination of books
Examination
and witnesses.
witnesses.

SEC. 507.
WITNESSES.
OF BOOKS AND WITNESSES.
EXAMINATION OF
507. EXAMINATION
SEC.

Powers
conferred on
Powers conferred

as
The
for the
determining the
at Commissioner,
etc., as
commissioner, etc.,
liability at
the liability
of determining
purpose of
the purpose
Commissioner, for
The Commissioner,
to.
law
or
in
equity
of
a
transferee
of
the
property
of
any
person
with
to
with
person
any
of
property
the
of
law or in equity of a transferee
respect to
any Federal
imposed upon
person, is hereby
upon such person,
taxes imposed
Federal taxes
to any
respect
authorized, by
by any
any officer
officer or
employee of
of Internal
Internal
Bureau of
the Bureau
of the
or employee
authorized,
Revenue, including
him for
that purpurfor that
by him
designated by
service, designated
field service,
the field
including the
Revenue,
pose, to
to examine
examine any
books, papers,
records, or
or memoranda
bearing
memoranda bearing
papers, records,
any books,
pose,
upon
require the
the attendance
attendance of
of the
the transferor
transferor
may require
and may
liability, and
such liability,
upon such
or
transferee, or
of any
employee of
of such
or the
person, or
such person,
or employee
officer or
any officer
or of
or transferee
attendance a
other person
person having
the premises,
premises,
in the
knowledge in
having knowledge
any other
of any
attendance
and
his testimony
the matter,
power
with power
matter, with
to the
reference to
with reference
testimony with
take his
may take
and may
to
to such
or persons.
peronls.
person or
sitl I person
oaths to
administer oaths
to administer

SEC.
508. SALE
DISTRAINT.
UNDER DISTRAINT.
PROPERTY UNDER
PERSONAL PROPERTY
OF PERSONAL
SALE OF
SEC. 508.

Sale nf
of personal
proppersonni propSale
erty
distraint.
erty under distraint.

as follows:
Section 3192
of the
Revised Statutes
amended to
read as
follows:
to read
is amended
Statutes is
the Revised
3192 of
Section
for sale
SEC. 3192.
personal property
property is
is advertised
advertised for
any personal
When any
3192. When
"SEC.
under
distraint as
officer making
the seizure
seizure shall
shall
making the
the officer
aforesaid, the
as aforesaid,
under distraint

Purchase by U.S., of
property seized
seized when
property
bid offered below price.
idotrered low
etc.

proceed to
sell such
property at
public auction,
offering the
same
the same
auction, offering
a putllic
at a
such property
to sell
proceed
at
including the
the expenses
making the
the levy
levy and
of making
expenses of
price, including
a minimum
minimum price,
at a
of
the sale,
sale, and
and if
if the
the amount
amount bid
bid for
for such
at the
the
property at
such property
advertising the
of advertising
sale is
equal to
minimum price
fixed, the
conducting
officer conducting
the officer
so fixed,
price so
the minimum
to the
not equal
is not
sale
the
may declare
declare the
same to
to be
be purchased
purchased by him for the United
United
the same
sale may
the sale

States.
The property
property so
so purchased
purchased may
by the
the collector
collector
sold by
be sold
may be
States. The
within whose
the sale
sale was
regulations as
as
such regulations
under such
made under
was made
district the
whose district
within
Internal
Commissioner of Inter
may
be prescribed
prescribed by
na
l Revenue,
Revenue, with
by the Commissioner
may be
the approval
the Treasury.
The collector
collector shall
shall
Treasury. The
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
approval of
the
render
of all
all charges
charges incurred
incurred
account of
distinct account
a distinct
Commissioner a
to the
the Commissioner
render to
in such
such sales,
and, in
resale, shall
shall pay
pay into
into the
the Treasury
the
Treasury the
of resale,
in case
case of
sales, and,
in
proceeds as
provided in
in section
section 3210
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as
of the
3210 of
as provided
proceeds
amended."
amended."
DnISCHARGE OF LIENS.
SEC.
;n. DISCHARGE
SQ.r 509.
.

11.8., sec. 3152. p. 613.

R.S sec. 31,2, p. 613
hen.
Purchapsebiey
price.

t

Resale provisions.

Resaleprovisions.
Accounting.

Accounting.
RS., sec. 3210, p. 817.

RS.sec. 3210, p.

7

Discharge of
of liens
hens.
Discharge
R.S.,
sec. 318,.
3186, p.
p. 612;
612;
R, S., se.

Vol. 43, p.
Section
of the
Statutes, as
as amended,
is amended
amended Vol.3,
p. 994.
99.
amended, is
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
3186(c) of
Section 3186(c)
by adding
the end
the following
new paragraph:
paragraph:
following new
thereof the
end thereof
at the
adding at
by
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AMEINDMENTS
TO
TO PRIOR
PRIOR ACTS
AND
MISCELLANEOUS.
Part payments.
Part
payments.

Fair market value to
Fair
to
determine.
determine.

Jeopardy
Jeopardy assessassessments.
Vol. 47, p. 287,
287,
amended.

Immediate
assessImmediate
assessment, etc.,
collection
etc., if collection
eopardized bydelay.
jeopardized
by delay.

Payment
diately due.

immeimme-

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CFI. 277.
277.
CH.

MAY 10,
10, 1934.
1934.
MAY

"(4)
certificate of
discharge of
any part
part of
of the
thei propof any
propissue a,a certificate
of discharge
"(4) May
May issue
erty subject
to the
the lien
if there
there is
is paid
paid over
over to
the collector
collector in
n part
part
erty
subject to
lien if
to the
satisfaction of
respect of
of such
such tax
amount deterdetersatisfaction
of the
the liability
liability in
in respect
tax an
an amount
mined by
by the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, which
be less
less than
than the
value,
mined
which shall
shall not
not be
the value,
as
of the
the interest
interest of
of the
States in
in the
the
as determined
determined by
by him,
him, of
the United
United States
part to
be so
discharged. In
In determining
value the
the CommisCommisdetermining such
such value
part
to be
so discharged.
sioner
give consideration
fair market
market value
value of
of the
the part
part
sioner shall
shall give
consideration to
to the
the fair
to
so discharged
and to
to such
liens thereon
thereon as
priority to
to the
the
to be
be so
discharged and
such liens
as have
have priority
lien
of the
United States."
States."
the United
lien of
JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.
SEC. 510. JEOPARDY
ASSESSMENTS.
Section
1105 of
Revenue Act
of 1932
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
Section 1105
of the
the Revenue
Act of
1932 is
as
follows:
follows:
"SEC. 1105. JEOPARDY
JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT.
"SEC.
"(a)
If the
the Commissioner
Commissioner believes
"(a) If
believes that
collection of
any tax
that the
the collection
of any
tax.
(other than
and gift
tax) under
under any
any propro(other
than income
income tax,
tax, estate
estate tax,
tax, and
gift tax)
vision of
be jeopardized
jeopardized by
by delay,
delay,
vision
of the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws
laws will
will be
he
shall, whether
whether or
or not
the time
prescribed by
by law
law for
he shall,
not the
time otherwise
otherwise prescribed
for
making return
and paying
paying such
immediately assess
assess
making
return and
such tax
tax has
has expired,
expired, immediately
such
tax (together
and penalties
the assessment
assessment of
of
such tax
(together with
with all
all interest
interest and
penalties the
which is
is provided
Such tax,
tax penalties,
and interest
interest
which
provided for
for by
by law).
law). Such
penalties, and

shall thereupon become
become immediately
and payable, and immediate
immediately due and
notice and
demand shall
shall be
the collector
collector for
for the
payment
notice
and demand
be made
made by
by the
the payment
Collection
Collection by
by disdia- thereof. Upon failure
or
to
pay
such
tax,
failure
refusal
penalty,
and
traint
upon
failure
to
traint upon
failure
to
U
a
interest,
thereof by
by distraint
distraint shall
lawful without
regard
pay
on
interest, collection
pay.
collection thereof
shall be
be lawful
without regard
R.S.,
p. 612. to
to the
3187 of
of the
the Revised
as
see. 3187,
R.S., sec.
87,p.
the period
period prescribed
prescribed in
in section
section 3187
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended.
amended.
Postponement, when
when
Postponement,
part of
"(b) The collection
collection of the whole or any part
of the
the amount
amount of
of
security provided.
such assessment
assessment may
stayed by
by filing
filing with
bond
y
such
may be
be stayed
with the
the collector
collector aa bond
in such
such amount,
amount, not
amount as
as to
to which
which the
the
in
not exceeding
exceeding double
double the
the amount
stay is
desired, and
and with
sureties, as
the collector
collector deems
stay
is desired,
with such
such sureties,
as the
deems necesnecessary, conditioned
conditioned upon
of the
the amount
collection of
of
sary,
upon the
the payment
payment of
amount collection
which
is stayed,
stayed, at
time at
at which,
which, but
but for
section, such
such amount
amount
which is
at the
the time
for this
this section,
would
be due."
would be
due."
diatelydue.

Gifts
of property sub- SEC. 511. GIFTS OF PROPERTY SUBJECT TO
GiftsofpropertysubPOWER.
ject to power.
Jeet
Vol. 47, p. 245, re245,
pealed. 47,

Vol.

p.

re-

Subsection
Subsection (c)
(c) of
of section
section 501
501 of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932
1932 (relating
(relating
to
the inapplicability
tax in
in the
the case
case of
of the
the transfer
transfer of
of propto the
inapplicability of
of gift
gift tax
property in
in trust
trust subject
to the
the power
of the
the donor
revest title
in
erty
subject to
power of
donor to
to revest
title in
himself) is
repealed.
himself)
is repealed.

General Counsel for
COUNSEL FOR THE TREASURY.
TREASURY.
General
Counsel for SEC. 512. GENERAL COUNSEL
the
Treasury,
Treasury,
Appointment by the

(a) There
There is
is hereby
created in
the Department
Department of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
(a)
hereby created
in the
the office of General
General Counsel for the Department
Department of the Treasury
Treasury
(hereinafter
(hereinafter in this section referred
referred to
as the
General Counsel
Counsel ")
").
to as
the "
" General
Compensation.
ompensation.
The General
General Counsel
shall be
the President,
President, by
The
Counsel shall
be appointed
appointed by
by the
by and
and
with the
and consent
Senate, and
and shall
shall receive
comwith
the advice
advice and
consent of
of the
the Senate,
receive comTo be chief law officer pensation
Tobeeaieflawotfoer
Counsel
pensation at the rate of $10,000
$10,000 per annum. The General
General Counsel
of the department.
shall be the chief law
law officer
officer of
shall
of the
the department,
department, and
shall perform
perform
and shall
such
duties
in
respect
of
the
legal
activities
thereof
as
may
be prepresuch duties in respect of the legal activities thereof as may be
Assistant
General
isetlntr
BGeane
law. The President
required by law.
President is
is
Counsel
for Bureau
of scribed by the Secretary or required
Internal Revenue
Revenue auInternal
au- authorized to appoint, by and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
the
of the
thorized.
thored.
Senate, an Assistant General
General Counsel for the Bureau
Bureau of Internal
Internal
Revenue
and
to
fix
his
compensation
at a
a rate
not in excess of
Revenue
and
to
fix
his
compensation
rate
Other
Assistant
Other
Secretary may appoint
$10,000 per annum. The Secretary
appoint and fix the duties
duties
Counsel
to ssistant
be ap- $10,000
pointed by
by the
Secre- of such other Assistant General Counsel (not to exceed five)
pointed
the Secreof
such
Assistant
General
five) and
tary.

President
President, etc
etc.
Post,
Post, p. 1059.
is9.

h

such other officers and employees as he may deem
deem necessary
necessary to assist
assist
performance of his duties. The SecreSecrethe General Counsel in
in the
the performance
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AMENDOENTS
tary
of the
General Counsel to act TO
PRIOR ACTS
the Assistant General
one of
designate one
may designate
tary may
MISCELLAAND
Counsel.
as
the
General
Counsel
during
the
absence
of
the
General
Arm
MISCELLAabsence
the
during
as the General Counsel
NEOUS.
is authorSecretary, is
The General
General Counsel,
Counsel, with the approval
approval of the
the Secretary,
author - NEOUS.
The
ized
to delegate
delegate to
to any
any Assistant
General Counsel any authority,
authority,
Assistant General
ized to
authorized or
duty, or
or function
the General
General Counsel
Counsel is authorized
or
which the
function which
duty,
required
to exercise
The Assistant
Assistant General
General Counsel
Counsel
perform. The
or perform.
exercise or
required to
appointed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary may
compensated
appointed and compensated
be appointed
may be
appointed by
without
to the
the provisions
Classification Act of 1923,
the Classification
of the
provisions of
regard to
without regard
laws and shall receive compensaas amended,
amended, and
and the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service laws
compensaas
tion
at
such
rate
(not
in
excess
of
$10,000 per annum)
annum) as may be
be
of
excess
in
tion at such rate (not
compensation of any person
fixed by
person
rate of compensation
The rate
Secretary. The
the Secretary.
by the
fixed
shall be
appointed
under the
provisions of this subsection
subsection shall
be subject
subject
the provisions
appointed under
officers and employees
to
reduction applicable
employees of the
the Federal
Federal
to officers
applicable to
the reduction
to the
Government
generally.
Government generally.
Designated
offices
otfice
(b) The
offices of
of General
Bureau of Internal
Internal Designated
Counsel for the Bureau
General Counsel
The offices
(b)
shed
Internal
Bureau
the
Revenue,
Assistant
General
Counsel
for
Bureau
of
Internal
abolished.
for
Counsel
Revenue, Assistant General
Solicitor of
Revenue, Solicitor
Solicitor of
of the
Treasury, and Assistant Solicitor
of the
the
the Treasury,
Revenue,
General
toto ,the
ferred
of ferred
functions
duties,
Treasury
are
hereby
abolished.
The
powers,
and
functions
of
Powers
the
etc.,General
powers,
The
abolished.
Treasury are hereby
date.
effective
Counsel;
such offices are hereby transferred to
the
General
Counsel.
This
subCounsel;
effective
date.
This
to the General Counsel.

such offices are hereby transferred
section
shall take
take effect
the General
General Counsel first appointed
appointed
when the
effect when
section shall
of
p
under
subsection
(a)
qualifies
and
takes
office.
office.
takes
and
qualifies
(a)
under subsection
of Justice
Department
duties,
the
affect
(c)
Nothing
in
this
section
shall
be
construed
to
o=ntTrit
r
i
s
s
ta
construed
be
shall
section
this
(c) Nothing in
vested in the Department
powers, or
upon, or vested
Department of
of not hereby aflected.
imposed upon,
functions imposed
or functions
powers,
law.
existing
by
thereof,
Justice, or
officer thereof,
any officer
or any
Justice,
in the
Assistants
Treasury.
SEC. 513. ASSISTANTS IN
THE TREASURY.
TrIss
ssurisyt
.ant s in the
TREASURY.
IN THE
ASSISTANTS
513.
SEC.
The
the Treasury
(without regard
regard to Appointment.
Appointment.
authorized (without
is authorized
Treasury is
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
Civil
the
and
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
as
amended,
Service
amended,
as
1923,
of
the Classification Act
laws) to
to appoint
and fix
the compensation
compensation of five assistants at rates
fix the
appoint and
laws)
of
compensation
of
not
to
exceed
$10,000
per annum, but the rates
rates so Pay.
y'
$10,000 per
exceed
to
of compensation of not
fixed
shall
subject to
to the
applicable to officers and ememreduction applicable
the reduction
be subject
shall be
fixed
ployees of the
Federal Government generally. The Secretary is scrTDcies
iMbetdie. s to be
be pr
preployees of the Federal Government generally. The Secretary
or
duty,
authority,
any
assistants
authorized to
to delegate
delegate to
aut
horit y, duty, or
to such assistants
authorized
function which
which he
is authorized
exercise or perform.
perform. Termination, by Exrequired to exercise
or required
authorized or
he is
function
eertnltionrde.
Whenever the
President declares
the emergemerg- ecutive
order. by E
that the
order that
Executive order
by Executive
declares by
Whenever the President
exist,
to
ency requiring the
appointments
under
this
section
has
ceased
exist,
ceased
has
section
this
under
requiring the appointments
ency
the persons appointed under
this section shall cease to hold
hold office
office
the persons appointed under this section shall cease to this section
under this
this section,
section, and
and the
the power
power of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary under
section
under
shall
terminate.
shall terminate.
.t respe..t..o..ll..all
Pealties
and awards
respect to Illegally
illegally
respect
with n
SEC. 514. PENALTIES AND
AND AWARDS
AWARDS TO
INFORMERS WITH RESPECT
RESPECT with
TO INFORMERS
petroleum.
produced
SEC. 514. PENALTIES
TO ILLEGALLY PRODUCED PETROLEUM.
produced petroleum.
TO ILLEGALLY PRODUCED PETROLEUM.
Special
additional
Special
penalties for willful
(a) Any
liable for
any income
income from
from illegally pro- penalties
on any
tax on
for tax
person liable
inreport
(a) Any person
failure
infailure to
come.
duced
who willfully
willfully fails
fails to
to make return
return showing
showing such come.
petroleum, who
duced petroleum
enact-'
the
after
income within
prescribed by
law or
enactor 30 days after
by law
time prescribed
the time
within the
income
ment of this
Act, whichever
whichever expires
expires later,
in addition
addition to all
shall, in
later, shall,
of this Act,
ment
not hereby affected.

Pa

other penalties prescribed by law,
to a
acivil
of $500
$500
penalty of
civil penalty
liable to
be liable
by law, be
prescribed
penalties
other
plus $50
for each
day during which such failure
continues.
failure continues.

during which such
$50 for each day
plus
(b) Any person not
not an
officer or
employee of
United States
the United
of the
or employee
an officer
person
Any
(b)
informawho furnishes to
to the
Commissioner
or
any
collector
original
informaoriginal
collector
any
or
the Commissioner
who furnishesto the
penalty
tion leading to
recovery
from
any
other person
of any
pen alty
any
of
person
other
any
from
recovery
the
tion leading
Commissioner
the
by the Commussioner
paid
under
section may
awarded and p
aid by
be awarded
may be
this section
under this
compensation of
of one-half
one -half the
the p
enalty so recovered,
recovered, as determined
determined
penalty
aa compensation
by
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
the
by(c)
As used in this section, the
term "income
"income from
illegally proprofrom illegally
section, the term
As used in this
(c) petroleum"
duced
means any
income
(not
shown
on
a
return
made
made
return
a
on
shown
(not
income
duced petroleum " means any
within the time prescribed
by law
30 days
days after
the enactment
enactment of
after the
or 30
law or
the time prescribed by
within
this Act, whichever
whichever expires
later)
arising
out
of
any
sale
sale or purany
of
out
expires later) arising
this Act,
to
subsequent
ground
the
from
chase
of
crude
petroleum
withdrawn
from
the
ground
subsequent
to
withdrawn
petroleum
chase of crude

Reward authorized.
authorized.
Reward

"Income from
from ille"Income
gally
produced petroPetroy produced
defined.
eum" defined.
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AMENDMENTS
ToAPRI
ACTS January
1932, in
in violation
violation of
of any
any State
or Federal
Federal law
law (not
(not
January 1,
1, 1932,
State or
TO PRIOR ACTS
AND
MISCELLA- including
AND MISCELLAincluding withdrawal
withdrawal in
in violation
of any
violation of
any code
code of
of fair
fair competition
competition
NEOUS.

approved under the National
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
or illegal
illegal
Recovery Act
Act or
withdrawal the penalties for which have
withdrawal
been mitigated
or satisfied
satisfied
have been
mitigated or
in pursuance of law
law prior to
of this
this Act),
arising
to the
the enactment
enactment of
Act), or
or arising
out of any
any fee derived
derived from acting
agent for
for any
any seller
seller or
or puracting as
as agent
purchaser in connection with aa sale or
purchase of
of such
such petroleum
or purchase
petroleum or
or
products thereof, or any amount
amount illegally received
by any
any person
person
received by
charged with the enforcement
enforcement of law
respect to
to such
such petroleum
petroleum
law with
with respect
or products thereof.
SEC. 515. POSTAL RATES.
RATES.

Postal rates,
Postal
rates, etc.
etc.
Increase, extended to
July 1, 1935.
285; Ante,
Vol. 47, p. 25;
Ant,
p. 254.

jITseextendedto
. 254.

Commissioner
Commissioner as
as
party to suit.
Vol. 44, p. 107.

Substitution of
sucSubstitution
of successor's name not required hereafter.
hereafter.

Nomleductibility
of
Nondeduetibility
certain
certain
gifts.
Community chests,
domestic,
religious,
oc,
rriosenue
etc.,
etc., corporations,
corporations, etc.
Vol. 47, p. 248.

Section
1001(a), as
amended, of
the Revenue
Section 1001(a),
as amended,
of the
Revenue Act of 1932, and

section
2 of the
"An Act
section 2
the Act entitled "An
Act to
to extend
extend the
the gasoline
gasoline tax
tax for
for
one year,
year, to modify postage
postage rates on mail
matter, and
and for
for other
mail matter,
other
purposes ", approved
approved June 16, 1933,
1933, are
amended by
by striking
striking out
out
are amended
"1934"
"1934 " wherever
wherever such date appears
appears and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof
lieu thereof
"
1935 ".
"1935
SEC. 516. COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER AS
PARTY TO
TO SUIT.
SUIT.
AS PARTY

Section 907 of the Revenue
1924, as
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
amended
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1924,
by adding at the end thereof
thereof a
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
a new
new subdivision
subdivision to
"" (g) When
When the incumbent
incumbent of the
office of
of Commissioner
Commissioner changes,
the office
changes,
no substitution of the name
name of
successor shall
shall be
be required
of his successor
required in
in
proceedings
proceedings pending after
after the date of the enactment
enactment of
the Revenue
Revenue
of the
Act of 1934 before
appellate court
before any appellate
court reviewing
the action
action of
of the
the
reviewing the
Board."

of SEC. 517. NONDEDUCTIBILITY
NONDEDUCTIBILITY OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN GIFTS.

Liability
of ndudlary.
fiduciary.
I-l;tllltMy oI

R.S.,
ec. 3467,
3167, p.
ICS., sec.
p. 687;
687;
.8. C., p.
p. 986.
Personal
Personal liability for
7.S. claims whbre
U.S.
where other
other
15513 preferred.
dlebts
preferre.

Decisions to cover
cover
payments
payments after June
6,
June 6,

1932.

Venue
for appeals
Venue for
appeals
Apfrom Board
Board of Tax
Tax Appe.als.
pells.
Vol.
44, p.
Vol. 44,
p. 110.
110.

Review by
Review
by circuit
circuit
court of
of appeals.
appeals.

ct
(a) ASection
505(a) (2) (B) and section 505(b) (2) of the Rev(2)
a are(B)nded
by
insetion
505(b) "
of theindividual"
enue Act
enue
Act of
of 1932
1932 are
are amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after (2)
individual
" aRev"individual"
aa
comma
and
the
following:
"and
no
substantial part of the
comma and the following: "and
substantial
the activities
activities
of which is carrying
carrying on propaganda,
attempting, to
to
propaganda, or
or otherwise
otherwise attempting,
influence
influence legislation
legislation ".
".
(h)
(b) Section
Section 505(b)
505(b) (3)
(3) of the Revenue
Revenue Act
1932 is
is amended
amended
Act of
of 1932
by inserting after
" animals"
after "
animals" a
a comma
and the
the following:
following: "no
connma and
"no
substantial part of the activities
substantial
activities of which is carrying
carrying on
on propaganda,
propaganda,
or otherwise attempting,
attempting, to
to influence
influence legislation
legislation".".

SEC. 518. LIABILITY OF
FIDUCIARY.
OF FIDUCIARY.

(a) Section 3467 of the Revised
(a)
Revised Statutes
(U.S.C., title
title 31,
6,
Statutes (U.S.C.,
31, ch.
ch. 6,
sec.
192) is amended
ec. 192)
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
SEC.
"S
EC. 3467. Every
Every executor, administrator,
administrator, or
or assignee,
assignee, or
other
or other
person, who pays, in whole
person,
whole or in part,
any debt
debt due
due by
by the
the person
person or
or
part, any
estate for whom
estate
whom or for which he acts before he
and pays
pays the
he satisfies
satisfies and
the
debts due
due to the United States from such
debts
such person
person or
or estate,
estate, shall
shall
become ansmwable
answerable in his own person and
to the
the extent
extent of
such
and estate
estate to
of such
payments
payments for the debts so due to the United
United States,
States, or
or for
for so
so much
much
thereof as may remain due and unpaid."
unpaid."
(b) The
The amendment
(b)
amendment made
made by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall be applicable
applicable
in the case of payments
payments made
after June
June 6,
6, 1932.
1932.
made after
SEC. 519.
APPEALS FROM BOARD
SEC.
519. VENUE
VENUE FOR APPEALS
BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.
APPEALS.

(a)
Revenue Act of
(a) Section 1002 of the Revenue
is amended
amended to
read as
as
of 1926
1926 is
to read
follows:
follows:
"VENUE
VENUE
"SEC.
1002.
(a)
Except
as
provided
"SEC. 1002. (a) Except as provided in subdivision
subdivision (b),
(b), such
such decidecision
reviewed by
by the
the Circuit
Circuit Court
sion may
may be
be reviewed
Court of Appeals
Appeals for the circuit
circuit
in
which is
is located
located the
in which
the collector's office
office to which
which was made
made the
the return
return
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of
the tax
tax in
liability arises
arises or, if no return TOA^M^o1DMETS
of which the liability
in respect
respect of
of the
TO PRIOR ACTS
MISCELLAAND
Columbia.
of
was
then by
of Appeals
Appeals of
of the
the District
District
Columbia.
Court of
the Court
by the
made, then
was made,
NEOUS.
"(b)
provisions of subsection
subsection (a),
(a), such
such deci- NEOUS.
Notwithstanding the provisions
"(b) Notwithstanding
sion may
Appeals, or the Court
Court
reviewed by any Circuit Court of Appeals,
be reviewed
may be
sion
of
Appeals of
of the
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, which
which may be designated
designated
of Appeals
stipulation in writing."
taxpayer by stipulation
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner and
and the taxpayer
by the
(b)
Section 1002
of the
1926, as amended
amended by this
Act of 1926,
Revenue Act
the Revenue
1002 of
(b) Section
rendered on
section, shall
be applicable
decisions of the Board rendered
on
applicable to all decisions
shall be
section,
section,
such
and
Act,
or
after
the
date
of
the
enactment
of
this
such
section,
of
enactment
the
of
date
the
after
or
section, shall be applicable
as in
in force
force prior
to its
its amendment
amendment by this section,
prior to
as
to
such decisions
rendered prior thereto, except that subdivision
subdivision (b)
decisions rendered
to such
thereof
may be
be applied
applied to any
rendered prior
prior thereto.
any such decision rendered
thereof may

SEC.
TAX RATES.
GIFT TAX
520. GIFT
SEC. 520.

Gift taxes.

Gift taxes.

Schedule.
Vol.
47,
amended.

Revenue SohedU
(a)
gift-tax schedule
forth in section 502 of the Revenue
set forth
schedule set
The gift-tax
(a) The
amended.
Act
is amended
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
amended to
1932 is
of 1932
Act of
"Upon net
net gifts
gifts not
excess of
of $10,000,
$10,000, three fourths of 11 per
in excess
not in
"Upon
centum.
centum.
"
$75 upon
net gifts
of $10,000;
$10,000; and upon net gifts in excess
excess of
of
gifts of
upon net
"$75
$10,000
not in
in excess
of $20,000,
$20,000, 11/2
11/
2 per centum
centum in addition of
excess of
and not
$10,000 and
such
such excess.
upon net
net gifts
gifts of
of $20,000;
$20,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
""$225
$225 upon
$20,000
and not
in excess
excess of
$30,000, 2
1
/
4 per centum
centum in addition
addition of
21/4
of $30,000,
not in
$20,000 and
such excess.
excess.
such
"$450 upon
upon net
net gifts
upon net gifts in excess of
and upon
$30,000; and
of $30,000;
gifts of
"$450
$30,000
and not
not in
in excess
of $40,000,
$40,000, 3
3 per centum
centum in addition
addition of
excess of
$30,000 and
such
excess.
such excess.
upon net
gifts of
of $40,000;
$40,000; and upon
upon net gifts in excess
excess of
net gifts
$750 upon
""$750
33 per centum
$40,000
not in
in excess of
centum in addition of
of $50,000, 3%
and not
$40,000 and
such
excess.
such excess.
gifts of
and upon net gifts in excess of
$50,000; and
of $50,000;
net gifts
upon net
$1,125 upon
""$1,125
$50,000
not in
in excess
of $70,000,
$70,000, 51/4
51
/ per
4
per centum
centum in
in addition
addition of
excess of
and not
$50,000 and
such excess.
excess.
such
"
$2,175 upon
gifts of
$70,000; and
and upon net gifts in excess
of $70,000;
net gifts
upon net
"$2,175
of $70,000
and not
not in
in excess
excess of
$100,000, 6/4
6% per
per centum
centum in
in addition
addition
of $100,000,
$70,000 and
of
of such
excess.
such excess.
of
"
$4,200 upon
upon net
of $100,000;
and upon
net gifts
gifts in excess
upon net
$100,000; and
gifts of
net gifts
"$4,200
in addition
of
$100,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$200,000,
9
per
centum
centum
per
9
$200,000,
of
excess
in
not
and
$100,000
of
of
such excess.
excess.
of such
"$13,200 upon
gifts of
of $200,000;
net gifts
gifts in
in excess
excess
upon net
and upon
$200,000; and
net gifts
upon net
"$13,200
of $200,000
and not
not in
in excess
excess of
$400,000, 12
addition
centum in addition
per centum
12 per
of $400,000,
$200,000 and
of
t,f
such excess.
,,f such
"
$37,200 upon
of $400,000;
and upon
net gifts
gifts in
in excess
excess
upon net
$400,000; and
gifts of
net gifts
upon net
"$37,200
addiof
$400,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$600,000,
14
1
,4
centum
in
per
141/
$600,000,
of
excess
in
not
and
of $400,000
tion of
such excess.
excess.
of such
tion
"$65,700 upon
and upon
excess
net gifts in excess
upon net
$600,000; and
of $600,000;
gifts of
net gifts
upon net
"$65,700
of $600,000
of $800,000,
161/
2 per
per centum
in addiaddicentum in
$800,000, 161/2
excess of
in excess
not in
and not
$600,000 and
of
tion
of
such
excess.
excess.
tion of such
"
$98,700 upon
upon net
net gifts
of $800,000;
$800,000; and
upon net
net gifts
gifts in
in. eexcess
excess
and upon
gifts of
"$98,700
in addicentum
per
183/4
$1,000,000,
of
of
$800,000
and
not
in
$
1
,
000,000,
18
%
p
er
centum
excess
of $800,000 and not in
tion of
such excess.
of such
tion
"$136,200 upon
net gifts
gifts of
and upon
upon net gifts in
in
$1,000,000; and
of $1,000,000;
upon net
"$136,200
in
excess
of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 and
and not
in excess
excess of
$1,500,000, 21
21 per
per centum
centum in
of $1,500,000,
not in
excess of
addition
such excess.
excess.
of such
addition of
"$241,200 upon
upon net
net gifts
of $1,500,000;
and upon
upon net
net gifts
gifts in
in
$1,500,000: and
gifts of
"$24100
excess of
of $1,500,000
and
not
in
excess
of
$2,000,000,
23
/
4
1
per
centum
centum
per
231/
$2,000,000,
of
$1,500,000 and not in excess
excess
in
of such
excess.
such excess.
addition of
in addition

.
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"$357,450
"$357,450 upon
upon net gifts of $2,000,000;
and upon
net gifts
gifts in
in
$2,000,000; and
upon net
excess of $2,000,000
$2,500,000, 25/2
251
2 per centum
/
centum
$2,000,000 and not in excess of $2,500,000,
in
addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
in addition
"$484,950 upon
upon net
net gifts
gifts of
$2,500,000; and
and upon
upon net
net gifts
in
"$484,950
of $2,500,000;
gifts in
excess of
$2,500,000 and
in excess
of $3,000,000,
$3,000,000, 273/
27 3/
4 per
per centum
centum
excess
of $2,500,000
and not
not in
excess of
in addition of such
in
such excess.
"
$623,700 upon
gifts of
and upon
upon net
net gifts
in
"$623,700
upon net
net gifts
of $3,000,000;
$3,000,000; and
gifts in
excess of
of $3,000,000
$3,000,000 and
in excess
excess of
per centum
centum
excess
and not
not in
of $3,500,000,
$3,500,000, 30
30 per
addition of
of such
such excess.
in addition
excess.
"$773,700 upon
upon net
gifts of
of $3,500,000;
and upon
upon net
net gifts
in
"$773,700
net gifts
$3,500,000; and
gifts in
excess
$3,500,000 and
not in
in excess
excess of
of $4,000,000,
$4,000,000, 32Y4
32% per
per centum
centum
excess of
of $3,500,000
and not
in addition
addition of
such excess.
excess.
in
of such
net gifts
gifts of
$4,000,000; and
and upon
upon net
in
"$934,950 upon
upon net
of $4,000,000;
net gifts
gifts in
excess of $4,000,000
$4,000,000 and not in excess
excess of
341
/ per
2
per centum
centum
of $4,500,000,
$4,500,000, 341/2
in addition of such
in
such excess.
excess.
" $1.107,450
$1.107,450 upon net
"
and upon
upon net
gifts in
in
net gifts
gifts of $4,500,000;
$4,500,000; and
net gifts
excess'
$4,500,000 and
and not
in excess
excess of
$5,000,000, 36
36 per
per centum
excess of
of $4,500,000
not in
of $5,000,000,
centum
in
addition of
such excess.
excess.
in addition
of such
"
upon net
of $5,000,000;
and upon
upon net
net gifts
gifts in
in
" $1,287450
$1,287,450 upon
net gifts
gifts of
$5,000,000; and
$5,000,000 and not in excess
excess of $5,000,000
$6,000,000, 371/2
37 1/
2 per
excess of $6,000,000,
per centum
centum
in
addition of
of such
in addition
such excess.
excess.
"$1,662,450
"$1,662,450 upon net gifts
gifts of
$6,000,000; and
and upon
net gifts
gifts in
in
of $6,000,000;
upon net
excess of
not in
in excess
excess of
of $7,000,000,
$7,000,000, 39
39 per
per centum
centum
of $6,000,000
$6,000,000 and
and not
in
in addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
"$2,052,450
"
$2,052,450 upon
upon net gifts
gifts of $7,000,000;
$7,000,000; and upon
net gifts
gifts in
in
upon net
excess of $7,000,000
$7,000,000 and not in excess
excess of
$8,000,000, 40
/ per
2
1
per centum
centum
of $8,000,000,
401/2
in addition of
of such
such excess.
excess.
"$2,457,450
"$2,457,450 upon
upon net gifts of $8,000,000;
$8,000,000; and upon
net gifts
in
upon net
gifts in
excess of $8,000,000
$8,000,000 and not in excess
of $9,000,000,
$9,000,000, 42
42 per
excess of
per centum
centum
in addition of
in
of such
such excess.
"$2,877
450 upon net gifts of $9,000,000;
"S2,877,450
and upon
upon net
net gifts
gifts in
in
$9,000,000; and
$9,000,000 and not in excess
excess of $9,000,000
excess of $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, 431/2
43 1/
2 per
per centum
centum
in
of such
such excess.
excess.
in addition
addition of
"$3,312,450
$10,000,000; and
"
$3,312,450 upon net gifts of $10,000,000;
and upon net gifts in
of $10,000,000,
per centum
centum in
addition of
of such
excess."
excess of
$10,000,000, 45 per
in
addition
suchsection
excess."
(b) Th e amendment made by subsection (a) of this
shall

New rates to apply
to gifts, etc., made in ,
alendaryear
1935 and
and be
calendar
year 1931
be

te

to de
.rate

thereter
thereafter,

EXCUSE
TAXES.
X01Ci,
TAXES.

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall
applied
in computing
computing the
the tax for the
applied in.
the calendar
year 1935
1935 and
calendar year
and
each
calendar year
thereafter (but
(but not
not the
the tax
tax for
the calendar
calendar year
year
each calendar
year thereafter
for the
1934 or aa previous
previous calendar
calendar year),
year), and such amendment
amendment shall
be
shall be
applied
ap
lied in all computations
computations in respect
respect of the calendar
calendar year
year 1934
1934
anm previous calendar
anu
calendar years for the purpose of computing
computing the tax
calendar year 1935
for the calendar
1035 or any calendar
calendar year thereafter,
thereafter,

TITLE
TITLE IV-EXCISE
IV-EXCISE TAXES
TAXES

Soft drink tax.

SEC. 601. TERMINATION
TERMINATION OF SOFT DRINK
DRINK TAX.
TAX.

Termination
Termination of.
Vol. 47, p. 204.

No tax
tax shall
No
shall be
be imposed
imposed under
under section 615 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of
1932
the sale
sale or
use. of any article
if such sale
1932 on
on the
or use
article if
sale or use takes place
place
after the date
date of the
the enactment
enactment of this Act.

f.

Tax on
on certain
certain oils.
Vol. 47,
Vol.
47,

amended.

p.
p.

261,
261,

Whale, etc.,
Whale.
etc., oils.
oils.

Application,
etc.
Appliation, etc.

SEC. 602. TAX ON CERTAIN
CERTAIN OILS.
OILS.

Section
Revenue Act of 1932 is amended
Section 601(c)
601(c) of
of the
the Revenue
amended by adding

at the end thereof a
a new paragraph
paragraph as follows:
follows:
" (8)
"
(8) Whale oil (except sperm oil),
oil), fish oil (except
(except cod oil,
oil, codcodliver oil, and halibut-liver
halibut-liver oil),
oil), marine animal oil, and any combination or
or mixture
mixture containing
containing aa substantial
substantial
bination
one
or more of such
such oils,
oils, 3
3 cents
one or more of
cents per
per pound.
pound.
articles described
in this paragraph
paragraph shall apply
articles
described in

quantity of any
The
The tax on the
only
only with
with respect
respect
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MAY
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after the date of the enactment
of such
to
such articles
articles after
enactment
importation of
the importation
to the
of the
the Revenue
of 1934,
and shall
shall not
the prosubject to the
be subject
not be
1934, and
Act of
Revenue Act
of
visions of subsection (b)
(4) of this section
section (prohibiting
(prohibiting draw(b) (4)
visions
back)
expiration of taxes)."
taxes),"
(relating to expiration
629 (relating
section 629
or section
back) or

763
763
EXCISE TAXES.
EXCISE

Processing tax on cercerProcessing
CERTAIN OILS.
ON CERTAIN
TAX ON
SEC.
602%. PROCESSING
PROCESSING TAX
SEC. 602%.
tain oils.
Designated oils,
oils, hayhavprocessing Designated
(a)
hereby imposed
upon the
the first
first domestic
domestic processing
imposed upon
is hereby
There is
(a) There
ing no
no previous
domesprevious domesing
m
processing
or sunflower
sunflower tic
oil, or
of coconut
coconut oil,
oil, sesame
oil, palm
palm kernal
kernall oil,
oil, palm
palm oil,
sesame oil,
of
processing.
oil, or
or of
any combination
containing aa substantial
substantial
mixture containing
or mixture
combination or
of any
oil,
quantity
of any
any one
of such oils with respect to any of
or more of
one or
quantity of
a
which
previous first domestic processing, a
there has been no previous
oils there
which oils
Additional, on first
first
the processor.
paid by
tax
of 3
per pound,
pound, to
to be
be paid
by the
processor. There
There is
is Additional,
3 cents
cents per
tax of
processing of coconut
of coconut
hereby imposed
addition to the tax imposed by the preceding
preceding ouecing
oil, etc.
imposed (in addition
hereby
sentence) a
2 cents per pound,
processor,
pound, to be paid by the processor,
tax of 2
a tax
sentence)
upon the
first domestic
coconut oil or of any combiof coconut
processing of
domestic processing
the first
upon
a substantial
nation
substantial quantity
quantity of coconut oil
containing a
mixture containing
nation or mixture
been no previous
previous first
first domestic
respect to which oil there has been
with respect
Exemptions.
not Exemptions.
shall not
processing, except
except that
the tax
imposed by
this sentence
sentence shall
by this
tax imposed
that the
processing,
apply when
is established,
accordance with regulations prein accordance
established, in
it is
when it
apply
scribed by
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with the
the approval
Secretary,
the Secretary,
approval of the
by the
scribed
When wholly
of PhilPhilwholly of
When
that
combi- ippine
contained in such aa combinot contained
or not
(whether or
oil (whether
coconut oil
such coconut
that such
production, etc.
the production
nation
or mixture),
mixture), (A)
(A.) is
wholly the
production of the
the Philippine
Philippine ippine production, etc.
is wholly
nation or
Or from
materials of
of
Or
from materials
was island,
(B) was
Islands
any other
other possession
possession of
the United States,
States, or
or (B)
of the
or any
Islands or
etc., possessions.
production of
or production
produced wholly
wholly from
the growth
growth or
of the
the island etc poss°sions
materials the
from materials
produced
Philippine
or any
other possession
of the
United States,
the United
possession of
any other
Islands or
Philippine Islands
Entry before effecbefore the 30th tivend
or before
States on
or
brought into
on or
United States
the United
into the
was brought
(C) was
or (C)
tive date. before effec
from
day after
after the
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
produced
of this
this Act or produced
day
materials
the United
States on
on or
before the
30th day
day
the 30th
or before
United States
into the
brought into
materials brought
Contract purchases
p,91924.
26.
ntapril
,before
purchased before
was purchased
(D) was
this Act,
after
the date
of enactment
of this
Act, or
or (D)
enactment of
date of
after the
April
26.
under
bona fide
fide contract
entered into prior to April 26, 1934,
contract entered
under aa bona
or
produced from materials
materials purchased
purchased under aabona fide contract
or produced
TaX OS under this secufrome
hilipp''
Tio,
under tion
All taxes
entered into prior to April
April 26, 1934. All
taxes collected
collected under
from Philippine'
Philippine ,
t
l
held
as separate
fund
epara
e fund
d
aS
he
Philippine
of
this
section
with
respect
to
coconut
oil
wholly
of
Philippine
wholly
oil
this section with respect to coconut
and paid to Philippine
Phl
treosir
production
or produced
produced from
from materials
materials wholly
wholly of
Philippine growth
growth treasury.
of Philippine
production or
or production,
production, shall
shall be
held as
separate fund and paid to the
as a
a separate
be held
or
Treasury of
of the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, but if at
time the Philipat any
any time
the Philippine
Treasury
Inoperative if Philipif Plil.pine
Government provides
by any
law for
be paid
)paitd inoperativo
to be
subsidy to
for any
any subsidy
any law
provides by
pine Government
(overnment p;1?
pine Government
PO s
subsidy on
copra, etc.
etc.
on copra,
further suhsidy
to the
the producers
producers of
oil, or
or allied
allied products, no
no further
coconut oil,
of copra,
coira, coconut
to
ulnder
Ilnde
be
payments
to
the
Philippine
Treasury
shall
made
under
this
Treasury
Philippine
payments to the
"First domestic prodomestic pro"First defined.
subsection. For
of this
first domestic
dlomestic cessing"
term ""first
the term
section the
this section
purposes of
the purposes
For the
subsection.
dee
ceg
manuthe
in
processing"
means
the
first
use
in
the
United
States,
in
the
manuStates,
ITnited
the
in
use
first
the
"
means
processing
facture or
of an
intended for
for sale,
of the
the article
article
sale, of
article intended
an article
production of
or production
facture
with
respect to
to which
the tax
tax is
imposed, but
include the
does not include
but does
is imposed,
which the
with respect
use
oil in
in the
manufacture of tin plate.
the manufacture
palm oil
of palm
use of
Sworn returns,
tax
tax
worn retn'rs'
(b)
Each processor
processor required
required to pay the tax imposed by this sec- payments.
(b) Each
etc.,
payments,
etc., required.
tion shall
make monthly
monthly returns
returns under
under oath in duplicate
duplicate and pay quired
shall make
tion
the
of internal
internal revenue
district in which
revenue for the district
collector of
to the
the collector
tax to
the tax
principal
is located
located his
of business,
if he has
has no principal
business, or if
place of
principal place
his principal
is
place of
business in
the United
States, then
then to
collector of
the collector
to the
United States,
in the
of business
place
required.
nformation required.
con- Information
internal revenue
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland. Such
Such returns
shall conreturns shall
revenue at
internal
tain
information and
manner
at such times and in such manner
made at
be made
and be
such information
tain such
as the
the Commissioner
of Internal
with the
the approval
approval of the
Revenue, with
Internal Revenue,
Commissioner of
as
Secretary
of the
by regulations
regulations prescribe.
prescribe. The
The tax
may by
Treasury, may
the Treasury,
Secretary of
shall,
Commissioner or
the
from the
notice from
or notice
the Commissioner
by the
assessment by
without assessment
shall, without
collector, be
be due
due and
to the
collector at
at the
the time
fixed Penalty
so fixed
time so
the collector
payable to
and payable
collector,
Penalty for
for nonpaynonpayfor filing
the return.
the tax
is not
paid when
when due,
due, there
there shall
shall ment.
ment
not paid
tax is
If the
return. TI
filing the
for
be added
as part
of the
the rate
rate of
per centuln
centum per
per
of 11per
at the
interest at
tax interest
the tax
part of
added as
be
month from
time the
due until
paid.
until paid.
became due
tax became
the tax
the time
from the
month
Bo in original.
original.
1 So
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(c) Subject
Subject to
to such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
(c)
as the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
with the
of the
the Secretary,
may prescribe,
prescribe, any
any person
who
person who
Secretary, may
with
the approval
approval of
has sold
to a
aState,
State, or
or a
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
for use
use in
in the
has
sold to
a political
thereof, for
the
exercise of
of an
an essential
governmental function
any article
article containing
exercise
essential governmental
function any
containing
any such
combination, or
or mixture,
mixture, upon
upon the
of which
any
such oil,
oil, combination,
the processing
processing of
which
tax has
paid under
this section
section shall
entitled to
credit
aa tax
has been
been paid
under this
shall be
be entitled
to aa credit
or refund
of the
tax paid
paid with
to the
the quantity
quantity of
such
or
refund of
the tax
with respect
respect to
of such oil,
oil,
combination, or
or mixture
contained in
such article.
combination,
mixture contained
in such
article.
bounties.
Export bounti
(d) Upon
Upon the
to any
country or
to a
s
(d)
the exportation
exportation to
any foreign
foreign country
or to
a possespossession of
of the
the United
United States
States of
article wholly
wholly or
in chief
chief value
value of
sion
of any
any article
or in
of
an
respect to
the processing
of which
which a
has been
been
an article
article with
with respect
to the
processing of
a tax
tax has
paid under
this section,
the exporter
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
paid
under this
section, the
exporter thereof
thereof shall
to a
a
refund of
of the
the amount
amount of
such tax.
tax. Upon
the giving
giving of
bond satisfac.nder refund
Processing, uunder
of such
Upon the
of bond
satisfacbond.
tory to
the Secretary
for faithful
faithful observance
observance of
the provisions
of
tory
to the
Secretary for
of the
provisions of
this section
section requiring
requiring the
the payment
of taxes,
this
payment of
taxes, any
any person
person shall
shall be
be
entitled, without
without payment
payment of
of the
tax, to
to process
process for
for such
such exportation
entitled,
the tax,
exportation
any
with respect
respect to
to which
which a
imposed by
by this
this section.
section.
any article
article with
a tax
tax is
is imposed
Sales under prior
has, prior
26, 1934,
1934, made
(e) If
prior
If (1)
(1) any
any person
person has,
prior to
to January
January-26,
made aabona
bona
contracts.
contracts.
fide
contract for
sale on
on or
after the
the effective
of this
section
fide contract
for the
the sale
or after
effective date
date of
this section
Collection of taxes of any article wholly or in chief value of an article
Collection
to
article with respect
respect to
under.
which a
atax
tax is
is imposed
by this
section or
any article
with respect
respect
which
imposed by
this section
or of
of any
article with
to which
which a
tax is
is imposed
imposed by
by this
this subsection,
subsection, and
if (2)
contract
to
a tax
and if
(2) such
such contract
does not
not permit
to the
the amount
amount to
to be
be paid
paid thereunder
thereunder of
does
permit the
the addition
addition to
of
whole of
such tax,
tax, then
then (unless
(unless the
expressly prohibits
prohibits
the whole
of such
the contract
contract expressly
such addition)
addition) the
shall pay
pay so
so much
of the
the tax
as is
such
the vendee
vendee shall
much of
tax as
is not
not
permitted
be added
to the
contract price.
price. Taxes
Taxes payable
payable by
permitted to
to be
added to
the contract
by the
the
vendee
to the
vendor at
at the
the time
time the
the sale
is consumconsumvendee shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
the vendor
sale is
mated and
and shall
shall be
be returned
to the
the United
States by
by the
the
mated
returned and
and paid
paid to
United States
vendor in
in the same manner
as other
other taxes
this section.
section. In
In
vendor
manner as
taxes under
under this
case of failure
by the
the vendee
to pay
such taxes
to the
the
failure or refusal
refusal by
vendee to
pay such
taxes to
vendor, the vendor shall report the facts
Commissioner, who
facts to
to the
the Commissioner,
who
shall cause collection
collection of such taxes
taxes to be made from the vendee.
Existing provisions
Existing
pro,
isions
(f) All provisions
penalties) applicable
applicable in
provisions of
of law
law (including
(including penalties)
in
continued.
continued.
Vol. 44, p. 93.
600 of the Revenue Act of 1926,
respect of taxes imposed by section
section'600
shall, insofar
insofar as applicable
not inconsistent
with this
this section,.
section,
applicable and
and not
inconsistent with
applicable in
in respect
respect of
of the
imposed by
by this
this section.
be applicable
the taxes
taxes imposed
section.
All
collections covAll collections
cov
(g) All collections
collections except as provided
provided in subsection
subsection (a) under
under
ered in.
in.
this section
notwithstanding any other provisions of law,
section shall,
shall, notwithstanding
law, be
be
covered into the general fund of the Treasury
Treasury of the
the United States.
States.
EXCISE
TAXES.
EXCISE TA3
xES.
sales to
Credits for sa
Government.

Lubricating oil
oil and
and
Lubricating
gasoline,
gasoline,

bondisetraioi
boliil,
is
e
t
t
r
c
atilreq
'
uired
filinof
g

dealers.

Vol.
vo* 47, p. 259.

P. 2,

Gasoline.

Gin

Vol. 47,
266.
4, p.
Vaol..
p(b)
2Sections
Rate.

Rate.

xteption.
Exception.

Producer
Producer or importer
using tax-fre
tax-free gasoline;
sale.
considered a
asale.

Producer construed.
Prvo4ce
onp
Vol.
47, p. 246.

SEC. 603.
603. TAXES
ON LUBRICATING
LUBRICATING OIL
OIL AND
AND GASOLINE.
GASOLINE.
SEC.
TAXES ON
(a)
Section 601(c)
601(0) (1)
of the
Revenue Act
Act of
as amended,
amended, is
is
(a) Section
(1) of
the Revenue
of 1932,
1932, as
amended
following
amended by adding afer
after the first sentence
sentence thereof the following:
tax under this paragraph shall register and
"Every
Every.person
person liable
liable for tax
and
file bond
provided in
in section
section 617,
617, as
amended."
file
bond as
as provided
as amended."
(b) Sections 617(a) and (b)
Revenue Act
Act of
1932, as
as
(b) of
of the Revenue
of 1932,
amended, are amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
cc'"(a)
(a) There is hereby imposed on gasoline sold by the
the producer
producer
or importer
importer thereof, or by any producer of gasoline, a
atax
tax of
of 11cent
cent
aa gallon,
gallon, except
except that
that under
regulationss prescribed
under regulation
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval
approval of the Secretary the tax shall
shall not apply
in the
case of sales to aaproducer
produc er o
offgasoline.
gasoline.
app
uses
o
(b) I a
(
oth erw i
se than
than in
i
n the
or importe
importerr uses (otherwise
"(b)) If
If aa
ofproducer or
production of gasoline) gasoline sold to him free of tax, or proproduction
duced or
or imported by him, such use
use shall
shall for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
title be considered
considered aasale. Any person to whom gasoline is sold
tax-free under
under this
effective date
of the
tax-free
this section
section on
on or
or after
after the
the effective
date of
the
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932 shall be considered
considered the producer
producer of such
such
gasoline."
gasoline."
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EXCISE TAXES.
TAXES.
(c) Effective
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
enactment of this Act, EXCISE
the enactment
after the
day after
on the
(c)
Effective on
section
617(c) (2)
(2) of
Revenue Act of
1932, as
further
amended, is further
as amended,
of 1932,
the Revenue
of the
section 617(c)
amended
amended to read as follows:
Definition
Definition of gasoline
"(2)
term gasoline
gasoline means
products commonly
commonly or modified.
(A) all products
means (A)
the term
"(2) the
modified.
and
(including
commercially
known
or
sold
as
gasoline
(including
casinghead
commercially known or sold as gasoline
natural gasoline),
gasoline), benzol,
benzol, benzene,
benzene, or
or naphtha,
regardless of their
naphtha, regardless
natural
moAny other
liquid moAny
other liquid
classifications or
or uses;
uses; and (B) any other liquid of aa kind pre- tor
classifications
tor fuel.
fuel.
as, or used as,
pared,
advertised, offered
sale or sold
sold for use as
for sale
offered for
pared, advertised,
propulsion of
boats, or airof motor vehicles, motor boats,
the propulsion
for the
aa fuel
fuel for
Exception.
planes;
except that
it does
foregoing (other
(other Exception.
does not include any of the foregoing
that it
planes; except
as
gasosold
or
than
products
commonly
or
commercially
known
gasoor
commercially
commonly
than products
line)
sold for
otherwise than
than as
fuel for
the propulsion
propulsion of
for the
as aa fuel
use otherwise
for use
line) sold
motor
vehicles, motor
motor boats,
boats, or airplanes,
otherwise than in
airplanes, and otherwise
motor vehicles,
the
manufacture or
of such
include
does not include
such fuel, and does
production of
or production
the manufacture
kerosene,
oil, or fuel oil."
kerosene, gas oil,
47,
p. 267,
Vol.
p.
267,
Vol.
(d) Section
Section 617
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
amended, is amended.
Act of 1932, as amended,
617 of
(d)
amended.
Registration
and
Registration and
subsections: bonding
amended by
adding at
thereof the following subsections:
end thereof
at the end
by adding
amended
bonding of
of manufactumanufacturers and
and producers
producers of
of
(d) Every
Every person
person subject
tax under
section or section
section rers
this section
under this
to tax
subject to
"(d)
gasoline and
and lubricatlubricatgasoline
601(c) (1) shall,
shall, before
before the
after the
the date of the ing
thirtieth day after
the thirtieth
601(c)(1)
ing oil.
oil.
enactment of
Revenue Act of 1934 (or
(or in the case of a
a
of the Revenue
enactment
person commencing
commencing business
business after such day before incurring
incurring
person
sections) register
any liability
register with the
under such sections)
tax under
liability for tax
any
collector
the district
district in
located his principal place
place
is located
in which is
for the
collector for
of business
if he
principal place of business in
has no principal
he has
(or, if
business (or,
of
Maryland)
Baltimore, Maryland)
collector at Baltimore,
the United States, with the collector
the
and
shall give
give a
a bond,
approved by such collector,
collector,
to be approved
bond, to
and shall
conditioned
engage in any attempt, by himhe shall not engage
that he
conditioned that
Furnishing informainformaFurnishing
self
or by
collusion with others, to defraud the United States
States tion.
by collusion
self or
tion.
of any
tax under
under such
sections; that
he shall
shall render
render truly and
that he
such sections;
any tax
of
completely all
statements, and inventories
inventories required
required by
all returns,
returns, statements,
completely
law
or regulations
pursuance thereof
thereof and shall pay all taxes
in pursuance
regulations in
law or
comply with all requireclue
under such
sections •and
that he shall comply
and that
such sections;
due under
ments
regulations in
in pursuance
with respect
respect
pursuance thereof with
and regulations
of law
law and
ments of
Security requirel.
required.
to
tax under
such sections.
sections. Such
Such bond shall be in such sum as Security
under such
to tax
the
accordance with
with regulations
regulations prein accordance
require in
may require
collector may
the collector
scribed
by the
Secretary,
the Secretary,
of the
approval of
the approval
with the
Commissioner with
the Commissioner
scribed by
but
not less
less than
than $2,000.
$2,000. The
collector may from time to time
The collector
but not
require
additional bond
bond in
in accordance
accordance with this subsection.
subsection.
or additional
new or
require new
Penalty provislin.
provision ,.
Penalty
Every
person who fails to register
register or give
give bond as required
required by
Every person
this
subsection,
or
who
in
connection
with
any
purchase
gasoof
purchase
any
with
this subsection, or who in connection
line
or lubricating
lubricating oil
oil falsely
be registered
registered
to be
himself to
represents himself
falsely represents
line or
and
as provided
this subsection,
subsection, or
makes
who willfully makes
or who
by this
provided by
bonded as
and bonded
registration under
any
false statement
under this
application for registration
in an application
statement in
any false
subsection, shall
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof be fined not more
more than
than
shall upon
subsection,
$5,000
together
imprisoned not more than five years, or both, together
$5,000 or imprisoned
tion of
regisof regi3with the
the costs
costs of
of prosecution.
prosecution. If
that any tration.
Commissioner finds that
the Commissioner
If the
with
r
y
on.
trfriRevocation
evaded any Federal
manufacturer or producer has at any time evaded
Federal
manufacturer
tax on
gasoline or
or lubricating
revoke the registration
registration
may revoke
oil, he may
lubricating oil,
on gasoline
tax
of such
such manufacturer
manufacturer or producer, and no sale to, or for resale
of
Vol. 47.
47. pp.
259, 267.
pp. 259,
267.
to, such
such manufacturer
manufacturer or
or producer
producer thereafter
be tax-free Vol.
thereafter shall be
to,
amended,
as
section 620,
section, or section
under section
section 601(c)
(1), this section,
amended,
601(c)(1),
under
but such
producer shall not be relieved
relieved of the
or producer
manufacturer or
such manufacturer
but
requirement of
of giving
this subsection.
under this
bond under
giving bond
requirement
Returns, reports,
reports,
Returns,
"(e)
Under regulations
regulations prescribed
Commissioner with etc.,
by the Commissioner
prescribed by
"(e) Under
open to
to inspection
inspection
etc., open
of
Government
officers.
officers.
of
Government
the
approval
of
the
Secretary,
records
required
to
be
kept
with
the approval of the Secretary, records required to be kept
respect to
to taxes
taxes under
under section
amended, or this secas amended,
(1), as
601(c) (I),
section 60I(c)
respect
tion, and
returns, reports,.
respect to such
such
statements with respect
and statements
reports, and
and returns,
tion,
taxes filed
Commissioner or
or aa collector,
collector , shall
to
open to
shall be open
the Commissioner
with the
filed with
taxes
political
inspection by
Territory or political
such officers of any State or Territory
by such
inspection
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subdivision thereof or the District
subdivision
District of Columbia as shall
shall be charged
charged
with
the enforcement
of any
any tax
tax on
gasoline or
lubriwith the
enforcement or
or callection
collection of
on gasoline
or lubrieating oils.
The Commissioner
cating
oils. The
Commissioner and
and each
each collector
collector shall
furnish to
to
shall furnish
any
of such
such officers,
copies of
any of
officers, upon
upon written
written request,
request, certified
certified copies
of any
any
such
or returns
in his
his office
office upon
the
such statements,
statements, reports,
reports, or
returns filed
filed in
upon the
payment.
of aa fee
of $1
$1 for
each one
words or
or fraction
fraction
payment of
fee of
for each
one hundred
hundred words
thereof in
in the
copy or
or copies
copies requested."
thereof
the copy
requested."

tx on SEC.
SEC. 604. PRODUCERS'
PRODUCERS' TAX ON CRUDE
CRUDE PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

Producers' " x
Producers
crude petroleum.
petroleum.

by propro-

Payment
Payment
ducer.
dueer.

(a) There
is hereby
hereby imposed
imposed on
(a)
There is
on crude
crude petroleum
petroleum sold
sold by
by the
the propro-

ducer
a tax of one-tenth
ducer thereof, a
one-tenth of 1
barrel of
42 gallons,
1 cent per
per barrel
of 42
gallons,
to be
by the
producer. Under
Under regulations
prescribed by
the
to
be paid
paid by
the producer.
regulations prescribed
by the
shall
Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the approval
approval of the Secretary,
Secretary, such tax isshall
Wells
wells producing
producing 55 not
not apply to crude
crude petroleum
petroleum produced
produced from
from any
any well
well which issnot
not
barrels or less per
per day
capable
producing more
than 5
barrels per
per day.
day.
exempt.
capable of
of producing
more than
5 barrels
lethod of

Method of collecting.
collecting.

Monthly returns.
Monthly
returns.

Securit y,
quired.

cri

bond

re-

re-

Form and conditions
tIerect.

conditions
tFoerm remd

Pnnishment for
for violation.

iPuniirment

vio-

Operator to keep rectokerepor^retc
ords, make reports,
etc.

ordrr

Inspection
nspection of.

(b)
Every person
(b) Every
person purchasing
purchasing crude
crude petroleum
petroleum from
from the
the producer
producer
thereof, and taking delivery thereof
thereof at the premises
premises where
where produced,
produced,
shall
collect the
imposed by
subsection (a)
from the
the producer.
producer.
shall collect
the tax
tax imposed
by subsection
(a) from
Every
purchaser, and
every producer
liable for
any tax
tax under
under
Every such
such purchaser,
and every
producer liable
for any
collected from him, shall make
this section
section not so collected
make monthly
monthly returns
returns
under
oath and
taxes to
collector for
for the
district i
under oath
and pay
pay such
such taxes
to the
the collector
the district
inn
which
are located
premises where
where such
such crude
crude petroleum
petroleum was
was proprowhich are
located the
the premises
duced. Such returns shall contain
contain such information
be made
made at
at
information and
and be
such times
and in
manner as
as the
the Commissioner,
with the
the
such
times and
in such
such manner
Commissioner, with
approval
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
may by
regulations prescribe.
prescribe.
approval of
by regulations
(c)
required to collect any tax under
(c) Every purchaser
purchaser required
under this section
section
shall
collection by
and withholding
the amount
shall make
make such
such collection
by deducting
deducting and
withholding the
amount
of
such tax
from any
payments made
made by
to the
the proof such
tax from
any payments
by such
such purchaser
purchaser to
producer. Every
purchaser is hereby
Every such purchaser
hereby indemnified
against the
the
indemnified against
claims
and demands
demands of
of such
the amount
amount of
any paypayclaims and
such producer
producer for
for the
of any
ments made in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions of this section.
(d)
Commissioner, with
the approval
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
(d) The
The Commissioner,
with the
approval of
may
require such
security from
any person
subject to
require
such bond
bond or
or other
other security
from any
person subject
to any
anv
this section
as he
deems necessary
necessary for
for the
protection of
of
provision of this
section as
le deems
the protection
the revenue
revenue and
and to
assure compliance
compliance with
with this
this section
and other
other
the
to assure
section and
provisions
law applicable
to the
the tax
by this
this
imposed by
tax imposed
respect to
with respect
applicable with
of law
rovisions of
section, and may prescribe the form and
thereof, provide
and conditions
conditions thereof,
for the approval of
sureties thereon
thereon (without
regard to
to any
any gengenof the
the sureties
(without regard
eral provision of law),
law), fix the amount and
and penalty
penalty thereof
thereof (whether
(whether
for the payment
payment of liquidated
liquidated damages
damages or
or of
of aa penal
penal sum),
sum), and
and
authorize
authorize the cancellation
cancellation of
bond, in
event of
of aabreach
breach
of any such
such bond,
in the
the event
of any
any condition
thereof, upon
upon the
of such
lesser amount
amoun t
of
condition thereof,
the payment
payment of
such lesser
sufficient. Any
as he may deem
deem sufficient.
Any person
person willfully
willfully failing
failing to comply
with any such requirement
requirement shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction,
more
conviction, be fined
fined not
not more
than $1,000, or imprisoned
imprisoned not
six months,
months, or
or both.
both.
not more
more than
than six
(e)
and reports
otherwise required
requ i
re d by
by law
l
aw
(e) In
In addition
addition to
to record
recordssand
reports otherwise
or regulation, every
working interest
operator of
well producing
producing
every working
interest operator
of aa well
crude
petroleum or otherwise taking crude
crude petroleum
crude petroleum
petroleum from the earth
or waters
thereof (whether
(whether or
the producer
pro ducer as
as defined
defi ne d in
i
n this
th i
s
or
waters thereof
or not
not the
section) shall
and make
make such
su ch reports
re port
s with
w ith respect
respect
section)
shall keep such
such records
records and
to production and
and disposition of crude
crude petroleum,
petroleum, at
and
at such time and
in such manner, as
shall prescribe.
prescribe. Records,
reports.
.as the
the regulations
regulations shall
Records, reports.
and returns
returns required
required under this section
section or any provision of law applicable
to tax
tax under
under thi
sec ti on shall,
shall , wherever
wh
erever held,
held, be
be
cable with
with respect
respect to
thiss section
open to
at all
all reasonabl
ours by
by any
any duly
dul
y authorized
authorized
open
to inspection
inspection at
reasonablee h
hours
representative of the Commissioner
representative
Commissioner or any
any agency
agency of the
the United
United
States or
any State
State having
having supervisory
supervisory or
or regulatory
powers over
over
States
or any
regulatory powers
the production
crude petroleum.
production of crude
petroleum.
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(f) For
For the
the purposes
purposes of this sectionsection—
(f)
(1) the
crude petroleum
petroleum on
on the
where prothe premises where
refining of
of crude
(1)
the refining
duced, the
removal of
of crude
crude petroleum
transfer
any transfer
therefrom, or any
petroleum therefrom,
the removal
duced,
or other
other disposition
disposition of
of crude
shall be
be considered
considered aasale.
sale.
petroleum shall
crude petroleum
or
means the person owning crude
(2)
the term
means
" producer"
producer
term "
(2) the
petroleum or
or having
interest in
in or
title to
petroleum at
at
crude petroleum
or title
to crude
any interest
having any
petroleum
the time
production.
the
time of
of its production.
(3)
the term
term "working
"working interest
operator" means
person
means the person
interest operator"
(3) the
a well.
operation of a
and operation
having the
the management
management and
shall be deter(4)
the amount
of crude
crude petroleum
petroleum produced
produced shall
amount of
(4) the
deduction
any reasonable
mined with allowance
allowance for any
reasonable and bona fide deduction
mined
for
producer and the
agreed upon by the producer
and water agreed
basic sediment
sediment and
for basic
purchaser for
the purpose
of determining
determining the amount sold.
purpose of
for the
purchaser
(g) The
provisions of
of section
623 and
774, inclusections 771 to 774,
and sections
section 623
The provisions
(g)
sive, of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1932 shall
be applicable
with respect to
to
applicable with
shall be
of 1932
sive,
the tax
by this
section.
imposed by
this section.
the
tax imposed
on the thirtieth
(h) This
This section
effect on
thirtieth day after
after the
section shall
shall take effect
(h)
date
enactment.
of its enactment.
date of
PETROLEUM.
CRUDE PETROLEUM.
REFINING OF CRUDE
SEC. 605.
TAX ON REFINING
605. TAX
SEC.

EXCISE TAXES.
Operation constitutconstituting a
asale.

"Producer" defined.
defined.
"Producer"

"Working
"Working
operator".
operator".

interest
interest

Allowance for basic
sediment and water in
in
amount sold.

47, pp. 268,
268, 277277Vol. 47,
278.

ldays.
In effect in 30 days.
Refining
crude petroRefining crude

leum.

petroleum refined
(a)
(1) on crude
crude petroleum
refined or
imposed (1)
hereby imposed
There is hereby
(a) There
a tax
tax of one-tenth
processed
in the
the United
one-tenth of one cent per
States, a
United States,
processed in
barrel of
forty-two gallons,
refiner or processor,
processor,
to be paid by the refiner
gallons, to
barrel
of forty-two
Gasoline
produced
produced
and
(2) on
gasoline produced
recovered in the United States
States Gasoline
produced or recovered
on gasoline
and (2)
from natural gas.
from natural
gas a
one-tenth of one cent per barrel
barrel of forty- from natural gas
of one-tenth
a tax
tax of
natural gas
from
recovering such
producing or recovering
two
gallons, to
such
person producing
paid by
by the person
to be paid
two gallons,
gasoline.
gasoline.
Sworn monthly rebenntdh rrfor tax under
(b)
liable for
under this section shall make trnso
person liable
Every person
(b) Every
turns to be made.
triplicate for each plant or refinery,
monthly returns
returns under
oath in triplicate
under oath
monthly
and pay
pay such
such taxes
taxes to
to the
the collector
collector for
district in which such
such
the district
for the
and
plant or
refinery is
located. Such
returns shall
shall contain such inforSuch returns
is located.
or refinery
plant
mation and
and be
be made
made at
such manner
manner as the Comtimes and in such
such times
at such
mation
regulations premissioner with
the approval
approval of
Secretary may by regulations
of the
the Secretary
with the
missioner
d'qynient lrf
of
.l.tax.
scribe. The
The tax
tax shall,
shall, without
without assessment
assessment by
Commissioner or P',,lyent
the Commissioner
by the
scribe.
notice
from the
due and payable to the collector at the
the collector, be due
notice from
dul quo rici'i .S fl l lintime
for filing
filing the
If the
the tax is not paid when due
return. If
the return.
fixed for
tilme fixed
olf one l"""'
there
added as
as part
part of
interest at the rate of
tax interest
of the
the tax
be added
shall be
there shall
tax becomes (dlle
per
time when
when tell
the tax
due until
the tille
from the
a month
monlth from
celntuln a
per centum
paid.
Every refiner
refiner or
or processor
processor shall
(in addition
records otherto records
addlition to
shall (in
paid. Every
Record ,f
of 'hilly rcre.l'ily
lr(,l
wise
required by
keep such
records as
as shalll
shall be
be *ceipts,
such records
regulation) keep
l:lw or
or regulation)
bv law
wise required
stocks. disposdisireseipts, stocks.
,is;etc.
t.'i
prescribed
by regulations
under this
section showing
receipts, als,
slowing daily receipts,
this section
regilations undlr
prescribed by
stocks,
of crude.
petroleum and
ailn the names and
and
crude petrolelum
dlislposals of
and' disposals
stocks, and
addresses
of the
from whom
whom received.
received. Every
hanperson llanEvery person
persons from
the persons
addresses of
dling, transportintr,
dealing in any manner in crude
or dealing
storing, or
transporting, storing,
dling,
petroleum shall
shall keep
keep such
records and make such returns
returns with
with
such records
petroleum
crude petroleum
respect to
petroleum as shall be required
required by
in crude
transactions in
to transactions
respect
Official inspection.
inspection.
under oficial
regulations
and records
records required
required under
Returns and
section. Returns
this section.
under this
regulations under
this section
section shall
be open
open to
to inspection
by
hours by
reasonable hours
all reasonable
at all
inspection at
shall be
this
any duly
duly authorized
representative of
of the Commissioner
Commissioner or any
authorized representative
any
agency of
or any
any State
having supervisory
supervisory or
State having
States or
United States
of the
the United
agency
regulatory powers
powers over
over the
production of
of crude
crude petroleum.
petroleum.
the production
regulatory
Meaning of
term
of term
Meaning
"gasoline" means
(c)
As used
this section, the term "gasoline"
means gasoline "gasoline".
in this
used in
(c) As
Vol.
47,
p.
267;
Ante,
as
defined
in
section
617
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1932,
as
amended.
e,,
as defined in section 617 of the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended. Vol. 47, p.2;;; At
(d)
the approval
of the
Secretary, shall P•
20 - atins to b
the Secretary,
approval of
with the
Commissioner, with
The Commissioner,
(d) The
be
Regulations
prescribe such
as he
neeeegory for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement precribed.
pre,7to
Regulatio
. ns
be
deems necessary
he deems
regulations as
such regulations
prescribe
of
section.
of this
this section.
Existing law provi(e)
penalties) applicable
applicable with
with sions
law proiEisting
(including penalties)
law (including
of law
provisions of
All provisions
(e) All
continued.
3.
44, P. 93.
ol. 44p.tnu
respect to
to the
the taxes
imposed by
the Revenue
Revenue Act of Vol.
of the
600 of
section 600
by section
taxes imposed
respect
1926,
shall, insofar
applicable and
with this
this secsecnot inconsistent
inconsistent with
and not
as applicable
insofar as
1926, shall,
tion, be
with respect
respect to
this section.
section.
by this
imposed by
taxes imposed
the taxes
to the
be applicable
applicable with
tion,
Tax imposed,
imposed, to
to be
be
Tax
paid by the refiner, etc.
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(f)
(f) This section shall take effect
effect on the thirtieth
thirtieth day after the
date
of this
Act.
date of the
the enactment
enactment of
this Act.

Tax on bank
bank checks,
cheeks, SEC. 606. TERMINATION
TERMINATION OF BANK CHECK TAX.
etc.
To
terminate
July
1,
To
1,
Section 751, as amended,
amended, of the Revenue
Revenue Act

amended
of 1932 is amended
by
striking out
"July 1,
inserting in
in lieu
by striking
out "July
1, 1935"
1935" and
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof
"
January 1,
1, 1935
1935 ".
".
"January

1915.
Vol. 47, p.. 276.

v9ol.47.

276.

ia-sSEC. 607. ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF LIABILITY FOR TAXES COLLECTED.
Whenever any person is required
Whenever
required to collect
collect or withhold any internal-revenue tax
any other
and to
such tax
tax over
over to
nal-revenue
tax from
from any
other person
person and
to pay
pay such
to
the United
United States,
the amount
tax so
so collected
or withheld
withheld shall
the
States, the
amount of
of tax
collected or
shall
be held to
to be
fund in
in trust
United States.
States. The
The
be a
a special
special fund
trust for
for the
the United
fund shall
be assessed,
paid in
the
amount of
of such
such fund
shall be
assessed, collected,
collected, and
and paid
in the
same manner and
subject to
to the
same
and subject
the same
same provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations
(including
penalties) as
applicable with
respect to
the taxes
taxes
(including penalties)
as are
are applicable
with respect
to the
from which
which such
such fund
fund arose.
arose.
SEC. 608. TAX ON FURS.
$75
value
The tax imposed by section 604 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932 shall
$75 value

Enforcement
Enforcement of liability for taxes colcollected.

lected.

Furs.

Furs.

Less
than
Less than
exempt.
Vol. 47, p.
261.
Vol.
p. 261.

articles sold
by the
not apply to articles
sold by
the manufacturer,
manufacturer, producer,
or importer,
producer, or
importer,
after the
the date
of the
of this
this Act,
Act, for
for less
than $75.
date of
the enactment
enactment of
less than
$75.

Jewelry, etc.
Jewelry,
etc.

JEWELRY, ETC.
SEC. 609. TAX ON
ON JEWELRY,

Tax
not to
Tax not
to apply to
articles sold less
articles
less than
$25.
$2z.
Vol. 47, p. 261.

laply to

ol. 47,p. 261.

Cigarett.

SEC. 610. TAX ON CIGARETTES.
CIGARETTES.
Effective
Effective on the day following the date of the enactment of this
Act, the last two paragraphs
paragraphs of section
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act
section 400(a)
400(a) of
1926 are
amended to
read as
follows:
of 1926
are amended
to read
as follows:
long, etc.,
tobacco, or any substitute therefor, and
etc., "On cigarettes made of tobacco,
long,
weighing not more than three pounds per thousand, $3
per thousand;
thousand;
$3 per
"Weighing
"Weighing more than three pounds per thousand, $7.20 per thousand; except that if
if more than
61/
2 inches in
in length
length they
shall be
be
than 61/2
they shall
taxable
taxable at the rate provided in the preceding
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, counting
counting
each 2%
2%4 inches (or fraction thereof) of the length of each as one
one
cigarette."
cigarette."
SEC. 611,
SEC.
611. TAX ON MATCHES.

Cigarettes.
Vol. 44,
Vol.
amended.

amendeds
.

Rate on
modified.

mttn

Weight.
Weight.

Matches.

p

The tax imposed by section 605 of the Revenue Act of 1932 shall
by the
not apply to articles sold by
producer, or
importer,
the manufacturer,
manufacturer, producer,
or importer,
after the date of the enactment
enactment of this Act, for less than $25.
after

p.

87,

Rate on fancy woodon
lfneeed. 4, Sietitee
en.
etc.,
increased.
on"''en.4,
e2re
Vol. 47, P• 2
264 ,
emended.

ente.
wd
Effective on the day following the date of enactment
enactment of this Act,
Act
aVo. 47 p. 64, section 612 of the Revenue Act of 1932 (relating
(relating to the tax on
matches),
matches), is amended
amended by adding before the period at the end thereof
thereof
a comma and the following: "and except that in the case of fancy
a
wooden
wooden matches
a stained, dyed, or
wooden matches and wooden
matches having a
colored stick or stem, packed in boxes or in bulk, the tax shall be
55 cents per one thousand matches."
matches."

Stamp tax on
a sales
of produce for future
delivery.
delivery.

ftamp tax or fale SEC. 612. STAMP TAX ON SALES OF PRODUCE FOR FUTURE
FUTURE DE-

Rate reduced.
Vol.
VnL 44, p.
p. 102.

Contracts
for future
Contrats for
future
delivery.

LIVERY.
LIVERY.

(a) Effective
on the
following the
(a)
Effective on
the day
day following
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
Act
subdivision 44 of
A of Title VIII of the Revenue Act of
subdivision.
of Schedule
Schedule A
of
1926,
as amended,
1926, as
amended, is
is amended by striking out "5
"5 cents"
cents" wherever
wherever
lieu thereof
appearing in such subdivision,
subdivision, and inserting in lieu
thereof "3
cents ".
".

(b)
726(c) of
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1932 is
is amended
amended by
by
(b) Section
Section 726(c)
of the
of 1932
striking
out "'55 cents
cents'"
'8 cents '".
striking out
'"and inserting in lieu thereof ""'3
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CONGRESS.
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SEC. 613.
613. TERMINATION
TERMINATION OF TAX ON USE OF BOATS.
SEC.
not
shall not
of 1932,
Section 761
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1932, as amended, shall
of the
761 of
Section
apply
any boat
after June
June 30,
30, 1934.
boat after
of any
use of
the use
to the
apply to

EXCISE TAXES.

Foreign
and domesForeign and

builtnboa
tic
tsof,
. to terticTax
built
onboats.
T
of, to terminate, June
30, 1934.
1934.
June 30,
minate,

Candy.
SEC. 614.
614. TERMINATION
TERMINATION OF TAX ON CANDY.
SEC.
Tax
on repealed.
T onrepealed.
shall
1932
of
Revenue Act of 1932 shall Vol.
of the
613 of
The
imposed by
section 613
the Revenue
by section
tax imposed
The tax
p.
Vol. 47, p.
amended.
or
amended.
producer,
manufacturer,
not
apply
to
candy
sold
by
the
manufacturer,
producer,
or
the
not apply to candy sold by
importer after
after the
the date
enactment of this Act.
of the enactment
date of
importer

264,

CAPITAL STOCK
CESEX
AND
EXCESSAND EXCESS-PROFITS
TITLE V-CAPITAL
V-CAPITAL STOCK
STOCK AND
EXCESS-PROFITS AND
TITLE
PROFITS
PROFITS TAXES.

TAXES
TAXES

SEC.
701. CAPITAL
STOCK TAX.
TAX.stock.
CAPITAL STOCK
SEC. 701.

Capital
Capital stock.

Excise tat impose
oExcn'
end-- !
(a)
each year
ending June
i
i
n
tax imposed
June 30, beginning with the year end
d
.
omestic
corporayear ending
For each
(a) For
ons
tions.
cordomestic
every
upon
is
ing
June
30,
1934,
there
hereby
imposed
every
domestic
cor
ing June 30, 1934, there
poration
with respect
respect to
part
on or doing business for any part
carrying on
to carrying
poration with
of
such
year
an
excise
tax
of
$1
for
each $1,000 of the adjusted
for each
$1
of
tax
of such year an excise
declared
value of
its capital
capital stock.
stock.
of its
declared value
Foreign cosisraioin
corporations
doign
(b)
For each
ending June
beginning with the year ending doing
June 30, beginning
business in
year ending
each year
(b) For
United States.
States.
United
corporaJune
30,
1934,
there
is
hereby
imposed
upon
every
foreign
corporaJune 30, 1934, there is hereby imposed upon every
tion with
to carrying
carrying on
on or
or doing
business in the United States
doing business
respect to
with respect
tion
equivalent of $1
for any
any part
part of
of such
year an
excise tax
$1 for each
tax equivalent
an excise
such year
for
in the
employed
$1,000
of
the
adjusted
declared
value
capital
employed
capital
of
value
declared
$1,000 of the adjusted
transaction of
of its
in the
the United
States.
United States.
business in
its business
transaction
Exemptions.
Exemptions.
applynot apply—
(c)
taxes imposed
by this
shall not
section shall
this section
imposed by
The taxes
(c) The
Ante, p. 700.
Antp.
(1)
to
any
corporation
enumerated
in
section
101;
(1) to any corporation enumerated in section 101;
(2) to
the tax imposed
imposed by
to the
subject to
company subject
insurance company
any insurance
to any
(2)
section
201,
204,
or
207;
Domestic corpora207;
or
204,
201,
section
of peyear ending tions,t
of the
(3) to
domestic corporation
the year
respect of
tioDnsomforpart
Z icria:lr
"
in respect
corporation in
any domestic
to any
(3)
riod;
'
to June
30,
19341)e
.
30,1934.
June
to
riod;
part
a
June
30,
1934,
if
it
did
not
carry
on
or
do
business
during
a
part
during
business
June 30, 1934, if it did not carry on or do
of the
period from
from the
the date
of the
enactment of this Act to June
the enactment
date of
the period
of
corporations
30,
dates inclusive;
orn
inclusive; or
both dates
Foreign corporations.
1934, both
30, 1934,
of the
(4) to
in respect
respect of
the year ending Forincorpoations.
corporation in
foreign corporation
any foreign
to any
(4)
June
1934, if
carry on
on or
or do
do business
business in
in the
United
the United
not carry
did not
it did
if it
30, 1934,
June 30,
enactment
States
during
a
part
of
the
period
from
the
date
of
enactment
the
of
date
the
from
period
the
of
States during a part
of this
Act to
to June
30, 1934,
both dates
dates inclusive.
inclusive.
declaration to
Sw
1934, both
June 30,
Sworn declaration to
this Act
of
made.
be made.
(d)
Every
corporation
liable
for
tax
under
this
section
shall
make
make
shall
section
this
under
tax
for
liable
(d) Every corporation
a
return under
within one
month after
after the
the close
close of the year with
one month
oath within
under oath
a return
respect to
which
such
tax
is
imposed
to
the
collector
for the
the district
district
for
collector
the
to
imposed
is
tax
respect to which such
in which is located
located its
its principal
principal place
place of
business or,
if it
has no
no
has
it
if
or,
business
of
is
in which place of business in the 'United States, then to the collector
principal
collector
the
to
then
States,
United
the
in
business
Information
principal place of
wired.
at Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland. Such
return shall
contain such
informa- qu,.orato
such informashall contain
Such return
at Baltimore,
tion and be made in
manner as
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
the Payment
with the
of tax.
such manner
made in such
m
tion and be the
approval of
Secretary may
may by
regulations prescribe.
prescribe. The tax
by regulations
approval of the Secretary
shall,
the Commissioner
notice from
from the
or notice
Commissioner or
by the
assessment by
without assessment
shall, without
collector, be
due and
and payable
the collector
before the
the expiration
expiration
collector before
to the
payable to
collector, be due
of
the period
for filing
filing the
the return.
return. If
the tax
paid when due,
not paid
is not
tax is
If the
period for
of the
there shall
be added
added as
part of
tax interest
interest at
at the
the rate
of 11per
rate of
the tax
of the
as part
be
shall
there
centum a month from the time
time when
the tax
tax became
became due
until paid.
paid. Applicable provisions
until
due
the
when
a month from the
centum
existing
law conAll provisions of law (including penalties)
applicable
in
respect
of of pexpting
on
blaow
of
respect
in
tinued.
All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable
tinned.
shall,
1926
the taxes
taxes imposed
by
section
600
of
the
Revenue
of
shall,
Act
Vol. 44, p. 93.
Revenue
the
of
600
section
by
imposed
the
respect
applicable in respect
insofar
not inconsistent
with this
section, be applicable
this section,
inconsistent with
as not
insofar as
Time may be exay be xed
extend
may
of
the
taxes
imposed
by
this
section.
The
Commissioner
may
extend tended.
Commissioner
The
section.
this
by
of the taxes imposed
the time
for
making
the
returns
and
paying
the
taxes
by
imposed
taxes
the returns and paying the
time for making
the
this section, under
such rules
rules and
regulations as
as he
he may
prescribe
may prescribe
and regulations
section, under such
this
with the approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary, but
no such
shall be
be
extension shall
such extension
but no
of the

with the approval

for
sixty days.
days.
than sixty
more than
for more
49
86637°
--34----49
8C637°-34

770
770
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(e)
Returns required
to be
be filed
filed for
of the
tax imposed
imposed
purpose of
the tax
for the
the purpose
(e) Returns
required to
by
section shall
shall be
be open
open to
manner,
by this
this section
to inspection
inspection in
in the
the same
same manner,
to the
the same
extent, and
subject to
to the
the same
includsame provisions
provisions of
of law,
law, includto
same extent,
and subject
the Revenue
Act
o.44,p.1.
ing penalties,
penalties, as returns made under
under Title
Title II
II of the
Revenue Act
of 1926.
Basis
for capital stock
Basisforcapitalstock
(f)
a tax
(f) For the first year ending June 30 in respect of which a
tax.
Computation,
tacomputation,
for is imposed by
by this section upon any corporation, the adjusted
adjusted
first
year.
srstyear.
declared
declared value shall be the value, as declared by the corporation in
its
this section
declaration of
of value,
value, cannot
cannot
its first return
return under
under this
section (which
(which declaration
be amended),
amended), as
as of
of its
last income-tax
income-tax taxable
taxable year
be
of the
the close
close of
its last
year endending
close of
of the
the tax
tax is
is imposed
ing at or prior to
to the
the close
the year
year for
for which
which the
imposed
by
this section
section (or
(or as
as of
the date
organization in
in the
the case
by this
of the
date of
of organization
case of
of aa
corporation
corporation having
having no income-tax
income-tax taxable
taxable year ending
ending at or prior
prior
section).
to the close of the year for which the tax is imposed by this section).
Subsequent years.
For any subsequent
subsequent year ending June
adjusted declared
June 30,
30, the adjusted
declared value
value
in the case of aa domestic corporation
corporation shall
shall be the original
original declared
declared
fair market value plus (1)
Cash and
andfairmarket
(1) the cash and fair market
market value of property paid in
value paid in for stock,
evtalepaid infortock, for stock
contributions to
stock or
or shares, (2)
(2) paid
paid in surplus
surplus and
and contributions
to capital,
capital,
etc.
Paid in
in surplus,
uerplus, etc.
etc. (3)
(3) its net income,
Paid
(4) the excess of its income wholly exempt from
income, (4)
Net income.
the
imposed by
over the
amount disallowed
deducthe taxes
taxes imposed
by Title
Title IIover
the amount
disallowed as
as aa deducsection 24(a)
(5) of
of such
title, and (5)
the amount
amount of
of the
the
Dividend deduction
deduction tion
tion by
by section
24(a) (5)
such title,
(5) the
for income tax.
deduction allowable
allowable for
(A)
Minus property,
property, dividend
dividend deduction
for income
income tax
tax purposes
purposes, and
and minus
minus (A)
earnings or profits, etc., the
distributed in
liquidation to
to shareholders,
shareholders (B)
edItringSti'rprotstct
, the value of
of property
property distributed
in liquidation
(B)
distribution.
distributions of earnings or
or profits,
profits, and
and (C)
the excess
excess of
of the
distributions
(C) the
the deducdeducAdjustments made
Adjustments
made tions allowable
allowable for income
income tax purposes over its gross income; adjustannually.
annually.
ment
made for each income-tax
ment being
being made
income-tax taxable year included in the
period from the date as
as of
of which
which the original declared
declared value
value was
was
declared to the close of its last income-tax
or
declared
income-tax taxable
taxable year ending
ending at or
prior to the close of the year for which the tax is imposed
imposed by
by this
section. The amount of such adjustment for each such year
year shall be
computed (on the basis of a
separate return)
to the
the income
a separate
return) according to
income
tax law applicable
applicable to
to such
such year.
year. For
For any
any subsequent
subsequent year
year ending
ending
June 30, the adjusted declared value in the case of aaforeign
foreign corporacorporation shall be the original declared
declared value adjusted (for
(for the
the same
income-tax taxable years as in
in the
the case of a
a domestic
domestic corporation),
corporation),
accordance with regulations
prescribed by
in accordance
regulations prescribed
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with
the approval
approval of the Secretary, to reflect increases or decreases
decreases in
in the
the
capital employed in the transaction of its business in
United
in the
the United
States.

CAPITAL STOCK
CAPITAL
STOCK
AND
EXCESSPROFITS TAXES.
Returns open to offif
pentoo
ciRalus
o
cial
inspection.
Vol. 44, p. 10.

PROFITS TAXES.

Excess-profits

Excess-profits tax.
tax,
Levy
inLevy upon net Inn
of corporation
come of
corporation
taxable under capital
stock tax.

upon net

taxable under

sto~k tax.

Computation.
Computation.

Fractionof
Fraction
of year.

EXCESS PROFITS TAX.
SEC. 702. EXCESS-PROFITS
TAX.

(a) There is hereby imposed upon the net income of every
every corporation, for each income-tax taxable year
year ending
the
ending after the close
close of the
first year in respect of which it
it is taxable under section 701,
701, an excessprofits tax equivalent
equivalent to 55 per centum of such portion of its net

income
income for such income-tax
income-tax taxable
taxable year as is in excess of 121/2
12% per
per
centum of the adjusted declared
declared value of its capital stock (or in the
declared value of capital
case of a
aforeign corporation
corporation the adjusted declared
employed in the transaction
transaction of its business in the United States) as
of the close of the preceding income-tax taxable year (or as of the
the
date of organization
organization if it had no preceding income-tax taxable year)
determined as
as provided
determined
provided in section 701. If
If the income-tax taxable
year in respect of which the tax under this section is imposed is a
a
period of less than 12 months, such adjusted declared value shall be
reduced to an amount which bears the same ratio thereto as the
number of months in the period bears to 12 months. For the purposes of this section the net income
net
income shall be the same as the net
income for income tax
tax purposes for the year in respect of which the
the
income
tax under this section is imposed.
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applicable in
(h) All provisions
(including penalties)
penalties) applicable
provisions of law (including
(b)

CAPITAL STOCK
STOCK
CNAPITAL
EXCESSEXCESS-

AND
AND

of this
I of
respect of
the taxes
imposed by
this Act,
Act, shall, insofar
insofar as PROFITS TAXES.
by Title I
taxes imposed
of the
respect
pplicable.
Laws applicable.
in respect of the tax Laws
be applicable
section, be
this section,
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
applicable in
with this
not

imposed
by this
except that the provisions of section 131 of
section, except
this section,
imposed by
that title
title shall not
not be applicable.
that

Capital stock tax and
imtax imexcess-profits tax
EXCESS-PROFITS TAX IMPOSED excess-profits
SEC.
CAPITAL STOCK TAX AND EXCESS-PROFITS
SEC. 703. CAPITAL
posed by National
National InBY
RECOVERY ACT.
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY
BY NATIONAL
dustrial Recovery
Recovery Act
Act.

Sections 217(d)
and (e)
National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
of the National
(e) of
217(d) and
Sections
are
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
amended to
are amended
"(d) The
capital-stock tax
imposed by
section 215 shall not apply
by section
tax imposed
The capital-stock
"(d)
to
any taxpayer
in respect
respect of
of any
any year
except the year ending June
year except
taxpayer in
to any
30,
1933.
30, 1933.
"(e)
The excess-profits
excess-profits tax imposed by section 216 shall not apply
"(e) The
to any
any taxpayer
taxpayer in
any taxable
taxable year
year ending after June 30,
of any
respect of
in respect
to
1934."
1934."

TITLE
PROVISIONS
VI-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE VI—GENERAL
SEC. 801.
801. DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

209.
p. 208.
Ante,
Ante, p.
Levy under, as to
covered
certain periods covered
herein, terminated.
terminated.

Ante, pp. 207, 208.

GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Definitions.

(a) When
in this
this Act—
Actused in
When used
(a)
"Person."
(1)
The term
or estate, "Person."
trust or
a trust
individual, a
an individual,
means an
" means
" person
person "
term "
(1) The
a
partnership, or a
acorporation.
corporation.
a partnership,
"Corporation."
(2) The
The term
corporation" includes
associations, joint-stock
joint-stock "Corporation."
includes associations,
"corporation"
term "
(2)
companies,
and insurance
insurance companies.
companies, and
"Partnership."
(3) The
term "
partnership "' includes
syndicate, group, pool, "Partnership."
includes aa syndicate,
" partnership
The term
(3)
joint venture,
venture, or
or other
organization, through or by
unincorporated organization,
other unincorporated
joint
means of
any business,
business, financial
venture is
or venture
operation, or
financial operation,
which any
of which
means
carried
on, and
is not,
not, within
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of this
"Partner."
this Act, aa "Partner."
which is
and which
carried on,
trust or
estate or
or a
a corporation;
and the
term "
includes
partner" includes
" partner"
the term
corporation; and
or estate
trust
a
member in
such a
a syndicate,
pool, joint
or
venture, or
joint venture,
group, pool,
syndicate, group,
in such
a member
organization.
organization.
(4) The
The term
"domestic" when
"Domestic."
or "Domestic."
corporation or
to aa corporation
applied to
when applied
term "domestic"
(4)
partnership
means
created
or
organized
in
the
United
States
or
States
United
the
in
organized
partnership means created or
under the
United States
States or
or of
of any
Territory.
any State or Territory.
the United
of the
law of
the law
under
(5) The
term "foreign"
"foreign" when
applied to
to aa corporation
or "Foreign."
"Forei gn."
corporation or
when applied
The term
(5)
partnership means
corporation or
or partnership
which is
is not
not
partnership which
means aa corporation
partnership
domestic.
(6) The
term "
fiduciary "
executor, ""Fiduciary."
Fiduciary."
trustee, executor,
guardian, trustee,
" means
means aa guardian,
"fiduciary
The term
(6)
administrator,
receiver,
conservator,
or
any
person
acting
in
any
any
in
acting
person
any
or
administrator, receiver, conservator,
fiduciary capacity
capacity for any person.
fiduciary
"Withholding
(7) The
The term
term "
withholding agent"
agent" means
person required
required agent."
agZ.Athholding
any person
means any
"withholding
(7)
to deduct
and withhold
withhold any
any tax
under the
the provisions of section
tax under
deduct and
to
143
143 or 144.
(8)
The term
"stock" includes
includes the
share in
"Stock."
association, "Stock."
an association,
in an
the share
term "stock"
(8) The
joint-stock
company, or
or insurance
insurance company.
joint-stock company,
(9) The
The term
shareholder " includes
an associaassocia- "Shareholder."
"Shareholder."
in an
member in
a member
includes a
"shareholder"
term "
(9)
tion,
joint-stock
company,
insurance
company.
insurance
or
company,
tion, joint-stock
(10)
The term
term "
United States"
when used
geographical "United
"United States."
States."
in aa geographical
used in
States" when
"United
(10) The
sense
includes
only
the
States,
the
Territories
of
Alaska
and
and
Alaska
of
Territories
the
States,
the
only
includes
sense
Hawaii, and
and the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
Hawaii,
(11)
The term
term "Secretary"
"Secretary" means
means the
Secretary of
of the
the "Secretary."
"Secretary."
the Secretary
(11) The
Treasury.
Treasury.
Commisioner."
(12) The
The term
term "Commissioner"
"Commissioner" means
means the
the Commissioner
Commissioner o
off ""Conurigaioner."
(12)
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Internal
(13)
The term
term "
collector "means
collector of
of internal
internal revenue.
revenue. "Collector."
"Collector."
means collector
"collector"
13) The
"Taxpayer."
(14) The
The term
taxpayer " means
means any
any person
person subject
tax
to aa tax
subject to
"taxpayer"
term "
(14)

imposed by this Act.
imposed

"Taxpayer."

772
772

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

GENERAL PROVIPE OVIGENERAL
510N5.
SIONS.
"Includes" and "in"includes"

(b)
" and "including
(b) The terms "includes
"includes "
"including "
in a
defi" when
when used
used in
a definition contained
contained in
in this
this Act
shall not
be deemed
deemed to
to exclude
other
nition
Act shall
not be
exclude other
things otherwise within
within the
meaning of
of the
the meaning
defined.
the term
term defined.

cluding."
eluding."

Separability clause.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CBS.
277-279.
CHS. 277-279.

MAY 10,
11, 1934.
MAY
10,11,
1934.

SEC. 802. SEPARABILITY
SEPARABILITY CLAUSE.

If
any provision
of this
this Act,
Act, or
or the
thereof to
to any
any
If any
provision of
the application
application thereof
person or
or circumstances,
circumstances, is
is held
of the
the Act,
Act,
person
held invalid,
invalid, the
the remainder
remainder of
and
application of
provisions to
to other
other persons
persons or
circumand the
the application
of such
such provisions
or circumstances,
shall not
not be
affected thereby.
thereby.
stances, shall
be affected
Effective date.

803. EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE OF
ACT.
SEC. 803.
OF ACT.

Except as
provided, this
Act shall
take effect
upon its
its
as otherwise
otherwise provided,
this Act
shall take
effect upon
enactment.
enactment.
Approved, May
May 10,
10, 1934,
11.40 a.m.
Approved,
1934, 11.40
a.m.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 278.]
278.]
May 10, 1931.
May
1934.

2460.]

[S.
[a. 2460.]
[Public, No. 217.]
217.]
[Public,

AN ACT
ACT

To limit the operation
operation of statutes of limitations in certain
certain cases.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
America in
assembled, That
United States of AmeriCa
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
whenever
That whenever
an indictment
an
indictment is found defective
defective or
or insufficient
insufficient for
for any
any cause,
cause, after
after
pre- the
the period
period prescribed
prescribed by the applicable
applicable statute
statute of limitations
limitations has
has
returned at any
expired, a
anew indictment may be returned
any time
during the
the
time during
next succeeding
succeeding term of
of court
court following
following such
such finding,
which
finding, during
during which
a grand jury thereof shall
a
shall be
be in
in session.
session.
If
period will
expire
f period
wil expire
SEC.
Whenever an indictment
is found
SEC. 2. Whenever
indictment is
found defective
insufficient
defective or
or insufficient
before end of next regbefore
ular term.
for any cause, before the period
by the
applicable statute
statute
period prescribed
prescribed by
the applicable
of limitations has expired,
expired, and such
period will
will expire
expire before
before the
the
such period
next regular
end of the next
regular term
term of
court to
such indictment
of the
the court
to which
which such
indictment
was returned, aanew indictment
indictment may be returned
returned not
not later
later than
than the
the
end of the next succeeding
succeeding term
of such
such court,
court, regular
regular or
term of
or special,
special,
following the term at which such indictment
indictment was
was found
found defective
defective or
or
insufficient,
insufficient, during which a
a grand
jury thereof
thereof shall
be in
grand jury
shall be
in session.
session.
Defense of statute not
Defenseofstatutenot
SEc.
In the event of reindietment
reindictment under the provisions of this
S
EC. 3. In
to prevail against new
indictment.
indictment.
Act
the defense
the statute
of limitations
shall not
prevail against
against
Act the
defense of
of the
statute of
limitations shall
not prevail
the new indictment,
indictment, any provision
provision of
law to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithof law
notwithstanding.
standing.
Not applicable
Not
applicable when
when
SEC.
4. The provisions of this Act
S
EC. 4.
apply to
to any
Act shall
shall not
not apply
any indictindictstatute has run.
statute asrun.
ment
against which
the date
date of
of
ment against
which the statute of limitations has run at the
approval
hereof.
approval hereof.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 10, 1934.
1934.
Statute of
Statute
limitaof limitations.
ReturnotnewindictReturn of new indictment
after
Period Prosert
afteriod
scribedby,has
scribed
by, has expired.

[CHAPTER 279.]
11,1934.
May 11,
1934.
[S. 285.]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 218.]

285.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the addition of certain lands to the Ochoco National Forest,Oregon.
Forest,Oregon.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
the
United States
of
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
United
States
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the following
following
Forest, Oreg.
Lands added
added to.
described
lands are
described public lands
are hereby
hereby included
included in
in and
made a
of
and made
a part
part of
the
the Ochoco
Ochoco National
National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, subject to all the laws and
Prior rights not
not regulations
applicable to
to national
regulations applicable
national forests, but such inclusion shall
affected.
not affect
any
entry or vested rights acquired under
public land
not
affect
any
under the
the public
land
Description
of added laws prior to the passage of this
Descriptionofadded
area.
laws prior to the passage of this Act:
Act: The
The west
west half
half southeast
southeast
quarter,
quarter, and the southwest quarter
quarter section 7; the southwest quarter
quarter
northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, the northwest quarter northwest quarter,
quarter, the south
south
Ochoco
Oehoco

Nationa
National

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

279, 280.
CHS. 279,
CHS.

773
773

MAY 11, 1934.

half
northwest quarter,
southwest quarter, the souththe north half southwest
quarter, the
half northwest
east
quarter southwest
north half southeast quarter,
the north
quarter, the
southwest quarter,
east quarter
and
quarter southeast
southeast quarter section 17; the north
southwest quarter
the southwest
and the
half northeast
quarter northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, the
southwest quarter
the southwest
quarter, the
northeast quarter,
half
west
southeast quarter,
and the
section 18; and all of
the west half section
quarter, and
half southeast
west half
section 19;
19; all
in township
township 13
13 south,
range 24 east, Willamette
Willamette
south, range
all in
section
meridian.
meridian.
1934.
Approved,
May 11,
11, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 280.]
280.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

May 11,
May
11, 1934.
1934.

To
amend the
the United
United States
States mining
applicable to the Mount Hood National
laws applicable
mining laws
To amend
State of Oregon.
Forest within
the State
within the
Forest

[s. 130.l
219.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 219.]

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
NaMount Hood
United States
States of
in Congress
That, hereafter
hereafter mount
Rood Naassenbled, That,
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
mining locations
United States
mining laws
ti'Minieng l'oeins
upon tiorest,i0re;
laws upon
States mining
the United
under the
made under
locations made
mining

State of Oregon
lands
Hood National
Forest in
in the
the State
Oregon rights
rights of
of locator.
locator. na
National Forest
Mount Hood
the Mount
within the
lands within
much
shall
confer
on
the
locator
the
right
and
use
so
of
occupy
to
right
the
locator
the
on
confer
shall
the
of the
the land
covered by
by the
the location
reasonably
location as may be reasonably
land covered
surface of
the surface
mining,
necessary
to
carry
on
prospecting
and
including
the taking
and
prospecting
on
carry
to
necessary
of
and timber
timber required
mining operarequired by or in the mining
deposits and
mineral deposits
of mineral
No permit
for such use No
tions,
permit shall
shall be
required or
or charge
made for
permit required.
required.
charge made
be required
no permit
and no
tions, and
Proviso.
or
occupancy: Provided,
however, That
That the
the cutting
cutting and
and removal
removal of Proviso.
Provided, however,
or occupancy:
.
titting
of timber. and
timber,
is necessary
in connection
mininremoval
connection with mining
necessary in
clearing is
where clearing
except where
timber, except
operations or
or to
space for
structures used in
buildings or structures
for buildings
provide space
to provide
operations
connection
With mining
mining operations,
be conducted
conducted in
in accordance
shall be
operations, shall
connection with
with the
the rules
rules for
for timber
timber cutting
on adjoining
adjoining national-forest
national-forest land,
land,
cutting on
with
not
and
no
use
of
the
surface
of
the
claim
or
the
resources
therefrom
resources
the
or
claim
the
of
surface
the
of
use
no
and
reasonably required
required for
carrying on
on mining
mining or
prospecting shall be
or prospecting
for carrying
reasonably
allowed
except under
under the
rules and regulations, nor
national-forest rules
the national-forest
allowed except
shall
or obstruct
the surface
occupancy of the
other occupancy
obstruct other
prevent or
locator prevent
the locator
shall the
or
use of
of surface
of national-forest
national-forest regularegulaauthority of
under authority
resources under
surface resources
or use
tions,
or permits
or use is not
occupancy or
such occupancy
if such
thereunder, if
issued thereunder,
permits issued
tions, or
in
development.
mineral development.
with mineral
conflict with
in conflict
SEC. 2.
That hereafter
issued under
States Patents
Patents to
to convey
convey
United States
the United
under the
patents issued
all patents
hereafter all
2. That
SEC.
tldetomineraldeposlts
mining
affecting lands
Hood National
Nat
ional Forest
Forestmineraldeposits.
t
I
t
le to
Mount Hood
the Mount
within the
lands within
laws affecting
mining laws
within
of Oregon
convey title
to the
deposits
mineral deposits
the mineral
title to
shall convey
recgon shall
State of
the State
within the
within the
claim, together
with
the right
to
cut and
and remove
so
much Timber
Timber removal.
removal.
much
so
remove
cut
to
right
the
with
together
claim,
the
within
of
the
timber
therefrom
as
may
be
needed
in
extracting
and
removremovand
extracting
in
needed
be
of the timber therefrom as may
ing
mineral deposits,
deposits, if
if the
is cut
cut under
under sound
sound principles
principles
timber is
the timber
the mineral
ing the
of
forest
management
as
defined
by
the
national-forest
rules and
national-forest
the
by
of forest management as defined
reSurface
regulations, but
but each
patent shall
reserve to
to the
the United
United States
face rights re"
States all serss,%.
shall reserve
each patent
regulations,
title
in
or
to
the
surface
of
the
lands
and
products
thereof,
and
no
thereof,
products
and
lands
the
of
title in or to the surface
use of
or the
the resources
resources therefrom
not reatherefrom not
claim or
the claim
of the
surface of
the surface
of the
use
be
sonably
required
for
carrying
on
mining
or
prospecting
shall be
shall
prospecting
or
mining
on
sonably required for carrying
allowed except
rules and
of the
the Forest
Forest Service.
regulations of
and regulations
the rules
under the
except under
allowed
SEC. 3.
valid mining
mining claims
claims within
within the
the Mount
National Perfecting
existing
Perfecting existing
Hood National
Mount Hood
That valid
3. That
SEC.
Forest in
of Oregon
existing on
of enactment
i
n
i
ng"'
of miniglaims.
enactment of
date of
the date
on the
Oregon existing
State of
the State
in the
Forest
this Act,
Act, and
and thereafter
law
the law
with the
compliance with
in compliance
maintained in
thereafter maintained
this
under which
were initiated
and the
the laws
the State
of Oregon,
State of
of the
laws of
initiated and
they were
which they
under
may be
be perfected
or under
they
which they
under which
law under
the law
under the
Act, or
this Act,
under this
perfected under
may
were initiated,
initiated, as
as the
claimant may
desire.
may desire.
the claimant
were
of

g

Approved, May
11, 1934.
1934.
May 11,
Approved,
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7
.
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[CHAPTER 281.]
281.]
[CHAPTER
May 11, 1934.
1934.
[5.
3099.]
934]
S. 3t
[Public, No. 220.]
220.1

SESS. IL
II.
SESS.

CIL
281.
CI. 281.

MAY
11, 1934.
MAY 11,1934.

AN ACT

Authorizing the
the City
of Wheeling,
Wheeling, a
to
a municipal
municipal corporation,
corporation, to
City of
Authorizing
tam,
across the
Ohio River,
at Wheeling,
Wheeling,
the Ohio
River, at
tain, and
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across

construct, mainmainconstruct,
West
Virginia.
West Virginia.

Be it
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
of America
in order
to
assembled, That
That in
order to
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
promote
interstate commerce,
commerce, improve
improve the
postage service,
service, and
bridge.
promote interstate
the postage
and to
to
provide
for military
military and
other purposes,
the City
of Wheeling,
City of
Wheeling, aa
purposes, the
and other
provide for
municipal
corporation of
West Virginia,
is hereby
to
of West
Virginia, is
hereby authorized
authorized to
municipal corporation
construct,
maintain, and
and approaches
thereto
approaches thereto
bridge and
operate aa bridge
and operate
construct, maintain,
across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
point suitable
the interests
interests of
of naviacross
River,, at
at aa point
suitable to
to the
naviconstruction.
gallon, in
in Wheeling,
West Virginia,
Virginia, in
accordance with
with the
proviWheeling, West
in accordance
the provivoln.
34,
gation,
Vol.
34, p.
p. 84.
sions
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
regulate the
construction of
of
the construction
to regulate
of the
sions of
bridges
over navigable
navigable waters",
waters ", approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906,
1906, and
and
bridges over
subject
the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
limitations contained
contained in
this Act.
in this
Act.
subject to
to the
for
Tolls
SEC.
Tolls authorized,
authorized, to
SEC. 2. The said municipality
municipality of Wheeling may charge toll for
be applied
he
applied to operation,
sinking
etc.
the
use of
of said
said bridge,
bridge, which
which rates
of toll
toll may
so adjusted
adjusted as
to
as to
may be
be so
rates of
the use
sinntg
itt, fund, et.
provide a
a fund
to pay
pay (a)
(a) the
the reasonable
reasonable cost
cost of
of maintemainteprovide
fund sufficient
sufficient to
nance,
repair, and
and operation
of the
the said
its approaches;
operation of
said bridge
bridge and
and its
approaches;
nance, repair,
and (b)
the amortization
amortization within
within a
reasonable time and
exceedand not
not exceedand
(b) the
a reasonable
ing
twenty-five years
years from
from the
that the
bridge is
is opened
to
the bridge
opened to
ing twenty-five
the date
date that
traffic, and
under reasonable
condition of
of any
any loan
loan or
or loans
loans includincludtraffic,
and under
reasonable condition
to be
ing
financing charges
ing reasonable
reasonable interest, taxes, and financing
charges made, or to
made in
connection with
the construction
of said
and its
its
made
in connection
with the
construction of
said bridge
bridge and
approaches.
approaches.
Record of expendiexpendiAn accurate
SEc.
accurate record
of the
the bridge
bridge and
and its
its
SEC. 3.
3. An
record of
of the
the cost
cost of
tures and receipts.
expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and
approaches and of all expenditures
approaches
operating the
the same, and of the
the tolls collected from time to time
time shall
available for
the inforbe kept
kept and shall
shall at all reasonable
reasonable times
times be available
for the
information
interested in
construction, operation,
operation, and
and
mation of
of all persons
persons interested
in the
the construction,
maintenance
thereof.
maintenance thereof.
Right to
to sell,
sen, etc.,
SEo.
4. The right to sell,
etc.,
S
EO. 4.
sell, assign, transfer, mortgage,
mortgage, or pledge
conferred,
con ferred.
rights, powers,
powers, and
and privileges
privileges conferred
conferred by
this
any or all
all of the
the rights,
by this
Act
granted to
to the
the said
City of
Act is
is hereby
hereby granted
said City
of Wheeling
Wheeling or
or any
any corporacorporation
person to
to whom,
whom, such
such rights,
powers, and
and
tion to which, or any
any person
rights, powers,
privileges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, or who shall acquire
the
same through
through mortgage,
pledge foreclosure,
otherwise,
the same
mortgage, pledge,
foreclosure, or
or otherwise,
including
United States
pledge,
of America acting by
including therein
therein the
the United
by or
through
of
or through
the President, the Federal
Federal Emergency
Public
Emergency Administrator
Administrator of
of Public
Works,
Works, such other agency or
be designated
designated or
or agencies
agencies as
as may
may be
or
created
created for such
such purpose pursuant
pursuant to the National Industrial
Industrial Recovery Act
other amendment
amendment or
supplement thereto,
thereto, or
or any
ery
Act or
or any
any other
or supplement
any other
other
agency
agencies as
may be
be created
agency or
or agencies
as may
created for
for such
such purpose
purpose by
by the
the ConCongress of the United States
States, and such person or corporation
corporation is hereby
hereby
authorized
all of
of the rights,
authorized and empowered
empowered to exercise
exercise all
rights, powers
powers,' and
and
privileges conferred
conferred upon the City
City of
of Wheeling
Wheeling as
as fully
fully as though
though
conferred
conferred herein directly upon such
corporation or
or person.
such corporation
person.
bridge
maintenance
after
as free
R-pr, 5. Whenever
bridg
aftea amortizing
amotizig
SEc.
Whenever aa sum
sufficient to
and pay
the
sum sufficient
to amortize
amortize and
pay off
off the
costs.
costs,
amount
used in
bridge
amount of money
money used
in building
building and
and constructing
constructing said
said bridge
shall have been collected, the City of
Wheeling shall declare
declare said
of Wheeling
said
bridge free and open to the use of the general public without
without the
the
imposition of any further tolls or charges
charges for
for the use
use of
of said
said bridge.
bridge.
Amendment.
SE.
Amendment.
SEO. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, May
May 11,
1934.
11, 1934.

Ohio
River. WV
Ohio River.
Wheeling, W.Va.,
may
may bridge.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 282.]
282.]
[CHAPTER

CHS.
282, 283.
CHS. 282,283.

AN ACT

To
amend the
the Act
Act of
of May
May 25,
25, 1926,
entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the establish1926, entitled
To amend
Kentucky, and
ment
of the
National Park
Park in the State of Kentucky,
and for
for
Cave National
Mammoth Cave
the Mammoth
ment of
other
purposes."
other purposes."

the
of the
House of Representatives
and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the second
second
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
and third
provisos of
section 3
of the Act of May 25, 1926, entitled
3 of
of section
third provisos
and
"An Act
provide for
for the
Mammoth Cave
Cave
establishment of the Mammoth
the establishment
to provide
Act to
"An
purposes
and
National
Park
in
the
State
of
Kentucky,
for
other
purposes""
Kentucky,
of
State
the
National Park in
be, and
and the
the same
are hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to read as follows: "And
same are
be,
administered and
area to be administered
provided
further,
That
the
minimum
minimum
the
That
provided further,
protected
National Park
Park service
service shall be, for the said Mamthe National
by the
protected by
moth
Cave National
Park, twenty
Provided furfurtwenty thousand acres: Provided
National Park,
moth Cave
ther, That
development of
shall be undertaken
area shall
said area
of said
general development
no general
That no
ther,
all
until a
a major
portion of
the remainder
remainder in such area, including all
of the
major portion
until
the
caves thereof,
have been
accepted by
by said
said Secretary,
Secretary, and
been accepted
shall have
thereof, shall
the caves
he
established a
schedule of
admission to such
for admission
fees for
of fees
a schedule
have established
shall have
he shall
caves."
caves."
Mammoth Cave NaSEC. 2.
2. That
That in
in the
the establishment
of the said Mammoth
establishment of
SEC.
authorized to
tional Park
Park the
of the
the Interior
hereby authorized
Interior is hereby
Secretary of
the Secretary
tional
and rights
accept
donations
of
money
for
the
acquisition
of
lands
of
acquisition
the
for
money
of
accept donations
therein and
and to
to acquire
acquire the same by purchase, condemnation,
condemnation, or
or
therein
otherwise.
otherwise.
Approved,
May 14, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
283.]AN
[CHAPTER 283.]
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MAY 14,1934.
14, 1934.
MAY

ACT
AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
amend
of the
the Judicial
respect to the
amended, with respect
as amended,
Code, as
Judicial Code,
24 of
section 24
amend section
Tojurisdiction
of the
the district
district courts
of the
United States
States over
over suits
suits relating
relating to
the United
courts of
jurisdiction of
orders of
administrative boards.
boards.
State administrative
of State
orders

May
May 14, 1934.
1934.
618.]
[S. 618.]
[S.
221.]
[Public, No. 221.]

NaMammoth
Mammoth Cave National Park, Ky.
p. 636,
Vol.
44,
amended.
amended.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
VII,
U.S.C.,
p. 305.
Minimum area.

Development continDevelopment
acceptance.
gent upon acceptance.
Schedule of admisSchedule
sion fees.

Acquisition of lands.

May 14,4.

May
May 14, 1934.
1934.
[S. 752.]

[ .752.]
[Public,
No. 222.]
[Public No. 222.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the Judicial
of Representatives
Hose of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Code,
Judicial
Be it
amendments.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
That the first amendments.
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
United States
States district
district
United
amended, is amended courts.
paragraph
of section
24 of
of the
Judicial Code,
courts.
Code, as amended,
the Judicial
section 24
paragraph of
by
adding
at
the
end
thereof
the
following:
"
Notwithstanding the Jurisdiction over
"Notwithstanding
following:
the
thereof
by adding at the end
Jurisdiction over
foregoing
paragraph, no
no district
relating to orders
suits relating
court shall have suits
district court
this paragraph,
of this
provisions of
foregoing provisions
of
administrative
State administrative
of State
jurisdiction
of
any
suit
to
enjoin,
suspend,
or
restrain
the
enforcerestrain
or
suspend,
boards.
boards.
enjoin,
to
suit
jurisdiction of any
Vol. 36,
p.
1091;
1091;
Vol.
ment, operation,
operation, or
or execution
of
any
order
of
an
administrative
board
execution of any order of an administrative
U.S.C., p.
866.
p. 868.
U.S.C.,
ment,
political
or
commission
of
a
State,
or
any
rate-making
of
any
political
body
rate-making
any
or
State,
or commission of a
in
subdivision thereof,
enjoin, suspend,
restrain any action in
or restrain
suspend, or
to enjoin,
or to
thereof, or
subdivision
solely
compliance with
any
such
order,
where
jurisdiction
is
based
is
jurisdiction
where
order,
such
compliance with any
upon
the ground
ground of
repugnance of
citizenship, or the repugnance
of citizenship,
diversity of
of diversity
upon the
such
order
to
the
Constitution
of
the
United
States,
where such
States,
United
the
of
such order to the Constitution
order
affects rates
rates chargeable
by a
public utility,
(2) does not
utility, (2)
a public
chargeable by
(1) affects
order (1)
interfere
with interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, and
and (3)
(3) has
been made after
has been
interfere with
reasonable
and hearing,
and where
plain, speedy,
speedy, and effia plain,
where a
hearing, and
notice and
reasonable notice
cient remedy may
may be
had at
or in
in equity
the courts
courts of
such
of such
in the
equity in
law or
at law
be had

cient remedy

State."
State."
commenced
SEc. 2.
Act shall
not affect
suits commenced
affect suits
shall not
this Act
of this
provisions of
The provisions
2. The
SEC.
in
originally or
or by
removal, prior to its
by removal,
either originally
courts, either
district courts,
the district
in the
passage;
all such
proceedings therein
continued, proceedings
be continued,
shall be
suits shall
such suits
and all
passage; and
had,
therein taken,
taken, and
rendered, in the
therein rendered,
judgments therein
and judgments
appeals therein
had, appeals
same manner and
with
the
same
effect
as
if
this
Act
had not
been
not been
had
Act
this
if
as
effect
same
the
and with

same manner
passed.
passed.
Approved, May
14, 1934.
1934.
May 14,
Approved,

not afPending suits
suits not
Pending
fected.
fected.
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73d
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
284.]
[CHAPTER 284.]

May 14,1934.
14, 1934.
May

[S.
[S. 1810.]
[Public, No. 223.]
223.1
Spanish War Service

Medal.
rv
Length of
of service
to
Length
service to
qualify for,
repealed.
qualify
for, repealed.
Vol.
873.
ol 40,
4o, p. 873.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS.
CHS. 284-286.
284-286.

MAY 14,1934.
14, 1934.
MAY

ACT
AN ACT
AN

To amend
amend the
To
the issuance
issuance of
the Spanish
War Service
the Act authorizing
authorizing the
of the
Spanish War
Service Medal.
Medal.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the last
last
Unish
ited States
of America
America in
assembled, That
paragraph
subheading ""Medals
paragraph under
under the
the subheading
Medals of
of Honor,
Honor, Distinguished
Distinguished
Service
Distinguished Service
Service Medals"
in the
the Act
Act
Service Crosses,
Crosses, and
and Distinguished
Medals" in
entitled
"An Act
the support
entitled "An
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
support of
of the
the
Army
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
Army for
fiscal year
ending June
nineteen hundred
and
nineteen ", approved
approved July
Stat.L. 845,
873), as
as
and nineteen",
July 9,
9, 1918
1918 (40
(40 Stat.L.
845, 873),
amended,
is amended
amended by
striking out
out "not
not less
less than
amended, is
by striking
than ninety
ninety days."
days."
Approved,
14, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
May 14,
[CHAPTER 285.]
285.]
[CHAPTER

May
May 14, 1934.

[S.
[S. 2681.]
[Public, No. 224.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Authorizing
Secretary of the Navy
to the municipality
Authorizing the Secretary
Navy to make
make available to
municipality of
of
Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Washington, the United States ship Newport.

and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of the Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to turn over to the
ied.
municipality
States ship
municipality of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Washington,
Washington, the United States
ship
Newport
Newport for use of the Grays Harbor district in connection
with
connection with
the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
of the
the district:
the training
training of
of the
Reserve organization
organization of
district:
Proviso.
NoFederal
expense to the
shall be
involved.
Provided,That
That no expense
the Government
Government shall
be involved.
No
Federal expense.
expense. Provided,
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

Aberdeen, Wash.
Aberdeen,
Wash.s
Transfer of
ILS.S.
"Newport" to, authorauthor"Newport"to,
ized.

[CHAPTER 286.]
286.]
[CHAPTER
May
1934.
May 14,
14,1934.
[S. 2901.]
[Public, No. 225.]

A T'P
AN ACT
AN

To authorize
authorize the coinage of 50-cent pieces
pieces in
in commemoration
of the
commemoration of
the one
one hunhundredth anniversary
anniversary of the admission
admission of
of Arkansas
the Union.
Union.
of the
the State
State of
Arkansas into
into the

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
Ho-use of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
Congress assembled, That
That in
commemoin Congress
in commemoto be
in cor- ration of the one hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the admission
admission of the
memoration of.
State
of Arkansas
into the Union there shall be coined at the mints
State of
Arkansas into
mints
Number.
Number.
of the United
United States five hundred thousand silver 50-cent pieces
pieces of
such design as the Director of
the approval
approval of
of the
the
of the Mint,
Mint, with
with the
No Federal expense
Federal
expense Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, may select; but the United
United States
States shall
shall
forNo
dies,
etc.
for
not be subject to the expense of .making the models or
or master
master dies
or other preparations
preparations for
for this
this coinage.
coinage.
Coinage laws ppliCoinage laws appliSc. 2. All laws now in force
Sr.c.
relating to
subsidiary silver
silver coins
coins
force relating
to the
the subsidiary
cable.
U.S.C.,
p. 996.
Us.c,., p989.
of the
the United States
of
States and the coining
coining or striking of the same, regulating and guarding
guarding the process of coinage,
for the
purcoinage, providing
providing for
the purchase of material,
material, for the transportation,
transportation, distribution,
distribution, and
and redempredemption of the coins,
counterfeiting,
coins, for the prevention
prevention of debasement or counterfeiting,
for security of the coin, or for any other purposes, whether
whether said
said
laws are penal or otherwise,
otherwise, shall,
applicable, apply
shall, so
so far
far as
as applicable,
apply to
to the
the
coinage authorized
coinage
authorized by
this Act.
by
this
Act.
Issue of coins.
ue of c.
. 3. The coins authorized by this Act shall be issued only to the
SEC. 3. The coins authorized by
this Act shall be issued only to the
Arkansas Honorary
Honorary Centennial Celebration
Celebration Commission, or its duly
authorized
authorized agent, in such numbers, and at such times as they shall
be requested by such Commission or any such agent,
agent, and
upon
and upon
payment to the United States of the face value of such coins.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
Arkansas centennial.
Arkasas
centeil.
Silver
50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces
to be coined in commemoration of.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.
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[CHAPTER 289.1
[CHAPTER

CHS.
289, 290.
CHS. 289,290.
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777

MAY 15, 16,1934.
16, 1934.

AfTANM ACT
AN

assessment work
Providing for
for the
of annual
annual assessment
work on
on mining claims held
held
suspension of
the suspension
Providing
by location
location in
United States and Alaska.
the United
in the
by

May 15,
15, 1934.
1934.
May

2313.]
[MS.
[S.
2513.]
[Public, No. 226.]
[Public,

the
of the
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
enacted by
it enacted
Be
lan s
Public lands.
provision Public
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
United
of America
America in
in, Congress
the provision
States of
United States
s assessmentgs claims
suspended
sessments
which
the
of
Statutes
of
section
2324
of
the
Revised
Statutes
United
States,
which
Revised
the
of section 2324 of
r fiscal year 1934.
for
p.426.
patent has been ° Rs.,
until aa patent
and until
requires on
mining claim
located, and
R.S. sec.2324,
sec. 2324 p.
426.
claim located,
each mining
on each
requires
u.s.b., p.
p. 955.
955.
u.s.c.,
or
performed
to
of
$100
issued
therefor,
not
less
than
$100
worth
labor
be
performed
or
than
less
issued therefor, not
improvements aggregating
aggregating such amount
amount to be made each year, be,
be,
improvements
as to all mining claims
and
the
same
is
hereby,
suspended
claims in the
the
suspended
and the same is hereby,
Alaska included.
at 12
the year beginning at
United States,
including Alaska,
Alaska, during
during the
12 Alaska included.
States, including
United
meridian
12
ending
o'clock
meridian
July
1,
1933,
and
ending
at
o'clock
meridian
1933,
1,
o'clock meridian July
July 1,
That the provisions of this Act shall not }ro'isa.
Provided, That
1934: Provided,
1, 1934:
July
Federal income
paying
t ax
apply
in
the
case
of
any
not entitled
to exemption
exemption from Federal
entitled to
claimant not
apply in the case of any claimant
excluded.
the
of a
a Federal
Federal income
taxable year
year 1933:
1933: excluded
income tax for the taxable
payment of
the payment
Notice of
of retaining
retaining
Notiea
Provided
further, That
That every
every claimant
claimant of any such mining claim,
claim, claim
Provided further,
to be filed.
beed.
belato
in order
obtain the
the benefits
benefits of
of this
file, or cause to be
shall file,
Act, shall
this Act,
to obtain
order to
in
filed,
in the
office where
the location
location notice
notice or certificate
certificate is recorded,
where the
the office
filed, in
a notice of his desire
on
or before
meridian, July
July 1, 1934, a
o'clock meridian,
12 o'clock
before 12
on or
to
hold
said
mining
claim
under
this
Act,
which
notice shall state
notice
which
Act,
this
under
claim
to hold said mining
that
claimant, or
or claimants,
claimants, were entitled to exemption
exemption from the
the claimant,
that the
payment of
tax for
taxable year
year 1933:
1933: And
the taxable
for the
income tax
Federal income
a Federal
of a
payment
Limited to
to six
lodesix lodeLimited
assessment work shall mining
provided
further, That
That such
of assessment
suspension of
such suspension
claims.
provided further,
same
the
not
apply
to
more
than
six
lode-mining
claims
held
by
perlode-mining
six
not apply to more than
son, nor
nor to
to more
lode-mining claims
claims held by the same
twelve lode-mining
than twelve
more than
son,
Placer-mining claims.
provided
partnership,
association,
or
corporation:
And
provided further,
further, That
That Placer-mininglaims.
And
corporation:
or
partnership, association,
six
than
such
suspension
of
assessment
work
shall
not
apply
to
more
than
six
such suspension of assessment work shall not apply
placer-mining
one hundred
and twenty
(in
twenty acres (in
hundred and
exceed one
to exceed
not to
claims not
placer-mining claims
all) held
held by
by the
the same
same person,
person, nor
than twelve
placer-mining
twelve placer-mining
more than
to more
nor to
all)
claims
not to
to exceed
hundred and
and forty
forty acres
acres (in all) held by the
two hundred
exceed two
claims not
same partnership,
partnership, association,
or corporation.
corporation.
association, or
same
in

l

im

Approved, May
May 15, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 290.]
290.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT
To amend sections 203 and
207
of
the Hawaiian
Homes Commission
Commission Act,
Act, 1920
1920
Hawaiian Homes
the
of
207
203 and
amend sections
To(U.S.C.,
title 48, secs. 697 and 701), conferring upon certain lands of AuwaioAuwaio(U.S.C., title 48, sees. 697 and 701), conferring upon certain lands of
limu,
and Kalawahine,
Kalawahine, on
on the
island of
of Oahu,
Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Oahu, Territory
the island
Kewalo, and
limu, Kewalo,
the
of Hawaiian
Hawaiian home
lands, and
and providing
providing for
for the leasing
leasing thereof
thereof for
home lands,
status of
the status
residence purposes.
purposes.
residence

May
le, 1934.
1934.
May 16,

50oI2.

II.R. 8052.1
(9.R.
[Public, No. 227
[Public, No. 227.]

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the Hawaiian Home
of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Home
awsaiinAct,
assembled, That paragraph
Commission
Act, 1920,
1920,
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
paragraph Commission
in Congress
America in
of America
United
amendments.
(4) of section
203
of
the
Hawaiian
Homes
Commission
Act,
1920
amendments.
Vol.
42,
p.
109,
of section 203 of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1920 amended.
(4)
(U.S.C.,
title 48,
48, sec.
sec. 697),
hereby amended
to read
follows: amended.
as follows:
read as
amended to
is hereby
697), is
title
Conferring upon
U.SC.,
pon
Conferring
"(4) On
On the
the island
Oahu: Nanakuli
Nanakuli (three
(three thousand
thousand acres,
acres, land in designated
designated areas
of Oahu:
island of
"(4)
the status of home
more or
,and Lualualei (two
(two thousand
acres, more
more or
less), in
in the
of home
status
less),
or
acres,
lands.
thousand
Lualualei
or less), and
more
the District of
of Waianae;
Waianae; and
Waimanalo
(four
thousand
acres,
acres,
thousand
(four
and Waimanalo
the District
more
or less),
less), in
in the
District of
excepting therefrom
Koolaupoko, excepting
of Koolaupoko,
the District
more or
the military reservation
the beach
beach lands;
certain porthose certain
and those
lands; and
and the
military reservation and
the
tions
the lands
Auwaiolimu and
and Kewalo
metes
described by metes
Kewalo described
of Auwaiolimu
lands of
of the
tions of
and
bounds as
as follows,
follows, to
to wit:
wit:
Description.
bounds
and
"(i) Portion of the Government
Punch- Desription.
Auwaiolimu, Punchof Auwaiolimu,
land of
of the Government land
Portion
"(i)
a
bowl Hill, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Oahu,
Oahu, described
described as
as follows:
follows: Beginning
Beginning at a
bowl Hill
pipe at the
the southeast
corner
of this
tract of
of land,
land, on
on the
the boundary
boundary
tract
this
of
corner
southeast
at
pipe
between the lands
of Kewalo
of
coordinates of
the coordinates
Auwaiolimu, the
and Auwaiolimu,
Kewalo and
the lands of
between
said point of beginning referred
referred to
to Government
survey triangulation
triangulation
survey
Government
beginning
of
point
said
station Punchbowl' being
one thousand
thousand one
thirtyand thirtyhundred and
one hundred
Punchbowl' being one
station
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH. 290.
290.
CH.

MAY
16, 1934.
MAY 16,1934.

five
and nine
nine tenths
tenths feet
feet north
north and
and two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and
five and
fifty-seven
and eight
eight tenths
tenths feet
feet east
east as
as shown
Government sursurshown on
on Government
fifty-seven and
vey registered
map numbered
numbered 2692,
2692, and
by true
true azimuths:
azimuths:
and runing
runing 1 by
vey
registered map
"
(1) One
One hundred
degrees thirty-one
thirty -one minutes two
sixty-three degrees
and sixty-three
hundred and
"(1)
hundred
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight and
eight tenths
feet along
along the
the east
east side
side of
of
and eight
tenths feet
hundred and
the
Road;
the Punchbowl-/vlakiki
Punchbowl-Makiki Road;
"(2)
Ninety-four degrees
degrees eight
minutes one
one hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyeight minutes
" (2) Ninety-four
four and
nine tenths
feet across
along the
the east
east
and along
tenths feet
across Tantalus
Tantalus Drive
Drive and
four
and nine
side
of Puuowaina
Puuowaina Drive;
Drive;
side of
"(3) One
hundred and
and thirty-one
thirteen minutes
minutes two
two
degrees thirteen
One hundred
thirty-one degrees
"(3)
hundred and
and thirty-two
five tenths
tenths feet
feet along
along aa twenty-five
twenty-five
thirty-two and
and five
hundred
foot
roadway;
foot roadway;
One hundred
hundred and
thirty-nine degrees
fifty-five minutes
minutes twenty
twenty
degrees fifty-five
and thirty-nine
" (4)
(4) One
and
five-tenths feet
along same;
same;
and five-tenths
feet along
"
(5) One
and sixty-eight
degrees seventeen
seventeen minutes
two
minutes two
sixty-eight degrees
"(5)
One hundred
hundred and
hundred and
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven and
and eight-tenths
Government land
land
along Government
feet along
eight-tenths feet
hundred
(old
quarry lot);
lot) ;
(old quarry
"(6) One
hundred and
and fifty-six
fifty-six degrees
thirty minutes
minutes three
three hunhundegrees thirty
One hundred
"(6)
dred and
and thirty-three
feet long
same to
to aapipe;
pipe;
thirty-three feet
long same
dred
"(7) Thence
Auwaiolimu stone
stone wall
wall along
L. C.
along L.
the old
old Auwaiolimu
following the
Thence following
"(7)
Award
to Laenui,
Laenui, grant
numbered 5147
(lot 88to
to C.
C.
5147 (lot
grant numbered
Award numbered
numbered 3145,
3145, to
W. Booth),
Booth), L.
C. Award
numbered 1375
1375 to
to Kapule,
and L.
L. C.
Award
C. Award
Kapule, and
W.
L. C.
Award numbered
numbered 1355
1355 to
to Kekualioni,
the direct
being
and distance
distance being
direct azimuth
azimuth and
numbered
Kekuanoni, the
two hundred
hundred and
and forty-nine
forty-nine degrees.
degrees forty-one
minutes one
one thousand
thousand
forty-one minutes
two
three hundred
five-tenths feet;
feet;
and three
three and five-tenths
three
hundred and
"(8) Three
hundred and
twenty-one degrees
degrees twelve
twelve minutes
minutes six
six
and twenty-one
"(8)
Three hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the land
land of
of
feet along
along the
hundred
ninety-three feet
Auwaiolimu;
Auwaiolimu;
"(9)
degrees twelve
one thousand
thousand four
four hunhunFifty-one degrees
twelve minutes
minutes one
"(9) Fifty-one
dred
feet along
along the
the land
land at
Kewalo to
to the
the point
point of
of beginning;
conat Kewalo
beginning; condred feet
taining an
area of
of twenty-seven
and reserving
reserving theretheretaining
an area
twenty-seven acres;
acres; excepting
excepting and
from Tantalus
Tantalus Drive,
Drive, crossing
this land.
land.
from
crossing this
"(ii)
Portion of
the land
Kewalo, Punchbowl
Hill, Honolulu,
Honolulu,
"(ii) Portion
of the
land of
of Kewalo,
Punchbowl Hill,
Oahu,
part of
of the
the lands
lands set
for the
the use
use of
Hawaii
Oahu, being
being part
set aside
aside for
of the
the Hawaii
Experiment Station
Station of
of the
States Department
Department of
of AgriculAgriculExperiment
the United
United States
ture by
proclamation of
the Acting
Acting Governor
Governor of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, dated
dated
ture
by proclamation
of the
June 10,
10, 1901,
at the
the northeast
northeast
June
1901, and
and described
described as
as follows:
follows: Beginning
Beginning at
corner
place called
'Pun Ea'
Ea' on
on the
the boundary
boundary
corner of
of this
this lot,
lot, at
at aa place
called 'Puu
lands of
of Kewalo
Kewalo and
Auwaiolimu, the
the coordinates
coordinates of
of said
said
between the
the lands
and Auwaiolimu,
survey triangulation
triangulation
point of beginning
beginning referred
referred to
to Government
Government survey
station 'Punchbowl',
Punchbowl', being three thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and fiftyfive and
six-tenths feet
two hundred
hundred and
and
and six-tenths
feet north
north and five
five thousand
thousand two
forty-four and
seven-tenths feet
feet east,
east, as
as shown
on Government
forty-four
and seven-tenths
shown on
Government
survey
registered map numbered
numbered 2692
of the
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
survey registered
2692 of
the Territory
and
running by
true azimuths:
azimuths:
and running
by true
"(1)
hundred and fifty-four
"(1) Three hundred
fifty-four degrees
degrees thirty minutes
minutes nine
hundred
remainder of
the land
land of
of Kewalo,
Kewalo,
hundred and
and thirty
thirty feet
feet along
along the
the remainder
of the
which divides
to the middle of the stream
stream which
Kewalo and
and
divides the
the lands of Kewalo
Kalawahine;
Kalawahine;
"(2)
down the middle
"(2) Thence
Thence dowii
middle of said stream along the land of
Kalawahine, the direct azimuth and distance
Kalawahine,
distance being forty-nine
forty-nine
degrees sixteen minutes one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred and twelve and
feet;
five-tenths feet;
"(3)
kindred and forty-one
forty-one degrees
degrees twelve
twelve minutes
minutes eight
eight
"(3) One hundred
hundred and sixty feet
hundred
of the
the land
land of
Kewalo;
feet along the remainder
remainder of
of Kewalo;
"(4)
hundred and thirty-one
"(4) Two
Two hundred
thirty-one degrees
degrees twelve
twelve minutes five
hundred
hundred and fifty-two and six-tenths
six-tenths feet along the land of Auwaiolimu to Puu
Pun Iole;
Tole;
1

original.
So in original.
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Auwaiolimu following
land of Auwaiolimu
"(5) Thence
still along
along the
the said
said land
following
Thence still
"(5)
azimuth
direct
beginning,
the
top
of
the
ridge
to
the
point
of
the
azimuth
point
the
to
ridge
the
of
top
the
twenty-six
degrees
and
and
distance
being
two
hundred
thirty-two
twenty-six
and distance being two hundred
minutes one
four hundred
containing an
an
hundred and seventy feet, containing
thousand four
one thousand
minutes
Tantalus
therefrom
reserving
area
of
thirty
acres;
excepting
reserving
therefrom
Tantalus
and
area of thirty acres; excepting
Drive crossing
crossing this land.
Drive,
"(iii)
Kalawahine
that portion of the land of Kalawahine
with that
Together with
"(iii) Together
lying
(twenty-five
or less),
less), makai of Tantalus Drive, and lying
more or
acres, more
(twenty-five acres,
the
and
described
between
the
portion
of
the
land
of
Kewalo
above
described
and
the
Kewalo
of
land
the
between the portion of
so-called 'Kalawahine
Kalawahine lots',
lots', in the District of Honolulu."
so-called
the
207 of
(a) of section 207
subsection (a)
SEC. 2.
2. Paragraph
of the
of subsection
(3) of
Paragraph (3)
SEC.
amended (U.S.C., title
Hawaiian
Homes Commission
Commission Act,
as amended
1920, as
Act, 1920,
Hawaiian Homes
48, sec.
701), is
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out the period at the
is hereby
sec. 701),
48,
end thereof
thereof and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof a
following:
a colon and the following:
lieu thereof
end
the lands of Auwaiolimu,
"Provided
further,
That
the
of
Auwaiolimu,
portions
the
That
"Provided further,
of Oahu
Kewalo,
on the
island of
Oahu under the control
the island
Kalawahine on
and Kalawahine
Kewalo, and
in
residence
for
of
the
Commission,
shall
be
leased
residence purposes in
only
leased
be
shall
of the Commission,
eighth
individual lots
lots the
the area
one eighth
area of which shall be not less than one
individual
of an
an acre
nor more
more than
one half of an acre per lot."
than one
acre nor
of
Hawaiian Homes
S
EC. 3.
3. Notwithstanding
the provisions
the Hawaiian
of the
provisions of
Notwithstanding the
SEC.
of lands to native
leasing
Commission
Act,
as
amended,
limiting
the
limiting
amended,
as
Act,
Commission
by
Hawaiians as defined
Hawaiians,
defined by
native Hawaiians
not native
or not
whether or
persons, whether
Hawaiians, persons,
this
of
such
Act,
as
amended,
who
are
on
the
date
the
enactment
of
date
the
on
are
who
such Act, as amended,
Kalawahine
Act
on the
lands of
of Auwaiolimu,
Kewalo, and Kalawahine
Auwaiolimu, Kewalo,
the lands
residing on
Act residing
the
on
the
island
of
Oahu
placed
under
the
control
of
Hawaiian
control
the
under
placed
Oahu
of
on the island
Homes
shall be
be given
first opportunity to
given first
Act, shall
this Act,
by this
Commission by
Homes Commission
lease such
lands on
on which they reside.
such lands
lease
SEC. 4. This Act shall take
effect on and after the date of its
SEC. 4. This Act shall take effect on and after

Description—Contd.
Description-Contd.

Leases.
s,42,
Vol.
amended.
amended.

s

p.
P.

Proviso. o be leased
Portions to be leased
purposes
residence purposes
for residence
only.
only-

Present residents
residents on
on
Preent
specified lands given
perference.
preference.

Effective date.

Efectivedate

approval.
approval.
Approved, May
1934.
May 16, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 292.]
292.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

To add certain lands to
Forest.
National Forest.
Boise National
the Boise
add certain lands to the
To

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
by the
Be it enacted

That,, subject
asscrnbled, That
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
subj ect to
in Congress
of America
States of
United
followingthe
withdrawals,
and
entries
or
existing valid
valid claims
and withdrawals, the followingexisting

described
lands are
are hereby
hereby added
added to
Boise National
National Forest, Idaho,
the Boise
to the
described lands
and made subject
subject to
to all
all laws
applicable
to
national
forests:
forests:
national
to
applicable
laws
and made
Sections 25
and 26;
east
half
section 27;
east
half section
section 34; and
half
east
27;
section
half
east
26;
and
25
Sections
section
35,
township
8
north,
range
5
east,
Boise
meridian.
meridian.
Boise
east,
5
range
35, township 8 north,
section
Sections 1 and 2; sections 11 to 14, inclusive; sections 23 to 27,
Sections 1 and 2; sections 11 to 14, inclusive; sections 23 to
7 north, range
inclusive; and
sections 34
34 to
36, inclusive;
township 7
inclusive; township
to 36,
and sections
inclusive;
3
east,
Boise
meridian.
meridian.
Boise
east,
3
Sections 1, 2, and
and 7;
sections 10
inclusive;
13, inclusive;
to 13,
10 to
7; sections
sections 66and
3; sections
and 3;
Sections 1, 2, to
and sections 15 to
36, inclusive;
township 7
7north,
east, Boise
range 44east,
north, range
inclusive; township
36,

and sections 15
meridian.
meridian.
Sections 11and
sections 4
4to
inclusive; and
sections 30 to 36,
and sections
28, inclusive;
to 28,
2; sections
and 2;
Sections
inclusive; township
7
north,
range
5
east,
Boise
meridian.
meridian.
Boise
east,
5
range
north,
inclusive; township 7
Sections 1 to
sections 10
10 to
sections 22
inclusive; sections
15,7 inclusive;
to 15
inclusive; sections
3, inclusive;
1 to 3,
Sections
to 27, inclusive; and
sections
34
to
36,
inclusive;
township
66 north,
township
inclusive;
36,
to
34
to 27, inclusive; and sections
range
3
east,
Boise
meridian.
meridian.
Boise
east,
3
range
Sections 1
to 36,
inclusive, township
range 4
east, Boise
4 east,
north, range
6 north,
township 6
36, inclusive,
Sections 1 to

meridian.
Sections 1to 21,
inclusive; sections 24 and 25; and sections 28
36,
Sections 1 to 21, inclusive; sections 24 and 25; and sections 28 to
inclusive; township
north, range
meridian.
Boise meridian.
5 east, Boise
range 5east,
township 66north,
inclusive;
east, Boise
6 north, range 66 east,
Sections 11to
to 3
6, inclusive,
inclusive , township
Boise
township 6
36,
Sections
meridian.
meridian.
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Saint
Louis River.
saint Louis
Bridge across,
near
across, near
Cloquet, Minn.,
Minn., legalcloquet,

ized.
ized.

Construction.
Construction,
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol.
Amendment.
Amendment.

Criminal
Code
Criminal
Code
amendments.
amendments.
assaulting
Killing,
Kil ling , assaulting
Federal
officers.
Federal officers.
Vol. 36,
35, p. 1143.

Punishment.
Punishment.

AN ACT
ACT

To
legalize a
a bridge
across the
Saint Louis
Minnesota.
Cloquet, Minnesota.
at or
or near
near Cloquet,
River at
Louis River
the Saint
bridge across
To legalize

the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
enacted by
Be it

United States
Congress assembled, That
That the
the bridge
bridge
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress

or near
near Cloquet,
at or
Louis River at
Saint Louis
now being
over Saint
constructed over
being constructed
now
Minnesota,
Department of the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, by the Highway
Highway Department
accepted by the Chief of
if completed
accordance with plans accepted
if
completed in accordance
Engineers
suitable facilities
of War
War as providing suitable
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
Engineers and
operated as aa free bridge, shall be aa lawful
for
lawful
navigation, and operated
for navigation,
structure, and
shall be
be subject
subject to
the conditions
conditions and
limitations of
of
and limitations
to the
and shall
structure,
the Act entitled "An
"An Act to
to regulate
construction of
bridges
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
March 23, 1906.
1906.
over
", approved
approved March
navigable waters
waters ",
over navigable
SEC.
hereby
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
17, 1934.
1934.
May 17,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 299.]

1934.
May 18, 1034.
[S.
2080.]
ts .20801
2301
[Public, No. 230.]

MAY
18, 1934.
1934.
MAY 17,
17,18,

Sections 11 and
and 2;
2; sections
sections 11
11 to
to 14,
14, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
23 to
26,
to 26,
sections 23
Sections
inclusive;
35 and
and 36;
north, range
range 2
2 east,
east,
5 north,
36; township
township 5
sections 35
and sections
inclusive; and
Boise
meridian.
Boise meridian.
Sections 1
north, range
range 33 east,
Boise
east, Boise
township 55north,
inclusive, township
1 to
to 36,
36, inclusive,
Sections
meridian.
meridian.
Sections
36, inclusive,
Boise
4 east,
east, Boise
range 4
5 north,
north, range
township 5
inclusive, township
1 to
to 36,
Sections 1
meridian.
meridian.
Sections 1
to 36,
inclusive, township
range 55 east,
east, Boise
Boise
north, range
township 55 north,
1 to
36, inclusive,
Sections
meridian.
Sections 1
6, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
to 17,
21
sections 21
inclusive; sections
17, inclusive;
8 to
sections 8
1 to
to 6,
Sections
to
27, inclusive;
inclusive; and
and 36,
36, township
north, range
3
range 3
4 north,
township 4
35 and
sections 35
and sections
to 27,
east, Boise
meridian.
east,
Boise meridian.
Sections
to 36,
36, inclusive,
inclusive, township
township 4
north, range
Boise
east, Boise
range 44 east,
4 north,
Sections 11 to
meridian.
meridian.
Sections
and 12,
12, township
township 3
north, range
east, Boise
Boise
range 33 east,
8 north,
2, 11,
11, and
1, 2,
Sections 1,
meridian.
meridian.
Sections
13, inclusive;
inclusive; and
of section
section 14;
14;
quarter of
northwest quarter
and northwest
to 13,
Sections 11 to
township
range 4
4 east,
east, Boise
Boise meridian;
not heretofore
heretofore
meridian; not
3 north,
north, range
township 3
included
within the
the Boise
all ranges
ranges east,
east,
Idaho; all
Forest, Idaho;
National Forest,
Boise National
included within
Boise meridian.
meridian.
Boise
Approved, May 17,
17, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
293.]
[CHAPTER 2931

May 17, 1934.
3144.1
[S. 3144.]

CHS.
292, 293,
293, 299.
299.
CHS. 292,

AN ACT
ACT

assaulting Federal officers.
To provide punishment for killing or assaulting

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
u
nited states
whoever
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That whoever
2,74 of
shall kill, as
as defined in sections
sections 273 and 274
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code,
Code,
any United
United States
marshal or
special
deputy United States marshal, special
any
States marshal
or deputy
agent
Division of
Investigation of
the Department
Department o
of JusJusagent of
of the
the Division
of Investigation
of the
tice, post-office
Secret Service
operative, any
any officer
officer or
tice,
post-ofice inspector,
inspector, Secret
Service operative,
or
enlisted
of the
Guard, any
any employee
employee of
any United
enlisted man
man of
the Coast
Coast Guard,
of any
United
States penal
penal or correctional
correctional institution, any officer of the customs
or of the internal revenue, any immigrant inspector or any immigration patrol inspector, while engaged in the performance
performance of his
official duties,
duties, or
or on
on account
of the
the performance
of his
his official
account of
performance of
official duties,
duties,
official
shall
be punished
as provided
the Criminal
Criminal Code.
Code.
provided under
under section
section 275
275 of
of the
shall be
punished as
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resistance,
E
resistance,
Forcible
impede, intimiS
EC. 2.
Whoever shall forcibly
forcibly resist, oppose, impede,
intimi - etc.
2. Whoever
SEC.
hereof
1
section
designated in
date,
1 hereof
any person designated
with any
interfere with
or interfere
date, or
or shall
duties, or
while engaged
engaged in
in the
performance of his official duties,
shall
the performance
while
duties, shall
performance of his official
assault
him on
on account
official duties,
shall
of the performance
account of
assault him
three Punishment.
Punishment.
imprisoned not more than three
be
fined not
more than
$5,000, or imprisoned
than $5,000,
not more
be fined
the acts
commission of any of the
years, or
or both;
acts
in the commission
whoever, in
and whoever,
both; and
years,
weapon
a deadly
described in
this section,
section, shall
shall use a
deadly or dangerous
dangerous weapon
in this
described
imprisoned not more than
shall be
be fined
not more
$10,000, or imprisoned
than
than $10,000,
more than
fined not
shall
ten
ten years, or both.
Approved, May
May 18, 1934.
Approved,
etc orcible

[CHAPTER 300.]
300.]
[CHAPTER
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A XT ACT
AN
11 AD

of
commerce clause
kpplying
powers of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government,
under the commerce
clause of
Government, under
the powers
applying the
radio, oral
the
telephone, telegraph,
telegraph, radio,
oral
extortion by means of telephone,
to extortion
Constitution, to
the Constitution,
message,
otherwise.
or otherwise.
message, or

Representatives of
House of Representatives
Be
of the
the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That whoever,
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United States
corporaassociation, or corporawith
intent to
extort from
any person,
person, firm, association,
from any
to extort
with intent
tion any
or other
other thing
thing of
value, shall transmit in interstate
of value,
money or
any money
tion
(1) to injure
commerce,
by any
any means
means whatsoever,
whatsoever, any
injure the
any threat (1)
commerce, by
of
reputation
or
person,
property,
or
reputation
of
any
person,
the
person,
any
of
reputation
or
property,
person,
accuse
to
(3)
or
person,
any
a
deceased person,
person, or
(3)
accuse
to kidnap
(2) to
or (2)
a deceased
any person
crime, or
(
4 )containing
containing any demand
demand or request for
for
or (4)
of aa crime,
person of
any
shall
kidnaped person,
a
reward for
person, shall
the release of any kidnaped
for the
or reward
ransom or
a ransom
upon
conviction be
$5,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not
not more than $5,000
fined not
be fined
upon conviction
the
more
than
twenty
years,
or
both:
Provided,
That
the
term "inter"interThat
more than twenty years, or both: Provided,
from one
state
one State, TerriTerricommunication from
include communication
shall include
commerce" shall
state commerce"
tory,
the District
District of
of Columbia,
to another
another State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or the
Columbia, to
or the
tory, or
herein shall
District
of Columbia:
further, That
nothing herein
That nothing
Provided further,
Columbia: Provided
District of
amend
or repeal
repeal section
section 338a,
338a, title
18, United
United States
States Code
Code (47
title 18,
amend or
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[S. 2240.]
2249.]
[S.
No. 231.]
231.]
[Public, No.

Extortion messages
messages
Extortion
in interstate
interstate commerce.

Punishment for transmitting.

nishmentfortransg.

Provisos.
EPrivsts.
"
Interstate commerce" defined.
defined.
merce"
Mailing threatening

Mailing

coMaunications.

communications.
Vol. 47,
47, p.
649;
p. 649;
vol.
U.S.C., Supp.VII, p.349.

U.S.C.,Supp.VII,p349.

Stat. 649).
Stat.
Approved, May
May 18,
1934.
18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
301.]
[CHAPTER 301.]

AN ACT

To amend the Act
forbidding the transportation of
interstate
kidnaped persons in interstate
of kidnaped
To amend the Act forbidding the transportation
commerce.
commerce.

May lS,
18,81934.
19134.
May
i8. 252.)

23-1.i
-Tr.ublic, No
No. 2321
_Wubltc,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
of the
the Federal Kidnaping
Kidnaping
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Federal
ed.
of Act,
Act
amended.
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
V01.47, p.326;
ti S.C.,
126;
p. p. U.S.C.,
Vol 47,VII,
June 22,
1932 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., ch.
title 18,
18, sec.
and the same
same is
is Stipp.
408a), be, and
sec. 408a),
351.
351.
271, title
ch. 271,
22, 1932
June
hereby,
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
amended to
hereby, amended
Transporting
-ting kidTranspoi
"Whoever shall
transport or
or cause to be transported, naped
person
and holdn and
knowingly transport
shall knowingly
"Whoever
ing for
for ransom.
rans nm.
ing
any
commerce,
or
aid
or
abet
in
transporting,
in
interstate
or
foreign
commerce,
foreign
or
interstate
in
or aid or abet in transporting,
person who
have been
been unlawfully
unlawfully seized,
inveigled,
confined, inveigled,
seized, confined,
shall have
person who shall
decoyed, kidnaped,
carried away
by any
any means what- Minor byy a
away by
or carried
abducted, or
parent
a parent
decoyed, kidnaped, abducted,
Minor b3
soever
or rewatd
reward or
otherwise, except, in the excepted.
or otherwise,
ransom or
for ransom
held for
and held
soever and
case of a minor, by
parent thereof,
thereof, shall,
conviction, be punupon conviction,
shall, upon
parent
Penalties.
of a minor, by aa
case
ished (1) by death if
if the
verdict of
of the
the jury
shall
so
recommend, Penalties.
so recommend,
shall
jury
verdict
the
death
ished (1) by
provided that
the sentence
of death
death shall
not be
imposed by the
be imposed
shall not
sentence of
that the
provided
court if, prior to
its
imposition,
the
kidnaped
person
has been
has
person
kidnaped
the
imposition,
its
if, prior to
court
liberated unharmed,
or (2)
if the
death penalty
penalty shall
shall not
not apply nor
the death
(2) if
unharmed, or
liberated
be imposed the convicted person shall be punished by imprisonment
be imposed the convicted person shall be punished by imprisonment
in the penitentiary for
such term
term of
years as
as the
the court
court in its dis- Proviso.
of years
in the penitentiary for such
on failcretion shall determine: Provided,
Provided, That
the failure
failure to
to release
such Presumption
Preie, tion on
release such
the
That
mse person
cretion shall determine:
ure to ram
person
to
m
person within seven days
after
he
shall
have
been
unlawfully
seized,
days.
n
seized,
within
seven
unlawfully
within seven days after he shall have been
person
thin
away
confined, inveigled,
abducted, or carried
carried away
kidnaped, abducted,
decoyed, kidnaped,
inveigled, decoyed,

confined,
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shall create
presumption that
person has
has been
shall
create aa presumption
that such
such person
been transported
transported
in
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce,
but such
in interstate
commerce, but
such presumption
presumption shall
shall not
not
be conclusive.
conclusive.
be
"Interstateor
foreign
"SEC.
2. The
The term
or foreign
commerce', as
as used
used
"Interstate
or foreign
"
SEC. 2.
term 'interstate
'interstate or
foreign commerce',
commerce" defined.
herein, shall
include transportation
transportation from
from one
Territory, or
o " dened.
herein,
shall include
one State,
State, Territory,
or
the District
Columbia to
the
District of
of Columbia
to another
another State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or the
the District
District
of
or to
to a
country, or
or from
from a
foreign country
country to
to
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
a foreign
foreign country,
a foreign
any State,
State, Territory,
the District
District of
of Columbia.
any
Territory, or
or the
Columbia.
" Sno.
SC.
Punishment for coneon3. If
If two or more persons enter into
into an
an agreement,
agreement, conconspiracy
spiracy to violate provisions herein,
federation, or
or conspiracy
conspiracy to
to violate
violate the
the provisions
provisions of
the foregoing
foregoing
visions
herein,
federation,
of the
Act
and do
do any
any overt
overt act
act toward
toward carrying
carrying out
agreeAct and
out such
such unlawful
unlawful agreement,
or conspiracy,
conspiracy, such
such person
persons shall
shall be
ment, confederation,
confederation, or
person or
or persons
be
punished
provided by
this Act."
Act."
punished in like manlier
manner as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
by this
Approved,
Approved, May
May 18, 1934.
4C

[CHAPTER 302.1
[CHAPTER
302.]
18, 1934.
May 18,
[S.
2253.]
[a. 2253.1

[Public, No. 233.1
Interstate
flight of
Interstate flight.of
accused persons or
nesses.
nesses.

t.

Punishme
punishment.

Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
America in
in Congress
States of America
United States
Congress assembled, That it
it shall be
unlawful
move or
or travel
travel in
interstate or
unlawful for
for any
any person to
to move
in interstate
or foreign
foreign
commerce
from any
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or possession
United
commerce from
possession of
of the
the United
States, or
or the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, with
(1) to
to avoid
avoid
States,
District of
with intent
intent either
either (1)
prosecution for murder, kidnaping,
burglary, robbery,
robbery, mayhem,
mayhem,
prosecution
kidnaping, burglary,
with a
dangerous weapon,
weapon, or
accompanied
rape, assault with
a dangerous
or extortion
extortion accompanied
or attempt
attempt to
commit any
of the
the foregoing,
foregoing,
by threats
threats of
of violence,
violence, or
to commit
any of
flees, or
(2) to avoid
under the
the laws
laws of the
the place from which he
he flees,
or (2)
giving testimony in any criminal proceedings
proceedings in such
such place
place in
in which
which
the commission
commission of a
afelony is charged. Any person who violates the

provision
provision of this Act
Act shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be punished
punished by
by
not more
than $5,000
$5,000 or
or by
imprisonment for
not longer
longer
aa, fine
fine of
of not
more than
by imprisonment
for not
than five years, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment. Violations
Violations
of this Act may be prosecuted
prosecuted only in the
the Federal
Federal judicial
judicial district
district in
which
was alleged
alleged to
to have
which the
the original
original crime
crime was
have been
been committed.
committed.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 303.]
303.]

May 18, 1934.
[S.
[S. 2575.]
2575.1
[Public,
No. 234.]
[Pube,SNo.
234.1

AN ACT

Making
it unlawful
unlawful for any
another for the purpose
purpose
any person
person to flee from one State to another
Making it
in certain
certain cases.
cases.
of avoiding
avoiding prosecution
prosecution or
or the
the giving of testimony
testimony in

AN ACT
ACT

To
States in connection
connection with the
the adminisadminisTo define certain
certain crimes
crimes against
against the United
United States
punishment
tration of Federal penal and correctional institutions
institutions and to fix the punishment
therefor.
therefor.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and Howse
Bouse of
Representatives of
of the
nita- United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That any person
tions
employed at any Federal penal or correctional institution as an officer
tionms
Crimes connected
connected employed at any Federal penal or correctional institution as an officer
with administration
administration of. or
or employee
employee of
the United
United States,
or any
other person
person who
who instigates,
instigates,
wit
of the
States, or
any other
Causin g mutin;
y
aidingtae
siding
e
,
scapes . tiny; connives
connives at,
at, wilfully
wilfully attempts
attempts th
cause, assists
in, or
or who
to cause,
assists in,
who conspires
conspires
327,with any other person or persons to cause any muti n y, ri
Vol.
48, pp.. 327
ot, or
pe
or esca
escape
ameLded'
with any other person or persons to cause any mutiny, riot,
arae
nded.
at such
such penal or correctional
or any
or
correctional institution; or
any such
such officer
officer or
employee or any other person who, without the knowledge or consent
consent
of the warden or superintendent
superintendent of such institution, conveys or
causes
conveyed into
into such
such institution,
from place
to place
place
causes to
to be conveyed
institution, or
or from
place to
within
institution, or
or knowingly
knowingly aids
aids or
or assists
therein, any
within such institution,
assists therein,
any
tool, device,
device, or substance designed to cut, abrade,
abrade, or destroy the
materials, or any part thereof,
thereof, of which any
any building
building or buildings
buildings of
of
such institution are constructed,
constructed, or
or any
thing
any other substance
substance or thing
Federal penal and
coFrredetieal
correctional
corsect.onal instituinstitu-

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
303-305.
CHS. 303-305.

783
783

MAY 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
MAY

designed to
destroy any
any building
buildings, or any
any part
part
building or buildings,
or destroy
injure or
to injure
designed
Smugglingg firearms.
thereof, of
conveys or causes
causes to be conveyed
conveyedfirearms.
Smugglin
or who conveys
institution; or
such institution;
of such
thereof,
into
institution,
place to place within such institution,
or from place
institution, or
such institution,
into such
or
or assists
conspires with any other person
person or
who conspires
or who
therein, or
assists therein,
aids or
or aids
persons
convey or
conveyed into such institution, or
cause to be conveyed
or cause
to convey
persons to
from place
place within such institution, any firearm,
firearm, weapon,
weapon,
to place
place to
from
explosive, or
lethal or poisonous
poisonous gas, or any other
other substance
substance or
any lethal
or any
explosive,
thing
designed to
disable any officer,
officer, agent, employee,
employee,
to kill, injure, or disable
thing designed
for.
a period Punishment
imprisonment for a
or
inmate thereof,
thereof, shall
punished by imprisonment
Punishment for.
be punished
shall be
or inmate
of
not
more
than
years.
years.
ten
than
more
of not
reS
EC. 2.
All Acts
and parts
of Acts
Acts in
in conflict
contacting laws re.
conflict herewith are hereby conflicting
parts of
Acts and
2. All
SEC.
pealed.
repealed.
Pealed.
repealed.ealed.
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
May 18,
Approved, May
ete

[CHAPTER
304.]
[CHAPTER 304.]

AN ACT

To
provide punishment
certain offenses
committed against
against banks organized
offenses committed
for certain
punishment for
To provide
or
laws of
of the
States or
member of
of the
the Federal
Federal
any member
or any
United States
the United
under laws
operating under
or operating
Reserve
System.
Reserve System.

May 18,
18, 1934.
[8.
[5. 2841.
2841.]
[Public, No. 235.1
2351

Be it
Senate and House
Representatives of the Offenses against
House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
agains
United
Congress assembled, That as used in banksfse.
banks.
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
"Bank" defined.
defined.
"Bank"
Federal
of
bank
member
this
Act
the
term
"
bank
"
includes
any
member
the
Federal
any
includes
"
"
bank
this Act the term
Reserve System,
bank, banking
banking association,
association, trust company,
company,
any bank,
and any
System, and
Reserve
savings bank,
bank, or
other banking
organized or operating
operating
institution organized
banking institution
or other
savings
under the
the laws of the United States.
under
Robbery.
S
EC. 2.
(a) Whoever,
Whoever, by
fear, Robbery.
or by
by putting in fear,
violence, or
and violence,
force and
by force
2. (a)
SEC.
feloniously takes,
takes, or
take, from the person
to take,
attempts to
feloniously attempts
or feloniously
feloniously
or
presence of
of another
property or
or money
or any other
other thing
money or
any property
another any
or presence
management,
of
belonging to,
to, or
or in
custody, control, management,
care, custody,
the care,
in the
value belonging
of value
Punishment.
or possession
possession of,
of, any
any bank
shall be
not more
more than
than $5,000
$5,000 or Punishment.
fined not
be fined
bank shall
or
imprisoned not
not more
than twenty
twenty years, or both.
more than
imprisoned
Assaults.
(b) Whoever,
Whoever, in
committing, or
or in
to commit, any Assaults.
attempting to
in attempting
in committing,
(b)
offense
defined
in
subsection
(a)
of
this
section,
assaults
any
person,
offense defined in subsection (a) of this section, assaults any person,
or
puts in
in jeopardy
the life
life of
of any
any person
dangerous
the use of aadangerous
by the
person by
jeopardy the
or puts
Punislm"ent.
weapon
device, shall
shall be
be finlled
fined not
nor more than Punishment.
$1,000 nor
than $1,000
less than
not less
or device,
weapon or
$10,000
or imprisoned
less than
than five
years nor
nor more
than twentyImore than
five years
not less
imprisoned not
$10,000 or
five
Homicide
both.
years, or
or both.
five years,
Homicide orr kidnap.
kidnap.
lag.
Szo.
Whoever, in
in committing
committing any
offense defined
in this
this Act,
Act, ing.
defined in
any offense
3. Whoever,
SEC. 3.
or
avoiding or
to avoid
apprehension for
commisthe commisfor the
avoid apprehension
attempting to
or attempting
in avoiding
or in
sion of
of such
offense, or
or in
himself or
or attempting
attempting to
to free
free
freeing himself
in freeing
such offense,
sion
himself from
from arrest
arrest or
or confinement
such offense,
kills any person,
offense, kills
for such
confinement for
himself
or forces
any person
to accompany
accompany him
of
him without the consent of
person to
forces any
or
Punishment.
such
shall be
be punished
not less than PUDishment
imprisonment for not
by imprisonment
punished by
person, shall
such person,
10 years,
or by
by death
if the
the verdict
verdict of
the jury shall so direct.
of the
death if
10
years, or
Jurisdiction.
SEC. 4.
4. Jurisdiction
any offense
defined by
by this
this Act
Act shall
not Jurisdicton
shall not
offense defined
over any
Jurisdiction over
SEc.
be
exclusively to
United StatesStates.
courts of the United
to courts
reserved exclusively
be reserved
Approved,
18, 1934.
1934.
May 18,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
305.]
[CHAPTER 305.]

AN A
ACT
To authorize
authorize the
donation of
certain land
the town
town of
Massachusetts
of Bourne,
Bourne, Massachusetts.
to the
land to
of certain
the donation
To

May 18,
1934.
May
18, 1934.
[H.R. 503.1

503.1
[HNRNNo.
[Public,
236.]
[Public,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
Bo
e,
todc;5.Boune,
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
Secre - Granted
Purantei
blic lant
the SecreThat the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United States
tary of
of War
to convey
to the
the poses.
massfor school
school Purpurass., for
charge to
without charge
convey without
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
War is
tary
town of
of Bourne,
for school
purposes,
playground purposes,
school playground
Massachusetts, for
Bourne, Massachusetts,
town
two small
small parcels
land aggregating
about six
six tenths
tenths of an acre
aggregating about
of land
parcels of
two

784
784

Proviso.
version
Reversion
use.
uese.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

for
non
for non-

[S.J.es. 36.]

CHS. 305-307.
305-307.
CHS.

MAY
1934.
MAY 18,
18,1934.

located in
the vicinity
of the
the Bourne
town,
located
in the
vicinity of
Bourne Grammar
Grammar School
School in
in said
said town,
which land
acquired by
by the
States in
connection with
which
land was
was acquired
the United
United States
in connection
with
the acquisition
of the
the Cape
Cod Canal:
That such
conthe
acquisition of
Cape Cod
Canal: Provided,
Provided, That
such conveyance shall
with the
the express
express condition
the land
land shall
veyance
shall be
be made
made with
condition that
that the
shall
be used
used for
for school
school playground
playground purposes
no other
other and
that in
in
be
purposes and
and no
and that
case it
it is
is not
shall revert
to the
the United
States.
revert to
United States.
not so
so used
used it
it shall
case
Approved,
May 18.
18. 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
306.]
[CHAPTER 306.]

May 18, 1934.
[S.J.Res. 361
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 24.]
24.1
[Pub.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Authorizing
President of the United States of America
America to proclaim October
October
Authorizing the President
observance and commemo11, 1934, General Pulaski's Memorial
Memorial Day for the observance
commemoof Brigadier
Brigadier General
General Casimir Pulaski.
ration of the
the death of

Whereas the 11th day of October, 1779,
1779, is the date in American history of
the heroic
heroic death
General Casimir
Casimir Pulaski,
Pulaski,
Brigadier General
death of
of Brigadier
of the
tory
who died
from wounds
received on
on October
October 9,
at the
siege
who
died from
wounds received
9, 1779,
1779, at
the siege
of
Savannah, Georgia;
Georgia; and
and
of Savannah,
'Whereas
of West
West Virginia,
Virginia, New
Jersey, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
New Jersey,
Whereas the
the States
States of
Kentucky, Illinois,
Illinois, Michigan,
Michigan, Tennessee,
Wisconsin, New
New
Tennessee, Indiana,
Indiana, Wisconsin,
Kentucky,
York,
Minnesota, Delaware,
Maryland, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
York, Nebraska,
Nebraska, Texas,
Texas, Minnesota,
Delaware, Maryland,
New
Pennsylvania, Missouri,
other States
States
Ohio, and
and other
Hampshire, Pennsylvania,
Missouri, Ohio,
New Hampshire,
of
the Union,
legislative enactment
enactment designated
designated October
11
October 11
Union, through
through legislative
of the
of
as General
General Pulaski's
Pulaski's Memorial
Memorial Day;
Day; and
and
of each
each year
year as
Vol
28, 1627; Whereas
46, pp.
pp. 28,162;
Whereas the
Vol 46,
the Congress
of the
the United
States of
America has
by legislalegislaCongress of
United States
of America
has by
Vol. 47, p.. 571.
ol.4 p 71.
tive enactment
enactment designated
designated October 11,
11, 1929,
1929, and October
11, 1931,
October 11,
1931,
to be
be General
General Pulaski's
and
to
Pulaski's Memorial
Memorial Day;
Day; and
'Whereas
it is
the recurring
of this
this day
be
Whereas it
is fitting
fitting that
that the
recurring anniversary
anniversary of
day be
commemorated
patriotic and
public exercises
exercises in
commemorated with
with suitable patriotic
and public
in
observing
and commemorating
commemorating the
the death
American
observing and
death of
of this
this great
great American
hero
of the
the Revolutionary
War: Therefore
Therefore be
it
hero of
Revolutionary War:
be it
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved by
by the
of the
the United
United
Observance
anni- States of America in
in Congress
That the
the President
President of
of the
the
Observanea of
of anniassembled, That
Congress assembled,
versary of death invited.
United States is authorized
authorized to issue a
calling upon
upon offia proclamation
proclamation calling
officials of the Government
Government to display the flag of the United States on
all
buildings on October
11, 1934,
1934, and
and inviting
inviting the
all governmental
governmental buildings
October 11,
the
people of the United
to observe
people
United States
States to
observe the
the day
day in
in schools
schools and
and
churches, or
ceremonies of
the
churches,
or other
other suitable
suitable places,
places, with
with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies
of the
death of
of General
death
General Casimir
Casimir Pulaski.
Pulaski.
Approved, May
1934.
Approved,
May 18,
18, 1934.

General Pulaski's
Memorial Day.
Premorib.
Preamble.

[CHAPTER 307.]
[CHAPTER

May 19,14.
May
1034.
III.J.Res. 3lI7.
317.1
[Pub. Res., No. 25.]

[lJ..Rea.

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Requesting the President of the United States of America to proclaim May
Requesting
May 20,
1934, General
commemoration
General Lafayette
Lafayette Memorial Day for the observance
observance and commemoration
hundredth anniversary of the death
death of General Lafayette.
of the one hundredth
Lafayette.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
ouse of
Senate and
Resolved by
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
President
of America
assembled, That
That the
the President
to invite observance of o
sntenaryf
n off the United
authorized and
requested to
United States
States is authorized
and requested
to issue a
a proclamacentenary
of his death.
tion calling upon officials
the Government
officials of the
Government to
to display
display the flag of
of
the United States on all governmental
governmental buildings
buildings on May 20, 1934,
and inviting the people of the United States to observe the day in
schools
appropriate cereschools and churches, or other suitable places, with appropriate
monies in commemoration
commemoration of the death of General Lafayette.
Lafayette.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, May 18,
18, 1934.
General Lafayette.
President requested
requested

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

[CHAPTER 316.1
316.]
[CHAPTER

CHS.
316, 317.
CHS. 316,317.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
amend an
"An Act
Act providing
providing for
for the
of the
the United
United
the participation
participation of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
To amend
States in
Century of
of Progress
Progress (the
(the Chicago
World's Fair
Centennial CeleCeleFair Centennial
Chicago World's
A Century
States
in A
an appropriation
bration) to
held at
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, in
in 1933,
1933, authorizing
appropriation
authorizing an
at Chicago,
to be
be held
bration)
provide for
therefor, and
for other
approved February
February 8,
1932, to
to provide
8, 1932,
purposes", approved
other purposes",
and for
therefor,
to authorize
participation
in A
1934, to
authorize an appropriation
appropriation
in 1934,
of Progress
Progress in
A Century
Century of
participation in
therefor,
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
therefor, and

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
Be
it enacted

United
the United
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
of
States
exposition, A
A Century
Century of
in the
the exposition,
its participation
participation in
continue its
States continue
Progress
(the Chicago
Chicago World's
World's Fair
Fair Centennial
Centennial Celebration),
at
Celebration), at
Progress (the

Chicago, Illinois,
1934.
in 1934.
Illinois, in
Chicago,
SEC. 2.
2. For
For this
purpose the
entitled "An
Act providing
providing for
"An Act
Act entitled
the Act
this purpose
SEO.
Century of
A Century
the
in A
of Progress
Progress
participation of the United States in
the participation
(the
Chicago
World's
Fair
Centennial
Celebration)
to
at
be held
held at
(the Chicago World's Fair Centennial Celebration) to be

Chicago, Illinois,
1933, authorizing
an appropriation
therefor,
appropriation therefor,
authorizing an
in 1933,
Illinois, in
Chicago,

and for
purposes ",
", approved
8, 1932,
1932, as
as hereby
hereby
February 8,
approved February
other purposes
and
for other
amended, is
is extended
extended and
applicable to
the continuance
continuance of
of the
to the
made applicable
and made
amended,
participation of
United States
1934
States in the said exposition in 1934
the United
of the
participation
in
manner and
the same
purposes
extent and for the same purposes
same extent
to the
and to
the same
same manner
in the
as
originally provided
provided in
in said
Act, except
insofar as
provisions
as the provisions
said Act,
except insofar
as originally
of
that Act
the erection
building or
or group
group of
of buildings.
buildings.
a building
of a
erection of
specify the
Act specify
of that
Six'. 3.
In addition
addition to
$1,000,000 authorized by the
sum of $1,000,000
to the sum
3. In
SEC.
participation of the United
appropriated for the participation
aforesaid Act to be appropriated
United
aforesaid
States
(the Chicago World's Fair CenProgress (the
of Progress
Century of
A Century
in A
States in

tennial
Celebration) and
and appropriated
appropriated under
under section
section 2
2 of the Act
tennial Celebration)
entitled "An
"An Act
Department of
the Department
appropriations for the
making appropriations
Act making
entitled
Agriculture for
for the
the fiscal
ending June
other
1933, and for other
June 30, 1933,
year ending
fiscal year
Agriculture
purposes
7, 1932,
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
is hereby
there is
1932, there
July 7,
", approved
approved July
purposes ",
appropriated the
sum of
of $200,000.
$200,000.
the sum
appropriated
Approved,
21, 1934.
1934.
May 21,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 3171
317.1
[CHAPTER

785

MAY
21, 1934.
MAY 21,1934.

AN ACT

To add
certain lands
lands to
to the
the Mount
National Forest
Forest in
the State
Oregon
of Oregon
State of
in the
Hood National
Mount Hood
To
add certain

May 21, 1934.

M[S. 3235.]
237.]
[Public, No. 237.]

A Century
ProA
Century of Progress Exposition.
Federal participation
in, to be continued.

of

rFederparticipation

in,to be continued.

Funds previously auFundspreviouslyauthorized
made appliapplithorized
cable.
Vol. 47, p. 40.
Vol.47, p.40.
Post, p. 1026.

made

Pst P

1026.

Exception.
Exception.
Additional
sum auauAdditional sum
thorized.

thorzed.

Vol. 47,
47, p.
4s.
p. 645.
vol.

May 21, 1934.
May
[S.
Is. 1982.1
1982.]
[Public, No. 238.]
218.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
Mount Hood
Hood NaNaMount
United
assembled, That the follow- tional
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
Forest, Oreg.
Certain lands
ing-described
title to
to which
United States
lands added
added
States certain
the United
to the
conveyed to
was conveyed
which was
lands, title
ing-described lands,
to.
in part
part settlement
settlement of
of aa fire trespass and which are located within to.
in
the
boundaries of
Mount Hood
of
State of
in the
the State
Forest, in
National Forest,
Hood National
the Mount
of the
the boundaries
Oregon, be,
are hereby,
added to
to said
said national
national forest
forest
hereby, added
the same
same are
and the
be, and
Oregon,
and are
are made
made subject
to all
all laws
and regulations
relating to
to the
the use
use
regulations relating
laws and
subject to
and
and administration
administration of
forests:
the national forests:
of the
and
Description.
Township 4
south, range
range 5
east, Willamette
Willamette meridian:
meridian: East
East half
half Description.
5 east,
4 south,
Township
northeast
quarter northeast
northeast quarter,
northeast
quarter, northeast
northwest quarter
quarter, northwest
northeast quarter,
quarter
18; southeast
quarter northeast
northeast
southeast quarter
section 18;
quarter section
southeast quarter
quarter southeast
quarter, west
west half
northeast quarter,
quarter, east
east half
half northwest
quarter,
northwest quarter,
half northeast
quarter,
east
half southeast
northwest quarter
southeast quarter,
quarter,
quarter southeast
quarter, northwest
southeast quarter,
east half
southeast quarter
section 20; section 22; southquarter section
southwest quarter
quarter southwest
southeast
west
24; sections
sections 25
and 26;
26; north
northeast
half northeast
north half
25 and
section 24;
quarter section
west quarter
quarter,
quarter section 29; section 36.
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
northeast quarter
quarter, northeast
Township
Willamette meridian:
Lots 33 and
meridian: Lots
6 east,
east, Willamette
range 6
south, range
4 south,
Township 4
4,
half, east
southwest quarter
quar20; southwest
southwest quarsection 20;
quarter section
half southwest
east half
4, east
east half,
ter section
lots 3
3 and
and 4,
4, east
northeast quarter, northwest
northwest
half northeast
east half
28; lots
section 28;
ter
quarter
northeast quarter,
northeast quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter,
quarter, northeast
quarter northeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, east
east half
half southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section
section 30;
and
30; lots
lots 11and
southeast
2,
northeast quarter,
half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter section 31.
east half
quarter, east
2, northeast
Approved, May
May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
86637-34--.-5O
86637°-34---50
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786

1
73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS. 318,
CHS.
318, 319.
319.

MAY 21,
21, 1934.
MAY
1934.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 318.]
318.]

May 21, 1934.
[S. 2379.]

[Public, No. 239.]

ACT
AN ACT
AN
To provide
the selection
provide for the
selection of
certain lands
in the
the State
of Arizona
for the
of certain
lands in
State of
Arizona for
the use
use of
of
the University
University of
of Arizona.
the
Arizona.

Be it
Senate and
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
United States
States of
of America
That, subject
subject to
to
lawful claims
initiated by
by settlement
settlement or
or otherwise
prior to
lawful
claims initiated
otherwise prior
to August
August
2, 1932, and maintained
maintained in the manner required by
by law,
law , the State
Ari
zona may
sel
ectfor
for the
the use
ni
versit y of :Arizona by
offArizona
may select
use o
offth
thee U
University
of Arizona by
legal
subdivisions all
all or
of sections
11, 14,
22, and
legal subdivisions
or any
any portions
portions of
sections 11,
14, 22,
and
21, township
range 16
16 east,
Gila
28 and
and the
the east
east half
half section
section 21,
township 14
14 south,
south, range
east, Gila
Arizona, and
the submission
submission of
and Salt River meridian,
meridian, Arizona,
and upon
upon the
of satissatisfactory proof
land selected
selected contains
saguaro groves
groves or
or
factory
proof that
that the
the land
contains saguaro
growths of giant
the care,
care, protection,
protection, and
and
giant cacti
cacti or are necessary
necessary for
for the
conservation
conservation of
or growths,
of the
of such
such groves or
growths, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InteInterior
therefor: Provided,
nor shall cause patents to issue therefor:
Provided, That
That there
there shall
reserved to
States all
coal, oil,
gas, or
or other
other mineral
be reserved
to the
the United
United States
all coal,
oil, gas,
mineral
contained
contained in such lands together with
the right
right to
prospect for,
for,
with the
to prospect
mine,
remove the
same at
at such
such times
times and
conditions
mine, and
and remove
the same
and under
under such
such conditions
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
as the
the Secretary
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, May
May 21,
21, 1934.

Arizona.
Arizona.
Selection of certain
lands by,
by, for use of
University
authorized.
University authorized.
Vol.
573; Vol.
Vol.
Vol. 36,
36, p,
p. 573;
47, p. 151.
o

Proviso.

Minerals
Proviso.
Minerals reserved.
reserved.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 319.]
319.]
May
21, 1934.
May 21,
[5. 2566.]
[S.
2566.1
240.]
[Public, No. 240.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the
the conveyance
conveyance of
Authorizing
the State
State of
of Nebraska.
Nebraska.
of certain
certain lands
lands to
to the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and House
Representatives of
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That there
hereby
there is hereby
granted
the State
Nebraska for
institutional purposes
purposes the
the proppropgranted to
to the
of Nebraska
State of
for institutional
institutionalprposes erty known and designated
" Genoa Indian School ",
designated as the "
", located
located
at Genoa,
Genoa, Nebraska, such grant to include the land
land and
buildings and
and
and buildings
as may
may be
be designated
designated by
by the
the Insuch equipment
equipment as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
InProvisos.
eProisos.
terior:
Provided,
That
grant
any
time
Provided,
this
may
be
effective
at
prior
prior
Date of acceptance.
Date of aceptane. to July 1, 1934, if
if before that date the Governor
Governor of the State of
of
Nebraska on
on behalf of the State files
Nebraska
thereof with
files an
an acceptance
acceptance thereof
with the
the
Reservation.
Reservation.
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the right is
reserved
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to retain
retain until
until July
July 1,
1, 1934,
1934,
reserved by
Interior to
dormitory and other space needed for the housing and
and care
care of
of Indian
Indian
Admission
of Indians
Indians pupils now accommodated at said school: Provided further, That as
Admissionof
pupils now accommodated
Provided further,
into State institutions.
se in
sos aacondition precedent
precedent to this grant Indians residing within the State
of Nebraska
accepted in
Nebraska will be accepted
on entire
entire equality
equality
in State institutions
institutions on
with persons of other races, except
except that
that tuition
tuition for
Indian children
for Indian
children
Existing rights-ofrights fExisting
schools may be paid by the Federal Government:
ProGovernment: Proag granted to Loup in the public schools
River Publie
Public Power vided further,
River
further, That nothing herein contained shall be construed
construed as
District.
District,
affecting
heretofore applied for by and agreed to be
affecting the right-of-way
right-of-way heretofore
granted to the Loup River Public Power District of
across
of Nebraska
Nebraska across
said school property and an easement over the lands falling within
right-of-way is hereby granted to said Loup River
said right-of-way
Power
River Public
Public Power
District
District of Nebraska upon proper identification
identification thereof
thereof through
survey.
survey.
Approved,
Approved May 21, 1934.
1934.
Genoa Indian School.
GenoaIndian
Conveyance of propertyoertyo
of, to
for
t Nebraska,
oNebraskfor
institutional purposes.
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Granting
absence to
settlers of
of homestead
lands during the years 1932,
homestead lands
to settlers
of absence
leave of
Granting aa leave
1933,
and 1934.
1934.
1933, and

787
May 21,
21,1934.
5 1934.
68.]
iS. 22568.]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 241.]
241.]

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Public lands.
rs
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That any homehome- PubliSland
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Homestead settlers,
United States
etc.,
may be excused
excused
maybe
etc.
or
1932
years
stead
settler
or
entryman
who,
during
the
calendar
years
calendar
the
during
who,
entryman
or
settler
stead
from residence on, in
cases.
necessary, certain
certain cases.
1933,
it necessary,
or during
during 1934
1934 should
should find it
it necessary,
necessary, or
found it
1933, found
Vol. 47, p.. 59
Vol. 47, 59..
emseek
to
because
of
economic
conditions,
to
leave
his
homestead
to
homestead
his
leave
to
conditions,
economic
of
because
and/or
ployment in
in order
order to
to obtain
necessaries of life for himself and/or
the necessaries
obtain the
ployment
family or
or to
provide for
for the
the education
education of his children, may, upon
to provide
family
filing
the register
register of
the district
district his
his affidavit,
affidavit, supported by
of the
with the
filing with
corroborating
of two
two disinterested
persons, showing the
disinterested persons,
affidavits of
corroborating affidavits
compliance
from
necessity
of
such
absence,
be
excused
compliance with the
excused
be
necessity of such absence,
requirements
of the
homestead laws
laws as
cultivation, imresidence, cultivation,
to residence,
as to
the homestead
requirements of
money
provements,
expenditures,
or
payment
of
purchase
money as the
purchase
of
payment
or
provements, expenditures,
case may
may be,
during all
all or
any part
part of
the calendar
1932, 1933,
calendar years 1932,
of the
or any
be, during
case
and
1934,
and
said
entries
shall
not
be
open
contest
or protest
to
open
be
not
shall
and 1934, and said entries
because of
of failure
failure to
with such
such requirements
requirements during
during such Absence added to
comply with
to comply
because
to
added
Absencie
absence;
except that
time of
such absence
not be
be deducted
deducted statutory
shall not
life
of entry.
absence shall
of such
1
the time
that the
absence; except
a period equal to
from
the actual
actual residence
required by
by law, but a
residence required
from the
such
absence shall
shall be
be added
to the
the statutory
statutory life of the entry:
entry: Proviso.
added to
such absence
payment
Instnlent payment
Provided,
That any
any entryman
entryman holding
holding an
entry on ceded
ceded Installment
unperfected entry
an unperfected
Provided,That
extension.
extension.
residence
Indian
lands
may
be
excused
from
the
requirements
of
residence
requirements
the
from
excused
Indian lands may be
upon the
the conditions
conditions provided
herein, but shall not be entitled to
to
provided herein,
upon
extension
of
time
for
the
payment
of
installment of the purchase
any installment
of any
payment
the
for
extension of time
advance, at
price
the land
land except
except upon
payment of interest, in advance,
upon payment
of the
price of
unpaid
any
of
the
rate
of
4
per
centum
per
annum
on
the
principal
unpaid
principal
the
on
annum
per
centum
per
the rate of 4
purchase price
price from
the date
date when
when such
such payment
payment or payments
from the
purchase
the
became due
due to
to and
and inclusive
inclusive of
of the
the date
date of
expiration of the
of the expiration
became
period
of
relief
granted
hereunder.
period of relief granted hereunder.
Approved, May 21, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
321.1
[CHAPTER 321.]

AN ACT

AN ACT

Repealing certain
certain sections
sections of
the Revised
States
of the United 8tate
Laws of
of Laws
Code of
Revised Code
of the
Repealing
relating to the Indians.
Indians.
relating

May 21, 1934.
[8. 2671.]
1 242.]
[Public, No.

MP , N4.

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted
it States
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
flat sections
sections 2111, Mted if:riciltatuts
Statrotieiss. of.
assembled, That
America in
of
United States
Indians, reto
relating
2153
and
2151,
2150,
2112,
2113,
2120,
21
3
4,
2147,
2148
2149,
2150,
2151,
2152,
and
2153
relatin
g
to
Indians, re:
2149,
2112, 2113, 2120, 2134, 2147 2148,
70..
P.,p.
219,
186,
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
secs. 171,
6,
219 ,
P
e
ne., p.no
171, 172, 173, 18
25, secs.
title 25,
the Revised
of
220,
221,
222,
223,
224,
225,
and
226)
are
hereby
repealed.
repealed.
hereby
are
226)
220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, and
Approved, May 21, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
322.]
[CHAPTER 322.1

A fr
· T
AN
ACT

conveyance
of conveyance
To
the Secretary
Secretary of
to convey
convey by appropriate
appropriate deed of
War to
of War
authorize the
To authorize
Hawaii.
certain
the District
District of
of Ewa,
island of Oahu, Territory
Territory of Hawaii.
Ewa, island
in the
lands in
certain lands

May 21,
21, 1934.
[H.R. 8s23.]
8235.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
243.]
No. 243.1
[Public,

the Hawaii.
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
cHne - off cerUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Conveyance
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
tain
Dis
the Dislands inn the
tain
of
War
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
convey
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
trict of Ewa, island of
of War be, and he
i.
Oahu,
authorised.
aothorisd
aeu,
of
island
Ewa,
of
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii lands
in the District
lands in
the
Oahu, Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
described as
as follows,
wit:
to wit:
follows, to
Hawaii, described
Description.
Oahu,
Beginning at
as "C
map dated
dated November Des)ip
on map
C"" on
designated as
point designated
at aapoint
Beginning
15,
1920, United
United States
Engineer Department,
Department, file numbered 300.8,
States Engineer
15, 1920,
between the
Mauka, the coordiPouhala Menke,
and Pouhala
Honouliuli and
of Honouliuli
boundary of
between the boundary
monument
nate
of
said
point
referred
to
United
States
monument
concrete
States
United
to
nate of said point referred
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numbered 1, on the north side
Kawaieli Gulch
Gulch at
side of
of Kawaieli
at the
the corner
corner of
of
the lands of Waianae-Uka,
Waianae-Uka, Honouliuli,
Honouliuli, and
and Pouhala
Pouhala Mauka,
Mauka, being
being
two thousand three hundred
and nine
and eleven
eleven one-hundredths
one-hundredths
hundred and
nine and
feet south and five hundred and
and two
one-hundredths
and fifty-five and
two one-hundredths
feet east
feet
concrete monument
bears
east (said
(said United
United States
States concrete
monument numbered
numbered 11bears
to the
following triangulation
triangulation stations:
one
true azimuth to
the following
stations: Maili,
Maili, one
hundred and
and thirty-nine
thirty-nine degrees
degrees forty-six
minutes; Maunauna,
fortyforty-six minutes;
Maunauna, fortyseven degrees
degrees five minutes fifty-four
seconds), said
said line
line thence
fifty-four seconds),
thence runrunning
direct azimuths
azimuths and
and distances
as follows:
ning by direct
distances as
follows:
1. Sixteen
Sixteen degrees
degrees nine
nine minutes
minutes two
two thousand
hundred and
and
thousand five
five hundred
two tenths
forty-nine and two
tenths feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending twenty
twenty
feet; the
feet on each side.
side.
2. Six degrees fifty-four
minutes one
hundred and
eighteen feet;
feet;
fifty-four minutes
one hundred
and eighteen
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
each side.
side.
extending twenty
twenty feet
feet on
on each
3. Six degrees
degrees fifty-four
fifty-four minutes three
hundred feet;
feet; the
the rightrightthree hundred
of-way extending
forty feet
on each
extending forty
feet on
each side.
side.
4. Six degrees fifty-four minutes
4.
minutes four
feet; the
the rightfour hundred
hundred feet;
rightof-way extending
twenty feet
each side.
side.
of-way
extending twenty
feet on
on each
5. Six degrees fifty-four
fifty-four minutes
minutes three
feet; the
rightthree hundred feet;
the rightof-way extending
extending twenty-five
twenty-five feet
feet on
on each
each side.
side.
6. Six degrees fifty-four
minutes one
one thousand
and
fifty-four minutes
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
thirty-one feet; the
twenty feet
feet on
extending twenty
on each
each side.
side.
7. Eleven degrees fifteen
minutes sixty-nine
sixty-nine feet;
the right-offifteen minutes
feet; the
right-ofeach side.
side.
way extending
extending twenty
twenty feet
feet on
on each
8. Eleven degrees
8.
degrees fifteen
minutes three
three hundred
hundred and
fifty feet;
feet;
fifteen minutes
and fifty
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending twenty-two
twenty-two feet
feet on
on each
each side.
side.
minutes one
9. Eleven
Eleven degrees
degrees fifteen minutes
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five
feet; the right-of-way extending thirty-five feet on
side.
on each
each side.
10. Eleven
Eleven degrees fifteen minutes two
feet; the
two hundred
hundred feet;
the rightrightof-way extending
extending twenty-two
twenty-two feet
feet on
on each
each side.
side.
11. Eleven degrees fifteen minutes one
and fifty
fifty feet;
one hundred
hundred and
feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
on each
extending fifty
fifty feet
feet on
each side.
side.
12. Eleven degrees
degrees fifteen
minutes one
hundred and
and sixty
sixty and
nine
fifteen minutes
one hundred
and nine
tenths feet; the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending twenty-two
twenty-two feet
on each
each
feet on
side.
side.
13. Nine minutes one hundred and sixty-four
one tenth
tenth feet;
sixty-four and
and one
feet;
the right-of-way extending twenty-two
feet on
on each
side.
twenty-two feet
each side.
14. Nine minutes six hundred
hundred feet;
feet; the
extending
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
twenty feet
on each
side.
twenty
feet on
each side.
15. Nine minutes two hundred and
and thirty feet;
feet; the
the right-of-way
right-of-way
extending twenty-five
on each
each side.
side.
extending
twenty-five feet
feet on
16. Seven degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes two
twenty feet;
two hundred
hundred and
and twenty
feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending twenty-five
twenty-five feet
feet on
on each
each side.
side.
17. Seven degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes
minutes three hundred and fifty feet;
feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending fifty
feet on
on each
each side.
fifty feet
side.
18. Seven degrees
degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes
feet; the
rightminutes seven
seven hundred
hundred feet;
the rightof-way extending twenty
twenty feet
feet on
each side.
side.
on each
19. Seven degrees fifty-nine minutes two
hundred feet;
the righttwo hundred
feet; the
rightof-way extending
extending twenty-two
twenty-two and five tenths
tenths feet on each
each side.
side.
20. Seven degrees fifty-nine
fifty-nine minutes
minutes two hundred and seventyfour and two tenths feet; the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending thirty
thirty feet
feet on
on
each side.
each
21.
21. On curve to left for a
adistance
distance of three hundred and sixty-two
and seventy-eight
a radius of three
seventy-eight one hundredths
hundredths feet; having a
three hunhundred and fifty-two and sixty-nine one hundredths
hundredths feet,
feet, central
central angle
angle
being fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees eight minutes and long
long chord having
having a
alength
length
of three
three hundred
hundred and forty-eight
forty-eight and six one hundredths feet; the
of
right-of-way extending
extending twenty feet on each side.
side.
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minutes three
22. Three
Three hundred
hundred and eight degrees fifty-one minutes
three hun- Description-Contd.
22.
side.
each
on
dred
feet;
the
right-of-way
extending
feet
twenty
extending
dred feet; the right-of-way
.23.
23. On
On curve
curve to
to right
distance of three hundred
hundred and seventyfor aadistance
right for
aa radius of four
having
feet,
eight
and
sixty-three
one
hundredths
having
four
hundredths
one
eight and sixty-three
hundredths feet,
hundred and
and eighty-seven
seventy-nine one hundredths
and seventy-nine
eighty-seven and
hundred
and long
central angle
being forty-four
forty-four degrees thirty-three
thirty-three minutes
minutes and
angle being
central
chord having
having a
of three
hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine and eight
three hundred
length of
a length
chord
tenths feet;
feet; the
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
twenty feet
feet on each side.
extending twenty
tenths
fifty-three degrees twenty-four
24. Three
Three hundred
hundred and fifty-three
twenty-four minutes
minutes
24.
eight
hundred and
four tenths
tenths feet; the right-ofand four
eighty-four and
and eighty-four
eight hundred
way
extending twenty
twenty feet on each
each side.
way extending
twenty-four minutes
25.
Three hundred
hundred and
fifty-three degrees
degrees twenty-four
minutes
and fifty-three
25. Three
right-of-way extendone
hundred and
and sixty
the right-of-way
tenths feet; the
five tenths
and five
sixty and
one hundred
ing twenty-five
twenty-five feet on each side.
ing
26. On
On curve
left for
distance of three hundred and eightyfor aa distance
to left
curve to
26.
hundred and
five
and
three
tenths
feet,
having
radius of five hundred
and ninetyninetyaaradius
having
feet,
tenths
five and three
six and
and 1,
mir hundred
one thousandths
thousandths feet, central
central
ninety-seven one
and ninety-seven
hundred and
four
six
havchord
long
angle
being
thirty-seven
degrees
three
minutes
chord
and
minutes
three
degrees
thirty-seven
angle being
ing
length of
of three
hundred and
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine and four one
one hunthree hundred
a length
ing a
dredths
feet; the
extending twenty
twenty feet on each side.
right-of-way extending
the right-of-way
dredths feet;
27.
Three hundred
twenty-one minutes sixtydegrees twenty-one
sixteen degrees
and sixteen
hundred and
27. Three
six and
tenths feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
feet on
extending twenty feet
feet; the
four tenths
and four
six
each
side.
each side.
fifteen
28.
to right
right for
hundred and fifteen
of seven hundred
distance of
a distance
for a
curve to
On curve
28. On
and eighty-four
eighty-four one
one hundredths
hundredths feet,
feet, having
having aaradius of six hundred
and
and forty-six
forty-six and
hundred and
thirty-eight one thousandths
and thirty-eight
eight hundred
and eight
and
feet, central
angle being
sixty-three degrees
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes
being sixty-three
central angle
feet,
and
long chord
having a
alength
hundred and eighty and fortyof six hundred
length of
chord having
and long
twenty-five
three one
feet; the
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending twenty-five
hundredths feet;
one hundredths
three
feet
on the
feet on the east side.
and twenty feet
side and
west side
the west
feet on
29. Nineteen
degrees forty-nine
forty-nine minutes
minutes five
hundred and seventyfive hundred
Nineteen degrees
29.
one
seven tenths
tenths feet;
feet; the
right-of-way extending
extending twenty feet
feet
the right-of-way
and seven
one and
on
side.
each side.
on each
30. Nineteen
minutes three
three hundred
hundred feet;
feet; the
forty-nine minutes
degrees forty-nine
Nineteen degrees
30.
right-of-way
extending
fifty
feet
each
side.
each
on
feet
fifty
extending
right-of-way
31. Nineteen
minutes three
hundred feet; the
three hundred
forty-nine minutes
degrees forty-nine
Nineteen degrees
31.
right-of-way
extending
thirty
feet
on
each
side.
each
on
feet
thirty
right-of-way extending
32.
forty-nine minutes
minutes six
six hundred
hundred feet;
feet; the
the
degrees forty-nine
Nineteen degrees
32. Nineteen
right-of-way
extending
twenty
feet
on
each
side;
from
this
point
the
point
this
from
side;
each
on
feet
twenty
extending
right-of-way
azimuth and
to a
monument being
three hundred
hundred
being three
granite monument
a granite
distance to
and distance
azimuth
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine degrees
forty-one
minutes
thirty-six
and
five
tenths
tenths
five
and
thirty-six
minutes
forty-one
degrees
and
feet, said
monument being
adjoining
Hoaeae adjoining
land Hoaeae
the land
of the
corner of
a corner
being a
said monument
feet,

Honouliuli.
Honouliuli.
33. Twenty-one
fifty-one minutes
hundred feet; the
four hundred
minutes four
degrees fifty-one
Twenty-one degrees
33.
right-of-way
extending
twenty
feet
on
each
side.
each
on
feet
twenty
extending
right-of-way
34.
Twenty-one degrees
fifty-one minutes
three hundred
hundred and fifty
minutes three
degrees fifty-one
34. Twenty-one
feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending thirty
thirty feet
each side.
feet on each
feet; the
35.
degrees fifty-one
two hundred and eightyminutes two
fifty-one minutes
Twenty-one degrees
35. Twenty-one
nine
and one
one tenth
tenth feet;
feet; the
the right-of-way
extending fifty feet on
on
right-of-way extending
nine and
each
side.
each side.
36. On
On curve
left for
distance of
of three
three hundred
hundred and sixty-two
a distance
for a
to left
curve to
36.
and forty-three
one-hundredths
feet,
having
a
radius of
of three
three hunhunradius
a
having
feet,
and forty-three one-hundredths
dred
two hundred
sixty-nine one-thousandths
one-thousandths
and sixty-nine
hundred and
and two
fifty-one and
and fifty-one
dred and
feet,
central angle
fifty-Dine degrees
degrees nineteen
nineteen minutes,
minutes, and
being fifty-nine
angle being
feet, central
long
chord having
having a
length of
three hundred
and forty-seven
forty-seven and
and
hundred and
of three
a length
long chord
sixty-six
one-hundredths feet;
extending thirty feet
feet
right-of-way extending
the right-of-way
feet; the
sixty-six one-hundredths
on
the west
side and
and twenty
twenty feet
on the
the east side.
feet on
west side
on the
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37.
On curve
curve to
to right
of four
hundred and
seventy37. On
right for
for aadistance
distance of
four hundred
and seventyf
our and
eight hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four
one-thousandths feet,
feet, having
having
four
and eight
thirty-four one-thousandths
a
radius of
of three
and eighty
eighty and
and five
five hundred
hundred and
and fortya radius
three hundred
hundred and
fortythree
feet, central
central angle
angle being
being thirty-five
thirty-five degrees
degrees
three one-thousandths
one-thousandths feet,
fifty-one minutes,
minutes, and
long chord
chord having
having aa length
of four
four hundred
hundred
fifty-one
and long
length of
and
forty-five and
and seven
and forty-two
one-thousandths
and forty-five
seven hundred
hundred and
forty-two one-thousandths
feet;
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending thirty
thirty feet
feet on
west side
side and
and
feet; the
on the
the west
twenty feet
feet on
on the
the east
side.
twenty
east side.
38. Thirty-four
degrees fourteen
five hundred
38.
Thirty-four degrees
fourteen minutes
minutes five
hundred and
and ten
ten
feet; the
the right-of-way
extending twenty
twenty feet
feet on
on each
each side.
side.
feet;
right-of-way extending
39. On
to left
left for
for a
a distance
of three
three hundred
hundred and
and eightyeighty39.
On curve
curve to
distance of
seven and
thirty-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet,
feet, having
radius of
of six
six
seven
and thirty-seven
having a
a radius
hundred and
and twenty-nine
and one
one hundred
thirty-six oneonehundred
twenty-nine and
hundred and
and thirty-six
thousandths
angle being
being thirty-five
thirty-five degrees
thousandths feet,
feet, central
central angle
degrees nineteen
nineteen
minutes,
of three
three hundred
hundred and
and
minutes, and
and long
long chord
chord having
having a
a length
length of
eighty-one
one-hundredths feet;
feet; the
the right-of-way
right-of-way
eighty-one and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight one-hundredths
extending
twenty feet
each side.
extending twenty
feet on
on each
side.
40.
Three hundred
fifty-eight degrees
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
minutes nine
nine
40. Three
hundred and
and fifty-eight
hundred
twenty-seven and
five one-hundredths
feet, to
point
hundred and
and twenty-seven
and five
one-hundredths feet,
to a
a point
designated as
F ""on
on map
November 15,
1920, United
United States
States
designated
as "
"F
map dated
dated November
15, 1920,
300.8; the
the right-of-way
right-of-way
Engineer Department,
Department, file
file numbered
numbered 300.8;
extending
twenty feet
feet on
on each
each side.
extending twenty
side.
41. Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight degrees
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
minutes twenty
twenty
41.
of right-of-way.
right-of-way.
feet, to
to east
east boundary
boundary of
curve to
for a
adistance
distance of
of three
three hundred
seventy42. On
On curve
to left
left for
hundred and
and seventyseven and seventy-eight
seventy-eight one-hundredths
feet, having
having aa radius
of
one-hundredths feet,
radius of
four hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five and seventy
feet,
seventy one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet,
central angle being
forty-five degrees
thirty-five minutes,
and long
long
being forty-five
degrees thirty-five
minutes, and
chord having
having a
alength of
hundred and
and fifty-six
of three
three hundred
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight and
fifty-six
one-hundredths
feet; the
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending forty
forty feet
on west
west
one-hundredths feet;
feet on
side.
43. Three hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen degrees
degrees twenty
twenty minutes
minutes two
two thouthousand five hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine and forty-five
forty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
right-of-way extending
the right-of-way
extending forty feet
on southwest
side.
feet on
southwest side.
44. Three
Three hundred
hundred and
degrees forty
forty minutes
three thousand
thousand
and ten
ten degrees
minutes three
and nine hundred feet, to the boundary
boundary line
line of
of Hoaeae
Hoaeae and
and HonHonouliuli; the right-of-way extending
extending forty feet on southwest
southwest side.
side.
45. Three
46.
Three hundred and thirty-six degrees
degrees fourteen
minutes five
five
fourteen minutes
thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and seventy-nine
seventy-nine and two
two tenths
tenths feet;
feet; along
along
boundary line of Hoaeae
Iloaeae and Honouliuli
Honouliuli,.the
right-of-way extending
extending
the right-of-way
feet, to
the west
west of
of said
said boundary
boundary line
fine to
to ' H
forty feet
to the
H ".
".
46. Three hundred and thirty-seven degrees
degrees fifty-seven minutes
four thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred and eighty-six
eighty-six feet; along boundary line
line
of Hoaeae
Honouliuli the
Hoaeae and Honouliuli,
the right-of-way
right-of-way extending
extending forty
forty feet
feet
line.
west of
of said
said boundary
boundary line.
47. Three hundred
hundred and thirty-eight
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
minutes
thirty-eight degrees
two thousand and thirty-five
thirty-five feet;
feet; along
along boundary
boundary line
line of
of Hoaeae
Hoaeae
and Honouliuli,
a marked rock known
Hoiaouliuli, to a
Pohaku Palahalaha"
known as
as ""Pohaku
Palahalaha "
to "I
"I". From said rock the following triangulation
triangulation stations
stations bear
bear
true
true azimuths: Salt Lake, two hundred and eighty degrees
degrees twenty
minutes;
minutes; Puuloa, three hundred and sixteen degrees
degrees twenty-two
twenty-two
minutes;
minutes; West Wireless
Wireless tower, two hundred and ninety-nine
ninety-nine degrees
fourteen minutes.
minutes.
fourteen
48. One hundred and forty-one
forty-one degrees forty-four
forty-four minutes one
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven and
arid four tenths feet; being southwest
southwest
boundary
boundary line of right-of-way.
49. One hundred and fifty-eight
49.
fifty-eight degrees
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
minutes one
thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and three and five tenths feet; being boundboundary line
line of right-of-way
ary
right-of-way forty feet west of boundary line between
between
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Hoaeae
Honouliuli to
to point
"J" on map file
file
designated as "J"
point designated
and Honouliuli
Hoaeae and
numbered
November 15,
1920-containing an area of
15, 1920—containing
dated November
300.8, dated
numbered 300.8,
being
thirty-seven
and nineteen
nineteen one-hundredths
acres, more or less, being
one-hundredths acres,
thirty-seven and
the
for military
road conveyed
conveyed to the United States
military road
right-of-way for
the right-of-way
of
by the
the trustees
will and
the estate of
and of the
the will
under the
trustees under
America by
of America
conveyance dated
James
by deed of
dated September
September
of conveyance
deceased, by
Campbell, deceased,
James Campbell,
27, 1921,
and duly
recorded in
in the
the office
office of
of the registrar
registrar of conveyduly recorded
1921, and
27,
5 to 10,
ances
Book Numbered
Numbered 667 on pages
pages 5
in Book
Honolulu in
said Honolulu
in said
ances in
inclusive.
inclusive.
Approved, May
21, 1934.
1934.
May 21,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 3231
323.1
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AN ACT
AN

To
for an
appropriation of $50,000 with
with which
which to make a
a survey of the
an appropriation
provide for
To provide
Trace", with aa view
Old Indian Trail
known as the "Natchez
"Natchez Trace",
view of constructing
constructing
Trail known
Old
Parkway."
"Natchez Trace
a
route to be known as the "Natchez
Trace Parkway."
a national road on this route

Decription—Coiti.
Description-Contd.

May 21,
1934.
21, 1934.
2825.1
[S. 28251
244.]
[Public, No. 2441
[Public,

ar
Whereas the
the Natchez
Natchez Trace
of the
the most
ancient and
and importimport- watchez
N atchez Trace
Trace P
Parkmost ancient
one of
was one
Trace was
Whereas
reamble.
Preamble.
of
section
the
in
territory
ant Indian
roads leading
leading from
from the territory
Indian roads
ant
Tennessee about
about Nashville
southwest course,
course, crossing
crossing the
in aa southwest
Nashville in
Tennessee
a few miles below Muscle
Tennessee
Colbert Shoals a
Muscle
at Colbert
River at
Tennessee River
through the Chickasaw
Shoals,
Chickasaw
course through
southwest course
a southwest
in a
passing in
thence passing
Shoals, thence
and
Choctaw Indian
in what
what is now Mississippi,
Mississippi, in an almost
almost
lands in
Indian lands
and Choctaw
Mississippi, to Natchez;
direct course
Natchez; and
and
by Jackson, Mississippi,
course by
direct
Whereas the
the Natchez
Natchez Trace
throughout almost its entire
located throughout
is located
Trace is
Whereas
length on
between watersheds
watersheds on the most suitable route
highlands between
on highlands
length
over
to establish
national parkway
parkway through
through aasection of
of
establish the national
which to
over which
national
the
greatly in
in need
of such
such road
facilities from aanational
road facilities
need of
country greatly
the country
standpoint to
the North
North and East directly with the
connect the
to connect
standpoint
Natchez, New
and southwest
section of the country; and
southwest section
Orleans, and
New Orleans,
Natchez,
Whereas
the Natchez
service it
famous for the service
made famous
was made
Trace was
Natchez Trace
Whereas the
over which much
rendered in
General Jackson
Jackson a
route over
a route
affording General
in affording
rendered
of
his forces
to take part in Jackson's
Jackson's famous
famous victory
victory over
over
moved to
forces moved
of his
the British
New Orleans,
and also
also by
by reason
reason of the fact that
Orleans, and
at New
British at
the
General
Jackson returned
his army
Trace to Nasharmy over this Trace
with his
returned with
General Jackson
Orleans; and
ville
the Battle
Battle of
of New Orleans;
after the
ville after
Whereas the
the Natchez
Trace is
is known
known as
one of
the Nation's
Nation's most
most
of the
as one
Natchez Trace
Whereas
famous
old roads,
roads, and
and has
marked by handsome
handsome boulders
boulders
been marked
has been
famous old
with
suitable inscriptions
by the
the Daughters
Daughters of
of the American
American
inscriptions by
with suitable
Revolution at
at great
great expense,
expense, these
being placed every few
few
boulders being
these boulders
Revolution
miles from
end of
of the
to the
the other;
other; and
Trace to
the Trace
one end
from one
miles
Whereas unusual
the building
building of
of aa
in the
manifested in
being manifested
is being
interest is
unusual interest
Whereas
national parkway
by the
Government, Natchez
Natchez Trace organizaorganizathe Government,
parkway by
national
tions
having been
which
every county through which
almost every
in almost
perfected in
been perfected
tions having
the Trace
Trace passes;
passes; and
the
Whereas the
Government has
has recently
recently adopted
adopted a
a policy
policy and set up
the Government
Whereas
a
division
in
the
Department
of
the
Interior,
known
as
the "Na"Naas the
known
Interior,
the
of
Department
the
a division in
tional
Park Service"
to engage
national way
way in
in laying
laying out
out
in aa national
engage in
Service" to
tional Park
Therefore
parks,
reservations,
and
building
parkways:
Therefore
parkways:
building
and
reservations,
parks,
Be
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
auAppropriation
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
there is
is thorized
for surveying.
That there
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
wa v

hereby authorized to
to be
appropriated out
out of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the to Appropriation
fo
be appropriated
hereby authorized
United
States,
a
sum
not
exceeding
$50,000
to
be
used
by
the
DepartDepartthe
by
used
be
to
$50,000
exceeding
not
a
sum
United States,
ment of
of the
through the
Service with
with which
which
Park Service
National Park
the National
Interior through
the Interior
ment
throughout its entire
to
survey of
the Old
Trace throughout
Natchez Trace
Old Natchez
of the
make aa survey
to make
length leading
leading from
from the
of Tennessee
Tennessee about
about Nashville
Nashville to
to
section of
the section
length
Natchez,
the same
same to
to be
as the
the "Natchez
"Natchez Trace
known as
be known
Missssisippi, the
Natchez, Mississippi,
near
Parkway." The
survey shall
locate the
Natchez Trace as near
the Natchez
shall locate
said survey
The said
Parkway."
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MAY
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of
construction as
as practicable
in its
original route.
route. An
estimate of
of cost
construcCost
of construction
practicable in
its original
An estimate
cost of
of construct° Cost
be estimated.
national parkway
tion of an appropriate
appropriate national
over this
this route,
route, and
and such
such
parkway over
other data as
be obtained
obtained by
by said
said survey
survey with
with
as will be
be valuable
valuable shall
shall be
the
objective of
concerning the
construction of
the objective
of determining
determining matters
matters concerning
the construction
of
the
Natchez Trace
the Natchez
Trace Parkway.
Parkway.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.

[CHAPTER
324.]
[CHAPTER 324.]
May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
May

[H.R.
[H.R. 7059.]

[Public, No. 245.]
245.]
[Public,

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
provide for
the further
further development
of vocational
education in
the several
several
for the
development of
vocational education
in the
States
and Territories.
Territories.
States and

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
RepreseAtatives of
of the
the
educa- United
United States
America in
in Congress
States of America
Congress assenmbed,
assembled, That
That for
for the
the purpurpose of providing for the further development
of vocational
vocational educaeducadevelopment of

Vocational
Vocational education.
Additional
Additional appropriappropriations authorized for
atins
for
further development,
fiscal years 1935-37.
fiscalyears
1935-37.
Post,
p. 1034.
Pstof

authorized

Apportionment
Apportionment of.
of.
Parra population.

Rural
population.
Rura population.

Nonfarm
population.
Nonfarmpopulation.

Proviso.
allowance.
Minimum allows

Minimum

Sum authorized for
Sum
authorized
administering
Act. for
adzoinistering
Vol.
39, p.
933; Vol.
ol. 39,
p. 933
40, p. 345.

; Vol.

Semiannual
paymSettaual
epayments
to be made.

tion
in the
the several
States and
and Territories
Territories there
there is
hereby authorized
authorized
tion in
several States
is hereby
appropriated
ending June
to be
appropriated for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1935,
1935, the
the sum
sum
$3,000,000;
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 30.
sum of
of $3,000,000; for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936,
1936, the
the sum
of
$3,000,000; and for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1937,
1937, the
of
the sum
sum of
$3,000,000. One
One third of this sum each
each year
year shall
shall be
be allotted
allotted to
to
Territories in
the proportion
proportion that
the States and
and Territories
in the
that their
their farm
farm populapopulabears to the
tion bears
farm population
population of
of the
the total farm
the United
United States,
States, exclusive
exclusive
of the insular possessions, according
according to
to the
United States
States census
last
the United
census last
preceding
preceding the end of the fiscal
fiscal year
year in
which any
any such
such allotment
allotment is
is
in which
to be made, and shall be used for the salaries
salaries of
of teachers,
teachers, supersupervisors, and directors
directors of agricultural
agricultural subjects
subjects in such
such States
States and
and TerriTerritories. One third of the sum appropriated
appropriated for
for each
each fiscal year
shall
year shall
be allotted
allotted to the
and Territories
in the
the proportion
that their
their
the States and
Territories in
proportion that
rural population bears
bears to the total
of the
the United
total rural
rural population
population of
United
States, exclusive of the insular
insular possessions,
according to
to the
the United
possessions, according
United
States
preceding the end
States census last preceding
end of the
the fiscal
year in
fiscal year
in which
which any
any
such allotment
allotment is to be made,
made, and
be used
used for
the salaries
salaries of
of
and shall
shall be
for the
teachers, supervisors, and directors
directors of home-economics
home-economics subjects
subjects in
in
such
third of
such States
States and Territories. One
One third
of the
the sum
sum appropriated
appropriated
for each fiscal year shall
shall be allotted
allotted to the
the States
and Territories
States and
Territories
in
the proportion
proportion that
that their
their nonfarm
nonfarni population
population bears
bears to
the total
total
in the
to the
nonfarm population
population of the United States,
States, exclusive
of the
the insular
insular
exclusive of
possessions, according
according to the
States census
preceding the
the
the United
United States
census last
last preceding
end of the fiscal year in which
which any such
allotment is
to be
be made,
made, and
and
such allotment
is to
shall be used for the salaries of teachers, supervisors,
and directors
directors
supervisors, and
of trade and industrial-education
subjects in
in such
such States
States and
and TerriTerriindustrial-education subjects
tories: Provided,
Proviled,That the allotment
allotment of funds to any State or
or TerriTerrienumerated in this section
tory for each of the three purposes enumerated
section shall
shall
a minimum of $5,000
be not less than a
$5,000 for any fiscal
year, and
and there
there is
fiscal year,
is
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
years
hereby
appropriated for each
each of the fiscal
fiscal years
ending June
June 30, 1935; June 30,
80, 1936; and June 30, 1937,
ending
1937, the
the sum
sum
of $84,603,
$84.603, or so much thereof as may be
be needed,
which shall
shall be
be
needed, which
used for the purpose
purpose of providing
providing the minimum
minimum allotments
allotments to
to the
the
States and
Territories provided
and Territories
for in
in this
this section.
section.
provided for
SEc.
2. For
purpose of
S
EC. 2.
For the
the purpose
of carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
there
authorized to be appropriated
there is hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated to the Department
Department of
of
the
Office of Education,
vocational education,
the Interior,
Interior, Office
Education, for
for vocational
education, for
for each
each
of the fiscal years ending June 30, 1935, June 30,
30, 1936,
June 30,
30,
1936, and
and June
1937,
the sum
of $100,000,
1937, the
sum of
$100,000, to be expended
expended for the same
same purposes
purposes and
and
in the
in
the same
same manner
manner as provided
provided in section
section 7
7 of the Act approved
approved
February
amended October
February 23, 1917, as amended
October 6,
6, 1917.
1917.
SEC.
Secretary of the
S
EC. 3. The Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, upon
upon the
the certification
certification of
of
the
United States
the United
States Commissioner
Commissioner of Education, shall pay,
pay, in
in equal
equal
semiannual payments,
payments, on the 1st day of July
semiannual
Ju ly and
an d January of
each
of each
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793
793

designated in the Act apyear,
to the
the custodian
each State
State as designated
of each
custodian of
year, to
proved February
23, 1917,
1917, the
moneys to which
which it
it is entitled
entitled under
the moneys
February 23,
proved
the
provisions of this Act.
the provisions
SEC. 4.
4. The
The appropriations
appropriations made
made by
by this
be in addition
addition Authorizations
Authorizations addi.
addishall be
Act shall
this Act
SEC.
to,
and
shall
be
subject
to
the
same
conditions
and
limitations
as,
the
tional
to former
former Act.
Act.
to
tional
the
as,
limitations
and
conditions
same
the
to, and shall be subject to
appropriations made
made by
by the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide for the
the Act
appropriations
with the
promotion
of
vocational
education;
to
provide
cooperation
cooperation
provide
to
education;
vocational
promotion of
States
in the
the promotion
of such
in agriculture
agriculture and in the
education in
such education
promotion of
States in
trades and
industries; to
States in the
with the States
cooperation with
provide cooperation
to provide
and industries;
trades
preparation
teachers of
subjects; and to appropriate
vocational subjects;
of vocational
of teachers
preparation of
money
its expenditures
", approved
February 23, 1917,
approved February
expenditures ",
regulate its
and regulate
money and
except
that the
appropriations made
made by
by this
Act for
home economics
economics Provisions concernfor home
this Act
the appropriations
except that
ig homeeconomics.
theeconomics.
to
shall
be
subject
to
the
conditions
and
limitations
applicable
to the
home
applicable
limitations
and
conditions
the
to
shall be subject
appropriation for
for agricultural
purposes under
under such
such Act
of February
February Vol.
p. 934.
vol. 39, p.
Act of
agricultural purposes
appropriation
which
23,
1917,
with
the
exception
of
that
part
of
section
thereof
which
thereof
10
section
of
part
that
of
exception
the
with
23, 1917,
requires
directed or
practice for
least six
six months
months per
at least
for at
supervised practice
or supervised
requires directed
Plan of
of education.
education.
trade and Plan
for
Act
year;
that
such
moneys
as
are
provided
by
this
Act
for
trade
this
by
provided
are
as
moneys
such
that
year;
operated
classes
industrial
subjects
may
be
expended
for
part-time
operated
industrial subjects may be expended for part-time
for less
less than
than one
and forty-four
hours per
per year;
that A
and that
year; and
forty-four hours
hundred and
one hundred
for
rarze
t
authorized.
the
of this
this Act
Act shall be inAtt
A
gst
rieet meetsection 2 of
under section
available under
appropriations available
the appropriations
available for
attendance at
at meetings
of educational
educational assomeetings of
of attendance
expenses of
for expenses
available
ciations and
and other
organizations, which,
in the
opinion of the Comthe opinion
which, in
other organizations,
ciations
missioner, are
efficient discharge
provisions
discharge of the provisions
the efficient
for the
necessary for
are necessary
missioner,
of
this Act.
of this
Approved,
Approved, May 21, 1934.
325.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 325.]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

the purpose
for the
To
permit articles
imported from
from foreign
countries for
purpose of exhibition
foreign countries
articles imported
To permit
at A
Century of
of Progress
Exposition, Chicago,
Illinois, to
without
to be admitted without
Chicago, Illinois,
Progress Exposition,
A Century
at
payment
of tariff,
tariff, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
payment of

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Resolved
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
all articles
which
articles which
That all
assembled, That
of America
States

May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
May
[11.J.Res. 311.1
311.]
[H.J.Res.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 26.]
26.]
[Pub.

A Century of Prog-

ress Exposition.
Exposition.
Dutiable articles ImimDutiable
shall
foreign countries
countries for the purpose
purpose of exhibi- ported
from foreign
exhibition,
imported from
be imported
shall be
exhibition,
for articles
etc., purposes,
purposes, admitadmitetc.,
Century
"A
as
tion
at
the
exposition
to
be
held
by
and
known
as
"A
known
and
by
held
be
tion at the exposition to
ted free under regula-

ela
tions.
of Progress
Progress ",
or for
for use
use in
constructing, installing,
maintaining tions.
or maintaining
installing, or
in constructing,
", or
of
which
upon
foreign
buildings
or
exhibits
at
the
said
exposition,
which
exposition,
said
the
at
foreign buildings or exhibits
articles
there shall
be a
tariff or
duty, shall be admitted
customs duty,
or customs
a tariff
shall be
articles there
without payment
of such
such tariff,
customs duty,
fees, or
or charges
under
charges under
duty, fees,
tariff, customs
payment of
without
prescribe; Sales permitted.
such
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury shall prescribe;
the Treasury
regulations as
such regulations

but
shall be
be lawful
lawful at
at any
during or
or within
within three
months Salespermitted.
three months
time during
any time
it shall
but it
after the
close of
sell within
the area
area of the
within the
to sell
exposition, to
said exposition,
the said
of the
the close
after
exposition
provided for herein,
herein, subject to such regulaarticles provided
any articles
exposition any
tion
for the
security of
of the
collection of import
import
and for the collection
revenue and
the revenue
the security
tion for
Provisos.
articles
duties
as
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
shall
prescribe:
Provided, Duty on
on articles
Provided,
prescribe:
shall
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
duties as the
withdrawn.
withdrawn.
in
use
or
That
all
such
articles,
when
withdrawn
for
consumption
That all such articles, when withdrawn for consumption
the United
United States,
States, shall
to the
imposed
duties, if any, imposed
the duties,
subject to
be subject
shall be
the
upon
articles by
revenue laws
laws in
in force
their Deterioration allowforce at the date of their
the revenue
by the
such articles
upon such
ancDteroation alowwithdrawal;
and on
such articles,
articles, which
which shall
shall have
suffered diminudiminu- ance.
have suffered
on such
withdrawal; and
tion
or deterioration
incidental handling
handling or
or exposure,
the duties,
exposure, the
from incidental
deterioration from
tion or
if
payable, shall
be assessed
assessed according
appraised value at the
according to the appraised
shall be
if payable,
time
of withdrawal
for consumption
consumption or entry
entry Marking provisions.
hereunder for
entry hereunder
from entry
withdrawal from
time of
under
general tariff
law: Provided
further, That imported Mangpsns
Provided further,
tariff law:
the general
under the
articles provided
provided for
for herein
marking
not be subject to any marking
shall not
herein shall
articles
requirements of
except when such articles
articles
tariff laws, except
general tariff
the general
of the
requirements
are
consumption or
use in
the United
United States,
States, in
in the
or use
for consumption
withdrawn for
are withdrawn
which
case they
from customs custody
custody until
released from
be released
not be
shall not
they shall
which case
properly
marked, but
duty shall be assessed because
additional duty
no additional
but no
properly marked,
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such articles were not sufficiently
sufficiently marked
when imported
into the
marked when
imported into
the
United
Provided further,
further, That
That articles,
United States:
States: Provided
articles, which
which have been
been
admitted
payment of
admitted without payment
of duty for
for exhibition
under any
any tariff
tariff
exhibition under
tody, etc.; transfer privilegest. ;tra'ferpiv- law and which have
ileges.
have remained
remained in continuous
continuous customs
custody or
or under
under
customs custody
a customs exhibition
a
exhibition bond, and
and imported
articles in
in bonded
wareimported articles
bonded warehouses under the general
general tariff
tariff law
law may
be accorded
accorded the
the privilege
privilege
may be
and entry for exhibition
of transfer
transfer to and
at the
the said
exposition under
under
exhibition at
said exposition
such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall prescribe:
prescribe:
A Century
Century of
of ProgProg- And
And provided
provided further,
further, That A Century of
of Progress
Progress shall
be deemed,
deemed,
shall be
ress deemed sole consignee
customs purposes
purposes only,
only, to
signee of
of medrchndise
merchandise. for customs
to be
be the
sole consignee
consignee of
ofall
all merchandise
merc han di se
the sole
imported under the provisions of this
Act, and
that the
actual and
and
this Act,
and that
the actual
Expenses
Expenses reimbursareimbursa- necessary
necessary customs
charges for labor, services,
customs charges
services, and
and other
other expenses
expenses
ble.
in
in connection
connection with the entry,
entry, examination, appraisement,
appraisement, release,
or
release, or
custody, together with the necessary
necessary charges
charges for
salaries of
of customs
customs
for salaries
officers
officers and employees
employees in connection with the
the supervision,
custody of,
of,
supervision, custody
and accounting
accounting for, articles imported
imported under
under the
of this
this
the provisions
provisions of
Act, shall be reimbursed
reimbursed by A
A Century of
Progress to
to the
Governof Progress
the Government
ment of the United
United States
States under regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by
the
to
be
by the
of, as
Deposit of,
as rere- Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, and
and that receipts
receipts from
from such
such reimbursereimbursefunds.
ol. 46,
46, p.
Vol.
p. 741.
741.
ments shall be deposited
refunds to
deposited as refunds
appropriation from
which
to the
the appropriation
from which
paid,
paid, in the manner provided for
for in section
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930.
1930.
section 524,
524, Tariff
Approved, May
May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
Exhibits previously
previously
entered
entered and under
under continuous customs cuses-
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[CHAPTER 333.1
[CHAPTER
333.]

May 22,1934.
22, 1934.
[S. 2845.]
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National Stolen
National
Stolen
Property Act,
Property
Act.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
extend the provisions
Motor Vehicle
To extend
provisions of the National
National Motor
Vehicle Theft Act
Act to
to other
stolen
other stolen
property.
property.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
of Representatives

of the
United
States of
of America
America in
o
assembled,
United States
in Congress
Congress
a-ssembled, That this
Act may
may
this Act
be cited

be cited as the " National Stolen Property
Act."
Property Act."
SEC.
SEC. 2. That when used
in this
this Act—
used in
ActDefinitions.
Desitnatorforeign
(a) ,The
(a)
The term
term ""interstate
interstate or
forei
gn commerce
hall mean
mean trans"Interstate or foreign
or foreign
commerce "
" s
shall
transcommeree."
portation
commerce."
portation from
from one State, Territory,
or the
District of
of Columbia
Col
um bi a t
Territory, or
the District
too
another State, Territory, or
the District
ofColumbia,
Col
umbi a,
or to
t
oa
a f
ore i
gn
or the
District of
or
foreign
country, or from a
a foreign country
country,
country to
to any
any State,
State, Territory,
or the
the
Territory, or
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
"Securities."
"Securities."
(b)
The term
(b) The
term "securities
"securities"" shall include any note, stock
stock certificertificate,
cate, bond,
bond, debenture,
debenture, check,
check, draft, warrant,
warrant, traveler's
traveler's check,
che ck, letter
l
ett er
of
warehouse rec
receipt,
of credit,
credit, warehouse
eipt, negotiable bill
bill of
lading, evidence
evidence of
of
of lading,
indebtedness,
interest or
indebtedness, certificate
certificate of interest
or participation
in any
any profitprofitparticipation in
sharing agreement,
agreement, collateral-trust
collateral-trust certificate,
sharing
certificate, preorganization
preorga n i
za ti on cercer tificate or
subscription, transferable
tificate
or subscription,
transferable share, investment
contract, votvotinvestment contract,
ing-trust certificate;
certificate; certificate
ing-trust
certificate of interest in
or
in property,
property, tangible
tangible or
intangible;
instrument or document or writing
intangible; instrument
writing evidencing
evidencing ownerownership
goods, wares,
wares, and merchandise;
ship of
of goods,
merchandise; or transferring
transferring or
or assigning
assigning
any right, title, or interest
any
interest in or
or to
to goods,
goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise,
merchandise
or,
in general, any instrument
commonly known
or, in
instrument commonly
known as
as aa "security
"security "",
or
any certificate
or any
certificate of interest or participation
participation in, temporary
or interin
interim
temporary or
certificate
certificate for,
for, receipt
receipt for, warrant, or right to subscribe
subscribe to
to or
or
purchase any
of the
purchase
any of
the foregoing, or any forged,
forged, cou
nt
er f
eited, or
or
counterfeited,
spurious
representation
any o
offthe foregoing.
"Mon ."
spurious representati
on of
ofany
ony.,,t
(C)
The
term
"
money
" shall mean the legal tender
(c) The
"money"
tender of the
the United
United
tolen
good
States or of any foreign country, or
or any
counterfeit thereof.
thereof.
any counterfeit
Stolen goods, securities
SEc,
ties, orreas,
money. seuriWhoever shall
shall transport
to be
SEC. 3.
3. Whoever
transport or cause
cause to
be transported
transported in
in
Transporting in interTreansportoinrg
tem- interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce any goods
state or foreign com- interstate
goods, wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandi se ,
merce.ere.
securities, or
or money,
securities,
mon ey, of
of the value of $5,000
$5,000 or more
more theretofore
theretofore
stolen or
feloniously by
by fraud
stolen
or taken
taken feloniously
fraud or with intent to steal
steal or
or

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.
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333, 337.
CHS. 333,337.
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MAY
23, 1934.
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purloin, knowing
knowing the
so stolen
shall be
be
taken, shall
or taken,
stolen or
been so
have been
to have
same to
the same
purloin,

punished by
more than
$10,000 or
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for
than $10,000
not more
of not
fine of
a fine
by a
punished
not
more than
than ten
ten years,
years, or
or both.
both.
not more
S
EC. 4.
4. Whoever
Whoever shall
receive, conceal,
store, barter,
sell, or
or disdisbarter, sell,
conceal, store,
shall receive,
SEC.
money, of
pose of
wares, or
merchandise, securities,
securities, or money,
or merchandise,
goods, wares,
any goods,
of any
pose
the value
$5,000 or
or more,
or whoever
pledge or accept as
shall pledge
whoever shall
more, or
of $5,000
value of
the
security
for a
goods, wares,
or merchandise,
merchandise, or
securities
or securities
wares, or
any goods,
loan any
a loan,
security for
of
of $500
$500 or
or more
more which,
constituting
in or constituting
moving in
while moving
which, while
value of
the value
of the
a
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce,
commerce, has
been stolen or taken
has been
of interstate
part of
a part
feloniously by
by fraud
or with
intent to
the
knowing the
purloin, knowing
or purloin,
steal or
to steal
with intent
fraud or
feloniously

same
taken, shall
be punished
punished by
by aa fine
fine of
of
shall be
or taken,
stolen or
been stolen
have been
to have
same to
not
more than
or by
imprisonment of
of not
not more
more than ten years,
by imprisonment
$10,000 or
than $10,000
not more
both.
or both.
same
S
EC. 5.
In the
event that
is charged
charged in
in the
the same
defendant is
a defendant
that a
the event
5. In
SEC.
indictment
with two
two or
more violations
violations of
Act, then the aggrethis Act,
of this
or more
indictment with
securities, and
gate value
all goods,
goods, wares,
wares and
and merchandise,
merchandise securities,
of all
value of
gate
money referred
such indictment
shall constitute
constitute the value
value
indictment shall
in such
to in
referred to
money
4 hereof.
3 and
thereof for
for the
the purposes
purposes of sections 3
and 4
thereof
SEC. 6.
6. Any
Any person
this Act
be punished
punished in any
any
may be
Act may
violating this
person violating
SEC.
district
into
or
through
which
such
goods,
wares,
or
merchandise,
or
merchandise,
or
wares,
goods,
such
which
district into or through
such
have been
been transported
transported or
or removed.
removed.
money, have
or money,
securities or
such securities
SEc. 7.
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
repeal, modify,
or
modify, or
to repeal,
construed to
be construed
7. Nothing
SE.
amend any
any part
the Act
of October
29, 1919
89), cited
cited as
as
(ch. 89),
1919 (ch.
October 29,
Act of
of the
part of
amend
Act."
the
"
National
Motor
Vehicle
Theft
Act."
Theft
Vehicle
Motor
the "National
Approved, May
1934.
22, 1934.
May 22,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
337.]
[CHAPTER 337.]

AN ACT
AN A
lands, Fort
To
provide
for
the
exchange
of
Indian
and privately
Fort Mojave
Mojave
owned lands,
privately owned
and
Indian
of
To provide for the exchange
Indian
Arizona.
Reservation, Arizona.
Indian Reservation,

Punishment
Punishment for.

Receiving such
propschpropReceiving

f0

•
as
ptingsecurity

Accepting as security

Punishment for.

Punishment for.

violaTwo or more
more violain sam
tions in
same indict-

tions

ment.
ment.

Venue
tions.

of
tenne of

indict-

prosecuprosecu-

National
National Motor
Motor

Ve-

hicle Theft Act not
hide

affected.
pP.
affted
Vol.
41,
U.S.C.,
p. 495.
495.
U.s.C., p.

324
324;

May 23,
23, 1934.
1934.
May
[S. 1807.]
1807.]
[S.
[Public, No.
No. 247.]
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[Public,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the Fort Mojave Indian
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
indian
ReervatonavAriz.
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Secre- Reservation,
the Secreassembled, That
in Congress
of Ameroa
States of
United
Exchange of
of Indian
Indian
Exchange
tary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
to accept,
accept, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, and
authorized to
Interior is
the Interior
tary
privately owned
lands permitted.
permitted.
under
rules
and
regulations
to
be
prescribed
by
him,
conveyances
lands
conveyances
him,
by
prescribed
be
to
regulations
and
rules
under
to the
the Government
Government of
of privately
lands contiguous
contiguous to
to the
the
owned lands
privately owned
to
even-numbered
sections added
added to
to the
Mojave Indian
Indian Reserva- Executive Order 1296.
Fort Mojave
the Fort
even-numbered sections
tion, Arizona,
by Executive
Executive order
order of
2, 1911,
1911, and
to permit
permit Exeoutive rder 129.
and to
February 2,
of February
Arizona, by
tion,
lieu
selections of
lands approximately
approximately equal
equal in
in value
the evenfrom the
value from
of lands
lieu selections
numbered
surrendering their
their holdings,
so that
that the
holdings, so
those surrendering
by those
sections by
numbered sections
lands
and acquired
for Indian
use may
may
Indian use
exchange for
through exchange
acquired through
retained and
lands retained
be
consolidated and
held in
in a
solid area
area so
so far
far as
may be
possible:
be possible:
as may
a solid
and held
be consolidated
Provisos.
Provided,
upon conveyance
any privately
privately owned
owned lands
to Pros.
lands to
of any
conveyance of
That upon
Provided, That
Patent
issue on
on
Patent to is
conveying
privately
privately
the
Government
pursuant
thereto,
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
conveying
is
Interior
the
of
the Government pursuant thereto, the Secretary
owned lands.
hereby authorized
authorized to
issue to the
persons making
making the con- owned lands.
or persons
person or
the person
to issue
hereby
veyance, patent
of appropriate
legal effect
effect for
lieu
the lieu
for the
and legal
form and
appropriate form
patent of
veyance,
Consolidations for
lands.
areas consolidated
consolidated in
pursuant to
to this
this benefit
ofdtios
of
Indians.
beft
Government pursuant
the Government
in the
The areas
lands. The
Act
are hereby
to be
held for
benefit of
of the
the Indians
the benefit
for the
be held
declared to
hereby declared
Act are
Title.
of the
That the title Title.
further, That
Provided further,
Reservation: Provided
Mojave Reservation:
Fort Mojave
the Fort
of
the
or
claim
of
any
person
or
persons
who
refuse
to
convey
to
convey
to
refuse
who
persons
or
or claim of any person
Government
by this Act.
affected by
be affected
not be
shall not
Government shall
Approved, May
1934.
23, 1934.
May 23,
Approved,
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[CHAPTER
May
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[H..

MiliFort Morgan
Morgan Milltary Reservation,
Reservation, Ala.
Lease
Lease of,
of, for exploitation for oil, gas,
etc.,
g
authorized.
authorized
etc.

forexploita-

Vol. 41, p. 437.

rtig7e
Vdle 41,
Advertising
leases for
for
Advertising
leases
sale.

Provisos.
Award,
in event of
A-ardin
but
one bidder.
but one
bidder.
Military or lightMilitary
house
uses. or light-

Quarantinepurposes.

Quarantepurposes.

Alabama's
Alabama's consent
consent
for operating quitflailperactn
claimed tracts thereit
therein;
report
to Congress.
report to
congress.

Provision for sale of
for sale of
Provision

reservation suspended
reservation
suspended
for 2
2years.
years.
for

Proviso.
Proviso.

Exploitation tests.

itatntests

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide for
for the
gas, and
and other
minerals on
on the
the lands
lands
To
the exploitation
exploitation for
for oil,
oil, gas,
other minerals
comprising
Military Reservation,
comprising Fort Morgan
Morgan Military
Reservation, Alabama.
Alabama.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreSecretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to lease
the period
period
lease within
within the
tary of
is hereby
of
two years
years from
the date
of the
the passage
passage of
of this
Act the
the lands
lands
this Act
of two
from the
date of
comprising Fort
Fort Morgan
Military Reservation
Reservation situated
situated in
in the
the county
county
comprising
Morgan Military
of Baldwin,
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama, for
for oil,
gas, and
and
of
Baldwin, State
for exploitation
exploitation for
oil, gas,
other minerals
under the
the Act
of February
25, 1920
1920 (41
Stat. 437),
437),
(41 Stat.
Act of
February 25,
other
minerals under
and regulations
regulations thereunder.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
as amended,
amended, and
thereunder. The
Interior
within thirty
from the
the date
date of
the passage
of
Interior shall
shall within
thirty days
days from
of the
passage of
this
advertise said
for sale
under the
the Act
Act of
of February
February
this Act
Act advertise
said lease for
sale under
25, 1920
Stat. 437),
437), as
thereunder:
25,
1920 (41
(41 Stat.
as amended,
amended, and
and regulations
regulations thereunder:
Provided, That
in case
case but
but one
is received,
received, the
Provided,
That in
one offer
offer or
or bid
bid is
the Secretary
Secretary
may, in
in his discretion,
right to
to extract
the oil
discretion, award the right
extract the
oil and
and gas
gas to
to
Provided further,
further, That the operation
such
such bidder: Provided
operation of the lease
lease
shall
not interfere
with the
use for
for military
purposes or
or for
for lightshall not
interfere with
the use
military purposes
lighthouse
the
house purposes
purposes of
of that
that portion of
of said
said land
land transferred
transferred to
to the
Department
Commerce nor with
use for
for quarantine
Department of Commerce
with the
the use
quarantine purposes
purposes
of
portion of
of said
said lands
transferred to
the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartof that
that portion
lands transferred
to the
provided further,
further, That
ment: And provided
That the operation
operation upon
upon the tract
tract
quitclaimed
quitclaimed to the State of Alabama
Alabama shall
and with
with the
the
shall be only by and
consent
If aalease be made the Secretary
Secretary
consent of the State of Alabama. If
of the
the Interior
to make
make a
a written
written report
report to
to Congress
Congress of
of
Interior is
is directed to
of
its terms
terms and
and conditions
than thirty
after the
the
its
conditions within
within not
not less
less than
thirty days
days after
execution of
of the
lease.
execution
the lease.
SEC.
S
EO. 2. Any part or parts of the
the Act approved
approved March
March 12, 1926,
authorizing the sale of the
the Fort
authorizing
Military Reservation
Reservation is
is
Fort Morgan
Morgan Military
hereby suspended
suspended for
for aa period of
of two
years following
two years
following the passage
of
or until
has been
determined by
by the
Secretary of
of
of this
this Act
Act or
until it
it has
been determined
the Secretary
the Interior
impracticable and
and uneconomical
uneconomical to
to exploit
exploit
the
Interior that
that it
it is
is impracticable
this reservation
reservation for oil, gas,
gas, and
and other
other minerals
minerals under
under the provisions
of this Act: Provided,
Provided,That the failure
submit
failure of private
private interests to submit
satisfactory proposal
of this
under the
the
satisfactory
proposal for
for the
the leasing
leasing of
this property
property under
provisions of
of section
section 2
2 of
Act, after
after due
advertisement thereof,
thereof,
provisions
of this
this Act,
due advertisement
may be
be accepted
accepted as proof
proof of impracticability
impracticability of
of exploitation.
exploitation.
Approved, May
May 23,
Approved,
23, 1934.
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ircuit judges.
udcaseo.
Provisions,
in case of
Provisions,
cirdisability
disability of senior circult judges.
36,esp
1131; vol.
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Vol.
cuVol.
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40,

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To provide, in case of the disability of senior circuit judges,
judges, for the exercise
exercise of
their powers and the performance
performance of their duties by the other circuit
circuit judges.

it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the
Un i
te d States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in case
case the
the
in Congress
United
senior circuit judge of any circuit
circuit is unable
unable because of illness or other
other
exercise any
any power
power given
given or
or to
any duty
duty imposed
imposed
cause to
to exercise
to perform
perform any
by law, such
such power
power or
duty shall
shall be
or duty
exercised or
or performed
performed by
the
be exercised
by the
other judges of that circuit in the order
order of the seniority of their
their
respective
commissions.
respective commissions.
Approved, May
May 23,
23, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
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ACT
AN ACT
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To amend the law relative to citizenship
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naturalization, and
and for other
purposes.
purposes.
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May 24, 1934.
May
1934.
[H.R. 3673.]
3673.]
[Public,
No.
250.]
[Public, No. 250.]

Be
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
Citizenship and natUnited States
States of America in
in Congress assembled, That
and natCitizenship
United
That section 1993 uralization.
R.S.,
.S., sec. 1993,
follows:
1993, p. 350;
amended to
as follows:
of the
the Revised
Statutes is
is amended
to read
read as
of
Revised Statutes
U.S.C., p. 121.
U.S.C.,
"SEC.
1993. Any
"
SEC. 1993.
Any child
child hereafter
hereafter born
born out
out of
of the
the limits
and jurisjuris- born
limits and
Citizenship
child
Citizenship of
child
abroa ofofcitizen
born abroad of citizen
diction of the United
United States, whose father
father or mother or both at the parentaad
of citizen
parent.
time of
the birth
birth of
child is
is a
the United
States, is
time
of the
of such
such child
a citizen
citizen of
of the
United States,
is
Residence of parent.
declared to
to be
be aa citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
but the
the rights
rights of
of Residence
declared
United States;
States; but
ofparent.
citizenship shall
shall not
descend to
to any
such child
unless the
the citizen
citizen
citizenship
not descend
any such
child unless
father or
or citizen
citizen mother,
as the
in the
the United
United
father
mother, as
the case
case may
may be,
be, has
has resided
resided in
Of child, when one
States previous to the birth
when one
birth of such
such child. In
In cases
cases where one
one of
of pf
parentchild,
an alien.
the parents is an alien,
citizenship shall
shall not descend
descend
alien, the right
right of
of citizenship
unless the child
and resides
resides therein
therein for
for
unless
child comes to the United
United States
States and
at least five
five years
years continuously
continuously immediately
immediately previous
at
previous to his
eighteenth birthday,
within six months
months after
after the
the child's
eighteenth
birthday, and unless, within
of allegiance.
twenty-first
he or
or she shall take
take an oath
twenty-first birthday, he
allegiance to Oath
oath of
of allegiance
Oath of
allegiance.
America as prescribed
prescribed by the Bureau
Bureau of
of
the United
United States of America
Naturalization."
Naturalization."
Vol. 34, p.2 1229;
SEe.
Vl.
° p.p.4,122. I; 2
SEC. 2. Section 55of the Act entitled "An
"An Act in reference
reference to the U.S.C.,
protection abroad ", approved
approved
expatriation of citizens and their protection
March 2, 1907, as
amended to
follows:
as amended,
amended, is amended
to read as
as follows:
March
Acquisition of
of citiciti"SEC.
a child born
Acquisition
"SEC.. 5. That a
born without the United States of alien
alien
nzenship
zenship by child upon
naturalization, etc.,
etc., of
of
parents
United States
States by
parents shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed aacitizen of
of the
the United
by virtue of
of the naturalization,
parent.
naturalization
by the
naturalization of
of or
or resumption
resumption of
of American
American citizenship
citizenship by
the parent.
father
or resumpnority of
father or the mother: Provided,
Provided, That such
such naturalization
naturalization or
resump- Provisos.
Minority
of child.
child.
tion
such child:
child: And
tion shall
shall take
take place
place during
during the
the minority
minority of
of such
And proproWhen citizenship of
vided
That the
citizenship of
minor child
shall begin
o
vided further,
further, That
the citizenship
of such
such minor
child shall
begin child
child tto begnshi
begin.
five
begins to
to reside
reside permapermafive years
years after
after the time such
such minor
minor child
child begins
nently in
States."
nently
in the
the United
United States."
Renunciation of citiSEC.
marriage to aazenship
Rensuuciaton
oafiati
S
EC. 3. A citizen of the United States
States may upon marriage
zenship
upon marriage
marriage
upon
to
foreigner.
foreigner make
formal renunciation
his or
States to foreigner.
foreigner
make a
a formal
renunciation of
of his
or her
her United
United States
citizenship
before a
a court
having jurisdiction
naturalization of
of
citizenship before
court having
jurisdiction over
over naturalization
time of war.
aliens, but no
may make
make such
time of war,
aliens
no citizen
citizen may
such renunciation
renunciation in
in time
war, In
Intimeof
war.
declared within
renunciation
and if
ii war
war shall
shall be declared
within one year after such renunciation
then
renunciation shall
shall be
be void.
void.
then such renunciation
Vol.
42,
p.
1022;
SEc.
2 of
the Act
entitled "An
the uvl
42,158.p.5 122;
SEC. 4.
4. Section
Section 2
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act relative
relative to
to the
U.S.C., p.
naturalization
women ", approved
approved Sepcitizenship of married
married women",
naturalization and citizenship
tember 22,
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
tember
22, 1922,
1922, is
is amended
Requirements for
""Szo.
SE. 2. That an alien who marries a
a citizen
naturqlization,
aliens
citizen of the
the United
United States, naturalization,
aliens
married to citizens.
after
the passage
passage of
this Act,
Act, as
amended, or
or an
an alien
alien whose
whose married to citizens.
of this
as here
here amended,
after the
husband
naturalized after
as
husband or wife is
is naturalized
after the
the passage
passage of this
this Act, as
here amended,
shall not
not become
United States
States by
by
here
amended, shall
become a
a citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
reason of
of such
such marriage
marriage or
or naturalization;
naturalization; but,
but, if
if eligible
citizenreason
eligible to
to citizenship,
naturalized upon
and complete
complete compliance
compliance
ship, he
he or she
she may
may be
be naturalized
upon full
full and
laws, with
the following
following
with all
all requirements
requirements of
of the
the naturalization
naturalization laws,
with the
exceptions:
exceptions:
Declaration of inten"
(a) No
No declaration
declaration of
of inttioion
intention shall
required.
aratison of
"(a)
shall be
be required.
tions..en
Residence.
residence within the Residence.
" (b) In
five-year period
period of residence
of the
the five-year
"(b)
In lieu
lieu of
United States
one-year period
period of residence within
States and the one-year
within the State
or Territory
shall
Territory where
where the naturalization
naturalization court
court is held,
held, he or she shall
United States, Hawaii,
or
have resided continuously
continuously in the United
Hawaii, Alaska,
Alaska, or
Porto Rico
Rico for
least three
three years
the filing
filing
Porto
for at
at least
years immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the
of
the petition."
petition."
of the
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MAY 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
CHS.
344, 345.
345. MAY

SEC.
SEC. 5. The following
Acts and
and parts
parts of
Acts, respectively,
respectively, are
are
following Acts
of Acts,
repealed: The
"An Act
providing for
The Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act providing
naturalizafor the naturalization of the wife
of insane
aliens, making
making homehomewife and
and minor
minor children
children of
insane aliens,
Vol.
36, 1 p.
vl.
3,158.. 929;
929; stead
the land
laws of
of the
the United
United States
States ",
", approved
approved
stead entries under
under the
land laws
U.S.C., p
p.
Of widow and minor February
subdivision "Sixth
" of section
February 24, 1911; subdivision
"Sixth "
section 4
4 of the Act
Act
children of deceased
deceased
declarant.
declarant.
entitled "An
'An Act to establish a
Bureau of Immigration
Naturalia Bureau
Immigration
and
NaturaliVol.
34,
and to
to provide
provide for
for a
a, uniform
uniform rule
the naturalization
of
VSol. p.4,
5.159.p. 598;
598s; zation
zation,' and
rule for
for the
naturalization of
aliens throughout
throughout the United
United States
", approved
June 29,
29, 1906;
1906; and
and
States ",
approved June
Admission
Admission of alien
alien section 8
8 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act relative
relative to the naturalization
naturalization
wives of World
War
or
ar
and citizenship
citizenship of
September 22,
veterSano
d
and
of married
married women
women ",
", approved
approved September
veterans.
22, 1922,
1922,
Vol.
46,p- p.
849; as said
vol.
46,
849;
section was added by the Act approved
said section
approved July 3,
3, 1930,
1930, entitled
entitled
Supp.VII, p.87.
..SuC.,
, p. 7. "An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act relative to naturalization
naturalization
and
married women',
women', approved
approved September
September 22,
22, 1922."
and citizenship
citizenship of
of married
1922."
Existing rights
afEsting
rights
not
repeal
herein
made
of
Acts
and
parts
of
Acts
shall
not
The
repeal
herein
made
of
Acts
and
parts
of
Acts
shall
not affect
affect
affected.
any right or privilege
privilege or terminate
terminate any citizenship
citizenship acquired
acquired under
under
such
such Acts
Acts and parts of
of Acts
before such
repeal.
Acts before
such repeal.
Approved, May
May 24, 1934,
noon.
1934, 12
12 noon.
Repeal provision.
provision.
Naturalization of

epeal

wife and minor chilwife
dren of insane declarant.

[CHAPTER 345.]
[CHAPTER
345.]
May 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
May
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[Public,
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Bankptcy Act
At of
of
Bankruptcy
18s9, amendments.
1898,
Vol.
p. 544.
Vol. 30,
30, p.
544.

AN ACT
ACT

"An Act
Act to establish
To amend an
an Act entitled "An
uniform
establish a
a uniform
throughout the
the United
States", approved
1, 1898,
throughout
United States",
approved July
July 1,
1898,
thereof and
and supplementary
supplementary thereto.
thereto.

system
of bankruptcy
system of
bankruptcy
and Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States of America
United
the Act
Act of
America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of
July 1, 1898, entitled "An Act to establish
establish a
uniform system of banka uniform
throughout the
ruptcy throughout
United States
States ",
as approved
July 1,
1898, and
and
the United
", as
approved July
1, 1898,
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof and supplementary
supplementary thereto
thereto be,
they
be, and
and they
are hereby, amended
amended by adding
adding .thereto
thereto aa new
new chapter
to read
read as
chapter to
as
follows:
follows:
"
APTER IX
IX
" CH
CHAPTER
"PROVISIONS
FOR THE
EMERGENCY TRAFPORARY
TEMPORARY AID
"
PROVISIONS FOR
Tiis' EMERGENCY
AID OF
INSOLVENT
OF INSOLVENT
PUBLIC
DEBTORS AND
TO PRESERVE
PRESERVE THE
PUBLIC DEBTORS
AND TO
ASSETS THEREOF
THEREOF AND
AND FOR
FOR
THE ASSETS
OTHER
OTHER RELATED
RELATED PURPOSES
PURPOSES

Declarationofpoliey.
Declaration of policy.

ortsobankuptc,
Courts
of banktuptc7,

additional WW1
jurisdctionn.
additional

SE. 78.
"4: SEo.
78. DncLARATIoN
DEcLARATION OF
OF PoLIr.-There
POLICY.—There is hereby found, determined, and declared to exist a
a national emergency
emergency caused
caused by
by increasincreasing financial
financial difficulties
difficulties of
of many
local governmental
governmental units,
units, which
which
many local
renders
renders imperative
imperative the further
further exercise
of the
the bankruptcy
bankruptcy powers
powers
exercise of
of the
Congress of
the United States.
of
Congress
ccthe
S EC.
TA. A of the United States.

SEC. 9. ADDITONAL
1....rorriumAt. JTRSoICTIxN.-Until
anustamoisi.—Until the
the expiration
expiration of
of two
two
years from the date
date this chapter
chapter takes effect,
effect, in addition to
to the
juristhe jurisdiction exercised
voluntary and involuntary
exercised in voluntary
involuntary proceedings
proceedings to
to adJudge
adjudge
persons bankrupt, courts of bankruptcy
bankruptcy shall exercise
exercise original
original
jurisdiction in proceedings
proceedings for the relief of debtors, as
as provided
provided in
in
this chapter of this
this Act.
Act.
aMuniipal
" SEC.
Municipal debt
debt rere"
SEc. 80.
80. MU3NICIPAL-DEBT
IlloaTroiTAL-DEET READJSSTMENTS.-(a)
READJUSTMENTS.— (a) Any
Any municipality
municipality
adjustments.
adjustmetslnt
Petition
of
instolvet
or
other
political
subdivision
of
any
including
(but
not hereby
Petition
of
insolvent
subdivision
State,
including
(but
taxingdistrict,
limiting
the generality
limiting the
generality of the
the foregoing)
foregoing) any
any county,
county, city,
city, borough,
borough,
village,
village, parish,
parish, town,
town or township, unincorporated
unincorporated tax or special
assessment district, and any school,
reclamation,
school, drainage,
drainage, irrigation,
irrigation, reclamation,
levee, sewer, or paving, sanitary,
sanitary, port, improvement
improvement or
other districts
districts
or other
(hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as a
a 'taxing
'taxing district'),
district'), may
may file
file aa petition
petition
stating
stating that the taxing district is insolvent or unable
meet its
debts
unable to
to meet
its debts
as they mature, and that it
it desires to effect aaplan
plan of
of readjustment
readjustment of
of
hereto befiled.
ts debts.
debts. The
shall be
whose terriWhere
to be filed,
its
The petition
petition shall
be filed
filed with the court in whose
territorial
torial jurisdiction
jurisdiction the taxing district
district or the major part thereof
thereof is
is
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located
and for
for any
having no officials of its own the
district having
such district
any such
located and
petition
shall be
by the
political subdivision, the
municipality or political
the municipality
filed by
be filed
petition shall
officials
power to
contract on
district
behalf of said district
on behalf
to contract
have power
which have
of which
officials of
fee.
Filing fee.
or to
the special
assessments within
such district. The peti- Filing
within such
special assessments
levy the
to levy
or
tion
be accompanied
of
payment to the clerk of aa filing fee of
by payment
accompanied by
shall be
tion shall
$100,
be in
addition to the fees required to be collected
in addition
shall be
which shall
$100, which
tt
Contents
petition.
i ion.
ontetsofof pe
by
chapters of this Act. The petition
petition shall Readjustment
under other chapters
clerk under
the clerk
by the
plan
accompany.
to
accompany.
suband
state
that
a
plan
of
readjustment
has
been
prepared,
filed
is
state that a plan of readjustment has been prepared,
Creditors' cnsnt
consent reremitted
with the
the petition,
the taxing district qCreditors
creditors of the
that creditors
and that
petition, and
mitted with
quired in writing.
w
irrigadrainage,
of
case
the
in
owning not
case
less than 30 per centum
not less
owning
tion, reclamation,
districts and owning not less than 51
levee districts
and levee
reclamation, and
tion,
per centum
in the
the case
case of
of all
other taxing
districts in amount
amount of the
taxing districts
all other
centum in
per
bonds, notes,
notes, and
certificates of
district
indebtedness of the taxing district
of indebtedness
and certificates
bonds,
affected by
the plan,
plan, excluding
excluding bonds,
certificates of indebtor certificates
notes, or
bonds, notes,
by the
affected
edness owned,
owned, held,
controlled by
the taxing
taxing district
district in aa fund or
by the
or controlled
held, or
edness
List of creditors to be
otherwise,
have accepted
it in
The petition
petition shall
shall be accom- Listofcreditorstobe
writing. The
in writing.
accepted it
otherwise, have
furnished.
a list of all known furnished.
panied
with such
such written
written acceptance
acceptance and
with a
and with
panied with
creditors
the taxing
taxing district,
district, together
with their addresses
addresses so far as
together with
of the
creditors of
Description of claims.
of claims.
known
the taxing
their respective
respective claims Description
description of their
and description
district, and
taxing district,
to the
known to
of
showing
separately
those
who
have
accepted
readjustment,
plan
the
accepted
have
showing separately those who
Lists not to constitute
Listsnottoconstitute
together
with their
their separate
separate addresses,
addresses, the
the contents
contents of which
which list admissions.
together with
proceeda
shall
not
constitute
admissions
by
the
taxing
districts
in
a
districts
taxing
the
by
shall not constitute admissions
Judge to enter order
order
enter
Judgvto
ing under
under this
this chapter
otherwise. Upon
Upon the
the filing of
a approving
such a
of such
or disapor otherwise.
chapter or
ing
proving petition.
petition.
proving
propit
petition
the
judge
shall
enter
an
order
either
approving
it
as
approving
either
order
an
petition the judge shall enter
petition complies
erly
under this
chapter, if
if satisfied
satisfied that
that such petition
this chapter,
filed under
erly filed
with
this chapter
chapter and
and has
filed in
dismissing it,
in good faith, or dismissing
been filed
has been
with this
If creditors holding
holding
creditors
if not
amount of percent
appear
an
creditors holding 55 per centum in amount
If creditors
satisfied. If
so satisfied.
not so
if
controvert,
judge
shall
shall
judge
controvert,
ninety
within
the
bonds,
notes,
or
certificates
of
indebtedness
shall,
indebtedness
of
certificates
or
the bonds, notes,
decide.
days
after the
the notice
provided for in sub- decde.
notice provided
of the
publication of
first publication
the first
days after
and controvert
appear
this
division
(c),
clause
(1),
of
chapter,
appear
controvert the
(1),
clause
(c),
division
facts
alleged in
in the
petition, the
judge shall
shall decide
decide the issues prethe judge
the petition,
facts alleged
sented, and
and unless
petition are susallegations of the petition
material allegations
the material
unless the
sented,
tained, shall
shall dismiss
dismiss the
petition.
the petition.
tained,
laneco
m
freadljusti
•
"(b) A
of readjustment
readjustment within
meaning of
of this
chapter Igr
and pro
Algrnrementdssand
this chapter
the meaning
!Trotwithin the
plan of
A plan
"(b)
visions may include.
visionsmayinclude.
(1)
shall
include
provisions
modifying
or
altering
of
rights
the
(1) shall include provisions modifying or altering
creditors
generally, or
or of
class of
unsecured,
secured or unsecured,
them, secured
of them,
any class
of any
creditors generally,
either
issuance of
any character
character or
or
of any
securities of
new securities
of new
the issuance
through the
either through
and
otherwise;
and
(2)
may
contain
such
provisions
agreeprovisions
other
such
contain
may
(2)
and
otherwise;
ments,
not inconsistent
with this
this chapter
chapter, as
as the
the parties
parties may
may desire.
inconsistent with
ments, not
Class of creditors
"
No creditor
creditor shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
any plan
plan of
of readread- deemed affected.
asfectid
by any
affected by
be affected
to be
"No
justment unless
unless the
the same
affect his
his interests
interests materially
materially and
and D
shall affect
same shall
justment
Determination of
es.
adversely, and
and in
case any
any controversy
controversies.
shall arise as to whether any controverstion
controversy shall
in case
adversely,
creditor or
class thereof
thereof shall
or shall
shall not
be affected,
affected, the issue shall
shall
not be
shall or
or class
creditor
be determined
determined by
by the
the judge
judge after
hearing upon
notice to the parties
parties
upon notice
after hearing
be
interested.
interested.
construed.
Terms construed.
interested.
"Securities."
"The term
term 'securities'
'securities' shall
bonds, notes,
notes, and other evi- "securities"
include bonds,
shall include
"The
dences
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, either
either secured
secured or
and certificates
certificates
unsecured, and
or unsecured,
dences of
"Creditors."
redt
of beneficial
beneficial interests
property. The
The term
'creditors' shall
term 'creditors'
in property.
interests in
of
include
for
all
purposes
of
this
chapter
all
holders
of
claims,
debts,
debts,
claims,
of
holders
all
chapter
this
of
include for all purposes
securities, liens
liens or
other interests
interests of whatever
whatever character
character against the
or other
securities,
including
revenues,
taxing
district
or
its
property
or
revenues,
including
claims under
property
its
or
taxing district
executory contracts
contracts and
whether or not such claims
future rent, whether
for future
and for
executory
would
otherwise constitute
constitute provable
under this Act, and all
claims under
provable claims
would otherwise
holders
judgments rendered
rendered against
such taxing
but
taxing district but
against such
of judgments
holders of
of
excepting
for salaries
salaries and
officers and employees
employees of
wages of officers
and wages
claims for
excepting claims
the
taxing district.
the taxing
Creditor mny
may act
in
et in
credia
"For all
this chapter
chapter any
any, creditor
creditor may act in person person
of this
purposes of
all purposes
"For
or by agent.
by
or
committee,
or
by
a
duly
authorized
agent
or
committee.
Where
any
committee,
Where
or by a duly authorized agent or committee.
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organization,
or individual
individual shall
shall assume
to act
act for
for or
on behalf
organization, group,
group, or
assume to
or on
behalf
of
committee, organization,
organization, group,
or individual
shall
of creditors,
creditors, such
such committee,
group, or
individual shall
i
first
file with
with the
the court
court in
proceeding is
spending
of
pending aa list of
the proceeding
in which
which the
first file
the
creditors represented
committee, organization,
group,
by such
such committee,
organization, group,
the creditors
represented by
or
statement of
of the
the amount,
amount, class,
class, and
and
with aa statement
or individual,
individual, together
together with
character
of the
the indebtedness
held by
by each
each such
such creditor,
creditor, and
shall
and shall
character of
indebtedness held
accompany
with a.
of the
the contract
or agreement
agreement entered
entered
contract or
a copy
copy of
the same
same with
accompany the
into
between such
committee, organization,
group, or
or individual
individual and
and
organization, group,
such committee,
into between
the creditors
creditors represented
represented by
by it
it or
them, which
shall disclose
disclose
or them,
which contracts
contracts shall
the
all
compensation to
received directly
directly or
indirectly by
such agent
agent
by such
or indirectly
to be
be received
all compensation
or
committee.
or committee.
Procedure when petiapproving the
time thereafter
thereafter the
the judge
judge
at any
any time
or at
petition or
the petition
(c) Upon
Upon approving
""(c)
petitioPnaedrehen
tion approved.
to creditors.
creditors.
Notice to
(1) shall require the
the taxing district to give such notice
notice as the order
order
Publication of
Publication
of hearhear-*
taxing to cause publication, to be made at least
may
creditors, and
and to cause publication, to be made at least
may direct
direct to
to creditors,
ppoe
o
ing.ad
ing.
Time and purpose of
once a
for three
three successive
successive weeks,
of aahearing,
hearing, to
be held
held within
within
to be
weeks, of
a week
week for
once
holding.
holding.
approval of the
petition for
purpose of
for the
the purpose
of
the petition
ninety days after the approval
considering the
the plan
plan of
of readjustment
readjustment filed
filed with
with the
petition and
and of
of
the petition
considering
any
therein or
modifications thereof
may be
proposed;
be proposed;
thereof which may
or modifications
any changes
changes therein
Time extension
extension when
when (2)
Time
a plan
readjustment is
is not
and approved
(2) ifif a
plan of readjustment
not accepted
accepted and
approved within
readjustment
not
readjustment plan
plan not
,
1
such
period as
judge may
may fix,
if accepted
accepted and
and
fix, or,
or, if
accepted.
as the
the judge
such reasonable
reasonable period
approved,
not confirmed,
confirmed, the
hearing, either
either
the judge
judge may,
may, after hearing,
is not
approved, is
period not exceeding
exceeding one year from the
the date of the
extend such period
filing
of the
the petition,
petition, or
or dismiss
dismiss the
proceedings as
interests of
the interests
of
as the
the proceedings
filing of
the
equitably require:
if aa
Provisos.
That if
however, That
require: Provided,
Provided, however,
the creditors
creditors may
may equitably
prooost.
If plan not accepted
plan shall
not be
be accepted
accepted and
approved within
within one
one year
year from
from the
the
and approved
shall not
wifhPlnearOt
within
year. accepted plan
Further
Further extension
extension date of the filing of the
the petition,
hearing, may
petition, the
the judge,
judge, after
after hearing,
may
upon consent
consent of
upon
of majormajor.
.
-.
ity
creditors.
continue
the proceeding
proceeding for
for not
exceeding two years from
not exceeding
from the date
continue the
itycreditors.
creditors of
of
petition, with the
consent of creditors
the written
written consent
the filing
filing of
of the
the petition,
of the
the
taxing district
more than
half in amount of all
all
district holding
holding more
than one
one half
the taxing
Taxing
Taxi
ng district
district to
to claims
claims affected
(3) shall
shall require
the taxing
taxing district
district
affected by
by the
the plan;
plan; (3)
require the
furnish necessary data.
at such time or times as the
the judge may direct, and in lieu of the
schedules
required by
Act, to
to file
such schedules
and
schedules required
by section
section 77of
of this
this Act,
file such
schedules and
the
submit
necessary to disclose
disclose the
as may
may be
be necessary
such other
other information
information as
submit such
conduct
affairs of
fairness of
any
the affairs
of the
the taxing
taxing district
district and the fairness
of any
conduct of the
Creditor
time proposed
and manner
manner
(4) shall
shall determine
determine aa reasonable
reasonable time
Creditor claims,
claims, time
proposed plan;
plan; (4)
time and
and manner of filing.
in
and interests
creditors may
may be filed or eviclaims and
interests of creditors
in which
which the
the claims
denced, and,
purposes of
its acceptance,
acceptance, the
of the plan and its
denced,
and, for
for the purposes
division of
creditors into
into classes
classes according
their
nature of their
of creditors
according to the nature
division
respective
claims and
and interests;
respective claims
interests; and may,
may, for
for the purposes of such
Classification.
Classification.
classification, classify
as an
unsecured claim
of any
classification,
classify as
an unsecured
claim the
the amount
amount of
any
secured claim
claim in
in excess
of the
security thereof,
secured
excess of
the value
value of
of the
the security
thereof, such
such
Vol. 30, p. 560.
value to
to be
with the
the provisions
of chapter
chapter
vol.
30, p. 560.
value
be determined
determined in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
Executory contracts
this
Act;
(5)
may,
with
the
authorized
written
Executory
contracts
57,
clause
(h),
of
57,
clause
(h),
of
this
Act;
(5)
may,
with
the
authorized
written
of taxing district, rejecauthorized.
approval
tion authorized.
approval of
taxing district, direct the rejection
rejection of contracts
contracts of
of the
the taxing
Notice of determinathe taxing
taxing district
executory in
or in
in part;
(6) shall
cause
ce ofdetermina- the
ti
district executory
in whole
whole or
part; (6)
shall cause
tions.
reasonable notice
notice of
determination and
and of
of all
all hearings
hearings for
for the
reasonable
of such
such determination
the
consideration
of the
proposed plan,
the dismissal
of the
the proprothe proposed
plan, or
or the
dismissal of
consideration of
ceedings,
or the
allowances of
or expenses,
expenses, to
to be
be given
given creditors
ceedings, or
the allowances
of fees
fees or
creditors
Inspection
of
disdistrict
to
(7)
may
require
the
taxing
of
dispublication
or
otherwise;
tnspection
by
publication
or
otherwise;
(7)
may
require
the
taxing
district
to
trict's files, etc.
open its
files to
the inspection
inspection of
of any
creditor of
open
its books,
books, records,
records, and
and files
to the
any creditor
of
Allowances
serv- the taxing district during reasonable business hours; (8) may
for serviAlowances for
the
district during reasonable business hours; (8) may allow
ices and expenses.
aa reasonable
reasonable compensation
compensation for
reimbursefor the
the services
services rendered
rendered and reimbursement for
necessary expenses
expenses incurred
ment
for the
the actual
actual and
and necessary
incurred in
in connection
connection
with the
proceeding and
of special
masters, readjustment
readjustment
with
the proceeding
and the
the payment
payment of
special masters,
managers
committees or other
of
managers and committees
other representatives
representatives of creditors of
the
or agents
of any
any of
of the
the foreforethe taxing
taxing district,
district, and
and the
the attorneys
attorneys or
agents of
Appeals
from orders.
Appeals from
orders. going; and appeals
appeals may be taken,
taken, from the orders making such
allowances, to
allowances,
circuit court
court of
appeals for the
the circuit
circuit in
in which
which
to the
the circuit
of appeals
the proceeding
proceeding under this chapter
chapter is pending,
pending, independently
independently of other
other

Group
Group representarepresentation; requirements.

tionrequirements.
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appeals which
which may
taken in
in the
the proceedings,
proceedings, and such appeals
be taken
may be
appeals
Assessmentsfor
atfor atsummarily: Provided,
shall
heard summarily:
Provided, however, That no fees, corn- torney's,
t Assments
be heard
shall be
etc., fees retrre
i
n
gds.' etc" fees
stricted.
agents,
attorneys,
pensation,
reimbursement,
or
other
allowances
for
attorneys,
agents,
allowances
other
pensation, reimbursement, or
committees,
other representatives
creditors shall be assessed
of creditors
representatives a
or other
committees, or
property, or
revenues, property,
against the
the taxing
district or
any revenues,
from any
paid from
or paid
taxing district
against
funds except
in the
the manner
manner and
such sums, if
any, as may be Stay of pending suits.
if any,
in such
and in
except in
funds
vtoa7 30,ofpndin'gsits.
(9) in
provided for
in the
the plan
plan of
in addition to the
the Vol.
p. 545.
readjustment; (9)
of readjustment;
for in
provided
provisions of
II of
Act for
staying of pending
pending suits,
the staying
for the
this Act
of this
chapter II
of chapter
provisions
the
court may
may upon
notice enjoin
stay until after
after final
final decree,
decree, the
enjoin or stay
upon notice
the court
commencement or
or continuation
suits against the taxing
taxing district, or
or
of suits
continuation of
commencement
any
inhabitant of
taxing district,
district, on
account of
of the
on account
the taxing
of the
or inhabitant
officer or
any officer
to
indebtedness
such taxing
district, or
or to
enforce any lien or to
to enforce
taxing district,
of such
indebtedness of
indebtedness:
enforce
the payment
payment of
of any
such indebtedness:
any such
for the
taxes for
of taxes
levy of
enforce levy
Interlocutory decree
decree
Interlocutory
enter an
the judge
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
judge may
may enter
an interlocutory decree
decree providing
Provided,
be
that plan
plrivb
ee
.
operative.
temporarily
operative.
temporarily
respect
providing
that
the
plan
shall
be
temporarily
operative
with
respect
with
operative
temporarily
be
shall
plan
the
that
providing
payment of the
to
indebtedness affected
affected thereby
thereby and
the payment
that the
and that
all indebtedness
to all
Postponements of
of
Postponements
principal
or interest,
interest, or
or both,
indebtedness shall
shall be tempo- Ila
such indebtedness
of such
both, of
principal or
oy
dnients during period.
same
the
in
rarily
readjusted
otherwise readjusted
or otherwise
extended or
or extended
postponed or
rarily postponed
manner and
upon the
the same
terms as
if such
such plan
plan had
finally
had been finally
as if
same terms
and upon
manner
confirmed
put into
into effect,
entry of such decree
decree
the entry
upon the
and upon
effect, and
and put
confirmed and
the
or interest,
or both,
of such
indebtedness which has
such indebtedness
both, of
interest, or
principal or
the principal
otherwise become
become due,
or which
otherwise become
due, shall
become due,
would otherwise
which would
due, or
otherwise
not be
be or
or become
or payable,
payable, and
and the
the payment
payment of all such indebtindebtdue or
become due
not
edness
shall be
be postponed
postponed during
period in
decree
which such decree
in which
the period
during the
edness shall
Reference to special
special
Reference to
shall
remain in
(10) may
may refer
to a
a special master.
matters to
any matters
refer any
and (10)
force; and
in force;
shall remain
Limitation
on power
power
on
Limitation
(11)
issues;
specified
upon
master,
for
consideration
and
report
upon
specified
issues;
but
(11)
report
master, for consideration and
of court.
shall not,
order or
the proceeding
proceeding or otherwise,
otherwise, of court.
in the
decree, in
or decree,
any order
by any
not, by
shall
Interferences denied.
deed
er
interfere with
(a) any
of the
the political
governmental powers
powers of
or governmental
political or
any of
with (a)
interfere
the
taxing district,
district, or
or (b)
(b) any
any of
of the
property or revenues of the
the property
the taxing
i
taxing
necessary in
n the
essential
the opinion of the judge for essential
district necessary
taxing district
governmental purposes,
purposes, or
any income-producing
property unless
income-producing property,
(c) any
or (c)
governmental
Right of taxing distaxing district shall be trigt
the
plan of
of readjustment
readjustment so
so provides.
The taxing
provides. The
trict andcteding
and creditorsdisto
the plan
hearing.
hearing.
heard
on
all
questions.
Any
creditor
shall
be
heard
on
the
question
question
the
heard on all questions. Any creditor shall be heard on
of
the proposed
proposed confirmation
confirmation of
of the
the plan,
plan, and,
upon filing aapetition
and, upon
of the
for
leave to
to intervene,
intervene, on
on such
questions arising
arising in the proother questions
such other
for leave
ceeding
as
the
judge
shall
determine.
determine.
shall
judge
the
as
ceeding
Ilan of readjignirdit:
PAceptance by cred
"(d) The
The plan
readjustment shall
be confirmed
confirmed until it has tors
not be
shall not
of readjustment
plan of
"(d)
ccel
bfore
et e mc
confi;maconfirmabeen accepted
accepted in
in writing,
writing, filed
filed in
by or
or on
on behalf
behalf tors
proceeding, by
the proceeding,
tion. befor
in the
been
of
creditors
whose
claims
have
been
allowed
holding
two
thirds
thirds
two
of creditors whose claims have been allowed holding
in amount
the claims
of each
been allowed
allowed
have been
claims have
whose claims
class whose
each class
claims of
of the
amount of
in
and would
by the
the plan,
plan, and
and by
creditors holding 6623
66% per
by creditors
affected by
be affected
would be
and
centum in
in the
the case
irrigation, reclamation,
reclamation, and
and levee
levee disdrainage, irrigation,
of drainage,
case of
centum
tricts and
and creditors
creditors holding
holding 75
centum in
other
in the case of all other
per centum
75 per
tricts
of all classes
taxing districts
of the
claims of
classes of the taxing
taxing
the claims
amount of
in amount
districts in
taxing
district affected
affected by
by the
the plan,
plan, but
excluding claims owned, held, or
but excluding
district
controlled
by a
ataxing
been accepted and
such plan has been
and such
district, and
taxing district,
controlled by
approved by
by the
the taxing
taxing district
in aawriting
writing filed
filed in
the proceeding,
in the
district in
approved
Proviso.
s whose
Provided, however, Cedtor
signed in
in its
name by
by an
authorized authority:
authority: Provided,
an authorized
its name
signed
Creditors whose
affected.
aiected.
not
claims
that
plan
the
of
at
it
shall
not
be
requisite
to
the
confirmation
confirmation
the
to
requisite
be
That it shall not
creditors (a)
there be
be such
by any
creditor or
class of creditors
(a)
or class
any creditor
acceptance by
such acceptance
there
the
whose
claims
are
not
affected
by
the
plan
or
(b)
if
the
plan makes
(b)
or
plan,
by
affected
not
are
claims
whose
provision
for the
the payment
of their
their claims
claim; in
cash in
full, or
(c) if
or (c)
in full,
in cash
payment of
provision for
provision
in the
for the
protection of the interests,
interests,
the protection
plan for
the plan
made in
is made
provision is
o plan
claims,
or liens
liens of
of creditors.onfirmation
creditors.
or class
class of
creditors or
of such
such creditors
claims, or
Confirmation of plan
"(e)
as may
may be
by court.
plan, the bycotrft.
the plan,
to the
made to
be made
objections as
such objections
hearing such
After hearing
"(e) After
judge
shall confirm
if satisfied
that (1)
is fair, equitable,
equitable,
it is
(1) it
satisfied that
plan if
the plan
confirm the
judge shall
and for
for the
best interests
interests of
of the
discriminate
and does not discriminate
creditors, and
the creditors,
the best
and
unfairly in
of any
any class
of creditors;
creditors- (2)
(2) complies
complies with
with the
the
class of
favor of
in favor
nnfairly
provisions
of subdivision
of this
this chapter;
been accepted
accepted
chapter; (3) has been
(b) of
subdivision (b)
provisions of
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and approved
approved as
required by
the provisions
of subdivision
subdivision (d)
(d) of
of
by the
provisions of
and
as required
this chapter;
(1) all
all amounts
amounts to
taxing district
district for
for
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
the taxing
this
chapter; (4)
services or
or expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the readjustment
been fully
readjustment have
have been
fully
services
to the
disclosed and
and are
(5) the
offer of
of the
the plan
plan and
and its
its
reasonable; (5)
the offer
disclosed
are reasonable;
acceptance are
are in
in good
good faith;
and (6)
(6) the
the taxing
taxing district
district is
is authorized
authorized
faith; and
acceptance
by law,
upon confirmation
of the
to take
take all
necessary
by
law, upon
confirmation of
the plan,
plan, to
all action
action necessary
changes and modianwd modi- to carry
plan is confirmed,
changes and
Changes
carry out the plan. Before
Before a
aplan
confirmed, changes
fications
fications
allowed.
,i
fications may
may be
be made
therein, with
with the
the approval
of the
the judge
after
approval of
judge after
fications
made therein,
hearing upon
notice to
creditors subject
to the
the right
right of
of any
creditor
hearing
upon notice
to creditors,
subject to
any creditor
Rights of creditor
creditor w
ho s
hall prev
i
ous l
y h
ave accepted
accepted the
the plan
to withdraw
withdraw his
his acceptshall
previously
who
have
plan to
acceptthereafter.
thereafter.
ance, within a
a period
the judge
judge and after such notice as
ance,
period to be fixed by the
the judge
judge may
direct, if,
if, in
of the
the judge,
judge, the
the change
change
the opinion
opinion of
may direct,
in the
the
or modification
will be
materially adverse
adverse to
to the
the interest
interest of
of such
such
be materially
modification will
or
creditor, and
if any
creditor having
right of
of withdrawal
withdrawal shall
creditor,
and if
any creditor
having such
such right
shall
not
such period,
period, he
he shall
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have accepted
accepted
shall be
not withdraw
withdraw within
within such

the
as changed
changed or
or modified:
Provided, however,
That the
the plan
plan
however, That
modified: Provided,
plan as
the plan
as changed
modified shall comply
with all the
the provisions
changed or modified
comply with
provisions of this
subdivision.
subdivision.
Effect of eonfirmaplan and
and of
the
confirraa"(f)
(f) Upon such confirmation
confirmation the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the plan
of the
tion.
tion.
order of
confirmation shall
shall be
binding upon
upon (1)
(1) the
the taxing
taxing district,
district,
order
of confirmation
be binding
and
all creditors,
or unsecured,
unsecured, whether
whether or
or not
not affected
affected
(2) all
creditors, secured
secured or
and (2)
by the
the plan,
plan, and
their claims
claims shall
shall have
have been
filed
by
and whether
whether or
or not
not their
been filed
or
evidenced, and
if filed
or evidenced,
evidenced, whether
whether or
or not
not allowed,
allowed,
or evidenced,
and if
filed or
including creditors
including
creditors who
who have
not, as
as well
as those
those who
who have,
have,
have not,
well as
accepted it.
it.
accepted
byDisapproval of plan
of
a
judge shall
shall disapprove
disapprove the
he shall
In
the event
event the
"(g)
by court;
statement of
court; statement
In the
the judge
the plan
plan he
shall
reasons,
file
an opinion stating his reasons for
for such
disapproval. If
If he
he
such disapproval.
reisosrge
of taxing
Discharge of
taxing file an opinion stating his reasons
approve the plan,
plan, the
taxing district
district from
from debts,etc.
debts, etc., approve
the final decree
decree shall
shall discharge
discharge the
the taxing
district
upon
with in the plan
upon approval.
approval,
from those debts
debts and liabilities
liabilities dealt with
plan except
except as
as proproentry of such decree
jurisdiction
vided in
in the plan;
plan; and upon the entry
decree the
the jurisdiction
of
of the court in such proceeding
proceeding shall cease.
cree
Certified copy ofevide"(h)
A certified
copy of
the final
final decr
eeor
or of
of an
an order
or d
er con
firm ing
order as
s oevi
cree or eorder
" (h) A
certified copy
of the
decree
confirming
doeu of jurisdiction of a plan of readjustment, or of any other decree or order
in aa
dence
order entered
entered in
wart. of jurisdiction of a
proceeding
jurisdiction
proceeding under this chapter, shall be evidence
evidence of the jurisdiction
regularity of the proceedings,
of the court, the regularity
proceedings, and
and the fact
fact that the
Order directing
decree or
or order was
was made.
made. A certified
certified copy
copy of
of an order
Order
directing propprop- decree
order directing
directing the
the
erty transfer; effect of.
erty transfer; efet of. transfer of any property dealt with by the plan, shall be evidence
evidence of
the
transfer of
title accordingly,
accordingly, and
if recorded
recorded as
as conveyances
conveyances are
are
the transfer
of title
and if
recorded shall
the same notice
notice that aadeed,
would
recorded
shall impart
impart the
deed, if
if recorded,
recorded, would
impart.
impart.
Status of proceedings
" (1)
In proceedings
proceedings under
under this
this chapter
chapter and
and consistent
consistent with
the
unSder
popter.s
"(i)
In
with the
under this chaPter.
provisions thereof,
thereof, the jurisdiction and powers of the court, the
duties of the
the taxing district
district and
and the
the rights
and liabilities
liabilities of
of creditors,
creditors,
rights and
and of all persons
persons with respect
respect to the
the taxing
taxing district
district and
and its
its property,
property,
if aavoluntary
voluntary petition
shall be the same as if
petition for adjudication had been
been
filed and a
a decree
decree of adjudication
adjudication had been entered
entered on the
the day when
when
the petition of the taxing district was
was approved.
Effective upon
upon ap"(j)
This chapter shall
take effect
effect and
and after
Effective
aP"(j) This
shall take
and be
be in
in force
force from
from and
after
pro val.
the date of the approval
the
approval of this amendatory
amendatory Act and shall apply
apply as
as
and their creditors,
creditors, whose
fully to taxing districts
districts and
whose interests
interests or
or debts
debts
acquired or incurred
to such
have been acquired
incurred prior to
such date,
date, as
as to
to taxing
taxing disdistricts and their creditors, whose interests
interests or debts are acquired
acquired or
or
incurred after
after such
date.
incurred
such date.
itic er
Pow
l of
State over
a (k)
(k) Nothing
contained in
i
n this
this chapter
chap t
er s
hall be
be construed
construed to
to
shall
Nothing contained
subdivisions
politil
pola
subdivisions
not impaired.
limit or
impair the
State to
not
impaired.
limit
or impair
the power of any State
to control,
control, by
by legislation
legislation or
or
otherwise, any
any political
otherwise,
political subdivision thereof
thereof in the exercise of its
its
political or
governmental powers,
powers, including
including expenditures
expenditures therefor,
political
or governmental
and including the power
power to require
require the approval
approval by any governmental
governmental
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agency of
of the
the State
State of
of any
hereunder and of
petition hereunder
any petition
filing of
the filing
of the
agency
any plan
of readjustment,
there shall exist or shall
whenever there
and whenever
readjustment, and
plan of
any
such
hereafter be
created under
under the
the law
law of
of any
State any
agency of such
any agency
any State
be created
hereafter
State
supervision or
control over the fiscal
fiscal
or control
exercise supervision
to exercise
authorized to
State authorized
whenever such
affairs of
of all
or any
any political
subdivisions thereof,
thereof, and
and whenever
political subdivisions
all or
affairs
agency
assumed such
or control
political
control over any political
supervision or
such supervision
has assumed
agency has
subdivision, then
no petition
political subdivision may be
such political
of such
petition of
then no
subdivision,
received hereunder
hereunder unless
unless accompanied
by the
the written
approval of
of
written approval
accompanied by
received
such
no plan
plan of
temporary
put into temporary
be put
shall be
readjustment shall
of readjustment
and no
agency, and
such agency,
written approval of such
effect
finally confirmed
without the
such
the written
confirmed without
or finally
effect or
agency
of such plans.
agency of
"(1)
If any
of this
thereof
application thereof
the application
or the
chapter, or
this chapter,
provision of
any provision
"(1) If
to
any person
person or
or circumstances,
circumstances, is
is held
held invalid,
remainder of the
invalid, the remainder
to any
chapter, or
of such
to other
other persons or
provision to
such provision
application of
the application
or the
chapter,
thereby."
circumstances, shall
not be
be affected
affected thereby."
shall not
circumstances,
Approved,
1934, 12.20 p.m.
24, 1934,
May 24,
Approved, May
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[CHAPTER

A I ACT
ACT
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To authorize
authorize the
of War
to lend
housing committee
committee of the
to the housing
lend to
War to
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
United Confederate
Confederate Veterans
fifty pyramidal
pyramidal tents, complete;
complete;
hundred and fifty
two hundred
Veterans two
United
15-foot
fifteen
16- by
by 80assembly tents;
thirty 11- by 50- by 15-foot
tents; thirty
40-foot assembly
by 40-foot
80- by
fifteen 16hospital-ward
tents; ten
numbered 4; five
five
drab, numbered
olive drab,
blankets, olive
thousand blankets,
ten thousand
hospital-ward tents;
thousand canvas
numbered 1; ten
ten field bake ovens,
canvas cots; twenty field ranges, numbered
thousand
to be
used at
at the
of the
the United
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, to be
United Confederate
encampment of
the encampment
be used
to
held at
at Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tennessee, in June 1934.
held
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Saving provisions.
Saving

May 25,1934.
May
25, 1934.
[H.R. 9092.
9092.]
[H.R.
[Public,
252.]
No. 252.]
[Public, No.

the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Confederate
VeterVeterConfederate
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary ans'
America in
States of
United States
encampment,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
his discretion,
at his
of War
War be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
discretion, to Chattanooga,
lend, at
to lend,
he is
and he
of
Loan of tents, etc.,
of tents etc.,
Veterans, whose
Confederate Veterans,
the housing
committee of
of the
United Confederate
whose toLoan
the United
to.
housing committee
the
encampment is
be held
at Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Tennessee, June
June 6, 7, and
and 8,
held at
is to
to be
encampment
1934, two
two hundred
and fifty
pyramidal tents, complete with all poles,
fifty pyramidal
hundred and
1934,
pegs,
other equipment
equipment necessary
necessary for
fifteen 16erection; fifteen
their erection;
for their
and other
pegs, and
by
40-foot assembly
tents, complete
with all
their poles,
poles, pegs,
pegs,
all their
complete with
assembly tents,
by 40-foot
80- by
by 80and
for their
erection; thirty 1111- by 50- by
by
their erection;
necessary for
equipment necessary
and equipment
15-foot hospital-ward
complete with
with all
all their
their poles,
poles, pegs, and
and
tents, complete
hospital-ward tents,
15-foot
equipment
for their
their erection;
twenty field ranges,
ranges, numerection; twenty
necessary for
equipment necessary
bered
1, with
their erection;
erection; ten field bake
for their
equipment for
necessary equipment
with necessary
bered 1,
thousand
ovens
for their
erection; ten thousand
their erection;
equipment for
necessary equipment
with necessary
ovens with
blankets,
drab, numbered
4; five
thousand canvas
canvas cots; ten
five thousand
numbered 4;
olive drab,
blankets, olive
officers'
with all
all their
pegs, and
and equipment
equipment
poles, pegs,
their poles,
complete with
tents complete
officers' tents
necessary
erection; nine
mess kits, complete;
complete; six
hundred mess
nine hundred
their erection;
for their
necessary for
litters;
twenty tent
tent flys
flys with
with poles
poles for
tents; and thirty garbage
wall tents;
for wall
litters; twenty
Provisos.
United States Provsop.
caused the United
cans:
That no
shall be
be caused
expense shall
no expense
Provided, That
cans: Provided,
No Federal expense.
same
Government
by the
said property,
property, the
return of said
and return
delivery and
the delivery
Government by
to
be delivered
the nearest
nearest quartermaster
quartermaster depot
depot at such time
from the
delivered from
to be
prior to
to the
the holding
holding of
of said
agreed upon by
be agreed
may be
as may
encampment as
said encampment
prior
the
of War
and the
chairman of
the said
said housing
housing comcomof the
the chairman
War and
Secretary of
the Secretary_
Bond required.
mittee,
Mr. Maurice
Maurice C.
Provided further,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Bondrequirea
further, That
Poss: Provided
C. Poss:
mittee, Mr.
property, shall take from said Mauof
War, before
delivery of
Mauof such property,
before delivery
of War,
rice C.
Poss, chairman
chairman of
of the
the annual
Conannual Concommittee of
housing committee
the housing
of the
C. Poss,
rice
federate reunion,
reunion, a
a good
good and
sufficient bond
safe return of
for the safe
bond for
and sufficient
federate
said
good order
order and
condition and
and the
the whole
whole without
and condition
in good
property in
said property
expense
United States.
States.
the United
to the
expense to
Approved, May
May 25,
1934.
25, 1934.
Approved,
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AN ACT
ACT

Limiting the
operation of
sections 109
the Criminal
Criminal Code
Code and
and section
section
Limiting
the operation
of sections
109 and
and 113
113 of
of the
the Revised
190 of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
with respect
respect to
to counsel
counsel in
in
of the
United States
States with
certain proceedings
against the
Company, New-Kanawha
New-Kanawha
certain
proceedings against
the Electro
Electro Metallurgical
Metallurgical Company,
Power Company,
Company, and
and the
the Union
and Carbon
Carbon Corporation.
Corporation.
Power
Union Carbide
Carbide and

Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
nothing
in
United
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
nothing
in
.
.
.
sections
of an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to codify,
revise,
sections 109 and
and 113
113 of
codify,
revise,
and Union Carbide and
and
the penal
laws of
", approved
March
adbUnionaCorboidend
and amend
amend the
penal laws
of the
the United
United States
States ",
approved March
Carbon
Corporation.
Counsel
Counsels in
i proceed4, 1909, as amended
proced4,
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 18, secs. 198
and 203),
203), or
in section
section
198 and
or in
ings against.
against.
.
Vol. 35,
1107, 1109. 190
190 of
of the
of the
the United
5,
35, p. 1107,1109.
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
United States
States (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 5,
U.S.C., p. 474, 475.
.S.., p. 474,475.
sec. 99),
99), or in any
any other Act of Congress
Congress forbidding
forbidding officers
or
officers or
employees
employees of
of the
States from
employees or
or former
former officers
officers or
or employees
the United
United States
from
acting as counsel, attorney,
or agent
for another
another before
before any
court,
attorney, or
agent for
any court,
department,
branch of
of the
the Government
Government or
from receiving
receiving or
or
department, or
or branch
or from
agreeing to receive
receive compensation
therefor, shall
shall be
deemed to
to apply
compensation therefor,
be deemed
apply
to
or counselors
counselors to
to be
be specially
employed, retained,
retained, or
or
to attorneys
attorneys or
specially employed,
appointed by
the Attorney
Attorney General
or under
under authority
authority of
of the
Departappointed
by the
General or
the Department of Justice
Justice to assist in the prosecution
prosecution of
or cases,
of any case
case or
cases,
civil or criminal, .to
brought by
by the
the United
against the
the
to be
be brought
United States
States against
Electro Metallurgical
Metallurgical Company,
Company, New-Kanawha
New-Kanawha Power
Power Company,
Company, or
or
the Union
of said
Union Carbide
Carbide and Carbon
Carbon Corporation,
Corporation, or all or any of
said
companies
companies and/or their officers or agents,
and/or any
litigation
agents, and/or
any litigation
involving hydroelectric
hydroelectric power,
or water
water rights
rights or
or claims
power, navigation,
navigation, or
claims
New and Kanawha
upon the New
Rivers, or
either of
of them,
them, under
under the
the
Kanawha Rivers,
or either
Vol.
41,
p.
1003;
Vol.
Vol. 41, . 1063; Vol. Federal Water Power Act or the River and
and Harbor
Harbor Appropriation
Appropriation
30, p. 1121.

Electro Metallurgical
ElectroMetallurgical
Ccrnpany, New-KanaCempany,
New-KanaPower Company,
wha Power

Act
March 3,
3, 1899,
1899, chapter
Act of
of March
chapter 425,
425, or
other Act
Act or
or Acts.
Acts.
or any
any other
Approved,
Approved, May
May 25, 1934.
1934.

[CHAPTER 349.]
349.]
[CHAPTER
May 25, 1934.
[S. 3114.]
314.]
[Public, No. 254.]

AN ACT
ACT

To extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of
of certain
certain
bridges
bridges in
in the State
State of Oregon.
Oregon.

Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
con- United
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the times for
States of
Congress assembled,
for
for,
commencing
completing the
commencing and
and completing
the construction
the following
following
construction of
of the
designated projetS. bridges,
authorized to
to be built by the State of
bridges, authorized
of Oregon,
Oregon, are
hereby
are hereby
extended
extended one and three years, respectively,
respectively, from the
the date of approval
approval
Umpqua River at
f : (1) Across the Umpqua River, at or near Reedsport, Oregon,
hereof:
Umopea; Oreg.
ier at hereo
(1) Across the mpqua Biver, at or near Reedsport, Oregon,
Reedsport
Bay
Yaquina B
ay at authorized
by Act of Congress
authorized.
Congress approved
approved June 18,
13, 1933; (2)
(2) across
Newport.
Neport
Yaquina Bay, at or near Newport, Oregon,
Yaquina
Oregon, authorized
authorized by Act
Act of
of
Coos Day
Bay at North Congress approved June 13, 1933; (3) across Coos Bay, at or near
Congress approved June 13, 1933; (3) across Coos Bay, at or near
Bend,
North Bend
Bend, Oregon, authorized
authorized by Act
Act of Congress approved
approved June
Siuslaw
River
at 13,
Sinslaw
e
ver at
19 ; (4)
the Siuslaw
13, 1933;
(4) across
across the
Siuslaw River, at or near Florence,
Florence, Oregon,
Oregon,
Florence.
Alsea Bay at Waldwd- authorized
Act of Congress
Congress approved
authorized by Act
approved June 13, 1933; and (5)
(5)
port.
Ante,
Ant, pp. 135-137,
13-s37, across
across Alsea
Alsea Bay, at or
or
Waldport,
Oregon, authorized
authorized by
by Act
Act
near
Waldport,
Oregon,
148. 148
of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June 15,
15, 1933.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
2. The
The right
right to
to alter,
amend, or repeal
Sac. 2.
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, May
May 25,
1934.
Approved,
25, 1934.

Oregon, bridge
Oregon,
bridge construction.
Times for, extended
on
on designated projects.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 350.]
350.]
[CHAPTER

OHS.
351.
350,351.
CHS. 350,

805
805

MAY
25, 1934.
MAY 25,1934.

AN
AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the
the Federal
Commission to
to purchase
enclose additional
and enclose
purchase and
Radio Commission
Federal Radio
To
land at
radio station
station near
near Grand
Grand Island, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
the radio
at the
land

May
May 25, 1934.
1934.

[H.R.
9394.]
1[.R. 9394.]
[Public, No.
No. 255.]
255.]
[Public,

Be it
by the
the Senate
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
in Congress
assembled, That
the Federal
Federal Grand
?ruarncdhiasisantNeebori
Island, Nebr.
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
land as
of radio
Radio
to purchase
purchase an
an additional
additional tract
tract of
as addition
claition' to
is authorized
authorized to
Commission is
Radio Commission
station author.
land
containing approximately
acres adjacent
adjacent to
that now
now owned
owned ied.tation
Laelio
.
station authorauor
to that
ten acres
approximately ten
land containing
by
the United
United States
at Grand
Grand. Island,
Nebraska, and to enclose the
Island, Nebraska,
States at
by the
monitoring
same
use in
connection with
constant-frequency monitoring
the constant-frequency
with the
in connection
for use
same for
be
station located
at said
authorized to
to be
hereby authorized
is hereby
There is
place. There
said place.
located at
station
appropriated
the sum
to carry
the purposes
purposes of this
this Act.
out the
carry out
$1,200 to
of $1,200
sum of
appropriated the
Approved,
Approved, May 25, 1934.

[CHAPTER
351.]
[CHAPTER 351.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
purposes
To provide
enable the
Agriculture to
to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
to enable
funds to
provide funds
To
of the
the Acts
Acts approved
April 21,
21, 1934,
1934, and
1934, relating,
respectively,
relating, respectively,
7, 1934,
April 7,
and April
approved April
of
purposes.
other
for
and for
to
and to
to cattle
cattle and
dairy products,
products, and
and dairy
cotton and
to cotton

May25,1934

May
25, 1934.
1934.
May 25,
[H.J.Res.
345.]
345.]
H.J.Res.
es
[Pub. Res., No. 27j

[Pub- R

No- 2-]

Representatives of the
Resolved by
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
Cotton and cattle
an dairy andcttle
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That to
to enable
enable the
the anCottoay
America in
of America
States of
United
Appropriation
to adadto
Appropriation
Act minister
Secretary
to carry
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the Act
out the
carry out
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
certain Acts
relating
to.
Acts
entitled
Act to
to place
on aasound
sound commercial
commercial relating
industry on
cotton industry
the cotton
place the
"An Act
entitled "An
Act regulating cotton
regulating cotton
putting cotton dAct
basis, to
prevent unfair
and practices
practices in
in putting
competition and
unfair competition
to prevent
basis,
industry.
Ante,
n t e p. 605.
, p. 605.
A
funds
provide
to
commerce, to provide funds
into the
channels of
foreign commerce,
and foreign
interstate and
of interstate
the channels
into
Adjustment
Agricultural Adjustment
for
paying additional
under the Agricultural
benefits under
additional benefits
for paying
Numbered 169, Seventy-third
Act,
for other
(Public, Numbered
Seventy-third
purposes" (Public,
other purposes"
and for
Act, and
Congress), approved
hereby appropriated
appropriated
is hereby
there is
1934, there
21, 1934,
April 21,
approved April
Congress),
authorizations contained
and made
available, pursuant
pursuant to the authorizations
contained in the
made available,
and
said Act,
carrying into
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions
for carrying
available for
funds available
the funds
Act, the
said
of
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
amended, which shall be
Act, as amended,
the Agricultural
of the
Tax collections
be
to be
collections to
Tax
addition added.
available for
and other
and in
in addition
expenses, and
other expenses,
administrative and
for administrative
available
added.
of
Act
said
levied
thereto,
the
proceeds
derived
from
the
under
Act
tax
the
from
derived
thereto, the proceeds
p. 605.
605.
Ant. p.
April
21, 1934,
1934, are
are hereby
hereby appropriated
available for
for the
the Ante,
made available
and made
appropriated and
April 21,
under
be
made
purposes
for
which
appropriations
are
authorized
under
to
authorized
are
appropriations
which
purposes for
Proviso.
the provisions
16 (c)
Provided, That
That the
the SecSec- Pr
Act: Provided,
of Section
Section 16
(c) of
of said
said Act:
provisions of
the
Transferofun
of funds.
Department and
retary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
Treasury Department
transfer to the Treasury
shall transfer
retary
is
authorized to
agencies out of funds hereby made
other agencies
to other
transfer to
to transfer
is authorized
available for
out said
said Act
of April
as
1934, such sums as
21, 1934,
April 21,
Act of
carrying out
for carrying
available
are
to carry
including adminadminsaid Act, including
provisions of said
the provisions
out the
carry out
required to
are required
istrative
expenses and
and refunds
taxes.
of taxes.
refunds of
istrative expenses
aid bee-attle
beef-cattle
Diryand
To
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry out the purposes
purposes of industries.
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
industries.
Ante, p. 528.
the Agricultural
the Act
"An Act
Act to
to amend
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act Ante, p.528.
amend the
entitled "An
Act entitled
the
agricultural
so as
as to
include cattle
cattle and
basic agricultural
and other products as basic
to include
so
Numbered 142,
commodities, and
and for
for other
purposes" (Public, Numbered
other purposes"
commodities,
1934, there are hereby
Seventy-third
Congress), approved
approved April
April 7, 1934,
Seventy-third Congress),
appropriated,
out of
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise approthe Treasury
of any
any money
appropriated, out
priated,
the authorizations
sections 2
2and
and 6
6
contained in sections
authorizations contained
to the
pursuant to
priated, pursuant
of
said Act
Act of
purposes of the
for the purposes
$100,000,000 for
1934, $100,000,000
7, 1934,
April 7,
of April
of said
Agricultural
amended, and $50,000,000
$50,000,000 for the
Act, as amended,
Adjustment Act,
Agricultural Adjustment
etc.
etC
sal
purposes
specified in
section 6
6of
said Act
711934, including Salaries,
of April
April 7,
Act of
of said
in section
purposes specified
Columbia
of
the
employment
of
persons
and
means
in
the
District
Columbia
District
the
in
means
the employment of persons and
and elsewhere
other necessary
necessary expenses;
in all, $150,000,000,
$150,000,000, to
expenses; in
and other
elsewhere and
and
rem
nTh
aien
usa
uni
vaai
n
l
o
a
df
ble$a3un
etil December
o
Dr
31, 1935.
until
available
remain
House of Representa.
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, HouseofRepresnt
the appropriation
The sum of $3,000 of the
Ftiding documents.
tFoldingdocnumts
House
of
Representatives:
Folding
documents,
1933
(03114)"
is
is
(03114)"
1933
documents,
Folding
House of Representatives:
Vol. 47, p. 390.
. p.
ed and made available
e 47,
during the
forr3
t
L 1s
1
9
am
35 e
. purposes
the fiscal
al
purposes during
same
the
available for
continued
year
1934.
year 1934.
Approved, May
25, 1934.
May 25,
Approved,
p roduc ts

tiv
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 353.]
353.]

May 26, 1934.
May
[S. 2042.]
2042.]
[S.
[Public,
No. 256.]
[Public, No.
256.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
354.
CHS. 353,
353, 354.

MAY 26,1934.
26, 1934.
MAY

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
establish aa department
department of
at the
the United
Military Academy,
Academy,
To establish
of physics
physics at
United States
States Military
West Point,
New York.
West
Point, New
York.

United States M
Mili-

taryAcadeSye
itary Academy.
Professor of
of physics
physics
authorized; rank, pay,
pay,
etc.
etc.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That hereafter
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
hereafter
there is authorized
physics at the United
authorized one professor
professor of physics
United States
States
Military Academy, with the same
Military
rank, pay,
pay, and
and allowances
allowances
same status,
status, rank,
professors at
of other professors
said Military
Military Academy.
at said
Academy.
Approved, May
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
May 26,
[CHAPTER 351.]
[CHAPTER
354.]

May 26, 1934.
[S. 2794.]
2794.1
[Public,
No. 257.]
257.]
[Public, No.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

the Longshoremen's
Longshoremen's and
To amend the
and Harbor
Harbor !Workers'
Act with
with
jWorkers' Compensation
Compensation Act
compensation, and
respect to rates of compensation,
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives .
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of
United ,States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subdivision
States of
Unied
America in
in Congress
subdivision
Act amend- (a)
(a) of
section 7
of the
Longshoremen's and
and Harbor
Harbor Workers'
Workers' ComComof section
7 of
the Longshoremen's
pensation Act,
as amended,
amended by
adding at
the end
end thereof
thereof
penson
Actas
amended, is
is amended
by adding
at the
Supp. II, p. 790.
sentence: ""If
If at any time during such period the
the following new sentence:
Medical services.
employee unreasonably
refuses to
to submit
submit to
to medical
medical or
treator surgical
surgical treatunreasonably refuses
sedieal serOvies.
Suspension
of pay- employee
ments, injured emem- ment, the deputy commissioner
commissioner may, by order, suspend
suspend the
the payment
payment
ployee refusing treatpyee
compensation during
during such
as such
such refusal
refusal continues,
continues,
such tame
time as
ment. refusing treat- of further compensation
and no compensation
compensation shall be paid at any time during
during the period of
of
suspension, unless
circu mstances justified
the refusal."
such suspension,
unless the
the circumstances
justified the
refusal."
O
Compensation
diompensation
ffor
S
. 2.
So much
much of subdivision
Act, as
as
SEEC.
2. So
subdivision (c)
(c) of section
section 88 of
of such
such Act,
disability.
amended, as precedes
(13) thereof
precedes paragraph (13)
thereof is amended
amended to read
read
as
follows:
as follows:
disability.
Permanent part
"(c)
disability: In
case of
of disability
disability partial
partial
Permanent
partial
4"(c) Permanent
Permanent partial
partial disability:
In case
but permanent
Percentage of aver- in character
character but
permanent in
in quality,
quality, the
the compensation
compensation shall
shall be
be
age weekly wages in
agedtwotekmy
wags
662/
average weekly
weekly wages,
wages, which
66 2/
3 per centum
cent= of
of the
the average
which shall
shall be
be in
in addiaddiaddition to temporarY
total disability comin accordaccordtotl disabiit
co m- tion to
for temporary
temporary total
pensation.
to compensation
compensation for
total disability
disability paid
paid in
schedule.
ance
subdivision (b)
and shall
shall be
be paid
the
schedule.
ance with
with subdivision
(b) of
of this
this section,
section, and
paid to
to the
employee,
follows:
employee, as
as follows:
"(1) Arm lost, two hundred and eighty weeks'
weeks' compensation.
"(1)
"(2)
Leg lost,
two hundred
hundred and
and forty-eight
forty-eight weeks'
weeks' compensation.
2) Leg
lost, two
compensation.
3) Hand
"(3)
Hand lost, two hundred and twelve
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
twelve weeks'
'(4) Foot lost, one hundred
"(4)
hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three weeks'
weeks' compensation.
cc"(5) Eye lost, one hundred and forty
forty weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
(6)
weeks'
6 Thumb lost, fifty-one weeks'
compensation.
compensation.
C4
" 7
7) First finger lost, twenty-eight
twenty-eight weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
(8)
Great toe
toe lost,
lost, twenty-six
twenty-six weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
8) Great
(9) Second
"(9)
Second finger lost, eighteen
eighteen weeks'
weeks' compensation.
compensation.
"(10)
finger lost, seventeen
seventeen weeks'
10 Third finger
weeks' compensation
compensation.
cc(11)
11 Toe
than. great
toe lost,
g ht weeks'
wee ks'
compensat i
on.
Toe other
other than
great toe
lost, ei
eight
compensation.
"12)
Fourth finger lost, seven weeks'
weeks'
compensation."
12
compensation."
4
Vol.
44, p.
p. 1
1428.
Vol. 44,
2.
Sc.
Paragraph (22)
such
Sac. 3.
3. Paragraph
(22) of
of subdivision
subdivision (c)
(c) of section 88 of such
Act, as amended, is amended to read as follows:
follows:
Loss of more than
of more than
Lossmember,
"(22)
one
not
(22) In
In any case in which there
there shall
be a
of, or
or loss
loss of
use of,
of,
shall be
a loss
loss of,
of use
amounting
peraamounting to permsthan
one
member
parts
of
more
than
one
member
set
forth
more
one
member
parts
or
of
more
than
one
member
set
forth
nent total disability.
i
in
nenttotaldibiity.
(1) to (19)
subdivision, not
Compensation.
n paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
(19) of
of this
this subdivision,
not amounting
amounting to
to
permanent
total disability,
disability, the
th e award
awar d of
ofcompensation
compensation shall
shall be
be for
Compensation.
permanent total
for
the
the loss
loss of,
of, or
or loss of use of, each such member or part thereof, which
shall run
run consecutively."
consecutively."
awards shall
Longshoremen's and
Longshoremesn'snd
Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act amendpensation
ed.
Vol.
44,p, 1427; U.S.C.,
Voi.44,p.1427;U.S.C.,
Supp. VII, p. 790.

ial

.

"

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CRS. 354, 355.
355.
CHS.

807

MAY
MAY 26,1934.
26, 1934.

Payment
of compenPayment ofcompenAct, as amended,
such Act,
of such
14 of
SEC. 4.
4. Subdivision
Subdivision (j)
of section
section 14
amended, is sation.
(j) of
SEC.
p. 1433;
44,
Vol.
1433;
amended
to
read
as
follows:
amended to read as follows:
.y93. .c,Supp.
Supp. VII, p.
VII p.
"(j)
Whenever the
the deputy
commissioner determines
determines that
that it
it is in 79..C.,
deputy commissioner
"(j) Whenever
Lump-sum settlesettleLump-sum
the interest
for compensation,
compensation, ments
employer for
the employer
of the
liability of
the liability
justice, the
of justice,
interest of
the
authorized.
authorized.
ments
commissioner with
the deputy
or any
any part
part thereof
as determined
determined by
deputy commissioner
by the
thereof as
or
the approval
Commission, may
discharged by the payment
payment
be discharged
may be
the Commission,
of the
approval of
the
Computation.
of
equal to
to the
the present
present value of future
future compensation
compensation Computation.
sum equal
lump sum
a lump
of a
comdiscount
true
payments
commuted,
computed
at
4
per
centum
true
discount
centum
per
4
at
computed
commuted,
payments
Probability of death
odeath
orrmbarbilitY
pounded
probability of
the death
of the
the injured
injured or
death of
of the
The probability
annually. The
pounded annually.
remarriage; determination.
employee
other person
person entitled
to compensation
before the expiraexpira- nation.
compensation before
entitled to
or other
employee or
compensation shall
tion
period during
he is
is entitled
entitled to compensation
shall
which he
during which
the period
of the
tion of
be determined
determined in
American Experience
Table of
of
Experience Table
the American
with the
accordance with
in accordance
be
surviving
Mortality, and
and the
the probability
remarriage of the surviving
the remarriage
probability of the
Mortality,
wife shall
shall be
be determined
accordance with
with the
the remarriage
remarriage tables of
in accordance
determined in
wife
Otller contingencies.
contingencies.
the Dutch
Dutch Royal
Institution. The
of the
the haphap- Other
probability of
The probability
Insurance Institution.
Royal Insurance
the
pening
any other
other contingency
affecting
gthe
the amount
amount or duration
duration of
contingency affecting
of any
pening of
the compensation
disregarded."
be disregarded."
shall be
compensation shall
the
Vol. 44,
44, P.
p. 1437
1437.
amended to
is amended
SEc.
Section 22
22 of
as amended,
to read
read as Vol
amended, is
Act, as
such Act,
of such
5. Section
SEC. 5.
..
follows:
Modification of
Mo(imcatlon
r0comcomP.

"
MODIFICATION OF COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION CASES
"¢ MODIFICATION

"
SE.c. 22.
initiative, or
or upon
application of any
the application
upon the
own initiative,
his own
Upon his
22. Upon
" SEC.
party
in
interest,
on
the
ground
of
a
change
in
conditions
or because
conditions
in
a
change
of
ground
the
on
interest,
in
party
of
determination of
fact by the deputy commissioner,
of fact
a determination
in a
mistake in
of aamistake
the
deputy commissioner
may, at
at any
any time prior to one year after
after
commissioner may,
the deputy
a comthe
of the
the last
last payment
payment of
of compensation,
comwhether or not a
compensation, whether
date of
the date
pensation order
has been
issued, review
compensation case in
a compensation
review a
been issued,
order has
pensation
accordance
procedure prescribed
respect of claims
claims in
in respect
prescribed in
the procedure
with the
accordance with
section
and in
accordance with
with such
such section
section issue a
anew compensacompensain accordance
19, and
section 19,
tion
order which
terminate, continue,
continue, reinstate,
reinstate, increase,
increase, or
or
may terminate,
which may
tion order
decrease such
such compensation
new order
shall not
affect any
any
not affect
order shall
Such new
compensation.: Such
decrease
compensation
except that
an award
increasing the
award increasing
that an
paid, except
previously paid,
compensation previously
compensation rate
effective from
from the
the date
injury,
the injury,
date of the
made effective
be made
may be
rate may
compensation
and if
any part
part of
of the
or to
to become
become due is unpaid,
due or
compensation due
the compensation
if any
and
an award
decreasing the
the compensation
compensation rate
effective
made effective
be made
may be
rate may
award decreasing
an
prior
made
payment
from
the
date
of
the
injury,
and
payment
made
thereto
in
any
and
injury,
the
of
from the date
excess of
such decreased
rate shall
deducted from
from any
any unpaid
unpaid combe deducted
shall be
decreased rate
of such
excess
pensation, in
in such
such manner
and by
by such
method as
as may
may be
be determined
determined
such method
manner and
pensation,
by the
the deputy
with the
of the
the commission."
commission."
approval of
the approval
commissioner with
deputy commissioner
by
1934.
Approved, May
May 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
3551
[CHAPTER 355.]

A dT A T'1
AN
ACT
'IM
rii'
\May

To
authorize the
of 50-cent
50-cent pieces
pieces in
in commemoration
commemoration of the twocoinage of
the coinage
To authorize
birth of Daniel Boone.
hundredth anniversary
of the birth
anniversary of
hundredth

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
in comThat, in
United States
States of
comassembled, That,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United
memoration of
of the
the two-hundredth
two-hundredth anniversary
the birth
of Daniel
Daniel
birth of
of the
anniversary of
memoration
Boone,
there shall
be coined
by the
Mint six
six hundred
hundred
the Mint
of the
Director of
the Director
coined by
shall be
Boone, there
thousand 50-cent
pieces of
of standard
weight, and silver fineness
fineness
standard size, weight,
50-cent pieces
thousand
and of
of aaspecial
design to
to be
be fixed
the Director
the
of the
Director of
by the
fixed by
appropriate design
special appropriate
and
Treasury, to be
Mint,
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
with the
Mint, with
legal tender
tender in
all payments
face value;
but the United States
value; but
at face
payments at
in all
legal
shall not
not be
be subject
subject to
to the
the expense
models or master
master
making the models
of making
expense of
shall
dies
other preparations
this coinage.
coinage.
for this
preparations for
or other
dies or
Sze. 2.
2. That
coins herein
herein authorized
shall be
be issued
at par
par and
and
issued at
authorized shall
the coins
That the
SEc.
only upon
upon the
request of
of the
the secretary
Daniel Boone
Boone Bicenthe Daniel
of the
secretary of
the request
only
tennial
Commission.
tennial Commission.

pensation cases.
pensation

Review
authorized.
Review authorized.
Grounds
Grounds of.

Time
Time limit.

Vol.
44, p. 1435.
Vol. 44,
New
New order.

Previous payments
nor ae
ffv
ec
iote
ud
s,exception.
pa
enn
exceptio
ts.
affected,
not

1934.
May 26, 1934.
1 3355.]
[S.

S. 3355.]
[Public, No. 258.]
[Public, No. 258.1
Bintilofbirth

Bicentennial of birth

oBfDanielnBoone.
of Daniel Boone.

Coinage to commemcommem
orate authorized.
Number, etc.

Coinageto

Number, etc.

Legal tender.
No Federal expense.

NoFederal expese.

Issue atrt
at par to Danicen i lB
Boone Bicentennial
iel Boone
ies
Commission.
Co"iwon.

808
808

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

CHS.
355, 356.
CHS. 355,356.

MAY
1934.
26, 1934.
MAY 26,

SEc.
disposed of at par or at aapremium
by
SEC. 3. Such coins may be disposed
premium by
said Commission and all proceeds
proceeds shall be used in furtherance
furtherance of
of
the Daniel
Daniel Boone
Boone Bicentennial
Bicentennial Commission
Commission projects.
the
projects.
Coinage
oinage laws
laws aPPIi.
appli- S
SE.
EC. 4. That all laws now in force relating to the subsidiary
subsidiary silver
silver
cable.
coins
the United
States and
the coining
coining or
of the
the same;
coins of
of the
United States
and the
or striking
striking of
same;
regulating and
and guarding
guarding the
the process
of coinage;
coinage; providing
providing for
for the
the
regulating
process of
purchase of
of material,
material, and
and for
for the
and
distribution, and
purchase
the transportation,
transportation, distribution,
redemption of
of the
of debasement
debasement or
or councounredemption
the coins;
coins; for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
terfeiting;
for security
security of
of the
the coin;
eoin; . or
any other
other purposes,
purposes,
terfeiting; for
or for
for any
whether
laws are
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall,
shall, so
as applicable,
applicable,
whether said
said laws
are penal
penal or
so far
far as
apply
to the
herein directed.
directed.
the coinage
coinage herein
apply to
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

Disposal; use of proDisposal;
ceeds.
ceeds.

•
May 26, 1934.
[S. 2442.]
2442.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 259.]
269.1

Salt Lake
Lake City,
'Utah,
Utah, water supply.
surface
Surface use of lands

[CHAPTER
356.]
[CHAPTER 356.]

AN ACT
ACT

For
protection of
water supply
supply of
the city
city of
of Salt
Salt Lake
Lake City,
City,
of the
of the
the municipal
municipal water
For the
the protection
•
State
of Utah.
Utah.
State of

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
House of
United States of America in
assembled, That hereafter
in Congress
Congress assembled,
hereafter

mining
under the
United States
States mining
mining laws
laws upon
upon
mining locations
locations made
made under
the United
lands
within the
watershed of the city of Salt Lake City,
municipal watershed
the municipal
lands within
within the Wasatch
Wasatch National
National Forest in the State of Utah, specifically
specifically
described as
described
as follows
followsLands
situate inWa
in WaLandssituate
South half section 22; all of section 23;
23; and
and sections
South
25 to
36,
sections 25
to 36,
satch National
National Forest;
inclusive;
1 south,
description.
inclusive; township
township 1
south, range
Lake meridian.
meridian.
range 2
2 east,
east, Salt Lake
half of section
section 30; and sections 31 to 33,
33, inclusive;
South kalf
inclusive; town1 south, range 33east, Salt Lake
ship 1
meridian.
Lake meridian.
Southeast
Southeast quarter
quarter northeast
quarter and
and east
east half
half southeast
southeast
northeast quarter
quarter
section 11;
11; south
half and
south half
half north
north half
half section
section 12;
12;
quarter section
south half
and south
north half, southeast
southeast quarter
southwest quarter
and northnorthquarter,, east half
half southwest
quarter and
west quarter southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section
section 13;
east half northeast
northeast quarter
13; east
quarter
and
northeast quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section
section 14;
14; east
east half
half northnorthand northeast
and east half section
west quarter;
quarter; and
section 24;
24; southeast
quarter section
section 25,
25,
southeast quarter
township 22south, range 11east,
east, Salt Lake meridian.
meridian.
All of township 2
2south,
south, range
range 2
2east,
east, Salt
Salt Lake
Lake meridian.
meridian.
4 to 9; west half and
West half section
section 3; sections
sections 4
and southeast
southeast
quarter section 10, south half
half section 14; sections
sections 15
15 to
to 23;
23; west
west half
half
section 25; sections
section 24; west half section
sections 26 to 85;
35; and
and west
half
west half
section
east, Salt Lake
section 36; township 2
2south, range 8
3 east,
Lake meridian.
meridian.
East half section
section 1, township
township 83 south, range
range 11 east,
east, Salt Lake
Lake
meridian.
Sections 11to 18, inclusive;
Sections
inclusive; and sections 20 to
inclusive; townto 24, inclusive;
town8 south, range 2
2 east,
ship 3
east.,Salt Lake
Dike meridian.
Sections
18
Sections 11 to 9, inclusive; north
north half
half section
section 10; and section
section 18,
township
township 33south, range 3
3east, Salt Lake meridian.
shall confer on the locator the right to occupy
occupy and use so much of
of
Mineral and timber
timber the surface of the land covered by the location as may be reasonably
Mineral
the surface of the land covered by the location as may be reasonably
rights granted.
necessary
to carry
on prospecting
and mining,
necessary to
carry on
prospecting and
mining, including
including the taking
taking
of mineral deposits and timber
timber required
required by or in the mining
mining operaoperations, and no permit shall be required or charge
charge made
such use
made for
for such
use
Proviso.
or occupancy:
Provided, however,
cutting and
and removal
removal of
Pb
remova
or
occupancy: Provided,
however, That
That the
the cutting
of
Timber
removal.
timber, except
clearing is
timber,
except where
where clearing
is necessary
necessary in
in connection
connection with mining
mining
operations
to provide
provide space
for buildings or structures used in
operations or
or to
space for
connection with mining
mniing operations, shall be conducted in accordance
accordance
with the
the rules
with
rules for timber cutting on adjoining national-forest
national-forest land
land,
Restriction.
and
and no
no use of the surface
surface of the claim or the resources
resources therefrom
therefrom
not reasonably
reasonably required for carrying
carrying on mining
not
raining and prospecting
prospecting

by settlers on mining
lb
locations
within watershed permitted.
permitted.

y tomig
stems

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

CIIS. 356,357.
356, 357.
CHS.

809
809

MAY 26,1934.
26, 1934.
MAY

shall be
except under
regulanational-forest rules and regulaunder the
the national-forest
be allowed
allowed except
shall
tions,
shall the
locator prevent
prevent or
obstruct other
other occupancy
occupancy of
or obstruct
the locator
nor shall
tions, nor
the
surface or
surface resources
authority of nationalresources under authority
of surface
or use
use of
the surface
forest regulations, or permits
permits issued
issued thereunder,
thereunder, if
if such occupancy
occupancy
forest
is not
not in conflict with mineral development.
or use is
conights conSEC. 2.
2. That
That hereafter
hereafter all
issued under
United States Paents;
Paten
b ts; rights
the United
under the
patents issued
all patents
SEC.
mining
affecting the above-mentioned
above-mentioned lands
lands within
within the municlaws affecting
mining laws
ipal
watershed of
within the Wasatch
Wasatch
Lake City, within
city of
of Salt Lake
of the city
ipal watershed
National
Forest, in the
shall convey title to the
State of Utah,
Utah, shall
the State
National Forest,
mineral
deposits within
within the claim,
claim, together
together with the right to cut
mineral deposits
and
remove so
therefrom as may be
timber therefrom
mature timber
of the
the mature
so much
much of
and remove
needed
extracting and removing the mineral deposits,
deposits, if the timber
timber
in extracting
needed in
is
management as defined by the
of forest
forest management
principles of
under sound
sound principles
is cut
cut under
Surface title reserved.
reserve to surfacetitlereserved.
shall reserve
national-forest
rules and
and regulations,
regulations, but
but each
each patent
patent shall
national-forest rules
and
of
the
surface
the
the
United
States
all
title
to
surface
lands
and
in
or
all
title
the United States
products
surface of the claim
claim or the
thereof, and no use of the surface
products thereof,
resources
reasonably required
required for carrying
carrying on mining
not reasonably
therefrom not
resources therefrom
or prospecting
prospecting shall
shall be
allowed except
and regularules and
the rules
under the
except under
be allowed
or
tions
the Department
Department of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
of the
tions of
S
EC. 3.
That the
the public
public lands
within the
the several
townships and
yo
B
nig Cottonwood Cananand yCottonwood
several townships
lands within
3. That
SEC.
subdivisions
enumerated, situate
situate in
Big CottonCotton- Cerai
.:i
`
ertfain lands in, set
set
in Big
hereinafter enumerated,
thereof hereinafter
subdivisions thereof
wood Canyon
Canyon in
in the
the county
of Salt
Salt Lake,
Lake, State
of Utah,
are hereby
as1 e. or reservoir put,
hereby poses.
Utah, are
State of
county of
wood
whether
reserved from
from all
all forms
forms of
of location, entry, or appropriation,
appropriation, whether
reserved
under
nonmineral land laws
laws of the United States, and
mineral or nonmineral
the mineral
under the
set aside
as a
water supply
supply reservoir
site for
for the
and
the use and
reservoir site
a municipal
municipal water
set
aside as
benefit of
the city
city of
Lake City, a
a municipal
municipal corporation
corporation of
of
Salt Lake
of Salt
of the
benefit
the State
of Utah,
Utah, as
to wit:
wit: Lands
Lands in sections
sections 13 and 14,
as follows,
follows, to
State of
the
township
range 2
2 east;
east; and
and sections
sections 7,
7, 17, and
and 18, townsouth, range
township 22 south,
ship 2
2 south,
south, range
meridian, Utah,
Utah, as shown on
Lake meridian,
Salt Lake
east, Salt
range 33 east,
ship
4 of the
reservoir map
map approved
on January
January 25, 1924, under
under section 4
approved on
reservoir
Act of
of February
1, 1905
628).
1905 (33 Stat. 628).
February 1,
Act
S
EC. 4.
That valid
claims within
municipal watershed
masting valid
vat:minran:
watershed inExisting
the municipal
within the
mining claims
valid mining
SEC.
4. That
ecteed.
of
the city
city of
City, within
within the
the Wasatch
Y
Per
Forest footed.
National Forest
Wasatch National
Lake City,
of Salt
Salt Lake
of the
in the
on the
the date
enactment of
of this
of the
the enactment
date of
existing on
Utah, existing
of Utah,
State of
in
the State
Act,
thereafter maintained
compliance with the law under
under
maintained in compliance
and thereafter
Act, and
which they
they were
were initiated
initiated and
State of Utah, may
laws of the State
the laws
and the
which
be perfected
or under
under the
laws under
which they
they
under which
the laws
Act, or
this Act,
under this
be
perfected under
were initiated,
claimant may desire.
desire.
initiated, as the claimant
were
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
May 26,
Approved, May
p

[CHAPTER 3571
357.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
amend section
section 10
of the
"An Act extending the homestead
homestead laws
laws
Act entitled "An
10 of
the Act
To amend
and providing
right-of-way for railroads
railroads in the District of Alaska,
Alaska, and for
for
for right-of-way
providing for
and
other purposes",
May 14, 1898, as amended.
approved May
purposes", approved
other

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and 11011,88
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
assembled, That the first
United States
States of
first
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America in
United
paragraph
the Act entitled "An Act extending
extending the
of section
section 10 of the
paragraph of

May 26, 1934.
[H.R. 73s6.
7306.1
[Public, No. 260.1
260.]

[H.R.
[Public, No.

Alaska.

Homestead laws

laws
amedstead
amended.
Vol. 30, p.
413; Vol.
Vol.
30, P. 413;
laws and
homestead laws
homestead
and providing
providing for
for right-of-way
right-of-way for railroads
railroads in
in 44,Vol.
p. 1365.

II-S.C.. p.1597;
Supp.
597;supp.
u.s.c..p.
the
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
purposes ",
approved May
May 14,
14, VII,
", approved
other purposes
for other
and for
the District
p. 987.
461, 462, 463, 464, and 465; VU.p. 87
1898,
amended (U.S.C., title 48, secs. 461,
1898, as amended
U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
461), is
by inserting
inserting after
amended by
is amended
sec. 461),
48, sec.
title 48,
VI, title
U.S.C., Supp.
the
proviso in
in such
such paragraph
paragraph as
following:
the following:
amended, the
as amended,
first proviso
the first
"Provided further,
any citizen
citizen of
the United
States, after
after Homesteader's
Homestaders right
United States,
of the
That any
further, That
"Provided
right
occupying
land of
described as
as a
to purchase trat.
tract.
head- topurchase
or heada homestead
homestead or
the character
character described
of the
occupying land
quarters, in
in a
a habitable
not less than five months each year
year
house, not
habitable house,
quarters,

810
810

73c1
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

MS. 357,
357, 363.
363. MAY
MAY 26,
26, 28,1934.
28, 1934.
CHS.

for three
three years,
years, may
tract, not
not exceeding
five acres,
for
may purchase
purchase such
such tract,
exceeding five
acres,
in a
reasonable compact
without any
any showing
showing as
as to
to his
his employemployin
a reasonable
compact form,
form, without
Price.
Price.
ment or business, upon payment
payment of $2.50
$2.50 per
acre, under
under rules
per acre,
rules
Surveys.
Surveys.
and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
the Interior,
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior, and
and
in such
cases surveys
be
made
without expense
expense to
the applicants
in
such cases
surveys may
may
be
made
without
to
the
applicants
Vol. 40,
40,
vol.
p. 633;
633; Vol.
Vl. in like manner
manner as the survey
survey of
of settlement
claims under
the Act
Act
settlement claims
under the
44, p. 243.
of June
June 28,
Stat. 632),
as amended
amended by
by section
of the
Act
of
28, 1918
1918 (40
(40 Stat.
632), as
section 11of
the Act
Minimum payment.
Minimum
payment of April 13,
13, 1926
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 243):
243) :And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That the
the
minimum
payment for
any such
be $10,
$10, and
and no
person
minimum payment
for any
such tract
tract shall
shall be
no person
Purchase restriction.
Purchase
restriction. shall
shall be permitted to purchase
purchase more than
than one tract
tract except
except upon
upon aa
showing of
necessity satisfactory
the Secretary
Secretary
showing
of good
good faith
faith and
and necessity
satisfactory to
to the
of
Interior."
of the
the Interior."
Approved, May
1934.
Approved,
May 26,
26, 1934.
Limit
of acreage.
Limt of
acreage

P.

[CHAPTER 363.]
[CHAPTER
363.]
May
28, 1934.
1934.
May 28,
[H.R. 9530.]
[H.R.
[Public,
No.
261.]
[Public, No. 261.]

Puget Sound.
Pierce
County,
ash, may bridge
Wash.,
bridge at
"
The
Narrows",
TheNarrows"

Pugert ounty,

Construction.
ol. 34,
4, p. 84.
Vol.

Tolls, if charged, to
beToS
if toaed,
toproide
be
adjusted
provide

for operation
and
sinkfor
and sinking operation
fund,

e a free bride
after
To be a free bridge
amortieing cost,
after
amortizing
cost,
e
et
etc..

Record of expenses
and receipts to be kept.

aecoreipts to e keept

Amendment.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

the consent of
of Congress
to the
the county
Granting the
Congress to
county of
of Pierce,
Pierce, a
legal subdivision
of
a legal
subdivision of
Washington, to
to construct, maintain,
the State of Washington,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
toll bridge
bridge
a toll
Washington, at
across Puget Sound, State of
of Washington,
or near
point commonly
commonly known
known
at or
near aapoint
as
"The Narrows".
Narrows".
as "The

Be
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
in Congress
America in
States of
United
granted to
of Congress
Congress is hereby granted
to the
of Pierce, aa legal
subthe county
county of
legal sub-

division of
of the
the State
of Washington,
Washington, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
division
State of
and
a bridge and approaches
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto across
across Puget
Puget Sound,
Sound, State
State
of Washington
near aa point
commonly known
known as
as "The
of
Washington,z at
at or
or near
point commonly
"The NarNarat a
a point
rows ", at
point suitable
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
in accordaccordsuitable to
to the
navigation, in
ance with the
the provisions of
of an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
an Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the
construction
over navigable
navigable waters
", approved
approved March
March
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
waters ",
23,
conditions and
23, 1906,
1906, and
and subject
subject to the conditions
and limitations
limitations contained
contained in
in
this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
2 If
If tolls
are charged
SEc. 2
tolls are
charged for
the use
of such
the rates
rates
for the
use of
such bridge,
bridge, the
of toll shall be so adjusted
provide
a fund
of
adjusted as to pro
vid e a
fun dsufficient
sufficient to pay the
and operating
operating the
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and
the bridge
bridge
economical management,
and its approaches under economical
management, and
and to
to provide
provide aa
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
amortize the
the cost
cost of
of the
the bridge
bridge and
to amortize
and its
its
approaches, including
reasonable interest
financing cost,
approaches,
including reasonable
interest and financing
as
cost, as
soon
reasonable charges,
within a
a period
period of
of
charges, but
but within
soon as
as possible
possible under
under reasonable
not
exceed thirty
from the
the completion
completi on th
ereof.
Aft er aa
not to
to exceed
thirty years
years from
thereof.
After
sinking fund sufficient
sinking
sufficient for such amortization
amortization shall
shall have
have been
been so
so
provided,
provided, such
thereafter be
maintained and
and operated
operated
such bridge
bridge shall
shall thereafter
be maintained
free of tolls, or the rates
rates of toll shall thereafter
thereafter be so adjusted
adjusted as
as
to provide
provide a
a fund of not to exceed the amount necessary
necessary for
for the
the
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
proper maintenance,
of the
the bridge
and its
and operation
operation of
bridge and
its
approaches under
under economical
man agement. A
n accura t
record
approaches
economical management.
An
accuratee record
ooff the costs of the bridge
bridge and its approaches, the expenditures
expenditures for
for
maintaining, repairing,
and operating
maintaining,
repairing, and
operating the
the same,
same, and
and of
of the
the daily
daily
be kept
kept and
tolls collected, shall be
and shall
shall be
be available
available for
for the
the informainformation of
of all
all persons
interested.
tion
persons interested.
SEC.
The right
right to alter,
amend, or repeal
SEC. 3.
3. The
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, May
May 28,
28, 1934.
1934.

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 3641
364.]
[CHAPTER

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

OHS.
365, 367.
CHS. 364,
364, 365,367.

MAY 28,29,1934.
28, 29, 1934.
MAY

AN ACT
ACT

To
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
to issue
issue patents
patents for
to Indians
Indians
for lots
lots to
of the
To authorize
within the
Indian village
of Taholah,
Reservation,
Quinaielt Indian
Indian Reservation,
Taholah, on
on the
the Quinaielt
village of
the Indian
within
Washington.
Washington.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
United
America in
That the
Secretary

811

May 28, 1934.
May

[S.
1882.]
[8. 1882.]
[Public, No.
No. 262.]
262.]
[Public,

QulnaieltIndianResQuinaielt Indian Res-

erva ta n,Wash.
Wash.
of the
he is
upon application
application ervation,
authorized, upon
hereby, authorized,
and he
is hereby,
be, and
the Interior
Interior be,
of
p
Indians
to Indians
Patents
by any
any qualified
Indian living
within the
of Taholah,
Taholah, of Taholah
Taholah village.
village.
village of
the Indian
Indian village
living within
by
qualified Indian
on
the Quinaielt
Quinaielt Indian
Indian Reservation
in the
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, to
to
Reservation in
on the
to 1 issue
to such
such Indian
patent for not to
exceed two contiguous
to exceed
a patent
Indian a
to
issue to
lots
village, one
which lots
must be
be occupied
occupied by
said
by said
lots must
within said
said village,
one of
of which
lots within
applicant: Provided,
where pursuant
to section
Act Proviso.
applicant:
Provided, That
That where
pursuant to
section 10
10 of
of the
the Act
n
lo
oo.
Additional
lot
to
prior
patentee.
of
June
25,
1910
(36
Stat.L.
858),
one
lot
within
said
Indian
village
prior patentee.
Indian
village
lot
within
said
858),
one
1910
(36
Stat.L.
of June 25,
Vol.
36,
P.
8858,
58
,
has
any Indian living
thereon said aleded
p.
living thereon
to any
been patented
patented to
has heretofore
heretofore been
amended.
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
authorized
to
patent
to
such
to
such
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to patent
Indian,
his or
or her
of death,
death, one
additional conconone additional
in case
case of
her heirs
heirs in
or to
to his
Indian, or
tiguous lot
wherever available.
All patents
hereunder shall
shall
patents issued
issued hereunder
available. All
lot wherever
tiguous
Legal effect
effect of
be of
legal effect
prescribed by
by said
said section
10 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of patof ents.
Legal
section 10
effect prescribed
the legal
be
of the
June 25,
1910, and
all lots
patented to
said Indians
Indians shall
shall be
be disdis- ents
to said
so patented
and all
lots so
25, 1910,
June
posed of
for in
Act.
section 1
1 of
of that Act.
in section
posed
of as
as provided
provided for
Approved, May
28, 1934.
1934.
May 28,
Approved,
a

[CHAPTER
365.]
[CHAPTER 365.]

R'IqT.TTTITn
JTnNT'
JOINT RESOLUTION

States under
To
the sale
of arms
arms or
or munitions
munitions of
of war
war in
in the United States
sale of
To prohibit
prohibit the
conditions.
certain conditions.
certain

House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
President finds
if the
the President
That if
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
that
the sale of
war in the
and munitions
munitions of war
of arms and
of the
that the
the prohibition
prohibition of
United States
States to
to those
countries now
now engaged
engaged in
in armed
armed conflict in
those countries
United
between
the Chaco
Chaco may
to the
the reestablishment
of peace between
reestablishment of
contribute to
may contribute
the
those countries,
and if
if after
consultation with
with the
the governments
of
governments of
after consultation
those
countries, and
other
American Republics
Republics and with their cooperation,
cooperation, as well as that
that
other American
of
such other
other governments
governments as
he may
necessary, he
he makes
makes
as he
may deem
deem necessary,
of such
under
proclamation to
effect, it shall
except under
shall be unlawful to sell, except
to that
that effect,
proclamation
such limitations
exceptions as
as the
prescribes, any arms
the President
President prescribes,
and exceptions
limitations and
such
or munitions
munitions of
in the
the United
United States
States to
to the
the councounin any
any place
place in
of war
war in
or
tries now
company,
that armed conflict, or to any person, company,
now engaged
engaged in that
tries
or association
association acting
acting in
interest of either
either country,
country, until otherwise
in the
the interest
or
ordered by
by the
the President
President or
or by Congress.
ordered
Szc.
Whoever sells any arms
war in violation
or munitions
munitions of war
arms or
SEC. 2.
2. Whoever
exceeding
a fine not exceeding
of section
punished by a
conviction, be punished
section 1
1 shall,
shall, on conviction,
of
$10,000
by imprisonment
exceeding two
two years,
years, or
or both.
$10,000 or
or by
imprisonment not exceeding
1934.
Approved, May
May 28, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
367.]
[CHAPTER 367.]

ACT
AN ACT

To regulate
retirement, and
and discharge
commisof commisdischarge of
promotion, retirement,
regulate the
the distribution,
distribution, promotion,
To
sioned
of the
the Marine
Marine C
orps, and
for other
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
sioned officers
officers of
Corps,

nt
zo
t

May 28,
1934.
May
28, 1934.
[H.J.Res. 347.1
347.]
[H.J.Res.
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the Secretary
Navy may prescribe,
prescribe,
the Navy
Secretary of the
as the
regulations as
under such
be
appointed as
as ensigns
ensigns prior
prior to
President
August 1, 1934, by the President
to August
be appointed
appointed in 1933
and shall
shall take
take rank
rank next
next after
junior ensign
1933
ensign appointed
the junior
after the
and
and
among themselves
their proficiency
proficiency as shown
with their
in accordance
accordance with
themselves in
and among
provided further,
by
the order
order of
of merit
of graduation:
And provided
further,
graduation: And
date of
at date
merit at
by the
to be
That
such officers
so appointed
in excess
excess asExcess
be carried
while in
shall, while
appointed shall,
officers so
of such
number of
the number
That the
extra numbers, etc.
of
total number
of line
authorized by
by law,
law, as extra nubers etc.
otherwise authorized
officers otherwise
line officers
number of
the total
of the
be
considered in excess of the number
number of officers
officers in the grade
grade of
of
be considered
ensign as
as determined
by any
excluded from
computation, and shall be excluded
any computation,
determined by
ensign
any computation
made for
purpose of determining
authorized
determining the authorized
the purpose
for the
computation made
any
number
of line
officers in
in any
grade on
active list above the grade
the active
on the
any grade
line officers
number of
of
lieutenant (junior
(junior grade)
grade) until
until the
total number
line officers
officers
number of line
the total
of lieutenant
authorized by
shall have
have been
been reduced
reduced below
the number
otherwise authorized
by
number otherwise
below the
shall
law."
law."
proEqualization
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That hereafter
hereafter any staff officer
officer on the active
active list below
below the motions,
li
: r of
la
%
line
staff with
officers.
to the next higher officers.
rank of
of lieutenant
lieutenant commander
commander shall
shall be
be advanced
advanced to
rank
rank in
his corps
running mate of such staff officer or an
the running
when the
corps when
in his
rank
officer junior
has been
promoted to
that higher
higher
to that
been promoted
mate has
running mate
such running
to such
junior to
officer
rank in
line of
or when
when a
avacancy
vacancy in that rank exists in
in
Navy or
the Navy
of the
the line
in the
rank
the
of the
due course
course be
probe filled by the proin due
will in
which will
Navy which
the Navy
line of
the line
motion of
his running
officer junior to his running
running mate:
mate or an officer
running mate
of his
motion
Prao L. tinreue-'°accordance Qualifk.tionreq
Provided, That
That such
such staff
found qualified in accordance
is found
officer is
staff officer
Provided,
ments.
relating
with
law
for
such
advancement.
The
provisions
relating
to
ments.
law
of
provisions
The
advancement.
such
for
law
with
the
advancement of
of staff
staff officers
officers now
321, uvsc., Bupp.
Supp. VII,
VII,
embodied in sections 255, 321,
now embodied
the advancement
and
348r (Supplement
34, United
States Code, are p.
United States
title 34,
of title
VII), of
(Supplement VII),
and 348r
section.
hereby
amended in
in accordance
accordance with this section.
hereby amended
Approved,
May 29,
1934.
29, 1934.
Approved, May
in
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[CHAPTER
3691
[CHAPTER 369.]

A

A

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To
provide
for
the
donation
of
certain
Army
equipment to
to posts
posts of
of the
the American
American
To provide for the donation of certain Army equipment
Legion.
Legion.

May 29,1934.
29, 1934.
May
[S. 1329.1
[. 1328.1
[Public, No. 2654

[Public, No. 265.1

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
Be it
equip
That the Secretary
(1 1
11
s
e
orl
e
i
c
t
a
e
n
A1:161:r:
1
:1M pUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
Secretary osoericArm
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
ment donated to.
to.
of
War is
and directed
directed to
give to each post of the Amer- mentdonated
to give
authorized and
is authorized
of War
ican
which obsolete
obsolete or
condemned Army
Army rifles,
rifles, slings, or
or condemned
to which
Legion to
ican Legion
cartridge
loaned under authority
authority of the Act entitled
entitled
been loaned
have been
belts have
cartridge belts
Vol. 41,
977.
403,977.
pp. 403,
41, pp.
War to
"An Act
authorizing the
the Secretary
of War
to loan
loan Army
Army rifles
rifles to Vol.
Secretary of
Act authorizing
"An
as
1920,
10,
posts of
of the
American Legion
approved February
February
", approved
Legion ",
the American
posts
cancel
amended, any
equipment now
now held
held by such post, and to cancel
such equipment
any such
amended,
pursuant
and
all obligations
obligations to
to the
States incurred
incurred pursuant
United States
the United
release all
and release
to such
such Act
with loans
loans of
equipment to posts of
such equipment
of such
connection with
in connection
Act in
to
the
American Legion.
the American
Approved, May
29, 1934.
1934.
May 29,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 370.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

May
May 29,134.
2D, 1934.
[S. 3397.]

s. 3397

To
amend the
the laws
laws relating
to the
length of
of tours
Tropics and
and
of duty in the Tropics
tours of
the length
relating to
To amend
men of the Army,
certain
foreign stations
stations in
case of
and enlisted
enlisted men
Army,
officers and
of officers
the case
in the
certain foreign
purposes.
Navy, and
and Marine
and for
for other
other purposes.
Corps, and
Marine Corps,
Navy,

[Public, No. 266.]
No. 26o.]
[Pubic,

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Reresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
it enacted
Be
ficmerts
Aretc.,
Congress assembled
in Congress
United States
of America
assembled, That section
section 12 ofrFArmy,
America in,
States of
United
omcts.
etc., gnments
(requiring
assignments
of
officers
of
the
Army,
Navy,
or
Marine
Provision
Pro^visioncou
(requiring assignments of officers of the Army, Navy, or Marine permanent duty at
Corps to
duty in the Tropics
Tropics and at certain
certain foreign
foreign stasta-wrtainatern sttUons
permanent duty
to permanent
Corps
w"n"
tions
for not
than three
three years)
of the
1
".
the Treasury and Post "P"
years) of
less than
not less
be for
to be
tions to
o

fPCirear

e assi

cmrtainkwelgn
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p.1516,
Vol. 47, p.
1516.
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
VII,
p.
p. 97.
97.
Tour of duty restricextended to Asia,
Asia,
tions extended
certain insular possescertain
sions,
sions, and Canal Zone.
Vol. 33,
38, p. 1078.
Supp. VII,
VII,
U.S.C., Supp.

p. 97.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Philippine
Philippine Scoutsnot
Scoutsnot
affected.
affected.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

OHS.
371.
370,371.
CHS. 370,

MAY
30, 1934.
MAY 29,
29,30,1934.

Office Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1934, approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1933
1933
(U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
17a), is
hereby repealed.
repealed.
(U.S.C., Supp.
VII, title
title 10,
10, sec.
sec. 17a),
is hereby
S
EC. 2.
and third
third provisos
provisos in
the
SEc.
2. The
The second
second and
in the
the paragraph
paragraph with
with the
heading
Barracks and Quarters, Philippine
Act
heading "
"Barracks
Philippine Islands"
Islands" in the Act
entitled
"An Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
the support
entitled "An
for the
support of
of the
the
Army for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1916 ",
", approved
March
June 30,
30, 1916
approved March
Army
4,
Sapp. VII,
VII, title
title 10,
sec. 17),
4, 1915
1915 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
10, sec.
17), are
are hereby
hereby amended
amended
to
to read as
as follows:
follows: ""No
No officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man of the Army shall,
shall,
required to
single tour
except upon his own request,
request, be required
to serve
serve in
in aa single
tour
of
the
of duty
duty for
for more
more than two years
years in
in the Philippine Islands, on the
Panama
Asiatic Station, or in China, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
Rico, or the
the Panama
Canal Zone,
Zone, except
except in
in case of
of insurrection
insurrection or
or of actual or
or threatened
threatened
hostilities and except in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of War for
hostilities
for
temporary
emergencies: Provided,
provision
temporary emergencies:
Provided, That
That the foregoing
foregoing provision
organization known as
shall not apply to the organization
as the
the 'Philippine
'Philippine
Scouts '"".
Approved,
29, 1934.
Approved, May
May 29,
1934.
[CHAPTER 371.1
[CHAPTER
371.]

May 30, 1934.

[H.R. 2837.]
[Public, No. 267.]
2671
[Public,

Everglades
verglades National
National
Park, Fla.
Establishment, when
Establishluent,when
title to lands is vested
in United dStates.
ina,
et
Area, locUtion,
location, etc.
etc.
Area,
location

toniteis ssvsted

Vol.
p. 1443.
1443.
ol. 45,
45, p.

Proviso.
Lands secured only
only

IrndSseo.ed

by donation.
donation.
by

Acceptance of
title.
of title.
Acceptance

Proviso.
Restriction,
estiction, until exclusive
elusive jurisdiction
Jurisdietion
over entire area is
ceded.

eeded.

National Park ServNational
Sevice to administer, etc.

Park

to administer, etc.
Vol.
39, p. 535.
Vol.39,p.535.
Provisos.
Water Power Act not
applicable.
Vol. 41, p. 1063.
Rights of Indians.

aterPowerActnot
avola4blep

ANT ACT
A T
AN

To provide for the establishment
in the
the State
State
establishment of the Everglades
Everglades National
National Park in
of Florida and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
by the
House of
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That when title

to all the lands within boundaries
boundaries to be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary

of
within the
the area
approximately two
two thousand
thousand
of the
the Interior
Interior within
area of
of approximately
h miles
e in the region of the Everglades
Everglades of Dade, Monroe,
square
Monroe, and
and
the State
Florida, recommended
recommended by
Collier Counties,
Counties, in
in the
State of
of Florida,
by said
said
Secretary,
in his
report to
to Congress
Congress of
of December
December 3,
1930, pursuant
pursuant
Secretary, in
his report
3, 1930,
1, 1929 (45 Stat., pt.
pt. 1,
1, p. 1443),
to the Act of March
March 1,
1413), shall have
been
in the
the United
States, said
shall be,
be, and
and are
been vested in
United States,
said lands
lands shall
are hereby,
hereby,
established, dedicated, and set
as a
apublic
public park
park for
for the
benefit
established,
set apart
apart as
the benefit
and
of the
people and
known as
as the
the Everglades
Everglades
and enjoyment
enjoyment of
the people
and shall
shall be
be known
National Park:
Provided, That
States shall
shall not
not purchase
purchase
the United
United States
That the
Park: Provided,
National
by appropriation
appropriation of public moneys any land within the aforesaid
aforesaid
area,
lands shall
shall be
be secured
by
area, but
but such
such lands
secured by
by the
the United
United States
States only
only by
public or
private donation.
public
or private
donation.
SEC.
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his
SEo. 2. The Secretary
discretion and
submission of
of title
title satisfactory
satisfactory to
discretion
and upon
upon submission
of evidence
evidence of
to
him,
to accept
accept on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
title to
to the
the lands
lands
him, to
United States,
States, title
referred to
the previous
section hereof
hereof as
him
referred
to in
in the
previous section
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed by
by him
necessary- or
or desirable
for national-park
national-park purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
necessary
desirable for
That
no land for said park shall be accepted
jurisdiction
accepted until exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
over the entire park area, in form satisfactory to the Secretary of
of
the Interior, shall have been ceded by the State of Florida to the
United
States.
a
protection, and
development of
of the
the
SE
SEC.. 3.
3. The
The administration,
administration, protection,
and development
aforesaid park shall be exercised
exercised under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior by the National Park Service, subject to the
provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535),
535), entitled
"An Act to establish a
a National Park Service, and for other purposes
", as amended: Provided,
Provided, That the provisions of the .Act
poses",
Act
approved June 10, .1920,
1920, known as the Federal Water
Water Power Act,
shall not apply to this park: Provided
further, That nothing in this
Provided further,
ri
g hts o
th e S
em i
no l
e
existingg rights
offthe
Act shall be construed to
i lessen any existin
Seminole
Indians which are not in
n conflict with the purposes for which the

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 371,
371, 372.
372.
CHS.
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No Federal
expense
Federal expense
That forNo
further, That
Everglades National
National Park
And provided
provided further,
created: And
is created:
Park is
Everglades
first 5years.
adminthe United
United States
States shall
shall not
public moneys for the
expend any public
not expend
the
a
istration, protection,
development of
of the aforesaid
aforesaid park within a
or development
protection, or
istration,
period
of five
five years
years from
from the
the date
date of
of approval
of this Act.
approval of
period of
Permanently reshall be permanently
S
EC. 4.
or areas
permanently reserved as a
a Permanently
areas shall
area or
said area
The said
4. The
SEC.
served as a wilderness.
wilderness,
no development
development of
of the
the project
project or plan for the enter- served as a wlderness.
and no
wilderness, and
tainment
of visitors
undertaken which will interfere with
shall be undertaken
visitors shall
tainment of
the
intact of
the unique
unique flora and fauna and the essenof the
preservation intact
the preservation
tial primitive
natural conditions
now prevailing
prevailing in this area.
conditions now
primitive natural
tial
Approved, May
May 30,
30, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
372.]
[CHAPTER 372.]

AN ACT

ANACT

Making
appropriations for
for the
the Legislative
Legislative Branch of the Government
Government for the
Making appropriations
fiscal
year ending
1935, and for other purposes.
purposes.
30, 1935,
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the folin Congress
Congress assembled,
the United
United States
of America
America in
States of
the
of any money in the Treasury not
lowing
appropriated, out
out of
are appropriated,
sums are
lowing sums
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
the Legislative
Legislative Branch of the Governfor the
otherwise
ment for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
namely:
June 30, 1935, namely:
ending June
year ending
ment

SENATE
SENATE
SALARIES
MILEAGE OF SENATORS
SENATORS
AND MILEAGE
SALARIES AND

For
For
For
For
For
For

compensation of
Senators, $864,000.
of Senators,
compensation
mileage of
Senators, $38,250.
of Senators,
mileage
compensation
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and others:
others:
officers, clerks,
of officers,
compensation of
PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF THE
THE VICE PRESIDENT
OFFICE

May
May 30, 1934.
1934
[H.R.
8617.1
[H.R. 8617.1
[Public,
No. 268.]
268.]
[Public, No.

ativea
epsropriappropriLegislative
TAgifil
year
*
for fscal year
ations
1935. s for ns
em,

Senate.
Senators.
Compensation.
Compensation.
Mileage.
Officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers, etc.
sengers,
Vice
President's ofVice President's
fice.

Secretary
Salaries:
Secretary to
to the
the Vice
Vice President,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; clegr
watery
$4,620; clerk,
President $4,620;
clerks.
Salaries: Secretary
$10,314.
assistant
clerks—one
$2,280,
one
$
2
,
160
;
in
all,
not
to
exceed
exceed
to
not
all,
in
$2,160;
one
$2,280,
assistant clerks-one
CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

to, and
to,

and

Chaplain.

Chaplain of
of the
Senate, $1,512.
the Senate,
Chaplain
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
OFFICE

Secretary's office.

eretary's offe.

Salaries:
dis- dSectretary,
rext
er, assitant
assistants,
as discompensation as
including compensation
Senate, including
the Senate,
of the
Secretary of
Salaries: Secretary
of
bursing
officer
of
salaries
of
Senators
contingent
fund
of
and
Senators
of
bursing officer of salaries
the
Senate, $8,000;
chief clerk,
who shall
perform the
the duties of
shall perform
clerk, who
$8,000; chief
the Senate,
reading clerk,
clerk, $5,500
$5,500 and
$1,000 additional
long as the position is
additional so long
and $1,000
reading
held
by the
the present
incumbent; financial
financial clerk, $5,000 and $2,000
present incumbent;
held by
incumbent;
additional so
so long
long as the position is held by the present
present incumbent;
additional
assistant
financial clerk,
clerk, $4,200;
minute and
and Journal clerk, $5,000
$4,200; minute
assistant financial
and
$1,000 additional
long as
the position
present
position is held by the present
as the
so long
additional so
and $1,000
incumbent;
$3,600; legislative
legislative clerk, $4,000 and $1,000
clerk, $3,600;
principal clerk,
incumbent; principal
incumbent;
additional
position is
is held
held by
by the present incumbent;
the position
as the
long as
so long
additional so
enrolling clerk,
$4,000 and
and $1,000
additional so long as the posi$1,000 additional
clerk, $4,000
enrolling
tion is
by the
incumbent; printing
$3,540;
printing clerk, $3,540;
present incumbent;
the present
held by
is held
tion
chief
bookkeeper, $3,600;
$3.360; executive
executive clerk, and
and
librarian, $3.360;
$3,600; librarian
chief bookkeeper,
librarian, and
assistant Journal
$3,180 each; first assistant librarian
clerk, at $3,180
Journal clerk,
assistant
assistant
keeper of
of stationery,
stationery, at
librarian and assistant
at $3,120 each; assistant librarian,
keeper
$2,880 and $300
clerks-one
keeper of
$2,
400 each; clerks
— one at $i,880
at $2,400
stationery, at
of stationery,
keeper
additional
long as
as the
position is
held by
the present
incumbent,
present incumbent,
by the
is held
the position
so long
additional so
three at
at $2,640
0,400, four at $WO
0,040
at $2,400,
one at
each one
$2,640 each,
two at
each, two
$2,880 each,
at $2,880
three
ofer,
ibray, $1880;
in library,
each, two
each; messenger
messenger in
$1,880; special
special officer,
$1,740 each;
at $1,740
two at
each,
52
--8637°-3
86687*-34-----52
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$2,460;
in library,
library, $1,740;
$1,740; laborers-one
at $1,620,
$1,620, five
five at
$2,460; assistant
assistant in
laborers-one at
at
$1,380
each, one
in secretary's
secretary's office,
$1,680; in
exceed
$1,380 each,
one in
office, $1,680;
in all,
all, not
not to
to exceed
$108,108.
$108,108.
Document room.
Superintendent, etc.
etc.
Superintendent,

DOCUMENT
ROOM
DOCUMENT ROOM

Salaries:
Superintendent, $3,960; first assistant,
Salaries: Superintendent,
assistant, $3,360; second
second

assistant, $2,400;
four assistants,
at $1,860
$1,860 each;
assistant,
$2,400; four
assistants, at
each; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer,
$1,380;
all, not
exceed $16,686.
$1,380; in
in all,
not to
to exceed
$16,686.
Committee employees.

Clerks and messengers.

CONIMITTEE
EMPLOYEES
COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES

Clerks
and messengers
following committees:
committees: Agriculture
Agriculture
messengers to
to the
the following
Clerks and
and Forestry-clerk,
Forestry-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
and
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$2,580; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,400; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
additional
clerk, $2,400;
$2,580;
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Appropriations-clerk,
Appropriations-clerk, $7,000
$7,000 and
$1,000 additional
and $1,000
additional
clerk,
so
long as
as the
the position
position is
the present
present incumbent;
assistant
is held
held by
by the
incumbent; assistant
so long
clerk,
$4,200; assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $3,900;
$3,900; three
three assistant
at $3,000
assistant clerks
clerks at
$3,000
clerk, $4,200;
each;
assistant clerks
clerks at
at $2,220
$2,220 each;
each; messenger,
messenger, $1,800.
$1,800. 'To
To
each; two
two assistant
Audit
and Control
Control the
the Contingent
the Senate-clerk,
Senate clerk,
Expenses of
of the
Audit and
Contingent Expenses
$3,900;
assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant
clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant clerk,
$3,900; assistant
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
$1,800.
Banking and
and Currency-clerk,
Banking
Currency-clerk,
$2,220;
clerk, $1,800.
$3,900; assistant
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$3,900;
assistant clerk,
$2,220.
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,220. Civil
Civil Service-clerk,
Service-clerk, $3,900;
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistassistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800. Claims-clerk,
$3,900;
Claims-clerk, $3,900;
ant
additional clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
assistant
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,580;
$2,580; two
two assistant clerks at
at
$2,220
Commerce-clerk, $3,900; assistant
$2,220 each. Commerce-clerk,
assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220.
$2,220. Conference Majority
ference
Majority of
Senate clerk, $3,900; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,880;
$2,880;
of the Senate-clerk,
clerks at $2,580
$2,580 each; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,220. ConferConfertwo assistant
assistant clerks
ence
Senate-clerk, $3,900; assistant
$2,880;
ence Minority
Minority of
of the
the Senate-clerk,
assistant clerk, $2,880;
two
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220.
$2,220. District
two assistant
assistant clerks
clerks at
at $2,580
$2,580 each;
each; assistant
District
of Columbia-clerk,
Columbia-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; two assistant clerks
clerks at $2,880 each;
each;
$1,800. Education
assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
additional clerk, $1,800.
Education and
Labor-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220;
$2,220;
Labor-clerk,
additional clerk,
additional
$1,800, Enrolled
Bills-clerk, $3,900; assistant
clerk, $1,800.
Enrolled Bills-clerk,
assistant
clerk,
$2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. ExpendExpendclerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220;
additional clerk,
itures in the
the Executive
itures
Departments-clerk, $3,900;
Executive Departments-clerk,
$3,900; assistant clerk,
additional clerk,
Finance
$2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Financeassistant to the committee,
clerk, $4,200; special
special assistant
committee, $3,600; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,700; assistant
$2,400; two
two
clerk, $2,700;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
assistant clerks at $29220
$2,220 each;
each. two experts (one for majority and
one for the minority) at $3,600
$3,660 each; messenger, $1,800. Foreign
Foreign
relations-clerk,
relations
clerk, $4,900;
clerk, 82,580;
$,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,580;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
messenger, $1,800.
$1,800.
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
$1,800; messenger,
Immigration-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580;
Immigration-clerk,
$2,580; assistant clerk,
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
Indian Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $3,900;
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Indian
$3,900; assistassistant clerk, $2,880;
S2,880; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,400;
$2,220; addi$2,400; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
additional clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Interoceanic
Interoceanic Canals-clerk, $3,900; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,580; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
additional clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. InterCommer
lerk, $3,0;
statee Commerce-clerk,
$3,900; assistant clerk, $3,600; assistant
assistant
$2,880; two assistant clerks at $2,580 each; assistant
clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerks
clerk,
$3,900;; assistant
$2,220. Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk,
Reclamation-clerk, $3,900
ass i
st
an tclerk,
cl
erk,
$2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; two additional
additional clerks at
S1,800 each.
at $1,800
Judiciary -clerk, $3,900;
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; two
two assistant
clerks
Judiciary-clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerks
at $2,580 each; assistant clerk, $2.220.
$2,220. Library-clerk, $3,900; two
clerks, at $2,400 each; assistant clerk,
assistant clerks
additional
clerk, $2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800.
Manufactures-clerk,
$2,400;
$1,800. Manufactures
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400;
assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
additional clerk, $1,800. Military
Military AffairsAffairsclerk, $3.900;
83.900; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant
assistant
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Minclerk,
$2,400; two
clerks at $2,220
$2,220 each. Mines and MMassistant clerks
two assistant
clerk, $2,400;
ing-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220;
$2,220;
ing-clerk,
two additional
additional clerks,
at $1,800
Affairs-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900;
each. Naval Affairs-clerk,
$1,800 each.
clerks, at
two
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
clerk, $2,400; two assistant clerks at
assistant clerk,
assistant
$2,220
Patents-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk, $2,400; assist$3,900; assistant
each. Patents-clerk,
$2,220 each.
Pensions-clerk, $3,900;
$1,800. Pensions-clerk,
ant
$2,220; additional
$3,900;
additional clerk, $1,800.
clerk, $2,220;
ant clerk,
Post
assistant
clerk,
$2,580;
four
assistant
clerks
at $2,220 each. Post
assistant
four
$2,580;
clerk,
assistant
Offices and
and Post
Roads-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,880;
clerk, $2,880;
Post Roads-clerk,
Offices
three
clerks at
$2,220 each;
each; additional
clerk, $1,800. Printadditional clerk,
at $2,220
assistant clerks
three assistant
$2,220;
ing-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220;
$3,900; assistant
ing-clerk,
$3,900;
additional
clerk,
$1,800.
Privileges
Elections-clerk,
$3,900;
Elections-clerk,
and
Privileges
$1,800.
clerk,
additional
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
additional clerk, $1,800.
$2,220; additional
clerk, $2,220;
$2,400; assistant
clerk, $2,400;
assistant
Public Buildings
Buildings and
Grounds-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400;
$2,400;
and Grounds-clerk,
Public
assistant
$2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800. Public Lands and
additional clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
assistant clerk,
Surveys
clerk, $3,900;
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,580;
$2,580;
clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk,
$3,900; assistant
Surveys-clerk,
Laws-clerk,
two assistant
assistant clerks
at $2,220
Revision of the Laws-clerk,
each. Revision
$2,220 each.
clerks at
two
$3,900;
additional
assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
$2,400; assistant
clerk, $2,400;
assistant clerk,
$3,900; assistant
Senate
Preparing Senate
MPrPlaring
preparation Manual.
the preparation
clerk,
Rules-clerk, $3,900
$3,900 and
$200 toward
toward the
and $200
$1,800. Rules-clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
biennially
the Senate
direction of the Committee
the direction
under the
Manual under
Senate Manual
of the
biennially of
on Rules;
Rules; assistant
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk,
on
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
Territories and Insular Pos$1,800. Territories
clerk, $1,800.
clerk,
$2,220;
sessions-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk, $2,220;
$2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,580;
sessions-clerk,
exceed
assistant
$2,000; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; in all, not to exceed
clerk, $2,000;
assistant clerk,
$443,880.
$443,880.
Clerical assistance
assistance to
to
Clerical
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
SENATORS
ASSISTANCE TO SENATORS
CLERICAL

Senators.

Allowance to Sena-

o
not chaimen
com- tors
ors not
chairmen of
chairmen of the cornnot chairmen
Clerical assistance
are not
t
who are
Senators who
to Senators
assistance to
Clerical
pecifled committees.
committees.
follows: Seventy clerks specified
mittees
provided for
herein, as
s
as follows:
for herein,
specifically provided
mittees specifically

at $3,900
seventy assistant
assistant clerks
seventy
at $2,400 each; and seventy
clerks at
each; seventy
$3,900 each;
at
assistant
$2,220 each;
each; such
clerks shall
assistant clerks
and assistant
clerks and
such clerks
at $2,220
clerks at
assistant clerks
committee of which
be ex
ex officio
officio clerks
clerks and
clerks of any committee
assistant clerks
and assistant
be
their
Senator is
chairman; seventy
seventy additional
clerks at $1,800 each,
additional clerks
is chairman;
their Senator
one
for each
having no
no more
more than
clerk and
and two assistone clerk
than one
Senator having
each Senator
one for
chairman;
ant clerks
himself or
or for
for the
which he is chairman;
of which
committee of
the committee
for himself
clerks for
ant
messenger,
$1,800; in
all not
to exceed $651,780.
not to
in all
messenger, $1,800;
DOORKEEPER
AND DOORKEEPER
OFFICE
AT ARMS AND
SERGEANT AT
OF SERGEANT
OFFICE OF

Ex-officio

committees.
committees.

clerks

of

Office of Sergeant at
etc.
Arms,
Arms,
etc.
tat Ar e
ms regd

Seran
ee,
.
SereantatArmsand
Salaries:
Arms and
Doorkeeper, $8,000;
two secre- Doo
$8,000; two
and Doorkeeper,
at Arms
Sergeant at
Salaries: Sergeant
etc.
etc.
taries
(one
for
the
majority
and
one
for
minority),
at
$5,400
minority),
the
for
one
and
majority
the
for
taries (one
each;
assistant secretaries
(one for
for the
majority and one for
the majority
secretaries (one
two assistant
each; two
the
minority),
at
$4,320
each;
Deputy
Sergeant
at Arms
Arms and store- Clerks, messengers,
at
Sergeant
Deputy
each;
$4,320
at
minority),
the
etc ler ks messners,
keeper, $4,440;
$2,640, one
one at
at $1,800
$1,800 from
from April
April 1, etc.
clerks-one, $2,640,
$4,440; clerks-one,
keeper,
$1,800
1934,
to June
30, 1935,
1935, both
both dates
inclusive, $2,250,
$2,250, three
three at $1,800
dates inclusive,
June 30,
1934, to
each; messengers-three
messengers-three (acting
assistant doorkeepers,
doorkeepers, including
as assistant
(acting as
each;
one
for the
minority), at
$2,400 each,
each, thirty
for
thirty (including two for
at $2,400
the minority),
one for
card door,
one at
$1,620
at
four,
each,
$1,740
minority),
at
$1,740
each,
$1,620
each, one
at card
door,
at
minority),
$2,400,
so long as the position is held by the
additional so
$480 additional
and $480
$2,400, and
messengers, at $1,800 each; clerk
present
incumbent;
two
special
messengers,
clerk
special
two
present incumbent;
on
journal work
work for
for Congressional
Record to be selected
selected by the
Congressional Record
on journal
cabinet-official reporters,
$3,360; upholsterer and locksmith,
locksmith, $2,400;
$2 ,
400 ;cabinet
reporters, $3360;
official
maker,
$2,040; three
three carpenters,
carpenters, at
at $2,040 each; janitor, $2,040; five
maker, $2,040;
tc.
LAbos. etc.
skilled laborers,
laborers, $1,680
$1,680 each;
laborer in charge of private passage, Laborers.
each; laborer
skilled
rooms,
retiring
$1,680;
three
female
attendants
in
charge
of
ladies'
retiring
rooms,
ladies'
of
charge
in
$1,680; three female attendants
at
$1,500 each;
each; three
three attendants
attendants to women's toilet rooms,
rooms, Senate
at $1,500
Office
operators-chief, $2,460,
$2,460,
each; telephone operators-chief,
$1,500 each;
at $1,500
Building, at
Office Building,
eleven,
at $1,560
$1,560 each;
each; laborer
laborer in charge of Senate toilet rooms in old Superintendent.
eleven, at
supersle.y.
gallery.
library
$1,200; press
gallery-superintendent, $3,660; assist- press
press gallery-superintendent,
space, $1,200
library space,
ant superintendent,
messengers for service to press corre$2,520; messengers
superintendent, $2,520;
ant
spondents-one, $1,920,
$1,920, one,
$1,440; laborers-three,
$1,320 each;
each;
laborers-three, at $1,320
one, $1,440;
spondents-one,
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twenty-five, at
at $1,260
each; special
special employees-six,
employees—six, at
each;
twenty-five,
$1,260 each;
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
twenty-one
Senate Chamber,
at the
the rate
rate of
day
twenty-one pages
pages for
for the
the Senate
Chamber, at
of $4
$4 per
per day
each,
$13,680; in
all, not
not to
to exceed
each, during
during the
the session,
session, $13,680;
in all,
exceed $212,934.
$212,934.
Police
Building under
under the
Police force
force for
for Senate
Senate Office
Office Building
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
at
Arms: Special
$1,740; thirty-one
thirty-one privates
$1,620 each;
each; in
Arms:
Special officer,
officer, $1,740;
privates at
at $1,620
in
all,
not to
to exceed
$46,764.
all, not
exceed $46,764.
POST OFFICE
OFFICE

as-

as-

Folding Room.

Salaries:
chief
Salaries: Postmaster,
Postmaster, $3,060;
$3,060; assistant
assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $2,880;
$2,880; chief
clerk, $2,460;
$2,460; wagon
wagon master,
twenty mail
carriers. at
at $1,620
clerk,
master, $2,040;
$2,040; twenty
mail carriers.
$1,620
each;
in all,
all, not
to exceed
$38,556.
each; in
not to
exceed $38,556.
ROOM
FOLDING ROOM

Salaries: Foreman,
Foreman, $2,460; assistant, $2,160; clerk, $1,740; folders—chief,
fourteen at
$1,440 each;
each; in
not to
ers-chief, $2,040,
$2,040, fourteen
at $1,440
in all,
all, not
to exceed
exceed
$25,704.
$25,704.
Legislative Pay Act
The
of the
Legislative Pay
Pay Act
Act of
of 1929
are hereby
hereby
1929 are
the Legislative
The provisions
provisions of
gslativePay
of 1929
amended. Act
Vol. 46, p. 32.
32.
amended so
so as to correspond
correspond with
with the
by this
the changes
changes made
made by
this Act
Act
in
the designations
rates of
of certain
in the
designations and
and rates
of salary
salary of
certain positions
positions under
under
the Senate.
the
Senate.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Contingent
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Automobile for Vice
Automobile for Vice
President.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF TirfF
THE SENATE
CONTINGENT
SENATE

For purchase, exchange, driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of
an
for the
the Vice
Vice President.
of which
shall
an automobile
automobile for
President. 89,000,
$9,000, of
which $5,000
$5,000 shall
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
be
Reporting debates,
debates,
Reporting
For reporting the debates
debates and proceedings of the Senate, payable
etc.
etin
in equal
equal monthly installments, $57,323.
$57,323.
FurnitUre,
cleaning,
Furniture, cleaning,
varnishing furniture,
furniture,
For services in
in cleaning,
cleaning, repairing, and varnishing
repairing, etc.
repairing,
etc.
$2,000.
$2,000.
Inquiries
and invesinvesInquiries and
For expenses
inquiries and
and investigations ordered by the Senate,
expenses of inquiries
Senate,
tigations.
including compensation
compensation to
to stenographers
of committees,
at such
such
aincluding
stenographers of
committees, at
rate as
as may
be fixed
by the
the Committee
Committee to
to Audit
and Control
rate
may be
fixed by
Audit and
Control the
the
Contingent Expenses
of the
the Senate,
Senate, but
but not
exceeding 25
25 cents
per
Contingent
Expenses of
not exceeding
cents per
Provisos.
rovisos.
hundred
Provided,That no part of
hundred words, $118,955:
$118,955: Provided,
appropriaof this
this appropriaSalary restriction.
Salaryrestriction.
for services,
personal, professional,
professional, or
or otherothertion shall be
be expended
expended for
services, personal,
wise,
excess of
of the
the rate
rate of
$3,600 per
per annum:
Provided further,
further,
wise, in
in excess
of $3,600
annum: Provided
Per diem and subsub- That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
expended for per diem
sistenee.
.
.
,
vol.
p. 688..
Vol. 44, p.
except in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses except
IJ.S.C., Supp. VII,
Subsistence Expense
Act of
1926, approved
approved June
as
p.s.supp. VII, the Subsistence
Expense Act
of 1926,
June 3,
3, 1926,
1926, as
P. 53 .
amended.
amended.
Joint COnarnittee
Joint
Comittee on
For payment of one half of the salaries and other expenses
expenses of
Internal Revenue
Tax, the
Revenue Taxthe
Committee on
on Internal
Internal Revenue
Taxation
as
authorized
atton.
atom
the Joint
Joint
Committee
Revenue
Taxation
as
authorized
One half
half expenses.
expenses.
One
by law
by
law, $25,500.
$25,500.
Polding, etc.
etc.
Folding,
For folding speeches
a rate not exceeding $1 per
speeches and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at a
per
thousand, $10,000.
thousand,
$10,000.
Fuel, oil, advertisexclusive of labor,
Fiet
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising, exclusive
labor,
ing,
etc. oil, advertis$2,000.
$2,000.
Senate lteenSs
kitchens and
and
reSnate
For
repairs, improvements,
improvements, equipment,
For repairs,
equipment, and
and supplies
supplies for
for Senate
Senate
restaurants.
kitchens and restaurants, Capitol
Building and
and Senate
Senate Office
BuildCapitol Building
Office Buildincluding personal
and other
other services,
from the
ing, including
personal and
services, to
to be
be expended
expended from
the
contingent
contingent fund of the Senate, under the supervision of the Committee on Rules, United States Senate, fiscal
fiscal year 1934, $35,000.
Operationrestriction.
Operationrestriction.
No
appropriation contained
this Act,
No part
part of
of any
any appropriation
contained in
in this
Act, except
except the
appropriation
appropriation made herein for the Senate
Senate kitchens and restaurants
restaurants
for the fiscal year 1934,
appropriations available
available for
1931, and except the appropriations
heated and lighted space and janitor service for restaurants
restaurants and
kitchens, shall be used for
of any
any restaurant.
for the operation of
restaurant.
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equipping motor vehicles for
For
exchanging, and
and equipping
for
maintaining, exchanging,
For maintaining,
offices of the Secretary
carrying
the mails
mails and
and for
the offices
Secretary
for official use of the
carrying the
and
Sergeant at Arms, $7,780.
and Sergeant
For materials
folding, $1,500.
$1,500.
for folding,
materials for
For
which
$187,345, of which
labor, $187,345,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, exclusive
exclusive of
of labor,
For
$90,000
shall be
fiscal year 1934.
be for the fiscal
$90,000 shall
For
packing boxes,
$970.
boxes, $970.
For packing
Postage
Secretary, $250; office
office of Sergeant
office of Secretary,
For office
stamps: For
Postage stamps:
$350.
all,
in
at
Arms,
$100;
at Arms, $100;
furniture, $5,000.
For the purchase
$5,000.
purchase of furniture,
For
For materials
furniture and
exclusive of
repairs of same, exclusive
and repairs
for furniture
materials for
For
labor,
$3,000.
labor, $3,000.
For
for Senators
session of the
the SeventySenators for the first session
stationery for
For stationery
$7,360
fourth Congress
Congress and
and for
for the
President of
of the
the Senate, including
including $7,360
the President
fourth
Senate,
for
stationery
for
committees
and
officers
of
the
Senate,
$19,500.
of
officers
and
committees
for
stationery
for
For
rent of
for storage
$2,000.
documents, $2,000.
public documents,
of public
storage of
warehouse for
of warehouse
For rent
HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE
MEMBERS
MILEAGE OF MEMBERS
SALARIES
SALARIES AND MILEAGE

Vehicles,
etc.
Vehicles, etc.

Materials for folding.
Materials
Miscellaneous items.
items.
Miscellaneous
Packing boxes.

Packing boxes.
Postage stamps.
Postage
Furniture, purchase,
Furniture,
etc.

purchase,

Stationery.

Stationery.

Warehouse.

Warehouse.

House of RepresentaHouseofRepresentatives.
Members.
Members.
Members.

of Members,
Members,
of Representatives, Pay of
compensation of
For
For compensation
of Members
Members of
of the
the House
House of Representatives, Delegates,
and ResiDelegates, and
dent
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
dent
Puerto
from
Delegates
the Resident
Commissioner from
Resident Commissioner
Territories, the
from Territories,
Delegates from

Philippine Islands,
Rico, and
Resident Commissioners
from the Philippine
Commissioners from
the Resident
and the
Rico,
$3,964,500.
$3,964,500.
Mileage.
For
Hawaii, and Mileage.
Delegate from Hawaii,
the Delegate
Representatives, the
of Representatives,
mileage of
For mileage
of
expenses
for
the Resident
Resident Commissioner
from Puerto
Rico, and
expenses of
Puerto Rico,
Commissioner from
the
the
the Resident
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners from
and the
Alaska and
from Alaska
Delegate from
the Delegate
the
Philippine Islands, $131,250.
the Philippine
Officers, clerks
clerks, mesmes
Officers,
For compensation
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and others:
officers, clerks,
of officers,
compensation of
For
sengers, etc.
sengers,
SPEAKER
OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER

Salaries:
Secretary to
to the
Speaker, $4,620;
clerk to Speaker,
$4,620; clerk
the Speaker,
Salaries: Secretary
$2,400; clerk
to Speaker,
Speaker, $1,440;
$1,440; messenger
messenger to
$1,680; in
Speaker, $1,680;
to Speaker,
clerk to
$2,400;
all not to exceed $9,126.
all
TABLE
THE SPEAKER'S
SPEAKER'S TABLE

Salaries: Parliamentarian,
and for
for preparing
preparin, Digest
Digest of the
$4,500 and
Parliamentarian, $4,500,
Salaries:
Rules, $1,000
$1,000 per
annum; Assistant
Assistant Parliamentarian,
2,760; messenmessenParliamentarian, $2,760;
per annum;
Rules,
$9,000.
exceed
to
ger
to
Speaker's
Table,
$1,740;
in
all
exceed
not
all
in
ger to Speaker's Table, $1,740;
CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

Speaker's office.
office.
Speaker's
Secretary, etc.
secretary,etc.

Speaker's table.
table.
Speaker's

asParliamentarian, asParliamentarian,
sistant, etc

Chaplain.
Chaplain.

Chaplain
of Representatives,
$1,512.
Representatives, $1,512.
House of
the House
of the
Chaplain of
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
CLERK
OFFICE

Clerk's office.
office.
Clerk's

Clerk of the House,
of the House,
Clerketc.
Salaries: Clerk
Clerk of
of the
House of
Representatives, including
including corncom- clerks,
of Representatives,
the House
Salaries:
c.
cer
Jourpensation
as
disbursing
officer
of
the
contingent
fund,
$8,000;
fund,
pensation as disbursing officer of the contingent
nal
tally clerk,
at $5,000
$5,000 each;
each; enrolclerk, at
and tally
clerks, and
reading clerks,
two reading
clerk, two
nal clerk,
ling clerk,
clerk, $3,960;
file clerk,
clerk, $3,780;
chief bill
bill
$3,780; chief
$3,960; file
disbursing clerk,
$4,000; disbursing
clerk, $4,000;
ling
clerk,
$3,540;
assistant
enrolling
clerk,
$3,180;
assistant
to
disbursing
disbursing
to
assistant
$3,180;
clerk,
enrolling
assistant
clerk, $3,540;
clerk, $3,120;
$2,760; assistant
assistant
librarian, $2,760;
$2,880; librarian,
clerk, $2,880;
stationery, clerk,
clerk, $3,120; stationery
librarian, and assistant
assistant file
file clerk,
clerk, at
at $2,520
$2,520 each;
each; assistant
Journal
Journal
assistant
librarian, and
clerk,
librarian, at
$2,460 each;
clerks—one $2,460,
each; clerks-one
at $2,460
assistant librarian,
and assistant
clerk, and
three at
$2,340 each;
and assistant
assistant in
disbursing office,
office,
in disbursing
bookkeeper, and
each; bookkeeper,
three at $2,340
at $2,160 each; four assistants
assistants to
to chief
chief bill
clerk at
at $2,100
each;
$2,100 each;
bill clerk
$2,160 each; four
at
stenographer to
to the
Clerk,
$1,980; assistant
in
stationery room,
room,
stationery
in
assistant
$1,980;
Clerk,
the
stenographer
$1,740; three
messengers at
to Journal
Journal
stenographer to
each; stenographer
$1,680 each;
at $1,680
three messengers

$1,740;
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clerk,
$1,560; laborers-three
laborers-three at
at $1,260
clerk, $1,560;
at $1,440
$1,440 each,
each, nine
nine at
$1,260 each;
each;
telephone
operators-assistant chief,
chief, $1,620,
at $1,560
$1,560
telephone operators-assistant
$1,620, twenty-one
twenty-one at
each; substitute
substitute telephone
when required,
at $4
per day,
each;
telephone operator,
operator, when
required, at
$4 per
day,
$1,460;
furniture and
and
$1,460; property
property custodian
custodian and
and superintendent
superintendent of
of furniture
repair
shop, who
who shall
be aa skilled
skilled cabinetmaker
cabinetmaker or
or upholsterer
repair shop,
shall be
upholsterer and
and
experienced
and purchase
experienced in
in the
the construction
construction and
purchase of
of furniture,
furniture, $3,960;
$3,960;
two assistant
at $3,360
$3,360 each;
locksmith and
and typewriter
two
assistant custodians
custodians at
each; locksmith
typewriter
repairer,
and clock
clock repairer,
repairer, $1,740;
$1,710; operation,
repairer, $1,860;
$1,860; messenger
messenger and
operation,
maintenance, and
and repair
all not
to exceed
exceed
maintenance,
repair of
of motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all
not to
$148,332.
$148,332.
Committee employemploy-

ees.
ees.

Clerks, messengers,
msengers,
and janitors.

lanlarkt,

COMMfITIEE
COMMII ILE EMPLOYEES
EMPLO LES

committees:
Clerks, messengers,
messengers, and janitors to the following committees:
Accounts-clerk,
Accourits--clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560.
Agriculture-clerk,
Agriculture-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
$2,460; janitor, $1,560.
Appropriations-clerk, $7,000
and $1,000
$1,000 additional
so long
as the
the
Appropriations-clerk,
$7,000 and
additional so
long as
position is
is held
held by
present incumbent;
assistant clerk,
$5,000 and
and
position
by the
the present
incumbent; assistant
clerk, $5,000
$1,000 additional so long as the position
$1,000
position is
is held by .the
the present
present
incumbent;
incumbent; three
three assistant
assistant clerks at $3,900
$3,900 each
each;; assistant clerk,
clerk,
$3,600;
$3,600; two assistant clerks at $3,300 each; messenger, $1,680.
$1,680. BankBankCurrency-clerk, $2,760; assistant
$1,740; janitor,
janitor,
ing and
and Currency-clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,740;
$1,260. Census-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Civil
$1,260.
Civil Service-clerk,
Service-clerk,
$2,760;
82,760; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Claims-clerk,
$1,740;
Claims-clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,740;
Coinage, Weights, and Measures-clerk,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260.
Coinage,
Measures-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760;
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Disposition of Useless Executive
Executive Papers-clerk,
Papers-clerk,
assistant clerk,
$2,760. District
District of
of Columbia-clerk,
Columbia-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $2,460;
$2,460;
Election of
President,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Education-clerk,
Education-clerk, $2,760.
$2,760. Election
of President,
Vice
and Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress-clerk,
Congress-clerk, $2,760.
$2,760.
Vice President,
President, and
Elections Numbered
Numbered 1-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Elections
Elections
Numbered
Numbered 2-clerk,
2 clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Elections Numbered
Numbered 33clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Enrolled Bills-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor,
janitor,
$1,260.
Departments-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
$1,260. Expenditures
Expenditures in
in Executive
Executive Departments-clerk,
janitor, $1,260. Flood
$1,260. ForFlood Control-clerk,
Control-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
Foreign Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
$2,460; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260.
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
Immigration and Naturalization-clerk,
Immigration
Naturalization-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260.
Indian Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant
$1,260.
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
$2,460; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
Insular Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $2,760; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Interstate and
and ForForeign Commerce
Commerce-clerk,
clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; additional
additional clerk, $2,640;
$2,640; assistant
assistant
clerk, $2,100; janitor,
Reclamation-clerk,
janitor, $1,560.
$1,560. Irrigation
Irrigation and
and Reclamation-clerk,
$2,760;
$2,760; janitor,
$3,300; assistant
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Invalid
Invalid Pensions-clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,300;
assistant
expert examiner,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; expert
examiner, $2,700;
$2,700; stenographer,
stenographer, $2,640; janitor,
janitor,
$1,500. Judiciary-clerk,
Judiciary-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$2,160; assistant
clerk, $2,160;
assistant
clerk, $1,980; janitor,
antor $1,.
$1,500. Labor-clerk,
janitor,
Lbor-clerk, $2,760;
2,0; jjanitor,
, 81,260.
$,1260.
Library-clerk,
Library-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Merchant
Merchant Marine,
Marine, Radio, and
Fisheries-clerk,
Fisheries-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor, $1,260.
Affairs-clerk,
Military Affairs-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,100;
$2,100; janitor,
and Minin-Miningjanitor, $1,560.
$1,560. Mines
Mines and
clerk,
$2,760; janitor,
clerk, $2,760;
janitor, $1,260. Naval
Naval Affairs-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
clerk,
clerk. $2,100; janitor, $1,560.
$1,560. Patents-clerk, $2,760;
janitor, $1,260.
$2,760; janitor,
$1,260.
Pensions-clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,160; janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Post
Post
Office and Post Roads-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
$2.100; janitor,
clerk, $2.100;
janitor,
$1,560. Printing-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor, $1,560. Public
Public Buildings
Buildings
and Grounds-clerk,
Grounds-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor,
$1,260.
janitor, $1,260.
Public Lands-clerk,
Lands-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260.
Public
Revision of the Laws-clerk,
Laws-clerk, $3,300
j
an it or, $1,260.
and
$3,300;; janitor,
$1,260. Rivers
Rivers •and
Harbors-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560.
$1,560.
Roads-clerk,
Roads-clerk, $2,760;
82,760; assistant
assistant clerk, $1,740;
$1,260. Rules$1,740; janitor,
janitor! $1,260.
Rulesclerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. TerritoriesTerritoriesclerk, $2.760; janitor, $1,260. War Claims-clerk,
Clainis-clerk, $3,300; assistant
assistant
clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Ways and Means-clerk,
Means-clerk, $4,620;
$4,620;
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assistant clerk
clerk and
and stenographer,
stenographer, $2,640;
assistant clerk,
$2,580; clerk
clerk, $2,580;
$2,640; assistant
assistant
for
minority, $3,180;
$1,260. World
World War
one, $1,260.
$1,560; one,
janitors-one, $1,560;
$3,180; janitors-one,
for minority,
Veterans'
Legislation-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,460; in all,
Veterans' Legislation-clerk,
not
exceed $266,400.
to exceed
not to
OFFICE
OFFICE

OF SERGEANT
SERGEANT AT ARMS
ARMS
OF

Office of
of Sergeant
at
Sergeant at
Office
Arms.

Arms
at Arms,
Salaries:
$8,000; Deputy
Deputy Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms,
Arms, deputy,
sergeant
Sergeant
Arms, $8,000;
at Arms,
cashier, etc.
Sergeant at
Salaries: Sergeant
$3,180;
cashier, $4,920;
bookkeepers at $3,360 each; Deputy
two bookkeepers
$4,920; two
$3,180; cashier,
Sergeant at
in charge
charge of
of pairs,
pair clerk
clerk and
messenger, and
and messenger,
pairs, pair
Arms in
at Arms
Sergeant
assistant cashier,
cashier, at
$2,820 each;
each; stenographer
and typewriter,
$600;
typewriter, $600;
stenographer and
at $2,820
assistant
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,380;
$1,380; hire
hire of
automobile, $600; in all not to exceed
exceed
of automobile,
skilled
$30,534.
$30,534.
at Arms: Police,
Police force,
force, House
House Office
Office Building,
Building, under
under the
Sergeant at
Police, House
House Office
Office
the Sergeant
Police
Bilding
$1,620
at
Lieutenant,
$1,740;
sergeant,
$1,680;
thirty-seven
Building.
privates
thirty-seven
$1,680;
Lieutenant, $1,740; sergeant,
each;
in all
not to exceed $57,024.
all not
each; in
OFFICE
DOORKEEPER
OF DOORKEEPER
OFFICE OF

office.
Doorkeeper's office.

speal
Doorkeeper,
Salaries: Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $6,000;
$6,000; special
superin- employee,
Doorkeeper,
$2,820; superinemployee, $2,820;
special employee,
etc. special
Salaries:
etc.
empoyee
superintendto
$3.660;
tendent
of
House
press
gallery,
$3,660;
assistant
the
superintend
gallery,
press
House
tendent of
Messengers, etc.
ent
the House
House press
gallery, $2,520;
$2,520; chief
chief janitor,
etc.
janitor, $2,700; messen- Messengers,
press gallery,
of the
ent of
$1,740
roll
gers-seventeen
at
$1,740
each,
fourteen
on
soldiers'
at
$1,740
soldiers'
on
fourteen
each,
$1,740
at
gers-seventeen
each;
laborers-seventeen at
at $1,260
each, two (cloakroom)
(cloakroom) at $1,380
$1,260 each,
each; laborers-seventeen
each,
one (cloakroom)
(cloakroom) $1,260,
$1,260, and
each;
(cloakroom) at $1,140 each;
seven (cloakroom)
and seven
each, one
three female
female attendants
retiring rooms
$1,680 each,
rooms at $1,680
ladies' retiring
in ladies'
attendants in
three
attendant
for the
the ladies'
room, $1,440; superintendent
superintendent of
reception room,
ladies' reception
attendant for
$2,640; chief
folding
$3,180; foreman
of folding
chief clerk Folding
Folding room.
room.
room, $2,640;
folding room,
foreman of
room, $3,180;
folding room,
to superintendent
of folding
folding room,
room, $2,460;
each;
$2,460; three clerks at $2,160 each;
superintendent of
to
janitor,
$1,260; laborer,
laborer, $1,260;
thirty-one folders at $1,440 each;
$1,260; thirty-one
janitor, $1,260;
shipping
two drivers
at $1,380
each; two chief pages Pages.
$1,380 each;
drivers at
$1,740; two
clerk, $1,740;
shipping clerk,
at
$1,980
each;
two
telephone
pages
at
$1,680
$1,680
each; two floor manpages
at $1,980 each; two telephone
agers
of telephones
the minority)
at $3,180
$3,180 each; two assistminority) at
for the
(one for
telephones (one
agers of
ant floor
floor managers
charge of
of telephones
telephones (one for the minority)
minority)
in charge
managers in
ant
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; forty-one
forty-one pages,
pages, during
the session, including ten
during the
at
pages for
for duty
duty at
entrances to
Hall of
of the House, at $4 per
the Hall
to the
the entrances
at the
pages
day each,
page, $1,920;
Document room.
room.
superintendent of Document
$1,920; superintendent
press-gallery page,
$26,716; press-gallery
each, $26,716;
day
superintendent
document
room
(Elmer
A.
Lewis),
$3,960;
assistant
superintendent
assistant
$3,960;
Lewis),
A.
(Elmer
document room
of document
$2,760 and
additional so long as the posi$420 additional
and $420
room, $2,760
document room,
of
tion
is
held
by
the
present
incumbent;
clerk, $2,320; assistant clerk,
clerk,
incumbent;
present
tion is held by the
$2,160; eight
$1,860 each;
each; janitor
janitor, $1,440;
$1,440; messenger
messenger to
at $1,860
assistants at
eight assistants
$2,160;
room motor
pressroom,
$1,560;
maintenance
and
repair
folding
motor
of
repair
and
maintenance
$1,560;
pressroom,
truck,
$500; in
all not
not to exceed $231,750.
in all
truck, $500;
SPECIAL AND
AND MINORITY
EMPLOYEES
MINORITY EMPLOYEES
SPECIAL

For the
the minority
minority employees
and named
named in
House
the House
in the
authorized and
employees authorized
For
1931:
11,
Resolutions
Numbered
51
and
53
of
December
Two at
December
of
53
and
51
Resolutions Numbered
$5,000 each,
at $2,820
in all,
exceed $19,152.
to exceed
all, not to
each; in
$2,820 each;
four at
each, four
$5,000
Special
employees:
Assistant
foreman
of
the
folding room,
room, authorauthorfolding
the
of
foreman
Assistant
Special employees:
ized
the resolution
resolution of
September 30,
$1,980; laborer, author1913, $1,980;
30, 1913.
of September
in the
ized in
ized and
and named
named in
resolution of
April 28,
28, 1914,
1914, $1,380;
$1,380; laborer,
laborer,
of April
the resolution
in the
ized
authorized
in the
the resolution
19, 1901,
1901, $1,380;
$1,380;
December 19,
of December
resolution of
named in
and named
authorized and
in the
clerk,
under
the
direction
of
the
Clerk
of
the
House,
named
House,
the
of
Clerk
the
of
direction
the
clerk, under
resolution
of February
13, 1923,
in all,
all, not
not to
exceed $7,020.
$7,020.
to exceed
$3,060; in
1923, $3,060;
February 13,
resolution of
two prethe two
Successors
any of
employees provided
in the
for in
provided for
the employees
of the
to any
Successors to
ceding paragraphs
paragraphs may
named by
by the
Representatives
of Representatives
House of
the House
be named
may be
ceding

at any
any time.
at
Office
majority floor
floor leader:
Legislative clerk,
clerk, $3,960;
clerk,
$3,960; clerk,
leader: Legislative
of majority
Office of
majority
the majority
of the
$2,100;
$3 180 •assistant
2,
100 ;for official expenses
expenses of
assistant clerk, $
$3,180;
1

7

Special
minority
Special and minority
employees.
Minority
Minority employees.

pecial employees.

Special employees.

Appointment of sucsuecessors.

Ma tyfioorr.

Majority Boer leader.
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as authorized
by House
101, SeventySeventyleader, as
authorized by
House Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 101,
adopted December
first Congress,
Congress, adopted
December 18,
18, 1929,
1929, $2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
all, not
not to
to
exceed $10,316.
$10,316.
exceed
Conference
Clerk, $3,180;
S3,180; legislative
clerk, S3,060;
assistConference minority:
minority: Clerk,
legislative clerk,
$3,060; assistant
not to
to exceed
exceed $8,910.
$8,910. The
The
ant clerk,
clerk, $2,100;
$2,100; janitor,
janitor, $1,560;
$1,560; in
in all,
all, not
foregoing
employees to
be appointed
by the
the minority
leader.
foregoing employees
to be
appointed by
minority leader.
Two
messengers, one
one in
majority caucus
caucus room
room and
one in
the
Two messengers,
in the
the majority
and one
in the
minority caucus
caucus room,
appointed by
by the
and minority
minority
room, to
to be
be appointed
the majority
majority and
whips,
in all,
$3,132.
whips, respectively,
respectively, at
at $1,740
$1,740 each;
each; in
all, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $3,132.
POST ON/
ICE
OFFICE

assistassist-

Motor vehicle.
vehicle.

Salaries:
postmaster, $2,880; registry
Salaries: Postmaster, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant postmaster,
registry
and money-order
money-order clerk, $2,100; forty-one messengers
messengers (including
(including one
one
to superintend
superintend transportation
transportation of
each; substitute
substitute
of mails)
mails) at
at $1,740
$1,740 each;
messengers and
and extra services
messengers
employees, when
when required,
at
services of
of regular
regular employees,
required, at
the rate of not to
$145 per
per month
month each,
$1,740; laborer,
laborer, $1,260;
$1,260;
to exceed $145
each, $1,740;
in
not to
to exceed,
exceed, $75,938.
$75,938.
in all
all not
exchange, maintenance,
For the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of motor
motor
vehicle for
the mails,
mails, $2,500.
$2,500.
for carrying
carrying the
OFFICIAL REPORTERS
OFFICIAL
REPORTERS OF DEBATES

Officialreporters,
Officialreporters, etc.
etc.

Salaries:
Salaries: Seven official
official reporters
the proceedings
reporters of
of the
proceedings and
and debates
debates of
of
the House at $7,500
S7,500 each; clerk, $3,360; six
transcribers at
six expert
expert transcribers
at
$1,740 each; janitor, $1,440;
in all
all not
to exceed
exceed $60,966.
$60,966.
$1,440; in
not to
OOrMMITTEE
STEBOGRAPERS
COMMITTEE STENOGRAPHERS

Stenographers
Stenographers

committees.

to
to

"During the suasion"
"ODuringthesession"
to mean 181 days.

Members,
Members, etc.
etc.

Salaries: Four stenographers
stenographers to committees,
committees, at $7,000 each; jani-

$1,440; in all, not to exceed, $26,496.
tor, $1,110;
$26,496.
Whenever the words ""during the session
Whenever
session"" occur in the foregoing
foregoing
paragraphs they shall be construed
construed to mean the one hundred
paragraphs
hundred and
and
eighty-one days from January
January 1
1 to June 30, 1935, both inclusive.
CLERK
CLERK HIRE,
HIRE, MIEMBERS
MEMBERS AND DELEGATES
DELEGATES

Clerk hire, etc.
etc.

For clerk hire necessarily employed by each
Delegate,
each Member, Delegate,
and Resident Commissioner, in the discharge
discharge of his official
official and
Vol. 46, p.
p. 32.
32.
representative
representative duties, in accordance
accordance with
"An Act
Act
with the Act entitled
entitled "An
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
V' to fix the compensation
compensation of officers and employees
employees of the legislative
p. 38.
branch of the Government
Government ", approved June 20, 1929,
$1,980,000.
1929, $1,980,000.
Contingent
Contingent expenses.
Furniture,
Furniture, etc.

COTINGET
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES OP TII
TIIE HOUSE
HOUSE

For furniture
repairs of
of the
same, including
including not
For
furniture and materials
materials for repairs
the same,
not
to exceed $27,500
machinery for furniture
to
$27,500 for labor, tools, and machinery
furniture repair
repair
shops,$41,500.
shops, $41,500.
Packing
boxes..
ngbox.
r pc
packing
Yor
packing boxes, $3,500.
Miscellaneous Items.
Miscellaneous
items.
For
exclusive of
of salaries
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, exclusive
salaries unless
unless specifically
specifically
ordered by the House of Representatives,
Representatives, including
including reimbursement
reimbursement
to the official stenographers
stenographers to committees for the amounts
amounts actually
paid out by them for transcribing
transcribing hearings,
hearings, and including materials
Proviso.
Pora
Provided, That no part of any appropriation
Restaurant opera.
opera- for folding, $43,000: Provided,
restriction.
tion, restriction,
contained in
in this
contained
this Act, except the appropriation
appropriation made herein
herein for the
Senate kitchens
kitchens and restaurants for the fiscal year 1934, and
except
and except
the
the appropriations
appropriations available for heated and lighted space and janitor
service for restaurants
operation
service
restaurants and kitchens, shall be used for the operation
of any restaurant.
Committee reports of
Committeereportsof
For stenographic
of hearings
hearings of
committees other
hcarbags.
For stenographic reports
reports of
of committees
other than
than
special and select committees, $25,000.
$25,000.
etc.
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825
825

Special and
and select
select
cospeial
committees authorized
For
special and
and select
authorized by the committees.
select committees
of special
expenses of
For expenses
House,
$49,500.
House, $49,500.
ternal Committee
on
on
CommitteeTaxJoint
expenses of In Joint
For
payment of
of one
half of
of the
the salaries
and other
other expenses
salaries and
one half
For payment
expenses.
half expenses
ation, half
Revenue Taxation
Internal Revenue
the
Joint Committee
Committee on
Taxation as authorized
authorized ation,
on Internal
the Joint
by
$25,500.
law, $25,500.
by law,
rerecontingent sExpenditures
contained herein for the contingent
No
the appropriations
appropriations contained
part of the
No part
stricted.
defray
expenses
of the
the House
Representatives shall be used to
of Representatives
House of
expenses of
the
of any
committee consisting
more than six persons
of more
consisting of
any committee
expenses of
the expenses
Expenditures
expenses lim(not
from the
House and
and not more than two from Funeral
the House
four from
than four
more than
(not more
except
the
Senate),
nor
to
defray
the
expenses
of
any
other
except
person
other
any
of
expenses
the
defray
to
nor
the Senate),
Ineralexpensesimrepresentative of his office i
the Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms of
the House
House or aa representative
of the
the
ted.
to
and
the widow
widow and/or
children of the deceased,
deceased, to
minor children
and/or minor
except the
and except
attend
funeral rites
rites and/or
and/or burial of any person
person who at the
the funeral
attend the
a
a Delegate
time
of his
his or
her death
is aa Representative,
Representative, a
Delegate from a
death is
or her
time of
Territory,
or a
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
Puerto Rico or the
from Puerto
a Resident
Territory, or
tele
Telegraph and
Philippine
Islands.
Philippine Islands.
Telegraph
and teleFor telegraph
telephone service,
exclusive of
personal services,
services, phone service.
of personal
service, exclusive
and telephone
telegraph and
For
$90,000.
$90,000.
Stationery.
For
stationery for
for Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates, and Resident Com- Statinery
For stationery
and
the Seventy-fourth
missioners, for
the first
session of the
Seventy-fourth Congress,
first session
for the
missioners,
for
stationery,for
for the
the use
of the
officers of the House
committees and officers
the committees
use of
for stationery
(not
exceed $5,000),
$5,000), $60,000.
$60,000.
to exceed
(not to
Emergency room.
expenses for the Emergency
For medical
medical supplies,
equipment, and
and contingent
contingent expenses
supplies, equipment,
For
assistants,
his
emergency
for the
the attending
physician and
attending physician
and for
room and
emergency room
including an
allowance of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $30
$30 per
month each to three
per month
an allowance
including
assistants
provided by
by the
the House
resolutions adopted July 1, 1930,
House resolutions
as provided
assistants as
and January
January 20,
1932, $2,500.
$2,500.valrankattend20, 1932,
and
Naval rank of attending physician.
advanced ing
physician.
be advanced
That
the present
incumbent as
attending physician
physician be
as attending
present incumbent
That the
one
grade as
that this
shall not be conthis shall
provided that
number, provided
extra number,
an extra
as an
one grade
sidered
as affecting
affecting the
the opportunity
for advancement
advancement of any other
other
opportunity for
sidered as
person.
person.
Postage stamps.
e stamps
Postage stamps:
Postmaster, $250;
Sergeant at Arms,
$450; Sergeant
Clerk, $450;
$250; Clerk,
stamps: Postmaster,
Postage
$300; Doorkeeper,
$150; in
all $1,150.
$1,150.
in all
Doorkeeper, $150;
$300;
Folding.
For
folding speeches
pamphlets, at
at a
not exceeding
exceeding $1
a rate
rate not
and pamphlets,
speeches and
For folding
per
$20,000.
States Code,
Code,
United States
per thousand,
thousand, $20,000.
United
For preparation
preparation and
and editing
as authorized
authorized by
the Act
preparation, etc.
Act preparation,
by the
laws as
the laws
of the
editing of
For
Vol. 454 p.
100S;
approved
May 29,
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 1,
1, sec.
$6,500, Uvol.
59), $6,500,
sec. 59),
VI title
Supp. VI,
.S. C., 45up
bupp.
VII,;
1928 (U.S.C.,
29, 1928
approved May
p. 4.
to
be
expended
under
the
direction
of
the
Committee
on
Revision
of
4.
p
o
Revision
on
Committee
the
to be expended under the direction of
the Laws.
Laws.
the
Clerical assistance to
oSetfnce to
to Congress ce'krol
made to
be made
to be
For assistants
assistants in
in compiling
reports to
of reports
lists of
Clerk of House.
compiling lists
For
Specified objects, etc.
by public
public officials;
officials; compiling
compiling copy
copy and
and revising
proofs for
House specifed objects, etc.
the House
for the
revising proofs
by
portion
of the
Official Register;
Register; preparing
and indexing
indexing the statistical
preparing and
the Official
portion of
reports
the Clerk
Clerk of
House; compiling
telephone and
compiling the telephone
the House;
of the
of the
reports of
the daily calendars
Members'
directories; preparing
preparing and
and indexing
calendars
indexing the
Members' directories;
of business;
preparing the
the official
official statement
statement of
of Members'
Members' voting
business; preparing
of
statistical
records;
preparing lists
lists of congressional
congressional nominees and statistical
records; preparing
summary
elections; preparing
and indexing
questions of order
indexing questions
preparing and
of elections;
summary of
printed
in the
to the
the Journal
Journal pursuant
Rule III;
III; R
House Rule
to House
pursuant to
Appendix to
the Appendix
printed m
50.
iticadistatements.
for recording
recording and
and filing
committees and litteiclIrttatei%::
statements of political committees
filing statements
for
Vol. 43, p. 1071.
171.
ol. 4,p
candidates for
election to
to the
the House
of Representatives
pursuant to
to U.S.C.,
Representatives pursuant
p.15.
House of
for election
candidates
the Federal
Federal Corrupt
Practices Act,
(U.S.C., title 2, secs. 2411925 (U.S.C.,
Act, 1925
Corrupt Practices
the
256) ;and
and for
such other
the Clerk
of the
the House may
Clerk of
as the
assistance as
other assistance
for such
256);
deem necessary
proper in
in the
the conduct
of the
the business
business of
of his
office,
his office,
conduct of
and proper
necessary and
deem
Proviso.
tr .
appropriation shall be used Use restricted.
$5,000: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation
Provided, That
$5,000:
of
to
augment
the
annual
salary
of
any
employee
of
the
House
of
House
the
of
to augment the annual salary of any employee
e
to
Representatives.
Representatives.
Automobile for
etcor
Bpeaermbile
automobile
of
For
driving,
maintenance,
repair,
and
operation
an
automobile
Speaker,
care,
etc.
operation
and
repair,
For driving, maintenance,
for the
the Speaker,
Speaker, $4,000.
$4,000.
for

826
826

MAY 30,
1934.
73d CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 372.
372. MAY
30, 1934.
CAPITOL
POLICE
CAPITOL POLICE

Capitol Police.
Pay.
Pay.

Salaries: Captain, $2,460;
2,460; three lieutenants, at
at $1,740
$1,740 each;
each; two
two
special officers,
officers, at $1,740
$1,740 each;
sergeants, $1,680
$1,680 each;
fifty-two
each; three
three sergeants,
each; fifty-two
privates, at $1,620
$1,620 each;
of said
said privates
to be
selected by
each; one half
half of
privates to
be selected
by
the Sergeant at
one half
Sergeant at
at
at Arms
Arms of
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and one
half by
by the
the Sergeant
Arms of the
House; in
in all
not to
to exceed
the House;
all not
exceed $90,396.
$90,396.
Uniforms, etc.
For purchasing and supplying uniforms, for maintenance
For
maintenance and
and
repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
and for
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
for
contingent expenses,
expenses, $9,710,
89,710, of which
$500 shall
shall be
which $500
be immediately
immediately
available for
for the
the exchange
vehicle.
available
exchange of
of one
one such
such vehicle.
Division of disbursemeiisio
of disburse
One half of
ment.
the foregoing
under "
of the
foregoing amounts
amounts under
" Capitol
Capitol police"
police " shall
shall
be disbursed
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Senate and
and one
one half
by the
the Senate
half by
the
Clerk of the
the House.
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
Printing.
Printing.

JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON
ON PRINTING
PRINTING

Clerk, assistant,
assistant, etc.
Vol.
28, p.
603.
Vol. 28,
p. 603.
U.S.C., p. 1418.
1418.

Salaries: Clerk, $4,000 and
long as
as the
position
and $800
$800 additional
additional so
so long
the position
incumbent; inspector
is held by the present incumbent;
inspector under section
section 20
the
20 of
of the
Act approved January
January 12, 1895 (U.S.C., title
49), $2,820;
title 44,
44, sec.
sec. 49),
$2,820;
assistant clerk and stenographer,
stenographer, $2,400; for
expenses of
compiling,
for expenses
of compiling,
Congressional Direcpreparing, and indexing the Congressional
tory.
Congressional Directory,
Directory, $1,600;
$1,600; in
in all
all
not to exceed
exceed $10,618,
$10,618, one half
half to
to be
be disbursed
Secretary of
of the
the
disbursed by
by the
the Secretary
Senate
Senate and the other half to be disbursed
by the
the House.
House.
disbursed by
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
Office of Legislative
Counsel.
Counsel.
Salaries, etc.
Salaries,

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
COUNSEL
For salaries and expenses of maintenance
maintenance of
the office
office of
of the
of Legislative
Legislative
Counsel, as authorized
authorized by law, $70,000,
$70,000, of
of which
be
which S35,000
$35,000 shall
shall be
disbursed
Secretary of the Senate
disbursed by the Secretary
Senate and
and $35,000
$35,000 by
by the
the Clerk
Clerk
of the House of Representatives.

Statement of ApproStatement
priations.
Preparing, second

Presarinoeg
second
sessionof
session
of Seventy-third
Seventy-third
Congress.
Congress.

Architect
of the CapArctectothe
Capitol.

STATEMENT
APPROPRIATIONS
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
For preparation,
preparation, under the direction
the Committees
on
direction of
of the
Committees on
Appropriations
of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Appropriations of
of the
the
statements
statements for the second
second session
session of
the Seventy-third
Congress,
of the
Seventy-third Congress,
showing appropriations made, indefinite
appropriations, and
and conconindefinite appropriations,
tracts authorized, together
together with aachronological
chronological history
of the
the regular
regular
history of
appropriation bills, as required
appropriation
requi
red by
by law,
l
aw ,S4,000
to 'be
paid to
to the
$4,000,, to
be paid
the
persons designated by the chairman
chairman of
committees to
to do
of such
such committees
do the
the
work.
work.

ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF
OF THE
THE CAPITOL

OP
CE OF THE
TII ARCItITECT
0.F.N ICE
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
Architect, assistant,
andoffice
and
office personeltt
personnel.

Salaries
Salaries: For the
the Architect
Architect of
the Capitol,
Capitol, Assistant
Architect of
of the
Assistant Architect
of
the Capitol,
Capitol, and other personal
rates of
the
personal services at rates
pay provided
provided by
by
of pay
law; and
and the Assistant Architect of the Capitol shall
law;
act as
as Architect
shall act
Architect
of the Capitol during the absence or
of that
that official
or
or disability
disability of
official or
whenever there
is no
whenever
there is
Architect; $43,650.
$43,650.
no Architect;

Buildings
Capitol Buildings
and grounds.

CAPITOL BUILDINGS
BIILNDINGS

cMaintenance, repair,
intenanee
etc.

et

repair,

AND GROUNDS
AND
GROUiNDS

Capitol
Buildings: For necessary expenditures for the
Capitol Buildino-s:
the Capitol
Capitol
Building
and electrical substations of the Senate and House
Building and
House Office
Office
Buildings,
jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol,
Buildings, under
under the
the jurisdiction
including
improvements, maintenance,
including minor
minor improvements,
maintenance, repair,
repair, equipment,
equipment, supsupplies, material,
material, fuel,
plies,
fuel, oil, waste, and appurtenances;
appurtenances; furnishings
furnishings and
and
office
office equipment;
equipment; personal
personal and other services;
services; cleaning and
and repairing
repairing
works
purchase or exchange
works of
of art;
art; purchase
exchange (not to exceed
mainteexceed $1,000),
$1,000), mainte-

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
372.
CH. 372.

827
827

MAY 30, 1934.
MAY

mince, and
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying office
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
driving of
and driving
nance,
vehicle; pay
pay of
superintendent of
$300 additional for the
of meters, and $300
of superintendent
vehicle;
maintenance of
automobile for
his use, who shall inspect all gas
for his
an automobile
of an
maintenance
and
meters of
of the
the Government
Columbia
the District of Columbia
Government in the
electric meters
and electric
without
exceeding $300 for the
compensation; and not exceeding
additional compensation;
without additional
purchase of
of technical
and necessary
books, periodicals, and
reference books,
necessary reference
technical and
purchase
city
which sum
sum $181,000
immediately
shall be immediately
$181,000 shall
of which
$412,000, of
directory; $412,000,
city directory;
available.
available.

Capitol
Appropriations
the control
of the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol
the Architect
control of
under the
Appropriations under
shall
be available
for expenses
of travel on official business not to
expenses of
available for
shall be
exceed
in the
the aggregate
all funds the sum of $1,750.
under all
aggregate under
exceed in
surroundCapitol Grounds:
Grounds: For
For care
care and
grounds surroundof grounds
improvement of
and improvement
Capitol
ing the
the Capitol,
Senate and
and House
House Office
Office Buildings; Capitol power
power
Capitol, Senate
ing
plant; personal
personal and
other services;
services; care
planting; ferticare of trees; planting;
and other
plant;
purchase of
lizers; repairs
repairs to
to pavements,
roadways; purchase
pavements, walks, and roadways;
lizers;
waterproof
wearing apparel;
maintenance of signal lights; and for
apparel; maintenance
waterproof wearing
snow
removal by
by hire
and equipment
equipment or
contract withor under contract
men and
of men
hire of
snow removal
sec. 5)
41, sec.
out
with sections
sections 3709
(U.S.C., title
title 41,
5) and 3744
3709 (U.S.C.,
compliance with
out compliance
$96,358.
Statutes; $96,358.
(U.S.C.,
title 41,
sec. 16)
16) of
of the
Revised Statutes;
the Revised
41, sec.
(U.S.C., title
Capitol garages:
For maintenance,
alterations, personal
personal
repairs, alterations,
maintenance, repairs,
garages: For
Capitol
incidental expenses,
and other
expenses, $7,430.
services, and all necessary incidental
other services,
and
Subway transportation,
transportation, Capitol
Capitol and
Office Buildings: For
Senate Office
and Senate
Subway
connecting
repairs,
rebuilding, and
maintenance of the subway cars connecting
and maintenance
repairs, rebuilding,
the
Senate Office
Office Building
Building with
United
the Senate wing of the United
with the
the Senate
States
Capitol and
and for
services, including mainother services,
and other
personal and
for personal
States Capitol
tenance
of the
the track
and electrical
electrical equipment
equipment connected
connected theretrack and
tenance of
with,
$1,950.
with, $1,950.
Senate
Office Building:
Building: For
For maintenance,
miscellaneous items and
maintenance, miscellaneous
Senate Office
supplies,
furniture, furnishings, and equipment and for
including furniture,
supplies, including
labor
and material
material incident thereto and repairs thereof; and for
labor and
personal
and other
services for
for the
and operation
operation of the Senate
care and
the care
other services
personal and
Office
under the
the direction
and supervision
Senate
the Senate
of the
supervision of
direction and
Building, under
Office Building,
Committee on
acting through
through the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol,
the Architect
Rules, acting
on Rules,
Committee
who shall
be its
executive agent,
agent, including
including replacing
replacing roof,
roof, to
to be
its executive
shall be
who
including
immediately available,
$60,400; for
for additional
additional painting,
painting, including
available, $60.400;
immediately
exterior window
be immediately
available, $12,000;
$12,000; for
immediately available,
to be
frames, to
window frames,
exterior
completing
pointing the
exterior stonework,
immediately availstonework, to be immediately
the exterior
completing pointing
able, $10,000;
equipment for
$500;
room, $500;
heating room,
old heating
for old
electrical equipment
for electrical
$10,000; for
able,
for repairs
to electrical
circuit in
$300,780.
in subway, $200; in all, $300,780.
electrical circuit
repairs to
for
House Office
including miscellaneous
miscellaneous
maintenance, including
For maintenance,
Buildings: For
Office Buildings:
House
items, and
for all
services, $289,547,
of which
$2,955
sum $2,955
which sum
$289,547, of
necessary services,
all necessary
and for
items,
shall be
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
shall
Capitol power
power plant:
For lighting,
lighting, heating,
heating, and
for the
the
power for
and power
plant: For
Capitol
Capitol, Senate
and House
Buildings, Supreme
Supreme Court BuildOffice Buildings,
House Office
Senate and
Capitol,
ing, Congressional
Library Buildings,
Buildings, and
and the
the grounds
about the
the
grounds about
Congressional Library
ing,
storage
same,
Botanic
Garden,
Capitol
garages,
folding
and
rooms
folding
garages,
Capitol
Garden,
Botanic
same,
of the
the Senate,
Government Printing
Office, and Washington
Washington City
Printing Office,
Senate, Government
of
post office;
personal and
and other
other services,
instruments, fuel,
engineering instruments,
services, engineering
office; personal
post
oil,
materials, labor,
labor, advertising,
purchase of waterproof wearand purchase
advertising, and
oil, materials,
ing
apparel in
in connection
with the
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of the
connection with
ing apparel
heating, lighting,
lighting, and
and power
plant, $443,642.
$443,642.
power plant,
heating,
the
The
appropriations under
under the
control of
of the
of the
Architect of
the Architect
the control
The appropriations
Capitol
may be
be expended
reference to
to section 4
4 of the Act
without reference
expended without
Capitol may
approved
(U.S.C., title
7), concerning
concerning pursec. 7),
41, sec.
title 41,
1910 (U.S.C.,
17, 1910
June 17,
approved June
chases
executive departments.
departments.
for executive
chases for
City post
The
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office and
and the
the Washington
Washington City
post
The Government
office
Capitol power
power plant
plant for
for heat,
heat, light, and
the Capitol
reimburse the
shall reimburse
office shall
power furnished
during the
year 1935
1935 and
and the
the amounts
amounts so
so
fiscal year
the fiscal
furnished during
power
reimbursed
be covered
covered into
Treasury.
the Treasury.
into the
shall be
reimbursed shall

Travel allowance.
allowance.

Travel

Improving
grounds.
Improving grounds.

R.S., sec.
secs. 3709,3744;
3709, 3744;
R.S.,
pp. 733,
3 738.
U.S.C.,
pp.
1309
.C.,
U.
1310.
Capitol garage.
garage.

Capitol

Subway, Capitoland
Capitol and
Subway,
Senate Office Buildings.
SenateOfficeBuildings.

Senate
i.Seat
ing.

Office
BuildOffice Build-

Maintenance, etc.
etc.
Maintenance,

Special ImproveSpecial improvements.
men

House
Buildffice Build.
House Office
lug

etc.
V"Maintenance, etc.

Capitol power plant.
Maintenance, etc.

capitolpow

Purchases independindependPurchases
ent of supply commit.
tee.
Vol. 36, p. 33t.
U.S.C., p. 1309.

e.t supply commit
Vol.6 P: 53.~

Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
current to designated
g
desi
buding
buildings.

~e

828
828

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Library Building and
and
grounds.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CII. 372.
CH.
372.

MAY
30, 1934.
MAY 30,1934.

LIBRARY BMUILDING
BUILDING AND
AND GROUNDS
LIBRARY
GROUNDS

Salaries: For
For chief
chief engineer
engineer and
and all
all personal
personal services
services at
at rates
rates of
of
pay
provided by
pay provided
by law,
law, $42,048.
$42,048.
Trees, etc.
Trees,
etc.
For trees, shrubs, plants,
fertilizers, and
skilled labor
for the
the
plants, fertilizers,
and skilled
labor for
grounds
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, $1,000.
grounds of
of Library
$1,000.
Maintenance, repair,
Maintenance,
repair, For necessary
necessary expenditures
expenditures for the Library Building under
under the
the
etc.
etc.
jurisdiction of the Architect
jurisdiction
Architect of
Capitol, including
of the
the Capitol,
including minor
minor
improvements,
repair, equipment,
supplies, material,
improvements, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
equipment, supplies,
material,
and
appurtenances, and
and personal
other services
in connection
and appurtenances,
personal and
and other
services in
connection
with the mechanical
mechanical and
structural maintenance
maintenance of
of such
and structural
such building,
building,
$39,610.
$39,640.
Furniture, etc.
Furniture,
etc.
shelving, and
For furniture, including partitions,
partitions, screens, shelving,
and electiical
electiical
work pertaining
thereof, $13,965.
work
pertaining thereto
thereto and
and repairs
repairs thereof,
$13,965.
Operating force.
force.

BOTANIC GARDEN
GARDEN
BOTANIC

Botanic Garden.
Garden.

Salaries:
Salaries: For the director and other personal services,
services, $82,870,
all
$82,870, all
under the direction of
of the
Committee on
on the
Library: PrOthe Joint
Joint Committee
the Library:
Proheat, light,
service herehereThat the
the quarters,
quarters, heat,
ided, That
light, fuel,
fuel, and
and telephone
telephone service

Director and personpersonnel.
Proviso.
Quarters, etc., alvided,
loQa
eudDirector.
retorc'
lowed
Vol.
45, p.193.
ol.45,

Director and
Proviso.

.S-

tofore furnished for the director's use in the Botanic garden shall

not be regarded
regarded as a
a part
of his
salary or
or compensation,
part of
his salary
compensation, and
and such
such
allowances
be so
so furnished without
allowances may continue to be
from
without deduction
deduction from
his salary or compensation
compensation notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
section
the provisions
provisions of
of section
Supp.
VII,
u.s,c.,
Snpp.
vI,
3 of the Act of March 5, 1928 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 5,
3
5, sec.
75a),
sec. 75a),
p. 19.
or any
other law.
law.
or
any other
Maintenance, repaintenance,
reMaintenance,
operation, repairs,
repairs, and improvements:
Maintenance, operation,
improvements: For all
necesall necespans, etc.
sary expenses incident to
to maintaining,
maintaining, operating,
operating, repairing,
and
repairing, and
improving the Botanic Garden, and the nurseries, buildings,
grounds,
buildings, grounds,
and equipment pertaining thereto, including
procuring fertilizers,
fertilizers,
including procuring
soils, tools, trees, shrubs, plants, and
materials and
misceland seeds;
seeds; materials
and miscellaneous supplies,
supplies, including rubber boots and aprons
when required
aprons when
required
for use by employees
employees in
with their
work; not
not to
exceed
in connection
connection with
their work;
to exceed
$25 for emergency
emergency medical supplies;
traveling
supplies; disposition
disposition of
of waste;
waste; traveling
expenses of the director and his assistants
assistants not to
streetto exceed $600;
$600; street$25; office equipment
car fares not exceeding
exceeding $25;
equipment and
and contingent
contingent
expenses; the prevention and eradication of
of insect
insect and
and other
other pests
pests
and plant diseases
purchase of
materials and
and procurement
diseases by
by purchase
of materials
procurement of
of
personal
personal services by contract without regard
regard to the
provisions of
the provisions
of
any other Act; repair, maintenance,
motor trucks
maintenance, and
and operation,
operation, of
of motor
trucks
vehicle; purchase
and passenger
passenger motor vehicle;
purchase of
of botanical
botanical books,
books, periodicals,
periodicals,
and books of reference,
reference, not to exceed
exceed $100;
improve$100; repairs
repairs and
and improvements to director's residence
residence; and
all other
necessary expenses;
all
and all
other necessary
expenses; all
under the direction of the Joint Committee on the Library; S28,725.
$28,725.
Minor
purchases
Minor'
purlhses
The sum of $100
S100 may be expended
expended at any one time by the Botanic
without advertising.
ithou ertisig.
shrubs, and
Garden for the purchase of plants, trees,
trees, shrubs,
and other
other nursery
nursery
B.S., sec. 3709, p. 733;
u.s.,
sf , 733; stock, without reference to
section 3709
of the
Statutes
to section
3709 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
U.S.C., spe.
p. 1309.
(U.S.C.,
title 41,
41, sec.
sec. 5).
(U.S.C., title
5).
Distribution of
of
NO part of the appropriations
No
appropriations contained
contained herein for the Botanic
Botanic
shrubbery, etc.
hbber etc.
Garden shall be used for the distribution, by congressional
Garden
congressional allotment,
of trees, plants, shrubs, or other nursery stock.
stock.
Library
Library of Congress,
Congress.

LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS
SALARIES

Librarian
sonnel.

and per-

Librarian, and other personal
For the Librarian,
Librarian, Chief Assistant
Assistant Librarian,
services, $774,341,
$1,670, or so much thereof as
$774,341, of which amount $1,670,
may
necessary, shall be immediately
immediately available for the salaries
may be necessary,
of additional assistants in the rare-book room.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 372.

MAY 30,
30, 1934.
MAY

other
and other
For the
the Register
Register of
of Copyrights,
Copyrights, assistant
assistant register,
register, and
For

personal services,
services, $224,442.
$224,442.
personal

LEGISLATIVE
SERVICE
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE

To
enable the
Librarian of
of Congress
employ competent
competent persons
Congress to employ
the Librarian
To enable
translations, indexes,
to gather,
available, in translations,
indexes,
make available,
and make
classify, and
gather, classify,
to
and otherwise, data for or beardigests, compilations,
bulletins, and
and bulletins,
compilations, and
digests,
serviceable to Congress
ing
legislation, and
to render
render such data serviceable
and to
upon legislation,
ing upon
and committees
committees and
Members thereof,
including not to exceed $5,700
$5,700
thereof, including
and Members
and
hour
for
employees engaged
piecework and
and work
work by the day or hour
on piecework
engaged on
for employees
at
be fixed
the Librarian,
Librarian, $66,662.
by the
fixed by
to be
at rates
rates to
DISTRIBUTION OF CARD
CARD INDEXES
DISTRIBUTION

publications of the
other publications
and other
For the
the distribution
indexes and
card indexes
of card
distribution of
For
services, freight charges (not
Library, including
(not exceeding
exceeding
including personal services,
Library,
$500), expressage,
expressage, postage,
connected with such
expenses connected
traveling expenses
postage, traveling
$500),
distribution,
of attendance
attendance at
meetings when incurred on
at meetings
expenses of
distribution, expenses
the
written authority
authority and
and direction
Librarian, and including
of the Librarian,
direction of
the written
not
exceed $52,650,
$52,650, for
for employees
engaged in
in piecework
piecework and work
employees engaged
to exceed
not to
by
or hour
and for
special services
employees
services of regular employees
extra special
for extra
hour and
day or
the day
by the
all, $162,260.
at
rates to
to be
Librarian; in all,
the Librarian;
by the
fixed by
be fixed
at rates

829
of Copy-

Register
Regis ter
rights, etc.

Legislative Reference
Reference
Legislative
Service.
Personnel.
Personnel-

Card Indexes.
Indexes.
Card
Distribution, etc.

ut,

etc.

TEMPORARY
SERVICES
TEMPORARY SERVICES

services
special services
For special
and temporary
temporary service,
including extra
extra special
service, including
special and
For
of regular
regular employees,
employees, at
at rates
rates to
to be
by the
Librarian, $2,700.
the Librarian,
fixed by
be fixed
of
INDEX TO
LEGISLATION
TO STATE LEGISLATION
INDEX

Temporary services.
services
Temporary

legislation.
State legislation.
dig
Pest
re

g

digesof
To enable
enable the
the Librarian
Librarian of
of Congress
Congress to
to prepare
an index
prn inde
index ad
index to the and
prepare an
To
legislation of
States, together
a supplemental
supplemental digest
digest
together with a
several States,
the several
of the
legislation
of the
important legislation,
legislation, as
directed by the
authorized and directed
as authorized
more important
the more
of
spp.
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act providing
the preparation
biennial u.s.c.,
1°
1
itt
i
pp vn,
a biennial
of a
preparation of
for the
providing for
Act
0.
index to
", approved
approved February
February 10,
10, 1927
1927 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., p.
P. 10.
legislation ",
State legislation
to State
index
Supp.
VI, title
2, secs.
including personal
personal and
other services
and other
165), including
164, 165),
ses. 164,
title 2,
Supp. VI,
within
and
without
the
District
of
Columbia,
including
not
exceed
to exceed
not to
including
Columbia,
of
District
the
without
and
within
$2,500 for
for special
special and
temporary service
be fixed
by the
fixed by
to be
rates to
at rates
service at
and temporary
$2,500
Librarian, travel,
travel, necessary
for printing
and for
apparatus, and
and apparatus,
material and
necessary material
Librarian,
and
binding the
the indexes
indexes and
digests of
of State
legislation for
for official
official
State legislation
and digests
and binding
distribution
only,
and
other
printing
and
incident
to the
binding
and
printing
other
and
only,
distribution
work of
of compilation,
stationery, and
and incidentals,
$36,420, of which
incidentals, $36,420,
compilation, stationery,
work
$6,700
be immediately
available for
for printing
printing and
binding.
and binding.
immediately available
shall be
$6,700 shall
P

SUNDAY OPENING
OPENING
SUNDAY

To enable
Library of
of Congress
to be
reference
open for reference
kept open
be kept
Congress to
the Library
enable the
To
use on
within the
the discretion
discretion of
of the Libraholidays within
on holidays
and on
Sundays and
on Sundays
use
rian, including
including the
of employees
employees and
of
services of
the services
and the
services of
extra services
the extra
rian,
additional
employees under
under the
Librarian, at
be fixed by
to be
rates to
at rates
the Librarian,
additional employees
the Librarian,
$16,200.
Librarian, $16,200.
the
UNION
CATALOGUES
UNION CATALOGUES

i°66

open.
Sunday, etc., open.
ing.
Expenses.

Exenses

Union Catalogues.
Catalo;ues.
Union
Development, main-

etc.
To
continue the
the development
development and
and maintenance
Cata- tenance,
tenDenoeet
Union Catathe Union
of the
maintenance of
To continue
logues,
including
personal
services
within
and
without
the
District
District
the
without
and
within
services
personal
including
logues,
of
Columbia (and
(and not
not to
temporary
and temporary
special and
for special
$1,400 for
exceed $1,400
to exceed
of Columbia
service including
including extra
special services
of regular
employees, at rates
regular employees,
services of
extra special
service,
to be
travel, necessary
material and appanecessary material
Librarian), travel,
the Librarian),
by the
fixed by
be fixed
to
ratus,
stationery, photostat
photostat supplies,
supplies, and
$18,100.
incidentals, $18,100.
and incidentals,
ratus, stationery,

main

830
Increase of the LiIncrease
brary.
brary.
Purchase
Purchase of books,
etc.

Law
Law books, etc.

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH.
372.
CH. 372.

MAY
1934.
MAY 30,
30, 1934.

INCREASE
LIBRARY
INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY

For purchase
purchase of books, miscellaneous
miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers,
newspapers,
other material
material for
increase of
of the
Library, including
including paypayand all other
for the
the increase
the Library,
ment in
advance for
for subscription
subscription books
books and
and society
publications, and
ment
in advance
society publications,
and
for
freight, commissions,
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including expenses
expenses
for freight,
commissions, and
and traveling
of
attendance at
meetings when
incurred on
on the
authority
of attendance
at meetings
when incurred
the written
written authority
and
the Librarian
in the
the interest
and all
and direction
direction of
of the
Librarian in
interest of
of collections,
collections, and
all
other expenses
expenses incidental
acquisition of
of books,
books, miscellaneous
incidental to the
the acquisition
miscellaneous
periodicals and
material for
the increase
increase
periodicals
and newspapers,
newspapers, and
and all
all other
other material
for the
of the Library, by
bequest, or
or exchange,
continue
by purchase,
purchase, gift,
gift, bequest,
exchange, to
to continue
available during
available
fiscal year
1936, $100,000.
during the
the fiscal
year 1936,
$100,000.
For the purchase
purchase of books and for periodicals
periodicals for
For
law library,
library,
for the
the law
including
including payment
legal society
society publications
publications and
payment for legal
and for
for freight,
freight,
commissions,
incidental to
commissions, and
and all
all other
other expenses
expenses incidental
to the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of

law
$50,000.
law books,
books, $50,000.
For the
the purchase
purchase o
new books
boo ks of
ofre
ference for
for th
Supreme Court,
Cour t,
For
offnew
reference
thee Supreme
to be
part of
of the
the Library
of Congress,
Congress, and
and purchased
the
to
be a
a part
Library of
purchased by
by. the
Marshal
Marshal of the Supreme
Supreme Court, under
Chief
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Chief
Justice,
$2,500.
Justice, $2,500.
Books for adult blind.
To enable
the Librarian
of Congress
Congress to
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of
Bvokfo'"4rad"blM.
To
enable
the
Librarian of
Vol. 4e, .1487
U.s.o., psupp.
U.S.C.,
Supp.. vn,
VD, the Act entitled "An Act to provided
provided 1 books for the
the adult
blind,"
adult blind,"
approved
(U.S.C., Supp. VI, title
title 2, sec. 135a),
P.. 99.
approved March
March 3, 1931 (U.S.C.,
135a),
$99,620.
$99,620.
Reference books
books for
uRference
for
Supreme Court,

PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING
BINDING
Printing and bindingrinting
and binding.

printing and
for the
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous printing
and binding
binding for
the Library
Library of
of ConCongress, including the Copyright Office,
Office, and the
rebinding, and
and
the binding, rebinding,
repairing of
repairing
for the
Building, $200,000.
$200,000.
of library
library books,
books, and for
the Library
Library Building,
Catalogue of
Etalogue
of Title
Title
publication of the Catalogue of Title Entries
For the publication
Entries of the
the CopyEntries.
right
$45,000.
right Office,
Office, $45,000.
Catalogue
catalogue cards.
For the
the printing
catalogue cards,
$120,000.
For
printing of
of catalogue
cards, $120,000.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES OF THE
TILE LIBRARY
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
LIBRARY
Contingent
expenses.
Contingentexpenses.

For miscellaneous
and contingent
contingent expenses, stationery, office supFor
miscellaneous and

plies, stock, and materials directly purchased, miscellaneous
miscellaneous traveling
traveling
expenses, postage, transportation, incidental expenses
expenses connected
connected with
with
the
of the
the Library
Library and
and Copyright
Copyright Office,
Office, including
the administration
administration of
including
Attendance
exceeding $500
for expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
at meetings
ttendac at meetmeet- not
not exceeding
$500 for
meetings when
when
ings.
incurred
on the
incurred on
the Librarian,
Librarian,
the written authority
authority and
and direction
direction of
of the
$9,000.
$9,000.
Photoduplicating
For
and miscellaneous
supplies necessary
necessary for
for
Photodepllitisngeex-For paper,
paper, chemicals,
chemicals, and
miscellaneous supplies
penses.
the operation
operation of the photoduplicating
photoduplicating machines
of the
the Library
machines of
Library and
and
the making
making of
prints, $5,000.
S5,000.
of photoduplicate
photoduplicate prints,
rary building.
bull
Library

LIBRARY BILDING
LIBRARY

Salaries.
Salaries.

BUILDING

Salaries:
For the superintendent,
superintendent, disbursing
Salaries: For
disbursing officer, and other
other
personal services, in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
as
amended, $145,640.
as amended,
$145,640.
Sunday, eta,,
Sunday, etc, openFor extra services of employees
employees and additional employees
employees under
under
the Librarian
Librarian to provide for the opening of the Library
Library Building
Building
holidays, at
on Sundays and on legal holidays,
to be
fixed by
by the
the LibraLibraat rates to
be fixed
rian, $3,600.
$3,600.
Temporary, etc.,
an, $3,600.
services.
Temporary,
etc.,
For special and temporary services in
connection with
services.
in connection
with the custody, care, and maintenance
maintenance of the Library Building, including extra
special services of regular employees at the discretion
discretion of the Librarian, at rates to
to be
be fixed by the Librarian,
$450.
Librarian, $450.
So in original.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

CH. 372.
372.
CH.

831

MAY
1934.
MAY 30,
30,1934.

For mail, delivery,
delivery, and
telephone services, rubber
rubber
and telephone
rubber boots,
boots, rubber
clothing for
workmen, uniforms
uniforms for
for guards,
coats, and other
other special
special clothing
for workmen,
guards,
stationery, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, and
and all other
expenses
other incidental
incidental expenses
in connection
connection with the custody and maintenance
maintenance of the
the Library
Building, $8,900.
$8,900.
For any expense of the Library of Congress
Congress Trust Fund Board
not properly
properly chargeable to the income of
of any
any trust fund held by
the board,
board, $500.
$500.
the
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE

Incidentals,
Incidentals, etc.
etc.

Trust Fund Board,
Board,
Trust
expenses.

Fund

Government
iovenmnent
ing Office.

PrintPrint.

Printing and bindTo
the Public
Public Printer
Printer with
a working
for the
Printing and bindTo provide
provide the
with a
working capital
capital for
the ing.
following
for the
the execution
printing, binding,
following purposes for
execution of
of printing,
binding, litholithoof the
graphing, mapping, engraving, and other authorized
authorized work of
Government
Office for
for the
the various
branches of
of the
the GovGovernment Printing
Printing Office
various branches
GovPublic Printer, DepPrinter, Dep
Public
and Deputy
Public uty,
salaries of
Public Printer
ernment: For
ernment:
For salaries
of Public
Printer and
Deputy Public
etc.
Printer;
for salaries,
salaries, compensation,
compensation, or
all necessary
Printer; for
or wages
wages of
, etc.
of all
necessary offiofficers and employees
employees additional
additional to those
herein appropriated
appropriated for,
those herein
including employees
necessary to
including
employees necessary
to handle
handle waste paper and
and conconof absence,
Leaves of
to comply
absence,
demned
material for
for sale;
sale; to
to enable
enable the
demned material
the Public
Public Printer
Printer to
comply etc.Leaves
with the provisions
provisions of
granting holidays
holidays and
of law
law granting
and half holidays and etc.
Executive orders
granting holidays
holidays and
half holidays
with pay
Executive
orders granting
and half
holidays with
pay to
to
employees
•to
to enable
enable the
the Public
Printer to
to comply
with the
the proproemployees;'
Public Printer
comply with
visions
leave to
employees with
pay;
visions of
of law granting
granting annual
annual leave
to employees
with pay;
rents,
electric fixtures;
rents, fuel,
fuel, gas, heat,
heat, electric current, gas
gas and electric
fixtures;
Machinery, etc.
the carriage
of printing Machinery,
bicycles,
vehicles for the
carriage of
bicycles, motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
and
printing supplies,
supplies, and the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
and operaoperaand printing
tion
of the
be used
tion of
the same,
same, to
to be
used only
only for
for official
official purposes,
purposes, including
including
operation,
repair, and
maintenance of
of motor-propelled
passengeroperation, repair,
and maintenance
motor-propelled passengercarrying
vehicles for
official use
of the
officers of
of the
Government
carrying vehicles
for official
use of
the officers
the Government
Printing
in writing
writing ordered
ordered by
the Public
Public Printer;
Printer;
Office when
when in
by the
Printing Office
freight,
telegraph, and
service, furniture,
freight, expressage
expressage, telegraph,
and telephone
telephone service,
furniture, typetypewriters,
and carpets;
stationery, postage,
and
writers, and
carpets; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; stationery,
postage, and
advertising;
directories, technical
books, newspapers
newspapers and
advertising; directories,
technical books,
and magazines,
and
reference (not
exceeding $500);
$500) ;adding
and numbering
numbering
and books
books of
of reference
(not exceeding
adding and
machines,
time stamps,
stamps, and other machines
character;
machines of similar
similar character;
machines, time
rubber
boots, coats,
and gloves;
gloves; machinery
$300,000) ;
(not exceeding
exceeding $300,000);
coats, and
machinery (not
rubber boots,
implements, and buildequipment,
repairs to
machinery, implements,
to machinery,
equipment, and
and for repairs
ings,
and for
necessary equipment,
equipment,
for minor
minor alterations
alterations to buildings; necessary
ings, and
maintenance,
and supplies
the emergency
emergency room
the use
of all
for the
use of
all
supplies for
for the
room for
maintenance, and
employees
in the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office who
be taken
who may
may be
taken
employees in
suddenly ill
ill or
or receive
injury while
while on
on duty;
other necessary
necessary conconduty; other
receive injury
suddenly
tingent
miscellaneous items
authorized by
Printer;
by the
the Public
Public Printer;
and miscellaneous
items authorized
tingent and
Inspection, etc., exfor expenses
expenses authorized
authorized in
by the
Joint Committee
on penses.
etc, exCommittee on
Inspection,
in writing
writing by
the Joint
for
Printing
for the
the inspection
inspection of
printing and
binding equipment,
equipment, matemate- pn
of printing
and binding
Printing for
rial, and
supplies and
Government printing
District
printing plants
plants in
in the
the District
and Government
rial,
and supplies
of Columbia
Columbia or
exceeding $1,000);
$1,000) ;for
salaries and
and
of
or elsewhere
elsewhere (not
(not exceeding
for salaries
Indexes, Congresexpenses of
preparing the
semimonthly and
and session
session indexes
the sional
indexes of
of the
Indexes,
the semimonthly
expenses
of preparing
Record.CongresCongressional
Record
under
the
direction
of
the
Joint
Committee
a eod.
Congressional Record under the direction of the Joint Committee
on
Printing (chief
(chief indexer
indexer at
at $3,480,
$3,480, one
cataloguer at
$3,180, two
at $3,180,
two
one cataloguer
on Printing
cataloguers at
at $2,460
each, and
one cataloguer
cataloguer at
$2,100) ;and
for
at $2,100);
and for
$2,460 each,
and one
cataloguers
all
labor, paper,
paper, materials,
materials, and
needed in
in
and equipment
equipment needed
the necessary
necessary labor,
all the
the prosecution
prosecution and
and delivery
delivery and
mailing of
in all,
all,
of the
the work;
work; in
and mailing
the
$2,500,000, to
binding
the printing
printing and
and binding
to which
which shall
shall be
be charged
charged the
$2,500,000,
authorized
done for
for Congress
Congress including
including supplemental
supplemental and
and
to be
be done
authorized to
deficiency
estimates of
the printing
printing and
binding for
and binding
for
appropriations, the
deficiency estimates
of appropriations,
use
Printing Office,
Office, and
and binding
binding
printing and
and printing
Government Printing
use of
of the
the Government
(not exceeding
$2,000) for
use of
the Architect
the Capitol
Architect of
of the
Capitol
for official
official use
of the
(not
exceeding $2,000)
when
authorized by
by the
in all
all to
to an
amount
an amount
of the
the Senate;
Senate; in
the Secretary
Secretary of
when authorized

832
832
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Provisos.
Working capital,

osksngcapita

printing
printing and
and binding.

vol. 47, p.

Vol. 47, p. 397.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 372.
MAY 30,
CH.
372. MAY
30, 1934.
1934.

not exceeding
sum: Provided,
Provided, That
That $500,000
$500,000 of
of the
unexpended
not
exceeding this
this sum:
the unexpended
balance of
appropriation for
for public
public printing
binding, Govof the appropriation
printing and
and binding,
Government
ernment Printing
Office, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1933,
1933, shall
shall be
be credited
credited to
Printing Office,
to .the
the

appropriation
Printappropriation for
for public
public printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, Government
Government Printing Office,
ing
Office, fiscal year 1934, and be immediately
immediately available
available for
for the
the
purposes
purposes of the working capital for the fiscal year 1934 and be
subjected to obligation
obligation for printing and
subjected
and binding for Congress
Congress and
17
se authorized.
vse
authorized.
to enable the Public Printer to
to comply with the provision
of law
law
provision of
granting annual leave of absence to
granting
to employees,
employees, with
with pay, in fiscal
fiscal
Ante,
Ae, p. 98.
year 1934, in addition to the sum authorized by
Law Numby Public
Public Law
Numapproved May 29, 1933.
bered 26, approved
Congressional
work.
Congressional work.
Printing and binding for Congress chargeable
chargeable to the foregoing
appropriation,
appropriation, when recommended
recommended to be done by the Committee on
on
Printing of either House, shall be so recommended
recommended in aa report containing an approximate estimate of the cost thereof, together
together with
with a
a
statement from the Public Printer of estimated approximate
approximate cost of
of
work previously ordered
ordered by Congress within the fiscal year
year for
for which
appropriation is made.
this appropriation
made.
Payment for work
oament
woa During the fiscal year 1935 any executive
executive department
department or independordered
ordered by fordepartments, etc.
establishment of the Government
ent establishment
Government ordering
ordering printing
and binding
printing and
binding
from the Government
Government Printing Office shall pay promptly by
by check
check
to the Public Printer upon his written request,
advance or
or
request, either in
in advance
upon completion
completion of the work, all or part of the estimated or actual
rendered by
by the
the Public
Public
cost thereof, as the case may be, and bills
bills rendered
Printer in
in accordance
accordance herewith shall not be subject to audit or certiProviso.
PeViso.
Provided, That proper adjustments
fication in advance of payment: Provided,
adjustments
Adjustments of accounts.
coustmets
on the basis of the actual cost of delivered work paid for
for in advance
shall be made monthly or quarterly
quarterly and as may be agreed upon by
the Public Printer and the department
department or establishment
establishment concerned.
concerned.
Sums paid for work
All sums
to the
the Public
for work
work that
is authorized
authorized
rems
paid
work All
sums paid
paid to
Public Printer
Printer for
that he
he is
credited
to for
working
capital.
capital.
by law to do shall be deposited to the credit, on the books of the
Treasury Department, of the appropriation
appropriation made for the working
capital of the Government
Government Printing Office,
Office, for the year in which
the work is done, and be subject to requisition
by the
the Public
Printer.
requisition by
Public Printer.
Estimates for departEStimatefor dbepatAll
amounts
fiscal
the
year
1936
printing
for
in
the
Budget
for
printing
ments,
to be
merts, etc.,
etc., to
be inincorporated
corporated in a
a single and binding
department or establishment,
binding for any department
so far
far as
as the
the
establishment, so
item.
Bureau of the Budget may deem practicable,
practicable, shall be incorporated
incorporated
in a
a single item for printing and binding for such department
department or
or
establishment
establishment and be eliminated as a
a part of any estimate for any
other purpose.
purpose. And if any amounts for printing and binding are
are
included as a
a part of any estimates for any other purposes,
such
included
purposes, such
amounts shall be set forth in detail in aanote immediately
immediately following
following
Proviso.
general estimate
for printing
printing and
and binding:
Provided, That
That the
the
Engravingand
rint- the general
Engraving
and Printestimate for
binding:
Provided,
ing
excepted.
ng Bureau exaepted.
foregoing requirements
requirements shall not apply to work to
be executed
executed at
to be
at
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
Restriction on paying
ing detailed employees.
employees.
No part of any money appropriated in this Act shall be paid to
any person employed in the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office while
while
detailed for or performing service in any other executive branch
branch
of the public service of the United States unless such detail be
authorized by law.
Immediately
Immediately
able.

avail-

Office of Superintendfe of
oSuperin
tendent
of Documents.

OFFICE
DOCUMENTS
OFTICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF DOCIUMEiTS

and
Superintendent and
personnel.
Vol. 46, p. 1003.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
P. 34.
p.3.
pp

For the Superintendent
superintendent
Superintendent of Documents, assistant superintendent,
and
and other
other personal services in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, and compensation
compensation of employees paid
by the
the
paid by

Spersoinnel"
Vols, 103.
-.

oSTPERINITENDENT

hour who shall be subject to the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act to regulate and fix rates of pay for employees
employees and officers of
of

734
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH. 372.
372.
CH.

833
833

MAY
MAY 30,1934.
30, 1934.
Vol. 43, p. 658.

the
Government Printing
Office ",
", approved
June 7,
1924 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., V
43 p.
7, 1924
U.S.C.,
p. 658
1417.
approved June
Printing Office
the Government
Proiso.41
title
40), $481,612:
Provided, That for the purpose
purpose of con- Proviso.
$481,612: Provided,
sec. 40),
44, sec.
title 44,
Item aseparate unit.
con- Itemaseprteunit
forming to
this Act
appropriation shall
shall be
be conthis appropriation
Act this
of this
3 of
section 3
to section
forming
sidered a
appropriation unit.
separate appropriation
a separate
sidered
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
labor-saving Contingent
For furniture
furniture and
and fixtures,
typewriters, carpets, labor-saving
fixtures, typewriters,
For
machines and
stamps, adding and numbering
time stamps,
accessories, time
and accessories,
machines
machines, awnings,
of reference;
directories, books,
reference; directories,
books of
curtains, books
awnings, curtains,
machines,
miscellaneous
office and
and desk
paper, twine,
twine, glue, envelops,
supplies, paper,
desk supplies,
miscellaneous office
postage,
car fares,
fares, soap,
towels, disinfectants,
disinfectants, and ice; drayage,
drayage,
soap, towels,
postage, car
express,
telephone and
telegraph service;
expenses
service; traveling expenses
and telegraph
freight, telephone
express, freight,
(not
to exceed
repairs to
elevators, and machinery;
machinery;
buildings, elevators,
to buildings,
$200);;repairs
exceed $200)
(not to
preserving sanitary
condition of
of building;
building; light,
power;
light, heat, and powersanitary condition
preserving
stationery
and
office
printing,
including
blanks,
price lists, and
blanks,
including
printing,
stationery and office
exceeding
bibliographies, $85,000;
and indexes, not exceeding
catalogues and
for catalogues
$85,000; for
bibliographies,
$85,000;
$30
000;
for
supplying
books
to
depository
libraries,
$85,000;
in all,
depository
to
books
supplying
$30,000; for
Proviso.
$200,000:
That no
no part
this sum
shall be
be used
supply P
to supply
used to
sum shall
of this
part of
supplyingposto
depository
Provided,That
$200,000: Provided,
libraries
restricted.
restricted.
libraries
printed
other
or
to
depository
libraries
any
documents,
books,
or
other
printed
matter
books,
documents,
any
to depository libraries
not requested
requested by
such libraries,
libraries, and
the requests
therefor shall be
requests therefor
and the
by such
not
subject
to
approval
by
the
Superintendent
of
Documents.
Documents.
of
Superintendent
the
by
subject to approval
Printing reports of
o
for deprntments.
In
the expenditures
expenditures for
for printing
printing and
binding for
and binding
departments.
keep the
to keep
order to
In order
such
for
the
fiscal
year
1935
within
or
under
the
appropriations
fiscal
appropriations
the
under
or
within
1935
year
fiscal
the
independent
year,
of the
the various
departments and independent
executive departments
various executive
heads of
the heads
year, the
establishments are
are authorized
discontinue the
the printing of annual
to discontinue
authorized to
establishments
Proviso.
Provided, Proviso.
or
special reports
reports under their respective
respective jurisdictions: Provided,
or special
Originals to be kept.
That
the printing
printing of
of such
such reports
reports is
is discontinued
discontinued the
the original
original Originalstobekept.
where the
That where
copy
shall be
be kept
on file
in the
the offices
offices of the heads of the
file in
kept on
thereof shall
copy thereof
respective
or independent
establishments for public
independent establishments
departments or
respective departments
inspection.
inspection.
Purchases independindependunder entPurchases
appropriation under
foregoing appropriation
the foregoing
Purchases
be made
made from
from the
may be
Purchases may
commitof supply committee.
tees.
the
"
Government
Printing
Office
",
as
provided
in
the
Printing
for
provided
as
",
the " Government Printing Office
Vol. 23, p. 601: Vol.
ol 631. p. 01: Vol.
reference to section 44 36,
without reference
Act
and without
3 p.
1895, and
12, 1895,
January 12,
approved January
Act approved
1309.
s.c.,.p. 1309.
con7),
sec.
41,
(U.S.C.,
of
the
Act
approved
June
17,
1910
(U.S.C.,
title
7),
1910
17,
June
of the Act approved
vehile
Privte
cerning
purchases for
executive departments.
departments.
for executive
cerning purchases
Private vehicle
restriction.
SEC. 2.
No part
of the
the funds
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used striction.
funds herein
part of
2. No
SEC.
s
for
or care
vehicles.e
private vehicles.
of private
care of
maintenance or
the maintenance
for the
Average salaries in
not
appropria- designated
of appropriadesignated offices
°films not
appropriations or portions of
SEC. 3.
In expending
expending appropriations
3. In
SEC.
to be exceeded.
tovx.uoeeded.
in
services
personal
for
tions,
contained in
in this
this Act,
the payment
payment for personal services
for the
Act, for
tions, contained
Vol. 46, P. 1003 .
Supp.
VII,
supp. VII,
U.s.c.,
Classification Act Pp. U.S.C.,
the
of Columbia
in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Columbia in
District of
the District
34.
34
'
total
the
of
salaries
of
1923,
as
amended,
the
average
of
salaries
number
the
of 1923, as amended, the average of
of persons
persons under
any grade
grade in
in the
the Botanic
Library of
Botanic Garden, the Library
under any
of
Congress, or
or the
the Government
Printing Office,
Office, shall not at any time
Government Printing
Congress,
exceed the
the average
of the
the compensation
compensation rates
specified for the grade
rates specified
average of
exceed
Proviso.
to
o"ppli,,o.e
by such
Act, as
as amended:
amended: Provided,
That this
this restriction
restriction shall not Not
applicable to
Provided, That
such Act,
by
clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical
service,
apply
(1)
to
grades
1,
;
3,
and
4
of
the
clerical-mechanical
service,
clerical-mechanical
the
of
4
and
3,
2,
1,
service.
apply (1) to grades
Vol. 42,
42, p. 1490.
1490.
(2) to
to require
the reduction
of any
person whose
whose compensacompensa- Vol.
any person
salary of
in salary
reduction in
require the
(2)
U.S.C., p. 66.
.
p.
U.s.C.
the
tion
was
fixed
as
of
July
1,
1924,
in
accordance
with
the
rules
of
with
accordance
in
1924,
1,
July
of
as
fixed
was
tion
of
section
6
of
such
Act,
(3)
to
require
the
reduction
in
salary
of
any
salary
in
reduction
the
section 6 of such Act, (3) to require
Transfer to another
anoth
pTroseitou
person who
who is
in position
transferred from one position to another position in
is transferred
reducwithout reducposition without
person
tion.
tion.
office,
bureau,
the
same
or
different
grade
in
the
same
or
a
different
office,
different
a
or
the same or different grade in the same
a salary Higher salary rates
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit,
(4) to
prevent the
of a
payment of
the payment
to prevent
unit, (4)
or
Highe salary rates
under any
any grade
grade at
at a
the maximum
rate of the allowed.
maximum rate
than the
higher than
rate higher
a rate
under
grade when
when such
permitted by
the Classification
Classification Act
by the
is permitted
rate is
higher rate
such higher
grade
of 1923,
1923, as
and is
specifically authorized
authorized by other law, or It only one position
is specifically
amended, and
as amended,
of
nf oy one position
in which
(5)
to reduce
any person
person in
in a
a grade
grade in
which in
of any
compensation of
in a
agrade.
the compensation
reduce the
(5) to
only one
is allocated.
allocated.
position is
one position
only
D.C.-Va. Boundary
D.C.Va. Boudary
S
EC. 4.
the purpose
purpose of
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of Public
Public Commission.
of carrying
For the
4. For
SEC.
Salaries and
and exexSalaries
the
for
Act
Numbered
125,
entitled
"An
Act
to
appointment
provide
to
Act
"An
entitled
penses.
Act Numbered 125,
Aste,p.
454.
44.
PA,.
District
of a
a commission
to establish
establish the
boundary line between
between the District
the boundary
commission to
of
of
Columbia and
and the
the Commonwealth
approved March
March
Virginia , approved
of Virginia",
Commonwealth of
of Columbia
5
86037s-81-52,
86637--831 --

834
834

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS.
372, 373.
CIHS. 372,373.

1
1
,1Y,30,1934.
3
4
°
:
1
1-9
9
a4:
May

21, 1934, including
including salaries, travel and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses as
as authorauthorized by law, to be
available, $10,000.
be immediately
immediately available,
$10,000.
Foreign Service offiForeign
of SEO.
S
EC. 5. For the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of the
cers, etc.
etc.
Losses due
dip to appre- Act entitled "An Act to authorize annual appropriations
meet
appropriations to
to meet
ciation of foreign curreciteisf foreign cur- losses sustained by officers and
of the
and employees
employees of
the United
United States
rencies.
States in
in
Ante, p.
466.
PAte,
p. 1.
foreign countries due to
currencies in
in their
to appreciation
appreciation of
of foreign
foreign currencies
their
Post, p. 1060.
relation to the American dollar, and for other purposes ",
approved
", approved
March 26, 1934, and for each
each and
every object
and purpose
and every
object and
purpose specispecified therein, to be immediately
immediately available,
available, $7,438,000.
$7,438,000.
Citation of
of Act.
Act.
SEC.
" Legislative
S
EC. 6. This Act may be cited as the "
Legislative Branch
Branch ApproAppropriation Act, 1935."
1935."
Approved, May 30, 1934.
f

[CHAPTER 373.1
[CHAPTER
373.]
June 4, 1934.
[S.
[I. 195.]
195.]
fPublio, No.
[Public,
No. 269.]
269.]
Districo

ACT
AN ACT
AN

Respecting contracts
contracts of industrial
industrial life insurance
insurance in
in the
District of
Columbia:
the District
of Columbia:
.

District of Columbia.

Contracts
Contracts of indus-

triallifeinsuranee

trial life insurance.

Be itit enoated
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
States of America
Ameica in
United
in Congress
That policies
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
policies of
of
industrial weekly
payment life insurance
weekly payment
insurance hereafter
hereafter issued
issued or
or
delivered in the District
delivered
subject to
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be subject
to the
the followfollowing conditions, in addition
addition to
any others
others prescribed
law and
not
to any
prescribed by
by law
and not
inconsistent with
with the
Act.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act.
GOOD FAITH
GOOD
FAITH-

Tooafaith

insured

faith of validity
insured
in Good
In
determining
determining

ofof policy,
policy.

SE.
Snc. 2. If
If payment
payment of
of such
such a
be refused
because of
of
a policy
policy shall
shall be
refused because

unsound
unsound health at or prior to the date of the policy, the good faith
of both applicant
applicant and insured shall constitute
constitute aamaterial element
in
element in
determining the validity of the policy; and it shall not be held
invalid because of unsound health unless the insurer shall prove
prove that,
that,
at or before the date of issue of the policy, the insured or applicant
applicant
had knowledge of, or reason to know, the facts on
defense
on which
which the defense
is based, or shall prove that the insurance was procured by the
insured
insured or applicant
applicant in bad faith or with intent to defraud
defraud the
the comcompany, any provision,
provision, agreement, condition, waranty,
waranty,11 or clause
conclause contained in said policy, or endorsed thereon,
thereon, or
added
attached
or
added
or
attached
Proof of fraud, etc.
etc.
Proofofraud,
thereto, to
contrary notwithstanding. Proof by the insurer of
thereto,
to the
the contrary
of
fraud, intent to deceive, unsound health, bad faith, breach
breach or11 warranty or condition precedent, or other matter of defense,
defense, shall be
D.C. Coide,
se. 657.
ulbject to the provisions
of section 657
D.C.
Code,
see.
057. subject
provisions of
"An Act
to
657 of the Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
Vol. 31, p. 1294.
establish
establish a
a Code of Law for the District of Columbia ", approved
approved
March 3, 1901, as amended (D.C. Code, title 5, sec.
see. 183).
183).

Vo.

INCoNIiESTABILrT
INCONTESTABILITY
Incontestability of
Incontestability
of
policy
on grounds relating
health after
tng to
to health
after
two years.

two

ystanding

When
proWhen policy povides shorter period.

policy

determs

SEx.
SEC. 3. Every such policy shall be incontestable
incontestable upon any ground

relating
to health
after two years from its date of issue (notwithrelating to
health after

longer period
period may
may be
be named
therein), provided the
standing aa longer
named therein),
insured shall be alive at the end of said period.
If the
by its
period. If
the policy
policy by
its
shorer period
terms shall
shall be incontestable
incontestable after aa shorter
period than
than herein
herein proprovided, the terms of the policy with regard to such period of limitation
limitation
shall govern.
shall
govern.
I
So in original.
'original.
'So

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS.
373, 374.
CHS. 373,374.

835
835

JUNE 4,1934.
4, 1934.
JUNE

ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT
SEC. 4.
4. Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in
in the
the terms
of any
such policy
shall
terms of
any such
policy shall
SEC.
operate
to prevent
its valid
valid assignment
operate to
prevent its
assignment by
by, the
the insured;
insured; but
but the
the
company
issuing the
the policy
so assigned shall
company issuing
policy so
of all
all
shall be
be discharged
discharged of
liability
by payment
of its
with its
its
liability thereon
thereon by
payment of
its proceeds
proceeds in
in accordance
accordance with
terms,
before such
such payment
payment the
company shall
shall have
have written
written
terms, unless before
the company
notice
such assignment.
notice of
of such
assignment.

Assignment
Assignment
ted.

permitpermit-

Notice
to issuing comNoticetoissuingcom.
pany.

.

BENEFICIARY
BENEFICIARY
SEC. 5.
5. Any
Any individual
individual designated
designated with
with the
the consent
consent of
of the
the insurer,
right to
to
insurer, prBeneflciary;
Beneficary; right
SEC.
evidenced by
of its
president or
secretary, or
desigevidenced
by the
the signature
signature of
its president
or secretary,
or designated upon
upon a
a form
by and
filed with
insurer, as
nated
form furnished
furnished by
and filed
with the
the insurer,
as benebeneficiary of
of such
policy shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
proceeds of
policy
ficiary
such aapolicy
to the
the proceeds
of such
such policy
after
in priority
claimants, and
after the
the death
death of
of the
the insured
insured in
priority to
to all
all other
other claimants,
and
may sue
sue in
his own
own name
name for
for such
such proceeds
if payment
payment is
is refused
refused by
by
may
in his
proceeds if
the
Provided, That upon
the insurer:
insurer: Provided,
upon the expiration
expiration of fifteen days after Proviso.
mProV.
Payment of claim.
the
death of
insured, unless
unless proof
claim in
in the
the death
of the
the insured,
proof of
of claim
the manner
manner and
and
form
by the
Policy, accompanied
accompanied by
by the
for surrender,
surrender,
form required
required by
the Policy,
the policy
policy for
has
benehas theretofore
theretofore been
been made
made by or
or on behalf of
of such
such designated
designated beneficiary,
insurer may
claimant permitted
permitted by
ficiary, the insurer
may pay
pay to
to any
any other
other claimant
by the
the
policy. A person specified as one to whom the insured desires
desires pay- Beneficiary
nT eaciary "speltnot u
ment made,
but not
designated as
as beneficiary,
beneficiary, shall
shall be
:La. but not
ment
made, but
not formally
formally designated
be natd."
deemed a
a beneficiary for the purposes of this section, provided
such
provided such
designation
designation be
the company
company during
during
be made
made in
in writing
writing and
and filed with
with the
the lifetime
lifetime of
of the
the insured.
insured.
Approved,
June 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
esig.

[CHAPTER
374.]
[CHAPTER 374.]

AN ACT

To
incorporate the Mount
Cemetery
to incorporate
Mount Olivet
Olivet Cemetery
To amend
amend an
an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to
the District
District of Columbia."
Company
Company in
in the
Columbia."

June 4,
4, 1934.
[S. 1737.)
(Public,
No. 270.]
270.1
[Public, No.

Is. 1757.]

it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
District of Columbia.
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Act
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Act District
Columb.
Mount Olivet
CameCompany.
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
incorporate the
the Mount
Mount Olivet
Olivet Cemetery
Cemetery Company
entitled
to incorporate
Company tory
tery
company.
Vol.
12,
p.
426,
in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia ",
on the
the 10th
day of
June amended.
amended.
in the
the District
", approved
approved on
10th day
of June
1862
be, and
same hereby
is, amended
amended by
by adding
adding
1862 (12
(12 Stat.L.
Stat.L. 426)
426) be,
and the
the same
hereby is,
at the
of section
section 2
of the
10th day
day of
1862
at
the end
end of
2 of
of the
the said
said Act
Act of
the 10th
of June
June 1862
the
the following:
following:
Additional
"The said
may use
use for
for burial
the tracts
tracts of
tracts set
set
Additional tracts
burial purposes
purposes the
of aside
"The
said corporation
corporation may
for burial purpose.r
bal pu
'Hoover
respectively, as the '
it and known, respectively,
Hoover poses.
land now owned by it
Description.
tract',
designated for
for purposes
as parcel
parcel Deripton
of assessment
assessment and
and taxation
taxation as
tract', designated
purposes of
153/23,
fronting
on
Bladensburg
Road
and
the
Merten's
tract',
153/23, fronting on Bladensburg Road and the 'Merten's tract',
designated
for purposes
of assessment
assessment and
as parcel
153/42,
designated for
purposes of
and taxation
taxation as
parcel 153/42,
fronting on
on West
the said
tracts having
an
fronting
West Virginia
Virginia Avenue,
Avenue, the
said two
two tracts
having an
aggregate
approximately twelve
twelve and
twenty-five one-hunone-hunand twenty-five
area of
of approximately
aggregate area
dredths acres,
acres, and
the provisions
of the
the aforesaid
Act of
dredths
and all
all of
of the
provisions of
aforesaid Act
of the
the
with
10th day
day of
of June 1862 shall
shall apply to
to both of
of the
the said
said tracts
tracts with
like
of this
this Act
Act had
included therein
therein
like effect
effect as
as if
if the
the provisions
provisions of
had been
been included
Proviso.
at
the time
time of
of its
Provided, That no part of parcel 153/23 Priea.
at the
its enactment:
enactment: Provided,
Area excluded.
lying
within one
one hundred
hundred and
of Bladensburg
Bladensburg Road
excuded.
Road
and twenty
twenty feet
feet of
lying within
shall
be used
of land
land hereby
shall be
used for
for burial
burial purposes;
purposes; the
the strip
strip of
hereby exempted
exempted
from
hundred and
burial purposes
purposes being the
the easterly one
one hundred
and
from use
use for
for burial
twenty feet
feet by
parcel 153/23
on BladensBladens153/23 fronting
fronting on
twenty
by full
full width
width of
of said
said parcel
burg
Road."
burg Road."
Approved, June
June 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

836

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 375.]
375.]

June 4, 1934.
1034.
IS. 2508.]
2508.1
[5.
[Public, No. 271.]

SESS. 11.
II.
SESS.

CIIS. 375-377.
CIS.
375-377.

JUNE 4,
1934.
JUNE
4,1934.

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, with
with the
approval of
of the
National
Authorizing the
the approval
the National
Capital
Commission and
and the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of the
the
Capital Park and
and Planning
Planning Commission
United
States, to
equitable adjustments
claims between
between
United States,
to make
make equitable
adjustments of
of conflicting
conflicting claims
of lands
lands along
along the
the shores
shores of
of the
the Potomac
Potomac
the United States
States and
and other
other claimants
claimants of
River, Anacostia
Anacostia River,
and Rock
Creek in
the District
River,
River, and
Rock Creek
in the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
Be
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
That
for
the
purUnited
Congress assembled,
That
e
Ah
ment of conflicting land pose
of establishing
and making
making clear
the title
of the
United States
States
mentofconflictingland
pose of
establishing and
clear the
itle of
the United
claims along the shores
adjacent
in and
and to any
any part or
or parcel of
of land or
or water in,
in, under, and
and adjacent
offa the Potomac
Potomac and in
Anacostia Rivers, etc.,
the Potomac
the Anacostia
Anacostia River, or
and
or Eastern
Eastern Branch,
Branch, and
to the
Potomac River, the
nacostia Rivers, etc., to
authorized.
Rock Creek,
Creek, including
including the
shores and
and submerged
submerged or
Rock
the shores
or partly
partly submerged
submerged
land, as
well as
the banks
banks of
of said
waterways, and
and also
the upland
land,
as well
as the
said waterways,
also the
upland
immediately adjacent
including made
land, flat
and
immediately
adjacent thereto,
thereto, including
made land,
flat lands
lands and
marsh lands,
in which
which persons
and corporations
corporations and
and others
others may
may
marsh
lands, in
persons and
have or
or pretend
pretend to
have any
any right,
right, title,
title, claim,
or interest
interest adverse
have
to have
claim, or
adverse
to the
the complete
complete title
of the
States as
as set
set forth
forth in
Act
to
title of
the United
United States
in an
an Act
Vol. 37, p.
p. 93.
93.
entitled "An Act providing for the protection of the interest of
of the
the
United
States in
and water
water comprising
comprising any
of the
Potomac
United States
in lands
lands and
any part
part of
the Potomac
River, the
River, Eastern
Eastern Branch
Branch, and
Creek, and
and
River,
the Anacostia
Anacostia River,
and Rock
Rock Creek,
adjacent
lands thereto
", approved
approved April
April 27,
27, 1912
1912 (37
Stat. 93),
93),
adjacent lands
thereto",
(37 Stat.
and
to facilitate
facilitate the
the same,
same, by
making equitable
adjustments
and in
in order
order to
by making
equitable adjustments
of such
such claims
controversies between
between the
of
of
claims and
and controversies
the United
United States
States of
America and
such adverse
adverse claimants,
claimants, the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
America
and such
the Secretary
of the
behalf of
of the
the United
United States,
is authorized
authorized to
to make
make and
and accept,
accept, on
on behalf
States,
Conveyances
by way
way by
onvyancesby
when
deemed
be
the
interest such
way
of
compromise
deemed
to
in
public
of compromise.
conveyances, including
conveyances,
including deeds
deeds of
quit-claim and
restrictive and
and colcolof quit-claim
and restrictive
Approval required.
Approvalrenqired. lateral
lateral covenants, of the lands
in dispute
dispute as
as shall
lands in
shall be
be also
also approved
approved
National Capital
Capital Park
Park and
Planning Commission
and the
by the National
and Planning
Commission and
the
Attorney
Attorney General of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
Approved, June
4, 1934.
Approved,
June 4,
1934.
District of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.
Equitable adjustEquitable

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 376.]
June 4, 1934.
250.]
[S. 2580.]
272.]
[Public, No. 272.1

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Seate and
and House
of the

United States of
America in
assembled, That
the property
property
of Amierica
in Convress
Congress assembled,
That the
Society United
Society

District of Columbia,
Columbia.

National

AN ACT
ACT

To exempt from taxation certain property of the National Society United States
Daughters of 1812 in the District of Columbia.
Daughters

United States Daughters of 1812.

in square numbered
210 in
in the
of Washington,
District
situated in
numbered 210
the city
city of
Washington, District

of
of, exempt from txataxation.
Vol. 19, p.
p. 399.
Vol.

of 1812,
1812, is
is hereby
from all
all
Society United
United States Daughters
Daughters of
hereby exempt
exempt from
taxation
long as
same is
is so
so occupied
occupied and
used, subj
ec tto
to th
taxation so
so long
as the
the same
and used,
subject
thee
provisions
provisions of section 88 of the Act
3, 1877,
1877, as
as amended
amended
Act of March
March 3,
and supplemented
supplemented (D.C. Code,
sec. 712),
712), providing
Code, title 20, sec.
for
providing for
exemptions
and school
school property.
exemptions of church
church and
property.
Approved, June
June 4, 1934.
1934.

described as lot 811, occupied
occupied and
and used
used by
by the
the National
Certain real
real property
property of Columbia, described
National

[CHAPTER
377.1
[CHAPTER 377.]
1934.
June 4, 1934.

[S.
3257.]
Is. 3257.1
[Public, No. 273.]
[Public,
273.]

ACT
AN ACT

To change the designation of Four-and-a-half
Four-and-a-half Street southwest to Fourth Street.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Sen.ate
Senate and
the

District of Columbia.
DistrictoGfColmbia.
United Sates
of America
Designation
of Four- United
States of
.America in
in Congress
Congress assevmbled,
assembled, That the street
nd-ht
o
esignateon
Fourand-a-half Street south-

aa-halfstseth- designated
as "Four-and-a-half
south from the
designated as
"Four-and-a-half Street"
Street" running south
center of the Mall to P
P Street south be, and the same is hereby,
changed to Fourth Street, thereby
thereby giving this street for its entire
length from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
northwest to P
Avenue northwest
P Street south the
designation
designation of Fourth Street.
Approved,
Approved, June 4,
4, 1934.
1934.

Fourth
west changed to
to Fourth

Street.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 378.]
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
379.
378, 379.
CHS. 378,
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ACT
AN ACT

To dissolve the Ellen Wilson
Wilson Memorial
Memorial Homes.
Homes.

June 4, 1934.
[S. 3442.]
[S.
[Public, No. 274.1
274.]
[Public,

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
District
i
s
e
tr
n io
N of
o
il
sColumbia.
a•linbia.
That the body E
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States
Ellen Wilson Memorial
rial
Homes
Corporation
corporate and
politic created
under the
entitled "An Act to granted
the Act entitled
created under
and politic
corporate
granted right
right to dissolve.
incorporate the
Ellen Wilson
Memorial Homes ", approved
approved March solve.
Wilson Memorial
the Ellen
incorporate
3, 1915,
1915, be,
be, and
the same
same is hereby, granted
granted the
the right to dissolve
and the
3,
Vol. 38, p. 954.
under
the supervision
supervision of the
Supreme Court of the District of
of Distribution
the Supreme
‘;
1
9
16u
3
i7 pti_on
954 .
under the
of assets.
Columbia and
and to
have its
its assets
among the
deter- Vol.
persons deterthe persons
distributed among
assets distributed
to have
Columbia
Vol. 31,
31, p. 1316.
1316.
manner premined by
by said
said court to
entitled thereto, all in the manner
to be
be entitled
mined
scribed by
subchapter 14
of the
"An Act to establish a
a
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
14 of
by subchapter
scribed
March 3, 1901,
code
of law
law for
for the
Columbia ",
", approved
approved March
of Columbia
District of
the District
code of
Jurisdiction of
of court.
purposes Jurisdiction
corporation for the purpoqPs
said corporation
as
and jurisdiction
over said
jurisdiction over
amended; and
as amended;
effectually
aforesaid
hereby conferred
upon said court
court as fully and effectually
conferred upon
is hereby
aforesaid is
as though
though said
had been
been created
general
to the general
pursuant to
created pursuant
corporation had
said corporation
as
incorporation provisions
provisions contained
contained in
in the
last-mentioned Act, as
the last-mentioned
incorporation
amended.
amended.
Rights reserved.
reserved.
S
P.C. 2.
repeal, alter, or Rights
the right to repeal,
reserves the
Congress reserves
That Congress
2. That
SEC.
amend
Act.
amend this Act.
Approved,
June 4, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 379.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
authorize the
construction and
and operation
operation of certain bridges
bridges across
across the
the construction
To authorize
in the county
Monongahela,
county of Allegheny,
Rivers in
Youghiogheny Rivers
and Youghiogheny
Allegheny, and
Monongahela, Allegheny,
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That in order to
America in
of Araelica
United States
service,' and
facilitate interstate
commerce, improve
improve the
and prothe postal service
interstate commerce,
facilitate
vide for
other purposes, Allegheny County Authority
military and other
for military
vide
or either
and
County of
of Allegheny,
either of them,
them, their
Pennsylvania, or
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
the County
and the
successors
assigns, or
or the
the successors
assigns of either of them,
successors or assigns
and assigns,
successors and
be,
and are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
construct, maintain
maintain, and operate
authorized to construct,
be, and
bridges
and approaches
thereto at
at any
any or
or all
all of the following
following points
approaches thereto
bridges and
within
the county
of Allegheny,
Pennsylvania:
Allegheny, Pennsylvania:
county of
within the
(a) Across
Across the
Monongahela River,
a point suitable to the
at a
River, at
the Monongahela
(a)
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, from
from Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to
PennsylHomestead, Pennsylto Homestead,
interests
vania, near
to, and
and to
replace, existing
Brown's Bridge.
Bridge.
existing Brown's
to replace,
near to,
vania,
(b) Across
Across the
Allegheny River,
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests
a point
at a
River, at
the Allegheny
(b)
O'Hara Township,
of
navigation from
from Pittsburgh
Township, Pennsylvania,
to O'Hara
Pittsburgh to
of navigation,
near Dam
2, to
the existing Highland Park
replace the
to replace
Numbered 2,
Dam Numbered
near
Bridge.
Bridge.
(c)
Across the
the Monongahela
River , at
suitable to the
the
a point
point suitable
at a
Monongahela River,
(c) Across
Pennsylvania,
interests
Of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
city of
the city
in the
navigation, in
of navigation,
interests of
between the
the Wabash
and Point
Point Bridges.
Bridges.
Wabash and
between
(d)
Monongahela River,
River, at
suitable to the
point suitable
a point
at a
the Monongahela
Across the
(d) Across
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, from
the Glenwood
Glenwood to
Hays sections
sections of
the Hays
to the
from the
interests
the city
city of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to replace
existing Glenwood
Glenwood
replace existing
of Pittsburgh,
the
Bridge.
Bridge.
(e)
the Monongahela
River, at
at a
suitable to
the
to the
a point
point suitable
Monongahela River,
Across the
(e) Across
interests
of navigation,
from Dravosburg
McKeesport, PennsylDravosburg to McKeesport,
navigation, from
interests of
vania,
replace existing
Dravosburg Bridge.
Bridge.
existing Dravosburg
to replace
vania, to
(f) Across
Across the
point suitable
to the
the
suitable to
at aa point
River,, at
Youghiogheny River
the Youghiogheny
(f)
McKeesport, to replace existing
interests of
of navigation,
in the
existing
city of McKeesport,
the city
navigation, in
interests
Fifth
Avenue Bridge.
Fifth Avenue

4, 1934.
1934.
June 4,
8241.]
[H.R. 8241.]
[Public,
No. 275.]
275.]
[Public, No.

Bridge construction
Bridge
in Allegheny County,

construction

Pa.

Monongahela River,
Rm
, to Home.
Mpittononthe
Pittsburgh
stead.
Allegheny
River,
pAllgbh
Pittsburgh
to O'Hara
Township.

Rive,

Township.

Monongahela River.
Mononaela River.
Pittsburgh.

urg

Dmvoeburg to McMo
Keesport.

KDravebur to
.
K

Youghiogheny
River,
atY oh1yRiver
at McKeesport.

838

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Monongahela River.
Monongahela
Boroughs of Rankin
andWhittaker.
Whittaker.
Construction.
construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

vo 34'

Tolls to ebe adjusted
adjusted
to provid
operaprovide for operation and
and amortization
amortization
costs.
c st s
.

Record of expenditures and receipts.
tures andreceipts,

Right to sell, etc.,

Right to sell, etc.,
conferred.
conferred.

Ifacquiredby

If acquired by United

t at

States.
S es.

Amendment.

Anenment

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CRS. 379,
380.
379, 380.
CHS.

JUNE 4,
1934.
4, 1934.
JUNE

suitable to
River,, at
(a
b ) Across
Across the
at aa point
point suitable
to the
the
Monongahela River
the Monongahela
(g)
interests
navigation, from
Rankin to
to the Borough
Borough
the Borough
Borough of
of Rankin
from the
interests of
of navigation,
of
replace existing
existing Rankin
Rankin Bridge,
of Whittaker,
Whittaker, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to replace
Bridge, all
all
in
accordance with
with the
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act to
to
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
regulate
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters",
waters ",
bridges over
the construction
construction of
regulate the
approved
23, 1906,
1906, and
to the
the conditions
conditions and
and
and subject
subject to
March 23,
approved March
limitations
in this
this Act.
Act.
contained in
limitations contained
of
SEO. 2. If
If tolls
tolls are
are charged for the use of said bridges or any
Sxo.
any of
them,' the rates
rates of toll
to them
them or
them,
approaches to
or any
any of
of them
or the
the approaches
them, or
may
be so
adjusted as
to provide
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
pay such
such part
part
a fund
as to
provide a
so adjusted
may be
or all
any one
one or
of the
the following
following items
items as
as shall
shall not
not be
be from
from
or more
more of
or
all of
of any
time
to time
time otherwise
provided for,
for, namely:
namely: (a)
(a) The
reasonable
The reasonable
otherwise provided
time to
cost of
of maintenance,
maintenance ' repair,
repair, and
of said
bridges and
and
said bridges
and operation
operation of
cost
approaches; and
(b) the
amortization, within
time and
and
reasonable time
within aareasonable
the amortization,
approaches;
and (b)
under reasonable
reasonable conditions,
of any
any loan
loan or
or loans,
including reasonreasonloans, including
conditions, of
under
able
taxes, and
charges, made
made or
made in
in
to be
be made
or to
and financing
financing charges,
able interest,
interest, taxes,
connection
the construction
of any
of said
said bridges
bridges and
and
any of
with the
construction of
connection with
approaches.
approaches.
their
cost of the bridges
S
EC. 3.
An accurate
record of the
the cost
bridges and their
accurate record
SrO.
3. An
all expenditures
approaches
approaches and
and of all
expenditures for maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
and
shall be
operating
same and
and of
of tolls
tolls collected
from time
time to
to time
time shall
collected from
operating the
the same
kept and
reasonable times
times be
available for
for the
the informainformabe available
shall at
at all
all reasonable
kept
and shall
tion
in the
the construction,
and
operation, and
construction, operation,
all persons
persons interested
interested in
tion of
of all
maintenance thereof.
maintenance
S
EC. 4.
The right
to sell,
sell, assign,
mortgage, or pledge
pledge any
right to
assign, transfer,
transfer, mortgage,
SEc.
4. The
or all the rights, powers,
powers, and
conferred by
by this
Act is
is
and privileges
privileges conferred
this Act
hereby granted
granted to
to the
hereby
the said
said Allegheny
Allegheny County
County Authority
Authority and
and the
the
County of
Pennsylvania, or
or either
either of
them, their
their sucsucof them,
County
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, Pennsylvania,
cessors
assigns, or
successors or
assigns of
of either
either of
of them;
them; and
and
cessors or
or assigns,
or the
the successors
or assigns
if such
rights, powers,
powers, and
privileges shall
be sold,
sold, assigned,
or
if
such rights,
and privileges
shall be
assigned, or
transferred
to, or
shall be
transferred to,
or shall
be acquired
acquired through
through mortgage,
mortgage, pledge,
pledge, foreforeclosure,
or otherwise
otherwise by
by the
of America
acting by
by or
closure, or
the United
United States
States of
America acting
or
through
the President,
Federal Emergency
Administrator of
through the
President, the
the Federal
Emergency Administrator
of
Public
or such
such other
other agency
agencies as
as may
may be
designated
Public Works
Works or
agency or
or agencies
be designated
or
created for
to the
the National
National Industrial
Industrial
or created
for such
such purpose
purpose pursuant
pursuant to
Recovery Act or any amendment
Recovery
amendment or supplement
supplement thereto, or otherwise,
otherwise,
political subdivision,
or
by any
any, person,
or by
person, corporation,
corporation, or political
subdivision, the United
United
States of America
America or such person, corporation,
corporation, or political
political subdivision
subdivision
is
authorized and
empowered to
the same
is hereby
hereby authorized
and empowered
to exercise
exercise the
same as fully
fully as
though
conferred herein
directly upon
though conferred
herein directly
upon the United
United States of America,
America,
such
person, corporation,
corporation, or
or political
political subdivision.
such person,
subdivision.
c. 5. The
SEc.
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 4,
4, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
[CHAPTER 880.]
380.1
[CHAPTER

June 4,
4, 1934.
June
[H.R. 8714.]
[H.R.

[Public, No.
No. 276.1
276.]

AN ACT
ACT
To extend the times for commencing
completing the construction
construction of aabridge
commencing and
and completing
bridge
across
a bridge across
across the Pee Dee River
River and a
across the Waccamaw River,
River, both at
at

or near Georgetown,
Georgetown, South
South Carolina.

it enacted
and House of
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
States of
assembled, That the times for
United States
United
of Anerioa
America il.
in Congress assembled,
for
extended for commencing and
Time extended
completing the
construction
of
aabridge
across the
and
completing
the
construction
of
bridge
across
the
bridging, at Georgeand aabridge
the Waccamaw
17Vaccamaw River,
both at
at or
or
town, St
S.C.
George Pee
twn,
Dee River
River and
Pee Dee
bridge across
River, both
across the
near
Georgetown, South
authorized to
to be
be built
the
near Georgetown,
South Carolina,
Carolina, authorized
built by
by the
Vol.
p. 479;
479; Vol.
Vol. county of Georgetown,
Vol. 46,
46, p.
Georgetown, South Carolina, by an Act of Congress
47, P. 804.
Atp.M
Ante,
p. 5e.
54.
approved
approved May
May 29,
1930, heretofore
heretofore extended
extended by
by Acts
of Congress
29, 1930,
Acts of
Congress
approved
approved February, 14, 1933, and May 12, 1933, are hereby
hereby further
further
extended
years, respectively,
extended one and three years,
respectively , from
from May
May 30, 1934.
Pee Dee
and
Pee
Deeand
maw Rivers.
Rivers.

Waccaacea-

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 380-382.
380-382.

839
839

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 4,
4,1934.

SEC. 2.
2. The
The right
right to
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
or repeal
alter, amend,
amend, or
to alter,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
June 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Amendment.

Amendment.

[CHAPTER 381
381.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
June 4, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 8937.]
8937.]
maintain, _
[H.R.
Granting the
to the
of Indiana
to construct,
construct, maintain,
the State
State of
Indiana to
of Congress
Congress to
Granting
the consent
consent of
[Public, No.
277.]
[Public,
No. 277.]
Delphi,
and
highway bridge
bridge across
across the
the Wabash
at or near Delphi,
Wabash River, at
operate a
a free
free highway
and operate
Indiana.
Indiana.

Be it
by the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by

United States
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
of
United
America in
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
consent of

!!)asa
Wabaash
1..an
bmybridge
m
Ri
a
v
y
erbrid e
Congress
granted to
to the
the State
of Indiana
Indiana to construct,
g
construct, at Delphi.
State of
hereby granted
is hereby
Congress is
approaches thereto,
maintain, and operate a
bridge and approaches
thereto,
a free highway bridge
maintain,
across
River, at
at a
a point suitable to the interests of
Wabash River,
across the Wabash
Construction.
navigation, at
at or
or near
Indiana, in accordance
accordance Construction.
County, Indiana,
Carroll County,
Delphi, Carroll
near Delphi,
navigation,
with
"An Act to regulate the
Act entitled
entitled "An
provisions of
of an Act
with the
the provisions
construction
", approved
approved March
Vol. 34d,
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters
waters ",
March 23,
23, VAmendm4en
Amenment.
t.
1906.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
June 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
382.]
[CHAPTER 382

AN ACT

to construct,
construct, maintain, and
Illinois, to
Authorizing
city of
Shawneetown, Illinois,
of Shawneetown,
the city
Authorizing the
Washingoperate a
bridge across
across the
Ohio River
River at
or near
point between
between Washingat or
near aapoint
the Ohio
toll bridge
operate
a toll
ton Avenue
Avenue and
Monroe Street
Street in
in said
said city
of Shawneetown
Shawneetown and
point opposite
and a
a point
opposite
city of
ton
and Monroe
thereto in
in the
county of
of Union
Union and
State of
of Kentucky.
Kentucky.
and State
thereto
the county

June 4, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 8951.]
8951.]
[Public,
278.]
[Public, No. 278.]

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
United
States of
of America
in Congress
in order
Ohio
River.
iohRr.
assembled, That
That in
order to
to Shawneetown,
Rivr
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
Ill.,
pro- may bridge.
promote
commerce, improve
improve the
the postal
and probridge.
service, and
postal service,
interstate commerce,
promote interstate
purposes ' the city of Shawneetown,
Shawneetown,
vide for
for military and other purposes,
Illinois, be
be and
is hereby
authorized to
maintain, and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
hereby authorized
and is
Illinois,
operate
River, at Locatlon.
Location.
thereto across the Ohio River,
approaches thereto
bridge and
and approaches
a bridge
operate a
interests of
of navigation
near aa point
navigation, at or near
to the
the interests
suitable to
aa point
point suitable
between Washington
Washington Avenue
Avenue and
and Monroe
of
the city of
Monroe Street in the
between
Shawneetown,
thereto in
county
in the county
a point opposite
opposite thereto
Illinois, and
and a
Shawneetown, Illinois,
of
Union and
and State
State of
accordance with
provisions
with the provisions
in accordance
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, in
of Union
8
of
the Act
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
Construction.
n
of bridges Constrctio
construction of
the construction
Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
over
waters ",
" approved
to
subject to
23, 1906,
1906, and subject
March 23,
approved March
over navigable
navigable waters
the
conditions and limitations
limitations contained in this Act.
the conditions
SEC. 2.
2. There
There is
is hereby
conferred upon
upon the
the city
of Shawneetown
oac
cqhu
eis
s.
ition of ap.
apShawneetown, prAAcrquisition
city of
hereby conferred
SEC.
es
Illinois,
powers to enter upon lands and to r
Illinois, all such rights and powers
acquire
condemn occupy,
occupy, possess,
possess, and use real estate and other
acquire, condemn,
property
for
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
the location,
location, construction,
needed '
for the
propertyy needed
operation
such bridge
and its
as are
are possessed by
its approaches
approaches as
bridge and
of such
operation of
railroad
corporations for
or by
corporations
bridge corporations
by bridge
purposes or
for railroad
railroad purposes
railroad corporations
for bridge
bridge purposes
which such real estate or other
the State
State in which
in the
purposes in
for
to
property
compensation therefor, to
making just compensation
property is situated, upon making
be
ascertained and
according to the
State, and
of such State,
the laws of
paid, according
and paid,
be ascertained
the
be the
same as
as in
in the
the condemnation
condemnation
the same
shall be
therefor shall
the proceedings
proceedings therefor
or
expropriation of
of property
in such
such State.
purposes in
public purposes
for public
property for
or expropriation
S
EC. 3.
of Shawneetown,
Shawneetown, Illinois,
Illinois, is
is hereby
rat.
author- Toll rates.
hereby authorcity of
said city
3. The
The said
SEC.
ized to
and charge
charge tolls
over such
such bridge,
the rates
bridge, and the
for transit
transit over
tolls for
to fix
fix and
ized
of toll
fixed shall
changed by the Secretary
shall be
be the
the legal rates until changed
so fixed
of
toll so
of War
War under
the authority
authority contained
March 23,
23, 1906.
Act of
of March
in the
the Act
contained in
under the
of

840
840

73.01
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. IL

GUS.
COHS. 382, 383.

JUNE
JUNE 4,1934.
4, 1934.

of toll to be charged for the use of
rates of
Szo.
1. In
the rates
of
fixing the
In fixing
SE. 4.
such
bridge
the
same
shall
be
so
provide aafund suffias to provide
adjusted as
such bridge the same shall be so adjusted
cient to
pay for
the reasonable
reasonable cost
repairing, and
maintaining, repairing,
of maintaining,
cost of
for the
to pay
cient
operating
bridge and
and its
its approaches
approaches under economical
economical managemanagethe bridge
operating the
ment,
and
to
provide
a
sinking
fund
sufficient
to
the cost
amortize
to
sufficient
fund
a
sinking
provide
to
ment, and
of
approaches, including
including reasonable
reasonable interest
interest and
its approaches,
and its
bridge and
such bridge
of such
financing cost,
as soon
as possible,
possible, under
charges, but
reasonable charges,
under reasonable
soon as
cost, as
financing
within
exceed thirty
years from
from the
the completion
completion
thirty years
to exceed
not to
period not
within aa period
Maintenance, asfree
as free thereof.
a
sinking
fund sufficient
sufficient for such amortization
amortization shall
shall
sinking
a
After
thereof.
Maintenance,
bridge,
Irridge, after amortizm
have
been so
so provided,
provided, such
such bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be maintained
maintained
have been
ing
osts.
inigcosts.
and
free of
the rates
of toll
thereafter be so
toll shall thereafter
rates of
or the
tolls, or
of tolls,
operated free
and operated
adjusted
as to
to provide
of not
the amount necessary
necessary
exceed the
to exceed
not to
fund of
provide aafund
adjusted as
and
of
for
the
proper
maintenance,
repair,
and
operation
the
bridge
operation
and
repair,
maintenance,
proper
for the
its approaches,
under economical
management. An accurate
accurate record
economical management.
approaches, under
its
Record of expendi- of
expenditures for
the cost
of the
the bridge
bridge and
and its
its approaches,
approaches, the expenditures
cost of
rfeipendi- of the
Reaord
tures and receipts.
ti
maintaining, repairing,
nd r
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily
available for the informatolls
collected shall
shall be
kept and shall be available
be kept
tolls collected
tion
of all
persons interested.
interested.
all persons
tion of
Amendment.
S
5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
Smendment.
gEC. 5.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, June 4, 1934.
op-

Rates applied to op-

Rates

eration,
ation, sinking fund,
er
etc.
to.
et

[CHAPTER 383.]
[CHAPTER
June
1934.
June 4, 1934.
[H.R.
M.]
[H.R. 900D.]
[Public, No. 279.]

AN ACT

Granting
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to
to
to the
consent of
Granting the
construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa toll
toll bridge
bridge across
the Susquehanna
River
Susquehanna River
across the
construct, maintain,
at or
near Holtwood,
Holtwood, Lancaster
Lancaster County.
County.
or near
at

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
ana House of Representatives
enacted by
Be
Congress asseinbled,
in. Congress
America in
United
States of America
assembled, That the consent
consent
United States
Pennsylvania
of Pennsylvania
or Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
Commonwealth of
the Commonwealth
Holtwood. of
to construct,
maintain, and
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
and operate aabridge
construct, maintain,
to
across the
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
suitable to the interests
a point suitable
River, at a
across
of
navigation,
at
or
near
Holtwood,
Lancaster
Pennsylvania,
County, Pennsylvania,
Lancaster
Holtwood,
near
or
at
navigation,
of
Construction.
in accordance
with the
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to
the provisions
accordance with
in
Construction.
vol. 34, p. 84.
waters",",
regulate
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable waters
regulate the
Vol.34,p. 84
approved
March 23,
1900, and
subject to
to the
the conditions and
and subject
23, 1906,
approved March
limitations
contained in this Act.
limitations contained
Usetse
of
tolls to
to proSEC. 2.
2. If
If tolls
charged for the use of such bridge, the rates
tolls are charged
SEc.
protolls
of
for operation
pay the
toopay
a fund
as to provide a
adjusted
so
be
shall
sinking
and of
of tolls
fund. sufficient t
the
vide
sinkg fund.
reasonable cost
cost of
maintaining, repairing,
and operating the bridge
repairing, and
of maintaining,
reasonable
a
and its
its approaches
approaches under
under economical
economical. mana
gement, and to provide
provide a
management,
and
sinking tind
fund sufficient
amortize the cost of the bridge and its
sufficient to amortize
skiing
approaches,
including reasonable
interest and financing cost, as soon
reasonable interest
approaches, including
to
as
possible under
under reasonable
charges, but within aaperiod of not to
reasonable charges
as possible
After aasinking
thereof. _After
free
Maintenance
Mainte nance as fr
ng
ee exceed twenty years from the completion
completion
thereof.
sinking
amortiing
after amortizi
bridge after
costs,
fund sufficient
amortization shall have been so provided,
sufficient for such amortization
fund
costs.
maintained and operated free of
such bridge
bridge shall
thereafter be maintained
of
shall thereafter
such
tolls, or
or the
the rates
tolls shall
thereafter be so adjusted as to provide
shall thereafter
of tolls
rates of
tolls,
not to
to exceed
exceed the
necessary for the proper mainamount necessary
the amount
of not
fund of
aafund
approaches under
tenance,
under
tenance, repair, and operation of the bridge and its approaches
of the
the
of
record
accurate
management.
tures
Record
an
reeeiPt&
economical
An
the costs
costs of
the
economical
expendiof
Recordd
for maintaining,
the expenditures
expenditures for
approaches, the
and its
ridge and
tres and receipts
bridge
its approaches,
maintaining, repairrepairing,
and operating
the same, and of the daily tolls collected, shall be
operating the
ing, and
kept and
and shall be available for the information of all persons
kept
interested.
Amendment.
SEC. 3.
3. The
right to
alter ) amend
amend,) or repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
The right
SEC.
Amendment.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 4, 1934.
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the
Representatives of the
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Connecticut River.
the consent
That the
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent Connecticut
America in
States of
United
Massachusetts may
bridgeMahtTurner
the Department
of
Congress is
is hereby
to the
Department of Public Works, bridge,
granted to
at Turners
hereby granted
of Congress
Falls.
Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
to construct,
operate Falls.
construct, maintain, and operate
Massachusetts, to
Commonwealth of
a
free highway
bridge and
and approaches
across the Connecticut
Connecticut
thereto across
approaches thereto
highway bridge
a free
River, at
at a
suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, at Montague
Montague
point suitable
a point
River,
accordance
(Turners Falls)
and Gill
(Riverside), Massachusetts, in accordance
Gill (Riverside),
Falls) and
(Turners
Construction.
con- Construction.
regulate the
with
the provisions
provisions of
of an
to regulate
the conAct to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
an Act
with the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
p. 4
Vol.34,
struction
of
bridges
over
navigable
waters
",
approved
March
23,
23,
March
approved
waters",
navigable
struction of bridges over
1906.
1906.
Amendment.
this Act is hereby
S
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2. The
The right
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
hereby Amendment.
amend, or
to alter,
SEC.
expressly
reserved..
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Granting
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
the Commonwealth
Congress to the
of Congress
consent of
the consent
Granting the
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
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maintain, and
construct,
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near Bainbridge,
or near
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Be it
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Susquehanna River.
consent resoqoueeyl?vaenontaa
the consent
assembled, That
America in
United
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of PennsylPennsyl- brid
erBaibidge to
Sbridgge, Bainbridge
to the
granted to
of
vania, acting
through its
of Highways, to construct, anches •
Department of
its Department
acting through
vania,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto across the
and approaches
maintain,
navigation
Susquehanna
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of navigation
to the
at a
a point
River at
Susquehanna River
at or
or near
near Bainbridge,
Lancaster County, and Manchester,
Manchester, York
York
Bainbridge, Lancaster
at
Lancaster, in the
County,
the counties
counties of
York and Lancaster,
of York
between the
and between
County, and
Commonwealth of
accordance with the provisions
provisions
in accordance
Pennsylvania, in
of Pennsylvania,
Commonwealth
of
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
regulate the
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges vol.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
34, p.84
p. 84.
to regulate
Act to
entitled "An
of an
March 23, 1906, and subject to the
over navigable
navigable waters ", approved
approved TMarch
over
ovde
conditions and
and limitations
contained in
in this
Act.oftol
this Act.
limitations contained
conditions
S
EC. 2.
tolls are
are charged
for the
use of
bridge, the
the rates
rates for
forUoseteoepreToir.
operationt nd sink
such bridge,
of such
the use
charged for
If tolls
2. If
SEC.
ng fund.
of toll
be so
as to
to provide
fund sufficient
sufficient to pay the ing
fund.
a fund
provide a
adjusted as
so adjusted
shall be
of
toll shall
reasonable cost
cost of
of maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
the bridge
bridge
operating the
and operating
reasonable
and
its approaches
economical management,
and to
to provide
provide
management, and
under economical
approaches under
and its
cost of the bridge and its
a
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to amortize
amortize the cost
a sinking
approaches,
and financing
soon
financing cost, as soon
interest and
reasonable interest
including reasonable
approaches, including
as
possible under
charges, but
but within
within a
of not to
to
period of
a period
reasonable charges,
under reasonable
as possible
Maintenance as free
s fre
brMaintename
exceed
twenty years
years from
from the
completion thereof. After
After aa sinking bridge,
after amortizthe completion
exceed twenty
costs.
ing
provided
so
shall
fund
sufficient
for
such
amortization
have
been
provide,
lug
costs.
amortization
such
for
fund sufficient
such bridge
bridge shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be
maintained and
and operated
operated free of
be maintained
such
tolls, or
or the
rates of
toll shall
shall thereafter
be so
adjusted as
to provide
provide
as to
so adjusted
thereafter be
of toll
the rates
tolls,
of not
not to
to exceed
necessary for the proper mainamount necessary
the amount
exceed the
fund of
aa fund
tenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
the bridge
bridge and
and its
approaches Record
Record of epend
its approaches
of the
operation of
tenance,
of expendi•
receipts.
and receipts.
tures and
accurate record
under
management. An
An accurate
record of the costs of tures
economical management.
under economical
the bridge
bridge and
its approaches,
approaches, the
for maintaining,
expenditures for
the expenditures
and its
the
repairing,
and operating
operating the
and of
the daily
daily tolls collected
collected
of the
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repairing, and
shall
for the
the information
information of all
available for
be available
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and shall
kept and
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persons
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right to
to alter,
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hereby Amendment.
Amendment.
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this Act
repeal this
or repeal
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

Granting
the consent
consent of
of Congress
to the
the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania
to
Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania to
Congress to
Granting the
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
toll bridge
across the
Susquehanna River
a toll
bridge across
the Susquehanna
River
construct,
and operate
at
or near
Pennsylvania.
at or
near Millersburg,
Millersburg, Dauphin
Dauphin County,
County, Pennsylvania.

Be
it enacted
House of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled, That the consent
consent
of Congress is hereby
hereby granted to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Pennsyl-

vania, acting
through its
Department of
vania.
acting through
its Department
of Highways,
Highways, to
to construct,
construct,
maintain,
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
the
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a bridge
thereto across
across .the
Susquehanna River,
River, at
at a
point suitable
suitable to
of navigation,
navigation,
Susquehanna
a point
to the
the interests
interests of
at or
or near
near Millersburg,
and between
the counties
at
Millersburg, Dauphin
Dauphin County,
County, and
between the
counties
of Dauphin
Dauphin and
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Pennsylvania, in
of
Perry, in
in the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania,
in
construction,
accordance
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to reguconstruction.
accordance with the provisions
regu1,-ol.
34, p. 84.
ol. 34, p. 84.
late the construction
navigable waters ", approved
approved
construction of bridges over navigable
March 23,
subject to
conditions and
limitations conMarch
23, 1906,
1906, and
and subject
to the
the conditions
and limitations
contained in
in this Act.
Act.
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If tolls are charged for the use of such bridge,
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bridge, the rates
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4de for operation
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sinking
fund,
of toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a
a fund sufficient
sufficient to pay the
reasonable cost
of maintaining,
the bridge
reasonable
cost of
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
and operating
operating the
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and its
its approaches
approaches under
economical management,
management, and
and to
provide a
a
and
under economical
to provide
sinking
fund sufficient
of the
the bridge
sinking fund
sufficient to
to amortize
amortize the
the cost
cost of
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and its
its
approaches, including
including reasonable
financing cost,
soon
approaches,
reasonable interest
interest and
and financing
cost, as
as soon
as possible
charges, but
but within
within a
a period
to
as
possible under
under reasonable
reasonable charges,
period of
of not
not to
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exceed twenty years from the completion
thereof. After
completion thereof.
After a
a sinking
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after amortizas 'ma exceed
ngcosts.
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such amortization
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fund sufficient for such
amortization shall
provided,
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so provided,
thereafter be maintained
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maintained and
free of
and operated
operated free
of tolls,
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thereafter be
so adjusted
to provide
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rates of
of toll
toll shall
shall thereafter
be so
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as to
provide a
a fund
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exceed the amount
amount necessary
necessary for
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maintenance,
of not
not to
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the proper
proper maintenance,
repair, and
operation of
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the bridge
and its
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under eCOand operation
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approaches under
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expendi- nomical
An accurate
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the costs
of the
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accurate record
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Authorizing the State Highway
Authorising
Highway Departments
Departments of the States of Minnesota
Minnesota and
and
North Dakota to construct, maintain, and operate
certain free highway
operate certain
highway bridges
bridges
across the Red River
River from Moorhead, Minnesota, to Fargo, North Dakota.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House
House of Representatives
of the
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, Th
ati
n order
or d
er to
to
Uited States
Aerinca in
States of
That
in
faci litate int
facilitate
interstate
service,
and
erstate commerce, improve the postal
pos t
alserv
i
ce ,an
d propro bridge, Moorhead to
the State
Fargo.
vide for military and other purposes, the
Highway DepartDepartState Highway
ments of the States
States of Minnesota
Minnesota and North Dakota are hereby
hereby
authorized
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate two free highway
highway
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bridges
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with
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provisions
of
an
Act
ontruction
Moorhead.
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provisions
of
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Vol. 34
34, p.
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entitled
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to regulate
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ructi on of
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brid ges over
nav i
Vol.
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"An Act
construction
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approved March
March 23,
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S.
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Acquisition
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is hereby
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t
he State
State H
i
ghway
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Highway
Departments
Departments of the States of Minnesota
Minnesota and North Dakota all such
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condemn,
occupy, possess, and use real estate and other property needed for the
Red River.
Minnesota and
North
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bridge, Dakota
Moorhead
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location, construction,
corporations for
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and their
their approaches
approaches as
possessed by railroad
are possessed
as are
and
railroad purposes
or by
by bridge
corporations for bridge purposes in
bridge corporations
purposes or
railroad
property is situated,
the State
real estate
estate or
or other property
situated,
such real
which such
in which
State in
the
upon
just compensation
therefor, to be ascertained
ascertained and paid
compensation therefor,
making just
upon making
therefor
according to
laws of
State, and
proceedings therefor
and the proceedings
such State,
of such
the laws
to the
according
shall
be the
the same
in the
the condemnation
expropriation of propcondemnation or expropriation
as in
same as
shall be
erty for
purposes in such State.
public purposes
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S
EC. 3.
right to
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
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3. The
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Approved, June
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AN ACT
ACT
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require the erection
To
amend the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
erection of fire escapes in
to require
Act to
the Act
To amend
", approved
certain buildings
of Columbia,
and for
other purposes
purposes",
for other
Columbia, and
District of
in the
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certain
March 19,
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1906, as amended.
amended.
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Amendment.
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Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
District of Columbia.
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Act DistrictofClbi
United
Amendments to Act
requiring erection
of
erection of
requiring
in
entitled
"An
Act
to
require
the
erection
fire
escapes
certain
of
erection
the
entitled "An Act to require
fire escapes in.
Vol. 34, pp. 70, 127.
1247.
buildings
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes"
purposes" vol.
District of
the District
in the
buildings in
approved
follows:
March 19, 1906, as amended, is amended to read as follows:
approved March
Duty
owner
of
of
ownehouse
of etc.,
Duty of
beneficial apartment,
"That it
it shall be the duty of the owner
owner entitled to the beneficial
apartment,
to provide
provide fire
escape.
escape.
ire
to
height,
stories
more
use,
rental,
or
control
of
any
building
three
or
in
three
building
any
of
use, rental, or control
apartment house,
constructed or
or used
used or
or intended
intended to
to be used
used as an apartment
constructed
tenement house,
house, flat,
rooming house,
lodging house,
house, hotel, hospital,
house, lodging
flat, rooming
tenement
dormitory, asylum,
seminary, academy,
college, institute, dormitory,
school, college,
academy, school,
seminary,
sanitarium,
hall, place
amusement, office
office building, or store,
store,_ or
of amusement,
place of
sanitarium, hall,
of
building three
more stories in height, or over thirty feet
or more
three or
any building
of any
in
height, other
sleeping quarters
quarters
dwelling, in which sleeping
private dwelling,
a private
than a
other than
in height,
for
the accommodation
accommodation of
ten or
more persons are provided above
or more
of ten
for the
erected and fixed to every
be erected
the
first floor,
to provide
and cause
cause to
every
to be
provide and
floor, to
the first
such
building one
one or
more suitable
fire escapes,
escapes, connecting
connecting with
suitable fire
or more
such building
each
floor above
by easily
easily accessible
accessible and unobstructed
unobstructed
floor by
first floor
the first
above the
each floor
openings, in
such location
location and
and numbers
numbers and
and of
of such
such material,
type,
material, type,
in such
openings,
and construction
construction as
as the
Commissioners of
of the
the District
Columbia
of Columbia
District of
the Commissioners
and
Single-family dwelldnllsnglevamiy
si. se- ings
may determine;
except that
that buildings
buildings designed
designed and built as singledetermine; except
may
converted into not
converted
exceeding
three-family
thre-family
family dwellings,
as apartment
apartment houses, in which exceeding
use as
to use
converted to
and converted
dwellings, and
family
apartments.
not more
three families
lessee, apartments
or lessee
owner or
the owner
including the
reside, including
families reside,
than three
more than
not
Sleep ing
accommot less tta
than ten
for
dationsless
or rooming
sleeping accommodations
accommodations are provided dationse,
which sleeping
in which
houses in
rooming houses
or
persons.
.
Person
three
than
for
less
than
ten
persons
above
the
first
floor,
more
not
floor,
first
the
above
persons
ten
than
Other specifications.
for less
stories, nor
nor more
more than
than forty
having a
floor Other pecictons.
total floor
a total
and having
height, and
in height,
feet in
forty feet
stories,
area
not more
thousand square
above the
floor,
first floor
the first
feet above
square feet
three thousand
than three
more than
area not
shall
from the
the provisions
of section
section 11 of this Act; and Fire escapes not reprovisions of
exempted from
be exempted
shall be
except that
that buildings
buildings used
solely as
as apartment
houses, not
not more
not
qFred.
more quired.
apartment houses,
used solely
except
than three
nor more
more than
than forty
feet in
height, so
arranged
so arranged
in height,
forty feet
stories, nor
three stories,
than
that not
not more
than five
per floor
floor open
open directly,
without
directly, without
apartments per
five apartments
more than
that
an intervening
intervening hall
or corridor,
stairway, three
fire-resistive stairway,
on aa fire-resistive
corridor, on
hall or
an
feet
or more
in width,
width, enclosed
enclosed with
with masonry
walls in
in which
which firemasonry walls
more in
feet or
resistive
doors are
are provided
all openings,
openings, shall
be exempted
exempted from
shall be
at all
provided at
resistive doors
the
section.
this section.
of this
provisions of
the provisions
Buildings occupied
omrepied
the benebene- by
byteld
owner entitled
duty of
SEC.
"S
EC. 2.
2. It
It shall be
be the
the duty
of the
the owner
entitled to
to the
more persons
persons
or more
ten or
by ten
above second story.
story.
second
above
ficial
use,
rental,
or
control
of
any
building
already
erected,
or
which
which
or
ficial use, rental, or control of any building already erected,
may
hereafter be
erected, in
which ten
or more
more persons
employed
persons are employed
ten or
in which
be erected,
may hereafter
Except stores, etc.
etc.
at
the same
same time
time in
the stories
stories above
second story, except haEvxpt
the second
having two tores,
stairways.
above the
of the
any of
in any
at the
three-story buildings
as stores
stores or
office purposes,
purposes,
for office
or for
exclusively as
used exclusively
buildings used
three-story
and
two stairways
stairways from
the ground
ground floor
floor each three
from the
least two
at least
having at
and having
or more
more feet
wide and
and separated
from each
distance of
a distance
by a
other by
each other
separated from
feet wide
or
o
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at least
feet, from
from one
one of
which stairways
stairways shall
easy access
access
be easy
shall be
of which
thirty feet,
least thirty
at
to
the roof,
roof, to
to provide
provide and
cause to
be erected
thereto
affixed thereto
and affixed
erected and
to be
and cause
to the
Night
lights,
suffi ci
en t num
ber of
of th
foresaid fire
the location
and
escapes, the
location and
fire escapes,
number
thee aaforesaid
aa sufficient
Nightlights,
number
the same
same to
to be
be determined
and
Commissioners, and
by the
the Commissioners,
determined by
of the
number of
to keep
keep the
the hallways
and stairways
stairways in
in every
building. as is used
used
such building
every such
hallways and
to
and
night properly
lighted, to
satisfaction of
the
of the
the satisfaction
to the
properly lighted,
at night
occupied at
and occupied
Commissioners,
from sunset
sunset to
to sunrise.
sunrise.
Commissioners, from
Guide
beneficial
Guide signs,
signs, standc
4SEC.
SEc 3. It
It shall be the duty of the owner entitled to the beneficial
pipes, fire extinguishpipes,
ers, etc.
use, rental,
rental, or
control of any building used or intended to be used as
or control
use,
ers,
or
set forth
in section
section 11of
of this
this Act
Act where
where fire
fire escapes are required, or
forth in
set
any
which 10
10 or
or more
more persons
are employed,
employed, as
as set
forth
set forth
persons are
in which
building in
any building
in
Act where
escapes are
are required,
required, also
also to
to .
proprofire escapes
where fire
this Act
2 of
of this
in section
section 2
vide,
install, and
maintain therein
proper and
signs,
sufficient guide signs,
and sufficient
therein proper
and maintain
vide, install,
stairway lights, standpipes, fire exguide
lights, exit
exit lights,
hall and stairway
lights, hall
guide lights,
in such locations
tinguishers,
and alarm
gongs and
and striking
striking stations in
alarm gongs
tinguishers, and
Commissioners
character as the Commissioners
and lnmbers
numbers and of such type and character
and
Requirements meth
may determine;
determine; except
except that
that in
buildings less than six
six stories
stories in
in
in buildings
Requirements
modi-- may
flea for buildings of
less
than six stories. of height,
height, standpipes
standpipes will
extinguishers are
not be required when fire extinguishers
will not
Ithfbansbsdigs
installed in
in such
such numbers
numbers and
and of
such type
type and
character as the
and character
of such
installed
Commissioners may
may determine.
determine.
Commissioners
Commissioners to
SEC. 4. The
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
Commissioners are
The Commissioners
"" SEC.
Commissioners
adopt and enforce necessary regulations.
to
such orders
not
enforce such regulations not
to adopt and
and enforce
to issue
issue such
orders and to
essaryregulations.
inconsistent
with law
law as
necessary to accomplish
accomplish the purbe necessary
as may
may be
inconsistent with
To
poses and
provisions of
of this
Act, and
and to
to require
require
this Act,
and carry into
into effect
effect the provisions
buiding poses
To require building
alterations where necessary to install lire as any
changes that
may become
become necessary
necessary in buildings
that may
or changes
alterations or
any alterations
esarytoinstalreacapes,
appliances, etc.
now or hereafter
hereafter erected, in order properly to locate or relocate fire
apes, appliances,
now
escapes,
or to
to afford
access to
escapes, and to require
require any changes
to fire
fire escapes,
afford access
escapes, or
or
alterations in
necessary in order to promay be necessary
in any
any building that may
or alterations
vide for
for the
the erection
escapes, or
installation
or for
for the
the installation
fire escapes,
erection of
of additional
additional fire
vide
of other
other appliances
appliances required
judgment of
of
this Act,
Act, when
when in the judgment
required by this
of
the
such additional
additional fire
fire escapes
escapes or
or appliances
appliances are
are
the Commissioners
Commissioners such
'
necessary.
1
Fireproof
"S
EC. 5.
5. Each
shaft and
and stairway
stairway extending
extending to
the basebaseto the
Each elevator
elevator shaft
"SEC.
enclosures
Fireprof enclosures
for elevator shafts.
ment of the buildings heretofore
heretofore mentioned shall terminate
terminate in aafireproof compartment
elevator shaft
shaft and
and
compartment or enclosure separating
separating the elevator
stairs from
from other
other parts
parts of
of the basement,
basement, and no opening
opening shall
shall be
be
made or maintained in such compartment
compartment or enclosure unless the
same
provided with fireproof
fireproof doors.
same be
be provided
doors,
"Such
Certain
C
ert ain fireproof
"
Such buildings
buildings as are used solely for office buildings above the
buildings exempt.
rsecond floor and defined under the building regulations
second
regulations of the Disnngs exempt.
Columbia to
fireproof are
exempted from
from the
the requirerequiretrict of Columbia
to be
be fireproof
are exempted
and alarm
gongs;
ments of this Act
Act as to fire
fire escapes,
escapes, guide
guide signs,
signs, and
alarm gongs;
of any
within
but when the
the face
face of aawall
wall of
any such
such fireproof
fireproof building
building is
is within
thirty feet of a
a combustible building or
structure, or
or when
side
or structure,
when the
the side
or sides,
sides, front
of such
such building
building or
structu re faces
faces within
w ithi n
or
front or
or rear
rear of
or structure
thirty
combustible building, or
or contains
contains a
alight
i
r shaft
shaft
thirty feet of a
a combustible
light or
or a
air
or similar recess within thirty feet of a
a combustible
building,' then
combustible building
Automatic
each and
an d every
every window
wi
nd
ow or open
i
ng i
n said
sa i
d wall
walls shall
shall be
Automatic iron
iron shutshut- each
opening
in
wall or walls
be
ters.

protected from
from fire
automatic iron
or wire glass in firefire by
by automatic
iron shutters
shutters or
protected
proof
proof sash and frames.
"Unobstructed
passage-hall,
It shall be unlawful
"SEC.
obstructed halls
or stairways.
balls
"
SEC. 6. It
unlawful to obstruct
obstr uct any
an y h
all, passage
way,
thiss A
Act
way, corridor, or stairway
stairway in any building enumerated
enumerated in thi
ct
with baggage,
baggage, trunks, furniture,
furniture, cans, or
or with any
any other
other thin
thing
whatsoever.
or window
fire esFree access
es- "cc SSEEC.. 7.
access to fire
7. No
No door
door or
wi
ndow leading
leading to any fire escape
escape shall be
cape; no obstacle upon.
and no
barrier, and
any fixed
grating
by any
covered or obstructed
obstructed by
fixed grati
ng or
or barrier
no person
person
shall at any time place any incumbrance
incumbrance or obstacle upon any fire
escape or upon any platform, ladder, or stairway leading to or from
any fire escape.
escape.
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"SEC. 8.
8. Any
failing or
or neglecting
neglecting to
to provide
provide fire
Violations.
escapes, violations.
fire escapes,
person failing
Any person
"SEC.
hall and
guide signs,
and stairway lights, standexit lights, hall
lights, exit
guide lights,
signs, guide
guide
pipes, fire
fire extinguishers,
extinguishers, alarm
alarm gongs
gongs and
striking stations, or
other
or other
and striking
pipes,
appliances
required by
after notice from the Commissioners
Commissioners
this Act after
by this
appliances required
thereof, be punished
conviction thereof,
so to
to do,
punished by a
afine of not
not
upon conviction
so
do, shall, upon
less
more than
than $100,
shall be punished
punished by a
afurther Penalties.
and shall
$100, and
nor more
$10 nor
than $10
less than
fine
of $5
for each
each day
that he
such notice. Any
comply with such
fails to comply
he fails
day that
$5 for
fine of
person
regulations proprovision of this Act or regulations
any other
other provision
violating any
person violating
mulgated
hereunder shall
punished, upon
conviction thereof,
thereof, by
by
upon conviction
be punished,
shall be
mulgated hereunder
a
not less
$10 nor
$100 for each offense.
nor more
more than $100
than $10
less than
fine of
of not
a fine
scope oof notice.
"
SEc. 9.
from the
the Commissioners
Commissioners requiring
requiring the erection Scope
notice.
The notice
notice from
"SEc.
9. The
of
fire escapes
other appliances
appliances enumerated
enumerated in this Act shall
and other
escapes and
of fire
specify the
the character
fire escapes
escapes or other appliances
appliances
number of fire
and number
character and
specify
which
to be
location of
of the
the same,
same, and
and the
time within
within which
the time
the location
provided, the
to
be provided,
provided, and
appliances shall
said fire
fire escapes or
shall be provided,
and in no
other appliances
or other
said
compliance with
allowed for compliance
case shall
with said
said
than ninety days be allowed
shall more than
case
discretion, deem it
notice
Commissioners shall, in their discretion,
the Commissioners
unless the
notice unless
necessary
to extend
their time.
time.
extend their
necessary to
if service
"
Sno. 10.
10. Such
notice shall
be deemed
deemed to
have been served
served if
Service of notice.
to have
shall be
Such notice
"SEc.
delivered
person to
to be
be notified,
notified, or
or if
any adult person
left with any
if left
the person
to the
delivered to
at
the usual
usual residence
notified
place of business of the person to be notified
residence or place
at the
in
the District
District of
if no
such residence
residence or place
place of
no such
of Columbia,
Columbia, or if
in the
business
found in
District by reasonable
reasonable search,
search, if
if left
left
in said
said District
can be
be found
business can
with
any adult
any agent
agent of the person to be
of any
office of
at the
the office
person at
adult person
with any
notified, provided
provided such
authority or duty with referhas any
any authority
agent has
such agent
notified,
ence to
to the
building to
or if
if no such office
relates, or
notice relates,
said notice
which said
to which
the building
ence
Bymail.
can be
found in
in said
District by
by reasonable
reasonable search
forwarded by By
mail.
if forwarded
search if
said District
be found
can
registered mail
last-known address
address of the person to be notified
notified
mail to the last-known
registered
and not
returned by
by the
authorities, or if no address be
post-office authorities,
the post-office
and
not returned
if any notice
known
or can
can by
ascertained, or if
be ascertained,
diligence be
reasonable diligence
by reasonable
known or
forwarded as
by the
the preceding
clause of this section
section be
preceding clause
authorized by
as authorized
forwarded

consecu- Publication,notifIf not
published on
returned by
by the
the post-office
post-office authorities,
authorities, if
if published
on ten
ten consecureturned
l
tive
days in
in a
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, del
delivered.
vered
published in
newspaper published
a daily
daily newspaper
tive days
or
if
by
reason
of
an
outstanding
unrecorded
transfer
of
title
the
the
title
of
transfer
or if by reason of an outstanding unrecorded
name of
of the
in fact
fact cannot
be ascertained
ascertained beyond
reasona reasonbeyond a
cannot be
the owner
owner in
name
1
able doubt,
if served
served on
of record
manner herin- 1
in the
the manner
record in
the owner
owner of
on the
doubt, if
able
before
in this
this section
section provided,
provided, or
or if
if delivered
delivered to the agent, trustee,
trustee,
before in
executor,
legal representative
of the
the estate
estate of
such person.
person.
of such
representative of
other legal
or other
executor, or
Any
notice to
to a
corporation shall,
shall, for
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act,
be Notice
Notice to a corporacort)ors Act, be
for the
a corporation
Any notice
deemed to
to have
have been
on such
such corporation
served on
on .the
ion.
the tion.
if served
corporation if
served on
been served
deemed
president,
treasurer, general
manager, or
any principal
principal
or any
general manager,
secretary, treasurer,
president, secretary,
officer of
in the
manner hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
for
provided for
the manner
corporation in
such corporation
of such
officer
in their
the
service of
of notices
on natural
persons holding
holding property
property in
their
natural persons
notices on
the service
own
and notice
corporation shall,
shall, for the
purposes
the purposes
foreign corporation
to aaforeign
notice to
right, and
own right,
of
this Act,
Act, be
to have
if served
served on
on any
any agent
agent of
served if
been served
have been
deemed to
be deemed
of this
such
corporation personally,
personally, or
if left
any person
person of
of suitable
suitable
with any
left with
or if
such corporation
age and
and discretion
discretion residing
at the
employed at
at the
the
or employed
residence or
the usual
usual residence
residing at
age
usual
of business
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia:
in the
the District
agent in
of such
such agent
business of
place of
usual place
Provided,
failure or
or refusal
of the
the owner
owner entitled
entitled to
to Proio.
refusal of
of failure
in case
case of
That in
Provided, That
the
beneficial use,
use, rental,
or control
of any
any buildings
buildings specified
specified in
in this
this Fa"'to
Failure to
comply.
omply.
control of
rental, or
the beneficial
Act,
to complywith the
the requirements
requirements of
of the
notice provided
provided for in
the notice
comply with
Act, to
section
Commissioners are
hereby empowered
empowered and it
it is their
their
are hereby
9, the
the Commissioners
section 9,
duty
cause such
erection of
and other
other appliances
menappliances menescapes and
fire escapes
of fire
such erection
to cause
duty to
tioned
the notice
notice provided
for, and
and they
they are
are hereby
to
authorized to
hereby authorized
provided for,
in the
tioned in
assess
the costs
costs thereof
tax against
which they
they
on which
the buildings
buildings on
against the
as a
a tax
thereof as
assess the
are
and the
the ground
ground on
on which
the same
stands, and
and to
to issue
issue
same stands,
which the
are erected
erected and
tax-lien certificates
certificates against
building and
grounds for
for the
the
and grounds
such building
against such
tax-lien
amount
such assessments,
assessments, bearing
interest at
at the
the rate
of 10
per
10 per
rate of
bearing interest
of such
amount of
80
So in original.
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centum per
per annum,
be turned
turned over
over by
by the
the
centum
annum, which
which certificates
certificates may
may be
Commissioners
to the
for doing
doing the
the work.
work.
Commissioners to
the contractor
contractor for
Injunction
torestrain
Injunction torestraha
use, etc., of building.

us,
c., o

Definitions.
Definitions.

savingprovisions.
Saving
provisions.

"SEC.
The Supreme
Court of
44 SEG 11.
11 The
Supreme Court
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
term
in term

"'
time
or in vacation,
time or
vacation, may, upon aapetition of the District
District of Columbia,
filed by
an injunction
to restrain
restrain the
the
filed
by its
its said
said Commissioners,
Commissioners, issue
issue an
injunction to
use or
any building
building in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia in
in
use
or occupation
occupation of
of any
District of
violation of
of any
of this
this Act.
violation
any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
Act.
"
SEC. 12.
12. As
Act—
" SEc.
As used
used in
in this
this ActThe terms
house',
tenement house
house ', and
and flat'
flat'
" (a) The
terms ' apartment
apartment house
', 'tenement
mean
building in
suites are
are provided
for occupancy
occupancy
mean a
a building
in which
which rooms
rooms in
in suites
provided for
by three
three or
or more
families.
by
more families.
"(b)
rooming house'
building in
in which
which rooms
rooms
"(b) The
The term
term =rooming
house ' means
means aabuilding
are rented
rented and
sleeping quarters
accommodate ten
ten or
or
are
and sleeping
quarters provided
provided to
to accommodate
more
not including
family of
the owner
owner or
or lessee.
more persons,
persons, not
including the
the family
of the
lessee.
"(c) The
The term
term 'lodging
lodging house'
house 'means
building in
in which
which sleeping
sleeping
"(c)
means aabuilding
quarters
are provided
provided to
to accommodate
accommodate ten
more transients.
transients.
quarters are
ten or
or more
"(d) The
The term
means a
which meals
meals are
are
"(d)
term 'hotel'
'hotel' means
a building
building in
in which
served and
rooms are
provided for
for the
accommodation of
of ten
ten or
or
served
and rooms
are provided
the accommodation
more transients.
transients.
"(e) The
elevator shaft'
shaft' includes
dumbwaiter shaft.
shaft.
"(e)
The term
term 'elevator
includes a
a dumbwaiter
"(f) The
fire escape'
means an
exterior open
open stairway
or
"(f)
The term
term 'fire
escape' means
an exterior
stairway or
arrangement
ladders constructed
entirely of
of incombustible
arrangement of
of ladders
constructed entirely
incombustible mamaterials and
design, or
or an
an interior
or exterior
exterior stairway
stairway of
of
terials
and of
of approved
approved design,
interior or
fire-resistive
enclosing walls
of masonry
fire-resistive construction
construction with
with enclosing
walls of
masonry with
with firefireresistive doors
doors and
windows.
resistive
and windows.
46 (g) The
The term
standpipe' means
iron or
or steel
steel pipe
pipe
"(g)
term 'standpipe'
means a
a vertical
vertical iron
provided with
connections and
valves, so
so arranged
arranged as
as to
supply
provided
with hose
hose connections
and valves,
to supply
water for
for fire-fighting
fire-fighting purposes.
water
purposes.
"(h)
'fire-resistive' have
the same
same
"(h) The
The terms
terms 'fireproof'
'fireproof' and
and 'fire-resistive'
have the
meaning as is ascribed
fire-resistive' in
in the
the Building
Building
ascribed to
to the
the term
term ' fire-resistive'
Code
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Code of
of the District
District of
" SEc.
"
SEC. 13. All Acts
of Acts
inconsistent with
with this
this Act
Act are
are
Acts or parts
parts of
Acts inconsistent
hereby repealed."
repealed."
hereby
Approved,
4, 1934.
Approved, June
June 4,
1934.
“

[CHAPTER 389.]
389.]
[CHAPTER
June 4,
1934.
4, 1934.
[alt. 9061.1
[H.iR.oosl.]
(Public, No. 235.]
'Public,
W.])

AN ACT
ACT

Making appropriations
appropriations for the government
government of the District of Columbia and other
other
activities chargeable
revenues of such District
chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues
for the fiscal year ending June 80,
30, 1935 ind
ind for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of .Representatives
Representatives of the

of Columbia.
District of
States of America
A-mzere in
Congress assembled,
assemnbed, That in order to
United States
in Congress
Appropriations
AppropriationS for
or United
expenses of, fiscal
fiscal yea
year defray
expenses
defray the expenses
expenses of
of the
District
of Columbia
for the
the fiscal
year
the
District
of
Columbia
for
fiscal year
1936,
1935, from District revrevJune 30,
30, 1935,
1935, any
any revenue
revenue (not
the proportionate
proportionate
ending June
(not including
enues and $5,700,000
$5,700,000 ending
including the
enues
from the Treasury.
share of the

Less
Lass 70 percent
percent of
Public Works Administration allotments.

share of the United
United States in any revenue arising as
as the
the result
result of
of
the expenditure
expenditure of appropriations
appropriations made
made for
for the
year 1924
1924 and
and
the fiscal
fiscal year
prior
years) now
now required
by law
to be
credited to
to the
the District
District
prior fiscal
fiscal years)
required by
law to
be credited
of Columbia and the
the United
in the
the same
proportion that
that each
each
United States
States in
same proportion
contributed to the activity or
contributed
source from
from whence
whence such
such revenue
revenue was
was
or source
derived shall be credited
credited wholly to the District of Columbia, and,
and,
in
in addition
addition a
a sum
sum equal to $5,700,000
$5,700,000 less aa sum equal
equal to 70 per
per
centum
allotments from
centum of the amounts
amounts expended
expended under the allotments
from the
the
Public Works
Administration of $1,759,500
Works Administration
$1.,759,500 for sewers and $148,650
$148,650
for park improvements
improvements is appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
in the
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be advanced
advanced July 1, 1934,
and all of the remainder
remainder out of the combined revenues
revenues of
of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, namely:
namely:
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GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
GENERAL

General
expenses.
General expenses.

EXECUTIVE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Executive
Office.
Executive Office.

For personal
$42,714, plus
may be necessary
plus so much as may
services, $42,714,
personal services,
For

Office personnel.
Oficepersonnel.
Additional, for Engi-

neer Commissioner.
in grade 88 neer
Commissioner.
to compensate
compensate the
the Engineer
Commissioner at
at such
such rate in
Engineer Commissioner
to

Classification Act of
of the
the professional
scientific service
service of the Classification
professional and scientific
of
1923, as
determined by the Board
Board of Commisbe determined
may be
as may
amended, as
as amended,
1923,
Pre-iJss
sioners: Provided,
appropriations or portions
portions of Proviaos.
expending appropriations
in expending
Provided,That in
sioners:
limited to
Salaries limited
under
average rates under
appropriations contained
this Act
personal average
the payment of personal
Act for the
in this
contained in
appropriations
Classification Act; exAct; exeption
services in
accordance with the
the the 1 Classification Act of 1923, as ceptions.
in accordance
services

amended,
with the
the exception
exception of the two civilian
civilian Commissioners
Commissioners the
the
amended, with
under any
of
total
average
of
the
salaries
of
the
number
persons
the
of
salaries
the
of
average
not
grade
in any
other appropriation
appropriation unit
unit shall
shall not
or other
office, or
bureau, office,
any bureau,
grade in
at
exceed the
the average
compensation rates specified
specified
of the
the compensation
average of
time exceed
at any
any time
for the
grade by
by such
such Act,
Act, as
as amended:
amended: Provided,
Provided, That
That this restricthe grade
for
4 of
and 4
1, 2,
tion
shall not
apply (1)
to grades
grades 1,
2, 3,
3, and
of the
the clericalclerical(1) to
not apply
tion shall
mechanical
require the
in salary
any
of any
salary of
reduction in
the reduction
to require
(2) to
service; (2)
mechanical service;
July 1,
person whose
compensation was
was fixed,
fixed, as
as of
of July
1, 1924, in
in accordaccordwhose compensation
person
ance with
the rules
rules of
of section
section 6
6 of such Act;
Act; (3)
(3) to require the
with the
ance
transferred from
who is
reduction in
is transferred
from one
one
person who
any person
of any
salary of
in salary
reduction
position to
to another
same or different
different grade in the
position in the same
another position
position
appropriation unit; (4)
same or
or a
a different
(4)
office, or other appropriation
bureau, office,
different bureau,
same
to prevent
prevent the
salary under
under any grade at aarate higher
a salary
payment of a
the payment
to
than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher
higher rate is perthan
amended, and is specifimitted by
by the
Classification Act
specifiAct of 1923, as amended,
the Classification
mitted
to reduce
cally
authorized by
by other
or (5)
(5) to
reduce the compensation
compensation
law, or
other law,
cally authorized
of any
person in
only one position is allocated.
allocated.
in aa grade in which only
any person
of
Purchasing
For personal
personal services, $51,570.
$51,570.
division: For
Purchasing division:
Building
division: For personal services, $100,719.
$100,719.
inspection division:
Building inspection
For personal
Plumbing inspection
division: For
personal services,
services, $31,851;
$31,851; two
inspection division:
Plumbing
all, $32,121.
each; in
members of
of plumbing
plumbing board
board at
at $135
$135 each;
in all,
$32,121.
members

Vol. 42,
p. 1488;
1488; Vol.
Vol.
42, p.
Vol.
45, p. 776;
46, p.
776; Vol. 46,
1003.
1003.
U.S.C., p. 65; Supp.
pp.
VII, p. 34.

PUBLIC
STATIONS
CONVENIENCE STATIONS
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE

Public convenience
convenience
Public
stations.

cornFor
of public
convenience stations,
including comstations, including
public convenience
maintenance of
For maintenance
pensation
necessary employees,
$12,847.
employees, $12,847.
of necessary
pensation of
CARE
CARE

OF
OF

TIIE DISITICT
BUILDING
DISTRICT BUILDING
TIlE

vii; p. 3465;

Restriction not apRestriction
plicable to clerical-mechamcal services.
chanical
services.

Noreductioninfixed

No reduction in fixed
salaries.
ol.
2 p.
Vol.
Vol. 42,
p. 1490;
1490; Vol.
46, p. 10051005.
46,P
another
Transfer to another
position without
without pay
pay
position
reduction.
Higher rates
rates perpermiher
mitted.

only one
position
ne. position
IIf only
in agrade.

Purchasing division.
Building inspection
inspection
Building
division.
division.
Plumbing inspection
inspection
division.
division.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

l
l
Care of
of D
District
str ct
Care
Building.
Building.

perating force.
For
services, including
including temporary
temporary labor, and service of Operating
personal services,
For personal
$84,672:
cleaners
necessary at
not to
per hour, $84,672:
cents per
48 cents
exceed 48
to exceed
at not
as necessary
cleaners as
Proi o.
Provided,
That no
other appropriation
made in this Act shall be Proviso.
appropriation made
no other
Provided, That
Employment
of additional assistant
assistant engiengior ditional
engineers or
available
for the
employment of
of additional
additional assistant
assistant engineers
the employment
available for
neers
watchmen.
tch en
ee or wa
m
n
rsor
watchmen
for
the
care
of
the
District
Building.
District
the
of
care
watchmen for the
Operating supplies.
For fuel,
fuel, light,
repairs, laundry,
laundry, and
and miscellaneous
sup- Operatingsupplies.
miscellaneous suppower, repairs,
light, power,
For
plies,
$28,000.
plies, $28,000.
ASSESSOR'S
ASSESSOR'S

OFFICE

Assessor's
office.
Assessor's office.

For
services, $203,238.
$203,238.
personal services,
For personal
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
OFFICE
COLLECTOR'S

Collector's office.
office.
Collector's

For
services, $41,220.
$41,220.
personal services,
For personal
AUDITOR'S
OFFICE
AUDITOR;S OFFICE

office.
Auditor's office.

For
personal services
services $112,230;
$112,230; and
and the
the presPersonal services.
servies.
pres- Pea
of the
compensation of
the compensation
For personal
ent incumbent
of the
the position
of disbursing
of the
District om
Pres
ser e
Ped ictlit:rZe
othergr
permitted
officr
the District
officer of
disbursing officer
position of
ent incumbent of
of
Columbia
shall
be
exclusive
of
his
compensation
as
United
States
duties '
duti.
States
United
as
of Columbia shall be exclusive of his compensation
property
and disbursing
disbursing officer
officer for
Guard of
of the
National Guard
the National
for the
property and
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
ISo
go in
in original.
original.
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Corporation counCorporation
sel's office.

OEFICE
COUNSEL
OFFICE OF
OF CORPORATION
CORPORATION COUNSEL

Extra pay, Public
Utilities
Commission.
Utilities Commission.

Corporation
counsel, including
compensation as
as general
general
Corporation counsel,
including extra
extra compensation
personal servcounsel of the
the Public
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission,
Commission, and other personal
services, $89,568.

Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage
Control Board.
Board.
Control

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
BEVERAGE CONTROL
BOARD
ALCOHOLIC
CONTROL BOARD

Salaries andexpenses.
and expenses.
Salaries
Purchase of samples.
Purchase

Coroner's
office.
Coroner's office.

services, advertising,
printing and
street-car
For personal services,
advertising, printing
and binding,
binding, street-car
and bus transportation,
transportation, telephone
telephone service,
service, not
exceeding $500 for the
not exceeding
the
purchase of samples, and other
other necessary
necessary contingent
contingent and miscellaneous expenses, $37,492.
$37,492.
CORONER'S OFFICE
OFFICE

Services, including
Services,
deputies.
deputies.
Vol. 46, p.
p. 1003.
1003.
Morgue, etc.,
etc., exMorgue,
penses.

services including
including deputy coroners, in accordance
For personal
personal services,
accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, $9,162.
nonpassenger-carrying motor wagon
For the maintenance
maintenance of aa nonpassenger-carrying
for the morgue, jurors'
jurors' fees,
fees, witness
witness fees,
fees, ice, disinfectants,
disinfectants, telephone
telephone
service, and
and other
other necessary
necessary supplies,
supplies, repairs to
the morgue,
morgue, and
and
service,
to the
the necessary expenses
expenses of
of holding inquests,
inquests, including
including stenographic
stenographic
services in taking
testimony, and photographing
photographing unidentified
taking testimony,
unidentified bodies,
$3,750.
$3,750.

Office of SuperinWeights,
tendent of Weights,
etc.
Personal services,
services.
Personal

01.I.CE OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF WEIGHTS,
WEIGHTS , MEASURES,
MEABURES, AND
AND MARKETS
MARKETS
OFFICE

Inspection,
Inspection, etc.

Markets.
Vehicles.

Farmers' Produce
Farmers'
Market, improveMarket,
ments.

Engineer departdepartment.
ment,
Chief Clerk's office.

Municipal
Municipal Architect's
office.
teot's offce.
'Personal
Personal services.
Apportionments.
Apportionments.

Public Utilities
Iniliti'es Commission.
mission,

personal services,
services, $40,626.
For personal
For purchase
commodities, including
including personal
personal services, in conconpurchase of commodities,
nection with investigation
detection of sales qf short weight
investigation and detection
weight
measure,e$500.
and measure'
For maintenance
maintenance and repairs to markets,
markets, $5,500.
$5,500.
For maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles
$1,750.
cles, $1,750.
cles,
purchase and
exchange of
of one
one nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying
For the
the purchase
and exchange
motor vehicle, $530.
For the construction
construction of shelters, paving, and for such other
other
improvements as the Commissioners
necessary at
the
improvements
Commissioners may deem necessary
at the
Farmers'
Farmers' Produce
Produce Market, $22,500.
OFFICE
CHIEF CLER,
CLFAIR, ENGINEER
OFFICE OF CHIIEF
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For
services, $26,897.
$26,397.
For personal
personal services,
MUNICIPAL AbRCiITECT7S
ARCIIITEMIS OFFCE
OFFICE
MANICIPAL

For personal
For
personal services,
services, $42,228.
$42,228.
All apportionments
apportionments of appropriations
appropriations for the use of the municipal
municipal
architect in payment of personal services employed on construction
construction
architect
work provided
appropriations shall be based on an
provided for by said appropriations
amount not exceeding
a total of not more than
exceeding .3
3 per centum
centime of a
$2,000,000
appropriations made
$2,000,000 of appropriations
made for such construction
construction projects
and not exceeding
23/4
exceeding 2
3
4 per centurn
centum of aa total of the appropriations
appropriations
in excess of $2,000,000.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

TILITIiIES COMMfISSION
UTILITIES
COMMISSION

For
people's counsel,
and for
for other
For two
two commissioners,
commissioners, people's
counsel, and
other personal
personal
services
0,000, of which amount not
not to
services, $50,000,
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 may
may be
be used
for the employment
employment of expert
expert services by contract or otherwise
and without
reference to
to the
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended.
amended.
and
without reference
the Classification
Incidental, etc.,
etc., exIncidental,
exFor
incidental and
and all
general necessary
For incidental
all other
other general
necessary expenses
expenses authorized
authorized
penses.
pensesby
by law, including the purchase
purchase of
newspapers, $1,500.
$1,500.
of newspapers,
Commissioners,
omissioners, peopeople's counsel, etc.
Experts.
Experts.
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Issuance of
of ordersreorders reIsuance
used quiring
No part
of the
appropriations contained
contained in
in this Act
Act shall be used
the appropriations
part of
No
meters in taxiforbidden.
forbidden.
cabs
or
publication,
for
or
in
connection
with
the
preparation,
issuance,
publication,
issuance,
for or in connection with the preparation,
enforcement of
of any
order of the Public Utilities
Utilities
regulation or order
any regulation
enforcement
taxicabs until
Commission requiring
meters in taxicabs
installation of meters
the installation
requiring the
Commission
Congress:
such regulation
regulation or
order shall
shall have
approved by Congress:
been approved
have been
or order
such
Proviso.
o.
Provided,
That this
this prohibition
prohibition shall
shall not be construed
construed to affect
affect any Proi
Provided, That
Other orders not aforder
or part
part of
an order
of such
such Public
Public Utilities
Commission other fected.
Utilities Commission
order of
of an
order or
installation of such
than
to the
requirement of the
the installation
the requirement
respect to
with respect
than with
meters.

STEAM ENGINEERS
BOARD OF EXAMINERS,
EXAMINERS, STEAM
ENGINEERS
BOARD

Examiners, steam
ensteamenExaginers,
gineers.

Salaries: Three
Three members,
$135 each,
each, $405.
$405.
members, at $135
Salaries:
DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE
OF INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT

Insurance departdepartInsurance
ment.

$18,738.
For personal
personal services,
services, $18,738.
For
SURVEYOR'S
SURVEYOR'S

OFFICE
OFFICE

Surveyor's office.
office.
Surveyor's

For
personal services, $72,000.
For personal
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA EMPLOYEES'
FUND
COMPENSATION FUND
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
DISTRICT OF

Employees' compencompensatikmfonyd.s'
sation fund.

Payments for
for injuPayments
District of ries.
the District
For carrying
carrying out
the provisions
of section
section 11
of the
11 of
provisions of
out the
For
Vol. 41,
41, p. 104.
104.
Vol.
extending
Columbia
Appropriation
Act
approved
July
11,
1919,
extending
to
1919,
11,
July
approved
Act
Appropriation
Columbia
the employees
District of Columbia the
of the District
government of
the government
of the
employees of
the
Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. 742.
742.
provisions of
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide compensation
compensation for Vol.
Act to
Act entitled
the Act
provisions
perthe
in
while
injuries
employees
of
the
United
States
suffering
injuries
the
suffering
employees of the United States
formance of
of their
and for
purposes ", approved
approved Sepfor other purposes
duties, and
their duties,
formance
tember 7,
7, 1916,
$32,500.
1916, $32,500.
tember
Administrative
exexto Injured Employees
Administrative
Expenses, Compensation
Employees Administrative
Compensation to
ion
Administrative Expenses,
penses
injured
,
employees.
employes
isnjured
to
the
of
in
the
District
of
Columbia:
For
the
enforcement
Act
entitled
enforcement
the
For
Columbia:
in the District of
Vol. 45,
45, p.
. 600..
"An Act
to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
for disability
or death
death resulting
resulting Vol.
disability or
Act to
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
"An
p. 7s9.
789.
p.
District
the
from
injury
to
employees
in
certain
employments
in
employments
certain
in
from injury to employees
of Columbia,
and for
for other
purposes ", approved
approved May
May 17,
17, 1928 Transfer to Employother purposes",
Columbia, and
of
to Empnlloy
Trnser
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
VI,
title
33,
sec.
901),
$51,000,
for
transfer
to anti
and ees'
transfer
for
$51,000,
Compensation
901),
sec.
33,
title
VI,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Commission.
expenditure
Compensation Commission
Commission under
under coiniiission.
Employees' Compensation
the Employees'
by the
expenditure by
Printing
its appropriations
Salaries and
expenses ",
$50,550, and
"Printing
and "
", $50,550,
and expenses
approp)riations ""Salaries
its
and binding
binding ",
$450.
", $450.
and(l
Retirement Act.
frot.
Contribution io,
to, from
For
the liability
liability of
the government
of the
District conltrillton
tle D)istrict
goverlmluent of
of the
of the
finanlcing of
For financing
District revelll^v.
revenues.
District
retiremlent
for the
of
Columbia, created
created by
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "'An
"An Act
the retirement
Act for
by the
Vol. 41,
41, p.
619; Vol.
of Columbia,
Vol.
p. 619;
Vol.
,,
p. 912;
Vol. 46,
46, p.
p.
912; Vol.
4 p.
purposes ",, 44,
of
employees in
in the
the classified
classified civil
service, and
other purposes
for other
and for
civil service,
of employees
4408.
VII.
U.S.C.,
Supp.
suip.
c.,
approved
May
22,
1920,
and
Acts
amendatory
thereof
(U.S.C.,
..
title
(U.S.C.,
approved May 22, 1920, and Acts amendatory thereof
p.51.
5, sec.
sec. 707a),
707a), $150,000,
be placed
credit p.-1.
to the credit
placed to
shall be
amount shall
which amount
$150,000, which
5,
fund."
of
the
"
civil
service
retirement
and
disability
fund."
disability
of the " civil service retirement and
se,

VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF VEHICLES

For personal
services, $63,144.
$63,144.
personal services,
For
For
installation, and
and modification
of electric
traffic
electric traffic
modification of
purchase, installation,
For purchase,

Vehicles and
and traffic
traffic
Vehicles
department.
department.
Personal services.

Personal services.
Expenses, etc.

Expensesetc.

lights,
white lines, labor,
labor,
painting white
markers, painting
controls, markers,
and controls,
signals and
lights, signals
such
and
vehicles
maintenance
of
nonpassenger-carrying
vehicles
such
motor
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
other
be necessary
in the
the judgment
judgment of the Comnecessary in
may be
as may
expenses as
other expenses
missioners,
which not
$25,000 shall
shall be expended
expended
than $25,000
less than
not less
of which
$63,000, of
missioners, $63,000,
for the
the purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation, and
of electric
electric traffictrafficmodification of
and modification
for
Provis
Not o. ailable for
for
Not
approlight
signals:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
this
or
any
other
approother
any
or
this
of
part
no
That
light signals: Provided,
street-car loading
loading platplatstreetcar
installbuilding,
for
priation
in this
this Act
Act shall
be expended
building,
expended
shall be
forms.
contained in
priation contained
ing, and
and maintaining
platforms and
any
and lights of anyorms
loading platforms
street-car loading
maintaining street-car
ing,
same.
description employed
employed to
distinguish same.
to distinguish
description
Identification plates.
For the
the purchase
identification number
number plates, Identification plates
vehicle identification
motor vehicle
of motor
purchase of
For
$20,000.
$20,000.
86657"-34
8C66;3"-34--- 54
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Public Library.

Personal

Personal services.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Advances for books
Advances
purchased, etc.
etc.
purohased,

Binding.
Binding.
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FREE
LIBRARY
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY

for substitutes
For personal
services, and for
substitutes and other
other special and
personal services,
temporary services,
services, including
extra services
on Sundays,
Sundays, holidays,
holidays,
services on
including extra
temporary
and
the discretion
of the
the librarian,
librarian,
discretion of
at the
holidays, at
half holidays,
Saturday half
and Saturday
$280,584.
$280,584.

Miscellaneous:
For books,
books, periodicals,
newspapers, and
and other
other
Miscellaneous: For
periodicals, newspapers,

printed material,
in advance
advance for
for subscription
subscription
payment in
including payment
material, including
printed
books, and
society publications
Provided, That
the disdisThat the
$40,000: Provided,
publications, $40,000:
and society
books,
of Columbia
bursing officer of the District
District of
Columbia is authorized
authorized to advance
advance
bursing
to the
the librarian
librarian of
of the
the free
Library, upon
requisition preupon requisition
Public Library,
free Public
to
viously approved
approved by
by the
the auditor
auditor of
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, sums
sums
District of
of the
viously
of money
not exceeding
exceeding $25
$25 at
the first
of each
each month,
month, to
to be
expended
be expended
first of
at the
of
money not
for the
the purchase
pamphlets, numbers
numbers of periodicals
books, pamphlets,
certain books,
of certain
purchase of
for
or
other printed
be accounted
accounted for
material, and to be
printed material,
or other
or newspapers,
newspapers, or
itemized vouchers.
on itemized
For binding, including
including necessary personal services,
services, $19,051.
$19,051.

alterations, repairs,
For maintenance,
maintenance, alterations
repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up
buildings,
of grounds,
grounds, maintenance
of motor
delivery vehicles,
vehicles,
motor delivery
maintenance of
care of
buildings, care
and other
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including not
exceed $700
$700 for purnot to exceed
other contingent
and
chase and
and exchange
motor delivery
delivery vehicle, $25,000.
exchange of one motor
chase
Chevy
Chase and
and
chevy Chase
For rent of suitable quarters
quarters for branch
branch libraries
libraries in Chevy Chase
Woodridge branches.
and Woodridge,
Woodridge, $1,320.
$4,320.
and
Building
for GeorgeFor a
a building
a Georgetown
Georgetown branch library, including
Buiding for
Georgebuilding for a
including necesnecestown branch.
sary furniture
furniture and
and equipment,
and improvement
improvement of grounds,
equipment, and
sary
immediately available
$150,000, of which $4,500 shall be immediately
available for the
$150,000,
preparation
and specifications.
specifications.
preparation of plans and
Contingent

Contingent expenses
expenses.

wills.
Register of wills.

REGISTER OF WILLS
REGISTER

Personal
Personal services.
services.

personal services, $64,827.
$64,827.
For personal
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses, telephone
telephone bills, printing, typewriters,
typewriters, photostat
supplies, including
including laboratory
laboratory
and supplies,
photostat paper and
ing,
coats and photographic
photographic developing
towel
developing room equipment, towels, towel
service,
washing, street-car
street-car tokens, furniture
furniture and equipment
equipment
window washing,
service, window
purchase of books of reference,
reference, law books,
and repairs thereto, and purchase
and periodicals,
periodicals, $9,000.

Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

deeds.
Recorder of deeds.

RECORDER
OF DEEDS
DEEDS
RECORDER OF

Personal services.

For
$83,754, of which $6,000 shall be available
personal services, $83,754,
For personal
records of the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
only for recopying old land records
including telephone
contingent expenses, including
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent

Recopying
Recopying old land
records.
records.
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

Rent.
Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

Objects specified.

Objects specified.

service printing,
rebinding, repairing,
repairing, and
preservation of
of
and preservation
binding, rebinding,
service,
printing, binding,

equipment
service, furniture
records; typewriters,
typewriters, towels,
towels, towel service,
furniture and equipment
repairs thereto;
thereto.' books of reference
periodicals,
reference, law books and periodicals,
and repairs
postage, not exceeding
exceeding' $100
room for sick
$100 for rest room
street-car tokens,
tokens, postage,
equipment of and medical supplies
employees and the equipment
and injured employees
incidental expenses,
expenses,
necessary incidental
for said rest room, and all other necessary
$10,000.
$10,000.
For
of offices
of the
the recorder
recorder of
of deeds,
$10,000.
For rent
rent of
offices of
deeds, $10,000.
CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS
For
books of
reference, periodicals,
newsFor checks, books,
books, law
law books,
books, books
of reference,
periodicals, newspapers, stationery; surveying
surveying instruments
instruments and implements;
implements; drawing
drawing
materials; binding, rebinding, repairing, and preservation
preservation of records; ice; repairs to pound and vehicles; traveling expenses not to
to

exceed $1,000,
$1,000, including
including payment of dues and traveling expenses in
attending conventions
conventions when authorized
authorized by the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
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District of
of Columbia;
authorized by law in connection
connection with
with
expenses authorized
Columbia; expenses
District

unsafe,
the
of dangerous
dangerous or
or unsafe
and insanitary
insanitary buildings,
buildings, includ- Removing
Removing unsafe,
unsafe and
removal of
the removal
budings.
of etc.,
diem to each member
per diem
of $6
ing
payment of
fee of
$6 per
member of board of
etc " butidings.
of aa fee
ing payment
employed
actually employed
survey,
the inspector
buildings, while actually
inspector of buildings,
than the
other than
survey, other
on
unsafe buildings;
buildings; and other general
general
or unsafe
dangerous or
of dangerous
surveys of
on surveys
Proso.
$36,000: Provided,
necessary
offices; $36,000:
Provided, That
That no Proviso.
District offices;
of District
expenses of
necessary expenses
Printing, etc.,
etc., of list
list
,
forbidden.
this Act shall
in this
part
or any
any other
other appropriation
shall of
of supplies forbidden,
contained in
appropriation contained
this or
of this
part of
be
expended for
printing or
supplies
schedule or list of supplies
binding aa schedule
or binding
for printing
be expended
and materials
furnishing of which contracts
contracts have been or
or
the furnishing
for the
materials for
and
may
awarded.
be awarded.
may be
Printing and binding.
andbinding.
Printing
For printing
printing and binding,
binding, $40,000.
For
CENTRAL
GARAGE
CENTRAL GARAGE

passenger-carryFor
care, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of passenger-carrymaintenance, care,
For maintenance,
ing
automobiles owned
by the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including perthe District
owned by
ing automobiles
sonal
for exchange
passenger-carrying
of such passenger-carrying
exchange of
$56,806; for
services, $56,806;
sonal services,
automobiles now
owned by
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia as, in the
by the
now owned
automobiles
judgment
of the
Commissioners of
of said
have or shall become
District, have
said District,
the Commissioners
judgment of
unserviceable,
$8,000; in all, $64,806.
$64,806.
unserviceable, $8,000;
All
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
owned by
by the
the
vehicles owned
All motor-propelled
"
for " official
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be used
used exclusively
exclusively for"
official purposes
purposes"
District
shall
and
said
of
directly
pertaining
to
the
public
services
District,
shall
services
public
the
to
pertaining
directly
be
under the
the direction
direction and
and control
control of
Commissioners, who
who may
the Commissioners,
of the
be under
thereof
use
for
assignment
the
from
time
to
time
alter
or
change
the
assignment
thereof
change
or
alter
time
to
time
from
or direct
the joint
joint or
same by
of any of the same
use of
interchangeable use
or interchangeable
direct the
or
provided
otherwise provided
officials and
of the
the District,
except as otherwise
District, except
employees of
and employees
officials
in this
this Act;
and ""official
purposes"
include the transportranspornot include
shall not
" shall
official purposes
Act; and
in
domiciles and places
tation of
officers and
between their
their domiciles
places
employees between
and employees
of officers
tation
of employment,
except as
Commissioners of the District
District of
to the Commissioners
as to
employment, except
of
Columbia
and in
in cases
of officers
the character
character of
employees the
and employees
officers and
cases of
Columbia and
whose duties
makes such
such transportation
transportation necessary
necessary and then only
duties makes
whose
as
cases when
when the
the same
by the
the Commisapproved by
is approved
same is
latter cases
such latter
to such
as to
sioners: Provided,
Provided, That
no passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobile,
automobile, except
except
That no
sioners:
busses, patrol
patrol wagons,
ambulances, and
and except
except as
as otherwise
otherwise
and ambulances,
wagons, and
busses,
specifically authorized
this Act,
acquired under any probe acquired
shall be
Act, shall
in this
authorized in
specifically
vision
of this
or exchange,
exchange, at
cost, including
including the
a cost,
at a
purchase or
by purchase
Act, by
this Act,
vision of
value
a vehicle
vehicle exchanged,
$650. No
motor vehicles
vehicles
No motor
exceeding $650.
exchanged, exceeding
of a
value of
shall be
be transferred
the police
other
departments to any other
fire departments
or fire
police or
from the
transferred from
shall
branch of
of the
government of
of the
District of Columbia.
the District
the government
branch
used for the payment of
be used
Appropriations in
in this
this Act
Act shall
not be
shall not
Appropriations
insurance.
premiums
or
other
cost
fire
insurance.
fire
of
cost
other
or
premiums
For postage
strictly official
official mail
including the
the rental
matter, including
mail matter,
for strictly
postage for
For
of
postage
meter
equipment,
$22,500.
$22,500.
equipment,
meter
of postage
The
are authorized,
discretion, to furnish
furnish
their discretion,
in their
authorized, in
Commissioners are
The Commissioners
necessary
in connection
connection with strictly official business
business
transportation in
necessary transportation
of
of Columbia
by the
of street
street car
car and bus
bus
purchase of
the purchase
Columbia by
District of
the District
of the
fares
from appropriations
appropriations contained
this Act:
Provided, That
That the
Act: Provided,
in this
contained in
fares from
expenditures
authorized shall
shall be
be so
so apportioned
apportioned as not
not to
herein authorized
expenditures herein
exceed
$9,500: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
provisions of
of
the provisions
of $9,500:
total of
exceed aa total
this
paragraph shall
shall not
the appropriations
appropriations herein
for
made for
herein made
include the
not include
this paragraph
the
fire and
police departments.
departments.
and police
the fire
expert services
For judicial
witness fees,
fees, and
and expert
services
including witness
expenses, including
judicial expenses,
For
in
before the
Supreme Court
Court of
of said District,
$1,500:
District, $1,500:
the Supreme
cases before
District cases
in District
Provided,
That the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
the District
of the
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
Provided, That
authorized, when
their judgment
judgment such
action be
be deemed
deemed in
in the
the
such action
in their
when in
authorized,
public
interest,
to
contract
for
stenographic
reporting
services
withwithservices
reporting
stenographic
for
contract
public interest, to
out
3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 41,
section 3709
to section
regard to
out regard

Central Garage.
Garage.
Automobiles,
Automobiles,
tenance, etc.

main-

tenancetc

Restriction on
on use
use of
of
Restriction
District-owned vehiiwned
les
cles.
Under
Under control of
Commissioners.
ss
Commi ioners.

Transportation
Transportation between domicile and
plaee
place ofdoempioment.
employment.

Proviso.
Prvrio.
Purchase
Purchase
striction.

price
price

re-

Transfer forbidden.

Transfer forbidden.

p re
Fire insurance pre
insurane.
Fire
miums forbidden.

"

Postage.
P

ostage

Car fare, etc.
Car fre etc

Provisos.
Preiors.
Limitation.

Limitation.

Fire and police deFire andtolicedepartments
excepted.

Judicial expenses.
Judicialerpenses.

psos.

Provisos.
Contracts for reportCntractor
ing
permitted. report-

p.t.
gR.S.,
..,rn sec. 3709,
p.

u.s.c., p.vm.

U.S.C., p. 1309.

733.
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No court
court fees,
fees, etc.,
etc.,
No
in
District Supreme
in District

reqireId.
Court, required.

General advertising.
advertising.
General
Proviso.
Proviso.
Outside advertising.

utside
advertng.

Taxes
in arrears.
Taesin
VW. 30, p. 250.

arrears.

ol.

Proviso.
Publication of
dei
of delinPubietion
quent
list modified.
quent listodified.

CH.
389.
CH. 389.

JUNE 4,
1934.
4, 1934.
JUNE

sec. 5)
under available
appropriations contained
in this
this Act:
Act: ProProcontained in
available appropriations
5) under
sec.
officer
neither the District of Columbia nor any officer
That neither
further, That
vided further,

thereof acting
acting in
his official
capacity for
for the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
official capacity
in his
thereof

shall be
court costs
to the
the clerk
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
clerk of
costs to
to pay
pay court
required to
be required
shall
of the
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
of
the District
For
required by law, and for
for
authorized and required
advertising, authorized
For general advertising,
tax and
and school
school notices
and notices
changes in
in regulations,
regulations, $4,000:
$4,000:
of changes
notices of
notices and
tax
available for the payProvided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall not be available
payProvided,
newspapers published
ment of advertising
advertising in newspapers
published outside
outside of the District
District
of
Columbia, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the requirement
requirement for
for such
such advertising
advertising
of Columbia,
provided by
law.
by existing
existing law.
provided
required
For advertising
advertising notice of taxes in arrears July 1, 1934, as required
to be given by the Act of February
February 28, 1898,
1898, as amended,
amended, to be reimbursed by
by a
50 cents
cents for
or piece
of property
property adveradverpiece of
lot or
each lot
for each
of 50
charge of
a charge
bursed
tised, $8,000:
Provided,
That
this
appropriation
shall
not
availbe availnot be
tised, $8,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall
able
for the
of advertising
delinquent tax list for more
advertising the delinquent
payment of
the payment
able for
morning
than
once a
regular issue of one morning
for two weeks in the regular
a week for
than once
Columbia,
or one
newspaper published
published in
in the
the District of Columbia,
evening newspaper
one evening
or
notwithstanding
existing law.
of existing
the provisions of
notwithstanding the
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT

Employment service.
Employmentservie.

For personal services and miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent expenses
expenses.

maintaining a
a public employment service for the Disfor maintaining
required for

trict
of Columbia,
$9,920.
Columbia, $9,920.
trict of
Emergency
Emergency fund.
Expenses;
tExpenses;
tion.

restricrestri-

Preis.
Proviso.
Voucher for expenses.
Voucherforexpenses.

FUND
EMIERGENCY
EMERGENCY YUND

pestilence,
expended only in case
To be expended
case of emergency,
emergency, such as riot, pestilence,
public insanitary
insanitary conditions, calamity
calamity by flood or fire or storm, and
public
of like
character.
,and
and in
emergency not otherwise
all other cases of emergencyin all
like character,
of
sufficiently provided
the discretion
Commissioners,
discretion of the Commissioners,
in the
for, in
provided for,
sufficiently
$1,500: Provided,
Provided, That the
certificate of the Commissioners
Commissioners shall be
the certificate
$1,500:
sufficient
voucher for
expenditure of
of not
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
to exceed
not to
the expenditure
for the
sufficient voucher
such investigations
investigations as they may deem necessary.
such

Refund of erroneous
er n
elecetions.
collections.

REFUND
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS
COLLECTIONS
OF ERRONEOUS
EFUND OP

Payments
authorPayments authorized.
s6, p.
p. 067.
Vol. SO,

ments, school tuition charges,
charges, payments for lost library books, rents
rents,

97.

To enable
enable the Commissioners, in any case where special assess-

fees, or
or collections
character have
erroneously covered
covered
have been erroneously
of any character
collections of
fees,
into
the Treasury, to refund
refund such erroneous
payments, wholly or in
erroneous payments,
into the
part,
including the
refunding of fees paid for building permits
the refunding
permits.
part, including
Building pemits.
authorized by
by the
the District
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved
District of Columbia
authorized
Proviso.
Refln
of prio March 2, 1911
1911
(36
Stat.,
p.
967),
$4,000:
this
approProvied,
That
(36
967),
$4,000:
Provided,
Refunds of prior
priation shall be available
available for such refunds of payments
payments made within
years.
the
three years.
the past
past three
Conference
on Uni
Tni-- To aid in support
onferenae an
support of the National Conference
Conference of Commissioners on
form State Laws.
Uniform State
$250.
Laws, $250.
State Laws,
Uniform

Street, etc., improveStraeetetc.a
ment
and repair.

improve

AND REPAIR
STREET
AND ROAD
REPAIR
IMPROVEMENT AND
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
STREET AND

For personal
personal services,
services, $161,550,
$161,550, payable
payable from the special
special fund
from gasogaso- created by
provide for
Act
to
"An
entitled
Act
of
the
1
from
section
1
the
entitled
Act
to
provide
for
line tax fund.
of
Columbia,
aatax on motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle fuels sold within the District
Columbia,
approved April 23, 1924 (43 Stat. p. 106),
106),
and for other purposes ", approved
and accretions
repayment of assessments.
assessments.
accretions by repayment
and
Personal services.

Personalservices

Payable
Payable
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REPAIRS
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS
GASOLINE TAX,
TAX, ROAD
ROAD AND
AND STREET
STREET IMPROVEMENTS
GASOLINE

Gasoline
and
street untax,
and street
street fund.
fund.
and

road
road

Paving, etc.,
etc., streets
Paving,
improving streets,
grading, and otherwise improving
For
paving, repaving,
repaving, grading,
streets, and
For paving,
roads from.
avenues, and
including personal services
services and
and the maintenance
maintenance a
and roads,
roads, including
avenues,
including curbing and
of motor
motor vehicles
in this work, and including
vehicles used in
of
necessary, as
gutters
curb-line trees where necessary,
replacement of curb-line
and replacement
gutters and
follows,
special fund
fund created
created by section 11 of
to be paid from the special
follows, to
108.
on motor-vehicle
a tax
for a
to provide
provide for
the Act
entitled "An
tax on
motor-vehicle Vol. 43, p. 106.
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
the
fuels sold
sold within
within the
purposes ",
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes
the District
District of
fuels
approved
April 23,
106), and accretions
accretions by repayStat., p. 106),
(43 Stat.,
23, 1924
1924 (43
approved April
assessments:
ment of assessments:
al

Grading
streets,
s al-rades,aorsd
roads, including
and roads,
alleys, and
For
streets, alleys,
including construction
construction of leys,
grading streets,
For grading
and roads.
necessary
retaining walls, $50,000;
$50,000;
necessary culverts and retaining
Surfacing blockpaveblock paveSurfacing
pavements and
For
an paving
paving the unpaved center
center ments,
For surfacing block pavements
etc.
ensetc.
paved roadways,
roadways, $15,000;
strips of paved
Minor changes
in
changes in
be rMinor
etc.
roadways, etc.
on plans
roadway and
For minor
in roadway
and sidewalks
sidewalks on
plans to be roadways,
changes in
minor changes
For
to
Columbia
approved
by the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
the Commissioners
approved by
$5,000;
pedestrian traffic,
facilitate
traffic, $5,000;
vehicular and pedestrian
facilitate vehicular
Curbs
and gutters,
gutters
Curbs and
For
construction of
of curbs
curbs and
gutters, or
or concrete
concrete shoulders
shoulders in
in shoulders,
and gutters,
For construction
etc.
connection
with all
forms of
macadam roadways
and adjustmenthoulderetc.
adjustment
roadways and
of macadam
all forms
connection with
replacing of
resurfacing and replacing
of roadways
thereto, together
together with resurfacing
roadways thereto,
of
base
where necessary,
necessary, $225,000;
$225,000;
roadways where
such roadways
of such
base of
Surfacing, etc.,
etc., pavepaveSurfacing
or replacement
For
the surfacing
surfacing and
and resurfacing
resurfacing or
replacement of asphalt, ments.
For the
granite block,
block, or
or concrete
pavements with the
the same or other
concrete pavements
granite
approved
material, $350,000;
$350,000;
approved material,
Bridges, construcconstrucoridges,
repair of bridges, tion,
operation, and
For
maintenance, operation,
and repair
construction, maintenance,
For construction,
etc.
vehicles.
including
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles,
of nonpassenger-carrying
maintenance of
including maintenance
$65,000;
$65,000;
Street, etc., repairs.
etc., repairs.
For
of repairs
repairs to
to streets,
streets, avenues,
roads, and
and alleys,
alleys, Street
avenues, roads,
work of
current work
For current
roads,
and
streets
gravel
including
reconditioning of existing gravel streets
the reconditioning
including the
and
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
the purchase,
including the
and including
of nonpassenger-carrying
vehicles used
work, $750,000:
$750,000:
used in this work,
motor vehicles
nonpassenger-carrying motor
of
oolpo.
Provided,
That the
Commissioners of
of the
District of Columbia, Proriso.
the District
the Commissioners
Provided, That
Purchase of asphalt
plant authorised.
authorieed
advantage of
the advantage
should they
deem such
such action
action to
to be
be to
to the
of the District plant
they deem
should
of Columbia,
hereby authorized
to purchase
purchase aa municipal
municipal asphalt
asphalt.
authorized to
are hereby
Columbia, are
of
plant.ltat aa cost
$30,000;
exceed $30,000;
to exceed
not to
cost not
plant
Stri*I. roll% 1,ys,
Il....
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
for the
the constluction
construction and
and lStreetrallays,
available for
be available
This
Ients
provitile
accordance
in
repair
of
pavements
of
street
railways
hi
accordance
with
the
provirailways
street
of
pavemlents
of
repair
Vol. 47,
752.
17, pp. 752.
p. vol.
sions
of the
Merger Act,
approved January
(47 Stat.,
Stat., p.
1933 (47
14, 1933
Jnuarllly 14,
Act, approvedt
the Merger
sions of
Proportion
of
exe
of
752).
The
proportion
of
the
amount
thus
expended
which
under
Proportion
under
which
expended
thus
amount
of
the
proportion
The
75i).
penses chargeable to
railway
company.
company
rilwaoy
the terms
terms of
of the
the said
said Act
Act is
is required
required to
paid by
street-railway
by the street-railway
be paid
to be
the
company shall
shall be
be collected,
the neglect
refusal of such
the refusal
or the
neglect or
upon the
collected, upon
company
street-railway
to pay,
from the
the said
said street-railway
street-railway comcompay, from
company to
street-railway company
20, p. 106.
p. 15.
ol. 20,
pany
section 5
"An Act
providinkr Vol.
Act providing
of "An
5 of
by section
provided by
manner provided
the manner
in the
pany in
".
Columbia
of
District
the
government for the
a
permanent form
Columbia".
form of government
a permanent
approved June
June 11,
11, 1878,
shall be
be deposited
deposited to the credit of the
and shall
1878, and
approved
appropriation
in which
which it
collected;
it is collected;
year in
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
appropriation for
Calvert Street
Street
alvert
For
completing the
construction of
of a
abridge
replace the
Calvert Bridge,
the Calvert
to replace
bridge to
the construction
For completing
construction.
Ante, p.
p. 22i.
220.
.An,,
Street
Bridge
over
Rock
Creek,
in
accordance
the
provisions
provisions
the
with
accordance
in
Creek,
Street Bridge over Rock
and
conditions contained
contained in
in the
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
of Columbia
the District
and conditions
Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1934, $500,000;
$500,000;
year 1934,
\Act for
Eastern Avenue viaFor the
the construction
viaduct or
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto duct,
Avenue via
Eastern
or bridge
a viaduct
of a
construction of
For
construction.
t,nstuctio
in
line of
of Eastern
Avenue between
Monroe Street
Bladensburg
and Bladensburg
Street and
between Monroe
Eastern Avenue
in line
Road northeast,
over the
the tracks
tracks and
and right-of-way
right-of-way of
of the
the Baltimore
Baltimore
northeast, over
Road
and
Ohio
Railroad
Company,
in
accordance
with
plans
and
profiles of
of
profiles
and
plans
with
accordance
in
Company,
Railroad
Ohio
and
said work
to be
be approved
by the
the Commissioners
of
District of
the District
of the
Commissioners of
approved by
work to
said
Columbia, including
construction of
changes in
in sewers
and
sewers and
and changes
of and
including construction
Columbia,
water
mains, personal
and incidental
incidental
engineering and
and engineering
services, and
personal services,
water mains,
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$130,000: Provided,
expenses, $130,000:
Provided, That
That one half of the
the total
total cost
of
cost of
constructing
constructing the
the said viaduct
viaduct or
or bridge
bridge and approaches
approaches shall be
borne and
and paid
railway company,
company, its
its successors
successors and
and
borne
paid by
by the
the said
said railway
assigns,
to the
the collector
taxes of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, to
to the
the
assigns, to
collector of
of taxes
of Columbia,
credit
of the
District of
of Columbia,
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be a
valid and
and
a valid
Columbia, and
credit of
the District
subsisting lien
against the
the franchises
and property
of the
the said
said railrailsubsisting
lien against
franchises and
property of
road company
road
company and
indebtedness of said
comand shall constitute
constitute aalegal
legal indebtedness
said company
in favor
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
the said
said lien
lien may
may
Columbia, and
and the
pany in
favor of
enforced in the
name of
of Columbia by
by a
a bill
bill in
in
be enforced
the name
of the
the District of
equity brought
by the
said Commissioners
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of
Court of
equity
brought by
the said
Commissioners in the
the
of Columbia,
or by
any other
other lawful
proceeding against
against
the District
District of
Columbia, or
by any
lawful proceeding
Wooden
structure to
to the
be
n structure
company: Provided
the said
said railroad
railroad company:
That from
from and
after
Provided further,
further, That
and after
be removed; road
closed.
closed.
completion of the said
the completion
and approaches,
approaches, the
the wooden
wooden
said viaduct
viaduct and
bridge
line of
Reeves Road
over the
the tracks
tracks and
and right-of-way
right-of-way
bridge in
in the
the line
of Reeves
Road over
of the said
said Baltimore
Baltimore and
removed
and Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company
Company shall be
be removed
and
forever closed
against
and the road at
at the railroad
railroad right-of-way
right-of-way forever
closed against
further
traffic of any kind;
kind;
further traffic
Disbursements,
Disbursements, etc.
etc.
In
exceed $2,090,000,
In all,
all, not to exceed
$2,090,000, to be immediately
immediately available;
available; to be
disbursed and
and accounted
as "Gasoline
tax, road,
road, and
street
disbursed
accounted for
for as
"Gasoline tax,
and street
improvements and
and repairs
repairs ",
and for
that purpose
purpose shall
shall constitute
improvements
", and
for that
constitute
Proviso.
Proen.s
one
fund: Provided,
Provided, That
That assessments
in accordance
one fund:
assessments in
accordance with
existing
with existing
A.i.ssments under
Assessments
existing
law
shall be
for paving
repaving roadways
roadways where
where such
law shall
be made
made for
paving and
and repaving
such
existing law.
roadways are
repaved with
from the
the colleccollecroadways
are paved
paved or repaved
with funds
funds derived from
tion of
of the
the tax on
on motor-vehicle
accretions by
repayment
motor-vehicle fuels
fuels and
and accretions
by repayment
of assessments.
Provisos.
ie
os borne
One half cost
cost borne
by railroad company.

MISCELLANEOUS
IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS
REPAIRS
MISCELLANEOUS ROAD AND
AND STRr.L.e
STREET IMPROVEM[ENTS

p er
Assessment and
,Assesment
and per--

For assessment
For
assessment and permit
permit work,
work, paving of roadways
roadways under
under the
repair of
of sidewalks
sidewalks and
and curbs
permit system, and construction
construction and
and repair
around public reservations
reservations and
United States
and municipal
municipal and United
States buildbuildings, including
including purchase
condemnation of
streets, roads,
and
purchase or condemnation
of streets,
roads, and
alleys, and of areas less than two hundred
hundred and fifty
feet at
at
fifty square feet
the intersection
intersection of streets, avenues,
avenues, or roads in
District of
of ColumColumin the District
bia, to be selected
selected by the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and including
including maintenance
maintenance
motor vehicles,
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
vehicles, $150,000.
$150,000.
Opening streets, etc.,
permanningtrehaetety
provisions of existing
To carry out
out the provisions
existing law which authorize
authorize the
the
permanent highway
system.
"system
.
Commissioners of the
the District of Columbia to open, extend,
extend,
Vol. 37, p.
. 3
straighten, or widen any street, avenue,
avenue, road, or highway, except
except
Fourteenth Street
boundary of
Street extension
extension beyond
beyond the southern
southern boundary
of
Reed Hospital
Reservation, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the plan
plan of
of
Walter Reed
Hospital Reservation,
Indefinite appropria- the
Indefinite
of highways
highways for
for the
the permanent
permanent system
system of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
tion for, from District
there is
appropriated such
sum as
necessary for
said purpose,
purpose,
is appropriated
such sum
as is
is necessary
for said
there
revenues.rm
revenues. ir
including
of chains
chains of
of title,
the fiscal
fiscal year
including the
the procurement
procurement of
title, during
during the
year
1935, to
to be
wholly out
the revenues
of
1935,
be paid
paid wholly
out of
of the
revenues of
of the
the District
District of
Provisos.
Prios.
Provided, That this
Columbia: Provided,
be available
to
Columbia:
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
available to
Alley improvements,
buAllylmnresoveents
carry out
out
the provisions
of existing
existing law
law for
carry
provisions. of
for the
the opening,
opening, extension.
extension,
building
building lines,
line,, etc.
etc.
oun the
widening,
or straightening
straightening of
of alleys
and minor
and for
for the
the
widening, or
alleys and
minor streets
streets and
establishment of building
establishment
building lines
lines in the District
of Columbia:
ProDistrict of
Columbia: ProMaximum expenditue.imu
m expendi- vided
vided further,
the amount
amount expended
hereunder shall
not exceed
exceed
further, That
That the
expended hereunder
shall not
ture.
$200,000.
$200,000.
Changing
sidewalk
Changing sidewalk
The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia are authorized
authorized
widths, etc.
and empowered,
discretion.l to fix or alter
empowered, in their discretion
alter the respective
respective
widths of sidewalks
roadways (including
(including tree spaces and parksidewalks and roadways
improved under appropriations
ing) of all highways
highways that may be improved
appropriations
contained
contained in
in this Act.
Act.
Open
competition
or
No partof of any appropriation
opr e0
rtpe l t!r fO
appropriation contained
contained in this Act shall be
street
repalr,
etc., con-l:
tracts.
available
tracts,
available for repairing,
repairing, resurfacing,
resurfacing, or newly
newly paving any street,
avenue,
roadway by
avenue, or roadway
by private
private contract
contract unless
unless the
the specifications
specifications
mit work.
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for such
shall be
so prepared
prepared as
as to
to permit of
and open
open
of fair and
be so
work shall
such work
for
competition in
in paving
paving material
material as
as well
as in price.
well as
competition
In addition
addition to
provision of
existing law
requiring contractors
contractors
law requiring
of existing
the provision
to the
In
to keep
pavements in
period of
year from the
the
of one
one year
a period
for a
repair for
in repair
new pavements
to
keep new
date
of the
the work,
work, the
Commissioners of the
the Commissioners
of the
completion of
the completion
date of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
further require
require that where
where repairs
repairs are
shall further
District
necessary during
during the
four years
years following
period,
following the said one-year period,
the four
necessary
due
to inferior
materials, such repairs shall be
defective materials,
or defective
work or
inferior work
due to
made
at the
of the
the contractor,
furnished by
and the bond furnished
contractor, and
expense of
the expense
made at
the contractor
contractor shall
be liable
expense.
liable for such expense.
shall be
the
Act shall be used
No part
part of
of the
contained in
used
this Act
in this
appropriations contained
the appropriations
No
for
the operation
of a
a testing
testing laboratory
the highways
highways departdepartof the
laboratory of
operation of
for the
ment for
making tests
of materials
materials in connection
with any activity
activity
connection with
tests of
for making
ment
of the
District government.
government.
of
the District
WHARVES
AND WHARVES
BRIDGES
WHARVES
AND
BRIDGES

For reconstruction,
reconstruction, where
necessary, and
for maintenance
maintenance and
and
and for
where necessary,
For
Commissioners of the
repair of
of wharves
wharves under the control of the Commissioners
repair
District of
of Columbia,
Channel of the Potomac
Washington Channel
the Washington
in the
Columbia, in
District
River, $5,000.
$5,000.
River,
TREES
AND PARKINGS
PARKINGS
TREES AND

For personal
personal services, $23,940.
For
trimmers, nurseryFor
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including laborers, trimmers,
For contingent
men, repairmen,
hire of
wagons, or motor trucks,
carts, wagons,
of carts,
teamsters, hire
repairmen, teamsters,
men,
planting and
straps, tree
trees,
boxes, tree
tree stakes,
tree labels, planting
and
tree straps,
stakes, tree
tree boxes,
trees, tree
purchase
care of
trees and
and tree
spaces on
and suburban
suburban streets,
streets, purchase
city and
on city
tree spaces
of trees
care
and
maintenance of
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles, and misof nonpassenger-carrying
and maintenance
cellaneous items, $88,200.
$88,200.
cellaneous
SEWERS
SEWERS
For personal
$167,598.
services, $167,598.
personal services,
For
For cleaning
and repairing
repairing sewers
sewers and
and basins;
basins; for
operation and
for operation
cleaning and
For
maintenance
pumping service,
service, including
repairs to
including repairs
sewage pumping
the sewage
of the
maintenance of
employment of
boilers, machinery,
machinery, and
and pumping
pumping stations,
stations, and employment
boilers,
mechanics and
and laborers,
waste, and
and other
other
coal, oil, waste,
of coal,
purchase of
laborers, purchase
mechanics
supplies, and
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
maintenance of
the maintenance
for the
and for
supplies,
$200,411.
vehicles
used in
in this
work, $200,411.
this work,
vehicles used
For
and pipe
$95,491.
basins, $95,491.
receiving basins,
and receiving
sewers and
pipe sewers
main and
For main
nonpassengerFor
maintenance of nonpassengerthe maintenance
including the
sewers, including
suburban sewers,
For suburban
carrying motor
this work,
work, and
of
replacement of
the replacement
and the
in this
used in
vehicles used
motor vehicles
carrying
the
following
motor
trucks:
Two
at
not
to
exceed
$3,500
each;
one
one
each;
$3,500
exceed
to
not
at
Two
trucks:
motor
following
the
$150,000.
at
not to
$2,000; $150,000.
exceed $2,000;
to exceed
at not
For assessment
assessment and
and permit
permit work,
sewers, including
including not
to exceed
exceed
not to
work, sewers,
For
for construc$4000
for purchase
or condemnation
of rights-of-way
rights-of-way for
condemnation of
purchase or
$1,000 for
tion,
maintenance, and
repair of
public sewers,
sewers, $120,094.
$120,094.
of public
and repair
tion, maintenance,
COLLECTION
DISPOSAL OF
OF REFUSE
REFUSE
AND DISPOSAL
COLLECTION AND

Repairs, due to infeRepairs,
conrior work by contractor.
tractor.

Repayment.

Laboratory tests.
Laboratory

Bridges
and wharves.
wharves.
Bridges and

Reconstruction,
m Itn
e
t
e
eransgu
ete
ct
ion,
etc.
maintenance,

Trees and parking.
Personal services.
Personal
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Contingent

Sewers.

services.
Personal
Personal services.
repair, etc.
Cleaning,
Cleaning, repair, etc.

Main
Main and
and pipe.
pipe.
Suburban.
Suburban.
Motor trucks.
Motor trucks

and perAssessment
nI
sswork.
we
a rient and permit

City
refuse.
City refuse.
Personal services.

Personal
For
$126,900.
services, $126,900.
personal services,
For personal
Sweeping, cleaning,
Sweeping,
For dust
prevention, sweeping,
and cleaning
cleaning streets.
streets2 avenues,
avenues, snow
sweeping, and
snow and ice
ice removal,
removal,
dust prevention,
For
etc.
the
of
alleys,
and
suburban
streets,
under
the
immediate
direction
direction
immediate
the
under
alleys, and suburban streets,
Commissioners,
and for
for cleaning
cleaning snow
ice from
from streets,
streets, sidesideand ice
snow and
Commissioners, and
walks,
crosswalks, and
gutters in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
Commisthe Commisin the
and gutters
walks, crosswalks,
sioners, including
and maintenance
maintenance of
of equipequippurchase and
and purchase
services and
including services
sioners,
ment,
rent
of
storage
rooms;
maintenance
and
repair
of
stables;
stables;
of
repair
and
maintenance
rooms;
ment, rent of storage
maintenance and
repair of
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor-propelled
motor-propelled
and repair
maintenance
vehicles neePssary
in cleaning
cleaning streets
motor-proof motor-propurchase of
and purchase
streets and
necessary in
vehicles
pelled
street-cleaning equipment;
equipment; and
necessary incidental
expenses,
incidental expenses,
and necessary
pelled street-cleaning
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000: Provided,
for
Act for
this Act
in this
contained in
appropriations contained
That appropriations
Provided, That
.o $375
$375,000:
,
sewers, and
water department, shall be available for
for
the water
and the
sewers,
highways,
nated funds for snow highways,
writing ordered by the
snow removal when
when specifically
specifically and in writing
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Garbage,
dead aniTo enable
enable the
Commissioners to carry out the provisions of existthe Commissioners
To
aniGarbage, dead
mals, ashes,
ashes, etc.
etc.
mals,
ing
law governing
governing the
the collection
disposal of
garbage, dead
of garbage,
and disposal
collection and
ing law
ashes, etc.
animals,
night
soil,
and
miscellaneous
refuse
and
ashes
in the
Disthe Disanimals, night soil, and miscellaneous refuse and ashes in
trict
of Columbia,
fencing of
of public
public and
and
inspection; fencing
including inspection;
Columbia, including
trict of
private property
property designated
by the
Commissioners as
dumps;
as public
public dumps;
the Commissioners
designated by
private
expenses, $71
6,
200 :Provided,
Provided, That
proceeds
any proceeds
That any
$716,200:
incidental expenses,
Provisos.
Proceeds
covered i
n; and
and incidental
in
Prods overed
v
o
division of.
received from
from the
of city
city, refuse
refuse or
shall be
paid
be paid
garbage shall
or garbage
disposal of
the disposal
received
.
division
into the
Treasury of
of the
to the
of the
the United
United
credit of
the credit
States to
United States
the United
the Treasury
into
States and
the District
manner provided
by
provided by
the manner
in the
of Columbia
Columbia in
District of
and the
States
Collection restricres tri e- law:
Provided further,
That
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall not
be available
available
not be
That this
further,
Provided
law:
colleetion
tions.
on s
for collecting
hotels and
places
and places
from hotels
refuse from
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse
ashes or
collecting ashes
for
.
of business
business or
or from
from apartment
apartment houses
houses of
of four
apartments
more apartments
or more
four or
of
in which
which the
heat to
to tenants.
tenants.
furnishes heat
landlord furnishes
the landlord
in

Proviso.
Avaibili
Availability
nated funds for
of desigsimw
removal.
removal,

Public playgrounds.

PLAYGROUNDS
PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS

For personal services, $101,250:
$101,250: Provided,
Provided,That employments hereemployed for twelve months,
under, except directors
directors who shall be employed
months,
shall
corresponding
accordance with corresponding
to duration
duration in accordance
distributed as to
shall be
be distributed
sr.
employments provided
provided for in the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
employments
Act for the fiscal year 1924.
For
maintenance, repairs, and improvements, equipment,
For general maintenance,
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
supplies,
playgrounds, includcontingent expenses of playgrounds,
and contingent
incidental and
supplies, incidental
ing labor
labor and
maintenance, and
$500 for purchase and
to exceed $500
not to
and not
and maintenance,
ing
exchange,
motor truck, $33,600.
of one motor
exchange, of
Public-school
maintenance and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of keeping open durthe maintenance
For
Public-school playgrounds during sumthe summer
summer months
months the
playgrounds, under the
public-school playgrounds,
the public-school
suming ing the
grounds dur
mer.
direction and
and supervision
of the Commissioners; for special and temsupervision of
direction
service during the
directors, assistants, and janitor service
services, directors,
porary services,
summer
the larger
larger yards, daily after school hours
in the
and, in
vacation, and,
summer vacation,
$23,930.
during the school term, $23,930.
Swimming or
bath.
temporary
For
or bathSwimming
services, including superintendence,
superintendence, supplies,
log pools.
Personal services.

Pro
Proviso. services.
Employments rereEmployments

stricted.

repairs,
repairs 2 maintenance,
maintenance, and expenses necessary
necessary in the operation of
swimming or bathing pools, $10,370.
$10,370.

ig pools.

Electrical
depart.
tlectrical depart.
ment.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

servvices, For
Forsonal
personal services, $121,770.

Personal
Peoavic.oarless.

For general supplies, repairs, new batteries and battery supplies,
purchase, telephone
telephone
telephone service charges, wire and
telephone rental and purchase,
telegraph and telephone service, repairs of
cable for extension of telegraph
instruments, purchase of poles, tools, insulators, brackets,
lines and instruments,
pins, hardware, cross arms, ice, record book, stationery, livery,
blacksmithing, extra labor, new boxes, maintenance
maintenance of motor trucks
blacksmithing,
the
necessary items, including
including not to exceed $3,600 for the
and other necessary
purchase
exchange of one nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicle,
purchase and exchange
$29,000.
Placing
servFor placing wires
Iderwires underPlacing wires
wires of fire alarm, police patrol, and telephone
telephone servground.
Police-patrol and lire- ices underground,
rpoiee-patrolandfireunderground, extension
e.Lension and relocation of police-patrol
police-patrol and
alarm systems, etc.
fire-alarm systems, purchase
purchase and installing
installing additional
additional lead-covered
lead-covered
larm systems, etc.
cables, labor, material, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and other necessary equipment
equipment
and expenses, $15,000.
Lighting, etc.
Lighting: For purchase,
Lighting, etc.
purchase, installation, and maintenance
maintenance of public
designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all
lamps, lampposts, street designations,
kinds on streets, avenues,
avenues, roads, alleys, and public spaces, part cost

contingent

Suppllea,
supplies, contingent
eXpatM311, etc.

expntses etc.
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of
maintenance of
airport and
airway lights
lights necessary
operation Air
mail lilights,
ghts,
Air mail
necessary for operation
of airport
and airway
of maintenance
of
necessary expenses
of the air
air mail, and
and for all necessary
expenses in connection
connection therewith, including
storerooms; extra labor,
operation, mainteincluding rental of storerooms;
labor, operation,
nance, and repair of motor trucks,
truck, this sum to be expended
expended in
accordance
accordance with the
the provisions of section
section 7
7 and
and 8
8 of
of the
the District
District
of Columbia
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
p
o1.ir
p. 1008
vol.l
1008;;Vol.
Vol.
6, p
1912 (36
(36 Stat.
Stat., 37V
year 1912
of
Columbia Appropriation
pp.
sec. 7),
7), and
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the District
District of
pp. 1008-1011,
1008-1011, sec.
and with
with the
P
Columbia Appropriation
Columbia
Appropriation Act for
for the
the fiscal year
year 1913
1913 (37
(37 Stat.,
Stat.,
pp. 181-184, sec. 7),
7) and other laws applicable thereto, and including
not
for operation
operation and
maintenance of
not to
to exceed
exceed $27,000
$27,000 for
and maintenance
of electric
electric
Eeic
traffic
Provided, That this rvisF'
traffic lights, signals, and controls, $768,700: Provided,
ectric street
street lilight
ght
appropriation
be available
for the
the payment
payment of
rate
for rates.
of rates for
available for
not be
shall not
appropriation shall
electric
street lighting
lighting in
in excess
of those
those authorized
authorized to
to be
paid in
in the
the
electric street
excess of
be paid
fiscal
for new forms
fiscal year 1927, and
and payment
payment for electric
electric current for
of
street lighting shall not exceed 2
2 cents per kilowatt-hour
kilowatt-hour for
of street
current
Provided further,
further, That
That no
of this
appro- Awards
lowest
Awards to
to lowest
this approno part
part of
current consumed:
consumed: Provided
priation
available for
the payment
payment on
on any
ompe
required competitor.
contract required
any contract
for the
be available
shall be
priation shall
by
through competitive
competitive bidding, which is not
awarded through
by law to be awarded
awarded
specifications, and such
awarded to
to the
the lowest
lowest responsible
responsible bidder on specifications,
specifications
competition.
drawn as to admit of fair competition.
specifications shall
shall be so drawn
system.
Frealarm system.
transmitting Fire-alarm
alarm transmitting
For
installation of
of fire alarm
and installation
the purchase
purchase and
For the
apparatus
batteries, storage-battery
storage-battery
operator's pedestal
pedestal storage batteries,
apparatus and operator's
rectifiers, alarm
relays and
and terminal
terminal
telegraph key
key with relays
alarm gongs, master telegraph
rectifiers,
switchboard, necessary
and other
other necessary
necessary
materials, labor, and
necessary wiring materials,
switchboard,
items,
to replace
replace worn and defective
and
fire-alarm equipment
equipment and
defective fire-alarm
items, to
apparatus
fire-alarm headquarters
and fire
fire stations,
$28,000.
stations, $28,000.
headquarters and
apparatus in
in fire-alarm
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PUBLIC

Public schools.
schools.
Public

Administrative and
and
Administrative
services of
administrative and supervisory
supervisory officers
officers supervisory
of administrative
For personal
personal services
supervisory officers.
officers.
in
accordance with
of
the salaries
salaries of
and regulating
regulating the
with the Act
Act fixing and
in accordance
teachers,
employees of
of the Board of Eduofficers, and
and other employees
teachers, school
school officers,
Vol. 43,
43, p.
p. 368.
368.
cation
of Columbia,
4, 1924
1924 (43 Stat.. Vol.
approved June
June 4,
Columbia, approved
of the
the District
District of
cation of
pp.
salaries of presidents
colleges
presidents of teachers colleges
including salaries
pp. 367-375),
367-375), including
in the
salary schedule
schedule for
superintendents, $583,380.
$583,380.
first assistant
assistant superintendents,
for first
in
the salary
Clerks, etc.
etc.
Clerks,
For
services of
clerks and other employees,
employees, $164,421.
$164,421.
of clerks
For personal
personal services
School attendance
School
attendance
and work
permit dedework permit
For personal
personal services
department of
of school
school attendance
attendance and
and and
services in
in the
the department
For
partment.
partment.
work permits
permits in
approved June
4, 192t
192 t Vol.
pp. 3•17,, 806.
WMf.
Vol. 43,
43,. pp7.
June 4,
the Act
Act approved
with the
in accordance
accordance with
work
(43
367-375), the
the Act
Stat.,
1925 (43
(43 Stat.,
February 5,
5, 1925
Act approved
approved February
Stat., pp.
pp. 367-375),
(43 Stat.,
pp. 806-808),
806-808), and
Act approved
May 29,
29, 1928
Stat., p.
p. 998),
998),
(45 Stat.,
1928 (45
approved May
and the
the Act
pp.
$35,640.
$35,640.
Teachers, librarians.
librarians.
Teachers,
For personal
services of
of teachers
teachers and
librarians in
accordance etc.
in accordance
and librarians
personal services
For
etc.
Vol.
43,
pp.
367-375.
Vol.
43,
pp.
367-375.
with the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 4,
(43 Stat., pp.
367-375), includpp. 367-375),
4, 1924 (43
with
ing for
teachers colleges
assistant professors
professors in salary class eleven,
colleges assistant
ing
for teachers
and
professors in
in salary
salary class
class twelve,
$5,763,960, of
of which
which not
twelve, $5,763,960,
and professors
exceeding
may be
expended for
compensation to
to be
fixed by
by
be fixed
for compensation
be expended
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 may
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling
the
Board of
of Education
Education and
and traveling
traveling expenses
educational Proviso8.
expenses of
of educational
the Board
Preefos.
Assignment
of kinof
kinAssignment
consultants
employed
in
character
education:
Provided,
That
as
consultants employed in character education: Provided, That as dergarten
dergarten teachers
in
teachers in
teacher
during the
year 1935
grades one
one grades
grades 11to
fiscal year
1935 in
in grades
occur during
the fiscal
to 4.
4.
teacher vacancies
vacancies occur
to
four,
inclusive,
of
the
elementary
schools,
such
vacancies
may
be
to four, inclusive, of the elementary schools, such vacancies may be
kindergartens,
assignment of teachers now employed
employed in kindergartens,
the assignment
filled by
by the
and teachers
employed in
kindergartens are
are hereby
hereby made
made eligible
eligible
in kindergartens
teachers employed
and
Placing
unassigned
Placing unassigned
to teach
the said
said grades:
grades: Provided
Provided further,
teaching vacan- teachers
further, That teaching
to
teach in
in the
teachers of
etc.,
of special,
special, etc.,
subjects.
subjects.
cies
that
occur
during
the
fiscal
year
1935
wherever
found
may
be
may
be
found
1935
wherever
cies that occur during the fiscal year
filled
by the
of teachers
subjects and
and teachers
teachers
special subjects
of special
teachers of
assignment of
the assignment
filled by
not now
now assigned
assigned to
to classroom
classroom instruction,
instruction, and
teachers are
such teachers
and such
not
hereby
eligible for
for such
such assignment
without further
examina- Tempoary
further examinaassignment without
made eligible
hereby made
Temporary teacber.
teachers.
tion: Provided
further, That
That in
of economy
Board
the Board
economy the
the interests
interests of
in the
Provided further,
tion:
of Education
the fiscal
fiscal year
1935
year 1935
during the
discretion during
may at
at its
its discretion
Education may
of
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appoint
as temporary
teachers in
District of
of
the District
of the
schools of
in public
public schools
temporary teachers
appoint as
Columbia
qualified teachers
teachers from
eligible list
applicants
of applicants
list of
the eligible
from the
Columbia qualified
established by
examinations.
by examinations.
established
Vacation schools.
schools.
For
the instruction
vacation
supervision of children in the vacation
and supervision
instruction and
For the
Vacation
schools
playgrounds, and
and supervisors
and teachers
of vacation
vacation
teachers of
supervisors and
and playgrounds,
schools and
schools
playgrounds may
may also
be supervisors
of
teachers of
and teachers
supervisors and
also be
and playgrounds
schools and
day
$26,460.
schools, $26,460.
day schools,
Soliciting subsc
No
to
N
part
of any
any appropriation
this Act
Act shall be paid to
in this
made in
appropriation made
part of
No
nsliietic.
tons,
etc., in
in shools
schools
ti
or in
in connection with the public schools
any
person employed
under or
employed under
any person
ohibited'.
pprohibited,
permit
of
District of
who shall solicit or receive, or permit
of Columbia who
of the
the District
to be
solicited or
or received,
on any
any public-school
premises any
any subpublic-school premises,
received, on
be solicited
to
from any
scription
money or other thing of value 'from
of money
donation of
or donation
scription or
pupil enrolled
public schools
of testimonials
presentation of
for presentation
schools for
such public
in such
enrolled in
pupil
Exception.
to school officials or for any purpose except such as may be authorException.
ized by
by the
the Board
Board of
meeting upon the written
Education at aastated meeting
of Education
ized
recommendation of
the
Superintendent
of
of Schools.
Schools.
Superintendent
of
the
recommendation
Annuities.
To carry
carry out
purposes of
of the
the Act
Act approved
June 11,
11, 1926,
1926,
approved June
the purposes
out the
Vol. 41, 387;
To
s7; Vol. 44,
vol.
728.
pp..728.
Act to amend the Act entitled 'An Act for the retireentitled "An Act
ment
of public-school
Columbia,' approved
the District of Columbia,'
in the
teachers in
public-school teachers
ment of
January
15, 1920,
1920, and
and for
for other
387-390),
pp. 387-390),
Stat., pp.
(41 Stat.,
purposes " (41
other purposes"
January 15,
$400,000.
$400,000.
Night
Night schools.
schools.

NIGHT
NIGHT SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS

Salaries.
ar ies

teachers and janitors of night schools, including teachers
For teachers
of
industrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade instruction, and teachers and
of industrial,
janitors
night schools may
teachers and janitors of day
may also be teachers
of night
janitors of
$85,246.
schools, 885,246.
Contingent expenses.
For contingent
contingent and
and other
including equipment
equipment
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
other necessary
For
Contingentexpenses.
and purchase
purchase of all necessary
necessary articles and supplies for classes in
and
industrial, commercial,
commercial, and trade instruction,
instruction, $4,000.
industrial,

Sal

.

AND BLIND
DUM3B, AND
DEAF, DUMB,
THE DEAF,
Deaf, dumb, and
dumb and
blind.
Maintenance,
ininstaintenance,
struction,
etc.
etc.
struetion,
A.S., see.
sec. 4864, p.
R.S.,
P.
942.
942.
Vol. 31, p. 844.
p. 685.

bliDn

V9ol. 3ip.844.

Us.a., p 85.

Colored deaf mutes.

of,under
under
Titio
Tuition of,
contract.
contract,
Proviso.
SupervisiOn Of expandlture.
penditure.

Suiprvisionotex-

Blind children.
Tuition of, under
Tuition

contract.
contract.

Proriso.
Proviso.

Supervision °rex-

penSrveisiotofexpenditure.

For
and instruction
instruction of
deaf and
persons
and dumb persons
of deaf
maintenance and
For maintenance
admitted to the
Columbia Institution for the Deaf from the District
the Columbia
admitted
Revised Statutes, and as
of Columbia, under section 4864 of the Revised

provided
in the
Act approved
1, 1901 (U.S.C., title 24,
approved March 1,
the Act
for in
provided for
sec.
238), and
and under
under a
contract to
be entered
with the
the said
said instiinstiinto with
entered into
to be
a contract
sec. 238),
tution by the Commissioners,
$32,500.
Commissioners, $32,500.
For
and instruction
instruction of
deaf-mutes of teachof colored deaf-mutes
maintenance and
For maintenance
able age belonging to the District of Columbia, in Maryland,
Maryland, or some
sonic
other
State, under
to be entered into by the Commiscontract to
under aa contract
other State
sioners,
$6,000: Provided,
all expenditures
expenditures under this approProvided, That all
sioners, $6,000:
priation shall be made under the supervision of the Board of
Education.
For maintenance
instruction of
of blind
District
of the
the District
children of
blind children
maintenance and instruction
For
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
contract
other State, under aa contract
in Maryland, or some other
of
to be
Commissioners, $10,000:
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, That
entered into by the Commissioners,
to
be entered
all expenditures
expenditures under this appropriation
appropriation shall be made under the
all
supervision
the Board
Board of Education.
Education.
of the
supervision of
AMERICANIZATION
AMfERICANIZATION

Americanization
at
work.
Instructing foreigners
foreigners
of all ages.

wokoericau

ion

oInstruting

Equipment

Equipmenet,

ec.a.

WORK
WORK

Americanization work and instruction of foreigners of all
For Americanization
ages
in both
day and
night classes,
classes, and
and teachers and janitors of
and night
both day
ages in
may also be teachers and janitors of the
Americanization
schools may
Americanization schools
day schools, $7,920.
necessary expenses,
For contingent
contingent and other necessary
expenses, including books,
equipment, and supplies, $600.
equipment,
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For aid
aid in
in the
of children
children (between
(between the ages of sixteen
education of
the education
For
and
twenty-one years,
years, inclusive,
have had their domicile in the
who have
inclusive, who
and twenty-one
District
Columbia for
for at
five years)
years) of those who lost
least five
at least
of Columbia
District of
a result of service in the
War as a
their
during the
World War
the
the World
lives during
their lives
military or
or naval
naval forces
forces of
of the
United States, including tuition,
the United
military
fees,
the purchase
purchase of books and supplies, $3,600:
and the
maintenance, and
fees, maintenance,

Provided,
not more
more than
than $200
$200 shall
be available
available for any one
shall be
That not
Provided, That

this
Provided further,
child during
during the
the fiscal
year 1935:
further, That this
1935: Provided
fiscal year
child
while
children
appropriation
shall
be
expended
for
children
attending
such
for
expended
be
shall
appropriation

Educating
children
Educting children
of World War veterans
dying in service.

in

a
ProFioum
Pr
MaxiMum allowsum.

wnce.

whileet:ttezd
nh
a
t
attending
while
Use
s
Usu
ndary etc., educasecondary,

tionl institutions.
educational
institutions of
of aa secondary
or college
college grade
grade under
under rules tional
institutions.
secondary or
educational institutions
Board
and
regulations
prescribed
by
of
Education.
the
by
prescribed
regulations
and

Community centers.
Community

COMMUNITY
CENTER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
COMMUNITY CENTER

Salaries and exand penses.
secretaries, and
ries
ol 43,
approved June
approved
June375.Vol.
43, p.
p. 375.

For personal
of the director, general
services of
personal services
For
the Act
community secretaries
secretaries in
with the
accordance with
in accordance
community
employees,
4,
pp. 369,
369, 370)
clerks and part-time employees,
370);;clerks
Stat., pp.
(43 Stat.,
1924 (43
4, 1924
parent-teacher
including
janitors
on
account
of
meetings
of
parent-teacher
associof
meetings
of
including janitors on account
ations and
contingent expenses, equipment,
and contingent
activities, and
other activities,
and other
ations
supplies,
fixtures, $40,000.
lighting fixtures,
and lighting
supplies, and
GROUNDS
CARE
OF BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
CARE OF

For
For
rented
rented

peSala.

Care of buildings and
grounds.
grounds.

8

saaries '
personal
services, including
including care
care of
of smaller buildings
buildings and Salaries
personal services,
andrentedrobgs.
rooms
at
a
rate
not
to
exceed
$96
per
annum
for
the
care
an
S
mailer
rented
rooms.
buildings
care
the
for
annum
per
d
rooms at a rate not to exceed $96

atypical
by at
occupied by
of each
schoolroom, other than those occupied
ypical or
or
each schoolroom,
of
$120
exceed $120
ungraded classes,
for which
which service an amount not to exceed
classes, for
ungraded
per
allowed, $791,600.
may be allowed,
annum may
per annum
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

for tu
turippdpups
or
and
arSchools
pupils, lar
and crippled
For
000 the
maintenance of schools for tubercular and
crippled pupils/
and cri ppled pupils.
the maintenance
For
Transportation.
$8,.
$8,000.
$8,000.
nsorio
For
for pupils
schools for
for tubercular
tubercular Transportation.
attending schools
pupils attending
transportation for
For transportation
$18,500:
pupils, and
for pupils
attending schools
schools for
for crippled
crippled pupils, $18,500:
pupils attending
and for
pupils,
bercu-

fare,
car
from this
Provided, That
That expenditures
for street
street car
car and
and bus
bus fares
this Car
Prmiss
' etc.
fares,' from
expenditures for
Provided,
fund
shall not
not be
be subject
the general
limitations on the use of
general limitations
to the
subject to
fund shall
street car
car and
bus fares
covered by this Act.
fares covered
Manual training.
and bus
street
expenss.
M expenses.
For
purchase
and
repair
of
tools, machinery,
material, stc.,
machinery, material,
furniture, tools,
of furniture,
repair
and
purchase
For
with
and
books,
and
apparatus
to
be
used
in
connection
instruction
connection
in
used
and books, and apparatus to be
in manual
and vocational
vocational training,
incidental expenses
expenses contraining, and incidental
manual and
in
$60,000,
nected
therewith,
including
the
Shaw
Junior
High
School,
$60,000,
Junior
Shaw
the
nected therewith, including
to
be immediately
immediately available.
to be
Fuel, light, and
power.
For
and electric
electric light
power, $250,000.
$250,000.
and power,
light and
gas, and
fuel, gas,
For fuel,
Contingent
expenses.
contingentexpense.
furniture
For
contingent
expenses,
including
United
States
flags,
furniture
flags,
For contingent expenses, including United States
and
and
repairs
of
same,
stationery,
ice,
paper
towels,
other
necestowels,
paper
ice,
and repairs of same, stationery
sary
not otherwise
provided for,
for, and
exceeding
including not exceeding
and including
otherwise provided
items not
sary items
not exceeding
$8,000
for
books
of
reference
and
periodicals,
exceeding $1,500
periodicals,
and
reference
of
$8,000 for books
for replacement of
of pianos
an average
average cost
of not
not to
to exceed
$300
exceed $300
cost of
at an
pianos at
for replacement
immediately
each,
not
exceeding
$5,000
for
labor,
$119,500,
to
immediately
be
to
$119,500,
labor,
for
$5,000
each, not exceeding
Proem).
my
or Army
bond for
available:
That a
a bond
bond shall
not be
required on account Noro's
be required
shall not
Provided,That
available: Provided,
supplies to cadets.
suppliesto adets.
of
military
supplies
or
equipment
issued
by
the
War
Department
Department
War
the
by
issued
equipment
or
of military supplies
for military
the students
high schools
of high
students of
by the
practice by
and practice
instruction and
for military instruction
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
Woodrow Wilson
the District of
in For
ui
gh furniture,
eniooro
High,
window Senior
furniture and
and equipment,
and window
pianos and
including pianos
equipment, including
For furniture
etc.
shades, for the
Woodrow
Wilson
Senior
High
School,
$150,000.
etc.
$150,000.
School,
High
Senior
Requisitions
for
Wilson
Woodrow
the
for
shades,
su
ent subschSequis
No
money appropriated
in this
this Act
Act for
for the
purchase of furniture
furniture school
equipment
the purchase
appropriated in
No money
ject to Commissioners'
and equipment for the public schools of the District of Columbia IIPProval.
to Commissions
and equipment for the public schools of the District of Columbia Ject
pp
ro.
a
shall be
expended
unless
the
requisitions
of
the
Board
of
Education
Education
of
Board
the
of
shall be expended unless the requisitions
of
therefor shall
shall be
approved by
the District
District of
of the
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
by the
be approved
therefor
Columbia, or by the
purchasing officer and the auditor for the DisColumbia, or by the purchasing officer and the auditor for the District
of Columbia
Columbia acting
the Commissioners.
Commissioners.
for the
acting for
trict of
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Supplies
Supplies to
to pupils.
pupils.
Vol
ol. 446 p.
p. 62.
62.

Kindergartens.
Kindergartens.

For textbooks and other educational books and supplies as author-

ized
not
ized by
by the
the Act of January 31, 1930 (46 Stat., p. 62),
62), including not

to exceed
$7,000 for
for personal
services, $180,000,
S180,000, to
to be
be immediately
immediately
personal services,
to
exceed $7,000
available.
available.
maintenance of kindergartens, $5,600,
For maintenance
$5,600, to be inmmediately
immediately
available.
available.

For purchase
books,.
purchase of apparatus,
apparatus, fixtures, specimens, technical books,
for the maintenance
the equipment
and
for extending
equipment and for
maintenance of laboralaboraextending the
and for
tories
of the
the department
chemistry, biology,
general
biology, and general.
department of
of physics,
physics, chemistry,
tories of
science
in the
the several
and junior
junior high
high schools
and teachers
teachers colseveral high
high and
schools and
colscience in
leges,
installation of
immediately
leges, and for the installation
of the same,
same, $15,000,
$15,000, to be immediately
available.
available.
School
gardens.
School gardens.
For utensils, material, and
and labor, for
for establishment
mainteestablishment and
and mainteincluding rent
$2,000.
rent of
of grounds, $2,000.
of school
school gardens, including
nance of
Nature study, etc.,
Nature
The Board of Education is
etc.,
is authorized
authorized to
to designate the
the months
months in
in
teachers.
teachers.
which the ten salary payments now required
be made
required by law shall be
made to
to
teachers assigned
assigned to
to the work
work of instruction in nature
nature study and
and
school gardens.
gardens.
school
Children of
Children
of Army,
Army,
The children of officers
officers and men of the United States Army, Navy
Navy,.
Navy, etc.,
etc., admitted
admitted
and
other employees
employees of
United
free.
the United
and Marine
Marine Corps, and
and children of
of other
of the
free.
States
be admitted
admitted
States stationed
stationed outside the District of Columbia shall be
to the
the public schools without payment
payment of tuition.
bu
l
i
tgaX5a,etc., to
For
repairs and
school buildings,
and
repairing and
buildings, repairing
to school
improvements to
and improvements
For repairs
s etc., to
bupldai
renewing heating, plumbing, and ventilating apparatus,
apparatus, installation
installation
electric equipment,
sanitary drinkdrinkand repair
repair of electric
equipment, and
and installation
installation of
of sanitary
ing fountains,
maintenance of motor
motor trucks, $375,000,
which
$375,000, of which
ing
fountains, and maintenance
amount
be immediately
amount $100,000 shall
shall be
immediately available.
available.
School
yard playplayfor
School yard
For the purchase, installation, and maintenance of equipment, for.
grounds.
Proviso.
Pgroso.
school yards for the purposes of play of pupils, $7,500: Provided,
Provided,
Use, etc.
use, etc.
in
That such playgrounds shall be kept open for play purposes in
accordance
schedule maintained
maintained for playgrounds
playgrounds under
theaccordance with the schedule
under the
jurisdiction
the playground
department.
jurisdiction of
of the
playground department.
general

Supplies for
for general
sciences departments.

Buildings
and
B uildings and
grounds.
grounds,
Browne Junior High.
BrowneJuniorHigh.

woodrow

Woodrow Wilson
Wilson
High.

g
Construction,
Construction,
l
Logansrtio
Logan S
School.
Ante,
p. 23.
238.
Ant, p.

near
n

A.ultitostia, Junior
Junior
nigh.

cig.osta,

Phelps School, additionhs
addition.

School,

Deal
eal Junior
Junior
addition.

High,
High,

additio.

Powell Junior
High,
Junior High,

owell

gymnasium.
gymnasium.

rdavailable.

Fund available.
Vol, 47, p. 358.

Vol. 4, p. 38.

counted as one

Accounted
as one
a
fund.
Proviso.
protris.
Use for unauthorized
Use
projects forbidden.

for nautnhrized
projecforbidden.

BUILDINGS AND
ANDD GRO11,1•7DS
GROUTNDS
DT_TILDI1VG8

For the construction
of an
an addition to the Browne
For
construction of
Browne Junior High
School, including ten classrooms
$168,000.
classrooms and one gymnasium, $168,000.
For
continuing the
the construction
construction of
of the Woodrow
For continuing
Woodrow Wilson High
$600,000,
000
$600
School,
Scho
$600,000
For an additional amount for the erection
erection of an eight-room building on aasite now owned
owned by the District of Columbia in the vicinity
vicinity
the Logan School, $5,500.
of tih
For completing
eonstruction of aa junior high school building
building
completing the construction
a site already purchased
on a
purchased for that purpose at Nineteenth Street
Street
southeast in
in Anacostia,
Anacostia,, $180,000.
$180,000.
and Minnesota Avenue
Avenue southeast
For the
the construction
of a
afour-room
addition to
the Phelps
Phelps School,
For
construction of
four-room addition
to the
School,
including the necessary
necessary remodeling
remodeling of present building, 865,000.
$65,000.
For the construction of an addition
addition to the Deal Junior High
one gymnasium,
classrooms and
School,
School, including
including ten
ten classrooms
and one
gymnasium, $166,000.
$166,000.
Not to exceed $36,000 of the unexpended
unexpended
balances
Not
balances of appropriaf
and grounds, public schools, contained in the
tions for buildings and
District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1933, is
District
hereby made available for the construction of aa gymnasium at the
Powell Junior High School.
In all,
all, $1,184,500,
to be
be immediately
immediately available
available and
to be
In
$1,184,500, to
and to
be disbursed
disbursed
and accounted
"Buildings
accounted for as "
Buildings and grounds, public schools ", and
for
that purpose
shall constitute
constitute one
one fund
fund and
and remain
remain available
until
available until
purpose shall
for that
expended: Provzidel,
expended:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
not herein
school building
of any
for or
on account
used for
used
or on
account of
any school
building not
herein specified.
specified.
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Phelps
Vocational
Vatnal
Vocational addhtilpssi
For the
of additional
land at
the Phelps
Phelps Vocational
at the
additional land
purchase of
the purchase
For
additional site.
Provided, That
School
elementary school
school purposes, $55,000:
That no Proviso.
$55,000: Provided,
for elementary
School for
Condition.
expended unless and until Condition.
part
of this
this amount
amount shall
obligated or expended
be obligated
shall be
part of
the Jefferson
Jefferson Junior High
High School site shall have
have been acquired
acquired
the
Jun
Jeferson
within the
contained in
this Act
Act for
for such
purpose.
such purpose.
in this
sum contained
the sum
within
Jefferson
Junior
site for the
For an
additional amount
amount for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of aasite
the JefferJeffer- High, site.
an additional
For
age intrcson
$105,000.nder
School, $105,000.
High School,
son Junior
Junior High
Under age instrucschools shall tion prohibited.
prohibited.
for public
No
part of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
appropriations for
public schools
No part
children under five years of age except chilbe
be used
used for instructing children
dren entering
during the
year who
who will be five
the first
first half of the school year
entering during
dren
entering during the
years of
age by
by November
children entering
November 1, 1934, and children
of age
years
second
of the
March
year who will be five years of age by March
school year
the school
half of
second half
Proviso.
15,
limitation shall not be considered as Proviso.
That this limitation
Provided, That
1935: Provided,
15, 1935:
Webster School
School pfoWebster
preventing
the care of children vision.
matron and the
a matron
of a
employment of
the employment
preventing the
under
whose parent
parent or parents
parents are
School whose
Webster School
the Webster
at the
age at
school age
under school
Americanization work.
in
attendance in
in connection
connection with Americanization
in attendance
Building contract rere
quireme'sntts.
be paid
shall be
None
appropriated by
Act shall
paid or quirements.
this Act
by this
money appropriated
the money
of the
None of
the
building
any
to
obligated
toward the
construction of or addition
building
the construction
obligated toward
whole and
construction of which,
which, exclusive
exclusive of heating, lightentire construction
and entire
whole
ing,
plumbing, painting, and treatment of grounds, shall not have
ing, plumbing,
been
in one
one or
single contract,
contract, separate
separate and apart from
a single
or a
awarded in
been awarded
any other
lowest responsible
responsible
undertaking, to the lowest
project, or undertaking,
contract, project,
other contract,
any
a deposit of
bidder
complying with
with all
all the
requirements as to a
the legal requirements
bidder complying
money
or the
execution of aabond,
bond, or both, for the faithful
faithful performperformthe execution
money or
T
Proviso.
vso.
ance of
the contract:
contract: Provided,
herein shall be con- Pro
nothing herein
Provided, That nothing
of the
ance
Right to reject bids.
to reject bids.
Right
right
the
strued
as
repealing
existing
law
giving
the
Commissioners
the
Commissioners
the
giving
law
existing
strued as repealing
to
reject all bids.
to reject
Preparation of plans
of plans
provided for in this Preparation
The plans
and specifications
specifications for
for all
all buildings
buildings provided
plans and
The
of
Act under
under appropriations
appropriations administered
administered by the Commissioners
Commissioners
Act
the
District of
Columbia shall
shall be
be prepared
prepared under
supervision of
under the supervision
of Columbia
the District
the
municipal architect,
buildings after conarchitect, and those for school buildings
the municipal
sultation with
with the
approved by
by
Education, and shall be approved
of Education,
Board of
the Board
sultation
the Commissioners
Commissioners and
shall be
in conformity
thereto.
conformity thereto.
constructed in
be constructed
and shall
the
etc., requirerequirem'it. etc.,
The
buildings authorized
authorized and
appropriated for
for herein
herein shall
shall ments.
and appropriated
school buildings
The school
'
men
he
constructed
with
all
doors
intended
tobe
.
used
as
exits
or
entrances
exits
as
used
to
be
be constructed with all doors intended
opening
and each
buildings having
excess of
of
in excess
having in
said buildings
of said
each of
outward, and
opening outward,
eight
rooms shall
least four
Appropriations carried
exits. Appropriations
four exits.
at least
have at
shall have
eilgt rooms
in this
Act shall
shall not
used for
the nuuntenance
maintenance of school in any
for the
be used
not be
this Act
in
building unless
unless all
all outside
thereto used
as exits
exits or
or entrances
entrances
used as
doors thereto
outside doors
building
shall
open outward
outward and
and be
be kept
unlocked every
every school
school day from
kept unlocked
shall open
one half
hour before
before until
one half
half hour after
after school hours.
hours.
until one
half hour
one

METROPOLITAN POLICE
POLICE
METROPOLITAN

Police.
rolce.

SALARIES
SALARIES

For
the pay
pay and
allowances of
of officers
of the
the MetroMetromembers of
and members
officers and
and allowances
For the
politan Police
accordance with
with the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
in accordance
Force, in
Police Force,
politan
to fix
fix the
the salaries
salaries of
of the
Metropolitan Police
Police Force, the United
the Metropolitan
to
States
the fire
fire department
department of
District
the District
of the
and the
Force, and
Police Force,
Park Police
States Park
of
Columbia" (43
pp. 174-175),
174-175), as
as amended
by the
the Act
of
Act of
amended by
Stat., pp.
(43 Stat.,
of Columbia"
the
July
1, 1930
1930 (46
(46 Stat.,
pp. 839-841),
compensation at
at the
including compensation
839-841), including
Stat., pp.
July 1,
rate
of $2,100
assistant property
property clerk of
present assistant
the present
for the
annum for
per annum
$2,100 per
rate of
the police
department, $2,790,000.
$2,790,000.
police department,
the
For
services, $109,980.
$109,980.
personal services,
For personal
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

For fuel,
fuel, $7,000.
$7,000.
For
For repairs
repairs and
to police
police stations
station
and station
stations and
improvements to
and improvements
For
grounds,
$8,000.
grounds, $8,000.

Salaries, officers, etc.
Salaries, officer., ec.

Vol. 43, p. 174

Vol.4p. .4

Vol. 4,
40, p. Faa.

ol.

p. T.

Personal services.
Personalservices.
M iscellaneous.
scellaneous.
M
Fuel.

Fuel.

Repairs, etc.

Repars.etc
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including rewards for
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
for
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent
of
maintenance of
firearms, maintenance
fugitives purchase
equipment and firearms,
of gas equipment
purchase of
fugitives,
card system,
system, stationery,
stationery, city
city directories,
directories, books
books of
reference' periodiof reference,
card
cals, newspapers,
newspapers, telegraphing,
telephoning, photographs,
photographs, rental
rental
telegraphing, telephoning,
cals,
and maintenance
and labor-saving
thisdevices, telelabor-saving .devices,
system and
teletype system
of teletype
maintenance of
and
Radio systems.
phone
charges, purchase,
maintenance and
of radio
radio
servicing of
and servicing
purchase, maintenance
service charges,
phone service
systems.
Radio
broadcasting
including $11,000
$11,000 for
use only
only in
in purchasing,
purchasing,
for use
systems, including
broadcasting systems,
maintaining, and
and servicing
servicing additional
sets for autoreceiving sets
radio receiving
additional radio
maintaining,
mobiles and
and the
the purchase
radio input system in
in
installation of radio
and installation
purchase and
mobiles
the
and offices
purchase of equipequipoffices, purchase
bureaus, and
stations, bureaus,
precinct stations,
several precinct
the several
ment, gas,
meals for
for prisoners,
prisoners, medals
award, not to
to
of award,
medals of
ice, washing,
washing, meals
gas, ice,
ment,
exceed $300
$300 for
for car
car tickets,
and repair
thereto, beds and
and
repair thereto,
furniture and
tickets, furniture
exceed
bed
clothing, insignia
of office,
office, police
equipments and
and repairs
repairs to
to
police equipments
insignia of
bed clothing,
same, and
flags and
and halyards,
storage of
of stolen
stolen
halyards, storage
equipment, flags
mounted equipment,
and mounted
same,
expenses incurred
or
property, and
and traveling
traveling and other
other expenses
incurred
abandoned property,
or abandoned
expenses,
necessary expenses,
Prevention and sein prevention
detection of crime
crime and
and other
other necessary
prevention and detection
de- in
Prevention
tection of crime,
not
$78,500, of which amount not
including expenses of harbor patrol, $78,500,
tectiono e.
exceeding $2,000
$2,000 may
be expended
by the
the major
major and
superintendent
and superintendent
expended by
may be
exceeding
of police
police for
prevention and
and detection
detection of
of crime,
under his
certifihis certificrime, under
for prevention
of
certificate shall
cate, approved
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and every
every such
such certificate
shall
by the
approved by
cate,
be deemed
deemed a
asufficient
sufficient voucher
for the
the sum
therein expressed
expressed to
have
to have
sum therein
voucher for
be
authorized
Provided, That the Commissioners
been expended:
Proviso.
Proviso,
expended: Provided,
Commissioners are authorized
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

Repairs tospeedometo speedomeRepairs
ters.

Motor vehicles.
Motorvehicles.

Uniforms.
Uniforms.

Iouse
House of
of Detention.
Detention.

Nailteance,
Maintenance, etc.

Policemen, etc., relief fund.
Payments from.
from.

Payments

Fire Department.
Department.

repair speedelectrician of the District Building to
employ the
to employ
the electrician
to repair
speedometers at
at such
such cost
cost not
$250 as
as they
payapprove, paythey may
may approve,
not exceeding
exceeding $250
ometers
ment to
in addition
addition to
to his
regular compensation,
and such
services
such services
compensation, and
his regular
be in
to be
ment
working hours.
to be
be performed
after regular
regular working
performed after
to
passenger-carrying
For
exchange, and maintenance
maintenance of passenger-carrying
For purchase,
purchase, exchange,
those worn out
and
vehicles and
replacement of those
out
the replacement
and the
motor vehicles
other motor
and other
in
service and
and condemned,
including not to exceed
exceed
$60,000, including
condemned, $60,000,
the service
in the
$2,800
for two
two police cruisers.
$2,800 for
Uniforms:
For furnishing
furnishing uniforms
uniforms and
other official
official equipment
equipment
and other
Uniforms: For
necessary and
regulations as necessary
prescribed
by department
department regulations
and requisite
prescribed by
in
duty to
to officers
officers and
members of the MetroMetroand members
of duty
performance of
n the
the performance
politan
Police, including
alteration, and
and repair of articles
articles
cleaning, alteration,
including cleaning,
politan Police,
transferred from one individual
individual to another,
another, $45,000.
$45,000.
transferred
HOUtS
ENTION
MUSE OP
OF DP
DREENTION

For maintenance
maintenance of aa suitable
suitable place for the reception
reception and detention of
of girls
girls and
and women
women over
seventeen years
years of age, arrested
arrested by the
over seventeen
tion
District
police
on charge
charge of offense
offense against any
any laws
laws in force in the District
police on
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or held
held as
as witnesses
witnesses or
held pending
pending final
final investigaor held
of
tion
or examination,
examination ; or
otherwise, including
including transportation,
transportation, the
the
or otherwise,
tion or
maintenance of
motor vehicles,
supplies, food,
food,
vehicles, clinic supplies,
necessary motor
of necessary
maintenance
upkeep
upkeep and repair
repair of buildings,
buildings, fuel, gas,
gas, ice, laundry, supplies
supplies and
and
equipment,
equipment, electricity,
electricity, and other
other necessary
necessary expenses, $8,424;
$8,424; for
for
personal
$7,538; in
in all, $15,962.
$15,962.
services, $7,538;
personal services,
POLICEMEN
POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
RELIEF FUND
To pay the relief and other
other allowances
allowances as authorized
authorized by law, such
sum as is necessary
necessary for said purposes for the fiscal year 1935 is
appropriated from
policemen and firemen's
firemen's relief fund.
from the policemen
appropriated
FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES
SMARMS

Salaries, officers,
officers, etc.
etc.
Salaries,
Vol.
46, p. 839.
o. 46,
39.

p.

For the
the pay
and members
members of
For
pay of
of officers
officers and
of the
the fire
fire department,
department, in
in
officers
accordance
accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to fix the salaries
salaries of officers
the Metropolitan
Police Force,
and
and members
members of
of the
Metropolitan Police
Force, the
the United
United States
States
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of the
the District
of ColumPark Police Force,
Force, and the fire
fire department
department of
District of
Columbia
(43 Stat.
175), as
amended by
the Act
Stat.
bia "
" (43
Stat. 175),
as amended
by the
Act of
of July
July 1,
1, 1930
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
839-841),
839-841), $1,894,500.
$1,894,500.
For
services, $5,058.
For personal services,

Personal services.
Personalservices.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
s
irs, etc., to
buReais.,
to buildings
For
buildings and grounds, $20,000. bulit1Clipnga
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
Uniforms:
furnishing uniforms
uniforms.
other official equipment Uniforms.
uniforms and other
For furnishing
Uniforms: For
prescribed by
by department
as necessary
and requisite
requisite in
prescribed
department regulations
regulations as
necessary and
in
performance of
officers and members
the performance
of duty
duty to officers
members of the
the fire departdeparttransferred
ment, including cleaning, alteration,
alteration, and repair
repair of articles
articles transferred
from
one individual
to another,
another, $23,000.
from one
individual to
$23,000.
Repairs to apparato apparatRsir
For
repairs to
to apparatus,
motor vehicles,
vehicles, and other motor-driven tus,
apparatus, motor
For repairs
etc.
for new
new apparatus, new motor vehicles,
apparatus, fire
fire boat and for
new appliances,
employment of
appliances, employment
of mechanics,
mechanics, helpers, and
and laborers
laborers in
in
the
department repair
shop, and
and for
for the
of necessary
necessary
the fire
fire department
repair shop,
the purchase
purchase of
rw o
$42,217: Provided,
Provided, That Proviso.
cn
.
a
and tools, $42,217:
supplies, materials,
materials, equipment,
equipment, and
Construction at
at rereshop.
the
pairshop.
to build
build or pair
discretion, to
are authorized,
authorized, in their discretion,
the Commissioners
Commissioners are
fire-fighting apparatus
apparatus in
in the
the fire
fire
construct, in whole
whole or
or in
in part,
part, fire-fighting
department repair
department
repair shop.
shop.
Hose.
Hose.
For hose,
$9,000.
For
hose, $9,000.
Fuel.
Fuel.
For fuel,
fuel, $21,000.
$21,000.
For
Contingent expenses.
fixtures, oil,
For contingent
oil, blacksmithing,
blacksmithing, Contingentexpenses.
furniture, fixtures,
expenses, furniture,
contingent expenses,
For
gas
and
electric
lighting,
flags,
and
halyards,
medals
of
award,
and
gas and electric lighting, flags, and halyards, medals of award, and
necessary items, $20,000.
$20,000.
other necessary
and one
one pumping
pumping engine,
For two
engine, triple
triple New apparatus.
combination hose
hose wagons
wagons and
For
two combination
combination, all
all motor driven, $23,500.
combination,

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH

Health Department.
Department.
Health

SALARIES

For personal
personal services,
$160,650.
services, $160,650.
For
PREVENTION OF
OF CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
DISEASES
PREVENTION

Personal services.
services.
Personal

Prevention
contaPrevention of minaglous dlseases.
diseases.

pro- Enforcement
For
incident to the enforcement
enforcement of the pro.
Enforcement
expenses incident
contingent expenses
For contingent
visions of
of an
Act to
to prevent
thePenses.
P
in the
diseases in
of contagious
contagious diseases
the spread
spread of
prevent the
an Act
visions
District of
approved March
March 3,
1897 (29
(29 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
pp. 635—
p. 635..
2,p.
635- Vol.
Vol. 29,
3, 18!)7
Columbia, approved
of Columbia,
District
641), and
an Act
Act for
for the
diphtheria
scarlet fever, diphtheria,
of scarlet
prevention of
the prevention
641),
and an
cerebrospilna
measles, whooping
epidemic cerebrospinal
whooping cough, chicken pox, epidemic
measles,
meningitis,
and typhoid
typhoid fever
Columbia, approved
approved
of Columbia,
District of
in the District
fever in
meningitis, and
February 9,
889-890), and
and an
an Act
to provide
for
provide for
Act to
pp. 889-890),
(34 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
9, 1907
1907 (34
February
of Columbia,
the District
registration of
all cases
cases of
tuberculosis in
in the
District. of
Columbia,
of tuberculosis
of all
registration

exex•

Vol.
889.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 889.
Tuberculosis registraregistraTuberculosi
tion.

for free
free examination
suspected cases, and for preventin suspected
sputum in
of sputum
examination of
for
ing the
spread of
of tuberculosis
District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved
in said
said District
tuberculosis in
the spread
ing
May 13,
Stat., pp.
126-127), under
under the
p. 126.
3, p.
16.
the Vol. 35,
of the
the direction
direction of
pp. 126-127),
(35 Stat.,
13, 1908
1908 (35
May
manufacture of serums, including
including their
health officer of said District, manufacture
use
cases, and
the prevention
of infantile
infantile paralysis Inantile
Infantile parsis.
paralysis.
prevention of
and for
for the
in indigent
indigent cases
use in
and other
other communicable
and of
for the
of
the prevention
prevention of
Act for
of an
an Act
diseases, and
communicable diseases,
and

diseases.
Venereal
Venereal digeagos

approved February
26, 1925
1925 (43
(43 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
1001-1003), and
for
and for
pp. 1001-1003),
February 26,
approved
maintenance
of disinfecting
or compensacompensasalaries or
including salaries
service, including
disinfecting service,
maintenance of
tion
personal services,
in writing
writing by
the ComComby the
ordered in
when ordered
services, when
for personal
tion for
missioners and
and necessary
execution of said
and execution
enforcement and
for the
the enforcement
necessary for
missioners
Acts,
for the
the prevention
prevention of
of such
diseases
communicable diseases
other communicable
such other
and for
Acts, and
as
hereinbefore provided,
books and
and medimedireference books
of reference
and purchase
purchase of
provided, and
as hereinbefore
cal
$27,783: Provided,
bacteriologist employed
employed
Provided, That
That any bacteriologist
cal journals,
journals, $27,783:
under
this appropriation
appropriation may
be assigned
assigned by
the health
to the
the
officer to
health officer
by the
may be
under this
bacteriological examination
examination of
of milk
and other
other dairy
dairy productsand
products and
milk and
bacteriological

Vol. 43,
43 pp. 1001.
1001.
Vol.
Disinfecting service.
Disinfecting

venereal diseases in
Columbia, and for other purposes,
District of Columbia,
in the
the District
venereal

Proviso.
Pr6ea.

B

ination
acter
:=
1
huonomik,

r
eltet c.

-
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of
the water
farms, and
and to
to such
such other
other sanitary
sanitary
of dairy
dairy farms,
supplies of
water supplies
of the
works as
in the
the judgment
of the
will promote
promote the
public
the public
officer will
the health
health officer
judgment of
as in
works
whether such examinations
examinations be or be not directly
directly related to
health, whether
contagious diseases.
diseases.
contagious
Isolating wards,
wards, GarGarIsolating
For isolating wards for minor
minor contagious
contagious diseases at Garfield
Garfield
field Hospital.
field Hospital.
Memorial
maintenance, $25,000,
Memorial Hospital,
Hospital, maintenance,
$25,000, or so much
much thereof
thereof as
in
the Commissioners
necessary.
may be necessary.
Commissioners may
of the
opinion of
in the
the opinion
Tuberculosis and
and veveof
a
For
maintenance
the maintenance
adispensary
dispensary or dispensaries
dispensaries for the
the treatTuberculosis
nereal
diseases
dispennereal diseases dispen-

ment
of indigent
from tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
and of
of indigent
indigent
suffering from
persons suffering
indigent persons
ment of
persons
from venereal
venereal diseases,
diseases, including
including payment
payment for
for
suffering from
persons suffering
personal services,
supplies, and
expenses, $42,998:
$42,998:
and contingent
contingent expenses,
services, rent,
rent, supplies,
personal
Provisos.
Provided,
the Commissioners
Commissioners may
may accept
such volunteer
servvolunteer servaccept such
That the
Provided, That
Volunteer
services.
services
onter
ices
deem expedient
expedient in connection
establishment
the establishment
connection with the
ices as
as they
they deem
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the dispensaries
herein authorized:
Provided
authorized: Provided
dispensaries herein
and
No pay
No
pay authorized
authorized further,
further, That this shall not be construed to authorize
authorize the expenditure
expenditure
therefor.
volunteer
money on account of any such volunteer
payment of any money
or the payment
service.
service.
for the
the
provisions of
of an Act
Act to provide for
etc.
For
of the
the provisions
For enforcement
enforcement of
Drainage of lots, etc.
'Vol. 29, p. 120.
Vol.29, p.12.
drainage
District of Columbia, approved
drainage of lots in the District
approved May
May 19,
Abatement of nui- 1896
and an Act
provide for the abate1896 (29
(29 Stat.,
Stat., pp.
pp. 125-126),
125-426), and
Act to provide
Abatement
sances.
ment of
nuisances in
the District
of Columbia
the CommisCommisColumbia by
by the
Vol. 34, p.
114.
in the
District of
of nuisances
p.114.
ment
Vo.4,
sioners,
other purposes,
purposes, approved
approved April
April 14, 1906, $1,000.
for other
sioners, and
and for
Rniene, etc., public
schools, salaries:
Hygiene
and sanitation,
salaries: For personal
personal
public schools,
sanitation, public
Hygiene and
ete.,ub'lc
cose""
schools.
services
of hygiene
and sanitation
sanitation work
work in
in the
the public
public
conduct of
hygiene and
services in
in the
the conduct
Free dental clinics.
schools, including
the necessary
expenses of
of maintaining
maintaining free
free dental
dental
necessary expenses
including the
Schools,
ree dental clinics
Proviso.
clinics, $84,554: Provided, That of the persons employed as
as medmedDivision of inspeeinspec- clinics, $84,554: Provided, That of the persons employed
tors and
nurses.
andnurses.
inspectors one shall be aa woman, four shall be dentists, and
ical inspectors
and
graduate nurses
four shall
shall be of the colored race, and that of the graduate
employed
public-school nurses three
three shall be of the colored race.
employed as public-school
Maintenance
of labolabolaboratories,
of
For
maintenance
of
Maintenane
maintenance
laboratories,
including reference
reference books and
and
ratories, etc.
contingent and
periodicals, apparatus,
necessary contingent
equipment, and necessary
apparatus, equipment,
periodicals,
miscellaneous expenses, $1,800.
miscellaneous
Preventing
food, canPreventingfood,
For contingent expenses incident
incident to the enforcement
enforcement of an Act
Act
dy, etc.,
etc., adulterations.
relating to
the adulteration
adulteration of
drugs in the District
District of
of
foods and
and drugs
of foods
to the
VOI.
SO, pp. 240,
398. relating
24, 398.
l.i30,
Columbia approved
February 17, 1898 (30
(30 Stat., pp. 246-248),
246-248), an
an
Columbia
approved February
adulteration of candy
candy in the District of ColumAct to prevent the adulteration
Pure Food
398), an Act for preventing
bia, approved
Food Act,
Act.
approved May 5, 1898 (30
(30 Stat.,
Stat., p. 398),
preventing
Vol. 39, p. 769.
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, or transportation
Vl. 34, p.
transportation of adulterated
adulterated or misbranded or poisonous
deleterious foods, drug, medicines, and
poisonous or deleterious
liquors,'
purposes,
for regulating
regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes,
liquors,' and for
approved June 30, 1906 (34
168-772), and an Act to
34 Stat., pp. T768-72),
approved
Milk regulations.
Milkreglation.
regulate, within
of Columbia,
the sale
of milk,
milk, cream,
within the District of
Columbia, the
sale of
cream,
Vol. 43, p. 1009.
and ice cream,
and for
for other
.
Vol' 43,' P
and
cream, and
other purposes, approved February 27, 1925
1925
(43 Stat., pp. 1004-1008)
necessary
(43
1004-1008), 2 including traveling
traveling and other necessary
expenses
expenses of dairy-farm.
inspectors; and including
exceed
dairy-farm inspectors;
including not to exceed
$100 for special services
services in detecting
detecting adulteration of drugs and
and
Proviso.
candy and
milk, $6,000:
$6,000: Provided,
Provided, That
inspectors
That inspectors
and milk,
including candy
foods, including
farms inspeeDairy°airy
farms
inspec- foods,
tion; motor
vehicle altin;
motor vehile
aI- of dairy
receive an allowance
furnishing privately
dairy farms may
may receive
allowance for furnishing
privately
lowance.
lowan1e.
owned motor
the performance
performance of official
owned
motor vehicles
vehicles in
in the
official duties
duties at the
exceed $312
each inspector.
rate of not to exceed
$312 per annum
annum for
for each
inspector.
Motor
Motor vehicles.
vehicles.
maintenance and operation
operation of motor ambulances
For maintenance
ambulances and
and motor
motor
-chides, $900.
vehicles,
$900.
Child welfare
welfare and
hyie
and
Child welfare
welfare and hygiene:
hygiene: For maintaining
maintaining aa child-hygiene
child-hygiene
hygiene.
service, including the
establishment and maintenance
child-welthe establishment
maintenance of child-welexaminations, advice,
fare stations for the clinical
clinical examinations,
advice, care, and maintenance
under six years of age, payment
tenance of children
children under
payment for personal
personal
Provisos.
services, rent,
rent, fuel,
fuel, periodicals,
and supplies,
Provided,
$45,834: Provided,
supplies, $45,834:
periodicals, and
viSes. services ac- services,
Volunteer
s
eepted.
cepted.
That the Commissioners may accept such volunteer
volunteer services
services as they
they
expedient in connection
connection with the establishment
may deem expedient
establishment and mainmainsaries.
saries.
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further, That
tenance of
of the
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided
Provided further,
service herein
the service
tenance
expenditure or the paythis shall
shall not
not be
construed to
authorize the expenditure
to authorize
be construed
this
service.
ment of
of any
money on
volunteer service.
account of any such volunteer
on account
any money
ment
COURTS AND
PRISONS
AND PRISONS
COURTS
JUVENILE COURT
JUVENILE
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No
pay therefor.
No pay

Courts and prisons.
Juvenile Court.
Juvenile

Personal
services.
Personal services.
$52,938.
Salaries: For
services, $52,938.
personal services,
For personal
Salaries:
Jurors.
Jurors.
jurors,
Miscellaneous:
For
compensation
of
$1,125.
compensation
For
Miscellaneous:
expenses.
Contingent expenses.
For fuel,
ice, gas,
gas, laundry
laundry work,
stationery, books
books of reference,
reference, Contingent
work, stationery,
fuel, ice,
For
records,
preservation
periodicals,
typewriters
and
repairs
thereto,
preservation
of
records,
thereto,
repairs
and
periodicals, typewriters
telephone
mops, brooms,
and buckets,
ashes and refuse, telephone
of ashes
removal of
buckets, removal
brooms, and
mops,
service,
traveling
expenses,
meals
of
jurors
and
prisoners,
repairs
and
jurors
of
meals
expenses,
service, traveling
to
fixtures, and
equipment, and
and equipment,
furniture, fixtures,
grounds, furniture,
and grounds,
courthouse and
to courthouse
other
incidental expenses
not otherwise
$2,750.
otherwise provided for, $2,750.
expenses not
other incidental
Advances authorized
Advanesauthorzed
authorized for
The disbursing
disbursing officer
of the
the District
District of
Columbia is authorized
of Columbia
officer of
The
for returning,
returning, etc., absconding probationers.
to
advance to
probation officer
officer of
of the
juvenile court upon soonding
the juvenile
chief probation
the chief
to the
to advance
requisition previously
by the
the juvenile court
of the
judge of
the judge
approved by
previously approved
requisition
money not to
and
the
auditor
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
sums
to
of money
sums
Columbia,
of
District
the
of
auditor
the
and
exceed $50
$50 at
any one
one time,
to be
transportation and
expended for transportation
be expended
time, to
at any
exceed
traveling expenses
expenses to
secure the
the return
of absconding
absconding probationers,
return of
to secure
traveling
and to
monthly on
on itemized
vouchers to the accountitemized vouchers
for monthly
accounted for
be accounted
to be
and
ing officer
officer of
of the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
ing
POLICE
POLICE COURT

Police Court.
Court.
Police
Personal services.

l services.
Pe
Salaries: For
personal services,
services, $90,000.
$90,000.
For personal
Salaries:
stationperiodicals,
directories,
For
law
books,
books
of
reference,
directories,
periodicals,
reference,
of
books
books,
law
For
ery, preservation
preservation of
of records,
thereto, fuel,
typewriters and repairs thereto,
records, typewriters
ery,
expenses.
Contingentexpenses
work, Contingent
ice,
gas,
electric
lights
and
power,
telephone
laundry
service,
telephone
power,
and
lights
electric
ice, gas,
dusters,
removal
of
ashes
and
rubbish,
mops,
brooms,
buckets,
buckets,
brooms,
mops,
removal of ashes and rubbish,
sponges, painter's
plumber's supplies,
toilet articles,
medicines,
articles, medicines,
supplies, toilet
and plumber's
painter's and
sponges,
soap and
and disinfectants,
disinfectants, lodging
lodging and
jurors and
bailiffs
and bailiffs
for jurors
meals for
and meals
soap
when ordered
by the
the court,
court, United
United States
and
States flags and halyards, and
ordered by
when
all other
necessary and
and incidental
expenses of every
every kind not otherincidental expenses
other necessary
all
wise provided
provided for,
which not
not exceeding
exceeding $750 shall be availof which
$5,100, of
for, $5,100,
wise
J
and in.
able
for
telephone
and
telegraph
service.
Witness feess and
able for telephone and telegraph service.itness
rors'compensation.
For witness
witness fees
and compensation
compensation of
$23,000.
rors' compensation.
jurors, $23,000.
of jurors,
fees and
For
Repairs to building
Repairs to buildin
For
alterations to
building, $1,500.
$1,500.
to building,
and alterations
repairs and
For repairs
MUNICIPAL COURT
MUNICIPAL

Municipal
Court.
Municipal Court.
Salaries.

Salaries: For
of five
five salaries.
compensation of
including compensation
services, including
personal services,
For personal
Salaries:
i
judges without
without reference
reference to the limitation
limitation in
n this Act restricting
restricting
judges
salaries within
$68,166.
grade, $68,166.
the grade,
within the
salaries
Jo
For
compensation of
jurors, $4,000:
Provided, That deposits made Jurors.
$4,000: Provided,
Proviso.
of jurors,
For compensation
Deposits
jury
Depoits for Jury
on
demands
for
jury
trials
in
accordance
with
rules
prescribed
prescribed
by
rules
with
accordance
in
trials
jury
for
trials
earned
ned unless
on demands
new
date
set.
date
e
st.
approved
the
court
under
authority
granted
in
section
11
of
the
Act
approved
Act
the
of
11
section
in
the court under authority granted
p.. 1312.
41,
Vol. 41,
March 3,
3, 1921
1921 (41
(41 Stat.,
p. 1312),
shall be
be earned
earned unless,
prior to
to Vol.
unless, prior
1312), shall
Stat., p.
March
three days
days before
before the
the time
time set
set for
for such
such trials,
trials, including
including Sundays
Sundays
three
and
date for
trial be
the court, cases
by the
set by
be set
for trial
new date
a new
holidays, a
legal holidays,
and legal
for jury trials be waived.
be
settled, or
or demands
demands for
or settled,
discontinued or
be discontinued
xcpensea
Contingent
mt expenses.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
including books,
boob:, law
books of ContIne
books,: books
law books
expenses, including
For
reference,
fuel, light,
light, telephone,
telephone, lodging
lodging and
jurors, and
for jurors,
meals for
and meals
reference, fuel,
for deputy United States
States marshals
marshals while
while in
attendance
upon jurors,
jurors,
upon
attendance
in
United
deputy
for
building
when
ordered
by
the
court;
fixtures
repairs
to
furniture,
building
furniture,
to
repairs
fixtures,
when ordered by the court;
and building
building equipment,
all other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
and all
equipment, and
and
and
supplies,
$3,000.
and supplies, $3,000.
86637*--34----55
86637'-34---55
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District Supreme
Court.
Salaries.

Jurors and witnesses.

ES., sec.
160.
R.S.,
sec. 850,
850, p.
p. 160.
Vol, 44,
p. 323.
323.
Vol.
44, p.
U.S.C., p. 927.
Bailiffs, etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Jur y commissioners.
commissioners.
Jury
Probation system.
Probation
Courthouse, care, etc.
Courthouse,
etc.

Repairs, etc.
Repairs,

Court of Appeals.
Appeals.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH, 389.
CH.
389.

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 4,
4, 1934.

SUPREME COURT,
COURT, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
SUPREME
COLUMBIA

Salaries: For
the chief
justice, eight
associate justices,
justices, nine
nine stenogstenogSalaries:
For the
chief justice,
eight associate
raphers (one
chief justice
and one
one for
each associate
associate justice),
raphers
(one for
for the
the chief
justice and
for each
justice),
and other
other personal
personal services,
services, $129,380.
and
$129,380.
Fees
For mileage
mileage and
and per
jurors,
Fees of
of jurors
jurors and
and witnesses:
witnesses: For
per diem
diem of
of jurors,
for mileage
mileage and
diem of
and for
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
of
for
and per
per diem
of witnesses
witnesses and
for per
diem in
subsistence,
and payment
the expenses
of witnesses
witnesses in
in said
subsistence, and
payment of
of the
expenses of
said court
court
as
by section
(U.S.C., title
title 28,
28, sec.
sec.
as provided
provided by
section 850,
850, Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
604), $85,000.
$85,000.
604),
For
marshals who
who act
act as
bailiffs,
For not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
twenty deputy
deputy marshals
as bailiffs,
clerks of
of jury
per diems
diems of
jury commissioners,
clerks
jury commissioners,
commissioners, and
and per
of jury
commissioners,
and for
for expenses
expenses of
of meals
meals and
jurors in
United States
and
and lodging
lodging for
for jurors
in United
States
cases,
bailiffs in
in attendance
same when
when ordered
the
cases, and
and of
of bailiffs
attendance upon
upon same
ordered by
by the
court,
of each
jury comcomcourt, $33,740:
$33,740: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the compensation
compensation of
each jury
missioner
year 1935
not exceed
exceed $250.
$250.
missioner for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1935 shall
shall not
Probation system: For personal
personal services,
contingent
Probation
services, $10,332;
$10,332; contingent
expenses,
$250; in
in all,
all, $10,582.
expenses, $250;
$10,582.
Courthouse:
Courthouse: For personal services
services for
for care
the
care and
and protection
protection of
of the
courthouse,
under the
the direction
direction of
the United
States marshal
marshal of
courthouse, under
of the
United States
of the
the
District
Columbia,, $31,761,
$31,761, to be
the direction
of
District of Columbia,
be expended
expended under
under the
direction of
the
General.
the Attorney
Attorney General.
repairs and
to the
the courthouse,
courthouse, including
including repair
For repairs
and improvements
improvements to
repair
and maintenance
and
mechanical equipment,
and for
and
maintenance of
of the
the mechanical
equipment, and
for labor
labor and
material
incident thereto,
thereto, $9,000,
including not
not to
to
material and
and every
every item
item incident
$9,000, including
exceed $6,000 for repairs to roof,
the direction
direction
roof, to
to be expended
expended under
under the
of the
Architect of
of the
the Capitol.
Capitol.
of
the Architect
COURT OF APPEALS
APPEALS

Salaries,
Salaries.

Salaries: For the chief justice and four associate justices, and
and all
other officers
officers and
employees of
the court;
court; reporting
reporting service;
not
and employees
of the
service; and
and not
to
$950 for
necessary expenditures
expenditures in
the clerk's
clerk's
to exceed
exceed $950
for necessary
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
Proviso.
office; in
in all,
$95,202: Provided,
That the
the reports
the court
iveports.
office;
all, $95,202:
Provided, That
reports of
of the
court shall
shall
Sale
of reports,
a price exceeding
not be sold for a
exceeding that
by the
court and
for
that approved
approved by
the court
and for
$6.50 per
per volume.
volume.
not more than
than $6.50
Care,
Building:
Care, etc., of buildBuildin: For personal services for care and
protection of
of the
the
and protection
mg.
Appeals Building, including
Court of Appeals
one mechanician,
mechanician under
under the
the
including one
Proviso.
Proeiso,
direction
direction of the Architect
Capitol, $7,089:
$7,089 :Provided,
That
the
Architect of the Capitol,
Provided,
That
the
Custodian.
Custodian.
clerk of the court of appeals shall be the custodian of
building,
of said
said building,
under the direction
direction and
and supervision
supervision of
of the
the justices
justices of
said court.
court.
of said
Incidental expenses.
expenses.
For mops, brooms,
Incidental
brooms, buckets, disinfectants, removal
removal of
of refuse,
elecrefuse, elecsupplies, books,
books, and
and all
other necessary
necessary and
expenses
trical supplies,
all other
and incidental
incidental expenses
provided for,
not otherwise provided
for, $660.
$660.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Support of convicts
out of the Dish-let.

outpothoe

ostrnvits

Lrrnsry writs.

FtLxees
Expenses ofseeuetof execu tfag.
ol3 33, p.
p 740
Vol.
740.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCEILANEOUS

of convicts: For
Support of
and transportatransportaFor support, maintenance,
maintenance, and
tion of convicts transferred from District of Columbia; expenses of
of
shipping remains
remains of deceased
deceased convicts
in the
the United
convicts to
to their
their homes
homes in
United
States,
and expenses of
States, and
of interment
of unclaimed
remains of
of deceased
deceased
interment of
unclaimed remains
convicts; expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
identifying and
pursuing escaped
escaped
in identifying
and pursuing
convicts and rewards for their recapture; and discharge gratuities
gratuities
provided by law; to be expended under the direction of the Attorney
General, $45,000.
General,
$45,000.
i lunacy:
Writs
For expenses
att en di ng th
ti on o
fwrits
wr it s de
de
execution
of
of
expenses attending
thee execu
Writs of
lunacy: For
lunatic()
nquirendo
and
commitments
thereunder
in
all
cases
lunatico inquirendo and commitments thereunder in all cases of
of
indigent insane persons committed
committed or sought to be committed to
Elizabeths Hospital by order of the executive authority
Saint Elizabeths
authority of the
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District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
existing law, and
of existing
provisions of
the provisions
under the
District
expenses of
commitments to
to the
the District
District Training
School, $1,000.
Training School,
of commitments
expenses
as Miscellaneouseexpenses
miscellaneous
such miscellaneous
For
court
Miscellaneous
may
Miscellaneous
be authorized
court
by expenses:
expenses:
the Attorney
ForGeneral
such
for the Supreme
expenses
Court
as r mis c
e
as
naanuelours
may be authorized by the Attorney General for the Supreme Court byy Attorney General.
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and its
furnishing
including the furnishing
officers, including
its officers,
of
a
and collecting
collecting of
of evidence
evidence where
United States is or may be a
the United
where the
and
party in
in interest,
interest, and
including such
personal
expenses other than for personal
such expenses
and including
party
services as
may be
authorized by
Attorney General
General for the Court
the Attorney
by the
be authorized
as may
services
of
District of
$35,000.
Columbia, $35,000.
of Columbia,
Appeals, District
of Appeals,
ises

Supreme
for the Supreme
binding for
Printing
binding: For
printing and
and binding
For printing
and binding:
Printing and
Court and
and the
Appeals of the District of Columbia, except
of Appeals
Court of
the Court
Court
records and
and briefs
in cases
cases in
in which
United States is aa party,
the United
which the
briefs in
records
$5,000.
$5,000.
PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE
PUBLIC

Printing and binding.
andbinding.
Printing

Public
Welfare.
Public Welfare.

Board of Public Wele

Board
of Public WelelBoard ofPublic
fare.

BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE

Personal
services.
Personal services.

For
services, $96,000.
$96,000.
personal services,
For personal
DIVISION
OF CHILD
WELFARE
CHILD WELFARE
DIVISION OF

expenses, including placing
Administration: For
For administrative
administrative expenses,
placing
Administration:
of books of reference
and
visiting
children,
city
directory,
purchase
reference
purchase
directory,
city
children,
and visiting
and periodicals
periodicals not
exceeding $50,
$50, and
office and sundry expenses,
all office
and all
not exceeding
and
$3,500, and
no part
part of
the money
appropriated shall be used
herein appropriated
money herein
of the
and no
$3,500,
WelPublic Welof Public
Board of
of the
for the purpose
purpose of visiting any ward of
the Board
VirStates
the
and
fare
placed
outside
the
District
of
Columbia
and
the
of
Columbia
of
District
the
outside
placed
fare
ginia
and Maryland;
and a
placed outside
outside said District and
ward placed
a ward
Maryland; and
ginia and
the States
and Maryland
Maryland shall be visited not less than
Virginia and
of Virginia
States of
the
once a
a year
voluntary agent
agent or correspondent
correspondent of said Board,
by aa voluntary
year by
once
and
that said
said Board
power, upon
upon proper
showing, in its
proper showing,
have power,
shall have
Board shall
and that
discretion,
to discharge
from guardianship
guardianship any child committed to
discharge from
discretion, to
its care.
committed to the guardianship
For
board and
and care
children committed
guardianship
of all children
care of
For board
of said
said board
the courts
courts of
the District,
District, and
and for temporary care
of the
by the
board by
of
of children
investigation or
or while
being transferred
transferred from
while being
pending investigation
children pending
of
place to
to place,
place, with
authority to
$1,500 each to
to pay not more than $1,500
with authority
place
institutions
under sectarian
sectarian control
control and not more than $400 for
institutions under
$240,000.
burial of
dying while
under charge
charge of
of the
the board,
board, $240,000.
while under
children dying
of children
burial
To carry
carry out
purposes of
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
provide
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
the Act
the purposes
out the
To
home
Columbia ",
District of Columbia",
the District
in the
children in
dependent children
for dependent
care for
home care
approved June
June 22,
(44 Stat.,
pp. 758-760),
758-760), including
including not
not to
to
Stat., pp.
1926 (44
22, 1926
approved
Columbia,
exceed
$11,808 for
services in
District of Columbia,
the District
in the
personal services
for personal
exceed $11,808
$171,808:
That this
this appropriation
apportioned
so apportioned
be so
shall be
appropriation shall
Provided, That
$171,808: Provided,
no
and no
by
as to
to prevent
deficiency therein,
therein, and
a deficiency
prevent a
Commissioners as
the Commissioners
by the
more than
than $100
$100 per
per month
shall be
paid therefrom
to any one
therefrom to
be paid
month shall
more
family.
For
maintenance, under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Board of
the maintenance,
For the
Public "Welfare,
of a
entirely separate
separate
building entirely
a building
in a
place in
suitable place
a suitable
Welfare, of
Public
and
apart
from
the
House
of
Detention
for
the
reception
and
detendetenand
reception
the
for
Detention
of
House
and apart from the
tion
of children
under seventeen
years of
of age
arrested by the police
age arrested
seventeen years
children under
tion of
on
charge of
of offense
any laws
laws in
in the
the District
District of
force in
in force
against any
offense against
on charge
Columbia, or
or committed
to the
the guardianship
of the
the Board,
held
Board, or held
guardianship of
committed to
Columbia,
as
witnesses,
or
held
temporarily,
or
pending
hearing,
or
otherwise,
otherwise,
or
hearing,
pending
or
temporarily,
held
or
as witnesses,
including transportation,
transportation, food,
clothing, medicine,
medical
and medical
medicine, and
food, clothing,
including
supplies,
rental,
repair
and
upkeep
of
buildings,
fuel,
gas,
electricity,
electricity,
gas,
fuel,
buildings,
of
upkeep
and
repair
supplies, rental,
ice, supplies
supplies and
including
expenses including
necessary expenses
other necessary
and other
equipment, and
and equipment,
ice,
not
to
exceed
$17,208
for
personal
services,
$34,768.
services,
personal
for
$17,208
exceed
not to

a

Child Welfare Division.
Administrative
Adinitrative
penses.

ex-

Limitation
on visitvisitLimitation on
of, outside
wards of,
ing wards

the District.
District.
the

Board, etc., of chilehldrBoard,
dren.

etc., of

omeofdepend-

ani
tl
e
onsdr
cre
n.

ent children.

of depend-

Vol. 44,
p. 78.
768.
44, p.
vol.
Proviso,

Pro-iso

r
twons
ort t
.onment

strictions.
st

re-

Receiving home for

for
home
chidreig
under sevensevenchildren

teen.
teen.
Maintenance, etc.

Maintenance, etc.

868
868
Advances to
diretor.
to director.
Advances

Limit.
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The disbursing
disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized
authorized
to
advance
to
the
director
of
public
welfare,
upon
requisitions
requisitions
upon
welfare,
public
of
director
to
the
to advance
previously approved
the auditor
auditor of
of the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
District of
by the
approved by
previously
upon such
may be
be required
required of said
director by the Comsaid director
as may
security as
such security
upon
missioners, sums of money not to exceed
exceed $400 at any one time, to be
on
traveling on
used
for expenses
expenses in
children, traveling
and visiting
visiting children,
in placing
placing and
used for
official
business of
board, and
office and sundry
expenses,
sundry expenses,
for office
and for
the board,
of the
official business
all such
such expenditures
expenditures to
to be
accounted for
for to
to the accounting
accounting officers
officers
be accounted
all
of the
of Columbia
within one
one month
vouchers
itemized vouchers
month on
on itemized
Columbia within
District of
of
the District
properly approved.
approved.
properly

Jail.
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of
pnsoners.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

JAIL

Salaries:
For personal
personal services,
services, $68,823.
SalarieS: For
$68,823.
For maintenance
and support
support of
prisoners of
of the
District of
of
of prisoners
the District
For
maintenance and
pursuing
Columbia at
the jail,
incurred in identifying
identifying and pursuing
expenses incurred
jail, expenses
at the
Columbia
and
escaped
prisoners and
their recapture;
repair and
recapture; repair
for their
rewards for
and rewards
escaped prisoners
improvements
cells, and
locking devices;
newspapers,
devices; newspapers,
and locking
to buildings,
buildings, cells,
improvements to
books,
and periodicals
periodicals not
not to
of nonmaintenance of
$100; maintenance
exceed $100;
to exceed
books, and
passenger-carrying motor
motor vehicle;
vehicle; and
expense of
electrocutions,
of electrocutions,
and expense
passenger-carrying
$70,000.
$70,000.

DISTRICT OF
WOREHOUSE AND
Workhouse
ERAL ADMINISTRATION3,
Workhouse and ReRe-G GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION, WORKHOUSE
AND REFORMATORY,
REFORMATORY, DISTRICT
OF
formatory.
formatory.
COL
COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

For
For personal services, $324,000.
$324,000.
care, and
inmates, rewards
rewards for
for
For maintenance,
maintenance, care,
and support
support of
of inmates,
supplies,
fugitives,
discharge gratuities
gratuities provided
provided by
by law,
medical supplies,
law, medical
fugitives, discharge
implenewspapers, books,
books, books
books of
reference, and
periodicals, farm impleand periodicals,
of reference,
newspapers,
and
ments,
equipment, transportation
transportation expenses,
purchase and
expenses, purchase
tools, equipment,
ments, tools,
maintenance
exchange, mainmaintenance of livestock and horses, purchase, exchange,
tenance, operation,
repair of
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles
and repair
operation, and
tenance,
Fuel, etc.
and
bus; fuel
fuel for
for heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, and
and power,
power, and
and all
all other
other
and motor
motor bus;
etc.
Fuel,
necessary items,
items, $335,000.
$335,000.
necessary
Construction of
of For continuing
Construction
continuing construction
construction of permanent
permanent buildings, including
including
buildings, etc.
necessary utilities, and for
water mains
mains, roads, and other
other necessary
sewers, water
gs,etc.
equipment for
buildings, $42,800.
for new buildings,
equipment
Repairs.
Repairs.
maintenance of utilFor repairs to buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, and maintenance
mechanical
ities,
transportation facilities, and mechanical
ities, marine
marine and railroad transportation
equipment
not used
industrial enterprises,
enterprises, $22,000.
used in industrial
equipment not
Working capital,
capital.
To
provide aaworking
capital fund
for such
such industrial
enterprises
industrial enterprises
fund for
working capital
To provide
working
as may be
approved by the Commissioners of the District of Columbe approved
as
Proviso.
and instituvarious departments
departments and
That the
$30,319: Provided,
bia, $30,319:
Provided, That
the various
Pr
of serces bia,
Purchase of servil
tions of
of the
of Columbia
and the
Federal Government
Government may
may
the Federal
District of
Columbia and
tions
the District
and products.
products.
purchase, at
at fair
fair market
as determined
determined by
the Commissioners,
Commissioners,
by the
market prices,
prices, as
purchase,
such
products and
and services
services as
as meet
meet their requirements;
requirements;
such surplus
surplus products
Personal
services.
Personal services.

Maintenance
Maintenance,setc.

Receipts
deposited as
asreceipts
eceipts deposited
receipts
revolving fund; availavai taarevolving

ability.
ability,

products and services shall be deposited
from the sale of products
fund, including
including
to the credit of said working capital fund, and said fund
all receipts
thereto, shall be
for
fund for
revolving fund
be used as aa revolving
all
receipts credited
credited thereto,
the
for the
the purchase
purchase and
machinery, tools,
and repair
repair of
of machinery,
year 1935
1935 for
the fiscal
fiscal year
and equipment,
purchase of
materials and manufacturing
manufacturing supof raw materials
and
equipment, purchase
plies,
purchase, maintenance,
and operation
plies, purchase,
maintenance, and
operation of
of nonpassengernonpassengercarrying vehicles,
vehicles, purchase
horses, and
purof horses,
and purand maintenance
maintenance of
purchase and
carrying
chase of fuel for manufacturing
manufacturing purposes; for freight, personal
personal services, and
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses;
expenses; and
and for
for the
the payment
payment to
to
ices,
inmates or their dependents
dependents of
of such
such pecuniary
pecuniary earnings
earnings as the
the Cominmates
missioners may deem
deem proper.
proper.
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Filtration system,
a permanent
permanent water
water supply
filtration system,
Filtration
construction of
of a
supply filtration
system, water
For construction
supply. system,
including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of land on Occoquan
Occoquan Creek and Elkhorn
Elkhorn asuply.
Proviso.
Run,
immediately available,
$52,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
case aa P'emnation
Run, to be
be immediately
available, $52,000:
in case
Condemnation,if
satisfactory
price
not
satisfactory
price cannot
be agreed
agreed upon
satisfactory price
cannot be
upon for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of said
said satisfactory
price not
attainable.
land,
the Attorney
Attorney General
General of
of the
the United
United States,
States, upon
upon the
request of
of attainable.
land, the
the request
the
Commissioners of
Columbia, is
directed to
the Commissioners
of the District
District of Columbia,
is directed
to acquire
acquire
directly to
said land by condemnation,
condemnation, title to be
be taken
taken directly
to and in
in the
the
name of the United States,
and the
shall
States, and
the expenses
expenses of
of condemnation
condemnation shall
be paid
out of
of the
the appropriation
herein made.
be
paid out
appropriation herein
made.
Advances authorized
The
of the
of Columbia
The disbursing
disbursing officer
the District
officer of
District of
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized for
f returning
returning escaped
escaped
to advance
advance to
the general
general superintendent
of penal
penal institutions,
institutions, upon
upon prisoners.
to
to the
superintendent of
prisoners.
requisitions
auditor of
of the
the District
requisitions previously
previously approved
approved by
by the
the auditor
District of
of
Columbia,
Columbia, and upon such security
security as
as the
the Commissioners
Commissioners may require
require
$200 at
of said
said superintendent,
superintendent, sums
sums of
of money
money not exceeding
exceeding $200
at one
one
expenses in
time, to
to be used
used only
only for expenses
in returning
returning escaped
escaped prisoners,
payable
payable from the maintenance
maintenance appropriations
appropriations for the workhouse
workhouse and
and
reformatory,
expenditures to be accounted
reformatory, all such expenditures
accounted for to the
accounting
month
accounting officers
officers of
of the District
District of Columbia within
within one
one month
on itemized vouchers properly
properly approved.
approved.
NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR
NATIONAL
FOR BOYS
BOYS

National Training
School
for
School
for Boys.
Boys.

Care, etc., of boys
For
and maintenance
maintenance of
boys committed
to the
the National
to0
For care
care and
of boys
committed to
National conmttedtheref
committed thereto.

Training School for Boys by the courts of the District of Columbia
Columbia
under a
a contract to be made by the Board of Public Welfare
Welfare with
the authorities
authorities of said National Training
Training School for Boys, $38,000.
$38,000.
NATIONAL TRAINING
NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
FOR GIRLS
GIRLS

National Training
School for Girls.

Salaries and exSalaries: For
For personal
personal services,
services, $28,800.
$28,800.
pSaeries
and exSalaries:
penses.
provisions, light,
For groceries, provisions,
light, fuel,
fuel, soap, oil, lamps,
lamps, candles,
candles,
clothing,
clothing, shoes, forage, horseshoeing,
horseshoeing2 medicines,
medicines, medical
medical attendance,
attendance,
transportation, sewing
machines, fixtures,
books, magazines,
transportation,
sewing machines,
fixtures, books,
magazines, and
and
other supplies which represent greater educational
advantages;
educational advantages;
stationery, horses, vehicles,
vehicles, harness,
sheds, fences,
stationery,
harness, cows,
cows, pigs,
pigs, fowls,
fowls, sheds,
fences,
repairs,
repairs, typewriting,
typewriting, stenography,
stenography,. and
necessary items,
and other necessary
items, and
and
including
including compensation
$1,500 for
labor or
or Apprehending
Apprehending
compensation not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
for additional
additional labor
absconders.
for identifying
identifying and
and pllrsling
pursuing escaped
inmates and
and for
escaped inmates
for absconders.
services; for
rewards for their capture,
capture, for transportation
transportation and
and other
other necessary
necessary
expenses
securing suitable
suitable homes
homes for
paroled or
expenses incident
incident to securing
for paroled
or disdischarged
and for
for maintenance
motor
charged girls,
girls, and
maintenance of
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
vehicles,
$30,000.
vehicles, $50,000.
MEDICAL CHARITIES
CIIARITIES
MEDICAL

For
care and
of indigent
patients under
For care
and treatment
treatment of
indigent patients
be
under contracts
contracts to
to be

Welfare with the following
following institumade by the Board of Public Welfare
tions and
and for
for not
to exceed
following amounts,
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
tions
not to
exceed the
the following
Children's
$30,000.
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, $30,000.
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and
and Emergency
Emergency Hospital,
Hospital, $45,000.
$45,000.
Central
Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary and
and Casualty
Hospital, $20,000.
$20,000.
Eastern
Casualty Hospital,
Washington Home
Home for
Incurables, $10,000.
$10,000.
for Incurables,
Washington
COLUMBIA HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL AND
COLUMBIA
AND LYING-IN
LYING-IN ASYLUM
ASYLUM

For
material, to be
be expended
expended
For general
general repairs, including
including labor and
and material,
in
and under
under the
direction of
the Architect
of the
the
discretion and
the direction
of the
Architect of
in the
the discretion
Capitol,
Capitol, $5,000.
$5,000.

Medical charities.
charities.
Medical
Care, etc., of indigent
Care,etc.,ofindigent
patients
at designated
hospitals.
hospita's-

Columbia Hospital.

ColumbiaHospital

Repairs, etc.

Repairset e -

870
870
Tuberculosis HospiTuberculosis
tal.
Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses.
expenses.

Repairs, etc.

Children's tuberculoChildren's
sis
sis sanatorium.
sanatorium.
Salaries and expenses.
Salariesandexpses.

Repairs, etc.

Repairs, etc.

D.C. Tub erculosis
SaD.. Tuberclosis
Sanatoria.
Sanatoria.
Children's unit, adChildren's
unit, additions.
Plans for construction, Glenn Dale, Md.
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TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL
TUBERCULOSIS
HOSPITAL

For
$81,567.
services, $81,567.
For personal
personal services,
For
provisions, fuel,
to
For provisions,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness,
harness, and
and vehicles,
vehicles, and
and repairs
repairs to
same, gas,
gas, ice,
shoes, clothing,
drugs and
mediclothing, dry
dry goods,
goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs
and medisame,
ice, shoes,
cal supplies,
supplies, furniture
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
books,
cal
furniture and
kitchen utensils,
utensils, medical
medical books,
books of
and periodicals
books
of reference,
reference, and
periodicals not
not to
to exceed
exceed $200,
$200, temporary
temporary
services not
not to
motor truck,
and other
services
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, maintenance
maintenance of
of motor
truck, and
other
necessary
items, $60,000.
$60,000.
necessary items,
For
repairs and
improvements to
and grounds,
For repairs
and improvements
to buildings
buildings and
grounds, including
including
roads and
sidewalks, $3,000.
$3,000.
roads
and sidewalks,
CHILDREN'S
TUBERCULOSIS
CHIILDREN'S TUBERCULOSIS

SANATORIUM
SANATORIUM

Salaries:
$51,498.
Salaries: For personal services, $51,498.
For
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness,
harness, and
vehicles, and
and repairs
repairs to
For provisions,
and vehicles,
to
same,
of horses
horses and
horse-drawn vehicles,
same, maintenance
maintenance and
and purchase
purchase of
and horse-drawn
vehicles,
gas, ice,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing,
clothing, dry
dry goods,
goods, tailoring,
drugs and
medical
gas,
tailoring, drugs
and medical
supplies,
furniture and
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils,
utensils medical
supplies, furniture
medical books,
books,
reference, and periodicals
books of
of reference,
periodicals not to exceed
exceed ,$200,
$200, temporary
temporary
services not
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
maintenance of
truck, and
services
not to
$1,000, maintenance
of motor
motor truck,
and other
other
necessary
items, $30,000.
830,000.
necessary items,
For repairs
and improvements
repairs and
improvements to buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, including
including
and sidewalks,
roads and
sidewalks, $2,000.
$2,000.
DISTRICT OF
TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIA
SANATORIA
COLUMBIA TUBERCULOSIS
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT

For
Children's Unit,
Unit, and
For the
the construction
construction of
of additions
additions to
to the
the Children's
and the
the

preparation of
of plans
plans and
specifications for
for the
the District
District of
preparation
and specifications
of Columbia
Columbia

ilans for eonstruc- Tuberculosis
at Glenn
Dale, Maryland,
Maryland, including
including not
not to
to
Tuberculosis Sanatoria
Sanatoria at
Glenn Dale,
exceed $100,000
$100,000 for the employment of professional
professional and other
other perservices without reference
reference to
to the
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
sonal services
the Classification
Classification Act
as amended,
and section
3709 of
of the
of the
the United
United
as
amended, and
section 3709
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
States,
$500,000.
States, $500,000.
Gallinger Hospital.
Gallinger
Personal
services.
Personalservices.

GALLINGER
HOSPITAL
GALLINGER MUNICIPAL
MVUNICIPAL HOSPITAL

Salaries: For personal
personal services, including not to exceed
exceed $2,000
for
temporary
labor, $323,928.
$323,928.
for
temporary
labor,
Maintenence, etc.
Mainteanes,
For maintenance
etc.
For
maintenance of the hospital;
hospital; for
maintenance of
the quaranfor maintenance
of the
quaranhospital, and
including
tine station, smallpox
smallpox hospital,
and public
public crematorium,
crematorium, including
expenses
to furnishing
furnishing proper
for the
reception,
expenses incident
incident to
proper containers
containers for
the reception,
burial, and
burial,
identification of
the ashes
of all
all human
indiand identification
of the
ashes of
human bodies
bodies of
of indigent persons
persons that
that are
are cremated
cremated at
the public
public crematorium
crematorium and
and
gent
at the
remain unclaimed after
from the
such cremacremaafter twelve
twelve months from
the date
date of
of such
tion; for maintenance
maintenance and purchase of horses and
horse-drawn
and horse-drawn
vehicles;
vehicles; for medical books, books of reference,
periodicals, not
not
reference, and periodicals,
to exceed $500; for maintenance
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
motor
nonpassenger-carrying motor
vehicles; and for all other necessary expenses,
expenses, $205,000.
$205,000.
Repairs, etc.
etc.
For
improvements to
to buildings
grounds, $4,500.
$4,500.
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
buildings and
and grounds,
Incidental expenses.
expenses.
fheidental
Purchase of
books, musical
musical instruments
and music, expense
Purchase
of books,
instruments and
expense of
commencement exercises,
commencement
exercises, entertainments,
entertainments, and
inspection by
New
and inspection
by New
York State Board of Regents, and other incidental
incidental expenses of the
training school
school for
for nurses,
training
nurses, $600.
$600.
Additional
Addgitional ward
ard for
For completing
For
completing construction
construction at
at Gallinger Municipal Hospital of
of
contagious diseases.
an additional
additional ward building for contagious diseases, including necesequipment, $290,000.
sary equipment,
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DISTRICT TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
DISTRICT

not to exceed
For personal
services, including
exceed $1,000 for temincluding not
personal services,
For

porary
porary labor, $81,486.
For
other necessary expenses, including the
and other
maintenance and
For maintenance
maintenance of
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles, the purchase
maintenance
machinery and impleand maintenance
maintenance of
horses and
and wagons,
farm machinery
wagons, farm
of horses
and
ments, and
to exceed
books, books of
the purchase of books,
$200 for the
exceed $200
not to
and not
ments,
reference, and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $80,000.
reference,
and grounds, $5,000.
to buildings
For
improvements to
buildings and
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
For
purchase and
and exchange
of one
one two-ton
two-ton motor truck, $1,000.
exchange of
For purchase
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME SCHOOL FOR COLORED CHILDREN
INDUSTRIAL

$425;
labor, $425;
Salaries:
For personal
$30,575; temporary
temporary labor,
services, $30,575;
personal services,
Salaries: For

in all,
all, $31,000.
$31,000.
in

maintenance of farm
and maintenance
For
maintenance, including
including purchase
purchase and
For maintenance,
implements, horses,
maintenance of nonwagons, and harness, and maintenance
horses, wagons,
implements,
passenger-carrying motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, and
to exceed $1,250
$1,250 for
for
not to
and not
passenger-carrying
manual-training equipment
equipment and
$25,000.
materials, $25,000.
and materials,
manual-training
and grounds, $2,000.
For
and improvements
buildings and
to buildings
improvements to
repairs and
For repairs
INDUSTRIAL
HOME SCHOOL
SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL HOME

Salaries:
For personal
services, $21,780;
temporary labor,
$450;
labor, $450;
$21,780; temporary
personal services,
Salaries: For
$22 1230.
all, $22,230.
in all,
For
maintenance, including
purchase and care
including care of horses, purchase
For maintenance,
of wagon
and harness,
harness, maintenance
of nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
maintenance of
wagon and
of
vehicle,
$20,500.
vehicle, $20,500.
For
improvement to buildings and grounds, $2,500.
and improvement
repairs and
For repairs
HOME
INFIRM
HOME FOR AGED AND INFIRM

labor, $1,800;
Salaries: For
services, $53,100,
temporary labor,
$1,800;
$53,100, temporary
personal services,
For personal
Salaries:
in
$54,900.
in all, $54,900.
repairs
and repairs
For
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
harness, and
vehicles and
and vehicles
forage, harness,
For provisions,
to
same, ice,
clothing, dry
dry goods,
medical
drugs and medical
tailoring, drugs
goods, tailoring,
shoes, clothing,
ice, shoes,
to same,
supplies,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils,
necesother necesutensils, and other
and bedding,
furniture and
supplies, furniture
sary
and maintenance
maintenance of
motor
nonpassenger-carrying motor
of nonpassenger-carrying
items, and
sary items,
vehicles,
$67,500.
vehicles, $67,500.
For
repairs and
grounds, such
such
and grounds,
buildings and
to buildings
improvements to
and improvements
For repairs
work
by day
day labor
or otherwise
discretion
in the discretion
otherwise in
labor or
performed by
be performed
to be
work to
of the
Commissioners, $4,500.
the Commissioners,
of
For
and exchange
station wagon-truck,
wagon-truck, $750.
of station
exchange of
purchase and
the purchase
For the

District
Training
District Training
School.
Personal
services.
Personalservices.

Maintenance, etc.

Maintenance, etc.

Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.
Motor truck.
Motortruck.
Industrial Home
Home
cIndustrial
School
for Colored ChilSchool for
dren.
Personal services.

Personal services.

Maintenance, etc.
etc.
Maintenance,

Repairs, etc.
Repairs,etc.
Industrial Home
Home
Industrial
School.
Personal services.
services.
Personal
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
Home for
for Aged
Aged and
and
Home
Infirm.
Personal services.
Personalservices.

Contingent
Contingent expenses.

Repairs,
Repars,
labor.

etc.;
etc.;

day
day

labor.

Truck.
Truck.

MUNICIPAL LODGING
HOUSE AND WOOD YARD
LODGING HOUSE
MUNICIPAL

For
services, $3,240;
maintenance, $4,000;
$4,000; in
$7,240.
all, $7,240.
in all,
$3,240; maintenance,
personal services,
For personal

unicipal lodging

house.
Municip al lodging

EMERGENCY RELIEF
EMERGENCY
relief.
For
purpose of
affording relief
relief to
the District
District Emergency relief.
of the
residents of
to residents
of affording
the purpose
For the
of
Columbia
who
are
unemployed
or
otherwise
in
distress
because
because
distress
in
otherwise
or
unemployed
are
who
of Columbia
of
existing emergency,
emergency, to
to be
by the Board of Public
expended by
be expended
the existing
of the
Welfare
of
the
District
of
Columbia
by
employment
and/or direct
direct
and/or
employment
by
Columbia
of
District
the
of
Welfare
under
relief,
the discretion
discretion of
Board of
Commissioners and under
of Commissioners
the Board
of the
in the
relief, in
rules
regulations to
by the
board and
from District
WhollyfromDistrict
without Wholly
and without
the board
prescribed by
be prescribed
to be
and regulations
rules and
rev enue
regard to
to the
the provisions
law ,payable from the revenues revenues.
any other law,
of any
provisions of
regard
of the
of Columbia,
to be
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
$2,000,000, to
Columbia, $2,000,000,
District of
the District
of
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TEMPORARY HOME
HOME FOR
FOR UNION
SAILORS (DEPARTMENT
(DEPARTMENT
AND SAILORS
EX-SOLDIERS AND
UNION EN-SOLDIERS
TEMPORARY
OF THE
THE POTOMAC,
GRAND ARMY
OF THE
REPUBLIC)
THE REPUBLIC)
ARMY OF
POTOMAC, GRAND
OF
Grand
solGrand Army
Army soldiers,
etc., temporary
diers, etc.,
temporary
home.
home.

maintenance, $9,250;
For personal
personal services, $4,158; maintenance,
$9,250; and repairs
to buildings
buildings and
grounds, $500;
$13,908, to
be expended
expended under
in all,
all, $13,908,
to be
under
to
and grounds,
$500; in
the direction
and Union
Union ex-soldiers,
sailors,
ex-soldiers, sailors,
Commissioners; and
of the
the Commissioners;
the
direction of
or marines
of the
the Civil
ex-soldiers, sailors,
marines of
of the
the
or marines
sailors, or
War, ex-soldiers,
Civil War,
or
marines of
Spanish War,
Philippine Insurrection,
expedition,
relief expedition,
China relief
or China
Insurrection, or
War, Philippine
Spanish
and
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or
or marines
the World
World War
War or
who served
served
or who
of the
marines of
and soldiers,
prior to
to July2, 1921,
1921, shall
shall be
be admitted
admitted to
the home,
all under
under the
the
home, all
to the
July 2,
prior
supervision of
board of
of management.
management.
a board
of a
supervision
FLORENCE CRITTENTON
HOME
CRITTENTON HOME
FLORENCE

Florence Crittenton
Florence
Home. o me

For care and maintenance
contract
maintenance of women and children under aacontract
to
made with
Crittenton Home
Home by
of
the Board
Board of
by the
the Florence
Florence Crittenton
with the
be made
to be
Public
maintenance, $6,000.
$6,000.
Welfare, maintenance,
Public Welfare,
SOU IIIERN RELIEF
RELIEF SOCIETY
SOUTHERN

Southern Relief SoSouthern
ciety, for
for needy
conneedy Conciety,
federate veterans.

For care
care and
maintenance of
of needy
needy and infirm Confederate
Confederate vetand maintenance
For
erans, their
their widows
and dependents,
dependents, residents
District of
in the District
residents in
widows and
erans,
Columbia, under
with the
Relief
Southern Relief
the Southern
to be
be made
made with
contract to
under aa contract
Columbia,
Society
$10,000.
Welfare, $10,000.
Society by the Board of Public Welfare,
NATIONAL LIBRARY
LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND
NATIONAL

the
National
Blind. Library for

the Blind.

For aid
aid and
an dsupport
supporto
th e National
Nati onalLibrary
Library for
for the
the Blind,
Blin d, located
l
oca t
ed
offthe
For
at
expended under the direction
direction of
at 1800 D Street Northwest, to be expended
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
of Columbia, $5,000.
$5,000.
District of
of the
the

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Columbia PolytechPolytechColumbia

ni
c

rfnatitute.
mc Institute.

Saint Elizabeths
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital.
Hospital.

Support of District
insane.
insane.

To aid the Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute for the Blind, located
located
at
Street Northwest,
Northwest, to be expended
at 1808
1808 HI
H Street
expended under the direction of
of
the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, 83,000.
$3,000.
of Columbia,
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
SAINT
HOSPITAL
ELIZABETIS HOSPITAL
SAINT ELIZABETHS

For support of indigent
indigent insane of the District of Columbia in

Saint
Hospital, as provided by law, $1,874,092.
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
$1,874,092.
NONRESIDENT INSANE
INSANE
NONRESIDENT

Deporting nonresinoresident insane.
Vol. 30,
p. 811.
3ip:sa

vol.e

.

Advances
authorized
Advances anthorizea
to Director
Director of
of Public
Public
Welfare.

welfare.

Limit.

deportation of nonresident
nonresident insane
accordance with
For deportation
insane persons,
persons, in accordance
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress "to
the proceedings
admission to
to
for admission
proceedings for
change the
"to change
the
the Government
Government Hospital
Hospital for
Insane in certain oases,
cases, and for
for
for the
the Insane
the
other purposes
purposes ",
", approved
approved January
31, 1899,
persons held
held
1899, including
including persons
January 31,
other
in the
the psychopathic
psychopathic ward
ward of
of the
the Gallinger
Municipal Hospital,
Hospital,
Gallinger Municipal
in
$9,000.
$9,000.
In
officer of
In expending the foregoing sum the disbursing officer
of the
the
District
Columbia is
is authorized
authorized to
to advance
advance to the Director
of
Director of
of Columbia
District of
Public Welfare,
Welfare, upon
upon requisitions
requisitions previously
previously approved
approved by
the
Public
by the
the
auditor of the District of Columbia, and upon such security as the
Commissioners
require of said director, sums
Commissioners may
may require
sums of
of money not
exceeding
deportation of
exceeding $300 at
at one
one time, to
to be
be used
used only
only for deportation
of nonnonresident
accounted for monthly on itemized
itemized
resident insane persons, and to be
be accounted
vouchers to
to the
the accounting
accounting officer of the District
District of Columbia.
vouchers
RELIEF OF THE
TILE POOR

Relief of
the poor.
poor.
Relief
of the

For relief of the poor, including medical and surgical supplies,
physicians to the poor, to be expended
expended
artificial limbs, and for pay of physicians
under the direction
wider
direction of the Board of Public Welfare, $8,000.
S8,000.
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Payment to abanto etc.
abanFor
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries named
in section
Act makmak- doPamen
3 of
of "An Act
section 3
named in
payment to
For payment
doned families,
Vol. 34,
p. 87; Vol. 44,
34,p.87;
abandon or vol.
to abandon
of Columbia
ing
in the
Columbia to
District of
the District
misdemeanor in
it aa misdemeanor
ing it
pp. 758.
maintenance by.7.
willfully
neglect to
the support and maintenance
for the
provide for
to provide
willfully neglect
any
of his
his wife or his or her minor children in destitute
person of
any person
or
circumstances ",
", approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906, to be disnecessitous circumstances
or necessitous
bursed
by the
of the District
District of Columbia on
officer of
disbursing officer
the disbursing
bursed by
itemized vouchers
vouchers duly
duly audited
approved by the auditor of said
and approved
audited and
itemized
District, $9,000.
$9,000.
District,

EX-SERVICE MEN
BURIAL OF EX-SERVICE
MEN
BURIAL

Ex-service
Ex-service men.
Burial of indigent, in

For
expenses of
of burying
Cemete, or
or Arlington
indigeeter
ABrligofCFremxenes
National Cemetery,
Arlington National
in the
the Arlington
burying in
For expenses
Cemetery,
bryig,
etc.
in
cemeteries of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, indigent
Union etc.
indigent Union
the District
of the
the cemeteries
in the
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
ex-marines, of
of the
the United
service,
States service,
United States
or ex-marines,
ex-sailors, or
ex-soldiers,
either
or Volunteer,
have been
discharged
honorably discharged
been honorably
who have
Volunteer, who
Regular or
either Regular
or retired,
retired, and
and who
disbursed
in the District of Columbia, to be disbursed
who died in
or
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War at
at a
not exceeding
$45 for
burial
such burial
for such
exceeding $45
a cost
cost not
by
expenses in
in each
each case,
case, exclusive of cost of grave, $540.
expenses
TRANSPORTATION
INDIGENT PERSONS
PERSONS
TRANSPORTATION OF INDIGENT
indioong indigeTransporting
For transportation
including indigent vet- gent
persons.
transportation of indigent persons, including
For

rehabiit
erans
of the
the World
World War
$5,000.
families, $5,000.
their families,
and their
War and
erans of
Vocational rehabiliVocational rehabilitation
of disabled
residents, District of tation of disabledresidisabled residents,
disabled resirehabilitation of
Vocational
dents.
Columbia:
To carry
carry out
out the
"An Act dents.
the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Columbia: To
Vol. 45, p. 1250.
VII,
Supp. VII,
u.s.c., Supp.
to
for the
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of disabled
disabled residents of P. U.S.C.,
the vocational
provide for
to provide
P 747.
747
'
Febpurposes
the
District
of
Columbia,
for
other
",
approved
other
for
and
Columbia,
of
the District
ruary
1929 (U.S.C.,
47-47f), $15,000.
secs. 47-47f),
title 29, secs.
Supp. VI, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
23, 1929
ruary 23,

MILITIA
MILITIA
For the
the following,
following, to
to be
under the authority
authority and direcexpended under
be expended
For
commanding general, who is hereby authorized
authorized and
tion of the commanding
empowered to
namely:
contracts and leases, namely:
necessary contracts
make necessary
to make
empowered
$5,220; for
services, $19,080; temporary
temporary labor, $5,220;
personal services,
For personal
to
expenses of
of camps,
camps, including
hire of
officers required
required to
for officers
horses for
of horses
including hire
expenses
be mounted,
mounted, and
and for
for the
the payment
subsistence for
commutation of subsistence
of commutation
payment of
be
enlisted
who may
detailed to guard
guard or move the United
United
be detailed
may be
men who
enlisted men
States
property at
stations on
immediately preceding
preceding and
days immediately
on days
at home
home stations
States proprty
encampments; damages to private
immediately
the annual encampments;
immediately following the
reimbursement to the United
property
encampment; reimbursement
to encampment;
incident to
property incident
States
loss of
of property
for which
which the
of Columbia may
the District of
property for
for loss
States for
be
held responsible;
responsible; cleaning
cleaning and
and repairing uniforms, arms, and
be held
equipment;
maintenance of
of athletic, gymand maintenance
purchase, and
instruction, purchase,
equipment; instruction,
nastic,
and recreational
at armory
armory or
encampments.
field encampments.
or field
equipment at
recreational equipment
nastic, and
not
$500; practice
practice marches,
marches, drills,
parades; rent of
of
and parades;
drills, and
exceed $500;
to exceed
not to
armories, drill
halls, and
heat, care, and
and
storehouses; fuel, light, heat,
and storehouses;
drill halls,
armories,
machinery and dock,
repair of
of armories,
armories, offices,
storehouses; machinery
and storehouses;
offices, and
repair
including dredging
alongside of
dock; construction
construction of
buildings for
of buildings
of dock;
dredging alongside
including
storage
other purposes
purposes at
service; printtelephone service;
range; telephone
at target
target range;
and other
storage and
ing, stationery,
stationery, and
and postage;
mounted organhorses and mules for mounted
postage; horses
ing,
izations; maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of passenger
non-passengerpassenger and non-passengerizations;
carrying motor
motor vehicles;
vehicles; street-car
street-car fares (not to exceed $200) necescarrying
sarily used
used in
in the
of official
official business;
exceeding $400
business; not exceeding
transaction of
the transaction
sarily
for
attendance at
meetings or convenat meetings
including attendance
expenses, including
traveling expenses,
for traveling
tions of
of associations
associations pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the National
National Guard;
Guard; and
for
and for
tions
general incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
the service,
service, $9,000;
in all, $33,300.
$9,000; in
general

Militia.
Expenses
authorized, under
under commanding general.
general.
Personal services.
services.
Personal
Expenses of camps.
Expenses
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NATIONAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL PARKS
PARKS
NATIONAL
SALARIES, PUIBLIC
PUBLIC PARKS,
OF COLUMBIA
PARKS, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
SALARIES,

Personal
Personal services.
services.
Public parks.
Public
parks.

For personal
personal services,
services, $314,880.
$314,880.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, PUBLIC PARKS
GENERAL EXPENSES,

General expenses:
expenses: For
general expenses
expenses in
General
For general
in connection
connection with
with the
the
maintenance,
improvement, furnishing
furnishing of
of heat,
heat, light,
light, and
and
maintenance, care,
care, improvement,
power of
public parks,
parks, grounds,
grounds, fountains
reservations, propapropapower
of public
fountains and
and reservations,
gating gardens
gardens and
and greenhouses
greenhouses under
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the
gating
National
Park Service,
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
mainNational Park
Service, including
for the
the maintenance
the tourists'
present site
site in
in East
tenance of
of the
tourists' camp
camp on
on its
its present
East Potomac
Potomac
Park, and
including personal
of seasonal
or intermittent
Park,
and including
personal services
services of
seasonal or
intermittent
employees
of pay
Director, not
not
employees at
at per
per diem
diem rates
rates of
pay approved
approved by
by the
the Director,
exceeding
rates of
of pay
pay for
employment in
the Disin the
Disexceeding current
current rates
for similar
similar employment
trict of
Columbia; the
the hire
draft animals
or without
trict
of Columbia;
hire of
of draft
animals with
with or
without drivers
drivers
at
local rates
rates approved
approved by
by the
the Director;
Director; the
and mainteat local
the purchase
purchase and
maintenance of
of draft
draft animals,
harness, and
wagons; contingent
expenses;
nance
animals, harness,
and wagons;
contingent expenses;
city
communication service;
car fare;
fare; traveling
city directories;
directories; communication
service; car
traveling expenses;
expenses;
professional,
scientific, technical,
law books;
periodicals and
and
professional, scientific,
technical, and
and law
books; periodicals
reference
books and
photographs; dictionaries
reference books,
books, blank
blank books
and forms;
forms; photographs;
dictionaries
maps; leather
for the
the protection
of employees
and maps;
leather and
and rubber
rubber articles
articles for
protection of
employees
and property;
maintenance, repair,
repair, exchange,
and
property; the
the maintenance,
exchange, and
and operation
operation of
of
not to
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
not
to exceed
exceed two
two motor-propelled
vehicles and
and
all
necessary bicycles,
machinery; the
the
all necessary
bicycles, motorcycles,
motorcycles, and
and self-propelled
self-propelled machinery;
purchase,
and repair
repair of
equipment and
fixtures, and
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
of equipment
and fixtures,
and
Proviso.
so forth, $340,543: Provided, That not exceeding $20,000 of the
Outdoor
Outdoor sports, band so forth, $340,543: Provided, That not exceeding $20,000 of the
concerts,
concerts, etc.
amount
appropriated may
amount herein
herein appropriated
be expended
expended for
and mainmay be
for placing
placing and
maintaining
portions of
of the
in condition
condition for
sports and
for
taining portions
the parks
parks in
for outdoor
outdoor sports
and for
expenses incident
incident to
the conducting
conducting of
of band
band concerts
in the
expenses
to the
concerts in
the parks;
parks;
and
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for
erection of
strucand not
for the
the erection
of minor
minor auxiliary
auxiliary structures.
tures.

Maintenance
Maintenance
general expenses.

and
and

Park police.

PARK
PARK POLICE
POLICE

Pay, etc.
Pay,
Vol.
ol. 43,
43 p. 175; Vol.
44,
4 p. 834; Vol. 46, p.
839.
83.

Salaries:
For pay
pay and
and allowances
of the
United States
park police
police
States park
the United
allowances of
Salaries: For
p. force, in accordance with the Act approved
as
approved May 27, 1924, as
amended,
amended, $153,450.
$153,450.
equipequipFor uniforming and equipping the United States park police
For
force, including
including the
the purchase,
purchase, issue,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
force,
issue, operation,
repair,
exchange, and
and storage
revolvers, bicycles,
bicycles, and
motor-propelled
exchange,
storage of
of revolvers,
and motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, uniforms,
ammunition, and
and radio
equippassenger-carrying
uniforms, ammunition,
radio equipment $8,000.
$8,000.
ment,

p. 34; Vol.

Uniforms,
Uniforms,
ment,
etc.

National
Capital
National Capital
Park and Planning

Commission.

Reimbursing United
United
Reimbursing
States
for acquired
lands, for park system.
Vol. 46, p. 485.
485.
Incidental expenses.
Incidental
expenses.
Vol. 43, p. 463; Vol.
4i, p.
43;
44vl.
Vol.
44,
p. 374;
Vol.
45, p.
1070.
107o.

PARK
NATIONAL CAPITAL
PARK AND
AND PLANNING
PLANNING
COMMISSION
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

For reimbursement
reimbursement to
to the
the United
United States
States in
compliance with
with section
section
in compliance
For
lands for park system. 44 of the Act approved May 29, 1930 (46 Stat., p. 482),
482), as amended,
amended,

U.S.C., p.1292.

i.S.o.,p .

$531,211.94.
$531,211.94.
For each
each and
every purpose,
of land,
land,
acquisition of
except the
the acquisition
purpose, except
and every
For
requisite for and incident
incident to the work of the National Capital Park
and Planning
Commission as
as authorized
authorized by
the Act
Act entitled
"An
and
Planning Commission
by the
entitled "An
Act providing for aa comprehensive
comprehensive development
and
development of
of the park and
play-ground
of the
the National
6,
play-ground system
system of
National Capital",
Capital ", approved
approved June
June 6,
1924 (U.S.C.,
40, sec.
sec. 71),
(U.S.C., title 40,
amended, including personal
71), as
as amended,
personal
operation, and
services in the District of Columbia, maintenance, operation,
and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
exceed
repair of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, not to exceed
$1,500
$1,500 for printing and
$500 for
for traveling
traveling
and binding, not to
to exceed $500
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expenses
and car
fare of
commission, and not to
employees of the commission,
of employees
car fare
expenses and
reference books,
exceed
$300 for
technical, and reference
scientific, technical,
for professional,
professional, scientific,
exceed $300
and periodicals,
periodicals, $33,096.
$33,096.
and

ZOOLOGICAL PARK
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL
PARK
NATIONAL
For roads,
walks, bridges,
bridges, water
supply, sewerage,
drainage;
sewerage, and drainage;
water supply,
roads, walks,
For
grading, planting,
planting, and
otherwise improving the grounds, erecting
erecting
and otherwise
grading,
purchase,
and
repairing buildings
enclosures; care, subsistence, purchase,
buildings and enclosures;
and repairing
and
transportation of
employees; traveling and
animals; necessary employees;
of animals;
and transportation
to
incidental expenses
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, including not to
incidental
exceed $2,000
expenses in
the United States and
in the
field expenses
and field
travel and
for travel
$2,000 for
exceed
the
foreign
countries for
specimens and for the
of live specimens
procurement of
the procurement
for the
foreign countries
the
care,
subsistence, and transportation
transportation of specimens obtained in the
care, subsistence,
course of
of such
operation of one motorand operation
maintenance and
travel; maintenance
such travel;
course
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle
purposes;
required for official purposes;
vehicle required
propelled passenger-carrying
for the
the purchase,
purchase, issue,
issue, operation,
maintenance, repair, and exchange
exchange
operation, maintenance,
for
of
bicycles and
and nonpassenger-carrying
nonpassenger-carrying motor
vehicles, revolvers and
motor vehicles,
of bicycles
ammunition; not
purchasing and supplying
$2,500 for purchasing
exceeding $2,500
not exceeding
ammunition;
exceeding
uniforms to
park police,
police, keepers,
keepers; not exceeding
keepers, and assistant keepers;
to park
uniforms
$100 for
for the
the purchase
periodicals, $189,600,
necessary books and periodicals,
of necessary
purchase of
$100
no part
part of
available for
for architect's
architect's fees or
be available
shall be
sum shall
which sum
of which
no
compensation.
compensation.
WATER
SERVICE
WATER SERVICE

National
National
Park.

Zoological

Expenses.
Expenses.

service.
Water service.

From water reveThe following
appropriated wholly
wholly out of the revenues nues.
are appropriated
sums are
following sums
The
nues.
Aqueduct
the
of
expenses
of
the
water
department
expenses
Washington
Aqueduct
for
department
of the water
and its
appurtenances and for expenses of water department,
its appurtenances
and
namely:
namely:
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT
AQUEDUCT
WASHINGTON

Washington
duct.

Aque-

Maintenance, etc., of,
Maintenancetc.,of,
employees, main- and
For operation,
operation, including
including salaries
necessary employees,
all necessary
of all
salaries of
For
accessories.
tenance
repair of
of Washington
accessories,
Aqueducts and their accessories,s.
Washington Aqueducts
and repair
tenance and
including Dalecarlia,
Dalecarlia, Georgetown,
Georgetown McMillan
McMillan Park, first
and second
first and
including
High Service
Service Reservoirs,
Aqueduct tunnel, the filtration
Washington Aqueduct
Reservoirs, Washington
High
plants, the
plants and
and the
preliminary treatfor the preliminary
plant for
the plant
pumping plants
the pumping
plants,
ment of
of the
the water
supply, ordinary
opening ditches,
grading, opening
ordinary repairs, grading,
water supply,
ment
and other
maintenance of
Conduit Road,
purchase, installation,
an
installation, and
Road, purchase,
of Conduit
other maintenance
and
maintenance of
meters on
purchase, care,
services, purchase,
Federal services,
on Federal
water meters
of water
maintenance
repair, and
operation of
vehicles, including
including the purchase
purchase and
of vehicles,
and operation
repair,
exchange of
of one
vehicle at
at a
to
not to
cost not
a cost
motor vehicle
passenger-carrying motor
one passenger-carrying
exchange
exceed $650;
repair of
rubber boots and protective
of rubber
and repair
purchase and
$650; purchase
exceed
apparel, and
and for
for each
therewith,
connected therewith,
purpose connected
every purpose
and every
each and
apparel,
$420,624.
of Secretary
Secreary
Nothing
herein shall
shall be
be construed
the superintendence
Control
superintendence of Control
as affecting
affecting the
construed as
Nothing herein
War notofaffected.
aeed.
arnot
of
Aqueduct,
Washington
the
over
of
War
and
control
of
the
Secretary
of
War
over
Washington
Aqueduct,
Secretary
of
the
and control
its
appurtenances, and
and fixtures
fixtures connected
connected with the same and
rights, appurtenances,
its rights,
over appropriations
and expenditures
expenditures therefor
therefor as now
now provided by
appropriations and
over
law.
Revenue,
iseo
e, inspection
For revenue
revenue and
inspection and
For perper- aeve
branches: For
distribution branches:
and distribution
and inspection
For
and distribution.
sonal services,
services, $158,823.
$158,823.
sonal
expenses.
For maintenance
of the
department distribution
system, Operating
Operating expens
distribution system,
water department
the water
maintenance of
For
including
pumping
stations
and
machinery,
water
mains
valves,
valves,
mains,
water
including pumping stations and machinery,
and
fire
hydrants, and all buildings and accessories,
accessories, an
fire and public hydrants,
motor
trucks, and
and motor
such as
as are
are now
now owned,
and the
owned, and
vehicles such
motor vehicles
motor trucks,
replacement
and/or exchange
exchange of
of the
the following
following motormotorpurchase and/or
by purchase
replacement by
propelled
one one-and-one-half-ton
special truck
truck not
to
not to
one-and-one-half-ton special
vehicles: one
propelled vehicles:
exceed
one four-ton
exceed $2,000;
purchase
$2,000; purchase
to exceed
not to
truck not
four-ton truck
and one
$1,800, and
exceed $1,800,
of
oils, waste,
other materials,
employment of all
the employment
and the
materials, and
and other
waste, and
fuel, oils,
of fuel,
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labor necessary
necessary for
for the
proper execution of this work; and for conthe proper
labor
tingent expenses,
including books,
blanks, stationery,
stationery, printing
printing and
books, blanks,
expenses, including
tingent
binding
not to
to exceed
82,500, postage,
of technical
technical reference
purchase of
postage, purchase
exceed $2,500,
binding not
books
not to
to exceed
$275, and
necessary
other necessary
and other
exceed $275,
periodicals not
and periodicals
books and
items,
$7,500; in
in all
all for
maintenance, $310,000,
$310,000, of
of which not exceedfor maintenance,
items, $7,500;
ing $5,000
$5,000 shall
pumps at Bryant Street
operation of pumps
available for operation
be available
shall be
ing
pumping
Dalecarlia pumpservice from Dalecarlia
of service
interruption of
upon interruption
station upon
pumping station
ing station.
Distribution exexDistribution

ppenses.
en se s

.

For
of the water
department distribution system, laying
water department
extension of
For extension
of such
such service
mains as
be necessary under
assessment
under the assessment
as may
may be
service mains
of

system,
$160,000.
system, $160,000.
repairing water meters on services to private
For installing and repairing
residences and
and business
business places
required to install
places as may not be required
residences
meters under
under existing
existing regulations,
regulations, as
may be
be directed
by the
Comthe Comdirected by
as may
meters
missioners; said
said meters
meters at
all times
property of the
remain the property
times to remain
at all
missioners;
of Columbia, $60,000.
District of
$18,800.
For installing fire and public hydrants, $18,800.
Hydrants.
Replacing mains.
maim.
replacement of old mains and divide valves in various locaFor replacement
Replacing
tions,
on account
account of
inadequate size
size and
bad condition
condition of pipe on
on
and bad
of inadequate
tions, on
account
of age,
age, and
and laying
laying mains
mains in
advance of pavements, $90,000,
in advance
account of
to be
immediately available.
available.
to
be immediately
New mains.
For eight thousand two hundred feet of twenty-inch
twenty-inch water main
Newmains.
in
Nichols Avenue
Avenue Southeast,
Southeast, from
Street to Blue Plains,
First Street
from First
in Nichols
$59,000.
$59,000.
For
three thousand
thousand feet of thirty-inch water main from the
For three
thirty-inch
in Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue Southeast to Eighteenth
main in
thirty-inch main
Street and
and Minnesota
Minnesota Avenue
Avenue Southeast, $42,000.
Street
thousand five hundred feet of sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch water main
seven thousand
For seven
to
in Rock
Rock Creek Church Road Northwest from Upshur Street to
in
Harewood Road and south in Harewood
Harewood Road to Michigan Avenue,
Harewood
$46,000.
thousand one hundred feet of twenty-inch water main
For three thousand
from Thirty-third Place and Woodley
Woodley Road Northwest to Confrom
$25,000.
necticut Avenue in vicinity of Macomb Street Northwest, S
25,000.
Discounts
on
Commissioners
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1935,
allowedon
Discounts allowed
1935, the Commissioners
water charges.
water
charges.
of the District of Columbia are authorized to allow aareduction
reduction of
not
to exceed
exceed 25 per centum
centurn in the water charges
charges within the District
District
not to
Metered allowance
allowance of Columbia fixed by existing law, and the present metered allowMetered
increased.
Increased,
ance of 7,500 cubic feet is increased
increased to 10,000 cubic feet during
such fiscal year.
Assessment rates for
The rates of assessment for laying or constructing
constructing water mains
mains and sewers.
and service sewers in the District of Columbia under the provisions
mains and swes.
Vol.
p. 244,
of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the laying of water mains
2,
vol. 33, p.
and
purposes",
", approved April 22,
and for other purposes
and service sewers, and
established at $1.50 per linear foot for any water
1904, are hereby established
mains
laid on and after July 1,
sewers constructed or laid
service sewers
mains and service
Proviso.
Provided,
prescribed shall be
BarisFarm
Barry
Farm soasubdi- 1934: Provided, That the assessment rate herein prescribed
vision.
vision.
applicable to assessments
constructed and
assessments for sewer and water mains constructed
laid subsequent to January 1, 1923, in the subdivision of Barry
appears on the records of the Surveyor
Surveyor
Farm, as said subdivision appears
of the District of Columbia.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the services
services of
draftsmen, assistant
assistant engineers, levelers,
Construction work,
of draftsmen,
That the
SEO.
etc., under COMMISrodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
copyists, overseers,
overseers, and
transitmen, rodmen,
Commis- transitmen,
snersnder
sioners.
sewer,) water,
inspectors
in connection
connection with sewer
water ,
required in
temporarily required
inspectors temporarily
street, street-cleaning,
street,
street-cleaning, or road work, or construction
construction and repair of
buildings
engineering or conbuildings and bridges, or any general or special engineering
struction work authorized
authorized by appropriations
appropriations may be employed
specifically
exclusively to carry into effect said appropriations when specifically
Meters.
Meters.
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and in
in writing
writing ordered
Commissioners, and all such necessary
necessary
by the Commissioners,
ordered by
and
expenditures for
for the
the proper execution
execution of said work shall be paid
expenditures
from
and equitably
equitably charged
charged against the sums appropriated
appropriated for said
from and
work;
and the
the Commissioners
Commissioners in their Budget estimates
estimates shall report
report
work; and
the number
number of
such employees
employees performing
performing such services, and their
of such
the
work,
sums paid
each, and out of what appropriation:
appropriation:
to each,
paid to
the sums
and the
work, and
.onPo
Liion
Provided,
the expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed $42,000
$42,000 Provisos.
That the
Provided, That
Limitation on expenses.
during
Provided further,
further, That, excluding penses.
1935: Provided
year 1935:
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the

of employemployelectrical Period of
in the
inspectors
in the
the sewer
and one
one inspector
the electrical
inspector in
department and
sewer department
inspectors in
ment.
department,
person shall be employed
pursuance of the author- mentemployed in pursuance
no person
department, no
ity contained
in this
this paragraph
paragraph for
a longer
longer period than nine months
for a
contained in
ity
in the
aggregate during
the fiscal year.
during the
in
the aggregate
° ry labor,
e
Temporary
labor,
p ra
representatives, are metc
The Commissioners,
Commissioners, or
or their
designated representatives,
duly designated
their duly
The
etc.
further
authorized to
to employ
temporarily such laborers, skilled
employ temporarily
further authorized
required exclulaborers, drivers,
drivers,hostlers,
mechanics as may be required
hostlers, and mechanics
laborers,
sively
water, street,
and road work, and
street, and
sewer, water,
with sewer,
connection with
in connection
sively in
street
cleaning, or
construction and repair of buildings, and
the construction
or the
street cleaning,
bridges, furniture
and equipments,
and any
any general or special engiequipments, and
furniture and
bridges,
neering
or repair
repair work,
necessary
work, and to incur all necessary
construction or
or construction
neering or
engineering
and other
other expenses,
expenses, exclusive
of personal
personal services, inciexclusive of
engineering and
dental
carrying on
on such work and necessary for the proper
to carrying
dental to
execution
thereof, said
laborers, skilled
skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers,
said laborers,
execution thereof,
and mechanics
mechanics to
employed to
perform such
work as may not be
such work
to perform
be employed
to be
and
required
law to
be done
under contract,
contract, and to pay for such servdone under
to be
by law
required by
services
ices and
and expenses
expenses from
from the
appropriations under
under which such services
the appropriations
ices
are rendered
rendered and
and expenses
incurred.
expenses incurred.
are
Horses, vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
etc.
necessary for Hores,
Snc.
all horses,
horses, harness,
vehicles necessary
horse-drawn vehicles
harness, horse-drawn
That all
3. That
SEC. 3.
sewer,
of
supervision
use
in
connection
with
construction
supervision
street,
and
construction
with
use in connection
street
lighting, road
and street-cleaning
street-cleaning work, including mainwork, and
road work,
street lighting,
tenance of
maintenance and repair of said
and maintenance
harness, and
and harness,
horses and
of said
said horses
tenance
vehicles,
of all
all necessary
articles and
and supplies in connecessary articles
purchase of
and purchase
vehicles, and
nection
therewith, or
or on
on construction
construction and repair
repair of buildings and
nection therewith,
bridges,
any general
general or
or special
special engineering
engineering or construction
construction work
or any
bridges, or
authorized by
by appropriations,
appropriations, may
purchased, hired, and mainbe purchased,
may be
authorized
Specific authority reauthority
effect qSedic
into effect
carry into
tained,
and motor
trucks may
may be
be hired
hired exclusively
exclusively to
to carry
motor trucks
tained, and
quired.
said
appropriations, when
when specifically
specifically and
and in
ordered by
writing ordered
in writing
said appropriations,
the
and all
expenditures necessary for the
such expenditures
all such
Commissioners; and
the Commissioners;
proper
execution of
exclusive of
personal services, shall
of personal
work, exclusive
said work,
of said
proper execution
appropriated
be
charged against
against the sums appropriated
equitably charged
and equitably
from and
paid from
be paid
for
said work;
and the
the Commissioners
the Budget
Budget estimates
estimates shall
shall
in the
Commissioners in
work; and
for said
report
the number
horses, vehicles,
vehicles, and
and harness
purchased, and
and
harness purchased,
of horses,
number of
report the
horses
and the
the sums paid for same, and out of
hired, and
vehicles hired,
and vehicles
horses and
what
appropriation; and
or maintained
maintained by the
owned or
horses owned
all horses
and all
what appropriation;
District
far as
as may
may be
provided for
in stables
stables
for in
be provided
practicable, be
be practicable,
so far
shall, so
District shall,
Proviso.
owned
or operated
by said
said District:
District: Provided,
Provided, That
wrk
horses, Temror
such horses,
Temporary work,
That such
operated by
owned or
etc.
etc.
for
horse-drawn
vehicles,
and
carts
as
may
be
temporarily
needed
needed
temporarily
horse-drawn vehicles, and carts as may be
hauling
in connection
connection with
works authorauthorwith works
material in
excavating material
and excavating
hauling and
ized by
appropriations may
may be
be temporarily
temporarily employed
such purpurfor such
employed for
by appropriations
ized
poses
conditions named
named in
in section
of this Act in relation
2 of
section 2
the conditions
under the
poses under
to the
employment of
of laborers,
laborers, and
and mechanics.
mechanics.
skilled laborers,
laborers, skilled
the employment
to
eo a
Miscellaneous
trust
funean U tmst
SEc.
That the
Commissioners are
authorized to
employ in the funds.
to employ
are authorized
the Commissioners
4. That
SEC. 4.
Expenses, payable
execution of
work, the
the cost
cost of
which is
is payable
from the
the appropriappropri- from.
rxpenses, payable
payable from
of which
of work,
execution
ation
in the
the District
Appropriation
Columbia Appropriation
of Columbia
District of
created in
account created
ation account
368.
Act, approved
1904, and
trust- Vol.
p. 3a.
33, p.
vol. 33,
Miscellaneous trustthe Miscellaneous
as the
known as
and known
27, 1904,
April 27,
approved April
Act,
fund
deposits,
District
of
Columbia,
necessary
personal
services,
fund deposits, District of Columbia, necessary personal services,
hor.ses, carts,
and wagons,
to hire
hire therefor
motor trucks
when
trucks when
therefor motor
and to
wagons, and
carts, and
horses,
specifically
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
and
by the
authorized by
writing authorized
in writing
and in
specifically and
to incur
all necessary
incidental to
carrying on
on such
work
such work
to carrying
expenses incidental
necessary expenses
incur all
to
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of laEmployment
bor, etc.
bor,etc.

Leaves of absence.
Leavesof
absence.

Material, supplies,
Material,
vehicles, etc.

vehicles, etc.

from stock
Purchases from
of Government
Government activities no
no longer
longer needed.
ties
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and
necessary for
the proper
proper execution
execution thereof,
thereof, including
including the
purand necessary
for the
the purchase, exchange,
and operation
operation of
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for
chase,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
of motor
inspection and
and transportation
transportation purposes,
purposes, such
such services
and expenses
inspection
services and
expenses
to be
be paid
paid from
appropriation account:
account: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
to
from said
said appropriation
Commissioners may delegate
duly authorized
delegate to
to their
their duly
authorized representarepresentatives the
employment under
under this
of laborers,
laborers, mechanics,
mechanics, and
and
tives
the employment
this section
section of
artisans.
Any person employed
employed under any of the provisions of this Act
Act
been employed
employed for ten
or more
more shall
who has been
ten consecutive
consecutive months
months or
shall
not be denied the leave of absence
pay for
for which
the law
law
absence with
with pay
which the
provides.
provides.
SEC.
SEe. 5. That the Commissioners
Commissioners and other responsible officials, in
in
appropriations contained
expending appropriations
contained in
in this Act, so far as possible,
shall purchase material, supplies, including food supplies and equipt
r
i
.
.

ment, when needed and funds are available, in accordance
accordance with the
regulations
schedules of
regulations and schedules
Division of
the
of the
the Procurement
Procurement Division
of the
Treasury Department or from the various
the GovernGovernvarious services
services of
of the
ment of the United States possessing
possessing material,
material, supplies,
supplies, passengerpassengercarrying
and other
motor vehicles,
vehicles, and
and equipment
equipment no
no longer
carrying and
other motor
longer
required. Surplus
articles purchased
purchased from
the Government,
Government, if
if the
the
Surplus articles
from the
Price
stipulation.
Pricestipulation.
same have not been used,
for at
at a
reasonable price,
price,
used, shall be paid
paid for
a reasonable
not to exceed actual cost, and if
same have
used, at
if the same
have been
been used,
at a
a
reasonable
based upon
upon length
length of
of usage.
usage. The
The various
various services
services
reasonable price
price based
of the Government
Government of the
to sell
such
the United
United States
States are authorized
authorized to
sell such
surplus articles
articles to the
municipal government
under the
the conditions
the municipal
government under
conditions
specified, and the proceeds of such sales shall be covered
covered into the
Protiso.
Proviso.
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts:
receipts: Provided,
Provided, That
this section
Treasury
That
this
section shall
shall
Transfers under ExTecutaers
der
not be
be construed
construed to
amend, alter,
order of
No 3019. not
to amend,
alter, or
or repeal
repeal the
the Executive
Executive order
of
ecutive
Order
No.
December 3, 1918, concerning
December
concerning the transfer
transfer of office materials,
materials, supsupplies, and equipment in the District of Columbia falling into disuse
because of the cessation of war activities.
Increase of pay by
Increase of pay by
SEC.
S
EC. 6. No part of the appropriations contained in this Act shall
reason of reallocation
reallocation
to higher grade.
grade.
be used to pay any increase in the salary of any officer or employee
of the District of Columbia by reason of the reallocation
reallocation of the
the
position of such officer or employee to aa higher grade after June
30, 1932, by the Personnel Classification Board or the Civil Service
Commission, and salaries paid accordingly shall be payment
Conunission,
payment in full.
full.
n
Transfer of
Trsfer
of funds
fu ds
SEc.
S
EC. 7. No part of the funds appropriated
appropriated in this Act for any
restricted.
activity shall be available
available for transfer to any other activity or
or
between subheads
subheads of the same activity unless specifically
specifically authorized
by the
Director of
of the
of the
the Budget.
Budget.
by
the Director
the Bureau
Bureau of
tion on
on rentrentLmitation
SEC.
SEo. 8. No part of the funds appropriated
appropriated in this Act shall be
available for the payment
payment of rental of quarters for any
at
any activity at
aa rate in excess of 90 per centum of the
paid by
the per annum rate
rate paid
by
the District of Columbia
Columbia for such quarters on June 30, 1933:
1933: ProProProvisos.
ravseos.
vided, That the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply
vided,
apply to
to
Prior leases.
Priorleases
leases made prior to the passage of this
this Act,
Act, except
when renewals
except when
renewals
thereof are made hereafter:
hereafter: Provided
Provided further,
the approprifurther, That
That -the
appropriUnexpended balations or
or portions
portions of
appropriations unexpended
unexpended by
reason of
ances
covered in. bai ations
ances coveredin
of appropriations
by reason
of the
the
operation of this paragraph
paragraph shall not be used for any purpose, but
but
impounded and deposited in the Treasury to the credit
shall be impounded
credit
of the District of Columbia.
Approved, June 4, 1934, 44p.m.
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AN ACT
ACT

To
provide for
changing the
of the
To provide
for changing
the time
time of
the
the terms of Members of Congress, and
be
and for
purposes.
be counted,
counted, and
for other
other purposes.

June 5, 1934.
[S. 2745.1
[s.
2745.]
[Public,
No. 286.]
[Public, No.
288.]

meeting of
of Congress,
of
meeting
Congress, the
the beginning
beginning of
the time when the electoral votes shall

the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
section 152 of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
United
assembled, That section
the
Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
41) is
amended by
the Revised
(U.S.C., title 3, sec.
sec. 41)
is hereby
hereby amended
by
and inserting in
in lieu
striking out
out the
fourth day
day of
March " and
striking
the words
words ""fourth
of March"
thereof "20th
"20th day
of January
January ".
thereof
day of
".
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section 25 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 2, sec. 7)
7)
is hereby
out the
words ""fourth
fourth day
day of
March"
of March
"
is
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
the words
thereof "
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
" 3d day of January
January ".
and inserting
SEC. 3. Section
providing a
temSEC.
Section 11 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act providing
a temporary
method of
conducting the
the nomination
and election
of United
porary method
of conducting
nomination and
election of
United
States
Senators ", approved
1914 (U.S.C.,
title 2,
2, sec.
sec. 1),
1), is
is
States Senators
approved June 4,
4, 1914
(U.S.C., title
hereby amended
amended by striking out
out "fourth
"fourth day
day of
of March"
March" and
inserting
thereof "3d
"3d day
January ".
".
inserting in
in lieu thereof
day of
of January
SEC.
first sentence
of section
the Act
entitled "An
SEC. 4.
4. The
The first
sentence of
section 20
20 of
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act
to declare the purpose of the people of the United
United States as to the
future
the people
of the
the Philippine
Islands, and
and to
future political
political status
status of
of the
people of
Philippine Islands,
to
provide a
government for
approved
provide
a more autonomous
autonomous government
for those
those islands
islands ", approved
(U.S.C., title
by
August 29, 1916
1916 (U.S.C.,
title 48,
48, sec.
sec. 1091),
1091), is hereby amended
amended by
striking out the words "
March"
inserting in
in lieu
striking
" fourth day
day of
of March
" and
and inserting
lieu
thereof "
".
thereof
" 3d
3d day
day of
of January
January ".
SEC.
5. The
second sentence
of the
entitled "An
S
EC. 5.
The second
sentence of
of section
section 36
36 of
the Act
Act entitled
"An
Act to
to provide
provide a
a civil
government for
Porto Rico, and
and for
for other
Act
civil government
for Porto
other
is
title 48,
sec. 891),
March 2,
purposes
", approved
approved March
2, 1917
1917 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
48, sec.
891), is
purposes",
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
striking out the words
words ""fourth
fourth of March"
March " and
and
inserting
3d day
day of
of January
".
inserting in lieu thereof "
"3d
January ".
SEC. 6. The Act entitled
entitled "An Act providing
providing for the meeting of
SEC.
electors of President
President and Vice President and for the issuance and
transmission of
certificates of their selection and of
transmission
of the
the certificates
of the
the result
result of
of
purposes ",
29,
their determination,
determination, and
and for other purposes
", approved
approved May
May 29,
1928,
follows:
1928, is hereby
hereby amended as follows:
January" in
Wednesday in January"
(a) By
"first Wednesday
By striking out the words "first
(a)
section 1
1of such Act (U.S.C., Supp. VII, title 3, sec. 5a)
5a) and insertMonday after
Wednesday in
ing in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "first
"first Monday
after the
the second
second Wednesday
December
December ".
".
(b)
out the
the words
words "
by the
Wednesday in
the
in the
third Wednesday
the third
"by
striking out
(b) By
By striking
(U.S.C., Supp.
month of January"
January" in section
section 5
5 of such
such Act
Act (U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
lieu thereof
"by the
the fourth
fourth
title
sec. 11b)
and inserting
in lieu
thereof "by
title 3,
3, sec.
11b) and
inserting in
Wednesday
in December
December ".
".
Wednesday in
(c)
By striking
striking out
words ""on
on the
fourth Wednesday
Wednesday of
of the
the
the fourth
out the
the words
(c) By
month of January"
January" in section 6
6 of such Act (U.S.C., Supp. VII,
title
3, sec.
sec. 11c)
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "on
"on the
the fourth
fourth
title 3,
11c) and
inserting in
Wednesday in
December ".
".
Wednesday
in December
SEC. 7. The first sentence of section 44 of the Act entitled "An Act
SEC.
to
fix the
the day
day- for
meeting of
of the
of President
President and
and Vice
Vice
the electors
electors of
to fix
for the
the meeting
President, and
the counting
counting of
of the
the votes
votes
for and
and regulate
regulate the
President,
and to
to provide
provide for
for
President and
questions
for President
and Vice President, and
and the decision
decision of questions
arising
thereon ",
(U.S.C., title
3, sec.
sec. 17),
arising thereon
", approved
approved February
February 3,
3, 1887
1887 (U.S.C.,
title 3,
17),
is
amended by
by striking
the words
words "second"
"second" Wednesday
Wednesday in
in
out the
striking out
is amended
February" and
and inserting
in lieu
"sixth day
of January
".
day of
January ".
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "sixth
February"
Approved, June
June 5,
1934.
5, 1934.
Approved,

The President;
President; comcomThe
mencement
of term
mencement of
term of
of
office. eoee.
Vol. 4
47, p. 2569.
e. 152;
52;U.S.C.,
ES., s
sec.
U.S.C.,
p. 21.

of

.,

p.

21.

a
cs
ns
d
.
Representatives and
Delegates to Congrcss.
Delegates

R.S.,sec.25; u.s.c.,

ES., sec. 26; TJ.S.C.,
p.3.

p 3.

Senators.
enators
Vol.
Vol.
38, p. 384.
U.S.C., p. 3.
3.

3

u.s.c., p

Resident CommisCommisResident
sioners, Philippine Islands.
lands.
Vol. 39, p. 552.
U.S.C., p. 1630.

u.c., p. s630.

Resident Commis.

sRerdent
sioner, Puerto
Puerto CommisRico.
sioner,
Rico.
Vol.
p. 963.
3.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
U.S.C., p. 1625.
.
p. 6.

Meeting and
vote of
of
and vote
Meeting
electors.

ectors.

Vol. 45,
45, p.945.
p. 945.
U.S.C., Supp.
13.
Supp
p. 13.

Vo
p.

allure to
to receive
receive
Fahlure
certificates of electors.
Vtol. 45,
45, p.
p. 948.
4.
Vol.
U S.C ., Supp. VII,
P. 13.

p.S.C., Supp. VI,

Demand on
district
on district
Demand
Judgel. for z
.rtificate.
.
947.

uol. 5or p. 47;
U.S.C., sSupp.
u
ps3C.
pp. vI
P. 3.
1

Counting electoral
Counting
electoral
votes in
in Congress.
Congress.
votes
Vol. 24, p. 373.
U.S.C., p. 20.
20

Vol. 24, p. 373.
U.S.C.

.

.
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 391.]
391.]

June 5, 1934.
[S. 3290.]
3290.]
[Public, No.
No. 287.]

Federal
Parole
Federal
Parole
Board.
Authority
Authority conferred
conferred
upon, over U.S. prisoners convicted in the
and confined
District and
confined
elsewhere.
Vol. 36, p. 819; Vol.
46, p.
p. 272.
272.
U.S.O.. p.
. 514.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatives of

United States
States of
Congress assembled,
publications
That publications
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
on United
exon

Regulations
RegTultions
prescribed,

be
be

in

in

weighing in excess
excess of eight
ounces issued
at regular
eight ounces
issued at
regular intervals
intervals of
of
twelve or more times
year, 25
25 per
per centum
more of
of whose
pages
twelve
times aayear,
centum or
or more
whose pages
are devoted to
are
and not
more than
75 per
per
to text or
or reading matter
matter and
not more
than 75
centum to
advertising matter,
free or
or mainly
centum
to advertising
matter, which
which are
are circulated
circulated free
mainly

free, may, upon authorization
authorization by the Post Office Department,
Department, under
such regulations
regulations as
as the
may prescribe,
prescribe, be
such
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
be
accepted
accepted for mailing at the postage
postage rate of 1
1 cent for each
each two
two
ounces or
or fraction
fraction thereof,
ounces
thereof, provided the
the copies
copies of
of such
such publications
publications
are presented
presented for mailing made up according to States, cities, and
routes as
General.
as directed
directed by
by the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
Approved,
Approved, June 5,
5, 1934.
[CHAPTER 393.]
[CHAPTER

1934.
June 5, 1934.
188.11. 7343.]
7343.]
[R.R.
[Public,
No.
289
[Public, No. 289.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
fix the
the rates
rates of
periodicals exceeding
exceeding eight
eight ounces
ounces in
in weight.
weight.
To fix
of postage
postage on
on certain
certain periodicals

Postal service.
ofrostge
Rat of
Rate
postage
certain periodicals
periodicals
certain
ceecling 8
ceeding
8 ounces
weight.

to
to

JUNE
5, 1934.
JUNE 5,1934.

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
United
of America
Act of
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
of
Congress entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
establish a
a Board
of Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Congress
to establish
Board of
Sentence and
for the
of Columbia
to determine
Sentence
and Parole
Parole for
the District
District of
Columbia and
and to
determine
its
other purposes
purposes ",
", approved
approved July
July 15,
15, 1932,
its functions,
functions, and
and for
for other
1932, be,
be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, amended
amended by
by adding
adding a
new section
section to
to be
and
is hereby,
a new
be
numbered
and to
to read
follows:
numbered " 10"
10 " and
read as
as follows:
"SEC. 10.
10. The
Board of
of Parole
Parole created
Act of
of Congress
"SEC.
The Board
created by
by the
the Act
Congress
entitled
'An Act
to amend
for the
entitled 'An
Act to
amend an
an Act
Act providing
providing for
the parole
parole of
of United
United
States
approved June
June 25,
25, 1910,
1910, as
approved
States prisoners,
prisoners, approved
as amended',
amended', approved
May
13, 1930,
1930, shall
have and
exercise the
and authority
authority
May 13,
shall have
and exercise
the same
same power
power and
over
convicted in
in the
of Columbia
over prisoners
prisoners convicted
the District
District of
Columbia of
of crimes
crimes
against
now or
or hereafter
in any
any
against the
the United
United States
States and
and now
hereafter confined
confined in
United States
States penitentiary
penitentiary or
prison (other
than the
the penal
penal instituUnited
or prison
(other than
institutions
of the
Columbia) as
in the
tions of
the District
District of
of Columbia)
as is
is vested
vested in
the Board
Board of
of
Indeterminate Sentence
and Parole
Parole over
over prisoners
the
Indeterminate
Sentence and
prisoners confined
confined in
in the
penal
institutions of
of the
the District
of Columbia."
penal institutions
District of
Columbia."
5, 1934.
Approved, June
June 5,
1934.
[CHAPTER 392.]
392.]
[CHAPTER

Jnne 5, 1934.
Tunes,
1934[H.R.
5477]
[1.R. 5477]
[Public, No. 288.1
[Public,

prescrd,

CHS.
391-393.
CHS. 391-393.

To
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Board of
Indeterminate Sentence
Sentence
To amend
amend an
"An Act
Act to
to establish
establish aaBoard
of Indeterminate
and Parole
Parole for
for the
the District
and to
to determine
determine its
its functions,
functions, and
and for
and
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
July 15,
15, 1932.
other
approved July
1932.

District of Columbia.
Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Panate
role.
Vol. 47, p. 699.

weight,

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

A

rI

A /-

A
AN
t- I
aIN ACT
To remove inequities in the law governing eligibility
eligibility for promotion
promotion to the position
of chief clerk
clerk in the Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service.
Service.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Mail SerV- -United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
that part
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
That that
part
p. 5f.
of section 7
7 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 556),
556), which
U.S.C., p.3.
comprises section
section 626 of title 39 of the United States Code, be
comprises
amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
amended to
read as
Provisions
"Clerks
orroho
other
promotions
Provisions
togovening
governing
positions
"Cl
.
erk
s in
i
n the
th
e highest grade in
specti ve lines
li nes or
th er
i their re
rrespective
lns
promotions to positions
"
of
assignments
assi
gnments shall be eligible
egib
of chiefclerkmodified.
chief cler k modified. aSS1
li
le for promotion t
o positions
pos iti ons of
of c
l
er ks
to
clerks
in charge in said lines or corresponding
corresponding positions in other assignments, and clerks assigned as assistant chief clerks and clerks in
in
grade 6. or higher rank, in their respective divisions, shall, after one
Railway
Railway Mail Se
ice.
Vol.
37, p. 556.
Vol. 3,
p. 1273.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
394, 404.
CHS. 393, 394,404.

881

JUNE
6, 1934.
JUNE 5, 6,1934.

year
of continuous
service in
eligible for promobe eligible
capacity, be
in such
such capacity,
continuous service
year of
tion
positions of
clerks in
division for satisfactory,
said division
in said
chief clerks
of chief
to positions
tion to
efficient, and
service, under such
such regulations
regulations as the Postfaithful service,
and faithful
efficient,
master
prescribe."
shall prescribe."
General shall
master General
Approved, June 5,
1934.
5, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
394.]
[CHAPTER 394.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
called the
To amend
amend the
the Act
Act of
June 7,
7, 1924,
1924, commonly
commonly called
approved June
of Congress
Congress approved
To
"San
Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto.
and Acts
Act", and
Carlos Act",
"San Carlos

the
Be
it enacted
and Howuse
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act of
in Congress
America in
United States
commonly
476), commonly
Congress approved
approved June
(43 Stat.L. 475, 476),
1924 (43
7, 1924
June 7,
Congress
supplementary thereto,
called the
Carlos Act", and Acts supplementary
the "San
"San Carlos
called
including the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
March 7,
(45 Stat.L.
7, 1928 (45
approved March
the Act
including
210-212),
and Acts
be, and
and the
the same
same are
thereto, be,
supplementary thereto,
Acts supplementary
210-212), and
hereby,
provide that the construction cost of the
as to provide
amended so as
hereby, amended
San Carlos
project, including
of the power development
development at
the cost
cost of
including the
San
Carlos project,
the
and the
the transmission
transmission line
line or lines shall be repaid
Dam and
Coolidge Dam
the Coolidge
without
interest, and
and that
part thereof to
to be paid on account of the
that part
without interest,
lands in
public or
or private
be repaid
in forty equal
repaid in
shall be
ownership shall
private ownership
in public
lands
annual installments
installments beginning
beginning on
1935, the date fixed by
on December 1, 1935,
annual
Secretary of the Interior.
the public
public notice
heretofore issued by the Secretary
notice heretofore
the
The
Secretary of the Interior, with the consent of the San Carlos
The Secretary
Irrigation
Drainage District, is hereby authorized
authorized to modify
Irrigation and Drainage
herewith.
repayment contract
contract in accordance
accordance herewith.
the existing repayment
5, 1934.
Approved, June 5,

June 5,
1934.
5, 1934.
[H.R. 8938.]
[Public, No. 290.]

[H.R. 8938.]
[Public, No. 290.]

San Carlos
Carlos irrigation
irrigation
project, Ariz.
project,
Vol. 43,
43, p.
p. 475;
Vol.
475; Vol.
Vol.
45, p.
212.
45,
p. 212.
Costs as
Indian
Costs
as to
to Indian
repaid withlands to be repaid
out interest.

Amortization of
of priAmortization
vately, etc.,
etc., owned
owned
vately,
lands in
annual inin 40 annual
stallments.

Contract modified
modified acacContract
cordingly.
cordingly.

[CHAPTER 404.]

AN ACT
provide for the regulation
regulation of securities
securities exchanges
over-the-counter
exchanges and of over-the-counter
To provide
markets
interstate and
and foreign
commerce and
through the mails,
and through
foreign commerce
in interstate
operating in
markets operating
to
exchanges and markets,
prevent inequitable
inequitable and unfair practices on such exchanges
to prevent
and for other purposes.
purposes.

June
6, 1934.
1934.
June 6,
[H.R. 93234
[Public, No. 291.1

lH.nR. 323.]

[Public, No. 291.]

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
assembled,
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
America in
States of America
United
TITLE
1—REGULATION OF
OF SECURITIES
SECURITEES EXCHANGES
EXCHANGES
TITLE I-REGULATION
SHORT TITLE
TITLE
SHORT

Securities
Securities
Act of 1934.

Exchange
Exchanp

Short
title.
Short title.

S
ECTION 1.
1. This
This Act
Act may
cited as
as the ""Securities
Exchange Act
Securities Exchange
be cited
may be
SECTION
of
1934."
of 1934."
NECESSITY FOR
FOR REGULATION
REGULATION AS
AS PROVIDED
PROVIDED IN
THIS TITLE
TITLE
IN THIS
NECESSITY

Necessity
for regulaNecessity for
tion.

S
EC. 2.
2. For
For the
reasons hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated,
enumerated, transactions
transactions in
the reasons
SEC.
securities as
as commonly
commonly conducted
upon securities
securities exchanges
exchanges and
and
conducted upon
securities
interest
over-the-counter markets
are affected
affected with aa national public interest
markets are
over-the-counter
which makes
makes it
to provide for
regulation and control
control of
of
for regulation
it necessary
necessary to
which
such
transactions and
and matters
related thereto,
thereto,
matters related
practices and
of practices
and of
such transactions
including transactions
officers, directors,
principal security
directors, and principal
by officers,
transactions by
including
holders,
reports, and
and to
requirements
to impose
impose requirements
appropriate reports,
to require
require appropriate
holders, to
necessary
such regulation
reasonably complete
complete
control reasonably
and control
regulation and
to make
make such
necessary to
and
effective, in
order to
interstate commerce,
national
the national
commerce, the
protect interstate
to protect
in order
and effective,
credit,
protect and
more effective
effective
make more
and make
to protect
power, to
taxing power,
Federal taxing
the Federal
credit, the

Declaration
of purDeclaration of
objects.
poses and
and objects.

86637-__34---56
86637°-34---56
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
CH. 404.
6, 1934.
1934.
73d
SESS. II.
II. CH.
404. JUNE
JUNE 6,
system and
and Federal
Federal Reserve
System, and
to
the national banking system
Reserve System,
and to
maintenance of
such
insure the maintenance
of fair and honest markets
markets in such
transactions:
transactions:
transactions (a)
(a) are
(1) Such transactions
are carried
carried on in
in large volume
volume by the
public generally
generally and
and in
part originate
originate outside
outside the
in
in large
large part
the States
States in
which the exchanges
exchanges and over-the-counter
over-the-counter markets are
are located
located and/or
and/or
are effected by means
means of the mails and
and instrumentalities of interstate
commerce; (b) constitute an important part of
of the current of interinterstate commerce;
(c) involve in large part the
securities of issuers
commerce; (c)
the securities
issuers
engaged in interstate
engaged
interstate commerce;
commerce; (d) involve the use of credit,
directly affect the financing
transportation in
in
financing of
of trade, industry,
industry, and transportation
interstate commerce,
influence the
commerce, and directly affect
affect and
and influence
the volume
of interstate commerce; and affect the national credit.
(2) The prices established and
transactions are
(2)
and offered
offered in such transactions
are
throughout the
States and
generally disseminated
disseminated and quoted
quoted throughout
the United
United States
and
foreign countries and constitute a
abasis for determining
determining and estabestablishing the prices at which securities
securities are
are bought and sold, the
the
amount of certain taxes owing to the United States
several
States and
and to the several
States by owners, buyers, and sellers of securities,
securities, and the value
value of
collateral for bank loans.
exchanges and
(3) Frequently the prices of securities
securities on such exchanges
and
markets are susceptible to manipulation
dismarkets
manipulation and.
and control, and
and the
the dissemination of such prices gives rise to excessive
speculation, resultsemination
excessive speculation,
resulting in sudden and unreasonable
unreasonable fluctuations
securities
fluctuations in the prices of securities
which (a) cause alternately
alternately unreasonable
unreasonable expansion
expansion and unreasonunreasonable contraction
contraction of the volume of
available for
for trade,
transof credit
credit available
trade, transportation, and industry
industry in interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, (b) hinder
hinder the
proper appraisal of the value of securities
prevent a
a fair
fair
securities and thus prevent
calculation of taxes owing to the United States and to the several
calculation
several
(c) prevent
prevent
States by owners, buyers, and sellers of securities, and (c)
the fair valuation of collateral
and/or obstruct the
collateral for
for bank loans and/or
effective operation of the national
national banking system and Federal
Federal
Reserve System.
Reserve
(4) National emergencies,
widespread unemployunemploy(4)
emergencies, which
which produce
produce widespread
ment and the dislocation
dislocation of trade, transportation, and
industry, and
and
and industry,
which burden interstate commerce
commerce and adversely
adversely affect the general
general
welfare, are precipitated,
intensified, and
prolonged by manipulation
manipulation
precipitated, intensified,
and prolonged
and sudden and unreasonable
unreasonable fluctuations
fluctuations of security prices and
and by
by
excessive
and to
to meet
excessive speculation on such exchanges and markets, and
meet
Federal Government
Government is
great
such emergencies
emergencies the Federal
is put
put to such great
expense as to burden the national credit.
credit,
expense

p
Definitions and ap•
and A
pefinitions
plication
of Act.

"Exchange".
"Exchan
ge".

elarket claeand fa-

Market
place and fadlities
included,

"Faclity."
"Facility."

OF TITLE
DA INITIOIS AIND
DEFINITIONS
AND APPLICATION
APPLICATION or

SEc.
(a) When used in this title, unless the context otherwise
SEC. 3. (a)
otherwise
requires—
requires(1)
"exchange
" means any organization,
1) The term "
exchange"
organization, association,
association,
or group of persons, whether incorporated
incorporated or unincorporated,
unincorporated, which
constitutes, maintains,
maintains, or
market place
or facilities
facilities for
constitutes,
or provides
provides aa market
place or
for
sellers of
of securities
securities or
for otherotherbringing together purchasers
purchasers and
and sellers
or for
wise performing
performing with respect to securities the functions commonly
commonly
a stock exchange
performed by a
exchange as that term is generally
generally understood,
understood,
and includes the market place and the market facilities maintained
maintained
by such exchange.
(2)
"facility
(2) The term "
facility "
" when used with respect to an exchange
exchange
includes
includes its premises, tangible or intangible property whether
whether on
the premises or not, any right to the use of such premises or property or any service thereof
thereof for the purpose of effecting or reporting
aa transaction on an exchange (including,
(including, among other things, any

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CH.
CH. 404.
404.

6, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 6,
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system
communication to or
the exchange,
exchange, by
ticker or
or
system of
of communication
or from
from the
by ticker
otherwise, maintained
maintained by
the exchange),
by or with
with the consent
consent of
of the
exchange),
and
r
y right
exchange to
to the
the use
use of
of any
property or
or service.
service.
and an
any
right of the exchange
any property
"Member."
(3) The term "
"member"
(3)
member "when used with respect to an exchange "Member."
transactions on
means any person who is permitted either to effect transactions
the exchange
exchange without
without the services
services of another person acting
acting as
as broker,
exchange for transactions
transactions
or to make use
use of the
the facilities of
of an exchange
a commission or fee or with the payment
thereon without payment
payment of a
payment
of aa commission or fee which is less than that charged the
general
the general
public, and includes
includes any firm transacting a
broker or
a business as broker
dealer of
partner, and
of any
dealer
of which a
a member is
is a
a partner,
and any
any partner
partner of
any
such
such firm.
firm.
"Broker."
The term
term ""broker ""means any person engaged in the business "Broker."
(4) The
effecting transactions
transactions in securities
securities for the account of
of effecting
of others,
others, but
but
does not include
include aa bank.
bank.
(5)
dealer" means
engaged in
"dealer"
means any person
person engaged
in the
the busibusi- "Dealer."
"Dealer."
(5) The term "
securities for his
account, through
through
ness of buying
buying and selling
selling securities
his own
own account,
but does
does not
include aa bank,
or any
any person
person Exclusions.
aa broker
broker or
or otherwise,
otherwise, but
not include
bank, or
Exclusions.
insofar as he buys or sells securities for his own account, either indiregular
vidually or
or in some
some fiduciary
fiduciary capacity,
capacity, but not
not as a
a part of aaregular
business.
business.
(6)
(A) a
abanking
"Bank."
banking institution
institution organized
organized "Bank."
(6) The term "
" bank
bank "
" means
means (A)
United States,
under the
the laws
laws of
of the United
States, (B)
(B) aa member
member bank of
of the
the
Federal Reserve
whether
Federal
Reserve System,
System, (C)
(C) any other banking
banking institution, whether
incorporated or
business under the
incorporated
or not, doing
doing business
the laws of any State
State or
or of
of
the United
United States,
States, a
substantial portion
business of
which
the
a substantial
portion of
of the
the business
of which
consists
deposits or
exercising fiduciary
fiduciary powers
powers simiTrusteeships.
consists of
of receiving
receiving deposits
or exercising
simi- Vol.
38
p. 262.
38, p.
lar to
under section
p. 276.
of the
the IJ.S.C.,
.s.c., P.
section 11(k) of
national banks under
permitted to
to national
lar
to those
those permitted
Federal
Act, as
amended, and
is supervised
supervised and
and exexFederal Reserve
Reserve Act,
as amended,
and which
which is
amined by State or Federal
Federal authority having supervision
supervision over banks,
and which is not operated for the purpose of
evading the proof evading
proa receiver,
visions of this title, and (D) a
receiver, conservator,
conservator, or other liquiagent of any
any institution
institution or
included in
in clauses
(A), (B),
(B),
dating agent
or firm
firm included
clauses (A),
or (C)
of this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
or
(C) of
(7) The
"director ""means
any director
director of
corporation or
"Director."
or "Director."
of a
a corporation
means any
term "director
(7)
The term
any person
person performing
performing similar
respect to any
any organiany
similar functions with respect
zation, whether
incorporated or
or unincorporated.
unincorporated.
zation,
whether incorporated
(8)
issuer " means
person who
"Issuer."
issues or
or proposes
proposes "issuer."
any person
who issues
term "
"issuer"
means any
(8) The
The term
to issue
issue any
any security;
except that
that with
with respect
respect to
to certificates
certificates of
of
security; except
to
certificates, or collateral-trust
collateral-trust
voting-trust certificates,
deposit for
for securities,
securities, voting-trust
certificates, or
with respect
respect to
certificates of
of interest or shares in an Qualifying provi
to certificates
or with
certificates,
oas
.
directors or s8'
unincorporated
investment trust not having
having a
a board of directors
unincorporated investment
of the
the fixed,
fixed, restricted
restricted management,
management, or
or unit
unit type,
term "
issuer "
" issuer"
type, the
the term
of
means the
the person
or persons
performing the
acts and
and assuming
assuming the
the
means
person or
persons performing
the acts
duties of
or manager
provisions of
of the
of depositor
depositor or
manager pursuant
pursuant to the provisions
duties
trust
or other
securities
which such
such securities
or instrument under
under which
trust or
other agreement
agreement or
are
issued; and
that with
with respect
equipment-trust certificertifirespect to
to equipment-trust
are issued;
and except
except that
cates
or like
like securities,
securities, the
issuer ""means
means the
the person
person by
by whom
whom
cates or
the term
term ""issuer
the
or property
used.
is to be, used.
is, or is
property is,
equipment or
the equipment
(9) The
term "person"
person" means
means an
individual, a
a corporation,
corporation, a
"Person."
a "Person."
an individual,
(9)
The term
partnership,
association, a
joint-stock company,
business trust,
company, aa business
trust,
partnership, an
an association,
a joint-stock
or
an unincorporated
unincorporated organization.
organization.
or an
(10)
"security "" means
means any
any note,
treasury stock,
stock, "Security."
"security.
note, stock,
stock, treasury
(10) The
The term
term "security
bond, debenture,
debenture, certificate
certificate of
of interest
interest or
or participation
in any
any profitprofitparticipation in
bond,
sharing agreement
any oil,
oil, gas,
or other
mineral royalty
royalty or
or
gas, or
other mineral
agreement or
or in
in any
sharing
lease,
any collateral-trust
collateral-trust certificate,
certificate, preorganization
certificate or
or
preorganization certificate
lease, any
subscription, transferable
transferable share,
investment contract,
voting-trust
contract, voting-trust
share, investment
subscription,
certificate, certificate
certificate of
in general,
general, any
any
or in
for a
a security,
security, or
of deposit,
deposit, for
certificate,
instrument
known as
"security"; or
certificate of
of
or any
any certificate
as aa "security";
instrument commonly
commonly known
i
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"Equity security."
security."

"Equity

"Exempted secu"Exempted
rity"
"exempted
ity" or "exempted
securities."

seen-

securities."

n
and

"sae
"Sale"

Sipnr .

d "pur-

hBuy"

chase."

hase'

an d 4a se11 .>:
and
"sell."

"Commission."
"commission."
"State."

"State."

"Interstate
"Intrstate
coerce."

eom-

Authority conferred
conferred
uto accounting,
to dfine
define
and trade
terms.

technical,
tehnical,

ters.

Inapplicable to Federal agencies, not
to speecifically provided for.

er agenciale
eiscany provided for.

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

CH.
404.
CH. 404.
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in, temporary
or interim
interim certificate
for,
interest or participation
participation in,
temporary or
certificate for
receipt
right to
to subscribe
or purchase,
any of
of
receipt for, or warrant
warrant or
or right
subscribe to
to or
purchase, any
the
shall not
not include
include currency
currency or
any note,
bill
the foregoing;
foregoing; but
but shall
or any
note, draft,
draft, bill
acceptance which
the
of exchange,
exchange, or
or banker's acceptance
which has
has aa maturity
maturity at
at the
time of
of not
exceeding nine
months, exclusive
days of
of
of issuance
issuance of
not exceeding
nine months,
exclusive of
of days
thereof the
of which
which is
is likewise
grace, or any
any renewal
renewal thereof
the maturity
maturity of
likewise
limited.
limited.
(11)
" equity security ""means any stock or similar secur(11) The term
term"
ity; or any security convertible,
with or
convertible, with
or without
without consideration,
consideration, into
into
security, or
warrant or right to subscribe
subscribe to
to or
or
such a
a security,
or carrying any
any warrant
purchase such a
asecurity;
warrant or
or right;
right; or
or any
any other
purchase
security; or
or any
any such
such warrant
other
security which the Commission shall deem to
to be
be of similar nature
nature
and consider necessary or appropriate, by such rules and
and regulations
as it
it may prescribe
prescribe in
in the
the public interest
interest or
or for
for the
the protection of
of
investors, to treat as an equity security.
security.
(12) The term "
"exempted
security" or
(12)
exempted security"
securities"
or "exempted
"exempted securities"
shall
which are
direct obligations
obligations of
or obligations
obligations
shall include
include securities
securities which
are direct
of or
United States;
such
guaranteed as to
to principal or
or interest by
by the
the United
States; such
guaranteed by corporations -in
in which the
securities issued or guaranteed
the United
States has aa direct or indirect interest as shall
designated for
shall be
be designated
for
exemption
necessary or
exemption by the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury as necessary
or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection
protection of investors; securities which are direct obligations
obligations of or obligations guaranteed
guaranteed as to
to
principal or interest by a
thereof
a State or any political subdivision thereof
instrumentality of a
or any agency or instrumentality
a State or any
any political subdivisubdivithereof or any municipal corporate
corporate instrumentality
or
sion thereof
instrumentality of
of one
one or
more States; and such other securities
securities (which may include, among
among
others, unregistered
unregistered securities, the market in which is
i
spredominantly
predominantly
intrastate)
Commission may, by such rules and regulations
intrastate) as the Commission
regulations as
it deems necessary
necessary or appropriate
appropriate in the public interest
interest or for the
protection
protection of investors,
investors, either unconditionally
unconditionally or upon specified
specified terms
and conditions or -for
periods, exempt from the
for stated periods,
the operation
operation of
of
any one or more provisions
provisions of this title which by
not
by their terms
terms do not
apply to an "exempted
"exempted security
security"
"exempted securities."
securities."
" or to "exempted
" buy
buy""and "purchase
(13) The terms "
"purchase"
each include
include any
" each
any contract
contract
or otherwise
to buy,
buy, purchase,
purchase, or
otherwise acquire.
acquire.
(14)
"sale"
include any contract to
(14) The terms "
sale " and "sell"
"sell " each include
to
sell or otherwise
otherwise dispose of.
(15) The term "
"Commission
" means the Securities and Exchange
Commission"
Commission established
established by
of this
Commission
by section
section 44of
this title.
title.
(16)
(16) The term " State'
State" means any State of the United States,
States, the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Philippine
Islands,
Islands, the Canal Zone, the Virgin Islands, or
possession
or any
any other possession
of the United States.
(17)
The term
term "interstate
(17) The
"interstate commerce"
commerce " means
means trade,
trade, commerce,
commerce,
transportation, or communication
communication among the several States, or
or
between any foreign country and any State, or between
between
between any State
and any place or ship outside thereof.
(b) The Commission and the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, as to matters
within their respective jurisdictions, shall have power by rules and
regulations
technical, trade, and accounting terms used
regulations to define technical,
in this title insofar
insofar as such definitions are not inconsistent with the
provisions of this title.
(c) No provision
provision of
of this
shall apply
be deemed
to
(e)
this title
title shall
apply to,
to, or
or be
deemed to
include,
independent establishment
include, any
any executive
executive department
department or
or independent
establishment of
the United States, or any lending agency which is wholly owned,
directly
or indirectly,
directly or
indirectly, by the United States, or any officer, agent, or
or
employee of any such department,
establishment, or agency, acting
department, establishment,
in the course of his official
official duty as such, unless such provision
provision makes
makes
department, establishment,
specific reference
reference to such department,
establishment, or agency.
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SECURITIES AND
COMMISSION
AND EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES

Securities and
and ExEx-Common
churities
change Commission.

Establishment,
pEsablishment,
a Securities
Securities and Exchange position,
established a
SEc..4.
(a) There is hereby established
SEC. 4. (a)
etc.
,
") to be p
Commission (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the ""Commission ")
Commission

composed
of five
five commissioners
to be
be appointed
by the
the President
President
appointed by
commissioners to
composed of
by
advice and consent
consent of the Senate. Not more than
with the
the advice
by and
and with
members of
shall be
three
of such
such commissioners
commissioners shall
be members
of the same political
three of
party, and
appointments members
different political
political
members of different
in making
making appointments
and in
party,
alternately as nearly as may be practiappointed alternately
parties shall be .appointed
other business,
any other
cable.
No commissioner
shall engage
engage in any
business, vocation,
vocation,
commissioner shall
cable. No
y
comisioer
or
serving as
commissioner, nor
nor shall
shall any
any
as commissioner,
that of
of serving
than that
or employment
employment than
commissioner
directly or
stock-market
indirectly, in any stock-market
or indirectly,
participate, directly
commissioner participate,
operations or transactions
transactions of aa character
character subject to regulation
regulation by
operations
commissioner shall
the Commission
to this title. Each commissioner
pursuant to
Commission pursuant
the
$10,000 aa year and shall hold office
receive a
rate of $10,000
the rate
salary at the
a salary
receive
(1) any
that (1)
for a
aterm
term of
five years,
years, except
any commissioner
commissioner appointed
except that
of five
for
for
vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term for
fill a
a vacancy
to fill
appointed for the
which his
appointed, shall be appointed
was appointed,
his predecessor
predecessor was
which
(2) the terms of office of the commisremainder of such term, and (2)
commisremainder
title
sioners first
first taking
enactment of this title
of enactment
date of
the date
after the
office after
taking office
sioners
shall expire,
expire, as
by the
President at the
nominathe time of nominathe President
designated by
as designated
shall
tion,
at the
year, one at
at the end of two years, one
of one
one year,
end of
the end
one at
tion, one
at
end of
of three
years, one
one at
at the
the end
of four
four years,
years, and
and one at
at
end of
three years,
at the
the end
the end
end of
date of
of enactment
of this
this title.
enactment of
the date
after the
years, after
of five
five years,
the
the comfix the
and fix
(b) The
The Commission
to appoint
appoint and
comauthorized to
is authorized
Commission is
(b)
pensation of
officers, attorneys,
attorneys, examiners,
examiners, and other experts
of such
such officers,
pensation
as
necessary for carrying out its functions under this Act,
as may
may be necessary
without
regard to the
provisions of other laws applicable
applicable to the
the provisions
without regard
employment
compensation of
officers and employees
employees of the
of officers
and compensation
employment and
United
States, and
and the Commission
Commission may,
may, subject
subject to the civil-service
United States,
in
laws,
appoint such
such other
other officers
and employees
employees as
necessary in
are necessary
as are
officers and
laws, appoint
the
execution of
accordance
and fix their salaries in accordance
of its
its functions and
the execution
with the
Act of 1923, as amended.
Classification Act
the Classification
with
TRANSACTIONS
EXCHANGES
UNREGISTERED EXCHANGES
TRANSACTIONS ON UNREGISTERED

comcom-

Political division.
division.
Political

employment,
Other employment,
etc., by commissioner

gr
c
i;idb
dy
encommissioner

forbidden.

Salary, term
of office,
office,
term of
Salary,
fllhng vacancies, etc.
flling vacancies. etc.

Other officers, experts, etc.
perts,etc.

Employees.
Employees.
Vol. 46, p. 1003.

Unregistered exexUnregistered
changes.
changes.

Use
of malls
or ininmails or
Ue of
SEc.
5. It
exchange, strumentality
dealer, or exchange,
broker, dealer,
for any broker,
be unlawful
unlawful for
shall be
It shall
SEC. 5.
of Interinterstrumentality
commerce
in
sein
scommeroe
state
or
mails
of
directly
or
indirectly,
to
make
the
any
means
or
use
make
to
indirectly,
or
directly
curity transaction on,
ultit.asln on.
commerce for the purpose of using any unlawful.
instrumentality of
interstate commerce
of interstate
instrumentality
facility of
an exchange
within or
the jurisdiction
of the
jurisdiction of
to the
subject to
or subject
exchange within
of an
facility
United
States to
to effect
any transaction
in a
security, or
to report
report
or to
a security,
transaction in
effect any
United States
any
transaction, unless
unless such
such exchange
(1) is registered
registered as a
a
exchange (1)
such transaction,
any such
national
securities exchange
this title,
or (2)
(2) is
title, or
of this
section 66 of
under section
exchange under
national securities
E
d xemptions authorexempted
registration upon
by the
the exchange
exchange izeExemptions
authorapplication by
upon application
such registration
from such
exempted from
because,
in
the
opinion
of
the
Commission,
by
reason
of
the
limited
the
limited
because, in the opinion of the Commission, by reason of
volume
transactions effected
effected on
it is
is not
not practiexchange, it
such exchange,
on such
of transactions
volume of
cable
and not
not necessary
or appropriate
appropriate in
in the
the public
or foi
fol
interest or
public interest
necessary or
cable and
the protection
of investors
investors to
registration.
such registration.
require such
to require
protection of
the
REGISTRATION
NATIONAL SECURITIES
SECURITIES EXCHANGES
EXCHANGES
OF NATIONAL
REGISTRATION OF

Registration of
of naRegistration
securities
extional
securities na-

changes.

Requirements.
SEC.
6. (a)
(a) Any
Any exchange
the Commission
Commission Requirements.
with the
be registered
registered with
may be
exchange may
SEC. 6.
as
national securities
securities exchange
exFhange. under the terms and conditions
as a
a national
Registration
hereinafter provided
in this
by filing
Registration statestate- ment;
registration statea registration
filing a
section, by
this section,
provided in
hereinafter
documents to
to
containing the
ment in
form as
the Commission
the accompanent
prescribe, containing
may prescribe,
Commission may
accompany.
as the
such form
in such
ment
agreements, setting
information, and
accompanied by the
and accompanied
the information,
forth the
setting forth
agreements,
documents, below
specified:
below specified:
documents,
(1)
An agreement
agreement (which
shall not be construed
construed as a
a waiver of
of
(which shall
(1) An
any constitutional
right to
the validity
any
of any
validity of
contest the
to contest
any right
or any
right or
any
constitutional right
rule
regulation) to
and to
to enforce
enforce so far as
is within its
as is
comply, and
to comply,
or regulation)
rule or
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powers compliance
its members,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this title,
title,
powers
compliance by
by its
members, with
with the
and
any amendment
thereto and
and any
any rule
rule or
regulation made
made or
be
and any
amendment thereto
or regulation
or to
to be
made thereunder;
thereunder;
made
(2) Such
Such data
data as
to its
its organization,
of procedure,
procedure, and
and mem(2)
as to
organization, rules
rules of
membership, and
and such
such other
as the
the Commission
bership,
other information
information as
Commission may
may by
by rules
rules
and
regulations require
being necessary
or appropriate
appropriate in
in the
and regulations
require as
as being
necessary or
the
public interest
the protection
protection of
investors;
public
interest or
or for
for the
of investors;
(3) Copies
of its
its constitution,
articles of
(3)
Copies of
constitution, articles
of incorporation
incorporation with
with all
all
amendments thereto,
and of
its existing
or rules
or instruamendments
thereto, and
of its
existing bylaws
bylaws or
rules or
instruments
corresponding thereto,
thereto, whatever
which are
are hereinhereinments corresponding
whatever the
the name,
name, which
collectively referred
referred to
"rules of
of the
exchange";
and
after collectively
to as
as the
the "rules
the exchange
"; and
(4) An agreement
(4)
furnish to
the Commission
copies of
any
agreement to
to furnish
to the
Commission copies
of any
amendments to
to the
the rules
of the
the exchange
forthwith upon
amendments
rules of
exchange forthwith
upon their
their
adoption.
adoption.
Disciplinary provi(b)
(b) No registration shall be granted or remain in force unless the
sions in rules of exexchange.
rules
the exchange
for the
change,
rules of
of the
exchange include
include provision
provision for
the expulsion,
expulsion, suspension,
suspension,
or
disciplining of
of a
member for
inconsistent
or disciplining
a member
for conduct
conduct or
or proceeding
proceeding inconsistent
with just and equitable
equitable principles
trade, and
and declare
declare that
principles of trade,
that the
the
of any
any provisions
provisions of
title or
any rule
rule or
regulawillful violation
violation of
of this
this title
or any
or regulathereunder shall
shall be
be considered
conduct or
proceeding incontion thereunder
considered conduct
or proceeding
inconwith just
and equitable
equitable principles
principles of
sistent with
just and
of trade.
trade.
Adoption of addi(c) Nothing
title shall
shall be
construed to
to prevent
prevent any
exchange
()
Nothing in
this title
Aidption
in this
be construed
any exchange
tional
rules ofbyaddiby exchange.
from
adopting and
enforcing any
with this
this title
title
change.
from adopting
and enforcing
any rule
rule not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
and the rules and regulations
regulations thereunder
thereunder and the
the applicable
applicable laws
laws of
of
the
State in
in which
which it
it is
the State
is located.
located.
Commission author(d)
to the Commission
that the
exchange applying
applying
otmmission
author(d) IfIf it
it appears
appears to
Commission that
the exchange
ity
ity to
to grant
grant registraregistration.
tion.
for registration
is so
so organized
registration is
organized as
to be
be able
to comply
with the
as to
able to
comply with
the
provisions of this
the rules
rules and
regulations thereunder
and
provisions
this title
title and
and the
and regulations
thereunder and
of the
exchange are
just and
that the
the rules of
the exchange
are just
and adequate
adequate to
to insure
insure fair
fair
dealing and
dealing
investors, the
shall cause
and to protect
protect investors,
the Commission
Commission shall
cause such
such
exchange
exchange to be registered as a
securities exchange.
a national
national securities
exchange.
Order to
be made
Order
to be
made
(e)
(e) Within thirty days after the filing of the application, the
the
within 30 days.
Commission
Commission shall enter an order either
either granting
granting or,
after approprior, after
appropriHearing when denearing
de- ate
registration
a
ate notice
notice and opportunity
opportunity for hearing, denying regi
st
rati on as a
nied.
national securities exchange, unless the exchange
for regisregisexchange applying
applying for
tration shall withdraw
withdraw its
application or
or consent
consent to
Commission's
tration
its application
to the
the Commission's

deferring action
deferring
action on
stated longer
longer period
after
on its
its application
application for
for a
a stated
period after

Filing application
dFinda
plfrecteipn
the date of filing. The filing
filing with the
of an
an application
application
the Commission
Commission of
deemed date
date of
of receipt.
receipt.
deemed
Amendments p
Amendments
p eer
r-- for registration
registration by an exchange shall
shall be deemed
deemed to have
have taken place
mitted.
mttedupon
upon the receipt
Amendments to
an application
receipt thereof. Amendments
to an
application may
may be
be
made upon
upon such
such terms
terms as
the Commission
may prescribe.
made
as the
Commission may
prescribe.
Withdrawal of regis(f) An
may, upon
appropriate application
application in
egis
(f)
An exchange
exchange may,
upon appropriate
in accordance
accordance
trwatio by
tration
byeof
exchange.
with the rules and regulations
regulations of
the Commission,
Commission, and
upon such
of the
and upon
such
Commission may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary f
or the
the protection
protection of
of
terms as
as the
the Commission
for
investors, withdraw its registration.
registration.
Margin
Margin
ments.

requirerequire-

Rules
governing
Rules ofgoverning
amount
credit on

MARGIN
REQIJIMENTS
MARGIN
REQ
utHEMENTS
ARI
IIENTS

Ea
S
. 7. (a)
Sac.
For the
purpose of
excessive use
use of
of
(a) For
the purpose
of preventing
preventing the
the excessive

registered security
registered
seeurity to credit for the purchase
purchase or carrying
carrying of securities,
securities, the Federal
Federal Reserve
be prescribed.

be rescbed

Marginal requireMarginalrequirement standard.

Board shall, prior to the effective date of this section and from time

to
to time
time thereafter, prescribe rules and regulations
regulations with respect to the
amount
amount of credit that may be initially extended
extended and
and subsequently
subsequently
maintained
maintained on any security (other than an exempted security)
security) regis-

tered on a
a national securities exchange. For the initial extension of

credit,
credit, such rules and regulations
regulations shall be based upon
upon the following
following
standard: An amount not greater than whichever is the higher ofstandard:
of—
(1)
the
(1) 55 per centum of the current market price of the
security, or
or
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(2)
100 per
centum of the lowest market price of the security
per centum
(2) 100
calendar months, but not more
during the preceding thirty-six calendar
than
current market price.
than 75 per centum of the current
Such
appropriate provision
provision with
regulations may make appropriate
rules and regulations
Such rules

Rules governing
ungoverningunRuies
der margined accounts,
withdrawals,etc.
etc.
accounts for limited withdrawals,
respect to
to the
the carrying
undermargined accounts
of undermargined
carrying of
respect

withdrawal of funds or
periods
.
and under
under specified
conditions; the withdrawal
specified conditions;
and
periods
securities; the
the substitution
additional purchases of securities;
securities; the
or additional
substitution or
securities;
transfer
of accounts
one lender
lender to
another; special
special or different
different
to another;
from one
accounts from
transfer of
sales arbitrage
margin
for delayed
delayed deliveries, short sales,
arbitrage
requirements for
margin requirements

Delayed deliveries,
Delayeddeliveries,
short sales, etc.

sub-ortsales, etc.
of this
transactions,
to which
(2) a
this subparagraph (2)
which paragraph
securities to
and securities
transactions, and
section
the bases and the methods to be used in
apply; the
not apply;
does not
section does
calculating
and margins and market prices; and similar
loans, and
calculating loans,
administrative adjustments
details. For the purposes of paraadjustments and details.
administrative
Determining lowest
lowest
1, 1936,
1936, the lowest price Determining
July 1,
graph (2)
of this
until July
subsection, until
this subsection,
(2) of
graph
price of a
a security.
at which
which a
has sold
1, 1933,
1933, shall be con- priceof security.
sold on or after July 1,
security has
a security
at
sidered
at which such security has sold during
price at
lowest price
the lowest
as the
sidered as
the
calendar months.
thirty-six calendar
preceding thirty-six
the preceding
Departure from margDepa'trerommear
(a) of this ginal
(b)
Notwithstanding the
provisions of subsection (a)
the provisions
(b) Notwithstanding
requirement
standard perdtted.
permitted.
section,
Federal Reserve
Board, may, from
from time to time, with standard
Reserve Board,
the Federal
section, the
transactions, or classes of
respect to
or specified
specified securities or transactions,
to all
all or
respect
securities, or
classes of
of transactions,
transactions, by
by such
such rules and regulations
or classes
securities,
(1)
prescribe such
lower margin
requirements for the initial extenmargin requirements
such lower
(1) prescribe
sion or
or maintenance
of credit
necessary or appropriate
as it deems necessary
credit as
maintenance of
sion
for
accommodation of commerce
commerce and industry, having due regard
the accommodation
for the
to
the general
general credit
credit situation
situation of
(2) prescribe
the country, and (2)
of the
to the
such
higher margin
requirements for the initial extension or maintemargin requirements
such higher
nance of
of credit
as it
it may
may deem
appropriate to prevent
prevent
or appropriate
necessary or
deem necessary
credit as
nance
the excessive
excessive use
securities.
in securities.
transactions in
finance transactions
to finance
of credit
credit to
use of
the
Unlawful credit exexunlawful
a national
of a
any member
(c) It
It shall
shall be
member of
national securities
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
(c)
cusetc., to cus. tensions, etc.,
a business in securiexchange or
or any
any broker
securi- tomer.
tomer.
who transacts a
dealer who
broker or dealer
exchange
ties through
medium of
of any
any such
such member,
indirectly
directly or indirectly
member, directly
the medium
through the
ties
to extend
or maintain
maintain credit
credit or
or arrange
extension or maintearrange for the extension
to
extend or
nance
to or for
customer—
any customerfor any
of credit
credit to
nance of
(1)
On any
(other than
than an
security) registered
registered
an exempted
exempted security)
any security
security (other
(1) On
on aa national
securities exchange,
contravention of the rules and
in contravention
exchange, in
national securities
on
regulations which
which the
Federal Reserve Board shall prescribe
prescribe under
under
the Federal
regulations
subsections
and (b)
(b) of
of this
this section.
(a) and
subsections (a)
Exceptions
under
p
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(2)
or on
exempted regutCea
other than exempted
collateral other
any collateral
on any
collateral or
Without collateral
regulations
Federal
(2) Without
Reserve
Board
may
Reserve Board may
securities
and/or securities
registered upon
national securities prescribe.
upon aa national
securities registered
securities and/or
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regulations
and
exchange,
except
in
accordance
with
such
.
rules
regulations
as
exchange, except in accordance with such rules
under
the
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board may
(A) to permit
permit under
prescribe (A)
may prescribe
the Federal
specified
conditions and
period any such member,
limited period
for aa limited
and for
specified conditions
extended in conbroker,
dealer to
to maintain
maintain a
a credit
credit initially extended
or dealer
broker, or
formity
the rules
Reserve Board,
Federal Reserve
of the Federal
regulations of
and regulations
rules and
with the
formity with
and
(B) to
to permit
permit the
the extension
credit in cases
of credit
maintenance of
or maintenance
extension or
and (B)
where
extension or
maintenance of
purpose
for the purpose
not for
is not
credit is
of credit
or maintenance
the extension
where the
of
purchasing or
or carrying
securities or
or of
of evading
evading or
or circumventing
circumventing
carrying securities
of purchasing
the
provisions of
paragraph (1)
of this
this subsection.
subsection.
(1) of
of paragraph
the provisions
Regulations
by
eby
nt eva(d) It
It shall
be unlawful
subject to
to subsection
subsection BoaRegtoela
not subject
person not
any person
for any
unlawful for
shall be
(d)
Board to prevent
sion
of provisions.
(c)
to
extend
or
maintain
credit
or
to
arrange
for
the
extension
or
ofprovisions.
sion
or
extension
the
for
arrange
to
or
credit
maintain
or
to
extend
(c)
maintenance
credit for
for the
purpose of
purchasing or carrying
carrying
of purchasing
the purpose
of credit
maintenance of
any
security registered
registered on
national securities
exchange, in
in contracontrasecurities exchange,
a national
on a
any security
vention
of such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
Board
Reserve Board
Federal Reserve
the Federal
as the
such rules
vention of
shall
prevent the
for the purcredit for
of credit
use of
excessive use
the .excessive
to prevent
prescribe to
shall prescribe
chasing or
or carrying
carrying of
or trading
trading in
securities in
in circumvention
of
circumvention of
in securities
of or
chasing
May impose limitalimit
pose for
May
oon loans
regulations may tions
the other
other provisions
of this
Such rules and regulations
this section. Such
provisions of
the
tions
purfar
loams
chasing,
registered
impose
upon
all
loans
made
for
the
purpose
of
purchasing
or
carryetc, registered
carryor
impose upon all loans made for the purpose of purchasing
securities.
ing securities
securities registered
registered on
exchanges limitations s
securities exchanges
national securities
on national
ing
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similar to
those imposed
members, brokers,
brokers, or
dealers by
by subsubsimilar
to those
imposed upon
upon members,
or dealers
section (c)
(c) of
this section
section and
rules and
thereunder.
section
of this
and the
the rules
and regulations
regulations thereunder.

This subsection and the rules and regulations
thereunder shall not
regulations thereunder
(A)
a loan made by a
a person
(A) to a,
person not in
in the ordinary
ordinary course
of his
his business,
business, (B)
to aaloan
loan on
an exempted
exempted security,
(C) to
to aaloan
loan
on an
security, (C)
of
(B) to
to a
a dealer
dealer to
in the
the financing
the distribution
distribution of
of securities
securities
to aid
aid in
financing of
of the
to
to customers
customers not
medium of
national securities
to
not through
through the
the medium
of aa national
securities
exchange,
(D) to
to a
aloan
loan by
on aasecurity
security other than an equity
by a
a bank
bank on
exchange, (D)
security, or
(E) to
the Federal
Reserve Board
Board
security,
or (E)
to such
such other
other loans
loans as
as the
Federal Reserve
shall, by
by such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
it may
shall,
and regulations
as it
may deem
deem necessary
necessary or
or
appropriate
in the
the public
protection of
of investors,
investors,
the protection
interest or
or for
for the
public interest
appropriate in
exempt, either
either unconditionally
or upon
specified terms
exempt,
unconditionally or
upon specified
terms and
and condiconditions or
or for
periods, from
from the
the operation
of this
this subsection
subsection
tions
for stated
stated periods,
operation of
regulations thereunder.
and the rules and regulations
thereunder.
or the
the rules
rules and
regulations
(e) The provisions
of this section
section or
and regulations
pprovisions
iion
i
thereunder
thereunder shall not apply on
on or before
before July
July 1, 1937,
1937, to any
any loan
loan or
or
extension of credit made prior to the enactment
enactment of this title or
or to
to
or extension
such loan
or credit,
the maintenance
maintenance, renewal,
renewal, or
extension of
of any
any such
loan or
credit,
except to
Federal Reserve
except
to the
the extent
extent that the
the Federal
Reserve Board
Board may
may by
by rules
rules
and regulations
regulations prescribe
to prevent
and
prescribe as
as necessary
necessary to
prevent the
the circumvention
circumvention
of
the previsions
section or
or the
rules and
and regulations
regulations therethereof the
provisions of
of this
this section
the rules
under
withdrawals of
securities, substitutions
under by
by means
means of
of withdrawals
of funds
funds or securities,
substitutions
securities, or additional
additional purchases
or by
of securities,
purchases or
by any
any other
other device.
device.

appicaepply
apply

When section
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section and
regulations thereunder
regulations
thereunder
shall
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RESTRICTIONS
BOROWING BY MEMBERS,
MEMBERS, BROKERS,
BROKERS, AND
RESTRICTIONS ON BORROWING
AND DEALERS
DEALERS
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8. It
It shall
be unlawful
for any
any member
member of
securiSEc. 8.
shall be
unlawful for
of a
a national
national securior any
any broker
who transacts
in
ties exchange,
exchange, or
broker or
or dealer
dealer who
transacts aa business
business in
securities
securities through
directly or
or
through the
the medium
medium of
of any
any such
such member,
member, directly
indirectlyindirectly—
Loans
through FedFedof business
To borrow
borrow in
in the
(a)
Loans through
(a) To
the ordinary
ordinary course
course of
business as
as a
abroker
broker or
or
eral Reserve banks.
banks.
dealer on
security (other
an exempted
registered
dealer
on any
any security
(other than
than an
exempted security)
security) registered
or through
through a
on aa national
national securities
securities exchange
exchange except
except (1)
(1) from
from or
a
Nonmember banks;
banks; member bank of the Federal
(2) from any nonFederal Reserve System, (2)
agreement required.
agreement required.
member bank which shall have filed with the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
an agreement, which is still in force and which is in the form
form preprescribed
scribed by the Board,
Board, undertaking
to comply
comply with
all provisions
of
undertaking to
with all
provisions of
Ante, p, 162.
Act, the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act,
Act, as
amended, and
and the
the Banking
Act
Anteh
162.
tsthis AGt
as amended,
Banking Act
of 1938,
1933, which are applicable
applicable to
to member
member banks
banks and
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relate
which relate
to the use of credit
credit to
transactions in
in securities,
securities, and
with
to finance transactions
and with
such rules and regulations
regulations as may be
pursuant to
to such
be prescribed
prescribed pursuant
such
provisions of law or for the purpose of preventing
preventing evasions
thereof,
evasions thereof
i
regulaLoans under
Loa,
s under egal- or (3)
(3) in accordance
accordance with such
such rules and regulations as the Federal
Federal
tions of Board.
Reserve
prescribe to permit loans between
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between such members
permit loans
bers and/or brokers and/or dealers, or to permit
loans to meet
meet
Nature of agreement.
Natutoofagrent
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rgency needs.
such agreement filed with the Federal
Federal
emergency
needs. Any such
Reserve Board shall be subject
subject to termination
termination at
by order
at any time
time by
order
after appropriate
of the Board, after
appropriate notice and opportunity
opportunity for hearing,
hearing,
because of any failure by such
such bank to comply
comply with
with the
the provisions
provisions
thereof or with such provisions of law or rules or regulations;
regulations;
and, for any willful
willful violation of such agreement, such bank shall
be subject
subject to
to the
penalties
for violations
violations of
of rules
and reguregurules and
provided for
the
penalties provided
be
P 4 pp. 899, 901.
P pp.899,901.
lations prescribed under this title.
lations
title. The
The provisions
provisions of
sections 21
of sections
21
and 25 of this title shall apply in the case of any
any such proceeding
proceeding
or order of the Federal Reserve
Board in
in the
same manner
manner as
as such
such
Reserve Board
the same
provisions apply in the case of
and orders
orders of
of the
the
of proceedings and
Commission.
Commission.
Limitation n anggre(b)
permit in
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the ordinary
a broker his
(b) To
To permit
ordinary course
course of business as a
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broker.
aggregate indebtedness
customers'
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credit
balances (but
indebtedness secured by exempted
excluding indebtedness
(but excluding
credit balances
securities), to
to exceed
exceed such
such percentage
capital (exclusive
percentage of the net capital
securities),
of fixed
fixed assets
of exchange
membership) employed in the
exchange membership)
value of
and value
assets and
of
as the
centum, as
2,000
business, but
but not
not exceeding
exceeding in any case 2,
00 0 per centum,
the
business,
or
as
prescribe
Commission
may
by
rules
and
regulations
prescribe
necessary
regulations
and
Commission may by rules
protection of investors.
appropriate in
the public
public interest
interest or
or for the protection
in the
appropriate
cusCommingling of
(c)
contravention of
such rules
regulations as the Commis- Commingling
of cusand regulations
rules and
of such
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without
ties,
hypothecate
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investors
hypothecate t'esm,
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u
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sefti
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protection of
sion shall prescribe for
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or arrange
the hypothecation
hypothecation of
carried for theunlawful.
consent,
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for the
arrange for
or
(1) that will permit
account of
of any
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customer under
circumstances (1)
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account
consent
the
commingling
of
his
securities
without
his
written
consent with
without
securities
his
of
the commingling
the securities
any other
(2) that will permit such
customer, (2)
other customer,
of any
securities of
the
other
securities to
commingled with
with the
securities of any person other
the securities
be commingled
to be
securities
securities
than a
abona
fide customer,
such securities
to fo
rPledging
Pledging securities
securities to
permit such
will permit
that will
(3) that
or (3)
greater
e
s fn_
customer, or
bona fide
than
incustomer's
than
pledgee, t..
or claim of the pledgee,
be
or subjected
to any
any lien
an c
nosto
t
lien or
subjected to
hypothecated, or
be hypothecated,
debtedness.
customers
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of
for
a
sum
in
excess
of
the
aggregate
indebtedness
of
such
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debtedness
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indebtedness
for a sum in excess of the aggregate
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Lenf ei
ng
s
customer's
respect of such securities.
in respect
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(d) To
arrange for the lending of any securities carried
or arrange
lend or
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(d)
for the
the account
account of
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customer without
without the written consent of such
of any
for
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MANIPULATION
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PRICES
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9. (a)
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
any person,
directly or indiperson, directly
for any
be unlawful
(a) It
SEC.
instrumentality of
rectly, by
the use
of the
means or instrumentality
any means
or any
mails or
the mails
use of
by the
rectly,
interstate commerce,
any facility
facility of any national securities
of any
or of
commerce, or
interstate
exchange, or
or for
any member
of aanational
national securities
securities exchangeexchange—
member of
for any
exchange,
appearance
a false or misleading
creating a
(1) For
the purpose
purpose of
misleading appearance
of creating
For the
(1)

Prohibition against

of secumanipulation
Prohibition against
manipulation
rity prices.
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acts'

Unlawful

Effect
Effect
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transactions
transactions
no c''hange in

o)
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er:tidal ownership
ownership
change
ershi i
t
111
a national
of
active trading
any security
on a
national securities
securities beneefcial
registered on
security registered
in any
trading in
of active
security.

exchange,
false or
or misleading
respect to the security.
appearance with respect
misleading appearance
or aa false
exchange, or
such
transaction
any
effect
to
(A)
market
any such
security, (A.)
transaction in
in such
such security,
for any
market for
ownership
beneficial
security
which
involves
no
change
in
the
beneficial
ownership
in
change
no
involves
which
security
Enter matched
ed purmatch Purhnter
order.
thereof,
(B) to
an order
or orders for the purchase of such chase
order or
enter an
to enter
or (B)
thereof, or
substantially
security with
with the
knowledge that
an order
orders of substantially
or orders
order or
that an
the knowledge
security
the same
same size,
size, at
time, and at substantially
substantially
same time,
the same
substantially the
at substantially
the
the
same
price,
for
the
sale
of
any
such
has
been or will 8Bale order.
security,
such
any
of
sale
the
for
price,
same
the
aleorder.
(C)
be
entered
by
or
for
the
same
or
different
parties,
or
to enter
parties,
different
or
be entered by or for the same
any order
order or
orders for
for the
sale of
of any
any such
such security with the knowlthe sale
or orders
any
edge that
an order
or orders
substantially the same size, at subof substantially
orders of
order or
that an
edge
stantially the
same time,
time, and
at substantially
substantially the
same price,
price, for the
the same
at
and
same
the
stantially
or for the
by
purchase
of
such
security,
has
been
or
will
entered
be
will
or
been
has
purchase of such security,
same
parties.
different parties.
or different
same or
Effect transactions to
ecurise or depress secuseries raise
a series
(2)
To effect,
alone or
one or
or more
persons, a
other persons,
more other
with one
or with
effect, alone
(2) To
rity prices.
rityprices.
of
transactions
in
any
security
registered
on
a
national
securities
national
a
of transactions in any security registered on
exchange creating
apparent active
trading in
in such security
active trading
or apparent
actual or
exchange creating actual
or raising
raising or
depressing the
security, for the purpose
such security,
of such
price of
the price
or depressing
or
of inducing
the purchase
purchase or
or sale
sale of
of such
such security
security by
others.
by others.
inducing the
of
Circulate false
inforfalse inorCirculate
offering for mation
or offering
(3) If
If aa dealer
broker, or
or other
selling or
person selling
other person
concerning maror broker,
dealer or
(3)
ket operations to in
inketionerationsto
the
sale or
purchasing
or
offering
to
purchase
the
security,
to
induce
the
duce sale or purchase.
sale or purchasing or offering to purchase the security, to induce
ducesaleorpurchase
securities
purchase
or
sale
of
any
security
.
registered
on
a
national
securities
national
a
on
registered
purchase or sale of any security
exchange by
by the
the circulation
or dissemination
in the
ordinary course
the ordinary
dissemination in
circulation or
exchange
such
of any such
price
of
business
of
information
to
the
effect
that
the
effect
the
to
of business of information
security
will or
to rise
rise or
fall because
because of
of market operations
or fall
likely to
is likely
or is
security will
of any one
or more
persons conducted
conducted for
purpose of
of raising
raising or
the purpose
for the
more persons
of any one or
depressing
the prices
prices of
such security.
security.
of such
depressing the
Make false statement
(4)
If a
dealer or
or broker,
other person
selling or
or offering
offering for
for toMakefalsestatement
person selling
or other
induce purchase, etc.
broker, or
a dealer
(4) If
a
tdcp
sale
or
purchasing
or
offering
to
purchase
.
the
security,
to
make,
resale or purchasing or offering to purchase the security,
garding any
security
registered
on
a
national
securities
exchange,
securities
national
a
on
garding any security registered
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of inducing
or sale
of such security,
sale of
purchase or
the purchase
inducing the
for
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any statement
statement which
which was
was at
the time
time and
the light
of the
circumany
at the
and in
in the
light of
the circumstances under
which it
was made,
false or
or misleading
misleading with
with respect
stances
under which
it was
made, false
respect
to any
any material
fact, and
which he
he knew
knew or
had reasonable
reasonable ground
ground
to
material fact,
and which
or had
to believe
believe was
so false
false or
or misleading.
misleading.
to
was so

(5) For
For a
consideration, received
received directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly from
from aa
a consideration,
(5)

dealer or broker, or other person
person selling or offering for sale
or purpursale or
chasing or
to purchase
purchase the
security, to
to induce
induce the
the purchase
purchase
chasing
or offering
offering to
the security,
or sale
sale of
of any
registered on
on a
national securities
securities exchange
or
any security
security registered
a national
exchange
by
circulation or
or dissemination
dissemination of
information to
to the
the effect
that
by the
the circulation
of information
effect that
the
price of
any such
such security
security will
is likely
likely to
to rise
rise or
fall because
because
the price
of any
will or
or is
or fall
of
the market
market operations
operations of
one or
or more
more persons
for
of the
of any
any one
persons conducted
conducted for
the purpose
of raising
raising or
or depressing
depressing the
the price
price of
of such
such security.
security.
the
purpose of

(6) To
or with
with one
one or
or more
other persons
any
(6)
To effect
effect either
either alone
alone or
more other
persons any
series of
of transactions
transactions for
for the
purchase and/or
and/or sale
sale of
any security
series
the purchase
of any
security
registered on
national securities
exchange for
the purpose
purpose of
of pegpegregistered
on a
a national
securities exchange
for the
ging, fixing,
or stabilizing
stabilizing the
the price
price of
of such
in contravencontravensuch security
security in
fixing, or
ging,
tion of such
as the
the Commission
may prescribe
prescribe
such rules and regulations as
Commission may
as necessary
necessary or
public interest
or for
for the
proor appropriate
appropriate in
in the
the public
interest or
the protection of
of investors.
investors.
tection
Effect transactions
in
(b) It
It shall
unlawful for
any person
to effect,
use of
of any
(b)
be unlawful
shall be
in connection
connection with opfor any
person to
effect, by
by use
any
tions, etc.,
on exchange.
a national
etc., on
exchange, facility of a
national securities exchange,
exchange, in contravention
contravention of
of such
such
rules and
regulations as
the Commission
may prescribe
prescribe as
as necessary
necessary
rules
and regulations
as the
Commission may
or
the public
public interest
or for
for the
the protection
protection of
of
or appropriate
appropriate in
in the
interest or
investors—
investors(1) any
transaction in
connection with
with any
any security
whereby any
any
(1)
any transaction
in connection
security whereby
party to
to such
put, call,
call, straddle,
party
such transaction
transaction acquires
acquires any
any put,
straddle, or
or other
other
option
privilege of
or selling
selling the
the secursecuroption or
or privilege
of buying
buying the
the security
security from
from or
ity
to another
being bound
bound to
to do
do so;
so; or
or
ity to
another without
without being
(2) any transaction
transaction in
(2)
with any security
security with
with relation
relation
in connection
connection with
to
he has,
has, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
any interest
in any
any such
put,
to which
which he
indirectly, any
interest in
such put,
call,
or privilege;
call, straddle,
straddle, option,
option, or
privilege; or
or
(3)
(3) any transaction
transaction in
for the
the account
account of
of any
person
in any
any security
security for
any person
who
reason to
to believe
has, and
and who
who actually
has, directly
directly or
or
who he
he has
has reason
believe has,
actually has,
interest in
in any
call, straddle,
straddle, option,
option, or
or
indirectly, any
any interest
any such
such put,
put, call,
privilege with
relation to
such security.
security.
privilege
with relation
to such
Rules
(c) ItIt shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any member
member of
of a
national securities
securities
Rules governing
governing
(C)
for any
a national
guarantee
of options
prescibed
exchange directly or indirectly
indirectly to endorse
may be
be prescribed,
endorse or guarantee the
the performance of any
straddle, option,
or privilege
in relation
to any
any
any put,
put, call,
call, straddle,
option, or
privilege in
relation to
security registered on a
a national
national securities exchange,
exchange, in
in contravention
contravention
of
and regulations
as the
the Commission
may prescribe
prescribe as
of such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
Commission may
as
necessary or appropriate
necessary
appropriate in
for the
the protection
protection
in the
the public
public interest
interest or
or for
of
of investors.
investors.
Registered warrants,
hes terms "put ", cc
,,
Registered
warrants,
(d)
The terms
", straddle
straddle
",
option "
or "privprivright,
con-vertible
securightconvertibe
seen(d) The
put," "call
call",
", "option
", or
rity.
liege"
as
used
in
this
section
shall
not
any registered
registered warwarrity
ilege" as used in this section shall not include
include any
rant,
k
right,
or
convertible security.
rant,
right,
or
convertible
security.
Liability of person
•
willfucie) Any
Any person
person who
participates in
in any
act or
or transact
ransac who
lly parti
who willfully
pci(e)
who willfully
willfully participates
any act
pates in
proibited
tion
subsection
pates
in prohibited
ton
in
violation
of
subsection
(a)
(b),
or
(c)
of
this
section
, shall
shall
(a),
(b),
or
(c)
of
this
section,
practices.
be liable to any person who shall
shall purchase
purchase or sell any security
security at aa
price
act or transaction
price which was affected
affected by such act
and the
the person
person
transaction, and
so injured
injured may
may sue
sue in
in law
or in
any col:ft
of competent
competent
so
law or
in equity
equity in
in any
court of
jurisdiction to
recover the
as a
aresult
result of
of any
any such
such
jurisdiction
to recover
the damages
damages sustained
sustained as
act or transaction.
transaction. In
In any such suit the court may,
discretion,
may, in its discretion,
require an undertaking
undertaking for the
payment of
the costs
costs of
of such
such suit,
suit,
the payment
of the
and assess reasonable
reasonable costs, including
including reasonable
reasonable attorneys'
attorneys' fees,
fees,
against either party litigant. Every
Every person who becomes
becomes liable to
to
make any payment under this subsection
recover contribution
subsection may
may recover
contribution
if joined in the original
original
as in cases of contract
contract from any person who, if
suit, would have been liable
liable to make the same
same payment. No action
shall be maintained
maintained to enforce
enforce any liability
under this
this section,
section,
liability created
created under

priceinontravention

of regulations,
ofregulations.
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discovery of the
the discovery
unless
brought within
within one
the facts conone year after the
unless brought
stituting the
and within
three years after such violation.
within three
violation and
the violation
stituting
Provisions notpplinot appli(f) The
provisions of
this section
section shall
exempted caPreons
shall not apply to an exempted
of this
The provisions
(f)
cable to exempted securities.
curities.
security.
security.
MANIPULATIVE AND
REGULATION
OF THE
THE USE
OF MANIPULATIVE
AND DECEPTIVE
DECEPTIVE DEVICES
DEVICES
USE OF
REGULATION OF

SEC. 10. It
It shall
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly,
SEC.
by
use of
of any
means or
instrumentality of
commerce or
interstate commerce
of interstate
or instrumentality
any means
the use
by the
securities exchangeof the
the mails,
or of
any facility
any national
exchange—
national securities
of any
facility of
of any
mails, or
of
(a)
a short
short sale,
to use
stop-loss order
order
any stop-loss
employ any
or employ
use or
or to
sale, or
effect a
To effect
(a) To
sale, of
in connection
purchase or
or sale,
of any security registered
registered on
on
the purchase
with the
connection with
in
exchange, in
in contravention
contravention of such rules and
securities exchange,
national securities
aa national
necessary or approprescribe as necessary
regulations as
the Commission
may prescribe
Commission may
as the
regulations
protection of investors.
priate
public interest or for the protection
the public
in the
priate in
sale of
connection with the
in connection
(b)
(b) To use or employ, in
the purchase or
or sale
of
any
on aa national
national securities
exchange or any
securities exchange
registered on
security registered
any security
security
so registered,
deceptive device
device or
manipulative or deceptive
any manipulative
registered, any
not so
security not
regulations as the
and regulations
contrivance
in contravention
of such
rules and
such rules
contravention of
contrivance in
Commission may
may prescribe
prescribe as
appropriate in
in the public
or appropriate
necessary or
as necessary
Commission
interest or
or for
protection of investors.
the protection
for the
interest

Regulation
the use
use
Regulation off the
manipulative and
and
of manipulative
deceptive devices.

acts.

Unlawful
vnlawful acts.

Effect short sale or
employ stop-loss order
in contravention ordearof regulations.
uiations.

empo'tyvesntoo

Employ any
any other
other
Employ

manipulative or decepmanipulative

tive device, etc.
etc.
tivedevice,

Segregation
Segregation and limiSEGREGATION AND
LIMITATION OF
OF MEMBERS,
BROKERS, tation
MEMBERS, BROKERS,
tation of functions
functions of
of
FUNCTIONS OF
OF FUNCTIONS
AND LIMITATION
SEGREGATION
members,
brokers,
and
brokers, and
members,
DEALETRS
AND DEALERS
AND
dealers.
AND DEALERS

and reguprescribe such
shall prescribe
The Commission
(a) The
11. (a)
SEC.
S
EC. 11.
Commission shall
such rules
rules and
regulations as
deems necessary
or appropriate
appropriate in the
interest or
the public interest
necessary or
it deems
as it
lations

Rules ad
and regulations
tions to be prescribed.

Rtols

pregsbed

Floor trading.
trading.
prevent floor
for
investors, (1)
to regulate
or prevent
floor Floor
regulate or
(1) to
of investors,
protection of
the protection
for the
securities exchanges,
trading
by members
exchanges, directly
directly or
national securities
of national
members of
trading by
indirectly
for their
their own
account or
or for
discretionary accounts, and
and
for discretionary
own account
indirectly for
To prevent excessive
To
prevent excessive
the exchange
excessive trading
(2)
to prevent
prevent such
such excessive
trading on
on the
exchange but off the
the speculation
(2) to
off the
floor.
floor.
as
account,
own
for
floor
by
members,
directly
or
indirectly
their
account,
the
indirectly
or
floor by members, directly
maintenance of aafair and
Commission may
may deem
and
to the maintenance
detrimental to
deem detrimental
Commission
transactions
Secritytransactions
for aa member
orderly market.
market. It
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
member to effect any in Security
be unlawful
orderly
contravention of regunlawful.
ulations, unlawful.
transaction in
in aa security
regula- ulations,
contravention of such rules and regulain contravention
security in
transaction
Exemptions from regeg-.
tfor
Exemptions
for ulations
exemptions for
tions, but
such rules
rules and
may make
make such
such exemptions
regulations may
and regulations
authorized.
but such
tions,
and,
arbitrage transactions,
transactions, for transactions in exempted securities,
securities, and,
arbitrage
within the
the limitations
of subsection
this section,
section, for transof this
(b) of
subsection (b)
limitations of
within
actions by
by odd-lot
dealers and
specialists, as the Commission
Commission may
and specialists,
odd-lot dealers
actions
deem necessary
or appropriate
or for the
interest or
public interest
the public
in the
appropriate in
necessary or
deem
protection of
investors.
of investors.
protection
Registration of
of oddodd(b)
not in
in contravention
contravention of
such rules
regulations as lotRegistration
rules and regulations
of such
When not
(b) When
dealers.
lotdeers
the
in
the
Commission
may
prescribe
as
necessary
or
appropriate
in
the
appropriate
or
the Commission may prescribe as necessary
public interest
or for
for the
of investors,
investors, the
the rules of aa
protection of
the protection
interest or
public
national securities
exchange may
may permit
(1) aamember
member to be
be regispermit (1)
securities exchange
national
own
tered
dealer and
and as
to buy
and sell
sell for
for his
his own
buy and
such to
as such
odd-lot dealer
an odd-lot
as an
tered as
account
so far
far as
as may
carry on
on such
such oddto carry
necessary to
reasonably necessary
be reasonably
may be
account so
Specialists; dealings
pciaists; dealings
lot
transactions, and/or
member to
registered as
as aaspecialist.
specialist. limited.
be registered
to be
a member
(2) a
and/or (2)
lot transactions,
If
under
the
rules
and
regulations
of
the
Commission
a
specialist
is
specialist
a
Commission
the
of
regulations
and
If under the rules
permitted
to act
act as
as a
a dealer,
is limited
limited to
as a
a dealer,
dealer,
acting as
to acting
or is
dealer, or
permitted to
such
rules
and
regulations
shall
restrict
his
dealings
so
far
as
practipractias
far
so
dealings
his
restrict
such rules and regulations shall
cable to
to those
permit him
him to
maintain a
fair
a fair
to maintain
to permit
necessary to
reasonably necessary
those reasonably
cable
and orderly
market, and/or
and/or to
those necessary
to permit
permit him
act
him to act
necessary to
to those
orderly market,
and
as
odd-lot dealer
of the
exchange permit
act
him to act
permit him
the exchange
rules of
the rules
if the
dealer if
an odd-lot
as an
Revealing orders
to
orders to
Reveaing
or an
for aa specialist
unlawful for
shall be
as an odd-lot dealer. It
It shall
be unlawful
specialist or
an favored
favored persons by specialist, etc.
official
of
the
exchange
to
disclose
information
in
regard
to
orders
cialistetc.
orders
to
official of the exchange to disclose information in regard
placed with
with such
such specialist
which is
is not
not available
available to
to all
members of
of
all members
specialist which
placed
a
the exchange,
other than
than an
of the exchange,
exchange, a
official of
an official
person other
any person
to any
exchange, to
the
representative
Commission, ora
who may
may be
acting
be acting
specialist who
or a specialist
the Commission,
of the
representative of
for
such specialist;
specialist; but
Commission shall
shall have
to require
require
power to
have power
the Commission
but the
for such
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disclosure to
to all
all members
of the
the exchange
exchange of
placed with
with
of all
all orders
orders placed
members of
disclosure
specialists,
under such
and regulations
regulations as
Commission may
may
as the
the Commission
rules and
such rules
specialists, under
prescribe
necessary or
appropriate in
in the
public interest
interest or
for
or for
the public
or appropriate
as necessary
prescribe as
Powers as
broker
the
the
protection
protection
of investors. It
It shall also be unlawful
unlawful for aaspecialist
specialist
powers
as aa broker
limited.
acting as
effect on
the exchange
exchange any
any transaction
transaction except
except
on the
to effect
broker to
as aa broker
acting
ed
upon
market or
or limited
limited price
price order.
order.
a market
upon a
Commission
may exex(e)
of the
limited volume
volume of
of transactions
transactions effected
effected on an
the limited
because
of
(C) If
If because
commission may
..
exchange
empt small exchange
it is in the opinion
opinion of the Commission impracticable
impracticable and
and.
from
prescribed proviprovi- exchange, it
from prescrbed
sions.
sions.
not necessary
or appropriate
interest or for the protecnot
necessary or
appropriate in the public interest
protection
of investors
investors to
to apply
apply any
any of
of the
this
of this
provisions of
foregoing provisions
the foregoing
tion of
section
the rules
regulations thereunder,
the Commission
shall
Commission shall
thereunder, the
and regulations
rules and
or the
section or
have power
and on
on a
showing that
that
a showing
the exchange
exchange and
of the
application of
upon application
power,, upon
have
the
of such
such exchange
exchange are
for the
the protection
protection
adequate for
otherwise adequate
are otherwise
rules of
the rules
of
investors, to
exempt such
such exchange
exchange and
its members
members from
from any
any such
such
and its
to exempt
of investors,
provision or
or rules
rules and
and regulations.
regulations.
provision
Dealer-broker.
Dealer-broker.
(d)
shall be
unlawful for
securities
national securities
of aa national
member of
for aa member
be unlawful
It shall
(d) n It
Limitation on fu
Limitation
functions of.
exchange
exchange who is both a
a dealer and a
abroker, or for any person
person who
i
both as
and a
a dealer
transacts a
a business
business in
n securities
dealer transacts
as aa broker
broker and
both
through
the medium
medium of
otherwise, to
effect through the
to effect
or otherwise,
of a
a member
member or
through the
use
any facility
facility of
of a
national securities
exchange or
mails
or of the mails
securities exchange
a national
of any
use of
or of
of any
means or
instrumentality of
commerce, or
or otherotherinterstate commerce,
of interstate
or instrumentality
any means
or
wise in
the case
of a
(1) any
in connection
connection
transaction in
any transaction
a member
member,, (1)
case of
in the
wise
with
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, he
he extends
or
maintains or
or maintains
extends or
which, directly
with which,
a
arranges for
for the
the extension
maintenance of credit
credit to
to or for a
or maintenance
extension or
arranges
customer on
on any
(other than
than an
exempted security)
security) which
which
an exempted
any security
security (other
customer
was a
apart
of a
anew
issue i
nthe
the distribution
distribution of
which he
he participated
participated
of which
in
new issue
part of
was
as
group within six months prior
prior
syndicate or group
a selling
selling syndicate
of a
as aamember
member of
Proviso.
r
not deemea to such transaction:
deemed
transaction: Provided,
Provided, That
That credit shall not be deemed
Credit not deemed
delayed delivery
delivery of any such
fide delayed
of aa bona
bona fide
by reason
reason of
extended by reason of extended
extended by
extended
delayed delivery.
payment of the entire
against full payment
delivery.
security
security against
entire purchase
purchase price
price thereof
thereof
delayed
upon such
such delivery
thirty-five days
such purchase,
purchase, or
or
days after
after such
within thirty-five
delivery within
upon
Disclosure of broker's (2) any transaction with respect to any security (other than an
Disclosureofbroker's
interest.
exempted security)
unless, if
if the
transaction is
with aa customer,
customer,
is with
the transaction
security) unless,
exempted
he
such customer
in writing
at or
before the
the completion
completion
or before
writing at
customer in
to such
he discloses
discloses to
of the
transaction whether
whether he
he is
for his
his own
own
a dealer
dealer for
as a
is acting
acting as
the transaction
of
account, as
as a,
broker for
for such
such customer,
customer, or
or as
broker for
for some
some other
other
as aabroker
a broker
account,
person.
person.
Study of
(e) The Commission
Commission is directed
directed to make aastudy of the feasibility
feasibility
(e)
of complete
domlete
setudy
segregation of dealerbe and advisability
broker functions to be
advisability of the complete
complete segregation of the functions of
made,
made,
broker, and to report
dealer and broker,
report the results of its study
study and its
its
recommendations
the Congress
Congress on
or before
January 3,
3, 1936.
1936.
before January
on or
to the
recommendations to
Registration requirerevu
Registraton
securities.
ments
for
for securities.
Transactions in unregistered
securities unergistedseurtlesun
cu
lawful;
exempted
a1
exempted securities.

REGISTRATION
REQUIREMENTS
FOR
SECURITIES
FOR SECURITIES
E
NEQBUEMENTS
A
REGISrATI

SEC. 12.
12. (a)
any member, broker,
broker, or
or dealer
dealer
for any
be nnlawful
unlawful for
It shall
shall be
(a) It
SEC.
to effect
exempted
effect any transaction
transaction in any security (other than an exempted
security) on a
a national securities
securities exchange
exchange unless a
a registration
registration is
effective
as to
such security
such exchange
exchange in
in accordance
accordance with
with
to such
security for
for such
effective as
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this title
the rules
rules and
and regulations
thereunder.
the
title and
and the
regulations thereunder.
Registration applica(b)
be registered
registered on
on a
securities exchange
exchange
a national
national securities
may be
(b) A
A security
security may
tion.
tion.itration ppcaby
the issuer
issuer filing
application with
with the
the exchange
exchange (and
filing
by the
filing an
an application
(and filing
with the
the Commission
the Comsuch duplicate
duplicate originals
originals thereof as the
with
Commission such
mission
require), which application
contain—
mission may require),
application shall containDetailed information
(1)
Such information,
detail, as to
to the issuer and any
in such detail.
information, in
(1) Such
requaied
required. inormati
person directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly controlling
controlling or controlled
controlled by, or under
under
direct or
or indirect
indirect common control with, the issuer, and any guarantor
guarantor
of the security as to
principal or interest
interest or both, as the Commission
Commission
to principal
regulations require,
may
may by
by rules
rules and
and regulations
require, as necessary or appropriate
appropriate in

;
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the
for the
the protection
the public
public interest
interest or
or for
protection of
of investors,
investors, in
in respect
respect of
of
the
the following:
following:
(A)
organization, financial
nature of
the
(A) the
the organization,
financial structure
structure and nature
of the
business;
business;
(B) the terms,
terms, position,
position, rights, and privileges
(B)
privileges of the different
different
classes
securities outstanding;
outstanding;
classes of
of securities
(C)
the terms
which their
their securities
securities are
to be,
during
(C) the
terms on
on which
are to
be, and
and during
the preceding
preceding three
three years
years have been, offered
the
offered to the public
public or
or
otherwise;
otherwise;
(D) the
the directors,
officers, and
and underwriters,
and each
each security
security
(D)
directors, officers,
underwriters, and
holder of record
holder
record holding
holding more
more than
than 10 per
per centum
centum of
of any
any class
class
of
equity security
the issuer
issuer (other
than an
exempted
of any
any equity
security of
of the
(other than
an exempted
security), their
interests in
securities
security),
their remuneration
remuneration and their
their interests
in the
the securities
of,
and their
their material
contracts with,
with, the
any person
person
of, and
material contracts
the issuer
issuer and
and any
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly controlling
by, or
under
directly
controlling or
or controlled
controlled by,
or under
direct or
indirect common
common control
control with,
with, the
direct
or indirect
the issuer
issuer;;
(E)
remuneration to
to others
than directors
directors and
and officers
fficers exceed(E) remuneration
others than
exceeding $20,000
$20,000 per
per annum;
ing
annum;
(F)
arrangements;
(F) bonus and
and profit-sharing
profit-sharing arrangements;
(G)
and service
service contracts;
G) management
management and
contracts;
(H)
existing or to
created in respect
respect of
(H) options existing
to be created
of their
securities;
securities;
(I) balance
than the
the three
preceding
(I)
balance sheets
sheets for
for not
not more
more than
three preceding
fiscal
years, certified
certified if
by the
the rules
regulations of
of
fiscal years,
if required
required by
rules and
and regulations
the Commission
Commission by
by independent
the
independent public
public accountants;
accountants;
(J) profit
and loss
loss statements
three
not more
more than
than the
the three
statements for
for not
(J)
profit and
preceding
fiscal years,
certified if
rules and
and
preceding fiscal
years, certified
if required
required by
by the
the rules
regulations
regulations of the Commission by independent
independent public accountants; and
and
ants;
(K) any further financial statements which the
the Commission
Commission
may deem
necessary or
appropriate for
of
may
deem necessary
or appropriate
for the
the protection
protection of
investors.
investors.
(2)
articles of
bylaws trust
(2) Such
Such copies of articles
of incorporation,
incorporation, bylaws,
trust indenindentures, or
corresponding documents
documents by
whatever name
known, underby whatever
name known,
or corresponding
tures,
writing
arrangements, and
and other
similar documents
voting
writing arrangements,
other similar
documents of,
of, and
and voting
trust
respect to,
the issuer
issuer and
and any
any person
person directly
directly
with respect
to, the
trust agreements
agreements with
or
or controlled
by, or
under direct
direct or
or indirect
indirect
controlled by,
or under
indirectly controlling
controlling or
or indirectly
common control
with, the
issuer as the
may require
require as
as
the Commission
Commission may
the issuer
common
control with,
necessary or
or appropriate
the proper
investors and
and
protection of
of investors
for the
proper protection
appropriate for
necessary
to insure
insure fair
fair dealing
dealing in
the security.
security.
in the
to
(c)
If in
in the
the judgment
of the
the Commission
Commission any
information
any information
judgment of
(c) If
required under
subsection (b)
(b) is
is inapplicable
inapplicable to
to any
specified class
any specified
required
under subsection
i
or classes
the Commission
Commission shall
n lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
shall require
require in
or
classes of
of issuers,
issuers, the
the
submission of
other information
information of
of comparable
character
comparable character
such other
of such
the submission
as it
applicable to
to such
class of
issuers.
such class
of issuers.
as
it may
may deem
deem applicable
(d) If
to the
the Commission
Commission that
that the
the
authorities certify
certify to
If the
the exchange
exchange authorities
(d)
security
been approved
approved by
by the
the exchange
for listing
registraand registralisting and
exchange for
has been
security has
tion
the registration
shall become
effective thirty
thirty days
days after
the
after the
become effective
registration shall
tion,2 the
receipt
of such
certification by
the Commission
Commission or
within such
such shorter
shorter
or within
by the
receipt of
such certification
period
of time
as the
determine. A
registhe Commission
Commission may
may determine.
A security
security regisperiod of
time as
tered with
with a
national securities
securities exchange
exchange may
may be
be withdrawn
or
withdrawn or
a national
tered
stricken from
from listing
listing and
and registration
registration in
rules
with the
the rules
in accordance
accordance with
stricken
of the
exchange and,
and, upon
as the
Commission may
may deem
deem
the Commission
upon such
such terms
terms as
of
the exchange
necessary
impose for
for the
investors, upon
application
upon application
of investors,
the protection
protection of
to impose
necessary to
by the
the issuer
issuer or
the exchange
to the
the Commission;
Commission; whereupon
the
whereupon the
exchange to
or the
by
issuer shall
shall be
be relieved
relieved from
from further
provisions
with the
the provisions
compliance with
further compliance
issuer
of this
this section
13 of
or regulations
and any
any rules
rules or
regulations
section 13
of this
this title
title and
of
section and
and section
under
sections as
securities so
so withdrawn
or stricken
stricken
withdrawn or
the securities
as to
to the
such sections
under such

iDocumen
fed th Con

Documents
ts to be
filed with Commission.
umission.

Further
Information.
rmation.
Further int

Registration effective

neffective
30Rdaaftien
SO days after receipt
receipt of
exchange certificate.
ficate.

exchange certi

Issuer mayy cancel
cancel
registration on130 days'
notice.

Sertil
notice.
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f
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An unissued
may be
be registered
registered only
only in
in accordance
with
accordance with
security may
unissued security
An
such
regulations as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
as
prescribe as
may prescribe
and regulations
rules and
such rules
necessary or
or appropriate
appropriate in
in the
the public
public interest
the protection
protection
for the
or for
interest or
necessary
Registration of
the registration
and regulations
regulations shall limit the
registration
rules and
Such rules
investors. Such
of unof investors.
un- of
Registration
issued securities.
of
unissued security
security to cases where such security is aa right or
of an
an unissued
issud ities
the subject
subject of
subscribe or
otherwise acquire
acquire such
such security
security
or otherwise
to subscribe
right to
of aaright
the
granted
to holders
holders of
of a
previously registered
security and where the
registered security
a previously
granted to
primary
purpose of
of such
registration is
to distribute
distribute such unissued
is to
such registration
primary purpose
security
security to such holders.
Registration
of secu(e) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the foregoing provisions
provisions of this section, the
(e)
seca
iRestration of
rities listed on national
may by
by such
such rules
it deems necessary
necessary
regulations as it
rules and regulations
Commission may
na Commission
exhanges.
exchanges.
or
appropriate in
in the
the public
interest or
protection of
of investors
investors
the protection
or for
for the
public interest
or appropriate
permit securities
listed on
on any
exchange at
registration
the registration
at the
the time the
any exchange
securities listed
permit
of
such exchange
exchange as
national securities
exchange becomes
becomes effective,
effective,
securities exchange
a national
as a
of such
to
be registered
for a
a period
than July
July 1,
1, 1935,
1935,
later than
not later
ending not
period ending
registered for
to be
without
complying with
with the
the provisions
of this
section.
this section.
provisions of
without complying
Trading in
unlisted
(f)
Commission is
is directed
directed to
to make
make a
of trading
trading in
study of
a study
The Commission
(f) The
in unlisted
Trading
securities; study and
securities upon
upon exchanges
exchanges and
and to
of its
the results
results of
report the
to report
unlisted securities
tud and unlisted
report.
repr
study
recommendations to
to Congress
Congress on
on or
or before
January 3,
before January
its recommendations
and its
study and
Authority of Com1936. Notwithstanding
foregoing provisions of this section, the
Notwithstanding the foregoing
orn- 1936.
Authority
mission to allow; apmission
it deems necesCommission may,
by such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as it
regulations as
plication of national
may, by
nationa Commission
plication
exchange.
exchange.
sary or appropriate
appropriate for the protection
protection of investors, prescribe
prescribe terms
and
upon the
the application
of any
national
any national
application of
which, upon
under which,
conditions under
and conditions
until June 1,
securities
exchange, such
such exchange
continue until
(1) may
may continue
exchange (1)
securities exchange,
1936,
unlisted trading
privileges to
a security had been admitwhich a
to which
trading privileges
1936, unlisted
ted on
on such
such exchange
prior to
to March
1, 1934,
1934, and
purpose
such purpose
for such
and for
March 1,
exchange prior
ted
exempt
such security
provisions of
and the issuer thereof from the provisions
security and
exempt such
this
and sections
and 16,
(2) may
1,
extend until July 1,
may extend
or (2)
16, or
13 and
sections 13
section and
this section
1935,
unlisted trading
to any security registered
registered on any
privilege to
trading privilege
1935, unlisted
other
such
national securities exchange which security was listed on such
other national
unlisted
which unlisted
for which
other exchange
exchange on
March 1, 1934.
1934. A
security for
A security
Status of such secu- other
on March
status
rity.
trading
so continued
continued shall be considered aa "security
security
are so
privileges are
trading privileges
rity.
exchange" within the meaning
registered
national securities exchange"
on aa national
registered on
of this
title. The
The rules
rules and
regulations of
the Commission
Commission relating
of the
and regulations
this title.
of
to such
such unlisted
unlisted trading
trading privileges
privileges for securities
securities shall require that
to
quotations of
of transactions
transactions upon
national securities
securities exchange
any national
upon any
quotations
shall clearly
indicate the
the difference
difference between
between fully
securities
listed securities
fully listed
clearly indicate
shall
and securities
securities admitted
to unlisted
unlisted trading
privileges only.
trading privileges
admitted to
and
Periodical and other
Periodical
reports.
Filing by issuer of

se

curityreqred.
security,
required.

Form of reports.
reports.

or of

PERIODICAL AND
OTHER REPORTS
REPORTS
ANTD OTHER
PERIODICAL

security registered
issuer of
SEC. 13.
13. (a)
(a) Every
Every issuer
of aa security
registered on
on a
a national
national
SEC.

securities exchange shall file the information, documents,
documents, and

shall file
file with the
reports below
below specified
specified with
with the
exchange (and
(and shall
the exchange
reports
Commission
as the
the Commission
Commission
such duplicate
duplicate originals
originals thereof
thereof as
Commission such
may require),
accordance with such rules and regulations as the
require), in
in accordance
may
Commission may
prescribe as necessary
necessary or
appropriate for the
or appropriate
may prescribe
Commission
proper protection
protection of investors and to insure fair dealing in
in the
security—
security(1)
documents as the Commission
Commission may
Such information and documents
(1) Such
documents
require
require to keep reasonably current the information and documents
filed
filed pursuant
pursuant to section 12.
(2) Such
Such annual
annual reports,
reports, certified
if required
required by the rules and
and
certified if
(2)
accountants,
regulations
independent public accountants,
of the Commission by independent
regulations of
and such
as the
the Commission may
may prescribe.
and
such quarterly
quarterly reports, as
(b) The Commission
Commission may prescribe, in regard to reports made
pursuant to
to this
the form
form or
forms in
which the
the required
inforin which
required inforthis title,
title, the
or forms
pursuant
mation shall
shall be
be set
set forth,
forth, the
the items
items or
or details
details to
be shown
in the
the
shown in
mation
to be
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balance sheet
and the
the earning
earning statement,
statement, and the methods to be
sheet and
balance
followed
preparation of
appraisal or valuation
valuation
of reports,
reports, in the appraisal
in the
the preparation
followed in
of
assets and
and liabilities,
liabilities, in
determination of depreciation and
in the
the determination
of assets
depletion, in
recurring and nonrecurring
nonrecurring
differentiation of recurring
in the differentiation
depletion,
income.
income, in
in the
the differentiation
differentiation of
investment and operating
operating income,
of investment
income,
and
it necessary or
or
Commission deems it
where the Commission
preparation, where
in the
the preparation,
and in
desirable,
of separate
balance sheets or income
consolidated balance
and/or consolidated
separate and/or
desirable, of
accounts
of any
indirectly controlling
controlling or conor indirectly
directly or
person directly
any person
accounts of
trolled by
the issuer,
issuer, or
common
person under direct or indirect common
or any person
by the
trolled
person
control with
reports of any person
issuer; but in the case of the reports
with the
the issuer;
control
whose
methods of
under the provisions of
prescribed under
of accounting
accounting are prescribed
whose methods
thereunder,
any law
of the
United States, or any rule
rule or regulation thereunder,
the United
law of
any
the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations of
of the
reports
the Commission
Commission with respect to reports
the
inconsistent with the requirements
requirements imposed by such
shall not be inconsistent
law or
or rule
in respect
respect of the same subject matter, and,
or regulation
regulation in
rule or
law
in the
the case
subject to the provisions
provisions of section 20 of the
of carriers
carriers subject
case of
in
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
amended, or
required puror carriers
carriers required
as amended,
Commerce Act,
Interstate
suant
Congress to make reports of the same
to any other Act of Congress
suant to
general
character as
required under
such section 20,
20, shall perunder such
those required
as those
general character
mit
carriers to
Commission and the
the exchange
the Commission
with the
file with
to file
such carriers
mit such
duplicate copies
the reports
and other
documents filed with the
other documents
reports and
of the
copies of
duplicate
governmental authorInterstate
with the governmental
or with
Commission, or
Commerce Commission,
Interstate Commerce
ity
other Act of Congress,
Congress, in lieu of the reports,
such other
administering such
ity administering
information and
documents required
required under
under this section and section
and documents
information
of the
the same subject matter.
respect of
12 in respect
required
(c) If
If in
in the
the judgment
of the Commission any report required
judgment of
(c)
under subsection
inapplicable to
classes
specified class or classes
to any specified
is inapplicable
(a) is
subsection (a)
under
of
the Commission
Commission shall require in lieu thereof of the submisof issuers, the
sion
of such
such reports
applicait may deem applicaas it
character as
of comparable
comparable character
reports of
sion of
ble
ble to such class or classes of issuers.

PROXIES
PROXIES

Financial
stateFinancial
ments;
methods
methods of
preparation,
calculapreparation,
tion, etc.

Conflict with
law precluded.
precluded.

any

Post,
Post, p. 899.
carriers.
Common carriers.
Duplicate
reports,
Duplicate
etc., to be filed with
with
Commission.
Commission.

Additional
informaAdditional information may be required
if reports inapplicable.
inapplicable.

Proxies.

Solicitation of, in
S
EC. 14.
(a) It
It shall
any person, by the use of the contravention
unlawful for any
shall be unlawful
14. (a)
SEC.
contravention of rules,
prohibited.
mails or
or by
any means
means or
instrumentality of
commerce or prohibited.
interstate commerce
of interstate
or instrumentality
by any
mails
to
of any
facility of
any national
national securities exchange
exchange or otherwise to
of any
any facility
of
consent
solicit
or to
to permit
permit the
the use
use of
his name
proxy or consent
any proxy
to solicit any
name to
of his
solicit or
or
in respect
of any
security (other
than an
exempted
an exempted
(other than
any security
respect of
or authorization
authorization in
security)
on any
any national
exchange in contrasecurities exchange
national securities
registered on
security) registered
vention of
and regulations
as the
may prepreCommission may
the Commission
regulations as
rules and
such rules
of such
vention
scribe
as necessary
or appropriate
the public
interest or for the
public interest
in the
appropriate in
necessary or
scribe as
protection
of investors.
investors.
protection of
Giving proxy in rere(b)
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
member of
of a
a national
national securities
securities spect
any member
shall be
It shall
(b) It
spect of registered
registered sesecarried
for
cuscurity
securin
business
a
transacts
who
dealer
exchange
broker or
abusiness
or any broker
exchange or
tomer, by member, procon- hibited.
ities
through the
medium of
of any
such member
member to give a
aproxy, conany such
the medium
ities through
sent,
or authorization
authorization in
in respect
respect of
security registered
on a
a
registered on
any security
of any
sent, or
national securities
securities exchange
exchange and
for the
of aa cusaccount of
the account
carried for
and carried
national
tomer
contravention of
such rules
rules and
and regulations
Comthe Comas the
regulations as
of such
in contravention
tomer in
mission
may prescribe
prescribe as
necessary or
or appropriate
interin the public interappropriate in
as necessary
mission may
est
for the
protection of
investors.
of investors.
the protection
or for
est or
Over-the-counter
Over-the-counter
OVER-THE-COUNTER
MARKETS
OVEB-THE-COUNTER MARKETS
markets.
markets.

SEC. 15.
15. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful,
rules and
and
of such
such rules
contravention of
in contravention
unlawful, in
SEC.
regulations
as the
Commission may
may prescribe
prescribe as
as necessary
approor appronecessary or
the Commission
regulations as
priate
public interest
interest and
to insure
to investors
protection
investors protection
insure to
and to
the public
in the
priate in
comparable to
to that
by and
authority of
title in
in
this title
of this
under authority
and under
provided by
that provided
comparable
the case
national securities
securities exchanges,
(1) for
for any
broker or
or
any broker
exchanges, (1)
of national
case of
the
dealer,
singly or
or with
other person
or persons,
persons, to
to make
make use
of the
the
use of
person or
any other
with any
dealer, singly

snails and
Use of the mails
interstate commerce
for
commerce for
interstate
creating market.
market.
creating
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mails
or any
any means
or instrumentality
for the
commerce for
interstate commerce
of interstate
instrumentality of
means or
mails or
purpose
making or
or creating,
enabling another
another to
to make
make or
or
or enabling
creating, or
of making
purpose of
create,
than on
on a
a national
exchange,
securities exchange,
national securities
otherwise than
market, otherwise
create, aa market,
for
purchase and
an exempted
exempted
than an
(other than
security (other
any security
sale of
of any
and sale
the purchase
both the
for both
security
bankers' acceptances,
acceptances, or
or commercial
commercial
paper, bankers'
commercial paper,
or commercial
security or
bills,
unregistered securities
which is
is predominantly
predominantly
in which
market in
the market
securities the
or unregistered
bills, or
intrastate
and which
been registered
registered or
or listed),
listed),
previously been
not previously
have not
which have
intrastate and
or (2)
(2) for
for any
any broker
broker or
dealer to
to use
any facility
facility of
marsuch marany such
of any
use any
or dealer
or
ket. Such
Such rules
rules and
the regulation
regulation of
of
for the
provide for
may provide
regulations may
and regulations
ket.
all
transactions by
and dealers
dealers on
on any
any such
such market,
market, for the
brokers and
by brokers
all transactions
registration
with the
Commission of
of dealers
dealers and/or
brokers making
making
and/or brokers
the Commission
registration with
or
creating such
and for
of the
the securities
securities
registration of
the registration
for the
market, and
such aamarket,
or creating
make special
for
make or
create a
market and may
special promay make
a market
or create
they make
which they
for which
vision
respect to
to securities
or specified
thereof listed,
listed, or
or
classes thereof
specified classes
securities or
with respect
vision with
entitled
unlisted trading
trading privileges,
privileges, upon
upon any
any exchange
exchange on
on the
the
to unlisted
entitled to
date of
of the
enactment of
this title,
title, which
securities are not
registered
not registered
which securities
of this
the enactment
date
under
the provisions
provisions of
section 12
this title.
12 of this
of section
under the
DIRECTORS, atFICERS,
AND PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL STOCIMOLDERS
STOCKHOLDERS
OFFICERS, AND
DIRECTORS,

Din3ctors,pal officers,
officers,
Sac.
16. (a)
Directors,
stock.
and princi
holder of issuer of reg- Delal owner of
holder

o

of

istered
Statements
equityto
security.
be filed
isteredeqntetoeud

SEC. 16. (a) Every
Every person who
who is directly or indirectly
indirectly the benebenethan 10 per centum of any class
class of any equity
equity
more than
ficial owner of more
registered on
security (other
(other than
an exempted
ex empted security)
which is registered
security) which
than an
security

a director
securities exchange,
director or an officer of
of
who is
is a
exchange, or who
aanational
national securities
the
issuer of
such security,
security, shall
registration
file, at the time of the registration
shall file,
of such
the issuer
becomes such beneficial
of such
or within
days after
beneficial
after he becomes
ten days
within ten
security or
of
such security
owner , director,
director 'or
or officer,
statement with the exchange
exchange (and a
adua statement
officer, a
owner,
plicate original
original thereof
thereof with
with the
all
Commission) of the amount of all
the Commission)
plicate
equity securities
securities of
of such
such issuer
issuer of
of which
which he
he is the
beneficial owner,
the beneficial
equity
and
within ten
after the
the close
of each
calendar month
month therethereeach calendar
close of
days after
ten days
and within
of after, if
Monthly
reports
monthly
reports
of
if there
there has been any change
change in such ownership during such
changes i
n ownp.
ershi
cang n
. month,
file with
statement (and
month, shall
shall file
with the exchange
exchange aa statement
(and aa duplicate
at
original
the Commission)
indicating his ownership
ownership at
Commission) indicating
with the
thereof with
original thereof
changes in his ownership
the close
close of
of the
the calendar
ownership
month and such changes
calendar month
the
as
occurred during
calendar month.
month.
such calendar
during such
as have
have occurred
pnformation
adst
profits
Information
realized asmade
to
(b) For
For the purpose
purpose of preventing
preventing the unfair
unfair use of information
information
avilabletoissuer.
available
to issuer,
which may have been
been obtained
obtained by such beneficial owner, director,
or
officer by
reason of
relationship to
the issuer,
issuer, any profit realto the
his relationship
of his
by reason
or officer
ized
by him
him from
from any
and. sale,
any sale
sale and
and purchase,
purchase,
or any
sale, or
purchase and
any purchase
ized by
of any
any equity
security of
of such
issuer (other
(other than
than an exempted
exempted secursuch issuer
equity security
of
ity) within
any period
period of
of less
less than
six months,
months, unless
unless such
security
such security
than six
within any
ity)
was acquired
acquired in
in connection
with a
debt previously
previously
a debt
connection with
faith in
in .good
good faith
was
recoverable by the issuer,
contracted, shall
inure to
issuer, irrespecto and be recoverable
shall inure
contracted,
owner, director,
tive of
of any
any intention
beneficial owner,
of such
such beneficial
part of
the part
on the
intention on
tive
or officer
in entering
entering into
into such
of holding
holding the
the security
transaction of
such transaction
or
officer in
purchased
of not
repurchasing the
the security
period
for aa period
security sold for
or of
not repurchasing
purchased or
may be instituted
exceeding
six months.
months. Suit
Suit to recover
instituted
recover such profit may
exceeding six
suittorecoverprofit.
Buit
torecoverprofit. at law or in equity in any
court of competent
competent -jurisdiction
jurisdiction by
any court
by the
of any
any security
security of the issuer in the name
issuer, or by
owner of
the owner
by the
issuer,
and in
in behalf
behalf of
of the
the issuer
issuer if
to
the issuer shall fail or refuse to
if the
and
bring such
such suit
within sixty
sixty days
days after request or shall fail dilisuit within
bring
gently
the same thereafter;
thereafter; but no such suit shall be
prosecute the
gently to prosecute
brought more
more than
than two
two years
after the
the date
realized.
profit was realized.
date such profit
years after
brought
Transactions
be construed to cover
Transactions exex- This subsection
subsection shall not be
cover any transaction
transaction where
where
empted.
such
time of the purchase
such beneficial owner was not such both at the time
and sale,
sale, or
the sale
purchase, of
of the
the security
security involved,
involved, or any
and purchase,
and
or the
sale and
transaction or
which the
the Commission by rules and reguor transactions which
transaction
comprehended within the purpose
lations
lations may exempt as not comprehended
purpose of this
subsection.
subsection.

by.
by.
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forfor-y
biddetors,
Directors, etc.,
equit
director, bidden
(c)
be unlawful
beneficial owner,
owner, director,
such beneficial
any such
for any
unlawful for
It shall
shall be
(c) It
biddent
i
to sell equity
'tshort",
i?se
7)
I
r
lifor
orfor
security "short",
or
officer, directly or indirectly, to sell any equity
equity security of such security
or officer,
delivery after 20 days.
person selling
issuer (other
(other than
than an
the person
selling the delivery after 20 days.
if the
security), if
an exempted
exempted security),
issuer
security or
security sold, or (2)
(2)
own the security
(1) does not
not own
principal (1)
security
or his principal
deliver it
against such sale
sale within
it against
does not
not deliver
security, does
if owning
owning the security,
twenty
thereafter, or
within five days
days after such sale
or does not within
twenty days thereafter,
deposit
in the
the mails
of transportation;
transportation;
usual channels
channels of
or other
other usual
it in
mails or
deposit it
but no
no person
shall be
subsection if he
violated this subsection
have violated
be deemed
deemed to have
person shall
but
proves that
notwithstanding the exercise of good faith he was unable
that notwithstanding
proves
to
deposit within
within such
such time, or that to do
to make
make such delivery or deposit
so would
would cause
cause undue
undue inconvenience
expense.
or expense.
inconvenience or
so
Transaetions to
to
Transactions
(d)
The provisions
provisions of
of this
section shall not apply to foreign
foreign or
this section
(d) The
which section
section inappliinappli.which
t
app
domestic
arbitrage transactions
transactions unless
in contravention
such cable.
contravention of such
made in
unless made
domestic arbitrage
rules and
regulations as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
order to
may adopt in order
and regulations
rules
carry
the purposes
purposes of this section.
carry out the
ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS

AND
AND

RECORDS,
REPORTS,
EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS
REPORTS,
RECORDS,
MEMBERS, AND
AND OTHERS
OTHERS
MEMBERS,

OF
OF

EXCHANGES
Accounts and recAccounts
EXCHANGES,,records, etc.,
ete., of
of exchanges,
exchanges,
ords,
members, and others.

as
Requirements,
SEC. 17.
17. (a)
(a) Every
national securities
exchange, every member prescribed
Recitiiremens,
securities exchange,
Every national
by Commisa business
thereof,
dealer who
business in securities
securities sion.
ron.en bed by °aim'swho transacts a
every broker or dealer
thereof, every
through the medium
medium of
and every
every broker or
of any such member, and
through
dealer making
making or
market for both
purchase and sale
the purchase
both the
creating aa market
or creating
dealer
of securities
securities through
through the use of the
mails or of any means or instruinstruthe mails
of
mentality
keep, and
preserve
and preserve
make, keep,
shall make,
commerce, shall
interstate commerce,
of interstate
mentality of
for
such periods,
periods, such
such accounts,
correspondence, memoranda,
memoranda, papers,
accounts, correspondence,
for such
books, and
other records,
such reports,
reports, as the Commission
Commission
and make
make such
records, and
and other
books,
by
its rules
rules and
regulations may
prescribe as
necessary or appro
as necessary
may prescribe
and regulations
by its
priate
in the
interest or
for the
the protection
protection of investors. Such Examination.
or for
the public
public interest
priate in
Examination.
accounts,
correspondence, memoranda,
papers, books,
recbooks, and other recmemoranda, papers,
accounts, correspondence,
ords shall
from time to time to such
such
time or from
be subject
subject at any time
shall be
ords
examiners
examinations by examiners
reasonable periodic,
special, or
or other examinations
periodic, special,
reasonable
or
the Commission as the Commission may
may
of the
representatives of
other representatives
or other
deem necessary
necessary or
in the
public interest
interest or for the prothe public
or appropriate
appropriate in
deem
tection
investors.
tection of investors.
(b) Any
Any broker,
broker, dealer,
other person
credit who
who Repots
Reports to Federal
extending credit
person extending
or other
dealer, or
(b)
is
subject to
the rules
rules and
regulations prescribed
by the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
B.
ReserveBoar
prescribed by
and regulations
to the
is subject
Reserve
this title shall make such reports to the
pursuant to this
Board pursuant
Reserve Board
Board
it may
as necessary
necessary or
appropriate to
to enable itit
or appropriate
require as
may require
as it
Board as
to perform
perform the
conferred upon
upon it
by this
this title.
title. If
If any
any
it by
the functions
functions conferred
to
such broker,
broker, dealer,
dealer, or other
other person shall fail to make any such
such
report or
or fail
to furnish
furnish full
full information
therein, or, if
if in the
information therein,
fail to
report
judgment of
it is
necessary, such broker, dealer,
otherwise necessary,
is otherwise
of the
the Board it
judgment
or other
person shall
such inspections
made by the
to be made
inspections to
permit such
shall permit
or
other person
Board with
respect to
to the
the business
business operations
operations of such broker, dealer,
with respect
Board
or
person as
may deem
to enable it
to
it to
necessary to
deem necessary
the Board
Board may
as the
or other
other person
obtain the required
information.
required information.
obtain

STATEMENTS
LIABILITY
FOR MISLEADING
MISLEADING STATEMENTS
LIABILIrT

SEC.
who shall
shall make
make or
or cause
cause to
any
to be made any
person who
Any person
(a) Any
18. (a)
SEC. 18.
statement
any application
application, report,
report, or
filed pursuant
pursuant to
document filed
or document
in any
statement in
this
title or
or any
or regulation
regulation thereunder,
which statement
statement was
thereunder, which
rule or
any rule
this title
at the
time and
and in
in the
the light
circumstances under
under which
it was
was
which it
the circumstances
of the
light of
at
the time
made false
misleading with
with respect
to any
material fact,
shall
fact, shall
any material
respect to
or misleading
false or
made
be
any person
(not knowing
knowing that
that such
statement was false
such statement
person (not
to any
be liable
liable to
or
misleading) who,
statement, shall have
such statement,
upon such
reliance upon
in reliance
who, in
or misleading)
purchased
security at
price which
which was
affected by
such
by such
was affected
at aa price
a security
sold a
or sold
purchased or
statement, for
by such
such reliance,
unless the
the person
person
reliance, unless
caused by
damages caused
for damages
statement,
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sued
shall prove
he acted
acted in
good faith
and had
no knowledge
knowledge
had no
faith and
in good
that he
prove that
sued shall
that
such statement
was false
or misleading.
misleading. A
A person
person seeking
seeking to
to
false or
statement was
that such
enforce
such liability
liability may
at law
law or
equity in
in any
any court
court of
of
or in
in equity
sue at
may sue
enforce such
competent
In any
any such
such suit
the court
court may,
may, in
in its
its disdissuit the
jurisdiction. In
competent jurisdiction.
cretion,
require an
undertaking for
of the
the costs
of such
such
costs of
payment of
for the
the payment
an undertaking
cretion, require
suit,
and assess
reasonable costs,
reasonable attorneys'
attorneys'
including reasonable
costs, including
assess reasonable
suit, and
fees,
against either
either party
litigant.
party litigant.
fees, against
Contribution beContribution
(b)
person who
to make
make payment
payment under
this
under this
liable to
becomes liable
who becomes
Every person
(b) Every
tween persons
persons severally
severally
tween
liable.
liable.
section
recover contribution
as in
in .cases
cases of
contract from any
of contract
contribution as
may recover
section may
person who,
joined in
original suit,
been liable to
to
have been
would have
suit, would
the original
in the
if joined
who, if
person
make the
the same
payment.
same payment.
make
Time
Time limitation for
(c) No
action shall
shall be
enforce any
liability created
created
any liability
to enforce
be maintained
maintained to
No action
(c)
bringing suit.
bringing
suit.
under this
this section
section unless
unless brought
within one
one year
year after
after the
the discovery
discovery
brought within
under
of
facts constituting
the cause
cause of
of action
action and
within three
years
three years
and within
constituting the
of the
the facts
after
cause of
of action
accrued.
action accrued.
after such
such cause
Proof of good faith,
etc.
Suit at law; undertaking, etc.
taking,

Powers
over
exchanges and securities.

POWERS WITH
WITH RESPECT
RESPECT TO
TO EXCHANGES
AND SECURITIES
SECURITIES
EXCHANGES AND
POWERS

SEC.
Commission
authorized, if in its opinion such
SEC. 19. (a) The Commiasi
on is authorized,
action
necessary or
or appropriate
appropriate for
action is
is necessary
for the
the protection of investorsinvestors—
Suspension, etc.,
etc., of
of
(1) After
After appropriate
appropriate notice
notice and
and opportunity
opportunity for
hearing, by
by
(1)
for hearing,
Suspension,
A
registration
registration of national
order to
suspend for
for a
a period
period not
not exceeding
exceeding twelve
twelve months
months or
to
or to
exchange.
to suspend
order
withdraw the
the registration
registration of
national securities
exchange if
if the
securities exchange
of aa, national
withdraw
Commission
finds that
that such
provision of
any provision
violated any
has violated
exchange has
such exchange
Commission finds
this title
title or
or of
rules and
and regulations
regulations thereunder
thereunder or
or has
has failed
failed
of the
the rules
this
to enforce,
enforce, so
so far
within its
power, compliance
compliance therewith
therewith by
by a
a
its power,
is within
far as
as is
to
member or
or by
by an
an issuer
registered thereon.
thereon.
of aasecurity registered
issuer of
member
Of security.
Ofsecurity.
(2) After
After appropriate
appropriate notice
notice and opportunity for hearing, by
period
order to
to deny,
deny, to
suspend the
the effective
date of, to suspend
suspend for a
aperiod
effective date
to suspend
order
not exceeding
exceeding twelve
twelve months,
months, or
or to
to withdraw,
the registration
registration of aa
withdraw, the
not
security if
the Commission
the issuer
issuer of
of such
such security
security has
has
that the
finds that
Commission finds
if the
security
of this title or the rules and
failed to
and
provision of
comply with any provision
to comply
failed
regulations thereunder.
thereunder.
regulations
Of member.
(3) After
After appropriate
notice and
and opportunity
for hearing,
by
hearing, by
opportunity for
(3)
appropriate notice
Ofmember.
order
suspend for
exceeding twelve
twelve months or to
to
not exceeding
period not
for aa period
to suspend
order to
officer
expel from
national securities
securities exchange
exchange any member
member or officer
from aa national
expel
thereof whom
the Commission
Commission finds
finds has
has violated
violated any
any provision
provision of
of
whom the
thereof
this title
title or
regulations thereunder, or has effected any
rules and regulations
or the rules
this
transaction
for any
who, he
reason to
to believe,
believe, is
has reason
he has
other person
person who,
any other
transaction for
violating
transaction any provision
provision of this title or
such transaction
respect of
of such
in respect
violating in
the
rules and
regulations thereunder.
and regulations
the rules
(4) And if
if in its opinion the public
public interest
interest so requires,
requires, summarily
summarily
Of trading in regisregisa
tered security.
to suspend trading
trading in any registered
tered security
registered security on any national
national securities exchange
exchange for
for a
a period
with the apexceeding ten days, or with
period not
not exceeding
ties
proval
of the
the President,
President, summarily
trading on any
any
summarily to suspend all trading
proval of
national securities
securities exchange
exchange for
for aaperiod not exceeding
exceeding ninety days.
national
Authority to compel
Authority
compel
Commission
is further authorized,
making appro(b) The Commission
authorized, if after
e
w
r
ex.
amendment o
of examendment
writing to
exchange that
that such
such
securities exchange
to a
a national
national securities
in writing
f ex priate
priate request in
cangelt
change rules.
exchange effect
effect on
behalf specified
specified changes
changes in
in its
its rules
exchange
on its
its own
own behalf
rules and
and
practices,
appropriate notice
and opportunity
opportunity for
for hearing,
hearing,
practices, and
and after
after appropriate
notice and
the
Commission determines
exchange has
made the
the
the Commission
determines that
that such exchange
has not
not made
changes so
necessary or approchanges
so requested,
requested, and that
that such
such changes
changes are necessary
priate
protection of
of investors
investors or
to insure
fair dealing
dealing in
in
priate for
for the
the protection
or to
insure fair
securities
in upon
such exchange
exchange or
or to
to insure
insure fair
administrasecurities traded
traded in
upon such
fair administraregulations or by
order to
or
tion of such exchange, by rules or
or regulations
by order
to alter or

Authority conferred
Authority
conferred
on
Commission.
onCommission.

Scope designated.

supplement the rules of such exchange
supplement
exchange (insofar as necessary
necessary or approapproeffect such
changes) in
of such
matters as
as (1)
(1)
priate to effect
such changes)
in respect
respect of
such matters
safeguards
respect of the
safeguards in respect
responsibility of
of members
members and
and
the financial
financial responsibility
adequate
against the evasion
adequate provision
provision against
evasion of financial
financial responsibility
responsibility
through the use of corporate
corporate forms or special
special partnerships;
the
partnerships; (2)
(2) the
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limitation
prohibition of
of the
the registration or trading in any securor prohibition
limitation or
ity
specified period
issuance or primary
primary distribudistribuperiod after the issuance
within aa specified
ity within
security;
tion
thereof; (3)
(3) the listing or striking from listing of any security;
tion thereof;
(4) hours
hours of
of trading;
the manner, method, and place of soliciting
(5) the
trading; (5)
(4)
(7) the time and
business;
numbered accounts;
accounts; (7)
fictitious or numbered
(6) fictitious
business; (6)
method of
of making
making settlements,
settlements, payments,
deliveries and of
payments, and deliveries
method
closing
reporting of
of transactions
transactions on the exchange
the reporting
(8) the
accounts; (8)
closing accounts;
exchange,
and upon
tickers maintained
maintained by
by or with the consent of the exchange,
upon tickers
and
including the
the method
reporting short sales, stopped sales, sales of
of reporting
method of
including
receivership, and sales
securities
of issuers
issuers in
bankruptcy or receivership,
default, bankruptcy
in default,
securities of
(9) the fixing of reasonable
involving
other special
circumstances; (9)
special circumstances;
involving other
rates
of commission,
charges; (10) minilisting, and other charges;
commission, interest, listing,
rates of
mum units
units of
of trading;
trading; (11)
(12)
purchases and sales; (12)
odd-lot purchases
(11) odd-lot
mum
minimum
on margin
(13) similar matters.
and (13)
accounts; and
margin accounts;
deposits on
minimum deposits
(c) The
Commission is
is authorized
make aa study
directed to make
and directed
authorized and
The Commission
(c)

Commssiondirected
Commission directed

changes, including ds
with
exchanges
securities
of
national
rules
of the
and investigation
and
respect
investigation
to the classification
of
the rules
of of
members,
nationalthe
securities
methodsexchanges
of election
with
of ciPlinee
hhi
an
stgu
es
dyinr
c
ilu
lerd;
. of

respect to the classification of members, the methods of election of cipline

officers
committees to
insure a
a fair representation
representation of the memto insure
and committees
officers and
bership,
and the
the suspension,
disciplining of members
expulsion, and disciplining
suspension, expulsion,
bership, and
to
Reort thereof to
on Report
of
such exchanges.
exchanges. The
Commission shall
to the
Congress on
the Congress
report to
shall report
The Commission
of such
Congress.
or before
January 3,
3, 1935,
the results
together Congs.
investigation, together
results of its investigation,
1935, the
before January
or
with
recommendations.
with its recommendations.
PERSONS
LIABILITIES
CONTROLLING PERSONS
OF CONTROLLING
LIABILITIES OF

S
EC. 20.
(a) Every
Every person
directly or
any Liability of
controls any
indirectly, controls
or indirectly,
who, directly
person who,
20. (a)
SEC.
ns
person liable
any provision
of this
title or
or of
of any
any rule
lingperSO
persons..
regu- lg
or regurule or
this title
provision of
under any
liable under
person
and
lation thereunder
shall also
be liable
severally with
jointly and severally
liable jointly
also be
thereunder shall
lation
to the
extent as
such controlled
controlled person
person to any person to whom
as such
same extent
the same
to
such
controlled person
liable, unless
unless the
person acted
controlling person
the controlling
is liable,
person is
such controlled
in good
did not
not directly
directly or
indirectly induce the act or acts
or indirectly
and did
faith and
in
good faith
constituting the
violation or cause of action.
the violation
constituting

control-

nlawful acts.
(b) It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
person, directly
or indirectly,
indirectly, to Unlawful
directly or
any person,
(b)
do
act or
thing which
be unlawful
unlawful for such person to do
it would
would be
which it
or thing
any act
do any
under
the provisions
of this
this title
title or
regulation thereunder
thereunder
rule or regulation
or any rule
provisions of
under the
through
or by
by means
of any
person.
other person.
any other
means of
through or
(c) It
It shall
for any
any director
or officer
of, or
or any
any owner
owner ing,
rn
e ably dyel
inteUnreaso
officer of,
director or
etc., reobl
ports. delay.
be unlawful
unlawful for
shall be
(c)
of
securities issued
by, any
any issuer of
of any security regisissued by,
the securities
of the
any of
of any
tered on
securities exchange,
exchange, without
without just cause to hinder,
national securities
on aanational
tered
delay,
or
obstruct
the
making
or
report, or
any document, report,
of any
filing
or
making
the
obstruct
or
delay,
information,
to be
be filed
filed under
under this
title or
or any
any rule
or
rule or
this title
required to
information, required
regulation
thereunder.
regulation thereunder.

INVESTIGATIONS;
OFFENSES
OF OFFENSES
PROSECUTION OF
AND PROSECUTION
INJUNCTIONS AND
INVESTIGATIONS; INJUNCTIONS

Injunctions
and prosInjunctions and
ecution.
eIutions.
Investigations

au-

tborized.igtion
S
EC. 21.
(a) The
Commission may, in its discretion,
discretion, make such thorized.
The Commission
21. (a)
SEC.
person
investigations
as
it
deems
necessary
to
determine
whether
any
whether
determine
to
necessary
deems
it
investigations as
has violated
violated or
is about
to violate
violate any
any provision
provision of this title or any
about to
or is
has
Evidence.
rule or
may require
or permit
permit any
any person Evidence.
require or
and may
thereunder, and
regulation thereunder,
or regulation
rule
to
file
with
it
a
statement
in
writing,
under
oath
or
otherwise
the
as the
to file with it a statement in writing, under oath or otherwise as
Commission shall
the facts
facts and
and circumstances
circumstances
all the
to all
as to
determine, as
shall determine,
Commission
concerning the
be investigated.
investigated. The
The Commission
o inforis authorauthor-n Publication of
Commission is
to be
matter to
the matter
concerning

ized, in
in its
its discretion,
discretion, to
discretionary.
mation discretionary.
such mation
any such
concerning any
information concerning
publish information
to publish
ized,

violations, and
and to
to investigate
any facts,
facts, conditions,
practices, or
conditions, practices,
investigate any
violations,
matters which
which it
may deem
necessary or
or proper
proper to
to aid
enforcethe enforceaid in the
deem necessary
it may
matters
ment
provisions of
of this
in the
the prescribing
of rules
rules and
and
prescribing of
title, in
this title,
the provisions
of the
ment of
regulations
thereunder, or
in securing
information to
serve as
basis
a basis
as a
to serve
securing information
or in
regulations thereunder,
for
further legislation
legislation concerning
the matters
matters to
to
concerning the
recommending further
for recommending
which
title relates.
relates.
this title
which this
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(b) For
For the
the purpose
any such
such investigation,
or any other proroinvestigation, or
of any
purpose of
(b)
ceeding
this title,
title, any
any member
member of
the Commission
Commission or any officer
oficer
of the
under this
ceeding under
Administerin g oaths;
Administering
designated by
it is
is empowered
administer oaths and affirmations,
affirmations,
to administer
empowered to
by it
oaths; designated
attendance
attendance oof witnesses.
subpena witnesses,
attendance, take evidence,
evidence, and
witnesses, compel their attendance,
f t-subpena
nesses.
require the
the production
production of
any books,
books, papers,
papers, correspondence,
correspondence,
of any
require
memoranda, or
or other
other records
Commission deems
deems relevant
relevant
the Commission
which the
records which
memoranda,
or material
inquiry. Such
of witnesses and the
attendance of
Such attendance
to the
the inquiry.
material to
or
Production of
ordPsroduction
pro d
ucti
on o
suc h records
records may
may be
required from any place in
be required
offany
any such
of recrec- production
ords, etc.
the United
United States
States or
or any
any State
State at any
designated place of hearing.
any designated
the
Compelling
Compelling attend(c) In
case of
contumacy by,
or refusal
subpena issued
refusal to obey aa subpena
by, or
of contumacy
In case
(C)
attendonce, etc.
anee,
person, the Commission
to
Commission may invoke the aid of any court
court of
of
any person
to, any
the
United Stales
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
investigation
such investigation
which such
of which
within the
States within
the United
carries
or proceeding
carried on,
on, or
such person resides or carries
where such
or where
is carried
or
proceeding is
on business,
requiring the
the attendance
attendance and
and testimony of witnesses
in requiring
business, in
on
and the
the production
books, papers,
memoranda,
correspondence, memoranda,
papers, correspondence,
of books,
production of
and
refusal
to Court
obey. order; refusal
court may issue an order requiring
requiring
records. And such court
and other records.
to obey.
such person
to appear
appear before
officer
before the Commission or member or officer
person to
such
if so
Commission
there to
to produce records, if
there
designated
designated by
by the Commission,
touching
the matter under investigation
ordered,
or to
investigation
touching the
testimony touChin
give testimony
to give
ordered, or
or
and any failure
failure to obey such order of the court may
in question; and
or in
be punished
by such
such court
court as
as a
contempt thereof.
thereof. All
in any
All process in
a contempt
punished by
be
such
may be
be served
served in
judicial district
district whereof
whereof such
person
such person
in the
the judicial
case may
such case
Penalty.
Penalty,
is
inhabitant or
he may
may be found. Any person who
wherever he
or wherever
an inhabitant
is an
shall, without
without just
just cause,
cause, fail
fail or refuse
refuse to attend and testify or to
to
shall,
answer any
any lawful
lawful inquiry
produce books, papers, correspondto produce
or to
inquiry or
answer
do, in
records, if
ence memoranda,
memoranda, and other records,
if in his power so to do
ence,
of a
obedience to
shall be guiltydo,
Commission, shall
the Commission,
of the
subpena of
the subpena
to the
obedience
to aa fine of not
misdemeanor and,
and, upon
conviction, shall
shall be
subject to
be subject
upon conviction,
misdemeanor
more than
than $1,000
or to
for a
aterm
term of
than
more than
of not more
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
$1,000 or
more
one
or both.
both.
one year,
year, or
No person
attending and testifying
No person
from
No attending
person aexded
and
excused
tes(d)
person shall be excused from attending
testifying or
or
(d) No
attending
from
papers, contracts, agreements, and other
tifying.
tifying.
from
producing books, papers,
other
from producing
to
before the Commission,
Commission, or in obedience
obedience to
records and documents before
officer
the
of the Commission
Commission or any member thereof or any officer
subpena of
the subpena
designated
by it,
it, or
or in
cause or
or proceeding
proceeding instituted
instituted by the
in any
any cause
designated by
evidence, docuCommission, on
that the testimony or evidence,
on the
the ground that
Commission,
otherwise,
mentary
wise, required
required of him may tend to incriminate
incriminate him
mentary or other
Immunity
against
subject him
him to
to a
a penalty
forfeiture; but no individual shall
shall
or forfeiture;
penalty or
or subject
against or
Immunity
self-incriminati
self-incrimination.
be
or subject
any penalty
penalty or
or forfeiture
forfeiture for
for or
or on
on
to any
subject to
be prosecuted
prosecuted or
account of
of any
any transaction,
transaction, matter,
thing concerning
concerning which
which he
or thing
matter, or
account
is compelled,
compelled, after
after having
having claimed
claimed his privilege
self-incrimiprivilege against self-incrimiis
nation to
to testify
testify or
produce evidence,
evidence documentary
documentary or otherwise,
otherwise
or produce
nation,
except
such individual
so testifying
testifying shall not be exempt from
individual so
that such
except that
prosecution
and punishment
perjury committed
committed in so
so testifying.
testifying.
for perjury
punishment for
prosecution and
Aid
distrt ,tcourts
that any person
Commission
Aid of
ofaistriet
incourts,
(e) Whenever
Whenever it
it shall appear
to
to
the
person
appear
(e)
etc., may be voked ,
which constiunlawful
is engaged
about to
to engage
engage in
any acts
acts or
or practices
constipractices which
in any
or about
acts. is
engaged or
vluI acts,
to enjoin unlai
tute or
or will
constitute a
violation of the provisions
provisions of this title, or
or
a violation
will constitute
tute
in its discretion bring
of any
any rule
rule or
it may in
thereunder, it
or regulation
regulation thereunder,
of
an
action in
in the
the proper
States the
district court of the United States,
proper district
an action
States
Supreme
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, or the United Slates
jurisdiction
courts of
of any
any Territory
or other
other place subject to the jurisdiction
Territory or
courts
a
and upon
upon a
of
the United
United States,
States, to
enjoin such
acts or practices, and
such acts
to enjoin
of the
proper
showing a
apermanent
permanent or
or temporary
temporary injunction
restraining
injunction or restraining
proper showing
order
granted without bond. The Commission may transshall be
be granted
order shall
acts or pracpracmit
such evidence
as may
such acts
concerning such
be available
available concerning
may be
evidence as
mit such
tices
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, who
may, in
in his
discretion, institute
his discretion,
who may,
tices to
the necessary
criminal proceedings
proceedings under
this title.
title.
under this
necessary criminal
the
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Jurisdiction
conJurisdiction con
(f) Upon
Upon application
of the
the Commission
the district
courts of ferred
district courts
Commission the
application of
(f)
to issue writs of
mandamus.
mandamus.
Columbia,
District
the
United
States,
the
Supreme
of
the
of
Columbia,
the
of
Court
the United States, the Supreme
subject
and
the United
United States
courts of
of any
Territory or other place subject
any Territory
States courts
and the
to
the jurisdiction
of the
United States,
jurisdiction
States, shall also have jurisdiction
the United
jurisdiction of
to the
to
issue writs
writs of
commanding any person to comply
mandamus commanding
of mandamus
to issue
with the
the provisions
provisions of
this title
Commission
or any order of the Commission
title or
of this
with
made in
pursuance thereof.
in pursuance
made
HEARINGS
COMMISSION
HEARINGS BY COMMIISSION

SEc. 22.
22. Hearings
Hearings may
be public
public and
and may be held before the
may be
SEC.
Commission, any
member or
thereof, or
officer or
any officer
or any
members thereof,
or members
any member
Commission,
officers
of the
designated by it,
it, and appropriate
appropriate records
Commission designated
the Commission
officers of
thereof shall
shall be
be kept.
thereof

Hearings by ComHearings
mission.
public; recTeeMay be public;
ords to be kept.

RULES AND REGULATIONS;
REGULATIONS; ANNUAL
ANNUAL REPORTS
RULES
Rules and regulaRules
SEC. 23.
23. (a)
(a) The
Commission and
the Federal
Board tions
Federal Reserve Board
and the
The Commission
SEC.
executing Act
Act
for executing
authorized.
shall
power to
regulations as may authorized.
make such rules and regulations
to make
have power
each have
shall each
be necessary
necessary for
the execution
execution of the functions
functions vested in them by
for the
be
this
title, and
may for
for such
purpose classify
classify issuers, securities,
such purpose
and may
this title,
exchanges, and
other persons
within their
their respective
respective
persons or matters within
and other
exchanges,
jurisdictions.
jurisdictions.
Annual reports; con(b) The
Commission and
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, respec- tents.
the Federal
and the
The Commission
(b)
inforsuch
tively, shall
shall include
include in
annual reports
Congress
reports to Congress
their annual
in their
tively,
mation,
and recommendation
recommendation for further legislation as they
data, and
mation, data,
may deem
deem advisable
advisable with
with regard
to matters
matters within their respective
regard to
may
jurisdictions under
under this title.
jurisdictions
INFORMATION FILED WITH THE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
INFORMATION

require,
SEC.
24. (a)
(a) Nothing
shall be
to require,
construed to
be construed
title shall
this title
in this
Nothing in
SEC. 24.
revealing of trade
require, the revealing
or
to authorize
Commission to
trade
to require,
the Commission
authorize the
or to
filed
document filed
secrets or
or processes
any application,
application, report, or document
in any
processes in
secrets
with
Commission under this title.
the Commission
with the
(b) Any
Any person
application, report, or document
such application,
any such
filing any
person filing
(b)
information
may
make written
to the
the public
public disclosure of information
objection to
written objection
may make
contained
therein, stating
objection, and the
for such objection,
grounds for
the grounds
stating the
contained therein,
Commission
authorized to
to hear
objections in any such case where
hear objections
is authorized
Commission is
it deems
Commission may, in such cases, make
The Commission
advisable. The
it advisable.
deems it
it
available to
to the
the information
information contained
contained in any such applipublic the
the public
available
a disclosure
cation, report,
report, or
only when
when in
in its
judgment a
disclosure
its judgment
document only
or document
cation,
of such
the public
interest; and
and copies
copies of informapublic interest;
in the
is in
information is
such information
of
tion so
made available
available may
may be
be furnished
furnished to
such
person at such
any person
to any
so made
tion
reasonable
and under
under such
such reasonable
limitations as the
reasonable limitations
charge and
reasonable charge
Commission
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Commission may
(c) It
It shall
any member,
member, officer, or employee of
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
(c)
the
Commission
to
disclose
to
any
person
other than
member,
than aa member,
person other
any
to
disclose
to
Commission
the
officer, or
or employee
the Commission,
or to
to use
use for
for personal
personal benefit,
benefit,
Commission, or
of the
employee of
officer,
any
information contained
contained in
application, report,
report, or document
any application,
in any
any information
filed with
with the
which is
not made
available to the public
made available
is not
Commission which
the Commission
filed
pursuant to
(b) of
section: Provided,
That the
the
Provided, That
this section:
of this
subsection (b)
to subsection
pursuant
Commission may
make available
available to
to the
Reserve Board
Board
Federal Reserve
the Federal
may make
Commission
any information
information requested
requested by
by the
Board for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
enabling
the Board
any
it
its duties
under this title.
title.
duties under
perform its
to perform
it to
REVIEW OF ORDERS
ORDERS
COURT REVIEW

Information
filed
Information
Commission.
with Commission.
Revealing trade sese
trade not
Revealing
crets
or processes
required.

required.

Objection to disclosing
information
al-

Obeinion to dsco^s-

owed.
lowed.
I

Revealing
informaRevealing information unlawfully.

tionunlawfully.

Prorisos.
Information requested by Federal
Reserve Board.
oa

Porio .
quested by Federal

Reserve

Court
orders.

B

rd.

review

of

Aggrieved party may

SEC. 25.
(a) Any
aggrieved by
by an
an order
issued by
by the
Com- file ^g^Seved"pasym
the Corpetition for.
order issued
person aggrieved
Any person
25. (a)
SEC.
mission
under this
person is aa
to which such.person
title to
this title
proceeding under
a proceeding
in a
mission in
party
may obtain
such order
order in
the Circuit
juriconof
of Jurisdiction
Court of
Circuit Court
in the
f ppc
of such
a review
review of
obtain a
party may
person
Appeals
circuit wherein
wherein such person
any circuit
within any
States, within
United States,
the United
of the
Appeals of
cu
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resides
or has
has his
his principal
principal place
place of
business,. or
the Court
of
Court of
in the
or in
of business,
resides or
Appeals
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
by
filing
in
such
court,
within
within
court,
such
in
filing
by
Columbia,
of
District
the
of
Appeals
sixty
entry of
such order,
order, aa written
petition praying
praying
written petition
of such
the entry
after the
days after
sixty days
that
the
order
of
the
Commission
be
modified
or
set
aside
in whole
whole or
or
in
aside
or
set
modified
be
that the order of the Comnission
A copy
copy of such petition
served upon
upon
forthwith served
be forthwith
shall be
Service of petition
petition
etition shall
part. A
in part.
etion in
Service
upon Commission.
any
of the
the Commission,
Commission, and
and thereupon
Commission shall
thereupon the Commission
member of
any member
upon Commission.
certify
and file
file in
the court
court a
a transcript
record upon
upon which
which
the record
of the
transcript of
in the
certify and
the order
entered. Upon
of such
transuch tranfiling of
the filing
Upon the
was entered.
of was
complained of
order complained
the
script
such court
jurisdiction to
to affirm,
affirm, modify,
modify,
exclusive jurisdiction
have exclusive
shall have
court shall
script such
Objections limited.
limited.
and
or set
such order,
in whole
or in
objecin part. No objecwhole or
order, in
aside such
set aside
enforce or
and enforce
Objections
tion
the order
order of
be considered
court
the court
by the
considered by
shall be
Commission shall
the Commission
of the
to the
tion to
unless such
such objection
the Commission.
Commission.
before the
urged before
been urged
have been
shall have
objection shall
Commission's find- unless
commission's
ings on facts conclu- The finding of the Commission as to the
subif supported
by subsupported by
facts, if
igs on facts conclu- The finding of the Commission as to the facts,
sive.
evidence, shall
be conclusive.
If either party shall apply
conclusive. If
shall be
Leave
ad- stantial
stantial evidence,
adduce adto adduce
Leave to
ditional evidence.
and shall show
to the
the court
court for
for leave
leave to
to adduce
adduce additional
additional evidence,
evidence, and
to
ditionalevidence.
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
court
that
such
additional
evidence
is mateevidence
additional
such
that
court
the
of
to the satisfaction
rial and
there were
were reasonable
reasonable grounds
for failure
failure to
to adduce
such
adduce such
grounds for
that there
and that
rial
evidence
in the
the hearing
hearing before
Commission, the
the court
order
court may order
the Commission,
before the
evidence in
such additional
additional evidence
evidence to
to be
the Commission
Commission and
to
and to
before the
taken before
be taken
such
be adduced
upon the
the hearing
manner and
and upon
terms
such terms
upon such
such manner
in such
hearing in
adduced upon
be
the court
court may
may seem
proper. The Commission
seem proper.
as to
to the
conditions as
Commission
and conditions
Commission may and
modifyst its
f n di n g s as may modify its findings as
i findings
reason of the additional
additional
as may modify its findings as to the facts, by reason
i
ta facts.
to
evidence
so taken,
modified or new findings,
it shall file such modified
taken, and it
evidence so
which, if
supported by
by substantial
substantial evidence,
evidence, shall be conclusive, and
if supported
which,
its recommendation,
if any,
for the
the modification
modification or
setting aside of
or setting
any, for
recommendation, if
its
Finality
of court's
court, affirming,
of the
the original
original order.
The judgment
judgment and
and decree
decree of
the court,
order. The
the
court's
Finality of
decision; review by
modifying, and
enforcing or setting aside, in whole or in part, any
and enforcing
Supreme
modifying,
supreme Court.
such
order
of
the
Commission, shall
be final,
subject to review by the
final, subject
shall be
such order of the Commission,
Supreme Court
of the
United States
States upon certiorari or certification
certification
the United
Vol.
36, p. 1157; Vol.
Court of
Vol. Supreme
vol. 3s,
43,
13. 938.
as provided
sections 239
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as
amended
as amended
of the
240 of
and 240
239 and
in sections
provided in
as
U.S.C.,
906.
.. S p. 909.
(U.S.C., title
secs. 346 and 347).
28, secs.
title 28,
(U.S.C.,
Proceedings
not to
Proceedings anot
(b) The
of proceedings
proceedings under
under subsection
shall
(a) shall
subsection (a)
commencement of
The commencement
(b)
o
oerateeangs
operate
as a stay of
stay of
not, unless
unless specifically
ordered by
by the
as aastay
of the
the
operate as
court. operate
the court,
Commission's
specifically ordered
not,
order
commission's order.
Commission's order.
order.
Commission's
Unlawful representations.

UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS
REPRESENTATIONS
TJNLAWFUL

S
EC. 26.
2,6. No
No action
to act by the Commission or the Fedfailure to
or failure
action or
SEc.
eral Reserve
Reserve Board,
Board, in the administration
administration of this title shall be coneral
strued to
to mean
mean that
that the
particular authority
authority has in any way passed
passed
the particular
strued
upon
the merits
merits of,
given approval to, any security or any transacof, or given
upon the
tion
act
transactions therein, nor shall such action or failure to act
tion or transactions
with regard
examined by
statement or report filed with or examined
regard to any statement
with
such
pursuant to
to this
this title
rules and regulations thereor rules
title or
authority pursuant
such authority
under, be deemed aafinding by such authority that such statement or
accurate on its face or that it is not false or misleadtrue and accurate
report is true
Representations conRepresentations
It
shall
unlawful
made, to any proto make, or cause to be made,
unlawful
be
shall
It
ing.
cerning,
prospective
to prospective
cerning, to
purchaser.
spective purchaser
purchaser or seller of a
asecurity any representation
representation that any
purchaser.
spective
such
authority is to be so conaction or failure to act by any such authority
such action
strued or has such effect.

Action or
or inaction by
Commission,construed.
Commission,constraed.

Jurisdiction of offenses and suits.
Enforcement proviEnforcement
sions.
sions.

OF OFENSES
JURISDICTION
OFFENSES AND SUITS
SUITS
JUtISDICTION OP

SEC. 27. The district courts of the United States, the Supreme
SEC.
Court of the District of Columbia, and the United States courts of
jurisdiction of the United
any Territory or other place subject to the jurisdiction
exclusive jurisdiction of violations of this title or
States shall have exclusive
the
the rules and regulations thereunder, and of all suits in equity and
actions at law brought to enforce any liability or duty created by
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this title or the rules and regulations
regulations thereunder. Any criminal proceeding
be brought
brought in
in the
district wherein any
any act or transactransacceeding may
may be
the district
tion constituting the violation occurred. Any suit or action to enforce
force any
any liability or duty
duty created
created by
by this title or
or rules
rules and
and regularegulations
thereunder, or
or to
to enjoin
enjoin any
violation of
rules
tions thereunder,
any violation
of such
such title
title or
or rules
regulations, may
district or in
and regulations,
may be
be brought
brought in
in any such
such district
in the
the
district wherein
district
wherein the defendant is found or is an inhabitant or transacts business,
cases may
may be
served in
any other
in any
other
and process
process in
in such
such cases
be served
acts
business, and
district of which the defendant
defendant is an inhabitant or wherever the
district
defendant
decrees so rendered
rendered shall
be found.
found. Judgments
Judgments and
and decrees
shall
defendant may
may be
be subject
subject to
to review
Judisections 128 and 240 of the Judireview as
as provided
provided in sections
be
cial
(U.S.C., title 28,
28, secs.
secs. 225 and
and 347). No
cial Code, as amended (U.S.C.,
costs shall
assessed for
or against the
the Commission
Commission in any profor or
costs
shall be assessed
ceeding under
under this
this title
title brought
brought by
by or
it in
in the
Supreme
against it
the Supreme
or against
ceeding
Court or such other courts.
EFFECT
EXISTING LAW
LAW
EFFECT ON
ON EXISTING
S
EC. 28.
provided by this title
shall
title shall
The rights and remedies provided
SEC.
28. (a) The
be in
to any
any and
all other
may
that may
remedies that
rights and remedies
other rights
and all
be
in addition
addition to
exist at
at law
law or
equity; but
person permitted
suit
to maintain aa suit
permitted to
but no
no person
or in
in equity;
exist
for
under the
title shall
shall recover, through
provisions of this title
the provisions
for damages
damages under
satisfaction
a total
total amount
amount in
more actions,
actions, a
in one or
or more
of judgment
judgment in
satisfaction of
complained of.
excess
damages on account of the act complained
excess of
of his
his actual
actual damages
Nothing
in this
this title
shall affect
jurisdiction of
of the securities
affect the
the jurisdiction
title shall
Nothing in
commission
any agency
officer performing
functions) of
of
performing like functions)
or officer
(or any
agency or
commission (or
any
State over
over any
any security
security or
or any
any person
person insofar as it
not conit does
does not
any State
regulations
flict
flict with
with the provisions of this title or the rules and regulations
thereunder.
thereunder.
(b)
construed to
to modify
modify existing
shall be
be construed
in this
this title
title shall
Nothing in
(b) Nothing
law
with regard
regard to
effect on
member of any
any
on any
any member
binding effect
to the
the binding
(1) with
law (1)
exchange
to
of such
such exchange
exchange to
by the
the authorities
authorities of
of any
any action taken by
exchange of
settle disputes
disputes between
between its
to the
the
or (2)
(2) with regard to
its members, or
settle
binding
effect of
action on
on any
person who
agreed to
to be
be
who has
has agreed
any person
of such
such action
binding effect
bound
thereby, or
regard to
on any such
such
to the
the binding
binding effect on
(3) with
with regard
or (3)
bound thereby,
member
of any
any disciplinary
disciplinary action
action taken
taken by
the
of the
by the
the authorities
authorities of
member of
exchange as
as a
result of
of any
any rule
rule of
of the
exchange, insofar
insofar
the exchange,
of violation
violation of
a result
exchange
as the
taken is
is not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
of this
provisions of
as
the action
action taken
title
or the
the rules
thereunder.
regulations thereunder.
and regulations
rules and
title or
VALIDITY
OP' CONTRACTS
VALIDITY OF
CONTRACTS
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criminal proVenue; criminal
ceedings.
ceedings.

Actions to
liability,
liability, etc.

enforce
enforce

Judgments.
Judgments. etc., subsubject to review.
review.
Vol. 36, p. 1133.
U.S.C., p. 895.
U.S.C.,

Effect on existing
Effect
law.
Rights and remedies
remedies
under Act to be additional.
tional.
Amount
recoverAmount
able as damages.

Jurisdiction of State
commissions.
commissions.

governing relaLaws governing
between
tionships between
members and
and exchange
members
exchange
authorities.
authorities.

Validity of contracts.
contracts.
Validity

Void conditions,
or provision
stipulation, or
SEC. 29.
(a) Any
Any condition,
condition. stipulation,
provision binding
binding any stiVoutconsditioEs.
29. (a)
SEC.
stipulations, etc.
person
to
waive
compliance
with
any
provision
of
this
title
or
of
any
person to waive compliance with any provision of this title or of any
rule or
or regulation
regulation thereunder,
thereunder, or
or of
rule of
of an
an exchange required
required
of any
any rule
rule
thereby
shall be
be void.
void.
thereby shall
Contracts
(b)
Every contract
contract made
violation of
of any
any provision of this Contracts.
in violation
made in
(b) Every
title
or
of
any
rule
or
regulation
thereunder,
and every contract
title or of any rule or regulation thereunder, and
(including
for listing
on an
exchange)
an exchange)
security on
listing aa security
any contract
contract for
(including any
heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter made
performance of which involves
the performance
made the
heretofore or
the
or the
the continuance
relationship or
or practice
practice
any relationship
of any
continuance of
of, or
the violation
violation of,
in
violation of,
any provision
of this
this title
any rule
rule or
regulation
or regulation
title or
or any
of, any
provision of
in violation
thereunder,
shall be
void (1)
(1) as
any person
of any
person
rights of
the rights
as regards
regards the
be void
thereunder, shall
who,
in violation
violation of
of any
any such
or regulation,
regulation, shall
rule, or
provision, rule,
such provision,
who, in
have made
made or
or engaged
the performance
performance of
any such
contract,
such contract,
of any
in the
engaged m
have
and (2)
as regards
regards the
any person
person who,
party
not being
being aa party
who, not
of any
rights of
the rights
(2) as
and
to
any right
right thereunder
thereunder with
have acquired
acquired any
shall have
contract, shall
to such
such contract,
actual knowledge
knowledge of
of the
reason of
of which
which the
the making
or
making or
by reason
the facts
facts by
actual
performance
was in
of any
any such
such proviproviin violation
violation of
of such
such contract
contract was
performance of
sion, rule
rule or
or regulation.
regulation.
sion,
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Validity of
ransac(C)) Nothing
validity
of t
transacconstrued (1)
Nothing in this title shall be construed
(1) to affect the vations entered in good
affected.
lidity
of any
any loan
of credit
(or any
any extension
or
faith not
not affeted.
lidity of
loan or
or extension
extension of
credit (or
extension or

renewal thereof)
made or
any lien
lien created
created prior
or subsequent
renewal
thereof) made
or of
of any
prior or
subsequent
to
the enactment
of this
this title
less at
at the
time of
of the
of
title, unless
the time
the making
making of
to the
enactment of
such
or extension
extension of
of credi-ut
(or extension
or renewal
renewal thereof)
thereof)
such loan
loan or
credit n (or
extension or
or
of such
making such
loan or
extension
such lien,
lien, the
the person
person making
such loan
or extension
or the
the creating
creating of
of
extension or
or renewal
renewal thereof)
thereof) or
or acquiring
acquiring such
lien
such lien
of credit
credit (or
(or extension
shall have
have actual
actual knowledge
knowledge of
facts by
which the
the making
making
shall
of facts
by reason
reason of
of which
of
loan or
renewal thereof)
(or extension
extension or
or renewal
thereof)
of such
such loan
or extension
extension of
of credit
credit (or
or
of such
such lien
is a
violation of
of the
the provisions
of this
this
or the
the acquisition
acquisition of
lien is
a violation
provisions of
title
or any
thereunder, or
or (2)
(2) to
afford a
title or
any rule
rule or
or regulation
regulation thereunder,
to afford
a defense
defense
to
the collection
any debt
debt or
or obligation
obligation or
or the
the enforcement
of any
any
enforcement of
to the
collection of
of any
lien
by any
any person
person who
who shall
have acquired
such debt,
obligation 'or
or
debt, obligation,
shall have
acquired such
lien by
lien
and without
the
actual knowledge
knowledge of
of the
for value
value and
without actual
lien in
in good
good faith
faith for
violation of
of any
of this
this title
title or
or any
or regulation
regulation
any rule
rule or
any provision
provision of
violation
thereunder
affecting the
the legality
debt, obligation,
obligation, or
or lien.
lien.
of such
such debt,
legality of
thereunder affecting

Foreign securities exchanges.
changes.

FOREIGN SECURITIES
SECURITIES EXCHANGES
EXCHANGES
FOREIGN

S
EC .
30.
(a) It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any broker
broker or
or dealer,
dealer, directly
directly
It shall
for any
SEC.
30. (a)
or indirectly,
make use
use of
of t
to make
the
or
indirectly,ito
he mails or of any means or instrumentality of
commerce for
for the
the .purpose
purpose of
of effecting
effecting on
on an
an
mentality
of interstate
interstate commerce
exchange
subject to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United
United
of the
to the
within or
or subject
exchange not
not within
States,
transaction in
any security
security the
the issuer
issuer of
of which
which is
is aa
in any
States, any
any transaction
resident
of, or
or is
is organized
under the
the laws
of, or
or has
its principal
principal
laws of,
has its
resident of,
organized under
place
in, a
jurisdiction of
of
subject to the jurisdiction
of business in,
a place
place within
within or subject
place of
the
in contravention
of such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as
such rules
contravention of
the United
United States,
States, in
the
Commission may
may prescribe
prescribe as
or appropriate
in the
the
appropriate in
as necessary
necessary or
the Commission
public interest
for the
the
investors or to prevent the
or for
the protection
protection of investors
public
interest or
evasion of
of this
this title.
title.
evasion
the
Business without the
(b) The
The provisions
of this
this title
title or
or of
of any
rule or
regulation thereprovisions of
any rule
or regulation
there(b)
United
jurisdiction of United
States.
under shall
insofar as
as he
business
he transacts
transacts a
a business
apply to
to any
any person
person insofar
under
shall not
not apply
States.
in securities
securities without
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United
United States,
States, unless
unless
in
without the
of the
he transacts
such business
business in
contravention of
of such
such rules
rules and
and regureguhe
transacts such
in contravention
lations as
Commission may
may prescribe
prescribe as
as necessary
necessary or
or appropriate
appropriate
lations
as the
the Commission
to prevent
prevent the
the evasion
title.
to
evasion of
of this
this title.

Unlawful transacUnlawful
tions
tions on.

Registration fees.
fees.
Registration

REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION FEES
FEES

Payment.
Payment.

S
EC. 31.
31, Every
Every national
securities exchange
pay to
to the
ComSEc.
national securities
exchange shall
shall pay
the Commission
before March
calendar year a
a registration
registration
mission on
on or before
March 15
15 of each
each calendar
fee for
privilege of
of doing
business as
as a
a national
national securities
securities
fee
for the
the privilege
doing business
exchange during
the preceding
calendar year
year or
or any
any part
exchange
during the
preceding calendar
part thereof.
thereof.
Such fee
fee shall
be in
amount equal
to one
one five-hundredths
five-hundredths of
of 11per
per
Such
shall be
in an
an amount
equal to
centum
aggregate dollar
of the
sales of
of securities
securities
centum of
of the
the aggregate
dollar amount
amount of
the sales
transacted on such
national securities
exchange during the preceding
preceding;
such national
securities exchange
calendar
subsequent to
to its
its registration
registration as
as a
anational
national securisecuricalendar year
year and
and subsequent
ties exchange.
ties
exchange.

Penalties.
Penalties.

PM.IALTIES
PENALTIES

Violation of provirglasions oftione
of title; of regulations.
False or
misleading
False
or misleading
statement.

statementmakes,

Punishment for.
Punishmentfor.

S
EC. 32.
32. Any
Any person
person who
who willfully
willfully violates
violates any
any provision
provision of
of this
this
SEC.
title, or any rule or regulation thereunder
thereunder the violation
violation of which is
made unlawful
unlawful or the observance
observance of which
which is required
required under
under the
terms of this title, or any person who willfully and knowingly
knowingly
makes, or
causes to
to be
be made,
any statement
statement in
in any
any application,
application, report,
or causes
made, any
report,
or document
required to be filed under
document required
under this title or any rule or
or
regulation
thereunder, which statement
statement was false or
regulation thereunder,
or misleading
misleading with
respect
respect to any material
material fact, shall upon conviction be fined not
more than $10,000,
$10,000, or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than two years, or both,
except
except that when such person is an exchange,
exchange, a
afine
fine not
not exceeding
exceeding
$500,000
$500,000 may be imposed; but no person
person shall be subject to im-
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prisonment
section for the violation of any rule or regulathis section
under this
prisonment under
tion
he proves
that he
had no
no knowledge
knowledge of such rule or regulation.
he had
proves that
if he
tion if
SEPARABILITY OF
PROVISIONS
OF PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY

•

Separability
visions.

of proof

S
EC. 33.
33. If
any provision
application of such
this Act, or the application
provision of this
If any
SEC.
provision to
to any
circumstances, shall be held invalid, the
or circumstances,
person or
any person
provision
remainder of
the Act,
and the
application of such provision to
the application
Act, and
of the
remainder
persons or
or circumstances
circumstances other
than those as to which it is held
other than
persons
affected thereby.
invalid, shall
shall not
not be affected
thereby.
invalid,
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE
EFFECTIVE

Effective
Effective date.

SEC. 34.
34. This
This Act
Act shall
effective on July 1, 1934, except
except
become effective
shall become
SEC.
that
sections 6
6 and
12(b), (c),
(e) shall become
become effective
and (e)
(d), and
(c), (d),
and 12(b),
that sections
on September
1, 1934;
1934; and
9(a) (6), 10, 11, 12(a),
7, 8, 9(a)
5, 7,
sections 5,
and sections
September 1,
on
13, 14,
14, 15,
17, 18,
19, and
and 30
shall become
effective on October 1,
become effective
30 shall
18, 19,
16, 17,
15, 16,
13,
1934.
TITLE II—AMENDMENTS
TO
II-AMENDMENTS TO
TITLE

SECURITIES ACT
ACT OF 1933
1933
SECURITIES

Securities Act
of the
2 of
SECTION 201.
(a) Paragraph
(1) of
the Securities
section 2
of section
Paragraph (1)
201. (a)
SECTION
follows:
as
read
of
1933
is
amended
to
follows:
amended
is
1933
of
"(1) The
term 'security'
security' means
stock,
treasury stock,
stock, treasury
note, stock,
any note,
means any
The term
"(1)
bond,
debenture,
evidence
of
indebtedness,
certificate
of
interest
or
or
interest
of
certificate
indebtedness,
of
evidence
bond, debenture,
participation
in any
collateral-trust certifiagreement, collateral-trust
profit-sharing agreement,
any profit-sharing
participation in
cate,
subscription, transferable
transferable share,
or subscription,
certificate or
preorganization certificate
cate, preorganization
investment
voting-trust certificate,
certificate, certificate
certificate of deposit for
contract, voting-trust
investment contract,
a
security, fractional
undivided interest
interest in
in oil,
oil, gas, or other mineral
fractional undivided
a security,
rights,
general, any
known
commonly known
instrument commonly
or instrument
interest or
any interest
in general,
or, in
rights, or,
as
or any
any certificate
of interest
interest or
or participation
participation in, temcertificate of
, or
security ,
as aa' security
porary
interim certificate
receipt for,
guarantee of,
warrant
or warrant
of, or
for, guarantee
for, receipt
certificate for,
or interim
porary or
or right
subscribe to
to or
or purchase,
foregoing."
the foregoing."
of the
any of
purchase, any
to subscribe
right to
or
(b)
Paragraph (4)
(4) of
of such
amended to read as follows:
follows:
2 is
is amended
section 2
such section
(b) Paragraph
"(4) The
term ' issuer'
means every
every person
person who issues
issues or proposes
issuer' means
The term
"(4)
to issue
security; except
except that
with respect
certificates of
respect to certificates
that with
any security;
issue any
to
certificates, or
deposit, voting-trust
voting-trust certificates,
or collateral-trust
collateral-trust certificates,
certificates, or
deposit,
with respect
respect to
to certificates
of interest
unincorporated
shares in an unincorporated
or shares
interest or
certificates of
with
investment trust
having aa board
board of
(or persons perdirectors (or
of directors
not having
trust not
investment
forming similar
similar functions)
functions) or
fixed, restricted
restricted management,
management,
the fixed,
of the
or of
forming
or unit
type, the
term ' issuer'
person or
or persons
persons performthe person
means the
issuer' means
the term
unit type,
or
ing the
duties of
of depositor
depositor or
or manager
manager purpurthe duties
assuming the
and assuming
acts and
the acts
ing
instrument
suant
to
the
provisions
of
the
trust
or
other
agreement
or
instrument
agreement
other
or
trust
the
of
suant to the provisions
under which
which such
such securities
except that
that in
in the case of an
issued; except
are issued;
securities are
under
unincorporated association
provides by its articles for limited
which provides
association which
unincorporated
liability
of any
any or
all of
of its
members, or
or in
the case
case of
trust, comof aa trust,
in the
its members,
or all
liability of
mittee, or
or other
other legal
entity, the
or members
members thereof
thereof shall
trustees or
the trustees
legal entity,
mittee,
not be
individually liable
as issuers
security issued
by the
issued by
any security
of any
issuers of
liable as
be individually
not
association, trust,
or other
other legal
entity; except that with
legal entity;
committee, or
trust, committee,
association,
respect to
to equipment-trust
or like
securities, the
the term
term
like securities,
certificates or
equipment-trust certificates
respect
issuer' means
means the
whom the
the equipment
equipment or
or property
property is
is or
by whom
person by
the person
' issuer'
is
to
be
used;
and
except
that
with
respect
to
fractional
undivided
undivided
fractional
to
respect
with
that
is to be used; and except
interests in
in oil,
other mineral
the term
issuer' means
means
term 'issuer'
rights, the
mineral rights,
or other
gas, or
oil, gas,
interests
the
owner
of
any
such
right
or
of
any
interest
in
such
right
(whether
(whether
right
such
in
interest
any
of
or
right
such
the owner of any
whole
fractional) who
fractional interests
therein for the
interests therein
creates fractional
who creates
or fractional)
whole or
purpose
of
public
offering."
offering."
public
of
purpose
(c)
Paragraph (10)
of such
section 2
2 is
amended to
read as
to read
is amended
such section
(10) of
(c) Paragraph
follows:
follows:
"(10) The
The term
term 'prospectus'
prospectus' means
means any
any prospectus,
notice, circucircuprospectus, notice,
"(10)
lar, advertisement,
letter, or
written or by radio,
communication, written
or communication,
advertisement, letter,
lar,
which
offers any
any security
for sale;
communication
a communication
(a) a
that (a)
except that
sale; except
security for
which offers

Seurities Act of1933,
Securities
of 1933,
amendments.
A"t,
Ante, p.
p. 74.
74.

defined.
Terms defined.
"Security."

"suer."
"Issuer."

"Prospectas."
"Prospects.
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Exempted
securities.
Exempted securities.
Securities guaranguaranSecurities
United States
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by United
or
subdivision
olticalsubdivciion
ordpolitical
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District
of Columbia,
added.
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shall
not be
if it
it is
that prior
prior to
to or
or at
at
proved that
is proved
prospectus if
a prospectus
deemed a
be deemed
shall not
the same
same time
time with
with such
communication aawritten
meeting
prospectus meeting
written prospectus
such communication
the
the
requirements of
section 10
was sent
to the
the person
person to
to
given to
or given
sent or
10 was
of section
the requirements
whom the
communication was
was made,
made, by
by the
the person
person making
such
making such
the communication
whom
communication or
his principal,
(b) a
a notice,
notice, circular,
advercircular, adverand (b)
principal, and
or his
communication
tisement,
or communication
communication in
respect of
of a
not
shall not
security shall
a security
in respect
letter, or
tisement, letter,
be
be a
prospectus if
if it
it states
states from whom aa written prosa prospectus
to be
be deemed
deemed to
pectus meeting
the requirements
requirements of
may be
be obtained
obtained and,
and,
10 may
section 10
of section
meeting the
pectus
in addition,
does no
than identify
identify the
the price
price
state the
security, state
the security,
more than
no more
in
addition, does
thereof, and
and state
state by
by whom
whom orders
will be
executed."
be executed.'
orders will
thereof,
S
EC. 202.
(a) Paragraph
section 3
such Act
is
Act is
of such
(a) of
3 (a)
of section
.(2) of
Paragraph ,(2)
202. (a)
SEC.
amended
to read_
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
or
guaranteed by the United States or
security issued or guaranteed
"(2)
"(2) Any security
Columbia, or
any
Territory thereof,
thereof, or
by the
of Columbia,
or by
by any
District of
the District
or by
any Territory
State of
of the
United States,
States, or
or by
any political
political subdivision
subdivision of
of a
aState
State
by any
the United
State
instrumentality of one or more States
or
or Territory,
Territory, or by any public instrumentality
or
Territories, or
any person
person controlled
controlled or
by and
and
supervised by
or supervised
by any
or by
or Territories,
acting as
an instrumentality
the Government
Government of the United States
of the
instrumentality of
as an
acting
pursuant
to authority
authority granted
Congress of
States,
United States,
of the
the United
the Congress
by the
granted by
pursuant to
or
any certificate
certificate of
of deposit
the foregoing,
foregoing, or
security
or any security
of the
any of
for any
deposit for
or any
any banking instiissued or
or guaranteed
any national
national bank,
bank, or by any
by any
guaranteed by
issued
tution organized
organized under
under the
the laws
laws of
or Territory or the
State or
any State
of any
tution
District of
of Columbia,
the business
business of
which is
substantially confined
confined
is substantially
of which
Columbia, the
District
to banking
and is
or Territorial
Territorial banking
banking
State or
the State
by the
supervised by
is supervised
to
banking and
commission
official; or
or any
any security
representsecurity issued by or representor similar
similar official;
commission or
bank ";
ing
interest in
in or
direct obligation
obligation of
of a
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
";
a Federal
or aadirect
an interest
ing an

section 3 (a) is amended by striking
out " corporation " and inserting in lieu thereof " person."

such section
(4)
(b)
Paragraph " (4)
out"corporation
(b) Paragraph
andof
of
inserting
such
in lieu3thereof
(a) is amended
person."by striking
Annuity contracts.

Annuity contracts.

Securities exchanged
ecurety
witeuistiges
with
existing security
holders.
Securities
Securities exchanged
on readjustments.

exchanged

estate
sentratate

sales of
of
sales

Exempted
xempted transac.
tions.
Ante, p. 77.
Designated paraDesignated
graphs repealed
repealed..

transae-

Ante,

Ante, p. 81.

Ante, p.SEC.

(c) Such
(a) is
is further
further amended
striking out
out the
the
by striking
amended by
3 (a)
section 3
()
Such section

period at
end of
of paragraph
paragraph (8)
(8) and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof aa
the end
at the
period
semicolon, and
by inserting
inserting immediately
immediately after
after such
such paragraph
paragraph (8)
(8)
and by
semicolon,
the following
following new
new paragraphs:
paragraphs:
the

"
(9) Any
security exchanged
exchanged by
the issuer
existing secusecuwith its
its existing
issuer with
by the
Any security
"(9)
rity
holders exclusively
commission or other remuneration
remuneration
where no
no commission
rity holders
exclusively where
is paid
or given
given directly
soliciting such exchange;
exchange;
for soliciting
or indirectly
indirectly for
directly or
is
paid or
in exchange
security which is issued
"(10) Any security
"(10)
issued in
exchange for
for one
one or
or more
more
outstanding securities,
securities claims or property interests,
interests, or
or
bona fide outstanding
partly in
partly for
for cash,
cash, where the terms and
such exchange
exchange and partly
in such
partly
conditions of
issuance and
and exchange
exchange are approved,
after aahearapproved, after
of such
such issuance
conditions
conditions at which all
ing upon
upon the
ternis and conditions
all
the fairness of such terms
ing
persons to
to whom
it is
is proposed
proposed to
to issue
issue securities
securities in
in such
such exchange
exchange
whom it
persons
shall have
have the
to appear,
appear, by
official or
or
by any court, or by any official
the right
right to
shall
agency of
of the
the United
Territorial banking
banking
United States, or by any State or Territorial
agency
or insurance
insurance commission
authority expressly
expressly
governmental authority
or other
other governmental
commission or
or
authorized
by law
law to
approval;
to grant
grant such approval;
authorized by
persons
""(11)
(11) Any security which
which is a
apart of an issue sold only to
to persons
such
Territory, where
resident
within a
asingle State or Territory,
where the issuer of such
resident within
security
if a
acora person
person resident and doing business within or, if
security is a
or
poration,
poration, incorporated
incorporated by and
and. doing business within,
within, such State
State or
Territory."
4 of such
section 4
Sc.
SEC. 203. (a) Paragraph
Paragraph (1)
(1) of section
such Act is amended
amended
through an under
underwriter
"; and
(1)
"not
(1) by striking out
out "
not with or through
writer and
and";
(2) by
by striking
out "last
inserting in
in lieu thereof " first ".
last""and inserting
striking out
(2)
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (3)
(3) of
of such
sectionl
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
4 is
such section
(b)
SEc.
SEC. 204.
201. Subsection
Subsection (c) of section
section 5
5of such Act is hereby repealed.
10(b) of such Act is amended
Paragraph (1)
(1) of section 10(b)
SEC. 205. Paragraph
amended
to read
read as follows:
follows:
to
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Statements in
in proStatements
"(1)
When a
a prospectus
prospectus is
is used
than thirteen months after spectus.
more than
used more
"(1) When
spectus.
the
in
the
date of
registration statement,
information
statement, the information
of the
the registration
effective date
the effective
a date not more than
statements contained
therein shall be as of a
contained therein
statements
twelve
prior to
such use,
use, so far
such information
information is known
known
as such
far as
to such
months prior
twelve months
furnished by such
to the
the user
user of
such prospectus
prospectus or
such user
user
or can be furnished
of such
to
without unreasonable
expense."
effort or expense."
unreasonable effort
without
S
EC. 206.
(a) Section
Section 11
(a) of
of such Act is amended by adding
adding Ante,
11 (a)
206. (a)
SEC.
Ante, p.
p. 82.
82.
"If such
after
the last
last line
new sentence:
sentence: "If
such False
False registration
the following new
registration
thereof the
line thereof
after the
statements.
statements.
the issuer
person acquired
acquired the
security after
issuer has made
made generally
generally Civil
after the
the security
person
Civil liabilities.
liabilities.
holders an earning statement
available
statement covering
covering aa
security holders
its security
to its
available to
effective date
period
least twelve
twelve months beginning
beginning after the effective
at least
of at
period of
recovery under this
of
registration statement, then the right of recovery
the registration
of the
subsection
acquired
conditioned on proof that such person acquired
shall be conditioned
subsection shall
the
security relying
upon such untrue
untrue statement
statement in the registration
registration
relying upon
the security
statement
knowstatement and not knowregistration statement
the registration
upon the
relying upon
or relying
statement or
ing
of such
reliance may be established
established without
without
such omission, but such reliance
ing of
person."
statement by such person."
registration statement
proof
of the
the reading
reading of the registration
proof of
paragraph (3)
(b)
Clauses (C)
(3) of section 11 (b) of Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 83.
83.
and (D) of paragraph
(C) and
(b) Clauses
of expert
Statement
expert
Statement of
such
are amended
read as
(C) as
as regards
regards any
any part
part (other
follows: ""(C)
as follows:
to read
amended to
Act are
such Act
(other than
than self).
self).
purporting to be made
of
made on the authority
statement purporting
registration statement
the registration
of the
of an
an expert
expert (other
himself) or purporting
purporting to be aa copy of
(other than himself)
of
or extract
extract from
from a
report or
valuation of an expert
expert (other than himor valuation
a report
or
believe and did not believe,
self),
no reasonable
reasonable ground to believe
believe,
had no
he had
self), he
at the
the time
part of
registration statement
statement became
became effective,
effective,
of the registration
such part
time such
at
omission
that the
the statements
statements therein
were untrue or that there
there was an omission
therein were
that
to
material fact
necessary
required to be stated therein or necessary
fact required
state aa material
to state
to make
the statements
such part
part
therein not misleading, or that such
statements therein
make the
to
statement
of the
the registration
statement did not fairly represent the statement
registration statement
of
report
a fair copy of or extract
of the
the expert
or was not a
extract from the report
expert or
of
Public officials
officials and
and
Public
or valuation
of the expert; and (D) as regards
regards any part of the documents.
valuation of
or
documents.
an
by
made
registration
purporting to be aa statement
statement purporting
registration statement
official person
person or
to be
be a
a copy
copy of or extract from aapublic
purporting to
or purporting
official
reasonable ground
had no reasonable
official document,
document, he
ground to believe
believe and did
did
he had
official
not believe,
believe, at
part of the registration statement
statement
at the time such part
not
became effective,
effective, that
that the
the statements
statements therein were
were untrue, or that
became
required to be stated
there was
an omission
material fact required
stated
omission to state aamaterial
was an
there
therein or
or necessary
necessary to
make the statements
statements therein
therein not misleading,
to make
therein
registration statement
or that
part of
statement did not fairly reprerepre of the registration
such part
that such
or
sent the
official person or was not aafair copy
copy
made by the official
statement made
the statement
sent
official document."
of
document."
extract from the public official
or extract
of or
(c)
Subsection (c)
(c) of such section
section 11
11 is amended
amended to read as
(c) Subsection
follows:
follows:
investiReasonable
Reasonable investisub-- gation
In determining,
paragraph (3)
(
3)of sub
gation and ground
ground for
for the purpose of paragraph
determining, for
""(c)
(c) In
belief.
belief.
investigation
reasonable investigation Ante,
section
of this
constitutes reasonable
what constitutes
section, what
this section,
(b) of
section (b)
Ante, p. 83.
and
ground for
the standard
of reasonableness
reasonableness
standard of
belief, the
for belief,
reasonable ground
and reasonable
management of his
shall be
be that
of aa prudent
man in the management
prudent man
required of
that required
shall
own
property."
own property."
(d)
of such section 11 is amended to read as
(e) of
Subsection (e)
(d) Subsection
follows:
follows:
Suits; amount
amount recovrecovSuits;
erable as
as damages.
damages.
"
The suit
suit authorized
subsection (a)
(a) may be to recover
recover erable
under subsection
authorized under
(e) The
" (e)
Ante, p.
p. 83.
83.
Ante,
such damages
as shall
difference between
between the amount
amount
the difference
represent the
shall represent
damages as
such
paid for
for the
the security
security (not
(not exceeding
security
price at which the security
the price
exceeding the
paid
(1)
was offered
public) and
and (
1)the value
value thereof as of the time
time
to the public)
offered to
was
at which such security
the
(2)
such
suit
was
brought,
or
(
2
)
price
security shall
brought,
was
such suit
have
of in
market before
before suit,
suit, or (3)
(3) the price at
at
the market
in the
disposed of
been disposed
have been
which such
such security
disposed of after suit but before
have been disposed
shall have
security shall
which
judgment
damages shall be less than
than the damages
damages reprerepreif such damages
judgment if
senting the
the difference
the amount
amount paid
paid for
the security
security
for the
between the
difference between
senting
(not
exceeding the
the price
security was offered
offered to the
the security
which the
at which
price at
(not exceeding
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public)
and the
value thereof
thereof as
as of
of the
the time
time such
suit was
was brought:
brought:
such suit
the value
public) and
Provided,
if the
the defendant
proves that
that any
portion or
or all
all of
of
any portion
defendant proves
That if
Provided, That
for damages,
to such
damages represents
represents other
than the
the depreciation
depreciation in
in value
value of
of
other than
such damages
proved to
for
damages, proved
bear no relationship to
statement,
part of
such part
from such
his misconet
misconduct.
such security
security resulting
resulting from
of the registration
registration statement,
to such
hias
with respect
to which
which his
his liability
liability is
asserted, not
true or
or
being true
not being
is asserted,
respect to
with
omitting to
to state
state a
a material
required to
to be
or
therein or
stated therein
be stated
fact required
material fact
omitting
Liability of
of underunder- necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, such porLiability
writer
receiving
no necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, such por writer receiving no
preferential treatment.
treatment. tion
ta.011 of
of or
or all
such damages
damages shall
not be
be recoverable.
recoverable. In
no event
event
In no
shall not
all such
preferential
shall any
any underwriter
underwriter (unless
shall have
have knowknowunderwriter shall
such underwriter
(unless such
shall
ingly received
from the
the issuer
issuer for
some
an underwriter
underwriter some
as an
acting as
for acting
received from
ingly
benefit, directly
directly or
other underwriters
underwriters simsimall other
which all
in which
or indirectly,
indirectly, in
benefit,
ilarly situated
not share
their respective
respective
to their
proportion to
in proportion
share in
did not
situated did
ilarly
interests
in the
the wider
wilting) be
in any
any suit
or as aa consesuit or
be liable
liable in
underwriting)
interests in
quence
of suits
authorized under
subsection (a)
(a) for damages
damages in
under subsection
suits authorized
quence of
excess
the total
total price
the securities
securities underwritten
underwritten by him
price at which the
of the
excess of
and
distributed to
the public
public were
offered to
to the
the public. In
In any
were offered
to the
and distributed
suit
under this
any other
other section
section of
this title
title the
the court
may, in
in
court may,
of this
or any
this or
suit under
Undertaking; costs
of its
require an
an undertaking
undertaking for
for the
the payment
payment of
of the
the costs
costs
discretion, require
costsof
its discretion,
Undertaking;
suit.
suit.
of such suit, including
including reasonable
reasonable attorney's
attorney's fees, and if
if judgment
judgment
shall be
rendered against
against a
a party
upon the
the motion
motion of
of the
the
litigant, upon
party litigant,
be rendered
shall
Assessment,
other party litigant, such costs may
AssPSSnient.
may be assessed in favor of such
such
required)
party litigant
litigant (whether
not such
such undertaking
undertaking has been required)
or not
(whether or
party
if the
the court
the suit
suit or
the defense
defense to have been
been without
without
or the
believes the
court believes
if
merit, in
in an
an amount
amount sufficient
sufficient to
to reimburse
him for
for the
the reasonable
reimburse him
merit,
expenses
connection with such suit, such costs
by him,
him, in connection
incurred by
expenses incurred
to
be taxed
taxed in
the manner
manner usually
provided for taxing of costs
costs in
usually provided
in the
to be
the court in which the suit was heard."
the
heard."
Periods of limitations
SEC .207.
amended (a)
(a) by striking
striking out
out
Section 13 of such
such Act
Act is
is amended
207. Section
Periodsoflimitations
SEC.
reduced.
inserting in
Ante,
p. 8.
"two
it appears
appears therein
therein and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu
wherever it
years " wherever
: two years"
Aedp.84.
" and inserting
by striking
thereof
striking out ""ten years
years"
(b) by
year "; (b)
thereof ""one year"•
in lieu
thereof "three
"three years
years";
and (c)
(c) by
by inserting
inserting immediately
immediately
"; and
in
lieu thereof
before the
period at the end
a comma and the following:
following:
end thereof
thereof a
the period
before
section 12
(2) more
more than three years after
after the sale ".
12 (2)
""or
or under
under section
Liability of controlimmeamended by inserting
SEC.
lingiabm
persons.
SEC. 208. Section 15 of such Act is amended
insertingimmet of controlAnte, p. 84.
diately before the period at
at the end
and the
Ante,
end thereof
thereof aa comma and
the following:
controlling person
person had
knowledge of or
or
had no knowledge
the controlling
"unless the
lowing: "unless
reasonable
to believe
believe in
in the existence
existence of
reason
of the facts by reason
ground to
reasonable ground
of which
which the
liability of
of the
person is
is alleged
alleged to exist".
exist".
the controlled
controlled person
the liability
of
Powers of Commission; define
define technical
SEC. 209.
209. (a)
The first
first sentence
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 19
19 of
of
sentence of
(a) The
SEC.
technical
sion;
" aa
by inserting
inserting after
terms.
such Act
Act is
is amended
amended by
after the
the word
word ""accounting
accounting"
such
5
terAnte,,.p. 85.
comma and
technical "..
comma
and the word "technical
Protection of parsons
•
relying
on CoMMiSalon
ID) Subsection
is further
further amended
amended by
19 is
section 19
such section
(a) of
of such
Subsection (a)
(b)
Commission
relying on
in good faith,
aith.
adding at the end
end thereof
thereof the
following new
new sentence:
sentence: "No
No prothe following
proto any act
vision
title imposing any liability shall
apply to
act
shall apply
of this title
vision of
done or omitted
omitted in good faith in
in conformity with any
any rule or regulation of
the Commission,
Commission, notwithstanding
that such
such rule
rule or
or regularegulalation
of the
notwithstanding that
tion may,
after such
such act
or omission,
omission, be
be amended
or rescinded
rescinded or
or be
be
amended or
tion
may, after
act or
determined by
determined
by judicial
judicial or other authority to
to be
be invalid for any
any
Transfer of
reason. "
of duties,reason."
Transfer
etc.,
from Federal Trade
SEC. 210.
210. Upon
the expiration
sixty days
days after
after the
the date
date upon
upon
of sixty
expiration of
Upon the
SIEO.
Trade
ete.,fromFedera
Commission,
ommssion.
which
of the members of the Securities
Securities and Exchange
which a
a majority
majority of
Exchange
4 of title I
I of this Act have
Commission appointed
Commission
appointed under section
section 4
qualified
and taken
taken office,
office, all
powers, duties,
duties, and
and functions
functions of
of the
the
all powers,
qualified and
Ante,
93.
Ane, p. 9s.
Federal Trade
Securities Act of 1933 shall
Trade Commission
Commission under
under the Securities
shall
transferred to such Commission,
be transferred
Commission, together
together with all property,
books, records, and unexpended
unexpended balances of appropriations
appropriations used by
by
or available to the Federal
its
Federal Trade
Trade Commission for carrying
carrying out its
functions under
under the Securities
Securities Act of 1933. All proceedings,
proceedings, hearings, or investigations
investigations commenced
commenced or pending
pending before
before the Federal
Proviso.

Dedantnotliab
Defendant not liable
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Trade Commission
Commission arising
arising under
under the
Securities Act of 1933 shall be
the Securities
Trade
continued by
by the
Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission.
Commission. All orders,
orders,
the Securities
continued
Federal Trade
rules,
and regulations
regulations which
which have been
been issued by the Federal
rules, and
Commission
under the
the Securities
Securities Act
effect
of 1933
1933 and which are in effect
Act of
Commission under
shall continue
continue in
modified, superseded,
superseded, revoked,
revoked, or
effect until modified,
in effect
shall
repealed. All
accruing or to accrue
accrue under
under the
interests accruing
and interests
rights and
All rights
repealed.
relating
Securities Act
Act of
of 1933,
provision of any
regulation relating
any regulation
any provision
or any
1933, or
Securities
to,
or out
of action
action taken
by, the
Trade Commission
Commission under
under
the Federal Trade
taken by,
out of
to, or
such
in all
all respects
respects and
exercised and
be exercised
may be
and may
followed in
be followed
shall be
Act, shall
such Act,
enforced.
thInvestigations
i
o
n
ryest!gar
t
e
iopns
ort
a thorized;
SEC. 211.
211. The
The Commission
Commission is
authorized and
directed to make a
and directed
is authorized
SEC.
report
recommendations.
funcstudy
and
investigation
of
the
work,
activities,
personnel,
recommendations.
and
personnel,
study and investigation of the work, activities,
tions
of protective
protective and
and reorganization
committees in connection
connection
reorganization committees
tions of
with
the reorganization,
reorganization, readjustment,
readjustment, rehabilitation,
liquidation,
rehabilitation, liquidation,
with the
or consolidation
consolidation of
of persons
persons and
report the result
result
properties and to report
and properties
or
of its
studies and
and investigations
and its recommendations
recommendations to the
investigations and
its studies
of
before January
January 3, 1936.
Congress on or before
Approved, June
June 6,
p.m.
12:15 p.m.
1934, 12:15
6, 1934,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 405.]
4051
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend
amend an
Act entitled
for the leasing
leasing of coal
coal lands in
provide for
to provide
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
an Act
To
purposes."
Alaska, and for
the
Territory of Alaska,
for other purposes."
the Territory

the
Representatives of
and House of
Be
of Representatives
of the
by the Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it

United States
in Congress
the Act
Act
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United

auand

6, 1934.
1934.
June 6,

[H.R. 6179.]
61791
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 292.]
[Public,

Alaska coal lands.

.nd5.
Alaska
Vol. 38,8al
p. 745.

p. 1595.
1595.
approved October
October 20, 1914,
entitled "An Act to provide for the leasing u.s.c., p.
1914, entitled
approved
of
coal lands
lands in
the Territory
Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes
purposes "
in the
of coal
(38
Stat.L. 741;
452, inclusive),
inclusive), be, and
U.S.C., title 48, secs. 432 to 452,
741; U.S.C.,
(38 Stat.L.
the same
same is
following section:
section:
adding thereto the following
by adding
amended by
is hereby,
hereby, amended
the
EC. 19.
19. In
In the
the event
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
in the
the interest
interest
the Secretary
event the
""S
SEC.
of
conservation, or
or for
other satisfactory
satisfactory cause,
cause, shall
shall
shall direct, or shall
for other
of conservation,
assent
to the
the suspension
of operation
and/or production
production of coal, or
operation and/or
suspension of
assent to

Lessees relenved
relieved of
of
assented, under
or assented,
so directed
shall
have heretofore
heretofore so
directed or
under any lease
lease granted
granted acrsee
shall have
acreage rentals.
acreage rental
under
the terms
this Act,
any payment
payment of
of acreage
rental preAct, any
of this
terms of
under the
scribed
likewise shall
shall be
be suspended
period
during such period
suspended during
lease likewise
such lease
by such
scribed by
of
suspension of
of operations
payment of any
any
production, and payment
and/or production,
operations and/or
of suspension
rental
heretofore accrued
of suspension
suspension but
but
period of
such period
during such
accrued during
rental heretofore
Term of lease exof lease e*
remaining unpaid
be waived;
waived; and
term of
lease shall
shall tended.
Term
such lease
of such
the term
and the
shall be
unpaid shall
remaining
period."
be
extended
by
adding
thereto
any
such
suspension
period."
such
any
thereto
be extended by adding
Approved, June
6, 1934.
June 6,
Approved,
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Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
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Representatives of the
of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
Prevention of crime.
of crime.
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
consent of
of Prevention
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Compacts between
for mutual assisformutual
States
into
enter
to
States
Congress is
is hereby
hereby given
to any
any two
two or
or more
more
given to
Congress
tance
e in, approved.
agreements
or compacts
compacts for
for cooperative
cooperative effort
effort and
and mutual
mutual assistance
assistance tan s in, approved
agreements or
respective
in
the
prevention
of
crime
and
in
the
enforcement
of
their
respective
of
in the prevention of crime and in the enforcement
criminal
laws and
and policies,
and to
such agencies, joint or
establish such
to establish
policies, and
criminal laws
otherwise,
may deem
deem desirable
effective such
making effective
for making
desirable for
they may
as they
otherwise, as
agreements
and compacts.
agreements and
hereby
S
EC. 2.
right to
to alter,
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or repeal
alter, amend,
The right
2. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June
June 6, 1934.
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AN ACT
AN
ACT
To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to modify
terms of
existing contracts
contracts
To
authorize the
modify the
the terms
of existing
for
sale of
timber on
on the
Indian Reservation
Reservation when
when it
it is
for the
the sale
of timber
the Quinault
Quinault Indian
is in
in the
the
interest
Indians so
so to
to do.
do.
interest of
of the
the Indians

June 6, 1934.
[H.R. 8494.]
8494.1
[Public, No. 294.]

Quinault Indian ResQuinaultlndianRes-

ervation, Wash., timber sales.
sales.
ber
Modification of existinotacts
isting
contracts wih
with
consent
of Indians.
consent of
Indians.
Provisos.
Provisos.
o
Condition of
Condition
of operaoperation.

Increasing stumpage
Increasing
stumpage

prices.
prces.

Consent of Quinault
coauort
council
to saleqouft
sale of timber.

ber.

o

Existing
contracts
Existing
contracts
between individual albetween
lotte,es,
lottees, etc., may be
modified.
modified.

Indian labor.
labor.
Indian

Ozette
Railway
Railway
coette
Company.
Contracts for hauling
logs.

omntratnyts orauling
logs,

Be it
it enacted
by the
IS'enate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
United
States of America in
Congress assemnbled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Interior,
Interior, with
with the
Indians involved,
expressed
of the
the consent
consent of
of the
the Indians
involved, expressed
through a
general council,
council, and
and of
the purchasers,
purchasers, is
is
of the
through
a regularly
regularly called
called general

hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to
to modify
modify the
of now-existing
now-existing and
and uncomthe terms
terms of
uncompleted contracts of sale of Indian
Indian tribal timber
timber on the Quinault
Quinault
Reservation in the State of Washington:
Indian Reservation
Washington: Provided,
Provided, That
any
such modifications
modifications shall
shall be
be upon
upon the
the express
express condition
that said
said
any such
condition that
purchaser
shall forthwith
forthwith proceed
to operate
all the
the terms
terms
purchaser shall
proceed to
operate under
under all
of said
said contract
contract as
of
forfeiture of
of such
such contract
contract and
and
as modified
modified or suffer
suffer forfeiture
further, That
collection upon bond: And provided further,
That any modification
modification
of said
said contracts
contracts shall
shall stipulate
stipulate that
of
that in the event
event of sufficiently
sufficiently
improved
economic conditions
conditions the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior with
improved economic
with
consent of
said general
council is
is authorized,
authorized, after
after consultaconsultathe consent
of the
the said
general council
tion
with the
purchasers and
the Indians
Indians involved
involved and
and after
after ninety
tion with
the purchasers
and the
ninety
days'
notice to
to increase
of timber
timber reduced
reduced
days' notice
to them,
them, to
increase stumpage
stumpage prices
prices of
such modified
provided further,
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter
in any such
modified contract:
contract: And
And provided
no contract of sale
sale of Indian tribal timber on the Quinault Indian
Reservation
Washington shall
be entered
entered into
into without
without the
the consent
consent
Reservation in
in Washington
shall be
of the said
council.
said general
general council.
Interior may modify existing conSEc. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
between individual
individual Indian
tracts between
and purpurIndian allottees or their
their heirs
heirs and
chasers of
of their timber, under the terms and
requirements of section
chasers
and requirements
section
Act, with
with the
the consent
of the
the allottee
allottee or
or his
his heirs.
11of this Act,
consent of
heirs.
SEC.
contracts the
the purchasers
SEC. 3. In
In all such modified
modified contracts
purchasers of
of Indian
timber on tribal lands
lands or on restricted
restricted or trust allotments in all
pertaining to the
operations pertaining
of said
said
the logging
logging and
and manufacturing
manufacturing of
timber shall
shall be
be required
give preference
the employment
employment of
of
timber
required to
to give
preference to
to the
Indian labor.
SEC.
SEC. 4. That any modification of the contract
contract with the Ozette
Railway
Railway Company
Company shall
haul logs
logs
shall stipulate
stipulate that
that that
that company
company shall haul
of other
other timber owners
owners on its railroad
of
railroad line, as freight, for such
such
other owners with its ordinary equipment and at reasonable
reasonable charges
charges
tendered to it at places
places on its
railroad line
desigwhen such logs are tendered
its railroad
line designated by such company;
railroad shall be,
become, a
a
company; and its railroad
be, and become,
common-carrier
common-carrier railroad
railroad and be extended
extended to
to the Hoh
Hoh River
River and
be a
a
and be
common-carrier
railroad for its entire length.
common-carrier railroad
Approved, June 6,
6, 1934.
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authorize an appropriation
appropriation of
of money to facilitate
facilitate the apprehension
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persons charged with
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Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
America in.
in. Congress
assembled, That
That there is
hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
for Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as
for
Treasury not
not otherwise
as aa reward
reward or
or rewards
rewards for
the capture
capture of anyone
anyone who
who is
is charged
charged with
with violation
violation of
of criminal
criminal
laws of the United States or any State or of the District of Columbia
Columbia
the sum of $25,000
$25,000 to be apportioned and expended
expended in the discre-

Persons charged with
Personsehargedwith
crime.
Appropriation
Appropriation
anthorized; reward
zed; reward for
capture.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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SESS. II.

409,424.
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424.
CHS. 408, 409,

tion
of, and
and upon
conditions as
as may be imposed by, the
such conditions
upon such
tion of,
Attorney General
General of
of the
the United
United States.
States. That
That there
there is also hereby
Attorney
authorized
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
authorized to
a reward
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as a
reward or rewards for informanot otherwise
$25,000
tion
of any
such person the sum of $25,000
any such
arrest of
the arrest
to the
leading to
tion leading
to
apportioned and
and expended
in the
the discretion of, and upon
upon such
such
expended in
be apportioned
to be
United
conditions as
as may
may be
be imposed
imposed by, the Attorney
Attorney General
General of the United
conditions
States:
Provided, That
That not
not more
$25,000 shall be expended
expended
than $25,000
more than
States: Provided,
for information
information or
capture of any one person.
or capture
for
If
persons or
killed in resisting
resisting
them shall be killed
of them
any of
or any
said persons
the said
If the
lawful
arrest, the
Attorney General
General may
any part of the
the
pay any
may pay
the Attorney
lawful arrest,
reward
rewards in
in his
person or persons whom
whom
discretion to the person
his discretion
or rewards
reward or
he shall
adjudge to
entitled thereto:
Provided, That no part of
thereto: Provided,
be entitled
to be
shall adjudge
he
the
be appropriated
appropriated by
by this
Act shall
be paid
paid
shall be
this Act
to be
authorized to
money authorized
the money
to any
any official
official or
employee of
of the
the Department
Department of Justice of the
or employee
to
United States.
Approved,
June 6, 1934.
Approved, June
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Empowering certain
by the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to adthe Secretary
authorized by
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certain agents
Empowering
under the Cotton
minister
for tax-exemption
tax-exemption certificates
Cotton
certificates under
applicants for
to applicants
oaths to
minister oaths
Act of
of 1934.
Act

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Resolved by
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That any county agent or
America in
of America
States
member of
county committee
committee of aacottoncottoncommunity committee
or community
committee or
a county
of a
member
production-control association
authorized in writing by the
who is authorized
association who
production-control
Secretary
of Agriculture
the administration
administration of
of
as his agent in the
to act as
Agriculture to
Secretary of
the
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act shall, while
while he is acting as such
the Agricultural
agent,
power to
making applications
applications
persons making
to persons
oaths to
administer oaths
to administer
have power
agent, have
act)
(if made
made within
within the
the county
agent is authorized
authorized to act)
which such agent
in which
county in
(if
for
under section
section 6
6 of the Act of April
certificates under
tax-exemption certificates
for tax-exemption
a sound
21, 1934,
Act to
cotton industry
industry on a
the cotton
place the
to place
"An Act
entitled "An
1934, entitled
21,
practices in
commercial basis,
to prevent
in
competition and practices
unfair competition
prevent unfair
basis, to
commercial
putting
the channels
interstate and foreign commerce,
commerce,
of interstate
channels of
into the
cotton into
putting cotton
to provide
provide funds
funds for
benefits under
under the
the AgriculAgriculadditional benefits
paying additional
for paying
to
ture
Adjustment Act,
Act, and
and for
purposes ", but
but no
no fee
fee or
or
other purposes",
for other
ture Adjustment
compensation
be charged
received by any such agent for
for
or received
charged or
shall be
compensation shall
administering
oath.
such an oath.
administering such
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June 6,
6, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
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supplementary thereto.
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it enacted
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the Senate
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Senate and
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United
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Act
assembled, That
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America in
States of
United States
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July 1,
1898, entitled
entitled "An
uniform system of
establish a
to establish
Act to
"An Act
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July
bankruptcy
United States
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Acts
the Acts
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the United
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of February
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1933,
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1932, and
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and
it
is
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by
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to
chapter
VIII,
entitled
entitled
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chapter
to
adding
by
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two new
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the relief
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Act of
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p
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SEC. 77A.
77A.ADDITIONAL
ADDITIONAL JUmrsDICTION.-In
.TURISDICTION.—ID. addition to the jurisdiction
exercised
in
voluntary
and involuntary
to adjudge
adjudge
proceedings to
involuntary proceedings
and
voluntary
in
exercised
tion
ruptcy, additional jujurisoriginal
exercise
shall
of
courts
persons
bankrupt,
courts
bankruptcy
exercise
original
juris bankrupt,
persons
riapdition.a
risdiction.
diction
in proceedings
proceedings for
provided in section
section
relief of debtors, as provided
for the relief
diction in
77B
this Act.
Act.
77B of
of this
Corporate
corporation
77B. CORPORATE
"SEC.
CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONS.--(a)
Cpoporate reorgani"SEC. 77B.
REORGANIZATIONS.— (a) Any corporation
zations.
zations.
bankrupt under section 4
Petition
become aabankrupt
could become
Petition in bank- which could
4of this Act, and any
any
ruptcy, insolvent corruptcy,
corpo-a railroad
railroad
or other
other transportation
corporation, except
except a
railroad corpo
transportation corporation,
railroad or
porations.It
porations.
Filing
authorized.
or answer
answer under
to file
ration
Filing authorized.
ration authorized
authorized to
file aa petition
petition or
under the
the provisions
provisions
Vol. 47, p. 1474.
hereinafter provided,
except as
of section 77 of this
4 p 1
this Act,
Act, and
and except
as hereinafter
provided, may
may
file an
an original
original petition, or, before adjudication
adjudication in an involuntary
involuntary
file
proceeding, an
or in
proceeding pending
pending in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy,
any proceeding
in any
an answer,
answer, or
proceeding,
provided
whether
section becomes
becomes effective, provided
before or after this section
whether filed before
the present
corporation do not exclude it
it hereoperations of such corporation
present operations
the
under,
whether or not
corporation has been
been adjudicated
adjudicated aa
not the corporation
and whether
under, and
under
facts under
be furnished. bankrupt, a
a petition
Facts to
tobefurnished.
petition stating the
the requisite
requisite jurisdictional
jurisdictional facts
this section;
section; the
the nature
nature of the business
business of the debtor;
debtor; in
in brief
brief descripthis
tion,
liabilities, capital stock, and financial
financial condition
condition of the
tion, the assets, liabilities,
debtor; if
if a
a prior proceeding
proceeding is pending, the name of the court in
debtor;
which it
it is
is pending
the nature
nature of
proceeding; facts showing
showing
of such
such proceeding;
and the
pending and
which
the
need for
under this section; and that
that the corporation
corporation is
for relief under
the need
insolvent or
or unable
unable to
to meet its debts as
as they mature
mature and that it
it
insolvent
desires
to effect
effect a
aplan
plan of
petition shall be filed
filed
The petition
of reorgani7ation.
reorganization. The
desires to
jurisdiction the corporation,
corporation,
court in whose territorial jurisdiction
with the court
thereof, has
preceding six months
months or the greater
greater portion
portion thereof,
during the preceding
in any
had
its principal
principal place
place of
assets, or in
its principal
principal assets,
or its
business or
of business
had its
jurisdiction in the
territorial jurisdiction
the State in which it was incorporated.
incorporated.
territorial
Transfer
proceed- The
transfer such proceedings
upon petition
court shall
of proceedTransfer of
The court
shall upon
petition transfer
proceedings to the terrimgs
ings.
r .
torial jurisdiction
jurisdiction where the interests of all the
the parties
parties will be
Filing fee.
-Filngfee.
best subserved.
subserved. The petition
petition or answer shall be accompanied
accompanied by
payment
which shall be in
fee of $100, which
of aa filing fee
to the clerk
clerk of
payment to
addition
to the fees
required to
to be
be collected
collected by the clerk
clerk under
under
fees required
addition to
petition
sections of this Act. Upon the filing of such aa petition
other
other sections
Court order.
order.
judge shall enter an order
order either approving
approving it
it as
court
or answer the judge
satisfied that such
properly filed under
under this section
section if
if satisfied
such petition
petition
properly
or answer
and has been filed in good
good
section and
this section
complies with this
or
answer complies
Debtor
and property,
is
so approved,
or answer
it. If
If the petition
dismissing it
property, faith, or dismissing
Debtor and
petition
answer
is
approved,
apoe
pii
,
itivsdiction
over during
jurisdiction over
pendency of proceed- an order
bankruptcy shall
order of adjudication
adjudication in
in bankruptcy
shall not be
be entered
entered and
and
pendency
n s
iings.
g .
the
the court in
in which
which such order
order approving
approving the petition or answer
answer
is
entered shall, during
during the pendency
pendency of the proceedings
proceedings under this
is entered
section, have
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the debtor and its property
property
have exclusive
section,
wherever located
have and
and
for the purposes of this section, and shall have
located for
wherever
exercise all the
inconsistent with this section,
section, which
which
may exercise
the powers,
powers, not inconsistent
a
would have
it appointed
appointed a
a receiver
receiver in equity of
of
a Federal
Federal court would
have had
had it
property of
debtor by reason
reason of its inability
inability to pay its debts
the property
of the
the debtor
debts as
Corporation
they mature.
mature. The
corporation shall
shall be
be referred
to in
in the
proceedings
oorporation referred they
The corporation
referred to
the proceedings
to as "debtor,"
"debtor."
A
t
Any corporation
corporation the
the majority of the capital stock of
of
debtor. Any
as aa 'debtor.'
Subsidiary
Subsidiary may file
file as
plan
for reorganization,
reorganization. which having power to vote for the election of directors is owned,
plan for
directors
indirectly through
either directly or indirectly
through an intervening
intervening medium, by any
any
debtor, or
of whose
whose properties
properties are
are operated
operated by
debtor,
or substantially
substantially all
all of
by such
such
debtor
under lease
lease or
or operating
operating agreement,
file, with
with the
the court
court
debtor under
agreement, may
may file,
in
which such debtor
debtor had filed its petition
in the
the
in which
petition or
or answer, and in
a petition stating that it
to
same proceeding,
proceeding, a
it is insolvent
insolvent or unable to
meet
desires to effect a
of
a plan of
meet its debts
debts as
as they mature
mature and that itit desires
reorganization
a part of, the plan of
of
reorganization in connection
connection with, or as a
Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.
reorganization of such
thereupon such court, if
reorganization
such other debtor;
debtor; and thereupon
if it
it
approves
such petition,
petition, shall
shall have
the same
same jurisdiction
jurisdiction with
with respect
respect
approves such
have the
to such corporation,
corporation, its property, and its creditors and stockholders
stockholders

Provisions
for the
the rereProvisions for
debtors.
lief of debtors
Courts of
of
bankbankCourts
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or more
more involuntary
Petition by creditors;
intiontbycreditrs;
Three
bankruptcy.
which
corporation
creditors
who
have
provable
claims
against
any
corporation
which
ruptcy.
against
claims
provable
have
who
creditors
amount
the aggregate,
the value
value of securities held
of the
excess of
in excess
aggregate, in
in the
amount in
by them,
if any,
any, to
$1,000 or
or over
over may,
corporation has
has not
such corporation
if such
may, if
to $1,000
them, if
by
filed a
a petition
petition or
or answer
section, file with the court in
this section,
under this
answer under
filed
which
might file
file aa petition
petition under this section, a
a
corporation might
such corporation
which such
petition
unable to meet
meet
insolvent or unable
is insolvent
corporation is
such corporation
that such
stating that
petition stating
its debts
as they
they mature
if a
prior proceeding
proceeding in
bankruptcy or
in bankruptcy
a prior
and, if
mature and,
debts as
its
equity receivership
is not
pending, that
committed an act of
has committed
it has
that it
not pending,
receivership is
equity
bankruptcy within
within four
four months,
months, that
that such
such creditors
propose that
that it
it
creditors propose
bankruptcy
r of corporashall effect
reorganization; and
and such
such corporation
corporation shall,
shall, within
Answer of
corporation
within tion.
a reorganization;
effect a
shall
ten
days after
the service
service of
petition upon
it, answer
answer
rder of court if eupon it,
of such
such petition
of a
a copy
copy of
after the
ten days
such petition.
petition. If
If such
admit (a)
(a) the
of gations
Orderare
of court
if alleadmitted.l
are
admitted.
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
shall admit
answer shall
such answer
such
the
court, and
allegations of
of the
the petition, the court
court
material allegations
the material
(b) the
and (b)
the court,
shall enter
enter an
order approving
approving the
petition as
properly filed
under
filed under
as properly
the petition
an order
shall
this section
section and
and has
has been
been
this section
with this
it complies
complies with
that it
if satisfied
satisfied that
section if
this
filed in
in good
good faith,
faith, or
not so
If such
such answer
answer If answer
denies.
sdenie
satisfied. If
so satisfied.
if not
it if
dismiss it
or dismiss
filed
shall
deny
any
material
allegation
of
the
petition,
the
judge
shall
shall deny any material allegation of the petition, the judge shall
n
m
determine
the issues
issues presented
presented by
the pleadings,
pleadings, without
without iissues.
Determinationof
inati
by the
summarily the
ssDueeser
determine summarily
petithe
the
intervention
of
a
jury,
and
if
the
material
allegations
of
allegations
material
the
if
the intervention of a jury, and
tion
sustained by
by the
court is satisfied
satisfied that the
the court
and the
proofs and
the proofs
are sustained
tion are
petition
complies with
with this
this section
section and
and has
has been
been filed
filed in good faith
petition complies
it shall
shall approve
the petition;
otherwise the
shall dismiss the
court shall
the court
petition; otherwise
approve the
it
petition;
and
if
any
such
petition
shall
be
so
approved,
the proapproved,
so
be
shall
petition
such
any
if
and
petition;
ceedings thereon
thereon shall
shall continue
continue with
with like
like effect
as if
if the
corporation Dismissal
Dismissal not to
contoconthe corporation
effect as
ceedings
had
itself
filed
a
petition
or
answer
under
this
section.
In
case
any
act
bankof
act
stitute
any
case
In
section.
this
under
answer
or
petition
a
filed
itself
had
such petition
petition or
or proceedings
shall be
be dismissed
dismissed in
in the
the ruptcy.
ruptcy.
proceedings shall
answer or
or answer
such
manner provided
in this
this subdivision
(a) or
or in
in subdivision
subdivision (c),
(c), clause
clause
subdivision (a)
provided in
manner
(8), of
of this
same shall
shall not
not constitute
constitute an
an act
act of
of bankbankthe same
section, the
this section,
(8),
ruptcy
or be
be admissible
admissible in
evidence,
in evidence,
insolvency or
of insolvency
admission of
an admission
or an
ruptcy or
without
any proceedings
proceedings then
then or theretherein any
debtor, in
the debtor,
of the
consent of
the consent
without the
after pending
or commenced
or in
any Federal
or
Federal or
in any
Act or
this Act
under this
commenced under
pending or
after
PrroceedingsbyrediState court.
court. If
who have
have provable
provable claims
claims tors
Proceedings
by credicontroverting
creditors who
more creditors
or more
three or
If three
State
which amount
of the
value of
of securities
securities statements
statements in
in petition
petition
the value
excess of
in excess
aggregate in
the aggregate
in the
amount in
which
held
by
them,
if
any,
to
$
1,
00 0 or
over,
or
if
stockholders
holding
5
or answer.
oranswer.
5
holding
stockholders
if
or
over,
or
$1,000
to
any,
if
them,
by
held
per centum
centum in
in number
number of
of all
all shares
of stock
class of
of the debtor
debtor
any class
of any
stock of
shares of
per
outstanding
shall, prior
hearing provided
subdivision
in subdivision
for in
provided for
the hearing
to the
prior to
outstanding shall,
(c),
clause (1),
(1), of
of this
this section
section appear
controvert the
the facts alleged
alleged
and controvert
appear and
(c), clause
in the
the petition
or answer,
the judge
shall determine
determine as
as soon
soon as
as may
may
judge shall
answer, the
petition or
in
be the
presented by
by the
the pleadings,
intervention
the intervention
without the
pleadings, without
issues presented
the issues
be
of a
the material
material allegations
of the
the petition
petition or
or
allegations of
unless the
and unless
jury, and
a jury,
of
answer are sustained by
by the
proofs,
the
proceedings
shall
be
dismissed.
reorganizeo reorganathe proofs, the proceedings shall be dismissed. Plan of
answer are sustained
tion.
meaning of this section tion.
"(b)
plan of
of reorganization
the meaning
within the
reorganization within
A plan
"(b) A
Rights
ofof.of creditors.
the
(1) shall
provisions modifying
modifying or
altering t
he rights
rights of
of Rits
Scope
or altering
include provisions
shall include
(1)
creditors
of any
any class
of them,
secured or
unsecured,
or unsecured,
them, secured
class of
or of
generally, or
creditors generally,
either
issuance of
of new
securities of
of any
or
character or
any character
new securities
the issuance
through the
either through
otherwise; (2)
(2) may
may include
include provisions
provisions modifying
modifying or
or altering
altering the
stockholders.
Ofstockholders.
the of
otherwise;
rights
of
stockholders
generally,
or
of
any
class
of
them,
either
either
them,
of
class
any
of
or
generally,
stockholders
of
rights
through
the issuance
of new
new securities
securities of
of any
character or
otherwise;
or otherwise;
any character
issuance of
through the
(3)
provide for
for the
in cash
of all
of adminisPayments;
adminiscosts,admnisallowtPayments;
adminis- tration
costs of
all costs
cash of
payment in
the payment
shall provide
(3) shall
tration
and
other
allowances
made
by
the
court
except
that
compenances.
ances.
compenthat
except
court
the
by
tration and other allowances made
sation
or reimbursement
reimbursement provided
provided for
for in
clause (9),
(9),
(c), clause
subdivision (c),
in subdivision
sation or
of this section, may
be
paid
in
securities
provided
for
in
the
plan
the plan
in
for
of this section, may be paid in securities provided
if
those entitled
thereto will
will accept
accept such
such payment
payment and
and the
the court
court finds
finds
entitled thereto
if those
such compensation reasonable; (4) shall
shall provide
in
respect
of
each stoc
ci
t
toldote
7 equity,
Stockholdersequity,
of
each
provide in respect
such compensation reasonable; (4)
class of
of which
which less
less than
than a
protect
ion o
such proteon
accept such
shall accept
majority shall
a majority
stockholders, of
of stockholders,
class
plan
(unless the
shall determine
either that
the debtor
debtor is
is
that the
determine either
judge shall
the judge
plan (unless
insolvent, or that
that the
interest of
of such
such class
class of
will not
not
stockholders will
of stockholders
the interest

insolvent, or
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affected adversely
adversely by the
adequate protection for the realthe plan),
plan), adequate
be affected
ization by them of the value
property
equity, if any, in the
the property
value of
of their equity,
ization
debtor dealt with
of the debtor
with by
by the plan,
plan, either, as provided in the plan,
(a)
of the
the property
property at
at not
not less
less than a
price, or
or
a fair upset price,
a sale
sale of
(a) by
by a
(b) by appraisal and payment
payment in cash of the value either of their
their
(b)
stock,
stock, or
or at
at the objecting stockholders'
stockholders' election, of the securities
securities
such stockholders
allotted to such
stockholders under the plan, if any shall be so
(c) by such
such methods
methods as
allotted, or
or (c)
as will do
do substantial justice to such
stockholders
circumstances of the parstockholders under and consistent with the circumstances

ticular
shall provide
in respect
of each
each class
class of
of creditors
respect of
provide in
case; (5)
(5) shall
ticular case;
.shall accept
accept such plan
of which less than two thirds in
in amount
amount .shall
(unless the claims
claims of such class of creditors
creditors will not be affected by
by
(unless
plan makes provision
payment of their claims
claims
provision for the payment
the plan, or the plan
in cash in full),
full), provide
protection for the realization
realization by
by
provide adequate
adequate protection
them of the value of their interests,
interests, claims, or liens, if the property
affected by such interests, claims,
claims, or liens is dealt with by the plan,
either as provided
provided in the plan
plan (a)
transfer or sale of
of
either
(a) by the transfer
subject to such interests, claims,
claims, or liens, or by the
such property
property subject
retention of such property
subject to such interests,
interests,
property by the debtor
debtor subject
claims, or liens, or (b)
(b) by aa sale free
free of such interests, claims,
claims, or
or
liens at not less than a
a fair upset price and the transfer of such
such
interests, claims, or liens to the proceeds of such sale;
sale; or (c)
(c) by
appraisal and payment either in cash of the value either of such
appraisal
interests, claims, or liens, or, at the
the objecting creditors'
creditors' election, of
of
the securities allotted to such interests, claims, or liens under the
(d) by such method
plan, if any shall be so allotted; or (d)
method as will in
the opinion of the judge,
judge, under and consistent with the circumstances
circumstances
of the particular
particular case, equitably
equitably and fairly provide
protection;
provide
such
protection;
Executory contracts
of debtor, unexpired
(6) may
may reject
reject contracts
of the
the debtor
are executory
executory in
in whole
whole
debtor which
which are
contracts of
(6)
ofEdebtory,
nexpire
leases;rejection.
or in part, including unexpired
unexpired leases except contracts
leases;
rejection,
contracts in the public
public
authority;
any creditor or stockholder
or class
authority; (7)
(7) shall, in case any
stockholder or
or
stockthe
creditor
plan,
specify
by
the
not
be
affected
shall
thereof
creditor or stock- thereof
if
hollidecrreidZai.ffoerct:dtocbk;
shall
not
be
affected
by
the
plan,
specify
the
creditor
or
stockholder not affected by
holder or class
class or classes
plan.
classes thereof
thereof not affected
affected and contain such provisions with respect thereto as may be appropriate,
appropriate, and in case any
any
controversy
whether any
controversy shall arise as to whether
ally creditor or stockholder
stockholder
or class thereof shall or shall not be affected, the issue shall be determined by the judge
judge after hearing
hearing upon notice to the parties interSpecify claims
be ested; (8)
claims, if
claimsto
to be
(8) shall specify
specifyinwhat
what
if any, are to be
be paid in cash in
in
paid in cash.
paid
cash.
Means for execution
means for the execution
execution of the plan,
execution full; (9)
(9) shall provide
provide adequate
adequate means
of plan,
which may include the transfer of all or any part of the property
of
plan.
property of
the debtor to another
another corporation
corporation or to other corporations, or the
properties of the debtor
consolidation of the properties
debtor with those of another
another
corporation, or the merger or consolidation
with
consolidation of the debtor into or with
another corporation or corporations,
corporations, or the retention of the property by the debtor, the distribution
among creditors
cre dit ors or any
distribution of assets among
class taereof,
thereof, the satisfaction or modification
modification of liens, indentures, or
the curing
or waiver
wai
ver of
of d
ef
au lt s, extenex t
en other similar
similar instruments,
instruments, the
curing or
defaults,
sion of maturity dates of outstanding securities, the change in interest rates and other terms of such securities,
securities, the amendment of the
charter of the debtor, and the issuance
issuance of securities
securities of either the
debtor or any .such corporation or corporations,
corp orati ons ,for
for cash,
cas h, or i
inn
exchange for existing
satisfaction of claims or rights,
existing securities, or in satisfaction
General power.
power.
or for other appropriate
General
appropriate purposes;
purposes; (10)
(10) may deal with all or any
part of the property
property of the debtor and may include
include any other approcreditor deemed
deemed afNo creditor
Creditor
af- priate provisions not inconsistent with this section.
creditor or
or
keted by reorganization.,
stockholder shall,
tion
shall for the purposes of this section
section be deemed
deemed to be
affected by any plan of reorganization
reorganization unless the same shall affect
affect
shall
materially and adversely. -The term 'securities'
Terms
Terms defined;
defined; "Se"flu- his interests materially
'
securities
'
shall
minty."
include evidences
evidences of indebtedness,
indebtedness, either secured or unsecured, stock,
Creditors
interest,
interest,
Crlditors
claims, etc.,
etc., protection
claims,
protection

of.
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"Stockholders."
certificates of beneficial
and certificates
certificates
of beneficial
therein, and
beneficial "Stockholders."
interest therein,
beneficial interest
certificates of
"Creditors."
include the
term 'stockholders'
interest
in property.
'stockholders' shall include
the "Creditors."
The term
property. The
interest in
holders
of voting
voting trust
certificates. The term
term 'creditors'
'creditors' shall
trust certificates.
holders of
reorganization
include for
for all
purposes of this
this section and of the reorganization
all purposes
include
plan,
its acceptance
acceptance and
and confirmation,
confirmation, all holders of claims
claims of whatplan, its
including claims
ever character
the debtor or its property,
property, including
against the
character against
ever
under
executory contracts,
contracts, whether
would otherwhether or not such claims would
under executory
"Claims."
wise
provable claims
claims under
'claims ' "Claims."
under this Act. The term 'claims'
constitute provable
wise constitute
interests
other
or
includes
debts,
securities,
other
than
stock,
liens,
stock,
than
other
securities,
includes debts,
Priority.
of whatever
whatever character.
character. For
For all purposes
purposes of this section
section unsecured Priority.
of
existing
over
priority
claims
which
would
have
been
entitled
priority
existing
mortto
entitled
been
have
would
which
claims
gages
had been
property of the debtor had
the property
of the
equity of
in equity
receiver in
if aareceiver
gages if
approval of the petiappointed
on the day
day of the approval
court on
Federal court
by aaFederal
appointed by
tion
or answer
answer under
entitled to such priority,
section, shall be entitled
this section,
under this
tion or
equal
and the
and of other claims, if any, of equal
claims, and
such claims,
of such
holders of
the holders
and
Persons injured by
In case
rank,
shall be
be treated
treated as
as a
creditors. In
case an Persons
class of creditors.
separate class
a separate
rank, shall
of executory
executory
of
rejection
executory
contract or
real estate shall be rejected
rejected contract.
unexpired lease of real
or unexpired
executory contract
instituted
pursuant
to
direction
of
the
judge
given
a
proceeding
instituted
proceeding
a
in
given
judge
the
of
direction
to
pursuant
receiver
under
section, or
shall have
been rejected
trustee or receiver
a trustee
rejected by a
have been
or shall
this section,
under this
to
in
bankruptcy
or
receiver
in
equity,
in
a
proceeding
pending
prior
to
pending
proceeding
a
in
equity,
in
receiver
or
in bankruptcy
the
of a
aproceeding
under this
section any person injured
this section
proceeding under
institution of
the institution
by such
all purposes
purposes of
section and of the
this section
of this
for all
shall, for
rejection shall,
such rejection
by
confirmation, be deemed
reorganization plan,
plan, its
acceptance and confirmation,
deemed to
to
its acceptance
reorganization
Claim of
landlord for
oflandlordfor
Claim
be a
a creditor.
The claim
of a
for injury
injury resulting
resulting from injury
landlord for
a landlord
claim of
creditor. The
be
loss o!
ot
through loss
injury through
t
ren
or
damages
for
or
the
rejection
of
an
unexpired
lease
of
real
estate
or
for
damages
estate
rent.
real
of
lease
the rejection of an unexpired
treated
be
indemnity under
under a
contained in such lease shall
covenant contained
a covenant
indemnity
as a
aclaim
claim ranking
on a
aparity
parity with
with debts
would be provable
debts which would
ranking on
as
Limitation.
shall be limited to an amount
under section
(a) of
of this
but shall
amount Limitation.
Act, but
this Act,
63 (a)
section 63
under
by
not
to
exceed
the
rent,
without
acceleration,
reserved
said
lease
reserved
acceleration,
without
rent,
the
not to exceed
for
the three
years next
next succeeding
surrender of the
succeeding the date of surrender
three years
for the
premises
to
the
landlord
or
the
date
of
reentry
landlord,
of the landlord,
reentry
of
date
the
or
landlord
the
to
premises
whichever first
whether before
before or
after the filing of the
or after
occurs, whether
first occurs,
whichever
petition,
plus unpaid
unpaid rent
rent accrued
accrued up
such date of surrender or
to such
up to
petition, plus
to be
reentry:
Provided,
That
the
court
shall
scrutinize
circumstances Proviaos.
Pret
the circumstances
Rentiams
claims to
reentry: Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the
scrutinized.
of
claims and
and the
amount of the con- scrutinized.
the amount
rent claims
future rent
of future
assignment of
an assignment
of an
sideration paid
determining the amount
amount of
assignment in determining
such assignment
for such
paid for
sideration
Determination of
of
Determination
of secured
case of
damages
hereunder. In
the case
secured claims
claims
In the
assignee hereunder.
allowed assignee
damages allowed
value of security in
cfvalue
secured
claims.
curedclaims.
entitled
to
the
provisions
of
clause
(5)
of
this
subdivision
(b)
the
the
(b),
subdivision
this
of
(5)
clause
of
provisions
the
entitled to
value
shall be
determined in
in the
manner provided in
the manner
be determined
security shall
the security
of the
value of
section
57,
clause
(h)
of
this
Act,
and
if
the
amount
of
of such value
amount
the
if
and
Act,
this
of
(h)
clause
section 57,
shall be
less than
than the
the amount
may be clasexcess may
the excess
claim, the
the claim,
of the
amount of
be less
shall
sified as
as an
unsecured claim.
claim. The
provisions of section 60 of this
The provisions
an unsecured
sified
under
Act
claims against
against the
debtor in a
a proceeding
proceeding under
the debtor
to claims
apply to
shall apply
Act shall
this
For all
purposes of
this section
any creditor
creditor may act
section any
of this
all purposes
section. For
this section.
in
by an
an attorney
at law,
law, or
by a
duly authorized
authorized agent
agent
a duly
or by
attorney at
person, by
in person,
Depositary
agreeagreeDepositary
or committee:
committee: Provided,
scrutinize and
and may
may ment,
shall scrutinize
judge shall
the judge
That the
Provided, That
etc., affecting
or
creditor
may
be
disredisregard any
any limitations
limitations or
or provisions
of any
agree- creditor may be disredepositary agreeany depositary
provisions of
disregard
garded.
gardedaffecting
ments,
trust
indentures,
committee
or
other
authorizations
affecting
authorizations
ments, trust indentures, committee or other
Accounting; restraint
any
creditor acting
section and
and may
enforce an
account- ofAccounting;restraint
an accountmay enforce
this section
under this
power found to be
acting under
any creditor
unfair.
be
unTfir.
finds
which
ing
thereunder
or
restrain
the
exercise
of
any
power
he
power
any
of
ing thereunder or restrain the exercise
to
be
unfair
or
not
consistent
with
public
policy
and
may
limit
any
may
and
policy
public
with
consistent
not
or
unfair
to be
claims filed
by such
committee member
member or
or agent,
agent, to
to the actual
actual
such committee
filed by
claims
Running
of time of
consideration paid
paid therefor.
therefor. The
The running
running of
of all
periods of
all periods
I
imita
t
.ng
tionof
o
s
fs
usstatutes
i
t t
nutes
consideration
ded
suspended
ofirmitation
during
pendency
oof
pendcy
during
prescribed
by
any
other
provisions
of
this
Act,
and
by
statutes
all
by
and
Act,
this
of
prescribed by any other provisions
proceedings.
of limitations,
limitations, shall
be suspended
suspended during
the pendency
pendency of
of aa preedduring the
shall be
of
proceeding under
section.
this section.
under this
proceeding
Authority of judge
judpeof of
Authority
there- upon
"(c)
or at
at any
time thereapproval
of
any time
answer or
or answer
petition or
the petition
approving the
Jpon approving
a(c) Upon
tition or answer.
after, theudge,
the judge, in
addition
to
the
jurisdiction
and
powers
elsewhere
answer.
or
titon
elsewhere
powers
jurisdiction and
in addition to the
after,
in
this section
May, after
upon
hearing upon
after hearing
(1) may,
him, (1)
upon him,
conferred upon
section conferred
in this
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notice
and to
such others
as the
the judge
judge may
notice to
to the
the debtor
debtor and
to such
others as
may determine
determine
temporarily
the debtor
debtor in
in possession
possession or
.
appoint
temporarily continue
continue the
or appoint a
a trustee
trustee
or trustees
the debtor's
debtor's estate,
estate, and
and shall
shall require
or
or
trustees of
of the
require the
the debtor,
debtor, or
such trustee
trustee or
if appointed,
appointed, to
to give
give such
such notice
notice as
such
or trustees,
trustees, if
as the
the
order
may direct
direct to
to creditors
creditors and
and stockholders
to cause
cause publicaorder may
stockholders and
and to
publication thereof
to be
be made
made at
at least
least once
for two
two successive
successive weeks
weeks
tion
thereof to
once aaweek
week for
of aa hearing
be held
held within
after such
appointment,
of
hearing to
to be
within thirty
thirty days
days after
such appointment,
or,
if no
such appointment,
appointment, within
within thirty
days after
after the
approval of
or, if
no such
thirty days
the approval
of
the petition
answer, at
any adjournment
thereof,
the
petition or
or answer,
at which
which hearing
hearing or
or any
adjournment thereof,
or at
at any
any subsequent
subsequent hearing
hearing after
the judge
judge may
or
after notice,
notice, the
may make
make
permanent any
such appointment,
appointment, or
or terminate
terminate it
i
t and
restore the
permanent
any such
and restore
the
debtor to
possession, or,
or, if
no trustee
been appointed,
may
debtor
to possession,
if no
trustee has
has been
appointed, may
appoint a
a trustee
or trustees,
trustees, and
and may
may remove
any such
or
appoint
trustee or
remove any
such trustee
trustee or
trustees and continue
trustees
possession or
or appoint
substitute
continue the debtor
debtor in
in possession
appoint a
a substitute
trustee
trustees and
an additional
trustee or
or trustees;
trustee or
or trustees
and may
may appoint
appoint an
additional trustee
trustees;
Trustee's
bond, (2)
(2) shall
shall fix
fix the
amount
of
the
bond
of every
such
trustee,
and
every
Trustee's
bond,
the
amount
of
the
bond
of
every
such
trustee,
and
every
powers, etc.
such
trustee, upon
filing such
bond, shall
have all
the title
title and
shall
such trustee,
upon filing
such bond,
shall have
all the
and shall
exercise, subject
subject to
the control
of the
the judge
consistently with
exercise,
to the
control of
judge and
and consistently
with
the provisions of
the powers
powers of
of a
appointed
of this section,
section, all
all the
a trustee
trustee appointed
pursuant to section
pursuant
44 of
of this
and if
if authorized
authorized by
by the
judge,
section 44
this Act,
Act, and
the judge,
the same powers as
exercised by
by a
a receiver
receiver in
to the
as those
those exercised
in equity
equity to
the
extent consistent with this section,
section, and, subject
subject to the authorizaauthorizacontrol of the judge,
the power
operate the
the business
tion and control
judge, the
power to
to operate
business
debtor during
during such
such period,
period, fixed
fixed or
or indefinite,
judge may
may
of the
the debtor
indefinite, as
as the
the judge
Issuance of
of certifi- from time to time prescribe;
(3)
may,
prescribe;
(3)
for
authorize
for
cause
shown,
authorize
cates for cash, property, etc.; conditions.
conditions.
the debtor or the trustee or trustees, if
appointed, to
issue certificates
certificates
if appointed,
erty,
to issue
for cash,
cash, property,
property, or
consideration approved
by the
the judge
judge
for
or other
other consideration
approved by
for such lawful purposes, and
and conditions
conditions and
and
and upon
upon such terms
terms and
with such security and such priority in payments
payments over existing
existing
obligations, secured
or unsecured,
unsecured, as
as may
be lawful
in the
the particular
particular
obligations,
secured or
may be
lawful in
Schedules of debtor.
debtor, case;
(4) shall
the debtor,
or the
trustees if
(4)
shall require the
debtor, or
the trustee
trustee or
or trustees
if
appointed, at such time or times as
and in
lieu
as the
the judge may
may direct, and
in lieu
of the schedules required by section
section 7
7of this Act, to file such schedules
schedules
and submit
information as
may be
be necessary
and
submit such
such other
other information
as may
necessary to
to disclose
disclose
the
conduct of
the. debtor's
and the
the fairness
fairness of
of any
any proposed
proposed
the conduct
of the
debtor's affairs
affairs and
plan;
may direct
direct the
debtor, or
or the
trustee or
trustees if
plan; and
and may
the debtor,
the trustee
or trustees
if
appointed,
prepare
(a)
a
list
bondholders
List
of
known
bondto
(a)
a
of
all
known
bondholders
and
List of known bondholders, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be prepre- creditors
holders,
against, the
the debtor
debtor or
its property,
and
creditors of, or
or claimants
claimants against,
or its
property, and
pared.
pared.
the amounts
amounts and
and character
of their
debts, claims,
and
the
character of
their debts,
claims, and
and securities,
securities, and
the last
known post-office
or place
place of
of each
each creditor
the
last known
post-office address
address or
of business
business of
creditor
Stockholders,
or
and (b)
(b) a
list of
of the
stockholders of
class of
Stockholders.
or claimant,
claimant, and
a list
the stockholders
of each
each class
of the
the
debtor, with the
debtor,
last known
known post-office
place of
the last
post-office address
address or
or place
of business
business
of each, which lists shall
of any
creditor
shall be
be open
open to
to the
the inspection
inspection of
any creditor
the debtor,
debtor, during
business hours,
hours,
or stockholder
stockholder of
of the
during reasonable
reasonable business
upon
or to
the trustee
trustee or
or trustees,
if
upon application
application to the debtor,
debtor, or
to the
trustees, if
appointed, and the contents of such
such lists
lists shall not constitute
constitute admisadmissions by the debtor or the trustees in
proceeding under
under this
this section
section
in a
a proceeding
offth
thee debtor
Executory
(5) may direct the rejection
rejection of contracts
co
nt
rac t
s o
debtor
Executory contracts
contracts or otherwise; (5)
may be rejected.
executory in whole or in part; (6)
(6) shall determine
areasonable
reasonable time
time
determine
a
Time
for
filing
and
Time
interests
for filing
of claims
claims
credi - within which
which the
the claims
and interests
interests of
of creditors
cre dit ors and
an d s
t
oc kh olders
claims and
stockholders
and interests of credi- within
tors,
etc.
may be filed or evidenced
tors, etc.
which no
no such
such claim
claim or
or interest
interest
evidenced and
and after
after which
may participate in any plan, except on
cause shown,
shown, the
the
on order for
for cause
manner in which such claims and interests may be filed or
or evidenced
evidenced
and allowed,
allowed, and, for the purposes of the plan and its acceptance,
acceptance,
division of
and stockholders
stockh old ers into
i
nt
o classes
cl
asses according
accor di ng to
to
the division
of creditors
creditors and
Classification
cred- the
Classification of
of creditors.
the
nature of
their respective
and interests;
and may,
for
the nature
of their
respective claims
claims and
interests; and
may, for
the purposes of such classification,
classification, classify
classify as
as an
an unsecured
claim,
unsecured claim,
secured claim
the amount of any secured
in excess
excess of
of the
the value
value of
of the
claim in
the security
security
therefor. such value to be determined in accordance
therefore
accordance with the proviDebtor's estate, possession of.
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Act; (7)
sions of
of section
57, clause
clause (h), of
this Act;
(7) shall cause reasonable
reasonable
of this
section 57,
sions

Noticetocreditors.

Notice to creditors.

notice of
of such
such determination
determination and of all hearings for the consideranotice
proceedings,
tion
of
any
proposed
plan, or
or of
of the
the dismissal of the proceedings,
tion of any proposed plan,
e
of fees or expenses, pes ad other xallowance
the
or
estate,
the
of
liquidation
the
or
to
or the
be given
liquidation
creditors
of the
andestate,
stockholders
or the allowance
by publication
of feesororotherwise;
expenses,
perwes.
Fees and other
to be given creditors and stockholders by publication or otherwise;
may be
Proceedings may
within Proceedings
(8)
proposed or
or accepted
accepted within
be
not proposed
is not
reorganization is
of reorganization
plan of
if aa plan
(8) if
extendedor
such reasonable
period as
the judge
fix, or,
or, if
if proposed
proposed and
anddismissed.
extended or dsmissed.
may fix,
judge may
as the
reasonable period
such

accepted,
not confirmed,
may, after
proceeding
after hearing, whether the proceeding
confirmed, may,
is not
accepted, is
be voluntary
involuntary, either
either extend
extend such period or dismiss
or involuntary,
voluntary or
be
railroad
a railroad
the
this section
or, except
in the case of a
except in
section or,
under this
proceeding under
the proceeding
or other
other public
public utility
or of
of a
a debtor
debtor which has not been found by
utility or
or
the
judge to
to be
insolvent, direct
the estate
liquidated, or direct
direct Liquidation.
Liquidation.
estate to be liquidated,
direct the
be insolvent,
the judge
the
or trustees
trustees to
liquidate the
the estate,
estate, appointing a
atrustee
trustee or
to liquidate
trustee or
the trustee
trustees
none shall
shall previously
have been appointed, as the interests
previously have
if none
trustees if
servmay Allownces
of
the creditors
may equitably
equitably require;
(9) may
Allowances for servrequire; (9)
stockholders may
and stockholders
creditors and
of the
allow a
reasonable compensation
rendered and
ices and expenses.
and iesandexpenses.
services rendered
the services
for the
compensation for
a reasonable
allow
reimbursement
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incurred in
the actual
for the
reimbursement for
connection with
the proceeding
proceeding and the plan by officers,
officers, parties in
with the
connection
committees or
interest,
depositaries,
reorganization
managers
and
committees
managers
reorganization
depositaries,
interest,
other
representatives of
of creditors
stockholders, and the attorneys
attorneys
creditors or stockholders,
other representatives
Appeals permitted.
appeals Appeals
or agents
agents of
the debtor,
but appeals
debtor, but
of the
and of
foregoing and
the foregoing
of the
any of
of any
or
from orders
such allowances
allowances may
may be taken to the Circuit
Circuit
fixing such
orders fixing
from
Court of
proceeding
in the proceeding
appeals in
other appeals
of other
independently of
Appeals independently
of Appeals
Court
and shall
shall be
be heard
heard summarily;
summarily; (10)
in addition
addition to
provisions Judge may enjoin or
the provisions
to the
(10) in
and
of section 11
this Act
for the
the staying
of pending
pending suits
suits against
against the
stay
debtst debt
or. suitt against
the or.
staying of
Act for
of this
section 11 of
of
or
debtor,
may
enjoin
or
stay
the
commencement
continuation
of
commencement
the
stay
debtor, may enjoin or
suits against
the debtor
decree; and may, upon notice
after final decree;
until after
debtor until
against the
suits
and
for
cause
shown,
enjoin
or
stay
the
commencement
or continuance
continuance
commencement
the
stay
or
enjoin
and for cause shown,
of any
judicial proceeding
until
lien upon the estate until
any lien
enforce any
to enforce
proceeding to
any judicial
of
to
master, May
after final
final decree;
decree; and
to a
aspecial
May refer matter to
special master,
matters to
any matters
refer any
may refer
(11) may
and (11)
after
who may
be one
of the
the referees
referees in
bankruptcy, for
consideration and
and specia
sPecial iLste
master.
for consideration
in bankruptcy,
one of
may be
who
report, either
either generally
or upon
specified issues,
master
issues, and allow such master
upon specified
generally or
report,
reasonable compensation
compensation and
for his services and
reimbursement for
and reimbursement
aa reasonable
actual
and necessary
necessary expenses.
expenses. The
The debtor
debtor shall
have the
right to
Debr's
to heDaebtor's
right to
the right
shall have
ri
actual and

creditor or stockholder
be heard
heard on
on all
questions. Any creditor
stockholder shall have ng.
all questions.
be
the
be heard
on the
appointment
the permanent appointment
of the
question of
the question
heard on
to be
right to
the right
of
and on
on the
the proposed
confirmation of any
proposed confirmation
trustees, and
or trustees,
trustee or
any trustee
of any
reorganization
and upon
filing aapetition
for leave
leave to
intervene,
to intervene,
petition for
upon filing
plan, and
reorganization plan,
on
other questions
arising in
proceeding as
the judge
judge shall
as the
the proceeding
in the
questions arising
such other
on such
determine.
In case
trustee is
is not
not appointed,
the debtor
shall
debtor shall
appointed, the
case aa trustee
determine. In
continue
in
the
possession
of
its
property,
and,
if
authorized
by
the
the
by
authorized
if
and,
property,
its
of
continue in the possession
fixed
judge,
shall operate
period, fixed
such period,
during such
thereof during
business thereof
the business
operate the
judge, shall
or indefinite,
as the
the judge
judge may
may from
from time
time to
to time
prescribe, and
time prescribe,
indefinite, as
or
shall have
have all
all the
the title
exercise, consistently with the
title to and shall exercise,
shall
appointed
provisions
of this
this section,
the powers
of a
trustee appointed
a trustee
powers of
all the
section, all
provisions of
pursuant to
this section,
section, subject
at all
all times
to the
the control
control of the
times to
subject at
to this
pursuant
judge,
such limitations,
restrictions, terms,
terms, and conditions
limitations, restrictions,
to such
and to
judge, and
as the judge may from time to time impose and prescribe. While
as the judge may from time to time impose and prescribe. While
the debtor
in possession
possession (a)
(a) its
officers shall
shall be
be entitled
to receive
receive
entitled to
its officers
is in
the debtor is
only
such
reasonable
compensation
as
the
judge
shall
from
time
to
to
time
from
shall
judge
the
as
only such reasonable compensation
time approve, and (b) no
person shall be elected or appointed to
time approve, and (b) no person shall be elected or appointed to
any office,
vacancy or
or otherwise,
without the prior
prior approval
otherwise, without
fill aavacancy
to fill
office, to
any
of the
judge.
the judge.
of
"(d) A
A plan
plan of
of reorganization
which has
approved by
been approved
has been
reorganization which
"(d)
creditors
of the
whose claims
claims would
be affected
affected by
plan,
the plan,
by the
would be
debtor, whose
the debtor,
creditors of
being
not
less
than
25
per
centum
in
amount
of
any
class
of
creditors,
creditors,
of
class
any
of
amount
in
centum
per
25
being not less than
and not
than 10
10 per
in amount
amount of
of all the claims against
centum in
per centum
less than
not less
and
the
debtor,
or.
if
the
debtor
is
not
found
by
the
judge
be insolvent,
insolvent,
to be
judge to
the
by
found
not
is
debtor
the debtor, or. if the

onstinued

If
I continued
In Debtor.
possession,
subject

nDebtor,

rules.
to court rules.

compensation of
officers.

fompensation of
Filling
vacancies.
Filling vacances

,o l n of reorg

tioPlan
of reorganizan.
By
reditor.
By creditor.
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but is found unable to meet its debts as they mature, by stockholders
stockholders
whose
interests would
would be
affected by
by the
said amount
amount
whose interests
be affected
the plan
plan, provided
provided said
is not
less than
centum of
any class
class of
of stock
outstanding and
is
not less
than 10
10 per
per centum
of any
stock outstanding
and
not less
less than
than 5
centum of
of the
the total
total number
of shares
shares of
of all
not
5 per
per centum
number of
all classes
classes
of
stock outstanding,
by any
any creditor
or by
of stock
outstanding, may
may be
be proposed
proposed by
creditor or
by any
any
stockholder,
or without
without such
such approval
approval by
by the
debtor, at
By debtor.
By
debtor.
stockholder, or
the debtor,
at a
a hearing
hearing
duly
its consideration
the consideration
consideration of
duly noticed
noticed for
for its
consideration or
or for
for the
of any
any
other plan
plan of
of reorganization
other
reorganization similarly
similarly proposed.
proposed.
Acceptance by
by twotwoAcceptance
(e)
(1) A plan of reorganization
(e) (1)
reorganization shall not be confirmed until it
it
and
thirds creditors
creditors and
majority stockholders.
stockholders. has
has been
been accepted
accepted in
writing, whether
or after
the filing
of
majority
in writing,
whether before
before or
after the
filing of
the petition
or answer
under this
this section,
and such
such acceptance
the
petition or
answer under
section, and
acceptance shall
shall
have been
the proceeding
proceeding by
by or
on behalf
behalf of
of creditors
creditors holding
holding
have
been filed
filed in
in the
or on
two thirds
in amount
amount of
of the
claims of
of each
class whose
whose claims
claims have
have
two
thirds in
the claims
each class
been allowed
allowed and
and would
be affected
affected by
by the
the plan
by or
or on
behalf
been
would be
plan and
and by
on behalf
of stockholders
stockholders of
of the
the debtor
debtor holding
holding a
majority of
of the
stock of
of each
each
of
a majority
the stock
Provisos.
Provisos.
class:
however,
Provided,
That
such
acceptance
shall
not
be
requisite
Provided,
acceptance
shall
requisite
Exceptions.
Exceptions
Creditor's claim
un- to
to the
confirmation of
of the
the plan
plan by
by any
creditor or
or class
of creditors
creditors
claim uncreditor's
the confirmation
any creditor
class of
affected.
(a)
whose claims
claims are
are not
not affected
affected by
the plan,
or (b)
(b) if
the plan
plan
if the
plan, or
by the
(a) whose
Playmetnt.
Payment.
makes provision
the payment
payment of
of their
in cash
cash in
in full,
full, or
makes
provision for
for the
their claims
claims in
or
Safeguarding credicredi- (c)
Safeguarding
(C) ifif provision
provision is made in the plan for the protection
protection of the intertor's
interests.
ior's interests.
ests, claims,
claims, or
such creditor
creditor or
class of
of creditors
creditors in
the
in the
ests,
or liens
liens of
of such
or class
manner provided
provided in
in subdivision
clause (5),
of this
this section:
manner
subdivision (b),
(b), clause
(5), of
section:
If
debtor insolvent,
if debtor
insolvent, And provided
furter, That such acceptance
provided further,
acceptance shall not
not be
be requisite
requisite
confirmation not requirequi-,
confirmation
to the
confirmation of
plan by
any stockholder
stockholder or
or class
of stockstocksite.
to
the confirmation
of the
the plan
by any
class of
holders (1)
(1) if
if the
judge shall
shall have
have determined
either that
that the
holders
the judge
determined either
the debtor
debtor
is
or that
that the
of such
stockholder or
or stockholders
is insolvent,
insolvent, or
the interests
interests of
such stockholder
stockholders
protection is
If protection
is pro- Will
not
be
affected
by
the
plan,
(2)
if
in
will
or
(2)
if
provision
is
made
in the
vided for.
vided or.
plan for the protection of the interests of such stockholder
stockholder or class
stockholders in
in the
the manner
manner provided
provided in
subdivision (b),
(b), clause
clause
of stockholders
in subdivision
Statement of claims
(4),
of this
this section.
section. With
such acceptance
there shall
shall be
be set
set forth,
forth,
antatement
of eclas (4)
With such
acceptance there
and
shares
end
I of
shares purchased
purchased
or transferred
transferred to be verified in such manner as the judge shall require,iwhat, if any, confiled.
filed.
tracts
of the
are executory
in whole
whole or
or in
and what
tracts of
the debtor
debtor are
executory in
n part,
part, and
what
unexpired
have been
been rejected
rejected and
and surrendered.
With such
such
unexpired leases
leases have
surrendered. With
acceptance
acceptance there
manner
there shall
shall be filed
filed aa statement,
statement, verified
verified in
in such
such manner
as
the judge
shall require,
require, showing
showing what,
what, if
if any,
claims and
and shares
as the
judge shall
any, claims
shares
of
have been
been purchased
purchased or
transferred by
by those
those accepting
of stock
stock have
or transferred
accepting- the
the
plan after
the commencement
or in
the proceeding,
proceeding,
plan
after the
commencement or
in contemplation
contemplation of
of the
and the
the circumstances
circumstances of
such purchase
purchase or
transfer: Provided,
Provided, howhowand
of such
or transfer:
Filing
waived
if ever,
Filing
waived if
eer, That if the judge is satisfied that by reason of the number of
deemed
impractical.
deemedipractical.
securities
outstanding and
and the
extent of
of the
the public
securities outstanding
the extent
public dealing therein
therein
the preparation
of such
would be
be impractical,
impractical, he
he may
the
preparation of
such aa statement
statement would
may
Federal claims.
b msa
edea
direct that it be not filed. If
If the United States of America
is a
a
America is
By
By stockholders.
stockholders.

Reorganization
If debtor is a utility,
under
regulatory corncomiunrregulatory
mission.

Secretary. of the Treasury
hereby
creditor or stockholder, the
the Secretary
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized
authorized to accept or reject a
a plan in respect of the interests or
claims of the United States.

"(2)
the debtor
is a
to the
of aa
(2) In
In case
debtor is
a utility
utility subject
subject to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
case the
regulatory commission or commissions or other regulatory
regulatory authority
or authorities, created by the laws of the State or States in which the
Plan
to be submitted. properties
plantobesubmitted.
a plan of reorganization shall
properties of the debtor are operated, a
not be confirmed
confirmed until (a) it
it shall be submitted to each such commission or authority having regulatory
regulatory jurisdiction over the debtor,
Amendments or obAe permitted.
et or ob- (b)
or author(b) an opportunity
opportunity shall be afforded each such commission or
jections
ity to suggest
suggest amendments or objections to the plan, and (c)
(c) the
a hearing at
judge shall consider such amendments or objections at a
at
State's juris0ition,
jurisdiction,
State's
In case
which each such commission
commission or authority may be heard. In
if utility intrastate.
the debtor is aa public utility corporation wholly intrastate in character no court shall approve any plan of reorganization
reorganization if
if the regulatory commission of such State having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over such public
utility certifies that the public interest is affected by said plan,
unless said regulatory commission shall first approve of said plan

tif debtor is

uttity,
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thereof.
fairness thereof.
as to
to the
interest therein
and the
the fairness
therein and
public interest
the public
as

If
If said
said

919
919
Approval, if
if no
no adadApproval
verse decision filed.

regulatory commission
addicommission shall not within thirty days or such addiregulatory
a
prescribe after the submission
tional period as
submission of a
as the
the court may prescribe
tional
plan to
to it
it file
certificate it
it shall
shall be deemed
deemed that the public interest
interest
file said
said certificate
plan
is not
not affected
affected by said plan.
Confirmation of plan;
Confirmationofplan;
After hearing
hearing such objections
objections as may be made to the plan, the when.
(f) After
""(f)
satisfied that (1) it
judge shall
shall confirm
confirm the
if satisfied
it is fair and equiequi- when
plan if
the plan
judge
table
and does
does not
discriminate unfairly in favor
favor of any class of
not discriminate
table and
it complies
creditors or
or stockholders,
(2) it
complies with the
feasible; (2)
is feasible;
and is
stockholders, and
creditors
it has been
(3) it
provisions of
of subdivision
(b) of
section; (3)
been accepted
accepted
of this
this section;
subdivision (b)
provisions
(1) of this
(e), clause (1)
as
by the
the provisions
subdivision (e),
of subdivision
provisions of
required by
as required
this
section;
(4) the
of subdivision
subdivision (e),
clause (2),
(2), of this
(e), clause
provisions of
the provisions
section; (4)
section
(5) all amounts
amounts to be paid by the
complied with; (5)
been complied
have been
section have
acquiring the debtor's
debtor
or by
any corporation
corporations acquiring
debtor's
corporation or corporations
by any
debtor or
reorganization
assets, and
and all
amounts to
committees or reorganization
paid to committees
be paid
to be
all amounts
assets,
managers,
or not
not by
the debtor
debtor or
any such corporation
corporation for
or any
by the
whether or
managers, whether
services
reorganization, have been
been fully
to the
the reorganization,
incident to
expenses incident
or expenses
services or
disclosed and
are to
subject to the approval
approval of
be subject
to be
or are
reasonable, or
are reasonable,
and are
disclosed
the
the offer
the plan and
acceptance are in good
good
its acceptance
and its
of the
offer of
(6) the
judge; (6)
the judge;
faith and
made or
means or promises
promises
by any means
procured by
or procured
been made
not been
have not
and have
faith
forbidden by
this Act;
and (7) the
every other corporacorporadebtor, and every
the debtor,
Act; and
by this
forbidden
property under the plan, is
tion,
issuing securities
securities or
acquiring property
or acquiring
tion, issuing
authorized by its charter
applicable State or Federal laws, upon
upon
charter or by applicable
authorized
confirmation
the plan,
all action
necessary to carry out the
action necessary
to take
take all
plan, to
of the
confirmation of

If debtor
debtor a
a public
public
utility corporation
a utility
is a
plan,
the debtor
debtor is
corporation subject to If
case the
in case
that, in
and that,
plan, and
commissions or other utility.
the
or commissions
commission or
regulatory commission
a regulatory
of a
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
regulatory
authority or
authorities, created
created by the laws of the State
or authorities,
regulatory authority
operated, all
or
States in
in which
the properties
debtor are operated,
all
of the debtor
properties of
which the
or States
commission or
authorizations,
or consents
of each
each such commission
consents of
approvals, or
authorizations, approvals,
authority
by the
such State or States, have
have been
of such
laws of
the laws
required by
authority required
Modification of
of plan.
plan.
and modifiobtained.
Before or
or after
after aa plan
confirmed, changes
changes and
modifi- Modification
is confirmed,
plan is
obtained. Before
may
in
cations
may
be
proposed
therein
by
any
party
interest
and
party
any
by
cations may be proposed therein
be
of the
the judge
after hearing
notice to
to
hearing upon notice
judge after
approval of
the approval
with the
made with
be made
creditors
and stockholders,
stockholders, subject
creditor or
or
subject to the right of any creditor
creditors and
stockholder who
previously have
have accepted
plan to withdraw
accepted the plan
shall previously
who shall
stockholder
his
acceptance, within
period to
to be fixed
after
fixed by the judge and after
within aa period
his acceptance,
such
notice as
as the
the judge
judge may
in the
opinion of
of the
judge,
the judge,
the opinion
if, in
direct, if,
may direct,
such notice
the
be materially
interest
the interest
adverse to the
materially adverse
will be
modification will
or modification
change or
the change
of such
such creditor
or stockholder,
stockholder, and
if any
or stockholder
stockholder
creditor or
any creditor
and if
creditor or
of
having
such right
of withdrawal
shall not
not withdraw
within such
such
withdraw within
withdrawal shall
right of
having such
period, he
deemed to
to have
have accepted
the plan
plan as
as changed
changed or
accepted the
be deemed
shall be
he shall
period,
Proviso.
modified:
however, That
That the
the plan
or modified
modified Pro
o.
as changed
changed or
plan as
Provided, however,
modified: Provided,
Changes to conform
of secshall
comply
with
the
provisions
of
subdivision
(b)
of
this
section
provisions
provisions of
to
section
this
of
(b)
shall comply with the provisions of subdivision
tion.
and shall
shall have
have been
been or
thereafter be
the tion.
required by the
as required
accepted as
be accepted
shall thereafter
or shall
and
provisions of
of subdivision
subdivision (e),
(e), clause
clause (1),
section, including
this section,
of this
(1), of
provisions
acceptances
reason of
of failure
to withdraw
withdraw as
as hereinbefore
hereinbef ore proprofailure to
by reason
acceptances by
vided,
and the
of this
subdivision (f),
of subdivision
subdivision
and of
(f), and
this subdivision
provisions of
the provisions
vided, and
(e), clause
clause (2),
(2), of
this section,
complied with in
been complied
hallve been
section, sshall have
of this
(e),
Execution of plan
of plan
respect
Upon confirmation
the plan
plan by
Execution
the upon
judge, the
the judge,
by the
of the
confirmation of
thereof. Upon
respect thereof.
confirmation of
judge.
debtor
and
other
corporation
or
corporations
organized
or
to
be
debtor and other corporation or corporations organized or to be jude onfmon
organized
for the
purpose of
of carrying
the plan,
shall have
have full
full
plan, shall
out the
carrying out
the purpose
organized for
power
and authority
to put
put into
carry.out
out the
the plan
and the
the
plan and
and carry
effect and
into effect
authority to
power and
Revenue Acts of 1926
orders
of the
The provisions
provisions of
of subdivisions
subdivisions and
RevenueActsoftls
thereto. The
relative thereto.
judge relative
the judge
orders of
1932.
Issuance
of securities,
1,
2,
and
g
of
schedule
A
of
title
VIII
of
the
Revenue
Act
of
1926,
Lssnanceofsecrities,
1926,
of
Act
1, 2, and S of schedule A of title VIII of the Revenue
making or delivery of
as
by sections
sections 721,
722, and
723 of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of msckisg
of
conveyancesdelivery
exempted
and 723
721, 722,
amended by
as amended
provisions of.
1932
the provisions
sections 724
724 and
and 725
725 of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of from
romprovisions.
of sections
provisions of
and the
1932 and
41, p. 101; Vol
1932 shall
to the
transfers, or
or exchanges
exchanges of
of secusecu- 47,Vol.
p. 101; VoL
41,
ol.272.
issuance, transfers,
the issuance,
apply to
not apply
shall not
1932
p.
rities
or
making
or
delivery
of
conveyances
to
make
effective
any
plan
m
p.
47,
plan
any
effective
make
to
rities or making or delivery of conveyances
of
reorganization confirmed
confirmed under
under the
the provisions
of this
section.
this section.
provisions of
of reorganization
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the plan
the provisions
such confirmation
"(g)
" (g) Upon
Upon such
confirmation the
provisions of
of the
plan and
and of
of the
the
order of
of confirmation
shall be
be binding
binding upon
upon (1)
(1) the
the debtor,
debtor, (2)
(2) all
all
confirmation shall
order
stockholders thereof,
thereof, including
including those
not, as
as well
well as
as those
those
who have
have not,
those who
stockholders
who have,
have, accepted
accepted it,
it, and
and (3)
(3) all
creditors, secured
secured or
or unsecured,
unsecured,
all creditors,
who
whether or
not affected
affected by
by the
whether or
or not
not their
their claims
claims
and whether
plan, and
the plan,
or not
whether
shall have
have been
been filed,
filed, and,
whether or
or not
approved, including
including
not approved,
if filed,
filed, whether
and, if
shall
creditors
who have
have not,
not, as
as well
well as
as those
those who
have, accepted
it.
accepted it.
who have,
creditors who
"(h)
of, under
of the
plan, the
other
of,
"(h) Upon
Upon final confirmation
confirmation of
the plan,
the debtor
debtor and
and other

binding ed
upon
allPlan
Plan
whenbinding
upon
confirm.

Execution
Execution
direction of judge.

the
corporation or
corporations organized
organized or
or to
to be
be organized
organized for
for the
or corporations
corporation
purpose
carrying out
the plan,
plan, shall
have full
full power
power and
and authority
authority
shall have
out the
of carrying
purpose of
to, and
and shall
shall put
effect and
and carry
the plan
and the
the orders
orders of
of
plan and
out the
carry out
into effect
put into
to,
the judge
judge relative
relative thereto,
thereto, under
and subject
subject to
to the
the supervision
supervision and
and
under and
the
control
and the
by the
the plan,
plan, when
when
with by
dealt with
property dealt
the property
judge, and
of the
the judge,
control of
transferred and
and conveyed
by the
debtor
to the debtor
or trustees to
trustee or
the trustee
conveyed by
transferred
or the
the other
other corporation
provided for
for by
by the
the plan,
plan, or,
or,
or corporations
corporations provided
corporation or
or
if no
no trustee
trustee has
has been
been appointed,
appointed, when
retained by
by the
debtor
the debtor
when retained
if
pursuant
to the
the plan
or transferred
transferred by
other corporation
corporation or
or
it to
to the
the other
by it
plan or
pursuant to
of
corporations provided
provided for
for by
by the plan, shall be free and clear of
corporations
all claims
claims of
the debtor,
debtor, its
stockholders and
creditors, except
except such
such
and creditors,
its stockholders
of the
all
s r s as may consistently with the
Necessary transfers
provisions of
of the
the plan
be reserved
reserved in
in
plan be
fe as may consistently with the provisions
toeeStua
to effectuate.
the order
confirming the
plan or
directing such
such transfer
transfer and conconor directing
the plan
order confirming
the
veyance or
or retention,
retention, and
the trustee
trustees,
trustee or trustees,
direct the
may direct
the court
court may
and the
veyance
or if
be no
debtor and
and any
any mortgagee,
mortgagee, the trustee
trustee
the debtor
trustee, the
no trustee,
if there
there be
or
of any
any obligation
obligation of
the debtor,
debtor, and
and all other proper
proper and necessary
necessary
of the
of
parties, to
transfer or
direct
or conveyance,
conveyance, and may direct
such transfer
make any
any such
parties,
to make
the debtor
to join
in any
transfer or
the
or conveyance
conveyance made by the
any such
such transfer
join in
the
debtor to
Final decree of dis- trustee
trustee or
or trustees.
trustees. Upon
Upon the
the termination
termination of
of the
final
the proceedings
proceedings aafinal
charge to be entered
entered
trustees, if
if any,
on
of propro- decree shall be
entered discharging
the trustee
trustee or trustees
be entered
discharging the
on termination
termination of
ce
edings.
making such provisions
ceedings.
provisions as may be equitable,
equitable, by way of injunction
injunction
case. Such
or otherwise,
otherwise, and closing
closing the CAM
Such final decree
decree shall discharge
debts and
and liabilities, and shall
shall terminate
terminate
charge the debtor
debtor from its debts
and
and interests of its
except as proits stockholders,
stockholders, except
and end all rights and
be reserved
reserved as
may be
plan or
vided in
in the
Securities issued purpiuorn- vided
the plan
or as
as may
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. All securities
Securities
suant to reorganization
reorganizat
plan,
exempt from opued pursuant to any plan of reorganization
confirmed by the
plan, exempt
op- iss
issued
reorganization
confirmed
eration of Securities
e
section, including,
Act
1933.
in accordance
provisions of this section,
with the
the provisions
court in
accordance with
of9.
urities court
eratoof
Ante, p.
the foregoing,
p. 74.
without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, any securities
securities issued
issued
pursuant
plan for
for the
the purpose
of raising
raising money
money for
for working
working
pursuant to
to such
such plan
purpose of
capital
securities issued
issued by the
capital and other purposes of such
such plan and securities
trustee or trustees
pursuant to subdivision
debtor or by the trustee
trustees pursuant
subdivision (e),
(c),
clause
(3), of
this section,
and all
of deposit
deposit representing
representing
clause (3),
of this
section, and
all certificates
certificates of
securities of
of or
or claims
claims against
it is
is proposed
proposed to
to deal
deal
securities
against the
the debtor
debtor which
which it
Fraud
with under any such plan, shall be exempt from all the provisions
provisions
traudexepted.
Ante,
p.excepted.
84.
of 1933,
1933, approved
May 27,
27, 1933,
1933, except
the
of the Securities Act
Act of
approved May
except the
provisions
provisions of subdivision
subdivision (2)
(2) of
thereof,
of section 12, and section 17
17 thereof,
and except the provisions
provisions of section
section 24 thereof
thereof as applied to any
willful
violation of
of said
said section
17.
section 17.
willful violation
Appointment of re" (i) If
receiver or
or trustee
trustee of
of all
all or
or any
any part
the property
property of
of
of the
part of
If aareceiver
"(i)
eeer
eeiver ortrustee
or trustee nota
not a
Territorial
by
a
Federal,
State,
or
appointed
corporation
stay to institution
institution of a
a
corporation
has
been
appointed
a
Territorial
proceeditigs.
court, whether
whether before or after this
this amendatory
amendatory Act takes effect a
a
petition or answer may be
he filed under this section at any
any time thereprovided in
in subdivision
subdivision
after by
by the
the corporation,
corporation, or
or its
its creditors
creditors as
as provided
(a) of
this section
section and
and if
if such
such petition
answer is
is approved,
approved, the
the
(a)
of this
petition or
or answer
thee debtor
to trustee
immediate
enptoistsleesds ion,
to
trustee or trustees appointed under
under this
this section, or th
debtor if
if no
no
Debtor entitled
possession,
immediate
trustee
entitled forthwith
forthwith to possession of
if court approves.
trustee is
is appointed, shall be
be entitled
of and
and
vested with title to such property, and the
the judge shall make
make such
orders as he may deem equitable for the protection
protection of obligations
incurred
incurred by the receiver
receiver or prior trustee and
and for the payment of such
such
reasonable
reasonable administrative
admmiskative expenses and allowances
allowances in the prior prodirection
of u
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cee.ding as
court appointing
appointing said receiver or
or
by the court
fixed by
be fixed
may be
as may
ceeding
prior
If a
a receiver
receiver or trustee
trustee has been appointed
appointed by a
a
prior trustee. If
Retransfer,
institution of aa missed.
Federal .or
State or
or Territorial
Retransfer, if
if disdieprior to the institution
Territorial court prior
or State
Federal
proceeding shall be dismissed
proceeding under
under this
dismissed missed.
section, and such proceeding
this section,
proceeding
under
(c), clause
(8), of
of this section, the judge may
clause (8),
subdivision (c),
under subdivision
include in
the order
order of
dismissal appropriate
appropriate orders
orders directing
directing the
of dismissal
in the
include
trustee or
or trustees,
debtor if
if no trustee is appointed, to transthe debtor
trustees, or the
trustee
fer possession
possession of
of the
the debtor's property
property within
territorial juriswithin the territorial
fer
appointed,
diction of
court to
to the
the receiver or prior trustee so appointed,
such court
of such
diction
equitable for the protection
upon such
such terms
terms as
protection
may deem equitable
as the judge may
upon
under
trustees appointed
of.obligations
trustee or trustees
appointed under
by any trustee
incurred by
of
obligations incurred
this
and for
payment of administrative
administrative expenses
expenses and
and
the payment
for the
section, and
this section,
Federal court"
allowances
in the
hereunder. For the purposes of this ""Federal
court" conproceeding hereunder.
the proceeding
allowances in
for purposes of
section
Federal court'
court' shall
district courts
strued
courts strued
the district
include the
shall include
section. for purposes of
the words
words ' Federal
section the
section.
Territories and possessions to which
of
United States
which
and of the Territories
States and
the United
of the
this
Act is
is or
or may
may hereafter
applicable, the Supreme
be applicable,
hereafter be
amendatory Act
this amendatory
Court of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and the United States Court of
of
of the
Court
Alaska,
the District
United States for the Territory
Territory
District Court of the United
and the
Alaska, and
of
of Hawaii.
"(j)
A certified
the final
or of
of an
an order
confirming Certified
Certified copy
copy of
of conorder confirming
decree or
final decree
of the
copy of
certified copy
"(j) A
order; evidence.
of reorganization,
reorganization, or
of any
other decree
order entered
entered in
in firming
firming order; evidence.
or order
decree or
any other
or of
aaplan
plan of
a
proceeding under
section, shall be
be evidence
evidence of the jurisdiction
this section,
under this
a proceeding
of
of the
the proceedings,
proceedings, and the fact that the
regularity of
the regularity
court, the
of the
the court,
decree
made. A
A certified
certified copy
directing
of an order directing
copy of
was made.
order was
or order
decree or
the
transfer of
the property
dealt with by the plan as provided
provided in
property dealt
of the
the transfer
of
subdivision (h)
this section shall
transfer of
shall be evidence of the transfer
of this
(h) of
subdivision
title accordingly,
and if
if recorded
recorded shall
impart the
the same
that
notice that
same notice
shall impart
accordingly, and
title
recorded, would impart.
if recorded,
aa deed,
deed, if
prepreProceedings
"(k)
If an
is entered
entered directing
to scribed,
crProceedings
i
on
the trustee or trustees to
directing the
order is
an order
"(k) If
if
liquidation
's
estate,
orestate,
orof
debtor's
sub(8)
of
liquidate
the
estate
pursuant
to
the
provisions
clause
(8)
of
debtor
liquidati
liquidate the estate pursuant to the provisions
division
case may
may be
be referred
dered.
a dered.
to a
referred to
The case
(1) The
section: (1)
this section:
of this
(c) of
division (c)
referee
as
provided
in
section
22,
who
shall
compensated
as
procompensated
be
shall
who
referee as provided in section 22,
vided in
(2) the
the first
first meeting
creditors shall be held
held
meeting of creditors
40; (2)
section 40;
in section
vided
58;
as provided
upon notice
provided in section
section 58;
notice as provided
55, upon
section 55,
in section
provided in
as
provided in section 44,
(3)
trustee or
or trustees
appointed as provided
be appointed
trustees shall be
a trustee
(3) a
and be
(4) claims
claims which
which are
provided in section 48; (4)
compensated as provided
be compensated
and
provable under
under section
in section 57,
provided in
as provided
proved as
be proved
may be
63 may
section 63
provable
except that
within which
shall not
not
which proof may be made shall
time within
the time
that the
except
publication of the
expire until
the date
of the last publication
date of
after the
months after
six months
until six
expire
notice
of the
(5) debts
shall be
be entitled
entitled to priority
priority
debts shall
meeting; (5)
first meeting;
the first
notice of
provided in
as
provided in
in section
section 64;
shall be made as provided
in
sales shall
(6) sales
64; (6)
as provided
subdivision
(b) of
of section
dividends may be declared
declared and
and
(7) dividends
70; (7)
section 70;
subdivision (b)
enumerated in
paid
in section
the sections
sections.enumerated
in
65. None of the
section 65.
provided in
as provided
paid as
this
(g), (i), (j),
(j), and (m)
(m) of
of
subdivisions (g),
except subdivisions
(k), except
subdivision (k),
this subdivision
section
and subdivisions
(e) of
to
apply to
70, shall apply
section 70,
of section
and (e)
(a) and
subdivisions (a)
57, and
section 57,
proceedings
instituted under
under this
this section
an
unless and until an
77B unless
section 77B
proceedings instituted
order has
has been
been entered
directing the
the trustee
trustees to liquidate
liquidate
or trustees
trustee or
entered directing
order
the estate.
estate. All
provisions of
of this
except such
are inconas are
such as
Act, except
this Act,
other provisions
All other
the
sistent with
the provisions
provisions of
proceedof this section 77B, shall apply to proceedwith the
sistent
ings instituted
under this
this section,
whether or not an order to
to
section, whether
instituted under
ings
liquidate
the estate
has been
been entered.
purposes of such
For the purposes
entered. For
estate has
liquidate the
application,
to 'bankrupts'
'bankrupts' shall
shall be deemed
deemed
relating to
provisions relating
application, provisions
to
also to
to 'debtors';
debtors'; 'bankruptcy
bankruptcy proceedings'
proceedings' or
proceedor ' proceedrelate also
to relate
under
ings
in bankruptcy'
bankruptcy' shall
be deemed
to include
proceedings under
include proceedings
deemed to
shall be
ings in
this
the date
approving the
or answer
answer
petition or
the petition
order approving
the order
of the
date of
section; the
this section;
under
this section
section shall
shall be
taken to
be the
adjudication, and
date of adjudication,
the date
to be
be taken
under this
order
such
have the
the same
same consequences
effect as an order
and effect
consequences and
shall have
order shall
such order
of adjudication.
adjudication.
of
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"(1) No judge, debtor, or trustee
trustee acting under this section shall
!
deny or
question the
the right
property
on the
the property
of employees
employees on
right of
way question
in any
any way
or in
deny
under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
to join
join the
under the
the judge,
judge, to
the labor organization
organization of
of
their choice,
choice, and
it shall be unlawful for any judge, debtor, or
or
and it
their
trustee
to interfere
in any
the organizations
of employees,
employees,
with the
organizations of
any way
way with
interfere in
trustee to
or to
to use
funds under
under such
maintaining so-called
so-called
in maintaining
such jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, in
use funds
or
company unions,
to coerce
coerce employees
employees in
effort to
to induce
induce them
them
in an
an effort
unions, or
or to
company
to join
join or
remain members
such company
company unions.
unions.
to
or remain
members of
of such
this section shall
No judge,
judge, debtor,
or trustee
trustee acting under
under this
debtor, or
Requiring prospec""(m)
(m) No
prospecRequiring
tive employee to agree
under the
require
any
person
seeking
employment
the
property
property
the
on
employment
seeking
person
any
require
uagroee
notiplonlaor
not to join labor union.
agreement promising
jurisdiction
of the
contract or agreement
the judge
judge to sign any contract
jurisdiction of
contract
and if
such contract
to
or to
refuse to join a
if such
organization; and
a labor
labor organization;
to refuse
to join
join or
has been
been enforced
property prior
prior to
property coming
coming
to the
the property
enforced on
on the
the property
has
under
the jurisdiction
of said
judge, then
the judge,
or
judge, debtor,
debtor, or
then the
said judge,
jurisdiction of
under the
trustee,
as soon
soon as
matter is
is called
called to
to his
attention, shall
shall notify
notify
his attention,
as the
the matter
trustee, as
the
employees by
appropriate order
order that
contract has
has been
been
said contract
that said
by an
an appropriate
the employees
discarded
no longer
way.
any way.
binding on
on them in any
and is
is no
longer binding
discarded and
Corporation's
rig ht
corporation's right
"(n) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed or be
"(n)
to petition if operating
deemed
to affect
apply to
the stockholders,
stockholders, creditors,
of
or
owning railroad.
creditors, or
or officers
officers of
or apply
to the
deemed to
affect or
oropnningraifroasd.
any
operating or
or owning
owning a
railroad or
railroads, railway
railway
or railroads,
a railroad
any corporation
corporation operating
Municipally
Municipally owned.
owned. or railways,
railways, owned in whole or in part by any municipality and/or
and/or
owned
or operated
by a
amunicipality, or
contract to any
or under any contract
operated by
owned or
municipality
by or
or on
behalf or
or in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with such
such municimuniciits behalf
on its
municipality by
pality under
agreement, certificate,
certificate, or
any
or in
in any
contract, lease,
lease, agreement,
pality
under any
any contract,
other
by law
law for
for such
such operation:
operation: Provided,
Provided, howProviso.
hoowprovided by
other manner
manner provided
proviso.
Inoperative, if reveever, That
That this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
to or
or affect
corporation
any corporation
affect any
apply to
not apply
moree ever,
deived isnt
nue derived
is not more
n
than 20 percent.
than20
or the stockholders,
if not more than
or
stockholders, creditors, or officers
officers thereof, if
20 per
of its
its operating
derived from
from such
is derived
such
operating revenue
revenue is
20
per centum
centum of
operations.
operations.
Jurisdictional proviJurisdictional
In proceedings
"(o) In
under this
and consistent
with the
"(o)
proceedings under
this section
section and
consistent with
the
sions. s on s
i
.
provisions
thereof, the jurisdiction
the
provisions thereof,
jurisdiction and powers of the court, the
duties of the debtor
debtor and the rights and liabilities
liabilities of creditors, and
of all persons
persons with respect to the debtor and its property, shall be
the
as if
voluntary petition for
for adjudication
adjudication had been filed
the same
same as
if aa voluntary
the
entered on
on the
the day when the
and
adjudication had been entered
and a
a decree
decree of adjudication
debtor's
debtor's petition or answer was
was approved.
approved.
Effective
date of
Effective date
of secsec- "(p)
"(p) This section shall take effect and be in force from and after
after
tion.
ion,
the
the approval
approval of this amendatory Act and shall apply
the date
date of
of the

Prohibitions.

Prohibitions.
\
Denying right to affilIDenyingrighttoaffiliate
with labor organiorg
atewith
zation.
ation

as fully to debtors, their stockholders
stockholders and creditors, whose interests
acquired or incurred prior to such date, as to
or debts have been acquired
stockholders and creditors,
creditors, whose
debtors, their stockholders
whose interests or debts
debts
Application to pend- are acquired or incurred
Application
incurred after such date. Proceedings under this
ing proceedings.
section may
ng proeedings.
be taken
section
may be
taken in
in proceedings
proceedings in
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy which
which are
are pendpending on
on the effective date
date of this amendatory
amendatory Act."
Act."
meeting.
creditors' meeting.
BSEc.. 2. Section 74, subdivision
(e), of such
subdivision (e),
such Act of July
July 1, 1898, as
Creditors'
as
Vol. 47, p. 1408.
vol. 47, p 1468.
amended,
amended, is amended by adding a
a new sentence
sentence at the end of the
Debtors proposl
proposal for
Debtors
for subdivision, to read as follows: "After the first meeting
meeting of the
extension.
sion
creditors as provided in subdivision (c),
(c), the debtor fails to obtain
obtain
the
number of
creditors whose
whose claims
claims
the acceptance
acceptance of
of aamajority
majority in
in number
of all
all creditors
are affected by an extension proposal representing aa majority in
amount, the debtor may submit aaproposal for an extension including
including
a
a feasible
feasible method
method of financial rehabilitation
rehabilitation for
for the
the debtor
debtor which
which
is for the best interest
interest of all the creditors,
creditors ' including an equitable
liquidation for
credit ors w
hose claims
affected."
for the secured creditors
whose
claims are
are affected."
Vol.
p. 1407.
1467.
Said section
by th
Act of
of M
arc h 3
3, 1933
shall
Vol. 47, p.
Said
section 74,
as amended
amended by
74, as
thee Act
March
1933,, shall
for
aa deceased
deceased individual
of
personal representative
the personal
include
tvesof
e
ne m ein
i
of deresentmdeceased
- tinclude
the
representative
of
individual
for
e of
deease
dae of for
eluded
settlement
Cied
for
settlement
the
purpose
of
effecting
settlement
or
composition
with
the
creditors
purposes.
the purpose of effecting settlement or composition with the creditors
Personal
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Provisos.ppo
l nec-P
Court's approval
approval necnecCourt's
shall
consent and authority of the court which has essary.
the consent
obtain the
first obtain
shall first
assumed
of said
estate, to invoke the relief provided by
said estate,
jurisdiction of
assumed jurisdiction
said
Act of
March 3,
3, 1933.
sentence of subdivision
subdivision (m)
(m) of
of
first sentence
The first
1933. The
of March
said Act
Filing debtor's
debtor's petipetiFiling
follows: "The
said
section 74
74 is
is amended
"The filing of aa tion
as follows:
read as
to read
amended to
said section
subjects him to
exclusive
jurisdiction
of
exclusivejurisdictionof
shall
section
relief under
debtor's petition
petition or
or answer
seeking relief
under this section shall court.
answer seeking
debtor's
c
out.
exclusive
to
located,
subject
the
debtor
and
his
property,
wherever
located,
the
exclusive
property,
his
and
debtor
subject the
jurisdiction
of the
which the order
order approving
approving the petition or
in which
court in
the court
jurisdiction of
answer as
provided in
in subdivision
(a) is filed, and this shall include
include
subdivision (a)
as provided
answer
a trust
a trustee
property of
trustee under
under a
debtor in the possession of a
the debtor
of the
property
deed or
or aa mortgage,
other officer
officer of any
any
custodian or other
receiver, custodian
or aa receiver,
mortgage, or
deed
court in
pendmo-cause,
cause, irrespective
irrespective of the date of appointment
appointment of
a pending
in a
court
such receiver
receiver or
or other
other officer,
officer, or
or the
date of
institution of such
such
the institution
of the
the date
such
Proceeding in
which
nredhcht
proceeding in
any proceeding
proceedings: Provided,
Provided, That
That it
it shall
not affect
affect any
in flnroceed
shall not
final decree entered not
proceedings:
affected.
affected.
entered."
been entered."
any
court in
afinal
has been
decree has
final decree
which a
in which
any court
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allowed against
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a judgment
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at the
time of
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filing of
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payable
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not then
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of the
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costs incurred
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filing of
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claims for damages
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executory contracts
contracts
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whether the bankrupt
including future rents whether
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claim of aa landlord
landlord for
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injury resulting from
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under aa covenant
such lease
lease
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unpaid rent accrued up to said date: Provided, That the court shall
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examination of unpaid rent accrued up to said date: Provided, That the court shall
assignment.
scrutinize the circumstances
circumstances of an assignment
assignment of future
future rent claims
claims
assignment.
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amount of
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consideration paid
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assignment in
and the
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paid for
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shall apply
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the enactment
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Foregoing
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(b) The provisions
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priority.
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of the
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[Public, No.
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enacted by
it enacted
Be it
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United
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America in
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2and of
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United States
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by an
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and
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and personal
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so to do, to mortgage
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as it
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To
amend an
of Congress
Congress approved
February 9,
entitled "An
Act
"An Act
9, 1893,
1893, entitled
approved February
Act of
an Act
To amend
to
Columbia, and
other
of Columbia,
and for other
for the District of
establish a
a court of appeals
appeals for
to establish
purposes."
purposes."

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate

Trnt-

court
of Appeals
Appeals fo
for the Di
Disted States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the court
of America
America in
urthe
United
of
trict of
Columbia.
established by
the Act
February 9,
9, 1893
434), entitled
entitled
Stat. 434),
1893 (27
(27 Stat.
Act of
of February
by the
established
of27,
Columbia.
trivt
Vol.
p. 434.
"An Act
Act to
to establish
establish a
appeals for
District of Columbia,
a court
court of appeals
for the District
Columbia,
ol. ,p. 4
"An
and
other purposes
purposes ",
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shall hereafter
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and for
for other
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as the
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of Appeals
for the
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the District
District of
of Columbia.
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7, 1934.
Approved, June
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To provide funds to enable the Secretary
cooperate with States
Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate
in
of chinch
in control
control of
bugs.
chinch bugs.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
Resolved
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
of America
assembled, That
enable the
the
That to enable
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
America in,
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
Secretary
to apply
apply such
such methods
methods of control of
of chinch
bugs
bugs as in his judgment
judgment may be essential
essential to
to accomplish such
such purposes, in
in cooperation
cooperation with
such authorities
authorities of
of the
the States
concerned,
States concerned,
with such
poses,
organizations,
individuals, there
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of
organizations or
or individuals,
any
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the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
remain
any
money
in
the
otherwise
appropriated,
to
remain
Provisos.
available until
31, 1934,
1934, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,000:
$1,000,000: Provided,
Provided,
Objects specified.
Objctsspeified.
available
until December
December 31,
That
appropriation shall
expenditures of general
That this appropriation
shall be used for
for expenditures
general
administration
supervision, purchase
purchase and
transportation of
of
administration and
and supervision,
and transportation
materials
used for
control of
chinch bugs,
other
materials used
for the
the control
of chinch
bugs, and
and such
such other
expenses
as in
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
expenses as
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
may be
be
deemed
necessary, including
including the
of persons
persons and
deemed necessary,
the employment
employment of
and means
means
in the
rent outside
the DisDisin
the District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere
elsewhere and
and rent
outside the
Cooperating State re- trict
CooperatingStaterefurther, That the cooperating
cooperating State
of Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
sponsible for local
localdisdistribution, etc.
etc.
shall be responsible for the local distribution and utilization
utilization of such
materials
privately owned
owned lands,
lands, including
including full
full labor
labor costs:
Promaterials on
on privately
costs: ProCondition.
Condition.
Agriculvided further,
further, That, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture,
of this
appropriation shall
be expended
ture, no
no part
part of
this appropriation
shall be
expended for
for chinchchinchbug
State until
such State
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the necessary
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has provided
provided the
bug control
control in
in any
any State
until such
organization for
for the
cooperation herein
herein indicated:
Provided further,
organization
the cooperation
indicated: Provided
further,
1 -Market purOpen
eor
nmarket Dur - That procurements
proc
enprore
under this appropriation
appropriation may be made by openclasSes.
R.S.,
see. 3709,
t.8.,e.t70p.
7 P. 733.3. market purchase
provisions of section 370D,
3709,
purchase notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
tf.a.C., p. 1309.
sC.,'" 1309.
Revised
provided further,
approRevised Statutes: And provided
further, That no part of this appropriation shall
shall be
used to
pay the
the cost
cost or
or value
value of
of farm
farm animals,
priation
be used
to pay
animals, farm
farm
crops,
or other
other property
injured or
or destroyed.
destroyed.
crops, or
property injured
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7, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
Chinch-bug control.
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for.
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AN ACT
ACT

Relating
Relating to the record
record of registry of certain aliens.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
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of Representatives
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the
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United
assembled That subdivision
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
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"An Act
to supplement
supplement the
the
1 of the Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
naturalization
for other
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", approved
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naturalization laws,
laws, and
and for
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March 2,
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the following:
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following:
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Commissioner General
"Upon application
application filed with the Commissioner
General of Immiyear after
after the
approval of
of this
this Act
Act such
gration within one year
the approval
such registry
registry
may
be made
as to
any alien
alien not
not ineligible
ineligible to
to citizenship
may also
also be
made as
to any
citizenship

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 429,
429, 430,
442.
430,442.
CHS.

927
927

JUNE
8, 11, 1934.
JUNE 8,11,1934.

who
United States
1933, in whose
States prior to July 1, 1933,
the United
entered the
who entered
case
record of
permanent residence and (a)
(a)
for permanent
admission for
of admission
is no
no record
there is
case there
which
who
to that
that date could
could not be deported to any country to which
prior to
who prior
it
lawful to
deport him,
him, and
and (b)
United States as
who was in the United
(b) who
to deport
was lawful
it was
Conditions and
if such alien shall make aa Conditions
bona fide
political or
or religious
religious refugee,
refugee, if
fide political
aa bona
quirements.
satisfactory showing
Commissioner General
General of Immigration,
Immigration, quirements.
showing to the Commissioner
satisfactory
in accordance
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner Genwith regulations
accordance with
in
eral
Immigration, with
the approval
approval of
of the
Secretary of Labor,
the Secretary
with the
of Immigration,
eral of
that
he—
that heentry;
"(1) Has
Has not
of the United States since entry;
not been out of
"(1)
"(2)
Is a
character;
a person of good moral character;
"(2) Is
"(3)
Is not
subject to deportation
deportation under any law other than the
not subject
"(3) Is
Vol.
p. 182.
162.
43 p.
Vol. 43,
Immigration
and
of 1924;
1924; and
Act of
Immigration Act
"(4) Did
before July
July 1, 1933, withhold
immigration
withhold from the immigration
not, before
Did not,
"(4)
authorities of
of the
United States
information concerning
concerning
necessary information
States necessary
the United
authorities
his
connection with
application to
to
with their application
in connection
sought in
history sought
his personal
personal history
the
authorities of
of any
any foreign
country for
for permission
deport him
permission to deport
foreign country
the authorities
thereto."
thereto."
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1934.
[CHAPTER 430.]
[CHAPTER

ANT ACT
AC"T
AN

a bridge
To
commencing and completing the construction of a
the times for commencing
To extend the
across
Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York.
Saint Lawrence
the Saint
across the
Be
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it

assembled, That the times
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
in Congress
America in
States of
United
across
for
completing the
the construction
of a
a bridge
bridge across
construction of
and completing
commencing and
for commencing

the Saint
Lawrence River
River at
Ogdensburg, New York, authoror near Ogdensburg,
at or
Saint Lawrence
the

ized
the Saint
Commission by
by an
an
Bridge Commission
Lawrence Bridge
Saint Lawrence
by the
be built
built by
to be
ized to
Act
of Congress
approved June 14, 1933, are hereby
hereby extended one
Congress approved
Act of
and
respectively, from June 14, 1934.
years, respectively,
three years,
and three
SEC. 2.
The right
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
right to
2. The
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
June 8, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

re-

June
June 8, 1934.
[S. 3641.1
[Public,
No. 300.]
300.]
[Public, No.

[S. 3641.1

Saint
Lawrence
Saint Lawrence
River.
Time extended for
bridging, at OgdensN.Y.Ogd
bug,
burg, N.Y.
Ante, p. 141.

Ap-

Amendment.
Amendment.

[CHAPTER 442.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Ar!.T
AN
'
.To
modify
the
effect
of
certain
Chippewa
Indian treaties on areas in Minnesota.
Indian
Chippewa
certain
of
effect
the
To modify

June 11, 1.934.
1934.
Junei,

t8.

S. 2980.]

_2980.1

[Public, No. 801.]
[Public,
801.1

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be

Chippewa Indians in
Indians in
and after MChppewa
on and
United States
assembled, That
That on
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Minnesota.
United
Certain lands, no
the
passage
of
this
Act
lands
in
Minnesota
ceded
to
the
United
no
lands,
Certain
United
to
the
ceded
Minnesota
in
lands
Act
the passage of this
longer to be considered
country."
'Indian country.
States
by the
treaty of
30, 1854
(10 Stat.L.
Stat.L. 1109),
1109), "Indian
1854 (10
September 30,
of September
the treaty
States by
Vol. 0 10, pp. 1109,
pp. n09,
Lake 1166. 1Vo
Indians of
between the
the United
United States
and the
the Chippewa
of Lake
Chippewa Indians
States and
between
-

Superior and
and the
Mississippi and by the treaty of February
February 22,
the Mississippi
Superior
1855 (10
Stat.L. 1165),
1165), between
between the
States and the MisUnited States
the United
(10 Stat.L.
1855
sissippi
Bands of
of Chippewa
Indians, shall no longer
longer be considered
considered
Chippewa Indians,
sissippi Bands
as ""Indian
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of article
article 7
of said
treaties:
said treaties:
7 of
country" for
Indian country"
as

Previte. io of liuor
Minnesota Application
in the said State of Minnesota
in that
Provided,
That in
that portion
portion in
Provided, That
Application of
liquor
of liquor
laws.
affected
by this
the Indian
liquor laws
laws shall
shall continue to apply laws.
Indian liquor
Act the
this Act
affected by
to the
gift, barter,
barter, exchange,
exchange, and
so forth,
ward
forth, of liquors to ward
and so
sale, gift,
the sale,
to
Vol. 29p.
29, p. 506.
Indians of
classes set
in the
the Act
January 30,
(29 vol.
M.
1897 (29
30, 1897
of January
Act of
forth in
set forth
the classes
of the
Indians
Stat.L.
506),
and
to
the
manufacture
or
sale
of
liquors
on
individual
individual
on
liquors
of
sale
Stat.L. 506), and to the manufacture or
Indian
allotments or
individual Indian-owned
Indian-owned lands
lands while
while
other individual
or other
Indian allotments
the
title to
to same
is held
in trust
the United
United States
States or
the
while the
or while
by the
trust by
held in
same is
the title
same shall
remain inalienably
inalienably by
by the
the Indian
without the
consent of
the consent
Indian without
shall remain
same
some
governmental officer.
officer.
some governmental
Approved, June
11, 1934.
1934.
June 11,
Approved,
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[CHAPTER 443.]

June 11,
11, 1934.
Jume

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 443,
443, 444.
CHS.

11, 1934.
JUNE 11,

AN ACT
ACT

To
amend the
the third
third clause
of section
section 14
14 of
of the
the Act
Act of
March 3,
3, 1879
Stat. 359;
359;
of March
1879 (20
(20 Stat.
To amend
clause of
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title 39, sec. 226).
226).

[H.R. 53341
5334.1
3021
[Public, No. 302.]

the
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives of
of the
Senate and
by the Senate
it enacted
Be
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the third
Congress assembled,
359; clause of section
U.S.C., title
section 14, Act of March
March 3, 1879 (20
(20 Stat. 359;
359; U.S.C.,
39,
is hereby
hereby amended
by the
the following
following
of the
39, sec.
226), is
amended by
the addition
addition of
sec. 226),
UC., p. 1249.
Mimeograph,
h etc., sentence: "Provided, That publications
m
produced by
the stencil,
stencil,
by the
regatrd sentence: "Provided, That publications produced
ctiosaot
prlu
productions
not regarded
printed.
ed as
asprinted.
mimeograph,
or hectograph
hectograph process or in imitation of typewriting
mimeograph, or
shall not
not be regarded
regarded as printed within the meaning
meaning of this clause."
clause."
Approved, June
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.

Second-Mass
Second-class
Postal Service.
Vol.
20, P.
p.
U.S.C.,
1249.
V.S.C., p.
p. 1249.

mail,

mail'

[CHAPTER 444.]
444.]
[CHAPTER
June 11,
June
11, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 9180.]
[.BR.
[Public,
No.
303.]
[Public,
303.]

AN ACT
ACT

Relating
to the
the incorporation
Columbus University
University of
of
of Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbus
Relating to
incorporation of
a certificate
certificate of incorporation
Columbia,
organized under and by virtue
Columbia, organized
virtue of a
incorporation
pursuant to
to the
incorporation laws
laws of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia as
in
as provided
provided in
the District
the incorporation
pursuant
subchapter 1
chapter 18
18 of
the Code
of the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Laws of
the District
District of
of the
Code of
of Laws
subchapter
1 of
of chapter

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
House of
enacted by
by the
Be
District of Columbia. United
DistrictofColumbia.
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the incorpoColumbus
Columbus UniversiUniversity, incorporation.
ty,incorporation.
ration of the Columbus University of Washington,
Washington, District of
of
Columbia, under
under chapter
chapter 18
18 of
Laws of the
the District of
of
of the Code
Code of
of Laws
Columbia,
Columbia,
and the
the same
is hereby,
hereby, approved
approved and
confirmed,
and confirmed,
be, and
same is
Columbia, be,
except as
herein specifically
specifically altered.
except
as herein
Trustees, etc.
SEC.
2. The
SEc. 2.
The number of
of trustees
trustees for the
the management
management of said
said corcorporation shall be not more than fourteen
fourteen and not less than twelve
and at
at least
of whom
whom shall
be members
members of
of each
existing council
council
each existing
least two
two of
shall be
and
a member
of the Knights
K_nights of Columbus, each of whom shall be a
member of the
District of Columbia
Columbia branch
organization known
District
branch of the fraternal
fraternal organization
known
and
designated as
Fred Brady,
J. Fred
Brady,
and designated
as the ""Knights of
of Columbus";
Columbus "; that J.
John
E. Burns,
Burns, W.
W. Francis
Francis Delaney,
Delaney, John
John P.
P. Dunn,
William G.
John E.
Dunn, William
G.
Feely,
E. Herring,
Howell, Harold
Francis Jones,
Feely, G. E.
Herring, George
George F.
F. Howell,
Harold Francis
Jones,
William E.
Leahy, James P.
William
E. Leahy,
P. McKeon,
McKeon, Walter
Walter I.
I. Plant, T. J.
J. Quirk,
and M.
J. Willcoxon
Willcoxon shall constitute
trustees
original board
board of trustees
constitute the original
and
M. J.
under this
the board
board of
of trustees
from among
under
this Act;
Act; that
that the
trustees shall
shall elect,
elect, from
among
one member to
to be vice
vice
themselves, one member
member to be president, one
president, one
one member
to be
be treasurer,
treasurer, and
to be
be secretary
secretary
and one
one member
member to
president,
member to
of
corporation; that
that the
board of
of trustees
elect, from
from
the board
trustees shall
shall elect,
of said
said corporation;
among themselves,
member to
to be chairman,
be
themselves, one member
chairman, one member to be
vice
chairman, and
and one
one member
secretary of
of
vice chairman,
member to
to be
be secretary
of the
the board
board of
trustees; that at the first meeting of the board subsequent
subsequent to the passage of this Act the trustees shall be divided into
into three
three classes, the
the
members
of three
three years,
members of the first class to serve for aa period of
years, the
the
members
serve for
for a
a period
of four
four years,
members of the
the second
second class
class to
to serve
period of
years,
and the
and
third class,
shall include
the members of the third
class, which
which class
class shall
include the
the
president, vice president, treasurer, and secretary
secretary of
of the
the corporation,
five years;
years; that
said trustee
trustee shall
shall serve
serve
to serve for
for aa period
period of
of five
that the
the said
for the periods mentioned
mentioned and/or
and/or until
successors are
are desigdesiguntil their
their successors
nated, the power and designation
designation being in the
the board
board of
trustees;
of trustees;
that
the number
number of
which may
abli shed by
by sa
id
that the
of professorships
professorships which
may be
be est
established
said
corporation shall be left to the discretion
the board
board of
of trustees
discretion of the
who
power to
establish ordinances
ordinances and
an d byl
aws f
or the
th e
who shall
shall have
have the
the power
to establish
bylaws
for
conduct of the business
business of the corporation, or to alter, repeal, and
amend
to frame
laws and
amend the same, and also power to
frame laws
to
and regulations
regulations to
govern the faculty and students in
in all departments
departments thereof
to
thereof and to
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designate
such professors
and lecturers
lecturers as they shall deem necessary
professors and
designate such
and
with such
salaries and
the said
said board of trustees
trustees shall
as the
duties as
and duties
such salaries
and with
deem proper:
proper: Provided,
member of the board of
however, That no member
Provided, however,
deem
a teaching
trustees, except
president, shall serve in a
teaching capacity
capacity
the president,
except the
trustees,
in the university.
se
S
EC. 3.
corporation shall adopt aa common seal, under Sem.
said corporation
The said
3. The
SEC.
university or
and
by which
all deeds,
diplomas, and acts of the said university
deeds, diplomas,
which all
and by
corporation shall
and be
authenticated, and the same seal at
be authenticated,
pass and
shall pass
corporation
their pleasure
pleasure to
break and
alter, or to devise aanew one.
and alter,
to break
their
SEC. 4.
every religious
religious denomination
denomination shall be eligible
eligible ter.
terN.waseetarian char"'
of every
Persons of
4. Persons
SEC.
to
membership on
the faculty
and that no person shall be refused
refused
faculty and
on the
to membership
admittance to
the university
as a
privpupil, or denied any of the priva pupil,
university as
to the
admittance
ileges,
thereof, for or on account of his
advantages thereof,
or advantages
immunities, or
ileges, immunities,
or her sentiments
matters of religion.
sentiments in matters
or
SEC. 5.
The funds,
funds, moneys,
moneys, and
and properties
properties of
of the
the corporation
shall Funds.
corporation shall
5. The
SEC.
be
the name
of Columbus
University and that the funds or
Columbus University
name of
in the
held in
be held
the income
of the
the corporation,
corporation, or
thereof, shall be used
part thereof,
any part
or any
income of
the
for no
purpose or
object other
than to promote and advance
advance the
other than
or object
no purpose
for
best interests
Columbus University.
of Columbus
interests of
best
e
Exc
u of
incorporated in the naExclusie
S
EC. 6.
No institution
of learning
hereafter incorporated
name.of
lusive use
learning hereafter
institution of
6. No
SEC.
District
Columbia shall
use in or as its title, in whole or in part,
shall use
of Columbia
District of
the words
"Columbus University."
University."
words "Columbus
the
construed as to Amendment.
S
EC. 7.
7. Nothing
in this
Amendment.
shall be so construed
contained shall
Act contained
this Act
Nothing in
SEC.
prevent Congress
from altering, amending, or repealing
repealing the same.
Congress from
prevent
Approved,
June 11,
1934.
11, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 445.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Relating to
of public
the government
government
of the
moneys of
public moneys
States of
United States
the United
in the
deposits in
to deposits
Relating
Islands.
of
the Philippine
Philippine Islands.
of the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
of America
United

June 11, 1934.
[H.R. 9280.
9280.1
[HR.
[Public, No.
No. 304.
3041

[Public,

Islands.
Philippne Islands.
Philippine

authorized
of the
the Treasury
to accept,
accept, upon
terms and
condi - urySecretary
authorised
of to aoacand condisuch terms
upon such
authorized to
is authorized
Treasury is
of
deposits of governcept
tions as he may from time to time prescribe,
deposits
of
public
oept
deposits
of
governove
ends
u
mepnt's
public
ment's
funds.
of
deposits
prescribe,
time
to
tions as he may from time
moneys
of the
the government
government of
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands and to pay out
of the
moneys of
of
any
funds
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
interest
appropriated, interest
otherwise
not
Treasury
of any funds in the
on
or all
all of
such deposits,
deposits, other than demand deposits, at such
of such
any or
on any
rate
rates, not
excess of
of 2
2 per
centum per annum, as the
per centum
in excess
not in
or rates,
rate or
Secretary
the Treasury
may from
from time
time to
time prescribe.
prescribe.
to time
Treasury may
of the
Secretary of

allowel.
Interest allowed.

Approved,
June 11, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 446.]
4461
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

June 11, 1934.
June

To amend
section 32
32 of
Mortgage Act of 1933.
of the Emergency Farm Mortgage
amend section
To

[Public, No. 305.1
[Public,

[S. 3540.]
35401
IS.

the Emergency Farm
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be
Farm
Emergencyamendthe fifth
assembled, That
in Congress
America in,
United States of America
United
Congress assembled,
That the
fifth Mortgage
Mortgage Act, amendment.
ment.
1933
Act
sentence
of
section
32
of
the
Emergency
Farm
Mortgage
of
Mortgage
Redemptions.
Redemptions.
sentence of section 32 of the Emergency Farm
48.
is amended
amended by
by striking
out ""which
has been
been foreclosed
at any
p. 48.
Ane, p.
time Ante,
any time
foreclosed at
which has
striking out
is
between July
July 1,
1931, and
the date
date of
of the
Act;
this Act;
of this
enactment of
the enactment
and the
1, 1931,
between
or which
after the
of this
Act".
this Act".
enactment of
the enactment
foreclosed after
is foreclosed
which is
or
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1934.
Approved, June

86637°
--34----50
86637-34--5
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930

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
447.]
[CHAPTER 447.]

June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
June

[H.R. 5522.1

[Ff.R. 5522.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 306.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CIIS. 447,
447, 465.
CHS.
465.

JUNE
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1934.
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AN
AC1
AN AC1

To amend
amend the Standard
1916, to
Standard Baskets
Baskets Act
Act of August 31,
31, 1916,
to provide
provide for
for a
a one-pound
one-pound
Climax basket
Climax
basket for
for mushrooms.
mushrooms.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States
States of America
United
in, Congress
assembled, That section 1
Anerica in
Congress assembled,
1 of
Vol. 39,
Vol.
89, p. 673; Vol. the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Climax baskets for
for
Act to
to fix standards for Climax
45, p. 685.
p, 377; supp.
Supp. grapes
and other
other fruits
vegetables, and
and to
to fix
fix standards
standards for
45i.s3.;,p.377;
grapes and
fruits and
and vegetables,
for
VII, p.
261.
baskets and other containers
containers for small fruits, berries,
VII,
P. 261.
vegetables,
berries, and
and vegetables,
approved August
August 31,
by
and for other purposes ", approved
31, 1916, is amended
amended by
adding at the end thereof
thereof the
the following
adding
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
"" The standards
standards for
for Climax baskets
climax baskets for
for mushrooms
baskets for
mushrooms shall
shall be
be those
those
mushrooms.
mushrooms.
musrooms.
a one-pound
set forth above, except
except that a
one-pound Climax
folClimax basket
basket of
of the
the folstandard for mushrooms
mushrooms when
lowing dimensions
dimensions shall be standard
when plainly
plainly
stamped or marked on the side of the basket with
for
stamped
with the
the words
words 'for
Dimensions,
mushrooms only
seven and
and three
three fourths
Dimensions.
mushrooms
only': Length
Length of
of bottom
bottom piece,
piece, seven
fourths
inches; width of bottom piece, three and three
three sixteenths inches;
inches;
thickness of bottom piece, three eighths
eighths of an inch;
thickness
inch; height of
of basket,
three and five eighths inches; top of basket, length, nine and three
eighths inches; width, four and three eighths
eighths
eighths inches;
inches; all outside
outside
measurements.
measurements. Basket to have a
a cover four and three eighths by
used."
nine and three eighths inches when cover is used."
Unlawful
lawful uses.
Sac.
SEC. 2. Section
Section 3
3 of such Act of August 31,
31, 1916, is amended by
inserting immediately
followimmediately before the semicolon aacomma and the
the following: "or
"or to use in
any commodity
other than
in any such
such shipment
shipment for
for any
commodity other
than
mushrooms
mushrooms the one-pound
one-pound Climax
Climax basket provided
provided for in section 11of
of
this Act."
Effective date.
date.
Effective
SEO.
S
EO. 3. This Act shall take effect two months after the date of its
enactment.
enactment.
Approved, Juno
June 11, 1934.
Standard
Baskets
Act
Standard
of 1916,amended.
Baskets

[CHAPTER 465.]
[CHAPTER
465.]
June 12, 1034.
1934,
June
[S. 1780,]
[Public, No. 307.]
307,1

[S. 1780.]
No.

isrict
of C

District of Columbia
Aeiy Dwelling
Dwelring Act.
Atl.
Alley

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To provide for the discontinuance
discontinuance of the use
dwellings of
of buildings
use as
as dwellings
buildings situated
situated in
in
alleys in the District of Columbia, and for the replatting
replatting and development
development of
of
squares containing inhabited alleys, in the interest of public health, comfort,
morals, safety, and welfare, and for other purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
and Hiouse
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the

United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That to enable
United States of Amerca
America in
in Congress
enable the

President, in the interest of public healthl,
health, comfort,
comfort, morals, safety,
safety,
and welfare, to provide for the discontinuance
discontinuance of the
the use
use as
as dwelldwellings of buildings situated in alleys and to eliminate the hidden communities in
in inhabited
alleys of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and to
to
of the
in]habited alleys
3, pp. 783;; Vol.
Vol. munities
Vl
Vol. 83,
38,
71,; Vol.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
in the
the Act
Act approved
approved May
May 16,
declared in
16, 1918,
1918, as
as
38, p.
p. 716;
P. carry out the policy declared
550;
42, p.
p. 837.
550; Vol. 42,
837.
amended,
amended, of
of caring for the alley population of the District of ColumAuthority
of PresiAuthority of
Presi- bia,
bia,
the
President
President
is hereby authorized
authorized and empowered,
empowered, within the
the
dent.
Post,
932.
Post, p.
p. 932.
limits of the amounts herein
herein authorizedauthorized—
Acquisition of inhab
inhabAcquisitionof
(a)
(a) To purchase,
purchase, or acquire by condemnation
condemnation or gift, any land,
ited alley property.
ited alley propert
buildings, or structures, or any interest therein, situated
situated in or
or adjaadjacent to any inhabited alley in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and such
other land, buildings,
buildings, or structures, or any interest therein, within
any square containing
containing an inhabited alley as he may determine to be
improvement of said square
necessary for the replatting and improvement
square pursuant to the provisions of this Act;
Act;
lieplat and improve
aepslar
ld irove
(b) To replat
replat any land acquired
acquired under this Act; to pave or
lands
so acquired.
repave any street or alley thereon; to construct sewers and water
water
mains therein; to install street lights thereon; to demolish, move,
or alter any buildings or structures situated
situated thereon and erect such
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465.
CH.
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Proviso.
e
ipa" regular
Provided, Municipal
buildings
structures thereon
as deemed
deemed advisable:
advisable: Provided,
thereon as
or structures
buildings or
tions to govern.
however, That
That the
accordance tions
performed in accordance
and performed
be done
done and
same shall be
the same
however,
Columbia
with the
municipal regulations
regulations of the District of Columbia
and municipal
laws and
the laws
with
applicable thereto;
thereto;
Lease, equip, convey,
Lease,equip,rconvey
manage, exchange,
To lease,
(c)
lease, rent,
rent, maintain,
maintain, equip, manage,
exchange, sell, or etc.,
(c) To
structures and
convey
any such
structures upon such terms and land.
buildings, or structures
lands, buildings,
such lands,
convey any
Proviso.
District,
conditions
determine: Provided,
Provided, That if
if any
any such land Traser
may determine:
Transfer to
to District,
as he
he may
conditions as
if for
government pu
purfor government
government of the District of if
of the
is required
purposes of
the government
the purposes
for the
is
required for
r.
Columbia such
land may
may be
to the
government upon
the said
said government
be transferred
transferred to
such land
Columbia
payment to
to the
Authority of
reasonable value thereof; and
of the reasonable
the Authority
payment
redeveloping
in redeveloping
Aid in
maintaining Aid
and maintaining
(d) To
To aid
aid in
equipping, managing,
managing, and
in providing,
providing, equipping,
(d)
property by loans to
corimiterddividend
community
general
and
houses
and
other
buildings,
improvements,
and
general
community
limited
dividend
corimprovements,
buildings,
other
and
houses
porations.
of this Act, portions
provisions of
utilities on
on the
the property
the provisions
under the
acquired under
property acquired
utilities
to
by loans, upon such terms and conditions as he may determine, to
6 per
limited dividend
corporations whose dividends
dividends do not exceed
exceed 6
dividend corporations
limited
centum per annum,
enable such corporations
annum, or to home owners to enable
centum
Proviso.
or home
owners to
to acquire
sites on
property: ProPro- Presroo.
the property:
on the
develop sites
and develop
acquire and
home owners
or
Interest rate on loans.
of interest
at aalower
vided,
shall be
made at
lower rate
rate of
interest
be made
loan shall
no loan
That no
however, That
vided, however,
centum per annum, and that all such loans shall be secured
5 per
per centum
than 5
by
reserving a
a first
benefit of
property involved for the benefit
lien on the property
first lien
by reserving
the
United States.
the United
President
may desigmaydesigPresident
may designate, for the purpose
S
EC. 2
(a) The
The President
purpose of nate
President may
2 (a)
SEC.
an administrative
administrative
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act, such official or agency of agency.
carrying
Columbia
the Government
Government of
United States
or of the District of Columbia
States or
the United
of the
the
To
be referred
referred to
ass
to
oAuthority";
be
(hereinafter
referred to
as "the
"the Authority
Authority ")
") as
as in
in his judgment "the
to as
(hereinafter referred
Authority"; po-powers.
ers.
is
deemed
necessary
or
advantageous,
and
the
Authority
shall
have
shall
Authority
the
and
is deemed necessary or advantageous,
or obtain
necessary or
appropriate therefor, including
including
or appropriate
powers necessary
all powers
obtain all
or
Approval of replotof replat-of
Approval
(1) all plans ting
necessary personal
of necessary
the employment
personal services; but (1)
employment of
the
ting plans; method of
condemnation.
condemnation
for replatting
replatting and/or
and/or method
of condemnation
under the
the provisions
provisions
condemnation under
method of
for
of this
submitted to and receive
receive the written approval
Act shall be submitted
this Act
of
of
the National
Capital Park
Park and
Commission and of the
Planning Commission
and Planning
National Capital
of the
Proviso.
formai
'ae
Board
of Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, Failure
Board of
Failure to formally
formally
approve
or disapprove.
or
approve
Planand
Park
Capital
however, That
That (a)
(a) failure
failure of
of the
the National
National Capital
Planhowever,
ning Commission
District
Commissioners of the District
of Commissioners
Board of
or of
of the Board
Commission or
ning
of Columbia
formally approve
or disapprove
writing within
in writing
disapprove in
approve or
to formally
Columbia to
of
equivalent to
sixty days
days after
after a
plan has
has been
been submitted
submitted shall be equivalent
a plan
sixty
Reasons to be stated,
a iffReasonsartobestated,
accompanied by a
be accompanied
approval, and
(b) disapproval
disapproval shall
shall be
and (b)
disapproved.
aa formal
formal approval,
written statement
giving all
all the
the reasons
reasons for
disapproval; and (2)
(2)
for disapproval;
statement giving
written
Plan involving acc
any plan
which shall
action by
any department,
bureau, tion
Plan
invoving
department, bureau,
by any
involve action
shall involve
plan which
any
by
Federal or Disbovernments.
trict Governments.
or agency
agency of
United States
of the
District of
of Columbia
shall trict
Columbia shall
the District
or of
States or
the United
of the
or
be made
made after
after consultation
department, bureau,
agency.
or agency.
bureau, or
such department,
with such
consultation with
be
Condemnation propro'Condemnation
(b)
the event
are required
required to carry ceedings.
proceedings are
condemnation proceedings
event condemnation
In the
(b) In
p. 1437.
1437.
45, p.
Vol. 45,
out the
shall be
be conducted
ac- Vol.
in acconducted in
same shall
the same
Act the
this Act
of this
provisions of
the provisions
out
cordance
with the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act to
provide
to provide
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the provisions
cordance with
for
the acquisition
acquisition of
of land
land in
District of
Coltunbia for the use
of Colhunbia
in the
the District
for the
of
United States
March 1,
1, 1929.
1929.
approved March
", approved
States ",
the United
of the
Vol. 31, pp. 1429, 1430.
it Vol 31, pp. 1 D04*1
alley that it
any alley
the case
(c)
If the
the Authority
determines in
in the
case of
of any
Authority determines
(c) If
will
be more
advantageous to
in accordance
with sections
accordance with
proceed in
to proceed
more advantageous
will be
1608 to
1610, inclusive,
of Laws
Laws of
of the
of
District of
the District
Code of
the Code
of the
inclusive, of
to 1610,
1608
Columbia,
Columbia shall
be
shall be
of Columbia
District of
the District
of the
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
Columbia, the
notified
such determination
proceedings shall
shall then be had
and proceedings
determination and
of such
notified of
as
provided in
in such
such sections
sections for
for alleys
alleys and
and minor streets, except that
as provided
if
the total
amount of
damages awarded
awarded by
by the
the cost
cost
and the
jury and
the jury
of damages
total amount
if the
and
the proceedings
proceedings be
in excess
the total amount of
excess of the
be in
of the
expenses of
and expenses
the
benefits, such
such excess
shall be
borne and
paid by
by
and paid
be borne
excess shall
for benefits,
assessment for
the assessment
the
Authority.
the Authority.
dnoted.
d allocated '
discretion, l'und
his discretion,
in his
S
EC. 3.
hereby authorized,
authorized, in
is hereby
President is
The President
(a) The
3. (a)
SEC.
to make
make immediately
immediately available
Authority for
lawful uses
uses
its lawful
for its
the Authority
to the
available to
to
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and
as needed,
needed, from
allocation made
made from
from the
to
appropriation to
the appropriation
the allocation
from the
and as
carry out
out the
the purposes
of the
the National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act,
Act,
purposes of
carry
contained
Deficiency Act,
Act, fiscal
now carcarfiscal year
year 1933,
1933, now
the Fourth
Fourth Deficiency
contained in
in the
ried
Recovery, Federal
Federal Emer" National Industrial Recovery,
under the title, "
ried under
gency
Administration of
of Public
Housing, 1933-1935 ",
Works, Housing,
Public Works,
gency Administration
symbol 03/5666,
03/5666, not
to exceed
exceed $500,000
$500,000 of
any amount
amount thereof
dedithereof dediof any
not to
symbol
cated
for low-cost
low-cost housing
housing and
and slum-clearance
slum-clearance projects
projects in
in the
the DisDiscated for
trict
the Treasury
Treasury and be known as
to be set
set aside
aside in the
of Columbia, to
trict of
"Conversion
" Conversion
"Conversion of
of inin- "
fund" (hereinafter
Conversion of inhabited
inhabited alleys fund"
(hereinafter referred
referred to as
habited alleys
alleys fund."
fund." the
habited
).
the "fund
fund ").
Additional sums may
(b) The
Authority is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and empowered
empowered to
to borborauthorized and
The Authority
(b)
ma
bedbodtionlesus
be
borrowed.
corporations as may
row such
such moneys from individuals or private corporations
be secured
secured by
the property
property and
assets acquired
acquired under
under the
provisions
be
by the
and assets
the provisions
Use as a revolving
of
Act,
such moneys, together with all receipts from sales,
fis
fund. as a revoling Of this Act, and
leases, or
be
the fund
fund and
and shall be
shall be
be deposited in the
or other
other sources,
sources, shall
leases,
available
for
this
available
for
the
purposes
of
this
Act.
Availability; annual
(c) The
The fund
fund shall
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, and
and
shall remain
appropriation
after
(c)
aropriabiton; aftn
1935.
li9p
thereafter
thereafter shall be available
available annually in such amount
amount as may be
specified in
appropriation Acts.
in the
the annual
annual appropriation
specified
on
on propprop
Limitation
(d)
(d) The total amount paid for property or properties
properties acquired in
erty payments.
payments.
any
square shall
shall not
not exceed
present
and above the
the present
over and
per centum over
exceed 30 per
any square
assessed
value of
the property
or properties
properties acquired in any
all the
property or
of all
assessed value
square
provisions of this Act.
carry out the provisions
square to carry
Plans to be expePlans
expe- SEc.
SEC. 4. (a)
(a) The objects set forth in section 11 of this Act shall be
dited.
accomplished as
Authority
this end the Authority
anrd to this
rapidly as feasible and
as rapidly
accomplished
Reports.
shall, in its report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, set forth
what
succeeding fiscal
In
fiscal year.
year. In
the next succeeding
it purposes to do during the
what it
succeeding annual report
it shall set
set forth
forth its proposals for
report it
each succeeding
the next year.
alley
Occupying any
any alley
(b) On and after July 1, 1944,
it shall be unlawful to use or
1921, it
dwelling after July 1,
occupy
alley building
structure as
dwelling in
in the
District
1944, unlawful.
the District
or structure
as a
a dwelling
occupy any
any alley
building or
19,
nlafruly .
of Columbia.
Construction hereafhereafConstruction
(c) No alley dwelling shall hereafter
constructed in the Dis(c)
hereafter be constructed
ter forbidden.
trict of Columbia, nor
trforbidden.
or structure
nor shall
shall any
any building
building or
structure be
be moved,
moved,
altered, or converted
converted for use as an alley dwelling.
Punishment for vio(d) Any
Punishment
vioAny person violating any of the provisions of this section
section
lotion.
lation.
shall,
be punished
punished by aa fine of not more
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
shall, upon conviction
imprisonment for not
months, or both.
both.
than $500 or
or by imprisonment
not more than six months,
Each week of seven days of the continuance
continuance of any such violation
shall
constitute a
offense.
a separate
separate offense.
shall constitute
be
Detailed report to
tobe
S. 5. (a)
(a) The Authority
a. report to the President,
SEc.
Authority shall make a
President,
made.
made.
which he
which
he shall transmit to Congress at the beginning of each regular
regular
detailed account
account of all operations
under
session, giving aa full and detailed
operations under
the provisions of this Act for the preceding fiscal year.
Complete
rep
complete report
(b).U Upon completion of the work contemplated
contemplated by this Act the
completion of
upon completion
work.
President
President shall submit a
acomplete
complete report to Congress giving
giving a
a full
and detailed
detailed account of all operations for the entire period of
operation. If
If such
such work
is: not
completed by
July 1,
1944, the
the
operation.
work is
not completed
by July
1, 1944,
Statement and recPresident shall,
shall, on
1911, or
at the
opening of
the next
next regureguoendton
ia not
on July
July 1,
1, 1944,
or at
the opening
of the
ommendation if
not President
completed within
completed
within time
time lar session of Congress after such date, make aa report to Congress
scheduled.
covering the operations
this Act
for the
the entire
entire period
period to
covering
operations under
under this
Act for
to
July 1, 1944,
1911, including aa statement of what further work remains
to be done, and recommendation
recommendation for further legislation
legislation if
if in his
necessary.
opinion such legislation is necessary.
Accomplishment
Accomplishment by
by
(C)
(c) ItIt is hereby
hereby declared to be the purpose and intent of ConJuly 1,
1, 1944.
gress that the objects set forth in section 1
1 of this Act shall
shall be
Loans under, may
if possible,
possible, on
on or
or before
before July
July 1,,, 1944,
1944, except
except that
that
my accomplished,
accomplished, if
under, such
Lons beyond
extend
such
extend
beyond
time.
time.
beyond
loans made under this Act may run for periods extending beyond
such time.
such
time.
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Notices
SEC. 6.
6. There
shall be
be published
published three
each year
during the
the and
Notices to owners
owners
year during
times each
three times
There shall
SEC.
tenants.
circulation published
general circulation
month
of January
published
newspaper of general
in aa newspaper
January in
month of
in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia a
a notice
alley
owners and tenants of alley
to owners
notice to
District of
in the
inhabited
dwellings and
other property
property in squares
containing inhabited
squares containing
of other
and of
dwellings
alleys, that
alley dwellings
in such
squares may
demolished,
be demolished,
may be
such squares
dwellings in
that alley
alleys,
removed,
or vacated,
and that
that the
the squares
replatted on or
may be replatted
squares may
vacated, and
removed, or
before July
1944.
July 1, 1944.
before
Definitions.
Definitions.
used in
S
EC. 7.
As used
in this
this ActAct—
7. As
SEC.
"Alley."
"Alley"
(a) The
"alley" means
(1) any court, thoroughfare,
thoroughfare, or
means (1)
term "alley"
The term
(a)
passage,
private or
than thirty feet wide
wide at any point;
point;
less than
public, less
or public,
passage, private
and
any court,
court, thoroughfare,
thoroughfare, or
passage, private
private or public,
or passage,
(2) any
and (2)
thirty
feet or
or more
more in
directly with a
a
in width, that does not open directly
thirty feet
width of
of at
least thirty
thirty feet
a public
public street that is at least forty
upon a
feet upon
at least
width
feet wide
building line to building line.
wide from building
feet
"Inhabited alley.
alley."
appurtenant "Inhabited
(b)
The term
term ""inhabited
inhabited alley"
an alley
alley in
in or appurtenant
alley " means an
(b) The
to
which
there
are
one
alley
dwellings.
or
more
one
to which there are
"Alley dwelling.
dwelling."
any dwelling
(c) The
The term
term "alley
dwelling " means
means any
dwelling fronting
fronting "Alley
"alley dwelling
(c)
This
upon
or
having
its
principal
means
of
ingress
from
alley.
an
from
of
ingress
means
principal
its
or
having
upon
building
definition does
include an
an accessory
accessory building,
such as
garage, Aomessory
Accessory
as aagarage,
building, such
not include
does not
definition
building
notincluded
with
living rooms
rooms for
for servants
servants or
or other
principalmcluded.
not
employees; if the principal
other employees;
with living
the
entrance to
rooms of the
accessory building is from the
the accessory
living rooms
to the
the living
entrance
accessory.
property to which it
it is accessory.
street property
"Dwelling."
(d) The
dwelling " means any
any building
building or structure
structure used "Dwelling."
"dwelling"
term "
The term
(d)
or designed
designed to
or in
in part
part as
as aa living
or aa sleeping
sleeping
living or
whole or
in whole
to be
be used
used in
or
place by
or more
more human
human beings.
one or
by one
place
(e) The
person"
partnership, cor- "Person."
" includes any individual, partnership,
" person
term "
The term
(e)
poration,
or association.
association.
poration, or
Saving clause.
clause.
to saving
SEC. 8.
8. If
any provision
of this
Act or
or the
the application
application thereof
thereof to
this Act
provision of
If any
SEC.
the
of
validity
the
invalid,
any person
person or
or circumstance
validity
circumstance is held
any
remainder of
of the
the Act
thereof to other persons
persons
application thereof
the application
and the
Act and
remainder
and circumstances
affected thereby.
thereby.
circumstances shall not be affected
and
S
EC. 9.
of Acts
Acts contrary
to the
the provisions
Mps
. istent laws
laws reprovisions of peInconsistent
contrary to
parts of
and parts
Acts and
All Acts
9. All
SEC.
ale
hereby,
are
same
the
and
be,
therewith
inconsistent
same
hereby,
this Act or inconsistent
repealed.
repealed.
Citation of
Act.
of Act.
SEc.
Act may
be cited
cited as
as the
the ""District
Columbia Alley
Alley Citation
District of Columbia
may be
This Act
10. This
SEC. 10.
Dwelling
Dwelling Act."
Approved,
June 12,
1934.
12, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 466.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To revise
revise air-mail
air-mail laws,
establish a
commission to make
make a
a report to the
a commission
to establish
and to
laws, and
To
Congress
aviation policy.
an aviation
recommending an
Congress recommending

June
12, 1934.
194.
June 12,
[S. 3170.
3170.1
-IS.
(Public,
No. 308.j
306.1
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
Revision of
of air-mall
air-.ail
Revison
Act of
assembled That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
States of
That the
the Act
of laws.
of America
United States
laws.
Vol.
46,
p.
239;
259;
U.
46,
vol.
secs.
39,
title
April
29,
1930
(46
Stat.
259,
260;
U.S.C.,
Supp.
VII,
title
39,
secs.
iII,
Supp.
U.S.C.,
260;
259,
Stat.
(46
1930
29,
April
Srip. VII, p.
81
8
1.1S
repealed.
464, 465c,
465c, 465d,
and 465f),
and the
sections amended
thereby are ss.,
repealed.
amended thereby
the sections
465f), and
465d, and
464,
hereby
hereby repealed.
rate ininPestage rate
1934, the rate
SEC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) Effective
rate of postage
postage on air mail Postage
Effective July 1, 1934,
SEC.
Vol. 45,
p. 594.
594.
5, p.
Vol.
shall
be 6
each ounce
or fraction
thereof.
fraction thereof.
ounce or
for each
cents for
6 cents
shall be
Definitions.
Detions.
(b) When
When used
in this
this ActAct—
used in
(b)
"Air mail."
(1)
The term
mail"
of any
class prepaid
prepaid at the "Air "ail
any class
mail of
means mail
" means
air mail
term ""air
(1) The
rate
of postage
prescribed in
this section.
of this
(a) of
subsection (a)
in subsection
postage prescribed
rate of
"Person"
(2) The
term "person"
partnership, "Person."
individual, partnership,
an individual,
includes an
"person" includes
The term
(2)
association,
or corporation.
association, or
"Pilot."
"Pot."
(3) The
pilot " includes
copilot.
includes copilot.
" pilot"
term "
The term
(3)
Contracts for carryor ceryContrcts
conaward
to
authorized
S
EC.
3.
(a)
The
Postmaster
General
authorized
is
SEC. 3. (a) The Postmaster General
ing
air mail.
tracts for
the transportation
of air
air mail
by airplane
airplane between
between such
such
mail by
transportation of
for the
tracts
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not to points as he may designate,
exceeding
designate, and for initial periods of not exceeding
one year, to the lowest responsible
responsible bidders tendering
sufficient guarguatendering sufficient
one
anty
performance in
the terms of the
in accordance
accordance with the
for faithful
faithful performance
anty for
Provisos.
advertisement at
at fired
per airplane-mile:
airplane-mile: Provided,
Provided, That
That where
where
rates per
fixed rates
r advertisement
Pis of low
Right
low bbidder
bidder
to appeal ifif refused the Postmaster General
General holds that
that a
bidder is not responsible
or
a low bidder
responsible or
contract.
contract.
qualified under this Act, such
such bidder shall have
have the
the right to appeal to
General who shall
speedily determine the issue, and
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
shall speedily
Maximum base
base rate
rate his decision shall be final: Provided
Oflaximum
further, That the base rate of
Provided
of
of pay.
awarding such contracts
pay which
accepted in awarding
contracts shall
pay
which may be bid and accepted
33 1/
3 cents per airplane-mile
transporting a
a
in no case exceed
exceed 331/
airplane-mile for transporting
Computation.
mail load not exceeding
exceeding three hundred pounds. Payment
Payment for transrate fixed in the contract
contract for
for the first
first
portation shall be at the base rate
three hundred pounds
pounds of mail or fraction thereof
thereof plus one tenth of
of
base rate
rate for each
each additional one hundred pounds of mail or
or
such base
computed at the
calendar month on the
fraction thereof, computed
the end of each calendar
over the route
route during
basis of the
the average
average mail load carried
carried per mile over
except that in no case shall
shall payment exceed
exceed 40 cents
such month, except
per airplane-mile.
Contract nontransContract
(b) No contract or interest
interest therein shall be sold, assigned, or
ferable, unless
unless aps,
Postmaster transferred
proved by Postmaster
contract is
is awarded,
awarded, to
to any
transferred by the person to
to whom such
such contract
any
General.
seneral.
other person without
without the approval of the Postmaster
Postmaster General;
General; and
and
transfer without
without such approval, the original contract,
contract,
upon any such transfer
Postmaster General
General
as well as such transfer, shall at the option of the Postmaster
become null
and void.
become
null and
(c)
If, in
in the opinion of the
General, the public
public interRoute
(c) If,
Route extension.
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
est
requires it,
it, he
he may
may grant
an extension
extension of
of any
any route,
route, for
for a
distance
est requires
grant an
a distance
not in excess
excess of one hundred miles, and only one such extension
extension shall
Pay
rate.
Pay rate.
granted to any one person,
person, and the rate of pay for such extension
extension
be granted
shall not be in excess of the contract
contract rate on that route.
Classification
of
Postmaster General may designate certain routes as pri(d) The
The Postmaster
ro
routes.
mary and
secondary routes
shall include
include at
at least
least four
transconfour transconroutes and
and shall
and secondary
include mary
Wr
e
itary, to include
Primary,
transcontinental
transcontinental
and tinental routes and the eastern
eastern and western coastal routes
routes among
among
coastal.
oastal
primary
primary routes. The character
character of the designation
designation of such routes
lwhich bids may be
shall be published
published in the advertisements
advertisements for bids, which
asked for in whole
whole or in part of such routes.
asked
Bids may be referred
(e) If
any route
route only
only one
bid is
is received,
received, or
or if
the bids
received
bids received
if the
If on
one bid
o1 any
be reerrd
toidtma
(e)
to
Interstate
Commerce Commission
merce
Cominsission ifif appear to the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General to be excessive,
excessive, he
he shall
shall either
either
deemed excessive.
deeed excessive
reject them or submit the same to the Interstate
Commerce CommisInterstate Commerce
direction in the premises before
before awarding
awarding the contract.
sion for its direction
Limitation on
mileLimitation
on mile(f)
General shall not award contracts
(f) The Postmaster
Postmaster General
contracts for air-mail
air-mail
age.
age.
routes or extend such routes in excess
twenty-nine
excess of an aggregate
aggregate of twenty-nine
thousand miles, and shall not establish schedules
air-mail transschedules for air-mail
portation on such routes and extensions in excess of an annual
animal
airplane-miles.
aggregate of forty million airplane-miles.
Existing contracts.
Elxisting
(g)
g) Authority
_Authority is hereby conferred
Postmaster General
Genera lt
conferred upon the Postmaster
too
con form ity with
w ith
provide and pay for the carriage of mail by air in conformity
the terms of any contract let by him prior to the passage of this Act,
petiti ve bid
there f
or
or which may be let pursuant to a
a call fo
forr com
competitive
bidss therefor
Extension
Extension author- issued prior to the passage
passage of this Act, and to extend any such conized.
tract for an additional period or periods
periods not exceeding
exceeding nine months
in the aggregate
rate of comp
ensa ti on no
di ng that
that esta
baggregate at a
a rate
compensation
nottexcee
exceeding
established by this Act nor that provided for in the original contract:
contract:
Proviso.
Provided, That no such
sixch contract
ext
en ded unless
un l
ess the
the concon Proidso.
Provided,
contract may
may b
bee so
so extended
Condition.
Condio.
tractor shall agree in
in writing
writing to
omply with
w ith a
ll the
th e provisions
prov i
si
ons of
of
to c
comply
all
this Act during the extended period
period of the contract.
contract.
Posting
advertiseadvertisements of'airadvertiseSEc.
Posting
S
EC. 4. The
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall cause
cause advertisements
of airments for bids.
mail routes
to be
be conspicuously
mail
routes to
conspicuously posted
posted at
at each such post office
office that is
aa terminus of the route named in such advertisement, for at least
least
Initial
initial periods not to

exceed one year.

Conditions
of awards.
Conditionsofawards.
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Publication
in daily
daily
Publication in
be published
twenty
shall be
published at least once
once aa newspaper.
thereof shall
notice thereof
a notice
and a
days, and
twenty days,
newspaper.
general
of
week
for two
two consecutive
newspaper
general
daily newspaper
some daily
in some
weeks in
consecutive weeks
week for
circulation published
in the
the cities
cities that
that are the termini for the route
published in
circulation
before
the time
time of
the opening
opening of
of bids.
of the
before the
Successful bidder
bidder
successful
the Postmaster
S
EC. 5.
5. After
are opened,
Postmaster General may may
opened, the
bids are
the bids
After the
SE.
be allowed 30 days
,unalied30days
grant
period of not more than thirty days to
a period
to qualify.
bidder a
successful bidder
a successful
to a
grant to
from the
the contract
contract to take
the steps necessary
necessary
take the
of the
award of
of award
date of
the date
from
Pronisos..
to
for mail
mail services
under the
terms of
Act: Provided,
Provided, P'o".,o
of this Act:
the terms
services under
qualify for
to qualify
Surety bond.
That, at
at the
the time
time of
the award,
award, the
successful bidder
bidder executes
executes an Suretybond
the successful
of the
That,
adequate bond
bond with
with sufficient
guaranteeing and assuring
assuring that,
that,
surety guaranteeing
sufficient surety
adequate
within such
period, said
Act
will fully qualify under the Act
bidder will
said bidder
such period,
within
Forfeiture, if
failing
if failing
faithfully to
to execute
to carry
the terms
contract: ProPro- toForfeiture,
terms of the contract:
out the
carry out
and to
execute and
qualify.
faithfully
amount
the
vided
further,
That,
if
there
is
a
failure
so
to
qualify,
the
amount
vided further, That, if there is a failure so to qualify,
United
designated
the bond
will be
be forfeited
forfeited and paid to the United
bond will
in the
designated in
States
America.
of America.
States of
Fixing rate
rates byenby InFng
SEC. 6.
Commerce Commission is hereby terstats
Interstate Commerce
The Interstate
(a) The
6. (a)
SEC.
terstate Commerce
Commission.
Commission.
deterand
fix
to
empowered
and
directed,
after
notice
and
hearing,
to
fix
and
hearing,
and
notice
after
empowered and directed,
mine
by order,
as soon
soon as
practicable and from
from time to time, the fair
as practicable
order, as
mine by
transportation of air
and
reasonable
rates
of
compensation
for
the transportation
for
compensation
of
and reasonable rates
mail by
airplane and
the service
service connected
connected therewith
therewith over each
each airand the
by airplane
mail
Act,
in
for
mail
route,
but
not
in
excess
of
the
rates
provided
this
provided
rates
the
of
excess
in
not
but
route,
mail
space, or both, or
prescribing the
method or
or methods
weight or space,
or
by weight
methods by
the method
prescribing
otherwise, for
for ascertaining
ascertaining such
compensation, and to pubof compensation,
rates of
such rates
otherwise,
lish
the same,
which shall
in force
force until changed by the said
continue in
shall continue
same, which
lish the
Commission after
and hearing.
notice and
due notice
after due
Commission
review ofof
i review
ra,Periodic
directed, at rates.
(b) The
The Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission is hereby directed,
(b)
conany
of
least
calendar year
year from.
letting
of letting
date of
the date
from the
every calendar
in every
once in
least once
tract, to
to review
rates of
of compensation
paid to the holder of
being paid
compensation being
the rates
review the
tract,
such contract,
to be
assured that
unreasonable profit is
no unreasonable
that no
be assured
order to
in order
contract, in
such
resulting or
or accruing
therefrom. In
In determining
determining what may conaccruing therefrom.
resulting
stitute an
unreasonable profit,
profit, the said Commission shall take into
an unreasonable
stitute
consideration all
all forms
forms of
income derived
derived from
from the operation
operation
gross income
of gross
consideration
of
over the
affected.
route affected.
the route
airplanes over
of airplanes
extensions
ondtreextentisa
(c) Any
Any contract
which may
may hereafter
extended pursuant ifitIndefinite
let or extended
be let
hereafter be
contracts
satisfaccontract which
(c)
torily
performed.
performed.
torily
to
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
and
which
has
been
satisfactorily
persatisfactorily
been
has
which
and
Act,
this
to the provisions of
formed
during its
its initial
extended period, shall
shall
initial or extended
contractor during
the contractor
by the
formed by
to
thereafter
be
continued
in
effect
for
an
indefinite
period,
to
subject
period,
indefinite
an
for
effect
in
continued
be
thereafter
any reduction
reduction in
in the
rate of
additional
therefor, and such additional
payment therefor,
of payment
the rate
any
conditions
terms, as
as the
the said
prescribe, which
which
Commission may prescribe,
said Commission
and terms,
conditions and
Termination, upono
upon 60
Termination,
con- days
shall
consistent with
the requirements
of this
this Act;
Act; but
but any
any conrequirements of
with the
be consistent
shall be
notice.
tract
effect may
be terminated
terminated by
the said
said Commis- das' notice.
by the
may be
in effect
continued in
so continued
tract so
sion upon
upon sixty
notice, upon
such hearing
to
notice thereof to
and notice
hearing and
upon such
days' notice,
sixty days'
sion
interested
the Commission
Commission may
determine to be reasonreasonmay determine
as the
parties as
interested parties
option
able;
and may
be terminated
terminated by
contractor at its option
the contractor
by the
also be
may also
able; and
upon
sixty days'
days' notice.
On the
the termination
termination of any air-mail
air-mail connotice. On
upon sixty
tract, in
in accordance
with any
any of
of the
provisions of
of this
this Act, the
the Postthe provisions
accordance with
tract,
master
General may
may let
let a
anew
new contract
contract for air-mail
air-mail service
service over the
master General
route
as authorized
in this
Act.
this Act.ay
authorized in
affected, as
Pay readjutments
readjustments,
route affected,
etc.
redtets
(d) All
All provisions
provisions of
section 5
5of
July 28,
28, 1916
1916 (39 Stat. et.
of July
Act of
the Act
of the
of section
(d)
Vol. 39, p. 425.
39. p. 425.
412;
U.S.C., title
39, secs.
523 to
568, inclusive),
inclusive), relating
relating to
to the
the adminadmin- Lol.
.S.C.,
1267.
to 568,
secs. 523
title 39,
412; U.S.C.,
istrative
methods
and
procedure
for
the
adjustment
of
rates
carfor
rates
of
adjustment
the
for
procedure
and
istrative methods
riage
railroads shall
shall be
to the
the ascertainment
ascertainment of
applicable to
be applicable
by railroads
mail by
of mail
riage of
rates
for
the
transportation
of
air
mail
by
airplane
under this
this Act
Act
under
airplane
by
mail
air
of
rates for the transportation
Authority
of ComComof
Authorityexamine
the purAct. For
provisions of this Act.
consistent with the provisions
so
far as
as consistent
For the
pur- mission
so far
roemission to examine
records
and
accounts.
poses of
section the
said Commission
Commission shall
shall also
the same
same rds andaocounta
have the
also have
the said
this section
of this
poses
powers as
as the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is
is authorized
exercise under
under
to exercise
authorized to
powers
section
10
of
this
Act
with
respect
to
the
keeping,
examination,
and
and
examination,
keeping,
the
to
respect
with
Act
this
of
10
section
auditing of
of books,
books, records,
and accounts
accounts of
of air-mail
contractors, and
and
air-mail contractors,
records, and
auditing
it is
authorized to
employ special
or examiners
examiners to
to conduct
conduct
agents or
special agents
to employ
is authorized
it
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such examination or audit, who
shall have
have power
administer oaths,
who shall
power to
to administer
oaths,
examine witnesses,
witnesses, and
and receive
receive evidence.
evidence.
Fixingfairrateofpay
(e) In fixing and determining
the fair
fair and
and reasonable
Fixing fair rate of pay
determining the
reasonable rates
rates of
of
for air-mail transportatransportacompensation
for air-mail
tion.
compensation for
air-mail transportation,
transportation, the
Commission shall
the Commission
shall give
give
consideration
consideration to the amount
the facilities
amount of air
air mail
mail so
so carried,
carried, the
facilities supsupplied by the carrier, and its revenue
profits from
all sources,
and
revenue and
and profits
from all
sources, and
consideration of these
fix
from aaconsideration
these and
and other
other material
material elements,
elements, shall
shall fix
and establish
establish rates for each route
route which,
connection with
which, in connection
with the
the rates
rates
fixed by it
it for all other routes,
keep the
the aggregate
aggregate
routes, shall be
be designed
designed to
to keep
transportation of air mail on
cost of the transportation
1, 1938,
on and
and after
after July
July 1,
1938,
anticipated
within the limits of the anticipated
postal revenue
revenue therefrom.
E
Relation of contilleSEC.
7. (a)
December 81,
for any
any
contracS
c. 7.
(a) After
After December
1, 1984,
1934, it
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
tor with aviation inin.
dustry.
air-mail contract
contract to buy,
buy, acquire,
acquire, hold,
dustrY•
person holding
holdmg an air-mail
hold, own, or
or
indirectly, any shares of stock or
control, directly or indirectly,.
or other interest
interest
in any other partnership,
partnership, association,
corporation engaged
association, or corporation
engaged directly
directly
or indirectly
indirectly in any phase
phase of the aviation industry, whether
so
whether so
engaged through air transportation of passengers,
passenger; express, or mail,
through the holding
holding .of an air-mail contract,
contract, or
or through
through the
the manumanufacture or sale of airplanes, airplane parts, or other materials
materials or
or
accessories
accessories generally used in air transportation,
regardless of
of
transportation, and
and regardless
whether such buying, acquisition
acquisition,tholding, ownership,
is
ownership, or
or control is
done
is accomplished
through an
agent, subdone directly,
directly, or is
accomplished indirectly,
indirectly, through
an agent,
subPrsiso. in
sidiary, associate,
Proin ground
grod sidiary,
associate, affiliate,
affiliate, or
or by
by any
any other
other device
device whatsoever:
whatsoever: ProInterests
facilities not
not included. vided,
Vided, That the prohibitions herein
herein contained
extend to
contained shall
shall not
not extend
to
interests
interests in landing fields,
fields, hangars, or other ground facilities
facilities necessarily incidental
incidental to the performance
performance of the transportation
service of
transportation service
of
such air-mail contractor,
contractor, nor to shares
shares of stock in corporations
corporations whose
whose
maintenance or operation
principal business is the maintenance
operation of
of such
such landing
landing
fields, hangars
hangars, or
or other
other ground
ground facilities.
facilities.
Irteslocing
Interlocking direratoe
directo(b)
81, 1934,
1934, it
unlawful (1)
(1) for
(b) After f)ecember
December 31,
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any
rates or intercorporate
relationships.
partnership,
association, or
partnership, association,
the principal
or corporation,
corporation, the
principal business
business of
of
which, in purpose or in fact, is the holding of stock in other
other corporacorporations, or (2)
any partnership, association
(2) for an
association,.,or
or corporation
corporation engaged
engaged
directly
directly or indirectly in any.phase of the aviation industry, as
as specispecified in subsection (a
(a).)of this section, to buy,.
buy, acquire,
acquire, hold,
hold, own,.
own, or
or
control,
control, directly or indirectly, either as specified in such subsection
subsection
(a) or otherwise, any shares of stock
(a)
in any
other
stock or other
other interests
interests in
any other
partnership, association, or corporation
corporation which holds an air-mail
air-mail
contract.
contract.
Ineligibility of intli(e)
vidual
holding
vinulhoildi
o office, fiedi
(C) No
No person
person shall
be qualified
performance of
of
shall be
qualified to
to enter
enter upon
upon the
the performance
etc.,
contract, or
or thereafter
thereafter to
to hold
an air-mail
air-mail contract,
if at
at
aet.,
I in such
ch stock
sto0k or
or Oil
aallair-mail
-mail contract,
hold an
contract, if
aviation
corporation,
commencement of mail
or after the time specified for the commencement
transportamail transportation
under such
such contract,
contract, such person
if a
a partnership,
partnership, association under
person is (or, if
a member, officer,
tion, or corporation,
corporation, has and retains
retains a
officer, or
or director
director
a member, officer,
officer, director,
stockholder in
that is) a
director, or stockholder
in any
any other
other partpartnership,
nership, association, or corporation,
corporation whose principal
principal business, in
in
purpose or in fact, is
i
sthe holding
in other
holding of 'stock
stock in
other corporations,.
corporations, or
or
which is engaged
engaged in any phase
phase a
of the
the aviation
aviation industry,
industry, as
as specified
specified
in
subsection
(a)
of
this
section.
in
subsection
(a)
of
this
section.
if ever engaged in
nlawfaul
(d) No person shall be qualified to enter upon
If ever combination
the performance
of,
upon the
performance of,
to
prevent bid making.
or thereafter
thereafter to
to hold an air-mail contract, (1)
if at
at or
or after
to prevent bid
making- or
(1) if
after the
the time
time
specified for the commencement
commencement of mail transportation
transportation under
under such
such
contract, such person is (or, if
if a
a partnership,
partnership, association,
association, or
corporaor corporation, has a
a member, officer,
officer, or director,
director, or an employee
employee performing
general managerial
managerial duties, that is) an individual who has theretofore
entered into
making of
of any
into any
any unlawful
unlawful combination
combination to
to_prevent
prevent the
the making
any
delarationb.
Proviso.
carrying. the
the mails: Provid
ed, That whenever
whenever required
required by
Provided,
by
Sworn
by bids for carrying
Sworn declaration
declaraioin by
bidder.
the Postmaster General the-bidder
executed
bidder.
the -bidder shall submit an affidavit executea
by the bidder, or by such of its officers, directors, or general
general manaProv
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gerial employees
employees as
to
the Postmaster
Postmaster General may designate, sworn to
as the
gerial
before an
officer authorized
empowered to administer
administer oaths,
authorized and empowered
an officer
before
stating in
such affidavit
affiant has not entered nor proposed
proposed
the affiant
affidavit that the
in such
stating
to enter
into any
any combination
to prevent
prevent the making of any bid for
combination to
enter into
to
performed,
carrying
mails, nor
made any
agreement, or given or performed,
any agreement,
nor made
the mails,
carrying the
whatever to induce
or
promised to give or
perform, any consideration
consideration whatever
or perform,
or promised

(2) if
for any
any other
person to
to bid
bid or
or not
to bid
bid for
any mail contract, or (2)
if it
it
not to
other person
any
pays any
any officer,
officer, director,
compensation in any
any
employee compensation
regular employee
director, or regular
pays
a rate
form, whether
commission, or otherwise, at a
bonus, commission,
as salary, bonus,
whether as
form,
exceeding
$17,500 per
per year
year for
full time.
for full
exceeding $17,500
Sec. 8.
Any company
company alleging
claim against
against the
the GovernGoverna claim
to hold
hold a
alleging to
8. Any
SEC.

1
Maximum
Mai mum
strictions.

pay
pay

rere

Prosecution of claims
PrIOssnt'ofclaims
for annulled or canceled
celed contracts.

contracts
ment
on account
account of
of any
any air-mail
contract that may have heretofore
heretofore
air-mail contract
ment on
been annulled,
may prosecute
it may have against the
such claim as it
prosecute such
annulled, may
been
Qualifications.
in the
United
for the
the cancelation
cancelation of
contract in
the Court of Qualifications.
such contract
of such
States for
United States
Claims
of the
the United
States, provided
provided that such suit be brought
brought
United States,
Claims of
within
one year
date of the passage of this Act; and any
year from the date
within one
qualifies under
person
not ineligible
under the terms of this Act who qualifies
ineligible under
person not
Combinations to
to prepr
combinations
eligible to contract
shall be
the
this Act,
Act, shall
be eligible
contract for vent
of this
requirements of
other requirements
the other
vent bids.
ES., sec.
3950, p. 768.
766.
se.3950,p.
section 3950
carrying
air mail,
nothwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
3950 R.S.,
of section
mail, nothwithstanding
carrying air
of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (Act
(Act of
1872).
June 8, 1872).
of June
of the
List o
of stockholders
stockholders
List
SEC. 9.
Each person
desiring to bid on an air-mail contract shall be and
person desiring
9. Each
SEC.
directors, financial
ac
to acstatement, etc., to
the stockholders
of all
a list
bid a
in its
required to
furnish in
its bid
list of
all the
stockholders holding
holding statement,
to furnish
required
company bid.
bid.
its directors, company
stock, and
more
than 5
centum of
of its
capital stock,
and of its
entire capital
its entire
5 per
per centum
more than
a list of
and a
a statement
statement covering
the financial
including a
set-up, including
financial set-up,
covering the
and
assets
case of
corporation, the original
a corporation,
of a
the case
in the
and in
liabilities; and
and liabilities;
assets and
amount
paid to
to such corporation
corporation for its stock, and whether paid in
amount paid
cash,
and if
if not
not paid
paid in
cash, aa statement
for what
what such
such stock was
statement for
in cash,
cash, and
issued.
Such information
information and
financial responsibility of such
such
the financial
and the
issued. Such
bidder,
as well
the bond
bond offered,
taken into consideration
consideration
offered, may be taken
as the
well as
bidder, as
by
Postmaster General
General in
qualifications of the
in determining
determining the qualifications
the Postmaster
by the
bidder.
bidder.
Keeping
records and
and
Keeping records
be required
SEC. 10.
10. All
All persons
persons holding
holding air-mail
contracts shall
shall be
required to accounts.
air-mail contracts
SEC.
keep their
books, records,
as
records, and accounts under such regulations asco
their books,
keep
is hereby
may
by the
the Postmaster
General, and
and he
he is
hereby Inspection.
Postmaster General,
promulgated by
be promulgated
may be
authorized
and audit
books, records,
records, and
accounts of
and accounts
the books,
audit the
examine and
to examine
authorized to
such
to require
require a
a full
full financial
such
under such
report under
financial report
and to
contractors and
such contractors
regulations
as he
may prescribe.
prescribe.
he may
regulations as
Equipment, require.
menqtupen reqult
Sec.
the establishment
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of an air-mail
air-mail rnents.
Before the
11. Before
SEC. 11.
route the
notify the Secretary
Secretary of Comshall notify
General shall
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
route
merce, who
certify to
Postmaster General
General the
the
tihe Postmaster
to the
shall certify
thereupon shall
who thereupon
merce,
character of
to be
employed and
maintained on each airand maintained
be employed
equipment to
of equipment
character
mail
route. In
In making
this determination
determination the Secretary
Secretary of Commaking this
mail route.
merce,
his specifications
furnished to
General,
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
to the
specifications furnished
in his
merce, in
shall
speed, load capacity, and safety
safety features and
determine only the speed,
shall determine
safety
devices on
on airplanes
airplanes to
used on
the route, which said specion the
be used
to be
safety devices
fications
shall be
be included
advertisement for bids.
the advertisement
in the
included in
fications shall
Secretary of
Como Coimsecreta
authorized and directed
Sec.
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce is authorized
directed to merce
The Secretary
12. The
SEC. 12.
flyto prescribe
presribe fly.
ing
hours
pilots,
rere
pilots.
of
hors
on air-mail
prescribe
pilots on
air-mail lines, and ing
of pilots
hours of
flying hours
maximum flying
the maximum
prescribe the
tirement
benefits, etc.
em e
etc.
benefits,
nt
tr
to
authorized
safe
operation
methods
on
such
lines,
and
is
further
authorized
to
further
is
and
lines,
such
on
methods
operation
safe
companies and their
approve
operating companies
air-mail operating
between air-mail
agreements between
approve agreements
pilots and
mechanics for
retirement benefits
such pilots and
to such
benefits to
for retirement
and mechanics
pilots
mechanics. The
The Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce is authorized to prescribe
prescribe
mechanics.
all
regulations to
provisions of this section
section
the provisions
out the
to carry
carry out
necessary regulations
all necessary
and section
11 of
of this
this Act.
section 11
and
Compensation rates,
rats,
CiomPenon
S
EC. 13.
It shall
shall be
be aa condition
upon the
the awarding
awarding or extending
extending working
condition upon
13. It
SEC.
conditions,
etc., of
of pilots,
mecnanand
the
holding
of
any
air-mail
contract
that
the
rate
of
compensapiots, mechanetc.,
of
compensarate
the
that
contract
air-mail
and the holding of any
ics, etc.
tion and
relations for all
all pilots, 'is,etc.
and relations
conditions and
working conditions
the working
and the
tion
mechanics, and
and laborers
employed by
the holder
holder of
contract
of such contract
by the
laborers employed
mechanics,
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shall conform to decisions
decisions of the National Labor Board. This seesecbarof collective
right of
tion
not be
construed as
as restricting
restricting the
the right
collective barbe construed
ion shall
shall not
gaining on
the part
part of
of any
any such
employees.
such employees.
on the
gaining
Federal
Federal Radio
aadio ComCorSEC. 14. The
Trhe Federal Radio Commission shall give equal facilities
facilities
mission to furnish
mission
frequen- in the allocation
proper radio frequenallocation of radio frequencies
frequencies in the aeronautical
aeronautical band
band to
es
cies.
ci
.
those airplanes carrying mail and/or passengers
passengers during
during the time the
contract is in effect.
Holding more than
1, 1934, no air-mail
SEC. 15. After October 1,
air-mail contractor
contractor shall hold
moreforbidthanorid SEO.
thldi
three
three
contracts
den.
more than three contracts for carrying
carrying air mail, and in case of the
contractor of any primary route, no contract for any other primary
primary
Merger restriction.
restriction, route shall be awarded to or extended
extended for such contractor.
contractor. It
It shall
be unlawful for air-mail contractors,
contractors, competing
competing in parallel
parallel routes,
which
to merge
merge or
or to enter into any
any agreement, express
express or implied, which
may result
in common
or ownership.
may
result in
common control
control or
ownership.
Air Mal
Mail service
Service to
to
Air
SEC. 16. The Postmaster
SEc.
Postmaster General
General may provide service
service to Canada
Canada
Canada.
ana.
within one hundred and fifty miles of the international boundary
line, over domestic routes which
which are now or may hereafter
hereafter be established and may authorize
authorize the carrying
carrying of either
either foreign
foreign or domestic
to and
and from
any points
points on
such routes
and make
mail, or
or both, to
from any
on such
routes and
make paypayment for
for services
services over
such routes
routes out
of
the
appropriation for
for the
the
over
nment
such
out
of
the
appropriation
Proviso.
Mail Service:
Service: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this section
shall not
not be
be
Exstig provisions domestic
section shall
domestic Air
Air Mail
Existing
affected.
notVol.
afeeted.
construed
as
repealing
the
authority
given
the
Act
of
March
repealing
the
authority
given
by
2,
2,
Vol.
45,
p.
1450;
45,, p
u.s.c., SupprVi,
Supp. VII, p.
P. 1929 (U.S.C., Supp. VII, title 39, sec.
sec. 465a).
465a).
881.
SEC. 17.
17. The
General may
Breach of contract.
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
may cause any contract to
SEC.
to be cancanfailure by
by the
contractor to
celed for
for willful disregard
disregard of
of or
or willful
willful failure
the contractor
to
comply
herein
comply with the terms of its contract or the provisions
provisions of law herein
contained
contained and for any conspiracy or acts
designed to
the
acts designed
to defraud
defraud the
United States with respect to such contracts.
contracts. This
This provision
provision is
is
cumulative to other remedies
now provided
provided by
by law.
cumulative
remedies now
law.
Penalty provisions.
provisions.
Penalty
SEC.
S
EC. 18. Whoever
Whoever shall enter into any combination, understanding,
Combinations.
m tins. agreement,
agreement, or arrangement
arrangement to prevent
prevent the making of any bid for any
contract under this
induce any
any other
other person
person not
not to
to bid
bid for
for any
any
this Act, to
to induce
such contract, or to deprive the United States Government
Government in any
competition in the awarding
way of the benefit of full and free competition
of
awarding of
Punishment for.
for.
Punishment
any such contract,
contract, shall, upon conviction thereof
thereof be
fined not
be fined
not more
more
than $10,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned for not
years, or
or both.
not more than five
five years,
both.
Violating any proviProviSEC.
19. If
any person shall willfully or knowingly violate any
S
EC.
If
sion of Act.
sion oAet.
provision of
of this Act his contract,
provision
contract, if one shall have
have been awarded
to him, shall be forfeited, and such person shall upon conviction be
be
than $10,000
punished by a
afine of not more than
$10,000 or
imprisoned for
for not
or be
be imprisoned
not
more than
than five
five years.
years.
0 aviaCommission on
SEC.
Comnnission
a, viaa CommisSEC. 20.,
20. The President is hereby authorized
authorized to appoint a
tion policy to he appointed.l
o e
sion composed of five members to be appointed by him, not
pointed.
not more
more
than three members to be appointed
appointed from any one political party,
Report
to dongress.
Report to
Congress. for the purpose of making an immediate study and survey, and
to
and to
1, 1935, its recommendareport to Congress not later than February 1,
recommendations of a
abroad policy covering
covering all yhases
phases of aviation and the relation of the United States thereto. Members appointed
appointed who are not
not
Compensation.
compensation.
already in
in the service of the United States shall receive compensacompensation of not exceeding the rate of compensation
compensation of aa Senator or Representative in Congress.
resentative
Commission
Commission organiSEc.
SEC. 21. Such Commission shall organize by electing one of its
its
zation.
zaion.
members as chairman,
a secretary whose salary
chairman, and it
it shall appoint a
Powers conferred.
conferred. shall not exceed the rate of $5,000 per annum. Said Commission
Commission
shall have the power to pay actual expenses of members of the
the
Commission in the performance
performance of their duties, to employ counsel,
experts, and clerks, to subpena witnesses, to require the production
by witnesses of papers and documents pertaining to such matters as
Collective bargainCollective
bargaining not abridged.

inabridd.
not
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are
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
administer oaths,
to administer
Commission, to
the Commission,
are within
authorand
take testimony,
testimony, and
such purpose
purpose there is hereby
hereby kuthorfor such
and for
to take
and to
$75,000.
of
ized
to
be
appropriated
the
sum
the
appropriated
be
to
ized
Approved, June
12, 1934.
June 12,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 467.1
4671
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN
AN ACT
June
Act of
To amend
the Act
Act of
of June 15, 1933, amending the National Defense Act
of June
amend the
To
3,
1916, as
amended.
as amended.
3, 1916,

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
Be it
assembled, That section 37 of
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
of America
United
the
Act of
of June
3, 1916, as amended, be, and the
June 3,
Defense Act
National Defense
the National
same
is hereby,
further amended
inserting after the words
amended by inserting
hereby, further
same is
"
United States
", in
in the
the seventh
of said section, the words
sentence of
seventh sentence
States ",
"United
"
or of
Philippine Islands
Islands ".
the Philippine
of the
" or
Approved, June
June 12. 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
468.1
[CHAPTER 4681

A CT
ANT ACT
AN

a bridge
To
extend the
and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
bridge
commencing and
for commencing
times for
the times
To extend
Kent Counties, Maryland.
across the
Chesapeake Bay
between Baltimore
and Kent
Baltimore and
Bay between
the Chesapeake
across

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the times
United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
a bridge across
for
and completing
construction of a
the construction
completing the
commencing and
for commencing
the
Bay, between
between Baltimore and Kent Counties, MaryChesapeake Bay,
the Chesapeake
land,
authorized to
to be
be built
built by
by the
the Chesapeake
Company
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Company
land, authorized
by section
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved March 4, 1933, are
Congress approved
of the
11 of
section 11
by
hereby extended
one and
respectively, from
from the date of
years, respectively,
three years,
and three
extended one
hereby
approval hereof.
hereof.
approval
S
EG. 2.
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is hereby
this Act
alter, amend,
The right
2. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
12, 1934.
June 12,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 469.]
469.]
[CHAPTER

A C'P
AM ACT
AN

Granting
the consent
of Congress
Tensas Basin
Levee Board
State
Board of the State.
Basin Levee
the Tensas
to the
Congress to
consent of
the
Granting
of Louisiana to
maintain, and
operate a
a free
highway bridge
across
bridge across
free highway
and operate
construct, maintain,
of Louisiana to construct,
Louisiana
Parish,
Bayou
Bartholomew
at
or
near
its
mouth
in
Morehouse
Parish,
Louisiana
Morehouse
Bayou Bartholomew at or near its mouth in

June 12,
1934.
12, 1934.
June
IS.
28411
18. 2041.]
[Public,
No. 309.1
(Public, No.

National
National Defense
Act,
amended.
Act, amended.
Reserve
Officers'
Reserve
Officers'
Corps;
Corps; citizenship.
Vol. 39,
189; Vol.
39, p. 189;
Vol.
41, p. 776.
778.
41,
Ante,
p. 154.
154.
Ante, p.

June 12, 1934.
[8. 3211.]
JI.
[Public, No. 310.1

3211.
[Public, No. 310.]

Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay.
Time extended
extended for
Time
bridging,
between Balbridging, between
timore and
and Kent CounCountimore
ties,
Md.
ties, Md.

1560.
Vol. 47, p. 1580.

-June
UDne13.
12. 1934.
1934.

340.
IS.
18.3040.]
311.
TPuhllc,
(Public, No. 311.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
consent BayouBsiartholme
Bayou Bartholomew.
the consent
That the
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
in Morehouse
of Congress
Congress is
is hereby
Tensas Basin
Basin Levee
Levee Board
Board of
of bridge,
bridge,
L oui siana
may
the Tensas
to the
granted to
hereby granted
of
Parih.
the
State
of
Louisiana
to
construct,
maintain,
and
operate
a
free
a
operate
and
maintain,
construct,
to
Louisiana
the State of
highway bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto across
across Bayou
Bartholomew,
Bayou Bartholomew,
and approaches
highway
at
a
point
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation,
at
or
near
its mouth Construction.
near
or
at
navigation,
of
interests
the
to
at a point suitable
Construction.
in Morehouse
Morehouse Parish,
with the
provisions Vol.
the provisions
34, p. 84.
accordance with
in accordance
Louisiana, in
Parish, Louisiana,
in
of
an
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
the
construction
of
bridges
bridges
of
construction
the
regulate
to
Act
"An
of an Act entitled
over navigable
waters ",
23, 1906.
1906.
March 23,
approved March
", approved
navigable waters
over
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
this Act
hereby Amendment.
is hereby
Act is
repeal this
amend, or
right to
The right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1934.
12, 1934.
June 12,
Approved, June
Parish.
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[CHAPTER 470.]
[CHAPTER
470.]
June
lJune 12, 1934.
[11.11. 5312.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 312.]

[H.R. 5312.1

AN A
AN ACT
ACT
the abandoned
lighthouse reservation
reservation and
and
To provide for the conveyance
conveyance of
of the
abandoned lighthouse

buildings, including
bower, situate
within the
the city
city limits
limits of
of Erie,
Erie,
buildings,
including detached
detached kower,
situate within
Pennsylvania, to
the city
city for
for public-park
public-park purposes.
to the
Pennsylvania,

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and Homse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
by the
the Senate
Be it
enacted by
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in Congress
nited States of America
U„
reervation off Commerce
authorized to transfer and convey to the city
Commerce is hereby authorized
to city
public pt.
park. o
f Erie
Erie, Pennsylvania,
all that
certain piece
and parcel
of land
that certain
piece and
parcel of
land
city for
of
to
for public
Pennsylvania, all
belonging to
to the
United States
States of
of America
America situate
situate in
in the
the city
belonging
the United
city of
of Erie,
Erie,
in the
as the old
old
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, known as
Erie and State of
in
the county
county of Erie
lighthouse property
lands and premises
premises described
described
lighthouse
property and being the lands
in
and Susan
Susan M.
Sanford,
in aa certain
certain deed made by
by Myron
Myron Sanford
Sanford and
M. Sanford,
his
wife, dated
dated November
office for
for
in recorder's
recorder's office
22, 1884,
1884, recorded
recorded in
November 22,
his wife,
Erie
Pennsylvania, in
in deed
deed book numbered
numbered 80,
80, page
page 606,
606,
Erie County, Pennsylvania,
Description.
bounded and
Description,
bounded
and described
as follows:
follows: Beginning
fifty-eight perches
described as
Beginning fifty-eight
perches
down Lake Erie from
Kelso 's survey,
thence
from the
the corner
corner post
post of
of John Kelso's
survey, thence
south twenty-seven
a post; thence
twenty-seven degrees east, twenty perches to a
degrees east, sixteen
thence
north sixty-three
sixty-three degrees
sixteen perches
perches to aa post;
post; thence
north twenty-seven
twenty-seven degrees west, twenty perches to
to a
a post on the
bank of the lake; and thence
thence up the lake to the place of
beginning,
of beginning,
containing two acres of land being the same piece of land conveyed
conveyed
April
to the
the United
United States
States for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes by John
John Kelso
Kelso on
on April
purchased at public auction from
United States
States by said
1, 1812, purchased
from the United
said
Myron
March 1,
1, 1881,
Sanford
Myron Sanford
Sanford March
1881, and conveyed
conveyed to said Myron
Myron Sanford
J. Folger, Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, by deed dated
by Charles
Charles J.
in the
the registry
of deeds
deeds of
May 8,
8, 1883, which
which deed is recorded
recorded in
registry of
of
Erie County,
Pennsylvania, in deed
deed book numbered
numbered 76,,
County Pennsylvania,
76, page 525;
525;
beta held and made
permanently by
the same
same to be
made available
available permanently
by said city
city
Provno
r
Proviso.
for
public-park
purposes:
Provided,
That should
the
city
of
E
rie
for
public-park
purposes:
Provided,
That
should
the
city
of
Erie
Reversion ior non•
for no fail to keep and hold the described parcel of land and buildings
user. vers
buildings for
for
public-park purposes or devote same to any use inconsistent
public-park
inconsistent with
reinvested
said purpose, then title to said land shall revert to and be reinvested
Unite& States.
States.
in the United
Approved, June 12, 1934.
Approved,
Erie,
Pa. CO
o
Pa
Erie,
Conveyan
of old
lighthouse
lighthouse reservation

[CHAPTER 471.]
[CHAPTER

lune

1934
June 12, 1934.

[H.R. i82.1]
No, 313.]
[Public, No.
31i.)

AN ACT
ACT
V
Validating certain
certain conveyances
conveyances heretofore
heretofore made
made by Central Pacific Railway
Railway CornComValidating
pany,
corporation, and its lessee,
Company, a
acorporation,
corporation,
pany, a
a corporation,
lessee, Southern
Southern Pacific Company,
involving certain portions of right-of-way,
right-of-way, in and in the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the city of
of
Lodi, and near the station of Acampo,
Acampo, and in the city of Tracy, all in the county
of San Joaquin,
Joaquin, State of California,
California, and in or in the vicinity of Galt,
Gait, and
and Polk,
Polk,
in the county of Sacramento,
Sacramento, State of California, acquired by Central Pacific
Railway
1, 1862 (12 Stat.L.
Railway Company under the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved July 1,
489),
489), as amended by the Act of Congress approved
approved July 2, 1864 (13
(13 Stat.L.
356).
366).

Be it
Senate alnd
ouse of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the conconCentral
Paciac
United
America
in
That the
States
way
Conveyane
s
land veyances
veyances hereinafter
particularly described
hereinafter particularly
described and
and heretofore
heretofore executed
executed
on
made by
Railway Company,
Company, a
a corporation,
u1r Central
Central Pacific
Pacific Railway
cor pora ti on ,and
an d its
i
ts lessee,
l
essee,
Southern
;
outhern Pacific Company, aacorporation, involving
involving certain lands or
or
interests therein, in and in the vicinity of the city of Lodi, and near
LocatIon.
the station of Acampo, and in the city of Tracy, all in the county of
of
Location,
San Joaquin, State of California, and in or in the vicinity of Galt,
Galt,
and Polk, in the county of
Sacramento, State
of California
of Sacramento,
State of
California,2 and
and
forming a
a part of the right-of-way
right-of-way of said Central Pacific Railway
Railway
of
Company, granted by the Government of the United States of
vol. 12,
12 p.
488; Vol.
Vol. America by an Act of Congress approved July 1, 1862, entitled "An
vol.
p. 489;
13, p. 356.,
America by an Act of Congress approved July 1, 1862, entitled "An
Act to aid in the construction
construction of a
arailroad and telegraph line from
Central Pacific Railway Company.
Conveyances of land
on right-o-way,
right-of-way, made
by, legalized.
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the
to the
Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the
the Pacific
River to
Missouri River
the Missouri
other
Government
use of
of the
for postal, military, and other
same for
the same
the use
Government the
purposes" (12
Stat.L. 489),
by said Act
Act as amended by Act of
and by
489), and
(12 Stat.L.
purposes"
Act
Congress approved
entitled "An
amend an Act
"An Act to amend
1864, entitled
2, 1864,
July 2,
approved July
Congress
telegraph
a railroad
entitled 'An
'An Act
to aid
aid in
the construction
railroad and telegraph
construction of a
in the
Act to
entitled
line
Missouri River
River to the
Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, and to secure to
to
the Pacific
the Missouri
from the
line from
military, and other
postal,
the
Government
the
use
of
the
for
same
the
of
use
the
Government
the
purposes',
1, 1862"
(13 Stat.L. 356), are hereby
hereby
1862" (13
July 1,
approved July
purposes', approved
effect
legalized,
validated, and
confirmed with
with the
the same force and effect
and confirmed
legalized, validated,
as if
the land
land involved
therein had
held at the time of such
been held
had been
involved therein
if the
as
conveyances by
making the same under absolute
corporations making
the corporations
by the
conveyances
conveyan
fee-simple title.
List of conveyances
title.t
fee-simple
inLtoauif
The conveyances,
in the
the office
Joaquin county,
County,
office of county recorder of San in
recorded in
conveyances, recorded
The
f
Joaquin County,
California, in book
Calif'
book of official records, which are cali
County, California,
Joaquin
hereby
legalized, validated,
validated, and confirmed,
confirmed, are as follows:
hereby legalized,
1. September
3, 1932;
1932; A.
A. W.
W. Simpson;
411, page 475.
Simpson; volume 411,
September 3,
1.
2.
Margaret Wallace;
Wallace; volume 368, page 443.
1931; Margaret
20, 1931;
March 20,
2. March
3. March
20, 1931;
volume 368, page 442.
Dreher; volume
Louis Dreher;
1931; Louis
March 20,
3.
4.
1931; Joseph
Joseph Dietz;
361, page 462.
volume 361,
Dietz; volume
20, 1931;
March 20,
4. March
5.
20, 1931;
1931; Lydia
volume 364, page 438.
Bachelor; volume
Lydia Bachelor;
March 20,
5. March
a corporation;
6. March
20, 1931;
Stockton Box
Box Company,
corporation; volume
Company, a
1931; Stockton
March 20,
6.
360, page 485.
7. March
20, 1931;
E. G.
G. Potter,
Fruit
Potter, receiver of the Stewart Fruit
1931; E.
March 20,
7.
Company, aacorporation;
volume 361, page 288.
corporation; volume
Company,
8. March
1931; Emma
E. Long; volume 364, page 441.
Emma E.
20, 1931;
March 20,
8.
Tremain; volume
9. March
March 20,
20, 1931;
1931; E.
E. Tremain
Tremain and
and Susan
Susan C. Tremain;
E. E.
9.
367,
page 223.
223.
367, page
10.
20, 1931;
1931; Ferdinand
volume 361, page 465.
Ferdinand Hain; volume
March 20,
10. March
11.
March 20,
Mary E.
Bandeen; volume 360, page 487.
E. Bandeen;
1931; Mary
20, 1931;
11. March
12.
20, 1931;
Sherman; volume 369, page 141.
Sarah E. Sherman;
1931; Sarah
March 20,
12. March
13.
Cary; volume 364, page 442.
C. Cary;
E. C.
1931; E.
20, 1931;
March 20,
13. March
14.
1931; Eldridge
Rathbun,
W. Rathbun and Ellen A. Rathbun,
Eldridge W.
20, 1931;
March 20,
14. March
his wife;
volume 361,
page 463.
361, page
wife; volume
his
15.
1931; Ewald
Spiekerman; volume 368, page 440.
Ewald Spiekerman;
20, 1931;
March 20,
15. March
16.
The Pioneer
corporation;
Fruit Company, aa corporation;
Pioneer Fruit
1931; The
24, 1931;
April 24,
16. April
volume
373,
page
112.
page
373,
volume
California
a California
17.
July 22,
22, 1929;
1929; Tracy
Company, a
Fruit Company,
Waldron Fruit
Tracy Waldron
17. July
corporation;
page 35.
volume 296, pa.re
corporation; volume
18.
November 14,
14, 1929;
California Traction Company,
Company, a
a
Central California
1929; Central
18. November
corporation;
351, page
79.
page 79.
volume 351,
corporation; volume
19. January
January 7,
The Fabian-Grunauer
Fabian-Grunauer Company; volume 1,
1930; The
7, 1930;
19.
page 86.
86.
page
20.
7, 1930;
1930; A.
volume 314, page 138.
Russell; volume
J. Russell;
A. J.
January 7,
20. January
21.
1929; American
American Fruit
Fruit Growers
Growers Incorporated of
14, 1929;
June 14,
21. June
California,
a
corporation;
volume
289,
page
250.
conveyanes
List of conveyances
250.
page
289,
volume
California, a corporation;
in Sacramento
County,
scamento County,
The conveyances,
conveyances, recorded
in the
office of
of the
the county
of in
recorder of
county recorder
the office
recorded in
The
Calif.
Caif.
valiSacramento
County,
California,
which
are
hereby
legalized,
legalized,
hereby
are
which
California,
County,
Sacramento
dated,
are as
follows:
as follows:
confirmed, are
and confirmed,
dated, and
a
1. January
January 19,
19, 1932;
1932; Central
Traction Company, a
California Traction
Central California
1.
corporation; volume
volume 385,
385, page
134.
page 134.
corporation;
2. May
May 5,
5, 1931;
1931; Geo.
Geo. F.
volume 348,
348, page 449.
McNoble; volume
F. McNoble;
2.
3. July
July 16,
J. C.
C. Wisecarver;
126.
page 126.
314, page
volume 314,
Wisecarver; volume
1930; J.
16, 1930;
3.
Provisos.
of right-of-way
Provided,
That such
such legalization,
confirmation Width
idthofright-of-way
and confirmation
validation, and
legalization, validation,
Provided, That
to be maintained.
shall
not
in
any
instance
diminish
said
right-of-way
to
a
width
less
maintained.
to
be
less
width
a
to
right-of-way
shall not in any instance diminish said
than fifty
on either
the center
center of
the main
track or
or tracks
tracks
main track
of the
of the
side of
either side
feet on
fifty feet
than
of
Central Pacific
Railway Company
Company as
as now
now established
and
established and
Pacific Railway
said Central
of said
Rights of adverset
of adve
maintained:
provided further,
further, That
nothing herein
herein contained
Right
contained claimants.
That nothing
And provided
maintained: And
is
intended
or
shall
be
construed
to
legalize,
validate,
or
confirm
any
any
confirm
or
validate,
legalize,
to
is intended or shall be construed
rights, titles,
titles, or
interests based
upon or
or arising
out of
posadverse posof adverse
arising out
based upon
or interests
rights,
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Minerals
Minerals reserved.
reserved.

[u.R.
[H.R. 709.]j
7098.]
[Public, No.
No. 314.]
314.]

Pacific

Central Pacific RailBailway Company.
Conveyancesfrom,
Conveyances
from, in
Butte County, Calif.,
Butte County, Calif.
legalized.

Vol. 14, p. 239.
vol.

List of
of

prlsos8.

conveyances.
conveyances.

Provisos.
Width
Width of right of
of
way.

of right

Adverse possession,
posession,
unconfirmed by railrailway
way company
company not
not legalized
hereby.
gaized hereby.

unconrmed by

Mineral
reMineral deposits
deposits reserved.

Served.

CBS.
472.
CHS. 471,
471,472.

JUNE
12, 1934.
JUNE 12,1934.

session, prescription, or abandonment, and not
confirmed by
not confirmed
by conconveyance
Pacific Railway
Railway Company
Company and
veyance heretofore
heretofore made
made by
by Central
Central Pacific
and
provided further,
its lessee, Southern Pacific Company:
Company: And provided
further, That
That
there shall be reserved
reserved to the
the United States all
all oil,
oil, coal,
coal, or
or other
other
minerals in the land, and the right to prospect
prospect for, mine, and remove
Secretary of
the
the same under such rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
of the
Interior may prescribe.
Approved, June 12, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 472.]
472.]
[CHAPTER

Tune 12, 1934
1934.
iune

SESS. IL
SESS.
II.

AN ACT
ACT

Validating certain conveyances
Validating
Railway
conveyances heretofore made by Central Pacific Railway
corporaCompany, a
a corporation, and its lessee, Southern Pacific
Pacific Company, aa corporation, involving certain portions of
of right-of-way,
right-of-way, in and in the vicinity
vicinity of the town
of Gridley, all in the county of Butte, State of California, acquired
Central
acquired by
by Central
Pacific
Railway Company under the Act of Congress
Pacific Railway
Congress approved
approved July 25, 1866
(14 Stat. L.
L. 239).

Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and House
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the conveyconveyhereinafter particularly
particularly described
described and
heretofore executed
executed by
ances hereinafter
and heretofore
by
Central
Pacific Railway
Company, a
corporation, and
its lessee,
lessee,
Central Pacific
Railway Company,
and its
a corporation,
Southern
Southern Pacific Company, a
a corporation,
involving certain
lands or
or
corporation, involving
certain lands
interests therein, in and in the vicinity
vicinity of the town of Gridley, all in
the county of Butte, State of California,
of the
the
California, and
and forming
forming aa part
part of
right-of-way of said Central
right-of-way
Central Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company, granted
granted by
by
Government of
the Government
of the United States
States of
of America
America by
by an
an Act
ConAct of
of Congress approved
approved July 25,
1866, entitled "An
granting lands
lands to
to aid
aid
25, 1866,
"An Act
Act granting
in the construction
a railroad and telegraph
construction of a
telegraph line
from the
the Central
Central
line from
Pacific Railroad
Railroad in
California, to
to Portland
Portland in
Oregon"
(14 Stat.
Pacific
in California,
in Oregon
" (14
Stat. L.
L.
239),
239), are hereby
hereby legalized, validated, and
and confirmed
same
confirmed with
with the
the same
force and effect as if
if the land involved therein
had been
held at
the
therein had
been held
at the
time
time of such conveyances
conveyances by the corporations
corporations mlakng
making the same
same under
under
title.
absolute fee-simple
fee-simple title.
The conveyances, recorded
recorded in
the office of
the county
county recorder
recorder of
in the
of the
of
Butte
California, in
records, which
Butte County,
County, California,
in book
book of
of official
official records,
which are
are hereby
hereby
legalized, validated, and confirmed,
confirmed, are
are as
as follows:
follows:
1. June 10, 1931; T. B. Channon and
J. Long;
Long; volume
volume 78,
78, page
page
and T. J.
325.
325.
2. June 10, 1931; Ida
Ida McCurry,
MlcCurry Harry W.
and Louise
W. McCurry,
McCurry, and
Louise A.
A.
McCurry;
volume 78,
71.
McCurry; volume
78, page
page 71.r
Richard C.
3. June 10
10, 1931.;
1931; Richard
and Amy
M. Bilhartz;
Bilhartz; volume
volume
C. Sligar
Sligar and
Amy M.
74,
page 474.
474.
74, page
4. June 10, 1931; Cohn
Colusa Development
)evelopment Company;
Company; volume
volume, 81,
page
81, page
306.
Provided, That
legalization, validation,
validation, and
confirmation shall
Pirovided,
That such
such legalization,
and confirmation
shall
not; in any i
instance
not
nstance diminish said right-of-way
right-of-way to a
a width less than
sixty feet on either side of the center of the main track or
tracks of
or tracks
of
said Central Pacific Railway
Railway Company as now established and
and mainmaintained:
tained: And provided
provided further,
contained is
is
fuith]er. That nothing herein contained
intended or shall be construed to legalize, validate,
intended
validate, or confirm
confirm any
rights, titles, or interests based upon or arising out
of adverse posrights,
out of
session, prescription, or abandonment, and not confirmed
confirmed by conveyconveyance heretofore
heretofore made by Central
Central Pacific Railway
Railway Company
Company and
and its
its
lessee. Southern
Southern Pacific Company:
lessee,
Company: And
provided further,
And provided
further, That
That.there
there
be reserved to the United
shall be
all oil,
oil, coal,
coal, or
or other
other minerals
minerals
United States
States all
in the land, and
in
awl the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same
under such rules and regulations as
as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
the Interior
may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Approved,
12, 1934.
Approved, June
June 12,
1934.
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[H.R. 7317.1
[H.R.
[Public, No. 315,]
[Public,

To
provide for
for the
construction, on behalf of the United
United States, of postal
final construction,
the final
To provide
a party.
to which the United States
treaties or
or conventions
conventions to
States is a
treaties

the
Be it
by the
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be

trent
s.
with forerinnge
398 wiTiNtrg
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
States of
of America
America in
section 398
n ggi a
s
United
RS., sec. 398,
87;
p. 67;
sec. 398 p.
R.S.
of
372), is
hereby amended
amended U.S.C.,
is hereby
sec. 372),
5, sec.
title 5,
(U.S.C., title
Statutes (U.S.C.,
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
p. 49.
rrar

to read as follows:
follows:
to

Authority

n

ts

of Post-

Authority
master General.
"For the
the purpose
of making
arrangements with master
postal arrangements
better postal
making better
purpose of
"For

foreign
or to
to counteract
affecting
counteract their adverse measures affecting
countries, or
foreign countries,
our
General, by and
intercourse with them, the Postmaster General,
postal intercourse
our postal
negotiate and
with the
the advice
advice and
consent of the President, may negotiate
and consent
with
conclude postal
conventions, and may reduce
reduce or increase
or conventions,
treaties or
postal treaties
conclude
the rates
rates of
charges on mail matter
matter conveyed
conveyed
or other charges
postage or
of postage
the
Proviso.
between the
the United
States and
and foreign
foreign countries:
countries: Provided,
Provided, That
pretations,
That Interpretations,
United States
between
when
approved
by
by
approved
interpreting when
construing or interpreting
the decisions
Postmaster General construing
of the Postmaster
decisions of
the
President, binding.
nding.
President,
been
the
provisions
of
any
treaty
or
convention
which
has
or
may
be
the provisions of any treaty or convention
negotiated and
and concluded
concluded shall,
shall, if
if approved
approved by the President, be
negotiated
final and
officers of the United States."
States."
conclusive upon all officers
and conclusive
final
Approved, June
June 12, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 4741
474.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To amend
amend the
the Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930.
To

June
12, 1934.
1934.
June 12,
[H.R. 8687.]
8687.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 316.]
316.]
[Public,

Be
enacted by
Representatives of the
Me
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the Tariff
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Tariff Act
America in
States of
United
following:
of 1930
1930 is
by adding
end of title III the following:
adding at the end
amended by
is amended
of

Tariff Act
of 1930,
1930,
Act of
Tariff
amended.
amended.
Vol.
46, p.
p. 708.
708.
Vol. 46,

"PART I
n—PROMOTION OF
or FOREIGN
FOREIGN TRADE
III-PROMOTION
"PART

Promotion
foreign
of foreign
Promotion of
trade.
trade.

"SEC. 350.
350. (a)
(a) For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of expanding
expanding foreign markets for
"SEC.
of assisting in
means of
a means
the products
products of
of the
the United
in the
States (as a
United States
the
American standard of living,
present emergency
emergency in
the American
restoring the
in restoring
present
m overcoming
overcoming domestic
domestic unemployment
unemployment and the present economic
economic
in
depression, in
increasing the
American
purchasing power of the American
the purchasing
in increasing
depression,
public, and
and in
and maintaining
maintaining a
better relationship
relationship
a better
establishing and
in establishing
public,
among various
of American
,agriculture, industry, mining.
American agriculture,
branches of
various branches
among
and commerce)
commerce) by
admission of foreign goods into
by regulating the admission
and
the United
in accordance
with the
characteristics and needs
the characteristics
accordance with
States in
United States
the
of various
various branches
branches of
production so
so that
foreign markets
markets
that foreign
American production
of American
of
will
be made
made available
to those
branches of
American production
production
of American
those branches
available to
will be
which
and are
developing such
outlets by
by affordsuch outlets
of developing
capable of
are capable
require and
which require
ing corresponding
corresponding market
for foreign
foreign products
products in
in the
the
opportunities for
market opportunities
ing
a fact that any
President, whenever he finds as a
States, the
United States,
United
the President,
or
existing duties
United States
States or
the United
of the
restrictions of
import restrictions
other import
or other
duties or
existing
any
are unduly
unduly burdening
burdening and
and restricting
foreign
restricting the foreign
country are
foreign country
any foreign
trade
of the
the United
United States
States and
and that
declared will
above declared
purpose above
the purpose
that the
trade of
be
promoted by
means hereinafter
authorized from
is authorized
specified, is
hereinafter specified,
the means
by the
be promoted
time to time—
timetime
govern"(1)
enter into
into foreign
foreign trade
with foreign
foreign governagreements with
trade agreements
To enter
"(1) To
ments
or
instrumentalities
thereof;
and
and
ments or instrumentalities thereof;
and other
duties and
existing duties
of existing
"(2) To proclaim such modifications of
other
such
import
restrictions,
or
such
additional
import
restrictions,
or such
or
restrictions,
import
import restrictions, or such additional
continuance,
and for
minimum periods,
customs or
existing customs
of existing
periods, of
such minimum
for such
continuance, and
excise
of any
covered by
by foreign
foreign trade
agreements,
trade agreements,
article covered
any article
treatment of
excise treatment
as are
or appropriate
appropriate to
carry out
out any
any foreign
trade agreeagreeforeign trade
to carry
required or
are required
as
ment that
that the
has entered
into hereunder.
hereunder. No
No proclamaproclamaentered into
President has
the President
ment
tion shall
be made
made increasing
increasing or
or decreasing
decreasing by
more than
per
50 per
than 50
by more
shall be
tion

Powers conferred on
an
President for ered
expanding
foreign markets
for
markets for
ing forein
U.S. products.

Presient

U.

products.

Regulating
admission of foreign goods.

.on of foreign goods.

exis t
ing
e
TtVies arevefre,%xiA
dutWenerexecistin
du
duties are found to be
unduly burdening.
burdening.
unduly

May enter into forfors
ie
eiy trade agreements.
eign

enter

Proclaim

modifi-

stmoi
Proclaim
existing
cations
of existing
ltions
T
duties, for limited
limited
for
duties,
periods.
pod
Limitations.

Limitations

944
944
Application of
of
Application

lamation.

lamation.

73d
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centum any
transferring any article between
between
or transferring
duty or
rate of duty
existing rate
any existing
centum

proc- the dutiable and free lists. The proclaimed duties and other import
restrictions
restrictions shall apply to articles the growth, produce, or manucountries, whether
or
whether imported directly, or
foreign countries,
all foreign
facture of all

indirectly: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the President
President may
suspend the
applicathe applicamay suspend
indirectly:
tion
to articles
or manufacture
manufacture of any country
produce, or
growth, produce,
the growth,
articles the
tion to
because
its discriminatory
discriminatory- treatment
commerce or
or
of American commerce
treatment of
of its
because of
because of
of other
acts or
policies which
which in
defeat
opinion tend to defeat
in his opinion
or policies
other acts
because
the
in this
section; and the proclaimed
proclaimed duties and
this section;
forth in
set forth
purposes set
the purposes
other import
restrictions shall
effect from and after such time
shall be in effect
import restrictions
other
Termination.
as
in the
the proclamation.
proclamation. The
may at any time
President may
The President
is specified
specified in
as is
Termination.
terminate
proclamation in whole or in part.
such proclamation
any such
terminate any
Treaty of commercial
prevent the
"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed
commercial
Treatyof
"(b)
construed to prevent
reciprocity with Cuba.
reciprocitwith
application,
application, with respect to rates of duty established under this
Vol. 33, .2136.
p. 2136.
Vot.3,
Application
of.
Applicatonof.
section
pursuant to
countries other
other than
than Cuba,
Cuba, of
section pursuant
to agreements
agreements with
with countries
of
concluded
the
provisions
of
treaty
commercial
reciprocity
concluded
reciprocity
commercial
of
treaty
the
of
provisions
the
between the
the United
and the Republic of Cuba on December 11,
United States and
between
1902,
to preclude
preclude giving effect
exclusive agreement
agreement with
effect to an exclusive
or to
1902, or
Cuba
under this section, modifying the existing preferenconcluded under
Cuba concluded
tial customs
customs treatment
treatment of
any article
article the
growth, produce,
produce, or
the growth,
of any
tial
Proviso.
manufacture
Provided, That
That the duties payable on such
Cuba: Provided,
of Cuba:
manufacture of
Rate
limitation.
atlimitation.
50
an
shall in
in no
no case
or decreased by more than 50
increased or
be increased
case be
article shall
an article
per
centum
of
the
duties
now
payable
thereon.
thereon.
now
payable
duties
the
of
centum
per
other
"Duties
and
"Duties and other
"(c)
As used
used in
in this
section, the
the term
term 'duties
duties and
and other
other import
import
this section,
"(c) As
import restrictions"
restrictions"
defined.
restrictions'
defined.
restrictions' includes
includes (1)
(1) rate and form of import duties
duties and classiclassiarticles, and (2) limitations,
limitations ' prohibitions, charges,
charges, and
fication of articles,
exactions other
other than
imposed on importation or imposed for
for
than duties, imposed
exactions
the regulation
regulation of
imports."
imports."
of
the
ounteriling
Countervailing
Subparagraph (d) of paragraph 369, the last senSEc.
2. (a) Subparagraph
SE.
in
duties.
Vol. 46, p. 625.
tence of
paragraph 1402,
1402, and
paragraphs 371, 401,
provisos to paragraphs
and the provisos
paragraph
of
tence
Vo. 46 p. 625.
Equalization of costs
(1) of the Tariff Act of 1930 are repealed. The
1650, 1687, and 1803 (1)
oqalition
of production. of costs 1650,
Vol.
46, pp
pp. 701,
provisions of
sections 336
Tariff Act of 1930
1930
336 and
and 516(b) of the Tariff
of sections
73. provisions
701, 735.
ol. 46,
Not applicable when
not apply
to any
any article
with respect
to the
of
the importation of
respect to
article with
apply to
trade agreement
con- shall
shall not
agreement con
trae
cluded.
which into the
the United States aa foreign trade agreement has been
which
cluded.
concluded
such
concluded pursuant to this Act, or to any provision of any such
The third
third paragraph
section 311
311 of
of the
Act
Tariff Act
the Tariff
of section
paragraph of
agreement. The
Flour from imported
mported agreement.
wheat.
of 1930
1930 shall
concluded pursuant
pursuant to this
agreement concluded
any agreement
shall apply to any
of
p. 691.
hV.4t,
Vol. 46, p.
691.
assures to the United
agreement assures
to the extent only that such agreement
Act to
United States
States
produced in the United
States aarate of duty on wheat flour produced
which is preferential
preferential in respect to the lowest rate of duty imposed
imposed
which
by the
country with
concluded on
on
agreement has been concluded
which such agreement
with which
by
the country
Payment
of duty like flour produced in any other country; and upon the withdrawal
payment of
withdrawal
from
upon withdrawal
from
withdrawal
of wheat flour
from bonded
manufacturing warehouses
warehouses for exportabonded manufacturing
four from
of
trended
warehouse.
bleid wvarehouse.
tion to
to the
the country wit
with wwhich
which such agreement
agreement has been concluded,
concluded,
tion
there
imported wheat used,
shall be levied, collected, and paid on the imported
there shall
duty equal
equal to
the amount of such assured
assured preference.
to the
aa duty
Term of agreement.
agreement.
(b) Every foreign trade agreement
Term
(b)
agreement concluded
concluded pursuant to this
Act shall be subject to termination, upon due notice to the foreign
government concerned, at the end of not more than three years from
government
then
force, and, if not then.
the date on which the agreement
agreement comes into force
terminated,
thereafter upon not more
terminated, shall be subject to termination thereafter
than six months' notice.
Duration of Presof the
authority of
(c) The
Diaetion of rrets
(c)
The authority
the President
President to
to enter
enter into
into foreign
foreign trade
trade
ident's authority.
1 of this Act shall terminate on the expiraagreements under section 1
agreements
enactment of this Act.
tion of three years from the date of the enactment
Indebtedness of forauthorS
EC.
3.
Nothing
in
this
shall
be
construed
to give any authorconstrued
be
shall
Act
this
in
Nothing
3.
SEC.
forindebtedness
eign countries to
United
ity to cancel or reduce, in any manner, any of the indebtedness of
niteId States.
tates.
any foreign country to the United States.
Proviso.
Suspension of application.
cation.
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SEC. 4.
4. Before
Before any
trade agreement
agreement is
is concluded
concluded with
with any
any toNotice of intention
foreign trade
any foreign
SEC.
provisionsnegotateagreement.
foreign
government
or
instrumentality
thereof
under
the
provisions
agreement.
negotiate
the
under
thereof
instrumentality
or
foreign government
of
Act, reasonable
reasonable public
public notice
of the
intention to negotiate
the intention
notice of
this Act,
of this
an
agreement with
government or
instrumentality shall be
or instrumentality
such government
with such
an agreement
given
that any
interested person
person may have an opportunity
any interested
order that
in order
given in
to
his views
to such agency as the
or to
President, or
the President,
to the
views to
present his
to present
President may
may designate,
designate, under
under such rules and regulations as
President
the
and before concluding such agreeprescribe; and
may prescribe;
President may
the President
ment the
the President
President shall
shall seek
respect
information and advice with respect
seek information
ment
thereto
from the
the United
United States
States Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Departments
Commission, the Departments
thereto from
of
State, Agriculture,
Commerce and from such other sources as
and Commerce
Agriculture, and
of State,
he may
appropriate.
deem appropriate.
may deem
he
Approved, June
12, 1934,
1934, 9.15 p.m.
June 12,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
475.]
[CHAPTER 475.]

ATN ACT
ACrT
AN

Granting the
of Congress
to the
Indiana to construct,
construct, maintain,
the State of Indiana
Congress to
consent of
the consent
Granting
and
operate a
highway bridge
the Grand
Calumet River
River near
Grand Calumet
across the
bridge across
free highway
a free
and operate
Gary, Indiana.
Clark
Street, in
in Gary,
Clark Street,

House of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
Senate and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be
consent
assembled, That the consent
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
granted to
the State
State of Indiana
Indiana to construct,
to the
is hereby
of
approaches thereto
a free highway bridge and approaches
maintain,
and operate a
maintain, and
across
Calumet River, at a
a point suitable
suitable to the interests
Grand Calumet
the Grand
across the
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
or near
point east
east of
Clark Street, Gary, Indiof Clark
near aa point
of
ana,
provisions of an Act entitled
entitled "An Act
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
ana, in
waters",",
to regulate
the construction
construction of
navigable waters
of bridges over navigable
regulate the
to
approved March
23, 1906.
March 23,
approved
hereby
S
EC. 2.
The right
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
right to
2. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved June 12, 1934.
Approved
[CHAPTER 476.]
476.]
[CHAPTER

June 12,
1934.
12,1934.

9064.]
[H.R.
[H.R. 9064.]
317.]
[Public, No. 317.1

Grand
Calumet
Calumet
River.
River.
Indiana may bridge,
Indiana
at Gary.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment
Amendment.

AN ACT

AN ACT

Granting the
the consent
consent of
Congress to
the State
agent or
or agencies,
its agent
Alabama, its
of Alabama,
State of
to the
of Congress
Granting
and
Colbert County
County and
County in
State of Alabama,
the State
in the
Lauderdale County
to Lauderdale
and to
to Colbert
and to
city of
and to
the city
of Sheffield,
Colbert County,
County, Alabama,
to the city
and to
Alabama, and
Sheffield, Colbert
city of
to the
and
Florence,
County, Alabama,
them, or
or to
to either
of
either of
of them,
two of
any two
to any
or to
Alabama, or
Lauderdale County,
Florence, Lauderdale
them, to
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
bridge, and
and approaches
approaches thereto,
a bridge,
construct, maintain,
to construct,
them,
across the
the Tennessee
River at
at a
a point
between the city of Sheffield,
Sheffield, Alabama,
point between
Tennessee River
across
of navigation.
and the
city of
of Florence,
Florence, Alabama,
suitable to
the interests
interests of
to the
Alabama, suitable
the city
and

Jtme 12, 1934.
1934.
June
[(.R. 9141.1
318.)
No.
[IPublic,
[Public. No 318)

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
Tennessee River.
River.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the
consent
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
Alabama, etc.,
etc., may
Alabama,
or
of
Congress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
State
of
Alabama,
its
agent
agent
its
Shefbridge,
between
ShefAlabama,
bridge,
of Congress is hereby granted to the State of
and Florence.
field
agencies, and
and to
Colbert County
County and
County in the
Lauderdale County
to Lauderdale
and to
to Colbert
agencies,
State of
and to
to the
city of
Sheffield, Colbert County, Alaof Sheffield,
the city
Alabama, and
of Alabama,
State
bama,
and
to
the
city
of
Florence,
Lauderdale
County, Alabama,
Alabama, or
County,
Lauderdale
Florence
of
city
the
to
and
bama,
to
any two
two of
of them,
them, or
either of
a them,
construct, maintain, and
them, to construct,
to either
or to
to any
operate
bridge, and
thereto across
the Tennessee
Tennessee River,
across the
approaches thereto
and approaches
operate aabridge,
at
point suitable
of navigation,
navigation, between
between the
the city
city of
interests of
the interests
to the
suitable to
at aa point
Florence,
of Sheffield,
Sheffield, Alabama,
Alabama, in
accordance
in accordance
city of
the city
and the
Alabama, and
Florence, Alabama,
Construction.
with
the provisions
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
regulate the
the concon- Vol.
34, p. 84.
Vol. 34,
to regulate
"An Act
an Act
of an
provisions of
with the
struction of
of bridges
navigable waters
", approved
approved March
23,
March 23,
waters ",
over navigable
bridges over
struction
1906.
1906.
Amendment.
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The right
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
repeal this
amend, or
right to
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
12, 1934.
June 12,
Approved, June
86637
-34---60
86637 *-34-60
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[CHAPTER

June 12, 1934.
[H.R. 9313.]
[Public, No. 319.]
[Public,

Savannah River.
Time extended
extended for
bridging,
bridging, at Burtons
Ferry, Ga.
(3a.
Vol. 45, p. 751; Vol.
47,
47, p. 135.
Ante,
p. 96.
96.
Ante, p.

Amendment.

Missouri
Missouri River.
for
Time extended for
bridging,
Garrison,
at Garrison,
bridging, at
N.Dak.
N.Dak.
Vol.47, pp. 43, S0.
801.
Vol.47,

Amendment.
Amendment.

AN ACT
ACT

revived
ized
by Act
26, 1928,
heretofore revived
1928, heretofore
May 26,
approved May
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
ized by
and reenacted
reenacted by
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved April
1932, and
April 22, 1932,
Act of
and
extended by
by an
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved May 27, 1933, to be built
an Act
extended
by
the
South
Carolina
and
Georgia
Departments
Highway Departments
State Highway
by the South Carolina and Georgia State
across the
River at
at or
near Burtons
Burtons Ferry,
Sylvania,
near Sylvania,
Ferry, near
or near
Savannah River
the Savannah
across
Georgia, are
are hereby
hereby further
further extended
extended one and three years, respecGeorgia,
tively,
the date
approval hereof.
of approval
date of
from the
tively, from
S
E°. 2.
repeal this
hereby
this Act is hereby
or repeal
amend, or
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
The right
2. The
SEc.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 12, 1934.
Approved,
AN
AN ACT
ACT

construction
To
the times
times for
for commencement
commencement and
and completing
the construction
completing the
extend the
further extend
To further
at or near Garrison, North Dakota.
of
bridge across
across the
the Missouri
Missouri River
River at
of aabridge

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the times
times for
for
assembled, That
in Congress
ZUnited

bridge across
commencing
construction of a
a bridge
across the
the
commencing and completing the construction
authorized to
Missouri
River, at
at or
to
Garrison, North Dakota, authorized
near Garrison,
or near
Missouri River,
be
the State
of North
North Dakota,
by the
the Acts of Congress
Dakota, by
State of
by the
built by
be built
approved
February 10,
1932, and
1933, are hereby
14, 1933,
February 14,
and February
10, 1932,
approved February
further
and three
from February
February
respectively, from
years, respectively,
three years,
one and
extended one
further extended
14,
1934.
14, 1934.
Sno.
2. The
The right
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
SEC. 2.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June 12, 1934.
i--

321.1
[Public, No. 321.
[Public,

1934.
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JUNE 12, 1934.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Home of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That the times
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
for commencing
and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of aabridge authorcommencing and
for

APTTP'R 4A791
rFTT
[CHAPTER
479.]
June 12, 1934.
4384.]
[H.R.
[H.1R. 9434.]

CHS.
477-479.
CHS. 477-479.

To
extend the
for commencing
completing the
bridge
a bridge
construction of a
the construction
and completing
commencing and
times for
the times
To extend
across
River at
at or
or near
Burtons Ferry,
near Sylvania, Georgia.
Ferry, near
near Burtons
Savannah River
the Savannah
across the

478.]
[CHAPTER 478.]
[CHAPTER
June 12, 1934.
[H.R. 9320.]
9320.
[H.R.
320.]
[Public, No. 320.1

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

-

AN ACT

a dike or dam across the
Granting the
consent of
Congress for
construction of a
the construction
for the
of Congress
the consent
Granting
head
Camas Slough
(Washougal Slough) to Lady Island on the Columbia
Columbia
Slough (Washougal
of Camas
head of
River in
State of Washington.
the State
in the
River

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted bly
by the
Senate and
and Howse
House of Representatives
the Senate
Be it
consent
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
in Congress
America in
United States
of Congress
Congress is
hereby granted
to the
Paper
Williamette Paper
Crown Williamette
the Crown
granted to
is hereby
of
across
Company,
of
Portland,
Oregon,
to
construct
a
or
dam
or
dike
a
construct
to
Oregon,
Portland,
of
Company,
Camas Slough
Slough (Washougal
(Washougal Slough) at a
a point near the mouth
mouth of
of
Camas
Washougal River
to Lady
State of
Provided,
Washington: Provided,
of Washington:
Island, State
Lady Island,
River to
Washougal
That
work of
of constructing
constructing this dike or dam shall not be comthe work
That themenced until
until the
therefor have
have been
been filed
with and approved
approved by
filed with
plans therefor
the plans
menced
reclean]
Federal interests.
furither,
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers and
and the
the Secretary
War: Provided
Provided further,
Secretary of War:
of Engineers
the
That in
approving the.
plans for
for said dike or dam such conditions
the plans
in approving
That
and stipulations
be imposed as the Chief of Engineers and
may be
stipulations may
and
the
Secretary of
of War
War may
may deem necessary
necessary to protect the present
the Secretary
Use for power, etc.,
States: And provided
United
the
and
future
interests
of
United
provided further,
further,
of
interests
future
and
forbidden.
That
construed to authorize
authorize the use of such
such
Act shall not be construed
this Act
That this
hydroelectric energy.
dike
or dam
to develop
develop water
water power
!generate hydroelectric
or generate
power or
dam to
dike or
,nd
Commencement and
Commencement
Sne. 2.
The authority
authority granted by this Act shall cease and be null
2. The
SEC.
completion.
completion.
the actual construction
and
construction of said dike or dam hereby
void unless the
and void

(lawn
i
a River,
Columbia
Wash.
Grown
Willamette
Willamette
Crown
Company may
Paper company
construct
construct dike across
Washougal
'Washougal Slough.
Provins.
Provisos.
Approval of plans.
Approval
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authorized is
commenced within
within one
completed within
one year and completed
is commenced
authorized
three
years from
from the
approval of this Act.
date of approval
the date
three years
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
the right
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
to alter, amend, or repeal
right to
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June
12, 1934.
June 12,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 480.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

a bridge
To extend
and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
commencing and
for commencing
times for
the times
extend the
To
across the
River at
Brownville, Nebraska.
near Brownville,
or near
at or
Missouri River
the Missouri
across

the
Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the times for
assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
United States
authorized
a bridge
commencing and
and completing
of a
bridge authorized
construction of
the construction
completing the
commencing
by Act
approved February
26, 1929,
extended
heretofore extended
1929, heretofore
February 26,
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
by
by
approved June
10, 1930,
March 4, 1933,
1933, to
and March
1930, and
June 10,
Congress approved
of Congress
Acts of
by Acts
be
by the
the Brownville
Brownville Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company, across
across the Missouri
Missouri
built by
be built
River,
at or
or near
near Brownville,
Nebraska, are
extended
hereby further extended
are hereby
Brownville, Nebraska,
River, at
one
and three
three years,
respectively, from
March 4, 1934.
from March
years, respectively,
one and
SEC. 2.
The right
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or
alter, amend,
right to
2. The
SEc.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 12, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 481.]
481.]
[CHAPTER

A
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1934.
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AN ACT

Authorizing
city of
of Sault
Sainte Marie,
its successors
successors and assigns,
Michigan, its
Marie, Michigan,
Sault Sainte
the city
Authorizing the
River at or
to
construct, maintain,
bridge across
across the
Marys River
Saint Marys
the Saint
a bridge
operate a
and operate
maintain, and
to construct,
near
Michigan.
Marie, Michigan.
Sainte Marie,
Sault Sainte
near Sault

Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it

Amendment.
Amendment.

June 12,
12, 1934.
1934.
June
(H.R.
9567j
(H.R. 9567.]
[Public,
No.
322.1
[Public, No. 322.1
Missouri
River.
for
d for
M Seur
Time
extended
brid
ging, at
at BrownBrownbridging,
y
il4cc,a.N4e5b,
p
Vol.
45, . 1309; Vol.
vol.Nebr.
4
1
6
5,
54p
..
551;
Vol. 47,
p.
47, p.
551; vol
^p.
,

Amendment.
Amendment.

June
June 12,
12, 1934.
1934.
(H.R.
958.5.1
IH.R. 9585.]
[
Public,
No.
323.1
Public, No. 323.1

Saint Marys River.

Saints Marie.
order to Sault
in order
United States
of America
assembled, That
That in
Sault Sainte
Marie,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
Mich., may
bridge.
bridge.
may
Mich.,
service,
postal
the
facilitate
international
commerce,
improve
the
postal
service,
and
improve
commerce,
international
facilitate

Sainte
provide
other purposes,
purposes, the city of Sault Sainte
and other
military and
for military
provide for
Marie,
its successors
and assigns,
assigns, be,
be, and
hereby, authorand is hereby,
successors and
Michigan, its
Marie, Michigan,
approaches
ized to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
bridge and aproaches
operate aa bridge
and operate
to construct,
ized
thereto across
Saint Marys
Marys River,
so far as the United States has
River, so
the Saint
across the
thereto
jurisdiction
over the
waters of
such river,
river, at
a point suitable to the
at a
of such
the waters
jurisdiction over
interests
of navigation,
navigation, at
the city
city of Snult
S'ault. Sainte Marie,
Marie,
near the
or near
at or
interests of
Conatmetion.
accor(d- (.fsmtrcton.
Michigan, and
and the
of Sault
Marie, Canada,
in accordCanada, in
Sainte Marie
Sault Sainte
city of
the city
Vol. 34. p. 84.
Michigan,
84
ol3
regulate
ance
with
the
provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
regulate
to
ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
the
construction
of
bridges
over
navigable
waters
",
approved
March
March
approved
",
waters
navigable
over
the construction of bridges
23, 1906,
1906, subject
conditions and
and limitations
limitations contained
in this
this
contained in
the conditions
to the
subject to
23,
anada
authorities in the regApir'l
Act, and
to the
of the
Ajgr""by
ib °Cana"
proper authorities
the proper
approval of
the approval
subject to
and subject
Act,
Dominion of Canada.
Canada.
Dominion
of apapof Sault Sainte prAcqu.sition
prolcbes,
etc.
city of
SEc. 2.
There is
the city
-""Isiti'n
upon the
conferred upon
hereby conferred
is hereby
2. There
SEC.
such
Marie,
Michigan,
its
successors
and
assigns,
rights
and
all
assigns,
and
Marie, Michigan, its successors
powers to
enter upon
lands and
and to
acquire, condemn,
condemn, occupy, possess,
to acquire,
upon lands
to enter
powers
and
use
real
estate
.
and
other
property
in
the
Michigan
State of Michigan
the State
in
property
other
and use real estate and
needed
for the
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation, and
construction, operation,
location, construction,
the location,
needed for
such
approaches as
are possessed
railroad corby railroad
possessed by
as are
its approaches
and its
bridge and
such bridge
porations
purposes or
by bridge
bridge corporations
corporations for bridge
or by
railroad purposes
for railroad
porations for
purposes
of Michigan,
Michigan, upon
just compensation
compensation
making just
upon making
State of
the State
in the
purposes in
therefor
to be
ascertained and
according to
the laws of such
to the
paid according
and paid
be ascertained
therefor to
State,
and the
the proceedings
proceedings .therefor
be the
the same
same as
the
in the
as in
shall be
therefor shall
State, and
condemnation
or expropriation
property for
purposes in
public purposes
for public
of property
expropriation of
condemnation or
such State.
rts.
Toll rates.
State.
such
Michigan, its succesS
EC. 3.
3. The
said city
Marie, Michigan,
Sainte Marie,
Sault Sainte
of Sault
city of
The said
SEC.
sors
assigns, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
and charge tolls for
fix and
to fix
and assigns,
sors and
transit over
over such
in accordance
accordance with
laws of the State of
any laws
with any
bridge in
such bridge
transit
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Michigan
applicable thereto,
thereto, and
of toll
fixed shall
the
shall be
be the
so fixed
toll so
and the
the rates
rates of
Michigan applicable
legal
rates until
changed by
under the
War under
the Secretary
Secretary of War
by the
until changed
legal rates
authority
in the
the Act of March 23, 1906.
contained in
authority contained
Right to sell, etc.,
Right
SEc. 4.
The
right
to sell,
assign, transfer,
and mortgage
the
all the
mortgage all
transfer, and
to
sell, assign,
The
right
SEc.
4.
conferred.
conferred.
rights,
powers, and
and privileges
privileges conferred
conferred by
by this
this Act
Act is hereby granted
rights, powers,
to
Sainte Marie,
Marie, Michigan,
successors and
and
Michigan, its successors
Sault Sainte
city of
of Sault
to the
the city
assigns;
corporation to
or any
any person
person to
whom such
such
to whom
to which
which or
any corporation
assigns; and
and any
rights,
assigned, or transferred,
be sold,
sold, assigned,
may be
and privileges
privileges may
powers, and
rights, powers,
or
mortgage foreclosure
foreclosure or otherwise,
by mortgage
shall acquire
acquire the same by
or who
who shall
is hereby
authorized and
same as fully
exercise the
the same
empowered to exercise
and empowered
is
hereby authorized
conferred herein directly
corporation or person.
directly upon such corporation
though conferred
as though
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC, 5.
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or repeal
alter, amend,
5. The
The right to alter,
SEO.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, June 12, 1934.
[CHAPTER 482.]
[CHAPTER
June 13,
June
13, 1934.
[S. 3041.]
[Public,
No. 324.]
324,]
[Public, No.

et

AN ACT

labor,
To
effectuate the
purpose of
certain statutes
statutes concerning
rates of
of pay
pay for
for labor,
concerning rates
of certain
the purpose
To effectuate
by
it unlawful
unlawful to
to prevent
receiving the
the compensation
compensation
from receiving
anyone from
prevent anyone
making it
by making
contracted
for thereunder,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
thereunder, and
contracted for

the
Be it
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That whoever
whoever
anyone
induce any
employed in
in the
prosecution,
the construction,
construction, prosecution,
person employed
any person
shall induce
anyone shall

Labor, public works,

et lireventing

Preventing

f
p
W,Te
ay, as e=

cf:Ar! or
or completion
of any
any public
public building,
building, public
or building
building or
work, or
public work,
completion of
eontratedu
'
work financed
financed in whole or
wfwu.
or in part by loans or
or grants
grants from the
United States,
in the repair thereof to give up any part of the
States, or in
United
compensation
which he is entitled under his contract of employcompensation to which
ment,
by force,
threat of
procuring dismissal
dismissal from
from
of procuring
force, intimidation,
intimidation, threat
ment, by
Pnnighment for.
such
or by any
any other
other manner whatsoever, shall be fined
employment, or
h employment,
phsumect for.
not more
than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
not
more than
Regulations for
en"
SEc.
2. To
To aid
aid in
in the
above section, the Secrethe enforcement
enforcement of the above
SEC. 2.
for eneemen.a
foreement.
fo
Interior jointly shall
tary of
of the Treasury and the Secretary of the Interior
reasonable regulations for contractors or subcontractors
subcontractors on
make reasonable
any such
a provision that each conany
such building or work, including a
Weekly
sworn
a sworn affidavit
statement
Weekly
required.
sw
or n tractor and subcontractor shall furnish weekly a
affidavit with
st
respect to
wages paid
paid each
each employee
preceding week.
week.
the preceding
employee during
during the
respect
to the
the wages
ateuteired.
Approved,
June
13,
1934.
Approved, June 13, 1934.

fr

&s

lawful,

[CHAPTER 483.]
488.]
[CHAPTER

June 13,
13, 1034.
1934.
June
[S. 3237.]
[.

[Public, No. 325.1
[Pnbic,

AN ACT
ACT
To repeal certain
certain provisions
reenaet sections
To
provisions of the Act of March
March 4, 1933, and to reenact

4 and 5
5 of the Act of March 2, 1929.
4

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
assembled, That such proviUnited States of Atmerica
United
America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Stat. 1603),
1603), as
rovisionsrepealed. sions in section 11 of the Act of March 4, 1933 (47 Stat.
5 of the joint resolution
" sections 4
Vol. 47pp.,
Tp.3purport to amend
amend "
4and 5
resolution approved
approved
March 2, 1929 (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 1, sections 54 (a)
(a) and (b))"',
(b) )",
March
are hereby repealed.
Provisions
reenacted.
P'rovisionsreenacted.
Sso. 2. Sections 4
4 and 5
5 of such joint resolution
SEC.
resolution of March 2, 1929
Vol. 40, p.
1542;
17.S.
C., Sapp. vnIp.3
VII, p.3. (U.S.C., Supp. VI, title 1, sees.
U.s.C.,Supp.
hereafter
secs. 54 (a) and 54 (b)),
(b) ), shall hereafter
be in full force and effect as originally enacted.
O
Authority of Joint
Anthnoity of rJin
SSEEC.
. 3. That, subject to the provisions of the second
second section, the
Committee on Printing in
in pinting
printing andisand dis- Joint Committee on Printing is hereby empowered
empowered to authorize the
tributing bills and resoprinting of any
any bill or resolution, with index and ancillaries,
ancillaries, in such
iio
l andresolutions.
style and form as the Joint Committee on Printing shall deem to be
most suitable in the interest of economy and efficiency,
efficiency, and to so conGovernment
Government publi.
publications: printing.
Provisions repealed.
1003;
TA". Supp. VII, p.3.
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tinue until
Houses of Congress;
Congress; and
both Houses
thereof in both
enactment thereof
final enactment
until final
tinue
such committee
may also
number of copies of such bills
the number
curtail the
also curtail
committee may
such
or
the slip
slip form
public Act or public
such public
form of such
including the
resolutions, including
or resolutions,
resolution.
resolution.
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
484.]
[CHAPTER 484.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
the Oregon-Washington
Oregon-Washington Bridge Board
Board of Trustees to construct,
construct,
Authorizing the
maintain, and operate
bridge across the Columbia
Columbia River at Astoria,
operate aa toll bridge
maintain,
County, Oregon.
Clatsop County,

June 13,
1934.
13,1934.
June
[S. 3502.]
3502.)
[s.
[Public, No. 326

[Public. No. 326.1

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it

United States
That in
in order
to Columbia
River.
order to
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
ic10
Board
Bridge.
proand
service,
postal
promote
interstate
commerce,
improve
the
postal
service,
and
of
pro_
Bride.
B
:10 of
the
improve
commerce,
interstate
promote
Trust ees may bridge,
bridge,
of the
judge of
vide
for military
other purposes,
Guy Boyington,
Boyington, judge
the TrUstoeesay
tAs oria, Oreg.
purposes, Guy
and other
military, and
vide for
-W a.

t

county
of Clatsop
Clatsop County,
successors in office,
office, a
County, Oregon, and his successors
court of
county court
J.
C. Ten
Brook, mayor
mayor of
the city
of Astoria,
Astoria, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and his
city of
of the
Ten .Brook,
J. C.
successors
in office,
office, and
and L.
the Board
Board of
of the
chairman of
Williams, chairman
D. Williams,
L. D.
successors in
County Commissioners
Commissioners of
Washington, and his sucCounty, Washington,
Pacific County,
of Pacific
County
cessors in
office, all
all as
trustees, are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to construct,
as trustees,
in office,
cessors
maintain, and
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto across the
operate aa bridge
and operate
maintain,
Columbia River.
River. at
at a
suitable to
to the
the interests of navigation,
navigation,
point suitable
a point
Columbia
at Astoria,
Clatsop County,
County, Oregon,
Oregon, in
accordance with the proin accordance
Astoria, Clatsop
at
Construction.
visions of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
regulate the
the construction
of Vol.
Construction.
construction of
to regulate
Act to
of the
visions
34, p. 84.
vol 34, p 84.
suband
1906,
23,
March
bridges
over
navigable
waters
",
approved
March
23,
1906,
bridges over navigable waters ", approved
Co
and limitConditons
s.
ject
the conditions
this Act;
and tationnditions
urn!Act; and
in this
contained in
limitations contained
and limitations
conditions and
to the
ject to
said
trustees shall
shall own
own and
and hold
hold said
said bridge
in trust for Clatsop
bridge in
said trustees
County,
Oregon, Pacific
County, Washington,
Washington, and
and the
the city
city of
of
Pacific County,
County, Oregon,
Astoria, Oregon;
being known
known as and functioning
functioning as
as
trustees being
said trustees
Oregon; said
Astoria,
the
Oregon-Washington Bridge
Bridge Board
Trustees, and serving
serving
of Trustees,
Board of
the Oregon-Washington
without compensation.
board of
trustees is
granted
hereby granted
is hereby
of trustees
Said board
compensation. Said
without
Rights of
of trustes
trustees to
to
Rsghts
the right
right to
transfer, and
and mortgage
mortgage all
all the rights, powers, assign,
assign, transfer,
to assign,
the
etc., rights.
and privileges
privileges conferred
conferred by this Act.
and
q
all pAcqusititon
trustees all
SEC. 2.
There is
is hereby
hereby conferred
conferred upon
of trustees
Acuisition of apboard of
said board
upon said
2. There
SEC.
such
rights
and
powers
to
enter
upon
lands
and
to
acquire,
condemn,
proaches,
etc.
such rights and powers to enter upon lands and to acquire, condemn,
occupy,
possess,
and
use
real
estate
and
other
property
needed
for
for
needed
property
other
and
estate
real
use
occupy, possess, and
the location,
location, construction,
and operation
operation of
of such
such bridge
maintenance, and
construction, maintenance,
the
and
its
approaches
as
are
possessed
by
railroad
corporations
for
for
corporations
railroad
by
possessed
are
as
and its approaches
railroad
or by
by bridge
corporations for
for bridge
bridge purposes
purposes in
in
bridge corporations
purposes or
railroad purposes
the
State
in
which
such
real
estate
or
other
property
is
situated,
situated,
is
property
other
or
estate
real
such
which
in
State
the
upon
making just
just compensation
be ascertained
ascertained and
and paid
paid
to be
therefor, to
compensation therefor,
upon making
according to
the laws
such State,
the proceedings
therefor
proceedings therefor
and the
State, and
of such
laws of
to the
according
shall be
as in
in the
the condemnation
or expropriation
expropriation of propcondemnation or
same as
the same
be the
shall
erty for
public purposes
purposes in
in such State.
for public
erty
S
EC. 3.
The said
trustees is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
fix and
and Toll
Toll rates
rates.
to fix
of trustees
board of
said board
3. The
SEC.
charge
transit over
such bridge,
bridge, and
rates of
of toll so
the rates
and the
over such
for transit
tolls for
charge tolls
fixed shall
shall be
be the
legal rates
rates until
changed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary cf
cf War
War Vol. 34, . 8
until changed
the legal
fixed
under the
authority contained
in the
the Act
March 23,
23, 1906.
1906.
Vol. 34, P. 85.
of March
Act of
contained in
the authority
under
SEC. 4.
the rates
rates of
toll to
to be
be charged
of toRates
appled
to be applied
Rates to
use of
the use
for the
charged for
of toll
fixing the
In fixing
4. In
SEC.
such bridge the
same shall
shall be
so adjusted
adjusted as
to provide
provide a
afund
fund suffisuffi- fund,
fan do,PeetrVion,
sinking
nn
etc.
as to
be so
bridge the same
such
cient to
pay for
reasonable cost
repairing, and
and
maintaining, repairing,
of maintaining,
cost of
the reasonable
for the
to pay
cient
operating the
bridge and
and its
its approaches
under economical
manageeconomical manageapproaches under
the bridge
operating
ment. and
and to
to provide
provide a
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to amortize
the cost
cost
amortize the
a sinking
ment.
of such
bridge and
its approaches,
including reasonable
reasonable interest
interest and
and
approaches, including
and its
such bridge
of
financing cost,
as soon
charges, but
but
reasonable charges,
under reasonable
possible, under
as possible,
soon as
cost, as
financing
within a
period of
of not
to exceed
twenty-five years
from the
the compleyears from
exceed twenty-five
not to
a period
within
tion
for such
such amortization
amortization
sufficient for
fund sufficient
sinking fund
After aa sinking
thereof. After
tion thereof.
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as free shall have been
such bridge
been so provided,
provided, such.
bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be maintained and
and operated
free of
of tolls,
tolls, or
toll shall
shall thereafter
operated free
or the
the rates
rates of
of toll
thereafter
be
of not
to exceed
the amount
necesbe so
so adjusted
adjusted as
as to
to provide
provide aafund
fund of
not to
exceed the
amount necessary
and operation
operation of
of the
the bridge
bridge
sary for
for the
the proper
proper maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
Record
Record of
of expendiexpendi- and its approaches
economical management.
approaches under
under economical
management. An accurate
accurate recrectures and receipts.
tures
areeipts.
ord of the cost of the bridge
bridge and
and its
approaches; the
the expenditures
expenditures for
for
its approaches;
maintaining,
repairing, and
the same;
of the
the daily
maintaining, repairing,
and operating
operating the
same; and
and of
daily
tolls
shall be
be kept
and shall
shall be
be available
available for
for the
informatolls collected
collected shall
kept and
the information of
all persons
persons interested.
interested.
tion
of all
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEo. 5. The right to alter,
alter, amend,
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1934.

Maintenance
Maintenance as free
bridge after amortizing
costs.

cots.

[CHAPTER 485.]
485.1
June 13, 1934.
[S. 3615.1
3615.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 327.]

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
county of Wahkiakum,
Wahkiakum, aa legal political
political subdivision
subdivision of the State
Authorizing the county
Washington, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
bridge and approaches
approaches
of Washington,
operate aa bridge
thereto across the Columbia River between
Puget Island and
and the mainland,
between Puget
Cathlamet, State of
of Washington.
Washington.

Columbia
olumbia River.
River.
Wahkiakum County,
Wash.,
ash., may bridge,
bridge,
Puget Sound
'Ibetween
and Oathlame'. Sound

tdWClthlage

Construction.
Vol. 34, p.

Vol. 34, 4p.

Amendment.
Amendment.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
Hoese of
of Bepresentatives
States of America in Congress
United States
assembled, That the
consent
United
Congress assembled,
the consent
of Congress is hereby
granted to the county
hereby granted
county of Wahkiakum, a
alegal
legal
political subdivision
subdivision of the State of Washington,
Washington, its successors and
and
assigns, to
to construct,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a free
free highway
highway bridge
construct, maintain,
bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
and
across the
Columbia River
River between
Puget
thereto across
the Columbia
between Puget
Cathlamet, State
Island and the mainland, Cathlainet,
State of Washington, at
at aa
point
suitable to
the interests
navigation, in
with the
the
point suitable
to the
interests of
of navigation,
in accordance
accordance with
provisions
Act entitled
entitled "An
regulate the construction
construction
provisions of the Act
"An Act to regulate
of bridges
waters", approved
March 23,
bridges over navigable
navigable waters",
approved March
23, 1906,
and
1906, and
subject to the
the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
said Act.
Act.
limitations contained
contained in
in said
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 13, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 486.1
486.]

Tune I8,
13, 1934
1934.
June
11I.R.
3353.1
I ..n 331S.,l

AN ACT

a preliminary
Stillaguamish River and its tributaries
To provide a
preliminary examination
examination of Stillaguamish
State of
Washington, with a
aview to the
the control
control of
of its
its floods.
in the
the State
of Washington,
floods.

[Public, No. 324.1
328.1

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Repesentatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of Ameica
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
tiver. United
Prens Y
y exmi
War be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to cause a
""'"of'" of
nation
nation of, with
with view
of of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to cause a
flood
control.
preliminary
flood control.
preliminary examination
examination to be made of the Stillaguamish River and
and
conits tributaries in the State of Washington,
Washington, with a
a view to the control of
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 3
8' of
of
0
trol
of its
its floods,
floods, in
vol.
Vol. 3
39, p.. 950.
U.S. C., p.
p. 1089.
u.s.c.;
109.
an Act entitled
of
entitled "An Act
Act to provide for the control
control of the floods of
the Mississippi River, and of the Sacramento
Sacramento River,
River, California,
California, and
for other purposes
purposes ", approved
approved March
March 1, 1917, the cost thereof
thereof to be
paid from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter made for examinations, surveys, and contingencies
contingencies of rivers and harbors.
Approved, June 13,
Approved,
13, 1934.
Stillaguamish
Stillaguanish River.
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[CHAPTER 487.]
487.]
[CHAPTER

A N ACT
A CT
AN
To
provide
a
preliminary
examination
of
Snohomish River and its tributaries in
Snohomish
of
examination
preliminary
a
provide
To
the State
view to
to the
the control of its floods.
a view
with a
Washington, with
of Washington,
State of
the

1934.
June 13,
13, 1934.

[H.R. 3354.]
No. 329.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
329.]

the
Be
it enacted
by the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Snohomish River.
Snohomish
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary Preliminary
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Preliminary examination of, with
view of
of
with view
nation
a
to
of
War
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
cause
a
authorized
hereby,
is
of War be, and he
control.
flood control.
preliminary
Snohomish River and its
to be made of Snohomish
examination to
preliminary examination
tributaries
Washington, with a
a view to control of
of Washington,
State of
the State
in the
tributaries in
Vol.
39,p.
950.
p. 950.
Vol. 39,
its
accordance with
with the
provisions of section 3
3 of an Act
Act U.S.C.,
the provisions
in accordance
floods, in
p. 1089.
its floods,
U.S.C., p.
Missisof
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
for
control
of
floods
the
the
of
control
for
provide
to
Act
"An
entitled
sippi River,
the Sacramento
Sacramento River,
California, and for other
other
River, California,
of the
and of
River, and
sippi
purposes ",
March 1,
1, 1917,
the cost
thereof to be paid from
cost thereof
1917, the
approved March
", approved
purposes
appropriations
heretofore or
or hereafter
for examinations, surmade for
hereafter made
appropriations heretofore
veys,
and contingencies
contingencies of rivers and harbors.
veys, and
Approved, June
June 13, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 488.]
488.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

June
1034.
13, 1034.
June 13,

tributaries
To provide
examination of the Nooksack
Nooksack River and its tributaries
preliminary examination
a preliminary
provide a
To
in
the State
of Washington,
Washington, with
to the
the control
control of its floods.
view to
a view
with a
State of
in the

Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
the SecreUnited States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That theSecreassembled, That
in Congress
States of
United
directed
tary
of
War
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
to cause
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
War
of
tary
examination to
be made
made of the Nooksack
Nooksack River and its
to be
preliminary examination
aapreliminary
control
tributaries in
in the
Washington, with
view to the control
with aa view
of Washington,
State of
the State
tributaries
of
its floods,
floods, in
the provisions
provisions of
section 3
3 of an
of section
with the
accordance with
in accordance
of its
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
of floods of the Missiscontrol of
for control
provide for
"An Act
Act
sippi
River, and
and of
of the
Sacramento River, California, and for other
other
the Sacramento
sippi River,
purposes
approved March
March 1,
1, 1917,
the cost thereof to be paid from
1917 the
", approved
purposes ",
appropriations heretofore
hereafter made
made for examinations,
examinations, suror hereafter
heretofore or
appropriations
veys, and
contingencies of rivers and harbors.
and contingencies
veys,
Approved,
June 13, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
489.]
[CHAPTER 489.]

AN ACT

To provide
preliminary examination
examination of
River
Skagit River
of Skagit
To provide aa preliminary
State of
of Washington,
Washington, with
with aa view
view to
to the
control
the control
State

and
its tributaries
tributaries in the
and its
of
flood waters.
waters.
of its flood

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and Hou8e
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That the SecreCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
tary of
be, and
authorized and
and directed
directed to cause
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
War be,
of War
tary
a
preliminary examination
examination to
be made
made of
the Skagit River and its
of the
to be
a preliminary
tributaries
with a
a view
to the control
control
view to
Washington, with
of Washington,
State of
the State
in the
tributaries in
an
of
its
floods,
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
section
3
of
of an
3
section
of
provisions
the
with
of its floods, in accordance
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
for the
of the floods of the
control of
the control
Act to
Act
Mississippi River,
of the
Sacramento River, California, and for
the Sacramento
and of
River, and
Mississippi
other purposes
purposes ",
approved March
March 1,
1, 1917,
1917, the cost thereof to be
", approved
other
paid
from
appropriations
heretofore
and
hereafter
made for examhereafter made
and
heretofore
paid from appropriations
inations,
surveys, and
and contingencies
contingencies of
and harbors.
rivers and
of rivers
inations, surveys,
Approved,
1934.
13, 1934.
June 13,
Approved, June

3362.1
[H.R. 3362.1
[Public, No.
330.]
No. 330.
[Public,
Nooksack
Nooksack River.
Preliminary
Preliminary examination
of, with view of
nation of,
flood
flood control

Vol.
39, p.
950.9
p. 950.
Vol. 39,
p. 108
1089..
U.S.C., p.

June 13, 1934.
[H.R. .333.]
3303.]
[H.R.
331.]
[IPublic, No. 331.)

Skagit River.
River.
Skagit
Preliminary examiPreliminary
nation of, with
view to
to
with view
nation
flood
flood control.
control.

Vol. 39, p. 950.9
p. 108
1089..
U.8.C., p.
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
490.]
[CHAPTER 490.]

June 13,
13, 1934.
[H.R. 7299.]
7299.]
[Public, No. 332.]
[Public,

Postal service.
76.
.staleservic9.
R.S.,
sec. 3962, p. 768.
Vol. 44, p.
499.
Vol.44,
p.499.
U.S.C.,
Supp.
up VII,
8
p. 881.
'

SESS. II.
IL
SESS.
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CHS. 490-492.
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1934.
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AN ACT
ACT

To
the Post
Post Office
Lment to
responsible in
in
hold contractors
contractors responsible
Office Depal
Department
to hold
To authorize
authorize the
loss, rifling,
rifling, damage, wrong delivery,
damages
damages for
for the
the loss,
delivery, depredation
depredation upon,
upon, or
other
mistreatment of
mail matter
matter due
or negligence
negligence of
the contractor
contractor
of the
due to
to fault
fault or
of mail
other mistreatment
or an
thereof.
employee thereof.
or
an agent
agent or
or employee

Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be
enacted by
by the
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 3962
3962
Congress assemzbled,
of America
United
of
Statutes, as
Act of
of May
11, 1926
(44
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
May 11,
1926 (44
of the

499; U.S.C.,
U.S.C., Supp.
VII, title
39, sec.
sec. 443),
413), is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended
title 39,
Supp. VII,
Stat. 499;
vn Stat.
to read
as follows:
follows:
to
read as
Mail contractomrs
contractors.
The Postmaster
may make
make deductions
deductions from
from the
the pay
pay of
of
General may
Mail
"TThe
Postmaster General
Deductions from pay
for failure
to perform
to contract
contractors for
for failure
failure to
to perform
perform service
service according
according to
contract and
for
failure to
perform contractors
reservice; may
a be re
impose
fines upon
them for
for other
other delinquencies,
delinquencies, which
which deductions
deductions
upon them
nutted.
be
impose fines
mitted.
Responsibility
for
or
fines
be
changed
or
remitted,
in
his
discretion.
Contractors
Contractors
discretion.
in
his
or
remitted,
changed
may
be
fines
for
esponsibility
loss or damage.
shall
also be
be answerable
answerable in
in damages
to the
the United
United States
States for
the
for the
damages to
shall also
proper
care and
and transportation
transportation of
of the
and be
be accountable
accountable to
to
the mails,
mails, and
proper care
the
United States
States for
any loss
damage resulting
resulting to
to any
any of
of such
such
or damage
loss or
for any
the United
mail
or any
any part
failure to
to exercise
exercise due
due care
care
of the
the failure
by reason
reason of
part of
of itit by
mail or
on the
the part
part of
of any
of the
contractor's officers,
agents, or
or employees
employees
officers, agents,
the contractor's
any of
on
Deducting damages. in the custody, handling,
Deducting
handling, or transportation
transportation thereof. He may deduct
deduct
the
of the
the trip
trip in
cases where
where the
the trip
trip is
is not
not performed
performed and
and
in all
all cases
the price
price of
not exceeding
three times
times the
the price
the failure
failure be
be occasioned
by
occasioned by
price if
if the
not
exceeding three
the fault
of the
the contractor
or carrier."
carrier."
contractor or
fault of
the
Approved,
June 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved, June

p.s ..s

CHAPTER
491.]
CHAPTER 491.]
June
13, 1934.
1934 .
June13,
43
8234.1
[Ht.R. 823
[Public,
No. 3333
333.]
[Public, No.

AN ACT
ACT

To provide a
a preliminary
preliminary examination
examination of the Paint Rock
Rock River
River in Jackson
Jackson
County, Alabama, with a
a view to the control of its floods.

it enacted
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to cause
cause a
a
authorized and
is hereby,
naotitofwith view of of
of War
War be,
preliminary
preliminary examination
examination to be made of the
the Paint Rock
Rock River, in

Paint
Rock River.
River.
Paint Rock
Preliminary examination of, with view of
flood control
control.
flood

p. 950.
Vol. 39, P.
950 .
U.S.C., p. 1089.

U.S.., p.

1089.

Jackson County,
Alabama, with
view to the control
floods,
Jackson
County, Alabama,
with a
a view
control of
of its
its floods,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
of section
section 33of
of an
an Act
"An
Act entitled
entitled "An
in
the provisions
provisions of
Act to
to provide
for control
control of
the floods
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, and
and
provide for
of the
floods of
Act
other purposes ",
off the Sacramento
Sacramento River, California, and for other
approved
appropriafrom appropriaapproved March 1, 1917, the
the cost thereof to be paid from
tions heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter made
made for examinations,
examinations, surveys, and
and
contingencies of rivers and harbors,
harbors,
contingencies
Approved,
13, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
June 13,
[CHAPTER 492.]
492.1

June 13,
13, 1934.

[H.R. 8562.1
[ieRs8562.]
[Public, No. 334.1

IPublic, No 334.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide
preliminary examination
examination of
of the Connecticut
Connecticut River
a
River,, with a
for aa preliminary
To
provide for
view to
to the
the control
of erosion
erosion of
of its
its banks
banks in
in the
the
and prevention
prevention of
of its
its floods
floods and
control of
view
Massachusetts.
State of Massachusetts.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
R iveri United States of Azerica in Congress assembled,
of,
view of of War is authorized and directed to cause a
apreliminary examinaexaminaflood control.
tion to be made of the Connecticut River, with
a view to control of
with a
its floods and prevention
its
prevention of erosion of its banks
banks in
in the
the State
State of
of
Vol. 39,
p. 050.
Vol.
39, p.
o.
Massachusetts,
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
section
3
of
Massachusetts,
accordance
with
3
U.S.C., p. 1089.
U.S.C., P. o9.
the Act
entitled "A
"An
the
Act entitled
n Act to provide for the control of the floods of
the Mississippi
Mississippi River and of the Sacramento
Sacramento River, California,
California, and

Connecticut
United States of America in Congress
Prnelicit River.
Preliminary
examination of, with view of of War is authorized and directed to
flood control.
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
March 1, 1917 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 33, sec.
approved March
for
heretofore or
701),
the cost thereof
thereof to
appropriations heretofore
paid from appropriations
to be
be paid
701), the
hereafter
made for examinations,
contingencies of
examinations, surveys, and contingencies
hereafter made
harbors.
rivers and harbors.
Approved, June
13, 1934.
June 13.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 493.]
493.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
exempt from
from taxation
American Legion
Legion in the District
of The American
certain property
property of
taxation certain
To exempt
of Columbia.
of
Columbia.

June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
June

[H.R. 9400.]
335.]
[Public, No. 335.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
Be it
District of Columbia.
That the property
assembled, That
United
States of
property DistrictofColumbia.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Property
of
The
Legion eexAmrerian
Amencan
Legion
Columof
District
of
Washington,
situated
in
square
185
in
the
city
of
Washington,
District
Columcity
the
situated in square 185 in
empted from taxation.
and used by The empted from taxation.
owned, occupied,
bia,
as lots
lots 32
and 33,
occupied, and
33, owned,
32 and
described as
bia, described
American Legion,
exempt from all taxation
taxation so long as the
is hereby
hereby exempt
Legion, is
American
owned and occupied,
occupied, and not used for commercial
commercial pursame is so owned
19, 13.
Vol.
p. 399;
399; Vol.
ol. 19,
of March
Act of
the Act
poses, subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 88 of
of the
March 3, 32,Vol.
to the
poses,
p. 820.
1877,
as amended
amended and
20, sec. 712), p.0.
(D.C. Code, title 20,
supplemented (D.C.
and supplemented
1877, as
property.
providing for
for exemptions
church and school property.
exemptions of church
providing
Approved, June
1934.
13, 1934.
June 13,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 494.]
494.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
provide a
apreliminary
preliminary examination
examination of
of the
the Cowlitz
Cowlitz River
tributaries in
in
and its
its tributaries
River and
To provide
the State
Washington, with
view to
control of
of its
its floods.
floods.
to the
the control
a view
with a
State of
of Washington,
the

June 13, 1934.
[HRn39430]
[H.R.
9430.]
[Public, No. 336.]

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Be it
enacted by the
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

River.
River.
Cowlitz
the Secretary Cowlitz
assembled, That
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
America in
United
examiPreliminary examiPreliminary
of, with
with view to
to
nation of,
a pre- nation
to cause a
of
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
he is
and he
be, and
War be,
of War
flood control.
its tribuRiver and
liminary
to be
be made
and its
tribu- food control.
the Cowlitz
Cowlitz River
of the
made of
examination to
liminary examination

taries
in the
the State of
Washington, with aaview to the control of its
of Washington,
taries in
3 of an Act
floods, in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of section 3
floods,
Mississippi
floods of
entitled "An
to provide
for control
control of
of floods
of the
the Mississippi
provide for
Act to
"An Act
entitled
purRiver and
California, and for other purSacramento River, California,
and of the Sacramento
River
poses ;",', approved
the cost
cost thereof
thereof to
to be
fron
paid from
be paid
1917, the
1, 1917,
March 1,
approved March
poses
appropriations heretofore
hereafter made for examinations,
examinations, suror hereafter
heretofore or
appropriations
veys,
and contingencies
contingencies of rivers and harbors.
veys, and
Approved, June 13, 1934.
Approved,

Vol. 39, p. 950.
ol.39, p.950.
U.S.C., p. 1089.

[CHAPTER
495.]
[CHAPTER 495.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To provide
preliminary examination
examination of
of Chehalis
Chehalis River
and its
its tributaries
in
tributaries in
River and
To
provide aa preliminary
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, with
to the
the control
control of its floods.
a view
view to
with a
the

June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
June

[H.R.
[H.R. 9431.]
9431.1
337.]
[Public, No. 337.1

Be
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Chehalis River.
ChehaisRiver.
assembled, That the Secretary
United
of America
in Congress
Secretary Preliminary
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Preliminary examiof War
War be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
cause a
a prepre- nation of, with view to
to cause
authorized and
he is
and he
be, and
of
control.
flood control.
liminary
be made
made of the Chehalis River and its trib- flood
to be
examination to
liminary examination
utaries in
in the
State of
of Washington,
Washington, with
with aa view to the control of
the State
utaries
Vol. 39,
39, p.
its floods,
accordance with
the provisions
of section
section a3
,of
of an
an Act
Act vol.
p.9.950.
provisions of
with the
in accordance
floods, in
its
U.S.C., p. 1059.
entitled
"An Act
to provide
provide for
floods of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi u.C. p. 10o9
of floods
control of
for control
Act to
entitled "An
River,
and of
of the
California, and for other purRiver, California,
Sacramento River,
the Sacramento
River, and
poses
", approved
approved March
1, 1917,
the cost
cost thereof
thereof to
from
paid from
be paid
to be
1917, the
March 1,
poses ",
appropriations
heretofore or
or hereafter
for examinations,
examinations, sursurmade for
hereafter made
appropriations heretofore
veys,
and contingencies
contingencies of
and harbors.
harbors.
rivers and
of rivers
veys, and
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1934.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER
496.]
[CHAPTER 496.]

June 13, 1934.
9432.1
[H.R. 9432.]
(Public,
338.1
[Public, No. 338.]

SESS.
II.
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CHS.
496-498.
CHS. 496-498.

JUNE
13, 1934.
JUNE 13,1934.

AN
AN ACT

To
provide a
examination of
Lewis River
River and
and its
in
its tributaries
tributaries in
the Lewis
of the
a preliminary
preliminary examination
To provide
floods.
the
of Washington,
Washington, with
with a
control of
of its
its floods.
to the
the control
view to
a view
State of
the State

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
it enacted
Be

Lewis River.
Preliminary

miexami-

nation of,
of, with
view to
to
with view
nation
flood control.
ontrol.
flood
Vol.
39, p.
p. 90.
950.
Vol. 39,
p. 1089.

19

Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
United States of America in Congress

cause aa
to cause
or War
War be,
be, and
authorized and
and directed
directed to
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
of
preliminary examination
be made
made of
of the
Lewis River and
its
and its
the Lewis
to be
examination to
preliminary
tributaries
in
the
State
of
Washington,
with
a
view
to
the
control
of
of
control
the
to
view
a
with
Washington,
of
State
the
in
tributaries

its floods, in accordance with the provisions
provisions of section 3
3 of an Act
Act
Mississippi
entitled
control of floods of the Mississippi
Act to
to provide for control
"An Act
entitled "An
River,
of the
the Sacramento
River, California,
and for
other purpurfor other
California, and
Sacramento River,
and of
River, and
poses
5
", approved
1, 1917,
the cost
thereof to be paid from
cost thereof
1917, the
March 1,
approved March
poses ",
surappropriations
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter made
examinations, surfor examinations,
made for
appropriations heretofore
veys,
and contingencies
rivers and harbors.
of rivers
contingencies of
veys, and
Approved,
June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 497.]

1934.
13,1934.
June 13,
9433.]
[H.R. 9433.1
(Public, No.
339.]
No. 339.]
-[ublic,

AN ACT
ACT

To
of Columbia
Columbia River
River and
the
in the
tributaries in
its tributaries
and its
examination of
a preliminary
preliminary examination
provide a
To provide
the control
control of its flood waters.
State of
with aa view
view to
to the
of Washington,
Washington, with
State

the
Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
assembled, That the SecreCongress assembled,
in Congress
States of America in
United States
River.
Columbia River.
Preliminary examination of,
of, with
view of tary
War be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to cause
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
and he
of War
tary of
wityh vieaof
naPon
flood
control.
examination to
made of
Columbia River
and
River and
the Columbia
of the
to be
be made
aa preliminary
preliminary examination
floodcontrol.
its tributaries
in the
States of
Washington and
and Oregon,
Oregon, with
with aaview
of Washington
the States
tributaries in
its
to
the control
of its
floods, in
in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of
of
the provisions
its floods,
control of
to the
control of
3
3 of an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide for the control
of
p. 950.
0.
section
Vol. 39,
39, p.
U.S.C., p. 1089
1089.
S.C., p.
the floods of the Mississippi River, and of the Sacramento
.
Sacramento River,
approved March 1, 1917, the
California, and
purposes ", approved
other purposes
for other
and for
California,
hereafter
heretofore and
cost
be paid
from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
and hereafter
paid from
to be
thereof to
cost thereof
made
for examinations,
examinations, surveys,
contingencies of rivers and
and
surveys, and contingencies
made for
harbors.
harbors.
Approved, June 13, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 498.]
498.]
[CHAPTER
June 13, 1934.
[H.R. 9694.]
[R.BR.9694.1
— [Public, No. 340.]
340.1
-TPuilii,

Emergency
IEmergency Railroad
Transportation
Act,
Translortation
1933, amended.

Alde, p,
p. 216.
Oarrier's aseasemente
assessments
Oarrier's
under,
increased.
nider, increased.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
Railroad Transportation
approved June 16,
Act, 1933, approved
Transportation Act,
amend the
the Emergency
Emergency Railroad
To
1933.
1933.

the
Representatives of the
Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
of America
in Cangress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 14
America in
United
Transportation Act, 1933, is
of title
of the
Emergency Railroad
Railroad Transportation
I of
the Emergency
of
title I
amended by
by striking
striking out the
sentence thereof
thereof and substituting
substituting
the second sentence
amended
each
therefor
sentence reading
reading as
It shall
shall be the
the duty
duty of each
as follows:
follows:""It
a sentence
therefor a
carrier, within
thirty days
days after
June 16,
16, 1934,
to pay
pay into
into this
this fund,
1934, to
after June
within thirty
carrier,
operation of this title, $2 for every
every mile
for the
the second year of the operation
1933, as reported to the
of road
by it
it on December 31, 1933,
road operated
operated by
of
Commission, and
and it
shall be
the duty
duty of the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
be the
it shall
Commission,
to collect
such assessments."
assessments."
to
collect such
Approved,
June 13,
13, 1934.
Approved, June

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 510.]

SESS. II.
II. CHS. 510-512.
SESS.

955
955

JUNE
JUNE 14,1934.
14, 1934.

ACT
AN ACT

To
authorize an
an appropriation
appropriation for
land in
in Wyoming
Wyoming for use as
of land
purchase of
the purchase
for the
To authorize
rifle ranges
ranges for
Army of
the United
United States.
States.
of the
the Army
for the
rifle

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be

a sum not to
assembled, That a
United States
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United

June 14,
11, 1934.
[S. 2130.]
[Public, No. 3411

I[J.2130.]
[Public. No. 341.]

Fort Francis E. Warren, Wyo.

FortFranoisE.War-

Purchase of
of addiaddiPurchase
exceed $16,000
$16,000 is
hereby authorized
authorized to
appropriated, out of any tional
be appropriated,
to be
is hereby
exceed
land for rifle
puposes.
range
purchase
the
range
purposes.
for
appropriated,
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
purchase
Treasury not
in the
money
of
acres of land adjacent to Fort Francis
hundred acres
six hundred
thousand six
one thousand
of one
E.
in the
Wyoming for use of the United
United States
State of Wyoming
the State
Warren in
E. Warren
To be made by Secby See
rbeof made
To
this retary
under this
purposes. All purchase
rifle-range purposes.
Army
for rifle-range
purchase of land under
Army for
War.
governlaw
to
Act
shall
be
made
by
the
Secretary
War
pursuant
governWar
of
Secretary
Act shall be made by the
ing the
the acquisition
of land
land for
of the Army of the United
the use of
for the
acquisition of
ing
States.
States.
Approved,
Approved, June 14, 1934.

[CHAPTER 511.1
511.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

1911.
1, 1911.
To
facilitate purchases
approved March
March 1,
of forest lands under the Act approved
purchases of
To facilitate

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
to allow and
That to
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United
facilitate
the
purchase
of
forest
lands
under
the
provisions
of the
under
lands
forest
of
purchase
the
facilitate
Act approved
approved March
March 1,
1, 1911
1911 (36
U.S.C., title 16, secs.
961; U.S.C.,
Stat. 961;
(36 Stat.
Act
613-521 1), in
in States
which desire
desire that
that such
purchases shall be made
such purchases
States which
613-5211),
but
consent thereto until the next meeting
formal consent
their formal
give their
cannot give
but cannot
of
legislative bodies,
bodies, it
it is
hereby provided
written statethat aawritten
provided that
is hereby
their legislative
of their
ment of
of consent
signed by
by the
the Governor
Governor of
January
State prior to January
the State
of the
consent signed
ment
1,
1935, and
and containing
containing the
the certification
a majority of the indithat a
certification that
1, 1935,
vidual
of the
legislative body have expressed
expressed
current State legislative
the current
members of
vidual members
in
writing to
to the
the Governor
approval of
concurrence in and approval
their concurrence
Governor their
in writing
such
consent shall
shall be
be regarded
regarded as fully complying
complying with
of consent
statement of
such statement
said
of said
7 a
and satisfying
satisfying the
requirements of that part of section 7
the requirements
and
Act
March 1,
1, 1911,
1911, which
no deed or other instruthat no
provides that
which provides
of March
Act of
ment
of conveyance
conveyance shall
be accepted
or approved
Secretary
the Secretary
by the
approved by
accepted or
shall be
ment of
of
Agriculture
under
said
Act
until
the
legislature
of the State
legislature
the
until
Act
of Agriculture under said
in
the land
land lies
shall have
have consented
the acquisition
acquisition of said
to the
consented to
lies shall
which the
in which
land
by
the
United
States.
States.
United
the
by
land
Approved, June
1934.
14, 1934.
June 14,
Approved,
[CH
APTER 512.]
512.
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

numbered 274D.
To
amend the
a new section to be numbered
by adding a
Code by
Judicial Code
the Judicial
To amend

June
14, 1934.
June 14,1934.

[S.
3521.]
(S. 3521.]
342.]
[Public, No. 342.1
Conservation ofnaviConservation
etc.
gablerwatersheds,
gate
T iiters
aseshe
ol s,e
f
ot
rc
es
.
t

Purchases of forest
modified.
modified.
Vol.
Vol. 36, p. 961; Vol.
1215.
43,
43, p. 1213.

lands
for,
lands for,

Ante,
L
.
;2.
p. -.
Ante, p.
U.S.C., pp. 424-425.
424-423.
U.S.C.,

Consent
required.
Consent required.

June
14, 1934.
1934.
June 14,
[ILE. 4337.]
43371
[lt.R.
[Public, No. 343.]
343.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of .Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
by the
it enacted
Be
Code.
United
America in
Congress assembled,
the Judicial
Judiial
Judicial Judicial
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
36,
p.
1164; Vol.
N01.
31, Code.
p. 1164;
Vol.
38,
p.956.
9
Sapos.
Code,
approved
March
3,
1911,
is
hereby
amended
by
adding
after
adding
by
amended
hereby
is
1911,
3,
March
approved
Code,
U.S.E., p.911.
s.c., p. 911.
section 274C
thereof a
new section
to be
numbered 274D, as follows:
follows:
be numbered
section to
a new
274C thereof
section
Declaratory
judgjudgDeclaratory
the ments.
274D. (1)
(1) In
cases of
of actual
actual controversy
courts of
of the
the courts
controversy the
In cases
SEC. 274D.
""SEc.
United
States
shall
have
power
upon
petition,
declaration,
complaint,
mt
complaint,
United States shall have power upon petition, declaration,
or other
appropriate pleadings
pleadings to
to d
eclare rights
legal
other legal
and other
rights and
declare
other appropriate
or
relations of
of any
any interested
interested party
petitioning for
such declaration,
declaration,
for such
party petitioning
relations
whether or
or not
further relief
or could
could be
such declaradeclaraand such
prayed, and
be prayed,
is or
relief is
not further
whether
tion
shall have
the force
and effect
effect of
judgment or
or decree
and
decree and
final judgment
of aafinal
force and
have the
tion shall
be
reviewable as
such.
as such.
be reviewable
-

in original.
original.
1 So in

956

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Further relief.
Further
relief.

Procedure.
Procedure.

g

of Determining
fact.

ofDetmin

ssues

issues

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 512-514.

93 4.
JUNE 14,
14, 1
1934.

"(2)
a declaratory
declaratory judgment
"(2) Further relief based on a
judgment or
decree
or decree
may be granted
granted whenever
application
whenever necessary
necessary or
or proper.
proper. The
The application
shall be by petition
to a
acourt
having jurisdiction
relief.
petition to
court having
jurisdiction to
to grant
grant the
the relief.
If the application
the court
If
application be deemed
deemed sufficient,
sufficient, the
court shall,
reasonable
shall, on
on reasonable
notice, require any adverse
adverse party,
been adjudiparty, whose
whose rights
rights have
have been
adjudicated by the declaration, to show cause
cause why
why further
further relief
relief should
should
not be
granted forthwith.
be granted

tc (3)
When
of right
or the
the granting
granting of
"(3)
When aadeclaration
declaration of
right or
of further
further relief
relief
based thereon shall involve the determination
determination of
of fact
fact triable
of issues
issues of
triable
by aa jury, such
such issues
may be
jury in
in the
issues may
be submitted
submitted to
to aa jury
the form
form of
of
interrogatories, with proper instructions
interrogatories,
instructions by the court, whether
whether aa
general verdict be
or not."
not."
general
be required
required or
Approved, June
14,
1934.
Approved,
June 14, 1934.

!CHAPTER
513.]
[CHAPTER 513.]
une4
June
14, 1934.
[H.R.
[i.1R 5175.]
5175.]
[Public, No.
3441
[Public,
No. 344.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To
provide aa preliminary
Green River,
River, Washington,
Washington, with
To provide
preliminary examination
examination of the Green
with a
a
view to the
the control
control of
of its
its floods.
floods.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives
States of
of America
assembled, That
Secretar y
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That th
thee Secretary

Green River.
United
premlenay exami
PreliminarY
exam 4
,.
.
nation
flood con- or War
trol. of, for floodcon-

of War be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed t
re too cause
cause a
ap
pre-

nationof, for

liminary examination
examination to be made of the Green River, Washington,
Washington,
with aaview to control of its floods, in
the provisions
provisions
in accordance
accordance with
with the
of section 3
3 of an.
an Act entitled "An Act to provide for control of the
the
floods of the Mississippi
Mississippi River, and of the Sacramento River, California, and for other purposes
purposes ", approved
March 1, 1917,
cost
approved March
1917, the
the cost
thereof
thereof to be paid from appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter made
made
contingencies of rivers and harbors.
for examinations, surveys, and contingencies
harbors.
Approved, June 14, 1934.
1934.

tro
Vol. 39,
39, p.
vol.
p. 950.
950.

[CHAPTER
514.]
[CHAPTER 514.]
June 14, 1934.
1034.
June

[H.R. 5597.1
[Public, No.
[Pualic,
No. M5.]
345.]

Coquille, Oreg.
Coqullre,tOreg
Patent
to certain
lands granted to, for
protecting its water
protecting
water
te
supply, etc.

t

Pravisas.
Mineral deposits re•
served.

Proideos

er

.
deposits re

Subject
to rights of
Sublect to
way.

a.

Vol.

p. 218; vol.

Val. 30,
3g, p. 218; Vol.
40, p. 1179.

40,p 119.
Use
for other
Use for
other
poses denied.
pses denied.

purpur-

Reversionary proviProviReversionary
sion.

sion.

Cutting and removCuting
ing timber.

ng timber.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To afford
afford permanent
permanent protection
protection to
to the
the watershed
and water
water supply
of the
the city
watershed and
supply of
city
of Coquille, Coos
Coos County,
County, Oregon.
Oregon.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted,
enacted by the
and House
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
assembled, That
That for
United
States of
of America
Amerca in
in Congress
Congress assembled
for the
the purpur-

pose of affording permanent
permanent protection to the watershed
watershed and water
water
supply
of the
the city
city of
of Coquille,
and the
the
supply of
Coquille, Coos
Coos County,
County, Oregon,
Oregon, lot
lot 4
4 and
southwest quarter northwest quarter section 3, township
township 28 south,
range 12 west, Willamette meridian, is hereby
hereby granted to the city
city
of Coquille,
and the
Secretary of
the Interior
is hereby
Coquille, Oregon;
Oregon; and
the Secretary
of the
Interior is
hereby
authorized
authorized and directed to issue patent to the city of Coquille
for
Coquille for
said land: Provided,
said
That there
there shall
be reserved
reserved to
United
Provided, That
shall be
to the
the United
coal, and
States all oil, coal,
other mineral
mineral deposits
deposits that
may be
and other
that may
be found
found on
on
the land so granted and the right to prospect
prospect for,
for, mine,
and remove
remove
mine, and
same: Proated
frither, That said land
land shall
shall be subject to
Provided fwrth,er,
to all
all rights
rights
of way which the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall at any time deem
necessary for the removal of timber from any of the land title
to
title to
which revested
9. 1916,
1916,
which
revested in the United States under the Act of June 9,
or
or to
to which
which title was reconveyed
reconveyed to the United States under the Act
of February 26, 1919: And provided
provided further.
further, That said city shall
not
not have the right to sell or convey the land herein granted or any
part thereof or to devote the same to any other purpose than
herethan as
as hereinbefore described; and if
if the
the said
said land
land shall
shall not
not be
be used
used for
for such
such
municipal
same, or
or such part thereof not so used, shall
municipal purpose
purpose the
the same,
revert to the United States: Provided,
Provided,That there shall be
reserved
be reserved
to
patentees or
the right
to the
the United
United States,
States, its
its patentees
or their
their transferees,
transferees, the
right to
to

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
514-516.
CHS. 514-516.

cut and
and remove
the merchantable
merchantable timber,
timber, reserving
reserving to the
therefrom the
remove therefrom
cut
the
city of
of Coquille
Coquille when
when such
sale is
provisions of the
under the provisions
made under
is made
such sale
city
Act
1916 (39
Stat. 218),
a preference
preference right to purchase
218), a
(39 Stat.
9, 1916
June 9,
of June
Act of
the timber
timber at
at the
highest price bid.
the highest
the
SEC. 2.
The Secretary
Interior shall prescribe
prescribe all necessary
necessary
of the Interior
Secretary of
2. The
SEc.
regulations
into effect
foregoing provisions
provisions of this Act.
effect the foregoing
carry into
to carry
regulations to
Approved, June 14, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 515.]
5151
[CHAPTER

957

14,1934.
JUNE 14,
1934.

AN ACT

To
authorize the
purchase by the city of McMinnville,
McMinnville, Oregon, of certain tracts
the purchase
To authorize
of public
lands and certain tracts revested in the United States under the Act
public lands
of
of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat.
Stat. 218).

Regulations
Regulations
prescribed.
prescribed.

to

be

June 14, 1934
1934.
[H.R. 5823.]
[Public, No. 348.]

[H.R. 5823.]
(Public, No. 346.1

the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
lands. Oreg.,
Public lands.
assembled, That
United
of America
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary Public
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
McMinnville,
may
cern
purchase certain
may purchase
a patent,
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to issue a
patent, upon tracts,
authorized to
he is
be, and
of
rovested
in
United States.
thereof, to
payment of
$2.50 per
per acre,
fraction thereof,
to the city of McMinn- Unitted
or fraction
acre, or
of $'2.50
payment
ville, Oregon,
for lots
1, 2,
2, 3,
8, 9,
southeast quarter Description.
and southeast
10, 12, and
9, 10,
7, 8,
6, 7,
5, 6,
3, 5,
lots 1,
Oregon, for
ville,
vol. 39, p. 21s.
218.
34, township Vol.
section
33, southwest
quarter section
section 34,
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
southwest quarter
section 33,
2
south, range
range 6
west; southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section 2;
2;
quarter southeast quarter
6 west;
2 south,
lots
southwest quarter
quarter southwest
southwest quarter
quarter section 3; northand southwest
4 and
and 4
lots 33and
6
west
quarter northeast
northeast quarter
15, township 33 south, range 6
section 15,
quarter section
west quarter
southwest
west,
east
half
northeast
quarter
section
10,
and
the
southwest
quar10,
section
quarter
northeast
west, east half
ter
northwest quarter
and northwest
northwest quarter
quarter southwest quarter
quarter secquarter and
ter northwest
Yammeridian.
tion
14,
township
3
south,
range
6
west,
Willamette
meridian.
Willamette
west,
6
range
south,
3
township
tion 14,
hill
the aggregate
aggregate nine hundred and
in the
containing in
Oregon, containing
County, Oregon,
hill County,
eighty-one
acres, subject to all valid
one-hundredths acres,
fifty-five one-hundredths
and fifty-five
eighty-one and
existing rights
at the
time of
the filing
filing of
of the
the application
application by the city
of the
the time
rights at
existing
Proviso.
of
McMinnville:
Provided,
That
there
shall
be
reserved
the United
United Proviso.
to the
reserved to
be
shall
there
That
Provided,
of McMinnville:
Right to cut and reerchand rtable
ht tmerchantable
5
move
nmove
respect
with
States,
its
patentees,
or
their
transferees,
with
respect
to
lots
5
and
transferees,
States, its patentees, or their
timber reserved.
6, section
33,
township
2
south,
range
6
west,
and
southwest
quarter
reserved.
timber
quarr
southwest
and
6
west,
6, section 33, township 2 south, range
southwest quarter section 3, township 3south, range 6west, the right
to
remove therefrom
therefrom the
merchantable timber, which in the
the merchantable
and remove
cut and
to cut
opinion of
Secretary of
of the
Interior may be cut and removed
the Interior
the Secretary
of the
opinion
without material
material damage
damage to
to the
reserving to said city of
watershed, reserving
the watershed,
without
under
made
is
McMinnville,
when
such
under
the provisions of the
sale
such
McMinnville, when
Act
1916, a
apreference
right to
timber at the
e ttimber
purchas the
to purchase
preference right
9, 1916,
June 9,
of June
Act of
highest
price
bid.
highest price bid.
Regulations to
he
to he
S
EC. 2.
2. That
the Secretary
of the
Interior shall
shall prescribe
prescribe all
neces- Regulations
all necesthe Interior
Secretary of
That the
SEC.
prescribed.
pr
bed.
sary
regulations
to
carry
into
effect
the
foregoing
provisions
of
this
this
of
provisions
foregoing
the
effect
into
carry
to
sary regulations
Act.
• Approved,
Approved, June
June 14, 1934.
[CHAPTER
5161
[CHAPTER 516.]

A fI'~
A XT ACT
AN

naval air station at
Providing
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of additional
additional lands
lands for
for the
the naval
Providing for
Hampton
Naval Operating
Norfolk, Virginia.
Operating Base, Norfolk,
Roads Naval
Hampton Roads

1934.
14, 1934.
June 14,
[H.R.
88471
[HR..6847.]
[Public,
347.]
[Public, No. 347.]

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Be it
Hampton Roads Nathe SecreUnited
of America
America in
Secre- valHa optoR
That the
assembled, That
Operating Badse
Base,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
Norfolk, Va.
,a.
Norfolk
tary
of
the
Navy
be,
and
he
hereby
is,
authorized
and
directed
to
to
directed
and
authorized
is,
hereby
he
and
be,
Navy
Acquisition of additary of the
tional lands
naval
for naval
lands for
acquire,
by purchase
purchase or
or condemnation,
land tiona
of land
tracts of
additional tracts
condemnation, additional
acquire, by
air station at, authorauthorat,
station
i
adjacent
to
and
lying
southeastwardly
from
the
Hampton
Roads
Roads
ized.
Hampton
the
from
southeastwardly
lying
and
to
adjacent
Naval Operating
Operating Base,
Base, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, said
land being
being generally
generally
said land
Naval
known
East Camp
Camp ",
additional land
adjoinland adjoinsuch additional
with such
together with
", together
"East
as "
known as
ing same
necessary for
for the
and expansion
of
expansion of
development and
the development
is necessary
as is
same as
ingo
naval air
said station,
and comprising
comprising approximatel
approximately
station, and
at said
activities at
air activities
naval
five hundred
forty acres
and being
bounded by
by Masons
Masons Creek
Creek
being bounded
acres and
and forty
hundred and
five
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1934.
14,1934.

on the
the north
east, Bush
Virginian
on the west, and the Virginian
Creek on
Bush Creek
and east,
north and
on
Railway on
is hereby authorized to be approthere is
the south;
south; and there
on the
Railway
priated
for the
the purchase
purchase of this entire
entire tract the sum of $400,000.
priated for
Approved,
June
14,
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 517.]
[CHAPTER
517.]

June 14, 1934.
1934.
[H.R.
7185.]
[H.R. 7185.1
_
[Public, No. 348.]

AN ACT
ACT
purchase by the city of Forest Grove, Oregon, of certain tracts
To authorize the purchase
lands and certain
certain tracts
tracts revested
revested in the United States
States under the Act
Act
of public
public lands
of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218).

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
the Senate and
Be
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized to issue aapatent,
patent, upon
he is
is hereby,
of
to the city of Forest
payment
of $2.50
fraction thereof, to
acre, or
or fraction
$2.50 per
per acre,
payment of
Area, purchase
purchase price, Grove,
Oregon, for
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section 14,
14, township
township 11
for the
the northwest
Grove, Oregon,
etc.
north, range
range 5
5 west,
west, Washington
containing in
Oregon, containing
County, Oregon,
Washington County,
north,
the
and sixty
acres subject
subject to
to all valid
sixty acres
one hundred
hundred and
aggregate one
the aggregate
by the
the city
existing
rights at
at the
the time
time of
of the
of the application
application by
filing of
the filing
existing rights
of Forest
Forest Grove.
of
(rove.
Regulations to be
SEC. 2.
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
all
shall prescribe
prescribe all
the Secretary
SEc.
2. That
prescribed.
prescribed.
foregoing provisions of
necessary
regulations to
to carry
carry into
effect the foregoing
into effect
necessary regulations
this Act.
this
Act.
Approved,
1934.
14, 1934.
June 14,
Approved, June
Forest Grove,
Grove, Oreg.
Oreg.
Land patent
patent to issue
Land
to.

[CHAPTER 518.]
June 14, 1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 7213.1
7213.]
[Public,
No. 349.]
349.]
[Public, No.

Railway Mail Servailway sMail
ice, Postal
Service.ServReclassification Act
ct
amended..
amended.
Vol. 43, p. 1062.
1.
U.S.0,, p. 1272,
272

ieclassification
vol. 43
U.s.c., p. 1

.

substitute
labOrets.
Substitutelaborers.
Hourly rate
rate of pay
pay
provided
provided for.
for.
Time credit.

limeo redi.

ANJ ACT
ACVT
AN
-To provide
hourly rates
of pay
pay for
To
provide hourly
rates of
for substitute
Railway Mail
Mail
substitute laborers
laborers in
in the
the Railway
Service
Service and time credits when appointed as regular
regular laborer.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
Representatives of
the Senate
and House
Be it
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That section 77 of
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
United
the Act entitled "An Act reclassifying
reclassifying the salaries of postmasters
and employees
readjusting their salaries
salaries and
employees of the Postal
Postal Service,
ServiEe, readjusting
compensation
an equitable
basis, increasing
postal rates
rates to
compensation on
on an
equitable basis,
increasing postal
to provide
provide
for such
such readjustment,
readjustment, and
and for
purposes ",', approved February
February
for other
other purposes
for
28, 1925,
1925, is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
after the
the fourth
fourth paragraph
such
paragraph of such
inserting after
28,
section
(43 Stat.
Stat. 1053;
title 89,
39, sec.
sec. 607)
607) aanew paragraph
paragraph to
to
U.S.C., title
1053; U.S.C.,
section (43
read as
as follows:
follows:
read
" Substitute laborers in the Railway
"
Railway Mail Service shall be paid
for services
services actually
actually performed
performed at the rate of 55 cents per hour, and
lwhen
appointed
when
appointed to the position of regular laborer the substitute service performed
be included
promotion to grade
for promotion
in eligibility
eligibility for
included in
shall be
ice
performed shall
consti-'—
and six
six days
eight hours
hours consti
days of
of eight
of three
three hundred
hundred and
on the
the basis
basis of
22 on
tuting aayear's
service."
year's service."
tuting
Approved, June
June 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 519.1
519.]
[CHAPTER

June 14, 1934.
[HR.
7663.1
[H.. 763.1

[Public, No. 350.]
350.]
National
National

monumenu-

merits.
ments.
Ocmnulgee, in Bibb
Ocmulgee,
Bibb
apart
Ga., set
County,
when
Countylands
lands
Ga., set
therefor
apart
therefor
when

vest in United
United States.
States,

vemt In

AN ACT

in Bibb
the Ocmulgee
National Monument in
To
the establishment
Ocmulgee National
Bibb
To authorize
authorize the
establishment of the
County, Georgia.
County,
Georgia.

the
and House
House of Representatives
Repre-se.tatives of the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That when
when title
title
America in
United States
", upon
"Old
to
known as the "
Old Ocmulgee Fields ",
commonly known
to lands commonly
.._._
;L•c,
wn
1 Ja. certain
mounds of
importance are
historical importance
of great historical
Indian mounds
which
certain Indian
located,
comprising approximately
approximately two
and
in and
acres, in
two thousand
thousand acres,
located, comprising
around
around the city of Macon, County of Bibb, State of Georgia,
Georgia, as
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shall be designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of
exercise
of the Interior,
Interior, in the exercise
of his judgment and discretion as necessary
necessary for national-monument
national-monument
purposes, shall have been vested in the United States,
States, said
said area
area shall
shall
be set aside as a
proclamation of
Presia national monument, by
by proclamation
of the
the Presias the
"Ocmulgee National
Monument":
dent, and shall be
be known
known as
the "Ocmulgee
National Monument":
Provided,
Provided, That the United States
States shall not purchase
appropria- p,
proviso..
purchase by
by appropriation
public moneys
any lands
tion of
of public
moneys any
lands within
within the
but such
such LLands
Lands to be secured
secured
the aforesaid
aforesaid area,
area, but
by donation only.
lands shall be secured
secured by the United States only by
public or
by public
or private
donation.
Sze. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of
hereby authorized
to Acceptance
Acceptance of
or lands,
SEC.
of the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
authorized to
lands,
u
of land,
land, interests
interests in
in land,
buildings, struct
ures, and
an d
etc.
accept donations of
land, buildings,
structures,
ffunds,
ds etc.
other property,
property, within the
boundaries of said
national monument
monument as
the boundaries
said national
as
determined
determined and fixed hereunder
hereunder and donations of funds for the purchase and/or
maintenance thereof, the title and evidence of title to
and/or maintenance
acquired to
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior:
lands acquired
to be satisfactory
satisfactory to the
the Secretary
Provided,That
That he may acquire on behalf of
Provided,
under Proviso.
of the United States
States under
Provfo.
Purchases from doany donated
funds by
purchase when
when purchasable
purchasable at
deemed nated
any
donated funds
by purchase
at prices
prices deemed
naed
unds.om d
funds.
by him reasonable,
reasonable, otherwise by condemnation
provisions
condemnation under
under the provisions
of the Act of August 1, 1888, such tracts
said
tracts of land
land within
within the said
national monument
monument as
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the completion
completion thereof.
thereof.
national
as may
Placed under
under superSEC.
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The administration,
administration, protection,
protection, and
and development
development of
of the
the vision
Placed
suPer
vision of Secretary
Secretary of
Ocmulgee
Ocmulgee National Monument
Monument shall be under the
Interior.
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the Interior.
Vol. 39, p. 535
Secretary
of the
Interior subject
provisions of
Secretary of
the Interior
subject to
to the
the provisions
of the
entitled VoL
the Act
Act entitled
39, p. 53.
"An
Park Service,
Service, and
"An Act to establish aa National Park
and for
for other
other purpurapproved August
August 25,
25, 1916,
as amended.
amended.
poses ", approved
1916, as
Approved, June
June 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 520.]
520.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

authorize the Secretary
To authorize
Agriculture to adjust claims to
so-called "Olnstead
"Olmstead
Secretary of Agriculture
to so-called
lands" in
in the
State of
North Carolina.
Carolina.
lands"
the State
of North

June 14, 1934.
Jue1HR.
iH.R. 8779.]

779.

Mt]
[Public, No.
No. 351.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
Be it
of Representatives
of the

lands in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the SecreSecre- Olmstead
Olmstead lands
in
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
North Carolina.
tary
of Agriculture
be, and
tary of
Agriculture be,
and he
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
to adjust
adjust all
all NScret^oya
Secretary yoArcul.
of Agriculto
adjust all
all claims
CIaIm
adjust
tuto
lands " in the State of North Caro- ture
" Olmstead
claims
claims to the so-called "
Olmstead lands"
to.
f
37, p
p. I180.
lina,
which were
were placed
his administrative
lina, which
placed under
under his
administrative care
care by
by the
the Act
Act Vol.
,.
Vol. 37,

of
189).
of July 6,
6, 1912
1912 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 189).
SEC. 2.
the purpose
of carrying
out the
provisions of
of this
this
SEC.
2. That
That for
for the
purpose of
carrying out
the provisions
Act the
Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
is authorized,
authorized, upon
upon a
finding by
Agriculture is
a finding
by
him,
and approved
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, that
him, and
approved by
tlat by
by reason
reason of
of longlongcontinued
occupancy and
party is
is justly
to any
any
continued occupancy
and use
use thereof
thereof a
a party
justly entitled
entitled to
of said Olmstead lands, to convey by quitclaim
quitclaim deed
deed to such
such party
party
the
of the
or to
to pay
pay to
to such
such party
the interest
interest of
the United
United States
States therein,
therein, or
party
from
may be
be made
made to
carry out
from any
any appropriation
appropriation which
which hereafter
hereafter may
to carry
out
the purpose
purpose of the Act of March 1, 1911 (36
936), such
(36 Stat.
Stat. 936),
such sum
as the
shall find
find to
compensation
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
to be
be just
just compensation
for the
claim of
party to
said lands,
for
the release
release of
of the
the claim
of such
such party
to said
lands, other
other claims
claims
of
title to
to said
lands found
found to
to be
that of
of title
said Olmstead
Olmstead lands
be superior
superior to
to that
of the
the
United
States may
may be
be settled
Secretary of
of Agriculture
through
United States
settled by
by the
the Secretary
Agriculture through
allowing the removal
in such
removal of
of timber
timber from
from the
the lands claimed in
such an
an
amount
as he
equitable and
and acceptable
to the
the claimant
claimant in
full
amount as
he finds
finds equitable
acceptable to
in full
satisfaction of
of his
his claim,
claim, or
or with
the National
Forest
satisfaction
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
National Forest
Reservation Commission
of Agriculture
Reservation
Commission the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may make
make
payment in
satisfaction of
of the
from funds
funds appropriated
appropriated for
for
payment
in satisfaction
the claim
claim from
carrying out
of the
the said
said Act
Act of
March 1,
1, 1911
1911 (36
carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of March
(36
Stat. 936).
Approved, June
1934.
June 14, 1934.
Approved,

Conveyance
inConveytnce of
of Interest
States
United States
terest of United

to present occupants.
ocupats.

Compensationfor reAppropriation

Compensation for release of claim.
avail
Appropriation available.
able.
Payment of
of superior
superior
Payment
claims 0through removal
timBe
rU remoh"
of timber.
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[CHAPTER
June 14, 1934.
.. 8927.
[H.R.
8927.]]
[Public, No.
352.]
No. 352.]

To
define the
boundaries
the exterior
exterior boundaries
To define
and
and

CH. 521. JUNE 14, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
of the
Navajo Indian
Reservation in
in Arizona,
Arizona,
Indian Reservation
of
the Navajo
for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other

Be it
by the
Representatives of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Ufuted
in, Congress
Indian
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That
That the exterior
exterior
boundaries of
of the
the Navajo
Reservation, in
in Arizona,
Arizona, be,
and
boundaries boundaries
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation,
be, and
they are
defined as
follows: Beginning
point common
common
at aa point
Beginning at
as follows:
hereby, defined
they
are hereby,
p 667.
to the
States of
of Arizona,
Arizona, New
Colorado, and
and Utah,
Utah, thence
thence
Mexico, Colorado,
New Mexico,
to
the States
Dest, ipo.
west
the boundary
boundary line
between the States of Arizona and
and
line between
west along
along the
Desp
.
Utah
point where
where said.
line intersects
the Colorado
Colorado
intersects the
said boundary
boundary line
to aa point
Utah to
confluence
of that stream
River; thence
thence down the south
stream to its confluence
south bank
bank of
River;
with
River; thence
thence following
bank
north bank
following the north
the Little
Little Colorado
Colorado River;
with the
of
Little Colorado
River to
to a
a point
east boundary
boundary
Colorado River
point opposite
opposite the
the east
of the
the Little
of the
the Grand
Grand Canyon
Park; thence
thence south
along said
said east
east
south along
Canyon National
National Park;
of
boundary to
to the
the southeast
corner of
of section
section 5,
township 30 north,
5, township
boundary
southeast corner
range 6
6east,
east, Gila
and Salt
Salt River
River base
base and
and meridian,
meridian, Arizona;
Arizona; thence
thence
Gila and
range
east
to the
the southeast
southeast corner
of section
4; thence
thence south
south to
the southsouthsection 4;
to the
east to
corner of
west
of section 10;
10; thence
thence east
east to the southeast
southeast corner
corner of secwest corner
corner of
tion
south to
to the
corner of
of section
section 14;
14; thence
thence
tion 10;
10; thence
thence south
the southwest
southwest corner
east
the northwest
northwest corner
of the
the northeast
quarter section
23;
east to
to the
corner of
northeast quarter
section 23;
southwest
thence
two miles to
southeast corner of the southwest
thence south
south two
to the
the southeast
quarter section 26; thence
thence west one
one half mile to the southeast
southeast corner
corner
quarter
section 27, township
Salt River
River
of section
township 30 north, range
range 66east, Gila and Salt
meridian, Arizona;
thence south seven miles to the southsouthbase and meridian,
Arizona; thence
west
of section
township 29 north,
range 6
6 east;
thence
west corner
corner of
section 35,
35, township
north, range
east; thence
southwest
east one mile;
mile; thence
thence south
south one
one and
and one half miles to the southwest
corner
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
section 12, township 28 north,
corner of
quarter section
north, range
range
6
through the
the center
center of
of section
section 12
12 to
to the
the range
range
6 east;
east; thence
thence east
east through
line
between ranges
ranges 6
east; thence
thence south
south along
along said
said range
range line
line
line between
6 and
and 77 east;
southeast corner
corner of
of section
section 1,
five and
and one half
half miles to the
the southeast
1, towntown6 east; thence west three
ship 27 north, range
range 6
three miles to the southwest corner
corner of
of section
section 3, township 27 north, range 66 east;
west
east; thence
south five
five miles to the southeast
southeast corner
corner of section 33, township
township
27 north,
north, range
range 6
east; thence
thence east
along township
line between
between towntown27
6 east;
east along
township line
ships 26 and 27,
27, six
six and one
one half
half miles,
miles, to the northeast
northeast corner
corner of
of
the northwest
quarter section
3, township
township 26
26 north,
north, range
range 7
7 east;
east;
the
northwest quarter
section 3,
thence south two
miles to
southeast corner of
the southwest
southwest
thence
two miles
to the southeast
of the
quarter section
section 10,
10, township
township 26
range 77east;
east; thence
thence east
east four
four
quarter
26 north,
north, range
of section
section 8,
8, township
township
and one
one half miles
miles to the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
range 8
8 east;
26 north, range
east; thence north four
four miles to the northwest
northwest
corner of section 28, township 27 north, range
corner
range 88east, Gila
Gila and Salt
Salt
River
mile to
to the
the southeast
southeast corcorRiver base
base and
and meridian;
meridian; thence
thence east
east one
one mile
ner of section 21; thence
thence north
north four
four miles
northeast corner
corner
miles to
to the
the northeast
of section
section 4,
north, range
range 8
8east
east, thence
east along
along towntownof
4, township
township 27
27 north,
thence east
ship
townships 27
to its
its intersection
with
ship line between townships
27 and
and 28 north to
intersection with
the
River; thence
thence up
up the
the middle
middle of
of that
that stream
stream to
to
the Little Colorado
Colorado River;
the intersection
intersection of
of the
the present
west boundary
boundary of
of the
the Leupp
Leupp ExtenExtenthe
present west
xecutive order.
Eetie order.
sion Reservation
Reservation created by Executive
Executive order
order of November
November 14,
1901;
14, 1901;
thence south along the present
present western
western boundary
boundary of said extension
extension
to where
where it
it intersects the fifth standard parallel north; thence east
along said standard
standard parallel to the southwest corner of township
township 21
north,
Gila and
River base
base and
and meridian;
thence
north, range
range 26
26 east, Gila
and Salt
Salt River
meridian; thence
north six miles to the northwest
northwest corner
corner of
of township
township 21 north, range
26 east; thence east
east twelve miles
miles to the
township
the northeast
northeast corner of township
21 north, range 27 east; thence
thence south two miles; thence
thence east twelve
thence south
south four
four miles;
miles; thence
east along
along the
the township
line
miles; thence
thence east
township line
between townships
21 north to the
between
townships 20 and 21
line, between
the
the boundary
boundary line
between the
States of New
New Mexico
and Arizona;
thence north
said boundary
Mexico and
Arizona; thence
north along
along said
boundary

Navajo
ResNavajo Indian Beservation, Ariz.
Exterior boundaries
ervxttor
defined.
defined.
Vol. 15, p. 667.
Vol.
Post,
Post, pp. 985,
x~.
g, 1033.
Description.
o
l
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CH.

961
961

line to
the point
point of
of beginning.
unreserved, and unapbeginning. All vacant, unreserved,
to the
line
propriated public
public lands,
including all temporary
temporary withdrawals
withdrawals of
of
lands, including
propriated
public
Arizona heretofore
purposes by
made for Indian purposes
heretofore made
in Arizona
lands in
public lands
boundaries defined
Executive
order or
or otherwise
otherwise within the
the boundaries
defined by this
Executive order
forms
Act,
are
hereby
permanently
withdrawn
from
all
forms
of entry or
withdrawn
Act, are hereby permanently
disposal for
for the
the benefit
Navajo and such other
other Indians
Indians as may
of the Navajo
benefit of
disposal
Moqui Indion
Indian Reseffctd.
already
however, nothing herein contained
contained shall
shall erattui
thereon;•however,
located thereon
be located
already be
ervation, not affected.

Reservation
Moqui (Hopi)
affect the
the existing
status of
(Hopi) Indian
Indian Reservation
the Moqui
of the
existing status
affect

Lands suitable
suitable for
for
Lands
created by
Executive order
December 16, 1882. There are hereby power
of December
order of
by Executive
created
site, excluded.
36,
p.
675.
575.
p.
s,
Vol.
heretofore
lands
all
defined
above
as
excluded
heretofore
reservation
the reservation
from the
excluded from
designated
by the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior pursuant
pursuant to section 28
the Secretary
designated by
of the
the Arizona
Arizona Enabling
Act of
1910 (36 Stat.L. 575),
June 20, 1910
of June
Enabling Act
of
as being
valuable for
for water-power
withdrawn
purposes and all lands withdrawn
water-power purposes
being valuable
as
nevertheless.
or classified
classified as
as power-site
power-site lands, saving
saving to the Indians, nevertheless,
or
the exclusive
to occupy
and use such designated and classioccupy and
right to
exclusive right
the
fied
lands
until
they
shall
be.
required
for
purposes or other
for power purposes
required
be
shall
they
fied lands until
Proviso.
tof royalties
P
uses
the authority
authority of
States: Provided,
Provided, That Payment
United States:
the United
of the
of
royalties
under the
uses under
to
Indians, not
not authorIndians,
the toized.
construed as authorizing
nothing
contained shall be construed
authorizing the
Act contained
in this Act
nothing in
payment
or royalties
to the
the Navajo
Navajo Indians from water d
royalties to
proceeds or
of proceeds
payment of
Reservation
Navajo Reservation
power
developed within
areas added
added to the
the Navajo
the areas
within the
power developed
pursuant
to section
section 1
Act; and
Federal Water
Water Power Act
and the Federal
this Act;
of this
1 of
pursuant to
Vol. 41, p. 1063.

and amendments
of June
June 10,
1920 (41
Stat.L. 1063)
amendments thereto,
thereto, shall
shall
1063), and
(41 Stat.L.
10, 1920
of

Vol 4, p. 1063.
were
such
if
as
operate
for
the
benefit
of
the
State
Of
Arizona
if
lands
Arizona
of
State
the
of
operate for the benefit
Prior legal rights provacant, unreserved,
and unappropriated
unappropriated public
public lands. All valid tected.rtete l rights pr
unreserved, and
vacant,
rights
and claims
under the public land laws prior to
to
initiated under
claims initiated
rights and
approval
any lands
lands within
within the
the areas so defined,
involving any
hereof involving
approval hereof
shall not
be affected
affected by this Act.
not be
shall
Landowners within,
Landwnyer
authorized in his may
relinquish ithin,ho
holdSv.o.
2. The
Secretary of
of the
Interior is hereby authorized
the Interior
The Secretary
SEC. 2.
ings and
lien
select lien
and select
ings
to
him,
by
prescribed
discretion
regulations to be prescribed
, him,d to lands
discretion, under rules and regulations
lands from public
public domain.
main.
States
the
to
accept
relinquishments
and
reconveyances
United
of
accept relinquishments and reconveyances
such privately
his opinion
are desirable
desirable for and
opinion are
in his
as in
lands, as
owned lands,
privately owned
such
should be
for the
use and
and benefit
benefit of the Navajo
Navajo Tribe
Tribe of
the use
reserved for
be reserved
should
Indians, including
nonpatented Indian
Indian allotments and
and nonpatented
patented and
including patented
Indians,
selections,
the counties
Navajo, and Coconino,
Coconino
Apache, Navajo,
counties of Apache,
within the
selections, within
be
relinquishing his or her right shall be
Arizona
•and
and any Indian so relinquishing
Arizona;'
for
entitled
to
make
lieu
selections
within
the
areas
consolidated
consolidated
areas
the
within
selections
lieu
entitled to make
Indian
purposes by
by this
this Act.
conveyance to
States
United States
the United
to the
Upon conveyance
Act. Upon
Indian purposes
of
a
good
and
sufficient
title
to
any
such
privately
owned
land,
except
otment exInd
except
land,
owned
privately
such
Indian
allotments
of a good and sufficient title to any
cepted.
Indian
allotments and
selections, the
owners thereof
thereof, or
their assigns, cepted.
or their
the owners
and selections,
Indian allotments
are hereby
authorized, under
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
regulations of
under regulations
hereby authorized,
are
Interior, to
select from
and nonunreserved, and
unappropriated, unreserved,
the unappropriated,
from the
to select
Interior,
mineral public
lands of
of the
the United
States within
said counties
counties in
within said
United States
public lands
mineral
the State
State of
of Arizona
lands approximately
equal in
value to the lands
in value
approximately equal
Arizona lands
the
thus conveyed,
where surrendered
surrendered lands
living
or living
springs or
contain springs
lands contain
and where
conveyed, and
thus
of
be
may
lieu
in
waters
selection
of
other
lands
taken
lieu
thereof
may
like
taken
lands
other
of
waters, selection
character
or quality,
to be
the Secretary
by the
determined by
be determined
values to
such values
quality, such
character or
of
Interior , who
who isshereby
patents for
the lieu
lieu Notice of selections to
for the
issue patents
to issue
authorized to
hereby authorized
the Interior,
of the
d. In
In
all selections
selections of
of lieu
lieu lands
section 2
of beNtie
by
publication.
b pubfiction.to
2 of
lands so
so selecte
i all
under section
lands under
selected.
lands
Relinquished lands
lads
publication. Any
interested party shall be
this Act notice to any interested
be by
by publication.
Any to Rbelnquishedt
be
be held
held in trust for
Navajos.
Navaos
secprivately
owned
lands
relinquished
to
the
United
States
under
States
privately owned lands relinquished to the United
Area limited.
amid
tion 2
2 of
of this
shall be
be held
in trust
trust for the Navajo Tribe of
held in
Act shall
this Act
tion
excluding
Indians;
and
relinquishments
in
Navajo
County,
Arizona,
excluding
Arizona,
County,
Navajo
in
Indians; and relinquishments
Indian
and selections,
selections, shall
shall not
not extend
extend south
of the
the towntownsouth of
allotments and
Indian allotments
ship
line
between
townships
20
and
21
north,
Gila
and
Salt
River
River
Salt
and
Gila
north,
21
ship line between townships 20 and
Exchanges permitted
Dge permitted
base
and meridian.
The State
State of
Arizona may
may relinquish
such tracts Arizona.
relinquish such
of Arizona
meridian. The
base and
Vol.
36, p.
Bs.
p. 558.
3a
vol.
as
of
school
land
within
the
boundary
of
the
Navajo
Reservation,
Reservation,
Navajo
the
of
boundary
of school land within the
defined by
by section
of this
this Act,
as it
may see
fit in
favor of said
in favor
see fit
it may
Act, as
1 of
section 1
defined
Indians, and
and shall
shall have
have the
right to
to select
unreserved and nonother unreserved
select other
the right
Indians,
mineral public
contiguous or
or noncontiguous,
noncontiguous, located
within
located within
lands contiguous
public lands
mineral
61
86637°--34----61
86637°'---
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the three
involved equal
equal in
value to
to that
that relinquished,
relinquished, said
in value
counties involved
three counties
the
lieu
selections
to
be
made
in
the
same
manner
provided for in
is
as
manner
lieu selections to be made in the same
the
Arizona Enabling
Act of
20, 1910
1910 (36
(36 Stat.L. 558),
558), except
except
June 20,
of June
Enabling Act
the Arizona
to the
the payment
of fees
or commissions
commissions which are hereby
hereby waived.
waived.
fees or
payment of
of fees as
as to

Payment
Payment
waived.

Pending the
the completion
consolidations authorized
authorized
and consolidations
exchanges and
of exchanges
completion of
Pending
by
section 2
this Act,
no further
further allotments
allotments of
of public
public lands to
to
Act, no
2 of
of this
by section
ments to Navajos in Navajo Indians shall be made in. the counties
of
Apache,
Navajo,
Apache,
of
counties
the
in
made
be
es in Navajo Indians shall
designated
tmei
gt nad counties.

waived.

No further
further allotallotNo

and Coconino,
Coconino, Arizona,
Arizona, nor shall further
further Indian
Indian homesteads
homesteads be initiand
ated
or
allowed
in
said
counties
to
Navajo
Indians
under the Act of
under
Indians
Navajo
to
counties
ated or allowed in said
July 4,
4, 1884
96) ;and thereafter should
should allotments to
Stat.L. 96);
(23 Stat.L.
1884 (23
July
Navajo Indians
made within
the above-named
above-named counties,
counties, they shall
shall
within the
be made
Indians be
Navajo
be confined
land within
within the
boundaries defined
defined by section 11of this
the boundaries
to land
confined to
be
Act.

9.

Vol.
p. 96.
23,p.
Vol. 23,

S
E°. 3.
3. Upon
exchanges and
and consolidations
consolidations
of exchanges
completion of
the completion
Upon the
SEO.
may select
authorized by
Act, the
the State
State of
of Arizona
Arizona may,
may, under
under
this Act,
of this
2 of
section 2
by section
authorized
scopleting
rules and
regulations to
to be,
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Inteby the
and regulations
rules

Arizona may select
Arizona
its school lands in area,
after
eaafter completing exchanges,
etc.
changes, etc.

rior, relinquish
relinquish to
the United
such of
remaining school
of its remaining
States such
United States
to the
rior,
lands
in
Coconino,
Navajo,
and
Apache
Counties
as
it may see fit;
it
as
Counties
Apache
and
lands in Coconino, Navajo,
and
have the
the right
right to
from the vacant,
vacant, unreserved,
unreserved, and
select from
to select
shall have
and shall
nonmineral
public lands
lands in
said counties
lieu lands equal in value
counties lieu
in said
nonmineral public
to
those relinquished
payment of fees or commissions.
without the payment
relinquished without
to those
SEC. 4.
4. For
the purpose
purpose of
purchasing privately owned lands,
of purchasing
Acquisition,
through
For the
SEC.
Acquisition, through
purchase of certain together with
boundaries above
within the boundaries
improvements
thereon,
improvements
the
with
together
ertain
of
purchase
property within.
from any
defined,
there
is
hereby
authorized
appropriated,
appropriated,
be
to
defined, there is hereby authorized
funds in
appropriated, the sum
sum. of
of
Sum authorized;
re- funds
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
authorized; reSum
imbursable.
imbursable.

$481.8T9.38,
$481,879.38, which
which sum shall be reimbursable
reimbursable from funds accruing
accruing

Proviso.
sur
Title my
may be for surface only.
Use of funds
funds for imfseeof
provements.
provements.

purchased may,
may, in
in the
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, be
the discretion
purchased
taken
for the
surface only:
only: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
may
That said funds may
the surface
taken for
improvements on any land within
purchasing improvements
within said boundbe used in purchasing
aries or
or on
boundaries above
State school land within the boundaries
leased State
on leased
aries
of
assignment
defined,
provided
the
State
of
Arizona
to
assignment of
the
agrees
of
State
the
provided
defined,
said
leases to
Tribe of Indians
Indians on a
a renewable
renewable and
Navajo Tribe
the Navajoto the
said leases
preferential basis, and provided the Legislature
Legislature of said State enacts
preferential
such laws
as may
may be necessary
necessary to avail itself of the exchange prolaws as
such
visions contained
disclaim any right,
contained in section 22 of this Act, and disclaim
visions
improvements on said lands.
title, or interest in and to any
any improvements
Approved, June 14, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

to the
the Navajo
Navajo tribal
tribal funds
funds as
as and
and when
when such funds accrue
accrue and shall
to
remain
available until
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
That title
title to the land so
so
until expended:
remain available

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 522.1

JtuRe 14319]
No.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

Postal
service.
Postal service.

Terminal railway
railway
poserinal
post °Aces.
Vol.
Vol.

'. ''.'

43, p.
p.
43,
p. 1272.

1063;
1063;

1

Classifications
clerks in charge.
clerks

classifications

AN
AN ACT
To reclass
ify terminal
railway post offices.
terminal railway
reclassify

June 14, 1934.
[H.R. 9392.]
[Public,
353.
Public, No. 53

of

of

Relief clerks.
Relief
Provisos.
Rating
atig of clerks in
charge
of large
large termicharge of
nals.
No reduction in pay.

of clerks in

reductioninpay.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United
Congress assenmbled,
assembled, That the terminal
terminal
Am.erica in Coangress
United States of America
of
purpose of
railway post
post office system
system shall be maintained
maintained for the
the purpose
railway
railin
distributed
or
handling and distributing
distributing mail not handled
distributed in
handling
way
offices, and the clerks in said terminal
terminal
way post office lines or post offices,
w.
and
railway post offices shall be classified as railway postal clerks and
progress
progress successively
successively to grade
grade 4. Clerks
Clerks in charge
charge of terminals, tours.
tours,
or crews consisting of less than twenty employees shall be of grade
5.
charge of terminals, tours, or crews
crews consisting of twenty
5. Clerks in charge
or more
shall be
be of
railway
a terminal railway
When a
6. When
grade 6.
of grade
employees shall
more employees
or
post
office is
is operated
operated in three tours there shall be aa- relief clerk in
post office
charge:
the clerk
clerk in
charge of terminals having
having
in charge
That the
Provided, That
charge: Provided,
seventy-five or more employees
seventy-five
employees shall be of grade 7: Provided
Provided further,
further,
employee in the Postal Service shall be reduced
reduced in rank
That no employee
provisions of this Act.
salary as a
a result of the provisions
or salary
Approved, June 14, 1934.
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[CHAPTER
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[CHAPTER 523.]

SESS.
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536, 537.
523,536,
CHS. 523,
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14,15,
JUNE 14,
15, 1934.

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To harmonize
harmonize the
the treaties
reference to
treaties and statutes of the United States with reference
To
American Samoa.
Samoa.
American

June 14,

June 14, 1934.
[H.J.Res.
340.]
[H.J.Res. 340.]
[Pub.
Res., No.
31.1
No. 31.]
[Pub. Res.,

Samoan Islands.
Islands
Whereas the
the convention
convention relating
the Samoan
Samoan Islands,
signed by
by Samoan
Islands, signed
to the
relating to
Whereas
Tripartiteconvention
2, of i9t.
1899.
the United
Germany on
on December
December 2,
and Germany
Britain, and
Great Britain,
States, Great
United States,
the
Vol. 31,
1879.
1899, was
proclaimed by
by the
the President
President of
of the United States
States on Vol. 31,p. 1879.
was proclaimed
1899,
P.

February
1900, and
continues to
force; and
in force;
to be in
and continues
16, 1900,
February 16,
Whereas
said convention
convention is
is word for word as follows:
follows:
the said
of the
3 of
article 3
Whereas article
Equal rights
among
rights among
Equal
signatory signatories.
three signatory
"It is
is understood
and agreed
agreed that
each of
of the
the three
that each
understood and
"It
powers
shall
continue
to
enjoy,
in
respect
to
their
commerce
and
commerce
their
to
respect
in
enjoy,
powers shall continue to
commercial vessels,
the islands
of the
the Samoan
Samoan group
privileges
group privileges
islands of
all the
in all
vessels, in
commercial
and
to those
enjoyed by the sovereign
sovereign power, in all
those enjoyed
equal to
conditions equal
and conditions
ports
which may
open to
commerce of either of them."
to the commerce
be open
may be
ports which
it
Therefore
Therefore be it
Resolved
the Senate
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
Coastwise shipping
shipping
cotwise
provisions of law laws
the provisions
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
America iwi
of America
States of
not applicable to
American
Samoa, etc
e
Samoa,
American
the
States
of
the
United
States
restricting
to
vessels
of
the
United
States
the
United
of the United States restricting to vessels of the
transportation
passengers and
directly or indirectly
indirectly
merchandise directly
and merchandise
of passengers
transportation of
from
any port
of the
United
United States to another port of the United
the United
port of
from any
States
to commerce
beween 1 the islands of
commerce beween
applicable to
be applicable
not be
shall not
States shall
under
American
or between
between those islands and other
other ports under
Samoa or
American Samoa
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States.
the
Approved,
June 14, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
536.]
[CHAPTER 5361

AN
ACT
AN ACT

of the District of Columbia.
To
amend section
section 895
of the
the Code
Code of
Law of
Columbia.
of Law
895 of
To amend

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
the CornThat the
States of America in
United States
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
they
hereby,
are
they
and
be,
missioners of the District of Columbia
regulations for the entire
vested with
with authority
authority to make harbor regulations
entire
vested
waterfront of
of the
the city
city within
within the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to alter and
waterfront
necessary:
amend the
the same
to time
time as
as they
they may find necessary:
time to
from time
same from
amend
Provided. That
whenever these
navigable waters,
waters,
affect navigable
regulations affect
these regulations
That whenever
Provided,
channels, and
anchorage areas
or other
other interests
interests of
UniJted
the United
of the
areas or
and anchorage
channels,
States, such
be subject
approval of the Secreto the
the approval
subject to
shall be
regulations shall
such regulations
States,
tary of
War: And
And provided
whenever said
said regulations
regulations
That whenever
further, That
provided further,
of War:
tary
affect
within the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia. under the
waterfront within
the waterfront
affect the
jurisdiction of
the Director
Director of
National Parks
Parks, Buildings, and Reserof National
of the
jurisdiction
vations,
affect the
and rights
the National
Capital
National Capital
of the
rights of
interests and
the interests
or affect
vations, or
Park
and Planning
regulations shall be subject to
such regulations
Commission, such
Planning Commission,
Park and
agencies.
prior
approval of
respective agencies.
the respective
of the
prior approval
Approved, June
June 15, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 5371
537.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
acknowledgment of
oaths by
post-office inspectors and by chief
by post-office
of oaths
the acknowledgment
authorize the
To authorize
clerks
of the
the Railway
Mail Service.
Railway Mail
clerks of

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That post-office
United
States of
of America
Confress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
inspectors are
are empowered
empowered and authorized
authorized with like force and effect
effect
inspectors
as officers
officers having
having a
aseal
oaths required
required or authorized
authorized by
administer oaths
to administer
seal to
as
thereunder in respect of any matter
law or
regulation promulgated
promulgated thereunder
matter
or regulation
law
coming before
them in
the performance
official duties and
their official
of their
performance of
in the
before them
coming
O in
So
in original.
original.
IS

June
15, 1934.
1934.
June 15,
[S. 2714.]
[S.
2714.]
354.1
No.
[Public,
No.
35C]
[Public,
District of Columbia,
regulations.
harbor regulations.
harbor
Authority vested
in
Authority vested in
Commissioners to
Commissioners
make.
1335,
p
3 p.
Vol.
31,
amended.

hD

istrictofolumbia

make.
aoenlded ' .

'

PrOViA08.
Prfppao.
Federal napprgabl
approval, If
If
affedenra

affecting navigable
navigable wwannecting

ters.
ters.

Park,
Park,
fronts.

etc.,
..
etc.

l

waterw.

font.

June 15,
15, 1934.
June
[H.R.
6675]
(H.R. 66751
(Public,
355.
No. 355.1
[Pblic, No.

ServMail ServRailway Mail
Railway
ice.
Post
office inspectors,
inspectors,
Post office
chief clarks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., auadminister
thorised
thorised to administer
oaths.

964
1.64

Pro-a.m.
Priso.

No fee allowed.

No fee allowed

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
CHS.
II. CHS.
73d

JUNE
JUNE 15, 1934.

likewise
oaths to
for travel
travel or other expenses against the
to accounts
accounts for
likewise oaths
United
compensation or fee shall be demanded
demanded or
or
no compensation
United States, but no
accepted for
administering any such oaths. Chief clerks and
for administering
accepted
assistant chief
chief clerks
clerks in
Railway Mail Service are required,
the Railway
in the
assistant
empowered, and
and authorized,
administer oaths to
when requested, to administer
authorized, when
empowered,
employees on appointment
promotion and to accounts
accounts for travel
travel
appointment or promotion
employees
or other
other expenses
United States with like force and
against the United
expenses against
or
effect
as officers
officers having
for such
no
service no
such service
That for
Provided, That
a seal:
seal: Provided,
having a
effect as
charge
made and
and no
no fee
money paid
such service
service
paid for such
or money
fee or
shall be
be made
charge shall
shall be
paid or
or reimbursed
United States.
by the
the United
reimbursed by
be paid
shall
Approved,
June
15,
1934.
15,
Approved,

[CHAPTER 538.]
15
,193.
Tmue 15,
Tune
15 1934.
[H.R. 7360.]
73 9 .
[Public,No.
359.1
[Publie,No.356.]

537-539.
537-539.

AN ACT
ACT

and
To
establish a
for the
Great Smoky
Mountains National
National Park,
Park, and
Smoky Mountains
the Great
area for
minimum area
a minimum
To establish
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
for

Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
by the
the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it

United States
States of
assembled, That
That an
an area
area of
of
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
Great Smoky Moun- United
of America
Great

iin

of
four hundred
hundred thousand
thousand acres within
within the minimum
minimum boundaries
boundaries of
the Great
Mountains National
acquired one half by
National Park, acquired
Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains
established.
the
itatblisn area
the
peoples and
States of
Tennessee, and the
and Tennessee,
Carolina and
of North
North Carolina
and States
the peoples
Rockefeller
United States,
and one half by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller
States, and
United
Memorial
in memory
of Laura
Laura Spelman
Spelman Rockefeller,
Rockefeller, be, and the
memory of
Memorial in
same is
completed park
park for administration,
as aacompleted
established as
hereby, established
is hereby,
same
much of
protection, and
development by
the United
United States,
of
States, and so much
by the
and development
protection,
Vol. 44,
616), as is inconsistent
the Act of May 22, 1926 (44
vol.
44, p. 616.
(41 Stat. 616),
inconsistent herewith
herewith
repealed.
is hereby
hereby repealed.
Land purchased from
SEc. 2. That all lands purchased from funds heretofore
Landpurchasedfrom
heretofore allocated
allocated
emergency
funds,
mergenoy work funds,
and
order, or
or otherwise,
or which hereotherwise, or
Executive order,
by Executive
n
available by
and made
made available
made
park.
de part of park.
for the acquisition
after
may be
be allocated
allocated and
and made
acquisition of
available for
made available
after may
lands for
conservation or
purposes within
the maximum
within the
or forestation
forestation purposes
lands
for conservation
boundaries of
of the
the Great
Smoky Mountain
Mountain National
authoras authorPark as
National Park
Great Smoky
boundaries
hereby, made
ized
the Act
May 22,
be, and the
same are hereby,
the same
22, 1926,
1926, be,
of May
Act of
ized by
by the
a
part of
the said
said park
park as
acquired for that
that
originally acquired
as if
if originally
as fully
fully as
of the
a part
purpose.
purpose.
Approved, June
June 15, 1934.

tains
National Park.
at
tinsNationalPark.
bsMinimum area for,

539.]
[CHAPTER 539.1
1934.
June 15, 1934.
1H.R. 7759.1
Iltn•
7759 .)

[Public, No.
No. 357.]
[Publice
357.]

AN ACT

To amend the law relating to timber operations
operations on the Menominee Indian
Reservation in
in Wisconsin.
Reservation
Wisconsin.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and Hause
House of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
enacted by
Be
4 of
assemnbled, That section 4
America ien
State s of America
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Unied
ber
operations. "
the Act
approved
March
28, 1908
(35 Stat.L.
51), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
28,
1908
(35
Stat.L.
51),
the
Act
approved
March
operations.
erVol.
35, p. 62, amendauthorize the
of timber,
timber, the
the manufacture
manufacture and sale of lumthe cutting
cutting of
to authorize
markt men- to
edvoair
ed.
Fair market stumpIndian
on the
ber, and
and the
the preservation
preservation of
of the
the forests
the Menominee
Menominee Indian
forests on
spcut ber,
aBgier
ttmarke
age
value
of timber
during
fiscal year
year to
to be
Wisconsin ", be, and is hereby, amended
be Reservation
in the State of Wisconsin
urng fsa
Reservation in
amended
fixed.
by adding
at the
end thereof
thereof the following:
fallowing: ""The Secretary of the
the end
adding at
by
Interior shall
shall at
at the
the end
end of
ascertain and fix the fair
of each
each fiscal year ascertain
Interior
Menominee Indian
indi
Menominee
Reservation,
timWis., timRserveation, Wis.,

green
of the
fully matured
and ripened
to memmeem- market
market stumpage
stumpage value
value of
the fully
matured and
ripened green
timber cut on said reservation
reservation during the fiscal year and shall during
timber
during
the
succeeding fiscal
pay said
said amount
in equal
equal shares to each
amount in
year pay
fiscal year
the succeeding
member of
of the
Menominee Tribe of Indians, living and on the tribal
the Menominee
member
Proviso. atio
rolls, on
last day
day of
of said
year: Provided,
amount
That said amount
Provided, That
fiscal year:
said fiscal
on the
the last
rolls,
Pi
. n
tation cm
year shall not exceed the amount
amotmt.
so
during any fiscal year
distributed during
so distributed
amount.
actually earned
earned from
said reservation
reservation during
on said
operations on
timber operations
from timber
actually
Payment
Payment

bers.
bersh

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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CHS. 539,
JUNE 15, 1934.
540. JUNE
539, 540.
CHS.

965
965

Expenses
proposed
proposed
Expenses
pur- subject
for the purthe
previous fiscal
expenditures proposed for
fiscal year. The expenditures
the previous
to
to review, etc.,
by
tribal
council.
or its bytribalcouncil.
poses specified
herein shall
shall be
to the
council, or
tribal council,
the tribal
submitted to
be submitted
specified herein
poses
authorized business
business committee,
committee, for
advance review and approval."
its advance
for its
authorized
Approved,
June
15,
1934.
1934.
June
Approved,

[CHAPTER 540.]
540.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
provide for
for the
the enrollment
members of the Menominee
Menominee Indian Tribe of the
enrollment of members
To provide
State
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
State of

June 15,
15, 1034.
June
1934.
[H.R. 8541.]
[Public,
358.1
No. 368.]
[Public, No.

[H.R. 8541.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by
Be it
Ilenom
nsiii
i
nee
Indians
Indians
Secretary of Menomiee
That the
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in.
United States
Certified
roll
of
memcertiiedrollofmema certiand directed
of the
the Interior
authorized and
directed to prepare
prepare a
certi- bers
hereby authorized
is hereby
Interior is
of
to be prepared.
berstobeprepared.
the
in
Menominee
the
fied
roll
of
the
members
Menominee
Indian
Tribe
of
fled roll of the members
State of
and from
from time
time to
to time to add names to such
Wisconsin, and
of Wisconsin,
State
roll in
with the
provisions of
this Act, which roll shall
of this
the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
roll
purposes.
all purposes.
constitute the
of members
members of
for all
tribe for
said tribe
of said
roll of
official roll
the official
constitute
Present enrollment to
enactthe
The
names
of
all
persons
on
the
tribal
rolls
on
the
date
of
the
enact- bP,,esebds.mentto
of
date
the
on
rolls
tribal
the
on
persons
all
of
be used as basis.
The names
authorized
roll
the
on
placed
be
ment of
automatically
authorized
shall automatically
Act shall
this Act
of this
ment
to
be prepared
prepared under
under the
the provisions
of this
this Act and shall be used as
provisions of
to be
a
basis for
for the
preparation of said roll by the
and preparation
compilation and
the compilation
a basis
Additional
qualified
Additional qualified
Secretary of
Interior. The
Secretary of the Interior shall, from persons.
The Secretary
the Interior.
of the
Secretary
eros.
persons
time
to
time,
place
on
said
roll
the
names
of
such
additional
such
of
names
the
roll
said
on
time to time, place
as are
are entitled
to the
the privilege
enrollment under the provisions
of enrollment
privilege of
entitled to
as
this Act.
of this
ti
Application
for enenon for
S
EC. 2.
Any person
person whose
name is
is not
not on
Menominee roAPlit"
rollment.
on the roll of the Menominee
whose name
2. Any
SEC.
Indian
Tribe on
the date
the enactment
enactment of this Act may at any
of the
date of
on the
Indian Tribe
time
hereafter apply
apply to
Secretary of
of the Interior to have
the Secretary
to the
time hereafter
his name
name placed
placed thereon.
thereon. Such application shall be in writing,
his
shall contain
such information
Secretary of the Interior may
may
information as the Secretary
contain such
shall
require,
and shall
be subscribed
subscribed and
and sworn
sworn to
to before an official authorshall be
require, and
the
ized
to administer
administer oaths;
oaths; except
under the
in the case of minors under
that in
except that
ized to
age
eighteen years
years and
and in
in the
case of
persons who are mentally
of persons
the case
of eighteen
age of
incompetent,
application may be executed
executed by any member of
such application
incompetent, such
the
Menominee Tribe
of Indians
of such minor or mentally
behalf of
in behalf
Indians in
Tribe of
the Menominee
incompetent person.
person.
incompetent
Certification of list of
Cetificationtl"tof
S
EC. 3.
3. At
the end
of each
each fiscal year, the Secretary of the Inte- applicants.
end of
At the
SEC.
rior shall
of all
persons who
have applied
applied for enrollwho have
all persons
list of
a list
compile a
shall compile
rior
ment
as a
during the past
Menominee Indian Tribe during
the Menominee
of the
member of
a member
ment as
fiscal
year, and
such list
list of applicants
applicants to the general
certify such
shall certify
he shall
and he
fiscal year,
general councouncil
of the
Menominee Indian
requesting said
said general
Tribe requesting
Indian Tribe
the Menominee
council of
report
cil to
to investigate
investigate the
the qualifications
applicants and to report
of such applicants
qualifications of
cil
its findings
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior. The
The Secretary
Secretary of the
of the
the Secretary
to the
findings to
its
Interior shall
shall take
take no
enrollment
for enrollment
application for
any application
on any
action on
no action
Interior
until
after the
expiration of
of one
year from
from the
certified
the certified
date the
the date
one year
the expiration
until after
list
of applicants
was forwarded
forwarded to
council of the
to the general council
applicants was
list of
Menominee Indian
Indian Tribe,
the said
council of the Mengeneral council
said general
unless the
Tribe, unless
Menominee
ominee
Indian
Tribe
shall
have
previously
findings and
its findings
filed
previously
have
shall
Tribe
Indian
ominee
recommendations
thereto with
Secretary of the
with the Secretary
reference thereto
with reference
recommendations with
Interior.
Interior.
Eligibility to enrollEligibility to enollSw.
4. No
person whose
whose name
the tribal roll ment.
on the
appear on
not appear
does not
name does
No person
SEa. 4.
t.
of
of the
the enactment
of this
enactment of
date of
the date
on the
Tribe on
Indian Tribe
Menominee Indian
the Menominee
of the
Act
shall hereafter
hereafter be
eligible to
to enrollment
he possesses
possesses at
unless he
enrollment unless
be eligible
Act shall
least
one fourth
fourth of
Menominee Indian
Indian blood,
blood, and any person possessof Menominee
least one
ing
fourth or
more of
of Menominee
Menominee Indian
Indian blood who has been
or more
one fourth
ing one
or
may be
the time of such birth, upon
at the
residing, at
parents residing,
of parents
born of
be born
or may
the Menominee
Menominee Reservation,
at least
whom is an enrolled
enrolled Adopted member.
least one of whom
Reservation, at
the
member
of the
Menominee Tribe,
or who
may be
be adopted
adopted Adopted mbnr.
or may
been or
has been
who has
Tribe, or
the Menominee
member of
by
the
Menominee
Tribe,
shall
be
entitled
to
have
his
name
placed
placed
name
his
have
to
entitled
be
shall
Tribe,
by the Menominee
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on the
the tribal
tribal roll
roll by
the Secretary
manner
of the Interior in the manner
Secretary of
by the
on
provided for in
privileges of
in this Act and shall be entitled to all the privileges
provided

Proviso.

Proviso.

Persons excluded.
Personsexluded.

membership in
in said
no person
person who
who participarticiThat no
Provided, That
tribe: Provided,
said tribe:
membership

pated in
in the
the so-called
"Half Breed
Breed Payment
1849"
" shall, for the
of 1849
Payment of
so-called "Half
pated
purposes
of
enrollment
as
a
member
of
the
tribe,
considered as
considered
be
tribe,
the
of
member
a
as
enrollment
purposes of
possessing
any Menominee
Indian blood,
claiming to
person claiming
no person
and no
blood, and
Menominee Indian
possessing any
possess
one
fourth
or
more
of
Menominee
Indian
shall hereblood
Indian
Menominee
of
possess one fourth or more
after be
placed on
the tribal roll unless he can establish the fact
on the
be placed
after
that
he possesses
required one
fourth or
Menominee
or more of Menominee
one fourth
the required
possesses the
that he
Indian
blood as
as a
descendant of
possessing
persons possessing
or persons
person or
a person
of a
a descendant
Indian blood
Menominee Indian blood other than those persons who participated
participated
Menominee
in
"Half Breed Payment of 1849."
so-called "Half
the so-called
in the
Back annuities or per
SEC. 5.
5. No
No person
person whose
whose name
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be placed
on the
the roll
placed on
name shall
capita
payments de-SEC.
capita payments
annuinied.
of the Menominee
Menominee Indian Tribe shall be entitled to any back anninnied.
ties
or
per
capita
payments
made
to
the
members
of
the
tribe
out of
tribe
the
ties or per capita payments made to the members of
said
tribal
funds
which
were
authorized
to
to
members
of
the
to
paid
be
to
authorized
were
which
funds
tribal
tribe before
before such
person's name
been placed
placed upon such
have been
shall have
name shall
such person's
tribe
roll.
Appeal
of enrollment
a member
application for enrollment as a
SEC. 6. Any person whose application
member
SE.
Appealofenrollment
decision.
the
of
the
Menominee
Indian
is
Secretary
of the
Secretary
the
by
denied
is
Tribe
Indian
Menominee
the
of
Court
Interior
have the right of appeal to the Federal District Court
shall have
Interior shall
for the
the Eastern
District of
at any time within two years
Wisconsin at
of Wisconsin
Eastern District
for
after the
the denial
of such
application by
Secretary of the
by the said Secretary
such application
denial of
after
Interior, and
and the
the general
general council
Menominee Indian Tribe
council of the Menominee
Interior,
shall have
have the
right to
to said court from any order or deciappeal to
to appeal
the right
shall
sion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior granting
any such application
granting any
of the
sion
time
or
placing the
the name
applicant on the tribal roll, at any time
name of any applicant
or placing
within
two
years after
after such
such order
order or
decision of the Secretary
Secretary of the
or decision
two years
within
Notice and
Notice of such appeal and of the hearing thereof shall be
hearing Interior.
Notice and hearing
thereon.
given to
to the Secretary of the Interior, the applicant and the general
general
given
council of
of the
the Menominee
Menominee Indian
Indian Tribe, in such manner as the court,
council
Proviso.
Failure to approve
approve
deemed adenial.

rire
deemeda denial.
Court

to

consider

consider
to other
court and
affidavits
evidence presented.
dencepresented.

judgment

Judgment concluconclu-

sive.
sive.

by order,
direct: Provided,
That failure
failure on
the part of the
on the
Provided, That
shall direct:
order, shall
by

Secretary
within
the Interior to approve or deny any application, within
Secretary of the
two years
after the
the same
has been
been filed
filed with
with him, shall, for the pursame has
years after
two
poses of
of this
section, be
be deemed
deemed a
a denial
denial of such
application. Said
such application.
this section,
poses
district
court shall
consider all
all affidavits
Secretary
on file with the Secretary
affidavits on
shall consider
district court

application and shall
of the Interior with reference to the particular application
also
consider such
presented in the
evidence as may be presented
additional evidence
such additional
also consider
form
of affidavits
affidavits or
otherwise by
by any
any of the
the parties in interest and
or otherwise
form of
shall hear
hear such
in open
as either party may present,
open court as
witnesses in
such witnesses
shall
and
the conclusion
conclusion thereof
thereof the
the court shall either affirm or deny the
at the
and at
right of
of said
said applicant
enrollment as a
Menominee
a member of the Menominee
applicant to enrollment
right
event
Indian Tribe,
judgment shall be conclusive. In the event
which judgment
Tribe, which
Indian
decides that the applicant is entitled to enrollment,
the court
court decides
the

the court
shall order the Secretary of the Interior to place the
court shall
the
said
applicant's name on the tribal roll as of the date upon which said
applicant's
application
application was denied by the Secretary of the Interior.
the
Conflicting
tribal eus SEo.
S
EG. 7. The provisions
provisions of this Act shall be applicable
applicable to the
conflictingtribalcugtom or act of Congress

repealed.
reealed.

cn

enrollment
Menominee Indian Tribe of the State
enrollment of members of the Menominee
notwithstanding any conflicting tribal custom of said
said
of Wisconsin notwithstanding
tribe, and any Act or Acts of Congress in conflict with the provisions
repealed insofar as same relates to the
are hereby repealed
of this Act are
sions of
Menominee Indians.
Approved, June 15, 1934.
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ANACT

To
authorize the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia to sell the old
the Commissioners
To authorize
of
Tenley
duly authorized
representative of Saint Ann's Church of
authorized representative
the duly
to the
School to
Tenley School
the
District of Columbia.
the District
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June 15,
15, 1934.
[H.R. 9184.]
[Public,
359.]
[Public, No. 369.]

[H.R. 914.]

stict of olumbia.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Be it
District of Columbia.
Corn- saleiofTenleyhool
the ComUnited States
of America
America in
That the
assembled, That
Sale of Tenley School
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United
Building authorized.
are hereby,
District of Columbia be, and they
missioners of
of the
they are
hereby, Buildingauthorized.
the District
missioners

authorized to
and convey
convey to
constituted representative
the duly constituted
to the
sell and
to sell
authorized
and
of Saint
Saint Ann's
Catholic Church, of the District of
of
Roman Catholic
Ann's Roman
agent of
and agent
Columbia,
at or
or near
near the
the Corner
Wisconsin Avenue and
and
Corner of Wisconsin
located at
Columbia, located
Yuma
Street northwest,
northwest, the
the following
following described
described real estate: The old
Yuma Street
Tenley School
and original
35/130
site, known as parcels 35/130
original site,
Building, and
School Building,
Tenley
eight hundred and
and
131,
parcel
130
containing
two
thousand
two
containing
and 131, parcel 130
and
eighty square
feet, and parcel 131 containing forty-two thousand and
square feet,
eighty
hundred
nine
thirty-six
square
feet,
or
a
total
of
forty-four
thousand
hundred
thousand
forty-four
of
total
a
or
feet,
square
thirty-six
and sixteen
feet, being
the same
land and
leased
premises now leased
and premises
same land
being the
square feet,
sixteen square
and
to
the pastor
Saint Ann's
by a
acertain
certain lease signed by the
Church by
Ann's Church
of Saint
pastor of
to the
Commissioners
District of
Columbia, dated
dated October
October 16, 1933,
of Columbia,
the District
of the
Commissioners of
and now
now included
in parcel
parcel 35/260.
35/260.
included in
and
Approved,
15, 1934.
June 15,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 542.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To change
name of
the retail
liquor dealers'
dealers' stamp
stamp tax in the case of retail
retail liquor
of the
the name
change the
To
drug stores or pharmacies.

June 15, 1934.
[H.R.
3768.]
[H.R. 3768.1
[Public,
360.]
[Public, No. 360.1

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the Internal Revenue.
enacted by
Be it
Revenue.
Retail
dealers'
Retail liquor dealers'
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the first para- stamp
in Congress
United States
tax designated
Revised "medicinal
graph
subdivision "Fourth"
of section 3244 of the Revised
spirits
"medicinal 4pints
"Fourth' of
of subdivision
graph of
tax" in case of
tax"
Statutes, as
as amended
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 26,
26, sec.
205 (a)),
(a)), is
is amended
amended stamp
sec. 205
pharmacists.
Statutes,
pharmacists.
R.S.,
sec.3244.
follows:
sec.3244. p. 623.
by adding
end thereof
sentence to read as follows:
new sentence
a new
thereof a
the end
at the
adding at
by
U.S.C.,
741.
p.741.
C., p.
U.S.
of
case
"
The
tax
required
to
be
paid
by
this
paragraph
shall,
in
shall,
paragraph
this
by
paid
be
to
"The tax required
a
a
retail
drug
store
or
pharmacy
making
sales
of
liquors
a
through
liquors
of
a retail drug store or pharmacy making sales
duly
pharmacist, be
be designated
designated as
as a
a'medicinal
'medicinal spirits stamp
licensed pharmacist,
duly licensed
tax.'"
tax.'"
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1934.
[CHAPTER
543.]
[CHAPTER 543.1

R 5]

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT

June
15. 1934.
1O34.
June 1i,
3.]
IS.J.Res.
S.J.Res. 931
32.
[Pub.
es., No. 321
Pub. Res.,
United
States
Terri.
united States Terri
tonal Expansion Memorial Commission.

to
Authorizing
Memorial Commission
Commission to
Federal Memorial
of aa Federal
creation of
the creation
Authorizing the
consider
and formulate
formulate plans
plans for
construction, on the western moriaCommission.
the construction,
for the
consider and
bank
the Mississippi
River, at
or near
near the site of old Saint
at or
Mississippi River,
of the
bank of
Louis, Missouri,
memorial to
who made
men who
the men
to the
permanent memorial
of aa permanent
Missouri, of
Louis,
possible
the territorial
territorial expansion
particularly
expansion of the United States, particularly
possible the
President
Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson and
and his
his aids,
Monroe,
Livingston and Monroe,
aids, Livingston
President Thomas
who
negotiated
the
Louisiana
Purchase,
and
to
the great explorers,
to the
and
Purchase,
Louisiana
the
who negotiated
Lewis
and Clark,
Clark, and
and the
the hardy
hunters, trappers,
trappers, frontiersmen,
hardy hunters,
Lewis and
and
pioneers
and
others
who
contributed
to
the territorial
territorial expanthe
to
contributed
who
others
and
and pioneers
sion
and development
the United
United States
States of
America.
of America.
of the
development of
sion and
Whereas
as President
of the
the United
United States,
President of
Jefferson, as
Thomas Jefferson,
Whereas Thomas
insured, through
through the
Louisiana Purchase
Purchase and
Lewis and
and Clark
the Lewis
and the
the Louisiana
insured,
Expedition, the
expansion of
of our
domain to the Pacific
national domain
our national
the expansion
Expedition,
Ocean; and
and
Ocean;
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Whereas the
the early
exploration and
and occupancy
occupancy of
vast territorial
territorial
of these
these vast
early exploration
Whereas
additions
of diversified
diversified climate
and great
riches, down
down the
Ohio
the Ohio
great riches,
climate and
additions of
and
up
the
Mississippi
and
Missouri
Rivers
and
over
the
Santa
Fe
Santa Fe
the
over
and
and up the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
Trail and
the Oregon
Oregon Trail
the Pacific,
Pacific, stirred
stirred and
and broadened
broadened
to the
Trail to
and the
Trail
the Nation
to a
a vision
vision of
our safety
from
encroachment from
against encroachment
safety against
of our
Nation to
the
without and
and of
our economic
independence from
from within,
within, that
that would
would
economic independence
of our
without
come
out of
the national
national boundary
by the
annexathe annexaboundary by
of the
rounding out
a rounding
with a
come with
tion
and the
of California;
California; and
and
acquisition of
the acquisition
Texas and
of Texas
tion of
Whereas
the national
national expansion
of our
our country
from its
its
westward from
country westward
expansion of
Whereas the
original confines
along the
the eastern
seaboard to
include a.
a continental
continental
to include
eastern seaboard
confines along
original
empire
from the
the Atlantic
is due
due in
in large
large
Pacific is
the Pacific
to the
Atlantic to
stretching from
empire stretching
part
to
the
vision
and
genius
of
Thomas
Jefferson
and
the
other
other
the
and
Jefferson
Thomas
of
genius
and
vision
the
part to
patriotic
who worked
to the
the same
same end;
end; and
and
worked to
citizens who
patriotic citizens
Whereas
there
exists
no
adequate
permanent
national memorial
to
memorial to
national
permanent
adequate
Whereas there exists no
Thomas
Jefferson, the
the Louisiana
Purchase, the Lewis and Clark
Louisiana Purchase,
Thomas Jefferson,
Expedition, or
or the
the other
other important
important movements
and achievements
achievements
movements and
Expedition,
connected therewith
the Mississippi
Mississippi Valley
Valley or
or elsewhere
elsewhere in the
in the
therewith in
connected
United
and
States; and
United States;
Whereas the
American people
feel a
a deep
deep debt
gratitude to
to
of gratitude
debt of
people feel
the American
Whereas
Thomas Jefferson
and all
contributed to the territorial
who contributed
those who
all those
Jefferson and
Thomas
expansion of
of our
Nation: Now,
therefore, be it
it
Now, therefore,
our Nation:
expansion
Resolved by
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
United
States of
That there is
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Establishment, title, hereby established acommission, to
be known as the "United States
Establishment, title, hereby established a commission, to be known as the " United States
purpose.
Territorial Expansion
Expansion Memorial
(hereinafter desigCommission" (hereinafter
Memorial Commission"
Territorial
purpose.
nated
as the
the "United
"United States
States Commission"),
for the
of
purpose of
the purpose
Commission"), for
nated as
a
considerinc, and
and formulating
plans for
for designing
designing and
and constructing
constructing a
formulating plans
considering
permanent memorial
memorial on
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Saint Louis, Misat Saint
River, at
on the
permanent
commissioners as
fifteen commissioners
Composition of ConCora- souri,
composed of fifteen
as
Commission to be composed
said Commission
souri, said
Compositionof
follows: Three
mission.
Three persons to be appointed
appointed by the President of the
Senate, three
United States,
States, three
Senators by
the President
President of
the Senate,
of the
by the
three Senators
United
of the
Members of
of the
House of
Speaker of
the Speaker
by the
Representatives by
of Representatives
the House
Members
House
six members
Jefferson National
National
the Jefferson
of the
members of
and six
Representatives, and
of Representatives,
House of
Expansion Memorial
selected by such association.
association.
to be selected
Association to
Memorial Association
Expansion
SEC.
donaAcceptance of
Acceptance
of donaS
EC. 2. The United States Commission
Commission may in its discretion
discretion accept
accept
tions, etc.
from any
money .or property to be used for
or private, money
source, public
public or
any source,
from
tions, etc.
the
making surveys
and investigations,
investigations, formulating,
preformulating, presurveys and
of making
purlpose of
the purpose
paring,
estimates for the improvemlent,
improvement,
plans and estimates
considering plans
and considering
paring, and
construction, or
or to be
incurred.
be incurred.
incurred, or
expenses incurred,
other expenses
or other
construction,
No
Federal liability.
shall not be held liable for any obligaUnited States
3. The
The United
SEC.
liability.
SEC. 3.
States shall
No Federal
tion or
incurred by
by the United
Commission, the
United States Commission,
indebtedness incurred
tion
or indebtedness
State of
Missouri, the
the Jefferson
Expansion Memorial
Memorial AssoJefferson National Expansion
of Missouri,
State
Missouri, or any other agency or
ciation, the
or
Saint Louis, Missouri,
of Saint
the city
city of
ciation,
officer,
them, or any of them, for any purpose.
agent of them,
employee or agent
officer, employee
Approved,
June 15, 1934.
Approved, June
mission.

[CHAPTER
545.1
[CHAPTER 545.]
1934.
16, 1934.
June 16,
[S.
2347.]
[I. 7347.]

[Public,
3613
[Public, No.
No. 361.]

AN ACT
To amend
Corporation Act, approved
approved June 3, 1924, as
Waterways Corporation
Inland Waterways
To
amend the Inland

amended.
amended.

the
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted

subdivision
Inland
Waterways United
assembled, That subdivision
Waterways
Congress assembled,
Inland
States of America in Congress
United States
Corporation
Corporation Act
(e) of
of section
(e)
section 3
3 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to create the Inland
Inland
amended.
amended.
Common carrier serv- Waterways
Common
Waterways Corporation
Corporation for the purpose
purpose of carrying out the manice
provisions
e
x
e
xice
provisions
date
of Congress
in sections 201 and 500
500
expressed in
Congress as expressed
purpose of
date and
and purpose
isions e
tendeo
tended.
980.
p.98
1
3.
Vol. 45, p.
purposes",
of the Transportation
Transportation Act, and for other purposes
", approved
approved
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June 3,
3,1924,
as amended,
amended, is
amended by striking out after the word
is amended
1924, as
June
"
Warrior ""the words ""River
River or the Mississippi
Mississippi River " and insert"Warrior
ing
in lieu
lieu thereof
comma and
the words "
Mississippi, Columbia,
Columbia,
"Mississippi,
and the
thereof aacomma
ing in
or
Snake Rivers,".
Rivers,".
or Snake
Approved, June
1934.
June 16, 1934.
Approved,
"2

supp. VII,
U.S.C., Supp.
VII
1019.

,

P.

[CHAPTER
546.]
[CHAPTER 546.]

AN ACT
amend section 12B of the Federal Reserve
Reserve Act so as to extend for one year
To amend
the temporary
plan for
for deposit
insurance, and for other purposes.
deposit insurance,
temporary plan
the

June 18,
June
16, 1934.
1934.
[S. 3025.1

Is. 3025.]

382.1
[Public, No. 362.1

the
Be
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it

assembled, That section 12B
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assiennbled,
United

amendmeneAt.
ird
er
mal
anileserve Act '

Federal deposit
of
Act is
is amendedamended—
Reserve Act
Federal Reserve
of the
the Federal
(1)
out "
July 1,
1934" wherever
it appears
Federalextensions.
deposit insurance;extensions.
sub- surance;
in subappears in
wherever it
1, 1934"
"July
By striking out
(1) Bystriking
Ante, pp. 168, 172, 179.
sections (e),
and inserting
thereof "July
"Ju ly 1,
1 Subsption
rin lieu
lieu thereof
inserting in
(y), and
(1), and
and (y),
sections
(e), (1),
Subscriptions; insur1935";
ance ofdeposits.
deposits.
ane
";
1935
s
(2)
striking out
out "June
"June 15,
where it
in the
b Certified statements
staemen
the last bCertifed
appears in
it appears
1934" where
15, 1934"
By striking
(2) By
p.17
Ante,
inserting
and
(y)
subsection
of
sentence
of
the
third
paragraph
of
subsection
(y)
inserting
"Anie
;
pTr
ers.
paragraph
third
of
the
sentence
";;
in
"October 1,
1, 1934
1934 '
thereof "October
in lieu
lieu thereof
(3)
By striking
striking out
m
s, if before
Fund
ctoses
member
June 30,
where it
it appears
firstLiabiliti
ember closes
the first
appears in the
1934""where
30, 1934
"June
out "
(3) By
Jun e
301935
inserting June
of subsection
sentence
the fifth
fifth paragraph
paragraph of
subsection (y),
(y), and inserting
3% 1935.
of the
sentence of
insuran
Deposit insurance.
"June
in lieu thereof
thereof "
June 30, 1935 ";
Deposit
Provisions extended.
of Provisions
paragraph of
(4) By
By amending
amending the
the second
of the
the fifth
fifth paragraph
sentence of
second sentence
(4)
1
p. 180.
subsection
two sentences
reading as
follows: "
The Ante,
Ante, p.
" The
as follows:
sentences reading
comprise two
to comprise
(y) to
subsection (y)
provisions
subsection (1) relating
relating to State member banks
such subsection
of such
provisions of
shall be
be extended
extended for
purposes of this subsection
subsection to members
members of
for the purposes
shall
Federal Reserve
the Fund
members of
of the
Reserve System,
System imAppointment
rrt
A
_pftet8.as
menretcofe
)feiCorC
v
o
err-;
the Federal
not members
are not
which are
Fund which
the
receover;
pation
and the
the provisions
of such
relating to
appointment r
the appointment
to the
(1) relating
subsection (1)
such subsection
provisions of
and
of the
Corporation as
as receiver
receiver shall
shall be
members of
applicable to all members
be applicable
the Corporation
of
the Fund.
subsection shall apply only to
provisions of this subsection
The provisions
Fund. The
the
deposits of
of the
the Fund
Fund which
made available
have been made
which have
members of
of members
deposits
since March
March 10,
withdrawal in
in the usual course of the
for withdrawal
1933, for
10, 1933,
since
banking business."
Regulating exerciseof
exercise of
business.";;
banking
ht to
right
nonmember'ss rright
(5)
to the
sixth paragraph
to
ithdm
the ri=erarawb.eg'
(y) the
subsection (y)
of subsection
paragraph of
the sixth
adding to
By adding
(5) By
p. 180.
following: "The
"The Corporation
Corporation shall
shall prescribe
by regulations
the Ant,
Ante, p.
regulations tlhe
prescribe by
following:
manner of
exercise of
of the
the right
right of
of nonmember
nonmember banks to withdraw
of exercise
manner
from
membership in
fund on
bank
July 1, 1934, except that no bank
on July
the fund
in the
from membership
shall
permitted to
unless ten
thereto it
it has
has
prior thereto
days prior
ten days
withdraw unless
to withdraw
be permitted
shall be
given written
to the
Corporation of
its election
to do.
Refunds.
do. Iehunds.
so to
election so
of its
the Corporation
notice to
written notice
given
Banks which
which withdraw
from the
the Fund
Fund on July 1, 1934, shall be
withdraw from
Banks
entitled to
to aa refund
refund of
proportionate share
share of
of any estimated
their proportionate
of their
entitled
balance in
on the
the same
same basis
basis as
the Fund
terminated
Fund had terminated
if the
as if
Fund on
the Fund
in the
balance
1934.";
on July
July 1,
1, 1934.";
(6)
By adding
to the
the end
end of
of the
the fourth
fourth paragraph
paragraph of
subsection
of subsection
adding to
(6) By
of depostt
Amount of
(y)
following new
paragraphs:
Amount
deposit
eligibleneigie
foror indeos
insurance
new paragraphs:
the following
(y) the
On
and after
after July
eligible for
for insurance
increased.
insurance increased.
amount eligible
the amount
1, 1934,
1934, the
July 1,
On and
under this
for the
of the
1934 certified
certified At,
Ante, p.
11 '179.
179
1, 1934
October 1,
the October
purposes of
the purposes
subsection for
this subsection
under
statement, any
any entrance
entrance assessment,
if levied,
the additional
additional
levied, the
and, if
assessment, and,
statement,
assessment,
shall be
be the
the amounts
amounts not
not in
in excess
excess of
of $5,000
of the
the
$5,000 of
assessment, shall
deposits of
of each
each depositor.
depositor.
saving
deposits
Each mutual
savings bank,
it becomes
to the
banks
mutual
.
savings
g
sain
the ba
subject to
becomes subject
unless it
bank, unless
mutual savings
"Each
provisions
in the
manner hereinafter
hereinafter
the manner
paragraph in
preceding paragraph
of the
the preceding
provisions of
provided,
shall be
excepted from
the operation
preceding
the preceding
of the
operation of
from the
be excepted
provided, shall
paragraph
and for
for each
such bank
which is
is so
so excepted
the amount
amount
excepted the
bank which
each such
paragraph and
eligible
under this
subsection for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
the
of the
this subsection
insurance under
for insurance
eligible for
October 1,
statement, any
entrance assessment,
assessment, and,
and,
any entrance
certified statement,
1934 certified
1, 1934
October
if levied,
levied, the
the additional
the amounts
amounts not
not in
in ex
ceeding
not
now
aud d
aetai,
be the
shall be
assessment, shall
additional assessment,
if
excess
of $2,500
for the
the deposits
deposits of
of each
each depositor.
depositor. In
In the
event
the event
$2,500 for
excess of
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any
savings bank
closed on
on account
inability to
be closed
account of inability
bank shall
shall be
any mutual
mutual savings
liabilities the Corporation
Corporation shall pay not more than
meet its deposit
deposit liabilities
$2,500
on account
account of
of the
claim of
of any
any owner
owner of
of deposits
$2,500 on
the net
net approved
approved claim
deposits
Proviao.
Election
however, That
That should
any mutual
mutual savings
Election to insure in such bank:
bank: Provided,
Provided, however,
should any
savings
deposits on same basis
deposits
samebasis
as other on
fund
mem- bank make manifest
manifest to the Corporation
Corporation its election to be subject
subject
bers.
hers ,
preceding paragraph
paragraph the Corporation
to the provisions of the preceding
Corporation may,
discretion of the board of directors,
directors, permit
in the discretion
permit such bank
bank to
become so subject and the insurance of
continue on
on
of its deposits to continue
the same basis and to the same extent as that of
of fund
fund members
members
Payments
clayments
closes.

if
i

bank
bank

"Fund for Mutuals."
Establishment.

Establishment.

other than
mutual savings
banks.
other
than mutual
savings banks.
"" The
The Corporation,
Corporation, in
in the
the board
board of
of directors,
directors, may
may
the discretion
discretion of
of the

benefit of mutual savings banks an
open on its books solely for the benefit
additional Temporary
Federal Deposit
Insurance Fund
(hereinafter
Temporary Federal
Deposit Insurance
Fund (hereinafter
When
to
'Fund For Mutuals')
opened, shall
become referred to as the 'Fund
Mutuals') which, if opened,
shall
operative,
become
operative on or after July 1, 1934, but
operative,
become operative
prior to August
August 1,
1,
but prior
1934,
shall continue
continue to
to July
July 1,
1, 1935.
If the
the Fund
Fund For
For Mutuals
Mutuals
1935. If
Membership.
1934, and
and shall
Membership.
mutual savings bank
bank
is opened on the books of the
the Corporation,
Corporation, each
each mutual
Fund members
members exis or
or becomes
becomes entitled
benefits of
insurance during
during the
the
Fund
which is
ex- which
entitled to
to the
the benefits
of insurance
eluded,
period
of
its
operation
shall
be
a
member
thereof
and
shall
not
be
not
be
and
shall
thereof
a
member
shall
be
operation
of
its
incudperiod
UAssessments
Assessments, includingpayments.
aa Fund member. All
ing
payments.
All assessments
assessments on each mutual
mutual savings
savings bank,
bank,
including payments heretofore
Corporation less
heretofore made to the Corporation
less an
an
equitable deduction
deduction for liabilities and expenses of the Fund incurred
incurred
prior
to the
of the
the Fund
Fund For
For Mutuals,
Mutuals, if
if opened,
opened, shall
shall be
be
prior to
the opening
opening of
Provisions applicable transferred
or
paid, as
the
case may
may be,
be, to
to the
Fund For
For Mutuals.
Mutuals.
Provisionsapplicable
transferred
or
paid,
as
the
case
the
Fund
t.
to .
All provisions
provisions of this section applicable to the Fund and not incon'neon'sistent
sistent with this paragraph
paragraph shall be applicable to the Fund
Fund For
For
Mutuals if opened, except
except that as to
to any period the two are in
in
operation
operation the Fund shall not be subject to the liabilities of the Fund
.For Mutuals and the Fund For Mutuals
Mutuals shall not be
be subject to
to the
liabilities of
of the
the Fund.
mutual savings
savings bank
bank admitted
admitted to
to the
the
LiabilitiesofFundto
Fund. Each
Each mutual
Liabilities
of Fund to liabilities
beequallyshared.
Fund shall bear its equitable
be
equally shared.
equitable share
share of the liabilities of the Fund for
for
member thereof, including
operation
the period it
it is a
a member
including expenses of operation
and
allowing for anticipated
recoveries.";
and allowing
anticipated recoveries.";
Amount
(7)
Bystriking
derosits
period
at
the
;
Amount of
of deposits
(7) By
striking out the period
atthe
the
the first
first sentence
sentence of
of
eligible
u
()
y
striing
period
outat
the end
end of
of the
for insurance
Ju
increased, after
paragraph of
subsection (y)
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
increased,
ter June
ne the
the
fifth
paragraph
of
subsection
(y) and
30, 1931.
Ante, p.u,
a
if the
member closed
closed on
on or
or before
before
3-1nte,
p. 17.
a comma and
and the
following: "if
the following:
the member
June 30, 1934, and not more than $5,000
closed on or after
after
$5,000 if
if closed
insurance
1, 1934.";
surnee of deposits,
deposits, July 1,
1934.";
noeirbatks,
(8) By (a)
nonmember
banks.
(8)
(a) striking out "July
"July 1, 1936
sentence of
of
1986" in
in. the first sentence
Subscription foa
for class subsection (1) and inserting in lien thereof
1,
1987",
(b)
.1 Subeiption
stock, State
in li eu te
thereof
" tJuly
1 1937
stoeck,
A
State bank
bank su bsection (1) and inserting
e
of "JTly
uly 1,
19'u "(b
,
Fund.
member
of Fund.
striking out the words ""July 11, 1986
paragraph of
1936"" in the seventh
seventh paragraph
Ante, pp. 172, 180.
A7t, pp.
' ' subsection (y) and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "July 1, 1937 "", and (c)
(c)
adding after the seventh paragraph
paragraph of subsection
following
subsection (y) the following
paragraph:
new paragraph:
Benefits
to
State
banks
Fundsttere
ter" Until July 1,
1937, any
obt ai
n the
the benefits
benefit s of
ofthis
thi s
any State
State bank may
may obtain
1, 1937,
banets after ato
minated.
minated.
section on and after the date the Fund is
i
s terminated
t
erm i
nat
edupon the
th e con
diconditions with regard
regard to examination,
examination, certification,
certification, and approval
approval governing the admission of State
State banks
banks to the Fund and upon purchasing
purchasing
such class A stock or making such a
a deposit as is prescribed
prescribed in the
preceding paragraph
preceding
paragraph for former fund members.";
members.";
(9)
(9) By adding at the end of the first paragraph
paragraph of subsection
subsection (v)
Insurance
of deposits, the
the following
new paragraph:
following new
,surancofdepots,
paragraph:
sign to be displayed.
sign
displayed.
Anter,
421te p.
p. 18.
178.
" Every insured
insured bank shall di
splay a
eac h p
l
ace of
ofb
us i
ness mainm
display
atteach
place
business
i
maintained
tamed by ittaasign or signs to the effect that its deposits are insured
Deposit Insurance
by the Federal
Federal leposit
Insurance Corporation. The Corporation
Corporation
shay
by regulation
f
orm of
ofsuch
such sign
si
gn and
an d the
the manner
manner
Regulations.
Regulations.
shall prescribe
prescribe by
regulation th
thee form
of its display. Such regulation may impose
impose a
amaximum
maximum penalty of
of
$100 for each day an insured bank continues to violate any lawful
lawful
provisions of said regulation.";
regulation."; and
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Membership of Fund
MnembershipofFod
(10)
first sentence
sentence of the
the second paragraph of extended
the first
amending the
By amending
(10) By
to Territories,
immediately eetc.
subsection (y)
parentheses and immediately
the parentheses
within the
inserting within
by inserting
(y) by
subsection
tc.
Ante, p. 179.
words ""and the
the words
after the
of Columbia"
the Terri- Ate, p. 179.
Columbia ' the
District of
words ""District
the words
after
tories of
Hawaii and
Alaska ".
and Alaska
of Hawaii
tories
Ante, p. 164.
64.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The first
paragraph of
of section
section 9
9 of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Ante.p.
of the
first paragraph
SEX.
0 Supp. V
sUPP. VII,
Act,
as amended
(U.S.C., title
title 12,
sec. 321),
321), is amended
amended by adding p.1 9
12, sec.
amended (U.S.C.,
Act, as

sentence to read as follows:
new sentence
after the
the second
a new
follows:
thereof a
sentence thereof
second sentence
after

Membership
tate
o State
Membership of
banks.
banks.

"cap"Capital and "cp"For
the purposes
purposes of membership
membership of any such bank the terms
terms ital"Capital"
"For the
stock" construed.
and ' capital
capital stock'
include the amount of outstanding
outstanding tal stck construed.
shall include
stock ' shall
' capital'
capital' and
capital
debentures legally
legally issued by the applying
applying bank
and debentures
notes and
capital notes
Reconstruction
and
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation.
Corporation."
the Reconstruction
by the
purchased by
and purchased
Reconstruction
Corporation
Corporation Act, as Finance
S
EC. 3.
3. (a)
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Finance
Corporation
The Reconstruction
(a) The
SEc.
Act.
U.8...
amended,
thereof the
the followfollow- Act.
before section 66thereof
adding before
amended by adding
is amended
amended, is
Vol. 4
47, p
P. 8.
5: U.S.C..
Supp.
153.
VII p. 153.
Supp. VII,
section:
new section:
ing new
Banks closed during
to Banks
empowered to
"SBo.
SECI. 5e.
5e. (a)
(a) The
The Corporation
Corporation is
is authorized
authorized and
and empowered
1930-33.
orpurchase
bank, savings
of any
make
loans upon
upon or
or purchase
the assets
assets of
any bank,
savings bank,
bank, Loans
purchase the
Loans to,
to, or
purchase
make loans
of assets of,
authorized.
ofauthoried.
December 31,
or trust
trust company,
company, which
which has
has been
been closed
closed on
on or
or after
after December
31, ofassets
or
1929,
to January
January 1,
1, 1934,
which have
have not
not
1934, and the affairs of which
prior to
and prior
1929, and
been
fully liquidated
liquidated or
conditions
and conditions
such terms and
upon such
up, upon
wound up,
or wound
been fully
Loans on
on assets
assets held
held
may by
as
by regulations
regulations prescribe.
prescribe. If
If in
in connection
connection forLons
Corporation may
the Corporation
as the
of deweddepostbenefit of
itors.
with the
reorganization, stabilization,
stabilization, or liquidation of any such itors.
the reorganization,
with
bank, assets
assets have
have been
or are
otherwise held for the benefit
are otherwise
trusteed or
been trusteed
bank,
of depositors
or depositors
and others,
others, the authority, subject to regudepositors and
depositors or
of
extended for
lations, as
as provided
provided in
preceding sentence shall be extended
the preceding
in the
lations,
the purpose
purpose of
purchase or make
Corporation to purchase
the Corporation
authorizing the
of authorizing
the
ned,whloans
on such
such assets
held for
the benefit
of such
depositors or
or deposideposi- Bak
such depositors
benefit of
for the
assets held
loans on
Bank reopened, within
to any such insti- out
tors and
This authority
shall also
also extend
extend to
out paying
paying deposits in
authority shall
others. This
and others.
tors
full
tution that
has reopened
reopened without
without payment
deposits in full. In full.
of deposits
payment of
that has
tution
Appraisal of assets.
making
any purchase
or loan
loan on
on the
the assets
assets of
of any
closed bank,
bank, Appraisalofassets.
any closed
of or
purchase of
making any
the
Corporation shall
shall appraise
appraise such
such assets
anticipation of an
in anticipation
assets in
the Corporation
orderly
basis
rather than on the basis
of years, rather
period of
a period
over a
liquidation over
orderly liquidation
depression. This
of forced
forced selling
selling values
in aa period
business depression.
period of business
values in
of
Authority extended
extended
the character
of the
assets of
authority shall
extend to
to assets
character made
made eligible
eligible toAuthority
also extend
shall also
authority
other eligible assets.
whether the
by this
section as
security for loans without regard
regard to whether
as security
this section
by
Corporation has
has heretofore
heretofore made
made loans
loans thereon.
thereon.
Corporation
Obligations of Fed"(b) The
The Corporation
Corporation shall
such debentures
debentures Oblgatlons
of Fedvalue such
par value
at par
purchase at
shall purchase
"(b)
eral Deposit
Corporation.ns
or
other
obligations
of
the
Federal
Deposit
Insurance
Corporation
Corporation
Insurance
Deposit
Federal
the
of
or other obligations
Purchase of, when
of, when
Putrchae
12B additional
as
are authorized
authorized to
be issued
under subsection
subsection (o)
section 1211
(o) of section
issued under
to be
rmadditional
funds
reas are
quired.
of
the Federal
request of the board
board of qulred.
upon request
amended, upon
as amended,
Act, as
Reserve Act,
Federal Reserve
of the
directors
of the
Insurance Corporation,
Corporation, whenever
whenever in
Deposit Insurance
Federal Deposit
the Federal
directors of
the
of said
said board
board additional
additional funds
funds are
required for
for insurare required
judgment of
the judgment
Proviso°.
Poisoa.
ance
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
the Corporation
purchase Limitation.
Corporation shall not purchase
That the
ance purposes:
or hold
hold at
at any
or other
obligations in
in excess
excess of
of Limtati
other obligations
debentures or
said debentures
time said
any time
or
Proceeds
from such
such
$250,000,000
further, That
That the
the proceeds
Proceedsforfrom
derived purchases
proceeds derived
Provided further,
value: Provided
par value:
$250,000,000 par
insurance
purchases for
insurance
purposes
solely.
from
the
purchase
by
the
Corporation
of
any
such
debentures
or
purposes
or
from the purchase by the Corporation of any such debentures
other such
such obligations
used by
by the
InsurFederal Deposit Insurthe Federal
be used
shall be
obligations shall
other
ance Corporation
respect
functions with respect
its functions
out its
carrying out
in carrying
solely in
Corporation solely
ance
to such
such insurance.
insurance.
to
Maximum outstand"(c) The
The amount
outstndsuch obli- iMaximum
other such
and other
debentures, and
ing obligations
perbonds, debentures,
of notes,
notes, bonds,
amount of
"(c)
mitted.
gations which
which the
is authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
to issue mitted.
Corporation is
the Corporation
gations
and
have outstanding
time under
under existing
existing law
is hereby
hereby
law is
one time
any one
at any
outstanding at
to have
and to
increased
by $250,000,000."
$250,000,000."
increased by
Provisions concern
concernSEC. 4.
So much
much of
of section
31 of
of the
as relates
relates ingProvisions
1933 as
of 1933
Act of
Banking Act
the Banking
section 31
4. So
SEC.
stock ownership by
directors,
reretc.,
gov- directors,
to stock
stock ownership
by directors,
directors, trustees
members of
of similar
similar govor members
trustees or
ownership by
to
pealed.
94.
Ante,
p.
194.
is
PAeel
erning
bodies
of
member
banks
of
the
Federal
Reserve
System,
is
System,
Reserve
Federal
the
of
banks
member
of
erning bodies
hereby repealed.
repealed.
hereby
Approved, June
1934.
16, 1934.
June 16,
Approved,
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if bank any mutual savings
it
savings bank shall be closed on account of inability to
to

meet
its deposit
liabilities the Corporation
meet its
deposit liabilities
Corporation shall pay not more than
than

.

Proviso.
Election
lecton

IL
SESS. II.

$2,500 on
on account
account of
the net
net approved
approved claim
claim of
any owner
owner of
of deposits
deposits
of any
of the
$2,500

to insure
in such
bank: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That should
should any
any mutual
mutual savings
savings
to
insure in
such bank:

deposits
don b
smeobsbank make manifest
its election
deposits on same
manifest to the Corporation its
election to
to be
be subject
subject
fluid memmemas other fund
asis

to
the provisions
provisions of
the preceding
preceding paragraph
the Corporation
Corporation may,
may,
to the
of the
paragraph the
in
bank to
to
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the board
board of
of directors, permit
permit such bank
become so subject
insurance of its deposits to continue
continue on
subject and the insurance
on
the same basis and to the same
same extent as that of fund
fund members
members
other than
than mutual
mutual savings
banks.
banks.
savings
other
"Fund for Mutuals."
"The
The Corporation,
in the
discretion of
of the
the board
board of
directors, may
may
Establoshmnen
'" t. 1
Corporation, in
the discretion
of directors,
Establishment.
open
benefit of mutual
an
open on its
its books
books solely for the
the benefit
mutual savings
savings banks an
additional Temporary
Federal Deposit
Deposit Insurance
Insurance Fund (hereinafter
(hereinafter
additional
Temporary Federal
referred to
to as
as the
the 'Fund
Fund For
For Mutuals')
if opened,
opened, shall
shall
When
become
Mutuals') which,
which, if
When to
become referred
operative.
operative.
become operative
after July
prior to
to August
August 1,
become
operative on
on or
or after
July 1,
1, 1934,
1934, but
but prior
1934,
continue to
to July
July 1,
1, 1935.
If the
the Fund
Fund For
For 1Mutuals
Mutuals
1935. If
and shall
shall continue
1934, and
Membership.
Membership.
Corporation, each
each mutual
mutual savings bank
is opened on the books of the Corporation,
which is
is or
or becomes
becomes entitled
to the
the benefits
benefits of
insurance during
the
of insurance
during the
entitled to
Fund members
members exex- which
Fund
cluded.
eluded,
period of its operation shall be aamember
member thereof and shall not be
Assessments, includAssessments,
Includ- Pe'
ing payments.
ingpayments.
member. All
assessments on
on each
each mutual
mutual savings
bank,
aa Fund member.
All assessments
savings bank,
made to the
Corporation less an
including payments
payments heretofore
heretofore made
the Corporation
an
deduction for liabilities and expenses of the Fund incurred
incurred
equitable deduction
prior to the
the opening
opening of the Fund For
For Mutuals,
Mutuals, if
if opened,
opened, shall
shall be
transferred or
may be,
to the
the Fund
For Mutuals.
Mutuals.
Provisions applicable
applicable transferred
as the
the case
case may
be, to
Fund For
or paid,
Provisions
paid, as
to.
All provisions of
to the
the Fund
Fund and
and not
not inconinconof this section applicable
applicable to
paragraph shall be applicable
applicable to the
sistent with this paragraph
the Fund For
Mutuals if opened,
except that
period the
the two
two are
are in
in
Mutuals
opened, except
that as to
to any
any period
operation the Fund shall not be subject to the liabilities of the Fund
For Mutuals and the Fund For Mutuals
Mutuals shall not be subject
subject to the
liabilities of
the Fund.
Fund. Each
Each mutual
bank admitted
the
to the
admitted to
savings bank
mutual savings
of the
und to liabilities
Liabilities of Fund
Liabilities
equally shared.
shared.
be equally
Fund shall bear its equitable
equitable share of the liabilities of the Fund for
for
member thereof,
thereof, including expenses
of operation
the period it
it is a
a member
expenses of
operation
and
recoveries.";
and allowing
allowing for anticipated
anticipated recoveries.";
Amount of deposits
(7)
striking out
period at
at the
the end of
the first
sentence of
of
first sentence
of the
the period
out the
By striking
(7) By
Agimot
eligible
for ofndeposanit
insurance
increased, after June the fifth paragraph
inereased,
paragraph of subsection (y) and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof
30, 1904.
a
comma and
the member
closed on
on or
or before
before
following: "ifif the
member closed
1.
a comma
and the
the following:
30,nsp.
Ante, p. 170.
June 80,
30, 1934, and not more than $5,000
June
$5,000 if closed on or after
July 1,
1, 1934.";
July
1934.";
Insurance of deposits,
Inorneefadeposits,
(8) By (a) striking out "July
" in the first sentence
nonmember
banks.
(8)
"July 1, 1936
1936"
sentence of
of
Subscription for class
subsection (1)
(1) and
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof "
July 1,
1, 1937
1937 ",, (b)
(b)
"July
and inserting
in lien
A Subseripti°nforelass
stock, State bank subsection
member of Fund.
" in the seventh paragraph
Fund,
paragraph of
striking out the words
words ""July 1, 1936
1936"
of
Ante, pp. 172, 180.
(y) and
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof ""July
July 1,
1, 193
1937 ",
", and
and (c)
(c)
Ainte, pp. 172
. subsection (y)
and inserting
inserting in
paragraph of subsection
(y) the following
following
adding after the seventh paragraph
subsection (y)
paragraph:
new paragraph:
Benefits
to
State
(
1,1937,
Until July 1,
to State
r
baeneitsafter
"
1937, any State bank may obtain the benefits of this
banks
Fund
banks
after Fund
terterminated.
ninated.
section on and after the date the Fund is terminated
terminated upon the conditions with regard
regard to examination.
examination, certification,
certification, and approval
approval governing the admission of State banks to the Fund and upon purchasing
purchasing
such class A stock or making
making such a
a deposit as is prescribed
prescribed in the
preceding paragraph
for former
former fund
preceding
paragraph for
fund members.";
members.";
(9)
(9) By adding at the end of the first paragraph of subsection (v)
Insurance
of deposits, the following new paragraph:
IInsuraneofdeposits,
the following new paragraph:
sign to be displayed.
Ante, p. 178.
"Every insured
ateach
eachplace
pl ace of
ofbusiness
busi
ness mainma i
ninsured bank shall display at
tamed by itta
tained
a sign or signs to the effect
effect that its deposits are
are insured
by the Federal
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The
The Corporation
Corporation
Regulations.
shall prescribe
prescribe by regulation the form of such sign and the manner
manner
of its display. Such regulation
impose aamaximum
regulation may impose
maximum penalty
penalty of
of
$100 for each day an insured
$100
insured bank
bank continues to
to violate
violate any
any lawful
lawful
provisions of said regulation.";
regulation."; and
bers.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

549-551.
CHS. 549-551.

eries:
Provided, That
allowances to
said Frank
J. Boudinot
Boudinot
Frank J.
to said
such allowances
That such
eries: Provided,
authorized by
expenses authorized
shall
be in
in addition
any and
fees and
and expenses
all fees
and all
to any
addition to
shall be
said
Congress of
March 19,
April 25, 1932;
1932; and
and April
1924, and
19, 1924,
of March
of Congress
Acts of
said Acts
this Act
Act shall
construed to affect in any way
way the contracts
contracts
be construed
not be
shall not
this
with attorneys
attorneys entered
entered into thereunder.
with
Approved, June
1934.
16, 1934.
June 16,
i Approved,
[CHAPTER 5501
550.]
[CHAPTER

973
97-3

JUNE 16,1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

work caused
To compensate
Office Department
Department for
caused by the
for the extra work
Post Office
the Post
compensate the
To
payment
orders at
offices other
than those on which the
the orders are
are
other than
at offices
money orders
of money
payment of
drawn.
drawn.

Proviso.
Pr'io

-

tittrvir
3
11zgsarldeid
authorized
to et
tional
fee, etc.

"eOther
Other contract
contracts not
affected.
Baecfed

16,1934.
June 16,
June
1934.
[H.R. 3214.].
32141
[H.R.
[Public, No. 366.1

[Public, No. 366.

Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it

Postal service.
ervie.
That the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Act Postal
in Congress
America in
United
Postal money
orders.
VoL
38, p. 2s0;
280;17.8.C.,
U..c.,
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
payment of
of postal
money orders
orders ",, VoL3,p.
postal money
the payment
regulate the
"An Act
entitled
p.
279
p 1279.
'

approved February
February 6,
6, 1914
727),
Stat. 280; U.S.C., title 39, sec. 727),
(38 Stat.
1914 (38
approved
follows:
is
to read as follows:
is amended
amended to
Payment at
at offices
ofleon
Pylment
"That under
under such
and regulations
Postmaster General
General other
the Postmaster
as the
regulations as
rules and
such rules
"That
than those
which drawn.
drawn.
payable at any which
issued payable
shall prescribe
postal money
money orders
may be
be issued
orders may
prescribe postal
shall
money-order
and on
and after
such
after the date upon which such
on and
office, and
post office,
money-order post
rules and
effective all money
money orders shall be
become effective
regulations become
and regulations
rules
legally payable
any money-order
money-order post
post office,
office, although
drawn on aa
although drawn
at any
payable at
legally
specified office;
labor involved in
compensation for the extra labor
as compensation
and as
office; and
specified
paying
money order
order at
at an
an office
office other than that on which the
paying aa money
a fee Fee.
Fee.
order
is
drawn
the
Postmaster
General is
authorized to exact a
is authorized
General
Postmaster
the
order is drawn
of
the same
same amount
amount as
as that
charged for
order; and
for the issue of the order;
that charged
of the
that all
laws or
or parts
of laws
laws in
in conflict
conflict herewith
herewith are
are hereby
parts of
all laws
that
repealed."
repealed."
Approved,
Approved, June 16, 1934.
[CHAPTER
551.]
[CHAPTER 551.1

ACT
AN ACT
16,
193.
June
une
26741
1934.
[8. 16,
2674.1
[S.
existing national
"An Act to relieve
To
entitled "An
relieve the existing
national economic
economicJ [Public,
To amend an Act entitled
No.
emergency
agricultural purchasing
purchasing power,
power, to
to raise
for
[Public, No. :367.
367.)
revenue for
raise revenue
increasing agricultural
by increasing
emergeney by
extraordinary
expenses incurred
incurred by
by reason
reason of
of such
such emergency,
emergency : to provide
provide emerextraordinary expenses
provide for the
gency relief
agricultural indebtedness,
indebtedness, to provide
the orderly
to agricultural
respect to
with respect
relief with
gency
liquidation of
joint-stock land
and for
approved May
purposes", approved
other purposes",
for other
banks, and
land banks,
of joint-stock
liquidation
12,
12, 1933.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representativcs
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
United
of A7merica
America in
Congress assembled,
assem•bled, That subsection
subsection Agricultural
Agricultural AdjustAdjustin Congress
States of
United States
Act amended.
(e) of
15 of
of the
entitled "An
Act to
to relieve
relieve the existing
existing ment
meat
Act
'An Act
Act entitled
the Act
Ante,
p.
30.
39.
section 15
p.amended.
of section
4nite,
(c)
national
economic emergency
emergency by
increasing agricultural
purchasing
agricultural purchasing
by increasing
national economic
power, to
to raise
for extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
revenue for
raise revenue
power,
respect
reason of
of such
to provide
provide emergency
emergency relief with respect
emergency, to
such emergency,
reason
to
indebtednmq, to
provide for
orderly liquidation
liquidation
the orderly
for the
to provide
agricultural indebtedness,
to agricultural
of
joint-stock land
banks, and
for other
approved May
purposes ", approved
other purposes",
and for
land banks,
of joint-stock
12,
is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
1933, is
12, 1933,
"Any person,
person, including
State or
or Federal
Federal organization
organization or instiRefund of processin
proce,,h,insti- Refund
any State
including any
"Any
tax on products for
tution, delivering
delivering any
product to
to any
charitable e
trargibieP=rdistribution.
f°r
for charitable
organization for
any organization
any product
charitable
tution,
distribution, or
use, including
including any
or Federal
organiwelfare organiFederal welfare
State or
any State
or use,
distribution,
zation, for
own use,
use, whether
whether the
product is
is delivered
as merchandelivered as
the product
its own
for its
zation,
dise, or
as a
a container
container for
merchandise, or
if such
such
shall, if
otherwise, shall,
or otherwise,
for merchandise,
or as
dise,
product
or
the
commodity
from
which
processed
this
title
this
under
is
processed
which
from
product or the commodity
subject to
be entitled
to a
refund of
of the
the amount
amount of
of any
any tax
tax due
a refund
entitled to
tax, be
to tax,
subject
and paid
paid under
this title
title with
with respect
to such
such product
product so
so delivered,
delivered,
respect to
under this
and
or to
credit against
any tax
title of the
this title
under this
payable under
and payable
due and
tax due
against any
a credit
to a
or
amount
of tax
tax which
which would
refundable under
under this
this section
section with
with
be refundable
would be
amount of
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974

73d.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Proviso.
Restriction.

Procto.
eston.

limitation.
Time limitation.

"State," defined.

State,"

defined

[H.R. 8525.]
8.523.1
[H.R.
[Public, No. 368.]
[Public,

Columbia

District of Columbia

Beverage
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act, amended.
Ante, P.329.
329 *

CHS.
551-553.
CHS. 551-553.

JUNE 16,
1934.
JUNE
16,1934.

respect
product so
so delivered:
Provided, however,
however, That
respect to
to such
such product
delivered: Provided,
That no
no
tax shall be refunded
refunded or credited under this section, unless the person
person
claiming the
the refund
or credit
establishes, in
accordance with
with regulaclaiming
refund or
credit establishes,
in accordance
regulations
prescribed by
by the
the Commissioner
Revenue, with
with the
tions prescribed
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
the
approval of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury (1)
(1) that
that he
approval
Secretary of
he has
has not
not
included
the tax
tax in
price of
the product
delivered or
included the
in the
the price
of the
product so
so delivered
or collected
collected
amount of
of the
tax from
the said
said organization,
or (2)
(2) that
that he
he has
has
the amount
the tax
from the
organization, or
repaid, or
or has
to repay,
the amount
the tax
tax to
repaid,
has agreed
agreed in
in writing
writing to
repay, the
amount of
of the
to
No refund
refund shall
be allowed
allowed under
section
the said
said organization.
organization. No
shall be
under this
this section

unless claim therefor
therefor is filed within six months after delivery
delivery of the
products to the organization
organization for
distribution, or
or use.
use. The
for charitable
charitable distribution,
The
word
State 'as
used in
this section
section shall
State and
and any
word '
'State'
as used
in this
shall include
include a
a State
any
political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof."
thereof."
Approved,
16, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
June 16,
[CHAPTER 552.]
552.]

June 16,
June
16, 1934.
1934

SESS. IL
SESS.
II.

AN ACT
ACT

To
District of
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act
Act to
to permit
permit the
the
Columbia Alcoholic
Beverage Control
To amend
amend the
the District
of Columbia
issuance of
of retailers'
retailers' licenses
class B
B in
in residential
residential districts.
districts.
issuance
licenses of
of class

Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
the
it enacted
Be
by the
Senate and
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress asserbled,
first
in Congress
assembled, That the first
paragraph
Alcoholic
paragraph of section 15 of the District of Columbia Alcoholic

Antep.
issu- Beverage
Restriction on issuControl Act
Beverage Control
Act is
read as
as follows:
follows:
is amended
amended to
to read

ing retailer's licenses in

residentialuse
residential-use districnt
district
modified.
modified.

"SEC.
SEC. 15. No retailer's
B or E
retailer's licenses except of classes
classes B
E shall
shall be

issued
conducted in aa residential-use
issued for any business conducted
residential-use district
district as
as
zoning regulations
defined in the zoning
regulations and
atlases of
and shown
shown in
in the
the official
official atlases
of
the Zoning Commission,
Commission, except for
restaurant or
for aarestaurant
or tavern
tavern conducted
conducted
in
house, or
or club,
club, and
and then
then only
only when
in a
a hotel,
hotel, apartment
apartment house,
when the
the entrance
entrance
to such restaurant
restaurant or
tavern is entirely
hotel, apartor tavern
entirely inside
inside of
of the
the hotel,
apartment house,
is visible
visible from
from the
the outhouse, or
or club
club and no sign
sign or
or display
display is
outside
of the
the building."
side of
building."
Approved,
June 16,
Approved, June
16, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 553.]
[CHAPTER

June 16,1934.
16, 00
1934.
2
[E1.1.1, 9002.1
-]
[Public, No. 369.)
369.]

[n..R,
.
[Public, N'o.

ACT
AN
ACT
A N
A
C T

'_
o provide relief to Government contractors
To
contractors whose costs of performance
performance were

increased as a
a result of compliante
compliance with the Act approved
approved June 16,
18, 1933, and
for other purposes.

Be
by the
the ,Senate
and HOW
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Relief
Relief of Governenacted by
Be itit enacted
Setwfe and
House of
the
ment contractors
contractors operment
oper- United
States
of
Ainmerica
in.
Congress
assembled,
United
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Compating under Code.
Code.
Comptroller General
troller General
of the
United States
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized
tlompitroller
Geneal troller
General of
the United
States be,
hereby, authorized
to
adjust claims
claimsof,
of, for
sacdiSt
for
directed to adjust and settle on a
a fair and equitable basis claims
increased costs Of per- and directed
formance.
or contracts
contracts with the United
of persons
persons who entered into a
a contract
contract or
United
to August
10, 1933,
including subcontractors
and matemateStates prior to
August 10,
1933, including
subcontractors and
rialmen performing
performing work
or furnishing
necessary fuel
fuel
work or
furnishing material
material or
or necessary
direct
contractor under such contracts,
direct to the contractor
additional costs
contracts, for
for additional
costs
incurred by
by reason
reason of
of compliance
compliance on
and after
after August
with
ti p. 212.
incurred
on and
August 10,
10, 1933,
1933, with
Ante,
aacode or codes of fair competition
competition approved
approved by the
the President
President under
under
section 3
3 of the Act approved
known as
approved June 16, 1933, known
as the ""National
National
", or by .reason
reason of compliance with an
an
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
Act",
the President
President executed
section 4
of said
said
Contract performed
performe agreement
agreement with
with the
executed under
under section
4 (a)
(a) of
Contract
by surety.
Act in the performance
performance after August 10, 1933, of the contract
contract or
any
or any
part thereof.
contract was performed
thereof. In
In the event that such contract
wholly
performed wholly
or in part by aasurety on the bond of the contractor, the claim may
be presented
presented by
with such
such surety,
surety, but
but such
by and settlement made
made with
such
surety shall have
have no greater rights than would have accrued
accrued to
to the

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
554.
553, 554.
CHS. 553,

16, 1934.
JUNE 16,
JUNE

975

iling,
contractor had
contractor completed
the contract.
contract. Any
Any con- chdins
Filin
.g, examining
examining
completed the
such contractor
had such
contractor
adjustment
an
tractor,
subcontractor,
or
completing
surety
desiring
adjustment
desiring
surety
completing
or
tractor, subcontractor,
and
respect to
such contract
under this Act for
contract under
any such
to any
with respect
settlement with
and settlement
by
1933,
increased
costs
incurred.
after
August
10,
1933,
reason of comAugust
after
incurred
increased costs
pliance
with the
reemployment agreements
agreements shall file with the
or reemployment
codes or
the codes
pliance with
a verified
department
administrative establishment
verified
concerned a
establishment concerned
or administrative
department or
claim
itemizing such
additional costs,
subcontractor on any
costs, and any subcontractor
such additional
claim itemizing
such contract
contract may
file his
directly with the head of the
claim directly
his claim
may file
such
concerned or through
department or
or independent
independent establishment
establishment concerned
through the
department
s
p fnd
with
efo
e6E
of the
head
contractor.
After
the
claim
has
been
examined
by
the
head of
the ing
11,o
°61'911mo
with
findthe
by
examined
been
has
claim
the
After
contractor.
t omptroller
General.
person
such
or
concerned,
establishment
department
independent establishment concerned, or such person Henemlor independent
department or
transmitted to the
or
claim shall
be transmitted
shall be
the claim
designate, the
shall designate,
he shall
as he
persons as
or persons
with an
Comptroller
General
of
the
United
States,
accompanied
an
accompanied
States,
United
Comptroller General of the
administrative finding
respect to
to
recommendation with respect
and recommendation
fact and
of fact
finding of
administrative
Alloane not
the claim.
claim.
the
Sac.
allowance exceed
the amount
amount by
by exceed
exAllowoaunay.
outlay. not to
exceed the
any allowance
shall any
event shall
no event
In no
2. In
SEC. 2.
was
as
contract
the
which
the
cost
of
performance
of
such
part
of
contract
part
such
of
performance
of
cost
the
which
performed
subsequently to
August 10,
10, 1.933,
was directly
directly increased
increased
1933, was
to August
performed subsequently
by
with a
or codes
codes of fair competition,
competition,
code or
a code
compliance with
of compliance
reason of
by reason
or
an agreement
agreement with
with the
President, as aforesaid.
the President,
with an
or with
to claimant
limP
SEC. 3.
In no
event shall
any allowance
made which would result u
= d teo cad
allowance be made
shall any
no event
3. In
SEC.
of
centum on the cost
in a
a profit
to the
the claimant
exceeding 7
7 per
per centum
cost of
claimant exceeding
profit to
in
performance
of the
contract in.
of which
which the claim is made.
respect of
in respect
the contract
performance of
nt
The head
head of
of the
the department
department or
concerned, subject
to prDogermln
ingemtand
fpiOt.
subject to
establishment concerned,
or establishment
The
authority,
the
have
shall
General,
the approval
approval of
of the
the Comptroller General,
the authority,
the
from time
to time,
determine the
actual cost
cost and profit thereon.
the actual
to determine
time, to
time to
from
limitation.
or allowed
SEC. 4.
No claim
hereunder shall
shall be
be considered
allowed unless Time
Time limitation.
considered or
claim hereunder
4. No
SEC.
presented within
within six
six months
months from
from the
date of
approval of this Act
Act
of approval
the date
presented
or,
at the
the option
of the
claimant, within
within six
six months after the comthe claimant,
option of
or, at
pletion of
the contract,
contract, except
the discretion
discretion of
Comptroller
of the Comptroller
in the
except in
of the
pletion
General
for
good
cause
shown
by
the
claimant.
claimant.
the
by
shown
cause
good
for
General
au.
Appropriations
paying claims
off paying
purpose
Sac.
5. Appropriations
Appropriations for
se o
claims allowed
allowedppropriations
th
the purpo
for the
SEC. 5.
hereby
are
claims
hereunder
and the
expenses of
determining the
of determining
the expenses
hereunder and

authorized.
authorized.
edtacnce of wit.
of wit.
Attend
corm- Atten
be comwitnesses may
Act
proceedings under this A
all proceedings
SEC. 6.
6. In
ct witnesses
may be
In all
SEC.
and
papers,
pelled
to
attend,
appear,
and
testify
and
.produce
produce
papers,
and
books,
and
testify
and
appear,
pelled to attend,
letters,
that any
any such
such testimony
testimony Evidence
Evidence,
documents; and the claim that
other documents;
or other
letters, or
shall
same
the
giving
person
incriminate
or
evidence
may
tend
to
incriminate
the
pers
on
g
ivin
g
the
same
shall
to
tend
or evidence may
not excuse
testifying, but
but such
evidence or testisuch evidence
from testifying,
witness from
such witness
excuse such
not
mony shall
shall not
be used
against such
person in
the trial
trial of
of any
any crimthe
in
person
such
against
used
be
not
mony
inal proceeding. Nothing
in
this
Act
shall
in
any
way
relieve
or
Proeecutions.
or Prosecutlons.
relieve
way
any
in
shall
Act
inal proceeding. Nothing in this
excuse any
any officer
of the
the United
States or
claimant from prosecuany claimant
or any
United States
officer of
excuse
tion under
under any
statute of
the United
for any
any fraud
or criminal
criminal
fraud or
States for
United States
of the
any statute
tion
conduct.
conduct.
Approved, June
June 16,
1934.
16, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 554.]
554.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

Providing for
patents upon
upon certain
conditions to lands and accreaccrecertain conditions
of patents
issuance of
the issuance
for the
Providing
tions thereto determined to be within
the State
State of
New Mexico
Mexico in
in accordance
accordance
of New
to be within the
determined
thereto
tions
with
the decree
of the
Supreme Court
of the
the United
States entered
entered April 9,
United States
Court of
the Supreme
decree of
with the
1928.
1928.

June 16,
1934.
16, 1934.
June
[H.R. 5369.)
536.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 370.1
3701
Public,

Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Public lands.
of Representatives
it enacted by
Be
Issue
of patents for
for
issueofpatents
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary certain,
in Congress
of Amerioa
United States
in New Mexico.
Mexico
certain,inNew
the
for
of
the
Interior
is
authorized
and
directed
to
issue
patents
for
patents
issue
to
directed
and
of the Interior is authorized
public lands
to be
be within
New Mexico
Mexico in
in
within the State of New
determined to
lands determined
public
United
the
accordance with
the
decree
of
the
Supreme
Court
of
United
of
Court
Supreme
the
of
decree
the
with

accordance

976
976

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 554-556.
554-556.

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 16,
16,1934.

States entered
entered April 9,
9, 1928
1928 (New
(New Mexico
Texas, 276
U.S.
Mexico against
against Texas,
276 U.S.
558),
the persons
in actual
fide possession
558), to
to the
persons in
actual and
and bona
bona fide
possession of
of and
and claimclaiming title
title on
of Texas
ing
on April
April 9,
9, 1928,
1928, under
under patent
patent from
from the
the State
State of
Texas to
to
such lands,
lands, upon
payment therefor
such persons
the United
United
such
upon payment
therefor by
by such
persons to
to the
States at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $1.25
$1.25 an
acre.
States
an acre.
Requirements of
SEc..2. In order to receive
Requirements
of apaP
Sisc
receive aa patent
patent under this Act, the persons
plicents.
pi
entitled
thereto, their
or assigns,
shall within
within five
five years
years from
licnt.
entitled thereto,
their heirs
heirs or
assigns, shall
from
the
Act, submit
submit a
written application
application describing
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
a written
describing
the
to their
of title,
title, and
and the
the proof
of the
the land
land according
according to
their claim
claim of
proof of
the facts
facts
necessary under
under this
Act to
to entitle
the applicant
to make
necessary
this Act
entitle the
applicant to
make entry
entry shall
shall
be
in accordance
such regulations
as the
Secretary of
of
be submitted
submitted in
accordance with
with such
regulations as
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe, including
including posting
publication of
of
the
may prescribe,
posting and
and publication
notice
as now
homestead laws.
notice as
now prescribed
prescribed under
under the
the homestead
laws.
Lands
subSEC.
It
Lands acquired
acquired subSEc. 3. It
is further
further provided
that any
by patent
patent
provided
that
any land
land acquired
acquired by
ieel
le to liens, etc.
to lens, et
under this Act shall be subject to the same liens, other than liens for
taxes
and like
like quasi-public
that would
would have
have been
taxes and
and water
water and
quasi-public charges,
charges, that
been
against
land had
it been
been in
in Texas.
Texas.
against such
such land
had it
SEC.
As used
used in
SEG. 4.
4. As
this Act
Act the
"person"
includes an
indiin this
the term
term "person
" includes
an individual,
vidual, corporation,
corporation, partnership,
partnership, or
or association.
association.
Approved,
16, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
June 16,
vol. 45, p.

Vol. 45, p. 15.
1445.
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[CHAPTER 5551
555.]
June 16, 1934.
6781.]
[H.R. 67813
No. 371.]
371.]
[Public No.

International
International Council of Scientific Unions.
Annual
appropria-Annual
appropria
for
tions authorized
authorized for
share.

Sum
fisal
Sum for fiscal
193.5.
1035.

year,

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize appropriations
appropriations to pay the annual share of the United States as
as
an adhering member
member of the International
Scientific Unions and
International Council of
of Scientific
and
associated unions.
associated

it enacted by
the Senate
Be it
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
United States of
United
Congress assembled,
That there
there is
is
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
hereby authorized
hereby
authorized to
appropriated, to
be expended
to be
be appropriated,
to be
expended under
under the
the
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
paying the
the annual
annual share
share of
of
State, in
in paying
the United States as
as an
an adhering
member of
the International
International
adhering member
of the
Council of
of Scientific
Unions and
and associated
unions, including
including the
Scientific Unions
associated unions,
the
International
Astronomical Union,
International Astronomical
Union, International
International Union
ChemUnion of
of Chemistry, International
istry,
International Union
of Geodesy
Geophysics, International
International
Union of
Geodesy and
and Geophysics,
Union of Mathematics,
Mathematics, International
International Scientific
Scientific Radio
InterRadio Union,
Union, International
Union of
of Physics,
Physics, and
Union,
national Union
and International
International Geographical
Geographical Union,
and such other international
international scientific
scientific unions
unions as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
State may designate,
designate, the
the sum
$9,000 for
fiscal year
ending
sum of
of $9,000
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June
June 30,
30, 1935.
1935.
Approved,
June 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
(CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 556.]
556.]

June 16,
16, 1934.
1034.
[H.R. 8639.]
[Public, No. 372.[
372.]

t[H.R. 839.]

ACT
AN ACT
To repeal
repeal certain
certain laws providing for the protection of sea lions in Alaska waters.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the

Alaskan United
States of
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That all Acts and

Sec lions
lions in
Sea
in Alaskan
waters.
Laws for protection
protection
of, repealed.
Vol. 35,
3s, p. 104.
04.
Proviso.
upervision over
over killkll
Supervision
ing.
Vol. 41, p. 717.

ol. p

'lvis41

77

Vol,71.

parts of Acts making it unlawful
unlawful to kill sea lions, as game animals
or otherwise, in the waters of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska are
are repealed:
repealed:
Provided, however, That sea lions shall not be killed in the waters
Provided,
of Alaska except
except under such rules and regulations as the Secretary
Secretary
off Commerce
Commerce may prescribe, in order to prevent the extinction of
sea lions as aaspecies of interesting sea life in the waters of Alaska.
Approved, June
June 16, 1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. IL
CHS. 557,
558.
557,558.
II. CHS.
SESS.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 557.]
557.]

977
977

JUNE 16, 1934.
JUNE

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend the
Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920 with reference
reference to oil- or gasthe Mineral
To
prospecting
prospecting permits and leases.

June 16,
16, 1934.
19.34.
June

[S.3723.1
[Public, No. 373.]

[S. 3723.]
[Public, No. 373.]

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Mineral LadsLeI
Lands LeasUnited
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the Act ingMinera
of America
States of
United States
Act 011920,
amendo 1I20, amendAct
ed.
ed.
ei
oil,
entitled
Act to
to promote
promote the
the mining
mining of coal, phosphate,
phosphate,
eil Vol. 41, p. 451.
"An Act
entitled "An
February vol 41, p. 451.
shale
sodium on
on the
the public
public domain
", approved
approved February
domain ",
and sodium
gas, and
shale, gas,
following new
25,
1920, as
amended, is
is amended
amended by adding the following
as amended,
25, 1920,
section:
section:
of casings
"SEet. 40.
(a) All
All prospecting
and leases
oil or
or gas
gas inPurchase
sings
of
Purchase
for oil
leases for
permits and
prospecting permits
40. (a)
"SEC.
wells when water
orwagriculturer
shall be subject to suitable
suitable for
agriculture,
Act shall
made or
under the
the provisions
of this
this Act
provisions of
issued under
or issued
made
etc., is struck.
strikes water
the condition
condition that
in case
or lessee
water while
while etc., isstruck.
lessee strikes
permittee or
the permittee
case the
that in
the
drilling
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may,
or gas, the Secretary
of oil or
instead of
drilling instead
when
such water
water is
is of
such quality
quantity as to be valuable
and quantity
quality and
of such
when such
and
usable at
at a
reasonable cost
cost for
domestic or other
agricultural, domestic,
for agricultural,
a reasonable
and usable
reasonable value
purposes,purchase
purchase the casing in the well
well at the reasonable
purposes,
prescribed by
thereof to
be fixed
fixed under
rules and
regulations to be prescribed
and regulations
under rules
to be
thereof
PROD
the Secretary:
Secretary: Provided,
That the
the land
land on
on which
which such
situ- Proviso.
such well is situProvided, That
the
Water holes.
Vol. 39, pp. 865,
65, 518.
of vol.
Act
the
of
10
section
under
ated
shall
be
reserved
as
a
water
hole
under
section
10
of
the
hole
a
water
as
be
reserved
ated shall
December
December 29, 1916.
Purchase of water
water
Purehase
producing such water
"(b)
In cases
water have here- wells
wells producing
water wells
where water
cases where
"(b) In
upon lands emnany
lands embraced
tofore
hereafter be
be drilled
drilled upon
upon lands
embraced in any, bred
braced in
any prospectprospector may
may hereafter
been or
tofore been
ing permt.
permit.
heretofore issued under the Act of ing
prospecting
permit or lease heretofore
prospecting permit
manner
like
in
February
1920, as
as amended,
the Secretary
Secretary may
manner
amended, the
25, 1920,
February 25,
purchase the
the casing
such wells.
casing in such
purchase
Opening and operatpeing ad orabat"(c)
The Secretary
may make
purchase and
and may lease
lease or rlg
such purchase
make such
Secretary may
(c) The
ing plugged or abanabandoned
wells.
of producing
operate
such wells
wells for
the purpose
purpose of
producing water
water and
and of using doned wels.
for the
operate such
the
the public
lands or of
disposing of such
such water for
of disposing
public lands
on the
same on
the same
beneficial
use on
other lands,
where such wells have heretofore
heretofore
and where
lands, and
on other
beneficial use
been
plugged or
abandoned or
or where
drilled
such wells have been drilled
where such
or abandoned
been plugged
prior to
the issuance
of any
any permit
persons not in privity
lease by persons
or lease
permit or
issuance of
to the
prior
with the
the permittee
permittee or
the Secretary
may develop
same
develop the same
Secretary may
lessee, the
or lessee,
with
Proio.
for the
the purposes
That owners
owners or occupants
occupants Proviso.
Provided, That
section: Provided,
this section:
of this
purposes of
for
Irefrno
Preferential
rights of
of
tia righuts
of lands
adjacent to
which such water wells may be vicinity.
to those upon which
lands adjacent
of
developed shall
to make
make beneficial
of
use of
beneficial use
right to
preference right
have aa preference
shall have
developed
such
water.
such water.
Use
Bitable
"(d) The
may use
much of
of any
any funds
funds available
available for
at-ia°lel
ofof m
tIe
for sums
so much
use so
Secretary may
The Secretary
"(d)
to initiate propre ,
and
proeeed
n anditia
mra
the plugging
plugging of
wells, as
may find
the prograim
program gram
to start
start the
necessary to
find necessary
he may
as he
of wells,
the
from sales as revolving
reolving
frunale
proceeds fund.
provided for
for by
by this
this section,
be may use the proceeds
thereafter he
and thereafter
section, and
provided
fund
from the
the sale
sale or
other disposition
of such
revolving fund
water as aarevolving
such water
disposition of
or other
from
hereby
for
the continuation
continuation of
of such
such program,
program, and such proceeds are hereby
for the
appropriated for
for such
purpose.
such purpose.
appropriated
No restriction,
unless
restriction, unless
No
"(e)
Nothing in
this section
shall be
be construed
construed to
to restrict
restrict operaopera- stipulated.
section shall
in this
(e) Nothing
stipulated.
tions
under
any
oil
or
gas
lease
or
permit
under
any
other
provision
provision
other
any
under
permit
tions under any oil or gas lease or
of
Act."
this Act."
of this
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

558.1
[CHAPTER 558.]
[CHAPTER

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
Authorizing suitable
suitable memorials
memorials in
James Wilson
Wilson and Seaman
Seaman A. Knapp.
of James
honor of
in honor
Authorizing
of the
Resolved
Senate and
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
assembled, That the
United States
States of
of America
America in
the archway
archway
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
connecting
the new
of the
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
the Department
building of
new building
connecting the
(commonly
known as
the "South
"South Building")
Building") with
the west
west wing
wing
with the
as the
(commonly known

June 16, 1934.
[S.J.Res. 134.
100.]
[Pub.
33.]
No. 33.]
Res. No.
[Pb.Res.

[Jii.e1S,

Department of Agriculture.
Memorial archways
authorised.
"Wilma
Memorial
Memorial
Arch."
O

Department of AgriMImosi archways
"Waiton

of
of the
Agriculture shall be Arh"
of Agriculture
Department of
the Department
building of
main building
the main
of the
designated
"Wilson Memorial
Memorial Arch"
memory of
of James
James
in memory
Arch" in
the "Wilson
designated the
S6637
°--34----62
62
86637°-34--

978
978

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 558,559,567.
558, 559, 567.
CHS.

JUNE 16,18,1934.
16, 18, 1934.
JUNE

Wilson,
of the
the Department
for sixteen
sixteen
Agriculture for
Department of
of Agriculture
Secretary of
Wilson, Secretary
years,
and shall
suitably inscribed
inscribed as
as such.
such.
years, and
shall be
be suitably
Sne.
2. The
The archway
new building
with the
the east
east
"Knapp
such new
building with
connecting such
SEC. 2.
archway connecting
Memorial
Arch."r c h
wing of
of the
the main
building of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall
main building
"
wing
be
the "
Memorial Arch"
Arch" in
in memory
memory of
of Seaman
Seaman
" Knapp
Knapp Memorial
be designated
designated the
A.
who rendered
great service
service to
and
to American
American agriculture,
agriculture, and
rendered great
A. Knapp,
Knapp, who
shall
be suitably
as such.
such.
shall be
suitably inscribed
inscribed as
Memorial tablets.
Memorialtablets.
SEC. 3. The Grand
Site.
Grand Council of
of the National
National Honorary
Honorary Extension
Extension
Fraternity,
Epsilon Sigma
Sigma Phi,
Phi, is
authorized to
to place,
place, withwithis hereby
hereby authorized
Fraternity, Epsilon
out
expense to
States, in
such memorial
arch a
in each
each such
memorial arch
a
out expense
to the
the United
United States,
Subject to approval suitable memorial tablet; but such tablets shall not be erected until
Arts CommisCommiro suitable memorial tablet; but such tablets shall not be erected until
Fine Arts
b Fine
by
the plans
therefor have
have been
been submitted
submitted to
to and
and
sion.
the
plans and
and specifications
specifications therefor
approved
by the
the Commission
Fine Arts.
of Fine
Arts.
Commission of
approved by
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 559.1
559.]
June 16, 1934.
June
1934.
[S.J.Res. 121.1 *
[Pub.
(Pub. Res. No. 34.1

[s.J.Res. 121.1
Res. No. 34.1

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Authorizing
Authorizing the President
President to return the mace
mace of the Parliament
Parliament of upper
upper Canada
Canada
to the Canadian
Canadian Government.

Speaker's mace
mace capI
ured at Battle of York,
York,
lured
Canada.
Canada.

Whereas
the mace
of the
Parliament of
Canada, or
or Ontario,
Ontario,
the Parliament
of upper
upper Canada,
Whereas the
mace of
authority at York
legislative authority
York (now
(now Toronto)
the symbol
symbol of legislative
has been the
since 1792;
and
1792; and
since
Preamble.
Whereas the
the mace
in use
Battle of York,
mace then
then in
use was taken at the Battle
Whereas
April
States forces
forces and since
since has been
been
April 27,
27, 1813,
1813, by
by the United
United States
preserved in
the United
United States
Naval Academy
Annapolis; and
and
States Naval
Academy at Annapolis;
preserved
in the
Whereas
on July
July 4,
1, 1931,
there is
to be
unveiled in
in Toronto
Toronto a
a
Whereas on
1934, there
is to
be unveiled
memorial tablet
erected by
by the
1812, to
memorial
tablet erected
the United
United States
States Daughters
Daughters of
of 1812,
to
the memory
of General
General Pike
others of
of the
United States
forces
the
memory of
Pike and
and others
the United
States forces
who
were killed
killed in
who were
in action:
action: Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be itit
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
authorized
President authorized
Congress assembled, That the President
President be, and
and
States of America in Congress
to
return to
Canadian States
to Canadian
to return
Government.
Government.
he
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to return
said mace
mace to
to the
the Canadian
Canadian Govhe is
is hereby,
return said
Government
token of
mutual friendship
friendship and
ernment in token
of the
the mutual
and good
good will
will existing
existing
between
the people
people of
of the
the United
United States
States and
and those
those of
of Canada.
between the
Canada.
Approved, June
16, 1934.
1934.
June 16,
Approved,

rCHAPTER
[CHAPTER 567.1
567.]
Juno 18,
18, 1934.
June
IS.
852.1
[8. 852.]
IPublic, No. 374.]
[Public,
374.]
Trading with the
Trading
Enemy Act, amended.
amended.
Vol. 42, p.
Vol.
Vol.
p. 1516;
1516; Vol.
4.1, p. 277.
4.;,

Credit or refund of
any
aly income, or war
profits,
profits, erroneously
erroneously assessed and collected,
sessed
collected,
authorized.
authorized.

ACT
AN ACT

To amend section 24 of the
the Trading
Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
United States
of America
America in
in Cotngress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section 24
24
United
States of
That section

(b) of the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended by the Settle&
Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, approved March 10, 1928, is
is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "Notwith"Notwith-

standing
expiration of
of limitation
limitation provided
provided by
by law,
law,
standing the
the expiration
of any
any period
period of
credit
credit or refund of any
war-profits, or
excess-profits tax
tax
any income, war-profits,
or excess-profits
erroneously or illegally assessed
assessed or collected
collected may
made or allowed
allowed
erroneously
may be
be made
if claim
was filed
filed with
with the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal ReveReveif
claim therefor
therefor was
Alien Property Custodian on or before
nue by the
the. Alien
before February
February 15,
15,
1933."
1933."
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
568.]
[CHAPTER 568.1

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
568, 569.
CHS. 568,569.

979
979

JUNE 18,
18, 1934.

AN ACT

To amend
amend an
Act approved
May 14,
14, 1926
555), entitled "An
"An Act
1926 (44 Stat. 555),
approved May
an Act
To
the Court
authorizing the
Indians of Minnesota
Minnesota to submit
submit claims to
to the
Court
Chippewa Indians
the Chippewa
authorizing
of
Claims."
of Claims."

June 18,
18, 51934.
1934.
June
[8..173
1735.]
6.
[S.

[Public, No.
375.]
No. 375.
[Public,

ns o
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Hou,so of
of the
the Chippewa Indians
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
of
MChinpo.t
1
That
Minnesota.
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
section
1
of
Congress
United States of America in
44 p. 555
Vol.
44,
555,
,
.
anded
an Act
approved May
May 14,
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 555),
555), be,
be, and the same
same amended.
14, 1926
Act approved
an
follows:
as
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
follows:
read
to read
is
Adjudication of
of
Adjudication
"SEcrioN 1.
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction be,
conferred upon claims
and is hereby, conferred
be, and
of, against
1. That
"SECTION
United
States.
Unitedstates.
Court
the
Court
of
Claims,
with
right
of
appeal
to
the
Supreme
Supreme
the
to
appeal
of
right
the Court of Claims, with
of the
the United
as in
other cases, notwithin other
party as
either party
by either
States by
United States
of
standing
the
lapse
of
time
or
statute
of
limitations,
to
examine,
to hear, examine,
limitations,
of
statute
or
standing the lapse of time
p. 642.
26. p.2.
Vol. 26,
legal and
all legal
and adjudicate
judgment in
any and
and equiequi- Vol.
and all
in any
render judgment
and render
adjudicate and
and
January
of
the
table
claims
arising
under
or
growing
out
of
Act
January
of
out
growing
or
under
arising
table claims
14,
arising under
under or
or growing
growing out of any
or arising
642), or
Stat.L. 642),
(25 Stat.L.
1889 (25
14, 1889
Affairs
subsequent
Act
of
Congress
in
relation
to
Indian
Affairs which
which
Indian
to
relation
in
Congress
of
Act
subsequent
said
have against the United
may have
Minnesota may
of Minnesota
Indians of
Chippewa Indians
said Chippewa
States,
which claims
claims have
have not
not heretofore
determined and
been determined
heretofore been
States, which
to nclude
adjudicated
on
their
merits
by
the
Court
of
Claims
or the
Supreme Pti
the Supreme
or
Claims
of
Court
the
by
adjudicated on their merits
Plaintiffse entitled
to include
to
plaintiffs, alall who
Court of
of the
the United
States. In
any such
such suit
or suits
suits the
the plaintiffs,
suit or
who are entitled to
In any
United States.
Court
dispoeiinal
in
share
including
the
Chippewa
Indians
of
Minnesota,
shall
be
considered
as
including
as
considered
Lon
hare
of
in
a
al
nen
d
I
s
fund:
posi
be
shall
Minnesota,
of
the Chippewa Indians
and representing
all those
those entitled
to share
in the
the final
final distribution
distribution tioopantd
share in
entitled to
representing all
and
the Act of
of
the
permanent
fund
provided
for
by
section
7
of
7
section
by
for
provided
fund
of the permanent
f
Provisos.
ios.
agreements entered Pro
January
14, 1889
1889 (25
and the
the agreements
642), and
Stat.L. 642),
(25 Stat.L.
January 14,
Determining rolls for
distributing Indian
Indian
into thereunder:
thereunder: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing herein
be construed
construed dstributingo
shall be
herein shall
That nothing
into
funds.
to affect
affect the
determine funds.
Interior to determine
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
powers of
the powers
to
the roll
or rolls
the Chippewa
Minnesota for the
Indians of Minnesota
Chippewa Indians
of the
rolls of
roll or
the
Chippewa
purpose
of
making
any
distribution
of
the
permanent
Chippewa
permanent
the
of
distribution
any
purpose of making
proceeds of any
fund
or of
the interest
interest accruing
accruing thereon
thereon or
or of the proceeds
of the
fund or
Individual
claims not
Individnalclaimsnot
judgments: Provided
Provided further,
nothing herein
herein shall
be concon- admitted.
shall be
That nothing
further, That
judgments:
admitted
for
Claims
of
strued
to
authorize
the
submission
to
the
Court
Claims
Court
strued to authorize the submission to the
determination
of any
any individual
or claims
to enrollment
enrollment with
claims to
claim or
individual claim
determination of
the interest
the
Chippewa
Indians
of
Minnesota
or
to
share
in
interest or
share
to
or
the Chippewa Indians of Minnesota
principal of
of the
permanent Chippewa
Chippewa fund
or in
in any
any funds
hereafter Qualifications to such
funds hereafter
fund or
the permanent
principal
enrollment.
such enrollment.ast
to such
acquired: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
qualifications necessary
necessary to
the qualifications
That the
acquired:
enrollment shall
shall not
be changed
changed or
affected in
any manner
manner by the
in any
or affected
not be
enrollment
provisions of
this Act.
of this
provisions
Approved,
June
18, 1934.
1934.
18,
June
Approved,
[CHAPTER 569.1
569.1
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
June
18. 194.
June 18,
1934
AN ACT
[8. 2248.1
22481
1.
To
protect trade
trade and
and commerce
against interference
interference by
violence, threats, by violence,
commerce against
To protect
[Public.
No. 376.]
376.1
[Public. No.
coercion,
intimidation.
or intimidation.
coercion, or

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be
That the
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the term
America in
States of
United States
or
defined to mean
is defined
"trade or
commerce ",, as
herein, is
mean trade
trade or
used herein,
as used
or commerce
"trade
District
commerce
between
any
States,
with
foreign
nations,
in
the
District
the
in
nations,
foreign
commerce between any States, with
of Columbia,
any Territory
Territory of
the United
States, between
any
between any
United States,
of the
in any
Columbia, in
of
other
any
such
Territory
or
the
District
of
Columbia
State
or
other
and
Columbia
of
District
such Territory or the
over which the United
Territory, and
and all
other trade
trade or
commerce over
or commerce
all other
Territory,
States
has
constitutional
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
States has constitutional
SEC. 2.
2. Any
person who,
who, in
with or
or in
relation to any
in relation
connection with
in connection
Any person
SEC.
or any
act
in
any
way
or
in
any
degree
affecting
trade
or
commerce
commerce
or
trade
affecting
degree
any
in
act in any way or
article
moving or
or about
about to
to move
corntrade or comin trade
move in
commodity moving
or commodity
article or
trierce-merce-

tradet
Protetion
anPdro
commerceof
ofagainst
trade
commerce
and
by
iterference
interference b;gluviov
n
i:-

orr
le "Trade
merce
mere*" defined.
defined.

COMcom-

om-a
orlY
adee
g ta
Acts
d""e
com
f
:
mere speedW
mei"
sPecifiedc
c

980

GUS. 569-571.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. II.
II. CHS.
569-571.

"Wrongful"
"Wrongful" defined.
defined.

"Property", etc.,
"Property",
etc., not
not
to include
include wager-.
wages.

Initiating
tuna.
tions.

prosecuproseeu-

Separability
Separability
sions.

proviPrdvi-

Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.

Proviso.
proct$0.
bona fide
fide
Rights of bona
Rights
labor bodies.
bodies.

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 18,
18,1934.

(a)
or attempts
to obtain,
obtain, by
by the
the use
use of
or attempt
attempt to
(a) Obtains
Obtains or
attempts to
of or
to use
use
or
or coercion,
coercion, the
the payment
payment of
of money
money or
or
or threat
threat to
to use
use force,
force, violence,
violence, or
other valuable
other
considerations, or
or the
purchase or
property
valuable considerations,
the purchase
or rental
rental of
of property
or protective
protective services.
services, not
not including,
however, the
the payment
of wages
wages
including, however,
payment of
by a
bona-fide employer
employee; or
or
by
a bona-fide
employer to
to aabona-fide
bona-fide employee;
(b)
Obtains the
(b) Obtains
another, with
consent, induced
induced by
by
the property
property of
of another,
with his
his consent,
wrongful use
use of
or fear,
fear, or
or under
under color
color of
of official
official right;
right; or
wrongful
of force
force or
or
(c)
(c) Commits
Commits or
to commit
an act
act of
of physical
physical violence
or
or threatens
threatens to
commit an
violence or
a person
physical injury to a
person or
or property
property in
furtherance of
in furtherance
of aa plan
plan
or purpose
purpose to
to violate
or (b)
(b) ;;or
or
violate sections
sections (a)
(a) or
(d) Conspires
or acts concertedly
(d)
Conspires or
concertedly with
any other
other person
person or
perwith any
or perof the
the foregoing
foregoing acts;
sons to commit any of
upon conviction
conviction
acts; shall,
shall, upon
thereof, be guilty
a felony
guilty of a
felony and shall be punished
punished by
by imprisonment
imprisonment
from one
one to
from
to ten
years or
or by
fine of
of $10,000,
or both.
both.
ten years
by a
a fine
$10,000, or
SEO.
Act the
the term
SEC. 3.
3. (a) As used in this Act
term ""wrongful"
wrongful " means
means in
in
laws of
violation of the criminal
criminal laws
United States
States or
or of
of any
any State
State
of the
the United
or
or Territory.
Territory.
(b)
The terms
"money ", or
"valuable consideraconsidera(b) The
terms "property
"property ", "money",
or "valuable
tions" used
to include
include wages
tions"
used herein
herein shall not be deemed to
paid by
by aa
wages paid
bona-fide
bona-fide employer
employer to
to a
abona-fide
bona-fide employee.
employee.
SEC.
4. Prosecutions
SEC.4.
under this
this Act
shall be
commenced only
only upon
upon
Prosecutions under
Act shall
be commenced
the express
express direction
direction of
General of
of the
United States.
States.
of the Attorney
Attorney General
the United
SEo.
If any provisions of this Act
S
EC. 5. If
Act or
application thereof
thereof to
to
or the application
any person
person or circumstance
circumstance is held invalid, the remainder
Act,
remainder of
of the
the Act.
and the application
application of such provision
persons or
or circumcircumprovision to
to other persons
stances,
stances 'shall not be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
SE.
S
EC..6. Any person charged
charged with violating this Act may be proseprosecuted in any district
district in which any part of the offense
been comoffense has
has been
committed by him or by his actual
actual associates participating
participating with
with him
in
him in
the offense or by his fellow conspirators:
conspirators: Provided
no court
Provided, That
That no
court of
of
the United States
States shall construe
construe or
any of
the provisions
provisions of
of
or apply
apply any
of the
this Act in such manner
manner as to impair, diminish, or in any manner
manner
affect the rights
organizations in lawfully carrying
rights of bona-fide labor organizations
carrying
out the legitimate
legitimate objects thereof,
thereof, as such rights are
are expressed
expressed in
in
existing statutes of the United States.
States.
Approved,
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
1934.
[CHAPTER
570.]
[CHAPTER 570.1

Atte
June 18,
8, 1934.
1934.
(S.
[S. 3147.1
3147.]
lrublic,
[Public, No.
No. 377.]

Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of
Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Contracts
Contracts with eercertain attorneys extended.

Vol. 47,
amended.

p.

3.37,
337,

AN ACT
ACT
To amend
amend the Act approved
approved June 28, 1932 (47 Stat.L. 337).
337).

Be
it enacted
Hotse of Repr'esenttfit
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Se-nate and House
Representatives
of the
the
es of
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act
approved June 28, 1932 (47
(47 Stat.L. 33),
337), be,
be, and
the same
is hereby.
hereby.
and the
same is
amended by striking out in the eighth
line thereof
eighth line
thereof the
word "
three "
the word
"three"
therefor the
and substituting therefor
the word
word ""five
five ".
".
Approved,
June 18,
Approved, June
18, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 571.]
571.]

June IS,
18, 1934.
1934.
IS.
Is. 3151.]
3151.1

AN ACT
ACT

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 378.1
378.]

Irrigation District, State of Idaho, all the interest
To convey to the King Hill Irrigation
interest
of the United States in the King Hill Federal Reclamation
Reclamation Project, and for
other purposes.

King
Ring Iill
Hill Irrigation
Irrigation
District .
Ida
ho.
District.
Idaho.
Certain agreements
agreements
between United
'United States
States
and, rescinded.
rescinded.

Be it
it enaeted
and House
House of
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
Ameeica in Coangress
United
Congress asse7mbled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
into a
a contract
contract with
with
the
King Hill
the King
Hill Irrigation
Irrigation District,
District, organized
organized under the laws
laws of
of the
the
State of Idaho,
Idaho. by which
which said district and the United
States shall
shall
United States

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

571, 572.
CHS. 571,.

981

JUNE
JUNE 18, 1934.

rescind the
the agreements
March 2, 1926, November
November
between them of March
agreements between
rescind
December 17, 1917,
14, 1923,
11, 1922,
June 17,
17, 1920, and
and December
1922, June
January 11,
1923, January
14,

other from obutsl
each
party in
in such
rescissory agreement
agreement to
to release
release the
the other
bYguattrni release
release of
of
such rescissory
each party
all obligations,
accrued or to accrue,
accrue, under the said five agreements,
obligations, accrued
all
rescissory agreement
and
agreement to
to
part of said rescissory
as a
a part
States as
United States
the United
and the
conveyance of
quitclaim to
to the
said district
district all
all the
interest and estate
estate Conveyance
of U.8.
U.S.
the right, title, interest
the said
quitclaim
Interest to reclamation
reclamation
interest
prtoect.
project,
Reclamation
Hill
King
said
of
the
United
States
or
to
said
Reclamation
project.
in
of the United States
including
the water
water rights
thereof and any real
real estate acquired
acquired or
rights thereof
including the
held by
by the United
United States in connection
connection therewith.
held
Approved,
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
572
[CHAPTER 572.]

AN ACT
AN

Creating
the Florence
Commission and
and authorizing
Commission and
authorizing said Commission
Bridge Commission
Florence Bridge
Creating the
maintain, and operate
its
assigns to
operate a
abridge
bridge across
across the
construct, maintain,
to construct,
and assigns
successors and
its successors
Missouri River
Florence, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
River at or near Florence,
Missouri

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United States
of America
Congress assembled, That in order to
in Congress
America in
States of
United

promote
interstate commerce,
improve the
the postal
postal service,
service, and procommerce, improve
promote interstate
J. Andersen,
vide
Andersen, John A.
A.
other purposes, Charles J.
and other
military and
for military
vide for
Kuhn, and
successors in office,
office,
Rief, all as trustees, or their successors
Henry Rief,
and Henry
Kuhn,
a bridge
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
to construct,
are
and approaches
approaches thereto
River, at aa point suitacross the Missouri River,
thereto across
and
able
to the
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at or near Florence,
Florence, Douglas
Douglas
the interests
able to
County, Nebraska,
Nebraska, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
Act
provisions of the Act
the provisions
County,
entitled "An
to regulate
construction of
of bridges
bridges over navithe construction
regulate the
Act to
"An Act
entitled
gable
", approved
approved March
23, 1906,
1906, and
and subject
subject to the condiMarch 23,
waters ",
gable waters
own
tions
and limitations
contained in this Act; said
said trustees shall
shall own
limitations contained
tions and
and hold
hold said
said bridge
in trust
Nebraska, and
Douglas County, Nebraska,
trust for Douglas
bridge in
and
Pottawattamie County,
County, Iowa;
Iowa; said
said trustees
trustees being known
known as and
Pottawattamie
and servTrustees"
functioning
as
the
"
Florence
Bridge
of
Trustees"
Board
Bridge
Florence
"
the
as
functioning
ing without
compensation. Said
Said board
trustees is hereby
hereby granted
board of trustees
without compensation.
ing
the right
right to
mortgage all of the rights, powers,
and mortgage
transfer, and
assign, transfer,
to assign,
the
and
privileges conferred
conferred by this Act.
and privileges
SEC. 2.
hereby conferred
board of trustees
trustees such
said board
upon said
conferred upon
is hereby
There is
2. There
SEC.
rights and
powers to
enter upon
lands and
and to
condemn,
acquire, condemn,
to acquire,
upon lands
to enter
and powers
rights
occupy, possess,
possess, and
use real
real estate
estate and
other property
property needed for
for
and other
and use
occupy,
the
operation of such bridge
and operation
maintenance, and
construction, maintenance,
location, construction,
the location,
and its
its approaches
approaches as
are possessed
possessed by
railroad corporations
corporations for
by railroad
as are
and
railroad
or by
purposes in
in
bridge purposes
for bridge
corporations for
bridge corporations
by bridge
purposes or
railroad purposes
the
in which
which such
estate or
or other
other property
property is
situated, upon
is situated,
real estate
such real
State in
the State
making just
just compensation
compensation therefor,
to be
ascertained and paid
paid
be ascertained
therefor, to
making
according to
the proceedings
proceedings therefor
therefor
and the
State, and
such State,
of such
laws of
the laws
to the
according
shall be
in the
condemnation or
property
expropriation of property
or expropriation
the condemnation
as in
same as
the same
be the
shall
for
public purposes
purposes in
in such
such State.
State.
for public
S
EC. 3.
The said
board of
of trustees
trustees is
is hereby
authorized to fix and
hereby authorized
said board
3. The
SEC.
charge tolls
transit over
such bridge,
bridge, and
and the
rates of
toll so
so
of toll
the rates
over such
for transit
tolls for
charge
fixed shall
shall be
be the
legal rates
rates until
until changed
changed by
War
Secretary of War
the Secretary
by the
the legal
fixed
under
authority contained
contained in
Act of
of March
March 23,
1906.
23, 1906.
the Act
in the
the authority
under the
SEc.
4. In
fixing the
rates of
of toll
to be
for the
the use
use of
of
charged for
be charged
toll to
the rates
In fixing
SEC. 4.
such bridge
same shall
shall be
as to
to provide
provide a
suffund sufa fund
adjusted as
so adjusted
be so
the same
bridge the
such
repairing, and
ficient to
to pay
pay for
maintaining, repairing,
and
of maintaining,
cost of
reasonable cost
the reasonable
for the
ficient
operating the
the bridge
and its
its approaches
manageeconomical manageunder economical
approaches under
bridge and
operating
ment, and
provide a
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to amortize
amortize the cost
cost
a sinking
to provide
and to
ment,
of such
and its
its approaches,
approaches, including
reasonable interest
interest and
and
including reasonable
bridge and
such bridge
of
financing
cost, as
reasonable charges,
charges, but
but
under reasonable
possible, under
as possible,
soon as
as soon
financing cost,
within
a
period
of
not
to
exceed
twenty
years
from
the
completion
completion
the
from
years
twenty
exceed
to
not
of
within a period
thereof.
sinking fund
for such
shall
amortization shall
such amortization
sufficient for
fund sufficient
a sinking
After a
thereof. After

dune 18s,
18, 1934.
1934.
June

[s.
3230.]
IS.3230.]
[Public, No. 379.]

Mis
Missouri River.

souri RIer.
Florence,
Nebr.,
Nebr.,
Florence,
Bridge
Bridge Board of Trus-

tees may bridge.
bdge
teeay"

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

onstruction

Right
to acquire
acquire real
real
Rightforto
location,
estate for
location, apestate
etc.
proaches, etc.

Condemnation
Condemnation
ceedings.

propro-

eed
Tolls.
Tons.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Rates to be adjusted

adusted
to befor
toRoates
provide
for
operaopera.
provide
to
tion, sinking fund,
etc.
sinng fund, etc.
tion,

982
982

13d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Maintenance, as free
Maintenance,
amortizing
after amortizing
bridge after

rists.

costs.

Record of
expendiof expendiRecord
tures and receipts.

tures and receipts.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

573.
CHS. 572, 573.

1934.
JUNE 18, 1934.

have
been so
so provided,
provided, such
such bridge
bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be maintained
maintained
have been
and
tolls, or
rates of
tolls shall
shall thereafter
be
thereafter be
of tolls
the rates
or the
of tolls,
free of
operated free
and operated
so adjusted
to provide
provide a
not to
to exceed
the amount
amount necesnecesexceed the
of not
a fund
fund of
as to
adjusted as
so
sary
the proper
proper maintenance,
and operation
operation of
of the
the bridge
bridge
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
for the
sary for
and
its approaches
under economical
management. An accurate
accurate
economical management.
approaches under
and its
record
cost of
the bridge
and its
its approaches;
approaches; the
the expenditures
expenditures
bridge and
of the
of the
the cost
record of
for
repairing, and
and operating
operating the
same; and
and of
of the
the
the same;
maintaining, repairing,
for maintaining,
daily tolls
be kept
kept and
and shall
shall be
the
for the
available for
be available
shall be
collected shall
tolls collected
daily
information
of all
all persons
persons interested.
interested.
information of
SEc.
5. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
amend, or
The right
SEC. 5.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
573.]
[CHAPTER 573.]

June
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
[S. 3443.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 380.]
380.]

[s. 343.1

National
National
Pioneer
Monument, Ky.
Ky.
Monument,
Preamble,
Preamble.

Designated lands to
to
Designated
be set apart as, when
when
United
title vested in United
States.

AN ACT
National Monument
provide for the creation
Monument in the State of
creation of the Pioneer National
To provide

purposes.
Kentucky,
Kentucky, and
and for
for other
other purposes.

Whereas
provision has
has been
been made
made to preserve
preserve some of the great
great
no provision
Whereas no
shrines of
pioneer history that played their part in the drama of
of pioneer
shrines
the
both in resistance
resistance to the efforts of the
Revolution, both
American Revolution,
the American
British and
and their
allies to
American colonists
the American
to wipe out the
Indian allies
their Indian
British
west
of the
the Alleghenies
colonists along
thus close in on the colonists
and thus
Alleghenies and
west of
the
Atlantic seaboard
seaboard and
counteroffensive that
that
waging aa counteroffensive
and in waging
the Atlantic
resulted in
in the
conquest and
and.
and acquisition
acquisition of the Old Northwest; and
the conquest
resulted
Whereas
of these
shrines in
in Kentucky
Kentucky represent
represent in continuity
continuity
these shrines
four of
Whereas four
a
Revolution east of the Alleghenies,
Alleghenies,
American Revolution
counterpart of the American
a counterpart
West"
"in
(1) Boonesborough,
where the first fort "
in the West"
Boonesborough, where
to wit: (1)
",
was
erected., the first highway
Wilderness Road
Road",
highway to ""the West, the Wilderness
was erected,
terminated, the first colonization
colonization was effected, and the first legisterminated,
lature
met; (2)
(2) Boones Station,
Boone, as lieuStation, whence Daniel Boone,
lature met;
tenant
rushed troops to the
Fayette County Militia, rushed
the Fayette
colonel of the
tenant colonel
assistance
besieged stations
stations as well as joined
joined in
assistance of various other besieged
under General George
George Rogers
Rogers Clark
Clark
campaigns under
the retaliatory campaigns
into the
the Old
Old Northwest,
Northwest, and where he buried
buried his son and nephew,
nephew,
into
(3) Bryans Station, where
Battle of Blue Licks; (3)
at the
the Battle
fell at
who fell
the
women of
of the
the fort
fort sallied forth under the rifles of some six
the women
hundred Indians
on
Indians to procure water for the besieged pioneers on
hundred
August 18,
18, 1782,
178'2, contributing
large measure.
to the
the successful
measure to
in large
contributing in
Auguist
defense
of the
the fort; and (4)
Battlefield, scene of the
Licks Battlefield,
(4) Blue Licks
defense of
", August 19,
accredited
Battle of
19, 1782,
1782,
Revolution ",
of the
the Revolution
Last Battle
accredited ""Last
which
western colonists to unitedly launch aa
the western
all of the
aroused all
which aroused
devastating
campaign into the Ohio country, under
under the leadership
leadership
devastating campaign
of General
Clark, that
that effectually
stopped further
further
effectually stopped
Rogers Clark,
General George
George Rogers
of
Kentucky by the British and Indians
Indians and was the
invasion of Kentucky
forerunner of the final conquest of the entire Northwest
Northwest Territory
Territory
forerunner
Therefore
the United States: Therefore
for the
Representatives of the
the
and House
House of Representa.tives
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enaeted by
United States of America in,
assembled, That when title
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
Boonesborough, Boones
Boones Station, Bryans Station,
sites of
of Fort
Fort Boonesborough,
to the sites
and
State of Kentucky,
Kentucky, comprising
comprising
Battlefield, in the State
and Blue Licks Battlefield,
noncontiguous tracts to be united by a
aMemorial
Memorial Highway,
Highway, together
together
noncontiguous
with such historical structures
structures and remains
remains thereon, as may be desigInterior as necessary
necessary or desirable
desirable for
for
Secretary of the Interior
nated by the Secretary
national monunent
monument purposes
purposes and for the proper commemoration
commemoration of
of
West ", shall have
the valor and sacrifices of the pioneers
pioneers of "the
"the West",
been vested
vested in the United
areas and improvements
improvements shall
United States, said areas
designated and set apart by proclamation
proclamation of the President for
be designated

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 573-575.
573-575.

JUNE 18,
1934.
JUNE
18, 1934.

monument for the benefit and inspiration
preservation
a national monument
preservation as a
".
of the people, and shall be called the ""Pioneer National Monument
Monument".
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
and/or
authorized to accept
accept donations
donations of
of land, interests in land and/or
authorized
buildings, structures,
other property
within the
the boundaries
of
boundaries of
property within
and other
buildings,
structures, and
said national
and
said
national monument
monument as
as determined
determined and
and fixed
fixed hereunder,
hereunder, and
purchase and/or maintenance
maintenance thereof,
donations of funds for the purchase
the
and evidence
of title
acquired to
to be
satisfactory to
to
the title
title and
evidence of
title to
to lands
lands acquired
be satisfactory
Provided, That he may acquire on
Interior: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior:

983

Acceptance
of donadouaAcceptance of
tions, etc.

Proviso.
Pr°'

Purchase

of

of

tracts

fromfunds
behalf
the United
out of
any donated
donated funds,
funds, by
by purchase
purchase from
funds donated.
United States
States out
of any
behalf of
of the
at
reasonable, or
condemnation under the
him reasonable,
or by
by condemnation
at prices deemed
deemed by him
provisions
August 1,
1, 1888, such
such tracts
tracts of land within
the Act of
of August
provisions of the
the
necessary for the
as may be
be necessary
the completion
the said
said national
national monument
monument as
thereof.
thereof.
8
dministra tion
and development of Administration.
S
EC. 3.
That the
the administration,
administration, protection,
protection, and
3. That
SEC.
Vol. 39, p. 535.
the aforesaid
aforesaid national
monument shall
shall be
exercised under
under the
the
be exercised
national monument
the
direction
the Secretary
Interior by
by the National Park
the Interior
of the
Secretary of the
direction of
Service, subject
to the
August 25,
25, 1916,
the provisions of the Act
Act of
of August
Service,
subject to
entitled
other
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to establish
establish a
a National
National Park Service,
Service, and
and for
for other
purposes
amended.
", as amended.
purposes ",
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
574.]
[CHAPTER 574.]

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize production
associations to
to make
make loans
loans to
planters.
to oyster planters.
To
production credit
credit associations

Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representativcs
Senate and
and House
House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by

June 18, 1934.
1034.
[8. 3541.1
3541.]
[Public,
No. 381.)
Public. No.
381.1

oyster
Loans to oyster
United States
to Loans
That, subject
subject to
assembled, That,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United
planters.
the approval
approval of
the Governor
the Farm
Farm Credit
Administration Production
Production creditasCredit Administration
of the
Governor of
of the
the
credit associations authorized to
and under
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
by the
the Production
Production nociationsauthorizedto
prescribed by
rules and
and regulations
under rules
and
make, under
under regularegulamake,

Credit Commissioner,
production credit
credit associations
associations organized
organized under
Commissioner, production
Credit
ovster
the Farm
are authorized
to make
make loans to oyster
authorized to
of 1933
1933 are
Act of
Credit Act
Farm Credit
the
planters who
carrying on
operations under leases of oyster
oyster
on their
their operations
who are
are carrying
planters
beds granted
granted by
any State
State or
or political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof;
thereof; to
to sell,
sell,
by any
beds
discount, assign,
assign, or
otherwise dispose
of any
made by
by them
them
any loans
loans niade
dispose of
or otherwise
discount,
under
the provisions
provisions of
and to
to do
things
other things
and all
all other
do any
any and
Act; and
of this
this Act;
under the

on

s.
titions.

.
e p
AIate,

",

p. 2"5_.

l
F
interinedi.ai
C
necessary
to carry
these provisions
provisions into
into effect.
effect. With
the approval
telralit
e,,,neiat
r Federal
llapprotval credit
With the
carry these
necessary to
banks may
discount,
etc.,
such
loans.
of
the
Governor
of
the
Farm
Credit
Administration
and
under
rules
stlh
roins.
etc,
count.
rutles
tnder
of the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration antd
and regulations
be prescribed
ComCredit ComIntermediate Credit
by the
the Intermediate
prescribed by
to be
regulations to
and
missioner,
intermediate credit
authorized and
and
are authorized
banks are
credit banks
Federal interlmediate
the Federal
missioner, the
empowered
purchase front
from any
production credit
credit
any production
for or
or purchase
to discount
discount for
empowered to
To
direct addirect
admake
association any
any note,
or other
a vances,
To make
representing a
obligation representing
such obligation
other such
draft, or
note, draft,
association
etc.
loan or
made under
under the
provisions of
Act; and
and to
make anC'eStet'
to make
of this
this Act;
the provisions
or loans
loans made
loan
loans or
or advances
advances direct
direct to
such organization
secured by such
organization secured
to any
any such
loans
obligations.
obligations.
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 575.]
575.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To
extend the
the times
times for
for commencing
bridge
of a
a bridge
construction of
the construction
completing the
and completing
commencing and
To extend
across
the Saint
Saint Clair
Clair River
River at
at or
or near
Port Huron,
Huron, Michigan.
near Port
across the

June 18, 194.
1934.
[S. 3545.]
35451
I[.
[Public, No. 382.1

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United
America in
That the
the times
Clair River.
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
times Saint
for
States of
Sai"ntclainider
for
and completing
completing the
the construction
of a
Jli i
gi
l m
neg
:x, hat
17dPoT
Portrt
across R1bridging,
a bridge
bridge across
construction of
commencing and
for commencing
the
Saint Clair
River at
at or
or near
authorized Huron, Mich.
Michigan, authorized
Huron, Michigan,
Port Huron,
near Port
Clair River
the Saint
to
be built
built by
the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes Bridge
by an
an Act
Act of
of
Commission by
Bridge Commission
by the
to be
Congress
25, 1930,
by Acts
Acts of
of
extended by
heretofore extended
1930, heretofore
June 25,
approved June
Congress approved
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Congress approved
February 28.
28, 1931,
1932, and
13,
Congress
approved February
1931, June
June 9,
9, 1932,
and June
June 13,
1933,
hereby extended
extended one
respectively, from
1933, are
are hereby
one and
and three
three years,
years, respectively,
from
June 13,
1931.
June
13, 1934.
SEc.
Sm. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
this Act
Act is
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Amendment.
Amendment.

[CHAPTER 576.1
[CHAPTER
576.1

ACT
AN ACT

To
conserve and
develop Indian
Indian lands
resources; to
to extend
extend to
Indians the
To conserve
and develop
lands and
and resources;
to Indians
the
to form
business and
other organizations;
credit system
for
right to
form business
and other
organizations; to
to establish
establish a
a credit
system for
Indians;
to
grant
certain
to Indians;
Indians;
certain rights
rights of home rule to
to provide
provide for
for vocavocaIndians; to
tional education
education for Indians; and for other purposes.

June 18,
1934.
June
8, 1934.
[S.
3845.]
[S.3645.]
383.]
[Public, No. 383.]

afairs.

JUNE
18, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 18,

enacted by the Senate and Haase
House of Representatives
Representatives of t7he
Be it
it enacted
the
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in no land of any Indian reservation,
reservation, created or
apart by
by treaty
treaty or
or set
set apart
or

Indian affairs.
Future allotment in
seFuurealtlotment
severalty prohibited.

agreement
agreement with the Indians,
of Congress,
Congress, Executive
Executive order,
order, purpurIndians, Act
Act of
chase, or
to any
any Indian.
Indian.
or otherwise, shall
shall be
be allotted
allotted in
in severalty
severalty to
Existing trust
trust peSEC. 2. The existing periods of
PeSite.
of trust
trust placed
placed upon
upon any
any Indian
Indian
nods
riods extended.
extended.
lands and any restriction on alienation
alienation thereof
are hereby
thereof are
hereby extended
extended
directed by
by Congress.
Congress.
and continued
continued until
until otherwise
otherwise directed
Restoration
Restoration of lands
lands
SEC. 3. The Secretary
SEc.
Secretary of the Interior, if he shall find it to be in
to tribal ownership.
totribalownership
the public interest, is hereby authorized to restore to
to tribal
tribal ownership the remaining surplus
any Indian
Indian reservation
reservation heretosurplus lands
lands of
of any
heretoauthorized to
to be opened, to
fore opened, or authorized
sale, or
any other
other form
form
to sale,
or any
of disposal by Presidential proclamation, or by
by any
the publicany of
of the
publicProvisos.
rEns.ldgh
Provided, however,
valid rights
rights
however, That
That valid
Existing valid rights land laws of the United States: Provided,
affected.
or claims of any persons to any lands so withdrawn
not affected.
withdrawn existing on the
date of the withdrawal
withdrawal shall not be affected by this Act: Provided
Provided
Lands in reclamation further,
Landsinreclamation
That
this
section
shall
not
apply
to
within
any
further,
lands
reclareclaprojects.
projects.
mation project heretofore
heretofore authorized in any Indian reservation:
Proreservation: ProOrder
temporarily
vided ftrter,
farther, That
order of
of the
the Department
Department of
of the
Interior
signed,
temporarily vided
That the
the order
the
Interior
signed,
withdrawing
Papago
wRthdrawing Papg
dated, and approved
approved by
by Honorable
Honorable Ray
Lyman Wilbur,
Secretary
Ray Lyman
Wilbur, as
as Secretary
Reservation
lands dated
from mineral
mineral entry,
entry, of the Interior, on October
1932,
temporarily
October
28,
temporarily
withdrawing
lands
withdrawing
lands
etc.. revoked,
revoed.
óff the Papago
Papago Indian Reservation in Arizona
Arizona from
forms of
of
from all forms
mineral entry or claim under the public land mining laws, is hereby
hereby
rescinded, and the lands of
revoked and rescinded,
Papago Indian
Indian
of the
the said
said Papago
Reservation are hereby
hereby restored to exploration
exploration and location,
location, under
under
the existing mining laws of the United
in accordance
with
TTnited States,
States, in
accordance with
the express
express terms and provisions declared
declared and
in the
the
and set
set forth
forth in
Executive
Executive orders establishing said Papago Indian Reservation:
Reservation:
Resulting damages
damages Piovided further, That dalnages
tRelting
Provided further,
damages shall be paid to the Papago
Papago Tribe
tribe: finttalimitato be paid tribe;
tion.
for loss of any improvements
improvements on
on any
any land
land located
located for
for nuning
mining in
such a
a sum as may be determined
Secretary of the Interior
determined by the Secretary
Interior
Annual
Annu:l rental to be but not to exceed
exceed
improvements:
Provided
further,
the
cost
of
said
improvements:
Provided
further,
wi.
paid.
pa
That
rental not to
to exceed five cents per acre shall be paid
That a
a yearly
yearly rental
to the Papago Tribe for loss of the use or occupancy
occupancy of
of any
an y l
an d
land
offmining operations,
withdrawn by the requirements
requirements o
operations, and payments
derived
derived from damages or rentals shall be deposited in the Treasury
Treasury
Applicant for
off the United States to the credit of the Papago
Applicant
for min- o
Papago Tribe: Providei
Provided
eral
patent roust
must
first
first
make deposit of rent. further,
make
further, That in the event any person or persons, partnership, corcorporation, or association, desires aa mineral patent, according to
to the
the
mining laws of the United States, he or they shall first
first deposit in
in
the Treasury-of the United States to the credit of the Papago
Papago Tribe
Tribe
the sum of $1.00
$1.00 per acre in lieu of annual rental, as hereinbefore
provided,
provided, to compensate
compensate for the loss or occupancy
occupancy of the lands withdrawn by the requirements
requirements of mining operations: Provided
Provided father,
trther.
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That patentee
patentee shall also pay into the Treasury of the United States

to
the credit
the Papago
Papago Tribe
Tribe damages
to the
credit of
of the
improvedamages for
for the
the loss
loss of
of improvements not heretofore
in such aa sum as may be determined
determined by
heretofore paid in

985
985
atentee to pay, to
loss of im-

Patentee to pay, to
credit of
of Indians.
credit
Indians, damdam*
ages, for loss of images,
provements.

provements.

the Secretary of the Interior, but not to exceed
exceed the
the cost
cost thereof;
thereof;
Refund,
Refund, ifif not
the payment
payment of $1.00 per acre for surface use to be refunded
refunded to quired.
ac
not acpatentee
qulred.
patentee in the event that patent is not acquired.
acquired.
Nothing herein
shall restrict
restrict th
gran ting or
ofper
Nothing
herein contained
contained shall
thee granting
or use
use of
per-of
etc.
mits for easements or rights-of-way; or ingress
ingress or
or egress
egress over the
the notRights
way, etc
o way,
ights
restricted.

lands
all proper
lands for
for all
purpose s ;and
an d nothing
no thi ng contained
contained t restricted.
proper and
and lawful
lawful purposes;
provided, shall be construed
herein, except as expressly provided,
construed as authority
for the Secretary of the Interior, or any other person, to
or
to issue or
promulgate aa rule or regulation
regulation in conflict with the Executive
Executive order
order
Vol. 4,
46, p.
of February
February 1,
1917, creating
of
1, 1917,
Papago Indian
Indian Reservation
creating the
the Papago
Reservation in
in AriAri- Vol.
p. 1202.
1202.
zona or the Act of February 21,
21, 1931 (46
1202).
(46 Stat.
Stat. 1202).
No transfers of reSEC.
SEC. 4. Except
Except as herein provided,
provided, no sale, devise, gift, exchange
exchange stricted
Notrcansfers
of
Indian lands,
Indian
exception.
etc.;exception.
or other transfer
transfer of restricted
restricted Indian
Indian lands or of shares
shares in
in the assets etc.;
of any Indian tribe or corporation
organized hereunder,
shall be
be
corporation organized
hereunder, shall
made or approved:
Provided, however,
however, That such lands or interests
L
ay descend
descend
approved: Provided,
interests Provisos.
Lands may
only to Indian tribeor
tribe or
may, with
with the
approval of
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
may,
the approval
the Secretary
Interior, be
be sold,
sold, onlyto
successor corporation.
devised, or otherwise
otherwise transferred to the Indian tribe in which the sucessoreorpor Btio"
lands
or from
from which
which the
the shares
shares were
were derived
lands or shares are
are located
located or
derived
etc., accordor to
to aa successor
or
successor corporation;
corporation; and
and in
all instances
instances such
such lands
lands or
in all
or ing
ingDescent,
toto applcable
applicable laws.
laws.
interests shall descend
descend or
in accordance
accordance with
then
or be devised, in
with the
the then
or Federal
Federal laws
laws where
where applicable,
existing laws
laws of
of the
the State,
State, or
applicable, in
in
which said lands are
subject matter
of the
are located
located or
or in
in which the
the subject
matter of
the
corporation
located, to
to any
member of
or of
such corcorcorporation is
is located,
any member
of such
such tribe
tribe or
of such
Voluntary exchanges
poration or
heirs of
of such
such member:
member: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
poration
or any
any heirs
the forVoluntary
exchanges
proper consolidaconsolidaSecretary
Interior may authorize
Secretary of the Interior
of tions.
authorize voluntary
voluntary exchanges
exchanges of
lands of
value and
and the
voluntary
exchange
of
shares
of
equal
of equal value
the voluntary exchange of shares of equal
value whenever
whenever such exchange,
is expedient
expedient and
exchange, in
in his judgment, is
and
beneficial for or compatible
compatible with the proper
proper consolidation
consolidation of
of Indian
Indian
lands and for the benefit
benefit of
of cooperative
cooperative organizations.
organizations.
Acquisitions,
for proSEC.
Acquisitions, for
pro
SEc. 5. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized,
authorized, in his viding
lands for Indiscretion,
acquire through
purchase, relinquishment,
discretion, to
to acquire
through purchase,
relinquishment, gift, dians.
dians.
exchalne, or assignllment,
exchange,
assignment., any
interest in lands, water
surany interest
water rights
rights or
or surrights to lands, within or
or without
existing reservations,
includface rights
without existing
reservations, includingotherwise restricted
restricted allotnlents
allotments whether
be
ing trust
trust or
or otherwise
whether the
the allottee
allottee be
living
deceased, for
the purpose
purpose of
providing land
land for
living, or
or deceased,
for the
of providilg
for Indians.
Indians.
Appropriation auFor the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of such lands,
in lands,
rights, thorized.
For
lands, interests
interests in
lands, water
walter rights,
tlAropriatiod
.
and surface
surface rights,
and for
expenses incident
incident to
and
rights, and
for expenses
to such
such acquisition,
acquisition,
there
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be
out of
in
there is
authorized to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any funds
funds in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, a
not to
to exceed
exceed
the Treasury
not otherwise
a sum
sum not
Proviso.
$2,000,000
Provided, That no part of such Not
Orto
used out$2,000,000 in any one fiscal year: Provided,
to be used outboundary lines
funds shall
shall be
used to
to acquire
additional land
of the
exterior side boundary
funds
be used
acquire additional
land outside
outside of
the exterior
lines of
of
Navajo reservation.
boundaries of
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation
in Navajoreservatlon.
boundaries
of Navajo
Reservation for
for the
the Navajo
Navajo Indians
Indians in
Mexico, in
in the
event that
the proposed
proposed Navajo
Navajo
Arizona and New Mexico,
the event
that the
Ante, p.
p. 960.
boundary
pending in
boundary extension
extension measures
measures now
now pending
in Congress
Congress and
and embodied
embodied Antt
9wp.
in the bills
8927) to
exterior boundaries
bills (S. 2499 and H.R. 8927)
to define
define the
the exterior
boundaries
and for
other purposes,
of the
the Navajo
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
in Arizona,
Arizona, and
for other
purposes,
H.R. 8982)
8982) to
to define
define the
and the bills (S. 2531 and H.R.
the exterior
exterior boundaboundaries
New Mexico
and for
for other
ries of
of the
the Navajo
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
in New
Mexico and
other
or similar
legislation, become
law.
purposes, or
similar legislation,
become law.
Balances
available
The unexpended
unexpended balances
of any
made pursuant
The
balances of
any appropriations
appropriations made
pursuant to
to unBtil'pendeds
until expended. aiae
this
section
shall
remain
available
until
expended.
this section shall remain available until expended.
itle
ed
Title vested in
Title to
any lands
lands or
or rights
rights acquired
pursuant to
to this
be United
trust.
Title
to any
acquired pursuant
this Act
Act shall
shall be
nited States
States in
in trutn.
Lands exempt from
taken
the name
of the
the United
trust for
Indian tribe
tribe taxation.
taken in
in the
name of
United States
States in
in trust
for the
the Indian
taltin. exempt from
or
individual Indian
Indian for
which the
land is
is acquired,
acquired, and
and such
lands
or individual
for which
the land
such lands
or
be exempt
exempt from
from State
State and
or rights
rights shall
shall be
and local
local taxation.
taxation.
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Indian forestry
forestry unis
units.
SEC. 6. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
Interior is
is directed
directed to make rules and
of the Interior
SE.
Indian
Regulations governregulations
operation and management
management of Indian
Indian forestry
regulations for the
ing.
the operation
units on
the principle
principle of
restrict the
to restrict
management, to
of sustained-yield
sustained-yield management,
units
on the
number of
estimated
to the estimated
units to
of livestock
livestock grazed on Indian range units
number
carrying capacity of such ranges, and to promulgate such other rules
carrying
and regulations
regulations as may be necessary
necessary to protect the range from deteriof the
the
assure full utilization
utilization of
erosion, to assure
to prevent soil erosion,
oration, to
range, and
like purposes.
purposes.
range,
and like
New Indian reservaSEC. 7.
7. The
of the
Interior is
authorized to
to prois hereby authorized
the Interior
Secretary of
The Secretary
SEC.
acqured
lands acquired
tinson
tions on lands
by proclamation.
proclamation,
claim new Indian reservations on lands acquired
acquired pursuant to any
authority
existing
conferred by this Act, or to add such lands to existing
authority conferred
r
Proviso.
reservations: Provided,
Provided, That
That lands
lands added
added to
to existing
reservations
t.ns,
fo
reservations:
existing
reservations
Additions, for exclushall be
designated for
use of
entitled by
by
sive use
use of
Indians.
ofIndians.
shall
be designated
for the
the exclusive
exclusive use
of Indians
Indians entitled
enrollment or
reservations.
enrollment
or by tribal
tribal membership
membership to residence at such reservations.
Holdings for homeSEC. 8.
8. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to relate
SEC.
refoutide
of ressteadsoutside
steads
of
ervations.
ervations.
to Indian holdings of allotments
allotments or homesteads upon the public
boundaries of any Indian resergeographic boundaries
domain outside of the geographic
vation
now
established hereafter.
vation
now
existing
or
established
hereafter.
Sum for defraying exof
authorized to be appropriated, out of
S
EC. 9. There
There is hereby authorized
SEC.
penses oftrib
tribal organSorganization herein created.
zationherein
reated. any funds in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, such sums
otherwise appropriated,
as may
may be necessary, but not to exceed
exceed $250,000 in any fiscal
fiscal year,
Interior, in
Secretary of the Interior,
to be expended at the order of the Secretary
defraying the expenses of organizing Indian chartered corporations
corporations
or other organizations
organizations created
created under
under this Act.
Act.
Establishment of reSEC. 10.
10. There
There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated, out of
of
vol
SEC.
und,
of asvovtbl'Shent
volving
fund, to make
loans
for tecnomic
economic deTreasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
elonsfor
de- any funds in the Treasury
of
velopment.
$10,000,000 to be established as a
a revolving fund from which the
$10,000,000
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, under such rules and regulations as he
may prescribe,
prescribe, may make loans to Indian chartered corporations
corporations
promoting the economic
for the purpose of promoting
economic development
development of such
such
of
tribes and of their members, and may defray the expenses of
Repayments
to
be administering
loans. Repayment of amounts loaned under
cepayments
to be
under
credited to
to revolving administering such
fund.
fund.
this authorization
authorization shall be credited to the
the revolving
and shall
revolving fund and
shall
Report
Congress.
to Congress.
iteport to
be available
for the
the purposes
purposes for which
which the fund is established.
established. A
be
available for
A
annually to Congress of transactions
transactions under
report shall be made annually
under
this authorization.
Vocat tonal and trade
Vocational
SEC. 11.
11. There is hereby authorized
appropriated, out
out of
of
authorized to be appropriated,
school.
any funds
the United
not otherwise
otherwise approfunds in
SAtlnual
in the
United States
States Treasury not
Amival
appropria- any
approtion for loans, to proeeons,to pro- prnated, a sum not to exceed
tlin for
exceed $250,000
$250,000 annually, together
together with any
any
vide payment for tui- priated, a
tion,
et.,
tion, etc.
unexpended balances of previous appropriations
appropriations made pursuant to
this section,
section, for loans to Indians
Indians for the payment of tuition and
Proriso.
other expenses
in recognized
recognized vocational
and trade
schools: Provided,
Provided,
Imam
vocational and
trade schools:
expenses in
IndlinSistudents in other
wcotalary,
etc., schools. That not more than $50,000 of such sum shall be available
sw'e)llry,et.,sehooIs.
not more than $50,000 of
available for
loans to
Indian students
schools and
and colleges.
colleges. Such
Rem
to Indian
students in
in high
high schools
Such loans
loans
Reimbursable.
iursa.
shall be reimbursable
reimbursable under rules established
established by the Commissioner
Commis,sioner
of Indian Affairs.
Standards
Standards of health,
health,
S
EC. 12. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is
is directed
directed to
to establish
establish
ability,
ability,etetobeestabSEC.
llished.. etc., to be estabfihed.
standards of health, age, character, experience,
experience , knowledge,
know l
edge , an
andd
for
who
may
appointed,
without
regard
to
civilApIoiutments.
ability
for
Indians
who
may
be
appointed,
without
regard
to
civilAppointments.
service laws,
laws, to the various positions maintained,
hereafter,
maintained, now or hereafter,
by the Indian Office,
Office, in the administration
administratio n of
of f
unc ti ons or
serv i
ces
functions
or services
affecting any Indian
affecting
Indian tribe. Such qualified Indians
Indians shall hereafter
hereafter
have
hay.
e.the preference
preference to appointment
appointment to vacancies
vacancies in any such
such
positions.
positions.
Prot isions
dealing
S
EC. 13.
13. The
The provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
shall not
nota
pply t
ofthe
the
too any of
apply
with Indian corporaof this
corpora
SEC.
tions, education, etc.,
United States.
possessions of
colonies, or
Territories, colonies,
tions. education, eta., Territories,
or insular
insular possessions
of the
the United
States.
applicable to Alaska.
sections 9,
9, 10,
10, 11,
11, 12,
12, and
and 16,
16, shall
to the
the TerritorY
Territory
shall apply
apply to
except that
that sections
Deed sections
ctons except
Designated
Act
to variou
eignapiable to
Provided, That Sections 2, 4, 7, 16, 17, and 18 of this Act
inapplicable
various of Alaska: Provided,
tribes.
tribes.
shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
to the
the following-named
following-named Indian tribes, the members of
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affiliated
such
tribes, together
members of other tribes affiliated
with members
together with
Indian tribes,
such Indian
with such
named tribes
tribes located
in the State of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, as follows:
follows:
located in
such named
with
Delaware,
Cheyenne, Arapaho,
Comanche, Kiowa, Caddo, Delaware,
Apache, Comanche,
Arapaho, Apache,
Cheyenne,
Pawnee, Ponca, Shawnee,
Wichita, Osage,
Osage, Kaw,
Otoe, Tonkawa,
Tonkawa, Pawnee,
Shawnee,
Kaw, Otoe,
Wichita,
Iowa,
Ottawa,
Quapaw
,
Seneca,
Wyandotte,
Iowa
Sac and Fox, Kickapoo,
Kickapoo,
Wyandotte,
Ottawa, Quapaw, Seneca,
Pottawatomi,
Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole.
Cherokee, Chickasaw,
Pottawatomi, Cherokee,
Section
4
of
this
Act
shall
not
apply to the Indians of the Klamath
Klamath
not apply
shall
Act
Section 4 of this
Reservation
Reservation in Oregon.
Protecting
treaty
toeaty
Prtg
continue rights
to continue
directed to
Sec.
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior is hereby directed
with Sioux InThe Secretary
14. The
SEC. 14.
dians.
o
dian
Act
the
of
17
the allowance
the articles
section
enumerated in section
articles enumerated
of the
Continuation of alallowance of
the
lowances,
etc.
ovanes,.etc.
value
of
March
2,
1889
(23
Stat.L.
894),
or
their
commuted
cash
commuted
their
or
894),
Stat.L.
(23
of March 2, 1889
Vol. 23, p. 894; Vol.
p.
v . i.25,o41.
. Vol.
Sioux 229,vol.i3
all Sioux
p. 334;
p. 451.
under
the Act
Act of
of June
(29 Stat.L. 334),
334), to all
10, 1896 (29
June 10,
under the
Act,
provisions
the
Indians
who
would,
be
eligible,
but
for
provisions
of
this
but
eligible,
be
would
who
Indians
the
to receive
receive allotments
lands i
n severalty
severalty under section 19 of the
in
of lands
allotments of
to
Act
of May
(25 Stat.L.
Stat.L. 451),
451), or under any prior Act,
1908 (25
29, 1908
May 29,
Act of
a family or No person to receive
and who
who have
status of
of the head of a
prescribed status
the prescribed
have the
and
ai
tha onn
re than
more
one allowsingle person
age of
of eighteen
eighteen years
years, and his approval shall mo
the age
over the
person over
single
ance.
ances
from
formerly
therefor
be
final
and
conclusive,
claims
therefor
to
be
paid
as
formerly
from
claims
be final and conclusive,
the
said section 17 and carried
by said
made by
appropriation made
permanent appropriation
the permanent
on
the
books
of
the
Treasury
for
this
purpose. No person shall
purpose.
this
for
Treasury
the
on the books of
receive
own right
right more
more than
allowance of the benefits, and
one allowance
than one
his own
in his
receive in
application
be made
and approved
approved during the lifetime of
made and
must be
application must
the allottee
or the
the right
right shall
lapse. Such
Such benefits shall continue
shall lapse.
allottee or
the
to
be
paid
upon
such
reservation
until
such
time as the lands
such time
until
reservation
such
upon
paid
be
to
passage of this
available
therein
for
allotment
at
time
of
the
the
at
allotment
available therein for
Act would
would have
have been
been exhausted
exhausted by
award to each person
person
the award
by the
Act
such
of
acres
receiving
such
benefits
of
an
allotment
of
eighty
acres
eighty
of
allotment
an
of
receiving such benefits
land.
land.
No Indian claim or
laimthis
Ipdied by
orNo
S
EC. 15.
15. Nothing
in this
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to impair or
suit impaired
this
this Act
Nothing in
SEC.
Act.
Act.
the
prejudice
any
claim
or
suit
of
any
Indian
tribe
against
United
tribe
prejudice any claim or suit of any Indian
States. It
It is
hereby declared
to be
the intent
intent of
of Congress
Congress that no
be the
declared to
is hereby
States.
expenditures
the benefit
benefit of
Indians made
of appropriations
out of
made out
of Indians
for the
expenditures for
authorized
by this
this Act
shall be
be considered
considered as
offsets in any suit
as offsets
Act shall
authorized by
Indians
brought
to
recover
upon
any
claim
of
such
against the
such
of
brought to recover upon any claim
resn on
United
States.
Indians residing
on
United States.d
may
reervation may
me reservation
SEC. 16.
Any Indian
tribe, or
or tribes,
on the same reserva- same
residing on
tribes, residing
Indian tribe,
16. Any
SEC.
organise for common
ommon
tion,
shall have
have, the
the right
right to
organize for
for its
its common
common welfare,
welfare, and
and organize
welfare. for
to organize
tion, shall
wele.
shall
may adopt
an
appropriate
constitution
and
bylaws,
which
shall
which
bylaws,
and
may adopt an appropriate constitution
menm- Effective, when ratiad(llt nienibecome effective
effective when
by aamajority
vote of
of the
the adult
majority vote
ratified by
when ratified
become
fied.
wen atifed.
tiers
of
the
tribe,
or
of
the
adult
Indians
residing
on
such
reservation,
reservation,
such
on
residing
Indians
bers of the tribe, or of the adult
as
the
case
may
be,
at
a
special
election
authorized
and
called
by
the
called
and
authorized
election
special
a
at
be,
may
case
the
as
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior under
rules and
regulations as he RRevocation, amendand regulations
such rules
under such
Secretary
etc.
ments etc.
may prescribe. Such
constitution and
bylaws when
when ratified
ratified as
afore- ments,
as aforeand bylaws
prescribe. Such constitution
may
said and approved
approved by
by the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
be
revocable
revocable
be
shall
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
said and
by an
an election
election open
the same
in the same
conducted in
and conducted
voters and
same voters
to the
open to
by
manner as hereinabove provided.
provided. Amendments
Amendments to
to the
constitution
constitution
the
as hereinabove
manner
and bylaws may
be
ratified
and
approved
by
the
Secretary
in
the
in the
Secretary
the
by
and bylaws may be ratified and approved
same
manner
as
the
original
constitution
andbylaws.
Additional
iibe po w ers
bylaws.
and
constitution
original
the
as
same manner
Additnl° r powers
In
all powers
powers vested
in any
tribe or tribal vested
Indian tribe
any Indian
vested in
to all
addition to
In addition
council
existing law,
shall
said tribe shall
by said
adopted by
constitution adopted
the constitution
law, the
by existing
council by
rights
also
vest
in
such
tribe
or
its
tribal
council
the
following
rights and
following
the
council
tribal
its
or
also vest in such tribe
powers:
employ legal
legal counsel,
counsel, the
of counsel
counsel and fixing
choice of
the choice
To employ
powers: To
of fees to
to be
be subject
subject to
to the
the approval
of
the
Secretary
of the
the Interior;
Interior ;
of
Secretary
the
of
approval
of fees
lands,
to prevent
the
sale,
disposition,
lease,
or
encumbrance
of
lands
tribal
of
encumbrance
or
lease,
disposition,
sale,
the
to prevent
interests in lands, or
other
tribal
assets
without
the
consent
of
the
the
of
consent
the
without
assets
or other tribal
interests in tolands,
advi
tribe •and
with the
Federal, State,
and local
Govern- secr
decretart to advise
local GovernState, and
the Federal,
negotiate with
and to negotiate
tribe;
tribe of contemplated
ontemplated
of
trib
or
tribe
such
ments.
The
Secretary
of
the
Interi
or
advise
such
tribe
its
appropriation
estiadvise
shall
Interior
the
of
ments. The Secretary
s
aropri tion eitribal council
council of
all appropriation
appropriation estimates
estimates or
or Federal
Federal projects
projects for mates.
of all
tribal
the benefit of the tribe prior to the submission of such estimates to the
the benefit of the tribe prior to the submission of such estimates to the
Bureau
Budget and
the Congress.
Congress.
and the
the Budget
of the
Bureau of
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II. CHS. 576,
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JUNE
JUNE 18,
18,

134.
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SEC. 17.
Secretary of
Interior may,
at
SEC.
17. The
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
may, upon
upon petition
petition by
by at

therefor. least one-third
upon petition therefor.
of the
the adult
adult Indians,
one-third of
Indians, issue
issue a
acharter
of incorporation
charter of
incorporation

to such tribe: Provided,
charter shall not
Provided, That such charter
not become
become operaoperas
tive
ratified at
at a
election by
by aamajority
majority vote
of the
adult
until ratified
tive until
a special
special election
vote of
the adult
Indians
Indians living on the reservation.
reservation. Such charter may convey to the
Power conferred.
incorporated
incorporated tribe the
the power
power to
by gift,
bequest,
to purchase,
purchase, take
take by
gift, or
or bequest.
otherwise, own,
own, hold,
hold, manage,
of property
property
or otherwise,
manage, operate,
operate, and
and dispose
dispose of
of
and personal,
personal, including
including the
the power
to purof every
every description,
description, real
real and
power to
purrestricted Indian lands
chase restricted
lands and to
to issue
issue in exchange
exchange therefor
therefor
interests in
corporate property,
in corporate
property, and
and such further
further powers as may
may be
be
incidental
business, not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
incidental to
to the conduct
conduct of
of corporate
corporate business,
with
law,
no authority
mortgage, or
or lease
law, but
but no
authority shall
shall be
be granted
granted to
to sell,
sell, mortgage,
lease for
for
Revocation.
Revation
a period exceeding
exceeding ten years any of the land
land included
included in
in the limits
issued shall
shall not
not be
or
of the
the reservation.
reservation. Any
Any charter
charter so
so issued
be revoked
revoked or
surrendered except
except by
Act of
of Congress.
Congress.
surrendered
by Act
Inapplicable
Inapplicable to
to resSEC.
S
EC. 18. This Act shall not apply to any reservation wherein a
a
ervation rejecting proposition.
of the
the adult
Indians, voting
at a
special election
election duly
duly called
srtion.rejetng pP r majority
majority of
adult Indians,
voting at
a special
called
vote against
against its
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior, shall vote
its application.
application.
It shall be the duty of the
Secretary of
one
It
the Secretary
of the Interior, within
within one
approval of
Act, to
call such
such an
year after
after the
the passage
passage and approval
of this
this Act,
to call
an
which election shall
election, which
shall be
be held
held by
by secret
secret ballot
ballot upon
upon thirty
thirty
days' notice.
days'
Term "Indian"
deTerm
'Indian" deSEC.
" as used in this Act shall include all
S
EC. 19. The term "Indian
"Indian "
fined.
fined.
persons of Indian descent who are members of any recognized Indian
Indian
tribe now under Federal jurisdiction, and all persons who
who are
descendants of such members
members who were, on
on June
June 1,
1934, residing
1, 1934,
residing
within the present boundaries
boundaries of any Indian
Indian reservation,
reservation, and
and shall
all other
other persons
persons of
more Indian
further include all
of one-half
one-half or
or more
Indian blood.
blood.
For the purposes
purposes of this Act, Eskimos
Eskimos and other
other aboriginal
aboriginal peoples
peoples
Tribe."
Tribe.
of Alaska shall be considered
considered Indians. The term "
wherever
" tribe "
" wherever
used in this Act shall be
be construed
construed to
to refer
refer to
to any
any Indian
Indian tribe,
tribe,
organized
band, pueblo,
or the
the Indians
residing on
on one
reservation.
organized band,
pueblo, or
Indians residing
one reservation.
"Adult Indians."
"AdltIndias."
The words
wherever used
in this
this Act
shall be
be
The
words "adult
"adult Indians"
Indians" wherever
used m
Act shall
construed
construed to refer to Indians
Indians who have attained the age of
of twentytwentyone years.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Proviso.
Proriso.
Ratification
condition precedent to operation.
tion.
Powers conferred.

tionpredent topend-

(CHAPTER 577.)
[CHAPTER
577.]
June 18, 1934.
1934.
June
N.
3742.1
IS. 3742.1
[Public,
No. 384.1
384.]
IPil-re, No.

Lake Champlain.
Le Chamnplaidge
Vermont
may bridge,
at West Swanton.
At
swanton.

west

Construction.
vol.nst
, p. 84..
Vol. 34,r

Toll
to be
adTol rates
rates to
be adjusted to provide cost
cost
justed
of
operation and
sinkof operation
and sinking fund.
gfund.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

consent of Congress to the State
Granting the consent
State Board of Public Works
Works of
State
of the
the Stale
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a toll
toll bridge
of Vermont to construct, maintain,
bridge across
across Lake
Lake
Champlain at or near West Swanton, Vermont.
Vermont.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Sena2e
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
by the
House of
the
United
America ilb
in. Comnress
Congress assenbleed,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
United States of
of Anwri-ea
consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the State Board of Public Works
of the State of Vermont
Vermont to construct, maintain, and operate a
abridge
approaches thereto
and approaches
thereto across Lake Champlain, at a
a point suitable
Cto the
interests of
to
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, between
between aa point
or near
East
point at
at or
near East
Alburg, Vermont,
Vermont, and aa point at or near West Swanton, Vermont,
Vermont,
in accordance
"An
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "
An Act to
regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable waters",
waters ",
approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and
limitations contained in this Act.
SEC.
charged for the use of such bridge, the rates
SEc. 2.
2. If
If tolls are charged
of tolls may be so adjusted as to provide a
a fund sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
pay
(a)
the reasonable
maintenance, repair, and operation
(a)
reasonable cost of maintenance,
operation of
of
the said bridge and its approaches,
approaches, and (b)
(b) the amortization
amortization within
within
aa reasonable time, and not exceeding twenty-five years from the

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
578.
577,578.
CHS. 577,
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989

18, 1934.
JUNE 18,

and under reasonable
date that
that the
the bridge
to traffic,
reasonable conditraffic, and
opened to
is opened
bridge is
date
tion, of
of any
loan or
or loans,
including reasonable
reasonable interest, taxes, and
loans, including
any loan
tion,
financing charges
charges made
made or
connection with the conmade in connection
to be made
or to
financing
struction of
bridge and
and its approaches.
said bridge
of said
struction
freilpn
t Record
Rerd of ex
its tures
SEc. 3.
3. An
record of
the cost
cost of
the bridge
pendiand its
bridge and
of the
of the
accurate record
An accurate
SEC.
and eceipt.
approaches,
all the
expenditures for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
the expenditures
of all
and of
approaches, and
and operating
same, and
collected from time to time,
tolls collected
the tolls
of the
and of
the same,
operating the
and
available for the
shall be
be kept
and shall
shall at
times be available
reasonable times
all reasonable
at all
kept and
shall
construction, operation,
information
of all
all persons
interested in the construction,
operation,
persons interested
information of
and
thereof.
maintenance thereof.
and maintenance
sell et. .
to sell,
Righ to
mortgage, or pledge any etc..Right
SEC. 4.
4. The
The right
right to
assign, transfer, mortgage,
sell, assign,
to sell,
SEO.
is
Act
this
by
or
all
of
the
rights,
powers,
and
privileges
conferred
conferred
privileges
and
powers,
or all of the rights,
hereby
to the
said State
State Board
Board of
of Public
Works of the State
Public Works
the said
granted to
hereby granted
or any person to whom,
of Vermont
which, or
to which,
corporation to
any corporation
or any
Vermont or
of
such
rights powers,
and privileges
be sold, assigned,
assigned, or transmay be
privileges may
powers, and
such rights,
ferred,
rights,
or
acquire
the
same
through
mortgage
pledge,
pledge, fore- Ante, p. 200.
mortgage,
through
same
the
acquire
shall
who
or
ferred,
America A p
closure,
otherwise, including
including therein
therein the
the United
United States of America
or otherwise,
closure, or
acting by
or through
through the
the President,
President, the
Federal Emergency Adminthe Federal
by or
acting
istrator
Public Works,
Works, such
agencies as may be
agency or agencies
other agency
such other
of Public
istrator of
designated or
created for
for such
such purpose
pursuant to
to the National
purpose pursuant
or created
designated
supplement
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
or any
amendment or supplement
other amendment
any other
Act or
Industrial
thereto, or
or any
other agency
agencies as
may be created
created for such
as may
or agencies
agency or
any other
thereto,
purpose
by the
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and such person or
Congress of
the Congress
purpose by
corporation is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to exercise all of
corporation
conferred upon the State Board
the rights,
rights ' powers,
and privileges
Board
privileges conferred
powers, and
the
of
Works of
of the
the State
State of
of Vermont
Vermont as fully as though
though conPublic Works
of Public
ferred
herein directly
upon such corporation
corporation or person.
directly upon
ferred herein
S
EC. 5.
sufficient to
amortize and
pay off
the bMndgenaot
brisjo
alf
ri.'ariee
alb=
off the
and pay
to amortize
sum sufficient
Whenever aa sum
5. Whenever
SEO.
costs.
amount of
money used
and constructing
constructing said bridge costs.
building and
in building
used in
of money
amount
shall have
have been
of Public
Works of the
Public Works
Board of
State Board
the State
collected, the
been collected,
shall
State
of Vermont
declare said
and open to the
free and
bridge free
said bridge
shall declare
Vermont shall
State of
use
of the
the general
general public
public without
without the
the imposition
further tolls
imposition of any further
use of
or
for the
the use
of said
said bridge.
use of
charges for
or charges
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amendment.
Act is
this Act
SEc. 6.
The right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
to alter,
6. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.
r

(CHAPTER 578.]
[CHAPTER
578.]

A
A
AN ACT
AN
ACT

s

June 18.
is. 1934.
18. 376.5

To
the Postmaster
General to
to withhold
on false
false returns
returns ic [Public, No.
. 378.]
385
commissions on
withhold commissions
Postmaster General
enable the
To enable
.
made
by postmasters.
postmasters.
made by

I

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
t service.
the Postal
of the
Representatives of
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
20, p. 141; U.S.C.
Vol.20,p.141;U.s..
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That that part Vol.
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
p. 1237.
1237.
of
the
Act
of
June
17,
1878
(20
Stat.
141),
which
comprises
section
section.
comprises
which
141),
Stat.
(20
1878
17,
of the Act of June
45 of
39, United
United States
States Code,
Code, is
is hereby
amended to
to read as
as
hereby amended
title 39,
of title
45
follows:
follows:
Postmasters.
case where
where the
satisfied that
that WithholdingcommisPostmastcs.
be satisfied
shall be
General shall
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
any case
In any
""In
sions,
based on false
a
postmaster
has
made
a
false
return
of
business,
or
that
a
poston
sons.
posta
or
that
business,
of
return
false
a
made
has
returns basd
of business.
a postmaster
.
master
has
mailed
or
caused
to
be
mailed
matter
in
order
to
obtain
returbu
obtain
to
order
in
matter
master has mailed or caused to be mailed
commissions on
on cancelations
cancelations of
of stamps,
stamps, it
within the discreshall be within
it shall
commissions
tion of
of the
Postmaster General
to withhold
withhold commissions
on such
commissions on
General to
the Postmaster
tion
returns and
and to
to allow
any compensation
compensation that
circumstances Form of affidavit to
the circumstances
under the
that under
allow any
returns
to
vt
eo
he may
may deem
reasonable or
proper. The
affidavit to
to be
be beIep
prescribed.
of affidavit
form of
The form
or proper.
deem reasonable
he
made by
postmasters upon
upon their
returns shall
shall be
be such
such as
as may
may be
be
their returns
by postmasters
made
prescribed
by the
Postmaster General."
General."
the Postmaster
prescribed by
Approved,
June
18,
1934.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
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[CHAPTER 579.]
579.]
[CHAPTER
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
[S.
[8. 3766.]
[Public, No. 386.]

3766.]

AN ACT
ACT
To amend the Act entitled
"An
Act
authorizing
entitled "An
authorizing the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General to
to

certain claims of postmasters
adjust certain
for loss
burglary, fire,
fire, or
postmasters for
loss by
by burglary,
or other
other ununavoidable casualty",
March 17, 1882,
1882, as amended.
casualty", approved March
amended.

Be
it enacted
and House
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
first
United
America
Congress
assembled,
the
sensenp. 29; Vol.
Vol. 22, p.
38,
Vol 38
p. 279; Vol.
44, p.
903. ' tence
tence of
the Act
Vol.44,
p.3.
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing the
the Postmaster
Postmaster GenGenp. 1237; supp.
eral to
to adjust
certain claims
of postmasters
postmasters for
loss by
by burglary,
burglary,
vII.s.cl
eral
adjust certain
claims of
for loss
VII,
p. .237;supp.
871.
fire, or other
other unavoidable
unavoidable casualty ",
approved March
17, 1882
1882 (22
", approved
March 17,
(22
Stat. 29),
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VII,
VII, title
39, sec.
be, and
29), as
as amended
title 39,
sec. 49),
49), be,
and
it
amended to
follows:
it is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
to read
read as
as follows:
Adjustment of claims
"The
General may
may investigate
all claims
claims of
of postpostinvestigate all
"The Postmaster
Postmaster General
and
of postmasters
postmasters
and
Navy mail clerks for
Navy
mail
clerks fire,
for masters,
masters, Navy
Navy mail
mail clerks,
clerks, and
and assistant
assistant Navy
Navy mail
mail clerks
clerks for
for the
the
losses by burglary,
burglary,
etc.
etc.
money-order funds,
loss of money-order
funds, postal-savings
postfunds, postal funds,
postal-savings funds,
funds, postage stamps, stamped envelops, newspaper
postal. cards,
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, postal
cards,
postal-savings
postal-savings stamps, postal-savings
postal-savings cards, postal-savings
postal-savings certificates,
certificates,
United
States war-savings
war-savings certificate
certificate stamps,
United States
States GovGovUnited States
stamps, United
Internal revenue and
ernment thrift
war-tax revenue
Federal migratory
migratory bird ernment
thrift stamps,
stamps, war-tax
revenue stamps,
stamps, internal-revenue
internal-revenue
hunting stampsadded.
stamps added. stamps, Federal migratory bird
hunting
stamps, Federal
hunting stamps, and funds received
received
sale of such stamps
from the sale
belonging to
the United
States in
in the
the
stamps belonging
to the
United States
hands of such postmasters,
postmasters, Navy
clerks, or,
Navy mail
mail
Navy mail clerks,
or assistant
assistant Navy
clerks, and for
for the
the loss of key-deposit
deposited to
cover
key-deposit funds,
funds, funds
funds deposited
to cover
postage on mailings, and funds
received as
to cover
orders
funds received
as deposits
deposits to
cover orders
for stamped
stamped envelops, in the
postmasters, Navy
mail
the hands
hands of such
such postmasters,
Navy mail
clerks, or assistant Navy mail clerks,
clerks, and
for losses
losses of
of customs
and for
customs
charges collected
collected on dutiable
dutiable mail
mail articles
occurring after
April 1,
articles occurring
after April
1,
1924, resulting
resulting from
from burglary,
fire, or
other
unavoidable casualty,
casualty,
1924,
burglary, fire,
or
other
unavoidable
Losses by bank failfor the
the loss
occurring after
any
ureLsine
bpre
b 1,railand for
loss occurring
after April
April 1,
1, 1924,
1924, by
by bank
bank failure
failure of
of any
ure since April
1924. and
such
deposited in
in National
National or
such funds
funds deposited
or State
banks, and
and if
if he
State banks,
he shall
shall
determine that such loss
loss resulted
or negligence
the
determine
resulted from
from no
no fault
fault or
negligence on
on the
part of
of such
such postmasters,
postmasters, Navy
mail clerks,
clerks, or
or assistant
assistant Navy
Navy mail
mail
part
Navy mail
clerks,
pay to
such postmasters,
postmasters, Navy
Navy mail
mail clerks,
clerks, or
or assistant
assistant
clerks, may
may pay
to such
mail clerks,
clerks, or
or credit
credit them
with the
the amount
amount so
so ascertained
ascertained to
Navy mail
them with
to
have been
or destroyed,
have
been lost
lost or
destroyed, and
and may
may also
also credit
credit postmasters,
postmasters, Navy
Navy
or assistant
assistant Navy
Navy mail
with the
of any
mail clerks,
clerks, or
lail clerks
clerks with
tle amount
amount of
anV
remittance
remittance of
funds, postal-savings
of money-order
money-order funds, postal
postal funds,
postal-savings funds,
funds,
funds received
from the
received from
United States
States war-savings
war-savings certificate
certificate
the sale of United
stamps, United States Government
thrift stamps,
war-tax revenue
revenue
Government thrift
stamps, war-tax
stamps, Federal migratory
migratory bird
and internal-reveinternal-revebird hunting
hunting stamps,
stamps, and
or other
other public
made by
in compliance
compliance
nue stamps,
stamps, or
public funds,
funds, made
by them
them in
with the instructions
instructions of the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
which shall
have
General, which
shall have
been lost or stolen while
while in
transit by
by mail
the office
in transit
mail from
from the
office of
of the
the
remitting
Navy mail
clerk, or
mail clerk
clerk
remitting postmaster,
postmaster, Navy
mail clerk,
or assistant
assistant Navy
Navy mail
to the office designated as his
at such
his depository,
depository, or
or after
after arrival
arrival at
such
depository office and before the postmaster
postmaster at such depository
depository office
office
has become
or to
to the
the postmaster
at any
any other
become responsible
responsible therefor,
therefor, or
postmaster at
other
post office,
office, or
in the
the case
of customs
or to the
the proper
proper customs
customs officer
officer in
case of
customs
charges collected,
collected, and
authorized shipments
postage an
do
th er
charges
and authorized
shipments o
off postage
and
other
stamp stock lost while i
in
n transit by mail from one postmaster,
postmaster, Navy
Navv
mail clerk, or assistant
clerk to
another postmaster,
postmaster, Navy
assistant Navy
Navy mail
mail clerk
to another
Navy
mail clerk, or assistant Navy mail clerk, or to or from the Post Office
Department, and such funds remitted after April 1,
com1, 1924, in compliance
pliance with instructions of the Postmaster
Postmaster General in the form of
drafts or checks which have been returned
returned unpaid
dishonored by
by
unpaid or dishonored
reason of the closing
closing of the banks
banks issuing
issuing such
such drafts
drafts or
or checks:
checks:
Postal service.
Postalservice.
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CONGRESS.
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postmaster shall first
Provided, That
That in
cases of bank failure the postmaster
all cases
in all
Provided,
file
with the
the insolvent
insolvent bank aa claim for the full
of the
receiver of
the receiver
file with

claim to the Postamount of
of the
the funds
funds involved
assign such
such claim
and assign
involved and
amount
master
who shall
receive all dividends accruing in any such
shall receive
General, who
master General,
case."
case."
Approved,
June 18,
18, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 580.]
[CHAPTER

991
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AT% ACT
ACT
AN

a
To amend
amend section
of "An
Act to
to amend
amend an Act entitled 'An Act to establish a
"An Act
4 of
section 4
To
approved July
uniform
of bankruptcy
throughout the United States', approved
bankruptcy throughout
system of
uniform system
, approved
supplementary thereto
1, 1898,
1898, and
and Acts
Acts amendatory
thereto' ,
approved
amendatory thereof and supplementary
1,
June
June 7, 1934.

Proviso.
ba fail.
In
case of
bank failfailof bank
In cam
filed
to be filed
ure,
claim to
e, claim
with receiver.

ith receiver.

June
June 18,
18, 1934.
(8.
3779.1
[8. 3779.)
[Public,
3871
No. 387.]
[Public, No.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of Representatives
Senate and House
enacted by
Be
Act
Bankruptcy Act
Bankruptcy
(a) amendment.
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled, That section 44 (a)
in Congress
America in
amendment.
United States
Ante,
p.
924.
924.
p.
Ante,
(7)
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act to amend
amend an Act entitled 'An Act Executory
entitled "An
Act entitled
(7) of
Executory contracts,
contracts,
future rents.
including future
to establish
establish a
auniform
uniform system
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the United including
of bankruptcy
system of
to
and
thereof
States',
approved July
1898, and
and Acts
Acts amendatory thereof
1, 1898,
July 1,
States', approved
supplemental thereto
thereto'' ' approved
approved June 7, 1934
1934, is hereby amended
amended
supplemental
Provided
by adding
adding at
the end
clause (7)
(7) after
after the words " Provided
said clause
of said
end of
at the
by
Provisions
of, limitlimitProvisions of,
(7) shall apply to estates ed
further, That
the provisions
provisions of
of this clause
clause (7)
ed in
operation to
those
to those
That the
in operation
further,
wheretime
for filing
has
filinghas
wheretimefor
Act"
amendatory
this
of
pending
at
the
time
of
the
enactment
amendatory
Act"
pending at the time of the enactment
not
expired.
not expired.
the
in which
which the
the time for
expired."
for filing such claims has not expired.'
words " in
the words"
Approved, June
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 581.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Authorizing
the control
of floods
floods in
in the
the Salmon River, Alaska.
control of
Authorizing the

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United States
of America
project
the project
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
of
floods in
in the Salmon River, Alaska,
of floods
control of
and control
prevention and
of prevention
recommended
in the
report of
Chief of
Engineers, United States
of Engineers,
the Chief
of the
the report
recommended in
Army,
in
House
Document
Numbered
228,
Seventy-second
Congress,
Congress,
Seventy-second
228,
Numbered
Document
House
Army, in

June 18,
18, 1931.
1931.
June
[H.R.
5666.]
[H.R. 5665.]
[public,
388.1
No. 388.]
[Public, No.

River.
Salmon
Salmon River.
Flood
control
control
Flood
project.
project.

is
authorized and
anti shall
shall be
under the
the
prosecuted under
be prosecuted
andt authorized
adopted and
hereby adopted
is hereby
Chief
direction
of
the
Secretary
of
War
and
the
supervision
Chief
the
of
supervision
the
and
War
of
Secretary
the
of
direction
of Engineers
in accordance
the plan
plan recommlended
recomniended in
in such
such report
report
with the
accordance with
Engineers in
of
and
subject
to
the
conditions
set
therein.
therein.
forth
set
conditions
the
to
subject
and
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 582.]

AN ACT

Authorizing the
of Atchison,
and the
the county
county of
of Buchanan,
Buchanan, Missouri,
Kansas, and
Atchison, Kansas,
city of
the city
Authorizing
or
them, or
Kansas and
and Missouri,
Missouri, or either of them, or
of Kansas
States of
the States
or the
of them,
either of
or either
the
such States,
jointly or
severally, to
construct,
to construct,
or severally,
acting jointly
States, acting
of such
departments of
highway departments
the highway
maintain,
and operate
free highway
bridge across
across the
Missouri River
River at
at or
or
the Missouri
highway bridge
operate aa free
maintain, and
near
Atchison, Kansas.
Kansas.
near Atchison,

June 18,
IS, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 6-98.i
6898.]
[H.R.
[Public,
No.
389.1
389.]
No.
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
Missouri River.
River.
United
States of
assembled, That
order to Missouri
in order
That in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
Atchison, Kans..
Kans.. etc.,
etc.,
United States
Atchison,
may bridge.
bridge.
may
profacilitate
interstate
commerce,
improve
the
service,
and
postal
the
improve
commerce,
interstate
facilitate
vide for
military and
the city
city of
Kansas,
Atchison, Kansas,
of Atchison,
purposes, the
other purposes,
and other
for military
vide
and
the
county
of
Buchanan,
Missouri,
or
either
them,
or the
them,
of
either
or
Missouri,
Buchanan,
of
county
the
and
States of
of Kansas
Missouri, or
or either
either of
highway
the highway
or the
them, or
of them,
and Missouri,
Kansas and
States
departments of
of such
such States,
States, acting
acting jointly
severally, be, and are Construction.
or severally,
jointly or
departments
Construction.
hereby, authorized
to construct,
operate a
Vol. 34,
34, p.
84.
p. 84.
free high- Vol.
a free
and operate
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
authorized to
hereby,
a
way bridge
bridge and
Missouri River,
River, at a
the Missouri
across the
thereto across
approaches thereto
and approaches
way
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
at or near the city
navigation, at
to the
point
of Atchison,
Atchison, Kansas,
Kansas, in
Act
provisions of an Act
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
of
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CONGRESS. SESS. II. CHS.
CIIS. 582-584.
582-584.

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 18,
18, 1934.

entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of
bridges over
of bridges
over
navigable waters ", approved
navigable
March 23,
1906.
approved March
23, 1906.
Acquisition of
of real
SEO.
2. There is hereby conferred
Acquisition
real
S
W. 2.
conferred upon the city of
of Atchison,
Atchison,
estate
location, apestate for location,
proache,
etc.
proache,
Kansas, and the county of Buchanan,
Buchanan, Missouri, or either
them,
either of
of them,
or the States of Kansas and Missouri, or either
of them,
the
either of
them, or
or the
highway departments
departments of such States, acting jointly or severally,
severally,
all such rights and powers to enter upon such lands
lands and
and to
to acquire,
acquire,
Condemnation
condemn, occupy, possess, and use real
Condemnation pro- condemn,
estate and
and other
property
real
estate
other
property
ceedings.
needed for
for the
the location, construction,
ceedings.
needed
construction, operation,
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance
approaches as are possessed by railroad
of such bridge and its approaches
railroad
corporations for railroad purposes
corporations
purposes or by bridge
for
bridge corporations
corporations for
bridge purposes in the State in which such
estate and
and other
other
such real
real estate
property is situated, upon making just compensation
compensation therefor,
therefor, to
to be
be
ascertained
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State,
State, and
and the
the
proceedings therefor
therefor shall be the same as in
or
in the condemnation
condemnation or
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.
expropriation
State.
Amendment.
Snc.
Amendment.
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
is hereby
repeal this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 583.]
18, 1934.
June 18,
[H.R.
[H.R. 7212.]

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 390.]
390.1

AN ACT

To remove the limitation upon the extension
routes.
extension of star routes.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
House of Representatives
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
last paraParaassembled, That
That the
the last
vosei
graph of section 1
1 of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
making appropriaappropria"An Act
Act making
U.s.c., .
tions for the service of the Post Office Department for
tions
the fiscal
for the
fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
and for
for
twelve, and
other purposes
purposes", approved
March 4, 1911 (36 Stat. 1327;
approved March
1327; U.S.C.,
U.S.C.,
title 39, sec. 442),
442), is amended to read as follows:
follows:
Limitation
Limitation on extenextenThe
Postmaster
General
"
The
Postmaster
General
may,
in
cases
where the
mail service
the mail
service
sion of, modified.
sionofmodified.
would be thereby
thereby improved,
improved, extend service
service on
on aa mail
mail route
route under
under
contract, at not exceeding
exceeding fifty miles and at not exceeding
exceeding pro
pro rata
rata
Prods°.
Prolso.
Proviled, That
additional pay: Provided,
That such extension
shall not
extension shall
not exceed
exceed 50
50
Maximum extension.
axilullmeextension. miles of traveled
traveled service
service route,
route.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,
Star routes, postal
service.
service.
p. 1339.
Vol. 36, p.
U.S.C., p. 1263.
263.

[CHAPTER 584.]
[CHAPTER
June
Stine 18, 30
1934.
1934.
-Iu.R.
7 1.
In. a. 7301.1

Pubic,-No;:391.F
'Ttliibli6,
SOT:39Q---

AIMNACT
A .
AN
To authorize
authorize the Postmaster
To
Postmaster General to charge an additional fee for
for effecting
effecting
delivery of domestic registered, insured, or
or collect-on-delivery
mail, the
the delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
delivery
of which is restricted to the addressee
addressee only, or
or to
to the
the addressee
addressee or
or order.
order.

Be it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Represeatatives of
of the
the

Postal
United States
States of Anwrica
in. Congress
Postal Service.
Service.
Allterka in,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
PostThat the
the PostDomestic registered,
insuredt
insured,
etc.,restc.
mail.
regulations
Additional
feeered,
for master General, under such regu
l
ati ons as
he may
prescr ib e, is
as he
may prescribe.
is
Additional
fee for authorized
delivery
authorized.
authorized to collect
collect an a
dd itiona lf
ee o
10 cents
cents f
or effecting
effecting the
additional
fee
off 10
for
the
PrOP110.

Refnm

Refund

stricted.
strictea.

delivery
by carrier
carrier or otherwise
registered, insured, or
delivery by
otherwise of domestic registered,
or
collect-on-delivery
mail. the delivery of which is
collect-on-delivery mail,
restricted to
the
is restricted
to the

of
fees rere addressee
addressee only,
or to
to the
the add
ressee or
or order:
or d
er: Provided,
Provi
ded, That no
only, or
addressee
of
That no
refund shall
shall be made of fees paid for this service unless request
refund
request

for refund
is made and erroneous delivery of the article or articles
for
refund is
articles
was made by the Postal Service or nondelivery
was
the article
article or
or
nondelivery of
of the
articles was due to some fault of the Postal Service.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
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II.
SESS.

[CHAPTER 5851
585.1
[CHAPTER

CHS. 585,
585, 586.
CHS.
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AN ACT

to
Making
receivers appointed
appointed by
United States courts
courts and authorized to
any United
by any
Making receivers
by
levied by
conduct any
any business,
business, or
conducting any business, subject to taxes levied
or conducting
conduct
the State
State the
same as
as if
if such
were conducted
conducted by private individuals
business were
such business
the same
the
or corporations.
corporations.
or

1, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
[H.R. 8544.]
8544.]
[H.R.
[Public,
392.]
392.]
No.
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
assembled, That any receiver,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
America in,
States of America
United

Receivers,
in
tc, is
Beeiv-, etc.,
Federal courts.
by Business conducted
liquidator,
referee, trustee,
trustee, or
or other
other officers
officers or
or agents
appointed by
agents appointed
liquidator, referee,
under,
State
tbjto to State
undel, subject
any
States court
court who is authorized by said court to conduct
conduct and
United States
local taxes.
any United
any
business, or
or who
who does
does conduct
any business, shall, from and after
conduct any
any business,
the
enactment of
to all State and local taxes
subject to
be subject
Act, be
this Act,
of this
the enactment
applicable
to such
business the
such business were con- Proviso.
if such
as if
same as
the same
such business
applicable to
such0aes
ducted by
by an
individual or
or corporation:
corporation: Provided,
however, That Collecting such
Provided, however,
taxes
an individual
ducted
accruing
prior to
dte
to date
prior
acug
nothing
Act contained
be construed
construed to prohibit or of
shall be
contained shall
this Act
in this
nothing in
Act.
At.
of
prior
prejudice
the
collection
of
any
such
taxes
which
accrued
to
accrued
which
taxes
such
any
of
prejudice the collection
the
in the
the event
that the
United States court
the United
event that
Act, in
this Act,
of this
approval of
the approval
having
final
jurisdiction
of
the
subject
matter
under existing
existing law
under
matter
subject
the
of
having final jurisdiction
should
decide that
the imposition
imposition of such taxes was a
a
that the
and decide
adjudge and
should adjudge
the
valid exercise
exercise of
taxing power
State or
States, or by the
or States,
the State
by the
power by
the taxing
of the
valid
civil subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
State or
or States
States imposing the same.
the State
civil
1934.
Approved,
June 18,
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 5861
586.1
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT8,4.

June 18, 1934.
[H.R. 87811
8781.
[H.R.
[Public. No. 393.]

To increase
employment
appropriation to provide for emeran appropriation
authorizing an
by authorizing
employment by
increase
To
gency
construction of
highways and
and to
to amend
projects, and
related projects,
and related
public highways
of public
gency construction
amended and supplethe
Aid Road Act,
11, 1916, as amended
approved July 11,
Act, approved
Federal Aid
the Federal
mented,
mented, and for other purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be

United States
of America
in. Congress
purthe purfor the
That for
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in.
States of
United

pose
emergency conconfor emergency
providing for
by providing
employment by
of increasing
increasing employment
pose of
struction
highways and
other related
related projects
projects there is
and other
public highways
of public
struction of
hereby authorized
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money in
the
in the
of any
be appropriated,
to be
authorized to
hereby
Treasury
sum of
which
$200,000,000, which
of $200,000,000,
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
shall
be apportioned
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Apiculture
immediately
Agriculture immediately
apportioned by
shall be
upon
of this
under the
provisions of
section 204
of
204 of
of section
the provisions
Act under
this Act
passage of
the passage
upon the
the National
National Industrial
Recovery Act,
June 16,
16, 1933
1933 (in
approved June
Act, approved
Industrial Recovery
the
addition to
to any
sums heretofore
under such
in
section), in
such section),
allocated under
heretofore allocated
any sums
addition
making
to the
several States
be expended
expended
to be
States to
the several
section to
said section
under said
grants under
making grants
by their
their highway
highway departments
pursuant to
provisions of
of such
such
the provisions
to the
departments pursuant
by
expended: Provided,
available until expended:
Provided, That
and to remain available
section, and
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall act
act upon
upon projects
projects submitted
submitted to
to
Secretary of
the
him
his apportionment
apportionment of
this authorization,
and his
his approval
approval
authorization, and
of this
under his
him under
of any
any such
such project
project shall
shall be
deemed a
obligation of
the
of the
contractual obligation
a contractual
be deemed
of
Federal
for the
payment of
its proportional
contribuproportional contribuof its
the payment
Government for
Federal Government
tion
thereto: Provided
Provided further,
than 25
centum
25 per
per centumn
less than
not less
That not
further, That
tion thereto:
of
the apportionment
to any
any State
shall be
be applied
to secondary
secondary or
or
applied to
State shall
apportionment to
of the
feeder
roads, including
including farm
farm to
market roads,
roads, rural
rural free
free delivery
delivery
to market
feeder roads,
mail
roads, and
and public-school
bus routes,
except that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary
routes, except
public-school bus
mail roads,
of
upon request
request and
and satisfactory
showing from
from the
the
satisfactory showing
Agriculture, upon
of Agriculture,
highway department
of any
may fix
fix a
a less
the
of the
percentage of
less percentage
State, may
any State,
department of
highway
apportionment of such State for
on secondary
feeder
or feeder
secondary or
expenditure on
apportionment of such State for expenditure
roads: And provided
provided further,
That
any
funds
allocated
under
the
the
under
allocated
funds
any
fwrther, That
And
roads:
provisions of section 204
(2) of
such Act
also be
available
be available
shall also
Act shall
of such
(a) (2)
prvisions of section 204 (a)
for
of any
construction that
will provide
provide safer
traffic facilifacilisafer traffic
that will
any construction
cost of
the cost
for the
ties
eliminate existing
existing hazards
hazards to
to pedestrian
vehicular
or vehicular
pedestrian or
definitely eliminate
or definitely
ties or
traffic.
traffic.

63
S6637°-34------6
86637o--34

[Publc. No. 393.

Emergency construc-

hig
tiomeneofypblic
tion of public highways, etc.
Appropr iation
ways,etc.
thorized.
Post, p. 1057.

thoArpiedP

au

P"t,p 1057.

Apportionment
of,
among
the
several
States.
States.
A nte, p. 203.

^portionelnt ver

4n

1.' m

Expenditure.

E""endi""

Protisos.
Approval
by SecreApprovfl byArclre;
tary of Agriculture;
effect.

App.rova
ry of Agnruture;

et.

Amount for seconseo
dary and feeder roads.

Amout for

Constructing
safer
traffic facilities, etc.

c
aitgetc.
mtraff
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increase employment by providing
SEC.
S
EG. 2. To further increase
providing for emergency
construction
of
public
highways
and
other
related projects,
projects,
related
other
and
highways
gency construction of public
any money
there is
is hereby
also authorized
authorized to
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
money
of any
to be
hereby also
there
appropriated, the sum of $24,000,000
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in
$24,000,000
for allotment
allotment under
of section
section 205
205 (a)
National
(a) of the National
provisions of
the provisions
under the
for
Industrial
Recovery Act,
Act, approved
June 16,
16, 1933
1933 (in
addition to
to
(in addition
approved June
Industrial Recovery
any
sums heretofore
allotted under
to be
expended
be expended
section), to
such section),
under such
heretofore allotted
any sums
of
maintenance of
reconstruction, and maintenance
for
the survey,
construction, reconstruction,
survey, construction,
for the
highways,
roads, trails,
related projects
projects in
in national
national
and related
bridges, and
trails, bridges,
highways, roads,
parks
areas transferred
transferred to
the National
National
to the
(including areas
monuments (including
and monuments
parks and
Executive Order No.
Service for
administration by
by Executive
Executive order
dated June
10,
June 10,
order dated
for administration
Park Service
OrderNo Park
6gxeutive
6168.
1933),
national forests,
forests, Indian
Indian reservations,
public lands, purreservations, and public
1933), national
suant to
to the
provisions of
of such
remain available
available until
and to remain
section, and
such section,
the provisions
suant
expended.
expended.
Special relief
relief fund
fund for
for
herein,
SEC.
Special
SEG. 3. Not to exceed
exceed $10,000,000 of any money heretofore, herein,
repairing
earthrepairing flood,
lood, earthquake,
etc., damages.
expenditure in accordance
appropriated for expenditure
or hereafter appropriated
quake,etc.,damages.
accordance with the
provisions of
of the
the Federal
Federal Highway
shall be available
available for expendexpendHighway Act shall
provisions
the proiture by
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, in
in accordance
accordance with the
the Secretary
by the
iture
visions
of the
the Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act,
as an
an emergency
emergency relief
fund,
relief fund,
Act, as
visions of
after receipt
receipt of
of an
therefor from
from the
highway departdepartthe highway
application therefor
an application
after
ment of
of any
any State,
the repair or reconstruction
reconstruction of highways and
in the
State, in
ment
bridges
on the
of Federal-aid
Federal-aid highways,
which he
after
he finds,
finds, after
highways, which
system of
the system
bridges on
investigation, have
have been
damaged or
hurricanes,
by floods,
floods, hurricanes,
destroyed by
or destroyed
been damaged
investigation,
earthquakes,
and there is hereby authorized to be
or landslides,
landslides, and
earthquakes, or
appropriated any
any sum
sum or
necessary to
to reimburse
so
the funds so
reimburse the
or sums
sums necessary
appropriated
expended
to time
time under
under the
this section.
section.
of this
authority of
the authority
time to
from time
expended from
Aid
postSEC.
Aid in rural
rural postS
EC. 4. For the purpose of carrying
carrying out the provisions of the Act
Act
construction.
road
road construction.
39,Cs.
p.. 358.
Vol. 3st,
entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the
States
the construction
rural post
post roads,
for other
other purroads, and
and for
of rural
in the
construction of
States in
poses
", approved
approved July 11, 1916,
all Acts amendatory thereof and
1916, and all
poses ",
supplementary thereto,
thereto, there
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to be appropriated
appropriated
authorized to
supplementary
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
appropriated, the
in the
Treasury not
out
following
according to the provisions of such
following sums, to be expended according
sum of $125,000,000
$125,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
ending
Act as amended: The sum.
June
30, 1936;
the sum of
$125,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
ending
of $125,000,000
1936; and
and the
June 30,
June
June 30, 1937.
Availability; reap-l
reapAvailability;
All sums authorized in this section and apportioned to the States
portionment of balance
shall
be available
for expenditure
expenditure for
for one year after
after the close
close of the
shall be
available for
among States.
States.
Vol. 12,
217.
Vol.
12, p.
p. 27.
fiscal year for which said sums, respectively, are authorized,
authorized, and any
511111 remaining
remaining unexpended
unexpended at
at the
the end
during which
which
the period
period during
end of
of the
sumll
it is
is available
available for
expenditure shall
shall be
be reapportioned
reapportioned among
among the
the
for expenditure
it
provided in section 21 of the
the Federal Highway Act.
Act.
States as provided
provisions of section
Forest highways, etc.
SEC.
Forest
S
EC. 5. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
section
Vol. 42, p. 218.
Federal Highway
approved November
November 9, 1921, there
Highway Act, approved
Available
23 of the Federal
Availabeiuntil ex- 23
en
pended.
roads,
appropriated for forest highways,
is hereby
p ded.
hereby authorized to be appropriated
highways, roa
ds,
and
the following
stuns, to
be available
available until expended
expended in
to be
following sums,
trails, the
and trails,
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
section 23:
23: The
The sum of
of
said section
of said
with the
accordance
of
$10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936; the sum of
$10,000,000
$10,000,000
for the
the fiscal
1937.
30, 1937.
June 30,
ending June
fiscal year
year ending
$10,000,000 for
Cooati r
Cooperative
road
SEc. 6.
6. For
the purpose
of carrying
the provisions
provisions of section 33
out the
carrying out
purpose of
For the
SEC.
constructiro
construction through
public landse
lands, Federal
as
November 9, 1921, as
Federal of the Federal Highway
public
Highway Act, approved
approved November
reservations, etc.
amended
vaons, .
amended June 24, 1930 (46 Stat. 805),
805), there is hereby authorized
authorized to
to
reconstruction, and
be appropriated
appropriated for the survey, construction,
construction, reconstruction,
and
Maintenance of main
roads through unappropriated
unappropriated or unreserved
unreserved
of .main
main roads
maintenance of
o ma maintenance
of
roadinan
roads.
public lands, nontaxable
nontaxable Indian
Indian lands, or other Federal
Federal reservations
reservations
other than
the forest
the sum
$2,500,000 for
the fiscal
fiscal
sum of
of $2,500,000
for the
other
than the
forest reservations,
reservations, the
sum of
of $2,500,000
$2,500,000 for the fiscal
year
fiscal
1936, and the
the sum
ending June
June 30, 1936,
year ending
expended.
available until expended.
year ending June
June 30, 1937, to remain available

Roads through
Govthrough GovRoads
ernment
lands.
eminent lands.
Sums authorized
authorized for
for
Sums
highways,
trails,
bridges in national
forests, etc.
forests,
etc.
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systems in nana
Ro ad systems
of Road
Snc.
7. For
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, and improvement
improvement of
the construction,
For the
SEC. 7.
tional parks, etc.
103.
4,p.
vol.
Vol.
443,
p.
1053.
the
bridges,
necessary
roads
and
trails,
inclusive
of
necessary
bridges
'
in
national
inclusive
roads and trails,
parks,
administered by the National
areas administered
other areas
and other
monuments, and
parks, monuments,
established as national
to be established
Park
Service,
including
authorized
areas
including
Park Service,
parks
and monuments,
national park and monument
monument approach
approach
monuments, and national
parks and
as
31,
January
roads
authorized
by
of
January
1931
(46 Stat. 1053),
1053), as
Act
the
by
roads authorized
amended,
is hereby
appropriated the sum of
authorized to be appropriated
hereby authorized
there is
amended, there
of
$7,500,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, and the sum of
for the
$7,500,000
$7,500,000 for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1937.
$7,500,000
reservations.
indiareservation.
and improvement
Sr.c. 8.
For construction
improvement of Indian reservation
reservation Indian
construction and
8. For
SEC.
Constructing roads
under
eiteiN,
not
(45
1928
26,
in,
not
eligible,
approved
roads
under
the
provisions
of
the
Act
approved
May
26,
Act
the
of
roads under the provisions
Federal Highway Act.
46,pp. 761.A
Vol. 45,
Stat.
750), there
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the sum Vol.
751.
Stat. 750),
of
$4,000,000 for
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, and the sum
for the
of $4,000,000
30, 1937.hway"
of
$4,000,000 for
fiscal year
1937.
June 30,
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
for the
of $4,000,000
"Highway" defined.
i 42, piyVol.
Highway Vol.
Federal Highway
S
EC. 9.
9. The
"highway " as
as defined
in the
the Federal
defined in
term "highway"
The term
SEC.
42, p. 212.
supplemented,
Act, approved
November 9,
19211 as
as amended and supplemented,
9, 1921,
approved November
Act,
shall
for the
period eovered
such
by this Act be deemed to include such
covered by
the period
shall for
main
parkways as
as may
may be
be designated
designated by the State and approved
approved by
main parkways
the
Secretary of
part of
Federal-aid highway
highway
of the Federal-aid
as part
Agriculture as
of Agriculture
the Secretary
system.
system.
Vol. 42, p. 216.
6
approved NovemS
EC. 10.
of the
Novem- Vol 42 p 21
Highway Act, approved
Federal Highway
the Federal
19 of
Section 19
10. Section
SEC.
ber 9,
1921, is
hereby amended
follows:
to read as follows:
amended to
is hereby
9, 1921,
ber
Annual
detailed
detailed
Annual
of each
Monday in
"SEC.
"SEC. 19. That on or before
before the first Monday
in January
January of
each statements
from BecreSecretary.
to
report
a
year
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
make
a
report
Congress,
shall
year the Secretary of Agriculture
which
shall include
include a
detailed statement
the work done, the status
of the
statement of
a detailed
which shall
of
each
project
undertaken,
the
allocation
appropriations, an
of appropriations,
allocation
the
undertaken,
of each project
itemized statement
statement of
the expenditures
expenditures and receipts
receipts during the
of the
itemized
preceding fiscal
fiscal year
year under
this Act,
itemized statement
statement of the
Act, and itemized
under this
preceding
t
il reports.
traveling and
and other
other expenses,
expenses, including
including a
a list
list of
of employees,
employees, their Special
traveling
recommendaduties,
salaries,
and
traveling
expenses,
if
any,
and
his
recommendaany,
if
expenses,
traveling
and
salaries,
duties,
supplementing this
tions, if
any, for
for new
new legislation
legislation amending or supplementing
if any,
tions,
Act. The
make such special
also make
shall also
Agriculture shall
of Agriculture
Secretary of
The Secretary
Act.
reports as
Congress may request."
as Congress
reports
Surveys, plans, and
teBlIaneign
enSrnsg
of Agriculture,
SEC. 11.
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, not engineering
Investigaof the
approval of
With the
11. With
SEC.
tions.
tions.
year
to
exceed
Ph
per
centurn
of
the
amount
apportioned
for
any
apportioned
amount
the
of
centum
to exceed 11/2 per
to any
sections 1
this Act may be used for
of this
4 of
and 4
1 and
under sections
State under
any State
to
surveys,
plans,
and
engineering
investigations
projects for future
of projects
investigations
engineering
surveys, plans, and
construction in
such State,
either on
highway system
Federal-aid highway
the Federal-aid
on the
State, either
in such
construction
t
and
extensions
thereof
or
on
secondary
or
feeder
roads.
roads.f
feeder
or
second(ar
on
or
and extensions thereof
Diversion of motor
e
gasoline ta'
taxes
SEC. 12.
12. Since
is unfair
to tax motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle trans- tax and gasoline
unjist to
and unjust
unfair and
it is
Since it
SEC.
highway
Iaintehighway maintefrom
the from
to the
portation unless
unless the
proceeds of such
such taxation are applied
applied to
the proceeds
nance, etc., restricted.
portation
June
after June
construction, improvement,
improvement, or
maintenance of
of highways,
highways, after
or maintenance
construction,
30,
1935,
Federal
aid
for
highway
construction
shall
be
extended
extended
be
shall
construction
highway
for
aid
Federal
30, 1935,
only
States that
use at
at least
least the
amounts now provided by
the amounts
that use
those States
to those
only to
law for
purposes in
in each
from State
vehicle regisState motor vehicle
State from
each State
such purposes
for such
law
tration fees,
licenses, gasoline
gasoline taxes,
taxes, and
and other
other special
taxes on
on motorspecial taxes
fees, licenses,
tration
vehicle
owners and
all kinds
kinds for
construction,
the construction,
for the
of all
operators of
and operators
vehicle owners
improvement, and
maintenance of
of highways
highways and
and administrative
administrative
and maintenance
improvement,
Retirement of bonds_
expenses
bonds Retirement of bond.
of bonds
retirement of
the retirement
including the
therewith, including
connection therewith,
in connection
expenses in
for the
of which
which such
such revenues
been pledged,
pledged, and
and for
for
have been
revenues have
payment of
for the payment
no other
under such
regulations as
Agri- Proviso.
of AgriSecretary of
the Secretary
as the
such regulations
purposes, under
other purposes,
no
culture shall
from time
to time:
That in
no No
o
istadepnved
No State
deprived or
in no
Provided, That
time: Provided,
time to
promulgate from
shall promulgate
culture
more than one-third its
one-third its
thanthereby.
case
shall the
of this
this section
section operate
to deprive
any State
State more
deprive any
operate to
allocation
provisions of
the provisions
case shall
be alloction theeby.
of
one-third of
of the
the amount
amount to
that State
would be
State would
which that
to which,
than one-third
more than
of more
entitled under
under any
apportionment
hereafter
made,
for
the
fiscal
year
year
fiscal
the
any apportionment hereafter made, for
entitled
for
which the
apportionment is
Lao
Limitations in Fed-is made.
made.
the apportionment
for which
eral Highway
as
s tto
Snc.
13. The
The limitations
limitations in
Federal Highway
approved highway
Actbridge
eral HihwaandAct
Act, approved
Highway Act,
the Federal
in the
SEc. 13.
construction
not idto
November
9,
1921,
as
amended
and
supplemented,
upon
highway
and
,,
highway
upon
supplemented,
and
amended
as
1921,
9,
November
r.
p heroin.
aand apply
construction, reconstruction,
municipalities and
within municipalities
bridges within
and bridges
reconstruction, and
construction,
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upon
payments per
per mile
mile which
be made
Federal funds,
made from Federal
may be
which may
upon payments
apply.
hereafter not apply.
shall hereafter
Emergency
Relief
hereafter be made on account of prior
No deductions
S
EC. 14.
14. No
deductions shall hereafter
SEC.
Relief
aEmergency
and Construction Act,
1932.
advances and/or loans to the States for the construction
construction of roads
advances
Cn1932.
No deduction
deduction on ac- under the requirements of the Federal Highway Act or on account
account
un-uder the requirements of the Federal Highway
advannces uncount of advances
cunt
der.
d
of
amounts
paid
under
the
provisions
of
title
I
of
the
Emergency
Emergency
the
of
I
title
of
provisions
the
under
paid
amounts
of
2.
Aerp.
Ante,
p. 293.
Relief
and Construction
Act of
of 1932
furnishing relief and work
for furnishing
1932 for
Construction Act
Relief and
relief
to needy
needy and
distressed people.
people.
and distressed
relief to
Inter-American
SEC.
Inter-American
SEG. 15. To provide for the continuation
continuation of the cooperative
cooperative reconHighway.
[ighway.
naissance
surveys
for
a
proposed
inter-American
highway
proas prohighway as
inter-American
proposed
a
for
Continuing
coopera- naissance surveys
ontinuing cooperation, in
surveys as
as to
4,
1929
March
104, approved
Numbered
Resolution
in
to
vided
in surfveys
tion
Public
Resolution
approved
March
4,
1929
feasibility of building,
feasitbility
etc.
(45 Stat. 1697), and for making location surveys, plans, and estietc.
Vol. 45, p. 1697.
hereby
is hereby
mates for
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
Secretary of
highway, the
such highway,
for such
mates
Post,
p. 1042.
o42.
5p.
Post,
authorized to
more than
$75,000 to pay all costs herethan $75,000
not more
expend not
to expend
authorized
after incurred
incurred for
for such work from any moneys available
available from the
after
Vol. 42, p. 217.
administrative
funds provided
provided under the Act of July 11, 1916
administrative
ol.42, p. 217.
".S..,pp..8.667.
(U.S.C.,
21), as amended, or as otherwise provided.
(U.S.C., title 23,
23, sec. 21),
Inconsistent laws
parts of Acts in
SEC. 16.
16. Acts or parts
in any way inconsistent with the
laws re- SEG.
Inenistent
pealed.
provisions of
Act are hereby repealed and this Act shall take
of this Act
provisions
effect on its passage.
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 587.]
[CHAPTER
June
18, 1934.
June 18,
[H.R. 8912.1
I.R. -8912.]
[Public, No.
391.]
No. 394.]
IPublic,

AN
ACT
AN ACT

States.
To
amend section 35 of the Criminal Code of the United States.
To amend

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
section 35
That section
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Code United

Criminal
Code
amendments.
amendment
Vol. 35, pp. 1095, 555.
U.S.C., p. 465.

Vol. 315PP

States, as amended (U.S.C.,
195
55. of the Criminal Code of the United States,
86), be, and the same is hereby,
title 18, secs. 80, 82, 83, 84, 85, and 86),
amended
as follows:
to read as
amended to
present
false
"
SEc. 35. Whoever shall make
make or cause to be made or present
"SEC.
false

Presenting
Presenting
Government
claims to Government
or officer thereof.

or offlor thereof.

or
to be
for payment
payment or
or approval,
approval, to
to or by any
presented, for
be presented,
cause to
or cause

person or
or officer
in the
military, or
naval service of the United
United
or naval
civil, military,
the civil,
officer in
person
the
States,
any department
department thereof,
thereof, or
or any
any corporation
corporation in which the
or any
States, or
United
of America
America is
stockholder, any claim upon or against
against
a stockholder,
is a
States of
United States
officer
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
department or officer
States, or any department
United States,
the
thereof, or
any corporation
corporation in which
which the United
United States of America
or any
thereof,
stockholder, knowing
knowing such
claim to be false, fictitious, or
such claim
iss aa stockholder,
fraudulent; or
or whoever
whoever shall
shall knowingly
falsify or
and willfully falsify
knowingly and
fraudulent;
conceal or
or cover
cover up
up by
scheme, or device aamaterial fact,
any trick, scheme,
by any
conceal
or
make or
made any
fraudulent statements or
any false or fraudulent
be made
to be
cause to
or cause
or make
representations,
or use or
cause, to be made or used any
or cause
make or
or make
representations, or
false bill,
voucher, roll, account,
claim 'certificate,
affidavit, or
certificate, affidavit,
account, claim,
receipt, voucher,
bill, receipt,
false
deposition, knowing
knowing the
the same
same to
to contain any fraudulent or fictitious
deposition,
statement or
entry, in
in any
matter within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of any departany matter
or entry,
statement
ment or
agency of
the United
United States or of any crpoporation
corporation in which
of the
or agency
ment
the
United States
America is aa stockholder;
stockholder; or whoever shall
States of America
the United
take and
carry away or
take for his own use, or for the use of
or take
and carry
take

with intent
intent to
steal or
or shall
shall willfully
injure or
or
willfully injure
purloin, or
or purloin,
to steal
another, with
or another,
Wilful damage
Willful
damage, or
depredation against, any property
any depredation
property of the United States,
commit any
depredation against commit
Government,
etc.,
which
or
any branch
branch or
or department
department thereof,
or any
any corporation
in which
corporation in
thereof, or
or any
, et,
propertment
property.
or any
any property which
the
of America
America is
stockholder, or
which
a stockholder,
is a
States of
United States
the United

has
been or
is being made,
manufactured, or constructed under
uncer conmade, manufactured,
or is
has been
tract for
the War
War or
or Navy
Navy Departments
Departments of the United States; or
for the
tract
whoever shall
shall enter
enter into any agreement,
agreement, combination,
combination, or conspiracy
whoever
to defraud
defraud the Government
Government of the United States, or any department
department
to
or
corporation in which the United States of
any corporation
thereof, or any
officer thereof,
or officer
America
is a
by obtaining
obtaining or aiding to obtain the paystockholder, by
a stockholder,
America is
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ment or allowance
allowance of any false or fraudulent
fraudulent claim; and whoever,
money or
having charge, possession, custody, or control
control of any mone.y
other public property
or to
to be
be used
used in the military or naval
used or
property used
other
service, with
with intent
defraud the
department
the United States,
States, or any department
intent to
to defraud
service,
thereof, or
any corporation
corporation in
in which
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
which the
or any
thereof,
stockholder, or
other property,
or willfully to
to conceal
conceal such money or other
is a
a stockholder,
shall
deliver or cause
shall deliver
cause to be delivered to any person having authority
receive the
any amount of
of such
such money or other property
the same any
to receive
a receipt;
receipt;
less than
than that for which he received aa certificate or took a
or whoever,
whoever, being
certificate,
being authorized to make or deliver any certificate,
or
voucher, receipt,
certifying the receipt
receipt of arms,
receipt, or other paper certifying
voucher,
ammunition,
provisions, clothing,
property so used or to
clothing, or other property
ammunition, provisions,
without
be
used, shall
shall make
same to
to any other person without
deliver the same
make or deliver
be used,
of the truth of the facts stated therein and with
knowledge of
aa full
full knowledge
intent to
the United
department thereof, or
United States, or any department
to defraud
defraud the
intent
any corporation
a stockof America
America is a
which the
the United States of
any
corporation in which
Punishment for.
for.
more Punishment
not more
imprisoned not
holder, shall
shall be
not more
than $10,000
$10,000 or
or imprisoned
more than
fined not
be fined
holder,
than ten years,
whoever shall
shall purchase,
purchase, or receive in
And whoever
or both. And
years, or
than
pledge, from
from any
any person
person any
any arms,
arms, equipment,
11 etc., from
ng
Uams,,
clothing, i„Y"="
ammunition, clothing,
equipment, ammunition,
pledge,

mlto
tew
person
the United
United States,
by the
military stores,
or other
property furnished
furnished by
States„Pro
you
rsubje
tuabn
to mils
other property
stores, or
military

under aaclothing
clothing allowance
allowance or otherwise,
otherwise, to any soldier, sailor, officer,
under
cadet, or
midshipman in the military
military or naval service of the United
or midshipman
cadet,
States
of the
National Guard
Guard or
Militia, or to any person
or Naval Militia,
the National
or of
States or
accompanying, serving,
serving, or
or retained
retained with
or naval forces
the land or
with the
accompanying,
knowledge or reason to
and
subject to
to military
naval law, having knowledge
military or naval
and subject
believe that
property has
has been
from the possession of the
been taken from
that the
the property
believe

such allowunder such
United States
or furnished
furnished by
by the
States under
allowUnited States
the United
States or
United

Punishment
or.
Punishment for.

ance,
be fined
fined not
not more
more than
than $500
imprisoned not more than
$500 or imprisoned
shall be
ance, shall
or both."
two years,
years, or
Approved, June
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 588.]
588.]
[CHAPTER

A T ACT
A (T
AN

Act.
To amend
amend section
section 11
11 of
District of
Control Act.
Beverage Control
Alcoholic Beverage
Columbia Alcoholic
of Columbia
the District
of the
To

-l

June
lJune 18, 1934.
R 9007.1
9007W1

.

rl'ublie, No. :3.1]305.1 [Il'utli,

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
of Representattives
House of
the Senate
Senate and House
by the
Be it
Districtt of
I)lstri
,t Columbia
('oluutil)a
United
States of
in Congres.
Congress assembled,
11, Alrlbholie
section 11,
That section
assembled, That
of Americo
America in
leverage
('nited States
Alcoholic
Beverage
Control Act amend.
Control
amIndfollows:
as
paragraph
(g),
be
amended
to
read
follows:
be
amended
(g),
paragraph
ment.
ment.
.4 of .p.
323
p. 32,5.
(g) RETAILER'S
LICENSE, CLASS
license shall
shall be
be issued
issued .4ntr.
a license
C.-Such a.
CLASS C.—Such
RETAILER'S LICENSE,
"(g)
Retailer's, (laes
Class C.
Retailer's,
'.
only for
fide restaurant,
restaurant, hotel,
hotel, or
or club,
passenger-carrya passenger-carryor a
club, or
bona fide
a bona
for a
only
ing marine
vessel serving
or aaclub car or aa dining car on aa
meals, or
serving meals,
ing
marine vessel
railroad.
It shall
authorize the
to keep
for sale
sale and
and
keep for
thereof to
holder thereof
the holder
shall authorize
railroad. It
to sell
sell spirits,
wine, and
beer at
at the
described for
for concon- Restaurants,
therein described
place therein
the place
and beer
spirits, wine,
to
Restaurants, hotels
hotels,
sumption only
the case
of clubs,
hotels, etc., serving meals.
clubs, hotels,
meals.
case of
in the
Except in
place. Except
said place.
in said
only in
sumption
and
passenger-carrying
marine
vessels
serving
meals
in
interstate
in
interstate
and passenger-carrying marine vessels serving meals
commerce
of one
one hundred
miles or
or more,
more, no
be sold
sold Passenger
beverage shall be
no beverage
hundred miles
commerce of
Passenger vessels,
or
served to
any closed
In the
the case
case of
4of and
container. In
and club or dining
dining cars,
ars,
closed container.
in any
customer in
to aa customer
or served
in interstate
interstate commer
commerce,
restaurants
and
passenger-carrying
marine
vessels
and
club
cars
or
restaurants and passenger-carrying marine vessels and club cars or added.
dining
cars on
on aa railroad,
said spirits
spirits and
and wine,
wine 'except
except light
wines,
light wines,
railroad, said
dining cars
shall
be sold
sold or
or served
only to
to persons
public tables, and
seated at public
persons seated
served only
shall be
Restriction on servbeer
wines shall
shall be
be sold
and served
to persons
persons seated
seated ing,Restriction
only to
served only
sold and
light wines
and light
beer and
etc.
at
public
tables
or
at
bona
fide
lunch
counters,
except
that
spirits,
at public tables or at bona fide lunch counters, except that spirits,
wine,
and beer
beer may
may be
sold or
to assemblages
assemblages of
more than
of more
served to
or served
be sold
wine, and
six individuals
in aa private
when such
has been
been prepreroom has
such room
room when
private room
individuals in
six
viously approved
by the
the Board.
Board. In
In the
the case
hotels, said
said beverages
beverages
of hotels,
case of
approved by
viously
may be
be sold
and served
served only
only in
in the
the private
room of a
registered
a registered
private room
sold and
may
guest
or to
to persons
seated at
public tables
to assemblages
assemblages of more
or to
tables or
at public
persons seated
guest or
than
six individuals
room, when
when such
such room
has been
been
room has
a private
private room,
in a
individuals in
than six
,
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[CHAPTER
5891
[CHAPTER 589.]
June 18, 1934.
ERR. 9234.]
.
(Public, No. 396.]
fPublic,
Revenue Act of
1932,
of 132,
RevenueAct

amended.
Liquid malt, malt exLiquidmalt,maltextract, etc., exempt from
whenmsoldt
tx when
-excise tax
sold for
resale
to abaker, manuresaletoabaker,manuproducer.
facturer, or producer.
Vol.
p. 260.
260.
47, p.
ol. 47,

AN ACT
ACT

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Be it

assembled, That section 601
Congress assembled,
States of America in
United States
in Congress

by
amended, is
of 1932,
Revenue Act
(c)
of the
the Revenue
Act of
1932, as amended,
is amended
amended by
(2) of
(c) (2)
thereof "sold
lieu thereof
striking out
to a
in lieu
"sold to,
inserting in
and inserting
baker " and
a baker"
sold to
" sold
out "
or striking
striking out "to
by striking
and
a baker",
baker ",
or
to, a
and by
"to aa manufacturer
manufacturer
resale to,
for resale
or for
.
a
"to,
or producer"
producer" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "
to, or for resale
resale to, a
or
manufacturer
or
producer
".
producer
or
manufacturer
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 5901
590.]
[CHAPTER

jHt R. 93'2.]
.No.3
-ifPuh,

JUNE 18,
1934.
18, 1934.
JUNE

To amend
amend section
section 601
601 (c)
(2) of
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932.
of the
(c) (2)
To

u.m. 0934

June
8 1934.
e 18,
[E.R. 9322.]
Pubil, No. 397.]

OHS. 588-590.
588-590.
CHS.

previously approved
approved by
by the
Board. Beer
Beer and
and light
light wines
also
may also
wines may
the Board.
previously
be
served to
to persons
lunch counters.
And.
counters. And.
fide lunch
bona fide
in bona
seated in
persons seated
and served
sold and
be sold
in the
case of
of clubs,
clubs, said
may be
and served
served in
the
in the
sold and
be sold
beverages may
said beverages
the case
in
private room
room of
member or
of a
amember,
or to
persons seated
seated
to persons
member, or
guest of
or guest
a member
of a
private
at tables.
No license
license shall
shall be
be issued
issued to
club which
which has
not been
been
has not
to aa club
tables. No
at
established
for at
at least
least three
immediately prior
prior to
to the
making
the making
months immediately
three months
established for
of the
application for
license.
such license.
for such
the application
of
$500 per
"
such a
license shall
be for
for a
restaurant, $500
a restaurant,
shall be
a license
for such
fee for
The fee
" The
annum;
for
a
hotel,
under
one
hundred
rooms,
$500
per
annum;
for
annum;
per
$500
rooms,
hundred
one
under
annum; for a hotel,
a
hundred or
rooms, $1,000
$1,000 per
per annum;
club,
for aaclub,
annum; for
more rooms,
or more
one hundred
of one
hotel of
a hotel
$250
vessel serving
meals in
interstate
in interstate
serving meals
marine vessel
a marine
for a
annum; for
per annum;
$250 per
commerce
one hundred
and for
for each
each railroad
railroad dining
dining
more and
or more
miles or
hundred miles
of one
commerce of
car
or club
car, $2
$2 per
per month
$20 per
per annum;
annum; for all other pasor $20
month or
club car,
car or
senger-carrying
marine vessels
vessels serving
meals, $50
month or
per month
$50 per
serving meals,
senger-carrying marine
$500 per
per annum."
annum."
$500
Approved,
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
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ACT
AN ACT

To
for the
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of foreign-trade
foreign-trade
establishment, operation,
the establishment,
provide for
To provide
zones
in ports
encourage foreign
foreign
of the United States, to expedite and encourage
entry of
of entry
ports of
zones in
commerce, and
and for
other purposes.
for other
commerce,

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Re resentatives of the
of Representatives
by the
Be it
Foreign-trade zoneas
zones. United
in
Coonqgress assembled,
Ameriica
of
States
America
in Congress
assembled, That when used in
United
ioign-trale
kfinitions.
this ActAct—
this
"Secretary."
Secretary"" means the Secretary of Commerce;
(a) The term ""Secretary
"Secretary."
(a)
Commerce;
"Board."
(b)
The
term
"
Board
"
means
the
Board
which
is
hereby
hereby estabis
which
Board
the
"'means
Board
"
term
The
(b)
ComBitionof.
Composition of.
lished
carry out
the provisions
of this
Act. The Board shall
this Act.
provisions of
out the
to carry
lished to
consist of
the Secretary
Secretary of
and
Commerce, who shall be chairman and
of Commerce,
of the
consist
executive
of the
the Secretary
of the Treasury,
Treasury, and the
Secretary of
Board, the
the Board,
officer of
executive officer
Secretary
of War;
War;
S
ecretary of
"State." a t
(c)
The term
term "
State ""includes
includes any
State, the District of Columany State,
" State
The
(c)
."
"St
bia, Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
and Puerto
Rico;
Puerto Rico;
bia,
"Corporation."
"Corporation."
(d) The term ""corporation
" means aa public corporation and a
a
corporation"
private
corporation,
as
defined
in
this
Act;
Act;
this
in
defined
private corporation, as
corpora"Public
a State, political subcorporation " means a
(e) The term ""public corporation"
to.p ublice e ora - (e)
tion."
a State, politiof a
division
thereof,
a
municipality,
a
public
agency
agency
public
a
municipality,
a
thereof,
division
municipal
a corporate
cal
subdivision thereof, or municipality, or a
corporate municipal
cal subdivision
instrumentality
of
one
or
more
States;
States;
more
or
one
of
instrumentality
"Private
corporacorporation" means any corporation
"private corporation"
(f) The
The term
term "private
(f)
r s ao
tion."
oPrivste
organized for the pur(other than
than a
a public
public corporation)
corporation) which is organized
(other
pose
of establishing,
establishing, operating,
maintaining a
a foreign-trade
operating, and maintaining
pose of
zone and
which is
is chartered
chartered under
under special
enacted after the date
Act enacted
special Act
and which
zone
it is
Act of the State or States
of enactment
States within which
which it
this Act
enactment of this
of
zone;
to operate
operate such zone;
to
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"Applicant."
applying for
(g) The
term "
applicant" means
means a
a corporation
corporation applying
for the "Applicant."
" applicant"
The term
(g)
right
to establish,
operate, and
maintain aaforeign-trade zone;
zone;
and maintain
establish, operate,
right to
"Grantee."
which the priv- "Grantee."
to which
(h) The
The term
".grantee" means
means aa corporation
corporation to
term "grantee"
(h)
ilege
operating, and
maintaining a
a foreign-trade
and maintaining
establishing, operating,
of establishing,
ilege of
zone has
has been
granted;
been granted;
zone
"Zone."
(i)
"zone "means a
a"foreign-trade
"foreign-trade zone'
zone" as provided
provided "Zone."
term "zone"
The term
(i) The
in
Act.
this Act.
in this
offor
Establishment of
for
subject to the con- jEstablishment
SEC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) The
The Board
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, subject
Board is
SEC.
54
zones author,eign-trade
ditions
and restrictions
of this
tzed.
this Act and of the rules and regulations ized.
restrictions of
ditions and
made thereunder,
upon application
application as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, to grant
thereunder, upon
made
to
ns the
privilege of establishing, operating, and mainthe privilege
corporations
to corporatio
taining foreign-trade
foreign-trade zones
adjacent to ports of entry under
under
in or adjacent
zones in
taining
the
jurisdiction of the
the United States.
the jurisdiction
but Portof entry.
shall be entitled
entry shall
(b) Each
port of
entitled to at least one
one zone,
zone, but
of entry
Each port
(b)
Entitled to one or
zones.
more zones.
one
more
of
confines
when
a
port
of
entry
is
located
within
the
confines
than
the
when a port of entry is located within
a zone in each of such
State such
such port
port of
of entry
entry shall
be entitled
such
entitled to a
shall be
State
States, and
when two
separated by water are embraced
embraced in one
cities separated
two cities
and when
States,
port
entry, a
a zone
authorized in each
each of said cities or in
be authorized
may be
zone may
of entry,
port of
ones.
Addtional zones.
addition to those to which aa Additional
territory adjacent
adjacent thereto.
in addition
Zones in
thereto. Zones
territory
finds
Board
the
if
port of
of entry
entry is
is entitled
entitled shall
be authorized
authorized only
shall be
port
that
authorized zones will not adequately
adequately serve the
or authorized
existing or
that existing
convenience
of commerce.
convenience of
Preference
to
pubios
to publioPreferene
(c)
preference shall
shall be
be given to public service
applications preference
granting applications
In granting
(c) In
corporations.
corporations.
corporations.
of appliw
Approva
facilities of
(d)
In case
of any
any State
State in
in which
which harbor
of any
any port of t
harbor facilities
case of
ioAnppby
b
rreitgea
i
ren(d) In
when
State,,iTv
tion
harbor
facilities
are
facilities
harbor
which
in
and
State
entry
are
owned
and
controlled
by
the
State
and
in
which
State
the
by
entry are owned and controlled
State-owned.
harbor facilities
of any
port of
of entry
controlled Stateowe
entry are owned and controlled
other port
any other
facilities of
harbor
by
municipality, the
the Board
shall not
application by any
an application
grant an
not grant
Board shall
a municipality,
by a
such State,
public corporation
corporation for
for the
the establishment
zone in such
any zone
of any
establishment of
public
unless such
such application
has been
been authorized
by an Act of the legis
authorized by
application has
unless
lature
State (enacted
(enacted after the date of enactment of this
such State
of such
lature of
Act).
Act).
Foreign and
and domesdomesdescription, tleForeign
S
EC. 3.
3. Foreign
of every
every description,
merchandise of
domestic merchandise
and domestic
Foreign and
merchand I
A\
SEC.
except such
such as
is prohibited
prohibited by
by law,
subject to tmehai
law, may, without being subject
as is
except
the customs
of the
States, except
except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
United States,
the United
laws of
customs laws
the
Bringing into
zone;
one;
Inocustomls
Brlngijngt
manufactured or not/suJbjet
not be
in
this Act,
Act, be
brought into
into a
zone and
may not
be manufactured
and may
a zone
be brought
in this
not subject to
to customs
laws.
exhibited
in
such
zone
but
may
be
stored,
broken
up,
repacked,
aws.
repacked,
up,
broken
stored,
be
exhibited in such zone but may
Storing,
repacking,
t t
rel eJl l ng
etc.
tc. .ln
assembled,
distributed, sorted,
sorted, graded,
cleaned, mixed
mixed with foreign „
graded, cleaned,
assembled, distributed,
or domestic
domestic merchandise,
merchandise, or
be exported,
exported, Transporting from
and be
manipulated, and
otherwise manipulated,
or otherwise
or
terncustonm ternoeto
one to customs
of the
and
foreign merchandise
be sent
sent into
territory of
the ,
customs territory
into customs
may be
merchandise may
and foreign
tory
United
States
therefrom,
in
the
original
package
or
otherwise;
but
t")
.•
but
otherwise;
or
package
original
the
in
United States therefrom,
when
is so
so sent
zone into
customs terriinto customs
from aazone
sent from
merchandise is
foreign merchandise
when foreign
tory
of
the
United
States
it
shall
be
subject
to
the
laws
and
regula- Provisos.
and regulalaws
the
to
subject
be
shall
it
States
United
tory of the
of ununupsion of
Provided, Supervision
tions of
of the
the United
merchandise: Provided,
imported merchandise:
affecting imported
States affecting
United States
tions
lading
foreign
merThat when
the privilege
privilege shall
requested the
collector of
customs Iil-efoean
of customs
chandise; appraisal. rthe collector
be requested
shall be
when the
That
shall
supervise the
the unlading
unlading of
foreign merchandise
the zone,
merchandise in the
of foreign
shall supervise
cause
such merchandise
merchandise or
or any
any portion
thereof to
appraised and
and
be appraised
to be
portion thereof
cause such
the
duties
liquidated
thereon.
Thereafter
it
may
be
stored
manipmanipor
stored
be
may
it
Thereafter
the duties liquidated thereon.
ulated
under the
the supervision
and regulations
the Storage; transporting
by the
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
supervision and
ulated under
into cstoms
customs territory
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
and
within
two
years
after
such
unlading
territor
inSto
unlading
such
after
years
two
within
and
Secretary of the Treasury,
within two years.
such merchandise,
merchandise, whether
whether mixed
mixed with
merchandise or
or not,
not, withn to years.
domestic merchandise
with domestic
such
may
sent into
into customs
payment of
liqui- Disposal if not sent.
such liquiof such
the payment
upon the
territory upon
customs territory
be sent
may be
dated duties
duties thereon;
thereon; and
if not
not so
so sent
sent into
into customs
territory within
within Dposal if not .ent.
customs territory
and if
dated
such period
period of
two years
years such
be disposed
disposed of
of under
under
shall be
merchandise shall
such merchandise
of two
such
rules and
and regulations
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
rules
and
of the
the proceeds
proceeds the
be paid
paid and
and the
remainder, Articles of domestic
the remainder
shall be
duties shall
the duties
out of
and out

Entitled
rz to one

if any,
any, shall
shall be delivered
delivered to
if
further,
subject to
such
to such
That subject
further, That
safeguarding of
of the
the revenue
revenue
sfeguarding

Art
ProvideJ growth.
property:
the p
of the
owners of
the owners
ro p
erty: Provided
etc.

regulations
respecting identity
the etc.
and the
identity and
regulations respecting
as the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
may
Treasury may
Secretary of
as

manufacture*
esti
of doma
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deem
articles the
the growth,
growth, product,
product, or
manufacture of the
the
or manufacture
necessary, articles
deem necessary,
United States,
articles previously
on which duty has
imported on
previously imported
and articles
States, and
United
Or
on which
which duty
duty been
been paid, or which have been admitted free of duty, may be taken
or on
previously paid.
paid.
prevously
into a
a zone from the customs territory of the United States, and
into
may
be
back thereto
of duty,
duty, whether
or not
they have
not they
whether or
free of
thereto free
brought back
may be brought
been
combined with
made part,
part, while in such
of other
other
zone, of
such zone,
or made
with or
been combined
Provided, That if in the opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Articles
entitled articles:
the
Provided,
articles:
not entitled
Articles not
to free entry because of
their identity
identity has
has not
not been
been lost
lost such
articles not
entitled
not entitled
such articles
Treasury their
noncompliance with
itsthf Treasury
nofcomepiance
regulations.
requirements made
noncompliance with the requirements
to free
free entry
entry by reason of noncompliance
regulations.
hereunder
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury shall
when
shall be
be treated when
the Treasury
hereunder by
reenter the customs
customs territory of the United States as foreign
they reenter
merchandise
force at that
that
provisions of the tariff laws in force
merchandise under the provisions
time.
SEC. 4. The Secretary
Customs
Secretary of the Treasury shall assign to the zone
SEC.
officers and
Customs officers
guards.
necessary customs officers and guards to protect the revenue
the necessary
Assignment.
and to
provide for the admission of foreign merchandise
merchandise into
to provide
and
customs territory.
Vessels
or
SEO. 5. Vessels entering
entering or,
veselsa entering
SEc.
entering or leaving a
a zone shall
shall be subject to the
leaving a zone, subject
to
regulations.
operation of all the laws of the United States, except as otherwise
operation
to regulations.
provided in this Act, and vessels leaving a
azone and arriving
arriving in cusprovided
toms territory of the United States shall be subject to such regulaprescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
tions to protect the revenue as may be prescribed
manner
the Treasury. Nothing in this Act shall be construed in any manner
Competition by
by forCompetition
for- SO
so as to permit
permit vessels under foreign flags to carry goods or mereign vessels in Amerieign vessels in Amencan coastwise
coastwise trade.
trade.

can

Application
Application for
for perpermits.
Requirements speciRequirements
fified.
ed.

Amendments

Amendments
tte
mltted,

l)erper-

chandise shipped
shipped from
from one
trade zone
to another
another zone
zone or
or
zone to
foreign trade
one foreign
chandise

coastwise trade of the United States.
port in the protected coastwise
SEG. 6. (a)
detailSEc.
(a) Each application shall state in detail—.
(1) The location and qualifications of the area in which it is
(1)
proposed to establish a
a zone,
proposed
zone, showing (A)
(A) the land and water or
or
application is for its
land or water area or land area
area alone if the application
of
establishment in or adjacent to an interior port; (B)
(B) the means of
establishment
fitness of the area for
segregation
segregation from customs territory;
territory; (C)
(C) the fitness
for
a
area;
a zone; and (D) the possibilities of expansion of the zone area;
(2) The facilities
facilities and appurtenances
proposed to proappurtenances which it is proposed
(2)
preliminary plans and estimate of the cost thereof, and
and
vide and the preliminary
proposed to
the existing facilities and appurtenances
appurtenances which it is proposed
utilize;
utilize;
(3) The time within which the
the applicant proposes to commence
(3)
complete the construction
and complete
construction of the zone and facilities and
appurtenances;
appurtenances;
undertaking;
(4)
4) The methods
methods proposed to finance
finance the undertaking;
5) Such other information
information as the Board may require.
(5)
(b)
perb) The Board may upon its own initiative
initiative or upon request
request per-

amendment of the application.
mit the amendment
application. Any expansion of the area
of an established zone shall be made and approved in the same
manner as an original application.
Grant to
establish
Grant
to establish
If the Board finds that the proposed plans and
SEC. 7. If
ant location
SEc.
location
zone.
are suitable for the accomplishment of the purpose of a
a foreign
foreign trade
appurtenances which
which
zone under this Act, and that the facilities and appurtenances
it is proposed to provide are sufficient it shall make the grant.
Rules, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be proprSEC.
regulations not
SEC. 8. The Board shall prescribe such rules and regulations
sscribe!.
c
ribed.
inconsistent with the provisions
inconsistent
provisions of this Act or the rules and regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury made hereunder
hereunder and as may
be necessary
necessary to carry out this Act.
Cooperation with
with loSEC.
noSEc. 9. The Board shall cooperate
cooperate with the State, subdivision,
calCooperation
and Federal
Federal agencies.
cies.
and municipality in which the zone is located
located in the exercise of their
their
police, sanitary, and other powers in and in connection
connection with the free
zone. It
cooperate with the United States Customs ServIt shall also cooperate
ice, the Post Office Department, the Public Health Service, the
mi
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rePresident may
agencies as
Bureau of
Immigration, and
and such
such other
other Federal
Federal agencies
as have
have President
of Immigration,
Bureau
may require
of
of
cooperatio
gire cooperation
2.
section 2.
jurisdiction in
in ports
entry described
described in
in section
of entry
ports of
jurisdiction
Governmental
agen-

investigations of the
SEC. 10.
purpose of facilitating the investigations
For the purpose
10. For
SEC.
Board
and its work in the granting of the privilege, in the establishBoard and
a zone,
ment,
operation, and maintenance
zone, the President may direct
direct
maintenance of a
ment, operation,
the
departments and other establishments
establishments of the GovernGovernexecutive departments
the executive
ment to
cooperate with the Board, and for such purpose
purpose each of the
to cooperate
ment
authorized, upon direcseveral
and establishments
establishments is authorized,
departments and
several departments
tion of
of the
the President,
President, to furnish to the Board such records, papers,
tion
and
information in
in their possession as may be required by him, and
and information
temporarily to
to detail
detail to
to the
the service of the Board such officers, experts,
temporarily
or engineers
engineers as
necessary.
as may
may be necessary.
or
S
EC. 11.
property to
or right of user of any of the property
to or
title to
the title
If the
11. If
SEC.
a zone is in the United States, an agreement to use
be included
included in a
be
such property
for zone
zone purposes
purposes may
entered into between
between the
be entered
may be
property for
such
grantee
the department
having
officer of the United States having
or officer
department or
and the
grantee and
control of
of the
same, under
conditions, approved by the Board
Board
under such conditions,
the same,
control
and
such department
department or
officer ' as
may be
be agreed
agreed upon.
upon.
as may
or officer,
and such
connection
SEC. 12.
grantee shall
shall provide
and maintain
maintain in
in connection
provide and
12. Each
Each grantee
SEC.
with
the zonezone—
with the
(a)
slips, docks
and
wharves, warehouses, loading and
docks,7 wharves,
Adequate slips,
(a) Adequate
unloading and
and mooring
mooring facilities
facilities where
water;
adjacent to water;
where the zone is adjacent
unloading
or, in
the case
case of
an inland
inland zone,
adequate loading, unloading, and
zone, adequate
of an
in the
or,
warehouse facilities;
facilities;
warehouse
(b)
connections with
the surrounding
surrounding
with the
transportation connections
Adequate transportation
(b) Adequate
territory and
parts of
the United
arranged as
so arranged
States, so
United States,
of the
all parts
with all
and with
territory
to permit
permit of
of proper
guarding and
inspection for the protection of
and inspection
proper guarding
to
the revenue;
revenue;
the
(c) Adequate
Adequate facilities
or other
other fuel
and for light and
fuel and
coal or
for coal
facilities for
(c)
power;
power;
(d) Adequate
Adequate water
water and sewer mains;
mains;
(d)
(e) Adequate
Adecivate quarters
officers and
employees
and employees
the officers
for the
facilities for
and facilities
quarters and
(e)
of the
States, State, and municipality
municipality whose duties may
United States,
the United
of
require
their presence
zone;
presence within the zone;
require their
(f) Adequate
Adequate enclosures
enclosures to
to segregate
the zone from
customs terrifrom customs
segregate the
(f)
tory for
for protection
protection of
of the
the revenue,
together with
with suitable
suitable provisions
provisions
revenue, together
tory
merchanfor
egress of
persons, conveyances,
conveyances, vessels, and merchanof persons,
and egress
ingress and
for ingress
dise;
disec
(g) Such
other facilities
by the
Board.
the Board.
required by
be required
may be
as may
facilities as
Such other
(g)
SEC. 13.
13. The
The grantee
grantee may,
with the
and
of the Board, and
approval of
the approval
may, with
SEC.
under
regulations for
for like
like conditions
conditions and
and
uniform regulations
and uniform
reasonable and
under reasonable
circumstances
to
be
prescribed
by
it,
permit
other
persons,
firms,
firms,
persons,
other
permit
it,
by
prescribed
be
to
circumstances
corporations, or
or associations
to erect
such buildings
and other strucbuildings and
erect such
associations to
corporations,
tures within
within the
the zone
zone as
particular requirements:
requirements:
their particular
meet their
will meet
as will
tures
Provided, That
That such
such permission
constitute a
a vested
vested right
right
not constitute
shall not
permission shall
Provided,
as
against the
the United
States, nor
nor interfere
interfere with
with the
regulation of
of the
the regulation
United States,
as against
grantee or
or the
the permittee
permittee by
by the
the United
interfere with
States, nor interfere
United States,
grantee
or
the revocation
revocation of
of the
the grant
by the
And
States: And
United States:
the United
grant by
or complicate
complicate the
provided
the event
of the
States or
or the
the
United States
the United
event of
in the
That in
further, That
provided further,
grantee
desiring to
to acquire
the property
property of
good
no good
permittee no
the permittee
of the
acquire the
grantee desiring
will
shall be
accruing from
privilege granted
granted to
to the
the
the privilege
from the
as accruing
considered as
be considered
will shall
zone:
That such
such permits
shall not
granted
be granted
not be
permits shall
further, That
provided further,
And provided
zone: And
on
conflict with
the public
of the
zone as
set forth
forth in
in
as set
the zone
use of
public use
with the
that conflict
terms that
on terms
this
Act.
this Act.
S
EC. 14.
shall be
operated as
as a
public utility,
and all
utility, and
a public
be operated
zone shall
Each zone
14. Each
SEC.
rates and
and charges
charges for
for all
or privileges
privileges within
zone shall
shall
the zone
within the
services or
all services
rates
be fair
fair and
and reasonable,
reasonable, and
shall afford
all who
may
who may
to all
afford to
grantee shall
the grantee
and the
be
apply for
use of
of the
the zone
zone and
and its
appurtenances
and appurtenances
facilities and
its facilities
the use
for the
apply
uniform treatment
under like
conditions, subject
treaties
such treaties
to such
subject to
like conditions,
treatment under
uniform

des.
cies.

Agreement
for use of
ireement for'useof
Federal property.

ac

each

Facilities each zone
must have and mainta i n
tain.

must have and main-

orant may permit

Grantee may permit

others to erect buildto erect buildother
ings within zone, with

approval.i

Board's
Board's approval.

p,.

Provisos.
d..U.S. rights not prejudiced.

rights not preu-

wil" to
t
o "good
No
will"

accrue on
on transfer.
transfer.
acrue

Permits granted only
public interest.

Permits granted only
in public interest.

in

as
Operation of zone as
Operation
public utility.
one as
pbiutity

h

t
Rates and charges to
Rt.ad
be reasonable and non-

romablasnobe
diseriminatorY.

dew
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or commercial
commercial conventions
as are
are now
now in
force or may hereafter
hereafter be
in force
conventions as
or
made
time to
time by
by the
United States
States with
with foreign
foreign governgovernthe United
to time
from time
made from
Cost
Cost of maintaining
maintaining ments
mentsland the cost of maintaining
maintaining the additional
additional customs service
guard.
guar
required under this Act shall be paid by the operator
operator of the zone.
Use
of zone
zone for
resiSi
Site.. 15. (a)
(a) No person shall be allowed to reside within
within the zone
for resUse of
dential purposes reagents whose resident
except Federal,
State, or
municipal officers
officers or
or agents
resident
or municipal
except
Federal, State,
stricted.
presence is deemed necessary by the Board.
Authority
of Board.
regulations regarding
AuthorityofBoard.
(b) The Board shall prescribe rules and regulations
regarding
Regulations governr
employees
and other
persons entering
entering and
and leaving
leaving the
the zone.
zone. All
other persons
employees and
ing
employees.
ingemplaoyes.
rules
concerning the protection of the revenue shall
regulations concerning
rules and regulations
be
by the
the Secretary
Treasury.
of the
the Treasury.
Secretary of
be approved
approved by
Exclusion of detrithe zone
from the
(c) The
The Board
Board may
may at
any time
order the
exclusion from
the exclusion
time order
at any
(c)
mentalugoods,
mental goods, etc.
etc.
of
treatment that in its judgment
judgment is detriprocess of treatment
or process
of any goods or
mental to
to the
the public
interest, health,
or safety.
safety.
health, or
public interest,
mental
Restriction on conexcept
(d)
retail trade
trade shall
shall be
conducted within
within the zone except
be conducted
No retail
(d) No
on odnduestretian
duct of retail trade.
under
permits issued
approved by the Board.
and approved
the grantee
grantee and
issued by
by the
under permits
Such
domestic or dutySuch permittees shall sell no goods except such domestic
paid
duty-free goods as are brought
brought into the zone from customs
customs
paid or duty-free
territory.
territory.
Form and manner of
EC. 16.
16. (a)
The form
form and
and manner
each
keeping the accounts of each
manner of keeping
(a) The
SEC.
o S
keeping
accounts.
keeping acuntse
zone shall be prescribed by the Board.
such
(b) Each grantee
grantee shall make to the Board annually, and at such
a full statement
containing a
statement
other times as it may prescribe, reports containing
receipts, and expenditures,
other
expenditures, and such other
operations, receipts,
of all the operations,
information as the Board may require.
information
(c)
Board shall make a
(c) The Board
a report to Congress on the first day
of each regular session containing aa summary of the operation and
therewith copies of the
the
fiscal condition of each zone and transmit therewith
annual report
report of
of each
each grantee.
grantee.
annual
Alienation of grant
Site. 17.
conveyed, transferred, set
set
sold, conveyed,
shall not be
be sold,
The grant shall
prohibited.
SEC.
17. The
prohibited.
over,
or
assigned.
assigned.
or
over,
Revocation of grant over,
Site. 18.
of repeated
violations of
of any
any of
of
willful violations
repeated willful
In the
the event
event of
on showing of violation.
SEC.
18. (a)
(a) In
on
the provisions of this Act by the grantee, the Board may revoke
revoke the
the
grant after four months' notice to the grantee and affording
affording it an
grant
opportunity
opportunity to be heard. The testimony taken before the Board
shall be reduced to writing and filed in the records of the Board
together with
decision reached
reached thereon.
thereon,
together
with the decision
l'romlure.
(b) In the conduct of any proceeding
proceeding under this section for the
revocation
compel the
the attendance
attendance of wita grant the Board may c(ompel
revocation of a
nesses
production of documennesses and the giving of testimony and the production
tary
evidence, and for such purpose may invoke the aid of the district
district
tary evidence,
courts of the United States.
(c) An order under the provisions of this section revoking the
(c)
within
grant issued by the Board shall be final and conclusive, unless within
ninety days after its service the grantee appeals to the circuit court
court
of
located by
of appeals for
for the
the circuit in
in which
which the
the zone is located
by filing with
with
the
the clerk
clerk of said court aa written
written petition praying
praying that
that the order
order
of the Board be set aside. Such order shall be stayed
stayed pending
pending the
the
proceedings by the court. The clerk of the
disposition of appellate
appellate proceedings
court in which such a
copy
a petition is filed shall immediately
immediately cause a
a copy
thereof to be delivered
delivered to the Board and it shall forthwith prepare,
certify, and file in the court aa full and accurate transcript of the
record in the proceedings
section, the
proceedings held before it under this section,
charges, the evidence, and the order revoking the grant. The testimony and evidence taken or submitted before the Board, duly certified and filed as
record, shall
by the
as a
a part
part of
of the
the record,
shall be
be considered
considered by
the
court as the evidence in the case.
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provision.
Penalty provision.
In case of aaviolation of this Act, or any regulation under Penalty
SEC.
SE°. 19. In
this
Act, by
by the
the grantee,
thereof
employee thereof
any officer,
officer, agent,
agent, or employee
grantee, any
this Act,
responsible
permittinl any such violation shall be subject to
or permitting
responsible for or
$1,000. Each day during which aa violation
more than $1,111.
aafine of
of not more
continues
separate offense.
a separate
constitute a
continues shall constitute
Separability
proviSeparability provi20. If
SEC.
S
EC. 20.
If any provision of this Act or the application of such sions.
s lo
provision to certain
circumstances be held invalid, the remainder
remainder of ns
certain circumstances
provision
circumstances
the Act
application of such provisions to circumstances
and the
the application
Act and
the
affected
other than
those as
which it
invalid shall not be affected
it is held invalid
as to
to which
other
than those
thereby.
thereby.
Right d"tme".
to amend, etc.,
ete
S
EC. 21.
The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby rereserved.
21. The
SEC.
reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 591.]
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[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Granting the consent of Congress to the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania to
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Granting
construct, maintain,
operate a
bridge across
across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at
a toll
toll bridge
and operate
maintain, and
construct,
Pennsylvania.
or near York Furnace, Pennsylvania.

June 18, 1934.
[H.R. 9326.]
39.]
IPublic, No. 398.1
[Public,

[H.R. 932.]

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
River.
aRivery
SPue^s
y
United States
consent Susquehanna
assembled, That the consent
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United
Pennsylvania
bridge,
at
York
Fur :
at York FrPennsylvania bridge,
of
Congress is
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
hereby granted to the Commonwealth
is hereby
of Congress
nace.
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
a, bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
and operate
maintain, and
to
across
the Susquehanna
River, at
at a
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests of
a point
Susquehanna River
across the
navigation, at
at or
or near
near York
Pennsylvania,
York County, Pennsylvania,
Furnace, York
York Furnace,
navigation,
of an Act entitled "An Act to
in accordance
with the
the provisions of
accordance with
in
Construction.
Constrution.
", Vol.
navigable waters ",
regulate the
the construction
of bridges over navigable
construction of
regulate
34, p. 84.
approved
March
23,
1906,
and
subject
to
conditions
and
limitaconditions
the
approved March 23, 1906, and subject to
tions contained
this Act.
contained in this
tions
'Foils
to
applied to
be applied
' to be
SEC. 2.
2. If
If tolls
are charged
use of
of such
such bridge,
bridge, the
the rates operation,
Tollto
for the
the use
charged for
tolls are
SEc.
el c:
of tolls
adjusted as
to provide
provide aa fund sufficient
sufficient to pay und, etc.
as to
so adjusted
be so
shall be
of
tolls shall
the reasonable
of maintaining,
the
operating the
and operating
repairing, and
maintaining, repairing,
cost of
reasonable cost
the
bridge and
and its
under economical
management, and to
economical management,
its approaches
approaches under
bridge
provide
sinking fund
to amortize
of the bridge
amortize the cost of
sufficient to
fund sufficient
provide aasinking
and its
its approaches,
reasonable interest
financing
and financing
interest and
including reasonable
approaches, including
and
a period
period
cost,
as soon
as possible
possible under
under reasonable
charges, but within a
reasonable charges,
soon as
cost, as
of not
to exceed
from the
the completion
After
thereof. After
completion thereof.
years from
twenty years
exceed twenty
of
not to
aintennure
free
,
rrt.
mafter amoriJttr"a,,tr
amortization shall have been so bridge,
a
fund sufficient
such amortization
for such
sufficient for
a sinking
sinking fund
ete., after
sincE.
bridge, etc.,
tising coeds.
provided,
such
bridge
shall
thereafter
be
maintained
and
operated
tiingitw.
operated
and
maintained
be
provided, such bridge shall thereafter
free
of tolls,
or the
rates of
threafter be
be so
so adjusted
adjusted as
as to
to
shall threafter
of tolls
tolls shall
the rates
tolls, or
free of
proper
provide
fund of
of not
not to
to exceed
the amount
amount necessary
necessary for the proper
exceed the
provide aafund
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
the bridge
its approaches
approaches
and its
bridge and
of the
maintenance,
Record of expendiof elpledi
under economical
An accurate
record of the costs of ,Reod
accurate record
management. An
economical management.
under
tures and receipts.
the
bridge
and
its
approaches,
the
expenditures
for
maintaining,
the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for maintaining,
repairing, and
and operatig
operating the
and of the daily tolls collected,
same, and
the same,
repairing
shall be
shall be
all
of all
information of
the information
for the
available for
be available
and shall
kept and
be kept
shall
persons interested.
interested.
persons
Amendment.
SEc. 3.
3. The
right to
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby AemenD t
alter, amend,
to alter,
The right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
?

t i
n
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AN
AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the
the incorporated
incorporated town
town of
of Douglas
Douglas City,
City, Alaska,
Alaska, to
to undertake
undertake certain
certain
To

municipal
reconstruction, enlargement,
enlargement,
construction, reconstruction,
public works,
works, including construction,
municipal public
extension, and
system; and
construction,
and construction,
water-supply system;
of its
its water-supply
improvements of
and improvements
extension,
reconstruction,
enlargement, extension,
improvements to
for
and for
sewers, and
to sewers,
and improvements
extension, and
reconstruction, enlargement,
such purposes
to issue
issue bonds
bonds in
in any
any sum
$40,000.
exceeding $40,000.
sum not exceeding
such
purposes to

Be
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
Senate and
by th,e
the Senate
enacted by
Be it

Douglas
Douglas
Alaska.

May issue
ssue

That the
the incorpoCity, United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
incorpoCongress assembled,
States of
city,
United States

rated town
Douglas City,
City, Alaska,
is hereby
authorized and
and
hereby authorized
Alaska, is
town of
of Douglas
bonds for rated

bonds for

certain public
public works.
works, empowered
empowered to
undertake the
mun i
ci
pal pu
bli
c works
wor ks herein
herein
certain
to undertake
the municipal
public

specified
specified
and
for
such
purposes
to
issue
bonds
in
any
sum
not
exceeding
not
exceeding
any
sum
bonds
in
to
issue
purposes
for
such
and
$40,000.
Said town
is hereby
and empowered
empowered to
conto conhereby authorized
authorized and
town is
$40,000. Said
struct,
enlarge, extend,
extend, and
its water-supply
water-supply
and improve
improve its
reconstruct, enlarge,
struct, reconstruct,
system
for such
such purpose
to issue
issue bonds
bonds in
not exceeding
exceeding
in any
any sum
sum not
purpose to
and for
system and
$25,000;
construct, reconstruct,
reconstruct, enlarge,
extend, and
and improve
improve
enlarge, extend,
to construct,
$25,000; to
exceeding
sewers and for such purpose to issue bonds in any sum not exceeding
$15,040.
$15,000.
SEC.
Special election to
SEe. 2. That before said bonds shall be issued aa special election
election
suthorize.
authorize.
shall be ordered by the common council of the said town of Douglas
whether such bonds shall
City, at which election
election the question of whether
shall
be issued
issued in
above specified
for either
either or
both of
the
of the
or both
specified for
amounts above
in the
the amounts
be
shall be submitted to the qualified
set forth shall
purposes
hereinbefore
purposes hereinbef
ore set
qualified
electors of
of said
said town
of Douglas
City whose
whose names
appear on
on the
the
names appear
town of
Douglas City
electors
taxation. The
last assessment
assessment roll
roll of
said town
for municipal
The form
form
municipal taxation.
of said
town for
last
of
ballot shall
shall be
be such
such that
electors may
for or
or against
against
may vote
vote for
that the
the electors
of the
the ballot
the issuance
issuance of
bonds for
each of
the purposes
herein specified
in
for each
of the
purposes herein
specified in
the
of bonds
the
amounts herein
herein authorized.
authorized. Not
less than
than twenty
twenty days'
Not less
days' notice
notice
the amounts
of such
be given
by posting
posting notices
notices of
the same
same in
in
of
such election
election shall
shall be
given by
of the
three conspicuous
conspicuous places
within the corporate
corporate limits of
places within
the town
town
of the
of
Douglas City,
one of
of which
which shall
be at
of Douglas
City, Alaska,
Alaska, one
shall be
at the
the front
front door
door
of
the United
States post
post office.
The registration
for such
election,
of the
United States
office. The
registration for
such election,
manner of
of conducting
conducting the
the same,
and the
the canvass
canvass of
of the
the returns
returns of
of
same, and
election. the manner
Conduct of election,
said election
said
election shall
shall be,
in accordance
be, as
as nearly
nearly as
as practicable,
practicable, in
accordance with
with
the
general or
special elections
elections in
said municithe requirements
requirements of
of law
law in
in general
or special
in said
municipality,
and said
said bonds
be issued
for either
both of
of the
pality, and
bonds shall
shall be
issued for
either or
or both
the
purposes
herein authorized
authorized only
upon condition
condition that
that not
not less
less than
than
purposes herein
only upon
aa majority
majority of the
the votes cast at
at such
such election in said town shall
shall be
purpose.
in favor
of the
the issuance
said bonds
bonds for
in
favor of
issuance of
of said
for such purpose.
to be coupon
S
EC. 3.
3. Such
Such bonds
bonds shall
shall be
in form,
form, may
such date
date
bear such
may bear
coupon in
be coupon
SEC.
in Bonds
form
denomiion,
nat
frdenobmistoon
ina
or dates,
dates, may
be in
denomination or
or denominations,
denominations, may
may mature
maturity, etc.
or
may be
in such
such denomination
mature
in such
such amounts
amounts and
and at
such time
time or
exceeding thirty
in
at such
or times,
times, not
not exceeding
thirty
years from
the date
thereof, may
may be
be payable
payable in
in such
such medium
medium of
years
from the
date thereof,
of
payment and
payment
and at
at such
or places,
places, may
may be
either public
such place
place or
be sold
sold at
at either
public
Reaemption.
or private
private sale,
sale, may
Redemption.
may be
redeemable, with
without premium,
or
be redeemable,
with or
or without
premium, or
nonredeemable,
and may
may carry
nonredeemable, and
such registration
registration privileges
to
carry such
privileges as
as to
either principal
and interest,
interest, principal
principal only,
or both,
either
principal and
only, or
both, as
as shall
shall be
be
prescribed by
by the
the common
council of
of Douglas
Douglas City
prescribed
common council
of said
said town
town of
City
at the time
at
time such
such bonds
authorized to
to be
be issued.
issued. The
The bonds
bonds are
are authorized
bonds
shall bear
the signatures
of the
the mayor
and clerk
clerk of
of the
the town
town of
of
shall
bear the
signatures of
mayor and
Douglas City, and shall have impressed
impressed thereon
thereon the
official seal
seal of
of
the official
said
town. In
In case
of the
the officers
officers whose
whose signatures
signatures or
countersaid town.
case any
any of
or countersigatures;
vaity. signatures
signatures appear
appear on
on the bonds
bonds shall
shall cease
cease to
to be
be such
such officers before
before
Signatures; validity,
delivery of
of such
such bonds, such
such signatures
signatures or
countersignatures shall
or countersignatures
shall
nevertheless
nevertheless be
be .valid
valid and
all purposes
the same
as if
if
and sufficient
sufficient for
for all
purposes the
same as
bonds shall
they had remained in office until such delivery. Said bonds
shall
bear interest
interest at
be fixed
at a
a rate
rate to
to be
fixed by
the common
council of
of the
the
by the
common council
said town
of Douglas
Douglas City,
not to
exceed 6
per centum
centum per
annu m ,
said
town of
City, not
to exceed
6 per
per annum,
payable
payable semiannually,
semiannually, and
and the
the bonds
bonds shall
shall be
be sold
not less
than
sold at
at not
less than
the principal
principal amount thereof plus accrued
accrued interest.
interest.
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1. The bonds herein authorized
authorized to be issued shall be general
SEC.
of Douglas City, payable
obl
i
gations of
payable as to both interest
interest
town of
of said town
obligations
and
principal from
from ad
ad valorem
valorem taxes
be levied
levied upon
upon all
shall be
which shall
taxes which
and principal
the corporate
the
taxable property
property within
within the
corporate limits of said town of
the taxable
Douglas
and
amount sufficient to pay the interest on and
an amount
in an
City in
Douglas City
principal
of such
such bonds
become due and
bonds as and when the same become
principal of
as may be issued to construct,
payable. Such
of the
construct, reconthe bonds as
Such of
payable.
water-supply system of said
struct,
enlarge, extend,
improve the water-supply
extend, or improve
struct, enlarge,
town
of Douglas
Douglas City
may, if
provided by the common
common council
council
if so provided
City may,
town of
a direct
additionally secured by a
of
said town
of Douglas City, be additionally
town of
of said
water-supply system
pledge of
of all
or any
any part
the revenues
of said water-supply
revenues of
of the
part of
all or
pledge
and any
extensions thereto,
thereto, remaining after
or extensions
additions or
subsequent additions
any subsequent
and
operation and
costs of operation
provisions for
the payment
the reasonable
reasonable costs
of the
payment of
for the
provisions
maintenance of
of said
system and the cost of such repairs, improvesaid system
maintenance
ments, and
betterments thereto
thereto as shall
shall be necessary to keep the
and betterments
ments,
same at
all times
in good
good repair
repair and working
working order.
times in
at all
same
S
EC. 5.
part of
the funds arising from the sale of said bonds
of the
No part
5. No
SEC.
shall be
other than those specified
specified
purposes other
or purposes
purpose or
any purpose
for any
used for
be used
shall
in this
this Act.
Act. Said
be sold
sold only
when and in
in such amounts
only when
bonds shall be
Said bonds
in
the town of Douglas City shall direct,
as
council of the
common council
the common
as the
and
proceeds thereof
thereof shall
be disbursed
for the
the purposes
purposes hereindisbursed for
shall be
the proceeds
and the
before mentioned
common
and directions of said common
orders and
the orders
under the
and under
mentioned and
before
council from
to time
required for said
same may be required
the same
as the
time as
time to
from time
council
purposes.
purposes.
town of Douglas City is hereby authorized to enter

to be
Bonds
general
Bonds to
be general
obligations.
obligations.
principal
of principal
Payment
Payment of
and interest.
interest.

Additional sec
eeurity
fOAddir^on
rwater bonds. urity
fo

undsrrestrictuse of funds
estrict-

ed
e
d.

Sale of bonds.

Financing
Fiacingo

etc.,
e c., un-

The with
6.
SEC.
of Nainto
S
EC.
contracts
6. The
town the
of United
DouglasStates
City is
of hereby
America
authorized
or any agency
to enter
or tional
der prov
Industrial
isions
,
of Reml ReIndustri
into contracts with the United States of America or any agency or tional
covery
er Act.
instrumentality
thereof, under
under the provisions of the National Indus- ov y Act.
instrumentality thereof,
R
4, ,p. 200.
trial
Recovery Act
Act and
thereof and Acts supple- Ante
amendatory thereof
Acts amendatory
and Acts
trial Recovery
mental
and revisions
and the
regulations made in
the regulations
thereof, and
revisions thereof,
thereto, and
mental thereto,
pursuance
further Acts
Acts of
of the
the Congress of
any further
under any
and under
thereof, and
pursuance thereof,
the United
United States
States to
to encourage
public works,
bonds
works, for the sale of bonds
encourage public
the
issued
in accordance
with provisions
of this
for the acceptance
Act or for
this Actor
provisions of
accordance with
issued in
of
grant of
of money
financing any public works
aid said town in financing
to aid
money to
of aagrant
herein
or to
to enter
enter into
contracts with
person or
any person
with any
into contracts
authorized; or
herein authorized;
corporation, public
public or
or private,
private, for
and
bonds; and
such bonds;
of such
sale of
the sale
for the
corporation,
such
to
subject to
conditions, subject
and conditions,
terms and
such terms
contain such
may contain
contracts may
such contracts
the
of this
this Act,
be agreed
agreed upon
by and
between
and between
upon by
may be
as may
Act, as
provisions of
the provisions
the
council of
of said
said town
of Dougla,?
and the
ITllited
the United
City andl
Douglas City
town of
common council
the common
States
of
America
or
any
agency
or
instrumentality
thereof,
or
or
thereof,
instrumentality
or
agency
any
or
States of America
such
terms and
and conditions,
subject to
the provisions
as
Act. as
this Act,
of this
provisions of
to the
conditions, subject
such terms
may
be
agreed
upon
by
and
between
the
common
council
of
said
said
of
council
common
the
between
and
by
upon
agreed
be
may
town
of Douglas
purchaser of
said bonds.
bonds.
of said
other purchaser
any other
and any
City and
Douglas City
town of
1934.
Approved, June
June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 593.]

ACT
AN' ACT
AN
.
...
Granting
the
consent
of
Congress
to
the
Commonwealth
Pennsylvania to
to
of Pennsylvania
Commonwealth of
the
to
Congress
of
Granting the consent
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
toll bridge
at
River at
Susquehanna River
the Susquehanna
across the
bridge across
a toll
operate a
construct,
or
near Middletown,
Dauphin County,
Pennsylvania.
County, Pennsylvania.
Middletown, Dauphin
or near

June

Jmune 18, 1934.
[H.R. 9401.)
9I.)
[H.R.
[Public, No. 400.1

[Public, No. 400

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
by the
it enacted
Be it

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
4 'ann.a Riv
River
spsqehanna
consent Visclu
the consent
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
11
of
Congress
is
hereby
granted
to
the
Commonwealth
of
Pennsylvania,
bridge.
at
Mvaindida
leton:Y
at
Middletown
bridge,
Pennsylvania,
of
Commonwealth
of Congress is hereby granted to the
acting
through
its
Department
of
Highways,
to
construct,
maintain,
acting through its Department of Highways, to construct, maintain,
and
toll bridge
and approaches
thereto across
across the
Susquethe Susqueapproaches thereto
bridge and
operate aatoll
and operate
at
hanna
at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
River,, at
hanna River
or
Middletown, Dauphin
Dauphin County
County, and
between Middletown,
Middletown,
and between
near Middletown,
or near
Dauphin County,
County, and
and Goldsboro,
County, in the CommonYork County,
Goldsboro, York
Dauphin
wealth
of
Pennsylvania,
in
accordance
with
the provisions
the Act
Act
of the
provisions of
the
with
accordance
in
wealth of Pennsylvania,
enn

l
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1006
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73d CONGRESS.
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Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
Vol.
34p.4.

Tolls to
be applied
applied to
to
Tolls
to be
operation,
sinking
sinking
fund, etc.

dopeation.

Maintenance as
as free
free
Maintenance

SESS.
II.
SESS. IL

CHS.
593, 594.
594.
CHS. 593,

JUNE 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable waters
waters",
gable
", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the
conditions
and limitations
contained in this
this Act.
limitations contained
conditions and
S
EC. 2.
charged for the use of such bridge, the rates
are charged
2. IfIf tolls are
SEC.
of toll
as to
to provide aa fund sufficient to pay
adjusted as
of
toll shall be so adjusted
the
reasonable cost
and operating
operating the
repairing, and
of maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
cost of
the reasonable
bridge
management, and
and to
to
economical management,
under economical
approaches under
and its
its approaches
bridge and
provide
sinking fund
fund sufficient
bridge
to amortize
amortize the cost of the bridge
sufficient to
a sinking
provide a
and
cost,
and financing cost,
interest and
reasonable interest
including reasonable
its approaches,
approaches, including
and its
as
soon as
under reasonable
reasonable charges, but within aa period
possible under
as possible
as soon
After
of
not to
exceed twenty
twenty years from the completion thereof. After
to exceed
of not
a
for such
shall have been so
amortization shall
such amortization
sufficient for
fund sufficient
a sinking
sinking fund
thereafter be maintained and operated
operated
provided, such bridge shall thereafter

bridge, after amortizing
brige,
so adjusted
thereafter be so
adjusted as
as
costs. ater amortizing free of tolls, or the rates of toll shall thereafter

of not to exceed the amount necessary for the
fund of
to provide
provide aa fund

proper maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
operation of
of the
and its
its
bridge and
the bridge
repair, and
proper
Record
expendi- approaches under economical management.
record
An
accurate
management.
An
accurate
record
of
economical
under
approaches
of
ependi
tuRecord
tures and receipts.
the expenditures
the
of the
the bridge
bridge and
and its
its approaches,
approaches, the
expenditures for
costs of
the costs
of

Amendment.
Amendment.

maintaining,
repairing, and
and operating
the same,
same, and
the daily
daily tolls
and the
operating the
maintaining, repairing,
collected,
shall be
be kept
kept and
be available
available for
for the
the information
information
and shall
shall be
collected, shall
of
persons interested.
of all
all persons
SEC.
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 594.]
594.]
[CHAPTER

Tune 18, 1934.
[H.R. 0402.1
902.]
[Public, No. 401.]

[Publie, No. 401.]

ACT
AN ACT
incorporated town
undertake certain
town of Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, Alaska, to
to undertake
To authorize
authorize the incorporated
extension
construction, reconstruction, and extension
municipal public works, including construction,
of sidewalks; construction,
extension of sewers, and conreconstruction, and extension
construction, reconstruction,
of
struction of
a combined
fire-department building, and for such
such
and fire-department
of a
combined city hall and
struction
purposes
sum not exceeding
exceeding $50,000.
$50,000.
purposes to
to issue
issue bonds in
in any sum

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
enacted by
United
States of Amnerica
Conggress assembled, That
That the incorincorUnited States
.America in
in Congress
porated town
town of
Alaska, is
is hereby
and
porated
of Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, Alaska,
hereby authorized
authorized and
empowered
to undertake
municipal public
herein specified
specified
public works
works herein
undertake the
the municipal
empowered to
not exceeding
and
for such
purposes to
to issue
issue bonds
bonds in
in any
any sum not
exceeding
such purposes
and for
$50,000.
town is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
to construct,
construct,
Said town
$50,000. Said
to issue
issue
reconstruct,
and extend
extend sidewalks
sidewalks and
and for
for such
such. purpose
purpose to
reconstruct, and
bonds in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000;
$10,000; to
to construct,
reconstruct,
construct, reconstruct,
sum not
bonds
sum
any sum
and
extend sewers
sewers and
and for
for such
purpose to
to issue
bonds in
in any
issue bonds
such purpose
and extend
firenot
construct a
combined city
city hall
and firehall and
a combined
to construct
$10,000; to
exceeding $10,000;
not exceeding
department building
and for
such purpose
purpose to
issue bonds
in any
sum
any sum
bonds in
to issue
for such
building and
department
not
exceeding $30,000.
of said
said public
public works
works are
to be
be undertaken
undertaken
are to
All of
$30,000. All
not exceeding
Alaska.
in the
the said
said town
town of
Fairbanks, Alaska.
of Fairbanks,
in
S
EC. 2.
2. Before
Before said
said bonds
bonds shall
shall be
issued aaspecial
shall be
be
Special
be issued
special election
election shall
SEC.
Secial election to
authorize.
the said town of Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, at
ordered
the common
council of the
ordered by
by the
common council
in
be issued in
which
question of
of whether
such bonds shall be
whether such
the question
which election
election the
the amounts
amounts above
above specified
specified for
for any
any or
or all
the purposes
purposes hereinhereinall of
of the
the
to the qualified electors of said
be submitted to
before set
set forth
forth shall
shall be
before
roll
town of
Fairbanks whose
names appear
on the
the last
last assessment
assessment roll
appear on
whose names
town
of Fairbanks
Conduct of election. of
shall be
of said
said town
town for
taxation. The
form of
ballot shall
be
The form
of the
the ballot
municipal taxation.
for municipal
Conduct
such that
electors may
vote for
for or
or against
against the
the issuance
issuance of
of bonds
bonds
may vote
that the
the electors
such
herein
for each
each of
of the
the purposes
in the
the amounts
amounts herein
specified in
purposes herein
herein specified
for
authorized. Not
less than
than twenty
notice of
election shall
shall
days' notice
of such
such election
twenty days'
authorized.
Not less
be
publication thereof
thereof in
newspaper printed
printed and
and published
published
in aanewspaper
be given
given by
by publication
and of
general circulation
circulation in
day fixed
fixed for
and
of general
in said
said town
town before
before the
the day
for such
such
election. The
for such
such election,
conelection.
The registration
registration for
election, the
the manner
manner of
of conducting the
the returns
returns of
of said
said election
election shall
be,
ducting
the same,
same, the
the canvass
canvass of
of the
shall be,

Fairbanks, Alaska.

Fairbanks, Alaska.
May issue bonds for
for
certain public works.
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law
of law
as nearly
nearly as
as practicable,
practicable, in
accordance with the requirements of
in accordance
as
municipality, and said bonds
in
general or
or special
special elections
in said
said municipality,
elections in
in general
shall
be issued
issued for
for any
any or
or all
authorized only
only
of the purposes herein authorized
all of
shall be
upon
condition
that
not
less
than
a
majority
of
the
votes
cast at such
such
majority
a
than
upon condition that not less
bonds
favor of the issuance of said bonds
election in
town shall
shall be
in favor
be in
said town
in said
election
for such
purpose.
such purpose.
for

Form o bonds; ma-

etc.
turity,
SEc.
bonds shall
shall be
coupon in
in form,
r,
met
c
L
ibonds;
form, may bear such date or iji?y
be coupon
Such bonds
3. Such
SEC. 3.
in
mature
denominations,
dates,
may
be
in
such
denomination
or
denominations,
may
mature
in
denomination
such
in
dates, may be
such amounts
amounts and
such time
years
or times, not exceeding thirty years
time or
at such
and at
such
payment
from
the
date
thereof,
may
be
payable
in such medium of payment
payable
be
may
thereof,
from the date
and
at such
such place
place or
or places,
sold at either public or private
be sold
may be
places, may
and at
premium,
without
sale,
may
be
redeemable
with
or
without
premium, or nonredeemable
nonredeemable Rdemption.
Redemption.
or
with
redeemable,
be
may
sale,
and
principal and
either
may
carry
such
registration
privileges
as
to
principal
privileges
may carry such registration
interest, principal
or both,
both, as
be prescribed
prescribed by the common
shall be
as shall
only, or
principal only,
interest,
are
council
of
said
town
of
Fairbanks
at
the
time such bonds are
the
at
council of said town of Fairbanks
authorized
be issued.
signatures of
bear the signatures
shall bear
bonds shall
The bonds
issued. The
to be
authorized to
the
mayor and
of the
Fairbanks, and shall have
of Fairbanks,
town of
the town
clerk of
and clerk
the mayor
impressed thereon
seal of
In case any of the
town. In
said town.
of said
official seal
the official
thereon the
impressed
Signatures;
on
appear
officers
whose
signatures
or
countersignatures
appear
o
n the bondsvalidity.
Si
gnatures; vadity.
countersignatures
or
signatures
officers whose
suchons
sh
bonds,efore
shall
cease
to
be
such
officers
before
delivery
of
such
bonds,
such
delivery
shall cease to be such officers bsuchofficers
signatures
or countersignatures
countersignatures shall nevertheless be valid and
signatures or
sufficient
for
all
purposes the
the same
town
as if the officers of the town
same as
sufficient for all purposes
signing
the same
same had
until such
such delivery. Said
Said
office until
in office
remained in
had remained
signing the
common
by
fixed
bonds
shall
bear
interest
at
a
rate
to
the
council
be
to
rate
a
at
interest
bonds shall bear
6 per centum
of
said town
town of
of Fairbanks,
not to
to exceed
centtun per
exceed 6
Fairbanks, not
the said
of the
at not less
be
annum,
payable
semiannually,
and
the
bonds
shall
sold
shall
bonds
the
and
annum, payable semiannually,
than the
the principal
principal amount
accrued interest.
plus accrued
thereof plus
amount thereof
ebe gene
than
oblind to be
general eneral
to be
SEc.
The bonds
bonds herein
herein authorized
authorized to
be issued
issued shall be general
obligations
g
4. The
SEC. 4.
obligations of
of said
said town
town of
interest ane
to both interest
as to
payable as
Fairbanks, payable
of Fairbanks,
e
da
iri nentto f
principal
obligations
levied upon all Paymenstt.rindi
be levied
and
from ad
ad valorem
valorem taxes
shall be
which shall
taxes which
principal from
and principal
the
taxable property
property within
within the
the corporate
limits of
of said town of
corporate limits
the taxable
Fairbanks
in an
sufficient to
the interest
interest on
on and
and principal
pay the
to pay
amount sufficient
an amount
Fairbanks in
and
of
such
bonds
as
and
when
the
same
become
due
payable.
become
same
the
when
and
as
of such bonds
uds to.
SEC. 5. No
part of
arising from
from the
the sale
sale of
of said bonds strUe.f
strYe
td .of funds
funds arising
the funds
of the
SEC. 5. No part
shall
be
used
for
any
purpose
or
purposes
other
than
those
specified
than
other
purposes
or
purpose
any
for
be used
shall
bonds.
saleof
in this
Said bonds
bonds shall
be sold
sold only
in such
such amounts
amounts Sale
of bonds.
and in
when and
only when
shall be
Act. Said
this Act.
in
as the common council
council of
of the
the town
of
Fairbanks shall
direct, and
and the
direct,
shall
Fairbanks
of
town
as the common
hereinbefore
proceeds thereof
thereof shall
be disbursed
disbursed for
for the
purposes hereinbefore
the purposes
shall be
proceeds
mentioned and
and under
the
orders and
directions
of said
common
common
said
of
directions
and
orders
the
under
mentioned
said
for
council
from
time
to
time
as
the
same
may
be
required
required
be
may
same
the
as
time
to
time
council from
Ina'

purposes.
purposes.
u
et.oc? N
SEC. 6.
The town
authorized to
dern
prov
i
l
j
a.tur
un
enter into dF~,
to enter
hereby authorized
is hereby
Fairbanks is
of Fairbanks
town of
rs'.
6. The
SEC.
t
l
or tioncontracts with the
the United
United States
of
America
or any
any agency
or
tional indurial
Industrial Reagency
or
America
of
States
contracts with
p.
An^r,
instrumentality thereof,
thereof, under
under the
provisions of the National
National wvA
er
nie Ap
c
,200
.0..
the provisions
instrumentality
Acts
thereof
Industrial
Recovery
Act
and
Acts
amendatory
thereof
and
amendatory
Acts
and
Act
Industrial Recovery
supplemental thereto,
thereto, and
thereof, and
and the
the regulations
revisions thereof,
and revisions
supplemental
Acts
made
in
pursuance
thereof,
and
under
any
further
Acts of the
further
any
under
and
thereof,
made in pursuance
Congress
of the
States to
to encourage
encourage public works, for the
United States
the United
Congress of
sale of
bonds issued
in accordance
accordance with
with provisions
this Act or
of this
provisions of
issued in
sale of bonds
for the acceptance of
a
grant
of
money
to
aid
said
town
in
financing
financing
in
town
said
aid
to
money
of
of a grant
for the acceptance
any public works
works herein
authorized; or
or to
into contracts
contracts with
with
enter into
to enter
herein authorized;
any public
of
sale
the
any
person
or
corporation,
public
or
private,
for
such
for
private,
or
public
any person or corporation,
bonds;
and such
such contracts
terms and conditions
such terms
contain such
may contain
contracts may
bonds; and
subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
Act, as
as may
be agreed
agreed upon by and
may be
this Act,
of this
subject to
between the
the common
council
of said
town of
of Fairbanks
Fairbanks and the
said town
council of
common
between
thereof,
United States
of America
or any
agency
or
instrumentality
thereof,
instrumentality
or
agency
any
or
America
of
States
United
or such
such terms
and
conditions,
subject
to
the
provisions
of
Act,
this
of
provisions
the
to
subject
terms and conditions,
or
said
of
as
may
be
agreed
upon
by
and
between
the
common
council
common
the
between
and
by
upon
agreed
be
may
as
town
of
Fairbanks
and
any
other
purchaser
of
bonds.
said
of
purchaser
other
any
town of Fairbanks and
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
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AN ACT

To empower certain members of the Division
Division of Investigation
Investigation of the Department
Department
of Justice
make arrests in
Justice to
to make
in certain
certain cases, and
and for
for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
andlHouse
House of
of the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
by the
Director,
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Director,
United
of America
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
Assistant
Directors, agents,
agents, and
the Division
Investiof InvestiDivision of
of the
inspectors of
and inspectors
Assistant Directors,
gation of
the Department
Department of
empowered to
serve warwargation
of the
of Justice
Justice are
are empowered
to serve
rants and subpenas
subpenas issued under the authority
authority of the United States;
States;
to make
warrant for
the laws
of the
the
to
make seizures
seizures under
under warrant
for violation
violation of
of the
laws of
United
without warrant
for felonies
which
United States;
States; to
to make
make arrests
arrests without
warrant for
felonies which
have been
which are
are cognizable
cognizable under
under the
of
and which
the laws
laws of
have
been committed
committed and
the
States, in
where the
the person
the arrest
arrest has
has
the United
United States,
in cases
cases where
person making
making the
reasonable
grounds to
believe that
so arrested
of
to believe
that the
the person
person so
arrested is
is guilty
guilty of
reasonable grounds
such
felony and
and where
is aa likelihood
likelihood of
the person
escaping
such felony
where there
there is
of the
person escaping
before
can be
obtained for
for his
his arrest,
arrest, but
but the
the person
person
before a
a warrant
warrant can
be obtained
arrested shall
taken before
before a
committing officer.
officer.
a committing
shall be
be immediately
immediately taken
arrested
May carry frearms.
Investigation of the Department
Department
firearms. Such members of the Division of Investigation
of Justice
are authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
to carry
carry firearms.
firearms.
of
Justice are
Approved, June
June 18,
Approved,
18, 1934.
1934.

Department of insJusDepartment
tice.
Power of
of
certain
certain
Power
members of
Divison
members
Inest
("
ivisi°1
make
"off
vigation
to make
Investigation
arrests.
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[CHAPTER 596.1
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AN ACT

ANACT

Authorizing
created
Authorizing the city of Port Arthur, Texas, or the commission
commission hereby
hereby created
and its
its successors,
and
successors, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate aa bridge over Lake
Sabine, at
at or
or near
Port Arthur,
Arthur, Texas.
Sabine,
near Port
Texas.

Be
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of

Sabine,

Lake Sabine, Tex.
Te.
Port Arthur Bridge
Commission Brdgy
may

United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in order to
America in Congress
United

promote
commerce, improve
the postal
postal service,
service, and
and proimprove the
promote interstate
interstate commerce,
Arthur. vide for military and other purposes, the city of Port Arthur,
Arthur, Texas,
Texas,
or
or the
the Port
Port Arthur
Arthur Bridge
Bridge Commission
(hereinafter called
the "
ComCommission (hereinafter
called the
" Commission ")
created, and
successors be,
hereby,
mission
") hereby
hereby created,
and its
its successors
be, and
and is
is hereby,
authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
bridge and
and operate
operate aa bridge
and
approaches thereto
approaches
thereto across
Lake Sabine,
at a
a point
point suitable
the
across Lake
Sabine, at
suitable to
to the
interests
of navigation,
navigation, between
between aa point
or near
interests of
point at
at or
near Port
Port Arthur,
Arthur,
Texas,
and aa point
point opposite
opposite in
Cameron Parish,
Parish, Louisiana,
Louisiana, in
in
Texas, and
in Cameron
accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
regulate
the provisions
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
Construction,
the
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
waters ",
", approved
approved March
kelarcli
Construction.
the construction
construction of
navigable waters
Vol
34, p.
4.
P. 84.
23,
and subject
subject to
voi34,
23, 1906, and
to conditions
conditions and
and limitations
limitations contained
contained in
in this
this
Act.
Act.
Right to acquire real
SEC.
is hereby
hereby conferred
conferred upon
S
EC. 2. There is
upon the
the city
city of
of Port
Port Arthur,
Arthur,
estate for location, apBp
suclh
created and its successors,
for etc.
location, - Texas, or the Commission hereby
estate
Proaches,
hereby created
successors, all such
rights and
and powers
powers to enter upon
lands and
upon lands
to acquire,
and to
acquire, condemn,
condemn,
occupy, possess,
real estate
estate and
possess, and
and use
use real
and other
other property
property needed
needed for
for
the location,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
of such
such bridge
bridge
the
location, construction,
operation of
and
its approaches
as are
by railroad
railroad corporations
for
and its
approaches as
are possessed
possessed by
corporations for
railroad purposes or by bridge corporations
railroad
corporations for
bridge purposes
for bridge
purposes in
in
the
the State
State in
in which
which such
real estate
or other
property is
situated.
such real
estate or
other property
is situated.
upon making
making just
upon
compensation therefor,
therefor, to
be ascertained
just compensation
to be
ascertained and
and paid
paid
the laws
laws of
of such State,
State, and
the proceedings
Condemnation pro- according to the
and the
proceedings therefor
therefor
ceedings.
shall be the same as in
eeedings.
in the condemnation
condemnation or expropriation
expropriation of property for public purposes in
in such
such State.
State.
Tolls authorized.
authorized.
EC. 3. The said
Commission
Port Arthur,
Arthur, Texas, or the Commission
said city of Port
SECTolls
hereby created and its successors, is hereby authorized to fix and
charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and the rates of toll so
fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the Secretary
Secretary of War
War
under the authority contained in the Act of March 23, 1906.
1906.

Portmisrion
at

bridge, at Port Arthur.
bridge,
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.
such Ratesvitoebe
of such
§Bc. 4.
4. In
In fixing
fixing the
to be
charged for
the use
use of
ll adjusted
rtusted
for the
be charged
toll to
of toll
rates of
the rates
SEC.
etc.
fund,
sinking
tion,
sufficient
fund
a
bridge
the
same
shall
be
so
adjusted
as
to
provide
a
fund
sufficient
tOin,
sinIgng
;
)
un
c
.
5
1
,
etc.
provide
to
as
bridge the same shall be so adjusted
to
pay for
reasonable cost
cost of
maintaining, repairing, and operatof maintaining,
the reasonable
for the
to pay
ing
the bridge
its approaches
approaches under
under economical
economical management,
and its
bridge and
ing the
amortize the cost of such
and to
sinking fund sufficient to amortize
a sinking
provide a
to provide
and
bridge
its approaches,
financincluding reasonable interest and financapproaches, including
and its
bridge and
ing cost,
cost, as
as soon
under reasonable
charges, but within
within
reasonable charges,
possible, under
as possible,
soon as
ing
period of
of not
to exceed
twenty years from the completion thereof.
exceed twenty
not to
aaperiod
Maintenance as
asr free
Mntenance
After a
sinking fund
for such
amortization shall have been bridge,
such amortization
sufficient for
fund sufficient
a sinking
After
etc.,
etc., after
after amortizing
costs.
costs.
maintained and oper- tiing
so provided,
such bridge
thereafter be maintained
bridge shall thereafter
provided, such
so
ated
the rates of toll shall hereafter
hereafter be so adjusted
adjusted
or the
tolls, or
of tolls,
free of
ated free
necessary for the
as
to provide
provide a
a fund
of not
to exceed
amount necessary
the amount
exceed the
not to
fund of
as to
operation of the bridge
proper
repair, and operation
bridge and its Record of epedimaintenance, repair,
proper maintenance,
expendireceipts.
tures and receipts.
accurate record
An accurate
approaches under
economical management.
record of tures
management. An
under economical
approaches
main.
the
cost of
approaches, the expenditures
expenditures for main.
its approaches,
and its
bridge and
the bridge
of the
the cost
taming, repairing
operating the
the same,
same, and of the daily tolls
and operating
repairing and
taining,
collected shall
be kept
available for the information
information of
and shall be available
kept and
shall be
collected
o
all persons
persons interested.
interested.
all
"Port Arthur Bridge
Sze. 5.
There is
created a
a body corporate
corporate and politic to be commisothUn
Commission" create
created.
hereby created
is hereby
5. There
SEC.
Composition.
known
as the
the "
Arthur Bridge Commission ",
", which shall con- Composition.
Port Arthur
" Port
known as
sist of
of five
five members
members approved
approved by
mayor of Port Arthur subject
by the mayor
sist
to the
the approval
commission.
of aamajority of the city commission.
approval of
to
Membership; terms,
terms
lembfship;
Snc.
The Commission
Commission shall
consist of
five members
members appointed
appointed by filling
of five
shall consist
6. The
vacancies, etc.
SEC. 6.
ane, e.
the
of Port
Port Arthur,
Arthur, and
shall be
be aabody politic and corporate
and shall
mayor of
the mayor
constituting a
and shall
deemed a
apublic
shall be deemed
corporation and
public-benefit corporation
a public-benefit
constituting
Recovery Act.
body within
the meaning
of the
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
the National
meaning of
within the
body
The
chairman from its members and may
a chairman
elect a
shall elect
Commission shall
The Commission
establish
rules and
for the
the government
government of its own busiregulations for
and regulations
establish rules
ness.
Each
member
shall
serve
for
a
term
of five years and until his
term
a
for
serve
shall
ness. Each member
successor
been appointed
and has
has qualified,
qualified, except
except that
that the initial
appointed and
has been
successor has
terms
of
the
members
shall
be
respectively
one,
four, and
three,
two,
one,
respectively
be
shall
members
terms of the
five years.
years. The
initial term
term of
of the
elected chairman
chairman shall
shall
member elected
the member
The initial
five
initial
by
be
five
years,
and
the
Commission
shall
determine
lot
the
determine
shall
Commission
the
and
years,
be five
terms of
of the
other members.
members. The
of Port
with the
Arthur, with
Port Arthur,
mayor of
The mayor
the other
terms
a sucapproval
majority of
of the
city commission,
commission, may appoint a
the city
a majority
of a
approval of
cessor to
hold office
office for
for the
the unexpired
member in whose
of any member
term of
unexpired term
to hold
cessor
office a
avacancy
shall occur
occur by
by death,
resignation, or otherwise. Each
death, resignation,
vacancy shall
office
member
shall
qualify
by
giving
such
bond
bond as may be fixed by the
such
giving
by
member shall qualify
governing
body of
the city
city of
Arthur conditioned
conditioned for
the faithfor the
Port Arthur
of Port
of the
governing body
ful
performance
of
all
duties
required
by
this
Act.
Three
members
uorum
members Quorum.
Three
Act.
this
by
required
duties
ful performance of all
Members
allowed exembersallowedexm
shall constitute
quorum for
of business.
business. No memtransaction of
the transaction
for the
penses: no salary.
a quorum
constitute a
shall
ber shall
receive a
asalary
salary for
for his
services as
but each
each member
member
i
pnses no slary
member, but
as member,
his services
shall receive
ber
shall
actual expenses
not exceeding
$5 per day in
n the
exceeding $5
expenses not
his actual
paid his
be paid
shall be
performance
of his
duties hereunder.
Members of
of the
the Commission
Commission
hereunder. Members
his duties
performance of
may be
removed for
for cause
cause by
the mayor
Port
.
Arthur and
and the
Arthur
of Port
mayor of
by the
be removed
may
Employees.
majority of
of the
Commission may
employ aa Employees.
may employ
The Commission
commission. The
city commission.
the city
majority
secretary,
treasurer, engineers,
experts,
and such other experts,
attorneys, and
engineers, attorneys,
secretary, treasurer,
assistants,
it may
necessary, who shall be
deem necessary,
may deem
as it
employees as
and employees
assistants, and
entitled
to
receive
such
compensation
as
the
Commission
determay deterCommission may
the
as
compensation
such
entitled to receive
mine. All
salaries and
expenses shall
shall be
solely from
funds
the funds
from the
paid solely
be paid
and expenses
mine. All salaries
provided under
under the
Act.
this Act.
of this
authority of
the authority
Corporate powers.
provided
S
EC. 7.
7. The
The Commission
Commission shall
authority corpowers.
the powers and authority
all the
have all
shall have
SEC.
necessary or
convenient for
the carrying
carrying out
purposes of this
this
the purposes
of the
out of
for the
or convenient
necessary
Act, including
(but without
following rights,
rights, powers,
powers,
the following
limitation) the
without limitation)
including (but
Act,

and
authority:
and authority:
(a) To
have perpetual
perpetual succession
corporation;
as aacorporation;
succession as
To have
(a)
(b) To
To sue
sue and
and be
sued, implead
implead and
and be
complain and
and
impleaded, complain
be impleaded,
be sued,
(b)
defend
in
all
courts
of
law
and
equity;
equity;
and
law
of
defend in all courts
(c) To
To adopt,
adopt, use,
use, and
and alter
seal;
corporate seal;
alter aacorporate
(c)
86637 °-34--6 4
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(d) To
acquire, purchase,
purchase, hold,
hold, use,
lease, mortgage,
transfer,
mortgage, sell, transfer,
use, lease,
To acquire,
(d)
and
dispose of
any property,
personal, or
or mixed,
or
mixed, tangible or
real, personal,
property, real,
of any
and dispose
intangible, or any interest therein;
therein;
intangible,
(e) To
To make
make bylaws
bylaws for
for the
the management
management and
of its
regulation of
and regulation
(e)
affairs;
affairs;
(f) To
agents, employees,
servants, to
to prepreand servants,
employees, and
officers, agents,
appoint officers,
To appoint
(f)
scribe
compensation;
scribe their duties and to fix their compensation;
(g)
fix, alter,
alter, charge,
charge ' and
collect tolls and
charges for
for
and other charges
and collect
To fix,
(g) To
bridge;
transit over and use of such bridge;
and
money, make and issue negotiable notes, bonds, and
To borrow money,
(h) To
and to secure
other
evidences of
indebtedness of the Commission, an
secure
of indebtedness
other evidences
the
payment of such
obligations or any thereof by mortgage, lien,
such obligations
the payment
pledge
or deed
property of the Comdeed of trust upon all or any of the property
pledge or
mission, and to make agreements with the purchasers or holders of
obligations 'or with others in connection
connection with any such obligasuch obligations,
tions,
as the Commission shall deem advisable,
be issued,
issued, as
issued or to be
tions, issued
provide for the security for said obligations and
and in general
general to provide
thereof;
the rights of the holders thereof;
(i)
To make.
make contracts
contracts of every
every kind and nature
nature and to execute
execute
(i) To
its
all instruments necessary
convenient for the carrying on of its
necessary or convenient
affairs '
•and
affairs;
(j) Without
Without limitation
the foregoing,
foregoing, to
to borrow
money from
borrow money
of the
limitation of
(j)
the
States Government
Government or
or any
agency created,
or agency
any corporation
corporation or
United States
the United
designated, or
or established
established by the United States and to enter into
designated,
contracts with the United States or such corporation
corporation or agency.
agency.
contracts
Without
SEC.
Bond issue authorS
EC.
8. Without limiting any powers
powers anywhere in this Act granted
ized to cover cast.
to the Commission,
zed to cover cost.
Commission the Commission
Commission is hereby authorized to provide
approaches and
bridge and its approaches
aitd the
of the cost of the bridge
for the payment of
appurtenances thereto by an issue or
necessary land, easements, and appurtenances
or
negotiable bonds of the Commission and to secure
secure the payissues of negotiable
ment of all or any such bonds by mortgage, lien, pledge, or deed of
upon
to be auithorauthor- trust
upon all or any of its property. Said bonds shall be authorized
authorized
trust
Bonds
ized by Commission.
be
date or
ze ommison
by
by resolution
resolution of the Commission
Commission and shall bear such date
or dates,
dates, be
in such forms and contain such provisions
provisions as the Commission may
determine and as may be provided in such resolution or in the mortgage or deed of trust or other instrument
instrument securing said bonds. Any
resolution or resolutions authorizing
authorizing such bonds may contain proProvisions
visions, which shall be part of the contract with the holders of such
such
Provisions of.
charged by
(a) the rates of tolls and other charges to be charged
bonds, as to (a)
bridge, (b) the registhe Commission
Commission for transit over or use of the bridge,
tration of
of the
the bonds
bonds as to principal only or as to principal and intertration
exchangeability of such bonds,
est, and the interchangeability
interchangeability and exchangeability
(c)
temporary bonds or interim receipts pending
pending the
(c) the issuance of temporary
preparation
of definitive
definitive bonds,
bonds, and the terms and provisions of such
preparation of
temporary bonds
bonds or interim
redemption of
of the bonds,
interim receipts, (d) the redemption
temporary
and
prices not exceeding 105 and accrued interest, at
at
and the price
price or prices,
or
which they shall be redeemable,
redeemable, (e)
(e) the setting aside of reserves or
sinking funds and the regulation
regulation and disposition thereof, (f)
(f) limitations upon the issuance of additional bonds, (g) the terms and provisions
instrument under
under
visions of
of any
any mortgage, deed
deed of trust, or other instrument
which
and
bonds may be issued
issued or
or by
by which
which they may be secured, and
which the
the bonds
(h)
such
additional agreement, with the holders of such
(h) any
any other or additional
Signatures;
effect of.
The bonds
be signed
signed by
such officers
officers as
as the
the Commission
Commission
by such
shall be
bonds shall
of. bonds.
bonds. The
Signatures; effect
shall determine,
determine, and coupon bonds shall
hall have attached thereto interinterest coupons
coupons bearing the facsimile signature of the treasurer or other
other
corresponding
corresponding officer
officer of the Commission.
Commission. Any such bonds may be
issued and delivered, notwithstanding the fact that one or more of
the officers signing such bonds, or the treasurer
treasurer or corresponding
corresponding offi-
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any
or any
eer
shall be upon the coupons or
signature shall
facsimile signature
whose facsimile
cer whose
time
the
at
officers
thereof,
shall
have
ceased
to
be
such
officer
or
officers
officer
such
be
to
ceased
have
shall
thereof,
may
when such
such bonds
bonds shall
actually be delivered.mission
delivered.
shall actually
nan
Co
ce
nutyrug
onh
when
private
The Commission
may enter
deeds of trust, nan through ma
prlYval
te
mortgages,' deeds
any mortgages
into any
enter into
Commission may
The
orGovernmentagency
or
company
or
bank
any
indentures,
or
other
agreements
with
any
bank
trust
company
or
or Government agency.
with
agreements
other
or
indentures,
enter
other
persons in
in the
the United
United States
States having power to enter
or persons
person or
other person
corany
or
Government
into
the
same,
including
the
United
States
Government
States
United
the
including
into the same,
the
for
security
as
it,
by
created
poration
or
agency
designated
or
created
it,
security
for
the
or
poration or agency designated
bonds, and
may transfer,
convey, mortgage,
mortgage, or pledge all or any of mePnt.V
inen
P7.visi°°s of agreetransfer, convey,
and may
bonds,
Such mortgage,
the property
property of
of the
Commission thereunder.
thereunder. Such
mortgage, deed
deed
the Commission
the
provisions
such provisions
of
agreement may contain such
other agreement
or other
indenture, or
trust, indenture,
of trust,
may
Commission
as
or
instruments
as
may
be
customary
in
such
the
Commission
may
such
in
as may be customary
authorize,
(a)
limitation) provisions as to (a)
without limitation)
(but without
including (but
authorize, including
the terms
terms and
and provisions
of the
bonds or
the resolution
providing for
resolution
the
or
bonds
the
of
provisions
the
the issuance
issuance of
the same,
same, (b)
(b) the
operation, mainteconstruction, operation,
the construction,
of the
the
nance, repair,
and insurance
the properties
Commission and
the Commission
of the
properties of
of the
insurance of
repair and
nance,
(c)
the
duties
of
the
Commission
with
reference
thereto,
(c) the applicaapplicathereto,
reference
with
the duties of the Commission
tion of
and the
safeguarding of
of funds
funds on
on hand
hand or on deposit,
the safeguarding
funds and
of funds
tion
(d) the
the rights
and remedies
remedies of
and the
the holders of the
trustee and
such trustee
of such
rights and
(d)
the
bonds
(which
may
include
restrictions
upon
individual
right of
of
upon
bonds (which may include restrictions
covered
properties
the
action
of
bondholders),
and
(e)
possession
of
covered
of
possession
(e)
and
bondholders),
of
action
by such
such mortgage,
deed of
indenture, or
agreement.
or other agreement
trust, indenture,
of trust,
mortgage, deed
by
bonds.
price ofof bonds.
sale price
The bonds
bonds of
the Commission
be sold
manner, at such Sale
sold in such manner,
may be
Commission may
of the
The
time or
or times,
times, and
at
such
price
or
prices
as
the
may
Commission
the
as
prices
or
price
such
and at
time
which would
price which
determine
but no
would
such sale shall be made at aa price
no such
determine, but
therefor.
money
the
make
the
'interest
cost
to
maturity
on
received
on
maturity
to
cost
interest
the
make
in
computed
with relation
relation to
absolute maturity of the bonds in
the absolute
to the
computed with
6 per centum
accordance with
with standard
standard tables
tables of
bond values,
values exceed 6
of bond
accordance
in.
steto
per annum.
The cost
cost of
of the
bri dge shall
deemed to
cluE
d
rItetegt
et:t
include delBured
to include
be deemed
shall be
the bridge
annum. The
per
exceeding
interest during
construction
of the
the bridge,
bridge,. and
and for
for not exceeding
of
construction
during
interest
twelve months
thereafter, and
architectural,
legal, architectural,
engineering, legal,
all engineering,
and all
months thereafter,
twelve
construction
traffic-surveying, and
expenses incident
incident to
to the construction
other expenses
traffic-surveying, and other
and
of the bridge
and
the
acquisition
of
the
necessary
property,
property,
necessary
the
of
acquisition
of the bridge and the
incident
to the
thereof, including
including the cost of acquiring
acquiring
financing thereof,
the financing
incident to
existing franchises,
rights, plans,
plans, and
of and relating to the
works of
and works
franchises, rights,
existing
bridge, now
owned
by
any
person,
firm,
or
corporation,
corporation, and the
or
firm,
now owned by any person,
bridge,
cost of purchasing all
all or
or any
part
of the
shares of
stock of any
of stock
shares
the
of
part
any
cost of purchasing
t owner if in
the
ludgment
of
the
Commission
such
such
Commission,
the
of
judgment
such corporate
corpora e owner if,9 in the
such
Any esoals from sale
sel
from
ee
tAnt
to
be placed
in
a sinkbonds
the
of
proceeds
the
If
expedient.
purchases
should
be
found
exp
edient.
If
p
roceeds
of
the
bonds
found
be
should
purchases
ing
fund.
fund.n
ing
issued shall
exceed
the
cost
as
finally
determined,
the
excess
shall
the
determined,
finally
as
cost
issued shall exceed the
be
placed
in
the
sinking
fund
hereinafter
provided.
in the sinking fund hereinafter provided.
placed
be S
After discharge of
o
EC. 9. After payment of
the bonds and interest and discharge ^Ater dischare
Incurred.
9. After payment of the bonds and interest and discharge obligations
SEC.
conveyances of interest
of any other obligations of the
the Commission,
Commission, or
after
a
sinking
fund
ointerest
conveyance
fund
therein to be delivered
or after a sinking
of
of any other obligations
na.
and Louisiana.
tin
Texas an
h payment and
luive been
}Jeer' provided
provided to Texas
shall have
dischargeeshall
payment and dischar
such
for
sufficient
shall
be
authorauthorbe
and shall be held
for
that
purpose
discharge
the
shall
Commission
the
for that purpose,
be held
and shall
ized
to deliver
such
deeds or other suitable instruments of conveyance
conveyance of
ized to deliver deeds or other suitable instruments of
to
the
interest
of
the
Commission
in
and
to
the
bridge,
that
part within
within
and
in
the interest of the Commission
municipality
any
or
the State
of
Texas to
the State
of
Texas or
municipality
Texas
of
State
the
to
Texas
of
State
the
may
as may
any
or an
thereof
or any
any agency
agency of
said State
State or
ysuch
such municipality
municipality as
of said
thereof or
be authorized by
by or
or pursuant
pursuant to
to law
law to
accept
the same
same (hereinafter
(hereinafter
the
accept
to
authorized
be
referred to
as the
interests ")
") and
and that
part within the State
that part
Texas interests
the ""Texas
referred to as
municipality
of
Louisiana
to
the
State
of
Louisiana
or
to
any
municipality thereof
thereof
any
to
or
of Louisiana to the State of Louisiana
or any agency
agency of
of said
said State
State or
any such
municipality
as may be
municipality
such
any
or
any
or
authorized by
by or
pursuant to
accept the
same (hereinafter
(hereinafter
the same
to accept
law to
to law
or pursuant
authorized
thereafter be
referred
to as
as the
"Louisiana interests
interests")
under
the
condition that
that bdge
bridge vertf„aiht:
condition
the
under
"),
"Louisiana
the
referred to
and pop
tolls
o
ree
the bridge shall
shall thereafter
be
free
of
tolls
and
be
properly
mainfree
of
toils
propmainproperly
be
and
tolls
of
thereafter be free
the bridge
Texass interests and
tamed, operated,
operated, insured,
and
repaired
by
the Texa
and arty maintained.
the
by
repaired
and
insured,
tained,
the Louisiana interests,
agreed upon;
but if
if either
either the
upon; but
be agreed
may be
as may
interests, as
the Louisiana
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Texas
or the
the Louisiana
Louisiana interests
shall not
be authorized
authorized
not be
interests shall
interests or
Texas interests
to
accept
or
shall
not
accept
the
same
under
such
conditions,
the Comconditions,
such
under
same
the
accept
not
shall
or
to accept
mission
may transfer
transfer the
either of
of said
said interests
which
interests which
to either
bridge to
the bridge
mission may
shall
so
accept
the
same
and
if
neither
interest
shall
so
accept
the
accept
so
shall
interest
neither
if
and
same
shall so accept the
same,
then the
bridge shall
shall continue
maintained,
owned, maintained,
be owned,
to be
continue to
the bridge
same, then
the rates
and the
Toll rates to provide
Toll
provide operated, insured, and repaired
repaired by the Commission, and
for operation, sinking
fo
fund not to exceed the
fund,
etc.
of
tolls shall
shall be
adjusted as
as to
to provide
provide aa fund
so adjusted
be so
tonde
of tolls
tio.'
amount
necessary for
for the
proper maintenance,
insurance,
repair, insurance,
maintenance, repair,
the proper
amount necessary
and
operation of
of the
bridge and
and its
its approaches
approaches under
economical
under economical
the bridge
and operation
management, including
including reasonable
reasonable reserves,
reserves, until such time as the
management,
Texas interests
interests or
or the
the Louisiana
Louisiana interests,
interests, or both, shall be authorTexas
ized to
accept and
and shall
accept such
conveyance under
conditions
the conditions
under the
such conveyance
shall accept
to accept
ized
aforesaid.
construed to authorRestriction
SEC. 1.0.
Nothing herein
be construed
shall be
contained shall
herein contained
10. Nothing
SEC.
on incurincurRestriction on
Ai
ring obligations.
member thereof to create
or any member
ize
or permit
the Commission
Commission or
permit the
ize or
obligations.
any
liability other
than such obligations
other than
any liability
incur any
or incur
obligation or
any obligation
and
as are
solely from funds provided by this
dischargeable solely
are dischargeable
liabilities as
and liabilities
Act.
obligation created or liability
liability incurred pursuant to this
No obligation
Act. No
Act
be an
liability of any member or members
or liability
obligation or
an obligation
shall be
Act shall
of the
the Commission,
Commission, but shall
shall be chargeable solely to the funds
of
herein
provided, nor shall
indebtedness created pursuant to
shall any indebtedness
herein provided,
this
indebtedness of the United States.
an indebtedness
be an
Act be
this Act
Enforcement
proviS
EC. 11.
of this
Act may
be enforced,
the violaviolaor the
enforced, or
may be
this Act
provisions of
All provisions
11. All
Sec.
Enforcement proviFit
other
tion
thereof
prevented,
mandamus,
injunction,
or
appromandamus,
by
prevented,
tion thereof
priate
brought by the attorney
attorney general
general for the State of
priate remedy brought
Texas,
by the
general for the State of Louisiana, or by
attorney general
the attorney
or by
Texas, or
the
attorney for the district in which the
district attorney
States district
United States
the United
competent
bridge may
may be located, in part, in any court having competent
bridge
jurisdiction of
of the
and of
of the
the parties.
parties.
matter and
subject matter
the subject
jurisdiction
Rights
Sac. 12.
12. The
The right
alter, amend, or repeal
hereby
repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
right to
SEC.
Rights reserved.
reserved.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June 18, 1934.
(CHAPTER
597.]
[CHAPTER 597.1

1934.
June 18, 1034.
[H.R.
0071.]
H. 9571.1
[H.
IPublic, No. 404.]
IPublic,

AN ACT
commissioners of Essex County,
Granting the consent of Congress to the county commissioners
a free
in
construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
Massachusetts, to construct,
in the State of Massachusetts,
highway
highway bridge
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

Merrimack River.
River.
Merrimack
Essex
County, ML.,
Mass.,
Es briountyM,

may bridge, at Lawrence.

breie.

Construction.
Vol. 31, p. 84.

nstrution
VCo

Amendment.

Amendment.

Merrimack River, in the city of Lawrence,
across the Merrimack

Repre8entatwves of the
Homse of Representatives
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United States of Ameriea
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consent
in Congress
America in
United
of
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the county commissioners of Essex
to the
Congress is
of Congress
and their successors and
Massachusetts, and
County,
the State
State of
of Massachusetts,
and
in the
County, in
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate aa free
free highway
highway bridge
maintain, and
to construct,
assigns,
a point suitand approaches
approaches thereto across the Merrimack
Merrimack River, at a
and
able to
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, at Broadway, in the city of
interests of
to the
able
Lawrence, in the county of Essex,
Massachusetts, in
Essex, in the State of Massachusetts,
Lawrence,
accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regu-

late
bridges over
", approved
approved
waters",
navigable waters
over navigable
of bridges
construction of
the construction
late the
March 23,
1906.
23, 1906.
March
Sac.
SG.2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
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AN
ACT
AN ACT

June 18, 1934.
[H.R. 9617.]
9617.]
[H.R.
405.]
No. 405.1
[Public, No.

To
the required
required distance
distance between
between liquor distilleries
distilleries and
and
of the
reduction of
the reduction
authorize the
To authorize
distilleries.
rectifying plants
plants and
and to
to authorize
authorize higher
higher fences around distilleries.
rectifying

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
the Senate and House of Representatives
by th,e
Be it

3266
assembled, That section
in Congress
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
section 3266
America in
States of
United

of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
(relating to
to premises
premises on which the distilling
Statutes (relating
of

is
1170) is
of
prohibited) (U.S.C.,
Supp. VII, title 26, sec. 1170)
(U.S.C., Supp.
is prohibited)
liquor is
of liquor
" aacomma and the
amended by
by inserting
rectifying "
after the word ""rectifying
inserting after
amended
following: "
except that
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury is
is authorized
that the
" except
following:
to permit
perm it such
such use
for distilling
distilling on premises at such lesser distance
use for
to
thatl1 six
feet as
deems
prescribes, in any case in which he deems
he prescribes,
as he
hundred feet
six hundred
that
that such
permission may
may be
be granted
granted without
without danger
danger to the revenue ".
such permission
that
SEc.
2. Section
Section 3280
3280 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes (relating
(relating to minimum
Revised Statutes
SEC. 2.
distance
between places
businesses of distilling and rectifying
where businesses
places where
distance between
may
be carried
on, and
and to
carrying on
on distillto carrying
precedent to
conditions precedent
to conditions
carried on,
may be
is amended by
1183) is
ing
(U.S.C., Supp.
26, sec.
sec. 1183)
title 26,
VII, title
Supp. VII,
business) (U.S.C.,
ing business)
striking out
out the
thereof and inserting in lieu
end thereof
the end
at the
period at
the period
striking
Secretary
"except
thereof a semicolon
following: "
except that the Secretary
and the following:
semicolon and
thereofa
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized to
to permit
such business
business of distilling or
permit such
of the
process
distillation to
to be
distance than
carried on at such lesser distance
be carried
of distillation
process of
six
as he
he prescribes,
prescribes, in
any case
case in
in which he deems that
in any
feet as
hundred feet
six hundred
such
may be
without danger to the revenue
revenue ".
granted without
be granted
permission may
such permission
Statutes,
SEc.
So much
of section
"Third ""of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
3244 "Third
section 3244
much of
3. So
SEC. 3.
as
amended (U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
title 26,
sec. 1830),
as reads
reads "no
"no
1830), as
26, sec.
VII, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
as amended
officer
shall collect
for rectifying
rectifying distilled
distilled spirits
spirits on
tax for
special tax
any special
collect any
officer shall
any
premises less
hundred feet
feet in
in a
a direct
direct line from any
six hundred
than six
less than
any premises
distillery"
amended to
no officer shall collect
collect
"no
follows: "
as follows:
read as
to read
is amended
distillery" is
any
special tax
tax for
spirits on
on any
premises less
any premises
distilled spirits
rectifying distilled
for rectifying
any special
than
six hundred
hundred feet
(or less
than the
permitted by the
distance permitted
the distance
less than
feet (or
than six
Secretary of
of the
Treasury in
in the
the particular
case) in
line
a direct line
in a
particular case)
the Treasury
Secretary
from
any
distillery
".
distillery
from any
SEC. 4.
Section 3275
of the
Statutes (relating to keeping
Revised Statutes
the Revised
3275 of
4. Section
SEC.
1177) is
sec. 1177)
distilleries
accessible) (U.S.C.,
Supp. VII, title 26, sec.
is
(U.S.C., Supp.
distilleries accessible)
sentence
first
the
amended
by
striking
out
the
period
at
the
end
of
the
first
sentence
of
end
the
at
period
amended by striking out the
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
the following:
following: ""but the
and the
comma and
a comma
thereof a
inserting in
and
Secretary of
may authorize
authorize the
construction and mainthe construction
Treasury may
the Treasury
of the
Secretary
tenance of
of a
a fence
fence or
or wall
of such
such greater
five feet
fet as
than five
height than
greater height
wall of
tenance
opinion
he
shall
prescribe
in
any
case
in
which
in
his
opinion
such
higher
his
in
which
in
case
any
in
he shall prescribe
fence or
is necessary
to give
adequate protection
from
protection from
give adequate
necessary to
wall is
or wall
fence
trespassers."
trespassers."
Approved, June
June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 5991
599.
[CHAPTER

AC

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing
Sistersville Bridge
of Trustees
Trustees to
construct, maintain
maintain, and
and
to construct,
Board of
Bridge Board
the Sistersville
Authorizing the
West
operate aa toll
across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
River at
Sistersville, Tyler
Tyler County,
County, West
at Sistersville,
bridge across
toll bridge
operate
Virginia.
Virginia.

Liquor
distilleries
distilleries
Liquor
plants.
rectifying
and rectifying
plants.
631;
p. 631;
R.S.
R.S. sec.
sec. 326,
3266, p.
17.8.C.
Supp.
VII, p
p.
U.5.fc.
615.

Supp. vi,

Premises
Premises for distil-

ling;
distance.
ng; distance.

., p634
R.s.,
p
. supp

R.S., see., p. 634;
I p.
c
U.S.C.,
Supp. V
VII,
.
I,
7.s.
617.
distilPremises for distilling and rectifying.

"l

nd rectifying.

Collecting
special
specia
tax.
R.S., sec. 3244, p. 623.
IT.S.C., Supp. VII. p.
Su . VII
692.

tC.oUng
R.S..3244,p.6.

Kee
sra3
g
.

is i l l
distilleries

acebie

d

aerRes.8

2

t

erie

sec. 3275 D. 633.
3 76p.633.
R..,sec.
s'b Bunn
,
"vii
p. 618. "
p.
Fencing
premises.
Fencing premiss.

June
[HR.

June 1,
18, 1934.
[H.R. 9618.1
9618.]
[Public, No.
406.]

[Public No 40o.1

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the Ohio River.
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
Ohio River.
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in
in order
order to Bridge
Bridge authorized
States of
United States
across att Sistersville,
Sstersvffle.
promote
interstate
commerce,
improve
the
postal
service,
and
proacs
proand
service,
postal
the
W.Va.
promote interstate commerce, improve
vide for
other purposes,
president of
of the
the w.v.
Sutton, president
S. Sutton,
C. S.
purposes, C.
and other
military and
for military
vide
county
court of
County, West
Virginia, and
his successors
in
successors in
and his
West Virginia,
Tyler County,
of Tyler
county court
office,
W. L.
of the
city of
West Virginia,
Virginia,
Sistersville, West
of Sistersville,
the city
mayor of
Sutton, mayor
L. Sutton,
office, W.
and his
his successors
successors in
in office,
and Arnold
Arnold Stoeffer,
Stoeffer, president
president of
the
of the
office, and
and
Board of
Commissioners of
of Monroe
Monroe County,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, and his Construction.
County Commissioners
of County
Board
successors in
are hereby
authorized to
to construct,
construct, con^stru
hereby authorized
vol. 34. IL 84.
trustees, are
as trustees,
all as
office, all
successors in office,
maintain,
operate a
thereto across
the Vol.p.8.
across the
approaches thereto
and approaches
bridge and
a bridge
and operate
maintain, and
So
So

original.
in original.

in

1014

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II. CHS. 599,
600.
599,600.

JUNE 18, 1934.

Ohio
River, at
at aa point
point suitable
the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation, at
to the
suitable to
Ohio River,
Sistersville, Tyler
County, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, in
in accordance
accordance with the
the
Tyler County,
Sistersville,
provisions of
construction
regulate the construction
"An Act to regulate
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
the Act
provisions
of bridges
waters ", approved
approved March
March 23, 1906, and
navigable waters",
over navigable
bridges over
of
subject to
to the
the conditions
conditions and
contained in this Act; and
and limitations contained
subject
said trustees
shall own
own and
Tyler
and hold said bridge in trust for Tyler
trustees shall
said
County,
West Virginia,
Monroe County, Ohio, and the city of
Virginia, Monroe
County, West
Sistersville, West
West Virginia;
said trustees
and funcbeing known as and
trustees being
Virginia; said
Sistersville,
tioning as
the Sistersville Bridge Board of Trustees, and serving
as the
tioning
without compensation.
compensation. Said
board of
hereby granted the
is hereby
of trustees is
Said board
without
right to
assign, transfer,
transfer, and
and mortgage
mortgage all the rights, powers, and
to assign,
right
privileges
privileges conferred by this Act.
Right to acquire real
conferred upon said board of trustees all
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred
SEC.
real
location, apfor location,
estate for
aP such rights and powers to enter upon lands and to acquire, condemn,
proaches, etc.
proaches,
occupy,
real estate
and other
other property needed for
estate and
use real
and use
possess, and
occupy, possess,
the
location, construction,
construction, maintenance,
operation of such bridge
maintenance, and operation
the location,
and its
approaches as are possessed by railroad corporations
corporations for
its approaches
and
railroad purposes
by bridge
bridge corporations
corporations for bridge purposes in
or by
purposes or
railroad
the
State in
in which
which such
real estate
estate or other property
property is situated,
such real
the State
upon making
just compensation
ascertained and paid
compensation therefor, to be ascertained
making just
upon
according to
to the
laws of
of such
therefor
the proceedings therefor
and the
State, and
such State,
the laws
Condemnation
Condemnation pro- according
ceedings.
ceedings.
shall be
be the
the same
same as
as in
in the
condemnation or expropriation
expropriation of propthe condemnation
shall
purposes in such State.
erty for public purposes
authorized.
Tolls authorized.
S
EC. 3.
3. The
board of
of trustees
hereby authorized to fix and
is hereby
trustees is
said board
The said
SEC.
charge tolls
for transit
transit over
over such bridge,
bridge, and the rates of toll so
tolls for
charge
War
fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the Secretary of War
under the authority
contained in the Act of March 23, 1906.
authority contained
under
Rates adjusted
adjusted to
S
EC. 4.
fixing the
rates of
charged for the use of such
such
to be charged
of toll to
the rates
In fixing
4. In
SEC.
operaton,
for operation,
provide for
sinking
a fund sufficient
etc.
sinking fund, etc.
bridge the same shall be so adjusted
adjusted as to provide a
sufficient
to
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operto .pay
pay for the reasonable
ating
economical management,
approaches under economical
ating the bridge and its approaches
and to provide
amortize the cost of such
such
sufficient to amortize
fund sufficient
a sinking
sinking fund
provide a
and
bridge
approaches, including
including reasonable
reasonable interest and financand its approaches,
bridge and
ing
reasonable charges, but within
possible, under reasonable
as possible,
ing cost, as soon as
from the completion thereof.
exceed
a
period
exceed
twenty
years
to
not
of
a
Maintenance as free
Maintenance
sufficient for such amortization shall have been
bridge, etc.,
etc., after aamorAfter aasinking fund sufficient
mfro-After
costs.
tizing costs.
provided, such bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be maintained
maintained and operated
so provided,
thereafter be so adjusted as
free
tolls, or the rates of toll shall thereafter
of tolls,
free of
to
to provide aa fund of not to exceed the amount necessary for the
proper maintenance, repair, and operation of the bridge and its
Record of expendiexpi ndi proper maintenance, repair, and operation of the bridge and its
Iteeord
tures
and receipts.
approaches under
accurate record of
tures anl
An accurate
management. An
economical management.
under economical
approaches
approaches; the expenditures
expenditures for
the .cost of the bridge and its approaches;
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and operating the same; and of the daily
maintaining,
tolls collected
available for the information
shall be kept and shall be available
collected shall
tolls
of all persons interested.
Amendment.
AmendmentS
EC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
600.1
[CHAPTER 600.]
June 18, 1934.
134.
June

[H.R.
fH.R. 98221
9622.1
[Public,
No. 407.]
407.]
[Public, No.
Alcoholic
Beverage
Aleoholic
Control Act, D.C.
Ante,,pp.
332, 654.
Ante
13 P• 332, 614 *

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To amend subsecti
subsection (a) of section 23 of the District Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control
Act.

Be
by the
the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
enaeted by
Be itit enacted
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That subsection
(a)
United
States of
America in
assembled, That
subsection (a)
of section 23 of the District of Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Act is
is amended
so as
as to
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
Act
amended so

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

OHS. 600-602.
600-602.
CHS.

1015
1015

18,1924.
JUNE 18,
1924.

desig-.-

dgon at
Tax rate
collected, and paid on all of nated
"SEC. 23.
shall be levied, collected,
There shall
(a) There
it:t r
23. (a)
"SEc.
a
manuof
a
by
the
following-named
beverages
manufactured
a
holder
a
ages.
manufactured
beverages
the following-named
facturer's
license and
beverages imported
imported or brought
brought
and on all of the said beverages
facturer's license
into
the District
holder of a
a wholesaler's license,
license,
Columbia by aa holder
of Columbia
District of
into the
except
beverages as
as may
may be
sold to a
licensed under the laws
dealer licensed
a dealer
be sold
except beverages
of any
State or
or Territory
Territory of the United States and not licensed
any State
of
under this
this Act,
and on all
brought into the
all beverages imported or brought
Act, and
under
a tax at the
District of
of Columbia
retailer's license, a
a holder of aa retailer's
Columbia by a
District
following
be paid
paid by
by the
hereinafter
the licensee in the manner hereinafter
to be
rates to
following rates
provided:
provided:"".
Wine, except chamWinexet chamwine containing
(1)
A tax
35 cents
cents on
wine-gallon of
of wine
containing pagne.
every wine-gallon
on every
of 35
tax of
(1) A
p
champagne,
more than
than 14
per centum
centum of
alcohol by volume, except champagne,
of alcohol
14 per
more
a
or any
wine artificially
proportionate tax at a
and aa proportionate
carbonated and
artificially carbonated
any wine
or
Champagne.
a tax of 50 cents Champagne.
(2) a
like
all fractional
fractional parts
parts of
of such
such gallon; (2)
on all
rate on
like rate
caron
every
wine-gallon
of
champagne
or
any
wine
artificially
any
or
champagne
of
wine-gallon
every
on
bonated,
proportionate tax
at a
a like
like rate
rate on
on all
fractional Spirits.
all fractional
tax at
and aa proportionate
bonated, and
parts
of such
such gallon;
gallon; (3)
tax of 50
50 cents on every wine-gallon Spits.
(3) aa tax
parts of
fractional
of spirits,
and a
proportionate tax
tax at a
a like rate on all fractional
a proportionate
spirits, and
of
Alcohol.
wine-gallon Alcohol.
parts of
of such
of $1.10
$1.10 on
every wine-gallon
on every
tax of
a tax
and a
(4) and
gallon; (4)
such gallon;
parts
of alcohol,
tax at
fractional
rate on all fractional
at aa like rate
proportionate tax
and aa proportionate
alcohol, and
of
parts
of such
such gallon.
parts of
SEC. 2.
2. That
subsection (e)
(e) of section 23 be amended
amended by inserting
That subsection
SEC.
the
"upon" in the begiinng
beginning of
of
"taxable" after the word "upon"
word "taxable"
the word
the
first
sentence
and
by
inserting
the
word
"
taxable"
after the
"taxable"
word
the
inserting
by
and
the first sentence
word "
upon"" in
the beginning
beginning of
sentence.
second sentence.
the second
of the
in the
" upon
word
al

o

e

Approved,
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
601.]
[CHAPTER 601.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

a bridge
To
extend the
commencing and
and completing
construction of a
completing the construction
for commencing
times for
the times
To extend
across the
Washington, Missouri.
Missouri.
Missouri River at or near Washington,
the Missouri
across

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
('on
gress
That the times
assembled,
('ongress
in.
United States of Amnerica
for
commencing and
completing the
across
of aa bridge across
construction of
the construction
and completing
for commencing
the
River at
at or
Missouri, authorized to
Washington, Missouri,
near Washington,
or near
Missouri River
the Missouri
be
the city
Missouri, by
by an
Act of Conan Act
Washington, Missouri,
of Washington,
city of
by the
built by
be built
gress
approved
June
15,
1933,
are
hereby
extended
and three
one
extended
hereby
are
1933,
15,
June
gress approved
years, respectively,
from June
June 15,
15, 1934.
respectively from
years,
SEC. 2.
2. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
this Act
repeal this
amelnd, or
The right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,
CHAPTER 6021
602.]
CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
the acquisition
additional land
Upper Mississippi
Mississippi River
River
for the Upper
land for
of additional
acquisition of
authorize the
To
Wild Life and Fish Refuge.

June 18, 1934.
[H.R. 9645.]
9646.]
[H.R.
[Public,
408.]
No. 408.]
[Public. No.

Missouri River.
River.
Missouri
extended for
Time extended
bridging, at WashingWashingbridging,
ton, Mo.
Ante,
Ante, p. 152.

nwrldment.
.mnictohnent.

June
1934
18, 1934
June 18,
[H.R.
9646.]
[H.R. 9646.]
[Public,
409.1
(Public, No. 409.]

the Upper
Be it
it emoted
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Represe'ntatives
House of
and House
Mississippi
Senate and
Upper Mississippi
by the
enacted by
Be
River Wild
Wild Life and
and
River
2
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
2
of Fish
section
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
Refuge Act.
Fish Refuge
amended.
amended.
the
Upper
Mississippi
River
Wild
Life
and
Fish
Refuge
Act
(43
Act
the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish Refuge
Vol. 43, p. 650.
Vol.
Stat. 650)
650) is
is amended
as follows:
Acquisition
Acquisition of lands
follows:
read as
to read
amended to
Stat.
on
on either
either side of Mis"
S
Ec.
2.
The
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized
to
by
acquire,
to
"SEC. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized
sissippi
River, within
within
sissippi River,
authornamed, authorarea named,
water,
purchase,
gift,
or
lease,
such
areas
of
land,
or
of
land
and
land
of
or
land,
of
areas
such
lease,
or
gift,
purchase,
ized.
situated between
Rock Island,
Illinois, and
Wabasha, Minnesota,
Minnesota, on
and Wabasha,
Island, Illinois,
between Rock
situated
either
side
of
or
upon
islands
in
the
Missisippi
River
which
not
are not
which are
River
Missisippi
the
in
islands
upon
or
either side of
used for
for agricultural
purposes, as
determines suitable for the
he determines
as he
agricultural purposes,
used
purposes of
of this
Act."
this Act."
purposes
Approved, June
June 18, 1934.
Approved,
area

1016

734 CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 603.]
603.]
[CHAPTER

June 18, 1934.
June
[EI.R. 9721.]
9721.1
[H.R.

[Public,
410.]
[Public, No.
No. 410.]

Ohio River.
Spencer
County,
County,
Spencer
Ind., may
may bridge,
brdge, at
Rockport.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CRS. 603.
603.
CHS.

JUNE 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the Spencer
Spencer County
Commission, of Spencer
Authorizing
County Bridge Commission,
County, Indiana,
Spencer County,
Indiana,
maintain, and
operate a
across the
construct, maintain,
and operate
a toll
toll bridge
bridge across
to construct,
the Ohio
Ohio River between
between
Rockport,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Rockport, Indiana, and Owensboro,
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
the
by the
United States
,States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
to
in order
order .to
assembled, That in
America in
of America
United

at promote
promote interstate commerce, improve postal service, and provide
for military
other purposes,
purposes, the
the Spencer
County Bridge
ComSpencer County
Bridge.Commilitary and
and other
for
mission,
of Spencer
Spencer County,
Indiana, be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized to
to
hereby, authorized
and is
County, Indiana,
mission, of
Construction.
34, p. 84.
Vol. 34,
construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto,
across
the Ohio
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests of
navigapoint suitable
of navigaacross the
Ohio River,
River, at
at a
a point
between Rockport, Indiana, and
and Owensboro,
Owensboro, Kentucky, in
tion, between
accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
"An Act
reguAct to
to reguthe Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
accordance with
late
the construction
construction of
navigable waters
", approved
approved
waters",
of bridges
bridges over navigable
late the
March 23,
23, 1906,
1906, and
to the
the conditions
conditions and
limitations conconand limitations
and subject
subject to
March
tained in
this
Act.
Act.
in
this
tained
Right to acquire real
SEc. 2.
is hereby
conferred upon
upon the
the Spencer
Bridge
County Bridge
Spencer County
hereby conferred
SEG.
2. There
There is
estate for location,
aplocation, ap
estate
proaches,
etc.
preaches, etc.
Commission, of Spencer County,
County, Indiana, all such rights and powers
to
upon lands
condemn, occupy,
occupy, possess,
possess, and
use
and use
lands and
and to
to acquire,
acquire, condemn,
to enter
enter upon
real estate
estate and other
real
other property needed
needed for the location, construction,
construction,
maintenance, and
of such
bridge and
its approaches
approaches as are
are
such bridge
and its
maintenance,
and operation
operation of
possessed
corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge
railroad corporations
possessed by railroad
corporations for
real
for bridge
bridge purposes in the State in .which such real
corporations
estate or
or other
other property
making just
compensation
upon making
just compensation
property is
is situated,
situated, upon
estate
therefor, to
be ascertained
ascertained and
and paid
paid according to the laws
laws of such
such
to be
therefor,
Condemnation propro- State, and the proceedings therefor
Condemnation
therefor shall be the same as in the conceedings.
demnation
in such
such
for public purposes
purposes in
demnation or
or expropriation
expropriation of
of property
property for
State.
State.
Tolls authorized.
Tols
authorized.
SEC.
Spencer
SEC. 3. The said Spencer
Spencer County Bridge Commission, of Spencer
County, Indiana,
is hereby
hereby authorized
and charge
County,
Indiana, is
authorized to
to fix
fix and
charge tolls
tolls for
for
transit over such bridge,
bridge, and
transit
and the rates
rates of toll so fixed
fixed shall be the
legal rates
rates until
changed by
by the
the Secretary
under the
the authorauthorlegal
until changed
Secretary of
of War
War under
ity contained
contained in
in the
of March
23, 1906.
ity
the Act
Act of
March 23,
1906.
Rates adjusted to
SEc. 4.
In fixing
of toll
charged for
for the
the use
use of
such
of such
be charged
toll to
to be
the rates
rates of
fixing the
SEC.
4. In
provide for opration
operation,
provde
sinking fund, etc.
bridge, the same shall be so adjusted
bridge,
adjusted as to provide aa fund sufficient
sufficient
to pay
for the
the reasonable
reasonable cost
of maintaining,
repairing, and
to
pav for
cost of
maintaining, repairing,
and operatoperating time
tile bridge and its approaches
management,
approaches under economical
economical management,
and to
to provide
fund sufficient
amortize the
the cost
and
provide aa sinking
sinking fund
sufficient to
to amortize
cost of
of such
such
bridge and
approaches, including reasonable interest and financbridge
and its approaches,
ing
possible, under reasonable
reasonable charges,
charges, but
within aa
ing cost, as soon
soon as possible,
but within
period of not to exceed twenty years from the completion
completion thereof.
thereof.
a sinking
After a
sinking fund sufficient
sufficient for such amortization
amortization shall
been
shall have been
Maintenance
Maintenanee
as free
free SO
so provided, such bridge shall thereafter
operated
thereafter be
be maintained
maintained and
and operated
bridge, etc.,
etc., after amor'Indp

tizing costs.
tting

free
or the
rates of
of toll
be so
so adjusted
adjusted as
as to
to
free of
of tolls,
tolls, or
the rates
toll shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be

provide a
fund of
of not
to exceed
the amount
amount necessary
the proper
proper
provide
a fund
not to
exceed the
necessary for
for the
maintenance, repair, and
and operation
operation of the
bridge and its approaches
approaches
the bridge
Record
Record of
of expendieipendi- under economical
economical management.
management. An accurate record of the cost of
of
tures and receipts.
and its
its approaches,
rendrpts.
the bridge and
approaches, the expenditures
expenditures of
of maintaining,
maintaining,
repairing, and operating
operating the same, and of the
the daily tolls
tolls collected
collected
shall be kept and shall he
be available
available for the information of
of all
all persons
persons
interested.
interested.
Amendment.
SEC.
5. The
The right to alter, amend,
SEC. b.
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 604.]
604.]
[CHAPTER

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 604-606.
604-606.

18,1934.
JUNE 18,
1934.

AN ACT

Legislature
Providing for the ratification
ratification of Joint Resolution
Resolution Numbered 59 of the Legislature
Governor May
approved by the Governor
of Puerto
Puerto Rico, approved
May 5, 1930, imposing an import
duty on coffee imported into Puerto Rico.

1017
1017

June 18,
June
18, 1934.
[RR.
99461
[H.RR9946.]
[Public, No.
4111
No. 411.1

the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Puerto Rico.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the taxes and Legislative
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Legislative
resolution, imposing import
duties imposed by Joint Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 59, enacted by the tion,
duty on coffee,
duty
coffee, ratified.
ratified.
Legislature of Puerto
approved by the Governor
Legislature
Puerto Rico
Rico and approved
Governor of Puerto
Puerto Vol. 46, p. 696.
66.
Rico May
legalized and
and the
the collection
of all
all
are legalized
and ratified,
ratified, and
collection of
Rico
May 5,
5, 1930,
1930, are
taxes and duties
such taxes
duties made
made under
under or
or by
by authority
authority of such
such Joint
Joint
Resolution
Legislature is legalized,
legalized, ratified, and
Resolution of the Puerto Rican Legislature
confirmed
purposes as if the same had, by
confirmed as fully to all intents and purposes
prior
specifically authorized
directed.
prior Act
Act of Congress,
Congress, been
been specifically
authorized and
and directed.
Approved,
1934, 4
4 p.m.
June 18,
18, 1934,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 605.]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Authorizing
of War
War to
to receive
receive for
instruction at the United States
for instruction
the Secretary
Secretary of
Authorizing the
Academy at West
Alfaro and Jaime
Jaime Eduardo Alfaro,
Alfaro,
Point, Eloy
Eloy Alfaro
West Point,
Military Academy
citizens of
of Ecuador.
Ecuador.

June
June 18, 1934.
[S.J.Res.,
[S.J.Res., 1081
106.]
No. 35.]
35.1
[Pub. Res., No.

United
Resolved
by the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by
the Senate and House

U.S. Military AcadMlisrtAc^deU.W.
emy,
West
Point.
l
Eloy
and Jaime
EduWar
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
permit
Alfaro
duEloyandlaime
Alfaro
and
permit
Eloy
to
War be, and he is hereby, authorized
ardo Alfaro permitted
to receive instruction.
Jaime
Eduardo Alfaro, citizens
instruction to
of Ecuador,
Ecuador, to receive instruction
citizens of
Jaime Eduardo
at the
United States
Academy at
Provided, Poio.
at West Point: Provided,
States Military
Military Academy
at
the United
Proviso.
?
o
mpliance with regCompliancewithregStates thereby,
United States
That no
no expense
shall be
caused to
to the
the United
thereby, and uja
be caused
expense shall
That
that
said Eloy
Eloy Alfaro
Alfaro and
Eduardo Alfaro
Alfaro shall
shall each
each agree
agree
Jaime Eduardo
and Jaime
that said
to comply
with all
all regulations
discipline of the
for the
the police and discipline
regulations for
to
comply with
Academy, to
to be
and to
to give his utmost efforts to accombe studious,
studious, and
Academy,
plish
the courses
departments of instruction, and that
in the
the various departments
courses in
plish the
neither
Academy until he shall have passed
the Academy
shall be admitted to the
neither shall
the
physical examinations
examinations prescribed
prescribed for
for candidates
candidates
and physical
the mental
mental and
from the
inunediately withthat each shall be inulediately
and that
States, and
the United
United States,
from
drawn
in studies
studies or
in conduct
conduct and
so recommended
s,. 13,01321
by w a.,.,8
recommended by
and so
or in
drawn if
if deficient
deficient in
el secs. 1320, 1321,
the academic
academic board
That in
of said weivel.
cases of
in the
the cases
further, That
Provided further,
board::Provided
the
Eloy
Alfaro and
and Jaime
Eduardo Alfaro
Alfaro the
the provisions
provisions of sections
Jaime Eduardo
Eloy Alfaro
1320
1321 of
of the
Revised Statutes
suspended.
be suspended.
shall be
Statutes shall
the Revised
and 1321
1320 and
Approved,
June
18,
1934.
1934.
18,
Approved, June

assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
America in,
Secretary of
States

[CHAPTER 606.]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To amend
amend section
approved January
January 12,
12, 1895,
Acts
and Acts
1895, and
Act, approved
Printing Act,
of the
the Printing
72 of
section 72
To
amendatory
thereof and
supplementary thereto,
thereto, relative
relative to
the allotment
of
allotment of
to the
and supplementary
amendatory thereof
public
documents,
and
section
85
of
the
same
Act
fixing
the
date
of
the
expiraexpirapublic documents, and section 85 of the same Act fixing the date of the
tion
of the
the franking
privilege to
of Congress.
Congress.
to Members
Members of
franking privilege
tion of

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Senate and
Resolved
States of
Congress assembled,
That section
72 of
chapter
of chapter
section 72
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States

June 18,
18, 1934.

[8J. Res.,
Res., 130.1
1301
[8J.
tPub.Res., No. 36.1
36.]
IPubRes.,

2, ltetp
p.°i
Vol. t 2s,
23 of
Printing Act
title 44,
approved January
January u.s.c.,
1425.
p. 1425..
U.s.c. p.
158), approved
sec. 158),
44, sec.
Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
the Printing
23
of the

12, 1895
Acts amendatory
thereof and
thereto,
supplementary thereto,
and supplementary
amendatory thereof
and Acts
1895,2 and
12,
be,
and is
hereby, amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
be, and
is hereby,
The Congressional
"
SEC. 72.
or nocumENTs.
Congressional allotDOCUMENTS. The
ALLOTMENT OF
72. ALLOTMENT
"SEC.
ment
Record)
Congressional Record)
the Congressional
(except the
documents (except
public documents
of public
ment of
printed
the expiration
expiration of
of the
of office
the Vice
Vice PresiPresiof the
office of
term of
the term
after the
printed after
dent
States, or
any Senator,
Senator, Representative,
Representative, Delegate,
Delegate,
or any
of the
the United
United States,
dent of
or
Resident Commissioner,
Commissioner, shall
shall be
be delivered
his or
successor
or her
her successor
to his
delivered to
or Resident
in office.

612;

s.

donmentoment
meCn
°
to
ofd
onal
entallot-

1018
1018

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. CHS.
CHS. 606,607.
606, 607.
73d
SESS. II.

tDocuments
Documents credited
credited
at expiration of
of term;
ter
disposition.

"
The Vice President
President of the United States and any
Senator, Rep" The
any Senator.
Representative Delegate,
Delegate, or
or Resident
Resident Commissioner
congress, having
resentative,
Commissioner in
in Congress,
having

dlispiton.

Vol.

28,

p.

i
VSol.pi,
p. 1256.

622;
622;

JUNE
18, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 18,

public documents
his credit
credit at
the expiration
of his
public
documents to
to his
at the
expiration of
his term
term of
of office
office
shall take
take the
same prior
prior to
day of
June next
next following
shall
the same
to the
the 30th
30th day
of June
following
the
date of
of such
if he
shall not
not do
do so
within such
the date
such expiration,
expiration, and
and if
he shall
so within
such
period he
he shall
them to
to his
her successor
office."
period
shall forfeit
forfeit them
his or
or her
successor in
in office."
Sm. 2.
2. That
section 85
85 of
of chapter
the Printing
Printing Act
Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
of the
chapter 23
23 of
SEC.
That section

title
39, sec.
sec. 326),
326), approved
approved January
January 12,
1895, be,
and is
title 39,
12, 1895,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby,
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Franking
Franking privilege;
privilege;
""SEC.
FRANKING PRIvILEGE.-The
SEC. 85. FRANKING
PRIVILEGE.—The Vice President of the United
documents
documents sent and
States, and Senators, Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates, and Resident Comreceived
received by
by Vice PresiPresi- States,
dent, Members of CondetMembersof Con- missioners in Congress, the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate, and Clerk of
of
gress.
Secretary
secretary of
Senate; the House of Representatives
of Senate;
Representatives may send and receive
the
mail
receive
through
Clerk,
Clerk, House of Representatives.
documents printed by order
Congress •and the
all public documents
order of
of Congress;
the name
Delegate , Resident
Resident
of the
the Vice
Vice President,
President, Senator, Representative,
Representative, Delegate,
Commissioner, Secretary
of the
the Senate,
the House
Commissioner,
Secretary of
Senate, and
and Clerk
Clerk of
of the
House shall
shall
be written thereon, with the proper designation
designation of the office he holds;
holds;
and the
the provisions
of this
this section
shall apply
of the
and
provisions of
section shall
apply to
to each
each of
the persons
persons
June following
following the
expiration
named herein until
until the
the 30th
30th day
day of
of June
the expiration
of their respective
respective terms of office."
office."
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 6071
607.]
IS, 134.
1934.
June 18,

[H.J.Res.,
295.]
[ILL
Res., 265.1
[Pub.
37.1
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 37.]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing
appropriation for expenses
representatives of United States to
Authorizing appropriation
expenses of representatives
to
meet at Istanbul,
representatives of Turkish
Republic for
Istanbul, Turkey, with representatives
Turkish Republic
for purpurpose of examining claims of either Government
Government against the other and for expense
pense of proceedings
proceedings before an
an umpire, if
if necessary.
necessary.

Resolved
Representatives of
the United
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of $90,000,
America in,
rican-Turkish States of America
or so much thereof
be
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby authorized
authorized to :be
appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for
for participation
appropriated,
participation by the United States in the examinasettlement at Istanbul
Istanbul, Turkey, or before an umpire,
tion and settlement
umpire, if
if
necessary, of the
the claims
presented by
the American
American or
or Turkish
claims presented
by either
either the
Turkish
Government against the other, including personal
personal services in
Government
in the
District of Columbia or elsewhere
elsewhere without reference
reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, and rent of offices and rooms for the use
usc
of the American
representatives, in addition, if deemed
deemed necessary
cf
American representatives,
necessary
Secretary of State, to the lawful
lawful per diem, stenographic
by the Secretary
reporting and translating
services
contract if
deemed necessary,
reporting
translating
services
by
contract
if deemed
necessary,
A.B.,
sec.
3709;
regard to Section
3709; without regard
.s.,p. 1309.
Ip..
Section 3709 of the
the Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C. title
U.S.C.,
5) ;traveling
books
41, sec. 5);
traveling expenses;
expenses; purchase
purchase of
of law books and
and books
Printing and binding. of reference;
Printingandbinding.
reference; printing
printing and binding;
binding; official cards;
cards; entertainment;
entertainment;
Honorarium of neaneu- expenses or honorarium
Honorarium
honorarium of a
a neutral umpire in the event such an
tral umpire.
umpire.
tral
appointment is found desirable;
desirable; and such other expenses as may be
authorized
authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement
reimbursement
of other appropriations from which payments may have been made
Provisos.
for any
any of
specified: Provided,
Provided, That any
any
herein specified:
of the
the purposes
purposes herein
Expendtures
be-for
Expenditures to
to become first charge
charge upon expenditures
expenditures from the amount herein authorized to be appropriated
appropriated

American-Turkish
la 0
claims.
Appropriation
auAtppropriatiomn
thorized
examine
thorized to examine
and settle.
Post, p.
Post,
Po.
p. 1041.

moneys received.
moneys
reeived.

shall become a first charge upon any moneys received from the
Turkish
shall become
Government
a first i
charge
n settlement
upon of
anythemon
ey
s rece i
claims
ve d f
rom
and the
Turkish
Government
in
settlement
of
the respective
respective
claims
and
the
amount of such expenditures
expenditures shall be deducted from the first payment by the Turkish Government
.
Treasury
Government
and deposited in
in the
the Treasury
of the United States as miscellaneous
receipts: And provided further,
further,
miscellaneous receipts;

JUNE 18,
1934.
JUNE
18,1934.
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respective claimto the
the respective
in distributing
State, in
Secretary of
That the
the Secretary
of State,
distributing to
That

Apportionment
of
amounts
amounts among claim-

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II. CHS. 607-609.

Apportionment

ot

ants.
received from the Turkish Govern- ants.
balance of the amounts received
ants the balance

February 27, 1896
by Act
provided by
ment,
as provided
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved February
ment, as
(29
Stat. 32),
apportion the
amount withheld, as above proshall apportion
the amount
(29 Stat.
32), shall
vided, in
manner as
as to
constitute a
a uniform percentage
percentage
to constitute
a manner
vided,
in such
such a
of deduction
found to be due each claimant.
amount found
deduction from the amount
of
Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 608.1
608.1
[CHAPTER

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Extending
time within
American claimants
claimants may make
within which American
the time
two years
years the
for two
Extending for
Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928,
application for payment,
1928, of
payment, under the Settlement
application
awards of the
Mixed Claims
Tripartite Claims CommisClaims Commission and the Tripartite
the Mixed
awards
sion,
extending until March 10, 1936, the time within which Hungarian
Hungarian
sion, and extending
claimants
Settlement of War
the Settlement
for payment,
payment, under the
may make
make application for
claimants may
War Claims Arbiter.
Claims Act
Act of 1928, of awards of the War

Resotved
the Senate
the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
House of
Resolved by
by the
assembled, That subsection
in Congress
America in
United States of America
United
Congress assembled,
(f) of section 55 of the Settlement
(g)
subsection (f)
Settlement
of section 22 and subsection
(g) of
of
War Claims
1928, as
Resolution
by Public Resolution
as amended
amended by
Act of
of 1928,
Claims Act
of War
Numbered 11, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
approved June
Numbered
Congress, approved
June 12,
12, 1933,
1933, are
six years"
words ""six
out the
further amended,
amended, respectively,
respectively, by
striking out
the words
years"
by striking
further
thereof
wherever such
appear therein
therein and
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
and inserting
words appear
such words
wherever
the
eight years
years ".
'.
"eight
the words
words "
SEC. 2.
2. The
sentence of
of subsection
subsection (h)
(h) of
section 6
6 of
of the
the
of section
The first
first sentence
SEC.
follows:
Settlement
War Claims
to read as follows:
amended to
Act of 1928 is amended
Claims Act
of War
Settlement of
No payment
be made
made under
this section
section unless
application
unless application
under this
shall be
""No
payment shall
therefor
made by
March 10,
10, 1936,
in accordance
with such regulaaccordance with
1936, in
by March
is made
therefor is
tions
as the
prescribe."
may prescribe."
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
Secretary of
the Secretary
tions as
Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
6091
[CHAPTER 609.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Vol. 29, p. 32.

vol

29, p.32.

June 18, 1934.
[H.J. Res., 325.]
325.1

June 18,1934.
[H.J.Res.,
Res., No. 38.]
[Pub. Res.,

Setlement of war

Settlement of War
Claims Act.
Vol. 4s,
45, p. 254; Vol.
47, p. 318.

vol.
47 p. 38

Vol.

Ante, p. 125.
'rime for 2r.
making application for payment
by American
American caimclaimants.

Aie. 12

plcaton for payment

ants.mca

Vol. 45, p. 26
264.

Vol. 45, p.

Payment...
rayments.

June
1, 1934.
1934.
June 18,

[H.J.Res. 34 1.]
341
Authorizing an
an appropriation
the participation
participation of
of the
the United
United States in the _-III.JesU'
for the
appropriation for
Authorizing
[Pub. Res., No. 391
[Pub
Res., No. 3.1
International
Niagara, New York.
Celebration at Fort Niagara,
International Celebration
International C el e-

n
Fort Ningl
War Department,
through the
Whereas the
the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, through
the War
Department, brLten
Whereas
bmtlon at
at Fort
Niag-

desires to
cooperate with
the representatives
of the
Canadian, a. N.Y.
the Canadian,
representatives of
with the
to cooperate
desires
British,
Governments, and
State of New
York,
New York,
the State
and the
and French
French Governments,
British and
in the
the International
Celebration to
centethe fourth centeto commemorate
commemorate the
International Celebration
in
nary of
Jacques Cartier,
Cartier, the
ratification of
of the
Rush-Bagot Treaty
Treaty
the Rush-Bagot
the ratification
of Jacques
nary
in
of the
Old Fort
Fort Niagara,
Niagara,
of Old
the restoration
restoration of
completion of
and the
the completion
in 1818,
1818, and
Niagara County,
County, New
New York,
historic and
and patriotic
patriotic shrine
shrine
as a.a historic
York, as
Niagara
symbolizing the
history of
of the
the common
common interest
interest of
these nations
nations
of these
the history
symbolizing
in
the early
and strife
strife to aa
struggle and
early American
American struggle
of the
evolution of
in the
the evolution
lasting
peace of
of vast
vast international
international significance:
significance: Therefore
Therefore be itit
lasting peace
Resolved
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved by
Appropriation
auauAppopriatin
assembled, That there is thorized
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
United States of America in
for participapartictption.
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated
appropriated the
the sum
sum of
$6,000, or
or so
so much
much ton.
of $6,000,
authorized to
hereby
thereof
as may
be necessary,
expenses of
of the
participation
the participation
to pay
pay the
the expenses
necessary, to
may be
thereof as
of certain
certain units
of the
the Army
of the
the United
United States
in the
events and
and
the events
States in
Army of
units of
of
ceremonies incident
to the
International Celebration
Niagara,
Fort Niagara,
at Fort
Celebration at
the International
incident to
ceremonies
New York,
such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
War may
may
Secretary of
of War
as the
under such
New
York, under
prescribe.
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
ara. N.Y.

1020
1020

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
CHS. 610,
610, 611.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. CHS.
611.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 610.]
610.]

June
18, 1934.
June IS,
fH.J.Res.
LH.J.Res. 370.]
[Pub.
Res., No.
No. 40.]
4o.i
[Pub. Res.,

JUNE 18,
JUNE
18, 1934.
1934.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

the revenue
revenue by
regulation of
To protect
protect the
by regulation
the traffic
traffic in
containers of
of distilled
of the
in containers
distilled spirits;
spirits:

the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United
United States
Congress assemrbled,
assembled, That
in
States of America in Congress
That whenever
whenever in
such action
action is
his judgment such
necessary to
protect the
the revenue,
revenue, the
is necessary
to protect
the
Secretary of the Treasury is
Secretary
is authorized,
authorized, by
the regulations
prescribed
by the
regulations prescribed
by him, and permits
thereunder if
by him
(1) to
to
permits issued thereunder
if required
required by
him (1)
a-au- regulate the size, branding, marking,
marking, sale, resale, possession, use,
use,

Traffic
Traffic in containers
containers
of distilled spirits.

of distiled spirits

Regulation
Regulation
thorized.

of,

and re-use
(of aa capacity
capacity of
re-use of containers
containers (of
less than
of less
than five
five winewine-

thoriz.

Requirements
Requirements

of
of

manufacturers,
perpersons
sons dealing i,
in, etc.,
containers.
containers.

gallons) designed or intended
intended for use for the sale
sale at retail of distilled
distilled
spirits (within the meaning of such term as
of
as it is used
used in
in title
title II
II of
the Liquor Taxing Act of 1934) for other than
industrial use,
and
than industrial
use, and
(2) to require, of persons manufacturing, dealing in, or using any

such
(2) tocontainers,
containers,
require, ofthe
the
persons
submission
manufacturing,
to such inspection,
dealing in,
theorkeeping
using any
of
such
submission
to such inspection,
the
keeping of
such records, and the filing of such reports as
as may
may be
be deemed
by
deemed by
Penalty
Penalty provisions.
provisions. him reasonably necessary
connection therewith. Whoever
necessary in connection
Whoever willfully violates the provisions of any regulation prescribed, or the
the
terms or conditions
conditions of any permit issued, pursuant to
authorizato the authorization contained in this joint resolution, and any officer,
officer, director, or
or
agent of any corporation
corporation who
in such
who knowingly
knowingly participates
participates in
such violaviolation, shall, upon conviction,
conviction, be fined not more than
than $1,000 or be
be
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both; and,
and, notwithstandnotwithstanding any criminal conviction, the containers involved in such violation
shall be forfeited to the United
States, and
be seized
United States,
and may
may be
seized and
and
condemned
proceedings as those provided by law for forcondemned by like proceedings
feitures, seizures,
seizures, and condemnations
condemnations for violations of
of the internalrevenue
revenue laws, and any such containers
containers so seized and condemned
condemned shall
shall
Requirements
imRequirements
im-O
be destroyed and not sold. Any requirements
requirements imposed
imposed under this
posed to be additional.

joint resolution
resolution shall be in addition
addition to any
other requirements
any other
requirements
imposed by, or pursuant
pursuant to, existing law, and shall apply as well
well
to persons not liable for tax under the
internal-revenue laws
laws as
as to
to
the internal-revenue
persons so liable.
Approved, June 18, 1934.

[CHAPTER 611.]
611.]
[CHAPTER
June lS
18, 1934.
[II.J.
II.JLRes.,
Res., 373.1
373.1
[Pub
[Pub. Res., No.
No. 41.]

Distilled spirits, sub-

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
To protect
concerning the
protect the revenue
revenue by requiring information
information concerning
the disposition
disposition of
of
substances used
used in
manufacture of distilled spirits.
substances
in the manufacture

Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
H01.1.96 of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof

Distilled spirits,
b- States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That every person
person disposdisposstances
stances used In manufacture of,
faetureof.
ing of any substance of the character
character used in the manufacture
manufacture of
of

spirits shall,
distilled spirits
required by
by tie
the Commissioner,
render
shall, when
when required
Commissioner, render
dis- aa correct return in
in such form
and manner
manner as
the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
form and
as the
n t
with
the approval
with the
approval of
of the
Secretary of
of the
may by
rules and
and
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, may
by rules
Information to be
Inormtion
to be regulations
regulations prescribe,
prescribe, showing
showing the
names and
addresses of
perthe names
and addresses
contained.
of the
the permade, with
sons to whom such disposition
disposition was made,
with such
such details,
details, as
as to
to
the quantity so
of or
other information
information which
which the
Comso disposed
disposed of
or other
the Commissioner
missioner may require as to each such disposition, as
as will
enable the
will enable
the
Commissioner
due with
Commissioner to determine
determine whether all taxes due
with respect
respect to
to
any
distilled
spirits
manufactured
from
such
substances
have
been
have
been
from
such
substances
any
distilled
spirits
manufactured
enyprovions
Penalty provisions,
paid. Any person who willfully violates any provision hereof,
paid.
hereof, or
or of
of
any such rules or regulations, and any officer, director,
director, or
or agent
agent of
of
knowingly participates
participates in such violation,
any such person who knowingly
violation, shall
shall
upon conviction be fined not more than
than $500
$500 or
be imprisoned
for
or be
imprisoned
for
Detnitions.
uefntions.
not
more than
one year,
both. As
used in this joint resolution
not more
than one
year, or
or both.
As used
resolution
(a)
spirits": has the same meaning
(a) the term " distilled spirits"
meaning as
in
as that
that in
Return showing
showing disReturn
position to be filed.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
611, 648.
648.
CHS. 611,

1021

19,1934.
1934.
JUNE 18, 19,

which
it is
is used
in title
title II
II of
of the
1934; (b)
Taxing Act of 1934;
Liquor Taxing
the Liquor
used in
which it
the term
"person "
individuals, corporations, partnerships,
includes individuals,
" includes
term "person
the
associations,
and other
unincorporated
incorporated and unincorporated
other incorporated
trusts, and
associations, trusts,
Commissioner of
organizations; (c)
(c) "Commissioner"
"Commissioner" means the Commissioner
organizations;
Internal
Revenue; and
and (d)
term "
substance of the character
character
"substance
the term
(d) the
Internal Revenue;
includes but not by
used
manufacture of
of distilled
spirits" includes,
distilled spirits"
the manufacture
in the
used in
way
molasses, corn
corn sugar, cane sugar, and malt sugar.
limitation, molasses,
of limitation,
way of
1934.
18,
June
Approved,
June
Approved,
[CHAPTER 648.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Making
appropriations to
to supply
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain appropriations
appropriations for the
Making appropriations
fiscal
1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
supplemental
30, 1934,
June 30,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
general
and emergency
30, 1934,
appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30,
emergency appropriations
general and
and
June 30,
30, 1935,
1935, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
and June

3une 19,
194.
June
19, 1934.
[H.R.
9830.]
[H.R. 983.]

[Public, No. 412.1
412.]
[Public,

the
Representatives of the
Be
it en,aoted
by the
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
Emergency
Emergency ApproUnited States
America in,
assembled, That the following priation
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United
Act, fiscal year

935.° Act fisc yar
not other- 1935.
sums
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
are appropriated,
sums are
appropriations
wise
appropriated,
to
supply
deficiencies
appropriations
certain
in
deficiencies
wise appropriated, to supply
for
year ending
June 30,
1934, and prior fiscal years, to pro30, 1934,
ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
the
appropriations for the
vide
emergency appropriations
general and emergency
supplemental general
vide supplemental
fiscal years
30, 1934,
1934, and
June 30, 1935,
1935, and for other
other
and June
June 30,
ending June
years ending
fiscal
purposes, namely:
purposes,
TITLE I—GENERAL
APPROPRIATIONS
I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE
LEGISLATIVE ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
LEGISLATIVE
SENATE

General
toseral
tions.

appropriappropria-

Legislative.

Legislative.

Senate.
Senate.

To pay
pay to
to Eula
Eula W.
of Honorable
KenJohn B. KenHonorable John
widow of
Kendrick, widow
W. Kendrick,
To

John B. Kendrick.
Kndrick
B.widow.
John"
Pay to

To pay
to Augusta
Augusta M.
M. Dale,
Dale, widow
widow of
of Honorable
Porter H.
Dale,
H. Dale,
Honorable Porter
pay to
To

Porter H. Dale.
Dale
Porter
Pay to H
widow.

drick, late
Senator from
Wyoming, $8,500.
of Wyoming,
State of
the State
from the
a Senator
late a
drick,

late
Senator from
of Vermont,
Vermont, $8,500.
State of
the State
from the
late aaSenator
Inquiries and invesiseS
^d
tltquirs
For expenses
expenses of
of inquiries
inquiries and
investigations ordered
ordered by the Senate, tigations,
expenses.
and investigations
For
including compensation
compensation to
stenographers of
committees, at such rate
of committees,
to stenographers
including
as
fixed by
the Committee
Committee to
to Audit
Audit and
and Control
Control the ConConby the
be fixed
may be
as may
tingent
not exceeding
exceeding: 25
per hunhltmn- Prorisoa.
cents per
25 cents
but not
Senate, but
the Senate
of the
Expenses of
tingent Expenses
Restriction on pay.
paydred
$100,000: Provided,
Provided,That no part of this Retrition
1935,,$100,000:
year 1935
fiscal year
words, fiscal
dred words,
services.
,fr"ervice.
appropriation
be expended
expended for
services, personal,
personal, professional,
professional, ments
me's for
for services,
shall be
appropriation shall
$3,600
or
otherwise in
in excess
of the rate
3,
600 per annum: Provided
Provided Per diem and subsistrate of $
excess of
or otherwise,
further,
That no
no part
this appropriation
shall be
ence exend
expenses.sU.it
for ence
expended for
be expended
appropriation shall
of this
part of
further, That
Vol. 44, p. CAS.
44.p.Po.
vO.
the
with
per
diem
and
subsistence
expenses
except
in
accordance
with
the
accordance
in
except
expenses
subsistence
per diem and
provisions
the Subsistence
June 3,
approved June
1926, approved
of 1926,
Act of
Expense Act
Subsistence Expense
of the
provisions of
1926, as
amended.
1926,
as amended.
Balance reappropri.
reappropriBale
The
balance of
the appropriation
of ated.
for expenses of
appropriation for
of the
unobligated balance
The unobligated
Vol.
47,
p.
1354.
inquiries and
the Senate,
Senate, contingent
contingent fund
fund aol. 47, p. 1354.
by the
ordered by
investigations ordered
and investigations
inquiries
of
the
Senate,
for
the
fiscal
year
1934,
is
reappropriated
and
made
made
and
reappropriated
is
of the Senate, for the fiscal year 1934,
available
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935.
for the
available for
items.
For miscellaneous
items, exclusive
of labor,
labor, for
following fiscal
Mscellaneous items
fiscal Miscellaneous
the following
for the
exclusive of
miscellaneous items,
For
years:
years:
For
1933, $14,305.35;
$14,305.35;
For 1933,
For 1934,
1934, $50,000.00.
$50,000.00.
For
Folding speeches. etc.
The
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation for
folding speeches
speeches Bol^,dingespe
ei
Balance reapproprifor folding
of the
unobligated balance
The unobligated
ated.
and pamphlets, at
at aarate
not
exceeding
$1
per
thousand,
for
the
fiscal
ated
fiscal
the
rate not exceeding $1 per thousand, for
Vol. 47, p. 1354.
and pamphlets,
year 1934,
and made
the fiscal
fiscal Vol.47p.354.
for the
available for
made available
reappropriated and
is re,appropriated
1934, is

year

year
1935.
year 1935.
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Hereafter the
the fiscal
year for
Hereafter
fiscal year
for the
the adjustment
the accounts
accounts of
of
adjustment of
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
compensation and
and mileage
of SenaSenathe Senate
Senate for
for compensation
mileage of
tors shall
shall extend
extend from
June 30;
30; and
and all
all laws
laws and
and parts
of
from July
July 1
1 to
to June
parts of
laws
hereby repealed.
laws inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are hereby
repealed.
Compensation of
Co'mpensation
Senators elected,
on the
the 3d
Senators
elected, whose
whose term of
of office
office begins
begins on
day of
3d day
of JanuJanuSenators.
hen to commence.
When
commence. arv,
credentials in
ary, and
and whose
whose credentials
form of
have been
been prein due
due form
of law
law shall
shall have
prein the
sented in
receive their
compensation monthly
monthly from
the Senate, nay
may receive
their compensation
from
the beginning
beginning of
of their
term..
their term.
Salaries of
Salaries
appointed to
the Senate
shall
of Senators
Senators appointed
to fill
fill vacancies
vacancies in
in the
Senate shall
commence
commence on the day of their
their appointment
and continue
appointment and
continue until
until their
their
successors
successors are
are elected
elected and
and qualified.
qualified.
Salaries
Salaries of Senators
Senators elected
elected to
commence
to fill
fill such
such vacancies
vacancies shall
shall commence
on
the day
day they
they qualify.
on the
qualify.
When no appointments
appointments have been made
the salaries
made the
salaries of
of Senators
Senators
elected
elected to fill such vacancies
shall commence
commence on
on the
day following
following
vacancies shall
the day
election.
their election.
When Senators
Senators have
elected during
sine die
adjournment of
of
have been
been elected
during aasine
die adjournment
the Senate to succeed appointees,
appointees, the
the salaries
Senators so
so elected
elected
salaries of
of Senators
shall commence
commence on the day
election.
day following
following their
their election.
When Senators
Senators have been elected
on to
to succee
elected during
during a
a sessi
session
succeedd
appointees,
qualified, the salaries of Senators
appointees, but have not .qualified,
Senators so
so elected
elected
shall commence
commence on the day following the sine die adjournment
adjournment of
of
the Senate.
Appointment of clerAppointment
lerA Senator entitled to receive his own salary may
may appoint
the
appoint the
ical assistants.
usual clerical assistants
assistants allowed Senators.
Senators.
Fiscal year for adjustFisealyearforadjust
ing accounts fixed.

g

House of RepresentaHouse
tives.
Edward B. Almon.
Almon.
Pay to widow.
widow.

HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to the widow of Edward B. Almon, late aa RepreRepresentative from the State of Alabama, $8,500.
Charles
Charles H. Brand.
Brand.
For payment
Pay to daughters.
payment in equal increments to Caroline
Caroline Mell,
Me11, Julia Sasnett.
Sasnett.
and Louelle Rawlston, daughters of Charles H. Brand,
RepBrand, late
late aaRepresentative from the State
State of Georgia, $8,500.
$8,500.
John D. Clarke.
John
For payment to the widow of John D. Clarke, late a
aRepresentaRepresentaPay to widow.
widow.
tive from the State of New York,
York, $8,500.
88,500.
Joseph 1.
1. Hooper.
For payment
payment to widow of Joseph I. Hooper, late a
RepresentaPay to widow.
a Representitive from the State of Michigan,
$8,500.
Michigan,
$8,500.
S. Houton
Lynn S.
Ilornar.
For payment to the widow of Lynn S. Hornor, late
RepresentaPay to widow.
Pay
late aaRepresentative from the State of West Virginia,
Virginia, $8,500.
E
$8,500.
E. Kemp.
Kemp.
Bolivar F.
to the
widow of
of Bolivar
Kemp, late
late a
Represen t
aFor payment
payment to
Pay to widow.
the Nwidow
Bolivar E..Kemp,
a Representutive from the State of Louisiana,
Louisiana, $8,500.
$8,500.
James S. Parker.
Parker.
James
For payment
payment to the widow of James S. Parker,
late a
Parker, late
Pay
a RepresentaPay to widow.
Represeitiative from the State of New York, $8,500.
$8,500.
Edward W. Pou.
For payment to the widow of Edward W. Pou,
RepresentaPon. late
late aaRepresentaPay to widow.
widow.
tive from the State of North Carolina,
Carolina, $8,500.
Henry
W. Watson.
Watson.
Henry W.
For payment
paynment to the widow of Henry W. Watson, late a
Representaa RepresentaPay to widow.
tive from the State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $8,500.
F. Brmnm.
Brumm.
George F.
For payment to Susan I. Brumm and Joan L.
L. Bruixm,
Brumm, sisters of
Pay to sisters.
George
a Representative
Representative from the State
George F. Brum,
Brunun, late a
of PennPennState of
sylvania, $8,500.
$8,500.
Thomas
Coffin.
Tholmas C.
C. Coffin.
For payment to the widow of Thomas
Thomas C. Coffin, late a
aRepresentaRepresentaPay to widow.
widow.
tive from the State of Idaho,
$8,500.
Idaho, $8,500.
The foregoing
foregoing sums to be disbursed
disbursed by the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms of
the House.
Contested-election
Contested-election
expenses.
expenses.
Contested-election expenses:
Contested-election
expenses: For payments to contestants and contestees for
expenses incurred in the contested-election
testees
for expenses
contested-election cases of Lovette against Reece, Ellis against Thurston,
Thurston, and McAndrews
McAndrews against
against
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Britten, as
as audited
audited and
and recommended
recommended by the Committee on Elections
Elections
Britten,
Numbered One,
One, respectively,
follows:
as follows:
respectively, as
Numbered
To
0. B. Lovette,
$1,993.61;
Lovette, contestant, $1,993.61;
To O.
$1,782.46;
contestee, $1,782.46;
To B.
Carroll Reece, contestee,
B. Carroll
To
To
Thurston, contestee, $2,000;
Lloyd Thurston,
To Lloyd
To
Lloyd Ellis,
Ellis contestant, $2,000;
$2,000;
To Lloyd
To
James McAndrews,
contestant, $1,657.82;
$1,657.82;
McAndrews, contestant,
To James
$2,000;
To
Fred A.
contestee, $2,000;
Britten, contestee,
A. Britten,
To Fred
In all,
all, $11,433.89,
House.
disbursed by the Clerk of the House.
to be disbursed
$11,433.89, to
In
For payments
payments to
to contestants
contestants and
and contestees
contestees for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
For
in
the contested-election
Burnham, Estep
against Burnham,
Chandler against
of Chandler
cases of
contested-election cases
in the
against Ellenbogen,
audited and recas audited
Goss, as
against Goss,
Gormley against
and Gormley
Ellenbogen, and
against
ommended by
the Committee
on Elections
Elections Numbered
respecNumbered Two, respecCommittee on
by the
ommended
follows:
tively, as follows:
$2,000;
To Claude
Claude Chandler,
Chandler, contestant,
contestant, $2,000;
To
To George
George Burnham,
contestee, $2,000;
$2,000;
Burnham, contestee,
To
To
Ellenbogen, contestee,
contestee, $805.26;
$805.26;
Henry Ellenbogen,
To Henry
contestee, $2,000;
To
$2,000;
Edward W. Goss, contestee,
To Edward
To
E. Gormley,
$2,000;
contestant, $2,000;
Gormley, contestant,
Martin E.
To Martin
In all,
all, $8,805.26,
to be
be disbursed
Clerk of the House.
disbursed by the Clerk
$8,805.26, to
In
For
payments to
contestants and
and contestees
contestees for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
to contestants
For payments
in
the contested-election
contested-election cases
cases of Sanders against Kemp, Fox against
in the
Higgins,
against Beck,
against Turpin, Brewster
Brewster
Beck, Casey against
Shanahan against
Higgins, Shanahan
against Utterback,
Utterback, and
Weber against
against Simpson
Simpson, as audited and
and Weber
against
Numbered Three,
Elections Numbered
recommended by
by the
the Committee
Committee on Elections
Three,
recommended
respectively,
as follows:
follows:
respectively, as
To J.
J. Y.
Y. Sanders,
Sanders, Junior, contestant, $1,634.18;
$1,634.18;
To
To
Bolivar E.
$1,635.55;
contestee, $1,635.55;
Kemp, contestee,
E. Kemp,
Mrs. Bolivar
To Mrs.
contestant, $2,000;
To William
$2,000;
C. Fox, contestant,
William C.
To
$1,743.20;
To William
William L.
L. Higgins,
contestee, $1,743.20;
Higgins, contestee,
To
$1,339.82;
To
Beck, contestee,
contestee, $1,339.82;
M. Beck,
James M.
To James
To
John J.
Shanahan, contestant,
contestant, $817.75;
$817.75;
J. Shanahan,
To John
To
John J.
J. Casey,
contestant, $2,000;
$2,000;
Casey, contestant,
To John
To
C. Murray
$1,999;
contestee, $1,999;
Turpin, contestee,
Murray Turpin,
To C.
To
John G.
$2,000;
contestee, $2,000;
Uitterback, contestee,
G. Utterback,
To John
To
Ralph 0.
contestant, $1,970.17;
$1,970.17;
Brewster, contestant,
O. Brewster,
To Ralph
To
Charles H.
H. Weber,
Weber, contestant,
contestant, $2,000;
$2,000;
To Charles
To
James Simpson,
Simpson, Junior,
Junior, contestee,
contestee, $2,000;
$2,000;
To James
In
all, $21,139.67,
$21,139.67, to
to be
be disbursed
disbursed by
by the
the House.
House.
of the
Clerk of
the Clerk
In all,
services
For
Compiling
testimony
in
contested-election
cases:
services in
cases:
contested-election
in
Compiling testimony
compiling, arranging
arranging for
for the
the printer,
printer, reading
reading proof,
proof, indexing
indexing testicompiling,
mony,
stenography and
typewriting, supervision
supervision of
work, and
and
the work,
of the
and typewriting,
mony, stenography
expenses
incurred in
n the
following
the following
of the
i
cases of
contested-election cases
the contested-election
expenses incurred
Congresses,
authorized by
An Act relating to
"An
entitled "
Act entitled
the Act
by the
as authorized
Congresses, as
contested
elections ",
1887 (U.S.C..
title 2.
2, sees.
stcs.
(U.S.C.. title
2, 1887
March 2,
approved March
", approved
contested elections
201-226) :
201-226):
For
Congress, $500;
$500;
Seventy-second Congress,
the Seventy-second
For the
For the
$1,125.
Seventy-third Congress, $1,125.
the Seventy-third
For
Committee
on Revision
Laws: For
of comcomemployment of
the employment
For the
the Laws:
of the
Revision of
Committee on
petent persons
persons to
to assist
in continuing
continuing the
the work
work of
of compiling,
codcompiling, codassist in
petent
fiscal
ifying,
and
revising
the
laws
and
treaties
of
the
United
States,
fiscal
United
the
of
treaties
and
laws
the
revising
ifying, and
years
$3,000.
1935, $3,000.
and 1935,
1934 and
years 1934
For
and editing
editing of
of the
the laws
laws as
authorized by the
as authorized
preparation and
For preparation
Act approved
approved May
May 29,
1928 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VI,
VI, title
1, sec.
59), fiscal
fiscal
sec. 59),
title 1,
(U.S.C., Supp.
29, 1928
Act
year 1934,
to be
be expended
expended under
direction of
of the
Committee
the Committee
the direction
under the
$500, to
1934, $500,
year
on Revision
Laws.
the Laws.
of the
Revision of
on

1023
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Compiling tes
tee inmony
imony
('nompiling
in contested-election
il
tonteslted-1l't ilo
Cases.
cases.
24, p. 445.
44..
Vol. 24,
I;S.C
U.S.C .• p. 14.

Congress.
72d Congress.
Congress.
73d Congress.

leviComnsittee on
on ReviCommittee
sion of
Laws.
the Laws.
of the
sion

Preparation
Preparation and editing the
the laws, 1934.
1934.
ing
Vol. 45, p.
1007.
p. 107.
Vol.
U.S.C., Supp.
VII
Supp. VII
U.S.C.,
p.
4
la- 4.
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United States Code,
States Code,
new
new edition.
edition.
Vol.
vol. 45, p. 1541.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
p. 2.

preparation and editing
For the preparation
editinc, of a
edition of
of the
the United
United
a new edition
authorized by the Act approved
States Code as authorized
approved May
May 29,
29, 1928,
1928, as
as
p. .
amended by the Act approved
approved March
Supp. VI,
VI /
Supp
March 2, 1929
1929 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
title 1, sec. 52d),
52d), $37,000, to remain available
available until expended.
Speaker's table.
Speaker's Table:
Table: Commencing
1, 1934,
1934, and
and continuing
continuing during
arliamentar
Speaker's
Parliamentarian
and
Commencing July
July 1,
during
Assistant
Assistant ParliamentaParliamenta- such periods
as
the
present
incumbents
incumbents
occupy
the positions,
positions,
occupy
the
rian.
salary
Parliamentarian and Assistant
rli amen t
ar i
an o
Salary of present in- respectively, of Parliamentarian
Assistant Pa
Parliamentarian
ofi
cumbents
rumbents increased.
inereased. the House, the annual
compensation of such positions, as
annual rates of compensation
as fixed
fixed
U.S.C.,Supp. VII, the House,
p.7.
p-5.
pp
' by the Legislative
Legislative Pay
Stipp. VI,
sec •
Pay Act of
of 1929
1929 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VI, title
title 2,
2, sec.
60a),
60a), are hereby
hereby increased
increased by the respective
respective sums
sums of
of $1,500
$1,500 and
and
$750; and such amounts are hereby appropriated
such purposes
appropriated for
for such
purposes
for the fiscal year 1935.
Telegraph
and
teleTelegraph
Telegraph
and telephone:
telephone: For
For telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone
service,
phone
Telegraph and
one service
phone
service.
servies/
Proviso.
Ionesuto.
of
personal
year
exclusive
personal
services,
fiscal
$67,000:
Provided,
1934,
Provided,
Deductions to be
madefordelinquencies
b That whenever
Representative,' Delegate,
made
for delinquencies.
whenever a
a Representative
or Resident
CommisDelegate, or
Resident Commissioner, or a
a United States Senator, shall fail to
to pay
pay any
any sum
sum or
or
sums due from such person to the House of
Representatives or
or
of Representatives
Senate, respectively, the appropriate
appropriate committee
committee or
or officer
officer of
the
of the
House of Representatives
Representatives or Senate, as the case may
be, having
may be,
having
jurisdiction of the activity under which such debt arose, shall
certify
shall certify
such delinquent
delinquent sum or sums to the Sergeant at Arms of
of the
the House
House
in the case of an indebtedness
indebtedness to the House of Representatives
to
Representatives and
and to
the Secretary of the Senate in the case of an
an indebtedness
to the
the
indebtedness to
Senate,
Senate, and such latter officials
officials are
authorized and
and directed,
directed, respecrespecare authorized
tively, to deduct from any salary, mileage
tively,
or expense
money due
to
mileage, or
expense money
due to
any such delinquent such certified amounts
or so
as
amounts or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
Disposition
Disposition of.
of.
the balance
balance or
due such
such delinquent
delinquent may
cover. Sums
Sums so
so
or balances
balances due
may cover.
deducted by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate shall be disposed of by
by him
him
in accordance
accordance with existing law and sums
by the
the
sums so
so deducted
deducted by
Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms of the House shall be paid to
Clerk of
of the
the
to the
the Clerk
House and disposed of by him in accordance
accordance with existing law.
law.
Tnited

45,p

VI.

Architect of the
tle Capitol.
itol.

Capitol Building.

Relocating statues.

Velo4atipnglstues.
Vol. 47, p. 1603.

capitol
Enlarging Capitol
grounds.
Vol. 45, p. l694; Vol.
40,
4, p. 1522;
122; Vol.
Voi. 47,
47,
P. 17.

rol.

p

9ol

p.

17.

Idinit of
Limit
of cost
cost
creased.

creased.

inin-

Proviao.
Proriso.
Removal
Removal of
of buildbuildings.
Vol. 47, P.
17 .
Vol.
p. 17.

Capitol Power Plant.
CapittolPoerPlant.
Maintenance.
Vol.
47, p.
p. 131.
1361.
Vol. 47,

Duplicate steam lines

OFFICE OF ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
OF THE

Capitol Building: The unexpended
appropriation
unexpended balance of the
the appropriation
of
removal and
and relocation
relocation of
in
of $2,500 for
for the removal
of statues,
statues, contained
contained in
the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1933, is
is hereby
hereby continued
continued
available
available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1935.
Enlarging
Enlarging the Capitol Grounds:
Grounds: For
amount for
For an additional amount
for
completing
completing the enlargement
enlargement and
and improvement
the Capitol
Capitol
improvement of
of the
Grounds in accordance
accordance with the
the Act
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
for
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
the
Grounds",
he enlarging of the Capitol Grounds
", approved
1929,
approved March 4, 192),
(45 Stat. 1694),
be available
available until
1694), to
to be
until expended,
expended, $189,720.02;
$189,720.02; and
and
the limit
limit of cost fixed in such Act is increased
the
increased by
by $105,587.02
$105,587.02 to
to
complete the acquisition
acquisition of
property: Provided,
of property:
Provided, That
That the
the unexunexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation of $50,000
$50,000 for the removal
removal and
and
demolition of structures in connection with the enlargement
enlargement of the
the
Capitol Grounds, contained in the First Deficiency Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year
1932, is continued available until expended,
expended, for the same purposes
the additional
and for the.
additional purposes of improvement and development.
Capitol Power Plant: For an additional amount
lighting,
amount for lighting,
heating,
heating, and power for the Capitol, Senate, and House Office Buildings, Supreme Court Building, Congressional
Congressional Library
Library Buildings,
Buildings,
and so forth, including the same objects specified under
under this head
head
in the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1934,
55,100.
$55,100.

e balance
balance of
the appropriation
in the
toDulibutifedsi:'
ngS" L The
The unexpended
unexpended
of the
appropriation contained
contained in
the
Legislative
ppropriation Act for the fiscal year 1933
egislative Appropriation
and continued
continued

to
new buildings
to new
buildings.
Balance
Balance available.
aailable.
Vol. 47, p. 1361.
l. . 47,
11.

available by the.
available
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year
1934
for the
the installation
1934 for
installation of duplicate steam lines to new buildings.
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clean-water intake screens and auxiliaries, and high-tension switchclean-water
ing equipment,
equipment, and so forth, is hereby continued
continued and made available,
available,
together with an additional
additional amount of $25,000 for the same purposes,
purposes,
for the fiscal year
year 1935.
Senate Office
Buildoffce Buildigenate
For an additional amount for maintenance,
Senate
Office Building:
Building: For
maintenance, ing.
Senate Office
Legisla- Maintenance, etc.
the Legislathis head
head in
under this
objects specified
including the
the same
specified under
in the
same objects
including
tive Branch Appropriation
provide for installation,
installation,
Appropriation Act, 1935, to provide
replacement, and reconditioning
replacement,
reconditioning of elevators, $200,000, to be immediately
available.
diately available.
Additional.
Additional.
maintenance, including the same AMC,
for maintenance,
For
additional amount
amount for
an additional
For an
p. 827.
p
the Legislative
this head
objects
specified under
under this
head in
in the
Legislative Branch Approobjects specified
Painting.
priation
$25,000 shall be expended for Painting.
priation Act, 1935, $29,536, of which $25,000
additional
painting.
additional painting.
ff
House Office
ingse
ce BuildBild
House Office Buildings: For an additional amount for mainte- ings.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
objects specified under this head in
the same
same objects
nance, including
including the
nance,
in the Vol.
47, p. 1361.
Appropriation Act,
Legislative Branch Appropriation
Act, 1935,
1935, to provide
provide for
for installaElevators
replacement, and
reconditioning of elevators, $190,000, to be Elevators.
and reconditioning
tion, replacement,
immediately available.
available.
immediately
Additional.
maintenance, Additional.
amount for maintenance,
an additional
additional amount
For an
House
Buildings: For
Office Buildings:
House Office
including
the
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
in
the
Legislaincluding the same objects specified under this head in the Legislative
1935, $2,950,
be immediately
immediately
Act, 1935,
$2,950, to be
Appropriation Act,
tive Branch
Branch Appropriation
available.
available.
Library buildingand
building and
Library
amount for
For an
Library
and grounds:
an additional
additional amount
for grounds.
grounds: For
building and
Library building
necessary expenditures
the Library
Building under
nds.
jurisunder the jurisfor the
Library Building
expenditures for
necessary
diction
the Architect
Architect of
including the
same objects
objects
the same
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, including
diction of
of the
specified under
under this
this head
in the
Appropriation
Branch Appropriation
head in
the Legislative
Legislative Branch
specified
Act, 1935,
1935, to
to provide
provide for
for installation,
installation, replacement,
replacement, and
and reconditionrecondition- Elevators.
Act,
ing
elevators, $30,300, to be immediately
immediately available:
available: Provided,
0o W. Harding,
arding
Provided, Proviso.
ing of elevators,
Harding,
Damon W.
eontinemployment continthe employment
employment employment
That the
the Architect
the Capitol
Capitol may
may continue
continue the
of the
Architect of
That
a
d.ol. 47,
p. 404.
404.
under his
his jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Damon W.
W. Harding,
Harding, until
until June
June 30,
47, p.
30, 1936,
1936, ue Vol.
of Damon
under
VII,
supp. vii
1.sS. cC.,., Supp.
notwithstanding any provision
provision of the Act entitled "An Act for the p.147e.
notwithstanding
retirement of
of employees
employees in
in the
the classified
classified civil
civil service,
service, and
for other
and for
other
retirement
purposes
", approved
May 22,
amendment thereof, proand any amendment
22, 1920,
1920, and
approved May
purposes ",
hibiting extensions
the age
of retirement.
retirement.
age of
after the
of service
service after
extensions of
hibiting
OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT

For
payment to
Samuel Robinson,
Robinson, William
Madden, Preston
Preston L.
William Madden,
to Samuel
For payment
George,
and William
William S.
S. Houston,
messengers on
night duty
duty during
during
on night
Houston, messenlers
George, and
the second
of the
Congress, $900
$900 each;
in all,
all,
each; in
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
session of
second session
the
$3,600, to
to be
be paid
paid from
the appropriation
appropriation for
and binding
binding
printing and
for printing
from the
$3,600,
for Congress
Congress for
the fiscal
1934.
year 1934.
fiscal year
for the
for
INDEPENDENT
OFFICES
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
AVIATION COMMISSION
COMMISSION
AVIATION

For five
five commissioners
commissioners and for all
authorized expenditures
all other
other authorized
For
for
into effect
of the
Act entitled
to
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
20 of
section 20
effect section
carrying into
for carrying
revise air-mail
air-mail laws,
laws, and
commission to
to make
report
make aareport
to establish
establish aacommission
and to
revise
to
the Congress
Congress recommending
aviation policy
policy ",
", approved
June
approved June
an aviation
recommending an
to the
12, 1934,
1934, to
be available
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935,
$75,000.
1935, $75,000.
during the
to be
available during
12,
CHICAGO WORLD'S
WORLD'S FAIR
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
CELEBRATION
FAIR CENTENNIAL
CHICAGO

For the
purpose of
of carrying
the provisions
of the
Act
the Act
provisions of
effect the
into effect
carrying into
For
the purpose
entitled
"An Act
Act to
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act providing
providing for
for
Act entitled
an Act
to amend
amend an
entitled "An
the
participation of
of the
A Century
Century of Progress
Progress
in A
States in
United States
the United
the participation
(the Chicago
Chicago World's
Celebration) to
to be
be held
at
held at
Centennial Celebration)
Fair Centennial
World's Fair
(the
Chicago,
in 1933,
an appropriation
appropriation therefor,
and
therefor, and
1933, authorizing
authorizing an
Illinois, in
Chicago, Illinois,
for
other purposes',
purposes', approved
approved February
8, 1932,
1932, to
to provide
provide for
for
February 8,
for other
86637°-84----65
86637-34---65

Government
Government Printing Office.
Designated messenDesignated
gers
duty.
gers on
on night
night duty.

Independent Offices.
Independent
Aviation
Aviation
Commission.
Salaries and
and exSalaries
penses.
Ante,
Ante, p. 933.

Chicago World's
World's Fair
Centennial
CelebraCentennial
tion.
Participation, etc.
Participation,
Vol. 47, pp. 39, 645,
64.5,
703.
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authorize an
participation
participation in A Century of Progress
Progress in 1934, to authorize

Ante,
p. 785.
Ante, p.7.

appropriation
and for
for other
purposes ",
", approved
approved May
21,
May 21,
other purposes
therefor, and
appropriation therefor,
1934,
and
for
each
and
every
object
authorized
by
said
Act,
including
including
Act,
by
said
authorized
object
every
and
1934, and for each
Travel and
and expenses.
$5 per day, $175,000,
$175,000,
expenses. travel expenses, and subsistence at not to exceed S5
Travel
Balance
continued together
appropriation for the
together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
continued
Balance
available.
available.
Chicago
Fair Centennial
held in
Vol. 47, p.
con1933 as
as conin 1933
Celebration held
Centennial Celebration
World's Fair
Chicago World's
P. 645.
i.
vol.
tained
in the
the Act
Act making
appropriations for
for the
Department of
the Department
making appropriations
tained in
Agriculture for
1933, to remain available
available until June
for the fiscal year 1933,
Agriculture
30,
1935.
30
1935.
30,
1935.
CornCivil Service
Service
Civil
e r v e ComCOMMISSION
CIVIL
Glyn, SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
o
ivissi
mission.
Salaries
salaries
penses.

and

ex-

penses.

personal
Salaries and expenses: For an additional
additional amount
amount for personal
services
and other
other expenses,
specified
services and
expenses, including the same objects specified

under this
this head in the Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1935,
under
$300,000.
$300,000.
Printing
additional amount for printing and
Printing
and bindbindPrinting and
Printing and binding:
binding: For an additional
ing.
specified under this head in the
the same
same objects specified
including the
binding, including
g
Independent Offices Appropriation
$34,000.
Appropriation Act, 1935, $34,000.
Independent
Federal
ComTrade ComFederal Trade
mission.
mission.
dairy
Additional, for dairy
products
investigaproducts investigations.
Ante,
p. 513.
513.
Ante, p.

FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL

For
an additional
Trade Commission,
Commission,
Federal Trade
the Federal
for the
amount for
additional amount
For an
including
the same
same objects
specified under
caption in section
section
this caption
under this
objects specified
including the
1, title
I, Independent
Offices Appropriation
1935, to
enable
to enable
Act, 1935,
Appropriation Act,
Independent Offices
1,
title I,
the
to comply
comply with
with the
provisions of
of H.Con.Res. 32
the provisions
Commission to
the Commission
of
Congress, fiscal
fiscal year
$30,000.
1935, $30,000.
year 1935,
Seventy-third Congress,
the Seventy-third
of the

General
Accounting
General Accounting
Office.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING Ot
VICE
OFFICE
GENERAL

Expenditures, etc.,
etc., of
Expenditures,
governmental
agencies.
governmental agencies.

Proviso.
Proviso.
ary employTempor
Temporary
ees,
ees.

To enable
the General
Accounting Office
Office to
personnel
employ personnel
to employ
General Accounting
enable the
To
to examine
examine and
and to
to audit
and settle
settle the
of
accounts of
the accounts
audit and
claims and
settle claims
and settle
to
receipts and
and expenditures
agencies, including
govincluding govgovernmental agencies,
of governmental
expenditures of
receipts
ernmental
corporations created
created after
after March
March 3,
1933, and
to make
and to
3, 1933,
ernmental corporations
current the
the audit
of Postal
Postal Money
Money Order
Order and
and Postal
Postal Savings
Savings
audit of
current
Accounts,
rent in
in the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, printing and
and
including rent
Accounts, including
binding,
equipment and
traveling expenses and other
supplies, traveling
and supplies,
office equipment
binding, office
necessary contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, fiscal
fiscal years
years 1934
necessary
and
1935, $1,000,000:
hereunder
That persons employed hereunder
Provided, That
$1,000,000: Provided,
and 1935,
may be
be appointed
appointed for
for temporary
service for
period not in excess
for aa period
temporary service
may
of six
months, without
without regard
civil service
service rules
regulations.
and regulations.
rules and
to civil
regard to
six months,
of

National Archives.

NATIONAL ARCH
IVES
ARCHIVES
NATIONAL

Audit of postal accounts.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingent expenses.

Administration,
Administration, etc.
Post, p.
p. 1122.

st

2.

to
For carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to

establish
establish a
aNational
National Archives
Archives of
of the United States Government,
Government, and
and

for
", approved
approved June
purposes",
for other purposes
$50,000.
$50,000.
t
D...
Exchange
age

Securities
securitnes i;xena
Commission.
Administration
Administration
penses.
Ante, p. 881.
881.
Ante,
Ante, p. 74.
74.

,, 1934, fiscal year 1935,

SECURITIES
COMMISSION
SECURITIES EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE COIMMISSION

x-

EX-

Smithsonian
ituSmithsonian Inst
Institution.
Historrial
American
American Historical
Association
Association report.

For the
the purpose
purpose of
administering the
the provisions
provisions of
of the Securities
Securities
of administering
Exchange Act
(including,
Act of
of 1934 and the Securities Act of 1933 (including,
Exchange
among other
expenditures for personal
personal services and rent
rent at
at
other things,
things, expenditures
among
the seat
government and
books of
law books and books
elsewhere, for law
and elsewhere,
seat of
of government
the
printing, and
reference, newspapers
newspapers and
and for
for paper, printing,
and periodicals, and
reference,
binding),
$300,000.
year 1935, $300,000.
binding), fiscal year
SMITHSONIAN INSTII
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN
U liON

For
printing and
and binding.
of that
of the
that portion of
two volumes
volumes of
binding two
For printing
Annual Report of the American
American Historical Association devoted
devoted
Annual
to the bibliography,
bibliography, Writings on American
American History, in the same
style and edition as the annual report volumes have heretofore
heretofore been
published, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935,
1935, $8,000,
SS,000, to
immediately available.
be immediately
to be
published,
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TARIFF COMMISSION
COMMISSION
TARIFF

expenses: The unobligated balance
and expenses:
Salaries
Salaries and
balance of the approfor salaries
priation
of $785,000
$785,000 for
salaries and expenses of the United States
priation of

Independent Offices
Commission, 1934, contained in the Independent
Tariff Commission,
Offices
fiscal
Appropriation
1934, is
continued available
available for the fiscal
hereby continued
is hereby
Act, 1934,
Appropriation Act,
which may
the amount
$725,000 on
year
1935, and
limitation of
of $725,000
on the
amount which
the limitation
and the
year 1935,
be expended
personal services
the District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
in the
services in
for personal
be
expended for
Appropriation Act, 1935,
contained in
Independent Offices Appropriation
in the Independent
contained
under this head,
$750,000.
hereby increased to $750,000.
head, is hereby
under
Printing
and binding:
binding: The
balance of
the approapproPrinting and
The unobligated
unobligated balance
of the
and binding
printing and
priation
binding for the Tariff CoomComfor printing
$15,000 for
of $15,000
priation of
Appropriation
mission,
1934, contained
contained in
Independent Offices
Offices Appropriation
the Independent
in the
mission, 1934,
Act,
continued available
available for the fiscal year, 1935.
Act, 1934,
1934, is hereby continued
COMMISSION
UNITED STATES SUPREME
SUPIREME COURT BUILDING COMMISSION
UNITED

of the
United States
The Architect
Architect of
Building: The
Court Building:
Supreme Court
States Supreme
United
Court
States Supreme
Capitol,
the direction
direction of
the United
Supreme Court
United States
of the
under the
Capitol, under
Building Commission,
furnishings
hereby authorized to provide furnishings
is hereby
Commission, is
Building
for
the United
Supreme Court Building, and the appropriaappropriaStates Supreme
United States
for the
tions heretofore
construction and equipment
equipment of such
such
for construction
made for
heretofore made
tions
building are
are hereby
available for the furnishing
furnishing thereof.
made available
hereby made
building
OF COLUMBIA
DISTRICT
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF

Tariff Commission.
Commission.
Salaries and expenses.

saB""dexpenses
Balance
czi tinued.
ante, continued.
Ante, p. 297.

Amo n t for

pe

rsonal

Amount for personal
services increased.
7.
Ante,p.?
Ante,
p. 517.

rrinig andbindin

Printing and binding.
Balance
continued.
Balaceoninued.
Ante, p. 297.

Supreme Court
Building Commission.
Commission.
Furnishings, e
etc.
1
Vol. 46, p. 51.
Ante,
27.
Ane, p. 297.

Furnihin
p.

District
Columbia.
o Colmbia.
District of

EXPENSES
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
CONTINGENT AND
CONTINGENT
expenses.
Judicial expenses:
expenses: For
For an
additional amount
for judicial expenses, Judicial expensea
amount for
an additional
Judicial
including
witness fees,
fees, and
and expert
services in District cases before the
expert services
including witness
Supreme
of said
said District,
District, for
for the
follow:
that follow:
years that
fiscal years
the fiscal
Court of
Supreme Court
For
$1,583;
1933, $1,583;
For 1933,
For
1934, $574.
For 1934,
Advertising.
General
advertising: For
For an
for general
general adveradver- Advertising.
amount for
additional amount
an additional
General advertising:
tising,
and required
and for
for tax
and school
notices
school notices
tax and
law, and
by law,
required by
authorized an
tising, authorized
and notices
notices of
of changes
in regulations,
regulations, fiscal
1932, $319.92.
$319.92.
year 1932,
fiscal year
changes in
and
General
advertising: For
For an
an additional
amount for
for general
advergeneral adveradditional amount
General advertising:
tising,
and required
by law,
law, and
tax and
school notices
notices
and school
for tax
and for
required by
authorized and
tising, authorized
and notices
notices of
of changes
changes in
regulations, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, $682:
$682: Proviso.
in regulations,
and
Proviso.
newsNotices In
in local newsProvided,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
not be
be available
the Notices
for the
available for
shall not
That this
Provided, That
papers.
payment
newspapers published
the
outside of the
published outside
in newspapers
advertising in
of advertising
payment of
District
of Columbia,
requirement of
such
of such
the requirement
notwithstanding the
Columbia, notwithstanding
District of
advertising
provided by
by existing
existing law.
law.
advertising provided
Taxes in arrears.
Advertising
taxes in
in arrears:
arrears: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount Vol. 30, p. 250.
of taxes
notice of
Advertising notice
for
advertising
notice
of
taxes
in
arrears
July
1,
1933,
as
required
to
for advertising notice of taxes in arrears July 1, 1933, as required to
be given
the Act
February 28,
28, 1898,
amended, to
be reimto be
as amended,
1898, as
of February
Act of
by the
given by
be
bursed
lot or
or piece
piece of
property
of property
each lot
for each
cents for
50 cents
of 50
charge of
by aa charge
bursed by
advertised,
fiscal year
1934, $7,895.14.
$7,895.14.
year 1934,
advertised, fiscal
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PUBLIC

Fuel,
and so
so forth:
forth: For
amount for
for fuel,
fuel, gas,
gas, and
and
additional amount
an additional
For an
Fuel, and
electric
power, fiscal
1934, $8,000.
$8,000.
year 1934,
fiscal year
and power,
light and
electric light
METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN

POLICE
POLICE

Public schools.
schools.
Public
Fuel, etc.

Fel, etc.
Police.
Salaries.

Salaries:
For an
an additional
amount for
for the
the pay
Vol. 43, p. 174; Vol
Vol.
of Vol.
allowances of
and allowances
pay and
additional amount
Salaries: For
839.
officers and
and members
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
in accordance
accordance 46, p. 839.
Force, in
Police Force,
members of
officers
with the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to fix
salaries of
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
fix the
the salaries
Act to
entitled "An
with
Police Force,
Force, the
Park Police
Force, and
and the
the fire
fire
Police Force,
States Park
United States
the United
Police
department of
the District
District of
of Columbia"
(43 Stat.,
pp. 174-175),
as
174-175), as
Stat., pp.
Columbia " (43
of the
department

1028
1028
Assistant
Assistant
clerk.

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
648.
CH. 648.
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19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

property amended by the Act of July 1, 1930 (46
Stat.. pp. 839-841),
(46 Stat.,
839-841), including
including
compensation
present assistant
assistant
compensation at
at the
the rate of $2,100
$2,100 per annum
annum for
for the
the present
property
clerk of
police department,
department, fiscal
fiscal year
property clerk
of the
the police
year 1934,
1934, $55,000.
$55,000.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH

Health Department.
Department.
Garfield
Hospital,
Garfield
Hospital,
isolating wards.

For additional
additional amounts
for isolating
wards for
for minor
minor contagious
For
amounts for
isolating wards
contagious
diseases at
at Garfield
the fiscal
diseases
Garfield Memorial
Memorial Hospital
Hospital for
for the
fiscal years
years that
that
follow:
follow:
For
For 1933,
1933, $849.75;
$849.75;
For
1934, $11,000.
$11,000.
For 1934,

Courts and prisons.

COURTS
AND PRISONS
PRISONS
COURTS AND

Police Court.
Police
Municipal Court.
Municipal

Supreme Court of
District
District of Columbia.
Jurors and witnesses,
fees.
R.S., sec. 850, p. 160.
160.

Appeals.
Court of Appeals.
w
Lunacy writs.
Expensesrits.
of
Expenses
of executexecuting.
ing.
33
740.
vol. 33,
,p, 740.
Vol.

Police court:
court: For
amount for
for witness
fees, fiscal
fiscal
Police
For an
an additional
additional amount
witness fees,
year
year 1932,
1932, $6.75.
$6.75.
Municipal court:
court: For
For an
of
Municipal
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for compensation
compensation of
jurors,
fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, $125.
$125.
jurors, fiscal
Supreme Court,
an additional
Supreme
Court, District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
For an
additional amount
amount
for
salaries, fiscal
year 1934,
$15,220.
for salaries,
fiscal year
1934, $15,220.
Fees of
of jurors
jurors and
and witnesses:
additional amount
am ount f
or milem il eFees
witnesses: For
For an
an additional
for
per diem
diem of
of jurors,
jurors, for
mileage and
per diem
witnesses
age and per
for mileage
and per
diem of
of witnesses
and for
for per
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, and
and payment
payment of
th e ex
penses
and
per diem
of the
expenses
of
said court
provided by
section 850,
850, Revised
Revi se d
of witnesses
witnesses in
in said
court as
as provided
by section
Statutes, fiscal
$8,000.
Statutes,
fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, $8,000.
Court
Appeals, District
District of
Columbia: For
For a
n additional
additional
Court of
of Appeals,
of Columbia:
an
amount
fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, $9,900.
amount for
for salaries,
salaries, fiscal
$9,900.
Writs of lunacy: For an additional amount
amount for expenses
attendexpenses attending the
execution of
of writs
writs de
de lunatico
comm itment
s
the execution
lunatico inquirendo
inquirendo and
and commitments
thereunder in all cases of indigent insane persons
persons committed
or
committed or
sought to be
committeed .1 to
to Saint
be committeed
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital by
by order
order of
of
the executive authority of the District
District of
the proof Columbia
Columbia under
under the
proof existing
and expenses
expenses of
of commitments
to the
Disvisions of
existing law,
law, and
commitments to
the District Training
trict
Training School,
personal services,
services, for
fiscal
School, including
including personal
for the
the fiscal
years
follow:
years that
that follow:
For 1932,
$225;
For
1932, $225;
For
1933, $1,931.83.
For 1933,
$1,931.83.

Public welfare.

PUBLIC WELFARE

National Training School for Boys: For an additional
additional amount
amount
for care and maintenance
maintenance of boys committee
committee to the National
National Training School
School for Boys
ing
the courts
the District
of Columbia
Boys by
by the
courts of
of the
District of
Columbia under
under
a contract
a
contract made by the Board
Board of Public Welfare
Welfare with the authorities
authorities
National Training
School for
for Boys,
of said
said National
Training School
Boys, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
that
follow:
follow:
For 1932, $1,186.71;
$1,186.71;
$5,936.72;
For 1933,
1933, $5,936.72;
For 1934,
1934, $38,000.
For
$38,000.
Medical charities.
Medicalcharities.
Medical
charities:
For an additional amount for care and treatcharities:
indigent
Care, etc.,
etc., of indigent
patients
designated ment of indigent
patients att designated
patients under
contracts made
made by
by the
Board of
of
indigent patients
under contracts
the Board
institutions.
institutions
Public Welfare with the following
following institutions
for the
following
institutions for
the following
fiscal years and for not to exceed the following
respectively:
following amounts,
amounts, respectively:
Children's
Children's Hospital, 1933, $8,512; 1934, $25,000; in all, $33,512;
$33.512;
Central Dispensary
Emergency Hospital, 1934, $11,000.
$11.000.
Dispensary and Emergency
Eastern
Dispensary and Casualty
Eastern Dispensary
Casualty Hospital, 1934,
1934, $12,000.
Deporting
nonresinon resiNonresident
Nonresident insane: For an additional amount for deportation
deportation
dent insane.
insane.
dent
Vol. 30, p. 811.
vol.
of nonresident insane persons, in accordance
accordance with the Act of
of ConCongress entitled "An Act to change the proceedings
proceedings for admission to
to

National Training
Training
National
School for Boys.

School forBoys.

1 So in original.
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the Government
Government Hospital for the Insane
Insane in certain
certain cases,
cases, and for
for
other purposes ", approved January
31, 189:),
including persons
persons held
held
January 31,
1890, including
Municipal Hospital,
in the psychopathic ward
ward of the Gallinger Municipal
Hospital, fiscal
fiscal
year 1934,
1934, $2,675.
year
$2,675.
Burial of
ex-service men:
Burial
of ex-service
For an
amount for
burying seBurial
i
noai oindigentcxof indigent eamen: For
an additional
additional amount
for burying
se vice men.
Arlington National Cemetery,
in the Arlington
Cemetery, or
the cemeteries
cemeteries of the Disor in
in the
trict of Columbia, indigent Union
Union ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
ex-sailors, or
or
Regular or Volunex-marines, of the United States service, either Regular
Volunteer, who have been honorably discharged
retired, and who died
died
discharged or
or retired,
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, to be disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War at a
exceeding $45 for such burial expenses
expenses in
in each
each case,
case,
a cost not
not exceeding
exclusive of
of cost of
of grave,
grave, fiscal year
year 1934,
1934, $225.
$225.
WATER
WATER SERVICE

For an additional
construction of a
a booster
booster pumping
additional amount
amount for construction
pumping

plant at
Reservoir inlet,
inlet, including
ent, fiscal
fisca lyears
years
plant
at Dalecarlia
Dalecarlia Reservoir
including equipm
equipment,
1934 and 1935, $43,500, to
paid wholly
wholly out of the revenues
revenues of the
to be
be paid
Water Department
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Department of
of the District

Water service.
service.
Water

Booster
pumping
plan
B oosterpumpipg
a

Dalecarlta ininplant tattDaleearlia
Lt.

lt.

SETTLEMENT
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS
SETTLEMENT OF

For the
claims approved
approved by
ettlet!
s
n
.
ent of
of claim
claims
by the
Commissioners under
under anSdettlement
For
the payment
payment of
of claims
the Commissioners
and in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act andts.
authorizing the
the Commissioners
of Columbia
Columbia to
settle
authorizing
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
to settle
claims and
and suits
suits against
against the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia ",
approved FebFebclaims
the District
", approved
p.
45.
,p. 1190; Vol.
r
A
V
ol.500
uary 11,
amended by the
Act
approved "
46s
ruary
11, 1929 (45 Stat., 1160),
1160), as amended
the Act
approved
p. 11 0;5Vo
June 5, 1930 (46
(46 Stat.,
Document NumNumStat., 500),
500), and
and reported
reported in Senate
Senate Document
bered 184
and House
Numbered 329
329 and
366, Seventybered
184 and
House Documents
Documents Numbered
and 366,
SeventyCongress, $47,585.32.
third Congress,
REFUND OF ASSESSMENTS
ASSESSMENTS
REFUND
Paying refunds of
For payment of refunds of assessments
assessments for paving streets, avenues,a nstreet,
retunds
o
treet,
sraying etc.,
assessetc.,
assessments.
by the
the provisions
and roads,
roads, and
and laying
laying curbs,
curbs, as
as authorized
authorized by
provisions of
of ments.
section 11
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for special
assesssection
11 of
the Act
Act entitled
special assess01 46, p. 1199.
Vol.
ments
roadways and
of curbs
and Vo
ments for
for the
the pavinkr,
paving of
of roadways
and the
the laying
laying of
curbs and
46 p.n0
gutters ", approved
Iebruary 20,
fiscal years
gutters",
approved February
20, 1931 (46
(46 Stat.,
Stat., 1199),
1199), fiscal
years
1934
$7,164.65.
1934 and
and 1935,
1935, $7,164.65.

JUDGMENTS
Payment of
For the
the payment
payment of
of final
including costs,
costs, rendered
For
final judgments,
judgments, including
rendered nieP"yent
of
ments.
against the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
set forth
forth in
in House
House Document
Document
against
District of
as set
Numbered
together with
Numbered 359,
359, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, $12,358.86,
$12,358.86, together
with the
the
further
interest at
per centum
centum per
further sum
sum to pay
pay the
the interest
at not
not exceeding
exceeding 4
4 per
per
annum
such judgments,
judgments, as
provided by
by law,
from the
date the
the
annum on
on such
as provided
law, from
the date
date of
payment.
same became
became due
due until the
the date
of payment.
AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS

For the payment of the following
claims, certified
to be
due by
following claims,
certified to
be due
by
the
accounting officers
under appropriaappropriaofficers of the
the District of Columbia, under
the accounting
tions
or carried
carried to
to the
the
tions the balances
balances of which
which have been
been exhausted
exhausted or
surplus
fund under
the provisions
provisions of
section 5
of the
Act of
of June
June
surplus fund
under the
of section
5 of
the Act
20,
1874 (U.S.C.,
31, sec.
sec. 713),
being for
service of
of the
fiscal
20, 1874
(U.S.C., title
title 31,
713), being
for the
the service
the fiscal
year 1931
prior fiscal
fiscal years:
years:
and prior
year
1931 and
For
free public
District of
Columbia, 1931,
1931,
For expenses,
expenses, free
public library,
library, District
of Columbia,
maintenance, $2.50;
$2.50;
maintenance,
For contingent
and miscellaneous
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
For
contingent and
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, District
1931, judicial
judicial expenses,
expenses, $100;
$100;
1931,

Audited claims.
claims.
Audited
Payment of.
Payment
Vol. 18, p. of.
p. 1022.
v.s.c., p.
022.

judg-

Judg-

1030
1030

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II.
CONGRESS. SESS.
73d

CII.
648.
CH. 648.

JUNE
1934.
19, 1934.
JUNE 19,

For
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
For contingent
1931, general
generafadvertising,
$10.50;
advertising, $10.50;
1931,
For
vehicles, District
Columbia, 1931,
maintenance, care,
care,
1931, maintenance,
of Columbia,
District of
motor vehicles,
For motor
repair, and
and operation,
operation, $1.20;
$1.20;
repair,
For
extension, and
forth, of
and avenues,
avenues, District
District of
of
of streets
streets and
so forth,
and so
For extension,
Columbia,
$182.25;
1931, $182.25;
Columbia, 1931,
For public
Columbia, 1931,
1931, science
science laboratories,
laboratories,
of Columbia,
District of
schools, District
public schools,
For

$1.44;

For fees
fees of
of witnesses,
Court, District
1931,
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1931,
District of
Supreme Court,
witnesses, Supreme
For

$6;
$6;
For
miscellaneous expenses,
Supreme Court,
Court, District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
expenses, Supreme
For miscellaneous
1931, $1,068.34;
$1,068.34;
1931,
For
water department,
department, District
1931, installing and
and
Columbia, 1931,
of Columbia,
District of
For water
repairing
water meters,
$31.30;
meters, $31.30;
repairing water
For extension,
extension ' and
of
forth, of streets and avenues, District of
and so forth,
For
Columbia, 1930,
$297.81;
1930, $297.81;
Columbia,
For collection
and disposal
refuse, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1930,
1930,
District of
of refuse,
disposal of
collection and
For
$3.44;
$3.44;
For
playground sites, District of Columbia,
and playground
building and
school building
For school
1930,
$7.20;
1930, $7.20;
Columbia, 1930, $240;
For
writs of
of lunacy, District
$240;
District of Columbia,
For writs
For
expenses, Supreme
Supreme Court, District of Columbia,
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
1930, $420;
$420;
1930,
For
prisoners District
Columbia, 1930, $71.82;
$71.82;
District of Columbia,
of prisoners,
support of
For support
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1930, $38;
For
relief of
$38;
poor, District
District of
of the
the poor,
For relief
For
public schools,
schools, District of
1929 and 1930, contingent
contingent
of Columbia, 1929
For public
expenses,
miscellaneous $38.78;
$38.78;
expenses, miscellaneous,
lighting,
For electrical
electrical department,
District of
1929, lighting,
Columbia, 1929,
of Columbia,
department, District
For
65 cents;
65
cents;
For
motor vehicles,
Columbia, 1928,
1928, maintenance
maintenance and
and
of Columbia,
District of
vehicles, District
For motor
repair,
$25.30;
repair, $25.30;
of streets
For
and so forth, of
streets and avenues,
avenues, District
District of
extension, and
For extension,
Columbia, 1928,
1928, $15;
Columbia,
$15;
$3.40;
For
parkings, District of Columbia,
Columbia, 1928, 83.40;
trees and parkings,
For expenses,
expenses, trees
Columbia, 1928, compensation
For
municipal court,
compensation of
of
District of Columbia,
court, District
For municipal
jurors,
$28;
jurors, $28;
Court, District
For
expenses, Supreme
Supreme Court,
District of Columbia,
miscellaneous expenses,
For miscellaneous
1927, $3,295;
33,295;
1927,
repairs to
For
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1926
1926 and 1927,
1927, repairs
to
District of
schools, District
public schools,
For public
buildings ' $3.60;
$3.60;
buildings,
For policemen
policemen and
and firemen's
relief funds,
Act April
April 13,
13, 1926,
1926,
funds, Act
firemen's relief
For
$66.50;
$66.50;
For Court
Court of
reports, District
District of
$71.50;
of Columbia, 1924, $71.50;
of Appeals
Appeals reports,
For
For
streets, District
District of Columbia, 1923,
1923, $1.02;
$1.02;
For streets,
In
claims, $6,030.55.
$6,030.55.
audited claims,
all, audited
In all,
of expenses.
expenses.
Division of

From Dstrict
District
nues,

ravere ""

Fiscal years
years 10211921Fiscal

19s
1924.

2.

1925-1935.
925-19.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF EXPENSES

The foregoing sums for the District of Columbia, unless otherwise
otherwise
provided, shall
therein specifically
specifically provided,
shall be paid as follows: Such sums
sums as

relate
inclusive, 60 per centum
centurn out of
1921 to 1924, inclusive,
years 1921
the fiscal
fiscal years
to the
relate to

the revenues
revenues of
of the
the District
Columbia and
and 40
per centum
centum out
out of
40 per
District of
of Columbia
the
the Treasury
United States;
States; and such sums as relate to the
the
Treasury of the United
fiscal
years 1925
1925 to
to 1935,
inclusive, jointly
jointly or
severally, shall
shall be
paid
be paid
or severally,
1935, inclusive,
fiscal years
out
of the
the revenues
of the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the District
District of
out of
revenues of
the United States in the manner
the
manner prescribed
prescribed by the District of Columbia
Appropriation Acts
fiscal years.
years.
for such
such respective
respective fiscal
Acts for
bia Appropriation

CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. IL

CH. 648.
648.

JUNE
JUNE 19, 1934.

DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES

Rent of buildings:
buildings: For an additional
additional amount
amount for rent
rent of buildings
Rent
and
buildings in the District of Columbia, including the
and parts of buildings
same objects
Agricultural AppropriaAppropriaspecified under this head in the Agricultural
objects specified
same
$17,296.
tion Act for the fiscal year 1934, $17,296.
OFFICE
OF EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT
OFFICE OF

STATIONS
STATIONS

amount appropriated
The unexpended
balance of
of the
the amount
appropriated by the
the AgiriAcriunexpended balance
The

1031
1031
of AgriAgriDepartment of
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

exex-

Rent.
Rent.

Experiment Stations
OEpriment
Office.

esandexpenses
taar ne
es
eandex Pes

cultural Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for the
fiscal year
year 1933,
approved July available.
available.
1933, approved
the fiscal
Act for
cultural
"'7.
7, 1932,
1932, for
for salaries
salaries and
general expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of Experiment
Experiment Sta- Vol
v°1 '
and general
7,
tions, including
appointed from the contiemployees appointed
of employees
salaries of
the salaries
including the
tions,
nental
United States
the discontinued
discontinued experiment
experiment stations in
of the
States of
nental United
Alaska, Guam,
and the
Islands during such leave as might be
Virgin Islands
the Virgin
Guam, and
Alaska,
Appropriation
granted
them under
leave" Acts
cited in such Appropriation
Acts cited
"leave"
the "
under the
granted them
Act,
is hereby
hereby made
available for the payment of compensation
compensation in
made available
Act, is
remained withlieu of
such leave
leave to
such designated
designated employees
employees as remained
to such
of such
lieu
out Federal
Federal employment
employment subsequent
discontinuance of their
their
the discontinuance
subsequent to the
out
stations
for a
period or
or periods
periods aggregating
aggregating at least aayear.
a period
stations for

continued

613.

47.P. MI

FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE
FOREST

Forest Service.
Service.
Forst

Fighting
exceed $412,000
of the
unexpended
the unexpended
$412,000 of
to exceed
Not to
fires: Not
forest fires:
Fighting forest
Forest
balances
of
the
appropriations
for
"
Salaries
and
expenses
", Forest
expenses
and
Salaries
"
for
balances of the appropriations
Service, fiscal
fiscal year
1934, may
may be
transferred to
subappropriation
to the subappropriation
be transferred
year 1934,
Service,
"
and expenses,
expenses, Forest
Service, fighting
fighting forest fires
fires ",', fiscal
Forest Service,
Salaries and
" Salaries
year 1934,
to meet
meet obligations
obligations and
incurred in
fighting Fund available.
available.
in fighting
expenditures incurred
and expenditures
1934, to
year
and
preventing forest
forest fires,
objects specified
specified
including the same objects
fires, including
and preventing
under this
this head
Agricultural Appropriation
Appropriation Act
for the fiscal
fiscal
Act for
the Agricultural
in the
head in
under
Cooperation
year
1934.
Cooperation in
in forestforest1934.
year
Forest-fire
For an
amount for
for cooperation
cooperation fire
prevention.
fr prevention.
additional amount
an additional
cooperation: For
Forest-fire cooperation:
83.
with
the various
various States
States or
or other
other appropriate
appropriate agencies
agencies in
forest-fire Ane.
Ante, p. 483
in forest-fire
with the
prevention
the same
specified
objects specified
same objects
including the
suppression, including
and suppression,
prevention and
under this
in the
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act
Agricultural Department
the Agricultural
head in
this head
under
of
1935, $225,000.
$225,000.
of 1935,

forest fires.
fires.
Fighting
Fighting
l4 . S
Violh47,
Vol.
47, p.forest
1446.

BUREAU
BUREAU

or
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
SURVEY
OF BIOLOGICAL

Biological
Blological
Bureau.
Bureau

Survey
Survey

Administration
and enforcement
enforcement of
Federal Hunting
Act: Federal Hunting
Stamp Act:
Hunting Stamp
of Federal
Administration and
For
carrying into
into effect
the provisions
provisions of
subsections (b)
(b) and
and (c)
(,-.)
Stamp Act, admnisadmintsof subsections
effect the
-/ Stamp
tration, etc.
For carrying
of
section
4
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
supplement
and
support
support
and
supplement
to
Act
"An
entitled
Act
the
4
of
of section
the Migratory
Bird Conservation
Conservation Act
Act by
by providing
providing funds
for the
451.
p.451.
Ale, p.
the Ante,
funds for
Migratory Bird
the
acquisition of
of areas
areas for
for use
as migratory-bird
refuges,
sanctuaries, refuges,
migratory-bird sanctuaries,
use as
acquisition
and
for developing
and administering
such areas,
areas,
administering such
developing and
grounds, for
breeding grounds,
and breeding
for the
the protection
protection of
of certain
certain migratory
migratory birds,
for the
enforcement
the enforcement
birds, for
for
of
Migratory Bird
thereunder, and
regulations thereunder,
and regulations
Act and
Treaty Act
Bird Treaty
the Migratory
of the
for
other purposes"
purposes", approved
1934 (Public,
Numbered
(Public, Numbered
16, 1934
March 16,
approved March
for other
124,
Congress), the
the Secretary
shall,
Treasury shall,
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
Seventy-third Congress),
124, Seventy-third
out of
of any
any money
in the
not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
money in
out
advance to
to the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
be immediately
immediately
to be
$150,000, to
Agriculture $150,000,
Secretary of
advance
available, and
remain available
available until
until June
30, 1935,
of which
Services in
in the Di.
Di,.
services
which .
1935, of
June 30,
to remain
and to
available,
trct.
services
personal
for
expended
be
may
$20,760
exceed
to
not
amount
in
amount
the District
not to exceed
of Columbia,
$20,760and
maynot
be to
expended
exceed $8,450
for personal
shall be
services
avail-

in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed $8,450 shall be avail-

able
vehicles.
vehicles Motor vehicles.
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
purchase of
the purchase
for the
able for
necessary
in the
the conduct
conduct of
field work
the District
of
District of
outside the
work outside
of field
necessary in
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the amount
so advanced
advanced shall
be reimprovi
so .
rein- pro.
shall be
amount so
Columbia:
bursed
and covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
"miscellaneous receipts"
receipts" bursed
Advances
reimreimAdvances
and
as "miscellaneous
covered into
bursed and
from the
first $150,000
of revenue
in the
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Birdin.
covered
accruing in
revenue accruing
$150,000 of
from the first
Conservation Fund
Fund from
the sale
of stamps.
stamps.
sale of
from the
Conservation

1032
1032
Chemistry
Soils
Chemistry and
and Soils
Bureau.
Bureau.
Chemical
Chemical investigainvestigations.
tions.

Public
Roads BuBuPublic Roads
reau.
Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson
Memorial
Memorial Foundation,
Foundation,
roadways.
roadways.
Post,
p. 1057.
1057.
Post,p.
Agricultural
EcoAgricultural
Economics Bureau.
Bureau.
nomics
Collecting
data for
for
Collecting data
use in
use
in foreign
foreign trade
trade
promotion.
promotion.
p. 943.
943.
Ante, p.

Department of Commerce.
merce.
Secretary's
office.
Secretary's office.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH.
CH. 648.
648.

JUNE 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

BUREAU
SOILS
BUREAU OF
OF CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY AND
AND SOILS

Agricultural chemical
an additional
additional amount
Agricultural
chemical investigations:
investigations: For
For an
amount
for
agricultural chemical
chemical investigations,
fiscal year
for agricultural
investigations, fiscal
year 1935,
1935, including
including
the
same objects
specified under
head in
the Agricultural
the same
objects specified
under this
this head
in the
Agricultural
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
1935, $7,500.
$7,500.
Department
Act of
of 1935,
BUREAU OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC ROADS
BUREAU
ROADS

For the
of roads
roads within
within the
the grounds
of the
the Thomas
For
the construction
construction of
grounds of
Thomas
Jefferson
Memorial Foundation
Foundation at
Monticello, near
near Charlottesville,
Charlottesville,
Jefferson Memorial
at Monticello,
Virginia, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935,
1935, $30,000.
$30,000.
Virginia,
BUREAU OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
BUREAU
OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS

To enable
of Agriculture
to collect
collect and
analyze
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
and analyze
economic
data on
products for
use in
economic data
on agricultural
agricultural products
for use
in carrying
carrying into
into
effect the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
amend the
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930
1930 ",
",
effect
"An Act
the Tariff
approved
June 12,
12, 1934
316, Seventy-third
approved June
1934 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 316,
Seventy-third
Congress),
including the
and means
means in
in the
the
Congress), including
the employment
employment of
of persons
persons and
District of
and elsewhere,
and other
District
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere, printing,
printing, and
other necessary
necessary
expenses, fiscal
1935, $47,670.
expenses,
fiscal year
year 1935,
$47,670.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
ark
ICE OF THE
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Contingent expenses.

Contingent
expenses, Department
Department of
of Commerce:
an addiContingent expenses,
Commerce: For
For an
additional amount for the same objects specified
specified under this
head in
the
this head
in the
Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1935,
1935, $2,000.
$2,000.

Aircraft in commerce.
commerce.

AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT IN
IN COMMERCE
COMMERCE

Air navigation
Air
navigation facilifacilities.
ies'

Air-navigation
Air-navigation facilities: For an additional amount for airnavigation facilities,
navigation
facilities, including the same objects specified under this
head in the Department of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1935,
1935,
$306,550.
$306,550.

and DomesForeign and
Domestic
Commerce Bureau.
tic Commerce

BUREAU OP
OF FOREIGN
BUREAU
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
COMMERCE
DOMESTIC COMMERCE

Foreign trade restricrestrictions,
Investigations.
tions, investigations.

Investigation of foreign-trade
restrictions: For
Investigation
foreign-trade restrictions:
For an additional
additional
amount
amount for
expenses, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specifor salaries and
and expenses,
specified under this head
the Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation
head in
in the
Act, 1935, $45,210,
$45,210, of which amount
amount not
$44,712 may
may be
be
not to
to exceed
exceed $44,712
expended for
for personal
in the
Columbia.
expended
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Customs statistics:
statistics: For an additional
additional amount for
for salaries
salaries and
and
expenses, including
including the same objects
specified under
under this
this head
objects specified
head in
in the
the
Department of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935,
1935, $11,580.
$11,580.
Allowance
Allowance for quarters, Foreign Commerce
Commerce Service: For an
an addiadditional amount for the same purposes specified under this head
head in
in the
Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1935, $57,060.
$57,060.

Customs statistics.
statistics.

Allowance for quarAllowance
ters.

Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau.
Bureau.
Retired
Retired pay.
pay.

Fisheries Bureau.

Propagation of food
Propagation of food
fishes.
Columbia River
Columbia
River Ba-

sin.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES

Retired
Retired pay: For an additional amount for retired pay of
of officers
officers
and employees
employees of the Lighthouse Service, including the same objects
for
specified under this head in the Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
the Department of Commerce
Commerce for the fiscal year 1934,
1934, $7,500.
$7,500.
BUREAU OF FISHERIES

Propagation of food fishes: For an additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
of Comsame objects
objects specified
specified under this head in the Department
Department of
ComAppropriation Act, 1935, to be expended in the Columbia
merce Appropriation
River
$9,650.
River Basin,
Basin, $9,650.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
648.
CH. 648.

1033
1033

JUNE 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

food fishes: For an additional amount
Inquiry respecting
respecting food
amount for
Inquiry
the same
same objects
objects specified under this head in the Department
Department of
the
expended in the Columbia
Commerce
Appropriation Act, 1935, to be expended
Commerce Appropriation
expended
River Basin,
Basin, of
exceed $11,615
$11,615 may be expended
not to exceed
amount not
of which
which amount
River
for salaries
permanent employees,
employees, $24,140.
salaries of permanent
for

Inquiry respecting.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT

Department of n
In
Department
tutor.
tenor.

0/110E OF THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE

Secretary's office.

n or e s

Unforeseen
emergeneen emergen.
Division
appropria- cies.
Investigations: Not to exceed $5,000 of the appropriaof Investigations:
Division of
availAppropriation availtion ""Salaries
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Division of Investigations, Department Appropriation
tion
able.
of
the Interior,
Interior, 1935
shall be
be available
to meet
meet unforeseen
emergen- ante,
unforeseen emergenavailable to
", shall
1935 ",
of the
Ante, p. 362.
expended under the direction
cies
confidential character,
character, to be expended
a confidential
of a
cies of
of the
Secretary of
Interior, who shall make aa certificate
certificate of the
of the Interior,
of
the Secretary
amount
of such
advisable not to
think it advisable
expenditure as he may think
such expenditure
amount of
voucher
specify, and
certificate shall be deemed
deemed aasufficient voucher
every such certificate
and every
specify,
expended.
for
expressed to have been expended.
sum therein expressed
for the sum

AFFAIRS
BUREAU
INDIAN AFFAIRS
BUREAU OF INDIAN

Purchase and
and transportation
transportation of
of Indian supplies: For an addiPurchase
tional
expenses of
transportation of goods
and transportation
purchase and
of purchase
for expenses
amount for
tional amount
and
supplies for
the Indian
Service, fiscal year
year 1933, $117,500.
Indian Service,
for the
and supplies
Purchase
land for
reimbursable:
Navajo Indians, Arizona, reimbursable:
for the
the Navajo
of land
Purchase of
For the
land, and
improvements thereon,
thereon, including water
and improvements
of land,
purchase of
the purchase
For
authorized by and
rights,
Indians in Arizona, as authorized
Navajo Indians
the Navajo
for the
rights, for
in conformity
conformity with
with the
provisions of
of the
June 14, 1934 (Public
Act of June
the Act
the provisions
in
Numbered 352,
352, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress),
$481,879.38, reimbursable.
Congress), $481,879.38,
Numbered
Middle Rio
Rio Grande
Grande conservancy
conservancy district,
district, New Mexico (reimbursMiddle
able) :To
To complete
the Middle
Middle Rio
conservancy
Grande conservancy
Rio Grande
to the
payment to
complete payment
able):
district in
with the
the Act
entitled "An
"An
Act entitled
of the
provisions of
the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
district
Act authorizing
of the
Interior to execute an agreethe Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorizing the
Act
providing
ment with
the Middle
Grande conservancy
conservancy district providing
Rio Grande
Middle Rio
with the
ment
for conservation,
conservation, irrigation,
irrigation, drainage, and flood control for the
for
Pueblo Indian
Indian lands
lands in
the Rio
Grande Valley,
Mexico, and
New Mexico,
Valley, New
Rio Grande
in the
Pueblo
for
other purposes
purposes ",
approved March
13, 1928
312), fiscal
fiscal
Stat., 312),
(45 Stat.,
1928 (45
March 13,
", approved
for other
years
and 1935,
1935, $400,000,
so much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary,
or so
$400,000, or
1934 and
years 1934
reimbursable as
as provided
provided in
in such
such Act.
Act.
reimbursable
Irrigation system,
Reservation, Utah
Utah (tribal
funds):
(tribal funds):
Uintah Reservation,
system, Uintah
Irrigation
For an
an additional
additional amount
for continuing
continuing operation
maintenance
and maintenance
operation and
amount for
For
and
betterment of
system to
irrigate allotted
allotted lands
lands
to irrigate
irrigation system
the irrigation
of the
and betterment
of
Uncompahgre, Uintah,
and White
White River
River Utes
Utes in Utah, authorUintah, and
the Uncompahgre,
of the
ized
under the
the Act
Act of
1906 (34
Stat., 375),
375), fiscal
year 1934,
fiscal year
(34 Stat.,
21, 1906
June 21,
of June
ized under
$7,000,
to be
paid from
tribal funds
held by
by the
the United
United States
States in
funds held
from tribal
be paid
$7,000, to
trust
for said
said Indians
Indians and
reimbursed to
the tribal
funds by
by
tribal funds
to the
be reimbursed
to be
and to
trust for
the
benefited under
under such
such rules
as may
regulations as
and regulations
rules and
individuals benefited
the individuals
be
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior.
the Interior.
of the
prescribed by
be prescribed
Medical
in Alaska:
Alaska: For
For an
amount to
to meet
meet outoutadditional amount
an additional
relief in
Medical relief
standing obligations
obligations in
in excess
excess of
of the
medical
for medical
appropriations for
the appropriations
standing
relief in
in Alaska
for the
years 1929
1929 and
1930, $28.
$28.
and 1930,
fiscal years
the fiscal
Alaska for
relief
The
Nation: The
appropriation of
contained
$144,106.01 contained
of $144,106.01
The appropriation
Creek Nation:
The Creek
in
section
4,
title
I,
of
this
Act
for
payment
of
a
judgment
rendered
rendered
judgment
a
of
payment
for
Act
of
this
I,
title
4,
in section
by
Court of
Claims in
in favor
the Creek
Creek Nation
placed
be placed
shall be
Nation shall
of the
favor of
of Claims
the Court
by the
to
credit of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
of the
books of
the books
on the
Nation on
Creek Nation
the Creek
the credit
to the
Department
and such
is hereby
hereby appropriated
after deductdeductand, after
appropriated and,
sum is
such sum
Department and
ing
allowed by
by the
Claims
of Claims
Court of
the Court
expenses allowed
and expenses
fees and
attorneys' fees
the attorneys'
ing the
and the
expenses of
of making
snaking the
and the
payment
the payment
roll and
the roll
estimated expenses
the estimated
and
herein provided
provided for,
for, shall
shall be
be paid
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior
the Interior
of the
paid by
herein

Indian Affairs
Affairs BuBuIndian

reau.
reau.

Indian supplies.

Indians,Ariz.
Navajo
Navajo Indians,Ariz.
Purchase of land,
Purchase
etc.
Ante,
p. 960.
Ante, p.

Middle Rio Grande
Orande
Middle
conservancy
district,
conservancy
N.Mex., expenses.
expenses.
N.Mex.,
Vol. 45, p. 312; Vol.
46, pp. 1128, 1567.

l'intah Reservation,
Reservation,
Ultntah
Utah.
Utah.
Irrigation system.
system.
Irrigntion

Vol. 34, p. 375.

From tribal funds.

Medical
Medical
Alaska.

relief

Creek Nation.
Post,
1046.
Pot,p. 1046.
judgment.
Paying judgment.

in
In
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SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CIL 648.
648. JUNE
19, 1934.
1934.
CH.
JUNE 19,

per
capita to
to the
members of
of Indians
Indians entitled
entitled
per capita
the members
of the
the Creek
Creek Tribe
Tribe of
thereto
December 4,
thereto or their heirs, upon
upon aa roll
roll made
made as of
of date of December
Secretary of the
1933, under the direction of and approved
approved by the Secretary
Interior.
Reclamation Service.
Service.
Sun
project,
Sun River
River project,
Mont.
Mont.
Refund of construction charges.

RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION SERVICE
SERVICE

Refund of construction
construction charges:
charges: For refund
refund of construction
construction

of construe- charges heretofore
heretofore paid
permanently unproductive
unproductive land desigpaid on permanently
tion charges.
nated "
"Farm
Farm Unit
Unit F
F",
", in
in section
section 32,
township 21
21 north,
north, range
32, township
range 11
excluded from said project
project
west, Sun River project in Montana, and excluded
Vol.
p. 636.
ol. 44,
44, p.
636.
accordance with sections 42 and 44 of the Act approved May 25,
in accordance
$335.40, payable
payable from the reclamation
reclamation fund.
1926 (44 Stat. 636),
636), $335.40,
fund.
North
North Platte
Platte project,
project,
North
North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
Nebraska-Wyoming: Not to exceed $6,000
86,000
Nebr.-Wyo.
Use
use of
of power
power reve- from power revenues
revenues allocated to the Northport
Irrigation District
District
Northport Irrigation
nues for Northport
Northport disnues
subsection I,
I, section
section 4, of the
the Act of
of December
December 5,
5, 1924
1924 (43
(43
ttrict. or orthpoct under subsection
Stat. 703),
703), shall be available
available during
1935 for payduring the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1935
District, to the farmers'
ment on behalf
behalf of the Northport
Northport Irrigation
Irrigation District,
farmers'
water for the Northport
district
irrigation district for carriage
carriage of water
Northport district
States and
under contract
contract of August 10, 1915, between
between the United
United States
and
the farmers'
farmers' irrigation district.
Refund

National Park
National
Park Service.
Public buildings outside the District.
District.

NATIONAL PARK
NATIONAL
PARK SERVICE
SERVICE

Salaries and expenses, public buildings
outside of the District of
buildings outside
of
and expenses
expenses for
for
Columbia: For an additional amount for salaries
salaries and
administration, protection, and maintenance
maintenance of public buildings
administration,
buildings outside the District of Columbia, including
personal services
services at
rates
including personal
at rates
of compensation
place where
compensation not in excess of the rates current in the place
such services
services are employed,
1934, $13,000.
$13,000.
employed, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934,

Office of Education.
Mos

OJfJfI0R OF EDUCATION
OFFICE
EDUCATION

Federal Board for
for
Federal
Vocational
Vocational Education.

Federal Board
Board for Vocational
Vocational Education:
Education: For carrying
carrying out the
Federal
provisions of section
section 1
1 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for
for the
Ante, p. 792.
792.
further development
development of vocational
education in the several
several States
vocational education
and Territories
approved May 21, 1934 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 245,
Territories ", approved
245,
Seventy-third
Congress), fiscal
fiscal year 1935,
1935, $3,084,603;
Seventy-third Congress),
$3,084,603;
Salaries and exSalaries and expenses:
expenses: For carrying
carrying out the provisions of section
section
penses.
22of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the further
further development
development
of vocational education
education in the several
several States and Territories
Territories ",
approved May 21, 1934 (Public,
Public, Numbered
Seventy-third Conapproved
Numbered 245, Seventy-third
gress), fiscal year 1935,
1935, $60,000.
$60,000.
gress),
Government
Government in the
Territories.
Territories.
Care
of
insane,
of insane,
Alaska,
Vol. 47, p.85.
p. 853.

AClarse

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT

vol. 47, p. 857.

THE
THE

TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES

Insane of Alaska: For an additional
custody
Insane
additional amount for care and custody
of persons
persons legally adjudged insane in Alaska, including
including the same
objects and for the same services specified in the Interior
Interior Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1934, $9,300.

Howard
Howard University.
University.
General expenses.
expenses.
Vol. 47, p. 857.

IN
IN

HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
HOWARD UNIVERSE!.

iio

f

e

r

For
amount for
general expenses,
UniverFor an additional
additional amount
for general
expenses, Howard
Howard University, fiscal year 1932, including
including the same objects specified under this
this
head in the Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1932,
95.55, which sum shall be paid from any unexpended
balance in
in
$895.55,
unexpended balance
the appropriation
" Howard
appropriation "
Howard University,
University, 1934."
1934."

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CH. 648.
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DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Department of

Department of Juhisties.

GENERAL
ATTORNEY GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF THE ATTORNEY

Department of Justice:
Justice: For an additional amount of salaries.
Salaries, Department
salaries, Department
Department of
including the same objects specified
specified
Justice, including
of Justice,
salaries,
under this
Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Department of Justice
the Department
head in the
this head
under
Profo. t a
1935,
Provided, That
That of
this amount
$160,000 shall be Proviso.
amount $160,000
of this
$250,000: Provided,
1935, $250,000:
Transfers
ppl
oof appro.
pnatto
available
for transfer
transfer in
addition to transfers
authorized by priations.
transfers authorized
in addition
only for
available only
existing law
appropriation or appropriations
appropriations under
under
any other appropriation
law to
to any
existing
the Department
Department of
Justice not
centum of the appro25 per centum
to exceed 25
not to
of Justice
the
Director
priation
which transfer
approved by the Director
when approved
is made, when
transfer is
to which
priation to
of
of the
the Budget.

of rewards
Payment of
of rewards:
payment of
rewards for the capture
capture of
For payment
rewards: For
Payment

of rewards.
Payment of

anyone charged
charged with
United States
States
violation of criminal laws of the United
with violation
anyone
information
or
any State
or the District of
of Columbia
Columbia and/or for information
State or
or any

authorized by the Act910.Ante,
leading
to the
the arrest
arrest of
of any
such person,
as authorized
Ante, p. 910.
person, as
any such
leading to
approved
year 1935,
available,
1935, to be immediately available,
1934, fiscal year
June 6, 1934,
approved June
$25,000.
$25,000.
sce
neo
Tra
us.vel
laFor an
and miscallstraveling and miscellaneous expenses, nTvel
amount for traveling
additional amount
an additional
For
under
specified
Department
of
Justice,
including
same
objects
specified
under
the
including
Department of Justice,
this head
the Department
of Justice
Justice Appropriation Act, 1935,
Department of
in the
this
head in
$25,000.
$25,000.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT

Department of
For
amounts for contingent
contingent expenses, Department
additional amounts
For additional
Justice,
including the
same objects specified under this head in the
the same
Justice, including
Acts
appropriations for the Department of Justice for the
making appropriations
Acts making
following
fiscal years:
following fiscal
For
$1.79;
For 1930, $1.79;
For
$43.0'2.
1932, $43.02.
For 1932,
For
printing and
the
for the
binding for
and binding
for printing
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For an
Department
of Justice
Justice and
and the
the courts
courts of
the United States,
States, fiscal year
of the
Department of
1930, $117.76.
$117.76.
1930,
For an
for printing and
and binding for the
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For
Department of
of Justice
the courts
the United States, fiscal year
year
of the
courts of
and the
Justice and
Department
1932,
$293.74.
1932, $293.74.
For
of buildings
parts of
of buildings
buildings in the District of
and parts
buildings and
rent of
For rent
Columbia, fiscal
year 1935,
$36,683.
1935, $36,683.
fiscal year
Columbia,
DIVISION
OF INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION
DIVISION OF

Contingent expenses.

contingent epen.

Printing and binding.

Printing andbinding.

Re
Rent.
nt

Invetigatl

on

sion
Investigation
sion.

DIv-

Divi-

Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: Not
Not to
to exceed
$20,000 of
of the
the appropriation
dalarlea :Ida '
appropriation sar'e.-t.
exceed $20,000
Salaries and
"
Salaries
and
expenses,
Division
of
Investigation,
1935
',
shall
be
be
shall
1935",
Investigation,
of
Division
"Salaries and expenses,
available to
to meet
unforeseen emergencies
emergencies of
of a
confidential character,
character , cienores
Unforeseen emergena confidential
meet unforeseen
available
to be
be expended
under the direction of the Attorney General, who shall
expended under
to
make a
of the
amount of
of such
such expenditure
think
as he
he may think
expenditure as
the amount
certificate of
a certificate
make
it
and every
every such
such certificate
deemed
be deemed
shall be
certificate shall
specify, and
to specify,
not to
it advisable
advisable not
a
sufficient voucher
voucher for
for the
the sum
sum therein
therein expressed
expressed to
to have
been
have been
a sufficient
expended.
expended.
romd
- and Innan'
of crimes.
For
additional amount
amount for
salaries and
expenses, Division
Division of cuetSlon
Datentia
n
and expenses,
for salaries
an additional
For an
including Manion
Investigation, for
the detection
detection and
prosecution of crimes, including
and prosecution
for the
Investigation,
the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
head in
Department of
of
the Department
in the
this head
under this
the same
Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935,
1935, and
including also
also the
the purchase
purchase at
at
and including
Justice
not to
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, upkeep,
upkeep, and
and operavebtriswopera- Motor vebicles
each, exchange,
$7,000 each,
to exceed
exceed $7,000
not
tion of
automobiles; purchase,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
purchase, exchange,
armored automobiles;
of armored
tion
upkeep of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, to
be used
to be
passenger-carrying vehicles,
of motor-propelled
upkeep
only
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $80,000
$80,000 for personal
personal
business; and
official business;
on official
only on
services
District of
Columbia; to
to be
immediately available,
available,
be immediately
of Columbia;
the District
in the
services in
$1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
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Accounts Division.
Accounts
Division.

and kin-

and

Custody,
Custody,
building.

etc.,

JUNE
19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 19,

additional
Salaries and expenses, Division of Accounts: For an additional
amount for
for personal
services, and
and expenses
expenses of
of the
the Division
Division of
of
amount
personal services,
Accounts in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935,
Accounts
in the
District of
1935, $22,570.
$22,570.

nws.

ENFORCEMENT
LAWS
IiINDRED LAWS
AND KINDRED
ANTITRUST AND
OF ANTITRUST
ENFORCEMENT OF

enforcement of antitrust
For an additional amount for enforcement
antitrust and
kindred
kindred laws,
laws, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under this
this head in
in
Appropriation Act, 1935,
1935, and including
the Department of Justice Appropriation
including
also
additional personal
also additional
personal services in the
the District
District of Columbia, to
to be
immediately available, $125,000.
$125,000.
immediately

Enforcement of.
of.
Enforcement

United States
ourt.s
preme Court.

CH.
648.
CH. 648.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS

Salaries and expenses.
Salariesandexpenses.

Antitrust
dre laws.s
dred

SESS. IL
SESS.
II.

SuS

u

UNITED
STATES
UNITED STATES

S
UIREAIE COURT
COURT
SUPRIEE

of

United States Supreme Court Building and Grounds: For custody
and
maintenance for
year ending
30, 1935,
as authorand maintenance
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
1935, as
authorAnte, p. 668.
Aine,p.668.
ized by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the custody and
maintenance of the United States Supreme Court Building and the
maintenance
the
equipment and grounds thereof ", approved May 7, 1934, as follows:
follows:
equipment
Domestic
unDomestic care,
care, unDomestic care under the marshal: For personal
personal services,
services, exclusive
der the
the marshal.
off any librarian
oemr
librarian service, $25,830; for supplies and materials,
materials, uniforms and equipment
equipment for employees, telegraph
telegraph and telephone,
telephone,
advertising, transportation, repairs, and such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous
incidental expenses
expenses as may be necessary
necessary to the duties imposed
and incidental
imposed
marshal by such Act, $15,000;
upon the marshal
$15,000; in all, $40,830.
$40,830.
Mechanical
Mechanical care of
of
Structural
mechanical care of the building and care of the
Structural and mechanical
building and care of
grounds.
Capitol: For such expenditures
expenditures
grounds under the Architect of the Capitol:
as may be necessary
necessary to enable the Architect
Architect of the Capitol to carry
out the duties imposed upon him by such Act, including improveimprovematerials, and
ments, maintenance,
maintenance, repairs, equipment,
equipment, supplies, materials,
and
appurtenances,
services, $30,348.
appurtenances, and personal and other services,
etc.,

of

United
United States courts.

MARSHALS, DISTRICT ATTORNEYS,
MARSHALS,
CLERKS, AND
EXPENSES OF
OF
ATTORNEYS, CLERKS,
AND OTHER
OTHER EXPENSES
UNITED

Marshals.
Marshals.

Additional.
Additional.

Clerks.

Clerks.

Commissioners.
Commissioners.

STATES
STATES

COURTS

Salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals:
Salaries,
marshals For an additional
additional amount
amount
marshals, United States courts,
courts,
for salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Act
Act
making appropriations
appropriations for the Department
Department of
fiscal
of Justice
Justice for the fiscal
$6,537.81.
year 1931, $6,537.81.
For an additional
maradditional amount for salaries,
salaries, fees, and expenses
expenses of marincluding the same objects specified
specified
shals, United States courts, including
under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1935, 8100,000.
$100,000.
Salaries and expenses of clerks, United States courts: For an additional amount for salaries and expenses
expenses of clerks, United States
courts, including the same objects specified under this head in the
Department of Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1935,
$75,000.
1935, $75,000.
Fees of commissioners:
commissioners: For additional
additional amounts for fees of commissioners, United States courts, including the same objects specified under this head in the Acts making appropriations
appropriations for the
Department of Justice for the following
following fiscal years:
years:
Department
For 1922, $5;
For 1925, $10;
$10;
$4,105.75;
For 1930, $4,105.75;
$7,065.37;
For 1931, $7.065.37;
For 1932; $14.258.52;
$14.258.52;
$25,684.33.
For 1933, $25,684.33.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 648.
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1934.

Fees of
and witnesses:
witnesses: For
For an
an additional
additional amount for fees
jurors and
of jurors
Fees
including the same
of jurors
witnesses, United
United States
States courts,
courts, including
and witnesses,
jurors and
of
appropriations
objects
specified
under
this
head
in
the
Act
making
appropriations
making
Act
the
in
head
this
under
objects specified
for
the Department
Department of
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1931, $1,116.58.
Justice for
of Justice
for the
Miscellaneous
expenses: For
For an additional
additional amount
amount for miscellaMiscellaneous expenses:
neous,
United States
States courts,
courts, including
including the same objects
expenses, United
neous, expenses,
specified
this head
head in
in the
the Act
Act making
appropriations for the
making appropriations
under this
specified under
$465.99.
Department of
for the fiscal year 1930, $465.99.
Justice for
of Justice
Department
Supplies
United States
courts: For
For additional
additional amounts for
States courts:
for United
Supplies for
supplies
for United
United States
courts, including
including the same objects speciStates courts,
supplies for
fied
under this
the Acts
Acts making
appropriations for the
making appropriations
in the
head in
this head
fied under
years:
fiscal
Department
of
Justice
for
following
years:
the
for
Justice
of
Department
For 1931,
1931, $136.55;
$136.55;
For
For
$180.63 ;
1932, $180.63;
For 1932,
For
1935, $15,000.
$15,000.
For 1935,
Books for
for judicial
judicial officers:
officers: For
an additional amount
amount for books
For an
Books
specified under this
for
judicial officers,
same objects
objects specified
the same
including the
officers, including
for judicial
Department of Justice
head in
making appropriations
the Department
for the
appropriations for
Act making
the Act
in the
head
$24.26.
for
the
fiscal
year
1931,
524.26.
vear
fiscal
the
for
Compensation
against
special master in case of United States against
of special
Compensation of
Northern
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
others: For payment of
and others:
Company, and
Northern Pacific
one
of the
compensation of the special master in the case
total compensation
the total
half of
one half
of
United States
States against
against Northern
Pacific Railway
Railway Company, and
and
Northern Pacific
of United
others,
in
accordance
with
the
order
of
the
United
United States District
the
of
order
the
others, in accordance with
January 25,
Court for
Eastern District
of Washington,
Washington, dated January
District of
the Eastern
for the
Court
1934,
$12,500.
1934, $12,500.
PENAL AND
INSTITu TIONS
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
AND CORRECTIONAL
PENAL
Support of
of United
United States
States prisoners:
additional amounts for
for
For additional
prisoners: For
Support
support of
the same
same objects speciincluding the
prisoners, including
States prisoners,
United States
of United
support
fied under
making appropriations
appropriations for the
Acts making
the Acts
in the
head in
this head
under this
fied
years:
fiscal
Department
of
Justice
for
the
following
years:
following
the
for
Department of Justice
For
$978.58;
1924, $978.58;
For 1924,
For
$218.44;
1929, $218.44;
For 1929,
For 1935,
1935, $75,000.
For

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY
sEcurrAuy'S OFFICE
OFFICE
SECRETARY'S

Jurors
witnesses.
Jurors and witnesses.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Supplies.
Supplies.

Books
Books
officers.
offlcers.

for

judicial

Pacific
Northern
Pacific
Northern
Railway
Railway Company.
One-half compensaOne-half
tion
tion of special master,
in
in suit against.

Penal, etc., instituPenal,
tions.
tions.
Support
Support of prisoners.

Navy Department.
olfce.
Socrotary's office.
Bocretary's
1)attiage
clani'.
lDamage claim'.

Claims
collision with
vessels: To pay claims
naval vessels:
with naval
by collision
damages by
for damages
Claims for
for
by the
Secretary of the Navy
the Secretary
determined by
and determined
adjusted and
damages adjusted
for damages
Act Vol. 42, p.p. 1008.
under
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to amend
amend the
the Act
10IF.
Act to
the Act
of the
under the
authorizing
the Navy
Navy to
to settle
settle claims
damages to U.S.C., p. 1127.
claims for damages
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorizing the
private
property arising
arising from
from collisions
collisions with naval vessels ",
private property
approved
December
28,
1922
(U.S.C.,
title
599), as fully set
sec. 599),
34, sec.
title 34,
(U.S.C.,
1922
approved December 28,
forth in
in Senate
Senate Document
Document
Numbered 214 and House Document
Document Numbered
forth
Numbered
328, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, except
numbered 6,
item numbered
except item
Numbered 328,
page 4,
such document
document in
in favor
of the
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
favor of
of such
4, of
page
etc., of
$15,126.33.
Of
Guam, care, etc.,
$15,126.33.
lepers.
Naval station,
station, island
add itional amount
amount for
for 16eirtsa.m ,
island of Guam: For an additional
Naval
maintenance
lepers, and
including the same
forth, including
so forth,
and so
of lepers,
care of
and care
maintenance and
appropriations
objects
specified
under
this
head
in
the
Act
making
appropriations
making
Act
the
in
objects specified under this head
for the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and
and the
the naval
service for
the fiscal year
for the
naval service
for
1933,
$808.67.
1933, $808.67.
Bureau of NavigaNAVIGATION
BUREAU
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION

the
Transportation: For
For travel
travel allowance,
and so
so forth,
forth, including
including the
allowance, and
Transportation:

approprasame objects
specified under
under this
head in
in the
Act making appropriathe Act
this head
objects specified
same
tions for
Department and
and the
the naval
for the
fiscal
the fiscal
service for
naval service
Navy Department
the Navy
for the
tions
$15.85.
year 1923,
1923, $15.85.
year

tion.

Transportation.

Transportation.

1038
1038

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

Bureau
Bureau of
of Supplies
and Accounts.
Pay, subsistence, and
transportation.
Limitation raised.

Limitatioraised.

Anne
E. Richardson.
Richardson.
AnneE.
Vol. 47, p. 1740.

o.47,p.1740.

Elmo
K. Gordon.
ElmoK.Gordon.
Vol. 47, p. 1739.

Vol '47 p

3

Ruth McCarn.
RuthMcCarn.
Vol. 47, p. 1738.

Vol. 47, p. 173.

Post Office
DepartPost
Office Department.
Service.
Postal Service.
Chief Inspector's
Inspector's ofoffice.
Payment of rewards.
Payment

Department of State.
Department
State.
office.
Secretary's office.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH.
648.
CH. 648.

JUNE 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

BUREAU
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS
OF SUPPLIES
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU OF

Pay, subsistence,
and transportation,
transportation, Navy:
The limitation
limitation on
on
Pay,
subsistence, and
Navy: The
expenditures
for
"transportation
of
dependents
of
officers
and
and
officers
of
expenditures for "transportation of dependents
enlisted
men of
the Navy"
Navy" under
appropriation "Pay,
"Pay, subsubenlisted men
of the
under the
the appropriation
sistence,
", for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1933,
sistence, and
and transportation,
transportation, Navy
Navy",
1933, is
is
hereby increased
$450,000 to $500,000.
hereby
increased from
from $450,000
Relief
Relief of Anne E.
E. Richardson:
Richardson: For payment
payment to Anne
Anne E.
E. Richardson,
of Jack
Jack C.
Richardson, of
of expenses
while
son, widow
widow of
C. Richardson,
expenses incurred
incurred while
traveling around
around the
the world
world on
on the
airship Graf
Graf Zeppelin,
Zeppelin,
the German
German airship
traveling
as
authorized in
2, 1933,
$143.04.
1933, $143.04.
Act approved
approved March
March 2,
as authorized
in the
the Act
of Elmo
Elmo K.
K. Gordon:
For payment
payment to
Relief of
Gordon: For
to Elmo
K. Gordon
Gordon
Elmo K.
of
year's back
back pay
authorized in
in the
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March
of one
one year's
pay as
as authorized
2, 1933,
1933, $648.
2,
$648.
Payment
Ruth McCarn:
McCarn.: For
McCarn of
of an
Payment to
to Ruth
Ruth McCarn
For payment
payment to
to Ruth
an
amount equal
pay of
of her
her son,
son, the
the late
John Bush
Bush
amount
equal to six months'
months' pay
late John
Watson,
United States
States Navy,
authorized in
in the
the Act
Watson, seaman,
seaman, United
Navy, as
as authorized
Act
approved March
$126.
1, 1933,
1933, $126.
approved
March 1,
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE
(Out
of the
the postal
(Out of
postal revenues)
revenues)
INSPECTOR
OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR

Rewards:
amount for
rewards,
Rewards: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
for payment
payment of
of rewards,
including
the same
same objects
makincluding the
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in
in the
the Act
Act making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
Department for
Post Office
Office Department
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
ing
the Post
year
year 1933,
1933, $4,900.
$4,900.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
SECRETARY OF STATE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries:
Salaries: For an additional
additional amount for
for salaries, Department
Department of
of
State,
including the
the same objects
the
State, including
objects specified
specified under this head in the
Department of
of State
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935,
$94,720, to
Department
State Appropriation
1935, $94,720,
to be
be expended
expended
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State without
without regard
the civil-service
civil-service laws
by
regard to
to the
laws
and
regulations or
or the
Classification Act
as amended.
and regulations
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
amended.
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
Contingent expenses: For an additional
contingent
additional amount for contingent
Ante, p. 529.
Antc,
p.529.
expenses,
specified
expenses, Department of State, including the same objects specified
under
this head
head in
in the
the Department
of State
Department of
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
under this
1935,
$4,000.
1935, $4,000.
Promotion of foreign
foreign
Promotion
Promotion
Promotion of foreign trade: For the purpose of carrying into
trade.
effect
the provisions
provisions of
section 4
4 of
of the
the Act
.Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
of section
effect the
trAe,p.
45.
Ante, p. 945.
amend the
the Tariff
of 1930
1930 ",
", approved
approved June
June 12,
1934, including
amend
Tariff Act
Act of
12, 1934,
including
services, by
by contract
if
personal services, stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services,
contract if
Salaries.
Salaries.
Ante,
p. 529.
Atc,p.529.

R.s.,sec.3709,p.733. deemed necessary,
necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
Revised
41, sec. 5), contingent expenses,
expenses, printing
printing and
i30.
Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 41,
other expenses as
binding, and such other
may deem
as the
the President may
deem
necessary,
year 1935,
1935, $75,000.
$75,000.
necessary, fiscal
fiscal year
Foreign
Salaries, Foreign
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers while
while receiving
instructions and
and
Foreign Service,
Service, inin- Salaries,
receiving instructions
struction and transit
additional amount
Foreign Service
and transit in
paytion
n transit: For an
an additional
amount for salaries,
salaries, Foreign
pay.
officers while receiving
receiving instructions
and in
in transit,
the
officers
instructions and
transit, including
including the
same
specified under this
this head
head in
in the
Act making
same objects specified
the Act
making appropriaappropriations for the Department
year 1934,
$20,000.
Department of
of State
State for
for the fiscal year
1934, $20,000.
Transportation.
Transportation.
Transportation of Foreign
Transportation
Foreign Service officers: For an additional
additional
amount for
of Foreign
Service officers,
for transportation
transportation of
Foreign Service
officers, including
including
the same objects specified under this head in
in the
the Act making approVol. 47, p.
p. 1374.
priations for the Department
Department of State for the fiscal year 1934, fiscal
fiscal
Ante,
531.
Ate, p.
p. 531.
years
years 1934 and 1935, $37,500.
R.S., sec. 3709, p. 733.
U.S.C., p. 1309.

U.S.C., p.

73d
73d CONGRESS.
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Allowances to
officers who
who die Allowances
Foreign Service
widows or
or heirs
heirs of
Allowance
to widows
Allowance to
of Foreign
Service officers
owsor
abroad: For
additional amounts
for allowance
allowance to
to widows
heirs ows
or hers.
heirs.
or heirs
widows or
amounts for
For additional
abroad:

widwid-

Service officers
officers who die abroad,
abroad, including
including the same objects
of Foreign
Foreign Service
the
appropriations for the
specified under this head in the Acts making appropriations
Department of State for the following
Department
following fiscal years:
years:
$44.43;
For 1930, $44.43;
1933, $316.86.
$316.86.
For 1933,
Payment
For payment
to Harriet
C. HoloHolo- Harriet C. Holoday.
Harriet C.
payment to
Holoday: For
C. Holoday:
to Harriet
Harriet C.
Payment to
60
day, widow
of Ross
late American
American Consul
Consul at
post, p. 1360.
13 .
at ManMan- pop.
Holoday, late
E. Holoday,
Ross E.
widow of
day,
chester,
of her
her deceased
deceased husband, who
salary of
England, of one year's salary
chester, England,
approved
authorized by the Act approved
died
Service, as authorized
in the
the Foreign
Foreign Service,
died while in
$6,000.
May 21, 1934,
1934, $6,000.
Reimbursement
Stelio Vassiliadis:
Vassiliadis: For
reimbursement of
Stelio steio
Stelio Vassiliadis.
Vassiliadis.
of Stelio
For reimbursement
of Stelio
Reimbursement of
137 1
Vassiliadis
Post, p. 1371..
as Vice Consul of Spain PO',.
by him as
made by
for expenditures
expenditures made
Vassiliadis for
at
Russia, in
interests of the United States
in representing
representing the interests
Kiev, Russia,
at Kiev,
March 1,
February 1920, as
as
1, 1918,
1918, to the end of February
post from March
at that post
authorized by the Act
approved June
June 6, 1934, $406.53.
Act approved
authorized
Bringing home
home criminals:
criminals: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
for bringing
Bringing home crimerimbringing Bringing
amount for
Bringing
head invol.
47, p. 487.
home
the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
lis
ol.47,
this head
same objects
including the
criminals, including
home criminals,
in
the Act
making appropriations
appropriations for the Department of State for
Act making
in the
the fiscal year
1933, $304.
year 1933,
the
Relief,etc..
etc., Amer.
Amer
Relief and
of American
seamen: For
For an
an additional
additional icRlie,
American seamen:
protection of
and protection
Relief
Vol. 47, p. 1375.
amount
relief and
and protection
American seamen,
seamen, including
including the Vol.
1375.
of American
protection of
for relief
amount for
appropriasame objects
objects specified
under this
this head in the Aot making appropriaspecified under
same
tions for
for the
the Department
of State
for the
ways tty
$12,500.
year 1934,
1934, $12,500.
the fiscal
fiscal year
State for
Department of
tions
States
"an
Waterways
Interna- united
th;lirderwNt
s
ttes
treaaty
nci
Treaty, United States and Great Britain; InternaWaterways Treaty,
Britain.
Orvt
and Great
United States
tional
States and
Great Britain:
Britain: For Or
l
°rrCommission, United
Joint Commission,
tional Joint
technical investigations
completing
necessary special
investigations in connecconnecspecial or technical
completing necessary
tion
matters which fall within the scope of the jurisdiction of
with matters
tion with
the
Commission, including the same objects
Joint Commission,
International Joint
the International
specified under
the Department of State Appropriation
Appropriation
in the
head in
this head
under this
specified
Act,
$17,555.
1935, $17,555.
Act, 1935,
Lg
Rainy Lake
reference: For
additional amount
Rainy enRcel.
Rftmi
1..ake re-er
referfor Rainy
amount for
an additional
For an
Lake reference:
Rainy
Vo. ss,
45, p. 1651.
Lake reference,
1930, including
including the
same objects
objects VoL
1851.
the same
1929 and
and 1930,
years 1929
fiscal years
reference, fiscal
Lake
year
specified under
Deficiency Act, fiscal year
this head in the Second Deficiency
under this
specified
Internatonal Inst1929, $9.37.
1929,
International
$9.37.
Institute of
of A
g riculture, Rome,
Rome, Italy:
For the
the tute
International
of
tute
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Italy: For
Agriculture,
Institute
International
expenses
of
participation
by
the
United
States
in
the
International
Vol.
35,
1918Vo3,D p. 1918.
International
in
the
States
United
the
by
participation
of
expenses
Institute of
Rome, Italy,
conby the conas authorized
authorized by
Italy, as
at Rome,
of Agriculture
Agriculture at
Institute
American
vention of
of June
7, 1905,
including the
the salary of the American
1905, including
June 7,
vention
member of
the permanent
committee at
at not
to exceed
per
$7,500 per
exceed $7,500
not to
permanent committee
of the
member
annum;
regard
without regard
employees without
subordinate employees
of subordinate
compensation of
annum; compensation
to
the Classification
amended; expenses
expenses for the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended;
to the
maintenance
of the
the office
necessary
purchase of necessary
including purchase
at Rome, including
office at
maintenance of
books,
maps, documents,
newspapers and
and periodicals
periodicals (foreign
(foreign
and newspapers
documents, and
books, maps,
and
•printing
printing and
and binding;
allowances for
for living
quarters, Vol.
ol. 46
4 p
p 818.
818.
living quarters,
binding; allowances
and domestic)
domestic);'
vI,
supp. VII,
including heat,
fuel, and
light, as
authorized by the Act approved
approved u.s.c.
U.S.C. SUpp.
as authorized
and light,
heat, fuel,
including
June
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VI,
118a), for the use of p '20
5, sec.
sec. 118a),
VI, title 5,
1930 (U.S.C.,
26, 1930
June 26,
the
American member
committee; and
traveling
and traveling
the permanent
permanent committee;
of the
member of
the American
expenses; to
to be
be expended
under the
direction of
of film
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the direction
expended under
expenses;
State, fiscal
1935, $11,935.
Contribution.
Contribution.
State,
fiscal year
year 1935,
$11,935.
For an
additional amount
contribution
of the contribution
payment of
for the
the payment
amount for
an additional
For
of the
States, including
the Territory
and the
the
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
Territory of
including the
United States,
the United
of
dependencies of
Philippine Islands,
the Virgin
Virgin
and the
Rico, and
Puerto Rico,
Islands, Puerto
the Philippine
of the
dependencies
Islands, toward
toward the
the International
International Institute
of AgriAgriInstitute of
of the
support of
the support
Islands,
culture at
at Rome,
Rome, Italy,
Italy, fiscal
year 1935,
with such
such
together with
$31,656, together
1935, $31,656,
fiscal year
culture
additional sum
increases in
in rates
rates of
of exchange
be
may be
as may
exchange as
to increases
due to
sum due
additional
necessary
foreign currency
currency the
the contribution
contribution required
by
required by
in foreign
pay in
to pay
necessary to
the
protocol to
to the
convention between
States and
and other
the United
United States
between the
the convention
the protocol
powers for
of an
an International
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
Institute of
International Institute
creation of
for the
the creation
powers
ican

en ee

,

P

1040
1040
International Prison
Prionn
cntrnational
Commission.

Industrial Property
Convention.
Convention.

Vol. 47,
1789.
Vol.
47, p.
p 1789.

733
R.S.sec.
3709,
p.
R :S
u
S :C
,se,p.
37
1
°9
30,
9
p
..733.
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International
Prison Commission:
subscription of
of the
the United
United
For subscription
Commission: For
International Prison
States as
as an
an adhering
member of
International Prison
Prison Comof the
the International
ComStates
adhering member
mission, fiscal
year 1934,
1934, $4,075.
$4,075.
mission,
fiscal year
International Conference
International
Revising the Industrial
Industrial Property
Property
Conference for Revising
Convention, London,
Convention,
London, England:
England •For the expenses
expenses of participation
participation by
by
the United
United States
States in
the International
International Conference
Conference for
for the
the Purpose
Purpose
the
in the
of Revising
Industrial Property
Property Convention
Convention signed
signed at
at The
The
of
Revising the
the Industrial
Hague,
1925, to
to be
be held
held in
London, England,
in 1934,
Hague, November
November 6,
6, 1925,
in London,
England, in
1934,
including
personal services
services without
without reference
to the
the Classification
Classification
including personal
reference to
Act
of 1923,
1923, as
amended, in
and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
Act of
as amended,
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and

stenographic
services by
s
tenographic reporting
reporting and
and translating
translating services
by contract
contract if
if
deemed
necessary, without
section 3709
of the
Revised
deemed necessary,
without regard
regard to
to section
3709 of
the Revised
Statutes
title 41,
sec. 5)
traveling expenses;
expenses; purpurStatutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
41, sec.
5);;rent;
rent; traveling
necessary books, documents,
and periodicals;
periodicals;
chase of necessary
documents, newspapers
newspapers and
stationery; official
cards; printing
printing and
and binding;
bindin,g; entertainment;
stationery;
official cards:
entertainment;
motor-propelled, passengerpassengerhire, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled,
carrying vehicles; and
may be
be authorized
authorized
carrying
and such other
other expenses
expenses as
as may
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
reimbursement of
of such
by the
of State,
State, including
including the
the reimbursement
such
expenditures
may have
other appropriations
appropriations
expenditures as may
have been made
made from
from other
subsequent to
March 31,
31, 1934,
1934, for
for the
the
and expenditures
expenditures incurred
incurred subsequent
to March
purposes
herein specified,
1934 and
1935, $8,000.
$8,000.
purposes herein
specified, fiscal
fiscal years
years 1934
and 1935,
ical
International
International
Committee on
on Radio
International TechInternational Technical
Technical Consulting
Consulting Committee
Radio CornComn•
Comnical Consulting
Consulting
Ra
Lisbon Portugal:
Portugal: For
For the
the expenses
participation
mittee on Radio
expenses of
of participation
dio ComCorn- munications,
munications, Lisbon,
munications.
International Technical
munications.
by the United States in the International
Technical Consulting
Consulting
Committee
Committee on Radio
Communications, to
Lisbon, PorPorRadio Communications,
to be held in
in Lisbon,
in 1934,
including personal
reference to
tugal, in
1934, including
personal services
services without
without reference
to the
the
Classification Act of
amended, in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Classification
of 1923,
1923, as amended,
Columbia
and
stenographic reporting
reporting and
and translating
translating services
services by
by
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; stenographic
3 1
RiSs sec.
ee.709,
contract
if
deemed
7733.
necessary,
without
regard
to
section
3709
of
the
R.S.,
3709, p
p.. 733.
contract
if
deemed
necessary,
without
regard
to
section
3709
of
the
p. 1309.
Revised
(U.S.C. ' title
title 41,
5) ;rent;
rent; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses;
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.S.C.,
41, sec.
sec. 5);
purchase of
of necessary
necessary books,
books, documents,
documents, newspapers,
newspapers, periodicals,
periodicals,
purchase
and
and maps;
maps; stationery;
official cards;
and binding;
binding. enterenterstationery; official
cards; printing
printing and
tainment;
and such
such other
expenses as
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by the
the SecSectainment; and
other expenses
retary
State, including
including the
of other
other appropriaappropriaretary of
of State,
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
tions
from which
payments may
have been
made for
for any
any of
of the
the
tions from
which payments
may have
been made
purposes herein
specified, fiscal
1934 and
and 1935,
1935, $16,000.
$16,000.
purposes
herein specified,
fiscal years
years 1934
FiLzsa
o
trfr
e
iererinean
Third Pan
Pan American
Financial Conference,
Chile, and
and
Third Panbi
Aerican
Third
American Financial
Conference, Santiago,
Santiago, Chile,
ee.
Commercial
Conference, Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Aires, Argentina:
For the
the expenses
anl Conerene
Commercial Conference,
Argentina: For
expenses
of
the United
States in
in the
the Third
Third Pan
Pan American
American
of participation
participation by
by the
United States
Financial conference,
conference, at
Santiago, Chile,
in the
Financial
at Santiago,
Chile, and
and in
the Commercial
Commercial
Conference,
at Buenos
including personal
personal services
services
Conference, at
Buenos Aires,
Aires, Argentina,
Argentina, including
without reference
to the
the Classification
Act of
1923, as
as amended,
without
reference to
Classification Act
of 1923,
amended,
in
of Columbia
Columbia and
stenographic reporting
in the
the District
District of
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; stenographic
reporting
translating services
services by
by contract
deemed necessary,
necessary, without
without
and translating
contract if
if deemed
Statutes (U.S.C.,
title 41,
41,
regard to section
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
(U.S.C., title
sec. 5);
5) ;rent;
traveling expenses
expenses (and
by indirect
indirect routes
routes if
if specifspecifsec.
rent; traveling
(and by
Secretary of
ically authorized
authorized by the Secretary
of State)
State);;purchase of books,
documents, newspapers,
newspapers, and
stationery; official
official cards;
documents,
and periodicals;
periodicals; stationery;
cards;
binding; entertainment;
hire, maintenance,
and operaoperaprinting and
and binding;
entertainment; hire,
maintenance, and
tion of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
and such other
motor-propelled passenger-carrving
vehicles and
other
expenses
expenses as may be authorized
authorized by
'Secretary of
of State,
State, including
by the
the Secretary
including
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
appropriations from
from which
which payments
payments
of other appropriations
may have been
any of
the purposes
purposes herein
specified, fiscal
fiscal
been made for
for any
of the
herein specified,
1935, $14.000,
$14.000, to
to be
immediately available.
year 1935,
be immediately
available.
Panama
General
General
Commission, United
United States
and Panama:
Panama: Not
Not to
to
Panama
General
General Claims
Claims Commission,
States and
Claims Commission.
Commission.
ol. 47, p. 484.
Vol.
exceed
$166.67 of
of the
the appropriation
"General Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission,
exceed $166.67
appropriation "General
United States and Panama,
contained in the Act making
Panama, 1933 ", contained
making
appropriations for the
of State
State for
for the
the fiscal
appropriations
the Department
Department of
fiscal year
year 1933,
1933,
is continued
continued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1934.
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General
Conference, Geneva,
Switzerland: The
General Disarmament
Disarmament Conference,
Geneva, Switzerland:
The unexunex-

"General Disarmament
Disarmament ConConpended balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation "General

Disarmament conferDisarmament
ence.
Balance reapproprireappropriated.
Vol. 47, p. 783.

confer-

Balance
ference, Geneva,
ference,
Geneva, Switzerland,
Switzerland, 1933
1933 and
1934 ", contained
in the
the adoi.47,p.783.
and 1934",
contained in

First-Deficiency
First-Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1933,
1933, is continued available
available for
for the
same purposes until June 30, 1935.
International
MoneInternational
International Monetary
Monetary and Economic
Economic Conference:
Conference: The unex- International
tary
and
Economic

pended
balances of
" International
pended balances
of the
the appropriations
appropriations "
International Monetary
Monetary and
and Coneenrce.
Conference.

onomic

l
Balances
reappropriEconomic
reaPPopriEconomic Conference, 1933 and 1934 ", contained
contained in the Second and ated
ated.
Vol.p. 27
47,
p.
Fourth Deficiency
Deficiency Acts,
year 1933,
1933, are
are continued
continued available
Fourth
Acts, fiscal
fiscal year
. 538;
available Ante,
A.Vo
8;
p. 278.
for
June 30,
for the same
same purposes until
until June
30, 1935.
1935.

Adjustment of claims
Claims adjustment, United States and Turkey:
Turkey: For participation
participation ,id'stmentofd'cams
with Turkey.
Ante,
by
the United
United States
States in
in the
the examination
and settlement
at Istanbul,
by the
108.
p. 1018.
examination and
settlement at
Istanbul, Ante, p.
provided for by public resolution entitled "
" Joint
Joint
Turkey, of claims as provided
resolution authorizing appropriation
representatives
appropriation for expenses of representatives
of
Istanbul, Turkey,
representatives of
of
of United
United States to meet at
at Istanbul,
Turkey, with
with representatives
of either
either GovernTurkish Republic
Republic for purpose of
of examining
examining claims
claims of
Government against the other and for
for expense of
of proceedings
proceedings before an
an
if necessary ", approved
umpire, if
approved June
,,1934,
1934, fiscal
fiscal year 1934,
1934,
$75,000,
to remain
remain available
30, 1935.
1935.
$75,000, to
available until
until June
June 30,
Mixed Claims ComMixed Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, United
Germany: For
For mission,
missin,
ied taes
United States
States and
and Germany:
United States
and
Germany.
expenses
expenses of
of determining
claims against
Germany by
determining the
the amounts
amounts of
of claims
against Germany
by andGo
enY.
VoL
0
Vol. 42, p. 2200; Vol.
the Mixed Claims Commission established
established under
agreement 45,
under the agreement
45, p. 2698.
28.
concluded
concluded between
between the United States and Germany
Germany on August 10,
agreement between
between those
Governments, for the
1922, and subsequent agreement
those Governments,
the
determination
of the
the amount
be paid
paid by
Germany in
of
determination of
amount to
to be
by Germany
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
the financial
Germany under
concluded
financial obligations
obligations of
of Germany
under the
the treaty
treaty concluded
Vol. 42, p. 1939.
between the
the Governments
Governments of
States and
and Orermany
Germany on
on Vol.
42, p. 93.
between
of the
the United
United States
August
1921, including
the terms
terms of
August 25,
25, 1921,
including the expenses
expenses which
which under
under the
of such
such
agreement
agreement of August 10, 1922, are chargeable
chargeable in part to the United
United
States,
the preparation
preparation of
of a
report by
by the
the American
American
States, and
and the
a final
final report
Commissioner and the
orderly arrangement
arrangement for
Commissioner
the orderly
for preservation
preservation and
and
disposition of
of the
the records
records of
of the
the Commission;
Commission; and
and the
expenses of
an
disposition
the expenses
of an
agency
the United
United States
to perform
necessary services
services in
agency of
of the
States to
perform all
all necessary
in
report.
connection
preparation of claims and the presentation
presentation Final
connection with
with the preparation
Fina report.
thereof
Commission, and the
thereof before
before said
said Mixed Claims
Claims Commission,
the preparation
preparation
of a
final report
report of
the agent
and the
orderly arrangement
arrangement for
for
of
a final
of the
agent and
the orderly
preservation of
and the
of
preservation
of the
the records
records of
of the
the agency
agency and
the disposition
disposition of
property jointly
salaries
property
jointly owned
owned by
by the
the two
two Governments,
Governments, including
including salaries
of an
an agent
and necessary
other assistants
employees,
of
agent and
necessary counsel
counsel and
and other
assistants and
and employees,
loymnt o
Employment of
employment of special
rent in the District of Columbia, employment
special counsel, counsel,etc.
counsel, etc.
translators,
other technical
contract, without
without regard
regard
translators, and
and other
technical experts,.
experts, by
by contract,
to the
provisions of
statute relative
to employment,
and for
for
to
the provisions
of any
any statute
relative to
employment, and
contract
stenographic reporting
services without
regard to
section
contract stenographic
reporting services
without regard
to section
ES., sec. 3709, p.733.
3709 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 41, sec.
sec. 5),
5), law books and u.s:c,
13'.p
U.S.C., p.
p. 1309.
books
of reference,
binding, contingent
expenses,
books of
reference, printing
printing and
and binding,
contingent expenses,
traveling
press-clipping service,
service, for
traveling expenses,
expenses, press-clipping
for all
all necessary
necessary and
and
appropriate
expenses in
with proceedings
under the
the Act
Act
in connection
connection with
proceedings under
appropriate expenses
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
amend the
the Act
Act approved
July 3,
1930 (46
Stat.,
entitled
"An Act
approved July
3, 1930
(46 Stat.,
p.
Commissioners or
p. 1005),
1005), authorizing
authorizing Commissioners
or members
members of
of international
international
tribunals
to administer
so forth
forth ",
", approved
June 7,
7, 1933,
tribunals to
administer oaths,
oaths, and
and so
approved June
1933,
including
stenographic transcripts
the testimony
testimony of
of witnesses,
witnesses, and
including stenographic
transcripts of
of the
and
such
n the
the United
States and
the
such other
other expenses
expenses i
in
United States
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
as the
President
may deem
for services
services rendered
President may
deem proper,
proper, including
including payment
payment for
rendered
and reimbursement
expenditures incurred
incurred subsequent
subsequent to
December
and
reimbursement for
for expenditures
to December
31,
1933, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935,
1935, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available,
available, $57,000.
$57,000.
31, 1933,
Mexican Mixed
General
and Special
States and
and Claims
General and
Special Claims
Claims Conventions,
Conventions, United
United States
Mexican
Mixed
Commission.
Vol. 43,
pp. 1722,
1730.
3,pp
73om
o..
Mexico:
Mexico: For the expenses
expenses of final and complete settlement
settlement and adjust- cvol.
ment of
of the
the citizens
citizens of
each country
against the
the other
under
ment
of claims
claims of
of each
country against
other under
a
extended, and
citia convention
convention concluded
concluded September
September 8,
8, 1923,
1923, as
as extended,
and of
of citiSGG.37 °-3-1
-60
SCG37°-31---C
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Agency expenses.

Agency expenses.

Joint
etc.
appraiser, etc.
Joint appraiser,

Inter-American
Hignhte-aymeri
Highway.
Ante,
p.
Ante, p.996.

996

Treasury
Teasury
ment.

Depart-

Depsrt-

Secretary's
Secretary's office.
office.
Recoinage of Danish
Danish
Recoinage
West Indian
Indian coins for
Virgin
Islands.
Virgin Islands.

west

coins for

Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Warrants
ivisi
Warrants Division.
Contingent expenses,
Contingeepenerses,
public moneys.
Philadelphia Federal
Philadelphia
Federal
Reserve Bank, reimRsere Bank, reimbursement.

zens of
of the
United States
against Mexico
conconvention conunder aa convention
Mexico under
States against
the United
zens
cluded
September
10,
1923,
as
extended,
and
the
protocol
and convenconvenand
protocol
the
and
extended,
as
10,
1923,
September
cluded
tion signed
signed April
the United
States and
and Mexico,
Mexico,
United States
between the
1934, between
24, 1934,
April 24,
tion
including the
the expenses
which, under
of the above agreeterms of
under the terms
expenses which,
including
ments, are
are chargeable
chargeable in
part to
to the
United States,
the expenses
expenses of
States, the
the United
in part
ments,
an
agency of
of the
United States
States to
perform all
services in
in
necessary services
all necessary
to perform
the United
an agency
connection
the preparation
preparation of
American claims
claims and
and the
the defense
defense
of American
with the
connection with
of
the United
presented by
Mexico, and
of aa general
general
and of
by Mexico,
cases presented
in cases
States in
United States
of the
claims
commissioner to act as a
appraising the
appraiser in appraising
a joint appraiser
claims commissioner
claims,
expenses of
joint committee
determining
committee in determining
the joint
of the
the expenses
for the
and for
claims, and
the proper
classification of
of claims
which have heretofore
filed as
heretofore been filed
claims which
the
proper classification
both
and special
special claims,
claims, as
as provided
provided by the
the agreements
agreements of
general and
both general
April 24,
24, 1934,
1934, including
including salaries
salaries of an agent
agent and necessary counsel
counsel
April
and
other assistants
employees and
the District of
in the
rent in
and rent
and employees
assistants and
and other
Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, law books and books
printing
reference, printing
books of reference,
Columbia and
and
contingent expenses,
expenses, contract
stenographic reporting
reporting
contract stenographic
binding, contingent
and binding,
services,
without regard
Revised Statutes
3709 of the Revised
section 3709
to section
regard to
services, without
employment of special counsel,
5), the employment
41, sec. 5),
(U.S.C., title 41,
translators, and
and other
without regard
regard
technical experts, by contract, without
other technical
translators,
to the
provisions of
traveling
relative to employment, traveling
statute relative
of any statute
to
the provisions
appropriations from which
expenses,
reimbursement of other appropriations
which
expenses, the reimbursement
payments may
may have
herein
have been made for any of the purposes herein
payments
specified,
and such
such other
expenses in the United
United States and elsewhere
elsewhere
other expenses
specified, and
as the
the President
immediately
deem proper, fiscal year 1935, to be immediately
may deem
President may
as
available, $170,000.
$170,000.
available,
Inter-American Highway:
Highway: To
To meet
meet such
such expenses
expenses as
President
as the President
Inter-American

in his discretion may deem necessary
necessary to enable the United
United States to
cooperate with
the several
members of the Pan AmerGovernments, members
several Governments,
with the
cooperate
ican Union,
Union, in
construction of the
the survey and construction
with the
in connection
connection with
ican
proposed
$1,000,000, to remain
remain available
Highway, $1,000,000,
Inter-American Highway,
proposed Inter-American
expenditure of such sum shall be subject to the
until expended. The expenditure
receipt of
assurances satisfactory
President from
from such governsatisfactory to the President
of assurances
receipt
construction.
cooperation in such survey and construction.
ments of their cooperation

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
OF

OF THE SECRETARY

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Recoinage
of Danish
West Indian
Indian coins
coins of
of Virgin
Virgin Islands:
To
Islands: To
Danish West
Recoinage of
recoinage into subsidiary and other
cover the expenses and loss in the recoinage
other
coins
United States
Danish West Indian franc
franc and
and
States of the Danish
the United
coins of the
fractional coins of the Virgin Islands
Islands of the United States in order
order
to provide
provide for the replacement
replacement thereof at the rate fixed by Executive
to
nineteen and three-tenths
three-tenths
of August 8, 1920, of nineteen
Numbered 15 of
Order Numbered
hundredths of a
a dollar for each Danish West Indian
Indian franc face
coins, $25,000, to be expended
expended under
under the direction
direction of
amount of such coins,
available until expended.
expended.
the Secretary of the Treasury and to remain available
DIVISION OF
OF BOOKKEEPING
WARRANTS
AND WARRANTS
BOOKKEEPING AND
DIVISION

Contingent expenses,
expenses, public
moneys: The
The appropriations
appropriations for conpublic moneys:
Contingent
tingent expenses,
expenses, public
public moneys, for the fiscal years 1933 and 1934,
tingent
shall be available
available in the amounts of $635.87
$635.87 and $105.58,
$105.58, respectively,
respectively,
to enable reimbursement
reimbursement to the Federal Reserve
Reserve Bank of Philadel-

shipments of cash
phia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, for the cost of shipments
cash by armored
armored
motor car from July 1, 1932,
1932, to August 31, 1933,
1933, under contract
contract dated
dated
January 4, 1932.
January
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PUBLIC
DEBT SERVICE
SERVICE
PUBLIC DEBT

Public Debt Service.
Service.

Distinctive paper
paper for
for
Distinctive
afor
Distinctive
paper for
securities: For an additional secities.
United States securities:
for United
securities.
Distinctive paper
amount
for distinctive
distinctive paper for United
United States securities during
during the
amount for
fiscal
1935, including
including the
under this head
head
same objects specified under
the same
year 1935,
fiscal year
in
amended
Act, 1935, as amended
Appropriation Act,
Department Appropriation
Treasury Department
the Treasury
in the
by
Public Resolution
Numbered 23,
23, Seventy-third
approved
Seventy-third Congress, approved
Resolution Numbered
by Public
May
1934, $69,220.
$69,220.
7, 1934,
May 7,

BUREAU OF
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS
BUREAU

Customs Bureau.
Bureau.
Motor vehicles.
Motor

The
amount which
which may be expended
expended for the purthe amount
on the
limitation on
The limitation
chase
passenger-carrying vehicles from the approof motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
chase of
priation
increased
revenue from customs, 1935 ", is increased
Collecting the revenue
priation ""Collecting
from
to $75,000.
Buildigs, Improvemprove
from $25,000
$25,000 to
$75,000.
Buildings,
ments.
Not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500
Collecting the revenue
revenue ments.
appropriation ""Collecting
of the
the appropriation
$1,500 of
Not
from customs,
customs, 1935
shall be
available for
for improving, repairing,
be available
", shall
1935 ",
from
maintaining,
or preserving
such buildings,
buildings, inspection
stations, office
office Border
Border patrols.
inspection stations,
preserving such
maintaining, or
patrols.
817.
vol. 4,46, p. 817.
officers, sheds,
for officers,
quarters,
quarters for
sheds, and sites along
along Vol.
living quarters
including living
quarters, including
U.S.C. Supp. VII,
sUpp3 II
p.,.
the Canadian
Canadian and
and Mexican
as are
authorized by the Act of p.
are authorized
367.
borders as
Mexican borders
the
June 26,
VII, title 19, sec.
sec. 68).
68).
1930 (U.S.C., Supp. VII,
26, 1930
June
AND PRINTING
BUREAU
OF ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING
BUREAU OF

Engraving and
and PrintEngraving
ing Bureau.
Internal
Internal

revenue,

the Treasury
for the
The
in the
Act making
appropriations for
Treasury etc. stamps.
making appropriations
the Act
limitation in
The limitation
Number of sheets
of sheets
Nesber
of delivered
the number
Department for
for the
1934 as
to the
number of
delivered increased.
as to
year 1934
fiscal year
the fiscal
Department
including opium orders and spe- U.S.C., p. 742.
sheets
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps, including
sheets of
7
(U.S.C., U
cial-tax stamps
required under
the Act
1914 (U.S.C.,
17, 1914
December 17,
of December
Act of
under the
stamps required
cial-tax
title 26,
26, sec.
sec. 211),
is increased
increased from ninety-three
ninety-three million six hundred
hundred
211), is
title
seventy-five thousand
four hundred
hundred and
and eighty-six
eighty-six to one hundred
thousand four
seventy-five
eight
million six
hundred seventy-five
hundred and
thousand four hundred
seventy-five thousand
six hundred
eight million
eighty-six.
eighty-six.
PROCUREMENT DIVISION-PUBLIC
DIVISION—PUBLIC WORKS
W ORKS BRANCH
BRANCH
PROCUREMENT

Procurement
DiviviProcurement Di
sion—Public Works
Works
sion-Public

branch.
branch.

temporary
Rent of temporary
Rent
Rent of
of temporary
temporary quarters,
quarters, public
buildings: For rent of tem- quarters.
public buildings:
quarters.
Rent
porary
and alterations
accommodation
of same for the accommodation
alterations of
quarters and
porary quarters
of Government
Government officials
and moving
expenses incident
thereto, and
and
incident thereto,
moving expenses
officials and
of
the
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to enter into
Treasury is
the Treasury
the Secretary
leases for
for this
purpose for
for periods
periods not
three years,
fiscal
years, fiscal
exceeding three
not exceeding
this purpose
leases
year
$27,150.
year 1935,
1935, $27,150.
Furniture, etc.
Furniture
repairs of
for public
buildings: For an addipublic buildings:
same for
of same
and repairs
Furniture and
tional amount
amount for
for furniture
of same
same for
buildings,
for public buildings,
repairs of
and repairs
furniture and
tional
including
the same
objects specified
under this
this head
Act
in the Act
head in
specified under
same objects
including the
making appropriations
for the
Treasury Department
Department for
fiscal
for the fiscal
the Treasury
appropriations for
making
year 1932,
$3,000.
New York Federal
New
1932, $3,000.
year
Office Building.
Building.
New
York (New
Building (Vesey
(Vesey Street):
Street) :Office
Office Building
Federal Office
York) Federal
(New York)
New York
Limit of cost inThe limit
of cost
fixed under
under the
Second Deficiency
fiscal year
year creased.
creased.
Act, fiscal
Deficiency Act,
the Second
cost fixed
limit of
The
Vol. 47,
47, p. 1613.
1613.
1933,
March 4,
acquisition by
by purchase,
purchase, conthe acquisition
for the
1933, for
4, 1933,
approved March
1933, approved
demnation,
or otherwise
the block
bounded by
by Barclay,
Barclay, Vesey, and
block bounded
of the
otherwise of
demnation, or
Church Streets
West Broadway,
Broadway, is
is hereby
from Provisos.
increased from
hereby increased
Prorios.
and West
Streets and
Church
Increase charged
charged
Increase
$5,020,438
not to
to exceed
$5,056,246: Provided,
That this increase against
Proided,That
exceed $5,056,246:
to not
$5,020,438 to
emergency conemergency
struction.
struction.
of
$35,808,
being
approximately
the
amount
of
the
balance
on
owing
balance
the
of
amount
the
of $35,808, being approximately
the
final judgment
judgment in
of the
amount deposited
deposited in
in court
court with
with
the amount
excess of
in excess
the final
the
declaration
of
taking
in
condemnation
proceedings
plus
interest
interest
plus
proceedings
condemnation
in
the declaration of taking
on such
from October
the date
date of
of the
filing of
of the
the
the filing
1931, the
13, 1931,
October 13,
balance from
such balance
on
declaration
to
the
date
of
payment
at
the
rate
of
6
per
centum
per Vol.
centum
per
6
of
rate
the
at
payment
of
date
the
to
Vol. 47, p. 718.
718.
declaration
annum, shall
shall be
charged against
against the
under
authorized under
$5,715,000 authorized
the $5,715,000
be charged
annum,
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Act approved
Act
approved July
21, 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat. 718),
as modified
the operaJuly 21,
718), as
modified by
by the
operation
of the
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act
June 30,
30, 1932
1932
tion of
Act approved
approved June
(47
412), and
and as
further authorized
authorized under
under Act
Act approved
(47 Stat. 412),
as further
approved March
March
Cost
not affected by
Cost notaffected
by 31, 1933 (48 Stat.
Stat. 22),
22), for the construction of aa building
building on
on said
said
Economy Act.
Economy
site:
That the
of cost
cost herein
herein fixed
fixed shall
shall not
not
Vol.
site: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
the limit
limit of
Vol. 47,
47, p.. 41e2.
412.
reduced by
by the
the operation
operation of
section 320
320 of
of the
the Legislative
Legislative
be reduced
of section
Appropriation
Appropriation Act
(47 Stat.
412).
Act approved
approved June
June 30,
30, 1932 (47
Stat. 412).
Union City, NJ.
Udnion
City NJ
Union
Jersey) Post
Post Office:
Office: The
nion City
City (New
(New Jersey)
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Additional site.
Treasury
is hereby
Treasury is
hereby authorized
authorized to acquire
from the
the Port
Port of
of New
New
acquire from
York Authority, upon such terms
conditions as
as he
he may
may deem
deem to
terms and conditions
to
be to the best
best interest of the
an addition to
to the
the
the United States, as an
present post-office
post-office site
at Union
Jersey, acquired
acquired under
under
Vol. 46,
46 pp. 905.
905.
present
site at
Union City,
City, New
New Jersey,
Vol.
Description.
Description.
authority of the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year
authority
year 1930,
1930, approved
approved
July
July 3, 1930 (46 Stat. 905),
land described
described as
as follows:
follows: "
Begin905), the land
"Beginning at point
northerly side
point on the northerly
Twenty-ninth Street,
Street, distant
distant
side of
of Twenty-ninth
approximately
approximately two hundred feet west
intersecwest of the northwesterly
northwesterly intersection of Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Street and Palisade
Palisade Avenue,
Avenue, said
said intersection
intersection
being also the southeast
corner of the
post-office site; running
southeast corner
the present
present post-office
running
thence
a northerly
northerly direction
direction and parallel
thence in a
parallel with
Palisade Avenue
Avenue
with Palisade
aa distance approximately
and twenty-four
twenty-four feet,
thence
approximately one
one hundred
hundred and
feet, thence
in aa westwardly
westwardly direction
direction aa distance
distance of approximately
approximately forty-eight
forty-eight
feet to aa point, thence
a south
thence in a
wardly direction
direction aa distance
distance of
of
southwardly
approximately
approximately one
hundred and
thirty-seven feet
to a
a point
point in
in the
the
one hundred
and thirty-seven
feet to
northerly line
Twenty-ninth Street,
Street, thence
eastwardly direcdirecnortherly
line of
of Twenty-ninth
thence in
in an
an eastwardly
tion along the
the northerly
northerly line of
distance of
of
of Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Street
Street aa distance
Exchange off propertiesxhge
proer- approximately
approximately fifty feet to the
point of beginning
the point
beginning ",
", in
in exchange
exchange for
for
ties.
that portion of the aforesaid
aforesaid site described
described as follows:
follows:
Beginning at a
by the
southwesterly intersection
of
a point
point formed
formed by
the southwesterly
intersection of
Thirty-second Street
Thirty-second
Street and Palisade
being also
also the
the northeast
northeast
Palisade Avenue,
Avenue, being
corner of the present
running thence
thence in
in a
present post-office
post-office site;
site; running
a northwestnorthwestdirection along
erly direction
along the
line of
of Thirty-second
Thirty-second Street
Street a
the southerly
southerly line
a
distance of approximately
approximately two hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight feet to
to aa
point, thence
thence in
of approximately
one
in aasoutherly
southerly direction
direction aadistance
distance of
approximately one
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-four feet, thence
thence in an eastwardly
eastwardly direction
direction aa
distance
distance of approximately
approximately two hundred feet to the point of beginbeginProriso.
.oriso.
Exchange
ning: Po:
Provided,
the exchange
exchange of
of properties
properties shall
shalt be
be
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
Exchange
without nin
Federal expense.
Federal
expense.
without
expense to
the United
without expense
to the
United States.
States.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis
(Minnesota) Post Office,
Minneapolis (Minnesota)
Office, and so forth:
forth: The Second
Second
Appropriations available
able for approaches.
approaches.
)Deficiency
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
1930, approved
Deficiency Act,
year 1930,
approved July
July 3,
3, 1930
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat.
Vol. 46, p. 900;
Vol.
900), authorizing
the acquisition
acquisition of
a site
site and
and construction
construction of
of a
r. O0 ; Vol. (90),
47V.i
1
authorizing the
of a
a
47, p.42
412.
a limit
$4,075,000, as modified
building under a
limit of cost of $4,075,000,
modified by the
operation
operation of
section 320
of the
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
of section
320 of
approved
approved June
June 30, 1932 (47 Stat.
Stat. 412),
412), is hereby
hereby amended
amended so
as to
to
so as
make
exceed $25,000
make not to exceed
$25,000 of said amount
available, in
in the
amount also available,
the
discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
for necessary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, for
necessary approaches
approaches
Government's lot lines to the
outside the Government's
the loading platform
platform of the
building
located on High Street.
building located
Washington,
D.C.
Wcashington, D.C.
Washington,
Washington,
District of
Columbia, Central
Central Heating
Heating Plant:
Plant: The
The
District
of Columbia,
Central Heating
funi
Clantl
easing
Department is
Treasury Department
authorized to
to furnish
from this
this plant
plant to
is authorized
furnish heat
heat from
to
Plant:
furnishing
heat Treasury
to Corcoran
Corcoran Gallery.
Gllery.
the Corcoran
Corcoran Gallery
That
Gallery of Art: Prov.ided,
Provided, Th
atthe
th e proper
proper authority
au th or i
ty
Proviso.
Cost.
of such institution
agrees (a)
of
institution agrees
(a) to pay for heat
heat furnished
furnished at such
such
rates, not less than cost, as may be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Treasury,
and (b) to connect such buildi
building
with the
ng with
the Government
Government
the
i
manner satisfactory
mains in
n aa. manner
satisfactory to
to the
the Public
Publi c Works
W orks Branch
Branch,
Department.
Procurement
Procurement Division, Treasury
Treasury Department.
p.

ol. 47, p. 412.
Vol.
Ante,
22.
Ante, p.
p. 22.
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WAR
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT

MILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
MILITARY
the purchase
Rifle
ranges, Fort
Fort Francis
Francis E.
For the
purchase of one
Warren: For
E. Warren:
Rifle ranges,
thousand
hundred acres
acres of
of land
land adjacent
to Fort Francis E.
adjacent to
six hundred
thousand six
Warren
in the
Wyoming for use of the United States Army
of Wyoming
State of
the State
Warren in
for rifle-range
rifle-range purposes
purposes in
with the provisions of an
accordance with
in accordance
for
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize an
appropriation for the puran appropriation
entitled "An
Act
chase of
land in
in Wyoming
Wyoming for
of
use as rifle ranges for the Army of
for use
of land
chase
the United
States ".
approved June
$16,000.
June 14, 1934, $16,000.
". approved
United States
the
ACTIVITIES
NONMILITARY
NONMILITARY ACTIVITIES

and harbor
Claims for
with river
river and
harbor vessels:
vessels:
collision with
by collision
damages by
for damages
Claims

War Department.
Department.
War

acitivities.
Military aeitivities.
Military
Fort Francis E. WarForteCraisE. Warren, rifle ranges.
Ante,
A nte, p.ng.
955.

Nonmilitary
Nonmilitry
ities.

activactiev

Collision damages.
damages.
Co"ision

To pay
pay claims
with river and harbor vesvescollision with
by collision
damages by
for damages
claims for
To

sels adjusted
adjusted and
and determined
the War
Department under
under the
the
War Department
by the
determined by
sels

provisions of
section 9
9 of
of the
approved
Harbor Act, approved
River and Harbor
the River
of section
provisions
June
5, 1920
1920 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
564), as set forth in House Docutitle 33, sec. 564),
June 5,
ment Numbered
Numbered 316,
316, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress, $1,833.10.
$1,833.10.
ment
JUDGMENTS
AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AND AUTHORIZED
JUDGMENTS AlsTD

DAMAGE
CLAIMS
DAMAGE CLAIMS
SECTION 2.
For the
the payment
of claims
for damages
damages to or
or losses
claims for
payment of
2. For
SECTION
of
adjusted and
determined by the followand determined
property adjusted
owned property
privately owned
of privately
ing
departments and
and independent
establishments under the
independent establishments
respective departments
ing respective
provisions
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for aa method for
Act entitled
the Act
provisions of
the
arising against
against the Government
Government of the United
United
claims arising
of claims
settlement of
the settlement
States in
sums not
not exceeding
$1,000 in
in any
case ",
", approved
approved
one case
any one
exceeding $1,000
in sums
States

December 28,
215-217), as fully set forth
31, secs. 215-217),
title 31,
(U.S.C., title
1922 (U.S.C.,
28, 1922
December
in
Senate
Documents
Numbered
201,
203,
and 213, and House Docuand
203,
201,
Numbered
in Senate Documents
ments
319 and
and 332,
Seventy-third Congress, as follows:
follows:
332, Seventy-third
Numbered 319
ments Numbered
Civil Works
Works Administration,
Administration, $2,113.97;
$2,113.97;
Civil
National
Aeronautics, $81.85;
$81.85;
for Aeronautics,
Committee for
Advisory Committee
National Advisory
Veterans' Administration,
$673.17;
Administration, $673.17;
Veterans'
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $2,381.42;
$2,381.42;
Department
$1,066.85;
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, $1,066.85;
Department
Department of
Interior, $2,025.64;
$2,025.64;
the Interior,
of the
Department
Department of
Justice, $720.05;
$720.05;
of Justice,
Department
Department
$207.30;
Labor, $207.30;
of Labor,
Department of
Navy Department,
Department, $4,390;
Navy
Post Office
Office Department
Department (out
revenues), $20,235.32;
$20,235.32;
postal revenues),
of postal
(out of
Post
Treasury Department,
$3,714.91;
Department, $3,714.91;
Treasury
War Department,
Department, $15,209.32;
$15,209.32;
War
In
$52,819.80.
all, $52,819.80.
In all,

ol. 4,.

05.

Vol. 41, p. 1015.
U.S.C., p. 108
1081.

u°s.c.,

Judgments
and
Judgments and
authoriedclaims.
authorized
claims.
Damage claims.
claims,
Damage
Settlement of, not in
Settlement
t
excesstof$1.'
excess
of 81,000.

Vol. 42, p.1068.

42, p.
Vol.
U.S.C.,
p. 10M.
989.

JUDGMENTS,
UNITED STATES
COURTS
STATES COURTS
JUDGMENTS, UNITED

States courts,
United States
United
judgments.
judgments.

SEC. 3.
3. For
payment of
judgments and
and decrees,
including
decrees, including
final judgments
the final
of the
For payment
SEC.
costs
of suits,
suits, which
have been
rendered under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the
been rendered
which have
costs of
Act of
of March
March 3,
1887, entitled
entitled "An
Act to
provide for
for the
the bringing
bringing
to provide
"An Act
3, 1887,
Act
of suits
suits against
against the
the Government
Government of
of the
as amended
amended
States" as
United States"
the United
of
by
the
Judicial
Code,
approved
March
3,
1911
(U.S.C.,
title 28,
(U.S.C.,
1911
3,
March
approved
Code,
by the Judicial
sec. 41,
41, par.
par. 20;
20; sec.
258; secs.
secs. 761-765),
certified to
to the
Seventythe Seventy761-765), certified
sec. 258;
sec.
third
Congress in
in Senate
DocuNumbered 198 and House DocuDocument Numbered
Senate Document
third Congress

Collecting
erroneousCollecting erroneously assessed
assessed taxes.
ly
Vol. 24.
p. 505;
505: Vol.
43,
Vol. 43,
24. p.
Vol.

941, 972.
pp. 348, 941,

U.S.C., p.867.
p. E.67.
U.S.C.,

1046
1046

73d
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 648.

JUNE 19, 1934.

ment
Numbered 324
324 (*
departments
ment Numbered
(* print),
print), under
under the
the following
following departments
establishments
namely:
and
establishments,
namely:
Department
establishments,
of
$397.20;
Department of Commerce, $397.20;
Department of the Interior, $3,363.74;
Department
$3,363.74;
Department of
$2,005;
Department
of Labor, $2,005;
Department
$1,920;
Department of State, $1,920;
Treasury Department,
Department, $5,029.40;
$5,029.40;
War
$23,868;
War Department, $23,868;
Interest.
Interest.
In
additional sum as may be
In all, 36,583.31,
36,583.34, together with such additional
necessary
respective judgments at the rate of
necessary to pay
pay interest on the
the respective
4
4 per centum from the date thereof until the time this appropriation
appropriation
is made.
Payment of,
ior suits
For the payment of judgments,
Payment
of, for
judgments, including
including costs of suits,
suits, rendered
rendered
admiralty.
in admiralty.
11112.
Vol. 43, p. 1112.
Government of the United States by United States
against the Government
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., p.
p. 1529.
152
District Courts under
under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act
Act
authorizing suits against the United States in admiralty
admiralty for damauthorizing
salvage services rendered to public vessels belongages caused by and salvage
ing to the United States and for other purposes ", approved
approved March
March
3, 1925 (U.S.C., title 46, secs. 781-789),
781-789), certified
certified to the Seventy-third
Seventy-third
Numbered 198 and House Document
Congress in Senate Document Numbered
Document
Numbered
(* print),
print), under the following
following departments,
departments, namely:
namely:
Numbered 324 (*
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, $21,000;
$21,000;
$3,357.65;
Navy Department, $3,357.65;
Treasury Department, $6,275.77;
$6,275.77;
Treasury
War Department,
Department, $2,635.93;
$2,635.93;
Interest.
Interest.
In
together with such additional
additional sum as
as may
In all, $33,269.35, together
may be
be
necessary to pay interest as and where
where specified in such judgments.
necessary
Judgments, under
under
Judgments,
For the payment of the judgments, including
including costs of suits, renspecial ads.
acts.
sPecial
dered against the Government
Government by United States District Courts in
p.
1012.
J.S.C., i
U.S.C.,
x1011
special cases and under the provisions
provisions of certain special
special Acts
and
Acts and
certified to the Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress in Senate Document
Document
Numbered
Numbered 324 (*
print),
Numbered 198 and House Document Numbered
(* print),
under the following
following departments,
departments, namely:
namely:
under
Department of Justice, $45,000;
$45,000;
Department, $44,440.40;
$44,440.40;
Navy Department,
War Department, $12,167.96;
$12,167.96;
Interest.
Interest.
In
all, $101,608.36,
$101,608.36, together
together with
such additional
sum as
as may
may be
In all,
with such
additional sum
be
necessary
pay
interest as and
where specified
in
such
judgments.
necessary
to
pay
interest
and
where
specified
in
such
judgments.
Time
Time of
of payn
payments.
None
under this
caption shall
nents.
None of
of the
the judgments
judgments contained
contained under
this caption
shall be
be paid
paid
until the right of
of appeal shall have expired except such as have
become final and conclusive
of
conclusive against the United States by failure of
the parties to appeal or otherwise.
otherwise.
Interest.
Interest.
Payment of interest
provided for judgments
judgments contained
contained in
Payment
interest wherever
wherever provided
this Act shall not in any case continue
continue for more than thirty days after
after
the date of approval of the Act.
Judgments, Court of
Claims.
Payment of.

alTDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS
JUDGMENTS,
CLAIMS

SEc.
SEC. 4. For payment of the judgments rendered by the Court of
Seventy-third Congress in Senate
Claims and reported to the Seventy-third
Senate Documents Numbered 196, 206, and 212 and House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
327, under the following departments and establishments,
namely:
establishments, namely:
Architect
$4,347.13;
Architect of the Capitol, $4,347.13;
Advisory Committee
National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, $7,715.01;
$7,715.01;
Railroad Administration,
Railroad
Administration, $69,671.13;
$69,671.13;
Department of the Interior, $144,106.01;
$141,106.01;
Department
Department of Justice, $25.25;
Department
$25.25;
Navy
Navy Department,
Department, $315,915.56;
$315,915.56;
Treasury Department, $18,652.59;
$18,652.59;
War Department,
Department, $854,722.14;
$854,722.14;

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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II.
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CH. 648.
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In all,
all, $1,415,154.82,
together with
such additional
additional sum
sum as
as may
be Interest.
In
$1,415,154.82, together
with such
may be
necessary to pay
including
pay interest on certain
certain of
of the
the judgments,
judgments, including
necessary
number M-183
in favor
of the
the Federal
Federal Real
Real Estate
Storage Federal Real Estate
number
M-183 in
favor of
Estate and
and Storage
and Storage Company.
Company
Document Numbered
Numbered 212,
212,
J. Phillips,
Phillips, Senate Document
Company and Hugh J.
at
at the legal
legal rate
rate per
per annum
annum as and where
where specified
specified in
in such
such judgments.
judgments.
None
contained under this
caption which
this caption
which have Time of payment.
None of the
the judgments contained
not been affirmed
affirmed by the Supreme Court or otherwise
otherwise become final
the
and conclusive
against the
the United
United States shall be paid until the
conclusive against
and
43, p. 939.
939.
expiration
of the
be made for aa Vol.
application may be
within which application
the time
time within
expiration of
U.S.C., p. 9(10.
900.
entitled
section 3, of the
the Act
Act entitled
subdivision (b)
(b) section
writ of
of certiorari
certiorari under subdivision
"An Act
further define the
Act to amend
amend the
the Judicial
Judicial Code, and to further
"An
jurisdiction
circuit courts
and of
of the
the Supreme
appeals and
courts of
of appeals
of the
the circuit
jurisdiction of
Court, and
and for
other purposes
purposes ",
", approved
13, 1925
1925 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C.,
February 13,
approved February
Court,
for other
title
288).
sec. 288).
title 28,
28, sec.
AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS

SEC. 5.
5. (a)
(a) For
payment of
of the
following claims,
claims, certified
certified to
to
the following
For the
the payment
SEC.
be due
due by
by the
under appropriations
appropriations the
Office under
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
be
balances of
have been
been carried
to the
the surplus
surplus fund under the
carried to
of which
which have
balances
provisions
of section
of the
Act of
20, 1874
1874 (U.S.C.,
31,
(U.S.C., title
title 31,
of June
June 20,
section 55of
the Act
provisions of
sec. 713),
713), and
treated as
permanent,
as permanent,
heretofore treated
under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
sec.
and under
being for
for the service of the fiscal year 1931 and prior years, unless
otherwise stated,
and which have been certified to Congress under
stated, and
otherwise
section
the Act
Act of
of July
July 7,
title 5,
266), as
5, sec.
sec. 266),
1884 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
7, 1884
of the
2 of
section 2
fully
Document Numbered
Numbered 323, Seventy-third
Seventy-third
fully set forth in House Document
follows.
Congress, there
is appropriated
appropriated as follows.
there is
Congress,
LEGISLATIVE
ESTABLISHMENT
LEGISLATIVE ESTABLISHMENT

For
officers and
and employees,
employees, House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
salaries, officers
For salaries,
$7.20.
$7.20.
INDEPENDENT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT

Audited claims.
Payment
of.
Payment of.

Vol. 18, p. 110.
Vol.
18, p.
U.S.C.,
p. 1022.
1022.
U.S.C.,

Legislative
Legislative
lishment.

Estab-

Independent offices.

For
under Mineral
Mineral Act
of October
$504,222.25.
5, 1918,
1918, $504,222.25.
October 5,
Act of
operations under
For operations
For
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $143.67.
$143.67.
For Interstate
For traveling
Service Commission,
Commission, $2.35.
$2.35.
Civil Service
expenses, Civil
For
traveling expenses,
For operation
operation of
of projects,
United States
States Housing
Corporation,
Housing Corporation,
projects, United
For
$38.75.
$38.75.
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, vocational
rehabilitation of persons
vocational rehabilitation
For
disabled in
industry, $4.
$4.
in industry,
disabled
For Government
Government contribution
contribution to
to American
National Red
Cross
Red Cross
American National
For
Building,
$2,978.98.
Building, $2,978.98.
For
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
$17,115.51.
Bureau, $17,115.51.
hospital services,
and hospital
medical and
For medical
For
military and
naval compensation,
Veterans' Administration,
Administration,
compensation, Veterans'
and naval
For military
$1,858.57.
$1
858.57.
For military
military and
and naval
insurance, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $612.72.
$612.72.
naval insurance,
For
For
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
$174.41.
Bureau, $174.41.
For salaries
For
Bureau, $123.
Veterans' Bureau,
rehabilitation, Veterans'
vocational rehabilitation,
For vocational
For Army
pensions, $297.27.
Army pensions,
For
For
$12.50.
pensions, $12.50.
Navy pensions,
For Navy
For fees
fees of
$5.
pensions, $5.
surgeons, pensions,
examining surgeons,
of examining
For
For investigation
cases, Bureau of Pensions, $13.20.
pension cases,
of pension
investigation of
For
For
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers,
Southern
Soldiers, Southern
Disabled Volunteer
For National
Branch,
$141.80.
Branch, $141.80.
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

salaries
salaries
salaries
salaries
salaries
salaries
salaries
salaries

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

expenses,
Bureau of
$838.67.
Animal Industry, $838.67.
of Animal
expenses, Bureau
expenses,
Dairy Industry,
$1.75.
Industry, $1.75.
of Dairy
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Plant
Plant Industry, $52.97.
expenses,
expenses,
Forest Service,
Service, $44.65.
$44.65.
expenses, Forest

Department of AgriDepartment
culture.
culture.
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For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Forest Service,
emergency construction,
construction,
Service, emergency
$45.85.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Entomology, $4.06.
of Entomology,
$4.06.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics,
Economics,
$2.63.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Plant Quarantine
Quarantine and
and Control
Control AdminisAdministration,
tration, $56.
$56.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Bureau of Chemistry
Chemistry and
and Soils,
Soils, $10.42.
$10.42.
Department of comDepartment
Commerce.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE

For promoting commerce,
commerce, Department
Commerce, $78.55.
Department of
of Commerce,
$78.55.
For contingent
contingent expenses, Steamboat
$3.60.
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service,
Service, $3.60.
navigation facilities, $38,918.75.
For air navigation
$38,918.75.
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $445.13.
$115.13.
investigating mine accidents,
For investigating
accidents, $5.50.
$5.50.
For party expenses,
expenses, Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, $400.
$400.
For protecting
protecting seal and salmon
salmon fisheries
$90.
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska, $90.
For pay, and so forth, of officers
officers and men,
Survey,
men, vessels,
vessels, Coast
Coast Survey,
$1,040.65.
$1,040.65.
For transportation
effects of
transportation of families and effects
of officers
officers and
and employees,
employees,
Bureau
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Domestic Commerce,
Commerce, $81.79.
$81.79.
Department
Department
Interior.

of the
the
of

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT or
INTERIOR
OF THE INTERIOR

For Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey, $9.52.
$9.52.
For National Park
Service, $930.21.
$930.21.
Park Service,
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Education, $5.33.
For general
Bureau of
$5.33.
For education of natives of Alaska, $47.05.
$47.05.
For Howard University, $114.59.
$114.59.
For pay of Indian police, 816.88.
$16.88.
For Indian boarding
schools, $250.20.
$250.20.
boarding schools,
For industry among
among Indians, $2,002.88.
$2,002.88.
health among
For conservation
conservation of health
among Indians,
$426.
Indians, $426.
For education
education of natives of
of Alaska,
Alaska, $9.82.
$9.82.
For Indian
Indian school support, $106.86.
$106.86.
For relieving
relieving distress and prevention,
prevention, and
and so
forth, of
of diseases
diseases
so forth,
among Indians, $310.
$310.
For suppressing
suppressing contagious diseases among
livestock of
of Indians,
Indians,
among livestock
$125.
$125.
Department of
of IllsJusDepartment
tiee.
tice.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OP
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Prohibition, $749.77.
$749.77.
of Prohibition,
supplies for United
$532.50.
United States
States courts,
courts, $532.50.
probation
probation system, United
States courts,
$45.
United States
courts, $45.
contingent
contingent expenses, Department of
of Justice,
Justice, $5.
$5.
books, Department of Justice, $77.
877.
books for judicial
$1,375.10.
judicial officers,
officers, $1,375.10.
detection and prosecution
prosecution of
of crimes,
crimes, $159.33.
$159.33.
examination of judicial officers,
examination
officers, $4.5G.
$4.5G.
printing and binding, Department
Department of
Justice and
of Justice
and courts,
courts,

$229.73.

For protecting
protecting interests of the United States in
matters,
in customs
customs matters,
$5,000.
$5,000.
For repairs to buildings, Court
Court. of
Claims, $44.97.
$44.97.
of Claims,
For
For salaries
salaries of circuit, district,
district, and retired judges,
judges, $194.44.
$194.44.
For
salaries. fees,
fees, and
expenses of marshals, United States courts,
For salaries,
and expenses
$2,951.09.
$2,951.09.
For
and expenses
district attorneys,
For salaries
salaries and
expenses of district
attorneys, United States
courts,
$991.64.
courts, $991.64.
For
fees of commissioners,
For fees
commissioners, United States courts,
courts, $5,424.48.
$5,424.48.
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For fees
fees of
of jurors,
jurors, United
United States courts,
courts, $48.60.
For
For
fees of
of jurors
jurors and witnesses,
witnesses, United States courts, $74.78.
For fees
For miscellaneous
courts, $685.71.
expenses, United States courts,
miscellaneous expenses,
For
For support
support of prisoners,
United States courts, $834.30.
prisoners, United
For
$1,254.87.
For support of
of United
United States prisoners, $1,254.87.
For
For
Leavenworth, Kansas, $39.22.
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
States penitentiary,
United States
For United
For
penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia, $29.88.
United States penitentiary,
For United
For
States penitentiary,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, infirmary
infirmary and
penitentiary, Atlanta,
United States
For United
$4.63.
isolation
isolation buildings, $4.63.
maintenance,
For
Industrial Institution
Institution for Women,
Women, maintenance,
Federal Industrial
For Federal
$16.40.
$16.40.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR
DEPARTMENT

Department of
of LaLaDepartment
bor.

For
immigration, $1,028.63.
$1,028.63.
For expenses of regulating immigration,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY

Navy Department.
Department.
Navy

Establishment, $9.09.
For increase
compensation, Naval
Naval Establishment,
of compensation,
increase of
For
For pay,
pay, miscellaneous,
$17.67.
miscellaneous, $17.67.
For
For gunnery
and engineering
exercises, Bureau
Navigation, $10.
of Navigation,
Bureau of
engineering exercises,
For
gunnery and
For organizing
organizing the Naval Reserve Force, $4.20.
For
For organizing
organizing the Naval Reserves,
Reserves, $96.89.
For
For engineering,
engineering, Bureau
Bureau of Engineering, $39,186.65.
$39,186.65.
For
For
construction and
and repair,
repair, Bureau
Bureau of
Construction and Repair,
of Construction
For construction
$56.14.
$56.14.
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $200.
For ordnance
For
pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and
transportation, Navy,
$18,865.07.
Navy, $18,865.07.
and transportation,
For pay,
For
$2,154.79.
For pay of the Navy, $2,154.79.
Navigation, $367.25.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau of Navigation,
$367.25.
For
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $261.35.
For
For aviation,
aviation, Navy,
Navy, $91,451.06.
$91,451.06.
For
For pay,
$2,532.61.
Marine Corps, $2,532.61.
pay, Marine
For
$180.68.
For
Corps, $180.68.
Marine Corps,
expenses, Marine
general expenses,
For general
For
Quartermaster's Department,
Marine Corps,
Department, Marine
maintenance, Quartermaster's
For maintenance,
$233.34.
$233.34.
For reimbursement
to certain
certain persons
for loss
loss of Government
Government secupersons for
reimbursement to
For
rities while
while naval
prisoners, $127.04.
naval prisoners,
rities
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT

For allowance
allowance for
for clerks
clerks at
consulates, $315.06.
at consulates,
For
For allowance
Foreign Service officers who
of Foreign
heirs of
or heirs
widows or
to widows
allowance to
For
die
$316.68.
die abroad, $316.68.
For contingent
$662.71.
missions, $662.71.
foreign missions,
expenses, foreign
contingent expenses,
For
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, United
States consulates,
consulates, $35.16.
United States
For contingent
For
of Foreign
Foreign Service
inspectors, $5.32.
Service inspectors,
expenses of
For expenses
For
of ambassadors
ambassadors and
ministers, $55.56.
and ministers,
salaries of
For salaries
For salaries,
salaries, Foreign
Service officers,
$80.78.
officers, $80.78.
Foreign Service
For
For salaries,
Foreign Service
officers while
receiving instructions
instructions
while receiving
Service officers
salaries, Foreign
For
and
in transit, $501.74.
and in
For transportation
transportation of
Foreign Service
Service officers,
officers, $7,208.04.
$7,208.04.
of Foreign
For
For transporting
transporting remains
diplomatic officers,
officers, consuls, and
of diplomatic
remains of
For
consular assistants,
assistants, $101.
$101.
consular
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

increase
compensation, Treasury
Department, $17.33.
Treasury Department,
of compensation,
increase of
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from
from customs,
customs, $103.50.
collecting
compensation in
moieties, $356.
$356.
of moieties,
lieu of
in lieu
compensation
collecting the
the internal
internal revenue,
$235.48.
revenue, $235.48.
collecting
collecting the
the war
war revenue,
$155.25.
revenue, $155.25.
collecting

Department of Stata.
State.
Department

Treasury
Treasury
ment.
ment.

Depart-
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For punishment
punishment for violation
laws, $442.65.
$442.65.
violation of
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws,
For refunding
refunding internal-revenue
collections, $300.
$300.
internal-revenue collections,
For refunding taxes
collected, $323.97.
taxes illegally
illegally collected,
$323.97.
For enforcement
enforcement of
of Narcotic
and National
Prohibition Acts,
Narcotic and
National Prohibition
Acts,
Internal
Revenue, $1,599.45.
Internal Revenue,
$1,599.45.
For salaries and
Narcotics, $4.50.
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Narcotics,
$4.50.
For salaries and expenses,
Industrial Alcohol,
$2.25.
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Industrial
Alcohol, $2.25.
For Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, $4,853.83.
$4,853.83.
For pay and allowances,
allowances, Coast
Guard, $7,131.15.
$7,131.15.
Coast Guard,
For pay of crews, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
so forth,
forth, Life
Life
expenses, and
and so
Saving
Service, $710.18.
$710.18.
Saving Service,
contingent expenses,
For contingent
$277.94.
expenses, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, $277.94.
station, Barataria,
For Coast Guard station,
Barataria, Louisiana,
Louisiana, $300.
$300.
For rebuilding and repairing
repairing stations,
forth, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
stations, and
and so
so forth,
$3.08.
$3.08.
For pay of personnel and maintenance
maintenance of
hospitals, Public
Public Health
Health
of hospitals,
Service,
Service, $986.84.
$986.84.
For pay of other employees, Public
Public Health Service,
$7.65.
Service, $7.65.
For freight, transportation,
transportation, and
Service,
and so
so forth,
forth, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
$108.94.
For expenses, Division of Venereal Diseases, Public Health
Health
Service, $3.50.
$3.50.
Service,
For medical and hospital
hospital services,
services, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, $11.
$11.
For
Service, $7.96.
$7.96.
For Quarantine
Quarantine Service,
For studies of rural sanitation, Public Health Service,
Service, 20
20 cents.
cents.
For field investigations
investigations of public
45 cents.
public health,
health, 45
cents.
For preventing the spread
spread of epidemic
epidemic diseases,
diseases, $15.99.
For suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
other crimes,
$2.
and other
crimes, $2.
For general expenses of
public buildings,
of public
buildings, $1.55.
$1.55.
mechanical equipment
For mechanical
equipment for
public buildings,
buildings, $93.90.
$93.90.
for public
For operating
operating force
force for
buildings, $4.82.
$4.82.
for public
public buildings,
For operating supplies
supplies for
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $74.27.
$74.27.
preservation of
For repairs and preservation
$646.21.
of public
public buildings,
buildings, $646.21.
For furniture and repairs of
of same
for public
buildings, $4.25.
same for
public buildings,
$4.25.

War Department.

WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For registration
registration and selection
selection for military service,
service, $14.10.
$14.10.
For registration
registration and selection
military service,
Act June
15,
selection for
for military
service, Act
June 15,
1917,
$8.
1917, $8.
For pay, and so forth, of
of the
(Longevity Act
January 29,
the Army (Longevity
Act January
29,
1927),
$1,488.84.
1927), $1,488.84.
For pay, and so forth,
$65,318.35.
forth, of
of the
the Army,
Army, $65,318.35.
For pay of
Army, $7,335.
of the
the Army,
$7,335.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War with
Spain, $228.36.
$228.36.
with Spain,
For arrears of pay, bounty, and so forth, $294.29.
For mileage of
of the
Army, $102.95.
$102.95.
the Army,
For increase
increase of compensation,
compensation, Military
Military Establishment,
Establishment, $9,647.36.
$9,647.36.
For Army transportation,
transportation, $3,119.78.
$3,119.78.
For clothing and equipage,
equipage, $128.07.
$128.07.
appropriations, Quartermaster
For general appropriations,
Quartermaster Corps,
$6,882.03.
Corps, $6,882.03.
For incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of the Army,
Army, $42.
$42.
For horses for cavalry, artillery, engineers, and
and so
so forth,
forth, $22.
$22.
For subsistence
subsistence of the Army,
Army, $283.80.
$283.80.
For supplies, services, and transportation,
Quartermaster Corps,
For
transportation, Quartermaster
Corps,
$622.68.
$622.68.
For replacing
replacing medical supplies, $136.07.
$136.07.
For replacing clothing and equipage, $3,784.33.
$3,784.33.
For replacing ordnance
ordnance and ordnance stores, $417.16.
$417.16.
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For
Corps, Army,
Army, $74.42.
Air Corps,
For Air
For medical
medical and hospital department,
department, $131.50.
For
For ordnance
ordnance service
$378.80.
service and supplies, Army, $378.80.
For
departments, ordnance,
For seacoast
defenses, insular departments,
ordnance, $1.13.
$1.13.
seacoast defenses,
For
departments, coast artillery, $105.
For
seacoast defenses,
insular departments,
defenses, insular
For seacoast
For
armament of
fortifications, $26,651.42.
of fortifications,
For armament
For
armament, $62.14.
field-artillery armament,
For field-artillery
For
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, Army, $5.75.
$5.75.
For Chemical
For
arming, equipping,
equipping, and
and training the National Guard, $1,507.75.
For arming,
For
pay of
National Guard for armory drills, $788.04.
of National
For pay
For
arms, uniforms,
uniforms, equipment,
forth, for field service,
so forth,
and so
equipment, and
For arms,
National
$58.91.
Guard, $58.91.
National Guard,
For
Organized Reserves,
$131.37.
Reserves, $131.37.
For Organized
For Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps, $234.
For
For citizens'
citizens' military training camps, $6.02.
$6.02.
For
For headstones
for graves
graves of soldiers, $3.97.
headstones for
For
For cemeterial
cemeterial expenses,
Department, $13.07.
expenses, War Department,
For
POST
POST

OFFICE DEPARTMENT—POSTAL
DEPARTMENT-POSTAL SERVICE
OFFICE

(Out of
of the
postal revenues)
revenues)
the postal
(Out
For
balances due
due foreign
countries, $909.76.
$909.76.
foreign countries,
For balances
$1,348.81.
For city
delivery carriers, $1,348.81.
city delivery
For
For clerks,
clerks, firstfirst- and
and second-class
second-class post
offices, $2,166.65.
$2,166.65.
post offices,
For
$2,311.45.
For
compensation
to
postmasters,
$2,311.45.
postmasters,
to
compensation
For
For compensation
compensation to assistant postmasters,
postmasters, $100.
For
For
freight,
express,
or
motor
transportation of equipment, and
transportation
motor
or
express,
freight,
For
so forth, $44.58.
$44.58.
so
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic
$1,464.51.
mail, $1,464.51.
domestic mail,
For
For indemnities,
international mail, $445.85.
indemnities, international
For
For labor-saving
labor-saving devices, $48.26.
For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
first- and
and second-class
second-class post offices, $564.68.
items, firstFor
For
railroad transportation
$10,253.12.
mail-messenger service, $10,253.12.
and mail-messenger
transportation and
For railroad
For
Railway Mail
salaries, $19.38.
$19.38.
Service, salaries,
Mail Service,
For Railway
For rent,
light, and
fuel, $2,852.79.
$2,852.79.
and fuel,
rent, light,
For
For Rural
Rural Delivery
Service, $70.08.
$70.08.
Delivery Service,
For
For salaries,
salaries, Office
Postmaster General,
General,
Assistant Postmaster
Fourth Assistant
the Fourth
of the
Office of
For
$14.67.
$14.67.
For separating
mails, $120.
separating mails,
For
For special-delivery
fees, $11.53.
special-delivery fees,
For
For
service, $44.76.
route service,
star route
For star
$132.72.
For
service, $132.72.
vehicle service,
For vehicle
For
village delivery
delivery service,
service, $300.37.
$300.37.
For village
Total,
audited claims,
claims, section
section 5
together with
$933,102.46, together
(a), $933,102.46,
5 (a),
Total, audited
as may
such
additional
sum
due
to
increases
in
rates
exchange
exchange
of
rates
in
increases
to
due
sum
such additional
be necessary
to pay
pay claims
the foreign
as specified in
currency as
foreign currency
in the
claims in
necessary to
be
certain of
the settlements
settlements of
Accounting Office.
General Accounting
the General
of the
of the
certain

Post Once
Office Department.
Postal Service.

Additional

claims,

certified byOeneral
General
(b)
For the
of the
the following
following claims,
to be
be due
due ceiti
certified to
claims, certified
payment of
the payment
(b) For
Accounting Office.
by the
General Accounting
Office under
appropriations the
balances A-ountin
the balances
under appropriations
Vol. 18, p. Olfice.
110.
Accounting Office
the General
by
Vol. Z
25,^p.
P. 254
254of
have been
carried to
the surplus
surplus fund
the provisions
provisions Vol.
under the
fund under
to the
been carried
U.S.C., pp. 1022, 43.
which have
of which
u.
713),
of
section
5
of
the
Act
of
June
20,
1874
(U.S.C.,
title
31,
sec.
713),
31,
of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (U.S.C., title
and under
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
being
permanent, being
as permanent,
and under appropriations
for
the service
service of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1931
1931 and
and prior
unless otherotheryears, unless
prior years,
for the
wise
stated, and
and which
have been
to Congress
Congress under
section
under section
certified to
been certified
which have
wise stated,
2
of the
the Act
July 7,
7, 1884
(U.S.C., title
sec. 266),
fully set
as fully
266), as
5, sec.
title 5,
1884 (U.S.C.,
of July
Act of
2 of
forth in
Senate Document
197, Seventy-third
Congress,
Seventy-third Congress,
Numbered 197,
Document Numbered
forth in Senate
there
is appropriated
follows:
as follows:
appropriated as
there is
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INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT OFFICES

For operations
operations under Mineral
of October
5, 1918,
$77,714.26.
Mineral Act
Act of
October 5,
1918, $77,714.26.
For Interstate
$6.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $6.
For medical
medical and hospital
hospital services,
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $140.28.
$140.28.
For medical and hospital services,
services, Bureau
of War
War Risk
Risk InsurBureau of
Insurance, $2.
$2.
ance,
For military and naval compensation,
Administracompensation, Veteran's
Veteran's Administra$80.
tion, $80.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $163.28.
$163.28.
pensions, $28.
$28.
For Army
Army pensions,
For investigation
of pension
investigation of
pension cases,
cases, Bureau
Bureau of
of Pensions,
Pensions, $1.
$1.
Department of Agri-

Department of
of AgriuDuretment
Agriculture.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
AGRIC17LTTJRE

For eradication
eradication of
of sweetpotato
weevil, $1.50.
sweetpotato weevil,
$1.50.
For salaries and expenses,
Bureau of
Animal Industry,
$11.67.
expenses, Bureau
of Animal
Industry, $11.67.
For salaries
expenses, Bureau of Plant
salaries and expenses,
Industry, $77.50.
Plant Industry,
$77.50.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Chemistry
and Soils,
Chemistry and
Soils, $7.51.
$7.51.
For salaries and expenses, Food and
and Drug Administration,
Administration, $35.52.
$35.52.
Department
Department of Commerce.

District of Columbia.
DistrietofColumbia.

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE

For contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
of Commerce,
Commerce, $12.21.
Department of
$12.21.
For air-navigation
air-navigation facilities,
facilities, $9,548.06.
$9,548.06.
expenses, Lighthouse Service,
For general expenses,
$1.50.
Service, $1.50.
For allowance
allowance for quarters,
quarters, Foreign Commerce
$75.
Commerce Service,
Service, $75.
For aircraft
aircraft in
$254.86.
in commerce,
commerce, $254.86.
For operating
mine-rescue cars and
operating mine-rescue
Mines,
and stations,
stations, Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines,
$15.61.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

For street and road improvement
repair, District
District of
Columimprovement and
and repair,
of Columbia, $20.50,
revenues of
$2050, payable from the revenues
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Department
Interior.

of the

DEPARTMENT
OF THE
THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR

For general expenses, Office
Office of
of Education,
Education, $4.
$4.
For Indian
Indian school support,
support, $5.47.
$5.47.
For Indian school buildings, $65.97.
$65.97.
For support of Indians
Indians and administration
administration of
of Indian
Indian property,
property,
$49.75.
$49.75.
For conservation
conservation of health among Indians,
Indians, $90.
$90.
Department of
Department
of Justiee.
tice.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
JSTICE

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, United States courts,
courts, $118.07.
$118.07.
For salaries
For
salaries and expenses of district attorneys,
attorneys, United
United States
States
courts, $12.09.
$12.09.
courts,
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prohibition, $142.05.
$142.05.
For salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals, United States courts,
For
courts,
$542.89.
$542.89.
For detection and prosecution
prosecution of
of crimes,
crimes, $1.75.
$1.75.
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United
courts, $95.
$95.
United States
States courts,
For support of United States prisoners,
prisoners, $94.
$94.
For fees of witnesses, United
For
United States courts, $9.50.
For salaries
expenses of clerks, United States courts, $387.64.
For
salaries and
and expenses
$387.64.
Department
Department of Labor.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR
DEPARTMIIENT
LABOR

For expenses of regulating
regulating immigration,
immigration, $19.35.
$19.35.
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For
For
For
For
For
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Navy Department.
Department.
Navy

pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $2.75.
gunnery
Navigation, $5.
$5.
engineering exercises, Bureau of Navigation,
and engineering
gunnery and
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $228.38.
maintenance,
engineering, Bureau of Engineering,
Engineering, $4.30.
engineering,
$65.85.
pay of the Navy, $65.85.
transportation, Navy, $162.15.
$162.15.
subsistence, and transportation,
pay, subsistence,
aviation, Navy, $74,778.56.
$74,778.56.
aviation,
pay,
Marine Corps, $421.35.
pay, Marine
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DEPARTMENT

Department of State.
Department

foreign missions,
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, foreign
missions, $40.23.
$40.23.
For contingent
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY

For
Department, freight, telegrams,
Treasury Department,
expenses, Treasury
contingent expenses,
For contingent
and
and so forth, 76 cents.
For
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs, $30.38.
For collecting
$67.25.
For
revenue $67.25.
the internal revenue,
collecting the
For collecting
For
Narcotic and National
Prohibition Acts, interNational Prohibition
of Narcotic
enforcement of
For enforcement
nal
revenue, $744.65.
$744.65.
nal revenue,
Narcotics, $2.40.
For salaries
salaries and
expenses, Bureau of Narcotics,
and expenses,
For
Guard, $84.45.
$84.45.
For Coast Guard,
allowances, Coast Guard, $24.33.
For pay and allowances,
For repairs
repairs to Coast Guard vessels, $14.80.
For
maintenance of hospitals, Public Health
Health
pay of personnel and maintenance
For pay
Service, $77.25.
Service,
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
WAR

For
pay, and
$8,885.61.
the Army, $8,885.61.
so forth, of the
and so
For pay,
For
the Army, $588.78.
of the
pay of
For pay
For
pay, and
and so
forth, of
the Army,
Army, War
with Spain, 21 cents.
War with
of the
so forth,
For pay,
For
mileage to
officers and contract
contract surgeons, $11.08.
$11.08.
to officers
For mileage
For mileage
of the
$13.25.
Army, $13.25.
the Army,
mileage of
For
For
Military Establishment,
$1,259.63.
Establishment, $1,259.63.
compensation, Military
of compensation,
increase of
For increase
For
compensation, War Department,
Department, $98.
of compensation,
increase of
For increase
For
transportation, $443.38.
For Army transportation,
For clothing
equipage, $38.34.
clothing and equipage,
For
For
$10,107.
Corps, $10,107.
Quartermaster Corps,
appropriations, Quartermaster
general appropriations,
For general
For
cavalry, artillery, engineers,
engineers, and so forth, $2.
horses for cavalry,
For horses
For
supplies of the Army, $8.33.
regular supplies
For regular
For
services, and
and transportation,
Quartermaster Corps,
transportation, Quartermaster
supplies, services,
For supplies,
$20,547.49.
$20,547.49.
For replacing
replacing ordnance
stores, $2.24.
ordnance stores,
and ordnance
ordnance and
For
For sites
for military
purposes, $100.
military purposes,
sites for
For
$505.
For Air
Corps, Army, $505.
Air Corps,
For
For Medical
Medical and
and Hospital
Department, $5.88.
Hospital Department,
For
For seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses, ordnance,
ordnance, $26.03.
For
For armament
armament of
of fortifications,
$1,217.70.
fortifications, $1,217.70.
For
For arming,
equipping, and
and training
training the
National Guard,
$63.84.
Guard, $63.84.
the National
arming, equipping,
For
For pay
Guard for
drills, $285.71.
$285.71.
armory drills,
for armory
National Guard
of National
pay of
For
For
uniforms, equipment,
field service,
for field
forth, for
so forth,
and so
equipment, and
arms, uniforms,
For arms,
National Guard,
Guard, $213.44.
National
For
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Corps, $21.90.
Reserve Officers'
For Reserve
For
headstones for
for graves
of soldiers,
soldiers, $2.12.
graves of
For headstones
For
Vicksburg National
National Military
Military Park,
Park, $8.49.
For Vicksburg

Treasury
Treasury
ment.
ment.

Depart.
Depart-

War
Department.
War Department.
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Post Office
Office Department.
Postal Service.
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II.
SESS. II.

CH.
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CH. 648.

JUNE 19,
1934.
JUNE
19, 1934.

POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT-POSTAL
DEPARTMENT—POSTAL SERVICE
SERVICE
POST

(Out
of the
the postal
(Out of
postal revenues)
revenues)

Additional
claims.
Additional claims.
Vol. 18, p. 110.
102.
U.S.C., p.
p. 1022.

voL 8

Vol. 23,
23, p.
p. 254.
2.
U.S.C., p. 43.

Vol.

For
clerks, firstfirst- and
second-class post
post offices,
offices, $549.35.
For clerks,
and second-class
$549.35.
For
freight, express,
motor transportation
equipment, etc.,
etc.,
For freight,
express, or
or motor
transportation of
of equipment,
$4.48.
$4.48.
For indemnities,
$286.52.
For
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail,
mail, $286.52.
For
indemnities, international
mail, $71.23.
For indemnities,
international mail,
$71.23.
For labor-saving
devices, 25
25 cents.
For
labor-saving devices,
cents.
For
post-office equipment
$2.50.
For post-office
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, $2.50.
and mail
mail messenger
For railroad
railroad transportation
transportation and
messenger service,
service, $26.40.
$26.40.
For
and fuel,
fuel, $10.70.
$10.70.
For rent,
rent, light,
light, and
For special-delivery
special-delivery fees,
For
fees, $5.67.
$5.67.
Total,
audited claims,
section 55 (b),
(b), $212,001.18,
Total, audited
claims, section
$212,001.18, together
together with
with
such
additional sum
increases in
of exchange
such additional
sum due
due to
to increases
in rates
rates of
exchange as
as may
may be
be
necessary to
pay claims
the foreign
as specified
specified in
necessary
to pay
claims in
in the
foreign currency
currency as
in
certain of
of the
of the
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
certain
the settlements
settlements of
the General
Office.
(c)
(c) For the payment
payment of the following
following claims, certified to be due
by the
Office under
under appropriations
appropriations the
the balances
balances
by
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
of
which have
been carried
to the
the surplus
fund under
of which
have been
carried to
surplus fund
under the
the provisions
provisions
of section
section 55of the Act of
of June
June 20,
20, 1874
title 31,
31, sec.
1874 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
sec. 713),
713),
and
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
as permanent,
permanent, being
and under
under appropriations
being
service of the fiscal year 1931 and
for the service
prior years,
and prior
years, unless
unless otherotherand which
which have
been certified
certified to
wise stated,
stated, and
have been
to Congress
Congress under
under section
section
2
2 of the Act of July 7, 1884 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
266), as
as fully
title 5,
5, see.
sec. 266),
fully set
set
forth
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress,
forth in
in Senate
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 205,
205, Seventy-third
there is
is appropriated
as follows:
there
appropriated as
follows:

Independent Offices.
Offices.
Independent

INDEPENDENT Olt
ICES
INDEPENDENT
OFFICES

For operations
operations under
under Mineral
Mineral Act
of October
October 5,
5, 1918,
1918, $7,294.62.
Act of
$7,294.62.
For medical
medical and
hospital services,
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $12.50.
$12.50.
and hospital
services, Veterans'
Department of ComDepartment
Commerce.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT

For air-navigation
air-navigation facilities,
facilities, $300.
$300.
Department of JusDepartment
tice.
tice.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT

For salaries
salaries and
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Prohibition, $11.33.
For
and expenses,
of Prohibition,
$11.33.
Navy Department.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
War Department.
Department.

Claims under
under private
Claims
private
acts.

pay, subsistence,
pay,
and transportation,
Navy $2,880.75.
$2,880.75.
subsistence, and
transportation, Navy
pay of
Navy, $3,162.07.
$3,162.07.
pay
of the
the Navy,
transportation, Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation, $11.96.
transportation,
of Navigation,
$11.96.
general
Corps, $67.85.
$67.85.
general expense,s,
expenses, Marine
Marine Corps,
DEPARTMENT
WAR DEPARTMENT

and so
so forth,
of the
the Army,
$845.33.
For pay,
pay, and
forth, of
Army, $845.33.
appropriations, Quartermaster
For general appropriations,
Quartermaster Corps,
$167.39.
Corps, $167.39.
For increase
increase of compensation.
compensation, Military
Military Establishment,
Establishment, $468.08.
$468.08.
For pay of Military Academy,
Academy, $10.
Total, audited claims, section 55 (c),
(c), $15,231.88,
$15,231.88, together with such
such
additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange
exchange as may be
necessary
claims in the foreign
necessary to pay claim,s
foreign currency as
as specified in
in
certain of the settlements
settlements of the General
General Accounting
Office.
Accounting Office.
SEC. 6.
under certain
To pay
claims allowed
SEc.
6. Claims
Claims under
certain private
private Acts:
Acts: To
pay claims
allowed
by the Comptroller General of the United States
States under the provisions of Private Act Numbered 20, Seventy-third
approved
Seventy-third Congress, approved

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 648.
648.
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19, 1934.
1934.

February 26, 1934, and certified to the Seventy-third Congress in
Department, as
House
Numbered 317, under the War Department,
Document Numbered
House Document
follows:
follows:

P"t,p.l303.

Post, p. 1303.

Vicksburg
National Military
Military Park,
Park, 1931,
$356;
Vicksburg National
National
1931, $356;
Vicksburg National
approved Park.
Numbered 20, approved
Payments
Park.
Payments to claimants under Private Act Numbered
February
26, 1934,
$7,890.
1934, $7,890.
February 26,
ignated Army
Army
a claim allowed by the General
General Accounting
Accounting elainated
ad
Th3s
ms
For the payment of a
Vol. 44, p.
p. 1832.
486, SixtySixty- VoL44,
Office
under the
the provisions
of Private
Numbered 486,
Act Numbered
Private Act
provisions of
Office under
ninth Congress,
(44 Stat., pt. 3, 1832),
1832), and
March 3, 1927
1927 (44
and
ninth
Congress, approved
approved March
certified to
to the
Congress in
in House
House Document NumSeventy-third Congress
the Seventy-third
certified
bered
$10.25.
Department, $10.25.
under the
the War Department,
bered 318, under
SEC. 7.
7. Judgments
of customs:
Judgments again st
For the pay- coJlendftscustomnst
customs: For
collectors of
against collectors
Judgments against
SEC.
colleciors of customs.
Accounting Office covering
Tent
allowed by the General Accounting
covering
of claims
claims allowed
ment of
judgments
by United States District Courts against colrendered by
judgments rendered
lectors
of customs,
customs, where
have been
been
of probable
probable cause have
certificates of
where certificates
lectors of
R.:sSc.p
S., sec. 989,
lp1
989, p. 185.
issued
(U.S.C., U.S.C.
as provided for under section 989, Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
issued as
p. 943.
title
842), and certified
certified to the Seventy-third Congress
Congress in
sec. 842),
title 28,
28, sec.
Senate
Documents Numbered
and House Document
Numbered 194 and 207 and
Senate Documents
Numbered 320,
under the Department
Department of Labor, $24,319.25.
320, under
Numbered
S
EC. 8.
deceased patients,
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital:
Hospital:
patients, Saint
of deceased
8. Funds
Funds of
SEC.
John C. Lederer.
For the
the payment
of the
claim of
estate of
of John
C. Lederer,
Lederer, Payment
Payent to estate
estaeof.
of the
the estate
John C.
For
payment of
the claim
of.
U.S.C.
p. 68.
881.
deceased, allowed
by the
the General
Office under the pro- U. .c. p.
Accounting Office
General Accounting
allowed by
deceased,
visions
the Act
Act of
of June
30, 1906
1906 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title
title 24, sec. 177), and
June 30,
of the
visions of
certified to
to the
Seventy-third Congress
Congress in
Document Numin Senate Document
the Seventy-third
certified
bered
199 and
and House
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 325, under the Departbered 199
ment
$137.13.
ment of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, $137.13.
SEC. 9.
9. Interest
Interest withheld
payment of
of interest
dir offs
dgment
o. of
of Judgments
interest dut
For payment
claimants: For
from claimants:
withheld from
SEC.
on
amounts withheld
from claimants
by the
General hePEmts
ir
)aentst of
withComptroller General
the Comptroller
claimants by
withheld from
on amounts
p. 1516.
13 Vol.
of
the United
United States,
States, Act
3, 1875,
as amended
vol. 47, p.1516.
section 13
amended by section
1875, as
March 3,
Act March
of the
of
Act of
1933 (47
(47 Stat.,
Stat., 1516), as
allowed by the
as allowed
3, 1933
March 3,
of March
the Act
of the
General
Accounting Office,
certified to
the Seventy-third
ConSeventy-third Conto the
and certified
Office, and
General Accounting
gress in
Numbered 200 and House Document
Document
Document Numbered
Senate Document
in Senate
gress
Numbered
the Navy
Navy Department,
$351.93, under the
Department, $351.93,
under the
326, under
Numbered 326,
Treasury Department,
Department
the War Department
under the
and under
$11,866.27, and
Department, $11,866.27,
Treasury
Title.
$11,041.10; in
$23,259.30.
in all,
all, $23,259.30.
$11,041.10;
Title.
SEo.
title may
be cited
cited as
as the
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation
"Deficiency
the "
may be
This title
10. This
SEC. 10.
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1934."
1934."
Act,
TITLE
APPROPRIATIONS
II-EMERGENCY APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE II-EMERGENCY

Emergency
appropriE nrge cyappropri.
atIons.
tlenca.

ro

EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE
Unemployment

of the
For
additional amount
out the
the Act
Act r,.l"mployment
purposes of
the purposes
carrying out
for carrying
amount for
an additional
For an
p. 22.
entitled
"An Act
the relief
the perAte, p. 22.
per- Ante,
through the
of unemployment
unemployment through
relief of
for the
Act for
entitled "An
formance
of
useful
public
work,
and
for
other
purposes",
approved
,
approved
purposes
other
for
formance of useful public work, and
Federal Emergency
Emerge
March
1933 (48
the Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief Act
Act of
of Relie
Relief.
22);;the
(48 Stat.
Stat. 22)
31, 1933
March 31,
Ante, p. 55.
1933, approved
Stat. 55);
55) ;the
the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley TAned,
pe ial
(48 Stat.
May 12,
12, 1933
1933 (48
1933,
approved May
Tennessee
Valley AuAct.
Authority
of 1933,
1933, approved
approved May
May 18,
1933 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 58)
and the
the thority
thorty Act.
58);;and
18, 1933
Act of
Authority Act
Ante, p.58.
National
Recovery Act,
Act, approved
16, 1933
offce
Pxecte Office
(48 Executive
1933 (48
June 16,
approved June
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
addition.
Bildngadditin.
Stat.
and including
$325,000 for
Executive Building,
an addition to the Executive
for an
including $325,000
195);;and
Stat. 195)
National Industrial
Act.
Office
Building and
for the
the furnishings
furnishings and
equipment thereof;
thereof; Recovery
ecovery Act.
and equipment
and for
Office Building
Ante, p. 210.
$899,675,000, to
to be
by the
P 210
carrying Ap,
further carrying
for further
President for
the President
Provisos.
allocated by
be allocated
$899,675,000,
Transfer of funds for
out the
purposes of
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Acts
Acts and
remain available
available until
until Federal
of funds for
TFansfer emergency
to remain
and to
out
the purposes
June
30,
1935:
Provided,
That
not
exceeding
$500,000,000
in
the
relief.
in
the
$500,000,000
exceeding
not
That
June 30, 1935: Provided,
aggregate of
any savings
or unobligated
funds of
of the
the
in funds
balances in
unobligated balances
savings or
of any
aggregate
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation may,
in the
the discretion
of the
the
discretion of
may, in
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction
President,
be transferred
the purposes
of the
Federal
the Federal
purposes of
to the
applied to
and applied
transferred and
President, be
Emergency
and/or title
title II
II of
National
the National
of the
1933 and/or
of 1933
Act of
Relief Act
Emergency Relief
Industrial
Recovery Act,
Act, and
and any
any unobligated
in approapprobalances in
unobligated balances
Industrial Recovery
priations (including
(including allocations
allocations of
of appropriations)
the Federal
Federal
of the
appropriations) of
priations
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Emergency Administration
of Public
Public Works
discretion
the discretion
in the
may, in
Works may,
Administration of
Emergency
of
President, be
purposes of
of such
such
the purposes
to the
applied to
and applied
transferred and
be transferred
of the
the President,
Maximum
public Federal
the
Provided further,
of 1933:
1933: Provided
Federal Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief Act
Act of
further, That
That the
for public
Maximum for
works, etc.
works, etc.

amounts
to be made
made available
paragraph
amounts to
available under the authority of this paragraph

for public
works under
Recovery Act
Act shall
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
the National
under the
public works
for
not
exceed in
in the
$500,000,000.
aggregate $500,000,000.
the aggregate
not exceed
EMERGENCY
RELIEF
EMERGENCY RELIEF

To
meet the
the emergency
and necessity
necessity for
stricken agrirelief in stricken
for relief
emergency and
To meet
$525,000,000,
cultural areas, to remain available
available until June
June 30, 1935, $525,000,000,
to
be allocated
allocated by
by.the
the President
to supplement
supplement the
the appropriations
appropriations
President to
to be
heretofore made
for emergency
emergency purposes
and in
in addition
addition thereto
purposes and
made for
heretofore
for (1)
(1) making
making loans
loans to
to farmers
for, and/or
and/or (2)
the purchase,
purchase, sale,
(2) the
farmers for,
for
feed, freight, summer fallowing
gift, or
or other
disposition of, seed,
fallowing
seed, feed,
other disposition
gift,
Expenditures.
and similar purposes;
Expenditures.
purposes; expenditures
expenditures hereunder and the manner in
which they
they shall
shall be
allowed, and
and paid,
shall be determined
determined
paid, shall
incurred, allowed,
be incurred,
which
by
President, and
may include
include expenditures
expenditures for personal
personal services
and may
the President,
by the
and rent
rent in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere and for printing
printing
and elsewhere
and
and binding
and may
be made
regard to
to the
of
the provisions of
without regard
made without
may be
binding and
and
section 3709
3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes.
section
the
Special
If, during the present drought emergency,
emergency, a
acarrier subject to the
If,
Special rates
rates and
preferences of carriers.
agent of
of any
at the
shall, at
preferences of carners. Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
Act shall,
the request
request of
any agent
of the
the
do, establish
United States,
States, authorized
establish special rates for the
to do,
authorized so to
United
benefit of
sufferers such
such a
acarrier
carrier shall
shall not
not be
deemed to
to have
be deemed
drought sufferers
of drought
benefit
reference to undue
violated the
the Interstate
Commerce Act with reference
undue prefInterstate Commerce
violated
erence or
unjust discrimination
discrimination by reason
it applies
reason of the fact that it
or unjust
erence
such special
special rates
rates only
to those
those designated
designated as
as drought
drought sufferers
sufferers by
by
only to
such
the
agents of
the United
any State.
State.
or of
of any
States or
United States
of the
authorized agents
the authorized
Ronstruction
FiReconstruction
FiThe Reconstruction
The
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is hereby authorized to
to
to
nance Corporation
Corporation to
Corporation,
marketable securities,
satisfactory to said Corporation,
securities, satisfactory
purchase marketable
purchase securities
securities purchase
from
EmerAdministrato be
be acquired by the Federal
Emer- acquired
Fedestral
acquired or
or to
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administraom Federal
gency
Administration
gency Administration
Public Wors.
Works.
Public
tion of Public Works,
Works, and any sums paid for such securities shall
Sums acquired
acquired availavailavailable to
said Federal
Federal Emergency
Administration of Public
Emergency Administration
able for
to said
be available
additional be
for additional
able
loans.
loans.
grants) under
Works for the making of additional
additional loans (but not grants)
under
the
provisions of
of title
II of
of the
the National
Act:
Recovery Act:
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
title II
the provisions
Proviso.
Provided, That
the amount
amount that
Finance CorpoReconstruction Finance
the Reconstruction
that the
That the
invest- Provided,
Maximnum
Maximum investments.
ration may have
have invested
invested at any one time in such securities
securities shall
Limitation on outof notes, debentures,
not exceed
exceed $250,000,000.
$250,000,000. The
debentures, and bonds
amount of
The amount
not
standing obligations.
standing
Vol.
47, p..
p. 9.
Vol. 47,
or other such obligations which the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
outstanding at any one
have outstanding
to have
is authorized
ration
time pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 9
of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporathe Reconstruction
9 of
time
tion Act,
as amended,
increased by the sums necessary for
is hereby increased
amended, is
tion
Act, as
these purchases,
exceed $250,000,000.
$250,000,000.
to exceed
not to
purchases, not
these
Civilian
Conserva3 of the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of unemploySection 3
unemployconservatCiviian
tion Corps.
Ante, p. 23.
ment through the performance
performance of useful public
public work, and
and for
for other
other
purposes
", approved
approved March
1933 (48
repealed,
hereby repealed,
22), is hereby
Stat. 22),
(48 Stat.
31, 1933
March 31,
purposes ",
Application
Conservation
of emem- insofar as said Act applies to enrollees
Application of
enrollees in the Civilian
Civilian Conservation
ployees Compensation
ployees
Compensation
n Corps, and in lieu
8
Act
and in lieu thereof the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
Corps,
Act to enrollees.
39 p. 742, U.S.C. to provide compensation for employees of the United States sufferVol. 39,
u.s.c.
vol. ', p742.
compensation
sufferp.80.
p.80.
other
ing injuries
performance of
duties, and for other
of their
their duties,
the performance
while in
in the
ing
injuries while
purposes ", approved
September 7, 1916, as amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 5,
approved September
purposes",
ch.
15), are
are hereby
hereby made applicable
applicable to such enrollees under the said
ch. 15),
Act
March 31,
extent and under the same con31, 1933, to
to the same extent
Act of
of March
ditions
ditions as is provided for employees of the Federal Civil Works
Ante,
p. 351.
51.
Administration in the Act entitled "An Act making
making an additional
additional
Administration
Ante, p.
appropriation
Emergency
appropriation to carry out the purposes of the Federal Emergency
continuation of the Civil Works program,
Relief
Relief Act of 1933, for continuation
stricken
Relief in stricken
agricultural areas.
agricultural areas.
Amount available
for.
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and for
for other
purposes ", approved
approved February
February 15, 1934 (Public,
other purposes",
and
Proviso.
ios.
of Pro
Numbered 93,
Seventy-third Congress):
Congress) :Provided,
Provided, That so much of
93, Seventy-third
Numbered
Special administrative
fund
set
to be set
tive
this
of
II
title
of
the
sum
appropriated
in
the
first
paragraph
of
title
II
Act
paragraph
first
the sum appropriated in the
aside.
as the
United States
Compensation Commission, with aside.
Employees' Compensation
States Employees'
the United
as
certifies
the approval
approval of
the Director
Director of
of the
the Budget,
Budget, estimates and certifies
of the
the
to the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
necessary for administrative
administrative
will be necessary
Treasury will
the Secretary
to
expenses and
and for
the payment
payment of
compensation shall be set
such compensation
of such
for the
expenses
aside
special fund
administered by the Commission
Commission for
fund to be administered
a special
in a
aside in
such purposes;
purposes; and
and after
30, 1935, such special funds shall be
June 30,
after June
such
available
available for these purposes annually in such amounts as may be
specified
annual appropriation
appropriation Acts.
the annual
in the
therefor in
specified therefor
PETROLEUM
PETROLEUM

ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Petroleum
tration.

adminis-

For
administering and
and enforcing
provisions of
E
ar
nfda
in
rcgin
.g provisions
provisions
9 (c)
(c) regEnrcing
section 9
of section
the provisions
enforcing the
For administering
20.
approved June
of
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act,
Act, approved
June 16, 1933 Ante,
Ante, pP.2e0.
National Industrial
the National
of the
(48 Stat.
Stat. 195),
195), and the
the Code of Fair Competition for the Petroleum
(48
Industry
approved pursuant
pursuant to
to the
of said
said Act, and for
for
authority of
the authority
Industry approved
other
purposes relating
relating to
to the
commerce in petroleum,
petroleum,
regulation of commerce
the regulation
other purposes
personal
to
by the
and to include
include necessary
necessary personal
President, and
the President,
allocated by
be allocated
to be
Disservices
in the
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere without
srvices in the Disregard Services
without regard
and elsewhere
District of
the District
services in
.
tr
to
the civil-service
laws and
regulations, traveling expenses, rent, trict.
and regulations,
civil-service laws
to the
Motor vehicles.
and not
not to
$2,750 for
for books
and periodicals,
periodicals, not to exceed Mtorvehices.
books and
exceed $2,750
to exceed
and
$48,000
maintenance, operation, and repair of
purchase, hire, maintenance,
the purchase,
for the
$48,000 for
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, not to exceed $20,000
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
for
maintenance, operation,
repair of four motor boats, fiscal
and repair
operation, and
the maintenance,
for the
year
1935, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
year 1935,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT

for emerby providing
For
the purpose
of increasing
increasing employment
employment by
providing for
purpose of
For the
related projects,
gency construction
of public
highways and other related
public highways
construction of
gency
expended,
fiscal
1935, $100,000,000,
to remain
available until expended,
remain available
$100,000,000, to
year 1935,
fiscal year
which
sum shall
shall be
be apportioned
Secretary of Agriculture
apportioned by the Secretary
which sum
immediately
the enactment
enactment of
the provisions
provisions of
of
under the
Act under
this Act
of this
upon the
immediately upon
June
section
204
of
the
National
Industrial
Recovery
Act,
approved
Act,
Recovery
Industrial
National
the
section 204 of
16,
1933 (in
(in addition
addition to
to any
any sums
allocated under such
such
heretofore allocated
sums heretofore
16, 1933
be
section),
to
the
highway
departments
of
the
several
States
to
States
several
the
of
departments
highway
the
to
section),
expended by
by such
the provisions
provisions of
of such
such
to the
pursuant to
departments pursuant
such departments
expended
section, and
and which
sum is
the $200,000,000
$200,000,000 authorized
authorized to be
of the
part of
is aapart
which sum
section,
appropriated
by section
section 1
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to increase
"An Act
the Act
of the
1 of
appropriated by
employment by
by authorizing
an appropriation
to provide
emerprovide for emerappropriation to
authorizing an
employment
gency construction
of public
public highways
highways and
and related
related projects,
projects, and to
construction of
gency
amend
the Federal
Act, approved
approved July
July 11,
11, 1916, as
Road Act,
Aid Road
Federal Aid
amend the
approved
purposes",
amended
and supplemented,
for other
", approved
other purposes
and for
supplemented, and
amended and
June
,
, 1934.
June
provisions of section 23 of
For the
the purpose
carrying out
the provisions
out the
of carrying
purpose of
For
the
Highway Act,
9, 1921,
fiscal year
year
1921, fiscal
November 9,
approved November
Act, approved
Federal Highway
the Federal
1935, $10,000,000
$10,000,000 to
remain available
expended in accordance
accordance
until expended
available until
to remain
1935,
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of such
section 23.
23.
such section
with
provisions of section 33 of
For the
of carrying
the provisions
out the
carrying out
purpose of
the purpose
For
the
Federal
Highway
Act,
approved
November
9, 1921,
1921, as
as amended
amended
9,
November
approved
Act,
the Federal Highway
June
(46 Stat.
805), for
the survey,
survey, construction,
construction, reconreconfor the
Stat. 805),
1930 (46
24, 1930
June 24,
struction, and
and maintenance
of roads
roads through
through unappropriated
unappropriated or
maintenance of
struction,
unreserved
nontaxable Indian
other Federal
Federal
or other
lands, or
Indian lands,
lands, nontaxable
public lands,
unreserved public
reservations
other
than
the
forest
reservations,
fiscal
year
1935,
1935,
year
fiscal
reservations,
forest
the
than
other
reservations
$2,500,000;
available until
until expended.
expended.
remain available
to remain
$2,500,000; to

86637'
--34 ----67
S6637--34-67

Department
Department of Agriculture.
culture.
Emergency construcconstrucEmergency
tion
of highways.

Apportionment.
Apportionment.
Ante,
p. 203.

Appropriation
deemed
part of
of emerdeonelpart,
gency authorisation.
auth"oriation.
geoy
Ante,
p. 983.

mer-

Forest roads or trails.
Vol. 42, p. 218.

Fo"restro"adstails.

Cooperative road
construction through
Federal reservations.
Vol. 46, p. 805.

cospetrti throadgh
Fedea reservations.
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Interior Department.
Department.
National Park
ServNational
Park Service.
Improvements.
Improvements.

Vol.
46, p.
1053.
ol.46,
p. 1053.

Reservation
Indian Reservation
roads.
roads.
Vol. 45, p. 750.
Vol. 45, P 750
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DEPARTMENT
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR

For the construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, and improvement
improvement of roads
and trails, inclusive of necessary
necessary bridges in the national
national parks,
monuments, and other areas administered
administered by the National
National Park
Service, including
including areas authorized
authorized to be established as national
Service,
parks and monuments, and national park and monument approach
approach
authorized by the Act of January 31, 1931 (46 Stat. 1053),
1053),
roads authorized
as amended, fiscal year 1935,
1935, 85,000,000,
remain available until
$5,000,000, to remain
expended.

For
of Indian
reservation roads
improvement of
Indian reservation
roads
For the
the construction
construction and
and improvement

under the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
approved May 26, 1928 (45 Stat.
Stat.
750),
750), fiscal year 1935,
1935, $2,000,000 to remain available until expended:
expended:

Priovided, That the location,
and design
Provided,
location, type, and
design of all roads and
and
approved by the Bureau of Public
bridges shall be approved
Public Roads before
before any
expenditures
made thereon,
thereon, and all such construction
construction done by
by
expenditures are made
contract shall be under the general supervision of said Bureau.
Road and bridge flood relief, State of Alabama:
Alabama: The unexpended
Alabama flood
flood relief.
unexpended
Alabama
relief.
Vol. 46, p
p. 99; Vol.
appropriations contained
Deficiency Act,
contained in the First Deficiency
47,Vol.
p. 635., . 99; Vol balance of the appropriations
entitled
fiscal year, 1930, for carrying
carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled
Alabama for damages to and
"An Act for the relief of the State of _Alabama
and
destruction
March
destruction of roads and bridges by floods in 1929 ", approved March
available until June 30, 1935.
12, 1930, shall remain available
roviso.

Proviso.
Approval required.

Approvalrqured.

Agricultural Adjustndmenjustenultural
ment
Act
amendments.
ment
Act amendments.
Ante, p.33.
p. 33.
Ante,

AMENDMENTS
TO AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT ACT
Aar
AMENDMENTS TO

Section 4
4 of the Agricultural
Section
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, as amended,
amended, is

Cotton in possession
in =ro
of Secretary;
borrowing
on.
on.

of eetteron
'

Advances by SecretAdryofTres
tary
of Treasury.

Sry.e

amended to read as follows:

"
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
(a) The
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
authority
have authority
shall have
Secretary of
The Secretary
"SEC.

to borrow money upon all cotton in his possession or control and
may, at his discretion, deposit as collateral
collateral for such loans the warehouse receipts
receipts for
for such
house
such cotton.
cotton.
"(b)
(b) The
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury is
to advance,
in
advance, in
is authorized
authorized to
of the
The Secretary

his discretion, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
$100,000,000 to be available, until March
March
appropriated, the sum of $100,000,000
1936, to the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, for paying off any debt or
or
1, 1936,
debts which may have been or may be incurred by the Secretary of
Agriculture and discharging- any lien or liens which may have
protecting
1 of this title, for protecting
arisen or may arise pursuant to part 1
title to any cotton which
which may have been or may be acquired by the
Secretary of Agriculture
1 of this title,
Secretary
Agriculture under authority of part 1
expenses (including,
(including, but not limited to, wareand for paying any expenses
house
salaries, interest,
interest, costs, and commissions)
house charges, insurance,
insurance, salaries,
incident to carrying, handling, insuring, and marketing of said
(e) of this
cotton and
and for the
the purposes
purposes described in subsection (e)

section.
section.
(c) The funds
funds authorized
authorized by
by subsection
(b) of
of this
section shall
"cc (c)
subsection (b)
this section
shall
be made
made available
the Secretary
to time
time
be
available to
to the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture from
from time
time to
upon
his request
request and
the approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
upon his
and with
with the
approval of
of the
Statement to accomaccom- Treasury.
Each such request shall be accompanied
accompanied by a
a statement
statement
pany request.
panyrequest.
showing by
by weight
showing
weight and average grade and staple the quantity of
of
cotton
Agriculture and
and the
the approximate
approximate
cotton held
held by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
thereof.
value thereof.
market value
aggregate market
Purposes of subsec- aggregate
Purposes
tions.
tions.
"(d)
It is the purpose of subsections (b)
`(d) It
(b) and (c) to
to provide
provide an
an
alternative method
for enabling
alternative
method to
to that
that provided
provided by
by subsection
subsection (a),
(a), for
enabling
Secretary of Agriculture
acquisition, carrying,
carrying,
the Secretary
Agriculture to finance the acquisition,
handling, insuring,
insuring, and marketing
by him
him under
marketing of cotton acquired
acquired by
under
3 of this Act. The Secretary
authority of section 3
Secretary of Agriculture
may at
discretion make use
either or both of
methods
at his discretion
use of either
of the
the methods
provided
provided in this section for obtaining funds for the purposes hereinhereinabove enumerated.
enumerated.
above
Availability of adAvailability
vances.
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advances.
ofadvnces.
se of
."(e)
"(e) The
Agriculture is
authorized to
in his
his Use
to use
use in
is authorized
of Agriculture
Secretary of
The Secretary
discretion
funds obtained
obtained by
by him
pursuant to
of
provisions of
to the
the provisions
him pursuant
any funds
discretion any
subsection
(a) or
or (b)
section or
making
of section
section 55 for making
this section
or of
(b) of
of this
subsection (a)
advances
agency which
which may have been or may be established
advances to any agency
by
Secretary of
Agriculture for
handling, carrying,
carrying, insuring,
insuring,
by the Secretary
of Agriculture
for the handling,
Agriculture
or marketing of any cotton acquired
acquired by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
discharge any of
to enable any such agency to perform, exercise, and discharge
of
the duties, privileges, and functions
functions which
which such agency may be
authorized to perform, exercise,
exercise, or discharge.
authorized
r cotton
Proceeds from
on
Proceds
om cott dederived from the sale of cotton shall be held for sale
"(f) The proceeds derived
in special
special deheld in
held
Posit
account.
the
Agriculture by
of the
United States
States posit account.
the United
Treasurer of
by the
the Treasurer
of Agriculture
the Secretary
Secretary of
of.
in a
a special
special deposit
by the Secretary of Use of.
shall be
be used by
account and shall
deposit account
in
Agriculture
to discharge
the obligations
obligations incurred under authority of
discharge the
Agriculture to
of
Reimbursement of
the net
shall be
be marketed
part 11of
of this
this title.
title. Whenever
any cotton
cotton shall
marketed the
net Reimbursement
Whenever any
part
treasury.
of other
other obligations
proceeds (after
obligations incurred
incurred with respect teasury.
discharge of
(after discharge
proceeds
thereto) derived
thereof shall
used, to
to the extent
sale thereof
shall be used,
from the
the sale
thereto)
derived from
required, to
reimburse the
Treasury for
portion of the funds
for such portion
to reimburse
the Treasury
required,
hereby
provided for
have been used, which shall be covered
covered
for as
as shall have
hereby provided
miscellaneous receipt. If
If when all of the
the Treasury as aa miscellaneous
into the
been
cotton
acquired by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall have been
cotton acquired
marketed
incurred with respect
respect to such
the obligations
obligations incurred
all of the
and all
marketed and
cotton
discharged, and the Treasury
Treasury reimbursed
reimbursed for
been discharged,
shall have been
cotton shall
covered in..
Balance covered
have been
any
and all
all sums
sums which
which may
may have
been advanced
advanced pursuant
pursuant to Balance
any and
the
subsection
(b), there
in the
the hands of the
balance in
any balance
remain any
there shall remain
subsection (b),
Secretary of
Agriculture, such
shall be
be covered
covered into the
balance shall
such balance
of Agriculture,
Secretary
Treasury
miscellaneous receipts."
Treasury as miscellaneous
Ante, p. 33.
Section 55 of
of the
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
Act, as
amended, is
is Aep. 33.
as amended,
Agricultural Adjustment
Section
amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
Reconstruction
FiCorporation is hereby nance
Finance Corporation
The Reconstruction
“SEc.
5. The
Reconstruction Finance
"SEC. 5.
nance°orportion.
Corporation.
Loans by, for financon for financ
inLOt
make loans
authorized
to advance
advance money
and to
loans to
to the
the ing
to make
money and
and directed
directed to
authorized and
cotton.
of providing
providing funds
Secretary
Agriculture for
for the
purpose of
funds with
with
the purpose
of Agriculture
Secretary of
which
to enable
Agriculture to perform the duties
of Agriculture
Secretary of
enable the Secretary
which to
and
functions which he is directed or authorized to perform
perform under
under
and functions
the provisions
part 1
of this
this title,
title, provided
provided such
such advance
advance of
money Limitaton.
of money
Limitation.
1 of
of part
provisions of
the
or such
shall not
for amounts
amounts in
in excess
value
market value
of the market
excess of
be for
not be
loans shall
or
such loans
of the
the cotton,
or the
interest of
the Secretary
of Agriculture
the
in the
Agriculture in
Secretary of
of the
the interest
cotton, or
of
cotton, against
against which
the advance
time
be made
made at the time
to be
or loan is to
advance or
which the
cotton,
such
for by
Agriof Agriby the
the Secretary of
applied for
may be
be applied
loan may
or loan
advance or
such advance
culture,
plus costs,
costs, expenses,
incurred incidental to
and commissions incurred
expenses, and
culture, plus
handling,
carrying, and
and marketing
of such
such cotton.
cotton. The
.
Secretary
security.
Secretary Security.
The
marketing of
handling, carrying,
of
required to pledge or deposit warehouse
Agriculture shall not be required
of Agriculture
receipts
other evidences
of title
title to
to cotton
cotton as
as security for any
evidences of
or other
receipts or
advance of
or loans
loans made
made pursuant
be
shall be
it shall
but it
hereto, but
pursuant hereto,
money or
of money
advance
sufficient
if the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
give to
Reconstruction Finance
to the Reconstruction
shall give
sufficient if
Corporation
statement showing
showing the
the quantity
quantity of
cotton by
by
of cotton
a written
written statement
Corporation a
weight
and the
the average
of the
the cotton
which
against which
cotton against
staple of
and staple
grade and
average grade
weight and
Bond, etc., issue,
the advance
loan is
to be
be made.
The amount
amount of
of notes,
notes, bonds,
bonds, authorized.
Bond, etc., issue,
made. The
is to
or loan
advance or
the
debentures, and
other obligations
obligations which
Reconstruction Finance
Finance aut
the Reconstruction
which the
and other
debentures,
Corporation
authorized and
and empowered
to issue
issue and
and to
have outoutto have
empowered to
is authorized
Corporation is
standing at
one time
time under
under existing
existing law
hereby increased
increased by
is hereby
law is
at any
any one
standing
an amount
sufficient to
to carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
of this section."
section."
the provisions
amount sufficient
an
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE

Treasury
DepartTreasury Department.
ment.

Secretary's
office.
Secretary's office.

Salaries,
Office of
of the
of the
the Treasury:
For an
addi- oice
Office
of
of General
General
an addiTreasury: For
the Secretary
Secretary of
Salaries, Office
tional
amount
for
salaries,
Office
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
c°
Auf
k:
Ii
.758.
758.
e.p.
the
Treasury,
of
Secretary
of
the
Office
salaries,
for
amount
tional
under the
authority contained
in sections
513 of the Revesections 512 and 513
contained in
the authority
under
nue
of 1934,
1934, creating
of General
Counsel for
for the
the
General Counsel
the Office
Office of
creating the
Act of
nue Act
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH.
648.
CH. 648.

JUNE
19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 19,

Department of
authorizing the
the Secretary
the
Department
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and authorizing
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to appoint
appoint and fix the compensation
compensation of five assistants
assistants at
at
rates of
compensation of
of not
to exceed
exceed $10,000
S10,000 per
includper annum;
annum; includrates
of compensation
not to
ing necessary
traveling expenses,
expenses, the
temporary employment
ing
necessary traveling
the temporary
employment of
of
experts,
and the
the payment
of actual
actual transportation
transportation and
subsistence
experts, and
payment of
and subsistence
expenses
person whom
the Treasury
may from
from
expenses to
to any
any person
whom the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury may
time
city of
or elsewhere
contime to time invite
invite to the
the city
of Washington
Washington or
elsewhere for
for conference
and advisory
in furthering
furthering the
the Departference and
advisory purposes
purposes in
the work
work of
of the
DepartProving.
ment,
fiscal year
year 1935,
1935, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the unexpended
unexpended
ment, fiscal
Funds available.
Funds
balances
balances of
appropriations now available
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
of appropriations
by the
the
Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, and the
Department
the appropriations
appropriations for
for such
such Department
the extent
applicable to
activifor the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1935,
1935, to
to the
extent applicable
to the
the legal
legal activities of
Department as constituted
constituted prior
prior or
or subsequent
subsequent to
of the Department
to the
the
enactment of
Revenue Act
of 1934,
1934, shall
shall be
the
enactment
of the
the Revenue
Act of
be available,
available, during
during the
fiscal year for
which appropriated,
appropriated, for
expenditure, under
the direcdirecfor which
for expenditure,
under the
tion of the Secretary,
provisions of
of section
512 of
of
Secretary, to
to carry
carry out the
the provisions
section 512
That, with
with the
said Act: Provided
Provided further,
further, That,
the exception
exception of
of any
any office
office
the
for which
fixed by
the rate of compensation
compensation for
which is
is specifically
specifically fixed
by the
the terms
terms
Rate
of compensaatte of
compensa- of section 512, the lawful
of compensation
of
any
other
lawful rate
rate of
compensation of
any other
office
office
tion.
or position
position provided
provided for
by sections
512 and
and 513
of the
Revenue
or
for by
sections 512
513 of
the Revenue
Act
shall not
not be
in excess
excess of
of $10,000.
$10,000.
Act of 1934
1934 shall
be in
Federal
banks.
Federal land
land banks.
Payments
Payments to Federal
Federal land banks on account of reductions
reductions in interPayments to, due to
Payments
to
reducedinterestrateon
Secretary of
mortgages: To enable the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury to
of the
reduced interest rate on est rate on mortgages:
to
mortgages.
mortgages.
pay each
Federal land bank such amount as the Farm
Farm Loan
Compay
each Federal
Loan Commissioner
missioner certifies
certifies to the Secretary
Secretary of
is equal
equal to
to the
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
the
amount
amount by which interest
interest payments
held by
by such
payments on
on mortgages
mortgages held
such
bank
in accordance
accordance with
of section
section
bank have
have been
been reduced,
reduced, in
with the
the provision
provision of
48
Ante, p. 48.
AProv
24 of the
Mortgage Act
Act of
of 1933,
approved May
May 12,
the Emergency
Emergency Farm
Farm Mortgage
1933, approved
12,
Proviso..
Amount continued
continued 1933 (48
Amount
31), fiscal year 1935,
$7,950,000: Provided,
That the
the
(48
Stat.
31),
1935,
$7,950,000:
Provided,
That
available.
Ante, p.
unexpended
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $15,000,000
$15,000,000 made
in the
p. 279.
M.
unexpended balance
of the
made in
the
Fourth Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1933,
1933, approved
approved June 16,
1933 (48
(48
16, 1933
Stat. 274),
274), for the purposes of said section
section 24, shall
remain available
shall remain
available
until
1935.
until June 30,
30, 1935.
Subscriptions.
Subscriptions.
Subscriptions
Subscriptions to paid-in
paid-in surplus of Federal land banks:
banks: For
an
For an
Ante, p. 43.
Assistants,
Assistants,
etc.

experts,
experts,

.

Banking and
rency.
Expenses,
deignated Acts,
s, under
designated
Proclamations, and
lamations,
and Executive orders.
Ante, p. 1.
Ante, pp.
pp. 337,
Ante,
337, 341.
341.

rency.

enable the
Secretary of
additional amount to
to enable
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
pay for
to pay
for

subscriptions
subscriptions to the paid-in
Federal land
banks under
paid-in surplus
surplus of
of Federal
land banks
under
section
Mortgage Act of 1933,
1933, approved
approved
section 23 of the Emergency
Emergency Farm
Farm Mortgage
May 12, 1933 (48 Stat. 31),
31), fiscal
fiscal year 1935,
1935, $75,000,000,
$75,000,000, to be
be immediately available.
cur- diately available.
d
Expenses, Emergency
1933, Gold
Expenses,
Emergency Banking
Banking Act
Act of
of 1933,
Reserve Act
Act of
of
Gold Reserve

nder
Purchase Act
Act of
1934: For
1934, and Silver Purchase
of 1934:
For any
any purpose
purpose in
conin conExecu- nection
with the
nection with
the carrying
carrying out of the
the provisions
provisions of any Executive
p. i.
orders
and proclamations
regarding the
orders and
proclamations regarding
the bank
holiday, any
any regularegulabank holiday,
tions
issued thereunder,
thereunder, and
provisions of the Emergency
tions issued
and the
the provisions
Emergency Banking Act, approved March 9, 1933 (48 Stat. 1), the Gold Reserve Act
R
. ssec.3653,
R..S.,
3663, p.. 7m,
719, ing Act, approved March 9, 1933 (48 Stat. 1), the Gold Reserve Act
p, 1010.
sec.,: p.
Oo1.
of 1934, approved
approved January
Numbered 87, SeventyJanuary 30, 1934 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
SeventyFederal Reserve
third
Congress), and
section 3653
3653 of
of the
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, including
including
baks, expenses.
expeserve
third Congress),
and section
the Revised
banks,
costs of transportation,
costs
transportation, insurance,
insurance, and
of gold
gold coin,
coin, gold
gold
and protection
protection of
bullion,
bullion, and gold certificates
to Federal
banks
certificates transferred
transferred to
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
and branches,
branches, United
assay offices,
the TreasTreasUnited States
States mints
mints and
and assay
offices, and
and the
1933; losses
sustained by
by Federal
banks
ury, after March 9, 1933;
losses sustained
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
due to abrasion of gold coin, and reimbursement
reimbursement to Federal
Federal Reserve
banks and branches
branches for expenses incurred
incurred by
them in
carrying out
out
by them
in carrying
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury after
after March
Deficienies in Treasinstructions issued
issued by
of the
the Treasury
by the
March 4,
4,
Deficiencies
Treas- instructions
urer's accounts.
urer's
accounts.
1933;
and to
to cover
1933; and
cover any
any deficiency
acco unt
s of
ofthe
th e Treasurer
Treasurer
deficiency in
in the
the accounts
Ante, pp. 466, 834.
Ane, p. 4,
.
of the United
including interest, as authorized
authorized by the Act
Act
United States, including
of March
March 26, 1934 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 129,
Congress),
129, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress),
arising
of the
the arrangement
arrangement appro
ve d by
by th
Pres identon
arising out
out of
approved
thee President
on July
July
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19, 1934.
1934.

27, 1933;
carrying out
out the
Silver
1933; for any purpose
purpose in
in connection with carrying
the Silver
Purchase Act of 1934, fiscal year 1935, $4,500,000,
$4,500,000, to
Purchase
to be
be expended
expended
discretion of the President
under the direction
direction and in the discretion
President and
and to
to be
be
immediately
immediately available.
available.
Losses in melting gold: There is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of the
the
receipts
the Treasury
Treasury under
receipts to be covered into the
the
under section
section 7
7 of
of the
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act of 1934, approved January
January 30, 1934 (Public,
Numbered 87, Seventy-third
Numbered
Seventy-third Congress),
Congress), by
by reason
of the
the reduction
reduction
reason of
Proclamation of
of the weight of the gold dollar
dollar by the Proclamation
of the PresiPresident of January 31,
31, 1934, an amount sufficient
sufficient to cover
difference
cover the difference
between the value of gold as carried
carried in
account of
of the
in the general
general account
the
Treasurer of the United States and the value
Treasurer
value of
of such
old after
such g
gold
after
melting and refining
refining thereof
n tto
to th
rov i
si
ons of
ofthe
the Gold
Gold
thereof pursua
pursuant
thee p
provisions
Reserve
Reserve Act of
of 1934.
BUREAU OF INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
BUREAU

Collecting the internal
internal revenue: For an
additional 'Count
an additional
amount for
for

expenses
the internal-revnue
taxes,
expenses of assessing and collecting the
internal-refgnue taxes,

including
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
this head,
head, and
and under
under
the head "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Industrial
Industrial Alcohol",
Alcohol ",
in the Treasury Department
Appropriation Act, 1935,
Department Appropriation
1935, and
including
and including
compensation of one additional
so much as may be necessary
necessary for the compensation
additional

ilve

r

Silver Purchase
Purchase Act
Act
of 1934.
Pot
8.
Post, p.ln
p. 1178.

Losses
in melting
melting
sses in
gold.
Ante, p. 341.
Ane,

p.341.

Internal
Internal
Bureau.

Revenue
Revenue

Collections.
Ante, p. 428.

Collections.
p

ditnal

Additional
commisoner.
commissioner.

deput

d ty
deputy

deputy commissioner, to
be immediately
to be
immediately available,
available, $10,000,000;
of
$10,000,000; of
ervi
in the DisServices in the Diswhich not to exceed $800,000 may be expended
expended for personal services
services trict.
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and not
exceed $71,250
$71,250 for
for the
purnot to exceed
the purchase
chase of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobiles
automobiles to be used on
official Proviso.
on official
Proiso.
Competitive a
pbusiness:
Provided, That after December
1934, no
part of
business: Provided,
December 1, 1934,
no part
of the
the pointment
Competitive
apof personnel.
appropriation
appropriation made herein or
heretofore made
made for
for the
year
or heretofore
the fiscal
fiscal year
1935 shall be used to pay the salary
salary of
person formerly
formerly employed
of any
any person
employed
as investigator,
special agent,
agent, senior
deputy prohibiinvestigator, special
senior warehouseman,
warehouseman, deputy
prohibition administrator,
administrator, agent, assistant
assistant attorney,
prohibition
attorney, assistant
assistant prohibition
administrator, senior investigator, deputy production
administrator,
production administrator,
administrator,
storekeeper or gauger, or
storekeeper
the Prohibition
or any
any other position
position in
in the
Prohibition
Bureau or Alcoholic Beverage
Department of
of Justice,
was
Beverage Unit,
Unit, Department
Justice, who
who was
separated
separated from the service of
Unit between
between
of such Bureau
Bureau or
or Unit
June 10, 1933, and December
December 31,
31, 1933,
while in
in any
position in
in
1933, while
any such
such position
Treasury Department,
Department, unless
and until
until such
person shall
shall be
be
the Treasury
unless and
such person
appointed
appointed thereto as aaresult of an open,
open, competitive
competitive examination
examination to
to
be hereafter
hereafter held
Service Commission.
held by the Civil Service
Commission.
SECRET
SECRET SERVICE DIVISION
DIVISION

Secret Service
ervice DiviDlvi
sionecret
sion.

Suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
and other
other crimes:
Suppressing
crimes: For
For an
an additional
additional
amount for suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
other crimes,
crimes, fiscal
year
and other
fiscal year
1935, including the same objects
under this
this head
head in
objects specified
specified under
in the
the
Treasury
Appropriation Act, 1935, $45,000.
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
$45,000.

Counterfeiting, etc.
etc.

PROCUREMENT DIVISION,
DIVISION, PUBLIC
PROCUREMENT
PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS BRANCH
BRANCH

Procurement DiviDivision, Public
sion,
Public Works
Branch.
Public
building
emergency
constructgency
stru
tion.

Public buildings: For emergency
emergency construction
construction of
public-building
of public-building
projects
(including the
projects outside of the District of Columbia
Columbia (including
the acquisiacquisi-

necessary, by
by purchase,
exchange, or
tion, where
where necessary,
purchase, condemnation,
condemnation, exchange,
or otherotherwise of sites and additional
such buildings;
buildings; the
the demolition
demolition
additional land
land for
for such
of old buildings where necessary
necessary and
the construction,
and the
construction, remodeling,
remodeling,
or extension
extension of
temporary quarters
of buildings; rental
rental of
of temporary
quarters during
during conconstruction,
including moving
necessary equipstruction, including
moving expenses;
expenses; purchase
purchase of
of necessary
equipfor buildings
and such
additional administrative
administrative expenses
expenses and
ment for
buildings and
such additional
and
salaries as
be required
required solely
solely for
purpose of
carrying out
salaries
as may
may be
for the
the purpose
of carrying
out the
the
provisions of
of this
this paragraph),
paragraph), $65,000,000;
such projects,
projects, including
provisions
$65,000,000; such
including

Public
building
ccontrue
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the
sites therefor,
therefor, to
by the
Treasury
of the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
selected by
be selected
to be
the sites
and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
public-building
General, acting jointly, from the public-building
and
3 incorporated
projects
specified in
Statements Numbered 2
2 and 3
incorporated in
in Statements
projects specified
House
1879, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress, pages 24 to
Numbered 1879,
Report Numbered
House Report
Projects
40, inclusive,
and projects
projects selected
selected shall be carried
carried out within the
inclusive, and
within 40,
Projects to be within
estimate, etc.
respective estimated
estimated or proposed limits of cost specified
specified in such stateestimate, etc.
the
ments
except as such limits are authorized to be modified by the
ments except
Provisos.
provisions of the next paragraph: Provided,
Provided, That with a
a view to
Provisos.
Equitable distribuEquitable
distriburelieving country-wide
unemployment the
Treasury
of the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
tion, for reieving
relieving uun- relieving
country-wide unemployment
tion,
employment.
and the Postmaster General,
employment,
General, in the selection of towns or cities in
in
which buildings
buildings are
are to
to be
be constructed,
to distribute
shall endeavor to
constructed, shall
which
the projects equitably throughout the country so far as may be
the
consistent with
Secretary of
of
the public service; and the Secretary
the needs of the
with the
consistent
the Treasury
and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
may also
select for prosealso select
General may
the
Treasury and
cution under
under this
such projects not included in such
appropriation such
this appropriation
cution
report
their judgment
economically sound
sound and
advantageous
and advantageous
are economically
judgment are
as in
in their
report as
Preparation of plans,
of the
to
the
pubpc
service:
Provided
further,
the
Secretary
That
further,
Provided
service:
public
to
the
plans,
Preparationo
etc.
Treasury aw, authorized
preparation of all sketches,
to direct the preparation
authorized to
Treasuryf,*i
estimates, plans,
plans, and
specifications (including
(including supervision and inspecand specifications
estimates,
tion thereof),
thereof), and
necessary for carrying
carrying
all contracts,
contracts, necessary
into all
enter into
to enter
and to
tion
authorized,
out the purposes of this paragraph, and he is hereby authorized,
when
advantageous, to employ, by
him desirable and advantageous,
when deemed by him
Temporary
nontech.
techni- contract
Temporary technicontract or otherwise, temporary
temporary professional, technical, or nontechcal, etc., services.
employees, firms or corporations, to such extent
nical employees,
extent as may be
etc., serv.
cal,
paragraph, without referrequired to carry out the purposes
purposes of this paragraph,
required
regulations, or to the Classifience to civil-service laws, rules, and regulations,
Revised
cation
of 1923,
as amended,
amended, or
to section 3709 of the Revised
or to
1923, as
Act of
cation Act
Acquiring sites for
for Statutes of the United States: Provided
That in the acquisifurther,
Acquiring
Provided further,
construeemergency
emergency
construcfor the purposes
or sites for
tion of
purposes of Federal public buildings
land or
of any
any land
tion; use of standard tion
plans, etc.
plans,
and
in
the
construction
of
such
buildings
for in
parain this paraprovided for
buildings provided
such
of
Vol.
47, pp.
pp. 722, 724. and in the construction
Vol. 47,
graph,
the provisions
Emergency
and 306 of the Emergency
305 and
of sections 305
provisions of
graph, the
Relief
and Construction
1932, as
amended, shall
shall apply.
apply.
as amended,
Act of
of 1932,
Construction Act
Relief and
Contracts for public
to permit the Secretary
In order to
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to enter into
In
bCuCits for publi
buildings.
contracts
responsible bidder received in
contracts when the bid of the lowest responsible
Execution where bids response
exceeds
advertisement
Executionwherebids
response
to
public
advertisement
exceeds
the amount available
available for
exceed available sums.
paragraph and/or for projany project selected
selected under the preceding
preceding paragraph
projany
allotment has been heretofore,
heretofore, or may hereafter
hereafter be,
ects for which allotment
Department for public buildings construction
Treasury Department
construction
made to the Treasury
by the
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
Administration of Public Works (which
the Federal
bv
allotments
remain available
available for the execution of the projects
allotments shall remain
concerned unless
unless released
released by
by the
Secretary of
Treasury), there
of the Treasury),
the Secretary
concerned
Appropriation for.
shall be
be made
made available
available by
by the Federal Emergency
Administration
Emergency Administration
shall
Appopton.
of
an additional
tinobli$2,500,000 out of any unobliadditional sum of $2,500,000
Works an
Public Works
of Public
gated
funds under
under the
the control
Administration, which total
such Administration,
control of such
gated funds
sum shall
shall be transferred
transferred immediately
immediately upon the enactment
enactment of this
sum
Act to
to the
Treasury Department and, when approved by the Presithe Treasury
Act
dent,
may be
be used
in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
used in
dent, may
contracts for public buildings in an amount not exceedto enter into contracts
centum in excess
excess of the amount available
in any
any one case, 10 per centum
ing, in
Proviso.
That not exceeding $30,000
of the sum
Proiso.
therefor:
therefor: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
$30,000 of
sum
Reno, Nev.,
retainNe
et a
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
expended for
construction of
of a
aretaining
retaining
for construction
shall be
be expended
herein
i
g wall.
wal.
ing
wall and/or improvement of grounds of Federal Building at Reno,
Nevada.
Nevada.
Citation of title.
SEC.
Site. 2. This title may be cited as the "Emergency
"Emergency Appropriation
Appropriation
Act,
Act, fiscal year 1935."
Approved, June 19, 1934.
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AN
ACT
AIN AJ.t

To authorize
Navy to make aa long-term contract for the
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorize the
To
Guantanamo Bay,
supply of
water to
States naval station
station at Guantanamo
United States
the United
to the
of water
supply
Cuba.

June
1934.
June 19,
19, 1934.
M
[S.
s. 504.]
50.]

[Public, No.
413.]
No. 413.]
[Public,

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
al station,
station,
navalo
U.. nav
Secretary G,111
Congress assembled,
Bay,
America in
States of
United
for
of
the Navy
Navy be,
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
empowered, at his Cuba
Cub
,_,Contracts
a.
authorized and empowered,
be, and
of the
ontracts
for wat
water
for
water

authorized.
supply authorized.
discretion, to
and enter
into a
a long-term
long-term contract
contract without
wi.thout supply
enter into
negotiate and
to negotiate
discretion,
regard
to fiscal
fiscal year,
year, with
with the
lowest responsible
responsible and capable bidder,
the lowest
regard to
to be
determined by
the Navy, for supplying the
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
be determined
to
United
States naval
at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, with an
Guantanamo Bay,
station at
naval station
United States
adequate
and satisfactory
satisfactory supply
supply of
of water, suitable
suitable for all purposes,
adequate and
delivered
water-storage reservoirs
station,
within said naval station,
reservoirs within
the water-storage
into the
delivered into
in
amount as
deem adequate
adequate for the present and
shall deem
he shall
as he
an amount
such an
in such
future needs
station, and
such annual
annual cost
cost or rental as in
at such
and at
the station,
of the
needs of
future
his judgment
may be
be for
for the
interests of
of the
the Government.
C
ii
Government. Contract
the best
best interests
his
judgment may
provision.
Any contract
contract entered
entered into
into pursuant
pursuant to
Act
the provisions of this Actprovion.
to the
Any
shall contain
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy
provision authorizing
a provision
contain a
shall
within
period of
time prior to the expiration of such
of time
reasonable period
within aa reasonable
author.
additional period
contract to
to extend
extend the
the contract
contract for
for such
period and on i"tension
Extens i
" autho
such additional
contract
such
terms
as
in
his
judgment
may
be
for
the
best
interests
of
the
such terms as in his judgment may be for the best
Government
but in
in no
no event
at aahigher
higher cost
Government than
the Government
to the
cost to
event at
Government but
authorized
under the
the existing
contract, and
Secretary is hereby authorized
said Secretary
and said
existing contract,
under
to enter
enter into
extension.
such extension.
into such
to
Effective date of Act.
its paspas- Efective dateof Act.
upon its
immediately upon
SEc.
2. This
Act shall
shall become
effective immediately
become effective
This Act
SEC. 2.
sage
and approval.
approval.
sage and
Approved,
June 19,
1934.
19, 1934.
Approved, June
CHAPTER
650.]
CHAPTER 650.]

ANT ACT
AtCT
AN

..

A

To amend
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to amend
section 217, as amended,
amended, of the
amend section
"An Act
amend the
To
Act entitled
to codify,
revise, and
amend the
the penal
penal laws
laws of the United
and amend
codify, revise,
Act to
'An Act
entitled 'An
Act
with
1929,
11,
January
States', approved
1909", approved
approved January
with respect
respect
March 4, 1909",
approved March
States',
medicines to
to the
the use
use of
mails for
for the
the shipment
to
shipment of certain drugs and medicines
the mails
of the
to
cosmetologists
and
barbers.
and
cosmetologists

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the first proCongress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
viso in
in the
the first
sentence of
Act entitled
entitled "An
amend
"An Act to amend
the Act
of the
first sentence
viso
section 217,
217, as
as amended,
amended, of
of the
Act entitled
to codify, revise,
Act to
entitled 'An Act
the Act
section
and
amend the
laws of
the United
approved March 4,
States', approved
United States',
of the
penal laws
the penal
and amend
1909
11, 1929,
1929, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
January 11,
approved January
", approved
1909 ",
transmission in the mails of poisonous drugs
That the transmission
""Provided,
Provided, That
and
medicines may
may be
General to shipthe Postmaster General
limited by the
be limited
and medicines
ments
of such
such articles
articles from
from the
dealer
manufacturer thereof or dealer
the manufacturer
ments of
therein
to licensed
licensed physicians,
surgeons, dentists,
dentists, pharmacists,
pharmacists, drugphysicians, surgeons,
therein to
gists, cosmetologists,
cosmetologists, barbers,
barbers, and veterinarians,
veterinarians, under such rules
gists,
and regulations
regulations as
prescribe:"
shall prescribe:"
as he
he shall
and
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1934.

June 19,
1934.
June
19, 1934.
8
[S. 822.]

I 8 22.]
[Public, No.
No. 414.1
4141
[Public,

Criminal Code.
Code.
Criminal
Vol. 35,
1131; Vol.
Vol.
p. 1131;
Vol.
35, p.

45.p.
1072.
p. 1072.
45.

p. 487;
Supp.
487; Supp.
U..C., p.
VII, p.
p. 350.
350.
VII,
Restriction
on transtransRestriction on
mission
of poisonous
poisonous
mission of
mails.
in mails.
drugs in
drugs

1064
1064

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 651.]
651.]

June
June 19,
19, 1931.
193.
[S. 3040.]
[Public, No. 415.]
411.]

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 651,
CHS.
651, 652.
652.

JUNE 19,
JUNE
19, 1934.
1934.

ACT
AN ACT
AN ACT

authority to
To give the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the United States authority
to make
make and
and publish
publish
rules in actions at law.
law.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
of United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
Supreme
the Supreme

Supreme Court
Court
Supreme
United States.

of

prescribe
Power to prescribe
rules
rules in
in civil
actions at
at
civil actions

Court of the United States shall have the power to prescribe,
prescribe, by

general rules,
rules, for the district courts
courts of
of the
the United
States and
and for
for the
the
United States
courts of the District
writs,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
the forms
forms of
of process,
process, writs,
pleadings, and motions, and
practice and
civil
and the practice
and procedure
procedure in
in civil
Rights
litigant.
Rights of
of litigant.
actions at law. Said rules shall neither
neither abridge, enlarge, nor modify
modify
Effective date.
Effectivedate.
the
substantive rights of any litigant. They shall take effect six
the substantive
six
months after their
and thereafter
thereafter all
all laws
laws in
conflict
their promulgation,
promulgation, and
in conflict
therewith shall be of no further force or
effect.
or effect.
Rules in
Rules
in equity
equity and
and
SEC.
2.
The
court
at
any
time
unite
the general
S
EC.
may
general rules prelaw may be united.
scribed by it
it for cases in equity with those in actions
at law
actions at
law so
so as
as
to
secure one
one form
of civil
action and
and procedure
for both:
both: Provided,
proviso.
Proviso.
to secure
form of
civil action
procedure for
Provided,
Right of trial by however, That in such union of rules the right of trial by jury as
however, That in
jury.
ry.
at common law and declared
seventh amendment
amendment to
the ConCondeclared by the
the seventh
to the
Effective
date
of
terties
of stitution shall be preserved
preserved to
united
to the
the parties inviolate.
inviolate. Such
united
rules. date
Such united
rules shall not take effect
effect until they shall
been reported
shall have
have been
reported to
to
Congress by the Attorney
Attorney General
the beginning
of a
regular
General at
at the
beginning of
a regular
session thereof and until after the close of
session.
of such
such session.
Approved, June
June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
law.

[CHAPTER 652.]
[CHAPTER
652.]
19, 1934.
June 19,
3 5
[S.
[S. 3285.]
28.]
[Public,
No. 416.]
[Public, No.
416.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To provide
provide for the regulation
regulation of interstate
interstate and
and foreign
by wire
foreign communication
communication by
wire
or radio, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of America
United
Congress assembled,
assembled,
America in
in Congress
Communications Act
Communications
Act

of 1934.munionAct
Purposes
of Act.
Act.
Purposes of
Purposes
of

TITLE I
—GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE
I-GENERAL
PROVISIONS
PURPOSES OF
OF ACT;
ACT; CREATION
CREATION OF
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
PURPOSES
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
COMMISSION

SECTION
1. For the purpose of regulating
SECTION 1.
regulating interstate
interstate and foreign
communication by wire and radio so as to make availcommerce in communication
able, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States a
arapid,
rapid,
efficient, Nation-wide,
Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and
and radio
cominunicaradio comnmunication service with adequate
adequate facilities at reasonable charges, for the
purpose of the national defense, and for the purpose of
of securing
securing aa
more effective
effective execution
execution of this policy by centralizing
centralizing authority
authority
heretofore granted by law to several agencies and by granting additional authority
authority with respect to interstate and foreign commerce in
Federal CommunicaFederal
Communica- wire
and radio communication, there is hereby created aacommission
tons
tions Commission
Commission erecre- wire and radio communication,
ated.
to be known as the "
"Federal
ated.
Federal Communications
which
Communications Commission ", which
shall be constituted
constituted as hereinafter
provided, and which
execute
hereinafter provided,
which shall execute
and enforce the provisions of this Act.
Application of Act.
Application
To interstate and
To
interstteun
foreign
communica-

a

tions; transmission
transmission of
tions;
of
energy by radio.

energybyradio.

Persons to whom apPersonstowhom
applicable.

APPLICATION
APPLICATION OF
OF ACT
ACT

SEC.
SEC. 2. (a)
(a) The provisions of this Act shall apply
apply to all interstate
interstate

and foreign communication
communication by wire or radio and all interstate
interstate and
and
foreign transmission
transmission of energy by radio,
radio, which originates and/or
and/or
is received within the United States, and to all persons engaged
engaged

within the United States in such communication
communication or such transmission of energy by radio, and to the licensing and
and regulating of
of all
all

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
652.
CH. 652.
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radio stations
as hereinafter
it shall not apply to
provided; but it
hereinafter provided;
stations as
radio
persons
engaged
in
wire
or
radio
communication
or transmission
transmission in
communication
radio
or
wire
in
engaged
persons
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands or
or the
Canal Zone,
Zone, or to
to wire or radio comthe Canal
the
munication
or transmission
transmission wholly
wholly within the Philippine Islands
munication or
or the
the Canal
Zone.
Canal Zone.
or

Exception.
Exception.

inmon
o
n
n
i
t
r
o
t.
jurisLimitation
301, nothing in this Act (grou
section 301,
(b) Subject
Subject to
to the
the provisions
of section
t
':
provisions of
(b)
shall
be
construed
to
apply
or
to
give
the
Commission
jurisdiction
Commission
the
give
to
or
shall be construed to apply
l
p. 1081.
.
Po, P.'
facili- Post,
services, faciliwith
classifications, practices
practices, services,
charges, classifications,
(1) charges,
to (1)
respect to
with respect
communicaintrastate
with
connection
ties,
or
regulations
in
connection
intrastate
communicaor
for
regulations
ties, or
tion
service of
any carrier,
or (2) any carrier engaged
engaged in interstate
carrier, or
of any
tion service
connection with
or foreign
through physical
physical connection
solely through
communication solely
foreign communication
or
the facilities
of another
another carrier
controlling
indirectly controlling
or indirectly
directly or
not directly
carrier not
facilities of
the
Post, p.
1070.
p 1070.
or
by, or
or under
under direct
common control
control with,
with, Post,
indirect common
or indirect
direct or
controlled by,
or controlled
incluboth
Act,
205
such
carrier;
except
that
sections
201
to
of
this
201
sections
that
such carrier; except
sive, shall,
shall, except
except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided therein, apply to carriers
sive,
(2).
described
in
clause
(2).
in
described
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
SEC. 3.
For the
the purposes
this Act,
Act, unless the context otherwise
of this
purposes of
3. For
SEC.
requiresrequires—
"communication
(a)
Wire communication"
communication by wire"
wire" means
communication " or "
"Wire
(a) "

Definitions.
Definitions.

Detos.

"Wire
ommunieaWire communication";
"communica"communication"
tion
by wire."
bywire."
tion
pictures,
the
transmission
of
writing,
signs,
signals,
pictures,
and
sounds
of
signals,
signs,
writing,
of
the transmission
all
aid of
wire, cable, or other like connection
connection between
between
of wire,
by aid
kinds by
all kinds
including
the points
points of
origin and
and reception
of such
transmission, including
such transmission,
reception of
of origin
the
(among other
all
instrumentalities, facilities,
facilities, apparatus,
apparatus, and
and services (among
all instrumentalities,
things,
communications)
and delivery of communications)
forwarding, and
receipt, forwarding,
the receipt,
things, the
incidental
to such
such transmission.
incidental to
"Radio communicacommunica"Radio
" means
communication by radio
" communication
" or "
(b)
Radio communication
communication"
radio"
means tion";
"commutica"communication";
" Radio
(b) "
tion by
radio."
byradio."
tion
and
pictures,
the
transmission
by
radio
of
writing,
signs,
signals,
pictures,
signals,
signs,
writing,
of
radio
by
the transmission
sounds of
of all
all kinds,
kinds, including
including all
instrumentalities, facilities, appaall instrumentalities,
sounds
ratus,
and
services
(among
other
things,
the
receipt, forwarding,
forwarding, and
the receipt,
things,
other
(among
services
and
ratus,
delivery
of communications)
communications) incidental
incidental to such transmission.
delivery of
"Licensee."
(c) "
Licensee ""means
means the
holder of
radio station
granted "Licensee."
license granted
station license
of aaradio
the holder
"Licensee
(c)
Act.
this
or
continued
in
force
authority
of
under
force
or continued in
"Transmission of en"rgnsmissionofenradio" or "radio
"Transmission
(d) "
Transmission of energy by radio"
"radio transmission
transmission ergy
ergy by radio";
"radio
radio"; "radio
transmission
enof entransission of
of
transmission and all instrumentalities, ergy."
both such transmission
includes both
energy " includes
of energy"
facilities, and
and services
incidental to
to such
transmission.
such transmission.ntrstat
services incidental
facilities,
"Interstate comm
commu"interstate
niction"t
(e) "Interstate
communication "
or "interstate
transmission " nication"
"Interstate
"interstate transmission"
" or
"Interstate comnlunication
(e)
transmission."
Territory, transmission."
means communication
State, Territory,
from any State,
(1) from
transmission (1)
or transmission
communication or
means
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
States (other
Philippine Islands
the Philippine
than the
(other than
United States
or
and the
the Canal
Canal Zone),
Columbia, to any other
District of Columbia,
the District
or the
Zone), or
and
State, Territory,
possession of
of the
the United States (other than the
or possession
Territory, or
State,
Philippine Islands
Canal Zone), or the District of Columthe Canal
and the
Islands and
Philippine
bia, (2)
(2) from
or to
to the
the United
United States
States to or from the Philippine
from or
bia,
Islands
or
the
Canal
Zone,
insofar
as such communication
communication or transas
insofar
Zone,
Canal
the
Islands or
mission takes
takes place
place within
United States,
States, or (3)
(3) between points
the United
within the
mission
within the
the United
country; but shall
foreign country;
through aa foreign
but through
States but
United States
within
not include
wire communication
communication between
within the same
between points within
include wire
not
State, Territory,
Territory, or
possession of
of the
the United
United States, or the District
District
or possession
State,
communicaof
through any
any place
place outside
thereof, if such communicaoutside thereof,
Columbia, through
of Columbia,
tion is
is regulated
regulated by
by a
Foreign communicommission.
a State
State commission.
tion
"Foreign
communi"foreign transcation";"foreigntrans(f) "
Foreign communication"
communication" or
or "
foreign transmission"
transmission" means
means cation":
"foreign
"Foreign
(f)
"
communication or
transmission from
from or
to any
any place
the United mission.
in the
place in
or to
or transmission
communication
States
to
or
from
a
foreign
country,
or
between
a
station
in the
station
a
between
or
country,
foreign
a
from
States to or
United
and aa mobile
station located
located outside
outside the
United
the United
mobile station
States and
United States
-nited Stats."
"United
States."
States.
States.
Stats.
ted tates
(g) ""United
United States"
means the
States and
Territories, the
and Territories,
several States
the several
States " means
(g)
District
the possessions
United States,
States,
the United
of the
possessions of
and the
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
but
does
not
include
the
Philippine
Islands
or
the
Canal
Zone.
Zone.
Canal
the
or
Islands
but does not include the Philippine
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"Common
"Common carrier";
carrier";
"carrier."

"Person."

"Person."

"Corporation."

"Corporation."

"Radio station";
"station."

"stato"

station";

"Mobile station."
"Mobile
station."
"Land
stations."
"Landstations."
"Mobile service."

"Mobile service."

"Broadcasting."

Broacasting.

bd
"Chibroadcast-

"Chain
a

ng.

broa cas -

"Amateur station."
station."

"Amateur

"Telephone exchange
servicee"xhage
service."

"Telephone toll servlee."

ie

elephonetollserv-

"State commission."

"State commission

"Connecting carrier."

ionnecting car

"State."

"State."

SESS. II.
II.

CH.
CH. 652.
652.
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1934.
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" Common carrier"
(h) "
carrier" or
or "carrier"
"carrier " means any
person engaged
engaged
any person
common carrier
for hire,
in interstate
communication
as a
a common
carrier for
hire, in
interstate or
or foreign
foreign communication

by wire or radio or in interstate
interstate or
transmission of
of
or foreign
foreign radio transmission
energy, except where reference
reference is made to common carriers
carriers not subject to this Act; but a
broadcasting shall
a person engaged in
in radio broadcasting
shall
not, insofar as such person is so engaged, be deemed
deemed aa common
common
carrier.
carrier.
(i) "Person
includes an individual, partnership, association,
(i)
"Person"" includes
joint-stock company,
company, trust, or corporation.
joint-stock
corporation.
(j)
"Corporation" includes
includes any corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock com(j) "Corporation"
company, or
or association.
association.
pany,
(k)
station"" or
station"
(k) "Radio
" Radio station
" station
" means
or "
means aa station equipped
equipped to
engage in radio communication
communication or radio transmission
transmission of energy.
(1) "
"Mobile
station" means a
a radio-communication
radio-communication station capaMobile station"
ble of being moved and which ordinarily does move.
(m) "Land
(m)
"Land station"
station" means aa station, other than aa mobile station, used for
communication with
for radio
radio communication
with mobile
mobile stations.
stations.
" means the radio-communication
radio-communication service car(n) "Mobile
"Mobile service
service"
ried on between
between mobile stations and land stations, and by mobile
stations
communicating among
stations communicating
among themselves.
themselves.
(o) "
Broadcasting "
(o)
" Broadcasting
" means the dissemination
dissemination of radio
radio communicommunications intended
intended to be received by the public, directly or by the
intermediary of relay stations.
intermediary
(p)
Chain broadcasting"
means simultaneous
simultaneous broadcasting
broadcasting of
(p) "
"Chain
broadcasting" means
of
an identical
identical program
program by two or
or more
more connected
connected stations.
(q) "Amateur
"Amateur station"
station" means aa radio station
a duly
(q)
station operated by a
authorized
interested in radio technique solely with a
authorized person interested
a personal
aim and without pecuniary
pecuniary interest.
(r) "Telephone
"Telephone exchange
means service
within a
a teleteleservice within
exchange service"
service" means
(r)
a connected
connected system
telephone exchanges
phone exchange, or within a
system of telephone
exchanges
within the same exchange
exchange area
subscribers
area operated
operated to
to furnish
furnish to
to subscribers
intercommunicating
intercommunicating service
service of
of the
character ordinarily
the character
ordinarily furnished
furnished by
by
aa single exchange, and which
covered by
by the
exchange service
which is covered
the exchange
service
charge.
charge.
()
" Telephone
" means
service between
(s) "
Telephone toll service
service"
means telephone
telephone service
between stastations in different exchange
exchange areas for which there
separate
there is
is made
made a
a separate
charge
contracts with
subscribers for
for exchange
exchange
charge not
not included
included in
in contracts
with subscribers
service.
service.
(t) "State
means the commission,
(t)
"State commission"
commission" means
board, or
or official
official
commission, board,
(by whatever
designated) which
the laws
whatever name
name designated)
which under
under the
laws of
of any
any State
State
has regulatory
with respect
respect to
intrastate operations
of
has
regulatory jurisdiction
jurisdiction with
to intrastate
operations of
carriers.
carriers.
(u)
" Connecting
Connecting carrier
" means
a carrier
described in
(u) "
carrier"
means a
carrier described
in clause
clause (2)
(2)
of section
of
section 22 (b).
(b).
(v)
(v) ""State"
State "includes the District of Columbia and the Territories
Territories
and possessions.
possessions.
and
TO THE
COMMISSION
PROVISIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
THE COMMISSION

Federal CommunicaFederal

S
EC. 4.
The Federal
Communications Commission
(in this
SEO.
4. (a)
(a) The
Federal Communications
Commission (in
this
ap- Act referred to as
Commission ")
shall be
be composed
composed of
seven
as the
the ""Commission
") shall
of seven
commissioners appointed
appointed by
by the
the President,
commissioners
President, by
by and
with the
and with
the advice
advice
and consent
one of whom the President
consent of the Senate, one
President shall
shall designate
designate
as chairman.
chairman.
Qualifications.
Citizensiipons
(b)
Citizenship.
(b) Each
Each member
Commission shall
be aa citizen
citizen of
the
member of
of the
the Commission
shall be
of the
Financial
Financial interests
interests United
States. No
No member
member of
the Commission
United States.
of the
Commission or person in
in its
its
denied.
employ shall be financially
manufacture or sale of
financially interested in the manufacture
radio apparatus
apparatus or of apparatus for wire i
communication;
or radio
radio communication;
in
communication by wire
wire or
in communication
n radio
transmission of
of
or radio
radio or
or in
radio transmission
tions Commission.
Commission.
Composition; apComposition;
pointment.
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energy;
any company
furnishing services or such apparatus to
company furnishing
in any
energy; in
any
company
engaged
in
communication
by wire or radio or to any
communication
in
any company engaged
company manufacturing
manufacturing or
or selling
selling apparatus
communication
apparatus used for communication
company
by wire
wire or
company owning stocks, bonds, or other
any company
in any
or in
radio; or
or radio;
by
securities
such company;
company; nor
nor be in the employ of or hold any
any such
of any
securities of
official
relation
to
any
person
subject
to any of the provisions
provisions of this
subject
person
any
to
relation
official
any corporation
Act,
nor
own
stocks,
bonds,
or
other
securities
of
corporation
securities
other
Act, nor own stocks, bonds, or
subject
to
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
Such
commissioners
Such
Act.
this
of
provisions
the
of
any
to
subject
Not
shall not engage in any other business, vocation,
vocation, or
or employment.
emp loyment. Not
shall
more
four commissioners
shall be members of the same political
commissioners shall
than four
more than

1067
1067

ons
Poll
Political affiliations.

party.
Terms
D of office.
shall con- Ter sofoffice
Act
this A
(c)
The commissioners
under this
ct shall concommissioners first appointed under
(c) The
tinue in
in office
for the
terms of
of one,
one, two,
four, five, six, and
three, four,
two, three,
the terms
office for
tinue
seven years,
respectively, from
date of
of the taking effect of this
the date
from the
years, respectively,
seven
cc
Act, the
the term
each to
to be
designated by
the President,
President, but their Successors.
by the
be designated
of each
term of
Act,
vacancies.
that
successors
shall
be
appointed
for
terms
of
seven
years;
except
seven
of
terms
for
vacancies.
successors shall be appointed
Efect of.
for the Effect
of.
a vacancy
any
person chosen to fill a
vacancy shall be appointed
appointed only
only for the
any person
vacancy
No
succeeds.
he
the
unexpired
of
commissioner
whom
he
succeeds.
No
vacanc
y
term
unexpired
comin the
Commission shall
impair the right of the remaining comshall impair
the Commission
in
compensation.
missioners
to
exercise
all
the
powers
of
Commission.
the
of
powers
the
all
exercise
missioners to
(d)
Each commissioner
commissioner shall
an annual
annual salary of $10,000,
$10,000, Compensation.
receive an
shall receive
(d) Each
payable
in monthly
Principal offce.
office.
installments.
monthly installments.
payable in
District
in the
(e)
office of the Commission
Commission shall
shallbe
be in
t
he District
principal office
The principal
(e) The
of Columbia,
where its
held; but whenever
whenever
be held;
shall be
sessions shall
general sessions
its general
Columbia, where
of
or
the
convenience
of
the
public
or
of
the
parties
may
be
promoted
may
parties
the
of
or
public
the
the convenience of
delay
prevented thereby,
thereby, the Commission
Commission may hold
expense prevented
or expense
delay or
by
special sessions
sessions in
in any
any part
Appointments
by
States.
United States.
the United
of the
part of
special
(f) Without regard to the civil-service laws or the Classification commission.
Commission.
(f) Without regard to the civil-service laws or the Classification
division
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
amended, (1)
(1) the
Commission may
may appoint
appoint and
tary,
division
and s retary,
the Commission
Act
a director director,
prescribe
the duties
duties and
and fix
the salaries
of a
&mother, chief
chief enineer
engineer
secretary, a
a secretary,
salaries of
fix the
a
prescribe the
and
than three
for each
not more
more than
thr e
e assistants, ssistants.
and Bssstants.
and not
engineer and
chief engineer
division, aachief
each division,
for
temporary
a
general
counsel
and
not
more
than
three
assistants,
and
temporary
three
than
more
not
a general counsel and
counsel
designated by
performance of special
the performance
for the
Commission for
the Commission
by the
counsel designated
Slaes
services,
and
(2)
each
commissioner
may
appoint
prescribe the salaries.
and prescribe
appoint
may
commissioner
each
services, and (2)
duties
secretary at
annual salary not to exceed $4,000.
$4,000.
an annual
at an
a secretary
of a
duties of
The
counsel and
the chief
chief engineer shall each receive
and the
general counsel
The general
$9,000; the secretary shall
an
annual
salary
of
not
to
exceed
exceed
to
an annual salary of not
receive an
salary of
to exceed
exceed $7,500; the director of each
not to
of not
annual salary
an annual
receive
division shall
shall receive
receive an
an annual
annual salary
and
salary of not to exceed $7,500; and
division
no assistant
assistant shall
shall receive
an annual
annual salary
salary in
$7,500. The
in excess of $7,500.
receive an
no
Commission shall
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of the
authority, subject
have authority,
Commission shall have
civil-service
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to
and the
laws and
civil-service laws
attorneys,'examiners,
appoint
other officers,
officers, engineers,
examiners,
inspectors, attorneys
engineers, inspectors,
such other
appoint such
r
in the
and other
necessary in
the execution
exec ution of its functions.
functions. Ex.penditure
penditures author.
are necessary
as are
employees as
other employees
and
ied.t
(including
(g)
The
Commission
may
make
such
expenditures
(including
ized
expenditures
such
make
may
Commission
The
(g)
government
expenditures
for rent
and personal
personal services
services at the seat of government
rent and
expenditures for
and books
periodicals,
and
elsewhere,
for
office
supplies,
law
periodicals,
books,
law
supplies,
office
for
elsewhere,
and
necessary
may
of
reference,
and
for
printing
and
binding)
as
be
necessary
for
as
binding)
and
of reference, and for printing
the
execution of
as
vested in the Commission and as
functions vested
the functions
of the
the execution
expen-from
time maybe
appropriated for by Congress.
Congress. All expen
may be appropriated
to time
time to
from time
ditures
of the
the Commission,
Commission, including
necessary expenses for
all necessary
including all
ditures of
t
ransportation incurred by
by
the
commissioners
or
by their
their employees
employees,
or by
commissioners
the
transportation incurred
under their
making any
or upon
official
upon any official
investigation or
any investigation
in makng
orders, in
under their orders,
be
shall
business
in
any
other
places
than
in
the
city
of
Washington,
Washington,
of
city
the
in
than
places
other
any
in
business
allowed and
paid
on
the
presentation
of
itemized
vouchers
therefor
therefor
vouchers
itemized
of
allowed and paid on the presentation
approved by
by the
the chairman
by such other
other
or by
Commission or
the Commission
of the
chairman of
approved
Commission
member
or
officer
thereof
as
may
be
designated
the
Commission
by
designated
be
may
as
thereof
member or officer
for that
purpose.
that purpose.
for
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(h) Four members of the Commission shall constitute a
a quorum
thereof. The Commission
Commission shall have an official seal which
which shall be

Quorum.
Seal.
seal.

judicially
noticed.
judicially noticed.
(i)
acts, make
such
make such
and all
all acts,
any and
may perform
perform any
The Commission
Commission may
(i) The
rules
regulations, and
inconsistent with
rules and
and regulations,
and issue such
such orders, not inconsistent
functions.
in the
the execution
execution of
of its
its functions.
this Act, as may
may be
be necessary
necessary in
Proceedings
Comof CorProceedings of
(j)
The Commission
conduct its
its proceedings
in such
manner
(j) The
Commission may
may conduct
proceedings in
such manner
mission.
mission.
as will
will best
conduce to
to the
the proper
dispatch of
of business
and to
to the
the
as
best conduce
proper dispatch
business and
ends of
of justice.
commissioner shall
shall participate
in any
ends
justice. No
No commissioner
participate in
any hearing
hearing
which he
or proceeding
proceeding in
in which
he has
has a
a pecuniary
pecuniary interest.
interest. Any party may
appear before
heard in
in person
or by
by attorney.
attorney.
appear
before the
the Commission
Commission and
and be
be heard
person or
Commission shall be entered
entered of
of
Every vote
vote and official
official act
act of
of the Commission
Records.
Records.
record, and its proceedings
proceedings shall be public upon the request of any
party
interested. The
The Commission
withhold publipubliCommission is
is authorized
authorized to withhold
party interested.
cation of
containing secret
information affectaffectcation
of records
records or
or proceedings
proceedings containing
secret information
ing the
the national
defense.
national defense.
ing
Annual report
to
(k)
Commission shall make an annual report to Congress,
(k) The Commission
Congress.
Congress.
copies of which
which shall be distributed
distributed as are other reports transmitted
Information to
Information
to con- to Congress. Such report shall contain such information and data
ta
in.
collected
collected by the Commission
Commission as may be considered of value in the
determination
connected with
determination of questions
questions connected
with the
the regulation
regulation of
of interstate
foreign wire
communication and radio
radio transmission
and foreign
wire and
and radio communication
transmission
of
together with such
additional legisof energy, together
such recommendations
recommendations as
as to
to additional
lation
relating
thereto
as
the
Commission
may
deem
necessary:
Prodeem
necessary: Promay
the
Commission
thereto
as
relating
flation
ef
so.
Proviso.
Special report, Febshall make aa special
special report
report not
not later
Pah- vided, That the Commission
Commission shall
later
may 1,
I, I9.36.
rary
1935.
than February
February 1, 1935, recommending such amendments
amendments to this Act
Act
as
it
deems
in the
the public
as it deems desirable
desirable in
public interest.
interest.
Reports of investigaReports
(1) All reports of investigations
(1)
investigations made by the Commission shall
tions.
tions.
be entered
entered of
of record,
be
record, and aa copy thereof shall be furnished to the
party who may have complained, and to any common carrier or
or
complained of.
licensee that may have been complained
Publication of.
Publicationof.
publication of its
its
(m) The Commission shall provide
provide for the publication
reports and decisions in such form and manner as may be best adapted
authorized publications
for public information
information and use, and such authorized
competent evidence
evidence of
reports and decisions of the Comshall be
be competent
of the reports
mission therein contained
contained in all courts of the United States and of
the several States without any further
further proof or authentication
authentication thereof.
Rates
compensaappointed under this section
compensation of persons appointed
Rates of
ofctiomnpena(n) Rates
Rates of compensation
tion; deductions.
shall be subject to the reduction
reduction applicable to officers and employees
employees
of the Federal Government
Government generally.
generally.
Rules

tioRe
tions.

nd
aand

Divisions
mission.

of

egula
rregula-

Com-

Number
Number authorized.
Assignment of ComAssignment
missioners.
missioners.

Vacancies.
Vacancies.

Assignment
Assignment of work
to division.
division.

DIVISIONS
COMMISSION
DIVISIONS OF
OF THE
THE COMMISSION

SEC.
S
EC. 5. (a)
(a) The Commission
Commission is hereby authorized
authorized by its order to
to
divide the members
members thereof into not more than three divisions,
divisions, each
each
to consist of not less than three members.
commissioner may
members. Any commissioner
be assigned
assigned to and may serve upon such division or divisions as the
Commission may direct, and each division
division shall choose its own chair-

man.
man. In
In case
avacancy
vacancy in
in any
any division,
of absence
absence or
case of
of a
division, or
or of
or inability
inability
to serve thereon of any commissioner thereto assigned, the chairman
chairman
of the Commission
designated by him for that
Commission or any commissioner
commissioner designated
purpose may temporarily serve on said division until the Commission shall otherwise order.
(b) The Commission may by order direct that any of its work,
business,. or
or functions
functions arising
under thi
Act, or
or under
un d
er any
any other
oth er
business,
arising under
thiss Act,
Act
Congress, or
respect of
of a
ny matter
ma tt er w
hi ch has
has b
een or
may
Act of
of Congress,
or in respect
any
which
been
or may
be referred
referred to the Commission
Commission by Congress or by either branch thereof, be assigned or referred to any of said divisions for action
thereon, and may by order
order at any time amend, modify, supple-
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All
orders shall
shall take
take effect
effect
such orders
All such

Assignment
Assignment orders.

forthwith and
remain in
effect until otherwise ordered
ordered by the
in effect
and remain
forthwith
Commission.
Commission.
and
Jurisdiction
order or orders
(c)
with and
subject to
to the
the order
orders of the power
Jur isof
dnoz
and subject
in
divisionall
conformity with
In conformity
(c) In
assigned
executing
have
shall
constituted
Commission
in
the
premises,
each
division
so
constituted
sha
ll
have
_e
IT
w
c
e
u
r
ting
assigned
premises,
the
in
Commission
power and
and authority
authority by
by a
majority thereof
hear and determine,
determine, work
workthereof to hear
a majority
power
busiwork,
of
order,
certify,
report,
or
otherwise
act
as
to
any
said
work,
any
to
as
act
otherwise
or
report,
certify,
order,
the
it for action by the
ness,
or functions
assigned or referred
referred to it
so assigned
functions so
ness, or
Commission, and
respect thereof
thereof the
the division shall have all the
in respect
and in
Commission,
jurisdiction and
conferred by law upon the
then conferred
or then
now or
powers now
and powers
jurisdiction
Any
Commission, and
and be
same duties and obligations. Any
subject to the same
be subject
Commission,
said
of
any
by
action
order
,
decision,
or
report
made
or
other
action
taken
said
made
report
or
order, decision,
divisions
in respect
respect of
matters so
so assigned
shall
referred to it shall
or referred
assigned or
any matters
of any
divisions in
have
force and
effect, and
and may
may be
evidenced, and
and
made, evidenced,
be made,
and effect,
same force
the same
have the
Rehearing.
Commission,
the
enforced
in
the
same
manner
as
if
made,
or
taken
by
Commission, Rehearing.
taken
or
made,
if
as
enforced in the same manner
Post, p. 1095.
P
405
section
subject
by the
the Commission
as provided
provided in section
Commission as
rehearing by
to rehearing
subject to
of
this Act
rehearing cases
cases decided
decided by the
the Commission. The
for rehearing
Act for
of this
sea]
secretary and
secretary and
of the
and seal
shall be the secretary
Commission shall
the Commission
seal of
and seal
secretary
thereof.
of
each
division
thereof.
division
of each
(d)
in this
this section
section contained,
contained, or
pursuant thereto,
thereto,
or done pursuant
Nothing in
(d) Nothing
of
shall
be
deemed
to
divest
the
Commission
any
its
powers.
any
of
Commission
the
divest
to
deemed
be
shall
of work
o

ion

Assignment of
or Assignment
(e)
The Commission
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized by
its order
order to
to assign
assign or
by its
Commission is
(e) The
to
functions arising
or functions
refer any
of its
its work,
ari sing under
underCommissioner.
to ommissioner.
business, or
work, business,
portion of
any portion
refer

work

this
other Act
Act of
Congress or
to it by Congress,
referred to
or referred
Congress or
of Congress
any other
or any
this or
commissioner,, or to aaboard
either branch
thereof, to
to an
an individual
board
individual commissioner
branch thereof,
either
composed of
an employee
employee or
or employees
of the
Commission, to be
the Commission,
employees of
of an
composed
designated by
by such
such order,
order, for
for action
action thereon,
at
thereon, and by its order at
designated
such
any
or
any
time
to
amend,
modify,
supplement,
rescind
any
assignsupplement,
modify,
amend,
to
any time
case of
ment
or reference:
reference: Provided,
however, That
That this
authority shall not f,rov1i8,ion in
this authority
m
' case of
Provided, however,
ment or
extend
investigations instituted
instituted upon
upon the
the Commission's
Commission's own motion investigations
investigations or
or conconto investigations
extend to
tested proceedings.
or, without
without the
of the
thereto, to
proceed. tested
proceedings.
contested proceed
to contested
parties thereto,
the parties
consent of
the consent
or,
hearings, or to
ings
the taking
at public
public hearings,
testimony at
of testimony
taking of
involving the
ings involving
Assignment orders,
such
investigations
specifically
required
by
this
Act.
All
such orders
orders Assignment
orders,
All
Act.
this
by
required
specifically
investigations
effetivnes.
shall take
effect
forthwith
and
remain
in
effect
until
otherwise
effective
'
otherwise
until
shall take effect forthwith and remain in effect
ordered
the absence
or inability
Vacancies.
inability for vacancies.
absence or
of the
case of
In case
Commission. In
the Commission.
by the
ordered by
or
commissioner
any
other
reason
to
act
of
any
such
individual
commissioner
individual
such
any
any other reason to act of
employee designated
designated to
to serve
serve upon
board, the chairman
chairman of
any such board,
upon any
employee
the
Commission
may
designate
another
commissioner
or
employee,
commissioner
another
the Commission may designate
Commission shall
as
to serve
serve temporarily
temporarily until the Commission
be, to
may be,
case may
the case
as the
or Power
otherwise
with and
order or
Power of
of CommisCommisthe order
to the
subject to
and subject
conformity with
In conformity
order. In
otherwise order.
orders of the
Commission in the premises, any such individual corn- siner
sioner in executing
executing asasorders of the Commission in the premises, any such individual comdork
power
have
shall
thereof,
missioner,
or
board
acting
by
a
majority
ther
eof,
shall
have
power
work.
signed
a
by
acting
board
or
missioner,
and authority
authority to
hear and
determine, order,
order, certify,
certify, report,
report, or otherand determine,
to hear
and
wise
act as
any of
work, business,
functions so assigned
or functions
business, or
said work,
of said
to any
as to
wise act
respect
or
him or
or it
it for
for action
by the
the Commission
Commission and in respect
action by
to him
referred to
or referred
thereof shall
have all
the jurisdiction
and powers
then
powers now or then
jurisdiction and
all the
shall have
thereof
same
the
to
conferred
by
law
upon
the
Commission
and
be
subject
the
subject
be
and
Commission
the
upon
law
by
conferred
other
duties and
Any order,
decision, or
or report
made or other
report made
order, decision,
obligations. Any
duties and obligations.
action
by any
any such
commissioner or board
board in respect
respect
individual commissioner
such individual
taken by
action taken
of any
any matters
so assigned
assigned or
shall have the same force and
referred shall
or referred
matters so
of
effect,
may be
be made,
made, evidenced,
enforced in the same manner
evidenced, and enforced
and may
effect, and
Petition for rehearing
by any
as
if
made
or
taken
by
the
Commission.
Any party
party affected
affected by
any byPetitionforrehearing
Any
Commission.
as if made or taken by the
affected party.
party.
byaffected
or
order,
decision,
or
report
of
any
such
individual
commissioner
commissioner
individual
order, decision, or report of any such
a
or
Commission
board
may
file
a
petition
for
rehearing
by
a
the
by
rehearing
for
petition
a
file
board may
division
thereof and
and every
passed upon
upon by
shall be passed
petition shall
such petition
every such
division thereof
Rehearing on action
upon Rehearing
division
a
by
the
Commission
or
a
division
thereof.
Any
action
by
a
division
action
Any
thereof.
division
a
or
the Commission
by adivision.
byadivision.
Commisthe
rehearing
to
such
a
petition
shall
itself
be
subject
to
rehearing
by
Post. 1
3-1095.
such a petition shall itself be subject
sion, as
provided in
in section
section 405
405 of
this Act
Act and
and in
in subsection
(c). P' P'5
subsection (c).
of this
as provided
sion,
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The Commission may make and amend rules for the conduct of
commissioner or board and for
proceedings before such individual commissioner
proceedings
the rehearing
before a
a division of the Commission or
such action before
rehearing of such
the
the Commission. The secretary
secretary and seal of the Commission shall be
the
the secretary
seal of such individual
individual commissioner
commissioner or board.
and seal
secretary and
the
CARRIERS
II-COnMMON
TITLE
T
ITLE II-C
OMMON C
ARRIERS
CHARGES
AND CHARGES
SERVICE AND
SERVICE

carrier
S
ECTION 201. (a)
(a) ItIt shall be the duty of every common carrier
SECION
to
in interstate
interstate or foreign
foreign communication by wire or radio to
engaged in

furnish
therefor;
reasonable request therefor;
communication service upon reasonable
such communication
furnish such
and,
in accordance
accordance with
of the Commission, in cases where
orders of
the orders
with the
and, in
the
Commission, after
opportunity for
such action
action
finds such
for hearing,
hearing, finds
after opportunity
the Commission,
To establish physical
to
necessary
or
desirable
in
the
public
interest,
to
establish
physical
interest,
public
the
in
desirable
or
necessary
cToectionshtphysicer
connections with other
carriers.
connections
connections with other carriers, to establish through routes and
carriers.
charges applicable
applicable thereto and
the divisions of such charges, and to
and the
charges
establish and
and regulations
regulations for operating
operating such
such
facilities and
provide facilities
and provide
establish
through routes.
Charges,
classifications, and regulations for and
(b) All charges, practices, classifications,
for
etc., for
Charges, etc.,
communication servser vcommunication
in
connection
with
such
communication
service, shall
shall be
be just
just and
service,
communication
such
with
ices.
in connection
ces.
reasonable,
and any such
classification, or regulation
regulation
charge, practice, classification,
such charge,
reasonable, and
that is
is hereby
hereby declared
declared to
be unlawful:
unlawful:
to be
unreasonable is
or unreasonable
unjust or
is unjust
that
Proviso.
Provided,
That
communications
by
wire
or
radio
subject
to
this Act
Act
to
this
subject
radio
or
wire
by
communications
That
Classification
of com- Provided,
Classificationofcomunrepeated, letter, comrepeated, unrepeated,
munications.
may be classified into day, night, repeated,
mnnieations.
mercial,
press, Government,
such other
Commission
as the Commission
other classes as
and such
Government, and
mercial, press,
Different charges auto be
be just and reasonable,
reasonable, and different charges may be
decide to
may decide
Different charges au- may
thorized.
made for
the different
classes of
of communications:
communications: Provided
Provided further,
further,
different classes
for the
made
this Act
or in
any other
provision of law shall be
Common carrier
other provision
in any
Act or
in this
nothing in
That nothing
carrier con- That
common
of
exchange of
tracts for exchange
construed to
to prevent
prevent a
common carrier
subject to
this Act
Act from
from
to this
carrier subject
a common
services permitted.
construed
servicespermitted.
entering
into or
operating under
with any common
contract with
any contract
under any
or operating
entering into
carrier not
subject to
Plot, for
if
exchange of their services, if
for the exchange
to this Act,
not subject
carrier
the
that such
contrary
is not
not contrary
contract is
such contract
opinion that
the opinion
is of
of the
Commission is
the Commission
to the public interest.
Discrimination
and
Discrimination and
preferences.
preferences.

in
make in
Unlawful to
to make

charges, services, etc.
serics, etc.
charges,

DISCRIMINATION AND
DISCRIMINATION
AND PREFERENCES
PREFERENCES

SEC.
SEC. 202. (a)
(a) It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any common carrier
carrier to
to
unreasonable discrimination
make any unjust or unreasonable
discrimination in charges, prac-

tices,
classifications, regulations,
regulations, facilities, or services for or in
tices, classifications,
connection with
like communication
communication service,
directly or indirectly,
service, directly
with like
connection
by any means or device, or to make or give any undue or unreasonable
preference or advantage to any particular
particular person, class of
able preference
persons, or locality, or to subject any particular person,
person, class of
persons,
prejudice or
unreasonable prejudice
to any undue or unreasonable
or locality
locality to
persons, or

disadvantage.
disadvantage.
(b) Charges or services, whenever referred to in this Act, include
cons tru.
charges
for, or
or services
services in connection
charges for,
connection with, the use of wires in chain
broadcasting
incidental to radio communication
communication of any kind.
broadcasting or incidental
Penalty for violation.
violation.
(c) Any carrier who knowingly violates the provisions of this
Penaltyfor
shall forfeit to the United States the sum of $500 for each
section shall
$25 for each and every day of the continuance of
such offense and S25
such offense.
Charges or
or services,
services,
Charges
construed.

charges.
Schedules of charges.

SCHEDUIES OF
CHARGES
SCHEDULFS
OF CHARGES

except connecting
SEC.
common carrier,
SEC. 203. (a) Every common
carrier, except
connecting carriers,
carriers,
shall, within such reasonable
reasonable time as the Commission
Commission shall designate,
Information
Information to
to con- file with the Commission and print and keep open for public inspectain.
tami.
tion schedules showing all charges for itself and its connecting
connecting

Filing with
with CommisFiling
don.

Commis-
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carriers
interstate and
and foreign
communication
or radio
radio communication
wire or
foreign wire
for interstate
carriers for
between
different points
points on its own system, and between
between points
the different
between the
connecting
on its
own system
and points
the system of its connecting
on the
points on
system and
its own
on
carriers or
or points
points on
on the
system of
of any
any other
carrier subject to
other carrier
the system
carriers
whether
this
when a
a through
through route
route has
has been
established, whether
been established,
Act when
this Act
such charges
joint or
and showing
showing the classiseparate and
or separate,
are joint
charges are
such
fications,
practices, and
and regulations
regulations affecting
affecting such charges. Such
fications, practices,
schedules
shall contain
contain such
such other
other information,
and be
printed in
be printed
information, and
schedules shall
such form,
be posted
posted and
inspection in such
public inspection
for public
open for
kept open
and kept
and be
form, and
such
places
as the
the Commission
may by
by regulation
regulation require,
require, and each such
Commission may
places, as
schedule shall
shall give
give notice
notice of
of its
its effective
effective date;
common
and such common
date; and
schedule
carrier
shall furnish
its connecting
connecting carriers,
of its
each of
to each
schedules to
such schedules
furnish such
carrier shall
and such
such connecting
connecting carriers
schedules open for
for
keep such schedules
shall keep
carriers shall
and
inspection
in such
require.
Commission may require.
the Commission
as the
places as
public places
such public
inspection in
classifications, regu(b) No
the charges, classifications,
in the
made in
be made
shall be
change shall
No change
(b)
lations,
have been
and published
published except
except
filed and
so filed
been so
which have
practices which
or practices
lations, or
after thirty
thirty days'
to the
the Commission
and to
the public,
public, which
which
to the
Commission and
notice to
days' notice
after
shall be
be published
such form
such information
information as
as the
the
contain such
and contain
form and
in such
published in
shall
Commission
may by
regulations prescribe;
but the
the Commission
Commission may,
prescribe; but
by regulations
Commission may
in its
and for
shown, modify the
requirements
the requirements
cause shown,
good cause
for good
discretion and
its discretion
in
made by
by or
of this
instances or
particular instances
in particular
section in
this section
authority of
under authority
or under
made
by a
special circumstances
circumstances or conditions.
to .special
applicable to
order applicable
general order
a general
by
(c)
No carrier,
unless otherwise
authority
under authority
or under
by or
provided by
otherwise provided
carrier, unless
(c) No
of
Act, shall
engage or
such communication
unless
communication unless
in such
participate in
or participate
shall engage
this Act,
of this
provischedules
have been
filed and
and published
the proviwith the
accordance with
in accordance
published in
been filed
schedules have
sions of
of this
this Act
Act and
regulations made
thereunder; and no
made thereunder;
the regulations
with the
and with
sions
carrier shall
shall (1)
(1) charge,
demand, collect,
collect, or
or receive
a greater
greater or less
receive a
charge, demand,
carrier
any service
or different
compensation for
communication, or for
for any
such communication,
for such
different compensation
or
in any such
in connection
between the
the points
named in
such
points named
therewith, between
connection therewith,
in
schedule than
the charges
specified in
the schedule
effect, or
or
in effect,
then in
schedule then
in the
charges specified
than the
schedule
(2) refund
refund or
by any
means or
any portion of the
or device
device any
any means
remit by
or remit
(2)
charges
or (3)
(3) extend
privileges or
to any person any privileges
extend to
so specified,
specified, or
charges so
any classifacilities
such communication,
communication, or
employ or
or enforce
enforce any
or employ
in such
facilities in
fications,
affecting such
such charges,
charges, except
except as
practices affecting
or practices
regulations, or
fications, regulations,
specified in such schedule.
specified
(d)
may reject and refuse to file any schedule
Commission may
The Commission
(d) The
entered for
lawful notice
of
notice of
give lawful
and give
provide and
not provide
does not
which does
filing which
for filing
entered
its effective
Any schedule
schedule so
rejected by the
the Commission shall
so rejected
date. Any
effective date.
its
be void
use shall
shall be
be unlawful.
its use
and its
be
void and
(e) In
In case
case of
failure or
refusal on the
part of any carrier
carrier to
to
the part
or refusal
of failure
(e)
or
comply with
with the
the provisions
or of
of any
any regulation
regulation or
section or
of this
this section
provisions of
comply
order made
made by
Commission thereunder,
thereunder, such
such carrier shall forfeit
the Commission
by the
order
each such offense, and $25
to the
the United
sum of
of $500
$500 for each
$25
the sum
States the
United States
to
for
and every
every day
day of
continuance of
offense.
such offense.
of such
the continuance
of the
each and
for each
HEARING
uLNESS OF NEW
NEW CHARGES;
CHARGES; SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION
LAWFULNESS
HEARING AS TO LAwr
SEC.
Whenever there is filed with the Commission any new
SEC. 204. Whenever
charge, classification,
Commission may
or practice, the Commission
regulation, or
classification, regulation,
charge,
either
upon complaint
upon its
its own
own initiative
initiative without complaint,
or upon
complaint or
either upon
upon
reasonable notice,
upon a
hearing concerning the lawfula hearing
enter upon
notice, enter
upon reasonable
ness
and pending
pending such
such hearing
and the decision thereon the
hearing and
thereof; and
ness thereof;
Commission, upon
upon delivering
to the
carriers affected
or carriers
carrier or
the carrier
delivering to
Commission,
thereby
in writing
of its
its reasons
such suspension,
for such
reasons for
writing of
statement in
a statement
thereby a
may
the operation
of such
such charge,
classification, regulation,
regulation,
charge, classification,
operation of
suspend the
may suspend
months beyond
or
for a
than three months
period than
longer period
a longer
not for
but not
practice, but
or practice,
the
it would
would otherwise
otherwise go
go into
into effect;
effect; and
and after
after full hearhearwhen it
time when
the time
ing the
Commission may
reference thereto as
order with reference
make such order
may make
the Commission
ing

Regulations.

Schedules to be furfurnished connecting carriers.

Filing and publicapublication of notice to change
charges, etc.
etc.
charges,

Modification of reModification
quirements.
quirements.

Prohibited acts.

Rejection of schedule.
schedule.

Penalty provision.
provision.

New charges.
charges.

Hearing

law-

Hearing upon lawfulness.
ess

ful

Notice.
Temporary suspenrSargysuspensiTeon
sion of charges.

1072
1072
Effectiveness
of
Effectiveness of
change if
if order not issued during
during suspension
suspension
sued
period.
period.
Account of
of amount
amounts
Account
received
received in case of increased charge.
creasedcharge.

Burden of proof in
sen
jusdeng ofprof
justifying
increased
increased
justifying
charge.
charge.

Charges.

Charges.

of
Determination
Determination
by
°f
reasonable
charges by
reasonable charges
Commission.
Conmission.

Cease and desist ororCease
ders.

Penalty
provision.
enaltyprovision.

Liability of carriers

fordamages.aers
for damages.

Amount.
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a proceeding
would
would be proper in a
proceeding initiated after it had become
become effective.
the proceeding
concluded and
and an
an order
order made
made
been concluded
not been
has not
proceeding has
tive. IfIf the
within the period of the suspension,
charge,
suspension, the proposed
proposed change of charge,
classification, regulation,
practice shall go into effect at the end of
regulation, or practice
classification,
a proposed
proposed increased
such
period; but
but in case of a
increased charge, the Commis.
require the interested
interested carrier
carrier or carriers to keep
order require
by order
sion may
may by
accurate account
increase,
reason of such increase,
received by reason
amounts received
all amounts
of all
account of
accurate
specifying
by whom
whom and
and in
in whose
and
amounts are paid, and
behalf such amounts
whose behalf
specifying by
upon completion
hearing and decision may by further
further order
order
of the
the hearing
completion of
upon
require
carrier or
carriers to
to refund,
interest, to
refund, with interest,
or carriers
interested carrier
the interested
require the
the
whose behalf
such amounts
portion of
amounts were paid, such portion
behalf such
in whose
persons in
the persons
such increased
charges as
as by
by its
decision shall
shall be
be found
found not
not justified.
justified.
its decision
increased charges
such
At any hearing
hearing involving
involving a
a charge increased, or sought to be
increased,
increased, after the organization
organization of the Commission, the burden of
increased
proof to
proposed increased
increased charge, or proposed
the increased
to show
show that the
proof
charge,
and reasonable
reasonable shall
be upon
the carrier,
carrier, and
and the
the Comupon the
shall be
is just
just and
charge, is
mission shall
shall give to
hearing and decision of such questions prefto the hearing
mission
erence
all other
other questions
questions pending
pending before
before it
it and
and decide
decide the same
over all
erence over
as speedily as possible.
CHARGES
AND REASONABLE
JUST AND
AUTHORIZED
COMMISSION
COMMISSION Au
iliORIZED TO PRESCRIBE JUST
REASONABLE CHARGES

SEC. 205.
205. (a)
(a) Whenever,
Whenever, after
opportunity for
for hearing,
hearing, upon
upon
full opportunity
after full
SEC.
aacomplaint
complaint or under an order
order for investigation
investigation and hearing
hearing made
by
the Commission
Commission on
on its
Commission shall be
own initiative, the Commission
its own
by the
of opinion
opinion that
any charge,
or practice
practice of
of
regulation, or
classification, regulation,
charge, classification,
that any
of
any carrier
carriers is
violation of
of any of the provibe in violation
or will
will be
is or
or carriers
carrier or
any
sions of
of this
this Act,
Act, the
authorized and empowered
empowered to
Commission is authorized
the Commission
sions
determine and
and prescribe
will be
be the
the just
just and reasonable
reasonable charge
what will
prescribe what
determine
or
minimum, charge
or minimum, or maximum and minimum,
maximum or
or the
the maximum
or charges
thereafter observed,
what classification,
classification, regulaobserved, and what
or
charges to be thereafter
tion, or
practice is
or will
will be just, fair, and reasonable, to be thereis or
or practice
tion,
after
that the carrier or carriers shall
order that
an order
to make an
and to
followed, and
after followed,
cease and desist from such violation to the extent that the Commisthereafter
sion finds that the same does or will exist, and shall not thereafter
publish,
demand, or
or collect
charge so preother than the charge
charge other
any charge
collect any
publish, demand,
scribed, or in
excess of the maximum or less than the minimum so
in excess
scribed,
prescribed, as the
classification and
and
the case may be, and shall adopt the classification
prescribed,
shall conform
to and
and observe
the regulation
prescribed.
practice so prescribed.
or practice
regulation or
observe the
conform to
shall
a carrier,
representative, or agent of a
carrier,
(b) Any carrier, any officer, representative,
or
receiver, trustee,
lessee, or agent
agent of either of them, who knowtrustee, lessee,
any receiver,
or any
ingly
provisions
ingly fails or neglects to obey any order made under the provisions
of
this section
section shall
forfeit to
to the
United States
States the sum of $1.000
$1,000
the United
shall forfeit
of this
offense. Every distinct
separate offense,
offense,
distinct violation shall be aaseparate
for each offense.
a sepasepacontinuing violation each day shall be deemed a
and in case of continuing
rate offense.
LIABILITY OF
OP CARRIERS
CARRIERS FOR DAMAGES
DAMAGES
LIABILITY

SEC.
SEC. 206. In case any common carrier shall do, or cause
cause or permit to
to
Act prohibited
prohibited or declared
declared
be done, any act, matter, or thing in this Act
to be unlawful, or shall omit to do any act, matter, or thing in this
Act
required to be done,
common carrier
carrier shall be liable to the
done, such common
Act required
person
persons injured
thereby for the full amount of damages
injured thereby
person or
or persons
sustained in consequence
consequence of any such violation of the provisions
provisions of
of
counsel or attorney's
attorney's fee, to be
this Act, together with aareasonable counsel
which attorney's
attorney's fee
fixed by the court in every case of recovery, which
shall be taxed and collected
collected as part of the costs in the case.
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RECOVERY
DAMAGES
OF DAMAGES
RECOVERY OF
SEC. 207.
claiming to
be damaged
damaged by
common
any common
by any
to be
person claiming
Any person
207. Any
SEC.
carrier
subject to
provisions of this Act
Act may either
either make comthe provisions
to the
carrier subject
plaint to
as hereinafter
for, or may bring
bring
provided for,
hereinafter provided
Commission as
the Commission
to the
plaint
suit for
for the
of the
for which
which such common carrier
damages for
the damages
recovery of
the recovery
suit

Recovery of damages.
dmages

Recoveryof

Complaint to Comto Comiomint
mission.

of
Jurisdiction of

Jurisdiction
trict courts.

disdis-

may
be liable
liable under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
court trict corts.
district court
any district
in any
Act, in
under the
may be
of
States of
jurisdiction; but such person
competent jurisdiction;
of competent
United States
the United
of the
shall
have the
the right
pursue both such remedies.
to pursue
right to
not have
shall not
COMPLAINTS TO
TO THE
COMMISSION
THE COMMISSION
COMPLAINTS
SEC. 208.
any body
or municipal
municipal organization,
organization,
politic or
body politic
person, any
Any person,
208. Any
SEC.
anything done or omitted to
or State
commission, complaining
complaining of anything
State commission,
or
be done
done by
any common
common carrier subject to this Act, in contravention
contravention
by any
be
of the
the provisions
apply to said
said Commission by petithereof, may apply
provisions thereof,
of
tion which
which shall
shall briefly
briefly state
state the
the facts,
whereupon a
a statement
statement of
facts, whereupon
tion
the complaint
thus made
made shall
shall be
forwarded by
by the
the Commission
Commission to
be forwarded
complaint thus
the
such common
carrier, who
shall be
be called
satisfy the comcomcalled upon to satisfy
who shall
common carrier,
such
a reasonable
reasonable time
within a
plaint
to answer
answer the
same in
writing within
in writing
the same
or to
plaint or
to
Commission. If
If such
such common
common carrier
carrier within
the Commission.
by the
specified by
be specified
to be
the
time specified
shall make
the injury
injury alleged
alleged to
for the
reparation for
make reparation
specified shall
the time
have
been caused,
common carrier
carrier shall be relieved of liability
liability
the common
caused, the
have been
to
for the
the particular
particular violation
violation of law thus comonly for
complainant only
the complainant
to the
shall not satisfy
plained
of. If
carriers shall
satisfy the
the comcomor carriers
carrier or
such carrier
If such
plained of.
plaint
time specified
specified or there
there shall appear
appear to be any
the time
within the
plaint within
reasonable
ground for
for investigating
complaint, it shall be the
said complaint,
investigating said
reasonable ground
duty of
of the
Commission to investigate
investigate the
the matters complained of
the Commission
duty
in such
such manner
manner and
and by
by such
such means
means as
deem proper. No
it shall deem
as it
in
complaint
shall
at
any
time
be
dismissed
because
of the absence of
because
dismissed
be
time
any
at
shall
complaint
direct damage
complainant.
damage to the complainant.
direct
MONEY
ORDERS FOR
FOR PAYMENT
OF MONEY
PAYMENT OF
ORDERS

Complaints to Commission.
Statement
statement
plaint.

of comcomof

pla

ommiion to or

Commission to for-

ward
ward to carrier.
carrier.

Answer to be filed
beci e
to specikied.
wiASwe
specified.
within time
Carrier relieved
relieved
reparation made.

carrier

if
if

reparationmde.

Investigation of com-

pinveyatifcom-sio
plaint by Commission.

Orders for
for payment
payment
Orders
of money.
money.
of
Commission to make,

fomaok
intgfor
Cwhenom
finding
comS
EC. 209.
If, after
hearing on
on a
the Commission
Commission shall when
complaint, the
a complaint,
after hearing
209. If,
SEC.
plainant.
determine
any party
entitled to an award of plainant.
complainant is entitled
party complainant
that any
determine that
damages
under the
the provisions
provisions of
Commission shall
shall
Act, the Commission
of this Act,
damages under
complainant the
make
an order
directing the carrier
carrier to pay to the complainant
order directing
make an
a day named.
sum
to which
which he is entitled
before a
entitled on or before
sum to

FRANKS
PASSES
AND PASSES
FRANKS AND

SEC. 210.
Nothing in
in this
this Act
or in
provision of
of law
law
other provision
any other
in any
Act or
210. Nothing
SEO.
shall
to prohibit
common carriers
issuing or
carriers from issuing
prohibit common
construed to
be construed
shall be
giving
franks to,
to, or
franks with
with each
each other for the use of,
exchanging franks
or exchanging
giving franks
their officers,
employees, and
and their families,
families, or, subject
subject to
to
agents, employees,
officers, agents,
their
giving,
issuing,
such
rules
as
the
Commission
may
prescribe,
from
from
prescribe,
may
Commission
the
as
rules
such
or exchanging
franks and
passes to
common carriers
carriers
or with other common
to or
and passes
exchanging franks
or

Franks and
and passee.
passes.
Franks

Franks and p

ex grige
t of

exhn

car
carriers
to
riers to

not subject
provisions of
this Act,
Act, for
for the
use of
of their
their officers,
officers,
the use
of this
the provisions
to the
subject to
not

agents,
and their
their families.
The term
term "
employees ",
as s
ployees", conontrumployee
", as
"employees
families. The
employees, and
agents, employees,
used in
in this
this section,
section, shall
include furloughed,
furloughed, pensioned,
pensioned, and supershall include
used
annuated
employees.
annuated employees.
COPIES OF
OF CONTRACTS
TO BE
From
BE FILED
CONTRACTS TO
COPIES

Contracts,
agreeContracts, agreements, and arrangements between carriers.

S
EC. 211.
211. (a)
Every carrier
subject to
to this Act shall file with the riers.
carrier subject
(a) Every
SEC.
Copies filed with
with
Commission
copies of
of all
agreements, or arrangements
arrangements Cois
contracts, agreements,
all contracts,
Commission. eiondd
Commission copies
prothe
to
with
other
carriers,
or
with
common
carriers
not
subject
the
prosubject
not
carriers
common
with
or
carriers,
with other
visions
this Act,
Act, in
relation to
to any
any traffic
traffic affected
affected by
by the proviin relation
of this
visions of
a
be
sions
of
this
Act
to
which
it
may
a
party.
it
which
to
Act
this
sions of
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Other contracts
carrier.
carrier.

of

Interlocking directoInterlocking
rates.
Unlawful,
unless
unless
Unlawful,
Commission authorCommission
izes.

Unlawful dealing in
Unlawful
securities by officials.
securities

Carrier property.
property.
Carrier
Valuation
of, by
by
valuation of,
commission.
commission.

Inventories.
Inventories.

Information to
to conInformation

tain.
tamn

Statement of original
cost.
cost

of

.

(b) The
The Commission
authority to
filing of
require the filing
to require
have authority
shall have
Commission shall
(b)
any other
other contracts
any carrier,
carrier, and
also have authority to
shall also
and shall
of any
contracts of
any
exempt
any carrier
carrier from
submitting copies
minor contracts
copies of such minor
from submitting
exempt any
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may determine.
as

INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES-01.k
ICIALS DEALING
DEALING IN
IN SECURITIES
SECURITIES
DIRECTORATES-OFFICIALS
INTERLOCKING
S
EC. 212.
sixty days
from the
enactment of this Act
Act it
it
the enactment
days from
After sixty
212. After
SEC.
shall be
unlawful for
person to hold the position of officer or
for any person
be unlawful
shall
director of
of more
than one
carrier subject
subject to this Act, unless such
such
one carrier
more than
director
holding
have been
been authorized
Commission,
authorized by order of the Commission,
shall have
holding shall
upon due
due showing
showing in
in form
form and
prescribed by the Commismanner prescribed
and manner
upon
sion, that
neither public
public nor
nor private
interests will
adversely
be adversely
will be
private interests
that neither
sion,
affected
thereby. After this section
takes effect it shall be unlawful
unlawful
section takes
affected thereby.
for any
officer or director
director of any such carrier to receive
receive for his own
own
any officer
for
benefit, directly
or indirectly,
indirectly, any money
money or thing of value in respect
respect
directly or
benefit,
securities issued or to
to
hypothecation, or sale of any securities
negotiation, hypothecation,
of negotiation,
be issued
issued by
such carrier,
to share
any of
proceeds thereof,
of the proceeds
in any
share in
or to
carrier, or
by such
be
such
or to
participate in
paying of any dividends of such
making or paying
in the making
to participate
or
included in capital
carrier from
capital account.
properly included
any funds properly
from any
carrier
VALUATION
VALUATION OF
OF CARRIER
CARRIER PROPERTY
PROPERTY

Sm. 213.
The Commission
Commission may from time to time, as may
(a) The
213. (a)
SEC.
proper administration of this Act, and after
necessary for
for the
the proper
after
be necessary
opportunity
hearing, make
make a
a valuation of all or of any part of
for hearing,
opportunity for
the property
or used
subject to this Act, as of
any carrier subject
used by any
owned or
property owned
the
such
date as the Commission
Commission may fix.
such date
(b)
may at
at any
any such
such carrier
carrier
require any
time require
any time
Commission may
The Commission
(b) The

to file
Commission an
an inventory
part of
all or of any part
inventory of all
the Commission
with the
file with
to
the
property owned
owned or
used by said carrier, which inventory shall
or used
the property
show the
such
classified in such detail, and in such
said property classified
units of said
the units
show
manner,
Commission shall direct, and shall show the estimanner, as the Commission
reproduction
mated
reproduction new of said units, and their reproduction
cost of reproduction
mated cost
cost
less depreciation,
depreciation, as of such date as the Commission may
new less
cost new
direct;
and such
carrier shall
shall file such inventory within such reasonsuch carrier
direct; and
able
able time as the Commission by order shall require.
(c)
The
Commission may
may at
carrier
at any time require any such carrier
The Commission
()
cost
to
statement showing the original cost
Commission aa statement
with the Commission
file with
to file
at
the time
time of
to the public use of all or of any part of
dedication to
of dedication
at the

the
property owned
owned or
or used by said carrier. For the showing
showing of
the property
Classification such original
original
said property shall be classified,
classified, and the original
cost
original
classification
of property.
in such manner
be defined,
cost shall
defined, in
manner as the Commission may preshall be
cost
of property.
part of such cost cannot be determined
any part
scribe; and
if any
determined from
and if
Report when original scribe;
Reportwhen
cost cannot be deteraccounting or
other records,
records,. the
the portion
of the
the property
property for which
which
portion of
or other
be deter- accounting
mdsannot
mined.
such cost
cannot be
determined shall
reported to the CommisCommisshall be reported
be determined
cost cannot
such
sion; and,
shall so direct, the original
original cost thereof
thereof
if the Commission shall
and, if
Estimates.
sion;
Estimates.
shall be
be estimated
estimated in
in such
such manner as
Commission may prescribe.
prescribe.
as the Commission
shall
Report when
when purproperty at the time such original
If the carrier owning the property
ptr- If
Report
original cost
cost
greater than
chase price
price greater
is
to
reported shall have paid more or less than the original cost to
is reported
original cost.
acquire the
the same,
such cost
acquisition, and any
any
cost of acquisition,
amount of such
the amount
same, the
acquire
facts which the Commission may require in connection therewith,
reported with such original cost. The report made by a
a
shall be reported
carrier under
under this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
show the
source or
or sources
sources from
the source
shall show
Sources
sources of original carrier
cost report
to be
be shown.
shown. which the original cost reported was
cost
reportto
was obtained, and
and such other inforwhich the report was prepared,
mation as
manner in which
prepared, as the
as to the manner
mation
Commission shall require.
Commission
Expense
(d) Nothing shall be included
included in the original cost reported
reported for
(d)
obtaining
of obtaining
Expense of
easement, license, or
section on
this
of
(c)
the
property
of
any
carrier
under
paragraph
(c)
paragraph
under
carrier
any
of
property
the
or
license,
franchise.
eahsee
account of
easement, license,
license, or franchise
franchise granted by the United
of any easement,
account
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the
thereof, beyond
States or
or by
State or
or political
political subdivision thereof,
beyond the
any State
by any
States
reasonable
lawfully incurred
incurred in obtaining such
such
expense lawfully
necessary expense
reasonable necessary
authority aforesaid,
easement, license,
license, or
or franchise
franchise from
from the public authority
aforesaid,
easement,
which
expense shall
reported separately
separately from all other costs in
be reported
shall be
which expense
shall be
such
detail as
as the
the Commission
require; and nothing shall
be
Commission may require;
such detail
included in
in any
property of any carrier made by
the property
of the
valuation of
any valuation
included
license, or franeasement, license,
the Commission
Commission on
on account
account of
of any
any such
fransuch easement,
the
incurred
lawfully
expense
necessary
chise,
beyond
such
reasonable
necessary
expense
lawfully
incurred
chise beyond such reasonable
construction,
New
as
New construction,
aforesaid.
as aforesaid.
Cometc., Comextensions, etc.,
extensions,
(e) The
The Commission
Commission shall
keep itself informed of all new
new con- mission
shall keep
(e)
to keep inep
formed.
changes
other
or
struction,
extensions, improvements,
improvements, retirements,
retirements,
other changes formed.
struction, extensions,
in
the condition,
condition, quantity,
quantity, use,
and classification
classification of the property of
use, and
in the
common carriers,
and of
of the
the cost
cost of
of all
additions and betterments
betterments
all additions
carriers, and
common
and
thereto
and
of
all
changes
in
the
investment
therein,
may keep
investment
the
in
changes
all
of
thereto and
carrier
of
and
itself
informed
of
current
changes
in
costs
values
carrier
costs
in
itself informed of current changes
inCarrier
properties.
Carrier to furnish inproperties.
formation regarding
regarding
make aavalua- formation
(f) For
For the
purpose of
enabling the
the Commission
to make
Commission to
of enabling
the purpose
(f)
valuation
of
property.
such carrier, or to find the
tion
of the
property of
the origorig- valuation ofproperty.
any such
of any
the property
any of
of any
tion of
concerning
facts
other
inal
cost
of
such
property,
or
find
any
concerning
to
or
inal cost of such property,
be
the
use by the Commission, it shall be
for use
required for
are required
which are
same which
the same
within
Commission,
the
to
the
duty
of
each
such
carrier
to
furnish
Commission,
within
furnish
to
carrier
such
each
the duty of
information
such reasonable
time as
the Commission
Commission may order, any
any information
as the
reasonable time
such
require,
with
respect thereto
which the
Commission may by order require,
the Commission
thereto which
with respect
Copies of maps, conetc.of
other,
and
including
copies
of
maps,
contracts,
reports
of
engineers,
and
other tracts, reports ,etc.
engineers,
of
reports
including copies of maps, contracts,
Commisthe
of
data,
and papers,
grant to all
agents
all agents
to grant
and to
papers, and
records, and
data, records,
memsion
free access
access to
to its
its property
its accounts,
accounts, records, and memand its
property and
sion free
oranda
whenever and
and wherever
requested by any such duly authorauthorwherever requested
oranda whenever
the work
Commission in
ized
cooperate with and aid the Commission
in the work
and to cooperate
agent, and
ized agent,
of
any such
such valuation
valuation or
or finding
in such
such
such manner and to such
finding in
making any
of making
and
rules
and
and
extent
as
the
Commission
may
require
direct,
all
rules
.
and
require
may
Commission
the
extent as
adminispurpose
regulations
made
by
the
Commission
for
the
purpose
of
adminisRecords and data
regulations made by the Commission
data
and inspecRecords
open
public
to public
tering this
this section
shall have
the full
full force
effect of law. Unless
Unless tpoen
and effect
force and
have the
section shall
tering
tion.
ton.
therefor,
reasons
the
otherwise
ordered
by
the
Commission,
with
therefor,
Commission,
the
by
otherwise ordered
the records
of the
the Commission
Commission shall
open to the inspecinspec- Method of valuation.
shall be open
data of
and data
records and
the
tion and examination of
the
public.
The
Commission,
in
making
Methodovaluation.
making
in
Commission,
The
public.
tion and examination of the
any
such valuation,
valuation, shall
valuation
adopt any method of valuation
to adopt
free to
be free
shall be
any such
omme
which shall
Interstate Commerce
lawful.nterstate
be lawful.
shall be
which
er
Commission.
(g)
Notwithstanding any
any provision
provision of
of this
the Interstate
Interstate Commisstion.
Act the
this Act
(g) Notwithstanding
Valuation of prop.
of prop.
Valudtion
Commerce Commission,
Commission, if
requested
to
do so
by
the Commission,
Commission erties
the
by.
by
so
do
to
requested
if
Commerce
shall complete, at
at the
the earliest
earliest practicable
date, such
valuations of ertes by.
such valuations
practicable date,
shall complete,
progress,
properties of
of carriers
carriers subject
subject to
to this
this Act
as are
are now
now in progress,
as
Act
properties
relating
the
and
shall
thereafter
transfer
to
the
Commission
records
relating
Commission
the
to
transfer
and shall thereafter
thereto.
thereto.
the powers
(h)
in this
this section
shall impair
impair or
or diminish
diminish the
powers
section shall
Nothing in
(h) Nothing
of any
any State
commission.
State commission.
of

Powers of State comPoersofstate
missions.

com-

Extension of
lines.
of lines.
Extension

LINES
EXTENSION
OF LINES
EXTENSION OF

SEC. 214. (a) No carrier shall
shall undertake
undertake the
of a
anew
new
construction of
the construction
(a) No carrier
SEC. 214.
line or of
an extension
any line,
line, or
or shall
shall acquire
or operate
line,
operate any line,
acquire or
of any
extension of
line or of an

Certificate authorisCertiicate
ing
required. authori,-

'

reqed

or extension thereof,
engage in
in transmission
over or by means
means
transmission over
shall engage
or shall
or extension thereof, or
of such additional or extended line,
line, unless
unless and
and until
until there
there shall
shall first
first
extended
or
additional
of such
have
been
obtained from
from the
Commission a
certificate
that the
the presthat
certificate
a
Commission
the
have been obtained
ent or future public
convenience and
and necessity
will require
require
or will
require or
necessity require
future public convenience
ent or
the
construction, or
operation,
or
construction and
operation, of Provisos.
operation,
and
construction
or
operation,
or
the construction,
When ceticate
certificate not
not
such
additional or extended line:
Provided, That
That no
no such
when
certificate required.
such certificate
extended line: Provided,
additional orunder
such
required
shall be required under
this
section
for
the
construction,
acquisition,
this section for the construction, acquisition,
shall be required
operation, or extension of (1)
line within
within a
single State
unless said
said
State unless
a single
(1) aaline
of
extension
or
operation,
line constitutes part
part of
an
interstate
line,
(2) local,
local, branch,
or teror
branch,
(2)
line,
interstate
an
of
line constitutes
minal
lines not exceeding
or (3)
(3) any
any lines
lines
length, or
in length,
miles in
ten miles
exceeding ten

minal lines not
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acquired under section
section 221 of this Act: Provided
Provided further, That the

Commission may,
may, upon
appropriate request
request being
authorize
being made, authorize
upon appropriate
Commission
temporary
or emergency
emergency service,
service, or
or the
the supplementing
supplementing of
of existing
existing
temporary or
facilities, without
without regard
to the
the provisions
provisions of
this section.
section.
facilities,
regard
to
of
this
cer(b) Upon
Upon receipt
receipt of
application for
for any
any such
certificate the
the
such certificate
an application
of an
(b)
cer-

for
Notice and copy
copy to Commission
Commission shall cause
cause notice thereof to be given to and a
a copy filed
filed
Governor of affected

tifleat.o
tificate.

Governor
State.

of affected

additional or extended
extended
with the Governor
Governor of each
each State in which
which such additional
line is
proposed to
constructed or
operated, with
with the right to be
line
is proposed
to be
be constructed
or operated,
heard as
as provided
with respect
the hearing
complaints;
hearing of
of complaints;
respect to
to the
heard
provided with
and the
the Commission
Commission may
require such
published notice
notice as
as it
it shall
shall
may require
such published
and
determine.
determine.
Issue of certificate.
(c) The
The Commission
Commission shall
shall have
power to
to issue
such certificate
ssue of certifcate.
(c)
have power
issue such
certificate as
as
prayed for,
or to
to refuse
to issue
for a
a portion
portion or
or
issue itit for
refuse to
to issue
issue it,
it, or
or to
prayed
for, or
portions of
of a
aline,
or extension
extension thereof,
thereof, described
application,
described in the application,
portions
line, or
or for
for the
the partial
partial exercise
only of
such right
right or
may
or
exercise only
of such
or privilege,
privilege, and
and may
Terms and
and condicertificate
terms
as
Terms
condi- attach to the issuance of the certificate
such
and
conditions
tions impcsed.
imposed.
tions
require.
convenience and
in its
public convenience
and necessity
necessity may require.
its judgment
judgment the
the public
imi
After
issuance of such
not before,
carrier may,
before, the carrier
After issuance
such certificate,
certificate, and
and not
Compliance with, rewithout securing
securing approval
approval other
such certificate,
with
qu¢pianed wthre- without
other than
than such
certificate, comply
comply with
quired.
the issuance
attached to the
issuance of
contained in
in or
or attached
the terms and
and conditions
conditions contained
such certificate and proceed with the construction, acquisition, operaInjunction to restrain such certificate and proceed with the construction, acquisition, operaInjunctiontorestrain
unauthorized
unauthorized construcconstruc- tion, or extension
extension covered thereby. Any construction,
construction, acquisition,
tion.
tion.
operation, or extension contrary
provisions of this section may
operation,
contrary to the provisions
be
enjoined by
court of competent
competent jurisdiction
of the
jurisdiction at the suit of
be enjoined
by any court
United States,
States, the
the Commission,
any State
State
State commission,
commission, any
Commission, the
the State
United
affected, or
any party
party in
interest.
arrier
to
provide
affected,
or
any
in
interest.
Carrier to provide
(d)
Commission may,
opportunity for hearing,
in
hearing, in
adequate
facilities upon
upon
after full
full opportunity
(d) The Commission
may, after
adequatefailities
order.
order.
a proceeding
complaint or upon
a
proceeding upon complaint
upon its own
own initiative without
without
complaint,
or require
require by
order any
any carrier,
carrier, party
party to
to such
complaint, authorize
authorize or
by order
such
proceeding,
to provide
itself with
with adequate
performing
facilities for performing
proceeding, to
provide itself
adequate facilities
its
common carrier
to extend
extend its
line; but
no such
its service
service as
as a
a common
carrier and to
its line;
but no
such
authorization or
shall be
the Commission
Commission finds,
finds,
authorization
or order
order shall
be made
made unless
unless the
as
reasonably required
required in the
the interest
interest of
of
as to
to such
such extension,
extension, that it
it is
is reasonably
public
convenience and
and necessity,
necessity, or
to such
such extension
or facilities
facilities
public convenience
or as
as to
extension or
Penalty
provision,
expense involved
ability of the
provision,
renualt
that the
the expense
involved therein
therein will not
not impair
impair the ability
the
refusal to comply.
carrier
to perform
perform its
to the
public. Any
Any carrier
which refuses
refuses
carrier to
its duty
duty to
the public.
carrier which
or
neglects to
comply with
with any
any order
of the
the Commission
Commission made
in
or neglects
to comply
order of
made in
pursuance
paragraph shall
to the
the United
United States
States $100
$100
pursuance of
of this
this paragraph
shall forfeit
forfeit to
for
day during
during which
which such
such refusal
continues.
refusal or
or neglect
neglect continues.
for each
each day
Transactions
Transactions relating
to
equipment,
to services,
services, equipment,
etc.
Examination
of, by
cxamination of,
by
Commission.

om
ion.

Report
to Congress.
Congress.
Report to

Inspection
of carcarInspection of
rier's accounts,
rier's
accounts, records,
records,
etc.

Report of recommendation for legislation
affecting transactions.

datportforecoeislaon
affecting tranactions.

TRANSACTIONS
SERVICES, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
SO FORTHI
FORTH
TRANSACTIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
TO SERVICES,
AND SO
SEO, 215.
215. (a)
The Commission
Commission shall
shall examine
examine into
into transactions
transactions
SEo.
(a) The

entered
entered into by any common
common carrier
carrier which
which relate to the furnishing

equipment, supplies, research,
services, finances,
finances, credit, or
of equipment,
research, services,
or perpersonnel to such carrier
carrier and/or
and/or which
which may
may affect
affect the
the charges
charges made
made
and/or the services
services rendered
rendered or
rendered by such
such
or to be made and/or
or to
to be rendered
carrier, in wire or radio communication
subject to this Act, and shall
shall
communication subject
report to the Congress
whether any such transactions
transactions have
Congress whether
have affected
affected
or are likely to affect
affect adversely the ability
ability of the carrier to render
render
undue or unreaadequate service to the public, or may result in any undue
increase in charges
charges or in the maintenance
maintenance of undue or unreasonable increase
sonable
such service;
and in
examine into
sonable charges
charges for
for such
service; and
in order
order to
to fully
fully examine
into
such transactions
transactions the Commission
Commission shall have access to and the right
inspection and examination of all accounts,
accounts, records, and memoof inspection
including all documents,
documents, papers,
correspondence now or
randa, including
papers, and correspondence
hereafter existing,
existing, of
persons furnishing
furnishing such
equipment, supplies,
supplies,
hereafter
of persons
such equipment,
research, services, finances,
ission
finances, credit, or personnel. The Conm
Conunission
shall include
in its report its recommendations
include in
recommendations for necessary
necessary legislaspecifically
tion in connection
connection with such transactions, and shall report specifically
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authorizing
(1) authorizing
whether
in its
its opinion
opinion legislation
legislation should
enacted (1)
be enacted
should be
whether in
the
transactions void or to permit
permit
such transactions
any such
declare any
to declare
Commission to
the Commission
modification of
such
to be
be carried
such modification
subject to such
out subject
carried out
transactions to
such transactions
their terms
terms and
as the Commission
Commission shall deem desirable in
conditions as
and conditions
their
the public
public interest;
and/or (2)
transactions to the
such transactions
subjecting such
(2) subjecting
interest; and/or
the
approval of
the Commission
Commission where
where the person furnishing
furnishing or seeking
of the
approval
to
supplies, research,
research, services, finances,
finances, credit,
equipment, supplies,
the equipment,
furnish the
to furnish
or
is a
indirectly controlling
controlling or conor indirectly
directly or
person directly
a person
personnel is
or personnel
trolled
by, or
or under
direct or
such
indirect common control with, such
or indirect
under direct
trolled by,
carrier;
(3) authorizing
Commission to require that all
authorizing the Commission
and/or (3)
carrier; and/or
or
transactions of
carriers involving
involving the
furnishing of equipthe furnishing
of carriers
any transactions
or any
ment, supplies,
credit, or personnel to
finances, credit,
services, finances,
research, services,
supplies, research,
ment,
such
carrier be
be upon
bids on
conditions
on such terms and conditions
competitive bids
upon competitive
such carrier
and
subject to
such regulations
regulations as
as it
it shall
prescribe as necessary
necessary in
shall prescribe
to such
and subject
the
public interest.
interest.
the public
(b) The
Commission shall
investigate the
methods by which and
the methods
shall investigate
The Commission
(b)
wire
the extent
extent to
to which
which wire
telephone companies
companies are furnishing
furnishing wire
wire telephone
the
furnishing
are
telegraph
service
and
wire
telegraph
companies
are
furnishing
wire
companies
telegraph
wire
and
telegraph service
telephone service,
Congress, together
together
findings to Congress,
its findings
report its
shall report
and shall
service, and
telephone
with
its
recommendations
as
to
whether
additional
legislation on this
legislation
additional
whether
to
as
with its recommendations
subject
is desirable.
desirable.
subject is
(c) The Commission shall
shall examine
examine all
all contracts
contracts of
of common
common carcar(c) The Commission
from
other
riers
subject
to
this
Act
which
prevent
party
thereto
the
riers subject to this Act which prevent
dealing
another common
common carrier
carrier subject
shall
subject to this Act, and shall
with another
dealing with
report
findings to
to Congress,
recommendations
together with its recommendations
Congress, together
its findings
report its
as to
on this subject
subject is desirable.
legislation on
additional legislation
whether additional
to whether
as
APPLICATION
OF ACT
ACT TO
RECEIVERS AND
AND TRUSTEES
TRUSTEES
TO RECEIVERS
APPLICATION OF

S
EC. 216.
The provisions
this Act
Act shall
shall apply to all receivers
receivers
of this
provisions of
216. The
SEC.
and operating
operating trustees
of carriers
subject to
to this Act to the same
carriers subject
trustees of
and
extent that
it applies
applies to carriers.
that it
extent
LIABILITY OF
CARRIER FOR
FOR ACTS
ACTS AND
OMISSIONS OF AGENTS
AGENTS
AND OMISSIONS
OF CARRIER

LIABILITY

SEC. 217.
construing and
and enforcing
provisions of this Act,
the provisions
enforcing the
In construing
217. In
SEC.
the
act, omission,
omission, or
of any
any officer,
officer, agent,
agent, or other
other person
failure of
or failure
the act,
acting for
or employed
employed by
by any
any common
carrier or
or user,
user, acting within
common carrier
for or
acting
the
scope of
of his
shall in
in every
every case be also deemed
deemed to
employment, shall
his employment,
the scope
well
be
the
act,
omission,
or
failure
of
such
carrier
or
user
as that
as
user
or
carrier
such
of
failure
be the act, omission, or
person.
of
the person.
person.
Of the
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INQUIRIES INTO
INTO MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
INQUIRIES

SEC. 218. The
Commission may inquire into the management of
SEC. 218. The Commission may inquire into the management of

the business
business of
of all
carriers subject
this Act,
Act, and
and shall keep itself
to this
subject to
all carriers
the
informed
as
to
the
manner
and
method
in
which
conthe same is conwhich
in
method
and
informed as to the manner
ducted and
and as
as to
technical developments
and improvements
improvements in wire
developments and
to technical
ducted
and
radio communication
communication and
and radio
transmission of energy
energy to the
radio transmission
and radio
end
benefits of
new inventions
inventions and
developments may
maybe
be
and developments
of new
the benefits
that the
end that

ofwire
ogarding
services
gar
R,V,V
f9 n
dl
i
ngs •e
of
telephone and
taletelen
tlephone
gra
ph companies.

Report ofrestrictive

ezport
s carriers.
t
rest.
rierset.
ive
contractsof

Application of act to
Application
receivers
trustees.
and trustees.
receivers and

Liability ofcarrierfor
carrier for
Liabilityof
acts and omissions
omissions of
of
agents.
agents.

Inquiries into man.
man.

agement.

in,Athorit
A
,su
i
thno
fot a?
e ComCornofr

Information from
from

Commission Information
TheeCommission
the United
made
available to the people
people of the
United States.
Sta tes. Th
made available
indirectly
or
may
obtain
from
such
carriers
and
from
persons
directly
indirectly caers.
carriers.
persons
from
may obtain from such carriers and
controlling
or controlled
indirect common
common condirect or indirect
under direct
or under
by, or
controlled by,
controlling or
trol
such carriers
carriers full
full and
and complete
complete information
necessary to
information necessary
with, such
trol with,
enable
Commission to
to perform
perform the
the duties
duties and
carry out
out the
the
and carry
the Commission
enable the
objects
for
which
it
was
created.
created.
was
it
objects for which
REPORTS
ANNUAL AND
OTHER REPORTS
AND OTHER
ANNUAL

Reports.
Reports

annual earrSre""et
219. (a)
The Commission
Commission is
to require
require annual
Requirement
authorized to
is authorized
(a) The
SEC. 219.

SEC.

reports under
under oath
oath from
subject to
this Act,
and from
Act, and
to this
carriers subject
all carriers
from all
reports
persons directly
directly or
or indirectly
controlling or
or controlled
controlled by,
by, or
under
or under
indirectly controlling
persons

from
from
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Mariner to
be made,
made.
Manner
to be

Information
to conTIformation to
contain.
tain.
Capital stock
stock issued.
Capital
issued.
Dividend payments;
payments;
surplus fund.
Number
stockNumber of stockholders.
holders.

Dividend

Debts.
Debts.
Valuation of propf propertvluaton
erty.
Employees
Employees and salaries.
Officers, etc.
Improvement
exexImprovement
penditures.

and sal-

rffieers, etc.

d
ernigs and

Earnings
8

ceipts.
ceip
ts.

an

Profit and lo

re-

b-

Profit and loss bal-

ance.

Exhibit of financial

opErahitof
operations. financial
Charges

tChrges
tions.

or

regula-

or regula-

Period of time ree.
portstcoipmeis
ports
to comprise.

Filing.

Penalty for
Penalty
or failure.
failure.

Monthly
reports of
Monthly reports
earnings and expenses.

of

earnings an expnses.

Accounts,
records,
Accounts,
records,
and memoranda.
and
Form.
Form.
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direct or indirect common control with, any such carrier,
prescribe
carrier, to prescribe
the
reports shall be made, and to require from
manner in which such reports
the manner
specific answers
answers to all questions upon which the Comsuch persons
persons specific
mission may need information.
information. Such annual
annual reports shall show in
detail the amount of capital stock issued, the amount and privileges
of each
each class
of stock,
stock, the
manner
and the
the manner
paid therefor,
therefor, and
the amounts paid
of
class of

of payment
payment for the same; the dividends
dividends paid and the surplus fund,
ifif any; the number
stockholders (and the names of
of the
the thirty
number of stockholders
largest
holders of each class of stock and the amount held by each);
largest holders
each) ;

cost
the funded and floating debts and the interest paid thereon; the cost
and value
value of
the carrier's
franchises, and
and equipments;
equipments; the
the
of the
carrier's property,
property, franchises,
and
number of
of employees
and the
the salaries
paid each
each class;
names of
number
employees and
salaries paid
class; the
the names
of
all
and directors,
directors, and
amount of
of salary,
salary, bonus,
bonus, and
all
and all
the amount
and the
all officers
officers and
improveother compensation
compensation paid to each; the amounts expended
expended for improvements each
each year,
expended, and
and the
of such
such
the character
character of
year, how
how expended,
ments
improvements; the
receipts from
from each
of busibusieach branch
branch of
earnings and
and receipts
the earnings
improvements;
ness and
from all
all sources;
sources; the
the operating
and other
expenses; the
other expenses;
the
operating and
ness
and from
balances
profit and
loss; and
exhibit of
financial
the financial
of the
and a
a complete
complete exhibit
of profit
and loss;
balances of
operations
carrier each
year, including
including an
an annual
balance
annual balance
each year,
of the
the carrier
operations of
sheet.
relation
information in relation
shall also contain such information
sheet. Such
Such reports shall
agreements, arrangeto
or regulations
concerning charges,
charges, or agreements,
regulations concerning
to charges
charges or
ments,
contracts affecting
affecting the same, as
Commission may
as the
the Commission
ments, or contracts
require.
require.
(b) Such
reports shall
shall be
such twelve
twelve months'
months' period
as the
the
period as
for such
be for
(b)
Such reports
Commission
Commission shall designate and shall be filed with the Commission
of
at
office in Washington
Washington within three months after the close of
at its
its office
the
which the
made, unless
unless additional
time is
is
additional time
report is
is made,
the report
for which
the year
year for
granted in any case by the Commission; and if any person subject
subject
to
section shall fail to make
make and file said
to the provisions of this section
annual reports within
within the time above specified,
specified, or within the time
annual
extended
Commission, for making and filing the same, or
or
extended by the Commission,
authorized by the
shall fail to make specific
specific answer to any question authorized
provisions of this section within thirty days from the time it is
is
lawfully required so to do, such person shall forfeit
forfeit to the United
United
to
States the sum of $100
$100 for each and every day it shall continue
continue to
be in
in default
default with respect thereto.
Commission may by general
general
The Commission
thereto. The
be
reports of
or special orders require any such carriers to file monthly reports
of
earnings
periodical and/or
earnings and expenses and to file periodical
and/or special reports
concerning any matters
matters with respect
respect to which the Commission
Commission is
concerning
authorized
periodical or special
law to act; and such periodical
required by
by law
or required
authorized or
whenever the Commission so requires.
reports shall be under oath whenever
If
carrier shall fail to make and file any such periodical
periodical
If any
any such carrier'shall
or
it shall be
or special report
report within
within the time fixed by the Commission, it
forfeitures above provided.
subject to the forfeitures
ACCOUNTS,
AND 3IEMORANDA;
CHARGES
ACCOUNTS, RECORDS,
RECORDS, AND
MEMORANDA; DEPRECIATION
DEPRECIATION CHARGES

SEC.
SEC. 220. (a)
(a) The Commission may, in its discretion, prescribe the
forms of any and all accounts, records,
records, and memoranda
memoranda to be kept
by carriers subject to this Act, including the accounts, records, and
memoranda of
of the
the movement
movement of
of traffic,
as well
well as
as of
of the
receipts and
and
memoranda
traffic, as
the receipts
expenditures of moneys.
expenditures

Depreciation charges:
(b) The
The Commission
shall, as
soon as
as practicable,
for
practicable, prescribe
prescribe for
Commission shall,
as soon
DeprSciatctilharngesf
(b)
Classification of
for which such
classes of
property for
for which
depreciation charges
such carriers
carriers the
the classes
of property
which depreciation
charges
may be included.
included
may
properly included
and the
the percentpercentmay be
be properly
included under
under operating
operating expenses,
expenses, and
ages of depreciation
with respect to each of
depreciation which shall be charged of
such classes of property, classifying the carriers as it
it may deem
Modifications.
Modifications
proper for this purpose.
proper
purpose. The Commission
Commission may, when it
it deems
necessary, modify
modify the classes and percentages
percentages so prescribed.
prescribed. Such
Such
property
property
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Unauthorized charghginu^thoperaing
carriers shall
not, after
after the
the Commission
has prescribed
prescribed the clasess
clasessl of
of ing
to operating exCommission has
shall not,
carriers
forbidden.
forbidden.
penses
to
charge
may
property
for
which
depreciation
charges
be
included,
charge
to
charges
depreciation
which
for
property

operating expenses
any depreciation
depreciation charges
charges on classes of property
expenses any
operating
other
than
those
prescribed
by
the
Commission,
or, after the ComCommission,
the
by
prescribed
those
than
other
with
charge with
of depreciation,
percentages of
prescribed percentages
mission
has prescribed
depreciation, charge
mission has
other
depreciation
of
respect
property a
depreciation
percentage
a percentage
of property
class of
any class
to any
respect to
carrier
than
that prescribed
the Commission.
Commission. No such carrier
by the
therefor by
prescribed therefor
than that
shall in
case include
other
any form under its operating or other
in any
include in
any case
in any
shall
expenses any
or other
other charge
charge or
expenditure included
included
or expenditure
depreciation or
any depreciation
expenses
elsewhere as
as a
depreciation charge
or otherwise
otherwise under its operating
charge or
a depreciation
elsewhere
or other
expenses.
other expenses.
or
(c)
Commission shall
shall at
at all
all times
access to and the right
have access
times have
The Commission
(c) The

records, and memoof inspection
accounts, records,
all accounts,
of all
examination of
and examination
inspection and
of

Duplicating
depreDuplicating depreciation
charges, etc.,
ciation charges,
forbidden.
forbidden.

Records, accounts,

Records,
accounts,
etc.,
etc., of carriers.
Inspection of,
by
of, by
cnspection
Commission.

randa, including
all documents,
documents, papers,
correspondence now or
papers, and correspondence
including all
randa,
hereafter
existing,
and
kept
or
required
to
be
kept by such carriers,
required
hereafter existing, and kept or
and
the
provisions
of
this
section
respecting
the preservation
preservation and Burden of proof in
respecting
section
this
of
provisions
the
and
proof ine
ofquestioned
Buden
apply
shall
documents
justifying questioned
destruction
of
books,
papers,
and
documents
shall
apply thereto.
thereto. justifying
books.
of
destruction
accounting entry.
accountingentry.
questioned
entry
The burden
burden of
justify every
every accounting
accounting entry questioned
to justify
proof to
of proof
The
by the
shall be
person making,
making, authorizing,
authorizing, or
the person
on the
be on
Commission shall
the Commission
by
requiring
such entry
entry and
Commission may suspend aa charge or DisC10811113 of Conthe Commission
and the
requiring such
nof messages.
mess
tents of
credit
of proof by such person. Any provision tenDtssubmission of
pending submission
credit pending
or
messages
of
of
law
prohibiting
the
disclosure
of
contents
the
of
of law prohibiting the disclosure
communications shall
not be
be deemed
deemed to prohibit the disclosure of Penalty for failure to
shall not
communications
for falure
kepl
keep accounts,
etc. to
any
matter
in
accordance
with
of this
this section.
section.
provisions of
the provisions
any matter in accordance with the
carrier
(d) In
of failure
refusal on
on the part of any such carrier
or refusal
failure or
case of
In case
(d)
to
such accounts,
accounts, records,
records, and
memoranda on the books and in
and memoranda
keep such
to keep
the
manner
prescribed
by
the
Commission,
the manner prescribed by the Commission, or to submit such accounts,
are
records, memoranda,
documents, papers, and correspondence
correspondence as
as are
memoranda, documents,
records,
authorized
its
of
any
kept
to
the
inspection
of
the
Commission
or
authorized
Commission
the
kept to the inspection of
agents,
forfeit to
to the United States the sum of
shall forfeit
carrier shall
such carrier
agents, such
$500
for
each
day
of
the
continuance
of each such offense.
offense.
continuance
the
of
day
each
For false entry.
$500 for
the Foralseentry.
false entry in
any false
(e)
Any person
person who
who shall
willfully make
make any
in the
shall willfully
(e) Any
For destroying
For
memoranda
or
accounts
of any
accounts or
memoranda ords. destroying recin any record
or in
of accounts
book of
any book
accounts of
willfully destroy, mutilate,
kept by
carrier, or
mutilate,
or who shall willfully
such carrier,
any such
by any
kept
alter,
by any
any other
means or
or device
device falsify any such account,
account,
other means
or by
alter, or
record,
memoranda, or
who shall
shall willfully neglect or fail to
or who
or memoranda,
record, or
make
full, true,
true, and
accounts, records, or
such accounts,
in such
entries in
correct entries
and correct
make full,
to the busimemoranda
of
all
facts
and
transactions
appertaining
appertaining
transactions
and
facts
all
of
memoranda
and
misdemeanor,
a
of
guilty
deemed
ness
of the
the carrier,
of a
and
shall be deemed
carrier, shall
ness of
shall
be subject,
upon conviction,
conviction, to
fine of
of not less than $1,000 nor
to aafine
subject, upon
shall be
more
than $5,000
term of
of not less than one Proviso.
for aa term
imprisonment for
or imprisonment
$5,000 or
more than
Authorized
destrucdestrucPrvoed
imprisonment: tion
year
than three
three years,
years, or
both such
such fine and imprisonment:
or both
more than
nor more
year nor
of records.
records.
tion of
orders
discretion
its
in
Provided,
That
the
Commission
may
in
its
discretion
issue
orders
may
Commission
the
That
Provided,
specifying such
such operating,
accounting, or
or financial
papers, records,
financial papers,
operating, accounting,
specifying
books, blanks,
or documents
documents which
reasonable time, be
after aa reasonable
may, after
which may,
blanks, or
books,
d

dislo
nauthori
destroyed, and
and prescribing
length of
of time
such books,
books, papers,
papers, Unauthorized
time such
disclothe length
prescribing the
destroyed,
sure
for.
information forsnre of information
or documents
documents shall
shall be
be preserved.
preserved.
or
bidden.
shall bidden.

(f) No
employee of the Commission
Commission shall
or employee
officer, or
member, officer,
No member,
(f)
knowledge
divulge
fact or
which may
may come to his knowledge
information which
or information
any fact
divulge any
during
the course
of examination
examination of books or other accounts,
accounts, as
course of
during the
un
hereinbefore
provided, except
insofar as
may be
be directed
the Keeping unauthorby the
directed by
he may
as he
except insofar
hereinbefore provided,
accounts records,
eedaccounts,
ized
Commission or
by a
acourt.
court.
or by
Commission
forbidden.
etc.,forbidden.
(g)
Commission has
has prescribed
forms and manner etc.,
the forms
prescribed the
the Commission
After the
(g) After
any
of
keeping
of
accounts,
records,
and
memoranda
be
kept
by
to
of keeping of accounts, records, and memoranda
person as
herein provided,
be unlawful
for such person to
to
unlawful for
shall be
it shall
provided, it
as herein
person
keep
any
other
accounts,
records,
or
memoranda
than those so
memoranda
or
keep any other accounts, records,
prescribed or
approved by
by the
the Commission
Commission or to keep
be approved
may be
as may
such as
or such

prescribed

I
in original.
original.
So in
1 5o
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the accounts
accounts in
any other
other manner
that prescribed
prescribed or
approved
the
in any
manner than
than that
or approved
by the
the Commission.
Notice of
alterations by
by
Commission. Notice
of alterations
by the
the Commission
Commission in
in the
the
required
manner or
of keeping
such
required manner
or form
form of
keeping accounts
accounts shall
shall be
be given
given to
to such
persons
the Commission
months before
the same
same are
persons by
by the
Commission at
at least
least six
six months
before the
are
to take efect.
effect.

(h) The Commission may classify carriers
carriers subject to
to this Act
Act
and prescribe
prescribe different requirements
requirements under this section for different
different
preseribed for classes. classes
if it
classes of carriers, and may, if
it deems such action consistent with
except the
the public interest, except
the carriers
carriers of any particular
particular class or
classes in any State from any of the
the requirements
classes
requirements under
under this
this section
section
where such carriers
carriers are subject to State commission reguin cases where
lation with respect to matters to which this section relates.
notification to
Prior notification
to
(i)
(i) The Commission, before prescribing
prescribing any requirements
requirements as to
state commissions.
State commissions.
accounts, records, or memoranda, shall notify each State commisrespect to any carrier involved, and
sion having
having jurisdiction with
with respect
and
reasonable opportunity to each such commission
commission to present
shall give reasonable
present
its views, and shall receive and consider such views and recommendations.
Report
to Congress.
Report to
Congress.
(j)
investigate and report
(j) The Commission shall investigate
report to Congress as
legislation to define further or harmonize
to the need for legislation
harmonize the powers
of the Commission and of State commissions
commissions with respect to matters
to which this section relates.

Classification
Classification of carriers.
Requirements to be
Requirements
prescribed for classes,

Telephone
nies.

compacomps-

Application for auatthority to consolidate.

OAplicaionsfo

thory
to onsoat.

Hearing.
Hearing.
Notice.
Notice.

Certification of Commission's findings.

SPECIAL
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
TO TELEPH0ONE
TELEPHONE COMPANIES
COMPANIES

S
EC. 221.
Upon application
application of
one or
more telephone
telephone comcomSEC.
221. (a)
(a) Upon
of one
or more
panies for authority
consolidate their properties
authority to consolidate
properties or a
apart thereof
thereof

into aa single company,
company, or for authority for one or more such companies to acquire the whole or any part of the property of another
another
telephone company
company or other telephone companies or the control
securities or by lease or in any other like
thereof by the purchase of securities
manner, when such consolidated company
company would be subject to this
Act, the Commission shall fix a
a time and place for a
a public hearing
upon such application and shall thereupon give reasonable
reasonable notice in
physical
writing to the Governor of each of the States in which the physical
property affected,
affected, or
or any
any part thereof,
thereof, is
is situated, and
and to
to the
the State

jurisdiction over telephone
to
mertification of Corn- commission having jurisdiction
telephone companies,
companies, and
and to

Effect.
Effect.
Powers of
States not
rowers
of states
not
restricted.

Telephone
exchange
Telephone exchange
service subject to State
regulation.
regulation.
m
Jurisdiction of ComJurisdiction
mission.

of Co

Classification of carrClassification
riers.

of car-

such other persons as it
After such public
it may deem advisable. After
hearing, if the Commission finds that the proposed
proposed consolidation,
consolidation,
acquisition, or control
control will be of advantage to the persons to whom.
acquisition,
whom
service is to be rendered
rendered and in the public interest, it shall certify
certify
thereupon any Act or Acts of
of Congress
to that effect; and thereupon
Congress making
the proposed transaction unlawful
unlawful shall not apply. Nothing in
this subsection
construed as
as in
in anywise
anywise limiting
limiting or
restrictthis
subsection shall
shall be
be construed
or restricting the powers of the several States to control and regulate
regulate telephone companies.
companies.
(b)
(b) Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed to apply, or to give
the Commission jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, with respect to charges, classifications,
classifications,
practices, services, facilities,
with
facilities, or regulations
regulations for or in connection with
wire telephone
telephone exchange
exchange service, even though a
a portion of such
such
exchange service constitutes interstate
exchange
interstate or foreign communication,
communication, in
any case where such matters are subject
subject to regulation
regulation by a
a State
commission
commission or by local governmental
governmental authority.
authority.
(c) For
purpose of
of administering
administering this
this Act
Act as
as to
carriers
(C)
For the purpose
to carriers
engaged in wire telephone
telephone communication,
communication, the Commission may
classify the property of any such carrier used for wire telephone
telephone
communication, and determine what property of said carrier shall
communication,
be considered as used in interstate
interstate or foreign telephone toll service.
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Such classification
classification shall
shall be
be made
made after
upon notice
notice to the
hearing, upon
after hearing,
Such

Rearing and notice.

Hearing

and notice.

carrier,
the State
State commission
(or the
if the State has no
Governor, if
the Governor,
commission (or
carrier, the
State commission)
of any
any State
State in
which the
property of said
the property
in which
commission) of
State
carrier
is located,
and such
persons as the Commission
Commission may
other persons
such other
located, and
carrier is
prescribe.
prescribe.
Valuation of prop(d)
valuation
of the
any wire
wire telephone
telephone erty
propValuadion
of any
the property
property of
(d) In
In making
making.. aavaluation
used onlyofin inter.erty of
interstate,
etc., service.
service.
etc.,
state,
authorized
carrier
the
Commission,
after
making
the
classification
authorized
carrier the Commission, after making the classification
in this
this section,
section, may
in its
its discretion
value only that part of the
discretion value
may in
in
property of
such carrier
be used in interstate
interstate or
to be
determined to
carrier determined
of such
property
foreign telephone
telephone toll service.
foreign
TITLE
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
TO RADIO
RADIO
RELATING TO
PROVISIONS RELATING
III-SPECIAL
TITLE III—
LICENSE FOR
FOR RADIO
COMMUNICATION OR
OR TRANSMISSION
OF ENERGY
ENERGY
TRANSMISSION OF
RADIO COMMUNICATION
LICENSE

provisions reSpecial provisions
Special
r
lating to radio.
License for radio
License
communication
communication or
or

transmission of
of energy.
energy.
transmission
Purpose of title.

S
ECTION 301.
301. It
is the
among other
things, Purpose oftitle.
other things,
Act, among
this Act,
of this
purpose of
the purpose
It is
SECTION
to maintain
control of
of the
all the
the channels
channels of
over all
States over
United States
the United
the control
to
maintain the
interstate
provide for the use
to provide
and to
transmission; and
radio transmission;
foreign radio
and foreign
interstate and
of such
channels, but
not the
ownership thereof,
by persons
for
persons for
thereof, by
the ownership
but not
of
such channels,
limited
time, under
under licenses
Federal authority,
by Federal
granted by
licenses granted
of time,
periods of
limited periods
and
be construed
any right,
right, beyond
beyond the
the
to create
create any
construed to
shall be
license shall
such license
no such
and no
Operation of appammaratufor'radio
terms,
and periods
the license.
person shall use or raP
uPsefor radio o
commulicense. No person
of the
periods of
conditions, and
terms, conditions,
nication or transmisnication
or gtransmsoperate
any apparatus
for the
communica- sion
or communicaenergy or
transmission of energy
the transmission
apparatus for
operate any
without
energy
of energy
without
license, forbidden.
tions
radio (a)
one place
place in
any Territory
Territory or
or license,
forbidden.
in any
from one
(a) from
by radio
signals by
or signals
tions or
possession
of the
the United
United States
States or
District of Columbia
Columbia to
the District
or in the
possession of
another
place in
in the
same Territory,
District; or
or District;
possession, or
Territory, possession,
the same
another place
(b) from
from any
any State,
State, Territory,
United States,
of the United
possession of
or possession
Territory, or
(b)
or
from the
Columbia to any other State, Territory, or
of Columbia
the District of
or from
possession
United States; or (c)
any
(c) from any place in any
the United
of the
possession of
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
United States, or in the
State,
District
of Columbia,
any place
in any
foreign country
country or to any
any foreign
place in
to any
Columbia, to
District of
vessel; or
(d) within
within any
effects of such use extend
extend
when the effects
State when
any State
or (d)
vessel;
beyond the
the borders
borders of
or when interference
interference is caused
caused
State, or
of said
said State,
beyond
by
such
use
or
operation
with
the
transmission
of
comcomenergy,
such
of
transmission
the
with
or
operation
use
by such
beyond
munications,
munications, or signals from within said State to any place beyond
its borders,
borders, or
or from
any place
beyond its
its borders
borders to aiy
any place within
within
place beyond
from any
its
said
reception of such energy,
transmission or reception
with the transmission
or with
State, or
said State,
communications, or
or signals
signals from
beyond the borders
borders
and/or to places beyond
from and/or
comnmunications,
of
said State;
State; or
any vessel
vessel or
aircraft of the United
or aircraft
upon any
(e) upon
or (e)
of said
States;
(f) upon
any other
other mobile
stations within the jurisdicmobile stations
upon any
or (f)
States; or
tion
of the
the United
United States,
States, except
except under
under and
in accordance
accordance with this
and in
tion of
Act
provisions
that behalf granted under the provisions
license in that
and with aa license
Act and
of this Act.
Zones.
Zones.
ZONES
ZONES
Division of United

tDiiion
S
EC. 302. (a)
(a) For the purposes of this title the United
United States is States
into. of United
SEC.
divided
into five
five zones,
zones, as
embrace the
first zone shall embrace
as follows: The first
divided into
States of Maine,
Hampshire, Vermont,
Vermont, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, ConNew Hampshire,
Maine, New
States
necticut,
Rhode Island,
Jersey, Delaware, MaryYork, New Jersey,
New York,
Island, New
necticut, Rhode
land, and
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; the second
second zone shall embrace
land,
the
States of
Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Michiof Pennsylvania,
the States
Kentucky; the third zone shall embrace the States of
gan, and Kentucky;
North Carolina,
South Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, TenGeorgia, Florida, Alabama,
Carolina, South
North
nessee,
Arkansas, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Texas,
Texas, and Oklahoma;
Oklahoma; the
Mississippi, Arkansas,
nessee, Mississippi,
fourth zone
zone shall
States of
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin,
of Indiana,
the States
embrace the
shall embrace
fourth
Minnesota,
North Dakota,
Dakota, South
South Dakota,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
Dakota, Iowa,
Minnesota, North
and
and the
shall embrace
embrace the
States of
of
the States
zone shall
fifth zone
the fifth
Missouri; and
and Missouri;
Montana, Idaho,
Wyoming, Colorado,
Colorado, New Mexico,
Mexico, Arizona, Utah,
Idaho, Wyoming,
Montana,
Nevada, Washington,
Washington, Oregon,
California.
Oregon, and California.
Nevada,
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(b) The Virgin
Virgin Islands, Puerto
Puerto Rico, Alaska,
Alaska, Guam, American
American
r ossession.Samoa, and the Territory
Hawaii are expressly excluded
excluded from
Territory of Hawaii

Territories
inand inTerritories and
sular possessions.

established.
the zones herein established.

General powers of
General

Commission.
Commission.

Classify radio
radio stastaclassify
tions.
Prescribe
Prescribe nature of
services.
services.
Assign
Assign
bands.

frequency
frequency

bands.

Determine locations.

Determine locations.

Regulate transmitapparatus.

Regulate
transmitting apparatus.

cesPrevent
ces.

.
Proviso.
Pret
Consent
Consent

interfereninterferen-

of sion
of
of station
station
licensas to changes
licenses
changes of
frequencies.
frequencies.

Study new radio uses.

tuynewrdiouse.

Establish zones.

Establish zones.
Regulate
broadcasting.

bregastla

chain

chain

Regulate keeping off

stat rcorkds.
records.
ion
records.
station

Make exclusions from

reuiements.ls
requirements.

Prescribe station op-

Prescribe station operator
qualifications.
ratorqualifications.

Suspend
operator.

oupe
t

license

of

nse of

GENERAL POWERS OF COMMISSION
COMMISSION

SEo. 303.
in this Act, the
the Commisotherwise provided
provided in
SEO.
303. Except as otherwise
sion
to time,
as public
interest, or
or necessity
necessity
sion from
from time
time to
time, as
public convenience,
convenience, interest,
requires, shall—
shallClassifyssy
stations;
(a) Classify radio stations;
(b)
nature of the service to be rendered
rendered by each
each
(b) Prescribe
Prescribe the nature
class of licensed stations and each station within any class;
class;
(c) Assign bands of frequencies
(c)
frequencies to the various classes of stations,
and assign frequencies
frequencies for each individual station and determine
the power
power which
which each station
station shall use and the time during which
which
it
may operate;
it may
operate;
(d)
(d) Determine
Determine the location of classes of stations
stations or individual
individual
stations;
stations;
(e) Regulate
Regulate the kind
kind of apparatus to be used with respect
respect to its
its
external effects and the
the purity and sharpness of the emissions from
each station and from the apparatus therein;
therein;
(f) Make
regulations not
with law
as it
may
(f)
Make such
such regulations
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
law as
it may
deem necessary
interference between
necessary to prevent interference
between stations and to carry
out
of this
Provided, however,
however, That
changes in
in
out the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act:
Act: Provided,
That changes
frequencies, authorized
authorized power, or in the times of operation of
the frequencies,
any station, shall not be made without
without the consent of the station
licensee unless, after
after a
a public hearing, the Commission
Commission shall deterlicensee
promote public convenience
convenience or interest
interest
mine that such changes will promote
or will serve public necessity, or the provisions
provisions of this Act will be
more fully
complied with;
with;
more
fully complied
(g) Study new uses for radio,
radio, provide
provide for experimental
experimental uses of
of
frequencies,
generally encourage
encourage the larger
larger and more effective
frequencies, and generally
interest;
use of radio in the public interest;
(h) Have
ave authority
authority to establish areas or zones to
to be served
served by
any
any station;
station;
(i)
authority to
to make
make special
applicable to
to
(i) Have
Have authority
special regulations
regulations applicable
radio stations
chain broadcasting;
radio
stations engaged
engaged hi
in chain
broadcasting;
(j) Have
Havee authority
authority to
to make
make general
general rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations requirrequir(j)
to
transmissions of
of
ing stations
stations to
to keep such records
records of programs,
programs, transmissions
energy
as it
it may
desirable;
energy communications,
communicatlons, or
or signals
signals as
may deem
deem desirable;
(kHave
to exclude
requirements of
of any
any
(k) Hlave authority
authority to
exclude from
from the
the requirements
regulations in whole
whole or in part any radio station
railroad
station upon railroad
rolling
stock, or
or to
modify such
its discretion;
discretion;
in its
regulations in
such regulations
to modify
rolling stock,
(1) Have authority
authority to prescribe
prescribe the
qualifications of
of station
station operoperthe qualifications
classify them according to
performed, to
ators, to classify
to the
the duties to
to be performed,
to
fix the forms of such licenses, and to issue them to such citizens of
the United
States as
qualified;
the
United States
as the
the Commission
Commission finds
finds qualified;
(m) Have
Have authority
for aa
license of any operator for
authority to
to suspend
suspend the license
(m)
period not exceeding
sufficient to satisfy the
exceeding two years upon proof sufficient
Commission that the licensee
licensee (1) has violated
violated any provision
provision of
any Act or treaty binding
binding on the United States which the Commission is authorized
authorized by this Act to administer
administer or any regulation made
by the Commission
Commission under
under any such Act or treaty; or (2)
(2) has failed
to carry out the lawful orders of the master of the vessel on which
employed; or (3)
(3) has willfully damaged
damaged or permitted radio
he is employed;
apparatus
apparatus to be damaged;
damaged; or (4) has transmitted
transmitted superfluous radio
communications
communications or signals or radio communications
communications containing
containing profane or obscene words or language;
language; or (5)
(5) has
has willfully
willfully or malimaliciously interfered
interfered with any other radio communications
communications or signals;
signals;
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Inspect transmitting
Inspect transmitting
(n)
Have authority
authority to
ascer- apparatus.
apparatus to ascertransmitting apparatus
all transmitting
inspect all
to inspect
(n) Have
tain whether
whether in
construction and operation
operation it conforms
conforms to the apas.
in construction
tain
requirements of
rules and
regulations of the Commisand regulations
the rules
Act, the
this Act,
of this
requirements
operated;
sion, and
the license
which it
constructed or operated;
it is constructed
under which
license under
and the
sion,

Designate
call letters.
Designatecallletters.
(o)
Have authority
designate call
call letters
letters of all stations;
stations;
to designate
authority to
(o) Have
Cause publication
publication of
of
Caue
and
(p)
Have authority
to cause
published such call letters
cause to be published
authority to
call letters.
p) Have
Comthe
of
judgment
the
such
other
announcements
and
data
in
judgment
as
data
and
announcements
other
such
operation of radio
mission
may be
be required
required for
efficient operation
radio stations
the efficient
for the
mission may
subject
to the
jurisdiction of
the United
United States
the proper
proper
States and for the
of the
the jurisdiction
subject to
enforcement
enforcement of this Act;
of
lighting of
ire lighting
RRequire
and/or illumination
(q)
authority to
the painting
painting and/or
illumination radio
require the
to require
towers.
Have authority
(q) Have
constitute,
towers
of
radio
towers
if
and
when
in
its
judgment
such
towers
constitute,
judgment
its
in
when
and
of radio towers if
or there
is aa reasonable
reasonable possibility
possibility that
they may constitute,
constitute, a
a
that they
there is
or
menace
navigation.
air navigation.
to air
menace to
WAIVER
LICENSEE
BY LICENSEE
WAIVER BY

SEc. 304.
No station
license shall
be granted
by the
the Commission
Commission
granted by
shall be
station license
304. No
SEC.
until the
the applicant
applicant therefor
have signed a
awaiver
waiver of any claim
shall have
therefor shall
until
to the
of any
particular frequency
against
frequency or of the ether as against
any particular
use of
the use
to
the
United States
States because
because of the previous
previous
the United
of the
power of
regulatory power
the regulatory
use
of the
the same,
whether by
license or
otherwise.
or otherwise.
by license
same, whether
use of
GOVERNMENT-OWNED STATIONS
STATIONS
GOVERNMENT-OWNED
SEC. 305.
305. (a)
stations belonging
belonging to
to and
operated by the
and operated
Radio stations
(a) Radio
SEC.
United
not be
sections 301
the provisions of sections
subject to the
be subject
shall not
States shall
United States
and 303
of this
this Act.
All such
such Government
stations shall use such
Government stations
Act. All
303 of
and
the
frequencies
as shall
shall be
assigned to each
each class by the
each or to each
be assigned
frequencies as
stations on board naval and
President.
All such
such stations,
stations, except stations
President. All
other
vessels while
beyond the limits of the
at sea or beyond
while at
Government vessels
other Government
continental
States, when transmitting
transmitting any radio
radio communicommuniUnited States,
continental United
cation
signal other
other than
than a
signal relating
relating to
communication or signal
a communication
or signal
cation or
regulations
conform to such rules
Government
rules and regulations
business, shall conform
Government business,
designed
to prevent
prevent interference
interference with
and the
radio stations and
other radio
with other
designed to
rights
of
others
as
Commission
may
prescribe.
Commission
the
as
others
of
rights
(b) Radio
stations on
board vessels
vessels of
of the
United States Shipthe United
on board
Radio stations
(b)
ping
Board Bureau
Bureau or
Merchant
Shipping Board Merchant
States Shipping
United States
the United
or the
ping Board
Fleet Corporation
the Inland
Inland and
and Coastwise
Coastwise Waterways
Waterways Service
or the
Corporation or
Fleet
shall
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of this title.
be subject
shall be
(c) All
All stations
stations owned
owned and
by the
United States,
States, except
except
the United
operated by
and operated
(c)
mobile
Army of
the United
United States, and
and all other
of the
the Army
of the
stations of
mobile stations
stations
and sea,
special call
letters designated
designated
call letters
have special
shall have
sea, shall
land and
on land
stations on
by the
the Commission.
Commission.
by
FOREIGN SHIPS

SEc.
Section 301
301 of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not apply
any person
to any
apply to
306. Section
SEC. 306.
sending
radio
communications
or
signals
on
a
foreign
ship while
while
ship
foreign
a
on
signals
or
sending radio communications
the same
same is
is within
United States,
States, but such
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
within the
the
communications or
signals shall
transmitted only in accordance
accordance
be transmitted
shall be
or signals
communications
with such
such regulations
regulations designed
designed to
to prevent
prevent interference
interference as may be
with
promulgated
under the
of this
this Act.
authority of
the authority
promulgated under
LICENSES
ALLOCATION OF FACILITIES;
FACILITIES; TERM OF LICENSES
ALLOCATION

SEC. 307.
307. (a)
The Commission,
interest, or
or
convenience, interest,
public convenience,
if public
Commission, if
(a) The
SEC.

necessity will
of this
this
limitations of
the limitations
to the
subject to
thereby, subject
served thereby,
be served
will be
necessity
Act, shall
grant to
applicant therefor
therefor a
station license
license provided
provided
a station
any applicant
to any
shall grant
Act,
for by
by this
Act.
this Act.
for

Waiver by
by licensee.
Waiver

parClaim to
use of
of parto use
Claim
ticular frequency.
frequency.
ticular

- owned
Government
owned
Oovernment stations.
stations.
Exemption from
from desExemption
ignated provisions.
provisions.
ignated
Ante, p.
p. 1082.
1082.
Ante,
of freAssignment of
Assignment
quencies to.
to.
quencies
Requirement to
to conconRequirement
form to
to regulations
regulations to
to
form
prevent interference.
interference.
prevent

Regulation of
of stastaRegulation
tions aboard
aboard United
tions
States
vessels.
States vessels.

Call
of Federal
Federal
letters of
Call letters
stations.
stations.

Foreign ships.
ships.
Foreign
Regulations
governRegulations governing signals
signals on, within
within
ing
U.S.
jurisdiction.
U.S. jurisdiction.

Allocation of
of facillfaciliAllocation
ties.
ties.

Station
Station license, grantgranting authoried.
authorized.
ing
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Allocation of
of broadAllocation
casting licenses.

broad-

astigcses.

Of
frequencies,dtime
time
orequencie,
of
operation, and
and stastaof operation,
tion
tion power.
power.
Modifications
Modifications to efeffect equality
equality within
feet
zones, authorized.

of

zones, authorized.

Provisos.

Provisos.

Whenlack
lackofa
ofappli
appliaWhn
cations for available
available
eations
facilities
within
zone.
facilities withinzone.
Issue
issue of temporary
temporary
licenses to applicants
applicants
from other zones.
Charging of
of allocaallocaCharging
tions to States.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Applications for adadAditnaiconns
ditional
licenses.

for

Allocation of fixed
Allocation
percentages of radio
of radio
facilities.
Commission to
Commission
to study
proposal.

aeentages

proposal.

License,
term of.
License,termof.

Renewals.
Renewals.

Granting
Granting of.
of.

Licenses.
Licenses.
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It is hereby declared that the people of all the zones estab(b) It
lished by this title are
lished
are entitled
equality of
of radio
radio broadcasting
broadcasting
entitled to
to equality
service,
both of
transmission and
and of
and in
in order
order to
to proproservice, both
of transmission
of reception,
reception, and
vide
said equality
the Commission
nearly as
as possible
possible make
make
vide said
equality the
Commission shall
shall as
as nearly
and
an equal
equal allocation
allocation of
bands
and maintain
maintain an
of broadcasting
broadcasting licenses,
licenses, of
of bands
of
frequency, of
periods of
for operation,
operation, and
and of
of station
station power,
power,
of frequency,
of periods
of time
time for
to each
each of
said zones
zones when
and insofar
insofar as
as there
are applications
applications
to
of said
when and
there are
therefor;
a fair and
therefor; and shall make
make a
and equitable
allocation of
of licenses,
licenses,
equitable allocation
frequencies, time for operation,
frequencies,
operation, and
station power
power to
to each
each of
of the
the
and station
.
States
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
each zone,
according
States and
Columbia, within
within each
zone, according
population. The Commission
Commission shall carry into effect
effect the equality
equality
to population.
of broadcasting
ore directed,
whenever necessary
necessary
of
broadcasting service
service hereinbef
hereinbefore
directed, whenever
or proper,
proper, by
or refusing
or renewals
of licenses,
or
by granting
granting or
refusing licenses
licenses or
renewals of
licenses,
by
periods of
of time
for operation,
and by
by increasing
increasing or
or
by changing
changing periods
time for
operation, and
decreasing station
station power,
power, when
when applications
are made
licenses
decreasing
applications are
made for
for licenses
renewals of licenses:
or renewals
licenses: Provided,
Provided, That
if and
and when
lack
That if
when there
there is a
a lack
applications from any zone
of applications
zone for the proportionate
proportionate share
share of
of
licenses, frequencies,
frequencies, time of operation, or station power to which
which
such
entitled, the
the Commission
Commission may
issue licenses
licenses for
for the
the
such zone
zone is
is entitled,
may issue
balance of the proportion
proportion not applied
applied for from any zone, to appliapplicants
zones for a
temporary period
period of
each,
cants from
from other
other zones
a temporary
of ninety
ninety days
days each,
and shall
said apportionment
apportionment is
only for
for
and
shall specifically
specifically designate
designate that
that said
is only
said temporary
temporary period. Allocations
Allocations shall be charged
charged to the State
or District
District wherein
wherein the
studio of
of the
the station
is located
located and
and not
not where
where
the studio
station is
or
the
further, That
That the
the Commission
Commission
Provided further,
the transmitter
transmitter is
is located:
located: Provided
may also
grant applications
additional licenses
for stations
stations not
not
licenses for
for additional
applications for
also grant
may
exceeding one
one hundred
watts of
of power
if the
the Commission
Commission finds
finds that
exceeding
hundred watts
power if
that
such
stations will
serve the
the public
convenience, interest,
or necessity,
such stations
will serve
public convenience,
interest, or
necessity,
operation will not
efficient
and that
that their
their operation
not interfere
interfere with
with the
the fair and
and efficient
radio
service of
of stations
the provisions
of this
this section.
section.
radio service
stations licensed
licensed under
under the
provisions of
(c) The Commission shall study the proposal
(c)
proposal that Congress by
by
statute allocate fixed percentages
percentages of radio
radio broadcasting
broadcasting facilities
facilities to
particular types or kinds of non-profit
non-profit radio programs
programs or to persons
persons
identified
non-profit activities,
activities, and
identified with particular types or kinds
kinds of non-profit
and
shall report
report to Congress, not later
later than February
February 1,
1, 1935,
1935, its recomrecommendations
reasons for
for the
the same.
same.
mendations together
together with
with the
the reasons
(d) No license
operation of aabroadcasting
broadcasting station
(d)
license granted
granted for the operation
station
shall
years and
no license
license so
shall be for aalonger
longer term
term than three years
and no
so granted
granted
for any other
other class of
of station
station shall
longer term
term than
than five
shall be
be for
for aa longer
five
license granted may be revoked as hereinafter
years, and any license
hereinafter proproexpiration of any license,
license, upon application
vided. Upon
Upon the
the expiration
application therefor, a
a renewal of such license
license may
may be granted from time to time
for a
of not
not to exceed three
three years in the
the case
case of broadcasting
broadcasting
a term of
licenses and not to exceed five years
years in
licenses, but
but
in the case
case of
of other
other licenses,
action of
Commission with reference
reference to
to the
the granting
granting of
such
of the Commission
of such
application for the renewal
renewal of a
a license shall be limited to and
application
and
governed
by the
considerations and
which affect
governed by
the same
same considerations
and practice
practice which
affect the
the
granting
granting of
original applications.
of original
applications.
(e) No renewal
renewal of an existing station license
(e)
license shall
be granted
granted
shall be
more than thirty days prior to the expiration
expiration of the original license.
APPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS

FOR LICENSES;
FOR
LICENSES; CONDITIONS
CONDITIONS IN
LICENSE FOR
FOR FOREIGN
FOREIGN
IN
LICENSE
CO3IMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION

SEC.
The Commission
S
EC. 308.
308. (a) The
Commission may grant
grant licenses,
licenses, renewal
renewal of
of
licenses,
modification of
licenses, and modification
only upon
upon written
written application
application
of licenses only
Prorisos.
. therefor received by it: Provided, however ,Th at i
n cases of emer eProriss gran
Emergency
grantmg therefor received by it: Provided, however, That in cases of emerfor Federal
Federal stations
found by
by the
Commission,
licenses, renewals
renewals of
of licenses,
licenses, and
and
stations on gency
gencv
found
the
Commission,
licenses,
vessels
aircraft.
vessels or
or aircraft.
modifications
for station
or aircraft
of the
the
modifications of licenses,
licenses, for
stationss on vessels
vessels or
aircraft of
Applications for.
Applicationsfor.

United States, may be issued under such conditions
conditions as the ComCorn-
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mission may
application.
Suchof. Term
Term of
without such formal application.
impose, without
may impose,
mission
a longer term than three Issu
licenses,
shall in
no case
case be for a
in no
however, shall
licenses, however,
months: Provided
Provided further,
That the Commission may issue by of. Issuee f.
further, That
months:
cable,
telegraph,
or
radio
a
permit
operation of aa station on
the operation
for the
cable, telegraph, or radio a permit for
a license
a
vessel
of
the
United
States
at
sea,
effective
in lieu of a
effective
sea,
at
States
United
a vessel of the
until said
return to
to a
port of the continental United
a port
shall return
vessel shall
said vessel
until
States.
States.
ap p
li
tion inn app!!(b)
applications shall
set forth
forth such
such facts
i
nons
form
.ation
Com- cal
the Comas the
facts as
shall set
such applications
All such
(b) All
character,
mission
may prescribe
prescribe as
as to
citizenship, character,
to the citizenship,
regulation may
by regulation
mission by
applicant to
and financial,
technical, and
other qualifications
qualifications of the applicant
and other
financial, technical,
and
operate the
location of the proposed
ownership and location
the ownership
station; the
the station;
operate
to
station
and of
stations, if
if any,
it is proposed
proposed to
any, with which it
the stations,
of the
station and
communicate;
the frequencies
frequencies and
the power
power desired to be used;
and the
communicate; the
the
hours of
day or
other periods
of time during which it is
periods of
or other
the day
of the
the hours
proposed
to
operate
the
station;
the
purposes
for which the station
purposes
the
station;
proposed to operate the
is
to be
used; and
other information
information as it
it may require. The
such other
and such
be used;
is to
original applicaof
Commission,
at
any
time
after
the
filing
such
filing
the
after
time
Commission, at any
tion
and during
during the
term of
any such
license, may require from an
such license,
of any
the term
tion and
applicant
or licensee
it
written statements of fact to enable it
further written
licensee further
applicant or
to
determine
whether
such
original
application should be granted
application
original
to determine whether such
or
or such
such license
license revoked.
revoked. Such
Such application
such
application and/or such
denied or
or denied
and/or licensee
applicant
the
statement
of
fact
shall
be
signed
applicant
licensee
by
signed
be
shall
statement of fact

foreign
License forrn. foreign
under
oath or
or affirmation.
coLicensecl o
affirmation.
under oath
communication.
intended
(c)
The
Commission
in
granting
any
license
for
a
intended
station
a
for
license
any
granting
in
(c) The Commission
or used
for commercial
communication between
United States or
between the United
commercial communication
used for
or
subject to the
any
Territory
or
possession,
continental
or
insular,
or
continental
possession,
or
any Territory
country, may Terms
jurisdiction
of
the
United
States,
and
any
foreign
foreign
any
and
jurisdiction of the United States,
conditions,
be Ters,
authorized to
restrictions
impose any
any terms,
terms, conditions, or restrictio
ns
authorized
to be et,
conditions,
impose
an
of
2
section
by
imposed
with
respect
to
submarine-cable
2
licenses
submarine-cable
to
imposed with respect
Vol-42,p.8.
operation
the landing
to the
Act
entitled "An
Act relating
landing and the o
peration of
ofp.8.Vol.
42,
relating to
"An Act
Act entitled
submarine
cables
in
the
United
States
",
approved
May
24,
1921.
May
approved
States",
United
the
in
cables
submarine
LICENSES; CONOF LICENSES;
HEARINGS ON
ON APPLICATIONS
LICENSES; FORM
FORM OF
CONFOR LICENSES;
APPLICATIONS FOR
HEARINGS
DITIONS ATTACHED
LICENSES
TO LICENSES
ATTACHED TO
DITIONS
apExamination
Examination of ap-

S
EC. 309.
If upon
upon examination
application for aastation plication.
any application
of any
examination of
(a) If
309. (a)
SEC.
a station license the
of a
license
or
for
the
renewal
or
modification
modification
or
renewal
the
for
or
license
Commission
shall
determine
that
public
interest,
convenience,
convenience, or
interest,
Commission shall determine that public
authorize
shall authorize
necessity
would
be
served
by
the
granting
thereof,
it
thereof,
granting
the
by
served
be
would
necessity
the issuance,
issuance, renewal,
renewal, or
or modification
in accordance
accordance with Hearing
thereof in
modification thereof
If decision of
Dearing if
the
said finding.
finding. In
the event
examination of any Commission adverse.
adverse.
upon examination
Commission upon
the Commission
event the
In the
said
such application
application does
does not
such decision
with respect thereto,
thereto,
decision with
reach such
not reach
such
it
shall notify
the applicant
applicant thereof,
thereof, shall
shall fix
fix and
and give notice of a
a
notify the
it shall
afford
time
and
place
for
hearing
thereon,
affordsuch applicant
applicant
shall
and
thereon,
time and place for hearing
an opportunity
opportunity to
heard under
such rules
and regulations
regulations as it
rules and
under such
be heard
to be
an
Form of license.
may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
(b) Such
station licenses
licenses as
as the
the Commission
may grant shall be in
Commission may
Such station
(b)
such general
it may
may prescribe,
prescribe, but
but each
each license
license shall
contain,
shall contain,
as it
form as
general form
such
in
provisions, aa statement
statement of the following
following condiother provisions,
to other
addition to
in addition
tions
to which
which such
subject:
be subject:
shall be
license shall
such license
Conditions.
Conditions.
tions to
to
(1)
The station
station license
license shall
shall not
not vest
in the
licensee any right to
the licensee
vest in
(1) The
operate
any right
in the
the use
use of
frequencies
of the frequencies
right in
nor any
station nor
the station
operate the
any other
designated
in
the
license
beyond
the
term
thereof
nor
in
in
nor
thereof
term
the
beyond
license
the
in
designated
manner
than authorized
therein.
authorized therein.
manner than
(2) Neither the
nor the
right granted
thereunder shall be
granted thereunder
the right
license nor
Neither the license
(2)
assigned
or
otherwise
transferred
in
violation
of
this Act.
this
of
violation
in
assigned or otherwise transferred
(3)
license issued
issued under
be subject in terms
shall be
Act shall
this Act
under this
Every license
(3) Every
to
the right
use or
or control
conferred by section 606 hereof.
control conferred
of use
right of
to the
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LIMITATION ON
HOLDING AND
TRANSFER OF
OF LICENSES
LICENSES
AND TRANSFER
ON HOLDING
LIMITATION
Limitation
on holdholdLimitation on
ing and transfer of
iandan.
licenses.

licenses.

Aliens.
Aliens.
Foreign
Foreign governments.
ments.
Foreign
corporations.
Foreign corporations.
Corporation
Corporation
alien
officer.
alien officer.

having

Corporation
conconCorporation
trolled
corpotrolled by other corporation having alien
alien
ration
officers.

Limitations not applicable, Federal vesaircraft, etc.
sels, aircraft,

Rights, etc., of licensee not transferable.

Refusal of
and
and permits.

licenses
licensee

Grounds
Grounds for.

Post, p.
Post,
p. 1087.

Granting
Granting of license
estop aggrieved
aggrieved
not to estop
person.

Revocation
Revocation oflicense.
of license.
Grounds for.
Ante, p. 1084.

S
EC. 310. (a)
required hereby
shall not
not be
be
license required
hereby shall
SEC.
(a) The
The station
station license
granted
to or
held bygranted to
to
or held
bvgranted
by—
(1) Any
or the
the representative
of any
any alien;
alien;
representative of
Any alien
alien or
(1)
(2)
the representative
representative thereof;
thereof;
or the
government or
foreign government
(2) Any
Any foreign
(3) Any
organized under
the laws
laws of
of any
any foreign
foreign
under the
corporation organized
(3)
Any corporation
government;
government;
an alien
director is an
(4)
Any corporation
corporation of
which any
any officer
or director
alien
officer or
of which
(4) Any
or
of which
which more
more than
one-fifth of
of the
the capital
capital stock
stock is
owned of
is owned
of
than one-fifth
or of
record
voted by
aliens or
or their
their representatives
representatives or
or by
by aa foreign
foreign
by aliens
record or
or voted
government
or by
by any
any corporation
corporation
thereof, or
or representative
representative thereof,
government or
organized
under the
laws of
country;
of aa foreign
foreign country;
the laws
organized under
(5) Any
Any corporation
corporation directly
directly or
or indirectly
controlled by
by any
any
indirectly controlled
(5)
other
of which
any officer
officer or
or more
more than
than one-fourth
of
one-fourth of
which any
corporation of
other corporation
than one-fourth
the
or of
of which
which more
more than
one-fourth of the
are aliens,
aliens, or
the directors
directors are
1935, by
capital
is owned
of record
record or
or voted,
voted, after
after June
1, 1935,
June 1,
owned of
capital stock
stock is
reprealiens,
their representatives,
representatives, or
by a
aforeign
foreign government
government or repreor by
aliens, their
sentative
or by
by any
any corporation
corporation organized
under the
the laws
laws
organized under
sentative thereof,
thereof, or
of
country, if
finds that
that the
the public
if the
the Commission
Commission finds
foreign country,
of aa foreign
interest will
will be
be served
served by
the refusal
or the
revocation of
of such
such
the revocation
by the
refusal or
interest
license.
license.
Nothing in
this subsection
subsection shall prevent
prevent the licensing
licensing of radio
in this
Nothing
mobile station
station of
apparatus on
on board
board any
any vessel,
vessel, aircraft,
aircraft, or
or other
other mobile
of
apparatus
the
the installation
and use
of such
such apparatus
apparatus
use of
installation and
when the
United States
States when
the United
is required
by Act
Congress or
or any
treaty to
which the
the United
United
to which
any treaty
of Congress
Act of
is
required by
States
is aaparty.
party.
States is
(b)
station license
license required
hereby, the
the frequencies
frequencies authorrequired hereby,
(b) The
The station
ized to
to be
be used
by the
the licensee,
and the
rights therein
granted shall
therein granted
the rights
licensee, and
ized
used by
voluntarily
not be
or in
any manner
manner either
either voluntarily
in any
assigned, or
be transferred,
transferred, assigned,
not
transfer of control of
or
involuntarily disposed
of, or
or indirectly
indirectly by
by transfer
disposed of,
or involuntarily
the Comany
holding such
to any
any person,
person, unless
unless the
such license,
license, to
any corporation
corporation holding
mission shall,
shall, after
securing full
full information,
information, decide
decide that
said transtransthat said
after securing
mission
its consent
writing.
give its
fer is
is in
in the
public interest,
consent in writing.
interest, and shall give
fer
the public
PERMITS IN
CERTAIN CASES
REFUSAL OF LICENSES
LICENSES AND PERMITS
IN CERTAIN
CASES

S
EC. 311.
The Commission
is hereby
hereby directed
directed to
to refuse
refuse a
a station
station
Commission is
SEC.
311. The
license
and/or the
the permit
permit hereinafter
for the
the construction
construction
required for
hereinafter required
license and/or
indirectly
to any
any person directly or indirectly
of a
(or to
to any
any person
person (or
of
a station
station to
by such
person) whose license
controlled
controlled by
such person)
license has been revoked
revoked by aa
court under
section 313,
is hereby
to refuse
refuse such
such
authorized to
and is
hereby authorized
313, and
court
under section
station license
any other
other person
person (or
to any
any person
person
(or to
to any
and/or permit
permit to
station
license and/or
directly
or indirectly
indirectly controlled
by such
such person)
person) which
which has been
been
controlled by
directly or
finally adjudged
Federal court
court of
of unlawfully
unlawfully monopolizmonopolizguilty by
by a
a Federal
finally
adjudged guilty
ing or
or attempting
unlawfully to
to monopolize,
monopolize, radio
radio communication,
communication,
ing
attempting unlawfully
directly
indirectly, through
through the
control of
of the
the manufacture
manufacture or
or
directly or
or indirectly,
the control
or
sale
apparatus, through
through exclusive
exclusive traffic
traffic arrangements,
arrangements, or
sale of
of radio
radio apparatus,
by
by any
any other
other means,
means, or
or to
to have
have been
been using
using unfair
unfair methods
methods of
compeof competition.
granting of
of aa license
license shall
shall not
estop the
States
tition. The
The granting
not estop
the United
United States
or any
any person
person aggrieved
proceeding against such
such person
aggrieved from
from proceeding
person for
violating the
unfair methods
methods of
of competition
violating
the law
law against
against unfair
competition or
or for
for aa
violation
restraints and
and monopolies
monopolies
violation of
of the
the law
law against
against unlawful
unlawful restraints
and/or combinations, .contracts,
contracts, or agreements
agreements in restraint
restraint of
of
trade, or from instituting
the dissolution
dissolution of
trade,
instituting proceedings
proceedings for
for the
of such
such
corporation.
corporation.
REVOCATION
OF LICENSES
REVOCATION OF
LICENSES

SEC.
SEC. 312. (a)
(a) Any
Any station
station license
license may be revoked
revoked for false statements either in the application or in the statement
statement of fact which
which
may be required
required by
by section 308 hereof,
because of
hereof, or because
of conditions
conditions
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revealed by
such statements
required from time
of fact as may be required
statements of
by such
revealed
in
to
tune
which
would
warrant
Commission
refusing to grant
the
warrant
would
which
to time
license on
original application,
for failure to operate subor for
application, or
an original
on an
aa license
stantially as
as set
set forth in the license, or for violation of or failure
stantially
to observe
any of
of the
the restrictions
restrictions and conditions of this Act or of
observe any
to
a.
any
regulation of
the Commission
Commission authorized
authorized by this Act or by a
of the
any regulation
treaty ratified
ratified by
Provided, however, That no
States: Provided,
United States:
the United
by the
treaty
such
order of
of revocation
revocation shall
take effect
until fifteen days'
days' notice
effect until
shall take
such order

Proviso.

order,
Revocation
Revocation
order,
when effective.
efective.
when

in
thereof, stating
stating the
the cause
the proposed revocation, has
for the
cause for
writing thereof,
in writing
Application
for hear
hearApplication for
may make written appli- ing.
Such licensee
licensee may
Such
cation
Commission at any
any time within said fifteen days for
the Commission
to the
cation to
a
upon such
upon the
filing of
of such written appli- Temporary suspenthe filing
and upon
order, and
such order,
hearing upon
a hearing
of order.
sion of
cation
said order
order of
of revocation
stand suspended until the con- sn
shall stand
revocation shall
cation said
clusion
the hearing
Commission
under such rules as the Commission
conducted under
hearing conducted
of the
elusion of
Final decision.
decision
the Commission
may
prescribe. Upon
conclusion of
said hearing
Commission Final
hearing the
of said
the conclusion
Upon the
may prescribe.
may affirm,
modify, or revoke said order of revocation.
affirm, modify,
may
Modification off liHModption
(b)
station license
license hereafter
hereafter granted
granted under
under the provisions of cense
Any station
(b) Any
or permit.
t.
or
hereafter
this Act
Act or
hereby and hereafter
required hereby
permit required
construction permit
the construction
or the
this
a limited time
issued, may
modified by
by the
Commission either
either for a
the Commission
be modified
may be
issued,
or
for the
duration of
the term
thereof, if in the judgment
judgment of the
term thereof,
of the
the duration
or for
Commission
action will
will promote
promote the
convenience,
public interest, convenience,
the public
such action
Commission such
and necessity,
of this
Act or
or of
any treaty ratified
of any
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
or the
necessity, or
and
holder rreNoticeto
by
the United
United States
States will
be more
complied with:
with: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
fully complied
more fully
will be
Notice
to holder
by the
until quired.
final
become
shall
modification
of
however,
That no such order
modification
become
however, That
the holder
holder of
of such
such outstanding
outstanding license
license or permit shall have been
the
notified in
writing of
of the
the proposed
and the grounds or reaproposed action and
in writing
notified
sons
reasonable opportunity to
to
given reasonable
been given
have been
shall have
and shall
therefor and
sons therefor
show cause
cause why
why such
such an
modification should
should not
not issue.
of modification
order of
an order
show

been given
the licensee.
licensee.
to the
given to
been

LAWS
ANTITRUST LAWS
APPLICATION OF
OF ANTITRUST
APPLICATION

Antitrust laws.
laws.
Antitrust

Application of.
to unlawful
Sze.
All laws
the United
relating to
unlawful re- Application of.
States relating
United States
of the
laws of
313. All
SEC. 313.
agreeor
straints
and
monopolies
and
to
combinations,
contracts,
contracts,
combinations,
to
and
straints and monopolies
ments
restraint of
trade are
to be
to
applicable to
be applicable
declared to
hereby declared
are hereby
of trade
in restraint
ments in
apparatus
the
manufacture
and
sale
of
and
to
trade
in
apparatus
and
radio
in
trade
to
and
of
sale
and
the manufacture
Penalties for
for violaviolaPenaltles
devices
into or
or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce and
and tions.
interstate or
affecting interstate
or affecting
entering into
devices entering
to interstate
interstate or
foreign radio
communications. Whenever
Whenever in anyon
any
radio communications.
or foreign
to
suit, action,
action, or
or proceeding,
proceeding, civil
criminal, brought
brought under the proor criminal,
civil or
suit,
visions
any of
of said
said laws
or in
any proceedings
brought to enforce
proceedings brought
in any
laws or
of any
visions of
or to
review findings
findings and
of the
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission
the Federal
orders of
and orders
to review
or
or other
governmental agency
in respect
any matters
to which
matters as to
of any
respect of
agency in
other governmental
or
said Commission
Commission or
other governmental
is by
by law
law authorized
authorized License revocation.
agency is
governmental agency
or other
said
to act,
act, any
found guilty
of the violation of the Licenservocation.
guilty of
be found
shall be
licensee shall
any licensee
to
provisions of
laws or
or any
any of
of them,
them, the
in addition
the
addition to the
court, in
the court,
such laws
of such
provisions
penalties
by said
laws, may
may adjudge,
order, and/or
and/or decree
decree
adjudge, order,
said laws,
imposed by
penalties imposed
that
the license
license of
of such
as of
date the
decree or
the decree
the date
of the
shall, as
licensee shall,
such licensee
that the
judgment becomes
becomes finally
or as
as of
of such other date as the
effective or
finally effective
judgment
said decree
shall fix,
fix, be
be revoked
that all
all rights
under such Proviso.
rights under
and that
revoked and
decree shall
said
ppeals.
license
shall
thereupon
cease:
Provided,
however,
That
such
licensee
licensee Appeals.
such
That
however,
Provided,
cease:
thereupon
shall
license
shall have
same right
review as
is provided
provided by
by law
as is
or review
appeal or
of appeal
right of
the same
have the
shall
in respect
of other
other decrees
decrees and
of said court.
judgments of
and judgments
respect of
in

PRESERVATION OF
COMPrial ION IN
IN
OF COMPETITION
PRESERVATION

COMMERCE
COMMERCE

Preservation of comPreservation
petition
commerce.
petition in commerce.
Limitation on owner-

S
EC. 314.
After the
of this
this Act
Act no
person engaged
engaged sLp
ship oftcommonocaeron
communication
no person
date of
effective date
the effective
314. After
SEC.
faciities.
directly,
or
indirectly
through
any
person
directly
or
indirectly
or
directly
person
any
through
directly, or indirectly
controlling
controlled by,
under direct
direct or
indirect common conor indirect
or under
by, or
or controlled
controlling or
trol
with,
such
person,
or
through
an
agent,
or
the
otherwise, in the
or otherwise,
agent,
an
through
or
person,
trol with, such
business
of transmitting
transmitting and/or
and/or receiving
communienergy, communihire energy,
for hire
receiving for
business of
cations,
signals by
in accordance
with the
terms of
the
of the
the terms
accordance with
radio in
by radio
or signals
cations, or
license
this Act,
shall by
by purchase,
purchase, lease,
lease, construction,
construction,
Act, shall
under this
issued under
license issued
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or
otherwise, directly
indirectly, acquire,
acquire, own,
own, control,
control, or
or operate
operate
or indirectly,
directly or
or otherwise,
any
cable
or
wire
telegraph
or
telephone
line
or
system
between
any
any
between
system
or
line
telephone
or
any cable or wire telegraph
place
in any
State, Territory,
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
States or
or
United States
Territory, or
any State,
place in
in the District of Columbia, and any place in any foreign country,
On
ownership
ownership of in the District of Columbia, and any place in any foreign country,
On
stock.
or shall
shall acquire,
acquire, own,
or control
any part
the stock
stock or
stock.
other
or other
of the
part of
control any
own, or
or
capital
share or
or any
in the
property and/or
and/or other
other
physical property
the physical
interest in
any interest
capital share
assets of
of any
telegraph, or
or telephone
telephone line
or system,
system,
line or
wire, telegraph,
cable, wire,
such cable,
any such
assets
if in
either case
the purpose
purpose is
and/or the
effect thereof
thereof may
may be
to
be to
the effect
is and/or
case the
in either
if
substantially
lessen
competition
or
to
restrain
commerce
between
between
commerce
restrain
to
or
competition
lessen
substantially
States,
any place
place in
State, Territory,
Territory, or
of the
United States,
the United
possession of
or possession
any State,
in any
any
or in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
any place
in any
any foreign
counforeign counplace in
and any
By person
person engaged
in or
Columbia, and
engagedIin
By
transmitting for
h
for hire
transmitting
or unlawfully
to create
in any
any line
line of
commerce; nor
nor
of commerce;
monopoly in
create monopoly
interstate or
unlawfully to
or foreign
forejig try,
try, or
interstate
messages.
messages.
shall
person engaged
engaged directly,
directly, or
or indirectly
through any person
indirectly through
any person
shall any
directly
or indirectly
indirectly controlling
or controlled
by, or
or under
direct
under direct
controlled by,
controlling or
directly or
agent,
or
common control
with, such
person, or
or through
through an agent,
such person,
control with,
indirect common
or indirect
or
otherwise, in
in the
the business
of transmitting
and/or receiving
receiving for
for
transmitting and/or
business of
or otherwise,
hire
messages by
telegraph, or
telephone line
line or
or
or telephone
wire, telegraph,
cable, wire,
any cable,
by any
hire messages
system
any place
in any
or possession
possession
Territory, or
State, Territory,
any State,
place in
between any
(a) between
system (a)
place
of
United States,
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and any
any place
Columbia, and
or in
States, or
the United
of the
in any
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
United. States;
States; or
Territory, or
State, Territory,
other State,
any other
in
the
of the
(b) between
any place
place in
in any
any State,
or possession
possession of
Territory, or
State, Territory,
between any
(b)
United States,
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and any
place in
in any
any place
Columbia, and
or the
States, or
United
foreign
country, by
lease, construction,
construction, or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
purchase, lease,
by purchase,
foreign country,
directly or
own, control,
control, or
operate any
any station
or
station or
or operate
acquire, own,
indirectly acquire,
or indirectly
directly
the
apparatus therein,
therein, or
any system
system for
for transmitting
transmitting and/or
and/or receivor any
the apparatus
ing radio
radio communications
communications or
signals between
any place
place in any State,
State,
between any
or signals
ing
Territory,
possession of
the United
United States,
in the
District of
of
the District
or in
States, or
of the
or possession
Territory, or
Columbia, and
and any
place in
any foreign
foreign country,
shall acquire,
acquire,
or shall
country, or
in any
any place
Columbia,
capital share or any
own, or
or control
control any
any part
part of
the stock
stock or
or other capital
of the
own,
interest in
in the
the physical
other assets
assets of any such
and/or other
property and/or
physical property
interest
radio station,
station, apparatus,
system, if
if in
case the purpose
purpose is
either case
in either
or system,
apparatus, or
radio
and/or the
the effect
effect thereof
may be
be to
to substantially
lessen competition
competition
substantially lessen
thereof may
and/or
or to
to restrain
between any
any place
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory,
in any
place in
commerce between
restrain commerce
or
or possession
possession of
the United
United States,
or in
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
States, or
of the
or
and any
any place
in any
foreign country, or unlawfully
unlawfully to create
any foreign
place in
and
monopoly
in
any
line
of
commerce.
of
commerce.
line
any
in
monopoly
Facilities
for candicanIdiFacilities for
dates
public office.
offi ce.
for public
dates for
Equal
Equal

opportunity
opportunity

required.
required.
Rules.
Rules,

FACILITIES
FACILITIES FOR CANDIDAIES
CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC
PUBLIC OFFICE

S
EC. 315. If any licensee shall permit any person who is aalegally
SEC.
qualified candidate for any public office to use aabroadcasting
broadcasting station,

candidates for
he shall
shall afford
opportunities to all other
other such candidates
for
afford equal opportunities
he
broadcasting station, and the Commisthat office in the use of such broadcasting
provision into
regulations to carry this provision
make rules and regulations
sion shall make

Proviso,
effect:
That such
such licensee
licensee shall have no power
power of censorcensorProvided, That
effect: Provided,
o
roviso
Limitation on licensee power
censor- sn
,i
p over
over the material
material broadcast
broadcast under the provisions of this section.
ship
of censorpower of
censee
ip
ship.
No
obligation is
is hereby
hereby imposed
imposed upon
any licensee to allow the use
upon any
No obligation
sh
.

candidate.
of its station by any such candidate.

Lotteries and similar
similar
schemes.
schemes.

Broadcasting prohibited.

Penalty
provision.
Penalty provision.

LOTTERIES
OTHER SIMILAR
SIMILAR SCHEMES
AND OTHER
LOTTERIES AND

SEC. 316.
316. No
No person
person shall
broadcast by
means of
of any
radio station
station
any radio
by means
shall broadcast
SEC.
United States, and
any law
law of the United
for
license is
is required
required by
and
by any
for which
which aalicense
knowingly permit the
no
operating any
station shall knowingly
such station
any such
no person
person operating
information concerning
of or
or information
broadcasting
concerning
advertisement of
any advertisement
of, any
broadcasting of,
gift enterprise,
any lottery,
lottery, gift
enterprise, or similar
similar scheme, offering
offering prizes
any
the
part upon lot or chance,
in part
dependent
in whole
whole or in
chance, or any list of the
dependent in
prizes drawn
or awarded
awarded by
by means
means of
of any
any such
such lottery,
lottery, gift
gift enterenterdrawn or
prizes
list contains any part or all of such
prise, or
or scheme,
whether said list
scheme, whether
prise,
of this section shall,
prizes. Any
Any person
violating any
provision of
any provision
person violating
prizes.
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upon
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
be fined
upon conviction
not
than one
one year,
or both,
each and every day during
for each
both, for
year, or
more than
not more
which such
such offense occurs.
which
ANNOUNCEMENT
MATTER IS PAID FOR
ANNOUNCEMENT THAT MATTER

Announcement that
that
Announcement
broadcast is paid for.

servSEC. 317.
All matter
matter broadcast
broadcast by
by.any
any radio
station for which servradio station
317. All
SEC.
ice,
any other
other valuable
valuable consideration
consideration is directly
directly or indior any
money, or
ice, money,
rectly
paid, or
promised to
accepted by, the station so
or accepted
charged or
or charged
to or
or promised
rectly paid,
broadcasting,
from any
any person,
person, shall,
shall, at the time the same is so
broadcasting, from
broadcast,
for or
or furnished,
furnished, as
case may be,
the case
as the
paid for
as paid
announced as
be announced
broadcast, be
by
such person.
by such
OPERATION
TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
APPARATUS
OF TRANSMITTING
OPERATION OF

Operation of transapparats.
Omitting
mitting
apparatus.

apparatus in
SEC. 318.
318. The
operation of
of all
in Requirementofqual*Requirement of qualtransmitting apparatus
all transmitting
actual operation
The actual
SEC.
edoperator
Act operator.
this Act
any radio
station for
for which
which a
by this
ified
required by
is required
license is
station license
a station
radio station
any
operator's license
shall be
carried on
on only
person holding an operator's
by aa person
only by
be carried
shall
issued
operate any such apparatus in
shall operate
person shall
No person
hereunder. No
issued hereunder.
such
and in
with an operator's
accordance with
in accordance
under and
except under
station except
such station
license
to him
him by
the Commission.
by the
issued to
license issued
PERMITS
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

Construction
mits.trut
mits.

perper

Requirement.
this Requirement.
of this
SEC. 319.
319. (a)
No license
authority of
the authority
under the
issued under
be issued
shall be
license shall
(a) No
SEC.
is
which
construction
the
Act
for
the
operation
of
any
construction
of
station
any
of
operation
the
Act for
a permit
effect, unless a
begun or
this Act
permit for
Act takes effect,
after this
continued after
is continued
or is
begun
its
construction has
has been
been granted
Commission upon written
the Commission
by the
granted by
its construction
om
Granting by Comby C ssrntng
application
therefor. The
The Commission
Commission may grant such permit if mission.
application therefor.
public convenience,
convenience, interest,
or necessity
necessity will be served by the coninterest, or
public
Application for.
for.
struction
of the
application shall set forth such facts Application
This application
station. This
the station.
struction of
Contents.
as the
Commission by
may prescribe
prescribe as to the citizenship, contents.
regulation may
by regulation
the Commission
as
character,
and the
the financial,
financial, technical,
technical, and
and other
ability of the appliother ability
character, and
cant to
construct and
ownership and
location
and location
the ownership
station, the
the station,
operate the
and operate
to construct
cant
it
of
the
proposed
station
and
of
the
station
or
stations
with
which
it
with
stations
or
station
the
of
and
station
proposed
of the
is
frequencies desired
to be used, the
desired to
the frequencies
communicate, the
to communicate,
proposed to
is proposed
hours
of the
of time
during which
it is proposed
which it
time during
periods of
other periods
or other
day or
the day
hours of
to
operate the
station, the
purpose for
station is
is to be
the station
which the
for which
the purpose
the station,
to operate
used,
of transmitting
transmitting apparatus
apparatus to
used, the
the power to be
be used,
to be
type of
the type
used, the
used,
the date
date upon
is expected
expected to
be completed
completed and
to be
station is
the station
which the
upon which
used, the
Signature.
in
operation, and
and such
information as
Commission may
may signature.
the Commission
as the
other information
such other
in operation,
applicant
require.
Such
application
shall
be
signed
by
the
applicant
under
signed
be
shall
application
Such
require.
oath or
or affirmation.
affirmation.
oath
Dates of station op.
(b) Such
permit for
construction shall
specifically the
op.
atesofstation
the oration
show specifically
shall show
for construction
Such permit
(b)
to be specified.
to be spiied.
ertion
such
of
earliest
and
latest
dates
between
which
the
actual
operation
of
such
operation
actual
the
earliest and latest dates between which
station is
to begin
shall provide
provide that
Automatic forfeiture
will Automatic
permit will
said permit
that said
and shall
begin,7 and
expected to
is expected
station
not met.
be
automatically forfeited
forfeited if
if the
station is
is not
operation ifi notmet.
for operation
ready for
not ready
the station
be automatically
Exception.
within the
the time
specified or
or within
within such
further time
time as the Commis- Exception.
such further
time specified
within
sion
may
allow,
unless
prevented
by
causes
not
under
control
control
of
the
under
not
causes
by
prevented
unless
allow,
sion may
Assignment of rights
oiSni.ent of ights
the grantee.
grantee. The
any such
shall not
not be assigned
assigned prohibited.
permit shall
such permit
under any
rights under
The rights
the
or
otherwise
transferred
to
any
person
without
the
approval
of
the
the
of
approval
the
without
person
any
to
transferred
otherwise
or
Limitation on reCommission.
A permit
permit for
construction shall
shall not
not be
on
Limitatio of permits.
for quirement
required for
be required
for construction
Commission. A
ves- qurem of perits.
upon mobile vesGovernment stations,
stations, amateur
amateur stations,
or stations
stations upon
stations, or
Government
License for poer
operation
atoni
for
tLe
any to
aircraft. Upon the completion of
or aircraft.
stock, or
sels, railroad
of any
rolling stock,
railroad rolling
issue when
sels,
when condito issue
tions
met.
station for
construction of
of which
a tionsmet.
which a
continued construction
or continued
construction or
the construction
for the
station
permit
has been
the
to the
appear to
to appear
made to
being made
it being
upon it
and upon
granted, and
been granted,
Dermit has
Commission that
all the
obligations set
forth
set forth
and obligations
conditions, and
terms, conditions,
the terms,
that all
Commission
in the
the application
and that
that no cause
met, and
fully met,
been fully
have been
permit have
and permit
application and
in
or circumstance
arising or
first coming
to the
the knowledge
knowledge of the Comcoming to
or first
circumstance arising
or
mission since
since the
granting of
the permit
permit would,
judgment of
in the judgment
would, in
of the
the granting
mission
86637 °--34---- 69
86637°-34--69
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Nature of license.
license.
Nature

Stations liable
to ininliable to
Stations
terfere
terfere with distress
signals.
Designation of.

Requirement
during
Requirement during
operation.

operation.

Distress
nd
signals aand
Distress signals
communications.
communications.
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the Commission,
make the
the operation
against the
operation of such station against
Commission, make
the
public
the Commission
Commission shall issue
lawful
issue aa license to the lawful
interest, the
public interest,
holder of
of said
operation of said
station. Said license
license
said station.
the operation
for the
permit for
said permit
holder
shall conform
terms of said permit.
generally to the terms
conform generally
shall

DESIGNATION
OF STATIONS
STATIONS LIABLE
TO INTERFERE
INTERFERE WITH
WITH DISTRESS
DISTRESS SIGNALS
SIGNALS
LIABLE TO
DESIGNATION OF
SEC. 320.
320. The
The Commission
designate from time to
to
authorized to designate
Commission is authorized
SEC.
its
time
stations the communications
communications or signals of which, in its
radio stations
time radio
opinion,
are liable
liable to
transmission or reception
reception of
with the transmission
interfere with
to interfere
opinion, are
a
distress
required to keep a
stations are required
Such stations
ships. Such
of ships.
signals of
distress signals
licensed radio operator
operator listening
listening in
designated for
frequencies designated
in on the frequencies
licensed
signals of
of distress
and radio
communications relating
relating thereto during
during
radio communications
distress and
signals
the entire
period the
the transmitter
of such station is in operation.
transmitter of
entire period
the
DISTRESS SIGNALS
SIGNALS AND
AND COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
DISTRESS

SEC. 321.
radio station
station on
on shipboard
shipboard shall
shall be
equipped
be equipped
(a) Every
Every radio
321. (a.)
SEC.
signals of distress on the frecommunications or signals
radio communications
transmit radio
to transmit
quency
the Commission,
Commission, with apparatus
apparatus capable
capable of
specified by the
quency specified
transmitting
distance of at least one
messages over aadistance
receiving messages
and receiving
transmitting and
radio communicacommunicasending radio
night. When sending
by day or night.
miles by
hundred miles
us hundred
Adjustment
transAdjustment of tra
mitting
mitting set.
relating thereto
communications relating
distress and radio communications
or signals
signals of distiess
tions or
produce
a manner as to produce
the
adjusted in such a
set may be adjusted
transmitting set
the transmitting
maximum of
of radiation
irrespective of the amount of interference
interference
radiation irrespective
aa maximum
which
be caused.
may thus be
which may
Absolute
priority of.
Absolute priority
(b)
stations, including
including Government
Government stations
stations and stations
(b) All radio stations,
of.
on board
board foreign
territorial waters of the
within the territorial
when within
vessels when
foreign vessels
on
States, shall
shall give
give absolute
communications
priority to radio communications
absolute priority
Interfering
United States,
Interfering signals to United
cease.
or signals
signals relating
in. distress; shall cease all sending
sending on
ships in
relating to ships
or
frequencies which
which will
will interfere
with hearing
communication
hearing aaradio communication
interfere with
frequencies
distress, and, except when engaged in answering
answering or
of distress,
signal of
or signal
aiding
from sending any radio
refrain from.
shall refrain
distress, shall
in distress,
ship in
the ship
aiding the
there is assurance
communications or signals until there
assurance that no interfercommunications
ence will
caused with
signals relating
relating
communications or signals
radio communications
the radio
with the
be caused
will be
ence
thereto,.
vessel in distress, so far as possible, by
and shall
shall assist the vessel
thereto, and
instructions.
with its instructions.
complying with

Transmission
of; rereTransmission of;
quirement.

ePSIAP.

intercommunication
lntereummunieat ion
in mobile
service.
in
mobile service.
Requirement.
Requirement.

Interference
between
Interference between
Government and commercial stations.
Division of time.

Division of time.

ININMOBIIE
INTERCOMMU[NICATION
INTERCOMMUNICATION IN
MOBILE SERVICE
SERVICE

S
EC. 322.
322. Every
general public service between
between
station open to general
Every land station
SEC.
exchange radio commubound to exchange
the coast
coast and
and vessels
at sea shall be bound
vessels at
the
to
nications or
or signals
signals with
any ship station without distinction as to
with any
nications
radio
systems or
or instruments
instruments adopted
adopted by such stations, respectively,
radio systems
and each
station on
on shipboard
shipboard shall
be bound to exchange
exchange radio comshall be
each station
and
munications or
signals with
with any
other station
on shipboard
shipboard without
without
station on
any other
or signals
munications
distinction as
as to
to radio
radio systems
or instruments
adopted by each
each
instruments adopted
systems or
distinction
station.
INTERFERENCE
GOVERNMENT AND
AND COMMERCIAL
COMM0ERCIAL STATIONS
INTERFERENCE BETWEEN
BETWEEN GOVERNMENT
STATIONS

SEC. 323.
323. (a)
(a) At all
where Government
Government and
and private
private or
or comcomall places
places where
SE.
mercial radio
land operate in such close
close proximity
proximity that
that
on land
radio stations on
mercial
avoided
interference with the work of Government
Government stations cannot be avoided
when
they are
operating simultaneously,
simultaneously, such private or commercial
commercial
are operating
when they
stations
interfere with the transmission
transmission or reception
reception of radio
stations as do interfere
communications
Government stations concerned
concerned
communications or signals by the Government
shall
transmitters during the first fifteen
fifteen minutes of
their transmitters
shall not use their
hour, local standard time.
each hour,
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Time for
for operating
operating
Time
the above-mentioned
for which
stations for
(b) The
Government stations
which the
above-mentioned Government
The Government
(b)
station.
eme
radio communications
transmit radio
shall transmit
division
of time
time is
is established
established shall
communications
division of
fifteen minutes of each hour, local
or signals
signals only during the first fifteen
whendi
standard
time, except
except in
in case
case of
of signals
signals or
or radio
radio communications
communications Exception,
standard time,
Exception, when
dissignals.
as tress signals.
information as
relating
in distress
distress and
and vessel
for information
requests for
vessel requests
to vessels
vessels in
relating to
to course, location,
location, or compass direction.
direction.
USE OF MINIMUM
MINIMUM POWER
USE

Use of
Use
power.
power.

minimum
minimum

In all
all circumstances,
circumstances, except in case
case of
communiradio communiof radio
SEC. 324.
324. In
cations
relating to vessels in distress,
stations,
distress, all radio stations.
signals relating
cations or
or signals
including
operated by
by the
the United
United States, shall use
use
owned and
and operated
those owned
including those
the
necessary to
carry out the commuto carry
minimum amount of power necessary
the minimum
nication desired.

Requirement.
Requirement.

FALSE
DISTRESS SIGNALS;
SIGNALS; REBROADCASTING;
STUDIOS OF FOREIGN
STATIONS
FOREIGN STATIONS
REBROADCASTING; STUDIOS
FALSE DISTRESS

False distress
distress signals.
signals.
False

Prohibition
Prohibition on transjurisdiction of the United mitting.
(a) No person
person within
within the jurisdiction
SEC. 325.
325. (a)
mitting.
States shall
utter or
transmit, or
uttered or
or cause
cause to be uttered
or transmit,
knowingly utter
shall knowingly
States
transmitted,
signal of
of distress,
distress, or commucommuor fraudulent
fraudulent signal
any false
false or
transmitted, any
unauthorized renication
relating thereto,
nor shall
station rebroad- On unauthoried
broadcasting station
shall any
any broadcasting
thereto, nor
nication relating
broadcasting.
broadcasting.
cast
the program
program or
thereof of
another broadcasting
broadcasting station
of another
or any part
part thereof
cast the
without
of the
the originating
originating station.
station.
express authority
authority of
the express
without the
Studios of
of foreign
foreign
a Studios
(b) No
permitted to locate, use, or maintain
maintain a
(b)
No person shall be permitted
radio
studio or
or other
other place
place or
or apparatus
apparatus from
from which
which or
or stations.
radio broadcast
broadcast studio
energy, or mewhereby
are converted
converted into
electrical energy,
into electrical
sound waves are
whereby sound
chanical or
physical reproduction
waves produced,
produced, and
of sound
sound waves
reproduction of
or physical
chanical
caused
be transmitted
transmitted or
to a
foreign
in aaforeign
station in
a radio
radio station
or delivered
delivered to
to be
caused to
country
any radio
radio station
from any
broadcast from
of being
being broadcast
purpose of
for the
the purpose
country for
there having
output of
intensity and/or
so
being so
and/or being
of sufficient
sufficient intensity
power output
there
having aa power
required.
Permits required.
located
its emissions
emissions may
be received
received consist- Permits
may be
that its
geographically that
located geographically
ently
in the
the United
a permit from
obtaining a
first obtaining
States, without first
United States,
ently in
the Commission
upon proper
therefor.
application therefor.
proper application
Commission upon
the
Application therefor.
therefor.
(c)
application shall
shall contain
such information
information as
as the
the ComCom- Application
contain such
(c) Such
Such application
mission
prescribe, and the granting or refusal
refusal
by regulation
regulation prescribe,
mission may by
A nte, p.
10SS.
p. 108.
thereof shall
be subject
to the
the requirements
hereof Ante,
of section
section 309 hereof
requirements of
subject to
shall be
thereof
with respect
respect to
renewal or modlicenses or renewal
for station
station licenses
to applications
applications for
with
ification thereof,
thereof, and
and the
license or
or plermission
permission so granted
granted shall be
the license
ification
revocable for
false statements
application so required or when
when
in the
the application
statements in
for false
revocable
the
after hearings, shall find
find its
longer
continuation no longer
its continuation
the Commission,
Commission, after
in
interest.
public interest.
the public
in the
CENSORSHIP; INDECENT
INDECENT LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
CENSORSHIP;
censorship
of censorship
construed to
SEC. 326.
Nothing in
Act shall
shall be
understood or
or construed
to Power of
be understood
in this
this Act
326. Nothing
SEC.
denied Commission.
radio corngive
Commission the
the power
power of
the radio
com- denied Commission.
over the
of censorship
censorship over
the Commission
give the
munications
or signals
transmitted by
any radio
radio station,
station, and no
by any
signals transmitted
munications or
regulation or
or condition
be promulgated
or fixed
by the
the ComComfixed by
promulgated or
shall be
condition shall
regulation
mission which
interfere with
of free
free speech
by means
means Indecent
speech by
with the
the right
right of
which shall
shall interfere
mission
Indecent langage
language
of
radio communication.
No person
person within
within the
jurisdiction of
of the
the
the jurisdiction
communication. No
of radio
United
States shall
shall utter
utter any
any obscene,
or profane
profane language
language
indecent, or
obscene, indecent,
United States
by
communication.
of radio communication.
by means
means of
USE
OF NAVAL
NAVAL STATIONS
FOR COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL MESSAGES
MESSAGES
USE OF
STATIONS FOR

Naval
Naval

stations
stations

Sze.
The Secretary
the Navy
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, unless
unless mino
s
t
re
ori:go of
of
Secretary of
of the
Navy is
SEC. 327.
327. The
restrained
by international
international agreement,
agreement, under
terms and condithe terms
under the
restrained by
t
Baits.
tions and
at rates
rates prescribed
by him,.
and a
be just and
rates shall be
which rates
him, which
prescribed by
and at
tions
reasonable, and
and which,
upon complaint,
complaint, shall
shall he
review
subject to review
be subject
which, upon
reasonable,
and revision
revision by
by the
Commisison,' to
to use
use all
stations and
appaand appaall radio
radio stations
the Commisison,'
and
ratus,
wherever located,
owned by
by the
States and
under the
the
and under
the United
United States
located, owned
ratus, wherever
' So in original.

for
for

commercial
commercial mesrag
messages.

NavY

Navy
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control of the Navy Department,
(a) for
the reception
reception and
and transtransDepartment, (a)
for the
mission of press messages offered
newspaper published
published in
in
offered by
by any newspaper
United States,
the United
States, its Territories
Territories or
possessions, or
or published
published by
by
or possessions,
citizens of the United
United States in foreign countries, or by any press
association of the United States
reception and
and
States, and (b)
(b) for the
the reception
transmission
transmission of private commercial
messages between ships,
ships, between
between
commercial messages
between localities
and between
between Alaska
Prvso.
ship and shore, between
localities in
in Alaska
Alaska and
Alaska
Proviso.
Minimum rates.
rates,
and the continental
continental United States: Provided,
the rates
rates fixed
Provided, That the
fixed
reception and transmission
for the reception
transmission of
such messages,
messages, other
other than
than
of all such
messages between
press messages
between the Pacific
Pacific coast of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, American
American Samoa,
Samoa, the
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
the Philippine
and the Orient, and between
between the United States and the
Virgin
the Virgin
hen right to use Islands, shall not be less than the rates charged by privately owned
'When right to use Islands, shall not be less than the rates charged by privately owned
navalnd
a operated
ttos
or like
naval stations tefr
tenni- and
operated stations
for
like messages
messages and
and service:
service: Provided
Provided fwrfurnat e s .
ther,
natm
they, That
That the right
right to use such stations for any of the purposes
purposes
named in this section
terminate and cease as between
section shall terminate
between any
any
countries
countries or localities or between any locality and privately
privately operated
operated
ships whenever privately
privately owned and operated
operated stations are
are capable
capable
of meeting
meeting the normal communication
requirements between
between such
such
communication requirements
countries or localities or between
between any locality and privately
privately operated
operated
ships, and the Commission
Commission shall have
have notified the
Secretary of
the
the Secretary
of the
Navy thereof.
Special
Special provision
provision as
as
to Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands
and Canal
Zone.
and
Canal Zone.

SPECIAL
spEcTAL PROVISION
PROVISION AS
ANT) CANAL
CANAL ZONE
ZONE
AS TO
TO PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
ISLANDS AND

SEC.
SEC. 328. This title shall not apply to the Philippine Islands or
or
to the Canal Zone. In
In international
international radio matters
Philippine
matters the Philippine
Islands and the Canal Zone shall be represented
represented by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of State.
State.
Radio laws
laws in
in territerriRadio
tories and possessions.
tories
possessions.
Administration of.
Administration
of.
Designation of
of offiofficer.
Mer.

Proviso.
1roviso.
Approval required.
required.
Procedural
Procedural and
and adadministrative
provisions.
Jurisdietion
Jurisdiction to enenforce act
Bat and CommisCommission orders.
orders.
District courts.
courts.

Enforcement of ComEnforcementof
mission orders.

Process.
Process.

ADMINISTRATION OF
LAWS IN
ADMINISTRATION
OF RADIO
RADIO LAWS
AND POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS
IN TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES AND

SEC.
S
EC. 329. The Commission
Commission is authorized
authorized to designate any
any officer
officer
or employee of any other
department of the Government
other department
Government on
duty in
in
on duty
any Territory or possession
possession of the United
United States
States other
other than
than the
the
Philippine Islands and the Canal Zone, to
to render
render therein
therein such
such servservices in connection
connection with the administration
administration of the radio
of the
the
radio laws of
United States as the Commission may
prescribe: Provided,
That
may prescribe:
Provided, That
approved by the head of the
such designation
designation shall be approved
department
the department
in which such person is employed.
employed.
TITLE IV-PROCEDURAL
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
TPTLE
IV— PROCEDURAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PROVISIONS
JURISDICTION TO
ACT AND
JUHISDICT/ON
TO ENFORCE
ENFORCE ACT
AND ORDERS
OF COMMISSION
ORDERS OF
COMMISSION

SEcroN
S
ECTION 401. (a) The district courts of the United States shall
have jurisdiction, upon application of the Attorney
General of
of the
the
Attorney General
United States at the request of
alleging a
a failure
failure
of the Commission, alleging
to comply with or a
a violation of any of the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
by any person, to issue aa writ or writs of
mandamus commanding
commanding
of mandamus
such person
person to comply with the
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the provisions
(b) If
If any person
person fails or
to obey
obey any
any order
order of
of the
the
or neglects
neglects to
Commission other
other than
than for
payment of
of money,
money, while
while the
the same
same
for the
the payment
is in effect,
effect, the Commission or any party injured
injured thereby,
thereby, or
the
or the
United States,
States. by its Attorney
Attorney General, may
to the
the appropriate
appropriate
may apply to
district
district court of the United States for the enforcement
enforcement of such
order. If,
If, after hearing, that court determines
determines that the order was
was
regularly made and duly served, and that the person is
is in
disoin disobedience of the same, the court shall enforce obedience
obedience to such
such order
order
by aawrit of injunction
injunction or other proper process, mandatory
mandatory or
or otherother-
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wise, to
to restrain
restrain such
such person or the officers,
officers, agents, or representatives
representatives
wise,
of
such person,
person, from
from further
disobedience of such order, or to enjoin
enjoin
further disobedience
of such
upon it
them obedience
obedience to the same.
or them
it or
upon
Institution of proInstitution
(c)
request of
of the
Commission it
it shall
shall be the duty of ceedings
the Commission
ceedings for punishing
punishing
the request
Upon the
(c) Upon
violations.
violations.
Commission
the
whom
to
any district
United States
whom
Commission
the United
of the
attorney of
district attorney
any
court and to prosecute
may apply
apply to
to institute
in the
the proper
proper court
prosecute under
under
institute in
may
necesthe direction
the Attorney
General of the United States
States all necesAttorney,General
of the
direction of
the
Costs.
Act Costs.
sary proceedings
proceedings for
for the
the enforcement
provisions of this Act
the provisions
of the
enforcement of
sary
and
costs
the
violations
and
for
the
punishment
of
violations
thereof,
and
all
of
punishment
and for the
out of the appropriations
expenses of
such prosecutions
prosecutions shall
shall be paid out
appropriations
of such
expenses
for
expenses of
the courts
courts of the United States.
of the
the expenses
for the
Vol
Vol. 32, p. 823; Vol
(d) The
The provisions
approved February 36,
Expediting Act, approved
of the Expediting
provisions of
(d)
36, p. 1157.
1167.
(1) of the Judicial Code,
11,
1903, as
as amended,
amended, and
section 238 (1)
of section
and of
11, 1903,
as
shall be
be held
to apply
to any
any suit
suit in equity arising under
under
apply to
held to
as amended,
amended, shall
Title II
II of
of this
this Act,
wherein the United
United States
States is complainant.
complainant.
Act, wherein
Title
COMMISSION'S ORDERSTHE COMMISSION'S
ASIDE THE
PROCEEDINGS TO
ORDERSBET ASIDE
OR SET
ENFORCE OR
TO ENFORCE
PROCEEDINGS
APPEAL IN
CERTAIN CASES
CASES
IN CERTAIN
APPEAL

Commission
Commission orders.

Enforcement of, proEoromentofE
1913 (38 visions
22, 1913
of October
S
EC. 402.
(a) The
the Act
Act of
October 22,
of the
applicable. proprovisions of
The provisions
402. (a)
SEC.

38, p. 219.
219.
Vol.38p.
orders Vol.
aside of
Stat.
to the
enforcing or
of the
the orders
setting aside
or setting
the enforcing
relating to
219), relating
Stat. 219),
applicable
made
are
of
the
Interstate
Commerce
Commission,
hereby
made
Commission,
of the Interstate Commerce
to suits
suits to
enjoin, set
set aside,
order of
annul, or suspend any order
aside, annul,
enforce, enjoin,
to enforce,
to
Orders
excepted.
Ordesexcepted.
Commisthe
of
order
the
Commission
under
this
Act
(except
any
order
of
the
Commisany
(except
Act
this
under
the Commission
permit
construction
a construction
application for a
sion
granting or
refusing an application
or refusing
sion granting
for a
aradio
radio station,
station, or
renewal of
station license, or for renewal
for aaradio station
or for
for
an existing
existing radio
radio station
station license,
license, or
for modification
existing
modification of an existing
or for
an
radio station
station license),
are hereby
authorized to be
hereby authorized
suits are
such suits
and such
license), and
radio
brought
as provided
in that
that Act.
Act.
provided in
brought as
Appeals from.
provided, Appesom.
(b)
taken, in
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
the manner
in the
be taken,
may be
appeal may
An appeal
(b) An
from decisions
decisions of
the Commission
Commission to the Court of Appeals
Appeals of the
of the
from
District of
of Columbia
in any
the following
cases:
following cases:
of the
any of
Columbia in
District
Who may take.
ta
sta- Wh
(1)
applicant for
for a
permit for
for a
a radio
radio staconstruction permit
a construction
any applicant
By any
(1) By
tion, or
or for
radio station
license, or
renewal of an existing radio
for renewal
or for
station license,
for aaradio
tion,
station license,
license, or
of an existing radio station license,
license,
modification of
for modification
or for
station
whose application
refused by
by the Commission.
is refused
application is
whose
(2) By
By any
person aggrieved
whose interests
interests are
are adversely
adversely
or whose
aggrieved or
other person
any other
(2)
any
refusing
or
affected
by
any
decision
of
the
Commission
granting
granting
refusing
Commission
the
of
decision
any
affected by
such application.
such
application.
Filing
0 1 of appeal; prod.L^n ofspl'eal;
(c) Such
Such appeal
shall be
by filing
with said
said court
court within
within cedure.
filing with
taken by
be taken
appeal shall
(c)
in
notice
twenty
days
after
the
decision
complained
of
is
effective,
in
effective,
is
twenty days after the decision complained of
writing
said appeal
statement of
of the
the reasons therefor,
therefor,
and aa statement
appeal and
of said
writing oi
together
with proof
proof of
of a
a true
true copy
of said
said notice
notice and
copy of
service of
of service
together with
Effectiveness of deotfd
"
veloine
statement upon
upon the
the Commission.
later date
date is
specified by
by cisionfcsicomplained
is specified
of.
a later
Unless a
Commission. Unless
statement
the
Commission as
part of
of its
its decision,
decision complained
complained of
of
the decision
decision, the
as part
the Commission
shall be
be considered
considered to
be effective
effective as
date on
on which
public
which public
the date
of the
as of
to be
shall
the
announcement
of
the
decision
is
made
at
the
office
of
Commission
of
office
the
at
made
is
decision
the
of
announcement
Notice of appeal;
Notice of Rper;
in
city of
of Washington.
Commission shall
immedi- mailing.
thereupon immedishall thereupon
The Commission
Washington. The
the city
in the
ately,
not later
than five
five days
days from
from the
the date
date of mi
later than
event not
any event
in any
and in
ately, and
such service
service upon
upon it,
it, mail
mail or
or otherwise
deliver aacopy
copy of
of said
said notice
notice
otherwise deliver
such
of
appeal to
each person
by the
the records
records of
the Commission
Commission
of the
shown by
person shown
to each
of appeal
Persons havinga right
to
interested in
in such
such
. appeal
and to
have aa right
right to
intervene toPersons
intervene.avi ngrght
to intervene
to have
appeal and
be interested
to be
therein
this section,
and shall
shall at
all times
times t
at all
section, and
of this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
therein under
thereafter permit
permit any
any such
such person
and make
copies of
of the
the
make copies
inspect and
to inspect
person to
thereafter
appellant's
said appeal
the office
office of
of the
the Certification and filat the
appeal at
for said
reasons for
of reasons
statement of
appellant's statement
Commission
in
the
city
of
Washington.
Within
thirty
days
after
after
days
of evidence
evidenceandupon
ingCrtification
thirty
uponWithin
Washington.
of
city
the
in
Commission
om
application by Comthe filing
the Commission
shall file
with the
court appation
by C the court
file with
Commission shall
mission.
appeal the
said appeal
of said
filing of
the
the originals
originals or
or certified
presented
evidence presented
and evidence
papers and
all papers
of all
copies of
certified copies
the
to it
it upon
application involved,
involved, and
and also
like copy
its decideciof its
copy of
a like
also a
the application
upon the
to
sion
thereon,
and
shall
within
thirty
days
thereafter
file
a
full
statestatefull
a
file
thereafter
days
thirty
within
shall
and
thereon,
sion
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ment
in writing
writing of
of the
facts and
and grounds
for its
its decision
decision as
as found
found
grounds for
ment in
the facts
and
by it,
it, and
list of
of all
persons to
whom it
has
it has
interested persons
to whom
given by
and aalist
all interested
and given
mailed or
delivered a
copy of
said notice
notice of
of appeal.
appeal.
of said
mailed
or otherwise
otherwise delivered
a copy
Notice
intention to
Notice of
oftntion
(d) Within
Within thirty days after the filing of said
said appeal
appeal any interintervene.
nervene
ested person
person may
may intervene
intervene and
in the
had
ested
and participate
participate in
the proceedings
proceedings had
upon
said
appeal
by filing
with
the court
court aa notice
of intention
intention to
to
filing
with
the
notice
of
upon
said
appeal
by
Nature of interest to
to intervene
statement showing
showing the
the nature
nature of
of the
the interest
interest
a verified
verified statement
intervene and
and a
bNstato
be stated..nterest
of
together with
with proof
of service
true copies
copies of
of said
said
of true
proof of
service of
of such
such party,
party, together
notice and
and statement,
both
upon
appellant
and upon
upon the
Commission.
both
upon
appellant
and
the
Commission.
notice
statement,
Who considered inAny person
who would
be aggrieved
aggrieved or
or whose
whose interests
interests would
be
would be
would be
terested party.
person who
Any
terestedparty.
adversely
by aareversal
modification of
of the
the decision
decision of the
or modification
reversal or
affected by
adversely affected
Commission
complained of
of shall
interested party.
party.
Commission complained
shall be
be considered
considered an
an interested
Determination of ap(e)
convenient time
shall hear
hear and
(e) At the
the earliest
earliest convenient
time the court shall
termiationofap
•
determine
upon the
before it,
it, and shall have
have
the appeal
appeal upon
the record
record before
determine the
power,
upon
such record,
record, to
to enter
enter a
judgment
affirming or
or reversreversDecsion.
power,
upon
such
a
judgment
affirming
Decision.
ing
decision of the Commission
ing the
the decision
Commission, and in event the court shall
render a
decision of the
reversing the decision
a decision and enter an order reversing
Commission,
remand the
case to
to the
Commission to
carry
the Commission
to carry
Commission, it
it shall
shall remand
the case
Proviso.
out
the
judgment
of
the
court:
Provided,
however,
That
the
review
review
the
That
however,
Provided,
court:
the
out the judgment of
Natureof
Nature
of review.
by
questions of law and that findings
limited to questions
court shall be
be limited,
by the
the court
Commission, if supported
substantial evidence,
evidence,
supported by substantial
of fact
fact by the Commission,
shall be
conclusive
unless it
it shall
clearly appear
appear that
that the
the findings
findings
be
conclusive
unless
shall
clearly
Judgment
shall
Judgment final.
of the
are arbitrary
or capricious.
capricious. The
court's judgThe court's
judgof
the Commission
Commission are
arbitrary or
ment shall
final, subject,
subject, however,
however, to
to review
by the
ment
shall be
be final,
review by
the Supreme
Supreme
Writ of review.
Ceourt of the United States upon writ of certiorari
Court
certiorari on petition
petition
therefor under section 240 of the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended,
amended, by
appellant, by the Commission,
interested party
party interCommission, or by any interested
appellant,
vening in the appeal.
Judgment
for costs.
costs.
Judgment for
(f) The court may, in its discretion
(f)
discretion, enter
enter judgment
judgment for costs in
in
favor
against an
other interested
interested parties
favor of
of or
or against
an appellant,
appellant, and/or
and/or other
parties
intervening
intervening in said appeal, but not against
against the Commission, dependupon said appeal
ing upon the nature of the issues involved upon
appeal and
and the
outcome thereof.
Inquiry
Inquiry
mission.

by
by

Authority
tute.

Power
thereon.

ComCom-

to insti-

to proceed

ereon

INQUIRY BY COMMISSION
INQUIRY
ON ITS
COMMIISSION ON
ITS OWN
OWN MOTION
MOTION

SE(.
S
EC. 403. The Commission shall have full authority and power
power

at any time to institute an inquiry, on its own motion, in any case
and as to any matter or thing
concerning which
thing concerning
which complaint is authorized to be made, to or before the Commission by any provision of
concerning which any question may arise under any of
this Act, or concerning
provisions of this Act,
.Act, or relating to the enforcement
enforcement of any of
the provisions
shall have
the provisions of this Act. The Commission
Commission shall
have the
the same

powers
instituted on its
powers and authority
authority to proceed
proceed with any inquiry
inquiry instituted
its

own motion as though it
it had been
been appealed to by
by complaint or
or
petition under any of the provisions
provisions of this Act, including
power
including the power
to make and enforce
enforce any order
order or orders in the case,
case, or relating
relating to
the matter or thing concerning
concerning which the inquiry is had, excepting
excepting
payment of money.
orders for the payment

Report
investigaReport of investigations.
Requirement.
Requirement.

INVESTIGATIONS
REPORTS OF
OF INVESTIGATIONS

SEc.
S
EC. 404. Whenever an investigation
investigation shall be made by the Commission it shall be its duty to make aa report in writing
writing in respect
respect
conclusions of the Commission, together
together
thereto, which shall state
state the conclusions
with its decision, order.
order, or requirement
requirement in the premises;
premises; and in case
damages
damages are awarded
awarded such report
report shall include the findings
findings of fact
fact
made.
on which the
the award
award is made.
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COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Rehearing
Rehearing
Commission.
Commission.

before
before

Application for.
for.
SEC. 405.
After a
decision, order, or
or requirement
requirement has been made
made Application
a decision,
405. After
SEC.
at
may
thereto
party
by
the
Commission
in
any
proceeding,
any
proceeding,
any
in
Commission
by the
any tune
application for
matter
rehearing of the same, or any matter
for rehearing
make application
time make
any
Authority to
grant.
togrant.
shall be
determined therein,
therein, and
it shall
be lawful
lawful for the Commission
Commission in
in Authority
and it
determined
therefor
reason
its
discretion
to
grant
such
a
rehearing
sufficient
reason
therefor
sufficient
if
its discretion to grant such a rehearing
Proviso.
whichP
a decibe
appear: Provided,
case of a
deci- Time
That in the case
however, That
Provided, however,
to appear:
made to
be made
within which
application
filed.
within
time
the
III,
Title
under
sion,
order,
or
requirement
made
under
Title
III,
the
time
made
sion, order, or requirement
which application
rehearing may be made shall be limited
limited to
application for rehearing
which
application
twenty
thereof, and such application
date thereof,
effective date
the effective
after the
days after
twenty days
governing re
may be
made by
any party
party or
any person
person aggrieved
or whose
whose interinter- Rues
aggrieved or
or any
by any
be made
may
Rules governing reApplications for rehearing
ests
adversely affected
affected thereby.
rehearing shall hearing.
thereby. Applications
are adversely
ests are
Compa wh
be governed
general rules
as the
Commission may
may establish. Compliance
the Commission
rules as
such general
by such
governed by
be
with orpendency
ders during
during pendency
person from complying
excuse any
No such
application shall
any person
complying with
with dera
shall excuse
such application
No
required.
Commission, require
or
any decision,
requirement of the Commission,
order, or requirement
decision, order,
obeying any
or obeying
roceedings upon
or
operate in
to stay
or postpone
the enforcement
enforcement Proceedings
postpone the
stay or
manner to
any manner
in any
or operate
upon
n reea hearing.
hearing.
In case a
thereof, without
without the
the special
Commission. In
the Commission.
of the
order of
special order
thereof,
as
conform
rehearing
the proceedings
proceedings thereupon
thereupon shall conform
is granted,
granted, the
rehearing is
nearly
proceedings in
in an
except
hearing, except
original hearing,
an original
the proceedings
to the
be to
may be
as may
nearly as
Modification of origo oigits judgment,
as the
may otherwise
otherwise direct;
in its
judgment, inadecifiaon
if in
and if,
direct; and
inal decision.
Commission may
the Commission
as
after such
consideration of all facts, including
including
the consideration
and the
rehearing and
such rehearing
after
those arising
arising since
it shall appear that the
since the former hearing, it
those
original decision,
decision, order,
order, or
or requirement
requirement is in any respect
respect unjust
unjust or
original
unwarranted,
the Commission
reverse, change, or modify
modify the
Commission may reverse,
unwarranted, the
same accordingly.
Any decision,
decision, order, or requirement
requirement made after
accordingly. Any
same
modifying the original
such
reversing, changing,
changing, or modifying
original
rehearing, reversing,
such rehearing,
determination,
shall be
subject to
original
same provisions as an original
the same
to the
be subject
determination, shall
,a
..
.
order.
Mandamus to com-

MANDAMUS
FACILITIES
OF FACILITIES
FURNISHING OF
COMPEL FURNISHING
TO COMPEL
MANDAMUS TO

,*lujula:u.n btr w*~-

furnishing of faclifacilipel furnishing
ties.
Jurisdiction
disJurisdiction of discourts to issue.
trict courts

S
EC. 406.
406. The
United States shall have juristhe United
of the
courts of
district courts
The district
SEC.
alleging any violation, by aa
diction
relation of any person alleging
the relation
upon the
diction -upon
carrier subject
subject to
to this
any of
provisions of this Act which
the provisions
of the
of any
Act, of
this Act,
carrier
prevent
relator from
from receiving
receiving service
service in interstate
interstate or foreign
the relator
prevent the
communication
by wire
or radio,
foreign transinterstate or foreign
in interstate
or in
radio, or
wire or
conmmunication by
mission
by radio,
carrier at
at. the same
same charges,
charges, or
or
radio, from said carrier
energy by
of energy
mission of
upon
conditions as
those given by said carrier
carrier
favorable as those
as favorable
or conditions
terns or
upon terms
for
or transmission
transmission under
similar conditions to
un(ler similar
commulication or
like communication
for like
mandamus
any
other
person,
to
issue
a
writ
of
mandamus
against said
said
writs
or
writ
a
issue
to
person,
other
any
carrier
commanding such
carrier to
to furnish
furnish facilities
for such comfacilities for
such carrier
carrier commanding
munication or
or transmission
party applying
applying for
the writ:
writ:
for the
the party
to the
transmission to
munication
Proviso.
Protiso.
Provided, That
if any
as to
to the proper
proper compensation
compensation Issue of preemptory
fact as
of fact
preemptor7
question of
any question
That if
Provided,
mandamus
when quesmandamus
to the
carrier for
for the
enforced by the writ is raised tion
be enforced
to be
service to
the service
the carrier
to
tion of proper compensation.
notsation.
by
the
pleadings,
the
writ
of
peremptory
mandamus
issue,
notissue,
may
mandamus
peremptory
of
writ
by the pleadings, the
withstanding
of fact
fact is
undetermined, upon
upon such
such terms
terms
is undetermined,
question of
such question
withstanding such
the
as
otherwise,
as
to
security,
payment
of
money
into
the
court,
otherwise,
or
court,
the
into
money
of
as to security, payment
court
may think
of the
the question
question Nature
determination of
the determination
pending the
proper pending
think proper
court may
Nature of remedy.
remedy.
of
the remedy
writ of
by writ
given by
hereby ,given
remedy hereby
That the
further, That
Provided further,
fact: Provided
of fact:
mandamus shall
shall be
be cumulative
and shall not be held to exclude
exclude or
cumulative and
mandamus
interfere
with other
other remedies
this Act.
Act.
by this
provided by
remedies provided
interfere with
OF MONEY
PAYMENT OF
PETITION FOR
OF ORDER
MONEY
FOR PAYMENT
ORDER FOR
ENFORCEMENT OF
FOR ENFORCEMENT
PETITION

SEC. 407.
407. If
If a
acarrier
does not
not comply
comply with
order for
for the
paythe payan order
with an
carrier does
SEC.
ment
of money
the time
limit in
in such
the complainant,
complainant,
order, the
such order,
time limit
within the
money within
ment of
or
any person
for whose
whose benefit
order was
file in the
may file
made, may
was made,
such order
benefit such
person for
or any
district
the United
States for
for the
district in
in which
which he
resides
he resides
the district
United States
of the
court of
district court
or
in
which
is
located
the
principal
operating
office
of
the
carrier,
carrier,
the
of
office
operating
principal
the
located
is
which
in
or
or
through which
which the
the line
of the
the carrier
runs, or
or in
in any
any State
State court
court
carrier runs,
line of
or through

Petition for enforceenforcePetition
ment of order
order for payment
ment of money.
money.
ment
Filing
in
district
district
in
court.
court.
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Orders not
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for paypayOrders
ment of money.
When effective.
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effective.
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of general
general jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
parties, aapetition
petition
of
jurisdiction having
having jurisdiction
the parties,
setting forth
forth briefly
the causes
causes for
for which
which he
he claims
claims damages,
damages, and
and
setting
briefly the
the order of the Commission in the premises. Such suit in
in the district
court of
the United
proceed in
in all
all respects
respects like
like other
other
trict court
of the
United States
States shall
shall proceed
civil suits
that on
on the
the trial
trial of
of such
such suits
suits the
the
civil
suits for
for damages,
damages, except
except that
findings
and order
order of
the Commission
Commission shall
shall be
be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence
findings and
of the
of
stated, except
except that
the petitioner
shall not
be
of the
the facts
facts therein
therein stated,
that the
petitioner shall
not be
liable
for costs
costs in
court nor
for costs
costs at
at any
subsequent
in the
the district
district court
nor for
any subsequent
liable for
stage
accrue upon
If
stage of the
the proceedings
proceedings unless
unless they
they accrue
upon his
his appeal.
appeal. If
the
petitioner shall
shall finally
he shall
shall be
reasonable
the petitioner
finally prevail,
prevail, he
be allowed
allowed a
a reasonable
attorney's
fee, to
to be
taxed and
and collected
as aapart
of the
the costs
costs of
of the
the
attorney's fee,
be taxed
collected as
part of
suit.
ORDERS NOT FOR PAYMENT
MONEY—WHEN EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE
PAYMENT OF MONEY-WHEN
ORDERS

S
EC). 408. Except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in this Act, all orders of
SEO.
orders for the payment
payment of money, shall
shall
the Commission,
Commission, other than
than orders
thirty days
reasonable time, not less than thirty
take effect within such reasonable
after
service of the order,
continue in force until its
after service
order, and
and shall
shall continue
further
according as
further order,
order, or
or for
for a
a specified
specified period of time,
time, according
as shall
be
prescribed in
suspended or
be prescribed
in the order, unless the
the same
same shall be
be suspended
Commission, or be suspended
suspended or set
set
modified or set aside by the Commission,
competent jurisdiction.
aside by aacourt of competent
GENERAL PROVISIONS
RELATING TO PROCEEDINGS--WITWESSES
PROCEEDINGS—WITNESSES AND
PROVISIONS RELATING
DEPOSITIONS
DEPOSITIONS

Designation of officer
Designtionotofflcer
to hold hearings.

(a) Any member
SEO.
S
EC. 409. (a)
member or examiner of the Commission,
Commission, or
or
the director
of any
any division,
division, when
when duly
duly designated
designated by
the Comby the
Comthe
director of

mission for
for such.
purpose, may
may hold
hold hearings,
hearings, sign
and issue
issue subsubmission
such purpose,
sign and
penas,
administer oaths,
examine witnesses,
and receive
receive evidence
evidence
penas,
administer
oaths,
examine
witnesses,
and
Limitations on powdesignated by the Commission;
siitations on pow- at any place in the United States designated
Commission;
ers.
UI an examiner may not be
except that in the administration
administration of Title III
authorized to exercise
matter involving
authorized
exercise such powers with respect to aamatter
involving
(1)
of policy
policy by
Commission, (2)
(2) the revocation
revocation of
by the Commission,
change of
(1) a
a change
(3) new devices
devices or
aastation license, (3)
or developments
developments in radio,
radio, or (4) aa
Oral
arguments beoral arguments
be- new kind of use of frequencies.
In all cases heard by an examiner
frequencies. In
examiner
fore Commission.
Compulsion
Compulsion of testi- the Commission shall hear oral arguments
request of either party.
arguments on request
mony.
mony.
(b) For the purposes of this Act the Commission shall have the
require by subpena the attendance
attendance and testimony of witpower to require
production of all books, papers, schedules of charges.
charges,
nesses and the production
contracts, agreements,
agreements, and
and documents
relating to
to any
any matter
matter under
under
contracts,
documents
relating
Witness fees.
itnessees. investigation.
investigation. Witnesses summoned before the Commission
Commission shall
be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses
witnesses in the
courts
of
the
United
States.
States.
United
of
the
c
ourts
Attendance at place
oof hearing.
hearing.
(c) Such attendance
attendance of witnesses,
witnesses, and the production
production of such
such
documentary
documentary evidence, may be required from any place in the United
United
hearing. And in case of
disobediStates, at any designated
designated place of hearing.
of disobediCommission, or any party to aa proceeding
proceeding
ence to a
a subpena the
the Commission,
invoke the
of any
any court
court of
of the
the
before the Commission, may invoke
the aid
aid of
attendance and testimony of witnesses
witnesses
United States in requiring
requiring the attendance
production of books, papers, and documents under the
and the production
provisions
of
this section.
section.
provisions
of this
Order of district court
the
(d) Any of the district
courts of the United States
requiring carier
(d)
district courts
States within the
carrier to appear.
pear.
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of which such inquiry is carried on may, in case of
of
contumacy or refusal to obey a
carrier
a subpena issued to any common
common carrier
or licensee
licensee or other person, issue an order
order requiring
requiring such
such common
common
carrier.
carrier, licensee, or other person to appear before the Commission
Commission
and .produce books and
and papers
papers if so ordered)
ordered) and give evidence
evidenc e
(and
touching the matter in question; and any failure to obey such order
order
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as aa contempt
of
the court
may be
be punished
by such
court as
contempt thereof.
thereof.
such court
punished by
court may
of the
(e) The
be taken,
taken, at the
the instance
may be
witness may
of any
any witness
testimony of
The testimony
(e)
of a
a party,
party, in
in any
any proceeding
proceeding or
investigation pending
pending before the
or investigation
of
Commission,
deposition, at
a cause or proceeding
proceeding
after a
time after
any time
at any
by deposition,
Commission, by
is
issue on
petition and
and answer.
answer. The
The Commission
Commission may also order
on petition
at issue
is at
testimony
taken by
in any
proceeding or investigaany proceeding
deposition in
by deposition
to be
be taken
testimony to
tion
pending before
it, at
stage of
proceeding or invessuch proceeding
of such
at any
any stage
before it,
tion pending
tigation. Such
may be
before any judge of any
taken before
be taken
depositions may
Such depositions
tigation.
court
of the
the United
United States,
States, or
States conunissioner,
commissioner,
United States
any United
or any
court of
or
any clerk
of a
district court,
any chancellor,
justice, or
judge
or judge
chancellor, justice,
or any
court, or
a district
clerk of
or any
a city,
of a
of aasupreme
superior court,
court, mayor,
or chief
chief magistrate
magistrate of
mayor, or
or superior
supreme or
of
judge
of a
court, or
court of
of any of the
pleas of
common pleas
of common
or court
a county
county court,
judge of
United
notary public,
of counsel
attorney
counsel or attorney
being of
not being
public, not
any notary
or any
States, or
United States,
proceeding
to either
the parties,
nor interested
interested in
event of the proceeding
in the event
parties, nor
of the
to
either of
or
investigation. Reasonable
must first
in writing
writing
be given
given in
first be
notice must
Reasonable notice
or investigation.
by the
or his
his attorney
proposing to take
deposition to
to
take such deposition
attorney proposing
party or
the party
by
the opposite
opposite party
or his
of record,
either may
may be
be nearest,
nearest,
as either
record, as
attorney of
his attorney
party or
the
which notice
notice shall
state the
name of
of the
witness and
and the
the time and
the witness
the name
shall state
which
place
of the
taking of
of his
deposition. Any
Any person
compelled
person may be compelled
his deposition.
the taking
place of
to
and depose,
depose, and
documentary evidence,
evidence, in the
produce documentary
to produce
and to
appear and
to appear
same
manner as
as witnesses
may be
compelled to
appear and testify
to appear
be compelled
witnesses may
same manner
and
produce documentary
documentary evidence
evidence before
Commission, as
as
the Commission,
before the
and produce
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
hereinbefore
(f)
as herein
herein provided
provided shall
shall be
be cautioned
cautioned
deposing as
person deposing
Every person
(f) Every
and sworn
(or affirm,
affirm, if
if he
request) to
testify the
whole truth,
the whole
to testify
so request)
he so
sworn (or
and
and shall
shall be
carefully examined.
testimony shall
be reduced
reduced
shall be
His testimony
examined. His
be carefully
and
to
the magistrate
the deposition,
deposition, or
under his
or under
taking the
magistrate taking
by the
writing by
to writing
direction,
shall, after
after it
has been
writing, be
be subscribed
subscribed
to writing,
reduced to
been reduced
it has
and shall,
direction, and
by
the deponent.
deponent.
by the
(g) If
If a
a witness
witness whose
may be
be desired
to be
be taken
taken by
by
desired to
testimony may
whose testimony
(g)
deposition
be in
in a
country, the
be taken
taken before
before
may be
deposition may
the deposition
a foreign
foreign country,
deposition be
an
designated by
or agreed
agreed upon
upon
Commission, or
by the
the Commission,
person designated
or person
an officer
officer or
filed with
to be
by the
parties by
stipulation in
in writing
writing to
be filed
with the Commisby stipulation
the parties
by
sion. All
All depositions
be promptly
promptly filed
filed with
Commission.
the Commission.
with the
must be
depositions must
sion.
(h) Witnesses
whose depositions
are taken
as authorized
in this
this
authorized in
taken as
depositions are
Witnesses whose
(h)
Act, and
and the
the magistrate
magistrate or
taking the
shall severseversame, shall
the same,
officer taking
other officer
or other
Act,
ally be
entitled to
fees as
are paid
paid for
services in
in the
the
like services
for like
as are
same fees
to the
the same
ally
be entitled
courts of
the United
United States.
States.
of the
courts
(i)
shall be
be excused
attending and
and testifying
testifying or
or
fromn attending
excused from
person shall
No person
(i) No
from producing
books, papers,
of charges,
charges, contracts,
contracts, agreeagreeschedules of
papers, schedules
producing books,
from
ments,
documents before
the Commission,
in obedience
obedience to
to
or in
Commission, or
before the
and documents
ments, and
the subpena
of the
whether such
subpena be
be signed
signed or
or
such subpena
Commission, whether
the Commission,
the subpena of
issued by
or more
more commissioners,
or in
in any
any cause
cause or
or proceeding,
proceeding,
commissioners, or
one or
by one
issued
criminal or
or otherwise,
otherwise, based
based upon
growing out
of any
any alleged
alleged
out of
or growing
upon or
criminal
violation of
this Act,
of any
amendments thereto,
thereto, on
the ground
ground
on the
any amendments
or of
Act, or
of this
violation
or
for the
the reason
reason that
that the
the testimony
testimony or
or evidence,
documentary or
or
evidence, documentary
or for
otherwise, required
him may
may tend
tend to
to incriminate
incriminate him
or subject
subject
him or
of him
required of
otherwise,
him to
to a
penalty or
or forfeiture;
forfeiture; but
no individual
individual shall
shall be
prosecuted
be prosecuted
but no
a penalty
him
or
subjected to
any penalty
penalty or
or forfeiture
forfeiture for
for or
or on
account of
of any
any
on account
to any
or subjected
transaction,
matter,
or
thing
concerning
which
he
is
compelled,
after
after
compelled,
is
he
which
concerning
thing
or
matter,
transaction,
having claimed
privilege against
against self-incrimination,
to testify
or
testify or
self-incrimination, to
his privilege
claimed his
having
produce evidence,
except that
that any
indiany indiotherwise, except
or otherwise,
documentary or
produce evidence, documentary
vidual so
shall not
be exempt
and punishpunishprosecution and
from prosecution
exempt from
not be
testifying shall
so testifying
vidual
ment
for perjury
perjury committed
committed in
in so
so testifying.
testifying.
ment for
(j)
who shall
refuse to
to attend
and testify,
testify,
attend and
or refuse
neglect or
shall neglect
person who
Any person
(j) Any
or to
to answer
lawful inquiry,
inquiry, or
or to
produce books,
books, papers,
papers, schedschedto produce
any lawful
answer any
or
ules of
of charges,
and documents,
if in
in his
his
documents, if
agreements, and
contracts, agreements,
charges, contracts,
ules
power to
to do
do so,
obedience to
to the
the subpena
subpena or
or lawful
lawful requirement
requirement
in obedience
so, in
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Depositions.
Depositions.

Notice of intention
to
nto
take testimony.

tNotionmnatot

Oath of witness.

oatho witnes.

Subscribing by wit.
witness. bscribing by

Witness
country.
owitnyS

n

in

Depositions

ffoorreeiiggnn
eign

fo

with Commission.
withnosiston.

iled
filed

Witness fees.

Witnf.ees

uctio o
Production
of bo
books,
oks,
records, etc.
reords,

Penalty provision.E.
Penaltyprovisio
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of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
of the Commission,
Commission, shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
upon conconviction thereof
of competent
competent jurisdiction
shall be
punthereof by a
a court of
jurisdiction shall
be pun$5,000, or
ished by a
a fine of not
not less
less than
than $100 nor more than
than $5,000,
or by
by
imprisonment for not more than one
by both
both such
fine
imprisonment
one year, or
or by
such fine
and
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Joint
boards—State
Joint boards-State
Commissions.
Commissions.

TSE OF
USE
OP JOINT
JOINT BOARDS-COOPE;RATION
BOARDS--COOPERATION WITH STATE
STATE COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS

SEC.
S
EC. 410. (a) The Commission
Commission may refer any matter arising in
the administration
this Act
Act to
to be
be composed
of a,
a,
otivboardsttethort- the
administration of
of this
to aajoint
joint board
board to
composed of

Reference
Reference of
of adminadministrative matters to
joint boards authorized.
ized.

member, or of an equal number of members, as determined
determined by the
the
of Commission, from each of the States in which the wire or radio
communication affected
affected by or involved in the proceeding
communication
proceeding takes place
or is proposed, and any such board shall be vested
vested with
with the same
same
Powers, duties, lialia- powers and be subject to
and
liabilities
as in
the case
to the same
same
duties
and
liabilities
as
in
the
case
e
s
bilities..
bilti
of aa member of the Commission
Commnission when designated
designated by the CommisForce
of board's
board's acac- sion to hold a
Force of
hereinbefore authorized.
a hearing as hereinbefore
authorized. The action of
of
tion.
on.
a joint board shall have such force and effect and its proceedings
a
proceedings
shall be conducted in such manner
manner as
as the Commission
Commission shall
shall by
by regureguComposition
Composition
board.
board.

of

The joint board member
member or
or members
for each
members for
each
State shall be nominated by the State commission of the State or
State
by the Governor
Governor if
if there is no State commission, and
appointed by
and appointed
by
Rejectionofnominee.
Rejection
of nominee. the Federal
Communications Commission.
Commission. The
Federal Communications
The Commission
Commission shall
shall
Allowances.
Allowances.
have discretion
discretion to reject any nominee. Joint
Joint board
board members
members shall
shall
receive
receive such allowances
allowances for expenses as the Commission
shall
Commission shall
provide.
commission.
State commission.
(b) The Commission may confer with any State commission
commission havhavCommission conferences'on
with respect
respect to
confr- ing regulatory jurisdiction
jurisdiction with
ences
with.
to carriers,
carriers, regarding
regarding the
the
relationship between
between rate structures, accounts,
accounts, charges,
charges, practices,
practices,
classifications, and regulations
regulations of carriers
carriers subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Joint
Joint hearings.
of such State commission and of the
and the
Comthe Commission;
Commission; and
the Commission is authorized
authorized under such rules and regulations
regulations as it
it shall
prescribe to hold joint hearings
hearings with any State commission in
in conconnection with any matter with respect
respect to which the Commission
Commission is
is
Cooperation of
of State
Cooperation
State authorized to act. The Commission
Commission is authorized
authorized in the administracommission.
commission.
tion of this Act to avail itself of such cooperation,
cooperation, services,
services, records,
records,
and facilities
facilities as may be afforded by any State
commission.
State conlmission.
Nomination of State
Nomination
membership.
membership.

Joinder ofparties.
of parties.
Joinder

lations prescribe.

JOINDER OF
OF PARTIES
JOINIER
'ARTIES

SEC.
any proceeding for the enforcement
S
EC. 411. (a) In any
of the
the proproenforcement of
visions of this Act, whether such proceeding
proceeding be instituted before
the Commission or be begun originally
originally in
of the
the
in arty
any district court
court of
United States, it
it shall be lawful to include as parties, in
in addition
addition
to the carrier, all persons interested in or affected
the charge,
affected by the.
regulation, or practice
consideration, and inquiries, investigapractice under consideration,
investigations, orders, and decrees may be made with reference to and against
against
such additional parties in the same manner, to the same extent, and
subject to the same provisions as are or shall be authorized
authorized by law
law
with respect to
to carriers.
carriers.
Suits for
the payment
Suits
for enforcement
enorcement
(b) In any suit for the enforcement
enforcement of an order
order for
for the
payment
of order for money paypayment.
wh ose f
avor the
th e Commission
Comm i
ss i
on may have
made
of money all parties in whose
favor
have made
an award for damages by a
a single order may be joined as plaintiffs,
and all of the carriers
carriers parties to such order awarding such damages
damages
may be joined as defendants,
defendants, and such suit may be maintained
maintained by
by
such
district
such joint plaintiffs and against such joint defendants in any district
where any one of such joint plaintiffs could maintain
maintain such suit
Pocess
against any one of such joint defendants; and service of
of process
against any one of such defendants
defendants as may not be found in the
the
district where the suit is brought may be made in any district where
Authority
in.
Authority to join in-

terest parties,
parties.
Wrested
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operating office. In
such
defendant carrier
carrier has
In case of
has its principal operating
such defendant
such
joint suit,
if any, may be by judgment
judgment in favor
recovery, if
suit, the recovery,
such joint
of
any one
of such
such plaintiffs,
defendant found to be
against the defendant
plaintiffs, against
one of
of any
such plaintiff.
liable to such
PROCEEDINGS
IN PROCEEDINGS
RECORDS--USE IN
DOCUMENTS FILED
PUBLIC RECORDS—USE
BE PUBLIC
TO BE
FILED TO
DOCUMENTS
SEC.
412. The
charges, classifications,
classifications, and
of charges,
schedules of
of schedules
copies of
The copies
SEC. 412.
of all
all contracts,
arrangements between
between common
and arrangements
agreements,z and
contracts, agreements
of
carriers filed
with the
the Commission as herein provided, and the stafiled with
carriers
tistics, tables,
and figures
figures contained
contained in the annual or other reports of
tables, and
tistics,
carriers
and other
other persons made to the Commission as required
required
carriers and
under
preserved as public records
this Act shall be preserved
of this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
be
in the
the Commission,
Commission ' and
shall be
and shall
of the
secretary of
the secretary
of the
custody of
the custody
in
received as prima facie evidence of what they purport to be for the
received
purpose of
investigations by the Commission and in all judicial
of investigations
purpose
proceedinos •and
extracts from any of said schedules,
schedules,
of and extracts
copies of
and copies
proceedings;
classifications, contracts,
arrangements, or reports, made
agreements, arrangements,
contracts, agreements,
classifications,
public
records as
certified by
the secretary, under the
by the
aforesaid, certified
as aforesaid,
public records
Commission's
received in
in evidence
effect as
evidence with like effect
be received
shall be
seal, shall
Commission's seal,
the originals:
originals: Provided,
Provided, That
the Commission
if the
the public
public
may, if
Commission may,
That the
the
interest
will be
served thereby,
thereby, keep
keep confidential
any contract,
agreecontract, agreeconfidential any
be served
interest will
ment,
foreign wire or radio communiarrangement relating to foreign
or arrangement
ment, or
cation
the publication
publication of
agreement, or arrangecontract, agreement,
such contract,
of such
when the
cation when
a disadment would
American communication
communication companies
companies at a
place American
would place
ment
vantage
in meeting
meeting the
the competition
competition of
communication
foreign communication
of foreign
vantage in
companies.
companies.

SERVICE
DESIGNATION
DESIGNATION OF AGENT FOR SERV
ICE

Documents filed with
Documents
Commission.
Commission.

pub
licrecordvs
bePrese
r
reservation as pub-

pForcesevidence in
in

proceedings.
Force as evidence

tug,
: al nature
of
o
nrre e
elle
t
,etc.,
ere..natur
t
e
.
reiatcontracts,
of gee
omm"
rgn"
catio fore
l
ani,11,„
.gn
i

Services
process.
en
process.
Ag

o notice.
nt

of

e
e
r. desigdesigbe
Agent to b

netd by
SEC. 413.
It shall be the duty of every carrier subject to this Act,
Act , nated by carrier.
413. It
SEC.

within sixty
days after
effect of
designate
to designate
Act, to
this Act,
of this
taking effect
the taking
after the
sixty days
within
in
an agent
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, upon whom service
the District
agent in
writing an
in writing
of
all notices
notices and
and all
orders, decisions,
and requirements
requirements
decisions, and
all orders,
process and
and process
of all
of
be made
made for
for and
and on
on behalf
carrier
said carrier
of said
behalf of
may be
Commission may
the Commission
of the
in any
any proceeding
or suit
suit pending
pending before
Commission, and to
to
the Commission,
before the
proceeding or
in
of designation.
file such
such designation
the office
the secretary
secretary of
Commission, Filing
Filing of designation.
the Commission,
of the
of the
office of
in the
designation in
file
ofervice upon
Effect
which designation
time to
by like
like writwrit- w
Eleot of servioe upon
changed by
be changed
time be
to time
from time
agent.
may from
designation may
which
processs
in , similarly filed; and thereupon service of all notices and proces
ing
and orders,
orders, decisions,
requirements of
the Commission may be
of the
and requirements
decisions, and
ant
made upon
upon such
such carrier
carrier by
leaving aa copy
copy thereof
thereof with
such desigwith such
by leaving
made
nated agent
at his
his office
of residence
residence in
in the
the District
District
place of
usual place
or usual
office or
agent at
nated
of Columbia,
with like
effect as
such carrier,
carrier,
upon such
personally upon
made personally
if made
as if
like effect
Columbia, with
of
and in
default of
of such
such designation
of such
such agent,
agent, service
service of any
designation of
in default
and
notice or
or other
other process
process in
in any
any proceeding
before said
said Commission,
Commission,
proceeding before
notice
or of
any order,
order, decision,
of the
the Commission,
Commission, may
may
requirement of
or requirement
decision or
of any
or
be made
posting such
such notice,
notice, process,
requirement, or
or
order, requirement,
process, order,
by posting
made by
be
decision
the office
of the
the secretary
secretary of
the Commission.
Commission.
of the
office of
in the
decision in
REMEDIES IN
EXCLUSIVE
THIS ACT NOT EXCLUSIVE
IN THIS
REMEDIES

Remedies in act
not
act not
Remedies
exclusive.
exclusive.

SEC. 414.
414. Nothing
this Act
contained shall
shall in
abridge
way abridge
any way
in any
Act contained
in this
Nothing in
SEC.
or
alter the
the remedies
remedies now
at common
common law
or by
statute, but
but
by statute,
law or
existing at
now existing
or alter
the
provisions of
of this
Act are
remedies.
such remedies.
to such
addition to
in addition
are in
this Act
the provisions
LIMITATIONS
ACTIONS
AS TO ACTIONS
LIMITATIONS AS

SEC.
All actions
actions at
law by
carriers for
for recovery
of their
their
recovery of
by carriers
at law
(a) All
415. (a)
SEC. 415.
lawful
charges, or
part thereof,
be begun
within one
year
one year
begun within
shall be
thereof, shall
any part
or any
lawful charges,
from
the
time
the
cause
of
action
accrues,
and
not
after.
after.
not
and
accrues,
action
of
cause
from the time the

Limitations
to acLimitations as to
tions.
Actions by carriers
for
recovery of charges.
rActions
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(b) All
All complaints
complaints against
against carriers
carriers for
for the
(b)
recovery of
of damages
damages
the recovery
not
on overcharges
overcharges shall
Commission within
within
not based
based on
shall be
be filed
filed with
with the
the Commission
one
after,
one year from
from the time
time the cause
cause of action
action accrues,
accrues, and
and not
not after,
subject to
(d) of this
this section.
to subsection (d)
section.
Actions
for recovery
recovery
Actions for
(c) For recovery of overcharges
(c)
overcharges action
action at law shall be begun or
or
of overcharges.
complaint filed with the Commission
Commission against
against carriers
carriers within
one year
year
within one
from the time the
action accrues,
accrues, and not
subject to
the cause
cause of action
not after,
after, subject
to
subsection (d)
(d) of this
this section,
except that
that if
if claim
claim for
for the
oversection, except
the overcharge has been presented in writing to the carrier within the oneyear period of limitation said period shall
include one
one
shall be extended
extended to
to include
to the
year from the time notice in writing
writing is
is given by the
the carrier
carrier to
the
claimant of disallowance
disallowance of the
thereof,
the claim, or any
any part
part or
or parts
parts thereof,
specified in
specified
in the
the notice.
Extension of limita(d)
If
on
or
Extnsion
of
limitS(d)
If
on
or before
before expiration
expiration of the period
period of
of limitation
limitation in subsubtion period.
carrier begins action under
for
section (b) or (c) aacarrier
under subsection
subsection (a)
(a) for
recovery of lawful charges in respect
service, or,
or, without
without
recovery
respect of
of the
the same service,
beginning
beginning action, collects charges
charges in
in respect
of that
that service,
respect of
service, said
said
limitation shall be extended
include ninety
days from
from
period of limitation
extended to include
ninety days
or such
such charges
collected by
by the
the time such
such action is begun or
charges are
are collected
the
carrier.
carrier.
Action respecting
(e) The
The cause
cause of
in respect
transmission of
amessage
message
transmission of mesaction in
respect of
of the
the transmission
of a
(e)
trantmission
of action
sa
sage.
ge.
shall, for the purposes of this section, be deemed to accrue
accrue upon
upon
delivery or tender of delivery thereof by
by the carrier, and not after.
after.
Petition for enforceforformoney
esforcey
metitio
(f)
(f) A petition
petition for the enforcement
order of the Commission
Commission
enforcement of an order
ment of order for
moneY
mentoforder
payment.
payment.
for the payment of money shall be filed in the district court or the
the date
of the
and not
not after.
after.
State court within one year from
from the
date of
the order,
order, and
"Overcharges" con(g)
"overcharges" as used in this section shall be
const"Overcharges"
(g) The term "overcharges"
deemed to
mean charges
charges for
for services
services in
of those
deemed
to mean
in excess
excess of
those applicable
applicable
thereto under the schedules of charges lawfully on file with
with the
Commission.
Orders
Orders of
of Commission.
PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
ORDERS
TO ORDERS
Complaints
against
omplaint against
carriers for damages.

Service upon des
designated
agent.
naSentP
ig

Modification of, upon
Modi'iationeof,
upon
notice
given.

CurTmpianceewith,

Compliance with, re
rewired.

S
EO. 416.
Commission shall
shall be
416. (a)
(a) Every
Every order of
SEO.
of the
the Commission
be forthwith
forthwith
served
served upon the designated
carrier in
designated agent of
of the
the carrier
in the
the city of
of WashWashington or in such other manner
manner as may be provided
provided by law.
law.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the Commission
is hereby authorized to suspend
suspend or modify its orders
orders upon such
such
notice
and in
shall deem
deem proper.
notice and
in such
such manner
manner as
as it
it shall
proper.
(c)It
shall be
be the
the duty of every person, its agents
(c)
It shall
agents and employees,
employees,
and any receiver
receiver or trustee thereof, to observe and comply with
such orders so long as the same shall remain in effect,
effect.

Penal provsions.
provisions.
Penal

TrrLE
--- PENAL
TITLE V—
PENAL PROVISIONo--FORFEITURES
PROVISIONS—FORFEITURES

General penalty.

GENERAL PENALTY
PENALTY
GENERAL

SECTION
Szuriox 501. Any person who willfully and knowingly does
does or
or
causes or suffers to be done any act, matter, or thing, in this Act
prohibited or declared to be unlawful, or who willfully and knowingly omits or fails to do any act, matter, or thing in this Act
Act
required
required to be done, or willfully and knowingly
knowingly causes or suffers
such omission or failure, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished
punished
for such offense, for which no penalty (other than a
forfeiture) is
a forfeiture)
is
provided herein, by aa fine of not more than $10,000 or by imprisona term of not more than two years, or both.
ment for a
Violations of rules,
regulations.
regulations.

VIOLATIONS OP
OF RULES,
RLES, REGULATIONS,
REGULATIONS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH
VIOLATIONS
FORM

SEC.
SEC. 502. Any person who willfully and knowingly violates any
the
rule, regulation, restriction, or condition made or imposed by the
Commission under authority of this Act, or any rule, regulation,
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restriction,
or imposed
international radio
any international
by any
imposed by
made or
condition made
or condition
restriction, or
regulations annexed
or
communications treaty
or convention,
convention, or regulations
treaty or
wire communications
or wire
a
thereto, to
States is
become a
or may hereafter become
is or
United States
the United
which the
to which
thereto,
party, shall,
shall, in
addition to
to any
any other
penalties provided by law, be
other penalties
in addition
party,
punished, upon
conviction thereof,
thereof, by
by a
fine of not more than $500
a fine
upon conviction
punished,
for
each and
and every
day during
such offense occurs.
which such
during which
every day
for each
OFFSETS
REBATES AND
FORFEITURE IN
OASES OF
OF REBATES
AND Orr
SE .
IN OASES
FORFEITURE

Rebates
offsets.
and ofisets.
Rebates and

for
receivr ree
For teit
SEo. 503.
503. Any
Any person
who shall
shall deliver
deliver messages
interstate or ing.Forfeiture
messages for interstate
person who
SBO.
or
sender
foreign
transmission
to
any
carrier,
or
whom
as
for
foreign transmission to any carrier, or
interstate or foreign
receiver, any
carrier shall
transmit any interstate
shall transmit
such carrier
any such
receiver,
wire or
radio communication,
communication, who
who shall
employee,
knowingly by employee,
shall knowingly
or radio
wire
agent, officer,
or otherwise,
otherwise, directly
directly or
indirectly, by or through any
or indirectly,
officer, or
agent,
means or
receive or
or accept from such common
whatsoever, receive
device whatsoever,
or device
means
carrier
any sum
sum of
or any
any other
consideration as a
a
valuable consideration
other valuable
money or
of money
carrier any
such
of
rebate
or
offset
against
the
regular
charges
for
transmission
such
transmission
for
charges
regular
the
against
offset
or
rebate
Additional to
to other
other
Aditional
in this penalties
for in
messages
as fixed
of charges
charges provided
provided for
schedules of
the schedules
by the
fixed by
messages as
provided.
odd
pn
Act
Act,
shall in
to any
penalty provided by this
other penalty
any other
addition to
in addition
Act, shall
Amount of
of forfeiture.
foreiture.
amount Amont
forfeit
to the
the United
United States
sum of
of money
money three
three times the amount
States aasum
forfeit to
any
of
of money
money so
so received
or accepted
accepted and
three times the value
and three
received or
of
other consideration
consideration so
or accepted,
accepted, to
ascertained by the
be ascertained
to be
received or
so received
other
trial court;
and in
of said
said action
such rebates
rebates or other
all such
action all
trial of
the trial
in the
court; and
trial
considerations
so
received
or
accepted
for
a
period
of
six years prior
of
period
a
for
accepted
or
received
so
considerations
to the
the commencement
commencement of
of the
action, may
be included
included therein,
therein, and the
may be
the action,
to
amount recovered
recovered shall
shall be
be three
three times
times the
the total
amount of money, or
total amount
amount
three
times
the
total
value
of
such
consideration,
so
so received or
consideration,
such
three times the total value of
accepted,
or both,
as the
the case may be.
both, as
accepted, or

PROVISIONS RELATING
TO FORFEITURES
FORFEITURES
RELATING TO
PROVISIONS

Forfeitures.
Forfeitures.
Provisions

relating

toPrvisionS relating
SEo. 504.
504. The
The forfeitures
forfeitures provided
provided for
for in
in this
this Act
shall be
be payable
payable to.
Act shall
SEO.
Payment of.
Cvi
in civil
into the
the Treasury
of the
States, and
and shall
shall be
be recoverable
recoverable in Pso
Recoverable in
United States,
the United
Treasury of
into
snit.
suit.
district
the
a
civil
suit
in
the
name
of
the
United
States,
brought
in
brought
States,
United
the
of
a civil suit in the name
office, or in
where the
person or
carrier has
its principal
principal operating
operating office,
has its
or carrier
the person
where
any
district
through
which
the
line
or
system
of
the
carrier
runs.
carrier
the
of
system
or
line
the
which
any district through
Such
shall be
in addition
to any
general or
or specific Proceeding to re.
other general
any other
addition to
be in
forfeitures shall
Such forfeitures
to
covPerd
penalties
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the various
various cover.
It shall
provided. It
herein provided.
penalties herein
district
the direction
the Attorney
Attorney General of the
of the
direction of
under the
attorneys, under
district attorneys,
United
to prosecute
recovery of
of forfeitures
forfeitures under this Costs and expenses.
the recovery
for the
prosecute for
States, to
United States,
Act.
costs and
expenses of
of such
such prosecutions
prosecutions shall
shall be paid
paid from
from Costs and expense
and expenses
The costs
Act. The
the
appropriation for
the expenses
expenses of
of the
United States.
the United
of the
courts of
the courts
for the
the appropriation

VENUE OF
OF OFFENSES
OFFENSES
VENUE
S
EC. 505.
The trial
trial of
any offense
offense under
Act shall
shall be
be in the
this Act
under this
of any
505. The
SEC.
district in
or if
if the
offense is committed upon
the offense
committed; or
is committed;
it is
which it
in which
district
the high
seas, or
out of
the jurisdiction
any particular
particular State or
of any
jurisdiction of
of the
or out
high seas,
the
district, the
shall be
in the
the district
where the
offender may be
the offender
district where
be in
trial shall
the trial
district,
found
or
into
which
he
shall
be
first
brought.
Whenever
the offense
Whenever
brought.
first
be
shall
he
which
found or into
is
may be dealt
it may
another it
in another
completed in
and completed
jurisdiction and
one jurisdiction
in one
begun in
is begun
with,
of, tried,
determined, and
and punished
jurisdiceither jurisdicin either
punished in
tried, determined,
inquired of,
with, inquired
tion in
in the
as if
offense had
had been
been actually
actually and
the offense
if the
manner as
same manner
the same
tion
wholly
committed therein.
therein.
wholly committed
TITLE
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
VI--MIsCELLANEOUS
TrrLE VI—

Venue
olfensea.
Venue of offenses.

Miscellaneous provi ,
SUM.

pro i.

Transfer of duties,

duti,
powers, andoffunctions
UNDER pToers.
AND FUNCTIONS
TRANSFER
flES, POWERS,
FUNCTIONS UNDER
POWERS, AND
DUTIES,
OF Du
COMMISSION OF
TO COMMISSION
TNSFER TO
under existing law.

EXISTING
LAW
EXISTING LAW

S
EmoN 601.
601. (a)
(a) All
duties, powers,
powers, and
and functions
functions of
Interthe Interof the
All duties,
SECTION
(25
7,
state
Commerce
Commission
under
the
Act
of
August
1888
August
of
Act
the
under
Commission
Commerce
state
and
Stat.
382),
relating
to
operation
of
telegraph
lines
by
railroad
railroad
by
lines
telegraph
of
Stat. 382), relating to operation

e

aw .

OCmOf
Interstate ComOf Intela~t
merce Oomndeelon.
°os`nsrm"mon.
Vol.
28 p. 382.

Vol 2'p.
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telegraph
companies granted
granted Government
Government aid
aid in
the construction
of
telegraph companies
in the
construction of
their
upon and
the Commission:
Commission:
their lines,
lines, are hereby imposed
imposed upon
and vested
vested in
in the
Proviso.
Provit8ote.erw
Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such transfer
powers, and
shall
transfer of
of duties,
duties, powers,
and functions
functions shall
interfere with
Not to interfere
with
enforcement of act.
enforcement
act.
not
not be
he construed
construed to
the duties,
functions, or
jurisdiction
to affect
affect the
duties, powers,
powers, functions,
or jurisdiction
of
Commerce Commission
under, or
interfere with
with
of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission under,
or to
to interfere
or prevent
Interstate Commerce
and all
all
prevent the
the enforcement
enforcement of,
of, the
the Interstate
Commerce Act
Act and
Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof or
or supplemental
supplemental thereto.
thereto.
Functions of Post(b)
powers, and
and functions
the Postmaster
General
mnctneraresofot(b) All
All duties,
duties, powers,
functions of
of the
Postmaster General
master General respecting
ng telegraph compacompa- with respect to telegraph
companies
telegraph
companies
and
telegraph
under
lines
under
any
nies.
e s
i
.
hereby imposed
existing provision of law are hereby
imposed upon
upon and
vested in
the
and vested
in the
Commission.
Commission.
Repeals and
and amendamendREPEALS
AND AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS
REPEALS AND
ments.
ments.
SE°. 602.
Radio Act
1927, as
as amended,
amended, is
SEC.
602. (a)
(a) The
The Radio
Act of
of 1927,
is hereby
hereby
repealed.
repealed.
repealed.
Certain
of
Certain provisions
provisions
of
(b) The
(b)
The provisions
provisions of
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
of the
Commerce Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Act.
Act.
they relate
relate to
communication by
insofar as they
to communication
wireless, or
by wire
wire or
or wireless,
or
to telegraph,
to
telephone, or
cable companies
operating by
by wire
telegraph, telephone,
or cable
companies operating
wire or
or
wireless, except
the last
last proviso
proviso of
(5) and
and the
the provisions
provisions
wireless,
except the
of section
section 11 (5)
of
section 11 (7),
of section
(7), are
are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Submarine cables.
of section
Act entitled
2 of the Act
(c)
The last
sentence of
section 2
entitled "An Act
Act
Submarinecables.
(c) The
last sentence
Vol.
42, p. 8.
relating
to the
relating to
operation of
submarine cables
cables in
in the
the
the landing
landing and
and operation
of submarine
United
approved May
27, 1921,
1921, is
United States ",
", approved
May 27,
is amended
amended to
read as
to read
as folfolPowers of
Federal lows: "'Nothing
Powers
of Federal
"Nothing herein contained
contained shall be construed
construed to limit the
Communications
Communications ComCommission.
mission,
power
power and jurisdiction of
of the
the Federal
Federal Communications
Commission
Communications Commission
with respect
with
transmission of
messages."
respect to
to the
the transmission
of messages."
Anti-trust
Act.
Anti-trust
Act
(d) The first paragraph
of section
paragraph
section 11
11 of
"An Act
Act
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 730.
730.fist
Vol.
gaa of
to
supplement existing
to supplement
existing laws
restraints and
and monopolaws against
against unlawful
unlawful restraints
monopolies,
and for
other purposes
October 15,
15, 1914,
amended
lies, and
for other
purposes ",
", approved
approved October
1914, is
is amended
to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Authority to
cAutho
to enforce
enforce
g
"SEC.
compliance with sections 2,
"SEC. 11. That authority to enforce compliance
21
compliance with designated.
sections.
ated sections.
8 of this Act
Act by
by the
the persons
persons respectively
3, 7, and 8
respectively subject
is
subject thereto
thereto is
hereby
hereby vested:
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
where appliapplivested: In
In the
Commission where
cable to common carriers
subject to
to the
Interstate Commerce
carriers subject
the Interstate
Act,
Commerce Act,
as amended;
amended; in
as
the Federal
Commission where
where
in the
Federal Communications
Communications Commission
applicable
in wire
applicable to common carriers
carriers engaged
engaged in
wire or
or radio
radio communicommunication or
or radio
radio transmission
cation
transmission of
of energy;
energy; in
the Federal
Reserve
in the
Federal Reserve
Board
Board where
where applicable
to banks,
associations, and
trust
applicable to
banks, banking
banking associations,
and trust
companies; and
and in
in the
Commission where
applicable
companies;
the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
where applicable
to all
all other character
to
character of
of commerce,
commerce, to
exercised as
:"
to be
be exercised
as follows
follows:"
Radio Act of 1927.
Radio
Atof
1927.
Vol.
p. 1162.
1162.
Vol. 44,
44, p.

Employees, records,
Employees,
records,
property,
and approapproprsopety, and
priations.
priations.

TRANSFER
OF EMPLOYEES,
EMPLOYEES, RECORDS,
TRANSFER OF
PROPERTY, AND
AND APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATION S
RECORDS, PROPERTY,

SEC.
S
EC. 603. (a)
(a) All officers and employees of
of the Federal
Federal Radio
Radio
Comis- Commission
(except the
whose offices
are hereby
Commission (except
the members
members thereof,
thereof, whose
offices are
hereby
abolished)
judgment of
of the
abolished) whose services in the
the judgment
Commission are
the Commission
are
necessary to
to the
the efficient
efficient operation
operation of
the Commission
necessary
of the
Commission are
are hereby
hereby
transferred to
to the
the Commission,
Commission, without
change in
transferred
without change
in classification
classification or
or
compensation; except
that the
the Commission
for the
the
compensation;
except that
Commission may
may provide,
provide for
adjustment
adjustment of
of such
such classification
or compensation
compensation to
conform to
to the
the
classification or
to conform
duties to
to which
which such
duties
such officers
officers and
and employees
may be
assigned.
employees may
be assigned.
From Interstate
I nt"erstsae
(b) There are hereby transferred
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
transferred to the
and control
control of
of
Commerce
Commisthe Commission (1)
sion.
all records
records and
property (including
(1) all
and property
(including office
office furnifurniture and
ture
and equipment,
equipment, and
and including
including monitoring
monitoring radio
stations) under
under
radio stations)
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Federal Radio
of the
the Federal
Commission, and
(2) all
recRadio Commission,
and (2)
all records under
under the
the jurisdiction
ords
jurisdiction of
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission
of the
From
Postmaster and of the Postmaster
Postmaster General relating
relating to
to the
the duties,
duties, powers,
powers, and
and
General.
functions imposed
imposed upon
upon and
in the
the Commission
by this
this Act.
Act.
and vested
vested in
Commission by
Transfer
from FedTransfer from
FedRadii Commiseral Radio
sion.
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Unexpended approappro(c)
All appropriations
appropriations and
and unexpended
unexpended balances
appropriations pnexpended
of appropriations
balances of
priations.
(c) All
ons.
be
shall
Commission
available
for expenditure
Federal Radio
by the Federal
expenditure by
available for
available
for expenditure
Commission for any and all objects
the Commission
by the
expenditure by
available for
of
this Act in the discretion of the
by this
authorized by
expenditure authorized
of expenditure
Commission,
without regard
apportionment
requirement of apportionment
the requirement
to the
regard to
Commission, without
under the
Antideficiency Act
February 27, 1906.
of February
Act of
the Antideficiency
under

EFFECT OF
OF TRANSFERS,
REPEALS, AND
AND AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS
TRANSFERS, REPEALS,
EFFECT

Transfers,
repeals,
repeals,
Transfers,
and
amendments.
and amendments.
or-

orElectivenes of
S
EC. 604.
All orders,
determinations, rules, regulations, ders,
orders, determinations,
(a) All
604. (a)
etc., made under
SEC.
ders,
auti;ogf;
lolareepuettcear,
repealed.
of
authority
issued,
been
have
permits,
contracts,
licenses,
and
privileges
which
have
been
which
privileges
and
licenses,
contracts,
permits,
etc., acts.
Commission, the etc.,acts.
made,
or granted
by the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
granted by
made, or
any
under
Federal Radio
Commission, or
or the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
Radio Commission,
Federal
provision of
repealed or
amended by this Act or in the exercise
exercise
or amended
law repealed
of law
provision
of duties,
duties, powers,
or functions
Commission by this
to the Commission
transferred to
functions transferred
powers, or
of
Act,
and which
are in
this section takes effect,
effect, shall
time this
the time
at the
effect at
in effect
which are
Act, and
repealed
continue in
in effect
until modified,
terminated, superseded,
superseded, or repealed
modified, terminated,
effect until
continue
ontinuation of
by
the
Commission
or
by
operation
of
law.
law.
Continuation
of
oper
by
or
Commission
by the
pending
proceeding,
pending
commenced or hearings,
(b)
Any proceeding,
investigation commenced
or investigation
proceeding hearing,, or
(b) Any
etc.
pending before
the Federal
Radio Commission,
Commission, the
the Interstate
Interstate Com- hearingsetc.
Federal Radio
before the
pending
time of the
merce
Commission,
or
the
Postmaster
General,
at
the
General,
Postmaster
the
or
merce Commission,
organization of
of the
shall be
continued by the Commisbe continued
Commission, shall
the Commission,
organization
sion
the same
same manner
though originally
originally commenced
commenced before
as though
manner as
in the
sion in
the
Commission, if
such proceeding,
hearing, or investigation
proceeding, hearing,
if such
the Commission,
(1)
involves the
administration of
duties, powers,
powers, and functions
of duties,
the administration
(1) involves
(2) involves the exertransferred
to
the
Commission
by
this
Act,
(2)
or
Act,
this
by
Commission
the
to
transferred
under
Commission under
cise of
of jurisdiction
jurisdiction similar
similar to
to that
that granted
granted to the Commission
cise
of transAvailability of
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
Availability
provisions of
the
reords.
ferred records.
this Act ferred
(c)
transferred to
the Commission
under this
Commission under
to the
records transferred
All records
(c) All
Force ofnal
extent as Force
same extent
shall be
be available
for use
use by
to the
the same
Commission to
the Commission
by the
of final valu
valuaavailable for
shall
determinm
and determinations
final
Commission.
if
such
records
were
originally
records
of
the
Commission.
All
the
of
records
originally
were
if such records
tions of Interstate
Interstte
Commerceof
Commisvaluations
and determinations
of depreciation
depreciation charges
charges by the Inter- tion
determinations of
valuations and
sion.
sion.
carriers
common
state
Commerce
Commission
with
respect
common
carriers
to
respect
with
Commission
Commerce
state
engaged
radio or
or wire
communication, and all orders of the
wire communication,
in radio
engaged in
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission with
respect to such valuations
with respect
Interstate
and
determinations
: shall
shall
have
the
same
force and
and effect
effect as though
force
same
the
have
and determinations,
Liitaton
made
the Commission
under this
Act.
this Act.
Limitations,
Commission under
by the
made by
comnieucod
suits comnuced
(d)
provisions of
of this
this Act
commenced Snits
suits commenced
affect suits
not affect
shall not
Act shall
The provisions
(d) The
prior to organization of
lrtor to organlntlon o
prior to
date of
the organization
organization of
the Commission;
Commission; and
and all
all Commission.
of the
of the
the date
to the
prior
such
shall be
continued, proceedings
had, appeals
appeals thereinomm.o
therein
therein had,
proceedingsitherein
be continued,
suits shall
such suits
taken
therein rendered,
n the
the same manner and with
rendered, in
judgments therein
and judgments
taken and
the same
as if
this Act
not been
been passed.
passed. No
action,
No suit, action,
had not
Act had
if this
effect as
same effect
the
or
other proceeding
by or
or against
any agency
agency or
against any
commenced by
lawfully commenced
proceeding lawfully
or other
o official
officer
of the
in relation
relation to
to the
the discharge
official
discharge of
States, in
United States,
the United
officer of
power,
duties,
shall
abate
by
reason
of
any
transfer
of
authority,
authority,
of
transfer
any
of
reason
by
duties, shall abate
and
duties from
or officer
officer to
Commission under the
the Commission
to the
agency or
such agency
from such
and duties
provisions of
of this
this Act,
but
the
court, upon
motion
or
supplemental
or supplemental
motion
upon
court,
the
but
Act,
provisions
petition filed
filed at
any
time
within
twelve
months
after
such transfer,
transfer,
such
after
months
twelve
at any time within
petition
showing the necessity
for a
survival of
of such
such suit,
or other
other
action, or
suit, action,
a survival
showing the necessity for
proceeding
to
obtain
a
settlement
of
the
questions
involved,
may
involved,
questions
the
of
settlement
a
proceeding to obtain
Unauthed ubli
the Commission.
allow the
the same
same to
to be
be mainta
ined by
by or against
against the
Commission.
maintained
unbicUnauthorized publiallow
atiothoifcd

UNAUTHORIZED
OF COMMUNIOATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
PUBLICATION OF
UNAUTHORIZED PUBLICATION
SEC. 605.
605. No
receiving or
or assisting
or transtransreceiving, or
in receiving,
assisting in
person receiving
No person
SEC.

mitting, or
assisting in
m transmitting,
interstate or
or foreign
foreign comcomany interstate
transmitting, any
mitting, or assisting
munication by
by wire
or radio
radio shall
or publish
publish the
the
divulge or
shall divulge
wire or
munication
existence, contents, substance,
substance, purport,
effect,
or meaning
meaning thereof,
thereof,
or
effect,
purport,
existence, contents,
except
authorized channels
channels of
reception,
transmission or reception,
of transmission
through authorized
except through
to any person
person other
other than
than the
the addressee,
addressee,. his
agent,
or
or attoragent,
his
to any
ney, or to a
or authorized
authorized to
such
forward such
to forward
employed or
person employed
a person

ney, or to

icacation of comm
communicacation
tions.
Prohibition on.

Prohibition on.
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communication to
or to
to proper
proper accounting
or distribcommunication
to its
its destination,
destination, or
accounting or
distributing officers
of the
which the
uting
officers of
the various
various communicating
communicating centers
centers over
over which
the
communication may
may be
passed, or
or to
the master
of a
a ship
ship under
under
communication
be passed,
to the
master of
whom he
serving, or
or in
in response
response to
to a
by a
court
whom
he is
is serving,
a subpena
subpena issued
issued by
a court
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, or
demand of
lawful authority;
authority;
of
or on
on demand
of other
other lawful

and no
not being
by the
sender shall
intercept
mIntioreptnomu- and
no person
person not
being authorized
authorized by
the sender
shall intercept

any
and divulge
divulge or
publish the
any communication
communication and
or publish
the existence,
existence, contents,
contents,
substance,
purport, effect,
such intercepted
intercepted communicommunisubstance, purport,
effect, or
or meaning
meaning of
of
such
Unauthorized use of
person; and
not being
thereto shall
shall
being entitled
entitled thereto
and no
no person
person not
to any
any person;
cation to
use of cation
Unauthorized
information
contained
in
incommunication.
communication.
receive or assist in receiving
receiving any interstate or foreign communication
communication
same or
or any
any information
conby wire or radio
radio and
and use the
the same
information therein
therein contained for his own benefit or for the benefit of another
another not entitled
Unauthorized
publiUnauthorized pusbli
person having received
received such intercepted communicacommunicacation
intercepted thereto; and no
cation of
of intercepted
communication.
communication.
tion
having become
become acquainted
acquainted with
contents, substance,
tion or
or having
with the
the contents,
substance,
purport, effect, or
meaning of
any part
part thereof,
knowing
or meaning
of the
the same
same or
or any
thereof, knowing
that
information was so
so obtained,
obtained, shall
shall divulge
or publish
that such
such information
divulge or
publish the
the
existence, contents, substance, purport, effect,
same
effect, or
or meaning
meaning of
of the
the same
or any part thereof, or use the same
information therein
therein
same or
or any
any information
Proviso.
Provio.
contained
contained for
for his
his own
benefit or
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of another
not
own benefit
or
for
another
not
Limitation on applicmitaion
entitled thereto:
That this
this section
section shall
to the
on appl- entitled
thereto: Provided,
Provided,That
shall not
not apply
apply to
the
cation.
receiving, divulging, publishing,
publishing, or utilizing
utilizing the
contents of
of any
the contents
any
radio communication
communication broadcast,
amateurs or
others
broadcast, or
or transmitted
transmitted by
by amateurs
or others
for the use of the general
general public, or relating to
ships in
to ships
in distress.
distress.
Powers
President—
Powers of Presidentemergency.
War emergency.

WAR
WAR EMERGENCY--POWERS
EMERGENCY—POWERS OF PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

Priority
Priority of
of communicommunications essential
essential to
national defense.
defense.

SEo.
SEC. 606. (a)
of a
a war
the
(a) During the
the continuance
continuance of
war in
in which
which the
United States is engaged,
engaged, the President is authorized,
authorized, if he
he finds
finds
it necessary for
the national
and security,
security, t
it
for the
national defense
defense and
too direct
direct that
that
such communications as
judgment may
may be
be essential
essential to
the
as in
in his
his judgment
to the
national defense and security
preference or
priority with
security shall
shall have
have preference
or priority
with
any carrier
carrier subject to this Act. He may give these directions
directions at
at
and for such times as he may determine,
determine, and may modify,
change,
modify, change,
suspend, or annul them and for any such purpose he is hereby
hereby authorauthorized to issue orders directly, or through
through such person or persons as he
designates for the purpose, or through
through the
the Commission.
Commission. Any
Any carcarrier complying with any such order or direction
direction for preference
preference or
priority herein authorized shall
exempt from
any and
and all
provishall be exempt
from any
all provisions in existing law imposing civil or
penalties, obligations,
obligations,
or criminal penalties,
carriers by
reason of
giving preference
priority
or liabilities
liabilities upon
upon carriers
by reason
of giving
preference or
or priority
in
order or
in compliance with such
such order
or direction.
direction.
(b) It
It shall be unlawful for any person during
any war
war in
in which
which
during any
the United
United States is engaged
engaged to
or willfully,
willfully, by
physical
to knowingly
knowingly or
by physical
force or intimidation by threats of physical force,
or retard
retard
force, obstruct
obstruct or
or aid in obstructing or retarding
retarding interstate or foreign
communicaforeign communication by radio or wire. The President is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, whenwhenever in his judgment the
employ the
the
the public interest
interest requires,
requires, to
to employ
armed forces
forces of the United States to prevent any such obstruction
obstruction
or retardation of communication:
communication: Provided,
Provided, That
this
That nothing
nothing in
in this
section shall be construed to repeal, modify,
either section
section
modify, or
or affect
affect either
66 or section 20 of an Act entitled "An Act to supplement existing
existing
laws against unlawful
unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
and for
purfor other
other purposes ", approved
approved October
1914.
October 15,
IS, 1914.
(c)
Upon proclamation
proclamation by
the President
that there
there exists
exists war
war
(ec) Upon
by the
President that
or aathreat of war or
pe ril or disaster
disaster or
other
or a
a state of
of public
public peril
or other
national emergency,
emergency, or in order
pr eserve the
the neu
t
ralit y o
he
order to preserve
neutrality
off t
the
United
States, the
the President may suspend or amend, for such time
United States,
as he may see fit, the rules
rules and regulations
regulations applicable to any or all
stations within the jurisdietion
jurisdiction of the United States as prescribed
prescribed

Orders
Orders of President.
President.

complying
Carrier
complying
priority orders;
with priority
orders;
exemption
exemption from liabilities.

Obstruction of
Obstruction
of comcommunications;
mntications;
prohib-

ited.

Employment
Employment of
armed forces to prevent.
Proviso.
Pro'iso.
Sections of Antitrust
Act not repealed.
repealed.
Vol.
Vol. 38,
38, p. 730.

Suspension of Commission
regulations
regulations
during national emeremergency.
gency.
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by
the Commission,
Commission, and
may cause
closing of
of any
for
station for
any station
the closing
cause the
and may
by the
radio
removal therefrom of its apparatus
apparatus
the removal
and the
communication and
radio communication
and equipment,
may authorize
authorize the use or control of any such
he may
or he
equipment, or
and
department of
station and/or
and/or its
its apparatus
apparatus and
and equipment
by any department
equipment by
station
the Government
Government under
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, upon
such regulations
under such
the
just
to the
owners.
the owners.
compensation to
just compensation
(d)
President shall
compensation for such
just compensation
the just
ascertain the
shall ascertain
The President
(d) The
to Congress for
ascertained
use
or
control
and
certify
amount
ascertained
amount
the
certify
and
use or control
appropriation
payment to
the person
person entitled
entitled thereto.
thereto. If
If the
to the
and payment
appropriation and
thereto,
entitled
amount
so
certified
is
unsatisfactory
to
the
person
thereto,
to
unsatisfactory
is
certified
so
amount
such
person shall
shall be
75 per centum
and
centum of the amount and
only 75
paid only
be paid
such person
shall
to sue
the United
recover such further
further
United States to recover
sue the
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
sum as
as added
added to
payment of
centum will make such
75 per centum
of 75
such payment
to such
sum
amount as
as will
for the
and control. Such
use and
the use
compensation for
just compensation
be just
will be
amount
suit shall
shall be
be brought
brought in
in the
provided by
paragraph 20 of
by paragraph
manner provided
the manner
suit
section 24,
24, or
or by
by section
Judicial Code, as amended.
amended.
of the Judicial
145, of
section 145,
section

o. ry.
dlsig
discretiona
Closing
of

station

oompenms
of "
Awad of
ani
walaw

tto
tward
.

EFF`ECTIVE
DATE OF ACT
ACT
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc.
This Act
Act shall
effect upon
organization of the
the organization
upon the
take effect
shall take
607. This
SEC. 607.
Commission,
except
that
this
section
and
sections
1
1 and 44 shall take
sections
and
section
this
that
except
Commission,
effect July
1, 1934.
1934. The
shall be deemed
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and
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to direct
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for
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Representatives of the
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by the
enacted by
Be it
United
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of
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in,
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assembled,
That
Federal
the Federal
That the
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
Reserve
Act, as
as amended,
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amended by
section 13a
13a
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adding after
by adding
is amended
Reserve Act,
thereof
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section reading
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of
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established
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to obtain
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to,
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such business,
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respect
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make commitments
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the purpose
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commitment made
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maturity exceeding
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made hereunder
or commitment
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Reserve
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also
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purchase from,
any
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trust company
company,2 mortgage
mortgage
trust
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from,
purchase
or
for,
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company, credit
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industry, or
or other
other financing
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company, credit corporation
tion operating
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Direct loans to capital for any such established
commercial business;
business;
established industrial or commercial
institution
to make
financing
make loans or advances
advances direct to any such financing
financing institution on
on
Commitments
rewith
conunitments
to
make
and
the
security
of
such
obligations;
obligations;
commitments
of
such
security
rethe
commitments
specting
of
specting purchase
purchase of

Direct loans to
financing institution.

regard to such discount or purchase of obligations or with respect to
to
such
loans or
advances on
thereof, including commiton the
the security thereof,
or advances
such loans
Losses sustained on ments made in advance of
of such obligations.
the actual
actual undertaking
undertaking of
o ments made in advance of the
Lossessustained
obligations acquired by
banks; percentage.
percentage.
banks;
Each such financing
Each
financing institution shall obligate itself to the satisfaction
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank for at least 20 per centum
centum of
tion of
of the Federal
of any
loss
sustained by such bank upon any of the obligaloss which
which may
may be
be sustained
acquired from such
tions acquired
such financing institution,
institution, the
the existence
existence and
and
amount of
of any
any such
such loss
to be
determined in
in accordance
accordance with
regula.
amount
loss to
be determined
with regulaProvisos.
of the
Federal Reserve
Board: Provided,
Provided, That
lieu of
of such
such
Advance by
by lnstituinstitu- tions
That in
in lieu
Reserve Board:
tions of
the Federal
Advane
tion
in lieu.
tioninlieu.
obligation against loss any such financing
financing institution may advance
at
working capital for any established
established
at least 20
20 per
per centum of
of such
such working
industrial or
or commercial
commercial business
business without
without obligating
the
industrial
obligating itself
itself to
to the
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank against loss on the amount advanced
advanced by the
Federal
Repayments.
Repayments.
Federal Reserve
Provided, however,
however, That
That such
Reserve bank: Provided,
advances by
such advances
by
the financing institution and the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank shall
shall be
considered as one advance, and repayment shall
made pro
shall be
be made
pro rata
under such regulations
regulations as
as the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Aggregate amount of
"(c)
The aggregate
aggregate amount
of loans,
loans, advances,
and commitadvances, and
amount of
(c) The
cAred
credit extended;
extended; limitation.
tation.
ments
Reserve banks
banks outstanding
ments of the Federal Reserve
under this
this section
outstanding under
section
at any one time, plus the amount of purchases
purchases and discounts under
under
this
exceed the combined
combined
this section
section held at the
the same
same time, shall not exceed
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks
surplus of
of the
the Federal
banks as
as of July
July 1, 1934, plus
plus all
all
amounts paid to the Federal
Federal Reserve banks by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury under subsection (e)
operations
Treasury
(e) of this section, and all operations
of the Federal Reserve
Reserve banks under this section shall be subject to
such regulations
regulations as
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Board may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
such
as the
the Federal
Industrial Advisory
"(d)
For
the
purpose
of
aiding
the
Federal
Reserve
banks
in
the
Federal
Reserve
banks in
Adevsory
"(d)
For
the
purpose
of
aiding
Comt
Committee.
Establishment.
Establishment.
carrying out the provisions
provisions of this section, there is hereby estabReserve district an industrial advisory
advisory comlished in each Federal Reserve
Appointment.
Appointment.
mittee, to be appointed by the Federal Reserve bank subject to the
Composition.
Composition.
approval and regulations
approval
regulations of
of the
Federal Reserve Board,
and to
be
the Federal
Board, and
to be
composed of not less than three
three nor more than five members as
composed
Qualifications of
Qualifications
of
determined by the Federal
determined
Federal Reserve Board. Each member of such
members.
industrial pursuit
committee shall be actively engaged in some
sonic industrial
pursuit
committee
within the
Federal Reserve
which the
the committee
committee is
is estabestabwithin
the Federal
Reserve district
district in
in which
Service
without com.
com- lished, an(d
Service without
and each such member shall serve without compensation but
pensatlon.
pesn.
shall be entitled
entitled to receive from the Federal Reserve
Reserve bank of such
district his necessary
necessary expenses while engaged in the business of the
committee, or a
committee,
a per diem allowance in lieu thereof to be fixed by
by
Application for loan the Federal
Application
any such loan,
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board. Each application for any
subject approval of.
subjectapproval o.
advance, purchase,
advance,
purchase, discount, or commitment shall be submitted
submitted to
appropriate committee
committee and, after an examination
examination by it
the appropriate
it of the
business with respect to which the application
application is made, the application shall be transmitted to the Federal Reserve bank, together with
recommendation of the committee.
the recommendation
Payments to Reserve
PaymentstoReserve
"(e)
In
the
“
(e)
In order to enable the Federal Reserve
Reserve banks to make the
banks.
loans, discounts, advances, purchases, and commitments provided
provided
for in this section, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, upon the date
this section takes effect, is authorized,
authorized, under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe, to pay to each Federal Reserve bank
bank not
not
Proportion to bank
bank
Proportion
$139,299,557 as may be reprebased
on par to
value
of
based
value
of to exceed such portion of the sum of $139,299,557
holdings of
of Federal
hldings
Federal sented by the par value of the holdings of each Federal Reserve
Deposit Insurance corporation
poration stock.
bank of Federal
stock.
Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation stock, upon the
Federal Deposit
the
Agreement required.
Agreement
required, execution by each Federal Reserve bank of its agreement (to be
endorsed on the certificate of such stock) to hold such
such stock
stock unenunenobligations.
obligations.
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cumbered and
and to
pay to
United States all dividends, all paythe United
to the
to pay
cumbered
ments
liquidation, and
proceeds of such stock, for
other proceeds
all other
and all
on liquidation,
ments on
which
United States shall
proceeds the United
and proceeds
payments, and
dividends, payments,
which dividends,
paid to each
amount
up
be
secured
by
such
stock
itself
to
the
total
amount
each
itself
stock
be secured by such

respectSecretary of the Treasury
Federal
Reserve bank
Treasury under this
this ingAgreement
the Secretary
by the
bank by
Federal Reserve
minimum interest
Uited
to
payments
to
United
agree
shall
section.
Each
Federal
Reserve
bank,
in
addition,
agree
that,
addition,
in
bank,
Reserve
Federal
section. Each
tates.
in the
such dividends,
proceeds in any states.
8
dividends, payments, and other proceeds
event such
the event
in
payment
calendar year
do not
aggregate 2
per centum
centum of the total payment
2 per
not aggregate
year do
calendar
it will
made
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, under this section,
section, it
Secretary of
made by
pay
to the
the United
in such
such year
such further amount, if any,
year such
States in
United States
pay to
covered
up
per centum
centum of
of the
the said
as shall be covered
payment, as
total payment,
said total
2 per
to 2
up to
by
net earnings
earnings of
of the
that year derived
derived from the use
for that
bank for
the bank
the net
by the
of the
the sum
so paid
the Secretary
of the Treasury, and that for
Secretary of
by the
paid by
sum so
of
a first claim against
said amount
shall have a
States shall
United States
the United
due the
so due
amount so
said
will continue such
it
such
earnings
and
stock,
and
further
that
it
such
further
and
stock,
and
earnings
such
payments
until the
the final
said stock by the Federal 5
liquidation of said
final liquidation
payments until
a id
funds p
paid
oof fun
av
Federal totoStatus
Deposit
Corporation. The sum so paid to each Federal
Reserve banks.
Insurance Corporation.
Deposit Insurance
Reserve
bank by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall become aa part
the Secretary
Reserve bank
of the
the surplus
surplus fund
such Federal
bank within the meanmeanReserve bank
Federal Reserve
of such
fund of
of
Funds
available to
to
Funds available
ing
of
this
section.
All
amounts
required
to
be expended
expended by the Treasury
be
to
required
amounts
All
ing of this section.
for payments.
forayments.
Teasr
of
provisions
the
out
carry out
Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury in
to carry
order to
in order
of the
Secretary of
this section
section shall
shall be
be paid
of the
the miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts of the
out of
paid out
this
reduction of
Treasury
created by
by the
from the reduction
resulting from
increment resulting
the increment
Treasury created
of
proclamation
the
weight
of
the
gold
dollar
under
the
President's
proclamation
of
President's
the
under
dollar
gold
the
of
weight
the
January 31,
31, 1934;
and there
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of such
such
there is
1934; and
January
purpose."
receipts,
such sum
sum as
shall be
be required
for such purpose."
required for
as shall
receipts, such
R.S. se.
sec. 5202,
p.-100.
62, p.1006.
R..
S
EC. 2.
of the
of the United States, U.S.C.,
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
the Revised
5202 of
Section 5202
2. Section
SEC.
p. 264.
the U..C., . 4.
as
amended by
by adding
adding at
the end
end thereof
thereof the
at the
hereby amended
is hereby
amended, is
as amended,
following
paragraph:
new paragraph:
following new
National Banks, limnm.
section 13b NationalBanks.
of section
"Tenth. Liabilities
Liabilities incurred
provisions of
the provisions
under the
incurred under

"Tenth.
itation on indebtedo.n
MSS.o
of the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Act."
Reserve Act."
of
Federal
Reserve Act,
Fedral Reserve
add- amendment.
S
EC. 3.
3. Section
Section 22
of the
Federal Reserve
Act is
by addamended by
is amended
Reserve Act
the Federal
22 of
SEC.
U.S.C.,
Vol. 3,
38, p72;
p.272; U.S.C.,
ing at
the end
end thereof
thereof the
the following
following new
paragraphs:
new paragraphs:
at the
ing
p. 291.
p."2a1typroviios.
"(h)
(h) Whoever
makes
any
material
statement,
knowing
it
to
be
be
to
it
knowing
provisions.
statement,
material
Whoever makes any
False repesentation.
repreentation.
for the purpose Fase
false,
or whoever
whoever willfully
any security,
security, for
overvalues any
willfully overvalues
false, or
of
influencing in
in any
any way
way the
action of
Reserve bank
bank upon
Federal Reserve
a Federal
of a
the action
of influencing
any
discount, purchase,
or loan,
loan,
purchase, or
advance, discount,
commitment, adva.nce,
application, commitment,
any application,
otheror
any
extension
thereof
by
renewal,
deferment
of
action,
or
of
deferment
renewal,
by
thereof
extension
or iany
wise, or
acceptance ' release,
substitution of
of security
security therefor,
therefor,
or substitution
release, or
the acceptance,
or the
wise,
imprisonby
or
shall
be
punished
by
a
fine
of
not
more
than
$5,000
imprison$5,000
than
more
not
of
fine
a
by
punished
be
shall
ment
not more
more than
than two
two years,
years, or both.
both.
for not
ment for
a Federal
"
being connected
with a
Federal
capacity with
any capacity
in any
connected in
Whoever, being
(i) Whoever,
" (i)
Reserve bank
embezzles, abstracts,
purloins, or
willfully mismisor willfully
abstracts, purloins,
(1) embezzles,
bank (1)
Reserve
applies any
any moneys,
moneys, funds,
things of
of value,
other things
or other
securities, or
funds, securities,
applies
whether belonging
belonging to
to it
or pledged
pledged or
or otherwise
otherwise entrusted
entrusted to it, or
it or
whether
(2)
with intent
intent to
any Federal
bank, or any other
Reserve bank,
Federal Reserve
defraud any
to defraud
(2) with
body politic
or corporate,
any individual,
individual, or
or to
officer,
any officer,
deceive any
to deceive
or any
corporate, or
politic or
body
auditor, or
examiner, makes
false entry
in any
book, report,
report, or
any book,
entry in
any false
makes any
or examiner,
auditor,
statement of
Reserve bank,
or without
without being
duly
being duly
bank, or,
Federal Reserve
a Federal
to a
or to
of or
statement
authorized, draws
order or
issues, puts
puts forth,
forth, or assigns any
or issues,
any order
authorized, draws any
note, debenture,
bond, or
or other
obligation, or
draft., mortgage,
mortgage, judgor draft,
other obligation,
debenture, bond,
note,
$10,000
ment, or
or decree
decree shall
punished by
fine of not more than $10,000
a fine
by a
be punished
shall be
ment,
or
by
i
m prisonment for not
not
more
than
five
years,
or
both.
both.
or
years,
five
than
more
for
or by imprisonment
" (j)
The provisions
provisions of
of sections
sections 112,
115, 116,
and 117
117
116, and
114, 115,
11, 114,
112, 113,
(j) The
of the
Code of
of the
the United
States, insofar
insofar as
applicable,
as applicable,
United States,
Criminal Code
of the Criminal
Federal
are
extended to
to apply
agreements of any Federal
or agreements
contracts or
to contracts
apply to
are extended
Reserve
bank under
under this
which, for
for the purposes
purposes hereof, shall
Act, which,
this Act,
Reserve bank

Embezzlement. etc.

Embeulementetc.

Criminal Code.

Critminalcode.
Sections
applicable.
applicable.
Sections
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discounts, purchase,
be held
held to
to include
include advances,
advances, loans,
loans, discounts,
purchase, and
and repurrepurchase agreements; extensions
thereof; and
and acceptances,
acceptances,
chase
extensions and
and renewals
renewals thereof;

law ts.

Unlawful acts.

eteso
Fees for
for

ae., loan.

procuring,
procuring,

releases, and
and substitutions
substitutions of
security therefor.
releases,
of security
therefor.
"

(k)
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person
to stipulate
stipulate for
for or
(k) It
It shall
shall be
for any
person to
or

give
or consent
gi
ve or receive,
rece i
ve, or
consent or
or agree
agree to
to give
give or
or receive,
receive, any
any fee,
comfee, com-

mission, bonus, or thing of value
mission
procuring or endeavoring
to
value for procuring
endeavoring to
procure from any Federal
procure'
Federal Reserve
loan, or extenReserve bank any advance,
advance, loan,
extension of credit or discount
of any
obligation or
or commitcommitdiscount or
or purchase
purchase of
any obligation
ment with respect thereto, either directly from such Federal Reserve
bank or indirectly
financing institution unless
unless such
such fee,
fee,
bank
indirectly through any
any financing
commission,
commission, bonus, or thing of value
value and all material
material facts with
with
respect to the arrangement
arrangement or understanding
therefor shall
shall be
be disdisunderstanding therefor
closed in writing in the application
application or request
request for such
such advance,
advance, loan,
Punishment for
for vioPunishment
vio. extension
extension of credit,
crglit, discount, purchase,
purchase, or commitment. Any violaviolalation.
ton.
paragraph shall be punishable
punishable by
tion of the provisions of this paragraph
by
imprisonment
imprisonment for not more
more than one year or by a
a fine of not exceedRLeBlibs
ofFedeal
If aadirector, officer,
Liability of
Federaling
ing $5,000,
$5,000, or both. If
officer, employee, or agent of any
Reserve bank official.
Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank shall knowingly
knowingly violate this paragraph,
paragraph, he
shall be held liable in his personal
capacity for
any
personal and individual capacity
for any
loss or damage
damage sustained
sustained by such Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank i
n consein
consequence of
of such
violation."
ol. , .
; quence
such violation."
u.s°..,
SEC.
u.Nrs
o
-t
o ., p.
p
m
.
2'275.
7s. P. 284
S
EC. 4.
4. Section
Section 10
10 of
of the
Reserve Act,
amended, is
is
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Act, as
as amended,
Federal Reserve
further amended
by changing
changing the period at the end of the third
Federal
Reserve further
amended
Board;
ascess.ment
for
Board; assessment for
expenses,
paragraph thereof
comma and
inserting thereafter
the followfollowthereafter the
and inserting
to a
a comma
thereof to
paragraph
o
exaerisisesin
aquisition of buildAcquisition
of
lag
site.
"and such assessments
amounts sufficient
sufficient to
to proproingsite.
ing: "and
assessments may
may include
include amounts
vide for the acquisition by the
the Board in its own name
name of such site
or building in the District of Columbia
Columbia as in its judgment
judgment alone shall
be necessary
be
necessary for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of providing
providing suitable
suitable and
and adequate
adequate
thereon,
construction quarters
quarters for
performance of
of its
functions. After
After approvin
thonrensstruction
for the
the performance
its functions.
approvingg
such plans, estimates,
estimates and specifications
specifications as it shall have
to be
be
have caused to
prepared,
prepared, the Board
other provision
Board may, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other
provision of
of
law, cause to be constructed
constructed on the site so acquired by it aabuilding
building
suitable and adequate
adequate in its judgment
judgment for its purposes
purposes and
and proceed
proceed
to take all such steps as it
necessary or appropriate
it may deem
deem necessary
appropriate in
in
connection
construction, equipment,
equipment, and furnishing
connection with the construction,
furnishing of
of such
such
building. The Board may maintain, enlarge,
enlarge, or
or remodel
remodel any
any buildbuilding so acquired or constructed
constructed and shall
shall have sole control of
such
of such
building and
building
and space
space therein."
therein."
Reeonstruction
Fl.
Sc. .5.• That
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
Act, as
as
nace
orporation Act.
SE.
That the
Reconstruction Finance
name
Corporation
Act.
k
8
Vol. p.
47, p.. 8;; U.s.
U.S.C.,
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
ch. 14),
14), is
is amended
by insertinsertVoSp
., amended
Supp. VII,
VII, title
title 15,
15, ch.
amended by
47,
Supp.
VII,
p. 266.
,p
6 thereof
thereof the
ing before section 6
the following
following new section:
section:
to
B S "S
SEC.
Loans
to industral
industrial
EC. 5d. For the purpose of maintaining
maintaining and increasing the
orMoans
commercial
business
commercial
business
by
Cororation.
employment
by Corporation,
employment of labor, when credit at prevailing
prevailing bank rates
the
rates for the
character of loans applied for is not otherwise
character
otherwise available
available, at banks,
Corporation is authorized
authorized and
the Corporation
and empowered
empowered to make loans to any
any
Fishing
industry iitt- industrial or commercial business, which
eisuing industry
eluded.
industrial or commercial business, which shall
shall include
include the
the fishing
fishing
security.
industry, established
established prior
prior to January
Security,
industry,
January 1,
1, 1934. Such
Such loans shall
in the opinion
opinion of the board of directors
directors of the Corporation
Corporation be adequately secured, may be made directly,
quately
directly, or in
with banks
banks
in cooperation
cooperation with
lending institutions,
institutions, or by the
the purchase
purchase of participations,
or other lending
participations,
Maturities,
shall have
exceed five
five years,
years, shall
shall be
made only
shall
have maturities
maturities not
not to
to exceed
be made
only
deemed to offer reasonable
reasonable assurance
when deemed.
assurance of continued
continued or increased
increased
Solvency of
of borrower
employment of
labor, shall
shall be
ade on
ly w
hen, in
i
n the
the opinion
op i
ni
on of
ofthe
th
e
solvency
borrower employment
of labor,
be m
made
only
when,
requirae.
board
of
directors
of
the
Corporation,
the
borrower
required,
directors
the
Corporation,
the
borrower
is
shall
solvent,
Aggregte amount,
amount, not
$300,000,000 in aggregate
Aggregate
not exceed
exceed $300,000,000
aggregate amount
amount at
at any
any one
one time
time outoutgenerally.
standing, and shall be subject to such terms, conditions,
conditions, and restrictions as
board of
of directors
directors of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation may
may determine.
determine.
Toanyoneborroer.
as the
the board
To
any one borrower. tions
The aggregate
aggregate amount of loans to any one borrower under this
section shall not exceed
exceed $500,000.
$500,000.
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of power
Terminationotpower
Janu- toTermination
terminate on Januherein shall terminate
"
The power
to make
make loans
given herein
loans given
power to
"The
loan.
by
President
date
ary
31,
1935,
or
on
earlier
as
the
shall
such
ary 31, 1935, or on
terminating any of the
proclamation
no provision of law terminating
but no
fix; but
proclamation fix;
themr
Dbaftnrsment
to prohibit disburse- a
construed
functions
of
the
Corporation
shall
be
construed
to
r
o
b
n
ursnt
be
shall
Corporation
the
of
functions
:Arrcommitco
tprior
on
after
ments. 'ment
funds on loans
commitments, or agreements
agreements to make menu:
loans and commitments,
of funds
ment of
January 31, 1935, or such
loans, made
made under
under this
this section
section prior to January
such
loans,
earlier date."
date."
earlier
R.S., se.
SSC. 882, p.
167;
882, p. 167;
28, Rs,:
S
EC. 6.
6. (a)
(a) Section
Section 882 of the Revised Statutes (U.S.C., title 28
SEC.
sec.
661)
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
sec. 661) is amended to read as follows:
o oreords,
books, records, papers, or other etc.opai
SEC. 882.
882. (a)
any books,
cPPiss
of any
Copies of
(a) Copies
SEC.
as ovi-'
admission recc.rds
etc.;
dence.
documents
in
any
of
the
executive
departments,
or
of
any
etc
deli«).
admiss on as
corporaany
of
or
departments,
executive
the
of
any
in
documents
tion all
of the
the stock
stock of
beneficially owned by the United
is beneficially
which is
of which
all of
tion
States,
indirectly, shall be admitted in evidence
or indirectly,
directly or
either directly
States, either
equally with
the originals
authenticated under
under
when duly authenticated
thereof, when
originals thereof,
with the
equally
corporation, respectively.
the seal
seal of
of such
such department
department or corporation
the
"(b)
Books or
records of
account in whatever
whatever form, and minutes
of account
or records
"(b) Books
(or portions
proceedings, of any such executive departof proceedings,
thereof) of
portions thereof)
(or
ment
or corporation,
such books, records, or minutes
of such
copies of
or copies
corporation, or
ment or
authenticated under
seal of such
corporation,
department or corporation,
such department
the seal
under the
authenticated
shall
be admissible
admissible as
as evidence
of any
transaction, occurrence,
occurrence,
any act, transaction,
evidence of
shall be
or event
event as
as a
amemorandum
which such books,
books, records, or minutes
of which
memorandum of
or
were
were kept or made.
Seal.
corporation SaL
"(c) The
of any
such executive
department or corporation
executive department
any such
seal of
The seal
"(c)
shall
be judicially noticed."
shall be
Fi
Reecstrction
Corporation Act, as nance
(b)
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction
Fl.
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
of the
4 of
Section 4
(b) Section
Act.
Corporation
p.ra7
u
;°
s
lat
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
VII, title
15, sec.
604), is
is amended
by nalVol.
v
i
:t 47,
4rp.° 7;usalto
amended by
sec. 604),
title 15,
Supp. VII,
amended
y noticed.
udially noticed.
inserting immediately
before the
semicolon following the
the words be
be indict°
the semicolon
immediately before
inserting
judicially
shall
"
corporate
seal"
a
comma
and
the
words
"
be
judicially
"
which
"corporate seal" a comma and the words
noticed ".
noticed
. : 10001p.187;
SEC. 7.
7. Section
.1, p.187;
Statutes, as amended (U.S.C., R.s. sec
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
of the
1001 of
Section 1001
SEC.
on
and on
ierror
Bond
title
28,
sec.
870),
is
amended
by
inserting
immediately
after
the
Bond
gr
error and
the
after
immediately
title 28, sec. 870), is amended by inserting
he..
not required.
Phennotrequired.
corporation
word
"Government"
the
following:
"or
any
corporation
all
the
ai
r
l.
.•
any
"or
following:
the
word "Government"
either
stock
of which
owned by the United States, either
beneficially owned
is beneficially
which is
stock of
directly
indirectly ".
".
or indirectly
directly or
S
EC. 8.
The Reconstruction
Act, as
as amended
amended supp.
suNr
po
pl
:f
if
p.p.
p 8; U.S.C.,
.
vi,
;28
Corporation Act,
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
8. The
SEC.
(U.S.C., Supp.
VII, title
15, ch.
ch. 14),
14), is
further amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting
is further
title 15,
Supp. VII,
(U.S.C.,
section:
after section
5a thereof
following new section:
the following
thereof the
section 5a
after
SEc. 5b.
5b. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any
any other
provision of
of law—
lawother provision
""SEC.
exportation
lAnvoepifg
"(1) The
The maturity
bills of
ta,:4„
t
i
o.
exchange which may be lu
of exchange
or bills
drafts or
of drafts
maturity of
"(1)
oftroducts
the
and
accepted
by
the
Corporation
under
section
5a
of
this
Act,
and
the
orgotw
i
tr.;,
Act,
this
of
aturitim.
accepted by the Corporation under section 5a
period for
for which
which the
the Corporation
loans or
under Vol.
vol. 47, p. :711.
advances under
or advances
make loans
may make
Corporation may
period
sections 201
201 (c)
(c) and
and 201
(d) of
of the
the Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief and
Construcand Construc201 (d)
sections
tion Act
Act of
of 1932,
1932, as
as amended,
amended, and
and under
of this
Act, may
may Proviso.
this Act,
section 55of
under section
tion
Condition
loans
be
five years,
years, or
or any
shorter period,
February 1,
1, 1935:
Provide
Condition on loam
1935: Provided,
from February
period, from
any shorter
be five
railroads.
iloadsi.
toAnte,
That in
in respect
respect of
of loans
or advances
advances under
under such
such section
railroads, to
to railroads,
section 55to
p. 11%.
loans or
That
may
railways,
receivers or
or trustees
Corporation may
thereof, the Corporation
trustees thereof,
and receivers
railways, and
a
require
as a
a condition
any such
such loan
advance for a
or advance
loan or
making any
of making
condition of
require as
for
be
period
longer
than
three
years
that
such
arrangements
made
arrangements
such
that
years
three
than
period longer
the
reduction or
amortization of
or
railroad or
the railroad
of the
indebtedness of
the indebtedness
of the
or amortization
the reduction
Corrailway,
either
in
whole
or
in
part,
as
may
be
approved
by
the
by
approved
be
may
as
part,
in
or
whole
in
either
railway,
7

r
o ation after
after the prior approval of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
poration

mmission.
.Extension,
Commission.
Commission.
"(2)
The Corporation
Corporation may
at any
any time,
time, or
time,
to time,
time to
from time
or from
may at
"(2) The
extend,
or consent
consent to
to the
the extension
payment of any
of payment
time of
the time
of, the
extension of,
extend, or
loan
or advance
advance made
through renewal,
substitution of new
renewal, substitution
it, through
by it,
made by
loan or
obligations, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, but
but the
the time
not
shall not
payment shall
such payment
for such
time for
obligations,

Extension,

payment.
payment.

.

Proviso.

time

of
of

Approval required.
be extended beyond
five years
from February
1935: Provided,
reed
Aproval
Provided, loans
to railroads.
1, 1935:
February 1,
years from
be extended beyond five
That the time of payment of
of loans
or
advances
to
railroads,
railtolls.
k
loans or advances to railroads, railThat the time of payment
ways,
and receivers
receivers or
or trustees
thereof, shall
so extended
extended
be so
not be
shall not
trustees thereof,
ways, and
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except with the prior approval of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce CommisCommission, and, in the case of aaloan to a
railroad or
or railway,
railway, with
with the
a railroad
the prior
prior
certification
certification of the Interstate
Commission that
that the
the railInterstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
railroad or railway
reorganization in
the
railway is not in need of financial
financial reorganization
in the

public
interest.
public interest.
"(3) In
connection with
reorganization under
under section
section 77
of
"(3)
In connection
with the
the reorganization
77 of
Reorganization of the Federal Bankruptcy Act, approved July 1, 1898, as amended,
amended,
Compromise of or with receivership
receivership proceedings
proceedings in aa court or courts, of any railrailclaims,
road or
road
or railway
railway indebted to the Corporation, or of any railroad or
or
railway the receivers
receivers or trustees of which are indebted
Corindebted to
to the Corthe Corporation
Corporation may,
may, with
with the
of the
InterApproval
poration, the
Inter- poration,
the prior
prior approval
approval of
the InterApproval of Interstate Commerce
Commerce Comorn- state Commerce Commission, adjust or
state
or compromise
compromise its
its claim
claim against
against
mission.
sson.
such railroad or railway, or any such receiver or trustee, by accepting, in connection with any such reorganization
reorganization or
receivership proproor receivership
ceedings and in exchange
exchange for securities or any
then
any part
part thereof
thereof then
Acceptance of new
new held, new securities which may have such
Aceptance
terms as to interest,
held, new securities
securities.
maturity, and otherwise
otherwise as may be approved by the Corporation,
Corporation,
Proviso.
securities so
Provided, That
That
Naureof
settlement. or
or part cash
cash and
and part new
new securities
so approved:
approved: Provided,
Nature of settlement.
any such adjustment
adjustment or compromise
on less
favorcompromise shall
shall not
not be made
made on
less favorable terms than those provided in the reorganization
reorganization of
of the railrailholders of claims of the
road or railway for holders
the same class and rank as
as
the claim of the Corporation."
Corporation."
National Industrial
RNatieonadUStr
SEO. 9. Section 301 of the National
Sm.
National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
Act
Recovery Act.
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
VII,
title
40,
sec.
412)
is
amended
by
inserting
before
210;
C
Ante,
p
S.
(U.S.C.,
Supp.
VII,
title
40,
sec.
412)
is
amended
by
inserting
before
.Ante, p. 210; U.S.C.,
Snpp. VU,
VII, p. 905.
Supp.
the period at the
the end thereof a
following: ""Provided
a colon and the
the following:
Provided
Loans i by
by corporatLoan
orporl- further,
That
in
connection
any
loan
or
further,
That
connection
with
contract or any comtion,
financing construction projects.
mitment
a loan entered into by the Reconstruction
mitment to make a
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation prior to June 26, 1933, to aid in financing part or
Corporation
or all
all of
of
the construction
construction cost of projects pursuant to section 201 (a)
(a) (1) of
of
Additional loans for
emddiional
loans for the Emergency
Emergency Relief and
Construction Act of
of 1932,
1932, as
and Construction
as amended,
amended,
completion.
the Corporation
Corporation may make such further loans and contracts for
for the
completion
improvements, additions,
completion of any such project, or for improvements,
extensions,
extensions, or equipment
equipment which are necessary
desirable for
necessary or
or desirable
for the
proper functioning
functioning of any such project, or which
which will materially
increase the assurance
assurance that the
the borrower
to repay
the
borrower will be
be able
able to
repay the
entire investment of the Corporation
Corporation in such project, including
including such
Time limitation on
improvements, additions,
additions, extensions,
or equipment;
and the
disburements
im)rovements.,
extensions, or
equipment;
and
disbursements.
the CorpoCorporation may disburse
disburse funds to the borrower
borrower thereunder,
thereund(er,
at
any time
Vol. 47,
vol.
p. p. 713..
riorprior to
January
23, 1939,
1939, notwithstanding
to January 23,
notwithstanding any p)rovisions
provisions to the
contrary
contrary contained in this section
section or in section 201 (h)
(h) of the Emergency Relief
Relief and Construction Act of 1932, as amended:
amended:
Provided
Provided
Terms and
condi- further, That
tioTre
and condiany such
subject to all
further,
such further loans shall be made subject
tions.
Vol, 47, p. 711.
Vol
711.
the terms and conditions set forth
in the Emergency
forth in
Emergency Relief and
and
Construction Act of 1932, as amended,
amended, with respect to the loans
authorized by section 201
authorized
(a) (1)
said Act."
Act."
201 (a)
(1) of
of said
Adjustment of maturties
of obligtatuions
SEC. 10.
10. Notwithstanding
SEc.
limitations on
its power,
power, the
the ReconNotwithstanding any
any limitations
rities of
obligations.
on its
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation, upon
request of
any borrower
borrower under
under
47
.
p.
7
struction
upon
request
of
any
Vol. 47. p. 711.
Vol. 47.
. .
section 201(a)
Emergency Relief and Construction
section
201(a) of the Emergency
Construction Act
Act of
of
1932, as amended, may adjust the maturities of any obligations
obligations of
of
such borrower
borrower now held by it, or hereafter
hereafter acquired
acquired by it under lawful commitments, to such periods as may in the discretion
discretion of the
Reconstruction
adjustment
Reconstruction Finance Corporation be proper, but such adjustment
shall not extend
extend any such
such maturity to more than twenty years from
from
the advancing of the sum or sums evidenced thereby.
Emereney
Farm
Emergency
Farm the advancing of the sum or sums evidenced thereby.
Mortgage Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 11. Section
Section 36 of the Emergency
Emergency Farm
Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Act of 1933
1933,
1..4321e,
;';Cte,p.
p. 49;
49; post, p.
p.
i2 ,.;U.S.C.,
.. C.EimTt,
,.P asamended
1269;
Supp.
amended (U.S.C., S
Supp.
43, se.
sec. 403),
403), is
is amended
amended as
as
upp, VII,
VII,
title
43
VII,
VII, p. 922.
922.
follows:
follows;
Amount for drainage,
et.,distoricrainages
(1) By striking
striking from the
th e first sentence
etc.,
districts increased.
"$50,000.000
(1)
sentence thereof "
$50,000,000 to
to
or
benefit of
drainage districts,
districts, levee
or for
for the
the benefit
of drainage
levee, districts, levee and

ol.
0,

ol.
Vol. 30, p. 544;;; Vol.
1474.
p.
47, p. 1474.
Reorganization
of
railroads.
Compromise
of
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drainage districts,
irrigation districts,
similar districts,"
districts," and
and similar
districts, and
districts, irrigation
drainage
benefit of draininserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
to or for the benefit
$125,000,000 to
thereof ""$125,000,000
inserting
age
districts, levee
levee districts,
and drainage
irrigation
districts, irrigation
drainage districts,
districts, levee
levee and
age districts,
districts,
similar districts,
mutual nonprofit
nonprofit companies
companies and
districts, mutual
and similar
districts, and
incorporated
water users'
users' associations
associations ".
incorporated water

1111
1111

"Borrower", to
to inin"Borrower"
thereof "district
the second
from the
striking from
(2)
By striking
second sentence
sentence thereof
"district or clude
(2) By
company or
or asasclude company
sociation.
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting in
" and
political subdivision
subdivision"
and inserting
thereof ""district,
district political
political sociation.
political
subdivision, company,
association".
company, or association".
subdivision,
(3)
By amending
(4) thereof
thereof to
follows:
to read
read as follows:
clause (4)
amending clause
(3) By
Agreement for repayAgreementforrepay"(4) the
the borrower
agree, insofar
insofar as it
it may lawfully
lawfully do ment.
shall agree,
borrower shall
"(4)
so, that
so long
long as
as any
remain unpaid the ment.
loan shall
shall remain
such loan
of such
any part
part of
so,
that so
repayment of such
apply to the repayment
borrower will
will in
such loan
in each
each year apply
borrower
or to
the purchase
purchase or
or redemption
redemption of
issued to eviobligations issued
of the
the obligations
or
to the
the
dence
loan, an
amount equal
amount by which
which the
the amount
to the
equal to
an amount
such loan,
dence such
assessments,
and other
other charges
collected by
exceed (a)
(a) the
by it
it exceed
charges collected
taxes, and
assessments, taxes,
cast of
operation and
maintenance of
project, (b)
(b) the debt
debt
the project,
of the
and maintenance
of operation
cost
(c) provision for such
charges on its outstanding
obligations, and (c)
outstanding obligations,
charges
the Corporation;
reasonable reserves as may be approved
approved by
by-the
Corporation; and ".
reasonable
Additional loans for
for
(4)
end thereof
paragraph: Additional
new paragraph:
the following
following new
thereof the
at the
the end
adding at
(4) By
Bv adding
repairs and extensions.
"
When any
any loan
provisions of this repairs and extensios.
is authorized
authorized pursuant to the provisions
loan is
"When
section
it shall
shall then
thereafter appear
repairs and necesappear that repairs
or thereafter
then or
and it
section and
sary
extensions or
or improvements
to the
the project
project of
such district,
of such
improvements to
sary extensions
political subdivision,
company, or association
association are necessary
necessary or
subdivision, company,
political
for the
the further
desirable
for the
proper functioning
project or for
further
of its project
functioning of
the proper
desirable for
assurance
of its
to repay
repay such
it shall
also appear
appear
if it
shall also
and if
loan, and
such loan,
its ability
ability to
assurance of
that
and necessary
necessary extensions
extensions or
or improvements
improvements are
are not
not
repairs and
such repairs
that such
designed to
bring new
the Corporation,
Corporation, within
within
production, the
into production,
lands into
new lands
to bring
designed
the limitation
as to
total amount
amount provided
provided in
may make
section. may
in this
this section,
to total
the
limitation as
an additional
additional loan
loan or
or loans
to such
such district,
district, political
political subdivision,
or.
Application for.
subdivision, Application
loans to
an
company, or
for such purpose or purposes. When appliassociation for
or association
company,
cation
have been
any such district, political
political
by any
made by
been made
shall have
therefor shall
cation therefor
subdivision,
company, or
authorized by this
loan authorized
any loan
association any
or association
subdivision, company,
section
either to
such district,
district, political
political subdivision,
to such
be made
made either
may be
section may
Security.
holders or representatives
company,
association or to the
the holders
representatives of the security.
or association
company, or
holders
of their
their existing
indebtedness, and
such loans
be made
made
may be
loans may
and such
existing indebtedness,
holders of
upon
promissory notes
notes collateraled
obligations of such disby the
the obligations
collateraled by
upon promissory
trict,
company, or
or association
or through
through the
ussociation or
subdivision, compalny,
political subdivision,
trict, political
purchase
of securities
issued or
or to
to be
be issued
such district,
political
district, political
by such
issued by
securities issued
pul(ihase of
subdivision, company,
company, or
or associaton
."
associaton 11."
subdivision,
a
c
Insurance
compaomp Insunce
author- nies;
Six. 12.
(a) Sections
Sections 2
and 33of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to authorAct to
the Act
2 and
12. (a)
SEC.
loans to.
U.S.C.
ize the
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to
subscribe for
pre- Ante, p. 120; u.s.c.
for preto subscribe
Finance Corporation
the Reconstruction
ize
Supp. VII, p. 271.
ferred stock
stock and
notes of
companies, S""t. VII, p. 27.
of insurance
insurance companies,
the capital
capital notes
purchase the
and purchase
ferred
1933, as amended
1). 1933,
and
for other
other purposes",
approved June 10,
amended
purposes", approved
and for
(U.S.C., Supp.
605g), are amend(ed
amended to
to
Supp. VII, title 15, secs. 605f and 605;g).
(U.S.C.,
read
follows:
read as follows:
capital
be Purchase of capital
company slall
insurance company
"SEC. 2.
In the
event that
that any
such insurance
shall be
any such
the event
2. In
"SEC.
noeofa,uthorized.
it notonfditiutnorsied.
incorporated
under the
laws of
of any
State which
which does
does not
not permit
permit it
any State
the laws
incorporated under
Conditions.
to issue
preferred stock,
from assessment
assessment or additional
additional liaexempt from
stock, exempt
to
issue preferred
preferred stock only
bility,
only by
if such laws permit such issue of preferred
bility. or if
unanimous
consent of
or upon
upon notice
more than
notice of more
of stockholders,
stockholders, or
unanimous consent
twenty
if the
the insurance
insurance company
organization
is a
a mutual
mutual organization
company is
or if
days, or
twenty days,
without capital
stock, the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is
capital stock,
without
authorized for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act
to purchase
the legally
legally issued
issued
purchase the
Act to
authorized
capital notes
such insurance
company, or,
if the
company is
is aa
the company
or, if
insurance company,
of such
notes of
capital
forms
mutual
other form
form or forms
stock, such
such other
capital stock,
without capital
organization without
mutual organization
of indebtedness
indebtedness as
of the
the State
which such
company
such company
under which
State under
the laws
laws of
as the
of
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is organized
organized permit, or to make loans
loans secured
secured by such
such notes or such

other
form or
or forms
forms of
indebtedness as
as collateral,
collateral, which
which may be
of indebtedness
other form
subordinated
in whole
whole or
in part
or to any degree
other
degree to claims of other
or in
part or
subordinated in
creditors.
Requirement before
""SE.
Reconstruction Finance
SEC. 3. The Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation shall not subsubscriptionentered.
entered.
sabscription
scribe for
purchase any preferred
preferred stock or capital notes of any
for or purchase
scribe
applicant insurance
company, (1)
applicant shows
shows to the
the applicant
until the
(1) until
insurance company,
applicant
u m- satisfaction
Showing
of unimcapital, or that
unimpaired
it
Corporation
satisfaction
of
the
Corporation
that
it
has
unimpaired
that
oif
Showin
paired capitals
it will
will furnish
furnish new
new capital
capital which
which will
will be
be subordinate
subordinate to the
preferred
the preferred
it
d
purchased by the Corstock or capital notes to be subscribed for or purchased
poration,
equal to
the amount
of said
preferred stock
stock or
or capital
capital notes
notes
preferred
amount
of
said
to
the
poration,
equal
Proviso.
for or
by the
the Corporation:
Provided, That
That
Corporation: Provided,
or purchased
purchased by
so subscribed
subscribed for
Loans
upon preferred so
Loasupon
stock or
or capital
capital stock.
stock. the Corporation
stock
Corporation may make
make loans upon said preferred
preferred stock or capital
capital
by the laws
indebtedness permitted by
other form or forms of indebtedness
or other
notes, or
of
the State
organized, if, in its opinwhich said applicant is organized,
under which
State under
of the
adequately secured by said stock or capital
capital
ion, such loans will be adequately
notes
forms of indebtedness and/or
and/or such other forms
form or
or forms
or other form
notes or
Compensation
require, (2) if
at the time of such
Compensation limilimi- of security as the Corporation
such
tation; officials of applitation;officialsofappli-"
th Corporation may
may require, (2)
(2) if
subscription purchase,
purchase, or loan any officer,
officer, director,
director, or employee
employee of
of
subscription,
cant company.
compensation in aa sum in excess of
applicant is
i
sreceiving
receiving total compensation
of
the applicant
$17,500 per
per annum
the applicant
affiliates, and
and/or any of its affiliates,
applicant and/or
from the
annum from
$17,500
Agreement
required- (3)
time, the insurance
Asreement reque.
(3) unless at such time
insurance company agrees to the satisfaction
while any part of the preferred
preferred
Corporation that while
of the Corporation
faction of
stock,
or debentures
debentures (or, in the case
case of aamutual insurbonds, or
notes, bonds,
stock, notes,
ance company,
permitted by the
or forms
forms of indebtedness permitted
form or
ance
company, other form
laws
which the company is organized)
organized) of such
under which
State under
of the
the State
laws of
insurance company
company is
is held by
Corporation, the insurance
insurance comby the Corporation,
insurance
To limit compensse
consent of the Corporation, will not (a)
pany, except
To
nIofot
oins.
except with the consent
don
of officials.
Increase the
received by any
any of its officers, directors,
directors, or
or
compensation received
increase
the compensation
employees from the insurance
insurance company
company and/or any of its affiliates,
affiliates,
employees
amount
and in no event increase
compensation to an amount
increase any such compensation
Retirement of stock,
stock, exceeding
exceeding $17,500 per annum,
annum, or (b) retire
retire any of its stock, notes,
etc.,
etc., issued for capital,
capital
,
,*
debentures, or other
orapita
bonds, debentures,
f
purposes
purposes.
other forms of indebtedness
indebtedness issued
issued for
for capital
capital
"Com.pensation"
0
"compensasection,
purposes.
For
the
purposes
of
this
section,
the
term
"
compensathis
of
purposes
the
For
purposes.
n"
costrensati
construed.
payment
tion""includes
includes any salary, fee,
tion
fee, bonus, commission,
commission, or other
other payment
indirect, in money
money or otherwise
otherwise for personal
personal services."
services."
direct or indirect,
"State"
(b) Section 11 of such
1933, as amended
construed.
"state" construed.
such Act of June
June 10, 1933,
amended (U.S.C.,
adding at the end
605i), is amended by adding
Supp. VII, title 15, sec. 605i),
thereof
sentence: "As
"As used in this section and in
in
thereof the following new sentence:
sections 1, 2, and 3
State' means any State,
8.
of this Act, the term ' State'
Territory, or possession of the United
United States, the Canal Zone,
Zone, and
and
Territory,
Columbia."
the District of Columbia."
Farmer's cooperative
SEC. 13. The Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation is authorized
authorized and
SEc.
cpoopive
armier'alrs
mineral
rights
pools.
oans to.
empowered to make loans upon full and adequate
adequate security,
Loans
to.
empowered
security, based
based on
established incorporated
incorporated managmineral
mineral acreage, to recognized
recognized and established
managcooperative mineral
farmers' cooperative
mineral rights pools not ening agencies of farmers'
be made for
gaged in drilling or mining operations, said loans to be
organizing such
such pools.
the purpose of
of defraying
defraying the
the cost of organizing
Mining, milling, and
SEC. 14.
14. The
Reconstruction Finance
is authorized
and
authorized and
Corporation is
Finance Corporation
The Reconstruction
Se.
indutriges
melting industries.
smelting
Loans to.
empowered to make loans
adequate security, based on mineral
empowered
loans upon adequate
mineral
acreage
established incorporated
acreage to recognized
recognized and established
incorporated agencies,
agencies, individuals, and partnerships
partnerships engaged in the business
business of mining, milling,
or smelting of ores.
Fish industry.
Fishindustry.
SE.
SEC. 15. The
The Corporation
Corporation is authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to make
T, nsto.
5 of the
Reconstruction Finance
s t
loans under section 5
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
as amended, to any person,
corporation organized
organized
person association, or corporation
under
State, the District of Columbia, Alaska,
under the laws
laws of any State.
Alaska,
Hawaii,
Hawaii, or Puerto Rico, for the purpose of financing
financing the production,
storage, handling, packing, processing, carrying, and/or orderly
orderly
,
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thereof
fisheries and/or products thereof
marketing of
of fish
American fisheries
of American
fish of
marketing

limitaupon the
conditions, and subject to the same limitasame terms and conditions,
the same
upon
tions, as
are applicable
in case of loans made under said section 5,
applicable in
as are
tions,
as
amended.
as amended.

Terms
Ters
tions.

and
and

condicondi-

tio

Teachers' salaries.
salari' .
is hereby author- Tehes'
Sec. 16.
16. The
The Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is
Loans
to publicSEC.
authorities for.
authorities
school
January
to
any
at
loans
make
ized
and
empowered
to
make
loans
time
prior
to
January
to
ized and empowered
ade31, 1935,
1935, out
out of
of the
Corporation upon full and adethe funds of the Corporation
31,
publicsimilar
other
or
quate
security,
to
public-school
districts
public-school
to
quate security,
school
authorities organized
organized pursuant
pursuant to State law, for the purpose Proviso.
school authorities
ou.
Ao , amount
Provided, Aggregate
of payment
of teachers'
teachers' salaries
salaries due
prior to June 1, 1934: Provided,
due prior
payment of
of
11 amount of
available.
avalable.
outstanding
any
at
loans
That
the
agregate
such
loans
at
time
outstanding
such
of
That the agregate amount
shall not
not exceed $75,000,000.
shall
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1934.
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Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Air Commerce Act of
Aircommercetacof
United States
States of
of America
.America in
Congress assembled,
subdivision 1926,
assembled, That subdivision
in Congress
amendment.
United

6s;
V2ol 44, p. 566;
of 1926
(d)
Commerce Act
Act of
1926 (U.S.C., Supp. Vol.
Air Commerce
the Air
of the
2 of
section 2
of section
(d) of
VII, p.
p.
Supp. VIw
u.S c -., 8upp.
amended by inserting
VII,
title 49,
sec. 172(d)
is amended
inserting before
before the
the period
period 1021.
172(d)))is
49, sec.
VII, title
Research
work
to
imReseachorktoia comma and the following:
at the
end of
of the
thereof a
following: prove aircraft, etc.
sentence thereof
first sentence
the first
the end
at
prove rcrat, etc.
"
aircraft, aircraft
aircraft power
power plants,
plants, and
accessories ".
and accessories
" aircraft,
title
S
EC. 2.
2. Subdivision
(U.S.C., Supp.
Supp. VII, title
section 22 (U.S.C.,
such section
of such
(e) of
Subdivision (e)
SEC.
49,
is amended
read as
as follows:
oof iInvestigations
follows:
to read
amended to
cici
nnvt
e
e
s
s
,
tie
ggii
l
ons
aircraft:172(e)) is
sec. 172(e))
49, sec.
United cidents, civil aircraft.
the United
"(e) To
investigate accidents
civil air
in the
navigation in
air navigation
in civil
accidents in
To investigate
"(e)
States,
including the
attending facts,
facts, conditions,
and circumstances,
circumstances,
conditions, and
the attending
States, including
employee of the
and
for that
that purpose
purpose the
the Secretary,
or any
any officer
officer or employee
Secretary, or
and for
Department
of Commerce
Commerce designated
designated by
by him
him in writing for the pur- Bearings.
Department of
pose,
authorized to
hold public
hearings in such places and at such Hea
public hearings
to hold
is authorized
pose, is
times
as he
he shall
shall deem
practical, and
and for
the purpose
purpose of such hear- Compulsion of testifor the
deem practical,
times as
Compulson of teatings, administer
witnesses, require
the preservation
preservation mony.
require the
examine witnesses,
oaths, examine
administer oaths,
ings,
of evidence,
evidence, and
and issue
attendance and
testimony of ony
and testimony
the attendance
for the
subpenas for
issue subpenas
of
exhibits,
documents, exhibits,
witnesses,
production of
of books,
books, papers,
papers, documents,
the production
or the
witnesses, or
and other
the taking
before any desigdepositions before
of depositions
taking of
or the
evidence, or
other evidence,
and
nated
individual competent
competent to
to administer
administer oaths
the purposes
of Witness fees.
purposes of
for the
oaths for
nated individual
this
Act. Witnesses
or whose
are taken shall Wltness ees
depositions are
whose depositions
summoned or
Witnesses summoned
this Act.
receive the
and mileage
mileage as
witnesses in
in the
courts of the Recording testimony.
the courts
as witnesses
fees and
same fees
the same
receive
be recorded
United
States. All
All evidence
taken at
at the
recorded Recordingtstlmoy.
shall be
hearing shall
the hearing
evidence taken
United States.
Statement of probtatement of prohand
forwarded
to
the
Secretary.
At
the
conclusion
of
an
investigainvestigaan
of
conclusion
the
At
able cause.
Secretary.
the
to
and forwarded
tion of or
or hearing
hearing on
on any
such
accident
or
as
soon
thereafter
as
circa
ciras
thereafter
soon
as
or
any such accident
tion of
cumstances permit,
of Commerce
he deems
deems it
it
if he
shall, if
Commerce shall,
Secretary of
the Secretary
permit, the
cumstances
in
the public
interest, make
statement of the probable
a statement
public a
make public
public interest,
in the
cause or
or causes
causes of
the accident,
that when
when the accident
accident has Admission in eviexcept that
accident, except
of the
cause
SS
in evice
Secre- ddance.
the Secreresulted
in
serious
or
fatal
injury,
it
shall
be
the
duty
of
the
of
duty
the
be
shall
it
injury,
fatal
or
serious
in
resulted
tary
to
make
public
such
a
statement.
Neither
any
such
statement
statement
such
any
tary to make public such a statement. Neither
nor
report of
of such
nor any
part thereof,
any part
hearing, nor
or hearing,
investigation or
such investigation
any report
nor any
shall
as evidence
evidence or
used for
any purpose
purpose in any suit
for any
or used
admitted as
be admitted
shall be
or action growing out
any matter
matter referred
referred to
to in
in any
statesuch stateany such
of any
action growing out of
or
ment,
investigation,
hearing,
or
report
thereof."
V 44, ri. 569;
Vol.
ment, investigation, hearing, or report thereof."
Supp. VII, pp.
u.s.c., 8upp.
S
EC. 3.
Subdivision (a)
section 3
of such
Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. u.s.c.,
such Act
3 of
of section
(a) of
3. Subdivision
SEC.
1020.
I iron of
VII,
title
49,
sec.
173(a))
is
amended
by
inserting
after
the
second
Registration
air102'go.a
second
the
after
inserting
by
VII title 49, sec. 173 (a)) is amended
cafm
sentence
thereof a
a semicolon
semicolon and
and the
the following:
following:"
but the
Secretary craft
the Secretary
"but
Limited registration,
sentence thereof
owned.
an owrd.
straait alien
aircraft aircraft
may,
if he
deems it
grant limited
limited registration to aircraft
advisable, grant
it advisable,
he deems
may, if
I1 Bo
So in original.
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owned
by aliens
such conditions
may by
by regulation
preregulation preunder such
conditions as
as he
he may
owned by
aliens under
scribe, but aircraft
aircraft granted such limited registration shall not be
permitted
to engage
in interstate
interstate or
foreign air
air commerce."
engage in
or foreign
commerce."
permitted to
Rating of
parachutes
Rating
of parachutes
SEc.
4. Subdivision
(b) of such section 33 (U.S.C., Supp. VII, title
S
EC.
Subdivision
as to airworthiness.
nited
words ""UUnited
the words
49,
173 (b) ) is
is amended
by inserting
after the
inserting after
amended by
sec. 173(b))
49, sec.
States"
in the
the first
first sentence
thereof the
following: ""and
and parachutes
parachutes
States " in
sentence thereof
the following:
connection with such aircraft,".
used in connection
Examination and ratSEC.
SEC. 5. Subdivision (d),
(d), as amended,
amended, of such section 3
3 (U.S.C.,
aminationengadrat
ing of airlines engaged
in interstate, etc.,
etc., comininterstate,
comsec.
173
(d))
is
amended
Supp.
VII,
title
49,
173(d))
amended
by
inserting
before the
inserting
before
m
er l
merce.
e.
period
a comma and the following: "
" and provide
period at the end thereof
thereof a
examination and rating of
engaged in interstate
interstate
for the examination
of all
all air
air lines
lines engaged
Minimum safety
commerce and establish minimum safety standards for
safety or foreign air commerce
sMinimum
standards.
the
thereof ".
".
operation thereof
the operation
Vol
44,
p.
570;
SEC. 6.
(f) of
such section
section 33 (U.S.C.,
title
VII, title
Supp. VII,
(U.S.C., Supp.
of such
Subdivision (f)
6. Subdivision
SEC.
fi.S.C., Supp.
VII, p.
pp. VII,57
U.lS°C,
1020.
102l0.
(f)) is amended
49, sec. 173
173(f))
amended by inserting after the word"
word "aircraft"
aircraft." in
Airline
certificates,
issuance, revocation,
revocation, the first sentence
thereof the word
word ""airline"
sentence thereof
airline " and
and a
acomma,
comma, and
and by
by
etc.
inserting after
after such
such sentence
sentence the
the following
following sentence:
sentence: ""The
Secretary
Limitation on p
power
The Secretary
ower inserting
eimitation
Secretary to
to deny,
deny, of Commerce
of Secretary
Commerce shall not deny any application
application for an airline certificate
etc.
etor
or revoke or suspend any airline certificate,
certificate, except for failure of the
airline to comply with safety standards applicable
applicable to
operation
airline
to the
the operation
thereof
prescribed
by the
Secretary."
thereof
prescribed
by
the
Secretary."
• Denied application,
SEc. 7.
such section
is further
further amended
amended by
by
section 3
3 is
(f) of
of such
Subdivision (f)
7. Subdivision
SEC.
amenit of aPssesat
payment
assessed
costs.
costs.
adding at the end thereof the following sentence: ""Where the decision in such hearing is adverse to the applicant
such
applicant for hearing, such
applicant shall pay to the Secretary of Commerce
applicant
Commerce,'to be
be covered
covered into
into
the Treasury
Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, an amount
amount, equal to such porportion of the costs of the hearing as the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce may
the
designate, and in any case the applicant may be
be required
required by
by the
Secretary of Commerce to furnish bond, with such surety as he may
may
approve,
cover all
all such
such costs
costs before
before the
the matter
matter is
is heard."
heard."
approve, to
to cover
SEc.
SEc. 8. Such Act is amended by adding after section 3
3 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VII, title 49, sec. 173) a
anew
follows:
nfew section as follows:
Jurisdiction
any subpena
subpena
3a. (1)
failure to
to comply
Jurisdction of
of disdis"SEC.
EC. 3a.
(1) In
In case
case of
of failure
comply with
with any
trict courts to compel
testimony.
testimony.
issued under authority of this Act, the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, or
his authorized
may invoke
authorized representative,
representative, may
invoke the
the aid
any United
United
aid of
of any
States district court, the Supreme Court of the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
other place
place to
to which
or the United States court of any Territory
Territory or other
which
this Act applies. The court may thereupon
the person
to
thereupon order the
person to
comply with the requirements
requirements of
whom the subpena was issued
issued to comply
of
the subpena or to give evidence with respect to the matter in question. Any failure to obey the order may be punished by
by the
the court
as aacontempt thereof.
Production
of
" (2)
No person
shall be excused
from attending
testifying
books,
roduction
of books,
"
(2) No
person shall
excused from
attending and
and testifying
etc.
records,
etc.
other
or from producing books, papers, documents, exhibits, and other
evidence before the Secretary of Commerce or his designated
designated representative or in obedience to the subpena of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce or his designated
designated representative,
representative, or in any cause or proceeding
proceeding
instituted by the Secretary of Commerce
representaCommerce. or his designated
designated representative, on the ground that the testimony or
or evidence,
documentary or
or
evidence, documentary
incriminate him or
otherwise, required of
of him, may tend
tend to incriminate
or subject
subject
him to a
forfeiture; but no individual shall be prosecuted
prosecuted
a penalty or forfeiture;
or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or
or on account
account of any
transaction,
concerning which he is compelled, after
transaction, matter, or thing concerning
after
having claimed his privilege against self-incrimination,
self-incrimination, to testify or
produce evidence,
documentary or otherwise, except
evidence, documentary
except that such individual so testifying shall not be exempt from prosecution and punishment
perjury committed
in so
ment for
for perjury
committed in
so testifying,
testi-fing.
Restriction on
Restriction
on use.
u.
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of the
"(3)
public or
other officer
officer authorized
authorized by
by law
law of
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or other
notary public
"(3) Any
Any notary
United
or any
any State,
or possession
or the
the
possession thereof,
thereof, or
Territory, or
State, Territory,
States, or
United States,
District
to take
acknowledgment of
deeds, any
consular
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
take acknowledgment
of deeds,
any consular
officer of
of the
States, and
or employee
employee of
the
officer
the United
United States,
and any
any officer
officer or
of the
Department of
of Commerce
designated by
by the
Secretary in
writing
Department
Commerce designated
the Secretary
in writing
for the
shall be
competent to
the
oaths for
for the
to administer
administer oaths
be competent
purpose, shall
for
the purpose,
purposes of
Act. Subpenas
Subpenas for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
this Act
Act may
may
of this
purposes
of this
this Act.
be
served personally
registered mail."
mail."
personally or
or sent
sent by
by registered
be served
SEC. 9.
such. Act
Supp. VII,
VII, title
title 49,
49,
SEC.
9. Section
Section 5
5 of
of such
Act (U.S.C.
(U.S.C., Supp.
sec.
at the end thereof
thereof the following
following new
by adding
adding at
is amended
amended by
sec. 175)
175) is
subdivision:
subdivision:
causeway,
bridge, causeway,
any bridge,
operating any
"(g) The
The persons
owning or
or operating
persons owning
"(g)
navigable
over navigable
transportation or
or transmission
line, or
any structure
structure over
or any
transmission line,
transportation
at their
their own
waters of
the United
maintain at
own expense
expense
States shall
shall maintain
United States
waters
of the
such lights
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and other
other signals
signals thereon
thereon for
of air
air
protection of
for the
the protection
such
navigation
Secretary of
Commerce shall
prescribe."
shall prescribe."
of Commerce
as the
the Secretary
navigation as
SEC. 10.
section 99 of
Act (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
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(k) of
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title 49,
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SEC. 11.
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of section
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title 49,
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Act
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the end
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operate
in interstate
interstate or
or foreign
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commerce without
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airline certificate
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such certificate
of any
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United
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of the
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of the
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[CHAPTER 6561

June 19, 1934.
[S. 364.]
3646.]
[S.
[Public, No.
No. 420.]

JuAN

JUNE 19, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
section 938
938 of
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes to
to vest
vest the
the courts
discretion
courts with
with discretion
the Revised
To
amend section
to refuse
refuse to
to order
return of
of vessels
seized for
for violation
of any
any law
law of
of the
the
violation of
vessels seized
order the
the return
to
United
amend subsection
of section
section 7
of the
the Air
Commerce
7 of
Air Commerce
(b) of
subsection (b)
and to
to amend
United States;
States; and
Act of
1926, as
as amended,
amended, to
to provide
provide for
for the
aircraft used in violaviolaforfeiture of aircraft
the forfeiture
of 1926,
Act
tion
tion of customs laws.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by
Be

Vessels seized for vio- United
United States of America in
Vesselsseizedforvioin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section 938
938

lation oflaws.
Vesting
courts with
with
esting
Wourts
discretion to refuse to
dSrtreitr
order
return. refas
1LS., sec.
sec. 938, p. 178;
178;
U.S.C., p.937.

of
(U.S.C., title
title 28,
sec. 751)
751) is
is amended
amended by
28, sec.
Statutes (U.S.C.,
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes

"Notwithat the
end thereof
thereof the
the following
sentence: "
Notwithfollowing new sentence:
the end
adding at
to adding
B.S.,
98, p.
standing
standing the provisions of this section
section or any other provisions
provisions of
of
.S.,p..
law relating to the return on bond of vessels seized for the violation
violation

of any
any law
of the
the United
the court
court having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
States, the
United States,
of
law of
the
subject matter,
in its
upon good cause
cause shown
shown
and upon
may, in
its discretion
discretion and
matter, may,
the subject
by
refuse to
of any
vessel to
any such vessel
return of
order such
such return
to order
States. refuse
by United
United States,
claimant thereof.
thereof.
the claimant
Air Commerce Act of
AircommerceActof
SEC.
subsection (b)
(b) of section
SEC. 2. That subsection
section 11 of the Air Commerce
Commerce
1926, amendment.
VII, title 49, sec. 181), is
Vol. 44, p.874; U.S.C. Act
of 1926,
amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp. VII,
1926, as
as amended
Act of
1Volp.n74;nU8.s.C.
Supp.
1922.
Supp. VII,
II, p.
p. 1922.
amended by striking
sentence thereof
striking out the first sentence
thereof and inserting
inserting in
Penalty provisions.
Penaltyprovisions.
lieu thereof the following
following two new sentences: "Any
"Any person who (1)
(1)
violates
provision of subdivision
subdivision (a) of this section or any
any
any provision
violates any
entry
or clearance
regulation made under
under section 77 (b) of this Act,
clearance regulation
entry or
(2) any immigration
regulation made
made under
under such section, shall
shall be
immigration regulation
or (2)
Remission of
of fine
or
mitigated
a
civil
penalty
of
$500
which
may
be
remitted
Remission
fine subject to a
$500
mitigated
z
authorized.
aute.
by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Secretary of Labor,
by
Commerce, or the Secretary
Labor, respectively,
accordance with such proceedings
Secretary shall
proceedings as the Secretary
tively, in accordance
Customs or
or public
public by
by regulation prescribe. Any person
person violating
violating any customs or public
public
Customs
health regulation apor any pro(b) of this Act, or
section '
7 (b)
plicable to
health regulation
made under
under section
regulation made
aircraft. health
plueable
Vol. 44,
U.S.C.
public-health laws or regulations
pi.p. 672;
72l;Ul.s.C.
V8ol.
vision of the customs or public-health
regulations thereunder
thereunder
Supp. VII, p. 1021.
made
to aircraft
regulation under
such section
shall
section shall
under such
aircraft by
by regulation
made applicable
applicable to
be
aircraft used in conof $500,
$500, and any aircraft
penalty of
to aa civil
civil penalty
be subject
subject to
nection
violation shall be
subject to seizure
and forforseizure and
be subject
with any
any such violation
nection with
feiture as provided
provided for
public-health laws, which
which
for in
in such
such customs or public-health
feiture
penalty and
and forfeiture
forfeiture may be
remitted or
mitigated by
Secretary
by the Secretary
or mitigated
be remitted
penalty
Treasury."
of the Treasury."
Approved, June 19, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 657.1
657.]
[CHAPTER

June 19, 1934.

.[. 39. .1
[Public, No.

[S. 3896.]
[Public, No. 421.1
42.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing the President
and regulations in respect to alcoholio
alcoholic)
President to make rules and
beverages in the Canal Zone, and for other purposes.
purposes.
beverages

Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
Be it
it enacted by the

Canal
Zone.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
CanaloZlio
ne.
assembled, That the President
President
America in.
United States of America
beverages United
Alcoholic
In;Alcohc
rules
and
beverages
regula- is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to make
make rules
rules and
regulations in
respect to
to the
the
in respect
and regulations
regulain;
rules and
tions.
time,
sale and manufacture of alcoholic beverages within, and the impor-

Penalty provisions.

Laws, etc., repealed.
Laws,etc.,repealed.

sale and manufacture of alcoholic beverages within, and the importhereof into and exportation
exportation thereof
thereof from, the Canal Zone,
tation thereof
prescribe licenses and fees for the sale
including the authority to prescribe
and manufacture
beverages.
manufacture of such beverages.
SEc. 2. Any person violating any provision of such rules and
SEC.
regulations shall be punished by a
a fine of not more than $500 or
or
imprisoned in jail for not more than six months, or by both, and
in addition the license
license of such person may be revoked or suspended
suspended
as the President
President may by such rules and regulations
regulations prescribe.
prescribe.
SEC. 3. All laws, rules, regulations,
regulations, and orders
orders in force prior to
to
SEC.
the date this Act takes effect,
effect, insofar as they apply to the sale,
manufacture, possession,
possession, transportation,
transportation, importation,
importation, and exportaexportamanufacture,
tion of alcoholic
alcoholic beverages
beverages in the Canal Zone, are repealed.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS.
657-660.
CHS. 657-660.
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JUNE
JUNE 19,1934.
19, 1934.

thirtieth day
the thirtieth
SEC. 4.
4. This
shall take
effect on
on the
day after
after the
take effect
Act shall
This Act
SEC.

Effective date.
Effectivedate.

date of
of its enactment.
enactment.
date
Approved,
June 19, 1934.
Approved, June
(CHAPTER 6581
658.1
(CHAPTER

ACT
A T ACT
AN

To
authorize the
the President
without
Government of Haiti without
President to transfer to the Government
To authorize
charge to
to that Government
certain property of the United
United States in Haiti.
Haiti.
Government certain
charge

June
19, 1934.
1934.
June19.
[S. 3739.1
[Public, No. 422.1

[s. a7s .
[Public, No. 422.1

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
Haiti, transfer of de
tranfert o desassembled, That the President ignti
Congress assembled,
United
States of
America in
in Congress
of America
Ignated property to,
United States
authorized.
authorized.
of the
United States
hereby authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to transStates is hereby
the United
of
fer
Haiti, without
without
Government of Haiti,
the Government
to the
deliver to
and deliver
permanently and
fer permanently
interest of the
charge against
Government, all right, title, and interest
that Government,
against that
charge
Government
of the
United States
States in
hereinafter-named propin such hereinafter-named
the United
Government of
appropriate to the President
erty,
now in
Haiti as may appear appropriate
President
in Haiti,
erty, now
of
State::
of the United States:
(a) Equipment,
Equipment, supplies,
supplies materials;
materials; (b)
(b) buildings
buildings on land belong(a)
ing
to the
Government of
Of Haiti
Haiti and
and, land
leased from
from private
land leased
the Government
ing to
permanent easeowners;
and (c)
leases and
easeand one permanent
emphyteutic leases
three emphyteutic
(c) three
owners; and
ment covering
of land used by the United States as a
a
parcels of
four parcels
covering four
ment
radio station
station at
Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
at Port-au-Prince
radio
of obliSEC. 2.
2. The Government
Port-au-Prince,
of Haiti shall
assume all
of gatription
Assumption of oblUobligations of
all obligations
shall assume
of
The Government
SEC.
the Government
of the
United States
States under
under said
said leases and
the United
Government of
the
easements.
Approved,
1934.
June 19, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 659.1
659.]
[CHAPTER

I

A 'T A 1*T
AN
AAl ACT
l^m
To
extend the
the times
times for
commencing and
and completing
completing the
construction of a
abridge
the construction
for commencing
To extend
across
Rio Grande
Grande at
at Boca
Texas.
Chica, Texas.
Boca Chica,
the Rio
across the

June 19,
1934.
June
19, 1934.

B 37881
[S.
3.

[P.M

[Public, No.
No. 42.]
423.]
[Publc,

Be it
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Rio Orand
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Grande..
times for Rio
the times
That the
assembled,
Congress
in
America
e for
United States of
commencing and
and completing
the construction
bridge across
the bridg
mittg at a
t
= ,1cdhica,
bridgingatBooaChoa,
across the
of aabridge
construction of
completing the
commencing
Tex
Rio
at Boca
built by the Boca Tel.
to be built
authorized to
Texas, authorized
Chica, Texas,
Boca Chica,
Grande at
Rio Grande
Chica Bridge Company
Company by
Congress approved
10, vol.
Vol. 47.
pp. 297, 1413.
47.pp.2971413.
June 10,
approved June
of Congress
Act of
an Act
by an
Chica Bridge
1,
approved
1932,
heretofore
extended
by
Act
of
Congress
approved
March
Congress
of
Act
by
extended
heretofore
1932,
respectively,
1933, are
further extended
years, respectively,
three years,
and three
one and
extended one
hereby further
are hereby
1933,
from
March 1,
1, 1934.
1934.
from March
Amendment,
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
or repeal
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The right
alter, amend,
amend, or
to alter,
right to
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
June 19, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
660.]
[CHAPTER 660.)

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Donating
bronze trophy
guns to
to the
Cohoes Historical
Society, Cohoes,
Cohoes, New
Historical Society,
the Cohoes
trophy guns
Donating bronze
York.
York.

June
June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.

[H.R. 387.]
424.]

blicRNo.
[Pu
[Public,
No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of theCohoes
the Cohoes Hstorcl
Representatives of
of Representatives
the Senate
Historical
it enacted
Be
N.Y.
Society, Cohoes
Cohoes, N.
V•
Secretary Society,
United
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
Bronze guns donated
gusdonated
toron
the
to
deliver
of
War,
in
his
discretion,
is
hereby
authorized
to
deliver
to
to
authorized
to.
of War, in his discretion, is hereby
order
of the
the Cohoes
Historical Society
Society two
bronze trophy, guns
two bronze
Cohoes Historical
order of
stored
in
the
Watervliet
Arsenal
at
Watervliet,
New York, and
New
Watervliet,
at
stored in the Watervliet Arsenal
marked
W. A.
240"
W. A.
", caliber,
four and one hun- Proviso.
caliber, four
241",
A. 241
and ""W.
" and
A. 240
marked ""W.
pe
derao.
expense.
pNoFederal
dred
twenty-five thousandths:
thousandths: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the United States
States No
and twenty-five
dred and
shall be
in connection
the delivery of said
said guns.
with the
connection with
expense in
no expense
to no
put to
be put
shall
Approved, June
June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 661.1
661.]

June 19,
19, 1934.
[H.R. 1503.]
tH.R.
[Public,
425.]
[Pubtie, No. 425.]

1503.]
No.

California

Debris

California D6bris
Commission.
Vol.
27, p.507; U.S.C.,
Vol.27,p.07;U.Ts..,
p. 1088.
P 1088.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

Cll. 661.
661.
CIH.

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 19,
19, 1934.

AN ACT

A

ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act to create
To
create the California
California Debris Commission
Commission
and
regulate hydraulic
hydraulic mining in the State of California",
and regulate
California", approved
approved March
1,
March 1,
1893, as amended.
amended.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
the
House of
Representatives of
of the

United
States of Anwrica
United States
America in
in Comgress
Congress assembled,
That section
section 18
18
assembled, That
of the Act entitled "An Act to create
create the
the California
California D6bris
Debris ComCom-

mission and regulate
regulate hydraulic
hydraulic mining
mission
mining in the State of
of California
California "/
",
6
approved March 1, 1893,
amended (U.S.C.,
approved
1893, as amended
(U.S.C., title
title 33,
33, sec.
sec. 678),
is
78), is
read as
amended to read
as follows:
follows:
Hydraulic
mining
Hydraulic
mining
;; S
SEC.
The said
"
EC. 18.
18. The
said commission
commission may, at any time when the
the conconprocess.
process.
Modification
of order
Modification of
order dition of the navigable
navigable rivers or when
when the
the capacities
capacities of
of all
impoundall impoundgranting privilege of.
ing and settling facilities
facilities erected
erected by
owners or
or such
as may
may be
be
by mine
mine owners
such as
authority require
provided by Government
Government authority
same, modify
modify the
the order
order
require same,
granting the privilege to mine by the hydraulic mining process
granting
process so
so
the amount
as to reduce
reduce the
amount thereof
to meet
the capacities
capacities of
the facilities
facilities
thereof to
meet the
of the
then in use; or, if
if actually
actually required in
order to
to protect
navigable
in order
protect the
the navigable
Revocation.
Revocation.
rivers from damage
damage or in case of failure to pay the tax
prescribed
tax prescribed
by section
days after
section 23 hereof
hereof within thirty days
after same
same becomes
becomes due,
due, may
may
revoke same until the further
further notice
notice of the
the commission."
commission."
SEc.
as amended
SEC. 2. Section
Section 23 of such Act, as
(U.S.C., title
title 33,
sec.
amended (U.S.C.,
33, sec.
683)
,is
to read
follows:
683),.
is amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
Tax payments.
"SEC.
commission of
"SEC. 23.
23. Upon the construction
construction by the said commission
dams
of dams
or other works for the detention
detention of debris
debris from
from hydraulic
hydraulic mines
mines and
and
the issuing of the order
order provided
provided for
by this
Act to
to any
any individual,
for by
this Act
individual,
company, or corporation
corporation to work any mine
mine or mines
mines by
by hydraulic
hydraulic
process, the individual,
individual, company,
company, or
corporation operating
operating therethereor corporation
under working any mine or mines by hydraulic
hydraulic process,
process, the
the d6bris
debris
from which flows into or is in whole
whole or
or in
in part
restrained by
by such
such
part restrained
dams or other works
erected by said commission,
works erected
commission, shall
shall pay
for each
pay for
each
bank aa tax
cubic yard mined from the natural
natural bank
tax equal
equal to
total
to the
the total
Determination of capital cost of the dam,
Determination
capital cost of the dam, reservoir,
reservoir, and rights of way divided
divided by
by the
the
amount.
total
capacity of the reservoir
total capacity
reservoir for
of d6bris,
debris, as
for the
the restraint
restraint of
as deterdetermined in
mined
in each
each case
case by the California
California Debris
Debris Commission,
Commission, which
which tax
tax
shall be paid annually on
on a
date fixed
fixed by
said commission
commission and
and in
a date
by said
in
accordance with regulations
regulations to be adopted
accordance
adopted by the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Treasur'er of
of the
the United
Treasury, and the
the Treasurer
States is
is hereby
United States
hereby authorauthorCredited to d6bris
:r0ditu
d to drbris ized to receive
receive the same. All
All sums of money
money paid into
into the
Treasury
the'Treasury
fund.
and credited
under this section slhall
hall be set apart and
credited to
to a
fund to
to be
a fund
be
known
known as the debris fund, and
and shall be expended
expended by said commission
commission
under
the supervision
supervision of the Chief of Engineers
Engineers and
under the
and direction of
of
the Secretary
repayment of
Secretary of War, for repayment
of any
any funds
advanced by
by the
the
funds advanced
Federal
Federal Government
Government or other agency for
for the
the construction
construction of
of restrainrestrainProviso's.
Treas-ing
ing works and settling reservoirs, and for maintenance:
Provided,
maintenance: Provided,
TreasDeposit into Treasury.
That said commission
commission is hereby
hereby authorized
That
authorized to
to receive
and pay
pay into
receive and
into
the Treasury from the owner
owner or
or owners
of mines
mines worked
by the
the
owners of
worked by
hydraulic
permission may
hydraulic process, to whom
whom permission
may have
have been
granted so
been granted
so
to work under the provisions thereof,
such money
thereof, such
advances as
as may
money advances
may
be offered to aid in the
the construction
construction of
of such
such impounding
impounding dams,
darns, or
or
other restraining
or settling
restraining works, or
reservoirs, or
or sites
sites therefor,
settling reservoirs,
therefor, as
as
may be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary by
said commission
commission to
to protect
protect the
the navinaviby said
gable channels
gable
channels of said river
river systems, on condition that
that all
all moneys
moneys
so
shall be
so advanced
advanced shall
be refunded
refunded as the said tax is paid into the said
said
Liability.
Liability.
debris
debris fund:
fund: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That in no event
event shall the
the
Government of the United
held liable
Government
United States be held
liable to
to refund
refund same
same
except as
except
as directed
directed by
by this
this section."
section."
Approved,
June
19,
1934.
Approved.

,io.

73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 662.]
[CHAPTER

II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 662, 663. JUNE
JUNE 19,1934.
19, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

751), providing for
Amending section 1
for
1 of the Act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat.L. 751),
the method
method of selling real estate under
under an order or decree
decree of any United
United States
court.
court.

1119
1119
June 19, 1934.
[H.R. 15673
[H.R.
1567.]
[Public. No.
No. 426.]
425.)
[Public.

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
the
1 of Re property sales
of America in
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 1
United
unicreF
alcourt
sales
751;
27, p.
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
chapter vol.
Vol. 27,
p
m
:.751;
March 1893, chapter
day of March
3d day
approved the 3d
the
Act of
U.S.C.,
p.
944.
U.s.C., p. 94.
as follows:
read as
225, be
so as
as to
to read
follows:
be amended
amended so
225,
"All
real estate
under any order or Requirements
sold under
Requirements.
in land
land sold
interest in
estate or any interest
"All real
decree of
United States court
public sale
sale at the
shall be sold at public
court shall
of any
any United
decree
property, or
courthouse of
which the property,
of the county, parish, or city in which
courthouse
the greater
premises, as the
located, or upon the premises,
the
greater part thereof, is located,
Provisos.
decree of sale may direct: Provided,
court rendering
order or decree
Provided, Pots
rendering such order
court
Private saw.
however, That
therefor and aahearing
petition therefor
upon petition
the court may, upon
That the
however,
interest as said court shall
thereon after
parties in interest
notice to parties
such notice
after such
thereon
direct, if
if it
find that
that the
interests of
said estate
estate will be conserved
conserved
of said
the best
best interests
it find
direct,
thereby, order
interest in
the sale of such real estate or interest
decree the
and decree
order and
thereby,
Appraisal and 00nland at
at private
further, That the court shall appoint
appoint fAppraisa
Providedfurther,
sale: Provided
private sale:
land
firmation. and conthree disinterested
disinterested persons
appraise said property,
property, and said sale
persons to appraise
three
shall not
confirmed for
for less
than two thirds
thirds of the appraised
appraised
less than
be confirmed
not be
shall
value."
value."
Approved, June 19, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 6631
(CHAPTER
663.]

ANT ACT
A CfT
AN

To
certain Government
Government Services
Services at El
for suitable quarters for certain
provision for
make provision
To make
Paso,
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
and for
Texas, and
Paso, Texas,

June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 1731.]
17311
[H.R.
[Public,
No.
427.1
[Public, No. 427.]

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Government services3
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
That when
when the aovernmente
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United
at El Paso, Tex.service'
Lease ofbuilding
of building for
for.
owners
of lots
lots 11,
portions of lots 16 and 17, block
block 21,
21, Lease
15, portions
13, 14,
14, 15,
12, 13,
11, 12,
owners of
Campbell's
Addition,
El
Paso,
Texas
(hereinafter
called
the
owners),
owners),
Campbell's Addition, El Paso, Texas (hereinafter called the
have agreed
agreed to
to erect
erect on
on such
building of such design, plan, and
a building
lots a
such lots
have
specifications as
as may
may be
be approved
approved by
the Secretary
Treasury
Secretary of the Treasury
by the
specifications
as suitable
for the
use of
Bureau of Immigration,
Bureau of
of
Immigration, the Bureau
the Bureau
of the
the use
as
suitable for
Customs, the
United States
States Public
the Bureau
Bureau
and the
Service, and
Health Service,
Public Health
the United
Customs,
of Plant
the Secretary
of the
is authorized
authorized and
and
Treasury is
the Treasury
Secretary of
Quarantine, the
of
Plant Quarantine,
directed
to
negotiate,
and,
subject
to
an
appropriation
lease
therefor,
appropriation
an
to
subject
and,
negotiate,
directed to
such building
building and
and such
lots from
from the
the owners
for a
aterm
term of
twenty-five
of twenty-five
owners for
such lots
such
years
such building
building is
ready for
at aa fair
annual
fair annual
for occupancy
occupancy at
is ready
after such
years after
Vol. 47, p. 412.

rental,
subject to
to the
322 of
Part II
II of
of the
the
of Part
section 322
of section
limitations of
the limitations
rental, subject
Legislative
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30,
for the
Appropriation Act
Legislative Appropriation
1933,
approved June
June 30,
30, 1932.
shall contain
provision—
contain aaprovisionlease shall
Such lease
1932. Such
1933, approved
For
cancelation of
the lease
lease in
in the
that the
the lots
lots on
on which
which
event that
the event
of the
For aa cancelation
the
building
is
to
be
constructed
are
determined,
judicially
or by
by
or
judicially
the building is to be constructed are determined,
agreement, to
be lands
lands subject
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States
States
to the
subject to
to be
agreement,
of Mexico.
of
Mexico.
SEc.
2. There
There is
to be
such amounts
amounts as
appropriated such
be appropriated
authorized to
is authorized
SEc. 2.
may
be
necessary
to
pay
the
installments
of
rent
provided
for in
in
for
provided
rent
of
installments
the
pay
to
necessary
may be
such
lease.
such lease.
Approved,
1934.
19, 1934.
June 19,
Approved, June

Vol. 47 p. 412.

canofor for can
Provsion
cetalsoi71

authoAppropriation
Approp
r iation authorized.
.dp
^
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73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 664.]
[CHAPTER

19, 1934.
June 19,

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 664, 665.
665.

JUNE 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT

AN ACT

[H.R. 3357.]

To amend
amend section 99 of the Judicial Code (U.S.C., title 28, sec. 180),
180), as amended.
amended.

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 428.]
428.1

it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in, Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 99
99
vol. p. M86. 67; of the Judicial
amended (U.S.C., title 28,
Judicial Code, as amended
28, sec. 180),
180), be
U.S.O.,

Judicial Co de,
amendment. Cmod
Vol.
26,
26B,8.p. 67;
U.S.C., p. 886.

aeudicial

amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
To constitaue one
one
""S
SE.
EC. 99. The State of North
North Dakota
Dakota shall constitute
one judicial
constitute one
judicial
st.
district to be known as the district
The territory
district of North Dakota. The
territory
embraced
embraced on the 1st day of January
January 1932,
1932, in
the counties
counties of
of Adams,
in the
Adams,
Billings, Bowman,
Burleigh, Dunn,
Bowman, Burleigh,
Golden Valley,
Valley, Grant,
Dunn, Emmons,
Emmons, Golden
Grant,
Hettinger, Kidder, Logan, McIntosh,
McIntosh, McLean,
Mercer, Morton,
McLean,
Mercer,
Morton,
Southwestern.
Southwestern.
Oliver,
Oliver, Sioux,
Sioux, Slope,
Slope, and Stark shall constitute the southwestern
southwestern
division of
of said
said district;
the territory
date last
last
district; and
and the
territory embraced
embraced on
on the
the date
mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the counties
Cass, Dickey,
Dickey, Eddy,
Eddy, Foster,
Foster,
counties of
of Barnes,
Barnes, Cass,
Griggs, LaMoure,
Richland, Sargent,
Steele,
Griggs,
LaMoure, Ransom,
Ransom, Richland,
Sargent, Sheridan,
Sheridan, Steele,
Southeastern.
Stutsman, and Wells shall constitute
constitute the southeastern
southeastern division;
division; and
and
on the
the territory embraced
embraced on
the date
mentioned in
in the
counties
date last
last mentioned
the counties
of Benson, Bottineau, Cavalier,
Cavalier, Grand
Grand Forks,
Nelson, McHenry,
Forks, Nelson,
McHenry,
Northeastern.
Pierce, Ramsey,
Pembina,
Pierce,
Rolette, Traill,
Towner, and
and Walsh
Walsh shall
shall
Ramsey, Rolette
Traill, Towner,
Northeastern.
constitute the northeastern
northeastern division; and
and the
territory embraced
embraced
the territory
mentioned in
in the
the counties
on the date last mentioned
of Burke,
Burke, Divide,
counties of
Divide, McKenMcKenNorthwestern.
Nothwesterin.
Renville, Ward,
Ward, and
Williams shall
constitute the
and Williams
shall constitute
the
Indian reservations. zie, Mountrail, Renville,
northwestern
Indian reservations
northwestern division. The several Indian
reservations and
and parts
parts
Terms of
court
of court.
thereof
thereof within
within said
State shall
shall constitute
constitute a
apart
part of
of the
the several
several dividivisaid State
Terms
sions within
respectively situated.
within which
which they
they are
are respectively
situated. Terms
the
Terms of
of the
southwestern division
district court for the southwestern
be held
held at
Bisdivision shall
shall be
at Bismarck on the second Tuesday in
in March;
the southeastern
southeastern dividiviMarch; for
for the
sion, at Fargo on the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
in December
December and
and at
at Jamestown
Jamestown
on the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
in October;
the northeastern
northeastern division,
division, at
at
October; for
for the
Devils Lake on the second Tuesday
and at
Tuesday in May and
at Grand
Grand Forks
Forks
on the
and for
for the
the northwestern
northwestern
Clerk's
on
the second
second. Tuesday
Tuesday in
in November;
November; and
Clerk's
office.
division, at
at Minot
division,
Minot on
on the second Tuesday
Tuesday in
in April. The clerk of
of
in charge
the court shall maintain an office in
charge of
deputy
of himself
himself or
or a
a deputy
at each place at which
which court
district."
court is
is held
held in
in his
his district."
Approved,
Approved, June
June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.

North Dakota.
To constitute
Judicial district.
Divisions.

[CHAPTER 665.]
665.1

June 19,1934.
3429.
.

June 19, 1934.
[H.R. 7348.1
[PH.bliNo. 429.]
[Public,

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
of the
the Revised
Statutes.
To amend
amend section
section 3937
3937 of
Revised Statutes.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Uted States
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That section 3937
3937
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes (39
is hereby amended
amended to
of
(39 U.S.C. 407)
407) is
to read
read
follows:
as follows:
Unpaid letters.
To
e sent
et tto dead"All domestic
domestic letters
in any
any post
office for
for mailing,
mailing, on
on
"A
To be
letters deposited
deposited in
post office
letter office.
letteroffice.
which the
is wholly
which
the postage
postage is
wholly unpaid
unpaid or
or paid less than one
one full
full rate
rate as
as
required
letters lawfully
required by law, except letters
free, and
and duly
duly certified
certified
lawfully free,
letters of soldiers, sailors, and marines
marines in
in the
the service
service of
of the
United
the United
shall be
sent by
the postmaster
to the
the dead-letter
dead-letter office
office in
oer
designated
States, shall
be sent
by the
postmaster to
Or other designated States,
in
office.
offere.
Washington,
a post office
Washington, or to a
office designated
designated by
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
Coectn
of postage to
be treated
the same
same manner
marmer as
as other
other undelivered
letters. But
But
to be
treated in
in the
undelivered letters.
Collection of pos
e
on dtag
f
011
dOlIVOrY•
in
ities and
those adjacent
in adjoining cities
and in
in those
adjacent districts
districts of
of dense
dense population
population
having two or more post offices
offices within
within a
distance of
of three
three miles
miles of
a distance
of
each other,
other, any
at one of such cities and/or offices and
each
any letter
letter mailed
mailed at
addressed to an adjoining
or to aalocality
adjoining city or
locality within
within the
the delivery
delivery

Postal servie.

Postal Service.
1
Ms.,
sec. 3937,7rp.7
p. 764;
R.8s.,c.393
;
U.S.0 p. 1900.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
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SESS. II.
II. CHS.
OHS. 665,666.
665, 666. JUNE
JUNE 19,1934.
19, 1934.
SESS.

inadvertently preof another
such offices,
shall have been inadvertently
offices, which shall
of such
another of
of
paid
at the
letter rate of postage only, may be forlocal letter
drop or local
the drop
paid at
warded to
to its
destination through
through the proper office, charged with the
its destination
warded
amount
deficient postage,
collected on delivery."
delivery."
to be collected
postage, to
the deficient
of the
amount of
Approved,
June 19, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 666.]

AN ACT
ACT
a part of the post-office
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
convey a
of the Treasury to convey
Authorizing
site
in San
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
city of
San Antonio, Texas, for street purposes,
of San
the city
to the
Texas, to
site in
in exchange
exchange for land for the benefit of the Government
Government property.
in

Jne
4
June 19, 1934
H.R. 8514.]
DLR.
8514.]
No. 430.1
I[Pblic, No
(Public.
430.1

the
Be it
enacted by
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by th,e
it enacted
Be
e
Antonio to,
s vsyance
to C
order to
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That in
in order
San
Antonio,
Tex.au.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
authorized.
the post- thorrsed.
permit the
widening of
North Alamo
Alamo Street
adjacent to
to the
Street adjacent
of North
the widening
permit

office site
at San
San Antonio,
Texas, and to make uniform the dimenAntonio, Texas,
site at
office
Treasury be, and he
sions
of the
the post-office
site, the
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
post-office site,
sions of
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
convey by the usual quitclaim deed to the
to convey
is
a tract of land
only a
city of
for street
street purposes
purposes only,
Texas, for
Antonio, Texas,
San Antonio,
of San
city
forming
part of
of the
the post-office
post-office site described as lying and being
being
a part
forming a
in the
the city
city of
Antonio, TexasTexas—
San Antonio,
of San
in
Desription oftract
Alamo Description
Beginning
at the
of the
the east
line of
of North
of tract
North Alamo
east line
intersection of
the intersection
Beginning at
Street fifty-five
and six
tenths feet
feet wide
with the south line of
wide with
six tenths
fifty-five and
Street
Travis
wide, said point of beginfeet wide,
tenths feet
six tenths
and six
fifty-five and
Street fifty-five
Travis Street
ning being
the northwest
northwest corner
post-office site, runof the present post-office
corner of
being the
ning
ning
thence
in
an
eastwardly
direction
a
distance
of ten and ten
a
distance
direction
eastwardly
an
in
ning thence
one-hundredths
feet to
Street; thence
thence
point in the line of Travis Street;
to aa point
one-hundredths feet
in a
distance of three hundred and three
direction aa distance
a southwardly
southwardly direction
in
and four-tenths
to a
point; thence
thence in
eastwardly direction aa
an eastwardly
in an
a point;
feet to
four-tenths feet
and
distance of
ninety-three one-hundredths
to
one-hundredths feet to
and ninety-three
twenty-three and
of twenty-three
distance
in the
the present
present north
north line
line of
East Houston
Houston Street;
Street; thence
thence in aa
of East
point in
aapoint
southwesterly direction
direction thirty-four
thirty-four and
and fifty-six
fifty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
southwesterly
to
a
point,
being
the
intersection
of
the
present
north line of East
present
the
of
intersection
the
to a point, being
Street;
Houston Street
Street with
with the
the present
present east
east line
line of
of North
Alamo Street;
North Alamo
Houston
thence in
northwardly direction
the present line of North
with the
direction with
in aa northwardly
thence
Alamo Street
Street fifty-five
six tenths
tenths feet
a distance of three
feet wide a
and six
fifty-five and
Alamo
hundred
eight and
tenths feet
feet to
to the point or place of
five tenths
and five
and eight
hundred and
beginning, in
the conveyance
conveyance by
of San
Consideration.
San conaidotln.
city of
the city
by the
of the
consideration of
in consideration
beginning,
Antonio, Texas,
to the
United States
States of
of aa valid title in and to the
the United
Texas, to
Antonio,
triangular
parcel of
of East
East Houston Street as
part of
a part
is a
which is
land which
of land
triangular parcel
now
described as:
and described
out and
laid out
now laid
Beginning at
at a
a point
being the
the intersection
intersection of
north line of
the north
of the
point being
Beginning
East Houston
Houston Street
Street as
now laid
laid out
out with
of Avenue
Avenue
line of
westerly line
the westerly
with the
as now
East
E
as
now
laid
out
seventy-eight
feet
wide,
said
point
beginning
beginning
of
point
said
wide,
feet
seventy-eight
out
laid
now
as
E
also being
being the
the present
present southeasterly
southeasterly corner
the post-office
post-office site;
site;
of the
corner of
also
running
in a
northeastwardly direction
direction with the line of Avea northeastwardly
thence in
running thence
nue
Ea
adistance
distance of
of twenty-six
forty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
and forty-three
twenty-six and
nue E
to
point; thence
in a
distance of
of one
one
direction aa distance
a southwestwardly
southwestwardly direction
thence in
a point;
to a
point
a
hundred
and
thirteen
and
seventeen
one-hundredths
feet
to
a
.
point
feet
one-hundredths
seventeen
and
thirteen
and
hundred
in the
line of
of East
Houston Street as now laid out; thence m an
East Houston
the line
in
eastwardly direction
direction with
the line
East Houston
Houston Street
Street as now
of East
line of
with the
eastwardly
laid out
out a
a distance
of ninety-five
ninety-five and
and seventy-five
seventy-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths
distance of
laid
feet
to the
the point
or place
place of
of beginning.
beginning.
point or
feet to
Approved, June
June 19, 1934.
Approved,
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1934.
June 19,
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[H.R. 8700.]
8700.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 431.]
431.]
[Public,
Canal Zone, Code of
of
Laws.

[Public, No. 432.]
432.]

667, 668. JUNE 19, 1934.
CHS. 667,

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
Code of
for the
Zone, and
and for
other purposes.
for other
purposes.
of Laws
Laws for
the Canal
Canal Zone,
To establish
establish aa Code

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
by the
Be it
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the seven
seven
of America
America in
in Congress
United States
States of
titles
titles hereinafter
hereinafter set
set forth
forth shall constitute
constitute the
the Code
Code of Laws
Laws for the
the
Canal
Zone and
shall, for
all purposes,
establish conclusively,
and be
be
purposes, establish
conclusively, and
Canal Zone
and shall,
for all
deemed
embrace, all the permanent
permanent laws relating
relating to or
applying
deemed to embrace,
or applying
in the
enactment of this Act,
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone in
in force on the date of enactment
in
general laws of the United States as
except such general
as relate to or apply
apply
designated as the
"Canal
the "Canal
Such code shall
shall be designated
in the Canal Zone. Such
Code" and
expiration of ninety days
take effect on
on the expiration
Zone Code"
and shall take
enactment of this Act. Copies of such code printed
printed
after the date of enactment
at the
Office and bearing its imprint shall be
Government Printing Office
at
the Government
conclusive evidence of the original of such code.
SEC. 2.
2. The
The said
Zone Code
shall not
not be
be published
in the
the
Code shall
published in
SEC.
said Canal
Canal Zone
Session Laws
Laws or
or Statutes
at Large,
Large, and
printed and
and
Statutes at
and there shall be printed
Session
bound,
directed by the Joint Committee on Printing,
Printing, such
such
bound, as
as may
may be directed
number of copies thereof as may be required for official use and
distribution, including
including an index and any other explanatory
explanatory matter
matter
the committee may deem necessary.
necessary.
Approved, June 19, 1934.
Canal Zone
Zone is
is printed
printed in aa separate
[The Code
Code of
of Laws
Laws for
for the Canal
volume entitled, "Canal
"Canal Zone Code, 1934."]
1934.1
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 688.1
668.]

June 19,1934.
19,1934.
[H.R. 8910.]
[H.R.
8910.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. IL

A rTP
A N ACT
AN

To establish aa National
National Archives
Archives of
other
other

the United States Government, and for
for
purposes.
purposes.

Be
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United
of America
America in
in Congress
there is
That there
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
United States
hereby created
created the Office of Archivist
Archivist of the United States, the
Archivist
to be
the United
United States,
States,
by the
the President
President of
of the
confirmtin
Archivist to
be appointed
appointed by
consent of the Senate.
by and with the advice and consent
Compensation.
Compensation.
SFC.
SFC. 2. The salary of the Archivist
Archivist shall be $10,000 annually. All
All
Employees.
Employees.
persons to be employed in the National
National Archives
Archives Establishment
Establishment
Qualifications,
apslhall be appointed
ap- shall
Qualifications
appointed by the Archivist
Archivist solely with reference
reference to their
their
pointment,
fitness for
for their
their particular
particular duties
and without
without regard
civil-service
to civil-service
regard to
duties and
fitness
law;
and the
the Archivist shall make rules and regulations for the
law; and
Confirmation.
government of the National Archives;
Confirmation.
Archives; but any official
government
official or employee
with
salary of
of $5,000
or over
shall be
appointed by
by the
President
the President
over shall
be appointed
$5,000 or
with salary
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
of the
Senate.
by
consent of
the Senate.
Archivist.
SEc.
or records
records belonging
belonging to
the Government
Government. of
of
Superintendence
to the
SEC. 3.
3. All
All archives
archives or
Supetendence of
archives
by.
arivtbyo.
the United States
States (legislative,
(legislative, executive,
executive, judicial,
judicial, and other)
other) shall
shall
Inspection of records.
freords. be under the charge
superintendence of the Archivist to this
charge and superintendence
extent: lie
He shall have full power to inspect personally or by deputy
the records of any agency of the United States Government
Government whatsoever
soever and wheresoever
wheresoever located,
located, and shall have the full cooperation
cooperation
of any and all persons in charge of such records in such inspections,
inspections,
Requisition for transEstablishfor transfer
transfer to the
the National
National Archives
feqrisitionfortransand
to requisition
requisition for
and to
Archives Establishfer of documents.
ment such archives, or records
records as the National Archives Council,
hereafter provided
provided shall approve
approve for such transfer, and he shall
have authority to make regulations
regulations for the
the arrangement, custody,
use, and withdrawal of material
material deposited in the National Archives
Prosiso.
Building: Provided,
That any
any head
head of
of an
executive department.,
department,
an executive
Provided, That
tio of con Building:
E
Exemption
fidential matter.
fidentia
may. for
for
-independent
independent office, or other
other agency of the Government
Government may,
limited periods, not exceeding
exceeding in duration his tenure of that office,
office,
exempt from examination and consultation
private indiindiconsultation by officials, private
viduals, or any other persons
persons such confidential
confidential matter transferred
transferred
department or office, as
as he
he may
may deem
deem wise.
wise.
from his department
National Archives.
Officeof
Office of Archivist
Archivist
created,
created.
Appointment
and
and
confirmation.

73d
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and conro
control
Cutodynd
National of Custody
of the
SEC.
4. The
immediate custody
custody and control of
the National
The immediate
SEC. 4.
Archives Building.
equipand
other
and
Archives
Building
such
buildings,
grounds,
and
equipBuilding
Archives
a part of the National
ment
as may
to time become a
time to
from time
may from
ment .as
the
same
the
Archives
Establishment
(except
as
is vested by law in the
(except
Establishment
Archives
Director of
of National
Buildings, Parks, and Reservations)
Reservations) and their
their
National Buildings,
Director
contents shall
shall be
vested in the Archivist of the United States.
be vested
contents
Historica
National Historical
Historical National
a National Historical
SEC. 5.
That there
created also a
there is hereby created
5. That
SEC.
Publications Commission.
Publications Commission
which shall make plans, estimates, and sion.
Commission which
Publications
Publication of h
hisof toricatiwonrso
recommendations for
such historical works and collections of
for such
torical works.
recommendations
otherwise
and/or
sources
seem appropriate
publication
appropriate for publication
as seem
sources as
Composition of ComComotionofConmrecording at
the public
public expense,
expense, said Commission to consist of the mission.
at the
recording
mon.
histhe
chairman;
its
Archivist of
the United
States, who shall be
United States,
of the
Archivist
historical
torical
adviser of
of the
the Department
Department of State; the chief of the historical
torical adviser
superintendent
section of
of the
the War
General Staff;
Staff; the superintendent
Department, General
War Department,
section
of
naval records
records in
Navy Department; the Chief of the Divithe Navy
in the
of naval
sion
of
Manuscripts
in
the
Library
Library of Congress; and two members
the
in
sion of Manuscripts
president
of
appointed by the president
Association appointed
Historical Association
American Historical
the American
of the
members
have
or
who
thereof
from
among
those
persons
are
been
persons
those
among
thereof from
oviso.
Provided, That the Proviso.
of
the executive
executive council
council of
of the
the said
said association:
association: Provided,
of the
Precedence in publicationof
lication
of reports.
the
on
reports
special
preparation
and
publication
of
annual
and
special
reports
and
annual
of
publication
and
preparation
guides,
archives
and
records
of
the
Government,
inventory
lists,
archives and records of the Government,
catalogs,
and other
other instruments
instruments facilitating
facilitating the
collections
the use of the collections
catalogs, and
textual reproducshall have
have precedence
detailed calendars
reproduccalendars and textual
over detailed
precedence over
shall
Commission, meetmeetCommission,
tions. This
shall meet
at least
least once
year, and the ings
a year,
once a
meet at
Commission shall
of.
This Commission
tions.
of
rgs
repayment
except
members
shall
serve
without
compensation
repayment
of
compensation
members shall serve without
Commission.
expenses
in attending
attending meetings of the Commission.
incurred in
actually incurred
expenses actually
National
Archives
Archives
Nation"
Archives Council.
National
S
EC.
6.
That
there
is
hereby
further
created
a
a
created
further
hereby
is
there
That
SEC. 6.
Composition.
Composition.
osed
of
the
Secretaries
of
each
of
the
executive
departdepartexecutive
the
of
of the Secretaries of each
Council
comp
Council composed
to
ments of
of the
an alternate
department to
from each department
alternate from
(or an
Government (or
the Government
ments
be named
named by
by the
the Chairman
Chairman of the Senate
thereof), the
Secretary thereof),
the Secretary
be
Committee
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the House Committee
Library, the
the Library,
on the
Committee on
on
the
Library,
the
Librarian
of
Congress,
the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
Congress,
of
on the Library, the Librarian
Smithsonian Institution,
the Archivist
the United
States. Classes of material
United States.
of the
Archivist of
and the
Institution, and
Smithsonian
material
lasses ofdefined
The
material which shall
shall be
be for
said Council shall define the classes of material
The said
for transfer
transfer defined
by.
transferred
to
the
National
Archives
Building
and
establish
regureguestablish
and
transferred to the National Archives Building
Regulations governlations
governing such
such transfer;
shall have
have power to advise the ngRegulations
disposition. governand shall
transfer; and
lations governing
and
Archivist
in
respect
to
regulations
governing
the
disposition
disposition
the
governing
Archivist in respect to regulations
use of
to his
custody.
his custody.
transferred to
records transferred
and records
archives and
the archives
of the
use
Motion picture films,
films,
ture
,Motonpl
and preserve
SEC. 7.
The National
Archives may
may also
also accept,
preserve historical
store, and
accept, store,
sound reNational Archives
7. The
SEC.
cordings.
ordings.
illusand
to
motion-picture films
and sound
recordings pertaining
pertaining
sound recordings
films and
motion-picture
Acceptance authortrative of
of historical
of the
the United
United States, and in connec- ,Adetanee author*
activities of
historical activities
trative
iz Projecting
room,
Projecting room'
tion therewith
projecting room
room for
for showing
showing such
such films maintenance.
maintain aa projecting
therewith maintain
tion
and reproducing such
such sound
sound recordings
recordings for
and
purposes and
historical purposes
for historical

and reproducing

study.
study.
Seal.
S
EC. 8.
8. That
National Archives
have an
official seal which Seal.
an official
shall have
Archives shall
the National
That the
SEC.
will
be
judicially
noticed.
will be judicially noticed.
to Congress
Reports to ongress
S
EC. 9.
the Archivist
Archivist shall
Congress, at
begin- Reports
the beginat the
to Congress,
make to
shall make
That the
9. That
SEC.
ning
of each
each regular
session, a
areport
the preceding
fiscal year as
preceding fiscal
for the
report for
regular session,
ning of
to
the
National
Archives, the
including a
detailed statea detailed
report including
said report
the said
National Archives,
the
to
ment of all accessions
and of
all receipts
receipts and
expenditures on
account
on account
and expenditures
of all
ment of all accessions and
of
the said
said establishment.
establishment. He
He shall
transmit to
Congress the
to Congress
also transmit
shall also
of the
recommendations
of the
the Commission
Historical PublicaNational Historical
on National
Commission on
recommendations of
tions,
January 11
. of
each year,
with the
approval of the
the approval
year, with
of each
on January
and, on
tions, and,
Council,
a
list
or
description
of
the
papers,
documents,
and
forth
so forth
and so
documents,
papers,
the
of
description
or
list
a
Council,
(among the
archives and
the Government),
which appear
appear
Government), which
of the
records of
and records
the archives
(among
to have no permanent value
interest, and
and which,
which, with
with
historical interest,
or historical
value or
to have no permanent
the concurrence of
of the
the Government
agency
concerned,
and subject
subject
and
concerned,
agency
Government
the concurrence
efecto
the approval
approval of
of Congress,
be destroyed
otherwise effecdestroyed or otherwise
shall be
Congress, shall
to the
tively
disposed
of.
tively disposed
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1934.
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appropriations
SEC.
Sa-S
EC. 10. That there are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized such appropriations
as
may be
be necessary
for the
the maintenance
of the
the National
National Archives
Archives
maintenance of
necessary for
as may
Building
and the
the administration
and
the expenses,
expenses, and
the collections,
collections, the
of the
administration of
Building and
work
Commission on
National Historical
Historical Publications, the
on National
of the
the Commission
work of
supply of
necessary equipment
expenses incidental
to the
operathe operaincidental to
and expenses
equipment and
of necessary
supply
tions aforesaid,
including
transfer
of records
records to
the
Archives BuildBuildArchives
to
the
of
transfer
including
aforesaid,
tions
Printing and binding; printing
and binding;
binding; personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
ing;
printing and
inting and b
ing.
Columbia
diem in lieu
and per diem
and subsistence
subsistence and
travel and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
Columbia and
of subsistence,
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of any
any other
Acts;
other Acts;
of
subsistence, notwithstanding
stenographic
services by
contract or
otherwise as may
be deemed
deemed
may be
or otherwise
by contract
stenographic services
necessary;
exchange of books and maps; purchase,
necessary; purchases and exchange
exchange,
absolutely necesvehicles; and all absolutely
operation of motor vehicles;
and operation
exchange, and
sary
expenses, all
expended under
under the direction
direction of
all to
to be expended
sary contingent
contingent expenses,
Annual estimates to
the Archivist,
Archivist, who shall annually submit to Congress estimates thereoAnnua estimates to the
Congress.
for in the manner
manner prescribed by law.
Inconsistent acts
acts reIneonsistent
re- SEC.
SEC. 11. All Acts or parts of Acts relating
relating to the charge and
pealed.
superintendency,
official
preservation, and disposition of official
custody, preservation,
superintendency, custody,
departments and other governpapers and documents of executive
executive departments
governmental
agencies inconsistent with the provisions of this Act are
mental agencies
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
June 19, 1934.
Approved, June

Appropriations
Appropriations
thorized.
thorized.
Ante, p.
p. 1026.
AtIe,

au-

[CHAPTER 669.]
669.]
[CHAPTER
1934.
June 19, 1934.
[H.R. 8954.1
8954.]
[H.R.
No. 433.]
[Public, No.

AN ACT
ACT

"An Act
306), entitled
entitled "An
To
amend an
Act approved
approved June
June 14,
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Act grantStat. 306),
14, 1932
an Act
To amend
Wyoming to negoMontana and Wyoming
States of
of Montana
ing
the consent
of Congress
to the
the States
Congress to
consent of
ing the
for division
division of the waters
tiate
enter into
into a
or agreement
agreement for
waters of the
a compact
compact or
tiate and
and enter
Yellowstone River."
River."
Yellowstone

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
by the
Be
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
Anerica in Congress
States of America
United States
granting
14 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 306)
approved June 14,
approved
306) entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act granting
the consent of Congress to the States of Montana and Wyoming
Wyoming
to negotiate and enter into a
a compact or agreement for division of
Waters in
in YellowYellow- thestone
amended by
by adding
adding
is hereby
hereby amended
River " , is
sttaters
the waters of
Yellowstone River",
amene
hereby
of the Yellowstone
National
stone
National Park.
further, That nothing in this
thereto: "Provided
"Provided further,
the following thereto:
Yellowstone National Park
Act shall apply to any waters
waters within the Yellowstone
or
or shall
shall establish any right or interest in or to any lands within the
boundaries
boundaries thereof."
Approved, June 19, 1934.
Approved,

Montana-Wyoming.
ording.Mgrintfan
Agreement
for
division
waters of Yelsion of
of waters
lowstone
River.
lowstone
Vol. 47,
47, p.
p. 306.
306.

[CHAPTER 670.]
[CHAPTER
1934.
June 19, 1934.

[H.R. 9123.]
[Public, No. 434.]

H.R. 9123.]

American Legion.
American
Loan of Army equipaqui
ment to,
to, authorized.
ment

Provisos.
Provises.
expense.
No Federal expense.

AN ACT

To
Secretary of War to lend War Department
Department equipment
equipment for use
authorize the Secretary
To authorize
at the
the Sixteenth
Sixteenth National Convention
Convention of the American Legion at Miami,
Miami,
Florida,
the month
month of October 1934.
during the
Florida, during

Be it
it enated
enacted by the
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
Be
United States of
in Congress
assembled, That the SecreCongress assembled,
America in
of America
United
American
tary of War is authorized to lend, at his discretion, to the American
Legion, 1934 Convention Corporation, for use at the Sixteenth
Miami,
National Convention of the American Legion to be held at Miami,
Florida, in the month of October 1934, such tents, cots, and blankets,
and other available
available stock out of the Army and National Guard
Legionsupplies as such corporation may require to house properly Legionnaires attending
attending such convention: Provided,
Provided, That no expense shall
shall
Government by the delivery and return
be caused the United States Government
return
property, the same to be delivered
delivered at such time prior to the
of such property,
convention as may be agreed upon by the Secretary
holding of such convention
of War
War and
and the
the American
American Legion
Convention Corporation,
Corporation,
Legion 1934 Convention
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SESS.

corporation, Charles
president of such corporation,
through
executive vice president
the executive
through the
War, before delivSecretary
the
A.
Mills:
Provided
further,
That
the
Secretary
of
That
further,
Provided
Mills:
A.
a good and
ering such
such corporation
corporation a
take from such
shall take
property, shall
such property,
ering
property in good order
sufficient
bond for
for the
return of such property
order
safe return
the safe
sufficient bond
and condition,
condition, and
and the
the whole
whole without expense
expense to the United States.
and
Approved,
1934.
June 19, 1934.
Approved, June

Bond
Bond required.

[CHAPTER
671.]
[CHAPTER 671.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Providing educational
opportunities for
for the children of soldiers, sailors, and
educational opportunities
Providing

during the World War.
died during
action or
marines
in action
or died
War.
killed in
were killed
who were
marines who

June 19, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 9143.]
[H.R.
9143.]
No. 435.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
433.)

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
Be it
Children of
veterans
of veterans
Chidren
That there
United
of America
there is who
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
Vi
oo
rl Aos
vt
rar
liy es during
during
lives
lost
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
appropriated, from
from funds
funds to the credit of World War.
be appropriated,
hereby
Appropriation auUnited States
the United
of the
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
the Treasury
States not thoAp
Treasury of
m the
thorized propratovide
to provide
the District
educational opportuniopportuniotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
$3,600, annually, for the fiscal educational
sum of $3,600,
the sum
otherwise
ties for.
for.
ties
children
of
education
years
1935
to
1943,
inclusive,
for
aid
in
the
education
children
the
in
aid
for
inclusive,
1943,
years 1935 to
(between
ages of
sixteen and
and twenty-one
twenty-one years, inclusive, who
of sixteen
the ages
(between the
have
had
their
domicile
in
the
District
of Columbia
Columbia for at least five
of
District
the
in
domicile
their
had
have
years) of
of those
those who
lives during
the World
World War
War as aa
during the
their lives
lost their
who lost
years)
result
military or
or naval
forces of the United States
States,
naval forces
the military
in the
service in
of service
result of
including
maintenance, and the purchase of books and
and
tuition, fees, maintenance,
including tuition,
supplies: Provided,
That not
not more
more than
than $200
shall be
available for
on.
P
for Provisos.
be available
$200 shall
Restriction.
Provided, That
supplies:
Expenditure.
Expenditure.
appropriaThat
further,
any
one
child
in
any
one
year:
Provided
further,
That
appropriaProvided
year:
any one child in any one
tions
in accordance
accordance with
with this
shall be expended, under
under
this Act shall
made in
tions made
Education of the
rules
and
regulations
prescribed
by
the
Board
of Education
Board
the
by
prescribed
rules and regulations
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, only
for such
such children
children as
Board, from
the said Board,
as the
only for
District
amounts
such
in
time
to
time
may
find
to
be
in
need
of
such
aid
and
in
such
amounts
and
aid
such
of
need
in
be
to
find
may
time,
time to
as
said Board
from time
time to
to time
time may
may determine
in the
the case of
determine in
Board from
the said
as the
child.
each child.
each
Approved, June
June 19,
1934.
19, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
672.]
[CHAPTER 672.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
regulate the
the business
business of
of life
in the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
insurance in
life insurance
To regulate

June 19,134.
19, 1934.
Junel
9178.]
IuRN.
[Public,
No. 49175
436.1

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and Home
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in
Assembled,
Congress Assembled,
in Congress
United
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CHAPTER I-TITLE
I-TrrLE AND
DEFINITIONS
AND DEFINITIONS
CHAPTER
Sec.
Short title.
1. Short
Sec. 1.
Sec.
Definitions.
2. Definitions.
See. 2.

Short title.

SECTION 1. Suoirr TiTLE.-This
rift.E.-This Act
shall be
known as
the "Life
"Life shorttle
as the
be known
Act shall
1. SHOrT
SCTION Act."
Insurance
All life
hereafter
companies now or hereafter
insurance companies
life insurance
All
Insurance Act."
incorporated or
formed by
by authority
authority of
of any
general or special law
any general
or formed
incorporated
foreign and
of
this District or
by
other
Act
of
Congress,
and
all foreign
and
and all
Congress,
of
District or by other toAct
this
of
alien
companies authorized to
do business
business in
this District,
District, shall be
this
in
do
authorized
alien companies
subject to
Act.
this Act.
to this
subject
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SEC.
SEC. 2. DEFINITIONS.-In
DEFINITIONS.—Tn this Act, unless the context otherwise
otherwise
requires—
requiresDistrict" means the
"" District"
the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
" Commissioners"
the Commissioners
"
Commissioners" means the
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
of

Columbia;
Columbia;

"Superintendent"
" Superintendent "means the Superintendent
Superintendent of
Insurance of
of the
the
of Insurance
District of
Columbia;
of Columbia;
"Department."
"Department
Insurance of
"Department."
"
Department ""means the Department
Department of Insurance
of the
the District
District
of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
"Company."
"Company."
" Company
Company"" means any life insurance
insurance company
company and includes aa
corporation,
association of persons
corporation, company,
company, or association
persons engaged
engaged in or
or proposing to engage in
in the
the business of life
life insurance;
insurance;
"Domestic
corn"Domestic
" means an insurance
"Domestic com"Domestic company
company"
insurance company
company organized
organized
under the laws of the District, or formed
formed or organized
organized under
under an
Act of Congress;
Congress;
"Foreigncompany."
4"Foreign
company ""means an insurance
"FureigneumPanY."
Foreign company
insurance company
company organized
organized under
under
the laws of any State of the United
United States,
any Territory
Territory or
or
States, or of any
possession of
States;
insular possession
of the United
United States;
"Alien
ompany."
company" means
"Alien company."
"Alien company"
means a
a company organized
organized under
under the
the laws
of
laws of
any country
country other than
than. the United States
States or a
aTerritory
Territory or
insular
or insular
possession thereof;
possession
thereof;
"Person."
" Person " includes
includes individuals,
"Person."
"Person"
individuals, corporations,
corporations , associations,
assoc i
ati ons , and
an d
partnerships;
partnerships; personal
personal pronouns
pronouns include all genders; the singular
singular
includes the
includes the
includes
the plural,
plural, and the
the plural
plural includes
the singular,
singular,
"General agent."
agent."
Thee term
"general
"General
Th
term"
general agent"
agent" in this Act shall
shall include
include an
an individual,
individual,
copartnership,
copartnership, or corporation
corporation authorized
writing
by
a
company,
authorized in
in writing by a company,
association, or exchange
exchange to solicit risks
and collect
collect premiums,
premiums, and/or
and/or
risks and
issue policies in its behalf.
behalf.
"Aget."
The
"Agent."
The terms ""agent
agent"" in this Act shall include
include an
an individual,
individual, copartcopartnership, or corporation
corporation authorized in writing by a
acompany, associassociation, or exchange
exchange to solicit
solicit risks
collect premiums
premiums in
in its
its behalf.
behalf.
risks and
and collect
liitor."
The term "solicitor"
"Solicitor."
"solicitor" in this Act shall include
include any individuals
individuals
authorized in writing by
authorized
licensed agent
agent to
to solicit
solicit risks
risks and
by aa duly licensed
and
collect premiums
premiums in behalf
behalf of
agent.
of said agent.
The terms "
"agent"
agent" and "solicitor"
"solicitor" shall not include officers or
or
salaried employees
exchange which
employees of any company, association,
association, or
or exchange
which
is authorized
authorized to transact
transact business in the District,
who do
solicit,
District, who
do not
not solicit.
negotiate, or
or place
place risks.
"Broker."
The
Broker."
he term "'broker"
"broker" in this Act shall
include consultant,
consultant, surveyor
surveyor
shall include
and/or
partnership, association, or corporation
aanndd//oorr any person, partnership,
for
corporation who,
who, for
money, commission,
commission, or anything
anything of value,
any manmanvalue, acts or aids in
in any
ner on behalf of the insured in negotiating
negotiating contracts
contracts of
of insurance
insurance
or placing risks or taking out insurances,
surety bonds;
insurances, including surety
bonds;
l
i
tipet
re um rere' " emium
"Net , v
premium
Nett premium
receipts " means
gross premiums
premiums received
less the
the
emium receipts"
means gross
received less
eeipts.'
sum of the following:
following:
1. Premiums returned on policies canceled
canceled or not taken;
taken;
2. Premiums paid for reinsurances
reinsurances where
where the same are paid
to companies duly licensed
licensed to do business
and
business in the District; and
3. Dividends paid in cash
cash or used
used by policyholders
policyholders in paypurchase of paid-up additional
ment of renewal
renewal premiums
premiums or in purchase
additional
insurance.
insurance.
"surplts."
"Surplus"
"Surplus."
Surplus" means the excess
excess of admitted assets
assets over
over liabilities
liabilities
and capital, in the case of aa company
company with capital stock,
stock, and
and the
the
excess of admitted
admitted assets over liabilities in the case
case of
of a
a company
company
without capital
capital stock;
stock;
"Libilitw."
"Liabilities
Liabilities "" means
means all
all debts,
debts, due
due or
or to
to become
become due,
due, contingent
contingent
or otherwise, of which the company
company has knowledge, and includes
includes the
reserves required
required by this Act;
"Superintendent."
"Superintendent."
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insurance,
"Industrial
"
Industrial life
life insurance"
insurance" means that form of life insurance,

either (a)
(a) under which the premiums
premiums are payable weekly,
weekly, or (b)
under
under which the premiums
premiums are payable
payable monthly or oftener,
oftener, if the
provided in the policy is less than $1,000,
face
amount of insurance
insurance provided
face amount
the
policy" are plainly
"industrial policy"
plainly printed
printed upon the
the words "industrial
and the
policy as aa part of the descriptive
descriptive matter.
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

II-POWERS
II-POWERS

AND

1129
1129
inlIe in"Indstrii
"Ince
durbil i life

SUPERINTENDENT; GENERAL
OF SUPERINTENDENT;
DUTrIES
DLITILS or
GENERAL
PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

Sec.
See.
See.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

insurance; oath; bond;
department; Superintendent
Superintendent of
of insurance;
bond;
Insurance department;
1. Insurance
annual report.
evidence; annual
assistants; seal; certificate
certificate with
with evidence;
assistants;
2. Fees and charges.

3. Taxes.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.
11.
11.
12.
13.
13.
14.
14.
15.

Tax refunds.
Certificate
Certificate of authority.
authority.
Revocation of certificate
authority.
certificate of authority.
Revocation
Superintendent.
furnished by Superintendent.
statement forms to be furnished
Annual statement
Annual statement.
Penalty for false statement.
Penalty
Deceptive statements prohibited.
Contents
advertisements.
Contents of advertisements.
Defamation of companies.
Defamation
Penalty for
appear and testify in examinations.
examinations.
refusing to appear
for refusing
Penalty
Court proceedings.
proceedings.
statements in application
False statements
application for insurance.

Sec.
Sec. 16. General deposit.
Secretary to Board of
Sec. 17.
17. Holding
Holding of
general deposits
Auditor and Secretary
deposits by Auditor
of general
Sec.

Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.

18.
19.
20.
21.
21.
22.
22.
23.
23.
24.
24.
25.
25.
26.
26.
27.
27.
28.
28.
29.
29.
30.
30.
31.
31.
32.
32.
33.
33.

Commissioners.
Withdrawal of deposits.
Withdrawal
Examinations.
Receivership proceedings.
Receivership
When company to be deemed
deemed insolvent.
insolvent.
Reinsurance
Superintendent.
Reinsurance by Superintendent.
Amortization.
Amortization.
Attorney for service of process.
process.
Attorney
Political contributions
contributions prohibited.
Political
General Agent's,
Agent's and
and Solicitor's
Qualifications and Licenses.
Solicitor's Qualifications
Agent's, Agent's
General
Suspension
license.
Suspension or revocation of license.
Appeal
Ruling.
from Ruling.
Appeal from
Brokers.
Brokers.
Embezzlement; penalty.
penalty.
Embezzlement;
Contract
of minors
for life,
health, and
and accident
accident insurance.
insurance.
life, health,
minors for
Contract of
Assessment
companies.
Assessment companies.
Appeal
Superintendent to Commissioners.
Commissioners.
from Superintendent
Appeal from

SECTION
OF INSURINSURSUPERINTENDENT OF
DEPARTMENT; SUPERINTENDENT
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT;
1. INSURANCE
SECTION 1.
ANCE;
BOND; ASSISTANTS;
SEAL; CERTIFICATE
CEBTtrICATE WITH
EVIDENCE;
WITH EVIDENCE;
ASSISTANTS; SEAL;
OATH; BOND;
ANCE; OATH;

ANNUAL REPORT.-There
REPORT.-There shall
be continued
Depart- Delartmet
Department of InLaDistrict aa Departthe District
in the
continued in
shall be
ANNUAL
ofColumbia.
ment
with the
of the
laws relating
relating to
u
nice
nlith.
° Di9trict
insurance, :t
to insurance,
the laws
execution of
the execution
charged with
ment charged
to be
be called
of the
the District
of ColumColumDistrict of
Insurance of
of Insurance
Department of
" Department
the "
called the
to
bia." At
of such
there shall
shall be
be a
Superintend- superintendent.
superintendent.
a SuperintendDepartment there
such Department
head of
the head
At the
bia."
ent of
Insurance, who
shall devote
devote his
his entire
to the
the DepartDepartservice to
entire service
who shall
of Insurance,
ent
ment. He
He shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by and
and hold
hold his
office at
the pleasure
pleasure Apointment;
A pointment;tenure
tenu
at the
his office
ment.
of
the
Commissioners.
The
Superintendent,
during
his
term
of
°f
Resui
ce. etion on other
'feietion
of
term
his
during
of the Commissioners. The Superintendent,
office, shall
shall not
be interested
of any
corn- employment
employment .
insurance comany insurance
business of
the business
in the
interested in
not be
office,
pany except
except as
as a
apolicyholder.
He shall
shall take
take and
and subscribe
subscribe an
an oath
oath Oh"
Oathpolicyholder. He
pany
of
office which
shall be
filed with
with the
In said
said DeAssistants.
De- Aistnats.
Commissioners. In
the Commissioners.
be filed
which shall
of office
partment
there shall
be also
also two
two Deputy
Superintendents and
such
and such
Deputy Superintendents
shall be
partment there

other personnel
personnel as
as may
may be
necessary within
annually
appropriations annually
within appropriations
be necessary
other
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made
Congress for
for said
Department. The
The compensation
compensation of
of the
the
made by
by Congress
said Department.
Superintendent,
Deputy Superintendents,
and other
other personnel
personnel shall
shall
Superintendents, and
Superintendent, Deputy
be fixed
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
of the
Classification Act
Act
the Classification
provisions of
with the
be
fixed in
as amended.
amended.
of 1923, as
In case
of the
the absence
absence or
inability of
of the
the Superintendent,
Superintendent, or
or in
in
or inability
In
case of
the event
removal of
of the
the Superintendent,
and pending
pending the
the
Superintendent, and
the removal
event of
of the
the
appointment
his successor,
successor, one
of the
Deputy Superintendents
Superintendents
appointment of
of his
one of
the Deputy
perform the duties
duties of the Superintendent.
Superintendent.
shall perform
Seal.
official
seal.
The Commissioners shall provide the Department with an official
seal, which
shall be
the seal
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
surrounded
Columbia surrounded
be the
seal of
which shall
seal,
by a
shall appear
appear ""Department
Insurance of the
of Insurance
Department of
which shall
border in
in which
by
a border
District of Columbia."
Sealed
instruments.
Every certificate
and other
other document
document or
executed by
such
or paper
paper executed
by such
sealedinstruments.
Every
certificate and
Superintendent, or
in pursuance
pursuance of
any authority conof any
his deputies,
deputies, in
or his
Superintendent,
ferred upon
him by
by law and
and.
the seal of his office, and
sealed with
with the
and sealed
upon him
ferred
certified by him or by his deputies and authentiall copies of
of papers certified
evidence equally and in like
all cases,
cases, be
be evidence
in all
said seal, shall, in
cated by said
manner
as the
the original thereof
same force and
thereof and shall have the same
manner as
effect
as would
would the
the original in
proceeding in any
court
any court
in any suit or proceeding
effect as
of this District.
and recThe office of the Superintendent
Superintendent shall be aa public
Public offce
office and
rec.
public office,
office, and the
ords.
records, books,
hooks, and
and papers
papers thereof
on file
file therein
therein shall
shall be
be public
records,
ords.
thereof on
public
records of
of the
the District,
as it
may be
be provided
provided otherwise
otherwise
it may
District, except
except as
records
herein.
Annualreport.
shall report
report annually
Annual
report.
The Superintendent
Superintendent shall
annually to the Commissioners
Commissioners
his
and shall
shall include
in such
such report abstracts
include in
transactions, and
his official
official transactions,
of the
the annual
statements of
several companies
companies and an exhibit
exhibit
the several
of the
annual statements
of
condition and
business transactions
transactions of the same as
and business
the financial condition
of the
shown by
by their
their annual
He shall
shall also
include therein
therein a
a
also include
statements. He
annual statements.
shown
statement of
the receipts
of the
the Department
for
Department for
and expenditures
expenditures of
receipts and
of the
statement
the preceding
preceding year
such recommendations
relative to
to insurance
insurance
recommendations relative
year and
and such
the
and
insurance laws
of the
District as
he shall
shall deem
proper.
deem proper.
as he
the District
laws of
and the
the insurance
Attendance, national
The Superintendent
Superintendent is authorized
authorized to attend
attend and participate in
Attendance,
national
P.
conventions of insurconventions
meetings of
of insurance
insurance commissioners
commissioners
national convention
convention of
the meetings
of the
the national
ance commissioners,
commissioners. the
and of
thereof; he is also authorized
authorized to visit the
of the
the committees
committees thereof;
and
insurance
departments of
the various
States when
in his
his judgment
judgment
when in
of the
various States
insurance departments
such
visits are
are necessary
necessary for
conduct of
of his
official office;
office;
his official
proper conduct
for the
the proper
such visits
and he
he may
may require
require such
he may
may designate
designate to
to
as he
of his
his assistants
assistants as
such of
and
attend and
in such
such meetings,
meetings, all
all subject
subject to the prior
prior
and participate
participate in
attend
approval of
of the
the Commissioners.
The actual
actual expense
expense of
of .such
such
Commissioners. The
approval
attendance
his assistants
assistants shall
paid in
in
be paid
shall be
and his
the Superintendent
Superintendent and
by the
attendance by
like
manner as
other expenses
of the
the District are paid.
paid.
expenses of
as other
like manner
Fees
charges.
Szo. 2.
Films AND CHARGES.-All
onAnor.s.—All charges
charges and
and fees
fees provided
provided for
for in
in
SEc.
2. FEES
and charges.
ees and
Payment and deposit,
this section
section shall
shall be
paid to
to the
of taxes
taxes of
the District
District of
of
of the
the collector
collector of
be paid
and dethis
pyment
Columbia and
and deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
States to
to the
the
the United
Columbia
District.
of the District.
credit of
For filing
or articles
articles of
or association,
or
association, or
of incorporation
incorporation or
charter or
For
filing charter
deed
settlement or
each
or copy thereof, required by law, $10; for each
of settlement
deed of
company
certificate of authority,
company certificate
authority, $10;
$10; for license of each general
general
of
agent, $50;
$50; for license
license of
of each agent
agent or solicitor, $5; for license of
insurance companies,
companies, their
their
each broker, $50. All
All licenses for
for brokers,
brokers, insurance
permission to do business
business
agents or solicitors, who may apply for permission
Columbia, shall date from the first of the month
in the District of Columbia,
application is made
made and
in which
which application
and expire on the 30th day of April
payment shall
be made
made in
in proportion.
following, and payment
shall be
proportion.
Taxes.
SEC.
SEC. 3. TAxEs.-Every
TAN-F.s.—Every company shall pay to the collector
collector of taxes
to 11
sum of money
District of
of Columbia
Detrmination
Determination of
of asas- for the District
Columbia a
a sum
money as taxes
taxes equal
equal to
11/
2
Sessment.
receipts from business done in the
per centum of its net premium receipts
Compensation,
Compensation.
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Payment.
Columbia, said taxes to be paid before the 1st day of Payment.
District of Columbia,
March
March of each year on the amount of such income
income for the year ending
ending
December 31 next preceding, in lieu of all other taxes, except taxes
upon real estate and fees and charges
charges provided for in section
section 2
2
of this chapter.
chapter.
it shall ,hennotinbusiness
If a
business in the District it
When not in business
to do
do business
cease to
company shall cease
If
a company
thereupon make
make report to the Superintendent
Superintendent of the premiums
premiums
Y •
thereupon
it ceased to do business subject to
collected and the date whereon it
to
taxation
theretofore reported
reported and shall forthnot theretofore
this Act
Act and not
under this
taxation under
with
of taxes
taxes of the District of Columbia the
collector of
to the collector
with pay to
tax thereon computed according
according to law.
to
tetusal to
Penalty,
make any report for taxation
to make
If a
a company
If
company refuses
refuses to
taxation or to pay repo
Pehai
rtot
r
Y'a refusal
the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed upon
upon it
it as
as required
the law,
law, it
shall be
liable to
to the
be liable
it shall
by the
required by
the

t or P

District
for the
the amount
amount thereof
thereof and
penalty of
of 88 per centum per
and a
a penalty
District for
month for
failed after
after demand
demand therefor.
therefor. Service
Service
it has
has failed
for each
each month it
month
of
action to
made
recover such
such tax or penalty shall be made
to recover
in any
any action
of process
process in
according
the requirements
requirements of
actions brought
brought
to actions
relating to
of the
the law relating
to the
according to
against
companies.
against companies.
refunds.
Tax refunds
satisfaction of Tax
the satisfaction
Suo. 4.
REFUNDS.—Whenever it
it appears
appears to
to the
TAX REFTNDs.-Whenever
4. TAX
SEO.
the
that because
mistake, or erroneous
erroneous
of some
some error, mistake,
because of
the Superintendent
Superintendent that
interpretation
of a
a statute, a
a company
charges, or
has paid fees, charges,
company has
interpretation of
taxes
in excess
excess of
of the
amount legally
chargeable against it,
it, the
legally chargeable
the amount
taxes in
Superintendent
on application
of the
the company,
company, present the
application of
shall, on
Superintendent shall,
matter
with the
view of
of refunding
refunding to
to such
the view
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, with
to the
matter to
company
such excess
or applying
applying the
the excess
thereof
portion thereof
or portion
excess or
excess,' or
any such
company any
toward
payment of
fees, charges,
charges, or
already due from
from
taxes already
or taxes
of fees,
the payment
toward the
such company.
company.
such
Certificate oauthor.
of author.
iertificate
of the
SEC. 5.
5. CEnnarwATR
OF AUTHORITY.-It
AITTHORITY.—It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
the ity.
CEBTIrOATE OF
SEC.
to company
company
Issue to
Superintendent
to issue
authority to
to a
acompany
company when
when Issue
of authority
certificate of
issue aacertificate
Superintendent to
rpneomstscen
the
of
the
of
;r
ple
i
m
m
w
eg
i
s
a
.
h°8 with
with
requirements
the
it
shall
have
complied
with
requirements
laws
Discomplied
it shall have
trict so
so as
it to
therein. In
In each
case the
certhe cereach case
business therein.
to do
do business
entitle it
as to
to entitle
trict
tificate shall
shall be
be issued
under the
of the
Superintendent authorauthorthe Superintendent
the seal
seal of
issued under
tificate
izing
and empowering
empowering the
to transact
the kind
or kinds
of
kinds of
kind or
transact the
company to
the company
izing and
Transaction of busibusiness specified
specified in
the certificate.
certificate. No
No company
company shall
shall transact
transact any
any neswithotunof.
in the
business
ness without, unlawful.
business
of
insurance
in
the
District
until
it
shall
have
received
a
a
business of insurance in the District until it shall have received
certificate of
herein prescribed
prescribed and
and no
no company
shall
company shall
as herein
authority as
of authority
certificate
transact any
any business
not specified
certificate
such certificate
in such
specified in
of insurance
insurance not
business of
transact
of
authority. Before
Before a
company shall
shall be authorized
transact
authorized to transact
a company
of authority.
business
the Superintendent
Superintendent shall
be satisfied
satisfied by
by
shall be
District the
the District
within the
business within
such
examination as
or such
he may
require
may require
as he
evidence as
such evidence
make or
may make
he may
as he
such examination
that
such company
duly qualified
laws of
the District
District
of the
the laws
under the
qualified under
is duly
company is
that such
to
business therein.
therein.
transact business
to transact
of certillerfiRevocationof
S
EC. 6.
6. REVOCATION
CERTIFICATE OF
OF AITITIORITY.—If
the SuperSuper- Revocation
AUTHORITY.-If the
OF CERTIFICATE
REVOCATION OF
SEC.
ca Grounds
for.
intendent
shall
find
that
a
domestic,
foreign,
or
alien
company
is
or.
Grounds
is
company
alien
or
intendent shall find that a domestic, foreign,
insolvent, or
or that
it does
not have
the surplus
surplus required
Act
required by this Act
have the
does not
that it
insolvent,
and invested
invested as
as by
this Act
Act required,
or that
it does
does not
have the
the sursurnot have
that it
required, or
by this
and
plus
whose policyholders
have the
the contingent
contingent assessment
assessment
do not
not have
policyholders do
or whose
plus or
liability required
required by
by this
this Act;
Act; or,
an alien
alien company,
company, that
that it
does
it does
or, if
if an
liability
not
by this
this Act
invested as
as by
this Act
Act
by this
and invested
Act and
required by
surplus required
a surplus
have a
not have
required
in the
the United
an alien
company, that
that it
does
it does
alien company,
if an
or, if
States; or,
United States;
required in
not
have the
the deposit
deposit required
by this
or, if
he finds
that the
the
finds that
if he
Act; or,
this Act;
required by
not have
authorized
capital of
of any
any domestic,
domestic, foreign,
foreign, or
or alien
capital stock
stock
alien capital
authorized capital
company is
and the
company is
is not
not promptly
promptly restoring
the
restoring the
the company
impaired and
is impaired
company
deficiency or
that any
foreign, or
or
domestic, foreign,
any domestic,
or, that
capital; or,
its capital;
or reducing
reducing its
deficiency
alien
company
has
violated
or
failed
to
comply
with
the
law
or
its
its
or
law
the
with
alien company has violated or failed to comply
charter; or
or, that
the company
company or
any of
of its
its officers
willfully
has willfully
officers has
or any
that the
charter;
refused
or
failed
to
submit
to
examination
or
to
perform
any
obligaobligaany
perform
or
to
to
examination
submit
refused or failed to
tion relative
may revoke
revoke the
the certificate
certificate of authority
authority of
he may
thereto, he
relative thereto,
tion
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such
company and
and thereafter
thereafter no
insurance business
shall be
be
business shall
new insurance
no new
such company
Superintendent
trasacted
n
by
the
company
its
agents
Superintendent
the
until
agents
its
or
transacted by the company
shall
new certificate
of authority
authority to
company.
the company.
to the
certificate of
a new
issue a
shall issue
Notice
of proposed
proposed
Notice of
The Superintendent
Superintendent shR11
not revoke
revoke the
of authority
authority of
certificate
the
not
shall
The
revocation.
revocation.
any company
company until
until he
he has
has given
given the
not less
less than
than thirty
thirty
company not
the company
any
days' notice
revocation and
of the
grounds alleged
alleged
the grounds
and of
proposed revocation
the proposed
of the
notice of
days'
therefor
and has
has afforded
afforded the
opportunity to show that
company an opportunity
the company
therefor and
Suspensioni without
without its
Suspensior
revoked.
be
its
certificate
of
authority
should
not
be
revoked.
When the further
further
not
should
authority
of
certificate
notice.
notice.
transaction
of
business
would
hazardous
policyholders
of
policyholders of
the
to
hazardous
be
would
business
transaction of
any company,
the Superintendent
suspend the certificate
certificate of
of
may suspend
Superintendent may
company, the
any
authority without
giving notice
above required.
as above
notice as
without giving
authority
Annual sti
statements.
Annual
STATEMENT FORMS
rtements.
SEC,
SEC. 7. ANNUAL
ANNUAL STATRATFNT
FORMS TO
TO BE
BE FURNISHED
FURNISHED BY
BY SUPERINSUPERINannually, in
in the
the month
month of
of
shall, annually,
Superintendent shall,
Forms
to be
TENDENT.-The Superintendent
Forms to
fur- TENDENT.—The
be furnished.
nished.
business
December,
furnish
to
each
companies
to
do
authorized
companies
the
of
to
each
furnish
December,
in
in the District and required to make an annual statement to the
Department
more blanks
blanks in
statements,
in form adapted for such statements,
or more
two or
Department two
and which
which shall
practicable to the form
shall conform as nearly as may be practicable
and
of statement
to time
the national
national convention
convention of
by the
adopted by
time adopted
time to
from time
statement from
of
insurance commissioners.
Re quirement
of filing.
Requiremn
SEC.
ANNuAn STATEMENT.----Every
STATEMENT.—Every company
company doing business
business in
in
8. ANNUAL
SEC. 8.
mtoifiling.
11 in
March
the
District
shall
file
with
Superintendent
March
before
Superintendent
the
with
file
shall
the District
each year
financial statement
statement for
for the
year ending December
December 31,
the year
a financial
year a
each
immediately
forms furnished by the Superintendent.
preceding, on forms
immediately preceding,
Verification.
Veriflcatio
Such
verified by
president and
by the oaths of the president
statement shall be verified
Such statement
absence, by two other principal
secretary of the company,
company, or, in their absence,
secretary
Statement of
of alien
Statement
embrace only its
company shall embrace
of an alien company
statement of
officers. The statement
alien officers.
company.
company.
condition and
verified
transactions in the United States and shall be verified
and transactions
condition
by the
the oath
oath of
of its
its resident
manager or
representative in
principal representative
or principal
resident manager
by
company shall fail to make
Penalty, failure
failure to
to the United
Penalty,
United States. In
In case aa company
make and file
file.
fle.
its annual
within the time herein
herein prescribed
prescribed its authority
statement within
annual statement
its
to transact
transact business
business in
thereupon terminate.
terminate.
in the District shall thereupon
to
False statement
;
penFalsestate
SEC.
9. PENALTY
PENALTY FOR
FOR FALSE
FALSE STATEMENT.-A
STATEMENT.—A director,
director, officer,
officer, agent,
SEC. 9.
sment;penalty.
alty.
or
employee
of
any
company
who
willfully
knowingly
subknowingly
and
willfully
who
company
any
of
employee
or
publishing any annual or
scribes, makes,
in making or publishing
concurs in
or concurs
makes, or
scribes,
other statement
required by law, containing
material statement
statement
containing any material
statement required
other
conviction thereof,
thereof, be punished by imfalse, shall, upon conviction
which is false,
prisonment in
the penitentiary
penitentiary for not less than two nor more than
in the
prisonment
A person who willfully
willfully and knowingly
knowingly makes oath to
years. A
ten years.
any such
false statement
statement shall be guilty of perjury.
such false
any
doing
Deceptive
stateDecepti
STATEMENTS PROmIBITElD.-IO
SEC.
ve state8EC. 10. DECEPTrVE
DEcErrrvs STATEMENTS
PROHIBITED.--1S o company
company doing
ments prohibited.
ments
probi
business in
in the
represent by
by
the District or agent thereof shall state or represent
business
advertisement in
any newspaper,
newspaper, periodical,
periodical, or magazine,
magazine, or by any
any
in any
advertisement
renewal
sign,
circular, card, policy of insurance,
insurance, or certificate of renewal
sign, circular,
thereof
otherwise that
or assets
assets are in possession of such
funds or
any funds
that any
or otherwise
thereof or
company which
are not
actually possessed
it and available
available for
possessed by it
not actually
which are
company
payment of losses and claims and held for the protection
protection of its
the payment
policyholders and creditors.
policyholders
Advertisements,
Advertise
OF AnvEirrisEmENTs.—Every
ADVERTISEMENTS.-Every advertisement
SEC.
ments, conconSEc. 11. CONTENTS
CoNTENTs OF
advertisement or
tents of.
of.
public
.
any
and every sign, circular, or card issued by any
announcement
public announcement
domestic,. foreign,
foreign, or alien company
company doing business in the District
District
domestic,
representing its financial
financial standing shall exhibit the
the amount
amount of the
representing
c.apital stock actually
owned, the liabilities,
liabilities,
actually paid up in cash, the assets owned,
capital
including therein
therein the
and loss reserves
reserves required
required by law,
premium and
the premium
including
and the
correspond to the next prethe amount
amount of surplus, and shall correspond
and
ceding verified
verified statement
statement made
Superintendent by such commade to the Superintendent
ceding
Alien
compamc,
every sign,
pany. Every
announcement and every
Aliencor
or public
public announcement
advertisement or
Every advertisement
pany.
panies
circular, or card issued by an alien company doing
doing business in the
circular,
exhibit as capital
capital
representing its financial standing shall exhibit
District, representing
stock and assets only
only the capital stock and assets held by its United
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States
branch, the
the liabilities,
liabilities, including therein the premium and loss
States branch,
reserves
by law, and the amount of surplus, and shall correrequired by
reserves required
spond to
the next
preceding verified statement made by such comcomnext preceding
to the
spond
pany
Superintendent.
the Superintendent.
to the
pany to
Penalty for
violafor violatiPealty
misde- t
a misdeAny
violation of
of this
the preceding
section shall be a
preceding section
or the
this or
Any violation
ions.
the
for
shall,
violation
meanor, and
and any
any person
person convicted of such
the
meanor,
$500, and for each
first
offense, be
liable to
each
not more than $500,
of not
fine of
a fine
to a
be liable
first offense,
a fine of not more than $1,000.
subsequent
offense shall
be liable to a
shall be
subsequent offense
Defamation of
of comcomunlawful for any Defamation
be unlawful
SEC. 12.
12. DEFAMATION
OF COMPANIES.—It
COMPANIES.-It shall be
DEFAMATION OF
SEC.
p
panies.
ane
any
company
now
or
hereafter
doing
business
in
the
District,
or
any
doing
hereafter
company now or
officer, director,
clerk, employee,
employee, general
general agent, agent, or solicitor
solicitor
director, clerk,
officer,
thereof,
broker
or
any
other
person
to make, verbally
verbally or otherwise,
person,
other
any
or
broker
thereof,
done, or
publish, print,
print, distribute,
circulate, or cause the same to be done
or circulate,
distribute, or
publish,
publishprinting,
encourage
in
any
way
to
aid,
or
encourage
the
making,
abet,
aid,
to
way
any
in
ing,
or circulating
circulating of,
of, any pamphlet, circular, article,
distributing, or
ing, distributing,
literature, or
or statement
of any
any kind which is defamatory of any comstatement of
literature,
pany
hereafter doing
doing business
business in the District, or which conor hereafter
now or
pany now
calculated to injure such
tains
false criticism
statement calculated
false statement
or false
criticism or
any false
tains any
company
i
n
its
reputation
or
business;
and
any
officer, director, clerk,
any
and
business;
or
reputation
its
company in
company, broker
employee,
general agent,
agent, agent, or solicitor of any company,
employee, general
Penalty.
this
or
any
other
person,
violating
the
provisions
of
section shall Penalty.
provisions
the
violating
person,
other
or any
thereof
upon
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor,
and
conviction
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
shall
by a
a fine
of not
not more
$100.
than $100.aminations
more than
fine of
punished by
be punished
shall be
Examinations.of wit
Appearance of wit.
SEC. 13.
13. PENALTY
FOR REFUSING
TESTIFY IN
IN EXAMINAEXAMINA- Appearance
AND TESTIFY
APPEAR AND
TO APPEAR
REFUSING TO
PENALTY FOR
SEC.
mosses,
etc., at.
at.
naesss,et.,
provided
TioNs.—That
in
the
examination
of
any
company
as
provided
for
TioNS.-That in the examination of any company
in
this
Act
the
Superintendent
shall
have
power
subpenas
issue
to
power
have
shall
Superintendent
the
Act
in this
District
in the
the name
Supreme Court of the District
the Supreme
of the
Jnstice of
Chief Justice
the Chief
of the
name of
in
and/or
testify
and
of
Columbia
to
compel
witnesses
to
appear
and/or
appear
to
witnesses
compel
to
Columbia
of
before said
to produce
produce all
all books,
books, records,
records, papers,
documents before
or documents
papers, or
to
Superintendent.
Superintendent.
That if
any witness
witness having
been personally
neglect
summoned shall neglect
personally summoned
having been
if any
That
or
to obey
obey the
the subpena
as herein
provided, then and
herein provided,
issued as
subpena issued
refuse to
or refuse
in
that event
the Superintendent
report that
fact to
the Supreme
to the
that fact
may report
Superintendent may
event the
in that
thereof
Court
of the
the District
Columbia., or
or one
justices thereof,
the justices
of the
one of
of Columbia,
District of
Court of
and
or any
any justice
hereby is empowered
empowered to compel
thereof, hereby
justice thereof,
court, or
said court,
and said
obedience to
the same
same extent
extent as
as witnesses may be
to the
subpena to
said subpena
to said
obedience
compelled to
to obey
the subpenas
subpenas of
court.
that court.
of that
obey the
compelled
(;ourt proceedings.
nforcement of
Enforcemedt
SEC. 14.
mocxEntxos.—The Superintendent
Superintendent may,
may, through
through E
COURT PROCEEDINGs.-The
14. CousT
SEC.
orders of
Superintendthe
corporation counsel
of the
the District,
invoke the
of any court order
aid of
ent. of Superitndthe aid
District. invoke
counsel of
the corporation
of
competent jurisdiction
to enforce
any order
order made
made or action taken
enforce any
jurisdiction to
of competent
by
in pursuance
of law.
law.
Application forr inpursuance of
him in
by him
in
f
Urpatnce
SEC. 15.
15. T
FALSE
STATEMENTS IN
IN APPLICATION
FOR INSURANCE.--The
INSURANCE.—The :MI/MM.
APPLICATION FOR
FALSE STATEMENTS
SEC.
Effect of false statetb
false
of
Efet
falsity
of
a
statement
in
the
application
for
any
policy
of
insurance
ment
in.
insurance
of
policy
any
for
falsity of a statement in the application
shall
bar the
recovery thereunder
unless such
such false state- met
thereunder unless
to recovery
right to
the right
not bar
shall not
ment
was
made
with
intent
to
deceive
or
unless
it
materially
affected
affected
materially
it
unless
or
deceive
to
intent
with
ment was made
either
the acceptance
acceptance of
the risk
risk or
assumed by the
hazard assumed
the hazard
or the
of the
either the
General
deposit.
General deposit.
company.
company.
Company.
Amount; required beAmountrequiredbeSEc.
16. GENERAL
DEPOSIT.—Every company
transact fore
to transact
desiring to
company desiring
GENERAL DEPosrr.-Every
SEC. 16.
being licensed.
approved 0e beig licensed.
business in
in the
the District
shall, before
before being
deposit approved
licensed, deposit
being licensed,
District shall,
business
Superinthe
with
securities
of
not
less
than
$100,000
market
value
market
$100,000
than
less
securities of not
tendent
the supervising
supervising official
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or insular
any State,
of any
official of
or the
tendent or
possession of
the United
United States
States authorized
authorized to
to accept
accept such deposit, Proviso.
of the
possession
comer,
which shall be
the benefit
benefit of
of all
Prorkled, Domestic
D ui.opae
policyholders: Provided,
all policyholders;
for the
held for
which shall be held
heretoforeorgan
ed-.
eo'f
That
the
deposit
of
every
domestic
company
heretofore
organized
organized
heretofore
company
domestic
every
of
That the deposit
under the
provisions of
the laws
Act of
of
other Act
or other
District or
the District
of the
laws of
of the
under the provisions
Congress may
be
limited
(1)
for
stock
companies,
to
an
amount
amount
an
to
companies,
stock
for
(1)
limited
Congress may be
equal
capital stock
stock outstanding
the date
approval of
of approval
date of
at the
outstanding at
the capital
to the
equal to
this Act; (2)
to such
such amount
as in
the
in the
amount as
companies, to
nonstock companies,
for nonstock
(2) for

this Act;
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opinion of
the Superintendent
Superintendent would
be required
required from stock
stock comwould be
of the
opinion
panies
size. In
no case
case shall
the deposit
deposit of
of a
adomestic
shall the
In no
comparable size.
of comparable
panies of
company be
be less
$25,00,0.
less than $25,000.
company
Certificate
of deposit;
made with
with an official other than the Superinsuch deposit is made
IfIf such
certificateofdeposit;
filing. i n
tendent
certificate of
of deposit
from said official shall be filed with
deposit from
tendent aa certificate
g
the Superintendent
Superintendent showing
showing the
the character
of the
the deposit
deposit before
before aa
character of
the
the
Additional deposits. license
securities so deposited
If the
be issued.
issued. If
the securities
deposited are not of the
may be
license may
Additional
class authorized
Act for
for investments
investments of companies,
companies, the
this Act
by this
authorized by
class
Superintendent
may require
additional deposit
approved
deposit in approved
an additional
require an
Superintendent may
securities.
AUDITOR AND
OF GENERAL
Holding
general
HOLDING OF
SEO
Holding of general
SW. 17.
17. HOLDING
GENERAL DEPOSITS
DEPOSITS BY
BY DISTRICT
DISTRICT AUDITOR
AND
deposits.
deposits.
SECRETARY TO BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.-When any company
company is
SECRETARY TO BOARD or COHMISSIONERS. — When any
is
required by
the laws
the District, or of any State or county,
of the
laws of
by the
required
or
by other
other competent
competent authority,
a deposit with an insurmake a
to make
authority, to
or by
ance supervising
supervising official,
officer, and where
where said
financial officer,
or other financial
official, or
ance
deposit is
the company
company in
evidence of
of indebtother evidence
or other
in bonds
bonds or
by the
made by
is made
deposit
edness
the United
United States,
of the United
State of
States, or of any State
United States,
of the
edness of
or of
incorporated city
city of
of any
State of
of the
the United
United
any State
or incorporated
any county
county or
of any
or
Delivery of securities. States, the said securities shall be delivered to the Secretary
to the
Secretary to
the
Deliveryofsecurities.
Board
of Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of Columbia,
Columbia, and the
the District
of the
Board of
Columbia, who shall receive and hold
Auditor
District of Columbia,
Auditor of the District
subject to the lawful
lawful orders of the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
same, subject
the same,
Responsibility
for Insurance,
for
Responsibility
Insurance, and who shall be responsible
responsible for the safekeeping
safekeeping of all
safekeeping.
securities
sakeeping.
securities deposited or delivered under the
the authority of this section,
so long
company continues solvent and complies with the laws
laws
so
long as the company
of
it may
of the United States and of the District of Columbia, and it
Substitution of
of secuseen- in that event collect the income
substitution
income on such securities.
securities. The company
company
rities.
shall have the right to substitute
les.
shall
substitute therefor
therefor other securities, required
required
by this section as lawful investment,
investment, provided such substitute securities are
of the
amount, and value
section
value called for by this section
character, amount,
the character,
ities
are of
Requirement of addiand are
are approved
by the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of Insurance.
Insurance. If
If the
the value
approved by
oneintofadd- and
tioR
tional deposit.
company shall decline below the
deposited by any company
of the securities
securities deposited
a further
amounts
make a
further deposit and
company shall make
amounts so required, the company
maintain the
the deposit
the amount
amount and
and value
value so
so required.
required.
in the
deposit in
maintain
General
deposit.
eneraldeposit.
SEC.
WITHDRAWAL OF
OF GENERAL
S
EC. 18. WITHDRAWAL
GENERAL DEPosrIS.-When
DErosrrs.—When a
a company
company
Withdrawal,
upon determines
in
to do business
or to cease
discontinue its business
to discontinue
determines
upon
withdrawal,
business
cease
business
discontinuance of busithe District and desires
desires to withdraw
withdraw its deposit
deposit made in the District
District
ness. uthe
application
shall, upon
upon the application
Superintendent shall,
pursuant to this Act the Superintendent
Publication
inten- of the company, and.
and at its expense,
expense, give
Publication of intengive notice of such intention
intention in
in
tion.
for
newspaper of
general circulation
week for
circulation in the District once aa week
of general
aa newspaper
Delivery of securities. three consecutive weeks.
After such publication he shall deliver to
Deliveryofsecurities.
Alter
company or its assigns the securities so deposited when
when he is
is
such company
satisfied
examination and investigation
investigation made by him or under
under
upon examination
satisfied upon
his
authority and
oaths of
of the
secretary or
or
the president and secretary
the oaths
upon the
and upon
his authority
Conditioned
upon
other chief
officers of
of the
the company
company that
that all
all debts
debts and
and liabilities
liabilities of
of
chief officers
debts and
liabilities other
iaitbso
decbtsand
being secured.
every kind due and to become
become due which
which the deposit was made
made to
being
secured.
Proviso.
secure
are
paid
and
extinguished:
Provided,
That
the
SuperintendSuperintendthe
That
Provided,
extinguished:
and
paid
undis- secure are
to cover undisBond to
closed
liabilities.
dsed liabilities.
to
ent may require any company so withdrawing from the District to
furnish
undisclosed or contingent liabilities.
bond to cover any undisclosed
furnish bond
Delivery of deposited
being wholly
Upon
company being
wholly reinsured the Superintendent
Superintendent may
a company
Upon a
o dpanyoted
Delieresy
securities,
company
behig reinured
reinsured.
to
it or to
assigns
securities
it upon comby it
deposited
all
securities
to
its
assigns
deliver
to
it
In
Conditions.
company shall
pliance with the following condition:
condition: The reinsuring company
shall
assume
liabilities of every kind due and
discharge all liabilities
assume and agree to discharge
reinsured company
company was made
to become due which the deposit of the reinsured
reinsuring company
company shall have aa deposit in the
to secure. Such reinsuring
District
official in the United States in securities
with some State official
District or with
recognized
investments of the company in an
recognized by this law as lawful investments
required of the reinsured
reinsured
and value not less than the deposit required
amount and
company shall be such that
company. The deposit of the reinsuring company
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the reinsured
obligations of the
it
will subsist
for the
the obligations
reinsured
the security of the
subsist for
it will
Notice of reinsurance
company
the reinsuring
reinsuring company. The Superintendent
Superintendent Noticeofreinsurance
by the
assumed by
company assumed
agreement.
agrement.
applicathe
of
and
agreement
reinsurance
shall
give
notice
of
reinsurance
agreement
and
the
applicasuch
of
notice
give
shall
a
tion for
for the
the deposit
deposit once
three consecutive
consecutive weeks in a
week for three
a week
once a
tion
before
District
newspaper
of
general
circulation
District
before
the
delivery
the
in
circulation
general
of
newspaper
of such
reinsuring company.
company.
the reinsuring
to the
securities to
such securities
of
Examinations.
may examine
SEC. 19.
Superintendent may
examine the
the Examinations
EXAMINATIONS.-The Superintendent
19. EXAMINATIONS.—The
SEC.
Authority
of
uperof SuperAutority
insurance
of
affairs
books,
papers,
property,
and
the
affairs
any
insurance
company
in
the
and
tendent to make.
books, papers, property,
company
any
of
and
organized
company
business in the District
doing business
or doing
organized or
organizing, promoting,
engaged
in or
or professing
to be
engaged in organizing,
be engaged
professing to
engaged in
or
to or aiding in the formacontributions to
capital contributions
or capital
stock or
soliciting stock
or soliciting
tion
insurance company
company which
which holds the
the
company or of any company
an insurance
of an
tion of
of controlling
purpose
the
capital
stock
of
en
insurance
company
for
purpose
controlling
capital stock of an insurance company
the
management thereof
trustees or otherwise. The Supervoting trustees
as voting
thereof as
the management
may examine under oath
intendent,
his
deputy,
or
any
examiner
examiner
any
or
deputy,
intendent, his
the
and agents
of such
such company
company and all persons deemed to
to
agents of
officers and
the officers
have material
material information
information regarding
regarding the company's
company's property
property or
or
have
Books of original
original
Books
its officers
business.
Every such
company, its
officers and agents, shall
shall produce
produce entry,
such company,
business. Every
records, etc.
Inspection of.
of.
at the
the home
of the
company at the time designated
designated by the inspection
the company
office of
home office
at
and
Superintendent,
original entry and all records
records and
of original
books of
its books
Superintendent, its
papers
possession relating
relating to
to its business
business or affairs,
their possession
or their
its or
in its
papers in
produce any book,
and any
any other
other person
may be
book, record,
record,
be required to produce
person may
and
or paper
paper in
in his
his custody
examination for the inspecto the examination,
relevant to
custody relevant
or
whenever
examiners, whenever
tion of
of the
the Superintendent,
Superintendent, his deputy, or examiners
tion
required; and
and the
the officers
company shall faciliofficers and agents of such company
required;
tate such
such examination
examination and
and aid
aid the
examiners in making the same
the examiners
tate
Examiner's report.
so
far
as
it
is
in
their
power
to
do
so. Every
examiner shall Eaminer'sreport.
Every such examiner
so.
do
to
so far as it is in their power
him,
by
made
make
a full
examination
every examination
of every
report of
true report
and true
full and
make a
Verification.
verified
by his
his oath,
which shall
shall comprise
comprise only
facts appearing
appearing upon Verifcation.
only facts
oath, which
verified by
asceror
company,
the
records, or
or documents
documents of such
papers, records,
books, papers,
the books,
tained
the sworn
sworn testimony
testimony of
of its
its officers
other
or agents or other
officers or
from the
tained from
Force as evidence.
persons examined
under oath
oath concerning
affairs and said report
report Forcasevidence.
concerning its affairs,
examined under
persons
in
so verified
verified shall
presumptive evidence
evidence in any action or proceeding
proceeding
be presumptive
shall be
so
in the
the name
District against
the company, its officers or Checking of report.
against the
the District
of the
name of
in
agents, of
the facts
therein stated.
Superintendent shall grant heckinoport.
The Superintendent
stated. The
facts therein
of the
agents,
a copy
a
hearing
to
the
company
examined,
or
he
copy
furnish it a
shall furnish
he shall
or
examined,
a hearing to the company
of his
his report,
in tentative
tentative form,
form, requesting
requesting that
that the statements
statements and
report, in
of
returned to
items
therein contained
and the
the report
report be returned
to
checked, and
be checked,
contained be
items therein
the Superintendent
within the
the time
time specified
by him,
before filing Publication.
him, before
specified by
Superintendent within
the
any
report and
before making
making public
public such
such report
report or any mat- Pbton
and before
such report
any such
ters
relating
thereto;
and
may
withhold
any
such
report
public
report from public
such
any
ters relating thereto; and may withhold
so
after
inspection
for
such
time
as
he
may
deem
proper;
and
may,
proper;
deem
may
he
as
time
such
for
inspection
publish
so,
filing,
if
he
deems
it
for
the
interest
of
the
public
to
publish
do
to
public
the
of
interest
the
filing, if he deems it for
any such report
or the
result of
of any
anyisuch
such examination
examination as
as contained
contained
the result
such report or
any
therein
in
one
or
more
newspapers
n
the
District
without
expense
without
District
the
in
newspapers
more
of extherein in one or
Rfilutiiornem. ent of ex
amRatinent
to the company.
It shall
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
to ami
Superintendent to
the Superintendent
shall be
to the company. It
examine every
every domestic
domestic insurance
at least
least once in three
company at
insurance company
examine

Paymentofepes.
Payment of expenses.
years.
years.
The expense
such examination,
to include
include salaries,
salaries, Paymntofxpee.
not to
examination, not
every such
of every
expense of
The
shall be
be paid
by the
the company
examined, and
such company
company shall
shall
and such
company examined,
paid by
shall
pay to the
Superintendent, his
his deputies,
deputies, and/or
his examiners
examiners the
the
and/or his
Superintendent,
the
to
pay
actual expense of such examination
upon itemized
itemized bills
bills furnished
furnished
upon
examination
actual expense of such
Receivership proReceivership
by the
the superintendent.
superintendent.
by
ceedingp
SEC. 20. RECEIVERSHIP pnoczEnnins.—The
may, the ceedings.
Superintendent may,
Application for rule
SEC. 20. RECEIVERSHIP pRocEEDINGS.-The Superintendent
to
show cause
cause why
why
to stow
corporation counsel
the District
District representing
representing him,
apply to the Superintendent
him, apply
of the
should
corporation counsel of
not
take
over
assets.
w
Supreme Court
Court of
the
District
for
a
rule
directing
any
company
npote
company
any
directing
rule
a
for
District
the
of
Supreme
etc.
company
doing business
business in
in the
ict, any
any com
pany organized
organized under the
the etc.
District,
the Distr
doing
in
laws of
the
District
or
other
Acts
of
Congress,
or
any
company
in
company
any
or
laws of the District or other Acts of Congress,
course of organization, to show cause why the Superintendent should
course of organization, to show cause why the Superintendent should
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not
take possession
of its
and conduct
business and
and
its business
conduct its
its property
property and
possession of
not take
for
such other
relief as
the nature
nature of
the case
its
interests of its
of the
case and the interests
as the
other relief
for such
policyholders,
stockholders, or
or the
the public
public may
may require,
require,
creditors, stockholders,
policyholders, creditors,
whenever any
is insolvent;
insolvent; or
or (b)
the case
of a
a
case of
(b) in
in the
(a) is
such company
company (a)
any such
whenever
stock company,
company, has
neglected or
refused to
to observe
observe a
alawful
order of
of
lawful order
or refused
has neglected
stock
the Superintendent
good within
prescribed by law
time prescribed
within the time
make good
to make
Superintendent to
the
any
its capital
or surplus,
or in
in the
a mutual
mutual
case of
of a
the case
surplus, or
capital or
of its
any deficiency
deficiency of
company, if
if its
its assets
not become
become equal
to its
its liabilities
liabilities within
within
equal to
have not
assets have
company,
ninety
the date
date of
of notification
thereof by
by the
Superthe Supernotification thereof
from the
days from
ninety days
intendent;
or (c)
(c) has
has by
or otherwise
otherwise transor reinsurance,
reinsurance, or
by contract
contract or
intendent; or
ferred
property or
or
to transfer substantially its entire property
attempted to
ferred or attempted
business, or
or entered
entered into
into any transaction
is to
to
which is
the effect of which
transaction the
business,
merge
property or
or business,
property
business, in
in the property
its entire
entire property
substantially its
merge substantially
or
other company,
company, association,
association, society,
or order,
order,
society, or
of any
any other
or business
business of
without
obtained the
the written
approval of
of the
the SuperinSuperinwritten approval
having first
first obtained
without having
tendent; or
an examination by the Superafter an
found, after
or (d) is found,
tendent;
intendent,
deputy or examiners, to be in such
such condition
condition that its
intendent, his
his deputy
further
hazardous to its policybusiness will be hazardous
further transaction
transaction of business
holders;
(e) has willfully violated its charter; or (f)
(f) is carrying
carrying
holders; or
or (e)
on.
public policy.
activities against public
on activities
Injunction,
application, or any time thereafter, such court may, in
On such
such application,
Injunction, issue
isne of.
in
its discretion,
discretion issue
issue an
an injunction
injunction restraining
restraining such
such company from
from the
its
transaction of
Of its business or disposition
disposition of its property
property pending
pending
transaction
Determination oi
further
order
of the court.
court. On the return
return of such rule
rule to
to show
Determination
°f further
issues.
cause,
hear, try, and determine the issues forthcause, the
the court shall hear,
with and shall either deny the application or direct the Superintendent to take possession of the property and conduct
conduct the business
of such company, and retain
such possession
possession and
and conduct
conduct such
busiretain such
such business until on the application
application either of the Superintendent,
Superintendent, the corHearings.
poration
him, or
the company,
company, it
it shall,
shall, after
after
earings.
poration counsel representing
representing him,
or of
of the
aa like hearing,
hearing, appear
ground for the order
order
appear to the court that the ground
Superintendent to take
possession has been
directing the Superintendent
take possession
been removed
removed
and that the company can properly resume possession of its property
conduct of its business.
and the conduct
Power when
of lupidSu
InI;
the like
like application
and rule
to show
and after
after aa
show cause,
cause, and
rule to
application and
If, on
on the
tendet
tendent
liquidation
ordered.
he aring ,th
cour tshall
sh
all order
or d
er th
li qu id ati on o
the business
business of
of such
tion ordered.
hearing,
thee court
thee liquidation
offthe
such
under the direction
company, such liquidation shall be
be made
made by and
and under
direction
of the Superintendent,
Superintendent, who may deal with the property and business
of such company in his own name as Superintendent
Superintendent or in the name
of the company,
company, as the
the court
court may
may direct,
direct, and
and shall be
be vested by
operation
operation of law with title to all of the property, contracts
contracts, and
rights
action of
of such
as of
the date
date of
of the
the order
so
Notic,
n re
rights of
of action
such company
company as
of the
order so
Notice, on
recording directing
liquidate. The
filing or
recording of
of such
such order
in
ordter
directing him
o eordlg
him to
to liquidate.
The filing
or recording
order in
order.
the office of the recorder of deeds for the District shall impart the
the
a deed, bill of sale, or other evidence
same notice that a
evidence of title duly
such company
would have
have imparted.
filed or
or recorded
recorded by
by such
company would
imparted.
gApointmet
of For the purpose
Appointment of
purpose of this section the Superintendent
Superintendent shall have
agents.
power to appoint under his hand and official seal one or more
special deputy superintendents
superintendents of insurance as his agent or agents,
Other personnel.
and to employ clerks and assistants as may by him be deemed
deemed
necessary, and give each of such persons such powers to assist him
Compensation.
as he may consider wise. The fair and reasonable compensation
compensation
Compensation.
of such special deputy superintendents,
superintendents, clerks, and assistants and all
expenses of taking possession
possession of and conducting the business
business of liquidating any such company shall be recommended
recommended by the Superintendent, subject to the approval of the court, and shall on certificate
of the Superintendent
Superintendent be paid out of the funds or assets of such
company.
company,.
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n
laSuperintendent shall have tRules
For the
of this
this section
tioR
nsules and
and reg
regulathe Superintendent
section the
purpose of
the purpose
For

prescribe
power,
subject to
•
to the approval of the court, to make and prescribe
power, subject
such
regulations as to him shall seem proper.
rules and regulations
such rules
Annualreport.
Commissioners, in
The Superintendent
to the
the Commissioners,
in his Annual
report.
transmit to
shall transmit
Superintendent shall
The
liquidates
NameaS
of,
possession
taken
so
annual
report,
the
names
of
the
companies
so
taken
possession
Names of erloate4
companies
annual report, the names of the
whether
same have resumed
resumed business
business or have been liquidated, included.
the same
whether the
and
facts as
as shall acquaint the policyholders, creditors,
other facts
such other
and such
section;;
stockholders,
and the
proceedings under this section
the public with his proceedings
stockholders, and
superintendent
and,
to
that
end,
the
special
superintendent
in
charge
of any
deputy
special
the
end,
that
and, to
such company
annually with the Superintendent a
a report
shall file annually
company shall
such
p. 1132.
n113
that required by section 8
to that
similar to
of the
affairs of
of such
8 Ante, p.
company similar
such company
the affairs
of
of this
this chapter.
chapter. The
The court
may require
require corporate
corporate surety bond from
court may
of
the Superintendent
Superintendent or
or any assistant
assistant appointed by him, in such
the
amount
as it
necessary, the cost of which bond shall be
may deem necessary,
it may
amount as
paid
as other
expenses provided under this section.
other expenses
paid as
When company
to bt
lx
company to
When
DEEMED INSOLVENT.-Every
BE DEEMED
SEC.
WHEN COMPANY
TO BE
iNsoLvENT.—Every insur- deemed
COMPANY TO
21. WHEN
SEC. 21.
insolvent.
deemedinsovent
reinsure
to
sufficient
ance
company
whose
assets
and
credits
are
not
sufficient
to
reinsure
ance company whose assets and credits are not
its
risks in
solvent insurance
company, shall be deemed
deemed
insurance company,
in aasolvent
outstanding risks
its outstanding
company.-.
insolvent and
may be
be proceeded
proceeded against
against as an insolvent company
and may
insolvent
Reinsurance by
Su.
by SuReitenunce
Superintendent perintendent.
S
EC. 22.
22. REINSURANCE
REINSURANCE BY
BY SUPERINTENDENT.—The
SUPERINTENDENT.-The Superintendent
SEC.
n
prin
insurance
may
reinsure
all
of
the
policy
obligations
any
domestic
insurance
of
obligations
may reinsure all of the policy
company,
which he
company authorany solvent company
receiver, in any
a receiver,
is a
he is
of which
company, of
ized
do business
in the
if the assets of the company are
District, if
the District,
business in
to do
ized to
sufficient to
to effect
insufficient
If such assets are insufficient
reinsurance. If
such reinsurance.
effect such
sufficient
upon like consent, may reinfor
that
purpose,
the
Superintendent,
Superintendent,
the
purpose,
that
for
sure
of each
each outstanding
policy obligation of such comoutstanding policy
percentage of
a percentage
sure a
pany
the extent
extent that
its assets
assets may
sufficient for that purpose.
be sufficient
may be
that its
to the
pany to
No
of reinsurance
reinsurance shall
shall be
entered into by the Superinbe entered
contract of
No contract
courtt reof cour
Order of
which he was qu?rder
tendent,
except in
in pursuance
pursuance of
an order
court in which
the court
of the
order of
of an
tendent, except
appointed
reinsurance and establishing the qui
the reinsurance
directing the
receiver directing
appointed receiver
general
form of
of the
the contract
for the same.
contract for
general form
Amortization.
S
AL 23.
23. AMORTIZATION.—All
or other
evidences of debt Amortiation.
other evidences
bonds or
AMORTIZATION.-All bonds
SEC.
do
authorized
having
a
fixed
term
and
rate
held
by
any
company
authorized
to
having a fixed term and rate held by any company
Valuation of bonds,
bonds,
in default as to etc.valuation
not in
if not
and if
business
in the
amply secured
secured and
if amply
District, if
the District,
business in
principal or
or interest,
shall be
valued as follows: If
If purchased
purchased at etc.
be valued
interest, shall
principal
par, at
at the
value; if
purchased above
above or
below par, on the basis
or below
if purchased
par value;
the par
par,
of the
the purchase
price adjusted
adjusted so
to bring
bring the
the value
value to par at
as to
so as
purchase price
of
maturity and
and so
as to
to yield
at
interest at
of interest
rate of
effective rate
the effective
meantime the
yield meantime
so as
maturity
Prorletee.
I'Irolulo,. price.
which the
the purchase
purchase was
made: Provided,
Provided, That
purchase price Purchase
That the purchase
was made:
which
pri
r
market
shall in
no case
higher figure
than the
actual market
the actual
figure than
at aa higher
taken at
be taken
case be
in no
shall
Calculation of values.
(c'lculationovalues.
value
at
the
time
of
purchase:
Provided
further,
That
the
SuperinSuperinthe
That
further,
Provided
value at the time of purchase:
tendent
have full
full discretion
in determining
determining the method of caldiscretion in
shall have
tendent shall
culating
values
according
to
the
foregoing
rule, and
and the
values found
the values
rule,
foregoing
the
to
according
culating values
by him
him in
accordance with
such method
method shall
shall be
binding:
and binding:
final and
be final
with such
in accordance
by
And
provided
further,
That
any
such
company
may
return
such
onds- auof bonds
Return of
such thoRreiV
return
may
company
such
any
That
further,
And provided
bonds or
other evidences
evidences of
of debt
debt at
at their
their market
value or their book
market value
or other
bonds
value, but
in no
at an
an aggregate
aggregate value
the aggregate
aggregate
exceeding the
value exceeding
event at
no event
but in
value,
of the
the values
calculated according
the foregoing
foregoing rule.
rule.
to the
according to
values calculated
of
Attorney for
for service
service
comr- aoAttorney
SEC. 24.
24. ATTORNEY
rnoczss.—Every domestic
domestic comOF PROCESS.-Every
SERVICE OF
process.
FOR SERVICE
ATWORNEY FOR
SEc.
pany not having
office in
the District
and every
every foreign
District and
in the
home office
its home
pany not having its
or
or hereafter
transacting business
in the
the DisDisbusiness in
hereafter transacting
now or
company now
alien company
or alien
trict,
and
every
foreign
or
alien
company
now
or
hereafter
soliciting,
soliciting,
hereafter
or
now
company
alien
or
foreign
every
and
trict,
selling,
on any
resident of
of the
District, through
through
the District,
any resident
insurance on
writing insurance
or writing
selling, or
the medium of the United States
mails, shall
file
with the
the SuperinAppointment
by
Appointment by
Superinwith
file
shall
mails,
States
United
the
of
the medium
ten
dent
a
duly
executed
instrument
appointing
and
constituting
'mP
anies
*
compames
him
constituting
and
appointing
tendent a duly executed instrument
and his
his successors
successors the
the true
true and
and lawful
attorney of
of such company
lawful attorney
and
i
nt t t
upon
whom all
all lawful
process in
n any
proceeding
legal proceeding
or legal
action or
any action
lawful process
upon whom
against it may be served and therein shall agree that any lawful ufted
Agrem
emen
rvice. rim"'
against it may be served and therein shall agree that any lawful nidservit.
process
it which
which may
its said
said attorney,
attorney, as
upon its
served upon
be served
may be
against it
process against
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herein
provided, shall
shall be
be of
of the
the same
force and
as if
if served
served
validity as
and validity
same force
herein provided,
upon
the company
the authority
continue in force
authority thereof shall continue
and the
company and
upon the
i
irrevocably
so long
long as
as any
the company
n the
the District
District
company in
of the
any liability
liability of
irrevocably so
Manner of
of making
making shall
remain
outstanding.
Such process
process shall
shall be
b
.y leaving
leaving,
be served by
Such
outstanding.
remain
shall
Manner
service,
thereof
deputy, and
and service
or his
his deputy,
Superintendent or
the same
service.
the
same with
with the
the Superintendent
service thereof
upon such attorney shall be deemed service upon the principal.
forthwith forward such process by mail
Superintendent shall forthwith
The Superintendent
to the
the company,
or, in
in the
case of an alien
company, to the
the resident
resident
alien company,
the case
company, or,
to
manager or
last appointed
appointed general
the company
company in
the
in the
of the
agent of
general agent
or last
manager
United States.
States. The
by the
Superintendent or
his deputy,
deputy,
or his
the Superintendent
deposit, by
The deposit,
United
of such
such process
by registered
registered mail
in a
a sealed
envelop, postage
postage
sealed envelop,
mail in
sent by
process sent
of
prepaid, in
in the
United States
mail and
and service
service of
shall
process, shall
of such
such process,
States mail
the United
prepaid,
not be
be effectual
effectual until
has been
and received
received by
by
mailed and
so mailed
been so
same has
until the
the same
not
the
company and
receipt shall
evidence
facie evidence
be prima
prima facie
shall be
registered receipt
and registered
the company
of the
the notice
resident manager
manager
company, or to the resident
to aa company,
of service
service to
notice of
of
in the case of an alien company.
failure
such instrument, or failure
to file
Failure
company
Failure of
company to
file such
of any
any such
such company
Faflure of company
to file instrument desig3aating
of any such company to
authorize such filing, shall not
to authorize
the part
part of
for on
on the
tomnSey for
nating attorney
service.
invalidate
Superintendent. By
service.
invalidate any service made by serving
serving the Superintendent.
accepting aa certificate
certificate of
business in the Disto transact business
of authority
authority to
accepting
trict, every
every such
be held
to have
have appointed the
held to
shall be
company shall
such company
trict,
penalty provision.
Superintendent
Superintendent its true and lawful attorney. Any such insurance
Penalty
company transacting
transacting business or soliciting, selling, or writing insurdesignating an attorney
ance on any resident of the District without designating
kindred
for
incident to adjustment of claims and kindred
process, incident
for service of process,
Superintendent in the
complaint filed by the Superintendent
matters, shall, upon complaint
Supreme Court of the District, be fined, upon conviction
conviction of violata day for such
ing any provision
provision of this section, not to exceed
exceed $200 a
violation.
violation.
doing
company doing
Political contribucontribuS
EC. 25.
25. POLITICAL
rnosmiTnn.—No company
CONTRIBUTIONS PROHIBITED.-NO
POIUTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
SEC.
Political
tions
prohibited.
business in
in the
the District
shall directly
pay or
or use,
use, or
or
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly pay
business
District shall
tions prohibited.
offer, consent, or agree to pay or use any money or property for
for
or in aid of any political party, committee,
committee, or organization,
organization, or
joint-stock or other association
corporation,; joint-stock
association
for or in aid of any corporation
organized or maintained
maintained for political purposes, or for or in aid of
nomination for such office,
any candidate for political office or for nomination
reimbursement
whatsoever, or for the reimbursement
or for any political purpose whatsoever,
or
a any person for money or property so used.
indemnification of
or indemnification
Penalty provision. Any officer, director, stockholder, attorney, or agent of any.company.
Penalty
company,
of this section, who particiwhich violates any of the provisions a
pates in, aids, abets, or advises,
advises, or consents to any such violation,
or
and any person who solicits or knowingly receives
receives any money or
misdeproperty in violation of this section shall be guilty of aa misdeimprisonment for not more than one
meanor and be punished by imprisonment
S1,000, and any officer aiding or
year and a
a fine of not more than $1,000,
abetting in any contribution made in violation of this section shall
be liable to the company for the amount so contributed.
Production
proProduction of
of books,
books,
That no person shall be excused
excused from testifying
testifying or from prorecords,
etc.
records, etc.
redetc.
ducing books, accounts, and papers in any proceeding
proceeding based upon
or growing out of any violation of the provisions of this section, on
the ground or for the reason that the testimony or evidence, docuotherwise, required
required of him may tend to
incriminate him
mentary or otherwise,
to incriminate
or subject
to penalty
penalty or
or forfeiture;
forfeiture; but
but no
erson having
havi
ng so
or
subject him
him to
no p
person
so
testified shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture
for or on account of any transaction, matter, or
or thing concerning
concerning
which.he may have testified
testified or produced
produced any documentary
documentary evidence:
evidence:
Provi
ded,That no person so testifying
testifying shall be exempted
exempted from
Provided,
further, That the
the
prosecution or punishment for perjury: Provided
Provided further,
immunity hereby conferred
conferred shall extend
extend only to a
a natural person
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who,
in obedience
subpena gives testimony under oath or proto aa subpena
obedience to
who, in
otherwise, under oath.
duces evidence,
evidence, documentary
documentary or otherwise,
duces

Qualifications
Qualifications and liQUALIFICASOLICITOR'S QUALIFICAS
EC. 26.
GENERAL AGENT'S,
AGENTS, AGENT'S,
AGENT'S, AND
AND SOLICITOR'S
26. GENERAL
SEC.
"eneralagent,agent,
for censes.
TIONS
General agent, agent,
LICENSES.-NO person shall act within the District for
AND LICENSES.—NO
TIONS AND
soliitor.
and solicitor.
any
general agent, agent, or solicitor in
in and
a general
as a
company as
life-insurance company
any life-insurance
the solicitation
applications for insurance unless
procurement of applications
or procurement
solicitation or
the
he
complied with
with the
secured
provisions of this section and has secured
the provisions
has complied
he has
Application for lifor Application
applicant for
Insurance. Each applicant
a
license from
Superintendent of Insurance.
the Superintendent
from the
a license
cense.
such
shall file
Superintendent of Insurance his writ- ene.
with the Superintendent
file with
license shall
such license
ten
furnished by the Superintendent,
Superintendent,
on blanks furnished
therefor on
application therefor
ten application
Contents.
and Content.
which application
applicant and
application shall be signed and sworn to by the applicant
which
occupation
business,
place
shall
give
his
name,
age,
residence,
place
of
business,
and
occupation
residence,
age,
name,
his
give
shall
for five
five years
next prior
to the
the date
date of
application and also set forth
of application
prior to
years next
for
his qualifications
license, namely, his familiarity with the
such license
for such
qualifications for
his
life-insurance laws
laws of
the District
District and with the provisions of the
of the
life-insurance
contracts to
to be
be negotiated;
what insurance
insurance experience he has had,
negotiated; what
contracts
receive;
he has had or expects to receive;
if
any;
what
insurance
instruction
instruction
insurance
if any; what
whether
been refused
has had suspended
suspended or revoked aa
or has
refused or
has been
he has
whether he
license to
to solicit
insurance by the
insurance department
department or superthe insurance
solicit insurance
license
vising officials
officials of
District of Columbia
Columbia or of any State; whether
the District
of the
vising
any insurance
insurance company
or any
any general
agent claims such applicant
general agent
company or
any
is indebted
indebted under
otherwise, and if
if so, the
agency contract or otherwise,
any agency
under any
is
name
of the
applicant's
of the claim and the applicant's
nature of
the nature
claimant, the
the claimant,
name of
defense thereto,
thereto, if
any; whether
whether he
contract
had an agency contract
has had
he has
if any;
defense
canceled, and
if so,
when, by
by what
what company,
company, or general agent and
so, when,
and if
canceled,
the reason
reason for
such action,
information as the Superother information
such other
and such
action, and
for such
the
intendent
shall be
be vouched for by an
applicant shall
The applicant
require. The
may require.
intendent may
official
company for which he
representative of the company
licensed representative
or aa licensed
official or
proposes
to act,
act, who
who shall
shall certify
certify whether the applicant
applicant is personproposes to
a
ally
known to
to him,
applicant has been appointed a
the applicant
whether the
him, whether
ally known
general
agent,
agent,
or
solicitor
to
represent
company,
and
such
represent
to
solicitor
or
agent,
general agent,
of
that
company has
has duly
duly investigated
character and record
record of
the character
investigated the
such company
that such
such
person,
and
has
satisfied
itself
that
he
is
trustworthy
and
qualiqualiand
trustworthy
is
he
that
itself
satisfied
has
and
such person,
fied
to act
as its
its general
general agent,
agent, agent,
intends to hold
hold
solicitor and intends
or solicitor
agent, or
act as
fied to
Issue of license.
of license.
Issue
himself
out
in
good
faith
as
a
life
insurance
general
agent,
agent,
agent
agent,
general
insurance
life
a
as
faith
good
in
out
himself
of
Superintendent
the
made,
or
solicitor.
If,
upon
the
showing
made,
Superintendent
a
showing
the
or solicitor. If, upon
Insurance is
is reasonably
that the
trustworthy
a trustworthy
is a
applicant is
the applicant
satisfied that
reasonably satisfied
Insurance
Placing of rejected
person
he
shall
promptly
issue
the
license
applied
for.
A
general risks
rejected
Placing
A general
for.
with of
other
comapplied
license
the
issue
person he shall promptly
pany.
pony.
life-insurance
agent, agent,
or solicitor
licensed to
to represent
represent any life-insurance
solicitor licensed
agent, or
agent,
company doing
District shall
be entitled
entitled to
to place
place
shall be
the District
in the
business in
doing business
company
excess or
rejected risks
risks in
any other
other company
lawfully doing busicompany lawfully
in any
or rejected
excess
ness in
District, with
knowledge and
and approval
approval of his own Term of license.
the knowledge
with the
the District,
in the
ness
company without
additional or
license. Every
license Term of license.
Every license
separate license.
or separate
without additional
company
issued under this
section shall
expire annually
on the
the 30th
30th day
day of
of
on
annually
expire
shall
section
this
issued under
April
next
after
its
issue
unless
prior
thereto
it
is
revoked
or
or
revoked
is
it
thereto
April next after its issue unless prior
suspended by
by the
Superintendent of
of Insurance
Insurance or
or the
authority
the authority
the Superintendent
suspended
of the general agent,
agent,
or
solicitor
to
act
for
the
company
is
is
company
the
for
act
to
agent, agent, or solicitor

of the general
terminated.
terminated.
In the
the absence
contrary ruling
ruling by
the Superintendent
Superintendent in aa
by the
a contrary
of a
absence of
In
given
case, license
license renewals
renewals shall
shall be
issued from
from year
to year
upon
year upon
year to
be issued
given case,
the request of
the
company
without
further
action
on
the
part
of
of
part
the
on
action
further
without
the request of the company
the
agent, or
solicitor.
or solicitor.
agent, agent,
general agent,
the general

Renewals.

Renew.

Exemptions.

No officer
employee of
insurance comcorn- Exemptions
any insurance
of any
salaried employee
traveling salaried
or traveling
No officer or
pany not
compensated
on
a
commission
basis
shall
be required
required to
to
be
shall
pany not compensated on a commission basis
obtain
a
license
under
this
section.
Statement on termiStatement
a license under this section.
obtain
nation of employment.
Every
company shall,
the termination
termination of
empoymenot.
the noof
of the
upon the
shall, upon
life-insurance company
Every life-insurance
Privileged character
employment of
any
general agent,
agent, agent,
agent, or
or solicitor,
solicitor, file
file with
with the
of.
,Prvieed
the
general
any
of
employment
Superintendent of Insurance a
the facts
facts relative
to the
the
relative to
of the
statement of
a statement

Superintendent of Insurance
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termination
such employment
employment and
and the
Any inforinforthereof. Any
cause thereof.
the cause
of such
termination of
mation, document,
statement, or
required to
to .be
made
be made
thing required
or thing
record, statement,
document, record,
mation,
or disclosed
disclosed to
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
this section,
section, shall
shall
by this
Insurance by
of Insurance
to the
or
be privileged
and shall
not be
be used
used as
as evidence
any action
action .or
or
in any
evidence in
shall not
be
privileged and
proceeding
instituted
against
the
company
or
any
representative
representative
any
or
company
the
against
instituted
proceeding
thereof by
in behalf
person who
has been
been licensed
licensed under
under
who has
any person
of any
behalf of
or in
by or
thereof
the
of this section.
section.
provisions of
the provisions
License; suspension
suspension
SEC.
SUSPENSION OR
OR REVOCATION
FOR—
LICENSE-GROUNDS FORREVOCATION OF LICENSE—GROUNDS
27. SUSPENSION
SEC. 27.
License;
orGrounds
revocation.
er
revocation.
for.
NO'TICE OF-HEARING.-The
or—HEARING.—The Superintendent
Superintendent of
Insurance may susof Insurance
NOTICE
Grounds for.
pend
the license
license of
any life
insurance general
general agent,
agent, agent,
agent,
life insurance
of any
revoke the
or revoke
pend or
a hearing,
investigation, notice and a
Noil ,, eand
and hearing,
broker if, after due investigation,
hearing. solicitor, or broker
Notice
either before
before him
him or
employee of the insurance
salaried employee
any salaried
before any
or before
either
department designated
designated by
by him
him whose
whose report
report he may adopt, he deterdepartment
mines
that such
such license
license has
misrepresentasecured by fraud or misrepresentabeen secured
has been
mines that
tion;
that the
the general
agent, agent,
agent, solicitor,
violated
has violated
broker has
or broker
solicitor, or
general agent,
or that
tion; or
any insurance
the District;
District; or has made
misleading repreany misleading
made any
of the
law of
insurance law
any
sentations
and/or incomplete
and/or fraudulent
fraudulent comparison
comparison of any
incomplete and/or
sentations and/or
policies or
companies or
companies to
person
to any person
any companies
concerning any
or concerning
or companies
policies
for the
or with
with the
the intention
inducing such
such, person
person to
to
of inducing
intention of
purpose or
the purpose
for
lapse, forfeit,
insurance then in force;
force;
exchange his insurance
surrender, or exchange
forfeit, surrender,
lapse,
or
has made
misleading estimate
estimate of the
the dividends or share of
any misleading
made any
or has
surplus
to be
be received
on aa policy;
policy; or has failed or refused
refused to pay
received on
surplus to
or
or to
principal any money or other
his principal
to his
company or
the company
to the
to deliver
deliver to
or to
property
said general
general agent,
agent, agent,
agent, solicitor,
solicitor, or
of said
hands of
the hands
in the
property in,
broker
belonging to
to such
such company
company or
requested so
principal when requested
or principal
broker belonging
to do;
do; or
or has
violated any
insurance departlawful ruling of the insurance
any lawful
has violated
to
ment; or
or has
has been
convicted of a
a felony; or has otherwise shown
been convicted
ment;
a life insurance genhimself untrustworthy
untrustworthy or incompetent to act as a
himself
Superintendent
agent, agent, solicitor, or broker.
Nutlee
charges
harges aud
broker. Before the Superintendent
and eral agent,
Notice of c
bearing to be given.
give
of
or suspend
suspend any
any such
such license
license he
he shall
shall give
shall revoke
revoke or
Insurance shall
of Insurance
eato given.
to
the general
general agent,
company
agent, agent, solicitor, or broker and to the company
to the
of
which or whom he represents
charges and of
represents written notice of the charges
which
the
hearing, not
not less
days prior to the time set for such
twenty days
than twenty
less than
the hearing,
by registered
registered mail adMailing.
hearing. Such
Such notice
forwarded by
shall be
be forwarded
notice shall
hearing.
Mfailng.
dressed to the general agent, agent, solicitor, or broker
aroker at his last
known address,
the company
company at its principal place of business.
to the
address, and to
known
hearing to the general
opportunity shall be given at such hearing
general agent,
Full opportunity
principal to appear
agent,
company or principal
appear
solicitor, or broker and to the company
agent, solicitor,
Appeale.
with counsel and be heard upon such charges. Within thirty days
Appeals.
after the
revocation or suspension
suspension of license or the refusal of the
the revocation
after
Superintendent to
to grant
license, the
general agent, agent,
agent, solicitor,
solicitor,
the general
grant aalicense,
Superintendent
or broker,
applicant aggrieved
aggrieved may
the ruling of the
appeal, from the
may appeal,
or applicant
or
broker, or
Superintendent
of Insurance
Insurance to
to the
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
the court
Superintendent of
designated in
section 28.
28. Appeals
Appeals may
be taken
judgment
taken from the judgment
may be
in section
designated
of
as prescribed
section 28.
prescribed in section
court as
said court
of said
agent, solicitor,
No individual
Denial of new license
individual whose license as aa general agent, ag;ent,
solicitor,
Denialofnewlicense
for period of year.
Act
for period of ear.
or broker is revoked
revoked shall be entitled
entitled to any license under this Act
for a
a period
year after revocation.
one year
period of one
for
Provisions.
Any person who violates any provision of this section upon conAny
Penalty provisions.
viction
violation.
viction shall be fined not exceeding $100 for each and every violation.
RiNaiNGS.-Within thirty days after the
Appeals.
S
EC. .28.
APPEAL FR03
FROM RULINGS.—Within
28. APPEAL
SEC.
Appeals.
revocation or suspension of license or the refusal
refusal of the Superinrevocation
tendent to
grant a
a license, the general agent, agent, solicitor, or
to grant
tendent
applicant aggrieved
aggrieved may appeal from the ruling of the
broker or applicant
Superintendent
Superintendent to the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, in
equity:,
reproSuperintendent, by reprewherein, upon the relation of the Superintendent,
equity, wherein,
Proceedings.
senta ton of the corporation
corporation counsel, the Superintendent shall be
sentation
Peedings.
designated as defendant
defendant and the general agent, agent, solicitor, or
designated
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docketed
broker
applicant as
plaintiff, and
and the
cause shall be docketed
the said cause
as plaintiff,
or applicant
broker or
to Court
Court et
o
to
Appeals
taken An
in said
and tried
Appeals may be taken
A PP5aequity case. Appeals
an equity
as an
tried as
court and
said court
in
Columof
District
from
the judgment
judgment of said Supreme
Supreme Court of the
of Columfrom the
as in
bia
the Court
in other
other
Appeals of the District of Columbia as
of Appeals
Court of
to the
bia to
tsnd
equity
cases.
equity cases.
not (iOsabw
In
said proceedings
proceedings and appeals said Superintendent
Superintendent shall
shall not
ce's and bcedL
all said
In all
be taxed
with any
required to give any supersupercosts, nor shall he be required
any costs,
taxed with
be
whatsedeas bond
damages on any appeal whatfor costs or damages
security for
or security
bond or
sedeas
or
action
or
to
not
soever.
Said
Superintendent
shall
be
liable
suit
action
or
shall
soever. Said Superintendent
for any
any judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree for any damages, loss, or injury claimed
claimed
for
by any
any person
person on
on any
said Superintendent in any
taken by said
appeal taken
any appeal
by
case, nor
nor shall
shall said
said Superintendent
Superintendent be
be required
required in any case to make
case,
court
any court
and
for costs
costs or
or pay
pay for any service to the clerks of any
deposit for
and deposit
or to
to any
marshal of the United
United States.
any marshal
or
S
EC. 29.
29: Baonzas.—Every
.
1
4traLo. or .i
person desiring to engage in business in BAliction
BROKERS.-Every person
SEO.
Superintendthe
to
apply
shall
broker
life-insurance
a life-insurance
the District
District as
apply to the Superintend- momas a
the
ent for
license so
to do
do and
in the
the manner
prescribed.
manner hereinafter prescribed.
and in
so to
ent for aa license
The
applicant for
for such
such license
shall file
Superintendent contents.
Contents.
file with the Superintendent
license shall
The applicant
his
written application
application therefor
on
therefor and shall make aasworn statement on
his written
blanks
to be
by the
giving his name, age,
Superintendent giving
the Superintendent
prepared by
be prepared
blanks to
residence,
business, occupation
five years just prior to the
for five
occupation for
of business,
place of
residence, place
date
making his
application; and
shall state that he intends to
to
and shall
his application;
of making
date of
on the business of broker
hold
himself
out
in
good
faith
as
carrying
broker
carrying
as
faith
hold himself out in good
of life
life insurance,
and shall
shall also
also set
set out
qualifications, namely, his
his qualifications,
out his
insurance, and
of
familiarity
with
the
life-insurance
of
the District and with the
laws
life-insurance
the
with
familiarity
provisions of
policy contracts
contracts to be negotiated; what insurance
the policy
of the
provisions
experience and
has had;
his intention
intention with reference
had; his
he has
instruction he
and instruction
experience
to
regularly if
if not
not exclusively
exclusively in
in the business of life-insurengaging regularly
to engaging
suspended or
ance broker;
broker; whether
he has
or
had suspended
has had
or has
refused or
been refused
has been
whether he
ance
or
revoked
a
license
as
a
broker,
general
agent,
agent,
solicitor
of life
agent,
agent,
general
revoked a license as a broker,
of
insurance by
by the
the Insurance
Insurance Department
Department or
the supervising
supervising officials
officials of
or the
insurance
under
it
to
indebted
any
State;
whether
any
company
claims
that
he
is
it
under
that
claims
company
any
whether
any State;
any
contract or
or otherwise;
so, what
what company, the nature of
if so,
otherwise; if
agency contract
any agency
he has had any agency
the
claim
and
of
his
defense
if
any,
whether
any,
if
defense
his
of
and
the claim
what comcomby what
if so, when,
contract
by any
any company,
company, and if
when, information
canceled by
contract canceled
pany,
and the
action ,and such
s
uc
h other
other information as
as
reason for such action,
the reason
pany, and
the
Superintendent may
require.
may require.
the Superintendent
The applicant
shall be
by at
least three
reputable citthree reputable
at least
for by
vouched for
be vouched
The applicant shall
is personally
izens of
of the
District
setting
out
whether
the
applicant
applicant
the
whether
out
setting
the District
izens
applicant
known to
to them,
them, what
reputation of the applicant
the reputation
of the
know of
they 'mow
what they
known
applithe
as aa man
of
business
integrity,
and
what
they
know
of
know
they
what
and
integrity,
business
of
man
as
cant's general
fitness
to
act
as
a
broker
of
life
insurance.
insurance.
life
of
broker
general fitness to act as a
cant's
relicense or
for license
The
Superintendent may require
require such applicant
app licant for
or reThe Superintendent
qualificaor
fitness
his
as
newal
thereof
to
submit
to
examination
to
examination
to
submit
to
newal thereof
tions for
or licenses
licenses applied
examination may
Such examination
for. Such
applied for.
license or
the license
tions for the
said examibe
made
by
the
Superintendent
or
by
his
deputy,
which
deputy,
his
by
or
be made by the Superintendent
satisfactory proof
nation
may be
by the
Superintendent, upon satisfactory
proof
the Superintendent,
waived by
be waived
nation may
of
the
qualifications
of
the
applicant.
applicant.
the
of
qualifications
the
of
When the Superintendent
is satisfied
application or
or the
the application
from the
satisfied from
is
When the Superintendent
examination
by him
him that
that the
the applicant
is qualified,
qualifed, he shall issue
applicant is
made by
examination made
to said
engage in
specified in said
the business specified
in the
to engage
license to
applicant aalicense
said applicant
to
applications
which shall
shall also
also be
specified in
said license.
license.
in said
be specified
applications which

Examinattoo.

Amt-oo.

noese.
sue or
ot Itoeage.

Issas

lices
ow
rono, l
be entitled
No individual
as aabroker
broker is
revoked shall
shall be
entitled Jr!
one
n.w license
is revoked
license as
whose license
individual whose
No
such
after
to any
any license
under
this
Act
for
a
period
of
one
year
revoyear
one
of
license under this Act for a period
to
cation, provided, however,
that the
refusal of
of the
the SuperinSuperinor refusal
failure or
the failure
provided, however, that
cation,
m the
t
endent to license any such applicant
applicant
shall
be
subject
to
review
in
review
to
subject
be
shall
tendent to license any such
same
manner
as
provided
in
section
28
of
this
chapter.
chapter.
this
of
28
section
in
provided
manner as be renewed annually and every such
same
W Regiewsla.
Licenses shall
license shall
shall be renewed annually and every such license
Licenses
in
unless in
following
next
continue
in
force
until
the
30th
day
of
following
April
of
day
30th
the
until
force
in
continue
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the
meantime suspended
revoked; provided
the meantime
suspended or
or revoked;
provided any
any qualified
qualified person
person
may
broker regardless
regardless of
of residence
may be
be licensed
licensed as
as a
a broker
of place
place of
residence or
or
domicile.
domicile.
enalty provision.
provision.
Penalty
Any person who violates any provision of this section upon
convicupon conviction
not exceeding
exceeding $100
$100 for
for each
each and
tion shall be fined
fined not
and every
every violation.
violation.
Embezzlement; pen.
SEC.
30. EMBEZZLEMENT;
EMBFZZLEMENT; PENALTY.-An
Embezzlement;
pen.
agent,.,solicitor,
any.
SEC. 30.
PENALTY.—An insurance agent
or broker who acts in
in negotiating
negotiating or
or renewing
renewing or
or continuing
continuing aa conconinsurance for a
acompany lawfully
lawfully doing
tract of insurance
doing business in
in the
the DisDistrict, and who receives any money or
as a
a
or substitute
substitute for
for money
money as
premium for such a
a contract
premium
contract from the insured, whether he shall
shall be
entitled to an interest in same or otherwise,
be deemed
deemed to
otherwise, shall
shall be
to hold
hold
such premium
company making
contract. If
premium in
in trust
trust for
for the company
making the
the contract.
If he
he
fails to pay the same over to the company
company after written demand
demand made
made,
upon him therefor, such failure shall be prima
that he
prima facie
facie evidence that
he
has used or applied the said premium
premium for a
apurpose
purpose other than paypaying the same over to the company, and upon conviction thereof
thereof he
he
and
punished
accordingly.
shall be deemed guilty of embezzlement
embezzlement
and
punished
accordingly.
Minors ;contracts for
fe, health,contracts
and af
S
E°. 31.
CONTRACT OF
MINORS FOR
FOR LTFE,
HEALTH, AND
AND ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
liife,no;
SEO.
31. CONTRACT
OF MINORS
LIFE, HEALTH,
INSURAiTE.-Any
dent insurance.
INS CEANCE.—Any minor of
of the
fifteen years
years or
or more
more may,
the age
age of
of fifteen
may,
notwithstanding
notwithstanding such minority, contract
contract for life, health,
accident
health and accident
insurance
insurance on his own life for his
benefit or
for the
benefit
his or her own
own benefit
or for
the benefit
of his father, mother, husband, wife,
sister, or
or for
for
wife, child, brother,
brother, sister,
the benefit of any person who
who has
has the
or custody
custody of
said minor
minor
the care
care or
of said
or with whom said minor makes his or
and may
may exercise
or her home, and
exercise
all such contractual
contract of
of
contractual rights with
with respect
respect to any
any such contract
insurance as might be exercised by a
aperson of full legal
legal age and may
may
at any time surrender
surrender his or her
interest in
insurance or
or give
give
her interest
in any
any such insurance
discharge for
benefit accruing
payable therethereaa valid discharge
for any
any benefit
accruing or
or money
money payable
under.
mAssmsmen
t deompae
compa- . Sno.
COMPANIES.—Any company
company whi
ch mak
es
AsslesmienStg
SEO. 32.
ASSESSMENT COMPANIES.-Any
32. ASSESSMENT
which
makes
es; lirensing
denied.
insurance or reinsurance
reinsurance the performance
performance of which
is not
not guaranteed
guaranteed
which is
by the reserves
reserves required
required by this Act, but is mainly
contingent upon
upon
mainly contingent
the payment of assessments
assessments or calls made
shall
made upon
upon its
its members,
members, shall
or licensed
licensed in
in the
the District.
District.
not be formed,
formed, admitted, or
I
teApal
Supermin
SEC.
Appeal from
from
SuperinSEC. 33.
33. APPEAL
TO COMMISSIONERS.—Any
APPEAL FROM
FRO
M SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT TO
COMMISSIONERS.-Any
tenaent
to CommisCommistendent
to
sioners.
appeals to
sioners.
appeals
to the
the Commissioners
rulings of
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent
Commissioners from
from rulings
perfected and filed with
shall be perfected
twenty
with the
the Commissioners
Commissioners within
within twenty
days exclusive of Sundays and legal holidays from the date such
communicated to the party at interest.
rulings are communicated
Domestic companies.
Domesticcompanies.

CHAPTER III--Domranc
III--DOMEsTIC COMPANIES
COMPANIES
CHAPTER
Sec. 1. Articles of incorporation.
Sec.
incorporation.
Sec. 2. Publication of articles of incorporation;
incorporation; notice of intention to form
Sec.
company; bond of incorporators.
incorporators.
See. &
3. Approval of articles of incorporation; completion of organization
Sec.
organization of
company.
See. 4. Authority to solicit subscriptions
subscriptions to capital
capital of company
company in course of
of
organization.
Se.
See. 5. Subscription
Subscription to capital stock; limitation of expense on sale of capital
capital
stock.
Sec
See.. 6. Examination
Examination of company
company in course of organization.
organization.
See.
in course of organization
Sec. 7. When corporate powers of company in
organization shall
shall
cease.
requirements.
See. &
8 Capital stock requirements.
Sec. 9. Amendment
Amendment of articles of incorporation.
incorporation.
Sec.l0. Increase of capital stock.
stock.
Sec.10.
Sec. 11. Decrease
Sec.11.
Decrease in capital stock.
See. 12.
stockholders.
Sec.
12. Liability of stockholders.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
Sec. 13.
Sec. 14.
Sec. 15.
Sec.
16.
Sec. 16.
Sec.
17.
Sec. 17.
Sec.
18.
Sec. 18.
Sec.
19.
Sec. 19.
Sec.
20.
Sec. 20.
Sec.
Sec. 21.
Sec.
22.
Sec. 22.
Sec.
23.
Sec. 23.
Sec. 24.
Sec. 25.
25.
Sec.
Sec. 26.
Sec. 27.
27.
Sec.
Sec. 28.
Sec.
Sec. 29.
Sec. 30.
30.
Sec.
Sec. 31.
Sec.
Sec.
32.
Sec. 32.
Sec.
33.
Sec. 33.
Sec.
34.
Sec. 34.
Sec.
35.
Sec. 35.
Sec.
36.
Sec. 36.
Sec.
37.
Sec. 37.
Sec.
38.
Sec. 38.
Sec.
39.
Sec. 39.
Sec.
40.
Sec. 40.
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Stock payment calls.
transfers.
Stock transfers.
Capital stock book.
Corporations
mutual companies.
Corporations and associations as members of mutual
Mutual
companies; when
when to commence
commence business.
Mutual companies;
Reorganization
corporations.
Reorganization of existing corporations.

company.
Conversion
a mutual life
life company.
Conversion of aa stock life company into a
heretofore formed.
Corporations heretofore
Corporations
Directors.
Bylaws.
Election of directors.
Cumulative
Cumulative voting.
group life insurance.
Voting power under policies of group
Liability of directors.
Salaries to
authorized by directors.
to be authorized
Salaries
policyholders.
and policyholders.
Limitation
Limitation of dividends to stockholders and
Officers.
Officers.
Officers
and directors
not to
to be
pecuniarily interested
interested in transactions.
be pecuniarily
directors not
Officers and
Voting trusts prohibited.
Voting
Maximum and
and contingent
contingent premiums of mutual companies.
Maximum
Classification
of risks
risks by mutual companies.
Classification of
Mutual
fund; mutual
mutual company
company power to borrow.
guaranty fund;
company guaranty
Mutual company
Investment
of funds of domestic companies.
Investment of
Domestic
company real estate
estate holdings.
Domestic company
companies.
authorized companies.
Reinsurance
companies in authorized
domestic companies
Reinsurance by domestic
Vouchers
disbursements.
Vouchers for disbursements.
Books,
companies.
vouchers of domestic companies.
accounts, and vouchers
records, accounts,
Books, records,
Capital
acquisition by company of its own shares.
stock acquisition
Capital stock
of incorpora.
Articles
incorporpa
Articles of

SECTION
1. ARTICLEs
ARTICLES OF
OF INCORPORATION.-Any
INCORPORATION.-Any seven or more per- tion.
SECTION 1.
sons
who
desire
to
become
insurance company tion.
an insurance
as an
incorporated as
sons who desire to become incorporated
shall make,
and acknowledge
acknowledge articles
incorporation before
of incorporation
articles of
sign, and
make, sign,
shall
an officer
officer authorized
acknowledgment of deeds,
deeds, in which shall
take acknowledgment
to take
authorized to
an
be stated:
stated:
Contents.
Contents.
(a)
corporate name,
which shall not be identical
identical Corporate
Corporate name.
name.
name, which
proposed corporate
The proposed
(a) The
with
nearly resemble
name of
of an existing corporation
the name
resemble the
so nearly
nor so
with nor
organized under
the laws
of the
authorized to transact
or authorized
District, or
the District,
laws of
under the
organized
confusion and, in
business therein,
therein, as
to mislead
mislead the
the public
public or cause confusion
as to
business
case
mutual company,
mutual."
the word ""mutual."
contain the
shall contain
company, shall
of aamutual
case of
Term of existence
(b) The
The term
term of
which may
may be perpetual.
perpetual.existence.
Term of
existence, which
its existence,
of its
(b)
I'rindpal office.
which
located,
be
shall
(c) The
The place
its principal
Principal aloe.
principal office
where its
place where
(c)
shall be
be the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
shall
P'urpose.
(d) The
purpose of
restricted to the vurpoNe
company, which shall be restricted
the company,
of the
The purpose
(d)
business of
of insurance
persons.
to persons.
appertaining to
insurance appertaining
business
°
pr
e w exercising
e:robing
Mode of
shall be corporate power.
power
(e) The mode and manner in which the corporate
corpora te p
ower shall beeco
(e)
exercised;
the
number,
terms
of
office,
and
manner
of
electing
direcexercised; the number terms of office, and manner of electing
tors, who
who shall
shall be
be stockholders,
case of
company,
a mutual company,
of a
the case
in the
or, in
stockholders, or,
tors,
shall be
members or
or policyholders
policyholders of
the corporation.
corporation.
of the
members
be
Stockholders; provishall
(f) The provisions for meeting and votes of stockholders and steSntockholdnrs;
(f) The provisions for meeting and votes of stockholders and sion respecting.
policyholders.
A stock
in which
the policyholders
do not
policyholders do
which the
company m
stock company
policyholders. A
vote shall provide
for cumulative
cumulative voting
in its
articles of
incorporaincorporaof
articles
its
in
voting
for
provide
vote shall
tion. A stock company
in which
which policyholders
policyholders vote
vote shall
shall provide
provide
tion. A stock company in
that
each stockholder
one vote,
vote, in
by proxy,
proxy, for
or by
person or
in person
have one
shall have
stockholder shall
that each
each
share of
of stock
capital stock
stock shall
without capital
company without
A company
owned. A
stock owned.
each share
provide that
policyholder shall
member and
and entitled
entitled to
be aa member
shall be
every policyholder
provide that every
one or more
more votes,
votes, in
person,
or by
proxy, based
on the
the insurance
in
in
insurance
on
based
proxy,
by
or
person,
in
one or
force, the number of policies held or the amount of premiums paid
force, the number of policies held or the amount of premiums paid
as may be provided
in the
may provide
provide
company may
stock company
a stock
and a
bylaws, and
the bylaws,
may be provided in
as
for votes by policyholders, but in such case each policyholder shall
for votes by policyholders, but in such case each policyholder shall
have the
same voting
other policyholder.
policyholder.
every other
as every
power as
voting power
the same

have
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(g)
amount of
stock, if
of shares,
The amount
of its
its capital
capital stock,
if any,
any, the
the number
(g) The
number of
shares,
and the par value of each share.
(h) The number of directors who shall manage the company for
for
the
year and
their names.
names.
the first
first year
and their
(i) Such other particulars
particulars as may be necessary to manifest and
explain the
the objects
the company.
explain
objects and
and purposes
purposes of
of the
company.

2. PUBLICATION
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION;
2.
PUBLICATION OF ARTICLES
INCORPORATION; NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF
,
BOND OF
OF INCORPORATORS.-The
INCORPORATORS.—The incorincorBOND
porators shall
shall file
file such
such articles
the Superintendent
Superintendent and
and shall
shall
porators
articles with
with the
publish
newspaper of general
publish in aanewspaper
general circulation in
in the
the District notice
notice
of the filing
filing of such articles
articles and of
of the intention to
to form such comcomCopy
with SuCopy filed
filed with
u- pany.
of
by
the
oath
of
the
publisher
of
Copy
such
notice
verified
publisher
of
perintendent.
the
his agent,
agent, copies
of proposed
forms
the newspaper,
newspaper, or
or his
copies of
proposed bylaws
bylaws and
and forms
of
subscription for capital stock and of
of subscription
of proposed applications
applications for
for
membership and for insurance and of all
membership
all proposed forms
forms of insurinsuradvertisements shall
ance policies, literature, and advertisements
shall be
be filed with the
the
Filing
bond.
Filing of
of bond.
Superintendent. The incorporators
shall also file with
with the
Superintendent.
incorporators shall
the SuperSuperintendent a
abond
bond payable
to the
and his
intendent
payable to
the Superintendent
Superintendent and
his successors,
successors,
Sureties.
sureties,
$10,000 with approved corporate sureties,
as trustee, in the sum of $10,000
and
upon the
accounting to
to the
comand conditioned
conditioned upon
the faithful
faithful accounting
the proposed
proposed company, on
organization and
and the
of its
certifiof its
its organization
the receipt
receipt of
its certifipany,
on completion
completion of
Superintendent, or the
stockholders,
cate of authority from the Superintendent,
the stockholders,
members, applicants
members,
applicants for
for policies,
policies, and
and creditors,
creditors, or
or the trustee,
receiver,
appointed in
receiver, or assignee
assignee of the proposed company,
company, duly
duly appointed
in
any
department of
competent jurisdicany proceedings
proceedings in any court
court or
or department
of competent
jurisdiction
accordance with
respective rights
rights in
in
tion in
in the District, in accordance
with their
their respective
proposed company
be comcomcase the organization of
of the
the proposed
company shall
shall not
not be
certificate of
pleted and a
a certificate
of authority shall not
not be procured
procured from the
the
Superintendent.
Superintendent.
Examination and apOF
3. APPROVAL
INCORPORATION; COMPLETION
prosaminartiand
apSEC. 3.
APPROVAL OF ARTICLES
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION;
COMPLFTION OF
pro% al of articles.
ORGANIZATION OF
COMPANY.—The Superintendent
Superintendent shall
submit the
the
ORGANIZATION
OF COMPANY.-The
shall submit
articles and other
to the
the corporacorporaproposed articles
other papers so
so filed
filed with him to
examine the same,
tion counsel
counsel of the
the District,
District, who
who shall
shall examine
same, and,
and, if he
finds
same in
in accordance
accordance with
he shall
shall so
so certify
certify and
return
finds the
the same
with law,
law, he
and return
the same to the Superintendent, who shall cause the articles and the
certificate of the corporation
corporation counsel to be recorded
recorded in the records
certificate
incorporators two certified
of the Superintendent
Superintendent and issue to the incorporators
which shall be recorded
recorded in
copies thereof, one of which
in the
the office
office of
of the
the
and thereupon
such
recorder of deeds
deeds for
for the
the District of
of Columbia, and
thereupon such
incorporators and
and their
associates shall
and be
incorporators
their associates
shall become
become and
be aa body
body corcorPowers of 0
corporation
porate with
with power
sue and
be sued,
contract and
contracted
sued, contract
and be
be contracted
power to
to sue
and be
thereafteSr.
porate
thereafter.
with, adopt
adopt a
aseal,
seal, and
do such
such other acts, subject to the
the provisions
provisions
with,
and do
of this Act,
Act, as shall be needful to
to accomplish the
the purposes
purposes of its
organization. If
organization.
If the Superintendent
Superintendent shall approve the sureties on
Issue
or
permit; the bond so filed, or on any like bond substituted therefor , he shall
ssamun
of
poemit;
the
bond
so
filed,
or
on
any like bond substituted therefor, he shall
"company
company in course
coure of
"company in
orgamzation."
organization."
a permit, as aa"company
in course of organissue to the corporation
corporation a
Authority
Authority of com- ization ",
", authorizing
authorizing it
complete its
its organization.
Said comcomit to
to complete
organization. Said
pany.
pa y
.
pany
pany in
organization shall
shall have
have authority
authority under
under su
ch
in course
course of
of organization
such
permit to solicit subscriptions
subscriptions and
and payments
stack, if
if aa
payments for
for capital
capital stock,
stock company,
and applications
applications and
and advance
company, and
advance premiums
insurpremiums for
for insurance, and
to exercise
exercise such
powers, subject
subject to
the limitations
limitations in
in this
ance,
and to
such powers,
to the
this
Act prescribed,
as may
and proper
proper in
completing its
its
Act
prescribed, as
may be
be necessary
necessary and
in completing
a certificate
authority
organization and qualifying itself for a
certificate of authority
from
the Superintendent
Superintendent to
to transact
transact the
business of
insurance apapfrom the
the business
of insurance
Issue of
de- pertaining to persons.
lssue
of policies
policies deBut such company shall not issue policies
nied.
or enter
enter into contracts
insurance until
until it
it shall
contracts of
of insurance
shall have
have received
received the
the
certificate of
of the
the Superintendent
authorizing it
so to
do.
certificate
Superintendent authorizing
it
so
to
do.
Certificate of authorUpon
organization in
with this
Act
iteas insurance
nsuranethrt of comUpon completion
completion of
of organization
in accordance
accordance with
this Act
ity
pany
to issue upon com- the Superintendent shall issue to such company, in course of organpanytoissaeuponcomin.
pletion
of
organization.
pet
o orgnitioncertificate
authority as
as an
an insurance
company.
ization, a
certificate of
a certificate
of authority
authority
insurance
ization,
insurance company.
company.
Public.ation of artiPublication
articles.
cles.
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Certificate
to solicit
solicit
Certificate to
COMTO CAPITAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO
SEC. 4.
AUTHORITY TO
SOLICIT SUBSCRIPTIONS
CAPITAL OF
OF COMTO SOLICIT
4. AUTHORITY
SEC.
subscriptions to capital
subscriptions

OF
person shall
shall solicit subscripperson
ORGANIZATION.--N
OF ORGANIZATION.—No
stock of
tions
the capital
capital stock
of or
or applications
applications for insurance
insurance in
in any
for the
tions for
such
organization unless he has been duly
in course
course of organization
company in
such company
authorized
the company
a certificate
certificate of his authority, duly
and a
company and
by the
authorized by
signed by
by a
aprincipal
officer of the company, has been filed with and
principal officer
signed
approved
by the
Superintendent.
the Superintendent.
approved by
OF EXPENSE ON
SEC. 5.
SUBSCRIPTION TO
CAPITAL STOCK; LIMITATION
LIMITATION OF
TO CAPITAL
5. SUBSCRIPTION
SALE OF
wrocK.—Every subscription
subscription to the capital stock of
CAPITAL STOCK.-Every
OF CAPITAL
SALE
a
the stipulation
stipulation that
that no sum shall be
contain the
shall contain
company shall
stock company
a stock
used for
for commission,
commission, promotion,
organization expenses
expenses in excess
promotion, or organization
used
of a
the amount
amount paid upon the stock subscriptions,
subscriptions, to
of the
a percentage
percentage of
of
be named
named in
in such
stipulation and
Superintendent,
by the Superintendent,
approved by
and approved
such stipulation
be
and
the remainder
so paid
to the
the company
company shall be invested
paid to
of sums
sums so
remainder of
and the
in securities
in which
which a
life-insurance company is authorized
authorized to
a life-insurance
securities in
in
invest, or
bank or trust company in the District until
in aabank
deposited in
or deposited
invest,
the company
company has
has duly
from the
authority from
of authority
certificate of
procured aa certificate
duly procured
the
Superintendent.
Superintendent.
ORGANIZATION.COURSE OF
S
EC. 6.
EXAMINATION OF
COMPANY IN
IN COURSE
OF ORGANIZATION.—
OF COMPANY
6. EXAMINATION
SEC.
The Superintendent
Superintendent shall
personally or
or through
his deputy
and
deputy and
through his
shall personally
The
assistants,
examine into
course
any such company in course
affairs of any
the affairs
into the
assistants, examine
of organization
organization and
and inspect
inspect its
books and
and papers,
summon
papers, and may summon
its books
of
and examine
under oath
any officer
officer or
or agent
agent or any person who is
oath any
examine under
and
or has
has been
connected with
or who
who has knowledge
knowledge of the affairs of
with or
been connected
or
such company,
company, and
and if
find the company
company is violating the law,
he find
if he
such
or if
if the
the company
company shall
shall not
not be
be qualified
qualified for
for a
authority
certificate of authority
a certificate
or
within
two years
years from
from date
of its permit, he shall revoke its perdate of
within two
has violated
mit; and
if he
find an
an agent
of such
such company
company has
violated the law,
agent of
he find
and if
mit;
he shall
shall revoke
his authority,
authority, and
and he
he may
agent's violation
violation
such agent's
for such
may for
revoke his
he
revoke the
permit. Any
revocation shall be after twenty
Any revocation
company's permit.
the company's
revoke
days'
notice. The
reinstate
showing, reinstate
proper showing,
on proper
may, on
Superintendent may,
The Superintendent
days' notice.
any
permit or
or agent's
authority which
has revoked.
revoked.
he has
which he
agent's authority
company's permit
any company's
sy.c.
W REN CORPORATE
CORPORATE POWERS
POWERS OF
OF COMPANY
COMPANY IN
COURSE OF ORGANIORGANIIN COURSE
7..WHEN
SEC 7.
ZATION SHALL
crAsE.—If any
any domestic
domestic life-insurance
in
company, in
life-insurance company,
SHALL CEASE.-If
ZATION
course of
of organization,
organization, shall
not commence
issue policies
policies within
within
to issue
commence to
shall not
course
two years
from the
date of
filing its
articles of
incorporation in
in the
the
of incorporation
its articles
of filing
the date
years from
two
office
the Superintendent,
thereby cease,
cease, and
the
and the
shall thereby
powers shall
its powers
Superintendent, its
of the
office of
court, upon
upon petition
petition of
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent or
of any person inor of
court,
terested, may
fix by
decree the
time in
in which
which the
Superintendent
the Superintendent
the time
by decree
may fix
terested,
may settle
settle and
and close
close its
its affairs:
howercer, That the SuperProvided, however,
affairs: Provided,
may
intendent may
extend the
such company
commence
to commence
company to
any such
for any
time for
the time
may extend
intendent
the
not exceeding
exceeding two
two years
if the
years if
period not
a period
for a
policies for
of policies
issuance of
the issuance
said company
company shall
shall show
show good
cause in
the same
same should
should
why the
writing why
in writing
good cause
said
done.
be done.
S
EC. 8.
8. CApiTAL-sToca
domestic capital-stock
capital-stock
REQUIREMENTS.-A domestic
CAPITAL-STOCK REQUIREMENTS.—A
SEC.
company
this Act
Act shall
have a
apaid-up
paid-up capital
capital stock
stock
shall have
under this
organized under
company organized
of
not
less
than
$100,000.
Each
domestic
capital-stock
company
company
capital-stock
domestic
Each
$100,000.
of not less than
organized
Act, in
the paid-up
paid-up capital
stock
capital stock
to the
addition to
in addition
this Act,
under this
organized under
shall
have
a
surplus
paid
up
equal
to
at
least
50
per
centum
of
such
such
of
centum
per
50
least
at
to
equal
up
paid
surplus
a
have
shall
capital stock.
capital
szo. 9.
AMENDMENT OF ARTICLES
company
INCORPORATION.--Any company
OF INCORPORATION.—Any
OF ARTICLES OF
9. AMENDMENT
SEO.
may
amend
its
articles
of
incorporation
upon publishing
publishing notice
notice of
upon
incorporation
of
articles
its
may amend
such intention,
intention, authorized
authorized by
by a
directors, once
once a
aweek
week
its directors,
of its
majority of
a majority
such
i
for
three
consecutive
weeks
n
a
newspaper
of
general
circulation
in
in
circulation
general
of
a
newspaper
in
for three consecutive weeks
the District,
District, and
and with
the written
consent of
thirds of
stockits stockof its
two thirds
of two
written consent
with the
the
holders, or
thirds of
of its
its members
present in
person or
or by
by proxy
proxy
in person
members present
two thirds
or two
holders,
at
meeting called
called for
does not
have capital
capital
not have
it does
if it
purpose if
that purpose
for that
a meeting
at a
stock, and
and by
observing such
other and
further requirements
in that
that
requirements in
and further
such other
by observing
stock,
behalf as
as may
be prescribed
prescribed in
in its
articles of
i
ncorporation. Such
Such
of incorporation.
its articles
may be
behalf
PANY
IN COURSE
COURSE
PANY IN

of company in course
course of
organisation.
organization.

t( ,capiSubscription n
tal stock.

stock"

Limitation
of expense
apitatonoexps
on sale of capital stock.

Locim

Company in course
couse
ofoianaion
of organization.
Examination of.

Exuninationo.

Revocation of permit.
Revoctionopermit
Agent's authority.
Agnt'sauthoity.
Notice required.
Noticerequired.

Corporate

corpornatean
company

powers„

couw
i
nCOMBO

organization.
organization.

of

cinTion
ciZen
romti
la
s
Inci.tii
t
%
f
,,Put

t
nT
i
o
ngyeari
cles
from
date of
of
rom date
years
to

filingartiles.
Closing affairs of.

closinglffairof.

Proviso.
Extension authorized.

nsion

lied.

Capital stock requireC^pitelstock
ments.

equire
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president and
amendment shall
shall be
acknowledged by
the president
by the
and acknowledged
signed and
be signed
with superin amendment

Filing with SuperinFiling
tendent.
tendent.

Effective
date.
Effective dat.

a copy of the
secretary
secretary or like officers of the company, and, with a
proceedings
of
the
stockholders
or
members,
if
and of the
any,
if
members,
or
stockholders
proceedings of the
sub-directors shall
shall be
be filed
with the Superintendent
Superintendent and by him sub
filed with
directors,
mitted to
the corporation
counsel, and
if he
he finds
finds the
the amendment
amendment
and if
corporation counsel,
to the
mitted
and iproceedings
conformity with
law, he
he shall
so certify
certify to
to
shall so
the law,
with the
in conformity
proceedings in
and
the
superintendent. The
amendment shall
shall not
take effect
effect until
the
until the
not take
The amendment
the Superintendent.
Superintendent
certified copy of
of
his certified
company his
the company
to the
deliver to
shall deliver
Superintendent shall
the amendment
the certificate
certificate of
of the
the corporation
corporation counsel.
of the
and of
amendment and
the

Capital stock,
stock, inSEC. 10.
10. I
NCREASE OF
OF CAPITAL
srooK.—If aa company
company amend its
CAPITAL STOci.-If
INCREASE
SEC.
incapita
e ase t
articles
articles of incorporation by providing for an increase
increase of its capital

crease of.

Paid up requirement.
Paiduprequirement.

Decrease
Dereaseo.of.

stock, such
such increase
subscribed and fully paid up within
increase shall be subscribed
stock,
Superintendent
one year
year of
of the
such amendment,
amendment, unless the Superintendent
of such
date of
the date
one
shall
certify his
consent to
to an
Failure to
such time. Failure
extension of such
an extension
his consent
shall certify
provided
have such
such increase
increase of
capital stock
paid up within the time provided
stock paid
of capital
have
may
considered grounds
grounds for
for ousting
the company
company from
from its powers
ousting the
be considered
may be
a
under any
any such
such amendment
amendment to
incorporation by a
articles of incorporation
to such articles
under
Superincourt of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
proceeding by the Superina proceeding
in a
court
representing him, against the
tendent,
the corporation
corporation counsel representing
tendent, the
company for such judgment.
company
company may, with the
S
EC. 11.
11. DECREASE
OF CAPITAL
CAPITAL STOCK.-A
STOCK.—A company
DECREASE OF
SEC.
approval
the Superintendent,
incorporation
its articles of incorporation
Superintendent, amend its
of the
approval of
corresponding
by providing
providing for
decrease of
of its capital stock and aacorresponding
for aadecrease
by
increase
in surplus
surplus to
to an amount
amount not less than the minimum capital
increase in
stock and
surplus required
required by
by this
Act. The Superintendent
Superintendent shall
shall
this Act.
and surplus
stock
be
he
if
not
approve
or
issue
his
certified
copy
amendment
such
of
copy
certified
his
issue
or
approve
not
policyholders or creditors may
of
the opinion
that the interests of policyholders
opinion that
of the

Restriction on
on distr
distsl- be
be prejudiced
prejudiced thereby.
thereby.
Restriction

No distribution
of the assets of the comdistribution of
No
any such decrease of
upon any
pany
made to
to stockholders
stockholders upon
of
be made
pan shall be
capital stock which
reduce the surplus and capital
capital stock to
which shall reduce
capital
less than
required as aforecapital stock and surplus required
minimum capital
the minimum
than the
less
stock
decreasing the capital stock
so decreasing
Issue
of new
certili- said.
Upon any
such amendment
amendment so
any such
said. Upon
new certiflIssue of
ca
t es
stockholder to return his certificate
sates..
such company may require each stockholder
of
stock and
and accept
proportion of the
for such proportion
certificate for
new certificate
a new
accept a
of stock
amount
its original
capital stock as the reduced capital stock
stock
original capital
of its
amount of
shall bear
original capital stock.
to the original
bear to
shall
of,every
S
EC. 12.
12. LIABILITY
STOCKHOLDERS.—All the stockholders of,
OF STOCKEHOLDERS.-All
Stockholders.
LIABILITY or
SEC.
Stockholders.
company incorporated
incorporated under this chapter shall be severally and
company
Liability
of.
individually liable
liable to the policyholders
policyholders and creditors
creditors of the comindividually
Liabilityof.
pany
in
which
they
are
stockholders
for
the
unpaid amount
amount due
unpaid
the
for
stockholders
are
they
pany in which
all
upon the
the shares
of capital
stock held
by them,
them, respectively,
respectively, for all
held by
capital stock
shares of
upon
debts
contracts made
company until
until the
the whole
amount
whole amount
such company
by such
made by
and contracts
debts and
been
of
capital stock
stock fixed
and limited
limited by
company shall have been
by such company
fixed and
of capital
paid
paid m.
in.
capital stock in
No person
person holding
in such company as executor,
holding capital
No
atast
of estates
Liability of
and funds.
administrator,
andfunds.
administrator, guardian, committee, or trustee shall be personally
subject
to any
any liability
liability as
stockholder of such company, but the
as stockholder
subject to
estate and
and funds
funds in
in the
hands of
of such
such executor,
executor, administrator,
administrator, guardthe hands
estate
and to the
ian.,
committee, or
or trustee
trustee shall
shall be liable in like manner an
ian, committee,
same extent
extent as
as the
the testator
intestate or the ward or person interor intestate
testator or
same
ested in
in such
such trust
if he had been living and comwould have been if
trust would
ested
petent to
to act and hold the stock in his own name.
petent
committee, or
Representation.
Every such
such executor,
executor, administrator,
guardian, committee,
administrator, guardian,
Every
Representation.
inhs
trustee
his hands at all meetings
shall represent the capital stock in
trustee shall
stockholder.
of the
the company, and
accordingly as aa stockholder.
and may vote accordingly
of
as collateral
of pledgee
pledgee No person holding capital stock in
Liability
Liability of
in such company
company as
collateral
of stock.
security
security shall be personally
personally subject to any liability as stockholder
stockholder of
of
st.
such company,
company, but the person pledging such capital
capita) stock shall be
such
considered
stockholder
considered as holding the same, and shall be liable as aa stockholder

button
of assets.
butionofassets.
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accordingly; and every person who shall pledge his capital stock as
accordingly;
collateral security
nevertheless, represent
represent the same at all meetsecurity may, nevertheless,
collateral
ings and vote
vote as aastockholder.
ings
SEC.
CAPITAL STOCK
STOCK PAYMENT
CALLS.—NO company incorpoPAYMENT CALLS.-No
13. CAPITAL
SEC. 13.

any business
be authorized
rated under
this chapter
shall be
authorized to transact
transact any
business
chapter shall
under this
rated

Capital
Capital stock
stock paypaymeut

until the
.
authorized
capital stock
stock shall have been actually paid in,
authorized capital
the
until
market
either in
authorized by this Act at market
investments authorized
cash or in investments
in cash
either
value; and
and it
shall be
be lawful
lawful for the directors to call in and demand
demand
it shall
value;
from the
the stockholders
stockholders the
subscriptions in money or
residue of their subscriptions
the residue
from
property
and in
installments as the directors shall
in such installments
times and
at such
such times
property at
alled paydeem proper,
proper, under
under the penalty of forfeiting the shares of capital Penty,
Penalty,called
paydeem

stock
subscribed for
for and
all previous
previous payments
made thereon,
if =mita not made.
thereon, if
payments made
and all
stock subscribed
payment
shall not
be made
made by
stockholder within sixty days after
by the stockholder
not be
payment shall
demand or
or a
been
a notice
notice requiring such payment shall have been
personal demand
aapersonal
published once
week for three consecutive
consecutive weeks
weeks in a
a daily newsa week
once a
published
paper
in the District.
paper in
B
n
iCapital
TRANSFERS.-The capital stock of such com6F.c. 14.
CAPITAL-STOCK TRANSFERS.—The
COM- fer
c.a,l,lTltal.s.t.u„sal
h stock; tra
trans"
14. CAPITAL-STOCK
SEC.
in
transferable
be
pany shall
shall be
estate and shall
transferable
personal estate
deemed personal
be deemed
pany
conditioned
such
manner as
shall be
be prescribed
the bylaws
of the
the company;
but previous
Conditioned
uPan
company; but
bylaws of
by the
prescribed by
as shall
such manner
calls paid.upon
all previous calls thereon shall
until all
no
shares shall
shall be
transferable until
shall pvo a
be transferable
no shares
have
fully paid
in or
the shares
shall have
have been declared forshares shall
or the
paid in
been fully
have been
feited
nonpayment.
for nonpayment.
feited for
A person
stock stand on the books Ownership
Ownership.
capital stock
of capital
shares of
name shares
whose name
in whose
person in
A
of
a
company
shall
be
deemed
the
owner
thereof
as regards the comthereof
owner
the
deemed
be
of a company shall
otherwise
pany, but
if any
any such
person shall
good faith
sell or otherwise
faith sell
in good
shall in
such person
but if
pany,
deliver
dispose
of
any
of
his
shares
of
capital
stock
to
another
and
deliver
another
to
stock
capital
of
shares
his
of
any
of
dispose
to
him the
the certificates
certificates for
for such
such shares,
shares, with
written authority
authority for the
with written
to him
transfer
of the
the books,
books, the title of the former shall vest
on the
same on
the same
transfer of
in the
the latter
latter so
so far
far as
as may
to effect
effect the purpose of the
necessary to
be necessary
may be
in
sale
or other
only as
the parties themselves
between the
as between
not only
disposition, not
other disposition,
sale or
but also
as against
against the
purchasers from
creditors of and subsequent purchasers
the creditors
also as
but
the
former.
the former.
aupitalof sok
SEC. 15.
CAPITAL-STOCK BOOK.-It
BOOK.—It shall be the duty of the directors
directorsbooks.
Capital
stock
15. CAPITAL-STOCK
Duty
keepinbook.
g.
SEC.
of every
cause aa book to be
to cause
chapter to
this chapter
under this
formed under
company formed
every company
of
contents.
kept
the treasurer
treasurer or
containing the names of allContents.
secretary thereof, containing
or secretary
by the
kept by
persons,
arranged, who
or shall within six years
who are or
alphabetically arranged,
persons, alphabetically
have
such company,
company, and
and showing
showing their
their place
place of
of
of such
stockholders of
been stockholders
have been
residence, the
the number
shares of
capital stock
stock held
held by them, respecof capital
of shares
number of
residence,
tively, the
the time
when they
owners of
of such
and the
shares, and
such shares,
became owners
they became
time when
tively,
amount
capital stock
paid in.
in.
actually paid
stock actually
of capital
amount of
Inspection.
the day,
of the
Such book
shall, during
usual business
busi ne s
s hours of
da y, onInspection.
the usual
during the
book shall,
Such
every business
business day,
day, be
open for
for inspection
by policyholders,
policyholders, stockinspection by
be open
every
holders,
and creditors
creditors of
the company
and their
their personal
personal representarepresentacompany and
of the
holders, and
tives
at
the
office
or
principal
place
of
business
of
such company in
of such
business
of
place
principal
or
tives at the office
the
where its
business operations
operations shall
be located,
and any
located, and
shall be
its business
place where
the place
policyholder,
stockholder, creditor,
or representative
representative shall
have a
a
shall have
creditor, or
policyholder, stockholder,
right to make extracts
extracts from such book.
right
Force
therein evidence.
Such book
book shall
shall be
presumptive evidence
eviden ce of the facts therein
Force as
as evidence.
be presumptive
Such
stated in
favor of
of the
suit or
proceeding against such
or proceeding
any suit
in any
plaintiff in
the plaintiff
in favor
stated
company
against any
any one
more stockholders.
stockholders.
or more
one or
or against
company or
Every officer or agent of any company who shall neglect to make to
bit.
re
entry; refusal
Every officer or agent of any company who shall neglect to make Fa^set
any proper entry
book, or
or shall
to exhibit
exhibit
neglect to
or neglect
refuse or
shall refuse
such book,
in such
any proper entry in
the same, or
the same
same to
be inspected
to be
taken
be taken
extracts to
and extracts
inspected and
to be
allow the
the same, or allow
therefrom, as
herein provided,
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdeof aa misdeguilty of
shall be
provided, shall
therefrom, as herein
meanor,
company shall
pay to
the pa
rty injured
in j
ured a
a penalty Penalty.
Penalty.
party
to the
shall pay
the company
and the
meanor, and
of $50
$50 for
any such
such neglect
neglect or
refusal, and
damages resulting
resulting
all damages
and all
or refusal,
for any
of
therefrom.
therefrom.
01
to keep o
Fa
for
open
bookthe
such
keep
to keep
neglect
shall,shall
inspection,
Every company
company
as hereinthat
that
provided
shall
neg
le
ct
forfeit
to
to thesuch
District
book
open
sumfor
of f Failure
!eel)

inspection, as herein provided, shall forfeit to the District the sum of

open
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recovered
$50 for
every day
day it
neglect, to be sued for and recovered
it shall so neglect,
for every
$50
him, in
by
the
Superintendent,
the
corporation
counsel
representing
representing
counsel
corporation
the
by the Superintendent,
the Supreme
the District.
Court of the
Supreme Court
the

MUTUAL
Corporations and
and asSEC.
AND ASSOCIATIONS
AS MEMBERS
MEMBERS OF
OF MUTUAL
ASSOCIATIONS AS
CORPORATIONS AND
16. CORPORATIONS
SEC. 16.
s
Corpoations
sociations
as members
associations
boards, or associations
COMPANIES.—Public or private
corporations, boards,
private corporations,
of
mutual companies. COMPANIES.-Public
ofmutuSalcompanies.
of the
District or
or elsewhere,
may make
make applications,
applications, enter into agreeelsewhere, may
the District
of
com-ments for,
for hold policies in, and become members of mutual com
ments
of
panies. Any
officer, stockholder,
stockholder, trustee,
trustee, or
legal representative
representative of
or legal
Any officer,
panies.
any
such
corporation,
board,
association,
or
of
estate
may
be
an
or
association,
board,
any such corporation,
recognized
as acting
for or
or on
its behalf, but shall not be personally
on its
acting for
recognized as
liable
reason of
acting in
such representative
representative capacity.
in such
of acting
by reason
liable by
BUSINESS.-NO
COMMENCE BUSINESS.—No
TO COMMENCE
WHEN TO
Mutual
companies.
SEC. 17.
MUTUAL COMPANIES;
COMPANIES; WHEN
17. MUTUAL
SEC.
Mutual companies.
when to ccommence
until at least
business
business
domestic
mutual
company
shall
transact
any
business
ce domestic mutual company
bC.to
for at
two
hundred
persons
shall
have
subscribed
in
aggregate
the
in
subscribed
have
shall
persons
hundred
two
least
insurance and shall have paid in full one annual
annual
of insurance
$200,000 of
least $200,000
premium
in money
money upon
upon the
subscribed.
so subscribed.
insurance so
the insurance
premium in
Reorga3aization of exdomes-SEC.
18.
REORGANIZATION
OF
EXISTING
CORPORATIONS.—Any
domesCORPORATIONS.-Any
EXISTING
OF
REORGANIZATION
18.
SEC.
eom
domesic
istinrgdomestic comisting
panies.
tic insurance
corporation existing or doing business on the date when
insurance corporation
tic
panies.
this Act
Act goes
goes into
into effect
effect may,
may, by
by a
vote of
majority of its directors
of aamajority
a vote
this
its
or trustees,
trustees, accept
provisions of
of this
this chapter
chapter and amend its
the provisions
accept the
or
the
of the
Consent of
of Superincharter to
to conform
conform with the same upon obtaining
obtaining the consent of
charter
uerinconsent
tendentr erequired.
the
Superintendent
thereto in writing, and filing such consent in the
Superintendent thereto
Ftd .
shall
it
thereafter
and
office
of
the
recorder
District;
thereafter
it
the
for
deeds
of
office of the recorder
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have been
been incorporated
incorporated under
under this
every
this chapter, and every
be
such corporation
corporation in
reincorporating under this provision may for
for
in reincorporating
such
that
so adopt
in whole
conforma new charter, in conformpart a
in part
or in
whole or
adopt in
purpose so
that purpose
ity
herewith, and
and include
include therein
therein any
any and
and all
all provisions of its existity herewith,
its
from
ing
charter,
and
all
changes
existing charter, to cover
cover
all
or
any
and
ing charter,
and enjoy
or all
the privileges
and provisions
provisions of existing
existing laws
privileges and
all the
any or
enjoy any
and
incorwhich might
might be so included and enjoyed if it were originally
originallyincorwhich
after
porated hereunder,
hereunder, and
adoption of and after
shall, upon such adoption
it shall,
and it
porated
obtaining
in this
such
this section before provided, to such
as in
consent, as
the consent,
obtaining the
charter
and filing
filing the
Superintendent and the record
same with the Superintendent
the same
charter and
perpetually enjoy
thereof with
with the
the recorder
recorder of
of deeds of the District, perpetually
thereof
a condeclared to be a
the
same as
as and
and be
be such
such corporation, which is declared
the same
tinuation of
such corporation
corporation which existed prior to such reincorof such
tinuation
poration;
and the
the offices
offices therein
therein which
which shall be continued shall be
poration; and
filled
the respective
incumbents for the period and the same genrespective incumbents
by the
filled by
eral proceedings
proceedings shall
shall be
taken upon
presentation of such
such
upon the presentation
be taken
eral
amendsuch
to
amended
charter
or
certificate
in
relation
adopted
certificate
or
charter
amended
ment, to
required by this chapter to be
are required
Superintendent, as are
the Superintendent,
to the
ment,
that
taken
with
respect
to
an
original
charter
certificate, except that
or certificate,
charter
original
an
taken with respect to
no
examination of
of the
the condition
and affairs
affairs of such corporation shall
condition and
no examination
Superintendent, and if the
be required
required unless
so ordered by the Superintendent,
unless so
be
Superintendent
amended
or certificate
certificate be
approved by the Superintendent
be approved
charter or
amended charter
and his
certificate of
of authority
authority to
do business thereunder is granted,
to do
his certificate
and
the
corporation shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be deemed to possess the same powpowthe corporation
ers
and be
to the
the same
same liabilities
liabilities as
if such charter or certifias if
subject to
be subject
ers and
cate
amended had
had been
been its
charter or certificate of incorits original charter
so amended
cate so
poration,
without prejudice
proceeding or
prejudice to pending action or proceeding
but without
poration, but
any
rights
previously
accrued.
any rights previously accrued.
Voting
Upon the
reincorporation or upon the amendment of the charter
charter of
the reincorporation
nren °It tUpon
vol privilege
policyholders.
any corporation,
corporation, having
capital stock
stock in accordance
accordance with the prohaving aacapital
anv
a vote of the majority of its directors
visions of
of this section it may by a
visions
a prescribed
confer upon its policyholders
policyholders as may have a
prescribed amount of
confer
or any less number
all
for
vote
insurance
upon
lives
the
number
to
right
lives
their
upon
insurance
of the
the directors
directors in such
inconsistent with any provision
provision
such manner not inconsistent
of
Act.
of this Act,
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SEC. 19. CONVERSION OF A STOCK LIFE COMPANY INTO A
A MUTUAL
MUTUAL LIFE lf Consioa
Conversion of
stock
muSEC. 19. CONVERSION OF A STOCK LIFE COMPANY INTO

tul life company.
to tuArernlpi
organized or licensed to
COMPANY.—Any domestic
domestic stock
company organized
n
n;
stock company
COMPANY.-Any

do
whether incorporated
incorporated under this Act, or any previously
previously
business, whether
do business,
a mutual
existing
or Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, may become a
mutual company,
company,
law, or
existing law,
of shares
and to
to that
that end
carry out
acquisition of
shares
out aa plan for the acquisition
may carry
end may
and
po.
-oi
of its
its capital
(1) shall Prov.08.
Provided, however, That such plan (1)
stock: Provided,
capital stock:
of
oreorgaaenat
of such
majority of the directors
a majority
of a
have been
been adopted
adopted by
by a
vote of
directors of
such ot
R
rellgana= plan
Plan
a vote
have
stockholders
company; (2)
(2) shall
shall have been approved by a
a vote of stockholders
company;
a meeting of stockrepresenting
capital stock at a
of the capital
majority of
a majority
representing a
approved
(3) shall have been approved
holders
the purpose;
purpose; and (3)
for the
called for
holders called
a meeting, called
by
of the
policyholders voting at a
called
the policyholders
vote of
majority vote
by aa majority
$1,000 and
for
purpose, of
each insured for at least $1,000
policyholders each
of policyholders
the purpose,
for the
whose
insurance shall
shall then
be in
in force
force and shall have been in force
then be
whose insurance
meeting;
for
at
least
one
year
prior
such
meeting; notice of such meeting
meeting
such
to
prior
year
for at least one
shall
be given
by mailing
mailing such
such notice
notice from the home office of such
given by
shall be
corporation
at least
thirty days
prior to such meeting, in aa sealed
days prior
least thirty
corporation at
envelope,
postage prepaid,
prepaid, addressed
addressed to
such policyholders
policyholders at their
to such
envelope, postage
and votes
last
known
post-office
addresses,
and
such
meeting.
Meetings and
votes
shall be otherwise Meetings
meeting
such
and
addresses,
post-office
last known
inpolholde
provided
be
shall
as
provided
for
and
conducted
in
such
manner
shall
provided
in
of
P
a°71
"
Id
'
in
provided for and conducted
such plan:
plan: Provided,
however, That
policyholders may vote in perThat policyholders
Provided, however,
such
son,
by
proxy,
or
by
mail;
that
all
votes
shall be cast by ballot and
votes
all
that
mail;
by
son, by proxy, or
the
shall supervise
supervise and
methods and
and direct the methods
Superintendent shall
the Superintendent
number of
procedure
of
said
meeting
and
appoint
an
adequate
number
adequate
an
appoint
and
meeting
procedure of said
inspectors
to conduct
conduct the
the voting
voting at
said meeting who shall have
at said
inspectors to
power
to determine
determine all
all questions
questions concerning
verification of the
the verification
concerning the
power to
qualifications
ballots,
the
ascertainment
of
the
validity
thereof,
the qualifications
thereof
validity
the
of
ballots, the ascertainment
to
of
the voters,
the canvass
vote, and who shall certify
certify to
canvass of the vote,
and the
voters, and
of the
and
the
Superintendent
and
to
the
company
the
result
thereof,
with
result
the
company
the
to
and
the Superintendent
respect
act under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations as shall
shall act
thereto shall
respect thereto
expenses
be
prescribed
by
the
Superintendent;
that
all
necessary expenses
all necessary
that
Superintendent;
the
be prescribed by
incurred
Superintendent shall
company as
be paid by the company
shall be
the Superintendent
by the
incurred by
certified
to by
by him;
and (4)
been submitted
submitted to the Superinhave been
shall have
(4) shall
him; and
certified to
Provided,
tendent
and
shall
have
been
approved
by
him
in
writing: Provided,
in writing:
him
by
approved
tendent and shall have been
Payments
for acquiacquifor
Payment
the capital sition
That every
the acquisition
acquisition of
any shares
shares of the
of any
for the
of capital stock
payment for
every payment
That
shares.
st
cl
an.0
by
fixed
stock
of
such
company,
the
purchase
price
of
which
not
is
which
of
price
purchase
the
stock of such company,
such
shall be
be subject to the approval
approval of the Superintendent:
Superintendent: Approval of Superinplan, shall
such plan
sup.erAprvalo conditioned
such payment,
Provided
further, That
neither such
any such
payment, tendent
nor any
plan, nor
such plan,
That neither
Provided further,
upon
financial
standing
stading
amn
,upon
such
shall
be
approved
by
the
Superintendent
unless
at
the
of
time
the
at
unless
of company.
shall be approved by the Superintendent
ofpan"
approvals,
respectively,
the
company,
after
deducting
the
aggregate
deducting
after
company,
the
respectively,
approvals,
sum appropriated by
plan for
for the
the acquisition
of any part or
acquisition of
such plan
sum appropriated by such
all of its
its capital
stock,
and in
in the
the case
of
any payment
payment not
not fixed by
any
of
case
and
stock,
capital
all of
after the
such plan
and
subject
to
separate
approval
as
aforesaid
aforesaid
as
approval
such plan and subject to separate
approval of
plan after
deducting also
also the
the amount
amount of such payafter deducting
such plan,
of such
approval
ment, shall be possessed of
of assets
not less
than the
entire liabilities
liabilities
the entire
less than
assets not
ment, shall be possessed
of the company,
including
net values
values of
of its
its outstanding
outstanding contracts
contracts
the net
including the
company,
the
of
computed according to
to the
standard adopted
adopted by
the company
company under
under Pod. p. 1156.
the
by
standard
the
according
computed
chapter V,
section 1, of this Act, and also all funds, contingent P. p.1".
chapter V, section 1, of this Act, and also all funds, contingent
been
have been
shall have
reserves,
and surplus
latter as
as shall
save so much of the latter
surplus save
reserves, and
appropriated
or
paid
under
such
plan.
plan.
such
CorporatMns heretoappropriated or paid under
poration hebetoSEC. 20. CORPORATIONS HERETOFORE
here- fore formed.
company hereFORMED.-Every company
HERErOFOER FORMED.—Every
CORPORATIONS
of act.
20.
SEC.
at.
Appliability of
the District, Applicability
of
tofore incorporated
incorporated under
under the
provisions of
of the
the laws
of the
laws
provisions
the
tofore
of
or
Act
of
Congress,
is
hereby
brought
under
all
the
provisions
under
or Act of Congress, is hereby brought
this Act, except
may continue
in the
amount named
the amount
continue in
capital may
its capital
that its
Act, except that
this
in its charter
the existing
existing term
thereof, unless it extends its
its
term thereof,
during the
its charter during
in
all
to
business to
to other
kmds
of
insurance,
and it
it shall
shall be
entitled
be
and
insurance,
of
kinds
other
business
privileges granted
granted by
charter not
authorized by
law.
this law.
by this
not authorized
such charter
by such
Directors.
privileges
5,totomSze.
stock, property,
property, and
and business
Management
of combusiness of every D
C.roBs.-The stock,
21. 'D
SEC. 21.-Drawross.—The
pany;
election.
company organized under
this
Act
shall
be
managed
by
the
directors
so
p
directors
the
by
managed
be
all
s
Requirements.
organized under this Act
company
-who shall, except for
first year,
be annually
annually electea,
elected, at
at such
such time
time
year, be
the first
for the

who shall, except
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and
place as
as shall
be determined
by the
the bylaws
bylaws of
company.
of the company.
determined by
shall be
and place
Every
of such
stock company
shall be
stockholder
be aa stockholder
company shall
such aa stock
director of
Every director
thereof, and
and every
every director
of such
such a
a mutual
mutual company
company shall
shall be aa
director of
thereof,
Proxies.
policyholder
proxies used
used in
of directors
directors
the election
election of
in the
All proxies
thereof. All
policyholder thereof.
Proxies.
of such
such companies
companies shall
shall be
be valid
valid for
for a
a period
period not
exceeding one
one
not exceeding
of
year
the election
election for
for which
which they
in which
which they
they were
were signed and in
year from
from the
were
authorized to be voted.
were authorized
Bylaws.
under
organized under
S
EC. 22.
directors of
of companies
companies organized
BYLAWS.-The directors
22. BYLAWS.—The
SEC.
Bylaws
Authority to make.
Authority o ma.
this Act
Act shall
power to
they deem
deem proper
this
shall have
have power
to make
make such
such bylaws
bylaws as
as they
proper
for the
management of
the business
business affairs
affairs of such company,
company, not
not
of the
the management
for
inconsistent with
Constitution of
of
with the laws of the District and the Constitution
inconsistent
the United States, and prescribing
prescribing the duties of officers, employees,
employees,
and servants
servants that may be employed,
election
appointment or
or election
for the
the appointment
employed, for
and
of all
all officers,
officers, and
kinds of
of business
business within
within the
the
and for
for carrying
carrying on all
all kinds
of
objects and
purposes of
such company.
company.
of such
and purposes
objects
Eltionof
SEC.
Election
ofdetor.
directors.
S
EC. 23.
23. ELECTION
ELECTION OF
Otice of
of
OF DIRECTORS.—A
DIRECTORS.-Notice
of the
the time
and place
time and
place of
Notice required.
holding election of directors of aacompany organized under this Act
Act
made
sent to
to those
those entitled
entitled to vote,
vote, and
and the
the election
election shall
shall be
be made
shall be
be sent
stockholders and/or policyholders
polipyholders as shall attend for
by such of the stockholders
purpose either in person or by proxy. All elections shall be
that purpose,
arid the persons receiving the greatest number of votes
by ballot, and
vacancies.
Vacancies.
shall be directors. When any vacancy shall happen among the direcdirecremainder of the year in such manner
manner
tors it
it shall
shall be filled for the
the remainder
as may be provided
provided in the bylaws of the company.
company.
designated
Election not helda
held on
In
case
it
shall
happen
at
any
time
that
an election of directors
that
time
at
any
happen
shall
it
case
In
on
deetionnot
day not
grounds for
comgrounds
for dissolution. shall not be made on the day designated by the bylaws of said comit ought to
for
pany when it
to have
have been
been made,
made, the
the company shall
shall not
not for
that reason be dissolved, but it
it shall be lawful on any other day to
directors in such manner
manner as
hold an election for directors
as shall be
be provided
provided
bylaws, and all acts of directors
directors shall be valid and binding
binding
in the bylaws,
as against said company until their successors shall be elected.
Cumulative voting.
SEC.
S
EC. 24. CUMULATIVE
CUIMULATIVE voTiNo.—In
VOTING.-In an election for
for directors
directors of any
any
stock company
policyholders do not vote, each stockcompany in which
which the policyholders
cast the whole
number of
of his
holder having
having a
a right to vote
vote may
may east
whole number
his
candidate, or distribute them upon
votes for one candidate,
upon two or more
more canprefer, that is to say: If
If the
the stockholder
havin
didates, as he may prefer,
stockholder having
aaright to vote owns one share of stock, or has one vote,
vote, or is
is entitle
entitled
to one vote for
each of seven
directors by virtue thereof,
for each
seven directors
thereof, he may
may give
give
each of said seven directors, or seven votes
vote sfor any one
one vote to each
thereof,
less number
number of
of votes
votes for
for any
less number
number of
of directors,
thereof, or
or aaless
any less
directors,
whatever may
actual number
elected, and in this
whatever
may be
be the
the actual
number to
to be elected,
this manner
manner
may distribute or cumulate his votes as he may see fit.
Voting power under
SEC. 26.
VOTING POWER
POWER UNDER
OF GROUP
GROUP LIFE
Lit INSURANCE.—
Voting
SEC.
25. VOTING
UNDER POLICIES
POLICIS OF
INSURANCE.insurance
gou
= ie
ey
es. life
i*nsurance In every group policy issued by a
adomestic life company the employer
employer
shall be deemed to be the policyholder
policyholder for all purposes, within the
meaning of this chapter, and, if
if entitled to vote at meetings of the
thereat.
company, shall be entitled to one vote thereat.
SEC. 26.
Liability of
of directors.
directors.
SEC.
26. LiAnurry
LiABIrITY or
OF nmForoRs.—The
DIREOORS.-The directors
directors of
of any
any company
company
organized under
under the laws of the District shall be personally liable
when they have participated
participated in or assented to any
any act which
which shall
shall
policyholders, creditors,
creditors, or
cause injury to policyholders,
or stockholders
stockholders resulting
resulting
from (a)
(a) ultra vires acts; (b) illegal corporate
corporate acts done with their
(c) issuing unpaid or part-paid
connivance, knowledge, or consent; (c)
part-paid
stock and marking or representing
dividend
representing it as paid up in full; (d) dividend
payments declared whether negligently or purposely impairing the
capital stock and minimum surplus; (e) mismanagement;
mismanagement; (f)
(f) loaning corporate funds to stockholders
stockholders or discounting their notes out of
corporate
corporate moneys; (g) making false notices or reports that deceive
the public; or, (h) transferring
transferring property
property to officers or stockholders
stockholders
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to defraud
If any
any of the directors shall
policyholders or creditors. If
defraud policyholders
to
object to
dividend or the payment of the same, and
a dividend
declaring a
to declaring
object
file
shall,
at any
'before the time fixed for the payment thereof, file
time before
any time
shall, at
certificate of
of their
secretary of the
objections in writing with the secretary
their objections
aa certificate
from the
company
and with
the
the Superintendent, they shall be exempt from
with the
company and
liability
prescribed in
this section
dividends declared or paid
section for dividends
in this
liability prescribed
impairing
stock and minimum surplus.
capital stock
the capital
impairing the

Exemption.
Exemption.

Salaries, amount to
to
,SioSBfiout
domestic be
DIRECTORS.-No domestic
SEc.
SALARIES TO RE
AUTHORIZED BY
BY DIRECTORS.—No
BE AUTHORIZED
27. SALARIES
SEC. 27.
authorized.
any
to
compensation, or emolument
company shall
pay any
salary, compensation,
any salary,
shall pay
company
officer, trustee,
trustee, or
amounting in any one year to more
thereof, amounting
director thereof,
or director
officer,
than $5,000,
such payment
payment shall
shall be
authorized by the board of
be authorized
unless such
$5,000, unless
than
directors of
of the
company.
the company.
directors
to stockDividends
stockDividendspoltctyhod
STOCKHOLDERS AND POLICY- holders
To STOCKHOLDERS
SEC. 28.
28. LIMITATION
LIMITATION OF DIVIDENDS
DIVIDENDS TO
holders and
and policyholdSEO.
ers.
noLDERs.—No
company shall
shall make any payments in form ers.Limitation on paydomestic company
HOLDERs.-No domestic
p
of
otherwise to
to its
its stockholders
ment.
stockholders for or on account of mnt.
or otherwise
dividends or
of dividends
any interest
in or
or relation
relation to
the company
company as stockholders
stockholders unless it
to the
interest in
any
posspsses
in the
amount of such payment in excess of its
the amount
assets in
possesses assets
liabilities, including
its capital
surplus required by
capital stock, and the surplus
including its
liabilities,
its
to its
make
shall
company
this
Act;
and
no
domestic
company
any payments to
domestic
no
and
this Act;
policyholders for
for or
or on
of any interest in or relation to the
account of
on account
policyholders
company
as members
members or
or policyholders
except for matured claims or
policyholders except
company as
of surrender
other
policy
obligations
and
in
purchase
surrender values
values
the
in
other policy obligations and
unless
it possesses
assets in
in the
amount of
of such payments in excess
the amount
possesses assets
unless it
of
liabilities, and
and the
capital stock and surplus required by this
the capital
its liabilities,
of its
Act.
Act.
Office rs
a Officers.
SEC. 29.
29. OFFICERS.-There
OrricEas.—There shall
shall be
president, a
a secretary,
secretary, and a
be aapresident,
SEa.
treasurer
company, who
shall be elected by the directors; and
who shall
the company,
of the
treasurer of
appointed, and
also such
such subordinate
officers as
may be elected or appointed,
as may
subordinate officers
also
who may
may be
give security
security for
performance
for the faithful performance
to give
required to
be required
who
of
of their
their office,
as this
company by its
this Act and the company
office, as
duties of
the duties
of the
bylaws may
may require.
require.
bylaws
Pecuniary interest of
indirectorsin
S
EC. 30.
NOT TO
TO BE
BE PECUNIARILY
PECUNIARILY INTERESTED
INTERESTED oecUy
DIRECTORS NOT
AND DIRECTORS
officers and directors in
OFFrERS AND
30. OFricEits
SEc.
transactions
forbidden.
transactions forbidden.
busiIN TRANSACTIONS. — No director
or
officer
of
any
company
doing
company
any
of
officer
or
director
IN TRANSACTIONS.-NO
ness in
the District
District shall
shall receive
any money
or valuable
valuable thing
for
thing for
money or
receive any
in the
ness
negotiating, procuring,
recommending, or
purchase by
aiding in any purchase
or aiding
procuring, recommending,
negotiating,
or
sale to
to such
such company
company of
of any
any property,
property, or
any loan
such comfrom such
loan from
or any
or sale
pany,
nor
be
pecuniarily
interested,
either
as
principal,
coprincipal,
principal,
as
either
interested,
pecuniarily
be
nor
pany,
agent,
or beneficiary,
sale or
shall
loan, nor shall
or loan,
purchase, sale,
such purchase,
any such
in any
beneficiary, in
agent, or
guaranteed
officer be guaranteed
director
the financial
obligation of
tor or cheer
of any such direc
financial obligation
the
Provisos.
Fee for appraising
by such
such company
in any
any capacity:
capacity: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein Ferer
pping
company in
by
property.
property.
a
contained
shall
prevent
any
such
director
or
officer
from
receiving
a
contained shall prevent any such director or officer from receiving
fee for appraising
property for
company or
or for
for serving
serving on
on any
any
said company
for said
fee for appraising property
committee
that passes
on the
investments of
of said
Provided Loans on policies.
company: Provided
said company:
the investments
passes on
committee that
oas on olicies
further,
nothing herein
herein contained
prevent aalife-insurance
life-insurance
shall prevent
contained shall
That nothing
further, That
company from
from malting
a
loan
upon
a
policy
held
therein
by
a
a
by
therein
Penalty provision.
making a loan upon a policy held
company
director
excess of
thereof. Any
violating Penaty provision.
Any person violating
value thereof.
net value
the net
of the
in excess
not in
director not
a misdemeanor.
any
provision of
this section
be guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor.
section shall be
Voting trusts prohibof this
any provision
ited.
SEc. 31.
31. VoTirm
TRUSTS FROHIBITED.—It shall
prohibe
any itetingtruts
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
PROHIBITED.-It shall be
VOTING TRUSTS
SEC.
stock
having
company
stockholder
,
director,
or
officer
any
company
having
capital
any
of
officer
or
stockholder, director,
to enter
enter into
any contract
agreement, commonly
"votcommonly known as "votor agreement,
contract or
into any
to
ing-trust
agreements
"
whereby
the
rights,
benefits,
or
liabilities
or
benefits,
rights,
the
whereby
ing-trust agreements",
attaching to
capital stock
stock are
are transferred
assigned, tempoor assigned,
transferred or
the capital
to the
attaching
incorporated
rarily
or
otherwise,
to
any
person
or
group
of
persons,
incorporated
persons,
of
group
or
person
any
to
rarily or otherwise,
or unincorporated, for
for the
of controlling,
managing, or
or Proviso.
controlling, managing,
purpose of
the purpose
unincorporated,
or
directing the company, or
voting its
its stock:
Provided,
That this
this P's
Proxies.
That
Provided,
stock:
voting
or
company,
the
directing
section shall not prevent
the
granting
of
proxies
by
stockholders
stockholders
by
proxies
section shall not prevent the granting of
authorizing
designated individual
stockat stockthem at
represent them
to represent
individual to
a designated
authorizing a
holders' meetings.
meetings.
holders'
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Maximum
and conSEC. 32.
32. MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM AND CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT PREMIUMS OF MUTUAL
MUTUAL COMCOMconMaximum and
tingent premiums of
PANIES.—The maximum premium shall be expressed in the policy
PANIES.-The
companies.
mutual companies.

maximum premium shall be expressed in the policy
of a
amutual
mutual company
company and
may be
solely a
may
a cash premium or may
be solely
it may
and it
of
be a
cash premium
an additional
which
premium, which
additional contingent premium,
and an
premium and
a cash
be
contingent premium
premium shall
less than
the cash
cash premium,
premium, but
but
than the
be less
not be
shall not
contingent
no
issue any
any insurance
for a
cash
a cash
policy for
insurance policy
shall issue
company shall
no mutual
mutual company
premium
without an
contingent premium until and unless
an additional contingent
premium without
it
a surplus
surplus of at least $100,000.
possesses a
it possesses

mutual
BY MUTUAL
SEC. 33.
CLASSIFICATION OF RISKS
33. CLASSIFICATION
RISKS BY
MUTUAL COMPANIES.-A
COMPANIES.—A mutual
company
in its
its articles
of incorporation
incorporation or in its bylaws,
articles of
may, in
company may,
for
provide
classification of its risks and of its members
members and for
for the classification
provide for
the
payment
of dividends
for the
the creation
surplus.
of aasurplus.
creation of
and for
dividends and
payment of
the
Mutual
company
COMPANY
S
EC. 34.
34. MUTUAL
MUTUAL COMPANY
COMPANY GUARANTY
MUTUAL COMPANY
GUARANTY FUND; MUTUAL
SEC.
r
companyn
guarntu fund;
guaranty
power
to borrow.
borrow.
POWER
TO BORROW.-A
Act
POWER TO
BORROW.—A mutual company
company organized
organized under this Act
may borrow
borrow or
or assume
assume aa liability
repayment of a
a sum of
of
liability for the repayment
may
money
reasonable expenses of its organization
organization
sufficient to defray the reasonable
money sufficient
or
it to comply
comply with any requirement
requirement of the law or as a
a
or to enable it
Approval of
of Superinwhich
shall first be submitted
agreement,
fund
Superin- guaranty
Aproval
guaranty
upon
agreement,
submitted to and
tendent.
Repayment.
Superintendent that such loan or advance, with
Repayment.
approved by the Superintendent
interest
centum per annum, shall be
a rate
rate not exceeding 66 per centum
at a
interest at
corporation with the
repaid out of the earnings,
earnings, or profits of such corporation
repaid
approval
of the
the Superintendent
judgment the
whenever in his judgment
Superintendent whenever
approval of
financial condition
condition of the company shall warrant;
warrant; but such approval
financial
made, the
shall
withheld if, after such repayment
repayment shall be made,
shall not be withheld
company shall
shall have
have and
and be
be in
to 10
10
equal to
possession of
of aa surplus equal
in possession
company
Statement to show per centum or more of its gross annual premiums.
Any such loan
premiums. Any
unSaiteentto
unpaid balance. show per centum or more of its gross annual
or
advance shall
shall not
not form a
a part
part of the legal liabilities of the comor advance
pany, but
but until
or
all statements published by such company or
repaid all
until repaid
pany,
Superintendent shall show the amount thereof then
filed with the Superintendent
remaining unpaid.
remaining
Investment of funds,
S
EC. 35.
35. INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT OF FUNDS
domestic
COMPANIES.-A domestic
DOMESTIC COMPANIES.—A
FUIDS OF DOMESTIC
SEC.
ompnies.
domestcmet
domestic
companies.
ininvest its fund only in—
company shall invest
Government bonds.
bonds.
Oovernment
(1) Bonds or other evidences of indebtedness of the United States,
(1)
Province
Dominion of Canada or of any Province
or of
of any State or of the Dominion
thereof.
Municipal bonds.
(2) Bonds or other evidences of indebtedness
Municipal
bonds.
(2)
indebtedness of any county, city,
town, village,
village school district, or other municipal district within the
United States
States or
or Dominion
Dominion of Canada
obligaCanada which shall be aadirect obligaUnited
tion of the county, city, town, village, or district issuing the same.
Real estate
mortof trust
(3)
Real estate motr
(3) Bonds or notes secured by mortgages
mortgages or deeds of
trust of
of
gages, deeds of trust.
the United
leases thereon
perpetual leases
unencumbered
es,
deeds of tt.
unencumbered real estate or perpetual
thereon in
in the
United
or Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada
Canada worth
less than
than 50
50 per
per centum
centum
not less
worth not
States or
Insuran
ofof im- States
Insurance
Where improvements
thereon. Where
more than
than the
amount loaned thereon.
improvements on the
the amount
more
provement.
provements.
land constitute
constitute a
a part of the value on which the loan is made,
made the
improvements
improvements shall be insured against fire for the benefit of the
mortgagee in
difference between
mortgagee
in an
an amount
amount not less than the difference
between two
two
Proviso.
the value
value of the land
Provided,
land and the amount of the loan: Provided,
of the
thirds of
Unencusmbered real thirds
Unencumbered
estate, construed.
That
the purposes
purposes of this section real estate shall not be deemed
That for the
deemed
encumbered within
within the meaning of this section, by reason of
to be encumbered
the existence of taxes or assessments that are not delinquent, instruments creating or reserving
reserving mineral, oil, or timber rights, rights of
of
way, joint driveways,
reason
driveways, sewer rights, rights in walls, nor by reason
of building restrictions
restrictions or other restrictive
restrictive covenants, nor when such
real estate is subject to lease in whole or in part whereby
whereby rents
or
reserved to
the owner.
owner.
or profits
profits are reserved
to the
Bonds
of Federal
(4) Bonds
Bonds or
or other
evidences of
the Farm
Loan
of indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
Farm Loan
other evidences
agBen
(4)
agencies. of Feeal
Banks authorized
authorized under
under the Federal Farm Loan Act or Acts
amendatory thereof
thereof or supplementary
supplementary thereto.
amendatory
thereto.
Classification
of risks.
Olassificationofrisks.
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bonds Olstocks,
(5)
Stock and
and bonds
other evidences
evidences of
of indebtedness
Stocks, bonds
of solindebtedness of any vent
and other
bonds and
(5) Stock
corporations.
oroto.
United Statesnt
Territory of the United
State or
solvent
any State
or Territory
States
of any
corporation of
solvent corporation
Canada
or
of any
any Province of the Dominion of Canada
or of
District or
the District
of the
or of
Proviso.
Prro.
excepting
stock in
in its
corporation: Provided,
Provided, That no such Restriction.
own corporation:
its own
excepting stock
loan made
or loan
in or
investment shall
shall be
be made
made in
made upon the
the security
security of
of any
any Restrition.
investment
such stocks
stocks upon
upon which
which dividends
in cash
cash during
during the period of five
dividends in
such
years next
per
amounting to not less than 44per
purchase amounting
such purchase
preceding such
next preceding
years
centum on
all of
of such
such corporation's
outstanding capital stocks in
corporation's outstanding
on all
centum
each fiscal
said five
years shall
not have been paid and upon
shall not
five years
for said
year for
fiscal year
each
shall have been defaulted
which
bonds
any
regular
interest
payment
payment
interest
regular
any
which bonds
purchase or loan.
any
time within
five years prior to such purchase
within five
any time
Loans upon pledge of
securitie.ndg
(6)( Loans
upon the
the pledge
securities.
any of the securities aforesaid.
of any
pledge of
Loans upon
polies.
(7) A
life-insurance company
company may
may also
for its
bene- Purchase of policies.
its own benepurchase for
also purchase
A life-insurance
(7)
fit
any policy
life insurance
other obligation
obligation of the company,
or other
insurance or
of life
policy of
fit any
to poiyhdand
imans t° P°1i°
0 °
Id "
and may lend to the holders of ersLoa"s
thereof, and
holders thereof,
the holders
of the
claim of
and claim
its
policies sums
sums not
exceeding in any case the reserve •
not exceeding
life-insurance policies
its life-insurance
made, and for the payment Limitation.
value
of the
the policy
policy at
the time
time the
loan is
is made,
Lim itation '
the loan
at the
value of
of
such loan
the policy
and all
all profits
thereon shall be pledged.
profits thereon
policy and
loan the
any such
of any
B
estIvest(8)
company doing
business in
in a
a foreign
foreign country
i
tnen
bgine
zoiri;
country may invest n.I„nves
doing business
A company
(8) A
counry.
foreig
in
and
country
the
funds
required
to
meet
its
obligations
in
Ei7.
eign
country.
such
in
obligations
its
the funds required to meet
conformity to
to the
laws thereof
same kind
securities in such
kind of securities
the same
in the
thereof in
the laws
conformity
law to invest in
by
allowed
foreign
country
that
such
company
is
company
such
that
foreign country
the
States.
United States.
the United
On(9)
A life-insurance
life-insurance company
may purchase
or receive
in exchange
Home OwnBondsofHome
exchange Bondsof
receive in
purchase or
company may
(9) A
Coroo
L
it,
by
held
or
owned
lien
or
for
any mortgage,
judgment,
held by it , ers Loan C"P°Tati".
contract, judgment,
mortgage, contract,
for any

mortgage,
of any
in satisfaction
by
acquired
estateoracquired
real estate
for any real
or
contract,judgment,
lien upon
by it
such
it in
satisfaction
real estate, the
of any
bonds
mortgage,
of the
contract, judgment, or lien upon such real estate, the bonds of the
Home
Owners'
Loan
Corporation,
a
corporation
organized
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, a corporation organized under
and
pursuant to
to the
the authority
Owners' Loan Act of
Home Owners'
the Home
of the
authority of
and pursuant
1933, passed
of the
the United
United States and approved
approved
Congress of
the Congress
by the
passed by
1933,
June
1933.
June 13,
13, 1933.
genon genof life-insurNo
or investment,
except loans
life-insur- Restriction
Restriction on
security of
the security
on the
loans on
investment, except
loan or
No loan
te
ance policies,
policies, shall
shall be
made by
by any
such company,
company, unless
erauc's. e
t
c
.
the same erallns
unless the
any such
be made
ance
coma comshall have
been authorized
by the board of directors
directors or by a
authorized by
have been
shall
mittee
with the
the duty
or
supervising loans or
of supervising
duty of
charged with
thereof charged
mittee thereof
investments.
investments.
Undrwting.
any underNo such
such company
company shall
to or
or participate
participate in
in any
under- underwriting.
subscribe to
shall subscribe
No
writing of
sale of
property, or enter
or property,
securities or
of securities
or sale
purchase or
the purchase
of the
writing
into any
any transaction
purchase or
or sale on account of said
said
such purchase
for such
transaction for
into
company, jointly
jointly with
with any
any other
corporation, firm, or person, or
other corporation,
company,
withhold
from sale
any of
its securities
securities
of its
sale any
from
enter
w
.
to .withhold
agreement to
any agreement
into any
enter into
or property;
property; but
the disposition
of its
shall at
at all times be
assets shall
its assets
disposition of
but the
or
wi t
of the
company.
the company.
hin the
control of
theecontrol
within
Acceptance of securiosecuriNothing
this Act
a company
company from
accepting in
in tiesA and pcceptance
from accepting
property
in
prohibit a
shall prohibit
Act shall
in this
Nothing in
of debts.
payment ordebts.
than payment
good
faith, to
interests, securities,
other than
property, other
or property,
securities, or
its interests,
protect its
to protect
good faith,
become
to
herein
referred
to,
in
payment
of
or
to
secure
debts
due
or
due
debts
secure
to
or
of
herein referred to, in payment
due
the company.
company.
due the
Domestic company,
SEC. 36.
36. DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC COMPANY
COMPANY REAI-ESTATE
REAL-ESTATE HOLDINGS.-A
HOLDINGS.--A domestic
domestic real-estate
Detieom
holdings. ny,
SEc.
Authorised
transactnsaccompany may
acquire,
hold,
and
convey
real
estate
for
the
purpose
Aunthorized
purpose
the
for
estate
real
Sons.
company may acquire hold, and convey
and
the manner
followmg:
only following:os.
manner only
in the
and in
(1) The building
in which
which it
it has
its principal
principal office
office and
and the
land
the land
has its
(1) The building in
on
it stands
stands.
which it
on which
(2) Such
Such as
shall be
requisite for
for its
convenient accommodation
accommodation
its convenient
be requisite
as shall
(2)
in
the transaction
transaction of
of its
its business.
business.
in the
(3)
as shall
been acquired
for the
accommodation of
the accommodation
acquired for
have been
shall have
Such as
(3) Such
its business.
business.
its
(4) Such as shall
shall have
mortgaged to
in good
way
by way
faith by
good faith
it in
to it
been mortgaged
have been
(4) Such as
of security for
loans
previously
contracted
or
for
money
due.
due.
money
for
or
for loans previously contracted

of security
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(5)
Such as
as shall
have been
to it
in satisfaction
satisfaction of debts,
debts,
it in
conveyed to
been conveyed
shall have
(5) Such
previously
in the
of its dealings.
course of
the course
contracted, in
previously contracted,
(6)
Such as
as it
shall have
have purchased
sales on
judgments,
on judgments,
at sales
purchased at
it shall
(6) Such
decrees,
for such debts.
or made
made for
obtained or
or mortgages
mortgages obtained
decrees, or
Sale of
of surplus
(6)
(3), (4),
surplus propprop- All such real estate specified
Sale
specified in paragraphs
paragraphs (3),
(4), (5),
(5), and (6)
erty.
erty.
of
this section,
which shall
shall not be necessary
accommodation
of this
section, which
necessary for its accommodation
in
business, shall be sold by the
transaction of its business,
the convenient
convenient transaction
in the
company
years after it shall have
five years
of within five
disposed of
company and disposed
acquired
same, or within five years after the same
to the same,
title to
the title
acquired the
shall
have ceased
ceased to
accommodation of
its busiof its
the accommodation
for the
necessary for
to be
be necessary
shall have
ness unless
the company
company procure
certificate of the Superintendent
Superintendent
the certificate
procure the
unless the
ness
that its
its interests
interests will
will suffer
materially by
by aa forced
forced sale thereof, in
in
suffer materially
that
which
event the
sale may
be extended
extended to
as
such time as
to such
the sale
may be
time for
for the
the time
which event
certificate.
the Superintendent
Superintendent shall direct in such certificate.
Reinsurance
IN AUTHORIZED
Reinsurance by
by dodoSEC.
SEC. 37. REINSURANCE
REINSURANCE BY
BY DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC COMPANIES
COMPANIES IN
AUTHORIZED
in
companies in
mestic
mestic companies
domestic company
company may
an
reinsure any part of an
may reinsure
COMPANIES.-Any domestic
authorizedcompanies.
companies. compANiEs.—Arty
authorized
individual
in another
another company
power to
to make
such
make such
having power
company having
risk in
individual risk
reinsurance, and
reinsure
Superintendent may reinsure
the consent
consent of the Superintendent
and with
with the
reinsurance,
all of
another such company. But no credit
credit
in another
of its
its risks
risks in
or all
any part
part or
Credit
for reserve
reserve for
for any
Credit for
unearned
premiums. shall be taken
premiums on such reinunearned premiums
for unearned
for the
reserve for
the reserve
taken for
unerned premiums
surance unless the company
company accepting
authorized to
to
reinsurance is authorized
the reinsurance
accepting the
surance
do
in the
the District
Superintendent, or in one or more
District by the Superintendent,
do business
business in
States in
in the
United States,
Superintendent shall have
the Superintendent
and the
States, and
the United
States
reinsurance.
approved the reinsurance.
approved
Disbursements,
DISBURSEMENTS.-NO domestic company
SEC.
VOUCHMER FOR DISBURSEMENTS.—NO
Disbursements,
S
EC. 38. VOUCHERS
company
vouchers.
disbursement of $100 or more unless the same be
shall make
make any disbursement
evidenced by aa voucher
firm,
voucher signed by or on behalf of the person, firm,
evidenced
describing the consideration
consideration
or corporation
corporation receiving the money and describing
for the payment;
payment; and if the expenditure
expenditure be in connection with any
any
before any legislative
legislative or public body or before any
matter pending before
department
voucher shall
government, the voucher
officer of any State or government,
department or officer
describe the nature
nature of the matter
matter and the interest
interest of the company
company
expenditure
therein, or, if such voucher cannot
cannot be obtained, the expenditure
and
shall be evidenced by affidavit
describing its character
character and object
object and
affidavit describing
stating the reasons for not obtaining such
such voucher.
Books,
acBooks, records,
records, acSEC.
RECORDS, ACCOUNTS,
SEC. 39. BooKs,
BOOKS, RECORDS,
ACCOUNTS, AND
AND VOUCHERS
VOUCHERS OF
OF DOMESTIODOMESTIC,.
counts,
vouchers of
of
and vouchers
counts, and
shall keep its books, records,
company shall
domestic company
domestic
companies. comPANIEs.—Every
COMPANIEs.-Every domestic
domestic companies.
Requirement.
Requirement.
accounts, and vouchers
vouchers in such manner that its financial
financial condition
ascertained and so that its financial
financial statements
statements filed with the
can be ascertained
Superintendent can be readily
readily verified.
verified.
Superintendent
Capital
stock acquiSEC.
40. CAPITAL-STOCK
Capital stock
acquiITS OWN
OWN
Sno. 40.
CAPITAL-STOCK AQUISITION
ACQUISITION BY
BY COMPANY
COMPANY OF
OF ITS
sition
by company of its
sitionbycompanyofits
unlawful for any company
company to acquire
acquire shares
SHARES.-It shall be unlawful
yofts SHARES.—It
own
shares.
ownsbares
of
own capital
capital stock except upon approval
approval of the Superintendent
Superintendent
its own
of its
where the total outstanding
outstanding stock is being diminished
diminished in accordance
accordance
with this Act.
Forei
gn and
Foreign
nd
compani.
companies.

alien
CHAPTER
alien CHAPTER

IV-RE.ATING
TO ADMISSION
ADMISSION OF
IV—
RFT. ATING TO
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND
AND ALIEN
ALIEN
COMPANIES
COMPANIES

Sec.
Application of
foreign or alien
alien company
company for
authority to
to to
business in
do business
of foreign
for authority
Sec. 1.
1. Application
the District.
Sec.
Trustees of
alien companies.
of alien
companies.
Sec. 2. Trustees

Application for
auApplication
for authority
to do
business
thority to
do business
the District.
in the
District.

SECTION
APPIUCATION OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN OR
IEXN COMPANY
SECTION 1.
1. APPLICATION
OR AT.
ALIEN
COMPANY FOR
FOR AUTHORAUTHORIN THE
THE DISTRIcr.-A
DO BUSINESS
rrT TO DO
ITY
BUSINESS IN
Disruicr.—A foreign
foreign or alien
alien insurance
company desiring
desiring to
to transact
transact business
business in
in the District shall file with
the Superintendent:
Superintendent:
the
Documents to
be
Documents
to be
(a) Its application
application for certificate
certificate of authority, stating the kind
med.
filed.
or kinds of insurance
insurance it proposes to
to transact.
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c

Application for
for cererApplication
(b)
of its
its charter,
charter, articles
incorporation, or deed or tificate.
articles of incorporation,
A copy
copy of
(b) A
Copy of charter.
required to
who is
settlement, certified
certified by
the official
official who
is required
to keep
keep or record Copyof
by the
settlement,
the same
in the
the State
under whose
company is incorpowhose laws the company
State under
same in
the
Government,
rated,
if organized
organized under
foreign Government,
the laws of aa foreign
under the
or if
rated, or
Province, or
or State,
State, by
proper official of such Government,
the proper
by the
Province,
Province,
State.
or State.
Province, or
Bylaws, rgultions.
regulations.
(c) A
copy of
its bylaws,
bylaws, or
or regulations,
regulations, if
certified to by the Bylaws,
if any, certified
of its
A copy
(c)
secretary
of
the
company.
secretary of the company.
Policies.
(d)
the policies
policies it
issuing or proposes
proposes to issue and
and of Poiies.
is issuing
it is
of the
Copies of
(d) Copies
the
applications
therefor.
therefor.
the applications
Instrument author
authorInstrument
(e)
instrument authorizing
authorizing service of process
process on the
the Super- icing
The instrument
(e) The
service of process.
iservcere
intendent required
by.this
this Act.
Act.
required by
intendent
Statement or
of finanfinan(f)
business, in
in form
form cialStatement
and business,
condition and
financial condition
its financial
of its
statement of
A statement
(f) A
condition.
as
prescribed
by
law
for
annual
statements,
signed
and
sworn
to
by
conon.
by
to
sworn
and
signed
statements,
annual
for
law
by
as prescribed
the president
president and
and secretary
secretary or
other principal
principal officers
officers of
company.
the company.
of the
or other
the
If an
an alien
the statement
statement shall
comprise only its condition
condition
shall comprise
company, the
alien company,
If
and business
in the
United States,
shall be signed
signed and sworn
and shall
States, and
the United
business in
and
to by
by its
manager.
United States manager.
its United
to
Requirements.
(g) It
It shall
the Superintendent
Superintendent that
that the company is duly Requir"et.
satisfy the
shall satisfy
(g)
government
or
organized under
under the laws of the State, Province,
government
organized
under
to be
organized, and
and authorized
authorized to do
be organized,
professes to
it professes
laws it
whose laws
under whose
the business
business it
it is
transacting or
or proposes
proposes to
transact, and that its
to transact,
is transacting
the
name
identical with,
with, nor
nor so
so similar
to, that
comanother comof another
that of
similar to,
not identical
is not
name is
pany
organized prior
prior to
to the
organization of
the applying
company
applying company
of the
the organization
pany organized
as to
to lead
lead to
confusion.
to confusion.
as
Capital stock
apital stock com(h) It
satisfy the
the Superintendent
has, if
if a
a capital
capital pauses.
it has,
that it
Superintendent that
shall satisfy
It shall
(h)
to
stock
company,
paid-up
capital
stock
and
surplus
at
least
equal
to
surplus
and
stock
stock company, paid-up capital
the capital
stock and
and surplus
surplus required of domestic
domestic companies
companies
capital stock
the
Governinvested
in accordance
with the
the laws
laws of
of the
District or the Governthe District
accordance with
invested in
companies.
ment under
it is
without capital
capital Other
Other companies.
company without
if aacompany
and, if
is organized,
organized, and,
which it
under which
ment
stock,
that
it
has
assets
at
least
equal
to
the
assets
required
of
required
assets
the
to
equal
least
at
assets
has
it
stock, that
domestic companies
companies and
and an
an additional
additional contingent
liability of its
contingent liability
domestic
policyholders equal
to not
than the
cash premium
premium expressed
expressed
the cash
less than
not less
equal to
policyholders
in
policies in
and, if
an alien
alien company,
company, that it has a
asurplus
if an
force, and,
in force,
the policies
in the
of
according to
laws of
of the
the District
of the
District or of
the laws
to the
invested according
assets invested
of assets
State
United States
States where
where it
has its
its deposit, held in the United
it has
the United
in the
State in
States
in trust
for the
benefit and
all of
of its
its policyholders
policyholders
of all
security of
and security
the benefit
trust for
States in
in
the
United
States,
over
all
its
liabilities
in
the
United
States,
of
States, of
United
the
in
liabilities
its
all
over
in the United States,
Deposit of securities.
,ecuitle
an
amount equal
equal to
of assets
assets required
of a
a like
domestic Depost of
like domestic
required of
surplus of
the surplus
to the
an amount
company;
and such
such alien
also deposit
of the
the
securities of
deposit securities
shall also
company shall
alien company
company; and
amount
and value
$100,000 and
of the
in which
insurance
which insurance
classes in
the classes
and of
of $100,000
value of
amount and
companies are
are permitted
permitted by
to make
make investments,
investments, or satisfy
satisfy
law to
this law
by this
companies
the Superintendent
has on
on deposit
deposit with
the official
a State
of a
official of
with the
it has
that it
Superintendent that
the
of
the United
States, authorized
authorized by
the law
law of
State to
to accept
accept
such State
of such
by the
United States,
of the
such
deposit,
securities
of
the
amount
.and
and
value
of
$100,000
the
of
$100,000
of
value
amount
the
of
securities
deposit,
such
classes in
in which
companies of
of such
are permitted
permitted
State are
such State
insurance companies
like insurance
which like
classes
to make
make their
their investments,
investments, for
policyall policysecurity of all
and security
benefit and
the benefit
for the
to
holders
company in
in the
the United
United States,
States, and
and the
company
the company
such company
of such
holders of
shall
file with
certificate of
of such
such official
official of
of
the certificate
Superintendent the
the Superintendent
with the
shall file
any
such
deposit
with
such
official
of
any
such
State.
State.
such
any
of
official
such
any such deposit with
Trustees of alien comS
EC. 2.
2. TRUSTEES
TRUSTEES or
directors of
of an
alien Trusteesofaliencoman alien
COMPANIES.-The directors
ALIEN confraxirs.—The
OF ALIEN
SEC.
pany.
ny
company
may
appoint
citizens
or
corporations
of
the
United
States,
pa
States,
United
the
of
corporations
or
citizens
appoint
may
company
approved
by
the
Superintendent,
as
its
trustees
to
hold
funds
and
and
funds
approved by the Superintendent, as its trustees to hold
assets
trust for
the benefit
the policyholders
policyholders and
and creditors
creditors of
of the
benefit of
for the
in trust
assets in
certified copy
Fiing,eertifledcopy
the company
company in
the United
States. A.
certified copy
copy of
the record of Filing,
of the
A certified
United States.
in the
the
record of appointappointfent.d
of
such appointment
appointment and
and of
of the
deed of trust shall be filed
filed with the ment.
the deed
of such
Superintendent,
who
may
examine
such
trustees
and
any
officers
and
and
officers
any
and
trustees
such
examine
may
Superintendent, who
agents,
same manner
manner as he
the company in the same
of the
papers of
and papers
books, and
agents, books,
may examine
officers, agents,
agents, books,
books, papers,
papers, and
and affairs
affairs of
of insurance
insurance
examine officers,
may
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companies. The
The funds
assets so
so held
held by
by such
trustees shall, with
such trustees
and assets
funds and
companies.
the
deposits otherwise
made by
the company
company and
the funds
funds and
and
and the
by the
otherwise made
the deposits
assets held
the company
the United
States for
for the
the benefit
benefit
United States
in the
company in
by the
held by
assets
of
in the
the United
United States,
States, constitute
constitute
creditors in
and creditors
its policyholders
policyholders and
of its
the assets
assets of
of the
the company
for the
the purpose
making its
its financial
financial
of making
purpose of
company for
the
statements
required by this Act.
statements required

Funds
and assets.
assets.
Funds and

CIHAPTER V-PROVISIONS
RELATING TO
CHAPTER
V— PROVISIONS RELATING
TO ALL
ALL LIFE
LIFE INSURANCE
INSURANCE
COMPANIES
COMPANIES

Provisions relating to
Provisionsrelatingto

all life insurance companies.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
See.

1. Superintendent
policies; legal standard
standard of valuation.
valuation.
1.
Superintendent to value policies;
Separate classes
accounts to be
be kept
kept for participating
participating and nonclasses and
and accounts
2. Separate
participating
insurance.
participating insurance.
Standard provisions required
required in life-insurance
life-insurance policies.
3. Standard
Provisions prohibited
life-insurance policies.
prohibited in life-insurance
4. Provisions
5. Standard
provisions required
required in annuities and
and pure endowment conStandard provisions
tracts.
tracts.
6. Extension of time for payment
payment of life premium.
premium.
principal.
added to principal.
Interest on policy
policy and premium loans may be added
7. Interest
filed with Superintendent.
Superintendent.
8. Life-policy
Life-policy forms to be filed
company's own State
State may be
required by the laws of aa company's
9. Provisions required
included in
included
in policies.
Definition of group life insurance.
insurance.
10. Definition
provisions for policies of group life
life insurance.
11. Standard provisions
accident and health policies.
provisions for accident
12. Standard
Standard provisions
13. Stock operations
operations and advisory-board
advisory-board contracts
contracts prohibited.
14. Misrepresentations
prohibited.
Misrepresentations prohibited.
Discrimination prohibited.
prohibited.
15. Discrimination
beneficiaries under policies of life insurance.
creditors and beneficiaries
Rights of creditors
insurance.
16. Rights
Exemption of group life-insurance
17. Exemption
life-insurance policies
policies from execution.
execution.
18. False statements.
statements.
certain policies
policies to be held in trust by life company.
company.
19. Proceeds of certain
20. When
premium.
When actual
actual premium for life policy is less than net premium.

SECTION 1.
SUPERLNTENDENT TO
VALUE POLICIES;
LEGAL STANDARD
STANDARD OF
OF
SECTION
1. SUPERINTENDENT
TO VALUE
POLICIES; LEGAL

Policies.
Policies.

Annual valuations
shall annually
by Superintendent.
VALUATION.—The Superintendent
Superintendent shall
annually make valuations of
of
VALUATXON.-The
bynunperinteadentt
all outstanding
policies, additions
thereto, and all other life insuradditions thereto,
outstanding policies,
all
ance
and annuity
annuity obligations
every life
life company
company doing
doing business
business
of every
obligations of
ance and
Basis,
in
District. All
valuations made
made by
by him,
him, or
or by
by his
his authority,
authority,
the District.
All valuations
Basis.
in the
shall be
be made
net premium
premium basis.
basis.
the net
made upon
upon the
shall
life-insurance
for the
minimum standard
Standard of valua%mina
The
legal minimum
standard for
the valuation
valuation of life-insurance
The legal
ti
next following
following the
Ron.
contracts issued
issued before
the 1st
of January
1st day
day of
January next
contracts
before the
on.
passage
and approval
approval of
of this
shall be
be the
the method
and basis
basis of
of
method and
this Act
Act shall
passage and
valuation
heretofore applied
the Superintendent
Superintendent in
in the
valuation
the valuation
by the
applied by
valuation heretofore
life-insurance contracts
of
contracts issued
issued on and.after
and.after
such contracts,
contracts, and for life-insurance
of such
term method of valuasaid date
date shall
shall be
the one-year
preliminary term
one-year preliminary
be the
said
the basis
tion, except
as hereinafter
hereinafter modified,
modified, on
on the
basis of the American
American
except as
tion,
Experience
Mortality with
interest at
at 3%Y
3% per
per centum
centum per
per
with interest
of Mortality
Experience Table
Table of
Proviso.
annum:
Provided, That
any life
life company
company may,
at its
its option,
option, value
value
That
any
may,
at
Profo.
annum:
Provided,
of policies
-

Valuation of policies

its
insurance contracts
contracts issued
issued on
on and
and after
after the
the passage
passage and
and approval
approval
its insurance
of
Act in
in accordance
accordance with
terms on
on the
the basis
of the
the _Ameribasis of
Ameriwith their
their terms
of this
this Act
can
Men Ultimate
Ultimate Table
Table of
of Mortality
with interest
interest not
not higher
higher than
can Men
Mortality with
than
3% per
centum per
by the
the level
level net
net premium
premium method
method or
or by
by
32
per centum
per annum
annum by
hereinafter described.
the
modified preliminary
preliminary term
method hereinafter
described.
term method
the modified
If
charged for
term insurance
under aalimited
Premium payments.
If the
the premium
premium charged
for term
insurance under
limited paypayment life
life preliminary
preliminary term
term policy
policy providing
providing for
the payment
payment of
of all
all
ment
for the
premiums thereon
thereon in
in less
less than
than twenty
years from
from date
date of
of the
the policy,
policy,
premiums
twenty years
or under
under an
an endowment
preliminary term
term policy,
exceeds that
that
or
endowment preliminary
policy, exceeds
charged for like insurance
insurance under
under twenty
payment life preliminary
preliminary
charged
twenty payment

by company.
ompany.
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Reserves.
term policies
policies of the same company, the reserve
reserve thereon at the end Reserves.
of the year, including
including the first, shall not be less than the reserve
reserve on aa
year
twenty payment life preliminary
preliminary term policy issued in the same year
and at the same age, together with an amount
amount which shall be equivaccumulation of aanet level premium sufficient to provide
alent to the accumulation
for a
a pure endowment
endowment at the end of the premium
premium payment period,
equal
differences between
period
to the
the differences
between the
the value
value at the end of such period
equal to
of such a
a twenty payment life preliminary
preliminary term policy and the full
reserve at such time of such a
a limited payment
payment
net level premium
premium reserve

"Premium
payment
life
or endowment
endowment policy.
premium payment
is the
life or
policy. The
The premium
payment period
period is
the period",
styment
"Premium
construed.
concurrently payable
payable under
under such
period
which premiums
period during
during which
premiums are
are concurrently
such period"

preliminary term policy and such limited paylife preliminary
payment life
twenty payment
endowment policy.
ment life or endowment
Policies
Policies issued under
Policies issued on the preliminary
preliminary term method shall contain
contain aa preliminary
term
term
reserve thereof
computed in ac- method.
thereof shall be
be computed
that the
the reserve
clause specifying
specifying that
cordance
method of valuation
term method
preliminary term
the modified preliminary
cordance with the
provided
provided for
for herein.
Legal minimum
The legal minimum
valuation of annuities issued standard
Legal
minimum
minimum standard for the valuation
valuation
for
standard for valuation
on and
after the
the 1st
1st day
of January
January next
next following
passage and
and of annuities.
on
and after
day of
following the
the passage

approval of this Act shall be McClintock's
McClintock's Table of
of Mortality
Mortality
approval
Among
Annuitants, with
annum, but
per annum,
but
at 44 per
per centum per
with interest at
Among Annuitants,
annuities deferred
deferred ten
ten or
in connection
connection with
more years
years and
and written
written in
or more
annuities
life insurance
basis as that used in
valued on
on the same basis
be valued
insurance shall be
life
computing the consideration
consideration or premiums therefor, or upon any
computing
higher
standard at the
the option
option of the company.
higher standard
The legal
legal minimum
minimum standard
the valuation
industrial polpolof industrial
valuation of
for the
standard for
The
icies
issued after
the 1st
of January
January next
following the
passage and
the passage
and
next following
1st of
after the
icies issued
of
Experience Table of
American Experience
Act shall be
be the American
of this Act
approval of
Mortality
with interest
interest at
31/
2 per
per centum
centum per
Provided,
per annum:
annum: Provided,
at 3Y
Mortality with
That
any life
company may
may voluntarily
voluntarily value
value its
policies
its industrial
industrial policies
That any
life company
on
the basis
mortality table
or the
the subsubtable or
industrial mortality
standard industrial
of the
the standard
basis of
on the
standard industrial
mortality table
premium method
by the level net premium
table by
industrial mortality
standard
or in
accordance with
their terms
modified preliminary
preliminary term
the modified
terms by
by the
with their
in accordance
or
hereinbefore described.
method hereinbefore
Every
shall report
standards used
used by
in making
making
it in
by it
report the
the standards
Every company
company shall
valuations to
to the
the Superintendent
Superintendent in
its annual
Provided,
statement: Provided,
annual statement:
in its
valuations
That
such standards,
standards, if
if adopted,
adopted, shall
shall be
be abandoned
without the
abandoned without
no such
That no
consent of
Superintendent first
in writing.
writing.
obtained in
first obtained
consent
of the
the Superintendent
The Superintendent
standards of
of interest
and morSuperintendent may
may vary
vary the
the standards
interest and
mortality in
case of
of alien
companies as
to contracts
contracts issued
issued by such
as to
alien companies
in the
the case
tality
companies in
other countries
countries than
than the
States, and
in parparand in
United States,
the United
in other
companies
ticular cases
of invalid
invalid lives
lives and
other extra
extra hazards;
hazards; may
may value
value
and other
cases of
ticular
policies in
in groups,
use approximate
approximate averages
fractions of
of aayear
year
for fractions
averages for
groups, use
policies
and otherwise,
otherwise, and
shall accept
of the
the insurance
insurance
valuation of
accept the
the valuation
and shall
and
department
of any
any State
State or
or country,
if made
made upon
and
basis and
upon aa basis
country, if
department of
according to
reserve not
lower than
than herein
herein
not lower
a reserve
producing a
standards producing
to standards
according
required or
authorized, instead
instead of
valuation herein
if
herein required if
the valuation
of the
or authorized,
required
the insurance
official of
of such
or country
accepts as
sufficient
as sufficient
country accepts
such State
State or
insurance official
the
and valid
valid for
all purposes
certificate of
of valuation
Superthe Superof the
valuation of
the certificate
purposes the
for all
and
intendent
intendent of the District.

For valuation of industrial policies.

For valuation of in-

dustria poles.

Proviso. n
Pon
Valuation
pany.

b

by

om

cam.

Report of standards.
of standards.
Report
Proviso.
Rndonment of
Abandonment
of

standard.
standard.
Power

of

Superin-

tndentto
vOaSrndtendent to vary
standards.
ards.

Separate classes and
S
EC. 2.
EPARATE CLASSES
CLASSES AND
AND ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS TO
SEC.
2. S
SEPARATE
TO BE
BE KEPT
KEPT FOR
FOR PARTICIPARTICI- accounts,
Separt participating
classs and
and nonparticipating
PATING
AND
NONPARTICIPATING
mstritaxcE.—Every
life
company
nonpartcipating
life company and
PATING AND NONPARTICIPATING INSURANCE.-Every
Insurance.
doing business
in the
the District
District which
which issues
both participating
Separation o,
of c
classes
seuaon
and required.
participating and
issues both
doing
business in

nonparticipating
shall keep
the two
sepa- reqnured
business sepaof business
two classes
classes of
keep the
policies shall
nonparticipating policies
rate and
and shall
make and
and include
include in
annual statement
statement to
to be
be filed
filed Annual statement.
the annual
in the
shall make
rate
with
the Superintendent
each year
year aa separate
separate statement
statement of
the Annualstatement.
of the
Superintendent each
with the
giving,
expenses properly
attributable to
each of
such
of such
to each
properly attributable
and expenses
losses, and
gains, losses,
classes
showing the
the manner
outlay
general outlay
any general
in winch
which any
manner in
and also
also showing
classes and
of the
the company
company has
has been
been apportioned
No such
such
each. No
to each.
of
apportioned to
of expenses of
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life company
company shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
business in
District unless
unless
the District
in the
do business
to do
life

it
separation of
business. This section
section shall not
its business.
of its
such aa separation
makes such
it makes
apply
to
paid-up,
temporary,
or
pure
endowment
insurance issued
issued
insurance
endowment
apply to paid-up, temporary, or pure
or
in exchange
lapsed or
returned policies.
or returned
for lapsed
exchange for
granted in
or granted
S
EC. 3.
STANDARD PROVISIONS
IN LIFE-INSURANCE
LIFE-INSURANCE POLPOLREQUIRED IN
Standard
PROVISIONS REQUIRED
STANDARD
3.
SE.
provisions
Standard provisions
required in policies.
wiEs.—No policy
of
life
insurance
other
than
industrial
insurance,
insurance,
industrial
than
other
insurance
life
of
policy
ES.-No
required in pces.
annuities,
and pure
pure endowments
endowments with
or without
without return
return of
of premiums
premiums
with or
annuities, and
or
of
premiums
and
interest
shall
be
issued
or
delivered
in
the
Disthe Disin
delivered
or
issued
be
shall
or of premiums and interest
trict
or be
be issued
issued by
organized under
under the
laws of
of the
the laws
company organized
a life
life company
by a
trict or
District
the 1st
of January
January next
next following
and
the passage and
following the
day of
1st day
after the
District after
approval of
of this
unless the
the same
contain in substance
substance the
shall contain
same shall
Act unless
this Act
approval
following:
following:
Premiums payable in
(1) A provision
that all premiums
premiums after the first shall be payable
provision that
(1)
in
dvremiumspayable
advance.
in
advance,
either
at
the
home
office of
of the
the company
company or
agent
or to an agent
in advance, either at the home office
of
company, upon
upon delivery
delivery of
of aa receipt
receipt signed by one or more
the company,
of the
of the
the officers
officers who
be designated
designated in
in the
the policy.
shall be
who shall
of
Period of grace.
grace period of
a grace
(2)
A
provision
that
insured
is
entitled
to a
of
entitled
insured
the
that
provision
A
(2)
Period ofgrace.
at
least thirty
thirty days
days or
of one
month within
which the payment
payment of
within which
one month
or of
at least
any
year may be made, subject at the option
option
the first year
premiums after the
any premiums
6 per centum
of the
the company
to an
interest charge not in excess of 6
an interest
company to
of
per
for the
the number
number of
of days
days of grace
grace elapsing
elapsing before the
annum for
per annum
payment of
premium, during
which period
period of
grace the policy
of grace
during which
the premium,
of the
payment
a claim
shall continue
full force,
force, but in case the policy becomes a
in full
continue in
shall
premium
the
during
the
said
period
of
grace
before
overdue
or the
grace
of
period
said
the
during
deferred premiums
of the
if any, are paid, the
policy year, if
current policy
the current
premiums of
deferred
overdue premiums,
amount of
such premiums,
interest on any overdue
with interest
premiums, with
of such
amount
may be
be deducted
deducted from
amount payable under
under the policy
policy in
from any amount
may
stated
date
settlement.
Grace
shall
date
from
premium-paying
stated
premium-paying
the
from
date
shall
settlement. Grace
in
in the policy.
Policy
constitute
(3) A
provision that, except as otherwise
otherwise expressly provided by
A provision
(3)
to constitute
Policy to
entire contract.
constitute the entire contract
law,
policy shall constitute
contract between the
law, the policy
entire contract,
it has been in force
Incontestability,
parties
and shall
shall be
force during
incontestable after it
be incontestable
parties and
Incontestability.
two years
the
lifetime
of
the
insured
for
a
not
than
more
of
a
period
for
insured
the
of
lifetime
the
for
from
its
date,
except
for
nonpayment
of
premiums
and
except
for
except
and
premiums
of
nonpayment
for
except
date,
its
from
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
violations of
the conditions
conditions of
relating to naval or
of the policy relating
of the
violations
military
time of war, and at the option of the company,
service in time
military service
provisions
relative to
benefits in the event of total and permanent
permanent
to benefits
provisions relative
insurance spedisability
and
provisions
which grant additional
additional insurance
which
provisions
and
disability
statements
in- c
ifi cany against
against death
excepted; that all
accident may also be excepted;
death by accident
cifically
inofrepreStatements d of
sured deeme
of fraud, be
absence
in
shall,
sentations.
statements
made
by
the
insured
in
the
absence
insured
the
by
made
statements
sentations.
deemed representations
not warranties;
warranties; and that no such
and not
representations and
deemed
statements shall
use
of s
tatement in
I
n statement
statement or
shall be used in
in defense
defense of a
a claim
claim under
under
or statements
statement
Use of
defense of claim.
a
the
unless contained
written application
application and unless
unless a
a written
in a
contained in
policy unless
the policy
of cla
defense
copy of
of such
statement or
be endorsed
endorsed upon
upon or attached
attached
statements be
or statements
such statement
copy
to the policy
issued: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
nothing contained
contained herein
herein
roviso.
Proviao.
appli- to the policy when
on appliLimitat ion on
Limitation
reinstatement. A reinstated
cation of
provision; rere- snail
applications for reinstatement.
reinstated policy
policy
apply to applications
shall apply
of provision;
cation
fraud or misrepresentation
on account
instated
policy,
shall
be contestable
contestable on
account of fraud
misrepresentation of
of
shall be
instatedpolicy.
period
material
reinstatement, for the same period
pertaining to the reinstatement,
facts pertaining
material facts
after
reinstatement as
provided in the policy with respect to the
as provided
after reinstatement
original issue.
original
Misstatement of
(4)
provision that
shall be found at any
any time before final
it shall
if it
that if
A provision
(4) A
age
of age
Misstatement
of insured.
settlement under
under the
insured (or the
the age
that the age of the insured
policy that
the policy
settlement
insured.
of
determining the premium) has
considered in determining
of the beneficiary,
beneficiary, if considered
been
misstated, the amount
amount payable
payable under the policy shall be such
been misstated,
according
as the
purchased at the correct age, according
have purchased
would have
premium would
the premium
as
to the
company's rate at date of issue.
the company's
to
Participation in
cam(5)
A provision
provision that the policy shall participate
participate in
in the surplus
surplus
(5) A
incomParticipation
policy containing
party
of
company, and
and any policy
containing provisions
provisions for participaparticipaof the company,
surplus.,
Deny surplus
tion
policy year, and
and annually
annually thereafter,
thereafter,
the end of the first policy
at the
tion at
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may also provide that each dividend shall be paid subject to the
in
Right of payment in
for the next ensuing year; and the insured
premium for
payment of
payment
of the
the premium
insured cash.
under any annual
annual dividend
dividend policy shall have the right each year
to have the dividend arising from such participation
participation paid in cash;
Other dividend opit shall Other
and
and if the policy shall provide other dividend options, it
tions.
further provide which of said options shall be effective if the
insured shall not elect any such other option on or before the
expiration of the period of grace allowed for the payment
payment of the
Limitation
applion appliLimitation on
premium.
paid-up cation
premium. This provision shall not apply to any form of paid-up
of provisions.
temporary insurance or pure endowment
insurance
insurance or temporary
endowment insurance,
surrendered policies,
issued or granted
granted in exchange
exchange for lapsed or surrendered
nonparticipating policies.
or to
to nonparticipating
policies.
Loa S.
(6)
after the policy has been in force three Loans.
(6) A provision that after
full years the company
company at any time, while the policy is in force, will
advance,
advance, on proper assignment
assignment or pledge
pledge of the policy and on the
Amount.
a sum equal to, Amonnt.
specified rate of interest, a
thereof, at a
a specified
security thereof,
sole security
or at the option of the insured less than the reserve at the end of
the
additions
year on the policy and on the dividend additions
the current policy year
thereto, if
account of return
return premium
premium
exclusive of the reserve on account
if any,
any, exclusive
thereto,
insurance and
total and permanent
permanent disability and additional
additional acciof total
and of
insurance
dental death
death benefits,
benefits, less aa sum
21/
2 per centum
centum of
more than
than 21/2
not more
sum not
dental
additions
the
by the
the policy and of any dividend additions
insured by
amount insured
the amount
thereto
(the policy
to specify
the mortality
mortality table
and rate of interest Deduction of existing
table and
specify the
policy to
thereto (the
will indebtedness.
adopted for
computing such
such reserve);
reserve) ;and
and that
that the
the company
company will
for computing
indebtedness.
adopted
deduct
loan value
any existing
indebtedness on the policy
existing indebtedness
value any
such loan
from such
deduct from
and
unpaid balance
premium for
for the
policy year,
current policy
the current
of the
the premium
balance of
and any
any unpaid
and
may collect
collect interest
in advance
advance on the loan to the end of
of the
interest in
and may
od may be dePeriod
may be de
Pe
current
policy year;
which provision
further provide that such ferred.
provision may further
year; which
current policy
loan
be deferred
deferred for
for not exceeding six months after the applimay be
loan may
Deduction of
of part
part of
of
Deduction
cation
is made.
may, in
in lieu
the provision
provision reserve.
of the
lieu of
company may,
A company
made. A
therefor is
cation therefor
hereinabove permitted
permitted for
deduction from
from a
on the policy
loan on
a loan
the deduction
for the
hereinabove
of
sum not
than 21/2
21/
2 per
of the
amount insured
by
insured by
the amount
centum of
per centum
more than
not more
a sum
of a
the policy
policy and
and of
of any
any dividend
additions thereto,
policy
the policy
insert in the
thereto, insert
dividend additions
the
a
said reserve
reserve may
may be
be deducted
deducted in
in
the said
of the
fifth of
one fifth
that one
provision that
a provision
case
the policy,
may provide
therein that the
provide therein
or may
policy, or
under the
loan under
a loan
of a
case of
deduction
be the
the said
2 per
/
1
per centum
centum or the one fifth of the
21/2
said 2
may be
deduction may
Provision not applisaid reserve
the company.
not cable
appll.
not insurProviion
shall not
provision shall
This provision
company. This
of the
option of
at the
the option
reserve at
said
to term
rm
be
term insurance,
it apply
ance.
temporary ance.
to temporary
apply to
shall it
nor shall
insurance, nor
in term
required in
be required
insurance or
endowment insurance,
insurance, issued
issued or
granted in
in Interest.
or granted
pure endowment
or pure
insurance
exchange for
surrendered policies.
policies. The
policy may
may further
further Interest.
The policy
or surrendered
lapsed or
for lapsed
exchange
provide
that
if
the
interest
on
the
loan
is
not
paid
when
due
shall
it shall
due
when
paid
not
is
loan
the
on
interest
provide that if the
be added
loan and
and shall
shall bear
bear interest
interest at
at the
rate. Default in Premium
same rate.
the same
existing loan
the existing
to the
added to
be
(7) A
A provision
in event
event of
of default
paDylt in remium
payments, payments.
premium payments,
in premium
default in
that in
provision that
(7)
after
premiums shall
years, the
the insured
insured Entitlement of inthree years,
for three
paid for
been paid
have been
shall have
after premiums
to new form
of
of inuEtitlement
shall be
entitled to
to aa stipulated
stipulated form
form of
from sured
effective from
insurance, effective
of insurance,
be entitled
shall
insurance.
the due
date of
of the
the defaulted
net value
shall insurane.
of which
which shall
value of
the net
premium, the
defaulted premium,
due date
the
be at
least equal
equal to
reserve at
default on
on the
policy
the policy
of default
date of
the date
at the
to the
the reserve
be
at least
and
on dividend
if any,
of the
the reserve
reserve
exclusive of
any, exclusive
thereto, if
additions thereto,
dividend additions
and on
on account
of return
and on
and permanent
permanent
total and
on total
insurance and
premium insurance
return premium
account of
on
disability
and
additional
accidental
death
benefits
(the
policy to
to
(the policy
benefits
death
accidental
disability and additional
specify the
the mortality
mortality table
and rate
of interest
adopted for
comfor cominterest adopted
rate of
table and
specify
puting
reserve) ;less
less a
specified percentage
more than
than
(not more
percentage (not
a specified
such reserve);
puting such
two and
one half)
half) a
amount insured
insured by
policy and
and of
of existexistthe policy
by the
the amount
of the
and one
two
ing dividend
dividend additions
additions thereto,
less any
indebt- Provisos.
existing indebtany existing
and less
any, and
if any,
thereto, if
ing
edness to
to the
the company
on or
or secured
secured by
by the
the policy:
policy: Provided,
Deductions.
a Deductions.
That a
Provided, That
company on
edness
company may,
the
for the
permitted for
herein permitted
provision herein
the provision
of the
lieu of
in lieu
may, in
company
deduction from
the reserve
of aa sum
sum not
more than
than 2
1
/
2 per
per centum
centun
22
not more
reserve of
from the
deduction
of the
amount insured
additions
dividend additions
any dividend
of any
and of
policy, and
the policy,
by the
insured by
the amount
of
thereto,
in the
provision that
fifth of
said reserve
reserve
of said
one fifth
that one
policy aaprovision
the policy
insert in
thereto, insert
may
deducted, or
provide therein
deduction may
be
may be
a deduction
that a
therein that
or may
may provide
be deducted,
may be
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made of
of said
said 2
1
/
2 per
centum or
or one
one fifth
of said
said reserve,
reserve, at
at the
the
fifth of
per centum
21/
made

the policy may
further, That the
Provided further,
company: Provided
option of the company:

be surrendered
office within one month
company at its home office
the company
to the
be
surrendered to
at
a specific cash value at
of the
due date
premium for a
defaulted premium
of defaulted
date of
the due
of
least equal
equal to
to the
the sum
sum which
otherwise be available for the
would otherwise
which would
least
Deferred
provided further,
purchase of insurance
insurance as aforesaid: And provided
further, That the
payment purchase
Deferred payment.
Not
applicable in
Not applicable
company may
may defer
defer payment
for not
more than
six months
after
term
insurance.
term insurance.
company
payment for
not more
than six
months after
the
application therefor
therefor is
is made.
made. This
This provision
provision shall
not be
be
shall not
the application
Net
single premium
premium required in term insurance of twenty years or less.
net
single
The
single
Net
rate.
rate.
required
premium in
rate
term
employed
insurance
in computing
of twenty years
the term
or less.
of temporaryinsurThe net single
premium rate employed in computing the term of temporary insurance
or
the
amount
of
pure
endowment
insurance
as aanongranted
insurance
endowment
ance or the amount of pure
forfeiture
life-insurance policy may
at the
the option
may at
any life-insurance
under any
value under
forfeiture value
of the
be based
based upon
upon a
table of mortality showing rates
a table
company be
the company
of
of mortality
mortality not
not greater
per centum of those shown by the
greater than 130 per
of
American
Men Ultimate
Ultimate Table
Table of Mortality
Mortality instead of the table
table
American Men
used
in computing
on the policy, or in case of substandreserve on
computing the reserve
used in
ard
greater than 130 per centum of the rates of mortality
ard policies not greater
shown
by the
the table
table of
approved by the Superintendent
Superintendent
mortality approved
of mortality
shown by
for
reserve on
on the
policy, anything
anything herein
herein to
to the
conthe conthe policy,
the reserve
computing the
for computing
Specification of oppre
premium default.
mium
Not adeault.
applicable in
term insurance.
terminsurance.
Option of company,
when premium default.

tinscitvent
tions in event of
of
wption

shall
provision shall
premiums shall have been paid. This provision
annual premiums
full annual

s

l
ing oan

Reinstatement.

Reintatement.

Death
Death settlement.
settlement.

Amount
Amount
ments.

of

A propro-

vision may also be inserted in the policy that in event of default in aa
premium payment
before such options become
become available the reserve
payment before
the
on
any dividend
dividend additions then in force may at the option of the
on any
company be
be paid
in cash
purnet premium
premium to the pura net
cash or
or applied as a
paid in
company
chase of
paid-up term
term insurance
of the
any amount not in excess of
insurance for any
of paid-up
chase
face of
the original
original policy.
policy.
face
of
the
loan

Purchase
of other
other ininPurchase of
suranee.

Title.
Title.

(8) A provision specifying
specifying the options to which the policyholder
policyholder
(8)

is entitled
entitled in
the event
default in
.
three
after
payment after
in aapremium
premium payment
of default
event of
in the
in

opre
mpany, not be required
required in term insurance of twenty years
years or less.

Table showing
ho

vale
values.

Li
toy notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
trary

install-

of install-

(9)
showing in
the loan
values and
the options
options
and the
loan values
figures the
in figures
A table
table showing
(9) A
available
default in premium paypolicy each year upon default
the policy
under the
available under
ments, during at least the first twenty years of the policy or during
the
the premium,
premium paying period if less than twenty years.
(10) A provision
provision that if in event of default in premium payments
the value
value of the
purchase of
been applied to the purchase
shall have been
the policy shall
the
insurance as provided for in this section, and if such insurance
other insurance
original policy shall not have been surshall be in force and the original
rendered to the company
company and canceled, the policy may be reinstated
within
default, upon evidence
insurability
evidence of insurability
within three
three years from such default,
satisfactory to
company and payment
payment of arrears of premiums
to the
the company
satisfactory
the
and the payment
payment or reinstatement
indebtedness to the
reinstatement of any other indebtedness
company upon said policy, with interest on said premium and indebtedness at the rate of not exceeding
exceeding 66per centuni
centum. per annum payable
annually,
contestable, on
annually, and that such reinstated policy shall be contestable,
account of suicide, fraud, or misrepresentation
material facts
misrepresentation of material
account
pertaining to the reinstatement,
reinstatement, for the same period after reinstatepertaining
ment as
policy with
the original
original issue.
issue.
with respect
respect to
to the
as provided
provided in
in the
the policy
ment
(11)
(11) A provision that when
when a
apolicy shall become a
aclaim by the
death
death of the insured settlement
settlement shall be made upon receipt of due
proof of death.
(12) .
A
amount of
any, in
in which
which
if any,
of installments,
installments, if
the amount
showing the
table showing
A table
(12)
the policy may provide its proceeds
proceeds may be payable.
payable.
(13)
(13) Title on the face and on the back of the policy briefly
describing its form.
describing
Any of
o the foregoing provisions or portions thereof not applicable
to single
nonparticipating or term policies shall, to that
single premium
premium or nonparticipating
extent,
e
.xten t, not be incorporated therein; and any such policy may be
issued or delivered in the District which in the opinion of the Super-
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intendent contains
contains provisions
provisions on any one or more of the several
intendent
policyholder than
foregoing
requirements
more
favorable to the policyholder
more favorable
requirements
foregoing
not apply
herembefore required.
required. The
apply
provisions of this section shall not
The provisions
hereinbefore
to
policies issued or granted
granted in exchange
reinsurance, or to policies
of reinsurance,
policies of
to policies
for lapsed
or surrendered
surrendered policies, or to group insurance.
lapsed or
for

Provisions prohibited
pohibited
LIFE-INSURANCE POLICIES.--NO
S
EC. 4.
PROHIBITED IN
IN LIFE-INSURANCE
POLICIES.—No in Provisions
life-insurance poliPROVISIONS PROHIBITED
4. PROVISIONS
SEC.
cies.
ces.
annuities,
insurance,
policy
of
life
insurance
other
than
insurance,
industrial
than
other
policy of life insurance
and
endowments, with
with or
or without return of premiums
premiums or of
pure endowments,
and pure
delivered
premiums
and
interest,
shall
be
issued
or
delivered
in the District
District
issued
be
shall
interest,
and
premiums
the
or
issued by
life company
organized under the laws of the
company organized
a life
by a
be issued
or be
and
passage
the
following
District
after
the
1st
day
of
January
following
passage
next
January
of
day
1st
the
after
District
provisions:
following provisions:
approval of
this Act
if it
contains any
any of the following
it contains
Act if
of this
approval
Limitation of actions.
(1)
A provision
provision limiting
limiting the
the time
within which
which any
any action at law Limitationotactions.
time within
(1) A
the
after
years
three
than
or
in
equity
may
be
commenced
to
less
three
the
to
commenced
be
or in equity may
cause of action shall accrue.
cause
Policy
taking afect
affect
taking
Policy application
(2)
provision by
by which
which the
policy shall
shall purport
purport to be issued or before
the policy
A provision
(2) A
made.
for
application
take
effect
more
than
six
months
before
original
application
the
take effect more than six months before
the insurance
was made.
insurance was
the
Settlements
at- maSettlenents at
(3) Except
Except for
misstatement of age, sui- turity
relating to misstatement
provisions relating
for provisions
at less than
(3)
amount
policy.
on
amount
proa
war,
of
time
naval service in
cide,
aviation, and
and military
military or
in
war, a proor naval
cide, aviation,
vision for
mode of
of settlement
at maturity,
expiration
maturity, after the expiration
settlement at
any mode
for any
vision
of the
the contestable
of the
policy, of
less value than the amount
of less
the policy,
period of
contestable period
of
insured on
on the
the face
face of
the policy
dividend additions, if any, less
plus dividend
policy plus
of the
insured
any
indebtedness to
to the
company on or secured by the policy, and
the company
any indebtedness
less any
any premium
premium that
terms of the policy, be deducted.
deducted.
the terms
by the
may, by
that may,
less
which
This
paragraph
shall
not
apply
to
any
nonforfeiture
provision which
nonforfeiture provision
any
to
apply
This paragraph shall not
employs the
less indebtedness,
indebtedness, if
if any, to purchase
purchase autovalue less
cash value
the cash
employs
matic paid-up
or extended
insurance.
extended insurance.
paid-up or
matic
Forfeiture of policy
(4)
A
provision for
for forfeiture
forfeiture of
of the
the policy
for failure
fa
ilure to
to repaypolicy.
policy for
fa Forfeiture of
provision
A
(4)
any loan on the policy, or
to
pay
interest
on such
loan,
while the
theloan.
ilure to repay
while
loan,
such
on
interest
pay
to
or
policy,
the
on
any loan
total
indebtedness on
policy, including
interest, is less than the
including interest,
the policy,
on the
total indebtedness
loan
thereof.
value thereof.
loan value
(5) A
provision to
to the
the effect
effect that
the agent
agent soliciting
soliciting the
the insurance
t
iciting agent
agent as
Soliciting
insurance Sol
that the
A provision
(5)
is the agent of
policy, or
msured.
the agent of isur
making the
or making
said policy,
under said
insured under
person insured
the person
is the agent of the
acts
of such
agent binding
upon the person so
binding upon
such agent
representations of
or representations
acts or
funeral
insured
bePayment
an
P
ne
acien
s
i it
n of
om
f:u
rgral
policy.
said policy.
under said
insured under
benefits in
payment of funeral benefits
(6)
permitting the
the payment
in benetos in merchanprovision permitting
A provision
(6) A
merchandise
or permitting
payment of any benefits die.
diso
the payment
permitting the
services, or
or services,
merchandise or
other
than in
in lawful
money of
the United
States.
United States.
of the
lawful money
than
other
(7) A provision permitting either
or the
P
pAlts
m
. ent of
of funeral
pay- exxPyment
the paypay, or
to pay,
contracting to
either contracting

(7) A provision permitting

underdesignated underexpenses
ment
funeral, burial,
burial, and
and other e
xpenses to
to any
an y designated
of, funeral,
ment of,
taker or
undertaking
establishment,
or
to
any
particular
tradesman
tradesman
particular
any
to
or
hisD
ui
r
s
e
p
d
o
.
bal of body of
establishment,
taker or undertaking
dis- isD1red.' o body of
to disentitled
or business
man, so
to deprive
deprive the
persons entit
led by
by law
law to
the persons
as to
so as
business man,
or
pose of
of the
the body
of a
in anyway
to control
such persons
persons
control such
anyway to
or in
deceased, or
a deceased,
body of
pose
open
in procuring
procuring and
said supplies
in the open
services in
and services
supplies and
purchasing said
and purchasing
in
market
with
the
advantage
of
competition.
competition.
of
advantage
the
with
l provisions
market
proviions
Standard
PUBE St
ANNUITIES AND
IN ANNIHTIES
pROVSIONS REQUIRED
STANDARD
SEC. 5.
5. S
TANDARD
N
PROVISIO
REQUIRED IN
AND PORE
uired
andard
SEC.
annuitim
in annuities
required
pascon
nqd
tracts.
endowment
pure
nd
pasthe
ENDOWME NT CO TRACTS.-011 and
and after
after January
1
following
the
following
1
January
ENDOWMENT coNTRACTS.-On
contracts
endowment conpure
annuity
sage and
and approval
this Act
no annuit
y or
or p
ure endowment
conAct no
of this
approval of
sage
tract shall be issued or delivered in the District unless and until a

in the District unless and until a Copy to be flied.
shall be issued or delivered
tract
copy of the form thereof
has
been filed
with the
and Copytobe led.
Superintendent and
the Superintendent
filed with
been
has
thereof
form
the
copy of
formally
approved
by
him.
formally approved by him.
Except
reversionary annuity,
annuity, otherwise
otherwise called aa
of aa reversionary
case of
the case
in the
Except in
"
survivorship
annuity
",
or
an
annuity
contracted
employer
by an employer
contracted
annuity
an
or
",
"survivorship annuity
in behalf of his employees,
employees, no
annuity or
or pure
pure endowment
contract
contract
endowment
annuity
no
his
of
behalf
in
shall be so issued or delivered in this
this District
unless
it
contains,
in
in
contains,
it
unless
District
in
shall be so issued or delivered
substance
the following
following provisions:
provisions:
Period of grace.
substance, the
of
First. A. provision that there shall be a period of grace, either of
First. A provision that there shall be a period of grace either
payment
stipulated
thirty
days
or
of
one
mon
th,
within
which
stipulated
payment
any
which
within
thirty days or of one month,

Perod of

ra
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to the
the company
company falling
due after the
year may be made, subject,
the first
first year
falling due
to
at
the company,
to an
charge thereon
thereon at aarate
company, to
an interest
interest charge
at the
the option
option of
of the
to be
but not
exceeding 6
6 per centum
centum per
per
not exceeding
in the
the contract,
contract, but
to
be specified
specified in
annum
the number
number of days of
before such payelapsing before
of grace
grace elapsing
for the
annum for

in
which period
of grace,
the contract
shall continue
continue in
grace, the
contract shall
period of
during which
in event
event ment
ment,) during
full force;
but in
in case
claim arises
under the
on account
of
account of
the contract
contract on
arises under
case a
a claim
force; but
full
death during
said period
period of
of grace
grace before
before the
the overdue
overdue payment
payment
during the
the said
death
to
company or the deferred
deferred payments of
current contract
contract
of the
the current
to the company
year,
interest
of such payments,
payments, with interest
any, are
are made, the amount
amount of
year, if
if any,
on
deducted from
be deducted
from any
any amount payable
overdue payments,
payments, may
may be
on any overdue
contract in settlement.
settlement.
under the contract
Incontestibility.
Second. If
statements, other
than those
Incontestibility.
Second.
If statements,
other than
those relating
relating to
to age
age and
and
identity,
issuing the contract,
contract, a
a proidentity, are
are required, as aa condition of issuing
vision that the contract shall be incontestable after it
it has been in
force during the lifetime
lifetime of the person or each of the persons as to
whom such statements are required, for aa period of two years from
its
company
of issue,
issue, except where stipulated payments
payments to the company
its date
date of
except for
have not been
been made, and
and except
for violation
violation of
of the
the conditions
conditions of the
contract
relating to military
contract relating
military or naval
naval service
service in time
time of war, and at
at
the
relative to
to benefits
benefits in the
the option
option of
of the company, provisions relative
event
of total
and permanent
permanent disability
disability and
which grant
and provisions
provisions which
grant
event of
total and
insurance specifically
against death
by accident,
accident, may
may also
death by
also be
be
insurance
specifically against
excepted.
excepted.
Policy to constitute
the entire
shall constitute
Third. A
provision that
such contract
constitute the
that such
contract shall
Third.
A provision
entire contract.
contractute
between the
if the
the company
company desires
desires to make
make
contract between
the parties, but if
the
application a
part of
of the
contract it
it may
so, provided
a copy
copy
the application
a part
the contract
may do
do so,
provided a
application shall be endorsed
endorsed upon
upon or attached
attached to
to such conof such application
tract, when
when issued,
and in
in such
case such
such contract
shall contain a
a
tract,
issued, and
such case
contract shall
provision that it, together
together with the application therefor, shall conprovision
stitute the entire
entire contract between
between the
the parties.
Misstatements
reFourth. A
i
si
on that
th atif
if th
age o
th e person
upon
thee age
offthe
person or
or persons
persons upon
gMistatements
Fourth.
provision
A prov
re
garding age.
whose
lives the
the contract
contract is
any of
of them,
them, has
whose life
life or
or lives
is based,
based, or
or of
of any
has been
been
misstated, the amount payable under
under the contract shall
misstated,
shall be such as the
stipulated payments to
stipulated
to the company would
would have purchased
purchased at
at the
correct
or ages.
correct age
age or
ages.
Overpayments
by
Any over
or over
over payments
payments by
by the
the company,
company, on
Any
by
coepayemnt
over payment
payment or
on account
account
company.
of misstatement
misstatement of age, shall with interest thereon at a
a rate to be
specified
specified in the contract,
contract, but not
not exceeding
exceeding 6
6 per centum
centum per annum,
be charged against the current or
or next
next succeeding
succeeding payment
payment or
or paythe company under
under the
the contract.
ments to be made by the
surpla
Apportionment
of
Fifth. If
is participating,
provision that
divisthe divisthat the
participating, aaprovision
contract is
If the
the contract
Fifth.
suApporinparticiping
s
in participa ting
contract.
annually and
and dividends
dividends shall
contract.
ible surplus shall be apportioned
apportioned annually
shall be
be
payable
payable in cash
cash or shall
shall be applicable
applicable to any
any stipulated
stipulated payment or
or
under the contract.
payments to the company under
Lapsed
A provision that if the contract after having been in
Lapsed policy.
Sixth. A
in force
force
for
three full
full years,
years, shall,
shall, by
its terms,
terms, lapse
forfeited
for three
by its
lapse or
or become
become forfeited
because any
been
because
any stipulated payment
payment to
to the company
company shall
shall not have been
made,
the
made, the reserve on such
such contract,
contract, computed
computed according to
to the
standard
by said
said company
company in
in accordance
accordance with
with this
this chapter,
standard adopted
adopted by
chapter,
Application of
of rere- shall, after deducting
deducting one fifth of the said entire reserve, and any
serve.
indebtedness
indebtedness to
to the company
company under the
the contract, be
be applied as a
a
net single
single payment,
payment, according
according to
said standard,
standard, for
the purchase
of
net
to said
for the
purchase of
paid-up annuity
annuity or
or pure
pure endowment
endowment contract,
contract, which
which may
may be
be nonaa paid-up
nonparticipating and which
participating
which shall be payable
payable by
by the company
company under
under the
the
same terms and conditions, except as to amount, as the original
pontrat
A company may provide, in lieu
lieu of such paid-up
values,
Contracts in lien
lieu of contract.
A
paid-up values,
paid-up values.
for
annuity or
pure endowment
in an
an amount
amount
for aa paid-up
paid-up annuity
or pure
endowment contract
contract in
annuity or pure endowbearing the same proportion to the original annuity
endowment contract as the number of stipulated payments which shall
Deductions in
Deductions
of death during.
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have been
bear to the total number
number of
been made to the company shall bear
have
stipulated payments
required to be made to the company
company under the
payments required
stipulated
indebtedness to the company under
contract, and
if there be any indebtedness
under
and if
contract,
annuity or pure endowment
paid-up annuity
the
the amount
endowment
amount of such paid-up
contract, the
the contract,
shall be
bearing the same proportion
proportion to such
amount bearing
an amount
by an
reduced by
be reduced
shall
to
indebtedness bears to
paid-up
endowment as such indebtedness
pure endowment
or pure
annuity or
paid-up annuity
the
on such
such paid-up
paid-up annuity
pure endowment,
endowment, computed
computed
annuity or pure
reserve on
the reserve
accordance
according to
adopted by said company in accordance
standard adopted
the standard
to the
according
with this
this chapter.
chapter.
with
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Reinstatement, deReinstatement,
reinstated at any
contract may be reinstated
Seventh. A
A provision
provision that
that the
the contract
any faulted
Seventh.
contract
faultedcontrac).
stipulated
making
in
time
within
one
year
from
the
date
of
default
in
making
stipulated
default
of
date
the
from
year
one
time within
stipulated
overdue
all
payments
the company,
overdue stipulated
provided that
company, provided
to the
payments to
payments and
and any
contract
indebtedness to the company on the contract
any indebtedness
payments
shall
be made
or paid,
paid, with
specified
thereon at aa rate to be specified
with interest thereon
made or
shall be
in
contract but
but not
not exceeding
payable
exceeding 66 per centum per annum, payable
the contract
in the
annually.
where applicable
applicable a
a company
company may also include
include
cases where
In cases
annually. In
a
of evidence
satisfactory to the
insurability satisfactory
of insurability
evidence of
requirement of
a requirement
company.
company.
Contracts for reverbe so issued or sionaransity.rver
No
contract for
for aa reversionary
annuity shall
shall be
sionary annuity.
reversionary annuity
No contract
delivered
contains in
in substance
substance the
the following
following provisions:
provisions:
it contains
unless it
delivered unless
appl
applicaProvisions applicaProvisions
A.
First ",
"Second ", "Third",
"Third ", and "Fifth",
"Fifth ", of blre.
ble.
", "Second"
"First
Provisions "
A. Provisions
this section,
except that
under provision
company may
may,
", the company
provision ""First ",
that under
section, except
this
at
its option,
option, provide
provide for
for an
an equitable
equitable reduction
reduction of the amount of
of
at its
the
annuity payments
payments in
of any overdue
overdue or deferred
deferred pay'Paysettlement of
in settlement
the annuity
ments,
deduction of such payments
payments from
a deduction
for a
providing for
of providing
lieu of
in lieu
ments, in
any amount
amount payable
upon a
under the contract.
settlement under
a settlement
payable upon
any
of age.
Misstatement of age.
B. A
A provision
if the
the age
age of
any of
upon whose
whose Misstatement
persons upon
the persons
of the
of any
that, if
provision that,
B.
lives
the
contract
is
based
has
been
misstated,
amount
payable
the
lives the contract is based has been misstated,
under the
the contract
contract shall
shall be
be such
the stipulated
stipulated payments to the
as the
such as
under
company would
the correct
correct ages.
purchased at the
have purchased
would have
company
Reinstatement, dedeReinstateent,
C.
the contract
contract may
be reinstated
reinstated at
at any
any time
time faulted
may be
that the
provision that
A provision
C. A
contract.
aultedcontrat
stipulated
within
three
years
from
the
date
of
default
in
making
stipulated
making
in
default
of
date
the
from
within three years
payments to
to the
the company,
upon production
of evidence
evidence of insuraproduction of
company, upon
payments
bility
satisfactory
to
the
company,
provided
that
overdue payall overdue
that
provided
company,
the
to
bility satisfactory
ments and
and any
any indebtedness
to the
the company
company on the
contract shall
the contract
indebtedness to
ments
be made
paid, with
with interest
interest thereon
rate to
to be
be specified
specified in
at aa rate
thereon at
or paid,
made or
be
the
contract, but
hut not
not exceeding
per centum
centum per
annum, payable
payable
per annum,
6 per
exceeding 6
the contract,
annually.
annually.
Provisions not aprti,
Any
foregoing provisions
plicable tnoSnot
to nonparticithereof not applicable pibl
portions thereof
or portions
provisions or
the foregoing
of the
Any of
pating contracts.
contracts.
pating
to
nonparticipating
contracts
nor
to
contracts
for
which
a
single
single
to nonparticipating contracts nor to contracts for which a
stipulated
the company
made, shall,
shall, to
extent,
that extent,
to that
is made,
company is
to the
payment to
stipulated payment
not be
therein; and
any such contract
issued
contract may be issued
and any
incorporated therein;
be incorporated
not
or
delivered in
District, which,
the opinion
opinion of the Superinin the
which, in
this District,
in this
or delivered
tendent, contains
contains provisions
or more
the several
foreseveral foreof the
more of
one or
any one
on any
provisions on
tendent,
going
to the
the holder
holder of
of the
the contract
contract
favorable to
more favorable
requirements, more
going requirements,
than hereinbefore
required.
hereinbefore required.
than
Nothing
contained shall
to prevent
prevent aa life
construed to
be construed
shall be
herein contained
Nothing herein
company,
which
issues
life
insurance
on
a
participating
basis,
from
basis, from
participating
a
on
insurance
life
issues
company, which
issuing annuities,
annuities, reversionary
endowments on aa
pure endowments
or pure
annuities, or
reversionary annuities,
issuing
nonparticipating basis.
basis.
nonparticipating
vlat
of conAny such
such contract
any application,
endorsement, or
or rider
form Construction
otra tion oon
rider form
application, endorsement,
or any
contract or
Any
tracthereof.
used
in
connection
therewith,
issued
in
violation
of
this
section,
shall,
used in connection therewith, issued in violation of this section, shall, sionshereof.
nevertheless,
held valid,
valid, but
be construed
construed as
provided in
in
as provided
shall be
but shall
be held
nevertheless, be
this section
section and
and when
provisionin
contract, application,
application,
such contract,
in such
any provision
when any
this
i
endorsement,
n conflict
provision of
of this
this section
section
any provision
with any
conflict with
is in
rider is
or rider
endorsement, or
or with
with any
statutory provision,
the rights,
rights, duties,
and obligaobligaduties, and
provision, the
other statutory
any other
or
tions
the company,
company, of
holder of
contract and
of the
the benebeneand of
the contract
of the
the holder
of the
of the
tions of
ficiary or
or annuitant
governed by
the provisions
provisions
by the
be governed
shall be
thereunder, shall
annuitant thereunder,
ficiary
of
this section.
section.
of this
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reinof reinapply to
of this section shall
The provisions of
shall not
not apply
to contracts
contracts of
reversionary
or
annuities
surance
nor
to
contracts
for
deferred
annuities
reversionary
deferred
contracts
to
nor
urance
provisio.
annuities included
included in
in life
insurance policies.
life insurance
annuities
application forms, rider forms,
Forms deemed
deemed part
part
For the
the purposes
purposes of this section, application
For
Forms
of contract.
endorsement forms for use in connection
oontract.
and endorsement
connection with any such contract,
excepting
riders or
or endorsements
endorsements relating
relating to
to the
the manner
of distrimanner of
excepting riders
bution
of
benefits
or
to
the
reservation
of
rights
and
benefits
under
under
benefits
and
rights
of
reservation
bution of benefits or to the
any
contract, and
and used
at the
request of
individual holders
holders
the individual
of the
the request
used at
such contract,
any such
of such
contracts, shall
shall be
be deemed
be parts of such contract and
to be
deemed to
such contracts,
of
Approval required.
require the
of the
the Superintendent.
Superintendent. No
and no
no
rider and
No rider
approval of
the approval
shall require
required. shall
Approval
endorsement, except
except as
above 'shall
shall be attached
attached to or printed
stated above,
as stated
endorsement,
or
stamped upon
upon any
any such
such contract
contract issued
issued or
delivered in the Disor delivered
or stamped
trict
form of
of such
such rider
or endorsement
endorsement has
been filed with
has been
rider or
the form
until the
trict until
the
Superintendent
and
formally
approved
him.
by
approved
formally
the Superintendent and
Life premiums, ex0
PREMIUMS.-A
LIFE PREMIUMS.
FOR PAYMENT
6. EXTENSION
SEC.
premiums, exLife
SEC.
6.
EXTENSION OF
OF TIME
TIME FOR
PAYMENT OF
OF LIFE
— A life
life
tension of time for
the
payment.
company
agreements in writing with the
company may enter into subsequent agreements
payment.
insured, which
need not
attached to
to the
the policy,
policy, to extend
extend the time
be attached
not be
which need
insured,
for the
the payment
or part
upon condition
thereof, upon
part thereof,
premium, or
any premium,
of any
payment of
for
that
failure
to
comply
with
the
terms
of
such
agreement
shall lapse
shall
agreement
such
of
terms
the
with
comply
to
that failure
the policy,
policy, as
as provided
in said
said agreement
agreement or
or in
in the
the policy.
policy. Subprovided in
the
indebtedness
ject to
such lien
as may
may be
be created
created to secure any indebtedness
lien as
to such
ject
contracted
by the
the insured,
extension, said
consideration of such extension,
in consideration
insured, in
contracted by
agreement
shall not
not impair
impair any
existing under
the policy.
under the
right existing
any right
agreement shall
AND PREMIUM
ON POLICY
INTEREST ON
SEO 7. INTEREST
Interestonpolicyand
Intenast on policy and
Sr.c.
POLICY AND
PREMIUM LOANS
LOANS MAY
MAY BE
BE ADDED
ADDED TO
TO
premium loans.
policy
upon
indebtedness
PRINCIPAL.—In
ascertaining
indebtedness
due
or
the
PRINCIPAL.-In
premiumloans.
premium loans
the interest,
interest, if
if not paid when due, shall be added
loans the
premium
to
principal of
of such
such loans
loans and
shall bear
bear interest
interest at
the rate
at the
and shall
the principal
to the
specified
in
the
note
or
loan
agreement.
agreement.
loan
or
specified in the note
Life
forms,
S
EC. 8.
LIFE-POLICY FORMS
FILED WIIT
WITH SUPERINTENDENT.—A
SUPERINTENDENT.-A
BE FILED
TO BE
FORMS TO
8. LIFE-POLICY
SEC.
forms,
policy SuperinLie policy
filing
ling with Superintendent.
policy of
delivered in the District
issued or delivered
not be issued
shall not
insurance shall
life insurance
of life
policy
tendent.
until the
same has
has been
Superintendent,
with the Superintendent
filed with
been filed
the same
of the
form of
the form
until
of
nor if
give written
notice, within thirty
thirty days a
written notice,
Superintendent give
the Superintendent
if the
nor
such
filing to
to the
wherein the
proposing to issue it, showing wherein
company proposing
the company
such filing
form of
of such
such policy
policy does
does not
comply with
with the
requirements of the
the requirements
not comply
form
Superintendent
laws
of
the
District,
provided
action
of
the Superintendent
such
that
provided
District,
laws of the
shall be
to review
review by
of competent jurisdiction.
court of
a court
by a
subject to
be subject
shall
OWN
COMPANY'S OWN
b Provisions
Provisions required
required
S
EC. 9.
9. PROVISIONS
REQUIRED BY
BY THE
THE LAWS
LAWS OF
OF A
A COMPANY'S
PROVISIONS REQUIRED
SEC.
of a conmby the laws
pTtnyl
o
a
w
wn°
stalen
n
T
i
l
S
TATE
MAY
BE
INCLUDED
IN
POLICIES.—The
policies
of
a
life
company,
company,
life
a
of
policies
POICIEs.-The
IN
INCLUDED
BE
MAY
pan's own state, in- STATE
proviclusion in
In policies.
P°11ni°8* not
not organized
organized under
under the
of the
the District,
contain any provimay contain
District, may
laws of
the laws
eluson
sions
prescribed by
by the
the laws of the State, Territory, District, or
sions prescribed
country,
under which
company is organized.
organized. The policies of
the company
which the
country, under
a
life
company,
organized
under
the
laws
the District, may, when
of the
laws
the
a life company, organized under
issued or
or delivered
delivered in
in any
any State,
Territory, District, or country,
State, Territory,
issued
contain any
the laws of
of the State, Territory,
by the
required by
provisions required
any provisions
contain
District, or
country in
in which
which the same are issued or delivered,
delivered, anyor country
District,
thing in
Act to the contrary notwithstanding.
in this Act
thing
cleaned
Group life
life insurance
SEC.10.
10. DEFINITION
DEFINITION OF
OF GROUP
GROUP LIFE
LIFE INSURANCE.-GroUp
INSURANCE.—Group life insurSEC.
Group
ance is
hereby declared
covering
be that form of life insurance covering
declared to be
is hereby
dfed.ance
not less
less than
than twenty-five
medical examemployees, with or without medical
twenty-five employees,
not
ination, written
written under a
a policy
policy issued to the employer, the premium
ination,
on which
which is
by the employer, or by the employer and
paid by
is to
to be paid
on
employees jointly,
jointly, and insuring only all of his employees, or all
employees
pertaining
any class or classes thereof determined by conditions pertaining
of any
to the employment,
employment, for amounts of insurance based upon some plan
to
which
which will preclude individual selection, for the benefit of persons
Proviao. age to b ,
•
n
other than
than the
employer: Provided,
Provided, however,
prehowever, That when the prethe employer:
- other
Petae
Percent
to =
,v.
employee jointly and the
sured.
inium is to be paid by the employer and employee
mium
benefits
eligible employees, not less
of the policy are offered to all eligible
benefits of

Nonapplicab ilit y
provision9.

Nonapplicability

of
or
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than 75
per centum
centum of
employees may be so insured.
insured. Such
of such
such employees
75 per
than
group policy
provide that
that the
term "employees"
"employees "shall include
include
the term
may provide
policy may
group

"Employees";
"Employees,, ,• _ who

of subsidiary
the officers,
employees of
subsidiary or affiliated
affiliated cor- may
may be
be included.
included.
and employees
managers, and
officers, managers
the

porations,
individual proprietors
partners, and employees
employees
proprietors, partners,
the individual
porations, and the
of affiliated
when the business
business of
of such subsidiand firms,
firms, when
individuals and
of
affiliated individuals
ary
or affiliated
individuals is controlled by
firms, or individuals
corporations, firms,
affiliated corporations,
ary or
contract, or otherthe common
through stock
ownership, contract,
stock ownership,
employer through
common employer
the
wise.

hereby declared
The following
forms of
of life
life insurance
insurance are
are hereby
declared to be Forms of
of life
life insurfollowing forms
The
life insurance.
(a) Life goup
group
insurance within
within the
the meaning
of this
this chapter:
chapter: (a)
an
gr
o
c
:p gri
axe
nsgranta
ce. be
meaning of
life insurance
group life
National Ouard
Guard
insurance covering
covering the members
companies, batteries, unNtional"
i
members of one or more companies,
insurance
troops, or
other units
National Guard,
Guard, of any State or the
units of the National
or other
troops,
District, written
written under
under a
a policy
issued to
general
commanding general
the commanding
to the
policy issued
District,
of the
deemed to be the employer
employer for
for
be deemed
who shall be
Guard, who
National Guard,
of
the National
the purposes
purposes of
the premium
premium on which is to be paid by
chapter, the
this chapter,
of this
the
the members
members of
benefits of persons other than the
for the benefits
units for
such units
of such
the
employer:
Provided, however,
however, That
when the benefits of the policy
That when
employer: Provided,
are offered
offered to
to all
all eligible
of aa unit of the National Guard,
members of
eligible members
are
not less
less than
than 75
per centum
centum of
members of such aa unit may be
the members
of the
75 per
not
members of one or more
so insured; (b)
covering the members
(b) life insurance covering
so
or
troopers or
any St
troops
units of
of the
the State
troopers or
or State
State police
of any
police of
State troopers
other units
or other
troops or
the
of
State,
written
under
a
policy
issued
to
the
commanding
officer
•
officer
commanding
State, written under a policy issued to the
State troopers
troopers or
State police,
police who
deemed to be
employer
be the employer
be deemed
shall be
who shall
or State
State
for
this chapter,
premium on
on which
be paid
is to be
which is
the premium
chapter, the
of this
purpose of
the purpose
for the
by the
the members
members of
of such
such units
units for
for the
benefit of
of persons
persons other
than
other than
the benefit
by
the employer:
employer: Provided,
That when
benefits of the
the benefits
when the
however, That
Provided, however,
the
policy are
are offered
offered to
all eligible
eligible members
members of
of a
a unit
of the State
unit of
to all
policy
troopers or
State police
centum of the
the members
per centum
75 per
than 75
less than
not less
police not
or State
troopers
of
such unit
unit may
insured; (c)
(c) life
insurance covering
covering not
not less
Federa and Dstriet
less goFvederalnatnedragoisytrict
life insurance
be so
so insured;
may be
of such
than fifty
fifty employees
employees of
the government
District or of the
of the District
government of
of the
than
Federal
Government, with
with or
without medical
examination, written
medical examination,
or without
Federal Government,
under
issued to
to the
of the Board of Commissioners,
President of
the President
policy issued
a policy
under a
or
head of
independent Federal
or independent
department or
Federal department
any Federal
of any
the head
to the
or to
independent establishbureau,
or other
Federal independent
other Federal
commission, or
board, commission,
bureau, board,
ment,
an association
association of
Federal employees,
employees, as
as the case may be,
of Federal
to an
or to
ment, or
the
premium on
on which
which is
is to
to be
be paid
paid by
by the employees
employees and insuring
insuring
the premium
only
any class
class or
by condicondidetermined by
thereof determined
classes thereof
or classes
or any
employees, or
only employees,
based
insurance based
tions
pertaining to
to the
the employment,
amounts of insurance
for amounts
employment, for
tions pertaining
upon some
some plan
will preclude
preclude individual
selection, for
for the
individual selection,
which will
plan which
upon
benefit
of persons
persons other
That when the
Provided, That
employer: Provided,
the employer:
than the
other than
benefit of
benefits
of the
the policy
policy are
offered to
all eligible
eligible employees, not less
less
to all
are offered
benefits of
ibe
than
75
per
centum
of
such
employees
may
be
so
insured;
(d)
life,„,
1
0am
n.
ber3 of
of 1
°°°'
mb
, 11
life
(d)
insured;
so
be
may
employees
such
of
centum
per
75
than
insurance
members of
of any
any labor
labor union,
under
union, written under
the members
covering the
insurance covering
a
be deemed
deemed to
to be the
shall be
which shall
union, which
such union,
to such
issued to
policy issued
a policy
employer
the purposes
purposes of
on which is
is
premium on
the premium
chapter, the
this chapter,
of this
for the
employer for
to be
paid by
or by
the union
union and
members jointly, and
and
its members
and its
by the
union or
the union
by the
be paid
to
insuring
who are
actively engaged
engaged in the
are actively
members who
its members
of its
all of
only all
insuring only
same
occupation, for
based upon
some plan
plan
upon some
insurance based
of insurance
amounts of
for amounts
same occupation,
which
will preclude
preclude individual
individual selection,
selection for
the benefit
persons
of persons
benefit of
for the
which will
other than
the union
union or
or its
officials: Provided,
however, That
That when
when
Provided, however,
its officials:
than the
other
the premium
is to
be paid
by the
union and
and its
its members
jointly and
members jointly
the union
paid by
to be
premium is
the
the benefits
benefits are
eligible members,
members, not
than 75
per
75per
less than
not less
all eligible
to all
offered to
are offered
the
centum
of such
members may
insured: Provided
further, That
Tat
Provided further,
so insured:
be so
may be
such members
centum of
when members
members apply
apply and
pay for
for additional
additional amounts
amounts of
of insurance
insurance,
and pay
when
smaller percentage
members may
insured for
for such
such additional
additional
be insured
may be
of members
percentage of
aasmaller
amounts,
they pass
pass satisfactory
satisfactory medical
examinations.
medical examinations.
if they
amounts, if
Sze. 11.
11. S
TANDARD PROVISIONS
FOR POLICIES
POLICIES OF
OF GROUP
LIFE 114131Mgrot
yrd provision,
Standard
JGROUP IFE
PROVISIONS FOR
STANDARD
Suc.
Azez.—No policy of
shall be
or delivered
delivered
issued or
be issued
insurance shall
life insurance
group life
ACo.-No policy of group
in
unless and
until a
acopy
copy of
form thereof
thereof has
been
has been
the form
of the
and until
District, unless
the District,
in the
trOOPerS
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filed
and formally
formally approved
nor
by him; nor
approved by
the Superintendent
Superintendent and
with the
filed with
shall
delivered unless it contains, in substance,
substance,
or delivered
issued or
policy be so issued
shall a
a policy
the
provisions:
the following provisions:
Incontestibility.
policy shall
shall be
be incontestable
after two
two years
years
incontestable after
the policy
that the
1.1. A provision that
Incontestibiity.
from
its date
of issue,
except for
for nonpayment
nonpayment of
of .premiums
premiums and
and
issue, except
date of
from its
except for
for violation
violation of
of the
conditions of
the policy
to
policy relating to
of the
the conditions
except
military or
naval service
service in
time of
of war.
war.
in time
or naval
military
Policy to
provision that
that the
the application
application of the employer,
employer,
policy, the
the policy,
2. A
A provision
to constitute
constitute
Policy
entire contract.
entrecontrac
and the individual applications,
applications, if any, of the employees insured,
shall constitute
constitute the
the entire
between the parties, and that all
contract between
entire contract
shall
statements made
or by the individual employees
the employer
employer or
made by the
statements
shall,
deemed representations
representations and not
the absence of fraud, be deemed
shall, in the
statement shall be used in defense to a
a
warranties, and that no such statement
claim under
under the
contained in aawritten application,
it is contained
policy, unless it
the policy,
claim
the
but a
a copy
attached to the
not be attached
written application need net
copy of such written
but
policy.
Misstatement of
of age.
age.
3. A provision
provision for the equitable adjustment of the premimn
premium or the
Misstatement
amount
of insurance payable in the event of aa misstatement of the
amount of
age of an employee.
individual
4.
Issue of individual
4: A provision that the company will issue to the employer for
.certificate.
certifcte.
delivery to the employee, whose life is insured under such policy, an
individual certificate
certificate setting
a statement as to the insurance
setting forth a
individual
payable, together with
protection
protection to which he is entitled, to whom payable,
provisions to the effect that in case of the termination of the employment,. for any reason whatsoever, the employee shall be entitled
entitled to
ment,
company, without evidence
evidence of insurability,
by the
the company,
have issued to him by
and
application made to
thirty-one days
to the
the company, within thirty-one
and upon
upon application
after
payment of the premium appliafter such
such termination, and upon the payment
cable to the class of risk to which he belongs, and to the form and
a policy of life insurNew policy upon ter- amount of the policy, at his then attained
Newpolicyupon
attained age, a
mination of employemlo ance in any one of the forms customarily issued by the company,
menat.in
ment.
except
term insurance,
insurance, in an amount equal to the amount of his
except term
protection
group-insurance policy at the time of such
protection under such group-insurance
termination.
Addition of
new emof new
5. A provision that to the group or class thereof
Addition
thereof originally insured
insured
yees.
ployees.
plo
shall be added, from time to time, all new employees of the employer
employer
eligible to insurance
insurance in such group or class.
Except
make a
a
it shall be unlawful to make
provided in this chapter it
Except as provided
contract of
of life
life insurance
insurance covering aa group in the District.
contract
by any
Pr
9vIsions in
in policy
the District
District by
Policies
life insurance,
insurance, when
when issued in the
Policies of
of group
group life
Provisions
required by State, uncompany not
organized under
under the
the District may contain,
the laws of the
not organized
der
laws of
which com- company
ofwShihcUnderlaws
pany organized.
when issued, any provision
provision required by the law of the State or Terripany
organized.
tory or
District of
the United
States under
under which the company is
United States
of the
or District
tory
organized; and
and policies issued in the several States or countries, by
organized;
provision
companies organized
organized in the District, may contain any provision
companies
required by
by the
of the
Territory, State, or country in
the District, Territory,
laws of
the laws
required
same are
are issued, anything in this section to the contrary
the same
which the
notwithstanding. Any
the
issued or
or delivered in the
policy may
may be issued
such policy
Any such
notwithstanding.
District which,
the opinion of the Superintendent, contains proin the
which, in
District
visions
on any one or
the several
several foregoing requirements
or more
more of the
visions on
hereinbefore
more
favorable to the employer
employer or to the employee than hereinbef
ore
more favorable
required.
POLIOIES.ACCIDENT AND
EC. 12.
STANDARD PROVISIONS
FOR ACCIDENT
AND HEALTH
HEALTH POLICIES.—
PROVISIONS FOR
SEC.
12. STANDARD
Standard provisions
Standard
Isealt
for accident
aceident and health
(a) On
after the
1st day
January next
next following
the passage
' (a)
On and
and after
the 1st
day of
of January
following the
passage
policies.
insurance against loss or
or
and approval of this Act no policy of insurance
damage from sickness, or bodily injury or death of the insured by
accident, shall
shall be
or delivered
to any
any person
person in the District by
delivered to
be issued
issued or
accident,
any company organized
organized under this, or any other law of the District,
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or, if
if aa foreign
foreign company, authorized to do business in
in the District,

n

c s if ca

tio
l classification
c
etc., to beftZ
withBSupentdent.
with
Superintendent.

of Fror
F
ro'c2

until aa copy of the form thereof, and of the classification
classification of risks
and the premium rates appertaining
appertaining thereto, have been filed with the
Superintendent;
Superintendent; nor shall it be so issued or delivered until the expiration of thirty days after it has been so filed, unless the SuperinIf the
tendent shall sooner give his written approval thereto. If
company which has
Superintendent
Superintendent shall give written notice to the company
requirements of
filed such form that it does not comply with the requirements
it shall be unlawful
law, specifying
specifying the reasons for his opinion, it
thereafter
thereafter for any such insurer to issue any policy in such form. The
appeal
action
Superintendent in
subject to appeal
in this
this regard shall be subject
the Superintendent
action of the
and review
review in the form and manner prescribed in section 28.
rovi(b)
delivered (1) unless .Mandatory
Mandatory
provishall be so issued
issued or delivered
such policy
policy shall
(b) No such
10D
o '
the entire money and other considerations
considerations therefor are expressed sims
in
insurance therewhich the insurance
time at which
the time
(2) unless
unless the
policy; nor
nor (2)
in the
the policy;
under
terminates is stated in a
portion of the policy
policy
a portion
takes effect and terminates
under takes
preceding its
company; nor (3)
(3) if the policy .purits execution by the company;
preceding
ports
(4) nor unless every printed
printed
person; (4)
insure more than one person;
ports to insure
portion thereof
thereof and of
attached papers shall be
indorsement or attached
of any indorsement
portion
plainly. printed
smaller than
the face shall not be smaller
of which the
type of
printed in type
plainly
description thereof be printed on
a brief description
(5) unless a
ten point;
point; nor (5)
its first
first page
in type
type of which the face shall
back in
on its
its filing
filing back
and on
page and
its
not be
be smaller
than fourteen
(6) unless the exceptions
exceptions
point; nor (6)
fourteen point;
smaller than
not
of the
be printed
printed with the
prominence as the benefits
the same prominence
policy be
of
the policy
to which
they apply:
Provided, That
portion of
Pjring require
of such
such policy
policy Proviso.
That any
any portion
apply: Provided,
to
which they
Printing requireinreduction of
ment, reduction
which purports,
purports, by
reason of the
circumstances under which a
a loss ment,
of in.
the circumstances
by reason
which
is
to reduce
indemnity promised
demmty.
an amount demnity.
therein to an
promised therein
any indemnity
reduce any
is incurred,
incurred, to
less
provided for the same loss occurring
occurring under ordinary
less than that provided
circumstances
printed in
bold-face type and with greater
greater
in bold-face
be printed
shall be
circumstances shall
prominence than
than any other portion of the text of the policy.
prominence
Standardprovisions.
(c)
certain standard Standard
provisions.
so issued shall contain certain
Every such policy so
(c) Every
provisions,
which shall
words and
hereinafter
in the order hereinafter
and in
the words
in the
be in
shall be
provisions, which
Terms.
set forth
and be
caption "Standard
"StandardTerms.
in every policy by the caption
preceded in
be preceded
forth and
set
provisions."
In each
each standard
wherever the
word "
com"comthe word
provision wherever
standard provision
provisions." In
pany"
substituted therefor
"company" or
therefor "company"
be substituted
shall be
there shall
is used
used there
pany" is
"
corporation" or
or ""association"
or "
society"
such other
word
other word
" or
or such
" society
association " or
' corporation"
as
the company.
Said standard
provisions
standard provisions
company. Said
designate the
properly designate
will properly
as will
shall be:
For.
(1) A
A standard
standard provision
provision relative
to the contract, which may beForms.
relative to
(1)
in
following two
two forms:
forms: Form
(A) to
be used
used in
in
to be
Form (A)
the following
of the
either of
in either
policies which
which do
not provide
for reduction
of indemnity
indemnity on
on account
account
reduction of
provide for
do not
policies
of change
change of
of occupation,
form (B)
(B) to
used in
policies which
which
in policies
be used
to be
and form
occupation, and
of
do so
so provide.
used and
and the
provides
policy provides
the policy
is used
(B) is
form (B)
If form
provide. If
do
indemnity against
sickness, the
or contracts
sickcontracts sick"or
words "
the words
from sickness,
loss from
against loss
indemnity
ness "may
may be
be inserted
"in the
the
words "in
the words
after the
immediately after
therein immediately
inserted therein
ness"
event
that the
insured is
injured":
is injured":
the insured
event that
(A)
the indorsements
Form A.
A.
papers, Form
attached papers,
and attached
indorsements and
includes the
policy includes
This policy
1. This
(A) 1.
if any,
any, and
and contains
insurance. No
reduction
No reduction
of insurance.
contract of
entire contract
the entire
contains the
if
shall
made in
in any
any indemnity
herein provided
provided by
by reason
change
of change
reason of
indemnity herein
be made
shall be
in
the occupation
occupation of
of the
the insured
reason of
of his
his doing
any act
act
doing any
by reason
or by
insured or
in the
or
thing pertaining
other occupation.
occupation.
to any
any other
pertaining to
or thing
(B) 1.
This policy
and attached
Form B.
B.
papers, Fom
attached papers,
endorsements and
the endorsements
includes the
policy includes
1. This
(B)
if
any,
and
contains
the
entire
contract
of
insurance
except
as
it
as
it
except
insurance
of
contract
if any, and contains the entire
may be
by the
classification of
of risks
premium
and premium
risks and
company's classification
the company's
be modified
modified by
may
rates
in
the
event
that
the
insured
is
injured
after
having
changed
changed
having
after
is
injured
insured
the
that
event
rates in the
his occupation
occupation to
to one
classified by
company as
as more
more hazardous
hazardous
by the
the company
one classified
his
than that
in the
or while
he is
or thing
thing
act or
any act
doing any
is doing
while he
the policy,
policy, or
stated in
that stated
than
pertaining to
to any
so classified,
classified, except
duties
ordinary duties
except ordinary
occupation so
any occupation
pertaining
about
recreation, in
which event
event
in which
in recreation,
engaged in
while engaged
or while
residence or
his residence
about his
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the company
company will
the indemnities
indemnities provided
provided
of the
portion of
only such
such portion
pay only
will pay
the
in
the policy
policy as
the premium
paid would
have purchased
purchased at the
would have
premium paid
as the
in the
rate
but within
within the
the limits
limits so
so fixed
fixed by
the company
company for such more
by the
rate but
hazardous occupation.
hazardous
State laws requiring
which the insured resides at the time
IfIf the law of the State, in which
state
statement of premium

rates and

rates and classification
classification

this policy
policy is
requires that
to its
issue a
a statement
of
its issue
statement of
that prior
prior to
is issued,
issued, requires
this

the premium
pertaining to itit shall
premium rates and classification
classification of risks pertaining
shall
be filed with the State official
official having
having supervision
supervision of insurance
insurance in
such State,
State, then
premium rates
rates and classification
classification of risks menthen the
the premium
such
by
been last
filed
such
as have
shall
mean
only
in
this
policy
tioned
tioned
the company
in this i
policy
n accordance
shall mean
withonly
suchsuch
law,asbut
have
if such
been filing
last filed
is not
by
not
filing
is
law,
but
if such
with
such
in
accordance
the
company
company's premium
required by such law then they shall mean the company's
rates and
effective by it
it in such State
rates
and classification
classification of risks last made effective
occurrence of the loss for which the company is liable.
prior to the occurrence
Change
Change in contract.
(2) A standard
standard provision relative
relative to changes
changes in the
the contract,
contract, which
form:
shall be in the following form:
2. No statement made
made by the applicant
applicant for insurance, not
included herein, shall avoid the policy or be used
used in any legal proceeding hereunder.
hereunder. No agent
agent has authority
authority to change
change this policy
policy or
or
ceeding
to waive any of its provisions. No change in this policy shall be
officer of the company
company and
valid unless approved
approved by an executive officer
approval be endorsed
endorsed hereon.
such approval
reinstatement of policy after
after
Reinstatement.
Reinstatement.
(3) A
A_ standard
standard provision relative
relative to reinstatement
lapse which may be in either of the three following forms: Form
(A) to be used in policies which insure only against loss from accident; form (B) to be used in policies which insure only against loss
from sickness; and form (C) to be used in policies which insure
accident and sickness.
sickness.
against loss from both accident
3

of
of risks.
risks,

of Pre"
acmftnre
miura
AceePtance
default.
cf
after

default be made in the payment of the agreed premium
(A)
(A) 3.. If
If default
for this policy, the subsequent acceptance
acceptance of a
apremium
premium by the company or by any of its duly authorized agents, shall reinstate
reinstate the
policy, but only
only to cover loss resulting from
from accidental
accidental injury
thereafter sustained.
thereafter
(B) 3. If
If default
payment of the agreed
agreed premium
premium
(B)
default he
be made
made in the payment
subsequent acceptance
premium by the comfor this policy,
policy, the
the subsequent
acceptance of aapremium
authorized agents shall reinstate
reinstate the
pany or by any of its dulyduly authorized
such sickness as may begin more than ten
policy but only
only to
to cover such
after the date of such acceptance.
days after
acceptance.
(0) 3. If
If default
payment of the agreed
premium
agreed premium
default be made in
in the
the payment
(C)
subsequent acceptance
acceptance of a
apremium by the comthe subsequent
for this policy, the
pany
authorized agents
agents shall reinstate
reinstate the
by any of its duly authorized
pany or by
policy
accidental injury
thereafter sustained and
injury thereafter
policy but
but only to cover accidental
such sickness as may
may begin more than
than ten days
days after the date of
acceptance.
such acceptance.
Tdme of notice
(4)
provision relative
time of notice of
of claim,
claim, which
Time
notice of
(4) A
A standard provision
relative to time
may be
following forms:
be in
in either of
of the three following
forms: Form
Form (A) to be
be
used in policies which
which insure only against loss from
from accident; form
(B)
(B) to be used in policies which insure only against loss from sickness; and form (C)
(c) to be used in policies which insure against loss
from both accident
accident and sickness.
sickness. If
If form (A)
(A) or form (C) is used
used
the company may
may at its option add
add thereto
following sentence:
thereto the following
sentence:
"In event of accidental death immediate
"In
thereof must
must be
be
immediate notice thereof
company."
given to the company."
Written notice of injury
injury on
on which
which claim
claim may
may be
be based
based
(A) 4.
4. Written
given to
the company
company.within
twenty days
days after
after the
the date
date
must be
be given
to the
within twenty
accident causing
of the accident
causing such injury.
injury.
Written notice of sickness
which
(B) 4. Written
sickness on which claim may be based
must be given to the company
company within ten days after the commencecommencement of the disability from such sickness.
are-
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(C) 4.
Written notice
sickness on which claim
claim may
may
injury or of sickness
notice of injury
4. Written
(C)
company within twenty
be
based must
must be given
twenty days after
after
given to the company
be based
after
injury or within
the
accident causing such
such.injury
within ten days after
the accident
of the
date of
the date
such sickness.
the
disability from such.
commencement of disability
the commencement
of notic
suffiie"
(5) A
standard provision
provision relative
relative to
to sufficiency
claim .3,8,4u.ffi,,nciency
of
notice
sufficiency of notice of claim
A standard
(5)
shall
company
the
which
in
and
following form
which
company shall
the following
in the
be in
shall be
which shall
it may desire
insert in
the blank
blank space
space such
such office and its location as it
in the
insert
notice:
to
such purpose of notice:
for such
designate for
to designate
beneficiary
5. Such
given by,
by, or
or in
in behalf
the insured
insured or beneficiary
behalf of the
notice given
Such notice
5.
,,or
as
the
case
may
be,
to
the
company
at
---------------------at
company
as the case may be, to the
address)
(Full address)

sufficient
particulars sufficient
to
any authorized
authorized agent
of the
company, with particulars
the company,
agent of
to any
to
insured, shall
shall be deemed to be notice
notice to the company
company.
the insured,
identify the
to identify
Failure to
give notice,
within the
the time
provided in this policy, shall
time provided
notice, within
to give
Failure
not invalidate
invalidate any
any claim
shall be
been reasonreasonto have been
not to
shown not
be shown
it shall
if it
claim if
not
ably possible
possible to
such notice
given as soon
soon
and that notice was given
notice and
give such
to give
ably
as was
was reasonably
possible.
reasonably possible.
as
g
(6) A
A standard
to furnishing
for the
the proof
Forms SInbt.
in submitting
F
forms for
furnishing forms
relative to
ofloss.
provision relative
standard provision
(6)
convenience
of the
proof of loss as follows:
follows:
insured in submitting proof
the insured
convenience of
6.
The company,
receipt of such notice, will furnish to the
upon receipt
company, upon
6. The
claimant
such forms
forms as
as are
are usually
usually furnished
it for filing proofs
furnished by it
claimant such
fifteen days
within
of
loss.
If
such
forms
are
not
so
furnished
furnished
so
not
are
forms
such
If
of loss.
after receipt
receipt of
such notice,
the claimant
claimant shall be deemed to have
notice, the
of such
after
complied with
with the
to proof of loss,
policy, as to
this policy,
of this
requirements of
the requirements
complied
upon
within the
the time
proofs
policy for filing proofs
the policy
in the
fixed in
time fixed
submitting within
upon submitting
extent
of loss,
loss, written
written proof
character, and extent
occurrence, character,
the occurrence,
covering the
proof covering
of
made.
is
of
the
loss
for
which
claim
which
for
of the loss
(7)
A standard
provision relative
relative to
of loss
FifingProofonces•
which Flingoofofs.
loss which
proof of
filing proof
to filing
standard provision
(7) A
may
as
shall
be
in
such
one
of
the
following
forms
may
be
appropriate
forms
following
the
of
one
such
in
shall be
to
provided:
indemnities provided:
the indemnities
to the
(A) 7.
Affirmative proof
loss must
must be furnished
furnished to the comof loss
proof of
7. Affirmative
(A)
pany
at
its
said
office
within
ninety
days
after
the date
of the loss
date of
the
after
days
ninety
within
pany at its said office
for which claim is made.
for
(B) 7.
Affirmative proof
proof of
loss must
must be
be furnished
to the
comthe comfurnished to
of loss
7. Affirmative
(B)
pany
ninety days
days after
after the
the termination
termination of the
within ninety
office within
said office
its said
at its
pany at
period of
for which
which the
the company
company is liable.
disability for
of disability
period
(C) 7.
7. Affirmative
of loss
loss must
must be
be furnished
the comcomto the
furnished to
proof of
Affirmative proof
(C)
pany
in case
claim for
for loss
of time
time from disloss of
of claim
case of
office in
said office
its said
at its
pany at
ability
days after
the termination
termination of
period for
of the period
after the
ninety days
within ninety
ability within
which the
company is
is liable,
liable and
case of
of claim for any other loss,
in case
and in
the company
which
within ninety
dale of such
such loss.
days after date
ninety clays
within
(8) A
standard provision
provision relative
relative to
to examination
of the person
person
examination of
A standard
(8)
of
the insured
insured and
to autopsy
autopsy which
which shall
shall be
be in
following
the following
in the
relative to
and relative
of the
form:
form:
in8. The
company shall
the right
right and
opportunity to
to examine
examine Eminatin
Examination of inand opportunity
have the
shall have
The company
8.
srsd;autopy.
the person of
the
insured,
when
and
so
often
as
it
may
reasonably
sure
d'''''' .
reasonably
may
it
as
often
so
and
when
insured,
the person of the
require during
during the
and also
the right
also the
hereunder; and
claim hereunder;
of claim
pendency of
the pendency
require
and opportunity, in
in the
case of
death,
to have
autopsy performed,
performed,
autopsy
have
to
death,
of
case
the
opportunity,
and
where it
it is
not forbidden
forbidden by
law.
by law.
is not
where
(9)
A standard
provision relative
relative to
to the
which pay- Paymts.
PaYm ents •
within which
time within
the time
standard provision
(9) A
ments
other
than
those
for
loss
of
time
on
account
of
disability
shall
disability
of
account
on
time
of
loss
for
those
than
ments other
be made, which
provision may
may be
be in
either of
following two
two
the following
of the
in either
be made, which provision
forms
and
which
may
be
omitted
from
any
policy
providing
only
only
providing
policy
any
from
omitted
be
may
which
and
forms
company
indemnity for
for loss
of time
on account
account of
of disability
disability... The company
time on
loss of
indemnity
shall insert
in the
space either
the word
"immediately" or
or
word "immediatelyn
either the
blank space
the blank
shall insert in
appropriate language
language to
designate
such
period
of
time,
not
more
more
not
time,
of
period
such
to designate
appropriate
than sixty days, as it may
(A) to
in policies
policies
used in
be used
to be
form (A)
desire, form
days, as it may desire,
sixty
tian
which do not provide
provide indemnity
indemnity for
for loss
of time
on account
account of
disof dison
time
of
loss
which do not
ability
and form
(B) to
to be
be used
policies which
which do
do so provide.
in policies
used in
form (B)
ability and
86637*
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(A) 9.
provided in
in this
this policy
policy will
will be
be paid
paid
(A)
9. All
All indemnities
indemnities provided
after receipt
receipt of
proof.
----------------------------- after
of due
due proof.
(Indicate
(Indicate time)
time)

(B)
indemnities provided
this policy
loss other
(B) 9.
9. All
All indemnities
provided in
in this
policy for
for loss
other than
than
that
time on
account of
disability will
paid ----------------that of
of time
on account
of disability
will be
be paid
(Indicate
(Indicate time)

Periodical payments
of indemnity on acaccount of disability.

receipt of due proof.
after receipt
(10) A standard
standard provision
relative to
to periodical
periodical payments
(10)
provision relative
payments of
of
indemnity for
of time
time on
of disability,
provisions
indemnity
for loss
loss of
on account
account of
disability, which
which provisions
shall be
be in
in the
the following
following form,
form, and
and which
be omitted
from any
shall
which may
may be
omitted from
any
policy
not providing
such indemnity.
indemnity. The
shall insert,
insert,
policy not
providing for
for such
The company
company shall
language to
desigin the first
first blank
blank space
space of the form,
form, appropriate
appropriate language
to designate
accrued indemnity
nate the proportion
proportion of
of accrued
indemnity it
it may
may desire
desire to pay,
pay, which
which
proportion
may be
or any
any part
part not
than one
one half;
proportion may
be all
all or
not less
less than
half; and
and in
in the
the
second
exceeding
second blank
blank space
space shall insert any period of time not
not exceeding
sixty
sixty days.
10. Upon
Upon request of
of the insured and
and subject to
to due proof
proof of loss
loss
-_---- -------------------- accrued indemnity
indemnity for
for loss
loss of time on
on
(within time to be inserted)
inserted)

each
account of disability will be paid
paid at the
the expiration of
of each
of the
the period
----------.
._
.--------during the
the continuance
continuance of
period
(insert
(insert time)

Indemnity payments
payments
Indemnity
to beneficiary.
beneficiary.

Canoelotion
Cancelation of polio"
policy
at instance of insured.
at
insured.

Rights
Rights of
of beneficiary.
beneficiary.

Time within which
suit may be brought.

for which the company
company is liable, and any balance
balance remaining
remaining unpaid
unpaid
at the termination
termination of such period
period will be
be paid
paid immediately
immediately upon
upon
receipt of due
due proof.
proof.
(11) A standard
to indemnity
indemnity payments
payments which
which
(11)
standard provision relative to
(A) to
to be
may be in either
either of
of the
the two following
following forms: Form
Form (A)
be used
used
designate aabeneficiary
and form
form (B)
(B) to
in
in policies which designate
beneficiary and
to be
be used
used in
policies which do not designate any beneficiary
beneficiary other than
than the
the
insured.
insured.
(A) 11. Indemnity
Indemnity for loss of life of the insured is payable to
to the
the
beneficiary
beneficiary if surviving
surviving the insured, and otherwise
otherwise to the estate
estate of
of
the insured. All other indemnities
indemnities of this policy are payable
payable to
to
the insured.
(B)
(B) 11. All the indemnities of this policy are
are payable
payable to the
the
insured.
(12)
(12) A standard provision
provision providing for cancelation
cancelation of the
policy
the policy
at the instance of the insured which shall be in
following form:
form:
in the
the following
12. If
If the insured shall at any time
occupation to
to one
one
time change his occupation
classified
classified by the company
company as less hazardous
hazardous than
than that
that stated
stated in the
and surpolicy, the company, upon written request
request of the
the insured
insured and
surrender of the policy, will cancel the same and
to the
the
and will return
return to
insured the unearned premium.
premium.
(13) A standard provision relative to the rights of the beneficiary
(13)
beneficiary
which
under the policy which shall be in the following form and which
may be omitted from any policy not designating a
abeneficiary.
13. Consent of the beneficiary
beneficiary shall not be requisite to surrender
surrender
or assignment
assignment of this policy, or to change of beneficiary,
beneficiary, or to
to any
any
other changes in the policy.
policy.
(14)
(14) A standard
standard provision
provision limiting the time within which
which suit
may be brought upon the policy as follows:
14. No action at law or in equity shall be brought to recover on
on
policy prior to the expiration
this pohcy
proof of
of loss
expiration of
of sixty days after
after proof
loss
has been filed
iled in accordance
requirements of this policy, nor
accordance with the requirements
shall such action
action be brought at all unless brought within two years
from the expiration of the time within which
which proof of loss is required
required
by the policy.
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(15) A
A standard
standard provision
provision relative
limitations of the
relative to time limitations
(15)
follows:
policy as follows:
15. If
If any
any time
policy, with respect to giving
giving
limitation of this policy,
time limitation
15.
notice of
of claim
claim or
or furnishing
permitted
furnishing proof of loss, is less than that permitted
notice
by the
the law
of the
the State
State in
insured resides
resides at the time this
which the insured
in which
law of
by
policy is
extended to agree with the
limitation is hereby extended
such limitation
issued, such
is issued,
policy
minimum period
period permitted
permitted by such law.
minimum
(d) No
policy shall
issued or delivered which contains
shall be so issued
such policy
No such
(d)
instance of the comany
provision (1)
comcancelation at the instance
relative to cancelation
(1) relative
any provision
a sum less than
pany;
limiting the
indemnity to a
amount of indemnity
the amount
(2) limiting
or (2)
pany; or
the amount
amount stated
policy and
the premium has been
been
and for which the
the policy
in the
stated in
the
of any premium from the
deduction
the
for
providing
(3)
or
paid;
amount
paid; orpaid
(3) i
providing
nsettlement
forofthe
claim;
deduction
or (4) of
relative
any premium
to other insurance
from the
amount paid in settlement of claim; or (4) relative to other insurance
policy;
of
by
the
same
company;
or
(5)
relative
to
age
limits
the
policy;
limits
age
the
to
by the same company; or (5) relative
optional
designated as optional
unless
provisions, which
hereby designated
which are hereby
such provisions,
unless such
which
standard provisions,
provisions, shall
shall be
words and in the order
order in which
in the words
be in
standard
they
hereinafter set
company may at its option
option
forth, but the company
set forth,
are hereinafter
they are
omit
from the
the policy
any such optional
standard provision. Such
optional standard
policy any
omit from
optional standard
policy shall
shall immediinserted in the policy
if inserted
provisions if
standard provisions
optional
ately
provisions named
(c) of
subdivision (c)
in subdivision
named in
standard provisions
the standard
succeed the
ately succeed
this section.
section.
this
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Limitation of policy
policy
Limitation

Cancelation of
ofpoli
policy
atCBnstanti
cancelation of the
to cancelation
(1) An
standard provision
relative to
the at
provision relative
optional standard
An optional
(1)
instance of company.
pany.
as
company
policy
at
the
instance
the
company
follows:
the
of
instance
the
at
policy
16. The
The company
company may
cancel this policy
written
policy at any time by written
may cancel
16.
notice
to the
the insured
insured or
or mailed
mailed to his last address,
address, as
delivered to
notice delivered
shown by
the records
together with cash or the
company, together
the company,
of the
records of
by the
shown
company's
for the
unearned portion
portion of
premiums actually
actually
of the premiums
the unearned
check for
company's check
paid
by the
cancelation shall
be without prejudice
shall be
such cancelation
and such
insured, and
the insured,
paid by
to
any claim
thereto.
prior thereto.
originating prior
claim originating
to any
Reduction of
m unt
f aamount
o
(2)
An optional
optional standard
standard provision
provision relative
to reduction
reduction of the
the ofedeltnoii..
relative to
of indemnity.
(2) An
as
policy
the
stated
amount
of
indemnity
to
a
sum
less
than
that
stated
in
policy
amount of indemnity to a sum
follows:
follows:
17.
insured shall
shall carry
company, corporation,
corporation,
carry with another company,
the insured
If the
17. If
association, or
or society
society other
other insurance
insurance covering
covering the
the same
same loss withassociation,
out giving
to the
then in that case the comcompany, then
the company,
notice to
written notice
giving written
out
pany shall
shall be
for such
of the
indemnity promised
promised
the indemnity
portion of
such portion
only for
liable only
be liable
pany
as
bears to
the total
total amount
amount of like indemnity
indemnity in
to the
indemnity bears
said indemnity
the said
as the
all
such loss,
loss, and
return of such
such part of
for the return
and for
covering such
policies covering
all policies
the premium
paid as
as shall
exceed the
pro rata
rata for
the indemnity
indemnity thus
for the
the pro
shall exceed
premium paid
the
determined.
determined.
Deduction of premiptmiuD"duticntlo
(3)
An optional
standard provision relative to deduction
deduction of pre- um
upon settlement.
optional standard
(3) An
mium
upon
settlement
of
claim
as
follows:
follows:
as
claim
of
mium upon settlement
(18) Upon
hereunder .any
any premium
then
premium then
claim hereunder
of claim
payment of
the payment
Upon the
(18)
be
due
and
unpaid
or
covered
by
any
note
or
written
may
order
written
or
note
any
by
covered
or
unpaid
due and
deducted
therefrom.
deducted therefrom.
Other insurance by
insurance by
Other
(4)
relative to
to other
other insurance
insurance same
provision relative
company.
standard provision
optional standard
An optional
(4) An
by
the
same
company
which
shall
be
in
such
one
of
the
following
ameompany
following
the
of
one
such
in
be
shall
by the same company which
forms as
as may
may be
and in
in the
the
provided, and
indemnities provided,
the indemnities
to the
appropriate to
be appropriate
forms
blank
space
of
which
the
company
shall
insert
such
upward
limits
upward
such
insert
shall
company
the
which
blank space of
of
are specified
specified by
by the
company's classification
of risks,
classification of
the company's
as are
indemnity as
of indemnity
filed as
as required
by this
section.
this section.
required by
filed
(A)
19. If
If a
alike
like policy
policy or
or policies,
previously issued
issued by
comby the compolicies, previously
(A) 19.
pany to
the insured,
in force
force concurrently
concurrently herewith,
herewith, making
making the
the
be in
insured, be
to the
pany
aggregate
in excess
excess of
of $
$----------,the
the excess
excess insurinsurindemnity in
aggregate indemnity
(Amount
to
be
inserted)
(Amount to be inserted)
ance shall
shall be
and all
premiums paid
such excess
shall be
be
excess shall
for such
paid for
all premiums
void and
be void
ance
returned to
to the
insured..
the insured.
returned
(B) 19.
policy or
or policies,
policies, previously
previously issued
issued by
by the
the comcomlike policy
If aalike
(B) 19. If
pany
the insured,
force concurrently
concurrently herewith,
the
making the
herewith, making
in force
be in
insured, be
to the
pany to
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aggregate
indemnity for
for loss
loss of
of time
account of disability
excess
disability in excess
on account
time on
aggregate indemnity
of
the excess
excess insurance
insurance shall
shall be
be void
void and
and all
all
weekly, the
of $
$------------- weekly,
(Amount
inserted)
(Amount to be inserted)

premiums
paid for
excess shall be
returned to the insured.
insured.
be returned
for such excess
premiums paid
(C)
19. If
If a
alike
policy or
or policies,
policies, previously
by the
the comcomissued by
previously issued
like policy
(C) 19.
pany
to the
be in
concurrently herewith,
herewith, making the
in force
force concurrently
the insured,
insured, be
pany to
aggregate indemnity
indemnity for
for loss
loss other
other than that of time on account
account of
of
aggregate
or the
the aggregate
indemnity
aggregate indemnity
disability in excess of $
$----------- or
disability
inserted)
(Amount to be inserted)

for
loss of time on account
excess of $
$--account of disability in excess
for loss

-----weekly, the
excess insurance
of either
be void
void and all preeither kind
kind shall be
the excess
insurance of
weekly,
returned to the insured.
miums paid for such excess
excess shall be returned
(5) An
standard provision
to the
limits of
of
the age
age limits
relative to
provision relative
(5)
An optional
optional standard
blank
following form and in the blank
the policy which shall be in the following
company shall insert such numbers
numbers of years
years as
spaces of which the company
it may elect.
it
20. The insurance under
under this policy shall not cover any person
person
under
the age
of ------ years nor over the age of ------ years. Any
Any
age of
under the
premium paid
paid to
to the
the company
for any
covered by this
period not covered
any period
company for
premium
policy will be returned
returned upon request.
(e)
(e) No such policy shall be so issued or delivered if it
it contains
(Amount to be inserted)
inserted)
(Amount

Age limits of
of policy.

Policy
containing
Policy
containing
contradictory,
etc., proeontradimory, etc.,
rovisions, issue
iSS110 prohibprohibvisions,
t
i
e
d
ited.

False

statement

apcatioeen
application.

Rights of
company In
ofcomjany
defense
claim not
defee of claim
waived by acknowledgements, etc.

RiRhts

any
provision contradictory,
contradictory, in whole or in part, of any of the proany provision

visions hereinbefore
hereinbefore in this section
section designated
designated as "standard
"standard proviprovisions "; nor shall
sions"
"optional standard provisions
shall any
any endorseendorsesions
" or as "optional
attached papers vary,
alter, extend, be used as aasubstitute
vary, alter,
or attached
ments or
way conflict
conflict with
standard provi"standard
with any of the said "
for, or in any way
sions"
or the
the said
optional standard
standard provisions";
provisions"; nor
nor shall
shall such
such
said "
"optional
sions" or
purportdelivered if it contains any provision purportpolicy be so issued or delivered
ing to make any
any portion of the charter, constitution, or bylaws
bylaws of the
company
unless such portion of the charter, concompany aapart of the policy unless
stitution, or bylaws shall be set forth in full in the policy, but this
or
prohibition shall
shall not be deemed
deemed to apply to any statement
statement of rates or
prohibition
classification
classification of risks filed with the Superintendent
Superintendent in accordance
with the
provisions of
the provisions
of this
this section.
section.
with
in
(f) The
The falsity
any statement
statement in
in the
the application
application for any policy
of any
falsity of
(f)
in
covered by this section shall
recovery thereunder
thereunder
covered
shall not bar the right to recovery
statement was made with actual intent to deceive
unless such false statement
materially affected
acceptance of the risk or
or unless it
it materially
affected either
either the acceptance
or
assumed by the company.
the hazard
hazard assumed
company.
n

(g) The acknowledgment
acknowledgment by a
a company
company of the receipt
receipt of notice

covered by this section,
section, or the furnishing
furnishing of
of
aeknowl- given under any policy covered

edgements, etc.

Alterations in written
AltrationWittn
application.

Construction of palicy issued in violation
of section.

Co ssetionvotpo

forms for filing proofs of loss, or the acceptance
acceptance of such proofs,
proofs, or
or
the investigation
investigation of any
any claim thereunder shall not operate
operate as aa
claim
waiver of any of
of the rights of the
the company
company in
in defense of any
any claim
arising under such policy.
alteration of any written
(h)
(h) No alteration
written application
application for insurance
insurance by
other
erasure, insertion, or otherwise
otherwise shall be made by any person other
than the applicant without his written consent, and the making
making of
any such alteration
alteration without the consent
consent of the applicant shall bu
be aa
misdemeanor. If
alteration shall be made bv
by any officer of
misdemeanor.
If such alteration
the company, or by any employee of the company
company with the company's
company's
knowledge
knowledge or consent, then such act shall be deemed
deemed to have been
been
performed
thereafter issuing the policy upon such
performed by the company
company thereafter
application.
altered application.
(i) A policy
violation of this section shall be held valid
(i)
policy issued in violation
construed as
this section
section and
when any
any
but shall be construed
as provided
provided in
in this
and when
provision of this
provision in such aa policy is in conflict with any provision
section the rights, duties, and obligations
obligations of the company,
company, the policy-
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holder, and
beneficiary shall be governed
governed by the provisions
provisions of
the beneficiary
and the
holder,

this section.
section.
this
te
Provisions of Sta
State
Provisions
(j) The
policies of
insurance against
against accidental
accidental bodily injury or Ilaws,
of insurance
The policies
(j)
laws, etc., may be inpolicy.
in
cluded
organized under
sickness issued
company not
not organized
under the laws
laws of the eluded
a company
by a
issued by
sickness
District may
issued in the District, any provision
provision
contain, when issued
may contain,
District
which
law of
Territory, or District of the United
United
the State, Territory,
of the
the law
which the
States
under which
organized prescribes
prescribes for insercompany is organized
which the company
States under
accidental
tion in
such policies,
insurance against accidental
the policies of insurance
and the
policies, and
in such
tion
organized under the
bodily injury
injury or
sickness issued
company organized
issued by aa company
or sickness
bodily
delivered in any
laws of
the District may contain, when issued or. delivered
of the
laws
other State,
State, Territory,
Territory, District, or country, any provision required
other
by the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State,
which
Territory, District, or country in which
State, Territory,
by
the same
same are
contrary
anything in this section to the contrary
are issued, anything
the

notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Policy to which sectowhich lse
(k)
this section,
shall apply
apply to
to or
or affect tioln'r
however, shall
section, however,
in this
tion not applicable.
Nothing in
(1) Nothing
(k) (1)

any
policy of
of liability
or workmen's
workmen's compensation
insurance or any
compensation insurance
liability or
any policy
municipal corgeneral
or
blanket
policy
of
insurance
issued
to
any
municipal
insurance
of
policy
blanket
or
general
poration
or department
department thereof,
thereof, or to any employer, whether a
a
poration or
corporation,
association, or individual
individual or to any
any
copartnership, association,
corporation, copartnership,
police
or fire
corps, salvage bureau, or to
underwriters corps,
department, underwriters
fire department,
police or
members having aaconstitution
any
constitution or
or more members
of fifty or
association of
any association
bylaws
and
formed
in
good
faith
for
purposes
other
that of
than that
other
purposes
for
faith
good
in
formed
and
bylaws
obtaining insurance,
where not less than
than 75 per centum
centum of the meminsurance, where
obtaining
against
bers or
employees are insured for their individual
individual benefit
benefit against
or employees
bers
specified accidental
accidental bodily
bodily injuries
injuries or
sickness while exposed
exposed to the
or sickness
specified
otherwise in consideration
hazards of
consideration of aapremium
premium
occupation or otherwise
the occupation
of the
hazards
intended
the risks
persons insured
insured under
under such
risks of all the persons
cover the
to cover
intended to
policy.
policy.
Supplemental
conconSupplemental
(2) Nothing
Nothing in
this section
affect tracts.
section shall apply to or in any way affect
in this
(2)
contracts
supplemental to
endowment insurance
contracts of life or endowment
to contracts
contracts supplemental
where such
supplemental contracts
contracts contain
contain no
no provisions except such
such supplemental
where
a
as
operate to
such insurance
against lapse or to provide
provide a
insurance against
safeguard such
to safeguard
as operate
special
surrender
value
therefor
in
the
event
shall
insured
the
that
event
the
in
therefor
value
surrender
special
be totally
totally and
permanently disabled
disabled by
reason of
accidental bodily
of accidental
by reason
and permanently
be
Proviso.
injury
or
by
sickness:
Provided,
That
no
such
supplemental
rrovivo. of form.
contract Approval
supplemental
such
no
That
injury or by sickness: Provided,
shall
issued or
delivered to
any person
in the
District unless
and Airnval of form.
unless and
the District
person in
to any
or delivered
be issued
shall be
until
copy of
of the
form thereof
has been
approved
to and approved
submitted to
been submitted
thereof has
the form
a copy
until a
by
the
Superintendent
under
such
reasonable
rules
and
regulations
as
regulations
and
rules
reasonable
such
under
Superintendent
by the
he
in such
their
contracts and their
such contracts
provisions in
the provisions
concerning the
make concerning
shall make
he shall
submission
and approval
him.
by him.
approval by
to and
submission to
Railroad
ticket poli(3) The
of this
this section
section contained
contained in
clause (o)
(5) of
ailroad ticket polof cies.
in clause
provisions of
The provisions
(3)
subdivision (b)
(b) and
and clauses
(2), (3),
(12) of
of subdivision
subdivision (c)
and (12)
(3), and
clauses (2),
subdivision
may
only at
at railroad
railroad
sold only
policies sold
railroad-ticket policies
from railroad-ticket
omitted from
be omitted
may be
stations
or
at
railroad
ticket
offices
by
railroad
employees.
railroad
stations, or at railroad ticket offices
Penalty provisions.
(1) Any
or other
insurer, or
or any
officer or
thereof. Pe alt y provision
agent thereof.
or agent
any officer
other insurer,
company, or
Any company,
(1)
which or
who issues
issues or
or delivers
to any
the District
any
District any
in the
person in
any person
delivers to
or who
which
policy
in
violation
of
the
provisions
of
this
section,
punished,
punished,
be
shall
section,
this
of
provisions
the
of
policy in violation
upon conviction,
by a
fine of
than $500
$500 for each offense,
more than
not more
of not
a fine
conviction, by
upon
and
the
Superintendent
may
revoke
the
certificate
of authority
authority of
of
certificate
the
revoke
and the Superintendent may
any company,
or other
other insurer
insurer of
of
society, or
association society,
corporation, association,
company, corporation,
any
or
any
State
or
country,
or
the
license
of
the
agent
thereof,
which
or
which
thereof,
agent
the
any State or country, or the license of
who violates
violates any
provisions of
this section.
section.
who
any ,provisions
of this
"Indemnity,"
conw
(m)
The term
term indemnity
indemnity ",
used in
in this
section, means
means benefits
"Indemm y," cowbenefits strued.
this section,
as used
", as
(m) The
promised.
and
promised.
Stock
operations and
tok operations
boarda- conadvisor board
S
EC. 1.3.
STOCKpromsed.
OPERATIONS AND
AND ADVISORY
ADVISORY BOARD
CONTRACTS PROPRO- advisory
BOARD CONTRACTS
OPERATIONS
13. STOCK
SEC.
tacts,
prohibited.
HIBITED.—NO
business in
the District
issue tracs, proibited.
shall issue
District shall
in the
doing business
company doing
life company
HmrnD.-No life
soliciin
the
District,
nor
permit
its
general
agents,
agents,
officers,
soliciofficers,
agents,
agents,
general
its
permit
nor
District,
the
in
tors
employees to
to issue
issue or
or deliver
company
District, agency company
the District,
in the
deliver in
or employees
tors or
stock
or
other
capital
stock,
or
benefit
certificates
or
shares
in any
any
in
shares
or
certificates
benefit
or
stock,
capital
stock or other
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common-law corporation, or securities
common-law
any special
or advisory
advisory
securities or
or any
special or
board or other
contracts of any kind promising
other contracts
promising returns
profits
returns and profits
as an inducement
inducement to insure; and no life company shall
be authorized
authorized
shall be
to do business in the District which issues or
permits its
general
or permits
its general
agents, agents, officers,
officers, solicitors or employees
in the
the District
employees to issue in
District
or in any State or Territory agency
agency company
or other
other capital
capital
company stock
stock or
stock, or benefit certificates
certificates or shares
shares in any common-law
common-law corporacorporations, or securities
securities or any special
special advisory
board or
or other
other contracts
contracts
advisory board
of any kind promising
promising returns and profits
inducement to
to insurprofits as an
an inducement
insurance; and no corporation
corporation or stock company
company acting
acting as
as agent
agent of
of aalife
life
company nor any of its general
solicitors, or
general agents, agents,
agents, officers,
officers, solicitors,
or
employees shall be permitted
employees
permitted to
to sell,
sell, agree,
agr ee, or
off er t
ll, or
or give
or offer
too se
sell,
give
or offer to give, directly or indirectly, in any manner whatsoever,
whatsoever,
any share of stock, securities,
agreement of
of any
form or
or
securities, bonds, or agreement
any form
nature promising
promising returns
returns and profits as an inducement
inducement to insurance
insurance
connection therewith. It
It shall be the duty of the Superinor in connection
tendent, upon due proof after notice
notice and hearing
such comcomhearing that any
any such
pany or agent thereof has violated any of the
provisions of
of this
this secsecthe provisions
revoke the authority of
tion, to revoke
company or
agent so
offending:
of the
the company
or agent
so offending:
Provided,
Provided, however, That the action of the Superintendent
Superintendent in
in this
this
regard
regard shall be subject to appeal and review
the form
and manner
manner
review in
in the
form and
prescribed
prescribed in section 28.
SEC.
MISREPRESENTATIONS
SEC. 14. M
ISREPRESENTATIONS PROHIBTEED.-No
PROMBITED.—NOlife
company doing
doing
life company

business
business in the District, and no officer, director, general
general agent, agent,
or solicitor thereof, broker
broker or any other
person shall
shall make,
issue, or
or
other person
make, issue,
circulate, or cause to be issued
estimate, illustraillustraissued or
or circulated,
circulated, any
any estimate,
tion, circular, or statement of any sort misrepresenting
the terms
terms of
of
misrepresenting the
any policy issued or to be issued by
it or the
the benefits
benefits or
or advantages
advantages
by it
promised thereby, or the dividends
promised
dividends or shares
shares of
the surplus
be
of the
surplus to
to be
received thereon, or shall use any name or title of
received
policy or
class
of any policy
or class
misrepresenting the true nature
of policies misrepresenting
thereof. Nor
Nor shall
shall any
nature thereof.
any
corporation or officer,
such corporation
officer, director,
director, general
agent, or
solicitor
general agent, agent,
or solicitor
thereof,
thereof, broker or any other person,
person, firm, association,
association, or
corporation
or corporation
make
misrepresentation to any person
make any misrepresentation
insured in
in any
any company
company
person insured
for the purpose of inducing
inducing or tending
tending to
to induce
induce a
policyholder
a policyholder
lapse, forfeit, or surrender
in any company
company to lapse,
his insurance.
insurance. It
It shall
shall
surrender his
be the duty of the Superintendent,
Superintendent, upon due
due proof
proof after
after notice
and
notice and
hearing that any such company
company or agent
agent thereof
any
thereof has violated
violated any
of the provisions
provisionof off this section,
section, to revoke
revoke the authority
the comcomauthority of
of the
Provided, however,
the action
action of
of
pany or
or agent so offending:
offending: Provided,
however, That
That the
the Superintendent
in
this
regard
shall
too 28.
appeal
review
the Superintendent
i
n the form in
andthis
manner
regardprescribed
shall be
be subject
subject
in section
t
a
ppeal and
review in the form and manner prescribed in section 28.
SEC.
SEC. 15.
15. DISCRIMINATIONS
life insurance
corporaDISCRIMINArIONS PRonnuTED.--No
PROHIBITED.-No life
insurance corpora-

tion doing business
business in the District
District shall
shall make
make or
or permit
permit any
any
discriminations
between individuals
individuals of the same class or of equal
equal
discriminations between
expectation of life, in the amount of payment
expectation
of premiums
payment or return of
premiums
or rates charged
charged for
policies of
ins urance ,including
i
nc l
u di ng endowment
en d
owment
for policies
of insurance,
policies and annuity contracts, or in the dividends
or other
other benefits
dividends or
benefits
payable thereon,
thereon, or in any of the terms or conditions
payable
conditions of
the policy;
policy;
of the
nor shall any such company
company permit or agent thereof offer
offer to
to make
make
any contract
contract of insurance, endowment
endowment policy, or annuity
contract, or
annuity contract,
or
agreement as to such contracts
agreement
contracts other than as plainly expressed
expressed in the
the
policy
policy issued
issued thereon, nor shall any such
such company or officer, agent,
solicitor,
or representative
representative thereof pay, allow, or give, or offer
solicitor, or
offer to
to
pay, allow, or give, directly
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, as
as inducement
to any
any person
person
inducement to
to insure, or give, sell, or purchase, or offer to give,
to
give, sell,
sell, or
or purchase
purchase as
as
such inducement
inducement or in connection
connection with such insurance,
insurance, endowment
such
endowment
policy, or annuity
annuity contract, any stocks, bonds or other securities
policy,
of
securities of
any insurance
insurance company or other corporation,
corporation, association
association or
or partnerpartner-
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accruing thereon, or any valuable
ship, or
any dividends
or profit
profit accruing
dividends or
or any
ship,
not specified in the policy, nor
consideration
or
inducement
whatever
not
whatever
inducement
or
consideration
shall any
any person
knowingly receive
receive any such inducement, any rebate
person knowingly
shall
advantage in the dividends or
of
premium, or
any special
or
special favor or advantage
or any
of premium,
employment or contract
other
to accrue
accrue thereon,
contract
thereon, or any paid employment
benefits to
other benefits
for services
services of
of any
any kind
or any
any valuable
valuable consideration
consideration or inducement
inducement
kind or
for
whatever, not
specified in
in the
excused
policy. No person shall be excused
the policy.
not specified
whatever,
or
producing any books, papers, or
from attending
attending and
testifying and producing
and testifying
from
investigaany
upon
other
documents
before
any
court
or
magistrate,
investigamagistrate,
or
court
any
before
other documents
violation of any of the provisions of
tion, proceeding,
trial for
for aa violation
or trial
proceeding, or
tion,
reason that the testimony
this
section,
upon
the
ground
or
for
the reason
testimony or
for the
or
this section, upon the ground
evidence, documentary
may tend to
to
required of him may
otherwise, required
or otherwise,
documentary or
evidence,
a penalty
convict
him of
of a
crime or
subject him to a
penalty or forfeiture;
forfeiture; but
but
or subject
a crime
convict him
any penalty
no person
shall be
prosecuted or
subjected to any
penalty or forfeiture
forfeiture
or subjected
be prosecuted
person shall
no
or thing concerning
for or
or on
transaction, matter
concerning
matter or
any transaction,
of any
account of
on account
for
documentary or otherwhich
testify or
evidence, documentary
produce evidence,
or produce
so testify
may so
he may
which he
received against
wise,
and no
no testimony
given or
or produced
against
produced shall be received
so given
testimony so
wise, and
him
any criminal
investigation or
or proceeding.
proceeding. Nothing in this
criminal investigation
upon any
him upon
section
shall be
be so
as to
forbid a
company, transacting
transacting
a company,
to forbid
construed as
so construed
section shall
industrial life
life insurance
from returning
returning to policyholders,
policyholders, who
who have
insurance, from
industrial
to
year,
one
made
premium
payment;
for
a
period
of
at
least
one
directly
to
least
at
of
period
a
for
payments
made premium
the company
its home
distant offices,
offices, a
a percentage
percentage of such
such aa
or distant
home or
at its
company at
the
the collection
premium which
the company
company would
paid for
collection
for the
have paid
would have
which the
premium
thereof.
thereof.
anr en
tsefi of
D
i
fcreditors
creditors
Rights
SEC. 16.
OF CREDITORS
CREDITORS AND
AND BENEFICIARIES
BENEFICIARIES UNDER
UNDER POLICIES
POLICIES OF
OF and
RIGHTS OF
16. RIGHTS
SEC.
beneficiaries under
life insurheretofore or policies of lifees
LIFE INSITRANCE.—When
insurance, whether
insuerwhether heretofore
of insurance,
policy of
INSURANCE.-When aapolicy
LIFE
hereafter
effected by
any person
on his
his own
own life
life or on ance
".
person on
by any
is effected
issued, is
hereafter issued,
himself having
another life
life in
some person
having an
than himself
other than
person other
of some
favor of
in favor
another
insurable interest
interest therein,
therein, or,
or, except
cases of transfer
transfer with intent
in cases
except in
insurable
to defraud
if a
a policy
policy of
insurance is assigned or in
life insurance
of life
creditors, if
defraud creditors
to
any
way made
made payable
payable to
to any
person, the
the lawful
beneficiary
lawful beneficiary
such person,
any such
any way
so effecting
or
assignee thereof
than the
insured or
or the
effecting
person so
the person
the insured
other than
thereof other
or assignee
entitled
be
shall
such
insurance,
or
his
executors
or
administrators,
entitled
administrators,
or
executors
his
or
insurance,
such
representatives of
to
its proceeds
proceeds and
and avail
the creditors
creditors and
and representatives
of
against the
avail against
to its
not
whether
insurance
such
the
insured
and
of
the
person
effecting
such
insurance
whether
or
not
effecting
person
the
of
the insured and
the
to change
the beneficiary
beneficiary is
is reserved
or permitted
permitted and
reserved or
change the
right to
the right
whose life
person
the
whether
or
not
the
policy
is
made
payable
to
the
to
payable
made
is
whether or not the policy
person:
is
insured,
if
the
beneficiary
or
assignee
shall
predecease
such
person:
such
predecease
shall
assignee
or
beneficiary
the
if
insured,
is
Provided,
statute of
limitations the
the amount
roviso. f f
amount of Proo.
of limitations
the statute
to the
subject to
That subject
Provided, That
defraud Pcredi
toirgefrld
any
premiums
for
said
insurance
paid
with
intent
to
defraud
u
si
;ree
n
g
defraud
to
intent
with
paid
insurance
said
any premiums for
creditors,
thereon, shall
their benefit
the tOrs
tws'
from the
benefit from
to their
inure to
shall inure
interest thereon,
with interest
creditors, with
proceeds
the company
company issuing
issuing the
the policy
policy shall be
but the
policy, but
the policy,
of the
proceeds of
discharged of
payment of
of its proceeds
proceeds in
in
by payment
thereon by
liability thereon
all liability
of all
discharged
accordance
with
its
terms,
unless
before
such
payment
the
company
company
the
payment
such
before
accordance with its terms, unless
shall have
have written
notice by
behalf of
of a
acreditor
creditor of a
aclaim
claim to
to
in behalf
or in
by or
written notice
shall
recover for
for transfer
transfer made
made or
premiums paid
intent to
to defraud
defraud
with intent
paid with
or premiums
recover
creditors with
of the
the amount
claimed.
amount claimed.
specifications of
with specifications
creditors
disaof disaS
EC. 16
16 (a)
DISABILITY INSURANCE
FROM EXECUJEXECU- bEemption
bilr i
ption mot
from
INSURANCE FROM
OF DISABILITY
EXEMPTION OF
(a) EXEMPTION
SEC.
execution.
agreed
zioN.—No
money
or
other
benefit
paid,
provided,
allowed,
or
or
execution.
allowed,
provided,
paid,
benefit
other
TION.-No money or
to
be paid
paid by
any company
company on
on account
of the
from injury
injury
disability from
the disability
account of
by any
to be
or sickness
sickness of
any
insured
person
shall
be
liable
to
execution,
execution,
to
liable
be
of any insured person shall
or
attachment, garnishment,
other process,
or to
to be
be seized,
seized, taken,
taken,
process, or
or other
garnishment, or
attachment,
appropriated or
applied by
process or
operaor operaequitable process
or equitable
legal or
any legal
by any
or applied
appropriated
tion
of law,
to pay
any debt
of such
insured person
person
such insured
liability of
or liability
debt or
pay any
law, to
tion of
whether such
or liability
incurred before
the comcomafter the
or after
before or
was incurred
liability was
debt or
such debt
whether
mencement
of
such
disability,
but
the
provisions
of
this
section
shall
shall
section
this
of
provisions
mencement of such disability, but the
not
affect
the
assignability
of
any
such
disability
benefit
otherwise
otherwise
benefit
disability
such
any
of
assignability
the
not affect
disaassignable, nor
shall this
section apply
to any
income disamoney income
any money
apply to
this section
nor shall
assignable,
bility
benefit
in
an
action
to
recover
for
necessaries
contracted
for
for
contracted
necessaries
for
recover
to
bility benefit in an action
itgr
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after the
commencement of
the disability
by the disability
disability
covered by
disability covered
of the
after
the commencement
clause or
contract allowing
allowing such
such money
benefit.
income benefit.
money income
or contract
clause
Of g
roup life
life insur"
insurgroup
Of
SEC. 17.
17. EXiEPTImON
ExEmrrioN O
OF GROUP
LIFE-INSURANCE POLICIES
POLICIES FROM
FROM EXEEXEGROUP LIFE-INSURANCE
SEC.
awe.
ance.
curioN.—No policy
group life
life insurance,
insurance, nor
proceeds thereof
thereof
nor the proceeds
of group
policy of
cuToN.--No
when paid
any employee
or employees
employees thereunder,
shall be
be liable
liable
thereunder, shall
employee or
to any
paid to
when
to
garnishment, or
or other
other process,
process, or to be seized, taken,
to attachment,
attachment, garnishment,
appropriated, or
or applied
applied by
by any
any legal
legal or
or equitable
equitable process
or operaoperaprocess or
appropriated,
tion of
law, to
any debt
debt or
or liability
of such employee, or his
liability of
to pay
pay any
tion
of law,
beneficiary, or
any other
thereunder,
right thereunder,
have a
a right
may have
who may
person who
other person
or any
beneficiary,
either
or after
payment; nor
the proceeds
proceeds thereof, when
when
shall the
nor shall
after payment;
before or
either before
the
not
constitute aa part of the
beneficiary, constitute
payable to aa named beneficiary,
not made payable
estate
employee for the payment of his debts.
the employee
of the
estate of
statements.
False
False statements.

certain
Proceeds of
of certain
Proceeds
policies
be held
held in
in
policies to
to be
trust
by company.
trust by
company.

premiWhen actual
actual premiWhen
um
policy isis less
less
um for
for life
life policy
than
premium.
than net
net premium.

SEC. 18.
STATEMENTS.—Ally agent,
examining phyphyagent, broker,
broker, examining
FALSE STATEMENTS.-Any
SEC.
18. FALSE
sician,
other person
who shall
shall knowingly
or willfully
willfully make
make any
any
knowingly or
person who
or other
sician, or
false or
statement or representation
reference
representation in or with reference
or fraudulent
fraudulent statement
false
to
for life
life insurance,
insurance, or
such
make any such
or who
who shall make
application for
to any
any application
statement
for the
obtaining any fee, commission, money.
of obtaining
the purpose
purpose of
statement for
or
company transacting
under this
transacting business under
or in any company
from or
benefit from
or benefit
Act shall
shall be
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor.
misdemeanor.
be guilty
Act
SEC. 19.
19. PROCEEDS
PROCEEDS OF
POLICIES TO
TO BE
BE HELD
HELD IN
LIFE
BY LIE
IN TRUST
TRUST BY
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN POLICIES
SEO.
oompANy.—Any
life company
licensed under
the laws of the
the District
District
under the
company licensed
CoMPANY.-Any life
shall
have power
proceeds of any policy issued by it
the proceeds
hold the
to hold
power to
shall have
under
upon such terms and restrictions
agreement upon
a trust
trust or other agreement
under a
policyholder and control by beneficiaries
beneficiaries and
to revocation
revocation by the policyholder
as to
with such
such exemptions
exemptions from the claims
creditors or beneficiaries
beneficiaries
of creditors
claims of
with
other
than the
agreed to in writing
as shall
shall have been agreed
policyholder as
the policyholder
other than
company and the policyholder.
insurance company
company
policyholder. Such insurance
such company
by such
shall
be required
segregate funds
funds so held, but may hold them
to segregate
required to
not be
shall not
as
general corporate
corporate assets.
its general
part of its
as aapart
FOR LIFE
LIFE POLICY
PREMIUM FOR
S
EC. 20.--WHEN
20.—W HEN ACTUAL
ACTUAL PREMIUM
POLICY IS
IS LESS
LESS THAN
THAN NET
NET
SEC.
ritratirai.—When the actual premium
premium charged for an insurance
insurance polPRrEIUM.-When
icy by
company is less than
premium on the basis
than the net premium
any company
icy
by any
adopted
by the
company for
valuation of such policy
under chappolicy under
for the
the valuation
the company
adopted by
section 1
1 of
company shall be charged as a
a
of this
this Act, such company
ter V, section
separate
liability-with
reserve equal
present
equal to the total present
deficiency reserve
with aa deficiency
separate liability
value of the future deficiencies
deficiencies in the actual
actual premium
premium calculated
calculated
value
according
mortality and rate
employed by
rate of interest employed
of mortality
the table
table of
to the
according to
the
company for the valuation of such policy.
the company

Constituti; ConstituPenalties;
tionality.

CHAPTER VI--PENALTIEf3;
CONSTITCTIONALI IX
VI--PENALTIES; CONSTITUTIONALITY
CHAPTER

constitutionality.
See.
Sec. 1. Penalties;
Penalties; constitutionality.
Sec. 2.
Sec. 3.
Sec. 4.
Sec. 5.
Penalty
provisions.
Penalty provisions.

Testimony; ProproducTestimony;
-dantion of
lion
of books.
hooks.

Testimony; production of books.
Constitutionality.
Constitutionality.

Repeals.
Effective date of act.

person, partnerSECTION 1.
1. PENAMILS;
CONS111 U110NALITY.—Any person,
partnerSECTION
PENALTIES; CONSTITUTIONALITY.-Any

provisions of this Act, or
ship, or company who violates any of the provisions
fails to comply with any duty imposed upon him or it by any proviolation or failure no penalty is
vision of this Act, for which violation
elsewhere provided
District, shall be fined not
not
elsewhere
provided by the laws of the District,
$.500 for each and every violation.
exceeding $500
violation.

SEC. 2.
TESTIMONY; PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION OF
BOOKS.—NO person
person shall
shall be
be
SEC.
2. TESTIMONY;
OF BOOKS.-NO
excused from
from testifying
testifying or
or from
producing books,
and
books, accounts,
accounts, and
excused
from producing
papers in any proceeding
upon or growing out of any violaproceeding based upon
tion of the provisions of this Act, on the ground
ground or for the reason
reason
that
testimony or evidence,
evidence, documentary
required
documentary or
or otherwise, required
that the testimony
of him may tend to incriminate
penalty or
incriminate him or subject him to penalty
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SESS.
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1932.

1177
1177

forfeiture; but
but no
no person
having so
testified shall be prosecuted
prosecuted or
or
so testified
person having
forfeiture;
any
of
account
on
or
for
forfeiture
subjected
to
any
penalty
or
forfeiture
account
of
a,ny
penalty
any
to
subjected
transaction,
matter, or
concerning which
which he may
may have testithing concerning
or thing
transaction, matter,
Proviso.
no Prso.
That no
Provided,
evidence:
fied
or
produced
any
documentary
evidence:
Provided,
documentary
Perjury.
fied or produced any
Perjury.
punishor
prosecution
person so
be exempted
exempted from prosecution
punishshall be
testifying shall
so testifying
person
, toImnat y extended
extended
hereby
immunity
the
That
hereb
y
natural person only.
further,
ment
for
perjury:
Provided
further,
That
immunity
toImmunity
ment for perjury: Provided
obedience
in
conferred shall
only to
to a
natural person who,
who,
a natural
extend only
shall extend
conferred
produces evidence, docuto a
asubpena,
testimony under oath or produces
docugives testimony
subpena, gives
to
mentary or
or otherwise,
otherwise, under oath.
mentary
Constitutionality.
SEC.
CONSTITUTIONALITY.—Should any
provision of constitutionality.
section or provision
any section
3. CONSTITUTIONALITY.-Should
SEC. 3.
or
this
Act
be
decided
by
the
courts
unconstitutional
invalid,
unconstitutional
be
to
courts
the
by
this Act be decided
other
the
the Act
thereof other
of any part thereof
whole or of
a whole
as a
Act as
of the
validity of
the validity
affected.
be
not
shall
than
the
part
decided
be
unconstitutional
shall
affected.
unconstitutional
to
than the part decided
a
Repeals.
SEC. 4. T',EpEALs.—All laws
or parts
laws, insofar as they relate
relate epels
of laws,
parts of
4. REPEALS.-All laws or
SEC.
insurance busito life
companies and
conduct of life insurance
and the conduct
insurance companies
life insurance
to
this Act, are
of
ness,
and
in
conflict
with
any
of
the
provisions
are
any
with
ness, and in conflict
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Effective date.
shall become
SEC. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE
AcT.—This Act
become effective
effective Effective date.
Act shall
OF ACT.-This
5. ErECrIvE DATE OF
SEC.
immediately
passage and approval.
approval.
upon passage
immediately upon
1934.
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1934.
[CHAPTER 673.]
6731
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
section 766
Revised Statutes,
as amended.
amended.
Statutes, as
the Revised
of the
766 of
amend section
To amend

1934.
June 19,
June
19, 1934.
[H.R. 9547.1

957.1
[H.R.No.
437.]
[Public,
No.
437.1
[Public,

tates courts.
nited States
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Represetatives
Representatives of
of the United
ouse of
courts.
and House
the Senate
by the
Be
144.
766 .p. 144.
RSdsec.
sec. 768,
United
States of
America in
in, Congress
section 766
766 ES.,
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
U.S.C., p. 914.
914.
U.S.C.,p.
further
it is hereby,
and it
of the
Revised Statutes,
hereby,
be, and
amended, be,
as amended,
Statutes, as
the Revised
of
corpus.
amended
as to
read as
as follows:
follows:beas
Habeas corpus.
to read
so as
amended so
proceedings
tay of
te
Stay
of proceedings
in
mentioned
the
"
Pending
the
proceedings
or
appeal
in
the
cases
mentioned
the
in
appeal
or
proceedings
the
" Pending
during pendency of acndey
during
after
three preceding
sections, and
and until
until final
final judgment
therein, and
and after tion in State court. a
judgment therein,
three preceding sections,
the person so
final judgment
judgment of
of discharge,
discharge, any
any proceeding
proceeding against
against
final
iberty, in any State
imprisoned and
confined or
restrained of his liberty,
or restrained
and confined
imprisoned
court, or
or by
or
under
the
authority
of
any
State,
for any matter so
State,
any
of
by or under the authority
court,
determined,
heard and
and determined,
determined, or
in
process of
being heard and determined,
being
of
process
in
or
heard
judge
a
by
under such
writ
of
habeas
corpus,
may
be
stayed
a
judge
of any
any
stayed
be
under such writ of habeas corpus, may
proceedsuch
court of
of the
United
States
in
which
are
pending
proceedany
pending
are
which
in
States
the United
court
ings or appeal.
granting of
such
of such aa stay any such
the granting
After the
appeal. After
or
ings
proceeding in
in any
any State
State court,
or by
or
under the authority of any
under
or
by
or
court,
proceeding
State,
subsequent thereto
thereto pending
adjudication of such
pending the final adjudication
State, subsequent
habeas corpus
corpus proceedings
proceedings in
the
court
of
the
United States shall
the
of
court
the
in
habeas
Appeals
such Appeals.
granted,
is
stay
be
deemed
null
and
void.
If
no
such
stay
granted, any such
such
no
If
void.
and
null
be deemed
any
of
authority
proceeding
in
any
State
court,
or
under
the
authority
or
by
proceeding in any State court, or
State, shall
shall be
be as
as valid
of as
as full
force and effect as if no
full force
and of
valid and
State,
proceedings or
or appeal
in
the
cases
mentioned
preceding
in the three preceding
appeal in the cases mentioned in
proceedings
No such
States.
United
sections
were
pending
in
any
court
of
the
United
such
court
any
in
sections were pending
appeal shall
shall be
be had
had or
allowed unless
unless taken
taken within three months
or allowed
appeal
after the
the date
date of
of the
the judgment
judgment or
complained of. Any
order complained
or order
after
proceeding, except
except final
judgment or
execution thereof,
thereof, heretofore
heretofore
execution
or
judgment
final
proceeding,
State,
of
taken
in
any
State
court,
or
by
under
the
authority
any State,
under
or
in any State court, or by
taken
for any matter heard
heard and
and determined,
determined, or
or in
in process
process of being heard
any matter
for
and determined, in
proceeding or
or appeal
appeal in
in the
the cases mentioned
mentioned
any proceeding
determined, in any
and
court
in the three preceding
sections
now
pending
of the
any
in
pending
now
in the three preceding sections
United States, shall
be
as
valid and
of as
as full
force and effect
effect as if
if
force
full
of
and
valid
as
be
shall
United States,
no such proceedings
proceedings or
or appeal
appeal had
had been
been pending
in
court of the
any
in
pending
no such
United States
States at
at the
the time
proceeding was taken."
taken."
time such proceeding
United
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1934.
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ACT
AN ACT

Secretary of
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to purchase
issue silver
cerpurchase silver,
silver, issue
silver certificates, and
and for other
tificates,
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Act United States
States of
assembled, That
That the
the short
short title
title
of America
Aierica in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of this Act
Act shall
the ""Silver
Silver Purchase
Purchase Act
Act of
1934."
shall be
be the
of 1934."
Declarationofpolicy.
Declaration of policy.
SEC. 2.
declared to be the policy of the United
SEc.
2. ItIt is
is hereby
hereby declared
United States
that the proportion
proportion of silver
silver to gold
monetary stocks
the
gold
in
the
monetary
stocks of
of the
Ante, p. 342.
Atep p. 2.42.
United States
United
States should
increased, with
with the
the ultimate
ultimate objective
objective of
of
should be increased,
Ante,
having
maintaining, one fourth of
having and maintaining,
monetary value
value of
of such
such
of the monetary
stocks in silver.
Purchase of; rates,
rates,
Purchase
SEC.
Whenever and so long as the proportion
SEC. 3. Whenever
proportion of silver in
in the
the
terms, etc.
terms,
et.
stocks of gold and silver
silver of the United
United States is less than
than one-fourth
one-fourth
of the monetary value
value of such stocks, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to purchase
purchase silver, at home or abroad,
abroad,
present or future
for present
future delivery with any
obligations, coin,
coin, or
or
any direct
direct obligations,
currency of the United
United States,
States, authorized
currency
authorized by law, or with any funds
in the Treasury not otherwise
at such
such rates,
rates, at
at such
such
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, at
times, and upon such terms and conditions
may deem
deem reasonable
reasonable
conditions as
as he
he may
Provisos.
Pcesve price.
and most advantageous
to the
the public
public interest:
no
advantageous to
interest: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
Excessive price.
purchase
purchase of silver shall
shall be made
made hereunder
hereunder at
at aa price
price in
excess of
of
in excess
Purchase
Purchase Flee,
price, in
in the monetary value thereof: And provided further,
further, That no purchases
purchases
continental
United
continental
United
States on
on May
May 1,
1934. of silver situated in
States
1,1934.
States on
May 1,
1, 1934,
1934,
in the continental
continental United
United States
on May
hereunder at aaprice in excess of 50 cents aafine
shall be made hereunder
fine ounce.
Sales, when
when authorSales,
authorSEC.
4. Whenever
Whenever and so long as the market
price of silver
SEC. 4.
market price
silver exceeds
exceeds
ized.
its monetary
monetary value
value or the monetary
monetary value of the stocks
stocks of silver is
is
greater than 25 per centum of the monetary
the stocks
of
monetary value
value of
of the
stocks of
gold and silver, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may, with
approval
with the approval
of the President and subject to the provisions
provisions of section
section 5,
sell any
any
5, sell
silver acquired
acquired under the authority
authority of this
this Act,
Act, at
at home
home or
abroad,
or abroad,
for present
delivery, at such rates,
present or future delivery,
rates, at such
such times,
times, and
and upon
upon
such terms and
and conditions as he may deem reasonable
reasonable and most
most
advantageous
advantageous to the public interest.
Silver certificates.
Ssiver
ofrtieinaSEC. 5.
5. The
of the
Treasury is
and directed
directed
SEC.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
Issue of,
denominarestriction.
tions; restriction,
certificates in such denominations
to issue silver
silver certificates
denominations as
as he
may from
he may
from
time to time
a face
tune prescribe in a
face amount not less than
of all
than the cost .of
all
silver purchased
authority of section
purchased under the authority
section 3,
3, and such certificates
certificates
Bullion reserves,
Rullion
reserves, shall
shall be
placed in actual
maintained in
be placed
actual circulation.
circulation. There
There shall be maintained
in
amount.
certificates heretofore
the Treasury
Treasury as security for all
all silver certificates
heretofore or
or
hereafter
hereafter issued and at the time outstanding an amount
amount of silver
silver
in bullion and standard silver
dollars of
of a
amonetary
monetary value
value equal
to
silver dollars
equal to
Certificates
be the face amount of
Certiftcates to
to be
silver
certificates.
All
silver
certificates
the
amount
such
silver
certificates.
silver
certificates
legal tender.
heretofore or hereafter
heretofore
hereafter issued shall be legal tender for all debts,
debts,
charges, taxes,
public and private,
private, public charges,
taxes, duties,
duties, and
and dues,
dues, and
and shall
shall
Redemption.
be redeemable
Treasury of the United States in
redeemable on demand at the Treasury
in
standard silver dollars; and the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorauthorof the
ized to coin standard
standard silver dollars
dollars for such redemption.
redemption.
Transactions in silS
EC. 6.
6. Whenever
his judgment
action is
i
s necessary
necessary to
t
o e
ffecTrransation
in silSEC.
Whenever in
in his
judgment such
such action
effecver, regulation of.
tuate the policy of this Act, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized, with the approval of the President, to
ized,.with
at
e,regulate,
regu l
at
e,or
to investig
investigate,
or
prohibit, by means of licenses
licenses or
the acquisition,
acquisition ,i
m por or otherwise,
otherwise, the
importation, exportation, or transportation
transportation of silver and of contracts and
and
other arrangements
arrangements made with respect thereto; and
and to require
require the
filing
filing of reports
reports deemed by him reasonably
reasonably necessary
necessary in
in connection
connection
Penalty
for. violaPenalty
for
violatherewith. Whoever
the provisions
Whoever willfully
willfully violates
violates the
provisions of
of any
any license,
license,
tions
of licensing
pro- therewith.
visions.
order, rule, or regulation
regulation issued pursuant
visions.
order,
pursuant to the authorization
authorization contained in this section
section shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction,
conviction, be fined not more
more than
than
$10,000 or, if
if a
anatural person, may be imprisoned for not more
more than
Silver Purchase Act
of 1934. Purchase

ofSier
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ten
years, or
and any
any officer,
director, or agent of any corporacorporaofficer, director,
both; and
or both;
ten years,
tion who
who knowingly
participates in such violation may be punished
knowingly participates
tion
by
like fine,
imprisonment, or both.
fine, imprisonment,
by aalike
order reExecutive
SEC. 7.
Whenever in
the judgment
judgment of
Executive
reof the President such action i(
in the
7. Whenever
SEC.
delivery
silver
jotui
r,rn
etsur
sil
y
v order
quiring
Treasury.
to
Executive
is
necessary
to
effectuate
the
policy
of
this
Act,
he
may
by
Executive
delivery
e
r
by
may
is necessary to effectuate the policy of this Act, he
order
require the
to the
United States mints of any or all
the United
delivery to
the delivery
order require
silver by
delivered shall Coinage.
coinage.
possessed. The silver so delivered
or possessed.
owned or
whomever owned
by whomever
silver
otherwise
or
be
coined
into
standard
silver
dollars
otherwise
added to the
dollars
silver
standard
be coined into
monetary
stocks of
of the
the United
United States
President may deterStates as the President
monetary stocks
silver dollars,
standard
mine;
and
there
shall
be
returned
therefor
in
standard
in
therefor
returned
be
mine; and there shall
de
or any
other coin
coin or
United States,
monetary Seigniorage,
Seigniorage, etc.,
etc., deStates, the monetary
the United
of the
currency of
or currency
any other
or
ductions.
seigniorage,
value
of
the
silver
so
delivered
less
such
for
seigniorage,
ductions.
deductions
such
less
delivered
value of the silver so
as the Secretary
brassage,
other mint
mint charges
charges as
Secretary of the
and other
coinage, and
brassage, coinage,
determined:
Treasury
with
the
approval
of
the
President
shall
have
determined:
have
shall
President
the
of
Treasury with the approval
ed
r
ro.
amount
the
of
Provided,
That
in
no
case
shall
the
value
returned /A'"Vi8°'
value
the
shall
case
no
in
That
Provided,
market
fair
be
must
the
of
order
such
of
time
the
therefor
be less
the
than the fair value at
less than
therefor be
value.
silver
required to
to be
as such
value is determined
determined by the "
1
".
such value
delivered as
be delivered
silver required
of
at
market
price
over
a
reasonable
period
terminating
the
time
market price over a reasonable period terminating
Expenses.
such
order. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
necessary Expenses.
Treasury shall pay all necessary
of the
such order.
dollars,
silver
costs
of
the
transportation
of
such
silver
and
standard
dollars,
and
costs of the transportation of such silver
and
coin, or
or currency,
insurance, protection,
protection, and
the cost of insurance,
including the
currency, including
coin,
g.
Hoarding.
such other
other incidental
incidental costs
reasonably necessary. Any Hoardin
as may be reasonably
costs as
such
this
silver
withheld
in
violation
of
any
Executive
order
issued
under
issued
order
Executive
any
of
silver withheld in violation
section or
any regulations
regulations issued
issued pursuant
pursuant thereto
thereto shall
shall be forof any
or of
section
Penalties.
seized
feited
to
the
United
States,
and
may
be
and
condemned
by Penalties.
be
may
and
States,
feited to the United
like
proceedings as
as those
those provided
provided by
for the
the forfeiture, seizure,
law for
by law
like proceedings
and
imported into
the United
United States coninto the
property imported
of property
condemnation of
and condemnation
trary
to law;
law; and,
and, in
in addition,
person failing to comply, with
with
any person
addition, any
trary to
the
provisions of
any such
Executive order
regulation shall be
or regulation
order or
such Executive
of any
the provisions
subject
to aa penalty
value of
the silver
of the
monetary value
the monetary
twice the
to twice
equal to
penalty equal
subject to
in respect
respect of
of which
which such
such failure
occurred.
failure occurred.
in
taxes.
.
Stamptaxes
SEc. 8.
8. Schedule
of title
title VIII of the Revenue Act of 1926, as Stamp
A of
Schedule A
SEC.
Vol.
103; Vol.
Vol.
p. 103;
44, p.
Vol. 44,
47,
p.
275.
275.
p.
47,
end
amended
(relating
to
stamp
taxes),
is
amended
by
adding
at
the
at
adding
by
amended (relating to stamp taxes), is amended
thereof aa new
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
subdivision to
new subdivision
thereof
Sales
and transfers of
of
Sales and
"
SILVER, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH,
SALES AND
AND TRANSFERS.-On
TRANSFERS.-011 all transfers
transfers silver,
FORTH, SALES
etc. transfers
10. SILVER,
" 10.
e
of any
any interest
interest in
silver bullion,
bullion, if
which such interest s
for which
price for
the price
if the
in silver
of
is or
or is
is to
transferred exceeds
exceeds the
the total
the cost
thereof and
cost thereof
of the
total of
be transferred
to be
is
Transfer
stamps;
Transfer stamps;
On memorandum.
allowed
expenses, 50
50 per
centum of
of the amount of such excess. On
per centum
allowed expenses
u
every
such
transfer
there
shall
be
made
and
delivered
by
the
transdelivered
and
made
be
shall
there
transfer
such
every
affixed
feror
to the
transferee aamemorandum
memorandum to
there shall
shall be affixed
which there
to which
the transferee
feror to
lawful
stamps
in
value
equal
to
the
tax
thereon.
Every
such
memsuch
Every
thereon.
tax
the
to
equal
value
in
lawful stamps
orandum shall
shall show
the date
addresses of
of
and addresses
names and
the names
thereof, the
date thereof,
show the
orandum
the
transferor
and
transferee,
the
interest
in
silver
bullion
which
to
bullion
silver
in
interest
the
transferee,
the transferor and
it
refers, the
the price
price for
such interest
interest is
or is
is to
be transferred
transferred
to be
is or
which such
for which
it refers,
Delivering silver
bulbulDelive"ing
and
the
cost
thereof
and
the
allowed
expenses.
Any
person
liable lion
person
Any
expenses.
withoutslvestamp
allowed
the
and
and the cost thereof
affixed
memorandum.
affixedmemorandum.
in
acts
who
for
payment of
tax under
under this
this subdivision
(or anyone
anyone
subdivision (or
of tax
for payment
party
a party
any such person) who is a
the
matter as
broker for
for any
or broker
agent or
as agent
the matter
delivto
any
such
transfer,
or
who
in
pursuance
of
any
such
transfer
transfer
such
any
of
pursuance
in
who
or
transfer,
such
any
to
ers
any silver
silver bullion
interest therein,
therein, without
memorandum
a memorandum
without a
or interest
bullion or
ers any
who
stating
truly
and
completely
the
information
herein
required,
or who
required,
herein
information
the
completely
and
truly
stating
delivers
any such
such memorandum
without having
proper stamps
the proper
having the
memorandum without
delivers any
Penalty.
affixed
thereto, with
to evade
evade the
the foregoing
shall Penalty
provisions, shall
foregoing provisions,
intent to
with intent
affixed thereto,
be deemed guilty
of
a
misdemeanor,
and
upon
conviction
thereof
thereof
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
shall
pay a
$1,000 or
more
not more
imprisoned not
be imprisoned
or be
exceeding $1,000
not exceeding
of not
fine of
a fine
shall pay
Cancelingstams.
stamps.
than six
six months,
months, or
or both.
Stamps affixed
affixed under
under this
subdivision canceling
this subdivision
both. Stamps
than
Vol. 44, p.
100.
100
p.
shall be
be canceled
(in
lieu
of
the
manner
provided
in
section
804)
by
44,
vol.
by
804)
section
in
canceled (in lieu of the manner provided
shall
such officers
manner as
this subdivisubdiviunder this
regulations under
as regulations
such manner
in such
and in
such officers and
sion shall prescribe. Such
officers shall
shall cancel
such stamps
stamps only
only if
if
cancel such
shall prescribe. Such officers
sion
Liability.
it appears that the
proper
tax
is
being
paid,
and
when
stamps
with
LMtj.
with
stamps
when
and
paid,
being
is
tax
it appears that the proper
respect to
any
transfer
are
so
canceled,
the
transferor
and
not
the
the
respect to any transfer are so canceled, the transferor and not
rgl
e
l t fair returned
e

mu
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Expenses
allowed,
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Losses
to market changes.
trkethangs.
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transferee
transferee shall be liable for any additional
due or
or penalty
penalty
additional tax found due
with respect
respect to such
such transfer. The Commissioner
abate or
or
Commissioner shall
shall abate
refund, in accordance
accordance with regulations
issued hereunder,
hereunder, such
such porporregulations issued
hereunder as he finds to be attributable
tion of any tax hereunder
attributable to profits (1)
(1)
realized in the course of the transferor's
regular business
furnishtransferor's regular
business of
of furnishindustrial, professional,
professional, or artistic
ing silver bullion for industrial,
artistic use and
and (a)
not resulting from a
a change
change in
in the market
market price of silver bullion,
bullion,
contemporaneous losses incurred
or (b) offset by contemporaneous
in
incurred in :transactions
transactions in
interests in silver bullion
bullion determined,
accordance with
such regularegulainterests
determined, in accordance
with such
specifically related hedging
tions, to have been specifically
hedging transactions;
or (2)
transactions; or
(2)
contemporaneous losses attributable
offset by contemporaneous
attributable to changes
changes in the
marthe market price of silver bullion and incurred
in silver
silver
incurred in
in transactions
transactions in
foreign exchange
exchange determined, in accordance
regulations,
accordance with such regulations,
to have been hedged
hedged specifically
specifically by
interest in silver
silver bullion
bullion
by the interest

apProvisions of
of genea
general transferred.
The provisions
provisions of this subdivision shall extend to all
apprvos
transferred. The
of this subdivision shall extend to all
plication.
transfers in the United States
States of any interest
interest in
silver bullion,
bullion, and
and
in silver

to all such transfers
transfers outside the United States
States if either party thereto
thereto
a resident
is a
resident of the United States
States or is a
acitizen of
of the United
United States
who has been a
a resident thereof within three
three months before the date
of the transfer
if such silver bullion or interest
transfer or if
interest therein
therein is situated
situated
in the United
United States; and shall extend
extend to transfers to
United
to the United
Government (the tax in such cases to
States Government
payable by the transtransto be payable
feror), but shall not extend to transfers
feror),
transfers of silver bullion by deposit
deposit
United States mint under
or delivery at a
a United
proclamation by
the
under proclamation
by the
President or in compliance
compliance with any Executive
order issued
issued pursuant
Executive order
pursuant
to section 77of the Silver Purchase Act
.Act of 1934. The tax under this
subdivision on transfers
transfers enumerated
enumerated in subdivision
subdivision 4
4 shall be
be in
in

TrandertaxtoeadTransfer tax to be additional; payment, etc.

Temiconstrued.
Terms
construed.

Tras.

"Transfer."

addition to the tax under such
such subdivision.
subdivision. This
This subdivision
subdivision shall
shall
apply
apply (1) with respect
respect to all transfers
transfers of any
any interest in silver
silver
bullion after the enactment
enactment of the Silver Purchase
Purchase Act of
of 1934, and
respect to all transfers
(2) with respect
transfers of any interest
interest in silver bullion on
on
or after May 15, 1934, and prior to the enactment
enactment of the Silver
Silver Purchase Act of 1934, except
it shall be paid by the
except that in such cases it
transferor
transferor in such manner and at such time as the Commissioner,
Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, may
may by
by regularegularequirement of a
a memorandum
memorandum of such
tions prescribe, and the requirement
such transfer shall
shall not apply.
apply.
"As used in this subdivision—
subdivision" The term ' cost'
cost ' means the cost of the interest
"
interest in silver bullion
bullion
to the transferor,
transferor, except
except that (a)
produced
(a) in case of silver bullion
bullion produced
containing silver which
from materials containing
previously entered
entered
which has not previously
commercial, or monetary use, the cost
into industrial, commercial,
cost to
to a
a transtransferor who is the producer
producer shall be deemed
deemed to be the market price
at the time of production
production determined
determined in accordance
accordance with regulations
regulations
(b) in the case
issued hereunder;
hereunder; (b)
ease of an interest
interest in silver
silver bullion
transferor otherwise than for valuable
acquired by the transferor
valuable consideration,
consideration,
the cost shall be deemed
deemed to be the cost thereof to the last previous
lorevious
it was acquired
a valuable
transferor by whom it
acquired for a
valuable consideration;
consideration;
(c) in the case of any interest
and (c)
interest in silver bullion
acqu i
re d by
by the
the
bullion acquired
transferor
transferor (after April 15, 1934)
1934) in a
sale, the cost shall be
be
a wash sale,
deemed
transferred by him in
deemed to be the cost to him of the interest transferred
such wash sale, but with proper
proper adjustment, in accordance
accordance with regulations under this subdivision,
such interests
interests are
silver
subdivision, when such
are in
in silver
bullion for delivery at different
different times.
"The
term 'transfer'
a sale, agreement
"
The termi
transfer' means a
agreement of sale, agreement
agreement
to sell, memorandum
memorandum of sale or delivery of, or transfer, whether
whether
made by assignment
assignment in blank or by
by any delivery,
delivery, or by any paper
paper
or agreement
agreement or memorandum
memorandum or any other evidence
evidence of transfer
transfer or
or
sale; or means
means to make
make a
atransfer
transfer as
as so defined.
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"1irn .res
" t in
"
term ' interest
interest in silver
silver bullion'
to ,, bull
siloer
in silver
neSt
bullion ' means any title or claim to,
" The
The term
or
contract therefor.
silver bullion or contract
in, any silver
interest in,
or interest
"The term
term 'allowed
'allowed expenses'
expenses' means
usual and
necessary "Allowedexpenses."
"Allowed expenses"
and necessary
means usual
"The
expenses
incurred in
in holding,
holding, processing,
transporting
processing, or transporting
actually incurred
expenses actually
the
interest in
in silver
to which
which an
interest is transferred
transferred
an interest
as to
bullion as
silver bullion
the interest
(including
storage, insurance,
and transportation
charges but not
transportation charges
insurance, and
(including .storage,
including
interest, taxes,
taxes, or charges
overhead),
charges in the nature of overhead),
including interest,
determined
in accordance
accordance with
regulations issued hereunder.
with regulations
determined in
memorandum '
means a
abill,
agreement, "Memorandum."
"Memorandum."
memorandum, agreement,
bill, memorandum,
' means
term ' memorandum
The term
""The
transfer.
a
evidence of a
or other evidence
The term
wash sale'
means a
involving the transfer "wash
"Wash sale."
sale"
transaction involving
a transaction
sale' means
term ' wash
""The
or
before
of
an
interest
in
silver
bullion
and,
within
thirty
days
of an interest in silver bullion and, within
interest
after
transfer 'the
acquisition by the same person
person of an interest
the acquisition
such transfer,
after such
in silver
so much
much of
of the
the interest
so acquired as does
interest so
Only so
bullion. Only
silver bullion.
in
not
exceed the
transferred, and
so much of the interonly so
and only
so transferred,
interest so
the interest
not exceed
est so
so transferred
as does
does not
not exceed
exceed the
interest so acquired,
acquired, shall
the interest
transferred as
est
be
to be
wash sale.
in the wash
included in
be included
deemed to
be deemed
"
The term
term 'silver
silver bullion'
means silver
which has
has been
melted, "silver
"Silver bullion."
bullion."
been melted,
silver which
bullion' means
"The
smelted,
and is
in such
state or
or condition
condition that its value
such state
is in
refined and
or refined
smelted, or
depends primarily
primarily upon
the silver
silver content
content and
upon its form."
not upon
and not
upon the
depends
S
EC. 9.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to Rules
Rules and
relaand regulais hereby
Secretary of
The Secretary
9. The
SEC.
issue,
with
the
approval
of
the
President,
such
rules
and
regulations
prescribed.
tions to beb
regulations
and
rules
such
President,
the
of
issue, with the approval
as
of the
Treasury may
necessary or proper to
deem necessary
may deem
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
carry
the purposes
purposes of
this Act,
Act, or
of any
any order
hereunder.
order issued hereunder.
or of
of this
out the
carry out
Terms construed.
SE0. 10.
Act—
construed.
this Actin this
used in
As used
10. As
SEC.
"Person."
association,
The
term
"
person
"
means
an
individual,
partnership,
association,
"
Person."
partnership,
The term " person" means an individual,
or
corporation;
or corporation;
means the States
The
term "
continental United
United States"
States of the "ContinentalUnited
a"
States " means
" the
the continental
The
Unitedterm
States, the District of Columbia, and
and the
the Territory
Territory of
of Sttt"
tes.
Continental United

United States, the District of Columbia,
Alaska;

"Monetary value.
the value."
The term
term "monetary
"monetary value"
value" means
means a
calculated on the
"monetary
value calculated
a value
The
basis
of $1
for an
silver or
or gold
equal to
to the
the amount
amount at
at
gold equal
of silver
amount of
an amount
$1 for
basis of
the
contained in
in the
the standard
silver dollar
dollar and the gold dollar,
standard silver
time contained
the time
respectively;
respectively;
silver.
at "Stocks
The
stocks of
silver" means
means the
the total
amount of
silver at
"Stocks oof silver"
of silver
total amount
of silver"
"stocks
term "
The term
the time
owned by
United States
or not
not held
held as security
(whether or
States (whether
the United
by the
time owned
the
for outstanding
outstanding currency
of the
the United
silver conconStates) and of silver
United States)
currency of
for
tained
in
coins
of
the
United
States
at
the
time
outstanding;
outstanding;
time
the
at
States
United
the
of
coins
in
tained
The
of gold
gold"
means the
total amount
amount of
of gold
at the
the "stocks
"Stocks of gold."
old."
gold at
the total
" means
stocks of
term ""stocks
The term
time
owned
by
the
United
States,
whether
or
not
held
a
reserve
reserve
a
as
held
not
or
whether
States,
United
time owned by the
or
as security
security for
any outstanding
outstanding currency
of the
the United
States.
United States.
currency of
for any
or as
auS
EC.
11.
There
is
authorized
to
be
appropriated,
out
any
Apriation
money tboAppropriation
any
of
out
appropriated,
be
to
SEC. 11. There is authorized
lo.
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
$500,000, thoA,.p
Arinzed.
te, p. 1060.
appropriated,, the sum of $500,000,
not otherwise
in the
which shall
shall be
for expenditure
expenditure under
under the
direction of the
the direction
available for
be available
which
President
his discretion,
discretion, for
purpose in
connection with
in connection
any purpose
for any
in his
and in
President and
the carrying out
Act; and
and there
there are
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
Annual sums
authorsumsautorbe Annzual
are hereby
this Act;
of this
the carrying out of
appropriated annually
annually such
additional sums
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
ized.
for
as
sums
additional
such
appropriated
such purposes.
such
purposes.
S
EC. 12.
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
reserved.
Rightsreserved.
hereby Rights
this Act
repeal this
12. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved. If
provision of
this Act,
Act, or
the application
application Saving
provisions.
Saingprovisions.
or the
of this
any provision
If any
expressly
thereof
to
any
person
or
circumstances,
is
held
invalid,
remainder
remainder
the
invalid,
held
is
thereof to any person or circumstances,
of
the Act,
and the
the application
application of
of such
provision to
to other
other persons
persons
such provision
Act, and
of the
or
circumstances
shall
not
be
affected
thereby.
shall not be affected
or Scircumstances,
w s reEC. 13. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent with any of the Inconsistent
laws
ra
ncosset la
SEC. 13. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent with any of the pealed.
provisions
of
this
Act
are
hereby
repealed,
but
the
authority
conconprovisions of this Act are hereby repealed, but the authority
ferred
this Act
Act upon
the President
President and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
and the
upon the
in this
ferred in
Treasury
to be
heretofore
authority heretofore
to the authority
supplemental to
be supplemental
declared to
is declared
Treasury, is
conferred.
Approved, June
19, 1934,
p.m.
9 p.m.
1934, 9
June 19,
Approved,
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JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

United States to the Ninth Pan
of delegates
delegates of the United
the expenses
To
for the
expenses of
Pan
To provide
provide for
American
American Sanitary
Sanitary Conference.
Conference.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Ninth
PaResolved
Ninth Pan American
States
America in
Congress assembled,
Sanitary Conferene
Conference.
assembled, That there is hereby approin Congress
of America
States of
Sanitary
Amount
for delepriated, out
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
money in
of any
out of
priated,
gates,authori
gates,
authorized. del

Expenses.
Expenses.

the sum
sum of
$3,000, or
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, for the
as may
thereof as
so much
or so
of $3,000,
the
expenses of
of three
three delegates
the United
States, to
be appointed
appointed by
by
to be
United States,
of the
delegates of
expenses
the President,
President, to
Ninth Pan
Pan American
American Sanitary
Sanitary Conference
to be
be
Conference to
to the
the Ninth
the
held in
in 1933
1933 or
or 1934,
at Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Argentina, or
or at
such time
time and
and
at such
Aires, Argentina,
1934, at
held
place
as may
determined hereafter.
The expenses
expenses herein
herein provided
provided
hereafter. The
may be
be determined
place as
for
shall include
include the
compensation of
of employees,
employees, travel,
travel, subsistence,
subsistence,
the compensation
for shall
or per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
subsistence (notwithstanding
provisions of
of
(notwithstanding the provisions
of subsistence
lieu of
or
any other
Act), and
such miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
and other
expenses as
as the
the
other expenses
and such
other Act),
any
President
shall deem
deem proper,
proper, to
be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
of
to be
President shall
the
Secretary of
of State.
State.
the Secretary
Approved,
June 19,
1934.
19, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 676.]
676.]
June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
June
ES.J.Res.
131.]
[STJ.Res. 131.1
[Pub. Res.,
[Pub.
Res., No. 43.1

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing for
United States
States in
in the
International Labor
Labor OrganOrganthe International
of the
the United
for membership
membership of
Providing
ization.
ization.

International
toward the
Whereas progress
progress toward
the solution of the problems
problems of internainternaInternational Labor Whereas
Organization.
Organization.eambl.gintcabeia

tional
competition in
industry can
be made
through international
international
made through
can be
in industry
tional competition
action concerning
concerning the
the welfare
of wage
wage earners;
and
earners; and
welfare of
action
Whereas the
of a
a nation
establish humane
humane conditions
conditions of
of
to establish
nation to
failure of
the failure
Whereas
labor
is an
an obstacle
obstacle in
in the
the way
way of
of other
other nations
nations which
which desire
desire to
to
labor is
maintain
the conditions
conditions in
in their
their own
own countries;
countries; and
and
improve the
and improve
maintain and
Whereas
the United
United States
States early
recognized the
the desirability
desirability of
of
early recognized
Whereas the
international
in matters
matters pertaining
pertaining to
to labor
labor and
and took
took
cooperation in
international cooperation
part
in 1900
1900 in
establishing, and
for many
many years
years thereafter
thereafter supsupand for
in establishing,
part in
ported,
International Association
Association for Labor
Labor Legislation;
Legislation; and
and
the International
ported, the
International Labor Organization
Whereas
Organization has advanced
advanced the
Whereas the International
reconstudies, memwelfare of
of labor
world through
through studies,
the world
throughout the
labor throughout
welfare
concerning conditions
mendations,
and conventions
conditions of
of
conventions concerning
conferences, and
mendations, conferences,
labor;
and
labor; and
joined the International
Whereas
other nations
nations have
International Labor Organihave joined
Whereas other
zation
without being
of the
the League
League of
of Nations;
an
Nations; and
members of
being members
zation without
hereas special
been made
in the
the constitution
constitution of
of the
the
made in
has been
provision has
special provision
Whereas
International
which membership
membership of the
by which
Organization by
Labor Organization
International Labor
United States
not impose
or be
be deemed
deemed to
impose any
any
to impose
impose or
States would
would not
United
accept the
obligation or
or agreement
agreement upon
United States
States to
to accept
the
upon the
the United
obligation
proposals
of that
that body
involving anything
more than
recomthan recomanything more
body as
as involving
proposals of
mendations
for its
Therefore be it
it
consideration: Therefore
its consideration:
mendations for
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by
President
authorized United
President
in Congress
United States of America in
President authorized
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
to
accept
membership
to accept membership
therein.
hereby authorized
to accept
Government of
of
for the
the Government
authorized to
accept membership
membership for
isis hereby
theren,? m
Organizathe United
States of
of America
the International
Labor OrganizaInternational Labor
in the
America in
the
United States
of its
tion, which,
its general
general conference
conference of
of representatives
representatives of
its
through its
tion,
which, through
members and
its International
International Labor
Office, collects
collects inforLabor Office,
through its
and through
members
mation
concerning labor
throughout the
world and
and prepares
prepares interinterthe world
labor throughout
Imation concerning
member governments
the consideration
national
conventions for
consideration of member
governments
for the
national conventions
with a
view to
conditions of
of labor.
labor.
improving conditions
with
a view
to improving
Preamble.
OPreamlat.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
677. JUNE
JUNE 19,1934.
19, 1934.
CHS. 676, 677.
II. CHS.
SESS.

1183
1183

No obligation
asSEC. 2.
2. That
That in
such membership
the President
shall sumed
asNo under
obligation
President shall
accepting such
membership the
SEC.
in accepting
sumed
under
covenant
covenant
League of Nations.
States no obligation
assume
on behalf
behalf of
of the
United States
obligation under the of Leagueof
the United
assume on
covenant of
League of
of Nations.
Nations.
of the
the League
covenant
Approved,
19, 1934.
1934.
June 19,
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
677.]
[CHAPTER 6771

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To effectuate
policy of
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Act.
Recovery Act.
of the
the National
the policy
further the
effectuate further
To

June 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.J.Res.
375.]
[H.J.Res. 375.]

[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 44.]
44.]
[Pub.

of the
Resolved
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
National
industrial
industrial
National
order to labor
United States
of America
in order
That in
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
boards.
National Industrial Establishment.
further
policy of
title I
of the
the National
I of
of title
the policy
effectuate the
further effectuate
Recovery
and in
exercise of
of the
powers therein
therein and
and herein
the powers
the exercise
in the
Act, and
Recovery Act,
boards
conferred, the
is authorized
board or
or boards
to establish
establish aaboard
authorized to
President is
the President
conferred,
n pp. 195, 198.
tt, pp. 195, 198.
authorized
directed to
to investigate
investigate issues,
facts, practices,
practices, or
or AAnte,
issues, facts,
and directed
authorized and
activities
of
employers
or
employees
in
any
controversies
arising
arising
controversies
activities of employers or employees in any
under
7a of
or which
burdening or
or obstructing,
obstructing,
are burdening
which are
Act or
said Act
of said
section 7a
under section
or threatening
threatening to
to burden
or obstruct,
free flow
of interstate
flow of
the free
obstruct, the
burden or
or
commerce,
salaries, compensation
of the
the board
board or
expenses of
and expenses
compensation and
the salaries,
commerce, the
boards
and necessary
being paid
as provided
in section
section 22
provided in
paid as
employees being
necessary employees
boards and
of the
the National
National Industrial
Recovery Act.
Industrial Recovery
of
Powers.
SEc.
2. Any
empowered, when
when it
it Powers
is hereby
hereby empowered,
established is
so established
board so
Any board
SEC. 2.
shall
appear
in
the
public
interest,
to
order
and
conduct
an
election
shall appear in the public interest, to order and conduct an election
by a
secret ballot
ballot of
of any
any of
of the
employer, to
to deterdeterany employer,
of any
employees of
the employees
a secret
by
mine by
or persons
organization they
desire to
to be
be
they desire
or organization
persons or
person or
what person
by what
mine
represented
in
order
to
insure
the
right
of
employees
to
organize
and
and
organize
to
employees
of
right
the
insure
represented in order to
to select
their representatives
representatives for
purpose of
of collective
collective bargaining
bargaining
the purpose
for the
select their
to
as defined
in section
section 7a
7a of
of said
said Act
Act and
now incorporated
incorporated herein.
herein.
and now
defined in
as
To order production
oder production
For the purposes
purposes of such election such a
a board
board shall have the of
records,
of To
witnesses,
witnesses,
etc.
authority
to
order
the
production
of
such
pertinent
documents
or
etc.
or
authority to order the production of such pertinent documents
the
appearance of
of such
such witnesses
witnesses to
to give
testimony under
under oath,
as
oath, as
give testimony
the appearance
resolution. Enforcement of
it may
may deem
carry out
out the
the provisions
of this
this resolution.
provisions of
to carry
necessary to
deem necessary
it
Any order
under the
the authority
of this
section Boardsordcent
Board's order.
by such
such aaboard
board under
authority of
this section
Any
order issued
issued by
may, upon
upon application
application of
of such
upon petition
of the person
petition of
or upon
board or
such board
may,
or persons
to whom
such order
order is
directed, be
enforced or
reviewed,
or reviewed,
be enforced
is directed,
whom such
persons to
or
as
the case
case may
be, in
in the
same manner,
so far
as applicable,
applicable, as
as is
is
far as
manner, so
the same
may be,
as the
Commission
provided in
in the
the case
of an
order of
the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
of the
an order
case of
provided
under the
Trade Commission
Commission Act.
Act.
Federal Trade
the Federal
under
Regulations
with
SEC.
Regeatoinvesigthto investigaS
EC. 3.
3. Any such board, with the approval
approval of the President,
President, may reference
tions.
prescribe such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
it deems
deems necessary
carry tions.
to carry
necessary to
as it
prescribe
out the
of this
resolution with
reference to
to the
the investigainvestigawith reference
this resolution
provisions of
the provisions
out
tions authorized
authorized in
in section
and to
to assure
assure freedom
from coercion
coercion in
in
freedom from
1, and
section 1,
tions
respect to
to all
elections.
respect
all elections.
Penalty provision.
S
EC. 4.
person who
knowingly violate
any rule
rule or
or reguregu-enalty proion
violate any
shall knowingly
who shall
Any person
4. Any
SEC.
lation
this resolution
resolution or
or impede
or
impede or
of this
section 33 of
under section
authorized under
lation authorized
interfere with
any member
or agent
agent of
of any
board established
established under
under
any board
member or
with any
interfere
this resolution
in the
the performance
performance of
shall be
punishable
be punishable
duties, shall
his duties,
of his
resolution in
this
by
afine
fine of
of not
not more
than $1,000
imprisonment for
for not
not more
by imprisonment
or by
$1,000 or
more than
by a
than one
or both.
Dura
both.
year, or
than
one year,
Duration.
SEC. 5.
resolution shall
cease to
to be
be in
in effect,
effect, and
and any
any board
board Dt
shall cease
This resolution
5. This
SEC.
or
shall cease
cease to
to exist,
June 16,
16,
on June
exist, on
hereunder shall
established hereunder
boards established
or boards
1935,
or
sooner
if
the
President
shall
by
proclamation
or
the
Congress
Congress
the
or
proclamation
by
shall
1935, or sooner if the President
shall
joint resolution
declare that
that the
emergency recognized
recognized by
by
the emergency
resolution declare
by joint
shall by
section
the National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
Act has
ended.
has ended.
of the
section 11of
Right to strike not
abridged.
S
EC. 6.
this resolution
shall prevent
prevent or
impede or
e Dot
ged
or abri.t
or impede
resolution shall
in this
Nothing in
6. Nothing
SEC.
diminish in
in any
right of
employees to
to strike
or engage
engage in
in
strike or
of employees
the right
way the
any way
diminish
other
concerted activities.
activities.
other concerted
1934.
19,
Approved,
June
19, 1934.
June
Approved,

1184
1184

73d
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73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
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CIIS.
687, 688.
688.
CHS. 687,

JUNE
21, 1934.
20,21,
JUNE 20,

[CHAPTER
687.1
[CHAPTER 687.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION
cotton
industryi on
on a
sound comcoma sound
cotton industry
and practices
putting cotton
cotton
practices inn putting
and
into
the
channels
of
interstate
and
foreign
commerce,
to
provide
funds
for
into the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, to provide funds for
paying
additional benefits
benefits under
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
Act, and
and for
for
Agricultural Adjustment
under the
paying additional
other
purposes" (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Congress), approved
Seventy-third Congress),
approved
other purposes"
Numbered 169,
169, Seventy-third
April
April 21,
21, 1934.
1934.

Tune
Tune 20,
20, 1934.
1934.
To amend
an Act
Act to
to place
place the
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
To
amend an
[S.J.Res. 1
38.]
[S.J.Res.
138.]
prevent unfair
competition
unfair competition
to prevent
mercial basis,
basis, to
[Pub. Res.,
No. 46.]
4 -.~] mercial
[Pub.
Res., No.

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved
by the
the Senate
United
Congress assembled, That
That the Act
Act
United States of America in
in Congress
entitled "An
Act to
to place
place the
the cotton
cotton industry
industry on
on a
a sound
sound financial
Ante, p. 607.
financial
entitled
"An Act
basis, to
to prevent
unfair competition
competition and
and practices
practices in
in putting
putting cotton
cotton
basis,
prevent unfair
into
channels of interstate
commerce, to provide
provide
interstate and foreign
foreign commerce,
into the channels
additional benefits
Agricultural AdjustAdjustfunds for
for paying
paying additional
benefits under the
the Agricultural
ment Act,
Act, and
other purposes"
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 169,
169, Seventyment
and for
for other
purposes " (Public,
SeventyCongress), approved
hereby amended
third Congress),
approved April
April 21
21,1 1934,
1934, is hereby
amended by
adding at
section:
following new section:
adding
at the end thereof
thereof the
the following
Tax-exemption
Tax-exemption cercer.
"
SEC. 25. (a) No tax-exemption
tax-exemption certificates
certificates shall
shall be issued to any
" SEC.
tificates; issue.
issue.
tificates;
engaged in production
cotton in the crop year during
during
person not
not engaged
production of cotton
are issued.
which such
such -certificates
certificates are
Surplus cotton; allotapportionment under sections 7
any
a lot"(b) Whenever
Whenever after apportionment
7 and
and 88 any
ments.
ments.
surplus
number of
of bales
bales remain
of the
the amount
allotted to
to any
any county
remain of
amount allotted
county
surplus number
under section
section 5
such surplus bales
bales shall be allotted, in such
5 (b) such
other
quantities as the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture determines, to such other
counties within
the State
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
determines
counties
within the
State as
as the
Agriculture determines
have an
an insufficient
insufficient allotment. Said bales
apportioned, purbales shall
shall be apportioned,
have
suant
and 8,
8, within
the respective
respective counties
counties to
to which
which
suant to
to sections
sections 7
7 and
within the
allotted,
allotted, but
but in
in no case shall
shall any
any farm receive
receive any of such allotment
allotment
receive a,
so as to
to receive
a total allotment
allotment in excess of
of its estimated
estimated production
production
for
allotment is made.
year in which such
such allotment
for the crop
crop year
cc •c •
of computecomF)utaMethod of
"(c)) In
tion.
In computing the production
production of any State pursuant
pursuant to section.
production of cotton
cotton for
such State
State in
in the
the fivetion 5
5 (a)
(a) the
the total production
for such
fiveyear
period, 1928-1932,
regardless of the
1928-1932, inclusive, shall be
be used regardless
year period,
length
length of staple
staple of such production."
production."
Approved,
Approved, June 20, 1934.
Cotton control Act
amended.
amended.

(CHAPTER 688.1
[CHAPTER
688.]
June 21, 1934.

[S.
IS.665.)
500.]
439.1
[Public, No. 439.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To authorize
authorize the
the acquisition
acquisition by
the United
United States
States of
of the
the land
land upon which the
the
by the
To
Seneca
Indian School,
Seneca Indian
School, Wyandotte,
Wyandotte, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, is located.

it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
Be it
and House of Representatives
the

SenecaIndianSchool,
Seneca Indian School, United
Wyandotte, Okla.
Acquisition of the Lary of

United States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secre-

Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
acquire for
Acwquiton of the tary of the Interior
authorized to acquire

lend
land o,
of, authorized.
authorized.
1

ation
thAopr
Appropriation
thorized.

Credited to
doctted
dolts Tribe. to

Indian school purposes, the east half southwest quarter,
quarter, southeast
southeast
quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter, east half northwest quarter
quarter and west
half southwest quarter southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section 21,
21, township
township 27
Indian meridian, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
north, range 24 east, Indian
an-"
SEC.
1 hereof
S
EC. 2. In order to carry out the provisions of section 1
hereof
there is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States
States not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $10,000,
$10,000, which said sum when so appropriated
appropriated and placed
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Wyandotte
an

wyanass aa full,
Y " Tribe of Indians, shall operate a
full, complete,
com pl et
e,and
an d perfect
perfec t

W

an

extinguishment
extinguishment of all their right, title, and interest in and to the
described and which sum shall be subject to disburseribyon. lands above described
ment under congressional authority
authority for the benefit of the Wyandotte
Wyandotte

Disbursed
by Con- l
s
gressional
authority.
-and

gDisosb

Tribe.
Approved, June 21,
21, 1934.
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[CHAPTER 689.]
689.1
[CHAPTER

689-691.
CRS. 689-691.
CHtS.

1185

JUNE 21,1934.
21, 1934.

AN ACT

June
21, 1934.
June 21,
[S.
1825.]
i[. 1825.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 440.]

numbered
Authorizing the
the Secretary
Interior to issue patents
patents to the numbered
Secretary of the Interior
Authorizing
school
sections in place, granted
granted to the States by the Act approved
approved February
February
school sections
any
22, 1889,
1889, by
by the
the Act approved
1026), and by any
January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026),
approved January
22,
other Act of Congress.
Congress.
other

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
That the
assembled,
Congress
in
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the SecreSecreAmerica
of
States
United
tary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall upon
upon the
the application
application by aa State cause
cause
tary
patents
to
be
issued
to
the
numbered
school
sections
sections in place, granted
school
numbered
patents to be issued to the
for the
support of
of common
approved February
February
common schools by the Act approved
the support
for
22,
1889,
by
the
Act
approved
January
1927
(44 Stat. 1026),
25,
January
22, 1889, by the Act approved
and
by any
any other
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, that
have been surveyed, or may
may
that have
other Act
and by
has vested or may herehereafter
to which
which title
title has
and to
surveyed, and
be surveyed,
hereafter be
after vest
vest in
grantee States,
States, and
reconveyed
which have not been reconveyed
and which
the grantee
in the
after
to
United States
States or
with the United States for other
exchanged with
or exchanged
the United
to the
the
lands. Such
Such patents
shall show
the date when title vested in the
show the
patents shall
lands.
State and
extent to
to which
the lands
lands are subject
subject to prior condiwhich the
the extent
and the
State
In all inquiries as
tions, limitations,
limitations, easements,
or rights,
rights, if
any. In
if any.
easements, or
tions,
to the
the character
character of
the land
which patent is sought the fact
for which
land for
of the
to
shall
be determined
of the
date when
when the
State's title attached.
the State's
the date
as of
determined as
shall be

Public
lands.
Publiclads.
Patents
Patents to issue to

numbered school
secschoolsecnumbered
tions in place, upon ap-

State.
a State.
plication
plication by
by a

Vol. 25, P. 676;
67 Vol.
44, p. 1026; Vol. 47, p.
140.

Vl
40P.

Vol.

5

Grant to
evigive evito give
dernt
dence of title and prior
easements,
limitation, easements,

limitation,
etc.

etc.

Approved,
June 21, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 690.]
690.]
ICHAPTER

AN ACT
AN

To
homestead rights in certain cases.
restore homestead
To restore

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Be it
United States
of America
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter any
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
person who
who has
has heretofore
heretofore made
homestead laws on
under the homestead
entry under
made entry
person
any lands
embraced within
any reservation
reservation ceded to the United
within any
lands embraced
any
at
States
by the
the Indian
Indian tribes,
tribes, and
and has
has paid
paid for
his land
land the sum of at
for his
States by
if otherwise
least
per acre,
proof of
such facts, if
of such
upon proof
shall, upon
acre, shall,
$1.25 per
least $1.25
qualified, be
be entitled
the benefit
benefit of
homestead law as though
the homestead
of the
to the
entitled to
qualified,
this
of this
provisions of
the provisions
but the
such
former entry
entry had not been made;
made; but
such former
full
Act
shall
not
apply
to
any
person
who
has
failed
to
pay
the
pay
to
failed
has
who
Act shall not apply to any person
price for
for his
entry or
or whose
former entry was canceled
canceled for
whose former
former entry
his former
price
auas aufraud:
Provided,
That,
in
making
any
new
homestead
entry
as
entry
homestead
new
fraud: Provided, That, in making any
thorized
by
this
Act
or
the
prior
similar
Acts
of
February
1917
1917
20,
February
of
Acts
similar
prior
the
thorized by this Act or
981), such entry
(39
1925 (43
(43 Stat. 981),
25, 1925
February 25,
and February
926), and
Stat. 926),
(39 Stat.
shall not
not include
any
land
to
which
the
Indian
title
shall
not have
have
shall not
title
Indian
the
which
to
include any land
shall
been
fully
extinguished.
extinguished.
fully
been
Approved,
21, 1934.
1934.
June 21,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 691.1
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend the
Railway Labor
Act approved
approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for
Labor Act
the Railway
To
the
prompt
disposition
of
disputes
between carriers
carriers and their employees.
employees.
disputes
of
disposition
prompt
the

the
Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of _Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
of
United States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
1
of
1
section
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
the Railway
Labor Act
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
amended to
is amended
Act is
Railway Labor
the
" DEFINITIONS
"'
DEFINITONS

of this
SECTION 1.
for the
the purposes
purposes of
and for
Act and
this Act
in this
used in
When used
1. When
""SECrION
Act—
Act-First. The
The term
includes any
company, sleepexpress company,
any express
carrier' 'includes
term ''carrier
""First.
ing-car company, carrier by
by railroad,
railroad, subject
subject to
to the
Interstate ComComInterstate
the
carrier
company,
ing-ar
merce Act, and any company which
which is
directly
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or
controlled by
by or
under common
control with
any carrier
carrier by
by railrailor under
common control
with any
or controlled
road
which operates
operates any
any equipment
equipment or
or facilities
or performs
road and
and which
facilities or
performs any
any
service (other
in connection
with the
the transportransporservice
(other than
than trucking
trucking service)
service) in
connection with
tation,
delivery, elevation,
elevation, transfer
in transit,
transit, refrigeration
refrigeration or
or
transfer in
tation, receipt,
receipt, delivery,
icing,
storage, and
and handling
handling of
of property
property transported
by railroad,
transported by
railroad, and
and
icing, storage,
any
receiver, trustee,
trustee, or
individual or
or body,
body, judicial
judicial or
or otherany receiver,
or other
other individual
otherwise,
in the
the possession
possession of
of the
the business
business of
of any
any such
such 'carrier':
'carrier ':
wise, when
when in
Provided, however, That the term 'carrier'
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Provided,
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railway, unless
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suburban electric
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operating as
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part of
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of the
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or the
of
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the District
District of
Columbia
foreign nation,
between any Territory
Territory or the
Columbia and
and any foreign
nation, or between
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and
State, or between
between any Territory
District of
of Columbia
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any
or between
between any
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Territory and
and the
the District
District of
of
any other
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Territory, or
Territory or
or
Columbia, or
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or the District
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between
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any other
or
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in the
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Territory or the District
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of Columbia.
Columbia or any
any foreign
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in the orders of
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made by
order of
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of
Act or
the orders
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of the
Commission.
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this Act
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either by
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a
carrier or
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or by
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to act
act for
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carrier
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its or
it
it or them.
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Designation of.
designated
by the
respective parties
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influence, Designation of.
interference, influence,
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designated by
or
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by
either
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the
designation
representatives
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of
or coercion by either party over the designation
by
other; and
shall in
any way
way interfere
interfere with,
in any
party shall
neither party
and neither
the other;
by the
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or coerce
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resentatives
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for the
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of the
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or
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prevent the
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designation
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organize and
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bargain Rights
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of
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choosing.
The
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majority of
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shall have
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right
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craft or
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majority
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the right
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labor organization
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gaining,
or in
performing any
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or to
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or
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gaining, or
coerce
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induce them
to join
remain or
join or remain
them to
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in an
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not
to join
members of
any labor
or to
to
organization, or
labor organization,
of any
remain members
or remain
join or
not to
deduct
from
the
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of
employees
any
dues,
fees,
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or
or
assessments,
fees,
dues,
any
employees
of
wages
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from
deduct
other
contributions payable
payable to
to labor
labor organizations,
or to
to collect
collect or
or to
to
organizations, or
other contributions
other
or
assist
in
the
collection
of
any
such
dues,
fees,
assessments,
other
assessments,
fees,
dues,
such
any
of
assist in the collection
contributions:
That nothing
this Act
Act shall
construed Proviso.
Promso.
shall be construed
in this
nothing in
Management-emProvided, That
contributions: Provided,
ployee conferences.
to
prohibit
a
carrier
from
permitting
an
employee,
individually,
or pioyeeconfeenc.em
or
individually,
to prohibit a carrier from permitting an employee,
local
of employees
from conferring
with management
management
conferring with
employees from
representatives of
local representatives
during working
working hours
hours without
of time,
time, or
or to
carrier
prohibit aacarrier
to prohibit
loss of
without loss
during
from
furnishing
free
transportation
to
its
employees
while
engaged
engaged
while
employees
its
to
from furnishing free transportation
in
business of
of a
labor organization.
organization.
a labor
the business
in the
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"Fifth. No carrier, its officers,
person
officers, or agents shall require any person
"Fifth.

seeking employment
any contract
contract or
promising to
to
agreement promising
or agreement
sign any
to sign
employment to
seeking
join
or
not
to
join
a
labor
organization;
and
if
any
such
contract
contract
such
any
if
and
organization;
labor
a
join
labor orgai- join or not to
atioth
has been
been enforced
enforced prior
prior to
to the
the effective
date of
of this Act, then such
such
effective date
has
carrier
shall notify
notify the
by an
appropriate order
that such
such
order that
an appropriate
employees by
the employees
carrier shall
contract has
discarded and
and is
longer binding
binding on
on them
them in
in any
is no
no longer
been discarded
has been
contract
way.
way.
Carrier-employee
a dispute
between aacarrier
""Sixth.
Carrier-employee disdisSixth. In
In case
case of a
dispute between
carrier or carriers and its
its
putes.
pt e s
or their
their employees,
arising out
or out
the interpreout of the
grievances or
of grievances
out of
employees, arising
or
tation or
of agreements
agreements concerning
concerning rates
rates of
of pay,
pay, rules,
rules,
or application
application of
tation
or working
working conditions,
it shall
represhall be the duty of the designated repreconditions, it
or
Conferences.
sentative
carriers and of such
such
representatives of such carrier or carriers
sentative or representatives
Conferences.
employees, within
ten days
days after
receipt of notice
notice of a
adesire
desire on
on
after the receipt
within ten
employees,
the part
confer in respect to such dispute,
dispute, to
to confer
party to
either party
of either
part of
the
specify a
a time
time and
conference shall be held:
held:
which such conference
at which
place at
and place
specify
Provisos.
-ITos
Provided,
(1)
That
the
place
so
specified
be
situated
upon
the
Provided,
(1)
specified
shall
Flom.
line of
the carrier
carrier involved
as otherwise
mutually agreed upon;
upon;
otherwise mutually
or as
involved or
line
of the
Time
specified shall allow
the time
time so specified
and (2)
(2) that
that the
allow the designated
designated conTime limit.
limit.
ferees
opportunity to
to reach
but
place of conference, but
such place
reach such
reasonable opportunity
ferees reasonable
shall not
not exceed
twenty days from the receipt
such notice: Ad
And
receipt of such
exceed twenty
shall
Agreements
Agreements in effect
not
superseded.
notsupsuperse

in this Act shall be construed
further That nothing
provided
provided further,
nothing in
construed to
to
supersede the
to conferences)
conferences)
supersede
the provisions
provisions of any agreement
agreement (as
(as to

then
parties.
between the parties.
effect between
then in effect
carrier, its officers
"Seventh.
"
Seventh. No carrier,
officers or agents
agents shall change
change the rates
of
rules, or
or working
of pay,
pay, rules,
working conditions
conditions of
of its
its employees,
employees, as
as a
a class
class as
as
embodied
in
agreements
except
in
the
prescribed
such
in
such
prescribed
manner
embodied in agreements except in the
agreements
6 of this Act.
section 6
agreements or in section
"Eighth. Every carrier shall notify its employees by printed
notices to be
be
Printed notices
posted concerning
.
.
concerning hanas shall
dling of
disputes,
notices in such
posted at
at such
such times
and places
places as
shall
times and
form and
and posted
such form
notices
of disputes.
dlig
Mediation Board that all disputes between
between the
be specified
specified by the Mediation
accordance with the
employees will be handled in accordance
carrier and its employees
requirements of this Act, and in such notices there shall
shall be printed
requirements
verbatim,
paragraphs
in large type, the third, fourth, and fifth paragraphs
verbatim, in
Embodying
provi- of this section.
axe hereby
The provisions of said paragraphs
proviEmbodying
paragraphs are
hereby
sions in
contracts.
in contracts.
sions
employment between
between the carrier
carrier
made aa part of the contract of employment
and each employee, and shall
shall be held binding
binding upon the parties,
regardless
any other express
express or implied
implied agreements
agreements betweeen
betweeen
regardless of any
them.
Mediation Board.
Board.
Mediation
If any dispute shall arise among aacarrier's employees
employees as
"Ninth.
Ninth. If
Investigation
designated
and
dis to
who are the representatives
representatives of such employees
Investigation of disto
employees
designated
and
pute.
it shall
requirements of this Act,
pute.
authorized in accordance with the requirements
Act, it
shall
be
Board, upon request
request of either
either party to
Mediation Board,
be the duty of the Mediation
Names of
of representrepresenta- the dispute, to investigate
both parties,
Names
investigate such dispute
dispute and to certify-to both
parties,
tives
to be
be oertified.
certified.
,
tives to
invocation
in writing, within thirty days after the receipt of the invocation
names of the individuals
individuals or organizations
organizations
services, the name or names
of its services,
designated and authorized
authorized to represent
represent the employees
employees
that have been designated
Upon
involved in the dispute, and certify the same to the carrier. L
pon
involved
certification the carrier shall treat with the reprereceipt of such certification
sentative
certified as the representative
representative of the craft or class for
so certified
sentative so
Electon of represent- the purposes of this Act.
Act. In
the Mediation
Election
In such an investigation,
investigation, the
Mediation
atives.
atives.
Board
authorized to take aa secret
Board shall be authorized
secret ballot
ballot of the employees
employees
appropriate method
involved, or to utilize
utilize any other appropriate
method of ascertaining
ascertaining
involved,
representatives
their duly designated and authorized
authorized representatives
the names of their
in such manner
manner as shall insure the choice
choice of representatives
representatives by the
employees
employ= without interference,
interference, influence, or coercion
coercion exercised
exercised by
Rules.
Rules.
the carrier. In the conduct of any election for the purposes
purposes herein
indicated
may participate in the
indicated the Board shall designate who may
election and establish the rules to govern
govern the election,
election, or may
election
appoint a
acommittee of three
three neutral
hearing shall
shall
persons who after hearing
neutral persons
appoint

Rates of employees'
employees'
Rates
pay,
etc.
pay, et.
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The
Board shall
power to make
make
access to and have power
have access
shall have
The Board

copies of
of the
the books
books and
and records
and utilize
carriers to obtain and
records of the carriers
copies
such
deemed necessary
necessary by it to carry out the
be deemed
may be
as may
information as
such information
purposes
and provisions
provisions of this paragraph.
paragraph.
purposes and

ha'e acces
Board toto records,
have
acrPss
oBoard
carriers'
etc
etc.
records,
carriers'
to

t

Penalty provisions.

"
Tenth. The
The willful
willful failure
or refusal
refusal of any carrier, its officers
officers Penaltyprovsions.
failure or
"Tenth.
seventh,
fifth,
fourth,
or
agents
to
comply
with
the
terms
third,
seventh,
the
of
terms
or agents to comply with the
or eighth
paragraph of
of this
section shall
misdemeanor, and upon
shall be aamisdemeanor,
this section
eighth paragraph
or
conviction
agent offending shall be subor agent
officer, or
carrier, officer,
the carrier,
thereof the
conviction thereof
ject
to a
fine of
of not
not less
$1,000 nor
nor more
than $20,000
$20,000 or imprismore than
than $1,000
less than
a fine
ject to
onment
for not
six months,
both fine and imprisonment,
or both
months, or
than six
more than
not more
onment for
for each
each offense,
and each
each day during
which such carrier, officer, or
during which
offense, and
for
agent shall
shall willfully
fail or
or refuse
to comply
comply with
with the
the terms
terms of
of the
the
refuse to
willfully fail
agent
said
of this
this section
section shall
shall constitute
constitute a
separate offense.
It cedement
Enforcement
proprooffense. It
a separate
paragraphs of
said paragraphs
shall
duty of
any district
States to
attorney of the United States
district attorney
of ally
the duty
be the
shall be
whom
any duly
designated representative
representative of
of a
a carrier's
carrier's employees
employees
duly designated
whom any
may
apply
to
institute
in
the
proper
court
and
to
prosecute
under
under
prosecute
to
and
court
proper
the
in
may apply to institute
the direction
the Attorney
General of
necesUnited States, all necesthe United
of the
Attorney General
of the
direction of
the
sary
proceedings
for
the
enforcement
of
the
provisions
of
this
section,
this
of
provisions
the
of
enforcement
the
sary proceedings for
and for
of all
thereof and the costs and
violations thereof
all violations
punishment of
the punishment
for the
and
expenses
of such
such prosecution
shall be
paid out
of the appropriation
appropriation
out of
be paid
prosecution shall
expenses of
for the
courts of
United States:
States: Provided,
r
ts
r
&witn utc°13co
Provided, That raPr'i,,
the United
of the
the courts
of the
expenses of
the expenses
for
sent forbidden.
nothing in
Act shall
shall be
be construed
require an
an individual
individual sent
forbidden.
construed to require
this Act
in this
nothing
employee to
labor or
service without
shall
consent, nor shall
his consent,
without his
or service
render labor
to render
employee
Quit.
ting not an illeanything in
in this
construed to
to make
make the
of his
his labor
labor galQuitting not an illequitting of
the quitting
be construed
Act be
this Act
anything
by an
individual employee
an illegal
act; nor
shall any
any court
court issue
issue ga
nor shall
illegal act;
employee an
an individual
by
any
process to
compel the
the performance
performance by
individual employee
employee
an individual
by an
to compel
any process
of
or service
service, without his consent."
consent."
labor or
such labor
of such
44, p.
SEC. 3.
Section 3
of the
the Railway
Railway Labor
amended to read as vol.
Vol. 44,
P. 578.
578.
Labor Act is amended
3 of
3. Section
SEC.
follows:
follows:

NATIONAL BOARD
BOARD OF
OF
"NATIONAL

National

Board

Board
OF
ADJUSTMENT—GRIEVANCES—INTERPRETATION
OFrNational
ADJUSTMENT--GRIEVANCES-INTERPRETATION
Adjustment.
AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS

of
of

EC. 3. First.
There is
is hereby
hereby established
established aa Board,
Board, to
to be
be known
known Establishment.
Establishment.
3. First. There
SEC.
""S
as the 'National Railroad
Adjustment
Board',
the members
members of
of
the
Board',
Adjustment
Railroad
as the 'National
which shall
within thirty
thirty days
days after
approval of
of this
Act,
this Act,
after approval
selected within
be selected
shall be
which
and
it
is
hereby
provided—
providedit is hereby
and (a)
said Adjustment
Board shall
shall consist
consist of
thirty-six siocom"eition;
c
n
om
osition;
dividliof i
m
embership.
of thirty-six
Adjustment Board
the said
That the
(a) That
.
members,
eighteen
of
whom
shall
be
selected
by
the
carriers
and
o
andi
carriers
the
by
selected
be
shall
whom
of
members, eighteen
eighteen by
such labor
labor organizations
of the
the employees,
national in
in
employees, national
organizations of
by such
eighteen
scope, as
as have
been or
or may
mabe
in accordance
with the
the proproaccordance with
organized in
be organized
have been
scope,
visions
of
section
2
of
this
Act.
el
Act.Mann
this
2
of
Manner o
of selecting
section
of
visions
representative.
ai'represeltatie.
"(b) The
carriers, acting
acting each
each through
through its
its board
of directors
directors or carriers'
board of
The carriers,
"(b)
its receiver
receiver or
trustee or
through an officer
officer or
or
trustees or through
or trustees
receivers, trustee
or receivers,
its
officers designated
that purpose
purpose by
by such
or trustees
trustees
trustee or
board, trustee
such board,
for that
designated for
officers
or
or receivers,
receivers, shall
under which its reprules under
the rules
prescribe the
shall prescribe
receiver or
or receiver
of
resentatives
be selected
the representatives
representatives of
select the
shall select
and shall
selected and
shall be
resentatives shall
the
carriers
on
the
Adjustment
Board
and
designate
the
on
on
division
the
designate
and
Board
the carriers on the Adjustment
which each
such representative
shall serve,
serve, but
but no
or system
system
carrier or
no carrier
representative shall
which each such
of
carriers
shall
have
more
than
one
representative
on
any
division
division
any
on
representative
of carriers shall have more than one
of the
the Board.national labor organizations, as defined in paragraph logMrretholfor selectinoi
of
"(c) The
or
eleti
thod
The national labor organizations, as defined in paragraph
"(c)
(a) of
of this
this section,
section, acting
acting each
through the
executive or other Board.
Board.
chief executive
the chief
each through
(a)
medium
designated by
by the
the organization
organization or
or association
thereof, shall
shall
association thereof,
medium designated
prescribe the
the rules
rules under
which
the
labor
members
of
the
AdjustAdjustthe
of
members
labor
the
under which
prescribe
ment
shall be
be selected
selected and
and shall
select such
such members
and
members and
shall select
Board shall
ment Board
Limitation.
designate the
the division
division on
which
each
member
shall
serve;
but
no Limitation.
no
but
serve;
shall
member
on which each
designate
labor organization shall
shall have
have more
than
one
representative
on
any
more than one representative on any
labor organization
division of
the Board.
of the
division
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vacancy on the Adjustpermanent or temporary
temporary vacancy
"(d)
"(d) In
In case of a
apermanent
ment
Board, the
the vacancy
vacancy shall
shall be
be filled
selection in the same
filled by selection
ment Board,
manner
manner as in the original selection.
Mediation Board to
"(e) If
the carriers
or the
the labor
organizations of
the ememof the
labor organizations
carriers or
either the
If either
"(e)
Board to
Mediation
select
representative
if
ployees
fail to
and designate
representatives to
to the
the Adjustment
Adjustment
none
designate representatives
select and
to select
ployees fail
none provided.
provided.
Board,
and (c)
(c) of this section, respecparagraphs (b) and
provided in paragraphs
as provided
Board, as
tively,
passage of this Act, in case of any
days after
after the passage
sixty days
tively, within sixty
original
Adjustment Board,
member of the Adjustment
office of aamember
appointment to office
original appointment
after
or
in case
case of
vacancy in any such
such office within
within thirty
thirty days after
of aavacancy
or in
thereupon directly
directly
Mediation Board shall thereupon
occurs, the Mediation
such vacancy
vacancy occurs,
associated in
in
appointment and shall select an individual associated
make the appointment
interest with the carriers
carriers or the group
group of labor organizations
organizations of
of
interest
employees,
represent.
whichever he is to represent.
employees, whichever
Labor organization
organization
"(f)
national
"(f) In the event aa dispute arises as to the right of any national
Labor
representation.
labor organization
representation.
organization to participate
participate as per paragraph
paragraph (c)
(c) of this section
section
in the
the selection
selection and
labor members
members of the AdjustAdjustof the
the labor
designation of
and designation
in
ment Board,
Board, the
Secretary of Labor
of
investigate the claim of
Labor shall investigate
the Secretary
ment
organization to participate,
participate, and if such claim in the
labor organization
such labor
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor has merit, the Secretary
Secretary shall
judgment
notify the
the Mediation
Mediation Board
accordingly, and within
after
within ten days after
Board accordingly,
notify
receipt of
Mediation Board shall request those
advice the Mediation
such advice
of such
receipt
national
labor organizations
qualified as per paragraph
paragraph (c) of
of
duly qualified
organizations duly
national labor
participate in the selection and designation
this section to participate
designation of the
representative.
labor
members of the Adjustment Board
Board to select a
a representative.
labor members
representative, together with aa representative
representative likewise
likewise desigSelection of investi- Such representative,
Selection
gation board.
by
party designated
designated by
nated by the claimant, and aa third or neutral party
gation board.
within
Mediation Board, constituting aa board of three, shall within
the Mediation
thirty
appointment of the neutral
neutral member, investigate
days after the appointment
thirty days
the
claims of
organization desiring
desiring participation
participation and
of the labor organization
the claims
decide whether
organized in accordance
accordance with
with section 2
2
it was organized
not it
or not
whether or
decide
properly qualified
otherwise properly
Findings final.
hereof and is otherwise
qualified to participate
participate in the selecselecAdjustment Board, and the findings
tion of the labor members
members of the Adjustment
of
of such
such boards of three shall be final and binding.
44 (g) Each
member of the Adjustment
Adjustment Board shall be compencompenCompensation.
"(g)
Each member
Compensation.
sated
or parties
or
parties he is to represent. Each third or
party or
by the
the party
sated by
neutral
selected under the provisions
provisions of (f)
(f) of this section
party selected
neutral party
shall
Mediation Board
such compensation
compensation as the
Board such
from the Mediation
receive from
shall receive
fix, together
together with his necessary
Traveling
Board may
may fix,
necessary traveling
traveling
Mediation Board
Traveling and sub- Mediation
sistence.
incurred for subsistence, or per diem
expenses actually
expenses and expenses
sistencc.
actually incurred
diem
applicable
allowance
in lieu
lieu thereof, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions of law applicable
allowance in
thereto,
third or neutral party.
thereto, while serving as such third
The said Adjustment Board shall be composed of four
AdjUstment
"(h)
AdJustment Board.
"(h) The
four diviand
whose proceedings
shall be
independent of
of one
one another,
another, and
be independent
proceedings shall
func, sions,
sions, whose
Divisions and fun°
tion.
tion.
the said divisions as well
well as the number of their members
members shall be
be
follows:
as follows:
involving
"First division:
To have
over disputes
disputes involving
jurisdiction over
have jurisdiction
division: To
"First
First division.
division.
Jurisdiction over
dis- train- and
and yard-service
yard-service employees
employees of carriers;
carriers; that is, engineers,
engineers, fireover
dis
Jurisdiction
involving
train,
involving
putes
hostlers, and
and outside
outside hostler
men, hostlers,
hostler helpers,
helpers, conductors,
conductors, trainmen,
trainmen, and
and
engine, and yard serv- men,
ice.
employees. This division shall consist of ten members,
ce'
yard-service
yard-service employees.
designated by the
five of whom shall be
be selected
selected and
and designated
the carriers
carriers and
labor
five of whom shall be selected
selected and designated
designated by the national
national labor
organizations of the
organizations
the employees.
employees.
" Second division: To have
Second division.
"
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction over disputes involving
involving
Specified mechanical
blacksmiths, sheet-metal
boilermakers, blacksmiths,
sheet-metal workers, electrical
electrical
meoh anical machinists, boilermakers,
frcSpesd
forces.
workers, car men, the helpers
helpers and apprentices
apprentices of all the foregoing,
foregoing,
coach
cleaners, power-house
railroad-shop laborers.
employees, and railroad-shop
power-house employees,
coach cleaners,
This division shall consist of ten members,
members, five of whom shall be
carriers and five by the national labor
selected by the carriers
selected
labor organizations
organizations
of the employees.
Filling vacancies.
vacancies.
Filling
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have jurisdiction
"Third division:
jurisdiction over disputes
disputes involving
division: To have
"Third

Third division.

jurisdiction over disputes involving
Fourth division: To have jurisdiction
involving
"Fourth

th division.
Fourth
equipment
equipment

Third division.

employees, train dispatchers, main- Miscellaneous groups.
station, tower, and telegraph employees,
tenance-of-way men, clerical employees, freight handlers, express,
tenance-of-way
station,
employees, signal men, sleeping-car
sleeping-ca r conductors,
cond u ct ors ,
store employees,
station, and store
sleeping-car porters, and maids and dining-car
sleeping-car
dining-car employees. This
selected
division shall
members, five of whom shall be selected
shall consist of ten members,
division
organizations of
by the carriers and five by the national labor organizations
employees.
employees.
F o ur
Marine
Marine
group.
indirectly engaged
employees of carriers
carriers directly or indirectly
engaged in transportation
transportation group.
employees
employees of carriers
passengers or property by water, and all other employees
of passengers
over which jurisdiction is not given to the first, second, and third
divisions. This division shall consist of six members, three of whom
whom
divisions.
selected by the carriers
carriers and three by the national labor
shall be selected
organizations of the employees.
employees.
organizations

division.

epme

employees Referenceofdisputes
"(i) The
The disputes
between an
Reference of disputes
or group of employees
employee or
an employee
disputes between
"(i)
tooard
and
carrier or
growing out
Board '
grievances or out of the to
of grievances
out of
carriers growing
or carriers
a carrier
and a
interpretation or
concerning rates of pay,
agreements concerning
application of agreements
or application
interpretation
rules, or working
conditions, including
including cases pending
pending and unadworking conditions,
rules,
justed on the date of approval of this Act, shall be handled in the
usual
manner up to
including the chief operating officer of the
and including
to and
usual manner
carrier
designated to handle such disputes; but, failing to reach an
carrier designated
referred by petition
adjustment
petition
manner, the disputes may be referred
this manner,
adjustment in this
of the
the parties
parties or
or by
by either
party to the appropriate
appropriate division of the
either party
of
Adjustment Board
full statement of the facts and all supportwith aafull
Board with
Adjustment
ing data bearing upon the disputes.
authorized.
(j) Parties
heard either
either in
in person, by
counsel, or
other Hearings authorized.
by other
or by
by counsel,
be heard
may be
Parties may
"(j)
representatives, as
respectively elect, and the several divimay respectively
they may
as they
representatives,
sions
hearings
Adjustment Board shall give due notice of all hearings
the Adjustment
of the
sions of
to
carriers involved
involved
the carrier or carriers
and the
employees and
or employees
employee or
the employee
to the
in
any disputes
disputes submitted to them.
in any
Delegation of
of authorauthor"
(k) Any
Any division
shall have
have authority
authority Delegation
Board shall
Adjustment Board
the Adjustment
of the
division of
"(k)
ity.
'y
to
empower
two
or
more
of
its
members
to
conduct
hearings
and
conduct
to empower two or more of its members
make
findings upon
upon disputes,
subnitted, at any place
properly submitted,
when properly
disputes, when
make findings
Proviso.
designated
by the
the division:
division: Provided,
Provided, ho',c',cr,
however, That
That final
final awards
Poiso.
awards Final
designated by
awards.
FilLr.
hereas
to
any
such
dispute
must
be
made
by
the
entire
division
hereas
division
entire
the
by
made
be
must
dispute
such
any
as to
inafter provided.
inafter
"(I) Upon
of any
any division
division to
agree upon
Awards.
award because "Awards.
an award
upon an
to agree
failure of
Upon failure
"(1)
Referee"
authorized,
with divito act
act with
ized, to
of
or inability
inability to
secure a
majority vote
of the
the division
division sion,
vote of
a majority
to secure
deadlock or
of aa deadlock
upon failure
failure to
uPOn
on,
such
then
section,
this
of this
paragraph (n)
provided in
members, as provided
members,
in paragraph
(n) of
section, then such agree upon.
niaagree
division
upon and
person, to
neutral person,
a neutral
select a
and select
agree upon
forthwith agree
shall forthwith
division shall
thereof If division fails to
a member
be
as 'referee',
referee', to
sit with
member thereof
with the division as a
to sit
known as
be known
choose, referee to be
and
make an
Should the
division fail to agree upon and choosdreferee
the division
award. Should
an award.
and make
by Mediation
select
referee within
days of
date of
the deadlock
deadlock or
or named
named
of the
the date
of the
ten days
Board. by Mediation
within ten
a referee
select a
inability
to secure
member Board
vote, then the division, or any member
a majority
majority vote,
secure a
inability to
thereof, or
or the
the dispute
may certify
certify that
that
dispute may
to the
party to
either party
or either
parties or
the parties
thereof,
fact to
to the
Mediation Board,
Board, which
Board shall,
shall, within
days
within ten days
which Board
the Mediation
fact
from
the date
date of
of receiving
receiving such
such certificate,
select and
and name the referee
certificate, select
from the
to sit
sit with
with the
as a
a member
member thereof
thereof and
and make
make an
award.
an award.
division as
the division
to
Appointment to be
to be
The Mediation
Board shall
shall be
be bound
bound by
nAppoitment
the neutral.
in the
provisions in
same provisions
the same
by the
Mediation Board
The
appointment
of
these
neutral
referees
as
are
provided
elsewhere
in
in
appointment of these neutral referees as are provided elsewhere
this
for the
the appointment
arbitrators and
shall fix
fix and
the
pay the
and pay
and shall
of arbitrators
appointment of
Act for
this Act
compensation
of such
such referees.
referees.
compensation of
Awards to be in writ"(m) The
The awards
awards of
divisions of
of the
the Adjustment
Adjustment ingAardstobeinwrit
ing.
several divisions
the several
of the
"(m)
Board
shall be
be stated
in writing.
A copy
copy of
of the
the awards
awards shall
shall be
be
writing. A
stated in
Board shall
Copies to be furto abe fdrnished contestants;
defurnished to
to the
respective parties
the controversy,
controversy, and the awards niCd
to the
parties to
the respective
furnished
cision final.
shall be final
final and
binding
upon
both
parties
to
the
dispute,
except
nal.
cision
except
dispute,
the
to
parties
both
upon
and binding
shall be
insofar
as they
they shall
shall contain
contain a
a money
money award.
In case
case a
dispute
a dispute
award. In
insofar as
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Interpretation
to
nterpretationto
made, on request.

be

be

nrequest.
Majority vote comrpetejority
petent
to
making
award.
award.

votn

Execution
Execution of award.

of award.

suit

courts

Suit in district courts

where carrier
allowed, where
carrier
fails to
to comply
comply with
with
Board's
order.
Board'sorder.

Procedure.
Procedure.

Paying
Paying court
court costs.
costs,

Attorney's
fee alAttorney's fee
lowed petitioner
petitioner if
if he
he
prevails.
previls
e
e
Powers of enforcemPtwe'r
of
ment.

enforce

Commencement
Cotmmencement
MI inn; at

of

of

:t I.'

a""

Headquarters of diof
Hiseiquarts
visions
of Board.

d-

Quarters in Federal
ing pracbuidrs
building, when
when
ticable.
ticable.
Employees, etc.
Employees,
etc.
Compensation.

ompensation.

Meeting,
organizaoMeetting
of°Adation,
etc., of
Adjusttion,
etc.,
of Adjustment
Board.
ment Boad.

Each division to select cbairraan, etc.
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of the award the division of the
arises involving an interpretation
interpretation of•
Board upon
upon request
request of
of either
either party
party shall
shall interpret
interpret the
the award
award in the
Board
light of the dispute.
"(n)
vote of all members of the division of the Adjustmajority vote
A majority
" (n) A
ment Board
Board shall be competent
make an
an award
award with
respect to
to any
any
competent to
to make
with respect
dispute submitted to it.
; (o)
(o)
•
In case of an award
award by any division of the Adjustment
Adjustment
Board shall make
petitioner, the division
division of the Board
Board in
in favor
favor of petitioner,
an
effective and,
and,
directed to the carrier,
carrier, to make the award effective
an order,
order, directed
if the award includes
includes a
requirement for the payment
payment of money,
a requirement
to
employee the
the sum to which
which he
under the
he is
is entitled
entitled under
to pay
pay to
to the
the employee
award on or before a
aday named.
""(p)
comply with an order of aa division
(p) If
If a
a carrier does not comply
of the Adjustment
Adjustment Board within the time
time limit in such order, the
petitioner,
or any person for whose benefit such order
petitioner, or
order was made,
United States
States for the
may file in the
the District
District Court of
of the United
the district
district
operating
in which
which he
he resides or in which
which is located
located the principal operating
office of the carrier,
operates, aapetition
office
carrier, or
or through
through which
which the carrier operates
which he claims relief, and the
the causes for which
setting forth briefly the
order of the division
division of the Adjustment
Adjustment Board in the premises.
premises.
Such suit in the District Court
Court of the
the United States
States shall proceed
proceed.
in all respects as other civil
civil suits, except
except that on the trial of such
such
suit
findings and order
Adjustment Board
suit the
the findings
order of the
the division of the Adjustment
Board
shall
facts therein stated, and
except
shall be prima
prima facie evidence
evidence of the
the facts
and except
petitioner shall not be liable for costs in the district court
that the petitioner
court
nor for costs at any subsequent
proceedings, unless they
subsequent stage of the proceedings,
accrue upon his appeal, and such costs shall be paid out of the
appropriation
expenses of the courts of the United States.
appropriation for
for the expenses
IfIf the petitioner
petitioner shall finally
finally prevail he shall be allowed aareasonable
attorney's
collected as
as aapart
of the
costs of
of the
the
fee, to
to be
be taxed
taxed and
and collected
part of
the costs
attorney's fee,
suit.
courts are empowered,
empowered, under the rules of the
suit. The district courts
such
court governing
governing actions at law, to make such order and enter
enter such
mandamus or otherwise, as may be appropriate
judgment, by writ of mandamus
enforce or set aside
aside the order of the division of the Adjustment
to enforce
Adjustment
Board.
actions at law
() All
All actions
" (q)
"
law based upon the provisions of this section
within two years
sihall
shall he
be begun
begun within
years from the time the
the cause of action
accrues under the award
award d
Adjustment Board,
Board,
accrues
of the division of the Adjustment
and not after.
" (r) The several
"
several divisions of the Adjustment Board
Board shall mainmaintain
headquarters in
tain headquarters
in Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, meet regularly, and continue
pending before the division
division any matter
matter
in session so long as there
there is
is pending
within its jurisdiction
jurisdiction which
has been submitted
submitted for
consideration
which has
for its
its consideration
and which has not been disposed
disposed of.
of.
"(s)
Whenever practicable,
the several
several divisions
divisions or
or subdivisions
subdivisions
practicable, the
"(s) Whenever
of the Adjustment
Adjustment Board shall be supplied
supplied with suitable
suitable quarters
quarters
Federal building located
in any Federal
located at its place of meeting.
"" (t) The Adjustment
Adjustment Board
Board may, subject to the approval of the
Mediation
Mediation Board, employ and fix the compensations
compensations of such
such assistants as it deems necessary
proceedings. The
necessary in carrying
carrying on its proceedings.
The comemployees shall be
Mediation Board.
Board.
pensation of such employees
be paid by the Mediation
"
(u) The
shall meet
after
within forty
"(u)
The Adjustment
Adjustment Board
Board shall
meet within
forty days
days after
the approval
approval of this Act and adopt
adopt such
such rules
as it
it deems
necessary
rules as
deems necessarv
proceedings before
before the
respective divisions and not in
to control proceedings
the respective
in
conflict with the provisions of this section. Immediately
Immediately following
the meeting
meeting of the entire Board and the adoption
adoption of such rules, the
respective
respective divisions shall meet and organize by the selection of a
a
chairman,
chairman 'a
a vice chairman,
chairman and a
a secretary. Thereafter
Thereafter each diidivision shall annually
chairman
annually designate one of its members
members to act as chairman
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Proviso.
Ploatin
however,. Alternating
and
of its
its members
to act
as vice
Provided, however,
vice chairman:
chairman: Provided,
act as
members to
one of
and one
chairand vice-chairmanship
That
the chairmanship
chairmanship and
vice-chairmanship of any division shall manships.
That the
alternate as
as between
the groups,
groups, so that
chairmanship and
the chairmanship
that both
both the
between the
alternate
a representative
vice-chairmanship
alternately by a
representative of the
vice-chairmanship shall be held alternately
illing vacancies.
vacancies.
a vacancy,
vacancy, Filling
case of
In case
employees. In
the employees.
carriers and
and a
representative of
of the
of a
a representative
carriers
selection
unexpired term by the selection
for the unexpired
such vacancy
vacancy shall
shall be filled for
such
of aasuccessor
from the
group.
same group.
the same
successor from
of
Each division to re"
(v) Each
division of
Adjustment Board
Eachuailyvon
Bar
annually port
the Adjustment
Board shall annually
Each division
of the
"(v)
annually to Board.
prepare and
activities to
to the
Board,
the Mediation
Mediation Board,
its activities
report of
of its
a report
and submit
submit a
prepare
and the
included in the annual
shall be included
of such
such report shall
the substance
substance of
and
report of
of the
the Mediation
Congress of the United States.
the Congress
to the
Board to
Mediation Board
report
contents.
The reports
reports of
division of the Adjustment Board and the Contents.
each division
of each
The
annual report
report of
of the
shall state in detail all cases
Mediation Board shall
the Mediation
annual
heard, all
all actions
actions taken,
the names,
and duties
duties of all
all
salaries, and
names, salaries,
taken, the
heard,
the
compensation from the
agencies, employees,
and officers
officers receiving
receiving compensation
employees, and
agencies,
United States
of this
Act, and
and an
an account
account of
this Act,
authority of
the authority
under the
States under
United
all
moneys appropriated
by Congress
pursuant to
to the
conauthority conthe authority
Congress pursuant
appropriated by
all moneys
ferred by
by this
this Act
Act and
and disbursed
disbursed by
by such
such agencies,
agencies, employees,
employees, and
ferred
officers.
officers.
Establishing subor"(w) Any
Any division
the Adjustment
have authority,
authority, dinate
Establishing
shall have
Adjustment Board
Board shall
of the
"(w)
division of
boards subor
permitted.
mitted.
in
act
to
boards
adjustment
in its
its discretion,
to establish
establish regional
regional adjustment boards
discretion, to
in
its
and stead
stead for
for such
such limited
as such division may
period as
limited period
place and
its place
determine
Carrier members
members of
of such
such regional
regional boards
be necessary.
necessary. Carrier
to be
determine to
shall be
be designated
designated in
keeping with
with rules
rules devised for this purpose
purpose
in keeping
shall
by the
the carrier
carrier members
the Adjustment
Adjustment Board and the labor
of the
members of
by
for this
members shall
keeping with
rules devised for
with rules
in keeping
be designated
designated in
shall be
members
Authority conferred.
purpose
by the
the Adjustment
Adjustment Board.
Any such
such Authority
conferred.
Board. Any
of the
members of
labor members
the labor
purpose by
regional
board
shall,
during
the
time
for
which
it
is
appointed,
have
have
is
appointed,
it
which
for
regional board shall, during the time
the same
authority to
conduct hearings,
upon disputes
disputes
findings upon
make findings
hearings, make
to conduct
same authority
the
and
adopt the
the same
same procedure
the division
of the
the Adjustment
Adjustment
division of
as the
procedure as
and adopt
Board
appointing it,
it, and
its decisions
decisions shall
shall be
be enforceable
enforceable to the
and its
Board appointing
Referee may be apsame extent
extent and
the same
processes. A
A neutral
Reeee may be apas pointed.
person, as
neutral person,
same processes.
under the
and under
same
referee,
shall be
be appointed
in connection
connection with
such
any such
with any
service in
for service
appointed for
referee, shall
regional
in the
the same
same circumstances
as
manner as
and manner
circumstances and
board in
adjustment board
regional adjustment
provided
paragraph (1)
(1) hereof,
hereof, with
with respect
a division of the
respect to a
in paragraph
provided in
Adjustment Board.
Board.
Adjustment
Individual agreein this
this section
section shall
shall be
any men.ti
ments not 'lro'hlbited
prohibited.
prevent any
to prevent
construed to
be construed
Nothing in
""Second.
Second. Nothing
individual
system, or
group of
of carriers
class or
any class
and. any
carriers and
or group
carrier, system,
individual carrier,
classes of
or their
employees, all
all acting
acting through
through their representatheir employees,
its or
of its
classes
tives,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
this Act,
from
Act, from
of this
provisions of
selected in
tives, selected
mutually
agreeing to
to the
the establishment
system, group,
regional
or regional
group or
of system,
establishment of
mutually agreeing
boards
adjustment for
for the
of adjusting
adjusting and
and deciding
dis- In event of dissatisboards of
of adjustment
the purpose
purpose of
deciding disfaction, either party
putes
the character
character specified
specified in
in this
the event
event that
party
that fctioneither
In the
section. In
this section.
of the
putes of
may elect to come uneither party
party to
such aasystem,
system, group,
of adjustment
adjustment may
to comeunboard of
der elect
Board's
jurisdicregional board
or regional
group, or
to such
either
tion.
is
dissatisfied with
with such
it may
may upon
upon ninety
ninety days'
notice tion.
days' notice
arrangement, it
such arrangement,
is dissatisfied
to
the
other
party
elect
to
come
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
AdjustAdjustto the other party elect to come under the jurisdiction of the
ment Board."
79.
p.579.
V 47,
47, p.
ment
Board.'
Vol.
Section
of the
the Railway
Railway Labor
Act is
is amended
follows:
9.
' as follows:
read as
to read
amended to
Labor Act
Section 44of

NATIONAL MEDIATION
MEDIATION BOARD
BOARD
""
NATIONAL
"
SEC. 4.
4. First.
The Board
of Mediation
Mediation is
effecabolished, effecis hereby
hereby abolished,
Board of
First. The
"SEC.

National Mediation
Mediation
National
Board.
Board.
Board of Mediation
n
Boardof Mediatio
abolished.

tive
thirty days
days from
from the
the approval
and the
the members,
members,
Act and
of this
this Act
approval of
tive thirty
secretary,
officers,
assistants,
employees,
and
agents
thereof,
in office
office
in
thereof,
secretary, officers, assistants, employees, and agents
upon the
approval of
this Act,
Act, shall
to function
function
continue to
shall continue
of this
of the
the approval
date of
upon the date
and
receive their
their salaries
salaries for
for a
date National Mediation
such date
from such
days from
thirty days
of thirty
period of
a period
and receive
Mediti
Nat"ina
passed. There
been passed.
not been
this Act
as though
though this
in the same manner
in
manner as
Act had
had not
There Board
established as an
Board established
independent executive
is
hereby
established,
as
an
independent
agency
in
the
executive
executive
agency.
is hereby established, as an independent agency in the executive aindependent
branch of
the Government,
known as
as the
the '
National nCey
'National
be known
to be
board to
a board
Government, a
of the

branch
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Composition
Composition and
and apappointment thereon.

Terms of first
Terms of first
pointees.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CH. 691.
691. JUNE
JUNE 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
CH.

Mediation
Board', to
of three
three members
appointed by
Mediation Board',
to be
be composed
composed of
members appointed
by

the President,
by and
President, by
the advice
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate,
not
and with
with the
advice and
Senate, not
same political
political party.
party. The
The
more than two of whom
whom shall be
be of
of the
the same

of the
members first
first appointed
shall begin
begin as
as soon
soon as
as
the members
appointed shall
ap- terms of office
office of

al
p"

Successors.
successors.
Vacancies.
Vacancies.

alary and
expenses.
Salary
and expenses.

Disqualification
if
havinu
Dis
quany
alifipersonal
cat im inhaving
any
personal
interest.

Removals.
Removals.

igriChairman
c
a
tr.
na an to
to be
be desdesPrincipal
Principal office.
office.
One or more memers may act
actraes
hers
as medmeth-

the members
members shall
shall qualify,
but not
before thirty
thirty days
days after
after the
the
the
qualify, but
not before

approval
approval of this Act, and expire, as designated
designated by the President
President at
at
the time of nomination,
nomination, one on February
February 1, 1935,
1935, one on February
February 1,
1,
1936, and one on February
February 1, 1937. The terms
terms of
of office
of all
all sucsucoffice of
cessors
cessors shall
shall expire
expire three
three years after the expiration
expiration of
of the terms
terms for
for
which their predecessors
predecessors were appointed;
appointed; but any member
member appointed
appointed
vacancy occurring
to fill a
a vacancy
occurring prior to the expiration
expiration of the term for
for
which his predecessor
predecessor was appointed
appointed shall be appointed
appointed only for the
unexpired term
Vacancies in the Board shall not
term of his predecessor. Vacancies
not
impair the powers nor affect the duties
duties of the Board
Board nor
nor of the
remaining
remaining members
members of the Board. Two of the members in office shall
shall
constitute
a quorum for the transaction of the business of the
constitute a
the Board.
Board.
Each member
member of the Board shall receive
receive a
a salary at the rate of
of
$10,000
$10,000 per annum, together with necessary
necessary traveling and subsistence
subsistence
expenses, or per diem allowance
expenses,
allowance in lieu thereof, subject to the provisions of law applicable
principal
applicable thereto, while
while away
away from the
the principal
office
of the
the Board
required by
by this
this Act.
Act.
office of
Board on
on business
business required

No person
per son i
n
No
in

the employment
pecuniarily or otherwise interested in
employment of or who is pecuniarily
organization of employees
any organization
employees or any carrier shall enter upon the
duties of or continue
member of the
continue to be a
a member
the Board.
Board.
"All cases referred to the Board
Mediation and
unsettled on
the
Board of Mediation
and unsettled
on the
date of the approval
approval of this Act shall be handled to conclusion
conclusion by the
Mediation Board.
Mediation
the President
"A member
member of the Board may be removed by the
President for
for
neglect of duty, malfeasance
malfeasance in
office, or
or ineligibility,
ineligibility, but
but
inefficiency, neglect
in office,
for no other cause.
Second.
The Mediation
Mediation Board
Board shall
shall annually
designate aamember
member
Second. The
annually designate
to
act
as
chairman.
The
Board
shall
maintain
its
principal
office in
in
to act as chairman. The Board shall maintain its principal office
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, but it may meet at any
other place whenever
whenever
any other
cc

necessary so
so to
to do.
do. The
The Board
Board may
may designate
designate one
one or
or more
itit deems
deems it
it necessary
more

of its members
members to exercise
exercise the functions of the Board in mediation
mediation
Administering
Each member of the Board shall have power to adminAdministering oaths. proceedings.
adminshall
ister oaths and
alnaffirmations. The Board shall have aaseal
seal which
which shall
Report to Congress.
Report to Congress. be judicially noticed. The Board
Board shall make an annual
annual report to
to

ator.

Appointment of expp
oitmen
t
etperts,
etc.
Other
officers
Other oficers
employees.

and
and

Books of reference.

Books ereence,
of

Travel expenses.

Trvel expeses.

aynts.

Payments.

Congress.
Congress.
; Third. The Mediation
Mediation Board may (1) appoint
"
appoint such experts
experts and
and
assistants to act in aa confidential
confidential capacity
capacity and, subject
subject to
to the
the proprocivil-service laws, such other officers and employees
visions of the civil-service
employees as
are essential
essential to
transaction of
of the
the work
of the
Board;
are
to the
the effective
effective transaction
work of
the Board;
(2)
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, fix
fix the
salaries
(2) in accordance with
with the
the Classification
the salaries
of such experts, assistants, officers,
employees; and (3)
officers, and employees;
(3) make
(including expenditures
expenditures for rent and
personal
such expenditures
expenditures (including
and personal
services at the seat of government
government and
and elsewhere, for law books,
and for
printing and binding,
periodicals, and books of reference,
reference, and
for printing
expenditures for salaries
necessary
and including expenditures
salaries and compensation,
compensation, necessary
traveling expenses and expenses actually
actually incurred
incurred for subsistence,
subsistence,
and other necessary expenses
expenses of the Mediation Board, Adjustment
Adjustment
Adjustment Boards established
Board, Regional
Regional Adjustment
established under paragraph
paragraph
(w)
(w) of section 3, and boards of arbitration, in accordance with the
provisions
7, respectively),
provisions of this section and sections
sections 33and 7
respectively) , as may
be necessary for the execution
execution of the functions
functions vested in the Board,
in the Adjustment Board and in the boards
boards of arbitration,
arbitration, and as
may be provided
provided for by the Congress from time to time. All expendexpenditures of the Board shall be allowed
allowed and paid on the presentation
presentation
of itemized vouchers therefor approved
approved by the chairman.
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order Any portion
portion of work,
work,
by its
authorized by
Fourth. The
hereby authorized
its order
Mediation Board is hereby
The Mediation
""Fourth.
etc., may be assigned
assigned
etc.,
emor
member
a
to
functions
or
to
a
member
or
embusiness,
to .assign,
assign, or
or refer,
refer, any
any portion
portion of its work,
work,
functions
to
ployee.
ployee.
by
it
to
referred
or
arising
under
this
any
other
Act
of
Congress,
or
referred
to
it
by
or
this
arising under
the
of the
Congress
individual member
member of
branch thereof, to an individual
either branch
or either
Congress or
modify
may modify
Board may
designated
be
Board
of
Board
or
to
an
employee
or
employees
the
to
designated
employees
or
Board or to an employee
or rescind assignment.
assignment.
rescind
toor
time
any
at
by such
such order
order for
and by its order
to
thereon, and
action thereon,
for action
by
or
amend,
modify, supplement,
supplement, or rescind any such assignment or
amend, modify,
remain in
and remain
reference. All
orders shall
forthwith and
in
shall take effect forthwith
such orders
All such
reference.
with Powers
conformity
In
Powers conferred.
conferred.
effect until
until otherwise
by the Board. In conformity with
ordered by
otherwise ordered
effect
the
in
Mediation
the
of
and
subject
to
the
order
or
orders
of
Mediation
Board
the
orders
or
order
the
and subject to
employee
or employee
premises,
such individual
individual member of the Board or
and such
premises, and
of said
any
to
designated
shall
have
power
and
to
act
as
of
said
authority
and
power
designated shall have
work, business,
assigned or referred
referred to him for action
so assigned
functions so
or functions
business, or
work,
by the
the Board.
Board.
by
necessary
personsary personneAll
"Fifth. All
All officers
and employees
employees of the Board of Mediation
Mediation nel
officers and
of Board of Media"Fifth.
tion transferred
transferred to the
ton
hereby
offices
(except
the
members
thereof,
whose
offices
are
hereby
abolished)
(except the members thereof, whose
Board.
whose
services in
the judgment
judgment of the Mediation
Mediation Board are necessary
necessary
in the
whose services
transferred to the
to the
operation of
Board are hereby transferred
the Board
of the
efficient operation
the efficient
to
that
except that
compensation;
Board,
without
change
in
classification
or
compensation;
classification
in
Board, without change
the Board
Board may
may provide
for the
the adjustment
classification or
adjustment of such classification
provide for
the
and
to which such officers and
compensation
conform to
to the
duties to
the duties
to conform
compensation to
employees may
may be assigned.
assigned.
.
employees
Available appropriaappropriaAvailable
of tions
"All unexpended
unexpended appropriations
Board of
appropriations for the operation.of the Board
tions to
be transferred
transferred
"All
to be
Board.
Mediation Board.
to
Board
the
of
Mediation
that
are
available
at
the
time
of
the
abolition
the
of
time
the
at
available
are
that
Mediation
Board
of Mediation shall
shall be
transferred
to
the
Mediation
Board
and
be transferred to the Mediation
of Mediation
authorized
shall be
for its
salaries and
other authorized
and other
for salaries
use for
its use
available for
shall be available
expenditures."
expenditures."
S
EC. 5.
5. Section
Section 55 of
of the
amended to read
read
Act is amended
Labor Act
Railway Labor
the Railway
SEC.
as
follows:
as follows:
Functions of Mediadia

"
FUNCTIONS OF
OF MEDIATION
BOARD
MEDIATION BOARD
a FUNCTIONS

o
ntion

tion Board.

f Mar

Right of either
either disRight of invoke disa dispute between putant
"S
EC. 5.
5. First.
First. The
The parties,
either party,
party, to a
seror either
putant to
to invoke serparties, or
SEC.
vice of
Board.
of Board.
an employee
employee or
group of
of employees
employees and
and a
a carlier
carrier may invoke the vice
or group
an
the following
services
in any
following cases:
of the
any of
Board in
Mediation Board
the Mediation
of the
services of
"(a)
A
dispute
concerning
changes
in
rates
of
pay, rules,
rules, or workpay,
of
rates
"(a) A dispute concerning changes in
ing conditions not
not adjusted
adjusted by
by the
parties
in
conference.
colnference.
in
parties
the
ing conditions
(b) Any
other dispute
dispute not
referable to
Railroad
National Railroad
the National
to the
not referable
Any other
"(b)
the
Adjustment Board
Board and
not
adjusted
in
conference
between
conference
in
adjusted
and not
Adjustment
parties
or
where
conferences
are
refused.
refused.
are
conferences
Proffer of services by
parties or where
Broderofsrvlresb
"The Mediation
Mediation Board
Board may
may proffer
proffer its
its services
services in case any labor Board.
"The
emergency is
found by
time.
any time.
at any
exist at
to exist
it to
by it
is found
emergency
"
either event
said Board
shall promptly
promptly put itself in comBoard shall
the said
event the
In either
" In
munication with
with the
the parties
parties to
to such
controversy,
and shall
shall use its
and
controversy,
such
munication
If such
best efforts, by
by mediation,
mediation, to
to bring
them
to
agreement. If
such
agreement.
to
them
bring
efforts,
best
shall
efforts to bring
bring about
about an
an amicable
settlement
through
mediation
mediation
through
settlement
amicable
efforts to
be unsueressful, the
Board shall
shall at
at once
once endeavor
as its final
endeavor as
said Board
be unsuccessful, the said
required action (except as
provided
in
paragraph
third
of
this
of this
third
(except as provided in paragraph
required action
section and in
in section
section 10
10 of
this
Act)
to induce
the
parties to
submit
to
parties
the
induce
to
Act)
this
of
and
section
their controversy to
to arbitration,
provisions
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
arbitration, in
their controversy
of "
this
Act.
Act.
this
of
If arbitration
at the request of the Board shall be refused b
on if
arbitration
if arbirtion
"If arbitration at the request of the Board shall be refused by reAion
y

rei

one or both parties the
Board shall
shall at
once not
if y both
both p
arties in
parties
notify
at once
the Board
one or both
writing
that parties,
its mediatory
mediatory efforts
efforts have
failed and
for thirty
days
thirty
for
and
failed
have
its
writing thatunless in the intervening period the parties
thereafter, uless
parties
agree
to
to
agree
the
period
in the intervening

thereafter,

under section
arbitration
emergency board shall
shall be
be created
created under section
arbitration, or an emergency
10
of
this
A'ct,
no
change
shall
be
made
in
the
rates
of
pay, rules,
of
rates
the
in
made
be
shall
change
no
At,
this
10 of
the
to the
prior to
effect prior
or working conditions or established practices in effect

or working cond itions

time the dispute arose.

time the dispute arose.

or

established

practices

etcNn rates
to bi
e
n
in
hange

Not

PaY '
pay
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Controversies arising

Controversies arising

over interpretation
interpretation of
of
over
agreement, etc.
etc.
agreement,

Board

Duties of Board re-

specting arbitration
arbitration of
of
specting
disputes.
es.
dispuitration

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CII. 691. JUNE
JUNE 21,
21, 1934.
CH.

which aa controversy
any case
in which
controversy arises over
over the
case in
In any
" Second.
Second. In
meaning or the
agreement reached
reached through
through
application of any agreement
the application
meaning
mediation
under the
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, either
either party to the said
said
the provisions
mediation under
agreement,
or both,
both, may
may apply
apply to
to the
the Mediation
interBoard for an interMediation Board
agreement, or
pretation
of the
the meaning
meaning or
application of such agreement. The
or application
pretation of
said Board
Board shall
upon receipt
receipt of
such request
to
notify the parties to
request notify
of such
shall upon
said
the controversy,
after a
sides give
give its
its interpretainterpretaof both
both sides
a hearing
hearing of
and after
controversy, and
the
tion within thirty days.

Board shall
shall have the following duties
Mediation Board
"Third. The
The Mediation
"Third.

with respect
to the
the arbitration
of disputes
disputes under
under section
section 7
7 of
of this
this
arbitration of
respect to
with
Act:
Act:
To appoint
remain"(a) On failure of the arbitrators
arbitrators named
named by the parties
parties to agree
"(a)
To
appoint remaining arbitrator if
if parparirbitrator
on the
the remaining
remaining arbitrator
arbitrator or
arbitrators within
within the
set by
by
time set
fail to decide.
the time
or arbitrators
on
ties faltodecide.
section
of this
this Act,
Act , it
it shall
shall be the duty of the
Board
Mediation Board
the Mediation
7 of
section 7
Qualifications.
to
remaining arbitrator
or arbitrators.
shall be
be the
It shall
arbitrators. It
arbitrator or
such remaining
to name
name such
Qualifications.
duty
naming such arbitrator
arbitrator or arbitrators
arbitrators to
to
of the Board in naming
duty of
appoint only
those whom
whom the
the Board
shall deem
deem wholly
wholly disinterested
disinterested.
Board shall
only those
appoint
impartial and without bias
arbitrated and impartial
controversy to be arbitrated
in the controversy
Removal.
Should,t however,
between the parties to such
such arbitration.
arbitration. Should
however, the
as between
Removal.
Board name
name an
an arbitrator
arbitrator or arbitrators
arbitrators not so disinterested
disinterested and
Board
impartial, then,
then, upon
upon proper
and presentation
presentation of the
investigation and
proper investigation
impartial,
facts,
remove such
such arbitrator.
facts, the Board shall promptly remove
Selecting
Board, in
in accordance
"IfIf an arbitrator
successor.
"
arbitrator named
by the
accordance
named by
the Mediation
Mediation Board,
electing aasuccessor.
with
the provisions
provisions of
of this
be removed
removed by such Board as
Act, shall be
this Act,
with the
arbitrator refuses or is unable
unable
provided by this Act, or if such an arbitrator
promptly, to
Mediation Board, promptly,
it shall be the duty of the
the Mediation
to serve, it
select
another arbitrator,
in the
the same
manner as provided
provided in this
same manner
arbitrator, in
select another
Act
appointment by
Mediation Board.
by,the Mediation
original appointment
Act for
for an original
Any member
member may
"(b)
may
Any
"(b) Any member of the Mediation
Mediation Board
Board is authorized
authorized to take
take acknowledgment
take acknowledgment
agreement to arbiof agreement
trate.
trate.

this Act.
the
acknowledgment of
an agreement
to arbitrate
arbitrate under this
agreement to
of an
the acknowledgment
When so acknowledged,
acknowledged, or when acknowledged
acknowledged by the parties
parties before
notary public
public or
of
district court or aacircuit court of
of aa district
or the
the clerk of
aanotary
arbitrate shall be
appeals of the United States, such agreement
agreement to arbitrate
delivered
transmitted to said Board,
of said
said Board or transmitted
a member
member of
to a
delivered to
office.
to be filed in its office.
Procedure.
the
(c) When
filed with
with the
has been
been filed
to arbitrate
arbitrate has
an agreement
agreement to
"(c)
When an
Prcednre.
Mediation
Mediation Board, or with one of its members, as provided by this
of
section,
been furnished
furnished the names
names of
the said Board has been
when the
and when
section, and
the arbitrators
arbitrators chosen by the parties to the controversy
controversy it
it shall be
the
cause a
writing to be served upon
a notice in writing
the duty of the Board to cause
said
notifying them
them of
their appointment,
appointment, requesting
requesting
of their
said arbitrators,
arbitrators, notifying
them
promptly to name the remaining
arbitrator or arbitraarbitraremaining arbitrator
to meet promptly
them to
advising
tors
Arbitration, and advising
complete the Board of Arbitration,
tors necessary
necessary to complete
them
of the
which, as provided
provided by the agreement
agreement to
to
the period within which,
them of
arbitrate, they are empowered
to name such arbitrator
arbitrator or arbitrators.
empowered to
arbitrate,
Controversy over
over
Controversy
"(d)
desiring the reconvening
"(d) Either party to an arbitration
arbitration desiring
reconvening of a
a
meaning
mesning or application
board of arbitration to pass upon any
any controversy
controversy-arising over the
ofawardp.
of
award.
meaning
Mediation
application of an award may so notify the Mediation
or application
meaning or
Board in writing, stating in such notice the question or questions
questions to
to
be
The Mediation
Mediation Board
Board shall
shall
reconvened Board. The
to such reconvened
be submitted to
communicate with the members
thereupon
members of the Board of
of
thereupon promptly communicate
a subcommittee
Arbitration,
Arbitration, or a
subcommittee of such Board appointed
appointed for such
such
purpose pursuant
pursuant to
provision in the agreement
agreement to arbitrate,
and
arbitrate, and
to a
a provision
purpose
arrange for
Arbitration or subfor the
the reconvening
reconvening of said Board of Arbitration
arrange
committee, and
committee,
and. shall notify the respective
respective parties to the controversy
controversy
Hearings;
restriction. of the time and place at which
which the Board, or the subcommittee,
subcommittee, will
Hearings; restriction.
matters in controversy
controversy to be submitted
submitted
meet for hearings upon the matters
Evidence
be eocon- to it.
Evidence to be
than that
the record
filed with
No evidence
with
evidence other than
that contained
contained in the
record filed
sidered.
original award shall be received
received or considered
considered by such reconreconthe original
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except such evidence
evidence as
vened Board or subcommittee,
subcommittee, except
as may be
be necesnecesFilling vacancy.
vacancy.
sary to illustrate
illustrate the interpretations
interpretations suggested
suggested by the parties. If
If any
any Filling
member
member of the original Board is unable
unable or unwilling to serve on
on
such
subcommittee thereof,
thereof, another
such reconvened
reconvened Board or subcommittee
another arbitrator
arbitrator
shall be named
in the
manner and
same powers
and
named in
the same
same manner
and with
with the
the same
powers and
duties as such original arbitrator.
arbitrator.
Employer-empl oy ee
Within sixty
sixty days
days after
the approval
this Act
Act every
every carrier
carrier conEmac,
of this
onserm-pi
""(e)
(e) Within
after the
approval of
contracts
concerning
rates of pay,
shall file with the Mediation Board
copy of
of each
each contract
with its rates
Board a
acopy
contract with
pay, etc.
Filing with Board
employees
employees in
in effect on the 1st day of April
April 1934, covering
covering rates of rF
required. with Board
Statement in
in lieu.
lieu.
pay, rules
and working
working conditions.
If no
contract with
with any
any craft Statement
no contract
conditions. If
pay,
rules, and
or class of
of its employees
employees has been entered
entered into, the carrier
carrier shall file
with the Mediation Board a
statement of that
that fact
fact including
including also
also a
a statement
a
statement of the rates of pay, rules, and working conditions
conditions applicable
applicable
statement
New contracts.
contracts.
in dealing
dealing with
craft or
or class.
class. When
any new
new contract
contract is
in
with such
such craft
When any
is New
executed or change is made in an
existing contract
contract with any class
class
executed
an existing
employees covering
covering rates of pay, rules, or
working
or craft of its employees
or working
conditions,
working conditions
conditions, or in those
those rates
rates of pay,
pay, rules,
rules, and
and working
conditions
of
employees not
the same
same
of employees
not covered by contract, the carrier
carrier shall
shall file the
Mediation Board within thirty days after
after such new contract
contract
with the Mediation
or
change in existing contract
has been
been executed
or rates
of pay,
pay,
or change
contract has
executed or
rates of
rules, and
and working
have been
made effective.
effective.
working conditions
conditions have
been made
"(f)
Mediation Board
shall be
be the
custodian of
of all
all papers
"(f) The
The Mediation
Board shall
the custodian
papers Board to be custo
custodian of all papers, etc.,
and documents
documents heretofore
heretofore filed
filed with
with or
or transferred
transferred to
the Board
Board of
of filed
and
to the
dnofwith
ailh
paers,
Boardeof
of
Mediation bearing
settlement, adjustment,
or determination
determination Mediation.
Mediation
bearing upon
upon the
the settlement,
adjustment, or
Mediation.
of
disputes between carriers and their employees
employees or upon mediation
of disputes
or arbitration
arbitration proceedings held under or pursuant
pursuant to the provisions
respect thereto; and the President
President is
of any Act of Congress in respect
authorized to designate aa custodian of the records and property of
authorized
of
the Board of Mediation
transfer and delivery
delivery of such
such
Mediation until the transfer
records to the Mediation
Mediation Board and to require
require the transfer and
delivery to the Mediation
Mediation Board of any and all such papers and
and
documents filed with it or in its possession."
possession."
documents
Vol. 44,
44, p.
p. 582.
S
EC. 6. Section
Section 6
Railway Labor
Labor Act
Act is
is amended
to read
read Vol.
SEC.
6 of
of the
the Railway
amended to
82.
as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 6.
and representatives
representatives of
of the
the employees
employees shall
shall give
give Notice
Notion of Intended
Intended
"SEC.
6. Carriers
Carriers and
in rates of pay,
at
days' written
an intended
in agreeagree- change
at least
least thirty
thirty days'
written notice
notice of
of an
intended change
change in
hrugeInoorkioe
fcondirules,
working con,
tions.
conditions, and
working conditions,
and the tlons.
rates of pay,
pay, rules,
rules, or
or working
ments affecting
affecting rates
time and
and place
place for
beginning of
between the repreof conference
conference between
for the
the beginning
time
sentatives
of the
the parties
parties interested
in such
such intended
changes shall
shall
sentatives of
interested in
intended changes
be agreed
agreed upon
upon within
within ten
ten days
after the receipt of said
and
said notice, and
days after
be
Decision
thirty days
provided in the notice.
notice. In required.
Board
days provided
Decision ofof Board
said time shall be within the thirty
every
every case
case where
where such notice of intended change has been given, or rqu re
conferences are being held with reference
reference thereto, or the services
conferences
Mediation Board have been requested
requested by either party, or said
said
of the Mediation
working
Board has proffered its services,
services, rates of pay, rules, or working
Board
conditions
carrier until the controversy
controversy
conditions shall not be altered by the carrier
19 5
Ante,P.
p.1195.
has been finally acted upon as required
required by section 55of this Act, by At,
Exception.
the
elapsed after
after
unless a
a period of ten
ten days has
has elapsed
the Mediation
Mediation Board,
Board, unless
termination
without request
request for or proffer
proffer of the
termination of conferences
conferences without
services of the Mediation
Mediation Board."
Board."
Railway Labor Act.
SEC. 7. The Railway
Szo.
Railway Labor Act
Act is amended
amended by striking out
out the
the Ralway
bons Act.
Substitutions in designated
of,
Mediation" wherever
appear in sections
sections of,
words "Board
"Board of
of Mediation"
wherever they
they appear
sections authorized.
igated sections
such Act, and inserting in lieu thereof
2g.
6
7, 8, 10, and 12 of such.
thereof the words auvruhoppd
4St, pp. 582-687.
"Mediation Board."
"Mediation
Saving Provisions.
SEC. 8.
If any section,
subsection, sentence
clause or phrase
phrase of sing
proviions.
sentence, clause,
section, subsection,
SEC.
8. If
unconstitutional, such decision
decision
this Act is for any reason held to be unconstitutional,
Inconsistent laws r
shall
not affect
the validity
validity of
portions of
of this
Act. ptnLd'
'tlawa IV-of the
the remaining
remaining portions
this Act.
shall not
affect the
pealed.
All
Actsinconsistent
provisions of this
this
inconsistent with the provisions
All Acts
Acts or parts
parts of Acts
Act
Ad are hereby repealed.
Approved, June 21,
21, 1934.
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

II. CHS.
OHS. 692-694.
692-694. JUNE
JUNE 21,1934.
21, 1934.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER
692.]
[CHAPTER 692.]
June 21,
1934.
21, 1934.
June
[H.R.
9904.]
[.R. 9904.]

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
of Public
of the
the Seventy-second
Seventy-second Congress,
as
Congress, as
2 of
Numbered 2
Act Numbered
Public Act
section 55of
amend section
To
amended.
amended.

[Public, No. 443.1

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be

5 of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
Fi- United
United States
assembled, That section 5
of
amended,
Public
Act Numbered
of the
Seventy-second Congress, as amended,
the Seventy-second
Numbered 22of
Public Act
period at the
be amended
amended by striking
striking out the period
the end of the second
second

Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
Act,
nance
amended.
amended.
Vol.
47,
p.
7.
Vol. 47,p.7.

paragraph
thereof and
and inserting
inserting in
m lieu
a colon and the
thereof a
lieu thereof
paragraph thereof

following: "Provided,
That such
limitation shall
shall not
not apply
to
apply to
such limitation
"Provided, That
r following:
of closed
closed banks
advances
or other
other liquidating
liquidating agents
agents of
to receivers
receivers or
advances to
when made
made for
the purpose
when
for the
purpose of liquidation
liquidation or reorganization."
reorganization."

Aggregate amount of
Aggregateamountof
advance
to any one corporation; limitation
poration;limitation
removed.

removed.

21, 1934.
Approved,
Approved, June 21,
[CHAPTER
693.]
[CHAPTER 693.]
June 21,1934.
21, 1934.
June

[H.R. 7922.]
7922.]
444.1
[Public, No. 444.]

Yaquina Bay LightLighthouse Reservation,
Oreg.
Disposal of portion
of, authorized. portion

hoYauaseBay

Oreg.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Commerce to dispose
Secretary of Commerce
Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
dispose of aa portion
portion of the Yaquina
Ya,quins.
Bay Lighthouse
Reservation, Oregon.
Lighthouse Reservation,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives of the
Senate and House of
Be
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secrein Congress
America in
of America
United
tary of
Commerce is hereby
authorized to convey to the State of
of
hereby authorized
of Commerce
tary

.

park
Oregon (State
(State Highway
Highway Commission),
Commission), for
for public-highway
public-highway and park
Oregon

Description.

tion, Oregon,
Oregon, containing
an area
approximately thirty-two
thirty-two acres,
of approximately
area of
containing an
tion,

ofauth

Description.

Reversionary proviproviReversionary
sion.

sion,

purposes, the
the unused
unused portion
of Yaquina
Bay Lighthouse
ReservaLighthouse ReservaYaquina Bay
portion of
purposes,

more
excepting that part of lot 1, section 17; part of lot 1,
or less, excepting
more or
section 18;
and part of
8, all in township
township 11 south, of
of
section 8,
of lot 5, section
18; and
section
range 11
11 west,
west, bordering
Yaquina Bay which
which is required for
for
bordering on Yaquina
range
jetty purposes
purposes by
by the
the War
War Department,
and reserving to the ComDepartment, and
jetty
merce, Treasury,
Departments the rights of ingress and
Treasury, and War Departments
merce,
egress over
over the
thereon such
such
and to maintain thereon
transferred and
land so transferred
the land
egress
facilities as these Departments may at any time require. The deed
deed
of
conveyance shall
metes and bounds the land so transshall describe by metes
of conveyance
ferred
and contain the express condition that
ferred to the State of Oregon and
of
obligation of carrying out the purposes
purposes of
the grantee assumes the obligation
the grant; and provide that the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce may at any
addressed to the Oregon
Oregon State Highway
Highway Commission
time by letter addressed
notify the grantee
grantee in the event it has not begun to perform, or has
ceased
obligations that the property so conto perform, any such obligations
ceased to
veyed
will revert
the United
United States;
and if
if the
the grantee
grantee does not
States; and
to the
revert to
veyed will
a period
begin
performance of such obligations within a
or resume the performance
begin or
months from date of such notice, such property shall upon
of six months
the expiration
expiration of
of such
States without
without
United States
the United
period revert to the
such period
the
further notice of demand
demand or any suit or proceeding.
21, 1934.
Approved, June 21,
[CHAPTER 694.1
694.1
[CHAPTER

June 21,
21, 1934.
June
[H.R. 7982.]
[H.R.
445.]
[Public, No. 445.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

of Monocacy,
battlefield of
To
national military
military park
park at
the battlefield
Monocacy, Maryland.
at the
To establish
establish aa national

the
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted by the Senate and

Monocacy National United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
Military Park, Md.
Establishment,
when co mmemorate the Battle of Monocacy, Maryland, and to preserve for
Estsalishnent,when
title to land, etc., ac- historical purposes the breastworks, earth'works, walls, or other
titleo
quired.

Monccacy National United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
commemorate the Battle of Monocacy, Maryland, and to preserve for
land, etc., a- historical purposes the breastworks, earth'works, walls, or other

battlefield at
at
defenses or shelters used by the armies therein, the battlefield
a national
Monocacy, in the State of
of Maryland,
Maryland, is hereby declared a
national
military
park to be known as the "Monocacy
C"Monocacy National Military
military park
Park ", whenever
whenever the title to the lands deemed
deemed necessary
necessary by the
Park",

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
694.
CH. 694.

JUNE
JUNE 21, 1934.

1199
1199

United
Secretary
the Interior
Interior shall have been acquired
acquired by the United
of the
Secretary of
States
and the
the usual
usual jurisdiction
jurisdiction over the lands and roads of the
States and
of
same
shall have
been granted
granted to the United
United States by the State of
have been
same shall
Maryland.
ndemntation propt:ohereby authorized
S
EC. 2.
The Secretary
the Interior
Interior is hereby
authorized to ceCondemnation
,T.
of the
Secretary of
2. The
SEC.
lands.
the
cause condemnation
condemnation proceedings
iandi
s
n
.
ga
acquire
proceedings to be instituted in the name of
cause
p.357.
United
under the
provisions of
of August
August 1, 1888, Vol.
Vol. 25,
25, p.
357.
Act of
the Act
of the
the provisions
States under
United States
entitled
for
condemnation of lands for sites for
authorize condemnation
to authorize
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
" (25 Stat.L. 357),
public buildings
purposes"
357), to acquire
for other purposes
buildings and for
public
title to
to the
therein, or rights pertaining
pertaining thereto
lands, interests therein,
the lands,
title
within the
the said
Monocacy National Military
Military Park, and the United
United
said Monocacy
within
States
entitled to
immediate possession upon the filing of the
to immediate
be entitled
shall be
States shall
petition
for
condemnation in the United States District Court for
in condemnation
petition in
the
District
That when
when the owner of such
such Provos.
Provisos.
Provided, That
Maryland: Provided,
of Maryland:
the District of
Purchase from ownlands,
pertaining thereto
thereto shall
shall fix
fix a
a price
ers
purchase from ownprice ers.
rights pertaining
or rights
therein, or
interests therein,
lands, interests
the
of
for
the
same,
which,
in
the
opinion
Secretary
Interior,
Secretary
the
of
opinion
for the same, which, in the
without
shall
reasonable, the
Secretary may purchase
purchase the same without
the Secretary
be reasonable,
shall be
further delay:
delay: Provided
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior Acceptance
Acceptance of donadonefurther, That
Provided further,
further
is authorized
to accept,
on behalf
behalf of
of the
donations of tios.
Um'
s.
States, donations
the United States,
accept, on
authorized to
is
for
lands, interests
interests therein,
therein, or
or rights
rights pertaining
required for
thereto required
pertaining thereto
lands,
Title.
That
the
Monocacy
National
Military
-Park:
Park:
And
provided
further,
further,
provided
And
Military
National
the Monocacy
title and
and evidence
evidence of title to
acquired for
for
to lands and interests therein acquired
title
said park
shall be
be satisfactory
satisfactory to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
park shall
said
owners
SEC. 3.
3. The
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
Leases with owners
Lewas
enter f
to enter
hereby authorized
is hereby
of the
The Secretary
SEC.
pur
anctgaseun
. necessary
purchase.
to
and
defenses,
into
leases
with
the
owners
of
such
of
the
lands,
defenses,
t
a
o
r
works,
lands,
the
of
such
of
owners
the
into leases with
buildings
thereon within
within the
the Monocacy
National Military
Military Park, as
Monocacy National
buildings thereon
title to, and
in
his
discretion
it
is
unnecessary
to
forthwith
acquire
and
acquire
forthwith
to
in his discretion it is unnecessary
of
such leases
leases shall
shall be
Secretary of
terms and conditions as the Secretary
on such terms
be on
such
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe, and
and may
contain options to purchase,
may .contain
may prescribe,
the
of
Secretary of
subject
later acceptance,
judgment of the Secretary
the judgment
in the
if, in
acceptance, if,
to later
subject to
the
it is
economical to
to purchase
purchase as condemn title to the
as economical
is as
Interior, it
the Interior,
otof holdproperty: Provided,
Provided, That
Secretary of the Interior may enter Purlion
Cultivation
sos
holdThat the Secretary
property:
into agreements
agreements upon
such nominal
nominal terms
terms as he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, per- ings.
upon such
into
mitting the
the present
present owners
or their
their tenants
occupy or cultivate
cultivate
tenants to occupy
owners or
mitting
their present
holdings, upon
condition that they will preserve
preserve the
upon condition
present holdings,
their
present breastworks,
breastworks, earthworks,
earthworks, walls,
walls, defenses,
defenses, shelters, buildings
present
ondition.
and roads,
outlines of
of the
battlefields, and
and that they
their Condition.
the battlefields,
present outlines
the present
and the
roads, and
and
soil,
the
remove
or
disturb
or
underbrush
will
disturb
t
he soi,
only cut trees or underbrush
will only
under such
prescribe,
Interior may prescribe,
Secretary of the Interior
the Secretary
as the
regulations as
such regulations
under
and that
that they
they will
assist in
in protecting
protecting all tablets,
such
tablets, monuments, or such
will assist
and
proper
by
erected
other
artificial
works
as
from
time
to
time
be
erected
proper
from
may
as
works
artificial
other
authority.
authority.
of
Parisio, of NaslSeurvision
SEC. 4.
National Military
Military Park shall,
shall, tte
NaMonocacy National
the Monocacy
of the
affairs of
The affairs
4. The
SEC.
subject to
to the
supervision
and
direction
of
the
Office
of
National
floe.
1
Parks,
etc
,
fee.
National
of
the supervision and direction of the Office
subject
Parks,
Buildings, and
and Reservations
Reservations of
the Interior
Department, be
Interior Department,
of the
Parks, Buildings,
in
charge of
superintendent, to
to be
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
be appointed
of aa superintendent,
in charge
the Interior.
Duties prescribed.
SEC. 5.
It shall
shall be
the duty
superintendent, under the direc- Duties pescribed.
the superintendent,
of the
duty of
be the
5. It
SEC.
tion
of the
the Office
National Parks,
Parks, Buildings,
Reservations
Buildings, and Reservations
of National
Office of
tion of
of
the
Interior
Department,
to
superintend
opening
or repair
repair
opening
the
superintend
to
Department,
of the Interior
of
such roads
roads as
as may
the purposes
purposes of the park, and
to the
necessary to
be necessary
may be
of such
otherwise, as the
to
ascertain and
with historical
historical tablets or otherwise,
mark with
and mark
to ascertain
Secretary of
breastworks, earthdetermine, all breastworks,
may determine,
Interior may
the Interior
of the
Secretary
works, walls,
or other
other defenses
defenses or
lines of
of battle,
battle, location
location
shelters, lines
or shelters,
works, walls, or
of
troops,
buildings,
and
other
historical
points
interest
within
of
points
historical
other
and
buildings,
of troops,
the
park
or in its vicinity.
park or
theSEc.
6. The said Office of
and ReservaReserva- Acceptance
ed.
of gifts,
Acepte
Buildings, and
out hail of gif
Parks, Buildings,
National Parks,
of National
SEc. 6. The said Office

to etc., aUth
authorized
is
Interior,
of
the Secretary
tions,
fions,
receiveacting
gifts through
and contributions
the
Secretary
from
of the
the
States,
Interior,
Territories,
is authorized
societies,
to

receive gifts and contributions from States, Territories, societies,
organizations, and
the Monocacy
Monocacy National
National Military
for the
individuals for
and individuals
organizations,

d.
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73d
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PTOL180.
to be
Contributions to be
deposited
of
deposited to credit of
special fund.

ions

SESS.
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SESS. II.

OHS. 694, 695. JUNE
JUNE 21,1934.
21, 1934.
CHS.

Park: Provided,
That all
contributions of
of money
money received
shall be
be
received shall
all contributions
Park:
Provided, That

deposited
Treasury of the United States and credited to aa
deposited in the Treasury
fund
to be designated
"Monocacy National
National Military
Military Park fund",
fund",
designated "Monocacy
fund to
which
fund shall
and expended
expended under
under the direction
direction
to and
be applied
applied to
shall be
which fund
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, for
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of
for carrying
of the
the Interior,
of
this Act.
States may mark
for the authorities
SEc.
7. It
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
authorities of any State having
having
It shall
SEC. 7.
obattles
ies
lines
of battle ofthark
their
troops.
Monocacy to
troops.
had troops
troops at the Battle
Battle of Monocacy
to enter
enter upon
upon the
the lands and
and
approaches of
the Monocacy
National Military Park for the purMonocacy National
of the
approaches
pose of
of ascertaining
ascertaining and
of battle
battle of
troops engaged
engaged
of troops
the line
line of
marking the
and marking
pose
Provisos.
Provisos.
therein: Provided,
Provided, That before
before any such
such lines
lines are permanently
permanently
Approval of marking,
designated the
methods of
of
proposed methods
lines and
and the proposed
of the lines
the position
position of
etA pproval fark.g designated
etc.
marking
tablets, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, including the
by monuments,
monuments, tablets,
them by
marking them
design and
inscription for the
same, shall
shall be
submitted to the Secrebe submitted
the same,
design
and inscription
tary
the Interior
and shall
receive written
approval of the
the
written approval
first receive
shall first
of the
Interior and
tary of
Secretary,
shall be
formal written
written
based upon formal
be based
approval shall
which approval
Secretary, which
reports
made to
National
each case by the Office of National
in each
to him in
be made
reports to be
No
No discrimination
discrimination in
in Parks, Buildings, and Reservations:
Reservations:
Provided,
That no discriminaProvided,
discriminadesignating lines.
esignages
tion shall be made against
against any State as to the manner of designating
designating
lines, but
but any
grant made
made to any
Secretary of the
by the Secretary
any State by
any grant
lines,
Interior may be used by any other State.
Interior
Penalty for
for destroydestroySEC.
Penalty
SEG. 8. IfIf any person shall, except by permission
permission of the Secretary
Secretary
ing, injuring, etc., property.
deface, injure, or
of the
the Interior,
Interior, destroy,
destroy, mutilate,
mutilate, deface,
or remove any
any
erty.
monument, column, statue, memorial
memorial structure, or work of art that
that
lawful
placed upon the grounds of the park by lawful
erected or placed
shall be
be erected
authority, or
or shall
destroy or
enclosure,
fence, railing, enclosure,
any fence,
or remove
remove any
shall destroy
authority,
or
ornament of said park, or any
any
protection or ornament
or other work for the protection
portion thereof, or shall destroy, cut, hack, bark,
hark, break down, or
or
otherwise
growing
injure any tree, bush, or shrubbery that may be growing
otherwise injure
wn or
timber,
or fell or remove any timber,
down
cut do
park, or
or shall cut
upon said
said park,
hunt
tree or trees growing
being upon
upon said
said park, or hunt
growing or being
battle relic, tree
within the limits of the park, or shall remove
remove or destroy
destroy any
any breastpart
works, earthworks,
earthworks, walls, or other defenses or shelter or any part
thereof constructed
constructed by the armies formerly engaged in the battles
approaches to the park, any person so offending and
and
on the lands or approaches
United States
States commissioner
commissioner or
or
found guilty thereof, before any United
committed,
jurisdiction in which
which the offense may be committed,
court, of the jurisdiction
a fine,
such offense
fine, in the
offense forfeit
forfeit and pay a
shall for each and every such
discretion of the United States
commissioner or court, according
States commissioner
according to
to
the aggravation
offense, of not less than
than $5 nor more than $500.
$500.
aggravation of the offense,
Rules,
lues, etc., to be
be
SEC.
Secretary of the
S
EC. 9. The Secretary
the Interior
Interior shall
shall have the power to make
prescribed.
prescribed.
all needful
regulations for the care of the park, and for
all
needful rules and regulations
for
the establishment
marking of lines of battle and other historical
historical
establishment and marking
features
features of the park.
Appropriation
aupurposes of carrying out the provisions of this
aSEC. 10. For the purposes
tppropriatios
Snc.
thorized.
Act, the sum of $50,000
out
$50,000 is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated out
of any
any moneys
moneys in
Tregsury not
not otherwise
appropriated.
of
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated.
Approved, June
21, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 21,

specialund.

[CHAPTER 695.]
CT
AN
ACT
AN A

21, 1934.
June 21,1934
[H.R. 8833.1
8833.]
[Pnblic,
446.1
[Public, No. 4461

founding
Tercentenary
Colony
founding
Colony
Connecticut.

To authorize
authorize the coinage of 50-cent pieces
pieces in commemoration
commemoration of the threethreehundredth
anniversary of the founding
hundredth anniversary
founding of the Colony
Colony of Connecticut.
Connecticut.
of
of

of

enacted by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it enadted
the Senate and HEose
of Representatives

United States
States of
of Atewri
America in,
assembled, That,
That, in
in comcoinin Congress
Congress assembled,
Uqited

Silver 50-cent pieememoration
pieces memoration of
ry of
ofthe founding
foun ding of
of
anniversary
the three-hundredth
three-hundredth anniversa
of the
Cnnlvecntit.
to be coined, in corncom- the Colony of Connecticut,
Connecticut, there
there shall be coined by the Director
Director of
of

memoration of.

memoration of.

the
Mint twenty-five
the Mint
twenty-five thousand
thousand silver 50-cent pieces of standard size,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

696, 709.
695, 696,
CHS.
709.
CHS. 695,
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1201
1201

weight, and
fineness and
appropriate design to be fixed
fixed
special appropriate
of aa special
and of
and fineness
weight,
by
Mint, with
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
approval of the
the approval
the Mint,
of the
Director of
the Director
by the
Federal
Federal expense
Treasury,
but the
the United
United States
States shall
shall not be subject to the expense
expense forNo
Treasury, but
dies, etc.
fordiesetc.
for
preparations
of
making
the
models
for
master
dies
or
other
preparations
this
other
or
dies
master
for
models
the
of making
coinage.
coinage.
Issue
par to
to ConConat par
ssue at
SEC. 2.
That the
the coins
coins herein
herein authorized
par necticut
authorized shall be issued at par
2. That
SEC.
Tercentenary
ommission.
the
of
Commission.
secretary
and
only upon
the request
of the
chairman or secretary
the chairman
request of
upon the
and only
Commission.
Connecticut Tercentenary
Tercentenary Commission.
Connecticut
Disposal
of; use
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force relating
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coins of
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to the
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for the
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the Secretary
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Secretary finds
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equipment
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to
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for
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equipment
of
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for
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to
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be maintained
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operated under
and operated
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the Secretary
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House of
and House
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Be it
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Act
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Act of 1930,
United
Congress assembled,
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assembled, That
in Congress
America in
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amended.
Service Retirement
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of section
section 12
Retirement Act of May
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Vol. 44, p. 476.
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U.S.C., Supp. VII, p.
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amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., Supp.
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as amended
1930,
amended
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read
as
follows:
follows:
amended to read as
Annuitant dying beobe
"(c)
In case
having received
received in fA.1itn
without having
die without
fore receivingdying
amounts
shall die
annuitant shall
an annuitant
case an
"(c) In
to
his credit.
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annuities
purchased
by
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contributions
to
a
t
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in
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contributions
annuities purchased by the employee's
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of section
section 4
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of this
this Act
Act an
amount to Payments; order at
amount equal to the total amount
an amount
(2) of
his credit
credit at
time
of
retirement,
the
amount
remaining
to
his credit
credit precedence.
; order
Pa^
at time of retirement, the amount remaining to his
his
and
any
accrued
annuity
shall
be
paid,
upon
the
establishment
of
of
establishment
the
upon
paid,
be
shall
annuity
and any accrued
claim therefor,
therefor, in
in the
following order of precedence:
precedence:
the following
valid claim
aa valid
writing
"First,
designated in writing
beneficiaries designated
or beneficiaries
beneficiary or
the beneficiary
to the
"First, to
by such
such annuitant
and recorded
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on his
individual account;
account;
his individual
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"
if there
there be
to the duly appointed
beneficiary, to
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be no
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executor or
administrator of
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annuitant;
such annuitant;
of such
of the
the estate
or administrator
executor
"
Third, if
there be
be no
beneficiary, or executor
executor or adminisadminissuch beneficiary,
no such
if there
"Third,
trator,
payment may
made, after
after the
expiration of thirty days
the expiration
be made,
may be
trator, payment
from the
of the
the death
death of
of the
to such
or
such person or
annuitant, to
the annuitant,
date of
the date
from
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as
may
appear
in
the
judgment
Service
Civil
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of
judgment
the
in
appear
may
as
persons
a
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thereto, and
payment shall be a
and such payment
entitled thereto,
legally entitled
be legally
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to recovery
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any other person.
by any
bar
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elected to receive
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this Act,
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provided in
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to be
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the provisions
provisions of
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to
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accrued
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Subsection (d)
(d) of such section 12 (U.S.C., Supp. VII,
2. Subsection
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title
sec. 702a
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is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
702a(d))
5 sec.
title 5,
attained
"(d)
shall die
die without having attained
employee shall
case an employee
"(d) In case
retirement or without having
having established
established a
a valid
valid
eligibility for retirement
claim for
for annuity,
annuity, the
deductions with interest
interest
the total amount of his deductions
claim
a valid claim
thereon shall be paid, upon the establishment
establishment of a

therefor, in the following
following order
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precedence:
"
First, to
to the
the beneficiary
beneficiary or
or beneficiaries
designated in writing by
beneficiaries designated
" First,
such employee
employee and
and recorded
individual account;
account;
on his individual
recorded on
such
appointed
"
Second, if
be no
such beneficiary,
beneficiary, to the duly appointed
no such
there be
if there
"Second,
executor or
employee;
administrator of the estate of such employee;
or administrator
executor
executor or adminis"Third, if
beneficiary or executor
adminisif there be no such beneficiary
"Third,
trator,
payment may
may be
be made,
made, after
the expiration
expiration of thirty
thirty days
after the
trator, payment
from the
date of
of the
the death
employee, to such person or perof the employee,
death of
the date
from
sons as
as may
appear in
in the
the judgment
Commission
Civil Service Commission
judgment of the Civil
may appear
sons
a bar to
to be
legally entitled
entitled thereto,
thereto and
and such payment
payment shall be a
be legally
to
recovery by
by any
person."/'
other person.
any other
recovery
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Vol.
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477.
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follows:
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employee entitled to the return
Employee legally inina former
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Employee
(e) In
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return of the
competent.
amount
individual account shall become legally
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Payment.
Payment.
incompetent, the
the total
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due may
appointed
a duly appointed
may be paid to a
total amount
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guardian or
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employee. If
If the amount of
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such former
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duly
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Vol.
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the
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the
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by the
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of the
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the
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to the
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of the
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for the
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preventing the
entitled "An Act for preventing
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, or
or
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or misbranded
transportation of
misbranded or poisonous
poisonous or deleterious
deleterious foods,
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of adulterated
adulterated or
transportation

drugs, medicines,
and for
regulating traffic
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for regulating
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deleterious foods,
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and liquors,
liquors, and for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic therein,
and
other purposes
purposes ",, approved
amended, is
approved June 30, 1906, as amended,
and for other
amended
following new
section 10 thereof the following
after section
amended by adding after
section:
section:
Agriculture, upon application
"SEC.
SEC. 10A. The
The Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
application of
of
sold in interstate
any
food sold
interstate commerce,
commerce, may at his
any packer of any sea food
inspectors to examine
supervisory inspectors
discretion designate supervisory
examine and
and inspect
inspect
equipment,imethods,
all premises,
premises, equipment,
methods, materials, containers, and labels
used by
by such
such applicants
food
used
applicants in
n the production of such food. If
If the food
is found to conform
conform to the requirements
requirements of this Act, the applicant
applicant
accordance with regulations prescribed
authorized, in accordance
prescribed by
shall be authorized,
the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to mark the food so as to indicate
indicate such
such
conformity. Services to any applicant under this section shall be
conformity.
rendered only upon payment of fees to be fixed by regulations of
of
rendered
of
_Agriculture in such amount as to cover the cost of
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
the supervisory
supervisory inspection
examination, together
together with the reareainspection and examination,
the
administration incurred
Secretary of AgriAgriincurred by the Secretary
of administration
sonable costs of
Receipts from such fees shall
shall
culture in carrying out this section. Receipts
be covered
covered into the Treasury and shall be available
available to the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture for expenditures
secexpenditures incurred in carrying out this section. Any person who forges, counterfeits,
counterfeits, simulates,
simulates, or
or falsely
falsely
authority uses any mark, stamp,
represents, or without proper authority
stamp, tag,.
tag,
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label, or
other identification
identification devices
devices authorized
authorized by the provisions
provisions of
or other
label,
this
section or
regulations thereunder,
shall be
a misof a
guilty of
be guilty
thereunder, shall
or regulations
this section

demeanor,
on conviction
thereof be
be subject
to imprisonimprisonsubject to
conviction thereof
shall on
and shall
demeanor, and
ment
not more
more than
one year
year or
or a
$1,000
not less than $1,000
of not
fine of
a fine
than one
for not
mnent for
nor more
or both
such imprisonment
imprisonment and
and fine.
both such
$5,000, or
than $5,000,
more than
nor
Approved,
June 22, 1934.
Approved, June
(CHAPTER 713.]
713.]
[CHAPTER

Punishment tor.
for.
Punishment

AN ACT
ACT
AN

June 22, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 4224.1
[H.R.
[Public,
No. 452.]
452.]
[Public, No.

4224.]

To
authorize the
the Postmaster
postal employees.
employees.
General to hire vehicles from postal
Postmaster General
To authorize

Be it
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Postal Service.
Service.
United
of America
in, Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act Postal
Congress assembled,
America in
Vol.
States of
Un.ited States
E
.
Z: vI,
VI, p.
entitled
"An
Act
to
authorize
the
Postmaster
General
to
hire
vehicles
p.
Sup.
I.s.c.
vehicles
hire
to
General
Postmaster
the
authorize
to
Act
"An
entitled
52. amended.
Stat. 52. amended.
from
village delivery
", approved
approved June
June 18,
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
18, 1930
carriers ",
delivery carriers
from village
782; U.S.C,
U.S.C., Supp.
title 39,
39, sec.
52), is
hereby amended
amended to read
is hereby
sec. 52),
VI, title
Supp. VI,
782;
may
be
be
as follows:
the fiscal
year 1928,
and Vehicles
Vehicles may
1928, and
fiscal year
with the
beginning with
That beginning
"Provided, That
as
follows: "Provided,
hired from nonsupernonsupeeom
hve
postal
thereafter,
the
Postmaster
General
may
hire
vehicles
from
postal
from
visor)'
employees,
unvehicles
hire
may
General
thereafter, the Postmaster
c
der allowance
or conemployees,
not filling
filling supervisory
supervisory positions,
positions, for
use in
in the
the city
city tract
or conder alln
for use
basis.
employees, not
delivery
and
collection
service,
and
in
the
village
delivery
and
colleccollecand
delivery and collection service, and in the village delivery
tion
under an
an allowance
basis."
contract basis."
a contract
or on
on a
allowance or
either under
service, either
tion service,
Approved,
June 22, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
714.]
LCHAPTER 714.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Making appropriation
appropriation to
to restore
restore water
high mineral
mineral content
owned
content on land owned
of high
water of
Making

June
22,. 194.
June 22,
1934.
[H.R. 6366.]
6366.]
(Public,
453.]
No. 453]
[Public. No.

[HR.

Federal Government.
the Federal
and controlled
controlled by
Government.
by the
and

Be
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it

United States
of .America
Congress assembled,
sum not
not kincoln.
into l Nebr.,
Nebr., postpostThat aa sum
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United
to
exceed
$250
is
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
Treasury
A
ppropriattn
to
reto
Oflpbroratin
Treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
to exceed $250 is appropriated,
on
ineral water re
Sitoe
not
to be
under the
the supervision
1? il. nut ort oi on
supervision ss.kereotrAnnuthorlwzea4ter
expended under
be expended
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
of

e

u

in

of
the postmaster
postmaster at
at Lincoln,
for the
providing
purpose of providing
the purpose
Nebraska, for
Lincoln, Nebraska,
of the
pump which
water to the fountain,
mineral water
the flow of mineral
restore the
will restore
which will
aapump
the well
well being
being dug
on Government
Government square
about March
March 15
15:7 1872.
square about
dug on
the
The well
well was
expense by the citizens of Lincoln,
large expense
at large
down at
put down
was put
The
Nebraska, and
and was
"Market Square
Square Well."
Well." The well is
as "Market
known as
was known
Nebraska,
now
post-office building, but is in good
Lincoln post-office
over by the Lincoln
covered over
now covered
state of
of preservation
be restored
restored to
its former
former use without
without a
a
to its
can be
and can
preservation and
state
Maintenance.
large
expense.
After
the
well
is
restored
to
its
former
status
the
Maintenanc
the
status
former
its
to
restored
is
well
the
After
expense.
large
citizens of
of Lincoln
are to
well without expense
expense to the
to maintain
maintain the well
Lincoln are
citizens
Government. The
The Government
Government owning
owning and
and controlling
controlling the ground,
Government.
the citizens
in justification
justification believe
restoration of water
water of
believe that this restoration
citizens in
the
great
community should be made by the
geat mineral benefit to the community
Government by
means of
Federal appropriation, as stated,
of aa small Federal
by means
Government
to purchase
and install
install the necessary
necessary pump.
to
purchase and
Approved, June 22, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 715.1
715.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Providing for the transfer of certain
certain lands from the United
United States to the city
Providing
Delaware, to the
of
Wilmington, Delaware,
from the
the city
city of Wilmington,
Wilmington, Delaware,
and from
Delaware, and
of Wilmington,
United States.
States.
United
Be
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
United
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to The
The
convey to
to convey
he is
the Treasury
of

Mayor
and Council
municipal corporation of
of the
Wilmington, aa municipal
of Wilmington,
Council of
Mayor and

Inns 22,184.
22, 1984.
Jnne

7428.]
[H.R. 7428.I

[Public, No.
454.]
No. 44.1
[Public.

Wilmington, Del.
Del.
wlmninton,
lands

wilacr
ui
t
icra d

rlMWtheto

nds.
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State of Delaware, for
purposes only,
only, all
all the
the right,
right, title,
title, and
and
for street purposes
interest of the United
United States to the following-described
following-described parcels
parcels of
of
land which
which form aa part of the
the new post-office
post-office site
site at
at Wilmington,
Wilmington,
Delaware:
Delaware:
Tract 1.
at the
intersection of
the southeasterly
southeasterly side
of
Tract
1. Beginning
Beginning at
the intersection
of the
side of
Market
Market Street
Street at sixty-five
sixty-five feet six inches
inches wide
wide and the northeasterly
northeasterly
side of Eleventh
Eleventh Street at sixty-nine
sixty-nine feet wide; thence northeasterly
northeasterly
along the said side of Market
Market Street two
hundred and sixty-five feet
feet
two hundred
three inches
inches to the southwesterly
southwesterly side of Twelfth
Twelfth Street at
eighty-five
at eighty-five
feet wide; thence
thence southeasterly
along the said
said side
of Twelfth
Twelfth Street
Street
feet
southeasterly along
side of
ten feet six inches to a
thence southwesterly
southwesterly parallel
to Market
Market
a point; thence
parallel to
hundred and
and sixty-five
three inches
to the
the firstfirstStreet two hundred
sixty-five feet
feet three
inches to
northeasterly side of Eleventh
mentioned northeasterly
Eleventh Street; thence thereby
thereby
northwesterly ten feet six inches
inches to the place of beginning, containing
northwesterly
containing
therein
therein approximately
approximately two
two thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
and eighty-two
square feet.
Beginning at a
a point on the northeasterly
Tract 2. Beginning
Eleventh
northeasterly side of Eleventh
sixty-nine feet wide distant ten feet six inches southeasterly
Street at sixty-nine
southeasterly
from the southeasterly
southeasterly side of Market Street
Street at
at sixty-five
sixty-five feet
feet six
six
inches wide; thence southeasterly
southeasterly along
along the said side of Eleventh
Eleventh
Street two hundred feet to
northwesterly side of King Street at
to the northwesterly
at
sixty-five feet six inches
along the
the lastlastinches wide; thence
thence northeasterly
northeasterly along
mentioned side of King Street eighteen feet to a
a point; thence northwesterly parallel
parallel to Eleventh Street two hundred
hundred feet to a
a point distant ten feet six inches
inches southeasterly from the southeasterly
southeasterly side of
of
Market Street at sixty-five feet six inches
inches wide; thence southwesterly
southwesterly
parallel
parallel to Market
Market Street
Street eighteen
eighteen feet
to the
the place
place of
of beginning,
beginning, confeet to
containing therein approximately
approximately three thousand
thousand six hundred square
feet, in consideration
consideration of the conveyance
conveyance by
Mayor and
and Council
Council of
of
by The
The Mayor
Wilmington, aa municipal
municipal corporation
Delaware, to
corporation of the State of
of Delaware,
to
the United States of aa valid title in
in and to the following-described
following-described
parcel of land as an addition to the aforesaid
site:
aforesaid post-office
post-office site:
intersection of the northwesterly
Beginning at intersection
northwesterly side of
of King
King Street
Street
(at sixty-five feet six inches
wide) and
the southwesterly
southwesterly side
side of
of
inches wide)
and the
Twelfth Street (as the same is at present
present established
established at eighty-five
width);;thence
feet in width)
thence northwesterly
northwesterly along the
side of
the last-mentioned
last-mentioned side
of
hundred feet to aa point distant ten feet
Twelfth Street two hundred
six
feet six
southeasterly from the southeasterly
inches southeasterly
southeasterly side of Market
Market Street as
as
the same is at present established
established at sixty-five
sixty-five feet six inches
in
inches in
width;
width ;
.
thence northeasterly
northeasterly parallel
parallel to Market
Market Street
Street thirty-two
thirty-two feet
feet
to a
a point; thence
southeasterly parallel
parallel to the first-mentioned
thence southeasterly
first-mentioned side of
of
hundred feet
Twelfth Street two hundred
feet to the northwesterly
northwesterly side
side of
of King
King
Street extended; thence
thence thereby
thereby southwesterly
feet to
to the
the
southwesterly thirty-two feet
beginning.
place of beginning.
Provided,
however, That there shall
Provided, however,
reserved to
to the
the United
shall be reserved
United
perpetuity to
to construct
construct and
and maintain
coal pit
pit
States an easement
easement in
in perpetuity
maintain aacoal
approximately
approximately twelve feet wide extending
extending under the sidewalk in the
eighteen-foot strip of land under Eleventh
Eleventh Street to be conveyed
conveyed to
to
The Mayor and Council of Wilmington,
Wilmington, aamunicipal
municipal corporation
corporation of
of
the State of Delaware,
Delaware, from aa point approximately
approximately sixteen and one
southeasterly from the southeasterly
half feet southeasterly
of Market
Street
southeasterly side
side of
Market Street
a southeasterly
southeasterly direction
in a
direction aadistance of approximately
approximately fifty
fifty feet.
feet.
Approved, June 22,
1934.
22, 1934.
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[CHAPTER 716.1
716.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
AN
Relating
hands without
without compensation,
compensation, or
or
private hands
letters by
by private
of letters
to conveyance
conveyance of
Relating to
for the
by special
the particular
particular occasion
occasion only.
employed for
special messenger
messenger employed
by

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
House of
Be
it enacted
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 186
in Congress
States of
United States
of the
Act of
(35 Stat.
(U.S.C., title
title 18,
18, sec.
sec. 309)
309)
Stat. 1124)
1124) (U.S.C.,
4, 1909
1909 (35
of March
March 4,
of
the Act
is hereby
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
to read
is
hereby amended
"
Nothing in
in this
shall be
construed to
to prohibit
the conveyconveyprohibit the
be construed
chapter shall
this chapter
" Nothing
ance or
or transmission
of letters
by private
hands without
without
packets by
private hands
letters or
or packets
ance
transmission of
compensation, or
or by
special messenger
particular
the particular
employed for the
messenger employed
by special
compensation,
occasion only:
only: Provided,
Provided, That
whenever more
more than twenty-five
twenty-five such
such
That whenever
occasion
letters or
or packets
packets are
are conveyed
conveyed or
transmitted by
such special
special mesmesby such
or transmitted
letters
senger, the
of section
section 3933
3933 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes
Revised Statutes
requirements of
the requirements
senger,
(U.S.C.,
39, sec.
sec. 500)
500) shall
shall be
observed as to each
piece."
each piece."
be observed
title 39,
(U.S.C., title
Approved, June
22, 1934.
June 22,
Approved,

June 22, 1934.
1934.
June

[H.R.
[H.R. 7670.]
7670.]
[Public, No.
No. 455.]
[Public,

Postal Service.
Service.
Postal
Vol. 17, p. 308;
308; Vol.
Vol.
35,
p.
1124,
35, p.
U.S.C., p. 484.
U.S.C.,
Conveyance of letters
Conveyance
or packets by private
private
hands, without
without compensation.
pensation.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Treatment, if number exceeds
exceeds twentytwentyber
five.
five.
RS., sec.
sec. 3933,
3933, p.
p.764.
764.
R.S.,
U.S.C.,
1266.
U.S.C., p. 1266.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 717.]
AN ACT
ACT
To
section 392
of the United States Code.
title 5
5 of
392 of
of title
To amend
amend section

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
United States
America in
assembled, That
That that part of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United
the Act
16, 1921
(42 Stat.
Stat. 63),
incorporated in
the United
United
in the
63), incorporated
1921 (42
June 16,
Act of
of June
the
follows:
States
Code as section 392
amended to read as follows:
392 of title 5, is amended
States Code
any damage
damage is
done to
to person
person or
or property
property by
or through
through
by or
is done
""When
When any
its
the operation
of the
Office Department
Department in any branch of its
the Post
Post Office
the
operation of
service
damage is found
found by the
the Postmaster General upon
such damage
service and such
investigation
to be
proper charge
charge against
against the United States, the
be a
a proper
investigation to
Postmaster
General is
is invested
invested with
power to
any
adjust and settle any
to adjust
with power
Postmaster General
claim for
for such damage
damage when his award
award for such damage in any case
hereafter be construed
does not
not exceed
exceed $500,
$500, and
authority shall hereafter
construed
and this authority
does
as extending
extending to
to cases
the negligence
negligence of any officer
officer or
by the
caused by
cases caused
as
employee of
the Post
Post Office
Department or
or Postal
Postal Service
acting
Service acting
Office Department
of the
employee
within the
employment."
the scope
scope of his employment."
within
Approved,
22, 1934.
1934.
June 22,
Approved, June

June 22, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R.
8460.]
[H.R. 8460.]
[Public, No. 456.]
[Public,
Postal Service.
Service.
Vol. 42, p.
p. 63.
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., p. 50.
General
Postmaster General
may
settle
damage
damage
may
claims, when award
award
claims,
does not exceed
$500.
exceed $500.
does

Authority extending
ex tending
to cases of negligence
negligent*
by postal personnel.
personnel.

[CHAPTER 718.]
718.1
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
Secretary of the Treasury to amend
amend the contract
contract for sale
sale of
the Secretary
To authorize the
post-office building
building and
at Findlay,
Ohio.
Findlay, Ohio.
site at
and site
post-office

June 22, 1934.
[H.R.
8909.]
[H.R. 8909.]
No. 457.]
457.]
[Public, No.

Findlay, Ohio.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the Findlay,
House of Representatives
Be
Ohio.
Existing contract
contract for
for
United States
of America
in, Congress
Secretary Existing
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
America in
States of
United
sale of old building,
authorized to agree to an amend- etc.,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
of the
etc., amended.ig
amended.
ment
to the
contract between
between the
the city
of Findlay,
Ohio, and Vol
city of
Findlay, Ohio,
the existing
existing contract
ment to
Vol. 446, p.
p. 1592.
1592.
the
America for
for the
sale of
the old post-office
post-office site
of the
the sale
of America
States of
the United
United States
Negotiations on inand
building at
Ohio, for
for the
the sum
of $50,000,
on stalm°ent
installment basison pronegotiated on
$50,000, negotiated
sum of
Findlay, Ohio,
at Findlay,
and building
vided.
the
the balance
equal installments
installments vided.
in equal
balance in
and the
cash and
fourth cash
of one
one fourth
basis of
the basis
payable
in three,
six, nine,
twelve months
months with
with interest
interest on
on
stra
and twelve
nine, and
three, six,
payable in
Interest rate.
r
deferred
payable quarterly
quarterly at
at 55 per
centum per annum;
annum;
per centum
payments payable
deferred payments
the amended
provide that
made in
in five
five
may be
be made
payment may
that payment
to provide
contract to
the
amended contract
annual
installments of
of $10,000
with interest
interest at
at the
rate of
per
of 55per
the rate
each, with
$10,000 each,
annual installments
Provisos.
centum per
per annum
balance: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such Efective
Effective date
date of
exof exthe unpaid
unpaid balance:
on the
annum on
centum
tension.
ten
s
extension of
payment shall
shall be
upon date
date of
of execuexecuon.
be effective
effective upon
for payment
time for
of time
extension
tion of
between the
the city
and the
the United
United
Findlay and
city of
of Findlay
contract between
of amended
amended contract
tion

1208
1208
Effectiveness of origmal contract.
inal
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States of
America: Provided
Provided further,
provisions of the
That the provisions
fwother, That
of America:
States
original contract
contract between
the city of Findlay, Ohio, and the United
between the
original
States of
of America
America shall
shall not
be modified,
except as herein
herein specified.
modified, except
not be
States
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June 22, 1934.
[CHAPTER 719.]
[CHAPTER

June 22, 1934.
June
[H.R. 9826.1
9826.]
[H.R.
[Public,
458.1
No. 458.]
[Public, No.

Eleven
River.
Points River.
Eleven Points
Missouri
Missouri may bridge,
in
Oregon
County.
County.
Oregon
ir

Construction.
Construction,
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
ol. 34, p.84.
Amendment.

Amendment.

Monterey,
Monterey, Calif.
Easement
Easement granted,
designated porover designated
tions of military reservation for street purvation
poses.

1
lescription.
Description.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Granting the
the consent
of Congress
the State
Commission to construct,
construct,
Highway Commission
State Highway
to the
Congress to
consent of
Granting
maintain,
and operate
operate a
a free
highway bridge
Eleven Points River
River in
bridge across Eleven
free highway
maintain, and
the
northwest half
section 31,
31, township
township 25
25 north, range 3
3 west, eight
eight miles
of section
half of
the northwest
northeast
Route B
B in Oregon County, Missouri.
northeast of Alton, on Route

Be
Represen,tcttives of the
the
the Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the
it enacted
Be it
in Congress
States of
Congress assembled, That
That the consent
consent
of America
A mefwa in
United States
of
is hereby
granted to the State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission of
hereby granted
Congress is
of Congress
Missouri
to construct,
maintain, and
operate a
free highway
highway bridge
a free
and operate
construct, maintain,
Missouri to
and
approaches thereto
thereto across Eleven
Eleven Points River in the northwest
northwest
and approaches
half
of section
section 31,
31, township
township 25
range 3
3 west, eight miles northnorth, range
25 north,
half of
east
on Route
B in
in Oregon
Oregon County, Missouri, at aa point
point
Route B
Alton, on
of Alton,
east of
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation,
in
accordance
with
the
provithe
with
accordance
in
navigation,
of
interests
the
suitable to
sions of
an Act
entitled "An Act to regulate
construction of
regulate the construction
Act entitled
of an
sions

March 23, 1906.
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters
", approved
approved March
waters ",
bridges
or repeal
SEC. 2.
The right
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this Act is hereby
amend, or
right to
2. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
June 22, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 720.]
1934.
June 22, 194.
[S.
[S. 3660.1
3660.]
[Public, No. 459.1
459.]
-[Public,

JUNE
JUN
E 22,1934.
22, 1934.

AN
AN ACT
AUT

purposes
To grant
to the
easement for street purposes
California, an easement
Monterey, California,
of Monterey,
city of
the city
grant to
To
over certain
certain portions
of the
military reservation
Monterey, California.
California.
reservation at Monterey,
the military
portions of
over

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
SecreUnited States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the
theSecreCongress assembled,
America in
States of
United
tary of
is authorized
to grant
grant to the city of Mondirected to
and directed
authorized and
War is
of War
tary
terey,
California, an
easement over
over certain
certain parcels (to be used in
an easement
terey, California,
widening
Lighthouse
Road
in
such
city)
of the
reservation
military reservation
the military
of
city)
such
in
Road
widening Lighthouse
follows:
at Monterey,
Monterey, California,
California, described
described as
as follows:
at
Parcel
1. Beginning
Beginning at
at a
apoint
on the
southwesterly line
line of
of Lightthe southwesterly
point on
Parcel 1.
"), distant south
house
(sometimes called
Lighthouse Avenue
Avenue"),
called ""Lighthouse
Road (sometimes
house Road
sixty-seven degrees
degrees seventeen
seventeen and
one half
minutes east, one hunhalf minutes
and one
sixty-seven
from
dred
forty
and
forty-three
one
hundredths
feet
from the point
point of
feet
hundredths
one
dred forty and forty-three
intersection of
of the
north line
line of
of the
the United
United States
States military
military reservathe north
intersection
tion, Monterey,
Monterey, Monterey
California, and
and the
the southwesterly
southwesterly
County, California,
Monterey County,
tion,
line
of Lighthouse
Avenue, said
point of
of intersection
intersection being distant
distant
said point
Lighthouse Avenue,
line of
south eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
thirty minutes
minutes west,
west, seven
seven hundred
hundred thirtythirtydegrees thirty
south
two and
and ninety-two
ninety-two one-hundredths
feet from
stone monument
monument at
at
a stone
from a
one-hundredths feet
two
the
northeast corner
corner of
United States military
military reservation;
reservation; and
said United
of said
the northeast
running thence
said point
of beginning
beginning south sixty-two
point of
from said
thence from
running
degrees twenty-six
minutes east,
east, five
hundred eighty-six
eighty-six and six
five hundred
twenty-six minutes
degrees
arc of aa
tenths
feet
to
a
point;
thence
southeasterly
(following
the
the arc
(following
southeasterly
thence
point;
tenths feet to a
circle whose
whose radius
is four
four hundred
feet, and
and the
the center
center of which
which
hundred feet,
radius is
circle
thirty-four minutes west, four
circle
south twenty-seven
degrees thirty-four
four
twenty-seven degrees
bears south
circle bears
hundred
from the
the last-mentioned
hundred
last-mentioned point) five hundred
distant from
feet distant
hundred feet
thirty
eight tenths
tenths feet;
feet; thence
thence south
south thirteen
thirteen degrees
degrees thirty-six
and eight
thirty and
minutes west
west five
sixiy-eight feet
feet to aa point distant
and sixty-eight
hundred and
five hundred
minutes
north
thirteen degrees
degrees thirty-six
thirty-six minutes
minutes east, fifty-eight feet from
north thirteen
the
intersection of
of the
the south
United States
States mililine of said United
south line
of intersection
point of
the point
Lighthouse Road; thence
tary
with the
the west
line of said Lighthouse
west line
reservation with
tary reservation
north twenty-nine
degrees forty
fifteen and seventyforty minutes east, fifteen
twenty-nine degrees
north
five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to a
a point
on said
said west
west line
line of
of Lighthouse
Lighthouse
point on
five
Road; thence
thence along
said west
west line
line of
of Lighthouse
Lighthouse Road
Road the following
following
along said
Road;
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forty-seven minutes
courses and
distances: North
fifteen degrees forty-seven
North fifteen
and distances:
courses
east, five
hundred sixteen
thence north twelve
sixteen and five tenths feet; thence
five hundred
east,
degrees fifty-five
and one
feet;
one half minutes east, one hundred feet;
fifty-five and
degrees
thence north
five degrees
two and one half minutes east, one hundegrees two
north five
thence
dred
feet; thence
thence north
degrees twelve minutes west, one
north seven degrees
dred feet;
hundred feet;
feet; thence
thence north twenty-six
twenty-six degrees nine minutes west,
hundred
twenty-nine minone
forty-five degrees twenty-nine
north forty-five
thence north
feet; thence
hundred feet;
one hundred
utes
west, one
thence north sixty degrees
degrees twenty-six
feet; thence
hundred feet;
one hundred
utes west,
sixty-three one-hunseventy-one and sixty-three
and
minutes west, seventy-one
one half minutes
and one
dredths
north sixty-five
hundred thirtysixty-five degrees west six hundred
thence north
feet; thence
dredths feet;
nine
and three
three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to the point of beginning.
nine and
Parcel
2. Beginning
Beginning at
on the
north line
of the
the United
line of
the north
point on
at aa point
Parcel 2.
States
reservation, Monterey,
Monterey, Monterey
California
Monterey County, California,
military reservation,
States military
distant north
degrees thirty minutes
minutes east, one hundred
eighty-nine degrees
north eighty-nine
distant
sixteen and
one-hundredths feet from the point of
thirty-four one-hundredths
and thirty-four
sixteen
military reservaintersection
of
north
of the United States military
line
north
said
of
intersection
tion
the southwesterly
southwesterly line
line of
Lighthouse Avenue, said point
of Lighthouse
with the
tion with
of beginning
beginning also
being distant
south eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
degrees thirty
distant south
also being
of
minutes west,
west, six
six hundred
one-hundredths
fifty-eight one-hundredths
and fifty-eight
sixteen and
hundred sixteen
minutes
feet from
stone monument
at the
northeast corner
of said United
corner of
the northeast
monument at
a stone
from a
feet
States
military
reservation;
and
running
thence
from
said point of
from
thence
running
and
reservation;
military
States
beginning
north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
east, along said
minutes east,
beginning north
north line
line of
of the
States military
seventy-seven
reservation, seventy-seven
military reservation
United States
the United
north
and
nine tenths
sixty-two degrees
degrees
a point;
point; thence south sixty-two
to a
feet to
tenths feet
and nine
twenty-six minutes
hundred thirty-eight
thirty-eight and ninety-six
ninety-six
two hundred
east two
minutes east
twenty-six
one-hundredths
feet to
point on
northwesterly line of that
that
the northwesterly
on the
a point
to a
one-hundredths feet
certain
part of
United States
military reservation
reservation over which
which
States military
said United
of said
certain part
an easement
of War
July 14.
14.
on July
War on
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
granted by
was granted
easement was
an
1926,
pursuant to
to the
Act approved
approved June
June 7,
(44 Stat.
699) ;
Stat. 699);
1926 (44
7, 1926
the Act
1926, pursuant
thence
south forty
forty degrees
degrees twelve
along said northminutes west, along
twelve minutes
thence south
westerly line
line of
of said
said grant
grant to
to the
the city
city of
of Monterey,
Monterey, twenty-three
twenty-three
westerly
the
on
and
seventy-nine
one-hundredths
a
point
northeasterly
a
point
to
feet
one-hundredths
and seventy-nine
line
of Lighthouse
thence north
along
degrees west, alongr
sixty-five degrees
north sixty-five
Road; thence
Lighthouse Road;
line of
said
of Lighthouse
three hundred
hundred two and
and
Road three
Lighthouse Road
line of
northeasterly line
said northeasterly
seventy-five
to the
point of beginning.
beginning.
the point
feet to
one-hundredths feet
seventy-five one-hundredths
Parcel 3.
3. Beginning
Beginning at
at the
point of
intersection of
of the
the northeastnortheastof intersection
the point
Parcel
erly
line of
of Foam
Street with
with the
line of Lighthouse
northeasterly line
the northeasterly
Foam Street
erly line
Road
States military
reservation .Monterey,
Monterey, Monterey
Monterey
military reservation,
United States
the United
in the
Road in
County,
California,
said
point
of
beginning
being
the
southernmost
southernmost
the
being
beginning
of
point
County, California, said
corner
that certain
part of
United States
States military
reservation
military reservation
said United
of said
certain part
of that
corner of
granted
to
the
city
of
Monterey,
California,
pursuant
to H.R.
H.R. 10203.
to
pursuant
California,
granted to the city of Monterey,
March
1926; thence
south sixty-five
sixty-five degrees
said
degrees east, along said
thence south
10, 1926;
March 10,
northeasterly line
of Lighthouse
Lighthouse Road,
Road, three
three hundred
hundred nineteen
nineteen and
and
line of
northeasterly
eight tenths
tenths feet
feet to
to a
point; thence
degrees twentysixty-two degrees
thence north sixty-two
a point;
eight
six
minutes west,
west, three
three hundred
forty-six and six tenths feet to aa
hundred forty-six
six minutes
point
northeasterly line
line of
of Foam
Street; thence
thence south thirtyFoam Street;
said northeasterly
on said
point on
four
degrees thirty-six
along said
said northeasterly
northeasterly line
east, along
minutes east,
thirty-six minutes
four degrees
of
Foam
Street
thirty
and
sixty-eight
one-hundredths
feet to the
one-hundredths
sixty-eight
and
thirty
Street
Foam
of
Proriso.
point of
Provided, That
of War
War is
is authorauthor- Pisoo.
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
beginning: Provided,
of beginning:
point
Change authorized.

thri
haD
ized to
make such
such changes
the foregoing
foregoing description
description of
of the
the three
three
in the
changes in
to make
ized
parcels
parcels as he deems necessary.
Continuance of easeS
EC. 2.
2. The
The easement
easement authorized
by this
Act to
to be
be granted
granted shall
shall ment
long as
e
cont solofg
as used
this Act
authorized by
SEC.
for street purposes.
used exclusively
continue during
period as
as it
exclusively for street for street purpos.
be used
shall be
it shall
such period
during such
continue
purposes,
to such
conditions restrictions
reservations
restrictions, and reservations
such conditions,
subject to
purposes, subject
protection of the milias the
the Secretary
of War
impose for the protection
War may impose
Secretary of
as
tary reservation
subject to
over such
such parcels
parcels
right-of-way over
to aa right-of-way
and subject
reservation and
tary
for
the
use
of
the
United
States
during
the
continuance
of
such
such
of
continuance
the
during
States
United
the
of
for the use
easement.
easement.
Approved,
22, 1934.
June 22,
Approved, June
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Bicentennial Commission.
sion.
Vol.
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Vol. 46,
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71.
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II. CH.
CH. 735.
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23, 1934.
1934.
735. JUNE
SESS.

AN ACT
ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
the George
George Washington
Washington Bicentennial
Commission to
to print
print and
and disdisBicentennial Commission
Authorizing the
tribute
tribute additional
additional sets of the writings
writings of George
George Washington.
Washington.

Be
by the
the Senate
&nate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by

Congress assembled,
That section
section 11 of
of
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States

An Act
to enable
George Washington
Washington, BicenBicenAct to
enable the
the George
the
h Act entitled "An
tennial Commission
Commission to carry out and give effect to certain
certain approved
approved
plans ",
", approved
1930, is
is amended
amended by
out all
all
by striking
striking out
21, 1930,
approved February
February 21,
plans
preceding the last sentence
in,serting in
i
n lieu thereof the
sentence therein and inserting
preceding
following:
following:
Edition of essential
"
That the United
United States
States Commission
Celebration of the
Commission for the Celebration
" That
of esentrge
writiong
writings
of
George
Washington to be
Hundredths Anniversary
Washington
be pre- Two
Two Hundredths
Anniversary of the Birth of George
George Washington
Washington
pared by.
established by
resolution entitled
entitled 'Joint resolution
resolution authorauthorestablished
by the joint resolution
Pl.
Vol. 43, p.
p. 671.
appropriation for the participation
in
participation of the United States .in
izing an appropriation
completion of plans for the comprehensive
preparation and completion
comprehensive
the preparation
observance of
of that
that greatest
of all
events, the
the bicentennial
of
bicentennial of
historic events,
greatest of
all historic
observance
birthday of George
December 2, 1924
1924
Washington', approved
approved December
George Washington',
the birthday
(hereinafter referred
Commission'), is
is authorized
authorized and
and
to as
as the
the 'Commission'),
(hereinafter
referred to
directed
memorial to George
George Washdirected to prepare,
prepare, as
as aa congressional
congressional memorial
edition of all his essential writings,
writings, public and
and
ington, a
a definitive edition
private (excluding
(excluding the diaries),
diaries), including personal letters
letters from the
private
original manuscripts
general orders, at a
acost
cost
manuscripts or first prints, and the general
Limit
Limit of cost.
not to exceed $56,000
$56,000 for preparation
preparation of the manuscript. Such
Such
Printing and binding.
Printingandbinding. definitive edition shall be printed
printed and bound at the Government
Government
Printing Office
shall be
about the
the same
the already
already
same form as the
and shall
be in
in about
Printing
Office and
published diaries
Washington and
and shall
shall consist
consist of
of twentytwentydiaries of
of George
George Washington
published
Distribution.
There shall
shall be
be three
three thousand
Distribution.
volumes, more
more or
or less.
less. There
thousand sets
sets of
of
five volumes,
such
edition, two
two thousand
thousand of
which shall
be sold
sold by
by the
the SuperinSuperinsuch edition,
of which
shall be
Cost
to libraries.
libraries.
tendent of Documents
Documents (1)
(1) at a
to
tendent
Cost to
a cost of $50 per set for sets sold to
To others.
(2)
public libraries, and institutions and societies of learning, and (2)
Toothers.
the remainder of the two thousand
thousand sets, at $75 per set. The Comremaining
mission shall, upon the publication
publication of each volume of the remaining
copies of each
follows:
one thousand
thousand sets, distribute
distribute copies
each such
such volume as follows:
Designated officials,
official s, Two
Designated
Two each
each to the President, the library of the Senate, and the library
officers, etc.
oficers, etc.
of the House of Representatives;
Representatives; twenty-five
twenty-five to
to the
the Library
Library of ConCongress; one to each Member
Member of the Cabinet;
Cabinet; one each to the Vice
President and the Speaker
Representatives; one
one
President
Speaker of the House of Representatives;
Representative in Congress,
Congress, Delegate
Resident
to each Senator, Representative
Delegate and Resident
Commissioner; one
to the
Secretary of
Senate and
the
Commissioner;
one each
each to
the Secretary
of the
the Senate
and the
Clerk of the House
Representatives; one each to the libraries
House of Representatives;
Independent offi
offices
departments and independent
independent establishments
ess of the executive
executive departments
establishments located
located
established before M
Washington City, which were not created
r. in Washington
4,t4,193.hedb
1033.
ar.
created after March
March 4, 1933;
1933;
and one to each
each member and officer
officer of the Commission. Every such
such
recipient
receive any
volumes of
such writings
writings
recipient eligible
eligible to
to receive
any volume
volume or volumes
of such
than
at any time prior to the issue of the final volume (but not later than
December
be entitled
entitled to
rece ive aa com
pl et
e set
set o
December 31, 1934)
1934) shall be
to receive
complete
off
such writings.
writings. The
The remaining
sets, if
any, shall
sh all be
be distributed
di st
rib ut
ed as
as
such
remaining sets,
if any,
Library of
such nu
m b
er of
ofsets
se t
s as
as may
ma y
Library
of Congress
Congress directs,
directs, including
including such
number
Foreign exchange.
exchange.
No
"usual number." be necessary for foreign exchange.
No"usualnumber."
The usual number for congresforeign
congressional distribution
depository libraries
printed."
distribution and for depository
libraries shall not be
be printed."
Vol.
46, p.
SEC. 2.
2. Section
Febr uar y 21,
21, 1930,
1930, is
i
s further
furth er
Vol.46,
p. 72.
SEC.
Section I1 of such Act
Act of
of February
amended
paragraph:
amended by adding at the end thereof
thereof the following new paragraph:
Acceptance
Acceptance and disdis" The one thousand
"
thousand extra copies (theretofore privately printed)
printed)
tribution of privately
privately
of
the first
first volume
volume of
writings s
hall be
be considered
cons idere d to
to have
have
printed volume.
such writings
shall
of such
of the
printedvolume.
been authorized
authorized by the Commission
Commission and the Commission
Coirunission mav
may accept
accept
a
donation of such extra
extra copies for distribution for
a.donation
for reviews, adverna l p
ur p
oses as it
it may deem
deem
tising, and for such other promotio
promotional
purposes
advisable. If
If the Commission shall direct
direct the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
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Documents
volume, he shall
shall
Documents to sell any such extra copies of the first volume,
equal to the cost per copy
offer
copy
sale at aa cost per copy equal
same for sale
the same
offer the
(2) of the third sentence
of
first volume
as computed
computed under
clause (2)
sentence
under clause
volume as
the first
of the
of
section. Such extra copies shall be the only copies of any
this section.
of this
separately."
volume
of the
distributed or sold separately."
set distributed
the set
volume of
Approved, June 23, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 736.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
ACTJune

To
formation of
a body corporate
corporate to insure
insure the more effective
effective diof a
the formation
authorize the
To authorize
versification
of prison
prison industries,
industries, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.
versification of

23, 1934.

June 23, 1934.
[H.R.
9404.]
R. 9404.]
[H.
[Public,
No. 461.]
461.]
[Public, No.

Be
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
in enacted
Be in
Prison InUnited States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
order duersl
dustries.
Federal Prison
In.
That in order
America in
United
of.
more
effectively to
to carry
carry out
out the
policy and
and purposes
purposes of
of the
the Act
Act Formation of.
the policy
more effectively
391.;
46,
Vol.
entitled vol.
of
May 27,
1930 (46
391; U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title
18, sec.
46, p.
711), entitled
sec. 711),
title 18,
Stat. 391;
(46 Stat.
27, 1930
U.S.C.,
p.
of May
355.
p.
vI,
of
employment
"
An
Act
to
provide
for
the
diversification
employment
FedVII,
p.
355.
Supp.
514
of
diversification
the
for
provide
to
Act
"An

eral
prisoners, for their training
training and schooling
schooling in trades and occueral prisoners,
President
pations,
and
for
other
purposes
",
the
President
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
,
purposes
other
pations, and for
corporate of
a body corporate
and empowered,
empowered, in
discretion to create
create a
in his discretion,
and
the
District of
"Federal Prison IndusColumbia to be known as "Federal
of Columbia
the District
tries
", which
which shall
shall be aagovernmental
governmental body.
tries ",
D r ect or s , appointa board of directors
SEC. 2.
2. The
President shall appoint a
directors of
of said
sa i
d me2f.,
appointThe President
SEC.
corporation
which
shall
consist
of
five
persons,
one
of
whom
shall
one
persons,
five
of
consist
shall
which
corporation
be
of industry,
industry, one
one a
of labor, one
representative of
a representative
representative of
a representative
be a
a
representative
of
agriculture,
one
a
representative
of
retailers and
representative
a
one
agriculture,
of
a representative
No compensation.
consumers, and
and one
one a
of the
the Attorney
compensation.
Attorney General. The No
representative of
a representative
consumers,
board
of
directors
shall
serve
at
the
will
of
President
and
President
the
of
will
the
at
serve
board of directors shall
compensation.
without compensation.
Duties.
SEC. 3.
3. The
The President
shall transfer
transfer to
said corporation
corporation the duty Duties.
to said
President shall
SEC.
industrial operof determining
what manner
and to
to what
what extent
extent industrial
manner and
in what
determining in
of
ations
shall be
in Federal
Federal penal
and correctional
correctional instipenal and
on in
carried on
be carried
ations shall
part or all of
tutions
and
may
transfer
to
said
corporation
any
any
corporation
said
to
transfer
may
and
tutions
the
other powers
now vested
vested in
in the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
duties now
and duties
powers and
the other
Act
said
States
United
or
any
other
officer
or
employee
of
the
United
States
by
Act
the
of
employee
or
officer
other
or any
of May
27, 1930.
1930. It
shall be
duty of the board of directors
directors to
the duty
be the
It shall
May 27,
of
industrial operations
diversify
so far
far as
operations and so
so
prison industrial
practicable prison
as practicable
diversify so
operate
the prison
prison shops
that no
no single
single private
private industry
industry shall be
shops that
operate the
forced to
an undue
of competition
products
the products
from the
competition from
burden of
undue burden
bear an
to bear
forced
of
workshops.
prison workshops.
the prison
of the
" Prison Industries
ndus tres
F"Prison
is hereby
Secretary of the Treasury
SEC.
SEC. 4. The Secretary
Treasury is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
directed,
upon
the
formation
of
the
corporation,
to
transfer
to
ferred
Fund"to board.
board.
to be
ferred
to
transfer
to
corporation,
the
of
formation
the
upon
directed,
Fund " all balances
fund to
to be
known as
as the
the "
Prison Industries
balances
Industries Fund"
"Prison
be known
aa fund
capital
then
standing
to
the
credit
of
the
prison
industries
working
capital
working
industries
prison
the
of
credit
the
to
then standing
of
corporation -shall be f.Deposit
fund. All
All moneys
under the
D
ssp
.
osit and
and use
use of
control of the corporation
the control
moneys under
fund.
the
to
States
the
Treasury
deposited
or
covered
into
Treasury
of
the
United
States
the
into
covered
deposited or
credit of
of said
to
therefrom only pursuant to
withdrawn therefrom
and withdrawn
fund and
said fund
credit
accountable
warrants
or
certificates
of
settlement
issued
issued by the Gensettlement
of
certificates
or
accountable warrants
eral Accounting
Accounting Office.
All valid
valid claims
claims and
obligations payable
and obligations
Office. All
eral
corporation. The corout
said fund
fund shall
shall be
be assumed
by the corporation.
assumed by
of said
out of
poration
to employ
employ the
the aforesaid
aforesaid fund, and
and
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
poration is
any
earnings that
that may
hereafter accrue
accrue to
corporation, as
the corporation
to the
may hereafter
any earnings
operating
capital for
for the
enumerated in
the said
said Act of Vol.47.
Vol. 47, p.
p. 391.
391.
in the
purposes enumerated
the purposes
operating capital
generally applicable
May 27,
and in
accordance with
the laws generally
with the
in accordance
1930, and
27, 1930,
May
to the
the expenditures
expenditures of
of the
the several
several departments
and establishments
establishments
departments and
to
of
the payment
payment of compensation
compensation in
for the
also for
and also
Government, and
the Government,
of the
such
amounts as
may authorize
inmates of
authorize to inmates
General may
Attorney General
the Attorney
as the
such amounts
penal
institutions or
or their
dependents for
suffered in any
any
injuries suffered
for injuries
their dependents
penal institutions
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Proviso.
romn on payLimitation
ment.
I lent.
Vol. 39, p. 742.
U.S.C., p. 77.
Accounts.
Accounts.'

so

.

Uos.c.

77.

vol.

Vol. 42.
4Z p.
p. 23..

Report to Congress.

Saving provision.
provision.
Saving

SESS. II.
CHS. 736,
736, 740,
741.
740, 741.
II. CHS.
SESS.

JUNE 23, 25,
1934.
25, 1934.
JUNE

industry:
That in
no event
event shall
shall compensation
compensation be
be paid
paid
in no
Provided, That
industry: Provided,
in
greater amount
amount than
than that
that provided
provided in
the Federal Employees'
Employees'
in a
a greater
in the
Compensation
of September
as amended.
amended. Accounts
7, 1916,
1916, as
Accounts
Act of
September 7,
Compensation Act
disbursements of the corporation
of all receipts and disbursements
corporation shall be rendered
to the
the General
Accounting Office
Office in
in such
to such
such
such manner,
manner, to
General Accounting
dered to
extent, and
at such
such times
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
of the
United
the United
as the
General of
extent,
and at
times as
States may
direct for
for settlement
pursuant to
to title
States
may direct
settlement and
and adjustment
adjustment pursuant
title
(42 Stat. 23),
23), and such accounting
accounting
III of the Act of June 10, 1921 (42
shall include
all fiscal
transactions of
of the
corporation, whether
whether
shall
include all
fiscal transactions
the corporation,
involving
appropriated moneys,
moneys, capital,
capital, or
or receipts
receipts from
from other
other
involving appropriated
sources.
SEc.
The board of directors
directors shall
shall make
report to
to
SEC. 5. The
make an
an annual
annual report
Congress on the conduct
conduct of the business
business of the corporation
corporation and on
Congress
the
the condition of its funds.
SEc.
S
EC. 6. This Act is supplemental
supplemental to the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved
May 27, 1930, and in the event of the failure
corporation to
failure of the corporation
Attorney General shall not be limited
authorized the Attorney
act as herein authorized
carrying out
conferred upon
approved
out the
the duties
duties conferred
upon him by the Act approved
in carrying
May 27, 1930.
Approved, June 23, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 740.1
740.1

June 25, 1934.
June

'H.R.
3084.]
[H.R. 3084.1
[Public, No.
No. 462.]
462.]

Diego, Calif.
San Diego,
Portion of Pueblo
lands to be sold
sold to, for
purposes.
street purposes.

Conditions imposed.
Conditions

ACT
AN ACT
Authorizing the sale of
portions of
of
the City
City of
of the
the Pueblo lands
lands of San Diego to the
of portions
Authorizing
San
San Diego, California.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in
in Congress
United
States of America
of War, in his discretion, is authorized
authorized to sell to the city of San
approximately eight hundred and seventy-five
Diego, California, approximately
one-thousandths of an acre of Pueblo lots 281 and 305 of the Pueblo
one-thousandths
lands of
of San
San Diego for a
a public
public street, subject to
conditions
to such conditions
lands
safeguard the interests of the
and limitations as he may impose to safeguard
proceeds into the
United States, for the sum of $50 and pay the proceeds
Treasury of the United States.
Approved, June 25, 1934.
[CHAPTER 741.]
741.]
[CHAPTER

June 25,
1934.
29, 1934,
(IL
14. 8919.1
8919.)
-H.R.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. :ea)
4l8.
Postal Service.
Service.
Vol. 43, p.
U.S.C., p.
13X8.
p. 1248.

10B;

Rural delivery servservice :salari
es of carrie
rs.
Carriers.
ice:
salaries

AN ACT
ACT

To
saleries of rural
rural letter carriers,
carriers, and for other purposes.
purposes.
adjust the salaries
To adjust

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That (a)
(a) the
the
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled That
first paragraph
paragraph of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
first
of section
section 88 of
of the
the Act
Act reclassireclassifying
the salaries
of postmasters
and employees
employees of
of the
the Postal
Postal
fying the
salaries of
postmasters and
Service,
readjusting their
their salaries
salaries and
and compensation
compensation on
an equitable
equitable
Service, readjusting
on an
basis,
increasing postal
postal rates
rates to
to provide
provide for
such readjustment,
readjustment, and
and
basis, increasing
for such
for other
other purposes
", approved
28, 1925,
as amended
amended
for
purposes ",
approved February
February 28,
1925, as
U.S.C., title
39, sec.
sec. 197),
197) is
is amended
amended to
as follows:
(U.S.C.,
title 39,
to read
read as
follows:
"Sm. 8.
8. The
The salary
salary of
Of carriers
carriers in
Rural Mail
Mail Delivery
Delivery
"Sac.
in the
the Rural
Service for serving
a rural
rural route of
thirty miles
serving a
of thirty
miles six
six days
days aa week
wee
shall be $1,800; on routes less
than thirty
shall
less than
thirty miles,
miles, $60
$60 per
mile per
per
per mile
annum for
for each
each mile
mile or
or major
major fraction
fraction thereof.
thereof. Each
rural carrier
carrier
annum
Each rural
assigned
a route served
in aa week
assigned to a
served six days in
week shall
shall receive
receive $20
$20
per mile per annum
per
annum for
for each
each mile
mile or
or major
major fraction
fraction thereof
said
thereof said
route
route is
excess of
based on
on actual
actual mileage,
mileage, and
and
is in
in excess
of thirty
thirty miles,
miles, based
each
rural carrier
carrier assigned
assigned to
three days
days in
in the
the
each rural
to aa route
route served
served three
week shall
shall receive
receive $10
$10 per
per mile
per annum
annum for
for each
each mile
mile or
or major
major
mile per
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fraction thereof
excess of thirty miles, based on
on
said route is in excess
thereof said
fraction
actual
mileage."
actual mileage."
064;
Vol.
p. 1
1064;
p.
ol. p.443,1248.
(b)
paragraph of such section 88 (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 39,
39, U.S.C.,
second paragraph
The second
(b) The
sec. 200)
200) is amended
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
sec.
Deductions
from salDeductionsfrom
standard rural
on aa standard
service on
"
.Deductions for
for failure
failure to perform service
rural aries.
"Deductions
the
exceed
shall
delivery
route
for
thirty
miles
less
not
exceed
rate
and
delivery route for thirty miles
of pay
pay per
mile for
deductions
thirty miles and less; and deductions
for thirty
service for
for service
per mile
of
for failure
perform service
on mileage
mileage in excess
excess of thirty miles
service on
to perform
failure to
for
allowed for such excess
shall
not exceed
compensation allowed
of compensation
rate of
the rate
exceed the
shall not
mileage."
Vol. 43
43,
064:
. p. 11064;
Vol
(c)
third paragraph
such section
equip- U.S.C.,
(relating to equip8 (relating
section 8
of such
paragraph of
p. 1248.
The third
(c) The
allow.
Equipment
allow39,
title
ment-maintenance allowance
allowance for
for rural
(U.S.C.,
39,
carriers) (U.S.C.,
rural carriers)
ment-maintenance
n ce
inserting in aance.
sec.
is amended
amended by striking
striking out ""4
4 cents"
cents" and inserting
206) is
sec. 206)
changed
lieu
thereof "5
allowance shall not be
cents ".. Such allowance
"5 cents
lieu thereof
except
enacted after
after the date this Act takes effect.
law enacted
to law
pursuant to
except pursuant
reduc
Delivery Service
(d) In
In the
case of
carrier in
in the
Rural Mail
Mail Delivery
Service Limitation
Limitation o
on reducthe Rural
any carrier
of any
the case
(d)
oannuasalary.
tion
a
week
on the
date
this
Act
takes
effect,
who
serves
six
days
a
week
a
tion
of
annual
salary.
a
days
six
serves
who
on the date this Act takes effect,
a
rural
less than
than thirty
thirty miles,
miles, or who serves three days a
of less
route of
rural route
week a
a rural
rural route
less than
than sixty miles or two routes of a
acomof less
route of
week
such
bined
of less
less than
sixty miles,
miles, the annual salary of such
than sixty
length of
bined length
of
carrier shall
not be
be reduced
reduced more
operation of
more than $180 by operation
shall not
carrier
subsection
(a)
of
this
section.
section.
subsection (a) of
Reductions applies.
ameplica
S
EC. 2.
Salaries (not
(not including
allow- bledctOoe
equipment-maintenance allowincluding equipment-maintenance
ble to Government em2. Salaries
SEC.
ployees generally.
ployesgenerally.
fiscal
the
portion
ances)
of
rural
carriers
shall,
during
that
portion
of
that
ances) of rural carriers shall, during
year 1934
remains after
the time
Act takes effect, and
this .Act
time this
after the
which remains
1934 which
vear
percentage of reducduring
the fiscal
year 1935,
1935, be
reduced by the percentage
be reduced
fiscal year
during the
employees
tion,
if
any,
applicable
by
law
to
salaries
of
employees of the
salaries
to
law
by
applicable
tion, if any,
Government
generally.
Government generally.
Consolidation of
of ruru
onsolidation
S
EC. 3.
3. No
of rural
otherwise ral routes.
made otherwise
be made
shall be
routes shall
rural routes
consolidation of
No consolidation
SEC.
rout
dismissal
or
than
on
account
of
the
resignation,
death,
retirement,
retirement,
than on account of the resignation, death,
on
charges of
of carriers
Delivery Service.
Service.
Rural Mail Delivery
carriers in the Rural
on charges
Effective date.
S
EC. 4.
This Act
Act shall
take effect
on the 1st day of the calendar Effectivedate.
effect on
shall take
4. This
SEC.
month
following the
the month
month in which this Act is enacted.
next following
month next
Approved,
Approved, June 25, 1934.

[CHAPTER 742.]
ICHAPTER

AN ACT
Authorizing
associations
of producers
producers of
of aquatic
aquatic products.
products.
of
associations
Authorizing

June 25,
25, 14.
1964.
[H.R. 92L3]
[H.R.
93331
[Public. No.
No. 464.
464.1
[Public.

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Producers of aquatic
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
productfsofaquatie
United
States
of
America
in,
Congress
assembled,
That
persons
persons
products.
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of America
Cooperative associacpeativssocicollecting,
engaged
in
the
fishery
industry,
as
fishermen,
catching,
collecting,
fishermen,
as
tions
authorized.
industry,
fishery
the
in
engaged
or cultivating
aquatic products,
products, or
planters of aquatic
aquatic products
as planters
or as
cultivating aquatic
or
on public
public or
or private
private beds,
act together
together in
corporate
associations, corporate
in associations,
may act
beds, may
on
collectively catching,
in
or
otherwise,
with
or
without
capital
collectively
stock,
or otherwise, with or without capital
producing,
preparing for
market, processing,
handling, and marketmarketprocessing, handling,
for market,
producing, preparing
ing
persons
products of said persons
such products
commerce, such
foreign commerce,
and foreign
interstate and
in interstate
ing in
so
engaged.
"Aquatic products",
so engaged.
products of ,oirquaicprOuCts"
construed.
The term
aquatic products
products"' includes
commercial products
includes all commercial
term ""aquatic
The
aquatic life
in both
and salt
salt water,
several
as carried on in the several
water, as
fresh and
both fresh
life in
aquatic
States, the
District
of Columbia,
the
several Territories
Territories of the United
several
the
Columbia,
of
District
the
States,
States
insular possessions,
other places under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
or other
possessions, or
the insular
States, the
of
Marketinag
nrencies:
the United States.
of the
Such associations
associations may
may have
have marketing
marketing agencies in common, and coMarketd agreeSuch
ents.
such
associations and
their members
necessary con- meatsmake the necessary
may make
members may
and their
such associations
tracts and
and agreements
to
effect
such
purposes:
Provided,
however,
Proviso.
a .- .
P
however,
Provided,
Requirements.
agreements to effect such purposes:
tracts
That such
associations
such associations
That
members
thereof, and
and
members thereof,
requirements:
requirements:

of the
mutuall benefit
operated for the mutua
are operated
benefit of the
following
conform to
one or both of the following
to one
conform
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association is allowed more
First. That
First.
That no member of the association
more than
than
one vote
because of
of the
the amount
amount of
stock or
or membership
membership capital
capital he
he
of stock
one
vote because
may
own therein;
or
therein; or
may own
Dividends.
Dividends.
Second. That
That the
the association
association does
does not
pay dividends
dividends on
on stock
not pay
stock
or membership
capital in
excess of
per centum
centum per
per annum.
annum.
of 88per
in excess
or
membership capital
and in
in any
any case
case to
the following:
following:
to the
and
of nonthe products
products of
in the
Third.
That the
association shall
shall not
deal in
not deal
Products
of nonmemassociation
That
the
Third.
Productsofnonmems
bers.
ber
.
members to an amount greater in value than such as are handled
handled by
by
it for
for members.
members.
it
Association
S
EC. 2.
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce shall
shall have
have reason
reason to
to
2. That
That if
if the
the Secretary
restrainSEC.
Association restraining trade in interstate
that any
such association
association monopolizes
monopolizes or restrains trade
trade in
any such
believe that
mmterstate believe
ongforeicn
or foreign commerce.
interstate
or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce to
to such
extent that
the price
price of
of
that the
such an
an extent
interstate or
any
aquatic product
is unduly
by reason
thereof, he
he shall
shall
reason thereof,
enhanced by
unduly enhanced
product is
any aquatic
Service
serve upon
upon such
complaint stating
stating his
his charge
charge in
in that
that
Serviceofof complaint.
complaint. serve
such association
association aa complaint
a
complaint shall
shall be attached,
respect,
attached, or contained
contained therein,
therein, a
to which
which complaint
respect, to
Voting.
Voting.

specifying aa day
notice of hearing, specifying
day and place not less than thirty
days after
thereof, requiring
requiring the
association to
to show
show
the association
service thereof,
days
after the
the service
cause why
why an
order should
made directing
directing it
it to
to cease
cease and
and
should not
not be
be made
an order
cause
desist from
from monopolization
monopolization or
trade. An
An association
association so
so
restraint of
of trade.
or restraint
desist
complained of
may at
at the
place so
so fixed
fixed show
show cause
cause why
why
the time
time and
and place
complained
of may
Evidence
Evidence at
at hearing.
hearing such order should
should not be entered. The evidence given on such aa
hearing shall
be taken
taken under
under such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the SecreSecrerules and
hearing
shall be
tary of
of Commerce
may prescribe,
reduced to
to writing,
and made
made aa
writing, and
Commerce may
prescribe, reduced
tary
Cease and desist part of the record
Cease
record therein. If
If upon such hearing the Secretary of
order.
Commerce shall be of the opinion that such association
order.
Commerce
association monopolizes
monopolizes
extent
or restrains
in interstate
or foreign
commerce to
to such an extent
foreign commerce
interstate or
restrains trade
trade in
or
that
of any
aquatic product
unduly enhanced
thereby, he
he
product is
is unduly
enhanced thereby,
that the
the price
price of
any aquatic
shall issue
issue and
and cause
cause to
to be
be served
upon the
the association
association an
an order
order
served upon
shall
reciting the
by him,
him, directing
directing such
such association
association to
to cease
cease
reciting
the facts
facts found
found by
Petition
Petition asking enen- and desist from monopolization
monopolization or restraint of trade. On the
forcement.
oreeenr.
request
such association
if such
such association
association fails
neglects for
for
equest of
of such
association or
or if
fails or
or neglects
thirty days
days to
to obey
obey such
such order,
order, the
the Secretary
Commerce shall
shall file
file
of Commerce
thirty
Secretary of
in the
the district
district court
in the
the judicial
district in
which such
such association
association
in
court in
judicial district
in which
has
its principal
copy of
of the
the order
order and
of
has its
principal place
place of
of business
business aacertified
certified copy
and of
together with aapetition
petition asking
asking that
that
all the records
records in the proceedings
proceedings together
the order
order be
be enforced
enforced and
and shall
shall give
give notice
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
the
notice to
Jurisdiction
dis- and to said association
Jurisdiction of dis.
district court shall thereassociation of such filing. Such district
trict courts.
trict courts.
upon have
enter a
a decree affirming,
affirming, modifying, or
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to enter
or
setting aside
said order,
order, or
or enter
aside said
enter such other
other decree
decree as the court
court may
may
deem equitable,
make rules
rules as
as to
and proceedings
deem
equitable, and
and may
may make
to pleadings
pleadings and
proceedings
to
be had
had in
in considering
order. The
for
to be
considering such
such order.
The place
place of
of trial
trial may,
may, for
cause
or by
by consent
of parties,
parties, be
changed as
other causes.
cause or
consent of
be changed
as in
in other
causes.
Evidence.
Commerce and recited
The facts found by.the Secretary of Commerce
recited or set
set
forth in
forth
said order
order shall
be prima
evidence of
of such
such facts,
facts, but
in said
shall be
prima facie
facie evidence
but
either party
additional evidence.
either
party may
may adduce
adduce additional
evidence. The
Department of
of
The Department
Enforcement
of order. Justice shall have charge
Enforcementoforder.
charge of the enforcement
enforcement of such order. After
After
Temporary
writ enen- the order is so filed in such district court
Temporary writ
court and while
while pending
pending for
for
joining violation
violation of
of
joining
injunction
review therein,
the court
court may issue
issue a
atemporary
temporary writ of injunction
therein, the
order.
n
review
order
forbidding
such order
forbidding such association
association from violating
violating such
order or
or any
any part
part
Permanent
junc- thereof.
Permanent injuneThe
conclusion of its hearing, enforce its
The court shall, upon
upon conclusion
its
tion.
decree by a
a permanent injunction
injunction or other appropriate
appropriate remedy.
Service of
of complaint.
complaint. Service of such complaint
Service
complaint and of all notices
notices may be made upon such
association by service upon any officer, or agent thereof,
engaged in
association
thereof, engaged
carrying on
on its
its business,
business, or
or on
on any
any attorney
attorney authorized
authorized to
to appear
appear
in such
such proceeding
for such
association and
and such
such service
service shall
shall be
be
in
proceeding for
such association
binding upon
association, the
officers and
and members
thereof.
binding
upon such
such association,
the officers
members thereof.
Approved, June
25, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 25,
Notice
hearing.
Notice of
ofhearing.
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[CHAPTER 743.]
743.]
AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing loans from the Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
Administration of Public Works
Authorizing
for
construction of
certain municipal
municipal buildings
buildings in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
of certain
for the construction
and for other purposes.

June 25,
1934.
June
25, 1934.
[S. 3404.1
3404.]
[S.
[Public, No.
No. 465.1
465.]
[Public,

the
Be
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Districtof
United
of America
in Congress
That the Commisof Columbia.
Commis- District
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
construction
buildig e
authorized to borrow
hereby authorized
sioners
borrow building
o
f
o
n
r
strc
u
e
c
r
L
a
o
in
n
the District of Columbia are hereby
of the
sioners of
for the
District of
Columbia from
from the
Emergency Admin- in, authorized.
authorized.
Federal Emergency
the Federal
of Columbia
the District
for
created by the National
National Industrial RecovPublic Works, created
istration of Public
ery
and said
authorized to lend to said ComAdministration is authorized
said Administration
ery Act,
Act, and
missioners, the
sum of
$10,750,000, or any part thereof, out of funds
of $10,750,000,
the sum
missioners,
authorized by
for said
acquisition, pur- Projectsenumerated.
Projects enumerated.
Administration, for the acquisition,
said Administration,
law for
by law
authorized
chase,
construction, establishment,
and development
tukercudevelopment of aa tubercuestablishment, and
chase, construction,
losis hospital,
sewage-disposal plant, an extension
addition
extension of or addition
hospital, aa sewage-disposal
losis
to Gallinger
Municipal Hospital, a
a jail or other enclosure for
Gallinger Municipal
to
prisoners at
at Lorton,
Virginia, or
any: one
one or more of said projects as
or any
Lorton, Virginia,
prisoners
the said
said Commissioners
may determine.
Commissioners may
the
SEc.
The sum
authorized by
by section
section 11 hereof,
part Availability
acfor acAyailability for
any part
or any
hereof, or
sum authorized
SEC. 2.
2. The
forst: public
etc.,
thereof shall,
shall, when
borrowed, be
be available
to the
Commissioners ments,
.E...,in
ri
aget
c
i
an
.jo
the Commissioners
available to
when borrowed,
thereof
uSe
of
the District
Columbia for the acquisition
acquisition by dedication,
dedication, pur- "of Columbia
District of
of the
or
chase, or
rights
the fee simple title to land, or rights
or condemnation
condemnation of the
chase,
authorized by this Act, and
easements in land, for the public
public uses authorized
and
easements
of
plans.
of plans
Preparation
for
Personal
services.
preparation of plans, designs, estimates, models, and con- Preparation
for the preparation
services.
Personal
p.733.
sec.370,
R.S.,
tracts,
for
architectural
and
other
necessary
professional
services,
R.S.
sec.
3709,
p.
733.
services,
professional
necessary
other
and
tracts, for architectural
p. 309
without
reference to
Classification Act
Act of 1923, as amended, and 1309.U.S.C
U.S.C., p.
the Classification
to the
without reference
section 3709
construction of buildfor the construction
Statutes, for
Revised Statutes,
the Revised
of the
3709 of
section
ings,
including materials
and labor,
labor, heating, lighting, elevators,
elevators,
materials and
ings, including
plumbing,
landscaping, and
appurtenances, and the purchase
all other appurtenances,
and all
plumbing, landscaping,
and installation
of machinery,
machinery, apparatus,
and any and all other
apparatus, and
installation of
and
expenditures necessary
necessary for
for or
or incident
construction
incident to the complete construction
expenditures
of
buildings and
and plants.
plants. All
All contracts,
contracts, agreements,
and oeedings.
Condemnation
proConlemnation pro.
agreements, and
aforesaid buildings
of the
the aforesaid
proceedings in
condemnation or
or otherwise,
this Ceedins.
pursuant to this
otherwise, pursuant
for condemnation
in court
court for
proceedings
Act shall
accordance with
existing provisions
provisions
with existing
in accordance
made in
and made
had and
be had
shall 1be
Act
of
except as
as otherwise
otherwise herein
herein provided.
provided.
law, except
of law,
SEa. 3.
70 per
centum of
of so
much of
of said
said sum
authorized by
by oponvtlorhb
pe l
n'
se
rosp
to
or
t o
re
nimof
o
bt
u exe-im
sum authorized
so much
per centum
3. That
That 70
SEC.
section
1
of
this
Act
as
may
be
expended
as
therein
provided
shall
to Feeral
Federal Emergency
Emergency
to
shall
provided
as
therein
be
expended
as
may
section 1 of this Act
tedlOon
r
i
i
s
it
sr
,a
an
tionn
u LP
yubbe reimbursed
reimbursed to the Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
Administration of Public
Public lic Works, annually.
be
Works
funds in
the Treasury
the credit
of the
District
the District
credit of
to the
Treasury to
in the
any funds
from any
Works from
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows,
to wit:
wit: Not
less than
$1,000,000 on
on the
the 30th
30th
than $1,000,000
Not less
follows, to
of
day of
of June
June each
year after
after such
been advanced
advanced to
to
have been
shall have
sum shall
such sum
each year
day
said
District
until
the
full
amount
expended
hereunder
is
reimbursed,
reimbursed,
is
hereunder
expended
amount
full
the
until
District
said
without interest
interest for
for the
first three
three years
years after
any such
advances
such advances
after any
the first
without
and
with
interest
at
not
exceeding
4
per
centum
per
year
thereafter
thereafter
year
per
centum
4
per
exceeding
not
at
and with interest
on annual
annual balances
each June
30: Provided,
whenever the Ptrioot
That whenever
Provided, That
June 30:
of each
as of
balances as
on
Total reimbursement
required.
District of Columbia
obligation by virtue of the provisions requir
ed.
Columbia is under obligation
District
485
.
of
section 4
4 of
of Public
Numbered 284,
284 ,Seventy
-first Congress, 485.Vol.45,p.
Vol. 45, p.
Seventy-first
Act Numbered
Public Act
of section
entitled
"An
Act
for
the
acquisition,
establishment,
and
developdevelopentitled "An Act for the acquisition, establishment, and
ment of
of the
the George
Memorial Parkway,
and so
so forth
forth ",
",
Parkway and
Washington Memorial
George Washington
ment
approved May
1930, to
reimburse the
the United
States for
for sums
sums
United States
to reimburse
29, 1930,
May 29,
approved
appropriated
by the
the Congress
under that
that Act,
Act, the
total reimbursereimbursethe total
Congress under
appropriated by
ment required
under both
shall be
be not
less
not less
Act shall
this Act
and this
Act and
that Act
both that
required under
ment
nor
more
than
$1,300,000
in
any
one
fiscal
year:
Provided,
That
the Repayi
Repaying more.
more.
the
That
Provided,
year:
fiscal
nor more than $1,300,000 in any one
Commissioners
may, in
in their
their discretion,
discretion, repay
repay more
more than
than said
Commissioners may,
amount: And provided further,
That the
may, in ti
Discretionary ailocallocatioDscetionary
Commissioners may,
the Commissioners
amount: And provided further, That
their
discretion,
allocate
any
reimbursement
as
between
the
sums
on.
sums
the
between
as
reimbursement
any
allocate
their discretion,
due by
under the
the aforesaid
Act and
and the
the
aforesaid Act
States under
United States
the United
to the
them to
by them
due
sums due by them to the Federal
Emergency
Administration
of .
of
Administration
Federal Emergency
sums due by them to the
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Necessary
Necessary sums to be
included in annual estimates.

Portion
of tax receipts
Portionoftaxreceipts
to be credited to reimbursement fund until
bursement
realized.
sufficient sum realized.

Anticipating
ments.

pay-

Annual estimates,
estimates,
etc., to be submitted to
Congress.

JUNE 25,26,1934.
25, 26, 1934.
JUNE

Public
under this
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such sums
as may
may
Public Works
Works under
this Act:
sums as
be
herein required
required of
of or
perbe necessary
necessary for
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement herein
or permitted by the District of Columbia, and
and for
for the
payment of
the payment
of interest,
interest,
shall be included in the annual estimates
of
estimates of the Commissioners of
the
Columbia, the
first reimbursement
to be
be made
made on
on
the District
District of
of Columbia,
the first
reimbursement to
centu_m of so
June 30, 1936. Until 70 per centum
so much
much of said sum authorized by section 11 of this Act as may be expended
expended as therein provided shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the
Administration
the Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
interest as provided
cents
of Public Works, with interest
provided in this section, 10
10 cents
of the tax levied
and collected
collected upon
each $100
$100 of
of the
assessed valuavalualevied and
upon each
the assessed
tion of all real and tangible
personal property
property subject to taxation
tangible personal
the Treasury
Treasury of
in the District of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be deposited in
in the
of
special account
account for
for such
such reimreimthe United States to the
the credit
credit of
of a
a special
bursement to the Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
Administration of
of Public
bursement
Public
purpose. The
Works and
and shall
shall not
not be available
available for
for any
any other purpose.
The ComComdiscretion, anticipate
anticipate from said
said special
missioners may,
may, in
in their
their discretion,
special
account the payments
required by
Act.
payments required
by this
this Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia shall
shall
submit with their annual estimates
estimates to the Senate
of
Senate and the louse
House of
Representatives
Representatives a
expenditures under
under
a report of their activities and expenditures
section 11of this Act.
Approved, June 25,
25, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 749.1
749.]

1934.
June 26, 1934.
[8.
[S. 847.]
847.1
[Public,
No.
466.1
[Public, No. 466.1

Nez Peree Indians.
1249.
Vol. 45, p. 1249.

Attorneys costs and
Attorneys
and
expenses.
expenses.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Perce Tribe
Tribe of
For the relief of the Nez Perce
of Indians.
Indians.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
House of
the
United States
States of
of .America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
of
United
America in
in Congress
Act of
Congress approved
approved February
February 20,
20, 1929
(45 Stat.
1249) entitled
entitled "An
"An
Congress
1929 (45
Stat. 1249)
Act for
for the
Nez Perce
Perce Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians
Indians ",
", be
be amended
amended
Act
the relief
relief of
of the
the Nez
by inserting the following
following provision
provision at
at the
the end
end of
of section
section 4
4thereof,
thereof,
namely:
namely: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That any
any necessary
necessary costs
costs and
and expenses
expenses heretoheretofore incurred
the attorneys
attorneys for
for the
the said
said Nez
Perce Tribe
Tribe of
of
fore
incurred by
by the
Nez Perce
Indians in
in the
the prosecution
Indians
prosecution of
of proceedings
proceedings under
under this
this Act,
Act, under
the
under the
terms and
terms
provisions of
the attorneys
attorneys contract
approved by
by the
the
and provisions
of the
contract approved
Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, shall
out of
the funds
funds of
of the
the said
said
of the
shall be
be paid
paid out
of the
Indians in
the Treasury
in the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States upon
upon proper
vouchers,
proper vouchers,
to be examined
examined and
and approved
approved by
by the
the Commissioner
Commimuoner of
of Indian
Indian
Affairs."
Affairs."
Approved,
June 26,
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 750.1
[CHAPTER
750.]

26, 1984.
June 26,
[S.
[8. 1f489.)
1M9.J
fPublic, No. 467.1
[Public,
467.1

Federal
Credit Union
Act.
Federal Credit'Union
Act.

Definitions.
"Federal
"Federal
union."

AN ACT
ACT
Federal Credit
Credit Union System,
establish a
a further
further market
market for
for
To establish aa Federal
System, to
to establish
securities
United States and to make
securities of the United
make more
more available to people of
of small
means credit for provident
provident purposes through aanational
national system of cooperative
cooperative
credit, thereby helping to stabilize the credit structure of the United States.
States.

Be it
enacted by
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
of the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That this
thi s Act
Actmay
may
Uited.
America in
in Congress
be cited as the ""Federal
Federal Credit
Act ".
Credit Union
Union Act".
DEFIXITIONS
DEFEctilONS

credit
credit

SEc. 2.
2. A
credit union
union is
defined as
as aacooperative
cooperative
SEc.
A Federal
Federal credit
is hereby
hereby defined
association
in accordance
association organized in
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
promoting thrift among
for the purpose of promoting
among its
members and
creating
its members
and creating
aasource of credit for
for provident
provident or
or productive
productive purposes.
purposes. When
When used
used

73d
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73d CONGRESS.
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CH.
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Adminin
Act the
Credit AdminFarm Credit
means Farm
Administration""means
term ""Administration
the term
this Act
in this
istration,
and the
the term
term "
means the Governor
Governor thereof.
" means
Governor "
" Governor
istration, and

FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
UNION ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
FEDERAL CREDIT

"Administration."
":
"Governor."

tovrnor."

Federal credit
credit union.
union.
Federal

t ion
a duregani
to form
S
EC. 3.
seven or
or more
more natural
natural persons
persons who desire to
form a
d Organization
Any seven
3. Any
SEC.

proceprom-

Federal
credit union
union shall
subscribe before some officer competent
competent certiicatetocontain
csato contain
shall subscribe
Federal credit
to
administer
oaths
an
organization
certificate
in
duplicate
which Speiedinformaton.
specified information.
which
duplicate
in
certificate
organization
an
to administer oaths
u

shall
statespecifically state—
shall specifically
(1) The
name of the association.
association.
The name
(1)
credit union and the
Federal credit
(2)
the proposed
proposed Federal
of the
location of
The location
(2) The
territory
in
which
it
operate.
will
territory in which it
(3)
The names
names and
addresses of
certificate
subscribers to the certificate
the subscribers
of the
and addresses
(3) The
subscribed by each.
and
the number
number of shares subscribed
and the
$5 each.
which shall be $5
(4)
par value
value of the shares, which
The par
(4) The
(5)
field of
of membership,
specified in detail.
membership, specified
proposed field
The proposed
(5) The
be
(6)
term of
of the
the existence
existence of the corporation,
corporation, which may
may be
The term
(6) The
perpetual.
perpetual.
(7) The
The fact
fact that
that the
certificate is made to enable such persons to
the certificate
(7)
advantages of this Act.
avail
themselves of
of the advantages
avail themselves
Such
organization certificate
certificate may
provisions
may also contain any provisions
Such organization
of
business
approved
by
the
Governor
for
the
management
of
the
business
of
management
the
for
Governor
the
approved by
the
and
the
association
and
for
the
conduct
of
its
affairs
relative
to
the association and for the conduct of its affairs
officers, or stockholders.
powers of
its directors,
directors, officers,
of its
powers
CERTIFICATE
APPROVAL
OF ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION CERTIFICATE
APPROVAL OF

Provisions affecting
business.

isionsaecting

Approval oorganizaof organizaApproval
tion certificate.
certificate.
tion
Certificate obe pre-

be preCetfte
rented
eGovernor.
Governor
to theto
SEC. 4.
organization certificate
certificate shall
be presented
presented to the sented
shall be
such organization
Any such
4. Any
SEC.
Upon approval, _•:3er:
Upon approval, cerGovernor
for
approval.
Upon
such
approval
Federal
credit
Federal
the
approval
such
Upon
approval.
for
Governor
e
i n1=
gVggr
o body1;ecorporate.
ter
as such, subject to the
union shall
corporate and
the limita- t
and as
body corporate
a body
be a
shall be
union
and
powers
the
of
all
tions
herein
contained,
shall
be
vested
with
be
shall
contained,
herein
tions
charged
the liabilities
conferred and imposed by this Act
Act
liabilities conferred
all the
with all
charged with
organization
any
Before
upon
corporations
organized
hereunder.
Before
organization
hereunder.
organized
upon corporations
certificate
is approved
approved an
investigation shall be made
appropriate investigation
an appropriate
certificate is
the organization
for
the
purpose
of
determining
(1)
whether
organization cerwhether
(1)
for the purpose of determining
(2)
tificate
conforms
to
the
provisions
of
this
Act;
(2) the general
general
this
of
provisions
the
to
conforms
tificate
the economic
(3)
character
and
fitness
of
the
subscribers
thereto;
(3)
economic
and
thereto;
character and fitness of the subscribers
advisability
of establishing
proposed Federal
Federal credit
credit union.
the proposed
establishing the
advisability of
Governor
Upon
approval
of
such
organization
certificate
the
Governor it
by
Upon approval of such organization certificate
the
one
shall
be
the
charter
of
the
corporation
and
of
originals
corporation
the
of
shall be the charter
thereof shall
shall be
be delivered
after the payment
payment of
corporation after
the corporation
to the
delivered to
thereof
the
fee required therefor.
the fee

FEES
FEES

Fees.
r es.

SEC. 5. For the purpose
of paying the costs incident to the ascer- Provisi
costs.ons for, to
SEC. 5. For the purpose of paying the costs incident to the ascer- cover
approved
be
should
tainment
of
whether
an
organization
certificate
should
approved
certificate
organization
an
whether
tainment of
the subscribers
to any
certificate shall
filing
shall pay, at the time of filing
such certificate
any such
subscribers to
the
Governor,
by
prescribed
their
organization
certificate,
amount
prescribed
the
Governor,
amount
the
certificate,
their organization
which
shall not
exceed $20
$20 in
in any
approval of any
any Annual payments.
any case; and on the approval
not exceed
which .shall
Provisions

co ver

for,

to

ts

$5. During Annualpayments.
organization
certificate they
they shall
shall also
pay aa fee of $5.
also pay
organization certificate
December
of each
each calendar
calendar year
each Federal
Federal credit
credit union shall pay
year each
December of
to
Administration a
fee of
to exceed
exceed $10,
$10, to be fixed
fixed by the Proviso.
not to
of not
a fee
the Administration
to the
of ayear.
Practionsofaear.
Governor,
for
the
cost
of
supervision:
Provided,
however,
That no Fractions
That
however,
Provided,
supervision:
of
cost
the
for
Governor,
the
such annual fee
fee shall
shall be
payable
by
such
an
organization
for
organization
an
be payable by such
annual
such
fractional
part
of the
first calendar
during which
formed.
andpnd
is formed.
it is
which it
year during
calendar year
first
the
of
part
fractional
All such fees shall be deposited with
the
Treasurer
of
the United
United this
De.posit and
di- e
ttr..
the
of
Treasurer
the
with
deposited
be
shall
fees
such
All
States for the
the account
of
the
Administration
and
may
expended
expended
be
may
and
Administration
account of the
for
States Governor
by the Governor
for
such administrative
administrative and
and other
other expenses
expenses incurred
for such
by the
in carrying
out
the
provisions
hereof
as
he
may
determine to be
may
he
as
hereof
carrying out the provisions

in
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purpose of
being to defray,
defray, as far as
proper, the purpose
of such
such fees being
as practicable,
administrative and supervisory
supervisory costs incident
incident to the
ticable, the
the administrative
carrying out
out of
this Act.
of this
Act.
Reports and
examiand examiReports
nations.
nations.

REPORTS
REPORTS AND
AND EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS

Financial
statements
Financial statements
required.
required.

Sac.
of
SEC. 6. Federal
Federal credit
credit unions shall be under the supervision
supervision of
make such financial
him (at
least
the Governor, and shall make
financial reports to
to him
(at least
annually) as he may require. Each
Each Federal credit
credit union shall
shall be
subject to examination
examination by,
by, and
and for
for this
this purpose
make its
its
purpose shall
shall make
records accessible to any person
person designated
books and records
designated by the
Governor.
Governor shall fix aa- scale of examination
Governor. The Governor
examination fees
designed,
in each
fee to
to be
designed, as
as far as is
is practicable,
practicable, so
so that
that in
each case
case the
the fee
be
expense of such
examination, which
which fees
paid shall equal
equal the
the expense
such examination,
fees shall
shall
against and paid by each Federal
Federal credit union
promptly
be assessed against
union promptly
after the
completion of
examination: Provided,
however,
the completion
of any such examination:
Provided, however,
That if a
Federal credit union has assets of less than
a Federal
than $25,000 the
Governor may accept
accept the audit
Governor
audit report
report of
of aapracticing
practicing public accountant in place of such examination
relieve such
such Federal
credit
examination and may
may relieve
Federal credit
examination fee
fee required
required by
this
union of the
the obligation
obligation to
to pay
pay the
the examination
by this
section. Examination
Examination fees collected
collected under the
the provisions
provisions of this
credit of the special
created
section shall be deposited
deposited to the credit
special fund created
5 hereof,
by section
section 5
hereof, and shall be available
available for the purposes specified
specified
in said section 5.

Examinations;
to
Examinations; fees
fees to
be
be charged.
charged.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Acceptance of
Acceptance
of audit
audit
by
accountant
by public
public accountant
in
of small
in accounts
accounts of
small
unions.
unions.

Credit of examinaexamin e'
tion
fees.
tion fees.

POWERS
POWERS
Corporate powers.
powers.
corporate

To
make limited
limite
ato
loans
tomake
members.

Interest rates.
rates.
interest
Proviso.
odent
tstionsonlons
Restrictions on loans
to officers, etc.

SE. 7. A Federal credit union shall have succession
SBo.
succession in its corduring its existence
existence and shall
have powerpowerporate name during
shall have
make contracts.
11) To make
contracts.
2)
2 To sue and be sued.
3)
seal and alter the same at pleasure.
3 To adopt and use a
a common seal
(4)
necessary and
and
(4 To
To purchase,
purchase, hold, and dispose
dispose of property
property necessary
incidental to its operations.

(5)
make loans
loans with
with maturities
not exceeding
exceeding two
two years
years to
to its
its
maturities not
(5) To
To make
members for
for provident
or productive
purposes upon
upon such
such terms
terms and
members
provident or
productive purposes
and

conditions
conditions as this Act and the bylaws provide
provide and as the credit
credit

committee
committee may approve,
approve, at rates
rates of interest
interest not exceeding
exceeding 1
per
1 per
centurn per month on unpaid
charges incicentum
unpaid balances
balances (inclusive
(inclusive of all charges

dent to
making the
Provided, That
That no
no loans
to aa director,
director,
to making
the loan)
loan)::Provided,
loans to
officer, or member
member of
of aa committee
committee shall
shall exceed
exceed the
the amount
amount of
of his
his
holdings in the Federal credit union as represented
represented by shares
Endorsements.
Endorsements.
thereof. No director, officer,
officer, or committee
committee member
member shall
shall endorse
endorse
Repayments.
Repayments.
for borrowers.
borrowers. A borrower
borrower may repay
repay his loan, prior to maturity,
maturity,
in whole or in part on any business day.
(6) To receive
receive from its members
(6)
members payments on shares.
Investment of funds.
investmentoffunds.
(7) To
(a) in
loans exclusively
(7)
To invest
invest its
its funds
funds (a)
in loans
exclusively to members;
members; (b)
in obligations
obligations of the United States of America,
America, or securities
securities fully
guaranteed as to principal
guaranteed
principal and interest thereby.
Deposits.
Deposits.
(8) To make deposits
(8)
deposits in national
national banks and in State
State banks,
trust companies,
companies, and mutual savings banks operating
operating in accordance
accordance
with the laws of the State in which the Federal credit union does
does
business.
To borrow limited
(9) To
To borrow
borrow (from
source) in
in an
an aggregate
aggregate amount
Taountsw im ted
(9)
(from any
any source)
amount not
not
amounts.
exceeding
unimpaired capital and
exceeding 50 per centum of its paid-in and unimpaired
Proviso.
surplus: Provided,
Provided, That any Federal credit union may discount
discount
Discount eligible
eligible with or sell to any Federal intermediate credit bank any
Discount
eligible
Federal intermediate credit bank any eligible
paper
intermedi- with or sell to
paper with
with intermediate
banks. etc.
atebanks.ete.
obligations up to the amount of its paid-in and unimpaired capital,
capital,
subject to such rules and regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the
Governor.

to ofcers, etc.
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To fine delinquents.
for failure
(10) To
fine members,
in accordance
with the
bylaws, for
failuredelinquents.
the bylaws,
accordance with
members, in
To fine
(10)
credit
to
to
meet
promptly
their
obligations
the
Federal
credit
union.
obligations
their
promptly
to meet
for
(11)
To impress
impress and
and enforce
lien upon the shares and dividends
dividends To
To impress
impress alien
alien for
a lien
enforce a
(11) To
loansetc
and
him
of
any
member,
to
the
extent
of
any
loan
made
to
and
any
etc.
loans,
loan
any
of
extent
the
of any member, to
dues
fines payable
payable by him.
or fines
dues or
necessary Exercise other cor(12) To
incidental powers
powers as shall be necessary
such incidental
exercise such
To exercise
(12)
or requisite to
to enable
it
to
carry
on
effectively
the
business
for poratepowers.
porate
Exercise
powers.
other
for
business
enable it to carry on effectively the

or requisite
incorporated.
which it is incorporated.

BYLAWS
BYLAWS

S
EC. 8.
the organization
Federal credit
of Federal
organization of
simplify the
to simplify
order to
In order
8. In
SEC.
to
Act,, cause
this
passage
the
unions
the
Governor
passage
of
Act
cause to
upon
shall,
Governor
the
unions
of
a
be
prepared
a
form
of
organization
certificate
and
a
form
bylaws,
be prepared a form of organization certificate
consistent with
which shall be used by Federal
Federal credit
credit
Act, which
this Act,
with this
consistent
request. At
on
them
to
union incorporators,
and shall be supplied
supplied
incorporators, and
union
the time
time of
of presenting
the organization
organization certificate
certificate the incorporators
incorporators
presenting the
the
shall
also submit
submit proposed
proposed bylaws
bylaws to the Governor
Governor for his approval.
approval.
shall also
MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP

Bylaws.
Bylaws.

Governor
Governor

to

pro
pro.

scribe.

Membership.
Membership.

Limitations, require•
shall consist of the menitations,
SEo.
ments, fee, etc. req
membership shall
union membership
credit union
Federal credit
9. Federal
SEC. 9.
incorporators
persons and incorporated
incorporated and uninother persons
such other
and such
incorporators and
corporated
the extent
permitted by rules and reguextent permitted
to the
organizations, to
corporated organizations,
membership
lations
by the
Governor, as may be elected to membership
the Governor,
prescribed by
lations prescribed
stock and
of
and
as
shall,
each,
subscribe
to
at
least
one
share
its
and
one
least
at
to
subscribe
and as shall, each,
pay the
initial installment
thereon and the entrance
entrance fee; except
except
installment thereon
the initial
pay
that
membership shall be limited to groups
union membership
credit union
Federal credit
that Federal
association, or to groups
having
common bond
occupation, or association,
of occupation,
bond of
having aa common
within
a
well-defined
neighborhood,
community,
or rural district.
community,
neighborhood,
within a well-defined

MEETINGS
MEMBERS MEETINGS
MEMBERS'
MEETINGS
MEMBERS'

S
EC. 10.
year of
all Federal
credit unions shall
shall end
Federal credit
of all
fiscal year
The fiscal
10. The
SEC.
shall
union
December
31.
The
annual
meeting
of
each
Federal
credit
credit
Federal
each
of
meeting
annual
The
31.
December

be
time during
and
during the month of the following January and
such time
at such
held at
be held
at
such
place
as
its
bylaws
prescribe. Special
Special meetings may be
shall prescribe.
at such place as its bylaws shall
held in
in the
the bylaws.
bylaws. No
No member
member shall be
indicated in
manner indicated
the manner
in the
held
entitled
to
vote
by
proxy,
but
a
member
other
natural person
aanatural
than
other
member
a
but
entitled to vote by proxy,
may vote
an agent
agent designated
designated for
for the
the purpose.
purpose. Irrespective
Irrespective
through an
vote through
may
of
the number
held by
member shall have more
him, no member
by him,
shares held
of shares
number of
of the
than
than one vote.

MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

Members' meetings.
meetings.
Members'
Fiscal year.

Fiscal yr.

Annual and special
meetings. and special

Anal

bi Lie
t
n
ing

idtden

by proxy tor-

by proxyor.

Member to have but

r
one vote.be to hae but
on

Management.
Management.
Business to be con-

Business to
byboard
ducted
ducted
by board ofnot
of not
SEC. 11.
business affairs
affairs of
a Federal
Federal credit
credit union shall less
of a
The business
(a) The
11. (a)
SEc.
than 5directors.

be managed
by a
a board
board of
of not
not less
directors, aa credit lessthansdirectors
five directors,
than five
less than
Credit and
and superCredit
managed by
be
3
of 3
committees of
supervisory
a
and
committee
of
not
less
than
three
members,
a
supervisory corncom- visory committees
members,
three
than
less
not
of
committee
members.
members.
directors)
mittee of
three
members
(a
majority
of
whom
shall
not
be
directors)
be
not
shall
mittee of three members (a majority of whom

number) at their
all to
be elected
by the
the members
members (and
(and from their number)
their
elected by
to be
all
annual meeting,
and to
to hold
terms, respectively,
respectively, as Roster to be filed
such terms,
for such
office for
hold office
meeting, and
annual
Aditstretion.
RStAdministration.
the bylaws
names and
and addresses
addresses of with
the names
of the
record of
A record
provide. A
may provide.
bylaws may
the
the members of
the
board
and
committees
and
officers
shall
filed
filed
be
shall
officers
and
committees
and
board
the
of
the members
with
the Administration
Administration within
days after their election. No
within ten days
with the
member
of
the
board
or
of
either
committee shall, as such be
committee
either
of
or
board
the
of
member
compensated.
compensated.
CE

OFFICERS

Officers.

Directors to elect,
Directors

nmber.
ther °mun
rom their
(b)
their first
first meeting
the annua
etin g of the
the mem- from
e=
meeting
annuall me
after the
meeting after
At their
(b) At
.euuvO
cet
vice
a
bers,
the
directors
shall
elect
from
their
number
a
president,
a
certa
i
n
execu
ti
ve 0cstapresident,
a
number
bers, the directors shall elect from their
president, a
aclerk,
and
a
treasurer,
who
shall
be
the
executive
officers
officers
executive
the
be
shall
who
treasurer,
a
and
clerk,
president,
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Compensation
Compensation
allowed.
allowed.
Duties.

Treasurer to furnish
Treasurer
furnish
bond.
bond.

Directors.

Meetings,
Meetings,
powers,
etc.
powers,
etc.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CH. 750.
750. JUNE
JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
CH.

corporation and may
may be
be compensated
compensated for
for their
services to
such
of the corporation
their services
to such
extent as the bylaws may
clerk and
and treasurer
treasurer
extent
may provide.
provide. The offices of
of clerk
may be held by the same person.
The duties
shall be
be
person. The
duties of
of the
the officers
officers shall
determined by
except that
that the
the treasurer
treasurer shall
shall be
the
as determined
by the
the bylaws,
bylaws, except
be the
general manager of the corporation.
corporation. Before
treasurer shall
shall
Before the
the treasurer
enter upon his duties he shall give bond with good and sufficient
sufficient
surety, in an amount
character to be determined
amount and character
determined from time
time to
time by the board of directors, conditioned
conditioned upon the faithful
performance of his
performance
his trust.
trust.
DIRECTORS
DIRECTORS

records,
records,

Credit
Committee.
Credit Committee.
Meetings,
Meetings, etc.
etc.

Loans.
Loans.
Approval.
Approval.

Applications
Applications for.
for.

Maximum.
Maximum.

Assignment
Assignment or enendorsement
dorsement as security.

Supervisory
Supervisory commitcommittee.
tee.

(C)
directors shall meet
once aa month
month and
(c) The board of
of directors
meet at
at least
least once
and
shall have the general direction
direction and control
control of the affairs of
of the
corporation.
corporation. Minutes
meetings shall be kept. Among
Among
Minutes of all such meetings
applications for membership;
other things they shall act upon applications
membership; fix
fix
the amount
character of the surety bond
amount and character
bond required
required of any
any officer
officer
having custody
recommend the declaration
custody of funds; recommend
dividends;
declaration of dividends;
fill vacancies
vacancies in the board and in the credit committee
committee until
until successors
successors
elected
elected at the next annual
have qualified;
qualified; have
have charge
of
annual meeting have
charge of
investments
investments other than loans to members;
determine from
from time
time to
to
members; determine
time the maximum
maximum number
number of shares
may be
be held
held by
by any
any indiindishares that may
vidual; and, subject to the limitations
limitations of this Act, determine
determine the
interest rates on loans
loans and the maximum
maximum amount
amount that
be loaned
that may
may be
loaned
with or without security
security to
to any member.
CREDIT COMMITTEE
CREDIT
COMMITTEE

(d)
(d) The credit
credit committee
committee shall hold such
such meetings as the business
business
of the Federal credit
credit union may
may require
and not
less frequently
frequently than
than
require and
not less
a month (of which meetings
once a
shall be
given to
to memmemmeetings due
due notice shall
be given
bers of the committee
committee by the treasurer)
applications for
treasurer) to consider applications
for
loans. No loan shall be
of the
the
be made
made unless
unless approved by
by a
a majority
majority of
entire committee and by all of the members
members of the committee
committee who
are present at the meeting at which
which the
the application
application is
considered.
is considered.
Applications
Applications for loans shall be made
made on forms prepared
prepared by
such
by such
committee,
committee, which
which shall set forth the purpose
purpose for which the loan is
is
desired,
desired, the security, if any, and such other data as may be required.
required.
No loan in excess of $50 shall be made without adequate security and
no loan shall be made to any member in excess of $200 or 10
per
10 per
centum of the Federal
Federal credit
credit union's paid-in and unimpaired
capital
unimpaired capital
and surplus, whichever
greater. For
For the
purposes of
of this
this subwhichever is greater.
the purposes
subdivision an assignment of shares or the endorsement
endorsement of
note shall
of aanote
shall
be deemed security.
security.
SUPERVISORY
SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE
oommrrrEE

Duties prescribed.
prescribed.
Duties
Quarterly
Quarterly examina-

(e)
supervisory committee
committee shall make, at least
(e) The supervisory
least quarterly,
quarterly, an
an
tions andannual audits. examination of the
tionsandannuaaudits.
examination of the affairs
affairs of the Federal
Federal credit union, including
including

an audit of its books; shall make an
audit and
and aareport
report to
to be
be
an annual
annual audit
submitted at the annual meeting of the corporation;
corporation; and, by a
a
Suspending officers,
Suspending
officers, unanimous
unanimous vote, may suspend any officer of the corporation,
corporation, or
or any
any
etc.
etc.
member of the credit committee or of the board of directors
directors until
until
the next members'
members' meeting,
meeting, which said meeting,
meeting, however,
shall be
be
however, shall
held within seven days of said suspension
suspension and at which
meeting said
said
which meeting
suspension shall
shall be
be acted
by the
members; and,
and, by
by a
amajority
majority
suspension
acted upon
upon by
the members;
Special calls to conside
iolations, etc.
ete.o vote, may call a
special meeting
a special
meeting of
the shareholders
shareholders to
consider
of the
sider violations,
to consider
any violation of this Act, the charter, or of the bylaws, or any
any
practice of the corporation
corporation deemed by the committee to be unsafe
or unauthorized.
unauthorized. The
The said committee
committee shall fill vacancies in its own
own
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membership until
meeting
elected at the next annual meeting
successors to be elected
until successors
membership
have qualified.
qualified.
have

shall cause
The
cause the passcommittee shall
supervisory committee
The supervisory
the records
books
and
accounts
of
members
to
be
verified
with
records
members
the
of
accounts
and
books
of
treasurer from
from time
to time
time and
less frequently
frequently than once
not less
and not
time to
the treasurer
of the
every two
years.
two years.
every

RESERVES
RESERVESesees

Verifying passbooks.
passbooks.
Verifying

Reserves.

S
EC. 12.
All entrance
entrance fees
fees and
and fines
by the
the bylaws
and floes
Entrance fe
fees and
and
ne
Entranc
bylaws and
provided by
fines provided
12. All
SEC.
and 20% net
fines
20
of the
the net
net earnings
each year,
year, before
the declaradeclara- earnings
earnings to be setaside
se/ aside
before the
of each
earnings of
centum of
per centum
20 per
tion
of any
any dividends,
dividends, shall
set aside,
subject to
to terms
terms and
and conagainst losses.
con- againstlosses.
aside, subject
be set
shall be
tion of
ditions
in the
bylaws, as
as a
reserve fund
fund against possible
a reserve
the bylaws,
specified in
ditions specified
bad loans.
DIVIDENDS
DIVIDENDS

SEC. 13.
13. At
At the
annual meeting a
dividend may
may be declared
declared from
a dividend
the annual
SEC.

Dividends.
Dividends.

Declaration of,
Declaration
paid-up shares.
shares.

on
on

the remaining
remaining net
recommendation of the board of
of
on recommendation
earnings on
net earnings
the
directors,
which dividend
shall be
be paid on all
all paid-up
paid-up shares outdividend shall
directors, which
Proportional on
n
hProportional
standing at
at the
end of the
preceding fiscal year. Shares which shares
the preceding
the end
standing
paid
during
year.
year.
proa
become fully
paid up during
during such year shall be entitled to a
fully paid
become
portional
calculated from the 1st day of the
dividend calculated
said dividend
of said
part of
portional part
month following
following such payment in full.
month

EXPULSION AND
AND WITHDRAWAL
WITHDRAWAL
EXPULSION

Expulsion and
withand withExpulsion
drawal.
serP
oLo
dv
.isions

SEC. 14.
14. A
A member
be expelled
expelled by
by a
vote of the scPrisions
a two-thirds vote
may be
member may
SEC.

pre-

pre-

members
meeting
special meeting
a special
present at a
credit union present
Federal credit
a Federal
of a
members of
called
for the
the purpose,
purpose, but
but only
only after
opportunity has been
been given
an opportunity
after an
called for
him
to be
or expulsion
expulsion of aa member shall not
Withdrawal or
heard. Withdrawal
be heard.
him to
operate
to relieve
relieve him
him from
from liability
liability to the Federal
Federal credit union.
operate to
The amount
paid aa withdrawing
withdrawing or expelled
expelled member by a
a
be paid
to be
amount to
The
Federal credit
credit union shall be determined
manner
determined and paid in the manner
Federal
specified
specified in the bylaws.
MINORS
MINORS
S
EC. 15.
may be
be issued
name of a
trust,
a minor or in trust,
in the name
issued in
Shares may
15. Shares
SEC.
subject to such
conditions as may be prescribed by the bylaws. The
such conditions
subject
name
of the
disclosed to the Federal
Federal credit union.
be disclosed
shall be
beneficiary shall
the beneficiary
name of

CERTAIN POWERS
POWERS OF
OF GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR
CERTAIN
SEC. 16.
The Governor
prescribe rules and regulations
regulations
may prescribe
Governor may
(a) The
16. (a)
SEC.

for the
this Act (including,
(including, but not by way of
of
of this
administration of
the administration
for
limitation, the
the merger,
consolidation, and/or
and/or dissolution
dissolution of corporcorpormerger, consolidation,
limitation,
ations organized
under this Act).
organized under
ations

revoke the
(b) The Governor
Governor may suspend or revoke
the charter
charter of any
is bankorganization
Federal
credit
union
upon
finding
the
organization
that
his
Federal credit union upon
rupt
insolvent or
violated any provisions
provisions of its charter, its
has violated
or has
or insolvent
rupt or
regulations issued thereunder.
bylaws,
Act, or of any regulations
or of this Act,
bylaws, or
(c)
empowered to execute
execute
authorized and empowered
hereby authorized
is hereby
Governor is
The Governor
(c) The
any and
and all
any and all
vested in him
all duties vested
perform any
and perform
functions and
all functions
any
hereby,
through such
such persons
persons as
designate or employ; and
as he
he shall designate
hereby, through
he may
including any institution
institution
any person or persons, including
delegate to any
may delegate
he
operating under
general supervision
supervision of the Administration,
Administration, the
the general
under the
operating
performance and discharge
discharge of any authority, power, or function
performance
vested in him by this Act.
(d) All
All books
and records
Federal credit
credit unions shall be kept
of Federal
records of
books and
(d)
and
reports shall
made in
in accordance
accordance with
with forms
forms approved
approved by
by the
the
be made
shall be
and reports

Governor.
Governor.

Minors.

Minors.

Issue of shares to.

"hares
Isue of

to-

Powers of Governor.
of Governr.
Powers
prescribe rules of
To
To prescribe rules of

admin'itration.
administration.

May suspend,
etc.,
suspend, etc.,
May
credit union's
union's charter,
charter,
credit
etc.
etc.

May delegate powers
to others.

tof'aydelegatepower

To prescribe tonne
forTo
keeping books, etc.

presrne farm
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Services specified.
Services
specified

pu blic
Depository of public
3noney.
money.

265.
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JUNE 26,

FISCAL AGENTS
AGENTS AND
AD DEPOSITORIES
DEPOSITORIES
FISCAL

Fiscal agents and depositories.
positories.
uilion
Federal
Federal credit union
may
may act
act as.
as.

751.
SESS. II.
II. CHS. 750,
750,751.

SEC. 17. Each Federal
Federal credit
credit union organized
organized under this
this Act,
Act,
SE.
when
Secretary of
fiscal
when requested
requested by
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury, shall
shall act as fiscal
agent
of the
the United
and shall
shall perform
services as
as the
the
agent of
United States
States and
perform such
such services
Secretary
Treasury may
require in connection
collecSecretary of
of the
the Treasury
may require
connection with the collection of taxes and
obligations due
due the
United States
States and
and the
the
and other
other obligations
the United
borrowing, and repayment
repayment of money
United States,
lending, borrowing;
money by the United
including
repurchase of bonds, notes,
including the
the issue,
issue, sale, redemption
redemption or repurchase
certificates of indebtedness,
indebtedness, or other obligations
Treasury certificates
obligations of the
United
Governor shall
shall
United States;
States; and to
to facilitate
facilitate such purposes the Governor
the Treasury
Treasury from
from time
time to
time the
the
furnish to the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
to time
and addresses
addresses of all
names and
all Federal
Federal credit
credit unions
unions with
with such other
other
available
information concerning
as may
may be
requested by
by the
the
available information
concerning them
them as
be requested
Secretary of the Treasury.
Secretary
Federal credit union.
organized
Treasury. Any Federal
union organized
designated for that purpose
purpose by
Secretary
under this
this Act,
Act, when
when designated
by the Secretary
of
depository of public money, except
except
shall be
be aa depository
of the Treasury, shall
under such regulations
regulations as
prescribed
as may be prescribed
receipts from customs, under
Secretary of the Treasury.
Treasury.
by the Secretary

Taxation.

TAXATION
TAXATION

Sm. 18.
18. Nothing
herein contained
contained shall
the shares
of stock
stock
SEC.
Nothing herein
shall prevent
prevent the
shares of
ay in any Federal credit union organized
hereunder from being
organized hereunder
being
valuation of
or
included in the
the valuation
of the
the personal
personal property
property of
of the
the owners
owners or
holders
holders of such shares in
in assessing
assessing taxes imposed
imposed by authority
authority of the
State
the Federal
is located
shall prevent
prevent
State in
in which
which the
Federal credit
credit union
union is
located or
or shall
the taxation
taxation of
of any
any.Federal
Federal credit
credit union
or its
its property
property by
by authority
authority
the
union or
of
exceed the rate imposed
imposed upon
of such State in the
the manner
manner and not
not to exceed
domestic
corporations.
domestic banking
banking corporations.
Appropriation
Appropriation
an.
SEC.
$50,000 of the fund
S
EC. 19. Not to exceed $50,000
fund available
available to the Govthorized.
thorized.
ernor
March 3,
of
ernor under
under section
section 44 of the Act of March
3, 1932, for
for expenses of
Vol.
Vol. 47,
47, p. 60.
administration
connection with loans made thereunder
administration in connection
thereunder to aid
establishment of agricultural
agricultural credit
credit corporations,
corporations, is
in the establishment
is hereby
hereby
available also for administrative
administering
made available
administrative expenses in administering
this Act.
Saving provision.
SFo.
application
SEC. 20.
20. (a)
(a) If
If any provision of
of this Act, or
or the
the application
thereof to any person or circumstance,
circumstance, is held invalid,
invalid, the remainder
remainder
of
application of such provisions
provisions to other persons
persons or
or
of the
the Act, and the
the application
circumstances,
affected thereby.
thereby.
circumstances, shall not be
be affected
Right to amend,
tc.,
(b)
amend, e
etc.,
(b) The right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act or any part
part
reerved.
reeerved.
thereof,
issued pursuant
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act,
thereof, or
or any
any charter
charter issued
to the
is expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 26, 1934.
Approved,
Shares of stock,
stock, as
as
personal
personal property
property nmay .
be taxed.
in

[CHAPTER
751.]
[CHAPTER 751.1
Tune 26,
26, 1934.
June
1934.
S. 2043.1
26431
[i.
Public, No.
No. 4881
468.]
[Public,

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Act of May
May 22,
22, 1928,
1928, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to authorize the collection,
in monthly installments, of indebtedness
indebtedness due the
the United
United States from
from enlisted
enlisted
men, and for other purposes."
purposes."

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
ied States of America i Congress assembled, That the Act of
May 22, 1928 (45 Stat. 698), entitled "An Act to authorize the collection, in monthly installments, of indebtedness due the United States
from enlisted
enlisted men, and for other purposes",
purposes ", is hereby
hereby amended by
the elimination of the third proviso
proviso of that Act reading as follows:
follows:
"And provided
provided further,
further, That the Secretary of War,
W ar, under such regulations as he shall prescribe,
prescribe, may cause
cause to be remitted and canceled,
upon honorable
honorable discharge of the enlisted
enlisted man from the service, any

7n
Army.
ion of
indebt- United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
Collection
of
indebtCollection
of indebtedness from
enlisted May 22, 1928 (45 Stat. 698), entitled "An Act to authorize the collecedness
from enlisted
men.
Vol.
45,
p.
698,
Vol.
45, p.
698, tion, in monthly installments, of indebtedness due the United States
amended.
amended.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 751-754.
751-754.
CHS.

remainsuch
incurred during
during the current enlistment and remainindebtedness incurred
such indebtedness
substitution therefor
and the substitution
ing
time of
therefor
discharge "; and
of discharge";
the time
at the
unpaid at
ing unpaid
War
of the
the following:
following: "And
provided further,
Secretary of War
further, That the Secretary
"And provided
of
indebtedness
such
of
may
cause
to
be
remitted
and
canceled
part
indebtedness
any
canceled
and
remitted
be
to
cause
may
man
remaining
either on
on honorable
honorable discharge
discharge of the enlisted man
unpaid either
remaining unpaid
of
the
opinion
in
from
the
service
or
prior
thereto
his
opinion
interests
of
when
thereto
prior
or
service
from the
the
Government are
are best served by such action."
the Government
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
Approved,
[CHAPTER 752.]
[CHAPTER

New York,
York, with
a view
view to
to the
the control
control of its floods.
with a
New

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secin Congress
America in
of America
United States
retary of
of War
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to cause
is hereby,
be, and
War be,
retary
the
a
preliminary
examination
to
be
made
of
Cromline Creek in the
of Cromline
made
be
to
examination
preliminary
a
State of
New York,
York, with
to control
control of
of its floods, in accordview to
with aa view
of New
State
to
"An Act
ance with
with the
provisions of section 3
3 of an Act entitled "An
Act to
the provisions
ance
provide for
the control
control of
of the
Mississippi River and
floods of the Mississippi
the floods
for the
provide
purposes",",
of the
the Sacramento
River, California,
California, and for other purposes
Sacramento River,
of
approved
1917, the
be paid from approto be
thereof to
cost thereof
the cost
1, 1917,
March 1,
approved March
priations
hereafter made
for examinations,
examinations, surveys,
made for
or hereafter
heretofore or
priations heretofore
and
rivers and harbors.
of rivers
contingencies of
and contingencies
Approved,
Approved, June 26, 1934.
AN ACT
ACT

To exempt
from the
tax on
on floor
floor stocks imposed
imposed by
the tax
belting from
machinery belting
of machinery
articles of
exempt articles
To
the
Agriculture Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
the Agriculture

Representatives of the
Be
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
assembled, That the proCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Adjustment Act, as
visions of
of section
section 16
16 of
Agricultural Adjustment
the Agricultural
of the
visions
belting processed
amended, shall
articles of
of machinery
processed
machinery belting
to articles
apply to
not apply
shall not
amended,
coinIIs comwholly or
or in
from cotton,
such processing
processing was
if such
cotton, if
value from
chief value
in chief
wholly
pleted
prior
to
January
1,
1930.
pleted prior to January 1, 1930.
S
EC. 2.
2. Any
assessed or
under such secpaid under
or paid
been assessed
has been
which has
tax which
Any tax
SEC.
tion
on
any
such
article
prior
to
the
enactment
of
this Act shall
of
enactment
the
tion on any such article prior to
be
credited
or
refunded
to
the
taxpayer,
or
abated
if remaining
remaining
abated
or
taxpayer,
the
to
refunded
or
be credited
unpaid: Provided,
Provided, That
That claim
therefor must
be filed
three
within three
filed within
must be
claim therefor
unpaid:
months after
the date
date of
of enactment
of this
this Act:
Provided further,
Act: Provided
enactment of
after the
months
That no
no such
refund, or
or abatement
abatement shall
made with
with respect
respect
be made
shall be
credit, refund,
such credit,
That
to
any
such
article
which
was
disposed
of
by
the
taxpayer
to
prior
taxpayer
the
by
of
disposed
was
which
to any such article
the filing
filing of
the claim
therefor..
claim therefor..
of the
the
Approved, June
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 754.]

indebtRemission of indebtRemission
edness,
authorized.
edness, authorized.

A T
ANT ACT
AN

the State of
To provide
for a
a preliminary
Cromline Creek in the
of
examination of Cromline
preliminary examination
provide for
To

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 753.]
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AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend
amend the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act creating
creating the
Rushmore National
the Mount Rushmore
entitled "An
Act
the
ToMemorial
Commission and defining its powers and purposes", approved FebMemorial Commission and defining its powers and purposes", approved February 25,
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
and for
1929, and
25, 1929,
ruary

June
June 26, 1934.
[S. 3408.]

[S. 34o8.]

[Public, No.
No. 469.]
[Public,

Cromline Creek.
Cromline
Preliminary examiPreliminary
nation
of.
nation of.

Vol. 39,
p. 541.
541.
39, p.
Vol.
p. 1090.
1090.
U.S.C., p.

June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
June
[5.
3419.1
[S. 3419.]
[Public,
No. 470.]
470.1
[Public, No.

^dt.iulal
mentAct atendel.
elito"ks;n

Agricultural Adjustment Act amended.
Floor stocks; taxes.
taxeb
Exemption, machinery
belting processed
cry belting
from cotton.
cotton.
Anle,
Anr, p. 40.

,rocsed

,p.

refundl.
Credits
Credits and refunds.

Provisos.
Filing
claims.
lin claims.

F

iini

Refund prohibited if
article has been disposed of.

Rcled prohibiteddif
posedof.

June 26.
26. 1934.
[S. 3.533.]
[Public, No. 471.]

IS 35331
so. 471.1

[Publc,

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
the Mount Rushmore
Rushmore
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
Be it enacted
National Memorial
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of National
Memorial
United States of America in Congress assembled That section 3 of Commission.
3
Vol. 45,
p.
po. 1300,
Commissi
the Act
entitled
"An
Act
creating
the
Mount
Rushmore
National
National
Rushmore
Mount
the
creating
the Act entitled "An Act
amended.
amended
Memorial
Commission
and
defining
its
powers
and
purposes
",
purposes",
and
powers
its
defining
and
Commission
Memorial
approved February
February 25,
is amended
at the
the end
thereof
end thereof
adding at
by adding
amended by
1929, is
25, 1929,

approved
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Successor to
to be
be apSuccessor
appointed,
case of
of
pointed, in case
death, disability, etc.

"If by reason of death, disability,
disability, or
or
the following
following new sentence:
sentence: "If
other cause, any individual
individual to
functions are
under
to whom functions
are assigned
assigned under

OHS. 754-756.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
754-756.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

this
section has
been or
or shall
shall be
rendered unable
unable to
perform such
this section
has been
be rendered
to perform
such
functions, the
the Commission
is authorized
to designate
designate or
or employ
employ such
functions,
Commission is
authorized to
such
other
person as
it deems
competent to
to perform
perform such
functions."
other person
as it
deems competent
such functions.
Federal
contribution.
Federalcontribution.
SEC.
of February
25, 1929, is amended
amended to
S
EC. 2. Section 55of such Act
Act of
February 25,
to
Vol.
p. 1300.
Vol. 45,
45, p.
1300.
read as
follows:
read
as follows:
Appropriation
auAppropriation
au"
SEC.
"S
EC. 5. There
There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the sum
thorized.
of not
to exceed
exceed $250,000
for the
the purpose
of
of
not to
$250,000 for
purpose of
of defraying
defraying the
the cost
cost of
Advances, from sums
Advadnces, from"sums such memorial
landscaping. Such
Such sums
sums as may be appropriated
appropriated
memorial and landscaping.
available.
available.
pursuant to
to this
this Act
Act shall
to the
the treasurer
treasurer of
said Cmpursuant
shall be
be advanced
advanced to
of said
Commission from
from time
time by
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury upon
upon
mission
time to
to time
by the
the Secretary
requisition of
of the
executive committee
committee provided
for by
this Act."
requisition
the executive
provided
for
by
this
Act."
of apContinuation of
Continuation
ap
SEC.
expenditure
SEC. 3. Any funds heretofore
heretofore made
made available
available for expenditure
propriations.
propriations.
under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
such Act
Act of
of February
February 25,
25, 1929,
1929, are
are hereby
hereby
of such
made available
for expenditure
under such
available for
expenditure under
Act as
amended by
by
such Act
as amended
this Act.
this
Act.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 755.]
[CHAPTER
Tune 26,
26, 1934.
June
[S.
IS. 3764.1
3764.]
[Public, No. 472.]

Second-class matter,
Second-class
postal
service.
postal service.
Fees for entry of publications as.
as.
lications
U.S.C.,
Vol. 47, p.647;
p.647; U.S.C.,
Supp.
p. 874.
874.
Supp. VII,
VII, p.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Reductions
Reductions of, for
publications
publications of
of limited
limited
editions.
editions.

to be reOne-half to
turned, if failing entry.

ACT
AN
A N ACT
A
C T

fee to
to accompany
To reduce
reduce the fee
accompany applications
applications for
for entry
entry as
as second-class
second-class matter
matter of
of
publications
publications of limited circulation.
circulation.

Be it
it enacted
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
enacted by
of the
United States
States of
America in
firs
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
sentence
sentence of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for fees
fees for
for entry
entry
of aa publication
publication as
as second-class
of
matter, and
and for
other purposes
purposes",.
second-class matter,
for other
approved
approved July
July 7,
(47 Stat.
647; 39
39 U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
VII, sec.
7, 1932
1932 (47
Stat. 647;
U.S.C., Supp.
sec.
226a), is
226a),
is hereby
hereby amended
by striking
striking out
the first
first semicolon
semicolon and
and
amended by
out the
inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
and the
the following
following proviso:
proviso: "Proinserting in
thereof a
a colon
colon and
"Provided,
That the
accompany applications
applications for
secondvided, That
the fee
fee to
to accompany
for entry
entry as
as secondpublications having
class matter of publications
having a
not more
than
a circulation
circulation of
of not
more than
two thousand copies
copies shall
shall be
be $25;
$25; and
and of
of publications
publications having
having a
a
circulation
circulation of
of not
more than
thousand copies
copies shall
not more
than five
five thousand
shall be
be $50:
$50:
Provided
Provided further,
further, That
one-half of
of all
all fees
collected under
this
That one-half
fees collected
under this
section shall be returnable
returnable to
to the
the applicant
the failure
of the
the
applicant upon
upon the
failure of
applicant's
publication to
applicant's publication
to obtain
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
obtain entry
entry under
under the
section; ".
".
section;
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
756.]
[CHAPTER 756.1

1934..
June 26,
28, 1934
[H.R. 9410.]
9410.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 473.]
473.1

[H.R.

AN ACT

A

ACT

Providing that permanent
permanent appropriations
appropriations be subject
subject to annual
annual consideration
consideration and
appropriation by Congress,
appropriation
Congress, and for other purposes.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
America in
in Congress
United States
of America
Congress assembled
assembled (a)
(a) That
That effective
effective
July 1,
1, 1935, such portions
portions of any Acts as provide
provide permanent
pe rmanentor
or
continuing appropriations
appropriations from
from the
the general
fund of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to
general fund
be
disbursed under
under the
the appropriation
be disbursed
appropriation accounts appearing
appearing on the
books of the Government,
Government, and
and listed in subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
this section,
section,
of this
Balances to be covcov- are
are hereby
repealed, and
and any unobligated
hereby repealed,
unobligated balances under such
ered in.
accounts as of
of June
shall be
June 30, 1935, shall
be covered
covered into
into the
the surplus
surplus fund
fund
of the
the Treasury.
of
Treasury.
U.S.C.,
12, se.
sec.
U.s.c., title
tile 12
(b)
Preparation, custody,
custody, and
delivery of farm-loan bonds,
(b) (1)
(1) Preparation,
and delivery
864.
reimbursable (2x152).
(2x152).
reimbursable
U.S.C.,
title 12, sec.
0
loS.C
. title 12 sec.
(2)
1042
(2) Preparation,
Preparation, custody,
custody, and delivery
delivery of Federal intermediate
intermediate
credit
credit bank securities,
securities, reimbursable
(2x153).
reimbursable (2x153).
Permanent appropriPermanent
appropriation
repeal Act.
Designated appropriDesignatedappropriations, from general
fund
repealed.
undrepealed.
Effective date.
date.
Effectve

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

Cll. 756.
756.
CH.

1225
1225

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
JUNE

notes, reimbursable
(3)
Preparation and
and issue
Reserve notes,
reimbursable
Federal Reserve
of Federal
issue of
(3) Preparation
(2x151).
(2x151).
(4)
Debentures and
other charges
charges (customs).
(customs).
and other
(4) Debentures
direct taxes
for direct
(5)
Payment for
for lands
lands sold
taxes (2x435).
(2x435).
sold for
(5) Payment
(6)
corporation- and
income-tax penalties
penalties (Internal
and income-tax
Refunding corporation(6) Refunding
Revenue)
(2x425).
Revenue) (2x425).
(7) Refunding
stamp tax
tax on
on export
export bills
bills of
of lading
(2x427).
lading (2x427).
Refunding stamp
(7)
foreign bills
(8)
stamp tax
bills of
of exchange
exchange (2x433).
(2x433).
on foreign
tax on
Refunding stamp
(8) Refunding
(2x428).
(9)
tax on
interests (2x428).
beneficial interests
contingent beneficial
on contingent
Refunding tax
(9)Refunding
(10)
certain legacies
(2x426).
legacies (2x426).
on certain
tax on
Refunding tax
(10) Refunding
(11)
proceeds, property
sold for
internal-revenue taxes
taxes
for internal-revenue
property sold
Surplus proceeds,
(11) Surplus
(2x441).
(2x441).
(12)
Payment of
Cape Cod
Canal bonds
bonds (2x087).
(2x087).
Cod Canal
of Cape
(12) Payment
(13)
within land
(4x164).
(reimbursable) (4x164).
grants (reimbursable)
land grants
Surveying within
(13) Surveying
(14)
on certain
certain Indian
(4x025).
allotments (4x025).
Indian allotments
Fees on
(14) Fees
(15)
Distribution of
of United
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and
and
Code, Revised
States Code,
United States
(15) Distribution
so forth
(4x019).
so
forth (4x019).
(16)
of Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
Spain (8x175).
(8x175).
with Spain
War with
Transportation of
(16) Transportation
(17)
and projectiles,
of sales
(8x423).
sales (8x423).
proceeds of
projectiles, proceeds
Powder and
(17) Powder
SEC. 2.
1935 2 the
the permanent
permanent appropriations
appropriations
1, 1935,
July 1,
Effective July
(a) Effective
2. (a)
SEC.
under
the appropriation
appropriation titles
in subsection
subsection (b)
of this
this section
section
(b) of
listed in
titles listed
under the
are
repealed,
and
such
portions
of
any
Acts
as
make
permanent
are repealed, and such portions of any Acts as make permanent
appropriations to
to be
under such
such accounts
accounts are
are amended
amended so
so
expended under
be expended
appropriations
as to
in lieu
lieu thereof,
annual appropriations
from the
the
appropriations from
authorize,' in
thereof, annual
as
to authorize
general
the Treasury
in identical
identical terms
and in
in such
such amounts
amounts
terms and
Treasury in
of the
fund of
general fund
as now
provided by
laws providing
permanent appropriaappropriasuch permanent
providing such
the laws
by the
as
now provided
tions,
that any
any appropriation
appropriation for
for "Adjusted
"Adjusted losses
losses and
conand conexcept that
tions, except
be made
authorized to be
", is
tingencies, postal fund ",
tingencies,
is authorized
made from
from the
the postal
postal
revenues.
unobligated balances
balances remaining
remaining in
permanent
the permanent
in the
Any unobligated
revenues. Any
appropriations under
30, 1935,
1935, shall
be covcovshall be
June 30,
on June
accounts on
these accounts
under these
appropriations
ered into
into the
the surplus
fund of
of the
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
addiin addithe Treasury:
surplus fund
ered
tion to
amounts in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
appropriation "Meat
"Meat
permanent appropriation
the permanent
to amounts
tion
Inspection, Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry
year)" there
authoris authorthere is
(fiscal year)"
Industry (fiscal
Inspection,
ized to
be appropriated
such other
other sums
as may
be necessary
in the
the
necessary in
may be
sums as
appropriated such
to be
ized
enforcement of
(U.S.C., title
secs. 71
71 to
to
title 21,
21, sees.
laws (U.S.C.,
inspection laws
meat inspection
of the
the meat
enforcement
96, inclusive).
inclusive).
96,
(b)
(1) Interest
Indian trust
trust funds.
funds.
on Indian
Interest on
(b) (1)
(2)
Civilization
of
the
Sioux
(4x950).
(2) Civilization of the Sioux (4x950).
(3)
Industry (fiscal
(fiscal year)
year)
Animal Industry
of Animal
Bureau of
inspection, Bureau
Meat inspection,
(3) Meat
(3-114).
(3-114).
(4)
Forest Reservation
(3-494).
year) (3-494).
(fiscal year)
Commission (fiscal
Reservation Commission
National Forest
(4) National
(5)
Pay of
agents for
for services
American vessels
vessels and
and
to American
services to
consular agents
of consular
(5) Pay
seamen
(1x561).
(1x561).
seamen
(6)
Allowance or
(Internal Revenue)
Revenue) (2x438).
(2x438).
or drawback
drawback (Internal
6) Allowance
(7)
Redemption of
Revenue)
Redemption
of stamps
stamps (Internal
(Internal
Revenue) (2x432).
(2x432).
(I30
7) Redem
(8)
Refunding legacy
Act March
(2x 430 ).
30, 1928
1928 (2x430).
taxes, Act
March 30,
legacy taxes,
8) Refunding
(9)
Refund of
aexcessive
(Customs) (2x324).
(2x324).
duties (Customs)
excessive duties
9) Refund
(10)
or drawbacks,
drawbacks, bounties,
bounties, or
(Customs)
or allowances
allowances (Customs)
Debentures or
(10) Debentures
(2x321).
(2x321).
(11) Allowance
or drawback
drawback (Industrial
Alcohol) (2x440).
(2x440).
(Industrial Alcohol)
Allowance or
(11)
(12) Permanent
International Commission
Congresses of
of NaviNaviof Congresses
Commission of
Permanent International
(12)
gation (fiscal
year) (8-887).
(8-887).
(fiscal year)
gation
(13)
Operating and
care of
of canals
and other
of naviganavigaworks of
other works
canals and
and care
(13) Operating
tion (8x881).
tion
(8x881).
(14)
sunken vessels
obstructing or endangering
endangering
craft obstructing
or craft
vessels or
Removing sunken
(14) Removing
navigation (8x888).
(8x888).
navigation
(15)
Removing obstructions
obstructions in
Mississippi, Atchafalaya,
and Old
Old
Atchafalaya, and
in Mississippi,
(15) Removing
Rivers (fiscal
(8-961.58).
year (8-961.58).
Rivers
(fiscal year
(16)
Maintenance of
of channel,
Pass, Mississippi
River (fiscal
(fiscal
Mississippi River
South Pass,
channel, South
(16) Maintenance
year) (8-961.55).
(8-961.55).
year)

U.S.C.,
422U.S.C.,
422.

title
12, sec.
sec.
title 12,

RS., se.
sec. 3689.
3689.
R.S.,
RS.,
sec. 3689.
3689.
R.S., sec.
38 Stat. 1225.
38Stat.1225.

32 Stat. 406.
32Stat.
590.
Stat. 590.
35 Stat.
32 Stat. 406.
32Stat.
32 Stat.
Stat. 406.
RS.,
R.S., sec. 3195.
44 Stat. 1015; 45
4.5 Stat.

914.
914.

U.S.C., title
t e 43,
43 ssecs.

886,s8.
886, 908..
24 Stat. 389; 26 Stat.
24Stat. 389; 26 Stat.
795.
32
Stat.
36 Stat.
631; 36
Stat. 631;
32 Stat.
1154.

1154.
30 Stat.

1358.

30Stat.1358.
21 Stat. 468.
21 Stat. 468.
Specified

appropria-

apropriaSpecified
tions
repealed
and
anand anrepeal
tions

nual appropriations aunualapproationsauthorized.

t

r

To be expended in
identical terms and
amounts as now authorized.

To be expended in
amounts as now anthorized.
Adjusted losses,
losses, etc.,
etc.,
Adiusted
postal fund, from postal
postal
revenues.

revenues.

Proviso.
Moat inspection.

eatinspection.

U.S.C., title 21, sees.
ls.c.,
71-96.

title 21, ses.
.

tie 25,, sec.
U.S.C., title
161.
25 Stat. 805; 29 Stat.
334; Stat.
34 Stat. 326; 45
33425
Stat. 684.
U.S.C., title 21, sec.
sec.
995. .S.C., title

1a.

6; 26Sat.

Stat684

21,

U.S.C-,title 16,

U.S.C., title 16, sec.
sec'
514.
614Uv.s. title 16, sec.
U.S.C., title 22 sec.
9;.,
89;
title 46, sec. 101. sec.

22
title
U.S.C., title
26, sees.
secs.
title 26,
U.S.C.,
788, 852.
852.
,
788
U.S.C.,
31, sees.
secs.
., title 3,
711-4.
464; 45
45 Slat.
Stat.
,130 Stat.
Stat. 464;

398.
39a.
26 Stat. 140;
140; 46 Stat.
739.
U.S.C., title 19, sec.
U.S.C. title 19,
1557.

sec.

U.S.C., title 26, sec.
377.
377
U.S.C., title 22, sec.
. title 22, sec.
266.
U.S.C.,
C title 33, see.

tite 33, sec.

5.
5.

U.S.C.,

414
414.

titl
title 333,

e
sec.

sti . s3,

25 Stat. 424; 35 Stat.

817.
817.
U.S.C., title 33, sec.
802.

9c

tite

1226
1226
4.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

U.S.C., title
sec.
title 33,
33, sec.
4.S.C.,

title 33,

U.S.C., title 33, sec.
sec.
U.S.C.,
602.
U.S.C., title
title 31,
sec.
U.S.C.,
31, sec.
320.
320.
U.S.C.,
title
19,
sec.
sec.
U...,
title

1563.
U.S.C., title 12,
12, sec.
U.S.C.,
547
547.
.
U.S.C., title
title 20,
20, sec.
U.S.C.,
11.

1.

R.S., sec.
3221.
sec. 3221.
R.S.,
U.S.C., title 39, sec.
9.S.C.,
49.
U.S.C.,
title 19,
19, secs.
sees.
U.S.C., title
1559; title
title 31,
31, sec.
1493, 1559;
711.
711.
U.S.C., title 19, sec.
U.S.C.,
1613;
31, sec. 711.
711.
title 31,
1613; title
U.S.C., title 33, ses.
secs.
U.S.C.,title33,
5
604,
605.
.
604, 60

title 39, sec.
title 19, sec.

U.S.C.,
U.s.c., title 33, sec.
606.
6

.

Repeal
certain
Repeal of certain
specified
permanent
appropdatiosebanlt
appropriations and balances carried in.

ances carried in.

Future claims
herein
claimsherein
be certified to Conto
gress.

to
gt

ertfied Con-

30
1074.
30 Stat.
Stat. 1073,
1073, 1074.
30 Stat.
784, 1073;
t
1073;
31 Stat.
Stat. 217.
U.S.C.,
title 31,
31, secs.
sees.
U.S.C., title
218, 222,

784

218,222.

21 Stat.
Stat. 283.
U.S.C.,
title 46,
46, sec.
U.S.C., title
748.
30 Stat. 1225.
1225.
30Stat.
30 Stat.
Stat. 12.
1225.
30
U.S.C., title 31, see.
71.SC.
title 31, se.
711.
38 Stat. 1214-1215.
40
19.
40 Stat.
Stat. 10.
389.
28

Stat. 962, 40 Stat.
9
62.40 Stat.
38 Stat.
42 Stat.
1767.
stat. 1767.

.S.,sec.

R.S., sec. 4835,
463, p.902;
p. 902;
30 Stat. 1007;
10O7; 31 Stat.
1052; 33
422.
Stat. 422.
33 Stat,
1052;
41 Stat. 69.
69,
45 Stat. 2047; 46 Stat.
2128.

212stat. 2047;46tat.

U.S.C., title 49,
49, sec.
7U.S..,
77.

title

sec.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CH.
CH. 756.
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Mississippi and its tributaries (fiscal
(17) Gauging waters of the Mississippi
(fiscal
(17)
year)
(8-961.54).
year) (8-961.54).
(18)
(18) Examinations
Examinations and surveys
surveys at South Pass, Mississippi
Mississippi River
River
(fiscal
(8-961.53).
year) (8-961.53).
(fiscal year)
(19)
(19) Recoinage
Recoinage of silver coins (2x106).
(2x106).
(20) Refunding
Refunding duties
duties on
on goods
destroyed (Customs)
(Customs) (2x330).
(2x330).
goods destroyed
(20)
(21)
Refunding
to
national
banking
associations
excess
of duty
duty
of
excess
associations
banking
to
national
(21) Refunding
(2x228).
(2x228).
(22) Salaries
Board for Vocational
Vocational EducaSalaries and expenses, Federal Board
(22)
tion
(fiscal year) (0-801).
(0-801).
tion (fiscal
(23) Repayment
on distilled
distilled spirits
spirits destroyed
destroyed by
casualty
by casualty
of taxes
taxes on
Repayment of
(23)
(2x431).
(2x431).
(24) Adjusted
(9x256).
contingencies, postal fund (9x256).
and contingencies,
losses and
Adjusted losses
(24)
(25) Refunding
proceeds of unclaimed
unclaimed merchandise
merchandise (Customs)
Refunding proceeds
(25)
(2x326)
(2x326).
sold (Customs)
(26) Proceeds
goods seized
and sold
(Customs) (2x322).
(2x322).
seized and
of goods
Proceeds of
(26)
(27) Operating
boats on
upper Mississippi,
Mississippi,
on upper
dredge boats
and dredge
snag and
Operating snag
(27)
(fiscal year) (8-962.60).
Illinois, and Minnesota
Minnesota Rivers (fiscal
(8-962.60).
(28)
(28) Operating
Operating snag boats on the Ohio River (fiscal
(fiscal year)
(8-962.51)
(8-962.51).
continuing apS
EC. 3. (a)
Effective July
1, 1935,
1935, the permanent
permanent or continuing
July 1,
(a) Effective
SEC.
propriation
accounts appearing
appearing on the books of the Government
Government
propriation accounts
and listed in subsection (b)
(b) of this section
section are hereby abolished, and
any
balances under such accounts as of June 30, 1935,
1935,
any unobligated balances
approshall be
covered into
Treasury. Any approthe surplus fund of the Treasury.
into the
be covered
shall
priations to
under such accounts
accounts have been
been
expenditures under
to which expenditures
priations
prior to
to July 1,
chargeable prior
chargeable
1, 1935, are hereby repealed.
repealed. Any claims
section
for this section
1, 1935,
1935, which, but for
accruing
accruing on and after July 1,
properly would
would have
appropriation titles,
titles, shall,
these appropriation
charged to these
have been
been charged
properly
upon proper
audit, be
certified to Congress for appropriation
appropriation from
be certified
proper audit,
upon
the general
general fund
of the Treasury,
which is hereby authorized.
Treasury, which
fund of
the
(b)
(b) (1)
(1) Extra pay to Regular
Regular Army,
Array, War with.
Spain (8x172).
with Spain
(8x172).
(2) Extra
pay to Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
War with Spain (8x173).
(8x173).
Extra pay
(2)
officers and men of the Army for destruction
(3)
(3) Claims of officers
destruction of
of
private property
property (8x123).
(8x123).
(4) Bounty to Fifteenth and Sixteenth Missouri
Missouri Cavalry
Cavalry Volunteers (8x164).
(8x164).
March 9, 1920,
Judgments in admiralty
(5)
(5) Judgments
admiralty suits under Act of March
Department (8x143).
War Department
War
(8x143).
(6) Reimbursement
Reimbursement for bringing home remains
(6)
remains of officers
officers and
others
(Navy) (7x816).
(7x816).
others (Navy)
Reimbursement for bringing home
(7) Reimbursement
(7)
home remains
remains of officers
officers and
and
others
(War)
(8x765).
others (War) (8x765).
(8) Indemnity for swamp land
(4x160).
(8)
land to
to States (4x160).
(9) Proceeds
mineral or reserved
reserved lands, Tanana
Tanana Valley, Alaska,
Proceeds of mineral
(9)
special
(4x167).
special fund (4x167).
(10) Proceeds
(10
Proceeds of town sites for schools in Oklahoma
Oklahoma (4x464).
(4x464).
clothing (7x977).
f
Indemnity
(11
Indemnity to seamen
seamen and marines for lost clothing
(7x977).
(12
Reimbursement to certain
certain_ persons
persons for loss of private
private funds
12) Reimbursement
patients at United
United States Naval Hospital, Naval
Naval Operating
Operating
while patients
Base, Hampton Roads,
Roads, Virginia
Virginia (7x973).
(7x973).
(13)
(13) Judgments,
Judgments, bounty
bounty for destruction
destruction of enemies'
enemies' vessels
(7x956)
(7x956).
(14)
Judgment, owners,
owners, and
and so
forth, barkentine
barkentine Mabel
I. Meyers,
Meyers,
Mabel I.
so forth,
(14) Judgment,
August 21,
(7x959).
21, 1916 (7x959).
under Act of August
(15)
of claimants,
claimants, explosion
explosion at Naval
Ammunition Depot,
Naval Ammunition
Relief of
(15) Relief
Lake
Denmark, New
Jersey (7x975).
(7x975).
New Jersey
Lake Denmark,
(16)
(16) Guaranty
Guaranty to carriers
carriers after termination
termination of Federal control
control
(0x961).
(0x961).

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH.
756.
CH. 756.

1227
1227

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 26,
26, 1934.

Government
(17)
of deficits
deficits during
during Government
carriers of
to carriers
Reimbursement to
(17) Reimbursement
control
(0x963).
control (0x963).
(18)
to American
American Railway
Express Company
Company during
during
Railway Express
(18) Guaranty
Guaranty to
guaranty
period (0x965).
(0x965).
guaranty period
(19) Judgments
in admiralty
Act of
of March
March 9,
9, 1920,
1920,
under Act
suits under
admiralty suits
Judgments in
(19)
United States
(0x556).
Board (0x556).
Shipping Board
States Shipping
United
(20)
Judgments of
(Revised Statutes, section 3754)
3754)
courts (Revised
of courts
(20) Judgments
(7x965).
(7x965).
(7x961).
(21)
for destruction
of enemies'
vessels (7x961).
enemies' vessels
destruction of
Bounty for
(21) Bounty
(22) Claims
operations under
Wheat Price
Price GuarGuarunder Wheat
from operations
arising from
Claims arising
(22)
antee
of March
1919 (0x482).
4, 1919
(0x482).
March 4,
antee Act
Act of
(23) Proceeds
Proceeds sale
sale of
of town
Lawton, Oklahoma
Oklahoma (4s174).
(4s174).
lots, Lawton,
town lots,
(23)
(24) Proceeds
Proceeds of
of certain
lands in
in township
township 8-North,
8-North, Nebraska
Nebraska
certain lands
(24)
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(4s176).
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Effective July
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1935, all
July 1,
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theretofore
appearing on
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to the
the appropriation
appropriation accounts
credited to
theretofore credited
the books
books of
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subsection (b)
(b) of
this
of this
in subsection
and listed
Government and
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the Government
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section shall
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into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts,
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deposited into
be deposited
section
authorized to be appropriated
are authorized
amounts equal
and
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thereto are
appropriated
and amounts
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the general
general fund
fund of
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the Treasury
Treasury for
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from the
Appropurposes for
for which
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now appropriated.
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receipts are
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which expenditures
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such purpose,
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be appropriated
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fiscal year.
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(b)
(1) Wagon
bridges, and
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(4s524).
fund (4s524).
Alaska fund
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roads, bridges,
Wagon roads,
(b) (1)
(2)
Alaska fund
fund (4s366).
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Public schools,
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Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road
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fund (4s168).
Grant fund
Road Grant
(3) Coos
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oil and
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royalties, oil
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(4)
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Red River
of Red
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fund of
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of sales
sales of
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centum fund
(5)
lands
Colorado (4s183).
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(6) Annette
Islands reserve,
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Annette Islands
(6)
(7) Relief
indigent, Alaska
Alaska fund
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(7)
Relief of
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the indigent,
fund (2s108).
(8) Naturalization
Naturalization fees,
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citizenship textbooks,
textbooks, Bureau
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power system,
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Maintenance, power
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electric-current fund,
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for the
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purchase of
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(22)
National Guard,
Guard, section
National Defense
Defense Act (fiscal
section 87, National
(fiscal
(22) National
year)
year) (8-715).
(8-715).
30 Stat. 944; 33 sStat.
(23)
Act April
1904 (4x794).
(4x794).
improvements, Act
April 21,
21, 1904
tat.
(23) Indian-school
Indian-school improvements,
211.
(24) Purchase
Purchase of
of lands
lands for
for landless
landless Indians
California, Act
Act
43 Stat. 1101.
Indians in
in California,
(24)
March
(4x812).
March 3,
3, 1925 (4x812).
(25) Yuma
Yuma Auxiliary
Arizona (4s507).
39 Stat. 868.
868.
Irrigation Project,
Project, Arizona
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(25)
Auxiliary Irrigation
U.S.C.,
48,
(26)
reindeer fund
Alaskan reindeer
fund (4s365).
(4s365).
s, sec.
(26) Alaskan
U.S.C., title 4!
39.
(27) United
United States
States Naval
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activities fund
fund (7s925).
(27)
(28) Injury
claims assigned,
Veterans' Administration
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Administration (0s878).
assigned, Veterans'
5. (28)
Injury claims
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43 Stat.
Stat. 612, 625.
(29) After
June 30,
migratory bird
bird conservation
fund
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conservation fund
(29)
After June
40 Stat. 755.
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(3s362).
(30)
on war-risk
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of American
American vessels,
insurance of
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Losses on
40 Stat. 103.
special fund
fund (0s865).
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forth, special
and so forth,
cargoes, and
(31) Gas
production, helium
helium plants,
plants, Bureau
Bureau of Mines
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Mines (6s685).
(31)
Gas production,
44 Stat. 1387.
(32)
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Memorial (0s727).
(0s727).
Perry's Victory
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40 Stat. 1322; 43I Stat.
527.
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(33)
Service Fund
Fund (8x875).
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Waterways Service
Inland and
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(33) Inland
1149.
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U.S.C., title 3
31,
U.S.C.,
(34)
Five
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Funds
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(4s166).
Funds
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Percent
1, sec.
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appropriSEo.
(a) Effective
appropriation accounts
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Effective July 1, 1935, the appropriation
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propri5. (a)
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ations
from
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pe al appearing
listed in
appearing on the books of the Government
Government and listed
in subsection
subsection
funds abolished.
abolished.
funds
Balances cover
covered
Balances
of this section
section are
abolished, and
unobligated balances
balances under
(b) of
are abolished,
red in.
in. (b)
and any
any unobligated
under
such
of that
that date
shall be
be covered
covered into
into the
the surplus
surplus fund
fund
date shall
such accounts
accounts as
as of
Treasury. Any appropriations
expenditures under
under
appropriations to which expenditures
of the Treasury.
accounts have been chargeable
theretofore are hereby repealed,
chargeable theretofore
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authorized,
effective on
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extent that
annual appropriations,
appropriations,
To the
the extent
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the annual
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orized, effective
such date.
date. To
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receipts plus
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to receipt
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authorized to be made from the general
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the Treasury
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appropriated from the general fund of the Treasury
to be appropriated
Treasury such
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extent that the
additional
necessary, to the extent
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amounts appropriated.
amounts
U.S.C.,
7, sec.
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U.S.C.. title
title 7,
(b) (1) Expenses,
Expenses, Cotton Standards
Standards Act (3s535).
(3s535).
55.
55.
2 Classification
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cotton, revolving
revolving- fund
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fund (3s320).
U.S.C.,
7, sec.
sec.
Classification of
U.S.C., title 7,
(2)
54.
54.
3 Extra compensation
Immigration Service
(3)
compensation for overtime,
overtime, Immigration
Service
46
46 Stat. 1407.
1467.
(6s803).
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of aPatent
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Effective July
July 1,
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receipts theretofore
theretofore authorized
authorized
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SEC.
miscel
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laneous
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appropriation accounts
accounts appearing
appearing on the
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the appropriation
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Appropriation
auAppropriation
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of
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miscellaneous
Treasury
United
States
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receipts,
the
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as may
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the Treasury
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be necessary
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Office: Provided,
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Patent Office:
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paragraph shall
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section is applicable
applicable to Patent
Patent
ject to section 18 insofar
insofar as such section
Office fees.
47
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513.
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expenses, Patent Office
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30 Stat.
R. S. 3689; 3(
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Spanish War (7T988).
(7T988).
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on the
appropriation account
SEC. 8.
July 1,
account on
the
1935, the appropriation
1, 1935,
Effective July
8. Effective
SEC.
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"Recreation

Army",

"Recreation Fund, Army"
books of
Government entitled "Recreation
Army"abolished.
the Government
of the
books
(8T078), is
is abolished
thereof shall be covered
covered into
and the balance thereof
abolished and
(8T078),
Proviso.
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Provided, That an amount equal
Proviso.
Treasury: Provided,
the Treasury:
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fund of
surplus fund
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general
hereby
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the
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Treasury in
personnel
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and
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enlisted
personnel
of the Military
Military
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of
fort, contentment and health
Establishment.
Establishment.
Naval p e nsion Fund
Fund
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SEC. 9.
9. Effective
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therein,
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be necessary
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for
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and
improvement
improvement
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Treasury
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(b)
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appearing
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subsection
(b)
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only such
represent sales
materials and supsales of stores, materials
as represent
amounts as
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only
plies at
Department.
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at actual
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36. Stat.
257; 38 Stat.
Stat
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transportation (fiscal
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Replacing Army
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38 Stat.
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year)
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Federal
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be
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for
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expenses of
the Federal
Home Loan
Loan Bank
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Federal Home
of the
and expenses
for salaries
RailEmergency
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and
assessments
on
carriers
under
section
of
Emergency
14
section
under
carriers
on
and assessments
covered into the
road Transportation
Transportation Act
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1933, shall be covered
June 16,
Act of
road
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
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fiscal tons
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authorized.
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miscellaneous
Treasury
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be appropriated
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revenues,
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23 Stat. 316; 39 Stat.
23

718, 800;
43 Stat.
Stat. 560;
718,
809; 43
560;

1398.
839.1398.
46 Stat. 839,

"Reserve Material,
Material,
"Reserve

Navy"
Navy"
pealed.

account
account

rere-

U.S.C., title
title 34,
34, sec.
53U..C.,
sec
530.
"Pay,
miscellaneous,
"Pay, miscellaneous,
Navy.
Navy..
U.S.C., title
31, see.
sec.
title 31,
U.s.c.,

6639.
39

'

Unclaimed moneys
ofUfnlaimed
individuals.

moneys
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SEC. 13. (a)
(a) Effective
Effective July 1,
1, 1935,
1935, such portion of any Acts as
provide
appropriations
from
the
appropriation accounts
appearing
accounts appearing
appropriation
from
the
appropriations
provide
on the
books of
Government and
and listed
listed in
in subsection
(b) of this
subsection (b)
of the
the Government
the books
on
section are
balances remaining
but
remaining in, or but
any balances
and any
repealed, and
hereby repealed,
are hereby
section
for this
this provision
provision would
would accrue
accrue to,
shall be covered
covered
to, such accounts shall
for
into
the Treasury
United States
to the
District
the credit of the District
States to
the United
of the
Treasury of
into the
of
Columbia. Any
Any claims
on or
or after
July 1, 1935, which
after July
accruing on
claims accruing
of Columbia.
been charged
charged to these approperly would have been
but for this section properly
propriation
certified to Conshall, upon proper audit, be certified
accounts shall,
propriation accounts
gress
appropriation, which
is hereby
hereby authorized.
authorized.
which is
for appropriation,
gress for
(b)
from fines,
of Columbia
Columbia (DCs592).
(DCs592).
District of
fines, District
(1) Militia
Militia fund
fund from
(b) (1)
(2)
Industrial
Home
School
fund,
District
of
Columbia
(DCs463).
(DCs463).
of
Columbia
fund,
District
Home
School
(2) Industrial
(3)
(3) Sanitary
Sanitary fund, District of Columbia
Columbia (DCt619).
(DCt619).
(4) New site and buildings,
(4)
buildings, Industrial
Industrial Home School, District of
of
Columbia
(DCs460).
Columbia (DCs460).
(5) Payment to tenants
recovered by Rent Com(5)
tenants excess
excess rentals recovered
Columbia (DCs087).
(DCs087).
mission, District of Columbia
(6) Escheated
(6)
Escheated estates relief fund, District of Columbia (DCs612).
(DCs612).
of tax-lien certificates,
District of
of Columbia
(7) Redemption
Redemption of
certificates, District
(DCt618).
(DCt618).
Washington special tax fund, District of Columbia
(8) Washington
Columbia (DCt623).
(DCt623).
(9) Redemption
(9)
Redemption of assessment certificates,
certificates, District of Columbia
Columbia
(DCt617).
(DCt617).
S
EC. 14. (a)
1, 1935,
1935, appropriations
appropriations for the
(a) On and after July 1,
SEC.
Government and
District of Columbia appearing
and
appearing on the books of the Government
listed
in subsection
subsection (b)
abolished as such,
such, and
and so
section are abolished
of this
this section
(b) of
listed in
several Acts as provide
provide for such appropriations
appropriations is
much of the several
appropriaamended so as to authorize
authorize in lieu thereof annual definite appropriations,
estimates for which shall
incorporated in the estimates of
of
shall be incorporated
tions, estimates
annual appropriations
appropriations for the District of Columbia.
(1) Refunding
Refunding water rents, and so forth, District of
(b) (1)
of
Columbia (DCx602).
(DCx602).
(2) Refunding
Refunding taxes, District of Columbia (DCx601).
(DCx601).
(3)
Extension, and so forth, of streets and avenues, District of
of
(3) Extension,
Columbia (fiscal
Columbia
(fiscal year) (DC-114).
(DC-114).
(4) Policemen
firemen's relief
Policemen and
and firemen's
relief fund, District of Columbia
Columbia
(DCt14).
/
(DCt614).
SEC. 15.
So much
of the
Acts of
March 4,
4, 1917,
1917, and
and June
June 15,
the Acts
of March
much of
SEC.
15. So
530), as provides
1917 (U.S.C., title 34, sec. 530),
provides for the account
account " Reserve
and any unexpended
repealed, and
Material, Navy"
Material,
Navy" (7x718),
(7x718), are
are hereby repealed,
unexpended
balance therein
therein on June 30
30, 1935,
1935, under
under appropriations
appropriations provided by
covered into the surplus fund of the Treasury.
such Acts, shall be covered
SEa.
Sno. 16. That portion of the Act of March
March 3, 1893 (U.S.C., title
31, sec.
sec. 644),
641), which
which provides
The accounting
accounting officers
(U.S.C.,f
the
31,
provides that
that ""The
officers
of the
Treasury are
are hereby
authorized to
to credit
credit the
the appropriation
appropriation 'Pay,
'Pay,
hereby authorized
Treasury
the
receipts for interest on the account
Miscellaneous'
Miscellaneous' with
with all receipts
account of the
Navy Department
Department with the London fiscal agents,
agents, premiums
premiums arising
depreciation in th
t
e
the
from the sales of bills of exchange, and from any depreciation
coin ", is hereby repealed, and hereafter such
value of foreign coin",
receipts shall be covered
covered into the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts.
Treasury as miscellaneous
1935, the appropriation
Effective July
S
EC, 17.
(a) Effective
July 1, 1935,
appropriation accounts
SEC.
17. (a)
subsection
appearing on the books of the Government
Government and listed in subsection
(b)
(b) of this section, as well
well as appropriation
appropriation accounts
accounts bearing similar
similar
of the
the Government, are abolished, and any unoblititles on
on the books of
gated balances under such accounts as of June 30, 1935, shall be
receipt account in the Treasury
Treasury to be desigcovered into a
a trust fund receipt
"Unclaimed
Moneys of Individuals
nated "
Unclaimed Moneys
Individuals Whose
Whose Whereabouts
Whereabouts Are
Unknown." Any appropriations
which expenditures
expenditures under such
Unknown."
appropriations to which
such
chargeable theretofore
repealed.
theretofore are hereby repealed.
accounts have been chargeable

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CH.
756.
CH. 756.

There are
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, annually,
annually, from such
are authorized
There
account
such
sums
as
may
be
necessary
meet
expenditures of
of
any expenditures
to
meet
necessary
may
be
sums
as
such
account
the
character now
chargeable to
the appropriation
appropriation accounts
accounts abolished
abolished
to the
now chargeable
the character
by this
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Commisor the
Treasury or
of the
the Treasury
section. The
this section.
by
sioners of
Columbia, as the case
ease may be,
be, shall submit
District of Columbia,
the District
of the
sioners
necessary
with
appropriations an amount
amount necessary
of appropriations
estimates of
annual estimates
their annual
with their
to
properly chargeable
to this
this account.
chargeable to
expenditures properly
to meet
meet expenditures
(0t548).
(b) (1)
(1) Unclaimed
Unclaimed moneys,
Administration (0t548).
Food Administration
moneys, Food
(b)
(2)
moneys of
of individuals
individuals whose
whose whereabouts
whereabouts are
Unclaimed moneys
(2) Unclaimed
unknown (Veterans'
Administration) (0t881).
(0t881).
(Veterans' Administration)
unknown
(3)
Unclaimed moneys
patients, Veterans'
Veterans' Administraof former
former patients,
moneys of
(3) Unclaimed
tion hospital
hospital (0t879).
(0t879).
tion
are
(4)
Unclaimed moneys
moneys of
individuals whose
whereabouts are
whose whereabouts
of individuals
(4) Unclaimed
(0t542).
unknown
(relief of
American citizens
Europe) (0t542).
in Europe)
citizens in
of American
unknown (relief
are
whereabouts are
(5)
Unclaimed moneys
moneys of
individuals whose whereabouts
of individuals
(5) Unclaimed
unknown (Interior,
(4t033).
civil) (4t033).
(Interior, civil)
unknown
whereabouts are
are
whose whereabouts
(6) Unclaimed
Unclaimed moneys
individuals whose
of individuals
moneys of
(6)
unknown
(Justice)
(1t755).
unknown (Justice) (lt755).
whose whereabouts
individuals whose
are
(7) Unclaimed
Unclaimed moneys
moneys of
whereabouts are
of individuals
(7)
unknown
(6t750).
(Labor) (6t750).
unknown (Labor)
are
whereabouts are
whose whereabouts
(8) Unclaimed
Unclaimed moneys
of individuals
individuals whose
moneys of
(8)
unknown
(7t978).
unknown (Navy)
(Navy) (7t978).
whereabouts are
are
individuals whose
whose whereabouts
(9)
of individuals
moneys of
Unclaimed moneys
(9) Unclaimed
unknown
(lt554).
(State) (1t554).
unknown (State)
whereabouts are
are
(10)
of individuals
whose whereabouts
individuals whose
moneys of
Unclaimed moneys
(10) Unclaimed
unknown
(2t080).
(Treasury) (2t080).
unknown (Treasury)
(11)
Unclaimed moneys
moneys of
individuals whose
are
whereabout are
whose whereabout
of individuals
(11) Unclaimed
unknown
(8t117).
(War) (8t117).
unknown (War)
(12) Unclaimed
moneys (5t009).
(5t009).
Indian moneys
individual Indian
Unclaimed individual
(12)
(13) Unclaimed
Unclaimed funds
of discharged
discharged patients,
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
patients, Saint
funds of
(13)
Hospital
(4t548).
Hospital (4t548).
(14)
Return of
unclaimed money
deposited by
by clerks
courts
clerks of courts
money deposited
of unclaimed
(14) Return

(1x792).
(1x792).

1231
1231

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 26,
26, 1934.

(15) Outstanding
liabilities, lands
lands (4t184).
(4t184).
Outstanding liabilities,
(15)
placed
Bond issues
issues placed
(16) Return
subscriptions to
Liberty Bond
to Liberty
of subscriptions
Return of
(16)
through
American
consulates
(1T631).
through American consulates (1T631).
(17)
Return of
subscriptions to
to Liberty
Bond issues
issues by
by civilian
civilian
Liberty Bond
of subscriptions
(17) Return
employees of
Naval Establishment
Establishment (7t979).
(7t979).
of Naval
employees
(18) Refund
excess licenses,
under section
section 10
(c),
10 (c),
licenses, under
depositors, excess
to depositors,
Refund to
(18)
Trading
Act (0T523).
(0T523).
Enemy Act
the Enemy
with the
Trading with
(19) Return
subscriptions to
Liberty Bond
Bond issues
issues placed
placed
to Liberty
of subscriptions
Return of
(19)
through
the postmaster
postmaster at
(9t340).
Pennsylvania (9t340).
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
at Philadelphia,
through the
(20)
Unclaimed funds
funds of
Federal prisoners
(lt952).
prisoners (1t952).
of Federal
(20) Unclaimed
(21) Rosa
Rosa Goldman-cash
Goldman—cash bail
bail exacted
exacted (6T472).
(6T472).
(21)
(22)
Unclaimed funds
of Jei
Jei Bei
Japanese alien
alien
deceased Japanese
Ota, deceased
Bei Ota,
funds of
(22) Unclaimed

Annual appropriaappropriaAnnual
tions authorized.

Estimates
be subsub.
Estimates to be
mitted.

to

title

se

U.S.C., title 31, sec.
.
47
547.

U.S.C., title 28,
sec.
U.s.c., ttle 28, se.
852; title 18, sec. 570.
852; title 18, see. 570.
U.S.C., title
U.S.C.,
se
t l e 43, see.
2,099.
91,. 92,

42 Stat. 410.

42

stn.

410

Refunding
(6T473).
Refunding moneys
moneys
(6T473).
erroneously received.
Sco. 18.
18. (a)
Effective July
1935, the
accounts erroneouslyreceived.
appropriation accounts
the appropriation
1, 1935,
July 1,
(a) Effective
SEC.
appearing
on the
Government and
and listed
listed in
in subsection
subsection Various
appropria
Vrious
the Government
books of
of the
appropriathe books
appearing on
tions for, repealed.
(b) of
this section,
as well
well as
bearing simsim- tionsfor,repealed
accounts bearing
as appropriation
appropriation accounts
section, as
of this
(b)
ilar
titles on
the books
books of
the Government,
Government, are
abolished, and
and any
any
are abolished,
of the
on the
ilar titles
unobligated
under such
such accounts
June 30,
30, 1935, shall
of June
as of
accounts as
balances under
unobligated balances
be
covered into
into the
surplus fund
appropriaAny appropriaTreasury. Any
of the
the Treasury.
fund of
the surplus
be covered
tions,
under such
such accounts
accounts have
have been
been chargegppopcharge- Anm
Annual
appropriaexpenditures under
to which
which expenditures
tions, to
tion established to pay
able theretofore,
are repealed.
there shall
shall be
be estabestab- ton
a
to one
established
1, 1935,
1935, there
July 1,
On July
repealed. On
able
theretofore, are
all refunds
from
fund.
o o
designated
lished
on the
account to be desi
g nated fund.
Government an account
of the
the Government
books of
the books
lished on
Covered ", and there
"
Refund of
Moneys Erroneously
Erroneously Received
Received and Covered
of Moneys
"Refund
is authorized
be appropriated
sums as
as may
may be
be necessary
to
necessary to
such sums
appropriated such
to be
is
authorized to
meet
expenditures of
the character
character now
now chargeable
chargeable to
the approapproto the
of the
any expenditures
meet any
priation accounts
accounts herein
collections erroneously
erroneously
and other collections
abolished and
herein abolished
priation
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received and
and covered
which are not
any
to any
chargeable to
properly chargeable
not properly
covered which
received

to be sub- other
Secretary of the Treasury
other appropriation.
appropriation. The Secretary
Treasury shall submit
submit
mited
with his annual estimates of appropriations
appropriations an amount necessary
necessary
Proviso
to
meet expenditures
properly chargeable
chargeable to
to this
this account:
account: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso
to meet
expenditures properly
Limitation.

Estimates
Estimates to be submitted.

U.S.C., title
title 31,
31, sec.
711.

v.s.c.,

sec.

71.

U.S.C.,
26, sees.
sees.
title 26,
U.S.C., title

377, 788.

U.S.C.,
title 31,
31, secs.
U.S.C., title
sees.
711-713.
U.S.C., title
title 31, sec.
sec.
U.s.C.,
711.

31,

U.S.C., title 31, sec.
711.

U.s.c., title 31, sec.

U.S.C., title 31, sec.
711.
711.

U.s.c.,

U.S.C., title 31,
31, sec.
U.s.c.,
sec.
711.
711.
711.
U.S.C., title
title 31,
see.
U.s.c.,
31, sec.

711.
711.
U.S.C., title
U.s.c.,
title 31, sec.
sec.

711.

711.

u.s.c., title 31, sec.

U.S.C., title 31, sec.
711.

711.

U.S.C., title 31,
31, sec.

u.s.c.,

711.
711.

39
stat. 286.
39stat.

see.

U.S.C., title 22, see.
U.s.C.,
216.
se.
U.S.C., title 31, sec.
711;
title 43,
43, sees.
secs. 95-97,
95-97,
711; title
263.
U.S.C., title 18, sec.
643.
U.S.C., title 18, sec.
643.
643.
U.S.C., title 5,
sec.
U.S.C.,
5, sec.
600; title
title 18,
643.
600;
18, sec.
sec. 643.

u..

title 1

U.s.c., title 18, sec.
643.
U.S.C., title 18, sec.

U.S.C., title
title 16, sec.
U.s.C.,
sec.
499.

499.

u.s.c.,

U.S.C., title 31,
31, see.
sec.
711.
1i.
Trust fund
accountS
Trust fund accounts
held by disbursing

established for sums
offices.
ofices.

Proviso.

Deposit
unearned
Deposit of unearned

moneys carried in disdis-

bursing clerk's
clerk's checkcheckbusing
ing account.

authority shall not be deemed
deemed to apply to any refunds
That this authority
accounts for which
which
existing law, may be charged to any accounts
which, under existing
separate provision
provision is made
made in this Act.

(b) (1)
(1) Refunding
Refunding moneys erroneously
erroneously received
received and covered
covered
(Navy)
(Navy) (7x972).
(7x972).
received and covered (Indus(2)
Refunding moneys
moneys erroneously
erroneously received
(Indus(2) Refunding
)
, *

trial
Alcohol) (2x445).
(2x445).
trial Alcohol)
(3) Refunding
(3)
Refunding moneys erroneously
erroneously received and covered
covered (War)
(8x191).
(8x191).
(4)
Refunding moneys
erroneously received and covered
(4) Refunding
moneys erroneously
covered (State)
(1x552).
(1x552).
(5) Refunding
erroneously received
(5)
Refunding moneys erroneously
received and covered
covered (Cus(Customs) (2x323).
(2x323).
toms)
(6) Refunding
(6)
Refunding moneys
moneys erroneously
erroneously received
covered (Treasreceived and covered
ury) (2x088).
(2x088).
(7)
erroneously received
(7) Refunding
Refunding moneys erroneously
received and
and covered
covered (Justice)
(Justice)
(lx791).
(1x791).
(8) Refunding
(8)
Refunding moneys erroneously
erroneously received
received and covered
covered (Commerce)
merce) (6x050).
(6x050) .
(9) Refunding
(9)
Refunding moneys erroneously
erroneously received
received and covered (Agri(Agri(3x010).
culture) (3x010).
(10)
moneys erroneously
erroneously received
received and
covered (Labor)
(Labor)
(10) Refunding
Refunding moneys
and covered
(6x741).
(6x741).
(11) Refunding
erroneously received
received and covered
(11)
Refunding moneys
moneys erroneously
covered (Interior) (4x032).
(4x032).
(12)
Refund of tonnage
tonnage taxes
taxes and light dues
(12) Refund
citizens of PhilipPhilipdues to
to citizens
pine Islands (6x053).
(6x053).
(13)
Refunding passport
(13) Refunding
passport fees (1x551).
(1x551).
(14) Repayment
for lands
lands erroneously
(14)
Repayment for
erroneously sold
sold (4x161).
(4x161).
(15)
Refunding penalties or charges
charges erroneously
(15) Refunding
erroneously exacted
exacted (Customs) (2x325).
toms)
(2x325).
(16)
(16) Refunding
Refunding penalties
penalties or charges erroneously
erroneously exacted
exacted (State)
(State)
(1x552)
(1x552).
x552).
(17) Refunding
penalties or charges erroneously
(17)
Refunding penalties
erroneously exacted
exacted (Commerce)
(6x052).
merce) (6x052).
(18) Refund
(18)
Refund to depositors,
depositors, excess of deposits, national-forests
national-forests
fund (3x208).
(3x208).
(19) Refunding
(19)
Refunding moneys
moneys erroneously
erroneously received
received and covered (Inter(Internal
Revenue) (2x434).
nal Revenue)
(2x434).
Effective July 1,
SE.
SEo. 19. Effective
1, 1935,
1935, moneys received as Patent
Patent Office
Office
fees; unearned
unearned moneys, lands
lands (Interior
(Interior Department);
Department) ;reentry permit fees (Labor Department)
Department);;naturalization
naturalization fees (Labor Department)
registry fees (Labor Department)
ment);; and registry
Department);; and held in the
official checking accounts of disbursing officers, shall be deposited
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
States to appropriately
appropriately designated
designated
United States
trust-fund
trust-fund receipt accounts
accounts and shall be available for refunds, and
transfer of the earned portions thereof
thereof into appropriate
receipt
for transfer
appropriate receipt
of the Government: Provided,
fund titles on the books of
Provided, That donations,
quasi-public and
unearned moneys
in official
checking
tions, quasi-public
and unearned
moneys carried
carried in
official checking
and of others required
account to
accounts of disbursing officers and
required to account
to
the Comptroller
the
Comptroller General (including
(including clerks and marshals of the
the
United States District Courts),
Courts), administered
administered by officers of the United
United
States by virtue of their official
official capacity, shall be deposited
deposited similarly into the Treasury as trust funds and are hereby appropriated
appropriated
and made available
available for disbursement
disbursement under the terms of the trust.
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Cdrtain
funds estab
estabfunds
Cetain
S
EC. 20.
20. (a)
The funds
funds appearing
Govern- lished
appearing on the books of the Govern(a) The
SEC.
trust fund
fund an
aeas trust
counts.
be
ment
and
listed
in
subsections
(b)
and
(c)
of
this
section
shall
shall
section
this
of
(c)
and
(b)
ment and listed in subsections
classified
the Treasury
Treasury as
as trust
moneys
funds. All moneys
trust funds.
of the
books of
the books
on the
classified on
Disbursement.
appropriated, and
accruing
hereby appropriated,
and shall be dis- Disbursement.
are hereby
funds are
these funds
to these
accruing to
Hereafter moneys
bursed
the terms
of the
moneys
the trust. Hereafter
terms of
with the
compliance with
in compliance
bursed in
Fundsreceived analoFundsreceivedanalo.
received
by the
the Government
analogous to the funds named gous
trustee analogous
as trustee
Government as
received by
to trust funds.
prootherwise
in
subsections
(b)
and
(c)
of
this
section,
otherwise
herein
not
section,
this
of
(c)
and
(b)
in subsections
vided for,
except moneys
Comptroller of the
the Curthe Comptroller
by the
received by
moneys received
for, except
vided
likewise
rency
or
the
Federal
Deposit
Insurance
Corporation,
shall
Corporation,
Insurance
Deposit
rency or the Federal
appropriate title,
be deposited
into the
Treasury as
as trust
trust funds
funds with appropriate
the Treasury
deposited into
be
and
credited to
trust-fund accounts are hereby
to such trust-fund
amounts credited
all amounts
and all
appropriated
and
shall
be
disbursed
compliance with the terms
terms of
in compliance
disbursed
be
shall
and
appropriated
the
1935, expenditures
expenditures from
from Provisos.
Proos.
1, 1935,
July 1,
effective July
That, effective
Provided, That,
trust: Provided,
the trust:
Disbursement
of
"Soldiers' Home, Perthe
trust
fund
"
Soldiers'
Home,
Permanent
Fund"
(8t184)
shall
be "Soldiers'
be
shall
(8t184)
Fund"
Permanent
the trust fund " Soldiers' Home,
manent Fund."
made
pursuance of
appropriations annually
annually made
made by Con- manent und."
of appropriations
in pursuance
only in
made only
Provided
authorized:
are
gress
and
such
appropriations
hereby
authorized:
Provided of Disposition of funds
gress, and such appropriations
o fuands
deceased inmates,
Home, now Dfisosition
furder, That
funds of
deceased inmates, Naval Home,
of deceased
personal funds
That personal
further,
Naval Home.
Naval Home, shall be deposited
deposited
pay officer
the Naval
depositedHome.
Naval
of the
officer of
the pay
with the
deposited with
in
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
credit of
the trust
trust fund
fund account
account "Personal
"Personal
of the
the credit
in the
Provided
(7t989): Provided
Funds
of
Deceased Inmates,
Naval Home"
Home" (7t989):
t
trtatinsfrrepof
Inmates,
Deceased
of
Funds
of
transfers
Yearly
on June 30 of each year there shall be transferred to sumss
further,' That
further
Yearly
in trust funds repThat on June 30 of each year there shall be transferred to sums
fund
receipt
account
directed
to
be
established
in
section
17
resenting
moneys
of
of
moneys
resenting whose where.
the
the trust fund receipt account directed to be established in section 17 persons
hukown.
are
abouts
account
trust-fund
of
this
Act,
such
portion
of
the
balances
in
any
t
rust-fun
d
account
aPtrost°11sIsarstvihuTl:nywhfe.
any
in
balances
of this Act, such portion of the
hereinbef
ore or
or hereafter
or established,
established, except
except the balances
balances in
listed or
hereafter listed
hereinbefore
the
listed in
in subsection
(c) of
this section,
have been
been
which have
section, which
of this
subsection (c)
accounts listed
the accounts
in
any
such
fund
for
more
than
one
year
and
represent
moneys
moneys
represent
and
year
one
than
more
for
fund
in any such
belonging to
to individuals
are unknown,
unknown and
and subsesubsewhereabouts are
whose whereabouts
individuals whose
belonging
receipt
quent
claims
therefor
shall
be
disbursed
from
the
trust
fund
receipt
trust
the
from
disbursed
be
shall
therefor
quent claims
account
Unclaimed Moneys
Moneys of
Individuals Whose
Whereabouts are
Whose Whereabouts
of Individuals
account ""Unclaimed
Unknown
",
directed
to
be
established
in
section
17
of
this Act.
Act.
this
of
17
section
in
established
Unknown ", directed to be
(1)
Philippine special
special fund
fund (Customs
(Customs duties)
(
2s
332 )
36
46 Stat.
84; 46
Stat. 84;
3 Stat.
685.
duties) (2s332).
(1) Philippine
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
(2)
Philippine
special
fund
(Internal
Revenue)
(2s443).
VII
supp
S.C
title 1
(2) Philippine special fund (Internal Revenue) (2s443).
40, se.
(3)
condemnation awards,
awards , Treasur
Department tite
u.e67,i,
1
1
,r,b,
see.
Treasuryy Department
6 settle.
Unclaimed condemnation
(3) Unclaimed
(2t921).
120.
120
(2t921).
(4) Naval
Olangapo civil
(7s967).
fund (7s967).
civil fund
reservation, Olangapo
Naval reservation,
(4)
(5) Personal funds of deceased inmates, Naval Home
(7t98 9).
38 Stat. 398.
38Stat.
(5) Personal funds of deceased inmates, Naval Home (7t989).
title 8, No.
.s c 398.
title 8 see.
21
(6)
Return
to
deported
aliens
of
passage
money
collected
21
,
1
3:.
3
from
collected
money
passage
of
aliens
deported
to
(6) Return

steamship companies
(6t749).
companies (6t749).,
steamship
0 Stat. 819, 1179;
(7) Vocational
rehabilitation, special
special fund
fund (0c980).
611.
1179;
Stat.19,
443 Stat.
(0c980).
Vocational rehabilitation,
(7)
(8) Library of
(0c260).
Stat.
Stat.
37 Stat.
751;7 37
Sta.
30043
319J
Stat751;
fund (Oc260).
gift fund
Congress gift
(8) Library of Congress
e
(9)
Library of
Congress trust
trust fund,
fund, in
vestment account
(0(.249).
.s
.
C title
titl e 2,, see.
.s.c.,
account (0c249).
investment
of Congress
9) Library
title 2
157.,
investment
(10)
Library
of
Congress
trust
fund
,
in
come
from
investment
1
5
U
C
from
income
fund,
trust
Congress
of
(10) Library
account (0c246).
(0c246).
157.
157.
account
4 8).
(11) Library of Congress trust fund,
permanent
loan
(0c248).
155
.
title 2, sec.
U.S.C.,
(0c2
loan
permanent
fund,
trust
(11) Library of Congress
VI
upp.
is.c.,Sc
Longshoremen's
(12) Relief
n'
s and
and
Harbor title
15.s.c.,
supp.
rehabilitation, Longshoreme
and rehabilitation,
title
secs.
908, VII,
944.
Relief and
944.
908,
(12)
33, sees.
Workers'
Compensation
Act
(0t476).
Act (0t476).
Compensation
Workers'
(13) Cooperative work,
Forest Service
Service (3c209).
47 Stat. 625.
4Stat.625.
(3c209).
work, Forest
(13) Cooperative
(14)
•Wages and effects of American seamen, Department of
of Coraj4 Stat. 684; 47 Stat.
34 Stat. 64; 47 Stat.
CorDepartment
seamen,
(14) Wages and effects of American
merce
(6t055).
title 24,
se
merce
(6t055).,
(15) Pension money, Saint Elizabeths Hospital (4t545).
165
U
.S.C., title 24,
se
title 24, sec.
...
(15) Pension money, Saint Elizabeths Hospital (4t545).
24, sec.
sec.
title 24,
6.s.c.,
(16) Personal
Saint Elizabeths
li.S.C., title
Elizabeths Hospital 165.
patients, Saint
of patients,
funds of
Personal funds
(16)
(4t546).
U.S.C.,
title 16,
6,..see.6.
... ,tle
(4t546).
444stt.
Stat.t966e;
966; 45
Stat.
6 stat.
(17)
National Park
(4c470).
donations (4c470).
Service, donations
Park Service,
(17) National
237, 1600.
(18)
Purchase
of
lands,
national
parks,
donations
(4c408).
6o.
237, 1600.
s0 237,
23745 Stat
national parks, donations (4c408).
(18) Purchase of lands,
(19) Extension of
facilities of
animals of
Yel- 45Sta
of Yelgame animals
of game
winter-feed facilities
(19) Extension of winter-feed
m .

.S.

.,

title

2,

sec.

U.S.C.,

title

2,

sec.

.

lowstone National
Park, donations
donations (4c410).
(4c410).
National Park,
lowstone
(20) Indian moneys, proceeds of labor, agencies,

supp. viL
.c., Supp.
uU.S.C.,

title 16, see. 37.
and so
so title
6, s37.
schools, and
(20) Indian moneys, proceeds of labor, agencies, schools,
23
Stat. MO;
Stat
00; 46 BtA
2asat.
forth (5t301).
(5t301).
forth
684.
(21)
Funds of
of Federal
Federal prisoners
prisoners (1t951).
tt.
(lt951).
(21) Funds
86637
°-34--78
86637 O_34___78
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U.S.C.,
title 34,
34, secs.
.S.C., title
933,934.
U.S.C.,
sec.
.s.c., title 34, se.
933.
U.S.C.,
sec.
U.S.C., title 34, se.
975.
97..
title 10,
10
U.S.C.,
10, see.
sec..
U.S.C., title
title
906.
39 Stat. 385.
U.S.C., S;upp.
U.S.C.,
Supp.
title 33,
sec. 560.
title
33, sec.

sees.

title 34,

906.

VI,

560.

45
Stat. 539; U.S.C.,
45 stat.
u.s.c.,
Supp. VII,
II, sec. 704.

Supp.

R.S.,

see. 704.
36.

R.S., sec.
se. 306.

U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title 43, see.
39.

title 43, see.

Stat. 379.
46 Stat.

46 Stat. 379.

U.S.C., title 24, sec.
711.

.. C., title 24 sec.

44
1093;
U.S.C.,
44 Stat.
1093; U.S..,
Stat.
Supp. VII,
VII, title
16, sec.
Supp.
title 16,
see.

(e).
425 (e).

U.S.C.,
VII,
U.S.C., Supp. v,
16, sec.
sec. 423
423 (d),
title 16,
(d).
45 Stat.
t5
tat. 491.
45 Stat.
Stat. 75,
1106.
45
75, 1106.

29 Stat.
Stat. 32.
29
29 Stat. 32.
45 Stat.
1509.
45
Stat. 1509.
U.S.C., title 24, sees.
secs.
111,
136, 139.
111,136,139.

i.S.Ci, title 24,

U.S.C., title 31, sec.
711; title 43, sec. 760.
U.S.C., title 31, see.
.S.., title
see.
711; title 43, sec. 760.
U.S.C., title 31,
l.S.C.,
31, see.
title 43,
711; title
43, see.
sec. 760.
U.s.c., title 48, sec.
U.S.C.,
327.
$27.

see.37
7U.title.43t,

.

31,

title

sec.
48, e

44
44 Stat. 617.
617.

20 Stat. 103; 32
32 Stat.
635.
28 Stat. 247.
U.S.C., title 40, se.
sec.
U.s.c.,
120.

stat.

title

U.S.C.,
title 40, se
see.
U.s.c.,title
120.

40,

20.

20 Stat. 102; 33 Stat.
20
368.

stat. 102;

19 Stat. 398; 20 Stat.
103.
U.S.C., Supp. VII,
title 33,
secs. 90,44.
906, 944.
title
33, sec.

19

20 stat.

.s.c., supp. vII

45 Stat. 1290.
1290.
45Stat.
U.S.C., title 31, sec.
711; title 24, se.
sec. 44.
43 Stat. 788.
Stat. 319;
Stat.
37 Stat.
1;330 Stst.
t
751.
751.
U.S.C.,
title
26,
sec.
6.s.c.. title
se.
1164.
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;
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(22) Commissary
(22)
Commissary funds,
funds, Federal
Federal prisons (lt953).
(1t953).
(23) Pay
the Navy,
deposit fund
(7t980).
(23)
Pay of
of the
Navy, deposit
fund (7t980).
(24) Pay
Pay of
Marine Corps,
deposit fund
fund (7t981).
(7t981).
Corps, deposit
(24)
of Marine

(25)
Pay of
of the
the Army,
deposit
fund (8t183).
(8t183).
r
25) Pay
Army, deposit
fund
,
/
,
.,
(26)
Preservation birthplace
birthplace of
(4c395).
26) Preservation
of Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln (4c395).
(27) Funds
Funds contributed
for flood
flood control,
control, Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, its
its
(27)
contributed for
outlets and tributaries
tributaries (8c961.86).
(8c961.86).
(28) Funds contributed
Sacramento River, Cali(28)
contributed for flood control, Sacramento
fornia (8c946.54).
(8c946.54).
fornia
(29)
deceased employees,
(29) Effects
Effects of deceased
employees, Treasury
Treasury Department
Department (2t089).
(2t089).
(30) Money
(30)
Money and effects
deceased patients,
patients, Public Health
Health Service
effects of deceased
(2t607).
(2t607).
(31)
deceased employees,
employees, Department
(31) Effects of deceased
Department of Commerce
(6t054).
(6t054).
(32) Topographic
Topographic survey of the United States, contributions
(32)
contributions
(6c303).
(6c303).
(33)
gift fund
(2c616).
fund (2c616).
of Health,
Health, gift
Institute of
National Institute
(33) National
(34) National Institute of Health,
(34)
Health, conditional
conditional gift fund (2c617).
(2c617).
(35) Patients'
(35)
Patients' deposits,
deposits, United States Marine
Hospital, Carville,
Carville,
Marine Hospital,
Louisiana (2t623).
(2t623).
Louisiana
(36)
Rstates of
deceased personnel,
personnel, War
War Department
Department (8t180).
(8t180).
(36) Estates
of deceased
(37)
Department of Interior
Interior
(37) Effects of deceased
deceased employees,
employees, Department
(4t029).
(4t029).
(38)
Spotsylvania County
Battlefields memoFredericksburg and
(38) Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania
County Battlefields
memorial
fund (8c813).
rial fund
(8c813).
39) Petersburg
(39)
Petersburg National
National Military
Military Park fund (8c814).
(8c814).
(40)
Gorgas memorial
quotas (1c304).
(40) Gorgas
memorial laboratory
laboratory quotas
(lc304).
(41)
(41) Contributions
Contributions to International
International Boundary Commission,
United States
States and Mexico
Mexico (1c398).
(1c398).
42)
American vessels (1t581).
(t581).
42) Salvage proceeds,
proceeds, American
43 Wages due American
seamen (1t630).
43)
American seamen
(1t630).
44)
44) Federal
Federal Industrial
contributions for
for
Industrial Institution
Institution for Women, contributions
chapel (1c948).
(1c948).
Administra(45)
National Homes, Veterans'
Veterans' Administra(45) General
General post fund,
fund, National
tion (0t930).
(0t930).
(46)
American seamen
seamen (ls555).
(1s555).
of American
Repatriation of
46) Repatriation
(47) Expenses,
Expenses, public
general (4s172).
(4s172).
(47)
public survey
survey work,
work, general
(48)
(48) Expenses,
Expenses, public survey work, Alaska
.Alaska (4s173).
(4s173).
(49) Funds
Funds contributed
contributed for
improvement of
of roads,
roads, bridges,
and
(49)
for improvement
bridges, and
trails,
(4c528).
trails, Alaska
Alaska (4c528).
(50)
Protective works and measures,
(50) Protective
measures, Lake
Lake of the Woods and
Rainy River, Minnesota
Minnesota (8s863).
(8s863).
(51)
Washington redemption fund (DCt622).
(51) Washington
(DCt622).
(52) Permit fund, District of Columbia (DCt615).
(52)
(DCt615).
(53) Unclaimed
Unclaimed condemnation
condemnation awards, National Capital Park
(53)
and Planning Commission, District of Columbia (DCt629).
(DCt629).
(54)
(54) Unclaimed
Unclaimed condemnation
condemnation awards,
awards, Rock Creek and Potomac
Commission, District of Columbia
Parkway Commission,
Columbia (DCt620).
(DCt620).
(55)
(55) Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous trust-fund deposits,
deposits ) District of Columbia
Columbia
(DCt613).
(DCt613).
(56)
(56) Surplus fund, District of Columbia (DCt621).
(DCt621).
(57)
(57) Relief and
and rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, District of Columbia Workmen's
Compensation Act (DCt604).
Compensation
(DCt604).
(58) Inmates' fund, workhouse
(58)
workhouse and reformatory, District of
Columbia (Det605).
Columbia
(DCt605).
(59)
permanent fund
fund (8t84).
(8t184).
(59) Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home,
Home, permanent
(60)
Music Auditorium, Library
(0s259).
Library of Congress
Congress (0s259).
(60) Chamber
Chamber Music
(61) Bequest
(61)
Gertrude Hubbard
Hubbard (Ot256).
(0t256).
Bequest of
of Gertrude
(62)
Puerto Rico special fund (Internal
(62) Puerto
(Internal Revenue).
Revenue).
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U.S.C., title
31, sec.
see.
title 31,
U.S.c.,
(63)
trust funds,
funds, Department
Department of State.
Miscellaneous trust
547.
(63) Miscellaneous
37 Stat.
827; 38
38 Stat.
Stat.
827;
stat.
37
river
of
(64)
Funds
contributed
for
improvement
(name
river
or
of
improvement
for
contributed
Funds
(64)
1053.
33, sec.
U.S.C., title 33,
harbor).
U.S.C.,
harbor).
sL1.
of (name
of river
river or 561.
(name of
(65) Funds
advanced for
improvement of
for improvement
Funds advanced
(65)
21
34 Stat.
Stat.
70; 34
Stat. 70;
21 Stat.
harbor).
harbor).
1221; 39
39 Stat.
Stat. 158.
158.
1221;
.
.
/
(66)
Funds
contributed
for
Indian
projects.
projects.
Indian
for
(66) Funds contributed
sees.
U.S.C., title
(67) Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous trust
'funds of
of Indian
tribes.
U.S.C.,
title 34. secs.
Indian tribes.
trust'funds
(67)
424.
Stat.
47
(68)
profits, Navy
Navy (7s985).
(7s985).
533
t5
fit.: 4a4;
title 43, sec.
stores profits,
Ship's stores
(68) Ship's
90.sc title 43,e.
(4t186).
(69) Completing
Completing Surveys
Surveys within
Grants (4t
18 6).
908
Railroad Land Grants
within Railroad
(69)
43 Stat. 665.
39
Stat. 665.
(0c075).
(70)
Women of
Contributions (0c075).
War, Contributions
World War,
of World
to Women
Memorial to
(70) Memorial
.
a.
6
(71) Funds
contributed for
to John
John Ericsson
(0s163). 12
1236Stat.
Stat. 671;
40
Stat.
Ericsson (0s163).
Memorial to
for Memorial
Funds contributed
(71)
Stat.66
(72)
American National
Cross Building,
Building, Contributions
Contributions 66. 448 Stat.
Red Cross
National Red
(72) American
(0c426).
(0c426)
me.
title 2,
U.S.C., title
(vc426).
Trust Fund
Fundsec.
75 U.S.C.,
22,
, ttle 22.
State, Trust
of State,
(73) Estates
Estates of
Department of
Decedents, Department
of Decedents,
(73)
(1t580).
(lt580).
Incompetent Beneficiaries,
Beneficiaries, Veterans'
AdministraVeterans' Administra(74)
Funds due
due Incompetent
(74) Funds
tion (0t852).
(0t852).
tion
(75)
promote the
Education of
the Blind
Blind (principal)
(principal) (2t092).
(2t092).
of the
the Education
To promote
(75) To
48 Stat. 1423,,
Stat. 1423.
(76)
Road across
Sill Military
Military ReservaReserva- 4
Fort Sill
across Fort
Government Road
Paving Government
(76) Paving
tion,
(8c664).
Okla. (8c664).
tion, Okla.
(77)
of William
William F.
Edgar, Museum
office
Library, office
and Library,
Museum and
F. Edgar,
Bequest of
(77) Bequest
of
Surgeon
General
of
the
Army
(8c504).
(8c504).
Army
the
of
of Surgeon General
Stat. 827; 38 Stet
(78) Funds
Contributed for
(name of
of river,
harbor, 1053.
827; 38 Stat.
1337 Stat.
river, harbor,
Control (name
Flood Control
for Flood
Funds Contributed
(78)
or
project).
or project).
33 Stat. 574.
(79) Matured
of the
of Columbia
(2t070).
33 Stat. 574.
Columbia (2t070).
District of
the District
obligations of
Matured obligations
(79)
U.S.C., title 24, secs.
title 24, ees.
U.S.C.,
(80)
Naval
hospital
fund
(7s815).
(80) Naval hospital fund (7s815).
3-6.
U.S.C., title 34,
34, sec.
sec.
U.S.C.,
(81)
Navy fines
and forfeitures
(7s984).
forfeitures (7s984).
fines and
(81) Navy
962.
9
(82)
To
promote
the
education
of
the
blind
(interest)
(2x093).
U.S.C.,
sec.
sec.
20,
title
U.S.C.,
(82) To promote the education of the blind (interest) (2x093).
101.
(83)
Soldiers'
Home,
interest
account
(8x185).
U.S.C.,
title
31,
sec..
101.
(8x185).
account
(83) Soldiers' Home, interest
titlesec.31.44.sec
SU.SC.,
711; ttle
title 24, se344.
(c)
insurance fund,
fund, Veterans'
Veterans' 71;l
life insurance
Government life
States Government
United States
(1) United
(c) (1)
es.
U.S.C.,
title
sees.
38,
se
7
title
V
U.SC,
513.
443, 513.
Administration
(0t875).
Administration (0t875).
U.S.C., title 24, sec.
(2)
of deceased
States Army
Army (8t189).
(8t189).
U.S.C.,title 24, sec.
United States
711.
soldiers, United
deceased soldiers,
Estates of
(2) Estates
41 Stat.
Stat. 387,
387, 852;
852; 44
44
4i
Columl)ia
of
District
(3)
Teachers'
Retirement
Fund
Deductions,
District
Columbia
Deductions,
Fund
Retirement
(3) Teachers'
Stat. 727.
(DCt624).
Stat.
727.
44 Stat.
729.
(DCt624).
(4)
Retirement Fund,
Government Reserves,
of
4 Stat. 729District of
Reserves, District
Fund, Government
Teachers Retirement
(4) Teachers
Columbia
U.S.C., title 20
20, secs
secs.
(DCt627).
Columbia (DCt627).
31, sec.
sec. 711.
711.
(5)
Expenses of
Institution Trust
Trust Fund
(principal) 54;
title 31,
54; title
Fund (principal)
Smithsonian Institution
of Smithsonian
(5) Expenses
(0t596).
U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title 5, sec.
sec.
(0t596).
719.
(6) Civil
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement and
and Disability
Fund (0t843).
(0t843).
Disability Fund
(6)
(7) Canal
Retirement and
and Disability
Disability Fund
(0t850).
U.S.C.,
.S.C. Supp. VII,
Fund (0t850).
Zone Retirement
Canal Zone
(7)
title 22, sec. 21.
(8) Foreign
Foreign Service
Retirement and
Disability Fund
Fund (1t560).
ec. 21. account
title22,
(lt560).
and Disability
Trust fund
Service Retirement
(8)
for Govern
bt fised
established
for
GovernGover
etablished
United Ted
SEC. 21.
21. Hereafter
checks drawn
the Treasurer
of the
the United
Treasurer of
on the
drawn on
all checks
Hereafter all
SEc.
ment checks more than
ol
onenthe
States,
those issued
issued on
on account
and one year old. rethan
obligations and
public-debt obligations
of public-debt
account of
except those
States, except
transactions
regarding the
administration of
and currency
currency
banking and
of banking
the administration
transactions regarding
laws,
shall
be
payable
only
until
the
close
of
the
fiscal
year next
next
year
fiscal
the
of
close
the
until
only
payable
be
shall
laws,
following the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year in
in which
which such
such checks
were issued,
issued, and the
checks were
following
amounts of
of all
checks properly
properly due
which have
not
have not
payable which
and payable
due and
such checks
all such
amounts
been presented
for payment
within such
such period
period shall
deposited
be deposited
shall be
payment within
presented for
been
into
the credit
credit of
of a
account entitled
entitled
fund account
trust fund
a trust
to the
Treasury to
the Treasury
into the
Outstanding Liabilities
Liabilities (fiscal
(fiscal year)",
year)", designated
by fiscal
fiscal years
years in
in
designated by
""Outstanding
oustanding
which
the
checks
were
issued.
The
balances
in
the
oustanding
balances
The
issued.
were
which the checks
liabilities
carried on
the books
of the
the Government,
Government,
books of
on the
now carried
account now
liabilities account
representing
amounts of
checks, shall
shall be
be transferred
transferred
unclaimed checks,
of unclaimed
the amounts
representing the
to
the
account
"
Outstanding
Liabilities
1934
",
and
any
balances
balances If unclaimed in two
any
and
",
1934
Liabilities,
"Outstanding
to the account
in two
yI unclaimed
unclaimed years,
years,
to be
covered
in.
account, unclaimed
fiscal year
remaining
therein, or
or in
any succeeding
succeeding fiscal
year account,
in.
to
be covered
in any
remaining therein,
for two
two fiscal
fiscal years
years after
after the
the deposit
therein shall
be covered
covered into
into the
the Pl0630.
be
shall
therein
deposit
for
S
UMS so cdted
credited,
surplus fund
fund of
of the
the Treasury:
the balances
balances to
to the
Pr°bo
the available
That the
Provided, That
Treasury: Provided,
surplus
_for paying
credit
of
the
outstanding
liabilities
account
of
any
fiscal
year
which
payietc.
for
claims
of
balances,
aalable
which
year
fiscal
any
of
account
credit of the outstanding liabilities
e.
,las
has
not been
into the
surplus fund
of the
Treasury shall
shall be
be 0,m1 of b
the Treasury
fund of
the surplus
covered into
been covered
has not
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available to
account of
check, the
the amount
amount of
of which
which
available
to pay claims
claims on
on account
of any
any check,
has
included in
in any
any balance
balance so
covered into
into the
surplus fund.
has been
been included
so covered
the surplus
fund.
Advances for
for land
land
Advances
SEC.
(U.S.C., title 43,
S
EC. 22. So much of the Act of August
August 18, 1894 (U.S.C.,
surveys.
U.S.C., title 43, sec. sec.
sec. 863),
Governors of
the
States
therein named
named to
to
U.S.C.,
863), as authorizes the
the Governors
of
the
States
therein
863.
863.
advance
money from
from time to time for the survey of certain
advance money
certain townships
located within
within such States, which
money shall
reimbursable, is
which money
shall be reimbursable,
hereby repealed.
U.S. court
SEC. 23. Moneys
Moneys in,
or payable
payable into,
registry of
of any
United
Moneys in
SEc.
in, or
inU.S.
into, the
the registry
any United
registries.
States
court, in
in the
the discretion
the court,
be deposited
deposited in
official
States court,
discretion of
of the
court, may
may be
in official
checking
accounts with
States, subject
subject
checking accounts
with the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
United States,
disbursement on
approved by
to disbursement
on order approved
by the court.
court.
SurveYoi
certain
SEC.
Comptroller General
General of the United
accounts
Survey
to of certain
SEC. 24. The Comptroller
United States shall cause
cause
be made
accounts to be
made by
by
Comptroller
General. aa survey
Comptroller General,
survey to be made of all inactive
inactive and permanent
permanent appropriations
appropriations
and/or funds on the books of the Government
funds in
the
Government and also funds
in the
and employees
employees of the United States, in
in
official custody of officers
officers and
which the Government
financially concerned,
concerned, for which
which no
Government is financially
no accountaccountReport to
Congress.
Report
to Congress.
rendered to the General Accounting
ing is rendered
Accounting Office;
Office; and he shall submit
submit
to the Congress annually,
special report,
recommendations
annually, in aa special
report, his
his recommendations
for such changes
changes in existing
his judgment,
existing law relating
relating thereto
thereto as,
as, in his
judgment,
interest.
may be in the public interest.
Existing provisions
provisions
SEC. 25. The provisions of this Act shall not be construed
SEe.
construed to alter
alter
nnot
o affected.
ec
tff
ted.
authorization for an appropriation.
appropriation.
or amend
amend any existing authorization
Saving clause.
Saving
clause.
SEC. 26. All Acts and/or
SEc.
and/or parts of Acts inconsistent
inconsistent or in conflict
conflict
are hereby
repealed to the extent
extent
with the provisions
provisions of this Act are
hereby repealed
inconsistency or conflict.
of such inconsistency
conflict.
Short title.
title.
SEC. 27.
2'T. The short title of this Act shall be the "Permanent
"Permanent
Appropriation
1934."
Appropriation Repeal
Repeal Act, 1934."
Approved, June
June 26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 757.]
[CHAPTER
June 26, 1934.

[H.R. 9741.]
[Public, No. 474.]
474.1

[Public,

Firearms
National
Firearms
Act.
of terms
Limitation of
for purposes of
of Act.
Act.
"
Firearm."
"Firearm."

"
Machine gun."
"Machine
gun."

."
Person."
"Person."

"Continental

United
"Continental United
States."
States."
"Importer."
"
Importer.*
"Manufacturer."
"Manufacturer."

AN ACT
ACT
To
provide for
for the
the taxation
of manufacturers,
manufacturers, importers,
and dealers
dealers in
certain
To provide
taxation of
importers, and
in certain
firearms and
machine guns,
to tax
the sale
sale or
or other
other disposal
of such
such weapons,
weapons,
firearms
and machine
guns, to
tax the
disposal of
and to restrict
restrict importation
importation and regulate
regulate interstate
transportation thereof.
interstate transportation

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
Be it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
United
United States
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That for the
the purpurAct—
poses of this
this Act(a) The term ""firearm ""means aashotgun or rifle having a
barrel
a barrel
of less than eighteen
eighteen inches in length, or any other weapon,
except
weapon, except
discharged by an exploexploaa pistol or revolver,
revolver, from which
which aa shot is discharged
sive if such weapon
weapon is capable
concealed on the person,
person, or
or
capable of being concealed
a
muffler or
firearm
a machine
machine gun, and includes a
a muffler
or silencer for any firearm
whether
whether or not such firearm
firearm is included
foregoing
included within the
the foregoing
definition.
(b) The term "
" machine gun"
gun" means any weapon
weapon which
which shoots,
or is designed
designed to shoot, automatically
automatically or semiautomatically,
semiautomatically, more
than one shot, without manual
manual reloading,
reloading, by aa single
function of
of
single function
the trigger.
(c) The term "
"person"
(c)
person" includes
includes a
partnership, company, assoa partnership,
association, or corporation,
corporation, as well as aanatural
natural person.
(d)
term "
continental United
States" means
means the
the States
States of
of
(d) The
The term
"continental
United States"
the United States
States and the District of Columbia.
(e)
"importer" means any person who
who imports
imports or
or
(e) The term "importer"
brings firearms
firearms into the continental
continental United States for sale.
(f)
(f) The term "manufacturer
"manufacturer ""means any person who is engaged
engaged
within the continental
continental United
United States
States in
manufacture of
of firefirein the
the manufacture
arms, or who otherwise produces
produces therein
therein any firearm for sale or
disposition.
disposition.
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a manufacturer
manufacturer "Dealer."
not a
(g) The
dealer" means
any person
person not
"Dealer."
means any
"dealer"
term "
The term
(g)
States
United
or
importer
engaged
within
the
continental
United
States in the
continental
the
within
engaged
importer
or
business of
selling firearms.
The term
term "dealer"
"dealer" shall
shall include
include Exceptions.
Exceptions.
firearms. The
of selling
business
wholesalers
pawnbrokers, and dealers
dealers in used firearms.
wholesalers,'pawnbrokers,
m
"Interstate co
corn.
r
"Interstate
from merce."
transportation from
(h)
The term
means transportation
commerce " means
" interstate
interstate commerce"
term "
(h) The
the
of
possession
any
State or
insular possession
or any insular
District, or
or District,
or Territory
Territory or
any State
United
States (including
(including the
other State
to any
any other
Islands), to
Philippine Islands),
the Philippine
United States
or
to the
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
the District
or to
(i)
"Commissioner"
the Commissioner
"Commissioner."
of "Commissioner."
Commissioner of
means the
" means
term "Commissioner
(i) The
The term
Internal
Internal Revenue.
(j) The
The term
term ""Secretary"
Secretary" means
Secretary of
the Treasury. "Secretary."
"Secretary."
of the
the Secretary
means the
(j)
"To
transfer"
shall
(k)
to transfer"
transferred
shall include
include to
to "transferred."
or
"transferred"
or "
-transferred.transfer" or
"to
term "
The term
(k) The
sell,
loan, give
dispose of.
otherwise dispose
or otherwise
away, or
give away,
lease, loan,
pledge, lease,
assign, pledge,
sell, assign,
Registration requireReistration requirefifteen days after
SEC. 2.
after the effective
effective date
date of this ments.
Within fifteen
2. (a)
(a) Within
SEC.
or
on
Act,
or
upon
first
engaging
in
business,
thereafter
before
and
thereafter
business,
in
Act, or upon first engaging
the 1st
July of
of each
year, every
every importer,
and
manufacturer, and
importer, manufacturer,
each year,
of July
day of
1st day
the
dealer
firearms shall
shall register
the collector
collector of
of internal
internal revenue
with the
register with
in firearms
dealer in
carried on his name
for
in which
which such
such business
business is to be carried
district in
each district
for each
or style,
style, principal
of business
and places
business in such
of business
places of
business, and
place of
principal place
or
district,
and pay
pay a
a special
the following
following rates:
Importers or Taxes.
rates: Importers
at the
tax at
special tax
district, and
manufacturers,
dealers, other
pawnbrokers, $200
than pawnbrokers,
other than
year; dealers,
a year;
$500 a
manufacturers, $500
year. Where
tax is
payable on
is payable
the tax
Where the
a year.
$300 a
pawnbrokers, $300
aa year;
year; pawnbrokers,
Fractional
of
parts of
Fractional parts
year; year.
the 1st
day of
July in
in any
any year
one year;
for one
be computed
computed for
it shall
shall be
year it
of July
1st day
the
year.
prowhere
the
tax
is
payable
on
any
other
day
it
shall
computed
computed
be
it
shall
day
other
where the tax is payable on any
portionately from
the 1st
1st day
the month
which the
the liability
liability to
to
in which
month in
of the
day of
from the
portionately
the
accrued to
to the
following.
July following.
of July
day of
1st day
the 1st
tax accrued
the tax
Failure to register
(b) It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any person
required to
to register
under and
(b)
unlawful for
person required
register under
Failure
to unlawful.
register
pay tax
the
provisions of
of this
this section
section to
import, manufacture,
manufacture, or
or deal
deal in
in and pay taxunlawful.
to import,
the provisions
firearms
registered and
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this
paid the
and paid
having registered
without having
firearms without
section.
S
EC. 3.
3. (a)
There shall
shall be
collected, and
and paid
paid upon
Transfer tax; stamps.
firearms Transfer
upon firearms
levied, collected,
be levied,
(a) There
SEC.
transferred in
in the
the continental
continental United
United States
States aa tax
at the
the rate
rate of
tax at
transferred
$200
each firearm,
firearm, such
such tax
tax to
to be
transferor, and
and to
to
the transferor,
by the
be paid
paid by
for each
$200 for
be represented
represented by
appropriate stamps
stamps to
be provided
provided by
by the
the ComComto be
by appropriate
be
missioner, with
with the
approval of
Secretary; and
the stamps
stamps herein
herein
and the
the Secretary;
of the
the approval
missioner,
provided
shall be
be affixed
affixed to
to the
the order
for such
such firearm,
firearm hereinafter
hereinafter
order for
provided shall
provided
for. The
by this
this section
addition
be in addition
shall be
section shall
imposed by
tax imposed
The tax
provided for.
to any
duty imposed
such firearm.
firearm.
on such
imposed on
import duty
to
any import
rvidmionso of
All provisions
provisions of law (including
(b) All
(b)
(including. those
those relating
relating to special
special tApicabve
trative
Applicable
provisions
of
provisions
trative
narcotic tax
to
law to
tax law
narcotic
of internal
and refund
taxes, to
assessment, collection,
remission, and
refund of
internal govern.
collection, remission,
the assessment,
to the
taxes,
revenue taxes,
taxes, to
the engraving
sale, accountability,
can- gove
accountability, canissuance, sale,
engraving,, issuance,
to the
revenue
celation and
of tax-paid
tax-paid stamps
provided for
for in
the
in the
stamps provided
distribution of
and distribution
celation,
v 38
78.5;
to 44vPl38
internal-revenue
and to
to penalties)
applicable with
with respect
respect to
44, ol.
,p.
p. 7; Vo
Vol.
penalties) applicable
laws, and
internal-revenue laws,
U.S.C., Supp.
the taxes
section 11 of
of the
the Act
of December
17, 1914,
1914, as
U.s.c..644.Supp. VII
as pp.
December 17,
Act of
by section
imposed by
taxes imposed
the
and all ,pp 592,6.
1383),
secs. 1040
26, secs.
amended
Supp. VII,
VII, title
1040 and
and 1383
), and
592
title 26,
(U.S.C., Supp.
amended (U.S.C.,
other provisions
provisions of
of the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws
insofar as
not
as not
shall, insofar
laws shall,
other
inconsistent with
this Act,
Act, be
applicable with
with
be applicable
of this
provisions of
the provisions
with the
inconsistent
respect
the taxes
imposed by this Act.
taxes imposed
to the
respect to
lp
(c)
such rules
rules and
as the
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with taRefund
Refund, ifif for
for expore orregulations as
and regulations
Under such
(c) Under
the
of the
Secretary, may
prescribe, and
and upon
upon proof
of the
the
proof of
may prescribe,
the Secretary,
approval of
the approval
exportation of
of any
any firearm
firearm to
country (whether
exported
(whether exported
foreign country
to any
any foreign
exportation
as part
part of
of another
another article
with respect
which the
the transfer
transfer
to which
respect to
not) with
or not)
article or
as
tax under
this section
section has
has been
been paid
the manufacturer,
manufacturer , the
the ComComby the
paid by
under this
tax
missioner shall
shall refund
refund to
the manufacturer
manufacturer the
the amount
of the tax so
amount of
to the
missioner
paid,
or, if
if the
waives all
for the
amount to
to be
be
the amount
claim for
all claim
manufacturer waives
the manufacturer
paid, or,
refunded, the
the refund
refund shall
made to
to the
the exporter.
exporter.
be made
shall be
refunded,
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
shall be
be unlawful
any person
person to
transfer aa Unlawful
Unlawful transter
transfers.
to transfer
for any
unlawful for
It shall
(a) It
SEC.
firearm
except
in
pursuance
of
a
written
order
from
the
person
person
firearm except in pursuance of a written order from the
seeking to
obtain such
on an
form issued
in
issued in
an application
application form
article, on
such article,
to obtain
seeking
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blank in
in duplicate
Commissioner. Such
Such
purpose by
by the Commissioner.
for that
that purpose
duplicate for
blank
order shall
shall identify
identify the
by such
such means
means of
of identification
identification
the applicant
applicant by
order
Proviso.
Provson.
Provided, That,
as may be prescribed
prescribed by regulations
regulations under this Act:
Act: Provided,
Identification.
individual, such identification
identification shall include
applicant is an individual,
if the
the applicant
fingerprints and a
aphotograph
photograph thereof.
fingerprints
Preparation and disCommissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall
and disPreparation
(b) The Commissioner,
tribution of forms.
suitable forms
forms to
prepared for the purposes above menmento be prepared
cause suitable
tioned, and shall cause
collectors of
of
be distributed
distributed to collectors
cause the same to be
tioned,
internal revenue.
Identifying
marks,
a firearm
(c) Every person so transferring
(c)
transferring a
firearm shall set forth in each
each
Ietntifing
dicmas,
etc., to be indicated
indicated in
orders.
copy
such order
order the
the manufacturer's
manufacturer's number
number or
or other
other mark
mark idenorders,
copy of such
idenfirearm, and shall forward aa copy of such order to the
tifying such firearm,
Commissioner.
affixed, shall be
The original thereof with stamps affixed,
Commissioner. The
returned to the applicant.
applicant.
returned
Transferor to trans(d)
No person
person shall
shall transfer
transfer a
a firearm
which has
has previously
previously
firearm which
(d) No
order
ferrasferrtamp-aed
stamp-affixed order
for
prior transfer.
for each
each prior
transfer. been transferred on or after the effective
effective date of this Act, unless
such
subsection (c),
(c), transfers
complying with subsection
addition to complying
such person,
person, in addition
therewith the stamp-affixed
stamp-affixed order provided
provided for in this section for
for
therewith
each
compliance with such regulations
regulations as
transfer, in
in compliance
each such prior transfer,
may be prescribed
prescribed under this Act for proof of payment of all
taxes on such firearms.
(e) IfIf the
Notice to
to Commiscommis(e)
the transfer of a
afirearm
firearm is exempted
exempted from
from the provisions
provisions
sioner of transfers
transfers exexof this Act as provided
hereof, the person transferring
transferring
section 13 hereof,
provided in section
empted.
firearm shall notify the Commissioner
Commissioner of the name
name and address
such firearm
identifying such firemark identifying
fireof the applicant, the number or other mark
arm,
date of its transfer, and shall file with the Commisarm, and
and the date
sioner such documents
documents in proof thereof as the Commissioner
Commissioner may
prescribe.
regulations prescribe.
by regulations
Registered
Registered importimport(f)
(f) Importers,
Importers, manufacturers,
manufacturers, and
and. dealers
dealers who have
have registered
registered
ers, etc.

Possessors of firearms
of
to register with collector
within 60
days.
lectorwithin
60days.

Possessors fifrerm

Proviso. ns ar
Acquisitions after effective
fective date need not
be
registered.
be registered.

Pro

date need not

Prosecutions.
Presuton
Presumption
by possession.

by

ise.

raised

unlawfully

Unlawfully r
receiving
or possessing.

orpossessing

Seizure
Seizure
ture.

asd forei-

at d forfei-

shall
Act shall
and
paid the
tax as
as provided
provided for
for in
2(a) of this Act
in section
section 2(a)
the tax
and paid
not be required to conform to the provisions of this
this section
section with
with
respect to transactions
manufacturers if
if
transactions in firearms with dealers or manufacturers
such
manufacturers have
have registered
such
registered and have paid
paid such
such dealers
dealers or manufacturers
tax, but shall keep such records
make such reports regarding
records and make
regarding
such transactions
may be prescribed
prescribed by
regulations under this
transactions as
as may
by regulations
Act.
Act
(a) Within sixty days after the effective
SEC.
SEC. 5. (a)
effective date of this Act
every person possessing
possessing a
firearm shall register
collector
a firearm
register,, with the collector
district in which
which he resides, the number or other mark
of the district
together with his name
address, place
place
identifying such
such firearm,
firearm, together
name,l address,
where such firearm
business or employfirearm is usually kept, and place of business
ment, and, if such person
natural person,
person, the name
person is other than aanatural
address of an executive
executive officer
officer thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
and home address
no person
person shall
shall be
be required
to register
register under
under this
section with
with
no
required to
this section
respect to
firearm acquired after the effective
respect
to any firearm
effective date of, and in
in
conformity with the provisions
provisions of, this Act.
conformity
(b)
Whenever on
of section
hereof the
the
section 66 hereof
a violation
violation of
trial for
for a
on trial
(b) Whenever
defendant is shown
shown to have or to have had possession
possession of such firearm
firearm
at any time after such period of sixty days without having
having registered
registered
as required by this section,
section such possession shall create
create a
apresumption
presumption
that such firearm came into the possession of the defendant
defendant subseeffective date
date of
presumption shall
shall not
not
quent to the effective
of this
this Act,
Act, but
but this
this presumption
be conclusive.
SEC. 6. It
unlawful for
receive or
or possess
SEC.
It shall be unlawful
for any person to
to receive
possess
any firearm
firearm which
which has at any time been transferred in violation of
section 33 or 4
4 of this Act.
SEC.
which has
at any
SEC. 7.
T. (a)
(a) Any
Any firearm
firearm which
has at
any time
time been transferred
transferred in
violation of the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be subject to seizure and
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of interinterforfeiture, and
as provided
subsection (b))
(b)) all
all the
provi- Provisions
Provisions of
the proviin subsection
provided in
and (except
(except as
forfeiture,
nal-revenue laws
laws exexnal-revenue
sions of
internal-revenue laws
laws relating
relating to searches,
searches, seizures,
seizures, and for- tended.
tended.
sions
of internal-revenue
to
feiture
of unstamped
are extended
to apply to
and made
made to
to and
extended to
articles are
unstamped articles
feiture of
the
under this
Act, and the persons to whom this Act
this Act,
articles taxed under
the articles
applies.
applies.
Sale, etc.,
forbidden.
etc., forbidden
firearm by reason of a
any firearm
of any
(b)
In the
of the
forfeiture of
avio- sale,
the forfeiture
case of
the case
(b) In
such
no
required;
lation
of
this
Act:
No
notice
of
public
sale
required;
shall
be
sale
lation of this Act: No notice of public
firearm is in the possesfirearm
shall be
sold at
sale; if
possesif such
such firearm
at public
public sale;
be sold
firearm shall
sion
of any
of the
the United
States except
such
Secretary, such
the Secretary,
except the
United States
any officer
officer of
sion of
Disposition of.
o.
Secretary Disposition
Secretary; and
the Secretary;
officer shall
the firearm
firearm to
and the
the Secretary
to the
deliver the
shall deliver
officer
may order
such firearm
firearm destroyed
destroyed or may sell
any
sell such firearm to any
order such
may
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or possession
possession (including
Islands),
Philippine Islands),
the Philippine
(including the
State,
or political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
or the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, or retain
thereof, or
or
it for
the use
of the
the Treasury
it without
without
or transfer
transfer it
Department or
Treasury Department
use of
it
for the
charge to
to any
Executive department
or independent
establishment
independent establishment
department or
any Executive
charge
of the
it.
for use by it.
the Government
Government for
of
Identification marks.
marks.
firearm shall
SEC. 8.
Each manufacturer
importer of
of aa firearm
shall Identification
and importer
manufacturer and
(a) Each
8. (a)
SEC.
by
identify it
it with
or other
other identification
approved by
identification mark approved
a number
number or
with a
identify
the Commissioner,
such number
or mark
mark to
to be
be stamped
or otherwise
stamped or
number or
the
Commissioner, such
placed thereon
manner approved
by the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
approved by
in aamanner
thereon in
placed
Obliteration, etc.,
etc., ununObiteration,
change, lawful.
be unlawful
shall be
It shall
(b) It
(b)
unlawful for anyone to obliterate,
obliterate, remove,
remove, change,
or alter
alter such
or other identification
Whenever on
identification mark. Whenever
number or
such number
or
trial for
for a
aviolation
subsection the
the defendant
defendant is shown to have
this subsection
of this
violation of
trial
Possession of, deemed
or to
possession of
of any
any firearm
upon which
which such
or sufficient
endeemed
suPicentv,
such number
number or
firearm upon
have had
had possession
or
to have
evidence
for
conviction.
conviction.
such
or
altered,
changed, or altered, such
mark shall
shall have
obliterated, removed,
removed, changed,
been obliterated,
have been
mark
possession shall
to authorize
authorize conviction,
conviction, Exception.
Exception.
sufficient evidence
evidence to
deemed sufficient
shall be
be deemed
possession
unless the
possession to
to the
satisfaction of
of
the satisfaction
such possession
explains such
defendant explains
the defendant
unless
jury.
the jury.
Importers, manufacImporters,
jury.
theS
EC.
9.
and dealers
shall keep
keep such
such turers,
turers, etc.,
required to
9. Importers,
Importers, manufacturers,
SEC.
manufacturers, and
dealers shall
etc ,required
to
keep
records.
books
and records
records and
and render
such returns
returns in
relation to
to the
the transtrans- keep records.
in relation
render such
books and
actions in
in firearms
firearms specified
specified in
Act as
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with
as the
this Act
in this
actions
the
the Secretary,
may by
by regulations
regulations require.
require.
Secretary, may
of the
the approval
approval of
Regulation of traffic
ofiplaces
trianc
S
EC. 10.
(a) No
firearm shall
shall be
be imported
imported or
or brought
brought into
into the
the in
firearms in
No firearm
10. (a)
SEC.
1aireln
under control of United
United
States
or
any
territory
under
its
control
or
jurisdiction
uldercontrol,,of I ited
United States or any territory under its control or jurisdiction States,
(including
under regulations
regulations States
that, under
except that,
Islands) except
the Philippine
Philippine Islands),
(including the
prescribed by
the Secretary,
firearm may
may be
be so
so imported
imported or
or
any firearm
Secretary, any
by the
prescribed
brought in
in when
when (1)
the purpose
purpose thereof
thereof is
is shown
shown to
to be
be lawful
and
lawful and
(1) the
brought
(2)
such firearm
firearm is
is unique
or of
of aa type
type which
cannot be
obtained
be obtained
which cannot
unique or
(2) such
within the
or such
territory.
such territory.
States or
the United
United States
within
Unlawful acts.
(b) It
It shall
(1) fraudulently
or knowingly
Fraudulent
importa,Fraudulentiportato import
import tions,
knowingly to
fraudulently or
be unlawful
unlawful (1)
shall be
(b)
passwsion, etc.
or
bring any
any firearm
any territory
under tions, possession,
etc.
territory under
or any
States or
United States
the United
into the
firearm into
or bring
its control
jurisdiction (including
Islands), in
in
Philippine Islands),
the Philippine
(including the
or jurisdiction
its
control or
knowingly to assist
(2)
violation of
of the
2 ) knowingly
assist
provisions of this Act; or (
the provisions
violation
Receiving, concealin
(3) to
receive, conceal,
conceal, buy,
any manner
manner ing,
concealReceiving,
in any
or in
sell, or
buy, sell,
to receive,
etc.
or (3)
doing; or
in so
so doing;
e
facilitate
the transportation,
concealment, or
or sale
sale of
any such
firesuch fireof any
transportation, concealment,
facilitate the
arm
after being
or brought
knowing the
the same
same to
to have
have
in, knowing
brought in,
imported or
being imported
arm after
Possession
deemed
deemed
Possession
trial sufficient
on trial
Whenever on
contrary to law. Whenever
imported or brought
been imported
brought in
in contrary
sufficient evidence
evidence for
conviction;
exception.
exception.
conviction;
to
or
to
have
for
a
violation
of
this
section
the
defendant
is
shown
to
have
or
to
is
shown
defendant
the
for a violation of this section
have
of such
firearm, such
possession shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
such possession
such firearm,
possession of
had possession
have had
sufficient evidence
evidence to
to authorize
authorize conviction
defendant
the defendant
unless the
conviction unless
sufficient
explains
such possession
the satisfaction
the jury.
jury.
of the
satisfaction of
to the
possession to
explains such
Transportation in in'
Tcrtation
required to terstate
who is required
S
EC. 11.
11. It
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
any person
person who
be unlawful
SEC.
commerce.
register
as
provided
in
section
5
hereof
and
who
shall
not
have
so
register as provided in section 5 hereof and who shall not have so
registered, or
or any
other person
who has
has not
in his
possession a
a
his possession
not in
person who
any other
registered,
stamp-affixed
as provided
provided in
in section
section 4
4 hereof,
to ship,
carry,
ship, carry,
hereof, to
order as
stamp-affixed order
or
any firearm
in interstate
commerce.
interstate commerce.
firearm in
deliver any
or deliver
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12. The Commissioner,
SEC.
SEc. 12.
Commissioner, with the approval
approval of the Secretary,
Secretary,
shall prescribe
prescribe such
and regulations
necessary for
shall
such rules
rules and
regulations as may be necessary
for
carrying
the provisions
provisions of this Act into effect.
carrying the
Transfers,
when proprofirearms (1)
SEC.
Transfers, when
SEc. 13. This Act shall
shall not apply to the transfer
transfer of firearms
(1)
visions not applicable.
visions
no ppa
to the United States Government,
Government, any State, Territory,
Territory, or possession
possession
of the
United States,
States, or
or to
to any
thereof, or to
subdivision thereof,
political subdivision
any political
of
the United
the District
Columbia; (2)
officer or any Federal
Federal
peace officer
(2) to any peace
of Columbia;
District of
the
officer
Commissioner; (3)
(3) to the
regulations of the Commissioner;
designated by regulations
officer designated
transfer of any firearm
firearm which
which is unserviceable
unserviceable and which is transtransfer
ferred
ornament.
ferred as aacuriosity or ornament.
SEc. 14.
14. Any
Any person
who violates
or fails
to comply
of
comply with any of
fails to
violates or
person who
SEC.
Penalty provision.
the requirements
requirements of
of this
this Act
conviction, be fined not more
upon conviction,
Act shall, upon
the
than $2,000
both,
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both,
or be imprisoned
$2,000 or
than
in the
the discretion
discretion of the court.
in
(a) of section 600
paragraph (a)
SEC. 15.
15. The
The taxes
imposed by
by paragraph
600 of the
taxes imposed
SEC.
Excise
Excise taxes.
Firearms herein dee
and
Revenue
Act of
of 1926
1926 (U.S.C.,
Supp. VII,
title 26, sec. 1120)
1120) and
VII, title
(U.S.C., Supp.
Revenue Act
finedexempfero
fined
exempt from. d
Vol.
44, p.
p. 93;ol.
93; Vol. 47,
47, by section
shall
(47 Stat. 169, 264),
Revenue
of
section
Vol. 44,
610
the
Revenue
Act
of
1932
264),
shall
p. 264.
U.S.C., Supp.
provided by section 33 of
of
to any firearm on which the tax provided
VI, not
not apply to
Supp. VII,
p.s.c.,
p 604.
p.
. 604.
this
Act has
this Act
has been
been paid.
thereof
Saving
application thereof
S
EC. 16. If
If any provision of this Act, or the application
SEC.
Saving clause.
to
or circumstance,
circumstance, is
held invalid,
invalid, the remainder
remainder of the
is held
person or
any person
to any
Act,
of such
such provision
persons or cirother persons
provision to other
application of
the application
and the
Act, and
be affected
affected thereby.
not be
shall not
cumstances, shall
the
Effective date.
effect on the thirtieth day after the
SEC.
date.
Effective
SEc. 17. This Act shall take effect
date
date of its enactment.
SEc.
Act may
be cited
cited as
National Firearms
Firearms Act."
"National
as the
the "
may be
This Act
18. This
SEC. 18.
Citation of title.
1934.
26,
Approved, June

Rules,
be preto be
preetc., to
Rules, etc.,
scribed.

scre.

[CHAPTER 758.]
758.]
[CHAPTER
1934.
June 26, 1934.
[ER. 9769.]
9769.1
[H.R.
[Public, No. 475.]

ACT
AN ACT

To
amend the
the Act
Act of
June 19,
(46 Stat.
Stat. 788),
788), entitled "An
"An Act
Act providing
providing
19, 1930
1930 (46
of June
To amend
remainder of the coal and asphalt deposits in the
for the
the sale of the remainder
the segregated
segregated
mineral
land in
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, Oklahoma, and for other
other
and Chickasaw
in the
mineral land
purposes."
purposes."

Representatives of the
House of
and House
of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it

Choctaw and
and Chickchoctaw
asaw Indians, Okla.
46, p.
p. 788.
7ss.
Vol. 46
Sales of coal and aspalt deposits anuthor
phalt
author-

of
in Congress
America in
United
United States of America
Congress assembled, That the Act of
entitled "An
June
19, 1930
788), entitled
"An Act providing
providing for the
Stat. 788),
(46 Stat.
1930 (46
June 19,
sale
remainder of
of the
coal and
and asphalt
asphalt deposits
deposits in
the segresegrein the
the coal
the remainder
of the
sale of

Choctaw and Chickasaw
gated mineral land
land. in the Choctaw
Chickasaw Nations, 0klaOklahoma, and
for other
other purposes
purposes ",
hereby amended
amended so as to permit
permit
", is hereby
and for
homa,
the Secretary
the Interior,
discretion, to sell under the
his discretion,
in his
Interior, in
of the
Secretary of
the
provisions of said Act the coal and asphalt deposits referred
referred to
provisions
therein in tracts of less than nine hundred
hundred and sixty acres
acres where
therein
such
smaller tract
tract or
acreage adjoins aa developed
developed tract
tract on which
which
or acreage
such smaller
active mining
mining operations
operations are being
conducted and is needed by the
being conducted
active
Proviso.
mine: Provided,
That
-roiso.
operator in further developing the existing mine:
Provided, That
Leases.
eases .
where the sale of such smaller
smaller tract or acreage
acreage is not deemed adviswhere
able,
the Secretary
Secretary of the
said
may in his discretion, lease said
Interior may
the Interior
able, the
developed tracts are
under the same terms and conditions as developed
tract under
leased under
under the
the Act
Act of
of April
21, 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 88),
with the
the excepexcep88), with
Vol. 47, p.. 89.
April 21,
leased
vol.
requireme
Minimum
tonnage t
Minimmtonnae
tion that
the minimum
requirement contained
contained therein
is
therein is
tonnage requirement
minimum tonnage
that the
requirement waived.
wavted tion
reuSmet
waived as to leases on such small tracts.
hereby waived
Approved, June 26, 1934.

ized.
ed.
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ACT
AN ACT

respect to the processing
with respect
To amend
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
processing tax
Act with
the Agricultural
amend the
To
on
hogs.
on hogs.

June 26,
26, 1934.
June
9829.]
[H.R. 9829.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 476.]

Representatives of the
Be
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Agricultural AdjustAdjustAgricultural
United
States of
of America
(I) section ment
That (I)
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
ment
Act
amendment.
Act amendment.
Ante,
40.
Ante, p. 40.
adding
by
amended
16
of
the
Agricultural
Adjustment
Act
is
amended
by
thereto
is
Act
Adjustment
Agricultural
16 of the
the
new section:
section:
following new
the following
o es s
on
tax on
ing tax
hPProesssing
article processed
of any
"(C)
the sale
any article
processed hogs.
disposition of
other disposition
or other
sale or
Upon the
"(C) Upon
Tax
adjustments.
wholly or
or in
commodity with respect to which
which Tax adjustments.
from any commodity
value from
chief value
in chief
wholly
the existing
existing rate
rate of
of the
processing tax
tax is
to be
decreased,
increased, or decreased,
be increased,
is to
the processing
the
that
on the
date such
increase, or
first takes
takes effect with
decrease, first
or decrease,
such increase,
the date
that on
disposition
is held
respect
held for sale or other disposition
commodity, is
the commodity,
to the
respect to
producthe
upon
(including
articles
in
transit)
by
any
person,
upon
producand
person,
any
by
transit)
in
(including articles
tion
article from
commodity in
process on the date on
in process
from aa commodity
any article
of any
tion of
decreased,
which
the rate
rate of
of the
processing tax
tax is
to be
increased or decreased,
be increased
is to
the processing
which the
follows:
there
shall be
tax adjustment
as follows:
adjustment as
made aatax
be made
there shall
Adjustmentwhen tax
Adustmentwhendtax
on the
tax on
"(1)
the processing
processing tax
the processing
processing of rate
of the
rate of
the rate
Whenever the
"(1) Whenever
is decreased.
the
generally or
or uses,
or as
to
as to
uses, or
use or
designated use
any designated
for any
or for
commodity generally
the commodity
any designated
designated product
products thereof
thereof for
any designated
designated use
use
for any
or products
product or
any
or
uses,
or
as
to
any
class
of
products,
is
decreased,
there
shall
be
be
shall
there
decreased,
is
products,
of
or uses, or as to any class
credited
refunded to
person an
an amount
amount equivalent
equivalent to the
such person
to such
or refunded
credited or
difference
between the
of the
the processing
processing tax
payable or paid
paid
tax payable
rate of
the rate
difference between
at
the time
decrease in
in rate and the
the decrease
preceding the
immediately preceding
time immediately
at the
rate
of the
tax which
been payable
payable with
have been
would have
which would
processing tax
the processing
rate of
processing
respect
to
the
commodity
from
which
processed,
if
the
processing
if
processed,
which
from
commodity
the
to
respect
roviso.
no such credit Proviso.
had
however, That
That no
Provided, however,
date: Provided,
such date:
on such
occurred on
had occurred
Condition.
or
refund
shall
be
made
unless
the
rate
of
the
processing
tax
immeCondition.
immetax
processing
the
of
rate
the
unless
or refund shall be made
diately
decrease is
is equal
equal to,
to, or
or less
less than,
the rate of
than, the
said decrease
preceding said
diately preceding
the
tax in
effect on
on the
the date
on which
which any
any floor
stocks
floor stocks
date on
in effect
processing tax
the processing
tax
was paid
paid prior
prior to
to the
amendment.
this amendment.
of this
adoption of
the adoption
tax was
When Increased.
"(2)
the rate
processing tax
tax on
on the
the processing
processing of
of When
increased.
the processing
of the
rate of
Whenever the
"(2) Whenever
the
commodity
generally,
or
for
any
designated
use
or
uses
or
as
to
to
as
or
uses,
or
use
designated
any
for
or
generally,
the commodity
any designated
products thereof
for any
designated use or
any designated
thereof for
or products
product or
designated product
any
uses,
or
as
to
any
class
of
products,
is
increased,
there
shall be
levied,
be levied,
shall
there
increased,
is
products,
of
uses, or as to any class
assessed and
and collected
collected a
tax to
by such
such person
person equivalent
equivalent
paid by
be paid
to be
a tax
assessed
to
difference between
the rate
rate of
processing tax
payable or
tax payable
the processing
of the
between the
the difference
to the
paid
at
the
time
immediately
preceding
the
increase
in
rate
and the
the
and
rate
in
increase
the
preceding
immediately
time
the
paid at
rate of
the processing
processing tax
tax which
would be
with respect
respect to
to
payable with
be payable
which would
of the
rate
the
commodity
from
which
processed,
if
the
processing
had
occurred
occurred
had
processing
the
if
processed,
which
from
the commodity
on
such
date.
When tax is susdate.
such Whenever
on"(3)
the processing tax is suspended or is to be refunded ponedaortaxto tat,. sua
re:
"(3) Whenever the processing tax is suspended or is to be refunded pended or to be repursuant to a
certification
of
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
to
the
eun
f
rnitd, provisionsgovprovisions
govfunded,
the
to
Agriculture
ursuant to a certification of the Secretary of
Act, the Ante,p.
Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
under section
(a) of this Act,
AnfC, p. 39.
39.
section 15 (a)
Treasury, under
Secretary of
provisions
subdivision (1)
(1) of
(c) of
of this
this section
shall
section shall
subsection (c)
of subsection
of subdivision
provisions of
become applicable.
applicable.
become

ce
rof earRevocation
"(4) Whenever
Whenever the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
revokes any
any certifieLoca don of
certifi- R
Agriculture revokes
the Secretary
"(4)
this
of
(a)
15
Treasury under section 15 (a) of this
cation
to the
Secretary of
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
cation to
Act,
the provisions
provisions of
of subdivision
subdivision (2)
(2) of
of subsection
subsection (c)
(c) shall
shall become
become
Act, the
applicable.
applicable.
Effective date.
(5) The
amendment shall
be effective
and Effectivedate.
on and
effective on
shall be
this amendment
of this
provisions of
The provisions
a(5)
after June
1934."
1, 1934."
June 1,
after
Ante, p. 39.
(II) Section
Section 15
(a) of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
as Atp.39.
Act, as
Adjustment Act,
15 (a)
(II)
amended,
is amended
Commodities of low
low
Commodities
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
amended to
amended, is
"(a)
any time
time the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
A griculture finds, upon vaue.
v,il„„.
the Secretary
at any
If at
"(a) If
investigation and
and after
after due
and opportunity
opportunity for
for hearing
to
hearing to
notice and
due notice
investigation
interested parties,
parties, that
that any
of products
products of
of any
any commodity
commodity is
class of
any class
interested
of such low value,
considering the
the quantity
the commodity
commodity used
used
of the
quantity of
low value, considering

of such
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imposition of the
manufacture, that the imposition
the processing
processing tax
their manufacture,
for their
taxupon, to for

Effect
of tax upon, to
Effect of
be studied.

would
in whole
or in
in large
part the
the use of the commodity
large part
whole or
prevent in
would prevent
in
the manufacture
of such
such products
products and
and thereby
thereby substantially
substantially
manufacture of
in the
reduce consumption
consumption and
increase the
commodity, then
then
of the commodity,
surplus of
the surplus
and increase
reduce
the Secretary
Secretary of
so certify
certify to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
shall so
Agriculture shall
of Agriculture
the
Treasury, specifying
specifying whether
whether such
such result
result will
will in
his judgment
most
judgment most
in his
Treasury,
Suspension, etc.
effectively be
be prevented
imposition of the
the
a suspension
suspension of the imposition
by a
prevented by
effectively
uspensionet
processing tax or a
refund of the tax paid, with respect to such
such
a refund
processing
amount of
the commodity
thereof as is used in the
product thereof
commodity or any product
of the
amount
manufacture
and thereafter,
thereafter, as shall be specified in
in
products, and
of such
such products,
manufacture of
such certification,
imposition of
the processing
processing tax shall be
of the
the imposition
(1) the
certification, (1)
such
suspended
respect to such amount of the commodity
commodity as is used
used
suspended with respect
in
manufacture of
products, and
thereafter, as shall be
and thereafter,
of such
such products,
the manufacture
in the
Temporary suspensuspen- specified
certification, (2)
specified in such certification,
(2) the
the imposition
imposition of the processing
processing
Temporary
sMn, pending
pending further
further
sion,
amount of the comcominvestigation.
tax shall be suspended with respect to such amount
rt tax
investigation.
modity as
as is
is used in the manufacture
such
manufacture of such products until such
modity
time as
further investigation
investigation and
and
Agriculture, after further
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
time
as the
opportunity for hearing
hearing to
to interested parties, revokes
revokes
due notice and opportunity
Treasury, or (3)
Refunds,
his
certification to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
(3) the
the SecreSecreto the
his certification
Refunds.
tary of
the Treasury
shall refund
refund (in.
(in accordance
accordance with the provisions
Treasury shall
of the
tary
of, to
manner as shall be specified
specified in, such
such
such persons
persons and in such manner
of,
to such
certification) the amount
amount of any tax paid (prior to the date of
of
certification)
any revocation
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture of his certification
certification
revocation by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, upon
upon further
further investigation and
to the Secretary
after
notice and opportunity
opportunity for
hearing to interested
interested parties)
for hearing
due notice
after due
or
respect to such amount
amount of the commodity
commodity or
under this title with respect
certification
any product
product thereof
the date of such
such certification
is used after the
thereof as is
any
products."
manufacture of such products."
in the manufacture
Ante, p. ao, repealed.
(d) of section
Paragraph (4) of subsection
SEC.
Ante, p. 36, repealed.
S
EC. 2. (a)
(a) Paragraph
subsection (d)
section 99 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, is repealed.
Ante,
PP. 528,
875.
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (7)
(d) of such section 99is amended
amended
(7) of subsection (d)
(b)
52, 675.
Ante, pp.
follows:
to read as follows:
"(7)
"proCDefinition
Definition of "proc.
"(7) In
In the case of any other)· commodity,
commodity, the term 'processing'
'processina'
essing" as applied to
easing"
a change in
manufacturing or other processing
othercommodities.
other
commodities.
means any manufacturing
processing involving a
in
the form of the commodity
commodity or its preparation
preparation for distribution
distribution or
or
use, as defined
defined by regulations
Secretary of Agriculture;
Agriculture; and
and
regulations of the Secretary
in prescribing
prescribing such
such regulations
Secretary shall
shall give
give due weight
weight
regulations the Secretary
to the customs of the industry.
industry."
Collecting
taxes.
Agricultural Adjustment
(b) of the
SEC.
lltecptaixes.
S
EC. 3. Section 19 (b)
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
Act, as
Ante, p. 41.
striking out the word ""ninety ""and inserting
amended, is amended
p 4
amended,
amended by striking
inserting
in lieu thereof
thereof the words ""one hundred and
and eighty ".
Approved, June 26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 760.1
[CHAPTER
June 28,
26, 1934.

IS.J.Res.
115.]
tS.J.Res. 115.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 46.]
46.]

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

it is
the Federal
Whereas
Whereas it
is learned
learned that
that the
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission, because
because of
of lack
lack of
of time,
time,
money, and personnel,
personnel, intends
intends to close its utilities investigation
investigation under S.Res. 83,
important
Seventieth Congress,
Congress, first
session, without
without investigating
investigating various
various important
first session,
Seventieth
and
corporations included
in said
said resolution;
resolution; and
described in
among those
those described
included among
corporations
Whereas it
it is
is in
public interest
interest that
that certain
certain of
of said
corporations be investigated:
said corporations
in the
the public
Whereas
Therefore be
be it
it
Therefore

and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and

the Federal
States of America in
Trade Corn- United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Federal
Directed to
Trade Commission be, and
and it
it is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
to
proceed
aforesaid until it
it has investiresolution aforesaid
proceed under the Senate resolution

Federal Trade ComFederal
mission.
Directed to complete
complete
its investigations of
utilities.

Final report, etc., not
January
laterinalreport,et.,no
than January
1938.
1936.

gated such of said corporations
corporations as in its judgment
judgment should be invesbut the
tigated,
tigated, but
the investigation
investigation shall
shall be
be completed
completed and
and the
the CommisCommisrecommendations, shall be submitted to the
sion's final report, with recommendations,
Congress not later than the First Monday in January
January 1936.
Approved, June 26, 1934.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 761.]
JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing an
an appropriation
appropriation to
to defray
defray the
the expense
erecting the
the completed
completed
expense of erecting
Authorizing
Navy and
Memorial Monument.
Monument.
Marine Memorial
and Marine
Navy

Resolved by the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Resolved

assembled, That the proviso
United States
States of
in Congress
proviso
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
resolution
in
the
joint
resolution
entitled
"Joint
resolution authorizing
authorizing the
"Joint
entitled
in the joint resolution
Washington, District of
erection
on public
grounds in
city of
of Washington,
the city
in the
public grounds
erection on
Columbia, of
and marine services, to be
memorial to the navy and
a memorial
of a
Columbia,
known
as ''Navy
Marine Memorial
Americans Lost
Lost
Dedicated to Americans
Memorial Dedicated
and Marine
Navy and
known as
at Sea
Sea' ",
February 16,
16, 1924,
1924, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
approved February
", approved
at
"Provided, That
the site
and the design of the memorial
memorial
chosen and
site chosen
That the
"Provided,
Arts."
shall be
the Commission
Commission of
Fine Arts."
of Fine
by the
approved by
be approved
shall
SEC. 2.
2. There
is authorized
to be appropriated
appropriated the
the sum of $13,000,
authorized to
There is
SEC.
or
so much
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to be expended
expended under the
thereof as
much thereof
or so
direction
of the
the Navy
transportation of
(1) for the transportation
Navy (1)
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
the Navy
Navy and
Monument to the
the site on Columbia
Memorial Monument
Marine Memorial
and Marine
the
Island,
District of
Columbia, chosen
chosen for such memorial in accordance
accordance
of Columbia,
Island, District
with
the
provisions
of
such
joint
February 16, 1924,
resolution of February
joint resolution
such
of
provisions
with the
(2) for
erection of
memorial on
on the
the granite
pedestal base
granite pedestal
such memorial
of such
the erection
for the
(2)

already
such site,
(3) for
for the
the landscaping
landscaping and
and
and (3)
site, and
on such
constructed on
already constructed
approach work
work of
land adjacent
as the Secretary
Secretary may
base as
such base
to such
adjacent to
of land
approach
deem necessary
and appropriate.
appropriate.
necessary and
deem
Approved, June
26, 1934.
June 26,
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 762.]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To simplify
the administration
administration of
of air-mail
air-mail routes and contracts.
simplify the
To

the
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
subsection
subsection
That
assembled,
Congress
United States of America in
(d)
Act to
revise air-mail
air-mail laws,
to revise
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
of the
3 of
section 3
of section
(d) of
and to
establish aa commission
to make
make aa report
Congress recreport to the Congress
commission to
to establish
and
ommending
an
aviation
policy
",
approved
June
12,
1934,
is hereby
hereby
is
1934,
12,
June
approved
",
policy
aviation
an
ommending
amended by
adding at
at the
thereof the
following sentence:
sentence: ""The
The
the following
end thereof
the end
by adding
amended
the
Commission
created
under
section
20
of
this
Act
shall
review
shall
Act
this
of
20
section
Commission created under
designations made
made by
by the
the Postmaster
this subsection.
subsection,
under this
General under
Postmaster General
designations
and include
include in
in its
report to
Congress its
upon
reached upon
conclusions reached
its conclusions
to Congress
its report
and
such review."
review."
such
SEC. 2.
2. The
first sentence
section 15
15 of
of such
such Act
Act is hereby
of section
sentence of
The first
SEC.
amended
to
read
as
follows:
"
After
March
1,
1935,
no
person
holdperson holdno
1935,
1,
March
After
"
follows:
as
read
to
amended
ing a
acontract
or contracts
air mail
on a
primary route
a primary
mail on
carrying air
for carrying
contracts for
contract or
ing
shall be
or hold
for carrying
carrying air mail on any
contact 11 for
any contact
hold any
awarded or
be awarded
shall
other
on more
more than
than two
two additional
other
additional routes other
nor on
route, nor
primary route,
other primary
than
primary
routes."
than primary
Approved, June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
7631
[CHAPTER 763.]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Tune 26,
26, 1934.
June

[H.J.Res. 342.]
342.]
[H.J.Res.
[Pub. Res., No. 47.]
47.1
[Pub.

Navy and
and Marine
Marine
Navy
at sea.
lost atsea.
Vol.
43 p. 14, amend°1 43,
p 14, amended.
ed.
Memorial torAmericans
to Americans
Memorial

Proviso.
Prois
Approval by Commission of Fine Arts.
Sum authorized for
transportation and
erection.
erection.

o-

mission Fine Arts.
trm authorized for

For landscaping, etc.
etc.
Forlandscaping,

June 26, 1934.
1934.
June
366.]
[H.J.Res.
[H.J.Res. 366.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 48.]
48.]
[Pub.

Air-mall
Air-mall routes
routes and
contracts, postal
postal servservice.
p. 933.
933.
Ante, p.
Conmmission
Air-mail Commission
Air-mail
directed
directed to review designations of Postmaster
Postmaster
ignations
General.
General.
Report
Report to Congress.
Limiting number
number of
Limiting
contracts
contracto aa contraccontracts to
tor.

June
1934.
June 26, 1934.
Res. 371]
[H.J.
[H.J. lies.
[Pub.
Res.
No.
49.]
[Pub. Res. No. 49.]

Authorizing the
creation of
of a
a Federal
Commission to
to Thomas Jefferson
Memorial Commission
Federal Memorial
the creation
Authorizing
Memorial Commission.
consider
and formulate
formulate plans
plans for
for the
construction, on
the apex
apex Memoioalcomsson
on the
the construction,
consider and
block,
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenues,
in the
the city
city of
Avenues, in
Constitution and
block, Constitution
Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, of
to
permanent memorial to
a _permanent
of a
Washington, District
the
of Thomas
Thomas Jefferson,
third President
President of the United
Jefferson, third
memory of
the memory
States
and author
author of
of the
Independence.
Declaration of Independence.
the Declaration
States and
So in
in original.
original.
11So
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Commission
Commission
lished.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. II. OHS.
763-765. JUNE
JUNE 26, 1934.
CHS. 763-765.

estabestab-

Purpose.
Purpose.

Composition.
Composition.

Acceptance
Acceptance of contributions, etc.
etc.

Reports.
Reports.

Whereas
Whereas there exists no adequate
adequate permanent
national memorial
to
permanent national
memorial to
Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson in the Nation's
Capital; and
and
Nation's Capital;
Whereas the American
deep debt
gratitude. to
to
American people
people feel
feel aa deep
debt of
of gratitude
Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson and in
honor of the
services rendered
by him:
in honor
the services
rendered by
him:
Therefore be it
it
Therefore
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and,
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
there is
assembled, That
That there
is
hereby established
established aacommission, to be known
known as the ""Thomas
Thomas JefJefferson Memorial Commission
Commission ", for the purpose of
considering and
of considering
and
formulating plans for designing
and constructing
constructing a
a permanent
permanent
designing and
memorial in the city of Washington,
Washington, District of
of Columbia.
Said
Columbia. Said
Commission shall be composed of twelve commissioners
as follows:
follows:
commissioners as
appointed by the President
Three persons to be appointed
President of the
United States
States,
the United
three Senators
Senators by the President
President of the Senate,
Senate, three
three Members
Members of
of
the House of Representatives
Representatives by the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the House
House of
of RepRepresentatives, and three members
members of the Thomas Jefferson
Memorial
Jefferson Memorial
Foundation,
Incorporated, to be selected
Foundation, Incorporated,
selected by such
foundation.
such foundation.
SEC. 2. The
Thomas Jefferson
emor i
alCommission
Commi
ss i
on may
i
n its
its
SEc.
The Thomas
Jefferson M
Memorial
may in
discretion accept
accept from any
any source,
source, public or private, money or
propor property to be used for the purpose of making
making surveys
surveys and investigations,
investigations,
formulating,
preparing, and considering
formulating, preparing,
and estim
at
es f
or the
the
considering plans
plans and
estimates
for
improvement, construction,
construction, or other
other expenses incurred,
incurred, or to be
incurred.
incurred.
SEc.
SEC. 3. That said Commission shall annually submit
Congress
submit to Congress
a report of the progress
a
progress of the work
work of
of the Commission,
Commission,
Approved,
Approved, June 26, 1934.
764.]
[CHAPTER 764.]

26, 1934.
June 28,
1934.
[H.J.Res.
[H.J.Res. 376.]
[Pub. Res. No. 50.]
60.]

International celebraInternational
tion at Fort Niagara,
Niagara,

N.Y.
Appropriation
Appropriation
for
participating
participating expenses.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To provide
provide an appropriation
appropriation to enable
enable the United States Army to send certain
units
to participate
International Celebration
units to
participate in the International
Celebration at Fort Niagara,
Niagara, New
York.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That to
United
Congress assembled,
to enable
enable
the War Department to pay the expenses of participation
participation of certain
certain
units of the .Army
Army of the United States in the events
units
events and ceremonies
ceremonies
incident
International Celebration
incident to the International
Celebration at Fort Niagara,
Niagara, New
New
York, under
under such regulations as the Secretary
York,
Secretary of War may prescribe,
prescribe,
there is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $6,000, to remain
remain available
available until
until
June 30, 1935.
Approved, June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 765.1
765.1
[CHAPTER

June 2,
1934.
June
26, 1934.
[H.J.Res. 452.1
4521
[H.J.Res.
[Pub. Res. No. 51.]
51.]
House of RepresenHouse of Representatives.
Appropriation
for
Appropriation
for
expenses
of special,
expenses
special,
etc., committees.
Proviso.
Pay limitation.

Promiso.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To provide
appropriation for
provide an additional appropriation
expenses of
of special
and select
select comfor expenses
special and
committees
of the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives for
for the fiscal year
mittees of
House of
year 1935.

Resolved
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in,
in Congress
assembled, That for
United
Congress assembled,
the paypayfor the
ment of expenses
expenses of special
special and select committees authorized
authorized by the
House of Representatives,
Representatives, there
there is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money
appropriated, the sum of
of
$110,000
Provided, That no person shall be
$110,000 for the fiscal year 1935: Provided,
employed
employed under this appropriation
appropriation or under the appropriation
appropriation for
for
Legislative Branch
this purpose
purpose in the Legislative
Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935,
1935,
at aarate of compensation in excess of $3,600 per annum.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
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II.
SESS. II.
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Marine Band attend-

MarinveterBanttendSeventy-third Congress, ance
To
carry out
the purposes
purposes of H.R. 9145,
9145, Seventy-third
out the
To carry
at veterans' encampments.
at
Band
Marine
the
of
second
session, providing
for the
the attendance
attendance
Marine
providing for
second session,
Republic to
the
National Encampment
Encampment of
the Grand
Grand Army of the Republic
to
of the
the National
convention of
be held
held at
of
and the National convention
York, and
New York,
Rochester, New
at Rochester,
be
the Disabled
Disabled American
Veterans of
of the
World War
War to be held at
at
the World
American Veterans
the
of
out
appropriated,
Colorado
Springs,
Colorado,
there
is
hereby
appropriated,
hereby
is
there
Colorado,
Springs,
Colorado
any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
other money
any other
sum.
$11,000.
of $11,000.
sum of
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
845.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8451

AN ACT

"An Act to provide aa civil governTo amend
the Act
Act of
March 2, 1917, entitled "An
governof March
amend the
To
purposes."
ment for
for Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, and for
for other
other purposes."
ment
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That aa new secsecin Congress
of America
United States
tion
is
hereby
inserted
between
sections
5a
and
6
of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
the
of
6
and
5a
sections
tion is hereby inserted between
"An
to provide
provide a
a civil
for Puerto Rico, and for
government for
civil government
Act to
"An Act
other purposes
purposes ",
March 2,
as follows:
amended, as
as amended,
1917, as
2, 1917,
approved March
", approved
other
April 11,
or
on
Rico
"
S
EC.
5b.
All
persons
born
in
Puerto
Rico
on
after
11,
Puerto
in
born
"SEC. 5b. All persons
1899
or after
the effective
date of this Act) and
and
effective date
after the
before or
(whether before
1899 (whether
not citizens,
citizens, subjects,
subjects, or
or nationals
of any foreign power, are hereby
nationals of
not
declared
to be
be citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That this Act
declared to
Puerto
of Puerto
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
any person,
person, native
native of
depriving any
as depriving
shall
lawotherwise
heretofore
citizenship
Rico,
of
his
or
her
American
citizenship
heretofore
otherwise
lawAmerican
her
Rico, of his or
fully
by such
such person;
person; or
extend such
such citizenship
citizenship to perto extend
or to
acquired by
fully acquired
sons who
have renounced
renounced or
or lost
lost it
it under
under the treaties and/or
and/or
shall have
who shall
sons
permanently
laws
of
the
United
States
or
who
are
now
residing
permanently
residing
now
are
who
or
States
United
the
of
laws
abroad and
or subjects
of a
And proprocountry: And
foreign country:
a foreign
subjects of
citizens or
are citizens
and are
abroad
permaand
Rico
vided
further,
That
any
woman,
native
of
Puerto
Rico
and
permaPuerto
of
native
woman,
any
That
vided further,
nently residing
residing therein,
who, prior
prior to
to March
2, 1917,
1917, had lost her
March 2,
therein, who,
nently
to
American
nationality
by
reason
of
her
marriage
an alien eligible
eligible
marriage
her
of
reason
by
American nationality
to citizenship,
or by
by reason
loss of
States citizencitizenUnited States
the United
of the
the loss
of the
reason of
citizenship, or
to
of
provisions
the
ship
by
her
husband,
may
be
naturalized
under
under
naturalized
be
ship by her husband, may
section 4
4of
of the
Act of
of September
September 22,
1922, entitled
'An Act
Act relative
relative
'An
entitled
1922,
22,
Act
the
section
to
naturalization and
married women', as
of married
citizenship of
and citizenship
the naturalization
to the
amended."
amended."
Approved,
June 27,
27, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 8461
846.]
[CHAPTER

A

A

AN ACT

AN A
To modify the
operation of
of the
Indian liquor
liquor laws
laws on lands
which were formerly
formerly
lands which
the Indian
To modify the operation
Indian lands.
lands.
Indian

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
Be
United
America in,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
the
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
special
Indian liquor
laws shall
not apply
to former
former Indian
Indian lands
lands
apply to
shall not
liquor laws
special Indian
where
case
now
outside
of
any
existing
Indian
reservation
in
any
reservation
Indian
existing
any
of
outside
now
the
held by
under trust patents
patents or under
under
Indians under
by Indians
longer held
no longer
is no
land is
the land
restrictions
any
other
form
of
deed
or
patent
which
contains
restrictions
against
contains
which
patent
or
deed
of
any other form
alienation without
without the
the consent
official of
of the
the United
United States
some official
of some
consent of
alienation
shall be
Act
Government:
Provided,
however,
That
nothing
in
this
Act shall
this
in
nothing
That
however,
Government: Provided,
construed to
discontinue or
or repeal
the provisions
of the
the Indian
Indian liquor
liquor
provisions of
repeal the
to discontinue
construed
dispolaws which
prohibit
the
sale,
gift,
barter,
exchange,
or
other
or
exchange,
barter,
gift,
laws which prohibit the sale,
Indians of the classes
sition of
of beer,
wine, and
to Indians
classes set
set
liquors to
other liquors
and other
beer, wine,
sition
and
506),
forth
in
the
Act
of
January
30,
1897
(29
Stat.L.
506),
and
section
Stat.L.
(29
forth in the Act of January 30, 1897
241,
title 25,
United States Code.
the United
of the
25, of
241, title
Approved,
June
27,
1934.
27,
June
Approved,

June 27, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 5330.]
330.1
[H.R

[Public, No. 477.]
4774
[Public,

civil

go
P
veuerthentRic°

government.
53
vol.
Vol. 39,
39, pp:953.

Persons
Persons declared to
be citizens of United
States.

ns

declared to
nite
otates

Provisos.
Provisos.
Native not

to

be

deprived
citizenof citizendeprived
ship lawfully acquired.
lawfullyacquired.
shp

Naturalization of cerNaturalizationofeertain native women.
Vol. 42, p. 1022.

ol. 42. p. 1022.

June
June 27.
27, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 8662.]
8662.
[Public, No. 478.]

[H.R.

[Public, No. 471

Indian liquor laws.
Operation
,uorof, on former Indian
lands,
mer Indian lands,
modified.

Inpratin

lawr-

modied

Proviso.
Traffic in intoxicants
in Indian country, forforbidden.

Traff intoicants
n Indian country,

bidd

Vol. 29, p.
6.
29, p. 308.
vol
U.S.C. p. 704.
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JUNE
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 847.]
Sune 27, 1934.
June
1934.

[H.R. 9620.]
[Public, No. 479.]

[H.R. 620.]

AN ACT
ACT
To
improvement in housing
a
standards and conditions, to provide a
housing standards
To encourage
encourage improvement
mortgage insurance,
system of
mutual mortgage
system
of mutual
insurance, and for other purposes.

National Housing
Be
Representatives of the
National
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
Be it
it enacted by
Act.
Act.
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Act
assembled, That this Act
America in
of America
United

"National Housing
Housing Act."
as the "National
may be cited as

TITLE
TITLE
Federal Housing Administration.
ministration.

I—HOUSING RENOVATION
MODERNIZARENOVATION AND MODERNIZAI-HOUSING
TION
ADMINISTRATION
CREATION
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
CREATION OF FEDERAL HOUSING

SECTION
authorized to create
S
ECTION 1. The President is authorized
create a
a Federal Housing
exercised by
powers of which shall be exercised
ing Administration,
Administration, all of the powers
Administrator.
a Federal Housing Administrator
Administrator (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
Administrator.
a
referred to as the
the
Appointment;
term "Administrator"),
Aopointment; term
"Administrator"), who shall be appointed
appointed by the President, by
of office.
e c
of
and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate, shall hold office
office for
a
compensation at the rate of
receive compensation
and shall receive
years, and
four years,
a term
term of four
Powers.
$10,000
$10,000 per annum.
annum. In order to carry out the provisions of this
Powers.
Administrator may establish such
such
II and III, the Administrator
title and titles II
agencies,
accept and utilize such voluntary
voluntary and uncompensated
uncompensated
agencies, accept
services, utilize
such Federal
Federal officers
employees, and, with the
officers and employees,
utilize such
services,
consent of
of the
State, such
such State
State and
and local
local officers
employees,
officers and employees,
the State,
consent
and
and appoint such other officers and employees as he may find necesresponsibilities, and
their authorities, duties,
duties, responsibilities,
prescribe their
sary, and may prescribe
tenure and fix their
their compensation,
compensation, without regard to the provisions
tenure
of other
employment or compensation
compensation of
applicable to the employment
laws applicable
of
other laws
Delegation of Itunemay
or
employees
the
United
Administrator
The
Administrator
States.
of
employees
officers
or
unDelegation
tions.
aloes.
delegate any
any of
the functions
powers conferred
conferred upon him under
under
functions and powers
of the
delegate
this
II and III to such officers, agents,
agents, and employees
this title and titles II
make such expenditures
expenditures
designate or appoint, and may make
as he may designate
of
(including expenditures
expenditures for personal
personal services and rent at the seat of
(including
government
elsewhere, for law books and books of reference,
reference,
government and elsewhere,
necessary to carry out
and
out
binding) as are necessary
paper, printing, and binding)
and for paper,
regard
the
without regard
II and III, without
of this title and titles II
provisions of
the provisions
to
any other
of law
law governing
governing the expenditure
expenditure of public
provisions of
other provisions
to any
funds.
All such
compensation, expenses,
expenses, and allowances shall be
such compensation,
funds. All
paid
available by this Act.
of funds made available
out of
paid out
Creation.

Insurance of financial
financial
Insurance
institutions.
Institutions.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
INSURANCE
INSURANCE OF FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

Authority
SEC.
empowered, upon
Authority of AdSEC. 2. The Administrator
Administrator is authorized
authorized and
and empowered,
upon
ministrator tos grant.
conditions as he may prescribe, to insure banks, trust
trust
such terms
terms and
and conditions
1t.
Ps04t,
Past, r.
p. 1263.

Purposes.

purposes.

Limit on amount
amount to
any institution.

anyinstitution.

On total
total liability
on
liability incurred
curred by administrator.
tor.

companies, personal
personal finance
finance companies,
companies, mortgage companies,
companies, buildcompanies,
ing and loan associations, installment lending
lending companies, and other
which are approved by him as eligible for
for
institutions, which
such financial
financial institutions,
credit insurance,
insurance, against
against losses
they may
may sustain
sustain as
as a
a result
result
which they
losses which
credit

advances of credit, and purchases
purchases of obligations
obligations repreand advances
of loans and
subsequent to the
advances of credit, made by them subsequent
senting loans and advances
date
enactment of this Act and prior to January 1, 1936,
1936, or such
such
date of
of enactment
President may fix by proclamation,
proclamation, for the purpurearlier date as the President
alterations, repairs, and improvements
improvements upon real
pose of financing alterations,
property. In
In no
case shall
shall the
the insurance
insurance granted
granted by
by the
the Administrano ease
property.
tor under this section to any such financial
financial institution
institution exceed 20 per
centum of the total amount
amount of the loans, advances
advances of credit, and
centum
purchases
purchases made by such financial institution for such purpose;
purpose; and
the total liability
liability incurred by the Administrator
Administrator for such insurance
insurance
shall in no case exceed in the aggregate
aggregate $200,000,000.
$200,000,000. No insurance
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section to any
this section
shall
be granted
granted under
any such financial
financial institution
under this
shall be
with
representing any such loan, advance
obligation representing
any obligation
respect to any
with respect
of credit,
by it
it the
the face
which exceeds
exceeds $2,000;
$2,000;
face amount of which
or purchase
purchase by
credit, or
of
nor unless
unless the
the obligation
obligation bears
such interest,
interest, has such maturity, and
bears such
nor
contains such
such other
and restrictions, as the Adminconditions, and
terms, conditions,
other terms,
contains
istrator
istrator shall prescribe.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
TO FINANCIAL
LOANS TO
LOANS
INSTITUTIONS

S
EC. 3.
Administrator is further
further authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered
3. The Administrator
SEC.
to
loans to
to institutions
under section 2, and
which are insured under
institutions which
to make
make loans
to
agreements with
such institutions, upon the securwith such
loan agreements
into loan
enter into
to enter
ity
of obligations
obligations which
requirements prescribed under secwhich meet the requirements
ity of
tion
loans or
or agreements
for the
the full
full face
face
made for
be made
may be
agreements may
Such loans
2. Such
tion 2.
value
the obligations
obligations offered
offered as
security, and shall be at such rates
as security,
of the
value of
and
such terms
terms and
conditions as the Administrator
Administrator shall
and conditions
upon such
and upon
determine.
ALLOCATION OF
FUNDS
OF FUNDS
ALLOCATION

Requirements.
Requirements.

Loans to
to
Loans
institutions.
institutions.

financial
financial

Authority tomake.
to make.
Authority

Amounts; rates;
rates;

tei
Amounts;

t.

Allocation of funds.
funds.
Allocation

From
ReconstrucReconstrucFrom
SEc.
For the
of carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
this tion
of this
carrying out
purposes of
the purposes
4. For
SEC. 4.
Finance Corporation.
title
and
titles
II
and
III,
the
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation
Corporation
title and titles II and III, the Reconstruction
shall
available to
the Administrator
Administrator such funds
funds as he may
to the
make available
shall make
outstanddeem
necessary, and
and the
the amount
of notes,
debentures, bonds,
bonds, or
or other
Increase of outstandother ingIncrease
notes, debentures,
amount of
deem necessary,
obligations of Corof Corporations
poration.
empowand
such
obligations
which
the
Corporation
is
authorized
empowauthorized
is
Corporation
the
which
such obligations
ered to
have outstanding
outstanding at
any one time under existing law is
at any
to have
ered
hereby increased
increased by
by an
sufficient to provide such funds:
funds:
amount sufficient
an amount
hereby
Proviso. of
Provided, That
That the
the President,
President, in
in his
authorized to propro- Pis.
is authorized
discretion, is
his discretion,
Provided,
Allotment of funds
vide
suuch
1
funds
or
any
portion
thereof
by
allotment
to
the
Adminby
by
President.
Adminthe
vide suuch 1 funds or any portion thereof by allotment to
istrator from
from any
funds that
that are
hereafter be made
or may hereafter
available, or
are available,
any funds
istrator
available, to
President for
for emergency
emergency purposes.
the President
to the
available,

ANNUAL
REPORT
ANNUAL REPORT

Annual report.
Annual

SEC. 5.
The Administrator
Administrator shall
shall make an
annual report to the
an annual
5. The
SEC.
Congress
soon as
as practicable
after the
the 1st
1st day
day of January in each
practicable after
as soon
Congress as
year of
of his
activities under
this title
and titles
III of this Act.
and III
II and
titles II
title and
under this
his activities
year
TITLE II-MUTUAL
II—MUTUAL MORTGAGE
INSURANCE
MORTGAGE INSURANCE
TITLE
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

S
ECTION 201.
title—
201. As used in this titleSECTION

(a) The
means a
afirst
mortgage on
on real
estate in
in
real estate
first mortgage
mortgage " means
term ""mortgage"
The term
(a)
fee
simple
or
on
a
leasehold
(1)
under
a
lease
than
less
not
for
lease
a
under
(1)
fee simple or on a leasehold
ninety-nine years
years which
which is
renewable, or
or (2)
under a
alease having a
a
(2) under
is renewable,
ninety-nine
period of
of not
not less
than fifty
years to
run from the date the mortgage
to run
fifty years
less than
period
was
upon which
there is
located aa dwelling
dwelling for
for not more
is located
which there
executed, upon
was executed,
than four
four families
families which
used in
whole or
in part
part for residential
residential
or in
in whole
is used
which is
than
purposes, irrespective
irrespective of whether
whether such dwelling
dwelling has aaparty wall or
purposes,
is otherwise
otherwise physically
physically connected
connected with another
another dwelling;
dwelling; and the
is
term
"
first
mortgage"
means
such
classes
first
liens as are comfirst
of
classes
such
means
mortgage'
"
first
term
monly given
on, or
unpaid purchase
purchase price of,
the unpaid
or the
advances on,
secure advances
to secure
given to
monly
real estate
estate under
under the
of the
the real estate is
which the
State in which
the State
laws of
the laws
real
located, together
with the
secured thereby.
any, secured
instruments, if any,
credit instruments,
the credit
together with
located,
(b) The
term "
mortgagee " includes
includes the
original lender
lender under
under a
a
the original
"mortgagee"
The term
(b)
mortgage, and
and his
his successors
successors and
assigns approved
approved by the
Adminthe Adminand assigns
mortgage,
istrator; and
"mortgagor " includes the
original borrower
borrower
the original
term "mortgagor"
the term
and the
istrator;
under a
amortgage
his successors
successors and assigns.
and his
mortgage and
under
1

So
in originaL
original
So in

Mutual
Mortgage InMutual Mortgage
surance.
Definitions.
Definitions.

"Mortgage."
"Mortgage."

mortgage."
First mortgage."
""First

"Mortgagee."
"Mortgagee."
"Mortgagor."
"Mortgagor."
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MUTUAL
INSURANCE FUND
FUND
MUTUAL MORTGAGE
MORTGAGE INSURANCE
S
EC. 202.
202. There
There is
hereby created
Mortgage Insurance
Mutual Mortgage
created aa Mutual
is hereby
SEC.
Fund (hereinafter
as the
the ""Fund"),
which shall
shall be
be used
used
Fund "), which
to as
referred to
(hereinafter referred
Fund
by the
Administrator as
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the proprofund for
as a
a revolving
revolving fund
by
the Administrator
visions of
this title
title as
hereinafter provided,
shall be alloand there shall
provided, and
as hereinafter
of this
visions
cated immediately
immediately to
such Fund
the sum
sum of $10,000,000
of funds
funds
$10,000,000 out of
Fund the
to such
cated
Administrator for the purposes of this title.
the Administrator
made available
available to the
INSURANCE OF
OF MORTGAGES
MORTGAGES
INSURANCE

S
EC. 203.
(a) The
Administrator is
application
is authorized,
authorized, upon application
203. (a)
The Administrator
SEC.
by
insure as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided any mortgage
mortgage
mortgagee, to insure
by the mortgagee,
offered to
him within
date of its execution
execution which
which
within one
one year from the date
to him
offered
provided, and, upon such
hereinafter provided,
is eligible for insurance
insurance as hereinafter
Terms.
Terms.
terms as
as the
the Administrator
Administrator may
to make
make commitments
commitments for
for
prescribe, to
may prescribe,
terms
the
execution
prior to the date
date of their execution
the insuring
insuring of such mortgages
mortgages prior
disbursement thereon:
Provided, That except with the approval
approval
or disbursement
thereon: Provided,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limits
on aggregate
aggregate
Limits on
aggregate principal
mortof the
the President,
President, (1) the
the aggregate
principal obligation of all mortprincipal obligations.
obligations.
principal
gages
property and low-cost
low-cost housing
housing projects existing on the date
date
gages on property
enactment of this Act and insured
insured under this title shall not
of enactment
(2) the insurance
exceed $1,000,000,000,
insurance of mortgages on property
exceed
$1,000,000,000, and (2)
constructed after
after the passage
passage of this
and low-cost housing projects
projects constructed
be limited
limited to
to aasimilar amount.
amount.
Act shall
shall be
(b) To be eligible
eligible for insurance
insurance under
under this section
section aa mortgage
Requirements,
Requirements, eligiinsurance.
bility for insurance.
shall—
shallmortgagee approved
Adminapproved by the Admin(1) Have, or be held by, a
a mortgagee
able to service the mortgage
mortgage properly.
properly.
istrator as responsible
responsible and able
(2)
(2) Involve a
a principal obligation
obligation (including
(including such initial
service charges and appraisal and other
other fees as the Administrator
_Administrator
approve) in an amount not to exceed $16,000, and not to
to
shall approve)
exceed 80 per centum
centum of the appraised
appraised value of the property as
of the date the mortgage is executed.
executed.
(3)
satisfactory to the Administrator,
Administrator, but not
not
(3) Have a,a maturity satisfactory
to exceed
exceed twenty years.
complete .
amortization provisions
provisions satisfactory
satisfactory to
to
amortization
(4) Contain complete
Administrator requiring
periodic payments
mortgagor
payments by the mortgagor
requiring periodic
the Administrator
not
in excess
excess of
of his
reasonable ability
ability to
to pay as determined by
by
his reasonable
not in
the Administrator.
Administrator.
(5)
interest (exclusive of premium
premium charges
charges for insur(5) Bear interest
exceed 55per centum per annum
annum on the amount of
at not to exceed
ance) at
obligation outstanding
outstanding at any time, or not to exceed
exceed
principal obligation
the principal
6
centum per annum if the Administrator
Administrator finds that
that in cer6 per centum
mortgage market
market
circumstances the mortgage
special circumstances
under special
tain areas or under
demands it.
(6)
satisfactory to the Administrator,
Administrator, for
for
(6) Provide, in aamanner satisfactory
the
mortgagor's periodic payments
payments (exclusive
the application
application of the mortgagor's
allocated to interest
interest and to the premium charge
of the
the amount allocated
insurance as hereinafter
hereinafter promortgage insurance
required for mortgage
which is required
vided) to amortization
amortization of the principal
principal of the mortgage.
vided)
provisions with respect to insursuch terms and provisions
(7) Contain
Contain such
alterations, payment
default reserves,
taxes, default
of taxes,
payment of
ance, repairs, alterations,
delinquency
charges, foreclosure
foreclosure proceedings,
proceedings, anticipation
anticipation of
delinquency charges,
and other matters as
and secondary
secondary liens, and
additional and
maturity, additional
the Administrator
Administrator may
his discretion
discretion prescribe.
prescribe.
in his
may in
the
Premium charge
charge for
Premium
(c)
Administrator
authorized
fix
premium charge
charge for
for
aapremium
to
is
authorized
(c)
The
Administrator
insurance
insurance of mortgages.
mortgages.
Determination.
Determination.
mortgages under
section (to be determined
determined in
under this section
the insurance
insurance of mortgages
Amount.
Amount.
accordance
involved) which in no case shall be less
the risk
risk involved)
with the
accordance with
per
than
per centum nor more than 1
per centum per
1 per
than one-half
one-half of 11 per
Payment.
Payment.
annum
original face
face value
which shall
mortgage, and which
value of the mortgage,
annum of the original

Authority
to insure
insure
Authority to
mortgage upon applicaapplicamortgage
tion
of mortgagee.
mortgagee.
tion of
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Acceptance
the Adminis- gage
If the
be payable
payable annually
advance by
mortgagee. If
Acceptance of
of mo
mort-the mortgagee.
by the
in advance
annually in
be
gage.
and
insurance
of a mortgage for
presentation
the
finds
trator
trator
the tender
findsofupon
upon
the initial
the presentation
premium charge
of amortgage
that the mortgage
for insurance
complies
and
the tender of the initial premium charge that the mortgage complies
such mortgage may be accepted
this section,
of
provisions
with the
with
forinsurance
the provisions
by endorsement
of this section,
or otherwise
such mortgage
as the
may
Administrator
be accepted
for insurance by endorsement or otherwise as the Administrator
Finding of economic
insurance Finding
may
mortgage shall
shall be
accepted for
economic
for insurance
be accepted
no mortgage
but no
prescribe; but
may prescribe;
required.
project
the
under
this
section
unless
the
Administrator
finds
that
sreoquilned.
of project,
under this section unless the Administrator finds that
with respect
respect to
the mortgage
mortgage is
executed is economically
economically
is executed
which the
to which
with
sound.
sound.
and regula(d) The
The Administrator
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to make
make such
such iRules
Rolos and regulaAdministrator is
(d)
t
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
may be
be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the provisions
•
as may
rules
of
this section.
section.
of this
Payment of insurinsur.

tio n s

PAYMENT
INSURANCE
OF INSURANCE
PAYMENT OF

Payment
ance.

To
S
EC. 204.
case in
mortgagee under
under an
an insured
insured f
To mortgagee
mortgagee
upon
the mortgagee
which the
in which
any case
In any
(a) In
204. (a)
SEC.
mor
oe
rc
tl
g
os
ag
ur
ee of insured
mortgage
foreclosed and taken possession of the
the mortmort - mortgage.
have foreclosed
shall have
mortgage shall
a
gaged
in accordance
accordance with
regulations of, and within a
with regulations
property in
gaged property
or shall,
period
to be
by, the
the Administrator,
Administrator, or
shall, with the
determined by,
be determined
period to
consent
the Administrator,
Administrator, have
have otherwise
otherwise acquired
property
acquired such property
of the
consent of
Requirements.
from the
mortgagor after
after default,
mortgagee shall be entitled, Requirements.
the mortgagee
default, the
the mortgagor
from
such
to
upon
the
prompt
conveyance
to
the
Administrator
of
title
such
title
of
upon the prompt conveyance to the Administrator
claims
property satisfactory
to him
the assignment
assignment to
to him
him of
of all claims
and the
him and
satisfactory to
property
out of the mortgage
of the
against the
mortgagor arising
arising out
the mortgagor
mortgagee against
the mortgagee
of
transaction or
proceedings, to
receive the
the benefits
benefits of the Payment
Payment of
of annual
annual
to receive
foreclosure proceedings,
or foreclosure
mi.
charges to
transaction
conveyance and
insurance as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
and ceam
um charges to
such conveyance
Upon such
provided. Upon
insurance
annual
assignment the
the obligation
pay the annual
to pay
mortgagee to
the mortgagee
of the
obligation of
assignment
Administrator
and
premium
charges
for
insurance
shall
cease
and
the
Administrator
cease
shall
insurance
for
charges
premium
eed
.
ebentures
a total face value toIoimoretgabere
shall issue
issue to
the mortgagee
debentures having
ni
sso
u
:tagf
having a
mortgagee debentures
to the
shall
of
delivery of
equal to
to the
value of
on the
date of the delivery
the date
mortgage on
the mortgage
of the
the value
equal
of claim.
claim.
Certificate of
the
property to
the Administrator,
Administrator, and
and a
certificate of claim, as Certificate
a certificate
to the
the property
hereinafter
provided. For
purposes of
of this
this subsection,
subsection, the value Determination of
the purposes
For the
hereinafter provided.
mrtgag.o
value of mortgage.
adding to the amount
of
mortgage shall
shall be
be determined
determined by
by adding
amount of the valuee
the mortgage
of the
such
of
principal
of
the
mortgage
which
is
unpaid
on
the
date
such
date
the
on
unpaid
is
which
principal of the mortgage
delivery the
amount of
of all
payments which
have been
been made by the
which have
all payments
the amount
delivery
mortgagee
for
taxes
and
insurance
on
the
property
mortgaged
in
mortgaged in
property
the
on
mortgagee for taxes and insurance
Administhe
by
prescribed
regulations
and
accordance
with
rules
regulations
prescribed
by
the
Adminisrules
accordance with
trator.
trator.
Interest rate on de.
Inteest rate on de
(b) The
The debentures
debentures issued
by the
the Administrator
Administrator under this secsec- benturee.
issued by
(b)
tion
to
any
mortgagee
shall
bear
interest
at
a
rate
determined
by
determined
tion to any mortgagee shall bear interest at a rate
for insurwas offered
the time the mortgage
the
at the
mortgage was
offered for
insurAdministrator at
the Administrator
semiance,
but
not
to
exceed
3
per
centum
per
annum,
payable
payable
annum,
per
centum
per
3
exceed
to
not
but
ance,
annually on
on the
the 1st
the 1st
1st day
day of
of July
of each
each Maturity date.
July of
and the
January and
of January
day of
1st day
annually
July Mturity
date.
year,
and
shall
mature
three
years
after
the
1st
day
of
July
of
day
1st
the
after
years
three
mature
year, and shall
following the
the maturity
maturity date
mortgage in
exchange for which
which Taxation of.
in exchange
the mortgage
of the
date of
following
the debentures
debentures were
debentures shall be subject Taxation of
such debentures
All such
issued. All
were issued.
the
only
to
such
Federal,
State,
and
local
taxes as
as the
the mortgages
mortgages in To be liability of
only to such Federal, State, and local taxes
To be liability of
to
subject
be
issued
exchange
for
which
they
are
issued
would
subject
in the hands Fund.
are
they
which
exchange for
Exception,mortgagesException,mortgages
Fund fully
liability of the Fund
of
holder of
of the
the debentures
debentures and
shall be
be aa liability
and shall
guaranteed.
the holder
of the
need.
for mortgages
only; except
that debentures
debentures issued
issued in
exchange for
mortgages in-ly
inin exchange
except that
only;
sured
under
this
section
prior
to
July
1,
1937,
shall
be
fully
guaranP
guaranfully
Payments
on
debe
shall
1937,
1,
July
to
prior
section
this
sured under
bentures when
Fund
when Fund
teed
to principal
principal and
interest by
States. In
In the bentures
United States.
the United
by the
and interest
as to
insufficient.
teed as
event that
the amount
amount in
the Fund
Fund is
is insufficient
insufficient to pay upon de- nsuffiient.
in the
that the
event
mand,
when
due,
the
principal
of
or
interest
on any
debentures so
any debentures
mand, when due, the principal of or interest on
guaranteed,
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
shall
pay
to
the holders
holders
the
to
pay
shall
Treasury
the
of
guaranteed, the Secretary
appropriated
the
amount
thereof
which
is
hereby
authorized
to
be
appropriated
be
to
authorized
hereby
is
which
thereof
amount
the
out
any money
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
and
appropriated, and
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
of any
out of
of
thereupon
to
the
extent
of
the
amount
so
paid
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
paid
so
amount
the
of
extent
the
thereupon to
such
of
the
Treasury
shall
succeed
to
all
the
rights
of
the
holders
such
holders
the
of
rights
the Treasury shall succeed to all the
debentures.
debentures.
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Certificate
of claim.
Certificate of
Amount.

(c) The certificate
(c)
certificate of claim issued by the Administrator to any
mortgagee shall be
amount which
Administrator determortgagee
be for
for an amount
which the
the Administrator
determines to be sufficient, when added to
face value
of the
debento the
the face
value of
the debentures issued to the mortgagee,
the mortmortmortgagee, to equal the amount
amount which
which the
received if, at the time
gagee would have received
time of the conveyance
conveyance to the
Administrator of the
Administrator
property covered
covered by
by the
the mortgage,
the mortmortthe property
mortgage, the
gagor had redeemed
redeemed the property and paid in full all obligations
obligations
mortgage and those
under the mortgage
those arising
arising out
out of
of the
the foreclosure
foreclosure proproIncrement.
Increment.
ceedings.
ceedings. Each such certificate
certificate of claim shall
that there
shall provide that
there
shall accrue to the holder of such certificate
respect to
the
certificate with respect
to the
face
face amount of such certificate,
increment at
the rate
rate of
of 3
3 per
certificate, an increment
at
the
per
Determination
of
Determination
of
The
amount to
to which
which the
the holder
holder of
of any
any such
such
The amount
amount
which holdhold- centum per annum.
amount to
to which
er
er entitled.
entitled.
certificate shall be entitled
certificate
entitled shall be determined
provided in
in subsubdetermined as provided
section (d).
(d).
(d) If
If the net amount
(d)
amount realized from any property conveyed
conveyed to
to
the Administrator
Administrator under
under this section
section and the claims
claims assigned theretherewith, after deducting
deducting all expenses incurred
incurred by
Administrator
by the Administrator
in handling, dealing with, and disposing
disposing of such property
property and
in
and in
collecting such claims, exceeds
exceeds the face
of the
the debentures
debentures
face amount
amount of
issued in exchange
exchange for the mortgage
covering such property
mortgage covering
property plus
plus all
all
interest paid on such
such excess
excess shall
shall be
be divided
divided as
such debentures,
debentures, such
as
follows:
(1)
(1) If
the total
amount payable
payable
If such excess is greater
greater than
than the
total amount
under the certificate
certificate of claim issued in connection
with such
such
connection with
property, the Administrator
Administrator shall pay
to the
the holder
of such
such
pay to
holder of
certificate
certificate the full amount
amount so
any excess
excess remaining
so payable;
payable; and any
remaining
thereafter shall be paid to the mortgagor
thereafter
mortgagor of
of such property.
property.
(2) If
If such excess is equal to
amount paypayto or
or less
less than the
the total
total amount
able under such certificate of claim, the Administrator
pay
Administrator shall pay
to the holder of such certificate
certificate the full amount of such excess.
excess.
Authority of Admin(e) Notwithstanding
(e)
Notwithstanding any
any other
provision of
of law
law relating
relating to
the
other provision
to the
istrator
istrator in real
real estate
transactions.
transactions.
acquisition,
acquisition, handling, or disposal of real,
the United
real property
property by
by the
United
Administrator shall have
States, the Administrator
have power
power to deal with,
with, rent,
rent, renorenovate, modernize,
modernize, or sell for cash or credit, in
any
in his discretion,
discretion, any
properties conveyed
conveyed to him in exchange
exchange for debentures
debentures and
and certificertifiIn
In collection
collection of el
aimS
claims
cates of claim as provided in this section;
section; and notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any
against mortgagors.
mortgagors.
other provision of law, the
the Administrator
Administrator shall also
have power
power
also have
to pursue to final collection,
collection, by way
way of compromise
otherwise, all
all
compromise or otherwise,
claims against
mortgagors assigned
against mortgagors
mortgagees to
to the
the AdminisAdminisassigned by
by mortgagees
trator
trator as provided
provided in this section.
Conveyed
Conveyed property;
property;
(f) No mortgagee
mortgagor shall
and no
no certificate
certificate of
of
mortgagee or mortgagor
shall have,
have, and
exclusive rights
rights of Administrator.
claim shall be construed to give to any mortgagee
mortgagee or
mortgagor, any
or mortgagor,
any
property conveyed
right or interest
interest in any property
Administrator or
conveyed to the Administrator
or
in any claim assigned
to him;
nor shall
shall the
the Administrator
Administrator owe
owe any
any
assigned to
him; nor
duty to any mortgamortgageor
mortgagr with respect
mortgagee or mortgagor
respect to the
handling or
the handling
or
property or the collection of
disposal of any such property
of any such
such claim.
claim.
ClassificationofmortClassification ofmortgages and reinsurance
MT:
fund

Mortgages, classificaMortgages,
cassifiation
into groups.
ti

ion into groups.

Credit
of receipts and
Creditofreciptsand

earnings to group.
et

Payments therefrom.
Paymentstherefrom.

CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIt'CATION OF
OE MORTGAGES
MORTGAGES AND
AND REINSURANCE
REINSu RANCE FUND
1'U ND

SEC.
for insurance
S
EC, 205. (a) Mortgages
Mortgages accepted
accepted for
this title
title
insurance under
under this
that the
shall be so classified into groups that
the mortgages
any group
group
mortgages in
in any
shall involve
involve substantially
substantially similar risk characteristics
have simisimicharacteristics and have
lar
maturity dates. Premium
lar maturity
Premium charges
charges received
received for the insurance
insurance of
of
any
mortgage, the
receipts derived
any mortgage,
the receipts
derived from the property
property covered
covered by
by
the mortgage
mortgage and claims
claims assigned
assigned to the Administrator
Administrator in
in connection
connection
therewith, and all earnings on the assets of
account, shall
shall
of the group account,
be credited
credited to the account of the group to
to which
which the
the mortgage
mortgage is
is
assigned.
The principal
assigned. The
principal of and interest
interest paid and to be paid on
on
debentures issued
exchange for any mortgage, payments
payments made or
issued in exchange
or
to be made to the mortgagee
mortgagee and the mortgagor as provided in
to
in secsec-

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

II.
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tion
incurred in the handling
handling of the property
expenses incurred
and expenses
204, and
tion 204,
of claims assigned to
the
covered
by
the
mortgage
and
in
the
collection
to
in
and
mortgage
the
by
covered
to the
therewith, shall be charged
the Administrator
Administrator in
charged to
the
connection therewith,
in connection
the
account of
of the
to which such mortgage is assigned.
group to
the group
account
the
(b)
Administrator shall
shall also
also provide, in
in addition
addition to
to the
The Administrator
(b) The
in
account,
reinsurance
several
group
accounts,
a
general
reinsurance
account,
the
credit
in
general
a
several group accounts,
which shall
available to
to cover
against such group accounts
accounts
charges against
cover charges
be available
shall be
which
where
amounts credited
accounts are insufficient to
to cover
cover
credited to such accounts
the amounts
where the
such charges.
charges. General
General expenses
H onsexpenses of operation of the Federal Houssuch
ng Administration
Administration under
title may
may be
allocated in the discretion
discretion
be allocated
this title
under this
ing
charged
or
several
of
the
Administrator
among
the
several
group
accounts
charged
the
among
Administrator
of the
to the
the general
general reinsurance
the amount allocated
allocated to the
and the
account, and
reinsurance account,
to
fund
under section
section 202 shall be credited to the general reinsurance
reinsurance
fund under
account.
account.
the
(c).Whenever
the credit
balance in
in any
any group
group account exceeds
exceeds the
credit balance
Whenever the
(c)
mortgages
remaining
unpaid principal
principal of
of the
the then outstanding
outstanding mortgages
remaining unpaid
the
to 10
assigned to
10 per
per centum
centum of
of the
such group by an amount equal to
to such
assigned
total
premium payments
have theretofore
credited to
been credited
theretofore been
which have
payments which
total premium
the insurance
such
account, the
the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall terminate
terminate the
insurance as to
such account,
to each
that
of mortgages
by paying
each of the mortgagees
mortgagees
paying to
(1) by
mortgages (1)
group of
that .group
a sum
holding an
assigned to such group a
mortgage assigned
outstanding mortgage
an outstanding
holding
off
pay
sufficient,
such
mortgage
is
in
good
standing,
to
such
standing,
good
in
is
.
mortgage
sufficient, if such
mortgage in
in full,
full, the
payment in
case being
being for the benefit and
each case
in each
the payment
mortgage
account of
(2) by
by transferring
remainder
transferring the remainder
and (2)
mortgagor, and
the mortgagor,
of the
account
of
such credit
credit balance
to the
the general
reinsurance account
account provided
provided
general reinsurance
balance to
of such
for
in subsection
(b).
subsection (b).
for in
to exceed,
(d)
credit balance
in any
any group
group account fails to
exceed,
balance in
the credit
If the
(d) If
mortgages
the
of
date
until
the
final
year
prior
to
the
maturity
date
mortgages
maturity
until the final year prior to the
then
the then
of the
assigned
such group,
remaining unpaid
principal of
unpaid principal
the remaining
group, the
to such
assigned to
outstanding
to such group by an amount
amount equal
equal
assigned to
mortgages assigned
outstanding mortgages
to 10
of the
the total
which have theretopayments which
premium payments
total premium
centum of
per centum
10 per
to
fore
been credited
such account,
terminate
Administrator shall terminate
the Administrator
account, the
to such
credited to
fore been
transferring
the
insurance
as
to
that
group
of
mortgages
(1)
by
transferring
to
by
(1)
mortgages
of
group
that
the insurance as to
the
account provided
provided for
in subsection
subsection (b)
for in
reinsurance account
general reinsurance
the general
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to 10
10 per
of the
total premium
premium charges
charges
the total
centum of
per centum
an
distributing
theretofore
credited
to
such
group
account,
and
(2)
distributing
by
(2)
and
account,
group
such
to
credited
theretofore
the
remainder of
of such
credit balance,
if any,
rata to the mortpro rata
any, pro
balance, if
such credit
the remainder
gagees
for
the
benefit
and
account
of
the
mortgagors
of the mortmortgagors
the
of
account
and
benefit
the
gagees for
gages
to such
such group.
group.
assigned to
gages assigned
e) No
or mortgagee
mortgagee of
of any
any mortgage
under
insured under
mortgage insured
mortgagor or
No mortgagor
(e)
i any
balance in
in the
this
the credit
credit balance
n any
shall have any vested right in
title shall
this title
such
the determination
determination of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator as to the
and the
account, and
such account,
amount to be paid
paid by
by him
or mortgagor
under
mortgagor under
mortgagee or
any mortgagee
to any
him to

amount to be

this
shall be
and conclusive.
conclusive.
final and
be final
title shall
this title
(f)
In the
the event
that any
mortgagee under
insured mortgage
mortgage
an insured
under an
any mortgagee
event that
(f) In
convey
not
does
but
property
mortgaged
the
forecloses on
on the mortgaged property but does not convey such
such
forecloses
section 204,
property
to
the
204, or
accordance with section
in accordance
Administrator in
the Administrator
to
property
in the event that the mortgagor pays the obligation under the mortin the event that the mortgagor pays the obligation under the mortgage in full prior to the
the maturity
maturity thereof,
obligation to
pay the
the
to pay
the obligation
thereof, the
in full prior to
gage
premium charge for insurance shall,
shall, upon
due
notice
to
the
AdnumAdminithe
to
notice
upon due
premium charge for insurance
strator, cease,
and
all rights
rights of
the mortgagor
mortgagor
and the
mortgagee and
the mortgagee
of the
and all
cease, 204
strator,
the mortunder
shall likewise
likewise terminate.
terminate. Thereupon
Thereupon the
shall
section 204
under section
gagor shall
be
entitled
to
receive
a
share
of
the
credit
balance
o
.fthe
of
balance
credit
the
of
share
a
gagor shall be entitled to receive
group account
account of
of the
the group
group to
to which
which the
mortgage has
been assigned,
has been
the mortgage
group
in
as the
the .Administrator
shall determine
determine to be equitable
equitable
Administrator shall
amount as
such amount
in such
and not inconsistent with
with the
the preservation
preservation of
the solvency
solvency of
of the
the
of the

and not inconsistent
group account
account and
and of
of the
the Fund.
Fund.
group
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General reinsurance
reinsurance
aceneral
account.

Allocatior. of general
general
Allocation
expenses of operation.

expenses of operation.

Termination of
of inTermination
surance of group.
When credit balance
ee unpaid princiexceeds
principal.

e

When credit balance
ds unpaid

Methods.

When credit balance
fails to exceed unpaid

principal of outstand-

lng mortgages.

h

credte alnce denied
i
on
ra
s
litytto
ofAdminis-

of AdminisFinality
F,
tun

Paymentofpremium
of premium
To cease when foreinsured
To ceaseonwhen
forerclosure
mortge
m
c
loo
s
rTage and
aonndprperty
pro perty
i
lnotconveyedtoadminyt
i
r
t
fto
o
n
r
v
.eyed to adminwhen mortgagor
When
chPay:ent

in'

pays

pays oblgation.
obligation.

ortin
gEntitlerme
Entitlement
.
of credit
mong.sg
or to
to share
share in
in
credit
gagor

balance.
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Investment
of funds.
Investment of
funds.
Deposit of
FunDmotney
Fund
money.

surplus

surplus

Interest.
Interest.

Purchase of debenPurchase of debentures.

Low-cost housing ininsurance.

Insurgane
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INVESTMENT OF FUNDS
INVESTMENT

SEC. 206.
Moneys in
in the
the Fund
Fund not
needed for
for the
current operaopera206. Moneys
SEC.
not needed
the current
tions of the Federal Housing Administration
Administration shall be deposited
deposited in
in
Treasury of the United
or
the Treasury
United States
States to
to the credit of the Fund,
Fund, or
invested in bonds
bonds or other
other obligations
States. The
The
invested
obligations of the
the United
United States.
Treasurer of the United
United States is hereby directed
directed to pay interest
interest
semiannually on any amount
deposited at
at a
arate
rate not
than
semiannually
amount so
so deposited
not greater
greater than
the prevailing
prevailing rate on long-term
long-term Government
bonds, such
such rate
rate to
to be
be
Government bonds,
average amount
computed on the average
amount of such bonds outstanding
outstanding during
any
period. The
Administrator may, with the
any such
such semiannual
semiannual period.
The Administrator
the
approval
Secretary of the Treasury,
approval of the Secretary
purchase, at not to exceed
exceed
Treasury, purchase,
par, in the open
open market, debentures issued
issued under
under the provisions
provisions of
of

section 204. Debentures
Debentures so purchased
canceled and
purchased shall be canceled
and, not
not reisreissued, and the several
several group accounts
accounts to which
which such
such debentures
debentures have
have
been charged
charged shall be charged used in making
with the amounts
amounts used
making
such
such purchases.
purchases.

cancellation.

Cancellation.

Insurance
mortgages.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

of

of

first

first

Terms
of mortgages.
Terms of
mortgages.

Premium charges.
Premiumcharges.
Sections applicable.
applicable.
Sections
Ante, p.
p. 1247.
1247.

Ante,

Proriso.
amount
Pr
Aggregate
amount.

Taxation provisions,
provisions.

LOW-COST HOUSING
HOUSING INSURANCE
LOW-COST
INSURANCE

Administrator may also insure first mortgages, other
other
SEC.
SEC. 207. The Administrator
than mortgages defined
defined in section 201 (a)
(a) of this title, covering
covering
property
property held by Federal or State instrumentalities,
instrumentalities, private limited
limited
dividend
corporations, or municipal
dividend corporations,
municipal corporate
instrumentalities of
of
corporate instrumentalities
one or more States, formed for the purpose
purpose of providing housing for
for
regulated or restricted by law or
persons of low income
income which are
are regulated
by the Administrator
Administrator as to rents, charges,
charges, capital structure,
of
structure, rate
rate of
return, or methods of operation.
operation. Such mortgages
mortgages shall contain
contain
terms, conditions, and provisions
satisfactory to
Administrator
provisions satisfactory
to the
the Administrator
but need not conform
eligibility requirements
section 203.
conform to the eligibility
requirements of section
Subject to the right of the Administrator
Administrator to
impose a
premium
to impose
a premium
charge in excess of, or less than, the amount specified for mortgages
mortgages
201 (a),
the provisions
defined in
in section
section 201
(a), the
provisions of
204 and
and 205
205
of sections
sections 204
shall be
be applicable
to mortgages
mortgages insured
this section:
Provided,
section: Provided,
under this
insured under
applicable to
shall
That
That the insurance with respect
respect to any low-cost housing project shall
shall
not exceed
$10,000,000.
not
exceed $10,000,000.
TAXATION
PROVISIONS
TAXATION PROVISIONS

SEC.
SEC. 208. Nothing in this title shall be construed
construed to exempt any
any
Adminis- real property acquired and held by the Administrator
Administrator under
under this title
from taxation
the
taxation by any State or political subsidivision
subsidivision thereof,
thereof, to the

Exemption not
not
accorded property
accorded
property acacquired by
Administrator.

trator.

as other
other real
real property
is taxed.
same extent, according
according to
to its
its value, as
property is
taxed.

Statistical and
Statistical
and
nomic surveys.
surveys.

ecoeeo-

Authority to
to make.
make.
Authority

Publication
sults.
Expenses.
Expenses.

of

rere-

National
National Mortgage
Mortgage
Associations.
Associations.
Creation and
powers.
Creation
and powers.
Administrator to proAdfministratortrovide
for establishing.
Authority.
Authority.

STATISTICAL
AND ECONOMIC
STATISTICAL AND
ECONOMIC SURVEYS
SusVi S

SEC.
Administrator shall cause to be made such statistical
S
EC. 209. The Administrator
statistical
surveys and legal and economic
economic studies as he shall deem useful to
guide the development
development of housing and the creation of aasound mortgage market in the United
to
United States, and shall publish from time
thne to
time
the results
results of
and studies.
studies. Expenses
of such
time the
of such
such surveys
surveys and
Expenses of
such
studies and surveys, and expenses of publication and distribution
of the results of such studies and surveys,
surveys, shall be charged
charged as aa
general expense
general
expense of
of the Fund.
TITLE III—NATIONAL
Ill-NATIONAL MORTGAGE
TITLE
MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS
CREATION
POWERS OF
NATIONAL MORTGAGE
MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS
CREATION AND
AND POWERS
OF NATIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS
SECTION
S
EczioN- 301.
301. (a)
(a) The Administrator is further authorized
authorized and
empowered
empowered to provide for the establishment
establishment of national
national mortgage

associations
hereinafter provided,
associations as hereinafter
provided, which
which shall be authorized,
authorized, subsub-
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ject
to rules
and regulations
regulations to
to be
the Administrator,
Administrator,
prescribed by the
be prescribed
rules and
ject to
first
ransactions in first
as Transactions
such other first
(1) to
purchase and
sell first
mortgages and
and such
first liens as
first mortgages
and sell
to purchase
(1)
mortgages.
are
commonly given
given to
advances on real estate held in fee mortgags.
to secure
secure advances
are commonly
simple
than ninety-nine
ninety-nine years,
years, under the
less than
not less
for not
lease for
under aalease
or under
simple or
laws
the State
State in
in which
which the
real estate
estate is located,
together with the
located, together
the real
of the
laws of
mortgages not to
credit
instruments, if
if any,
any, secured
thereby, such mortgages
to
secured thereby,
credit instruments,
exceed
80 per
per centum
centum of
the property
property as of
value of the
appraised value
the appraised
of the
exceed 80
money.
borrow money for Borrow money.
to borrow
the
date the
mortgage is
is purchased;
(2) to
and (2)
purchased; and
the mortgage
the date
or
debentures,
such
purposes
through
the
issuance
of
notes,
bonds,
debentures,
bonds,
notes,
of
such purposes through the issuance
other
such obligations
provided.
hereinafter provided.
as hereinafter
obligations as
other such
Application for
for
Application
(b) Any
Any number
of natural
natural persons,
not less
less than
five, may
apply uthority
may apply
than five,
persons, not
number of
(b)
to establish.
mortgage
national
a
to
the
Administrator
for
authority
to
establish
a
national
a
establish
to
authority
for
to the Administrator
association, and
at the
time of
such application
application shall transmit
transmit to the
of such
the time
and at
association,
Articles of association
and sealed
Administrator articles
articles of
sealed by each
each of oArticlesofassociation
signed and
association, signed
of association,
Administrator
accompany.
the
incorporators and
and acknowledged
acknowledged before
before a
a judge of any
any court ofaccompany
of "
the incorporators
Contents.
record
47 a
a notary
shall contain
contain (1)
name of the Contents.
(1) the name
which shall
public, which
notary public,
record or
association, (2)
(2) the
the place
where its
its principal
place of busibusioffice or place
principal office
place where
association,
information with
ness is
and (3)
(3) such
with respect
respect to its
its
such information
located, and
be located,
is to
to be
ness
Issue of
certificate of
of certificate
capital stock
stock as
the Administrator
Administrator may
may by
regulation require.
If the
the issue
require. If
by regulation
as the
capital
pproval.
Administrator
is of
of the
the opinion
the incorporators
incorporators transmitting approval.
a
that the
opinion that
Administrator is
the
articles of
of association
association are
are responsible
responsible persons and that such
the articles
articles
all respects,
respects, he shall issue
in all
satisfactory in
are satisfactory
association are
of association
articles of
or
cause
to
be
issued
to
such
incorporators
a
certificate
approval,
of approval,
a
certificate
incorporators
such
or cause to be issued to
and
the association
association shall
shall become,
become, as
as of
of the
the date
date of
of such
such
issuance of
of issuance
and the
certificate,
body corporate
by the
name set
set forth
articles of
forth in its articles
the name
corporate by
a body
certificate, a
association.
association.
Powers of association.
(c)
Each national
national mortgage
mortgage association
association created
created under
this section
section Powersofassociation.
under this
(c) Each
is
it
shall
have
succession
from
the
date
of
its
organization
unless
unless
organization
its
of
date
the
from
succession
shall have
dissolved
by act
act of
of its
shareholders, or
or its
becomes forfeited
forfeited
franchise becomes
its franchise
its shareholders,
dissolved by
by
the Administrator
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, or
it is
disis disor it
Administrator as
of the
order of
by order
solved by
by Act
Act of
of Congress,
and shall
shall have
power—
have powerCongress, and
solved
(1) To
adopt and
corporate seal.
seal.
a corporate
use a
and use
To adopt
(1)
(2)
contracts.
make contracts.
To make
(2) To
(3) To
To sue
sue and
and be
sued, complain
complain and
and defend,
defend, in
in any
any court
court of
be sued,
(3)
law or
equity, State
Federal.
or Federal.
State or
or equity,
law
(4) To
To conduct
conduct its
its business
any State
State of
the United
United States
of the
in any
business in
(4)
or
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and
to
have
one
or
more
offices in
in
offices
more
or
one
have
to
and
Columbia
or in the District of
such State
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
one of
which offices
offices
of which
Columbia, one
or in
State or
such
its principal
shall be
be designated
designated at
at the
the time
of organization
organization as its
principal
time of
shall
office.
(5)
To do
all things
things as
are necessary
the proper
proper
to the
incidental to
or incidental
necessary or
as are
do all
(5) To
conduct of
of i
its
business.
business.
its
management
of
its
affairs
and
the
proper
i Limitation on transconduct
proper
the
and
affairs
management of its
(d)
No association
association shall
transact any
any business
as issaction
on trans
Limitation
of business.
such as
except such
business except
shall transact
(d) No
incidental to
to its
organization until
until it
been authorized
authorized to
so Capital stock requiredo. so
to do
has. been
it has
its organization
incidental
by
the Administrator.
shall have
have aa capital
capital ment.
Capitalstockrequire
association shall
such association
Each such
Administrator. Each
by the
stock of
value of
of not
not less
less than
than $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, and
no.authorization
authorization mnt
and no
a par
par value
of a
stock
to commence
granted by
by the
to any
any
Administrator to
the Administrator
be granted
shall be
business shall
commence business
to
such association
such capital
capital stock
i has
has been
been
stock
that such
is satisfied
satisfied that
he is
until he
association until
such
subscribed
than par
and paid
in full inn cash
cash or
paid in
par and
less than
not less
at not
for at
subscribed for
Government
securities.
raga
Aion
Government securities.
Actions by or
against
(e) Each
Each national
national mortgage
mortgage association,
the purpose
purpose of
of all
Actiotnbyoraganns
all association.
for the
association, for
(e)
actions by or
it, real,
real, personal,
or mixed,
mixed, and
and .all
suits in
in
all suits
personal, or
against it,
by or against
actions
equity,
shall
be
deemed
a
citizen
of
the
State
in
which
its
principal
principal
its
which
in
equity, shall be deemed a citizen of the State

use of
Exclusive
office is
Exclusive
is located.
located.
office
(f) No
No individual,
partnership, or
corporation, except
except term,
"National Mortt
,'.NaionalMorn
or corporation,
association, partnership,
individual, association,
(f)
gage Association."
associations organized
organized under
under this
this section,
shall
hereafter use
the
pagessociation.
the
use
hereafter
shall
section,
associations
words
"national mortgage
mortgage association
association ",
or any
any combination
combination of such
", or
words "national
words,
as
the
name
or
a
part
thereof
under
which
he or
or it
it shall
shall .clo
do
he
which
words, as the name or a part thereof under
business.
Every
individual,
partnership
,
association,
or
corporation
corporation
or
association,
partnership,
individual,
Every
business.
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Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penalty

R.
R. S.,
S., sec.5243,p.
sec. 5243,p. 1014,
1014,
applicable.
applicable.

Obligations of assoObligations
ciations.
Authority to have
have
outstanding.
outstanding.
Aggregate
Aggregate amount.
amount.

Borrowing
Borrowing by association, restriction.
ation,

Investment of funds.
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violating
this prohibition
prohibition shall
be guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and shall
shall
violating this
shall be
be
punished by
fine of
exceeding $100
$100 or
or imprisonment
imprisonment not
not
be punished
by a
a fine
of not
not exceeding
exceeding
each day during
during which
which such
such
exceeding thirty
thirty days,
days, or
or both,
both, for each
violation
or repeated.
The provisions
provisions of
of section
section 5243
5243
violation is
is committed
committed or
repeated. The
of
Revised Statutes
associations created
under
of the
the Revised
Statutes shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
to associations
created under
this
this title.
title.

OBLIGATIONS OF
OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL MORTGAGE
MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS
OBLIGATIONS
S
EC. 302. Each
Each national
mortgage association
association is authorized
authorized to
SEC.
national mortgage
issue
and have
outstanding at
time notes,
notes, bonds,
debentures, or
or
issue and
have outstanding
at any
any time
bonds, debentures,
other
aggregate amount
amount not
to exceed
exceed (1)
(1) ten
other such obligations
obligations in
in an aggregate
not to
ten
and
times the
the aggregate
aggregate par
par value
value of its
its outstanding
outstanding capital stock,
stock, and
(2) the current
held
in no event to exceed
exceed (2)
current face
face value of mortgages held
by it
insured under
it and insured
under the provisions
provisions of title II
II of this Act, plus
plus
the
cash on
on hand
on deposit
the amount
amount of
of
the amount
amount of
of its
its cash
hand and
and on
deposit and
and the
its
investments in
obligations of, or
its investments
in bonds
bonds or obligations
or guaranteed
guaranteed as
as to prinprincipal and interest
interest by, the
the United
United States. No national mortgage
association shall borrow
issuance of
association
borrow money
money except
except through
through the issuance
of such
notes, bonds, debentures,
debentures, or
obligations, or issue
such
or other obligations,
issue any such
notes, bonds, debentures,
debentures, or
or other obligations, except
except with the
approval of the Administrator
Administrator and
and regulations
and under
under such rules
rules and
prescribe.
as he shall prescribe.
INVESTMENT OF
OF FUNDS
INVESTMENT
FUNDS

S
EC. 303. Moneys of any national
mortgage association
association not
SEC.
national mortgage
not
invested in first mortgages
mortgages or
provided in section 301,
or other liens
liens as
as provided
approved by
or in operating
operating facilities
facilities approved
by the
the Administrator,
Administrator, shall be
be
deposit, or invested
in bonds
bonds or
kept in cash
cash on hand or
or on
on deposit,
invested in
or other
other
Rules governing
obligations of, or guaranteed as to principal and interest by the
Rules
governing
maintenance
of obligations of, or guaranteed as to principal and interest by the
reserves.
reserves.
United States; except
each such association shall
except that each
shall keep
keep and
maintain such reserves
reserves as the Administrator
Administrator shall
shall by
by rules and
regulations
regulations prescribe.
prescribe.
Management
of acacManagement of
quired properly.
quired
property.

PROPERTIES
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT OF
OF ACQUIRED
ACQUIRED PROPERTIES

SEC. 304. Subject to such rules
rules and regulations
regulations as
as the
the AdminisAdminisSEC.
association shall
trator shall prescribe, any national mortgage
mortgage association
shall have
have
power to deal with,
renovate, modernize,
or
with, rent, renovate,
modernize, or sell for cash or
credit, or otherwise dispose of, with a
a view to assuring aa maximum
maximum
property acquired
acquired by
it as a
a
financial return to the association,
association, any property
by it
proceedings.
result of foreclosure
foreclosure proceedings.
Examinations
Examinations
liquidation.

and
and

SEC.
SEC. 305. The Administrator
Administrator shall have power to provide for the
periodic examination of the affairs of every national mortgage
mortgage association and shall have
have power to terminate
terminate the existence
such
existence of any such
association and order its liquidation
association
liquidation and the winding
winding up of its affairs
o
of in any case in which the Administrator
Administrator finds that the association
association is
violating any provisions
provisions of this title or any rule or regulation
regulation therethereunder,
which he finds that the association is conunder, or in any
any case in
in which
of
of ducting its business
business in an unsafe
unsafe and unbusinesslike
unbusinesslike manner. In
In
any case in which the Administrator
examination of the
Administrator finds, upon examination
affairs of any
any such association,
association, that the capital of such association
association
is substantially
substantially impaired, and if,
if, within thirty days after the Administrator has notified the association of the existence
existence of such impairment, the capital is not restored to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the AdminisAdministrator, he shall terminate the existence
existence of such association
association and shall

Powers
of AdminisAdminispowers of
trator.

trator.

When
finding
vWhen
finding
violations hereof.

Of
impairment
Of impairment
capital.

EXAMINATIONS
LIQUIDATION
EXAMINATIONS AND
AND LIQUIDATION

73d
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Examination exexExamination
The expenses penses.
its affairs.
of its
order the
the liquidation
liquidation and
up of
affairs. The
winding up
and winding
order
penses.
and
assessed
association
of
examination
of
any
association
shall
be
assessed
upon
and
such
any
of
of examination
manner and under such rules and
paid
and
in such manner
association in
the association
by the
for by
paid for
Examiners, liabilities
regulations
the Administrator
prescribe. For the purposes Examiners,liabilities
Administrator shall prescribe.
as the
regulations as
Administrator shall be of.f'
of
section, examiners
examiners appointed
appointed by the Administrator
this section,
of this
subject
to the
the same
requirements, responsibilities,
responsibilities, and penalties as
same requirements,
subject to
are applicable
under the national
national banking
banking laws and
and
to examiners
examiners under
applicable to
are
the
Reserve Act,
exercise of their
as amended,
amended, and, in the exercise
Act, as
Federal Reserve
the Federal
functions, shall
have the
powers and
and privileges
privileges as are vested
same powers
the same
shall have
functions,
in
examiners by law.
in such examiners

RULES
AND REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
RULES AND

Ruless
tions.

and
and

regulareul-

Governing
liquidalizqud
S
EC. 306.
306. The
The Administrator
provide by rules tiOornerg
shall have power to provide
Administrator shall
SEC.
tion,
reorganization,

consolidation, merger.
merger.
consolidation, or consolidation,
and regulations
for the
liquidation, reorganization,
reorganization, consolidation,
the liquidation,
regulations for
and
Appointment of
conof conAppointment
receiver.
or
servator
or
receiver.
the
including
merger
of
national
mortgage
associations,
including
power
to
merger of national mortgage associations,
of
appoint a
a conservator
or a
receiver to
take charge
charge of the affairs of
to take
a receiver
conservator or
appoint
readjustment of its
any such
to require
equitable readjustment
require an equitable
association, to
such association,
any
a conservator or
capital structure,
structure, to
release it
it from the control of a
to release
capital
operation.
receiver, and
to permit
permit its
its further operation.
and to
receiver,

TAXATION
PROVISIONS
TAXATION PROVISIONS

Taxation provisions.
provisions.
Taxation
Exemptions.

SEC. 307.
National mortgage
mortgage associations
associations shall be subject to taxa307. National
SEC.
tion
the same
extent as
as State-chartered
corporations, except
except that no
State-chartered corporations,
same extent
to the
tion to
impose any tax
State or
or political
political subdivision
thereof shall
tax on any
shall impose
subdivision thereof
State
such
association
or
its
franchise,
capital,
reserves,
reserves,
surplus,
loans,
capital,
franchise,
its
or
such association
income, or
or stock,
stock, or
its securities
securities or
the income
therefrom, at aa
income therefrom,
or the
or its
income,
greater rate
that imposed
by such
corporations, domesdomesState on corporations,
such State
imposed by
than that
rate than
greater
tic
foreign, engaged
within the State. Noth- Real property taxes.
business within
similar business
in similar
engaged in
or foreign,
tic or
ing herein
herein shall
be construed
exempt the real property of such
such
to exempt
construed to
shall be
ing
subdivision
associations
from
taxation
any
State
or
political
subdivision
any
by
taxation
from
associations
thereof, to
to the
the same
extent, according
according to
its value,
as other
real propother real
value, as
to its
same extent,
thereof,
erty
is
taxed.
taxed.
is
erty
Depositaries of
of public
Depositaries
moneys.
moneys.
MONEYS
OF PUBLIC
DEPOSITARIES
PUBLIC MONEYS
DEPOSITARIES OF
S
EC. 308.
When designated
for that purpose
Secretary of
purpose by the Secretary
designated for
308. When
SEC.

the Treasury
Treasury any
any national
mortgage association
association shall be aa deposinational mortgage
the

Designation
Designatlon by Adminlstrator.
ministrator.

tary
public money,
money, except
except receipts
such
customs, under such
from customs,
receipts from
of public
tary of
also
may
it
regulations
as
may
be
prescribed
by
said
Secretary;
and
it
may
Secretary;
said
by
prescribed
be
may
as
regulations
be
as a
of the
Government; and itit shall
the Government;
agent of
financial agent
a financial
employed as
be employed
perform all
as a
a depositary
public money
of public
depositary of
duties as
reasonable duties
such reasonable
all such
perform
and financial
financial agent
of the
Government as
as may
may be
be required
required of
it.
of it.
the Government
agent of
and
Any national
mortgage association
association may
other
act as agent for any other
may act
national mortgage
Any
instrumentality of
United States
when designated
designated for that purStates when
the United
of the
instrumentality
pose by
by such
instrumentality.
such instrumentality.
pose
TITLE IV-INSURANCE
IV—INSURANCE OF
LOAN
SAVINGS AND LOAN
OF SAVINGS
TITLE
ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS

DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
1 401. As used
Sariox
in this
titlethis title—
401. As used in
SOION 1
institution whose
whose
an institution
(a)
The
term "insured
"insured institution"
institution" means
means an
(a) The term
accounts are
are insured
insured under
this title.
title.
under this
accounts
(b)
The term
"insured member"
partnerindividual, partneran individual,
means an
member" means
term "insured
(b) The
ship,
association,
or
corporation
which
holds
an
insured
account.
account.
insured
an
holds
which
corporation
ship, association, or
(c) The
The term
"insured account"
account" means
ce rtificate, or
or
share, certificate,
a share
means a
term "insured
(c)
and
Savings
Federal
deposit account
type approved
approved by the
a type
of a
account of
deposit
Loan
Insurance Corporation
is held
insured member
member
an insured
by an
held by
which is
Corporation which
Loan Insurance
original.
in original.
1 So in

1

Insurance of Savings
Insurance
Accounts.
and Loan Accounts.
Definitions.
Definitions.

Definitios.

"Insured instit

"Insured institution."
"Insured member."

"Insured member."
"Insured account."
"Insuredacount."
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in
institution and
which is
is insured
insured under
under the
the provisions
provisions
in an
an insured
insured institution
and which
of this title.
(d)
" default"
default" means
official
(d) The term "
means an adjudication
adjudication or other official
determination of
court of
jurisdiction or
other public
public
determination
of a
a court
of competent
competent jurisdiction
or other
authority
to which
which a
a conservator,
conservator, receiver,
receiver, or
or other
other legal
authority pursuant
pursuant to
legal
custodian is appointed
appointed for an insured institution for the purpose of
of
liquidation.

"Default."
"Default."

Federal Savings
Savings and
and
Federal
Insurance CorLoan Insurance
poration.
Creation.

CREATION
AND LOAN
CREATION OF
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL SAVINGS
SAVINGS AND
LOAN INSURANCE
INS URANCE CORPORATION
CORPORATION

SEC.
S
EC. 402. (a)
(a) There
There is hereby
hereby created
created a
aFederal
Federal Savings
Savings and Loan
Loan
Insurance Corporation
Corporation (hereinafter
"CorporaInsurance
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the "Corporation "),
"), which shall insure the accounts
accounts of institutions eligible for
insurance as hereinafter
under the direction
hereinafter provided, and shall be under
Composition.
of aaboard
board of trustees to be composed
composed of five members
members and operated
operated
by
it under
under such
bylaws, rules, and regulations
as it
it may
prescribe
by it
such bylaws,
regulations as
may prescribe
Board of trustees.
Boardoftrustees.
for carrying out the purposes of this title. The members
members of the
Federal Home Loan
Loan Bank Board
Board shall constitute
constitute the board of
of
trustees of the Corporation
Corporation and shall
shall serve
serve as such without addiPrincipal office.
Principal
office.
office of the Corporation shall
tional compensation. The principal
principal office
be in the District of Columbia.
stock,
Capital stock,
(b) The Corporation
Corporation shall have aa capital stock
$100,000,000,
stock of $100,000,000,
amount.

which shall be divided into shares of $100
$100 each. The total amount
amount

ount.

Subscription.
Subscription.
Payment.
Payiment.
Receipts to issue.
Receiptstoissue.

Dividends.
Dividends.

Corporate powers.
powers.

Corporate

Appointments.
Appointments.

Assistance
ments.

of other

Federal
Federal establish-

Fiscal
transactions.
Fiscal transactions.

shall be subscribed
subscribed for by the Home
Home Owners'
Owners'
of such capital stock shall
Loan Corporation
which is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
Corporation which
directed to subscribe for such stock and.
and make payment
payment therefor in bonds
bonds of the
Owners' Loan
Corporation. The
Home Owners'
Loan Corporation.
The Corporation
Corporation shall
shall issue to
the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation
Corporation receipts
receipts for payment
payment for or
or
account of such stock, which shall serve as evidence of the owneron account
Owners' Loan
Loan Corporation
ship thereof, and
and the Home Owners'
Corporation shall be
dividends on such stock out of net earnentitled to the payment
payment of dividends
equal to the
rate on such bonds,
ings at a
a rate equal
the interest rate
bonds, which dividends shall be cumulative.
(c)
Corporation shall
(c) Upon the date of enactment
enactment of this Act, the Corporation
become aa body corporate,
corporate, and shall be an instrumentality
instrumentality of
of the
the
have power—
United States, and as such
such shall
shall have
poweracorporate
corporate seal.
seal.
1 To adopt and use a.
2
succession until dissolved by
by Act
Act of
of Congress.
Congress.
2 To have succession
(3
3 To make contracts.
(4
complain and defend, in any court
court
4 To sue and be
be sued, complain
of law or equity, State or Federal.
Federal.
(5) To appoint and
and to fix
compensation, by
its board
board of
of
(5)
fix the compensation,
by its
trustees, of such officers,
officers, employees,
employees, attorneys,
attorneys, or agents,
agents, as shall
shall
be necessary
necessary for the performance
performance of its duties under this
this title,
without regard
regard to the provisions
provisions of any other laws relating to
the employment
employment or compensation
of
compensation of
of officers
officers or employees of
the United States. Nothing
Nothing in this title or any other provision
of law shall be construed
construed to prevent
prevent the appointment
appointment and compensation as an officer,
officer, attorney,
or employee
employee of
of the
the CorporaCorporapensation
attorney, or
tion, of any officer, attorney, or employee
employee of any board, corporation, commission,
commission, establishment,
department, or
or
poration,
establishment, executive department,

instrumentality of the Government. The Corporation,
instrumentality
Corporation, with
Government.
Corporation,
the consent
commission, establishconsent of any board, corporation,
corporation, commission,

ment, executive
executive department, or instrumentality
instrumentality of
of the Government, including
including any field service thereof, may avail itself of
the use of information,
information, services, and facilities thereof
thereof in carrying out the provisions
provisions of this title.

(d) For the purposes of this title, the Corporation
Corporation shall have

borrow money,
money, and to issue notes,
notes, bonds,
bonds, debentures,
debentures, or
or
power to borrow
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other
such obligations
obligations upon
such terms and conditions as the board
upon such
other such
Deposit of
of surplus
surplus
Deposit
Corporation not required
of the
of
may determine.
determine. Moneys
Moneys of
the Corporation
required moneys.
trustees may
of trustees
monys
the
of
Treasury
the
for current
current operations
operations shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
Treasury
for
Secretary of the TreasUnited
States, or
or upon
upon the
Treasthe Secretary
approval of the
the approval
United States,
Investments.
be invested
ury, in
in any
bank, or
shall be
invested in
in obligations
obligations Investments.
or shall
Reserve bank,
Federal Reserve
any Federal
ury,
of,
or
guaranteed
as
to
principal
and
interest
by,
the
United
States.
interest
and
principal
of, or guaranteed as to
When designated
for that
that purpose
purpose by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasby the
designated for
When
Corporation as fiscal
Corporation as fiscal
under agent.
ury,
the Corporation
shall be
of public
public money
money under
depositary of
be aa depositary
Corporation shall
ury, the
such
regulations as
as may
may be
Secretary of the ent
by the Secretary
prescribed by
be prescribed
such regulations
Treasury, and
and may
may also
also be
be employed
fiscal agent of the United
United
as fiscal
employed as
Treasury,
depositary
States,
and
it
shall
perform
all
such
reasonable
duties
depositary
as
duties
reasonable
such
all
perform
shall
States, and it
of public
public money
money and
required of it.
it.
be required
may be
as may
agent as
fiscal agent
and fiscal
of
Tax exemptions; coroebe
pTraxexeptions;
issued porate
such obligations
(e)
All
notes,
bonds,
debentures,
or
other
such
obligations issued
other
or
bonds, debendebentures,
bonds,
notes,
All
(e)
tures, etc.
inter- tures, etc.
by the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
be exempt,
exempt, both
as to
and interprincipal and
to principal
both as
shall be
by
est,
from all
all taxation
(except surtaxes,
surtaxes estate,
inheritance, and gift
estate, inheritance,
taxation (except
est, from
States, by any Terthe
taxes)
now
or
hereafter
imposed
United
by
imposed
hereafter
or
now
taxes)
county, Franchise, capital,reritory,.
dependency, or
possession thereof,
by any
any State,
State, county,
or by
thereof, or
or possession
ritory, dependency,
Franehtisecapitalreinclud- serves,
Corporation,
municipality,
or
local
taxing
authority.
The
Corporation,
etc.
The
authority.
taxing
local
or
municipality,
ing its
its franchise,
capital, reserves,
surplus, and income,
income, shall
shall be
reserves, surplus,
franchise, capital,
ing
exempt from
from all
or hereafter
United
hereafter imposed by the United
now or
taxation now
all taxation
exempt
States,
Territory, dependency,
dependency, or
by
thereof, or by
possession thereof,
or possession
any Territory,
by any
States, by
Real property taxes.
any
State, county,
municipality, or
or local
local taxing
authority; except
property taxs
except Real
taxing authority;
county, municipality,
any State,
that
any
real
property
of
the
Corporation
shall
be
subject
to
State,
subject
be
shall
Corporation
the
of
property
real
any
that
territorial,
county, municipal,
municipal, or
or local
local taxation
to the same extent
extent
taxation to
territorial, county,
according
to
its
value
as
other
real
property
is
taxed.
taxed.
is
property
real
other
as
value
according to its
Annual report.
opera- Annal report.
(f)
The Corporation
Corporation shall
shall make
make an
annual report
report of
of its
its operaan annual
(f) The
tions to
the Congress
as practicable
practicable after
after the
of
1st day of
the 1st
soon as
as soon
Congress as
tions to the
January
in
year.
each year.
in each
January
(g) No
association, partnership,
IFexselruasl7au4snogfsteznj
atern
shall edusiveuseing
corporation shall
or corporation
partnership, or
individual, association,
No individual,
(g)
Loan Insurance Coruse the words "Federal Savings
Savings and
Loan
Insurance
Corporation
",
Coroansuance
"
,
Corporation
Insurance
Loan
and
Federal
"
use the words
have the
or any
combination of
any of
rds which
the effect
effectporation.
.
which would have
words
these wo
of these
of any
any combination
or
of
leading
the
public
in
general
to
believe
there
was
any
connection,
connection,
any
was
there
believe
to
general
in
public
the
of leading
actually
between such
individual, association,
partnerassociation, partnersuch individual,
existing, between
not existing,
actually not
ship, or corporation
and
the
Federal
Savings
and
Loan
Insurance
Insurance
Loan
and
Savings
ship, or corporation and the Federal
hereafter do
Corporation as
the name
under which
shall hereafter
do Prohibited nets.
or it shall
he or
which he
name under
as the
Corporation,
ntti . reProhibited
corl)oration Misrepresentation
business. No
No individual,
partnership, or corporation
association, partnership,
individual, association,
business.
specting Insurance of
insurance of
shall
advertise
or
otherwise
represent
falsely
by
any
device
whatsospectin
whatsodevice
any
by
accounts.
falsely
represent
otherwise
or
shall advertise
accounts.
guaranteed
ever
that
his
or
its
accounts
are
insured
or
in
anywise
guaranteed
anywise
in
or
insured
are
accounts
ever that his or its
by the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation, or by the
by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, or by the
Government
of
the
United
States, or
any instrumentality
instrumentality thereof;
thereof; Respecting extent to
by any
or by
Government of the United States,
to
extent
Respecting
represent falsely
otherwise represent
and
accounts
are inand no
no insured
insured member shall advertise
advertise or otherwise
falsely which
sured.
by any
any device
whatsoever
the
extent
to
which
or
the
manner
in
sured.
in
device whatsoever the extent to which or the manner
by
which its
are insured
by the
Federal Savings
and Loan
Loan
Savings and
the Federal
insured by
accounts are
its accounts
which
Insurance Corporation. Every individual, partnership, association, Penalty provisions.
Insurance Corporation. Every individual, partnership, association, Penaltyprovisins
or corporation
violating this
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
fine
by aafine
or corporation violating
of
or by
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding one year,
by imprisonment
$1,000, or
exceeding $1,000,
not exceeding
of not
or
or both.

INSURANCE OF ACCOUNTS AND
AND ELIGIBILITY
ELIGIBILITY PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

INSURANCE

OF ACCOUNTS

SEC. 403. (a) It shall be the duty of the Corporation to insure the
SEc. 403. (a) It shall be the duty of the Corporation to insure the
may
accounts of
Federal savings
savings and
and loan
loan associations,
and it may
associations, and
all Federal
accounts of all
insure the
accounts
of
building
and
loan,
savings
and
loan
and
homehomeand
loan,
and
insure the accounts of building and loan, savings
stead associations
cooperative banks
banks o
rganized and operated
operated
organized
and cooperative
associations and
stead
which
according
of the
District, or
or Territory
Territory in
in which
State, District,
the State,
laws of
the laws
to the
according to
they
are
chartered
or
organized.
they are chartered or organized.
(b) Application for
shall be
be made
made immediately
by
immediately by
insurance shall
such insurance
(b) Application for such
each Federal savings and loan association, and
may
be
made
at
any
any
and may be made at
and loan association,
each
time Federal
by othersavings
eligible institutions.
be in
in
shall be
applications shall
Such applications
institutions. Such
time by other eligible

Insurance

of ac-

Insurance
of proaccounts,
eligibility
eligibility
counts
visions.

forgrganizarseligible
Organsiationselibie

APPlicatimS•
Appct
14:112*
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such
Corporation shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, and
and shall contain
contain an
an
the Corporation
as the
such form
form as
agreement
the reasonable
reasonable cost of such examinations
examinations as the
agreement (1) to pay the
Corporation
necessary in
with such
such insurance,
insurance,
Corporation shall
shall deem
deem necessary
in connection
connection with
To
To permit
permit examinaexamine- and (2)
if
the
insurance
is
granted,
to
and
pay
the
cost of
(2)
if
insurance
permit
and
tions
after
insurance
tions after insurance
granted.
granted.
such examinations
examinations as in the judgment
from
judgment of the
the Corporation
Corporation may
may from
time to
time be
be necessary
protection and
and the
the protection
protection of
of
time
to time
necessary for
for its
its protection
institutions 'to permit the Corporation
Corporation to
to have
have access
other insured institutions,
access to
to
information or
report with respect
examination made
made by
by
any information
or report
respect to
to any
any examination
any public regulatory authority
additional
authority and to furnish
furnish any additional
information with respect
as the
the Corporation
Corporation may
may require,
information
respect thereto
thereto as
require,
To pay premium and to pay the premium charges for insurance as hereinafter prochTo
pay premium and to pay the premium charges for insurance as hereinafter procharges.
Each
applicant for
insurance shall
also file
file with
with its
its
Additional agree- vided.
Each applicant
for such
such insurance
shall also
ment.
ment.
application
application an agreement
agreement that during the period that the insurance
Fifty-mile
limit on
on is in force it
Fifty-mile limit
it will not make any loans beyond
beyond fifty miles from its
loans.
loans.
principal office except with the approval of, and pursuant to regulations of, the Corporation,
Corporation, but
applicant which, prior
but any applicant
prior to the
the date
date
of enactment of this Act, has been permitted
permitted to make
make loans
beyond
loans beyond
such fifty mile limit may continue to make loans within
within the territory
Agree not
not to
issue in which
Agree
to issue
applicant
which the applicant
is operating
operating on such date; will not, after
after it
it
securities
securities guaranteeing
guaranteeing
definite return or
ma- becomes
or mabecomes an
insured institution,
issue securities
which guarantee
guarantee a
an insured
institution, issue
securities which
a
turity.
turity.
definite return
definite maturity
return or which
which have aa definite
maturity except
except with
with the
the
specific approval of the Corporation,
Corporation, or
securities the form
form
or issue any
any securities
To carry
on unanunau- of which has not been approved
To
carry on
approved by the Corporation;
will
not
carry
Corporation;
carry
thorized sales plan.
thorzedespla.
on any sales plan or practices, or any
any advertising, in
in violation
violation of
of
Agree to provide
ade- regulations
Agreeto
provideaderegulations
to
be
by
Corporation;
will
adequate
made
the
Corporation;
provide
quate reserves.
quate rserves.
satisfactory to the Corporation,
Corporation, to be established
reserves satisfactory
established in accordance with regulations
made by the
Corporation, before
before paying
paying dividiviregulations made
the Corporation,
Regulations.
Regulations.
dends to its insured
insured members;
members; but such regulations
regulations shall require the
building up of reserves
reserves to 55per centum
centum of all
accounts within
all insured accounts
To
prohibit payment a
To prohibitpayment
a
reasonable
period,
exceeding
shall
prohibit the
reasonable
not
exceeding
ten
years,
and
of dividends from reserves.
serves.
payment of
of dividends
payment
dividends from
from such
reserves, or
or the
the payment
of any
any
such reserves,
payment of
dividends
are chargeable
such reserves.
dividends if
if any losses
losses are
chargeable to
to such
reserves.
Rejection of
Rejeetion
appliaof applica(c) The Corporation
Corporation shall reject
(c)
reject the application
application of any applicant
applicant
tion.
finds that the capital of
is impaired
impaired or
or that
that its
its
Grounds for.
for.
ifif it
it finds
of the
the applicant
applicant is
financial policies or management
management are unsafe; and
Corporation
and the Corporation
application of any applicant
may reject the application
that the
the charapplicant if it finds
finds that
character of the management
its home
home financing
financing
management of the applicant
applicant or its
policy is inconsistent
inconsistent with economical
economical home financing
financing or with
with the
the
Notification of ap.
ap- purposes of this title.
Notification
Upon the approval of any
application for
for
any
application
proval.
provaI.pv
insurance the Corporation
Corporation shall notify the applicant, and upon
upon the
payment of the
premium charge
for such
such insurance,
the initial
initial premium
charge for
insurance, as
as proproCertificate
I
SSUO.
certicate to issue.
vided
Corporation shall issue to the applicant
videll in section
section 404, the Corporation
applicant aa
certificate
certificate stating that
that it has become
become an insured institution. In considering applications
applications for such insurance
insurance the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall give
give
Factors
to be
con- full consideration to all factors in connection with
Fators to
be
conthe financial
consideration
factors in connection
financial considered
when applicasidered when
application pending.
pending.
tion
applicants and insured
dition of applicants
insured institutions, and shall have
power to
to
have power
make such adjustments
adjustments in their financial
financial statements
statements as the CorporaCorporation finds
tion
finds to
to be
be necessary.
necessary.
Admission
fee.
Admisaionfee.
(d)
applicant which applies
(d) Any applicant
insurance under
this title
title
applies for insurance
under this
after the first year of the operation
operation of the Corporation, shall pay-an
admission fee based upon the reserve
reserve fund of the applicant which,
in the judgment of the Corporation,
Corporation, is an equitable contribution.
Agreement to pay exto ayexAgreement
amination
costs.

Premiums on insurnremins
ance.

PREMITrU8M
ON
PREMIUMS
ON INS1URANCE
INSURANCE

Paynient by institutOment
institui
tion
havingby
approved
application.

S
EC. 404.
(a) Each institution
institution whose application for insurance
is
SEC.
404 (a)
insurance is
approved by the Corporation
Corporation shall pay to the Corporation, in such
prescribe, a
a premium
for such
insurance
manner as it
it shall
shall prescribe,
premium charge
charge for
such insurance
equal to one-fourth
one-fourth of 1
1 per centum of the total amount of all
all

application,
Amount.

Amount.
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of the insured members of such institution plus any creditor
accounts
obligations
accounts of the
of such
insured
institution.
members of
Such
such
premium
institution
shall
plus
be any
paid
creditor
at the
obligations of such institution. Such premium shall be paid at the
403,
time the
the certificate
certificate is
Corporation under
under section
section 403,
is issued by the Corporation
time
and thereafter
thereafter annually
annually until
until aareserve
reserve fund
fund has been established
established by
and
insured accounts
the Corporation
Corporation equal
equal to
to 5
5 per
centum of all insured
accounts and
per centum
the
under
creditor obligations
of all
insured institutions;
institutions; except that under
all insured
obligations of
creditor
may
charge
premium
such
Corporation
regulations
prescribed
by
Corporation
premium
charge
may
the
by
regulations prescribed
be
paid semiannually.
If at
at any
any time
time such reserve
reserve fund falls below
semiannually. If
be paid
such
per centum,
the payment
payment of
of such
such annual
premium charge for
annual premium
centum, the
such 55per
insurance
shall
be
resumed
and
shall
continued
continued
until the reserve
be
shall
and
resumed
be
shall
insurance
is brought
brought back
to such
centum. For
For the purposes of this subper centum.
5 per
such 5
back to
is

Time
payment.
Time of payment.

Annual
Annual
payments
until reserve fund es-

fund es-

tiablishrve
tablished.

pay-

Resumption of payResumption
ments.

ments.

Determination
of
of
Determination
of accounts
accounts

amount
eamount

of

obligations.
members and
section, the
accounts of
insured members
and the and obligations.
of insured
all accounts
in all
amount in
the amount
section,
amount of
creditor obligations
obligations of
of any
any institution
determined
institution may be determined
of creditor
amount
approval
from adjusted
made within
prior to
to the approval
year prior
one year
within one
statements made
adjusted statements
from
of
institution for
other
insurance, or in such other
for insurance,
such institution
of such
application of
the application
of the
manner
Corporation may
may by
rules and
and regulations
regulations prescribe.
prescribe.
by rules
the Corporation
as the
manner as
Assessment of
of addiaddiAssessment
(b)
The Corporation
is further
authorized to
to assess against each
each tional
further authorized
Corporation is
(b) The
premiums.
tionalpremiums.
the
until
insured institution
institution additional
insurance
premiums for insurance
additional premiums
insured
amount of
of such
the amount
amount of
of all losses and
equals the
premiums equals
such premiums
amount
expenses of
amount so assessed
assessed
total amount
the total
that the
except that
Corporation; except
the Corporation;
of the
expenses
in any
any one
year against
exceed oneinstitution shall not exceed
such institution
any such
against any
one year
in
of its
accounts of
fourth
centum of the total amount of the accounts
its
per centum
of 11 per
fourth of
obligations.
insured members
members and
creditor obligations.
its creditor
and its
insured
Payment

of insur-

ance.
PAYMENT
OF INSURANCE
INSURANCE
PAYMENT OF
Amount
of insurance
insurance
Amountof
insurance
for
application
S
EC. 405. (a)
(a) Each institution whose application
insurance institution
SEC.
institution having
aphaving approved
application
enapplication
proved
to
under this
is approved
the Corporation
Corporation shall
shall be entitled
by the
approved by
title is
this title
under
titled to.
insurance
up to
to the
the full
the titledto.
repurchasable value of the
withdrawal or repurchasable
full withdrawal
insurance up
accounts of
of its
its members
members and
(including individuals,
individuals,
investors (including
and investors
each of
of each
accounts
withdrawable
partnerships, associations,
associations, and
and corporations)
corporations) holding
holding withdrawable
partnerships,
deposits,
or
certificates,
investment
or
repurchasable
investment
certificates,
deposits
, in
i
n such
such
shares,
or repurchasable
institution; except
no member
investor of
of any such instituor investor
member or
that no
except that
institution;
tion
shall be
for an
an aggregate
amount in
in excess
excess of
$5,000.
of $.,000.
aggregate amount
insured for
be insured
tion shall
U
Procedure
I of iureupon
insured
n reTi cor
cor(b)
by any
any insured
insured institution
otrinstitution the Corpo- fault
of insured
fa Procf
defaultInby
of aadefault
event of
the event
In the
(b) In
poration.
ration
shall
promptly
determine
the
insured
members
thereof
and
poration.
and
thereof
members
insured
the
ration shall promptly determine
the
amount of
of their
insured accounts,
and shall
make available to
to
shall make
accounts, and
their insured
the amount
each
of
them,
after
notice
by
mail
at
his
last-known
address as
address
last-known
his
at
each of them, after notice by mail
shown by
the books
of the
institution, and upon surrender
surrender
insured institution,
the insured
books of
by the
shown
and transfer
to the
the Corporation
Corporation of
account, either (1)
(1)
insured account,
his insured
of his
transfer to
and
a
new
insured
account
in
an
insured
institution
not
in
default,
in
in
default,
in
not
institution
insured
an
in
a new insured account
an amount
amount equal
the insured
insured account
account so
transferred, or (2)
(2) at
at
so transferred,
to the
equal to
an
the
option of
of the
insured member,
member, the
the amount
amount of
which
account which
his account
of his
the insured
the option
is insured
insured under
this section,
follows: Not
to exceed
exceed 10 per centum
centum
Not to
as follows:
section, as
under this
is
in cash,
cash, and
50 per
per centum
of the
within one year, and
remainder within
the remainder
centum of
and 50
in
the balance
within
from the
date of
such default,
default, in
of such
the date
years from
three years
within three
balancenoninterest-bearing
the
Certificate
regarding
Certifiate reardi
debentures
negotiable
negotiable noninterest-bearing
debentures of
of the
the Corporation.
Corporation. The
The payment
payment of insured
insured deposits.
a certificate
Corporation
insured institutions
institutions a
certificate posits.
all insured
to all
furnish to
shall furnish
Corporation shall
stating
that the
insurance of
of accounts
accounts in such
such institution is to be
the insurance
stating that
subsection.
paid
the manner
manner described
described in this subsection.
in the
paid in
'

LIQUIDATION
OF INSURED
INSTL1 ti HONE;
INSURED INSTITUTIONS
LIQUIDATION OF
S
EC. 406.
In order
order to
to facilitate
facilitate the
the liquidation
liquidation of insured
(a) In
406. (a)
SEC.
institutions, the
Corporation
is
authorized
(1)
to contract
contract with
with any
any
institutions, the Corporation is authorized (1) to
insured
institution
with
respect
to
the
malting
available
of
insured
of
available
making
the
to
respect
with
institution
insured
accounts to
the insured
insured members
of any
institution in
insured institution
any insured
members of
to the
accounts

ur eu

n

de-

inLiquidation
of \\\
inLiquidation of
sured institutions.
sured institutions.

f
Authority of Corpo-

Authority of Copo-

ra & u
niracts

with
with
Conracts
sured
institution.
surd insttution

in-

in-

Organization of new
default, or
to provide
for the
organization of
Federal savings
Mof
oanton
new Federal
a new
of a
and loan assothe organization
provide for
(2) to
or (2)
default,
ciation.
lo
eatia.d
savings
and
loan
association
for
such
purpose
subject
to
the
subject
savings and loan association for such purpose
approval of
of the
the Federal
Home Loan
Loan Bank Board.
Federal Home
approval
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(b) In
In the
the event
savings and
and loan
loan association
is in
in
association is
Federal savings
that aaFederal
event that
(b)
default, the
the Corporation
Corporation shall
be appointed
appointed as
as conservator
conservator or
or receiver
receiver
default,
shall be
and
is authorized
as such
such (1)
and operate
operate
to take
take over
over the
the assets
assets of
of and
and is
authorized as
(1) to
action as may
necessary to put
may be
be necessary
put
such association,
association, (2)
(2) to take
take such action
it in
(3) to merge
merge it with another
another
it
in aa sound and solvent condition,
condition, (3)
organize a
anew Federal
Federal savings and loan
insured institution, (1)
(4) to
to organize
association to take over its assets, or (5)
proceed to liquidate
liquidate its
(5) to proceed
assets
an orderly
orderly manner,
manner, whichever
be to
to the
the best
assets in
in an
whichever shall
shall appear
appear to
to be
best
interests of the insured members of the association
association in default; and
interests
Corporation shall
insurance as provided
in
in any
any event the Corporation
shall pay the insurance
provided in
section 405 and all valid credit
obligations of such association. The
credit obligations
orderly liquidation
liquidation of the
net proceeds which may arise from the orderly
after reimbursement
assets of any such association, after
reimbursement of the Corporation of all amounts paid by it
it for such insurance,
insurance, shall be distributed

pro
rata among
of the
the association.
pro rata
among the
the shareholders
shareholders of
association.
(c) In
In the
than aa Federal
Federal
other than
institution other
any insured
insured institution
event any
the event
(c)
r than savings
association is in default,
Corporation shall have
savings and loan association
default, the Corporation
authority to act as conservator,
authority
conservator, receiver, or other legal custodian
custodian
and the services of the Corporation
Corporation are
of such insured institution, and
hereby tendered
tendered to
court or
or other
public authority
authority having
having the
the
hereby
to the
the court
other public
Powers upoi
upon
ap- power
n apappointment.
If
Corporation
is
so
appointed,
it
shall
power
of
appointment.
If
the
Corporation
appointed,
it
pointment.
respect to the insured
insured instituinstituhave the same powers and duties with respect
tion in default
are conferred
conferred upon it
with
default as are
it under
under subsection (b) with
Powers when
not
whe:a not
to
Federal
and
associations.
If
the
Corporation
respect
Federal
savings
loan
associations.
If
Corporation
appointed.
appointed.
is not so appointed
section
appointed it
it shall pay the insurance
insurance as provided in
in section
405, and shall have power (1)
insured
(1) to bid for the assets of the insured
institution in default, (2)
insured
institution
(2) to negotiate
negotiate for the merger of the insured
(3) to make any other
other
institution or the
the transfer
transfer of
of its
its assets,
assets, or (3)
disposition
matter as it
interests of all
disposition of the matter
it may deem in the best interests
concerned.
concerned.
(d) In
In connection
in
(d)
connection with
with the liquidation
liquidation of insured
insured institutions
institutions in
default, the Corporation
Corporation shall have power to carry on the business
default,
obligations to
insured institutions,
of and to collect
collect all obligations
to the insured
institutions, to
to settle,
compromise,
release claims
against the insured
insured
compromise, or
or release
claims in
in favor
favor of or against
institutions, and to do all other things that may
necessary in
in
institutions,
may be
be necessary
connection therewith,
therewith, subject
subject only to the regulation
court
connection
regulation of the court
authority having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over the
matter.
or other
other public authority
the matter.
Annual report
report of
of cor(e)
corThe
Corporation
shall
an
annual
report
Corporation
make
annual
report
to
Congress
the
Congress
poration.
insured institutions
institutions in default, and shall
shall
of the operation by it of insured
keep a
complete record of the administration
administration by it of the assets
assets of
of
a complete
such
shall be
be subject
subject to
to inspection
such insured
insured institutions
institutions which
which shall
inspection by
by
any officer
officer of
of any
any such
or by
by any
any other
other interested
interested
any
such insured
insured institution
institution or
insured institution
institution is
under the
is operated under
any such
such insured
party, and,
and, if
if any
laws of
of any
or possession
of the
United States,
States,
laws
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
possession of
the United
annual report
report shall also be
or of the District of Columbia, such annual
authority which
which has jurisdiction over the
filed with the public
public authority
the
insured institution.
Corporation a
as legal
Corporation
custodian
i
custodian of insured
institution othe
other than
institution
savings and loan
loa assosavings
ciation.
elation.

Ssured

Termination
Termination
surance.

of in-

insured
At option of insured
institution.

Notice.

Rights to terminate.

TERMINATION OF
CRANCE
TERIIINATIONi
OF INS
IiNSURANCE
S
EC. 407. (a)
(a.) Any institution which is
insured under
under the
SEC.
is insured
the proviprovisions of this title may, upon not less than ninety days' written
notice
notice to the Corporation, terminate
terminate its status as an insured instishareholders entitled to vote
vote,
tution upon aa majority vote of its shareholders
or upon a
a majority vote
similar
vote of
of its
its board
board of directors or
or other
other similar
governing body which is
authorized to
to act
act for
the institution.
institution.
governing
is authorized
for the
Thereupon its status as an insured
immediately
Thereupon
insured institution
institution shall immediately
cease and all rights of its insured members
members to insurance
insurance under
under this
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obligation of the instituterminate; but the obligation
immediately terminate;
title shall immediately

Obligation to
to pay
pay
Obligation
premium
charge
to

tion
to pay
pay the
the premium
premium charges
charges for insurance
insurance shall continue for continue.
tion to
termination.
a
of
three
years
the
date
such termination.
of
after
of
three
period
a
Termination
Termination by cor(b) The
The Corporation
have power
power to terminate the insured poration.
shall have
Corporation shall
(b)
status of
of any
insured institution at any time, after ninety days' poration.
any insured
status
thereof.
violationthereof.
notice
in writing,
writing, for
of any
provision of this title, or of For violation
any provision
violation of
for violation
notice in
thereunder, or of any agreement
agreement made
rule or regulation made thereunder,
any rule
Misrepresentation of
of
pursuant to
insured status of any Misrepresentation
to section 403. In the event the insured
pursuant
status thereafter us.
atful. thereafter un
insured institution
terminated it shall be unlawful thereafter
thereafter lawful.
institution is so terminated
insured
for it
to advertise
advertise or represent itself
institution, but
itself as an insured institution,
it to
for
accounts.
Insuredaccounts.
the insured
insured accounts
accounts of
its members
members existing
existing on
on the date
date of such Insured
of its
the
thereyears
of
termination
shall
continue
as
such
a
five
period
a
for
termination shall continue
Payment of premium
Paymentofpremium
after, and
shall be
to continue
payment charge.
the payment
continue the
required to
be required
institution shall
the institution
and the
after,
charge.
period.
of
the
premium
charge
for
insurance
during
such
five-year
five-year
such
during
of the premium charge for insurance
TITLE
V—MISCELLANEOUS
TITLE V--MISCELLANEOUS

S
ECTION 501.
of the
Home Loan Bank Act
Federal Home
the Federal
10(a) of
Section 10(a)
501. Section
SECTION
is amended
amended to
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
is
"SEC. 10.
(a) Each
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank
Bank is authorized
authorized to
Each Federal
10. (a)
"SEC.
members, upon the security of home mortadvances to its members,
make advances
gages,
to such regulations,
regulations, restrictions,
restrictions, and limitations
limitations as
subject to
gages, subject
the
board may
prescribe. Any
advance shall be subject to the
such advance
Any such
may prescribe.
the board
as to amount:
following limitations
limitations as
amount:
following
"(1)
If secured
provisions of
mortgage insured under the provisions
by aa mortgage
secured by
"(1) If
title
II of
of the
the National
National Housing
advance may be for an
the advance
Act, the
Housing Act,
title II
amount not
excess of
per centum of the unpaid principal of
of 90 per
in excess
not in
amount
the mortgage
mortgage loan.
"(2)
mortgage given in respect of an amorsecured by aa home mortgage
If secured
"(2) If
tized home
loan which
eight
was for an original term of eight
which was
mortgage loan
home mortgage
tized
pledged
years or
or in
where shares of stock, which are pledged
in cases where
more, or
or more,
years
as security
for such
mature in a
a period of eight years or more,
loan, mature
such loan,
security for
as
the
may be
be for
for an
an amount
amount not
not in
in excess
of 65 per centum of
excess of
advance may
the advance
the
mortgage loan; but in no case
home mortgage
of the home
principal of
unpaid principal
the unpaid
shall
the amount
advance exceed
exceed (60
60 per
per centumn
centum of the value
the advance
of the
amount of
shall the
of
the real
real estate securing the home mortgage loan.
of the
"(3) If
If secured
secured by
home mortgage
mortgage given
given in
in respect
respect of any other
by aahome
"(3)
for an amount in
home
mortgage
loan,
the
advance
shall
be
not
advance
the
loan,
home mortgage
excess
50 per
per centum
principal of the home mortunpaid principal
the unpaid
of the
centuni of
of 50
excess of
exceed
gage loan;
but in
in no
no case
advance exceed
amount of such advance
the amount
case shall the
loan; but
gage
40
value of the
securing the home
the real estate securing
the value
of the
centum of
per centum
40 per
mortgage loan."
mortgage
SEC. 502.
The Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan
Bank Act
further amended
amended
is further
Act is
Loan Bank
502. The
SEC.
by adding
adding after
section 10
following new
new section:
section:
the following
thereof the
10 thereof
after section
by
"SEc. 10a.
10a. Until
Until July
1, 1936,
1936, each
Federal Home Loan Bank is
each Federal
July 1,
"SEC.
authorized
to make
to its
its members,
members, in
in order
enable such
,such
order to enable
advances to
make advances
authorized to
and
improvements,
members
to
home
repairs,
alterations.
finance
to
members
Such
shall not
provisions and restrictions
restrictions
be subject to the provisions
not be
advances shall
Such advances
of
section 10
10 of
of this
but shall
of
upon the security of
made upon
shall be made
Act, but
this Act,
of section
notes representing
representing obligations
obligations incurred
incurred pursuant
to, and
insurable
and insurable
pursuant to,
notes
under, section
section 2
2 of
of the
the National
Advances made
National Housing Act. Advances
under,
under the
the terms
terms of
be at
such rates
interest
of interest
rates of
at such
shall be
section shall
this section
of this
under
and upon
such terms
conditions as
shall be
be determined
the
by the
determined by
as shall
and conditions
terms and
upon such
and
Federal
Board."
Loan Bank Board."
Home Loan
Federal Home
SEC. 503.
of the
Home Loan
Loan Bank Act is
Federal Home
the Federal
11 of
Section 11
503. Section
SEC.
amended
to
read
as
follows:
follows:
as
read
amended to
"
SEC. 11.
(a) Each
Federal Home
Home Loan
power,
shall have power,
Bank shall
Loan Bank
Each Federal
11. (a)
"SEC.
subject
to rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations prescribed
by the
borrow
board to borrow
the board
prescribed by
subject to

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Federal Home Loan
Bankl
Bank
Act, amendment.
Vol. 47, p.731;
p. 731; U..
U.S.
C., Supp. VII, p. 226.
Advances to memb
bers.

oedmeoan

Vol. 47,

AdvanPes tomam

ers.

Limitations
Limitations
amount.

on

Advances for home
repairs, improvements,
improvements,
and alterations.

drean"mfor

home

and alterations.
Security.
security.

Ante, p. 1246.
p. 124.
Ant,
Interest
Interes
and eonditi

arms
term

andcoditi
Vol. 47, p.
; U.S.
U.S.
C., Supp. VII, t. 227.
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Issue debentures,
debentures,
Issue
bonds.

Issue of
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Federal
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Issue
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debentures.
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an
gi
ve security
security th
ere f
or and
an d t
o pa
yi
nt
erest thereon,
thereon ,to
to issue
issue
andd give
therefor
to
pay
interest
debentures, bonds, or other
other obligations
obligations upon
upon such terms and condidebentures,
tions as
board may
approve, and
do all
all things
things necessary
necessary for
for
tions
as the
the board
may approve,
and to
to do
carrying out
provisions of
this Act
Act and
all things incident
incident
of this
and all
out the
the provisions
carrying
thereto.
thereto.
(b) The
may issue
consolidated Federal
Home Loan
Loan Bank
Bank
Federal Home
issue consolidated
board may
The board
"(b)
debentures which
all
debentures
which shall be the joint
joint and several obligations of all
Federal
Loan Banks organized
organized and
existing under
under this Act, in
and existing
Home Loan
Federal Home
order to
banks, and
and such debenprovide funds for any
any such bank
bank or banks,
order
to provide
"

tures
shall be
upon such
and conditions
conditions as
the board
tures shall
be issued
issued upon
such terms
terms and
as the
board
may prescribe. No such
such debentures
debentures shall
shall be
be issued
issued at
at any
any time
time if
if
any
Federal Home
Home Loan
any of the assets
assets of
of any
any Federal
Loan Bank are
are pledged
pledged to
to
secure
subject to
board nor
nor
secure any debts or subject
to any lien, and
and neither
neither the board
any
Federal Home
Home Loan
Loan Bank shall
power to pledge any
the
any Federal
shall have
have power
any of the
assets of
Federal Home Loan
Loan Bank,
Bank, or
voluntarily to permit
permit any
of any
any Federal
or voluntarily
any
Aggregate amount,
amount.
lien to attach to the same while any of such debentures
Aggregate
debentures so issued are
are
outstanding.
issued under
under this
section and
and outstandoutstanding. The
The debentures
debentures issued
this section
outstandtimes the total paid-in capital
capital of all
ing shall
shall at no time
time exceed
exceed five
five times
such
the Federal
Federal Home Loan Banks as of the time of the issue of such
debentures. It
It shall be the duty of the board
Anuanonnttomeabers
munt'"bers- debentures.
board not to issue debentures
debentures
under this
this section.
excess of
of the
the notes
or obligations
obligations of
of member
section in
in excess
notes or
member
secured under section 10 (a) of this Act by all
institutions held and secured
all
Federal Home
the Federal
Home Loan Banks.
Banks.
beRnteutirreesm.ent
of de"( c) At any time
debentures are outstanding
outstanding under this
that no debentures
time that
"(C)
deRetirement of
to refund
or in
Act, or
Act,
in order to
refund all outstanding
outstanding consolidated
consolidated debentures
debentures
.
under this section, the board
issue consolidated
consolidated Federal
Federal
issued under
board may
may issue
Bank bonds
bonds which shall be
several obligaHome Loan Bank
be the joint and several
obligations of all the Federal
Home Loan
Loan Banks, and shall be secured and
and
Federal Home
upon such terms and conditions
conditions as the
be issued upon
the board
board may prescribe.
"(d)
additional
Deposit of additional
Deposit
"(d) The board shall have full power to require
require any. Federal
collateral.
Home Loan Bank to deposit additional
additional collateral
collateral or to make substibetween the Federal
Federal Home
tutions of collateral or to adjust equities between
Loan Banks.
Deposits, acceptance
"(e) Each
Federal Home
Home Loan
Bank shall
shall have
power to
to accept
accept
have power
Loan Bank
Each Federal
"(e)
acceptance
BDerosts,
authorized.
deposits
members of such bank or by any other Federal
deposits made by members
Home Loan Bank or other instrumentality - of the United
United States,
Limitation
on transLimitation
on
transupon
such terms and conditions
acting
banking
busi- i
i
i_pon such
conditions as the board
board. may
may .prescribe,
prescribe, but no
transact any
flees.
ederal Home Loan Bank shall transact
any banking
banking or other
other busibusibankin busl Federal
nctng
ness
not authorized
this Act.
ness not
authorized by
by this
Act.
Rediscounting notes
tc
of members.
(f)
authorized and empowered
empowered to permit,
whenor whenpermit, or
is authorized
(f) The
The board
board is
notes "
oRmedibe
members of the board an emerenterever in the judgment
judgment of
of at
at least
least four members
requiring such action,
action, to require, Federal Home Loan
gency exists requiring
Terms and
and condi
cond- Banks,
Banks, upon such terms and
and conditions
conditions as the board
board may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
tions.
toorediscount
rediscount the discounted
discounted notes of members
members held by other Federal
Federal
make deposits
deposits with, such
such
Home Loan Banks, or to make loans to, or make
o hands, other Federal Home Loan Banks, or to purchase any bonds or
Purchase of
f bonds, other Federal Home Loan Banks, or to purchase any bonds or
Pdurcse
debentures.
debentures
debentures issued under this section.
to bmaineserves to
(g) Each
Reserves
be main'
"(g)
Each Federal Home
Home Loan Bank shall at all times have
have an
an
tained.
amount equal to the sums paid
paid in on outstanding capital subscripAmount.
tions of its members, plus
amount equal
plus an amount
equal to
current deposits
deposits
to the
the current
received from its members,
received
members, invested in (1)
obligations of the United
(1) obligations
States, (2)
(3) advances
(2) deposits in banks or trust companies, (3)
advances with
with
aa maturity
maturity of not to exceed one year
year which
which are made to members
members or
or
nonmember
nonmember borrowers, upon such terms and conditions
conditions as the board
board
may prescribe,
advances with
with a
a maturity
maturity of
of not
exceed
prescribe, and (4)
(4) advances
not to
to exceed
which are made to members
one year which
members or nonmember
whose
nonmember borrowers
borrowers whose
advances from the Federal
Federal Home
creditor liabilities
liabilities (not including
including advances
Loan Bank) do not exceed 5
5 per centum
centum of their net assets, and
Liitation

Limitation.
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mortgages or other
which
without the security
security of home
home mortgages
other
be made without
may be
which may
security,
such terms
terms and
and conditions
may prescribe.
prescribe.
conditions as the board may
upon such
security, upon
ur
of a
sur"(h)
Such part
of the
the assets
assets of each Federal
Federal Home
Home Loan Bank Investment
I
nvestment of
part of
"(h) Such
(except reserves
subsection (g)) as Pus
reserves and amounts provided for in subsection
(except
are
for advances
advances to members or nonmember
nonmember borrowers,
required for
not required
are not
may be
be invested,
to such
deem desirable
desirable and
extent as the bank may deem
such extent
invested, to
may
subject
to such
such regulations,
regulations, restrictions,
restrictions, and limitations
limitations as may be
subject to
prescribed by
United States and in
in obligations
obligations of the United
the board,
board, in
by the
prescribed
such
invested in under
fiduciary and trust funds may be invested
as fiduciary
securities as
such securities
the laws
laws of
of the
Federal Home Loan Bank is
the State in which the Federal
the
located."
located."
Act,
Act,
amendmenCsdit
amended by adding after amendments.
S
EC. 504.
504. The
Credit Act
Act of
of 1933
Farm
Credit
1933 is amended
Farm Credit
The Farm
SEC.
.r
p.
section
86
thereof
the
following
new
section:
Ante,
P.
273.
e
section 86 thereof the following new section:
e
r
e
oi
d
eret
nion
e
Cr
dit
Credit
Production
Governor of the Farm Credit Associations.
the approval
tt SEc. 86a.
86a. With
With the
approval of the Governor
ASPS
"SEC.
Administration and
and under
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed
and regulations
under rules and
Administration
by the
Production Credit
Credit Commissioner,
credit associaCommissioner, production credit
the Production
by
tions organized
organized under
under the provisions of the Farm Credit Act of
tions
Powers.
1933 are
are authorized
authorized and
and empowered
(without regard to the provi- Powers.
empowered (without
1933
sions of
this Act
Act relating
ownership of
requirement for the ownership
the requirement
to the
relating to
of this
sions
Loans to farmers.
Class
B stock
stock or
or any
contained) (1)
(1) to Loanstofarmers.
limitations therein contained)
other limitations
any other
Class B
enabling them to make
make
purpose of enabling
loans to farmers for the purpose
make loans
Transactions in
Transactions in
(2) to sell, discount, loans.
home
repairs, and
improvements, (2)
and improvements,
alterations, repairs,
home alterations,
the
under
them
made
assign,
or
otherwise
dispose
loans
made
by
under
any
of
dispose
otherwise
assign, or
provisions
of this
this section,
section, under such restrictions
restrictions and limitations
limitations as
provisions of
to endorsement
endorsement and liability as may be approved by the Governor
Governor
to
under
Insurance
themselves of the tional
(3) ·to avail themselves
of
Farm Credit
Credit Administration,
Administration, (3)
ttaInnas1
uran
Houlin
un
gd
A
er
ct.Na
Na.
the Farm
of the
Act.
Housing
I4.
p.
Ante,
the
of
2
benefits
of
insurance
under
the
provisions
of
section
2
Ante,
1248.
section
of
benefits of insurance under the provisions
National Housing
Housing Act,
Act, and
and (4)
such things
things as
as may
may be Generalpowers.
General powers.
all such
do all
to do
(4) to
National
reasonably
necessary to
to carry
of this
this section."
section.'
Resere Act,
Federal
provisions of
the provisions
out the
carry out
reasonably necessary
Federal Reserve Act,
Reserve Act, as amended.
SEC. 505.
505. (a)
(a) Section
Section 2
4 of
of the
the Federal
amended, amendment.
am endment.
Federal Reserve
24
SEC.
is
the end
of the
the third
third sentence
thereof the
the UV.sol.,
eso.b.,p.23p.p. 273;
sentence thereof
end of
at the
adding at
by adding
amended by
is amended
,ov8o.
P
by
secured
loans
following:
"Provided,
That
case
of
secured
real
PrOa .
the
in
That
following: "Provided,
on real estate.
Loans
estate
under the
of title II
II of the Restrictions
Loans
Reatriao
tinaarrlnot
ne
ot aaps
t
p
e:
provisions of
the provisions
insured under
are insured
which are
estate which
National Housing
Housing Act,
Act, such
restrictions as
Plieable '
as to the amount of the loan plicab
such restrictions
National
in relation
to the
the actual
of the
real estate
to the fiveestate and as to
the real
value of
actual value
relation to
in
year
limit on
on the
the terms
terms of such loans
apply."
loans shall not apply."
year limit
(b)
of such
amended, is further
further amended
amended by
as amended,
Act, as
such Act,
24 of
Section 24
(b) Section
adding at
end thereof
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
the following
thereof the
the end
at the
adding
Loans to finance con"
made to
residential or farm
farm struction of
of residential
construction of
the construction
of reienC
residential
finance the
to finance
" Loans
Loans made
or
farm buildings.
buildings
and
having
maturities
of
not
to
exceed
six
months,
whether
buildings.
or
farm
whether
months,
six
exceed
to
not
of
maturities
having
and
buildings
or not
not secured
or similar lien on the real estate upon Classification.
mortgage or
a mortgage
by a
secured by
or
which
the
residential
or
farm
building is
constructed, shall
shall Classification
being constructed,
is being
building
farm
or
which the residential
not be
considered as
as loans
secured by
by real
real estate
within the
the meaning
meaning
estate within
loans secured
be considered
not
of
this section
shall be classed
classed as ordinary commercial
commercial loans:
loans:
but shall
section but
of this
ins o
Provided,
association shall invest in
in, or Investments
national banking association
That no national
Provided, That
investments in loans,
be
liable
on,
any
such
loans
in
an
aggregate
amount
in
excess
a
50
banking
assoassbanking
national
50
o
excess
in
amount
be liable on, any such loans in an aggregate
s.
unimpaired capital. Notes CEbiity
its actually
of its
per
actually paid-in and
and unimpaired
ciaanitility of loans
loans
centum of
per centum
representing
such loans
loans shall
eligible for
discount as commercial
commercial for discount.
for discount
be eligible
shall be
representing such
2;
paper
within
the
terms
of
the
second
paragraph
of
section
so
.
38,a.
81.
263;
pb p.2
the jvol.
13 of the
section
of
paragraph
second
the
of
terms
the
within
paper
. 2.
Federal
as amended,
accompanied by
valid and
and
a valid
by a
if accompanied
amended, if
Act, as
Reserve Act,
Federal Reserve
binding
agreement to
to advance
advance the
the full amount of the loan upon the
binding agreement
completion
of the
building entered
entered into
an individual,
individual, partnerby an
into by
the building
completion' of
ship, association,
association, or
or corporation
corporation acceptable
bank."
discounting bank."
to the discounting
acceptable to
ship,
Hco
SEC. 506.
506. (a)
(a) The
first sentence
of section
4(e) of the Home Al
ItOfn9iw
cT
or
g
rners' 1n"
4an
section 4(c)
sentence of
The first
SEC.
6U.
,.129.
pp.
Owners'
Loan
Act
of
1933,
as
amended,
is
further
amended
to
read
Aate
,
pp.
643.
Ants
read
to
Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended, is further amended
as
as follows:
(c) The
The Corporation
Corporation is
is authorized
authorized to
to issue
bonds in
in an
an aggreftt
l
eiz ialues
b y Cm.
Cot
s by
aggre- Bon
issue bonds
"(c)
gate
amount
not
to
exceed
$3,900,000,000,
which
may
be
exchanged
Altgregate amount.
mon.
APut
exchanged
be
may
which
gate amount not to exceed $3,000,000,000,
as
Corporation to
provided, or which may be sold by the Corporation
hereinafter provided,
as hereinafter
p38
.
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Federal Home Loan

Loan
BankAasHodm
Bank Act,amendment.
Vol. 47,
vol.

p.

p. 725.

"Home Mortgage",
Mortgage",
"Home
defined.
define.

Home Owners' Loan
Owners'
Home
Act,
amendments.
Ante,
p. 129.
Ate,p.
29.
"Home mortgage",
mortgage",
"defie
defined.
defined.

Loan

Ante, pp.
pp. 129,
843.
Ante,
129,64.

Federal Home Loan

Home Loan
Bekera
Banks.
Vol. 47,
47, p.
727.
Vol.
p. 727.

Minimum subscrip-

tion.mum
tion.

subs

Contracts under
AgContracts
under Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Act.
Ante, p. 337.
Participation
Participation in, by
members of
of Congress.
Congress.

Ante, p.

members

Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Interstate

Act, amendment.
Act,
amendment.
Vol.
24,
p.
Vol.
p. 387;
387;
U.S.C., p. 1871.

UReducd
Reduced rates for
transportation
transortation of
comof commodities.

II. CH.
CH. 847.
847. JUNE
JUNE 27,
27, 1934.
SESS. II.
1934.

carrying out
for carrying
out the purposes
purposes of this section or for the
obtain funds for
redemption
any of
its outstanding
outstanding bonds
called in
in for
for retirement;
retirement;
redemption of
of any
of its
bonds called
and the Corporation
Corporation is further
farther authorized
increase its total
total bond
authorized to
to increase
bond
issue
amount of
the bonds so
of the
so called in
issue in
in an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the amount
and
and retired."
retired."
(b)
Section 4(m)
1(m) of
Owners' Loan Act
as
(b) Section
of the Home
Home Owners'
Act of 1933,
1933, as
amended,
amended by
"$200,000,000 " and
inserting
amended, is
is amended
by striking out "$200,000,000"
and inserting
in lieu
thereof ""$300,000,000
$300,000,000 ".
".
in
lieu thereof
S
EC. 507.
(6) of
of section
of the
the Federal
Federal Home
Loan
Home Loan
2 of
section 2
SEC.
507. Subdivision
Subdivision (6)
Bank Act is amended
read as
as follows:
amended so as to read
follows:
"(6) The term
mortgage' means aa mortgage upon
"(6)
term 'home mortgage'
upon real
real
in fee
fee simple,
simple, or on
on aa leasehold
under a
a lease
estate, in
leasehold (1)
(1) under
lease for
for not
not
years which
(2) under a
alease
less than ninety-nine years
which is
is renewable
renewable or (2)
having a
a period of not less than fifty years to run from the date
the mortgage was executed, upon which there
there is located a
dwelling
a dwelling
for not more than three
three families, and shall include, in addition to
first mortgages, such classes of first liens as are commonly given
given to
advances on real estate by institutions authorized
secure advances
authorized under this
Act to become
become members, under
under the laws of the State in which
which the
real
the credit
if any,
any,
real estate is
is located, together
together with
with the
credit instruments, if
secured thereby."
thereby."
SEC. 508.
Section 2(c)
2(c) of
the Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan Act of
of
of the
(a) Section
508. (a)
SEC.
1933, as amended,
amended, is amended
striking out
"under aa renewable
1933,
amended by striking
out "under
thereof
inserting in
years ""and
ninety-nine years
less than
lease
lease for not
not less
than ninety-nine
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
"
(1) under a
lease for not less than ninety-nine
ninety-nine years
years which is renew"(1)
a lease
a lease having
able, or (2)
(2) under
under a
than fifty
fifty years
having a
a period of not less than
to run from the date
date the mortgage
mortgage was executed ".
(b) Section
Section 4(c) of such Act, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended by striking
striking
under a
ninety-nine years
years "
out "
"under
a lease
lease renewable
renewable for
for not less than ninety-nine
and inserting in lieu thereof "(1)
"(1) under
under a
a lease for not less than
ninety-nine years
renewable, or (2)
years which is renewable,
(2) under
under aalease
lease having a
a
period of not less than fifty years to run from the date the mortgage
was executed
executed "".
was
Section 66 of the Federal
S
EC. 509.
509. Section
Federal Home
Home Loan Bank
Bank Act is
SEC.
amended by striking out "$1,500"
"$1,500" in subsections
(c) and (e)
(e) and
subsections (c)
and
$500 ".
".
inserting in lieu thereof "
" $500
entitled "An Act relating
SEC.
S
EC. 510. The
The Act entitled
relating to contracts
contracts and agreements
Agricultural Adjustment
ments under the Agricultural
Adjustment Act",
Act ", approved
approved January
25, 1934,
by inserting
inserting before
before the
period at
thereof
at the end thereof
the period
is amended
amended by
25,
134 is
a comma and the following: "the
a
"the Federal
Farm Loan
Act, as
as
Federal Farm
Loan Act,
amended, the Emergency
Emergency Farm Mortgage
1933, as amended,
amended,
Mortgage Act of 1933
Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation Act,
Act, as amended,
amended, the Farm
the Federal
of
Credit Act of 1933,
1933, as amended,
amended, and the Home
Home Owners' Loan Act of
1933, as amended ".
SEC.
SEC. 511. Section
Section 22 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended,
is further
is
further amended
amended by adding
adding at the end thereof the following new
prevent any carrier or carriers
" Nothing in this Act shall prevent
sentence: "
subject
to this Act from giving reduced
reduced rates for the transportation
subject to
transportation
of commodities to be specified by the Commission as hereinafter
hereinafter
provided, to or from any section of the country, with the object of
improving Nation-wide
Nation-wide housing standards and providing employreduced rates
been
ment and stimulating industry,
industry, if such reduced
rates have
have first been
authorized by order of the Commission (with
(with or without a
ahearing) ;;
but in such order the Commission shall specify the commodities
commodities as
to which this provision
provision shall be declared
declared effective
effective and shall specify
effect."
the period during which such reduced rates are to remain in effect."
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II.
SESS.
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CHS. 847,
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Penalties.
Penalties.

Misrepresentations.
SEC. 512.
(a) Whoever,
the purpose
purpose of obtaining any loan fromMisrepresentations.
for the
Whoever, for
512. (a)
SEC.
and
Savings
or
the
Federal
Housing
Administration
the
Federal
and
Administration
Housing
the Federal
Loan Insurance
or any extension or renewal thereof,
Corporation, or
Insurance Corporation,
Loan
or
the
acceptance,
release,
or
substitution
security therefor, or
or
substitution of security
or
release,
or the acceptance,
for
the purpose
purpose of
of inducing
inducing the
the Administration
Administration or the Corporation
Corporation
for the
any way
to
purchase any
assets, or
or for
for the
purpose of influencing
influencing in any
way
the purpose
any assets,
to purchase
Act,
this
under
Corporation
the
action
of
the
Administration
or
Corporation
under
the
or
Administration
the
of
action
the
overvalues
makes
any statement,
statement, knowing
willfully overvalues
to be false, or willfully
it to
knowing it
makes any
$5,000, or
any
security,
shall
be
punished
by
a
fine
of
not
more
than
$5,000,
of
fine
a
by
punished
be
shall
any security,
by
for not
years, or both.
two years,
than two
more than
not more
imprisonment for
by imprisonment
secuCounterfeiting
(b) Whoever
'Whoever (1)
(1) falsely
falsely makes,
counterfeits any obliga- rities.
counterfeiting secuor counterfeits
forges, or
makes, forges,
(b)
or
obligation
tion or
imitation of
of or
or purporting
purporting to be an
rities.
in imitation
coupon, in
or coupon,
tion
(2) passes, utters, or
coupon issued
issued under
under authority
this Act,
or (2)
Act, or
of this
authority of
coupon
publishes,
or attempts
attempts to
pass, utter,
forged,
utter, or publish, any false, forged,
to pass,
publishes, or
or
obligation or
coupon purporting
purporting to have been so
or coupon
counterfeited obligation
or counterfeited
issued,
to .be
be false,
false, forged,
counterfeited, or
forged, or counterfeited,
same to
the same
knowing the
issued, knowing
(3)
falsely alters
obligation or
purporting
or coupon so issued or purporting
any obligation
alters any
(3) falsely
to
been so
or (4)
passes, utters,
utters, or
or publishes, or attempts
(4) passes,
issued, or
so issued,
have been
to have
to
pass, utter,
utter, or
or publish,
or spurious
spurious
publish, as true, any falsely altered or
to pass,
so issued,
obligation
or
coupon,
so
issued
or
purporting
to
have
been
have
to
purporting
or
obligation or coupon, so issued
knowing
same to
to be
be falsely
falsely altered
altered or
spurious, shall be punished
punished
or spurious,
the same
knowing the
by
fine of
of not
not more
$10,000, or
imprisonment for
for not
not more
or by imprisonment
than $10,000,
more than
a fine
by a
or
than
five
years,
both.
than five years,
Embezzlement.
(c) Whoever, being
in any
any capacity
capacity with
with the
the Federal
Federal Embezzlement.
connected in
(c) Whoever, being connected
Housing Administration
Administration or
Savings and Loan Insurance
Insurance
Federal Savings
the Federal
or the
Housing
Corporation, (1)
purloins, or willfully
willfully misabstracts, purloins,
embezzles, abstracts,
(1) embezzles,
Corporation,
applies
moneys, funds,
funds, securities,
value,
securities, or other things of value,
any moneys,
applies any
or
Corporation
the
whether
belonging
to
the
Administration
Corporation
or
Administration
the
to
belonging
whether
Corpoor
pledged,
or
otherwise
intrusted
to
the
Administration
the
Corpopledged, or otherwise intrusted to the Administration
Administration or the
ration,
with intent
intent to
to defraud
defraud the
the Administration
(2) with
or (2)
ration, or
Corporation or
or any
other body,
body, politic
politic or
or corporate,
corporate, or any indiany other
Corporation
vidual,
deceive any
officer, auditor,
auditor, or
or examiner
Adminiexaminer of the Adminiany officer,
to deceive
or to
vidual, or
stration
Corporation, makes
makes any
any false
false entry in any
any book,
book,
the Corporation,
or the
stration or
report, or
statement of
or to
to the
the Administration
Corporation,
Administration or the Corporation,
of or
or statement
report,
or
being duly
duly authorized
draws any
any order,
issues, puts
order, or issues
authorized draws
without being
or without
forth, or
or assigns
assigns any
any note,
debenture, bond,
bond, or
other such
such obligaor other
note, debenture,
forth,
tion,
draft, bill
of exchange,
mortgage, judgment,
judgment, or decree
decree
exchange, mortgage,
bill of
or draft,
tion, or
thereof, shall
punished by
of not
not more
more than
than $10,000,
$10,000, or by
fine of
a fine
by a
be punished
shall be
thereof,
imprisonment for
more than
five years,
years, or both.
than five
not more
for not
imprisonment
SEPARABILITY

SEPARABILITY

PROVISION
PROVISION

Separability
Separability
sion.

proviprovi-

SEC, 513.
any provision
of this
this Act,
Act, or
or the
the application
application thereof
thereof
provision of
If any
513. If
SEC.
of the
to any
person
or
circumstances,
is
held
invalid,
the
remainder
remainder
the
invalid,
held
is
circumstances,
or
to any person
other persons or
Act,
of such
to other
provision to
such provision
application of
the application
and the
Act, and
circumstances,
shall not
not be
affected thereby.
be affected
circumstances, shall
Approved, June
June 27, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
848.]
[CHAPTER 848.]

AN ACT
ACT
Amending the
the Independent
Appropriation Act of 1935.
Offices Appropriation
Independent Offices
Amending

June 27,
27, 1934.
June
[H.R. 9867.1
9867.]
[H.R.
[Public, No.
No. 4SO.]
4801
[Public,

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Independent
Independent Offices
Offices
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
Appropriation Act of
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That
in the
the adminadmin- Appropriation
in
That
assembled,
in
America
of
United States
1935.
.
A19t, p. 523.
623.
istration of
(1) of
of section
of the Ante,
AKi,
section 24 of
subparagraph (1)
of subparagraph
provision of
the provision
istration of the
Independent Offices
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1935, amending
amending section
section 201
1935,
Act,
Independent
of part II of the Legislative
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
for the
Act for
Appropriation Act
Legislative Appropriation

of part II of the
86637°
--34----80
86637°-34--80
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73d CONGRESS.
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OHS. 848,849.
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1933, all service
service rendered
rendered by postal and other officers and employees
employees
1932, shall be
1, 1932,
prior
1932, and
and subsequent
subsequent to June 30, 1932,
prior to
to July
July 1,
Credit
service.
Credit of
of service.
credited to the officers
credited
officers or employees and such officers
officers or employees
employees
promoted
to
the grade
to
which they
would have
have progressed
progressed had
had
promoted
to
the
grade
to
which
they
would
Vol. 47, p. 403.
section 201 (suspending
(suspending automatic
of
. 4.
,p.
automatic increases
increases in compensation)
compensation) of
II of the
fiscal year 1933, not
not
Appropriation Act, fiscal
the Legislative
Legislative Appropriation
part II
enacted.
been enacted.
Vol.
43, p.
1059;
4 of the Act entitled
proviso of section 4
SEC.
43,
p. 1059;
Vol.
SEC. 2. Amend the second
second proviso
entitled
p. 1242.
reclassifying the salaries
"An Act
"An
Act reclassifying
salaries of postmasters
postmasters and
and employees
employees of
of
on
Service, readjusting
readjusting their salaries
and compensation
compensation on
salaries and
the Postal
Postal Service,
Creditfortime served
an equitable
an
equitable basis, increasing postal
postal rates to provide for such readCreditfortimeserved
as substitutes.
approved February
February 28, 1925,
1925, as
justment, and for other purposes
purposes ", approved
amended (U.S.C., Supp. VII, title 39, sec.
sec. 104),
104), by striking out the
amended
Fractional parts
Fractional
parts of
of colon at the end of the proviso
a period
proviso and inserting
inserting a
period in lieu thereof
thereof
year.
year.
and the following:
following: "Any fractional part
part of aayear's substitute service
service as
regular clerk or carrier
carrier in the
will be
be included
included with his
his service
as aaregular
Service in determining
City Delivery
Delivery Service
determining eligibility for promotion to the
next higher grade following appointment
regular position
:"
appointment to aaregular
position:"
Approved, June
June 27, 1934.
Approved,
Postal employees,
employees,
Postal
etc.; automatic promo-

tions.

[CHAPTER 849.]
849.1
AN ACT
ACT

June 27,
June
27, 1934.

[S. 1510.]
Ls.
510o.]
[Public,
481.1
[Public, No. 481.]

To
amend the
Act entitled
"An Act
to adjust
adjust water-right
grant other
other
to grant
Act to
water-right charges, to
entitled "An
To amend
the Act
relief on the Federal
irrigation projects,
projects, and
other purposes",
approved
and for other
purposes", approved
relief
Federal irrigation
May 25, 1926, with respect
Langell Valley irrigation
irrigation
May
respect to certain lands in the Langell
district.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
United
Act
water-right charges,
entitled "An Act to adjust water-right
anded44 P
charges, to grant
grant other relief
relief
on the Federal irrigation projects, and for other purposes ", approved
approved
May 25, 1926, is amended
amended by adding
adding after section 16 thereof the
following new sections:
sections:
Langell Valley
disupon construction
alley
dis"SEC
1-A.
trictngell
"
S
EC.
16-A.
All payments upon
construction charges
charges shall be
trict.
Suspension of
of concon- suspended
Suspension
district
suspended against such lands
lands in the Langell
Langell Valley irrigation district
struction charges on
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to be
be classified
classified as
as to
to proprounproductive, etc.,
the Interior
Interior shall
shall cause
cause to
etc., as
unproductive,
lands
lands within.
within.
ductivity
the said
ductivity and as the
said Secretary
Secretary may
may determine to be temporarily
temporarily
unproductive
unsuitable for irrigation,
unproductive because
because nonagricultural
nonagricultural and unsuitable
irrigation,
Reclassification
of
Reclassiacation
ot and the said Secretary is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to reduce the construction
construction
rates.
rates.
obligations of the Langell Valley
Valley irrigation
irrigation district exclusive of costs
incurred in the construction
construction of Clear Lake
Channel in the ratio and
and
incurred
Lake Channel
proportion
proportion as the number
number of acres so found
found and determined
determined to be
temporarily
temporarily unproductive
unproductive bears to the total number of acres now
Proviso.
Piovi
o.
included as aa part
part of
said irrigation
Provided, That
That the
the
of said
irrigation district:
district: Provided,
Reduction of water
service.
amount
which the
the Langell
Langell Valley
irrigation
amount of
of irrigation
irrigation water
service.
water to
to which
Valley irrigation
district is entitled shall be reduced in proportion
proportion to the area
area
temporarily
temporarily suspended from construction
construction charges.
Contract, agreeing
preceC
to
Contract,
agreeing to
"SEC.
SEc. 16-B. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, as a
a condition preceresume payments,
payments, if
relsno
if
found productive,
the allowance
allowance of
the benefits
offered under
under section
section 16-A
16-A,
productive, dent
land found
dent to
to the
of the
benefits offered
to be executed.
to
be executed.
shall require
require the Langell Valley
Valley irrigation
irrigation district
district to execute
execute aaconconstructio n charges
charges by
by said
sa id
tract providing for the resumption
resumption of construction
acreages so found and determined
district upon all, or any, of such acreages
determined
temporarily unproductive,
to be temporarily
unproductive as the Secretary
Secretary of the
th e Interior
Int eri
or
subsequent to such
and declare
declare to
to be
be possessed
possessed
may, subsequent
such suspension,
suspension, find and
of sufficient productive
productive power to be again placed in
in the
the paying
paying class."
class."
Approved,
Approved, June 27, 1934.
Irrigation projects.
projects.
Irrigation

Vol.
44,
amended.

p.
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CONGRESS.
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JOINT
RESOLUTION
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Authorizing
certain retired
or employees
employees of the United States to accept
officers or
retired officers
Authorizing certain
as have been
such decorations,
decorations, orders,
orders, medals,
medals, or
or presents
presents as
been tendered
tendered them by
by
such
foreign Governments.
Governments.
foreign

June 27,
1934.
27, 1934.

[H.J. Res.
Res. 330.]
330.]
[H.J.
[Pub. Res.
Res. No.
No. 52.]
52.]
[Pub.

Representatives of the
Resolved by
the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved

Decorations tendered
following- lgDecorationstendered
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the followingin Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
foreign
governer
nments.
are
States
United
named
retired
officers
or
employees
of
the
United
hereby
named retired officers or employees of the
an
ted
officers
ofyeersm
authorized to
to accept
such decorations,
orders, medals,
presents as aneigated
or presents
medals, or
?l em
decorations, orders,
accept such
authorized
accept.
accept.
foreign Governments:
have been
them by foreign
Governments:
tendered them
been tendered
have
State Department.
George
Fisher,
D.
Bliss,
State
Department:
Robert
Woods
Bliss,
Fred
Woods
Robert
Department:
State
Horton,
William H.
H. Hunt,
Hunt, Frank
Frank W.
W. Mahin,
Mahin, Thomas
Thomas Sammons,
Horton, William
and Craig W.
Harry
Tuck
Sherman,
Alexander
Thackara,
Thackara,
Alexander
Sherman,
Harry Tuck
Wadsworth.
Wadsworth.
Army.
United
Allen, Bailey
Bailey K.
Ashford, George Army.
K. Ashford,
J. Allen,
Charles J.
Army: Charles
States Army:
United States
G. Bartlett,
C. Crosby,
William Crozier,
Crozier, Albert
Dalton,
C. Dalton,
Albert C.
Crosby, William
Herbert C.
Bartlett, Herbert
G.
Hanson E.
Ely, James
James E.
E. Fechet,
Fechet, Harry
Harry E.
E. Gilchrist,
Gilchrist, Francis
Francis W.
E. Ely,
Hanson
Griffin,
William
W.
Harts,
John
L.
Hines,
William
E.
Horton,
John
John
Horton,
E.
William
Hines,
L.
John
Harts,
W.
William
Griffin,
A.
Girard L.
P. Summerall,
Summerall, John J.
J.
Charles P.
McEntee, Charles
L. McEntee,
Hull, Girard
A. Hull,
Pershing,
Trevor W.
Swett, and Thomas
Thomas F.
F. Van Natta, Junior.
W. Swett,
Pershing, Trevor
Navy.
United
Navy: William
Braisted, William
Caperton, Navy.
William B. Caperton,
C. Braisted,
William C.
States Navy:
United States
Robert
E. Coontz,
Dunn, John
Rufus Edie,
Edie, Noble
Noble E.
E.
John Rufus
0. Dunn,
Herbert 0.
Coontz, Herbert
Robert E.
Irwin,
Harry H.
H. Lane,
T. McLean,
Pratt, Henry
Henry
V. Pratt,
William V.
McLean, William
Norman T.
Lane, Norman
Irwin, Harry
J. Shields,
Shields, George
George W.
Steele, Montgomery
Montgomery M.
Arthur L.
L.
Taylor, and Arthur
M. Taylor,
W. Steele,
J.
Willard.
Willard.
Marine Cors.
Corps.
United
Fuller and
George C.
C. Thorpe. Mne
and George
H. Fuller
Ben H.
Corps: Ben
Marine Corps:
States Marine
United States
Member of Congress.
Sol Bloom,
Bloom, Member
of Congress,
Director of United States George
Congress, Director
Member of
Sol
AgriDepartment
Washington Bicentennial
Commission.
Bicentennial Commission.
Washington
Department of
of Agriculturen
culture.
Department of
of Agriculture:
0. Howard.
Howard.
Agriculture: L. O.
Department
Department of ComDepartment of
Silva.
DepartmentofCo
merce.
Antone Silva.
of Commerce:
Commerce: Antone
Department
List
persons for
for
persons
ofState
Iist of
furnish to whom
to furnish
SEC. 2.
the Secretary
of State
State is
hereby directed
directed to
is hereby
Secretary of
That the
2. That
SEC.
Departdecorholding
is
Is
holding
decorament
thereafter
the
Seventy-fifth
Congress
and
to
each
alternate
Congress
thereafter
Congress
alternate
the Seventy-fifth Congress and to each
tions, etc., to be reto, bet reons ed.
a
list of
of those
retired officers
officers or
employees of the United
United States
States for ported
or employees
those retired
alist
to 75th, etc.,
Congresses.
of
Act
of
whom
the
Department
of
State
under
the
provisions
of
the
provisions
the
whom the Department of State under
holding decorations,
January
(U.S.C., title
sec. 115),
115), is holding
decorations,
5, sec.
title 5,
1881 (U.S.C.,
31, 1881
January 31,
orders,
presents tendered
tendered them
them by foreign governments.
governments.
or presents
medals, or
orders, medals,
Approved,
Approved, June 27, 1934.
ents

i

Congresses .

[CHAPTER 851.]
851.1
[CHAPTER

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To
amend the
the Settlement
Settlement of
War Claims
Act of
1928, as
as amended.
amended.
of 1928,
Claims Act
of War
To amend

June
June 27,34.
27, 1934.

IH.J.Res. 385.]
[H.J.Res. 3651
[Pub.
Has., No. 53.]
[Pub. Res.,

Settlement of
of W,
War
Settlement
the United
Act of 1928,
Whereas the
the joint
United States,
States, Claims
joint resolution of the Congress of the
Whereas
amendments.
amendments.
follows:
approved
July 2,
2, 1921,
provides in
in part
part as follows:
1921, provides
approved July
Vol. 42, p. 108.
"Sac. 5.
5. All
of the
the Imperial
Imperial German
German Government, Vol.42p. 106.
property of
All property
"SEC.
of all German
or
its successor
or successors,
successors, and
and of
German nationals, which
successor or
or its
was, on
on April
April 6,
6, 1917,
1917, in
has since
since that
that date come into the
or has
in or
was,
been
has
or
possession
or
under
control
of,
or
has
been
the subject of a
ademand
demand
of,
control
under
possession or
of its officers,
by
United States
or of
of any
any of
officers, agents,
agents,
America or
of America
States of
the United
by the
or
employees, from
any source
whatsoever,
source or by any agency whatsoever,
from any
or employees,
shall be
United States
America and
States of America
the United
by the
retained by
be retained
* * shall
** *
except as shall have been heretofore
no
thereof made, except
disposition thereof
no disposition
by law until such
or
hereafter shall
shall be
provided by
such time
be provided
specifically hereafter
or specifically
have
as
shall have
* shall
* ** *
Government *
German Government
Imperial German
the Imperial
as the
claims
suitable provision
for the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of all claims
provision for
made suitable
* ** made
** *
against said
said [Government]
[Government] ** *
* *, of
of all persons, wheresoever
wheresoever
against
to the United
domiciled,
who
owe
permanent
allegiance
United States
allegiance
permanent
owe
who
domiciled,
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of America
America and
suffered, through
through the
the acts
acts of
of the
the ImpeImpehave suffered,
of
and who
who have
July 31,
rial
German Government,
Government, or
agents *
31,
since July
* ** ** since
its agents
or its
rial German
1914, loss,
damage, or
to their
their persons
persons or
or property,
property, directly
directly
1914,
loss, damage,
or injury
injury to
or indirectly,
through the
the ownership
shares of
of stock
of shares
stock
whether through
ownership of
or
indirectly, whether
in
American, or
or other
other corporations,
or in
in conconcorporations, or
in German,
German, ** ** *,
*, American,
sequence of
or of
or otherof any operations
operations of
of war, or
sequence
of hostilities
hostilities or
wise
wise ** ** *"
Whereas the treaty between
between the United
United States
States and
and Germany of
of
Whereas
August
1921, incorporated
incorporated said
of such
such joint
joint resoresosaid provision
provision of
August 25,
25, 1921,
lution
and also
also provided
article II thereof
thereof as
as follows:
lution and
provided in
in article
follows:
("Germany
undertakes to
Germany undertakes
accord to
to the
United States,
States, and
and the
to accord
the United
the
United States
shall have
and enjoy,
enjoy, all
all the
rights, privileges,
the rights,
privileges,
United
States shall
have and
indemnities,
or advantages
advantages specified
specified in
in the
the aforesaid
aforesaid
indemnities, reparations,
reparations, or
Joint
of the
Congress of
of the
the United
United States
.
of July
2,
of
July 2,
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
the Congress
States
1921, including all the rights and advantages
advantages stipulated
stipulated for the
benefit
the United
States in
in the
the Treaty
Treaty of
of Versailles
Versailles which
which the
the
benefit of
of the
United States
United States
notwithstanding the fact
such
United
States shall
shall fully
fully enjoy
enjoy notwithstanding
fact that such
ratified by the United
Treaty has not been ratified
United States."; and
Whereas
Whereas by the agreement of August 10, 1922,
1922, between
between Germany
Germany
United States, a
aMixed
Commission was established
established
and the
the United
Mixed Claims Commission
adjudicate claims of American
Germany aristo adjudicate
American nationals against Germany
World War; and
and
ing out of the World
Whereas under
under the terms of the debt-funding
debt-funding agreement
agreement between
Whereas
between
Germany
dated June
June 23,
23, 1930, Germany
Germany
Germany and the United
United States dated
agreed to pay to the United States
States in satisfaction of Germany
Germany'ss
obligations
awards, including
including interest
interest
obligations remaining on account of awards,
thereon, entered
entered and to be entered
entered by the Mixed
Mixed Claims
Claims Commission, United States
States and Germany,
Germany, the sum of 40,800,000 reichmarks for the period September
September 1, 1929,
1930, and
1929, to March
March 31, 1930,
the sum of 40,800,000 reichmarks
1930,
reichmarks per annum from April 1,
1, 1930,
March 31, 1981; and
to March
Whereas Germany
arrears in payments
Whereas
Germany is now in arrears
payments due under said
debt-funding
debt-funding agreement
agreement between
Germany and the United
United States,
between Germany
suitable provision for
the
and has, accordingly,
accordingly.,failed to make suitable
for the
satisfaction of the said claims against Germany:
Germany: Now, therefore
satisfaction

be
he it
it

Further payments to

GuermanNatintstal
German Nationals,
special deposit
deposit ac
acfrom slecial

punt postponed, pending arrears of payments

ntarrearposponymendts

by Germany.
by
Germany.

l 40, p. 423; Vol.
Vol.
40i
43; Vol.
42, p. 106; Vol. 45, p.268.

Resolved
and Homse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That so
long as
as
so long
United
America in
Germany is
is in
arrears in any payments
payments of principal
Germany
in arrears
principal or interest,
interest,
including
including interest
interest at the rate of 55 per centum per annum
annum on principal
agreecipal installments
installments not paid when due, under
under the debt-funding
debt-funding agree-

ment
merit between
between Germany and the United States, dated June
June 23, 1930,
of
with respect
respect to Germany's
Germany's obligations remaining
remaining on account
account of
including interest
entered and to be entered
awards, including
interest thereon,
thereon, entered
entered by the
Mixed Claims Commission,
Commission, United States
States and Germany,
Germany, all payproperty or
ments, conveyances,
conveyances, transfers, or deliveries of money or property
or
the income,
income, issues, profits, and/or avails thereof
thereof authorized
authorized or
or

directed to be made under the Trading
directed
Trading with the Enemy
Enemy Act, as
as
amended, or the Settlement
Settlement of War
War Claims Act of 1928,
1928, as amended,
amended,
a judgment or
whether or not a
or decree
decree has been entered with respect
respect
postponed and the money
thereto, shall be postponed
money or property,
property, or the
Provisos.
income,
andfor avails
thereof reserved:
reserved :Provided
usiOofsy
a available
vailable
i
ncome, issues,
issues, profits,
profits, and/or
avails thereof
Provided,
Use of any
unds in
inpayingeertain
however, That
funds as are from
funds
paying certain however
That such of the fimds
from time to time available
available'
Mixed Claims Commission
awards.
(without
into consideration
awards.
withoui taking
taking into
consideration interest
interest thereafter
thereafter accruing)
accruing)
under
of War
Claims Act
Act of
as amen
ded, f
or
under the Settlement
Settlement of
War Claims
of 1928,
1928, as
amended,
for
the payment of principal
principal and
interestupon
upon awar
ds of
of said
sa id Mixed
Mi xe d
and interest
awards
Claims Commission
shall be
applied when
available t
the p
ayment
Commission shall
be applied
when available
too the
payment
of principal
principal and interest upon such awards in the s
ame manner an
d
same
and
to the same extent as though
though certain
certain of the payments
payment s provided
prov ided for
for
4Vo

p.
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President may
remay rePresident.
Provided move
in
had not been
postponed under
under this resolution:
resolution: Provided
been postponed
Act had
said Act
in said
move restriction
restriction as
as to
to
etc., in any
further,
in his
discretion, remove
remove the payments,
payments, etc.,
may, in
his sole discretion,
the President may,
further, That the
class, etc.
restriction as to
to any
any of the cases or classes of cases in relation to class, etc.
restriction
which payments,
conveyances, transfers,
have been
transfers, or
or deliveries
deliveries have
payments, conveyances,
which
Periods of
of arrears by
by
Periods
provided further,
postponed
postponed under this resolution:
resolution: And provided
further, That the Germany
Germany to be deterdeterfor purposes
purposes of
the purposes
determine, for
to determine,
President is
is authorized
authorized to
for the
purposes of
of this
this resoreso- mined for
President
Act.
Germany is in arrears
lution, the
or periods
periods in which
which Germany
arrears in the Act.
period or
lution,
the period
payments hereinbef
ore described,
described, and
his determination
determination thereof
thereof shall
and his
hereinbefore
payments
not be
to judicial
review.
judicial review.
not
be subject
subject to
pp. 49,
49, 1110.
1110.
Antc, pp.
as Ante,
1933, as
Mortgage Act of 1933,
Section
Emergency Farm Mortgage
Section 36 of the Emergency
amended, is
amended—
is amendedamended,
Reconstruction
Fi"and
I. By
and "" after the words Reconstruction
comma and the word "
By striking the comma
I.
nance Corporation.
"to reduce
reduce and
and refinance
refinance its
indebtedness incurred in nance Corporation.
outstanding indebtedness
its outstanding
"to
Authority to
make
to make
Authority
connection with
with any
project ""in
the second
second sentence
sentence thereof
thereof and loans
in the
such project
any such
connection
to irrigation district.
inserting
in place
place thereof
following: ";
"; or, whether or not itit trict.
the following:
thereof the
inserting in
has any
any such
such indebtedness,
indebtedness, to
to purchase
in conor otherwise
otherwise acquire in
purchase or
has
nection with
with such
such project
project storage
reservoirs or dams or sites therefor,
therefor,
storage reservoirs
nection
or
or canals,
canals, ditches, or rights-of-way for
or additional
additional water rights, or
the conduct
conduct of
of water,
other works
works or
or appurtenances
appurtenances necessary
necessary
water, or
or other
the
for
the delivery
delivery of
water, provided
provided such
acquisition is
purchase or
or acquisition
such purchase
of water,
for the
not intended
intended to
production. Such
additional lands into production.
to bring additional
not
loans ".
loans".
Ante, p. 50.
II. By adding at the beginning of (5)
II.
(5) thereof
thereof the following:
following: "in
"in Ante, p. 50.
the
of a
reduce or
indebtedness,".
or refinance
refinance its outstanding indebtedness,".
a loan to reduce
case of
the case
following:
III.
beginning of (C)
(C) thereof the following:
at the
the beginning
adding at
III. By
By adding
"in
the case
of aa loan
reduce or
refinance the
outstanding
the outstanding
or refinance
to reduce
loan to
case of
"in the
indebtedness
of an
an applicant,".
applicant,".
indebtedness of
Approved,
27,
1934.
1934.
27,
June
Approved,

iCHAPTER
iCHAPTER 865.]
865.]

AN ACT

To
stop injury to
preventing overgrazing
overgrazing and soil
lands by preventing
grazing lands
public grazing
to the public
To stop
deterioration, to
to provide
use, improvement,
improvement, and development,
development,
orderly use,
for their
their orderly
provide for
deterioration,
to
stabilize the
livestock industry
public range,
range, and for
dependent upon the public
industry dependent
the livestock
to stabilize
other purposes.

June 28,
28, 1934.
1914.
[H.R.
[H.R. 6462.]
64821
[Public, No.
No. 482.]
482.1
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
House of
the Senate
Be
it enacted
Overgrazing
and soil
soil
Overgrazing and
order to
That in
assembled, That
United
America in
Congress assembled,
in order
to deterioration,
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
public
lands.
plc
lands.'
final
disposal,
its
pending
lands
public
highest use of the
promote
disposal,
promote the highest
Grazing districts,
districts, or
or
the
authorized, in
his discretion,
Grazing
order additions
by order
discretion, by
in his
is authorized,
the Interior
Interior is
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
thereto, to be
hedt
to be
to
districts or
additions thereto
modify esdtalis
thereto and/or to modify
or additions
grazing districts
to establish
establish grazing
established.
Modifying
undadriefeng boundaaggregate an area of of
the
boundaries thereof,
exceeding in the aggregate
thereof, not exceeding
the boundaries
ries, etc., thereof.
lands Areas excluded.
eighty
million acres
unappropriated, and
and unreserved
unreserved lands
of vacant,
vacant, unappropriated,
acres of
eighty million
(exclusive
from any
of the
public domain
domain of
States (exclusive
the United States
of the
the public
part of
from
any part
of Alaska),
which are
not in
national forests,
national parks and
and
forests, national
in national
are not
of
Alaska), which
monuments, Indian
Indian reservations,
revested Oregon and California
California
reservations, revested
monuments,
Railroad grant
lands, or
revested Coos
grant
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road grant
Coos Bay
or revested
grant lands,
Railroad
valuable for grazing and
lands,
chiefly valuable
in his
his opinion are chiefly
which in
lands, and
and which
Proviso.
withdrawn or reserved
Provided,That no lands withdrawn
crops::Provided,
raising
reserved Proiso.
raising forage crops
Restriction on use.
Restriction
for
included in any such district except
except
be included
purpose shall be
any other
other purpose
for any
jurisdiction
with
approval of
the head
head of
the department
department having
having jurisdiction
of the
of the
with the
the approval
m
Valid claims
claims not iint.
Vaid
thereof.
Nothing in
in this
construed in any way to paired.
Act shall be construed
this Act
thereof. Nothing
diminish,
impair any right
which has
has been heretofore
right which
or impair
restrict, or
diminish, restrict,
or
may be
under existing
affectvalidly affectexisting law validly
initiated . under
be hereafter
hereafter initiated
or may
ing
public lands,
is maintained
such
pursuant to such
maintained pursuant
and which
which is
lands, and
ing the
the public
law
provided in this Act, nor to
to
as otherwise expressly provided
law except
except as
affect any
any land
hereafter surveyed
surveyed which, except
except
heretofore or hereafter
land heretofore
affect
for the
the provisions
of this
this Act,
part of any
grant to
to
any grant
Act, would
would be aa part
provisions of
for
any
State, nor
nor as
limiting or
the power
power or
or authority
authority
restricting the
or restricting
as limiting
any State,
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jurisdiction. Whenever
its jurisdiction.
matters within its
ay for of any State as to matters
'Whenever any
any

Rights-of-way
for
Rights-of-wa
stock
driveway granted

stock driveway g,ranted

when
grazing district
when grazing
district
established,
established.

grazing district
is established
to this Act, the SecreSecrepursuant to
established pursuant
district is
grazing

tary shall
to owners
owners of
upon
adjacent to such district, upon
of land adjacent
grant to
shall grant
tary
application
of any
any such
such owner,
owner, such
rights-of-way over the
such rights-of-way
application of
lands
such district
district for
for stock-driving
stock-driving purposes
purposes as may
in such
included in
lands included
be necessary
access by any such owner to marketconvenient access
the convenient
for the
necessary for
be
such
ing
facilities or
lands not
not within
within such district owned by .
such
to lands
or to
ing facilities
person
or upon
upon which
which such
has stock-grazing
Neither
stock-grazing rights. Neither
person has
such person
person or
title
this
Act nor
the Act
Act of
29, 1916
1916 (39
(39 Stat.
U.S.C., title
Stat. 862; U.S.C.,
December 29,
of December
nor the
this Act
43,
secs.
291
and
following),
commonly
known
as
"
Raising
Raising
Stock
"
the
as
known
commonly
following),
and
291
secs.
43,
Homestead Act",
authority or
or
Act", shall be construed as limiting the authority
Homestead
forests
in
include
to
policy
of
Congress
the
President
include
national
forests
the
or
Congress
of
policy
public lands
the character
of
described in section 24 of the Act of
character described
of the
lands of
public
March 3,
3, 1891
1103; U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title
sec. 471),
471), as
amended,
as amended,
16, sec.
title 16,
Stat. 1103;
(26 Stat.
1891 (26
March
35;
for the
the purposes set forth in the Act of June 4, 1897 (30
(30 Stat. 35;
for
U.S.C., title
title 16,
16, sec.
or such
such other
other purposes
Congress may
purposes as Congress
475), or
sec. 475),
U.S.C.,
specify. Before
districts are created
herein
created in any State as herein
grazing districts
Before grazing
specify.
Hearing to Ibe
Hearing
a hearing
hearing shall be held in the State,
State, after public notice
a
provided,
be held provided,
before districtsc created.
convenient for
location convenient
such location
reated. thereof shall have been
been given, at such
for the
the
attendance
of State
officials, and
and the
livestock
settlers, residents, and livestock
the settlers,
State officials,
attendance of
owners of
the vicinity,
vicinity, as
be determined
Secretary of the
determined by the Secretary
may be
as may
of the
owners
Interior. No
No such
established until the expiration
expiration
shall be established
district shall
such district
Interior.
of
days after
notice shall have been given, nor until
after such notice
ninety days
of ninety
to atwenty
Ed _twenty
Notice therec

Proviso.

f:Trotic.:.thereof to

Provided, however,
days after
after such hearing
hearing shall be held: Provided,

feet
withdrawir of all That the publication of
feet withdrawing
within
tag
n
sw
y
ranc
ri,f e
u
xtae-i
n
o
g
rdrawing all public lands
lands
;
i

such notice shall have the effect of withgof all That the publication of such
within the exterior boundary
boundary of such proboundary of eterir drawing all public lands within
district.
district,
posed grazing districts
districts from all forms of entry of settlement. Nothposed
ing
construed as in any way altering or restrictbe construed
shall be
Act shall
in this
this Act
ing in
accordance
Hunting, et
resHtruicntteidng.,
etc.,
ng th
e r
i
ght to hunt or fish within a
agrazing
grazing district in accordance
right
the
ing
not i
c., not
restricted.
with the
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States
any State, or as vesting in
States or of any
with
or
permittee any right whatsoever
interfere with hunting or
whatsoever to interfere
any permittee
fishing within aagrazing
grazing district.
fo tcarryProvision for
carrySEC. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall make
make provision
provision for
for the
Secretary of
SEC.
ef
mg Act into effect.
ing
administration, regulation,
protection, administration,
regulation, and improvement of such
such
. protection,
grazing
as may
created under
under the authority of the forebe created
may be
districts as
grazing districts
going section,
section, and he shall
shall make such
such rules and regulations
regulations and
service, enter
establish
enter into such
such cooperative
cooperative agreements,
agreements, and
and
establish such service,
do any
any and
and all
all things
things necessary
purposes of this
accomplish the purposes
necessary to accomplish
do
grazing districts,
districts, namely,
namely, to
insure the objects of such grazing
to insure
Act and to
regulate their
preserve the land and
am_ its
their occupancy and use, to preserve
regulate
resources
from destruction
destruction or
unnecessary injury, to provide for the
or unnecessary
resources from
improvement, and development
development of the range; and the
orderly use, improvement,
Secretary
of
the
Interior
authorized
to continue the study of
of
authorized
is
Interior
the
of
Secretary
erosion and
flood control
perform such work as may be necesand to perform
control and
and flood
erosion
sary amply
amply to
to protect
protect and
and rehabilitate
rehabilitate the areas
areas subject to the provisary
sions
this Act,
Act, through
through such funds
available for
for
funds as may be made available
of this
sions of
that
Act
violation of the provisions of this Act
purpose, and any willful violation
that purpose,
or of
regulations thereunder
thereunder after actual notice thereof
thereof
of such rules and regulations
or
shall be
by aafine of not more than $500.
be punishable by
shall
Permits.
Perron.%
SEC. 3.
3. That
of the
Interior is
hereby authorized to
is hereby
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
SEc.
Livestock grazing,
on such grazing
to
permits
issued
be
auLivestock
grazing issue or cause
cause
to
issued
permits
graze
livestock
grazing
thorized.
authorized.
districts
other stock owners
fide settlers, residents, and other
bona fide
to such
such bona
districts to
as under
his rules
rules and
and regulations
participate in the
regulations are entitled to participate
under his
as
Few,
use
of the
range, upon the payment
payment annually
annually of reasonable
reasonable fees in
Fees.
the range,
use of
Provisos.
each
determined from
from time to time: Provided,
Provided,
to be fixed or determined
case to
each case
Restggion (on '
Restriction
permits.
issuing That grazing
grazing permits
permits shall be issued
issued only to citizens of the United
nissuing
permits.
States or
to those
those who
who have
filed the
the necessary
necessary declarations
declarations of intenhave filed
or to
States
naturalization laws and
become such, as required by the naturalization
and to
tion to become
groups,
associations, or
conduct business
authorized to conduct
or corporations authorized
groups, associations,
,
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grazing district is located.
under the
the State
State in
which the ,grazing
in which
of the
laws of
the laws
under
grazing
of
Preference
shall
be
given
in
the
issuance
grazing permits
permits to those Preferences.
Preferences.
issuance
Preference shall be given in the
livein
within
or
near
a
district
who
are
landowners
engaged
the
landowners
are
who
district
a
near
or
within
stock
or settlers,
owners of water or
or owners
settlers, or
occupants or
fide occupants
bona fide
business, bona
stock business,
use of lands,
proper
the
water
rights,
as
may
be
necessary
to
permit
the
proper
permit
to
necessary
be
may
as
water rights,
except
water
or water
water rights
or leased
leased by them, except
occupied, or
owned, occupied,
rights owned,
water or
of
in
that
until
July
1,
1935,
no
preference
shall
be
given
the
issuance
given
be
shall
preference
no
that until July 1, 1935,
ights acquired
such permits
any such
such owner,
owner, occupant,
occupant, or
or settler,
settler, whose rights
rights .Rights
acquired durdurto any
permits to
such
134
ng
both
31,
were
acquired
between
January
1,
1934,
and
December
1934,
mg
1934.
December
and
1934,
1,
were acquired between January
dates inclusive,
that no
permittee complying
complying with the rules
no permittee
except that
inclusive, except
dates
and
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall be
be
down by the Secretary
laid down
regulations laid
and regulations
denial
denied
the
renewal
of
such
permit,
if
such
will impair Renewals.
such
if
permit,
such
of
renewal
the
denied
the
unit of
of the
the permittee,
permittee, when such unit
unit
grazing unit
the grazing
of the
value of
the value
Duration.
permits
Such
is
pledged
as
security
for
any
bona
fide
loan.
Duration.
loan.
fide
bona
any
for
security
is pledged as
shall be
be for
period of
not more
ten years,
subject to the
years, subject
than ten
more than
of not
for aa period
shall
renewal in the discretion
preference right
right of
permittees to
to renewal
discretion
the permittees
of the
preference
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, who
who shall
shall specify from time
of the
the Secretary
of
remisoEmnergency
During periods
to time
time numbers
of stock
periods sio
E
nm gcl=on e
r
n si
stock and seasons of use. During
numbers of
to
fees.
grazing
or
causes,
of range
range depletion
depletion due
or other
other natural
natural causes,
grazing fees.
drought or
severe drought
to severe
due to
of
in
disease, during
during the life of the perof disease,
epidemic of
general epidemic
of aa general
case of
in.case
mit,
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
authorized, in his discrediscreauthorized,
hereby
is
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
mit,
part, or authorize postor
tion
to
remit,
reduce,
refund
in
whole
or
in
tion to remit, reduce, refund in whole
ponement of
of grazing
depletion period so
such depletion
for such
fees for
grazing fees
payment of
of payment
ponement
imlong
as the
the emergency
exists: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That nothing
in this
this Water rights not
not imnothing in
emergency exists:
long as
paired.
or
Act
shall
be
construed
or
administered
in
any
way
to
diminish
diminish
to
way
any
in
administered
or
Act shall be construed
impair any
right to
to the
the possession
possession and
and use
of water
water for mining,
mining,
use of
any right
impair
heretofore
agriculture,
manufacturing,
or
other
purposes
which
has
heretofore
which
purposes
other
or
agriculture, manufacturing,
vested
under existing
existing law
validly affecting
affecting the public
law validly
accrued under
or accrued
vested or
lands
or
which
may
be
hereafter
initiated
or
acquired and
and mainmain- bea
acquired
or
p
r
r
a
o
z
e
n
egtesdr
.
lands or which may be hereafter initiated
tained
in accordance
accordance with
with such
So far
far as consistent
consistent with
withtobeGprotlegesto
ivueges
law. So
such law.
tained in
the
purposes and
and provisions
g privileges
privileges recoggrazing
Act, grazin
this Act,
of this
provisions of
the purposes
the
nized and
and acknowledged
acknowledged shall
shall be
adequately safeguarded, but the
be adequately
nized
creation of
grazing district
district or
the issuance
issuance of
of aapermit
permit.pursuant
pursuant to
or the
a grazing
of a
creation
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not create
create any
any right,
right, title,
title, interest,
interest,
the
or
estate in
to the
the lands.
or to
in or
or estate
necessary sarISnmrovementsneso
SEC. 4.
4. Fences,
improvements necessary
inTrreme
T ots;
other improvements
and other
reservoirs, and
wells, reservoirs,
Fences, wells,
SEC.
ornits
ves
to the
care
and
management
of
the
permitted
livestock
may
ParY
Inftte
er
to the care and management of the permitted livestock may be con- permitted.
structed
on the
under
grazing districts under
such grazing
within such
lands within
public lands
the public
structed on
permit
of the
under such coopSecretary, or under
the Secretary,
authority of
the authority
by the
issued by
permit issued
erative arrangement
Secretary may
may approve.
approve. Permittees
shall st
aoetugt:sserto parti
wlth
StCoian,
Permittees shall
the Secretary
as the
arrangement as
erative
fences.
tion
prothe
with
comply
to
Interior
the
of
be
required
by
the
Secretary
of
Inte
rior
to
com
p
l
y
with
the
p
rotion
fences.
P
Secretary
the
be required by
visions
within which
which the
district is
grazing district
the grazing
State within
the State
of the
law of
of law
visions of
fences.
located
with
respect
to
the
cost
and
maintenance
of
partition
fences.
partition
of
maintenance
and
cost
the
to
respect
with
located
No permit shall
be issued which shall entitle the permittee to the
the use
use tUseofpriorconstruc
iUnsse, etc.
of prior constructo
No permit shall be issued which shall entitle the permittee to
occupant
of
such
improvements
constructed
and
owned
by
a
prior
occupant
prior
a
by
owned
and
constructed
of such improvements
until the
has paid
to such
prior occupant
occupant the reasonable
such prior
paid to
applicant has
the applicant
until
under
value
of
such
improvements
to
be
determined
under rules and regudetermined
be
to
improvements
such
value of
lations
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior. The decision
decision of the Secreof the
of the
lations of
tary
in
such
cases
is
to
be
final
and
conclusive.
conclusive.
and
final
be
to
is
cases
tary in such
gin
dfrse
shall
Interior
the Interior
of
districts
inee
Sac.
5. That
That the
the Secretary
shall permit,
permit, under
under Limitd
Ling e
ed
d t
d=
Secretary
SEC. 5.
Inted
of the
the cretary of
purdomestic
within such ept for
free grazing
the
him,
to
regulations
districts
regulations
of livestock
to be
be prescribed
prescribed
kept for by
by
domestic
him, the
purposes;
free grazing
and provided
within such
that i:pt
1
' for domestic

a

districts of livestock kept for domestic purposes; and provided that poSes.
so far
authorized by
by existing
existing law
hereinafter enacted,
enacted,
laws hereinafter
or laws
law or
as authorized
far as
so
mi
bysettler
psits
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
prevent the
of timber,
pou
sis
t
e
sby
g se
materlalmintimber, stone, posits
use of
the use
shall prevent
settlers.
nothing
gravel, clay, coal, and
and other
deposits
by
miners,
prospectors
for
miners, etc.
etc.
ttlers,
er
mmfor
prospectors
miners,
by
deposits
other
gravel, clay, coal,
eral,
bona fide
fide settlers
settlers and
residents, for
for firewood,
firewood, fencing,
fencing, buildand residents,
eral, bona
subject
areas
ings,
mining,
prospecting,
and
domestic
purposes
within
areas subject
purposes
ings, mining, prospecting, and domestic
to
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
Act.
this
of
provisions
to the
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SEC. 6.
contained shall restrict the acquisition,
acquisition,
herein contained
Nothing herein
6. Nothing
SEC.
granting or
within grazing
grazing disrights-of-way within
or rights-of-way
permits or
of permits
use of
or use
granting
tricts
existing law;
or ingress
ingress or egress over the public lands
law; or
under existing
tricts under
Prospecting,
etc., in such districts for
Prospecting, etc.,
all
proper
and
and lawful purposes; and nothing
proper
all
for
districts
such
in
minerals.
minerals.
herein contained
prospecting, locating, developing,
restrict prospecting,
shall restrict
contained shall
herein
mining,
entering,
leasing,
or
patenting
such
the mineral resources of such
patenting
or
leasing,
entering,
mining,
applicable thereto.
districts under law applicable
Lands more
more suitable
suitable
Lands
SEC.
7. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary is
is hereby
authorized, in his discretion,
hereby authorized,
SEC. 7.
for
agriculture within
for agriculture
to examine
and classify
lands within
grazing districts
within such grazing
districts
any lands
be classified. to
to be
classify any
districts to
examine and
production of agriculwhich are
suitable for the production
and suitable
valuable and
more valuable
are more
which
such
tural
native grasses
forage plants, and to open such
grasses and forage
than native
crops than
tural crops
lands to
entry in
exceeding three hundred and
not exceeding
tracts not
in tracts
homestead entry
to homestead
lands
twenty acres
acres in
area. Such
Such lands
or
settlement for- twenty
shall not be subject to settlement or
Prior settlement
lands shall
in area.
bidden.
bidden.
occupation as homesteads
homesteads until after same have been
been classified
classified and
occupation
opened to
to entry
entry after
notice to
Secretary of
of
permittee by the Secretary
the permittee
to the
after notice
opened
the Interior,
Interior, and
the lands
lands shall
shall remain
grazing disa part of the grazing
remain a
and the
the
trict until
until patents
are issued
issued therefor,
therefor, the
the homesteader
homesteader to be, after
patents are
trict
Proviso.
Proviso.
his
entry
is
allowed,
entitled
to
the
possession
Proand use thereof: Propossession
the
to
entitled
allowed,
is
Areas open
open in tracts
tracts his entry
Areas
exceeding
vided,
the application
any person qualified to make
exceeding 320 acres.
application of any
upon the
That upon
vided, That
homestead entry
under the
the public-land
public-land laws, filed in the land
land office
entry under
homestead
of the
the proper
proper district,
district, the
the Secretary
Interior shall cause any
Secretary of the Interior
of
tract not
exceeding three
three hundred
and twenty acres
acres in any grazing
grazing
hundred and
not exceeding
tract
applithe
district
to
be
classified,
and
such
application
shall
the
entitle
shall
application
such
and
classified,
be
to
district
cant to
to a
right to
such lands
lands when
when opened
opened to entry
enter such
to enter
preference right
a preference
cant
herein provided.
provided.
as herein
SE0. 8.
8. That
That where
such action
promote the
the purposes
purposes of the
the
priExchange
will promote
Exchange with priaction will
where such
SEa.
vate
ownership in pub- district or facilitate its administration, the Secretary is authorized
vate ownership
authorized
Secretary
the
administration,
its
district or facilitate
lic interest, allowed.
and directed
accept on
on behalf
behalf of the United
United States any lands
to accept
directed to
and
a gift, or, when public
a district
within the
the exterior
district as a
boundaries of a
exterior boundaries
within
interests will
will be
be benefited
thereby, he
authorized and directed to
is authorized
he is
benefited thereby,
interests
accept
behalf of
of the
the United
States title to any privately owned
owned
United States
on behalf
accept on
lands
within
the
exterior
boundaries
of said grazing district, and in
boundaries
exterior
the
lands within
exchange
therefor to issue patent
patent for not to exceed an equal
equal value of
of
exchange therefor
public land
surveyed
grazing
district
land
of
unreserved
surveyed
land
unreserved
or
surveyed grazing district land
in
the same
State or
or within
distance of not more than fifty miles
within aa distance
same State
in the
Provisos.
Provisos.
within
the
adjoining; State nearest
nearest the base lands: Provided, That
That
adjoining
the
within
Notice of
contemof contemNotice
any such exchange
exchange shall be effected,
effected, notice
notice of the contemcontemplated exchange
exchange to be before
plated
any
before
given.
given.
involved, shall be published
plated exchange,
describing the lands involved,
published
exchange, describing
plated
week
each
by
the
Secretary
of
Interior
once
week for four
four successive
successive
once
Interior
the
of
by the Secretary
weeks in
newspaper of general
general circulation
circulation in the county or
or
some newspaper
in some
weeks
counties in
in which
which may
may be
be situated
situated the
the lands to be accepted,
accepted, and
and in
counties
in
the same
same manner
like newspaper
newspaper published in any county in
some like
in some
manner in
the
which
be given in such
such exchange;
exchange;
situated any lands to be
be situated
may be
which may
Lands conveyed
to lands conveyed
conveyed to
Lands
to the
the United
United States under
under this Act shall, upon
upon
lands conveyed to
'United
United States to beacceptance of
of title,
public lands and
and parts of the grazing
grazing
come
lands.
become public
public lands.
title, become
come public
acceptance
district within
whose exterior boundaries
are located: Provided
Provided
boundaries they are
within whose
district
further,
That either
to an
exchange may make reservations
of
reservations of
an exchange
party to
either party
further, That
minerals, easements,
or rights of use, the values of which
which shall be
Easements may be minerals,
easements,
reserved
parby either par
reserved by
exchanged lands.
duly
considered in determining
determining the values of the exchanged
duly considered
ty.
Where
made in lands conveyed
conveyed to the United
United States,
are made
reservations are
Where reservations
the right
right to
to enjoy
subject to such reasonable condicondiConditions
Imposed the
be subject
Conditions imposed.
shall be
them shall
enjoy them
egress and the use of the surface of the
respecting ingress and egress
tions respecting
land as
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary
Secretary of the Interior.
necessary by the Secretary
land
Where mineral
reservations are
are made in lands conveyed
conveyed by the
mineral reservations
Where
United
States, it
it shall
shall be so stipulated
stipulated in the patent, and any person
United States,
Miner may occupy
occupyy who
reserved mineral
Miner
who acquires
remove the reserved
mineral
the right to mine and remove
acquires the
surface
required.
surface required.
deposits may enter and occupy
occupy so much of the surface
surface as may be
deposits
required
purposes incident to the mining
mining and
and removal
removal of
ol the
for all purposes
required for
remove such minerals,
minerals
mine and remove
minerals, upon
therefrom, and may mine
minerals therefrom,

Rights-of-way within
within
Rights-of-way
not
grazing districts
districts not
grazing
restricted.
restricted.
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caused to the land
payment to
the owner
owner of
the surface
damages caused
for damages
surface for
of the
to the
payment
application
and
improvements
thereon.
Upon
application
of any
any State
State to
to
Upon
thereon.
and improvements
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pplication by a

Application
a
State
to exchangeby
lands

or without
exchange
or without
without the
of a
a grazing
district within
within or
without a
a
grazing district
boundary of
the boundary
within or
lands within
exchange lands
gradstct
the
in
directed,
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
authorized
and
directed
,
district.
grazing
authorized
is
Interior
the
the Secretary of
manner provided
the exchange
privately owned
owned lands in this
of privately
exchange of
for the
provided for
manner
another
practicable Lands
earliest
section,
to
proceed
with
such
exchange
at
the
earliest practicable
Lands in
in another
the
at
exchange
such
with
section, to proceed
Stateexcluded
State
date and
and to
cooperate
fully
with
the
State
to
that
end,
no
State
excluded.
but
end,
to cooperate fully with the State to that
date
shall be
to select
select lieu
lieu lands in another
another State.
permitted to
be permitted
shall
forcooperating
Rwleslocal
suitable
S
EC.
9.
The
Secretary
of
the
Interior
shall
provid e, by
by
Rules
local
for
cooperating
stockmen
shall provide,
stockmen
Interior
the
of with
of
~.with
Secretary
The
9.
SEC.
and regulations, for cooperation with
rlS and
associations
of
rules
local
associations
of
associations to
to be
be proproassociations
local
with
cooperation
for
rules and regulations,
vided.
stockmen, State land
vided.
in
engaged
agencies
officials,
and
official
State
agencies
engaged
in
official
and
officials,
land
State
stockmen,
the
conservation
or propagation
propagation of
wild life
life interested
interested in the use of the
of wild
conservation or
or
hearings
Local
shall
grazing
districts.
The
Secretary
of
the
Interior
s
hall provide
p
rovide byorviews
Localprovided
hearings
Interior
the
of
for.
Secretary
The
grazing districts.
for.
provided
vews
from
appeals
on
hearings
appropriate
rules and
regulations for local
local hearings on app eals from
and regulations
appropriate rules
manner
the decisions
decisions of
of the
the administrative
administrative officer in charge
charge in aa manner
the
district
for
ibutions
similar to
to the
the procedure
procedure in
in the
the land
land department.
The Secretary
Secretary of
atributions
Acceptance
confor of
district
department. The
similar
improvements.
toward
the Interior shall
also
be
empowered
to
accept
contributions
toward
improvements.
contributions
accept
to
empowered
be
the Interior shall also
the
protection, and
and improvement
improvement of the district,
administration, protection,
the administration,
moneys so
received
to
be
covered
into
the
Treasury as
as a
special fund,
fund,
a special
Treasury
the
into
covered
moneys so received to be
expended,
which is
is hereby
appropriated and
made
available
until
expended, as
until
available
made
and
appropriated
hereby
which
Appropriation.
for
the Secretary
may direct,
or payment
payment of
of expenses
expensesAppropriation.
direct, f
Interior may
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
the
and
improvement,
incident
to
said
administration,
protection,
and
improvement,
and
protection,
administration,
said
to
incident
for refunds
refunds to
to depositors
depositors of
of amounts
contributed by them in
in excess
excess
amounts contributed
for
ofpf
grazing
of
their
share
of
the
cost.
ceirlos
exttmo
tlo
ranz
s
i
.
ng re
re.
of their share of the cost.eposit
9 and 11 hereof, all ceppts;exceptions.
sections
in sect
That, except
10. That,
SEC. 10.
except as provided
provided in
io
ns 9 and 11 hereof, all
SEC.
in
deposited in
be deposited
moneys received
the authority
authority of this Act shall be
under the
received under
moneys
Portionforrangeim25
but
the Treasury
of
the
United
States
as
miscellaneous
receipts,
but
Portion
for range imreceipts,
provements.
the Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous
during
per centum
of
all
moneys
received
from
each
grazing
district
grazing
each
from
received
per centum of all moneys
any fiscal year is hereby made available, when appropriated by the
any fiscal year is hereby made available, when appropriated for the
Congress, for
expenditure by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
of the
by the
for expenditure
Congress,
to
Apportionment
improvements,
construction, purchase,
rovements, and
andtoState
Apportionment
for benefit of
range imp
of range
maintenance of
or maintenance
purchase, or
construction,
countieshavinggrazing
district
50 per centum
of
the
money
received
from
each
grazing
district
counties having grazing
grazing
each
from
received
50 per centum of the money
by the districts.
at the
during
any fiscal
year shall
shall be
be paid
pa id at
the end
end thereof
thereof by thedistricts.
fiscal vear
during any
district
grazing
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to
the
State
in
which
said
district
said
which
in
State
Treasury to the
Secretary
is situated, to
prescribe for
legislature may prescribe
State legislature
the State
as the
expended as
be expended
situated, to be
is
district Pr
the benefit of
the
county
or
counties
in
which
the
grazing
district
grazing
the
the benefit of the county or counties in which
n mo
than
more
in
is
If oviso.
district in
more
grazing
is
situated:
Provided,
That
if
any
grazing
district
than Ifotr
any
if
That
Provided,
is situated:
county.
one
than
proceeds
from
each
to
one
State
or
county,
the
distributive
share
to
each
from
the
'proceeds
county.
than
one
share
one State or county, the distributive
of said district
proportional to
to its
its area
area therein.lands
therein.
Indian lands ceded
ceded
be proportional
shall be
district shall
said
of S
nited States.
EC. 11.
That when appropriated by Congress, 25 per centum of
all to United
of all
SEC. 11. That when appropriated by Congress, 25 per centum
to
moneys received
district on
lands ceded
ceded to
Indian lands
on Indian
grazing district
each grazing
from each
received from
moneys
rev
the United
States
for
disposition
under
the
public
-land la
ws during
during
fees
Use off grazing fees
laws
public-land
the
under
disposition
for
States
the United
the
by
expenditure
for
any
fiscal
year
is
hereby
made
a
v
a
il
a
ble
for
ex
p
enditure
b
y
the
received
from.
available
made
any fiscal year is hereby
Secretary of
of the
purchase, or maintemainteconstruction, purchase,
the construction,
for the
Interior for
the Interior
Secretary
nance of range improvements; and
an additional 25 per centum
me
R
na
u nge
improveimproveof mRnge
centum of
nance of range improvements; and an additional 25 per
be
year
fiscal
the
money
received
from
grazing
during
each
fiscal
shall
each
during
grazing
from
received
money
the
State
paid at
at the
the end
thereof by
by the
the Secretary
Treasury to the State
Secretary of the Treasury
end thereof
paid
public
of public
sleeit
State schools
the State
in
are situated,
to be
be expended
expended as
as the
Benefit and
of
public
situated, to
lands are
said lands
which said
in which
roads.
public
and
schools
public
of
benefit
legislature
prescribe for
for the bene fit of public schools and public roads. .
may prescribe
legislature may
roads
county or
in which
which such
such grazing
grazing lands are
counties in
or counties
the county
of the
roads of
money
all
of
situated.
And
the
remaining
50
per
centum
money received
received
centum
per
50
situated. And the remaining
from such grazing
lands
shall be
be deposited
deposited to
to the
the credit
credit of the
shall
lands
grazing
from such
Indians pending
final disposition
disposition under
under applicable
treaties, ore
or
o p
laws, treaties,
applicable laws,
Indians pending final
lic land laws.
bIndian ceded Huelandlaos.
agreements.
The
applicable
publi
c land laws as to said Indian
Continuance of pubpublic
applicable
The
agreements.
in
lands within
a
district
created
under
this
Act
continue
shall
Act
created under this
lands within a districteach
operation, except
nonmineral
application for nonmineral
every application
and every
that each and
operation, except that
allowed
be allowed
title to said
lands
in
a
district
created
under
this Act
shall
Act
this
under
created
district
a
in
lands
said
to
title
only if in the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
the
land
is of
of
land
the
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
of
the opinion

only if in
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the
suited to
to disposal
through the
the Act
under which
which appliapplithe character
character suited
disposal through
Act under
cation
entry and
and disposal
disposal will
affect adversely
cation is made and such
such entry
will not
not affect
adversely
the best public interest, but no settlement
occupation of such
settlement or occupation
such
lands shall be permitted
ninety days after
after allowance
allowance of an
an
permitted until ninety
application.
Cooperative adminadminSEC.
Cooperative
SEC. 12. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to
to
istration with
with other
deother deistration
partments.
cooperate
Government in carrying
carrying out
out
of the
the Government
department of
cooperate with
with any department
partments.
Coordinationofrange
coordination of range adminisCoordination ofrange the purposes of this Act, and in the coordination
administration.
admmiistration.
tration,
grazes part
part time
a graztratmn, particularly
particularly where
where the same
same stock
stock grazes
time in a
grazdistrict and part time
other reservation.
ing district
time in
in aa national
national forest
forest or
or other
Unappropriated
SEC.
President of the United States is authorized
Unappropriated
S
EC. 13. That the President
authorized to
lands within
within waterlands
waterreserve by
place under
under national-forest
national-forest administraproclamation and
and place
by proclamation
sheds of
of national
national for- reserve
ests.
President may
place, tion
tion in
in any
national forests
enlarged
or enlarged
be created
created or
forests may
may be
where national
any State
State where
may place,
President
national forest
forest by
Executive order
order any
any unappropriated
public lands
lands lying
within
Executive
unappropriated
public
lying
within
under national
by
administration.
watersheds forming aa part of the national forests
watersheds
forests which,
which, in
in his
opinion, can best be administered
administered in connection with existing
national-forest administration
national-forest
administration units, and to place under
under the Interior
Interior
Department administration
Department
administration any lands within
within national forests, prinprincipally
can best
best be
be adminadmincipally valuable for grazing,
grazing, which,
which, in his
his opinion, can
Sroitso.
m
istered under the provisions
Proviso.
provisions of this Act: Provided,
Provided, That such reserLegal rights maintained.
vations or transfers shall not interfere
legal rights acquired
acquired
tained.
interfere with legal
public-laird laws so long as such rights are legally
under any public-land
legally mainJurisdiction of
oflands.
tained. Lands placed
lands, tamed.
placed under the
the national-forest
national-forest administration
administration
under the authority of
under
of this
this Act
Act shall be subject to all
all the laws
laws and
regulations relating to national
under the
regulations
national forests, and lands placed under
Interior
Interior Department
Department administration
administration shall be subject to all publicapplicable to grazing
grazing districts
created
land laws and regulations applicable
districts created
under authority of this Act. Nothing
Nothing in this section shall be conconstrued so as to limit the powers of the President
President (relating
(relating to reorganreorganVol.
p. 1517.
izations
in the
executive departments)
departments) granted
granted by
of the
the Act
Act
vol. 47,
47, p.
izations in
1517.
the executive
by title
title 44 of
entitled
appropriations for the
and Post
Post
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making appropriations
the Treasury
Treasury and
Office
Office Departments
Departments for the fiscal year ending June
June 30,
for
30, 1934, and for
purposes ",
other purposes
", approved
approved March
March 3,
3, 1933.
. 2415,'
U.R. S.sei.
SEC.
That section 2455 of the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended, is
sec.
2455,P P. 449;
449;
S
W. 14. That
u.s.c.,141411.
Vol.
P. 253.
253.
amended to
read as
as follows:
vol. 45,
45, p.
amended
to read
follows:
"S
SEc.
SoaleofdisolatedordiSale of isolated or disEC. 2455. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of section 2357
2357 of the
connected tracts.
con
Revised Statutes (U.S.C.,
678) and of the Act of August
(U.S.C., title
title 43, sec.
sec. 678)
August
it shall
B.. S.. se.
sec.237,
2357, 9.. 432; 30, 1890 (26 Stat.
Stat. 391),
391), it
for the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
U.S.C., p. 1375.
U.S.C., . 1375.
Interior
order
into
at
to
market
and
sell
public
auction
land
auction,
at
the
land
p 301.
Vol.
ol. 26,
26',is. 31.
office of
of the district
district in which the land is situated,
office
situated, for not less than
the appraised
appraised value, any isolated
disconnected tract or parcel of
isolated or disconnected
of
the public domain
domain not exceeding
exceeding seven
seven hundred
and sixty
sixty acres
acres
the
hundred and
which, in his jud
g ment, it
would be proper
proper to expose
judgment,
it would
expose for
for sale after
after at
at
least thirty days
days' notice by the land office of the district in
which
in which
Provisos,
such
situated: Provided,
Provided, That for aa period
Provisos.
such land
land may be
be situated:
period of not less
ooreferentialrightto
wner
Prefereoriacolgtoutos than
thirty days
highest bid
been received,
received, an
y owner
owner
has been
any
after the
the highest
bid has
than thirty
days after
property.
property.
or owners of contiguous
contiguous land
shall have
preference right
right to
to buy
buy the
land shall
have aapreference
the
offered lands at such highest bid price, and where two
two or more persons apply
apply to exercise
exercise such preference
Secreta ry- of the
preference right the Secretary
Interior
issauthorized
Interior i
authorized to make an equitable
equitable division
division of the land
land among
among
such applicants,
applicants, but in no case shall the adjacent
adjacent land owner or
or
owners be required
required to pay more
more than
than three times the appraised
appraised price:
price:
Sale
unsuit- Provided
Provided further,
further, That
subdivisions of
of the
public land,
land not
not
Sale of
of tracts
traoctstunstThat any
any legal subdivisions
the public
able for cultivation.
exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred and sixty acres, the greater part of which
which is
mountainous
mountainous or too rough
rough for cultivation, may, in the discretion
discretion of
of
the said Secretary,
Secretary, be ordered
ordered into the market and sold pursuant
pursuant to
this section upon the application
application of any person who owns land or
holds aa valid entry of lands adjoining
regardless of the
adjoining such tract, regardless
the
fact that such tract may not be isolated or disconnected
disconnected within the
the
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Prior
rights not imPrior rights
meaning of
of this
this section:
section: Provided
further, That this section shall
shall paired.
Provided further,
paired.
meaning
any
under
attached
not
defeat
any
valid
right
which
has
already
attached
under
already
has
which
right
not defeat any valid
"Person "defined.
defined.
pending
entry or
or location.
person 'in this section shall "Person"
'person'
location. The word '
pending entry
associations."
and
be
deemed
to
include
corporations,
partnerships,
associations."
be deemed to include corporations,
Disconnected or
or isoDisconnected
SEC. 15.
Interior is further
further authorized
authorized in his lated
of the Interior
Secretary of
The Secretary
15. The
tract may be
SEC.
lated tract
leased to
to owners
owners of
of conleased
lands
unreserved
and
discretion,
where
vacant,
unappropriated,
unreserved
of
discretion, where vacant, unappropriated,
tiguous lands.
tiguous
the
public
domain
are
situated
such
or
disconnected
tracts
disconnected
isolated
such
in
situated
are
domain
the public
of
hundred and
or more
more as not to justify their
acres or
forty acres
and forty
six hundred
of six
inclusion
in
any
grazing
to
established pursuant
pursuant to this
be
to
district
grazing
inclusion in any
Act, to
such lands to
owners of lands contiguous
contiguous thereto
to owners
any such
lease any
to lease
Act,
for grazing
upon application
therefor by any such owner,
application therefor
purposes, upon
grazing purposes,
for
and upon
such terms
and conditions
conditions as
prescribe.
Secretary may prescribe.
the Secretary
as the
terms and
upon such
and
State laws,
etc., not
laws, etc.,
State
restricting the restricted.
SEC. 16.
this Act
construed as restricting
shall be construed
Act shall
in this
Nothing in
16. Nothing
SEC.
restricted.
respective States
enforcing any and all statutes
statutes enacted for
from enforcing
States from
respective
police
nor shall
the police
respective States
police power of the respective
shall the
regulation, nor
police regulation,
be,
by
this
Act,
impaired
or
restricted,
all
laws heretofore
heretofore
and
or
impaired
Act,
be, by this
hereafter
enacted by
by the
the respective
respective States
or any
any thereof,
thereof, or
or that
that may hereafter
States or
enacted
welfare,
be
enacted
as
regards
public
public
welfare,
shall
at all
or
health
public
be enacted as regards
Proviso.
Proviso.
times be
be in
and effect:
effect: Provided,
Provided, however, That nothing
nothing No
No limitation
on
on
force and
full force
in full
times
Federal
authority.
authority.
Federal
power
the
in
this
section
shall
be
construed
as
restricting
power
restricting
or
limiting
in this section shall be construed as
and
United States.
the United
of the
authority of
and authority
Approved,
June 28, 1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
866.]
[CHAPTER 866.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

economic basis,
To place
place the
the tobacco-growing
tobacco-growing industry
on a
sound financial
and economic
financial and
a sound
industry on
To
marketing
to prevent
prevent unfair
and practices
the production
production and marketing
in the
practices in
competition and
unfair competition
to
of tobacco
tobacco entering
entering into
channels of
of interstate
interstate and foreign commerce.
commerce.
the channels
into the
of
and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
assembled,
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
SECTION 1.
1. As
used in
this Act—
Act-eron
in this
As used
SECTION
(a)
The term
"person" includes
individual, aa partnership,
partnership,
includes an individual,
term "person"
(a) The
association,
joint-stock
company,
corporation,
or a
afirm, and
and imports
corporation,
company,
association, joint-stock
the plural
plural as
well as
the singular,
singular, as
the case demands.
as the
as the
as well
the
(b)
term "Commissioner"
means
Commissioner of
means the Commissioner
"Commissioner"
The term
(b) The
Internal Revenue.
Internal
(c)
collector "
the collector
internal revenue.
collector of internal
means the
" means
"collector
term "
The term
c) The
(d) The
means any type or types
types of tobacco
"tobacco" means
term "tobacco"
The term
(d)
specified
agreement between
between the
the Secretary
Agriculture and
and
Secretary of Agriculture
any agreement
in any
specified in
contracting producer.
producer.
aacontracting
(e) The
The term
term "
sale "
means the
bona fide sale of each pound
the first bona
" means
" sale
(e)
of
tobacco
harvested
subsequent
to
enactment
of this Act.
enactment
the
to
subsequent
harvested
tobacco
of
(f)
term ""tax
means the
tax imposed by this Act upon the
the tax
" means
tax "
The term
(f) The
sale of tobacco.
(g) The term "
contracting producer"
producer" means
means any
person who
who
any person
The term "contracting
(g)
Act)
(pursuant
to
the
provisions
of
the
Agricultural
Adjustment
Adjustment
Agricultural
the
of
provisions
the
to
(pursuant
agrees
with the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to plant not
Secretary of
writing with
in writing
agrees in
more
than
the
number
of
acres
of
tobacco,
and/or
and/or to market not
tobacco,
of
acres
of
number
the
more than
more
than the
number of
of pounds
pounds of
of tobacco,
permitted in such
tobacco, permitted
the number
more than
agreement.
(h) The
term "
crop year"
the period
May 11to
to April
April 30.
30.
period May
means the
year" means
"crop
The term
(h)
(i)
The
term
"
Maryland
tobacco"
means
the
kind
of
air-cured
air-cured
of
kind
the
means
tobacco"
"Maryland
(i) The term
tobacco classified
classified as
as type
type 32
United States
Department of
States Department
the United
in the
32 in
tobacco
Service
Agriculture,
Bureau
of
Agricultural
Economics,
Service and
Economics,
Agricultural
of
Agriculture, Bureau
Regulatory Announcements
Numbered 118.
Announcements Numbered
Regulatory

28, 1934.
June 28,
[H.R. 9690.1
9890.]
[H.R.
[Public, No. 483.]
483.1
[Public,

Tobacco Control
Control Act.
Act.
Tobacco

Definitions.
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"Person. "

"Commissioner."

"Commlssoner."
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"Collector."

"Tobacco."
"Tobacco

"Sale."

"sle."

"Tax."

"Ta"

ch,"
CoVracting
Con
nt ra t i

g

pro-

pro-

.
..Crop
"Crop year."

"
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28, 1934.
1934.
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SESS.

"cigar
(j)
(j) The term "
cigar leaf tobacco"
tobacco" means all leaf tobacco classified
in classes
classes 4,
1, 5,
and 6
the United
United States
States Department
of
Department of
in the
6 in
5, and
sified in
Agriculture,
Bureau of
Agricultural Economics,
Service and
Economics, Service
of Agricultural
Agriculture, Bureau
Regulatory Announcements
Announcements Numbered
Numbered 118.
118.
Regulatory
(k) The
tobacco" means
means all
all sun-cured
sun-cured
sun-cured tobacco"
sun-cured
Virginia sun-cured
term ""Virginia
The term
(k)
tobacco classified
type 37
Department of
United States Department
in the United
37 in
as type
classified as
tobacco
Agriculture, Bureau
Bureau of
and
Service and
Economics, Service
of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics,
Agriculture,
Regulatory Announcements
118.
Numbered 118.
Announcements Numbered
Regulatory

"Cigar leaf tobacco."
"Cigarleaftobacco."

"Virginia
"Virginia
tobacco."
tobacco."

Declared policy.
policy.
Declared
Orderly
Orderly marketing.
marketing.
Stabilizing
markets.
Stabilizing markets.

Imposition.

DECLARED POLICY
POLICY
DECLARED
SEC. 2.
hereby declared
declared to be the policy of Congress to
It is hereby
2. It
SEC.
promote the
the orderly
orderly marketing
tobacco in
foreign
in interstate
interstate and foreign
of tobacco
marketing of
promote
commerce,
to enable
producers of
of tobacco
tobacco to
to stabilize
stabilize their markets
markets
enable producers
commerce, to
against
undue and
and excessive
fluctuations, to prevent unfair
unfair competiexcessive fluctuations,
against undue
tion and
and practices
practices in
in putting
tobacco into
channels of interstate
interstate
into the
the channels
putting tobacco
tion
and
foreign commerce,
commerce, and to
more effectively
effectively balance production
production
to more
and foreign
and
relieve the present
present emergency
emergency
and to relieve
of tobacco,
tobacco, and
consumption of
and consumption
with respect to tobacco.
IMPOSITION
IMPOSITION

S
RC. 3.
assessed on the sale of
is hereby levied and assessed
(a) There
There is
3. (a)
SEc.
tobacco with respect
applicable aatax at the rate
respect to which the tax is applicable
tobacco
of 331/3
33 1/
3 per
centum of
of the
price for
for which
tobacco is sold:
sold:
which such tobacco
the price
per centum
of
Agriculture determines
Provided,
Secretary of Agriculture
determines
Proviso.
Proviso.
however, That if the Secretary
Provided, however,
Lower rate
proclaims that the declared policy of this Act is best effectuated
permit'and proclaims
effectuated
permitted.
thereby-,the
the rate
of tax
for such
period as the
the Secretary of
such period
shall, for
tax shall,
rate of
thereby,
Agriculture designates,
designates, be
be at
at such
such lower rate (not less than 25 per
Agriculture
centum of the price for which
which such
such tobacco is sold) as he may
may
prescribe.
to
Tax
to apply
appl ydto
Tax to
(b) The tax provided for by subsection
t tosubsection (a)
(a) of this section shall
shall
harves
baeco
bacco
harvested
in
1934-1935,
the crop year 1934-1935,
crop
year
1934-35;
exin the
193'
harvested in
to all
all tobacco
tobacco harvested
crop year
be applicable
applicable to
1-35; ex- be
ception.
ception.
except Maryland
tobacco, Virginia
tobacco, and cigar
cigar
sun-cured tobacco,
Virginia sun-cured
Maryland tobacco,
except
Sales
Sales tax.
tax.

Inoperative
there- leaf tobacco.
Inoperativ tbhee-leaf
erereafter whenever the Secretary
Thereafter
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
after
it be dedeafter unless
unless it
termined spec
special
control
determines that the persons who own, rent, share
share crop, or control
termined
ial type determines
requires
imposition.
requires impos
customarily engaged
engaged in the production
production of
three fourths
fourths of the land customarily
ition.

any particular
particular type
type of
favor the levy of
of the tax thereon
thereon
of tobacco
tobacco favor
any
and that
imposition of
of the
necessary for the
tax thereon is necessary
the tax
the imposition
that the
and
orderly
such tobacco
interstate and foreign
foreign comtobacco in interstate
marketing of such
orderly marketing
Secretary's
proclamaSecretary'sp:
declared policy of this Act, he shall
rolama- merce and to effectuate
effectuate the declared
tion
before crop
to issue
issue be
tion to
year.
proclaim such determination
determination at least sixty days prior to the next
year.
forecropproclaim
succeeding crop
crop year,
and the
the tax
tobacco
thereafter apply to tobacco
tax shall thereafter
year, and
succeeding
of
such type
harvested during
next following
following the date
the crop
crop year next
during the
type harvested
of such
Duration oa
of r proviDuration
provi- of such proclamation.
proclamation. The tax provided
provided for by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
sion.
sion.
tobacco harvested
harvested after April
apply to any tobacco
shall not
not apply
this section shall
30, 1936.
enibraeed.
(c) The provisions of this Act shall be applicable
Territory embraced.
(c)
applicable to the United
United
States
and its
its possessions,
Virgin
Philippine Islands, the Virgin
except the
the Philippine
possessions, except
States and
Zone, and the island of Guam.
American Samoa, the Canal Zone,
Islands, American
Exemptions.
Exemptions.

Public
Public

station, etc.

experiment
experiment

station, etc.
Crop
prior to 1934-35.
Croppriorto1934-35.
Identification.
Identification.

10:1'TS
EXEMPTIONS

S
EC. 4. (a) No tax shall be imposed under
under this ActAct-SEC.
(1) Upon the tobacco harvested
(1)
harvested by any publicly owned experiexperi-

mental station or agricultural
agricultural laboratory;
laboratory; or
(2) Upon tobacco
tobacco harvested prior to the crop year 1934-1935.
1934-1935.
(b) Under such rules and
and regulations
regulations as the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
the
Secretary of the Treasury,
prescribe, every
Treasury, may prescribe,
of the
the Secretary
the approval
approval of
person
becomes applicable
applicable with respect
respect to
to
person who,
who, at the time the tax becomes
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manufacture or
any type
holds for
(or use in the manufacture
sale (or
for sale
tobacco, holds
of tobacco,
type of
any
of such type
any
sale)
production
of
an
article
intended
for
sale)
tobacco
for
production of an article intended
tobacco
such
cause
harvested
prior
to
the
crop
year
1934-1935
cause
tobacco
shall
1934-1935
year
crop
the
to
prior
harvested
to
be tagged,
tagged, stamped,
otherwise identified
tax-exempt tobacco.
tobacco.
identified as tax-exempt
or otherwise
stamped, or
to be
S
EC. 5.
(a) In
addition to
to rental
or benefit
payments which
which under Nontransferable
Nontransferable taxtaxbenefit payments
rental or
In addition
5. (a)
SEC.
to
yssue
Secretary of Agriculture
u
e
e
nof,
o
tf
w
,
to contractc
aols
tiactany
of existing
Agriculture is authorauthor- Pal
m
existing law the Secretary
provision of
any provision
producer, authorauthorized
make in
in connection
with agreements
producers providing
providingiing
z: producer,
agreements with producers
connection with
to make
ized to
for
for reduction
reduction in the production
production for
in the acreage or reduction
reduction in
for
market, or
both, of
of any
basic agricultural
agricultural commodity, the Secretary
Secretary
any basic
or both,
market,
(in each
to
of
Agriculture
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
issue
each
directed
and
authorized
hereby
is
of Agriculture
crop year
of tobacco
is harvested
tax
harvested to which the tax
tobacco is
type of
any type
wherein any
year wherein
crop
tax-payis
applicable)
to
each
contracting
producer
nontransferable
tax-paynontransferable
producer
contracting
each
to
is applicable)
ment warrants
(each such
such warrant
to be
expressed in pounds of
be expressed
warrant to
warrants (each
ment
Surrender
of, tobe
to be
Surrender
tobacco
of
a
particular
type).
Upon
surrender
of
warrant by accepted
any warrant
of any
surrender
Upon
type).
tobacco of a particular
in of,
payment
of
sales
tax.
sales
of
the
accepted by
be accepted
any
producer to
collector, it
shall be
it shall
the collector,
to the
contracting producer
any contracting
collector
Secretary of
Treasury in
in payment
payment of the
the tax on
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
and the
collector and
any
sale by
by such
contracting producer
producer of
of the
tobacco specified
specified
the type of tobacco
such contracting
any sale
Limitation.
cov- Limitation.
in the
amount the amount of tobacco
tobacco covin amount
exceeding in
not exceeding
warrant not
the warrant
in
entitled
be entitled
contracting producer shall be
ered by
by such
warrant. Any contracting
such warrant.
ered
to receive
such warrants
warrants covering
covering amounts
amounts of any type of tobacco
receive such
to
Terms of warrant.
warrant.
produced by
by him
him equal
equal (1)
(1) to
the number
number of
pounds of tobacco
tobacco of Tersof
of pounds
to the
Pounds permitted.
produced
market
to
such
type
which
such
contracting
producer
is
permitted
market
such type which such contracting producer is permitted
under any
any agreement
agreement between
between him
him and
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
the Secretary
and the
under
Percentage basis.
or
to the
number of
of tobacco
which the Percentagebasis.
tobacco of such type which
pounds of
of pounds
the number
(2) to
or (2)
a
Secretary
of
Agriculture
estimates
may
be
produced
a
percentage
on
produced
be
Secretary of Agriculture estimates may
deter-of
acreage, which
and base acreage
acreage shall
shall be deter
percentage and
which percentage
base acreage,
a base
of a
mined
as provided
in any
any agreement
agreement between
Secretary of
between the Secretary
provided in
mined as
Agriculture
and such
producer.
contracting producer.
such contracting
Agriculture and
County warrants.
(b) The
Secretary of
may issue
issue in
any county
county further
further County warrants.
in any
Agriculture may
of Agriculture
The Secretary
(b)
warrants, covering
covering an
amount of
any type
excess
type not in excess
of any
tobacco of
of tobacco
an amount
warrants,
of 6
6 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
of tobacco
of such
type covered by
such type
tobacco of
amount of
of
the warrants
warrants issued
issued to
to all
all contracting
producers in such county,
county, to
contracting producers
the
such
persons
production of
of tobacco
tobacco of
such type
type in
in such
of such
the production
in the
engaged in
persons engaged
county
as
to
whom
the
Secretary
determines
that
no
equitable
equitable
allotno
that
determines
Ante, p. 34.
county as to whom the Secretary
ment
tobacco acreage
acreage or
is possible
possible under
tobacco- Ante p. 34.
under tobaccoproduction is
or production
of tobacco
ment of
reduction contracts
contracts offered
offered pursuant
to the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
pursuant to
reduction
Proviso.
limited
of, to
to limited
Act:
Provided,
That
warrants
covering
two-thirds
of
the amount
amount Issue
Issue of,
the
of
two-thirds
covering
warrants
That
Act: Provided,
g
rowers.
of
allotted under
under this
in any
any county
issued growers.
county shall be issued
subsection in
this subsection
tobacco allotted
of tobacco
Acceptance. upon
upon
Acceptance,
to growers
growers whose
whose allotments
allotments are
are 1,500
1,500 pounds
pounds or
or less.
less. Warrants
Warrants surrender
in payment
to
of
sales
tax.
payment
n
rensder
and
collector
issued
under
this
subsection
shall
be
accepted
by
the
collector
and
the
by
issued under this subsection shall be accepted
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, upon
surrender thereof
thereof by
by the person
person
upon surrender
of the
Secretary of
the
to whom
whom issued,
issued, in
payment of
of the
the tax
on any
any sale by such person
person
tax on
in payment
to
of the
in the
warrant not exceeding
exceeding in
in
the warrant
specified in
tobacco specified
of tobacco
type of
the type
of
amount
the amount
amount of
tobacco covered
by such warrant.
covered by
of tobacco
Manner, etc., of issuamount the
etc., of is.
gwarrants.
(c)
application therefor,
for by
by inManner,
provided for
warrants provided
the warrants
therefor, the
Upon application
(c) Upon
be issued by the Secresubsections
(a) and
and (b)
of this
may be
section may
this section
(b) of
subsections (a)
tary
of Agriculture,
or his
his duly
authorized agent,
agent, in such
such manner,
duly authorized
Agriculture, or
tary of
at
such
time
or
times,
at
such
place
or
places,
and
in
such
form as
such form
in
and
places,
or
place
such
at
times,
or
at such time
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
the
Erroneous issue.
(d)
tax-payment warrant
warrant erroneously
issued shall
shall be
be void
void Erroneousissue.
erroneously issued
Any tax-payment
(d) Any
of
Secretary
upon demand
its return
return made
the Secretary
made by the
for its
writing for
in writing
demand in
upon
Agriculture to
to the
person to
was issued.
warrant was
such warrant
whom such
to whom
the person
Agriculture
Evidence of right.
(e) The
The right
right to
to aa tax-payment
warrant under
this section
shall Evidence oright.
section shall
under this
tax-payment warrant
(e)
be evidenced
evidenced in
such manner
manner as
the Secretary
Agriculture may by
of Agriculture
Secretary of
as the
in such
be
regulations
prescribe.
prescribe.
regulations
(f) The Secretary of Agriculture may
may make
make regulations
p tec,
tioo
t
o
c. of
of she
share
rtection
protect- croPro
regulations protect(f) The Secretary of Agriculture
op
ing
the
interests
of
share-croppers
and
tenants
in
the
issuance
of
issuance
the
in
tenants
and
share-croppers
ing the interests of
tax-payment
warrants under
this Act.
Act.
under this
tax-payment warrants
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COLLECTION OF
OF TAXES
COLLECTION
TAXES

Collection of
of taxes.
taxes.
Collection
Payment by
by seller.
seller.
Payment
Depository.
Depository.

Returns,
penalties,
Returns, penalties,
etc.
Excise
provisions
exExcise provisions excepted.
cepted.
Vol.
p. 121.
44, p.
121.
Vol. 44,
Vol.
Vol. 47,
47,
Vol. 44,
44, p.
p. 93;
93; Vol.

p. 269.
p.
269.

Rules
Rules
tions.
tions.

and
and

S
EC. 6.
6. (a)
provided for
for in
this Act
Act shall
be paid
by
paid by
shall be
in this
taxes provided
(a) The
The taxes
SEC.
the seller
collected by
by the
Bureau of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue under
under
the Bureau
and collected
the
seller and
the direction
direction of
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury. Such
shall be
be
taxes shall
Such taxes
of the
the Secretary
the
paid into the
Treasury of the United
United States.
the Treasury
paid
(b) All
All provisions
law, including
including penalties
(except section
section
penalties (except
of law,
provisions of
(b)
1121
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1926),
applicable with
with respect
respect to
to the
the
1926), applicable
1121 of
taxes imposed
imposed by
section 600
600 of
of the
the Revenue
of 1926,
1926, and
and the
Act of
Revenue Act
by section
taxes
provisions of
of section
626 of
the Revenue
of 1932,
as
insofar as
1932, shall, insofar
Act of
Revenue Act
of the
section 626
provisions
applicable and
and not
inconsistent with
the provisions
provisions of
Act, be
this Act,
of this
with the
not inconsistent
applicable
applicable
regard to
imposed by this Act.
all taxes imposed
to all
applicable in regard
RULES AND
AND REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
RULES

regularegula-

Needful, to
to be
prebe preNeedful,
scribed.
scribed.

Execution of
of vested
vested
Execution
powers.
powers.

S
EC. 7.
7. (a)
(a) The Commissioner,
approval of the Secretary
Secretary
Commissioner, with the approval
SEC.
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
shall prescribe
prescribe such
such rules
regulations as he may
rules and regulations
of
deem
of the tax.
collection of
deem needful
needful for the collection
(b) The
Agriculture is authorized
authorized to make such rules
Secretary of Agriculture
The Secretary
(b)
and
regulations as
powers vested
vested
to carry
carry out the powers
necessary to
as may
may be necessary
and regulations
of this Act.
Act.
by the provisions
provisions of
in him by
INFORMATION RETURNS
RETURNS
INFORMATION

Information returns.
Information

SEC.
warehousemen, processors
processors of tobacco,
S
EC. 8. (a)
(a) All producers, warehousemen,
having information
information with respect
respect to tobacco
tobacco
carriers, having
rel. and common carriers,
produced or sold, may
required to
regard thereto,
a return in regard
to make a
be required
may be
produced
tobacco produced,
produced, sold, or delivered,
delivered, the
the amount
amount of tobacco
setting forth the
delivered
name and address
address of the person who produced, sold, or delivered
said tobacco,
or to
said tobacco
tobacco was sold or delivered,
delivered, the
to whom
whom said
said
tobacco, or
further information
information which
which
price paid on such sale, and any other and further
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with the approval
Regulations to be the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
approval of the
Regulations
prescribed.
Secretary of
Treasury shall
prescribe as necessary
necessary
by regulations
regulations prescribe
shall by
of the
the Treasury
Secretary
for the collection
collection of
required to make such
person required
of the tax.
tax. Any person
for
return shall render
render a
Commissioner
return to
to the Commissioner
true and
and accurate
accurate return
a true
return
of Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Penalty provisions.
proviisions.
failing or refusing to file such a
areturn,
(b) Any person willfully failing
or
misdemeanor
a misdemeanor
or filing aa willfully false return, shall be guilty of a
and, upon
thereof, shall
shall be
be punished
punished by aafine of not more
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
and,
$1,000.
than $1,000.
General and penal
GENERAL AND
PENAL PROVISIONS
General
AND PENAL
PROVISIONS
GENERAL
;c., re-

Producers,
reProducers, etc.,
et
enured
disclose relequired to
to disclo
vant
informatiov
vant information.

provisions.
provisions.

S
E°. 9.
No tax-payment
warrant issued
in accordance
accordance with
with
issued in
tax-payment warrant
SEc.
9. (a)
(a) No

Transfer of
of tax-pay.
mTansfer
tax-pay- this Act may be
be transferred
assigned either in
in whole
transferred or assigned
whole or
or in
in part,
part,
meat warrants,
except
or other
other legal
legal representative
deceased
representative of
of aa deceased
except by
by the
the executor
executor or

producer to whom a
tax-payment warrant
producer
a tax-payment
warrant has been issued under this
Any person who acquires aatax-payment
tax-payment warrant
warrant from another
another
person
person or who transfers a
a tax-payment
tax-payment warrant
warrant to another
another person
in violation of the provisions
provisions of this Act, or who violates
violates any
any
provision
guilty of a
provision of this
this Act,
Act, shall be
be guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and shall,
conviction thereof,
thereof, be fined
$1,000 or sentenced
upon conviction
fined not
not more
more than $1,000
sentenced
to not more than six months'
months' imprisonment, or both.

Unlawful
lawful aequisiae
uis i" Act.

tion.

Counterfeiting, etc.

ounterfeiting, etc.

False entry.

False entry.

(b) Any
defraud, forges,
Any person who, with intent to defraud,
forges, makes, or
or

counterfeits
counterfeits any tax-payment
warrant or any stamp,
tax-payment warrant
stamp, tag, or other
other
means of identification
identification made or used under
under this Act, or makes any

false entry upon such warrant
warrant or any false statement
statement in any applica-

warrant, or who uses, sells,
tion for the issuance of such warrant,
sells, lends, or
or
possession any such altered, forged, or counterfeited
counterfeited warhas in his possession
makes,
rant, stamp, tag, or other means of identification,
identification, or who makes,
uses, sells, or has in his possession any material in imitation of
of the
the
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warrants, stamps, tags,
material used
the manufacture
manufacture of
of such
such warrants,
tags, or
or
in the
used in
material
in
statement
makes
who
other
means
of
identification,
or
makes
any
false
statement
in
or
identification,
of
means
other
any application
application with
with respect
the levying
collection of the tax,
levying and collection
to the
respect to
any
exceeding
a fine not exceeding
by a
shall, upon
conviction thereof,
punished by
be punished
thereof, be
upon conviction
shall,
$5,000 or
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding five years, or both.
both.
by imprisonment
or by
$5,000
APPROPRIATIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
EXPENSES
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
APPROPRIATIONS AND

hereby approm the tax are hereby
S
EC. 10.
The proceeds
proceeds derived
approfrom
derived from
(a) The
10. (a)
SEC.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Appropriations and
and
Appropriations
administrative ex-

penses.

To
ieeds from
from tax
Proceeds
available.
avable.
adminAgriculture for
the Secretary of Agriculture
priated
available to the
for admin be available
to be
priated to
istrative expenses
expenses and
other payments
under
payments under
and other
taxes and
of taxes
refunds of
and refunds
istrative
of
Secretary
the
this
Act.
The
Secretary
of
Agriculture
and
Secretary
the
and
Agriculture
of
Secretary
this Act. The
the tax
of the
Treasury shall
from time
time to time the amount of
tax Taxestimates.
Tax estimates.
estimate from
shall estimate
Treasury
estimate
such
any
which
will
be
collected
during
a
period
following
estimate
following
period
a
during
collected
which will be
not in
excess of
of four
months, and
and the
of the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
four months,
in excess
not
appropriated,
otherwise
shall,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
not
Treasury
the
in
shall, out of any money
Advances.
so estimated. Advances.
advance
to
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
the
amounts
Agriculture
of
Secretary
the
to
advance
tax
The
amount
of
any
such
advance
shall
be
deducted
from
such
deducted
be
shall
The amount of any such advance
proceeds
shall subsequently
available under
under this subsection.
subsection.
become available
subsequently become
as shall
proceeds as
(b) Out
of the
the sums
sums available
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture Expenses.
Expenses.
Secretary of
to the
available to
Out of
(b)
p. 37.
Ante, p.
as
sums
such
amended,
under
the
Agricultural
Adjustment
Act,
as
amended,
as
Ante,
37.
as
Act,
Adjustment
under the Agricultural
and
taxes,
of
refunds
may
be necessary
expenses, refunds
and
administrative expenses,
for administrative
necessary for
may be
other
under this
this Act
Act are
are hereby
hereby made
made available.
payments under
other payments
employees,
(c) The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
in order
order to
to carry
carry officers,
Officers, employees,
authorized in
is authorized
Agriculture is
(c)
the
to
out
the
provisions
of
this
Act
to
appoint,
without
regard
proetc.
regard
without
appoint,
out the provisions of this Act to
Selection,
visions of
civil-service laws,
officers, agents,
agents, and
and employees,
employees, etc.
Selection, salaries,
salaries,
such officers,
laws, such
the civil-service
visions of the
conthe
with
and,
employees
and
and to
such Federal officers
and, with the conutilize such
to utilize
and
sent of
such State
local officers
employees, as he
officers and employees,
and local
State and
State, such
the State,
of the
sent
duties, responsimay
find
necessary,
to
prescribe
their
authorities,
responsimay find necessary, to prescribe their authorities, duties,
Act of
bilities,
and
tenure,
and,
without
regard
to
the
Classification
of
Classification
the
to
regard
without
and,
bilities, and tenure,
and
agents,
1923,
as
amended,
to
fix
the
compensation
of
any
officers,
agents,
and
officers,
1923, as amended, to fix the compensation of any
appointed.
employees so appointed.
Services and rent in
employees
in
sec- tSeDrvis
(d) The
The administrative
administrative expenses
expenses provided
provided for
for under
this secthe Districtandrent
of Coltununder this
(d)
bia.
services
tion shall include, among others,
others,
expenditures
for
personal
services
bia,
personal
for
expenditures
tion shall include, among
and rent
rent in
in the
District of
elsewhere, for
for law
law books,
books, Reference books, etc.
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
of Columbia
the District
and
Reference books etc.
contract stenoperiodicals, newspapers,
re ference, for
for contract
stenonewspapers, and books of reference,
periodicals,
addition
in
graphic
reporting
services,
and
for
printing
and
paper
addition
paper
and
printing
for
and
services,
graphic reporting
to
allotments under
under the
existing law.
the existing
to allotments
unds.
(e) The Secretary of Agriculture shall transfer to the Treasury Transfer
of funds.
Transerof
(e) The Secretary of Agriculture shall transfer to the Treasury
agencies, out of
Department,
authorized to
to transfer
other agencies,
to other
transfer to
is authorized
and is
Department, and
such
funds available
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses under
under this Act, such
available for
funds
and
sums as
are
required
to
pay
administrative
expenses
incurred
incurred
expenses
administrative
pay
to
required
sums as are
administration
refunds
made
by
such
Department
or
agencies
in
the
administration
the
in
agencies
refunds made by such Department or
Act.
of this
this Act.
of
Refunds.
REFUNDS
REFUNDS

P

es

Refunds.

Claim for, must be
b6

mus
Claim for',within
S
EC. 11.
11. (a)
(a) No
refund of
any tax,
tax, penalty
penalty, or interest paid
paid under
under presented
of any
No refund
SEC.
months.
presented within
this Act shall
shall be
unless claim
therefor is presented
within months.
claim therefor
allowed unless
be allowed

this Act
six months
months after
after the
date of
of payment
of such
such tax, penalty, or
or
payment of
the date
six
interest.
interest.
(b) No
No suit
suit or
shall be
maintained in
court for
any court
in any
be maintained
proceeding shall
or proceeding
(b)
erronethe recovery
recovery of
any
tax
under
this
Act
alleged
to
have
been
erronebeen
have
to
alleged
Act
of any tax under this
the
ously or illegally
illegally assessed
assessed or
collected,
or of
of any
any penalty
penalty claimed
claimed
or
collected,
or
ously or
refund
to have been
collected without
for refund
claim for
until aa claim
authority, until
without authority,
have been collected
to
Internal
or credit has
been
duly
filed
with
the
Commissioner
of
Internal
of
Commissioner
the
with
filed
duly
been
or credit has
Revenue, according
the provisions
provisions of
of law
regard, and the
that regard,
in that
law in
to the
according to
Revenue,
regulations prescribed
the Commissioner
of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Commissioner of
by the
prescribed by
regulations
Act;
this
and
approved
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
under
Act;
under
Treasury,
the
Secretar
the
bythe
approved
and

Suit to recover.
Suittoreover.
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but such
such suit
or proceeding
proceeding may
be maintained
whether or not such
such
maintained whether
may be
suit or
but
tax
penalty
,
or
interest
has
been
paid
under
protest
No
duress.
or
protest
under
paid
been
Commencement of tax, penalty, or interest has
expiration of six months
suit or proceeding
SUit.
suit,
proceeding shall be begun before the expiration
from the
the date
date of
of filing
filing such
such claim,
claim, unless
unless the
the Commissioner
Commissioner renders
renders
from
decision thereon
thereon within
that time,
time, nor
the expiration
of
expiration of
after the
nor after
within that
aa decision
two
the date
the payment
payment of
of such
such tax,
penalty, or
or
tax, penalty,
of the
date of
from the
years from
two years
interest,
unless
such
suit
or
proceeding
is
begun
within
two
years
years
two
within
begun
is
proceeding
or
suit
such
unless
interest,
after
the disallowance
of the
the claim
claim or
or of
of the
the part
claim
part of such claim
disallowance of
after the
to which
or proceeding
proceeding relates.
Commissioner shall,
relates. The Commissioner
suit or
such suit
which such
to
within
days after
after any
any such
disallowance, notify the taxsuch disallowance,
ninety days
within ninety
payer thereof
by mail.
thereof by
payer
Payment under
prounder proPayment
test or duress.
Commencement of

SEPARABILITY OF
OF PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SEPARABIITYr
Separability of
of proSeparability
vLsions.
visions.

Termination.
Termination.

SEo. 12.
any provision
provision of
Act, or
thereof
applicability thereof
the applicability
or the
this Act,
of this
If any
12. If
SEC.
to
any
person
or
circumstance,
invalid
the
remainder of this
remainder
invalid
held
is
circumstance,
or
to any person
Act and
and the
thereof and of such provision
provision to other
applicability thereof
the applicability
Act
persons
shall not
be affected
affected thereby.
not be
circumstances shall
or circumstances
persons or
TERMINATION
TERMINATION

SEC.
SW. 13. The tax shall terminate
terminate with respect to any type of
tobacco
at
the
end
of
the
crop
Secretary
year current at the time the Secretary
crop
tobacco at the end of the
under
of Agriculture
proclaims that rental
payments under
rental and/or benefit payments
of
Agriculture proclaims
discontinued with respect
Agricultural Adjustment
respect
Adjustment Act are to be discontinued
the Agricultural
Proclamation
to such
type of
tobacco or
whenever the President
proclaims
President finds and proclaims
or whenever
of tobacco
Proclamati
such type
on to to
issue.
issue,
that
respect to such type of
emergency with respect
economic emergency
national economic
the national
that the
tobacco has
whichever is the earlier.
ended, whichever
has ended,
tobacco
is directed
Tqbacco
producer
beSEC. 14.
14. The
Agriculture is
directed not to refuse
refuse
of Agriculture
Secretary of
The Secretary
SEC.
icerbeTobaccoprodi
eont
comings
—
coming a contracting
any offer by aatobacco
lateness any
producer.
ground of
of lateness
tobacco producer
producer to become
become
the
ground
raeting on the
producer.
contracting producer, if such offer is filed with the Secretary of
aa contracting
enactment
Agriculture
within thirty
thirty days after
after the date of the enactment
Agriculture within
of this Act.
Cigar
tobacco.
SEC.
welfare of domestic
domestic producers
producers
Cigar leaf tob
SEC. 15. Having due regard to the welfare
ac.
and
Provisions for pro- of tobacco and to the protection
protection of domestic consumers
consumers thereof
thereof and
t aa just relation
relation between the price received
received by such domestic
domestic
Provisions f(or pro- to
etc.
tecting,
tenting, etc.
producers
and the
the price
price paid
by such
such domestic
domestic consumers
consumers and in
in
paid by
producers and
the
this
policy
declared
other
respects
effectuate
the
declared
policy
of
Act,
effectuate
to
respects
other
Secretary
Agriculture may
may from time to time, by orders or
of Agriculture
Secretary of
regulations:
regulations:
Quotas for 1I
imports
(A) For each crop year in which
which any type of tobacco is harmporta-tions, into con
continental
tions,
crop
'United States
States to
to be
to which
applicable, or for any part of such crop
the tax is applicable,
which the
vested to
be vested
United
established.
established,
year,
establish quotas
quotas for
the importation
importation into continental
United
continental United
for the
year, establish
year
tobacco, and during such crop year
States of cigar-leaf
cigar-leaf types of tobacco,
States
Basis,
readjust any
any such
such quotas. Such quotas shall be based on average
readjust
Basis.
quantities of
imported into continental
continental United
United States
tobacco imported
such tobacco
of such
quantities
Cuba,
during
years 1932-1933
1932-1933 and 1933-1934,
1933-1934, except that
that in the
during the crop years
Cuba.
case
tobacco imported
imported from the Republic of Cuba, such quotas
quotas
case of tobacco
shall
quantities of tobacco so imported during
average quantities
on average
shall be based on
the crop years 1928-1933.
1928-1933.
Allocations to
by subsection (A) to the
Art1e1orsc.ations
(B) Allot
the
quotas provided
provided for
for by
quotas
the
Allot
(B)
imto
po
porters.
States in such manner as
importers of such tobacco in the United States
deem fair and equitable,
equitable, having due regard to the respeche may deem
imported during the crop years 1932-1933
tobacco imported
tive amounts
amounts of tobacco
1933-1934 by such persons.
and 1933-1934
Excess
SEC.
Exces impe
imports
SEC. 16. After
After importation
importation quotas therefor
therefor have been
been established,
established,
t t subpet
inapert tax.
t
ject to
to import
all cigar-leaf
cigar-leaf tobacco of any type imported into continental
continental United
States in excess of the quota for such type shall be subject to an
hate.
Rat.e
tax. The rate of the import tax, expressed in cents per
import tax.

anytyl
Tax on
pemay
on any
type
may
be discontinued,
be
discontinued, etc.
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pound, shall
be determined
by the
of Agriculture
Agriculture as
hereas hereSecretary of
the Secretary
determined by
shall be
pound,
quotas
for
inafter
provided.
On
May
1
of
each
crop
year
which
quotas
year
crop
each
of
1
May
On
provided.
inafter

Quotas,aveeosals
9uotas,
sales
to be deteretc., average
price,
e,
da
mined.
Agriculof
are
to
be
established
pursuant
to
section
15,
the
Secretary
Agricul
pricetc.,
to be
Secretary
are to be established pursuant to section 15, the
Department
ture shall
determine (from
(from available
available statistics
statistics of the Department
shall determine
ture
of
Agriculture) the
the average
average sales
sales price per pound, during the preof Agriculture)
ceding twelve
twelve months,
months, of
cigar-leaf tobacco the sale
domestic cigar-leaf
all domestic
of all
ceding
of
which
is
to
be
taxed
during
the
ensuing
crop year under this Act.
ensuing
the
during
taxed
be
to
is
which
of
This
average
sales
price,
times
the
average
This average sales price, times the average per centum tax rate then
current
under this
on the
domestic cigar-leaf
cigar-leaf tobacco,
sale of such domestic
the sale
Act on
this Act
current under
proclaimed
shall be
be the
per pound
pound of
of the
the import
import tax and shall be proclaimed
rate per
the rate
shall
shall
tax
import
by
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture.
The
import
shall
be paid forParment
P
e
s
custe
o
ntof
c
r' f
eietax
tax be
The
Agriculture.
of
by the Secretary
customs
from
prior
to the
of the
subject thereto
customs
thereto
tobacco subject
the tobacco
release of
the release
prior to
custody or
control.
or control.
custody
Term construed.
As used
used in
this and
and the
"cigar-leaf types of Termcontrued.
section "cigar-leaf
preceding section
the preceding
in this
As
tobacco"
shall include
include cigars,
cigars, which
for the
purposes of the quotas,
the purposes
which for
" shall
tobacco
said sections shall be
allotments,
and
import
tax
provided
by
for
provided
tax
import
and
allotments,
respective
translated
into
terms
of
raw
cigar-leaf
tobacco
of the respective
tobacco
translated into terms of raw cigar-leaf
conversion
types
from
which
such
cigars
are
produced,
pursuant
to
conversion
pursuant
produced,
are
cigars
such
types from which
factors established
proclaimed by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
and proclaimed
established and
factors
Approved, June 28, 1934.
Approved,
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To compensate
compensate widows
widows and
children of
who died
died while receiving
receiving monemonepersons who
of persons
and children
To
miliby active
aggravated
or
in
tary
benefits
for
disabilities
directly
incurred
in
aggravated
active miliincurred
directly
disabilities
for
tary benefits
tary
or
naval
service
in
the
World
War.
War.
World
the
in
service
tary or naval

June
28, 1934.
1934.
June 28,
[H.R. 9936.]
9938.1
[HR.
[Public, No.
No. 484.1
484.]
[Public,

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
enacted by
Be
Compensation or
of
Compensation
assembled, That
United
States of
of America
America in
That the survivsurviv- widows,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
widows, etc.,
etc., of certain
certain
United States
'veterans.
ing widow,
child, or
or children
children of
of any
served in veterans.
who served
person who
deceased person
any deceased
Eligibility.
ing widow, child,
was
the
if
1918,
the
World
War
before
November
12,
1918,
or
if
person
was Eligibility.
12,
November
before
War
the World
serving with
States military
forces in
Russia before
before April
April
in Russia
military forces
United States
the United
with the
serving
compensation,
receive
to
2,
1920,
who,
while
receiving
or
entitled
receive
compensation
,
entitled
or
receiving
2, 1920, who, while
pension,
retirement pay
pay for
30-per-centum disability
disability or more
for 30-per-centum
or retirement
pension, or
directly
in or
or aggravated
by service
in the World War,
War, dies
service in
aggravated by
incurred in
directly incurred
and
or
has
died
from
a
disease
or
disability
not
service
connected
connected
service
not
disability
or
disease
a
from
died
or has
upon
not
the
result
of
the
person's
own
misconduct
shall,
upon
filing
shall,
misconduct
own
not the result of the person's
application and
such proofs
proofs in
in the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration as the
and such
application
to Proviso.
be entitled to
Administrator
of
Veterans'
Affairs
may
prescribe,
prescribe,
may
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
eempt
s exempt
not
Persons
not
Per
Act
this
of
receive
compensation:
Provided,
That
the
provisions
of
this
Act
provisions
the
That
Provided,
receive compensation:
from income tax.
tax.
fromincome
year
a
shall
not
apply
to
any
person
during
any
year
following
a
for
shall not apply to any person during any year following
which such
such person
person was
not entitled
exemption from
from the
the payment
payment
to exemption
entitled to
was not
which
of a
aFederal
Federal income tax.
Rates.
of
t.
SEC. 2. That
the monthly
monthly rates
of compensation
shall be
as follows:
follows:
be as
compensation shall
rates of
2. That the
SEC.
Widow but no
no child,
child, $22;
$22; widow
and
one child,
child, $30
$30 (with
(with $4
for
each
each
for
$4
one
and
widow
but
Widow
additional child);
child) ;no
no widow
one child,
child, $15;
$15; no
no widow
widow but two
but one
widow but
additional
children, $30
children,
$22
(equallydivided)
;
no
widow
but
three
children,
$30
three
but
widow
no
divided);
(equally
$22
children,
amount
total
(equally
divided)
(with
$3
for
each
additional
child,
total
amount
child,
additional
(equally divided) (with $3 for each
Maximum.
to
be equally
equally divided).
divided).
to be
Maxim
The
total compensation
payable under
this paragraph
shall not Apportionment,
paragraph shall
under this
if excompensation payable
The total
ceeding
$88.
ifXexceed $56.
Where
such
benefits
would
otherwise
exceed
$56
the
Appertioument,
the
$56
exceed
otherwise
would
benefits
exceed $56. Where such
amount
of $56
$56 may
apportioned as
as the
Administrator of
of
the Administrator
be apportioned
may be
amount of
Veterans'
Affairs
may
prescribe.
Dnitions.
Definitions.
Veterans' Affairs may prescribe.
"Perionwos.rv
"Person
whoserved.*
SEC. 3.
3. That
used in
this Act—
Actin this
as used
That as
SEc.
nwhor
(a) The
term "
person who
served ""shall
shall mean
mean a
whether
person, whether
a person,
who served
" person
The term
(a)
male or female, and
and whether
whether commissioned,
enlisted, enrolled,
enrolled, or
or
commissioned, enlisted,
male or female,
military
the
drafted,
who
was
finally
accepted
for
active
service
in
the
military
in
service
active
for
drafted, who was finally accepted
86637*--34----81
86637 -34-81
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or
naval forces
the United
of training
training camps
camps
members of
or naval
forces of
of the
United States,
States, members
heretofore recognized
recognized
authorized by law, and such other
other persons heretofore
by
having a
pensionable status:
status:
by statute
statute as having
a pensionable
(b) The
The term
term "
widow " shall
person who
was married
married
"Widow."
(b)
"widow"
shall mean
mean a
a person
who was
to
1931, and who
who has not remarried;
remarried;
to the veteran
veteran prior to July
July 3, 1931,
"Child."
shall mean
person unmarried
unmarried and
and under
under
"Child."
((c) (c) The term
term ""child ""shall
mean aaperson
the age of
of
the age of eighteen
eighteen years, unless prior to reaching
reaching the
eighteen
become permanently
of
eighteen the child becomes or has become
permanently incapable of
self-support by reason of mental or physical
physical defect, who is
self-support
is aalegitimate child, a
stepchild if aa member of the
a child legally adopted,
adopted, aa stepchild
man's household, an illegitimate
illegitimate child, but, as to the father
father only,
if acknowledged
if
acknowledged in writing signed by him
him or if he has been judicially ordered
contribute to such child's
or
ordered or decreed
decreed to contribute
child's support, or
putative father
father of such child:
child:
has been judicially decreed
decreed to
to be the putative
Proviso.
Payments
to orphans
payment of
shall be
be continued
continued
compensation shall
of compensation
the payment
That the
Provided, That
orphans Provided,
Payments to
passing
passing 18,
18, completing after the age of eighteen years
years and until completion
completion of education
education.
eLimit.
Limit.
or training (but not after such child reaches
reaches the age of twenty-one
years), to any child who is or may hereafter
years),
hereafter be pursuing aa course
of instruction at a
a school,
school, college, academy, seminary, technical
technical
institute
particularly designated
by him
him and
and approved
approved
institute,'or university,
university, particularly
designated by
by the Administrator, which
which shall have
have agreed to report to the
Administrator the termination
termination of attendance
attendance of such child, and if
if
learning fails
such report
report promptly
promptly
any such institution of
of learning
fails to
to make such
approval shall be withdrawn.
the approval
withdrawn.
Adjudication of
S
EO.
4. That
That the
the Administrator
Administrator of
of Veterans'
authorized
SEC.
Adaudication
to
4.
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs is
is authorized
claims,
and directed to receive
receive evidence
evidence and adjudicate
adjudicate claim for compensation under
under this Act when
when it
it is claimed
claimed that the veteran was 30
per centum or more disabled
disabled immediately
immediately prior
prior to his death from
disease
established to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Veterans'
disease or injury established
Veterans'
Administration prior to date of death to have been directly
Administration
directly incurred
incurred
in or aggravated
aggravated by service in the World War, although a
a determination
mination of 30-per-centum
30-per-centum disability or more had not been made by
by
Proviso.
Veterans'
Administration
prior
Provided,
rT o filing im the Veterans'
Administration
to
the
veteran's
death:
Provided,
Time for filing claim
restricted.
the purpose
of awarding
the proviprovirestricted.
That for the
purpose of
awarding compensation
compensation under
under the
sions of this Act, direct service connection
degree
connection of disability and
and degree
thereof at date of death
death may be determined
determined in any
any case
case where
where claim
claim
has been or is filed
filed by the widow,
widow, child, or children
children of a
deceased
a deceased
World War veteran,
veteran, except that
that proof of 30-per-centum
30-per-centum disability
or more at date of death must be filed no later than
than three
three years after
after
date of enactment of this Act or the date of death, whichever
whichever is the
later, and evidence
evidence required
required in connection
connection with any claim must
must be
be
accordance with regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Presisubmitted in accordance
dent and/or the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans
Veterans Affairs.
Affairs.
ffectivedateofpaySEc.
enactEffective
date of paySEC. 5. That payment
payment shall be effective
effective from the date of
of enac
tment.
ment of this Act in all
all cases where death occurred
occurred prior to the date
of enactment
enactment of this Act and in all other cases payment shall be
made from the date the application
application of the widow,
widow , child, or children
children
Administrator of
ofVeterans'
Veterans' Affairs,
Affairs is
is
in the form
form prescribed
prescribed by the
the Administrator
Acceptance
Proviso.
of claims
filed in
Administration: Provid
ed, Th
at a
a c
l
ai
m for
for
Aeeptiane
filed
in the
of
lats
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration:
Provided,
That
claim
'
nder specified
siecifed Acts pension or compensation
2, Seventyunder
compensation under Public Law Numbered
Numbered 2,
authorized.
A7te,
24.
third Congress,
Congress, and the
the Veterans'
Ante, pp. 8,, 524.
third
Veterans' Regulations,
Regulations, or
Law NumNumor Public
Public Law
bered 141,
141, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, on account of death
death of a
aveteran
veteran
from directly service-connected
service-connected disability shall be accepted
accepted as a
a
claim for benefits
benefits under
under this
this Act.
Approved, June 28, 1934.
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[CHAPTER
AN ACT
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employees, to provide unemployment
To provide
provide a
retirement system for railroad
railroad employees,
unemployment
a retirement
To

IS. 3231.)
[Public,
486.]
[Public, No. Mal

relief,
other purposes.
for other
and for
relief, and

the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
and House
Senate and
Be it

assembled,
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
States of
in, Congress
of America
United
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
SECTION 1.
Act—
1. That as used in this ActSEmcON

A

Retirement
Railroad Retirement
ltailroad

Act.
Definitions.
Definitions.

"Carrier."
express company, sleeping(a)
carrier "includes
includes any
any express
sleeping- "carrier."
term ""carrier"
The term
(a) The
Interstate
car
company,
carrier
subject
to
the
Interstate
Commerce
railroad,
by
carrier
car company,
indirectly owned
directly or indirectly
Act,
owned or
company which is directly
and any company
Act, and
railroad
by
carrier
with
controlled
by
or
under
common
control
any
carrier
railroad
controlled by or under common
and which
which operates
operates any
equipment or
or facilities
facilities or performs any
any equipment
and
service
trucking service)
service) in
connection with the transin connection
than trucking
(other than
service (other
receipt, delivery,
the
portation
of
passengers
or
property
or
the
delivery ) elevaor
property
or
passengers
of
portation
tion,
transfer in
transit, refrigeration
or icing
storage, and handling
handling
icing storage,
refrigeration or
in transit,
tion, transfer
or
receiver, trustee, or
railroad, and any receiver,
by railroad,
of property
property transported
transported by
of
other individual
or body,
otherwise, when
when in the possesor otherwise,
judicial or
body, judicial
individual or
other
Proviso.
Provso.etc., railways
Provided, however, That Street,
sion
the business
business of
of any
carrier ":
": Provided,
such ""carrier
any such
of the
sion of
aiay
excluded.
street, interurban,
the
term "carrier"
"carrier" shall
shall not
not include
include any
interurban, or esudeetd.e
any street,
the term
suburban
electric railway,
unless such
such railway
operating as a
apart
railway is operating
railway, unless
suburban electric
of a
general steam-railroad
steam-railroad system
system of
transportation, but shall not
of transportation,
a general
of
exclude
any part
part of
steam-railroad system of transporgeneral steam-railroad
the general
of the
exclude any
Status of
electric
electric
status
motive power. The lines,
tation
or hereafter
hereafter operated
operated by
other motive
any other
by any
now or
tation now
es
authorized and directed
Interstate Commerce
directed lin
Commission is hereby authorized
Commerce Commission
Interstate
upon request
request of
of the
complaint of any party interested
interested
upon complaint
or upon
Board or
the Board
upon
by electric
to determine
determine after
after hearing
hearing whether
whether any
any line
line operated
operated by
to
proviso.
power falls
terms of
of this
this proviso.
the terms
within the
falls within
power
"Employee."
(b) The
The term
employee "
each person
in the
the service
service of a
a Employee.
person in
means each
" means
"employee
term "
(b)
direct
and
carrier,
subject to
to its
continuing authority
to supervise
supervise
direct
authority to
its continuing
carrier, subject
the
of his
his service,
who has
been in
in such service
has been
service, who
rendition of
of rendition
manner of
the manner
within one
one 3rear
before the
the enactment
hereof, or
or who
who after the enactenactment hereof,
year before
within
ment
have been
been in
service. The
term "employee"
"employee "
The term
such service.
in such
shall have
hereof shall
ment hereof
representative of an
also includes
each officer
other official
an
official representative
or other
officer or
includes each
also
"employee organization
organization ",
herein called
called "
representative ", who
who has
has
"representative",
", herein
"employee
performed service
who is
duly designated
authorand authordesignated and
is duly
carrier, who
a carrier,
for a
service for
performed
Railized to
to represent
represent emplovees
employees under
under and
and in
accordance with
with the
the Railin accordance
ized
employment
following
or
during,
way Labor
Labor Act,
Act, and
and who,
following employ ment by
by a
a
way
such
carrier, is
is engaged
engaged in
such representative
service in
in behalf of such
representative service
in such
carrier,
employees.
employees.
"Board."
ad
(c) The
The term
term "Board"
"Board" means
means the
the Railroad
Retirement Board
Railroad Retirement
(c)
hereby created.
created.
hereby
"Annuity."
payments at
(d)
The term
term "annuity
"annuity ""means
regular payments
at the
the end of
of
means regular
(d) The
each completed
retirement, ceasing
ceasing at
at death
death or at
at
during retirement,
month during
completed month
each
service.
resumption
of
compensated
compensated
of
resumption
"service.'
(e)
the employment
employment relation
between "Service."
relation between
means the
service "" means
" service
term "
The term
(e) The
an
employee
and
a
carrier
whether
before
or
after
the
enactment
enactment
the
after
or
before
whether
carrier
an employee and a
hereof.
hereof.
period."
"service period"
service of
(f)
term "service
means the
the total
total service
of an "Service
period" means
"service period"
The term
(f) The
employee for
for one
or more
or not
not continuously
continuously per
per
whether or
carriers whether
more carriers
one or
employee
formed,
includes as
one month
every calendar
calendar month
month during
during
month every
as one
and includes
formed, and
which
employee has
been paid
carrier and
and
by aa carrier
compensation by
paid compensation
has been
the employee
which the
includes as
as one
one year
every twelve
twelve such
such months.
An ultimate
ultimate fracmonths. An
year every
includes
tion of
one year.
year.
as one
computed as
be computed
shall be
more shall
or more
months or
six months
of six
"Retirement period."
tion
(g) The
term "retirement"
"retirement" means
means the
the status
of cessation
cessation of
of "Rem'p d"o
status of
The term
(g)
compensated
the right
an annuity.
annuity.
receive an
to receive
right to
with the
service with
compensated service
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"Carrier
tion."
tion."
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(h) The term "
means age at the latest attained
birthday.
" age "
" means
attained birthday.
(i)
"carrier contribution"
contribution" means the payment
payment to
to be
be
(i) The term "carrier
made by each carrier.
"Employeecontribu"Employeecontribu(j) The term "
employee contribution"
to be
" employee
contribution " means the
the payment
payment to
be
tion."
tion."
made by each employee.
employee.
"Voluntary
"Voluntary contricontri(k) The term
term""voluntary
voluntary contribution"
payment made
contribution " means the payment
bution."
bution."
by an employee
employee and
employee equal to the total of both the employee
and the
carrier contribution.
"Effective date."
date."
"Effective
(1)
(1) The term " effective
effective date"
second
date " means the 1st day of
of the second
month after the taking effect of this Act.
"Railroad
"Railroad RetireRetireRailroad Retirement
Retirement Act"
Act" means and may be
be
(m) The term "
"Railroad
ment Act."
Act."
ment
subsequent amendments
used in citing this Act and subsequent
amendments thereto.
thereto.
contribucontribu-

PURPOSES
PURPOSES

SE. 2. (a)
Sno.
For the
purpose of
providing adequately
(a) For
the purpose
of providing
adequately for
for the
the satissatisfactory retirement of aged
aged employees
employees and
and promoting
and
promoting efficiency
efficiency and
safety
interstate transportation,
safety in interstate
transportation, and
make possible
greater
and to
to make
possible greater
employment
employment opportunity
opportunity and
more rapid
rapid advancement
of employees
employees
and more
advancement of
in the service
service of carriers, there
there is hereby established
established aarailroad
retirerailroad retireRetirement
Retirement system
ment
system;
and
it
is
made
system
meat
it
the
and
employees
duty
of
all
carriers
and
employees
established.
established.
subject to this Act to perform and
and fulfill the obligations imposed
imposed
thereby.
administered and construed
thereby. This Act shall be administered
construed with the
the
intent
intent and to the purpose of providing
providing the greatest
practicable
greatest practicable
amount of relief from
from unemployment
unemployment and
and the
the greatest
greatest possible
possible use
use
of resources
resources available
available for said purpose
for the
payment of
annuipurpose and
and for
the payment
of annuities for the relief of superannuated
employees.
superannuated employees.
purposes
Purposes

and
oband ob-

SPECIAL
S
PECIAL R
EPORT
REPORT
Special
report to
be
(b)
later than
from the
the effective
effective date,
date, the
the Board,
Board,
Sti eort
(b) Not
Not later
than four
years from
four years
submitted
to the to
Pres-e
ident.
in aaspecial report to the President of the United
ident.
States to
to be
be subsubUnited States
mitted to Congress,
Congress, shall make specific
specific recommendations
recommendations for
for such
such
changes in the retirement
retirement system hereby
created as
assure the
the
hereby created
as shall
shall assure
adequacy
adequacy and permanency
permanency of
retirement system
basis of
of
of said
said retirement
system on
on the
the basis
its experience
information and experience
experience and all information
experience then
then available.
available. For
For
Investigations and this purpose
Investigations
purpose the Board
Board shall from time to
make such
such investigainvestigato.time make
actuarial studies toand
be
made.
maade.
tions and actuarial
actuarial studies
studies as shall
provide the
the fullest
fullest information
shall provide
information
practicable
practicable for such report and recommendations.
recommendations.

ANNUITIES
ANNUITIES
Payment of
payment
of annul=nutties.

Commencement.
Commencement.
Service basis.
Servicebasis.
Computation.
Computation.

SEC.
employee having attained the age of
of sixty-five
S
EC. 3. Each
Each employee
sixty-five years,
years,
or
or having
having completed
completed a
aservice
service period
period . of thirty years, shall be paid
paid
an annuity, to begin on a
a date specified
a written application,
specified in a
application,
which date shall not be more than sixty days before the making of
the application. No annuity shall begin less than six months after
after
the effective
effective date. Such annuity shall
based upon
upon the
the service
shall be
be based
service
employee and shall be the sum of the amounts
period of the employee
determined
amounts determined
by multiplying
multiplying the number of
service, not
exceeding thirty
thirty
of years
years of
of service,
not exceeding

years,
by the following
years, by
following percentages
percentages of the monthly compensation:
compensation:

2 per centum of the first $50; 1½/2
1Y2 per centum of the next $100; and
and
pe - 2
"Montahly
o
1 per centum of the compensation
"Monthly
conlPen1
compensation in
in excess
excess of
$150. The
The ""monthly
of $150.
monthly
nation", defused.
compensation"
compensation" shall be the average of the monthly compensation
compensation
paid to the employee by the carrier, except that where
where applicable
for
for service
service before
before the
the effective
effective date the monthly
monthly compensation
compensation shall
be the average of the monthly compensation
compensation for all pay-roll
periods
pay-roll periods
for which the employee has received
received compensation
compensation from
from any
any carrier
carrier
consecutive
out of eight consecutive
calendar
years
of
such
services ending
ending
calendar
years
of
such
services
llavhntim
December 31,
31, 1931.
1931. No
of any
any monthly
monthly compensation
compensation in
in excess
excess
sImo.
December
No part
part of
of $300 shall be recognized
recognized in determining
determining any annuity
annuity for
for any
any
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Rateif
employee contribution.
contribution. The annuity shall be reduced
reduced by one- tat.
if employee
employee les
less
employee is less than sixtyfifteenth
of such
such annuity
annuity for each year the employee
fifteenth of
provision.
Disability provision.
first annuity payment. No such Disability
five
of age
time of
of the
the first
at the
the time
age at
years of
five years
reduction
Board shall determine that the carmade if the Board
shall be made
reduction shall
because of physical or mental inability
inability
employee because
rier has retired the employee
Death allowance.
allowance.
to
continue in
in active
service. Upon
Upon death
death of an employee
employee before
before or Death
active service.
to continue
a computation,
retirement an amount, equal at his death to a
computation, with
after retirement
interest
accumulation
compounded annually, of the accumulation
centum compounded
3 per
per centum
interest at 3
from
payments less
received by him, shall
payments received
less any annuity payments
from his payments
be paid
representative.
designated or to his legal representative.
have designated
as he may have
paid as
be
Lump sum payment
payment
retirement shall be entitled to an annuity if Lnmpsum
employee who upon retirement
Any employee
annuity less than
y les than
s300.
of less
less than $300 shall
Board of
with
value determined
the Board
shall be paid
paid $300.
by the
determined by
with aavalue
such value in a
a lump sum.

RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT

Retirement.
Retirement.

Compulsory, at
at age
age
S
EC. 4. Retirement
Retirement shall be compulsory upon employees
employees who, on 65.Compulsory,
SEC.
age
the
attain
the
effective
date,
have
attained
or
thereafter
shall
shall
the effective date, have attained or thereafter
of
The carrier
and the
the employee
employee may,
may, by
by an
an agreeagreecarrier and
years. The
of sixty-five
sixty-five years.
Extensions.
for retirement
ment in
in writing
writing filed
extend the
the time
time for
retirement Extensions.
Board, extend
the Board,
with the
filed with
ment
successive periods
for successive
as to
to such
employee for
year and
and for
periods of one
one year
for one
such employee
as
Officials.
year
each, but
but not
not beyond
the age
years. Until five years Officials.
seventy years.
of seventy
age of
beyond the
year each,
apply
not
shall
from
the
effective
date,
the
compulsory
retirement
shall
apply
retirement
compulsory
the
date,
from the effective
effective date occupies
to an
an employee
employee who
who from
and after
occupies an
after the effective
from and
to
official position
the service
service of
of aacarrier.
carrier.
in the
position in
official
Contributions.
Contributions.
CONTRIBUTION
CONTRIBUTION
contribuEmployee contribuEmployee
S
EC. 5.
shall pay
an employee
employee contribution
contribution in aa tion.
pay an
employee shall
Each employee
tion.
5. Each
SEC.
contribution.
Carrier
contribution.
Carrier
cara
pay
carrier shall
percentage
Each carrier
a
compensation. Each
his compensation.
upon his
percentage upon
rier contribution
equal to
to twice
contributions of
of each
employee
each employee
the contributions
twice the
contribution equal
rier
of such
such carrier.
The employee
employee compensation
compensation shall
be the
the compensacompensashall be
carrier. The
of
tion for
for service
service paid
paid to
to such
employee by
by the
carrier excluding
excluding comthe carrier
such employee
tion
Determination
Determination oof perperpensation in
in excess
per month.
contribution percentpercent- centage.
The contribution
month. The
$300 per
of $300
excess of
pensation
centage.
be
shall
and
age
shall
be
determined
by
the
Board
from
time
to
time,
shall
time,
to
time
from
Board
the
by
determined
be
shall
age
such
to produce
produce from
the combined
combined employee
carrier contriemployee and carrier
from the
as to
such as
butions, with
contingencies, the
the amount
amount
for contingencies,
margin for
a reasonable
reasonable margin
with a
butions,
necessary
the annuities,
expenses
disbursements and the expenses
other disbursements
annuities, other
pay the
to pay
necessary to
deterbecoming
time to
shall deterBoard shall
the Board
Until the
time. Until
to time.
from time
payable from
becoming payable
mine on
different percentage
percentage the
contribution percentage Deductions
employee contribution
the employee
a different
on a
mine
Deductions from
from ememdeducted ployee'
shall
contributions shall be deducted
pay.
ployees pay.
Employee contributions
centum. Employee
per centum.
2 per
be 2
shall be
by the
from the
compensation of
its employees
employees and
and shall
shall be
of its
the compensation
carrier from
the carrier
by
paid by
the carrier,
with the
the carrier
contributions, into the
carrier contributions,
together with
carrier, together
by the
paid
as
times as
Treasury
of the
United States
quarterly or
other times
such other
at such
or at
States quarterly
the United
Treasury of
ordered by
by the
Board.
the Board.
ordered

SYsTEMs
Exisurro PENSION
YSTEMS
PENsION S
EXIsTING
Takin
g existing sysy
S
EC. 6.
the power
provide by
appropriate tems
Taksing,
by appropriate
to provide
power to
have the
shall have
Board shall
6. The
The Board
SEC.
intoexisting
retirement
sYstem.
system.
annuities
for
rules and
and regulations
for substituting
the provisions
provisions
annuities
substituting the
regulations for
rules
and
benefits to
Act, for any obligation
obligation for
this Act,
under this
employees under
to employees
other benefits
and other
prior
service or
provisions for
for the
the voluntary
voluntary paypayexisting provisions
any existing
for any
or for
prior service
or any
ment of
pensions to
to employees
employees subject
to this
this Act
Act by
carrier or
by aacarrier
subject to
of pensions
ment
employees
subject to
to this
this Act,
so as
such carrier
carrier from
relieve such
to relieve
as to
Act, so
employees subject
its
for age
benefits under
its existing pension
pension
under its
retirement benefits
age retirement
obligations for
its obligations
system
retirement system
systems
and to
to transfer
such obligations
obligations to
the retirement
to the
transfer such
systems and
herein
If the
of any
any such
such transferred
oblitransferred oblifulfillment of
the fulfillment
established. If
herein established.
gation shall
contributions or
payments
larger payments
or larger
additional contributions
require additional
shall require
gation
than would
otherwise be
be required
required under
the provisions
of this
this Act,
provisions of
under the
would otherwise
than
be made by the carrier
then
such additional
contributions shall
shall be
carrier
additional contributions
then such
obligation or for
originally
responsible for
for the
creation of
such obligation
of such
the creation
originally responsible
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the
excess amount
of such
such payments
payments over
over those
those which
which would
would be
amount of
the excess
required
In the event that the
this Act. In
required under
under the
the provisions
provisions of this
Board
unable to make
make satisfactory
satisfactory arrangements
arrangements with any caris unable
Board is
rier
provisions under
under this
its
this Act for its
rier for the substitution
substitution of the provisions
existing pension
pension system,
that event,
the provisions
provisions of
of
and in
in that
event, the
existing
system, then,
then, and
this Act
shall be
be applied
to said
and its
employees without
without
its employees
carrier and
applied to
said carrier
Act shall
this
conflict or
operation of such an
an
duplication in the operation
regard to
to any
any conflict
or duplication
system and
effect of the provithe operation
operation and effect
existing pension system
and the
Proviso.
Prosiso.
sions of this Act: Provided, That the Board, at its option, shall
shall
Discretionary extenforegoing provisions
provisions of this section, to
to
of the
the foregoing
power, in lieu of
sion to forme
sion
former retire
retire- have power,
ments
for a
ge.
ments for
age.
order
that all former employees
employees of carriers,
order that
carriers, who prior to the effecseparated from the service at the age of
of
tive date have become separated
seventy
receiving age
and who may
may or may not be receiving
seventy years
years or over and
retirement benefits,
benefits, shall be
be, entitled to the benefits of this Act.
retirement
Employee
RepresenEMPLOYEE REPRESENTTIVES
Employee RepresenEMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATIVES
EMPLOYEE REPMENTATIVES
tatives.
tatives.
Discretionary
continDiscretionary continSEc.
organization who is
Sm. 7. Any representative
representative of an employee
employee organization
uance as
as beneficiary.
a
nance
beneficiary.
1 .
.
.
definition of "employee"
included within the definition
"employee" in paragraph
paragraph (b),
(b),
as beneiryincluded
required
section 1, of this Act shall have the option, but, shall not be required
Payments.
Payments.
to continue or to become a
a beneficiary
beneficiary under
under the provisions
provisions of this
Act. If
continue or to become
become such a
beneficiary
If he shall elect to continue
a beneficiary
he shall
shall pay
pay all voluntary
voluntary contributions.
he
Certainrequirements
Certainrequirements
of
For the purposes of this section the requirements
requirements of section
section 4
4 of
waived.
waivedthis
this Act shall not apply. Service rendered to an
an employee
employee organization
zation shall be included in computing
computing the total
total service period of
of
such representative.
representative.
Conditions under
Conditions
under
For such representative
representative who shall elect to become
become aa beneficiary
beneficiary
which benefits
benefits are
are paywhich
payunder
which contributions
contributions
able.
under this
this Act,
Act, the basic
basic compensation
compensation upon
upon which
benefits calculated
calculated shall be that compensation
shall be made and benefits
compensation
paid by the carrier
carrier for service rendered
rendered in the position to which
which
the rigats
rights of such representative
representative would entitle
entitle him for the period
period
defined in
in section
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That if
if no
no definite
definite and
and
section 33 of
defined
Proso.
Proviso.
average compensation
Determining
basic specific rights obtain, the average
Determining basic
compensation paid
paid to the four
four
compensation.
compensation.
employees whose last date of entry in the
employees
the service
service is nearest
nearest the date
same carrier
carrier by
by such
such representative,
representative,
of entry
entry in
in the service of
of the same
shall be his basic compensation
compensation to be determined
determined for the period
Board
to settle
settle quesques- defined in section
When aaquestion
Act. When
Board
to
section 33of this Act.
question arises
arises as to rights
rights
tions
hereunder.
investigate and determine
under this provision the Board shall investigate
under
determine rights
of such representative.
representative.
Payments to
repreas aa beneficiary
to continue
continue as
For such
such representative
to repre
sentents
For
representative who
who elects
elects to
beneficiary
sentative
continuingas
sentative continuing
as
beneficiary.
beneficiary.
under the provisions
provisions of this Act, his basic compensation
compensation shall be
average monthly compensation
compensation paid
paid to
him by
by the
carrier during
the average
to him
the carrier
during
active service with such carrier.
carrier.
the last twelve months of active
Retirement fund.
fund.
RETIEMENT FUND
Retirement
RETIREMENT
FUND
.

Treasury
to
to
Treasury
fain
separateemanfund.main-

,

Site.
8. All
moneys paid
paid into
the Treasury
under the
the provisions
provisions
Treasury under
into the
All moneys
SEC. 8.
of this Act, all interest, and other
other receipts, and all refunds
refunds of moneys

paid out under this Act shall constitute and be kept in a
a separate
separate
" railroad
fund in the Treasury
Treasury to be known as the "
railroad retirement
retirement fund."
direction of the Board,
At the request and direction
Board, the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
Investments
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury,
Treasury,
Fed- United
United States, with the approval
of the
Investments in Fedapproval of
eral obligations.
is authorized to invest
era obligations
invest such funds as are not immediately
immediately required
required
for disbursements in interest-bearing
interest-bearing bonds, notes, or other obligations of the United States, and to collect the principal
principal and interest
interest
of such securities
securities and to sell and dispose of the
the same
same as
as in
the
in the
Appropriation.
Appropriation
judgment of the Board shall be in the interest
interest of said fund. There
There
appropriated such sums not in excess of the amounts
is hereby appropriated
amounts in
said fund as may be necessary
necessary to pay all annuities, other
other disburseadministration of this Act.
ments and the expenses of administration
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Retirement Board.
Retirement

hereby established
SEC.
is hereby
established as an indeinde- Personnel.
Personnel.
PERSONNEL.-There is
(a) PERSONNEL.—There
9. (a)
SEC. 9.
aa
Government
the
branch
pendent
agency
in
the
executive
branch
of
the
Government
executive
the
in
pendent agency
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board,
Board, to be composed
composed of three members
members
Railroad
advice and consent of
the advice
appointed
by
the
President,
by
and
with
of
by
appointed by the President,
Term of office.
the Senate.
shall hold
years, Tenn
office.
a term of five years,
hold office for a
member shall
Each member
Senate. Each
the
prior
occurring
vacancy
a
fill
except
that
any
.
member
appointed
to
a
vacancy
occurring
prior
to
except that any member appointed
his predecessor
to the
of the
for which
predecessor was
which his
term for
the term
expiration of
the expiration
to
appointed, shall
shall be
be appointed
the Appointment.
remainder of the term and the
the remainder
for the
appointed for
appointed,
of
date
after
terms
of
office
of
the
members
first
taking
office
the
of
office
taking
first
members
the
of
terms of office
enactment
of this
Act shall
President,
designated by the President,
expire, as designated
shall expire,
this Act
enactment of
one
the end
two years,
the end of three
three years, and one
at the
one at
years, one
of two
end of
at the
one at
enactment of this Act.
at
the end
end of
years, after the date of enactment
four years,
of four
at the
One member
recommendations made
made by
from recommendations
appointed from
be appointed
shall be
member shall
One
appointed
be
shall
member
representatives
of
the
employees
and
one
member
shall
appointed
and
employees
the
of
representatives
from
recommendations made
made by
by representatives
representatives of the carriers, in
in
from recommendations
representaprovide
to
as
so
both
cases
as
the
President
shall
direct,
representadirect,
shall
President
the
as
cases
both
tion
the Board
the largest
largest number, respectively, of
of
to the
satisfactory to
Board satisfactory
on the
tion on
member, who
employees
and
carriers
concerned.
One
member,
who shall be the
One
concerned.
carriers
employees and
a term
chairman
of the
the Board,
Board, shall
shall be
be appointed
term of
of
initially, for a
appointed initially,
chairman of
employees
or
two
years,
without
recommendation
by
either
carriers
carriers
either
by
two years, without recommendation
and shall
shall not
be in
in the
of or
or he
pecuniarily or otherwise
be pecuniarily
employment of
the employment
not be
and
interested
in
any
carrier
or
organization
of
employees.
Vacancies Vacanies.
Vacancies.
employees. Vacancies
of
organization
interested in any carrier or
of
duties
the
affect
in
the
Board
shall
not
impair
the
powers
nor
of
powers
the
impair
not
shall
Board
the
in
the Board
nor of
of the
remaining members of the Board of whom
whom a
a
the remaining
Board nor
the
transthe
for
quorum
a
majority
of
those
in
office
shall
constitute
a
quorum
transconstitute
shall
office
in
those
of
majority
Salary, etc.
action of
of business.
Each of
said members
members shall receive
receive aa salary of
of Salary,
etc.
of said
business. Each
action
and
expenses
$10,000
per
year,
together
with
necessary
traveling
expenses
and
necessary
with
together
year,
$10,000 per
allowance in lieu thereof,
subsistence
thereof, while
per diem allowance
or per
expenses, or
subsistence expenses,
away
from
the
principal
office
of
the
Board
on
required by
by
duties
on
Board
the
of
office
away from the principal
this Act.
and employees
of the
the Board
Board shall
shall be
employees of
members and
The members
Act. The
this
employees
included
under this
Act and
together with
with employees
and together
this Act
employees under
as employees
included as
receiving annuities
annuities shall
be furnished
furnished free
free transportation
transportation in the
shall be
receiving
same manner
manner as
is furnished
furnished to
employees.
to employees.
transportation is
such transportation
as such
same
duties and
(b)
DUTIES. — The Board
shall
have
and
exercise
all
the duties
and Dutes.
Duties.
the
all
exercise
and
have
shall
Board
(b) DUTIES.-The
powers
necessary
to
administer
this
Act.
The
Board
shall
receive
receive
shall
Board
The
Act.
powers necessary to administer this
proceedings
and
take such
such steps
steps and
and institute
institute and
and prosecute
such proceedings
prosecute such
and take
and
as may
may be
be necessary
enforce the
payments and oblioblithe payments
to enforce
necessary ;to
actions as
and actions
paygations required
under
the
Act,
make
and
certify
awards
and
payand
awards
certify
and
make
Act.
the
gations required under
ments,
moneys and
and funds
funds necessary
necessary thereto.
thereto. The
all moneys
for all
account for
and account
ments, and
carriers
Board may
such advances
advances upon
upon the
of carriers
payments of
the payments
require such
may require
Board
Rules to be preRules
scribed. to be preas
necessary
to
put
this
Act
into
operation.
T
he Board shall estabestab- scribed.
The
operation.
into
Act
this
put
to
as necessary
the
for the
and provide
rules and regulations
lish
and promulgate
promulgate rules
reg ulations and
provide for
lish and
a
as
adjustment
of
all
controversial
matters,
with
power
a
Board
power
with
matters,
controversial
all
of
adjustment
or
through any
or subordinate
subordinate designated
designated therefor,
therefor, to
member or
any member
or through
oaths,
administer
witnesses,
require
and
compel
the
attendance
of
witnesses,
administer
oaths,
of
attendance
the
require and compel
matter
take
make all
all necessary
necessary investigations
any matter
investigations in any
and make
testimony, and
take testimony,
maintain such
involving
or other
payments , and
and shall maintain
such
other payments,
annuities or
involving annuities
and
offices,
provide
such
equipment,
furnishings,
supplies,
services,
and
services,
supplies,
furnishings,
equipment,
such
provide
offices,
compentheir
for
facilities
and
employ
such
persons
and
provide
compenprovide
and
facilities and employ such persons
sation and expenses,
as may
may be
necessary to
to the
the proper
proper discharge
discharge
be necessary
and expenses, as
sation
Board
the
of
decisions
or
of its
functions. All
rules, regu
lations,
decisions
the Board
regulations,
All rules,
its functions.
of
be
shall
shall require
the
approval
of
at
least
two
members
and
shall
be
and
members
two
least
at
of
approval
shall require the
record. Records, etc.
be aa public record.
and
entered upon
upon the
the records
Board a
n d shall be
the Board
of the
records of
entered
in convenient
and publish
The Board
shall gather,
gather, keep
com pile, and
publish in
convenientetc.Records,
keep,, compile,
Board shall
The
form such
records and
and data
be necessary,
intervals
necessary, and at intervals
may be
as may
data as
such records
form
survey.
surveys
of not
not more
more than
two
years
shall
cause
to
be
made
actuarial
surveys Actuaril
1..etuarig surveys.
actuarial
made
be
to
cause
than two years shall
of
be
and analyses, to
to determine
determine from
from time
time to
time
the
payments
to
be
to
to time the payments
and analyses,
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required
provide for
all annuities,
other disbursements
and
required to
to provide
for all
annuities, other
disbursements and
expenses,
and to
assure proper
administration and
the adequacy
adequacy
expenses, and
to assure
proper administration
and the
Authority to
to obtain
permanency of
of the
the retirement
system hereby
hereby established.
established. The
The
obtai and
intority
and permanency
retirement system
information.
Board
to require
require all
all carriers
carriers and
and employees
employees and
and
Board shall have power
power to
any
of the
the United
United States
States
any officer,
officer, board, commission,
commission, or
or other
other agency
agency of
to furnish such information
shall be
be necessary
for
information and records
records as
as shall
necessary for
Annual
report.
Annualreport.
the administration
administration of this Act. The Board shall make an annual
annual
report to
President of
United States
States to
be submitted
submitted to
to
to the
the President
of the
the United
to be
Congress. Witnesses
Witnesses summoned before the
the Board
Board shall
be paid
paid
shall be
the
mileage that
that are
in the
the courts
courts of
the same
same fees
fees and
and mileage
are paid
paid witnesses
witnesses in
of
the United
United States.
Court
Court Jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
CORT JURISDICTION
COURT
JURISDICTION
Authority voested
vested in
disAtrcty
district,
etc., courts. in

To
To compel
compel complicompliance with obligations.

ancewithobatios.

To review
To
review questions
questions
arising in administra-

tion ofsystem.
of system.

Inrisdiction
nristiction not
not exexclusive.
elusive.

S
SEO
EC.. 10.
courts of
of the
United States
States and
10. The
The several
several district
district courts
the United
and the
the
Supreme Court
Court of the District of
Columbia shall
jurisdiction to
to
of Columbia
shall have
have jurisdiction
entertain
application and to grant appropriate
entertain an application
relief in
in the
the folappropriate relief
following cases which
which may arise under
under the provisions
provisions of this Act:
Act:
(a) An application
(a)
application by the Board
Board to compel an employee
employee or other
other
residing within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
said court,
or a
person residing
of said
court, or
a carrier
carrier
subject to service of process within said
with
said jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, to
to comply
comply with
any obligations imposed on
employee, other
person, or
on said
said employee,
other person,
or carrier
carrier
this Act.
Act.
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
(b)
application by an employee or
to the
(b) An application
or carrier
carrier to
Supreme
the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia or to the district
district court of any district wherein
wherein the Board maintains
maintains an
or has
has designated
designated an
an
an office
office or
agent authorized
authorized to accept service in
behalf, to
the Board
in its
its behalf,
to compel
compel the
Board
to set aside an action or decision
decision claimed to be in
in violation
violation of
of a
a
legally enforceable
enforceable right of the applicant,
to take
action, or
or
applicant, or to
take an
an action,
a decision
enforcement of a
to make a
decision necessary
necessary for the enforcement
of
a legal
legal right
right of
the applicant, when the applicant shall establish
establish his right to a
a
judicial review upon the
jurisdictional ground
ground that,
that, unless
unless he
is
the jurisdictional
he is
granted aajudicial review of the
or decision,
failure of
of the
the
the action
action or
decision, or
or failure
Board to act
act or to decide,
decide, of which
he complains,
he will
be deprived
deprived
which he
complains, he
will be
of aa constitutional right to
of his
his
to obtain
obtain aa judicial determination
determination of
right.
alleged right.
(c)
(c) The jurisdiction
jurisdiction herein
herein specifically
specifically conferred
conferred upon
the said
said
upon the
Federal courts shall not be held exclusive
exclusive of any jurisdiction
jurisdiction otherwise possessed by said courts to entertain
or suits
suits in
entertain actions at
at law or
in
equity in aid of the enforcement
enforcement of rights or obligations
obligations arising
arising
under the provisions
provisions of this
this Act.
Act.

Exemption.
Exemption.

No paymt
payment assi
aNo,
Mign-nable,
etc.

EXEMPTION
Rrempriox

SEC. 11. No annuity or death payment
payment shall be assignable
assignable or
or be
be
subject to any tax
or other
other legal
legal
tax or
or to garnishment,
garnishment, attachment,
attachment, or
process under any circumstances
circumstances whatsoever.
whatsoever.

SE C.

PENALTY---CARIUE
PENALTY--CARRIER
Penalty
for
fail
O
Penaltytofor*cake
faiure of
S c . 12. On the failure of any carrier
Sac.
carrier to make any payment when
when
carrier
quired
payment.
quiredpayment.
due
provisions of this Act, such carrier, unless
due under
under the provisions
unless excused by
by
order of the Board, shall pay an additional
additional 1
centiim of the
the
1 per centum
amount
amount of such payment for each
each month
month such
payment is
delayed.
such payment
is delayed.

Other penalties.
Otherpenalties.

O
OTHERSS

Failure
Failure to
to furnish
funish
SEC. 13. Any employee, other person, officer, or
Sac.
or agent
agent of
of aacarrier
carrier
Information.
i n
subject to this Act who shall willfully
willfully fail or refuse to make any
report or furnish
furnish any information required
required by
Board in
in the
the
by the Board
administration of this Act or who shall willfully fail or refuse to
administration
to
make any accounting
accounting required
required under this Act, or who shall know.
know.
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required for
ingly make
or report
report required
statement or
fraudulent statement
or fraudulent
false or
any false
make any
ingly

1289

False statements.
statements
False

the
of this
or who
who shall knowingly make or aid in
Act, or
this Act,
purpose of
the purpose
making
or fraudulent
fraudulent statement
claim for
the purpose
for the
or claim
statement or
false or
any false
making any
of receiving
or payment
punished
this Act shall be punished
payment under this
award or
any award
receiving any
of
by a
of not
less than
than $100
$100 nor
nor more
more than $10,000
$10,000 or by imprisnot less
fine of
a fine
by
onment not
one year.
not exceeding
exceeding one
onment

SEPARABILITY
SEPARABILITY
S
EC. 14.
14. If
any provision
provision of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
the application
application thereof
thereof
or the
If any
SEC.
to
any
person
or
circumstances,
is
held
invalid,
remainder of
the remainder
invalid,
held
is
circumstances,
or
to any person
the
of such
provision to other
other persons
persons or cirsuch provision
application of
or application
Act or
the Act
cumstances
shall not be
affected thereby.
be affected
cumstances shall
Approved,
27, 1934.
1934.
June 27,
Approved, June

Saving
clause.
savingclause.

ECHAPTER
869.]
[CHAPTER 8691

AN
ACT
ACT
AN ACT
AN
June 28, 184.
[8. 3580.1
3580.
[8.
To
amend
an
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
establish
a
bank ruptcy
June
28, 1934.
uniform system of bankruptcy
a uniform
establish
to
Act
"An
entitled
Act
To amend an
amendatory 488.j[Public,
1, 1898, and Acts amendatory
throughout the
[Public, No. 486.
States", approved July 1,
United States",
the United
throughout
thereof and
and supplementary
supplementary thereto.
thereof

Be
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the Bankrutcy
Bankruptcy; agriculagriculHouse of
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
and House
by the
Be it
it enacted
=
%positions and
of
extensions.tnsand
75
Unzted
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
section
75
section
That
assembled,
in
Congress
of
America
States
United
the
of July
July 1,
1, 1898,
1898, entitled
Act to
Vol. 47, p.
P. 1473
1473,
establish aauniform sys- Vol.
to establish
"An Act
entitled "An
Act of
the Act
tern
of
bankruptcy
throughout
the
United
States
",
as
amended,
is
amended.
is
amended,
as
",
States
United
the
tem of bankruptcy throughout
Composiamended
as follows:
75, entitled
"Agricultural Composientitled "Agricultural
section 75,
In section
follows: In
amended as
tions
and Extensions
", after
after subsection
subsection
new subsection
add aa new
(r) add
subsection (r)
Extensions ",
tions and
(s), to
follows:
as follows:
read as
to read
(s),
b Farmer; petition in
&krmupcy'"tit in
a majority
failing to obtain
" (s) Any
farmer failing
obtain the acceptance
acceptance of a
majority in
in bankruptcy.
Any farmer
"(s)
a
by
affected
are
claims
whose
creditors
all
number
creditors
affected
a
number and amount of
composition or extension
extension proposal, or if he feels aggrieved by the
composition
composit
ion or
or extension,
answer asking
asking
extension, may amend his petition or answer
composition
of the first AAppraisalproperty.
to
be
adjudged
a
bankrupt.
Such
farmer
may,
at
the
time
ppraised of property.
farmer
Such
bankrupt.
a
to be adjudged
hearing,
petition the
the court
that all
all of
of his
whether pledged,
pledged,
property, whether
his property,
court that
hearing, petition
encumbered, or
or unencumbered,
unencumbered, by
by liens
or otherwise,
otherwise, be
appraised,
be appraised,
liens or
encumbered,
law, subject to KrempUons.
and that
exemptions as
as prescribed
by the
the S
tate law,
Exemption,.
State
prescribed by
his exemptions
that his
and
any liens
liens thereon,
be set
that he
be allowed
allowed to
to retain
retain possesposseshe be
and that
aside and
set aside
thereon, be
any
sion of any
part or
or all
remainder of
of his
his property
property
the remainder
of the
all of
parcel or
or parcel
of any part
sion
and
pay
for
same
under
the
terms
and
conditions
set
forth
in this
this
and pay for same under the terms and conditions set forth in
subsection
(s).
subsection (s).
"(1) Upon such arequest being made in the petition or answer, at
APPrilisers. 999919 l^
appointmade in the petition or answer, at Appraisers,
"(1) Upon such a request being
the time of the first hearing, appraisers
appraisers shall
be
designated
and
ment
'
m
shall be designated and
hearing,
first
the
of
time
the
appointed. Such appraisers shall
appraise all
all the
property of
of the
the
the property
Such appraisers shall appraise
appointed.
debtor
at
its
then
fair
and
reasonable
value,
not
necessarily
the
the
necessarily
not
value,
debtor at its then fair and reasonable
market
value at
time of
of such
such appraisal.
appraisals shall
shall be
be
The appraisals
appraisal. The
the time
at the
market value
made
other respects,
of objections,
objections, exceptions,
exceptions, and
and
right of
with right
respects, with
all other
in all
made in
ctions
appeal,
in accordance
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
in case
case of real
real Pro
Prociao.
That in
this Act:
Filing objections.
with this
accordance with
in
appeal, iah
appeal,
estate either party may
may file
file objections,
exceptions,
and
appeals
within
Filing
objections.
objections, exceptions, and appeals within
estate either party
one year
from date
of
order approving
E
tions
appraisal.
the appraisal.
approving the
of order
date
year
from
one
"(2) After the value of the debtor's
property shall have been fixed dev ore..verio n
ses
tti4
(2) After the value of the debtor's property shall have been fixed debtoe
by
the
appraisal
as
herein
provide
d,
the
referee
shall
issue
an
order
aside.
'
aside.
order
an
issue
shall
the appraisal as herein provided, the referee
by
setting aside to such debtor his exemptions as
as prescribed
by the
the State
State
prescribed by
exemptions
his
debtor
such
to
aside
setting
law, subject to any existing mortgages or liens
upon
any
such
exempany such exempsubject to any existing mortgages or liens upon the
law,
tions to an amount equal to the value, as fixed by the
appraisal, of
of
appraisal,
by
fixed
as
value%
the
to
equal
amount
an
to
tions
the value of such exempt property as is covered by any mortgage or POSSES-40D Ot remainor possesionotremn
mortgage
by anythe
is covered under
aspossession,
property
exempt
of such
the
lien,value
and shall
further
order
that the
the possession,
control of
of ingg prop-ty.
Pr°Perti *
control
under the
that
order
shall further
lien, and
the
court,
of
any
part
or
parcel
or
all
of
the
remainder
of
the
debtor's
all of the remainder of the debtor's
ori parcel
the court, of any part
i aortp^tee
creditrs,
property,
shall
remain
in
to a
a general
lien, as
general lien,
subject to
debtor subject
the debtor
in the
shall remain
property,
security for the payment of the value
value thereof
thereof to
the trustee
trustee of
of the
the
the
to
the
of
for the payment
security
cre ditors, if a trustee is appointed, such alien
to
be
subject
to
and
if a trustee is appointed, such a lien to be subject to and

creditors,
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liens, pledges,
inferior to
all prior
prior liens,
pledges, or encumbrances.
encumbrances.
to all
etc., to inferior

Such
Such prior
prior
and effect,
force
in
remain
liens,
pledges,
or
encumbrances
shall
remain
full
force
effect,
encumbrances
or
pledges,
liens,
effective
and the
property covered
by such
prior liens,
liens, pledges,
pledges, or encumencumsuch prior
covered by
the property
and
brances
be subject
the payment
of the
the claims
claims of
of the
the secured
secured
payment of
to the
subject to
shall be
brances shall
creditors holding
such prior
prior liens,
liens, pledges,
encumbrances up to
pledges, or encumbrances
holding such
creditors
the actual
of such
property as
by the
provided
the appraisal provided
fixed by
as fixed
such property
value of
actual value
the
for
herein. All
on livestock
livestock shall cover
cover all increase, and
Liens on livestock.
liens herein
herein on
All liens
for herein.
Liensonlivestock.
all liens
on real
shall cover
cover all
all rental
or crops
crops
received or
rental received
property shall
real property
liens on
all
grown thereon
thereon by
debtor, as
the payment of any
any
for the
security for
as security
the debtor,
by the
grown
of
sum
that
may
be
due
or
past
due
under
the
provisions
of
and
terms
the
under
due
past
sum that may be due or
the
full value
any such
particular propsuch particular
of any
value of
the full
until the
paragraph, until
next paragraph,
the next
erty has been paid.
erty
Sa!e of
of bankrupt
bankrupt
"
(3) Upon request
request of the debtor,
debtor, and with the consent of the lien
hen
" (3)
sa!e
estate to debtor.
holder or lien holders,
order is made setting
holders, the trustee, after the order
holder
state to debtor.
aside
to the
the debtor
exemptions, shall
shall agree
agree to
debtor
sell to the debtor
to sell
his exemptions,
debtor his
aside to
any part,
part, parcel,
parcel, or
remainder of the bankrupt
bankrupt estate at
at
of the remainder
or all of
any
the
value upon
the following
following terms
terms and
and conditions, and
upon the
appraised value
the appraised
upon
in the
judgment of the trustee shall be
the judgment
as in
conditions as
other conditions
such other
upon such
equitable:
fair and equitable:
appraised price
"a. Payment
centum interest
interest upon
upon the appraised
of 11 per centum
Payments.
Payment of
"a.
Payments.
within
from the
the date
of said
agreement.
said agreement.
date of
year from
one year
within one
"b. Payment
centum of
appraised price within two
the appraised
of the
per centum
21/2 per
of DA
Payment of
"b.
years
from
the
date
agreement.
said
of
date
the
from
years
"c. Payment
Payment of an
additional 2
1
/
2 per centum
centum of the appraised
appraised
21/2
an additional
"c.
price
within three
the date of said agreement.
from the
years from
three years
price within
"
d. Payment
of an
additional 5
5per
per centum
centum of the appraised
appraised price
an additional
Payment of
" d.
within four
four years
agreement.
of said agreement.
date of
the date
from the
years from
within
e. Payment
centum of the appraised
appraised price
additional 55per centum
of an additional
Payment of
""e.
within
years from
said agreement.
date of said
from the date
five years
within five
f. Payment
of the
balance of the appraised
appraised
remaining unpaid balance
the remaining
Payment of
""f.
price
years from the date
date of said agreement.
within six years
price within
balances
be paid on the appraised price and unpaid balances
""Interest
Interest shall be
Interest.
1 per centum
of the
appraised price yearly as it accrues at the rate of 1
centum
the appraised
of
taxes shall be paid by the debtor.
annum and all taxes
per annum
appraised price and
Proceeds,
etc., to
"The
and
proceeds of such payments on the appraised
"The proceeds
to
Proceeds, etc.,
credit of lien holders.
interests may
be paid
shall be
interest shall
paid to the lien holders as their interests
may
interest
e
credit of
appear,
and to
to the
the trustee
creditors, as their
their interests
unsecured creditors,
trustee of the unsecured
appear, and
may appear,
appear, if
trustee is appointed.
if aatrustee
may
(4) An
agreement having
having been reached
provided in subsection
subsection
reached as provided
Disposal
of property
property
An agreement
"(4)
Disposal ot
by debtor; payments
parcel or all
(3), the debtor may consume
consume or dispose of any part or parcel
all
by debtor; payments (3),
required.
of
said property
whether covered
covered by the general
general lien to the trustee,
trustee,
property whether
of said
or
if
appointed, or subject to pledges
pledges or prior liens or
is appointed,
trustee is
a trustee
if a
encumbrances
held by secured
creditors, provided
provided he pays the
secured creditors,
encumbrances held
appraised value
value of
of such part
part or parcel or all, as the case may be, to
appraised
appear, and
the secured
as their interests
and the trustee
trustee
interests may appear,
creditors, as
secured creditors,
the
of the
the unsecured
unsecured creditors,
appear, if a
atrustee
interests may appear,
as his interests
creditors, as
of
Bond.
appointed, or he may put up aabond approved
is appointed,
approved by the referee in
Bond.
bankruptcy that
that he
he will
will make
provided for herein,
herein, of
of
as provided
payments, as
make payments,
bankruptcy
consumed or disposed of.
property so consumed
any property
Enforcement of
"(5) In
the debtor
fails to
herein
make any payments, as herein
to make
debtor fails
case the
In case
"(5)
ledinforcemn
pledge
in case of dedefault of payment.
provided,
faultof
provided, to any or all of the secured
secured creditors
creditors or to the trustee
of
unsecured creditors,
creditors or the trustee
secured creditors
then such secured
creditors, then
the unsecured
of the
pledge, lien, or encumbrances
encumbrances in accordto enforce their pledge,
proceed to
may proceed
secured creditors
ance
It shall
creditors and of
of
shall be the duty of the secured
with law. It
ance with
the trustee
of the
discharge all liens of record
record
unsecured creditors to discharge
the unsecured
trustee of
the
n accordance
appraised
whenever the debtor has paid the appraised
law, whenever
accordance with law,
in
value
property as herein provided.
provided.
parcel, or all of his property
of any.part, parcel,
value of
Discharge upoon
upon corn
subsection (3),
"(6) Having
co- - "(6)
Discharge
Having complied
complied with the provisions
provisions of subsection
(3), the
the
pleting obligation.
this Act.
in this
provided in
debtor may apply for his discharge as provided
obligation
Act.
pletng

Prior liens,
liens, etc., to
Prior
remain effective.
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Court
"(7)
If any
creditor of the debtor, affected thereby, shall cdt
any secured creditor
"(7) If

file
file written
written objections
objections to
to the
the manner
manner of
of payments
payments and
and distribution
distribution of
of

to stay
stay propror
to

ceedi ngs
g
c
s
recttrors'
5years
o
upon
obieccreditrs'
bjec-

manner of paymtioennsts,
toetc.
taner'tc
property as herein provided for, then the court, after having mtents,
debtor's property
exemptions as prescribed
prescribed by the State law, shall
set aside the debtor's exemptions

Debtor to retain posposstay all proceedings
proceedings for aa period of five years,
years, during which
which five Debtor
session
s
i
sieor
n al
upon
i
payment
payment
of all
all or any part
possession of
years
debtor shall
shall retain
retain possession
part of his ofeSnaon
the debtor
years the
property, under
under the control of the court, provided
provided he pays
pays a
a reasonproperty,
rental annually for that part of the property
property of which he retains
able rental
possession;
first payment of such rental to be made within six
possession; the first
months of the date of the order staying proceedings,
rental to be
proceedings, such rental
distributed among the secured
secured and unsecured
creditors, as their interunsecured creditors,
distributed
ests may
may appear,
appear, under the provisions of this Act. At the end of
ests
Payment by
by debtor.
debtor.
into court the ap- Payment
five
or prior
prior thereto,
the debtor
may pay
pay into
debtor may
thereto, the
five years, or
t o
,.
a
praised
price
of
the
property
of
which
he
retains
possession:
ProPrm
Propraised price of the property of which he
ilsider may
may ask
ask
Lienrisholder
vided, That
upon request
request of
any lien
lien holder
holder on
real estate
estate the
the court
reappraisal.
court reappraisal.
on real
of any
That upon
vided,
shall
debtor may then
then
the debtor
estate and the
such real estate
a reappraisal
reappraisal of such
cause a
shall cause
pay the
the reappraised
reappraised price,
if acceptable
acceptable to the lien holder, into the
price, if
pay
court, otherwise
otherwise the
the original
original appraisal
price shall
into
be paid
paid into
shall be
appraisal price
court,
court and
thereupon the
the court
court shall,
shall, by
by an
order, turn over full
full
an order,
and thereupon
court
possession and
of said
property to
to the
the debtor
and he
may apply
apply
he may
debtor and
said property
title of
and title
possession
for his
his discharge
discharge as
as provided
for by
by this
this Act:
however, Existing debts only,
Provided, however,
Act: Provided,
provided for
for
Existing debts only,
this Act shall apply
of this
That
the provisions
apply only to debts existing
existing affected.
provisions of
That the
at
becomes effective.
effective.
at the
the time this Act becomes
Court
may
order
order
Court
may
subection 1 trustee
"IfIf the debtor fails to comply with the provisions
"
provisions of this subection
trustee
to sell,
sell, ifif terms
not complied with.
the
court may
the trustee
trustee to
to sell
sell the
property as
as provided
provided in
in this
this not complied with.
the property
may order
order the
the court
Act."
Approved, June
June 28,
1934.
28, 1934.
Approved,

1 So in
in original.
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of excess or deficiencydeficiency_ 673, 674
tion of
674
Surplus
deductions
Surplus stock deductions--------Agreements authorized
Act_--___ 674
authorized by Act
Agreements
Penalty provisions ----------- 674, 675
Penalty
territories and possessions,
Insular territories
applicability of
of provisions to;
applicability
taxes
collected, expenditure-expenditure_ _
675
taxes collected,
Rental and benefit
benefit payments;
payments; procRental
676
essing tax
tax ---------------essing
Floor
stocks, payments
payments before reFloor stocks,
676
lease from customs --------lease
676
Imports,
equalizing tax on
on------Imports, equalizing
product;
Exportation
tax-paid
product;
of
Exportation
refunds; processing
processing of comrefunds;
676
modity
modity------------------Commodity
benefits, payments_
__ 676
payments-_Commodity benefits,
Termination of powers vested by
Termination
677
Act ---------------------677
Penalty provisions ------------Penalty
from----678
Floor tax, sugar exempt from
Surplus stocks,
stocks, purchase
purchase from,
Surplus
authorized; price; distribudistribuauthorized;
quota--_ 678
exemption from quota_
tion; exemption
Sugar
industry, regulation
regulation of child
Sugar industry,
674
labor
in
674
labor in---------------------1242
Taxes,
collection of,
of, postponement-postponement
Taxes, collection
Agricultural Chemical Investigations,
Investigations, apAgricultural
484
propriation for -----------------484
propriation
Agricultural Colleges,
partial abolition of
Colleges, partial
Agricultural
endowment and
and maintenance reendowment
301
391
.'
voked--------------------------voked

...
*in
•••

Compositions and Exten- Page.
Agricultural Compositions
Page.
sions. See Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Act of 1898,
sions.
Amendments.
Amendments.
Agricultural
loans by
Agricultural Credit Corporations, loans
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
141
to, authorized
authorized-------------------to,
Agricultural
Agricultural Credits Act of 1923, new
credit
corporations under, forbidden_
272
credit corporations
Appropriation
Agricultural Department Appropriation
Act. See Agriculture,
Department
Agriculture, Department
Act.
of.
See
Economics, Bureau of. See
Agricultural Economics,
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
Agriculture,
Agricultural Engineering, Bureau of. See
Agriculture, Department of.
Agriculture,
Agricultural Experiment Stations. See
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
Agriculture,
Agricultural
Extension Service.
Service. See AgriAgricultural Extension
culture, Department
Department of.
culture,
Agricultural
Agricultural Improvement Districts:
Loans to,
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
to, by Reconstruction
Loans
49
Corporation, authorized
authorized..-----..
Corporation,
Aggregate
purpose of loans;
amount; purpose
Aggregate amount;
terms
49
conditions--------and conditions
terms and
Security
49
required-----------------Security required
Appraisals
by Corporation
Corporation.---------50
Appraisals by
Advance by
reclamaCorporation to reclamaby Corporation
Advance
50
authorized -----------tion fund authorized
50
---Aggregate
repayments
50
repayments
amount;
Aggregate
Agricultural
Act:
Agricultural Marketing Act:
AmendmentsAmendments—
defined;
"Cooperative association"
association" defined;
"Cooperative
----_ 266
operation
benefit- _
for mutual benefit_
operation for
Loans and advances, interest rates
Loans
266
modified
266
modified------------------Loans
for
construction,
etc.,
physical
construction,
for
Loans
facilities; reasonable
reasonable price or
facilities;
rent
265
rent----------------------refinancing cost
Marketing facilities,
facilities, refinancing
cost
Marketing
265
etc-----------of
construction, etc
of construction,
Merchandising agricultural
agricultural commodcommodMerchandising
265
ities;
financing of operations---operations_ ___
ities; financing
subscripstock
Banks
Cooperatives,
Cooperatives,
for
Banks
264
------tions for
264
for-__-----------Central Bank for Cooperatives,
Cooperatives, stock
Central
262
subscriptions
262
subscriptions for --------------Provisions
Provisions repealedrepealed—
Section 3,
Commodity
Advisory Commodity
3, Advisory
Section
265
Committees
Committees----------------overproduction
Section
5
(4),
overproduction
investi5
Section
265
gations --------------------Section
5
(5),
miscellaneous
investimiscellaneous
Section 5 (5),
265
gations --------------------265
loansSection
7 (a) (3), clearing house loans_
Section 7
Section
(4), education in advan(a) (4),
7 (a)
Section 7
265
tages of cooperative
marketing cooperative marketingtages
Section
(5), loans
loans to advance
Section 77 (a) (5),
market price;
price; repeal not to promarket
hibit
extension, etc.,
etc., outstanding
hibit extension,
265
loans
265
loans------------------------

iv
iv
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Agricultural Marketing Act-Continued.
Act—Continued. Page.
Page.
Provisions repealed—Continued.
Provisions
repealed-Continued.
Section 10,
10, assistance
assistance in forming
clearing
265
clearing house
house associations
associations - -265
11, price insurance
Section 11,
insurance agreeagreements __--------_265
265
ments-------Agriculture:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Census of
of _---------__--____
551
551
Census
___
..
472
472
Exhibits at
at fairs --_ _____--_-__
-International Institute
Institute of,
of, Rome,
International
Rome,
Italy
303
303
Italy---------------1056
Relief in
in stricken
stricken areas
areas ---------_
1056
Vocational education
education in---------in
288
Vocational
288
Crop production
loans
354
Crop
production loans-__--__
--..... 354
Electric
for..
64
64
Electric power, wider application of, for_
Perishable
commodities. See
Perishable commodities.
See Perishable
Agricultural Commodities
Commodities Act.
able Agricultural
Agriculture, Department
Department of:
Agriculture,
of:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Agricultural
Economics, Bureau
of
492
492
Agricultural Economics,
Bureau of__
Enforcement
Enforcement of acts under
under------494
494
Foreign agricultural
agricultural service
service -----493
493
Wool marketing
studies
Wool
marketing studies---------495
495
Agricultural
Agricultural Engineering,
Engineering, Bureau
Bureau of.
of_
491
491
Animal
Animal Industry, Bureau
Bureau of
of------474
474
disease investigations,
Animal disease
investigations, etc_
etc_
475
475
Meat
Meat Inspection
inspection ..--..-- -____- 477
477
Packers
Packers and
and Stockyards Act,
Act, enforcement---__--__-_____.
forcement
477
477
Biological Survey, Bureau of------of
488
488
Game and bird reservations, maintenance, etc., of-------.---.
tenance,
488
488
Investigations,
Investigations, control
control of predaetc----------..
tory animals, etc
489
489
Migratory
Migratory Bird Conservation Act,
enforcement
enforcement of ---.----....
490
Chemistry
Cherniatry and Soils, Bureau
of ....
Bureau of
484
Contingent expenses .--.--........
468
Industry, Bureau of
of ........
Dairy Industry,
478
Entomology and Plant Quarantine,
Quarantine,
Bureau of
480
.-------.------.---486
Control of diseases, etc., of plants
plants
and fruits
fruits------.---------.
486
Grasshopper control ------------Grasshopper
498
Experiment Stations, Office
of
Office of-----470
470
Extension Service
Service-----_--------471
Farm Credit Administration
Administration -------499
Federal Highway
Highway Act, roads or
1057
or trails_
trails
1057
Food and Drug Administration__
Administration- ---___
496
Enforcement of
of acts under
under -----_ 496
Forest roads and
and trails
trails -------- - 499
Forest Service
Service -------------_---_
481
482,483
Fire fighting and prevention
prevention_--___ 482,
483
International Union of Forest ReInternational
________
-__
search Stations
Stations------------_
483
National
National Forest Administration-Administration—
482
Planting
Planting stock, distribution
484
distribution-----484
Reesare,
Reaaareh, etc-------------.--etc...- — — ----483

Agriculture, Department
Department of—Continued.
Agriculture,
of-Continued. Page.
Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Appropriation
Futures Act,
_
496
Grain Futures
Act, enforcement_
enforcement--_
496
Highways,
construction of
1057
Highways, emergency
emergency construction
of 1057
Home
495
Home Economics, Bureau
Bureau of
of------495
Information,
of
469
Information, Office
Office of------------469
469
Printing and binding
binding ----------469
International
control
International production
production control
committees
498
committees----------------498
InWheat Advisory Committee, International
498
ternational --------------498
Library,
470
Library, salaries and
and expenses
expenses -----470
Livestock
Livestock production,
production, cooperation
cooperation
States --------- _
497
with Southern
Southern States
497
Plant
of --------478
Plant Industry, Bureau
Bureau of
478
International Seed
International
Seed Testing
Testing ConCongress,
contribution ---------_
480
gress, contribution
480
Investigations, etc
etc ------------479
Investigations,
479
Printing and binding -_----------_
469
Public Roads, Bureau of ---------490
490
Federal-aid
Federal-aid highway system
491
system----___
491
Secretary's
Secretary's Office
Office----------------467
Contingent expenses ----------- _
Contingent
468
Rent, D.0
D.C----.------------469
Soil-erosion
Soil-erosion investigations---------investigations
498
498
Weather
473
Weather Bureau
Bureau ----------------473
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation forfor—
Agricultural Economics,
Agricultural
Economics, Bureau of_of
1032
1032
trade promotion,
Foreign trade
promotion, collectcollect1032
ing data for use in---------in
1032
Audited claims-----claims
1052
102, 281, 1047,
1047,1052
Biological
Bureau of------of
1031
Biological Survey,
Survey, Bureau
1031
Federal
Federal Hunting Stamp Act, administration, etc-------------etc
1031
ministration,
1031
Chemistry and Soils, Bureau of---of
1032
1032
Agricultural chemical investigainvestigations ..-----.--------------- 1032
1032
Damage
Damage claims.---------------.....
claims
1045
280, 1045
Experiment
Experiment Stations, Office
Office of ----1031
1031
Forest Service, forest-fire
prevention_
1031
forest-fire prevention.
1031
Public Roads, Bureau of
1032
of ---------1032
Thomas Jefferson Memorial
Memorial Foundation, roadways
roadways ----------1032
Rent, D.C--_
.----..---------D.0
1031
Agricultural commodities.
commodities. See Agricultural
cultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
Agricultural
Agricultural Extension Service, functions of ---- _-----------------391
391
Agricultural Experiment
Experiment Stations, func391
tions of -----.--__-------_--_
391
Apples and pears,
pears, issue of certificates
certificates
for interstate, etc., shipment of _
---___ 124
Appropriations, interchange
interchange of
497
Appropriations,
of------497
Climax baskets. See Standard Baskets
Act.
Consumption
Consumption requirements
requirements of sugar,
determination of---------------of
673
Cotton industry,
SO
industry, regulation
regulation of. Ses
Cotton Control Act.
Act.

INDEX.
of-Continued. Page.
Agriculture, Department of—Continued.
Agriculture,
Page.
Department
Department of Forests and Waters,
authorizedPa., duplicate
duplicate check to, authorized_
400
400
Pa.,
Extensible
Extensible building, sums available for
equipment,
279
etc----------------.
equipment, etc
sanctuaries in national
Fish
Fish and game sanctuaries
establishment ---------400
forests, establishment
Howard,
acceptance of foreign
O., acceptance
L. 0.,
Howard, L.
1267
decoration by ----------------Wilson
Memorials in
in honor of James Wilson
Memorials
and
977
Seaman A. Knapp -------and Seaman
Migratory
waterfowl hunting stamps.
Migratory waterfowl
See Federal
Federal Hunting
Hunting Stamp Act.
See
Mississippi
treasurer, duplicate
duplicate
Mississippi State treasurer,
check in
authorized -- --666
of, authorized
favor of,
in favor
check
Sugar
and sugar cane. See AgriSugar beet and
cultural
cultural Adjustment Act.
Under
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, posiUnder Secretary
tion
established ----------------467
tion established
498
etc------Vehicles,
use, maintenance,
498
maintenance, etc
Vehicles, use,
Vocational education,
agricultural exeducation, agricultural
Vocational
extension
periment station
station and extension
periment
work, partial
partial abolition of functions
functions
work,
revoked
391
revoked-----------------------497
Work
departments---------other departments
for other
Work for
Agriculture, International
International Institute of, apAgriculture,
propriation for
participation exfor participation
propriation
penses
and
contribution
-------- 534, 1039
contribution
and
penses
Agriculture,
Under Secretary of,
of, position
position
Agriculture, Under
established
467
established----------------------Air Commerce
Act of 1926, Amendments:
Amendments:
Commerce Act
Air
Accidents,
civil aircraft,
investigations- 1113
aircraft, investigations_
Accidents, civil
Aid to
to air
navigation, lights and signals
air navigation,
Aid
1115
at
obstructions- ---------------at obstructions
denial
limitation
Airline
certificates,
on
denial
certificates,
Airline
1114
of --------------------------1114
of
payment
Denied
application,
payment
of
asDenied application,
1114
sessed
costs
1114
sessed costs--------------etc.,
Airlines engaged
interstate,
engaged in interstate,
Airlines
commerce, examination
examination and rating
commerce,
1114
of -------------------------1114
of
"Airman"
to
include
person
in
charge
to
"Airman"
1115
of parachute
parachute inspection
1115
inspection--------of
invescourts;
Jurisdiction
invesJurisdiction of district
1114
tigations
1114
tigations------- -------------airworthiParachutes, rating of, as to airworthiParachutes,
1114
ness ------------------------1114
ness
1116
Penalty
remissions
1116
provisions, remissions-------Penalty provisions,
aliens- 1113
Registration,
aircraft owned by aliens_
Registration, aircraft
Research
work to
to improve
improve aircraft
___ _ 1113
1113
aircraft---Research work
Unlicensed
operation
of
airline,
regisUnlicensed operation of airline,
tered
1115
aircraft------------------ 1115
tered aircraft
Department.
Air
also War Department.
See also
Corps. See
Air Corps.
Construction for,
National Industrial
for, National
Construction
202
Recovery Act----------------Act
202
Recovery
1926,
of
Aircraft. See
Air Commerce Act
See Air
Aircraft.
Amendments.
Amendments.
Aircraft Carriers,
Carriers, construction
treaty
construction of, to treaty
Aircraft
Vessels.
limits. See Naval Vessels.
86637*-34-----82
8637---t4--82

Aircraft
Commerce.
in Commerce.
Urcraft in

v

page ,
Commerce, Page.
See Commerce,
Department of.
Department
Air
Mail. See Postal Service.
Air Mail.
Air
Mail Act:
Air Mail
Definitions
933
Definitions-----------------------Transportation
contracts
of air mail; contracts
Transportation of
term--------authorized;
934
authorized; initial term
Maximum base rate of pay; compuMaximum
934
tation
payments
934
of payments----------tation of
Contracts,
Contracts, assignment or transfer of;
approval required
934
required--------------approval
Route extensions,
authority to grant;
extensions, authority
Route
restrictions
934
restrictions--------------------publication--Classification of routes;
routes; publication_
__
934
Classification
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, conInterstate
sideration
contracts by
934
by-------sideration of contracts
Limitation
on contract awards; maxiLimitation on
mum mileage
mileage of routes; of airplanemum
934
miles
miles-----------------------continuation of;
Existing
contracts, continuation
Existing contracts,
934
extensions
extensions---------------------Air-mail
routes, advertisements
advertisements reAir-mail routes,
934
quired
934
quired------------------------successful bidder to
to
Period granted successful
93£
qualify;
requirements
935
qualify; requirements----------InterRates
for
transportation;
transportation;
air-mail
for
Rates
93F
fix_
state Commerce
935
Commission to fix..
Commerce Commission
state
93l
Annual
directed --------935
review of, directed
Annual review
Contracts; indefinite extension
extension when
Contracts;
93[ i
satisfactorily
performed
935
satisfactorily performed--------Termination of; award of new conTermination
93[
tract
935i
tract ----------------------of
carriage
Adjustment
of
for
carriage
air
rates
Adjustment
93
mail -------------------------935i
mail
Examination
accounts
records and accounts
of records
Examination of
93,
contractors --------------9357
of contractors
Factors
consideration in making
Factors for consideration
9316
adjustments
936
adjustments-----------------contractor, etc.,
Unlawful
interest of contractor,
Unlawful interest
93(
industry---engaged in aviation industry..
___
936
engaged
7
Persons
entering unlawful
unlawful combination
combination
Persons entering
to prevent
prevent making
making of bids, not
to
931
qualified
contract
936
qualified to hold contract------ri5
rovie m conCanaa, uthoityto
holding annulled
annulled
Claims of persons
93'
tracts;
prosecution of claim -----937
tracts; prosecution
to
information to
Air-mail contracts; information
7
93'
accompany
bid
937
accompany bid---------------93'
holders---Records
_
937
Records and accounts of holders_
Equipment
requirement for execution
Equipment requirement
93 7
of ------------------------937
of
7
working
Regulation of
of flying
hours; of working
flying hours;
Regulation
conditions and rates of pay of
93
7
pilots
937
pilots----------------------airfrequencies
radio
of
Allocation
radio
frequencies
to
Allocation
8
93
planes
938
planes------------------------of
number
on
Contractors,
Contractors, limitation
938
938
contracts --------------------Canada,
service
authority to provide service
Canada, authority
98
to
938
to-----------------------------

vi
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Air Mail
Page.
Air
Mail Act—Continued.
Act-Continued.
p age.
Cancelation
contracts; grounds
grounds for__
for__
938
of contracts;
Cancelation of
Penalty provisions
provisions --------------938
Penalty
Commission
aviation policy; estabestabCommission on aviation
938
lishment
lishment---------------------938
Appointments; purpose ---------938
Appointments;
939
Powers and duties --------------Amendments—
AmendmentsCommission
route designadesignaCommission to
to review
review route
Postmaster General___
General_ __ 1243
11243
tions of Postmaster
11243
to Congress
Congress------------- 1243
Report to
Limitation
contracts
1243
11243
on number
number of
of contracts-_
Limitation on
Contracts.
Air Mail Contracts. See Contracts.
Alabama:
Appropriation
national forest adAppropriation for national
ministration
482
ministration-----------------Morgan Military Reservation,
Fort Morgan
exploitation of minerals
minerals on
796
on-----exploitation
Payments to, from sale of power, etc.,
Payments
Dam No. 2, Tennessee
Tennessee River
66
River---.
Road and bridge
bridge flood relief, sum con1058
tinued available
available -------------1058
Alabama
Tex.,
and Coushatta Indians, Tex.,
Alabama and
appropriation
education ------371
appropriation for education
Alabama Power Co.,
Co., discretionary purchase
operation of
of power from, operation
chase of
62
nitrate plant No. 2
nitrate
2 ------------Alaska:
Alaska:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
experiment stations_
470
stations -__
Agriculture, experiment
Extension work in ------------472
Railroad-----------------392
Alaska Railroad
American seamen, relief, etc., of ___533
391
expenses---------etc., expenses
Contingent, etc.,
etcservice, pay of officers, etc_
560
Fisheries service,
560
Game law enforcement
enforcement --------- _489
Governor and secretary,
secretary, salaries
salaries- -__
391
Insane, care,
of-------------care, etc., of
391
International Boundary Commission,
Commission,
International
Canada and__
__ _
535
Canada
and-----------------Judges, salaries and expenses
539, 540
expenses ---376
Medical relief in----------------in
_
Mileage, Delegate
8
Delegate from --------.8
investigations in ---------_______
563
Mining investigations
Mount McKinley
McKinley National Park,
administration
386
administration ------ _----_-_
administration ---__
482
National forest administration
of
374
Natives, support and education of-_
in-__-___
equipment for use in
448
Postal equipment
Reindeer stations, support of-----of
391
Reindeer
Roads, bridges, trails, etc., repair
maintenance
and maintenance-----------__
392
Seal fisheries protection; food to
to
etc
natives, etc---------------561
Deficiency appropriation
forappropriation for—
Insane, care, etc., of --- _-------__
1034
Medical relief in ----------------1033
Anchorage,
Anchorage, sale of land and houses at,
authorized --------- ---.------660

Alaska—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Alaska-Continued.
Annual
assessment work on mining
Annual assessment
72, 777
claims held in, suspension of --Board of
of
ratification of
of Liquor Control, ratification
Board
Act
584
creating-------------------Act creating
suspension of acreage
acreage
lands, suspension
Coal lands,
909
rentals ----------------------Delegate from, election of, and of members of Legislature
Legislature of, date
465
_---_Canvassing board;
members of;
of; duduboard; members
Canvassing
ties;
465
ties; date
date of meeting ---------Fisheries;
regulation and protection__
protection- - _ 594
Fisheries; regulation
salmon;
fishing, taking salmon;
Restriction on
on fishing,
exceptions
595
595
exceptions------------------Forest highways, expenditures
expenditures limitedlimited_
499
Highways,
construction, etc.,
etc., funds
Highways, construction,
for
204
for-------------------Homesteader's right to purchase land;
Homesteader's
809
conditions ---------------conditions
Intoxicating liquors,
regulation of
manufacture and sale _---583
manufacture
Juneau, sale of bonds for municipal
Juneau,
public works improvements - -- _
609
Legislature of, date of meeting
meeting------465
citizenship
Metlakahtlan
Indians,
citizenship
Metlakahtlan
667
granted to ---------------667
Mining laws of United States extended
extended
to
663
to -------------Public works, National Industrial
Industrial
Recovery Act-----------Act
202
Recovery
Repeal of alcoholic liquor prohibition
prohibition
Repeal
- ----------acts in force
force in 583
583
Salmon River, preliminary
991
preliminary examination
examination
regulations ----- -_
976
Sea lions, killing regulations
976
Sitka, grant of buildings to -------502
Skagway, sale of bonds for water distribution
system-------------tribution system
611
Wrangell,
Wrangell, sale of bonds for municipal
612
public works -_-------------612
Alaska Railroad. See Alaska.
Alaska
Albania, appropriation
appropriation for envoy extraordinary, etc., to-..---------to
530
530
Albuquerque, N.Mex.,
N.Mex., appropriation for
for
education
education of Indians __--_----372
Alcatraz Island, Calif.,
Calif., appropriation for
penitentiary
penitentiary maintenance
maintenance -----544
Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control Board. See
District of Columbia
Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board.
Alcoholic
Alcoholic Beverages,
Beverages, tax on. See Liquor
Liquor
Taxing Act of 1934.
Alcoholic
Division of InInAlcoholic Beverage
Beverage Unit, Division
vestigation.
vestigation. See Justice,
Justice, Department
Department
of.
Alderson, W. Va.,
Alderson,
Va., appropriation for
Federal Industrial
Federal
Industrial Institution for
Women_--__ _-___-___-----Women
544
544
Ale, tax on
on------ _-------------16
16
Alexandria Bay,
Bay, N.Y., time extended
extended for
bridging
Lawrence River at----bridging St. Lawrence
at
360

INDEX.
INDEX.
Eduardo, at- Page.
Alfaro,
Eloy and Jaime Eduardo,
Page.
Alfaro, Eloy
tendance
at West
West Point, authorized_ 1017
tendance at
Alien
Property Custodian:
Alien Property
Trading
amendEnemy Act amendwith the Enemy
Trading with
ment—
mentClaims by
former enemy or ally of
by former
Claims
enemy
enemy----------------------Deductions from money, etc., held
Deductions
by
---by----------------Recovery of
of sums
sums deducted ------Recovery
automobile expenses
expenses
Use of funds for automobile
forbidden
forbidden -------------------Aliens:
Aliens:
Aircraft
registration of
of ---by, registration
owned by,
Aircraft owned

Income
See Income Tax.
tax. See
Income tax.
applicaPolitical
or religious
religious refugees,
refugees, applicaPolitical or
tion
for registry
registry ----------tion for
Conditions
requirements
and requirements------Conditions and
Allegheny
Allegheny River:
atBridges
authorized across, at—
Bridges authorized
Forest-Venango County line------line
Forest-Venango
Parkers Landing,
Pa
Landing, Pa------------Parkers
Pittsburgh
to O'Hara
O'Hara Township,
Pa..
Township, Pa_
Pittsburgh to
Allen, Charles
Charles J.,
J., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
Alien,
decoration
decoration--------------------Almon,
Edward B.,
payment to widow of
of..
B., payment
Almon, Edward

510
510
510
284
1113
926

927
927
30
29
29
837
1267
1267
1022
1022

vii
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"

American
House for
for the
the Blind, Page.
Page.
Printing House
American Printing
442
appropriation
for----------------appropriation for
American
See Seamen, AmeriSeamen. See
American Seamen.
can.
can.
Ammunition.
Ammunition. See Explosives.
Anacostia
D.C.:
Anacostia River, D.C.:
Appropriation for completion of BenAppropriation
fling
over
ning Bridge over---------------Conflicting land claims
along shores of,
claims along
Conflicting
adjustment authorized----------authorized
adjustment
also
of. See also
Bureau of.
Animal
Animal Industry, Bureau
Agriculture,
Agriculture, Department of.
European
fowl pest,
balance available
pest, balance
European fowl

231
836

for
etc
478
control, etc----------------for control,
Animals, appropriation
investigation
appropriation for investigation
Animals,
of
food habits, etc ------ 476, 489
diseases, food
of diseases,
Annapolis, Md.,
appropriation for mainMd., appropriation
Annapolis,
tenance,
engineering
experiment staengineering
tenance,
tion
409
tion---------------------------to
Anti-Trust
Anti-Trust Act of 1914, authority to
enforce
compliance with designated
designated
enforce compliance
1102
sections
sections-----------------------Antitrust
Laws:
Antitrust

1036
Appropriation for
for enforcement
enforcement of--of_ __ 539, 1036
Appropriation
Codes,
National Inagreements, etc., National
Codes, agreements,
exempt from
dustrial
Recovery Act, exempt
dustrial Recovery
provisions
of------------------provisions of
Radio
apparatus, etc., application of,
Radio apparatus,
to ---------------------------to

198
Alsea Bay,
Bay, Oreg.:
Alsea
148
Bridge
authorized across,
across, at Waldport_
148
Bridge authorized
1087
804
Time
bridging ------for bridging
extended for
Time extended
appropriation
Apache
Indians,
Okla.,
appropriation
for
Okla.,
Apache Indians,
Alton,
Mo., bridge authorized across
Alton, Mo.,
367
payment
to, from royalty funds ----payment to,
1208
Eleven Points
Points River
1208
at----------River at
Eleven
Apples and Pears:
Apples
530
Ambassadors,
appropriation
for
530
for------Ambassadors, appropriation
Regulations governing
interstate or
governing interstate
Regulations
CommisAmerican
Monuments CommisBattle Monuments
American Battle
123
of-----------shipments
foreign
shipments
of
123
foreign
sion:
cstabto
Standards
of
export
be
estabof
Standards
284
Appropriation
for
for------------------Appropriation
123
lished
lished--------------------Appropriations increased
increased to cover losses
Appropriations
governforeign
with
Compliance
foreign
governCompliance
51(
due to
to exchange
fluctuations ----510
exchange fluctuations
due
ment standards-----------standards
124
ment
American
Ephemeris
Ephemeris and Nautical
American
Shipments
in less than carload lots
lots_ -_
124
in
Shipments
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D.C.
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Appropriation
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acceptance of foreign
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1197
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for, to
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Brazil, appropriation
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Act
Board of Tax Appeals:
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of 1934 -----------------------Appropriation for--------------_
for
286, 511
286,
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Overpayments
Overpayments found by; credits
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to, conconrefunds-- --------------------- 756
refunds
756
tested-election
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755
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Venue for appeals from --.---------760 Bridges:
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on use
use of-----of
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of tax on
769
Consent of Congress granted to
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Boca Chica, Tex.,
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for
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_
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Boise
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across—
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Boise National
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River atat—
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Saint Clair
Morehouse
Clair River at Port Huron,
Bayou Bartholomew
Bartholomew at Morehouse
Saint
Bayou
Mich
139
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939
Mich---------------------939
Parish, La---------------La
Parish,
Saint
Lawrence River at OgdensOgdens147
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Saint Lawrence
Celilo Canal, near
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Oreg
Celilo
141
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atColumbia River at—
Columbia
Saint Louis River
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573
949
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Astoria,
Oreg-----------------Astoria, Oreg
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950
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Marie,
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Connecticut
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Siuslaw River
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137
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841
Mass _
_-----------------Mass
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137
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Tenn
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Cherry Tree
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Sheffield,
at
Tennessee
River
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Ala_
_
_
Tennessee
122
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ing,
Del
ing, Del--------------------Tombigbee
River at Naheola, Ala__
Ala_
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Tombigbee River
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356
Delaware River
River at Easton, Pa-----Pa
Delaware
Umpqua
River at
Oreg
135
Reedsport, Oreg_
at Reedsport,
Umpqua River
1208
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Eleven Points
Points River at Alton, Mo
Eleven
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River
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945
Grand
Calumet
River
Gary,
Ind_
_
Indat
River
Grand Calumet
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Delphi, Ind
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Cut-Off
County,
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Cut-Off
162
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Ind
Ind----------------------988
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at—
Bay
Yaquina
Lake
Sabine, Tex.,
Tex., at Port Arthur,
Lake Sabine,
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Newport,
Oreg-----------------Newport, Oreg
1008
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Tex
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55
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Ohio _
Mahoning River at
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Mahoning
McKeesYoughiogheny
Youghiogheny River at McKeesMerrimack
Merrimack River at Lawrence,
port, Pa -------------------837
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1012
Mass
Mass ---------------------acrossof,
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legalized
across—
Construction
572
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Minnesota
Minn
Minnesota River at Jordan, Minn-651
Pocahontas, Ark---Black
River at Pocahontas,
ArkBlack River
atMississippi
Mississippi River at—
near
Des
Moines
River
Keokuk,
Moines
Des
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Baton Rouge, La --------------651
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Iowa-----------------------358
Hannibal, Mo----------------Mo
Saint
Francis
River
at
Lake
City,
Francis
Saint
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Lake
Minn
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Ark
Ark-----------------------652
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MinnSaint
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Louis
Saint
396
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Des
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358
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Ind------------------ 1016
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of
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Potomac
356
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South
652
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W.Va ------------------Mo---------------Washington,
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Washington,
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Puget Sound
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-Sound at
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Ohio
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54, 838
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S.C- 54,
at Georgetown,
River at
Pee
Rio Grande,
Grande, at
at Boca
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1117
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Chica, Tex--Boca Chica,
Rio
Saint
Clair River
at Port
Port Huron,
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River at
Saint Clair
983
Mich
Mich-----------------------
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envoy extraorextraorappropriation for
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to
Secretary of Treasury to
of Secretary
Authority
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delivery to Treasury
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during national
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Export,
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to
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for
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of
Interparliamentary
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Interparliamentary
of
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N.Y
360
----------Bay,
Alexandria
Promotion of International ArbitraArbitraPromotion
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534
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Savannah
River
at
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Navigation and Steamboat
Bureau of Navigation
Sinslaw
804 Bureau
Oreg -Florence, Oreg
at Florence,
River at
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inspection of boiler plates
Inspection,
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Oreg
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at Reedsport,
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Budget. See Budget,
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of the Budget.
Bureau of
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C
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California:
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Act
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Exchange Act of
Securities Exchange
Brokers. See Securities
ministration-----------------ministration
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school,
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Valley
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Bureau of
also Treasury
of the. See also
Budget, Bureau
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District,
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Department.
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earthquake
damages
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to -........----------at------------- 1208
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California
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expenses of--------of
640
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Buffalo, N.Y.:
•
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Appropriation
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privilege of -1118
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across
Tax payments;
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Authority
debris fund;
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Niagara
1118
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construction advances-_
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Canada
Canada ---------------------662 California,
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Associations, loans by
and Loan Associations,
Building and
Building
Monongahela River at------------Monongahela
at
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Corporation
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-- ...-.-.------.14:
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bridging
-
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Bridge
Saint
River by Great
Great Lakes
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Saint Clair
139
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Commission ----------139
Bridge Commission
Saint
Lawrence River by Saint LawSaint Lawrence
rence
Bridge Commission-----Commission
141
rence Bridge
Mace of the Parliament of Upper
Upper
Mace
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Canada, return
return of ------------Canada,
Canal Zone.
Zone. See Panama Canal Zone.
Canal
769
Candy, termination
termination of tax on -..------Candy,
acceptance of
Caperton, William
William B., acceptance
foreign decoration---------------decoration
1267
foreign
Morocco,
Cape
Tangier Light, Morocco,
and Tangier
Spartel and
Cape Spartel
534
appropriation
for contribution ---appropriation for
"Capital",
construed in
"Capital", "Capital Stock", construed
Act
national banking
banking assopermitting national
Act permitting
5
stock---ciations
preferred stock
5
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Capital
Excess-Profits Taxes:
Stock and Excess-Profits
Capital Stock
Application of, as imposed by National
Application
771
Industrial Recovery
Act-------Recovery Act
Industrial
taxCapital stock tax—
770
Computation of-----------------770
Computation
Declaration,
required,
information required,
Declaration, information
payment, existing
continued,
existing law continued,
payment,
769
time extension ------------time
769
Domestic
corporations
769
Domestic corporations-----------lo
Exemptions
769
Exemptions --------------------Foreign corporations
doing business
corporations doing
Foreign
in
United States
769
States-------------in United
770
inspection-Returns open to official
official inspection
Returns
Excess-profits
tax—
taxExcess-profits
770
Computation
of
Computation of------------------771
Laws applicableapplicable
-------------Laws
Capitol Buildings
Buildings and Grounds, approCapitol
priation for
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etc- 97, 826, 1024
maintenance, etc_
priation
salaries,
Capitol
Police,
appropriation
for
appropriation
Police,
Capitol
826
etc
etc-----------------------------N.Mex.:
Park,
Carlsbad
Caverns
National
N.Mex.:
Carlsbad Caverns
385
Appropriation
for administration,
administration, etc_
etc
Appropriation for
664
authorized ---------Land
exchange authorized
664
Land exchange
"Carrier", defined
Emergency Raildefined in Emergency
"Carrier",
211
Act--------Transportation Act
211
road Transportation
Carriers:
Carriers:
Appropriation for
valuation of
property
of property
for valuation
Appropriation
of
293, 515
of------------------------Retirement of employees.
employees. See RailRetirement
road
Retirement Act.
road Retirement
Carson
for eduappropriation for
Nev., appropriation
City, Nev.,
Carson City,
cation
cation of Indians ----------------- 372
Carson
National Forest,
protection of
Forest, protection
Carson National
watershed
108
within----------------watershed within
Carter
for
appropriationfor
Okla., appropriation
Seminary, Okla.,
Carter Seminary,
373
education
Indians------------of Indians
education of
Carthage,
of bridge
construction of
Tenn., construction
Carthage, Tenn.,
573
RiverCiumberland Rivers Cumberland
,auulVP
a..+,-t.ri1
authorized
across
573
unlvlrP u

contestedCasey,
John J., payment to, contestedCasey, John
expenses-----------------election expenses
Cathlamet,
Wash., bridge authorized
Cathlamet, Wash.,
across
at---------Columbia River at
across Columbia
Cattle.
Cattle. See
Act.

Agricultural
Agricultural
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950

Adjustment
Adjustment

Caustic
Poison Act, appropriation
appropriation for enCaustic Poison
forcement
forcement-----------------------Cavalry, Chief of. See War Department.
authorized
Celilo Canal,
Canal, right of way authorized
Celilo
across,
Oreg
at The Dalles, Oreg--------across, at
Commerce,
Census Bureau. See also Commerce,
Census
Department of.
Department
Leaves
absence for temporary emof absence
Leaves of
ployees
ployees------------------------

496
496
147

551

Central
Cooperatives. See
Central Bank for Cooperatives.
Farm
Farm Credit Act of 1933.
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency HosHosCentral
pital,
D.C., appropriation
appropriation for_ 245, 869, 1028
1028
pital, D.C.,
Pacific Railway
Railway Co., certain
certain conconCentral Pacific
validated----------- 940, 942
veyances
942
veyances of, validated
appropriation
Cereal
Diseases, appropriation
and Diseases,
Crops and
Cereal Crops
479
for
investigation
479
for investigation------------------Distinguished
Certificate
Certificate of Merit, issue of Distinguished
396
Service Cross
lieu
in lieu--------------Cross in
Service
Champagne,
Champagne, tax on.

See Liquor Taxing
Act of 1934.
Chandler, Claude, payment to, contestedcontestedelection expenses-----------------expenses
1023
election
See ForCharg6s d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim. .See
Charges
eign Service.
Service.
See Income
Income
Charitable Contributions.
Tax.
Wingate,
Charles H.
School, Fort Wingate,
H. Burke School,
Charles
N.Mex., appropriation
appropriation for
for education
N.Mex.,
373
Indians
of Indians-----------------------Confederate VeterChattanooga,
Tenn., Confederate
VeterChattanooga, Tenn.,
ans'
Encampment, loan of Army
Army
ans' Encampment,
803
equipment for-------------------for
equipment
Chehalis
Wash., preliminary
preliminary exRiver, Wash.,
Chehalis River,
953
amination authorized
authorized -----------amination
Chemawa,
Oreg., appropriation
appropriation
Salem, Oreg.,
Chemawa, Salem,
373
Indians----------for education of Indians
Chemical Warfare
Service.
See War
War
Warfare Service.
Chemical
Department.
Department.
also
Chemistry and Soils,
Soils, Bureau of. See also
Chemistry
Agriculture,
Department of.
Agriculture, Department
cooperation
Waste
products utilization, cooperation
Waste products
555
with Bureau
Standards
Bureau of Standards----with
Cherry
Del., bridge auTree Landing, Del.,
Cherry Tree
122
122
thorized
at
thorized across Deeps Creek at---Chesapeake
for
Bay: time extended for
Chesapeake Bay:
939
bridge at
Md---------Baltimore, Md
at Baltimore,
bridge
101
to---Chester
Poling,
Inc.,
payment
to
Poling,
A.
Chester
Chicago,
Ill.:
Chicago, Ill.:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Oakwood
Confederate Mound in Oakwood
Confederate
639
Cemetery, care, etc --------Cemetery,
424
429
expense...
Hydrographic office
office expenses..
Hydrographic

XX
xx
Chicago World's
CeleWorld's Fair Centennial
Centennial Celebration:
bration:
Appropriation for participation
1934_
participation in
in 1934Exhibits, importation from foreign
foreign
countries, duty
free
duty free---__-----_--Regulations
Regulations to be prescribed
Secprescribed by
by Secretary of
retary
of Treasury
Treasury --- __------Federal participation
in, to
conFederal
participation in,
to be
be continued; sum
sum authorized
tinued;
authorized -.----Chickamauga and Chattanooga National
Military
Military Park, acceptance
acceptance of
of lands
for
for addition to
to authorized
authorized -------- _
Chief Inspector, Post Office
Office Department.
Department.
See Post Office Department.
Department.
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1025
793
793
793
793
785
785

666
666

Chief of
of Engineers, Army,
Army, recommendsChief
recommendation of river and harbor improveimprovements ------_---------__--.---__
201
201
Chief of Staff,
Staff, Army.
Army. See National
National DeDefense Act,
Act, Amendments.
Amendments.
Childhood, American International InstiInstitute for Protection of, appropriation
appropriation
for contribution
534
contribution -------- _----_--_
534
Child Labor,
Labor, agreements
agreements to regulate, in
in
sugar industry------------------industry
674
674
Children's Bureau. See Labor, DepartChildren's
ment of.
Children's Hospital, D.C.,
Children's
D.C., appropriation
appropriation
for----------------.---_
- 245,
245,869,1028
for
869, 1028
Children's Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Sanatorium,D.C.,
Children's
Sanatorinm,D.C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
245
for -_________
----245
Chile, appropriation
appropriation for ambassador
arnhar,Rador to...
530
to-530
Chillicothe,
Chillicothe, Ohio,
Ohio, appropriation
appropriation for UnitUnited States Industrial Reformatory-..
Reformatory
644
544
Chllocco, Okla., appropriation
Chllocco,
appropriation for educaeducation of Indians..-.373
,.-........... .....
373
China:
China;
Appropriation forfor—
American convict prison maintenance
mince --------- _-----._......
536
Envoy extraordinary,
extraordinary, etc.,
etc., to -----530
Preservation of monuments,
monuments, etc.,
etc., to
to
American soldierssoldiers
American
-...........
639
United States Court for, salaries and
and
expenses--__--------_______expenses
541
Posheng Yen, citizen
authorized to
citizen of, authorized
to
be admitted to West
West Point
Point---.-112
112
China Trade Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for enenforcement-----------------------forcement
549
China Trade Act Corporations. See InChina
Income Tax.
Chinch Bugs, control of, sum
approprisum appropriated-------------------_------ated
926
Chppewa
Chippewa Indians, Minn.:
Minn.:
Appropriation
Appropriation forfor—
Education
Education
......--..............
372
Hospitals, support
support .- ---------..- _
376
Support, etc., of...---............
of
377
377
Adjudication
Adjudication of claims against
against United
United
States authorised
979
authorized .-...-...-.....
979

I Chippewa
Indians, Minn.-Continued.
Minn.—Continued.
Chippewa Indians,
Page.
Contracts with
extended_ _
Contracts
with attorneys
attorneys extended--__
980
980
Lands ceded to United
United States by treaty,
treaty,
status of and application
application of
of liquor
liquor
therein ----____---_______
laws therein
927
927
to Red
Lake Band,
Per capita payment to
Red Lake
Band,
authorized
authorized ---254
-----_______
254
Choctaw and
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians, sale
sale of
of
Choctaw
and Chickasaw
coal and asphalt deposits
deposits in
in lands
lands of_
of _ 1240
1240
Indians, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation
Choctaw Indians,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with
with------_____
378
378
Choctaw Nation,
Nation, Minn.,
Minn., appropriation
appropriation
for education
education ---------------372
__-372
Cigarettes, tax on
on----------___----___
'768
768
Court of Appeals, Ninth
Circuit Court
Ninth Judicial
Judicial
Circuit,
of judge
to fill
Circuit, appointment
appointment of
judge to
fill
vacancy ---------------vacancy
310
_____
310
Circuit Judges. See United States Courts.
Courts.
Citizenship and
Naturalization:
and Naturalization:
Acquisition of
Acquisition
of citizenship
citizenship by
by minor
minor
child upon naturalization
naturalization of
of parparent .------.. --_-------------'797
797
Cable Act amendment—
amendmentAcquisition
Acquisition of citizenship
citizenship upon
upon marmarriage to citizen or upon naturalization of spouse -_----_
----797
797
Citizenship
Citizenship of child born abroad of
of
American parent—
American
parentallegiance-.--------------Oath of allegiance
'797
797
Residence requirements
requirements of
of parent;
parent; of
of
child
.
..--..._.--797
797
Fees in naturalization
proceedingsnaturalization proceedings—
Certificate of arrival, issued for natnaturalization purposes..._......
purposes
597
597
Counsel fees, alien applying
applying for citizenship-zenship
...
............
598
598
Declaration
receiving
Declaration of intentions, receiving
and
filing
and filing....................
597
597
New or duplicate
duplicate certificates,
certificates, issue
issue_ -_ 597
597
Metlakahtla Indians of Alaska, citizenMetlakahtla
citizenship granted to-----___.
to
...... 667
667
Naturalization of wife
Naturalization
wife and minor
minor chilchildren of insane alien making
homemaking homestead entries,
entries, repeal provision
provision__--.__ 798
Of widow and minor children of declarant - ________________
---798
798
Puerto Rico, persons declared to be
citizens of United States -______1215
1245
Native not deprived
deprived of
of citizenship,
citizenship,
lawfully acquired
acquired -___-----_
1245
1245
Women, married, naturalization
naturalization of-_
of
1245
1245
Renunciation of citizenship upon
Renunciation
upon marriage to alien --------------._
797
'797
Citizens'
Miiltary Training.
See War
ize ns' Military
War
Department.
Citrus
eradicarim Canker,
Canker, appropriation
appropriation for eradication
tion----___..--..----____________
486
486
City Delivery,
Delvery, Postal
Pota Service,
Service, aprproiaappropriation for pay of
of letter carriers.....
445
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Page.
Civil Actions
Page.
Law:
at Law:
Actions at
Civil
Authority of
of Supreme Court to make
Authority
1064
and
publish rules
in
rules in------------and publish
deof
Survival
of,
in
event
of
death
event
in
of,
Survival
United
fendant, when brought by United
fendant,
311
States
311
recover damages -----to recover
States to
Civilian
Conservation Corps. See UnemCivilian Conservation
ployment Relief.
ployment
Civil Service
Commission:
Service Commission:
Civil
Appropriation for
for------------ 287, 511, 1026
Appropriation
Classification,
compensation adjustClassification, compensation
ments
permitted after
after June 30,
ments permitted
512
1934
1934-----------------------AmendAct,
Civil
Service
Retirement
Act,
AmendRetirement
Service
Civil
ments:
receiving
before
Annuitant
dying
before
receiving
Annuitant
1201
amount to his credit
credit-----------amount
1201
Payments; order
of precedence----precedence
order of
Payments;
increased
Annuitant
electing to receive increased
Annuitant electing
1202
annuity;
amount to be paid-----paid
annuity; amount
ineligiPayments;
deceased
employee
deceased
Payments;
1202
ble
for retirement _
ble forretirement------------- _ 1202
Employee
incompetent -__
legally incompetent_
Employee legally
Beneficiaries,
employee or
naming, by employee
Beneficiaries, naming,
1202
annuitant
annuitant---------------------1202
Effective
date
of
Act
1202
Act---------------Effective date
Civil
approService Retirement Fund, approCivil Service
priation
for contribution
contribution to ------- 303, 520
priation for
Civil War Veterans:
Civil
Domiciliary care
care of
permanently disof permanently
Domiciliary
9
abled
9
abled-----------------------Reduction of
of pension
pension payments to,
Reduction
12
fiscal year
1934
12
year 1934---------------fiscal
also
Civil
Works Administration. See also
Civil Works
Unemployment Relief.
Unemployment
Appropriation
authorized for continuAppropriation authorized
351
ing
351
projects-----------------ing projects
Limitation
allocations --------352
on allocations
Limitation on
Deficiency
appropriation for damage
Deficiency appropriation
1045
claims
1045
claims----------------------Administrator,
relief grants to State
Administrator, relief
351
public agency-----------------agency
351
public
Employees
of—
Employees ofDeath
disability benefits.
benefits. See
and disability
Death and
Employees'
Compensation Act.
Employees' Compensation
352
Medical care ------------------352
Medical
Special
death and disability schedules
Special death
351
to
established-----------be established
to be
352
advertising
Minor
purchases
without
advertising__
without
Minor purchases
Claims,
Audited. See
Audited Claims.
See Audited
Claims, Audited.
Claims,
Justice, DepartSee Justice,
of. See
Court of.
Claims, Court
ment of.
Claims,
Damage. See Damage Claims.
Claims, Damage.
1022
Clarke,
to widow of
___
1022
of-payment to
D., payment
John D.,
Clarke, John
Classification
Act of 1923,
amendment,
1923, amendment,
Classification Act
rate
of pay
when reclassification
reclassification of
pay when
rate of
30E
position
grade
308
lower grade-----------to lower
position to
Clay
Products, appropriation
investiappropriation for investiClay Products,
gating
553
gating--------------------------· ME

86637* - 34-- — 83

Clayton
Act, amendment, director, etc.,
Clayton Act,
of
association, etc.,
etc., not to be
banking association,
of banking
director
corporation making loans
of corporation
director of

xxi
xxi
Page.

page.

194
secured by stock-----------------stock
Hire:
Clerk Hire:
forAppropriation
Appropriation for—
532
Foreign Service-----------------Service
Foreign
819, 824
Members
Congress ----------Members of Congress
Cleveland,
Ohio, appropriation
appropriation for hydroCleveland, Ohio,
424
graphic office
office expenses
expenses -----------424
graphic
Climax
Baskets. See Standard Baskets
Climax Baskets.
Act.
Clinch River,
River, dam construction
construction across, at
at
Clinch
67
Cove Creek
07
Creek--------------------Cove
Cloquet, Minn.:
Cloquet,
Bridge
authorized across Saint Louis
Bridge authorized
573
River
at
River at----------------------Bridge legalized
legalized across
Louis
across Saint Louis
Bridge
780
River at---------------------at
River
also
Survey. See also
Coast
Geodetic Survey.
and Geodetic
Coast and
Commerce,
Commerce, Department of.
Field
work, application
airplane to;
application of airplane
Field work,
purchase of
560
etc--------cameras, etc
of cameras,
purchase
Subsistence
restrictions ------------559
Subsistence restrictions
Coast Artillery.
Artillery. See War Department.
Coast
Coast Guard.
Treasury DepartDepartGuard. See also Treasury
Coast
ment.
appropriation not to be
Building for, appropriation
used
438
on--------------work on
for work
used for
307
Flying duty
reduction of
of..--duty extra pay, reduction
Flying
---of
employment
Technical
services,
employment
of_
_
431
Technical
bachelor of science
Coast
Academy, bachelor
Coast Guard Academy,
of-73
degree conferred
gruadates of
conferred upon gruadates
degree
Coast Pilot,
appropriation for compilacompilaPilot, appropriation
Coast
558
tion
of
tion of-------------------------Cochetopa National Forest, lands added
Cochetopa
658
to
658
to----------------------------on--------Coconut
763
processing tax on
Coconut Oil, processing
1122
Code
Zone
Canal Zone------------Laws, Canal
of Laws,
Code of
also NaCodes
of Fair
Fair Competition. See also
Codes of
tional Industrial
Recovery Act.
Industrial Recovery
tional
Adjustment
Government
claims of Government
of claims
Adjustment of
contractors whose cost of performcontractors
974
withance increased
increased by compliance with..
ance
for
Code,
United
States,
appropriation
for
appropriation
States,
United
Code,
1024
new
edition
1024
new edition-------------------Rico.
Coffee.
See
Puerto
Coffee.
1022
Coffin,
C., payment to widow ofof
Thomas C.,
Coffin, Thomas
N.Y.,
Cohoes,
Cohoes
Historical
Society,
Cohoes,
N.Y.,
Society,
Cohoes Historical
donation
to_- _ 1117
1117
bronze trophy guns to
of bronze
donation of
Currency
also
Coins
and
Coinage.
also
Currency
See
Coins and Coinage.
Regulation.
Regulation.
Arkansas,
commemorate
coinage to commemorate
Arkansas, coinage
anniversary of
admission into
of admission
anniversary
776
Union
Union------------------------commemorate
to
Connecticut,
commemorate
coinage
Connecticut,
1200
1200
anniversary of founding--------founding
anniversary
to
coinage
Daniel
Boone
Bicentennial,
coinage
to
Bicentennial,
Boone
Daniel
808
authorized-------commemorate,
authorized
commemorate,
-w
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Coins and Coinage—Continued.
Coinage-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Maryland,
Maryland, coinage
coinage to commemorate
commemorate
founding
founding of ------------------679
679
Provisions
Provisions in obligations requiring
requiring
gold, etc.,
etc.,
payments
declared
payments declared
against public policy -------113
__
- 113
Payments
Payments to be made
made in
tender,
in legal
legal tender,
definitions -----_______-----113
113
Coins, etc.,
etc., as legal tender; abrased
abrased
gold coins according to weight
113
weight__
113
Collection of Tax.
Tax. See
See Income
Tax.
Collection
Income Tax.
Collect-on-Delivery
Collect-on-Delivery Mail.
Mail.
See
Postal
See Postal
Service.
Colombia, appropriation
Colombia,
appropriation for
for envoy
envoy exextraordinary, etc.,
traordinary,
etc., to ------ _-----530
530
Colon,
Colon, C.Z., appropriation
appropriation for waterworks,
waterworks,
sewers,
pavements- ----------sewers, and pavements
642
642
Colorado:
Colorado:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forIndians,
Indians, support, etc., of
377
of____ 369, 375,
375, 377
National Park adminisMesa Verde
Verde National
tration----------__--------__
tration
386
386
National
administration----_
National forest administration
482
_
482
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
National Park administration -------_---_---_
ministration
387
387
Cochetopa National
Cochetopa
National
Forest,
Forest, lands
lands
added to---------------------to
658
658
Pike National Forest, lands added to....
657
to__
657
Colorado River Indian Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for irrigation
appropriation
370
irrigation -- _----_
370
Color Investigations, appropriation
appropriation for_
for.. 485, 553
553
Columbia, Conn.,
Conn., term of district court
to
court to
be held at
at--------_______ ___ -----148
148
Columbia Hospital, D.C., appropriation
Columbia
appropriation
for ------------------------245, 869
869
Columbia Institution for the Deaf, D.C.,
D.C.,
appropriation for
--------.
appropriation
for—__
_______. 234,
394, 858
234, 394,
858
Columbia Planograph Co.,
Co., payment
payment to...
100
to-100
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute, D.C.,
D.C., apappropriation for_
-------------.
for
247,
872
247, 872
Columbia River:
authorized across at—
Bridge authorized
atAstoria, Oreg _-----------------949
949
Cathlamet, Wash------..--------_
Wash
950
950
Preliminary
Preliminary examination
examination authorized_
authorized__- _ 954
954
Right-of-way
Right-of-way across lands along,
aualong, authorized----------___
thorized
------- _ 147
147
Time extended for bridging atat—
Astoria, Oreg_._.
Oreg
--._---------- 576
576
The Dalles, Oreg -------.-----649, 650
650
649,
Columbus Day, proclamation
proclamation for observobservance of -----------.-------657
_--_
657
Columbus, Ohio, appropriation
Columbus,
appropriation for care,
care,
etc.,
etc., Confederate Cemetery,
Cemetery, Camp
Camp
Chase ------------------------639
639
Columbus
Washington, D.C.,
Columbus University of
of Washington,
incorporation-----_----_----_---_
incorporation
928
928
Comanche Indians, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation
for payment
payment to, from royalty funds..
367
funds367
Commerce. See Trade and Commerce.
Commerce.

Commerce, Department of:
Commerce,
of:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forAircraft in commerce
commerce------------ _
Air-navigation facilities
facilities ---- _-----_
Census Bureau
Bureau -------------_--_
Census of agriculture-----------.
agriculture
Coast and
Geodetic Survey
Survey __
and Geodetic
----_
Contingent expenses______
expenses --------Federal
Federal Employment
Employment Stabilization
Stabilization

Page.

Page.

547
547
547
547
551
551
551
551
557
557
546
546

Board ---------------------Board
547
547
Fisheries,
Fisheries, Bureau of ------------- _
560
560
Black bass law, enforcement
of... 304,
304, 561
561
enforcement of__
Mississippi Wild
Fish RefRefWild Life
Life and
and Fish
uge, construction, etc-------etc
561
561
Commerce,
Foreign and Domestic
Domestic Commerce,
Bureau of ----------. ____--- .
548
548
China
China Trade Act enforcement._
549
enforcement - 549
Customs statistics
statistics collection
collection exexpenses
549
penses-------------.-_____.
549
District and cooperative
cooperative office
office
service ------- ______----- _
548
548
Foreign buyers, compilation of
of
charges for---------lists of, charges
for
550
550
Investigations,
Investigations, etc --.---------549
_
549
Living quarters, etc.,
550
etc., abroad
abroad ----550
Transportation
Transportation of families
and
families and
effects
effects of officers; remains of
of
officers dying
dying abroad
abroad ------550
550
Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, Bureau of ----------556
556
Mines, Bureau of --------------- _
562
562
Buildings
Buildings and grounds, maintenance, Bruceton
Bruceton and Pittsburgh, Pa ----......----564
_
564
Experiment
Experiment Stations, personal servservices,
etc- -----------------_
ices, etc
564
564
Helium production, etc
564
etc- .---.__
_
564
Investigations, etc-------_-----Investigations,
etc
562
562
Navigation and
Inspecand Steamboat
Steamboat InspecBureau of-------------tion, Bureau
552
552
Patent
Patent Office ----.---------.--. _ 561
561
Printing and binding
binding-----------546
_
546
Secretary,
Secretary, Office
Office of, salaries
salaries ------ _ 546
546
Shipping
Shipping Board
Board Bureau ----------566
566
Merchant Fleet Corporation____
Corporation-.. 566,
Merchant
566, 567
567
Standards,
Standards, Bureau of
552
of---.........
552
Deficiency
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for—
forAircraft in commerce
commerce ---------_
1032
Audited claims_
claims--_ 102, 281,
281, 1048, 1052, 1054
1054
Contingent expenses
expenses.. ----- _---_ 1032
1032
claims
280, 1045
Damage claims---------------_
280,
1045
Fisheries, Bureau of, propagation
propagation of
of
food fishes, etc.---_____
etc
------ _ 1032
1032
Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Commerce,
Bureau of -------------.
1032
_
--- _ 1032
Customs statistics
statistics collection exexpenses
1032
-----_-_---------_
1032
Foreign Commerce
Commerce Service, allowallowance
ance for quarters
quarters ------------ 1032
1032
Foreign-trade restrictions, investigation of----------------___ _
_ ____ _
1032
1032
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Commerce, Department
Department of-Continued.
of—Continued.
Commissioners, D.C.—Continued.
D.C.-Continued.
Page.
Commissioners,
Commerce,
Page.
authorization_ -_
Deficiency
appropriation for-Contd.
for—Contd.
Asphalt plant purchase authorization
Deficiency appropriation
to
Authority and powers of, with respect to
Judgments
Judgments ------------------- 100, 1046
of beer
beer -----------------sale of
Lighthouses, Bureau of, retired pay,
Lighthouses,
construction,
Bridge construction,
Calvert Street Bridge
1032
officers, etc .----------------reinvestigation by -.-study and reinvestigation
amendments. See
Commerce Act, amendments.
Air Commerce
Commissioners
Conciliation, appropriCommissioners of Conciliation,
Air Commerce Act.
ation for ---------------------ation
Fayerweather Island, Conn., conveyFayerweather
Courts,
665 Commissioners,
Commissioners, United States Courts,
ance authorized
authorized ---------------appropriation for
of---------fees of
for fees
appropriation
construction of vessel
Fisheries Bureau, construction
appropriation
1201 Commission
Commission of Fine Arts, appropriation
for
authorized --work, authorized
research work,
for research
for
for-------------------------Lighthouse depot, acquisition
acquisition of site
Lighthouse
also
Policy. See o,lso
657 Commission
Commission on Aviation Policy.
for, at
at New Orleans, La --------for,
Air Mail Act.
Pass
a'Loutre Lighthouse
Reservation,
Lighthouse Reservation,
Pass a'Loutre
report to ConAppointment; purpose;
purpose; report
664
Appointment;
La.,
authorized -----conveyance authorized
La., conveyance
gress ------------------------gress
Silva, Antone,
Antone, acceptance
acceptance of foreign
foreign
Powers
167
Powers and duties --------------decoration
by-----------------decoration by
Committee on Revision
Revision of the Laws:
Committee
Commissioner of
Indian Affairs. See
of Indian
Commissioner
Appropriation
for------------------Appropriation for
Interior Department.
Department.
Interior
Form,
style, etc., of printing publiForm, style,
Commissioner of
Revenue:
Internal Revenue:
of Internal
Commissioner
cations presented
presented by----------by
cations
information concerning
concerning
Distilled spirits, information
Publication
Publication of new edition of U. S.
disposition
substances used in
disposition of substances
Code
Code-----------------------manufac
ture of----------------of
1020
manufacture
Commodity
Agricultural
Benefits. See Agricultural
Commodity Benefits.
Examination of
of books, etc., bearing on
Examination
Adjustment
Act.
Act.
Adjustment
757
property_
liability
transferee of
liability of transferee
Common
Carriers. See also Carriers;
Common Carriers.
tax on distilled spirits and wine,
Floor tax
Communications
Act of 1934; RailCommunications
regulations
returns
315
regulations governing returns----Retirement Act.
road Retirement
Regulations governing extension of
Regulations
Reports
of, under Securities Exchange
Reports of,
315
payments ----------time for payments
Act
1934------------------of 1934
Act
758
Liens,
discharge
----------------of
Liens, discharge
"Common Stock"
Stock" construed
construed in Act per"Common
Lubricating
Lubricating oil and gasoline, taxes on,
associations
national
banking associations
national
mitting
764
regulations
by
regulations by-----------------preferred stock-----------stock
issue preferred
to issue
Petroleum,
producers' and refinPetroleum, crude, producers'
Communications Act of 1934:
766, 767 Communications
ing
by
ing tax on, regulations by-----Communications Commission,
Federal Communications
Commission,
Federal
Illegally
Illegally produced, penalties and
creation
creation----------------------awards to informers
respect
informers with respect
awards
Application of Act
Act---------------Application
to
759
to .------------------Definitions
Definitions----------------------Processing tax
tax on certain oils, regulaProcessing
Commission; composition
of
composition of------Commission;
763
tions by---------------------by
Terms
of office,
office, compensation
compensation-----Terms of
Revenue law regulations,
regulations, etc.,
etc., applicaRevenue
Appointments
by
Appointments by---------------tion
of, without
without retrocative
retrocative effect_
effect- -_ 757
tion of,
Expenditures
authorized
Expenditures authorized----------of personal property under disSale of
etc----------Proceedings, reports, etc
accounting ------traint; resale;
resale; accounting
757
Divisions of;
to..
assignment of work toof; assignment
Divisions
taxes_ -_ 1179
1179
Silver sales and transfers, stamp taxes_
Jurisdiction and
of------and power of
Jurisdiction
Stamps on distilled spirits containers,
Stamps
Assignment of work to commissioner;
commissioner;
Assignment
regulations governing issue, affixregulations
restriction;
powers
restriction; powers-----------ing,
317
etc-----------------------ing, etc
Common
charges_
and chargesservice and
carriers; service
Common carriers;
Suits, substitution
substitution of successor's name
Suits,
Discrimination and
and preferences
preferences--Discrimination
required hereafter----------hereafter
760
not required
Charges; schedules
of
schedules of----------Charges;
Tobacco Control Act, tax, etc.,
etc., regulaTobacco
Hearing
lawfulness; suspension_
Hearing on lawfulness;
1275
by---------------------tions by
Determination
reasonable, by
Determination of reasonable,
Commissioners,
D.C.:
Commissioners, D.C.:
Commission
--------------Commission
apAlcoholic
Beverage
Board;
Control
Beverage
Alcoholic
Damages;
liability for
for----------Damages; liability
321
pointment of
by
members by------of members
pointment
Recovery
of
of------------------Recovery
Appointment
of
personnel;
three
adAppointment of personnel; three
Complaints to Commission;
Commission; orders
Complaints
ditional assistant
assistant corporation
corporation
ditional
for
payment
of money ----of
payment
for
322
counsel authorized
authorized -----------322
counsel
Franks
and
passes
passes--------------and
Franks
in
Alcoholic
beverage
sales
District
of
Alcoholic
Contracts,
copies of, to be filed with
Contracts, copies
Columbia. See District of ColumCommission
---------------Commission
bia
Alcoholic
Beverage
Control
Act.
bia Alcoholic Beverage
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229

25
229
568
277

287

938
939

1023
948
1024

895
55
1064
1065
1065
1066
1067
1067
1067
1067
1068
1068
1069

1069
1070
1070
1070
1070
1070
1071
1072
1072
1072
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
1073
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Communications
1934—Continued.
Act of 1934-Continued.
Communications Act
Common carriers-Continued.
carriers—Continued.
Common
Interlocking directorates;
directorates; officials
officials
Interlocking
dealing in securities
securities ---------Valuation
of property
property------- ---Valuation of
Extension
lines
Extension of
of lines----------------Services,
equipment, etc., transactions
transactions
Services, equipment,
relating to
to-------------------Receivers
trustees, application
application of
and trustees,
Receivers and
Act to----------------------to
Act
Liability
Liability for acts and omissions of
agents
agents-----------------------Management, inquiries
inquiries into
into ------Management,
etc ----------annual, etc
Reports, annual,
Accounts,
etc.; depreciation
depreciation
Accounts, records,
records, etc.;
charges ------------------charges
Telephone
companies, special provisions
provisions
Telephone companies,
relating to------------------to
Radio,
to__ _
special provisions
provisions relating to--Radio, special
License for communication
communication or transmission of energy
energy _
.----------

Page.
Page.

Zones- -------------------------Zones
General powers
Commission ---of Commission
General
powers of
Waiver by licensee--------------licensee
Government-owned stations ------Government-owned
Foreign
Foreign ships -...-----------...
terms------Licenses, allocation of; terms
Applications for; foreign communicommuniApplications
cation
---cation-----------Hearings; form; conditions------Hearings;
conditions
limitationHolding
Holding and transfer
transfer of; limitationRefusal
Refusal of, in certain cases ---Revocation
Revocation of ---------------of------Antitrust laws, application of
Preservation
competition in comPreservation of competition
merce_
merce----------------------Facilities for candidates
candidates for public
office ----------------------Lotteries, etc-------------------etc
Announcement
Announcement of paid broadcast_ -_-Transmitting apparatus, operation
of----- ------------------Construction permits
permits-----------Construction
designation of staDistress signals; designation
interfere with_
with-_tions liable to interfere
Intercommunication in mobile servIntercommunication
ice --------------------Interference between government
government
Interference
stations-----commercial stations
and commercial
Minimum power, use of ---------False distress signals; rebroadcastrebroadcasting; studios of foreign stationsstations_
Censorship; indecent
indecent language---language
Naval
comNaval stations, use of, for commessages-----------mercial messages
Philippine Islands and Canal Zone,
to
special provision as to------.
terriRadio laws, administration in territories and poeasons-----.-possessions

1074
1074
1075
1076
1077
1077
1077
1077

1078
1080
1081
1081
1081
1082
1082
1083
1083
1083
1083
1084
1084
1085
1086
1086
1086
1087
1087
1088
1088
1088
1089

1089
1089
1090
1090
1090
1090
1091
1091
1091

1091
1092
1092
1002

Communications
1934—Continued.
Act of
of 1934-Continued.
Communications Act
Procedural
administrative proviproviand administrative
Procedural and
sions1092
sions-------------------------Jurisdiction to enforce
enforce Act and
and orders
orders
Jurisdiction
of
Commission
_------------of Commission
Enforcement or suspension of orders;
Enforcement
appeals
1093
appeals---------------------

P
age .
Page.

1092
1092
1092

1093
Inquiries; reports
1094
reports---------------- -1094
Inquiries;
Rehearing on decision, order, etc--etc
1095
Rehearing
Mandamus
compel furnishing
furnishing of
to compel
Mandamus to
1095
facilities1095
------------------Petition for enforcement
enforcement of order for
payment
1095
money ----------- 1095
payment of money
Orders
payment of money,
money,
Orders not for payment
when effective
effective-------------- 1096
Proceedings,
witnesses and deposiProceedings, witnesses
relating to--to
1096
tions, provisions relating
Joint boards,
boards, cooperation
cooperation with State
1098
commissions-----------------commissions
1098
1098
parties
1098
Joinder of parties---------------Documents
Documents filed to be public records;
records;
1099
use in proceedings
proceedings ----------- 1099
1099
1099
service---Designation of agent for service
1099
Remedies
exclusive-----Remedies in Act not exclusive
1099
Limitations as to actions at law ---1099
Limitations
Orders of Commission, provisions
provisions
relating to----------------to
1100
1100
1100
Penal provisions, forfeitures
forfeitures --------1100
1100
General penalty -. ------- ---- 1100
General
1100
Rules, etc.,
etc., violations of--_-----of1100
Rebates
Rebates and offsets, forfeiture in
cases of
1101
of-----------------Forfeiture
provisions ----------Forfeiture provisions
1101
Venue
,-Venue of offenses ---------.
1101
1101
Miscellaneous provisions -.--------- 1101
Miscellaneous
Interstate Commerce
Commission,
Interstate
Commerce Commission,
1101
transfer
of certain
certain duties
of -transfer of
duties of..
Postmaster General, certain
Postmaster
certain powers,
etc., of, vested in Commission-Commission
1102
1102
Repeals and amendments—
amendment-Commerce Act; SubInterstate Commerce
marine Cables Act; AntiAet --....--__.---_-trust Act
1102
1102
Transfer
Transfer of employees, records,
records, property, and appropriationsappropriations --- _1102
1102
Effect of transfers, repeals, and
amendments
amendments 1103
---------------1103
Communications, unauthorized
unauthorized publication of--------------_---of
1103
War emergency, powers
powers of PresidentPresident_
1104
1104
Act-- -----------Effective date of Act
1105
1105
clause---------_________
Separability clause
1105
1105
Short title------------------------_
title
1105
1105
Competition.
Competition.
See National
National Industrial
Recovery
Codas of fair comRecovery Act, Codes
petition.
Compoeltions and
and Extensions. See
Compositions
Ro.nirSea Bank1898.
Amendmenta.
ruDtcv
Act of 1898,
ruptey
- '---1 Amendments.
.

INDEX.
INDEX.
Comptroller
General:
Comptroller General:

authorized, GovAdjustment of claims authorized,
Adjustment
ernment contractors
contractors whose
whose costs
ernment
performance increased by comof performance
pliance with codes of fair compecompepliance
tition
tition------------------------Compromise judgments, yearly
yearly renewrenewCompromise
able
term insurance,
insurance, credits to be
able term
accountsallowed
disbursement accounts_
allowed in disbursement
Indian
claim allowed for tuition
pupils, claim
Indian pupils,
Okla------of, Choctaw
Choctaw County, Okla
of,
reclassification of
Rate of pay when reclassification
Rate
position to lower
grade, credit
lower grade,
position
authorized by
by ----------------authorized
Tennessee
Corporation transTennessee Valley Corporation
by-------actions to be audited by
also
Comptroller of
the Currency.
See also
of the
Comptroller
Treasury
Bank Conservation
Conservation Act; Treasury
Bank
Department.
Federal Deposit
Insurance CorporaDeposit Insurance
Federal
tion, membership,
membership, board of direcdirection,
tors
tors--------------------------Ineligibility to hold office in member
member
Ineligibility
bank
of Federal
Federal Reserve
system--Reserve system_
bank of
See also
Conciliation
Commissioners.
Conciliation Commissioners.
Bankruptcy
AmendAct of 1898, AmendBankruptcy Act
ments.
Sum available
available for compensation,
compensation, etc-etc
Sum
Confederate Veterans. See United ConConfederate
federate Veterans.
federate
Congress.
Legislative Branch of
also Legislative
See also
Congress. See
Government.
Government.
transporting by
Air
emergency transporting
mail, emergency
Air mail,
War
to------report to
Department, report
War Department,
Archivist
of United
by..
reports byStates, reports
United States,
Archivist of
Civil actions
at law,
law, united
united rules effeceffecactions at
Civil
tive
report by Attorney Genupon report
tive upon
eral
to-----------------------eral to
Commission on
aviation policy, report toto..
on aviation
Commission
deductions
members, deductions
Compensation of members,
Compensation
for delinquent
delinquent indebtedness------indebtedness
for
Consent
Kansas-Missouri
granted to Kansas-Missouri
of, granted
Consent of,
compact for
acceptance of toll
for acceptance
compact
bridge across
Missouri River__
___
River----across Missouri
bridge
Contracts with States for social welfare
welfare
Contracts
of
reports to-----------to
Indians, reports
of Indians,
Corporation of Foreign Bondholders
Bondholders
Corporation
Act, 1933,
annual report to
to------1933, annual
Act,
time----Counting electoral
electoral votes in; time
Counting
Crime suppression,
compacts between
between
suppression, compacts
Crime
States for
for mutual
mutual assistance,
assistance, auStates
thorized
thorized----------------------Dwelling
District
Columbia Alley Dwelling
of Columbia
District of
Act, annual
under ------annual reports under
Act,
District
of Columbia
Columbia taxicabs,
taxicabs, issuance
issuance
District of
of orders
meters in, forrequiring meters
orders requiring
of
bidden until
approved by
by--------until approved
bidden
Documents,
allotment
of
of-----------allotment
Documents,
Federal
Communications Commission
Commission
Federal Communications
to
make annual
annual report
to-------report to
to make

Page.
Page.

974
974
302
105
308
63

168
166

98

509
1123
1064
938

1024
1024
105
596
95
879

909
909
932
932
224
224
1017
1017
1068
1068

Congress—Continued.
Congress-Continued.
Corporation,
Federal Deposit
Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation,
Federal
annual
of--------------report of
annual report
Administration of
Federal
Emergency Administration
of
Federal Emergency
Public Work,
by
termination by----Work, termination
Public
Federal
Mortgage Corporation,
Federal Farm Mortgage
succession of,
until corporation
corporation
of, until
succession
of----------dissolved
dissolved by act of
Highway Act, reports of SecreFederal Highway
tary of
Agriculture----------of Agriculture
tary
Federal
Housing Administrator, anFederal Housing
nual report to-----------------to
Federal Power Commission
Commission electrical
electrical
Federal
report
energy
investigation, report
rate investigation,
energy rate
to
to--------------------------Federal Prison Industries, report of
Federal
board of directors-------------directors
board
Federal
Federal Trade Commission investigation of
of utilities, report----------report
tion
Foreign
decorations held by State DeForeign decorations
whom
partment, list of persons
persons for whom
partment,
to-----intended, to be furnished to
intended,
Franking privilege, Members
Members and cercerFranking
tain
of
officials of---------------tain officials
ofMembers of—
Members
Acreage
reduction conconand cattle reduction
Acreage and
tracts under
Agricultural Adunder Agricultural
tracts
justment Act,
right to particiAct, right
justment
pate
pate------------------------agreements under
Contracts
Contracts and agreements
Federal Farm Loan Act, and
and
Federal
other designated
acts -------designated acts
other
election----------------Time of election
Administration, reNational
National Housing Administration,
to-----------------------ports to
National
Recovery Act, deNational Industrial Recovery
of.----------claration
claration of policy of
Permanent
appropriations, annual conPermanent appropriations,
sideration
of
sideration of------------------Resident
Commissioners, commenceResident Commissioners,
ment of term
term of office..------ment
River
improvements, apRiver and harbor improvements,
proval of --------------------1934Securities
Exchange Act of 1934—
Securities Exchange
Annual report
report of
Commission
of Commission-----Annual
segregation
Report of
Commission on segregation
of Commission
Report
of
dealer-broker functions---functions
of dealer-broker
On
On unlisted securities ---------Statistical
studies of Labor DepartStatistical studies
to---------- -----report to
ment, report
Tennessee Valley Corporation
Corporation to make
Tennessee
annual report
report to President and
and_ -annual
Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson Memorial
Memorial CommisThomas
sion, report------------------report
Trading with
with enemy
enemy Act, orders, etc.,
Trading
issued
under Sec. 55 (b), approval
issued under
by
by---------------------------Transportation improvement,
improvement, Federal
Transportation
Coordinator to transmit recomCoordinator
mendations
to
mendations to------------------

XXV
XXV
Page.
Page.
177
201
201

345

995
1247

591
1212
1212
1242

1267
1267
1018
1018

337

1264
879
1247

195
1224
879

201
901
892
893
583
63

1244
1244
11
216
218
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Congress—Continued.
Congress-Continued.
Veterans'
prescribed by
by
Veterans' regulations
regulations prescribed
President, transmission
of copy
copy to
toPresident,
transmission of

Page.

12

Connecticut:
Connecticut:
Bridgeport,
conveyance of
of FoyerFayerBridgeport, conveyance
weather
authorized_ __ - 665
665
Island to,
to, authorized---weather Island
Coinage
to commemorate
commemorate
Coinage authorized,
authorized, to
anniversary
1200
1200
of founding
founding ----- _-anniversary of
To
judicial district
district ----148
148
one judicial
constitute one
To constitute

Connecticut River:
Bridge
authorized across
at Turners
Turners
across at
Bridge authorized
Mass
841
Falls, Mass-------------------Preliminary
authorized---_ 952
examination authorized__
Preliminary examination
Connecticut Tercentenary Commission.
Commission.
Connecticut
See Connecticut.
Connecticut.
Conservation
Corps. See
Civil Works
Works
See Civil
Conservation Corps.
Administration; Unemployment
Unemployment ReAdministration;
lief.
lief.
Conservation
of Wild
Life, Fish,
Fish, and
and
Wild Life,
Conservation of
Game. See also
also National Forests.
Forests.
Game.
other
Cooperation of Federal and other
401
401
agencies ---------------------Investigations
authorized, effect
effect of
Investigations authorized,
sewage, trade
401
401
etc -------trade wastes,
wastes, etc
sewage,
authorized ---_- 401
Impounded waters, uses authorized_
Indian reservations and public domain,
on------- 402
conservation
conservation of wildlife on
402
Game farms, establishment----------establishment
Donations
402
land, acceptance
acceptance of
of---Donations of land,
Setting
additional bureau
forbidden_
402
402
up additional
bureau forbidden_
Setting up
Conservators.
Conservation
See Bank Conservation
Conservators. See
Act.
Constitution
proclaiming
Constitution of United States, proclaiming
date of
of repeal
repeal of eighteenth amend- 209
ment-------------.--------ment
Construction
Repair, Bureau
of. See
Bureau of.
See
and Repair,
Construction and
Navy Department.
Department.
Construction Projects. See Public Works.
Service. See Foreign Service.
Consular Service.
Contingent Expenses:
Expenses:
forAppropriation
Appropriation for—
468
Agriculture, Department
Department of ------616
Army ----------------------616
Commerce, Department
Department of
546
Commerce,
of-------546
District of Columbia ---------- 226, 850
Executive
Executive Office -------------284, 509
Service ---------------Foreign Service
_ 533
General Accounting
- 292
Accounting Office-------Office
House of Representatives
Representatives --------824
Department -----------363
Interior Department
_
363
Department of
537
Justice, Department
of-----------537
568
Labor, Department of ----------- _
Library of Congress
Congress----------_-- - 830
Navy Department
Department --------------- 423
Post Office Department-----------Department
443
Senate --------------------820
Senate
---820
State, Department of -----------529
Department _---- _-----426
Treasury Department426
War Department
Department ---------------- 615
615
-

Contingent Expenses-Continued.
Expenses—Continued.
Page.
Contingent
Page.
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for—
forDeficiency
1032
Commerce,
Department of
of--------- 1032
Commerce, Department
1027
District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia-------------- 1027
97
Rouse of
97
of Representatives
Representatives ---------House
98, 277,
1035
Justice,
Department of
277, 1035
of------ 98,
Justice, Department
1038
State,
Department of
of-------------- 1038
State, Department
Contractors. See
See Government
Contractors.
Contractors.
Government Contractors.
Contracts. See also Gold Clause Contracts.
tracts.
Air mail,
when
mail, awarding
awarding prohibited
prohibited when
Air
305
salary
exceeding $17,500 paid
salary exceeding
paid -305
Salary reduction,
reduction, employment
on
Salary
employment on
305
305
part-time basis
basis--------------part-time
Transportation,
of;
etc., of;
modification, etc.,
Transportation, modification,
305
compensation
305
compensation-----------------Compensation when
contract contains
when contract
Compensation
305
settlement clause ------------305
settlement
when acSuits against United
United States
States when
305
cord not reached
reached ------------305
Conventions.
Postal Treaties
Treaties and
Conventions. See Postal
Conventions.
Convicts, appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
Convicts,
maintenance of
of
536
536
prisons abroad for---------------for
Conway,
extended for bridging
Conway, S. C., time extended
--Waccamaw River
River at---------55
Waccamaw
Coontz, Robert E., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
foreign
decoration
1267
decoration ---------------------1267
Cooperative Bank Commissioner,
Commissioner, apappointment, Farm Credit AdministraAdministration---tion
---__-____-__-__.--273
273
Coordinator of
of Transportation. See Federal Coordinator
Coordinator of Transportation.
Transportation.
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oreg.:
Oreg.:
Bridge authorized
authorized across, at North
-..----------Bend
137
137
extended for bridging -- __--Time extended
804
Coquille, Oreg., protection of watershed
Coquille,
watershed
and water supply of -----------956
Corcoran Gallery
Gallery of
of Art, Central Heating
Plant to furnish heat to -----1044
Cordials.
Cordials. Tax on. See Liquor Taxing
Act of 1934.
Corn, processing
processing of.
Agricultural
Corn,
of. See
See Agricultural
Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
Corporate Reorganization.
Corporate
Reorganization. See BankBankruptcy Act of 1898, Amendments.
Amendments.
Corporation of
Bondholders Act,
Corporation
of Foreign Bondholders
Act,
1933:
Creation; principal office, branches--branches____
93
Board of directors; terms; successors;
successors;
eligibility ---------eligibility
_.
--._-_93
Corporate powers,
powers, duties, and authority --ity
-----------..--___
93
93
_-____--_----Accounts to be kept
kept
94
Annual report to Congress ---_----95
Assessment for charges; maximum
amount------___
amount
___________
95
Authority of Corporation to receive
subscriptions ---.......--_-95
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Cotton
Act—Continued.
Page.
Control Act-Continued.
Page.
Cotton Control
Corporation
of Foreign Bondholders
Bondholders Act, Page.
Corporation of
Page.
Tax and
exemptions—Continued.
and exemptions-Continued.
Tax
1933—Continued.
1933-Continued.
Exemptions
Exemptions from ginning tax; cerLoans
Reconstruction Finance CorLoans by Reconstruction
tificates
600
tificates-------------------poration
95
poration ---------------------Apportionment
600
95
Apportionment -------------------Unlawful acts ---------------------Unlawful
Determination of ratio of tax-exempt
tax-exempt
Determination
Effective date of Act --------------95
Effective
cotton to
to each producing
producing State
State_-_ 601
cotton
95
title------------------------Short title
State
Minimum
allotment
any
State_-_ 601
to
allotment
Minimum
Corporations:
allotment
Apportionment of State allotment
Apportionment
Advances
Federal Reserve
Reserve
Advances to, by Federal
601
among counties
counties--------------among
77
banks,
authorized--------------banks, authorized
601
Tax-exemption certificates----------certificates
Tax-exemption
7
Security
rate
required; interest rate----Security required;
Application
statement-------601
Application for; statement
7
Review by
Federal Reserve BoardBoard_ _
7
by Federal
Review
Agreement
required
before
issue__
_
_
601
issue---before
required
Agreement
209
-tax
of
Consolidated
returns
of,
tax_
_
_
rate
Consolidated returns
allotment
Apportionment
Apportionment of county allotment
Dividends,
206
on------------------Dividends, tax on
to
farms
602
to farms--------------------207
Dividends
Dividends not taxed -------------602
--------allotment
Application
for
allotment
Application
Liability
of
corporation
207
corporation-----------Liability
602
--Deduction
from
allotments__
allotments
State
from
Deduction
Revenue Act of 1932
Provisions of Revenue
602
Issue
certificates; regulations_
_
regulations---of certificates;
Issue of
207
applicable
applicable-------------------taxCertificate
to
specify
amount
of
to
Certificate
206
Returns
of---------------------Returns of
603
exempt
cotton---------------exempt cotton
207
Domestic
foreign, tax on -------and foreign,
Domestic and
603
Assignment
and transfer
transfer of-------of
and
Assignment
207
applicableCorporations
to
not
applicable_
which
to
Corporations
603
------of
Penalty
for
use
unlawful
for
Penalty
Returns
of; inspection;
inspection; adjusted deReturns of;
603
Identification
cotton-----exempt cotton
Identification of exempt
clared
value
207, 208
clared value--------------603
affixedand
Bale
tags
be
procured
affixed_
_
be
to
tags
Bale
208
208
on----------------Net
incomes, tax on
Net incomes,
603
Identification of foreign cotton------cotton
Identification
208
Assessment and collection
of _
collection of------Assessment
year,
crop
Cotton
harvested
during
harvested
Cotton
Tax
on. See
Stock and ExSee Capital Stock
Tax on.
603
effective-------------tax not effective
cess-Profits Taxes;
Taxes; Income Tax.
cess-Profits
-_ 603
Cotton
owned
by
Federal
agency_- __
agency
Federal
by
owned
Cotton
envoy
for
Costa
appropriation
Costa Rica, appropriation
Bale tag to be destroyed
destroyed when bale
530
extraordinary,
to-------------etc., to
extraordinary, etc.,
603
broken
broken---------------------Cost of
of living,
living, appropriation
appropriation for investiCost
Regulations
by
Commissioner
governCommissioner
Regulations
569
gation of-----------------------of
gation
604
ing use of
tags-------------of bale tags
ing
Cotton. See
See also Agricultural
Agricultural AdjustCotton.
to
requirement
returns,
Information
to
Information
ment
Act; Cotton Control
Control Act;
ment Act;
604
make
604
make-----------------------Emergency
Appropriation Act.
Emergency Appropriation
Penalty
for
failure
to makemake -------604
failure
for
Penalty
Appropriation forf
or—
Appropriation
604
Penalty provisions----------------provisions
604
Penalty
Future and
and Standards
Standards Acts, enforceFuture
AgriculSecretary
Regulations
by
Secretary
of
AgriculRegulations
494
ment
ment----------------------605
ture
ture--------------------------production and
Investigation
Investigation of production
605
----------authorized
Appropriation
authorized
605
Appropriation
479
diseases
479
diseases--------------------606
appointment-Officers
and
employees,
appointment
605
employees,
and
Officers
Pink
bollworm
control,
cooperaetc.,
control,
Pink bollworm
605
--Act
Collection
of
taxes
imposed
by
Act_
_
_
taxes
of
Collection
487
tion
with Mexican
Mexican GovernmentGovernment_
tion with
606
Refunds
Refunds--------------------------494
Statistics, collection
collection of -----------Statistics,
606
Time
for
presenting
claims
606
claims--------presenting
for
Time
etc., to
Held by
to
Government agencies, etc.,
by Government
Held
606
Suits
to
recover
606
recover------------------to
Suits
32
be
Secretary of AgricultureAgriculture_
sold to Secretary
be sold
606
Separability
of
provisions
606
provisions-----------Separability of
Cotton
Act:
Control Act:
Cotton Control
606
Act------Geographical
application
Act
of
application
Geographical
Appropriation for
805

Appropriation for------------------Declaration of policy --------------Declaration
Period
Act--------applicability of Act
of applicability
Period of
Extension
President
Extension or limitation by President
authorized
authorized-----------------Cotton ginning
tax, levy of ----------ginning tax,
Cotton
Determination of market requireDetermination
ments;
allotments
ments; allotments-----------Maximum amount,
harvested 19341934amount, harvested
Maximum
35,
exempt-----tax exempt
marketed tax
35, marketed
Tax and
exemptions
and exemptions----------------Tax
Levy
tax, amount
amount-------------of tax,
Levy of
Average
central market
market price,
price, deAverage central
termination
of---------------termination of
>14ir
_ l. -fj._.»m
~_~Returns
and payment
payment
of tax;
ana
ou
w.a, penalty_
l-w.,
Returns

598
599

599
599
599
599
599

599
59 t
599
599
6jM
600
--

Definitions
Definitions------------------------Development of new uses for cotton
cotton
Development
authorized
authorized-------------------Amendments—
AmendmentsApplication
tax-exemption certificertifiApplication for tax-exemption
designated
cates, authority
authority of designated
cates,
agents to
administer oaths
oaths---to administer
agents
certificates; limitaTax-exemption
Tax-exemption certificates;
tion on issue-----------------issue
tion
Surplus
Surplus cotton, allotment to counties
having
deficiency------------having deficiency
Computation of cotton production,
Computation
1928-32, regardless
regardless of length of
1928-32,

staole----------------------staple

606
606
607
607

911
1184
1184
1184
1184
1184
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Crimes and
and Misdemeanors—Continued.
Counterfeiting, appropriation
for suppressage . Crimes
Misdemeanors-Continued.
Counterfeiting,
appropriation for
suppress- p
Page.
loans, 1934,
1934, charging
Crop production
production loans,
charging
ing
433
ing----------------------------433
fees in
fees
in applications
applications for
for --------Courts.
Department of;
of;
Courts. See
See Justice,
Justice, Department
Distilled
Distilled spirits—
spiritsUnited States
States Courts.
Courts.
United
Containers, regulating
traffic in,
in, penpenContainers,
regulating traffic
Courts-Martial
approCourts-Martial Expenses, Army, approprovisions_
alty provisions--------------priation
for------619
priation for
_----------619
Substances used
used in
in manufacture
Substances
manufacture of,
of,
Cove Creek
Dam. See
Tennessee Valley
Valley
Cove
Creek Dam.
See Tennessee
regulating disposition,
disposition, penalty
penalty
regulating
Authority
Authority Act of 1933.
1933.
provisions.._
provisions-..----------------Cowlitz
River, Wash.,
Wash., preliminary
preliminary examiexamiCowlitz River,
District of Columbia Alcoholic
Alcoholic BeverBevernation authorized
authorized----------------953
age Control
Act, violations
violations of---of__
age
Control
Act,
C. Pateras
Pateras and
and Sons, payment
payment to------to
280
280
C.
unlawful transmission
transmission in
in mails_
Drugs,
unlawful
mails_
National
Park,
Oreg.,
approCrater Lake
Lake National Park, Oreg., approEmbezzlement by guardian, etc.,
of
Embezzlement
etc., of
priation
385
priation for
for administration,
administration, etc
etc----385
veteran's
fund --------veteran's pension
pension fund
Expansion. See
RegulaCredit Expansion.
See Currency
Currency RegulaEmergency Railroad
Transportation
Emergency
Railroad Transportation
tion.
tion.
Act,
Coordinator's,
Act, violations of Coordinator's,
Credit of the United States. See EconoEconoetc., order
etc.,
order ---------______---_
my in
my
in Government.
Government.
means of teleExtortion messages
messages by means
teleCredits
Tax. See
Credits Against Income
Income Tax.
See InInphone,
interstate
phone, telegraph, etc.,
etc., in
in interstate
come Tax.
Tax.
commerce
commerce--------------------Creek
appropriation for
for payment
Creek Nation,
Nation, appropriation
payment
False claim for benefits under act
act to
to
of judgment
judgment--------------------1033
maintain credit of United States
States
Crimes, appropriation
for detection
detection and
Crimes,
appropriation for
and
Government
Government ------------------prosecution
prosecution of -----------------537
537
False claims, presenting
presenting to GovernCrimes and Misdemeanors:
Misdemeanors:
ment,
punishment for
for ----------ment, punishment
Air
Commerce Act
of 1926,
Air Commerce
Act of
1926, amendamendFarm Credit Act of 1933, penalty
penalty pro1116
ment, penalty
penalty provisions
provisions -------- 1116
visions ----------------------Federal Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation
Apples and pears, unlicensed interinterAct,
Act, penalty provisions
provisions __------_
of-----state or foreign shipment of
124
Federal Farm Mortgage
Mortgage Corporation,
Corporation,
Bank Conservation
Conservation Act, violation of
of
false representations
representations and wilfull
regulations of Comptroller
Comptroller of the
overvaluations to
overvaluations
to obtain
obtain loans....
loans ---_
Currency ------------------5
5
Federal intermediate
intermediate credit banks, false
Banking tranmetions,
during emertransactions, during
emerrepresentations
representations and wilfull overgency,
gency, in violation of regulations
valuations to obtain loans-------.
loans
of Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury --------2
Federal
assaulting -._.
Federal officers,
officers, killing or assaulting_
Banks,
offenses
Banks, punishment
punishment for certain
certain offenses
Federal penal and correctional
correctional instituagainst ----------............
783
tions, crimes in connection
connection with
Beer, unlawful sale,
in District
District
sale, etc., of,
of, in
administration of
administration
of -------------.
of Columbia ------..----------29
Federal Reserve
Reserve Banks,
Federal
Banks, misrepresentamisrepresentaBoxing exhibitions in District of Cotion to obtain loan from------.-from — _—
_
lumbia, unlawfully
unlawfully holding ------6099
Embezzlement
Embezzlement of funds of
of-.------Civil Works
Works Administration
Administration employees,
employees,
Financial transactions
transactions with foreign
foreign
compensation
compensation awards
awards to, unlawful
unlawful
governments
governments in default on obligafees
fees-------.------------ 3522
States
tions to United
United States---------__
Communications Act of 1934, penal
Fish and game sanctuaries
sanctuaries established
provisions
provisions---------------------_
1100
in national forests, unlawful acts
ads Corporation of Foreign Bondholders
Foreign trade zone act, violations ofof Act, offenses under-------------under
95
9
Gold, failure to comply
comply with order reCotton Control
Control Act,
Act, penalty
penalty pro
provisions604
quiring delivery
delivery to Treasury -----Crime suppression,
suppression, compacts between
between
Gold hoarding,
hoarding, etc.; violation
violation of regulaStates for assistance in, authorauthortions prescribed
prescribed by President -___ized
ized-------------------------909
Rome
Owners' Loan Act, penalty proHome Owners'
Criminal Code; sections 114 and 115 not
Criminal
--------visions ----_-------__ _
applicable
applicable to contracts
contracts and agreeIndictments; objection on ground of
Indictments;
of
ments of members
members of Congress
Congress
unqualified
unqualified grand juror barred
under Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
where
where concurrence
concurrence of twelve
twelve qualiAct -------------------------3377
fied jurors-------.
_-----------Section
Section 289, adaption of laws of
of
TIme
Time for filing objections
objections to grand
States to punish unlawful act__
act- -- 152
ury ---------------------_
jury
w

--

-.

--

-

-

-

-

-

Page.
Page.
355
355

1020
1020

1020
1020
327
327
1063
1063
11
11

215
215

781
781

10
10
996,
996
267
267
177
177

347
347

347
347
780

782
782
1106
1106
1106
1106

574
574

401
1003
2
2

1
134
134

649
649

648
-

--
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Page.
Crimes and
Misdemeanors—Continued. Page.
and Misdemeanors-Continued.
Crimes
Indictments—Continued.
Indictments-Continued.
648
Suspension
limitations__
Suspension of statute of limitations-.
Defects in,
effect of
in, reindictment, effect
Defects
772
772
statute
statute---------------------International tribunals;
tribunals; witness falsely
International
swearing to testimony for use of
swearing
118
118
United States agent
agent ------------United
Interstate
commerce—
Interstate commerceThreatening
communications, sendThreatening communications,
781
781
ing in,
in, penalty
penalty---------------ing
penalwith,
Unlawful
interference
Unlawful interference
980
980
ties -----------------------ties
Interstate flight of person to avoid
Interstate
prosecution for
crimes or to avoid
for crimes
prosecution
giving testimony in criminal pro782
782
ceedings
ceedings----------------------Kidnaping,
punishment for
781
for----------Kidnaping, punishment
destruction of, or
Letter
receptacle, destruction
Letter receptacle,
in-----deposit of
of unpaid
unpaid matter
matter in
667
deposit
1934Liquor Taxing
Taxing Act of 1934—
Liquor
Forfeiture of
of distilled spirits in unForfeiture
317
stamped containers-----------containers
stamped
317
Penalty
provisions for
for violations
violations__
---Penalty provisions
Prohibited interstate
transportation
interstate transportation
Prohibited
316
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors--------of
Transportation,
etc.,
of
unetc.,
sale,
Transportation,
316
stamped liquor
liquor--------------stamped
Home
Loan
applications
to
Home
Owners'
Loan applications
Loan
Corporation, unlawful
unlawful fees-fees
647
Loan Corporation,
liquorsMalt or vinous liquors—
Malt
Unlawful transportation
transportation in interUnlawful
19
state commerce
19
commerce--------------state
Unlicensed
manufacture
of
18
of--------manufacture
Unlicensed
Medicinal liquor
liquor prescription stamps,
Medicinal
unlawful
reuse, and countercounteruse, reuse,
unlawful use,
24
feiting
24
of----------------------feiting of
National
violations----- 1240
Act, violations
Firearms Act,
National Firearms
National
Recovery Act,
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
violations of
compeof codes of fair compeviolations
tition
197, 200
tition--------------------National
Property Act, penalty
Stolen Property
National Stolen
794
provisions
provisions-----------------Offenses committed
Federal
committed within Federal
Offenses
under
jurisdiction,
punishment
under
punishment
jurisdiction,
152
State
law---------------------State law
Panama
Canal Zone,
alcoholic beverage
Zone, alcoholic
Panama Canal
regulations, penalty
penalty provisions---provisions_ _
1116
regulations,
10
Pensions, fraudulent
fraudulent acceptance
__
acceptance of --Pensions,
awards
Persons
charged
with
crime;
awards
for
crime;
with
charged
Persons
apprehension
or furnishing
furnishing inforapprehension or
mation
910
mation-----------------------Public
works, assignments
assignments by contraccontracPublic works,
tors,
penalty for
for misapplication
misapplication of
tors, penalty
funds
received
in
consideration ofof_
205
consideration
in
funds received
Railroad
Act, penalty
penalty pro- ,,
Retirement Act,
Railroad Retirement
128
visions
1288
-------------visions--Sea-food
inspection tags, forging
forging or false
Sea-food inspection
1204
use
of ------------------------- 1204
use o_
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Crimes
Misdemeanors—Continued. Page.
and Misdemeanors-Continued.
Crimes and
Securities Exchange
Exchange Act of 1934, unSecurities
lawful
penalties --------904
lawful acts and penalties
Silver
Purchase Act of 1934, penalty
Silver Purchase
1178, 1179
provisions
1179
provisions-----------------Speculation
in agricultural
agricultural commodcommodSpeculation in
ities by
administering
by persons administering
ities
37
Emergency
Emergency Agricultural Relief Act_
772
Statute of
limitations, limit operation
operation ofof_
of limitations,
Statute
Steam vessels;
vessels; counterfeiting
officially
counterfeiting officially
Steam
approved
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Federal
1092
orders of;
of; jurisdiction
jurisdiction ----------orders
transactions, original
Foreign
Foreign banking transactions,
out
jurisdiction in suits arising out
jurisdiction
184
of
of----------------------------to
Interstate Commerce
Commission to
Commerce Commission
Interstate
issue
restraining order in control,
control,
issue restraining
etc.,
carriers; jurisdiction
jurisdiction in vioof carriers;
etc., of
219
lations
lations-----------------------Jurisdiction
to
prevent,
etc.,
violations
Jurisdiction to prevent,
of codes
196
competition ----of fair competition
codes of
of
District
Columbia:
District of Columbia:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for833
Boundary Commission,
833
D.C.-Va_-_
Commission, D.C.-Va.
Boundary
Contingent expenses
850
expenses------------ 226, 850
Contingent
240, 865
Courts
prisons ------------- 240,
and prisons
Courts and
Electrical department
department ---------- 232, 856
Electrical
Expenses,
Expenses, general -------------- 222, 847
Fire
department --------------- 238, 862
Fire department
863
239, 863
Health
department
Health department------------Metropolitan police ------------ 237, 861
Metropolitan
House of detention,
maintenance_ 238, 862
detention,maintenanceHouseof
248, 873
Militia;
services, expenses,
etc__
expenses, etc---Militia; services,
National Capital
Capital Park and Planning
National
874
249, 874
Commission
Commission--------------874
National
Parks
National Capital Parks-----------of------- 249, 874
Park
Park police, pay, etc., of
545
Boys-National
Training School for Boys__
National Training
875
250,
National
Zoological
Park
Park-------Zoological
National
Policemen
and
firemen's
relief
firemen's
and
Policemen
fund
238,862
fund--------------------439
Post-office
extension------building extension
Post-office building
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Board of
Indeterminate Sentence
Sentence and
of Indeterminate
and
Board
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
Appropriation
Parole, authority
authority of,
of, over
prisoners
Parole,
over prisoners
Printing and
and binding
226, 851
Printing
binding------------ 226,
851
convicted
crimes against
against United
convicted of
of crimes
United
Public buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
Public
grounds, adad880
880
States -----------------------ministration, etc
249, 388
388
ministration,
etc----_----_-- 249,
Boundary
line between,
between, and
and Virginia;
Virginia;
Boundary line
Public
playgrounds,
swimming
swimming
Public
playgrounds,
commission to
to survey
and fix
fix -453
453
commission
survey and
pools
pools--------------------- 232,
232, 856
considered --------453
453
Factors to be
be considered
Public schools
233, 857
857
Public
schools---------------233,
Investigations; questions
of title,
title, eqInvestigations;
questions of
eqPublic
242, 867
867
Public welfare
welfare ---------------- 242,
453
uitable and prescriptive
prescriptive rights-rights_ _ 453
uitable
Board of,
867
Board
of, salaries
salaries------------- 242,
242, 867
Report of
of commission's
findings and
and
867
Report
commission's findings
Child welfare,
welfare, division
division of
of------ 242,
242, 867
recommendations ----------454
recommendations
454
Hospitals,
asylums, trainHospitals, homes,
homes, asylums,
trainAppropriation authorized
authorized ---------454
schools, charities,
charities, etc
241-248,
Appropriation
454
ing schools,
etc -- 244-248,
creation, qualificaBoxing Commission;
Commission; creation,
868-872
qualifications
tions for membership
membership- ---------- 608
608
etc., resiRelief of unemployed,
unemployed, etc.,
resiPowers,
functions
608
Powers, duties, and
and functions------608
dents ----------------246, 871
dents
246,871
Licensing
608
Licensing provisions
provisions ----------608
Workhouse and
Workhouse
and reformatory
reformatory -243, 868
868
Building and Loan Associations,
Associations, purpurRefuse, collection
and disposal_
231, 855
Refuse,
collection and
disposal _
--_ 231,
855
Owners Loan Corchase of Home Owners
Sewers
Sewers---------------------231, 855
authorized
505
poration bonds authorized------505
Street
improvement, etcetc_ 228, 852
Street and road
road improvement,
amendments.
Code amendments.
See District
District of
of
Calvert Street Bridge, replacereplaceCalvert
Columbia
Columbia Code.
ment ------------------853
Taxes, collection of taxes
Collector of
of Taxes,
taxes
construcEastern Avenue
Avenue viaduct, construcimposed by District
Columbia
imposed
District of Columbia
tion
853
tion---------------------853
Alcoholic
332
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Control Act_
Act-332
Vocational
rehabilitation of disabled
disabled
Vocational rehabilitation
Deposit
Treasury of
Deposit of
of taxes
taxes in Treasury
of
390
residents of--------------- 289,
289,390
United States
States _------------United
332
332
Water
service
250,
875
Water service-----------------250,875
Columbus
of
Washington,
Columbus
University
of
Washington,
Deficiency
appropriation for—
Deficiency appropriation
forincorporation
incorporation------------------928
Audited
claims
1029,
1052
Audited claims--------------1029,1052
Construction work, etc.,
etc., under CornComAssessments, refund
of ----------1029
Assessments,
refund of
1029
missioners
missioners ----------------- 251,
251, 876
876
Claims,
Claims, settlement
1029
settlement of
of----------1029
Cooperation of Federal
Federal Government
Government
Contingent,
etc., expenses
1027
Contingent, etc.,
expenses -------1027
with, to relieve distress.
See
Courts
prisons
Courta and
and prisons--------------1028
Emergency Relief
Federal Emergency
Relief Act,
Act,
Health
department -------------- 1028
Health department
1933.
Judgments,
276, 1029
Judgments, payment
payment of
of-------- 276,
1029
Court
costs,
costs, payment not required
required.. -—852
Metropolitan police
police -------------1028
1028
Educational opportunities
opportunities for
Educational
for children
children
schools------------.......
Public schools
1027
of veterans who lost lives in World
World
Public welfare
1028
Publio
welfare ----..------------.
1028
War,
appropriation authorised
authorised_...__ 1125
1125
War, appropriation
Water service .-----------------1029
Ellen Wilson Memorial
Memorial Homes, right to
to
Adjustment
claims
Adjustment of
of conflicting land
land claims
corporation granted
granted_..—
- 837
837
dissolve corporation
----along Potomac and Anacostitt
Anaeostia
increases in salariessalaries -878
Employees, increases
878
Creek, authorRivers and Rock Creek,
Expenses,
.
.------- 1030
Expenses, division of ized
836
ized-------------------------- 836
Federal
Farm
Mortgage
Corporation,
Corporation,
Alcoholic
Beverage Control
Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act.
Act. See
See
principal office
344
office located
located in
in-------344
District
Columbia Alcoholic
District of Columbia
Alcoholic
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, acquisition
acquisition of
Beverage
Beverage Control Act.
1108
building site in
in----------------_ 1108
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control Board, apFire escapes
escapes in certain buildings
buildings in,
propriation
expenses
349
propriation for
for expenses--------349
duty of owner to provide-------provide
843
843
Alley
Dwellin . See District
Alley Dwellings.
District of
of ColumColumPenalty provisions --------------845
bia Alley Dwelling Act.
Act.
Definitions---------------------Definitions
846
846
American
exemption, cercerAmerican Legion,
Legion, tax
tax exemption,
Fourth Street,
Street, designated
836
designated- ----------- 836
property of-------.
of
953
tain property
------953
interehangeability of, restricted_
restrictedFunds, interchangeability
878
purchase authorized_
229,853
Asphalt plant, purchase
authorized- 229,
853
Gallinger
Municipal Hospital,
from
Gallinger Municipal
Hospital, loan
loan from
Banking regulations—
regulationsFederal Emergency Relief
Relief AdminAdminStock of
Stock
of banking
banking institutions,
institutions, herehereistration
1215
istration for extension
extension---------1215
after issued,
issued, not subject to
to
Harbor
Harbor regulations, authority
authority of Com352
double liability -------------352
missioners to make ---963
------963
Shareholders'
353
Shareholde liability -----------353
special authority
Horses, vehicles,
vehicles, etc., special
Beer, etc., sale of, in, authortsed
25
authorised -----25
from Commissioners
using.. 252, 877
Commissioners for using__
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Impoundment
appropriations on acImpoundment of appropriations
count
compensareductions in compensaof reductions
count of
tion,
inoperative --_ 253
provisions for, inoperative__
tion, provisions
Increase of
of pay
pay by
reallocation
by reason of reallocation
Increase
to higher
prohibited
253, 878
higher grade, prohibited---to
Independence Avenue, name of B Street
Independence
574
SW. changed
changed to
to---------------SW.
Industrial life insurance
contracts—
insurance contractsIndustrial
Conditions policies
policies hereafter
hereafter issued
Conditions
subject
834
to-------------- ----subject to
determining
Good
Good faith of insured in determining
validity
policy
of policy------------validity of

834

834
835
835

Incontestibility
Incontestibility of policy ----------Assignment by insured -----------Assignment
Beneficiary, rights of-------------of
Beneficiary,
Life insurance.
insurance. See
,See Life Insurance Act,
Life
District
District of Columbia.
Loans
from Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency Relief
Loans from
Administration
construction in,
Administration for construction
1215
authorized
authorized-------------------Materials,
supplies, vehicles, etc., purMaterials, supplies,
chase
Government stock no
from Government
chase from
252, 878
longer
needed
longer needed---------------Mount Olivet
Company, adCemetery Company,
Olivet Cemetery
Mount
835
ditional land
for-------aside for....
set aside
land set
ditional
Mutual
Fire
Mutual Fire

charter
Insurance Co., charter
Insurance
amendments
amendments------------------National Prohibition
Prohibition Act, repeal of, inNational
sofar as
as affects
affects sale, etc., of liquor
sofar
in
in--------------------------

593
319
319

National
American
Sons of the American
Society, Sons
National Society,
Revolution, tax
tax exemption of cerRevolution,
972
tain
of
property of---------------tain property
National Society
Society United States DaughNational
ters of
1812, tax
exemption of proptax exemption
of 1812,
ters
83(
erty
836
erty-----------------------Office
appropriacounsel, appropriacorporation counsel,
of corporation
Office of
34(
tion
349
for ----------------------tion for
Potomac
property, sale authorSchool property,
Potomac School
574
ized
574
----------------ized ---Public schools,
teachers
assignment of teachers
schools, assignment
Public
of special
subjects; temporary
special subjects;
of
teachers
233, 857
teachers-------------------Under-age instruction
instruction prohibited
prohibited..-_ 236, 861
Under-age
Public works,
National Industrial
Industrial Reworks, National
Public
20'
202
covery Act -------------------871
on--------------Rentals,
limitation
on
878
limitation
Rentals,
Securities
issued by,
exempt from proby, exempt
Securities issued
90(
1933-visions
906
Securities Act of 1933._
visions of Securities
Steam-railroad
lines, electrification
electrification of,
Steam-railroad lines,
5
authorized
506
authorized ------------------50
Construction requirements--------requirements
507
Construction
Street
unemimprovements, etc., for unemStreet improvements,
22
ployment
229
ployment relief --------------Taxicabs, issuance
issuance of
of orders requiring
Taxicabs,
meters in,
forbidden until approved
approved
in, forbidden
meters
224,84
by Congress
224,849
-------Congress----by
85
--- - 852
Tax list,
list, delinquent,
delinquent, publication
publication of ___
Tax

sale authorizedhuildinm.
s.hnnl
T'V.nl,
Tenley
building,
sale
authorized-- ·
-·school
n-.__J
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Thomas Jefferson
erection_
1243
Jefferson Memorial, erectionThomas
Transfers
between subheads of approTransfers between
priations allowed;
exception; reallowed; exception;
priations
253
port to
Congress---------------to Congress
port
Trust
funds,
miscellaneous,
expenses
miscellaneous,
funds,
Trust
payable
from ---------------- 252, 877
payable from
Tuberculosis hospital, loan from FedTuberculosis
eral Emergency
Emergency Relief Administraeral
1215
constructing ----------1215
tion for constructing
926
for -- United
Appeals for__
926
States Court of Appeals
United States
transporVehicles,
restriction on use of; transporVehicles, restriction
tation
domicile and place
place
tation between domicile
of employment
employment -------------- 226,
of
Washington Home for Foundlings, manWashington
agement and control ----------agement
Whitehaven
Whitehaven Parkway, adjustment of
boundaries
boundaries--------------------District
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage
Columbia Alcoholic
of Columbia
District of
Control
Act:
Control Act:
Repeal of
of National
Prohibition Act, inNational Prohibition
Repeal
sofar
affecting sale, etc.,
etc., of alcoas affecting
sofar as
D.C---------holic beverages
beverages in D.0
holic
-------Short title of Act---------Act
Short
Terms defined---------------------defined
Terms
BoardAlcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control Board—
Alcoholic
Appointment
members; qualificaAppointment of members;
tions
tions -----------------------Designation of chairman --------Designation
Employment
of three assistant corEmployment of
poration counsel
counsel authorizedauthorized_ _--__
poration
Members
employees of, not to
to
Members and employees
have
business- _
in liquor business_
interest in
have interest
to
Board
Licenses;
of
Board
issue;
power
Licenses;
revoke
revoke----------------------Licensee
Comappeals; decision of ComLicensee appeals;
missioners
missioners------------------Other duties of Board by regulations
of
Commissioners ----------of Commissioners
Rules and
authority of
regulations, authority
and regulations,
Rules
Commissioners
prescribe
Commissioners to prescribe-----Effective date of
of----------------Effective
Sales during
emergency ---during public emergency
Sales
Provisions
of act
applicable to nonnonact not applicable
Provisions of
beverage alcohol
alcohol -------------beverage
Licenses;
alcomanufacture or sale of alcoLicenses; manufacture
holic beverages
unlawful_
beverages without, unlawfulholic
Exceptions
Exceptions---------------------Authority of Board to issue ------Authority
for--------Record of
of applications
applications for
Record
Kinds
of; manufacturers,
manufacturers, classes A
Kinds of;
and B
B--------------------and
Wholesalers, classes
classes A
A and B------B
Wholesalers,
------A-F---Retailers, classes A-F
_
Retailers,
-----------Solicitors
Solicitors---------governLicense
provisions of Act governLicense taxes, provisions
ing
not repealed
repealed -------------ing not
Licenses;
granting
conditions for granting---Licenses; conditions
Qualifications
for
Qualifications of applicants for-..-Revocation of
oft...,. ---.-------Bevoctioa

851
353

575

319
319
319
319

321
321
322

322
322
322

322
323
323
323
323
323
324
324
324
324
324
325
325
327

327
327
327
327
327
830
330
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Act—Continued.
Control Act-Continued.
Sales to minors or intoxicated
intoxicated persons
331
331
prohibited
prohibited--------------------Licensee becoming
becoming bail for
for person
person vioLicensee
331
331
lating act, voids license --------lating
332
332
Reports of holders of licenses to BoardBoard_
Tax
beverages, except
except
alcoholic beverages,
Tax rates
rates on alcoholic
332
beer
beer----------------------Report
Commissioners of purchases
purchases
Report to
to Commissioners
from
from unlicensed
unlicensed manufacturer,
manufacturer,
332
332
etc., for
into D.C---D.0
etc.,
for shipment
shipment into
Ex-convicts,
employment of,
of, in
in sale of
Ex-convicts, employment
333
333
beverages unlawful --------beverages
333
333
Unlawful employment
employment of minors-----minors
Administration of
authority of
Administration
of Act;
Act; authority
333
333
Board ----------------------Intoxication while
operating or in
while operating
Intoxication
charge of
enumerated public conconcharge
of enumerated
333
333
veyances prohibited ----------333
333
Penalty provisions ---------------Drinking
alcoholic beverages
or
beverages or
Drinking of alcoholic
drunkenness upon streets, etc.,
drunkenness
333
prohibited --333
-------------334
334
Penalty provisions --------------Enforcement
searches and seizEnforcement of Act; searches
beverages unlawfully
ure of beverages
unlawfully made
334
or
or sold
sold-----------------334
Search
examinaSearch warrants;
warrants; issue of;
of; examina334
complainant ---------tion of complainant
334
Service of; execution
execution and return-_
return_ _ 334
Service
334
Penalty for obstructing
obstructing service of
Penalty
of335
Return
accused
Return of seized
seized property if
if accused
335
discharged
discharged--.---.---____.-335
335
Forfeiture if convicted
Forfeiture
convicted--........
335
seized property
property__
Sale of
of seized
-----.......
335
to
Age misrepresentation
misrepresentation by minor to
obtain beverage
beverage unlawful
unlawful ---335
Permits to sell 3.2%
3.2% beer; renewals
renewals and
extensions
extensions----------.------335
Repeal of Act authorizing sales
Repeal
sales of 3.2%
3.2%
beer,
beer, etc.,
etc., in D.0
D.C -----------336
336
Effective date of repeal -----336
336
Penalty provisions for
for violations
violations of
of act_
Penalty
act_ 336
336
Sales of alcoholic
beverages on credit
alcoholic beverages
prohibited; exceptions
exceptions - ------336
336
Labeling provisions; rectified
rectified
and
-_----- --- 336
blended spirits--spirits
336
Separability
Separability of provisions
provisions-----------337
Appropriation for
for general
general expenses,
Appropriation
expenses,
fiscal year 1934 -_-_--------349
AmendmentsAmendments—
Regulations governing licensing--licenging
654
Reports by
Commissioners
by licensees,
licensees, Commissioners
discontinuance
may order discontinuancee--654
Restriction on
n issue of retailer's
retailer's
liceness_-licene.----..-----...-------974
Ret
Retailers'
license, class
le lcene,
la C; isau ofL.
997
Fes
for....
Fees for
..............
998
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654
champagne, spirits-_
spirits__
654
Tax levy;
levy; wine,
wine, champagne,
Alcohol
655
Alcohol-------------------655
655
Collection and payment --------Tax
rate on
on designated
beverages;
designated beverages;
Tax rate
1015
champagne, spirits, alcohol_
alcohol_ 1015
wine, champagne,
655
Tax stamps; provisions
provisions governing use_
655
usePenalty
provisions, unlawful
Penalty provisions,
unlawful use,
use,
655
counterfeiting ----655
reuse or counterfeiting
Reports of
taxable beverages
beverages on
on
Reports
of taxable
hand
656
656
hand--------------------of Columbia
District of
Columbia Alley
Alley Dwelling
Dwelling Act:
Authority of President—
PresidentAcquisition of
Acquisition
of inhabited
inhabited alley
alley proppropacquired
improvement of acquired
erty; improvement
930
property -------------------930
Disposition of improved areas; make
make
931
loans for redeveloping
redeveloping areasareas - Designation of agency
Designation
agency referred to as
"The Authority"
931
Authority"------------ 931
931
Authority; powers of -----------Authority;
Acquisition of land by condemnation
condemnation
931
proceedings
proceedings ----------------Funds
932
932
-----Funds set aside for use of inhabited alley fund,"
fund,"
""Conversion of inhabited
created --------------------932
created
932
Authority to borrow ------932
932
Right of Authority
Limitation on amount of payment
payment
for
property---------932
932
for acquired
acquired property
Occupation of alley dwelling
dwelling after July
Occupation
unlawful --------------932
932
1, 1944, unlawful
thereafter prohibited;
Construction
Construction thereafter
penalty provision_
provision-..----------.
932
932
Report to Congress
932
Report
Congress-----------------.
932
Notices to owners of alley dwellings__
933
dwellings ---.
933
Definitions -------------------Saving clause; repeals
933
repeals--- ----.------District
Code:
District of Columbia Code:
Amendments—
AmendmentsBuilding
association, purBuilding and loan association,
chase
of Home
Home Owners
chase of
Owners Loan
Loan
Corporation bonds authorized_
authorized _
-__ 506
506
Degree conferring
Degree
conferring institutions
institutions mainmaintained abroad, restriction on
on use
of
of
of certain
certain words
words in
in names of----592
Employers
Employers insurance
insurance corporation; flufiling and approval of rates -----big
592
Harbor
Harbor regulations,
regulations, authority of
Commissioners to make
963
Commissioners
make -------_
District of Columbia-Virginia Boundary
Boundary
Commission, appropriation
appropriation for salaCommission,
ries and expenses --------------- 453,
833
453,833
District Training School,
School, D.C.,
D.C., appropriation for
871
for-------_-----------_
871
Dividends.
See Corporations.
Dividends. 266
Division
Investigation, Department of
of
Division of Investigation,
Justice,.
Jutice. See Justice Department.
Dacument.
Consoarrnrf*l *f3tmAn
ofRDocuments,
allotment
of
017
A__YP-11017
I ---4w-1-- Congreesional
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Registered Mail. See Postal
Domestic Registered
Service.
Service.
Dominican Republic,
Republic, appropriation
appropriation for
Dominican
envoy
etc., to ---------extraordinary, etc.,
envoy extraordinary,
Dominion of Canada. See Canada.
Dominion
Do/More
to
Do/More Chair Co., payment to-------Douglass-Simmons
School, D.C., approDouglass-Simmons School,
priation __--------------------Dourine,
appropriation for investigation,
investigation,
Dourine, appropriation
etc
etc--------------------------ReconDrainage Districts,
Districts, loans to, by ReconDrainage
struction
Finance Corporation-49,
Corporation_49, 308,
struction Finance
Dravosburg, Pa.,
Pa., bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Dravosburg,
Monongahela
at
Monongahela River at------------Drawback,
exportation of
upon exportation
rate of, upon
Drawback, rate
spirits-------------------distilled spirits
Drug Plants,
appropriation investietc., appropriation
Plants, etc.,
Drug
gation
of
-------------------gation of---Drugs,
poisonous, transmission
mails_
transmission in mailsDrugs, poisonous,
Dry-Land
appropriation for
Agriculture, appropriation
Dry-Land Agriculture,
investigation,
etc----------------investigation, etc
Duluth, Minn.,
appropriation for hydroMinn., appropriation
Duluth,
graphic office
office expenses------------expenses
graphic
Dunn,
0., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
foreign
Herbert O.,
Dunn, Herbert
decoration ----------------------decoration
Dutch
Disease, appropriation
appropriation for conDutch Elm Disease,
trol,
etc----------------------trol, etc
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Degrees
disability to be prescribed
prescribed
Degrees of disability
by President
President---------------wars_--_
different wars__
Rates, veterans of different
to
Duration of wars, subsequent to
Duration
Civil War, to be prescribed--.prescribed ___
Civil
Regulations
peace
governing war or peace
Regulations governing
service; time limit on filing
filing
time service;
claims; nature of proofs and
presumptions
presumptions --------------Decisions by
Administrator of Vetby Administrator
Decisions
erans'
finality, etc.,
etc., of
of_ _
Affairs, finality,
erans' Affairs,
Right
denied
Right of review by courts denied-veterans permapermaDomiciliary care, veterans
etc_
nently
disabled, tubercular,
tubercular, etc_
nently disabled,
Administrator
authority of Administrator
Power and authority
pensions-under laws granting pensions
Delegation
Delegation of authority; finality of
decisions
decisions------------------Approval
regulations by PresiApproval of regulations
dent
dent--------------------Claims for
for benefits;
benefits; filing; regulations
Claims
governing
hearings, reviews etc_
etcgoverning hearings,
Reopening of disallowed
disallowed claims
Reopening
denied -------------------denied
Determination by person entitled
Determination
to
benefits denied ---------.
to benefits
Retired
emergency officers, retireRetired emergency
ment pay
service-connected dispay service-connected
ment
ability to continue -----------required; injury,
Period
Period of service required;
disease, etc.,
service.
etc., must be servicedisease,
connected .-.------..------connected
Penalty provisions ---..----------.
Penalty
Repeals;
public laws
laws granting allowRepeals; public
ances,
retirement pay,
pensions retirement
ances, pensions
etc -----------------------etc
Laws granting
renewable
granting yearly renewable
Laws
insurance------------term insurance
Term for
for which
which payments
payments under
under
Term
repealed
laws to
continue_ ___
to continue---repealed laws
Review
allowed claims; continuaof allowed
Review of
claimstion of
allowed claims_
of payments, allowed
tion
Payments under matured yearly rePayments
newable
insurance
newable term insurance------Under
decision ----------court decision
Under court
expenses deceased
Allowances, burial
deceased
burial expenses
Allowances,
veteran
veteran-------------------Regulations
be prescribed by
Regulations to be
President ---------------PresidentCompensation or pension
pension payments,
payments,
Compensation
disabled
or dependents
veterans or
disabled veterans
having service-connected
status_
service-connected statushaving
Emergency
retired pay not
officers' retired
Emergency officers'
included
included-----------------Reduction
pensions, etc.,
etc., granted
Reduction in pensions,
veterans of
of wars prior to 8pnmbhSpanishvetern
American
W ..-------------Amriom War
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235
477
1269
837

313
479
1063

479
424
1267
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E
Earthquake
1933:
Damages, 1933:
Earthquake Damages,
Loans
by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance CorLoans by
poration for
for repair
propprivate propof private
repair of
poration
erty--------------------- 20, 121,
121, 589
erty
To municipalities,
including
municipalities, etc., including
To
121
school boards
boards and
districts
and districts----school
Collateral
required
--------------121
required
Collateral
East Alburg,
authorized across
across
Alburg, Vt., bridge authorized
East
Lake
at...
Champlain at---------------Lake Champlain
East
Municipal Utility District,
District, Calif.,
Bay Municipal
East Bay
lands granted
granted to ----------------lands
Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary and Casualty HosHosEastern
pital,
appropriation for. 245, 869,
D.C.,appropriationforpital, D.C.,
Easton,
bridge authorized
authorized across DelEaston, Pa., bridge
aware
River at...
at-------------------aware River
East Saint
Louis, 111.,
Ill., construction of
of
Saint Louis,
East
bridge across
across Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at,
to
at, to
bridge
Saint Louis, Mo ---------------Economic Conference.
Conference. See
See International
International
Economic
Monetary and Economic
Economic Conference.
Conference.
Monetary
Economy
of June
30, 1932,
designated
1932, designated
June 30,
Act of
Economy Act
provisions of,
of, continued
effective
continued effective---provisions
Economy in Government:
Economy
VZTERANSClasses
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Page.
Page.
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for
Appropriation for-----____
291,
513
-------.
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Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for -----_
276
Dairy products
products investigationinvestigation ----- _ 1026
Printing and binding
binding---------__---_
276
Foreign
Foreign Bond Holders.
Holders. See
See CorporaCorporation of Foreign Bond Holders Act.
National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act, investigations
vestigations --- _---_______---- _
198
Securities Act. See also Securities
Securities
Securities Act
Act
1933.
of 1933.
Powers of Commission
Commission under,
transPowers
under, transferred to Securities
Securities and Exchange
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Utilities, investigation
completion
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1242
Trade Commission
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administration
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payment to
280
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Fertilizer Investigations,
Investigations, appropriation
appropriation
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Fertilizers, etc.,
etc., production, Tennessee
Tennessee
Valley Authority Act ---- _----_--_
61
Fiduciaries. See also
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Income Tax.
Liability of
of-------_--.------------_
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Field Artillery, Chief of.
of. See War Department.
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Soldiers, appropriation
appropriation for care
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---__
--.----_
_ 628
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Finance Department. See War Department.
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Conference, Third Pan AmeriAmerican, appropriation
appropriation for participation
participation
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1040
Findlay, Ohio, contract
contract for sale of postoffice site at,
1207
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amendment---_----_ 1207
Fine Arts, Commission
Commission of:
of:
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------------- _ 287, 364
Calvert
Calvert Street Bridge, D.C., approval
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by --- ----------_----------_
229
229
appropriation for envoy extraorFinland, appropriation
extraordinary, etc., to ___________
------530
530
Firearms. See National Firearms Act.
Fish and Game Sanctuaries.
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D., acceptance of foreign
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decoration-__----------___________
1267
Fisheries. See Aquatic Products.
Fisheries, Bureau of.
See also
also Commerce, Department of.
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Commission, International,
International, appropriation for contribution------contribution_ _
_
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596
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construction fund_
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Finance
Corporation
1108, 1112
1112
Corporation--------------- 1108,
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care and
Fishing vessels,
vessels, care
and transportation
transportation
of
seamen from
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of shipwrecked
shipwrecked seamen
from -----395
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762
Fish oil,
oil, tax on---------------------762
Five
of Indians,
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Tribes of
Indians, Okla.:
Okla.:
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forEducation
372, 374
374
Education ------------------- 372,
3'77
Payments from tribal
tribal funds ------377
Records of, deposit
Oklahoma
Records
deposit with Oklahoma
501
Historical Society
Society------_-------501
Flandreau,
S.Dak., appropriation
appropriation for
for eduFlandreau, S.Dak.,
edu373
cation of Indians----------------373
Flathead
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
appropriation
for irrigation
systems,
appropriation for
irrigation systems,
maintenance
370
maintenance--------------------370
Flax. See Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
Fleet Naval Reserve.
See also
also Navy
Reserve. See
Navy
Department.
Department.
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances
411
of transferred
assigned men
transferred and
and assigned
men of_
of_
411
Flood Damages,
Damages, loans from ReconstrucReconstrucCorporation for
repair
tion Finance Corporation
for repair
of -----------------------589
_---589
Floor tax. See Distilled Spirits
and Wine.
Wine.
Spirits and
Florence, Ala.,
Ala., bridge authorized across
Tennessee River
945
River at -------------945
Florence
Commission, created
Florence Bridge Commission,
created and
and
authorized to construct bridge across
across
981
Missouri River at Florence, Nebr--Nebr_
Missouri
981
Florence Crittenton
Florence
Crittenton Home, D.C.,
approD.C., appropriation for
__ ___ 247,
for--------- __
---------247, 872
872
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Florence, Nebr.,
Nebr., bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Missouri River at----------------at 981
981
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Florence, Oreg.:
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Siuslaw River
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a .---_ ...___---.at
- -_- -- - Time extended
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bridging -------
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Appropriation
Appropriation for national
national forest
forest adadministration-------------______
ministration
482
Bridges authorized
authorized in Monroe County
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Matecumbe Key to
to
No Name Key ----_---_______
138
138
Everglades
Everglades National Park, establishment authorized
authorized --_________
--816
816
Sugar produced
produced in, allotment of quotaquota_
673
United States Court for southern judiOrlando..
cial district to be
be held at Orlando147
and Drug Administration. See
Food and
See
Agriculture, Department
Department of.
of.
Food and Drugs Act:
Act:
Appropriation
Appropriation for enforcement------enforcement
496
Sea food inspection
inspection -----Sea
__-----___
1204
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Crops and
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for investigation,
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investigation, etc-------------for
Foreign Agricultural
Service, appropriaAgricultural Service,
Foreign
tion
for------------------------tion for
Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce,
Commerce, Bureau
Foreign and
of. See
See Commerce,
Commerce, Department
Department of.
of.
for comForeign
Buyers,
appropriation
appropriation
Buyers,
Foreign
for-----charges for
pilation of
of lists of, charges
pilation
Foreign
Communication. See CommuniForeign Communication.
cations Act of 1934.
cations
Foreign Corporations.
Corporations. See Capital Stock
Foreign
and Excess-Profits
Excess-Profits Taxes; Income
and
Tax.
Foreign
Foreign Countries:
Importation of articles
articles for exhibition at
at
Importation
Chicago World's
World's Fair -----------Chicago
restrictions--_
Sugar import
quotas and restrictions_
import quotas
Sugar
Taxes of.
of. See Income
Income Tax.
Taxes
Trade
agreements with. See Tariff Act
Trade agreements
of 1930, Amendments.
Amendments.
of
Foreign Decorations,
Decorations, authorizing
authorizing certain
certain
Foreign
officers or
employees of United States
or employees
officers
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of,
Foreign
Exchange,
regulation
regulation
Exchange,
Foreign
1
1
dent,
during national emergency
emergency_ --dent, during
Foreign
Governments,
financial
transacfinancial
Foreign Governments,
tions with,
with, prohibited,
prohibited, when in detions
574
574
fault on
obligations to United StatesStates_
on obligations
fault
Foreign
Plant Introduction,
appropriation
Introduction, appropriation
Foreign Plant
479
479
for
for-----------------------------Foreign
Plant
Quarantines,
appropriation
appropriation
Quarantines,
Plant
Foreign
487
487
of
enforcement of--------------for enforcement
Foreign
Security
Holders.
See
CorporaHolders.
Foreign Security
tion
Foreign Bondholders
Bondholders Act.
of Foreign
tion of
Foreign
Service. See
also State DepartSee also
Foreign Service.
ment;
International Obligations.
ment; International
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
531
Allowances
to widows
heirs ---__ 531
and heira._
widows and
Allowances to
532
532
Building fund------------------fund
Building
533
533
Contingent
expenses
expenses--------------Contingent
532
532
Cost of
living allowance---------allowance
of living
Cost
Emergencies, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and ConEmergencies,
534
534
sular Service
Service---------------etc.,
officers,
Losses
sustained
officers,
by
Losses sustained
834
foreign
currency appreciation_
appreciation--_ 834
foreign currency
531
531
light---------Rent,
Rent, heat, fuel, and light
532
532
Retirement
fund----disability fund
and disability
Retirement and
Salaries—
Salaries530
53(
Ambassadors
Ambassadors and ministers ----531
531
Charges
d'affaires ad interim---interim
Charges d'affaires
532
53:
Clerks
Clerks-----------------------Diplomatic and
and consular officers
Diplomatic
while
instruction and
receiving instruction
while receiving
531
53
in
transit
in transit-----------------531
53
officers---------Foreign
Service
officers
Foreign Service
Transportation,
diplomatic, consuTransportation, diplomatic,
531
53
lar, and
officers_
Service officersForeign Service
and Foreign
lar,
86637*--34----85
86637'--34-85
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1039
1039
Allowances
heirs
Allowances to widows or heirs-----Holoday,
to_ __ 1039
Harriet C., payment to_-Holoday, Harriet
Salaries—
SalariesForeign Service officers while receiving instructions
instructions and in
ceiving
transit
transit-------------------Transportation, Foreign
Foreign Service offiTransportation,
cers
cers------------------------Vassiliadis,
Stelio, reimbursement of_
of.
Vassiliadis, Stelio,
Allowance
quarters limited
limited------Allowance for quarters
Annual
Economy
leave provisions of Economy
Annual leave
Act
applicable to
to----------not applicable
Act not
Custodial, etc.,
etc., services, limitation
limitation on
Custodial,
expenditure of
for --------sums for
of sums
expenditure
Losses sustained
sustained by officers and emLosses
ployees
currency
due to foreign currency
ployees due
appreciation,
appreciation, annual appropriation to
authorized
meet, authorized--------to meet,
tion
Salaries,
officers receiving instructions
Salaries, officers
and in
transfer of sums for
for_
transit, transfer
in transit,
and
Seamen
shipwrecked fishing and
from shipwrecked
Seamen from
whaling
vessels, care and transwhaling vessels,
portation
portation--------------------Foreign Service
Service Building Fund, approForeign
priation
priation for ---------------------Foreign
Service Officers.
Officers. See Foreign
Foreign Service
Service.
Service.
Foreign Trade.
Trade. See Tariff Act of 1930,
Foreign
Amendments.
Foreign Trade
Trade Promotion, appropriation
appropriation
Foreign
to
enable Secretary
Agriculture to
to
Secretary of Agriculture
to enable
collect, etc., data on agricultural
products
products----------------------appropriation
Foreign Trade
Restrictions, appropriation
Trade Restrictions,
Foreign
for
investigation, etc
etc ---------- 550,
for investigation,
Foreign Trade Zones:
Zones:
Foreign
Establishment
in ports of entry auEstablishment in
thorized
thorized----------------------Definitions
Definitions------------------------Board; created,
created, composition --------Board;
Authority
of board
board to grant privilege of
Authority of
establishing
establishing-------------------Entitlement
zone_ __
Entitlement of port of entry to zone--for_
Preference
in granting
granting applications
applications for.
Preference in
Importation
merchandise into zone,
Importation of merchandise
exempt
customs tax exempt------------Payment of
of tax upon transporting to
to
Payment
customs territory ------------customs
Disposition of merchandise if not
Disposition
transported
transported from zone within two
years
years-----------------------Articles of
of domestic
domestic growth, manumanuArticles
facture, etc------------------etc
facture,
assignCustoms
officers and guards, assignCustoms officers
zones
ment to zones-----------------Vessels entering
entering or leaving
leaving zones,
zones, subVessels
ject to regulations-------------,w
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Page.
Zones-Continued.
Page.
Application for permit
permit to maintain
maintain
zone; requirements
requirements-____________
1000
1000
Regulations to be prescribed
Regulations
prescribed ________
1000
1000
Cooperation of Board with
Cooperation
with local
local and
and
Federal agencies
1000
agencies-----._____ __s 1000
Agreement to use Federal property
within zone --- ________________ 1001
1001
Facilities to be maintained
within zone
maintained within
zone
grantee --1001
by grantee
__--_-_______1001
Erection of buildings within
within zone -- _1001
1001
Operation of
rates for
for services_
Operation
of zone; rates
services--_ 1001
1001
Use of zone for residential
purposes;
residential purposes;
restrictions
restrictions ---- _1002
-________1002
Accounts of zones; form and manner
manner of
of
keeping-----__________________
keeping
1002
1002
Alienation of grant prohibited-___
prohibited
1002
--.
1002
Revocation
Revocation of grant; grounds
grounds for-__-for
1002
1002
Procedure
Procedure --- _--1002
____
-- _______
-1002
provisions-............_____
Penalty provisions
1003
1003
Saving clause
clause---____---____________
1003
1003
Forest
Forest Grove, Oreg.,
Oreg., patent of land to___
to
958
958
Forest Lands, purchase of, by States; procedure - ____________________
955
--955
Forest Pathology,
Pathology, appropriation
appropriation for
for ininvestigations
vestigations .
479
----______ _______
479
Forest Products Laboratory:
Laboratory:
Appropriation for investigations, etc_
etc_-_ 483
Appropriation
President authorized
authorized to
to allocate
allocate to,
to,
sums appropriated
appropriated for
unemployfor unemployment relief -------------------23
23
Forest Research
Research Stations, International
International
Union of, appropriation
appropriation for contricontribution--------_----------------bution
483
483
Forest Roads and Trails, appropriation
appropriation for.
for_
499
499
Forests. See National
Forests.
National Forests.
Forest Service.
Service,
See also
Agriculture,
also Agriculture,
Department of.
Department
of.
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation systems
systems
maintenance, etc-------etc__ ___________ _---.._ - 370
370
Fort Benning,
Benning, Ga.,
Ga., appropriation for
for
Infantry School.--------- ___--630
.
630
Fort Dodge
Dodge Boiler Works, payment
Fort
payment to__
281
to-_
281
Fort Douglas
Douglas Military Reservation,
Fort
Reservation, porportion of, granted
granted to University of
of
UtahUtah -------------------- __1203
1203
Fort Erie, Canada,
Canada, authority
authority to
to maintain
maintain
bridge across Niagara River to
Bufto Buffalo, N.Y ---------------------662
662
Fort
Fort Francis E. Warren, Wyo.,
Wyo., purchase
of land for rifle ranges
ranges --------- 955,
1045
955,1045
Fort Hall Irrigation
Irrigation System,
System, Idaho,
Idaho, approappropriation
priation for
370
for-----_--------------_
370
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., appropriation
appropriation
for Command and
General Staff
and General
Staff
School ------------------------617
617
Fort Lowell Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
deferred payments on homestead
homestead
entries in -------.-------------350
350

-
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Paso.
Fort Monroe, Va.:
Va.:
Page.
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forCoast Artillery
Artillery School--------..--_
School
631
Coast
631
Sewerage system, etc
Sewerage
624
etc-------------- 624
Fort Morgan Military Reservation,
Reservation, Ala.,
Ala.,
exploitation
exploitation of minerals on
on lands
lands
comprising, authorized
comprising,
authorized ----------- _

Fort Niagara,
Niagara, N.Y.:
N.Y.:

796
796

Sum authorized
authorized for participation
participation in
in
International
at ---1019I
International Celebration
Celebration at
_ 1019
Appropriation for --------------Appropriation
1244
1244
Fort Peck Irrigation
Mont.,
Irrigation Project, Mont.,
appropriation
etc 370
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
370
Fort Riley,
Fort
Riley, Kans.,
Kans., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Cavalry School ------------- ___
-631631
Fox, Wi.
Wm. C.,
C., payment to,
contestedto, contestedelection expenses
expenses ----------------1023
1023
appropriation for ambassador
France, appropriation
ambassador
to ---------------------------. _ 530
530
Franchise Tax, payment
payment of,
of, by
Federal
by Federal
Reserve
Reserve banks, eliminated
eliminated -----164
__164
Franking Privilege,
Privilege, Vice President, MemMemCongress---------------__ 1018
bers of Congress
1018
Frederick Snare Corporation,
to
280
Corporation, payment
payment to_
280
Freedmen's Hospital, D.C.,
D.C., appropriation
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses ---------395
395
Fremont National
National
Forest,
boundary
boundary
adjusted----------------------adjusted
590
590
French Broad River, time extended
extended for
for
bridging, between Jefferson
Jefferson and
and
Cocke Counties, Tenn
222
Tenn ------------ 222
Fruit and Vegetable
Vegetable Crops and
Fruit
and Diseases,
Diseases,
appropriation
appropriation for
investigation, etc-_
etc
479
for investigation,
479
Fruit
Fruit Growers, loans to,
51
to, authorized
authorized-- 51
Fruit
Fruit Juices, tax on
16
on- ----------------..
16
Fuller, Ben H.,
acceptance of
H., acceptance
of foreign
foreign
decoration
decoration---------------------1267
Fund for Mutuals.
Mutuals. See
See Federal
Reserve
Federal Reserve
Act, Amendments.
Amendments.
Furlough Provisions,
Provisions. See Economy in
in
Government.
Government.
Furs, tax on
on ---- _-----------------768
768
G
Gage Standardization, appropriation
appropriation for.
554
for554
Gaithersburg, Md., appropriation
appropriation for
for
maintenance
observatory at - ---maintenance of observatory
558
558
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, D.C.,
D.C., appropriation for--------------245, 870
870
245

Galveston, Tex.,
appropriation for
Galveston,
Tex., appropriation
hydrofor hydrographic office expenses
expenses------_--_
Game sanctuaries. See National Forests.

424
424

Ganado
Ganado Irrigation
Irrigation Project, Ariz., appropriation
priation. for operation, etc
370
etc-----_---_
370
Garfield Hospital,
D.C., appropriation
Hospital, D.C.,
appropriation
for ----------------------239, 1028
1028
239,
Garrison, N.Dak.,
N.Dak., time extended for
Garrison,
for
bridge
across Missouri
bridge across
Missouri
River
at_
I ---River
-_ -. at
A------ __
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Page.
Gary,
authorized across page,
bridge authorized
Ind., bridge
Gary, Ind.,
Grand
945
Calumet River at ---------Grand Calumet
Gasoline:
Gasoline:
Tax on
- 206, 764
on ----------------------Tax
Extended
year
254
one year------------Extended for one
General
Office:
General Accounting Office:
291,
Appropriation
for
291, 514
Appropriation for----------------Deficiency
appropriation for auditing of
Deficiency appropriation
accounts
governmental agencies;
accounts of governmental
1026
postal
accounts----------------postal accounts
Claims of
of officers
officers and enlisted men in
Claims
March
the
Army under the act of March
the Army
657
1899-------------------2, 1899
Tennessee Valley
Valley corporation audit
audit
Tennessee
of--__
expenses payable from funds of.
64
expenses
General
and Special Claims
Claims Conventions,
Conventions,
General and
United States and Mexico, approUnited
1041
priation for ---------------------priation
General Claims
Commission, United
Claims Commission,
General
States
Panama, appropriation
appropriation
and Panama,
States and
1040
continued
available--------------continued available
General
Counsel, Treasury
Treasury Department.
General Counsel,
See
Department.
Treasury Department.
also Treasury
See also
758
Creation of
office of ---------------of office
Creation
758
duties-- 758
Appointment,
compensation, duties
Appointment, compensation,
758
758
Counsel----------------Assistant Counsel
Justice
Department powers not afJustice Department
759
759
fected_
fected---------------------759
Powers, etc., transferred
transferred to---------to
Powers,
General
Conference, balDisarmament Conference,
General Disarmament
1041
1041
ance reappropriated
for
reappropriated for------------ance
Women's Clubs,
General
of Women's
General Federation of
925
charter
amendment ---------------charter amendment
General
Park, Calif., apGeneral Grant National Park,
propriation
etc_ -_-_ 386
administration, etc
propriation for administration,
General Land
Office. See Interior, DeLand Office.
General
partment
partment of.
also War DeGeneral Staff
Staff Corps. See also
General
partment.
Committee
prepare policies affectof, to prepare
Committee of,
153
Guard
National Guard-------------ing National
Genetics and
Biophysics, appropriation
appropriation
and Biophysics,
Genetics
for
480
investigations-----------------for investigations
Genoa
Indian School. See Nebraska.
Genoa Indian
Geographic
States, approGeographic Board, United States,
priation
priation for ------------------- 297, 518
Geological Survey.
See also
Interior Dealso Interior
Survey. See
Geological
partment.
partment.
Aerial photographs
photographs for mapping projects
Aerial
furnished by War
War and Navy Defurnished
partments
384
partments---------------------384
Investigations
for departments,
departments, etc.,
by
etc., byInvestigations for
384
Transfer of
employees -------of employees
effects of
of effects
Transfer
George, Preston
Preston L.,
L., appropriation
appropriation for servGeorge,
1025
ices
ices----------------------------George
Rogers
Clark
Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennia
Clark
George Rogers
Commission:
Commission:
Appropriation for
exparticipation exfor participation
Appropriation
penses,
etc
292, 364
-----------------ete
rinses.
r--.
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Sesquicentennial Page.
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Page.
George
Commission—Continued.
Commission-Continued.
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for complecompleDeficiency
tion
Ind_
276
Vincennes, Ind-of memorial,
memorial, Vincennes,
tion of
Georgetown, S.C.:
Georgetown,
bridgingextended for bridging—
Time extended
838
54, 838
Pee Dee River at------------------54,
at
838
Waccamaw
Waccamaw River at------------- 54, 838
George Washington
Washington Bicentennial
Bicentennial ComComGeorge
mission:
mission:
Writings
Writings of George Washington, print1210
ing of
additional sets authorized
authorized_-___ 1210
of additional
ing
to
Limit of
distribution; cost to
cost; distribution;
of cost;
Limit
1210
purchasers
purchasers ------------------ 1210
1210
Official
distribution to be made-----made
Official distribution
Acceptance of privately printed
1210
1210
volume
volume--------------------Georgia:
Georgia:
Appropriation for national forest adAppropriation
ministration
482
ministration-------------------Ocmulgee National
National Monument, estabOcmulgee
lishment
958
authorized------------lishment authorized
Time extended
extended for bridging Savannah
Time
96
River, at
at Burtons
Burtons Ferry
Ferry ---------River,
Germany:
Germany:
530
Appropriation for ambassador
to_ ----_____ _
ambassador toAppropriation
Deficiency
appropriation for Mixed
Mixed
Deficiency appropriation
Claims
Commission, United States
Claims Commission,
and ------------------278, 1041
--and
Settlement
of War Claims Act of 1928,
Settlement of
amended; payments
payments to nationals
nationals of,
amended;
postponed; available funds for
for
postponed;
1268
awards
awards------------------------President
payment rePresident may remove payment
striction; determine
determine periods of
striction;
1269
arrears
1269
arrears---------------------281
Gertner, L.,
to
payment to---------------L., payment
Gertner,
Taxes:
Gift Taxes:
Rates
761
Rates----------------------------Application
762
of-------------------Application of
Gila
River Indian
Reservation, Ariz., apIndian Reservation,
Gila River
370
propriation
irrigation----------propriation for irrigation
judge
of
Gilbert,
William
appointment
B.,
William
Gilbert,
to
fill vacancy
vacancy caused
caused by death of--_
of_ __ 310
to fill
Gilchrist,
acceptance of foreign
E., acceptance
Harry E.,
Gilchrist, Harry
decoration
1267
decoration----------------------Glacier
National Park,
Park, Mont.,
appropriaMont., appropriaGlacier National
tion for
administration, etc-------etc
386
for administration,
tion
Glass
Banking Act.
Act. See Banking Act of
Glass Banking
1933.
1933.
Gold Clause Contracts:
Provisions in
obligations requiring
in obligations
Provisions
gold,
etc.,
payments
declared
payments declared
gold, etc.,
113
against
113
policy------------public policy
against public
113
Payments to
tender_
be made in legal tenderto be
Payments
"Obligation",
"coin or currency",
currency",
"Obligation", "coin
113
defined
defined---------------------Coins, etc.,
tender; abrased
abrased
legal tender;
as legal
etc., as
Coins,
113
weight..
gold
coins according to weight—
113
gold coins
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Gold,
Gold Coin,
See also
Gold, Gold
Coin, and
and Bullion.
Bullion. See
also Page.
Page.
Gold
Reserve Act of 1934; Silver
Gold Reserve
Silver
Purchase Act of 1934.
Purchase

Authority of Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury to
require delivery to Treasury
Treasury ____

2
2

Export, hoarding,
hoarding, etc.,
etc., during national
national
emergency,
emergency, authority
authority of President
President
to prohibit
prohibit ------------------

Regulating value of gold content of
of
dollar. See Currency
Currency Regulation;
Regulation;
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of
of 1934.
1934.
See Gold Clause
Gold Payments.
Clause ConContracts.
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act of
of 1934:
1934:
Appropriation
Appropriation for
under
for expenses under____
Gold coin and bullion; title
Federal
title of
of Federal
Reserve bank vested in
in United
United
States ________________--__
----Payments; balances
balances payable in gold
certificates
certificates-----_______________
Custody
Custody and delivery of, for transfer_
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act amendmentsamendments—
Federal Reserve notes;
redemption
notes; redemption
of, in lawful money---------_
money
Application for; collateral
collateral rerequired -----___________-Maintenance of reserves against
against
deposits and circulating
notes;
circulating notes;
percentage
percentage of reserves
reserves--....
Gold certificates held by
agents
by agents
counted as part of reserve
reserve__-___
Return of, to issuing bank for
for
credit or redemption in
in gold
gold
certificates --- __.______
certificates
-Maintenance of gold certificates
Maintenance
certificates in
Treasury to provide for redemption.------_
demption
..------- _
Gold certificates
certificates deposit for
for reredemption of issued notes --.Reserve
Reserve Board authority
authority respecting note issues --.-----___Banks to be charged with amount
amount
of notes issued; interest rate;
rate;
lien -.---------.---_____
Reduction
Reduction of liability for outoutstanding,
standing, by depositing
depositing notes
notes
and collateral
collateral ----______Reissue of deposited
deposited notes
notes denied_
denied_
Use of deposited collateral
use
recollateral for
for redemption of ---------____
Custody
Custody of Reserve
Reserve notes and
and colcolagent_-_
lateral deposited with agent_
Joint liability of agent and bank
bank
for safekeeping
safekeeping of notes and
collateral
collateral- ----------____
reserves; deposit of gold coin
Bank reserves;
coin
or gold certificates
certificates with TreasTreasurer or Assistant -- -______-

1
1

1060

337
337

337
337
337

337
337
338
338

338
338
338
338

338
338

338
338

338
338

338

339
339
339

339
339
339

339

Gold Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of
of 1934—Continued.
1934-Continued.
Federal
amendments—
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act amendmentsContinued.
Bank reserves—Continued.
reserves-Continued.

Receipt, Secretary
Receipt,
Secretary to
to prescribe
prescribe
form --____________
-----Deposits
Deposits payable in gold
gold certificertificates _-___________________
Orders for making
Orders
making payments;
payments; signsigning; form ---- _-----______Deposits counted as
as part
part of
of reserve
reserve
required against
against outstanding
Reserve
Reserve notes _____________
govGold coin and
and bullion;
bullion; regulations
regulations gov-

Page.
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339
339
339
339
339

340

erning
erning requisition,
requisition, transportation,
transportation,
prescribed -..-------etc., to be prescribed
340
Use of, for foreign
foreign or
or domestic
domestic acaccount permitted-__----______
permitted
340
340
Regulations
Regulations governing, may
may exclude
exclude
gold situated beyond
beyond continental
continental
limits of United
United States --340
__-_
340
Forfeiture of gold unlawfully
Forfeiture
withunlawfully withheld, acquired,
340
acquired, etc
etc--_________
340
Additional penalty
penalty ------- ______
340
340
Gold coinage withdrawal;
withdrawal; coinage for
for
foreign countries
countries permitted
340
permitted----340
Redemption
Redemption of United States
currency
States currency
prohibited; exception by
in gold prohibited;
by
regulations of Secretary______
regulations
Secretary
340
340
Redemption
certificates owned
Redemption of gold certificates
owned
by Reserve
Reserve banks _________
340
--340
Reserves
Reserves in gold bullion
be mainmainbullion to
to be
tained
____________
tained ----340
----340
Redemptions
Redemptions to be made in gold
gold bulbullion; stamping; surrender
surrender value_
341
341
Appreciation
Appreciation in value
value of, due
due to
to
weight
weight reduction of gold
gold dollar,
covered into Treasury
341
Treasury
-_____-_ 341
Transfers of gold bullion to cover
cover loss
loss
resulting
resulting from weight increase-increase
341
341
Revised Statutes, amendments—
amendmentsSection 3699, authority to
to anticipate
anticipate
interest
interest payment on public debtdebt_
341
341
Sale of gold authorized
authorized -_--___-_
341
341
Section 3700, authority of
of Secretary
Secretary
to purchase gold
341
gold-____________341
conditions to
Rates, terms, and
and conditions
to be
be
prescribed
prescribed --.-341
___________
341
Stabilization
Stabilization Fund; authority of
Secreof Secretary to deal in
gold and
foreign
in gold
and foreign
exchange
________________
exchange -----341
341
Annual audit and report
report to President
President
required.._---------_________
required
341
341
Fund created; amount - -_______
342
342
Finality of Secretary's decisions
decisions conconcerning------------___________
cerning
342
342
Availability of Fund
342
Fund---_______ -342
Disposition of proceeds from sales
sales
and investments--___
investments
342
_______342
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Gold Reserve
1934—Continued. Page.
Page.
Act of 1934-Continued.
Reserve Act
Gold
Stabilization
Fund—Continued.
Stabilization Fund-Continued.
Powers of Secretary
Secretary under,
under, to conPowers
342
342
tinue for two years -----------tinue
Prior
President
Prior termination by President
342
342
authorized
authorized---------------Rules
Secretary to preRules and regulations, Secretary
342
342
scribe _
------------------------scribe
regulation—
Currency regulationGold
dollar, fixing
weight of, at not
fixing weight
Gold dollar,
342
342
weight60% of present
present weightmore than 60%
342
342
Executive
powers hereunder, defined_
Executive powers
342
342
powers-----Duration
of
conferred
powers
conferred
Duration
Proclamation extending
period auextending period
Proclamation
342
342
thorized
thorized--------------------Silver certificates,
certificates, issue of, to tenSilver
342
342
derer of
of silver
silver for
coinage----for coinage
derer
Issue of,
of, against
unobligated silver
against unobligated
Issue
343
343
bullion, etc.,
etc., in
Treasury
in Treasury---.
bullion,
conditions,
and
Silver
coinage,
conditions,
terms
Silver coinage,
seigniorage
charges, etc.,
etc., when
seigniorage charges,
343
343
silver of
of foreign
foreign production---production
silver
Silver dollar
and subsidiary coins, redollar and
Silver
duction
duction in weight of, author343
343
ized
ized-----------------------Proclamations,
Proclamations, orders, rules, approval
President or
proval of, made by President
Secretary of Treasury under auSecretary
343
343
thority
of designated
designated acts ----thority of
Second
Liberty Bond Act, amendSecond Liberty
ments—
mentsBond issues,
offer otherwise than as
issues, offer
Bond
343
343
popular
loan authorized
authorized ------popular loan
343
343
over_
Secretary
Allotments,
power
Secretary
over
of
power
Allotments,
Treasury bills,
deposit of
of proceeds
bills, deposit
Treasury
343
343
arising from
of--------from sales of
arising
United
States notes,
notes, amount
Secreamount SecreUnited States
tary authorized
authorized to borrow for
tary
343
343
issue
of increased
increased------------issue of
Obligations
authorized
hereunder;
issue
Obligations authorized hereunder;
of, for
for refunding,
refunding, etc.,
outstanding
etc., outstanding
of,
343
343
etc
bonds, notes, etc--------------Rules
and
regulations
to
prebe
to
regulations
Rules and
343
343
scribed
scribed---------------------343
343
interest_
Issue
of,
discount
without
discount
at
Issue of,
Victory Liberty
Liberty Loan
amendment—
Loan Act amendmentVictory
Cumulative
retireCumulative sinking fund, for retirement
of bonds
bonds and notes issued
ment of
purposes" re"for refunding
refunding purposes"
"for
344
344
pealed ---------------------344
344
Gold
certificates,
issue
of,
authorized_
_
Gold certificates, issue of, authorized-344
344
Terms
construed
Terms construed-------------------344
344
Amendment
Act
Amendment of Act-----------------344
344
Repeal
provision
Repeal provision------------------1038
1038
Gordon, Elmo
payment to
to--------K., payment
Elmo K.,
Gordon,
Gorgas Memorial
appropriaLaboratory, appropriaMemorial Laboratory,
Gorgas
534
534
tion
for contribution -------------tion for
Gormley, Martin
E., payment to, conMartin E.,
Gormley,
1023
1023
expenses ----------tested-election
tested-election expenses
--

Goss,
Edward W.,
W., payment to, contestedGoss, Edward
election
expenses---------------election expenses
Government
Contractors, adjustment of
Government Contractors,
performance
claims of,
of, when cost of performance
claims
increased by compliance
compliance with code
increased
competition
of fair competition---------------Economy
Government Employees.
Employees. See Economy
Government
in Government.
Government of United States:
Government
Economy
See Economy
Maintaining credit of.
Maintaining
Government.
in Government.
Protection
records
Protection of records--------------Government-Owned
Government-Owned Radio Stations. See
Communications
Communications Act of 1934.
also
See also
Government
Office.
Printing Office.
Government Printing
Governthe
of
Legislative
GovernBranch
Legislative

Page.
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1023
1023

974
974

122
122

ment.
ment.
for---Congressional work,
___
authority for_
work, authority
Congressional

832
832

Estimates for
departmental work to be
for departmental
Estimates
incorporated in single items in
incorporated
Budget
Budget----------------------Leave
of absence
amount
absence to employees, amount
Leave of

832
832

capital --- _
available from
working c,apital___
from working
available

98
98

Payment for work ordered by departdepartPayment
832
832
ments,
etc
ments, etc--------------------Printing
sum
and binding for Congress, sum
Printing and
832
832
available
available---------------------Purchases
allowed without reference
reference to
Purchases allowed
833
833
General
Supply Committee-----Committee
General Supply
Reports,
annual,
of
departments,
not
to
departments,
annual,
Reports,
be
printed; originals
originals on file for inbe printed;
833
833
spection
spection----------------------emdetailed emRestriction on paying
paying detailed
832
832
ployees
ployees-----------------------Governor
of the
Credit Administrathe Farm Credit
Governor of
tion. See
Credit Act of 1933.
1933.
Farm Credit
See Farm
tion.
appropriation for enGrain
Act, appropriation
Futures Act,
Grain Futures
496
496
forcement
forcement-----------------------AdAgricultural
Agricultural
See
Grain
Sorghums.
Sorghums.
Grain
justment Act.
Grain
for
appropriation for
Act, appropriation
Standards Act,
Grain Standards
494
494
enforcement -------------------enforcement
appropriaGrand
Army
of
the
Republic,
appropriaRepublic,
Grand Army of the
tion for
for attendance
attendance of Marine Band
tion
1245
1245
encampment of --------------at encampment
Grand Calumet River, bridge
bridge authorGrand
945
945
Ind----------across at Gary, Ind
ized across
apGrand
Canyon
National
Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Park,
National
Canyon
Grand
386
386
propriation for
etc_ _
administration, etc-for administration,
propriation
lands
Grand
Island,
Nebr.,
purchase
of
Nebr.,
Grand Island,
as
radio station, authorto radio
addition to
as addition
805
806
ized ----------------------------also United States
See also
Juries. See
Grand
Grand Juries.
Courts.
Attendance
of clerical
assistants not
clerical assistants
Attendance of
58
58
to affect
sufficiency of indictmentindictment_
affect sufficiency
to
Objection
on ground of unqualified
Objection on
grand juror
juror barred
barred where
where concurconcurgrand
649
849
of twelve
twelve qualified jurors--jurors__rence of
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National Park,
Park, Wyo.,
page.
Wyo., ap- Page.
Grand Teton National
propriation for
for administration,
administration, etc_etc__
386
386
propriation
Grape
Brandy, tax
tax on,
on, use
in fortification
fortification
use in
Grape Brandy,
314
wine-------------------------of wine
Grasshopper Control, appropriation
appropriation for-for
498
Grasshopper
Lands.
Grazing Districts. See Public Lands.
Great Britain:
Great
Appropriation for:
for:
Appropriation
Ambassador to -----------------530
Ambassadorto
Fisheries Commission, International,
International,
Fisheries
contribution
536
contribution-----------------International Joint
conCommission, conJoint Commission,
International
tribution
535
tribution--_--------------535
Waterways treaty, expenses
expenses -------- 535
Waterways
Great Lakes
Lakes Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission, bridge
bridge
Great
authorized across
across Saint
River
Clair River
Saint Clair
authorized
139
at Port Huron, Mich., by --------Great Lakes,
Lakes, Ill.,
Ill., appropriation
appropriation for mainmainGreat
tenance,
naval training
405
training station ----tenance, naval
Smoky Mountains National Park,
Park,
Great Smoky
N.C.,
Tenn.:
and Tenn.:
N.C., and
Appropriation
administration, etc_
386
etcAppropriation for administration,
964
Minimum area
established -------area of, established
Minimum
Greece, appropriation
for envoy
envoy extraorappropriation for
Greece,
dinary, etc.,
530
etc., to----------------dinary,
Green River, Wash., preliminary examauthorized
956
ination authorized----------------La., time extended
extended for bridging
Gretna, La.,
Mississippi River
River at------------396
Mississippi
Griffin, Francis
Francis W., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
foreign
Griffin,
decoration
1267
1267
decoration- ------------------Income. See Income Tax.
Gross Income.
Guam:
Appropriation for lepers, care of; transAppropriation
fer
1037
-- 404, 1037
P. -------to Culion,
Culion, P.1-------------.
fer to
Emergency
Relief Act, proAgricultural Relief
Emergency Agricultural
37
visions not applicable to---------to
Refunds in export to, of processed
processed commodity
40
modity----------------.----672
--..
restrictions_ _
__
import quota and restrictions
Sugar import
contract for
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, contract
water
at
1063
to naval station at--water supply to
Guatemala, appropriation for envoy exGuatemala,
traordinary,
etc., to
to ------------530
traordinary, etc.,
558
survey ----Gulf Coast, appropriation
appropriation for survey
appropriaGypsy
Brown-Tail Moths, appropriaGypsy and Brown-Tail
488
tion for control, etc. --------------

H
proceedings in
of proceedings
Habeas Corpus, stay of
pendency of
State court during pendency
appeals
----action; appeals----------Hackett, Allen S., time extended for
River---------.
Mississippi River
bridging Mississippi
Haiti:
Haiti:
Appropriation for envoy extraordinary,
extraordinary,
Appropriation
etc.,
-----to--------.------..
etc., to
Transfer to,
certain property in
in.. - -to, of certain
Transfer
Rale, Peter G., payment to ---......-Hale,

Hampton
Naval Base,
Base, acquisition Page.
Hampton Roads Naval
authorized -_ 957
addition to, authorized_
for addition
of land
land for
Hannibal,
Mississippi
Mo., may bridge Mississippi
Hannibal, Mo.,
River
River-------------------------

358
Harbors.
Harbors. See Rivers and Harbors.
Harding, Damon W.,
employment conW., employment
Harding,
- 1025
1025
tinued
tinued--------------- -----148
148
Hartford, Conn.,
Conn., terms of court at ----Hartford,
acceptance of foreign
Harts, William W., acceptance
1267
1267
decoration
decoration ---------------------Kans., apLawrence, Kans.,
Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
372
propriation
for education of Indians_
372
propriation for
Hawaii:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Agriculture, experiment stations_
stations --- _ 470
Agriculture,
472
Extension work in -------------Extension
392
392
_-_--expenses--Contingent, etc., expenses
392
Governor and secretary,
secretary, salaries_
salaries -- -__ 392
Governor
Hawaii National Park, administration ----------386
---------tion
Judges, salaries and expenses---.expenses
539, 540
448
Postal
Postal equipment for use in -------Relief of American seamen
533
seamen- -_----education ---------288, 389
Vocational education
Conveyance
Conveyance of certain lands to, au787
thorized
thorized----------------------467
Federal liquor prohibition
prohibition laws, repeal_
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act,
1920, amended to confer
confer upon cercerlands__ _
777
tain lands status of home lands--Public
National Industrial
Industrial RePublic works,
works, National
202
covery Act ------------------covery
restricSugar from, import quota and restric673
tion .---- - -------------Nev., appropriation
appropriation for evacHawthorne, Nev.,
uation of high explosives to naval
414
----------ammunition depot at
at_ ___
____
_
Helium:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forProcurement of, etc., for Air Corps,
Procurement
Army
626
Army----------------------Production
564
etc-----investigations, etc
Production investigations,
extended for bridgHero, George
George A.,
A., time extended
396
ing Mississippi
Mississippi River -_----------.
Higgins, Wm. L., payment to, contestedHiggins,
election expenses
expenses-----------------. 1023
High Temperature Investigations,
Investigations, appropriation for ----554
_-----------.--554
"Highway"
Highway" defined, National Industrial
Recovery Act --------------Recovery
_--_
204
Highway, Inter-American, survey, etc.,
1177 Highway,
of
996, 1042
1042
of-------------------------_
Highways. See also
Federal-Aid Highalso Federal-Aid
396 Highways.
way System.
Appropriation for emergency
emergency construcAppropriation
530
tion -------------------------1057
1057
1117
1117
Sum authorized
authorized for emergency con101
...--....--993
struction of-·-----------1-----------
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highways—Continued.
Highways-Continued.
Sum
authorized-Continued.
Sum authorized—Continued.
In
National parks
monuments__
parks and monuments-In National
Reconstruction
Reconstruction of highways damaged
etc- ---by
by floods, earthquakes, etc
Construction
Construction of; rural post roads,
fiscal
1937
fiscal year 1936, 1937---------Forest
highways, roads and trails,
Forest highways,

Page.
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1936, 1937
fiscal years 1936,1937------Main
roads through
through public lands,
Main roads
Indian lands, etc-----------etc
Indian
Roads and trails improvements
improvements in
Roads
National parks and monumonuNational
ments
ments-------------------Engineering investigations, sums alEngineering
lowed
for
lowed for-------------------Federal aid
aid in
construction to be exin construction
Federal
tended only
applying
States applying
only to States
tended
motor-vehicle taxes
road imtaxes to road
motor-vehicle
provements ------------------provements
Deductions
to
because of prior aid to
Deductions because
States, not to be mademade --------States,
Emergency
construction, National
National InEmergency construction,
Act----------dustrial Recovery Act
Hines,
Hines,

John L.,
acceptance of foreign
L., acceptance
John
--------------------Hodgson
Refining Co., payment
payment
and Refining
Hodgson Oil and
to
to---------------------------Hog
Cholera, appropriation
invesappropriation for invesHog Cholera,
tigating -----------------------tigating
hogs, processing
of. See
See Agricultural
processing of.
Hogs,
Adjustment Act.
Adjustment
Holding
surtax on. See
Companies, surtax
Holding Companies,
Income Tax.
"
Holding Company
Company Affiliate,"
Affiliate," construed
construed
"Holding
1933------...---Banking Act of 1933
in Banking
Holoday,
to-------payment to
Harriet C., payment
Holoday, Harriet
Holtwood, Pa., bridge authorized
across
authorized across
Holtwood,
Susquehanna
at
Susquehanna River at------------Home
Economics, Bureau
Bureau of. See AgriHome Economics,
culture, Department
Department of.
culture,
Home Financing.
Financing. See Home Owners'
Home
Loan
1933.
Loan Act, 1933.
Home
Act. See Federal
Bank Act.
Loan Bank
Home Loan
Home
Bank Act.
Home Loan Bank
Home
1933:
Act, 1933:
Loan Act,
Owners' Loan
Home Owners'
Definitions
Definitions------------------------Federal Home
amendment
Home Loan Act, amendment_Federal
Repeal of provision
provision for direct loans
Repeal
to
owners-------------home owners
to home
Home
Corporation—
Loan CorporationOwners' Loan
Home Owners'
Creation of;
of; composition
composition of Board of
Creation
Directors
Directors-------------------Capital
determination of minstock; determination
Capital stock;
-_
imum
and aggregate
amount_ _
aggregate amountimum and
Subscriptions for;
payments subfor; payments
Subscriptions
call
ject to call----------------issue---Receipts
payments to issue
for payments
Receipts for
decoration
decoration

•

•

994
994
994
994
994
994
994
994
994
994

995
995
995
995

995
995

996
203
1267
1267
101
101
476

163
1039
840
840

128
128
129
129

129
129
129
129
129
129
129

Home
Owners' Loan
1933—Contd.
Act, 1933-Contd.
Loan Act,
Home Owners'
CorporationHome
Owners' Loan Corporation—
Home Owners'
Continued.
Continued.
Amounts made
available by Reconmade available
Amounts
struction Finance
Finance Corporation__
struction
indebtedIncrease in outstanding
outstanding indebtedIncrease
ness
authorized -----------ness authorized
Corporate
bond issue; aggregate
Corporate bond
amount
amount---------------------interest
Denominations;
Denominations; maturity; interest
rate
rate----------------------Guaranty of interest payments_
payments- -__
Guaranty
Bonds
to be
nontaxable
be nontaxable---------Bonds to
Exchange
Exchange of bonds for first mortgages;
advances for tax and
gages; advances
assessment
assessment payments -------Limitation on
total value of exon total
Limitation

Page.
Page.

change and advances
advances ------change
Repayment of loans;
retirement
loans; retirement
Repayment
within
years
15 years-------------within 15
balance----Interest rate on unpaid balance
Interest
Extension
installment authorany installment
Extension of any
ized ------------------------"Real
estate" construed
construed --------"Real estate"
to
Defaulting
etc., not to
municipality, etc.,
Defaulting municipality,
affect mortgagor
mortgagor------------affect
Cash loans
on unencumbered
unencumbered proploans on
Cash
erty;
maximum amount
amount---erty; maximum
Security required;
required; interest rate;
Security
amortization and extension
amortization
provisions ---------------provisions
Cash
loan to home owner not acceptacceptCash loan
ing bonds
bonds.----------------ing
Redemption of foreclosed
foreclosed homes---homes_ __
Redemption
Appraisals; rules governing
governing--..-..Appraisals;
Acceptance of bonds in payment
payment - -.
Acceptance
Administration of
Act-----------of Act
Administration
Dividend
payments
Dividend payments-------------Federal Savings and Loan AssociaFederal
tions—
tionsOrganisation
of; purposes --------Organization of;
acceptance of deCapital
Capital shares; acceptance
posits
posits---------------------security; inLoans by associations; security;
vestment of
of assets ----------vestment
Rules
regulations governing
governing assoand regulations
Rules and
ciations
ciations---------------------Requirements for
for granting charter_
charter _
Requirements
Membership
associations in Federal
Federal
Membership of associations
Home
Bank
Home Loan Bank------------Subscription of
Secretary of
of Treasury
of Secretary
Subscription
for
associashares of associapreferred shares
for preferred
tion
tion ----------------------Maximum
associaamount in one associaMaximum amount
aggregate
tion;
payments; aggregate
tion; payments;
amount
subecription. - --__
of subscription_
amount of
Receipts
provisions for
to issue; provisions
Receipts to
shares
retirement
preferred shares..
retirement of preferred
Retirement
par, if
liquidation..
if liquidation...
at par,
Retirement at

129
129

129
129
129
129
130
130
130
130
130

130
130
130
130
131
131
131

131
131
131
131
131
132
132

132
132
132
132
133
133

133
133
133
138
133
133
133
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lx
Home
Act, 1933—Contd.
Home Owners' Loan
Loan Act,
1933-Contd.
Loan AssociaFederal Savings and Loan
tions—Continued.
tions-Continued.
associations
Tax exemption
exemption of
of associations-----Federal Home
Loan Bank,
Bank, converconverFederal
Home Loan
sion to member
member of association
association_ -_
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for encouragement
encouragement of
of
saving and
and home financing
financing ------Penalty provisions
provisions-----------------Separability of provisions
provisions -----------Deficiency
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for—
forHome financing,
financing, etc., Home Loan
Bank Board
Board--- _--_---------Subscriptions to
preferred shares
Subscriptions
to preferred
shares in
Federal Savings andLoan
andLoan Associations
ciations-------------------AmendmentsAmendments—
Bonds of Corporation;
Corporation; issue,
aggreissue, aggregate amount, form, and denominations
nations----------------Guarantee,
Guarantee, payments, purchase,
and sale by Secretary
Secretary of
of
Treasury
Treasury----------_
------Tax exemptions, transactions
in
transactions in-Bond exchange for mortgage or
or cash
cash
loan; when may have -----Cash advances for repair, etc.;
etc.; when
when
authorizedauthorized
------------___
Amount of advances limited-limited
-Extension of time on payments owed
owed
by home owner ---.--------Redemptions,
Redemptions, bond exchange, or
or
cash advance for
for------------Federal Savings and Loan Associations; subscription for full paid
paid
income shares in ------------.
Payments by Secretary of
of Treasury ----------------------

Associations
Associations as fiscal agents of
United States _----------Conversion
Conversion of Federal Home Loan
Loan
Bank into----------------into
Bank
Bonds of Corporation; deposit
deposit as
as sesecurity for loan from Federal
Reserve banks -------------Purchase by Federal Reserve
Reserve
Purchase
banks authorized
authorized --- _-----_
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks authorized
to
authorized to
act as depositaries
depositaries for CorporaCorporation
tion--------------_
_---_
-Corporation authorized
authorized to purchase
Federal
Federal
Home
Loan Bank
Bank
bonds
bonds----------------- --Aggregate amount------------amount
Encouragement
Encouragement of home financing,
financing,
etc., sum allocated for
for-------_
Applications
Applications for loans, fees in connecconnection with ---.--------------Retirement of Corporation bonds,
payments
payments on loans -----------

Page.
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133
133
134
134
134
134
134
134
134
134

276
279
279

643

Home
1933—Contd.
Home Owners' Loan Act, 1933-Contd.
Amendments—Continued.
Amendments-Continued.
Separability
Separability of
of provisions
provisions ---- _--Bond issue by Corporation;
Corporation; aggregate
aggregate
amount ----------------loan
District of Columbia
Columbia building and loan
associations,
purchase of Corporaassociations, purchase
Corporation
tion bonds
bonds ---------------"Home mortgage,"
construed ---- _"Home
mortgage," construed_
Members of Congress, participation
participation in
contracts and agreements
contracts
agreements ------

Home Owners' Loan Corporation.
Home
Corporation.
Home
Loan Act,
Act, 1933.
Home Owners
Owners Loan
1933.

Page.
Page.

647
1264
1264

506
1264
1264

See
See

Homestead
Entries, final
final proof
proof on,
Homestead Entries,
on, time
time
extended for offering;
offering; condition_
condition- __
-__

Homestead Entrymen. See Public Lands.
Homestead
Homestead,
Homestead, Pa., bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Monongahela River at -----------Monongahela
Homesteads,
Homesteads, loans for purchase
purchase of,
of, authorized -___ ___________________

274

837
837

205
205

Honduras, appropriation
appropriation for
for envoy
envoy exex530.
530

643
643
644
644

traordinary,
traordinary, etc., to--------------to
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Honolulu,
Hawaii, appropriation
appropriation for hydrographic office
office expenses ----------

644
644

Hooper, Joseph I., payment to widow of
of_ -_ 1022
1022
Hopi Indians, Ariz.,
Ariz., and N.Mex.,
N.Mex., appropriation for water supply developdevelopment----------------------.
369
----369
ment

645
645
645
645

645
645
645
645

645
646

646
646
646

646

646
646
646
647
647
647
647

424
424

S., payment to widow
Hornor, Lynn S.,
widow of_
of -_ 1022
1022
Horticultural
Horticultural Protection, appropriation
appropriation
for -------------------------474
George, acceptance
Horton, George,
acceptance of
of foreign
foreign
decoration
1267
decoration ..--_----------- ---1267
Horton, William E., acceptance of
foreign
of foreign
decoration
decoration----------------------- 1267
1267
Hot Springs, Ark., appropriation
appropriation for,
Army and Navy Hospital at,
at, concon628
struction, etc ----------------- 624, 628
Hot Springs National Park,
Park, Ark., approappropriation for administration,
administration, etc
380
etc ----386
House Committee on the Library,
Library, ChairChairman to be member of National
National ArCouncil-------------------chives Council
1123
1123
House
Office Buildings,
House Office
Buildings, appropriation for
for
maintenance,
etc-------------_ 827, 1025
maintenance, etc
House
of Representatives.
Representatives. See
LegHouse of
See also
also Legislative Branch of the Government.
Clerk hire, reduction of amount available for ----------------------15
15
Compensation
Compensation reduction, employees
employees of_ 15, 521
Corporation of Foreign
Foreign Bond Holders
Act, 1933, annual
annual report to------to
95
95
Federal
Federal Emergency Relief AdminisAdministrator, monthly
monthly report of, transmitted to --------------------57
57
documents ----------------805
Folding documents
805
Salary reductions,
reductions, Speaker and
and MemMembers of.------.---------------of
----- -- ---.
------- 14,521
14,521
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House
Representatives—Continued.
Page.
of Representatives-Continued.
House of
Tennessee Valley corporation
directors,
corporation directors,
Tennessee
concurrent resolution
resolution
removals by concurrent
60
of Senate
Senate and -----------------Housing Administration.
Administration. See National
Housing
Housing Act.
Houston,
William S., appropriation
appropriation for
Houston, William
services
1025
services-------------------------Howard, L.
acceptance of foreign
O., acceptance
L. 0.,
Howard,
- 1267
decoration __------------------1267
decoration
appropriation
D.C., appropriation
University, D.C.,
Howard University,
for salaries
394, 1034
1034
salaries and expenses -----for
Howell, Alice
payment to----------to
97
Alice C., payment
Howell,
Hull,
acceptance of foreign decodecoA., acceptance
John A.,
Hull, John
ration
1267
ration-------------------------Hungary,
for envoy extraorappropriation for
Hungary, appropriation
530
dinary,
to ------------------etc., to
dinary, etc.,
Hunting Stamp
Federal HuntSee Federal
Act. See
Stamp Act.
Hunting
ing
Act.
ing Stamp Act.
Hunt, William
William IL,
acceptance of foreign
foreign
H., acceptance
Hunt,
1267
decoration
decoration--------------------approHydraulic
Laboratory Research,
Research,
Hydraulic Laboratory
556
priation
___
for --------------------priation for
Hydrographic Bureau,
Bureau, International, apHydrographic
534
propriation for
contribution -------for contribution
propriation
Hydrographic
Office. See Navy
Navy DepartHydrographic Office.
ment.
I
Idaho:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Indians,
of----- 370, 375, 377
support, etc., of
Indians, support,
482
National forest
forest administration
administration-----National
Boise
National Forest, lands added to_ -_ 779
Boise National
King Hill
conveyDistrict, conveyIrrigation District,
Hill Irrigation
King

n
ance
to__--------------------ance to

Otn
980

649
Lands in,
in, included
national forests-forests
in national
included in
Lands
"Idaho",
U.S.S., appropriation
appropriation for alter"Idaho", U.S.S.,
42C
ations,
420
etc---------------------ations, etc
forest
Illinois, appropriation
appropriation for national forest
Illinois,
482
administration
482
administration------------------Immigration:
Admission
women eligible to
Admission of alien women
citizenship who
citizens
married citizens
who married
citizenship
prior
July 3, 1930, provision reto July
prior to
798
pealed
pealed------------------------Philippine Islands,
provisions governing
Islands, provisions
Philippine
immigration from,
from, after
independafter independimmigration
462
accepted
ence act accepted-------------Immigration from,
from, after independImmigration
464
46'
ence
ence----------------------Service.
Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
and Naturalization
Immigration
Department of.
See
also Labor, Department
See also
Ellis Island
hospitals, use of, by Public
Island hospitals,
Ellis
43,
Health Service---------------Service
435
Health
1111
El
Paso,
Tex.,
lease
of
quarters
for__
_
_
1119
--for
quarters
of
lease
El Paso, Tex.,
Payment
detection, etc.,
for detection,
rewards for
of rewards
Payment of
l~f l7i
of law
law violations
570
violations --------------of
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Income Tax:
methodsAccounting periods and methods—
Accounting
Allocation
695
deductionsAllocation of income and deductions_
695
Change of ---------------------696
-------------Definitions
Definitions _-----694
General rule
rule---------------------General
694
Installment basis ---------------Installment
deductions and
Period for which
which deductions
Period
credits taken----------------taken
694
credits
Period
Period in which items of gross income
694
included -------------------included
Returns for
twelve
period less than twelve
for period
Returns
695
months
months---------------------deficiency or
Additions
to tax in case of deficiency
Additions to
nonpayment ----------------746, 747
nonpayment
738
Affiliation of
of foreign
foreign corporations----corporations
738
Affiliation
exemptionsAgricultural organizations,
700
organizations, exemptions_
Agricultural
Aliens. See also
Nonresident aliens.
also Nonresident
Aliens.
Credits
counCredits against tax of foreign countries ----------------------719
tries
Assessment
collection of deficiendeficienAssessment and collection
ciescies—
Bankruptcy and receiverships
receiverships- ----Bankruptcy
Definition
Definition ----------------------Jeopardy assessments ------------ Jeopardy
Interest
of
case of--------------in case
Interest in
upon---------Period
Period of limitation upon
Exceptions
Exceptions--------------------Procedure
general-------------Procedure in general
Suspension of
running of
statute --__-_
of statute_
of running
Suspension
Bankruptcy—
BankruptcyAssessment of
of deficiency
deficiency ----------Assessment
Interest and
and additions to tax ------Interest
Boards
exemption --------Boards of trade, exemption
Brokers,
returns of --------------Brokers, returns
Building
associations, exexloan associations,
and loan
Building and
emption
emption--------------------Business leagues,
leagues, etc., exemption---exemption
Business
Capital gains and losses -----------Cemetery
___
exemption --companies, exemption_
Cemetery companies,

exemption-Chambers
commerce, exemption
Chambers of commerce,
Charitable, etc.,
etc., contributions,
contributions, deducdeducCharitable,
tion
for --------------------tion for
China Trade Act corporationscorporations—
China
Affiliation
Affiliation-------------------Credits
against net income -------Credits against
Credits
tax--------------Credits against tax
Income
shareholders-----------of shareholders
Income of
Civic organizations,
organizations, exemption
exemption ------Civic
Claims against
transferees and
and fiduciagainst transferees
Claims
ariesaries—
Notice of
of fiduciary
fiduciary relationship
relationship ----Notice
Transferred assets
assets ---------------Transferred
Classification
of provisions
title
provisions of title---Classification of
Clubs,
exemption of certain ---------Clubs, exemption
Commissioner,
Commissioner, closing of taxable year
by
--------------------by----Community chests,
chests, etc., exemption
exemption---Community
charitableContributions, deduction
deduction of charitable_
Contributions.
....--

..-

...

..-

7

744
740
743
748
745
745
741
746
744
748
700
727

700
700
714
700
700
718
718
740
739
740
740
700
750
748
684
701

725
700
718
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Corporations—
CorporationsCredits of, against
against net income-----income
693
693
Distributions
Distributions by -----------------711
711
Exemptions from tax on ------- _ 700,
700, 702
702
Foreign—
ForeignAffiliation
Affiliation ---------------- ---738
738
Allowance
of deductions and
and
credits ----------_-------737
737
Credits against
against tax -------------737
737
Deductions ---------- _--------Deductions
737
Gain,
Gain, recognition
recognition of
of--- _-------705
705
income
Gross income-----------------737
Insurance companies
Insurance
companies ---------_
_
738
Payment of tax
tax__
_ ____--------_
738
738
Rates of tax on
certain -_-------_
on certain
703
Returns ----------._____----Returns
_
738
Information
Information by ------.-------__
_ 726
Payment of income tax at source
sonrce___
__
724
Rate of tax
tax-----.----------------686
Returns of------of
--------.----- _
697
Surtaxes, accumulation of surplus to
to
evade------evade
--------------702
702
Credits against taxtax—
Foreign corporations
737
corporations -------_----_
737
Nonresident
Nonresident aliens
aliens _--_-----------737
737
Overpayments
Overpayments -------_--------_ 693,
693, 750
750
Taxes of foreign countries and
and pospossessions of United States -_- 693,
693 ,718
718
Taxes withheld at source -----693 ,723
693,
Cross references, effect of ----- ______
684
Deficiencies—
DeficienciesAdditions to tax
of
Additions
tax in
in case
case of-------746
Interest on------.on
----746
Time extended for payment of
of---748
DefinitionsDefinitions—
Capital assets
assetas..--............
714
714
Deficiency
Deficiency ...- .
. .......
...
740
Fiscal
Fiscal year
year ........
............
696
Gross
Gross Income..
income ------------....-686
income
Net income--....-----686
Paid or
or incurred/accrued
incurred/accrued ------ __.696
Personal holding
holding company
company -----_-751
Taxable year------------------.year
696
Trade or business
business .----.--- ___.__
696
Depreciation and depletion,
Depreciation
de, basis for
for - _ 710
710
Employees'
Employees' beneficiary
beneficiary associations,
associations,
exemption ------- ---- __-___
702
Estates and truststrusts—
Credits against
against net income
income-_______
728
Different
Different taxable years----------years
729
Employees'
Employees' trusts ----------729
729
Imposition of tax -------727
Income for benefit of grantor ---- __
729
729
Net income---------------income
728
Revocable trusts ----------_ -.Revocable
__
729
729
Taxes of foreign countries
countries and possessions of United States ----. _
730
730
Exemptions from tax on corporations-Exemptions
corporations....
700
Failure to file return_
return -.............
746
746
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Tax—Continued.
Income Tax-Continued.
Farmers' associations,
Farmers'
associations, exemption
exemption-----Fiduciaries—
Fiduciaries-

Page.

Page.
701
701

748
Claims against
against -- __-------------_
748
750
Notice of relationship
relationship -------- --750
Returns------ -----------------Returns
722
722
Foreign corporations.
corporations. See
CorporaForeign
See Corporations.
Foreign countriescountriesForeign
Credits
of------- _ 693,
693, 718
718
Credits against
against taxes
taxes of
Estate and trust taxes -----730
____
_ 730
Insurance company
taxes ---- _-735
company taxes
735
Partnership
taxes------. ___---730
Partnership taxes
_ 730
and corporacorporaRates of tax on
on citizens and
certain --------------703
tions of
of certain
703
Foreign items, collection
collection of ----------727
727
Fraternal beneficiary
beneficiary societies, exempexemption--------------------------- 700
tion
700
lossGain or lossAdjusted basis for determining---___
determining
706
706
Recognition
of
704
Recognition of-------------------.
704
Gross incomeincomeDeductions
from
688
Deductions from--_-------__----688
Defined-Defined
686
-------------__-----_
686
Exclusions
Exclusions from
from------ --------- 687,
687, 712
712
Foreign corporations
corporations-------------737
737
Life insurance
insurance companies
731
companies -------_
_ 731
Nonresident aliens ---------------735
735
Period in which items,
items, of
of included_
included--_ 694
694
States ---------- _
716
Sources in United States
716
Sources without United
States -_-717
United States
717
Holding companies, personal, surtax
surtax
on_------------.-------------751
on
751
Horticultural organizations,
Horticultural
700
organizations, exemption_
exemption700
Imposition of tax, estates, and
Imposition
727
and trusts__
trusts-727
IndividualsIndividualsincome --..
692
Credits of, against net
net income
692
Normal tax rate ------------------....
684
684
Returns of
697
of -.....................
697
Surtax rates on incomes ----------684
684
Information at
726
Information
at source
source- -------------.
726
Installments-.-- ---------------..-Installments
694
694
Overpayment
Overpayment of
750
of ----------------750
Insurance companiesInsurance
companiesBenevolent, exemption from tax
tax__
701
- 701
Companies other than life
733
life or mutual_
mutual733
Computation of gross income
income _----735
735
Foreign-Foreign ------------------ --738
738
Life insurance companies---------companies
731
731
income ------------731
Gross income
_---_
731
income
732
Net income----------------732
Mutual
Mutual companies other than
735
than life__
life -- _ 735
Taxes of foreign countries
countries and
posand possessions of United States
735
States -_-._735
additionsInterest and
and additionsAdditions
Additions to tax in ease
case of deficiency
deficiency
or nonpayment
nonpayment -------747
_-- 746,
746,747
Bankruptcy and receiverships
receiverships -----748
748
Failure to file return
return -------------746
746
Interest
Inter-est on defieiencis
deficiencies ----------...
746
74
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Tax-Continued.
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Interest
additions—Continued.
and additions-Continued.
Interest and
Jeopardy assessments,
assessments, interest
interest in
Jeopardy
case
of----------------------case of

Page.
rage.

Removal
of property
property or departure
Removal of
from
from United States -----------

ofTime extended
extended for payment of—
Time
Deficiency
Deficiency--------------------Tax
on return -----------shown on
Tax shown
Interest
in
case
of jeopardy
jeopardy assessInterest in case of
ments -----------------------ments
Interest on
on deficiencies
deficiencies -------------Interest
Inventories, to
income
determine income----to determine
Inventories,
Items
deductible---------------not deductible
Items not
Jeopardy assessments
assessments -------------Jeopardy
Interest
case of --------------- Interest in case
Labor
organizations, exemption
exemption------Labor organizations,
Laws made
applicable- ------------made applicable
Laws
Life insurance
companies- .---------insurance companies
Life
Mutual insurance
insurance companies_
companies -------Mutual
Mutual savings
savings banks,
exemption----banks, exemption
Mutual
income—
Net income686,
Computation
Computation-----------------against—
Credits againstChina
corporations ---__
Acttcorporations
Trade Ac
China Trade
Corporations
Corporations -----------------Estates
trusts ------------and trusts
Estates and
Individuals
Individuals ----------------Nonresident
Nonresident aliens -------------Defined
Defined-------------------------------Life insurance
companies
insurance companiesLife
Sources
United States ---------in United
Sources in
Sources
without United
United States ----Sources without
Nonpayment,
additions
Nonpayment, additions to tax in case
of
of------------------------Nonresident aliensaliens—
Nonresident
Allowance
of deductions
deductions and
credits_
and creditsAllowance of
Credits
income -------net income
against net
Credits against
Credits
against tax
tax---------------Credits against
Deductions
Deductions---------------------Gross income--------------------income
Gross
Payment of
of tax ----------------Payment
Returns
Returns ---------------------Normal tax,
individuals-------------tax, individuals
Normal
Overpayments—
OverpaymentsInstallments
Installments---------------------Refunds
and credits--------------credits
Refunds and
Partnerships-Partnerships—
Computation
income-----------of income
Computation of
Credits against
net income -------against net
Credits
Earned
income-------- ---------Earned income
Partnerships not taxable ---------Partnerships
Returns
Returns----------------------Taxable years,
years, partner
and partnerpartner and
Taxable
ship
ship-----------------------Taxes
of foreign
foreign countries
countries and possesTaxes of
sions of
of United
States
United States--------sions
Tax
of
partners
Tax of partners -------------------

748
748

748
747
748
746
688
691
743
748
700
699
731
735
735
700

703
739
693
728

692
736
686
732
717
717
747
736
736
737
736
735
735
737
737
737
684

750
750
730
730
730
730
730
731

730
730
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698
Payment of
of tax
tax ----------------- Payment
738
Foreign corporations
corporations -------------738
Foreign
737
Nonresident aliens --------------Nonresident
returnTime extension
extension tax
tax shown on return_
747
Time
Penalties
Penalties .-----------------------and
Period of limitation on assessment and
collection
deficiencies ---------of deficiencies
collection of
Personal holding
holding companies, surtax on_
on
Personal

724
745
751

Possessions of United StatesStates—
Possessions
739
Citizens
subject to taxation -------Citizens subject
718
of
718
Credits against taxes of-----------730
Estate and
730
trust taxes -----------and trust
Estate
738
Income from
738
within-------from sources within
Income
Publicity of
returns
698
of returns----------------Publicity
Railroad corporations,
corporations, consolidated
consolidated reRailroad
turns
720
turns------------------------Rates
tax -------------------- 684, 700
of tax
Rates of
Citizens and
and corporations of certain
Citizens
foreign
countries
703
foreign countries-------------Receiverships—
ReceivershipsAssessment of deficiency
deficiency---------744
Assessment
748
tax------Interest and
and additions to tax
Interest
750
Refunds, overpayments
overpayments-----.------Refunds,
Returns—
Returns721
"Affiliated
group" defined--------defined
"Affiliated group"
Brokers
727
Brokers------------------------720
Consolidated,
railroad corporations
corporations _
720
Consolidated, railroad
Corporations
697
Corporations--------------------Examination
determination
of, and determination
Examination of,
699
of tax------------------------tax
of
746
Failure to file
file-------------------Failure
722
Fiduciary
Fiduciary----------------------738
Foreign
738
corporations- -----------Foreign corporations
697
Individual
Individual --------------------737
Nonresident aliens -------------737
Nonresident
730
Partnerships
Partnerships--------------------Period less
695
than 12 months -------less than
Period
698
Publicity of
of------ --------------Publicity
698
Records
Records and special --------------697
Time
filing
for filing--------place for
and place
Time and
700
Rules
regulations
regulations-------------and
Rules
715
of---Securities, loss
715
loss from wash sales of_
Securities,
700
Short
700
title of Act ----------------Short title
Statute of
of limitations, suspension of, in
Statute
746
assessment of deficiencies
deficiencies ------assessment
Stocks
securities, loss from wash
wash sales
or securities,
Stocks or
715
of -----------------------------of
SurtaxSurtax—
to
Accumulations
Accumulations by corporations to
evade -------------------702
evade
751
Personal
companies -------holding companies
Personal holding
684
Rates
on
income
individuals
individuals----of
income
on
Rates
725
CommissionerTaxable year,
year, closing
closing by Commissioner_
Taxable
700
Act
Taxes
in
lieu
of
taxes
under
1932
under
taxes
of
Taxes in lieu
Taxes
possescountries and possesforeign countries
of foreign
Taxes of
credit
sions of
United States, credit
the United
of the
sions
693
against
693
against---------------------Taxes
withheld at
souree, credit
at source,
Taxes withheld
69
against ---------------------693
againt
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Tax—Continued.
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Taxpayers, special
of
classes of--------special classes
Taxpayers,
Teachers'
associations, exexretirement associations,
Teachers' retirement
emption
emption---------------------Time
payment ofof—
for payment
extended for
Time extended

Deficiency
Deficiency--------------------Tax
return
shown on return-------------Tax shown
Title, application
application of---------------of
Title,
Transferees, claims
claims against
against---------Transferees,
Trusts.
Estates and trusts.
See Estates
Trusts. See
Wash sales
securities, loss
stock or securities,
sales of stock
Wash
from
from-----------------------Withholding of tax at source--------source
Withholding
Income
See Income
1934. See
of 1934.
Act of
Tax Act
Income Tax
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684
684

702
702
748
748
747
747
683
683
748
748
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Independent
Offices-Continued.
ndependent Offices—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Appropriation
298
298
Shipping
Board------------------Shipping Board
exMerchant
Corporation exFleet Corporation
Merchant Fleet
298
penses
penses--------------------296, 516
Smithsonian Institution
Institution --------516
Smithsonian
Supreme Court
Court Building
Building CommisSupreme
sion, construction
297
expenses----construction expenses
sion,
Tariff
Commission -------------297, 517
Tariff Commission
300, 518
Veterans'
Administration -------518
Veterans' Administration

715
715
723
723

Tax.

Independent Offices:
Offices:
Independent
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
American Battle
Monuments ComBattle Monuments
American
284
mission
284
mission--------------------Losses
fluctuation of Francoto fluctuation
Losses due to
American
510
American exchange --------Arlington
Memorial Bridge CommisArlington Memorial
sion -----------------------285
sion
510
285,
Board
of
Mediation
Mediation------------of
Board
286, 511
Board of
Appeals ---------Tax Appeals
of Tax
Board
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission -------- 286, 511
Civil
Employees' Compensation
Compensation CommisCommisEmployees'
287, 512
sion
512
sion---------------------509
284,
Executive
Office
509
Executive Office---------------Compensation, President and Vice
Compensation,
President
President---------------- 284, 509
Federal
Vocational EducaBoard for Vocational
Federal Board
tion
288
tion------------------------289
------Federal Farm
Board -----..
Farm Board
Federal
290
----Board
Federal
Conservation
Conservation
Oil
Federal
Federal Power
512
Commission----- 290, 512
Power Commission
Federal
291, 513
Federal
Radio Commission------Commission
513
Federal Radio
Federal
Trade Commission------Commission
291, 513
Federal Trade
287
of---------Fine
Arts, Commission
Commission of
Fine Arts,
Fisheries, Bureau
Bureau of, enforcement
enforcement of
Fisheries,
304
black bass
law---------------bass law
black
General Accounting
Accounting Office ------- 291, 514
General
Printing
Printing and binding decisions of
514
Comptroller
General------ 292, 514
Comptroller General
Geographic
Board
297, 518
Geographic Board------------SesquicenGeorge
Rogers Clark SesquicenGeorge Rogers
tennial Commission----------Commission
292
tennial
International
Institute of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
International Institute
303
etc------Italy, support, etc
Rome, Italy,
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission_ 292, 514
Interstate
Memorial
Mount
Rushmore National Memorial
Mount Rushmore
Commission
294
Commission----------------National Advisory Committee for
National
294, 516
Aeronautics
Aeronautics--------------- 294,
Public Buildings
Buildings and Public Parks
Public
National Capital
Capital -------295
of the National
295
Commission------Public Buildings Commission
ComPuerto Rican Hurricane
Hurricane Relief ComPuerto
516
mission
516
mission--------.-------------

forDeficiency
Deficiency appropriation forAudited claims_
claims -_ 102, 281, 1047, 1052,
Audited
Aviation Commission -----------Aviation
Centennial
Chicago World's
World's Fair Centennial
Chicago
Celebration
Celebration-----------------Civil
Commission ---------Service Commission
Civil Service
Printing and
and binding ----------Printing
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission --------Federal
General
Accounting Office -------General Accounting
Interstate
Commission,
Interstate Commerce Commission,
audited claims
claims---------------audited
National Archives --------------Securities Exchange
Exchange Commission__
Commission ---__
Securities
Smithsonian Institution
Institution----------Smithsonian
Tariff Commission
Commission --------------Tariff
Printing and binding ----------Printing

1054
1054
1025
1025
1025
1026
1026
1026
1026
1026
1026
1026

102
102
1026
1026
1026
1027
1027

United
United States Supreme Court Building
1027
Commission -------------- 1027
ing Commission
Veterans' Administration,
audited
Administration, audited
Veterans'
102, 281
claims
claims--- ---------------Impoundment of appropriations
appropriations not reImpoundment
304
quired
quired------------------------Postal
etc., automatic
automatic proPostal employees, etc.,
motions
motions----------------------Salary increases
increases through
through reallocation
reallocation
Salary
of
position forbidden
forbidden -----------of position
Independent
Offices Appropriation Act,
Independent Offices
1935. See Independent Offices.
Indians;
Indian
Bureau of. See Indians;
Affairs, Bureau
Indian Affairs,

1265
1265
304

Interior Department.
Department.
Interior
Indianapolis,
Ind., appropriation
appropriation for care,
Indianapolis, Ind.,
etc., Confederate
GreenConfederate section in Greenetc.,
639
lawn
Cemetery------------------lawn Cemetery
Indianhead, Md.,
appropriation for school
Md., appropriation
Indianhead,
410
at naval
ordnance station ---------410
naval ordnance
at
amount
Indian
Reservations, roads on, amount
Indian Reservations,
available
available for -------------- 204, 491, 995
also Interior Department.
Indians. See also
972
Apache,
payment of expenses, claims of_
Apache, payment
extending
Business
organizations,
extending
organizations,
Business
984
right
984
form---------------to form
right to
Chippewa—
Chippewaagainst
Adjudication
of
claims
against
Adjudication
United
979
authorized --United States, authorized
927
Ceded
of------------Ceded lands, status of
927
laws------Application of liquor laws
Application
980
Contracts with
with attorneys
attorneys extended
extended_ -_
Contracts
668
capita payment to -----------Per capita
Red Lake Band, per capita payment
254
to,
authorized
to, authorized....---..-------

INDEX.
INDEX.
Indians—Continued.
Indians-Continued.
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, sale of coal
Choctaw
asphalt deposits in lands of__of___
and asphalt
Choctaw County, Okla., claim allowed
Choctaw
pupils
for tuition of Indian pupils-----Comanche,
expenses, claims
claims
Comanche, payment of expenses,
of
of.---------------------------

development of
Conservation
Conservation and development
lands and resources of---------of
Contracts
Contracts with States, for social welfare of, authorized
authorized -----------establishing for benesystems, establishing
Credit systems,
_
of-----------------------fit of

deceased;
Determination of heirs of deceased;
disposition of allotments ------Five
Civilized Tribes records, deposit
Five Civilized
with
Historical Society_
Oklahoma Historical
with Oklahoma
Fort
Reservation, Ariz., exexMojave Reservation,
Fort Mojave

Page.
Page.

1240
1240
105
105
972
972
984
984
596
596
984
984
647
647
501
501

privately
change of Indian and privately
795
795
owned lands,
lands, exchanged
exchanged --------owned
984
984
Home
granting rights of, to ----rule, granting
Home rule,
Indian liquor laws not applicable
applicable to
to
1245
1245
former
of---------------lands of
former lands
authorized
Indian pueblos, payments
payments authorized
Indian
108
108
to, for land and water rights ---Compensation
annual installin three annual
Compensation in
111
111
ments
ments----------------------Lands
recovered from non-Indians
non-Indians
Lands recovered
111
111
may
resold
may be resold--------------Water rights not subject to loss
111
111
through
etc---------through nonuse, etc
972
of_ 972
Kiowa,
expenses, claims of_
of expenses,
payment of
Kiowa, payment
price
Klamath Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg.,
price
Klamath
restrictions, timber sales, not to
to
restrictions,
311
311
to
apply to--------------------of
use
Lands
ceded
to
United
States,
United
to
ceded
Lands
1273
grazing
received from -------- 1273
fees received
grazing fees
965
965
Menominee;
enrollment
of
of-----------enrollment
Menominee;
112
112
Per
to
payment to-----------Per capita payment
Wis.,
Menominee
Indian
Reservation,
Wis.,
Reservation,
Indian
Menominee
timber
payments to
to
operations on, payments
timber operations
964
964
members
members----------------------available for
Menominee Tribe, funds available
Menominee
98
98
attorney's fees, etc
etc-------------attorney's
Metlakahtlans
citizenship
Alaska, citizenship
of Alaska,
Metlakahtlans of
667
667
to--------------------granted to
Mount Pleasant
Pleasant Indian School, grant
grant
Mount
353
353
to Michigan
Michigan -----------------Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation,
boundReservation, boundNavajo
960
960
aries defined ------------------Nez Perce,
expenses of attorneys
attorneys in
Perce, expenses
Nez
1216
1216
of-----------------------suits of
Quinaielt
Indian
Reservation,
Wash.—
Wash.Reservation,
Quinaielt Indian
Issue of
of patents
patents to
to Indians
Indians within
within
Issue
811
811
Village of
of Taholah,
authorized_
Taholah, authorizedVillage
Modification of timber sales conModification
910
910
tracts,
authorized
tracts, authorized------------Revised
Statutes relating to, repeal of
Revised Statutes
787
787
certain
certain------------------------
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146
Seminoles of
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, payments
payments toto _
Seminoles
Seneca Indian
Indian School,
Wyandotte,
School, Wyandotte,
Seneca
Okla., acquisition
land of
of ----1184
1184
of land
acquisition of
Okla.,
modification of,
Timber
contracts, modification
Timber sale contracts,
time limitation
limitation -------------311, 397
time
Vocational
education, providing
providing for-_for__ _ 984
Vocational education,
Indian
Territory. See Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Indian Territory.
Indictments.
United States
Indictments. See also United
Courts.
Attendance of clerical
clerical assistants
assistants before
before
Attendance
grand
58
authorized ----------jury, authorized
grand jury,
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Transportation
duced
rates---------------duced rates
repealed--Communication provisions repealed_
Communication
Emergency Railroad
Railroad Transportation
Transportation
Emergency
1933Act, 1933—
Combinations and
and consolidations
consolidations of
Combinations
carriers;
two or
merge;
more may merge;
or more
carriers; two
application
authority
application for authority-----Computation
liabilities for any
of tax liabilities
Computation of
period after
after Feb. 28, 1920 .-period

123
123
19
77
77

316
316

316
1056

1264
1102
1102

217
217

220

1xx
1xx

INDEX.
INDEX.

Act, AmendmentsAmendments— Page.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Page.
Continued.
Continued.
Emergency Railroad Transportation
Emergency
Transportation
Act, 1933-Continued.
1933—Continued.
General
to
General railroad contingent fund to
be liquidated---------------liquidated
220
Holding company
company acquiring
acquiring conHolding
conconsidered
trol of carriers to be considered
as common
common carrier .-_-.-----217
Assumption
218
Assumption of
of obligations
obligations ..---Investigations authorized;
authorized; discontinInvestigations
discontinuance of violations ----------219
Control, interfering
interfering with consoliconsolidation plan or carrier's inde219
pendence; restraining
219
pendence;
restraining order_
order-____
"Person" and "carrier"
219
"Person"
"carrier" defined__
defined 219
antitrust
Relief from operation of antitrust
laws -------------------- 219
219
219
Separability of provisions --------219
Suspension of proceedings
Suspension
proceedings in certain
219
cases -- _------_------------219
Violations, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district
Violations,
district
courts ---------- __-------219
courts
219
Provisions,
Provisions, as amended,
amended, to remain in
force
force-------------------220
"Rates"
"Rates" defined; consideration to
to
rate-making
rules
220
rate-making rules------------220
Valuation of property of carriers;
carriers;
classification
inventory_ _
classification and inventory
--- _ 221
221
Changes in, carriers to make reports,
etc
221
ports, etc-----------------221
Commerce Commission.
Commission. See
Interstate Commerce
also
also Emergency
Emergency Railroad TransporInterstate Comtation Act, 1933; Interstate
merce Act, Amendments.
merce
Appropriation for
514
for.---------------- 292, 514
Appropriation
Air mail
mail route
route contracts,
934
Air
contracts, reference
reference to.._
to-934
Oil regulation, pipe lines and transportation rates, National Industrial
Recovery
by....
Recovery Act, hearings, etc., by
200
Railroad maintenance,
maintenance, etc., under National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act;
202
approval by
by-------------------Railroads, loans by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
nance
Corporation, approval
of -------------------1109,
-1109, 1110
1110
Reorganization
Reorganization of; compromise of
claims by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation with approval
approval
1110
of ------------------------1110
Rates of
of compensation
compensation on air mail
determination of ------- 935
routes, determination
935
Reports of common carriers under
1934
895
Securities Exchange Act
Act of
of 1934__
895
operation, duties, etc.,
etc ,
Telegraph lines operation,
vested in Federal Communications
Communications
Commission------------------Commission
1101
Not to interfere
interfere with enforcement
enforcement of
of
Interstate Commerce Act......
Act
1102
1102

.

Interstate Commerce
ssi o
Page.
interstate
Commerce Coo mmi
mmission-Page.
Continued.
Transfer
records to
Federal ComTransfer of
of records
to Federal
Communications Commission-------Commission
1102
munications
1102
Valuation
for
Valuation of properties
properties of carriers
carriers for
Federal Communications
Communications Commission
1075
sion ----------_-----.------1075
Interstate
appropriaInterstate Quarantine
Quarantine Service,
Service, appropriafor
tion for-------------------------436
Intoxicating Liquor:
Puerto Rico, repeal of Federal prohibition laws in force
force in
361
in------------Repeal of acts regulating
Repeal
regulating in Indian
Territory
Territory-------------------_
396
Tax on. See Liquor
Liquor Taxing
Taxing Act
Act of
of
1934.
Transportation of, into state prohibitprohibitTransportation
ing sale or manufacture,
316
manufacture, unlawful_
unlawful_
316
Ethyl alcohol for governmental,
governmental, etc.,
etc.,
uses, excepted
316
excepted---------------316
Virgin Islands, repeal of Federal prohibition laws in force in ------361
Investigations, Divisions
Interior
Divisions of. See Interior
and Justice
Justice Departments.
Departments.
Iowa:
Iowa:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forIndians, support, etc., of
of--------- 375,
375, 377
377
National
National forest administration
administration ------ 482
482
Irish Free State, appropriation
appropriation for
Irish
for envoy
envoy
extraordinary, etc., to-----------to
530
Irrigation
Irrigation Districts, loans to, by Reconstruction
struction Finance
Finance Corporation_ 49, 308,
308, 1269
Irrigation Projects. See Public Lands.
Irrigation
Irwin, Noble
Noble E.,
E., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
decoration ----.-- ,--..---------1267
Italy, appropriation
ambassador to--appropriation for ambassador
to
530
530

J
Jails, Federal, appropriation
appropriation for operation, etc., of ------------------.
Japan, appropriation
appropriation for ambassador
Japan,
ambassador to
to-Japanese Beetle,
Beetle, appropriation
Japanese
appropriation for research and control
control -- _----_-_-Jefferson Junior
Junior High School,
Jefferson
School, D.C.,
D.C., appropriation for -..-.............
propriation
Jeopardy
Jeopardy Assessments.
Assessments. See Income
Income Tax;
Revenue Acts.
Jewelry, tax on -------. ___
Jewelry,
--------_
Higgins, payment to
Johnson and Higgins,
to ---. Johnstons Island,
Island, appropriation
appropriation for
for care,
care,
etc., Confederate
Confederate Stockade CemeteryCemetery_
Joint
Joint Committee on Printing:
Appropriation for -_-----__-___.....
Appropriation
Authority of, in printing
printing and distributAuthority
resolutions ---......
ing bills or resolutions
To curtail number of copies, including slip
slip laws
laws -----____......
Joint-Stock
Banks:
Joint-Stock Land Banks:
Limitation on issue of tax-exempt
tax-exempt bonds
bonds
and lending by .--.............

545
545
530
530
486
486
861
861

768
281
639
639
826
826
948
948
949
949

46
46

INDEX.

Banks-Continued.
Joint-Stock
Joint-Stock Land Banks—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Loans to, by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
-- - Corporation, authorized
46
authorizedCorporation,
Interest rate; application
banks;
application by banks;
Interest
limitation;
security required___
46
required- -- _
46
limitation; security
bankAgreements required of applicant
applicant bank_
46
Agreements
Purpose of loans to aid liquidation of
47
-------- --___-- ___-banks
Approval of plan; notice to bondholders
47
ers ---.----- ____-----_-_-----Loans by Farm Loan Commissioner for
Loans
emergency
47
purposes -.--------emergency purposes
Aggregate amount; interest rate---rate
47
Aggregate
postponement
Purpose of, to secure postponement
Purpose
foreclosures of first mortgagesmortgages_
47
of foreclosures
Interest rate during period of postInterest
ponement -----------------47
ponement
Maximum loan on account of unpaid
unpaid
Maximum
principal -- ___-_--_----_-----47
principal
Security required; rules ---------47
Conditions for making loans -----48
appropriation for
Academy, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
Jones Academy,
education of Indians -----------373
education
Jordan,
Minn., bridge authorized
authorized across
Jordan, Minn.,
Minnesota
572
Minnesota River at -------------Judge
Office of. See
Advocate General, Office
Judge Advocate
War Department.
War
Judges:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forCircuit and district courts -------539
Claims,
540
of ---------------Court of
Claims, Court
Customs
Patent Appeals, Court
and Patent
Customs and
of
540
of-------------------------Customs Court
540
Court-------------------540
Territorial
courts
540
Territorial courts-----------------Circuit Court
Appeals for Ninth
Court of Appeals
Circuit
Judicial
of
appointment of
Circuit, appointment
Judicial Circuit,
judge
310
vacancy------------fill vacancy
judge to fill
Retired
pay of
of------------------- 307, 521
Retired pay
Judgments:
appropriation for:
Deficiency appropriation
Court of
of Claims
100, 280, 1046
Claims---------Court
1045
United States
Courts
100,
280, 1045
100, 280,
States Courts------United
Declaratory
judgments authorized
955
authorized----Declaratory judgments
Judicial
Judicial Code:
Amendments—
Amendmentsin error and on appeal, not reBond in
quired
by
owned by
corporation owned
of corporation
quired of
United
1109
States---------------- 1109
United States
Copies
executive
of records, etc., of executive
Copies of
departments,
etc.; admission
admission as
departments, etc.;
1109
evidence
1109
evidence-------------------Declaratory judgments,
judgments, power
of
power of
Declaratory
United
955
- _ 955
issue- _
to issue_
Courts to
States Courts
United States
Habeas
corpus, stay
proceedings
of proceedings
stay of
Habeas corpus,
during
pendency of
action in
in
of action
during pendency
State
court; appeals
appeals----------- 1177
State court;
Real
sales under
under order
order or deproperty sales
Real property
cree of
1119
1119
court----------------of court
cree
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Code—Continued.
Page.
Judicial Code-Continued.
Amendments—Continued.
Amendments-Continued.
State administrative boards, jurisdicjurisdicrelating to orders of,
tion of suits, relating
limited
775
limited---------------------Judicial Districts:
Connecticut to constitute
constitute "district
"district of
Connecticut"
148
Connecticut"------------------Florida,
southern district,
District
District
Florida, southern
147
Court
Orlando -----Court to be held at Orlando
North Dakota, time and places of
holding court------------------court
1120
holding
transferred
Tennessee, Bedford County transferred
from Nashville to Winchester
Winchester
division
division ----------------------- 253
appropriaJurors, United
United States Courts, appropriaJurors,
tion
etc
1037
542, 1037
for fees, etc--------------tion for
Justice, Department of:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Accounts, Division of
539
of-------------Accounts,
539
enforcement- Antitrust, etc., laws, enforcement..
Attorney
536
of--------General, Office of
Attorney General,
China,
Court for
541
for----China, United States Court
Claims,
Court of----------------of
540
Claims, Court
Indian
depredation claims, defendIndian depredation
537
in----------------suits in
ing suits
Claims, defending
defending suits
suits in, against the
Claims,
United
537
States -------------United States
Contingent
expenses
537
Contingent expenses--------------StatesCourts, United States—
542
Bailiffs, criers,
commissioners, etc_
etccriers, commissioners,
Bailiffs,
541
District attorneys, etc ---------Jurors and
and witnesses,
witnesses, fees,
fees, etcetc_ _
- __ 542
Jurors
Law books
judicial officers
-_
- _ 543
officers-__
for judicial
books for
Law
541
Marshals
Marshals and deputies----------Miscellaneous
542
expenses --------Miscellaneous expenses_
Probation
system, pay, etc., of
Probation system,
officers
545
officers -----------------542
rooms------------Rent of court rooms
Customs and
Court
Patent Appeals, Court
and Patent
Customs
540
of -----------------------of
537
Customs cases,
conduct of ------cases, conduct
Customs
540
Customs Court,
States
540
Court, United States.----Customs
537
Investigation, Division
Division of --------Investigation,
538
Alcoholic
Beverage Unit.----...
Unit
Alcoholic Beverage
537
prosecution-_
Crime detection and prosecution
539
of---Judges,
salaries and expenses
expenses of
Judges, salaries
541
court-_
district court
Panama Canal Zone, district
Penal and
institutions-- _ 543
correctional institutions_
and correctional
Penal
545
Jails, Federal,
Federal, establishment,
etc
establishment, etc__
Jails,
544
-.
Medical
hospital
544
service
and
Medical
Prison camps,
repair,
construction, repair,
camps, construction,
Prison
545
etc
etc-----------------------545
Prisoners, support of
of----------Prisoners,
capital
industries working capital
Prison industries
fund
543
fund--------------------537
Printing and binding
binding------------Printing
639
Bureau of---------------of _
539
Prisons, Bureau
639
Supreme
United States
539
States---Court, United
Supreme Court,
540
..---------Territorial courts --540
Territorial
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Department of-Continued.
Justice, Department
of—Continued.
Page.
Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Appropriation
537
Travel, etc., expenses-------------expenses
537
539
Veterans' insurance
insurance litigation _----Veterans'
539
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for;or—
Deficiency
1036
Division of -----------Accounts, Division
1036
etc., laws, enforcement
enforcement_-__
__ 1036
Antitrust, etc.,
1036
Attorney General, Office
Office of
1035
Attorney
of-------- 1035
claims_ __102,
1054
Audited claims-102, 282, 1048, 1052, 1054
Contingent
expenses ---Contingent expenses
- 98,
98, 277, 1035
1035
States—
Courts, United StatesClerks, marshals,
marshals, commissioners,
commissioners,
of
fees, etc., of---------98, 277,
277, 1036
1036
Jurors and witnesses,
of
1037
witnesses, fees of-----1037
Miscellaneous expenses ------- 277, 1037
Miscellaneous
Supplies, books for judicial
judicial offiofficers ------------------ 278, 1037
United States v. Northern
Northern Pacific
United
Railway Company,
Company, compensation of special master ----1037
Damage claims---------claims
280, 1045
Investigation, Division of ------- 1035
prosecution
Crime detection
detection and prosecution-_
1035
Unforseen emergencies
emergencies -------- 1035
Judgments Judgments
--------_-----_---1046
Penal and correctional
institutions_ _ 1037
correctional institutions-_
Prisoners, support of
of------------ 1037
Printing and
Printing
and binding _--------_--- 1035
Supreme Court building
building and grounds
Supreme
grounds__ 1036
1036
Assistant Solicitor General, appointcompensation_
ment; allocation;
allocation; compensation_
307
Position of one Assistant Attorney
Attorney
General abolished ---------General
308
Conciliation commissioners,
commissioners, balance
continued available for--------for
continued
542
Criminal acts. See Crimes and Misdemeanors.
demeanors.
Division of Investigation,
Investigation, authority
of certain officers to make arrests_
arrests- 1008
Electro Metallurgical
Metallurgical Company, etc.,
waiver
waiver of sections
sections 109 and 113 of
Criminal Code, counsel in certain
certain
proceedings against-----------804
proceedings
Indian Territory,
Territory, amendment,
amendment, repeal
repeal
of acts regulating intoxicating
liquor in
in----------------------396
Limitation on appropriation
appropriation for payment of certain employees in
in
ment
Prohibition Bureau or Alcoholic
Beverage
Beverage Unit -- _------------_ 1061
Puerto Rico, repeal of Federal liquor
liquor
Puerto
in
prohibition laws in force in------361
Special attorneys, etc.,
etc., compensation
compensation
limitation; reports to Congress-Virgin Islands, repeal of Federal liquor
prohibition laws in force in ----Weirton Steel Co., counsel
counsel in case
of_ __
case of-__
Veterans' Act, 1924, transWorld War Veterans'
fer of funds for defense
defense of suits
wader
under.--,--------..--.-------Virgin
limitation;
Islands, repeal
reportsoftoFederal
Congress_
liquor

541
361
591

301

K

Page.
Page.

Kansas, consent of Congress
Congress granted
granted to
to
compact between
for
compact
between Missouri and,
and, for
acceptance
acceptance of
of toll
toll bridge across MisMissouri
105
105
souri River
River------------------__- __
Kansas City, Mo., time extended for
for
at
54
54
bridging Missouri
Missouri River
River at-----Keene School,
School, D.C.,
appropriation for__
for
235
D.C., appropriation
235
Kemp, Mrs. Bolivar E., payments
to 1022, 1023
1023
Kemp,
payments to_
Kendrick, John B., payment to widow of_
of_ 1021
Kentucky:
Kentucky:
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for national
national forest
forest administration
482
ministration ---______________-482
Mammoth
Mammoth Cave National Park,
Park, minimum area for development
775
development ----775
Pioneer National Monument, estabPioneer
lishment ---------------------982
lishment
982
River
Time extended for bridging Ohio River
at Owensboro
118
Owensboro-----------------118
Keokuk,
bridge across Des Moines
Keokuk, Iowa, bridge
Moines
River at, legalized
legalized ------------Kidnaping Act.
Act. See Federal Kidnaping
Act.
Act.
King
Irrigation District, conveyance
conveyance
King Hill
Hill Irrigation
to --------to---- ------_
Kiowa Indians, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation for
for
payment to, from
from royalty funds--funds_ __
payment
Klamath
Oreg.:
Klamath Indian Reservation, Oreg.:
Appropriation for-Appropriation
forcontrol
Forest insect control----_------_
Irrigation systems --------Irrigation
_Price restrictions, timber
timber sales, not to
to
apply to -------------------apply
Irrigation Project, Oreg.-Calif.,
Oreg.-Calif.,
Klamath Irrigation
appropriation
for
appropriation for---------.--K., memorial
memorial in honor of,
Knapp, Seaman K.,
authorized in Department
AgriculDepartment of Agriculture ---_----------------------payment
Kursheedt Manufacturing
Manufacturing Co.,
Co., payment
to --------- -----------------

L
Labor:
competition, etc.,
Codes of fair competition,
etc., provisions
sions concerning
concerning -_---------_-__
Employer-employee wage and hours
agreements -__----_
of work agreements
Limited code, when mutual agreeagreement not approved
approved -- _-----_
Emergency
Emergency Railroad
Railroad Transportation
Transportation
Act—
ActCommittees provided for regional
groups of carriers
carriers---------___
Employees
reduction in
Employees of carriers, reduction
number
of and
in pay
pay of,
of, rerenumber of
and in
stricted
stricted -------------------Regional boards of adjustment, controversies between carriers and
employees_
employees.--..-------,,._____

651

980
980
367
367

368
368
371
371
311
311

381
977
101
101

198
199
199
199

213
213

214
214

214
214

INDEX.
Labor-Continued.
Labor—Continued.
Labor Boards. See National
Labor
trial Labor Boards.

Indus-

Page.
Page.

Public works,
works, construction
construction projects,
Public
provisions concerning
concerning_--___ 204
contract provisions
Convict
prohibited; thirtyConvict labor prohibited;
refcerhour week; wage scales; preferences
ences -------------------- 204, 205
Rates of pay contracted
deductions
contracted for, deductions
prohibited
948
prohibited--------------------948
Penalty
provisions
Penalty provisions---------------Regulations
enforcement to be
Regulations for enforcement
948
prescribed ----------------948
prescribed
Weekly sworn
statement to be subsworn statement
Weekly
mitted
948
mitted -------------------Labor,
Department of:
Labor, Department
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Children's
570
Bureau ---------------Children's Bureau
Contingent
568
expenses--------------Contingent expenses
Employment
Service -------------570
Employment Service
Housing
571
..---------CorporationHousing Corporation
Immigration
Naturalization ServImmigration and Naturalization
569
ice
ice-------------------------Immigration stations, remodeling,
Immigration
etc
570
570
etc-----------------------Law enforcement,
enforcement, coast and land
Law
border
569
patrol, etc ----------border patrol,
Labor
569
of--------Bureau of
Statistics, Bureau
Labor Statistics,
Cost
United States,
of living in United
Cost of
569
investigation
investigation of -----------binding
568
and binding---------------568
Printing and
568
Secretary, Office of
of---------------Secretary,
Salaries,
Secretary, office peretc., Secretary,
Salaries, etc.,
sonnel, and commissioners
commissioners of
sonnel,
568
conciliation
conciliation----------------Women's Bureau----------------Bureau
570
Women's
appropriation forfor—
Deficiency appropriation
Audited claimsclaims_ 103,
282, 1049,
1052, 1055
1049, 1052,
103, 282,
Audited
1045
1045
Damage claims -----------------Damage
98
98
Immigration
Bureau--------------Immigration Bureau
98
98
Vigliotti,
to
Joseph, refund to------Vigliotti, Joseph,
1046
1046
Judgments
Judgments----------------------278
278
ServiceUnited
States
Employment
Service_
_
Employment
States
United
Employment
Service, abolition
abolition of.
Employment Service,
See
National Cooperative
Cooperative EmploySee National
ment Service
113
113
Service----------------ment
Housing
CorporationHousing Corporation—
appropriations,
Expenditure
Expenditure of prior appropriations,
571
restriction ------------------Salary
restrictions ---------------571
Salary restrictions
Immigration
and Naturalization
Naturalization ServImmigration and
ice, payment
rewards for detecpayment of rewards
ice,
570
tion, etc.,
etc., of
law violations.----.-violations
of law
tion,
Political
or
religious
refugees,
applicarefugees,
religious
or
Political
926
registry --------------tion for registry
582
Statistical studies,
studies, authority
authority to make..
make _
Statistical
Labor
Statistics, Bureau
See Labor,
of. See
Bureau of.
Labor Statistics,
Department of.
Department
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Ladd,
Ladd, Jed
Jed P., may bridge
bridge Lake Champlain
Vt----------plain at East
East Alburg, Vt
Lady Island, Wash.,
Wash., dam from Camas
River -----Slough to, on
on Columbia
Columbia River
Lafayette
Memorial Day, issue of proclaproclaLafayette Memorial
observance ------------mation for observance
Laguna
N.Mex., apAcoma Indians, N.Mex.,
Laguna and Acoma
propriation for irrigation
irrigation system---system_ ___
propriation
Lake Bemidji, Minn., bridge authorized
at
Mississippi River at--.-----across Mississippi
Lake Champlain:
Bridge
at—
authorized across atBridge authorized
East Alburg, Vt ----------------West Swanton, Vt---------------Vt
Lake City, Ark., bridge across Saint
Francis River at, legalized--------legalized
authorized across
Lake Sabine, bridge authorized
across at
Port
Tex
Port Arthur, Tex----------------Commissioner. See -also
also
Land Bank Commissioner.
Mortgage Corporation
Corporation
Federal Farm Mortgage
Act.
Designation changed from Farm Loan
Designation
Commissioner
Commissioner ----------------Membership, board of Federal
Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation -------Mortgage
Lane, Harry
Harry H., acceptance
foreign
acceptance of foreign
Lane,
decoration
decoration---------------------Langell Valley
Valley Irrigation
Irrigation District:
Langell
Construction
charges, suspension of, on
Construction charges,
unproductive, etc.,
etc., lands within;
within;
unproductive,
reduction of water
water service -----reduction
Resumption of, if land found
found producproducResumption
tive
tive------------------------LaboraLangley
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboraappropriation for ----------tory, appropriation
Lassen Volcanic
Calif., apNational Park, Calif.,
Volcanic National
Lassen
propriation for administration,
administration, etc-etc_ _
propriation
Latin America,
America, appropriation
for developappropriation for
Latin
ment
commerce in -----------ment of commerce
Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia,
Estonia, appropriaappropriaLatvia,
tion
envoy extraordinary,
extraordinary, etc.,
toetc., to_
for envoy
tion for
Lawrence, Mass.,
Mass., bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Lawrence,
Merrimack River
River at ------------Merrimack
Laws, Committee
on Revision
Revision of,
appropriof, appropriCommittee on
Laws,
ation for __--------------------Leavenworth, Kans.,
appropriation for
Kans., appropriation
Leavenworth,
penitentiary
maintenance --------penitentiary maintenance
Lederer, John
payment of claim of esesJohn C., payment
Lederer,
of
tate of------------------------Lee,
payment to----------to
V., payment
Clarence V.,
Lee, Clarence
Legislative
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year
Legislative Appropriation
1933,
sections repealed
repealed-----------1933, sections
Legislative
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
Legislative Appropriation
1934,
available, for
appropriations available,
1934, appropriations
mileage
and stationery allowance,
mileage and
members
Congress
members of Congress------------Legislative
Branch Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
Legislative Branch
1935.
Legislative Branch of the
See Legislative
1935. See
Government.
Government.

Page.
Page.
162
946
784

371
573

162
162
988
651
1008

273
344
1267

1266
1266
1266
294

386
548
530
1012
1023

544
1055
1055
281

14

8
8

1.xxiv
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Legislative
Legislative Branch of the Government. Page.
Page.
See also Congress.
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forAppropriations, statement of
Appropriations,
of -----826
Architect of the Capitol
Capitol ---------826
buildings and grounds__
Capitol buildings
grounds --- __ 826
House Office Buildings --------827
Library building
building and grounds_
grounds -__
- _ 828
Senate Office BuildingBuilding ----- ____
827
Botanic Garden
Garden -----....-------Botanic
828
Capitol police ---..
Capitol
--_.---_
826
826
District of Columbia-Virginia
Columbia-Virginia BoundBoundsalaries and
and
ary Commission,
Commission, salaries
expenses..
expenses ---------------833
Government Printing Office-------Government
Office
831
Office of Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents -------- ________
-832
832
House of RepresentativesRepresentatives—
Chaplain 821
Chaplain
---------------821
Clerk hire, Members,
Members, etc
824
etc ---824
Clerk's office
office -----------821
821
Committee employees
Committee
822
employees -__---__-822
Committee
824
Committee stenographers
stenographers-----824
Contingent expenses
824
---------824
Doorkeeper, Office of ---------823
823
Joint Committee on Printing---Printing
826
826
Official
Official reporters
reporters ------824
-----824
Post office------------------office
824
824
Salaries and mileage -- -----318,
821
318, 821
Sergeant at Arms,
Arius, Office of ---823
823
821
Speaker's Office ---- -------821
Special and select committees,
committees, exexpenses of -------------- 669,
669, 1244
11244
Special, minority employees ---823
823
Stationery
Stationery allowance
allowance .---..-- _..
318
318
Legislative Counsel, Office
Office of
of -----826
Library of Congress ------------.
828
828
Building; superintendent
superintendent of; care,
830
etc
.-----__-_-- ----_
830
829
Card indexes distribution
distribution-----829
830
Contingent expenses
expenses ----_-- __ 830
830
Increase
Increase of the Library
Library------__ 830
829
Legislative
Legislative Reference
Reference Service --829
Printing and binding
Printing
binding- ---_----830
830
State legislation, index to
829
to-------829
Sunday opening--------------opening
829
829
Union Catalogues, development
development
and maintenance
maintenance ---------829
829
Losses
Losses sustained by officers, etc., in
in
foreign countries due to depreciation of dollar ---------ciation
834
Senate
SenateChaplain-Chaplain
- _-------___
-____
817
817
Clerical assistanceassistance
-__-. --__-.
819
819
Committee employees
employees---- ---.-818
Contingent expenses ------_
---_
820
Document room
room------------__
818
Folding room
room------------------820
820
Inquiries and investigations, expenses
of
penses of
---_-------.--_
669

Legislative Branch of
Legislative
of the
the Government—
GovernmentContinued.
Continued.
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Senate—Continued.
Senate-Continued.
office
Post office--------------------

Page.
Page.

820
820

Salaries and mileage---------mileage
318,
318,
Secretary's Office --------------_
Secretary's
Sergeant
at Arms
Sergeant at
Arms and
and Doorkeeper_
Doorkeeper_
Vice
President's Office
Vice President's
Office --------- _

817
817
817
817
819
819
817
817

Deficiency appropriation
appropriation forforArchitect of the Capitol 97, 275,
275,
- 97,
Capitol Building and grounds,
grounds, etc_
etcCapitol power plant, maintenancemaintenance._
House Office
Office Buildings
Buildings -------- _
Judgments -------------------Judgments
Library building and grounds
grounds--Senate Office Building--Building
97,
275,
97, 275,
Audited claims
claims-----------------Capitol police, salaries,
salaries, uniforms,
uniforms,

1024
1024
1024
1024
97
97
1025
1025
1046
1046
1025
1025
1025
1025
281
281

etc-----------------------etc
275
275
Government Printing Office-----Office
98, 1025
1025
98,
Amount available from
from working
working
capital for leave of
to
of absence
absence to

employees
employees ---------------98
_
98
claims
102
Audited claims----------------_
102
Messengers on
1025
Messengers
on night duty
duty ------1025
Representatives --- _ 97,
97, 275, 1022
House of Representatives_
1022
Almon,
Almon, Edward
Edward B., payment to
to
widow of ------------------ 1022
1022
Audited claims -1047
--------- __
1047
Brand, Charles H., payment
to
payment to
daughters
1022
daughters of
of---------------- 1022
Briggs, Lois Slayton Woodworth,
Woodworth,
payment to --------------97
97
Brumm, George F., payment
Brumrn,
payment to
to
sisters of------------------of
1022
1022
Clarke,
Clarke, John D., payment
payment to
to
widow of------------of_
_ __________
__ 1022
----1022
Coffin, Thomas C., payment
payment to
to
widow of ----------------1022
1022
Committee on Revision of the
Laws ---------------- __- - 1023
Contested-election expenses-Contested-election
expenses__ 1022, 1023
Contingent expenses ----------97
97
Furniture, etc., amount increased_
97
97
Hooper, Joseph
Joseph I.,
I., payment to
to
widow of-----------------of
1022
1022
Hornor, Lynn S.,
S., payment to
to
widow of
1022
of ---------------- _ 1022
Kemp, Bolivar E., payment to
to
of- ----------- ----- 1022
widow of
1022
Pages, pay of, 1st session, 73d Con29
gress ------- _------------29
June
June 16-30,1933--16-30, 1933
274
--------- _
274
Parker, James S., payment
payment to
to
widow of--------of
1022
-_-----.
1022
Police force, House Office Building_
275
Pou, Edward W., payment to
to
1022
widow of ------------------ 1022

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Legislative
of the GovernmentGovernment— P
age .
Legislative Branch of
Continued.
Continued.
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for-Contd.
for--Contd.
Deficiency
House of Representatives—Contd.
Representatives-Contd.
Speaker's Table, salaries of ParliaSpeaker's
mentarian and Assistant
Assistant inmentarian
creased ------------------creased
1024
Telegraph and telephone
telephone service_
service_-_ 1024
United States Code, new edition-edition
1024
United
Watson,
payment to
Watson, Henry
Henry W., payment
widow of------------------of
1022
widow
Senate
97, 274,
274, 1021
Senate-----------------Dale, Porter H., payment to widow
of
1021
----------------of-----Folding speeches
pamphlets_- _ 1021
speeches and pamphlets
Howell, Alice C., payment to ---97
Inquiries
investigations___ 274, 1021
Inquiries and investigations.--Kendrick,
to
John B., payment to
Kendrick, John
widow of
1021
widow
of-----------------Miscellaneous items
97, 1021
1021
items----------- 97,
Miscellaneous
ofPages, pay of—
Congress
29
First session, 73d Congress---June
1933
274
16-30,1933-------------June 16-30,
Police force
Senate Office Buildforce for Senate
Police
97
ing
ing---------------------Walsh,
C., paypayNieves Maria P. C.,
Walsh, Nieves
ment to
97
mentto-------------------Private vehicle restriction
restriction --------.
Legislative
Office of, appropriaappropriaCounsel, Office
Legislative Counsel,
tion for
for----------------------Legislative
Service, appropriaappropriaReference Service,
Legislative Reference
tion for -----------------------Leland
payment to---------to
Works, payment
Oil Works,
Leland Oil

833
826
829
101

Lepers,
appropriation for
for care,
care, transporLepers, appropriation
404, 1037
tation, etc., of----------------of
tation,
Levee
ReconstrucLevee Districts, loans to, by Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
1269
49, 308, 1269
Corporation---- 49,
tion
Lewis,
appropriation for
A., appropriation
Elmer A.,
Lewis, Elmer
salary -------------------------Lewis
River, Wash.,
examinapreliminary examinaWash., preliminary
Lewis River,
tion authorized
authorized-----------------Lexington, Ky.,
appropriation for narcotic
Ky., appropriation
Lexington,
farm
farm--------------------------Liberia,
appropriation for envoy exLiberia, appropriation
traordinary,
etc., to -------------.
traordinary, etc.,
Liberty
Second:
Liberty Loan Act, Second:
proceeds of
Bond issues; deposit of proceeds
sales, Treasury
bills---...----...
sales,
Treasury bills
National Industrial
Recovery Act,
Industrial Recovery
National
authority
Treasury
of Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
authority of
to borrow under, to meet expenses
authorized
Act ----------by Act
authorized by
Purchase
Federal Farm
Mortgage
Farm Mortgage
of Federal
Purchase of
Corporation bonds
from proceeds
proceeds
bonds from
Corporation
from
issued
hereafter issued
bonds hereafter
of bonds
sale of
from sale
under
under-----------------------United
amount of issue
notes, amount
United States notes,
increased ---------------------increased

823
954

438
530

343

206

346
343
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Library of Congress.
also Legislative
Legislative
Congress. See also
Library
Government.
Branch of the Government.
Annex construction,
construction, National Industrial
Industrial
Annex
Recovery Act------.----------Act
Recovery
Division of Manuscripts,
Manuscripts, to be
Chief, Division
member of National Historical
Publications Commission
Commission -------Publications
Librarian
member of National
Librarian to be member
Archives
Council
Archives Council---------------Licenses,
Licenses, issue of, to business enterprises
enterprises
practices in trade, etc_
etc --__
when unfair practices
Liens, discharge
discharge of-------------------of
Life
Insurance Act,
Life Insurance
Act, District of Columbia:
Table
contents
---------------Table of contents-Chapter
I—Title and definitions
definitions ----Chapter I-Title
Chapter
H—Powers and duties of SuChapter II-Powers
perintendent; general provisions_
provisions _
perintendent;
Chapter III-Domestic
III—Domestic companies
companies._--___
Chapter IV-Admission
IV—Admission of foreign and
alien companies----------------companies
Chapter V—Provisions
V-Provisions relating to all
life insurance companiescompanies -----Chapter VI—Penalties;
constitutionVI-Penalties; constitution---ality
ality--------------Life-Saving Service,
Life-Saving
Service, Coast Guard, appropriation
retired pay to members
for retired
priation for
of --.......--------------------Lighthouses, Bureau of. See Commerce,
Commerce,
Lighthouses,
Department of.
Lincoln, Abraham:
Lincoln,
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Care, etc.,
etc., of
died _
which he died..
in which
of house in
Care,
Memorial maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc-------Lincoln, Nebr., appropriation
appropriation to restore
Lincoln,
mineral
office
water on site of post office
mineral water
building at ---------------------Act
Liqueurs, tax on. See Liquor Taxing Act
of 1934.
1934.
Liquors:
Distilled
Distilled spirits, disposition of substances
used in
in manufacture
manufacture of,
stances used
information
required on--------on
information required
Regulation of
of traffic
in containers
of..
containers oftraffic in
Regulation
Liquors, Medicinal,
prescribing of ----Medicinal, prescribing
Liquors,
Liquor
stamps. See Distilled Spirits and
Liquor stamps.
Wine.
Liquor
Act of
of 1934:
1934:
Taxing Act
Liquor Taxing
amendmentsRevenue Act of 1918, amendments—
Revenue
Distilled spirits; rate of tax on generally;
withdrawn for bevwhen withdrawn
erally; when
erage purposes-------------purposes
Tax
on imported
conperfumes conimported perfumes
Tax on
taining -----------------Drawback
exportation of
of_ _
Drawback rate on exportation
Tax on deficiencies in production
production
of
of -----------------------wines, rates of
of tax on
on--------Still wines,
wines, rates of tax on
on---Sparkling wines,

Page.
Page.

202
202

1123
1123
1123

197
758
758
1125
1125
1127
1127
1129
1142
1142
1154
1154
1156
1156

1176
1176

432

295
295
1205

1020
1020
23
23

313
313
513
313
313
313
313
314
314

lxxvi
Ixxvi
T!3-. n ~- - Act
A~f -n
^ _, _-1
Liquor
of
1934—Continued.
Liquur Taxing
l:axing Act u1
loJ4--,oUimflueU.
Revenue Act of
amendments—
of 1918,
1918, amendmentsContinued.
Grape brandy
brandy and wine spirits used in
in
fortifying, tax on
on------------Malt liquors, tax on
on__------------_
Repeal
section 1
1 (a)
Repeal of section
(a) of Act of March
March
22, 1933, taxing certain
certain nonintoxinonintoxieating liquors---__------------_
liquors
cating
Brewers; tax on; defined
defined_-----------Distilled spirits and wines,
tax on..
wines, floor
floor tax
on__
Payments; regulations
regulations governing;
governing;
Payments;
extensions authorized------.--authorized
defined; "person",
"person", "distilled
"distilled
Terms defined;
spirits"-------------------spirits"
"Internal-revenue
in"Internal-revenue taxes", not to
to include
elude taxes under the Agricultural
Agricultural
Adjustment
Adjustment Act -------------_
Transportation
intoxicating liquors
Transportation of intoxicating
into state prohibiting
prohibiting sale, etc.,
etc.,
unlawful ---------------------unlawful
Ethyl alcohol for governmental,
governmental,
scientific,
scientific, etc., uses, excepted-excepted
Effective
Effective date of title-------------title
Stamps --------------------------Distilled spirits, transportation,
transportation, sale,
sale,
etc. of, unless tax-paid
tax-paid stamp
stamp
affixed unlawful
unlawful- _..---------..
provisions not
applicable
When provisions
not applicable.----Application
Application for and sale
sale of
of.--------Stamps—
StampsAffixing to containers
containers ------------Who entitled to purchase; issue of;
price ------. ----_---------_
price-Destruction when container
container emptied_
emptied_

INDE X.
INDEX.
Page.
Page.

London Naval
of 1930,
1930, construction
Naval Treaty
Treaty of
construction
vessels within terms
established
of vessels
terms established
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
by National
Recovery
Act
Act-------------------------

314
314
314
314

Calif., post office contract
contract
Long Beach,
Beach, Calif.,
modification
relief for
for
modification to
to permit
permit relief
earthquake
damages------------earthquake damages
Longshoremen's and
Longshoremen's
and Harbor
Harbor Workers'
Compensation
Act:
Compensation Act:
AmendmentsAmendmentsMedical and surgical
surgical treatment,
treatment,
Medical
suspension of
of benefit
benefit payments
payments

314
314
315
315
315
315
315
315

to
injured employee
employee refusing__
to injured
refusing---_

Page.

201
201

308
308

806
806

Compensation for
permaCompensation
for disability;
disability; perma315
315
partial disability,
nent partial
disability, schedule
schedule
806
of payments
payments---------------806
Payment of disability
disability benefits;
benefits; lumplump315
315
settlements
807
sum settlements-------- ___
807
Determination of probability of
Determination
of
death
death or remarriage
807
remarriage ------807
316
Modification of compensation
316
Modification
compensation
cases -----_-------__--_--807
316 Lorton, Va.,
Va., loan from Federal EmerEmer316
316
gency
Relief Administration
Administration for
for
316
316
construction
construction of
of jail
jail-------------_ 1215
1215
Angeles, Calif.,
Los Angeles,
Calif., appropriation
appropriation for
for
hydrographic office
hydrographic
office expenses ----- _
424
424
316
316
Lotteries, etc.,
etc., broadcasting
broadcasting prohibited-prohibited
1088
1088
316
316
Louisiana:
316
316
Appropriation
Appropriation for national forest administration
482
ministration----------__________
482
316
316
Lighthouse depot
depot at New
New Orleans,
Orleans, acacfor--- _-------_
317
quisition of site for
657
317
May
bridge
Mississippi
River
317
Mississippi
at
317
Baton Rouge ------ __---------317
507
Regulations governing issue of
of-----317
A'Loutre Lighthouse ReservaPass
A'Loutre
ReservaForfeiture, distilled spirits
Forfeiture,
spirits in
in untion, conveyance
conveyance of --------- __
317
664
sta mped container
container ---.. --.---stamped
317
quota. _ 673
317
Sugar produced in, allotment
allotment of quota..
Counterfeiting,
provisions__Counterfeiting, penalty
penalty provisions_
317
O. B.,
317
Lovette, 0.
B., payment
payment to, contestedPenalty provisions
provisions----------...----317 Lovette,
election expenses
expenses ---------------317
1023
Effective date of title
title---------...---317
Lowell Creek, Alaska, deficiency
deficiency approapproLowell
Liquor Traffic in Africa, Convention
Liquor
Convention ReRepriation for flood control
control---------99
99
lating to, appropriation
contribuappropriation for contribution .----_______
Key, Fla.,
___.............
534 Lower Matecumbe
Matecumbe Key,
Fla., bridges
appropriaLithuania, Estonia, and Latvia, appropriaauthorized
authorized from, to No Name Key_
138
Key -_ 138
etc., toto
tion for envoy extraordinary,
extraordinary, etc.,
Oils:
530 Lubricating Oils:
Livestock,
Livestock, establishment
establishment of grazing
grazing disSales to manufacturer
manufacturer for resale, tax
for -tricts for_------------------_1269
free --------255
free...--.----__--___ 255
Livestock Credit
Credit Corporations,
by
Livestock
Corporations, loans by
Vendee
Vendee deemed
deemed manufacturer, ete-etc_ _
255
255
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation
Tax on
on---------------------------764
764
to,
authorized
141
to, authorized-------------------141
Luxemburg, appropriation
appropriation for envoy exexLivestock
Livestock Production Experiments, Southtraordinary, etc.,
traordinary,
etc., to
to---------.---530
ern States, appropriation
appropriation for
497
for--_---_
497
Living, Cost of, appropriation
appropriation for inM
vestigation of------------------569
569
Locomotive
Locomotive
Inspection,
appropriation
appropriation
Machinery Belting.
Belting. See Agricultural
Agricultural Adfor --------------------------- 293, 515
515
justment Act, Amendments.
appropriation for_ __ 235, 860 Madden Dam, Alhajuela,
Logan School,
School, D.C., appropriation
Alhajuela, Panama, apLondon,
dispatch
appropriation for dispatch
propriation
propriation for construction
construction across
agency
533
agency-------------------------533
Chagres River, etc.--------- _...
641

INDEX
INDEX.
serv- Page.
Madden, William,
William, appropriation
appropriation for servPage.
ices ----------.-------------..--1025
Magnetic and Seismological
Seismological ObservaMagnetic
tions, appropriation
appropriation for ---------558
acceptance of foreign
foreign
Mahin, Frank W., acceptance
decoration
_--------------_---_ 1267
decoration -.
Mahoning
bridge authorized across
across
Mahoning River, bridge
at
55
at Struthers,
Struthers, Ohio ---------------Mails. See Postal Service.
Maine:
Maine:
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Acadia National Park administration
385
tion------------------administration ---482
National forest administration
Revenue Act of 1932, amendMalt. See Revenue
ments.
Malt Liquors, tax on ----------------- 16, 314
Park:
Cave National
National Park:
Mammoth Cave
Minimum area
area for general developdevelop775
ment ------------------------Schedule of admission fees to be estabSchedule
775
lished
lished-----------------------775
Acceptance of donations -----------Acceptance
Manufacturers'
Excise Tax. See Excise
Manufacturers' Excise
Taxes.
Map
World, International, approof the
the World,
Map of
534
priation
contribution ------priation for contribution762
Marine
on------------Marine Animal Oil, tax on
Marine Band,
appropriation for attendattendBand, appropriation
Marine
ance
at encampment
encampment and convention
convention-_ 1245
ance at
Marine
Department.
Navy Department.
See also
also Navy
Corps. See
Marine Corps.
Commissioned
officers, regulate distriCommissioned officers,
bution, promotion, retirement,
retirement, and
811
discharge of-----------------of
Enlistment
Members of, in
former mnembers
Enlistment of former
155
National Guard,
Guard, permitted.
permitted .. _.National
307
reduction of -_
Flying duty extra pay, reduction
authorizing certain
certain
Foreign decorations, authorizing
officers to accept
accept------------- -- 1267
Officers and enlisted men, length of
Officers
815
815
tours
duty in tropics, restricted_
tours of duty
Retirement pay of disabled officer
Retirement
10
War----serving during World War
serving
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, minimum
age
minimum age
Marine
813
limit for enlistment in
in--------.---.
404
Marine
appropriation for ----Marine Schools, appropriation
Maritime Day. See National Maritime
Maritime
Day.
Day.
Married
Women, citizenship and naturalMarried Women,
natives of Puerto Rico---Rico__ __ 1245
ization of natives
Marshals,
United States Courts, approMarshals, United
541
priation for salaries, fees, etc ---priation
Maryland,
commemorate
Maryland, coinage to commemorate
679
founding of -------------------founding
Massachusetts,
appropriation for marine
Massachusetts, appropriation
404
maintenance
school maintenance--------------Matches,
increase in
fancy
rate on fancy
in tax
tax rate
Matches, increase
768
etc
wooden, etc.--------------------
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McAndrews, James,
James, payment
to, conpage .
McAndrews,
payment to,
con- Page.
tested-election
tested-election expenses ----------- 1023
McCarn, Ruth, payment
1038
McCarn,
payment to
to------------ 1038
McEntee, Girard L., acceptance
McEntee,
acceptance of foreign
decoration
1267
decoration ----------.----------McKeesport, Pa.:
McKeesport,
Bridge authorized acrossacross—
Monongahela
837
Monongahela River at-----------Youghiogheny
837
Youghiogheny River at ----------McLean, Norman T., acceptance
acceptance of forMcLean,
decoration --.-- __---_------_ 1267
eign decoration
McMinnville,
purchase of public
McMinnville, Oreg., purchase
authorized
957
lands by, authorized--------------McNeil
Wash., appropriation
McNeil Island, Wash.,
appropriation for
penitentiary maintenance,
544
544
maintenance, etc ----penitentiary
477
Meat Inspection,
Inspection, appropriation
477
appropriation for ----Mechanical Appliances,
appropriation for
Appliances, appropriation
Mechanical
standardizing
553
standardizing--------------------Mediation, Board of, appropriation
appropriation for
510
for_ 285, 510
Mediation,
Medical Department. See War DepartMedical
ment.
of------Medicinal Liquors, prescribing
23
prescribing of
Medicinal
Medicine and Surgery, Bureau of.
of. See
Medicine
Navy Department.
Navy
Department.
Medicines, poisonous,
transmission in
poisonous, transmission
Medicines,
1063
mails --------------------------Me11, Caroline, payment
to
1022
payment to-----------Mell,
Members of
of Congress.
Congress. See Congress.
Members
Menominee Indians,
Wis.:
Indians, Wis.:
Menominee
Balance
attorney's fees,
fees,
available for attorney's
Balance available
etc
98
etc -------------------------Enrollment of ------------------ 965
Enrollment
Per
capita payment
payment to
112
112
to --------------Per capita
Timber operations
on reservation
reservation of;
of;
operations on
Timber
payments
964
members----------payments to members
Mental
of. See TreasTreasDivision of.
Hygiene, Division
Mental Hygiene,
ury Department,
Public Health
Health Servl)epartmlent, Publlic
ury
ice.
ice.
Merchant
ComFleet Corporation. See ComMerchant Fleet
merce,
Department of; Shipping
merce, Department
Board Bureau.
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
1920:
Act, 1920:
Merchant
Amendments—
AmendmentsWhaling and fishing industries, benefund
construction fund
fits of
of loan construction
596
to
596
extended to-----------------597
Restriction
Restriction on type of vessels ---Terms
loans_ -__
- _ 597
Terms and conditions of loans
Merriam, John C., appointment,
appointment, Board of
Merriam,
Regents,
Smithsonian Institution..
__ 598
Institution--Regents, Smithsonian
Merrimack
authorized
River, bridge authorized
Merrimack
1012
1012
Mass -------across at Lawrence, Mass
Mesa Verde
National Park,
Colo., approPark, Colo.,
Verde National
Mesa
administration, etc ---386
priation for administration,
forMetallurgical
appropriation for..
554
Research, appropriation
Metallurgical Research,
Metlakahtlan
Indians, Alaska,
citizenship
Alaska, citizenship
Metlakahtlan Indiana,
667
to--------------------granted to
conMexican
appropriation for conFruit Fly, appropriation
Mexican Fruit
*tT1
486
trol
486
----- - ------------oa---
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Mexico:
Mexico:
Page.
Appropriation forfor—
Ambassador
530
Ambassador to
to---------_------___
530
International Boundary Commission,
International
United States and------------and
534
534
Plant and fruit
fruit disease control, etc.,
etc.,
cooperation with Bureau of
cooperation
of Entomology and Plant Quarantine
486, 487
tine---------------------- 486,
487
Superintendent, American
Superintendent,
American cemetery
cemetery
at Mexico City -638
------__
638
Deficiency
General
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for General
and Special Claims
Conventions,
Claims Conventions,
1041
U. S. and
and-- -------------1041
Michigan:
Michigan:
Appropriation for national forest adAppropriation
ministration -_____________
482
ministration
--482
Bridge authorized
authorized across
across Saint
Saint Clair
Clair
River at Port Huron --_--_-_-139
139
Mount Pleasant
Pleasant Indian
Indian School,
School, grant
grant
to
353
to--------------------------353
Middle
Conservancy DisMiddle Rio Grande Conservancy
District,
etc.,
trict, appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
of engineers --------------371, 1033
Middletown,
authorized across
Middletown, Pa., bridge
bridge authorized
Susquehanna
River at
1005
Susquehanna River
at ----------- 1005
Migratory Bird Conservation Act,
Act, apappropriation
propriation for enforcement
enforcement -------490
490
Waterfowl. See
See Conservation;
Migratory Waterfowl.
Conservation;
Federal Hunting
Hunting Stamp Act.
Military Academy.
Academy. See also
also War
War DeDepartment.
Alfaro, Eloy and Jaime
Jaime Eduardo,
Eduardo,
admission of
of------------------- 1017
1017
Bachelor
Bachelor of science degree
degree conferred
conferred
upon graduates
graduates of -------------73
73
Librarian,
Librarian, duties of ---------------.
631
Officers
Officers detailed to, no pay or allowance
ance increase------------------increase
631
631
Posheng Yen, admission of --------- 112
112
Militia Bureau, War Department, designation changed to National
National Guard
Bureau
159
Bureau----------------.--------159
Milk Importation Act, appropriation
for
appropriation for
enforcement ---------enforcement
496
_--------496
Mill Four Drainage District,
District, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
may bridge Yaquina
Yaquina River into
into
Nutes Slough
398
Slough- ----------__-----398
Mineral Industries,
appropriation for
Industries, appropriation
for inquiries, etc., economics
economics of
565
of-----_---_
565
Mineral Lands Leasing Act,
Act, amendment, purchase
purchase of well casings, when
when
water suitable for agricultural
agricultural purposes struck-------------------_
struck
977
977
Mineral Mining
Mining Investigations,
Investigations, approappropriation
priation for ------------563
--- --- 563
Mines and
and Minerals, stock-raising
stock-raising homestead entries, reservation
reservation of mineral
rights in patents
patents-----------------119
119

Mines
Mines and Mining:
Mining:
Page.
Page.
Alaska coal lands, suspension
suspension of
of acreage
acreage
Alaska
rentals -----------------------909
laws applicable
Amend mining laws
applicable to
to
Mount Hood National Forest---Forest
773
Mount
773
Annual assessment
assessment work
work on mining
mining
claims held in United
United States and
and
Alaska, suspension
72, 777
suspension------------- 72,
777
Fort Morgan Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Ala., exploitation of minerals
Ala.,
minerals on
on
land comprising, authorized
authorized -----796
796
Mining laws of United
applicaUnited States,
States, application in Alaska
663
Alaska -----------------663
Extended to Death Valley
Valley National
Monument,
Monument, Calif
Calif ------------- 139
139
Mines, Bureau of. See also
Commerce,
also Commerce,
Department of.
Department
Field details, temporary, for service in
District of Columbia -- _--------564
564
Public Health Service
Service details--------564
Scientific investigations
investigations for
for departdepartetc -------------------565
ments, etc
565
565
Supplies, purchase
purchase of
of----- -------_
565
Minidoka Irrigation
Irrigation Project, Idaho,
Idaho, apappropriation for
for ---___------- --_ 380
380
Mining,
Industries, loans to,
Mining, etc.,
etc., Industries,
to, by
by
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation_
1112
1112
Mining Experiment Stations, appropriaappropria564
tion for ------------_---------564
Minn., appropriations
Minneapolis, Minn.,
appropriations availapproaches to loading
loading platable for approaches
platoffice, etc
form of post office,
etc --------- 1044
1044
Minnesota:
Minnesota:
Appropriation for
,
—
Appropriation
forIndians, support,
support/ etc., of
377
Indians,
of---- 872,
372, 375,
375, 377
National
National forest administration
administration -----482
Chippewa Indians
Indians per capita payment
payment
to --.----------------.----668
668
Indians,
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians,
per capita
capita payment
authorized.254
payment to,
to, authorized254
Minnesota River, bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Jordan
572
at Jordan-------------------572
Mint, Bureau of the. See Treasury Department.
Mississippi:
Mississippi:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forIndians, support, etc., of----------of
375
375
National forest
administration ---482
forest administration
482
Bridge authorized across Pearl River in
662
in_
662
Issue of duplicate
duplicate check by Department
Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture in favor of State
treasurer of
of------------------ _
666
666
Ship Island Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, sale
sale
150
of lands within
within----------------150
Mississippi
Mississippi River:
Appropriation for flood-control work__
640
work_- _ 640
Bridge authorized
authorized across, atat—
Baton Rouge, La---------------La
507
507
Hannibal, Mo
Mo- -----------------.
358
358
Lake
Bemidji, Minn
7
Lake Bemidji,
Minn-------..
573
.

.

.--.--------..-

v.

v
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Mississippi
River—Continued.
Mississippi River-Continued.
Page.
Bridge authorized across, at-Contd.
at—Contd.
New Boston, Ill
Ill -__-----------652
Mo., to
Saint Louis, Mo.,
to East
East Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis,
Ill
Ill-------------------------661
Time extended
extended for bridging
bridging at New
Orleans,
Orleans, La ------------------396
"Mississippi",
"Mississippi", U.S.S., appropriation for
alterations, etc -----------------42C
420
Mississippi
payments for levee
Mississippi Valley,
Valley, payments
levee
right-of-way for flood-control
right-of-way
flood-control work
work
in -----------.-----.----------607
607
Mississippi
Refuge,
Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
appropriation
expenses
expenses---------------.--------561
Missouri:
Missouri:
Appropriation for national
Appropriation
national forest
forest adadministration
ministration-------------------482
authorized across Missouri River
Bridge authorized
River
at Washington
Washington-----------------152
Consent of Congress granted
granted to comKansas and, for acpact between Kansas
ceptance of toll bridge across Misceptance
souri River -------------------105
105
May bridge Eleven
Eleven Points River at
at
Alton-----------------------1208
extended for bridging
Time extended
bridging Missouri
Springs
357
River at Weldon Springs--------Missouri River:
Bridge authorized across atat—
Bridge
Atchison, Kans----Kans
991
Atchison,
----------Florence,
981
Florence, Nebr
Nebr------------------981
Washington, Mo
152
Mo-----------------152
Congress granted to KansasConsent of Congress
KansasMissouri compact for acceptance
acceptance of
Missouri
105
toll bridge across
across---------------Time extended
extended for bridging atat—
Brownville, Nebr ---------------947
Brownville,
947
Garrison, N.Dak
946
Garrison,
N.Dak ----------------946
Kansas
Mo
54
Kansas City, Mo----------------54
Omaha, Nebr
Nebr-------------------395
Randolph, Mo
572
Mo-------------------572
Omaha, Nebr-------------South Omaha,
356
Washington, Mo----------------Mo
1015
Washington,
1015
Weldon Springs, Mo -----------Weldon
357
Mixed
Mixed Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, United
United States
States
appropriation.. ___ 278, 1041
and Germany, appropriation.--1041
Model Housing Board. See Puerto Rico.
Molasses, establishment
establishment of quota for,
673
produced in United States ------produced
673
Conference. See International
Monetary Conference.
International
Monetary and Economic
Monetary
Economic Conference.
Monocacy National Military Park, Md.:
Monocacy
Md.:
1108
Establishment; administration
administration of ---1198
1199
Supervision
Supervision-----------------------1199
1200
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ----------- 1200
Monongahela
Monongahela River:
Bridge authorized
authorized across, at—
atBorough of Rankin
Rankin to
to Borough
of
Borough of
Whittaker.
Pa---------------Whittaker,
Pa
838
-.-.- --.- - I--- -.-.-.---------
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Monongahela
Page.
Monongahela River-Continued.
River—Continued.
Page.
Bridge authorized
at—Contd.
authorized across, at-Contd.
California, Pa-----------------..Pa
150
150
Dravosburg to McKeesport,
McKeesport, Pa
Dravosburg
Pa ----837
Pittsburgh, Pa
837
Pa------------------837
Montana:
Montana:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forGlacier National Park administraadministration
386
tion-----------.----------- 386
Indians,
support, etc.,
of.. 370,
Indians, support,
etc., of_
370, 375, 376,
376, 377
National Bison Range, maintenance
National
of
488
of-- ----------------------488
National forest administration-----administration
482
Monterey,
to,
Monterey, Calif.,
Calif., easement
easement granted
granted to,
over military
reservation
1208
military reservation---------1208
Monticello,
appropriation for road
Monticello, Va., appropriation
road
construction,
Jefferson Meconstruction, Thomas Jefferson
Memorial
1032
morial Foundation
Foundation---------------- 1032
Monuments.
Monuments. See National
National Monuments.
Monuments.
Moorhead, Minn.,
Minn., bridge
Moorhead,
bridge authorized
authorized
across Red River at,
across
at, to
to Fargo,
N.Dak ------------------------842
Morehouse
authorized
Morehouse Parish, La., bridge authorized
across Bayou
939
across
Bayou Bartholomew
Bartholomew at
at-----939
Morocco:
Morocco:
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
American
convict prison
prison maintemainteAmerican convict
nance
536
nance----------------------Cape Spartel and Tangier
Tangier Light,
Light, concontribution
534
tribution-------------------for
Morris Plan Banks, application
application of, for
membership in Federal
Federal Reserve Sysmembership
tem
164
tem-----.......
--.--..--------Mortgage Associations.
Associations. See National
Housing Act.
Housing
Act.
Mortgage
Insurance.
See
National
Housing Act.
Mortgage-loan
ReMortgage-loan Companies,
Companies, loans by Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation to,
authorized -------------------141
authorized
Mortgages. See Emergency
Emergency Farm
Farm MortMortgage Act, 1933; Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan
Act, 1933.
Motion-Picture Films, etc.,
etc., acceptance
acceptance
National Archives------------Archives
1123
for National
Motor Vehicle
Vehicle Theft Act. See National
Theft Act.
Motor Vehicle Theft
Mount Hood National Forest:
Lands added to--------------------to
785
Mining laws applicable to, amendmentamendment_
773
Mining
773
Mount McKinley
National Park,
McKinley National
Park, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation
administration, etc..
386
appropriation for administration,
etc386
Cemetery Co.,
D. C., addiMount Olivet Cemetery
Co., D.
tional tract of land set aside for ----835
Mount Pleasant Indian School,
School, grant to
Michigan
Michigan ---------------------353
Mount Rainier National Park,
Park, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for administration,
ete
----------------------------etc
886
-~--------------------------------
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Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Memorial Page.
Commission:
Commission:
Appropriation for---------------for
364
294, 364
Appropriation
Appointment of successors
successors to perform
perform
Appointment
functions
functions ---------- _--------_ 1223
Appropriation authorized
of
for cost
cost of
authorized for
Appropriation
memorial
1224
landscaping------- 1224
memorial and landscaping
Mount Vernon Memorial Highway,
Highway, Va.:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Highway police, pay, etc., of
of------295
Maintenance,
295, 388
__--___--_-Maintenance, etc -M
School, D. C.,
apM Street Junior High School,
C., ap235
propriation for------------------for
235
propriation
Municipal Debt Readjustments.
See
Bankruptcy
1898, AmendBankruptcy Act of 1898,
ments.
Munitions of
of War, prohibition
prohibition on sale of,
to countries
countries engaged in armed
armed conflict in Chaco ------ _---_------__
Muscat, appropriation
appropriation for American
American conMuscat,
convict
prison maintenance
maintenance ----_-_vict prison
Muscle Shoals,
Shoals, Ala. See Tennessee
Muscle
Valley Authority Act of 1933.
Mushrooms, dimensions of standard
standard cliMushrooms,
max baskets for-__-----_-----_
Co., charter
charter
Mutual Fire
Fire Insurance
Insurance Co.,
amendments
----amendments -----------Mutual Mortgage Insurance. See National Housing Act.
Insurance of
of deMutual Savings
Savings Banks,
Banks, Insurance
posits.
See also Federal Reserve
Amendments.
Act, Amendments.
Application
Federal
membership in Federal
Application for membership
Reserve System -------------Reserve
Mycology
Survey, appropriappropriMycology and Disease
Disease Survey,
ation forfor
ation
--....................

811
536
536

930
593

164
480
480

N
Naheola, Ala.,
railroad bridge authorized
authorized
Ala., railroad
Naheola,
across Tombigbee River at ------607
across
Narcotics, Bureau of.
See Treasury
Treasury
Narcotics,
Department.
Department.
Natchez Trace Parkway, appropriation
appropriation
Natchez
authorized to survey-------------_
survey
791
National Advisory
AeroAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics,
nautics, appropriation
appropriation for
for--_------_ 294,
294,
516, 1045, 1046
National
appropriation
National Arboretum, D.
D. C., appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc--------------- 480
National Archives:
Archives:
Office of Archivist
appointArchivist created; appointOffice
ment; compensation;
compensation; employees;
employees;
powers
1122
powers -- -------------------Custody and control
control of Archives
Archives
Custody
1123
Building -----------------Historical Publications ComNational Historical
duties
1123
mission; composition; duties-----National Archives Council; composicomposiduties
1123
tion; duties-------------------

National Archives-Continued.
Archives—Continued.
Motion-picture
etc., projecting
Motion-picture films, etc.,
room------------------------room
Official seal
seal_---------------------Congress
------------Reports to Congress
Appropriations authorized
authorized -------Appropriations
Deficiency
appropriation for ----Deficiency appropriation
Inconsistent acts repealed -.-----Inconsistent
National Archives
creation and
Archives Council, creation
duties of ________---------------National Banking Associations.
also
Associations. See also
Banking
ConservaBanking Act of 1933; Bank Conservation Act.
Preferred stock,
authorized;
stock, issue of, authorized;
Preferred
amount
value
amount and par value----------Issue
more than
Issue of more
than one
one class ------Rights
holders
Rights and
and liabilities
liabilities of holders----Amendment -------------------Priority of
payments ----Priority
of dividend payments
Terms construed
Terms
construed----------------Subscriptions or loans by ReconReconSubscriptions
Finance Corporation_
Corporation-__
struction Finance
Sale
__
Corporation ___
Sale of stock held by Corporation_
Increase of Corporation's
Corporation's outstanding
Increase
authorized
notes, etc., authorized--------open
Sale of preferred
preferred stock, etc., of, in open
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
market by Reconstruction
Corporation
Corporation-------------------also FedBanking System. See also
National Banking
eral
Reserve Act,
Act, Amendments.
Amendments.
eral Reserve
Direct loans by Federal
Federal Reserve banks
to
etc., banks
authorized-_-_
banks authorized__
to State, etc.,
National
redemption of
Notes, redemption
National Bank Notes,
unidentifiable-----------------unidentifiable
National Banks.
Banking Act
Act of
of
Banks. See
See also
also Banking
National

Page.
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1123
1123
1123
1123
1123
1121
1124
1026
1121
1124
1123
1123

5
5
147
55
148
148
55
5, 6
6

66
66
6
6

21
21

20
20
127
127

1933; Bank Conservation
Conservation Act.
Consolidation of associations within a
a
Consolidation
authorized -------------190
State, authorized
Establishment of
190
of branches
branches--------- 189, 190
Establishment
organizing unless reqRestriction on organizing
uisite
185
185
capital-------uisite amount
amount of capital
National Board for Promotion of
of Rifle
Rifle
Practice,
appropriations for-------for
638
Practice, appropriations
638
National Board of Adjustments. See Railway Labor Act.
National Capital Park
Park and Planning ComCommission:
mission:
Appropriation for------------_---for
249,
Appropriation
249, 874
Adjustment of conflicting
conflicting land claims
Adjustment
along Potomac and Anacostia
Anacostia
Rivers and Rock Creek, author_
--------_836
ized ------------National Conference
Conference of Commissioners
Commissioners on
on
Uniform
Laws, appropriation
appropriation
Uniform State Laws,
for support of--------------- _ 228, 852
Cooperative Employment ServNational Cooperative
ice:
ice:
United States Employment
Employment Service
established
113
established-------- _---------_
113
Director;
Director; appointment; salary
salar -----113
113
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National Defense
Amendments— Page.
Act, AmendmentsDefense Act,
National
National Cooperative Employment ServServ- Page.
page.
National
Page.
Continued.
ice—Continued.
ice-Continued.
National Guard of the United States,
Employment
National
Department of
Employment Service, Department
establishment—Continued.
establishment-Continued.
113
113
abolished---------------Labor, abolished
except
Transfer of files, records, etc
113
113
Deemed not in active service except
etc------_
Transfer
when so ordered
ordered ------------156
114
Appointment
directors_---Appointment of assistant directors
Appointment of noncommissioned
noncommissioned
Appointment
Veterans'
employment service, appointappointVeterans' employment
officers, etc.,
etc., National
National Guard,
114
ment of veterans
veterans only ----------114
in -------------------------156
Duties of bureau; maintenance of farm
organization;
114
National Guard units, organization;
placement
service --------------plaoement service
President to prescribe;
prescribe; State apCooperation with States, maintemainteCooperation
proval ---------.-------------- 156
114
effices114
nance public employment offices_
Enlistments, National Guard and NaEnlistments,
"States", "State",
"State", construed-------construed
114
"States",
States_
156
tional Guard of the United States._
156
agencies, establishment
establishment of, before
State agencies,
156
Contract
156
oath---------------Contract and oath
114
accrue
114
benefits accrue-----------------Guard" and
"National Guard"
Definitions, "National
114
Appropriations authorized
authorized ----------114
Appropriations
"National Guard of the United
"National
Apportionment among States; equal
Apportionment
157
States"----------------------States"
114
expenditure
required-expenditure by State required
Oaths
officers;
Oaths of National Guard officers;
115
Certification of apportionments
apportionments -----115
Certification
appointment in National Guard
Guard of
appointment
Director to ascertain measures taken by
157
United StatesStates -------------157
States
115
States------------------------Appointment to same grade and
Appointment
revocation
Reports of State agencies; revocation
branch ------------------158
of certificate
certificate of
noncomplying
of noncomplying
of
Not to vacate State, etc.,
158
etc., office - -State
116
State-------------------------officer
Examination for appointment as officer
Examination
Labor-----Appeals
Secretary of Labor
116
Appeals to Secretary
of
National Guard;
Guard; certificate
certificate of
of National
116
Apportionment of balances
116
balances----------Apportionment
eligibility .--------------------158
116
Termination of authority -----------Termination
Appointment
National Guard of
Appointment in National
Federal Advisory Council; establishFederal
158
United
158
----United States --------116
116
ment ------------------------158
Discharge from ----------Discharge
Selection of members; expenses of,
Elimination, etc.,
etc., officers of National
116
payment
116
payment--------------------159
.-------Guard of United States
159
Council
access to files, etc.,
Council to have access
National
Guard officers,
officers, status of,
National Guard
1 f6i
of
116
of Employment
Emplloyment Service ----.. --__ 159
upon termination
termination of
of service
serviee _
utpon
State
advisory councils
councils to he estabState advisory
reeognition
Discharge
l'ederal recognition
)isclhargo if Federal
lished
117
117
lished -------------- - - - 159
r,-aclhe
Iithilrawn,
itldrain, age limit renelied
Strikes and
to I'e
be
notiesH to
l(ockouts, notices
and locktmts,
Strikes
Inactive
enlistments;
(;inard; rlnlilntziint;
National (iimard;
Itintive National
117
given_
I
17
----l-- -- --------given
transfers
159
-- .
.
transfers ----117
Rules
regulations to be prtscriledprescribed_
nnd regulati)ns
Rules and
Peace
field, etc.,
etc., service
I'eace time service; fihel,
extended to EmFranking privilege extended
pay
159
--------------pay -----117
ployment
Service --------------117
ploynmlent Service
159
National
Guard
159
-.----------Bureau
Guard
National
National
Defense
Act,
Amendments:
National Defense Act, Amendments:
Chief of,
qualifications,
appointment, qualifications,
of, appointment,
Chief
Regular
Regular Army, National Guard of
--------------------etc
159
United States
added to -------153
States added
United
Filling
vacancy ---------.------160
Filling vacancy
General
committees, preparaGeneral Staff committees,
Assignment
officers, etc.,
160
etc., to
Army officers,
Assignment of Army
affecting
tion of policies, etc., affecting
Detail of National Guard officers
officers to_
to..
160
and Rpesrves,_
NTa+innal
National GCuard
Guard and
Reserves
153
Payments
Payment-s from National Guard ap153
Representation
153
on------------Representation on
160
propriations ----------------propriations
154
Chief of Staff, duties and powers__ 153, 154
160
National
armament, etc.,
etc., of
__
of___
Guard, armament,
National Guard,
composition,
Officers'
Reserve Corps, composition,
Officers' Reserve
active
Vnited States,
Stntes. active
('lnrd
of United
1tti-n1nal
National Guard
154
grades,
etc
grades, etc--------------------160
of---------------------service of
Officers,
United
of the United
Guard of
National Guard
Officers, National
etc.,
obligations
160
obligations_etc.,
State,
from
Relief
States,
commissioned
in
Army
155
155
States, commissioned in Army --thereof ordered to active
Officers thereof
Period
peace
active peace
appointment; active
of appointment;
Period of
161
-------------duty -----duty; inactive
155
duty----------inactive duty
duty;
holding
National Guard officers
officers not holding
National
National
etc.,
National Guard of each State, etc.,
161
in
appointments in------------composition
155
composition-------------------161
and
allowances
-------------allowance
and
Pay
National
Guard
of
United
States,
the
National Guard of
161
War
161
peronnel----officer personnel
strength officer
War strength
establishment; reserve
component
reserve component
establishment;
161
-.-----------..
Pensions,
rights
to
161
Pensions,
of
Army;
composition
155
155
of Army; composition-----------
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National
See National Defense
Guard. See
National Guard.
Act,
Amendments.
Act, Amendments.
,

National
Act,
Defense Act,
National Defense

Amendments—
Amendments--

Page.
Page.

Continued.
Continued.
Regular
appointment of officer
Army, appointment
Regular Army,
to higher
higher temporary
temporary grade in time
to
161
of war
war----------------------of
161
Appointments by President------President
Appointments
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps, eligibility of
Officers'
939
citizens
Islands
citizens of Philippine Islands-----Associations. See
National Farm Loan Associations.
National
also
Mortgage Act,
Emergency Farm Mortgage
also Emergency
1933.
available to
Facilities,
to
of, to be available
Facilities, etc., of,
49
Farm
Loan Commissioner
Commissioner ----Farm Loan
National Firearms
Firearms Act:
Act:
National
1236
Definitions
1236
Definitions-----------------------1237
Registration
1237
requirements ----------Registration requirements
1237
Transfer tax;
tax; payment
payment -----------1237
Transfer
1237
----Refunds; firearms
firearms exported---exported
1237
Refunds;
1237
Unlawful
transfers
1237
Unlawful transfers----------------1238
Forms;
preparation and
and distribution
distribution -Forms; preparation
possessing fireRegistration
Registration of person possessing
arm
1238
arm-----------------------1238
Prosecutions; unlawful possession ---.
Prosecutions;
1238
Seizures
forfeitures
1238
forfeitures----------and
Seizures
1239
Identification marks----------------marks
Identification
Records
manufacturers - 1239
importers, manufacturers
Records of importers,
Unlawful acts---------------------acts
1239
Unlawful
1240
Penalty provisions
provisions--------------Penalty
1240
Saving
clause; effective date -------Saving clause;
National Forests.
Forests. See also Agriculture,
National
Department
of, Forest Service.
Department of,
482
Appropriation for
for administration,
etc_
administration, etc.
Appropriation
779
Boise,
to
770
lands added to---------------Boise, lands
....--Coehetops,
658
Cochetopa, lands added to ..-by
Construction,
in, by
etc., in,
maintenance, etc.,
Construction, maintenance,
conservation corps
22
corps ------.-----conservation
Emergency
construction of roads, trails,
Emergency construction
994
etc., sum
authorized for.
for -------094
sum authorized
etc.,
sanctuariesFish and game sanctuaries—
Establishment authorized;
authorized; taking
Establishment
400
thereaftergame
unlawful thereafter_
game in areas unlawful
provisions
401
Penalty provisions---------------401
Administration of act ----------Administration
401
Jurisdiction of States ------------Jurisdiction
590
Fremont, boundary
adjusted
boundary adjusted--------Fremont,
Highways, trails, etc., amount availavailHighways,
204
able ------------------------201
able
649
Idaho,
in
included in----------lands in, included
Idaho, lands
HoodMount Hood—
785
to ----------------Lands added toMining
Mining laws applicable to, amendment
773
ment----------------------128
Ouachita, game
created
128
game refuge created--------Ouachita,
Pike,
657
Pike, lands added to --------------Public lands within watersheds
watersheds of, reservation of unappropriated
unappropriated -------1274
Wasatch, surface
surface rights on mining loWasatch,
808
.
cations within
within -------808
cations
appropriation
National
National Gallery of Art, appropriation
517
296, 517
-for
for-------------------.--

.
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National
National
Guard Bureau. See National
National Guard
Defense Act, Amendments;
War
Amendments; War
Defense
Department.
Department.
National
Guard of
of the United States, esNational Guard

National Detablishment
tablishment of. See National
fense Act,
Amendments.
Act, Amendments.
fense
National
Historical Publications CommisCommisNational Historical
1123
sion,
creation and duties of--------of1123
sion, creation
National
Housing Act:
Act:
National Housing
Creation of
Federal Housing
Housing adminisof Federal
Creation
1246
tration
1246
tration----------------------1246
Insurance of financial
financial institutions ---1246
Insurance
Authority
1246
Administrator------of Administrator
Authority of
1246
Amounts
1246
Amounts----------------------1247
Loans
financial institutions-------institutions
to financial
Loans to
Authority,
1247
amounts, terms ------Authority, amounts,
1247
Allocation
1247
Allocation of funds ---------------Annual
report to
to Congress ----------- 1247
Annual report
Mutual mortgage
mortgage insurance—
insuranceMutual
1247
Definitions
Definitions----------------------Mutual mortgage
mortgage insurance fund;
Mutual
1248
creation
1248
creation-------------------1248
----------Insurance
Insurance of mortgages 1248
Authority;
Authority; application of mort1248
gages; terms
1248
terms-------------gages;
1248
Requirements
1248
Requirements-----------------1248
Premium charge to be fixed ----1248
Premium
1249
Rules to
to be
1249
prescribed ---------be prescribed
Rules
Payment of
insurance
1249
of insurance------------Payment
Entitlement of
of mortgagee
mortgagee upon
Entitlement
conveyance
conveyance of foreclosed prop1249
1249
erty-- --.----.----------Issue of
of debentures;
debentures; interest rate;
Issue
1249
maturity1249
maturity---------------Certificate of
claims; issue of,
of claims;
Certificate
1250
----------------amount 1250
Classification
mortgages and reinClassification of mortgages
1250
surance fund1250
--------------surance
Credit of receipts
receipts to class -----1250
Credit
Establishment of
of general
general reinsurEstablishment
1251
account------------ance account
Termination
insurance accountaccount_ 1251
of insurance
Termination of
Payment of premium
premium charges;
Payment
when
cease
1251
when to cease------------Investment of funds-----------funds
1252
Investment
Low-cost housing insurance
1252
insurance -----Low-cost
Taxation provisions ------------1252
Taxation
Statistical
economic surveys;
surveys;
Statistical and economic
1252
authority
1252
authority to make --------National mortgage
associations—
mortgage associationsNational
purposes
1252
Creation; purposes-------------1253
Powers of association --------Exclusive use of term-----------term
1253
Exclusive
Obligations of; aggregate amount
amount
Obligations
outstanding authorized
authorized_ -,.---- _ 1254
outstanding
Investment
governing
Investment of funds; rules governing
reserves......- 1254
maintenance of reserves
1254
maintenance
properties- 1254
Management
acquired properties
1254
Management of acquired
1
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Housing Act—Continued.
Act-Continued.
National Housing
National
associations-Con.
National mortgage associations—Con.
Examination
liquidation of --Examination and liquidation
Rules and regulations
regulations governing_
__ _
governing-.--.
Taxation
provisions -------------Taxation provisions
Depositaries
moneys
Depositaries of public moneys-----

Page.
Page.

National Industrial
Act—Con.
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act-Con.

Page.

RECOVERY-Continued.
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY—Continued.
INDUSTRIAL
1254
1254
1255
1255
1255
1255
1255

Insurance of savings and loan acInsurance
counts—
countsDefinitions ---------------------1255
1255
Federal Savings and Loan
Loan Insurance
Insurance
Corporation; creation_
creation --------- 1256
Corporation;
Organization
powers -------1256
Organization and powers
provisions;
Investments; taxation
taxation provisions;
1257
annual
1257
report--------------annual report
Exclusive use of term .--------1257
1257
Exclusive
Prohibited acts
1257
Prohibited
acts -------------Insurance
eligibility
of accounts and eligibility
Insurance of
provisions -----------------1257
provisions
Applications; agreements
1258
1258
agreements .-----.
Applications;
Rejection of application
application--------- 1258
Rejection
Fees
1258
1258
Fees.------...
--------.---.--Premiums on insurance
1258
insurance------------ 1258
Premiums
1258
Payment; amount --------.---1258
Additional assessments --------.- 1259
1259
Payment of insurance
insurance ------------1259
Amount; payment on default of
1259
insured institution ----....Liquidation
1259
institutions -_ 1259
Liquidation of insured institutions_
1260
Procedure ....--.--------------1260
1260
Termination
insurance
1260
Termination of insurance---------Miscellaneous provisions
1261
provisions.--.-------.
Miscellaneous
Penalty
provisions- -... -----.-----.. 1265
Penalty provisions
Separability
1265
provisions.-----------Separability provisions
Industrial Labor Boards:
National Industrial
by.---Establishment; investigations
investigations by
1183
Power
election of employees_
employees- 1183
conduct election
to conduct
Power to
Enforcement
1183
Board---of Board
Enforcement of orders of
President
prescribe rules
1183
rules--------President to prescribe
Penalty
duration of powers_
powers- 1183
provisions; duration
Penalty provisions;
National
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act:
National Industrial
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
1055
Effecting
purposes of ------------Effecting purposes
Highways,
construction
1057
emergency construction__
Highways, emergency
Petroleum
Industry, enforcing proPetroleum Industry,
visions regarding
regarding -------------1057
appropriation for purposes
Deficiency appropriation
of
275
---------...... .---------...
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERYRECOVERY—
INDUBTRIAL
Declaration
of policy
policy ---------....
Declaration of
Administrative agencies; establishestablishAdministrative
planning and
ment; industrial planning
research
research----.----------------competition—
of fair competitionCodes of
Approval
application of inApproval upon application
requisite findgroup; requisite
dustrial group;
ings -------------.-------ings
Monopolies
prohibited; persons afafMonopolies prohibited;
fected
be heard
heard---------to be
fected to
Protection of consumer under
under.-- -—
Protection
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195
195

195

196

196
196
196

Codes
competition-Contd.
of fair competition—Contd.
Codes of
Approved code as standard of fair
fair
Approved
competition
competition-----------------Violations
compeunfair compedeemed unfair
Violations deemed
tition;
proceedings to restrainrestrain_
tition; proceedings

196

196
Compulsory codes; establishment
establishment by
Compulsory
President
196
President-------------------Notice
hearing; effect of ---196
Notice and hearing;
Importations affecting
affecting maintenance
maintenance
Importations
of
investigation by Tariff
of code;
code; investigation
Commission
197
Commission-----------------Limitations
prescribed upon
Limitations to be prescribed
affirmative
197
affirmative findings ---------President's decision--decision_ __
197
Finality of President's
Effective period of
_-197
of limitations..
limitations ---Effective
Penalty
provisions, code violations-violations
197
Penalty provisions,
Agreements
licensesAgreements and licenses—
Trade agreements
agreements authorized----authorized
197
Trade
Business license mandatory,
mandatory, upon
Business
finding of necessity
necessity by President
198
dent-------------------Revocation of
violation
for violation
of license for
Revocation
of terms
198
198
of
terms------------------Penalty
engaging in
provision, engaging
Penalty provision,
etc.business without license, etc
198
Termination of authority -------198
Termination
Businesses
Businesses exempt from provisions
198
of title
title------------------Limitations upon application of
Limitations
title—
titleStatements
trade, etc.,
etc., group
Statements of trade,
accrue ----198
benefits to accrue
before benefits
Rules
regulations to be preRules and regulations
scribed
198
scribed---------------------198
Federal
Commission, invesinvesTrade Commission,
Federal Trade
tigations by---------------by
198
tigations
Codes
competition, condicondifair competition,
of fair
Codes of
tions, etc.,
etc., to
contain
198
to contain-------tions,
and
wage and
Employer-employee
Employer-employee
agreements--.. -- 199
of work agreements__
hours of
Limited
prescribed when
Limited code to be prescribed
no agreement
agreement -------------199
no
Terms
construed; "person";
"in"person"; "inTerms construed;
terstate and foreign comcomterstate
merce"; etc---------------etc
199
merce";
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, appliAgricultural
cation of—
ofProvisions
repealed
199
not repealed---------Provisions not
Delegation of functions
functions by PresiDelegation
200
authorized
dent authorized------------regulation—
Oil regulationOperation
of oil-pipe
oil-pipe lines; transOperation of
200
portation
portation rates -.----------Transportation
monopolies, proTransportation monopolies,
200
ceedings against
against -----------ceedings
Prohibition
excessive transportransporProhibition on excessive
tation
cometc., comtation in interstate, etc.,
merce
200
merce------,-----.-----.-
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National
Recovery Act-Con.
Act—Con. Page.
Page.
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, CONSTRUCTION
PUBLIC
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS—
PROJECTSFederal Emergency
Emergency Administration
Administration of
of
Federal
Works; created
created-------200
Public Works;
Powers; appointment
appointment of
of AdminisAdministrator, etc------------etc
200
200
trator,
201
Termination
authority ------Termination of authority
Program
Program of
of public works to be prepared;
projects included--included
201
pared; projects
Construction under
under treaty obligaobligations
tions-----------

201
201

River
improvements;
River and harbor
harbor improvements;
consent and approval
approval required_
required _
Naval vessel construction under
under
London Naval Treaty of 1930_
Army Air Corps
projCorps and housing
housing projects --- ---------------.
_

202
202

Suspension
Suspension of naval
naval and military
construction authorized
construction
authorized-----

202
202

Unemployment
financing of
of
Unemployment relief,
relief, financing
construction
construction projects to effectuate ---------------------Grants to States; limit_
limit Grants
-----Railroad maintenances, financing
Railroad
financing
for
facilities
for improvement
improvement of facilities-_
Library of Congress annex
annex conLibrary
struction, advances
advances for----for
struction,
Travel
Travel expenses of officers, etc., public-works projects -lic-works
------etc
Extension of benefits to States, etc-departments
Grants to State highway departments
authorized; aggregate
aggregate amount_
authorized;
amount_-_
Purpose; apportionment
amount_
Purpose;
apportionment of amountMaintenance
thereafter_ _
Maintenance of
of roads
roads thereafter
Requirements in
contracts involvRequirements
il contracts
ing
grants_ _ing expenditure
expenditure of
of grants-- _
Right-of-way agreements
agreements over
over FedRight-of-way
eral
eral property
property ---------Tolls; collection of; use for construction
struction cost
cost repayment_
repayment ---___
National forests, amount available
for roads,
trails, etc
etc --------for
roads, trails,
Construction
Construction contract
contract provisions;
convict labor -----------convict
Wage scales
scales and
Wage
and work
work hours;
hours; veterans' preferences
preferences -----_
Assignments authorized; approval
required -------_--------Assignment funds; status of ---Subsistence
homesteads, amount
amount
Subsistence homesteads,
purchase of
available, loans for purchase
of-_
Repayments to
to constitute
Repayments
constitute revolvrevolving fund-----------------fund
Rules
regulations to be preRules and
and regulations
scribed --------------------scribed

Issue of securities and sinking fund-fund
Reemployment and relief taxe
Reemployment
taxes"beitzol" construed
Gasoline; "benzol"
construed-----Manufacturers' excise; miscellaneousmiscellaneous..
Manufacturers'

201
201
201
201

202
202
202

202

202
202
202
203
203

203
203
203
204
201
204
204

204
204
205
205
205
205
205
206
206
206
206

National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Act—Con.
Recovery Act-Con.
Reemployment and relief
Reemployment
relief taxes—Con.
taxes-Con.

Page.
Page.

Dividends
Dividends ---------------------Accumulations of surplus
Accumulations
surplus to evade
evade
any internal-revenue
internal-revenue tax -----Domestic corporations
Domestic
corporations------------Foreign corporations
corporations doing business
in United States -----------Nontaxable
Nontaxable corporations
enumerated_
corporations enumeratedReturns of corporations liable for tax_
Returns
"Adjusted declared
declared values"
con"Adjusted
values" construed;
computation of
strued; computation
of-------Net income of corporations-------corporations
ProclamationsProclamationsTotal receipts exceed
exceed expenditures
expenditures
of United States---------States
amendment to
to
Repeal of
of eighteenth
eighteenth amendment
Constitution ---------reductions effective when procTax reductions
lamation made
lamation
made------------Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932, provisions re_
pealed or amended ----------Partnership losses, deductions --Partnership
Consolidated returns
returns of corporations;
Consolidated
corporations;
computation of tax ---------assessments prior to SepInterest assessments
tember 15, 1933--------1933
Returns, time
time for
for making
making hereunder
under ----------------Returns as public records
records-------Revenue Act of 1926, amendment,
Revenue
amendment, tax
on admissions and dues---------dues
Appropriation
of_
allocation ofauthorized; allocation
Appropriation authorized;
Agricultural Adjustment
amendAgricultural
Adjustment Act, amendment—
mentCotton sales; disposition
disposition of supply
by March 1, 1936, required --Option contracts
contracts--------------Emergency Relief and Construction
Emergency
Act, amendmentsamendments—
Approval of application for loans by
Approval
by
Reconstruction Finance CorpoCorpoReconstruction
ration __---___-_-___--___--_
Administrator of Public Works to
to
Corporation's
have access to Corporation's
files, etc ------- _--_--_
Issue of funds to borrower
borrower on prior
approved contract
approved
contract ------_--_
Decrease
Decrease in amount of outstanding
outstanding
indebtedness
indebtedness of Corporation
Corporation--Separability of provisions; short title
Separability
title-_
Amendments—
AmendmentsCapital stock and excess-profits
excess-profits taxes,
application of
application
of---- ----------.
Construction projects, additional
additional
loans for completion -_ _-___Policy of, to effectuate.
effectuate. See National
Industrial Labor Boards.
Industrial
Reconstruction Fin
Finan
ance
ce Corporation
purposes of----------of1055
funds for purposes

206
207
207
207
207

207
207
207
207
208
208
208
208
209
209

209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
210
210

210
210
210
210

210

210
210
210
210
210
210
211
211

771
771
1110
1110

1055
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also Interior Page.
National
page .
Service. See also
National Park Service.
National Institute of
Page.
of Health:
National
Department.
Department.
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forDesignation as, in lieu of "Office
"Office of
Designation
completion of
438
of-----------Building, completion
National Parks,
Buildings, and
and
Parks, Buildings,
National
Maintenance
434
Maintenance--------------- ----389
-----.
Reservations"
Reservations"..---..---National Labor Board: See also National
National
Act:
Industrial
Labor Board.
National
Prohibition
Prohibition
Inldustrial Labor
National
working conditions
conditions of
routes, working
Amendments—
AmendmentsAir-mail routes,
937
Medicinal liquors prescription; quanpersonnel of, to be fixed by ------Medicinal
personnel
tity; refilling
refilling prohibited .-----23
National Library
appropriatity;
for the Blind, appropriaLibrary for
National
Fraudulent inducement to obtain
obtain
tion
for
247, 872
tion for----------------------prohibited _ -------------23
prohibited-National
Day:
National Maritime Day:
May 22
year designated
designated as
as.. --___
73
Disclosures by physician of nature
each year
22 of each
May
24
of
ailments----------------of ailments
Annual
issue
73
proclamation to issue-------Annual proclamation
Prescription stamps; printing and
Prescription
Monuments:
National Monuments:
distribution;
affixing to preAppropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc_
etc- 387, 388
distribution; affixing
Appropriation
24
scription
24
scription-----------------Approach roads, sum authorized
authorized for
Approach
Filling prescription
prescription without, pro995
Filling
construction ------------------construction
hibited
24
hibited-------------------Death
Valley, Calif., Federal mining
Death Valley,
Penalty
provision for unlawful use
laws extended
extended to
139
Penalty provision
to---------------laws
of
24
of------------------------Emergency
construction of roads, trails,
Emergency construction
Prescription
and
Prescription for spiritous and
for--------etc.,
994
sum authorized for
etc., sum
vinous
24
liquors only ---------vinous liquors
Ocmulgee,
Ga., establishment
establishment authorOcmulgee, Ga.,
Rules and
regulations to be preand regulations
ized
958
Rules
ized------------------------24
982
scribed
24
scribed------------------Pioneer,
establishment ------------.
Pioneer, establishment
Persons convicted
convicted under, barred from
National Mortgage
Mortgage Associations.
Associations. See
See
National
Persons
beverages in
National Housing
selling, etc., alcoholic beverages
Housing Act.
National
National
Motor
Vehicle
Act,
provi----------District
333
Columbia
Theft
of
Vehicle
District
Motor
National
Provisions
not applicable
or
sions
of, extended
extended to
to other
other stolen
applicable to malt or
of, not
Provisions of,
sions of,
alcohol
vinous liquors
liquors containing
containing 3.2 alcohol
property
.'4 794 I
vinous
property----------------------17
content
17
content-----------------------appropriation
National Museum,
D.C., appropriation
Museum, D.C.,
National
for
Repeal
of, in
in force in Virgin Island and
and
Repeal of,
for---------------------------- 296, 517
361
Rico-------------------Puerto Rico
National
National Parks:
467
Hawaii
Hawaii ------------------------Appropriation
etc_ 385, 388
maintenance, etcfor maintenance,
ADDropriation for
143166
16
71
1116
Panama Canal Zone--------------Zone
Panama
Approach roads, sum authorized
authorized for
Approach
Repeal
of, insofar
995
insofar as effects sale, etc., of
Repeal of,
construction
995
construction------------------liquor in District
Columbia....
319
District of Columbia---liquor
exchange auCarlsbad Caverns,
Caverns, lands exchange
Carlsbad
SeSee
National
Exchanges.
Exchanges.
664
Security
National
thorized
thorized----------------------Exchange Act of 1934.
curities Exchange
Chickamauga
Chattanooga, acand Chattanooga,
Chickamauga and
National
Society, Sons
Sons of
of the American
American
National Society,
ceptance of
of lands
lands for
for additions
additions to,
to,
ceptance
Revolution,
tax
exemption,
certain
certain
exemption,
tax
666
Revolution,
authorized
authorized--------------------972
property of,
District
of Columbia_
Columbia--__
District
of,
property
Construction,
maintenance,
etc.,
in,
by
etc.,
maintenance,
Construction,
DaughNational
Society,
United
DaughStates
22
United
National Society,
conservation
corps ------------conservation corps
ters
of 1812,
certain
exemption, certain
tax exemption,
1812, tax
ters of
Emergency construction
construction of roads, trails,
Emergency
Columbia--property
District of Columbia_
__ 836
836
of, District
property of,
994
etc., sum
authorized for
994
for--------sum authorized
etc.,
National
Stolen
Act:
Act:
816
Property
Stolen
National
authorized- _
Everglades,
establishment authorized..
Everglades, establishment
Definitions; "interstate
"interstate or foreign comDefinitions;
Great Smoky Mountain, minimum area
area
Great
merce",
"money "_ _
794
"securities", "money"-merce", "securities",
for,
established
964
for, established----------------stolen
Punishment
for
transportation
of
transportation
for
Punishment
775
area-----Mammoth Cave; minimum
minimum area
Mammoth
property --------------------794
property
General development
schedule of
development of; schedule
General
Receiving
stolen
property;
pledging
or
pledging
property;
stolen
Receiving
775
admission fees
775
establishedfees to be established_
admission
accepting
795
loan -------------for loan
accepting for
775
Acceptance
of donations
donations ---------775
Acceptance of
795
Prosecution
of
violations
violations------------of
Prosecution
Monocacy National
Military Park,
National Military
Monocacy
approD.C.,
National
Training
Schools,
D.C.,
Schools,
Training
National
Md.,
establishment,
administration,
administration,
Md, establishment,
priation
for---------- 244, 545, 869, 1028
priation for
etc
1198
etc---------------------------D.C., appropriPark, D.C.,
National
Zoological
Zoological
National
791
Natchez
Trace Parkway,
survey of---of.. ___
Parkway, survey
Natchez Trace
ation for
250, 875
875
for--------------------ation
National
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and ReservaReservaNational Parks,
Naturalization.
See
Citizenship
and
Citizenship
See
Naturalization.
tions,
Office
of.
National
Park
National
See
tions, Office of.
Naturalization.
Naturalization.
Service.
Service.
86637°-34---87
86637-34--87
,,
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Navajo Indians:
Indians:
Navajo
Page.
Page.
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forGallup-Shiprock Highway
Gallup-Shiprock
Highway maintemaintenance
within reservation
reservation -----.
378
nance within
378
Land,
purchase of
Land, purchase
of ..--------.. 367,
1033
367, 1033
Water-supply development
development .--- _--369
Water-supply
369
Reservation
960
Reservation boundaries
boundaries defined
defined ----960
Naval
See also
Navy DepartNaval Academy.
Academy. See
also Navy
Department.
ment.
Bachelor
Science degree
conferred
Bachelor of
of Science
degree conferred
upon graduates
graduates of
73
upon
of------------73
appointment of
Civilian instructors,
instructors, appointment
of
additional --..--------------additionaL..
417
417
Graduates
Graduates of,
814
of, appointment
appointment as
as ensigns_
ensigns814
Professor of physics authorized;
authorized; rank,
pay, and
pay,
806
and allowances
allowances----------806
Restriction on
on admissions
Restriction
to, after
after
admissions to,
January
1934
413
January 30,
30, 1934--......---.413
Sea
service requirement
Sea service
requirement for
for appointees
appointees
from enlisted
enlisted men
413
men ---------413
Surplus graduates
graduates without
without appointappointments to receive
certificate and
receive certificate
and
discharge
only ------------307
discharge only
307
Not
to receive
one year's
pay
123
Not to
receive one
year's sea
sea pay--123
Swordsmanship, instruction
instruction in...---in
417
Swordsmanship,
417
Naval
Aircraft, construction
Naval Aircraft,
construction of,
of, to
to treaty
treaty
limits.
Naval Vessels.
limits. See Naval
Vessels.
Naval Home, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., approappropriation
408
priation for
for------------------...................
408
Naval
Naval Observatory. See
Navy DepartSee Navy
Department.
ment.
appropriation
Naval Petroleum Reserves, appropriation
etc---- --------for operation, etc
405
405
Naval
Reserve. See
See also
DepartNaval Reserve.
also Navy
Navy Department.
ment.
Minimum
Minimum age
age limit
for enlistment
enlistment in...
813
limit for
in__
813
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps.
Corps.
See Navy Department.
Department.
Naval Stores Act,
for enAct, appropriation
appropriation for
enforcement -----.- _
496
..------__-_
496
Naval Stores Investigations,
Investigations, appropriation for ------------.485
.485
Naval
Naval Training
Training Stations, appropriation
appropriation for
for
maintenance,
etc ---------------- 405
maintenance, etc
405
Naval Vessels:
Vessels:
Construction of,
of, to treaty
Construction
limits, autreaty limits,
authorized--------..-thorized
503
_----- _-503
Replacement of
Replacement
and experiof average
average and
experimental tonnages
tonnages ---------.--.503
503
Vessels, aircraft
aircraft and parts; construction of --------504
_-----.....--.
504
Utilization
Government facilities-Utilization of Government
facilities.._
504
504
Annual estimates for
for construction
construction to
be
to be
submitted ----------------....
805
505
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ---505
__----505
Agreement with contractor for construction;
requirements -struction; requirements
505
_----__
505
Reports
Reports to be submitted; form and
and
contents-------------------.
contents
505
505

Naval
Vessels—Continued.
Naval Vessels-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Suspension of construction,
Suspension
construction, when
when ininternational agreement
ternational
agreement limiting
limiting
naval armament
naval
armament---------------505
505
Naval War
College, appropriation
for
Naval
War College,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
maintenance,
expenses
405
etc., expenses-------405
Navigation, master's
relating to
Navigation,
master's duties
duties relating
to enentrance
and clearance
of vessels
trance and
clearance of
vessels may
may
be
by licensed
licensed officers
officers_- _
be performed
performed by
-__ 663
663
Navigation
and Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection,
Navigation and
Inspection,
Bureau
Commerce, DepartBureau of.
of. See
See Commerce,
Department of.
Navigation,
Bureau of.
See Navy
Navigation, Bureau
of. See
Navy DeDepartment.
partment.
Navigation Rules:
Rules:
Navigation
Steam
Steam vessels—
vesselsDefinition;
__ _ 125
Definition; motor
motor boats
boats excluded_
excluded--L125
Boilers,
inspection of
125
Boilers, inspection
of ------------125
Construction
material tests;
tests; stampConstruction material
stamping
126
ing-------------------126
Punishment for
Punishment
for improper
improper construcconstruction
126
tion--------------------126
Boiler plates,
Boiler
plates, inspection;
inspection; stampstamp126,
127
ing -------------126,127
Punishment
counterfeiting
Punishment for
for counterfeiting
stamps, etc
stamps,
etc ---------------- 12?
127
Maximum
Maximum working
working steam-pressure
127
steam-pressure
127
Shell plates,
allowable thickness
of
127
plates, allowable
thickness of
127
Navy:
Navy:
Enlistment
of former
former members
of, in
in
Enlistment of
members of,
National Guard,
Guard, permitted
155
permitted------155
Flying duty extra pay, reduction
reduction of
of --307
307
Foreign
decorations, authorizing
authorizing cerForeign decorations,
cerofficers to accept-----------tain officers
accept
1267
1267
Lieutenant commander
Lieutenant
commander and lieutenant
lieutenant
grades, promotion
grades,
promotion by
by selection
selection in
in
the line
the
814
line---------------------814
Officers and enlisted men,
men, length
length of
of
tours
duty in
in tropics
815
tours of
of duty
tropics restricted.._
restricted 815
Retirement
Retirement pay
disabled officers
officers
pay of
of disabled
serving during
serving
during World
World War
War ------10
10
Vessels, construction
to treaty
limits.
Vessels,
construction of,
of, to
treaty limits.
See
Vessels.
See Naval
Naval Vessels.
Navy and
and Marine
Marine Memorial
Memorial Monument,
Monument,
appropriation
appropriation for erection
erection --------- 1243
1243
Navy Department:
Navy
Department:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forAeronautics, Bureau
Aeronautics,
Bureau of---of
416,
---416, 423
423
Compensation
Compensation board, salaries ------422
422
Construction and Repair,
Bureau
Repair, Bureau
of ------------------------ 409,
409, 423
423
Contingent
Contingent expenses
expenses--------------423
423
Emergency, etc., expenses
Emergency,
404
expenses ---------404
Engineering, Bureau
Engineering,
of --------- 408,423
Bureau of
408, 423
Fleet
Naval Reserve
Fleet Naval
Reserve-------------- 411
411
General
salaries ----------422
General Board,
Board, salaries
422
Hydrographic Office,
Hydrographic
Office, contingent,
contingent, etc.,
etc.,
offices------ 423,424
expenses, branch offices
423, 424
Inspection and
Inspection
Board of,
and Survey,
Survey, Board
of,
salaries ----- --------------salaries
423
423

INDEX.
Navy
Page.
Navy Department—Continued.
Department-Continued.
Page.
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
Appropriation
Judge Advocate General, Office of,
salaries
423
salaries---------------------Lepers, care of, Guam; transfer to
to
Culion,
P.I ------------------ 404
Culion, P.I
Marine Corps; pay, etc., and expenses
Marine
418
418
of ----------------------Reserve,
419
419
pay and allowances ----Reserve, pay
schools, State, maintenance,
maintenance,
Marine schools,
404
expenses
404
etc., expenses----------------Medicine and Surgery, Bureau of _-_ 415, 423
Naval Academy;
maintenance, pay,
pay,
Academy; maintenance,
Naval
417
etc., expenses---------------expenses
417
etc.,
415
surgical, etc.,
etc., equipment_
equipmentSupplies, surgical,
Communications, Office of
Naval Communications,
423
salaries----------Director of, salaries
Naval examining
examining and retiring boards,
422
salaries -------------------Naval
Intelligence, Office of, salaNaval Intelligence,
423
ries
ries------------------------423
Naval Observatory
Observatory-------------Contingent,
etc., expenses ------424
Contingent, etc.,
Naval
Operations, Office of Chief of,
Naval Operations,
423
salaries --------------------Naval Records and Library, Office of,
422
salaries
salaries-------- ------------Historical and naval documents,
documents,
Historical
414
---printing of...--...
of
414
printing
Naval Reserve Officers' Training
406
Corps
Corps---------------------Naval
vessels, alterations, etc., of
Naval vessels,
Mississippi, and
New Mexico,
Mlexico, Mississippi,
420
Idaho
420
Idaho...--.----------------Bureau of ---------405, 423
Navigation, Bureau
406
Contingent expenses
406
expenses-----------Contingent
406
recreation for -----Enlisted men, recreation
406
Enlisted
Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa.,
Naval
408
maintenance,
etc., expenses
408
expenses-maintenance, etc.,
Naval Reserve
Militia--_ 407
Reserve and Naval Militia_
Naval
Naval War College, maintenance,
maintenance,
Naval
405
etc., expenses
expenses --------------407
surveys
Ocean and lake surveys---------405
maintenance, etc
Training stations, maintenance,
increase of the ------------421
Navy, increase
410, 423
Ordnance, Bureau of ----------Ordnance,
405
Petroleum reserves, operation, etc., of_
Petroleum
424
Printing and binding ------------424
Printing
Research laboratory -------------404
Research
422
Salaries
422
Salaries------------------------403, 422
Secretary, Office of-------------of
Secretary,
Expenses, miscellaneous
403
miscellaneous--------Expenses,
Bureau of_ 410, 423
and Accounts, Bureau
Supplies and
Contingent
expenses
416
Contingent expenses------------414
414
transportation, etc., of ----Fuel, transportation,
to
evacuation of, to
High explosives, evacuation
Hawthorne, Nev ----------414
414
Hawthorne,
413,416
Maintenance
413, 416
Maintenance --------------Pay,
transportasubsistence and transportaPay, subsistence
410
tion
tion-------------------- -
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Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Appropriation
Yards and Docks, Bureau of
of----- 416, 423
Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for—
forDeficiency
Audited
claims
103,
Audited claims------------------104, 282, 1049, 1053, 1054, 1055
1045
Damage claims------------------claims
1045
Judgments
100, 101, 280, 1046
Judgments----------1037
Navigation,
of
Bureau of------------Navigation, Bureau
Secretary's
Office
1037
Secretary's Office----------------Collision damage
damage claims --------1037
1037
Naval station, Guam,
Guam, care of leperslepers_ 1037
Naval
Supplies
Accounts, Bureau
Bureau ofof_ 1038
Supplies and Accounts,
___ 1038
1038
payment to --Gordon, Elmo K., payment
1038
McCarn, Ruth, payment
payment to -----1038
McCarn,
subsistence and transportaPay, subsistence
1037
tion ---------------------1037
tion
Richardson, Anne
to.. 1038
1038
E., payment
payment toAnne E.,
Richardson,
Active duty pay and allowances
allowances not
Active
available to officers
officers in
in excess
excess of
available
411
four on the retired list
411
list----------four
Aerial flights
flights by non-flying
non-flying officers---officers_ _ _ 411
411
Aerial
Aerial photographs,
furnished by Inphotographs, furnished
Aerial
384
terior Department-------------Department
use
Appropriations,
departmental
departmental
Appropriations,
422
limited ----------------------422
limited
Automobiles, transportation
transportation of priAutomobiles,
413
vately owned-----------------owned
413
Disbursing
officers may use certain
certain
Disbursing officers
receipts
current expenditures-expenditures_ _ 414
414
receipts for current
Emergency
Emergency construction,
construction, reappropriareappropria421
tion
for-----------------------tion for
Foreign fuel oil, restriction on use, etc.,
Foreign
414
of
414
of---------------------------Foreign products, etc., purchase of, forForeign
421
bidden----------------------bidden
Gage standardization,
cooperation with
standardization, cooperation
Gage
554
Bureau
Bureau of Standards
Standards -------- --554
Increase of the Navy, sums available
Increase
421
for technical
technical services,
services, etc-------etc
Medical
care of patients of
Medical detail for care
Veterans' Administration
Administration in naval
Veterans'
413
hospitals
413
hospitals----------------------Naval Academy.
Academy. See
Naval Academy.
Academy.
See Naval
Naval
Officers and enlisted men of Navy, MaOfficers
rine Corps, length
length of tour
tour of duty
duty in
815
tropics restricted---------------restricted
tropics
Officers, excess
excess warrant
warrant and staff
staff corps,
Officers,
to be
be retained
retained in
Navy---------410
in Navy
to
Superintendent
naval records
records to be
Superintendent of naval
member of
Historical
National Historical
of National
member
1123
Publications
Commission ------Publications Commission
exemptions
425
Vehicle restrictions, exemptions------Administration beneficiaries,
Veterans'
beneficiaries,
Veterans' Administration
transfer of
of funds
funds for---------for
519
301, 519
transfer
Nebraska:
Appropriation forfor—
375,376
Indians, support, etc.,
etc., of-------of
375,376
482
--administration
National forest adminiatration
I
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Page.
Page.
York-Continued.
New York—Continued.
Pa
age. New
Nebraska—Continued.
Page.
Nebraska-Continued.
Plattsburg
Barracks Military
ReservaMilitary ReservaPlattsburg Barracks
Genoa Indian
School, conveyance
conveyance of, to
to
Indian School,
Genoa
399
tion,
sale of
of part
of authorized.
authorized_--.
—
399
part of
tion, sale
786
State
State ------------------------New York
York Development
Development Association, Inc.,
New
Nernst°logy,
appropriation for investigaNematology, appropriation
time
extended for bridging
bridging St. Lawtime extended
480
tions
tions--------------------------360
rence
River
--.----------------River
rence
exNetherlands,
appropriation
envoy
exfor
appropriation
Netherlands,
New York,
N.Y.:
York, N.Y.:
traordinary, etc.,
530 New
to--------------etc., to
traordinary,
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Net Income.
Income. See
See Income Tax.
Net
533
Dispatch
agency
Dispatch agency----------------Nevada:
Nevada:
Harbor
deposits,
etc.,
prevention
of_
_
639
639
ofprevention
etc.,
deposits,
Harbor
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Hydrographic office
expenses ------- 424
office expenses
Hydrographic
Indians,
371, 375
369, 371,
of-etc., of
support, etc.,
Indians, support,
101
----Judgment,
payment of, to---to
482
Judgment, payment
National forest
forest administration-----administration
National
404
------Marine
school,
maintenance
404
maintenance
school,
Marine
New
Boston,
ilL,
bridge
authorized
across
authorized
bridge
Il.,
New Boston,
437
Mint
652
Mint----------------------Mississippi River
at-----------River at
Mississippi
448
439,
Pneumatic
tube
service
--------service
tube
Pneumatic
naNew
Hampshire,
appropriation
for
New Hampshire, appropriation
Federal Office
Office Building,
Building, limit
limit of cost inFederal
tional
forest administration------administration
482
tional forest
1043
creased
creased-------------------New Haven,
Haven, Conn., term of district court
New
Nez
Perce
Indians,
expenses
attorneys
of
expenses
148
Indians,
Perce
Nez
to
be
held
at
-----------------to be held at
1216
in
suits of
of-----------------------in suits
New
bridge authorized across DelJersey, bridge
New Jersey,
maintain
Niagara
River
Authority,
maintain
to
Authority,
River
Niagara
aware
River
356
aware River ------------------bridge
at Buffalo,
Buffalo, N.Y.,
N.Y., to Fort Erie,
bridge at
New-Kanawha
Power Co., waiver of secNew-Kanawha Power
662
Canada
Canada-------------------------tions 109
109 and
and 113
of Criminal Code,
113 of
tions
Nicaragua, appropriation
envoy extraappropriation for envoy
804 Nicaragua,
againstcounsel
proceedings against..
counsel in certain proceedings
530
--------------ordinary, etc.,
to
530
etc., to-ordinary,
New
New Mexico:
Mexico:
ValNitrates,
etc.,
production,
Tennessee
ValTennessee
production,
etc.,
Nitrates,
forAppropriation
for—
Appropriation
61
Authority Act
Act---------------ley Authority
Carlsbad Caverns National Park
Carlsbad
authorized
No
Name
Key,
authorized
bridges
Fla.,
Key,
Name
No
385
administration
administration-------------138
from
Lower Matecumbe
Key to ----Matecumbe Key
from Lower
369, 371, 375
Indians, support,
support, etc., of --Indians,
1
Nonintoxicating Liquor, repeal
repeal of section
section 1
482 Nonintoxicating
National
administration ----forest administration
National forest
(a),
of Mar.
22, 1933,
1933, imposing
imposing
Mar. 22,
Act of
compensa(a), Act
Deficiency
appropriation for compensaDeficiency appropriation
314
---------tax
certain
314
tax on certain---------non-Indian claimants,
claimants,
tion to non-Indian
expreliminary
Nooksack
River,
Wash.,
preliminary
Wash.,
River,
277
Nooksack
Pueblo
lands
lands-----------Indian
Pueblo
951
amination authorized
authorized -----------amination
Issue
of patents for certain public lands
Issue of
Va.:
Norfolk,
Norfolk,
Va.:
975
in
in__-------------------------Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forPueblo
Indians, lands segrede Taos Indians,
Pueblo de
424
Hydrographic
expenses
424
office expenses------109
Hydrographic office
gated for benefit of------------405
_-----------station
Naval
training
station
405
training
Naval
Natural
resources,
not
needed,
availnot
resources,
Natural
Hampton
Roads Naval
Naval Base, acquisiacquisiHampton Roads
able
use
109
commercial use-------for commercial
able for
957
lands for addition to -----of lands
tion of
"
New Mexico
Mexico ",
appropriation
", U.S.S., appropriation
"New
Alton, appropriation
appropriation for care, etc.,
420 North
North Alton,
etc-------------for alterations, etc
Confederate
burial plats ----------639
Confederate burial
New Orleans, La.:
New
Oreg.:
North
Bend,
Oreg.:
Bend,
North
forAppropriation
for—
Appropriation
137
Bridge
authorized across
across Coos Bay at_at
137
533
533
Bridge authorized
agency----------------Dispatch agency
Dispatch
804
-----bridging
Time
extended
for
bridging
424
extended
Time
Hydrographic
office
expenses
expenses------HIydrographic office
437 North Carolina:
437
Mint ------------------------Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Acquisition of site
lighthouse depot
depot
site for lighthouse
Acquisition
Mountains National
Great
657
Smoky Mountains
Great Smoky
657
at---------------------------at
Park administration, Tennessee
Tennessee
Park
Time
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
extended for bridging
Time extended
and
386
-----------------396
39(
and---at---------------------River at
of-------- 375, 377
Indians,
Indians, support, etc., of
Oreg.:
Newport,
Newport, Oreg.:
482
National forest administration-----administration
National
Yaquina Bay
Bridge
authorized across Yaquina
Bridge authorized
Olmstead
13( 6
136
Olmstead lands, adjustment
adjustment of claims
claims
at -------------------------959
authorized-----------------804
8044
to, authorized
Time extended
extended for bridging ------Time
appropriation for support,
North
support,
North Dakota, appropriation
Newport,
WI., appropriation
appropriation for maintemainteNewport, R.I.,
etc., of
Indians __--------------375, 376
405
405
of Indians
etc.,
nance naval training
training stationstation -----nance
appropriation
Penitentiary,
Northeastern
Penitentiary,
appropriation
Northeastern
appropriation
Newport,
Wash.,
appropriation
for
caring
Newport,
544
48'
482
2 for maintenance,
maintenance, etc-------------etc
for
graves of fire fighters at ------for graves
Arapahoes,
and
Cheyennes
Cheyennes
Arapahoes,
Northern
New
New York:
appropriation for fulfilling
Mont., appropriation
fulfilling
Mont.,
Bridge authorized across St. Lawrence
Lawrence
376
1411
141
obligations----------treaty obligations
Ogdensburg-----------River at Ogdensburg

INDEX.

Northern Pacific
Pacific Railway Co., compensacompensamaster in
United
tion of special master
in case of
of United
States against -----------------States
North Platte Irrigation
Irrigation Project, Nebr.Nebr.Wyo.:
Wyo.:
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for -----------------Use ef power revenues for Northport
Northport
district ---------- __-___-----Northwest
River,
bridge
Northwest
River,
bridge authorized
authorized
Norfolk County, Va
across, in Norfolk
Va-----Norwalk,
Norwalk, Conn., term of district
district court to
be held at ---- _- ------- _-----Norway, appropriation
appropriation for envoy
envoy extraNorway,
ordinary, etc.,
etc., to --------------ordinary,
Nozubee
Noxubee River, declared
declared nonnavigable
stream __-_____-_____-- ___---__stream

Page.
Page.

1037
381
1034
1034

96
148
148
530
356

00
Ocean and
and Lake Surveys,
Surveys, appropriation
appropriation
for
for.------..-------------------Office
Office of Archivist. See National Archives.
chives.
Office
Interior DepartDepartOffice of Education. See Interior
Vocational Education.
Education.
ment; Vocational
Office of
of National Parks,
Parks, Buildings,
Buildings, and
Office
Reservations.
See National
National Park
Reservations.
Service.
"Officer" construed
construed in act to maintain
"Officer"
credit of Government ---------Officers' Reserve
Army. See NaOfficers'
Reserve Corps, Army.
tional
Defense Act, Amendments.
Amendments.
tional Defense
Official Gazette, Patent Office;
Office; approOfficial
-----priation for printing, etc.,
etc., of
Ogdensburg, N.Y.:
N.Y.:
Ogdensburg,
Bridge
Saint Lawacross Saint
Bridge authorized across
rence River at ----------------.
rence
extended for bridging
-----Time extended
bridging
Ogeechee
River, Ga.,
Ga., preliminary
expreliminary exOgeechee River,
amination authorized
authorized ------------Ohio,
may bridge
Mahoning River
River at
at
bridge Mahoning
Ohio, may
Struthers
Struthers----------------------Ohio River:
River:
Bridge
at—
across atauthorized across
Bridge authorized
Cairo, Ill
I11--------------------Rockport, Ind-----------------Ind
Rockport,
Shawneetown, Ill
Shawneetown,
ll---------------Sistersville, W.Va -------------Wheeling, W.Va
W.Va--------------extended for bridging at OwensOwensTime extended
boro, Ky---------------------Ky
boro,
Oil:
Oil:
Processing
tax on
coconut, sesame,
palm,
Processing tax
on coconut,
sesame, palm,
sunflower oils, etc
etc--palm kernel, sunflower
Regulation of
lines, transportatransportaof pipe
pipe lines,
Regulation
tion rates,
National Industrial
ReIndustrial Rerates, National
tion
covery
Act ------...
---.. ----covery Act
transportation, interinterProhibition on transportation,
state,
etc., commerce-------commerce
state, etc.,
Transportation
monopolies, proceedTransportation monopolies,
ings
ings against
against ----------------

407

12
12

562

141
927
666
55
55

577
577
1016
1016
839
839
1013
1013
774
774
118
118

763

200
200
200

Lxxxix
lxxxix

Oil—Continued.
Oil-Continued.
Page.
Tax onon—
Lubricating-------------------764
Lubricating
764
Whale, fish, marine animal
animal oils---oils
Whale,
762
Investigations, appropriaappropriaOil and Gas Investigations,
tion for-for
-----------------_563
Conservation Board, Federal,
Federal, approapproOil Conservation
priation
for
priation for--------------- 290
Oklahoma:
Oklahoma:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for---Indians, support, etc.,
367,
etc., of --------367,
372, 374, 375, 376
372,374,375,
376
National forest administration----administration
National
482
National Park
Park administrationadministration_
Platt National
387
Choctaw
claim allowed
allowed for
for
Choctaw County, claim
tuition of Indian
Indian pupils--------105
tuition
105
Indian Territory, repeal of acts reguregulating intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors in ---396
lating
396
Safe
legalized--------311
Sale of 3.2 beer in, legalized
Seminole
payments to------to
146
Seminole Indians,
Indians, payments
146
Oklahoma Historical Society,
Society, records
records of
of
Civilized Tribes, deposit
deposit withwith_
501
Five Civilized
Old Indian Trail. See Natchez
Natchez Trace
Trace
Parkway
Parkway ----------------------791
Old Ocmulgee
Ocmulgee Fields.
Fields.
See National
Monuments.
Monuments.
Olmstead
claims
Olmstead Lands, adjustment of claims
authorized
959
959
to, authorized-------------------Omaha, Nebr.,
Nebr., time extended
extended for bridging Missouri River
River at -----------395
395
Open Market Committee.
Banking
Committee. See Banking
Open
Act of 1933.
Optical,
Glass, appropriation
appropriation for inetc., Glass,
inOptical, etc.,
vestigating----------------------vestigating
554
Executive Orders.
Orders.
Orders. See Executive
Ordnance,
of. See
See Navy
Navy DepartDepartOrdnance, Bureau
Bureau of.
ment.
Ordnance
War DepartDepartOrdnance Department. See War
ment.
Oregon:
Oregon:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forCrater Lake National
National Park
Park adminisCrater
tration
tration---------------------385
Indians, support, etc., of
377
of----- 368, 371, 377
National
forest administration-----administration
482
National forest
Bridge across
across Youngs
Youngs Bay, maintenance
maintenance
authorized--------------------356
authorized
356
Bridge authorized
authorized acrossacross—
Alsea Bay, at Waldport ----------148
137
Coos Bay at North Bend -------Siuslaw River at Florence
Florence -------137
Umpqua
River at Reedsport--Reedsport
135
-Umpqua River
Yaquina
Newport
136
Yaquina Bay at Newport---------Colquille, protection
protection of watershed
watershed and
Colquille,
water supply of--of
956
water
------------Forest
Grove, land
land patent to--------to
958
Forest Grove,
National Forest, amendMount Hood
Hood National
773
laws applicable
toment of
of mining laws
applicable to
way authorized
authorised across
Right of way
across Cello
Celilo
Dace__
147
Canal at The Daa
147
.-----------
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Oregon—Continued.
Oregon-Continued.
Deschutes County,
County,
School District 28, Deschutes
School
350
350
conveyance to-----------------to
conveyance
Time
Columbia
for bridging Columbia
extended for
Time extended
804
804
River
River-------------------------Yaquina
Bay
Lighthouse
Reservation,
Reservation,
Lighthouse
Bay
Yaquina
1198
1198
disposal of
of portion authorized
authorized --disposal
also
See
Organized
Reserves,
Army.
also
Army.
Organized Reserves,
National Defense
Amendments.
Defense Act, Amendments.
National
634
634
Appropriation for
pay, etc., of ------for pay,
Appropriation
Orland
Irrigation
Calif.,
approProject,
Irrigation
Orland
380
380
priation
for---------------------priation for
Orlando,
Fla.,
term
of
United
Court
States
United
of
Orlando, Fla., term
for
district
southern judicial district
Florida southern
for Florida
147
147
to
at
held at--------------------be held
to be
Osage Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation for
Okla., appropriation
Osage
agency support,
from tribal
support, etc., from
agency
378
378
funds
funds--------------------------Ottoman
Empire, appropriation
appropriation for AmeriOttoman Empire,
536
536
can convict
convict prison
maintenance
prison maintenance---can
Ouachita
National Forest,
Forest, game refuge
Ouachita National
128
128
-----------created
created---------Ky.:
Owensboro, Ky.:
Owensboro,
1016
Bridge
at_ 1016
authorized across Ohio River atBridge authorized
Time
extended
for
bridging
River
River
Ohio
bridging
for
Time extended
118
118
at
at----------------------------approOreg.,
Owyhee Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Owyhee
381
381
priation
for---------------------priation for_
production
Oyster
Planters, loans to, by production
Oyster Planters,
983
983
credit
authorized
associations authorized-----credit associations
Ozette Railway
Railway Co.,
Co., modification
modification of logOzette
hauling
contracts, Quinault Indian
Indian
hauling contracts,
910
910
Reservation, Wash ------------

P
Pacific
appropriation for surveys-surveys__
Coast, appropriation
Pacific Coast,
Packers and
Stockyards Act,
appropriaAct, appropriaand Stockyards
Packers
•tion for enforcement
enforcement of ----------Pages, Senate
Senate and
House of Representaand House
Pages,
tives:
tives:
Appropriation
Appropriation for pay of, 1st session,
73d
Congress ---------------73d Congress
Deficiency appropriation
for pay of,
appropriation for
Deficiency
June 16-30, 1933
1933_-------------June
Paint Rock
Rock River,
River, Ala.,
Ala., preliminary
preliminary exexPaint
amination authorized------------authorized
amination
Paiute
appropriation for
Nev., appropriation
Indians, Nev.,
Paiute Indians,
payment of
of reclamation
reclamation charges
payment
against
of
against lands of-----------------Palm Kernel
Kernel Oil,
Oil, processing
processing tax on----on
Palm

-------Palm Oil,
on
Oil, processing tax on--Palm
Palo
Valley, Calif.,
Calif., balance conVerde Valley,
Palo Verde
tinued
for protection of ----------tinued for
Panama:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
to-----Envoy
extraordinary, etc., to
Envoy extraordinary,
of--Payment to
to the
Government of
the Government
Payment
General
Claims Commission,
Commission, United
General Claims
States and,
appropriation conand, appropriation
States
tinued
available
tinued available----------------

zwo-e.

'Jna
aaa
Panama
Canal zone:
Zone:
Canal
anama

558
558
477
477

29
29
274
274
952
952

371
37:
763
76:
763
76:

998
530
53
534
53

1040
104

Page.
Page.

forAppropriation for—
Appropriation
.Alien cripples,
to
641
payment to-------cripples, payment
Alien
533
of---.
etc.,
American
seamen,
of
relief,
seamen,
American
641
Civil
government expenses
expenses -------Civil government
District Court,
salaries of officials,
officials,
Court, salaries
District
541
etc
etc-------------------------641
Governor,
salary of--------------of
Governor, salary
Hospital
care,
Army
officers,
etc_.._
_
628
etc---officers,
Army
care,
Hospital
641
Madden Dam construction,
construction, etc----etc
Madden
640
expensesMaintenance
and
operation
expenses,.
operation
and
Maintenance
Repatriation
of certain
certain unemployed
unemployed
Repatriation of
670
aliens
aliens---------------------641
Sanitation, etc-------------------etc
Sanitation,
631
Seacoast defenses----------------defenses
Seacoast
641
Supplies,
etc
etc--------------------Supplies,
in
etc., operation
Waterworks,
operation
Waterworks,
642
Panama and Colon-----------Colon
Panama
Alcoholic beverages,
beverages, regulations
regulations by
Alcoholic
1116
President
1116
President -------------------1116
Penalty
provisions
1116
Penalty provisions---------------Laws, etc.,
repealed--------------- 1116
etc., repealed
Laws,
1117
Effective date-------------------date
1117
Effective
Code
Laws for, established
established-------- 1122
of Laws
Code of
Communications
to
Communications Act of 1934 not to
apply
1065, 1092
to------------------ 1065,1092
apply to
641
--__
by- _
Disposition
received by.
moneys received
Disposition of moneys
Act,
Agricultural
Emergency
Agricultural
Relief
Emergency
37
provisions
not applicable
applicable to -----provisions not
of—
Employees ofAnnual leave
leave provisions
provisions of Economy
Economy
Annual
14
Act not
applicable to---------to
not applicable
Act
payRetirement
provisions;
annuity
provisions;
Retirement
ment when involuntarily
involuntarily sepament
306
rated;
deduction
306
rated; deduction-------------Reemployment;
subsequent annuReemployment; subsequent
306
ity rights
rights-------------------ity
204
forHighways,
construction,
etc.,
funds
foretc.,
construction,
Highways,
Public works,
works, National
National Industrial
Industrial RePublic
202
covery Act
202
Act-----------------covery
Sugar import
quota and
restrictions
672
and restrictions--import quota
Sugar
Panama City, Panama:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for424
Hydrographic
office expenses
expenses ------424
Hydrographic office
642
Waterworks,
sewers
pavements_
pavementsand
sewers
Waterworks,
Panama Railroad:
641
Appropriation
for supplies,
supplies, etc., for
for_--_
Appropriation for
641
Disposition of moneys
by_---_
moneys received by
Disposition
Exception of, in collision damage
damage claims
Exception
1037
settlement
1037
settlement------------------Pan American
Conference,
American Financial Conference,
Pan
Third, appropriation
appropriation for participation
participation
Third,
expenses
1040
expenses-----------------------Company, AtAmerican Petroleum Company,
Pan American
torney
General and Secretary of the
torney General
Navy authorized
authorized to release
release claims of
Navy
United
States against
against certain
certain assets
United States
31
of
of -------------------------Pan American
American Sanitary Bureau, approapproPan
534
contribution ---------priation for contribution
I

xci

INDEX.
Conference, ap- Page.
Sanitary Conference,
page .
American Sanitary
Pan American
propriation for expenses
expenses of delegates_
delegates- 1182
propriation
American Union, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Pan American
contribution
534
contribution---------------------appropriation for
Papago Indians, Ariz., appropriation
water supply
development -------369
supply development
water
Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Appropriation for envoy
envoy extraordinary,
extraordinary,
Appropriation
etc.,
530
to-----------------------etc., to
munitions of war sales to,
Arms and munitions
811
authority to prohibit
prohibit-----------widow of_
Parker,
S., payment
payment to widow
of_ 1022
1022
James S.,
Parker, James
Parkers
authorized
Parkers Landing, Pa., bridge authorized
at---------across
29
across Allegheny River at
Parks.
Parks. See National Parks.
appropriation for
Parlatoria
Parlatoria Date Scale, appropriation
487
control, etc., of -----------------control,
Partnerships:
Partnerships:
Advances
Reserve banks,
banks,
Advances to, by Federal Reserve
7
authorized
7
authorized- ------------------77
Security required;
required; interest rate----rate
Security
77
Board--Review
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
Review of Federal
Loss disallowed
disallowed to,
to, not allowed as deLoss
compuduction
duction to member of, in compu209
ting
income--------- ------net income
ting net
Tax on. See Income Tax.
Reservation,
Pass a'Loutre
Lighthouse Reservation,
a'Loutre Lighthouse
Pass
664
La.,
conveyance authorized
authorized ------La., conveyance
530
-_
for -- _
Passport
530
appropriation for__
Agencies, appropriation
Passport Agencies,
Patent
Office. See also
also Commerce,
Commerce, DeDePatent Office.
partment of.
partment
Access
to, for
study of fixed
nitrogen
fixed nitrogen
for study
Access to,
production, Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley Auproduction,
68
thority Act
68
Act--------------------thority
fulfillPawnees,
Okla.,
appropriation
for
fulfillPawnees, Okla., appropriation
ing
376
obligations-------------treaty obligations
ing treaty
Payments
of Tax. See Income Tax.
Payments of
Peanuts.
See
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
See Agricultural
Peanuts.
Act,
amendments.
Act, amendments.
Pearl
River, construction
auof bridge auconstruction of
Pearl River,
thorized
across, in Mississippi
662
Mississippi-----thorized across,
Pears. See Apples
Apples and Pears.
Pears.
Pee Dee
Dee River,
River, time
extended for bridging
time extended
Pee
at
S.C-------------- 54, 838
Georgetown, S.0
at Georgetown,
Penal and
Correctional Institutions, apand Correctional
Penal
1037
propriation for
543, 1037
for --------------propriation
Penal
Laws, transmission
transmission of poisonous
poisonous
Penal Laws,
drugs, etc.,
mails--------------- 1063
in mails
etc., in
drugs,
Penalty
Provisions. See Crimes and MisPenalty Provisions.
demeanors.
Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
404
Marine school,
maintenance ------school, maintenance
Marine
National
forest administration
482
administration----National forest
Bridge authorized
authorized across—
acrossBridge
Allegheny River,
Parkers Landing_
29
Landingat Parkers
River, at
Allegheny
30
In Forest
County
30
Forest County-------------In
356
Delaware
River
356
Delaware River-----------------150
Monongahela
River, at
California at California
Monongahela River,

Pennsylvania—Continued.
Page.
Pennsylvania-Continued.
Department of Forests and Waters,
Department
400
duplicate check
authorized
check to, authorized---duplicate
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, time
Pennsylvania
extended for bridging
bridging Delaware
Delaware River
River
355
at
Trenton, N.J
355
N.J-----------------at Trenton,
Pensions. See
See also Economy in GovernGovernPensions.
ment;
Retirement Act.
Railroad Retirement
ment; Railroad
302, 520
Appropriation
of
Appropriation for payment of-----161
to----------National Guard
Guard entitled to
National
Private
relief acts,
acts, reduction
reduction of penpenPrivate relief
sions payable
payable under------------under
307
sions
Perfumes,
tax on, containing
containing distilled
distilled
Perfumes, tax
313
spirits --------------------------313
Perishable
Commodities Act:
Act:
Perishable Agricultural Commodities
Appropriation
494
enforcement ------Appropriation for enforcement
Amendments—
AmendmentsTerms defined;
defined; "
dealer", "in
"in car"dealer",
Terms
584
loads"
loads"--------------------Unfair conduct;
conduct; failure
failure of dealer to
to
Unfair
585
commodity ----------consign commodity
Misrepresentation involving
involving marMisrepresentation
585
ket condition--------------condition
ket
Licenses; grounds
refusal to issue_
585
issuegrounds for refusal
Licenses;
586
Grounds for revocation
revocation ---------Grounds
Withholding
investigaWithholding of, pending investigation of
of statements
statements in applicaapplication
586
tion
tion--------------------Complaints; investigation, service
service of,
Complaints;
587
hearing
hearing-------------------nonresident of United
Made
Made by nonresident
587
States; bond----------------bond
587
States;
587
Reparation
order; collection
of
587
collection of-----.
Reparation order;
588
Appeals from
order; procedure.----procedure
from order;
Appeals
Suspension
noncomSuspension of license, when noncompliance
with order
order and no appeal
pliance with
taken
588
taken-----.--------------Penalties;
business without
without
engaging in business
Penalties; engaging
license
588
valid license-----------------Inspection
authority to
to
commodities; authority
Inspection of commodities;
make
588
---------make--------------evidence- -_ 589
Fees; force
force of
589
certificate as evidence_
of certificate
Fees;
Perjury. See Crimes
Crimes and Misdemeanors.
Misdemeanors.
Perjury.
Act-- _ 1224
Permanent
Repeal Act_
Appropriation Repeal
Permanent Appropriation
Permanent
Arbitration, InternaPermanent Court of Arbitration,
tional Bureau
Bureau of,
of, appropriation
appropriation for
for
tional
contribution
contribution-------------------Pershing,
John J.,
acceptance of foreign
foreign
J., acceptance
Pershing, John
decoration ---------------------decoration
Persia,
appropriation for envoy
envoy extraextraPersia, appropriation
ordinary, etc.,
to
etc., to------------ordinary,
Personal
Property, sale
under distraint;
sale under
Personal Property,

534
1267
530

resale;
purchase by
by United
United States; resale;
purchase
accounting
accounting----------------------

757

"Persons":
5 (b) of Trading
Construed in section 5
Trading
Construed
with
enemy Act -------------with the enemy
Defined,
National Industrial Recovery
Recovery
Defined, National
Act
---Act---- -----.---------

22
199

Pert, appropriation
appropriation for ambemdor
ambassador to.to
Per,

530
530

INDEX.
Petersburg,
appropriation for
Page.
for Federal Page.
Va., appropriation
Petersburg, Va.,
Reformatory
Camp
545
Reformatory Camp--------------Petroleum.
Oil.
See also Oil.
Petroleum. See
Penalties and
informers with
with
to informers
awards to
and awards
Penalties
respect
759
produced-----illegally produced
to ffiegally
respect to
766
Producers'
tax on
766
crude------------on crude
Producers' tax
Refining
767
on-------------------tax on
Refining tax
Petroleum Exposition.
Exposition. See
International
See International
Petroleum
Petroleum
Exposition.
Petroleum Exposition.
Petroleum Industry,
appropriation for
Industry, appropriation
Petroleum
administering,
Naof Naprovisions of
etc., provisions
administering, etc.,
tional
Recovery
Act
and
of
Code
and
Act
Recovery
tional
1057
Fair Competition
1057
Competition for -----------Fair
appropriaPetroleum
Reserves, Naval,
Naval, appropriaPetroleum Reserves,

etc------------tion for
405
operation, etc
for operation,
tion
Phelps
approD.C., approSchool, D.C.,
Vocational School,
Phelps Vocational
priation for-------------for
235,
860, 861
235, 860,
priation
Philadelphia, Pa.:
Pa.:
Philadelphia,
forAppropriation
Appropriation for—
Hydrographic
office expenses------expenses
424
424
Hydrographic office
437
Mint ----------------------Mint
408
Naval home
home maintenance,
maintenance, etc -----Naval
Federal
Reserve Bank
Bank of,
of, reimburseFederal Reserve
ment for
for cost
cost of
of cash
shipments of
of shipments
ment
1042
by
armored motor car----------car
by armored
Philippine
Philippine Insurrection:
Date
of beginning
and ending
ending to be
be
beginning and
Date of
9
fixed by
President--------------9
by President
fixed
ofVeterans
Veterans of—
Domiciliary
care of
permanently
of permanently
Domiciliary care
99
disabled
disabled ------------------88
Pension payment
payment to-------------to
Pension
Repeal of
granting care,
laws granting
public laws
of public
Repeal
II
cool
pet niation, etc.,
etc., to .----,II
compensation,
Islands:
Philippine Islands:
forAppropriation
Appropriation for—
American seamen,
seamen, relief,
relief, etc.,
of...-_ _ 533
etc., of
American
448
in-------Postal
equipment for use in
448
Postal equipment
Acceptance of
of deposits
Government's
deposits of Government's
Acceptance
929
funds,
authorized
929
funds, authorized--------------762
Coconut
processing tax on-------on
763
oil, processing
Coconut oil,
Communications
to
Communications Act of 1934 not to
1065,1092
apply to ----------------1065,
1092
apply
Compensation
of officers
employees
officers and employees
Compensation of
30;
reduced; exception-------------exception
307
reduced;
Currency reserves on deposit
deposit in the
Currency
11
United States,
States, readjustment
readjustment of--of__ _ 1115
United
Emergency
Agricultural Relief Act,
Emergency Agricultural
3'
provisions not applicable to-----to
37
provisions
Independence
of—
Independence ofconvention to frame;
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claims suspended
endsuspended during year endclaims
Relief
water users
users on irrigation
irrigation projprojof water
Relief of
72
72
1933
ing July 1, 1933---------------ects, payment
payment of charges
charges deferreddeferred_
ects,
Bourne,
Mass., conveyance
conveyance to, authorBourne, Mass.,
Roads
amount available for
for. -_
through, amount
Roads through,
783
ized
ized-------------------------Deschutes County,
School District 28, Deschutes
Coal land
land leases
suspension
Alaska, suspension
leases in Alaska,
Coal
Oreg., conveyance
conveyance to----------to
Oreg.,
909
rentals --------------of acreage rentals
School grant lands, Wyo.,
Wyo., disposal or
or
School
Conservation of wild
wild life, fish and game
Conservation
lease of ----------------------lease
402
402
on --------------------------Stock-raising homestead
homestead entries, area
area
Stock-raising
Coquille,
protecCoquille, Oreg., patents to, for protecallowed----------------------allowed
956
supply.----------tion of water supply
Subsistence homesteads,
homesteads, loans for purSubsistence
entries—
Desert land entriesauthorized
chase of, authorized------------Relief
of entryman
entryman unable to obtain
obtain
Relief of
University
cerUniversity of Arizona, selection of cer349
water
tain lands for use of, authorizedauthorized—
water---------------------tain
349 Public Laws:
---entrymen -------Patents to entryinen
compeiation,
Municipal Utility District,
East Bay Municipal
Repeal of; granting care, compensation,
642
642
etc., to
to veterans
veterans of wars subsequent
sulbsquent
grant to --------------------etc.,
958
958
-Forest
Grove, Oreg., land patent to
to...
to Spanish-American
War
Spanish-American War.....-.
to
Forest Grove,
Fort Lowell
Lowell
Reservation,
Pertaining to
renewable term
yearly renewable
to yearly
Military Reservation,
Pertaining
Fort
Ariz., deferred
deferred payments
payments on homeinsurance .----------------insurance
350
350 Public Roads,
SOw aso
Roads, Bureau of. See
also AgriAgrientries----------------stead entries
culture,
Department of.
culture, Department
Grazing districts,
additions thereto,
thereto,
districts, or additions
Grazing
1269
1269
Indian reservation
reservation roads,
roads, emergency
emergency
Indian
established
established-------------------1270
appropriation continued
continued availableavailable
appropriation
- 1270
of _
administration, etc., of-.
Protection, administration,
Location, type,
etc., of roads and
and
1270
1270
type, etc.,
Location,
livestock grazing
grazing -----Permits for livestock
1271
approval of---bridges subject
subject to approval
of ____
bridges
Improvements
Improvements permitted --------Public
appropriation
Standards, appropriation
Utility Standards,
Public Utility
Free grazing
grazing in certain
certain districts; use
Free
of
for investigation
investigation of--------------of material
settlers,
of
material deposits by settlers,
1271 Public Works:
Works:
etc------------------------etc
Appropriations for, not to be transferred
transferred
Appropriations
1272
Rights-of-way,
etc
Rights-of-way, prospecting, etc----for
expenditure for personnel
personnel comfor expenditure
lands.-- 1272
Classification
agricultural lands
Classification of agricultural
pensation
pensation---------------------of-------- 1272
Private lands, acquisition of
Construed in
in act
of
maintain credit of
to maintain
act to
Construed
Cooperation with stockmen
stockmen associaCooperation
Government
Government-----------------1273
tions, etc-------------------etc
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
of—
Administration ofFederal
1273
Grazing receipts, disposition of----of
Creation
President ----------Creation by President
1273
Indian
States... 1273
lands ceded to United States.
Indian lands
Administrator;
Administrator; appointment, duties
1274
1274
Administrative cooperation-------cooperation
Administrative
of
of-.----------------------water
Unappropriated
Unappropriated lands within waterCompensation; appointment of
of
Compensatios;
sheds
national forgets,
foret, reserof national
sheds of
perowL...---------.--personnel.
1274
174
President---------.
vation by President
ssear 34-88
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491
1058
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200
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cii
Public
Works—Continued.
Public Works-Continued.
Federal
Administration
Emergency Administration
Federal Emergency
of—Continued.
of-Continued.
Termination of
of conferred
conferred powers____
powers---Termination
Funds
available for
Act_
for purposes of ActFunds available
Program of
of public
public works;
preparaworks; preparaProgram
tion,
included
projects included--------tion, projects
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201
201

201
improvements,
River or harbor improvements,
approval
201
approval by Congress -------Naval vessel construction_.
201
construction ..-----Unemployment
relief—
Unemployment reliefRelief
unemployment through
through
of unemployment
Relief of
performance of useful
useful public
performance
22
authorized------------works, authorized
- 23, 275
Sums available for --------Loans authorized
authorized to
to agencies,
States,
agencies, States,
Loans
etc ----------------------202
Acquisition of property
construcproperty for construcAcquisition
projects
202
tion projects---------------Railroad maintenance,
maintenance, financing
financing_--_
202
Railroad
Library of
of Congress
Congress annex,
annex, construcconstrucLibrary
tion
202
tion------------------Expenditures for travel expenses,
expenses,
Expenditures
202
personal services, etc---------etc
personal
Extension of benefits to States or
Extension
political subdivisions-----------203
subdivisions
203
political
highwaysEmergency
construction of highways—
Emergency construction
Grants to States
States for; apportionment
apportionment
203
of amounts ----------------Construction of secondary or feeder
feeder
Construction
roads
203
roads-----------------Contracts involving
involving expenditure
expenditure of
grants, terms---------------204
General
204
General provisions ---------------N.Mex., deficiency
deficiency
Pueblo Indian Lands, N.Mex.,
appropriation for compensation
compensation to
to
appropriation
non-Indian claimants------------claimants
277
Pueblo Indians, N.Mex.:
N.Mex.:
Appropriation
developAppropriation for water supply develop369
ment ----------------balances availLand and water rights, balances
367
able for purchase of ----------109
Land segregated
segregated for benefit of
of ------Natural resources,
resources, not needed, availuse-------able for commercial
commercial use
109
Pueblo Lands Board:
Awards by, sums supplemental
supplemental to,
108
authorized-------------------authorized
Non-Indian claimants
claimants for lands disposdispos109
compensation authorized-authorized
109
sessed, compensation
Puerto Rico:
Appropriation forfor—
Agricultural experiment
experiment station----station
471
American
533
American seamen, relief,
relief, etc., of --516
Hurricane Relief Commission
Commission-----Hurricane
Judge, salary and expenses
expenses------- 539, 540
National
National forest administration-----administration
482
Postal equipment
equipment for use in
in-------.
448
Commissioner from -----.
88
Resident Commissioner
Vocational education
education............ 288, 390

Puerto
Rico—Continued.
Puerto Rico-Continued.
Coffee
imported into, approval of act
act
Coffee imported
levying
levying duty on --------------Federal
laws in
in,
in force
force in,
prohibition laws
Federal prohibition
repeal
repeal------------------------for_
Highways, construction, etc., funds for_
Model Housing
Housing Board;
Board; creation, conModel
struction
housesand sale of model houses_
struction and
Persons declared
declared to
to be citizens of
Persons
United
States----------------United States
Native
deprived of citizenship
Native not deprived
lawfully acquired
acquired ------------lawfully
Women,
married, naturalization
of-_
naturalization of
Women, married,
Public
works, National
National Industrial
Industrial RePublic works,
covery Act
Act--------------------covery
Resident
commenceResident Commissioner, commencement of term of office --------Sugar
quota and restricrestricSugar from, import quota
tions
tions-------------------------Puget Sound, construction
construction of bridge
bridge auPuget
thorized
Narrows"
"The Narrows"-----thorized at "The
Pulaski
Day, issue of proclamaproclamaMemorial Day,
Pulaski Memorial
tion
observance -------------tion for observance
Act, Amendment:
Pure
Food and Drug Act,
Amendment:
Pure Food
----of
inspection of------Sea foods, inspection
Penalty
provisions, false
false use of tags,
Penalty provisions,
etc
etc------------------------Pyramid Lake Reservation,
Reservation, Nev.,
Nev., appropriation for irrigation system mainmaintenance------ ----------------tenance

Q
Quarantine Service,
Service, appropriation
appropriation for
for.. -Quartermaster Corps. See
Quartermaster
See War Department.
ment.
Quinaielt
Quirtaielt Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash,:
Wash.:
patents to Indians within
Issue of patents
within
authorized--village of Taholah,
Taholah, authorized_
__
village
Timber sales
sales contracts, modification of,
consent of Indians
Indians--------with consent
Conditions;
Conditions; use
use of Indian labor in
_
operations --------logging operations
Ozette Railway
Ozette
Railway Company, contracts
contracts
for log hauling
hauling----.-------
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1245
1245
1245
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879
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1204
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371
435

811
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910
910
910
910
910
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R
Radioactive
Radioactive Substances,
Substances, appropriation
appropriation
for investigation
investigation ---------555
___--555
Radio
Radio Act of
of 1927,
1927, repealed---.------repealed
1102
Radio Commission.
Commission. See Federal
Federal Radio
Commission.
Commission.
Radio Communication.
Communication. See Communications Act of 1934.
1934.
Radio Communications,
Communications,
International
International
Technical Consulting Committee
Technical
Committee on,
participation exappropriation for participation
appropriation
..-..---_
penses--.--------.--.
penses
1040
Radio
Research, appropriation
Radio Research,
appropriation for
for --...
553
553
Radiotelegraphic Convention,
Convention, InternaRadiotelegraphic
tional, aotrooriation
534
appropriation for contribution
contribution 534
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Act—Continued.
See Bank- p
Railroad
Reorganizations.
age . Railway
Page.
Railroad Reorganizations.
Grievances—Continued.
Grievances-Continued.
ruptcy Act
Act of 1898, Amendments.
ruptcy
Enforcement of
of order of Board; proEnforcement
Railroad Retirement Act:
cedure
cedure----------------------Definitions -----------------------1283
Definitions
Adjustment
headquarters and
Adjustment Board; headquarters
1284
Purposes
Purposes-------------------------regional
offices
regional offices----------------Report to President
President and Congress on
Report
Compensation
assistants
Compensation of assistants------1284
changes
retirement system---system
1284
in retirement
changes in
--.
of-----..
Meetings, organization
_
organization of
Meetings,
1284
Annuities,
1284
of------------payment of
Annuities, payment
Reports
divisions_--_
Reports and authority of divisions
Retirement
1285
age -------------------Retirement age
National
established_
Mediation Board; establishedNational Mediation
Contributions,
carrier -1285
employee and carrier
Contributions, employee
Board of
Mediation abolished ----of Mediation
Board
Existing
incorpoExisting pensions systems incorpoComposition of Board; organization_
Composition
rated
1285
rated -----------------------Removals;
principal officer ------Removals; principal
Employee representatives
representatives ----------- 1286
Employee
Reports
Congress
Reports to Congress-------------1286
Retirement fund _----------------Retirement
of-------appointment
Assistants,
appointment
of
Board
established;
personnel
and
personnel
established;
Board
of--.--------.Assignment
1287
Assignment of work of
duties
1287
of---------------------duties of
Transfer of appropriations
appropriations --.----1288
Court
1288
jurisdiction -----------------Court jurisdiction
Board-------Functions
Mediation Board
Functions of Mediation
Annuity
death payment not asAnnuity or death
may be inCases
in
which
services
which
in
Cases
signable,
etc
1288
signable, etc------------------voked
voked --------------------Penalty provisions
provisions ----------------1288
Penalty
Procedure in settlement of dispute-dispute_ _
1289
Procedure
Separability provision--------------provision
Separability
Duties with respect to arbitration
arbitration of
Duties
See RailRailroad Retirement
Retirement Board.
Railroad
disputes
disputes--------------------road Retirement
Retirement Act.
road
Contract
rates of carriers and emContract
Railroads.
Emergency
Railroad
Emergency
also
See
Railroads.
ployees
to be
be filed with -----ployees to
Transportation
Act; Interstate ComTransportation Act;
Custodian
of
papers,
of
etc., of Board of
of
Custodian
merce
Commission.
merce Commission.
Mediation
Mediation------------------Reorganization of, loans by ReconReorganization
Procedure when intention to change
change
Procedure
struction Finance
Corporation__
121
Finance Corporation---struction
rate of
conditions,
of pay, working conditions,
rate
Railroad Transportation
Transportation Act.
Act. See EmerRailroad
etc
etc--------------------------gency Railroad
Transportation Act,
Railroad Transportation
gency
Saving Clause;
Clause; repeals
repeals -----------Saving
1933.
Service. See Postal Service.
Railway Mail Service.
Railway
Railway Labor Act:
for_
Rainy
appropriation for..
Reference, appropriation
Lake Reference,
Rainy Lake
Definitions ----------------------1185
Definitions
extended for bridgMo., time extended
1186 Randolph,
Randolph, Mo.,
Purposes of
of Act-------------------Act
Purposes
ing
Missouri River--------------River
ing Missouri
General
duties of
carriers, officers,
officers,
of carriers,
General duties
Rawlston,
LoneIle, payment to--------to
Rawlston, Louelle,
agents, and
and employees
1187
employees---------agents,
court order
under
sales
Real
Property,
Property,
Real
Maintenance
of
agreements
respectMaintenance of agreements
1187
decree------------------------or decree
ing
1187
pay, etc --------of pay,
rates of
ing rates
Receivers:
1187 Receivers:
Settlement of
disputes------------of disputes
Settlement
Appointed
courts.
Appointed by United States courts.
1187
Designation
of
representatives
representatives----of
Designation
See
United
States
courts.
States
United
See
Rights of
employees; interference
interference by
of employees;
Rights
Loans to,
Emergency Farm Mortto, under Emergency
Loans
carriers prohibited
1187
prohibited------------ 1187
carriers
1933----------------gage
1933
Act,
gage
Carrier-employee disputes,
settlement
disputes, settlement
Carrier-employee
Reciprocal
Agreements. See Tariff
Tariff
Trade Agreements.
Reciprocal Trade
of
1188

of---------------------------Changes in
in employee
employee rates
pay-- _
of pay__
rates of
Changes
respecting setNotice
employees respecting
to employees
Notice to
tlement
disputes-----------of disputes
tlement of
byMediation
investigations by_
Board, investigations
Mediation Board,
Penalty
provisions --------------Penalty provisions
National Board
Adjustments; estabof Adjustments;
Board of
National
lishment,
membership---------lishment, membership
Participation of
organinational labor organiof national
Participation
zations
zations --------------------Compensation; divisions
divisions and funcCompensation;
tions
tions ---------------------Grievances; interpretation
interpretation of
agrec
of agreeGrievances;
ments
ments -----------------------Reference
to Adjustment
Adjustment
disputes to
of disputes
Reference of
Board
Board----------------------Hearings;
awards----------------Hearings; awards

1188

Act of 1930, amendments.
Interior
also Interior
Reclamation,
Bureau of.
of. See also
Reclamation, Bureau

1188
1188
1189

Department.
Palo
Verde Valley,
Valley, Calif.,
unexpended
Calif., unexpended
Palo Verde
balance
available for protection
protection
balance available

1189
1190
1190
1190
1190
1190
1191
1191
1191
1191

of -------------------------Reclamation Projects.
Projects. See
See Public Lands.
Reclamation
Reconstruction Finance Corporation:
Reconstruction
Administrator of Public Works to have
Administrator
of----------access
files, etc., of
access to files,
Aggregate
amount of
of advances
advances to any
Aggregate amount
one corporation;
corporation; limitation reone
moved----------------------moved
repair,
Authorized to make loans
loans for repair,
Authorized
etc.,
buildings, damaged by
of buildings,
etc., of
earthquakes -------------------I
earthquakes
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1192
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Reconstruction
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Reconstruction
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Insurance
Companies—Continued.
Insurance Companies-Continued.
Borrowing power of, decreased
210
Borrowing
decreased ------210
Authority of
of Corporation
Building
loan associations,
associations, closed,
Authority
Corporation to
Building and
and loan
closed,
to make
make
loans
to State
State insurance
funds__
121
loans to
loans
insurance funds-121
loans to
to-----------------------141
To
guarantee
repayment
of
deposTo
guarantee
repayment
of
deposBuildings
damaged
by
earthquakes,
Buildings damaged by earthquakes,
its
moneys
122
its of public
public moneys--------122
loans
for repair,
etc., of
20, 99
loans for
repair, etc.,
of--------- 20,
99
Terms
and conditions
loans__
122
Terms and
conditions of
of loans
--. __ 122
Construction
projects, additional
additional loans
Construction projects,
loans
Loans to; purchase
capital notes
Loans
purchase of capital
notes
for
1110
for completion
completion-_--------------1110
authorized
1111
authorized-_---------------1111
Corporation
of Foreign
Foreign Bondholders
Bondholders
Corporation of
Requirements
1112
Requirements ------------------ 1112
1933, loan
Commission
95
Act, 1933,
loan to Commission--..
95
Kansas-Missouri
State Highway
Highway ComKansas-Missouri
State
Cotton,
acquisition of,
Cotton, acquisition
of, by
by Secretary
Secretary
missions
missions authorized
authorized to enter into
Agriculture, loans
for
33
of Agriculture,
loans for--------33
contracts with, for maintenance,
maintenance,
contracts
Cotton
contracts, loans
Cotton option
option contracts,
loans to SecreSecreetc., Missouri
Missouri River
bridge
107
etc.,
River bridge------107
security for_
tary of Agriculture;
Agriculture; security
for--_ 1059
1059
Loans
authorized forfor—
Loans authorized
Increase in outstanding
outstanding obligations
Increase
obligations
971
Banks closed
closed during
during 1930-33
1930-33------971
authorized
1059
authorized------------------1059
Exportation of
agricultural products,
products,
Exportation
of agricultural
Drainage
etc., loans
__ 308,
308, 1269
Drainage districts, etc.,
loans to_
to___
1269
carriage in United
vessels_
500
carriage
United States vessels500
Emergency
Act,
Emergency Agricultural
Agricultural Relief
Relief Act,
Farmer's cooperative
cooperative mineral rights
Farmer's
rights
loans
41
loans--- --------------------41
pools
1112
pools------------------------ 1112
Emergency
Farm Mortgage
1933,
Emergency Farm
Mortgage Act,
Act, 1933,
1112
Fish industry---------------1112
loans
45
loans----------------- ------45
Industries;
Industries; security;
security; maturity
1108
maturity------ 1108
Exportation
Exportation of agricultural
agricultural products,
products,
Termination
Termination of power to loan
1109
loan --1109
etc., accepted
accepted
maturity of drafts, etc.,
Mining, milling, and smelting
smelting indusindusloans
1109
by, period of loans-------------1109
_----------------1112
tries ---1112
Railroads,
Railroads, condition
condition on loans to
to_--___ 1109
Nonprofit corporations
corporations for repair
repair
Farm Credit Act of 1933,
balances
1933, balances
damages
589
of flood, etc.,
etc., damages------589
available for revolving
revolving fund
fund -----258
Authority to make
make-------------589
Authority
589
Regulations; aggregate
Regulations;
aggregate of
loans_--__ 590
of loans
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Corporation
Federal
Public-school districts, teachers'
obligations,
authorized_ _ 971
971
obligations, purchase
teachers' salapurchase authorized-_
ries
1113
ries------------------------1113
Federal Emergency
1933—
Federal
Emergency Relief Act, 1933Loans,
payment ---- 1109
Loans, extension,
extension, time of payment.._
Amount from funds of, to be made
Railroad
Railroad loans, approval
approval required_-.
required— 1109
1109
available
States,
available for
for advances
advances to
to States,
Maturities
Maturities of obligations
obligations of borrowers,
borrowers,
55
etc --------------------adjustment
-----adjustment of----------of
1110
1110
Certification
Certification of approved
approved grants to
to
National banking
banking association,
association, State
National
State
corporation
corporation by
administrator
58
by administrator--58
bank
bank or trust company,
company, loans
loans to,
Functions of, continued
Functions
continued until February
February
etc.,
authorized -------------etc., authorized
6
6
1, 1935 ---------------------318
318
preferred
stock
holdings,
Resale
of
preferred
stock
holdings,
Disbursement of funds after
after 1
1 year
Disbursement
year
authorized-authorized ----------------6
6
from date of commitment proNational
National Housing Act, corporation
corporation to
to
hibited -------------------319
319
allocate funds for purposes
allocate
purposes of act
act_ -_ 1247
1247
Home Owners'
Home
Owners' Loan Act, 1933, amount
amount
Purchase of securities
securities from Public
Purchase
Public
to be allocated
allocated for capital stock
Works
Works Administration;
Administration; sums paid
paid
purchases
purchases by Secretary of Treasavailable
for
loans
available
loans ----------1056
___
1056
ury-------------------__----ury
129
129
Maximum
Maximum investment
investment in such seseIncrease in outstanding
outstanding obligations
obligations of,
of,
curities------------------____
curities
1056
1056
authorized -------------------_
6,
authorized
Railroads, reorganization
reorganization of, loans
loans to
to
1056
50, 56, 119, 129, 319, 971, 1056
121
trustees authorized
authorized -----------Insurance CompaniesCompanies—
Compromise
Compromise of claims of ----- _---1110
1110
Subscription
Subscription for preferred
of;
preferred stock
stock of;
Regional Agricultural
Agricultural Credit CorporaRegional
Corporaloans to; sale of preferred stock
tions, reduction
reduction of capital;
capital; creation
creation
of---------------------.-119
of
119
and use of revolving
revolving fund --------273
Subscription for capital stock
120
Subscription
stock------_
120
works, use of savings or
Relief or public works,
or
Conditions
Conditions of subscriptions
subscriptions or loans 120
120
unobligated
unobligated balances
balances in funds of
1055
of--- 1055
Renewals
Renewals of loan; when may be
Sale in open market
market by, of stock, capcapdenied--------------.--120
denied__
__
_______--____
120
ital notes, etc.,
etc., of national
national banking
ital
banking
Aggregate
..--- 121,
Aggregate of loans ----121, 283
associations,
etc ----------.----.
associations, etc—
__________ —
21
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noticed---------Seal to be judicially noticed
State banks, etc., holding of preferred
preferred
State
liability _
stock in, when no double liability_
Termination
approve apTermination of power to approve
plications --------------------plications
Issue of funds to borrower
borrower if applicaapplicaIssue
approved prior to---------to
tion approved
Records of Government,
Government, protection
protection of
of__--_
Recovery.
Recovery. See National Industrial Recovery Act.
Red Lake Indians, Minn.,
Minn., appropriation
appropriation
education
for education--------------------Moorauthorized across, M
OOT,
Red River, bridge authorized
head, Minn., to Fargo, N.Dak----N.Dak
Reece, B. Carroll, payment
payment to, contestedReece,
election expenses ------------Reedsport, Oreg.:
Oreg.:
Reedsport,
River
Bridge
authorized across Umpqua River
Bridge authorized
at
at--------------------------extended for bridging -------Time extended
Reemployment and Relief
Relief Taxes. See
Reemployment
National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act.
National
Refuges for Wild Life. See National ForRefuges
ests.
Regional Agricultural
Credit CorporaAgricultural Credit
Regional
tions:
tions:
ReconstrucCapital
reduced by ReconstrucCapital may be reduced
tion
Finance Corporation------Corporation
tion Finance
revolving
available to constitute revolving
Funds available
fund; use, etc
etc-----------------Regional
Company, bridge authorRegional Bridge Company,
ized
across Missouri
River, by
by-----Missouri River,
ized across
Registration
Registration Statement. See Securities
Act of 1933.
Rehabilitation.
See Vocational
Vocational RehabiliRehabiliRehabilitation. See
tation.
Reinsurance
National HousReinsurance Fund. See National
ing Act.
Relief
Federal Emergency
Emergency ReReSee Federal
Act. See
Relief Act.
lief Act, 1933.
1933.
lief
Relief
Taxes.
See
See National Industrial
Relief Taxes.
Recovery
Recovery Act.
-See Aliens.
Religious
Refugees. -See
Religious Refugees.
Nev., appropriation
appropriation for construcconstrucReno, Nev.,
tion
of retaining
wall, etc.,
etc., of Federal
Federal
retaining wall,
tion of
Building
Building----------------------Representatives.
Congress;
See also Congress;
Representatives. See
House of Representatives;
Representatives; LegislaHouse
tive
Government.
tive Branch of Government.
Documents, allotment of
of------------Documents,
privilege-----------------Franking privilege
Telegraph
telephone service,
service, deand telephone
Telegraph and
ductions
be made
made for
for delindelinto be
ductions to
quencies
by
quencies by-------------------Retirement.
See Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement
See
Retirement.
Act.
Retirement Act
Act of
of 1930.
See
ServCivil 8erv
SO Civil
193.
Retirement
ice
Retirement Act.
ice Retirement
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842
1023
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135
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273
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100
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1062

1017
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cv
CV

Retirement
Economy in
Retirement Provisions. See Economy
Government.
Government.
Revenue
of 1917,
1917, amendment,
amendment, ethyl
ethyl
Revenue Act of
alcohol
governmental use, interalcohol for governmental
state
state transportation
transportation -------------Revenue
amendments, tax
Revenue Act of 1918, amendments,
on
on distilled spirits and wines. See
Taxing Act of 1934.
1934.
Liquor Taxing
Revenue Act of
of 1926:
Revenue
Amendments—
AmendmentsBankruptcy and
and receiverships,
receiverships, susBankruptcy
pension
limitations
pension of statute of limitations
on
assessments-----on making of assessments
Board of Tax
Tax Appeals, period for peBoard
tition,
redetermination of detition, redetermination
ficiency
ficiency --------------------------Cigarettes, tax on-------on
Cigarettes,
Persons admitted free to any spoken
spoken
Persons
play,
exemption --------play, tax exemption
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316
316

757
755
755
768

209
756
Refund restrictions---------------restrictions
756
Refund
Regulations,
application of,
Regulations, etc., application
757
without
retroactive effect----effect
without retroactive
Sales of produce for
for future delivery,
delivery,
768
768
stamp tax rate reduced-------reduced
stamp
reexchanges in corporate
Security exchanges
Security
919
919
organizations
organizations ----------------Silver sales and transfers, stamp
stamp
1179
1179
taxes
taxes--------------..------.
Venue for appeals
appeals from Board
Board of Tax
Venue
760
Appeals
Appeals-------------------1928:
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1928:
Amendments—
Amendment-Bankruptcy
and receivership.,
susreceiverships, sunBankruptcy and
pensionl
pension of statute
statute of limitations
.--- 757
making of asmsrament
itsmustilenta.
on making
Board
Appeals, period for peBoard of Tax Appeals,
defiredetermination of defitition, redetermination
755
755
.---.---------------ciency
ciency
756
758
Credit or refund
refund----------------Credit
Recovery
erroneously reamounts erroneously
of amounts
Recovery of
funded,
bringing suit;
funded, time for bringing
756
756
barred suits----------------suits
barred
exchanges in corporate
Security exchanges
corporate reorSecurity
919
919
ganization
ganization----------------Statute of limitations
limitations on suits for
for reStatute
756
758
fund ---------------------Revenue
of 1932:
1932:
Revenue Act of
Amendments—
AmendmentsBankruptcy
and receiverships,
receiverships, susBankruptcy and
limitations
pension of statute of limitations
pension
757
ssessments ----on making of assessments
Board
of
Tax
Appeals,
period
pepefor
Board of Tax Appeals,
tition,
defitition, redetermination of defi755
ciency---------------------ciency
rtuU
Corporations,
consolidated
returns
consolidated
Corporations,
200
209
f------.------.-----------at
Domestic and forecln
foreign, tax on; IninDometl
applicable to certain.........
cerisin.. .....
appliabi
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Page.
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Revenue Act
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Amendments-Continued.
Amendments—Continued.
Amendments-Continued.
Termination of tax
tax onon—
Termination
Corporations,
consolidated returns
Corporations, consolidated
768
768
checks
Bank checks----------------of—Continued.
of-Continued.
769
769
of
use
of-----------------Boats,
Returns; inspection;
adjusted dedeinspection; adjusted
Returns;
769
769
Candy ---------------------Candy
clared value
value -----------207,
207, 208
clared
762
762
Soft drinks
drinks------------------Soft
Tax on
on net
of; assessment
assessment
net income
income of;
Tax
Partnership,
not
disallowed to, not
Partnership, loss disallowed
collection of-----------of
208
208
and collection
deduction to member
allowed
allowed as deduction
member
756
refund-----------------Credit or refund
209
209
of,
in computing
net income-----income
of, in
computing net
206
Dividends, tax on
206
on----------------Dividends,
209
209
Sections
repealed and
and amended
amended------Sections repealed
Returns;
of corporation;
corporation;
liability of
Returns; liability
Revenue Act of 1934:
dividends not
not taxed-----taxed
206, 207
206,
207 Revenue
dividends
680
680
Contents----------------Table of
of Contents
Furs, tax
768
768
----------------tax on
on
Furs,
683
683
--------I—Income Tax
Title I-Income
Gasoline
tax increased------------increased
206
206
Gasoline tax
683
683
Subtitle
A—Introductory
provisions_
provisionsA-Introductory
Subtitle
Extended
for
one
year
254
254
Extended for one year----------684
684
Subtitle
B—General provisions----provisions
Subtitle B-General
206
construed-- ---"Benzol" construed
206
"Benzol"
684
684
tax
Part I—Rates
I-Rates of tax----------Gifts,
of certain
certain --.
760
nondeductibility of
Gifts, nondeductibility
Part II—Computation
II-Computation of net inPart
Interest,
assessment, etc., of, prior
Interest, assessment,
686
686
come--------------------come
209
to September
September 15, 1933 -------209
to
693
693
Part
III—Credits
against
tax
tax--against
III-Credits
Part
Jeopardy
assessment -----------758
Jeopardy assessmentPart
IV—Accounting periods
periods and
Part IV-Accounting
on-------------Jewelry, etc., tax on
768
694
694
methods of accounting
accounting ----methods
Liquid
exextracts, tax exand extracts,
Liquid malt and
Part V-Returns
V—Returns and payment
payment of
998
empt sales
998
emptsales---------------------697
697
tax ---------------------Lubricating oil
and gasoline,
gasoline, taxes
oil and
Lubricating
proviPart
VI—Miscellaneous
VI-Miscellaneous
Part
764
on
on------------------------699
699
sions
sions-------------------TaxesManufacturers'
Manufacturers' Excise Taxes—
Subtitle
C—Supplemental
C-Supplemental proviSubtitle
Credits and refunds, allowance of,
700
sions----------------------sions
to
articles to
for sales of taxable articles
700
A-Rates of tax---.
Supplement A—Rates
tax
States,
etc.; condition------condition
255
States, etc.;
Supplement
B—Computation of
Supplement B-Computation
Electrical energy
energy for domestic, etc.,
Electrical
703
net income---------------income
consumption,
consumption, tax payment by
Supplement
C—Credits against
against
Supplement C-Credits
vendor; inapplicable
inapplicable to
to pubpubvendor;
718
718
tax
tax-----_---------------licly owned plants-------plants
256
Supplement
D—Returns and paySupplement D-Returns
Exemption from
certain supfrom tax
tax of certain
Exemption
720
tax--------------ment of tax
256
plies for vessels
vessels -.....-----.
727
E-Estates and
Supplement
and truststrusts
Supplement E—Estates
Lubricating
Lubricating oils, sales to manufac730
730
Supplement
Supplement F-Partnerships---F—Partnerships
turer for resale, tax free; venSupplement G-Insurance
G—Insurance comSupplement
deemed manufacturer,
manufacturer,
dee deemed
panies
731
panies--------------------etc
255
255
etc ----------.----------Supplement H-Nonresident
H—Nonresident alien
alien
Supplement
206
-1935--Provisions
Provisions extended to 1935
individuals---------------individuals
735
255
Tax-free sales -----------------255
Supplement
I—Foreign corporacorporaSupplement I-Foreign
increase in rate on fancy
Matches, increase
tions
tions--------------------737
768
768
wooden, etc ---------------Supplement J-Possessions
J—Possessions of the
Supplement
to
"1934"
Miscellaneous taxes,
"1934"
to
Miscellaneous
United States----------States
206
United
"1935"
"1935"---------------------738
738
Supplement K-China
K—China Trade
254, 760
Act
Supplement
Trade Act
Postal rates------------------rates
760
corporations
determination of class of,
Post
offices, determination
corporations -------------Post offices,
739
offices
Supplement L—Assessment
offices having city or village
Supplement
L-Assessment and
255
letter-carrier
letter-carrier services---------services
255
collection
collection of deficiencies----deficiencies
740
subject to power,
Supplement
M-Interest and adgifts of, subject
Property, gifts
Supplement M—Interest
provision repealed
repealed-------- 758
ditions to the tax
tax--------746
746
inspection
making; inspection
Supplement N-Claims
N—Claims against
against
Supplement
Returns, time for making;
-----------of-----------transferees
209
transferees and fiduciaries
fiduciaries_ --___ 748
Sales of produce for future delivery,
Supplement O-Overpayments--O—Overpayments_ __ 750
750
768
reduced-------IA-Additional Income Taxes-Title IA—Additional
-_ 751
stamp tax rate reduced
Taxes__ _
Title II-Amendments
of, to evade
accumulation of,
Surplus, accumulation
II—Amendments to Estate
Estate Tax
Tax_ -_ 752
internal-revenue tax------tax
any internal-revenue
207
Title III—Amendments
III-Amendments to Prior Acts
Acts
Tax reductions, if revenues exceed exMiscellaneous-..----------.
and Miscellaneous
755
penditures or eighteenth
eighteenth amendamendpenditures
Bankruptcy and receiverships
Bankruptcy
receiverships --..-757
208
nartv
suit
Commissioner as party
ment is repealed.------.---repealed-- — — —
Commissioner
760
F"-II to suit
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186
186
189
189
191
191
72
72

Section 5202 ------------------ 72, 1107
1107
Section 5211--------------------5211
191
191
Section 5240
192
5240---------.----------192
Repealed-Sections 2111-2113,
Repealed—Sections
2111-2113, 2120,
2134, 2147-2153
2147-2153 -------------787
787
Section 2324 suspended
72
suspended one
one year ------72
Rice, processing of. See
See Agricultural
Agricultural AdAdjustment Act.
Richardson, Anne E., payment
payment to----- _ 1038
1038
Richfield Oil Co.,
Co., Attorney General
General and
Richfield
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy authorized
authorized to
to
release claims of United
States
States
against certain
certain assets of _-----_---31
31
Rio Grande,
Grande, time extended
bridging
extended for bridging
at Boca Chica,
Chica, Tex
Tex ------- _--1117
- 1117
N.Mex.Rio Grande
Grande Irrigation Project, N.Mex.Tex., appropriation for -----381
Tex.,
_----_
381
Rivers and Harbors:
Harbors:
Appropriation
of..
639
Appropriation for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
etc., of_
639
Improvements,
Improvements, approval
approval by
by Congress
Congress
Engineers --------and Chief of Engineers
201
Riverton Irrigation
Wyo., approIrrigation Project, Wyo.,
appro381
priation for
for--------------------- 381
Robinson, Samuel,
Samuel, appropriation
appropriation for
for
services -----------------------_ 1025
services
D.C., adjustment
adjustment of
of conflictconflictRock Creek, D.C.,
ing land claims along shores
shores of,

Liens, discharge
discharge of --------------Overpayments
Overpayments found by Board of Tax
756
Appeals --------------------- 756
Period for petition to Board of Tax
Appeals
Appeals under prior Acts .----755
755
Petroleum,
Petroleum, illegally produced, penalawards to
to informers
informers with
ties and awards
with
respect to -----_
--.------- _ 759
Postal rates
rates
-------------.---760
Recovery
Recovery of amounts
amounts erroneously
erroneously
refunded-------------------refunded
756
Regulations,
Regulations, etc., retroactivity
retroactivity ofof__- __
757
757
Sale of personal property under distraint --.------.--.--------- 757
757
Statute
Statute of limitations
limitations on suits for
for
refund
refund-------------------756
Treasury DepartmentDepartment—
Treasury
Assistants
Assistants in-----------------in
759
General Counsel, office of, createdcreated_
758
Venue for appeals from Board of Tax
Venue
Tax
Appeals -------------------760
Title IV-Excise
IV—Excise Taxes
Taxes----------.-762
762
Title V-Capital
V—Capital Stock and ExcessExcessProfits Taxes-----------------Taxes
769
769
authorized ---------------------836 836
authorized
Provisions ------771
Title VI—General
VI-General Provisions
771 Rock
Rock Island, Ill.:
IIl.:
Definitions ---------------------- 771
771
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forEffective date of Act-------------Act
772
Bridges, etc.,
etc., operation
630
Bridges,
operation of --------630
Separability clause
clause --------------772
Separability
772
Confederate Cemetery, care,
care, etc., ofof.
639
Confederate
639
Amendment, commissioner
commissioner as party to
to
authorized across
Rockport, Ind., bridge authorized
across
,.---suit-------------..
760
---Ohio River
River at
1016
at------------------1016
Revised Statutes:
Statutes:
Revised
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
Rocky
National Park,
Park, Colo.,
Colo.,
AmendedAmended—
appropriation
administration, etcetc_
387
appropriation for
for administration,
387
1177
Section 766 --------------------. 1177
Rubber,
investigations,
Rubber, appropriation
appropriation for
for investigations,
Section 882 --------..----------. 1109
etc ---------------------------480
Section 938
1116
Rules of Court:
938-----------..
--------. 1116
Section 1001 ---------.----.----.
Actions at law, Supreme
1109
Supreme Court authorauthor1025
Section 1025----------..---prescribe -------------1064
ized to prescribe
.---58
58
1064
1993
Practice and
procedure when
plea or
or
Section 1993-----------..
Practice
-------and procedure
797
when plea
finding
verdict in
Section 2455-------.---------2455
finding of guilty
- 1274
1274
guilty verdict
in criminal
criminal
cases-------- ---------------Sections 3186 (c),
757
cases
399
(c), 3192
3192-----------Section 3244 ---------.
16, 315, 967,
Rules of equity and law, union author967, 1013
1013
Sections 3275, 3280, 3266--------ized
1064
ized------------------------3266
1013
1013
1064
Sections 3309, 3329
313 Rumania, appropriation
envoy extra3329-.----.------appropriation for
313
for envoy
extraordinary, etc.,
to
530
3467-------.-----.------Section 3467
760
etc., to-----------------530
Sections 3699, 3700
3700---------Rural Delivery,
Delivery, Postal
341 Rural
Postal Service,
Service, appropriaappropriaSection 3702------_-3702
445
--_--__
tion for ----------------------571
445
Section 3741 -------------------- 337 Rural
Delivery Service,
Rural Mail
Mail Delivery
Service, equipment
equipment
Section 3937----------3937
--------- 1120
maintenance allowance
allowance to carriers
maintenance
carriers
Sections 4399, 4418, 4428-4434
125
4428-4434----may be suspended,
suspended, etc., fiscal
fiscal year
125
year
5138
Section 5138--------------------306
185
1934
1934------------------------306
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Rural Post
Post Roads,
authorized for
for
sum authorized
Roads, sum
Rural
construction
of ----------------construction of
Rural Sanitation,
Sanitation, appropriation
appropriation for
for ----Rural
Russia, appropriation
appropriation for
ambassador to_
tofor ambassador
Russia,
Rye.
See Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act:
Rye. See
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994
994
436
530
530

S
Saint Ann's
Ann's Roman
Church,
Catholic Church,
Roman Catholic
Saint
D.C., sale
sale of
School Building
Building
of Tenley
Tenley School
D.C.,
to,
967
967
to, authorized
authorized ------------River:
Saint Clair River:
Bridge
authorized across,
Port
at Port
across, at
Bridge authorized
Huron,
Mich
139
139
-Huron, Mich--------------Time extended
bridging__-----_
983
983
extended for
for bridging
Time
Saint
Croix Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
apWis., apSaint Croix
propriation
fulfilling treaties
for fulfilling
propriation for
with ------------------------379
379
with
Saint
D.C.:
Hospital, D.C.:
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Appropriation for
for maintenance,
247,
247,
etc --.
maintenance, etc
Appropriation
872
393, 872
Deficiency appropriation
payment
Deficiency
appropriation for payment
C.
of claim of estate of John
John C.
1055
Lederer --------------------1055
construction of
Saint Francis River, construction
bridge
bridge across at Lake City, Ark.,
651
legalized
legalized----------------------Saint Francisville,
Francisville, Mo.,
for
extended for
Mo., time
time extended
Saint
358
bridging
River at ----bridging Des Moines River
Commission,
Saint Lawrence Bridge Commission,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint Lawrence River
River at
at Ogdensburg,
N.Y., byby..
141
Ogdensburg, N.Y.,
rence
Saint
River:
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River:
extended for bridging, at—
Time extended
atAlexandria Bay, N.Y
360
Alexandria
N.Y-............927
Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, N.Y...............-N.Y
Saint Louis Mission
Mission Boarding School,
School,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation for education
education of
Osage Indian children -..........
372
construction of bridge
Saint Louis, Mo., construction
authorized
River
authorized across Mississippi River
661
at -------....................
661
Saint Louis
River:
Louis River:
Bridge authorized
authorized across, at Cloquet,
-----------------573
Minna-----Bridge legalized
legalized across, at Cloquet,
Mimi
Minn ----------------780
Idaho, appropriation
appropriation for
Saint Manes,
Maries, Idaho,
at
caring for graves of fire fighters at-482
authorized
Saint Marys River, bridge authorized
across, at Sault Sainte Marie, Mich-_
Mich
947
Sales of
of Produce for Future
Future Delivery,
Delivery,
768
stamp tax rate reduced---------reduced
768
Salmon River, Alaska, preliminary
preliminary examexamination authorized
991
authorized --------- ______
991
Salt Lake City, Utah, protection
protection of water
water
808
808
of--------------------supply of
appropriation for envoy extraSalvador, appropriation
ordinary,
to--................ordinary, etc., to
530
530
Sammons,
Stunmons, Thomas,
Thomas, acceptance
acceptance of foreign
decoration
1267
decoration -.......-..........-..
1267

Samoa:
Page.
Page.
Samoa:
American
coastwise shipping laws
laws not
not
American coastwise
applicable to----------------to
963
963
applicable
Emergency
Relief Act,
Act,
Agricultural Relief
Emergency Agricultural
37
provisions not
not applicable
37
applicable to ----_
provisions
Refunds
export of processed
processed comcomRefunds on export
40
modity to -------------------modity
Sugar
import quota
quota and
and restrictions_-_
restrictions__ _ 672
672
Sugar import
San
Act, construction
projconstruction cost on projSan Carlos
Carlos Act,
881
ect;
ect; repayments
repayments-----------------San
San

Canon Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Carlos
appropriation
irrigation ------_appropriation for irrigation
Sanders, J.
J. Y.,
Y., Jr.,
Jr., payment
payment to, contestedcontestedSanders,
election
expenses----------------election expenses

370

1023
1023

San
Calif.:
Diego, Calif.:
San Diego,
Appropriation
maintenance naval
Appropriation for maintenance
training station
station -----------training
Sale
of portions
of Pueblo
Pueblo lands
lands to,
to,
portions of
Sale of
authorized -------------------authorized

1212
1212

San Francisco, Calif.:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for_---_
Dispatch agency -------Hydrographic
expenses------Hydrographic office expenses
-- ------ --Mint
Mint----

533
424
424
437

Sanitary
approPan American, approSanitary Bureau, Pan
contribution -- _----priation for
for contribution
San Juan,
Rico, appropriation
appropriation for
for
San
Juan, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
hydrographic
hydrographic office expenses
expenses
--__-Santa Fe, N.Mex.,
appropriation for educaeducaSanta
N.Mex., appropriation
tion of Indians--------------Indians
tion

405
405

534
534
424

373
notice of
Sarnia, Ontario, notice
of Great
Great Lakes
Lakes
Commission hearings
Bridge Commission
hearings to be
published in aanewspaper
published
newspaper of ----. _141
141
Same%
Julia, payment
1022
Sasnett, Julia,
payment to -.....
1022
SaUlt
Sault Sainte Marie, Mich.:
Mich.:
Appropriation
hydrographic office
Appropriation for hydrographic
office
expenses..---...----.........
424
424
Bridge authorized
authorized across Saint Marys
Marys
---------- __-River at -947
947
Savannah, Ga., appropriation
appropriation for hydrohydro-.
Savannah,
graphic
expenses
424
graphic office expenses---------__-_
424
Savannah
River:
Savannah River:
Time
extended for
bridging, at—
Time extended
for bridging,
atBurtons
Burtons Ferry,
Ferry, Ga -----------____
96
96
-------------___
Sylvania, Ga
Ga, 946
946
Savings Accounts,
Accounts, insurance
Savings
insurance of. See
National Housing Act.
Savings and Loan Associations.
Associations. See
Owners' Loan
Loan Act,
Act, 1933.
1933.
Home Owners'
Scales,
Scales, appropriation
appropriation for testing railrailroad-track, mine, etc----- _----___
road-track,
554
554
Seacoast
Seacoast Defenses,
Defenses, appropriation
appropriation for
for_--__ _ 631
631
Seacoast
Seacoast Trawling
Co., payment
payment to----to
101
Trawling Co.,
101
Sea
Sea Lions,
Lions, regulations
regulations governing
governing killing
Alaskan waters
waters ------.------__
in Alaskan
976
976
Seamen, American:
Seamen,
American:
Appropriation
for relief, protection_
protection.. 533, 1039
1039
Appropriation for
transportation, from shipCare and transportation,
wrecked fishing and
395
wrecked
and whaling
whaling vessels.
vessels-
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Forfeiture:
Seizure, and Forfeiture:
Search, Seizure,
unlawfully manubeverages unlawfully
Alcoholic beverages
factured, sold, etc., in District of
factured,
Columbia -------------------Gold
acquired, etc., in violaGold withheld, acquired,
1934
tion of Gold Reserve Act of 1934-_Seattle, Wash.:
Wash.:
Appropriation
for-Appropriation forDispatch agency
agency----------------..
Hydrographic office
office expenses -----Hydrographic
--------..................
Mint
Second
Second Liberty Loan Act. See Liberty
Loan Act, Second.
Agriculture:
Secretary of Agriculture:
Agricultural
Adjustment Act—
ActAgricultural Adjustment
Cotton sales, total disposition by
March 1, 1936; option contracts
authorized
authorized-----------------Publicity
effectuate
information to effectuate
Publicity of information
purposes of Act by ---------purposes
Agricultural commodities,
commodities, powers of,
Agricultural
over ----------------------Apples and pears, regulations governing
interstate
shipment ofof_
foreign shipment
interstate and foreign
Chinch-bug control, sum appropriated
appropriated
Chinch-bug
for
for------------------ -----Conservation of wild life, fish, and
Conservation
----..game, promotion of------..
of
Cotton Act of 1934, designation of
agents to administer oaths in apagents
plication
plication for tax-exemption
tax-exemption certificertificates
cates-------------------------on.
Cotton,
Cotton, authority to borrow money on..
Advances for
for settling debts, etc., onon_ -_
Advances
Availability
Availability of such funds to -- -Discretionary
use
of
alternate
Discretionary
methods--------------------methods
advances
Handling, marketing, etc., advances
by-------------to agencies by
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Loans by Reconstruction
Corporation
Corporation----------------by__Proceeds from sales, disposition by
Proceeds
agencies,
Governmental agencies,
Cotton held by Governmental
etc., to be sold to
to-------------etc.,
See
Cotton Industry,
Industry, regulation of.
Cotton Control Act.
Cotton option contracts.
contracts. See AgriculAgriculCotton
tural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
production loans, first lien on 1934
Crop production
acceptance
crops as security for, acceptance
by -------------------------Dairyand beef-cattle
beef-cattle industries, sum
Dairy- and
authorized to finance
finance production
production
authorized
adjustments
adjustments-------------------Appropriation for------..--------for
Appropriation
Dairybeef-cattle products,
products, purDairy- and beef-cattle
chase of for relief distribution ---Emergency Agricultural
Agricultural Relief
Relief Act,
Emergency
regulations
administragoverning administraregulations governing
tion of
of----------------------
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335
340
340
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533
424
424
437
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34
34
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30
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528
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cix
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Emeigency
construction of
of public highEmergency construction
ways, sum authorized
authorized for-------for
ways,
993
Apportionment among States------States
Apportionment
993
Emergency
relief fund, allocation
allocation for
for
Emergency relief
reconstruction of highways
highways damreconstruction
aged by flood, etc-----------etc
994
aged
Federal-aid highway
highway system, projects
Federal-aid
approved by ----------to be approved
Federal Highway
Highway Act, reports
reports to ConConFederal
gress under
under provisions
of
provisions of------gress
Fish and
sanctuaries in national
national
game sanctuaries
and game
Fish
forests, establishment
establishment upon recomrecomforests,
mendation of
of---------------mendation
purchase by States;
States;
Forest lands, purchase
procedure
procedure-------------------Marketing
agreements, authority to
to
Marketing agreements,
enter
agricultural
with handlers of agricultural
enter with
commodity ------------------Migratory
waterfowl hunting
hunting stamps.
Migratory waterfowl
See
Federal Hunting
Hunting Stamp Act.
See Federal
National
Recovery Act,
Industrial Recovery
National Industrial
delegation
of functions
functions affecting
affecting agdelegation of
ricultural
commodities to Secretary
Secretary
ricultural commodities
of
of Agriculture
Agriculture---------------Olmstead lands, adjustment
adjustment of claims
claims
Olmstead
to,
authorized
to, authorized---------------Ouachita National
National Forest, creating
Ouachita
game refuge in ---------------Pueblo de Taos Indian,
Indian, N.Mex.,
N.Mex., lands
Pueblo
segregated
segregated for, by.-----------Natural resources, not needed,
Natural
needed, availavailcommercial use ----able for
for commercial
Sea food inspection,
supervision of---of. _
inspection, supervision
Sea
restrictions.
Sugar import quotas and restrictions.
See
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
See Agricultural
regulations by Tobacco
Tobacco Control Act, regulations
Upper Mississippi River
River Wild
Wild Life and
and
acquisition of addiFish Refuge, acquisition
tional land for, authorized
authorized -----Secretary of
of Commerce:
Commerce:
Air Commerce
Commerce Act, amendments, regulaAir
tions
by---------------------tions by
by---------Remission
penalty by
Remission of penalty
maximum flying
Air-mail lines,
lines, maximum
flying hours to
to
be fixed by-------------------by
Conservation
Conservation of wild life, fish, and
of----- -----game,
game, promotion of
Erie,
conveyance to, authorized.-authorised_
Erie, Pa., conveyance
Fayerweather Island,
Island, Conn.,
Conn., conveyconveyFayerweather
ance
authorized..-------------ance authorized
Fish
sanctuaries in national
national
Fish and game sanctuaries
forests,
establishment upon recomforests, establishment
mendation
mendation of----------------Fishing
and whaling
whaling industries, loans
loans to,
Fishing and
from
loan conconmerchant marine loan
from merchant
struction fund-------------fund
Foreign
memberzone board, memberForeign trade zone
ship
hip----------

------------

203
203
995
400
400
955
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Mammoth Cave
Cave National
National Park,
schedPark, schedMammoth
Lighthouse
depot at
at New
Orleans, La.;
New Orleans,
Lighthouse depot
estabadmission fees to be estabule of admission
657
acquisition of
657
of site
site for
for ----------acquisition
775
lished
775
lished----------------------Pass
A'Loutre Lighthouse
Lighthouse Reservation,
Reservation,
Pass A'Loutre
McMinnville,
Oreg., sale of public
McMinnville, Oreg.,
664
664
La.,
authorized-----conveyance authorized
La., conveyance
lands
authorized _--------957
to, authorized
lands to,
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior:
Secretary
Menominee
Indians,
enrollment
of__
965
of
--enrollment
Indians,
Menominee
Aerial
for mapping
mapping projphotographs for
projAerial photographs
112
Per
capita payment
112
to ---------Per capita
payment to
ects,
to be
be furnished
by War
War and
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controlling persons ---908
Liability of
Commingling of customers',
customers', etc.,
Power
Commingling
Power of Commission to define tech889
securities;
required__
889
--908
908
consent required
nical terms----------------terms
securities; consent
Protection of persons relying on
Prohibition
manipulation of
Prohibition against manipulation
908
908
Commission in good faith ----security prices
889
prices-----------------security
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
transfer
Commission, transfer
Federal
Liability of person participating
participating in
Liability
908
duties
of duties------------------890
prohibited practices ---------prohibited
909
Studies by Commission---------Commission
Regulation
manipulative
of
manipulative
use
of
the
Regulation
Corporate reorganization
reorganization plan, securisecuriCorporate
891
•and deceptive
deceptive devices----------devices
to, exempt
ties
exempt
ties issued pursuant to,
Segregation
and limitation of functions
functions
Segregation and
920
from
provisions
from provisions-------------of
brokers, and dealers_
dealers
891
members, brokers,
of members,
Exchange Act of 1934:
Securities Exchange
Regulations governing,
governing, to be preNecessity
declaration of
regulation; declaration
for regulation;
Necessity for
- 891
scribed
scribed-------_-----------purposes
881
purposes and objects ----------Registration
odd-lot
dealers;
dealers;
of
odd-lot
Registration
882
application of title -----Definitions; application
specialists------------------891
specialists
Authority of
Commission and Federal
of Commission
Authority
by
speof
information
Disclosure
information
Disclosure
Reserve Board to define techniReserve
891
cialists
cialists---------------------884
terms
884
cal, etc., terms--------------Exemption of small exchange
exchange from
Exemption
Title not applicable
applicable to Federal
892
provisions----------------provisions
884
agencies ------------------Dealer-broker;
limitation
Dealer-broker;
limitation
of
funcSecurities
Exchange
Commission;
Commission;
and
Securities
of
892
tions of--------------------establishment
885
establishment---------------Composition; political division
division of
Composition;
segregation of
of
Study of complete
complete segregation
membership
------885
membership-----.
of-__--------------892
functions of
_____
_
892
-- - _
-_ _ _ .
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Securities Exchange
Exchange Act of
of 1934—Contd.
Page.
1934-Contd. Page.
Securities
Registration requirements
requirements for securiRegistration
892
ties
892
ties--------------------------Transactions
unregistered securisecuriTransactions in unregistered
892
ties unlawful
892
ties
unlawful---------------Application
filing;
registration; filing;
for registration;
Application for
892
contents
contents ---------------commisDocuments to be filed with commisDocuments
sion
893
sion_---------------------registration ----Effective date of registration
893
Effective
Study of trading
trading in unlisted securiStudy
Commission;
ties
be made by Commission;
to be
ties to
893
report
Congress
report to Congress-----------894
security--------Reports
of issuer of security
Reports of
894
Requirement; form
894
form-------------Requirement;
Reports
of carriers
under Interstate
carriers under
Reports of
895
Commerce
895
Commerce Act ------------895
Proxies, solicitation
895
of-----solicitation and use of
Proxies,
895
regulationsOver-the-counter
markets, regulations_
895
Over-the-counter markets,
Directors, officers,
officers, and principal
principal stockstockDirectors,
896
holders
holders----------------------Statements
Statements to be filed by; monthly
896
reports
changes in ownershipownership_
reports of changes
Information concerning
concerning profits realInformation
ized
by
896
ized by-------------------to------Transactions prohibited
897
prohibited to
Transactions
examiAccounts
and records, reports, examiAccounts and
897
nation
of exchange,
members_
exchange, and membersnation of
897
Requirements
Requirements -------------------for.-- 897
Misleading statements, liability forMisleading
exchanges and
Powers
with respect to exchanges
Powers with
securities
898
securities--------------------Authority of Commission
Commission when violaAuthority
898
tions
act or
regulations ----or regulations
of act
tions of
To
amendment of exchange
compel amendment
To compel
898
rules
rules--------------------Rules of
of security
security exchanges,
exchanges, study
Rules
898
authorized
authorized-----------------899
Liabilities of
of controlling
controlling persons ---Liabilities
Investigations;
injunctions, and proseInvestigations; injunctions,
cution
of offenses
899
offenses--------------cution of
899
Authority of Commission
Commission --------Authority
901
-----------Hearings
of
901
Commission
of
Hearings
901
Rules and
regulations
901
-----------and regulationsRules
901
Annual
report
to
Congress
901
Congress----------Annual report to
Commission,
Information filed
filed with Commission,
Information
901
confidential nature
901
of----------nature of
confidential
Court
review of
of orders
orders of
Commission_
901
of CommissionCourt review
902
Procedure
Procedure---------------------902
Unlawful representations
902
representations-----------Unlawful
Jurisdiction of offenses
offenses and suits;
Jurisdiction
enforcement
902
enforcement provisions --------Rights and
additional to
to
remedies, additional
and remedies,
Rights
903
existing
law
existing law------------------Jurisdiction of state commissions
eommisedons
Jurisdiction
903
not affected
affected ----------------not
Contracts and
and conditions
vaconditions therein, vaContracts
903
lidity
of
lidity of----------------------unlawful
Foreign
security
exchanges,
unlawful
exchanges,
Foreign security
ftu
M
transactions
904
on- .-- ----------transactions on
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Securities
Act of 1934-Contd.
1934—Contd. Page.
page .
Exchange Act
Securities Exchange
904
Registration fees; payment ---------Registration
904
Penalty
provisions ----------------904
Penalty provisions
905
clause
905
Saving clause---------------------905
Effective date---------------------date
905
Effective
Securities Act of 1933—Amendments.
1933-Amendments.
Securities
Securities Act of 1933.
See Securities
Commission.
Securities
Exchange Commission.
and Exchange
Securities and
See Securities
Exchange Act of 1934.
Securities Exchange
See
Seeds
Grasses, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Seeds and Grasses,
480
study, etc., of commercial---------commercial
study,
Seed Testing
Testing Congress,
Congress, International,
Seed
480
appropriation for contribution
contribution -----480
appropriation
Seignoriage, amount
amount of, to be collected
collected for
Seignoriage,
coinage
of foreign-produced
to
foreign-produced silver to
coinage of
343
be
prescribed by
by President -------be prescribed
Seminole Indians:
Seminole
Appropriation for expenses of attorneys
attorneys
Appropriation
for
377
for ------------------------146
Payments
146
Payments to, from tribal funds -----Senate.
Congress; Legislative
Legislative
Senate. See also Congress;
Branch of
Government.
the Government.
of the
Branch
Compensation
employees
reduction, employees
Compensation reduction,
of ------------------------15, 521
of
Corporation of
of Foreign Bondholders
Corporation
95
Act, 1933,
annual report
report to ------1933, annual
Act,
Farm Credit
Credit Administration,
Administration, confirmaconfirmaFarm
tion of
of appointed
appointed commissioners_
commissioners_ -_ 273
273
tion
Federal Deposit
Insurance CorporaDeposit Insurance
Federal
tion, confirmation
confirmation of appointive
appointive
tion,
168
members, board of directors
directors -----members,
Federal
Emergency Relief
Relief AdministraFederal Emergency
tor—
tor66
Confirmation of------------------of
56
Confirmation
57
Monthly
report transmitted
transmitted to -----Monthly report
Employment
National
Cooperative
Employment
National Cooperative
113
director-Service, confirmation
113
confirmation of director
Service,
Post
Department, salary paypayOffice Department,
Post Office
ment
forbidden to person whose
whose
ment forbidden
450
nomination not
not approved
approved by ----nomination
Salary
reductions, Vice President and
Salary reductions,
14, 521
members of-------------------of
members
Tennessee
Corporation directors;
directors;
Valley Corporation
Tennessee Valley
appointment
with
appointment by President with
consent
of--------------------59
consent of
60
Removal by concurrent
resolution
60
concurrent resolution-Removal
Senate
Committee on
on the Library, ChairSenate Committee
man
be member
member of National
National ArArto be
man to
1123
chives Council----------------Council
chives
Senate
Building, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Office Building,
Senate Office
1025
maintenance, etc----------etc
97, 827, 1025
maintenance,
Senators.
See also
also Congress;
Legislative
Congress; Legislative
Senators. See
Branch
of the
the Government;
Government; Senate.
Senate.
Branch of
Compensation and
and mileage
mileage of,
of, fiscal year
year
Compensation
for
adjustment of
accounts for---.
for..___ 1022
of accounts
for adjustment
Compensation of,
salacommencement salaof, commencement
Compensation
1022
ries
ries-------------------------1022
Appointment
assistants
1022
clerical asistantsof clerical
Appointment of
1017
Documents,
allotment
of
----------of
allotment
Documents,
irl_-----------------.-..............--~4fm..-.-.
=,,11,
Franking
r·· privilege
r~~·Ll~r----"'
_
-- -
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Telegraph
deductelephone service, deducand telephone
Telegraph and
delinquencies
tions to be made for delinquencies
in accounts
of-----------------in
accounts of
Seneca
School, Okla.,
Okla., acquisition
acquisition
Indian School,
Seneca Indian
of land
land of ---------------of
Seneca
N.Y., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Indians, N.Y.,
Seneca Indians,
fulfilling treaties
treaties with---.---------with
fulfilling
Sequoia National
Park, Calif.,
Calif., appropriaappropriaNational Park,
Sequoia

1024
1024
1184

378

tion
etc
387
387
administration, etc--------for administration,
tion for
Sequoyah
School, TahleTahleTraining School,
Orphan Training
Sequoyah Orphan
quah,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation for educaeducaquah, Okla.,
tion
of Indians
277, 373
Indians ---------------tion of
Sesame
tax on
763
763
on---------processing tax
Oil, processing
Sesame Oil,
Settlement
War Claims
1928:
of 1928:
Act of
Claims Act
of War
Settlement of
Amendments
1267
Amendments----------------------Payments
nationals postGerman nationals
to German
Payments to
1268
poned
1268
poned-----------------------1268
Available funds
for awards------awards
1268
funds for
Available
President
may remove
remove payment
payment rePresident may
striction; determine
determine periods
periods of
of
striction;
1t on,\»
arrears
1269
arrears-----------------lZI6Y
Time for
making application
application for payfor making
Time
ments,
claimants, exAmerican claimants,
ments, American
tended
125,
tended-----------------contestedShanahan, John J., payment to, contestedelection expenses----------------expenses
election
Shaw Junior
Junior High
High School,
School, D.C.,
appropriaD.C., appropriaShaw
tion
for
tion for--------------------payment to---------to
Shaw, Larney B., payment
Shawnee Indians,
for
available for
balance available
Indians, balance
Shawnee
payment
of
payment of claim of-----------authorized
Shawneetown,
Ill., bridge authorized
Shawneetown, Ill.,
across
Ohio River at -----------across Ohio
Sheffield,
authorized across
Ala., bridge authorized
Sheffield, Ala.,
-Tennessee River at----------at
Tennessee
Shenandoah
National Park, Va.,
approVa., approShenandoah National
priation for
for administration,
administration, etc
etc-----priation
Shepherdstown,
W.Va., construction
construction of
Shepherdstown, W.Va.,
bridge
authorized across Potomac
bridge authorized
River
at ---- --------------- _-River at
acceptance of forHarry Tuck, acceptance
Sherman, Harry
eign
decoration----- --------- _
eign decoration
Riverside, Calif.,
Institute, Riverside,
Sherman Institute,
appropriation
education of Inappropriation for education
dians
dians--------------------------Shields, Henry J., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
Shields,
decoration --------------------- _
decoration
Miss.,
Ship Island Military Reservation, Miss.,
sale of lands within -------------Shipping Board Bureau. See also
also Commerce, Department of.
compensation limitation--limitation__
Attorneys, compensation
Employment limitation -----------Employment
Fuel oil of foreign production,
production, restricFuel
tion on
purchase of -----------on purchase
tion
Radio stations
stations on vessels of, subject
subject to
to
Radio
Act
nmmuniieations
Communications
- -- Yv -of^ 1934
- -- ----H^- Ysave VARY
Ad Act
ova

1019
1019
1023
1023
859
100
367
839

945
045
387

652

1267
372
1267
150

568
567

567
1083
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Shipping Board Bureau-Continued.
Bureau—Continued.
Page.
Shipping
567
Rent
restriction -------------------Rent restriction
Ship operation, expenditures
expenditures subject to
to
Ship
567
approval
approval of President --- _------Special
claims appropriation
appropriation continued
continued
Special claims
567
available
567
available---------------------Shipping Board,
United States:
Board, United
Shipping
298
Appropriation for------------------for
298
Appropriation
Loans to
mail-carrying corporations
corporations forforto mail-carrying
Loans
bidden
without approval
approval of CompCompbidden without
troller General
General----------------300
Motor
vehicle restriction-----------restriction
299
Motor vehicle
Operation
back from purOperation of ships taken back
chasers, balance
299
available------balance available
chasers,
President's approval required
required -----299
President's
Shoshone
Irrigation Project, Wyo.,
Wyo., approapproShoshone Irrigation
priation
for
priation for--------------------381
Siam, appropriation
extraorappropriation for envoy extraorSiam,
dinary, etc.,
530
etc., to
to-- _--------------dinary,
Signal Corps. See War Department.
Department.
Signal
Signal Safety
Safety Systems, appropriation
appropriation for
Signal
293, 515
investigations, etc -------------515
investigations,
Silva, Antone,
Antone, acceptance
decacceptance of foreign decSilva,
1267
oration
oration-------------------------Silver, acceptance
govacceptance of, from foreign govSilver,
ernments, authorized
authorized ------------53
ernments,
Silver and Silver
Silver Certificates.
Certificates. See Gold
Silver
Reserve
Reserve Act of 1934.
Silver Coin, export,
export, hoarding,
etc., during
hoarding, etc.,
Silver
national emergency,
emergency, authority of
of
national
11
President
President to prohibit ------------Silver Purchase Act of
of 1934:
Silver
Declaration
1178
1178
policy -----------of policy
Declaration of
1178
Purchase of; rates, terms, etc------etc
1178
Sales by Secretary
Secretary of Treasury, when
when
Sales
1178
authorized
authorized-----------------Silver
denominacertificates, issue; denominaSilver certificates,
1178
reserves; redemption
1178
redemption ----tions; reserves;
Transactions
regulation of;
Transactions in silver, regulation
1178
penalties---------------------1178
penalties
Silver delivery to Treasury;
Treasury; coinage--coinage_ __ 1179
1179
Silver
1179
Hoarding;
penalties -----------1179
Hoarding; penalties
Sales and transfers,
on;
transfers, stamp taxes on;
Sales
penalties, etc -- _--------_----1179
penalties,
-------Terms defined
defined 1180
Terms
1180
Rules
Secretary of
regulations of Secretary
and regulations
Rules and
Treasury
1181
---------Treasury-----------Definitions --------------------1181
Definitions
Appropriation authorized
authorized.-------.._
1181
Appropriation
1060
--------Appropriation
for
1060
Appropriation for---Rights
provision;
Rights reserved; saving provision;
inconsistent laws
1181
repealed -----laws repealed
inconsistent
Simpson, James, Jr.,
Jr., payment to, conconSimpson,
1023
tested-election
expenses
1023
tested-election expenses--------Sioux
Sioux Indians:
Appropriation f
or—
forAppropriation
Day and industrial
industrial schools, support,
etc
etc---------------------374
Treaty obligations, fulfilling ------376
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378
Indians--------treaties with Indians
filling treaties
Skagit River,
preliminary examinaWash., preliminary
River, Wash.,
Skagit
951
ation authorized
authorized ----------------ation
uf copies--Slip
printing, number
number of
copies
949
Laws, printing,
Slip Laws,
Smelting,
etc., Industries, loans to, by
Smelting, etc.,
Reconstruction Finance
Finance CorporationCorporation_ 1112
Reconstruction
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, D.C.:
Appropriation for
for----------------- 296, 516
Appropriation
Board
John C.
Merriam
C. Merriam
Regents, John
of Regents,
Board of
appointed
598
appointed ---------------------Deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing,
Deficiency
Assoetc.,
American Historical Assoetc., American
ciation report------------------report
1026
ciation
Secretary of,
be member of National
of, to be
Secretary
1123
Archives
Council-------------Archives Council
Snare and
Co., payment
280
to-----payment to
Triest Co.,
and Triest
Snare
Snohomish River,
Wash., preliminary
preliminary
River, Wash.,
Snohomish
951
examination
authorized
examination authorized-----------762
Soft Drink
termination of--------of
762
Tax, termination
Drink Tax,
Soft
Soil,
appropriation for investigations as
Soil, appropriation
to
fertility, erosion,
485, 498
498
etc-- -----erosion, etc
to fertility,
Solicitor General:
Solicitor
allocation;
Assistant to,
appointment; allocation;
to, appointment;
Assistant
307
compensation
----------------compensationPosition
of one Assistant Attorney
Position of
308
General abolished
abolished -----------General
Solicitors:
Solicitors:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forPost Office
443
Department-----------Office Department
Post
Treasury Department------------Department
426
Treasury
See
Sons of
the American
Revolution.
American Revolution.
of the
Sons
National
Society, Sons
Amerthe AmerSons of the
National Society,
ican Revolution.
Revolution.
ican
Sound
for
555
555
appropriation for-Investigation, appropriation
Sound Investigation,
South
See Union
Union of
of South
South Africa.
Africa. See
South Africa.
South
Carolina:
South Carolina:
Appropriation for
forest adnational forest
for national
Appropriation
ministration -----------------482
ministration
Time
bridging—
for bridgingextended for
Time extended
54
Georgetown
Pee Dee River at Georgetown-Savannah
Ga..
96
Savannah River, at Burtons Ferry, GaatWaccamaw River at—
Waccamaw
5
Conway
55
Conway- -----------------54
Georgetown
Georgetown-------------------South Charleston,
Charleston, W.Va,
W.Va., appropriation
South
41C
stationfor school
school at
410
ordnace station_
at naval ordnance
for
South
Dakota:
South
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
371
Indians,
support, etc.,
376,377
of---- 375, 376,
etc., of
Indians, support,
48
National forest
forest administration
482
administratioa-- --National
Wind Cave
Cave National
National Park
Park adminisWind
trationn tration

_----

---------------
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Southern
Cattle Ticks,
for Page.
Pace.
Ticks, appropriation
appropriation for
Southern Cattle
476
eradication of-------------------of
eradication
Southern
certain conveyance
conveyance
Pacific Co., certain
Southern Pacific
940, 942
of, validated-----------------validated
of,
Southern Relief
Relief Society,
Society, D. C., appropriaSouthern
tion for
for---------------------- 247, 872
tion
South Omaha,
Nebr., time extended
extended for
Omaha, Nebr.,
South
356
bridging
Missouri River, at-------.at
bridging Missouri
Southwestern
Reformatory, appropriation
appropriation
Southwestern Reformatory,
for
etc
545
maintenance, etc--------------for maintenance,
530
Spain,
Ambassador to-to
appropriation for Ambassador
Spain, appropriation
Spanish-American
War Veterans:
Veterans:
Spanish-American War
Domiciliary
care of permanently
permanently disDomiciliary care
99
abled
abled----------------------88
Pension
payment to----------------to
Pension payment
Repeal
public laws granting
granting care,
of public
Repeal of
11
compensation, etc.,
etc., to----------to
compensation,
Spanish-War
Service Medal,
Medal, length of
Spanish-War Service
-

page.
Sirups,
establishment of quota for, pro- Page.
Sirups, establishment
673
duced in
United States -----------in United
duced
Sistersville, W.Va.,
W.Va., bridge
bridge authorized
authorized
Sistersville,
1013
across
at
1013
River at-------------Ohio River
across Ohio
Sinslaw
River:
Siuslaw River:
Florence,
Bridge authorized
authorized across, at Florence,
Bridge
137
Oreg
137
Oreg-------------------------Time extended for bridging
bridging -------804
Time
Six
appropriation for fulN.Y., appropriation
Nations, N.Y.,
Six Nations,

.

-
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776
service
qualify for------------for
776
service to qualify
Sparkling
Wine, tax on.
on. See Liquor TaxTaxSparkling Wine,
ing
ing Act of 1934.
Speaker
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
Speaker of
14, 521
salary reduction---------------reduction
salary
Spirits.
Spirits. See Distilled Spirits.
Stabilization Fund.
Fund. See
See also Gold
Gold ReStabilization
serve Act
Act of 1934.
serve
Annual
audit of,
of, and
report to PresiPresiand report
Annual audit
dent
dent-------------------------Creation,
amount; purpose
purpose to enable
enable
Creation, amount;
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury to deal in
in
Secretary
gold and
exchange
and foreign exchange-------gold
Exclusive control
control of
Secretary over--over..
of Secretary
Exclusive
underTermination
of powers
powers conferred
conferred under_
Termination of
Stamp Taxes,
Taxes, silver
silver sales
transfers...
sales and transfers-Stamp
Standard Baskets Act:
Act:
Standard
Amendments—
AmendmentsDimensions
of standard
standard climax basbasDimensions of
keta
mushrooms
kets for mushrooms----------Effective
Effective date --------------Standard
Standard Container, Hamper, and Produce
Agency Acts,
Acts, appropriation
for
appropriation for
duce Agency
enforcement --------------------enforcement
also ComStandards, Bureau of. See also
merce,
Department of.
merce, Department
Cooperative work
work with departments,
departments, etcetc_
Cooperative
Scientific investigations
Bureau
investigations by, for Bureau
Scientific
of Engraving
and Printing
Printing------Engraving and
of
Post
Office Department
Department----------Post Office
Standards
Competition. See NaFair Competition.
Standards of Fair
tional Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act.
tional
Star
Routes,
Postal
Service.
See
See Postal
Service.
Star Routes, Postal
Service.
Service.
"State:"
"State:"
Construed in
in Bank
Conservation Act-Act
Bank Conservation
Construed
Defined
National Industrial
RecovIndustrial Recovin National
Defined in
ery
Act
ery Act----------------------Sse National
State
Advisory Coudcil
Councils. See
National
State Adviseor

341
341
342
342
1179
1179

930
930
930

495
556
556
433
449
449

22
204
204

Servie.
Cooperative
Cooperative Employment Service,
Company," de.
"State
Trust Company,"
State Bank or Trut
fined
fined-----------------------

21
21
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State Banks:
Page.
Page.
Authority of Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
Corporation
Corporation to
to make
make loans
loans or
subscribe to
preferred stock
___
66
subscribe
to preferred
stock of_
of --Direct loans to, by Federal Reserve
authorized
20
20
banks, authorized--------------Companies. See
State Bank and Trust Companies.
Banking Act of 1933.
Banking
Department of.
of. See also Foreign
Foreign
State, Department
Service; International
International Obligations.
Obligations.
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forContingent expenses -------------529
Contingent
536
Convicts, prisons abroad for -----Criminals, expenses of bringing home
536
from abroad---------------536
Investigations regarding
Investigations
regarding official matters
537
ters-----------------_--_-Losses of officers,
officers, etc., in foreign
foreign
countries,
currency apcountries, due to currency
preciation
834
preciation-----__--_--------_
agencies
530
Passport agencies--------------Printing and binding-------------binding
530
Salaries,
Secretary, Under Secretary,
Secretary,
Salaries, Secretary,
and personnel ---------------- 529
Territorial
Territorial papers, collecting
collecting and
editing
editing---------------------530
Deficiency
appropriation forfor—
Deficiency appropriation
Audited claims
claims------- 103, 282, 1049, 1053
Contingent
expenses ------------1038
Contingent expenses
Criminals, expenses of bringing home
abroad ----------------1039
from abroad
Foreign trade,
trade, promotion of-------of
1038
Foreign
International
ecoInternational monetary and
and eco278
nomic conference,
conference, London --- _
Judgments
1046
Judgments---------------------Mixed Claims Commission, United
278
States and Germany
Germany --------278
Salaries-----------------------Salaries
1038
1038
Arms
Arms and munitions of war sales to
to
countries engaged
engaged in
in armed conflict in Chaco, authority of President to prohibit---------------prohibit
811
Citizenship
naturalization. See
Citizenship and naturalization.
See
citizenship
citizenship and naturalization.
naturalization.
Corporation of Foreign Bondholders
Corporation
to
Act, offenses under; claiming to
represent,
95
represent, etc
etc-----------------Extradition of fugitive
country in
in
fugitive to country
exercises
which United States exercises
extraterritorial jurisdiction
jurisdiction -----454
extraterritorial
Foreign
authorizing certain
certain
Foreign decorations, authorizing
officers or employees
employees of, to accept_ 1267
officers
List of persons
persons for whom intended
intended to
be furnished Congress
Congress--------1267
Foreign governments in default in obliForeign
gations to United States, financial
financial
prohibited
transactions with prohibited
---574
Historical
National
Historical Adviser, member, National
Historical
Historical Publications
Publications Commission
1123
sion---....---..............

State, Department
Department of-Continued.
of—Continued.
Information
Information for corporations,
corporations,

etc.,
etc.,

expenses of securing
securing -__-------_
expenses
International
Scientific
International Council of Scientific
Unions, sum
authorized for
annual
Unions,
sum authorized
for annual
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536

share
976
share------------------------976
International
Labor
Organization,
International
Organization,
membership of United States 1182
membership
1182
International tribunals, authority
authority of
of
United States Agent to obtain testi117
mony, etc -------------------117
Lafayette
proclamaLafayette Memorial
Memorial Day proclama784
tion, issue of -----------------784
Losses of officers, etc.,
etc., of, in foreign
foreign
countries, due to foreign currency
currency
countries,
appreciation, annual appropriation_
466
appreciation,
466
vessel construction,
suspension
Naval vessel
construction, suspension
of, if United States signatory
signatory to
to
naval
naval armament limitation agreeagreement -----------------------__
505
ment
under treaty
Public works construction
construction under
obligations --201
_-------------__
Purchases without advertising
advertising ------536
Purchases
536
Records of Government,
protection of_
122
Records
Government, protection
Rent restriction
restriction in United States ---536
536
Pan American Sanitary
Sanitary Conference
at
Conference at
Buenos Aires, sum for expenses
expenses of
delegates
1182
delegates
__-----------------Memorial Day proclamation,
proclamation,
Pulaski Memorial
issue of
of-_---------------------784
Reciprocal
Reciprocal trade agreements.
agreements. See TarTaramendments.
iff Act of 1930, amendments.
Seamen from shipwrecked
shipwrecked fishing and
whaling vessels, care and transporwhaling
tation -----------------------395
Slip laws; number; printing
949
949
printing---------Suspension of naval, etc.,
etc., construction
construction
in event of international
international agreement
agreement
limitation --------202
202
for armament limitation
State
Laws, appropriation
aid in
in supsupState Laws,
appropriation to aid
National Conference
Conference of Comport of National
missioners on
on------------------ 228, 852
State Legislation,
appropriation for preLegislation, appropriation
preparing index
index and digest of --------States:
Administrative boards
jurisdiction
Administrative
boards of,
of, jurisdiction
United States
States courts
courts of suits
of United
relating
relating to orders of, limited---limited_ _
Chinch
bug control,
control, cooperation
cooperation of
of
Chinch bug
Federal Government
Government for ---_---Compacts
Compacts between, for assistance
assistance in
crime
suppression authorized
authorized----crime suppression
Cooperation
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Federal Emergency
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the United States. See National
Defense
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Act, Amendments.
Defense Act,
granted for support of
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grants authorized to public
351
agencies of -------------------agencies
construction, allocations to States
Road construction,
993
of---------------for purposes of
VocaVocational
Vocational education in. See Vocational Education.
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Statistical
International, The
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534
contribution_
appropriation for contributionHague, appropriation
Statistical
DepartStudies. See Labor DepartStatistical Studies.
ment.
Income Tax.
of Limitations. See Income
Statute of
Staunton River, bridge
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bridge legalized across, in
Staunton
96
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Va---------Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg County, Va
NavigaSteam Vessel
Regulations. See NavigaVessel Regulations.
Steam
tion Rules.
Steele, George
George W.,
foreign
acceptance of foreign
W., acceptance
Steele,
1267
1267
decoration
decoration----------------------Wash., prelimiStillaquamish River, Wash.,
960
950
nary examination
authorized------examination authorized
nary
Still Wines,
tax on.
See Liquor
Taxing
Liquor Taxing
on. See
Wines, tax
Still

Act of 1934.
Stock-Raising Homestead
Homestead Entries. See
Stock-Raising
Public Lands.
Public
Strosnider, H.
extended for
O., time extended
H. 0.,
Strosnider,
River--------bridging Des Moines
Moines River
bridging
Structural Materials,
Materials, appropriation
for
appropriation for
Structural
etc----------------investigating, etc_
Struthers,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across
Ohio, bridge
Struthers, Ohio,
Mahoning
at
Mahoning River at-------------Submarine Cables,
Cables, power
jurisdicpower and jurisdicSubmarine
tion
Federal Communications
of Federal
tion of
Commission --------------------Commission
Submarines, construction
construction of, to treaty
treaty
Submarines,
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Naval Vessels.
limits. See Naval
"Subsidiary", defined
defined in
Emergency
in Emergency
"Subsidiary",
Act------Railroad
Transportation Act
Railroad Transportation
Sugar, appropriation
appropriation for
investiplant investifor plant
Sugar,
etc _
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Beets and
and Sugarcane,
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cultural commodity.
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tural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
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Sugar Standardization,
Standardization, appropriation
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for.
Sugar
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for
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decoration-----------------eign
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processing tax
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Project, Mont.,
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Treasury
Treasury Department.
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Department
Department Buildings,
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Bureau of. See
Supplies and
Navy Department.
Navy
Supply
Division. See Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartSupply Division.
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Supreme
United States. See
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also
Department of.
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668
Building;
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care and
Building; care
Construction expenses,
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297
297
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appointment, compenEmployees;
668
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668
668
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668
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Disbursement
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actions at law, authority
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and publish
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Criminal
after verdict, rules of
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and procedure
practice and
prescribed
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and law,
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Rules of
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President to enter
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foreign trade
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Treaty
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other
and other
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import restrictions"
944
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Provisions
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1930
Act of 1930
Tariff Act
Provisions of
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not applicable
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944
944
repealed; not
944
Termination of
trade agreements---agreements-.
of trade
Termination
Duration
of President's
President's authority--authority__ _ 944
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Duration of
Indebtedness
of foreign
foreign governments
governments
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to
944
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Notice of
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945
ment-------------------944
Repeal of
of designated
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Tariff
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Tariff Commission:
Appropriation for
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Appropriation
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517
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penses---------------------- 297,
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for—
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Printing and binding------------binding
Printing
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Salaries and
expenses ------------and expenses
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Investigations,
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tive
articles affecting
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maintenance
tive articles
197
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Appeals.
See
Board
of
Tax
Appeals.
Appeals.
Tax
of
Board
See
Tax Appeals.
Taxes. See
Capital Stock and ExcessSee Capital
Taxes.
Profits Taxes;
Excise Taxes; Gift
Gift
Taxes; Excise
Profits
Taxes;
Income Tax;
Internal ReveTax; Internal
Taxes; Income
nue; Revenue
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Tax-Free
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to Revenue
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Tax-Free Sales,
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of
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Reconstruction Fiby Reconstruction
Teachers,
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to public-school
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of-------------- 1113
districts
districts for salaries of
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Tea
Importation Act,
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Tea Importation
496
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enforcement
enforcement--- ---------------Telephone
Telegraph Companies.
and Telegraph
Telephone and
See
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1934.
Act of 1934.
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Temporary Federal
Federal Deposit
Deposit Insurance
Temporary
Fund.
Banking Act of 1933;
1933;
Fund. See Banking
Federal
Reserve Act, Fund for MuFederal Reserve
tuals.
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Tenley School
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Great
Smoky Mountains
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Great Smoky
Park administration,
North Caradministration, North
Park
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administration ------ 4S8
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National
Bedford
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division of
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middle
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to, from
from sale
sale of power, Dam
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of 1933:
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of
275, 1055
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for purposes of-----Appropriation
Purchase
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construction of
land, construction
Purchase of
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275
Creek Dam,
Cove
Reimbursement for
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275
tures
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created; incorporators
incorporators__---Corporation
Board
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composition, etcetc_
of directors;
Board of
Appointment of managers,
managers, etc - Appointment
Construction
of
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prevailing rate
decision
rate of wages; decision
prevailing
in wage
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for employees
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nation proceedings
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etc.; explosives
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of explosives
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Surplus power,
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68
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applicable
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68
68
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69
Recommendations
Securing
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Securing rights of flowage; obtaining
etc
69
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70
ditions----------------------Condemnation
acCondemnation proceedings
proceedings for land acquisition
70
70
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termination of value of lands_
__
70
lands- _-Exceptions to award;
award; appeal
appeal to
to
Exceptions
circuit
appeals ----70, 71
circuit court
court of appeals
Acceptance of
to
of payment,
payment, title to
Acceptance
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Property of
71
of minors,
minors, etc
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power, etc.,
etc.,
Net proceeds
proceeds from sale of power,
to
Treasury
71
to be
be paid
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authorized ----------71
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Conflicting laws, etc.,
repealed ------71
etc., repealed
Conflicting
reserved; not to
to
to amend, etc.,
etc., reserved;
Right to
impair contracts
Act_ _
72
contracts made under Act
72
Separability
Separability of provisions ----------.
Territorial
See
Commission. See
Expansion Commission.
Territorial Expansion
United
Territorial Expansion
Expansion
United States
States Territorial
Commission.
Territorial Papers,
appropriation for
Papers, appropriation
Territorial
collecting and
editing
__
530
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and editing-------------collecting
of the United
United States. See
Territories of
Territories.
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Cooperation of
of Federal
Government
Federal Government
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with, to
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distress. See
See FedFedto relieve
with,
eral Emergency
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Relief Act,
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Emergency Relief
Government in. See Interior
Interior DepartDepartGovernment
ment.
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United States to
Title of United
prevent
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Education.
tional Education.
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Bureau of Standards,
Machines, Bureau
Testing
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maintenance-----for maintenance
appropriation
Texas, appropriations
forest
national forest
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Texas,
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administration
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coins
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Textiles,
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The DaIles
The
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struction of a
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Columbia River
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Right of way across Celilo Canal, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
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147
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for
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The Delaware,
The
Delaware, Lackawanna,
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payment to
100
Railroad
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"The
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construction of bridge
across Puget Sound authorized
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Thomas Jefferson
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Monticello,
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for
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Act:
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---.....--.
............
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Sales
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1276
1276
Sales tax;
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1276
1276
Exemptions.-------..........
--.
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rants ---....................
1277
of.----.------.......--1277
Issue of1277
Collection of; applicable laws
Collection
laws----- 1278
Rules and regulations
regulations..-----...
Rules
-1278
Information returns-1278
---........
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General and penal
provisions
1278
General
penal provisions.-------1278
Appropriations
administrative exand administrative
Appropriations and
penses --------------..----.
1279
penses
Refunds
1279
---.-1279
Refunds -------.--------..Separability
provisions_
1280
------1280
Separability of provision---...
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1280
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1280
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---.......-..........-....
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429
Budget,
Bureau of
of the-----------the
Budget, Bureau
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Naheola,
Ala-------------------Naheola, Ala
Chief
Clerk
and
Superintendent,
Superintendent,
and
Clerk
Chief
Trade
Act of
Tariff Act
See Tariff
Agreements. See
Trade Agreements.
426
Office
of
Office of------------------1930,
Amendments.
1930, Amendments.
Coast
Guard
431
Coast Guard -----------------Trade and
Commerce:
and Commerce:
Trade
Comptroller of the Currency,
Currency, Office
Office
Comptroller
979
Term
defined
Term defined---------------------429
of ------------------------429
of
Protection
against
interference
by
interference
against
Protection
Contingent
expenses
426
------------expenses
Contingent
violence, etc.,
provided; unlawful
unlawful
etc., provided;
violence,
428
Customs,
of
428
Bureau of--------------Customs, Bureau
acts
979
acts-------------------------Disbursing
Clerk, Office of-------428
Disbursing Clerk,
Prosecutions;
saving clause-------clause
980
Prosecutions; saving
of__
Bureau
Printing,
Engraving
and
of
432
Engraving
Trade Commission.
Commission. See
Federal Trade
Trade
See Federal
Trade
430
Industrial Alcohol,
Alcohol, Bureau
Bureau of ----Industrial
Commission.
Commission.
Internal Revenue,
Bureau
of_--___ 429,
429, 1061
of
Bureau
Revenue,
Internal
Trade-Mark
Bureau, InterRegistration Bureau,
Trade-Mark Registration
430
430
refunding -------------Taxes, refunding
Taxes,
national,
appropriation for contribucontribunational, appropriation
436
436
Mint,
Bureau
of
the
the------------of
Bureau
Mint,
tion
534
tion---------------------------431
Narcotics,
Bureau of
of ------------Narcotics, Bureau
Trade
Organizations. See National
National InTrade Organizations.
427
427
Printing
and binding
binding ------------Printing and
dustrial Recovery
Recovery Act.
Act.
dustrial
Procurement
Works
Division, Public Works
Procurement Division,
Trading
with the
Act:
the Enemy Act:
Trading with
Branch
439, 1061.
Branch------------------ 439,1061
Amendments—
AmendmentsBuildings, emergency
emergency constructionconstruction.. 1061
Buildings,
Claims by
by former
former enemy
enemy or
or ally
ally of
Claims
Reno, Nev.,
Nev., Federal
Federal Building reReno,
510
enemy
510
enemy-------------------1062
taining
wall, etc-----------etc
taining wall,
Deductions from
money, etc.,
from money,
Deductions
Washington, D.C., furniture for
for
Washington,
held by
Property Cusby Alien Property
held
669
triangle
buildings
triangle buildings----------510
todian, etc
etc ----------510
todian,
u pp y
Procurement Division, S
Supply
Procurement
510
Recovery
deducted
510
Recovery of sums deducted-----437
Branch
Branch-------------------Credit or
or refund of certain assessCredit
427
Public
Service-------------Debt Service
Public Debt
ments or
collections, authoror collections,
ments
434
Public
Health Service ------------Public Health
978
ized
ized-----------------------Biologic products,
products, regulating sale
Biologic
Foreign exchange
exchange transactions;
transactions; exForeign
436
of
of ----------------------port, hoarding of gold, etc.,
port,
investigations,
Examinations, investigations,
power of
of President to regulate
regulate in
power
quarantine service,
etc
434, 435
service, etc---quarantine
1
national emergency
1
emergency -------national
Exhibits,
436
educational..-------Exhibits, educational_
1
Penalty
1
Penalty provisions ----------436
Mental Hygiene,
Hygiene, Division of ----Mental
Transportation.
See Emergency
Emergency RailRailTransportation. See
434
National Institute
Institute of Health
Health - -National
road
Transportation Act, 1933; Fedroad Transportation
436
Rural sanitation---------------sanitation
Rural
eral Coordinator
Transportation.
of Transportation.
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eral
436
of---Venereal Diseases, Division of
436
Venereal
Travel
etc., Executive
officers, etc.,
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Travel Expenses,
425
Secretary, Office
Office of --------------425
Secretary,
departments;
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Emergency
Banking Act
Act of
1933,
of 1933,
Emergency Banking
450
tion
450
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under -----------1060
expenses
Treasurer of
of the United States. See also
Treasurer
Federal land
banks, interest
interest rate
land banks,
Federal
Treasury Department.
Department.
Treasury
reduction
on mortgages;
mortgages; subreduction on
Redemption of
bank
unidentifiable bank
of unidentifiable
scriptions to
to paid-in surplus ofof_ 1060
1060
Redemption
scriptions
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notes
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1059
Office of ------ _ 1059
General
1061
Treasury
and Post
Office Appropriation
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losses in
melting --------in melting
Post Office
Gold,
Treasury and
Act, fiscal
year 1934,
1934, sections reGold Reserve
fiscal year
Act,
Reserve Act of 1934, exGold
1060
pealed
14
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under
pealed------------------------penses under--------------Silver
Purchase Act
Act of 1934,
1934, exSilver Purchase
Treasury Bills,
Bills, purchase of,
of, by Federal
Treasury
penses under--------------under
1060
1060
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Reserve
banks on agreement
agreement with
Reserve banks
Secret Service
Service Division
Division -------- 433, 1061
Secretary
Treasury
52
..--------Secret
Secretary of Treasury
suppressetc.,
Counterfeiting,
etc.,
suppressCounterfeiting,
Treasury Department:
Department:
Treasury
433,1061
ing------ ------------433, 1061
ing
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forAppropriation
433
433
President,
protection
etc
etc-----of,
protection
President,
Accounts
Office
of
Deposits,
and
Accounts
White House
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White
427
Commissioner of ------------427
Commissioner
434
forms,
etc-----------------forms, etc
American Printing
House for the
Printing House
American
Solicitor, Office
Office of --------------- 426
Solicitor,
44'
Blind _
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Lands,
custody, etc., of _--------- 426
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42!
Appointments,
Division of -------428
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427
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Supply
Division
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Treasurer, Office of ------------of
427
of-----------------------
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commemorate
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contract price, return
return to---to__
505
its on contract
505
Border
buildings, improveimprovePhilippine Islands,
Islands, acceptance
acceptance of deBorder patrol buildings,
1043
ments, etc
etc-----------------posits of government
government funds, auposits
Motor vehicles
1043
vehicles----------------- 1043
929
thorized
929
thorized----------------------Damage
Procurement
Division—
Procurement DivisionDamage claims ----------- 100, 280, 1045
Judgments ------------------101, 1046
Public Works
appropriation
Works Branch; appropriation
Public
Judgments
not to be
be used for Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
Procurement Division-Public
Procurement
Division—Public
etc.,
buildings
1043
438
Works Branch -------------etc., buildings---------------1043
Furniture
1043
Supply
same- _
Furniture and repairs of same_
BranchSupply Branch—
New York, Federal
Fuel inspection
inspection requirements
Federal Office Buildrequirements limiFuel
438
tation
1043
tation--------------------increased -limit of cost increased_
ing, limit
Rent
quarters ----1043
General supply fund,
fund, advances
advances
temporary quarters
Rent of temporary
Public
credited to----------------to
distinctive
438
Public Debt Service, distinctive
paper for United States securPermanent capital
capital increased
increased.. ---___ 437
Permanent
1043
ities
Payments for material, etc.,
etc., issued.
issued_
ities---------------------437
Payments
279, 1042
437
Secretary's
Office
Transfer of funds available
available ------Secretary's Office------------Virgin
438
Danish West Indian coins of Virgin
Typewriters, prices, repairs
repairs------Typewriters,
Islands, recoinage
recoinage of--------of
1042
Public Debt
Service, price
price limitation,
limitation,
Debt Service,
Public
Federal
distinctive paper
paper for United
United States
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, payment
capital
securities,
repealed
for capital
payment for
poration,
669
securities, repealed-------------279
279
of------------------stock of
Railroad retirementlund,
maintenance_
1286
retirementfund, maintenance_
Railroad
Federal
land banks,
banks, payments
payments on
Federal land
Secret Service
Service Division, detection,
detection, etc.,
etc.,
Secret
account
reductions in inaccount of reductions
of violators,
violators, Federal
Federal Deposit Interest
rate on
mortgages;
on mortgages;
terest rate
surance
Corporation Act--------Act
179
179
surance Corporation
subscriptions to paid-in
surpaid-in sursubscriptions
Silver. See Silver Purchase
Purchase Act of 1934.
Silver.
plus of -------------------279
279
Solicitor and Assistant
offices
Assistant Solicitor, offices
Solicitor
Federal Savings and Loan Associa759
abolished
759
abolished-- ------------------tions, subscriptions
to presubscriptions to
tions,
Trading with Enemy
amendment—
Enemy Act amendmentTrading
in
279
279
Claim by
by former
former enemy
of
ferred shares in-----------enemy or ally of
Claim
Supervising
Architect's Office,
Office, equipequip510
510
Supervising Architect's
enemy ---------------------ment,
Department
Deductions
from money, etc., held
held..- _-_ 510
510
Agricultural Department
ment, Agricultural
Deductions from
buildings
279
610
279
Recovery
deducted
510
buildings--------------------Recovery of sums deducted------expenses of civilians
civilians when transtransTravel expenses
Arkansas, coinage
authorized to
to comcoinage authorized
Arkansas,
450
ferred; restriction-------------restriction
ferred;
memorate
anniversay of admismemorate anniversay
Vehicles, restriction
restriction on purchase,
purchase, exVehicles,
776
sion into Union---------------Union
776
450
change, use, etc----------------etc
Assistants,
Secreappointment, etc., by SecreAssistants, appointment,
Treasury
Act,
Act,
Appropriation
Department
Treasury
tary
759
759
tary-----------------------1935.
Treasury Department.
Department.
1935. See Treasury
States, authorize payUnited States,
Bonds, United
Treaties and Conventions.
Conventions. See
Se Postal
571
ments
ments on lost -----------------Treaties and Conventions.
Conventions.
Treaties
Chicago
importation of
Chicago World's Fair, importation
Trenton,
N. J., time extended for bridging
bridging
Trenton, N.
exhibits,
793
regulations ----------exhibits, regulations
Delaware River
River at---------------at
355
355
Delaware
Claims
settlement,
and settlement,
examination and
Claims eTsmination
Trust Companies.
Companies. See also Banking Act
Act
Trust
appropriation
authorized--------- 1018
appropriation authorized
of 1933.
Connecticut,
coinage authorized
authorized to
to
Connecticut, coinage
Direct
loans to, by Federal
Federal Reserve
Direct loans
commemorate
anniversary of
of
commemorate anniversary
banks,
authorised
20
banks, authorized------------1200
1200 Truxton Canyon Indian Reserrai-,
founding --------------------Reservation,
Cotton-ginning tax,
collection of
605
of-----tax, collection
Cotton-ginning
Ariz., appropriation
appropriation for eradication
Ari.,
Daniel
coinage to
to
of scabies
scabies ------------------98
Daniel Boone Bicentennial, coinage
of
807 Tuberculosis,
commemorate ----------------investicommemorate
Tubereulod. appropriation for inveU478
animals475
Federal Farm
gating, in animals..-------------Corporation,
Mortgage Corporation,
Farm Mortgage
Federal
Hospital, D. C.
C., appropriaappropriamembership
officer on
of 344
Tuberculods Ho-qpiL
344 Tuberculosis
on board ofof officer
membership of
tion for-......-....--....for
244, 870
70
......
tion
758
General Counsel, office of, created
788
created- ....
General
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Page.
Turkey:
Page.
Appropriation
530
ambassador to-----Appropriation for ambassador
Claims
adjustment with
with -------- 1018,
1018, 1041
1041
Claims adjustment
Turners
Falls, Mass.,
Mass., bridge
bridge authorized
authorized
Turners Falls,
across Connecticut River
River at-------at
Turpin, C.
payment to,
to, contestedcontestedTurpin,
C. Murray,
Murray, payment
election expenses
expenses----------------Twelfth International
ConTwelfth
International Veterinary Confor printing
gress, appropriation
appropriation for
printing proproceedings of--of
ceedings
.----.----.------

841

1023
469
469

U
Uintah
approUintah Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Utah,
Utah, appro1033
priation for irrigation
irrigation system -----1033
Ukiah, Calif.,
appropriation for
for mainteUkiah,
Calif., appropriation
mainte558
nance of observatory
observatory at ---------Umpqua River:
authorized across,
across, at Reedsport,
Reedsport,
Bridge authorized
Oreg ------------------135
135
extended for bridging
bridging ----- _804
Time extended
804
Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Valley
Valley Water Users AssoAssoconstruction prociation, drainage
drainage construction
pro500
gram, deferment
deferment--------------500
Under
position
Under Secretary of Agriculture, position
established -----------------467
established
467
Unemployment
National
Relief. See also National
Unemployment Relief.
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act;
Industrial
Act; National
National
Cooperative Employment Service.
Cooperative
employ citizens
President's authority to employ
citizens
performance of useful public
in performance
works ----------------------22
Nature
Nature of work to be performed------performed
22
Extension of provisions of Act
Extension
Act to
to include lands owned by counties, etcetc_
22
maintenance of working
Housing and maintenance
personnel -------- ----------- _
22
personnel22
Cash allowance
allowance during working period; transportation
23
transportation ---- ___- Racial, etc., discriminations
discriminations forbiddenforbidden_
23
forbidden ------23
Use of convict labor forbidden
23
investigations by
Allocation of funds for investigations
Forest Products Laboratory-----Laboratory
23
23
Acquisition of needed realty, etc-etc --_
23
Acquisition
23
Workmen's
Workmen's Compensation Acts, applicability of benefits-------------benefits
23
Sums available for purposes
purposes of Act_
Act__
275
- 23, 275
Appropriation for----------------for
1055
Appropriation
1055
Balance of Emergency Relief Act of
of
1932 ---- -----------------_
Payment of compensation
compensation for injuries_
injuries_
Termination of President's authority
Termination
authority
hereunder
hereunder------------_--__----_
Employees Compensation
Compensation Act made
made apapplicable to Civilian Conservation
Conservation
enrollees
Corps enrollees---------------__

Special administrative
administrative fund ------Union Carbide
Union
Carbide and Carbon Corporation,
waiver of sections 109 and 113
of
113 of
Criminal Code, counsel in certain
certain
proceedings
proceedings against ---------.----.

23
307
23
23

1056
1057
1057

804
804

Union Catalogues,
Catalogues, Library
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, Page.
Union
appropriation for development
development and
appropriation
and
829
maintenance
829
maintenance--------------------Union
bridge authorized
authorized
Union County, Ky.,
Ky., bridge
River to, from
from ShawneeShawneeacross Ohio River
111 ----------------- ---839
town, Ill
Union City,
City, N.J.,
N.J., addition
to post-office
post-office
addition to
Union
site; exchange
exchange of
of properties
1044
site;
properties---_---_ 1044
Union of
of South Africa, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Union
envoy
etc., to
to -_---_
530
envoy extraordinary,
extraordinary, etc.,
530
United Confederate
loan of
of
United
Confederate Veterans,
Veterans, loan
equipment
to, authorized,
authorized, encampequipment to,
encampment at Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tenn -------803
United States:
States:
Bonds of, payment to owner
owner of lost,
authorized --------------_---authorized571
Coins
currencies of, to assure
assure uniuniCoins and currencies
form value
value to-----------------to
112
112
Foreign governments
governments in
default on
in default
on oblifinancial transactions
transactions
gations to, financial
with, prohibited
574
574
with,
prohibited---------------Maintain credit of. See Economy
Economy in
in
Maintain
Government.
Government.
Title to lands in possessions
possessions and territories,
through adtories, prevent
prevent loss
loss of, through
verse possession
507
possession--- ----------United States
States Code:
Code:
United
Appropriation for new
new edition
edition -_____1024
Appropriation
1024
Supplements, form, style, etc., of
Supplements,
printing
948
printing --- ___--_____---_______
948
appropriaUnited States
States Court for
for China, appropriation for salaries
salaries and
expenses-----and expenses
541
United States Court
of Appeals
Appeals for the
United
Court of
change
District of Columbia, name change__
926
United States
Justice,
United
States Courts. See
See also Justice,
DepaAment of.
Depgttment
Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
Act, enforceenforceAgricultural Adjustment
ment of remedies under, jurisdicment
courts ---- _---675
tion of district courts
675
jurisdiction over certain
certain ofofBanks, jurisdiction
fenses
fenses against ----------------783
actions for
survival of,
Civil actions
for damages, survival
of,
in event
event of death of defendant
defendant_--__ _
311
Rights against surviving
surviving defendant
defendant
311
not affected
affected ..---_-__--_---311
Declaratory
power
of
Declaratory
judgments, power
of
courts to issue ----------------956
Economy
Economy Act, suits
suits arising under
under sections 105 and 107 of, jurisdiction
of_
14
jurisdiction of14
Under provisions
provisions of Act to maintain
credit of Government
15
Government -------15
Habeas
Habeas corpus, stay of proceedings
pendency of
in State court during pendency
action; appeals ---------------1177
action;
1177
Indictments—
IndictmentsAttendance
Attendance of clerical
clerical assistants of
district
district attorney;
attorney; sufficiency
sufficiency ofof_
58
58
Defects
Defects in, reindictment, effect of
statutae
.
statute_
,____ _1----------_
__
772
------------------
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United
Courts—Continued.
United States Courts-Continued.
Page.
Pace.
Indictments—Continued.
Indictments-Continued.
Immaterial defects
defects in form as affectaffect-.
Immaterial
sufficiency
ing sufficiency-------------58
Objection on ground of unqualified
Objection
concurwhere concurgrand juror barred where
649
rence
649
qualified jurors rence of twelve qualified
648
648
Suspension of
limitation& _
of statute of limitations-_
Suspension
Time for filing objections to grand
648
648
jury_
jury----------------------Judicial districts.
Judicial Districts.
districts See Judicial
Judicial
Municipal debt readjustments,
jurisreadjustments, jurisMunicipal
798
diction.....----------------Probationers,
arrest of, wherever
found;
wherever found;
Probationers, arrest
return to jurisdiction of district
return
256
issuing warrant ---------------Receivers
appointed by, State and local
Receivers appointed
993
taxation
by..
business conducted by_
of business
taxation of
Securities Act of 19331933—
Injunction to restrain unlawful
unlawful acts
under
under----------------------Mandamus compelling
compelling compliance
compliance
Mandamus
of-----------with provisions of
Review
orders of Federal
Federal Trade
Trade
Review of orders
Commission
Commission-----------------Securities Exchange Act of 1934, jurisjurisSecurities
provisionsenforcement provisions_
diction of enforcement
Appeals under
under-----------------Senior
judges, performance of
circuit judges,
Senior circuit
duties in absence of ----------administrative boards, limited
State administrative
jurisdiction of suits relating to
to
jurisdiction
orders of
of--------------------orders
United States
States Employees'
Compensation
Employees' Compensation
United
Commission. See Employees'
Employees' ComCommission.
pensation
Commission.
pensation Commission.
Se
United States
Employment Service.
Service. See
States Employment
United
Labor
National CoDepartment; National
Labor Department;
operative
Employment Service.
operative Employment
United
States Geographic
Board. SSee
Geographic Board.
United States
Geographic
Geographic Board.
United
States Hospital
Hospital for
for Defective
Defective
United States

for----Delinquents,
appropriation for
Delinquents, appropriation
United
States Housing
Housing Corporation:
Corporation:
United States
Appropriation for
salaries, etc ..----for salaries,
Appropriation
Prior appropriations
appropriations not available for
Prior
present purposes--------------purposes
present
Salary restrictions
restrictions-----------------Salary
United
Industrial Reformatory,
Reformatory,
States Industrial
United States
Chillicothe,
for
appropriation for
Ohio, appropriation
Chillicothe, Ohio,
maintenance,
etc---------------maintenance, etc
United States
States Miitary
Military Academy.
Academy. See
United
Military Academy.
Academy.
Se
United
Academy. See
States Naval Academy.
United States
Naval Academy.
Academy.
Naval
United
States Notes.
Loan
Liberty Loan
SW Liberty
Notes. See
United States
Act, Second.
United States
Beroa
Shpping Board Bares*.
States Shipping
United
See
Shipping Board
Board Bureau.
Bureau
Se Shipping

86
86
80
900
900
901

796
775
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Court. See pw*.
United
States Supreme
Supreme
Pass.
Supreme
United States.
Supreme Court of United
Se
Commission. See
United States
States Tariff
Tariff Commission.
United
Tariff Commission.
Commission.
United States
States Territorial
Expansion ComComTerritorial Expansion
United
mission:
mission:
Establishment,
purpose --968
Establishment, title, and purpose
Acceptance of donations by----------by
968
Acceptance
University of Arizona. See Arisona.
Arizona.
University
University of Utah.
Utah. See Utah.
University
Mississippi River Wild Life and
Upper Mississippi
Fish Refuge:
Refuge:
Appropriation for land acquisition
489
acquisition--Appropriation
Acquisition of additional
additional land
land for,
Acquisition
1015
authorized
1015
authorized --------------------Uruguay,
appropriation for envoy extraorUruguay, appropriation
530
-----dinary, etc.,
etc., to
to-- -------dinary,
U.S.S.
"Newport" transfer to Aberdeen,
Aberdeen,
U.S.S. "Newport"
Wash.,
authorized..
776
Wash., authorized.....--------..-Utah:
Utah:
forAppropriation for—
Appropriation
Bryce
National Pak
Park adminCanyon National
Bryce Canyon
istration
385
istration--------------Indians,
etc., of --...
-- 371, 375
support, etc.,
Indians, support,
482
National
administration
National forest administration.----Zion National
National Park administration
administration__
387
Zion
Fort Douglas Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Fort
portion of granted
granted to University
University of
portion
Utah -..-----------------------1203
Utah
Ute Indiana:
Uncompahgre, Uintah.
Uintah, and
Indians; Uncompahgre,
Ute
White River Bands, appropriation
871
for irrigation
irrigation system,
system, maintenane--e
maintenanee
371
for
eonUtterback. John G.,
G.. payment
payment to, conUtterback,
1023
tested-election
-xpoenes............
e
tettld-election expenses

V

545
571
571

571
571
544

Vale Irrigation
Project. Ors.,
approprisOreF appropriaIrrigation Project.
Vale
tion for
381
..
....-.. .-------------for.
tion
Jr. acceptance
Van
Natta, Thomas
F.. Jr..
acceptance of
Thomas V..
Van Natta,
1267
foreign decoration
decoration ........------foreign
Vassiliadis,
reimbursement of .-- _ 1039
Steo reimburment
Vamihadia Steno.
Vehicles,
maintenance and use
Vehicles, cost limit, maintenance
restrictions for Executive
departExecutive deprtrestrictions
ments, etc--------------------etc_
450
ments,
Venereal
Diseases, Division
Division of.
et. SW
Sor
Venereal Diease
Treasury
Department, Public
Health
Public Health
Treasury Department,
Service.
Service.
Venezuela.
appropriation for envoy extraVenezuela. appropriation
ordinary, etc.,
etc., to
530
to ---------------ordinary,
Vermont, appropriation
appropriation for national
national fores
forest.
Vermont,
administration ------------------482
administration
Vessels. See
See ao
also Navigation
Rules.
Navigation Rules.
Vessel.
S
Construction of, to treaty limits
limits. See
Construction
Naval Vetme.
Vessels.
Naval
Exemption from
from tax
tax of
suppl
certain supplies
of certain
Exemption
SMl
for
256
for-----------------------

r'S
Entrance
clearance of,
do,
a-nmater's
Entrance and durasa
duties relating tq
pmformsd
bopforau
to may bo
dutiretlaU
by UIosmed
licensed odl-a..by

-----.
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Vessels-Continued.
Vessels—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Exportation
financed by
by ReExportation of
of products
products financed
Reconstruction
Corporation,
construction Finance Corporation,
carriage
vessels__
500
500
carriage in
in United
United States
States vessels
Seizure
of, for
Seizure of,
for violation
violation of
of laws;
laws; refusal
refusal
of court to order return
return of
1116
1116
of------Veterans' AdministraAdministraVeterans. See also
also Veterans'
tion.
educational opDistrict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, educational
opportunities
approportunities for
for children
children of,
of, appropriation
1125
priation authorized
authorized -_-----_----- 1125
Widows, etc.,
compensation;
Widows,
etc., of certain, compensation;
rates
1281
rates---------_-_----------Claims,
Claims, adjudication
1282
adjudication of
of----------- 1282
effective date
Payment, effective
date----------- 1282
Veterans'
See
also
Administration.
also
Economy in
in Government.
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Adjusted
and dependent
dependent
Adjusted service
service and
pay
303, 520
520
pay ---------------------- 303,
Adjusted service
fund_ -_ 303,
303, 520
Adjusted
service certificate
certificate fund
520
Administration, etc.,
etc., services
300, 518
Administration,
services----- 300,
518
service retirement
retirement and disability
Civil service
disability
fund
303,
520
fund-------------------303,520
Hospital, domiciliary,
domiciliary, etc.,
etc., facilities_
302
Hospital,
facilities302
Military
302,
Military and
and naval
naval insurance
insurance ---302, 520
520
Pensions, etc ------------------ 302,
302, 520
520
Printing and
and binding
binding------------ 302,
Printing
302, 519
519
Deficiency appropriation
Deficiency
appropriation for—
forAudited claims----------------claims
102,
Audited
102, 281
281
Damage
claims ------------------- 1045
Damage claims
1045
Beneficiaries of,
reduced payments
Beneficiaries
of, reduced
payments to,
to,
until June 30, 1933;
disbursing
1933; disbursing
payments_ —
303
officers not
not liable for
for payments--303
Compensation of widows,
etc., of certain
Compensation
widows, etc.,
certain
veterans
veterans --------------------1281
Hospitals,
limitation on
expendiHospitals, sites, limitation
on expenditure for -------------------- 302,
302, 519
519
Medical detail for
of patients
patients of,
of, in
in
Medical
for care
care of
naval hospitals
413
naval
hospitals ---------------413
Regional offices, amount
amount available
available for_
300
for300
State
veterans,
State institutions
institutions caring
caring for
for veterans,
payments to ---------------- 300,
518
300, 518
State
State or
or Territorial
Territorial homes,
homes, appropriation
appropriation
available for continuing
continuing aid to
to-- 301,
301, 519
519
Veterans'
Suits under sec. 19, World
World War Veterans'
Act,
1924, transfer
Act, 1924,
transfer of
of funds
funds to
to
Justice Department
Department for defense of_
301
of301
Transfer of funds to other departdepartments
519
ments---------------------- 301,
301, 519
Transportation of employees'
employees' children
Transportation
children
to schools------------------_
schools
301, 519
519
301,
World War
War Veterans,
Veterans, funds
available for
World
funds available
for
aid to indigent, convention held
held in
in
1933_ -------303
Washington, May 1933
303
Yearly renewable term
Yearly
term insurance, compromise
302
promise judgments
judgments ----- ---302
disbursement acCredits allowed in disbursement
accounts -, ----..--.---.------ __302
302
Judgment final
302
final---....
---..302

Veterans'
Employment Service.
Service. See
See NaNaVeterans' Employment
tional Cooperative
Employment
tional
Cooperative Employment
Service.
Service.
Veterans'
appropriaVeterans' Insurance
Insurance Litigation,
Litigation, appropriation
salaries and
and expenses
expenses incident
tion for salaries
incident
to
to-------------------------------

Page.
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539
539
Veterinary Congress,
Congress, Twelfth
Twelfth InternaVeterinary
International,
for printing
printing protional, appropriation
appropriation for
proceedings of ---------------------469
ceedings
469
Vice
Vice President:
President:
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forCompensation of--509
Compensation
_---------- 284,
284, 509
Office of--------------------817
Office
817
Commencement of term of
879
Commencement
of office
office ------ 879
Documents, allotment
allotment of
of-- _---_---1017
Documents,
1017
Election
Election of—
ofCertificates of electors,
Certificates
electors, failure
failure to
to
reach
reach President
President of Senate
or
Senate or
Secretary
demand on
Secretary of
of State;
State; demand
on
Secretary
879
Secretary of
of State
State----------879
Demand on
on district
district judge
879
judge- ------879
Counting electoral
electoral votes
votes in
in Congress_
879
Counting
Congress879
Meeting and vote of electors ------Meeting
879
Franking
privilege -------1018
Franking privilege
_------_ 1018
Salary reduction
reduction----------------- _ 14,
14, 521
521
Vicksburg
Vicksburg National Military Park;
Park; approappropriation
for
priation
for road improvement
improvement
claims
claims -----------------.-------1055
1055
Victory Liberty Loan Act,
Victory
Act, cumulative
cumulative
additional amount ansinking fund, additional
appropriated ------------206
nually appropriated
_
206
Vigliotti, Joseph, refund to------------.
Vigliotti,
to
98
98
Vincennes,
lad., completion
completion of
of memorial
memorial
Vincennes, Ind.,
Rogers Clark_to George Rogers
Clark --.--_ -----___
276
Virginia:
Virginia:
Appropriation
for-Appropriation forDistrict of Columbia
Columbia and, Boundary
Boundary
Commission
Commission----833
-----------833
National
National forest administration
administration ---__
482
Shenandoah National Park adminisShenandoah
tration
tration------------------387
387
Arlington
Cemetery road
road conconArlington National
National Cemetery
Lee Boulevard
Boulevard exexstruction, if
if Lee
by
tended by------------_--------285
285
Bridge authorized
authorized across Northwest
Northwest
River
River-----_-------------------.
96
Legalized across Staunton
Legalized
Staunton and Dan
Rivers---------__
Rivers
__ ----- ----96
Columbia-Virginia boundary
District of Columbia-Virginia
boundary
line commission,
commission, appointment-appointment - 453
Virgin Islands:
Virgin
Islands:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Agricultural
Agricultural experiment
experiment stations--.
stations_ -__ 393
American seamen, relief, etc.,
etc., of
American
of --.
533
533
Development
Development projects,
projects, etc --------393
Judge, salary
salary ofof ------------- _- Judge,
540
540
Municipal
governments'
393
Salaries
Municipal
of governments'
Governor, etc deficits
deficits - Salaries of Governor, etc-o...--.-392
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Wa
Page.
War
page.
Page.
Islands-Continued.
war Department:
Uepartment:
Page.
Virgin Islands—Continued.
forAppropriation
Danish
Appropriation
for
appropriation
Deficiency appropriation
Deficiency
1042
Adjutant
Department_-_ 614, 617
General's Department
Adjutant General's
1042
recoinage---West Indian coins, recoinage
West
Command
and
General
Staff School,
School,
General
Commanandnd
Emergency Agricultural
Agricultural Relief
Relief Act,
Emergency
617
37
Fort
Leavenworth,
Hans
Kans---Leavenworth,
Fort
----37
to
applicable
provisions
applicable
not
provisions
617
Field exercises----------------exercises
617
Field
improveExcess
revenues for municipal improveExcess revenues
617
personnelcivil
393
military
and
personnel_
617
military
Travel,
393
ments
ments ----------------------617
Welfare of
of enlisted
enlisted men--------men
Welfare
Federal
Federal liquor prohibition laws in force
361
Air
Corps-------------------- 614, 626
Air Corps
361
in, repeal --------------------204
Aviation
materiel, improvement,
improvement,
materiel,
Aviation
204
forHighways,
construction,
funds
for..
etc.,
construction,
Highways,
627
627
etc., of
of-------------------etc.,
Public works,
ReNational Industrial Reworks, National
Public
inves202
National aviation
program,
invesprogram,
aviation
National
202
covery Act -------------------covery
627
of-tigation and development
development of
tigation
comRefunds
on export
export of
processed comof processed
Refunds on
616
616
-College-..--------...
40
Army
War
College
War
Army
40
modity
to
modity to---------------------631
of----------------Chief
Cavalry, Chief of
672
Cavalry,
672
Sugar import
restriction__ __
quota and restriction---import quota
Sugar
631
Cavalry
School, Fort Riley, KansKans
Cavalry School,
Interior
Vocational
Education. See also Interior
Vocational Education.
615, 630
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service------Service
Chemical
Department.
614
Chief of
614
of Staff -------------------Chief
Appropriation authorized
authorized for developdevelopAppropriation
635
Citizens' Military
Military Training-------Training
Citizens'
ment
of, in
in States
Territories,
States and Territories,
ment of,
792
Reserve
Officers' Training Corps,
Reserve Officers'
792
fiscal
1935-37-----------years 1935-37
fiscal years
635
792
supplies
expenses-------and expenses
supplies
792
Allotments;
minimum amount-----amount
Allotments; minimum
supmilitary
792
colleges,
and
Schools
792
Sum
for administration-administration.._
authorized for
Sum authorized
792
plies,
etc., for-------------for
636
plies, etc.,
Payments
be made
made semiannuallysemiannually_ -_ 792
to be
Payments to
Training Camps,
Camps, maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
Training
to
addition
Authorizations
Authorizations to be in addition to
637
793
expenses
expenses------------------793
former
appropriations -------former appropriations
615, 631
Coast Artillery,
Chief of-------of
Chief
Artillery,
Coast
rePartial
abolition of functions of,
Partial abolition
391
Coast
School, Fort
Fort MonCoast Artillery School,
391
voked
voked----------------------631
roe, Va-------------------Va
Vocational Education,
Federal Board for,
Education, Federal
Vocational
616
616
Army-------expenses,
Contingent
288
Army
288
appropriation
appropriation for ---------------615
615
Departmental
Departmental-----------------Vocational Rehabilitation,
Rehabilitation, persons disVocational
639
Engineer Corps ----------- 614, 629, 639
288
Engineer
for_-_ 288
abled
in industry,
industry, appropriation
appropriation for_
abled in
Engineer School,
School, maintenance,
maintenance, etcetc - 629
Engineer
Volstead Act.
Act. See National Prohibition
Volstead
Flood control,
control, Mississippi
Mississippi River
River
Flood
Act.
and tributaries
tributaries .----------640
and
W
preservaRiver
and harbor works, preservaRiver and
tion, etc.,
639
of --------------etc., of
tion,
Wabash
Wabash River:
6-31
Field
Artillery, Chief
Chief of --------631
Artillery,
Field
Bridge authorized
at—
authorized across, atBridge
Artillery School ----------- 631
Field Artillery
839
Delphi, Ind
Ind--------------------Delphi,
Finance
Department
618
Department ----------- 614, 618
Finance
653
Cut-Off Island,
Indiana----------Island, Indiana
Cut-Off
619
Courts-martial expenses
expenses .-------Courts-martial
Time
bridging, Sullivan
for bridging,
extended for
Time extended
619
Deserters, etc.,
of
619
apprehension of--etc., apprehension
Deserters,
shore--.County,
Ind., to
to Illinois
Illinois shore-654
County, Ind.,
618
Pay, etc.,
etc., of the Army----------Army
Pay,
Waccamaw River:
Waccamaw
Private property
damages, paypayproperty damages,
Private
Time
extended for bridging, atat—
Time extended
620
ment
claims
ment of claims-------------Conway,
S.0
55
616
Conway, S.C--------------------616
General Staff
Corps
Staff Corps--------------General
Georgetown,
S.0
54,838
Georgetown, S.C---------------Military Intelligence
Intelligence Division,
Division, conMilitary
Waco
Quarry, lease,
lease, etc.,
616
etc., of, Tennessee
616
tingent
Waco Quarry,
expenses ----------tingent expenses
Valley
Authority Act
62
630
Act-------------630
Valley Authority
Infantry, Chief of--------------of
Infantry,
630
Wadsworth, Craig
W., acceptance
acceptance of
630
GaInfantry
School, Fort Benning, Ga..
Craig W.,
Infantry School,
Wadsworth,
614
1267
614
foreign
Inspector
General, Office of-------of
decoration---------------foreign decoration
Inspector General,
614
appropriation for
Wahpeton, N.Dak.,
N.Dak., appropriation
for
Insular
Bureau of---------of
Insular Affairs, Bureau
Wahpeton,
373
Office -- __- _ 614
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Office_
education
of Indians -----------Judge
education of
Medical Department
Department----------- 614,628
Medical
Waldport,
Oreg.:
Waldport, Oreg.:
629
148
Medical Museum--------Museum
Medical
Bridge
authorized
across
Bay
at
atArmy
Alsea
Bridge authorized across
628
Canal Zone garrisons,
garrisons, hospital carecare_
-Canal
Time
extended for
bridging
804
for bridging----Time extended
628
-of
Hospital
purchase
supplies,
Hospital
Wallace,
appropriation for caring
Idaho, appropriation
Wallace, Idaho,
629
OfficeLibrary,
Surgeon
General's
Moe_
829
General's
Surgeon
Library,
for
graves
of
fire
fighters
at
.
482
----at-for graves of fire fighters
631
Military
Academy
Academy------------Military
toWalsh,
Nieves
Maria
P.
C.,
payment
to..
97
P.
Maria
Walsh, Nieves
National
Rifle
Board for Promotion of Rifl
National Board
War Claims
Claims Act.
Act. See
Settlement of War
See Settlement
War
8
Practice
638
..................
Practice
121
---------------------Act
rllimn
Claims
125
.

-

-
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INDEX.
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War Department—Continued.
Department-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
National
National Guard Bureau
632
Bureau--------- 615,
615, 632
Arming, equipping, and training
training
of National Guard
632
Guard---------_
632
Ordnance Department----------Ordnance
Department
615,629
615,
629
Arsenals, repairs, etc
630
etc -----------630
Gauges, dies, and jigs for armament
armament
manufacture--------------manufacture
630
630
Ordnance service and supplies
supplies_--__ _ 629
629
Rock Island, Ill., operating
bridges,
operating bridges,
etc- -----------------etc
630
--630
Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, pay, etc., of --..
_
634
634
Panama
Canal----------------. 640,
Panama Canal
640, 670
670
Repatriation
Repatriation of certain unemployed aliens
aliens------------- _
670
670
Printing and
616
and binding
binding-------------_
616
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps ------614, 620,
620, 638
614,
638
Barracks, quarters, etc------etc
623
-- _ 623
Cemeterial expenses------------expenses
638
638
Clothing and equipage
equipage ---------621
621
Expenses, incidental, of
the ArmyArmy_
622
of the
622
Fort Monroe, Va.,
Va., sewerage system---------------.----tem
624
624
Horses,
Horses, draft and pack
pack animals
623
animals-_
623
Hospitals,
Hospitals, construction
construction and
repair
and repair
of-----------------------of
624
624
Regular
Regular supplies of
Army
621
of the
the Army----621
Subsistence of the Army
Subsistence
620
Army --.----_
620
Transportation,
Transportation, Army------_--._
Army
622
622
Salaries, Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant, and
and
office personnel --_------.---_
614
614
Seacoast
Seacoast defenses ------------631
-631
Signal Corps-------------Corps
614,
625, 639
614, 625,
639
Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska military
military cable
cable
and telegraph
telegraph system, operaoperation expenses, etc --_----639
639
World War records, assembling,
assembling, etc_
614
etc614
Deficiency
Deficiency appropriation forfor—
Audited
Audited claims---------------claims
103,
-103,
282, 1050, 1053,
1054, 1055
1055
1053, 1054,
Payments under Private
Private Act
Act No.
No.
20-----------------------20
1055
1055
Collision damage claims, payment of_
1045
of- 1045
Damage claims------_-------- 1045
claims
1045
Engineer
Engineer Corps --------.-------99
99
Lowell Creek, Alaska, flood
99
flood control..
control99
E. Warren,
Fort Francis E.
Warren, Wyo.,
Wyo., rifle
rifle
ranges---------------------ranges
1045
1045
Judgments,
Judgments, payment ofof.. 101,
101, 280,
281, 1046
280, 281,
1046
Aerial photographs, furnished
furnished Interior
Interior
Department-------------------Department
384
384
Airplanes, pilots, etc., loan
for emeremerloan for
gency air-mail transportation
transportation_--508
508
Bands, maximum number
number of
of -------619
619
Chief, historical section,
section, General
General Staff,
Staff,
to be member
member of National
National HisHistorical Publications Commission
Commission_ 1123
1123

-- ---

War Department—Continued.
Department-Continued.
Page.
Page.
Claims of
of officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men in
in
Claims
officers and
under the
the act
March 2,
2,
the Army
Army under
act of
of March
1899
1899------------------------657
657
Distinguished Service Cross,
Distinguished
issue of,
Cross, issue
of,
certificate of
merit and
and
in lieu of certificate
of merit
Distinguished Service
Service Medal
MedaL-.._ _ 396
Distinguished
396
Equipment
Equipment loan for
use at
at American
for use
American
Legion
Legion convention
convention-----------_-1124
1124
Fort Niagara,
Niagara, N.Y.,
N.Y., international
celeinternational celebration, appropriation
appropriation for
for participarticipation ----------------------pation
1244
1244
Fort Niagara,
International CeleCeleNiagara, N.Y.,
N.Y., International
bration, Army participation
participation ----1019
1019
Gage standardization,
standardization, cooperation
with
cooperation with
Bureau
Bureau of Standards
Standards---- _---- -554
554
Military
Military Academy. See Military
AcaMilitary Academy.
Military attaches,
Military
attachds, number
number limited-.
limited_ _
- _ 619
619
Militia Bureau
Bureau changed
changed to National
National
Guard Bureau
Bureau ----------__- 159
159
National
National Guard
Guard and National
National Guard
Guard of
of
the United States. See National
National
Defense
Defense Act,
Amendments.
Act, Amendments.
Noxubee River
Noxubee
River declared nonnavigable
nonnavigable
stream
stream-----------_--------356
356
Officers
Officers and enlisted men of
Army,
of Army,
length of tour
duty in tropics
tropics
tour of
of duty
restricted
restricted-------------------815
815
Pay forbidden
forbidden to retired
retired officer
officer selling
selling
supplies to
Army ------------- supplies
to Army
619
619
Pay prohibited
prohibited to
officers, etc.,
etc., using
using
to officers,
time-measuring
time-measuring devices on
work of
of
on work
employees--- --------------employees
638
638
Plattsburg
Plattsburg Barracks
Barracks Military
Military ReserReservation, sale of part authorized.authorized_ - _ 399
Post exchanges,
exchanges, etc.,
etc., limitation
uses
limitation on
on uses
of funds for
for-------------------642
Recreation fund, Army,
Recreation
Army, amount
amount availavailable for
for aid to
to indigent
World War
War
indigent World
Veterans--------------------Veterans
303
Ship Island
Island Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Miss.,
Miss., sale of lands within
within -----.
150
150
Spanish War Service
Service Medal,
Medal, length
length of
of
service to qualify forfor --------776
Steam-railroad
Steam-railroad lines in District of
Coof Columbia,
lumbia, electrification
electrification of,
conof, construction requirements
requirements-----_--_
506
506
Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority
Authority Act,
Act, allotallotment
of power
ment of
power to
to --------------62
Vehicle restriction-----------------restriction
642
Veterans' Administration
Administration beneficiaries,
Veterans'
beneficiaries,
transfer
transfer of funds for
301, 519
519
for ---------- 301,
Warehouse
Warehouse Act, appropriation
appropriation for enforceenforcement-----.---------------------_
ment
494
494
Wasatch National
National Forest,
Forest, mining
mining locations
locations
wijtlhin surface
-1-rfa(
r--4Cwithin
rights
T-U1-L
U-ICO Ilt"W--------------

____

808
OU
U__

INDEX.
INDEX
Washington:
Washington:
Page.
Page.
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forIndians, support, etc., of_
377
of- 369, 371, 375, 377
Mount
Mount Ranier National Park adminadministration --------- _--------..
386
_
386
National forest administration-----administration
482
National
482
Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military Cable and
Telegraph System,
Telegraph
System, appropriation
appropriation for
for
operation,
639
operation, etc., expenses
expenses----------639
Washington,
Washington, George.
George. See George WashWashington Bicentennial
Bicentennial Commission.
Commission.
Washington Home
Home for Foundlings. See
See
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
Washington Home for Incurables, D.C.,
D.C.,
appropriation
869
appropriation for
for--------------- 245,
245, 869
Washington, Mo.:
Mo.:
Washington,
Bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri
River at
at---------------------152
Time extended
extended for bridging
10/5
bridging-------1015
Washington Monument, D.C., appropriaappropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc---------295
etc
Waterways
Waterways Treaty, United States and
Great Britain, appropriation
appropriation for exex1039
penses under
under----------------- 535, 1039
payment to widow
Watson, Henry W., payment
widow
1022
of------------------------------of
1022
Weather Bureau. See Agriculture, Department of.
partment
of.
Weber, Charles H., payment
payment to, concontested-election expenses
tested-election
expenses----------- 1023
Weights
Weights and Measures,
Measures, International
Bureau of, appropriation
conappropriation for contribution -----------------------534
tribution
534
Weirton Steel
Co., counsel in case of
590
Steel Co.,
of..-590
Weldon
extended for
Mo., time extended
for
Weldon Springs, Mo.,
bridging Missouri River at --------- 357
Western Irrigation Agriculture,
Agriculture, appropriation for
480
for----------------------480
priation
West Swanton, Vt., bridge
bridge authorized
authorized
Champlain at ------988
162, 988
across Lake Champlain
West
appropriation for
Virginia, appropriation
for national
national
West Virginia,
administration
482
482
forest administration-------------762
762
Whale Oil, tax on ------------------Whaling
authorized,
to, authorized,
Whaling Industry,
Industry, loans to,
Marine loan conconfrom Merchant
Merchant Marine
596
596
struction fund ------------------struction
Whaling
transportation
vessels, care and transportation
Whaling vessels,
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked seamen from ------Wheat,
Agricultural
Wheat, processing
processing of. See Agricultural
Adjustment Act.
Wheat
Advisory Committee,
Committee, InternaWheat Advisory
tional,
appropriation for contribucontributional, appropriation
tion
tion----------------------------Wheeling,
authorized across
across
Wheeling, W.Va.,
W.Va., bridge authorized
Ohio River at
at--------------------Wheelock
Olda., appropriation
appropriation
Wheelock Academy,
Academy, Okla.,
for education of Indians
Indians----------Whitehaven
D.C., adjustment
Whitehaven Parkway, D.C.,
of boundaries
boundaries ------------------of

395
395

498
498
774
774
373
373
575
575

Cxxix

Police, appropriation
appropriation for
for Page.
White House Police,
salaries, uniforms,
uniforms, etc
434
salaries,
etc ------------434
Wichita National
National Forest,
Forest, appropriation
appropriation
Wichita
herd of longfor maintenance
maintenance of herd
horned cattle
cattle -------------------horned
482
Willard,
Willard, Arthur
Arthur L., acceptance
acceptance of foreign
foreign
decoration
decoration -------------------1267
_Wilmington and Pennsgrove
Pennsgrove TransportaWilmington
Co., payment
payment to __----------tion Co.,
280
Wilmington, Del., exchange
exchange of
Wilmington,
of lands
with, authorized
authorized ---------------1205
with,
1205
Wilsey, G. H.,
IL, time extended
bridging
Wilsey,
extended for bridging
River----------------358
Des Moines
Moines River
Wilson, James,
James, memorial in honor
honor of,
Wilson,
authorized in Department
authorized
Department of Agriculture
culture-------------------------977
Wind Cave National
Wind
National Park,
Park, S.Dak., approappropriation
priation for administration,
etc
administration, etc----387
Wind River Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation of addiaddiappropriation
tional lands
371
tional
lands---------------------371
Wines. See also Liquor Taxing Act of
of
Wines.
1934.
16
Tax on --------------------------16
Spirits used
fortification of-----of
314
Spirits
used in
in fortification
314
Wire Communication.
Communication. See CommunicaWire
tions Act of 1934.
Wisconsin:
Wisconsin:
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Indians,
support, etc., of-------of
Indians, support,
375, 377
377
National
482
National forest administration
administration-----Per capita
payment to Menominee
Per
capita payment
Menominee
Indians
112
Indians---------------------112
Witnesses, United States Courts:
Witnesses,
Appropriation for fees, etc
etc ------- 542, 1037
Appropriation
Interstate flight of, to avoid giving testesInterstate
timony in criminal
criminal proceedings,
proceedings,
punishment for-----------------for
782
Women. See Married
Married Women.
Women.
Women's
Women's Bureau. See Labor, DepartDepartment of.
ment
Woodrow Wilson
Senior High School,
School,
Woodrow
Wilson Senior
D.C., appropriation
859, 860
860
D.C.,
appropriation for
for--------- 859,
Wool, appropriation
appropriation for
marketing studies
studies
495
for marketing
Wool,
World War:
World
War:
Date
termination
99
Date of termination----------------Retirement pay of disabled officer
officer
Retirement
serving during-----------------during
10
serving
World War
War Records,
Records, appropriation
appropriation for
for
assembling, etc-------------------etc
614
614
assembling,
Veterans'
World War Veterans. See also Veterans'
Administration.
Administration.
Domiciliary care of permanently
permanently disDomiciliary
99
abled
abled------------------------Funds for
for aid
aid to
to indigent,
indigent, convention
convention
Funds
303
held in
May 1933
1933_ -__
303
Washington, May
held
in Washington,
8
payment to ---------------8
Pension payment
Repeal of
care,
laws granting
granting care,
of public laws
Repeal
compensation, etc.,
11
etc., to
to--.------compensation,

INDEX.
INDEX.
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Wyoming:
Wyoming:
Page.
Page.
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forGrand
Teton National
National Park
AdminGrand Teton
Park Administration
386
istration --------------_____
386
Indians,
Indians, support, etc.,
etc., of
371, 375
of----___
_ 371,
375
National forest
482
forest administration
administration----___
482
Yellowstone National
National Park AdminisAdminisYellowstone
tration-------------387
_______
387
Fort Francis
Francis E. Warren, purchase
purchase of
of
land for addition to
to ----------955
955
School lands,
authorized _-----lands, sale of
350
of authorized
350
Proceeds to constitute permanent
permanent
Proceeds
school
fund
school fund----------_
350
------Leases -- ________________
350
---350

Docks, Bureau
Bureau of.
of. See
See Navy
Navy
Yards and Docks,
Department.
Department.
Yellowstone
Park, Wyo.:
Yellowstone National
National Park,
Wyo.:
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for administration,
administration, etc_
etcWaters of,
Act granting
granting consent
consent to
to
Waters
of, Act
Montana-Wyoming compact
compact for
Montana-Wyoming
for
division of waters of Yellowstone
Yellowstone
division
River not to apply
to
River
apply to-----------.
Yen, Posheng,
admittance to
to Military
Military
Yen,
Posheng, admittance
Academy
Academy for
for instruction
instruction ----------_
bridge authorized
York Furnace, Pa., bridge
authorized
across Susquehanna
at------.
Susquehanna River
River at
Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park,
Park, Calif.,
approCalif., appropriation for
priation
for administration,
administration, etc
etc ---Youghiogheny
Youghiogheny River, construction
construction of
of
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, at McKeesMcKeesport, Pa------------------------Pa
Youngs Bay,
Bay, maintenance
maintenance of
of bridge
Youngs
bridge
across,
by Oregon
across, by
Oregon authorized
authorized ----- _
Yugoslavia, appropriation
for envoy
envoy exexYugoslavia,
appropriation for
traordinary, etc.,
etc., to
traordinary,
to--------------Yuma Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif., approappropriation
for
reclamation,
etc.,
reclamation,
etc.,
charges ----------- ___---_
charges
------Yuma Irrigation
Ariz.-Calif.:
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.-Calif.:
Appropriation
Appropriation for ----_ _--__---_
Colorado
Colorado River
River front
front work
work adjacent
adjacent
balance available
available for
to, balance
for------____
_

X
X
investigation
X-Rays, appropriation
appropriation for
for investigation
of --.- -_- --------.------_

555
555

Y
Yakima Indian
Wash., apapIndian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
propriation for irrigation
irrigation systems
propriation
systems
etc -_----_----_____maintenance, etc
371
Irrigation Project, Wash.,
Yakima Irrigation
approWash., appropriation
priation for -------___--381
Yaquina Bay:
across, at
Bridge authorized
authorized across,
at Newport,
Newport,
Oreg
Oreg
----- ______
------_
136
136
Time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging -_____ 894
Lighthouse Reservation,
Yaquina Bay Lighthouse
Oreg., disposal of portion authorized_ 1198
1198
Yaquina River, bridge authorized
authorized across,
across,
into Nutes Slough --------------398
398

Page.
Page.

387
387

1124
1124
112
112
1003
1003
387
387

837
837
356
356
530
530

370
380
382

Z
Zion National
National Park, Utah, appropriation
appropriation
for
administration, etc
etc -for administration,
____--__

0

0

387
387
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The original of every
every act printed
printed in this volume
volume from
from page
page 1295 to page 1300, inclusive, has
has
the
following heading:
heading:
the following
SEVENTY-THIRD
S
EVENTY-THIRD C
ONGRESS OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA;
AMERICA;
CONGRESS
THE UNITED

AT THE
FIRST SESSION,
SESSION,
AT
THE FIRST
BEGUN AND
AND HELD
HELD AT
W ASHINGTON ON
ON THURSDAY,
THURSDAY, THE
THE NINTH
OF MABCH,
M ARCH,
BEGUN
AT THE
THE CITY
CITY OF
OF WASHINGTON
NINTH DAY
DAY OF
ONE
THOUSAND N
INE HUNDRED
AND THIRTY-THREE
THIRTY-THREE
ONE THOUSAND
NINE
HUNDRED AND

The original
resolution printed
to
original of every
every act and joint
Joint resolution
printed in
in this volume from page
page 1301
1301 to
page 1468, inclusive,
inclusive, has
has the
the following
following heading:
heading:
_

S
EVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
OF THE
UNITEE STATES
iATES OF
OF AMERICA;
AMERICA;
SEVENTY-THIRD
CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED
AT
ECOND S
ESSION,
AT THE
THE S
SECOND
SESSION,
BEGUN
AND HELD
AT THE
CITY OF
BEGUN AND
HELD AT
THE CITY
OF WASHINGTON
W ASHINGTON ON
W EDNESDAY, THE
THE THIRD
DAY OF
JANUARY,
ON WEDNESDAY,
THIRD DAY
OF JANUARY,

ONE
NINE HUNDRED
AND THIRTY-FOUR
ONE THOUSAND
THOUSAND NINE
HUNDRED AND
THIRTY-FOUR

joint resolutions
All bills and Joint
resolutions presented
President of the United States bear the
presented to the President
signatures
the Speaker
Speaker (or
of the
the Speaker
Speaker pro
pro tempore)
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
signatures of
of the
(or of
tempore) of
and
President and
and President
President of
of the
the Senate
of the
the President
President of
the Senate
and of the Vice
Vice President
Senate (or
(or of
of the
Senate
pro tempore);
those signatures
signatures accordingly
the originals
originals of
all acts
acts and
and Joint
Joint
pro
tempaore); those
accordingly appear
appear on
on the
of all
resolutions.
resolutions.
The
signature of the
The signature
the President
President of the
the -United States appears
appears on the originals of
of all
all
approved acts
resolutions.
acts and
and Joint
joint resolutions.
approved
The
original of
act and
joint resolution
resolution has
endorsed thereon
certificate of
of origin,
origin,
The original
of every
every act
and joint
has endorsed
thereon a
a certificate
signed, as the case may be, by
by the Clerk of the
the House
Representatives or
Secretary
House of Representatives
or by the Secretary
of the
the Senate
and reading
reading "I
"I certify
that this
this Act
Act (or
(or Joint
Joint Resolution)
Resolution) originated
originated in
in the
the
of
Senate and
certify that
Senate)." The origin of each act and resolution
resolution contained
contained in
in
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (or Senate)."
this volume is indicated
indicated in the margin at
at the beginning
beginning of each
each enactment;
enactment; thus, for —
example,
Indicates origin
in the House of Representatives;
Representatives; and
example, H.R. 890 or
or H.J.
H.J. Res. 61
61 indicates
origin in
S.
origin in
in the
the Senate.
S. 151
151 or S.J.
S.J. Res.
Res. 117
117 indicates origin
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LIST
OF THE

PRIVATE ACTS
ACTS AND
AND RESOLUTIONS
CONGRESS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS
PRIVATE
CONTAINED IN
VOLUME
THIS VOLUME
IN THIS
CONTAINED

THE
THIRD CONGRESS
CONGRESS OF
UNITED STATES
STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
SEVENTY-THIRD
THE SEVENTYFIRST SESSION,
SESSION, 1933
1933
FIRST
Page.
Page.
Francis R.
Sanchez. AN
AN ACT
claim of
R. Sanchez,
Sanchez, and for other
other
Francis R.
of Francis
the claim
Confirming the
ACT Confirming
R. Sanchez.
Francis
March
purposes
March 23, 1933-1933__
--------------------------------------purposes _

Colonial Realty
Company.
Realty Company.
Colonial

AN ACT
ACT Providing
Providing for
for an exchange
exchange of lands
lands between
between the Colonial
AN

Realty Company
Company and
and the
the United
States, and
and for
purposes.. __March 23, 19331933_ _
other purposes---March
for other
United States,
Realty
For the relief of the Holy Family
Holy Family
Mont. AN
ACT For
Family
AN ACT
Ignatius, Mont.
Saint Ignatius,
Hospital, Saint
Family Hospital,
Holy
March
Hospital,
Saint Ignatius
Ignatius Montana
Montana
March 24, 1933
1933__
-------------------Hospital, Saint
Alameda Bway.
way.
N ACT
ACT To
To authorize
the Secretary
grant aa
Secretary of War to grant
authorize the
N
Alameda
rig
way to
to the
Belt Line
Reservaacross the Benton Field Military ReservaLine across
Alameda Belt
the Alameda
of way
iIhttof
-tion, Alameda,
March 24, 1933-1933_ _
California--------------------------------March
Alameda, California
tion,
county of Los Angeles,
Los
Calif. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
certain land
the county
in the
land in
convey certain
To convey
County, Calif.
Angeles County,
Los Angeles
March
------State of
of California
March 24, 1933-1933._
California-----------------------------State
March
Agnes M.
For the
of Agnes
March 28, 1933-,
1933_
Angle --------M. Angle
Agnes M.
relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Angle. AN
M. Angle.
Agnes
1933-'
28,
March
Daisy Anderson---------of Daisy
Daisy
Anderson. AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Anderson
1933_
the relief
ACT For
Daisy Anderson.
1933
28,
March
W. H
of W.
W. H.
H. Hendrickson
Hendrickson .--28 1933_ _
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Hendrickson. AN
H. Hendrickson.
W.
March
A. Y.
Martin. AN
the relief
A. Y.
Martin
March 28,
28, 1933__
1933_ _
Y. Martin-----------of A.
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Y. Martin.
A.
San
Diego, Calif.
Calif. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
certain lands in the city of San
San
acceptance of certain
the acceptance
San Diego,
Diego, California,
States, and
the transfer by the Secretary
Secretary of the
and the
United States,
the United
by the
California, by
Diego,
1933
9,
June
----------Diego
San
of
Navy of
certain other
other lands
lands to
to said
said city
Diego
1933_ -_
city of
of certain
Navy
to
Harrison County,
County, Miss.
AN ACT
Authorizing the
the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs to
ACT Authorizing
Miss. AN
Harrison
June
convey
certain lands
lands to
Mississippi .----------June 14,
14, 1933__
1933._
County, Mississippi
Harrison County,
to Harrison
convey certain
charges paid on damaged
Klamath irrigation
irrigation project,
project, Calif.
Calif. AN
AN ACT
Giving credit
water charges
damaged
for water
credit for
ACT Giving
Klamath
1933--_
land
14, 1933_
land ------------------------------------------------------. June 14,

1295
1295
1295
1296
1296
1296
1296
1297
1297
1298
1298
1298
1298
1298
1298
1299
1299
1299
1299
1300
1300
1300

SECOND S
ESSION, 1934
1934
SESSION,
SECOND
Rolando
Rolando B.
Moffett_ _ February
1934._
February 20, 1934__
B. Moffett..
of Rolando
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Moffett. AN
B. Moffett.
Rolando B.
Samson Davis.
Davis. AN
AN ACT
of Samson
Samson Davis
Davis ---------February
1934_- _
February 20, 1934
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
Samson
February 20, 1934_
Francis
Dominick. AN
For the
relief of
of Francis
N. Dominick_
1934_ _
Dominick_ February
Francis N.
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
N. Dominick.
FrancisN.
Captain L.
L. P.
Worrall. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Captain
L. P.
Worrall, Finance
Finance DepartDepartP. Worrall,
Captain L.
AN ACT
P. Worrall.
Captain
February 20,
*ted States
February
20, 1934_
1934_ _
------------Army -----States Army
ited
mnet
1934___
Charles
C. Bennet.
For the
relief of
February 20,
20, 1934_
Bennett_- _ February
C. Bennett__
Charles C.
of Charles
the relief
TFor
ene--ANCharles C.
George
W. Edgerly.
Edgerly. AN
AN AC
• _of George
W. Edgerly__
Edgerly
February 21,
21, 1934__
1934__
February
George W.
ief
AC T ort
George W.
February
Henry
Burns. AN
For the
relief of
Burns
February 26, 1934_
1934_
M. Burns---Henry M.
of Henry
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
M. Burns.
Henry M.
Settlement of
of certain
claims. AN
To authorize
the settlement,
settlement, allowance,
allowance, and
and payment
payment
authorize the
ACT To
AN ACT
certain claims.
Settlement
February
of
certain claims,
claims, and
other purposes--purposes
February 26, 1934__
1934_ _
--for other
and for
of certain
Guillermo
Medina. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
of Guillermo
Medina,
Guillermo Medina,
reimbursement of
the reimbursement
for the
provide for
Guillermo Medina.
hydrographic
surveyor, for
for the
the value
value of
of personal
lost in
in the
the capsizing
capsizing of
of a
Navy
a Navy
effects lost
personal effects
hydrographic surveyor,
whaleboat
Galera Island,
Island, Gulf
Gulf of
Panama
February 26,
26, 19341934__
- February
of Panama-----off Galera
whaleboat off
William C.
ACT For
of William
Campbell__ March
March 2, 1934__
C. Campbell_
William C.
relief of
the relief
For the
AN ACT
Campbell. AN
C. Campbell.
William
Equity Exchange,
Lebanon
Exchange. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
of the
the Lebanon
Exchange, of
Lebanon Equity
relief of
the relief
Equity Exchange.
Lebanon Equity
Lebanon, Nebraska
Nebraska ------------1934_ _
March 9, 1934-------------Lebanon,
Treasury
Farmers'
Grain Company,
Omaha, Nebr.
Nebr. AN
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
the Secretary
Authorizing the
ACT Authorizing
AN ACT
Company, Omaha,
Farmers'Grain
Nebraska,
Omaha,
of
Company
of
the United
United States
States to
to refund
refund to
to the
Nebraska,
Grain Company
Farmers' Grain
the Farmers'
of the
1934
income
taxes illegally
illegally paid
paid to
United States
States Treasurer
Treasurer ------- March
March 9,
9, 1934__
the United
to the
income taxes
Potomac
Electric Power
Authorizing adjustment
adjustment of the claim
claim of the PotoACT Authorizing
AN ACT
Company. AN
Power Company.
PotomacElectric
mac
Electric Power
Company of
Washington, District
District of
Columbia_ March 12,
12, 19341934__
of Columbia
of Washington,
Power Company
mac Electric
C. M. Williamson, etc.
For the
relief of
Williamson; Mrs.
Mrs. Tura
Tura Lilenquist,
Liljenquist,
M. Williamson;
C. M.
of C.
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
M. Williamson, etc. AN
C.
Smith
wlministratrix
of
C.
E.
Liljenquist,
deceased;
Lottie
Redman;
and
H.
N.
Smith
N.
H.
and
administratrix of C. E. Liljenquist, deceased; Lottie Redman;
March 11,
11, 1934-1934....
March
.-------.--------- ------- ---.-----Warren
I. Clea.
Clear. AN
AN ACTFor
ACT For the
of Warren
Warren J.
March 13,193413, 1934—
Cear-------J. Clear
relief of
the relief
Warren J.
Iii
i
86637*--34----H
86637'-34 --- iI

1301
1301
1301
1301
1302
1302
1303
1303
1303

1303
1303
1305
1305
1305
1305
1305
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1306
1307
1307
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Chicago,
and Milwaukee
Milwaukee Railroad
Company. AN
adjustment
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing adjustment
Chicago, North
North Shore
Shore and
Railroad Company.
of
the claim
of the
Shore and
and Milwaukee
Milwaukee Railroad
Railroad Company
Company
of the
claim of
the Chicago,
Chicago, North
North Shore
19341307
-----------------------------------------March
March 13,
13, 1934__
1307
John T.
T. Lennon
Flora. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
adjustment of
the claims
of
of the
claims of
Authorizing adjustment
T. Flora.
Lennon and
and George
George T.
John
John T.
T. Lennon
Lennon and
George T.
March 13,
1934__ 1308
13, 1934-1308
John
and George
T. Flora
Flora----------------- ------March
William
AN ACT
claim of
of William
T. Stiles
Stiles
the claim
William T.
adjustment of
of the
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing adjustment
T. Stiles.
Stiles. AN
William T.
March 13,
13, 1934-_
1934_ _ 1308
-___
--------_-----------------------------March
1308
Little
AN ACT For the reliLittle
relief of Little
College, Little Rock,
ittle Rock College,
College, Ark. AN
Little Rock College,
Arkansas
March 13,
13, 18-_
1
__ 1308
-------------------------------March
1308
Arkansas-------------For the
the relief of the estate
Benjamin
Braznell. AN ACT For
estate of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Braznell
Braznell
Benjamin Braznell.
---March
1934_ '1308 08
March 13,
13, 1934_:
-----------------------------------------1
Nannie
Swearingen. AN
ACT For
For the
of Nannie
Nannie SwearingenSwearingen
March 13,
13, 1934-1934_ _ 139
- March
the relief
relief of
AN ACT
Nannie Swearingen.
B.
Manufacturing Company.
Company. AN
For the
the relief
of the
B. and
Manufacturing
the B.
and 0.
0. Manufacturing
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
B. and
and 0.
0. Manufacturing
Company ---------------------------March 13,
1934_ _ 1309
1309
March
13, 1934--------------Company
Neill
Grocery Company.
Company. AN
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
Neill Grocery
Grocery Company
Company
the Neill
AN ACT
ACT For
Neill Grocery
March 13,
13, 1934__
1310
March
19341310
-------------.--------------------------------------1310
1934-- 1310
Willie B.
B. Cleverly.
ACT For
For the
relief of Willie
B. Cleverly
Cleverly----- - March
March 14, 1934__
illie B.
AN ACT
the reliWillie
Cleverly. AN
Willie
Great
New York.
York. AN
Company of New
Great
AN ACT For
For the relief of the Great
Great American
American Indemnity Company
1311
New York
__---------March
American
Indemnity Company
Company of New
American Indemnity
York-----March 23,
23, 1934-1934_ _ 1311
Albert N.
N. Eichenlaub.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Albert
Albert N.
N. Eichenlaub,
Eichenlaub, alias
alias Albert
Albert N.
N.
ACT For
Albert
Eichenlaub. AN
Oakleaf
March 23,
23, 1934-1934_ _ 1311
1311
March
-----------------------------Oakleaf---------------1311
23, 1934_
1934--_ 1311
Frank
AN ACT
the relief
of Frank
Frank D.
D. Whitfield
Whitfield --March
March 23,
Whitfield. AN
ACT For
For the
relief of
Frank D.
D. Whitfield.
1934-1312
L. Dilger
Leonard
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Leonard
Dilger ------ March
March 23, 1934__ 1312
AN ACT
the relief
Leonard L.
Leonard L.
L. Dilger.
Dilger. AN
1312
James
For the
relief of
of James
Wallace ----------March 23, 1934-1934__ 1312
James Wallace
March
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
James Wallace.
Wallace. AN
1312
Stoddard March
23, 1934-William M.
the relief
M. Stoddard_
March 23,
1934._ 1312
ACT For
For the
relief of
of William
William M.
William
M. Stoddard.
Stoddard. AN ACT
1313
March
ACT For the relief
Seth
AN ACT
relief of Seth
Seth B. Simmons
Simmons------March 23, 1934__
1934__ 1313
Seth B.
B. Simmons.
Simmons. AN
1313
William Herod.
ACT For
the relief
Herod ---------March
1934__ 1313
March 23, 1934-_
relief of
of William
William Herod
AN ACT
For the
William
Herod. AN
1313
1934___ 1313
Head--------- March
Calvin
M. Head.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
M. Head
March 23,
23, 1934_
of Calvin
Calvin M.
the relief
Head. AN
Calvin M.
Victor L.
ACT For
relief of
of the
of Victor
Victor L.
L. Berger,
deceased
the estate
estate of
Berger, deceased
Victor
L. Berger.
Berger. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
1314
March
March 23, 1934__
1934_ _ 1314
-------------------------------------------1314
March
Pinkie
Osborne. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
Osborne - ------March 26,
26, 1934-_
1934__ 1314
relief of
of Pinkie
Pinkie Osborne_
For the
Pinkie Osborne.
Florence
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
the paymeMospitral
and other
other expenses
expenses arising
arising
paymenT-tiospind and
Glass. AN
Florence Glass.
1315
from an
an injury
Florence Glass
Glass ----------------------March 26, 1934-1934_ _ 1315
March
injury to
to Florence
from
Dr.
E. Dandy.
ACT To
To authorize
authorize full
full settlement
professional services
services renrenfor professional
settlement for
Dandy. AN
AN ACT
Walter E.
Dr. Walter
1315
dered
the United
States Army
March 27,
27, 1934-_
1934__ 1315
Army-----------------March
United States
of the
to an
an officer
officer of
dered to
1315
April
Manuel Merritt
the relief
Manuel
Merritt. AN
ACT For the
relief of Manuel
Merritt --------April 13,
13, 1934-1934__ 1315
AN ACT
Manuel Merritt.
1316
13, 1934-_April
Della
D. Ledendecker.
Ledendecker. AN
relief of
of Della
D. Ledendecker
Ledendecker__
_April 13,
1934__ 1316
Della D.
the relief
For the
AN ACT
ACT For
Della D.
Noank
Shipyard, Incorporated.
Incorporated. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Noank Shipyard,
Shipyard, Incorporated
Incorporated
of the
the Noank
AN ACT
Noank Shipyard,
April 13,
13, 19341934__ 1316
1316
April
-----------------------------------------------B. Butte----------- April 13, 1934-_
Ernest
AN ACT
relief of
of Ernest
Ernest B.
1934__ 1316
1316
For the
the relief
ACT For
B. Butte.
Butte. AN
Ernest B.
April 13,
13, 1934Lucy
Murphy. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Lucy
Murphy
1934_ 1317
1317
Lucy Murphy------------ACT For
Lucy Murphy.
Tiburzio---------Primo
the relief
April 13, 1934-,
1934__ 1317
1317
Prim Tiburzio
relief of Primo
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Tiburzio. AN
Primo Tiburzio.
David
I. Breton.
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of David
David I.
I. Brown
April 13,
1934__ 1318
1318
13, 1934-_
Brown---------- April
the relief
ACT For
Brown. AN
David I.
of Chambliss
Lota Tidwell.
For the
the relief
Chambliss L. Tidwell
Tidwell
the widow
widow of
Tidwell, the
of Lots.
Lota Tidwell,
relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Tidwell. AN
Lota
April 13,
13, 19341934__ 1318
1318
April
------ .------.----------------------------John Newman.
Newman. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of John
April 13,
1934__ 1318
1318
13, 1934------- April
Newman -----..
John Newman
John
Charles
Eisenhauer. AN
For the
relief of
of Charles
Charles J.
J. Eiseuahaiertr---April
Eisenlialier__ _April 13,
1034_ 1319
1319
13, 1934-the relief
AN ACT
ACT For
J. Eisenhauer.
Charles J.
George
ACT For
the relief
G. Slonaker
April 13,
1934._ 1319
1319
13, 134...
April
Slonaker ----George G.
relief of
of George
For the
AN ACT
G. Slonaker.
Slonaker. AN
George G.
Erney
S. Blazer.
Blazer. AN
the relief
relief of
of Erney
Bracy S.
S. Blazer_
April 13,
13, 1934_
1934__ 1319
1319
- April
....
Blazer
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Erney S.
13, 1934-Emma F.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Emma
Emma F.
F. Taber
April 13,
1934__ 1320
1320
Taber---.- --ACT For
AN ACT
F. Taber.
Taber. AN
Emma
1320
.
O'BrienApril
Mary
O'Brien. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief of
Mary Elizabeth
Elizabeth 0'
Brien_April 13, 19343
1934__
1320
of Mary
Fortherelief
ElizabethO'Brien.
Mary Elizabeth
Lissie
Green. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of Lissie
Maud Green----April
Green
April 13,
1934__ 1320
1320
13, 1934-.
Lissie Maud
For the
Maud Green.
Lissie Maud
Warren F.
F. Avery.
ACT For
For the
the relief
F. Avery
April 13,
13, 1934._
1321
1934-_ 1321
April
Avery --------of Warren
Warren F.
relief of
AN ACT
Avery. AN
Warren
April
Joe
Setton. AN
relief of
of Joe
Setton - ----------------April 14, 1934_1934__ 1321
1321
Joe Setton
the relief
For the
AN ACT
ACT For
Joe Setton.
Lottie
McCaskill. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Lottie
W. McCaskill
April 14,
14, 1934-_
1934_ _ 1322
1322
McCaskill - _ April
Lottie W.
the relief
For the
W. McCaskill.
Lottie W.
---relief of Captain
Captain Guy
Kininan. AN
AN ACT
the relief
Captain Guy M. Kinman
ACT For the
M. Kinman.
Guy M.
Captain
April1-17,
17, 19341934_ _ 1322
1322
--- April
----.
---------..---- - - ------.......---of the United
Edward F.
AN ACT
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims of
United
upon the
Goltra. AN
F. Goltra.
Edward
States
hear, consider,
consider, and
and render
judgment on
on the
claims of
F. Goltra
Goltra
of Edward
Edward F.
the claims
render judgment
to hear,
States to
unloading
against
the United
United States
arising out
out of
of the
the taking
taking of
vessels and unloading
of certain
certain vessels
States arising
against the
apparatus
1934__ 1322
1322
April 18, 1934----------------apparatus-----------To provide
Petrolia-Fort
Worth, Tex.,
provide for the settlement
settlement of damage
ACT To
AN ACT
line. AN
Tex., gas-pipe
gas-pipe line.
Petrolia-FortWorth,
Worth gas-pipe line
claims arising
arising from
construction of
of the
Petrolia-Fort Worth
the Petrolia-Fort
the construction
from the
claims
April 18,
18, 1934__
1934__ 1323
1323
April
------------ --------------------------certain courts of the
"Quevilly" auxiliary
auxiliary bark.
AN ACT
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon certain
the
bark. AN
"Quevilly"
United States
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine the
claim by
by the
the owner
owner of
of the
the four-masted
four-masted
the claim
States to
United
auxiliary
against the United States, and for other purposes
bark Quevilly against
auxiliary bark
April 18,
18, 1934_
1323
1934___ 1323
April
-----------_-------------------------"W. I.
Radcliffe"
steamship.. AN
AN ACT
the Act
March 2,
2, 1929,
1929, conferring
conferring jurisjurisof March
Act of
To amend
amend the
ACT To
steamship
I. Radcliffe"
"W.
diction
upon certain
certain courts
courts of
of the
United States
to hear
hear and
and determine
the claim
claim by
by
determine the
States to
the United
diction upon
the
owner of
of the
W. I.
I. Radcliffe
Radcliffe against
the United
States, and
and for
for other
other
United States,
against the
steamship W.
the steamship
the owner
1934-_ _ 1324
April
----------------------------------purposes -------April 18, 1934_
purposes
Walter Thomas
Thomas Foreman.
Foreman. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
Thomas Foreman
Foreman
Walter Thomas
of Walter
relief of
AN ACT
Walter
April 19,
19, 1934__
1934-_ 1324
1324
April
--------------------------------------------------
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Franklin Surety
Company. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
adjustment of the
claim of the Franklin
Franklin
the claim
Authorizing adjustment
Surety Company.
Franklin
Surety
April 23,
23, 1934_
1934--_
April
--------------------------------Company ---Surety Company
Alaska Matanuska
Matanuska Coal
Coal Company.
ACT To
remission of certain
certain
waiver or remission
the waiver
authorize the
To authorize
AN ACT
Company. AN
Alaska
coal-lease
rentals, and
and for
April 26, 1934-1934__
April
purposes -------------------for other
other purposes
coal-lease rentals,
Anna
Sanford. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Anna Marie
30, 1934
1934__
April 30,
Sanford._ __April
Marie Sanford__
of Anna
the relief
Marie Sanford.
Anna Marie
Charles W.
Dworack. AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Charles W.
W. Dworack
Dworack --April 30,
30, 1934-1934__
April
of Charles
the relief
ACT For
W. Dworack.
Charles
Lewis E.
E. Green.
ACT For
the relief
1934_ _
Green---- ------- April 30, 1934_E. Green
Lewis E.
of Lewis
relief of
For the
AN ACT
Green. AN
Lewis
John
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
of John
Moore ------April 30, 1934_
1934- _
April
-----John Moore
For the
ACT For
Moore. AN
John Moore.
May
T. Perry
Perry Higgins.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
T. Perry
Perry Higgins--.------Higgins
May 1, 1934-1934__
of T.
relief of
the relief
Higgins. AN
T.
D.
Phillips. AN
ACT For
For the
of D.
D. F.
F. Phillips
1934__
Phillips --------------- May 1, 1934
relief of
the relief
AN ACT
D. F.
F. Phillips.
3,
1934-Anne
B.
Slocum.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Anne
B.
blocum
3
1934_
May
Anne B. Slocum. AN ACT For the relief of Anne B. Slocum -----------Florence Hudgins
Hudgins Lindsay
and Elizabeth Lindsay.
Florence HudHudLindsay. AN ACT For the relief of Florence
Lindsay and
Florence
gins Lindsay
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth Lindsay
Lindsay --------------------------1934_ _
May 3, 1934Lindsay and
gins
May
Harvey M.
M. Hunter.
Hunter. AN
For the
of Harvey
Harvey M.
Hunter
May 3, 19341934_,
M. Hunter-------relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Harvey
Glendale, Calif.
relief of the
the city of Glendale,
Glendale, California-_May
California May 3, 1934-1934__
Calif. AN ACT For the relief
Glendale,
Ward A.
Jefferson --------- May
May 3, 1934-1934_Ward A. Jefferson
relief of
of Ward
the relief
ACT For the
AN ACT
Jefferson. AN
A. Jefferson.
Ward
M.
Offerman. AN
AN ACT
Offerman ------ May
May 3, 1934
1934_-_
M. Aileen
Aileen Offerman
relief of
of M.
the relief
ACT For the
Aileen Offerman.
M. Aileen
P.
AN ACT
ACT For the
P. Jean des Garennes
Garennes ----- May 3, 1934
1934._
of P.
the relief
relief of
des Garennes.
Garennes. AN
Jean des
P. Jean
1934--_
D. Coyle
Irwin D.
Irwin D.
Coyle---.--------May 3,
3, 1934_
relief of Irwin
ACT For the relief
AN ACT
Coyle. AN
D. Coyle.
Irwin
1934-Edward V.
Edward V.
V. Bryant.
Bryant. AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of Edward
V. Bryant
Bryant -------- May 3,
3, 1934_
Edward
1934Haberkorn ------ May 3,
Harry L.
AN ACT
the relief
relief of Harry
Harry L. Haberkom
3, 1934__
ACT For the
L. Haberkorn.
Haberkorn. AN
Harry
1934 -_
Katherine
AN ACT
relief of
3, 1934_
of Katherine G. Taylor ----- May 3,
the relief
ACT For
For the
G. Taylor.
Taylor. AN
Katherine G.
1934-Frank Wilkins.
Wilkins. AN
Wilkins---------------- May 3, 1934_
relief of Frank Wilkins
For the
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Frank
Augustus Thompson.
Thompson. AN
For the
of Augustus
Augustus Thompson
Thompson ----May
1934--_
May 3, 1934_
the relief
relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Augustus
1934-William
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
7, 1934__
K. Lovett
Lovett --------- May 7,
of William
William K
the relief
K. Lovett.
Lovett. AN
William K.
Marguerite Ciscoe---------- May
Marguerite
Marguerite Ciscoe.
Ciscoe. AN ACT For the relief of Marguerite
Al
a; 7, 1934-William
J. Nowinski.
the relief
of William
May 7, 1934-.
J. Nowinski
Nowinski -William J.
relief of
For the
AN ACT
ACT For
Nowinski. AN
William J.
Arthur K.
K. Finney.
the relief
relief of
of Arthur
Finney --------May 7,
1934_. _
7, 1934
May
K. Finney
Arthur K.
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Finney. AN
Arthur
William
E. Bosworth.
Bosworth. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
E. Bosworth
1934__
Bosworth ----- May 7, 1934-_
of William
William E.
William E.
John
H. Mehrle.
Mehrle. AN
AN ACT
ACT Fo the
John H.
H. Mehrle
May 7, 19341934_ _
Mehrle _------------ May
of John
he relief
relief of
John H.
Dais
M
or the
the relief
of Daisy
Daisy M.
M. Avery
Avery --------------- May
May 7, 19341934_ _
relief of
For
W
DaisyM
May 7, 1934__
na
.Wylie.
Wylie. AN ACT For the relief of Edna B. Wylie -------------1934_ _
a#-B.
7,
1934May
----------------Garber
relief of W. C. Garber
7, 1934_ _
Garber. AN ACT For the relief
W. C.
C. Garber.
7,
1934_
May
--------------Jeffcoat
of
George
George Jeffcoat.
Jeffcoat. AN
1934.. _
AN ACT
ACT For the relief of George Jeffcoat
George
May 7, 1934__
Captain J.
Faria.
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Captain J.
J. 0.
Faria ----1934...
O. Faria.
of Captain
the relief
ACT For
AN
O. Faria.
J. 0.
Captain
1934
May
7,
James------------Robert
relief
Robert
B.
James.
ACT
the
relief
of
Robert
B.
James
1934_ -_
For
ACT
AN
Robert B. James.
G. Elias
Elias and
and Brother,
Brother, Incorporated.
relief of G. Elias and Brother, IncorIncorporated. AN ACT For the relief
G.
porated
7, 1934__
1934_ _
------------------------------------------------ May 7,
porated -Edward Shabel.
Shabel. AN
ACT For
Edward Shabel,
Shabel, son
Joseph Shabel
Shabel
son of Joseph
of Edward
relief of
For the
the relief
AN ACT
Edward
May 7,
7, 1934__
1934_ _
---------------------------------------------------- May
--.--Philadelphia,
Pa. AN
authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to dedicate
dedicate to the city
city
the Secretary
To authorize
AN ACT
ACT To
Philadelphia,Pa.
Philadelphia
of Philadelphia
Philadelphia for
land situate
situate in
in the city of Philadelphia
of land
tract of
purposes, aa tract
street purposes,
for street
of
1934--_
May 7,
and
of Pennsylvania
7, 1934_
Pennsylvania -----------------------------------and State
State of
0.
Cordon. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
0. S. Cordon
7, 1934-1934_ _
Cordon ------------------- May 7,
relief of O.
the relief
O. S.
S. Cordon.
1934-Paul
Bulfinch. AN
AN ACT
ACT for
for the
relief of
Bulfinch ------------------- May 7, 1934__
of Paul Bulfinch
the relief
Paul Bulfinch.
Frances
E. Eller.
Eller. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
Frances E. Eller
Eller ------------- May 7,
7, 1934-1934_ _
relief of Frances
For the relief
Frances E.
Henry
Richmond. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Richmond ------- May
7 1934-1934_ _
May 7,
A. Richmond
of Henry
Henry A.
the relief
A. Richmond.
Henry A.
Grace
Stark.
AN
ACT For
the relief
relief of
May 7, 1934_ _
Grace P.
P. Stark --------------- May
of Grace
For the
AN ACT
P. Stark.
Grace P.
Lake
Denmark, N.J.
N.J. AN
AN ACT
provide an
appropriation as the result
result of aa
additional appropriation
an additional
To provide
ACT To
Lake Denmark,
reinvestigation,
to the
Act of
February 2,
2, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat.,
Stat., p. 2047,
2047, pt. 2)
2),
of February
the Act
pursuant to
reinvestigation, pursuant
for the
payment of claims
claims of persons who suffered
suffered property
property damage, death,
death, or personal
for
the payment
injury due
due to
explosion at
naval ammunition
depot, Lake Denmark,
Denmark, New
ammunition depot,
at the
the naval
the explosion
to the
injury
1934___
Jersey,
July 10,
10, 1926
May 7, 1934_
1926 ---------------------------------------Jersey, July
Edward J.
J. Devine.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
Edward J.
Devine --------- May 7, 1934-1934_
J. Devine
of Edward
the relief
relief of
Devine. AN
Edward
7,
1934-_
C.
W.
3
.
ACT
For
the
of
C.
W.
Mooney
---------------May
1934_
_
Mooney
the
relief
of
C. WI. lmofnrt.-ANACT For
1934-Barney Rieke.
Rieke ------------------ May 7, 1934__
Barney Rieke
thalef 'ef of Barney
Rieke. AN
AN ATt
Barney
Oscar
F. Lackey
estate. AN
AN ACT
FoFfErrelief of
of the
Oscar F. Lackey
Lackey
of Oscar
estate of
the estate
ACT For~ftelief
Lackey estate.
Oscar F.
May 7,
7, 1934__
1934_ _
May
Gottleib
Stock. AN
reimburse Gottleib
Gottleib Stock
Stock for
losses of
of real
personal property
real and personal
for losses
To reimburse
AN ACT
ACT To
Gottleib Stock.
by
by the
negligence of
of two
prohibition agents
agents --------May
May 7, 1934__
two prohibition
the negligence
caused by
by fire
fire caused
Harden F.
and direct
Comptroller General to settle and
the Comptroller
direct the
To authorize
authorize and
ACT To
AN ACT
F. Taylor.
Taylor. AN
Harden
allow
the claim
claim of
of Harden
F. Taylor
Taylor for services
Fisheries
rendered to the Bureau of Fisheries
services rendered
Harden F.
allow the

1324
1324

1325
1325
1325
1326
1326
1326
1326
1326
1326
1327
1327
1328
1328
1328
1328
1329
1§2
1329
13
1329
1329
1330
1330
1330
1330
1330
1330
1331
1331
1331
1331
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1333
1333
1333
1334
1334
1334
1334
1334
1335
1335
1335
1335
1335
1335
1336
1336
1336
1336
1337
1337
1337
1337

Mt .tri

May 7,
7, 1934__
1934....
.-----.
May
.------------------------------------------------1934___
May 7,
Joseph
7, 1934_
For the
the relief
relief of Joseph Dumas -------------.ACT For
AN ACT
Joseph Dumas.
Dumas. AN
Mary Josephine
Josephine Lobert.
the relief
relief of
May 7, 1934-1934__
Lobert May
Josephine Lobert
of Mary
Mary Josephine
For the
AN ACT
ACT For
Lobert. AN
Mary
Gale A.
A. Lee.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Gale
Gale A.
A. Lee
Lee --------------------- May 7, 1934-1934_ _
relief of
For the
Gale
Lee. AN
Lucien M. Grant ------------ May 7, 1934-Lucien
M. Grant.
Grant. AN
AN ACT For the relief
relief of Lucien
1934_ _
Lucien M.
Monumental Stevedore
Monumental Stevedore
Company. AN
S
rte
,=
re
_
ACT For the relief of the Monumental
AN ACT
Stevedore Company.
Monumental
7, 1934 Company
Company---------------------------------------------------May
Dental Corps,
Corps, Navy.
Navy. AN
AN ACT
For the
officers of the Dental
Dental,la
Cyor,
r,s1of
o
3fthe
3 the
Corps
of certain
certain officers
relief of
the relief
ACT For
Dental
May 7, 1934-United States
Navy.-----------------------------------------4_
States Navy
United
Martha Edwards.
Edwards.
AN
ACT For
the relief
relief of
May 7,
7, 1934
1934-May
Edwards ----------of Martha
Martha Edwards
For the
AN ACT
Martha
Elbert L.
Grove. AN
relief of
of Elbert
Elbert L.
L. Grove
1934_Grove -------------- May 7, 1934-ACT For
For the
the relief
AN ACT
Elbert
L. Grove.
7,
1934-May
John
C. McCann.
McCann. AN
John C.
McCann ----------May
1934-of John
C. McCann
relief of
ACT For
For the relief
AN ACT
John C.
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Harvey Collins.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of Harvey Collins
May 7, 1934-_
1934__
Collins-----------For the relief
Collins. AN
Harvey
compensation to George
George
Charles Walther.
George Charles
RESOLUTION Granting compensation
Walther. JOINT RESOLUTION
George Charles
May
Walther --------------------May 7, 1934-1934__
--------------------Walther
Wilbur
AN ACT
ACT For the relief of Wilbur
Wilbur Rogers---------------May
Rogers
May 9, 1934-1934__
Rogers. AN
Wilbur Rogers.
Phyllis and
Pratt. AN ACT For the relief
Phyllis Pratt and Harold
Harold Louis
relief of Phyllis
Louis Pratt.
Harold Louis
and Harold
Phylis
1934------------- May 9, 1934__
Pratt,
minor-----------------------------Pratt, aa minor
Willard
relief of Willard
Willard B.
B. Hall
Hall ------------ May 9, 1934-1934_ _
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Hall. AN
B. Hall.
Willard B.
0.
Chrisp.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of 0.
H. Chrisp----------------Chrisp
May 9, 1934-1934_
May
O. H.
the relief
AN
O. H.
H. Chrisp.
Karim Joseph
Joseph Mery.
ACT For the relief
relief of Karim Joseph
Mery ------ May
May 9, 1934-1934_ _
Joseph MeryAN ACT
Mery. AN
Karim
Russell and
etc. AN
ACT For
Tucker and
and certain other
other
For the relief of Russell and Tucker
AN ACT
Tucker, etc.
and Tucker,
Russell
9, 1934-citizens of
of the
of Texas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and Kansas
Kansas ------------ May
May 9
1934_ _
States of
the States
citizens
-May
Bonnie S.
S. Baker.
Baker. AN
AN ACT
relief of
of Bonnie
Baker
May 9, 1934-1934__
------ -Bonnie S. Baker-For the relief
ACT For
Bonnie
Walter
For the
the relief
relief of
Switzer ------May 9, 1934-_
1934__
Walter E. Switzer
of Walter
ACT For
AN ACT
Switzer. AN
E. Switzer.
Walter E.
T J.
Morrison
May 9, 1934-1934__
of T. J. Morrison--------------relief of
ACT For the relief
AN ACT
Morrison. AN
T.
J. Morrison.
Galen E.
1934_ -_
Galen E. Lichty ------------- May 9, 1934
the relief
relief of Galen
ACT For the
AN ACT
Lichty. AN
E. Lichty.
Galen
Biffle
Brothers and
Porter
Brothers and Biffie
Porter Brothers
and Biffie
others. AN ACT For the relief of Porter
Biffle and others.
Porter Brothers
and
other citizens
1934__
----- May 9, 1934-citizens -----------------------------certain other
and certain
Treasury to pay
Las
Vegas, Nev.,
post office.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Authorizing the
office. AN ACT Authorizing
Nev., post
Las Vegas,
construction of the post office
subcontractors
furnished in the construction
office
material and labor furnished
subcontractors for material
at Las
Las Vegas,
Nevada ------------------------------------- May 14, 1934__
Vegas, Nevada
at
Orville A.
A. Murphy.
For the
relief of
Orville A.
Murphy -----May 14, 1934-1934__
May
A. Murphy
of Orville
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Murphy. AN
Orville
1934 -_
Ellen Grant.
AN ACT
For the
relief of Ellen
Ellen Grant-------------------Grant
May 16, 1934_
May
the relief
ACT For
Grant. AN
Ellen
1934-Elizabeth T.
AN ACT
Elizabeth T.
Cloud-----May 17, 1934_
May
T. Cloud
of Elizabeth
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
Cloud. AN
T. Cloud.
Elizabeth
1934-Nellie Reay.
AN ACT
For the
Nellie Reay
May 17, 1934__
Reay ------------------ May
the relief of Nellie
ACT For
Reay. AN
Nellie
Scott
White
May 17, 1934-_
1934__
White. AN ACT For the relief of Scott C. White-----------May
Scott C. White.
C. J.
J. Holliday.
the relief
J. Holliday
Holliday ----------.---May
May 17, 1934-_
1934__
of C. J.
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Holliday. AN
C.
1934-J.
Trotter. AN
the relief
Trotter
May 17, 1934__
B. Trotter------------------May
of J.
J. B.
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
B. Trotter.
J. B.
American Foreign
Frank W.
W. Mahin.
AN ACT
ACT To authorize
authorize Frank W. Mahin,
Mahin, retired
retired American
Foreign
Mahin. AN
Frank
Service officer,
officer, to
to accept
Netherlands the brevet
brevet
Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands
from Her Majesty
accept from
Service

Orange Nassau
and insignia
insignia of
the Royal
Royal Netherland
Netherland Order
Order of
of Orange
Nassau ----- May 18, 1934-1934__
of the
and
Jacob
Durrenberger. AN
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
Jacob Duxrenhrggr
Eturreahelger
May 18,
1934__
18, 1934---- -May
rof Jacob
For the
ACT For
Jacob Durrenberger.
May 18, 1934-_
Robert Turner.
For the
relief of Robert
Robert Turner-------------Turner
May
1934__
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Turner. AN
Robert
Frederick
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of Frederick
Frederick W.
W. Peter-------May
Peter
May 18, 1934-_
1934__
Peter. AN
W. Peter.
Frederick W.
Jesse
C. Harmon.
Harmon. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To place
Jesse C.
United
retired list of the United
Harmon on the retired
C. Harmon
place Jesse
Jesse C.
1934May
States
May 18, 1934__
Corps ----------------------------------Marine Corps
States Marine
1934Enoch
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
Graf
May 18, 1934__
of Enoch
Enoch Graf------------------May
relief of
Graf. AN
Enoch Graf.
Public
Health Service,
Service, advertising
ACT For the relief
relief of certain newspapers
newspapers for
AN ACT
claims. AN
advertising claims.
Public Health
advertising
rendered the
the Public
Service of
Treasury Departof the Treasury
Health Service
Public Health
services rendered
advertising services
ment ---------------------------------------------May 18, 1934__
ment
Palmetto Cotton
Cotton Company.
Company. AN
the relief
of the
the Palmetto
Palmetto Cotton
Cotton Company
Company
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Palmetto
18, 1934-_
1934__
-------------- May 18,
------------------------------ --May 21, 1934-_
Mucia
Alger. AN
For the
the relief
relief of Mucia Alger----------------Alger
1934__
ACT For
AN ACT
Mucia Alger.
Harriet
Holaday. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
compensate Harriet
Holaday
May 21,
21, 1934
1934__
Harriet C. Holaday-------May
To compensate
C. Holaday.
Harriet C.
Homer C.
C. Chapin.
For the
the relief
relief of
Homer C.
Chapin
May 21, 1934
1934_
C. Chapin---------May
of Homer
ACT For
AN ACT
Chapin. AN
Homer
Peter Guilday.
Guilday. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Peter Guilday
21, 1934._
1934....
Guilday ------------- May 21,
the relief
For the
Peter
Mayy21,
Frank Ferst.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of Frank Ferst
Ferst---------------Ma
21, 1934-1034....
the relief
For the
Ferst. AN
Frank
Arabella E.
Bodkin. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Arabella
Arabella E. Bodkin_
Mav 21,
21, 1934-.
1934__
.May
Bodkin the relief
For the
P. Bodkin.
Arabella
For the relief of the Playa do
Playa de
Land and
and Improvement
Company. AN
AN ACT For
de Flor
Flor
Improvement Company.
Flor Land
de Flor
Playa
------------ May 21,
Land and
and Improvement
Company
21, 1934-1934_
Improvement Company--------------Land
1934-G.
T. Fleming.
relief of
of G. T. Fleming-----------Fleming
May 22,
22, 1934_
AN ACT For the relief
Fleming. AN
G. T.
Alper-------May
Irene
Brand Alper.
Alper. AN
AN ACT
Irene Brand Alper
May 22,
22, 1934-1934_ _
the relief of Irene
ACT For the
Irene Brand
1934-_
Charles A.
A. Brown.
relief of Charles
Charles A. Brown---------May
Brown
May 22,
22, 1934__
the relief
ACT For the
AN ACT
Brown. AN
Charles
May 23, 1934-_
Kathryn
Thurston. AN
For the
1934__
Thurston ------Kathryn Thurston
of Kathryn
relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Kathryn Thurston.
H. Forsell.
Forsell. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief of H.
Forsell ------------------- -May
May 23, 1934-_
1934__
H. Forsell
ACT For
H.
Nicola Valerio.
Valerio. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
May 23, 1934-_
1934_ _
Valerio--------------May
of Nicola Valerio
relief of
the relief
For the
Nicola
-.. May 23,
B.
AN ACT
For the
relief of B. Edward
Edward Westwood
23, 1934
1934_- _
WVestwood
the relief
ACT For
Westwood. AN
Edward Westwood.
B. Edward
John A.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of John
Rapelye ------1934_ _
---- May 24, 1934John A. Rapelye
relief of
For the
Rapelye. AN
A. Rapelye.
John
D.
Tanner. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
widow of
Tanner for expense
expense of purchasof D. W. Tanner
the widow
of the
AN ACT
W. Tanner.
D. W.
May
ing
an artificial
artificial limb
May 25, 1934__
1934_
--------------limb------------ing an
E.
W. Gillespie.
Gillespie. AN
For the
the relief
relief of
of E.
E. W.
May 26, 1934-_
1934_ _
W. Gillespie ---------- - May
ACT For
AN ACT
B. W.
1934C. A.
A. Dickson.
Dickson. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of C.
C. A. Dickson -------------- May 26,
26, 1934_
the relief
For the
C.
1934-_
---------- May 26, 1934__
Glenna F.
Kelley. AN
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Glenna F. Kelley _
ACT For
F. Kelley.
Glenna
May 26, 1934-R. Gilbertsen.
Gilbertsen. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
It. Gilbertsen
Gilbertsen ------------1934__
of R.
relief of
For the
R.
Marie Toenberg.
For the
the relief
of Marie
Toenberg
May 26, 1934-_
1934__
Marie Toenberg------------May
relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Toenberg. AN
Marie
Ordway------May
Wallace E.
Ordway. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief of Wallace
Wallace E. Ordway
May 28, 1934-_
1934__
For the
E. Ordway.
Wallace
Annie I.
I. Hissey.
Hissey. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Annie I. Hissey
June 5, 1934-_
1934_ _
Hissey-------------June
the relief
For the
Annie
Philip
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
Philip F.
F. Hambsch
June 5, 1934-_
1934__
Hambsch-------June
of Philip
relief of
the relief
Hambsch. AN
F. Hambsch.
Philip F.
A. H.
H. Powell.
Powell. AN
ACT For the relief of A. H. Powell-----------------June
Powell
June 5,
5, 1934_1934__
AN ACT
A.
June 5,
C.
K. Morris.
ACT For
Morris
5, 1934-_
1934_ _
relief of C. K. Morris---------------the relief
For the
AN ACT
Morris. AN
C. K.
Anna
H. Jones.
Jones. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
of Anna
Anna H.
H. Jones--------------June
Jones
June 5, 1934-_
1934__
relief of
AN ACT
Anna H.
1934
----- June 5, 1934__
James
B. Conner.
Conner. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
Conner
James B. Conner----relief of James
For the relief
James B.
June 5, 1934-George
B. Beaver.
Beaver. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
George B. Beaver--------Beaver
1934__
the relief of George
George B.
John
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of John
John Merrill
1934__
Merrill ----------------- June 5, 1934-ACT For
Merrill. AN
John Merrill.
1934-June 5,
H. A.
A. Soderberg.
ACT For the relief
Soderberg
5, 1934_
relief of H. A. Soderberg----------AN ACT
Soderberg. AN
H.
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Page.
Page.

of Alfred Hohenlohe,
Alfred Hohenlohe
Hohenlohe and
others. AN
AN ACT
Hohenlohe, Alexander
Alexander
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
and others.
Alfred
removing cloud on title
Hohenlohe, Konrad
Hohenlohe, and
Hohenlohe by removing
Viktor Hohenlohe
and Viktor
Konrad Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe,
June 6,
6, 1934-1934_ _ 1370
June
--------------------------------------------------------Stelio
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
appropriation for
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
of Steil°
Stelio
an appropriation
authorize an
Vassiliadis. AN
Stelio Vassiliadis.
June 6, 1934-Vassiliadis
1934_ _ 1371
Vassiliadis ----------------------------------------------Nephew
K. Clark.
For the
Nephew K.
1934__ 1371
Clark ---------- June 6, 1934__
K. Clark
of Nephew
relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Clark. AN
Nephew K.
G. Nicholson,
Maude G.
To pay
Nicholson, widow
widow of George
George
Maude G.
to Maude
fees to
certain fees
pay certain
ACT To
AN ACT
Nicholson. AN
G. Nicholson.
Maude
A. Nicholson,
Nicholson, late
United States
States commissioner
6 1934-1934_ _ 1371
commissioner ------------------ June 6,
a United
late a
A.
June 6, 1934-R.
A. Hunsinger.
Hunsinger. AN
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
of R.
Hunsinger -----------1934_ _ 1372
1372
A. Hunsinger
R. A.
For the
ACT For
R. A.
Ruby
Voiles. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Ruby F.
F. Voiles--------------June
Voiles
June 6, 1934-1934_ _ 1372
1372
of Ruby
the relief
F. Voiles.
Ruby F.
1934
6,
June
Eula
Lee. AN
the relief
of Eula
K. Lee
Lee------------------1934_ _ 1372
Eula K.
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
K. Lee.
Eula K.
service
Harry
H.
Horton.
AN
ACT
To
authorize
the
award
of
a
decoration
for
distinguished
service
distinguished
Harry H. Horton. AN ACT To authorize the award of a decoration for
1934._
June 6, 1934__
to
1373
Horton-----------------------------------H. Horton
Harry H.
to Harry
E.
Walter Edwards.
Edwards. AN
the relief
relief of
of E.
E. Walter
Walter Edwards
June 6,
6, 1934-_
1934__ 1373
Edwards ------- June
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
E. Walter
McKee,
and McKee,
McKinarnon
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of McKimmon
McKimmon and
the relief
Incorporated. AN
McKee, Incorporated.
and McKee,
McKimmon and
June
Incorporated --June 6, 1934-_
1934_ _ 1373
---------------------------Incorporated
June
Anthony
Lynn. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Anthony J.
J. Lynn
Lynn ---------June 6, 1934__
1934__ 1374
relief oAntnthony
For the
J. Lynn.
Anthony J.
I. T.
T. McRee.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
I. T.
McRee ----------------June 6,
6, 1934__
1934_ _ 1374
J-June
T. McRee
of I.
relief of
McRee. AN
I.
W.
H. Le
Due. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
H. Le
Le Duc
Due---------------- June
June 6,
1934_ _ 1374
6, 1934__
W. H.
of W.
relief of
Le Due.
W. H.
6, 1934-_
John
Cathcart. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of John
Cathcart ---------- June
1934_ _ 1375
June 6,
S. CathcartJohn S.
relief of
For the
S. Cathcart.
John S.
George A.
A. Fox.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of George
George A.
June 7, 1934-_
1934_ _ 1375
1375
Fox -------------A. Fox
relief of
For the
Fox. AN
George
Woodhouse
Chain Works.
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Woodhouse
Chain Works_June
1934_ _ 1375
1375
8, 1934_
WorksJune 8,
Woodhouse Chain
the relief
AN ACT
Works. AN
Woodhouse Chain
Fred
H. Cotter.
For the
the relief
relief of
H. Cotter
June 8, 1934__
1934_ _ 1376
Cotter --------------of Fred
Fred H.
ACT For
AN ACT
Cotter. AN
Fred H.
Elizabeth
Bolger. AN
For the
Elizabeth Bolger
June 8, 1934-1934_ _ 1376
Bolger ------------ June
of Elizabeth
relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Elizabeth Bolger.
Mrs.
Asa Caswell
AN ACT
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Asa
Asa Caswell
Caswell Hawkins
Hawkins
the relief
For the
ACT For
Hawkins. AN
Caswell Hawkins.
Mrs. Asa
June 8,
8, 1934-1934__
1376
1376
June
--------.
----------------------------------------Sultzbach Clothing
Clothing Company.
Sultzbach Clothing Company
Company
of the Sultzbach
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Company. AN
Sultzbach
June
8, 1934-1934_ _ 1377
1377
n 8,
..-------------------------------.----------------------June
Starrett
Emma Ferguson
Emma Ferguson
AN ACT
pay aa gratuity
Ferguson Starrett
gratuity to Emma
To pay
ACT To
Starrett. AN
Ferguson 'Starrett.
Emma
June
8,
1934_
_
1377
June 8, 1934__ 1377
------------------------------------------- R. S.
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
S. Howard
Howard Company,
Company,
R. S.
of R.
relief of
ACT For
HoowardCompany,
S. Howard
R.
June 8, 1934-Incorporated ---------------------------------------------1934_ _ 1378
Incorporated
Mary Black
Black Memorial
Memorial Hospital.
ACT For
For the relief
relief of the
the Mary
Mary Black Memorial
Memorial
AN ACT
Hospital. AN
Mary
June 8, 1934-Hospital -------------------------------------------1934_- 1378
Hospital
1934-June 8, 1934_
Lucy
Cobb Stewart.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Lucy
Cobb Stewart
Stewart -----_ 1379
1379
Lucy Cobb
the relief
Stewart. AN
Lucy Cobb
Nellie Lamson.
ACT For
For making
compensation to
to the estate of Nellie
Nellie Lamson
Lamson
making compensation
AN ACT
Lamson. AN
Nellie
June 8,
1934_ _ 1379
1379
8, 1934__
June
----------------------------------------appointment of Richmond
Richmond
ACT Providing
Providing for
Richmond Pearson
Pearson
for the appointment
AN ACT
Hobson. AN
Pearson Hobson.
Richmond Pearson
Hobson, formerly
captain in
in the
States Navy,
Navy, as
rear admiral
admiral in the Navy,
Navy,
a rear
as a
United States
the United
formerly aacaptain
Hobson,
and
retirement in
in that
June 9, 1934__ 1379
1379
grade ---------------------------that grade
his retirement
and his
1380
Paul
J. Sisk.
For the
Paul J.
J. Sisk ----------------June 11, 1934__
1934_ _ 1380
of Paul
relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Sisk. AN
Paul J.
Harry Harsin.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
11, 1934__
1934_ _ 1380
1380
Harsin ---------------- June 11,
Harry Harsin
of Harry
the relief
For the
Harsin. AN
Harry
Milburn Knapp.
Knapp. AN
For the
relief of
June 11,
11, 1934__
1934_ _ 1380
June
Knapp -----------of Milburn
Milburn Knapp
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Milburn
Peter Pierre.
relief of
of Peter
11, 1934-_
1934_ _ 1380
Pierre -------------. ----. June 11,
Peter Pierre
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Pierre. AN
Peter
Catherine Wright.
the relief
of Catherine
Catherine Wright
June 11,
11, 1934-_
.1934_ _ 1381
Wright ---------- June
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Wright. AN
Catherine
1381
Lueco R.
Gooch. AN
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of Lueco
R. Gooch
Gooch ------------ June 11,
11, 1934-_
1934._
Lueco R.
For the
AN ACT
R. Gooch.
Lueco
1382
M. Thomas
Thomas Petroy.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
M. Thomas
Petroy_ ___---.
___ June 11,
11, 1934__
1934_
1382
Thomas Petroy--of M.
ACT For
Petroy. AN
M.
June
Edgar Stivers.
Savers. AN
ACT For
For the
relief of
June 11,
11, 1934-1934_ _ 1382
Stivers ---------------.
Edgar Stivers
of Edgar
the relief
AN ACT
Edgar
J-June 11,
Michael
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Michael
June
11, 1934__
1934__
1382
Michael Bello-------------relief of
For the
Bello. AN
Michael Bello.
Western Montana
Clinic. AN
For relief
relief of
of the
Western Montana
Montana Clinic,
Clinic, Missoula,
Missoula,
the Western
ACT For
AN ACT
Montana Clinic.
Western
Montana
June 11,
11, 1934__
1934_.
1383
June
------------------------------------Montana --1383
Claudia
L. Polski.
the relief
of Claudia
Claudia L.
Polski -------- June 11,
11, 1934
1934__
L. Polski
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Polski. AN
ClaudiaL.
A. E.
ACT For
of A.
June 11,
11, 19341934_ _ 1383
Shelley ----------------- June
E. Shelley
A. E.
relief of
the relief
For the
AN ACT
E. Shelley.
Shelley. AN
A.
1384
James Sleain.
Merin. AN
ACT For
For the
of James
June 11,
11, 1934-_
1934_ _
Slevin ------- ---------- June
James Slevm
relief of
the relief
AN ACT
James
Charlestown
and Stone
Company. AN
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
of the
the Charlestown
Charlestown Sand
Sand
For the
ACT For
Stone Company.
Sand and
Charlestown Sand
193411,
June
and Stone
of Elkton,
June 11, 1934_ _ 1384
Maryland---------------- ---Elkton, Maryland
Company, of
Stone Company,
and
Fort
Peck
Reservation,
Mont.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
certain
Indians
of
the
Fort
Peck
Peck
Fort
Fort Peck Reservation, Mont. AN ACT For the relief of certain Indians of the
June
Reservation,
June 11,
11, 1934__
1934_ _ 1385
Montana ------------------------------------Reservation, Montana
Lieutenant
Walter T.
T. Wilsey.
AN ACT
relief of
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Walter
Walter T.
T.
of First
the relief
For the
ACT For
Wilsey. AN
Lieutenant Walter
Wilsey ---------------------June
11, 1934__
1934_ _ 1385
June 11,
--------------------Wilsey
Charles T.
Moll. AN
For the
relief of
Charles T.
Moll ----------June 11,
11, 1934_
1934_ _ 1385
T. Moll
of Charles
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
T. Moll.
Charles
George
and Anderson
AN ACT
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon the Court
Court
Herd. AN
T. Herd.
Anderson T.
Carden and
A. Carden
George A.
of
Claims of
the United
hear, consider,
render judgment
judgment on certain
certain
consider, and render
to hear,
States to
United States
of the
of Claims
claims
of George
George A.
A. Carden
Carden and
and Anderson
Anderson T.
against the
the United
United States
States
Herd against
T. Herd
claims of
June 13,
13, 1934__
1934_ _ 1386
1386
June
--------------------------------------June
Estelle
Johnson.
AN
For the
relief of
Estelle Johnson
Johnson -----------June 13, 1934-1934__ 1386
of Estelle
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Estele Johnson.
Mamie
Brown. AN
ACT For
relief of
of Claude
A. Brown
Brown and Ruth
Ruth McCurry
McCurry
Claude A.
the relief
For the
AN ACT
Ruth Brown.
Mamie Ruth
13, 1934-Brown,
natural guardians
Ruth Brown----------------June
Brown
June 13.
1934_ _ 1387
Mamie Ruth
of Mamie
guardians of
Brown, natural
Martin Henry
Henry Waterman.
Waterman. AN
Acr For
For the
of Martin
Martin Henry
Waterman, deceased
deceased
Henry Waterman,
relief of
the relief
AN ACT
Martin
June 13,
13, 1934-1934.-- 1387
1387
June
-- ----------------------Lu/a
AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of Lula A. Densmore
June 13,
Desmore-------June
Denmore. AN
A. Densmore.
Lula A.
A. C.
Francis. AN
of A.
A. C.
June 13,
13,
June
Francis -----------C. Francis
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
C. Francis.
A.
George Daces.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
Daces
June 13,
George Dacas-------------June
of George
the relief
For the
Dacas. AN
Geore
Judd
W. Hubrt.
Hulbert. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Judd W.
W. Hulbert-------June
Hulbert
June 13,
13,
of Judd
the relief
JuddW.
Jose
Cordova. AN
the relief
of Awe
Ramon CordovaCordova_--_June
13,
.June 13,
Joe Ramon
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Ramon Cordova.
Jose Ramon

1934-1934_ _ 1387
1934- 1934-1934-1934_ _
1934_ _
1934-.
1934-1934

1388
1388
1388
1388
1389
1389
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AND RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF
PRIVATE ACTS
RESOLUTIONS.
ACTS AND
OF PRIVATE
LIST

-Oscar
P. Cox.
AN ACT
Oscar P. Cox---------Cox
June 13, 1934-_
1934__
the relief of Oscar
ACT For the
Cox. AN
Oscar P.
Pleasant Lawrence
Mrs. Pleasant
Pleasant Lawrence Parr.
AN ACT For the relief
relief of Mrs. Pleasant
Lawrence Parr
Parr
Parr. AN
Mrs.
1934___
June 13, 1934_
June
-------------------------------------------------June
L.
Smith. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
of L.
L. R.
Smith
June 14, 1934-_
1934__
R. Smith--------------relief of
ACT For
R. Smith.
L. R.
- June 14, 1934-M.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
M. Twichel--------Twichel_
1934_
of M. M.
ACT For
Twichel. AN
M. Twichel.
M. M.
Marion
Bruning. AN
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Marion
Marion Von Bruning (nee Marion
Marion HubACT For
Von Bruning.
Marion Von
bard
Treat) ---June 14, 1934-_
1934__
------------------------------bard Treat)
1934-_ _
- June 14, 1934_
N.
Troast. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief of N. Lester Troast--------Troast
For the
Lester Troast.
N. Lester
June 14, 1934------Burke
Warren Burke.
Burke. AN
For the relief of Warren
Warren Burke_
1934_ _
ACT For
AN ACT
Warren
June 14,
Sue
Hall Erwin.
ACT For
the relief
14, 1934-_
1934_ _
of Sue Hall Erwin -------relief of
For the
AN ACT
Erwin. AN
Sue Hall
1934-June
Benjamin
Wright. AN
AN ACT
the relief
deceased
June 14,
14, 1934__
Benjamin Wright, deceased_
relief of Benjamin
For the
ACT For
Benjamin Wright.
June
C. A.
ACT For
the relief
June 14, 1934-_
1934_ _
A. Betz --------------C. A.
of C.
relief of
For the
AN ACT
Betz. AN
A. Betz.
C.
June 14, 1934__
Joseph
AN ACT
For the
relief of Joseph
1934_ _
Lynch- -----Joseph B. Lynch
the relief
ACT For
Lynch. AN
B. Lynch.
Joseph B.
Lieutenant
W. Taylor.
Lieutenant H. W. Taylor, United States
For the relief of Lieutenant
ACT For
Taylor. AN ACT
H. W.
Lieutenant H.
Navy
1934__
-------- -- June 14, 1934-_
----Navy -------------------------June
Roncoli- Joseph Roncoli
Mrs.
AN ACT For the relief
relief of Mrs. Joseph
June 14, 1934-_
1934_ _
Roncoli. AN
Joseph Roncoli.
Mrs. Joseph
Sarah
ACT For
relief of
of Sarah
1934_ _
Smolen -------------- June 14, 1934__
Sarah Smolen
the relief
For the
AN ACT
Smolen. AN
Sarah Smolen.
Yosemite
Lumber Company.
Yosemite Lumber
Lumber Company
Company
relief of the Yosemite
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Company. AN
Yosemite Lumber
1934-_ _
------- -------------------------------------- June 15, 1934_
Grace G.
Coolidge. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
franking privilege
privilege to Grace
Grace G. Coolidge
a franking
Granting a
G. Coolidge.
Grace
1934_ _
--------------------------------------------- June 16, 1934-_
McBean and ComGladding,
Company. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
of Gladding,
ComGladding, McBean
relief of
ACT For
and Company.
McBean and
Gladding, McBean
-- June
pany
June 16, 1934-_
1934_ _
- ------------------------------------pany--June
Annie Moran.
Moran. AN
the relief
Moran ---------------June 16, 1934-_
1934__
Annie Moranof Annie
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Annie
George
E. Q.
Johnson. AN
provide for the payment of
of compensation
compensation to George E.
To provide
AN ACT To
Q. Johnson.
GeorgeE.
Q.
1934-__
Johnson -------------------------------------------- June 16, 1934_
Q. Johnson
Jeannette S.
S. Jewell.
ACT For
For the
the relief of Jeannette
Jeannette S. Jewell------JJune
Jewell
June 16, 1934-_
1934_ _
AN ACT
Jewell. AN
Jeannette
June
Alice
A. Damm.
Damm. AN
For the relief
relief of Alice M. A. Damm
Damm ---June 16, 1934-_
1934_ _
ACT For
AN ACT
M. A.
Alice M.
Lowry
Rosemund
Lowry. AN
AN ACT For
relief of
of Rosemund
Rosemund Pauline
Pauline Lowry
the relief
For the
PaulineLowry.
Rosemund Pauline
1934-_
June 16, 1934._
------------------------- _June
----------------------------William
For the relief
Chinsky
June 16,1934
16,1934_ _
William Cinsky------------June
relief of William
ACT For
AN ACT
Chinsy. AN
William Chinsky.
Webb
J. Webb
Charles J.
Webb Sons
Incorporated.
AN ACT For
For the relief of Charles J.
AN
Company, Incorporated.
Sons Company,
J. Webb
Charles
1934-_
Sons
Company, Incorporated
June 18,
18 ,
1934 __
Incorporated ----------------------------- -June
Sons Company
Pierre
E. Teets.
Teets. AN
relief of Pierre
1934_ _
Teets------------- June 18, 1934__
E. Teets
Pierre E.
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
PierreE.
18 1934-_
Laura
B. Crampton.
ACT For the relief
relief of LauraB.
Laura B. Crampton
Crampton_-----June 18,
1934_
ANACTForthe
Crampton. AN
LauraB.
Physicans and
Surgeons Hospital
Hospital (Limited).
ACT For
the relief
relief of Physicans
and Surgeons
Surgeons
Physicans and
For the
AN ACT
(Limited). AN
andSurgeons
Physicans
---------Hospital
(Limited) ------------------------June 18, 1934-_
1934_ _
Hospital (Limited)
1934___
June
Morris
For the
June 18, 1934_
Morris Spirt ---------------of Morris
the relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Spirt. AN
Morris Spirt.
1934-June 18,
Clarence
Wimley. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
Wimlev ----- _June
18, 1934__
Clarence A. Wimley
the relief of Clarence
A. Wimley.
ClarenceA.
John Parker
Clark, senior.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of John
Parker Clark, senior
John Parker
the relief
For the
senior. AN
ParkerClark,
John
June 18,
18, 1934-1931_ _
----------------------------------------------- June
John
Parker
Clark,
junior.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
Parker
Clark,
junior
j
unior
Clark,
Parker
John
of
relief
the
ACTFor
AN
John ParkerClark, junior.
June 18,
18, 1934__
1934 June
------------------------------------------------1934
June 18, 1934__
Michael Petrucelli.
ACT For the relief of
Petrucelli
Michael Petrucelli--------of Michael
ANACTFortherelief
Petrucelli. AN
Michael
Jeanie
G. Lyles.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Jeanie
Jeanie G. Lyles
18, 1:34-.
1934_
Lyles .----------- June 18,
the relief
For the
Lyles. AN
Jeanie G.
Emma
R. H.
Taggart. ANACTForthe
AN ACT For the relief
Emma R. H. Taggart
Taggart --June 18,
18, 1934
1934._
of EmnaR.
relief of
H. Taggart.
EmmaR.
June 18, 1934.
Paul I
the relief of
Morris
1934_of Paul I. Morris--------------For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Morris. AN
I. Morris.
Paul
Ernest Elmore
Elmore Hall.
Hall. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Ernest
Hall - -..June 18, 1934
1934....
June
Elmore HallErnest Elmore
ACT For
Ernest
Earl V.
AN ACT
To reimburse
reimburse Earl
the acciacciLarkin for injuries sustained by the
Earl V. Larkin
ACT To
Larkin. AN
V. Larkin.
Earl
dental
discharge of
of a
pistol in
the hands
of a
the United States Army
soldier in the
a soldier
hands of
in the
a pistol
dental discharge
1934__18, 1934
June 18,
----------------------------------William
Sheldon. AN
ACT For
the relief of William Sheldon
June 18, 1934
1934_- -June
Forthe'reliefofWilliamSheldon--------AN ACT
William-Sheldon.
June
Mary
Orinski. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of Mary
Mary Orinski -------------June 18,
18, 1934-_
1934_ _
AN ACT
Mary Orinski.
June
Roland
AN ACT
For the
Roland Zolesky---------Zolesky
June 18, 1934-_
1934_ _
of Roland
relief of
the relief
ACT For
Zolesky. AN
Roland Zolesky.
John J.
Corcoran. AN
the relief
J. Corcoran
June 18,
18, 1934-1934__
Corcoran--------- June
of John J.
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
J. Corcoran.
John
June
Laura
ACT For
For the
relief of Laura
Goldwater -------June 18, 1934-_
1934_ _
Laura Goldwater
the relief
AN ACT
Goldwater. AN
Laura Goldwater.
Mary A.
Rockwell. AN
AN ACT
Mary A. Rockwell
Rockwell ------- June 18, 1934_ _
relief of Mary
For the relief
ACT For
A. Rockwell.
Mary
1934-E. E.
Hall. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of E.
Hall -------------------- June 18, 1934__
E. Hall
E. E.
AN ACT
E. Hall.
E.
Carleton-Mace Engineering
Engineering Corporation.
Corporation. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the
Carleton-Mace EngiEngithe relief of Carleton-Mace
Carleton-Mace
neering
June 18, 1934
1934__
---------------------------------Corporation-neering Corporation
Lyman
Drake, junior.
ACT For
For the
the relief
of Lyman
Lyman D.
D. Drake,
Drake, junior
relief of
AN ACT
junior. AN
D. Drake,
Lyman D.
June 18, 1934__
-------------------------------------------------- June
William
J. Kenely.
Kenely. AN
ACT For
For the
William J.
.1. Kenely
Kenely----18, 1934-_
1934_
June 18,
of William
relief of
the relief
AN ACT
WilliamJ.
Robert
Rayford Wilcoxson.
Wilcoxson. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
provide compensation
compensation for
WilcoxRayford WilcoxRobert Rayford
for Robert
To provide
Robert Rayford
1934-son for
for injuries
injuries received
in Citizens'
Military Training Camp - --___ June 18, 1934__
Citizens' Military
received in
son
1934June 18, 1934__
Mabel
Carver. AN
For the
relief of
of Mabel
Carver
Mabel Carver------------the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Mabel Carver.
1934-_
Arthur Smith.
Smith. AN
AN ACT
the relief
June 18, 1934__
Smith------------Arthur Smith
of Arthur
relief of
For the
ACT For
Arthur
1934__
William T.
Roche. AN
AN ACT
the relief
of William
T. Roche
Roche -------- June 18, 1934__
William T.
relief of
For the
ACT For
Roche.
T.
William
Capt. Frank J.
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Captain
Captain Frank
Frank J.
J. MeCormack
McCormack
the relief
ACT For
McCormack. AN
Capt. Frank J. McCormack.
18, 1934-1934__
June 18,
-------------_June
-------------------------Saint Anthony's
etc. ANAN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Saint Anthony's
Anthony's Hospital at
Hospital, etc.
Anthony's Hospital,
Saint
Michigan
City, Indiana;
Indiana; Doctor
Doctor Russell
Gilmore; Emily Molzen,
Molzen 'nurse;
nurse; and the
A. Gilmore;
Russell A.
Michigan City,
1934-_ June 18, 1934_
Hummer Mortuary
-------------Mortuary-------------------Hummer
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PRIVATE ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF PRIVATE
Dr. A.
A. W. Pearson,
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to pay Doctor
Authorizing the Secretary
Pearson,etc. AN ACT Authorizing
Dr.
Dakota, and the Peabody
Peabody Hospital, at Webster,
Pearson, of Peever, South Dakota,
A. W. Pearson,
South Dakota,
medical services
services and supplies furnished
1934_ _
IndiansJune 18, 1934furnished to Indians_June
for medical
Dakota, for
South
J. B.
relief of J. B. Hudson
June 18, 1934-.
1934_ _
Hudson----------------June
Hudson. AN ACT For the relief
J.
B. Hudson.
1934--_
AN ACT
ACT For the relief of John W. Adair ------------ June 18, 1934_
Adair. AN
John W. Adair.
May
administratrix of the estate
AN ACT For the relief of May L. Marshall, administratrix
L. Marshall.
Marshall. AN
May L.
June 18, 1934._
1934 ------------Litchfield
-- of Jerry A. Litchfield------------Emory B.
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing the President
President of the United States
B. Bronte. JOINT RESOLUTION
to
present
the
Distinguished
Flying
Cross
to
Emory
B.
Bronte
June
1934__
18,
1934-Bronte --- June
Emory
to present the Distinguished
1934-John
Garity. AN
Garity-------- --- June 19, 1934....
AN ACT For the relief of John T. Garity
T. Garity.
John T.
Caroline M.
AN ACT
ACT To refund
refund to Caroline M. Fan
erroneously and
Eagan income tax erroneously
Eagan. AN
M. Eagan.
Caroline
1934.----------------------- June 19
illegally collected
19, 1934__
-------illegally
Claimants at
relief of certain claimants at LeavenKansas. AN ACT For the relief
at Leavenworth, Kansas.
Claimants
inflicted by escaping prisonKansas, occasioned
occasioned through damage to property inflicted
worth, Kansas,
1934-ers
June 19, 1934_
----------------ers--------------Harry E.. Good.
of Harry E. Good, administrator
bonis non of the
administrator de bonia
reliefHarryarry
the relief
orthereliefofHarry,
od. AN ACT For
Good.
Harry
1934------------------------- June 19, 1934.._
estate of Ephraim N. Good, deceased
deceased
J. Beene, etc. AN ACT For the relief of Shelby J. Beene, Mrs. Shelby J. Beene,
Beene, Leroy
Leroy
Shelby, J.
1934_-_
T.
June 19, 193C
Waller-------------------------June
Waller and Mrs. Leroy T. Waller
T. Waller,
Western
Union Telegra
p hCo.
AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing adjustment of the claim of the Western
Telegraph
Western Union
June 19, 1934-----. rune
Union
Company
1934_ _
Telegraph Company---------------------------Union Telegraph
1934-_
Charles Farr.
Farr
June 19, 193C_
ACT For the relief of Charles Farr-------------------June
AN ACT
Parr. AN
Charles
1934--_
Royce
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Wells ------------------ June 19, 1934_
Royce Wells
of Royce
For the
Wells. AN
Royce Wells.
Oswald
AN ACT For
Hunter M. Henry,
Halford, Hunter
For the relief of Oswald H. Raiford,
etc. AN
Halford, etc.
H. Halford,
Oswald H.
William C.
C. Horne,
Rupert R.
R. Johnson,
L. Lacey, William Z. Lee, Fenton F.
Johnson, David L.
Home, Rupert
William
Rodgers Henry
Felix M.
M. Smith,
Smith, Edwin
Edwin C. Smith, Robert
Robert S. SutherSeale, Felix
Freeman Seale,
Henry Freeman
Rodgers,
land,
and Charles
Charles G.
Ventress ---------.
G. Ventress
land, and

-------------

1934-June
June 19, 1934__

1934-_
George J.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
George J.
J. Bloxham-------June
Bloxham
June 21, 1934__
of George
the relief
Blozham. AN
J. Bkccham.
George
1934-_
Fred
A. Robinson.
For the
the relief
of Fred A. Robinson.-------- June 21, 1934__
relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Robinson. AN
Fred A.
S.
G. Mortimer.
Mortimer ------------- June 21, 1934-193C_
relief of S. G. Mortimer
For the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Mortimer. AN
s. 0.
Arvin
C. S6adsa
8,084.-- AN
For the
the relief
1934__
C. Sands
Sands-------------- June 21, 1934_Arvin C.
relief of Arvin
ACT For
AN ACT
Arvin C.
193421,
John
P Teonard.
Leonard
Leonard
June
1934__
AN ACT For the relief of John P. Leonard----------John P.
Frank Salisbury.
ACT For
estate of
of Frank Salisbury, executor of the estate
relief of
the relief
For the
AN ACT
Salisbury. AN
Frank
1934-_
21,
Emerson
C.
Salisbury,
deceased
June
21,
1934__
---------------------Emerson C. Salisbury, deceased-------William
Burress. AN
ACT For
William G. Burress,
Burmese, deceased.
deceased.
of William
relief of
the relief
For the
AN ACT
G. Burress.
William G.
1934__
June 21, 1934-_
---------------------------- June
J--une
Jelna- ----------------Paul Jelna.
Jelna. AN
June 21, 1934__
AN ACT For the relief of Paul Jelna
Paul
Carl F.
Castleberry. AN
For the relief of
Castleberry-------- June 21, 1934-193C _
of Carl
Carl F. Castleberry
ACT For
AN ACT
F. Castleberry.
Carl
Dr. Charles
Charles T.
Granger. AN ACT For the relief of Doctor Charles T. Granger.
T. Granger.
Dr.
June 21,
1934___
21, 1934_
June
------------- ----------Massachusetts Bonding
Co.
Insurance Co.
and Insurance
Bonding and
Massachusetts

1411
1411
1411
1411
1411
1412
1412
1412
1413
1413

1414
1414
1414
1414
1415
1415
1415
1416
1416
1416

1417
1417

1417
1418
1418
1418
1418
1418
1419
1419
1419
1419
1420

1420
1420

AN ACT
ACT For
For the relief of the Massachusetts
AN

Bonding and
Company, a
a corporation
corporation organized and existing under the
Insurance Company,
and Insurance
Bonding
1934_-_
laws
Massachusetts
June 21, 1934_
State of Massachusetts----------------------------June
the State
of the
laws of
American Red
Red Cross,
Cross, Dallas
Dallas County Chapter.
Chapter. AN ACT For the relief of the Dallas County
American
1934-_ _
Chapter of
the American
American Red Cross
June 21, 1934_
Cross------------------------ --- June
of the
Chapter
Willard
Association. AN ACT To grant
grant permission
permission to the Willard Family AssociaFamily Association.
Willard Family
1934- _
tion to
tablet at
Massachusetts ------------ June 22, 1934_
at Fort Devens, Massachusetts
a tablet
erect a
to erect
tion
Wade
Dean. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of Wade Dean ------------------- June
June 22, 1934
1934_- _
Wade Dean.
C.
For the
Mason
_June 22, 1934
1934_ .
C. V. Mason---------------relief of C.
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Mason. AN
V. Mason.
C. V.
Julia E.
ACT For
For the
the relief
Julia E. Smith
1934_ ..
Smith -------------- June 22, 1934_.
of Julia
relief of
AN ACT
E. Smith.
Smith. AN
Julia
Gustav Welhoelter.
Welhoelter. AN
ACT For the
1934.. _
Welhoelter------- June 22, 1934.relief of Gustav Welhoelter
the relief
AN ACT
Gustav
Anthony
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Anthony
Hogue
June 22, 1934-1934.._
Anthony Hogue---------the relief
Hogue. AN
Anthony Hogue.
Edith
AN ACT
the relief
of Edith
1934_.
Edith L. Peeps ------------ June 22, 1934-relief of
For the
ACT For
Peeps. AN
L. Peeps.
Edith L.
22,
McLeod------------June
June 2
2 ,1934193 4 ....
McLeod. AN ACT For the relief of W. R. McLeod
R. McLeod.
W. R.
1934-.
22,
-June
M.
wetly:- hill
ACT For the
June
1934_ _
relief of M. R. Welty ---------the relief
A*K.ACT
R. Wet.M. R.
1934-_
22,
June
John
R. Novak.
Novak. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
4isattelief of
1934_ _
Novak-----------of John
John R. Novak
For 4athaef
John R.
James
Green. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of James
James Henry
Henry Gieen
1934_ _
June 22, 1934-_
Green --AN ACT
Henry Green.
James Henry
1934._ _
22,
June
-----Donald
K.
Warner.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Donald
Warner
June
1934_
Warner
K.
Donald K. Warner. AN ACT For the relief
1934-Jeannette
For the
relief of
of Jeannette
Jeannette Weir -------- --- June
June 22, 1934._
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Weir. AN
Jeannette Weir.
Ralph
Walker. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Ralph
LaVem Walker
Walker.._June
June 22, 19341934_ _
Ralph LaVern
the relief
LaVern Walker.
Ralph LaVern
M. N.
AN ACT
the relief
of M.
N. Lipinski_
1934--.
June 24, 1934_
Lipinski -------M. N.
relief of
For the
ACT For
Lipinski. AN
N. Lipinski.
M.
Arthur
Burn, Senior,
Senior, and
and J.
AC7 For the relief of Arthur A. Burn,
Ryland. AN ACT
K. Ryland.
J. K.
A. Burn,
Arthur A.
Senior, and
and J.
Ryland ------------------------------- -June
June 24, 1934_
1934___
J. K.
K. Ryland
Senior,
C. K.
Bowen, heirs.
heirs. AN
For the
the relief
relief of
the heirs
deceased
Bowen, deceased
K. Bowen,
of C.
C. K.
heirs of
of the
ACT For
AN ACT
K. Bowen,
C.
1934-_ _
June 24, 1934_
----- _June
---------------------------------. ------Robert
AN ACT
the relief
Ray!
June
June 25, 1934_ _
Robert Rayl---------------of Robert
relief of
For the
ACT For
Rayl. AN
Robert Rayl.
Mrs. George
her minor
and Barbara
BarbaraLogan. AN ACT For the
Leis and
children, Lewis
minor children,
and her
Logan and
George Logan
Mrs.
relief of
of Mrs.
minor children, Lewis and Barbara Logan
Logan and her minor
George Logan
Mrs. George
relief
June
1934_
June 25, 1934------------------------------------------Thelma Lucy
ACT For the
relief of Thelma Lucy
Rounds_ - June
June 25, 1934-193C_
Luy Rounds
threlief
AN ACT
Rounds. AN
Lucy Rounds.
Bdand---June
Theodore W.
__ _June 25, 1934
1934_-_
the relief of Theodore W. %land__
ACT For the
AN ACT
W. .Beland.
Beand. AN
Theodore
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certain
Woods
Mass., lease.
AN ACT
Secretary of Commerce to lease certain
Authorizing the Secretary
ACT Authorizing
lease. AN
Hole, Mass.,
Woods Hole,
June 25, 1934-Government land
land at
at Woods
Hole, Massachusetts--------------Massachusetts
1934__
Woods Hole,
Government
deceased
Robert Gray
relief of
Robert Gray Fry, deceased
of Robert
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
deceased. AN
Fry, deceased.
Gray Fry,
Robert
June
1934__
26,
1934-..
-June
-..
94-13
Jue2
---------------------------------------------------William Martin
and John
E.
Walsh,
Junior. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the
of William Martin and
relief
the
Junior.
Walsh,
E.
John
and
Martin
William
1934-June
John
Junior
June 26, 193L_
- -- --------------------Walsh Junior
E. Walsh,
John E.
John Hampshire.
AN ACT
For the relief
1431
June 26, 1934-1934_ _
Hampshire----------June
relief of John Hampshire
ACT For
Hampshire. AN
John
Gruver
F.
Edward
P. Gruver
Company. AN
AN ACT
Gruver Company
ACT For the relief of Edward
Gruver Company.
Edward F.
_June
26, 1934
1934__
1934-26,
June 26,
.June
- ------- ---------------------------------------- ----------June
--Frederick
Frederick
Barker. AN
AN ACT For the relief of Frede
rick G.
G. Barker
B a
rker1432
June 26, 1934-1934_ _
G. Barker.
FrederickG.
William H.
the relief
relief of
of William
William H.
H. Connors, alias John H.
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
etc. AN
Connors, etc.
H. Connors,
William
1934_Connors, alias
H. Connors----------------------June
Connors_
June 26, 1934_
W. H.
Michael W.
alias Michael
Connors,
1934___
June 26, 1934_
Norman
AN ACT
Beier1432
ACT For the relief of Norman Beier-------------Beier. AN
Norman Beier.
1934_-_
Henry
Poole. AN
AN ACT
For the
Henry. Poole-----------------June
Poole1433
June 26, 1934_
of Henry
relief of
the relief
ACT For
Henry Poole.
1934-__
------------ June 26, 1934
Holland
A.
W. Holland.
Holland. AN
W. Ho
ll a
nd1433
ACT For the relief of A. W.
AN ACT
A. W.
1934 -_
William
G. Fulton.
AN ACT
relief of
of William
Fulton------- June
June 26, 1934_
G. Fulton
William G.
the relief
For the
ACT For
Fulton. AN
William G.
1934_ _
Howell K.
Stephens. AN
For the
relief of
of Howell
Stephens -- - June 26, 1934_
K. Stephens
Howell K.
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
K. Stephens.
Howell
1934___
June
Davis------------Rufus
J. Davis
1434
June 26, 1934
Davis. AN ACT For the relief of Rufus J.
J. Davis.
Rufus J.
Alice E.
E. Broas.
Broas. AN
For the relief
Broas1434
June 26, 1934
1934_-_
relief of Alice E. Broas---------------June
ACT For
AN ACT
Alice
June
Virginia
Virgin ia Houghton-----Hou g
hton1435
June 26, 1934-1934_ _
Houghton. AN ACT For the relief of Virginia
Virginia Houghton.
June 26, 1934-----------Mary
Spear. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
1934 __
For the relief of Mary V. Spear 1435
V Spear.
Mary V.
Elizabeth Millicent
Trammell. AN
For the
the relief
relief of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Millicent Trammell
ACT For
AN ACT
Millicent Trammell.
Elizabeth
June 26, 1934
1934_-_
---------------- June
---------June 26, 1934Littlepage --_ _June
Charles F.
Littlepage. AN
AN ACT
the relief
Charles F. Littlepage_
1934_ relief of Charles
For the
ACT For
F. Littlepage.
Charles
1934__
Otto Christian.
Christian. AN
For the
relief of
June 26, 1934__
Christian-------------Otto Christian_
of Otto
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Otto
E. C.
C. Sampson.
ACT Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to pay to E. C. Sampson,
Authorizing the
AN ACT
Sampson. AN
E.
1934-of
for services
Crow Tribe of
Indians-June 26, 1934__
of Indians_June
the Crow
rendered the
services rendered
Montana, for
Billings, Montana,
of Billings,
Ann
the relief
relief of
Ann Engle -----------------June 26, 19341934_ _
of Ann
Forthe
ACT For
AN ACT
Engle. AN
Ann Engle.
Elizabeth Buxton
Hospital. AN ACT For the relief of Elizabeth Buxton Hospital
Buxton Hospital.
Elizabeth
June
1934- _
26, 1934_
June 26,
--------------------------------

Page.
Page.

1430
1430
1430
1430
1431

1431
431
1431

1432
1432
1432
1432
1433
1433
1433
1433
1434
1434
1434
1435
1435
1436
1436
1436
1436
1436
1437
1437
1437
1438
1438

1438
1934- _ 1438
Harry Lee
AN ACT For the relief of Harry Lee Shaw ----------- June 26, 1934_
Shaw. AN
Lee Shaw.
Harry
Company
Black
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of the Black
Black Hardware
Hardware Company
the relief
For the
Company. AN
Hardware Company.
Black Hardware
26, 19341934__
1438
1934__
.....
-June . June
.
26,
June 26,
------------------------------------------------------Carlos
C. Bed,sole.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Bedsole
June 26, 19341934_ _ 1439
Carlos C. Bedsole---------June
of Carlos
Bedsole. AN
Carlos C.
Marcella Leahy
McNerney. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of Marcella
Marcella Leahy McNerney
McNerney
the relief
For the
Leahy McNerney.
Marcella
1934_
1439
June
...... June
1934--_ 1439
26, 1934-June 26,
------------------------------------------------------B.
E. Dyson.
AN ACT
For the
of B.
B. E.
E. Dyson,
former United States marshal, southern
Dyson, former
relief of
the relief
ACT For
Dyson. AN
B. E.
1440
1934
district of
Florida
June 26, 1934__
----- -------------of Florida------------district
owners for
Mud Lake
bottom riparian
riparian owners.
AN ACT
ACT For the relief of certain riparian
riparian owners
owners. AN
Lake bottom
Mud
losses
sustained by
by them
them on
on the
the drained
Marshall County in the
drained Mud Lake bottom in Marshall
sustained
losses
State of Minnesota
June 26, 1934_
1934_ _ 1440
--------- -----June
------ --State of Minnesota ------------C. F. Colvin. AN
ACT To
of certain
certain real
Secretary of
estate by the Secretary
real estate
transfer of
the transfer
authorize the
To authorize
AN ACT
F. Colvin.
C.
the Treasury
Treasury to
to C.
C. F.
settlement of the Northfield
(Minnesota) post-office
post-office
Northfield (Minnesota)
in settlement
Colvin in
F. Colvin
the
1440
site litigation, and
other purposes
1934_,
_- June 26, 1934..
-- ----.
----_----__
__purposes
for other
litigation, and for
site
Company.
W. P. Fuller and
Company. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
W. P.
P. Fuller and Company.
of W.
relief of
ACT For
W. P. Fuller and Company.
June
26,
1934._
1441
144l
............
June 2; 1934..
'
1441
1934-- 1442
26,
Jue
Harold -Sorenson.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Harold
Sorenson
_
_
1934
-----------------------------------------26,
--June
-AN ACT For the relief of Harold Sorenson
Sorenson.
Harold
1442
26, 1934
June 26,
William A.
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Delaney --William A. Delaney
of William
the relief
ACT For
Delaney. AN
A. Delaney.
William
James W. Walters. AN ACT For
the relief
James W.
W. Walters
June
1934_ _ 1442
1442
26, 1934June 26,
Walters -----of James
relief of
AN ACT For the
Walters.
W.
James
Commercial
The Lower
Salem
Commercial Bank.
AN
ACT
For
the relief
relief of the
Salem Commercial
Salem
the Lower
the
For
ACT
AN
Bank.
Commercial
Salem
Lower
1
443
The
1934
26,
Jn..e
....
.
-.
Bank,
June
1934__ 1443
Salem, Ohio
26,1934June 26,
Ohio ---------------------------------Lower Sem,
Bank, Lower
1443
Martin Flynn. AN ACT
For
the
relief
of
the
estate
of
Martin
Flynn
June
26,
1934_
_
1443
1934
June
-Flynn
Martin
of
estate
the
of
Martin Flynn. AN ACT For the relief
James
R. Mansfield.
Mansfield. AN
ACT For
the relief
Mansfield
June 26, 1934
1934_ _ 1444
James R. Mansfield-----June
of James
relief of
For the
AN ACT
James R.
W.
H. Key
Key and
and the
estate of
of James
James E.
E. Wilson.
relief of W. H. Key and the
AN ACT For the relief
Wilson. AN
the estate
W. H.
- 1444
estate of James
E. Wilson
Wilson -------1934_ _
June 26, 1934
-------------------of James E.
estate
Roy Lee
Lee Groseclose.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Roy
Roy Lee
June 26, 19341934_ _ 1445
Groseclose-------June
Lee Groseclose
the relief
Groseclose. AN
Roy
Mildred F.
F. Stamm.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
Stamm
June 26, 1934
1934_-_ 1445
the relief of Mildred F. Stammr-------June
Stamm. AN
Mildred
A. J.
J. Hanlon.
Hanlon. AN
the relief
J. Hanlon
1934__ _ 1446
Hanlon -----.---------- June 26, 1934
A. J.
of A.
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
A.
1934 -_ 1446
Robert V.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Robert
Robert V.
June 26, 1934_
Rensech----------June
V. Rensch
relief of
For the
Rensch. AN
Robert V. Rensch.
1934_- 1446
Herbert E. Matthews.
An ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
Herbert E.
Matthews
June 26, 1934__
E. Matthews----June
of Herbert
ACT For
E. Matthews. An
Herbert
Arthur Bussey.
Bussey. AN
For the
the relief
June 26, 1934
1934_ -_ 1447
Bussey------------ -- June
Arthur Hussey
of Arthur
relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Arthur
Emilie C.
C. Davis.
Davis. AN
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
June 26, 19341934_ _ 1447
Davis----- ---C. Davis
Emilie C.
of Emilie
For the
ACT For
Emilie
Nancy Abbey
Abbey Williams.
Williams. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
1934_ _ 1447
Williams June 26, 1934-_
Nancy Abbey Willianas_June
of Nancy
relief of
the relief
For the
Nancy
Ammon McClellan.
McClellan. AN
For the
relief of
Ammon McClellan
McClellan ------- June 26, 1934
1934_-_ 1448
1448
of Ammon
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Ammon
1934Erik
Nylin. AN
AN ACT
Nylin
June 26, 1934__ 1448
1448
the relief of Erik Nylin-------------------June
ACT For the
Erik Nylin.
Albert
W. Harvey.
Harvey. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Albert
June 26, 1934-1934_ _ 1448
Albert W. Harvey ----- -June
relief of
For the
Albert W.
the Brewer
relief of
Inc. AN ACT For the relief
Company, Inc.
Brewer
of the
Brewer Paint
Paint
Paper Company,
Paintand Wall Paper
Brewer Paint
and
Paper Company,
Company, Incorporated
June 26, 1934-1934_ _ 1449
Incorporated---------------------June
Wall Paper
and Wall
Robert
R. Prann.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Robert
Robert R.
Pram.
1934__ 1449
June 26, 1934-R. Prann---------the relief
For the
Prann. AN
Robert R.
June 26, 1934-Elmer Kettering.
Kettering. AN
For relief
Kettering----------- June
1934_ _ 1450
the of Elmer Kettering
relief the
ACT For
AN ACT
Elmer
Jewell Maness.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Jewell
June 26, 1934-1934_ _ 1450
Maness---------------June
Jewell Maness
the relief
Maness. AN
Jewell
1934___ 1450
------ June 26, 1934_
E. Clarence
Ice. AN
For the
relief of
of E.
E. Clarence Ice
Ice -----the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Clarence Ice.
E.
N. W.
W. Carrington
Carrington, and
J. E.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
J. E.
Carrington and J.
relief of N. W. Carrington
the relief
Mitchell. AN
E. Mitchell.
and J.
N.
1934--_ 1451
26, 1934_
-Mitchell ---------------------------------------------June 26,
Mitchell
1451
......June 26, 1934-George
M. Wright.
George M. Wright
1934_
ACT For the relief of George
AN ACT
Wright. AN
George M.
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Carlo
de Luca,
Luca, claim
of. AN
ACT To
To confer
confer jurisdiction
hear
of Claims to hear
Court of
the Court
on the
jurisdiction on
AN ACT
claim of.
Carlo de
----and determine
determine the
the claim
of Carlo
Carlo de
de Luca
Luca -----------June 26, 1934-1934_ _ 1452
claim of
and
International Arms
Arms and
Inc., claim
of. AN
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction
AN ACT
claim of.
Company, Inc.,
Fuze Company,
and Fuze
International
International Arms
upon the
Court of
of Claims
hear and
and determine
claims of
the International
of the
the claims
determine the
to hear
Claims to
the Court
upon
1452
June
and Fuze
June 26, 1934 __
1452
Incorporated----------------------------Company, Incorporated
Fuze Company,
and
Marie
the relief
of Marie
Belanger June 26, 1934_ -_ 1453
Louise Belanger
Marie Louise
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Belanger. AN
Louise Belanger.
Marie Louise
Stella D.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Stella D.
D. Wickersham
WickershamJune
26, 1934._
1934_ _ 1453
_-June 26,
of Stella
For the
Wickersham. AN
D. Wickersham.
Stella
1453
Cornelia Claiborne.
the relief
of Cornelia
Claiborne --------June
June 26, 1934-_
1934__
Cornelia Claiborne
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Cornelia Claiborne. AN
Wakicunzewin,
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of the
rightful heirs
of Wakicunzewin,
Wakicunzewin. an
heirs of
the rightful
relief of
For the
heirs. AN
Wakicunzewin, heirs.
Indian
June 26,
1454
1934-_ _ 1454
26, 1934_
June
Indian- -----------------------------------Dongji Investment
Investment Company,
Limited. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Investment
the Dongji Investment
of the
the relief
Company, Limited.
Dongji
Company, Limited
26 1934__
1934_ _ 1454
Limited -------------.----------------------------- June 26,
Company,
H.
N. Wilcox.
AN ACT
the relief
of H.
N. Wilcox
Wilcox ---------------- June 26, 1934_ _ 1454
H. N.
relief of
For the
ACT For
Wilcox. AN
H. N.
1934--_ 1455
Charles E.
E. Secord.
For the
of Charles
Charles E.
E. &cord
June 26, 1934_
Secord ---------- June
relief of
the relief
ACT For
AN ACT
Secord. AN
Charles
1934 -_ 1455
Seeley Watson - - - June
Mary Seeley
Seeley Watson.
ACT Forthe
For the relief
relief of
of Mary
June 26, 1934_
1455
Mary Seeley
AN ACT
Watson. AN
Mary
1934___ 1456
Arthur Hansel.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Hansel
June 26, 1934_
1456
Arthur Hansel--------------June
of Arthur
For the
Hansel. AN
Arthur
1456
1934___ 1456
J. B.
Walker. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
J. B.
Walker
June 26, 1934_
B. Walker-----------------June
of J.
relief of
For the
B. Walker.
J.
1456
1934- _ 1456
- June 26, 1934_
Muriel
Crichton. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Crichton ------Muriel Crichton
of Muriel
Muriel Crichton.
1934--_ 1457
Joanna A.
A. Sheehan.
Sheehan. AN
the relief
of Joanna
Joanna A.
A. Sheehan
Sheehan----June 26, 1934_
1457
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Joanna
1934__
26,
June
Robert
of Robert
Robert N.
N. Stockton
1934_
_ 1457
Stockton ------- June
relief of
the relief
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Stockton. AN
N. Stockton.
Robert N.
193426,
-- -- June
Silas
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
Silas B.
B. Lawrence---Lawrence
1934_ _ 1458
of Silas
the relief
For the
Lawrence. AN
B. Lawrence.
Silas B.
1458
W.
For the
the relief
of W.
B. Ford--------------------June
Ford
June 26, 1934_
1934....
1458
W. B.
relief of
ACT For
AN ACT
Ford. AN
B. Ford.
W. B.
1459
Jerry
O'Shea. AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Jerry
June 26, 1934_
1934__
O'Shea------------------June
Jerry O'Shea
the relief
ACT For
Jerry O'Shea.
1459
June 26, 1934-William
Steward. AN
ACT For
For the
relief of
William S. Steward
Steward ----1934_ _ 1459
of William
the relief
AN ACT
S. Steward.
William S.
1459
June 26, 1934_
Frank Baghone.
the relief
relief of
of Frank
Frank Baglione
Baglione -------1934__
1459
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Baglione. AN
Frank
Church
of the
ACT To
To provide
provide for
for the
the refund
refund or abatement of the cusAN ACT
Shepherd. AN
Good Shepherd.
the Good
Church of
the
toms
duty
on
altar
candlesticks
and
cross
imported
for
the
Church
the
Good
of
Church
the
for
toms duty on altar candlesticks and cross imported
1460
Shepherd, Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee
June 26, 1934
1934.._1460
Tennessee ------------------------ _-------June
Shepherd,
D.
F. Tyler
Tyler Corporation
Corporation and
and the
Dredging Company.
ACT For the relief of the
AN ACT
Company. AN
Norfolk Dredging
the Norjoik
D. F.
D„L.Tyler
June 26,
1934_ _ 1460
1460
26, 1934-June
Company ----Dredging Company
Norfolk Dredging
the Norfolk
and the
Corporation and
Tler Corporation
D.
corporation,
a corporation,
St ore Company.
Company. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
the Boston
Boston Store
Company, a
Store Company,
of the
relief of
BoSm-Smore
1934 _ 1461
Chicago, Illinois
------ June 26, 1934_
Illinois --------------------------------Chicago,
1934_ _ 1461
B. J.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of B.
Sample -June 26, 1934_
-June
J. Sample
B. J.
relief of
For the
Sample. AN
J. Sample.
B.
First State
Bank and
Trust Company,
Company, of
of Mission,
Mission, Texas.
For the relief of the First
ACT For
AN ACT
Texas. AN
and Trust
State Bank
First
1462
June 26, 1934State
Bank and
Trust Company,
Company, of
of Mission,
Mission, Texas
Texas ---------and Trust
State Bank
A. L. Ostrander. AN ACT For the relief of A. L. Ostrander
June 27,
26, 1934.._
1934_ _ 1462
1462
A. L. Ostrander. AN ACT For the relief of A. L. Ostrander-----------June 27, 1934
Archibald MacDonald.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
MacDonald.. _
27, 1934__
1462
1934
June 27,
-__June
Archibald MacDonald
of Archibald
relief of
For the
Archibald MacDonald. AN
J. W. Hertz
Lucy B.
Hertz and
Hertz. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Lucy B. Hertz and J.
the relief
W. Hertz.
J. W.
and J.
B. Hertz
Lucy
ne
_
------------------------------------------------------- June 27, 1934__ 1463
Ultlric Thompson,
Thompson, Junior.
ACT For
For the
relief of
Uldric Thompson,
JunJiour
27, 1934_
1463
Thompson, Junior
of Uldric
the relief
AN ACT
Junior. AN
Uldric
June
27,
1934_
1463
1463
1934__
June 27, 1934----------------------------------------- June
June
27,
1934_
1464
1464
1934
27,
-June
--Read
E.
Thomas
E.
Read.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Thomas
Thomas
_
of
relief
the
For
ACT
Thomas E. Read. AN
June 27,
27, 1934_
_ 1464
1464
1934_
June
--------------Bert
Bert
Moore.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
Bert
Moore
of
relief
the
For
ACT
Bert Moore. AN
1934 _ 1464
June 27, 1934..
Jennie Walton.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of the
estate of
Jennie Walton
Walton_ -___June
of Jennie
the estate
the relief
Walton. AN
Jennie
beneficiaries and heirs of
legal beneficiaries
Mrs. C.
C. A.
A. Toline,
Toline, heirs.
heirs. AN
ACT For
relief of
of the
the legal
the relief
For the
AN ACT
Mrs.
27, 1934
1465
jti
1465
1934
27,
- - June
Mrs. C.
C. A.
A. Toline
Toline ----------------------------------Mrs.
Struve
von Struve
AN ACT For the relief of Margoth Olsen
Margoth Olsen
Struve.
AN
Olse n von
von Struve.
Olsen von
Margoth
June 27,
1
1
1465
1934 . 14
27, 1934_
------ ------- Jule

-----------------------------------------------1465
1934 _ 14
June 27, 1934_
Cooyate-__ __ ___--_-June
Ransoms Cooyate.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
Ransome Cooyate
6
of Ransome
relief of
the relief
Cooyate. AN
Ransome
Knauff Company, InJohn N.
Company, Inc.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of John
John N. Knauff
the relief
For the
Inc. AN
Knauff Company,
N. Knauff
John
_
1466
1934
corporated
June 27, 1934_ _
-- June
....corporated
White
the relief
of the
Miller June
1934...
1466
June 27, 1934
B. MillerWhite B.
of White
estate of
the estate
relief of
For the
ACT For
AN ACT
Miler. AN
B. Maio%
White B.
McNeill-Allman
ACT Authorizing
the relief of the
Authorizingthe
AN ACT
etc. AN
Inc., etc.
Company Inc.,
Construction Company,
McNeill-AUman Construction
McNe41/-Allman
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of W. E. McNeill, Lee
Construction Company,
MeNetl-Alman Construction
Allman
lo/m Allisen,stRckholders
Construction ComMcNeill-Allman Construction
the McNeill-Allman
of the
Almmatockholders of
and John
Allman, and
pany, Incorporated,
Incorporated, and
W. E. McNeill,
dissolution agent
McNeill-Allman Conof McNeill-Allman
agent of
MeNeill, dissolution
and W.E.
pany,
1934 _ 1467
struction Company,
to sue
sue in
the United
United States
Court of
of Claims
Claims_ --__ _June
June 27, 1934_
States Court
in the
Company, to
struction
adjudicate,
J.
A. Tippit,
Tippit, etc.
etc. AN
Authorizing the
Court of
Claims to
to hear,
hear, consider,
consider, adjudicate,
of Claims
the Court
ACT Authorizing
AN ACT
J. A.
and
upon the
claims against
the United
United States of J. A. Tippit, L. P.
against the
the claims
judgment upon
enter judgment
and enter
W. Gillette, J.
Hudson,
Howe, J.
Joseph W.
J. S. Bounds, W. N. Vernon,
Arnold, Joseph
E. Arnold,
J. E.
Chester Howe,
Hudson, Chester
J. J.
T.
Sullivan, J.
H. Neill,
David C.
C. McCallib,
McCallib, J.
J. Beckham,
Beckham, and John Toles
Toles
Neill, David
J. H.
B. Sullivan,
T. B.
1467
28, 1934_
1934-- 1467
June 28,
------------------------------------------------------------ June
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Appointing joint committee
1933-_ _ 1471
Appointing
committee to investigate dirigible disasters
disasters --------...-April 20, 1933_
enrollment of Agricultural
Correcting enrollment
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act -----------------May 10,
May
10, 1933__
1933-_
1471
Printing
Declaration of Independence
Independence -------- June
Printing ordered
ordered of Constitution
Constitution and
and Declaration
June 13,
13, 1933_
1933-_ _ 1472
1472
Correcting enrollment
Correcting
enrollment of Banking Act of 1933-------------------------June
1933
June 13, 1933__
1472
1933__
1472
For adjournment
adjournment of Congress ------------.--------.--------.---June
1472
June 16,
16, 1933__
1933-1472
Houses of
January 3,
1934_ -_
For joint
joint meeting of
of the two
two Houses
of Congress
Congress ----------------January
3, 1934
1473
Extending time for report of U.S. Roanoke
Roanoke Colony
Commission
January 27, 1934
1934_ _
1473
Extending
Colony Commission--------January
1473
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of
Yaquma dam construction
Bill
March 5,
1934_ _
1473
Correcting
of Yaquina
construction Bill-------------March
5, 1934-_
1473
Appointing joint
observance of
Appointing
joint committee
committee to
to arrange
arrange for
for observance
of Lafayette
Lafayette death
death centennial
centennial
March
20, 1934-1934_ _
1473
1473
March 20,
---.--..------------------------------.------..
Requesting return
President of
of Bill
to Alaska
Prohibition Repeal
Requesting
return from
from President
Bill relating
relating to
Alaska Prohibition
Repeal
March 27,
-----------------------------------------------------March
27, 1934__
1934-1474
Directing reenrollment
reenrollment of Bill relative
Prohibition Repeal
Repeal -------- April
1934_ _
1474
Directing
relative to
to Alaska
Alaska Prohibition
April 5,
5, 1934-1474
Requesting return
naturalization fees ------ April
April 12,
1474
Requesting
return from President of
of Bill relating
relating to naturalization
12, 1934_
1934 - _ 1474
ordered of additional
testimony in
in connection
etc., mails
Printing ordered
additional copies of testimony
connection with air,
air, etc.,
mails investiinvestigation
April
1475
gation ----------------------------------------------April 25, 1934_
1934___ 1475
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Legislative
Appropriation Act of 1935----------1935
1934__
1475
Correcting
Legislative Appropriation
May 2,
2, 1934-_
1475
honor of
General Lafayette
Lafayette -------------------1934_ _
1476
For memorial
memorial service
service in
in honor
of General
May 3,
3, 1934-_
1476
Printing
ordered
of
additional
copies
of
Revenue
Act
of
1934
May
10,
1934__
1476
Printing ordered of additional copies of Revenue Act of 1934 ------------May 10, 1934-_
1476
Correcting
enrollment
of
National
Motor
Vehicle
Theft
Act
May
17,
1934..
_
1476
Correcting enrollment of National Motor Vehicle Theft Act------------- May 17, 1934-1476
Requesting return
return from
from President
President of
to Daniel
Boone Bicentennial
Requesting
of Bill
Bill relating
relating to
Daniel Boone
Bicentennial
21, 1934__
1477
-------May 21,
1477
----------------------------------Directing
reenrollment of
of Bill
Bill relating
relating to
May 22,
1934_ _
1477
Directing reenrollment
to Daniel
Daniel Boone
Boone Bicentennial
Bicentennial- ------ May
22, 1934_
1477
Requesting return
return of bill relating
relating to
reenrollment directed
directed
Requesting
to citizenship
citizenship and
and naturalization;
naturalization; reenrollment
1934__
1477
-- May 22,
22, 1934-1477
----------------------.---------------Printing ordered
unveiling of statue of William
William Jennings
Bryan
ordered of proceedings
proceedings at the unveiling
Jennings Bryan
June
1934__
1477
-------------------------June 13, 1934_1477
-------.--------Printing ordered
additional copies
copies of hearings
hearings on Saint Lawrence
Lawrence Waterways
Waterways
ordered of additional
1934__
1478
1478
-------------------------------------------------June 14,
14, 1934Directing
etc., of
June 15,
1478
Directing investigation
investigation of
of sales,
sales, etc.,
of dairy products
products ----------------- June
15, 1934__
1478
Printing
ordered of proceedings
proceedings of unveiling
of statues
statues of
George Washington
Washington and
and Robert
E.
Printing ordered
unveiling of
of George
Robert E.
Lee
June 15,
15, 1934__
1479
Lee--------------------J----------------------------June
1934-1479
additions to
Alcoholic Beverages
Beverages Act of
enrollment_ -June
_June 15,
1480
Directing additions
to Alcoholic
of Canal
Canal Zone
Zone in
in enrollment15, 1934_ -_ 1480
Correcting enroilment
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act of
of 1934
1934_ _
1480
Correcting
entroll
t of
of Deficiency
1934---------- June
June 16,
16, 1934__
1480
Printing ordered of proceedtings
proceedtrrgs eommemorating
centennial of death
Lafayette
Printing
ommemorating centennial
death of
of Lafayette
June 16,
1934_ _
1480
----------------------------------------June
16, 1934-_
1480
Printing ordered
by Chaplain
House ----------------.-- June
1934__
1480
Printing
ordered of
of prayers
prayers by
Chaplain of
of the
the House
June 16,
16, 1934-1480
Appointing
participation in
in Texas
Texas Centenary
Centenary_-_June
June 18,
18, 1934-1934_ _
1481
Appointing joint
joint committee
committee to
to consider
consider participation
1481
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of
of Bill
concerning taxation
etc --------- June
June 18,
18, 1934__
1934_ _
1481
Correcting
Bill concerning
taxation of
of firearms,
firearms, etc
1481
Signing
enrolled Bills
Bills, etc.,
June 18,
1934_ _
1481
Signing enrolled
etc., after
after adjournment
adjournment authorized
authorized ------_-------JJune
18, 1934-_
1481
For
of Congress
June
1934_ _
1481
For adjournment
adjournment of
Congress----------. ---------------------June 18,
18, 1934-_
1481
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AND CONVENTIONS
LIST OF TREATIES AND
CONVENTIONS
at
Claims convention
(modification of convention of July 28, 1926).
1926).
Signed at
Panama (modification
convention with Panama
Claims
Panama, December
December 17,
30, 1933
1933 ---------------------March 30,
1932; proclaimed
proclaimed March
17, 1932;
Panama,
Transit
alcoholic liquors
liquors through
through the
territory of
Canal Zone.
Panama,
Zone. Signed at Panama,
of the Canal
the territory
of alcoholic
Transit of

March 14, 1932;
1933
' -Aprl 7
7.t 1933----------------------------------19S2; D o&aisdAprl1
Pangl
New Zealand.
March 3, 1933; at WashSighed at Wellington,
Wellingt6n, March
Zealand. Signed
pai apciabeagreethefftwi New
-ington, April
1933; approved,
approved, May
May 3,
1933-------------------------------3, 1933
April 24,
24, 1933;
rgton,
Washington,
Treaty
friendship, commerce,
consular rights. Signed at Washington,
commerce, and consular
with Poland
Poland of friendship,
Treaty with
June
proclaimed, July
July 10, 1933-------------------------------------1933
15, 1931; proclaimed,
June 15,
Multilateral
convention and
and protocol,
narcotic drugs. Signed
Geneva, July 13, 1931;
1931;
Signed at
at Geneva,
protocol, narcotic
Multilateral convention
proclaimed,
1933------------------------------------------------July 10,
10, 1933
proclaimed, July
at
Parcel-post agreement
agreement with
Republic. Signed
Signed at Athens, July
July 14, 1933; at
with the Hellenic Republic.
Parcel-post
Washington, August 1,
1, 1933; approved,
approved, August 8, 1933-------------------------1933
Washington,
Convention
the rectification
rectification of
the Rio
Grande. Signed at Mexico
Mexico City,
City,
of the
Rio Grande.
Mexico for
for the
Convention with
with Mexico
February 1,
November 13, 1933----------------------------1933
proclaimed, November
1, 1933;
1933; proclaimed,
February
Agreement
with Denmark
at CopenCopenSigned at
for collect-on-delivery-parcel-post
collect-on-delivery-parcel-post service. Signed
Denmark for
Agreement with
approved, November
hagen, October
Washington, November 11, 1933; approved,
November
13, 1933;
1933; at Washington,
hagen,
October 13,
17,
1933
-------------------------------------------17, 1933 ------------Treaty of friendship,
friendship, commerce,
commerce, and consular
consular rights. Declaration
Declaration by which the Free City
City
of
Danzig
becomes
a
contracting
party
to
the
treaty
of
June
15,
1931,
between
the
of Danzig becomes a contracting party to the treaty of June 15, 1931, between the
United
States
of
America
and
Poland.
Signed
March
1934;
effective
March
24,
March
9,
1934;
effective
March
United States of America and Poland. Signed
1934
----------------------------------------------1934----------------.---defining their
their relations. Signed at Washington, May
May 29, 1934; prowith Cuba
Cuba defining
Treaty with
claimed,
-------------------June 9,1934
9,1934------------------------------claimed, June
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Pae.
Page.
1485
1488
1491
1491

1507
1507
1543
1594
1621
1671
1671

1680
1682
1682

PROCLAMATIONS
LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS
Page.
Page.

Convening
special session
of Congress
March 5,
5, 1933__
Convening special
session of
Congress -----------------------------March
1933..
Declaring
bank, etc.,
1933 -------------------March 6,
6, 1933_
Declaring a
a bank,
etc., holiday,
holiday, March
March 6-9,
6-9, 1933
March
1933-_ _
Continuing
March 9,
9, 1933_
Continuing in
in force the bank
bank holiday
holiday proclamation
proclamation ------------March
1933___
Appointing
William
H.
Woodin,
Director
General
of
Railroads
March
15
1933_ _
Appointing William H. Woodin, Director General of Railroads -------March 15, 1933-_
Designating William H.
Woodin,
and
successor,
as
agent
in
actions
arising
out
of
Federal
Designating
H. Woodin, and successor, as agent in actions arising out of Federal
control
etc
March
15, 1933_
control, etc.----.--------------------March 15,
1933._ _
Recommending
observance of
Recommending observance
of Child
Child Health
Health Day,
Day, 1933
1933------ ----------- March
March 31,
31, 1933_
1933___
Decreasing
agricultural hand tools,
April 3,
3, 1933_
Decreasing duty on
on agricultural
tools, etc ------------------------- April
1933-__
Requesting
observance of
of Mother's
Mother's Day,
Day, 1933
May 2,
1933__
Requesting observance
1933 ------------------------- May
2, 1933-Inviting observance
Day ------------------------ May
20, 1933__
observance of
of National Maritime
Maritime Day
May 20,
Creating
board to
etc., labor
Kansas City
etc., Railways
Railways
Creating board
to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
labor disputes,
disputes, Kansas
City Southern,
Southern, etc.,
and certain
their employees
June 12,
12, 1933_
and
certain of
of their
employees ---------------------------June
1933_-_
Prescribing immigration
immigration quotas for
1934
16 1933_1933_
Prescribing
for fiscal
fiscal year 1934----------------June 16,
Decreasing
cotton velveteens
velveteens --------------------------------- June
Decreasing duty
duty on
on cotton
June 24,
24, 1933_
1933_-_
Enlarging
area of Pinnacles
11, 1933_
Enlarging area
Pinnacles National
National Monument,
Monument, California
California------ ------- July
July 11,
1933___
Creating
etc., labor
Arkansas and
and Texas
Texas Railway
Creating board to
to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
labor disputes,
disputes, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Arkansas
Railway
Company
certain of
employees-------------------------- July
July 26,
26, 1933_
Company and
and certain
of its
its employees
1933-_ _
Extending time for establishing
establishing shipping
Islands_ _August
1933_ _
shipping service,
service, etc.,
etc., to
to Virgin Islands_
August 10,
10, 1933-_
Extending
term of
authority of
of Comptroller
of Currency
banking associations
associations
Extending term
of authority
Comptroller of
Currency over
over national
national banking
-------------------------------------------------------- August
1933_ _
August 18,
18, 1933-_
Establishing
Breaks National
Monument, Utah----------------August
Utah
August 22,
22, 1933_1933_ _
Establishing Cedar
Cedar Breaks
National Monument,
Modifying
boundaries of Colonial National
Modifying boundaries
National Monument, Virginia
22, 1933-_
1933_ _
Virginia ------- August 22,
Designating
National FireJ
Fire,Provention
1933
28, 1933__
1933_ _
Designating National
etion Week,
Week, 1933
- ---------------- August
August 28,
Amenft,g-.rom
migratory game
1933_ AmendegBi
nd- on migratory
game birds ------------------- September
September 11,
11, 1933__
11nding copyright
copyright benefits to Palestine-----------------------September
ft:. MA'ng
Palestine
September 29,
29, 1933__
1933_ Inviting observance
observance of
Armistice Day
October
11,
1933.. _
of Armistice
Day--- -------------------------October 11, 1933-_
Modifying area of Nicolet
Modifying
November 13,
1933_ _
Nicolet National
National Forest, Wisconsin
Wisconsin--------------November
13, 1933__
Setting
apart the Chequamegon
National Forest,
Wisconsin -------- November
1933_ _
Setting apart
Chequamegon National
Forest, Wisconsin
November 13,
13, 1933_Setting
November 30, 1933,
as Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Day
Day ------------ November
21, 1933__
1933_ _
Setting aside
aside November
1933, as
November 21,
Creating
etc., labor disputes,
disputes, Southern
Pacific Lines,
Lines, etc.,
etc., and
Creating board to
to investigate, etc.,
Southern Pacific
and certain
certain of
of
its employees------------------------------------------employees
November
1933_ _
November 23,
23, 1933_Creating
board to
to investigate,
disputes, Mobile
Ohio Railroad
Company, and
Creating board
investigate, etc.,
etc., labor
labor disputes,
Mobile and
and Ohio
Railroad Company,
and
certain
employees-------------------.------------November
certain of its employees
November 25, 1933-_
1933_ _
Announcing date
Eighteenth Amendment
Amendment to
to the
the Constitution
Constitution
Announcing
date of
of repeal
repeal of
of Eighteenth
5, 1933_
-----------------------_-----_---------------------- December
December 5,
1933___
Increasing
packed in oil,
14, 1933_
Increasing duty
duty on fish,
fish, packed
oil, etc
etc ------------------------- December
December 14,
1933___
Directing
coinage of domestic
domestic silver
silver ----------- December
Directing opening of
of mints
mints for coinage
December 21,
21, 1933_
1933-_ _
Granting
convicted of
of certain
war-time offenses
offenses_ -___December
1933.. _
Granting pardon
pardon to
to persons
persons convicted
certain war-time
December 23,
23, 1933-_
Extending
withdrawing merchandise,
merchandise, imported
imported in 1931,
Extending time for
for withdrawing
1931, for
for warehousing,
warehousing, etc
etc
December 30,
30, 1933_
..---------------------------------------------------.
Dccember
1933___
Reestablishing
authority of
institutions, not
Reestablishing authority
of State
State over
over State
State banking
banking institutions,
not members
members of
of Federal
Federal
Reserve
December 30,
1933- _
Reserve system
system-----------------------------------------December
30, 1933-_
Suspending
on vessels
of the
the Union
Union of
16, 1934Suspending tonnage
tonnage dues on
vessels of
of Soviet
Soviet Republics_
Republics_-__January
January 16,
1934___
Reducing
January 31
31, 1934_
Reducing weight of
of gold dollar,
dollar, etc ------------------------ January
1934 Creating board to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
etc., labor
labor disputes, Denver
Denver & Rio Grande
Grande Western
Railroad
Creating
Western Railroad
Company,
and certain
of its
its employees
February 1,
ompany, and
certain of
employees---------------------- February
1, 1934_
1934_ Appointing Henry
Henry Morgenthau,
Jr., Director
February 7,
7, 1934_
Appointing
Morgenthau, Jr.,
Director General
General of
of Railroads
Railroads ---- February
1934-_ _
Designating Itenry...Mprgenthau,
in actions
actions under
Federal railroad
railroad control
Dcsignating
Benry.Mprgenthau, Jr.,
Jr., agent
agent in
under Federal
control
February 7,
--.----------- ---------------------------------February
7, 19341934-_ _
advances to
Federal member
may be
Extending period
period within
within which certain
certain advances
to Federal
member banks
banks may
be made
made
February 16
16, 1934_
-----------------------------------------------------February
1934-_
Creating board to investigate,
etc., labor disputes, Delaware
Railroad CorporaCorporainvestigate, etc.,
Delaware and Hudson
Hudson Railroad
employees ------------.----------------- March
March 5,
5, 1934_
tion and certain
certain of
of its
its employees
1934___
Inviting observance
Day, 1934
April 6,
1934_ _
Inviting
observance of
of Child
Child Health
Health Day,
1934 ------------------------ April
6, 1934__
Extending copyright
copyright privileges
privileges to
Free City
City of
of Danzig
Danzig------------------_April
7, 1934_
Extending
to Free
April 7,
1934___
Decreasing duty
laminated products
products ------------------------------- April
23, 1934_
Decreasing
duty on
on laminated
April 23,
1934-_ _
Decreasing
Decreasing duty on canned
canned clams
clams_
May 1,
1, 1934-_
1934__
-------------------------------- May
Extending period
I, Emergency
Transportation Act,
1933_ _May
2, 1934_
Extending
period of Title I,
Emergency Railroad
Railroad Transportation
Act, 1933May 2,
1934-_ _
Requesting observance
Mother's Day,
Day, 1934
May 3,
3, 1934__
1934__
Requesting
observance of
of Mother's
1934 -------------------- May
Urging observance
of National
National Maritime
Maritime Day
May 4,
4, 1934
1934_ -_
Urging
observance of
Day---------------------------May
Decreasing duty on
sugar
May 9,
9, 1934_
Decreasing
on sugar
--------------------------------May
1934___
Requesting
observance of
General Lafayette
Lafayette Memorial
Memorial Day
Day ------------May 18,
18, 1934-_
1934__
Requesting observance
of General
May
Warning against
of arms,
Bolivia and
and Paraguay
May 28,
28, 1934-_
1934_ _
Warning
against sale
sale of
arms, etc.,
etc., to
to Bolivia
Paraguay ------------May
Suspending
provisions of
Davis-Bacon Labor
1934_ _
Suspending provisions
of Davis-Bacon
Labor Act
Act ----------------------- June
June 5,
5, 1934__

1735
1735
1736
1736
1737
1738
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1742
1742
1744
1744
1745

Twenty-first Amendment
Twenty-first
Constitution
Amendment to
to the Constitution----------------------------------------

1749
1749
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1689
1689
1689
1689
1691
1691
1692
1692
1692
1692
1693
1693
1694
1694
1695
1695
1696
1696
1696
1696
1697
1697
1700
1700
1701
1701
1702
1702
1703
1703
1704
1704
1705
1705
1706
1706
1706
1706
1707
1707
1713
1713
1714
1714
1715
1715
1716
1716
1717
1717
1718
1718
1719
1719
1720
1720
1722
1722
1723
1723
1725
1725
1726
1726
1727
1727
1729
1729
1730
1730
1732
1732
1733
1733
1733
1733
1734
1734

LIST
AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE AGREEMENTS
LIST OF EXECUTIVE
Page.
Page.
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17
-------------------------------------------------------------Commercial relations, with Bulgaria------------Bulgaria
Commercial
1757
-------------Recognition of
load-line certificates,
17
1
75
67
6
Netherlands ----------with Netherlands
certificates, with
of load-line
Recognition
1766
Belgium----------with Belg
Recognition of certificates
certificates of airworthiness for imported aircraft,
aircraft , with
ium
Recognition
1769
France-------with France
1853,
23,
Consular convention
convention of February 2
3, 1
853 ,interpretation
interpretation of Article 7,
7, with
1769
Consular
----------------- 1772
Chinese Courts
International Settlement
Settlement at Shanghai-------Shanghai
Courts in the International
Chinese
1776
----------------------------------Haitianization Agreement---------Agreement
17
1
77
76
2
Haitianization
1788
Air Navigation,
Navigation, Sweden
1788
Sweden -------------------------------------Air
1799
------------------------------Pilot
Licenses
to
operate
Civil
Aircraft,
Sweden
1799
-.
Pilot Licenses to operate Civil Aircraft,
1805
Sweden-------------------------------Recognition of Certificates
Certificates of Airworthiness,
Airworthiness, Sweden
1805
Recognition
1809
---------------------------------------------------Navigation, Norway
Norway
1
181
8° 9
8
Air Navigation,
1818
-----------Pilot Licenses
Norway
to operate Civil Aircraft, Norway----------------------Licenses to
Pilot
1823
-------------------Norway
Recognition
of
Certificates
of
Airworthiness,
Norway
1823
Recognition of Certificates of Airworthiness,
Diplomatic
and Consular
Representation, Juridical
Juridical Protection,
Navigation,
Commerce and Navigation,
Protection, Commerce
Consular Representation,
Diplomatic and
Saudi
1826
----------------------------------------Arabia-----Saudi Arabia
1828
Air
Navigation, Union
South Africa
Africa ---------------------------------------1828
Union of South
Air Navigation,
1837
Pilot
Aircraft, Union of South Africa ----------------------1837
operate Civil Aircraft,
to operate
Licenses to
Pilot Licenses
Relief
from Double
Double Income
1842
Shipping Profits, Irish Free State ------------------ 1842
Tax on Shipping
Income Tax
Relief from
1844
General Claims,
1
1
8
84
54
5
------- -------------------Mexico----------------Claims, Mexico
General
1855
Air
Denmark
Navigation, Denmark--------------------------------------------------Air Navigation,
1865
Pilot
Licenses to
to operate
operate Civil
1865
Civil Aircraft, Denmark ---------------------------------Pilot Licenses
1868
Recognition of
Certificates of
Airworthiness for Imported Aircraft,
Aircraft, Denmark------------1868
of Airworthiness
of Certificates
Recognition
1871
--------------------------------Treatment
of
Passenger
Motor
Denmark
1871
Vehicles,
Motor
Passenger
of
Treatment
Amateur
Radio
Communication
between
Private
Experimental
Stations
and
between
Amateur
between
Stations
Experimental
Private
between
Communication
Radio
.1876
Stations
1876
Stations-------------------------------------------------------------1876
Stations
China, India,
Canada,, China,
Agreement between United
Silver,
memorandum of Agreement
United States, Australia,
Australia , Canada
India,
Silver, memorandum
Mexico, Peru,
and Spain--------------------------------------1879
Spain
1879
Peru, and
Mexico,
xix
xix
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PRIVATE
OF THE
THE

UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED

Washington, in the
of Washington,
Passed
session, which was begun and held at the city of
first session,
Passed at the first
adjourned
and was adjourned
1933, and
March, 1933,
ninth day of March,
District
on Thursday,
Thursday, the ninth
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
District of
without
day on
sixteenth day of June,
June, 193S.
1983.
the sixteenth
Friday, the
on Friday,
without day
Vice President;
FRANKLIN
RooszvELT, President;
President; JOHN
GARNER, Vice
President; KEY.PITTMAN,
PITTMAN,
N. GABNER,
JOHN N.
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
President of
of the
HENRY T.
T. RAINEY,
of the
the House
Speaker of
RAINEY, Speaker
tempore; HENRY
pro tempore;
Senate pro
the Senate
President
of Representatives.
Representatives.
of
[CHAPTER 6.]
6.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

March
23,11933.
33.
March 23,
[8. 152.
154.]
MI.
[Private,
1.]
No. 1.]
[Private, No.

Confirming
claim of
of Francis
and for other purposes.
Francis R. Sanchez, and
the claim
Confirming the

Be it
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
in Congress
of
claim of
the claim
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
and 34, townFrancis R.
R. Sanchez
lands described
as sections
sections 33 and
described as
for lands
Sanchez for
Francis
ship 6
6south,
south, range
18 east,
and as
as section
5, township
township 7
range
south, range
7 south,
section 5,
east, and
range 18
ship
18 east,
east, Tallahassee
Tallahassee meridian,
Florida, embracing
embracing four thousand
thousand
meridian, Florida,
18
acres as
as shown
1841, contained
contained
shown on plats of survey approved May 27, 1841,
acres
commissioners
in report
as claim
numbered 25, of the commissioners
claim numbered
numbered 22 as
report numbered
in
of the
the district
of east
Florida (American
(American State Papers,
Papers, Duff Green
Green
east Florida
district of
of
Treasury
edition,
vol. 3,
communicated to Congress by the Treasury
643), communicated
p. 643),
3, p.
edition, vol.
approved and
Department, May
May 20,
1824, be,
be, and
and the
the same
hereby, approved
same is hereby,
20, 1824,
Department,
confirmed to
thereto and
equitable title thereto
the equitable
of the
owners of
equitable owners
the equitable
to the
confirmed
to
their
respective
heirs
and
assigns
forever:
Provided,
That
That this
Provided
forever:
assigns
and
heirs
to their respective
Act shall
only to
relinquishment of
any title
that the
title that
of any
a relinquishment
to a
amount only
shall amount
Act
United
States has,
has, or
or is
is supposed
to have, in and to any of said
supposed to
United States
lands,
shall not
be construed
to abridge,
abridge, impair,
impair, injure, prejuconstrued to
not be
and shall
lands, and
dice,
divert,
or
affect
in
any
manner
whatsoever
any
valid right, title,
any valid
whatsoever
manner
any
in
affect
or
dice, divert,

Francis
Sanchez.
R.R. S
Fcis
certain

1.2
is
iairain o4F:ritcla con-

lands in Florida ontitleherto
o
towners
irm
wn ed
ers off
totitle
equitable
thereto,
etc-*

etc

Sao.
Ue
P b
Preiviso
titlenrlinqulied.
tige dlinq t
nehed.
tted

n

B

iI

tee

ta

or
interest of
any person
person or
whatever heretofore
corporate whatever
body corporate
or body
of any
or interest
acquired based on a
a patent
patent issued by the United States.
acquired
Approved, March
23, 1933.
1933.
March 23,
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 7.]

ACT
AN ACT

Providing
exchange of
of lands
Colonial Realty Company
Company and
between the Colonial
lands between
an exchange
for an
Providing for
the United
United States,
and for
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
States, and
the

the
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
execuThat upon execuAmerica in
of America
States of
United States
tion
and delivery
delivery by
Colonial Realty
Company.of
condeed conof aa deed
Realty Company
the Colonial
by the
tion and
veying to
the United
United States,
States, title
title in fee, free of
mcumbrance, to
of incumbrance,
to the
veying
approximately one
four hundred
hundred and twenty acres of
thousand four
one thousand
approximately
seeped and
and unproductive
lands, as
Secretary of
determined by the Secretary
as determined
unproductive lands,
seeped
the
sections 20,
20, 21,
28, 31, 32, 33, and 34,
25, 27, 28,
22, 25,
21, 22,
in sections
Interior, in
the Interior,
9 east,
township 39 south,
section 3
3 of township 40 south, range 9
south, and section
township
Willamette
Oregon, Klamath project, or to such portion
portion
meridian, Oregon,
Willamette meridian,

March 29,
1933.
23 1933.
March
[S. ltd.]
[Private,
No.
2.]
[Private. No. 2.

s. 156.]

Colonial Realty
Realty
Company.
Exchange of lands
with.
Post, p. 1300.

Colonial

Emhane of land
130

WPo,

1295

1296
1296

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I.
SESS.

CHS.
9, 10.
10.
7, 9,
CHS. 7,

MARCH
23, 24,
24, 1933.
1933.
MARCH 23,

thereof
said company
may elect
elect so
so to
convey, the
the said
said Secretary
Secretary
to convey,
company may
as said
thereof as
is
directed to
to issue
Colonial
the Colonial
to the
patent to
issue aa patent
and directed
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
Realty
conveying to
said company
title to
to approximately
approximately
company title
to said
Company, conveying
Realty Company,
of
an equivalent
of public
public lands
lands on
on the
the Tule
Tule Lake
division of
Lake division
amount of
an
equivalent amount
the
Klamath project
project in
in Oregon-California
to be
selected and
desigand desigbe selected
Oregon-California to
the Klamath
nated
by said
said company
available lands
that division:
Prodivision: Proin that
lands in
from available
company from
nated by
vided, That
That in
in order
order to
avoid the
and
surveys, and
additional surveys,
of additional
expense of
the expense
to avoid
Provisos.
vided,
Prvibos.
Areas conveyed to,
since many
of the
tracts to
conveyed to
the United
United States
States are
to the
be conveyed
to be
the tracts
many of
and patented by Gov- since
ernment.
designated
by public
this reason
reason the
the
for this
and for
surveys and
land surveys
public land
as lots
lots by
designated as
eminent.
subdivisions
contain areas
less than
than and
and in
in excess
legal subdisubdiof legal
excess of
both less
areas both
subdivisions contain
vision,
conveyed to
the Government
Government and
the areas
areas patented
patented
and the
to the
areas conveyed
the areas
vision, the
by
the Government
need be
be only
of the
same acreage:
acreage:
the same
approximately,of
only approximately
Government need
by the
lands
of the
the lands
Provided further,
That should
should any
legal subdivision
subdivision of
Unproductive
lands. Provided
any legal
further, That
unproductive lands.
unproductive
herein described
of more
more than
than 50
per centum
centum of
of unproductive
50 per
consist of
described consist
herein
be
land the
the whole
whole subdivision
subdivision may,
at the
the option
option of
of said
company, be
said company,
may, at
land
conveyed to
to the
the United
United States,
States, with
with the
the right
of exchange
exchange of an
right of
conveyed
equivalent area
area as
authorized.
herein authorized.
as herein
equivalent
Water-right
S
EC. 2. The water-right
payable by said company
company or its
water-right charges payable
SEC.
charges.
water-right charges.
this Act
successor
on
the
Tule
Lake
lands
patented
pursuant
to this
Act
to
pursuant
patented
lands
Lake
Tule
the
on
successor
district
for similar lands in that district
shall
be the
the same
same as
fixed for
those fixed
as those
shall be
and
shall be
be subject
subject to
to payment
payment in the same manner.
and shall
1933.
Approved,
March
23,
1933.
23,
March
Approved,
[CHAPTER
9.1
[CHAPTER 9.]
March
24, 1933.
1933.
March 24,
[S. 151.1
151.1
[Private,
3.1
[Private, No. 3.]

[s.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Holy Family Hospital, Saint Ignatius, Montana.

the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
United
assembled, That the SecreSecreto pay to the Holy
directed to
and directed
tary
of the
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
the Treasury
tary of
t.Saint
Family Hospital,
Hospital, Saint
Saint Ignatius,
Ignatius, Montana,
Montana, out
out of
of any
money in
any money
Family
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum of $8,825.66,
$8,825.66, in
in.
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the
Compensation
comfor
States
United
the
against
all
claims
of
satisfaction
forr full
full
Comesation fo
professional care.
persons admitted thereto
pensation
for the
care by
by such
of persons
hospital of
such hospital
the care
pensation for
under
authority of
the Flathead
Indian
Agency, State
State of
of Montana,
Montana,
Agency,
Indian
Flathead
of
the
authority
under
Proviso.
That no
no part
part
Provided, That
1931: Provided,
30, 1931:
November 30,
including November
and including
to and
Limitation
prior to
at- prior
Lnitstton on attorney's fees.
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
the amount
of
of the
amount appropriated
cent=
tee.
torney's
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
by any
agent or
or
any agent
or received
thereof
services rendered
of services
agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account of
rendered in
attorney or
agents, attorney
agent or
connection
said claim.
shall be
be unlawful
for any agent
or
unlawful for
It shall
claim. It
with said
connection with
agents,
attorneys, to
or receive
receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
to exact,
exact, collect,
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
any sum
sum of
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
excess of 10
10
in excess
in this
amount appropriated
of the
any
per centum
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection
in connection
account of
thereof on
centum thereof
per
with
said claim,
claim, any
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
to the
contract to
any contract
with said
Penalty for
for violation.
violation. Any
Penalty
Any person
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
fined
guilty
of a
conviction thereof
shall be fined
thereof shall
upon conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
guilty of
in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
in any
any sum
Approved, March
21, 1933.
1933.
March 24,
Approved,

Holy
Family HosHosoly Family
pital, Saint Ignatius,
Mont.
Ignatius,
a,

[CHAPTER 10.1
101
[CHAPTER
March 24, 1933.
1933.
March
[S. 152.]
152.]
I[.
[Private, No. 4.1
4.]

AN ACT
ACT

Belt
of way to the Alameda
right of
To authorize
authorize the
Secretary of
of War
grant aa right
Alameda Belt
to grant
War to
the Secretary
To
the Benton
Benton Field Military Reservation, Alameda,
Line
Line across
across the
Alameda, California.

the
of the
Be it
by the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be

America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Benton
Bern Field Mill- United
United States of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
tarlly
igher
or
ry
wa
ai
y
orit
i.an
ntiato
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of War
be, and
he is
authorized and empowered to grant
grant to
and he
War be,
Right oRway granied of
across ,to Alameda Belt

Line. to Alamed.
Lins

corporation organized and existing under
the Alameda
Alameda Belt
Belt Line,
Line, a
under
a corporation
the

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
11.
I. CHS. 10, 11.
SESS. I.
73d

1297

-MARCH
MARCH 24, 1933.
1933.

a
the
State of California, its successors and assigns, a
the State
of the
laws of
the laws
permanent
permanent right of way, in such location and under such terms and
conditions
Secretary of War, over and
approved by the Secretary
be approved
may be
conditions as may
across
Benton Field
Field Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Alameda, California,
California,
the Benton
across the
railroad purposes, with full power to locate, construct, and
for railroad
operate railroad
together with necessary
necessary spurs and sidings
tracks, together
railroad tracks,
operate
Prr0bad
and
appendages, and
and adjuncts:
Pro- fr
or
oviwrturoad put
adjuncts: Proappurtenances, appendages,
railroad appurtenances,
other railroad
and other
pur.
posesonly.
rided,
That the
land shall
not be
used for
for other
other than
railroad Poses
only.
than railroad
be used
shall not
the land
iided, That
purposes, and
the property shall cease to be so used it shall Removal of tracks.
when the
and when
purposes,
revert
the United
Provided further,
further, That the right to Removal of tracks.
United States: Provided
to the
revert to
compel the
appurtenances is
tracks and appurtenances
railroad tracks
said railroad
of said
removal of
the removal
compel
hereby reserved
whenever he may determine
Secretary of War, whenever
reserved in the Secretary
hereby
No Federal expense.
pe se
Federal ex n
the interests
the Government
require, and
said removal is to No
which said
and which
Government require,
of the
interests of
the
grant.
expense to the Government,
condition of this grant.
Government, as aacondition
without expense
be without
Approved, March 24,
1933.
24,1933.
[CHAPTER
11.]
[CHAPTER 11.1

March
24, 133.
ma.
24,
March
[B. 153.]
(I.
153.1
[Private,
No. 5.1
[Private No.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
convey certain land
land in
State of California
California
county of Los Angeles, State
in the county
To convey

5.1

Los Angeles County,
Calif.
Preamble.

Whereas on
22d day
1921, the county of c
of August, i921,
day of
the 22d
about the
or about
on or
Whereas

Aeles
count
Los
conveyed to the United States Preamble
California, .conveyed
Angeles, State of California
Los Angeles,
of
hereinafter-described tract of land for the use
America the hereinafter-described
of America
Departments; and
of the War or Navy Departments;
Whereas
the county
county of
of Los Angeles, in
California, purin the State of California,
Whereas the
chased said property for the purpose of making said conveyance
at a
a total
total sum
$148,655, of which amount the United States
of $148,655,
sum of
at
Angeles
of America
America contributed
contributed $55,655
$55,655 and the county of Los Angeles
of
contributed the sum of $93,000; and
contributed
Whereas
of America
has ceased to use said propAmerica has
States of
United States
the United
Whereas the
erty,
erty, or any part thereof, for military, or naval, or other purposes, and
and the
the same
same is now and for some time has been idle:
poses,
Therefore
Be it
by the
the Senate
and 110149e
Representatives of
of the
the
an lan
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Certain land oonfor rereation
veyedto.
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secre- veyed
Congress assembled,
to. for
recreation
America in
of America
States of
United States
purpotary
of War
and he
authorized and directed to convey Purposes.
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
be, and
War be,
tary of
to the
the county
Angeles the hereinafter-described
hereinafter-described land, excluLos Angeles
of Los
county of
to
sive of
designated by the
structures thereon which may be designated
of such
such structures
sive
Department with aa
Secretary
of War for retention by the War Department
Secretary of
view to their eventual removal from the premises, to be used for
public
recreation purposes
purposes only, on condiplayground, and recreation
park, playground,
public park,
tion
tion that should the land not be used for that purpose it shall Proviso.
revert
to the
however, That the county of pa
Provided, however,
Payment.
States: Provided,
the United
United States:
revert to
Los
State of California, pay to the United States of
Angeles, State
Los Angeles,
America
$55,655, the amount originally paid by the
the sum of $55,655,
America the
Government
property
Government on the purchase price of said property, which property
is
follows:
cripti
as follows:
described as
is particularly
particularly described
Description.
All
pieces, or parcels of land, together
together with
All those certain lots, pieces,
all
thereon, situate, lying, and being in the city of Arcadia,
buildings thereon,
all buildings
county
Angeles, and State of California
particularly
California, and particularly
Los Angeles,
of Los
county of
described as
tract numbered 949 as delinof tract
follows, to wit: Lot 44 of
as follows,
described
eated
upon the map of said tract recorded in book 17 of maps, at
eated upon
page
page 13, records of Los Angeles County, and lots 3, 4, 5, and 66 of
tract
numbered 2409
delineated upon the map of said tract,
as delineated
2409 as
tract numbered
recorded
records of Los Angeles
recorded in book 23 of maps, at page 23, records
County. The
intended to be
conveyed by this deed is bounded
be conveyed
land intended
The land
County.
on the
north by
Avenue on the east of Santa Anita
Anita
Leaf Avenue,
by Falling Leaf
the north
on
Drive and by land now owned
on the south by Huntington
Huntington lltrive
Avenue, on

1298

Sum received
Sum
received covered
covered
in.
in.

I. CHS.
28, 1933.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
CHS. 11-14. MARCH
MARCH 24,
24,28,1933.

by Clara
Clara Baldwin
Baldwin Stocker,
Stocker, and
and on
on the
the west
west by the rights
rights of
of way
way of
of
Pacific Electric Railroad
Railroad
Pacific
Railroad Company and Southern Pacific Railroad
Company,
the grantor
Company, and being all
all of the
the land
land claimed
claimed or
or owned
owned by
by the
grantor
within the exterior
exterior bounds of Arcadia
Arcadia balloon
balloon field.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the amount
amount received
from the
county of
Angeles,
SEc.
received from
the county
of Los
Los Angeles,
State of California, for the land above described
described shall be deposited
deposited
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
States as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Approved, March 24, 1933.
[CHAPTER
12.1
[CHAPTER 12.]

March 28, 1933.
1933.
[S. 148.]
[S.
148.]
6.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 8.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief of Agnes
Agnes M. Angle.
Angle.

enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
United
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
States Employees'
authorized
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission is hereby authorized
determine, in
to consider and determine,
in the
the same
same manner
manner and
and to the same
same
benefits of the Employees'
extent as if application for the benefits
Employees' CompenVol. 39, pp. 740, 747. sation Act had been made within the one-year period required by
Angle on account
sections 17 and 20 thereof, the claim of Agnes M. Angle
account
disability due to tuberculosis
tuberculosis if
Kansas,
of disability
if contracted
contracted at Wichita, Kansas,
stenographer
while employed
employed in
in the
the service
service of
of the United States as
as a
a stenographer
;.n. the office of the United States Veterans'
Provided,
In
Veterans' Bureau in 1921: Provided,
Proviso.
Provso.
No prior benefits.
benefits.
accrue prior to the enactment of this Act.
That no benefit shall accrue
Approved, March 28, 1933.

Agnes M. Angle.
Claim of, to be determined under
under EmployEmployees' Compensation Act.
Act.
ees'

[CHAPTER 13.]
[CHAPTER
13.1
28, 1933.
1933.
March 28,
[S. 149.]
149.]
[S.
[Private, No. 7.]
[Private,
7.]
Daisy Anderson.
Anderson.
Claims of, to
to be
be
determined, under
Emdetermined,
under Employees' Compensation
ployees'
Compensation
Act.
39, pp.
747.
Vol. 89,
pp. 746,
740, 747.

Provseo.
Proviso.
No prior benefits.

AN ACT
ACT
Anderson.
For the relief of Daisy Anderson.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the
United
States of America
in, Congress
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
authorized
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission is hereby
hereby authorized
to consider and determine,
determine, in the same manner and to the same
application for the benefits of the Employees'
Employees' Compenextent as if application
sation Act
Act had been
been made within
within the one-year period
period required by
by
sections 17 and 20 thereof, the claim of Daisy Anderson on account
account
employed in
of disability due to tuberculosis if contracted while employed
in
the
the service
service of the United States as
as aa nurse
nurse in the
the United
United States
States
Marine hospitals: Provided,
accrue prior
Provided, That no benefit shall accrue
prior to
to
the enactment
enactment of this Act.
Act.
March 28,
Approved, March
28, 1933.
1933.

[CHAPTER 14.]
28, 1933.
March 28,1933.
[S.
[r . 150.]
15o.
[Private,
8.]
[Private, No.
No. 8.3

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of W. H. Hendrickson.
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives

w.
H. Hendrickson.
Hendrickson. United
States of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
W. H.
United States
in Contgress
Congress assembled,
Payment
to, for
for
Payment to,
of the
authorized and
and directed
out of
of any
any money
money
motor truck.
trk
o of
the Treasury is
is authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay, out

in the Treasury not otherwise
W. H. Hendrickson,
Hendrickson,
otherwise appropriated, to W.
of Salt Lake City, Utah, the sum of $175
$175 in full satisfaction of his
claim against the United States arising out of the sale of a
a Ford
at
truck to him by the prohibition administrator
administrator on June 7, 1930, at
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Approved,
28, 1933.
Approved, March
March 28,1933.

CONGRESS.
73d
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 15.]
15.]
[CHAPTER

I.
SESS.
SESS. I.

CHS. 15, 54.
54,

1299
1299

281933.
Marh
J
1
v
,
I
inc9
h,
2
1
8
93'37 .

AN ACT
For the relief of A. Y. Martin.
Martin.

the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the CompCompCongress assembled,
America in
United

March 28, 1933.
[S. 1561

[. 155.1

[Private, No. 91
9.]
[Private,

Martin.
A.Y.
A.
Y. Martin.
Com-as.
nited nstatest° 'com
to uritIntates
troller General
the United
United States
directed to
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
States is
of the
General of
troller
settle and
and certify
certify for
for payment
payment to
out of any money missioner.'
Martin, out
Y. Martin,
A. Y.
to A.
settle
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $980,
$980, as in
not otherwise
in the
full for
as a
ade
facto United States
States commissioner
commissioner
de facto
rendered as
services rendered
for services
full
at
Kentucky, from
from December
December 8,
8, 1930
1930, to August 5, 1931.
Paducah, Kentucky,
at Paducah,
Approved,
1933.
28, 1933.
March 28,
Approved, March
missi°ner

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 54.]

AN ACT

lands in the city of San Diego, California,
certain lands
To
authorize the
the acceptance
acceptance of
of certain
To authorize
by
the United
United States, and the transfer
Secretary of the Navy
Navy of certain
transfer by the Secretary
by the
other
other lands to said city of San Diego.

Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Seretarv
Secretary
assembled, That
in Congrss
America in
United

June 9,
June
9. 1933.
R. 17671
1767.]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
No. 10.]

[Private,

10.]

Public lands.
lands.
Public

Exchange with San

Diego, caL.,
Calif., authorthe United
of the
of the
the Navy
Navy be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized on
behalf of
United Diegom
on behalf
is hereby,
and he
be, and
of
ized.
Diego, California,
States
to accept
accept from
from the
city of
California, when said zed
San Diego,
of San
the city
States to
city
authorized to
make such
such transfer
transfer by
by the State of
to make
duly authorized
been duly
has been
city has
California, free
from all
all encumbrances
to the
cost to
without cost
and without
encumbrances and
free from
California,
Lands
transferred by
by
Lands transferred
in and
United States,
right, title,
and interest
interest in
and to
to the lands con- city.
title, and
all right,
States, all
United
it
intertained
within
the
following-described
area:
Beginning
at
the
Beginning
area:
tained within the following-described
Street
section of
of the
the prolongation
prolongation of
of the
northwesterly line of Bean Street
the northwesterly
section
with the
United States
line as
established in February,
as established
bulkhead line
States bulkhead
the United
with
1912;
thence southwesterly
southwesterly along
prolongation of the norththe prolongation
along the
1912; thence
westerly
line of
Street to the pierhead
pierhead line as the same has
Bean Street
of Bean
westerly line
been or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be established
established by
by the
the United
United States; thence
been
northwesterly and
along the
said pierhead line to its
the said
southwesterly along
and southwesterly
northwesterly
intersection
with the
prolongation of
of the
the northeasterly
Lowell
northeasterly line of Lowell
the prolongation
intersection with
Street;
prolongation of the norththe prolongation
along the
northwesterly along
thence northwesterly
Street; thence
easterly line
Lowell Street
bulkhead line as
the United States bulkhead
to the
Street to
of Lowell
line of
easterly
established
in
February,
1912;
thence
northeasterly,
easterly,
easterly, and
northeasterly,
thence
1912;
February,
in
established
southeasterly
along the
the United
United States
States bulkhead
established
bulkhead line as established
southeasterly along
in February,
February, 1912,
to the
the point
point of
of beginning
beginning containing
containing approxi1912, to
in
mately
242 acres;
and also,
all of
of block
block 16, municipal tide lands subalso, all
acres; and
mately 242
division, tract
numbered 1;
Navy
said lands being desired by the Navy
1; said
tract numbered
division,
Department for
for national
national defense
defense and
connection with
and for use in connection
Department
existing naval
California.
activities at San Diego, California.
naval activities
existing
Lands transferred
transferred by
by
Lands
to transhereby to
The
said Secretary
Secretary of
Navy is
is also
also authorized
authorized hereby
trans- United
the Navy
of the
The said
States.
encumbrances Unitd States
fer
the city
San Diego,
Diego, California,
California, free from all encumbrances
of San
city of
to the
fer to
title, and
and
without cost
cost to
to said
said city
of San
San Diego,
Diego, all
right, title,
all right,
city of
and without
within
interest
of the
the United
States in
and to the lands contained within
in and
United States
interest of
that part
part of
of the
described
California, described
Diego, California,
San Diego,
base, San
Corps base,
Marine Corps
the Marine
that
as
follows: Beginning
Beginning at
at a
on the
United States
States bulkhead
bulkhead
the United
point on
a point
as follows:
line
in February,
February, 1912,
1912, distant
feet
hundred feet
three hundred
distant three
established in
as established
line as
northwesterly
numbered 104
bulkhead line;
line;
104 on said bulkhead
station numbered
from station
northwesterly from
thence
north seven
seven degrees
degrees east aadistance
distance of two thousand one hunthence north
dred and
and sixty
feet; thence
degrees thirty-four minutes
minutes
sixty degrees
north sixty
thence north
sixty feet;
dred
fifty-nine
west to
an intersection
intersection with the prolongation of
to an
seconds west
fifty-nine seconds
along
the
northwesterly line
line of
Bean Street;
Street; thence
thence southwesterly
southwesterly along
of Bean
the northwesterly
the
prolongation of
the northwesterly
of Bean Street to an
line of
northwesterly line
of the
the prolongation
intersection with
the United
United States bulkhead
bulkhead line, as established
established in
with the
intersection

1300
1300

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
CBS. 54, 74, 75.
I. CHS.
SESS.

9,14,1933.
JUNE 9,
14, 1933.

February,
thence south
south eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees east along said
1912; thence
February, 1912;
bulkhead
line
to
the
point
of
beginning,
containing
approximately
approximately
containing
beginning,
of
point
bulkhead line to the
67 acres.
Approved,
1933.
June 9, 1933.
Approved, June
7A 1
rrTr A PTr.'.R 74.]
[CHAPTER
June
1933.
June 14, 1933.
[S. 1514.]
'Private,
No.
H.]
11.]
No.
IPrivate,

Harrison County,
County,
Miss.
Conveyance of cerConveyance
tain
tain lands to.

Description.
Description.

June
14, 1933.
June 14,
1536.]
[S. 136.]
[Private,
12.]
[Private, No. 12.]

i-----'

AN ACT

Authorizing
the Administrator
Administrator of
of Veterans'
certain lands to
to
Veterans' Affairs to convey certain
Authorizing the
Harrison
County, Mississippi.
Harrison County,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
enacted by
Be it
assembled,
United
States
of
Congress
assembled,
That the AdminCongress
in
America
United States of
istrator of
of Veterans'
Affairs is
directed to convey
authorized and directed
is authorized
Veterans' Affairs
istrator
by quitclaim
deed to
to Harrison
Harrison County,
Mississippi, all right,
County, State of Mississippi,
quitclaim deed
by
title, and
interest of
the United
in and to the followingUnited States in
of the
and interest
title,
described
lands along
Veterans'
United States Veterans'
line of the United
north line
the north
along the
described lands
Administration property
property- at
at Gulfport,
Mississippi: Beginning at the
Gulfport, Mississippi:
Administration
northwest corner
corner of
of said
said property
property at
the intersection
intersection of the western
at the
northwest
boundary
section 36,
36, township
township 7
Saint
7 south, range 11 west, Saint
of section
boundary of
Stephens meridian,
meridian, and
and the
the southern
boundary of the Old Pass
southern boundary
Stephens
Christian Road;
Road; thence
existing northern
northern
northeasterly along the existing
thence northeasterly
Christian
hundred and ninety
boundary of
property a
a distance
distance of nine hundred
ninety
said property
of said
boundary
feet, more
or less,
less, to
northeast corner of said property;
property; thence
to the northeast
more or
feet,
southerly
parallel to the aforesaid
aforesaid western
western line of said
said
a line parallel
on a
southerly on.
section
of fifteen
fifteen and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet, more or less,
distance of
36 aa distance
section 36
to
point; thence
thence southwesterly
southwesterly on aa line fifteen feet from and
a point;
to a
parallel to
boundary of said property a
adisnorthern boundary
aforesaid northern
the aforesaid
to the
parallel
tance of
of nine
and ninety
more or less, to aa point on
feet, more
ninety feet,
hundred and
nine hundred
tance
along
the
western boundary
section 36; thence northerly- along
said section
of said
boundary of
the western
the western
western boundary
section 36
to the
the point of beginning;
beginning;
36 to
said section
of said
boundary of
the
and
one-hundredths acre, more or less.
thirty-four one-hundredths
containing thirty-four
and containing
Approved,
1933.
Approved, June 14. 1933.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 75.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Giving credit
water charges
charges paid
paid on damaged land.
for water
credit for
Giving

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Hose of
Senate and Howe
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
America
United
States
America
in Conrress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all construcof
States
United
project,
project, Oreg.-Caf. tion charges heretofore
heretofore paid by owners
owners on lands to be conveyed to
to
Ante, p.1295, amend- the
pursuant to the Act of Congress
America
of
United States
pursuant
Congress
States
Ante, p. 1295,amend- the United
ed.
be
Transfer of credit for
Seventy-third Congress),
Congress), shall be
March 23, 1933 (S. 156, Seventy-third
approved March
for approved
Transfer
water payments on
credit to
lands to
to be
patented by the United
so patented
be so
the lands
to the
as aacredit
damaged land, to
transferred as
ne transferred
to new
dwaer
patents.
maintenance charges
States, and
charges with
payments of operation and maintenance
all payments
and all
States,
pat.
penalty
and interest
made on such of the lands to be
heretofore made
interest heretofore
penalty and
conveyed as
as were
the determination
determination of the Secretary
Secretary of the
in the
not, in
were not,
conveyed
Interior, during
payment was made, suscepperiod for which payment
the period
during the
Interior,
tible of
of successful
successful cultivation
cultivation by reason
seepage, alkalinity, or
reason of seepage,
tible
other causes
causes not
the control
shall
control of the owners of such land, shall
within the
not within
other
be allowed
allowed as
as credits
credits on
on future
future construction,
construction, operation, and mainbe
retained or those to be patented
tenance charges
patented by the
charges on the lands retained
tenance
approved
Congress
United
States
pursuant
to
the
of
approved
March 23,
Act
the
to
pursuant
United States
Congress). Like credit shall also be
Seventy-third Congress).
1933 (S. 156, Seventy-third
given the
the irrigation
irrigation district for all the charges
charges heretofore paid by
given
it on such
owners of said lands have
have not in
which the owners
such lands and for which
it
turn reimbursed
irrigation district.
the irrigation
reimbursed the
turn
Approved, June
June 14, 1933.
1933.
Approved,
Klamath
Klamath

irrigation
irrigation
Oreg.-Calif.

PRIVATE
CONGRESS
SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
LAWS OF THE SEVENTY-THIRD
PRIVATE LAWS
OF THE
THE
OF

UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED

in the
Passed at
at the
second session,
which was
and held
Washington, in
the city of Washington,
held at the
begun and
was begun
session, which
the second
Passed
January, 1934, and was
District of
on Wednesday,
third day of January,
the third
Wednesday, the
Columbia, on
of Columbia,
District
adjourned without
day on
on. Monday,
of June, 1934.
eighteenth day of
the eighteenth
Monday, the
without day
adjourned
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President;
President; JOHN
JOHN N.
GARNER, Vice
Vice President;
President; KEY
KEY PITTMAN,
PITTMAN,
N. GARNER,
D. .ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D
President
of the
the Senate
pro tempore;
Speaker of the House
RAINEY, Speaker
T. RAINEY,
HENRY T.
tempore; HENRY
Senate pro
President of
of
Representatives.
of Representatives.
[CHAPTER 17.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
the relief
of Rolando
Moffett.
Rolando B. Moffett.
relief of
For

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the adminThat in the
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
istration of
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits upon
laws conferring
any laws
of any
istration
a memMoffett, who was a
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers
soldiers Rolando
Rolando B. Moffett,
honorably
ber
H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment United
United States Infantry, shall
shall
Company H,
of Company
ber of
hereafter be
held and
considered to
to have
been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
have been
and considered
be held
hereafter
member of that
a member
from
military service
of the
United States as a
the United
service of
the military
from the
organization
on the
30th day
day of
September 1880: Provided,
Provided, That no
of September
the 30th
organization on
bounty,
pay, pension,
allowance shall be held to have accrued
accrued
or allowance
pension, or
back pay,
bounty, back
prior
passage of this Act.
the passage
to the
prior to
Approved,
February 20, 1934.
Approved, February
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 18.]

AN ACT
For the
Samson Davis.
relief of Samson
the relief
For

February
20, 1934.
1934.
February 20
[S. 248.]
248.]
[Private, No. 13.]
131
[Private,
Rolando B. Moffett.
Moffett.
Rolando
Military
Military record corrected.
rected.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No back
back pay,
etc.
pay, etc.
No

February 20.
1034.
20, 1934.
February
[S. :381.]
[S.
1I.]
No.
14.]
[Private, No. 141

-- (Private,

Representatives of the Samson Davis.
Be it
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Samson
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That in
the adminMilitary record corMilitary
admiin the
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
rected.
rected.
upon
benefits
istration
of
any
laws
conferring
rights,
privileges,
and
privileges,
rights,
conferring
laws
any
istration of
a member
honorably
Davis, who
was a
member of
who was
Samson Davis,
soldiers Samson
discharged soldiers
honorably discharged
considered
held
be
shall
t
he
Hospital
Corps,
United
States
and
considered
Army,
States
United
Corps,
the Hospital
to have
have been
from the
the military
service of the
military service
discharged from
honorably discharged
been honorably
to
United States
private of
that organization
organization on
on the
29th day
day of
the 29th
of that
as aa private
States as
United
Proviso.
August 1902:
1902: Provided,
back pay,
pension, or
or allowallow- No
back pay
pay, etc.
Nroback
pay, pension,
bounty, back
no bounty,
That no
Provided, That
August
ance
held to
to have
to the
the passage
passage of this Act.
prior to
accrued prior
have accrued
be held
shall be
ance shall
Approved,
February 20, 1934.
1934.
Approved, February

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 19.]

AN ACT
For
the relief
relief of
Francis N.
Dominick.
N. Dominick.
of Francis
For the

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
minThat in the adminCongress assembled,
America in
States of
United
istration
laws or
conferring rights, priviany laws conferring
or any
pension laws
the pension
of the
istration of
leges,
or benefits
upon persons
United
discharged from the United
honorably discharged
persons honorably
benefits upon
leges, or

February 20,1934.
20, 1934.
February
[S. 727.1
7271
[S.
[Private,
No.
15.]
15.1
No.
[Private,
Francis N.
N. DomiDomiFrancis
nick.
nick.
Military record
record corcorMilitary
rected.
rected.

1301

1302
1302

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Proiwo.
Proviso.
No back pay, etc.
etc.

Capt. L. P. Worrell.
rCapt. allowed,
l. lowo in
Credit
accounts.

L.

acoounts.

[B.
IS. 2552.]
2552.1
[Private,
[Private, No. 1
74
17.

T_

Charles C.
C. Benen
Bennett.
Charles
att.
Payment to, for perp
ersonal injuries.
injuries.

Proviso.
Praiivo.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees. at

FEBRUARY 20,
20, 1934.
FEBRUARY
1934.

AN ACT

For the relief of Captain
Captain L. P.
P. Worrall,
Department, United
United States
For
Worrell, Finance
Finance Department,
States Army.
Army.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
the
Representatives of the
United
of America
in Congress
That the
the CompCompUnited States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
troller
General of the United
is hereby,
troller General
United States be, and he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to credit
credit in the accounts
accounts of L. P.
P. Worrall,
Worrall, Captain,
Finance Department, United States Army, the sum of $956.40,
$956.40, said
said
amount being public funds for which
which he is
accountable and which
is accountable
which
were lost when aasafe in the Finance
Finance Office
Utah,
Office at Fort
Fort Douglas, Utah,
was dynamited
dynamited and robbed at approximately
approximately 11
postmeridian,
11 o'clock
o'clock postmeridian,
October 28, 1932.
Approved,
Approved, February 20, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
21.]
[CHAPTER 21.]

February 20,1934
20, 1934.
I.

CFIS.
CHS. 19-21.
19-21.

States Army Francis
Francis N. Dominick
Dominick shall
considered to
to
shall be held
held and
and considered
have served
served without
without desertion
private, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Company,
Company,
desertion as
as aaprivate,
United States Coast Artillery
States Army,
Army, and
and to
to
Artillery Corps,
Corps, United
United States
have been honorably discharged from such service on October
October 19,
19,
1903: Provided,
Provided, That no bounty, back
back pay, pension,
or allowance
pension, or
allowance
shall be held to have accrued
passage of this
this Act.
accrued prior to the
the passage
Act.
Approved, February
20, 1934.
1934.
February 20,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 20.1
20.]

February 20,1934.
20, 1904.
[B. 2053.]
[s.
[Private, No. 16.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
the relief
relief of Charles C. Bennett.
Bennett.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States
States of America
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecreAmerica in Congress
Congress assembled,
tary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed
and directed
to pay, out of any money in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriappropriin the Treasury
not otherwise
ated, to Charles C. Bennett, of the city of
of Candor,
Carolina,
Candor, North
North Carolna,
the sum of $5,000 in full settlement of all
claims against
against the
the GovernGovernall claims
ment for bodily injuries sustained by him on December 16, 1927,
when an automobile
automobile in which he
was in
in collision
collision with
with a
a
he was riding was
reconnaissance truck of the United States Army, the said truck
reconnaissance
being
truck being
one of a
afleet of trucks traveling
traveling toward
toward Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
Carolina,
driven by Private Thomas
Thomas C. Robertson,
Robertson, of
of Fort
Bragg, North
North CaroFort Bragg,
Carolina: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
Act
in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
or
delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
account of
services rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful
for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
withexact, collect, withhold, or receive
the amount
amount appropriated
receive any sum of the
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act

in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof on account
account of services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithPenalty
violat ion. standing.
Penalty for violation.
Any person violating
standing. Any
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
deemed guilty
‘railty of a
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 20, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 22.]

SESS. II.
II.

OHS. 22,34,35.
22, 34, 35.
CHS.

1303
1303

FEBRUARY 21,26,1934.
21, 26, 1934.
FEBRUARY

AN ACT
AN
ACT

February 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
February
[S.
[S. 880.1
860.]
[Private, No. 18.]
18.]
[Private,

For
relief of
W. Edgerly.
of George
George W.
the relief
For the

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be
Edgerly.
President George W. Edgerly.
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the President
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
to
of
the United
United States
States be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
to summon
summon Army
A rm y retiring
retiring
iTiVg board
bo arcit
o
authorized to
hereby, authorized
of the
George W.
Edgerly, late
late captain
of Infantry
and temporary
uire as
as to fitness
fitness,
major, nquire
temporary major,
Infantry and
captain of
W. Edgerly,
George
Regular Army,
Army, before
retiring board,
whether at the time
inquire whether
board, to inquire
before aaretiring
Regular
of
resignation, September
was incapacitated
incapacitated for active
he was
1919, he
18, 1919,
September 18,
his resignation,
of his
service, and
was a
a result of an incident
incident of
incapacity was
such incapacity
whether such
and whether
service,
service,
and if,
inquiry, it
it is found that he was so
such inquiry,
result of such
if, as
as aaresult
service, and
AppointmentasCapincapacitated, the
President is
authorized to nominate
nominate and appoint,
appoint, Appointment
as Capis authorized
the President
incapacitated,
by and
with the
the advice
the Senate,
said George
George W.
tnoarired'
rered, on
finding
nding
W. on
the said
Senate, the
of the
consent of
and consent
advice and
and with
by
Edgerly a
acaptain
captain of
of Infantry
Infantry and
and place
immediately thereafter
thereafter
place him immediately
Edgerly
upon
list of
of the
the Army,
privileges and
the same privileges
Army, with the
retired list
the retired
upon the
retired
pay as
or may
may hereafter
provided by law or
be provided
hereafter be
now or
as are
are now
retired pay
regulation for
for officers
the Regular
Army: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That the said Proiso.
Regular Army:
of the
officers of
regulation
George
W. Edgerly
shall not
be entitled
entitled to
any back
back pay
pay or
oretc. No back pay,
pay, etc.
to any
not be
Edgerly shall
George W.
allowances
passage of this Act.
by the passage
allowances by
Approved,
February 21, 1934.
Approved, February
Sum

e

[CHAPTER 34.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Henry M. Burns.
For the relief of Henry

b43

re

ear

February 26,
26, 1934.
February
[II.R. 890.]
890.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 19.]
19.]
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be it
by the
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
America in
in. Congress
Henry M.
M. Bums.
Hums.
in the Henry
That in
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States
Military record corcol
Military
administration of
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits rected.
rested.record
any laws conferring
of any
administration
a
was
M.
Henry
upon
honorably
discharged
soldiers
Henry
Burns,
who
a
soldiers
upon honorably discharged
Twenty-eighth Regiment
member of Company
Company D, Twenty-eighth
Regiment United
United States
member
considered to have been
Infantry,
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be held and
and considered
been honorInfantry, shall
a
United States as a
ably discharged
from the
service of the United
military service
the military
discharged from
ably
member of
of that
on the
day of
October 1913: ProPro- Proviso.
Proviso.
of October
7th day
the 7th
organization on
that organization
member
No back pay, etc.
vicled,
back pay,
pay, pension,
pension, or
or allowance
held No back pay, etc.
shall be held
allowance shall
no bounty,
bounty, back
That no
vided, That
passage of this Act.
to
have accrued
accrued prior to the passage
to have
Approved,
February
26,
1934.
1934.
26,
February
Approved,

,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 35.]

AN AJI
ACT
AIMN

February
2X, 1934.
1934.
February 26,

To
authorize the
allowance, and
payment of
of certain
certain claims,
claims, and
and for
for
and payment
settlement, allowance,
the settlement,
To authorize
purposes.
other
purposes.
other purposes.

[ R 5241
(Private, No. 20.1
No. 20.1
[Private,

A T

A lT'

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
Be
payment to
assembled, That
United
of America
America in
in. Congress
That payment
Congress assembled,
States of
United States
the
American Appraisal
Appraisal Company
rendered in
in the
the
services rendered
for services
Company for
the American
plant at
amount of
$750 for
the appraisal
at MonMonLyall plant
Peter Lyall
the Peter
of the
appraisal of
for the
of $750
amount
treal, Canada,
and for
services rendered
amount of $1,250
$1,250
in the amount
rendered in
for services
Canada, and
treal,
for the
Long Island
Reserve Depot, New York,
Island Air Reserve
the Long
of the
appraisal of
the appraisal
for
is hereby
be made
from the
proceeds of the sale of
the proceeds
made from
to be
authorized to
hereby authorized
is
surplus real
real estate
estate under
jurisdiction of
the War
War Department
Department
of the
the jurisdiction
under the
surplus
not as
as yet
yet deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the military
post
military post
of the
credit of
the credit
to the
not
approved
construction fund,
fund, as
as provided
Congress approved
Act of Congress
for by the Act
provided for
construction
March 12,
(44 Stat. 203).
203).
1926 (44
12, 1926
March
Sac.
2. That
the United
United States
be,
States be,
of the
General of
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
That the
SEC. 2.
notwithstanding the provisions
and
authorized, notwithstanding
provisions of the
the
is hereby, authorized,
and he is
Act
of July
508), to adjust
adjust and
and settle
settle the claims
claims
July 16, 1914 (38 Stat. 508),
Act of

(H.R. 1241.]

et'tlement o
2.1Ins•
t

of certain
certain

designated
designated, authorized.
authorited.
Appraisa
American
.1„
n
i
t
e•P•
ican1°55
'
er
Appraisal

co.
Co.

Vol. 44.
44, p.
p 203.
Vol

JohnA. Bella.

John A. Bellan.
Vol
38,
38, p.
Vol.

waived. P.
waivi;d.

808,
80,

1304
1304

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CH.
CH. 35.

26, 1934.
FEBRUARY 26,
1934.
FEBRUARY

Standard Oil
Oil ComCom-Of
Standard
of John A. Bellan and the Standard
Standard Oil Company
Company in the amounts
pany.
panyof $356
$8.49, respectively,
of
$356 and
and $8.49,
respectively, for rental and operation of an
an auto-

Damage claims.

Damage

claim

Allegheny
Alleghany
Company.

Forging
Forging

Walter Bell.
waiterBell.

Carl B. King
King DrillDrilling Company.

Carl B.

M. Giacalone.
Giacalone.
M.

Tact Buono.
Buono.
Jact

mobile used
connection with
road system in
with improvements
improvements to the road
in connection
mobile
used in
the
Park, Mississippi,
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
Mississippi, during
Military Park,
National Military
Vicksburg National
the Vicksburg
year 1931,
and to
certify same
same for
payment from
from the
appropriation
the appropriation
for payment
to certify
1931, and
year
Vicksburg National
Military Park
Park",
", 1931.
1931.
National Military
"Vicksburg
General of the United
SEC.. 3.
Comptroller General
United States be,
be,
3. That
That the Comptroller
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to adjust
adjust and
and settle
settle the
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and
following
claims and certify
certify the same to Congress:
Congress:
following claims
Forging Company
(a)
Alleghany Forging
(a) Alleghany
Company on account
account of damages
damages suffered
suffered
by
and incidental expenses
excess in freight, hauling, labor, and
by reason of excess
due to
to shipment
shipment by
salvaged material,
United States of salvaged
the United
by the
due
purchased
by claimant
claimant to
to wrong
wrong destination:
$174.92.
destination: $174.92.
purchased by
(b) Walter Bell on account of damages
damages suffered
suffered by reason of
of
destruction
of mature
mature vines
vines of
bog by
by fire,
fire, which
which started
started
cranberry bog
of aacranberry
destruction of
on
on
Camp Dix
Dix Military
Military Reservation,
over said bog
bog on
and extended over
Reservation, and
on Camp
$2,500.
or
about June
June 3,
3, 1930:
1930: $2,500.
or about
(C) Carl B. King
(c)
King Drilling Company, on account
account of damages
damages sufit at
at
fered to its airplane due to an Army airplane
airplane running
running into it
California, on or about August 2, 1930: $1,722.03.
$1,722.03.
Clover Field, California,
(d) M. Giacalone, on account of damages suffered while
(d)
while engaged
engaged
in
rescuing an
assisting in salvaging
salvaging an Army
and assisting
Army aviator
aviator and
an Army
in rescuing
airplane from
the sea
sea off
October
Hawaii on or about October
coast of
of Hawaii
off the coast
from the
airplane
30,
$459.61.
30, 1930:
1930: $459.61.
(e)
damages suffered while engaged
engaged in
Jact Buono, on account of damages
(e) Jact

rescuing an
an Army
Army aviator
assisting in
in salvaging
an Army airsalvaging an
and assisting
aviator and
rescuing
plane from
the sea.
the coast
of Hawaii
Hawaii on or about October
October 30,
coast of
off the
sea off
from the
plane
1930:
$169.88.
1930: $469.88.
Joseph Asaro.
of damages
(f) Joseph
Joseph Asaro, on
damages suffered
suffered while
while engaged
engaged
on account of
(f)
Asaro.
Joseph
in rescuing
an Army
Army aviator
aviator and
and assisting
assisting in
in salvaging
salvaging an Army
rescuing an
in
airplane
from the
the sea
Hawaii on or about October
October
the coast of Hawaii
sea off
off the
airplane from
30, 1930:
$459.
30,
1930: $459.
Sam
Harrison.
(g) Sam
Harrison, on
account of
damages suffered
of
suffered by reason of
of damages
on account
Sam Harrison,
Sam Harrison.
a farmhouse
airship on a
a
dropping from
from an
farmhouse owned by
Army airship
an Army
a bomb
bomb dropping
him
Illinois: $1,982.
$1,982.
him near Scott Field, Illinois:
Loss of personal propLossotpersonalpropSEC. 4. That the Comptroller
Comptroller General of the United States be,
erty.
authorized and directed
eCn-and he is hereby, authorized
Army civilian emdirected to adjust
adjust and settle the
ployees.
ployees.
following
claims of civilian
following claims
civilian employees of the Army and certify the
Johns, $22.23; John J.
same to
Congress: Emil Johns,
J. Spatz,
Spatz, Junior,
Junior,
to Congress:
same
$79.79; PerrfW.
McMahan, $42.38;
$42.38;
$56.75; Paul D. McMahan,
Stolzenberg, $56.75;
Perry W. Stolzenberg,
$79.79;
$15.98;
Oliver
Tinley, $42.35;
$42.35; Cleo
Finch, $18;
$18; Jesse P.
P. Goodin,
Goodin, $15.98;
Cleo Finch,
B. Tinley,
Oliver B.
property belonging
and
R Gruhler,
Gruhler, $20,
on account
account of private
belonging
private property
$20, on
and Paul
Paul R.
to them
was lost,
lost, destroyed,
or damaged
fire in
in aaGovernGoverna fire
in a
damaged in
destroyed, or
which was
to
them which
ment building
at Wright Field,
January 2,
2, 1931,
1931,
Field, Ohio, on or about January
building at
ment
saving Government
while said
said claimants
engaged in saving
Government property.
property.
were engaged
claimants were
while
Payment considered
considered
payment of any and all the claims
SEO.
Pay'ment
S
EC. 5. That the payment
claims herein authorfull settlement.
settlement.
Proviso.
Proimio.
ized
shall
be
in
full
payment
be
payment
by
the
Government: Provided,
Provided,
thereof
by
the
Government:
Limitation on atThat no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10
in this
this Act
amount appropriated
appropriated in
That
per
centum thereof
any
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
per centum
agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, on
on account
account of
services renof services
or attorneys,
agent or
Excessive, unlawful.
It shall be unlawful
connection with said claim. It
Excessive,
unlawful. dered in connection
unlawful for any
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
withhold,
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
agent
or
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess
or receive
receive any
of 10
10 per
per centum
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in connecthereof on
on account
centum thereof
of
tion
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
contract to
tion with
'Penalty for.
Act shall
the provisions
Any
person violating
Any person
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed
Penalty for.
guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be fined
fined
of a
a misdemeanor
guilty
exceeding $1,000.
in any sum
sum not exceeding
Approved,
1934.
Approved, February
February 26,
26, 1934.

torney's etc., fees.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 36.]
361

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
50, 51.
51.
36, 39,
39, 50,
CHS. 36,

AN ACT
ACT

hydrographic surveyor,
To
of Guillermo
Medina, hydrographic
Guillermo Medina,
reimbursement of
the reimbursement
for the
provide for
To provide
whaleboat
for
the value
personal effects
lost in
in the
the capsizing
capsizing of aa Navy
Navy whaleboat
effects lost
of personal
value of
for the
Panama.
off
Galera Island,
Gulf of Panama.
Island, Gulf
off Galera

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assem,bled, That
That the
the SecreCongress assembled,
America in
United States
tary
the Treasury
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
he is hereby,
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of the
tary of
to
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
in the
any money
out of
pay, out
to pay,
the sum
to Guillermo
Medina in
compensation for the
in full compensation
Guillermo Medina
$66.80 to
of $66.80
sum of
the
loss of
capsizing of aa United
United
property as the result of the capsizing
of personal property
loss
States Navy
whaleboat off Galera
Panama, on SepGalera Island, Gulf of Panama,
Navy whaleboat
States
25, 1928.
tember 25,
Approved, February
1934.
26, 1934.
February 26,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 39.]
[CHAPTER

1305
1305

February 26, 1934.

March
March 2,
2, 9,
9, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT
Campbell.
William C. Campbell.
For the relief of William

February 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
February
[H.R. 5243.1
5243.]
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 21.]
21.]
[Private,

Guillermo Medina.
Guillermo
Reimbursement of.
Reimbursement

March 2, 1934.
1934.
March
[H.R.
5242.]
[H.R. 5242.1
[Private,
22.]
No. 22.]
[Private, No.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
enacted by
Be
William C.
c
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secre- bell.m
America in
of America
bell.
States of
United
Payment to.
to.
Payment
to
pay
tary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
William
directed
and
authorized
is
Treasury
the
tary of
C.
Pawhuska, Oklahoma,
out of any money in the
Oklahoma, out
of Pawhuska,
Campbell, of
C. Campbell,
Treasury
appropriated, the
the sum of $64.64 in full satisotherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
faction of
against the
United States for one half of his
the United
claim against
his claim
of his
faction
deceased son's
payment made
made to
the Santee Sioux Indians
to the
in payment
share in
son's share
deceased
in
was erroneously
erroneously paid to another Indian of the same
which was
1924, which
in 1924,
name.
name.
Approved,
Approved, March 2, 1934.
[CHAPTER
501
[CHAPTER 50.]

AN ACT
ACT

Lebanon, Nebraska.
For
the relief
the Lebanon
Lebanon Equity
Exchange, of Lebanon,
Nebraska.
Equity Exchange,
of the
relief of
For the

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatir'es of the
of Representatives
Iouse of
and House
Senate and
nby the
enacted by
Be
Tha'lt
United States
States of
of America
That the CornComa.ss,.. bl',/.
('ongre.s mssembled,
in Congress
America in
United
missioner
Internal Revenue
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, autthorized
authorized and
he is
Revenue be,
of Internal
nissioner of

with law
directed
to receive,
consider, and
and determine,
in accordance
accordance with
law
determine, in
receive, consider,
directed to
but
regard to
to any
any statute
statute of
limitations, any claim filed not
of limitations,
without regard
but without
later than
after the
the passage
passage of
this Act
Lebanon
Act by the Lebanon
of this
months after
six months
than six
later
Equity
refund of Federal
Federal
Nebraska, for the refund
Lebanon, Nebraska,
Exchange, Lebanon,
Equity Exchange,
income and
and profits
from the said Lebanon Equity
collected from
taxes collected
profits taxes
income
Exchange for
the year
year 1920
1920 in
in excess
of the
the amount
properly due:
due:
amount properly
excess of
for the
Exchange
Provided.
That in
the settlement
claim there
there shall
shall be
be no
no
said claim
of said
settlement of
in tie
Provided, That
allowance of
interest.
of interest.
allowance
Approved,
1934.
9, 1934.
March 9,
Approved, March
51.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 511

AN ACT
ACT
.A

the United
Authorizing the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States to refund to the
of the
the Secretary
Authorizing
to
illegally paid to
Farmers' Grain
Grain Company
Nebraska, income
income taxes illegally
of Omaha,
Omaha, Nebraska,
Company of
Farmers'
Treasurer.
the
United States
States Treasurer.
the United

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and Hou.se
Home of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assenbbled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
of America
States of
United

of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
authorized to refund,
refund, from
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and he
be, and
of the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $2,186.36
the
to the
$2 186.36 to
sum of
moneys not
settlement
full
in
Nebraska,
Farmers'
Grain
Company,
of
Omaha,
Nebraska,
full
settlement
Omaha,
of
Company,
Grain
Farmers'

Camp-

March 9,
9, 1934.
March
M. 750.]
750
[s.
[Private, No. 23.1
23.j
[l'rivatc,
Lebanon Equity Exe,,n"
change.
lOttie if if
ncome,
om,,
etc., taxes.
Cec. tie.

itefwi

'"ity EI.0

Proviso.
Proiso.

a
Interest
disallowed.
D

I terest dis llowed-

March
1934.
March 9. 1934.
751
[S. 75l.]
[Private,
24.j
[Private, No. 24.j

Farmers' Grain CompaFny
arm
of e
jts
inG
abs,. Nebr.
NCerr of
Omaha,
pany
Refund of illegally
Refund
illegally
incomeoftaxes.
paid
paid income taxes.

1306
1306

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Previa°.
Proviso.
Limitation on
Limitation
torney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty
Penalty
tions.

at-

for viola-

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
51, 57, 58.
CHS. 51,57,58.

MARCH 9,12,13,1934.
9, 12, 13, 1934.
MARCH

of
claims against the
Government of
States, this sum
of the
the United
United States,
the Government
all claims
of all
being paid
as income
income
said company
company as
error by
by said
through error
illegally and
and through
paid illegally
being
taxes
Internal Revenue,
covered into
Revenue, and covered
of Internal
Commissioner of
to the Commissioner
taxes to
the United
States Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
United States
the
appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
centum thereof
thereof shall be
10 per centum
excess of 10
in this
appropriated in
paid of
or received
received by
agents, attorney
attorney or
or agents,
by any agent or
to or
delivered to
paid
of 1 delivered
attorneys,
account of
said
connection with said
rendered in connection
of services
services rendered
on account
attorneys, on
claim.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
be unlawful
claim. It
attorneys,
withhold, or receive any sum of the
exact, collect, withhold,
attorneys, to exact,
amount appropriated
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof
appropriated in this Act in excess
any
connection with said claim, any
rendered in connection
account of
of services rendered
on account
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating the
to the
contract
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of this
provisions
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in any
any sum
exceeding
sum not exceeding
fined in
shall be
be fined
upon

$1,000.

March 9, 1934.
Approved, March
[CHAPTER 57.]

AN ACT
ACT

March
12, 1934.
March 12,1934.
15. 1083.]
[Private, No. 25.]

Authorizing
Authorizing adjustment
adjustment of the claim of the Potomac Electric
Electric Power Company
Company

[. 1083.]

of Washington, District of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
H OMO of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
Comptrolthe ComptrolCongress assembled,
assembled, That
America in
United
Washigton,
D.C.claim
hereby authorized
Washington, D.C.
General of the United States is hereby
authorized and directed
directed to
to
Y, ler General
Settlement of
of, authorize.
authorized.
settle the
the claim
Power Company
Electric Power
the Potomac
Potomac Electric
claim of
of the
and settle
m adjust
adjust and
of,
for
reimburse it
for the
the amount
amount actually
actually
it for
to reimburse
balance necessary
necessary to
for the
the balance
company in
in making electrical
expended by
electrical service
service connections
connections
by said
said company
expended
from
to the
the control
on the
east bascule
bascule draw
draw span
of
span of
the east
room on
control room
its mains
mains to
from its
balance
the
Memorial Bridge
Bridge and to allow
allow said company
company aabalance
the Arlington
Arlington Memorial
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,157.25
in full settlement
against the
claims against
settlement of all claims
$2,157.25 in
of

Potomac
Electric
Electric
Potomac
Power
Power Company,
Compan

Government of the United
United States. There
appropriated,
There is hereby appropriated,
Government

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

out of any money
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
money in
out
sum of
of $2,157.25,
$2,157.25, or
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
be necessary,
for paypaynecessary, for
much thereof
may be
sum
Provim.
ment of
said claim:
claim: Provided,
no part
part of
the amount
amount approment
of said
Provided, That
That no
Po.iso.
of the
approLimitation
onattor- priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
etocn
eyia
nay%
etc., fees. attor- priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or
to or
by any
agent or agents, attorney or
or
or received
received by
any agent
or delivered
delivered to
connection with said
said
attorneys,
services rendered
rendered in connection
attorneys, on
on account
account of services
claim.
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
for any
any agent
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for
attorneys,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
receive any
any sum
or receive
sum of the
to exact,
withhold, or
attorneys, to
amount
appropriated in
in this
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
this Act
Act in
amount appropriated
on
account of services
connection with
claim, any
any
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with said claim,
on account
Penalty for violation
to the
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
violation. contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
provisions
Act shall
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
provisions of
of this Act
shall be deemed
of aamisdemeanor
and
upon
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum
thereof shall
sum not exceeding
exceeding
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, March
March 12,
12, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
,

[CHAPTER 58.1
[CHAPTER
58.]

March 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
March
IS. 2.]
z2
Mas.

20.]
[Private, No. 26.]

C.
M.Williamson, etc.
C.M.Williamson,etc.
Payment to.
to.
Payment

ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
M. Williamson;
Williamson; Mrs. Tura Liljenquist,
Liljenquist, administratrix
administratrix of
C. M.
of C.
For
the relief

N. Smith.
C. E.
E. Liljenquist,
Liljenquist, deceased;
deceased; Lottie
Lottie Redman;
and H.
Smith.
Redman; and
H. N.
C.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
by the Senate
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
of
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
Williamson;
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to C. M. Williamson;
1
So in
in original.
original.
So

73d CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 58-60.
58-60.

Mrs.
administratrix of C. E. Liljenquist, deceased;
deceased;
Liljenquist, administratrix
Tura Liljenquist,
Mrs. Tura
Lottie
and H.
N. Smith,
accordance with their
their respective
in accordance
Smith, in
H. N.
Redman; and
Lottie Redman;
interests, the
$8,824.10. Such sum represents
amount
represents the amount
of $8,824.10.
sum of
the sum
interests,
expended
by them
them in
pumping plant and making
making necesnecesa pumping
installing a
in installing
expended by
sary connections
connections to
to bring
water to
Hall
to their land, on the Fort Hall
bring water
sary
Power
Indian Reservation,
amount paid by
by them
them to the Idaho Power
the amount
and the
Reservation, and
Indian
Company during
1927, inclusive,
inclusive, for power to
1920 to 1927,
years 1920
the years
during the
Company
operate said
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
plant: Provided,
pumping plant:
said pumping
operate
appropriated in
in excess
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall be
per centum
of 10
excess of
Act in
this Act
in this
appropriated
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by
or
agent or agents, attorney or
any agent
by any
or received
delivered to
paid
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of services
connection with
with said
rendered in connection
services rendered
attorneys,
claim. It
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
It shall
shall be unlawful
claim.
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
receive any sum of the
or receive
withhold, or
exact, collect,
attorneys,
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
thereof
centum thereof
per centum
in excess
this Act
appropriated in
amount
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any
on
contract
the contrary
Any person
violating
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
contract to
a misdemeanor
the
provisions of
of this
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor
Act shall
this Act
the provisions
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
exceeding
fined in any sum not exceeding
shall be fined
thereof shall
and upon
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, March
13, 1934.
1934.
March 13,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 59.]
59.]
[CHAPTER

1307

MARCH 13,
MARCH
13, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Warren J. Clear.
For the relief of Warren

Provisos.
Proviaos.
Limitation on
on attorattorLimitation
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
ney's,

Penalty for
for violation.
violation.
Penalty

March 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
March
406.]
[S. 406.]

[Private, No.
No. 27.1
27.1
[Private,

and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
Be
warren
United States
States of
of America
That the Secretary
Secretary 11%r
ebn J. Cletl.
Clear. for
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
ReiFifi
mb
ursement for
el

loss of
directed to pay, loss
and directed
of the
the Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
he is
and he
Treasury be,
of
y

out of
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in the Treasury
out
Warren J.
J. Clear,
captain, United
$737
States Infantry, the sum of $737
United States
Clear, captain,
Warren
earthquake and fire of personal
in reimbursement
personal
loss by earthquake
reimbursement for the loss
in
property in
September 1, 1923, while he
in Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan, on or about September
property
was serving
as an
Embassy, Tokyo, Japan.
American Embassy,
attache, American
an attaché,
serving as
was
Approved, March 13, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
60.]
[CHAPTER 60.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Milwaukee
Authorizing
adjustment of
the claim
of the
the Chicago,
Chicago, North
North Shore and Milwaukee
claim of
of the
Authorizing adjustment
Railroad Company.
Company.
Railroad

ur

personal proppersonal

ert
.
ertY.

March 13,
1934.
March
13, 1934.
IS.
Is. 1009.]
I(i9.1
[Private,
No. 28.]
2.]
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
by the
Be
it enacted
i
Chicago,
North
Mourth
CagnO
Che
in Congress
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Comp- Shore
America in
States of
United States
and Milwaukee
Railroad
Company.
Company.
troller
General of
United States
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
directed Railroad
hereby authorized
States is
the United
of the
troller General
Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
materials and labor.
North Shore
Chicago, North
the Chicago,
to
adjust and
and settle
of the
Shore and
and materials
claim of
the claim
settle the
to adjust
Company for reimbursement
Milwaukee
reimbursement for materials
Railroad Company
Milwaukee Railroad
furnished and
labor supplied
supplied in
repairing Chicago
Eastern
Chicago and Eastern
in repairing
and labor
furnished
Illinois
gondola car
car numbered
accidentally damaged
damaged
was accidentally
that was
93962 that
numbered 93962
Illinois gondola
on
July 24,
Government tracks
tracks at Fort Sheriwhile spotted on Government
24, 1928, while
on July
dan,
and to
to allow
exceeding $120.39
$120.39 in full and final
allow not exceeding
Illinois, and
dan, Illinois,
Appropriation.
settlement
There is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any Appropriation.
said claim. There
settlement of said
of
sum
the
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated,
money in the Treasury not otherwise
$120.39,
so much
much thereof
thereof as may
necessary, for payment
payment of
may be necessary,
or so
$120.39, or
said
said claim.
Approved, March
March 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
86657*-34---ra. 2-2
2-2
86637°-34-PT
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731 CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
fil
rr1T A TrreR
[CHAPTER
61.]J1
w

L

March 13, 1934.
March
[S.
[. 1074.]
mX

CHS. 61-64.
61-64.
CHS.

MARCH
13, 1934.
MARCH 13,

AN ACT
ACT

--

Authorizing
of the
claims of
John T. Lennon
Lennon and
and George
George T. Flora.
of John
the claims
adjustment of
Authorizing adjustment

[Private, No. 29.]

r

SESS. IL
II.
SESS.

arAs

John T. Lennon
Lennon and
John
George
T. Flora.
G
Payment to
to.

Paet

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Compassembled, That the CompCongress assembled,
America in
United

troller General
of the
States is
authorized and directed
directed
hereby authorized
is hereby
United States
the United
General of
troller
to
allow
John
T.
Lennon
and
George
T.
Flora
$25
each
in
full
and
full
in
each
$25
Flora
T.
George
and
Lennon
T.
John
allow
to
4 and May
May 4
final settlement
settlement of
their claims
claims for
for blood
blood furnished
May
furnished May
of their
final
11, 1926,
1926, respectively,
Shoppe, a
a
J. Shoppe,
Harvey J.
to Harvey
transfusion to
for transfusion
respectively, for
11,
patient
in a
a Government
Government hospital.
appropriated,
hereby appropriated,
is hereby
There is
hospital. There
patient in
out
of any
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
Treasury not
in the
any money
out of
sum
of $50
for the
the payment
payment of
such claim.
claim.
of such
$50 for
sum of
Approved, March
March 13, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 62.]
62.]
[CHAPTER

March 13, 1934.
March
[S.
1087.]
[S. 10871

,XAa
.....D-DT

[Private,
No. 30.]
Irivawe, INO.
ou.j
William T.
T. Stiles.
william
Payment to.
to.
Payment

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
adjustment of the claim of William T. Stiles.
Stiles.
Authorizing adjustment

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatiees
Senate and House
Be it
assembled, That
United
States of
of America
That the CompCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
troller
General of the United
United States is hereby authorized and
and directed
directed
troller General
furblood
to
settle
and
adjust
the
claim
of
William
T.
Stiles
blood
for
Stiles
T.
William
of
claim
the
adjust
and
to settle
nished October
for transfusion
Charles E.
Williams, aa
E. Williams,
to Charles
transfusion to
1926, for
11, 1926,
October 11,
nished
patient in
to allow
allow in
in full and final
final
and to
hospital, and
Government hospital,
in aa Government
patient
settlement of
of said
claim an
in excess
of $25.
$25. There
There
excess of
not in
amount not
an amount
said claim
settlement
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherany money
out of
is
wise
appropriated, the
the sum
of $25
for the
the payment
payment of such claim.
$25 for
sum of
wise appropriated,
Approved,
March 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
Approved, March
fi.1
APT'ER. 63.]
TrlTI
[CHAPTER
-[---l--

March 13, 1934.
March
IS.
1S47.1
[_. 1347.
1i-.
[Private, No. 311

AN ACT
ACT

For
the relief of Little Rock College, Little Rock,
Rock, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
For the

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by the
Be it
assembled,
Congress
Little Rock
Rock College,
United States
States of America in Congress assembled, That the SecreCollege, United
Little
Ark.
Ark.
and directed
authorized and
be, and he is hereby, authorized
Credit
in
certain
tarY
of
War
directed to
to reopen
reopen
War
of
tary
Credit in certain
F
or
y,
ozrty accounts al- and
allow credit
credit in
in the
property
property accounts of the Little Rock College,
the property
allow
and
lowed.
representing certain
Little
Rock, Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
in the
the sum
sum of $1,451.41,
$1,451.41, representing
certain
Little Rock,
articles of
ordnance, quartermaster,
quartermaster, and engineer property
property for which
of ordnance,
articles
the said
Rock College
College is held liable on reports
reports or surveys, as
Little Rock
said Little
the
follows:
Numbers 7,
11, and
12, approved
approved January
January 13,
13, 1926, and
and 12,
8, 11,
7, 8,
follows: Numbers
1926.
5,
number
10,
approved
January
January
approved
10,
number
Approved,
March 13, 1934.
Approved, March
[CHAPTER 64.]
[CHAPTER
March
March 13, 1934.
[S. 142i.]
14%1
[S.
[Private.
No. 32.1
32.1
[Private, No.

Benjamin
Braznell.
Benjamin Braznell.
Refund of illegally
collected taxes
tallytsto estate
of.

colleted

of.

AN ACT
relief of the estate
estate of Benjamin Braznell.
For the relief

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
Be it
assembled, That the CommisCongress assembled,
in Congress
United States
States of
CommisAmerica in
of America
United
sioner
of Internal
Internal Revenue
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and he is hereby,
be, and
Revenue be,
sioner of
directed to
reopen and allow the claim of the Braddock
Braddock Trust
to reopen
directed
Company,
executor of the estate
estate of Benjamin Braznell,
Braznell, late of PittsCompany, executor
burgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
refund the
$2,323.47, in full settlethe sum of $2,323.47,
and refund
burgh,
ment
of all
all claims
against the
Government of the United States, the
the Government
claims against
ment of
decisions:
balance
of taxes
illegally collected, under
under existing
existing laws and decisions:
taxes illegally
balance of

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 64-66.
64-66.
CHS.
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MARCH
MARCH 13,
13, 1934.

on at.
Liion
Provided,
That no
part of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in fr
the amount
of the
no part
Provided, That
excess
of 10
10 percentum
thereof shall
shall be
delivered to
or torney's,
..,an
wlion
etc., fees.
on at.
etc.,
to or
or delivered
paid or
be paid
percentum thereof
excess of
received by
attorneys, on account
account
by any
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
received
It shall be
of
connection with said claim. It
in connection
services rendered in
of services
unlawful
agent or
agents, attorney
attorneys, to exact,
attorney or attorneys,
or agents,
any agent
for any
unlawful for
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
receive any
appropriated
any sum of the amount appropriated
or receive
collect,
thereof on account
in
this Act
excess of
account of services
services
centum thereof
of 10 per centum
in excess
Act in
in this
rendered
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to the contrary
any contract
connection with
rendered in
Penalty for violation.
forviolation.
notwithstanding.
Any person
the provisions
provisions of this Act Penalty
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall
be deemed guilty
conviction
guilty of aa misdemeanor
shall be
thereof
fined in any
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be fined
shall be
thereof shall
1934.
13,
March
Approved, March
1934.
[CHAPTER
65.]
[CHAPTER 651

AN ACT
Swearingen.
Nannie Swearingen.
For the relief of Nannie

March
13, 1934.
1934.
March 13,
1496.]
[S. 1496.1
[Private, No. 33.]
33.1
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
Nannie Swearingen.
Swearingen.
Nannie
Secretary Payment
Payment to.
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
America in
States of
United
directed to pay,
of
the Treasury
he is
hereby, authorized
pay,
authorized and directed
is hereby,
be, and
and he
Treasury be,
of the
out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and mn
m
of any money in the Treasury
out of
Maximum amount.
amount.
full settlement
settlement against
against the
the Government,
Government, the
month Maximum
sum of $50 per month
the sum
full
in an
exceed $5,000
$5,000 to Nannie Swearingen
Swearingen to comcomto exceed
not to
amount not
an amount
in
pensate her
her for
the death
struck by aaGovhusband, who was struck
of her
her husband,
death of
for the
pensate
Proviso.
ernment-owned
Pro- Limitation
November 26, 1926: Provehicle on November
motor vehicle
postal motor
ernment-owned postal
on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
etc.,
torney's,
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
vided, That
That no
amount appropriated
Act
excess
of the amount
no part of
vided,
of 10
centum thereof
delivered to or received by
by
thereof shall be paid or delivered
per centum
10 per
of
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on account of services
services
attorney or attorneys,
agent or
any
rendered in
in connection
connection with
It shall be unlawful for
with said claim. It
rendered
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, to
collect, withwithexact, collect,
to exact.,
or attorneys,
or agents,
agent or
any
hold, or
receive any
sum of
of the
the amount
appropriated in this Act in
amount appropriated
any sum
or receive
hold,
excess of
centum thereof
on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
thereof on
per centum
10 per
of 10
excess
contrary notwithconnection with
any contract to the contrary
said claim, any
with said
connection
L!?i l.
Penalty
for vil
viohtion.
>lty far
standing. Any
Any person
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be Pert
the provisions
person violating
standing.
shall
thereof
uponl conviction
deemed
conviction
shall
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
of a
guilty of
deenmed guilty
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
be
Approved, March 13, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
PTOVi80.

[CHAPTER
66.]
[CHAPTER 66.]

AN ACT

For
the B. and 0.
Co. Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company.
Company.
For the relief of the

March 13, 1934.
1934.
March
[S. 1782.]
1782.]
[S.
[Private, No. 34.1
311

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
B. and O. ManuUnited States
of America
the CompComp- facturing
farianngdc
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Amverica in
Company.
States of
United
to.
Payment
authorized
is
hereby,
he
troller General
General of
of the
the United
he, and
authorized
y
United States be,
troller
and
to settle
settle and
and adjust
0. Manuthe claim of the B. and 0.
adjust the
directed to
and directed
facturing Company
Company under
contract numbered
numbered 12429,
12429, dated May 28,
28,
under contract
facturing
1929, for
for extra
in recruiting
recruiting material
material for trousers
trousers delivered
delivered
expense in
extra expense
1929,
to
company by
by the
allow not to
and to allow
Department, and
Navy Department,
the Navy
said company
to said
kppropriation.
exceed $1,597.52
$1,597.52 in
in full
full and
settlement of
of said
claim. There
There is Appropriation.
said claim.
final settlement
and final
exceed
otherhereby
appropriated,
out.
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
Treasury
the
in
hereby appropriated, out of any money
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
suni of
$1,597.52, or
may
or so much thereof as may
of $1,597.52,
wise
Proviso.
be
to pay
said claim:
tt
Provided, That no part of the L'
claim: Provided,
said
at.
pay i
on
atLimitation
necessary, to
be necessary,
ion
on
etc.,
torney's,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
n this
this Act
Act in
excess of
centum thereof
thereof
etc., fees.
fees.
per centum
10 per
of 10
in excess
amount
shall be
be paid
paid or
received by any agent or agents,
to or received
delivered to
or delivered
shall
connection
rendered in connection
attorney
attorneys, on
services rendered
of services
account of
on account
or attorneys,
attorney or
with
said claim.
be unlawful
unlawful for
agents, attoragent or agents,
any agent
for any
It shall
shall be
claim. It
with said
P

Pa

ment to.

°
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ney
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
of
any sum of
withhold, or receive
receive any
attorneys, to
to exact,
ney or
or attorneys,
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
centum
the amount
this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
rendered in connection
connection with said
said
thereof on account of services
services rendered
Penalty for violation.
violation. claim, any
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
person
provisions of this
violating the provisions
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aa
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, March
March 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 67.]
67.]
March 13,
1934.
March
13,1934.
[S.
2201.]
[8. 2201.]
[Private, No. 35.]

AN ACT
ACT
For
Company.
For the relief of the Neill
Neill Grocery Company.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assem,bled,
assembled, That the Secretary
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money
for of the Treasury is authorized
appropriated, to
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Neill
Neill Grocery
to the
Grocery
Company,
Virginia, the
the sum
sum of
$2,531.97. Such
Such
Company, Wheeling,
Wheeling, West
West Virginia,
of $2,531.97.
sum
represents the amount
amount of a
a fine and court
court costs paid on such
such
sum represents
date, by such company,
violating
conviction for violating
company, pursuant
pursuant to aa conviction

Neill Grocery CornCorRehnbursement
Rimbursement
cts, etc.
court costs,

Vol.

of the
the Lever
Lever Act
Act of
of August
certain provisions of
August 10,
1917, as
as amended,
10 1917,
amended,

27
Vol. 40, p.. 270

Supreme Court a
prior to the declaration
declaration by the Supreme
of the United States
of
of the
the invalidity
invalidity of
of such
such provisions.
provisions.
Approved, March 13, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 68.]

March 14, 14.
1934.
[S. 407.]
[.
[Private, No. 86.]
[Private,
36.1

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Willie B. Cleverly.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
and he is
and directed
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to pay,
appropriated, to
out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to
Willie B. Cleverly the sum of $124.28,
$124.23, in full settlement
settlement of all claims
Government of the United States for money expended
against the Government
which
by him in doctor's and hospital bills growing out
out of an injury which
temporary
he received
received while in the
the performance
performance of his duties as temporary
.Allerton Station of the United States Coast
Coast
surfman at the Point Allerton
Guard on January
January 13,
13, 1924,
1924, at which
which time the said
said Cleverly
Cleverly was
was
- filling a vacancy in the personnel at that station: Provided, That
att- filling a vacancy in the personnel at that station: Provided, That

Willie B. Cleverly.
Reimbursement for
Reimbursement
medical, etc., expenses.

medical, etc.,

Proviso.
Limtatifon
Limitation on
torney's, etc., fees.

etc.,

no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
per
no
the amount
excess of
10 per

centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
account of services renrenagent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
dered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It shall be
be unlawful for any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
appropriated in
or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this Act
Act in excess
excess
of 10 per centum thereof
thereof on account of services rendered
rendered in concontract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
nection with said
said claim, any contract

Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
shall be
guilty
Penalty forviolation. Any
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty

Penalty for violation.

of
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall
sum
$1,000.
sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, March
March 14, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 74.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
74-76.
CHS. 74-76.
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MARCH

AN ACT
ACT

Indemnity Company
For the relief
relief of the Great American
Company of New York.
American Indemnity

March
March 23, 1934.
1934.
[S. 356.1
338.1
[I.
[Private, No. 37.1
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it

United States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Inreit
G reat A
no erice n
American
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United
money of
of
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
of New
New York.
York.
to pay,
directed to
and directed
is authorized
authorized and
Treasury is
the Treasury
of the
buebenod. on
the Great
to the
appropriated, to
in
the Treasury
Great American
American toreitemd
fortrZbbura=.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
in d em n it

om

Pa"

Indemnity
Company of
New York
representing
$18,000, representing
York the sum of $18,000,
of New
Indemnity Company
forfeited bail
the
paid by
surety on the forfeited
company as surety
by such company
amount paid
the amount
bonds
defendants in criminal
criminal proceedings
brought by the
proceedings brought
of four defendants
bonds of
United States,
who surrendered
surrendered the day
day after
the entry
entry of the judgafter the
States, who
United
ments upon
such bonds
bonds and
were subsequently
tried, convicted, and
subsequently tried,
and were
upon such
ments
sentenced.
Approved,
Approved, March 23, 1934.
[CHAPTER 75.]
75.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
of Albert N. Eichenlaub,
For the
Eichenlaub, alias Albert
Albert N.
N. Oakleaf.
Oakle,af.
relief of
the relief
For

March
2, 1934.
March 23,
1934.
[H.R. 891.]
891.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 38.1
381

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the
the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
in the
the adminisadminis- Albert
Albert N. EichenCongress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
hnbias
N.
Albert N.
altas Albert
laub,
oakleaf.
tration
any laws
laws conferring
privileges, and benefits upon —
o
,
eat
conferring rights, privileges,
of any
tration of
MilRary record corhonorably
discharged soldiers
Albert N. roe iitary record corEichenlaub, alias Albert
Albert N. Eichenlaub,
soldiers Albert
honorably discharged
Oakleaf, who
was a
member of
G, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
Company G,
of Company
a member
who was
Oakleaf,
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
Company K, Seventeenth
United
Seventeenth Regiment
and Company
Infantry, and
Volunteer
States Infantry,
Infantry, shall
be held
held and
and considered
considered to have been
been
hereafter be
shall hereafter
States
honorably
disnlarged from
military service of the United States
from the military
honorably discharged
1900:
22d day of October 1900:
as
member of
of that organization
organization on the 221
as aa member
pay t.
Provided,
back pay,
pension, or allowance
allowance shall
shall be Proviso.
pay, pension,
no bounty,
bounty, back
That no
Provided, That
No back pay, etc.
of this
held
prior to
to the
the passage
passage of
this Act.
Act.
accrued prior
to have
have accrued
held to
Approved, March 23, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 76.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
relief of
of Frank
Frank D.
D. Whitfield.
Whitfield.
the relief
For

March
23, 1934.
1934.
March 23,
[H.R. 1015.]
If'iR. 1016.1
[Private,
No.
39.]
39.1
[Private,

the
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Whitfield.
D.rWhitfield.
Frnk D.
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in the
the Frank
That in
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
administration
of any
any laws
conferring rights,
privile ges, and
Ml
litar
y record OMand benefits
benefits rected.
recte
d.
rights, privileges,
laws conferring
administration of
upon
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers
soldiers Frank
served
Whitfield, who served
Frank D. Whitfield,
upon honorably
and Twenty-third
as a
private in
in Company
Company F,
One Hundred
Hundred and
Twenty-third RegiRegiF, One
as
a private
ment
Infantry, Army
serial number 1348550, shall
Army serial
States Infantry,
United States
ment United
hereafter
held and
to have
discharged
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
considered to
and considered
be held
hereafter be
from
the military
March 14,
14, 1921:
1921:
on March
States on
United States
the United
of the
service of
military service
from the
Provided,
That no
back pay,
pension, allowance,
allowance, or
or any
Proviao.
any Proio.
pay, pension,
bounty, back
no bounty,
Proviued, That
payment
under the
the World
World War
War Veterans'
1924 ,as
as No
back pay, etc.
Nbkpet
Act, 1924,
Veterans' Act,
provided under
payment provided
amended, the
the World
World War
Compensation Act,
1924, as
as vol.
as, pp. 607,
7, 121.
121.
Vol. 43,
Act, 1924,
Adjusted Compensation
War Adjusted
amended,
amended, or
or other
other benefit
whatsoever to
to which
which said
may be
person may
said person
benefit whatsoever
amended,
or become
become entitled
by law,
held to
have accrued
accrued prior
prior
to have
be held
shall be
law, shall
to by
entitled to
or
to
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
to the
1934.
Approved,
March 23,
23, 1934.
Approved, March
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CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
77.]
[CHAPTER 77.]

March 23, 1934.
March
[H.R. 1413.]
[H.R.
1413.1
[Private, No. 40.]
[Private,
40.]

Leonard
L. Dilger.
Leonard L.
Military
corMilitary record corrected.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No back pay,
pay, etc.

[Private, No. 42.]
[Private,

ACT
AN ACT

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of James
James Wallace.

Be it
enacted by
Senate and House of
it enacted
by the Sen,ate
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That in
in the
the adminadminassembled, That
istration of any laws conferring
conferring rights, privileges,
and benefits
upon
privileges, and
benefits upon
discharged soldiers James Wallace,
honorably disciarged
who was
member of
of
Wallace, who
was aamember
Troop K, Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and who
who was
was
honorably
January 17,
honorably discharged
discharged therefrom on January
and reenlisted
reenlisted
17, 1902,
1902, and
April
April 8, 1902, in Troop
Troop K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
United States
Cavalry,
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
shall hereafter
hereafter be
held and
and considered
to have
have been
disbe held
considered to
been honorably
honorably dismilitary service
charged from the military
of the
United States
as aa private
service of
the United
States as
private
of that organization
organization. on June
June 22,
22, 1902,
and notwithstanding
any
1902, and
notwithstanding any
provisions
contrary in
provisions to the contrary
the Act
Act relating
relating to
to pensions
pensions approved
in the
approved
April 26, 1898,
1898, as amended
amended by the Act approved
approved May
May 11,
1908:
11, 1908:
Provided, That
That no bounty,
Provided,
bounty, back pay, pension, or allowance
allowance shall
shall be
be
held to have
have accrued
accrued prior to the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 23,
23, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 79.]
[CHAPTER
79.]

March 23,
23, 1934.
March
[H.R.
[H.R. 2743.]

MARCH 23,
23, 1934.
1934.
MARCH

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
in Congress
That in
in the
the adminadministration of any laws conferring
conferring rights, privileges,
and benefits
upon
privileges, and
benefits upon
honorably discharged
honorably
discharged soldiers Leonard
Leonard L.
L. Dilger,
was a
a memDilger, who
who was
member of Company L,
L, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, shall
shall
United States
hereafter be held
hereafter
held and considered
honorably discharged
discharged
considered to
to have
have been
been honorably
from the military
military service
service of the United
United States
States as
as a
amember
member of
of that
that
organization
organization on the
the 25th
25th day of
September 1899:
Provided, That
no
of September
1899: Provided,
That no
bounty, back pay, pension,
pension, or allowance
allowance shall be
be held
held to
have accrued
accrued
to have
prior to the passage
of this
passage of
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
23, 1934.
Approved, March
March 23,
1934.
[CHAPTER 78.1
[CHAPTER
78.]

Proviso.
Proviso.
No back pay, etc.
etc.

CHS. 77-79.
CHS.
77-79.

For the relief of Leonard
Leonard L.
L. Dilger.
Dilger.

March 23, 1934.
March
[H.R. 2870.]
2670.]
[Private, No.
No. 41.]
RIEENC Wallace.
James
Military
Military record eorcorrected.
rected.

SESS.
IL
SESS. II.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of William
William M. Stoddard.
Stoddard.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
wi]iam
&Go- United States of Ameri
illiam M.
M. Stod- United
dard.
ca in
i
n C
ongress assem
bled, That
That in
in the
the
of America
Congress
assembled,
Military
rected.
Military record cor- admini
st
ra ti on o
aws con
ferri
ng r
i
ghts, privileges,
privileges, and benefits
administration
offany
any l
laws
conferring
rights,
and benefits
upon honorably
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers William M.
upon
Stoddard, who
who was
was
M. Stoddard,
aa member of Company
Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, shall hereafter
hereafter be held
and considered
to have
have been
been honhonheld and
considered to
orably
discharged from
orably discharged
from the military service
service of the United
United States
States as
as
aa member
member of that organization
organization on the 25th day of February,
February, 1899:
1899:
Noi
yetc. Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That
back pay,
pay, pension,
pens i
on, or
l
lowance shall
be
That no
no bounty,
bounty, back
or a
allowance
shall be
No back pay, etc.
held to have accrued prior
prior to
to the
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the passage
Approved,
Approved, March
March 23,
23, 1934.
1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 80.]

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 80-82.

1313
1313

MARCH 23,
MARCH
23, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT
ACT
Simmons.
For the relief of Seth B. Simmons.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That in the
United
States of America
America in

23, 1934.
1934.
March 23,
[H.R. 3072.]
[H.R.
43.1
[Private, No. 43.]
Seth B. Simmons.
B
Military
record cor-

Seth Sirons.

benefits rected.
administration of
of any
any laws
laws conferring
and benefits
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
conferring rights,
administration

upon
honorably discharged
was
soldiers Seth
Seth B.
B. Simmons,
Simmons, who
who was
upon honorably
discharged soldiers
a
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
Cavalry,
United States Cavalry,
M, Fifth
a member
member of Company
Company M,
hereafter be held and considered to have been honorably
honorably disshall hereafter
charged from the military service
member
a member
service of
of the
the United
United States as a
charged
of December
December 1908:
day of
of that
the 15th
15th day
1908: Provided,
Provided,
organization on
on the
of
that organization
back pay, pension,
pension, or allowance
allowance shall be held to have
no bounty,
bounty, back
That no
accrued prior to the passage of this Act.
accrued
March 23, 1934.
1934.
Approved, March
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 81.]
81.]

AN ACT
ACT
Herod.
For the relief of William Herod.

Proviso.
No back

o

oSa.ayetc
pay,
etc.

March 23,
23, 1934.
[H.R. 3780.]
44.1
[Private, No. 44.]

enacted by the
of Representatives
the
and House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and

William Herod.
wlliam
PaymentHerod.
to, for personal injuries.
injuries.
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is
directed to pay, sona
authorized and directed
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of the
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
out
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
out of
settlement of all claims
claims
$4,000 in full settlement
the sum of $4,000
William Herod
Herod the
sustained
injuries sustained
the Government
Government of the United States for injuries
against the
operated by the
by
automobile truck owned and operated
by being
being injured by an automobile
Post Office
Department: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
the amount
amount Proviso.
Post
Office Department:
Limitation
attorThat no
of the
on attor
imitation on
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,
thereof shall be ney's,
appropriated
in this
Act in
excess of
centum thereof
10 per centum
of 10
in excess
this Act
appropriated in
paid
or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
paid or
attorneys,
on account
rendered in connection
connection with said
services rendered
account of services
attorneys, on
claim. It
attorney or
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
shall be unlawful
It shall
claim.
withhold, or receive
attorneys,
collect, withhold,
receive any sum of the
attorneys, to exact, collect,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
excess of 10
centum thereof
10 per
per centum
in excess
this Act
amount
on account
of services
services rendered
any
with said claim, any
in connection
connection with
rendered in
on
account of
Penalty for violation.
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating the Penaltyforviolation
to the
the contrary
contract
a misdemeanor
misdelleanol and
provisions of
of this
guilty of a
and
deemned guilty
shall be
be deemed
Act shall
this Act
provisions
upon conviction
thereof shall
fined in
in any
exceeding
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
any sum
suIn not
not exceedlilng
$1,000.
Approved,
1934.
23, 1934.
March 23,
Approved, March

Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United
United States
States of
in Congress

[CHAPTER
82.]
[CHAPTER 82.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
the relief
relief of
of Calvin
Calvin M.
M. Head.
Head.
For

March 23,
23, 1934.
[H.R.
5163.]
[H.R. 51831
45.]
[Private, No. 45.]

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the Calvin M. Head.
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
United
of America
in. Congress
Congress acssembled,
assembled, That
sum of
21
yvin
in eNiM
:10Es
of Payment
the sum
That the
to, forI
loss
Amnrica in
States of
United States
automobile.
$350
hereby, appropriated
appropriated out of
the Treas- of
of automobile.
money in the
of any
any money
and is
is hereby,
be, and
$350 be,
ury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
Head,
the relief
relief of Calvin M. Head,
not otherwise
ury
chief of
of police
of Alma,
whose car was burned
burned by bootGeorgia, whose
Alma, Georgia,
police of
chief
leggers while
he was
enforcement officers
destruction of
of
in destruction
officers in
was assisting
assisting enforcement
while he
leggers
stills
where automobile
was parked
at roadside.
roadside.
parked at
automobile was
from where
distance from
some distance
stills some
Such sum
shall be
in full
full settlement
of all
all claims
the Gov- Proviso.
claims against the
settlement of
be in
sum shall
Such
ernment
of the
States: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
L" .
t:tion on
amount Limitation
of the amount
no part
That no
United States:
the United
ernment of
on attorattorappropriated in
in this
Act in
excess of
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
be ney's, etc., fees.
fees.
centum thereof
10 per
of 10
in excess
this Act
appropriated
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by
or agents,
attorney or
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
by any
or received
delivered to
paid
attorneys,
services rendered
connection with said
rendered in connection
of services
account of
on account
attorneys, on
claim. It
It shall
shall be
any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
be unlawful
unlawful for any
claim.

1314
1314

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

Penalty for violation.
Pennity
violation,

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS. 82,
82, 83,
83, 85.
MARCH 23,
23, 25,1934.
25, 1934.
CHS.
85. MARCH

attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
or receive
any sum
sum of
of the
the
withhold, or
receive any
appropriated in
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
in excess
centum thereof
thereof
this Act
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
account of
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
said claim,
claim, any
any
connection with
with said
contract to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
be fined
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, March
March 23,
1934.
Approved,
23, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 83.]
83.]

March
March 23,
23, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 7229.]
7229.1
[Private, No. 46.]
461
[Private,

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the
the estate
estate of
of Victor
Victor L.
Berger, deceased.
deceased.
L. Berger,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States
States of America in.
assembled, That
be paid
paid
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That there
there be
out of any money in the Treasury of the
United States
States not
not otherotherthe United
to be paid to estate of. wise appropriated, to the legal heirs of the estate of Victor L.
to be paid to estate of.
wise appropriated, to the legal heirs of the estate of Victor L.
Berger,
Berger, deceased, the sum of $9,856.12,
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims
$9,856.12, in
in full settlement
against the Government
Government of the United States, the same
same being the
the
unpaid balance, and without interest, of the salary
salary to
to which
which the
the
said Victor L. Berger
Berger would have been entitled
entitled as aa member of
of
Congress in the Sixty-sixth Congress,
been regureguCongress, to which
which he had
had been
larly and duly elected
elected but denied
denied his seat therein
because of
of his
contherein because
his conviction for an alleged violation
violation of the Espionage
Espionage Act,
which conconAct, which
viction was subsequently
subsequently reversed
reversed by the
States Supreme
the United States
Supreme
Court, and the indictments
nolle prossed on January
indictments none
23, 1923,
1923, in
in
January 23,
the United States District Court for the
Northern District
of
Illithe
Northern
District
of
IlliProviso.
Prrow.
Limitation on
on attorProvided, That no part of the
the amount
amoun t appropriated
appropri
at
ed in
i
n this
thi s
Limitation
attor- nois: Provided,
ney's,
fees.
nay's, etc.,
etc., fees.
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
to
or delivered
delivered to
or received by any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
on account
account
or attorneys
attorneys, on
of services rendered in connection with
said claim.
It shall
be
with said
claim. It
shall be
unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, colcolattorneys, to
lect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the
appropriated in
the amount appropriated
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof on account
centum thereof
account of
of services
services
rendered
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
contract to
to the contrary
contrary
Penalty for violation.
Penalty for violation. notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
Any person
person violating
shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, March 23,
23, 1934.
1934.
Victor L.
L. Berger.
Berger.
Victor
Balance of tutiery
Balance
salary as
a Member
a
Member of Congress,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 85.]
85.]
March 25,1934.
25, 1934.

[H.R. 3554.]
[H.R.
354.]
[Private, No. 47.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Pinkie
Osborne.
Pinkie Osborne.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of

Pinkie Osborne.
Pymlent
States of
in Congress
Paymenttsor
to, for perPer- United
United States
of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
th e S
ecret
ar y
assembled, That
Secretary
sonai
injuries.
of the
sonal injuries,
of
the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay, out
out of
of

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Pinkie
money
Pinkie
Osborne, of Elizabethtown,
Elizabethtown, Hardin County,
County, Kentucky
sum of
of
Kentucky,, the
the sum
$2,500
$2 2500 in full settlement
settlement o
ll c
l
ai
m against
aga i
nst the
the United
United States
States for
for
offa
all
claim
injuries arising out of a
a gunshot wound inflicted by the
discharge
the discharge
Proviso.
Piion
ttor of a
a machine gun at Ehzabethtown
Limitation o
on attorElizabethtown on
on April
April 6,
6, 1918:
1918: Provided,
Provided,
ney's, etc.,
fees.
That no part of the amount appropriated
eta., e.
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
paid
be paid
or delivered
delivered or received
received by any agent or agents, attorney
or attorattorattorney or
services rendered
neys, on account of services
rendered in connection
connection with said
said claim.
claim.
It shall be unlawful
It
unlawful for any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold or receive any sum of
of the
the amount
amount approappropriated in
priated
in this Act on account of services
services rendered in connection
connection

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

CHS.85,91,101,2.94
II.
SESS.
CONGRESS.
II. CH&
85,
101, 122.
85, 91,
91,101,122.
II.
CHS.
SESS.

March 25-27, 1934.
Ma73d
April 13, 1934.
April 13, 1934.

with
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
the contrary
any contract
claim, any
with said
said claim,
person
violating the
provisions of
deemed guilty
Act shall be
be deemed
of this Act
the provisions
person violating
of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined any
shall be
and upon
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
Approved,
25, 1934.
1934.
March 25,
Approved, March
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 91.]

A
· n'-n
A Xr
AN
AlN ACT
A.I

To
other expenses
arising from an injury
expenses arising
payment of hospital and other
authorize the payment
To authorize
to
Glass.
to Florence
Florence Glass.

1315
1315
Penalty for violation.
for violation.
Penalty

March
March 26, 1934.

[H.R. 5228.]
5228.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 48.]
[Private, No. 48.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Florence Glass.
United
States of
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Payment
Florence Glasds.
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United States
to designated creditors
creditors of, for
for
money nated
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
authorized and
of
hospital, etc., services.
to the
the following
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, to
following credicredi- hospital, etc., services.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in
tors of
Florence Glass
amounts specified
after their
their names:
names: Davis
specified after
the amounts
Glass the
of Florence
tors
Memorial Hospital,
West Virginia,
W. E.
Doctor W.
$65.74; Doctor
Virginia, $65.74;
Elkins, West
Hospital, Elkins,
Memorial
Whiteside,
Virginia, $6;
$6; Doctor
Benjamine Ira
Ira
Doctor Benjamine
West Virginia,
Parsons, West
Whiteside, Parsons,
Golden,
Elkins, West
West Virginia,
$30; John
John W. Minear,
West
Parsons, West
Minear, Parsons,
Virginia, $30;
Golden, Elkins,
Virginia, $7.
be paid
full settlement
settlement of all claims
paid in
in full
sums shall
shall be
Such sums
$7. Such
Virginia,
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid creditors
against Florence
Florence Glass in full settlement
settlement
creditors against
of
of
claims against
against the
Government of
of the
arising out
out
States arising
United States
the United
the Government
of all
all claims
of injuries
injuries sustained
by her
on February
February 2,
2, 1931,
1931, when
was struck
struck
she was
when she
her on
sustained by
of
by
stone during
during the
construction of
road in the Mononof aa road
the construction
a large
large stone
by a
gahela National
National Forest
Virginia.
in West Virginia.
Forest in
gahela
Approved, March 26,
26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 101.]
101.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
.-.I...

rendered to an officer of
services rendered
To authorize
authorize full
full settlement
professional services
for professional
settlement for
To
the United
United States Army.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representanties
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
assembled, That the SecreC'olngr'ss assembled,
United Statcs
States of America in Congress
United
tary
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
tary of the Treasury
money
pay to
to Doctor
Walter E.
$1,000 out of any
any money
suim of $1,000
E. Dandy
)anldy the sum
I)octor Walter
pay
for
in
Treasury not otherwise
settlement for
lapprlopriate( in full settlenment
otherwise appropriated
in the
the Treasury
professional services
services rendered
1928, to Major
Major Frank
26, 1928,
on 'November
November 26,
rendered on
professional
Infantry, United
United States Army.
Army, who was
was suffering
suffering
Schnedler, Infantry,
V. Schneider,
from a
a rare
obscure disease
disease contracted in the line of duty, the
rare and obscure
from
said services
services resulting
resulting in
restoration to full duty of the
the cure and restoration
in the
said
said Major
Major Frank
V. Schneider.
Frank V.
said
Approved, March 27,
27, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 122.]

AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Manuel
Merritt.
Manuel Merritt.
For

March 27,
March
27, 1934.
[H.R. 257.]
257.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 49.]
49.]
[Private, No.
Dr.
Walter
E.
Dr.
Walter
E.
Dandy.
Dandy.
Payment to,
to, for
for proproPayment
fessional services.
fe.ssional
services.

April 13,
1934.
April
13, 1934.
[S. 552.]
[S.
552.]
[Private,
No. 50.]
50.]
[Private, No.

the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and House of
by the
enacted by
Be
Manuel
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
That the Secretary
anuel Merritt.
Merritt
Secretary R
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
United
eim
burse ment
Reimbursement,
funds.
postal
authorized and directed
of the
the Treasury
directed to pay, lost
lost e
p
i
os
m talgn
d
and he is hereby, authorized
be, and
Treasury be,
of
out of
of any
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
not otherwise
in the
money in
any money
out
in
the Government,
Government, the sum of $40.20 to
to
against the
settlement against
in full
full settlement
Manuel Merritt
of loss
loss sustained
sustained in postal
postal
amount of
of amount
in payment
payment of
Merritt in
Manuel
funds by
by the
National Bank
Bank of Roff,
Roff,
the First
First National
and closing of the
failure and
the failure
funds
Oklahoma.
Approved,
Approved, April 13, 1934.

for
for

1316
1316

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 123.]
123.]
[CHAPTER

April
13, 1934.
April 13,
[S.
2006.1
[S. 2006.1
[Private,
51.]
[Private. No. 51.1
Della
Della

D.
D.
decker.

LedenLeden-

License to
Liense
to practice
practice
chfropractic in
chiropractic
in the
the DisDistrict of Columbia.
rictf

olumbia.

Vol.
Vol. 45,
waived.
waived.

p.

1335,
1335,

CRS. 123-125.
123-125.
CHS.

APRIL 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
APRIL

AN ACT
ACT
Ledendecker.
relief of Della D. Ledendecker.
For the relief

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representative of
the
of the
of Representative
House of
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
U
ni
te d States
Stat
es o
meri
ca in
i
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl ed, That
That the
the ComComoff A
America
United
mission
Practice the Healing
Healing Art in the District
District
to Practice
on Licensure
Licensure to
mission on
of
Columbia
is
hereby
authorized
to
license
Della
D.
Ledendecker
D.
Ledendecker
Della
of Columbia is hereby authorized to license
to
practice chiropractic
in said
District under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the
said District
chiropractic in
to practice
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
practice of
healing art to
of the healing
the practice
regulate the
Act to
to regulate
Act
protect
Columbia ",
approved
", approved
protect the public health in the District of Columbia
February 27,
requiring
the provision therein requiring
27, 1929,
1929, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
February
applications
from candidates
candidates for
practice chiropractic
to
chiropractic to
for licenses
licenses to practice
applications from
be
said
the date of the approval of said
within ninety
ninety days from the
be filed within
condition that said Della D. Ledendecker
shall otherwise
Ledendecker shall
Act, and on condition
be
practice under the
be found
found by said commission to be qualified to practice
provisions
Act.
provisions of said Act.
Approved, April 13, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 124.]

April
1984.
April 13,
13, 1934.
[S.
2324.]
[S. 2324.]
[Private, No. 52.]
[Private,

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

AN
AN ACT

For the relief
relief of the Noank Shipyard,
Shipyard, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the Senate and
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
United
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and he
of
the Treasury
of the United States
in the
the Treasury
out of
of any
money in
Treasury of
States not otherwise
any money
out
appropriated,
Noank Shipyard,
Shipyard, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of
of Noank,
Noank,
to the
the Noank
appropriated, to
in full settlement
Connecticut,
of $1,700,
$1,700, in
settlement of all claims
sum of
the sum
Connecticut, the
payagainst the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
to complete
complete the
the payStates, to
United States,
against
ment
to the
the said
bill for
for repairs
repairs
Incorporated, of
of aabill
Shipyard, Incorporated,
said Noank
Noank Shipyard,
ment to
which
W-971—qm-247, dated
dateI
contract numbered
numbered W-971-qm-247,
completed under
under contract
which itit completed
January
7, 1928,
1928, of
of Quartermaster
Quartermaster Department
Department on
on Army
Army mine
mine
January 7,
planter
Brigadier General
General Absalom
Absalom Baird,
sum represents
represents a
which sum
a
Baird, which
planter Brigadier
penalty
of $100
seventeen days'
delay in
in delivery
delivery
days' alleged
alleged delay
per day
day for
for seventeen
$100 per
penalty of
Baird after
completion of repairs,
of said
of
said steamship
steamship Baird
after completion
repairs, said delay being
being
due to
causes partly
to acts
acts of
Government agents
agents and
of Government
partly attributable
attributable to
to causes
due
Proviso.
Proviso.
wholly beyond
control of
of the
the contractor:
contractor: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
beyond the
the control
wholly
Limitation on at.
in this Act in excess of 10 per
amount appropriated
appropriated in
at- part
the amount
torneys', etc.,
etc., fees.
part of
of the
torneys',
centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
to or
or received
received by
by any
agent
any agent
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
centum thereof
in
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
on account
attorney or
or attorneys,
or
connection with
with said
said claim.
shall be
for any
any agent
agent or
or
be unlawful
unlawful for
claim. It
It shall
connection
agents, attorney
attorney or
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
agents,
any
sum. of
of the
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
this Act
of 10
any sum
the amount
amount appropriated
per
thereof on
on account
services rendered
in connection
connection
rendered in
account of
of services
per centum
centum thereof
with said
said claim,
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
to the
the contrary
any contract
claim, any
with
Penalty
violati on- Any person
Penalty for violation.
person violating
violating the
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
the provisions
provisions of
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined
upon conviction
guilty
misdemeanor and
in any
any sum
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
in
Approved,
1934.
April 13,
13, 1934.
Approved, April

Noank
rd,
Noank Shipya:
Shipyard,
Incorporated.
Incorporated.
to.
Payment th.

[CHAPTER 125.1
125.]
[CHAPTER
13, 1934.
April 13,
[H.R. 305.]
305.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 53.1]
53.]
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT
Ernest B. Butte.
For the relief of Ernest

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Be it
by the
Senate and
the adminStates of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
in the
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Ernest
B Btte or. United

Ernest B. Butte.
Military record corrected.
r
cted.

istration of any laws conferring
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits upon
honorably
discharged soldiers
Ernest B.
Butte, late
late of
of Company
L,
honorably discharged
soldiers Ernest
B. Butte,
Company L,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CIIS. 125-127.
125-127.
CHS.

APRIL
APRIL 13, 1934.

Twenty-ninth
States Infantry,
Infantry, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
United States
Regiment United
Twenty-ninth Regiment
held
and considered
have been
been honorably
discharged from the
honorably discharged
to have
considered to
held and
military
service of
the United
of that organizaprivate of
as a
a private
States as
United States
of the
military service
tion
the 13th
13th day
of March
Provided, That no bounty, back
March 1906: Provided,
day of
tion on
on the
pay, pension,
pension, or
or allowance
allowance shall
accrued prior to
to
to have accrued
shall be held to
pay,
the
passage of
this Act.
of this
the passage
Approved, April
April 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 1261
126.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief
of Lucy
Murphy.
Lucy Murphy.
relief of
For the

1317
1317

Proviso.
No back
back pay.
pay, etc.
etc.

April
13, 1934.
1934.
April 13,
[H.R.
469.]
H.R. 469.]
[Private,
No. 64.]
54.1
[Private, No.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
Lucy Murphy.
United States
America in
in Congress
That the
parreunrehl..
Secretary Payment
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United
0, for
for
to,
death
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
death
of husband.
husband.
to
pay,
directed
and
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
appropriated, to
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
money in
out
Lucy Murphy
Murphy the
settlement of all claims
full settlement
in full
of $5,000
$5,000 in
sum of
the sum
Lucy
against
the Government
Government of
reimbursement to
to
of the United States as reimbursement
against the
her for
by her
death of
Maurice
of her husband, Maurice
in the death
her in
suffered by
loss suffered
the loss
for the
her
Murphy, whose
death occurred
occurred on
1929, without fault
fault on
on April 21, 1929,
whose death
Murphy,
a trimotored
his
part or
on her part, through
through the
the collision
collision of a
trimotored Ford
or on
his part
airplane
belonging to
to the
Maddux Air Lines, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of Los
the Maddux
airplane belonging
5-AT-10, license numAngeles, California,
bearing factory number 5—AT-10,
California, bearing
Angeles,
bered
NC 9636,
San Diego,
California, with an airplane belongbelongDiego California,
near San
9636, near
bered NC
ing to
the War
War Department
Department of
the United
United States, which was then
of the
to the
ing
Lieutenand there
there operated
in a
and negligent
negligent manner by Lieutena wrongful
wrongful and
operated in
and
ant Howard
Howard Keefer,
Keefer, a
a United
there flying
United States pilot, then and there
ant
under orders
and in
in line
line of
of duty:
duty: Provided,
Proviso.
That no part of the Proi*o.
Provided, That
orders and
under
Limitation
attor
Limitation on attorthereof ners,
ney's, etc.,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
centum thereof
etc., fees.
fees.
excess of 10 per centum
in excess
this Act
in this
amount
shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or received by any agent or agents,
paid or
shall be
attorney or
account of
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
of services
on account
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
attorney
with said
said claim.
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorclaim. It
with
ney or
to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum of
exact, collect,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
ney
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centuni
amount appropriated
the amount
thereof
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said
thereof on
Penalty for
for violaPenalty
claim, any
contract to
to the contrary
person tions.
notwithstanding. Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
claim,
Wire;
a
of
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
a
guilty
deemed
violating the provisions of this Act shall be
misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
any
and upon
misdemeanor and
sum
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
Approved,
April 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER 127.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
of Primo
Tiburzio.
Primo Tiburzio.
relief of
For the

April 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
April
[H.R. 881.]
881.1
[H.R.
[Private,
No.
56.]
[Private, No. 55.1

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
Primo Tiburzio.
Tiburzio. for
Secretary Primo
United
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United States
Compensation
death
daughter.
of daughter.
pay, death of
of
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
is hereby,
he is
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
out
money in
in the
appropriated. to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
of any
any money
out of
Primo Tiburzio,
Tiburzio, of
of Columbus,
the sum
sum of $1,000 in full
full settlesettleOhio, the
Columbus, Ohio,
Primo
ment
all claims
the Government
Government of
of the
United States, as
the United
against the
claims against
of all
ment of
compensation for
for the
death of
daughter, Mary
Tiburzio, who
Mary Tiburzio,
his daughter,
of his
the death
compensation
was killed
when struck
a United
United States mail truck on Septemby a
struck by
killed when
was
Proviso.
ber
1930: Provided,
part of
the amount
on atter.
tto.
tion on
appropriated Limitation
amount appropriated
of the
That no
no part
Provided, That
ber 18,
18, 1930:
ney's,
etc., fes.
fees.
in
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
or ney's,etc.,
be paid
centum thereof
10 per
in this
delivered to
or received
by any
any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
received by
to or
delivered
on
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
It
said claim. It
with said
in connection
connection with
on account
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, to
to
agent or
for any
shall

1318
1318

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
CBS. 127-130.
127-130.
II. CHS.
SESS.

APRIL 13,
13, 1934.
APRIL

exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
of the
the amount appropriapproprisum of
exact, collect,
ated
in this
Act in
excess of
of 10
thereof on
on account
account of
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
in excess
this Act
ated in
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
to the
the
any contract
in connection
services
Penalty
violation, contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions
Any person
fr violation.
Penalty for
of this
shall be
be deemed
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon
guilty of
deemed guilty
Act shall
this Act
of
conviction
shall be
in any
any sum
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
fined in
be fined
thereof shall
conviction thereof
Approved, April 13, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
128.]
[CHAPTER 128.]
April 13,13,
1934.
4.
April13,

[H.R.
1403.]
F.R. 1403.]
[Private, No. 0.]
56.1
[Private,

AN
AN ACT
relief of David I.
I. Brown.
the relief
For the

the
by
of Representatives
Be it
enacted b
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of
by the
it enacted
Be

David L
I. Brown.
David
States o
America in
assembled, That
That in the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
United States
Military service
service coradministration
o any
laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and benefits
benefits
any laws
rected.
administration of

Proviso.
Proveiso.
No
back pay,
pay, etc.
No back

upon honorably
discharged soldiers,
or dependent
dependent
widows, or
their widows,
soldiers, their
honorably discharged
upon
relatives,
Brown, formerly
private of
of Company
Company E,
E,
formerly aa private
I. Brown,
David I.
relatives, David
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
hereafter be
Infantry, shall hereafter
States Infantry,
Twenty-eighth
held
and considered
to have
been honorably
honorably discharged
from the
discharged from
have been
considered to
held and
military
of the
United States
States as
member of said company
as aamember
the United
service of
military service
and
regiment on
on the
the 17th
of January
1903: Provided,
Provided, That no
no
January 1903:
day of
17th day
and regiment
pay, pension,
bounty, or
shall be
be held to have
emoluments shall
other emoluments
or other
pension, bounty,
pay,
this Act.
accrued prior
prior to
to the
passage of this
the passage
accrued
Approved,
April
13,
1934.
1934.
13,
April
Approved,
[CHAPTER 129.]
129.]
[CHAPTER

April 13, 1934.
[H.R. 2342.]
2342.]
W.]
[Private, No. 87.]
Charabliss L.TldweU.
ChamblisL.Tidwell.
Certain limitations
limitations
Certain
of Employees'
Employees' Comwaived
pensation Act waived
In
widow of.
n favor of widow
89, p. 746; Vol.
Vol. 39,

44, p. 772.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
House of
and House
Be it
sections 15,
United States
in Congress
That sections
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
Amerioa in
of America
States of
United
compensation
17,
18, and
and 20
20 of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
An Act to provide
'Provide compensation
17, 18,
for
United States
States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while in the
the United
of the
employees of
for employees
and for other purposes",
performance
their duties,
duties, and
purposes ", approved
approved
of their
performance of
September 7,
7, 1916,
hereby waived
waived in favor
favor of the
are hereby
amended, are
as amended,
1916, as
September
widow
Chambliss L.
Tidwell, aa civilian
civilian employee
employee of the MissisL. Tidwell,
of Chambliss
widow of
sippi
who contracted
pulmonary tuberculosis
tuberculosis in
contracted pulmonary
Commission, who
River Commission,
sippi River
such service,
service, and
case is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be considered
considered and
is hereby
his case
and his
such
Act, and that such
acted upon
upon under
under the
the remaining
provision of
of such Act,
such
remaining provision
acted
deceased.
widow shall
shall be
subrogated to
to all
of said deceased.
rights of
all rights
be subrogated
widow
1934.
13, 1034.
Approved,
April 13,
Approved, April
[CHAPTER
130.1
[CHAPTER 130.]

April 13,
53, 1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 2509.]
209.1
[Private,
59.]
No. 58.]
[Private, No.
Newman.
John Newman.
Military record
record corrected.
rected.

Proem).

No back pay, etc.

AN ACT
ACT

widow of Chambliss
Lota Tidwell, the widow
For
Chamblies L. Tidwell.
Tidwell.
For the relief of Lots

ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
John Newman.
Newman.
of John
relief of
For

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
tile
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
United States
States of
of America
in, Congress
Congress assembled, That in the adminAmerica in
United
and benefits upon
istration
of any
laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
upon
privileges, and
any laws
istration of

Newman, recently of the United
honorably discharged
discoarged soldiers
soldiers John Newman,
United
honorably

be held and considered to have
States Army,
shall hereafter
have been
hereafter be
Army, shall
States
from the military service of the United States
honorably discharged
discharged from
honorably
Regiment United
Ninth Regiment
as
private from
from Company
Company B, Ninth
United States
as a
a private
of August 1902:
Infantry, on
on the
the 5th day
day of
1902: Provided,
Provided, That no bounty,
Infantry,
back pay,
pension, or
or allowance
allowance shall be held to have accrued
accrued prior
prior
pay, pension,
back
to the
Act.
of this
this Act.
to
the passage
passage of
Approved,
13, 1934.
1934.
April 13,
Approved, April

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 131.]
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 131-133.
131-133.
CHS.

1319
1319

APRIL
13, 1934.
1934.
APRIL 13,

AN ACT

For the relief of Charles J. Eisenhauer.

April 13,1934.
13, 1934.
April

Enli. 2639.]
2639.1
[H.R.

[Private, No. 59.1
59.[
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
Charles JJ. EisenCharles
Secretary hatier
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
States of
of America
E isenUnited States
of the
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any Payment
Payment to,
to, for perperis hereby,
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
ur es
a
i .
so l injuries.
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,000
$1,000 milli
Treasury not
money
to Charles
Eisenhauer, of
settlement
of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New York, in full settlement
J. Eisenhauer,
to
Charles J.
of all
all claims
against the
the Government
States for
Government of the United States
claims against
of
injuries sustained
1919, in
Brooklyn, New
New York,
the city of Brooklyn,
in the
2, 1919,
June 2,
sustained June
injuries
when struck
struck by
automobile truck
truck of the United States Marine
an automobile
by an
when
.t
in this EroTo
Corps:
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
rtri
amount appropriated
0fon attorProvided, That
Corps: Provided,
attorLimitation
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
to ney's,
nay's, et., fees.
delivered to
paid or
be paid
centum thereof
Act
or
by any
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, on account
account
agent or
any agent
received by
or received
of
with said claim. It
It shall be unlawin connection
connection with
rendered in
services rendered
of services
ful
for any
any agent
or agents,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
attorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
agent or
ful for
Act
withhold,
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
of the
the amount
any sum
receive any
or receive
withhold, or
services rendered
in
of 10
centum thereof
rendered in
account of services
thereof on account
per centum
10 per
excess of
in excess
connection with
said claim,
any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithclaim, any
with said
connection
standing.
Any person
person violating
provisions of
of this
Act shall
be Penalty
for violation.
Penaltytorviolation
shall be
this Act
the provisions
violating the
standing. Any
conviction thereof
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
thereof shall be
misdemeanor and upon conviction
guilty of
deemed
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
fined
Approved, April
1934.
April 13, 1934.
Approved,

,o.

[CHAPTER 132.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
relief of
Slonaker.
of George
George G. Slonaker.
the relief
For the

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
the Senate and House
by the
it enacted
Be

United States
of America
the United
United
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
is hereby
States
hereby authorized
authorized
Commission is
Compensation Commission
Employees' Compensation
States Employees'

April 13,1934.
13, 1934.
[H.R. 2990.]

i
[H.R.
No.0.
[Pr
ate, 2990.]
[Private, No. 801

of SEnpkoyBGeefts
g:reg
fie
ts ci,1
0
:17:
Act
s Compensation
CompensatimU

eas'

to consider
and determine,
in the
same manner
manner and
and to
seine ex
extended to
to.
to the same
the same
determine, in
consider and
to

extent as
application for
for the
the benefits
of the
the Employees'
Employees' CompenCompenbenefits of
if application
as if
extent

sation
had been
made within
required by
period required
one-year period
the one-year
within the
been made
Act had
sation Act
(1. Slonaker,
sections
17 and
and 20
thereof, the claim
George G.
Slonaker, on
on
claim of George
20 thereof,
sections 17
alleged
account
his left
eye, and
subsequent blindness, alleged
and subsequent
left eye,
to his
injury to
of injury
account of
employment as an incinto
been proximately
proximately caused
by his employment
caused by
have been
to have
erator operator
by the
States Government
Government at Camp
Camp Colt,
United States
the United
operator by
erator
Pennsylvania,
from
March
1918
to
November
1918:
Provided,
That
That
Provided,
1918:
November
to
1918
March
from
Pennsylvania,
he
shall file
injury and claim for compensation
compensation
of such injury
notice of
file aa notice
he shall
therefor not
later than
days from
from the
date of
of enactment
enactment of
the date
sixty days
than sixty
not later
therefor
this Act:
Act: And
further, That
That no
benefits shall
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior
no benefits
provided further,
And provided
this
to the
enactment of
of this
this Act.
the enactment
to
Approved,
1934.
Approved, April 13, 1934.
[CHAPTER
133.]
[CHAPTER 133.]

o39,

7

Vol. 39, p. 748.
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Provisos.
Time for filing
iin claim.

Time

claim.

No prior benefits.

Npobeets

AN ACT
ACT
AN

13. 1934.
April
April 13,
1934.

For
of Erney
Erney S.
S. Blazer.
Blazer.
relief of
For the
the relief

61.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 61.]

[H.R. 3997.]
3997.1
[H.R.

Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the Erney S. Blazer
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Military recd
record corUnited
of America
assembled, That
That in
in the
the adminadmin- Vilitary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
States of
United States
rected.
istration of
rights, privileges,
benefits upon rected.
and benefits
privileges, and
conferring rights,
laws conferring
any laws
of any
istration
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers,
Erney S.
who was
member
was aa member
Blazer, who
S. Blazer,
soldiers, Erney
honorably
of
Company E,
E, Second
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, shall herehereUnited States
Second Regiment
of Company
after
be held
considered to
have been
honorably discharged
discharged
been honorably
to have
and considered
held and
after be
from the
the military
of the
States as
member of that
as aamember
United States
the United
service of
military service
from

1320

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

[CHAPTER 134.]
134.]
[CHAPTER

April 13, 1234.
194.

Emma
F. Taber.
Taber.
Emma F.
Payment to,
to, for personal
injuries.
sonal injuries.

Proviso.
Proeiso.
Limitation
on attorLimitation on
attorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty for
for violaviolaPenalty
tions.

[CHAPTER 135.]
[CHAPTER

Mary Elizabeth
'Briyen
abeth
O'Brien.
Certain limitations of
of
Employees'
Employees' CompenCor nsation
waived in
Eation Act waived
favor of.

Proofs°.

Nopiorbenefits.
No prior benefits.

AN ACT
ACT

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United
States of
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
to Emma
F. Taber,
Taber, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not
Emma F.
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
settlement of all
all claims
of $3,500 in full
full settlement
appropriated, the sum of
against
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States for
for expenses
expenses and
against the
the Government
and
attendance charges
incurred by her on
account of
attendance
charges incurred
on account
of injuries
injuries sustained
sustained
by
being struck
struck by
by a
motor vehicle
vehicle in
Dorchester,
by being
a Government-owned
Government-owned motor
in Dorchester
Massachusetts,
September 12, 1931:
That no part of
a
Massachusetts, on September
1931: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriated in this Act in
centum
the amount
amount appropriated
in excess of
of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
or
thereof
any agent or
attorneys, on account
account of
rendered in
in
agents, attorney or attorneys,
of services rendered
connection with said claim.
unlawful for any agent
connection
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
agent or
attorneys, to
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect, withhold, or receive
receive
any sum of the amount appropriated
per
appropriated in
in this Act
Act in excess
excess of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on account
rendered in connection
connection with
account of services
services rendered
said
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any persaid claim, any contract
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
aa misdemeanor
thereof shall
shall be fined in any
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, April 13,
13, 1934.

April
Aprl 13, 194.
1934.
[H.R. 4262.]
42523
I[R.
[Private,
No. 03.]
03.1
Plivate, No.

Act

APRIL
13, 1934.
1934.
APRIL 13,

For the
the relief
Taber.
For
relief of
of Emma
Emma F.
F. Taber.

[H.R. 406.]
4056.]
[H.R.
[Private,
62.]
[Private, No.
No. 62.]

avor of.

GETS.
CHS. 133-136.
133-136.

organization on
day of
of October
October 1902:
That no
no
organization
on the
the 22d day
1902: Provided,
Provided, That
bounty,
back pay,
pay, pension,
allowance shall
shall be
be held
to have
have accrued
bounty, back
pension, or
or allowance
held to
accrued
Act.
prior to
to the
the passage
passage of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 13, 1934.

Proofs°.
Provoio.
No back pay, etc.

Certanlimitations

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
relief of
of Mary
Elisabeth O'Brien.
O'Brien.
For
the relief
Mary Elisabeth

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
the

United
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America
Ameri,ea in
in Congress
sections
assenmbed, That
That sections
17 and 20 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide compensation
compensation

in for employees of the United States suffering
suffering injuries while
while in the
performance
purposes", are hereby
performance of their duties, and for other purposes",
hereby
waived
waived in favor of Mary Elizabeth
Elizabeth O'Brien,
employee of
of
O'Brien, aa former employee
the
United
States
Veterans'
Bureau:
Provided,
That
no
benefits
benefits
That
no
Provided,
Bureau:
States
Veterans'
the United
shall accrue prior to the approval of this Act.
13, 1934.
Approved, April 13,
[CHAPTER 136.]

1934.
April 13, 194.
[H.R.
5007.]
[H.R. 5007.]
[Private,
04.]
[Private, No.
No. 04.]

Lissie
Maud
Green.
Lissie oL
Maud Green.
Relief
Reiefot

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief
relief of Lissie Maud
Maud Green.

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
it enacted
by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the United
United
United
of America
assembled, That
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission is hereby authorized
authorized to
to
consider and determine
determine the claim of Lissie Maud Green, widow of
of
Charles F.
F. Green, as to whether
whether said
an
said Charles F. Green
Green suffered
suffered an
injury causing his death July
July 30,
1921, while employed
employed in the Postal
30,1921,
Postal
compensable under said Act
and
Service as aa rural letter carrier, compensable
Act and

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
137, 141.
141.
136,137,
CHS. 136,

13,14,1934.
APRIL 13,
14,1934.

after
the date
manner and
and to the same
the same
same manner
enactment, in the
date of its
its enactment,
after the
extent as
if said
said Charles F.
F. Green or Lissie
Lissie Maud
Maud Green had made
as if
extent

period
application
benefits of
of said
said Act
Act within
within the
the one-year
one-year period
the benefits
for the
application for
required
Provided, That no benefits
sections 17
17 and
and 20 thereof: Provided,
required by sections
shall accrue
approval of this Act.
Act.
accrue prior to
to the approval
shall
Approved, April 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 137.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
of Warren
Warren F. Avery.
relief of
For the
the relief

1321
1321

p 742.
Vol. 39
39, p.

Vol

- 742

Proviso.
P"
benefts.
No prior benefits.

April 13,
13, 1934.
April
[H.R.
6822.]
[H.R. 6822.]
[Private,
65.]
[Private, No.
No. 65.]

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
House of
by the
Be it
enacted by
United States
of America
assembled, That
That in
admin- warrre.
Z ar
ren F. Avery.
Av eF.
in the
the adminCongress assembled,
America in
in Congress
States of
United
ceristration
of any
benefits rected.
rights, privileges, and benefits
any laws
laws conferring rights,
istration of
discharged soldiers
Warren F.
F. Avery,
Avery, a
of
a private of
soldiers Warren
upon honorably
honorably discharged
Engineers, unassigned,
shall hereafter
hereafter be held
Army, shall
Engineers,
unassigned, United States Army,
and considered
considered to
discharged from the military
honorably discharged
to have
have been honorably
and
service
organization on
as aa member
member of that organization
United States as
of the
the United
service of
the
day of
of January
Provided, That no
Po. p
back pay,
pay, Provis°.
no bounty, back
1929: Provided,
January 1929:
the 31st
31st day
pension, or
or allowance
be held
held to
have accrued
prior to
theetc.No back pay,
to the
accrued prior
to have
shall be
allowance shall
pension,
subsequent thereto.
Act or
or subsequent
passage of
of this
this Act
Approved, April 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved,
iiitary

r

[CHAPTER
141.]
[CHAPTER 141.]
AN ACT
For
the relief
of Joe
relief of
Joe Setton.
Setton.
For the

April 14,
14,1934.

[H.R. 4268.]
[riv1,.
42N]
[Private, No. 66.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the
Representatives of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
o
ton.
Secretary Jese,
United
Joe Setton.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
in Congress
United States of America
Reimbursement for
immigration
pay, forfeied
directed to pay,
authorized and
is hereby,
be, and
and he
of the
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
forfeited immigration
of
the Treasury
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
bond.
to Joe
Joe bond.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
Treasury not
of any
out
Setton, of
York City,
City, the
the sum of $500.
represents
$500. Such sum represents
of New
New York
Setton,
the
of a
to the
States by
the said
said Joe
Joe
by the
the United
United States
bond forfeited
forfeited to
amount of
a bond
the amount
Setton, such
bond being
being conditioned
departure
the voluntary
voluntary departure
conditioned upon the
such bond
Setton,
of
mother, Sabout
Setton, from
from the
States at
expiraat the expirathe United
United States
Sabout Setton,
of his
his mother,
tion
her admission
admission to the United States as aa
year after her
tion of one
one year
nonimmigrant
alien. Due
Due to
to illness,
illness 2 she was unable to depart, but
nonimmigrant alien.
the
Joe Setton
Setton made
application within
prescribed period
within the prescribed
no application
made no
said Joe
the said
for
temporary visit, having
having no knowledge
time of
of her temporary
extension of time
for an
an extension
that
such extension
extension was
Provided, That
of the
. ;
rimiion
on ttorno part
part of
the Pr
That no
was necessary:
necessary: Provided,
that such
Limit
amount
appropriated in
Act in
excess of
of 10
thereof ney's,
ney's,ation
etc., fees.on attorper centum
centum thereof
10 per
in excess
in this
this Act
amount appropriated
shall
paid or
or delivered
delivered to or
received by any
any agent
agent or agents,
or received
be paid
shall be
attorney
or attorneys,
services rendered
connection
in connection
rendered in
account of
of services
on account
attorneys, on
attorney or
with said
claim. It
be unlawful
unlawful for
or agents,
any agent or
for any
shall be
It shall
said claim.
with
attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
sum
receive any sum
to exact,
exact, collect,
attorney or
of
appropriated in
centum
of 10 per centum
Act in excess of
in this
this Act
the amount
amount appropriated
of the
thereof
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
claim,
with said claim,
in connection
of services
thereof on
any
contract to
the contrary
VolatiLn.
Pelty for violation.
violating Penalty
Any person
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
any contract
the
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor
a misdemeanor
guilty of a
Act shall
shall be
the provisions
provisions of
and upon
conviction thereof
in any sum not
exceeding
not exceeding
fined in
shall be
be fined
thereof shall
and
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April 14, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

1322
1322

731
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

[CHAPTER 142.]
142.]
[CHAPTER
April
14, 1934.
April14,1934.
[H.R.
6084.]
R.B.
· 6os0.]
FPri t. No.
[Private,
No. R7.1
67.1
Lottie
McCaskill.
Lottie W.
W. MeCasl.
Credit in postal accounts.

potal a

0oCnt

CHS.
142,149,150.
CHS. 142,149,150.

APRIL
14,17,18,1934.
APRIL 14,17,18,1934.

AN ACT
For the relief of Lottie W. McCaskill.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
United
America in
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States
of
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
money
any money
of any
and directed
is authorized
the Treasury
Treasury is
of the
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Lottie
W. McCaskill,
Lottie W.
not otherwise
in the
the
sum of
$271. Such
represents the
amount paid
by the
the said
said
paid by
the amount
sum represents
Such sum
of $271.
the sum
Lottie
McCaskill to
United States
cover the
shortage in
the shortage
to cover
States to
to the
the United
W. McCaskill
Lottie W.
her accounts
as postmaster
at Cassatt,
Cassatt, South
Carolina, caused
by
caused by
South Carolina,
postmaster at
accounts as
her
the theft
theft in
the year
year 1928,
the night
December 29,
29, of postal
postal
of December
night of
on the
1928, on
in the
the
funds
and so
from said
office.
said post
post office.
so forth,
forth, from
and stamps,
stamps, and
funds and
Approved, April
April 14,
1934.
14, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 149.]
[CHAPTER

April 17,
1934.
17,1934.
[8.
183.]
8. 183.]
[Private, No. 63.1
68.]
[Private,
Captain Guy M.
Captain

Rinmsin
linnan.

Payment to.
Payment
to

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Captain
Captain Guy M. Kinman.
Hinman:

Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
America in
States of
United States
of
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
he is
is hereby,
and he
of the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
out
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
any money in the Treasury
out of
of any
Guy
M. Kinman,
United States
States Army,
Army, Washington,
Washington, District
District
captain, United
Kinman, captain,
Guy M.
of Columbia,
sum of
$1,582.70, in
in full
satisfaction of
his loss
on
loss on
of his
full satisfaction
of $1,582.70,
the sum
of
Columbia, the
account
of damage
to his
his household goods on August 18,
by water to
damage by
account of
a Government
1931,
while temporarily
Government wareauthorized storage in a
in authorized
temporarily in
1931, while
house at
Fort Myer,
Myer, Virginia,
in connection
connection with
authorized change
change
with authorized
Virginia, in
house
at Fort
of
of station.
station.
Approved,
April 17, 1934.
1934.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER 150.]

April 18, 1934.
1091.[
[8. 1091.1
69.]
[Private, No. 6
9.]

AN ACT

Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims of the United States to hear,
consider, and render
render judgment
judgment on the claims of Edward F. Goltra against
the United
United States arising out of the taking of certain vessels and unloading
apparatus.
apparatus.

,Senate and
o/ the
the
Representatives of
House of Representatives
and House
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate

Edward F. Goltra.
Goltra.
United States of America in.
Claims
of, retched
referred .
Claims of,
toI Court of claims,
is hereby conferred upon the

claims.

P7isos.

proisos.
Suits; limitation,

Suits; limitation,

of

ight of appeal.
appeal.
Right

United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims of the United
United States,
of time
time or the bar
whose
bar
it shall
shall be, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the lapse of
whose duty it
to hear,
of
any statute
of limitations
previous court
court decisions, to
limitations or previous
statute of
of any
consider,
F. Goltra
Edward F.
claims of Edward
judgment on the claims
consider, and
and render
render judgment
certain
for just
just compensation
compensation to him for certain
against
against the United States for
apparatus taken, whether tortiously or not, on
unloading apparatus
vessels and unloading
Acting
March 25, 1923,
United States
States under orders of the Actin
1923, by the
the United
March
Secretary
War, for
for the
and benefit of
and
States; an
of the
the United States;
the use
use and
of War,
Secretary of
any
equitable claims
out of the transactions
transactions
or equitable
claims arising out
any other legal
legal or
in
connection therewith:
separate suits
suits may
may be
be
Provided, That
That separate
in connection
therewith: Provided,
brought
respect to
the vessels
vessels and
and the
the unloading
unloading apparatus,
apparatus, but
but
to the
brought with
with respect
no suit shall be brought
brought after the expiration
expiration of one year
year from the
•effective
effective date of this Act: Provided
Provided further,
farther, That either party may
of the United States from
Supreme Court of
appeal as
as of
of right
right to
to the Supreme
any judgment
in said
said case
at any
time within
after the
the
any
judgment in
case at
any time
within ninety
ninety days
days after
rendition thereof,
thereof, and
and any
any judgment
judgment rendered
rendered in
favor of
the claimrendition
in favor
of the
claimant
ant shall
shall be
be paid
paid in
in the same manner
manner as other
other judgments
judgments of said
said
Court.
of Claims
are paid.
Court of
Claims are
paid.
Approved, April
1934.
Approved,
April 18,
18, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
1511
[CHAPTER 151.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 151,
151, 152.
CHS.

1323

APRIL
APRIL 18, 1934.

ACT
AN ACT

April
18, 1934.
1934.
April 18,
[S.
2315.]
[S. 2315.1
[Private,
70.]
No. 70.]
[Private, No.

To
provide for
for the
settlement of
construction of
of
damage claims arising from the construction
of damage
the settlement
To provide
the Petrolia-Fort
Petrolia-Fort Worth
gas-pipe line.
Worth gas-pipe
the

Be
it enacted
by the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to transmit
transmit to
to the
General AccountAccountthe General
Navy is
the Navy
of the
the approved
with the
ing Office
Office for
in accordance
approved findings
accordance with
payment, in
for payment,
ing
contained
in the
the report
report rendered
Lieutenant Ira P. Griffin, Civil
by Lieutenant
rendered by
contained in
under
Engineer Corps,
States Navy,
Department under
the Navy Department
to the
Navy, to
United States
Corps, United
Engineer
date of
of July
29, 1921,
1921, all
all unpaid
unpaid claims
for rights-of-way
rights-of-way and damclaims for
July 29,
date
construcages to
to private
in connection
connection with the construcsustained in
property sustained
private property
ages
tion on
of the
years 1918 and 1919,
States during the years
United States
the United
behalf of
on behalf
tion
of aa gas-pipe
gas-pipe line
Petrolia to
to Fort
Fort Worth, Texas.
from Petrolia
extending from
line extending
of
Svc. 2.
the Secretary
of the Navy is also authorized
authorized to transSecretary of
That the
2. That
SEC.
the claim of
mit
to
the
General
Accounting
Office
for
payment
payment
for
Office
mit to the General Accounting
W. S.
S. 'Wakeman
in the
the sum
sum of
$65 in addition to the sum for
for
of $65
Wakeman in
W.
said claimant
claimant approved
above-mentioned report.
the above-mentioned
in the
approved in
said
claimant of an amount offered
S
EC. 3.
That acceptance
offered for
acceptance by any claimant
3. That
SEC.
in
settlement
pursuant
to
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
be
full settleto
deemed
be
shall
Act
this
to
pursuant
settlement
ment
his claim
against the
United States.
the United
claim against
of his
ment of
claimant under the proSEC. 4.
payment shall
shall be
to any claimant
made to
be made
No payment
4. No
SEC.
visions of
of this
this Act
Act who
received satisfaction
satisfaction from any other
has received
who has
visions
source
for the
damages sustained
due to
laying of said gasthe laying
to the
sustained due
the damages
source for
line.
pipe line.
SEC. 5.
That there
there is
is hereby
appropriated for the
be appropriated
to be
authorized to
hereby authorized
5. That
SEC.
purposes
of
this
Act,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
Treasury not otherthe
in
money
any
of
purposes of this Act, out
wise
$7,356.75.
appropriated, the sum of $7,356.75.
wise appropriated,
Approved,
April 18, 1934.
Approved, April
152.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 1521

AN ACT

and
Conferring
upon certain
courts of
of the
United States to hear and
the United
certain courts
jurisdiction upon
Conferring jurisdiction
Quevilly
determine
claim by
owner of
of the
the four-masted
four-masted auxiliary
auxiliary bark Quevilly
the owner
by the
the claim
determine the
against the
United States,
States, and
for other
other purposes.
and for
the United
against

Petrolia-Fort Worth,
Worth,
Petrolia-Fort
line.
Tex., gas-pipe
gas-pipe line.
Tex.,

Unpaid
Unpaid rights-of-way
rights-of-way
andinddagare
damage claims
claims
arisin g from, to
be
settled.
settled.

W.
Wakeman.
sS. Wakeman.
w
Additional claim to
be
paid.
be paid.
c
s
cedlt
e
a
m
n
e
cent. deemed
deemed
fAceptance
full
e
Payment restricted
restricted
if Payment
s
atisfaction received
received
satisfaction
if
otherwise.
otherw
Apprise
opriation
.

thorized.

Appropriation

t

aua

u

ed

1934.
April
18, 1934.
April 18,
[S.
1934.]
[S. 1934.1
[Private, No.
71.]
No. 71.]
[Private,

tfl, "Quevilly", auxilBe it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Reprsrtanf/ve.'s
House of
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
auxil"Qnevilly",
clail of
Tlhat the claim
United
of America
of iary
rk.
I rylbark.
assembledl, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
Owner
of,
may
bring
bring
may
of,
Owner
" Socite6
Compag,-nie Maritime
Maritime Normande,
formerly known
Sociko suit
kn1own as "
Nornnunde, formerly
suit for
for collision
damcollision daliCompagnie
court.
a
g
es
in
district
court.
district
In
ages
bark
auxiliary
Anonyme du
du Quevilly
" owner
of the
four-masted
the four-niasted
owner of
Quevilly",
Anonyme
Quevilly, against
against the
States for
damages alleged to have
for damages
United States
the United
Quevilly,
auxiliary bark
been caused
by collision
between said
four-masted auxiliary
said four-masted
collision between
caused by
been
January
Quevilly
and
the
United
States
destroyer
Sampson
on
January 26,
Sampson
destroyer
States
United
the
and
Quevilly
claimant
1917, may
may be
be determined
determined in
suit to be brought by said claimant
in aa suit
1917,
against
the
United
States
in
the
United
States
District
Court
for the
Court
District
States
United
the
in
States
United
the
against
court.
of court.
Jurisdiction of
Southern
District of
York, sitting
satin ,/ as
of admiralty
admiralty Jurisdiction
court of
a court
as a
New York,
of New
Southern District
and
under the
rules governing
governing such
admiralty cases,
court in admiralty
such court
the rules
acting under
and acting
and
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine
shall have
court shall
said court
that said
and that
said
suit and
and to
judgment or
decree for the amount of such
or decree
a judgment
enter a
to enter
said suit
United
damages,
and
costs,
if
any,
as
shall
be
found
against the United
due against
found due
be
shall
as
any,
damages, and costs, if
formerly
States in
in favor
the said
Compagnie Maritime
Maritime Normande,
Normande, formerly
said Compagnie
of the
favor of
States
known
"Societe Anonyme
Anonyme du
du Quevilly
", or against the said
said
Quevilly",
as "Soci6et
known as
Compagnie Maritime
Maritime Normande,
formerly known
' Soci6et
known as "Societe
Normande, formerly
Compagnie
Anonyme
Quevilly ",
the United
United States,
reason
States, by reason
of the
favor of
in favor
", in
du Quevilly
Anonyme du
of said
upon the
the same
principles and
and under the same
same principles
collision, upon
said collision,
of
parties, and
measures of
of liability
liability as
as in
in like
private parties
between private
cases between
like cases
measures
Provisos.
Proitsm.
the Notice
of the
notice of
Attorney
to Attorney
Notice to
with the
the same
Provided, That such notice
same rights of appeal: Provided,
with
General.
General.
as
States
suit shall
shall be
given to
to the
the Attorney
General of the United
Attorney General
be given
suit
may
be provided
order of
of. the
the said court, and upon such notice
by order
provided by
may be
2-3
86037
T 2
3
86(i37 -- 34-1'T

1324
1324 73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Commencement
Commencement
suit.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.152,153,155,160.
CHS.152,153,155,160.

APR.
18,19,23,1934.
APR. 18,19,23,1934.

it shall be the duty of the Attorney General
General to
cause the
to cause
the United.
United
States attorney in such district to appear and
United
and defend for
for the
the United
of
a States: Provided
further, That such suit shall be
within
Provided further,
be begun
begun within
four months of the date of the approval of this Act.
Act.
Approved, April
April 18,
18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 153.]
[CHAPTER
153.]

April
1934.
April 18,
18, 1934.
[S. 1935.]
[Private, No. 72.]
72 .]

AN ACT
ACT
To amend the Act of March 2, 1929,
1929, conferring
conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon certain
certain courts
courts
of the United States to hear and determine
claim by
of the
the
determine the
the claim
by the
the owner
owner of
I. Radcliffe
Radcliffe against
States, and
other purposes.
steamship W. I.
against the
the United
United States,
and for
for other
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Act of
Congress assembled,
the Act
of
Congress (H.R. 11698) approved
March 2,
2, 1929
1929 (Private
approved March
(Private Numbered
Numbered
Seventieth Congress),
entitled "An
Act conferring
conferring jurisdiction
480 Seventieth
Congress), entitled
"An Act
jurisdiction
upon certain courts of
of the
the United
to hear
hear and
the
United States to
and determine
determine the
claim by the owner of
W. I.
Radcliffe against
against the
of the
the steamship
steamship W.
I. Radcliffe
the
United
purposes ",
United States, and for other purposes
and the
the same
same hereby
hereby is,
is,
", be,
be, and
amended
amended by deleting therefrom
therefrom the
the words
words "Wynstay
"Wynstay Steamship
Steamship
Company (Limited),
(Limited), a
a British corporation,
corporation, owner
owner ", and substituting
substituting
in the place
place and stead
stead thereof
thereof the
words "Wynnstay
Steamship
the words
"Wynnstay Steamship
Continuance
of suit.
suit. Company,
Continuance of
Company,
Limited,
and W.
W. I.
I. Radcliffe
Radcliffe Steamship
Limited, and
Steamship Company,
Company,
Limited, British corporations, owners
owners ",
", and
and that
that said
said Act
Act be
be further
further
amended by deleting
deleting therefrom
amended
therefrom wherever
wherever they
appear the
they may
may appear
the words
words
"Wynstay
Steamship Company
"
Wynstay Steamship
and substituting
in the
Company (Limited)"
(Limited)" and
substituting in
the
place and stead
stead thereof
thereof the
the words
"Wynnstay Steamship
Steamship Company,
words "Wynnstay
Company,
Limited, and W. I. Radcliffe Steamship
Comp any, Li
m it ed"
an d
Steamship Company,
Limited
";; and
that the suit heretofore
heretofore commenced
the United
States District
District
commenced in
in the
United States
Court for the Southern District of New York, under
said Act
Act
under the
the said
of March 2, 1929,
1929, may
be continued
in the
Wynnstay
may be
continued in
the names
names of
of Wynnstay
Steamship
W. I.
Steamship Company, Limited, and W.
Radcliffe Steamship
I. Radcliffe
Steamship
Company, Limited, as
libelant.
as parties
parties lbelant.
Approved, April 18, 1934.
Approved,

"W.
Radcliffe",
"W. I.
I. Radcliffe",
steamship.
steamship.
Names of owners
Names
owners of,
of,
in suit for collision
damages changed.
changed.
damages
Vol. 45,
45, p. 2351,
2351,
amended.
amended.

[CHAPTER 155.]
[CHAPTER
193
April 19, 1934.
[B.
[S. 107I.
1075.
[Private, No. 73.
73.]
Walter Thomas
Waiter
Thomas ForeFore.
man.
Certain provisions
provisions of
of
Certain
Employees' Compensatmloe
Act
sation
Act waiveMn
waived in
favor
of.
favor of.

Proviso.

pocpiso.
No back pay.

pa

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Walter Thomas
Thomas Foreman.
Foreman.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the

United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That sections 17 and
and

20 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
for employprovide compensation
compensation for
employees of the United States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while
while in
in the
performance
the performance
of
duties, and
and for
for other purposes ", approved September
of their
their duties,
September 7,
7, 1916,
as amended, are hereby waived in favor of
of Walter
Thomas Foreman,
Foreman,
Walter Thomas
former employee of the United States Shipping Board, who now
resides
at Albemarle,
North Carolina:
Provided, That
That compensation,
resides at
Albemarle, North
Carolina: Provided,
compensation,
if any, shall commence
if
commence from and after the date of the passage
passage of this
this
Act.
Act.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, April
April 19,
19, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 160.]
160.1

April 23, 1934.
[s.
[S. 1075.]
1076.]
[Private, No. 74.]

AN ACT
Authorizing adjustment of the claim of the Franklin Surety Company.
Corn
y.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
oFrannkn Surety United
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the CompCompof America
America in
assembled, That
That the
Claim of,
directed
Claim
of, for
for etra
extra troller General of the United States is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
work, to
to be adusted.
ad)usted.
work,
to adjust
and settle
of the
the Franklin
for
to
adjust and
settle the
the claim
claim of
Franklin Surety
Surety Company
Company for
Franklin
Company.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 160,166,185.
160,166,185.

APRIL 23,26,30,1934.
APRIL
23,26,30,1934.

extra
performed in connection
contract
extra work performed
connection with
with the
the completion
completion of contract
between the United
of April 10, 1929, between
United States
States and the
the Wiglan
Wiglan BuildBuilding Company,
Incorporated, for
for remodeling
the Government
Government warewareing
Company, Incorporated,
remodeling the
house at New York, New York, and to allow
thereon not
allow thereon
not to
to exceed
exceed
$11,725.71
settlement of
$11,725.71 in full
full and final
final settlement
of all
all claims by
by the
the said FrankUnited States arising
lin Surety Company against
against the United
arising out
out of said
said
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
contract. There is hereby
contract.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $11,725.71,
Treasury
$11,725.71, or so
thereof as may be necessary,
Promuch thereof
necessary, for payment of said claim: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
delivered to or
or delivered
or received
received by
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
attorneys, on account of services
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
any agent
rendered in connection
It shall be unlawful for any
rendered
connection with said claim. It
agent
attorney or attorneys,
withhold, or
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
agents, attorney
attorneys, to exact,
agent or
or agents,
receive any
of the
the amount
this Act
Act in excess of
of
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
receive
any sum
sum of
10
thereof on account
account of services
services rendered in connection
connection
centum thereof
10 per centum
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding..
contract to the contrary
claim, any contract
with said
said claim,
of
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
violating the provisions
person violating
misdemeanor and
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
be fined in any sum
aamisdemeanor
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, April
1934.
April 23,
23, 1934.
Approved,

1325
1325

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Provisos.
Prisoas.
Restriction on
on attorattorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty for
violation.
Penalty
for violation.

[CHAPTER 166.]
166.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
AN
ACT

April
26, 1934.
April 26, 1934.

606.1
I.IS 606.1
To
authorize the
or remission
remission of certain
certain coal-lease
coal-lease rentals, and for other -_
the waiver
waiver or
To authorize
[Private, No. 75.]
[Private,
No. 75.]
purposes.

the
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
of the
Interior be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to waive
waive
be, and
the Interior
of
and remit
all rentals
and charged
the
against the
charged against
States and
United States
due the
the United
rentals due
and
remit all
Alaska
Coal Company,
Anchorage, Alaska,
Alaska,
of Anchorage,
Company, holder of
Matanuska Coal
Alaska Matanuska
coal-land
lease numbered
between April
1926, and
and
3, 1926,
April 3,
o4794-o5236, between
numbered o4794—o5236,
coal-land lease
May
3, 1929,
which period
period the
the lessee company
company was
of
was out of
during which
1929, during
May 3,
possession and
prevented from
operating said
same
mine because
because same
said mine
from operating
and prevented
possession
was in
the hands
of a
a receiver
receiver appointed
States Court
appointed by the United States
hands of
in the
was
for the
the District
of Alaska;
Alaska; also
August
1931, and August
July 10,
10, 1931,
also between
between July
District of
for
10, 1932,
1932, during
during which
period the
Railroad was
was in
in possession
possession
Alaska Railroad
the Alaska
which period
10,
of
said mine
operating same,
by
therefor by
itself therefor
reimbursing itself
same, reimbursing
and operating
mine and
of said
mining,
removing, and
and using coal.
mining, removing,
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
April 26,
Approved, April
[CHAPTER 183.1
185.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
Anna Marie
Sanford.
Marie Sanford.
of Anna
the relief
For the

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the United
United
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States of
United
States
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Commission is
States Employees'
to consider
consider and
and determine
the claim
Sanford widow
widow
Marie Sanford
Anna Marie
of Anna
claim of
determine the
to
of
Sanford, deceased,
deceased, former
furnace man,
man, Navy
Navy
former furnace
Richard Sanford,
William Richard
of William
Yard,
Washington, District
Columbia, in
in the
the same
same manner
manner and
and
of Columbia,
District of
Yard, Washington,
to the
said William
Richard Sanford
made
had made
Sanford had
William Richard
if said
as if
extent as
same extent
to
the same
application for
for the
the benefits
of said
period
one-year period
the one-year
within the
said Act
Act within
benefits of
application
required by
by sections
sections 17
17 and
and notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
20 thereof,
thereof, and
and 20
required

Alaska
Matanuska
Matanuska
Coal Company.
Company.
Remission
Remission of certain
certain
lease rentals
aucoal lease
rentals authorized.
thorized.

April 30,
1144.
April
30, 194.
[H.R. 232.1
232.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No.
76.]
No.
76.1
[Frivate,
William Richard
Richard
Sanford.
Sanford.
Claim
Claim of
of widow.
widow.

39, p.
p. 746.
746.
Vol. 39,
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Proviso.
Provso.
benefits.
prior benefits.
No prior

CHS. 185-188.
185-188.
CHS.

APRIL 30, 1934.
APRIL

lapse
time between
between the
the injury
injury sustained
sustained by
said William
William
by the
the said
lapse of
of time
Richard Sanford
Sanford at
the Washington
Washington Navy
Navy Yard and his death:
death:
at the
Richard
Provided, That
accrue prior to the approval of this
That no benefit shall accrue
Provided,
Act.
Approved, April 30, 1934.
[CHAPTER 186.]
[CHAPTER

April 30, 1934.
Aril

[H.R. 666.1
668.]
6H.R.
[Private,
77.]
[Private, No.
No. 77.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

AN ACT
For the relief of Charles W. Dworack.

Be
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

Charles W.
Dwo- United
United States
of America
That section
17
W. DwoCharles
section 17
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
rack.
for
Claim
of.
and
20
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
compensation
compensation
provide
to
"An
Act
entitled
the
Act
20
of
and
Claim of.
Vol.
746;;employees
perU.S.C.
Vol. 39,
39,9. p.
p. 746
suffering injuries while in the perthe United
United States suffering
of the
employees of
U.S.C.,,p.7
p. 79.

approved Septemformance
their duties,
for other
Septempurposes ", approved
other purposes
and for
duties, and
of their
formance of
ber
7, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
title 5,
5, sees.
secs. 767
767 and
and 770),
770), are
are
(U.S.C., title
amended (U.S.C.,
ber 7,
hereby
favor of
W. Dworack,
Dworack, who was injured
Charles W.
of Charles
in favor
waived in
hereby waived
while in
in the
the Federal
Government on February
February 12,
Federal Government
of the
employ of
the employ
while
1922, at
at the
the time
time of
burning of
said
and the said
Roma, and
airship Roma,
of the
the airship
of the
the burning
1922,
other
of
the
granted
Dworack
Charles
Provisos.
Charles
W.
is
hereby
benefits
the
other
Provisos.
No prior benefits.
benefits,
provisions of
as amended:
Provided, That
no benefits
benefits shall
That no
amended: Provided,
Act as
of said
said Act
provisions
Provided, Said
this Act: Provided,
accrue
enactment of this
the enactment
until the
hereunder until
accrue hereunder
Merits of claim to be
compensation commission
commission is
is to
determine the
the merit and justice of this
be compensation
to determine
determined.
determined,
claim under
under the
provisions of
compensation Act.
Act.
the provisions
of said
said compensation
claim
Approved,
Approved, April 30, 1934.
[CHAPTER
187.]
[CHAPTER 187.]
AN ACT
AN
ACT

April 30, 1934.

[H.R.
[H.R. 1398.]
[Private, No. 78.]
[Private,

For
relief of
Green.
E. Green.
of Lewis
Lewis E.
For the
the relief

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted

E. Oreen.

Lewis E. Green ,
Claim of, for personal
haluries, to be deter-

injuries,
mined.
mined,

39, p. 748.
Vol. 39,p.74.
U.S.C., p.
79.
U.S.C.
p. 79.

Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
United
States of America in Congress
United States

States
Compensation Commission is hereby authorized
authorized
States Employees' Compensation
instructed to receive
and instructedi
receive and determine
determine the claim of Lewis E. Green,
Green,
a
former employee
United States Arsenal
Arsenal at Tullytown,
Tullytown, Pennthe United
employee in the
a former
sylvania, without
the limitation
limitation of
such
of time
time within which such
to the
without regard
regard to
sylvania,
claims
to be
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide
claims are
are to
be filed
filed under
under the
Act entitled
"An Act
compensation
for employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
States suffering
suffering injuries
compensation for
while
in the
the performance
performance of
of their
purposes ",
and for other purposes
their duties, and
while in
approved
7, 1916,
1916, as amended.
September 7,
approved September
Approved, April
April 30, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 188.]

April 30,
30, 1934.
April
1934.
[H.R. 2812.]
2512.]
[Private, No. 79.]
[Private,
John Moore.
Moore.
John

Claim of.
of
ol. 39, p. 746.
Vol.

746.

ACT
AN ACT
For
For the
the relief of
of John Moore.
Moore.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
enacted by
by the
and House
Be it
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
United
States of America
in Congress
United
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission is
hereby authorized
authorized
is hereby
States
to
consider and
and determine
the claim
John Moore,
Moore, on
of
to consider
determine the
claim of
of John
on account
account of
injuries
Department at
injuries sustained by him
him while employed
employed by the
the War Department
at
Detroit,
Michigan, on
on or
or about
August 18,
1919, in
the same
manner
about August
18, 1919,
in the
same manner
Detroit, Michigan,
and to
the same
said John
made application
and
to the
same extent
extent as
as if
if said
John Moore
Moore had
had made
application
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
for the benefits of
of the
Act entitled
to provide
provide compensation
compensation

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
188-190.'
CHS. 188-190

1327
1327

pay 3011934.

A
M p
aril30
y 1, 1
,193
934 .
4.

for
of the United
suffering injuries while in the
States suffering
United States
employees of
for employees
performance of
of their
their duties,
purposes ", approved
approved
for other purposes",
and for
duties, and
performance
required
September
7, 1916,
1916, as
as amended,
within the
one-year period required
the one-year
amended, within
September 7,
by sections
shall accrue
no benefits
benefits shall
That no
Provided, That
20 thereof:
thereof: Provided,
17 and
and 20
sections 17
by
prior to
to the
the approval
approval of
of this
further, That no part of
Provided further,
this Act: Provided
prior
the
amount appropriated
centum
Act in excess of 10 per centum
appropriated in this Act
the amount

Provisos.
prior benefits
No
No prior
benefits
accrue.
acrue.

to
to

Limitation on attorby any
thereof
shall be
be paid
to or
or received
received by
any agent
agent or Limitation
delivered to
or delivered
paid or
thereof shall
ney's, etc., fees.
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
account of services rendered
rendered in ney's, etc. ees.
on account
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
connection
claim. It
unlawful for any agent or
be unlawful
It shall
shall be
said claim.
with said
connection with
receive
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
agents, attorney
any
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
the amount
of the
any sum
connection with
centum thereof
account of services rendered in connection
on account
thereof on
centum
Penalty for violaPenalty for violasaid
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any tion.
contract to
claim, any
said claim,
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this Act shall be deemed guilty
person
of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any
any
conviction thereof
and upon
a misdemeanor
of
sum not
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum
Approved, April 30, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
189.]
[CHAPTER 189.]

AN ACT
For the
relief of
of T. Perry Higgins.
the relief
For

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
America in
of America
States of
United
States
Commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Compensation Commission
Employees' Compensation
States Employees'
to consider
consider and
and determine
the claim
of T.
T. Perry
for
Higgins for
Perry Higgins
claim of
determine the
to
disability from
arterial rheumatism
contracted
have been contracted
to have
alleged to
rheumatism alleged
from arterial
disability
in
course of
employment as a
Transport
a civilian in the Army Transport
his employment
of his
the course
in the
Service of
States during
during the World War, in the same
United States
the United
of the
Service
manner
to the
had
same extent as if the said T. Perry Higgins had
the same
and to
manner and
made
application for
for the benefits
"An Act to
benefits of the Act entitled "An
made application
provide
compensation for
suffering
employees of the United States suffering
for employees
provide compensation
injuries while
while in
the performance
of their
their duties, and for other
performance of
in the
injuries
purposes ", approved
approved. September
September 7, 1916, as
amended, within the
as amended,
purposes",
one-year period
period required
by sections
sections 17
and 20
thereof: Provided,
Provided,
20 thereof:
17 and
required by
one-year
approval of this Act.
That no
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to the approval
benefits shall
no benefits
That
Approved, May
1934.
May 1, 1934.
Approved,
[CIAPTER 190.]
[CIIAPTER
1901

AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
D. F. Phillips.
of D.
the relief
For

House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the Senate and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
America in
United
the United
That the
assembled, That
Congress assenzbled,
in Congress
States of
United
States
Compensation Commission be, and hereby is,
Employees' Compensation
States Employees'
authorized
consider and
upon the
the application
application of D. F.
pass upon
and pass
to consider
authorized to
Phillips,
free delivery
delivery carrier
Resaca, Georgia,
Georgia, for
carrier at Resaca,
rural free
former rural
Phillips, former
the benefits
approved September
September 7, 1916,
Act approved
Compensation Act
the Compensation
of the
benefits of
the
on
account of
of an
injury occurring
occurring in
notwithstanding
year 1919, notwithstanding
in the year
an injury
on account
the
provisions of
section 20
requiring that
that all
be
claims be
all claims
Act requiring
said Act
of said
20 of
of section
the provisions
filed
Provided, That no
filed within one year from the date of injury: Provided,
benefits
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to the passage of this Act.
benefits shall
Approved,
Approved, May 1, 1934.

May
1, 1934.
May 1,
[H.R. 518.]
518.1
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 80.]
[Private, No.

Perry Higgins.
Higgins.
T. Perry
Claim of.
of.
Claim
Vol. 39, p. 746.
Vol.

Prorim
Irori.so.
No
pay.
back pay.
No back

May
I, 1934.
1934.
May 1,
[H.R. 2666.]
[H.R.
2666.1
[Private,
814
No. 81.1
[Private, No.
F. Phillips.
D. F.

of.
Claim of.

Vol. 39,
39, p. 746.
746.
Vol.

Proviso.
Priso.
benefits.
No prior benefits.
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73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 197.]
[CHAPTER
197.]

May 3,
1934.
3,1934.
[H.R.
210.]
[.H.. 210.]
[Private, No. 82.]
82.]

Rice SloSloClarence Rice
Clarence
cum.
Payment
Payment to widow
of.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
197, 198.
CHS. 197,198.

MAY 3,
1934.
MAY
3,1934.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Anne B. Slocum.

Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
the
United States
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary

of
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay
pay
to
Clarence Rice Slocum
Slocum, late
to Anne B.
B. Slocum,
Slocum, widow of Clarence
late American
American
year'ss salary
Consul at Fiume, the sum of $3,500,
$3,500, being
being one
one year
salary of her
her
for.
Appropriation
Appropriation for,
deceased husband,
deceased
husband, who died
died while in
in the Foreign
Foreign Service;
Service; and there
there
is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherotherappropriated, a
sum to
out the
the purpose
purpose of
this
wise appropriated,
a sufficient
sufficient sum
to carry
carry out
of this
Proviso.
Proviso.
Act
•
Provided,
no
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
Act:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
Limitation
attor-'
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account of
of
received
services rendered in connection
unlawful
connection with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
Penalty for violation.
connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithconnection
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall
shall be
be
deemed guilty of a
conviction thereof shall
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, May 3, 1934.

May 3, 1934.
[H.R. 233.1
2331
[Private, No. 83.1
[Private,
83.]
Florence
Hudgins
Hudgins
L
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth
indsay
Lindsay
Lindsay.
L
indsay.

[CHAPTER 198.]
[CHAPTER
198.]

AN ACT

For
Lindsay and
Elizabeth Lindsay.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Florence
Florence Hudgins
Hudgins Lindsay
and Elizabeth
Lindsay.

Be itit enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the

United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
Payments to.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay
pay
to Florence Hudgins Lindsay
Lindsay and Elizabeth
Elizabeth Lindsay,
and
Lindsay, mother
mother and
sister, respectively, of
Lindsay and
James Lawrence
Lawrence
of Roland Martin
Martin Lindsay
and James
Lindsay,
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approapproLindsay, out
out of
money in
priated, the sum of $10,000,
priated.,
$10,000, one-half to each, in
of
in full settlement of
United States,
States, for
for loss
loss
all claims
claims against the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
and damages
damages sustained
sustained by
by reason
reason of
of the
of said
Roland Martin
and
the death
death of
said Roland
Martin
Lindsay and
and James
James Lawrence
Lawrence Lindsay
account of
of injuries
Lindsay
Lindsay on
on account
injuries sussustained on the 6th day of October
1931, from
United
October 1931,
from collision with
with aaUnited
States Army truck operated near Grafton, York County, Virginia,
Virginia,
occasioned
occasioned by the
being operated
the said
said truck being
operated on
on aa dark
dark night
night and
and
Proviso,
without being
lighted: Provided,
_Provided, That
That no
of the
the
attor- without
being properly
properly lighted:
no part
part of
LPmitaion
Limitationon
on attorn ey's, etc.,
amount
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees,
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof
Act in
in excess
10 per
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
or received
received by
agent or
delivered to
to or
by any
any agent
or agents,
agents,
attorney
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
in connection
connection
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
for any
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorattorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
or receive
any sum
sum of
of the
the
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
receive any
amount appropriated
amount
appropriated in
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
in this Act in
in excess
per centum
thereof
of services
on account
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with
said claim,
claim, any
any
rendered in
with said
Penaltyfor
Penalty
for vioation.
violation, contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
in any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
3, 1934.
Approved, May
May 3,
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 199.]
199.1
[CHAPTER

199-201.
CHS. 199-201.

3,1934.
MAY
MAY 3,
1934.

AN
AN ACT
For
Harvey M. Hunter.
For the relief of Harvey

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
United
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
directed to
hereby, authorized and directed
he is hereby,
and he
of the
reimburse Harvey
Harvey M.
M. Hunter,
Hunter, civilian ammunition
ammunition foreman of the
reimburse
Ordnance Department,
Department, United
States Army, the sum of $71.50, out
United States
Ordnance
of
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for damage
not otherwise
in the
of any
done
goods during
during transportation
transportation from station at
household goods
to household
done to
California,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, to
new station
station at San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
to new
Baltimore,
settlement of all claims
August 7,
to October
October 18,
18, 1928, in full settlement
1928, to
7, 1928,
August
against the Government
Government of the United States.
against
Approved,
May 3, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 200.]
200.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT

For
California.
For the relief of the city of Glendale, California.

1329
3, 1934.
May 3,
[H.R. 3231
323.]
[Private,
84.]
[Private, No. 84.1
Harvey M. Hunter.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement for
property damages.

May 3, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R. 470.]
470.1
[H.R.
[Private, No. 85.]
85.]
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Glendale, cali.
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary Glendale,
Calif.
the Secretary
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
,
ufordae,
top
ageymnt
pay, age
to pay,
of
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pump
house,
etc.
directed to
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of the
out of any money in the Treasury not
appropriated, the
the Payment to, for
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury

sum
of $2,157.96
the city
city of
of Glendale,
full
State of California, in full
Glendale, State
to the
$2,157.96 to
sum of
settlement
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
the Government
the United States
of the
Government of
settlement of
for
equipment owned by the said city
house and equipment
pump house
to aapump
damages to
for damages
of
Glendale, State
State of
of California,
caused by
by the crash of an airplane
California, caused
of Glendale,
owned and
operated by
the United
resulting
United States Navy, and the fire resulting
by the
and operated
owned
being
therefrom, on
on the
16th day of October, 1924, said damages beingthe 16th
therefrom,
without
or contributary
ot
negligence on the part of the city ot
contributary ' 1 negligence
fault or
without fault
Glendale:
no part
part of
amount appropriated
r
oviso..
appropriated in Proviso.
the amount
of the
That no
Provided, That
Glendale: Provided,
this Act
of 10
paid or
neL
y!so).i
e
rofees
i
n
eeso
.
nattororetc.,
delivered neys
or delivered
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
excess of
in excess
this Act in
to
or
received
by
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
or
to or received by any agent
It shall
account of
of services
rendered in
with said claim. It
connection with
in connection
services rendered
account
be
for any
any agent
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
attorney or
or agents,
agent or
unlawful for
be unlawful
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
collect, withhold,
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centuni
thereof
account
of services
services
account
on
thereof
centumn
per
10
this Act in excess of
rendered
connection with
said claim,
contract to
the contrary
to the
any contract
claim, any
with said
in connection
rendered in
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty for violation.
this Act
violating the
notwithstanding.
shall be
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
upon conviction
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall
shall be
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
fined in
be fined
shall
Approved,
Approved, May 3, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 201.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
Ward A. Jefferson.
Jefferson.
the relief of Ward
For

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be

United
United
troller
troller

3, 1934.
1934.
May 3,
[H.R.
520.1
[H.R. 520.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 86.]
Ward A. Jefferson.

States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompComp- Double salary
salary restricin Congress
of America
States of
tion waived in favor of.
General
of
the
United
States
is
hereby
authorized
and
in favor of.
waived
tion
and
authorized
hereby
is
General of the United States
directed to
to cancel
the indebtedness
indebtedness of
of Ward
Jefferson in the
A. Jefferson
Ward A.
cancel the
directed
amount of
of $1,197.57,
$1,197.57, arising
arising out
that for
the period from
for the
fact that
the fact
of the
out of
amount
rendered
March 1,
1, 1929,
1929, to
to January
January 10,
10, 1931,
was paid
paid for services
services rendered
he was
1931, he
March
by
him as
as a
abridge
tender on
on the
Cape Cod
Cod Canal
Canal and also as rural
the Cape
bridge tender
by him
mail
on the
route from
from West
West Wareham,
Massachusetts, the
Wareham, Massachusetts,
the route
carrier on
mail carrier
in original
1 So in
%So
original.
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1330
Vol. 39, pp. 110, 682.
582.
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73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

GUS.
CHS. 201-204.
201-204.

MAY
3, 1934.
MAY 3,1934.

payment of
of such
dual compensation
in contravention
the
compensation being
being in
contravention of
of the
payment
such dual
provisions of
of section
section 66 of
Act of
1916, as
by
amended by
May 10,
10, 1916,
as amended
of the
the Act
of May
provisions
the Act
Act of
of August
August 29,
1916 (39
U.S.C., title
title 5,
5, sec.
sec. 58).
58).
29, 1916
(39 Stat.
Stat. 582;
582; U.S.C.,
the
Approved,
3, 1934.
Approved, May
May 3,
1934.
[CHAPTER 202.]
202.]
[CHAPTER

May 3, 1934.
[H.R.
1301.]
[H.R. 1301.]
[Private,
87.]
[Private. No. 87.1

AN ACT
ACT
Offerman.
For the relief of M. Aileen Offerman.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
the
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be

M.
Offerman. United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of America in
m. Aileen
Aileen Offerman.
Secretary

Payment to for personal injuries. ,
sonalinjuries.

Proviso.

attorLimitation
Limitation on
on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,etc.,

Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty
for violation.

authorized and directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay M.
Aileen Offerman,
Offerman, out
any money
pay
M. Aileen
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
$2,500 in
in full
of all
otherwise
the sum
of $2,500
full settlement
settlement of
all
claims against
against the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States for
personal
claims
United States
for personal
injuries and
and property
property damage
damage resulting
from a
collision with
with United
injuries
resulting from
a collision
United
States
Five Corners
Corners of
Shore HighStates truck
truck numbered
numbered 430870,
430870, at
at Five
of the
the Shore
Highway, at
at Middletown,
on December
December 4,
1930: Provided,
Provided,
4, 1930:
Jersey, on
New Jersey,
way,
Middletown, New
That
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
That no part of
of the
the amount appropriated
in this
this Act
excess of
of
10 per
centum thereof
shall be
or delivered
or received
by
be paid
paid or
delivered to
to or
received by
10
per centum
thereof shall
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
account of
any
on account
of services
services
rendered
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
be unlawful
unlawful for
for
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
collect, withwithany agent or agents, attorney
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
hold, or
receive any
sum of
of the
Act
hold,
or receive
any sum
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in
per centum
thereof on
on account
account of
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
of services
services rendered
rendered
in
contrary notwithin connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
standing.
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall
person violating
Any person
of this
this Act
be
upon conviction
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
shall
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
shall be
be fined
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, May
3, 1934.
Approved,
May 3,
1934.
[CHAPTER 203.]
[CHAPTER

May 3,
1934.
May
3,1934.
[H.R. 2040.]
2040.]
[I.R.
[Private, No.
No. 88.]
8-.]
P.
P. Jean des Garennes.
Monthly
payment to.
Monthlypaymentto.

Chargeable
"Pay,
Chargeable to "Pay,
Naval Academy."
Academy."
Naval

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of P. Jean des Garennes.
Garennes.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
authorized and directed
directed to
of the Navy is hereby authorized
to pay to P.
P. Jean
Jean
des Garennes,
Garennes, formerly aaprofessor at the United States Naval Academy, now blind and totally incapacitated,
month
incapacitated, the sum of $50 per month
for the remainder of his life, beginning with the month in which
chargeable to the appropriation
this Act is approved, chargeable
appropriation "Pay,
"Pay, Naval
Naval
Academy."
Approved,
May 3,
1934.
Approved. May
3, 1934.
[CHAPTER 204.]
[CHAPTER
204.]

May 3,
3, 1934.
1934.
[11.R.
2041.]
[H.R. 2041.]
[Private, No. 89.]
Irwin D. Coyle.
Credit in accounts.

redin tcoylets.

Proviso.

Johno.
Mangh,
John B. Manghan
rocredit of
of acounts.
accounts.
recredit

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Irwin D. Coyle.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
That the CompUnited States
America in Congress
Compassembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United
troller General of the United States
directed
States is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
to credit the accounts
accounts of Irwin D. Coyle,
Coyle, lieutenant commander,
commander,
United States Navy, in the sum of $911.94,
$911.94, representing
representing payment
payment
made by him to an officer of the Navy in
in accordance
accordance with orders of
of
the Navy Department,
Department, which payment was disallowed
disallowed by the
the Comptroller General:
General: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
troller
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
of the
United States
States is hereby
hereby authorized and directed to recredit the
accounts of Chief Boatswain
Boatswain John B. Manghan,
Manghan, United States
States Navy,
Navy,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 204-206.
OHS.
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deceased,
the sum
of $165.95,
$165.95, which amount was due and unpaid
unpaid
sum of
with the
deceased, with
to Chief
Manghan at the date of his death on May 23,
23,
Boatswain Manghan
Chief Boatswain
to
1932,
and was
was subsequently
subsequently applied
applied by the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
1932, and
the
United States
States to
to offset in part the disallowance
disallowance of $911.94 then
the United
Commander
Lieutenant
of
outstanding
in
the
accounts
Lieutenant
Commander Irwin D.
accounts
the
in
outstanding
Coyle,
Corps, United States Navy.
Supply Corps,
Coyle, Supply
Approved, May 3, 1934.
[CHAPTER 205.]
2051
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Edward V. Bryant.

May
3, 1934.
1934.
May 3,
[H.R.
2169.]
LH.R. 2169.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 90.]

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Edward
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Edward V.
V. Bryant.
Bryant.
assembled, That the Secretary Return
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
R
of fine paid
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
to
Edward
V.
by
eturn
of
fine paid
Edward
to
pay
to
by.
of the Treasury is authorized and directed
Bryant, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
approprinot otherwise appropriTreasury not
the Treasury
Bryant,
ated,
of $2,400,
$2,400, the
the amount
a fine
fine paid by Edward V.
of a
amount of
sum of
the sum
ated, the
nolo
a plea nobo
Bryant
in pursuance
of a
judgment entered upon a
a judgment
pursuance of
Bryant in
298
p. 298.
41, p.
contendere
so-called "
Lever Act"
Act" Vol. 41,
"Lever
the so-called
of the
provisions of
certain provisions
under certain
contendere under
previous to
the time
time that
that the
Supreme Court of the United States
the Supreme
to the
previous
held such
provisions void,
void, the
the said
plea and said payment being
said plea
such provisions
held
made under
under a
a stipulation
follows: ""In
consideration that the
In consideration
as follows:
stipulation as
made
Attorney
General
and
his
court
shall
accept
the
plea nolo
nobocontendere
contendere
plea
the
accept
shall
court
his
and
Attorney General
I do hereby
which I
hereby tender
above-entitled indictment,
indictment, I
the above-entitled
to the
tender to
I hereby
which
waive
any and
which the
the court
may see fit to impose upon
court may
fines which
all fines
and all
waive any
'Lever
me upon
upon such
such plea,
in the
event that
that the so-called 'Lever
the event
except in
plea, except
me
unconAct'
under
which
said
indictment
is
shall
be
declared
found
is
indictment
said
which
under
Act'
stitutional
by the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
States and that
United States
the United
Supreme Court
stitutional by
no
could be
be sustained
sustained upon the facts stated in said
prosecution could
no prosecution
indictment."
indictment."
Approved, May
1934.
3, 1934.
May 3,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
206.]
[CHAPTER 2061

AN ACT
For the relief of Harry L. Haberkorn.

3, 1934.
May 3,1934.
[H.R. 2337.1
23371
[H.R.
[Private,
91.]
Private, No. 91.]

the
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Habrkorn
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
ar L. Haberkorn.
Secretary Harry
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United
of the
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay, out
out of any money Ices.Payment to, for
to pay,
directed to
the Treasury
of
Haberkorn,
in
Treasury not
not otherwise
Harry L. Haberkorn,
to Harry
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
sum of
$2,750 in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all claims
of $2,750
the sum
Texas, the
San
against the
the Government
the United
United States
for services
services actually
States for
of the
Government of
against
performed as
as a
clerk to
Harry M.
from March 4, 1929, to
Wurzbach from
M. Wurzbach
to Harry
a clerk
performed
Wurzbach having been
February
9, 1930,
1930, both
inclusive, said Wurzbach
dates inclusive,
both dates
February 9,
declared
by
the
House
of
Representatives
duly
elected
a Representas a
elected as
duly
declared by the House of Representatives
the
ative from
from the
fourteenth congressional
district of Texas in the
congressional district
the fourteenth
ative
Seventy-first
Congress
for
the
term
commencing
March
1929:
4,
March
commencing
term
Seventy-first Congress for the
vio.
Provided, That
That no
amount appropriated
in this Act in Pro
Proviso.
appropriated in
the amount
of the
part of
no part
Provided,

excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or neL
y!
s
m,iettinli
attor.
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or neys,ete.,fees.
of
received
by
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
account
account
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
unlawful
services
rendered in
said claim.
It shall be unlawful
claim. It
with said
connection with
in connection
services rendered
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withor attorneys,
for
hold, or
receive any
sum of
the amount
appropriated in this Act in
amount appropriated
of the
any sum
or receive
hold,
excess
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
on account
10 per
of 10
excess of
connection
with
said
claim,
any
contract
to
the
contrary
notwithnotwithcontrary
the
to
contract
any
claim,
said
with
connection
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be Penalty for violation.
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be Penaltyforvolation.
deemed
misdemeanor and
thereof shall
conviction thereof
upon conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
of a
guilty of
deemed guilty
be
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
any sum
fined in
be fined
Approved,
Approved, May 3, 1934.
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SESS.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 207.]
May 3,1934.
3, 1934.
2818.]
[H.R. 2818.]
[Private, No. 92.]
92.]
[Private,

MAY
3, 1934.
1934.
MAY 3,

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Katherine
Katherine G. Taylor.

Katherine G. Taylor.
Payment to, for medical aid
aid rendered.
rendered.
ical

Proviso.
oviso.
Pr
mitation on
on attorLi
Limitation
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees,
fees.
ney's,

Penalty
Penalty for violation.
violation.

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
by the
Be it
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
United
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
directed to pay, out of any money
money
and directed
Treasury is
of
in the
Katherine G.
G. Taylor,
Taylor,
to Katherine
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
in
the Treasury
superintendent
Taylor Hospital,
Hospital, Ridley
Ridley Park,
Pennsylvania, the sum
Park, Pennsylvania,
superintendent Taylor
of
be in
in full
full satisfaction
of all
all claims
against
claims against
satisfaction of
shall be
sum shall
Such sum
$159. Such
of $159.
the United
States for
for medical
medical aid
rendered to Laura Mae Kurtz as
aid rendered
United States
the
a
result of
of being
being struck
by United
States Army
Army Cadillac
Cadillac truck
United States
struck by
a result
Pennsylvania:
numbered
60186 on
on March
20, 1929,
1929, near Ridley Park, Pennsylvania:
March 20,
numbered 60186
appropriated in this Act in
Provided,
amount appropriated
the amount
part of the
no part
That no
Provided, That
excess
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
be paid
to or
or delivered
delivered to
paid or
shall be
thereof shall
of 10
excess of
received
by any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
account of
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
received by
It shall be unlawservices rendered
in connection
claim. It
connection with said claim.
rendered in
services
ful for
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
ful
amount appropriated
withhold, or
or receive
appropriated in this Act
sum of the amount
any sum
receive any
withhold,
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
rendered
of services
services rendered
account of
on account
thereof on
of 10
in
excess of
in
any contract
contrary notwithnotwithto the
the contrary
contract to
claim, any
said claim,
with said
in connection
connection with
standing.
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
Any person
standing. Any
deemed guilty
guilty of
conviction thereof shall
upon conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of a
deemed
be fined
$1,000.
in any
any sum not exceeding $1,000.
fined in
be
Approved,
1934.
May 3, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
208.]
[CHAPTER 208.]

3, 1934.
May 3,
1934.
[H.R. 4542.]
[Private, No.
No. 93.]
93.]
[Private,
Frank Wilkins.
Payment
Payment to,
death of horse.

OHS.
207-209.
CHS. 207-209.

for

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Frank Wilkins.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
United States
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
States of
United
of
directed to pay,
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
i
out of any funds in
n the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
in
settlement against the Government, the sum of $100
$100 to Frank
in full settlement
Wilkins
caused by a
a shot on the military
a horse caused
the death of a
Wilkins for the
1925.
reservation at Fort McPherson
Georgia, in December 1925,
McPherson, Georgia,
reservation
Approved, May
3, 1934.
1934.
May 3,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 209.]
209.]
[CHAPTER

May 3,
1934.
3,1934.
[H.R. 4809.]
4609.]
[Private, No. 94.1
94.]
[Private.

Augustus Thomp-

son.
Payment to, for per-

84Tayment

sonalinjuries
sonal injuries,

Prov
attor1,ttion
so. ion on attorit
Limta
ney's,et.,fees.
ney's, etc., fees,

AN ACT
For the relief of Augustus Thompson.

the
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House
enacted by the Senate and

assembled, That there shall be
States of America in
United
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,

paid out of the contingent
contingent funds of the House to Augustus Thomp-

son, aaformer member of the House Office Building
Building police
police force,
force, the
the
Governsum
of $2,500
$2,500 in
full settlement
settlement of
claims against
against the Governall claims
of all
in full
sum of
sustained
injuries sustained
ment
the United
United States
States on account
of personal
personal injuries
account of
ment of
of the
by
said Augustus
Thompson in
in the
the House
Office Building
Building on
on FebruHouse Office
Augustus Thompson
by said

discharge of
Provided, That
That no part
of duty: Provided,
the discharge
ary 27, 1930,
1930, while in the
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum

thereof shall
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
received by any agent or
to or received
be paid
thereof
shall be
agents,
attorneys, on
account of services rendered in conon account
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
nection with said claim.
claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any agent .or
nection
agents,
withhold, or receive
or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
agents, attorney or
any
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of .10
any sum
sum of the amount
per centum thereof on account of services rendered in connection
connection with

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 209,
225, 226.
209,225,
CHS.
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for violation.
olatin.
said
to the
per- Penalty
Penaltyor
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any perany contract
contract to
said claim,
claim, any
a
this Act
Act shall be deemed guilty of a
son
provisions of this
the provisions
son violating
violating the
misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
misdemeanor and
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, May
3, 1934.
Approved,
May 3,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 225.]

AN ACT
For the relief of William K. Lovett.

May 7, 1934.
[H.R. 191.]
[H.R.
191.]
[Private, No. 96.1
95.]
[Private,

Be
the Senate
of the
the
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and Howe
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
William K. Lovett.
United
assembled, That the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary Payment
to, for loss
of
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay, of sloop
of the
the Treasury
and he
is hereby,
directed to
to pay,
sloop and cargo.
out
of
any
money
in
Treasury
otherwise
appropriated,
to
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
to
out of any money
William
K. Lovett,
$2,050 in
in
the sum
sum of
of $2,050
New Jersey,
Jersey, the
Lovett, Wildwood,
Wildwood, New
William K.
full
the Government
Government for
for loss of
of the
the motor sloop
settlement against
against the
full settlement
keeper
Edith and cargo while engaged
in rendering assistance to the keeper
Edith
engaged in
and
at Cold Spring
Spring
Life Saving
Saving Station
Station at
and crew
crew of
of the
the Holly Beach Life
Provio.
Provided, That no part of fLimitation
Inlet, New Jersey, on October
October 6, 1913: Provided,
imitaiion
r
on attorattoron
etc., Iees.
the
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
of 10
per centum
centum ney's, etc.,
fees.
10 per
in excess
excess of
in this
appropriated in
the amount
thereof
be paid
delivered to
to or
or received
by any
or
any agent
agent or
received by
paid or
or delivered
thereof shall
shall be
agents,
or attorneys,
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
conin conaccount of
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
attorney or
agent or
nection
with said
claim. It
be unlawful for any agent
It shall
shall be
said claim.
nection with
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
to exact,
attorneys, to
agents, attorney
in excess
excess of 10 per
any
sum of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
amount appropriated
any sum
centum
thereof on
account of services
rendered in connection with Penalty
Penalty for violation
violation.
services rendered
on account
centum thereof
said claim,
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any pernotwithstanding. Any
contract to
claim, any
any contract
said
son
violating the
this Act
be deemed
of a
a
deemed guilty of
Act shall
shall be
of this
the provisions
provisions of
son violating
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof shall
shall be fined in any sum
upon conviction
misdemeanor
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, May
7, 1934.
1934.
May 7,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 226.]
226.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Marguerite
Ciscoe.
Marguerite Cisme.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and Hamse
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
assembled, That
of America
United
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
he is
be, and
and he
of the
out
any money
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
money in
out of
of any
sum of
Marguerite Ciscoe,
Ciscoe, who
who
of William
William Ciscoe,
widow of
Ciscoe, widow
to Marguerite
of $2,000
$2,000 to
sum
was
injured as
as a
a result
by a
a United States
of being
being struck by
result of
fatally injured
was fatally
mail
truck numbered
numbered 4182,
4182, New
City, New
New York,
York, on
July 18,
on July
York City,
New York
mail truck
November 12,
1931, suffering
suffering injuries
injuries which
which caused
his death
death on November
caused his
1931,
1931: Provided,
no part
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
the amount
part of
That no
Provided, That
1931:
Act in
centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
paid or delivered
shall be paid
per centum
of 10
10 per
excess of
in excess
Act
or received
received by
any agent
agent or
attorney or
account
on account
or attorneys
attorneys,'on
agents, attorney
or agents,
by any
or
It shall be
of
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
of services
unlawful
for any
agent or
or agents,
to exact,
exact, colcolor attorneys,
attorneys, to
attorney or
agents, attorney
any agent
unlawful for
appropriated in
lect,
withhold, or
amount appropriated
any sum of the amount
receive any
or receive
lect, withhold,
this
10 per
thereof on account of services
centum thereof
per centum
of 10
in excess
excess of
Act in
this Act
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
the contrary
contrary
to the
contract to
any contract
claim, any
said claim,
rendered
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
Act
this Act
the provisions
notwithstanding.
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
deemedguilty
shall
sum not exceeding $1,000.
shall be
be fined
any sum
fined in any
shall
Approved, May
May 7,
1934.
7, 1934.
Approved,

May 7, 1934.
May
[H.R.
H.R. 264.)
264.]
96.)
[Private, No. 96.]
Marguerite
Ciscoe.
Marguerite Cisoe.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Priso.
On attorLimitation on
ney's etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty for violtion
violation.

1334
1334

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 227.]
227.]
[CHAPTER

May 7,
1934.
7, 1934.
May
[H.R.
[H.R. 408.]
408.]
[Private, No.
No. 97.]
97.]
[Private,

Nowinski.
William J.
I. Nowinski.
William
Naval
record corNaval record
rected.
rected.

K. Finney.or
Finney.f
Arthurensation
Comp
Compensation for
services,
services.

99.1
[Private, No. 99.]

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.
MAY

AN ACT

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That in computaCongress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
tion
of service
purposes, Lieutenant
Grade) William
(Junior Grade)
Lieutenant (Junior
pay purposes,
for pay
service for
tion of
J.
States Navy,
Navy, shall
shall be
and
held and
be held
United States
Corps, United
Supply Corps,
Nowinski, Supply
J. Nowinski,
considered
to
have
entered
a
commissioned
status
in
the
Navy
on
on
Navy
the
in
status
commissioned
a
entered
have
to
considered
April 19,
19, 1926.
April
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
Approved,

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the relief of Arthur K. Finney.

Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
United
of America
America in
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
of
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to pay,
is hereby,
he is
and he
the Treasury
of the
appropriated, to
out
money in
in the
Treasury not
to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
any money
of any
out of
Arthur
Finney, of
of Plymouth,
Plymouth, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the sum of $108.77
K. Finney,
Arthur K.
in
full compensation
compensation for
for handling
handling two
totaling
coal, totaling
of coal,
carloads of
two carloads
in full
eighty-four
nineteen one
one hundredths
United
tons, sold to the United
hundredths tons,
and nineteen
eighty-four and
at
States
delivered to the Federal Building at
and delivered
Government and
States Government
Plymouth, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Plymouth,
Approved,
May 7,
7, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 229.]
[CHAPTER

May 7,
1934.
7,1934.
[H.R.
768.1
[H.R. 768.1

CRS.
227-229.
CHS. 227-229.

For
relief of
of William
Nowinski.
William J. Nowinski.
the relief
For the

[CHAPTER 228.]
[CHAPTER
May 7, 1934.
[H.R.
526.]
[H.R. 526.]
98.]
[Private, No. 98.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

AN ACT
ACT
William E. Bosworth.
For the relief of William

Be
it enacted
the, Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the
Be it
William E.
assembled,
William
B. BosB°s United
States
America in
Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress
in
Anerica
of
States
United
worth.
worth.
Redemption of
of lost
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
lost of
Redemption
Victory gold note.
note,
redeem in
in favor
Bosworth, coupon
coupon note numbered
numbered
E. Bosworth,
William E.
of William
favor of
redeem
A-131,414 in
denomination of $500 of the Victory
Victory 43/
43/
4 per centum
cent=
in the denomination
A-131,414
without
convertible gold
matured May 20, 1923, without
gold notes of 1922-1923, matured
convertible
alleged to
interest and without presentation of said note which is alleged
destroyed, provided the said note shall not have
have been stolen or destroyed,
Provizos.
Provisos.
Provided, That said William E.
Condition.
previously presented and paid: Provided,
been previously
Condition.
Bosworth
shall first
first file in the Treasury
Department of the United
Treasury Department
Bosworth shall
States aabond in
principal
in the penal sum of double the amount of the principal
States
of said
form and with such corporate surety as may
such form
of
said note in such
acceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury to indemnify and
be acceptable
the
account of the
harmless the United States from any loss on account
save harmless
Indemnity bonds.
theft
described: Provided,
Provided,
hereinbefore described:
the note hereinbefore
destruction of the
or destruction
theft or
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
10
received by
per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
10 per
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services
Limitation on attorattar- rendered
rendered in connection with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful for
Limitation
etc., fees.
noy's,
nor s, etc.,
fees,
any agent
agent or
or agents,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withwithattorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
any
appropriated in this Act
hold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
centum thereof on account of services rendered
rendered
in excess of 10 per centum
in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithPenalty
for violation.
standing. Any
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
violation. standing.
Penalty for
Any person
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May 7, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
230.1
[CHAPTER 230.1

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

OHS. 230-232.
230-232.
CHS.

AN ACT
For
the relief
of John
John H.
H. Mehrle.
Mehrle.
relief of
For the

7,1934.
1934.
MAY 7,

1335
1335
May
7, 1934.
1934.
May 7,
[H.R. 879.]
879.]
[H.R.
100.]
[Private,
No.
100.]
No.
[Private,

the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
to.I
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Jaohnt
assembled, That
1113ahynn
H.it
,
1
r
f
for
l perin Congress
United States
injuries.
sonal injuries
pay, sonal
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
directed to
authorized and
be, and
of the
out
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
Treasury not
any money
of any
out of
John
Ohio, the
$1,000, in full settleof $1,000,
the sum of
of Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
Mehrle, of
H. Mehrle,
John H.
a
ment
the Government
Government for
injuries received
received when struck by a
for injuries
against the
ment against
Government
mail truck
truck at
at the
intersection of Fourth and Spring
the intersection
Government mail
Streets, Columbus,
on September
September 5,
That no
no Proviso.
attor
tin on
L
Provided, That
5, 1930:
1930: Provided,
Ohio, on
Columbus, Ohio,
Streets,
Limitation
on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fes.
fees.
10 per ney's,
in excess
part of
amount appropriated
in this
excess of
of 10
Act in
this Act
appropriated in
the amount
of the
part
agent
centum
shall be
be paid
or delivered
or received
received by any agent
to or
delivered to
paid or
thereof shall
centum thereof
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, on
account of services rendered in
on account
or attorneys,
or
connection with
with said
unlawful for any agent or
shall be unlawful
It shall
claim. It
said claim.
connection
receive
agents,
or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
attorney or
agents, attorney
per
Act in excess of 10 per
any
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this Act
appropriated in
sum of
any sum
connection with
centum thereof
thereof on
rendered in
in connection
services rendered
of services
account of
on account
centum
Penalty for violation.
said claim,
any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any Penalty for violation
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
claim, any
said
of
person
violating the
shall be
be deemed guilty of
Act shall
this Act
of this
provisions of
the provisions
person violating
be fined in any
and upon
thereof shall be
conviction thereof
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
aa misdemeanor
sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
1934.
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 231.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Daisy M.
M. Avery.
Avery.
of Daisy
the relief
For

May
May 7,7,1934.
1934.

[H.R.
8801
H.R. 880.]101.]
[Private,
No. 101.]
[Private, No.

the
Be
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Itt
ym
isY et4
t
.to, e
f
olT.perfoperPayment
in Congress
America in
States of
United
injuries
sonal iniuriespay, &mai
directed to
of
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of the
out of
the funds
otherwise appropriated,
the sum of $1,000
$1,000 to
appropriated, the
not otherwise
funds not
of the
out
Daisy
Avery, in
in complete
payment and
settlement of all claims
and settlement
complete payment
M. Avery,
Daisy M.
against the
United States
Government on account of an injury
States Government
the United
against
performance of
sustained by
the said
said Daisy
in the performance
while in
Avery while
M. Avery
Daisy M.
by the
sustained
Government on March
her duty
duty as
as an
employee of
United States
States Government
March
the United
of the
an employee
her
Proviso.
on attorLiiion
appropriated in
the amount
28,
1922: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
amount appropriated
in this Limitation
of the
no part
28, 1922:
on
ney's,
etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.
ney's,
delivered
or
paid
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
be
shall
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
account
or
any agent
agent or
or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
by any
received by
or received
It shall be
of
services rendered
connection with said claim. It
in connection
rendered in
of services
attorneys, to exact,
unlawful for
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
any agent
for any
unlawful
collect,
receive any
sum of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
the amount
any sum
or receive
withhold or
collect, withhold
this Act
in excess
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on account
account of services
services
10 per
of 10
excess of
Act in
this
rendered in
in connection
said claim,
contract to the contrary
any contract
claim, any
with said
connection with
rendered
Penalty for violation.
provisions of
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
of this Act Penalty'orvioation.
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding.
shall be
guilty of
and upon
conviction thereof
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
shall
Approved,
May 7,
1934.
7, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
232.1
[CHAPTER 2321

AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Wylie.
B. Wylie.
of Edna
Edna B.
the relief
For

May 7,i1934.
May
7, 1934.

1362.]
N.
132.]
[i [H.R. No.
[Private,
102.]

[Private, No. 102]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the Edna B. Wylie.
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
Be
United
of America
in Congress
the Secretary
for
Edabawym
Secretary Reimbursement
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
lost postal funds.
of the
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to pay lotpostalfi
is hereby,
he is
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
to
B. Wylie,
Wylie, postmaster
postmaster of
of Derby,
Derby, Iowa,
Iowa, out of
of any money
money in
Edna B.
to Edna

1336
1336

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS.
232-234.
CIS. 232-234.

MAY 7,
1934.
MAY
7,1934.

the
appropriated, the
sum of
$22.90, being
being
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
of $22.90,
the
amount of
postal funds
funds lost
lost in
failure of
of the
the First
First National
in the
the failure
National
the amount
of postal
Bank of
of Derby,
Derby, Iowa,
Iowa, on
or about
about February
on or
February 10,
10, 1928.
1928.
Bank
Approved,
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 233.]
2331
[CHAPTER
7, 1934.
May 7,1934.
[H.R. 1418.]
1418.]
[H.R.
(Private, No. 103.]
103.]
IPrivate,
W. C.
G.
W.

Garber.
arber.
Payment to.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
Garber.
relief of
of W.
W. C.
C. Garber.
For

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

to pay
pay
and directed
directed to
be, and
he is
Treasury be,
of the
of
the Treasury
and he
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
to
W. C.
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
to W.
C. Garber,
Garber, out
out of
of any
appropriated,
the sum
sum of
in full
full settlement
all claims
claims
settlement of
of all
of $112.41
$112.44 in
appropriated the
against
of the
the United
an agreement
agreement
against the
the Government
Government of
United States,
States, under
under an
by
the Government
exercised an
an option
to rent
rent certain
certain property
property
by which
which the
Government exercised
option to
to
although the
was abandoned
abandoned by
by
the project
project was
to be
be used
used as
as aalanding
landing field,
field, although
the Government,
Government, and this sum
accrued rental recommended
recommended by
sum as
as accrued
the
Proviso.
the Department
Provided, That no part
Proviso.
Department of Commerce for payment: Provided,
Limitation on attor
Limitation
attorney's, etc.,
eto., fees.
of the
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
ney's,
ees.
of
the amount
amount appropriated
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum
thereof shall be paid
received by
or
by any
any agent
agent or
thereof
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or received
attorneys, on account
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with
with said
said claim.
It shall
unlawful for
any agent
or
connection
claim. It
shall be
be unlawful
for any
agent or
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
any
sum of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
Act in
of 10
10 per
per
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
any sum
amount appropriated
centum thereof
services rendered
centum
thereof on account
account of services
rendered in connection
connection with
Penalty
violation. said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
forviolation.
Penalty for
notwithstanding. Any perperson violating
violating the
the provisions
son
provisions of
deemed guilty of a
a
of this Act
Act shall
shall be deemed
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
any sum
misdemeanor and upon conviction
fined in
in any
sum
not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
ayment
o.

[CHAPTER 234.]
[CHAPTER
May 7,1934.
7, 1934.
[11.1t. 2026.]
I.R.
2026.
[Private, No. 104.1
104.1
[Private,
George Jeffcoat.

Payment to.

AN ACT
tho relief of George Jeffcoat.
For the

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
the

United States
States of
of America
in, Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
United

and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
authorized and
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated and in
otherwise appropriated
full settlement
settlement of all claims against the Government
Government of the United
United
States, the
the sum
of $5,000
$5,000 to
George Jeffcoat,
Jeffcoat, husband
of Mary
Mary Alma
Alma
States,
sum of
to George
husband of
Jeffcoat, on
account of
death of
of the
said Mary
Mary Alma
Alma Jeffcoat,
Jeffcoat,
Jeffcoat,
on account
of the
the death
the said
who was killed by one S. S.
S. Sligh, Junior (a Federal officer known
known
as aa Federal
Federal prohibition
prohibition officer,
in Government
Government service,
service, while
officer, in
while on
on
duty), on
December 21,
21, 1931,
1931, while
while driving
an automobile
automobile on
on a
apubdriving an
pubduty),
on December
lic street
in the
the town
town of
New Brookland,
Brookland, Lexington
Lexington County,
lic
street in
of New
County, South
South
Proviso.
Pov
on attorttor- Carolina: Provided,
appropriated in
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Limitation on attor-

ney's,
etc., fees.
nl
ey's, etc.,
fees

Penalty for violation.
Penaltyforviolation.

this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centurn thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered

to or received
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
received by any agent or agents, attorney or
on
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It shall
be
unlawful for
for any
agent or
or agents,
attorneys, to
exact,
be unlawful
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
collect,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
collect, withhold, or
or receive
receive any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
this
this Act in excess
services
excess of 10
10 per centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
rendered
connection with
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
rendered in
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
Act
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May 7, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 235.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 235, 236.
CHS.

1337
1337

MAY 7, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT

1934.
7,1934.
May 7,

[H.R.
2321.1
[H.R. 2321.1
[Private, No.
No. 105.1
105.]
[Private,

Faria.
O. Faris.
For
For the relief of Captain J. 0.
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
States
Compensation Commission
hereby authorized
authorized
Commission is hereby
Employees' Compensation
States Employees'
O. Faria, on
J. 0.
to
consider and
and determine
claim of Captain J.
the claim
determine the
to consider
account
injuries sustained
sustained by
by him
him while
while employed by the United
United
of injuries
account of
States
Board as
master of
the steamship
steamship Commack,
Commack, in
of the
as master
Shipping Board
States Shipping
if
the
year 1925,
1925, in
same manner
manner and to the same extent as if
the same
in the
the year
said
Captain J.
had made
application for the benefits of
made application
Faria had
O. Faria
J. 0.
said Captain
employees
the
Act entitled
"An Act
compensation for employees
provide compensation
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
the Act
the performance
of the
performance of
in the
while in
injuries while
suffering injuries
States suffering
United States
the United
of
their duties,
for other
purposes ",
September 7, 1916,
approved September
", approved
other purposes
and for
duties, and
their
by sections 17 and
as
amended,
within
the
one-year
period
required
required
period
one-year
as amended, within the
20 thereof:
thereof: Provided,
That no
no benefits
shall accrue prior to the
benefits shall
Provided, That
20
approval
this Act.
of this
approval of
Approved,
7, 1934.
May 7,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
236.1
[CHAPTER 236.1

Faria.
O. Feria.
J. 0.
Captain J.
Captain
Settlement of
of claim.
claim.
Settlement

Vol.
39, p.
p. 742.
742.
Vol. 39,

Proviso.
Proviso.
No prior
benefits.
prior benefits.
No

AN ACT
For the
of Robert B. James.
relief of
the relief
For

-

May
1934.
7, 1934.
May 7,
[H.R.
2541.]
LH.R. 2541.]
[Private,
106.]
No. 106.]
[Private, No.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the Robert
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
James.
B. James.
Be it
Robert B.
of fine.
fine.
Refund of
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary Refund
Congress
in
United States of America
of
is authorized
and directed
to pay
pay to
to Robert
Robert B. James,
directed to
authorized and
Treasury is
the Treasury
of the
the
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
out of any money
sum of
of aa fine
paid by
Robert B. James in
in
by Robert
fine paid
amount of
the amount
$7,000, the
of $7,000,
sum
contendere
pursuance
of
a
judgment
entered
upon
a
plea
nob
o
contendere
under
nolo
plea
a
upon
entered
judgment
a
of
pursuance
certain provisions
provisions of
the so-called
previous to the time
Act previous
Lever Act,
so-called Lever
of the
certain
that
the
Supreme
Court
of
the
United
States
held such provisions
held
States
United
the
of
Court
Supreme
the
that
a stipulation
void,
the said
plea and
stipulation
under a
made under
being made
payment being
said payment
and said
said plea
void, the
as
follows: "In
"In consideration
the Attorney
General and this
Attorney General
that the
consideration that
as follows:
court
accept the
the plea
contendere which
tender
I hereby tender
which I
noloo contendere
plea nob
shall accept
court shall
to the
the above-entitled
above-entitled indictment
I
do hereby
hereby waive
waive any
any and all
all
do
I
indictment
to
fines
which
the
court
may
see
fit
to
impose
upon
me
upon
such
pleas,
upon
me
upon
impose
to
fit
fines which the court may see
which said
under which
so-called
except in
-called Lever Act
Act under
said
event that the so
the event
in the
except
Supreme
the
indictment
is
found
shall
be
declared
unconstitutional
by
unconstitutional
declared
be
shall
indictment is found
Court
of the
the United
that no
no prosecution
prosecution could be sus- Proviso.
and that
States and
United States
Provio.
Court of
attortained upon
upon the
the facts
facts stated
stated in
in said
indictment: Provided,
Provided, That no Limitation
on attorLimitation on
indictment:
said
tained
ney's,
etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.
ney's,
part of
appropriated in
in this
this Act
excess of 10 per
Act in excess
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
part
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
received by any
any
to or received
delivered to
or delivered
centum
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
on account
services rendered
rendered
of services
account of
attorneys, on
or agents,
agent
in connection
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawful for any agent
with said
connection with
in
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
to
exact,
collect, withhold, or receive
collect,
exact,
to
or agents, attorney or attorneys,
any
sum
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act in
excess of 10 per
per
in excess
Act
this
in
appropriated
amount
the
of
any sum
with
centum thereof
thereof on
account
of
services
rendered
in
connection
connection
in
rendered
services
on account of
centum
violation.
for violation.
Penalty for
said claim,
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any per- Penalty
to the
said claim, any
a
son
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty of a
shall be
of this
the provisions
violating the
son violating
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
shall be fined in any sum
thereof shall
conviction thereof
misdemeanor
$1,000."
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000."
not
Approved,
May
7, 1934.
1934.
7,
May
Approved,
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
rCHAPTER 237.]
237.1

May
1934.
May 7, 1934.
[H.R. 2661.]
[H.R.
2561.]
[Private,
No. 107.]
107.]
[Private, No.

G. Elias and
and Brother,
G.
Inc.
Inc.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penaltyfor violation.
violation.

Edward Umbel.

Payment
Payment to.

CHS. 237,
238.
CHS.
237,238.

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.
MAY

AN ACT

For
relief of
Elias and
For the
the relief
of G.
G. Elias
and Brother,
Brother, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay
of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
to pay
to G.
G. Elias
Elias and
to
and Brother,
Brother, Incorporated,
Incorporated, out
out of
of any
any money
money- in
in the
the
Treasury
not otherwise
in full
full setsetTreasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $4,400
$4,400 in
tlement for
for losses
losses suffered
suffered by
by said
said company
company on
on account
account of
priority
tlement
of priority
orders
and other
other conditions
conditions arising
arising out
out of
the late
orders and
of the
late War
War with
with GerGermany which
prevented the
the delivery
of lumber
lumber specified
specified under
under conconmany
which prevented
delivery of
tract
with the
the United
United States
States Navy
29497
tract with
Navy Department
Department numbered
numbered 29497
within
the time
which contract
bid was
within the
time specified,
specified, for
for which
contract bid
was submitted
submitted by
by
said
prior to
to the
the entrance
entrance of
of the
United States
States into
the
said company
company prior
the United
into the
late
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
late war: Provided,
Provided,That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
in this
Act in excess of 10 per
Act
shall be
paid or
delivered to
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
to
or
by any
any agent
or agents,
or attorneys,
on account
account
or received
received by
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, on
of services rendered
rendered in
said claim.
shall be
be
in connection
connection with
with said
claim. It
It shall
unlawful for
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
exact,
for any agent or
or agents,
to exact,
collect,
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
the amount
collect, withhold,
or receive
sum of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this
this Act
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
of services
services
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
account of
rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
contract to
the contrary
contrary
rendered in
claim, any
any contract
to the
notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
of this
ct
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
provisions of
this A
Act
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be
be deemed
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof
shall be
fined in
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
shall
be fined
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
238.]
[CHAPTER 238.]

7, 1934.
May 7,
[H.R. 2689.]
[HR..
2689.1
[Private, No. 108.]
108.1
[Private,

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the relief
For
relief of
Edward Shabel,
son of
of Joseph
Joseph Shabel.
Shabel.
of Edward
Shabel, son

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreecreUnited
States of America in
assembled, That

tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
to pay, from any funds in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
to Edward
Edward Shabel, son of Joseph Shabel, deceased,
deceased, the
the sum
sum. of
of
$2,579 in full settlement of all claims against the Government
for
Government for
injuries and damages
damages sustained by
struck by
by Joseph
Joseph Shabel
Shabel when
when struck
by
a Government automobile
automobile on May 7, 1932, said automobile having
a
having
been
been driven at the time by Hayden
Hayden N. Bell, a
a Federal
Federal prohibition
Proviso.
Praiso.
agent:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in
in this
this
amount
appropriated
Limitation on attorAct
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
paid or
to
neys,
festtor
Act in
ney's, et,
etc., fees.
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
or
any agent
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
or received
received by
by any
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
on account
account
of services rendered in connection
connection with
claim. It
be
with said claim.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
exact,
the amount appropriated
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the
appropriated in
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof on account of services
services
rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary
rendered
contrary
Penalty
violation. notwithstanding.
enalty for
forviolation.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
May 7,
Approved, May
7, 1934.
1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 239.]
239.]
[CHAPTER

OHS. 239-241.
239-241.
CHS.

AN
AN ACT

1339
1339

MAY
MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.

AN ACT

To
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to dedicate
dedicate to the city of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
To authorize
for
street purposes,
purposes, a
a tract
Philadelphia and
and State
State
tract of land situate in the city of Philadelphia
for street
Pennsylvania.
of Pennsylvania.

May7,
May 7, 1934.
1934.

[U.S. 342.1
3.542.]
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 109.]
109.]
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
United
States of
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.
That the Secretary doPhiladelphia,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
C
na
ertatitotract
!ract of
of land
Certain
city
the
to
to.
dedicate
donated
of
the
Navy
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
dedicate
cit
authorized
hereby,
is
of the Navy be, and he
of
Philadelphia, for
street purposes,
purposes, all
all that certain
certain lot or piece
piece of
of
for street
of Philadelphia,
and
Philadelphia
of
city
ground
situate
in
the
thirtieth
ward
of
Philadelphia
and
the
of
ward
thirtieth
ground situate in the
Description.
described
follows, to
to wit:
wit: Beginning
Beginning at
point formed
formed by the Description.
a point
at a
as follows,
described as
feet
intersection of
side of Bainbridge
Bainbridge Street, fifty feet
southerly side
the southerly
of the
intersection
wide, and
the westerly
westerly side
side of
of Twenty-fourth
thence south
Twenty-fourth Street; thence
and the
wide,
seventy-five degrees
degrees eighteen
eighteen minutes
fifty-eight seconds east, fiftyminutes fifty-eight
seventy-five
a point, the said point
three
feet
and
eleven
and
one-eighth
inches
three feet and eleven and one-eighth inches to a
Bainbridge
line of Bainbridge
southerly
being
the
intersection
of
the
former
southerly
former
the
of
intersection
being the
Street,
wide, and
the northwesterly
northwesterly line of Grays
Grays Ferry
and the
feet wide,
fifty feet
Street, fifty
fourteen .minRoad, sixty
feet wide;
wide; thence
degrees fourteen
fifty-seven degrees
south fifty-seven
thence south
sixty feet
Road,
one-eighth
utes
twenty-seven
seconds
west,
eighty
feet
and
four
and
one-eighth
four
and
feet
utes twenty-seven seconds west, eighty
in the
point
a
inches
along
the
said
side
of
Grays
Ferry
Road
to
a
Ferry
Grays
of
side
said
the
along
inches
north
same
the
along
westerly
side
of
Twenty-fourth
Street;
thence
thence
Street;
westerly side of Twenty-fourth
fifteen
degrees four
four minutes
thirty-two seconds east, fifty-nine feet
feet
minutes thirty-two
fifteen degrees
and
two and
inches to
to the
and place
first-mentioned point and
the first-mentioned
one-fourth inches
and one-fourth
and two
of beginning,
thirty-five one-thousandths
one-thousandths of an acre of
containing thirty-five
beginning, containing
of
land, more
more or less.
land,
Approved,
Approved, May 7, 1934.
y

[CHAPTER 240.1
240.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
Cordon.
O. S. Cordon.
relief of 0.
the relief
For

May 7, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R.
[H.R. 3579.]
3579.1
110.]
[Private, No. 110.]
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representative8
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
for
b t)
og.emi
United States
of
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
pay, lost
al
urshe
mmis
rt or
of America
States
United
fund.
of the Treasury be, and he
he is
hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay, lost2:postai
pi. Cordon.
authorized
hereby,
is
and
be,
of the Treasury
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to O.
0. S.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
of any
out
reimburse
to
$17.37
of
Cordon,
postmaster
at
Rigby,
Idaho,
the
sum
of
$17.37
reimburse
sum
the
Idaho,
Rigby,
at
Cordon, postmaster
failure
a result of the failure
him for
for the
the amount
of postal
postal funds lost as a
amount of
him
Idaho.
Rigby,
of
the
First
National
Bank,
of
Bank,
of the First National
Approved, May
May 7, 1934.
Approved,
I

[CHAPTER
241.1
[CHAPTER 241.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
the relief
relief of
Bulfinch.
Paul Bulfinch.
of Paul
For

May 7, 194.
1934.
May
[H.a..3580.

[H.R. No.
3580.]1113
111.
[Private,
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
of the ila
:iliBulfinch.
t
3
,
uitinncie
h.
t
Representatives of
Paul
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
for
n for
Reimbursement
Secretary
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
lost postal funds.
United
of the Treasury be, and he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
lost postal funds.
to
directed
and
authorized
be, and he is hereby,
of the Treasury
pay, out
of any
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
money in
any money
pay, out of
the sum or
Idaho,
to
Paul
Bulfinch,
postmaster
at
American
Falls,
of
Falls,
American
at
to Paul Bulfinch, postmaster
of the
Government
$158.54
in
full
settlement
of
all
claims
against
Government
the
against
claims
all
of
settlement
full
in
$158.54
United States
States to
reimburse him
him for
for the
the amount
amount of
of postal funds lost
to reimburse
United
National
by
him
as
a
result
of
the
failure
of
the
First
National Bank,
Bank, of
of
First
the
of
failure
the
of
result
a
as
him
by
T
Proio.
Limitation
on attr
Limitation
That
American
Falls,
Idaho,
on
Febr
u
a
r
y
8,
1923:
Provided,
That
no partIX60.
P
Provided,
Idaho, on February 8, 1923:
Falls,
American
ee.
etc.,
ney's,
centum
per
of the amount
amount appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
noes,
etc fees. attar10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
the
of
thereof shall be
paid or
or delivered
to or
or received
by any
agent or
any agent
received by
delivered to
shall be paid
thereof
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
of services
rendered in
in
services rendered
account of
on account
attorneys, on
attorney or
agents,
or
agent
any
for
connection
with
said
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
agent
or
unlawful
be
shall
It
claim.
said
connection with
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
withhold, or receive
receive
collect, withhold,
to exact,
or attorneys,
attorney or
.,

agents,

86637*-34—rz
2-4
86637--34-PT 2-4
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1340

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS. 241-243.
241-243.
CHS.

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.
MAY

any
sum of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per
any sum
the amount
excess of
centum
thereof on
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
of services
connection with
with
centum thereof
Penalty forviolation.
for violation. said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
Penalty
to the
Any perthe contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person
violating the
the provisions
of this
deemed guilty
of a
guilty of
a
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
son violating
provisions of
misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be fined in
in any sum
and upon
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 242.]
May 7, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 3611.]
'Private,
112.]
[Private, No. 112.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Frances E. Eller.

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
United States
in Congress
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out of
any money
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
and directed
pay, out
of any
money
in
the Treasury
to Frances
E. Eller
Eller
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Frances E.
the sum
full satisfaction
of all
all
of $422.50.
$422.50. Such
Such sum
sum shall
shall be
be in
in full
satisfaction of
the
sum of
claims
States for damages
damages resulting from
from an
claims against
against the
the United States
Proviso.
on accident
Provso.
accident involving a
a United
States mail truck:
truck: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
United States
no
Limitation on attorLimitation
,
part of
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
etc., fees.
appropriated in
this Act
part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
ney's, etc.,fees.
centum
shall be
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
agent
attorney or
attorneys, on account
account of services
agent or
or agents, attorney
or attorneys,
rendered in
in connection
with said
claim. It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any
It shall
rendered
connection with
said claim.
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold,
to exact,
exact, collect,
agent
or attorneys,
receive any sum of
appropriated in
in this
or receive
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act in
in excess
thereof on
services rendered
rendered in
in connecconnecof 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
on account
account of
of services
said claim,
claim, any contract
contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
tion with
with said
the contrary
Penalty
for violation.
Penalty for
violation. Any person
person violating
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
shall be
deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined
guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
in any
not exceeding
in
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
7, 1934.
Approved,
May 7,
1934.
Frances
E. Eller.
Eller.
Frances E.
Payment to, for damages.
ages-

[CHAPTER 243.]
[CHAPTER
7, 1934.
May 7,1934.
[H.R. 3851.]
[.R.

[Private, No. 113.]
[Private,
113.]

t
Henry A. Richmond.
HenryA.
R ichnmond

Compensation
for
loss
forfeited bond.
loss on
on forfeited

ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief of Henry A. Richmond.

it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
of the

United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That the Secre-

tary of the Treasury be, and he
authorized and
directed
he is hereby, authorized
and directed
to
any money
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to pay,
pay, out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
of $500
to Henry
Henry A. Richmond
Richmond the sum of
compensation for
bond
$500 in compensation
for bond
forfeited
for John
A. Golding,
Golding, now
now within
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the
forfeited for
John A.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Federal authorities:
authorities: Provided,
no
part of
of the
the amount
approFederal
Provided, That
That
no
part
amount
approLimitation on attorpriated in
Act in
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
neyL,, etc.,
etc, fees. attor priated
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
thereof shall
paid
ney's,
or delivered
or
delivered to or received
received by
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
by any
any agent or
account of
of services
attorneys, on account
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with said
said
It shall
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
claim. It
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
any agent
or
attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
in this
this Act
Act in excess
on
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any
on account
account of
services rendered
Penalty for violation. contract
Penaltyforviolation.
contrary notwithstanding.
violating
contract. to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor
be deemed
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
be fined
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
and upon
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, May 7,
7, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
244.]
[CHAPTER 244.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
244-246.
CHS. 244-246.

1341
1341

MAY
1934.
7,1934.
MAY 7,

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
Grace P. Stark.
of Grace
relief of
For

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it

That the PostUnited States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
America in
United

May 7, 1934.
a 3952.]
[H.R.. 3952.]
[H.
[Private,
114.]
[Private, No. 114.]

P. Sta akac.
race1
8:1
1tPinstata

counts.
master
General is
is authorized
authorized and
credit the accounts
accounts of counts.
directed to credit
and directed
master General
Grace P.
Stark, postmaster
at Marked
Tree, Arkansas,
Arkansas, in the sum
Marked Tree,
postmaster at
P. Stark,
Grace
of
$161.58. Such
Such sum represents
deficit in the
represents the amount of aa deficit
of $161.58.
accounts of
the said
Grace P.
P. Stark, caused
caused by the loss of postal
said Grace
of the
accounts
Marked Tree,
funds deposited
in the
the First
First National
National Bank of Marked
deposited in
funds
Arkansas, which failed November
November 15, 1926.
Arkansas,
Approved,
7, 1934.
Approved, May 7,
[CHAPTER 245.]
245.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

pursuant
To
provide an
an additional
appropriation as
result of
reinvestigation, pursuant
of aareinvestigation,
the result
as the
additional appropriation
To provide
pt. 2),
to the
Act of
of February
February 2,
(45 Stat.,
p. 2047,
2047, pt.
2), for the payment
payment of
Stat., p.
1929 (45
2, 1929
the Act
to
death, or personal injury
claims
of persons
persons who
who suffered
suffered property
property damage,
damage, death,
injury due
claims of
to the
the explosion
naval ammunition
Denmark, New Jersey,
Jersey,
ammunition depot, Lake Denmark,
the naval
at the
explosion at
to
July 10,
1926.
10, 1926.
July

May
May 7,1934.
7, 1934.
[H.R. 4013.]
4013.]
[H.iB.
[Private,
1151
No. 115.]
[Private, No.

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be

Lake
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sum of navakl enmmitond
America in
of America
United

pot.
$17,691.58 in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
all claims
against the Government
Government pot.
claims against
of all
$17,691.58
Payment authorized
or
claims for
additiontal
claims
additional
appropriated, out of any money in
be appropriated,
States be
United States
of
in the
the oof
the United
of the
damages caused by exeaby
plomiagaued
make
to
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not
otherwise
appropriated,
make
plosions at.
Treasury of the United States not otherwise

payment
property damage,
death, or
or personal
personal injury
damage, death,
for property
claims for
of claims
payment of

due to
the explosions
the naval ammunition depot, Lake Denmark,
at the
explosions at
to the
due
New
July 10,
1926, to
the respective
respective persons
persons and in the
to the
10, 1926,
Jersey, July
New Jersey,
respective
General
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
by the
recommended by
as recommended
amounts as
respective amounts
of
United States
States and as fully set forth in House Document
Document
the United
of the
Numbered
letters of
first session, and letters
Congress, first
Seventy-second Congress,
257, Seventy-second
Numbered 257,
the Comptroller
General to
to the
the Congress,
dated January
14 and
January, 14
Congress, dated
Comptroller General
the

Vol.0 44, ,p.i 18
1800;
Vol.
00; Vol.
1927 (44
February
1933, pursuant
to the
the Act
2, 1927
(44 Stat., 4Vol.
March 2,
of March
Act of
pursuant to
10, 1933,
February 10,
45, p. 2047.
7.
p
pt.
3,
p.
1800),
and
the
Act
of
February
2,
1929
(45
Stat.,
pt.
2,
p.
2,
t.
Stat.,
(45
1929
2,
p
pt. 3, p. 1800), and the Act of February
iro n on ttor
2047) :Provided,
Provided, That
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Proviso.
appropriated in
no part
That no
2047):
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
ney's,etc.,fees.
delivered
or
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
paid
be
shall
thereof
Act in excess of 10 per centum
to or
received by
agent or
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
by any
or received
to
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall
in connection
of services
account
be
unlawful for
agent or
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
for any
be unlawful
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
amount appropriated
appropriated in
of the amount
sum of
any sum
receive any
collect, withhold,
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
on account
account of services
services
thereof on
per centum
excess of
Act in
this
rendered in
connection with
with said
said claim,
contract to the contrary
any contract
claim, any
in connection
rendered
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act Penaltyforviolation.
violating the
Any person
notwithstanding.
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of a
deemed guilty
shall
$1,000.
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
be fined
shall
Approved,
1934.
7, 1934.
May 7,
Approved, May

[CHAPTER
246.]
[CHAPTER 246.]

ACT
AN ACT
For the
of Edward
Devine.
J. Devine.
Edward J.
relief of
the relief
For

May 77, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R. 4269.
4269.1
[H.R.
[Private,
116.1
[Private, No. 116.]

Be it
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
Edward J. Devine.
United
That the
Adminis- Payment
J.to,Devine.
Edward
the Adminisassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
for morment, ormr
tuPay services.
trator of
of Veterans'
Affairs is
is authorized
out of tuary
to pay, out
directed to
and directed
authorized and
Veterans' Affairs
trator
the
Medical and
and hospital
services ", to
Edward J.
J.
to Edward
hospital services",
"Medical
appropriation "
the appropriation
Devine
$65.50. The
The payment
of such
such sum
sum shall be in
payment of
of $65.50.
sum of
the sum
Devine the
full settlement
of all
all claims
States for underUnited States
against the United
claims against
settlement of
full
taking
services performed
performed by
by Edward
Edward J.
J. Devine
Devine in connection
connection with
taking services
J.
the
burial
of
J.
Murtagh.
Patrick
the burial of
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
Approved,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

1342
1342

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 247.]
247.]

CHS.
247-249.
CHS. 247-249.

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.
MAY

AN
ACT
AN ACT

May 7, 1934.
[H.R. 4519.]
4519.]
[Private, No. 117.]
117.1
[Private,
C.
W. Mooney.
Mooney.
C. W.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
funds.
lost postal funds.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

For
Mooney.
of C. W. Mooney.
For the relief of

Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That
the Secretary
United
States
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
for
for
of
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay,
out of
of any
moneys in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the Treasury
any moneys
pay, out
the
sum of
to compensate
Mooney, of
of Lenapah,
Lenapah, OklaOklathe sum
of $161.71,
$161.71, to
compensate C.
C. W.
W. Mooney,
homa,
for actual
actual financial
financial loss
loss sustained
sustained by
him, without
negligence
homa, for
by him,
without negligence
on
his part,
part, through
already made
to the
the Post
Post Office
Departon his
through refund
refund already
made to
Office Department
wherein postal
for which
which he
he was
was responsible
responsible as
as postpostment wherein
postal funds
funds for
master of
of Lenapah,
were on
on deposit
deposit in
in the
the First
National
master
Lenapah, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, were
First National
Bank of
of Lenapah,
Lenapah, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, where
bank failed
failed under
Bank
where said
said bank
under date
date of
of
November 19,
and was
was liquidated,
of said
said sum
sum being
being
November
19, 1923,
1923, and
liquidated, none
none of
repaid
from the
the assets
assets of
of said
repaid from
said bank.
bank.
Approved,
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
2481
[CHAPTER 248.]

May 7, 1934.
[H.R. 4611.]
4611.1
[Private, No. 118.]
[Private,

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
the relief
relief of
of Barney
Rieke.
For the
Barney Rieke.

Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
of the
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
out of
of any
any money
in the
otherwise appropriated,
sum
because of
of the
the destruction
destruction of
of his
his
sum of $3,750
$3,750 to
to Barney
Barney Rieke,
Rieke, because
ProvnTo.
Proviso.
yacht Barney
Barney Google
Google by
by the
the United
United States
States Coast
Coast Guard:
Guard: Provided,
Provided,
yacht
Limitation on attorLimitation
That
no part
part of
of the
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
ney's, etc., fees.
That no
the amount
amount appropriated
ney's,
of
10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid
delivered to
to or
received by
by
paid or delivered
or received
any agent
agent or
attorney or
or attorneys,
on account
account of
of services
services
any
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
rendered in
in connection
said claim.
It shall
shall be
for
rendered
connection with
with said
claim. It
be unlawful
unlawful for
attorneys, to
to exact,
any agent or
or agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
or receive
receive any sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
account of services
of 10 per centum
centum thereof on account
services rendered in
in conneccontract to the contrary
tion with
with said claim,
claim, any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Pen1tp for violation.
Penalty
iolation. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor and
thereof shall
be fined
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
fined
$1,000.
in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
May 7,

Rieke.
Barney Rieke
Payment to, for loss
of yacht.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 2491
249.]
May
7, 1934.
May 7,
1934.
[H.R. 4779.1
4779.]
[Private, No.
No. 119.]
119.]
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of the
the estate of Oscar
Oscar F.
F. Lackey.
Lackey.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
Otasar].OLackey,s- United
United States
States of
in Congress
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Compof claim
caim troller General
djustment of
General of the United
Adjustment
United States be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized
athorized
to
settle the
the claim
claim of
Mary Lackey
Lackey Combs,
authorized,
to adjust
adjust and
and settle
of Mary
Combs, of
of Riderwood,
Riderwood,
Maryland, as executrix of the
Maryland,
the estate
estate of Oscar
F. Lackey,
Oscar F.
Lackey, deceased,
deceased,
Proviso.
eor.
payment
Mary
full sette
settle- for $1,500: Provided,
Provided, That such p
ay
men tto
t
o M
ary Lackey
Lackey Combs,
Combs,
Deemed
scent.
ment.
as executrix,
executrix, shall be in full satisfaction
satisfaction of all claims against the
United States of the estate of said Oscar F.
F. Lackey,
Lackey, for such injury
received by him and
and to allow said claim under the
the appropriation
appropriation
vol.37,p.
the Act
Vol.
37, P.137 .
made by
by the
Act of
of February
February 18,
18, 1913
(37 Stat.
Stat. 1372),
1372), for
for payment
payment
1913 (37
to the deceased
deceased for injuries received on November
November 21, 1905, while in
the employ of the Isthmian Canal Commission
Commission as assistant engineer
engineer

Oscar F. Lackey, estate.

1372

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
249-251.
CHS. 249-251.

MAY 7,1934.
7,1934.
MAY

1343

ttoran on attorin
the construction
the Panama
died without
without Limitation
he having died
Canal, he
Panama Canal,
of the
construction of
in the
ees.
etc., fees.
receiving
such amount:
Provided, That
no part
part of the
the amount
amount ney's,
ney's, etc.,
That no
amount: Provided,
receiving such
appropriated in
in this
in excess
centum thereof
thereof shall be
excess of 10 per centum
Act in
this Act
appropriated
paid
or delivered
to or
or received
attorney or
received by any agent or agents, attorney
delivered to
paid or
attorneys, on
on account
account of
connection with said
rendered in connection
services rendered
of services
attorneys,
agents, attorney or
claim. It
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any agent or agents,
shall be
It shall
claim.
any sum of the
attorneys,
to
exact,
collect,
withhold,
or
receive
withhold,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
amount
in this
this Act
thereof
in excess of 10 per centum thereof
Act in
appropriated in
amount appropriated
connection with said claim, any
on
account of
of services
rendered in
in connection
services rendered
on account
contract
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating Penalty
Penalty for violation.
violation.
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
to the
contract to
misdemeanor
a
of
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
misdemeanor
guilty
deemed
be
shall
Act
this
of
the provisions
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
exceeding
in any sum not exceeding
fined in
be fined
and
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
7, 1934.
1934.
May 7,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
250.]
[CHAPTER 250.]

A1T

-'

AN AtJl
ACT
AN

personal property by fire
To reimburse
Gottleib Stock
Stock for
for losses
losses of
of real
real and
fire
and personal
reimburse Gottleib
To
caused
negligence of
of two
agents.
prohibition agents.
two prohibition
the negligence
by the
caused by

7,1934.
May 7,
1934.
[H.R.
4784.]
[H.R. 4784.1
[Private,
No.
120.]
[Private, No. 120.1

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
Be it
or
bSement
oeimb
b
ment for
That the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
Stoc
assembled, That
America in
of America
United States
propertyloe
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized,
and
directed
property
losses.
pay,
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
of the Treasury be, and he is
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and in
not otherwise
any money
out
full
settlement
of
all
claims
against
the
Government
of the United
United
Government
the
against
claims
all
full settlement of
States, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000
Stock, as compensation
compensation for the
Gottleib Stock,
to Gottleib
$3,000 to
States,
total
destruction of
and personal
personal property
property therein
therein and trees
home and
his home
of his
total destruction
and vines
vines on
the premises
other property
property during
during a
a fire set by the
and other
premises and
on the
and
of the Federal
negligence
of
two
prohibition
agents
in
the
employ
Federal
employ
the
in
agents
prohibition
two
of
negligence
attor
"oii
Bureau
Prohibition :Provided,
That no
part of
the amount
appro- Proviso.
amount approof the
no part
Limitation
Cat'on on
on attorProvided, That
of Prohibition:
Bureau of
etc., fees.
ney's,
paid
thereof,
priated
in
this
Act,
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof,
shall
be
paid
ney's, etc.,
fees.
centum
per
10
of
excess
in
Act,
this
in
priated
or
delivered to
to or
or received
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attoragent or
by any
received by
or delivered
neys,
on account
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said claim.
services rendered
of services
account of
neys, on
It
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys,
attorney or attorneys,
for any
shall be
It shall
to
or receive
receive any
of the
the amount approsum of
any sum
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
to exact,
priated in
in excess
per centum
of
thereof on account of
centum thereof
10 per
of 10
excess of
Act in
this Act
in this
priated
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
contract to
to the
the Pen
any contract
claim, any
said claim,
services
e orvola
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
provisions of violation.
Penalty
for
violating the provisions
Any person
contrary
this Act
shall be
guilty of
misdemeanor and
convicand upon convica misdemeanor
of a
deemed guilty
be deemed
Act shall
this
tion thereof
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
shall be
thereof shall
tion
Approved,
May
1934.
7,
May
Approved,

[CHAPTER
251.]
[CHAPTER 251.]
To
authorize and
and
To authorize
Harden F.
F.
Harden

AN
ACT
AN ACT

direct the
settle and
allow the
the claim
claim of
and allow
to settle
General to
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
direct
Taylor
for services
services rendered
rendered to
to the
the Bureau
of Fisheries.
Fisheries.
Bureau of
Taylor for

7,19.
May 7,
1904.
[H.R. 47921
4792.
[H.R.
[Private, No. 121.1

[Private, No. 121.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the Harden F.
Representatives of
House of
and House
enacted by
Be it
Taylor.
Harden
Compthe
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
services,
That
Claim for services,
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
allowed.
allowed.
troller
the United
United States
be, and
authorized
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
States be,
of the
General of
troller General
and
directed to
to settle
claim of
F. Taylor
Taylor in
Harden F.
of Harden
the claim
allow the
and allow
settle and
and directed
the
sum
of
$500
for
services
rendered
to
the
Bureau
of
Fisheries
of
Bureau
the
to
rendered
the sum of $500 for services
in the
the preparation
manuscript on
on the
refrigeration of fish,
the refrigeration
of aa manuscript
preparation of
in
notwithstanding
existing law.
of existing
provisions of
notwithstanding provisions
Approved,
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
252, 253.
253.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
CHS. 252,

1341
1344

[CHAPTER 252.]
252.]
[CHAPTER
May 7,1934.
7, 1934.
May
4846.]
[H.R. 4846.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 122.]
122.]
Joseph Dumas.
Payment to,
to, for
for perpersonal injuries.
sonal
injuries.

Proviso.
Proviso. ion on attorLimit
at
Limitation
on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees,

Penalty for violation.
violation,

M. J. Lobert.
Lobert.
M
Refund of
Refund
of forfeited
forfeited
ail bond
bo
and court
bail
bond and
court
ts towidowof.
c°8t.'"
widow of.

riono. on attorLimitation
Proviso.

ysit etc.n
1ney's,
etc., fees.nttr

Penaanor

PeatyforViolation

ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Joseph
Joseph Dumas.
Dumas.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
it enacted
enacted by
House of
United States
America in,
assembled, That
Secretary
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of
.
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
otherwise appropriated
in
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated and
and in
full settlement
settlement against
against the Government,
Government, the sum
$1,500 to
to Joseph
Joseph
sum of
of $1,500
Dumas, of Waterville, Maine,
Maine' in
and settlement
settlement for
in full
full payment
payment and
for
against the United
for injuries
injuries received
received by
said
all claims
claims against
United States
States for
by said
Dumas on September
September 9,
Waterville, through the
the neglinegli9, 1927, at said Waterville,
the United
States Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service:
Service:
gence of an
an employee
employee in
in the
United States

Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
or
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or
received
received by any agent or agents, attorney
account
attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect,
withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof on account of services rendered in connection
connection with said claim,
claim any contract to the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating the provisions
Act
Any person violating
provisions of
of this
this Act
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
shall be deemed
guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May 7, 1934.
[CHAPTER 253.]
[CHAPTER
253.]

May 7, 1934.
[H.R. 4959.1
4969.]
[Private, No. 123.]
[Private,

MAY 7,
MAY
7, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Mary Josephine
Josephine Lobert.
Lobert.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
That th
ecre t
ar y
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
thee S
Secretary
of
or the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
out of any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to
Mary Josephine
Josephine Lobert,
Lobert, widow of M. J.
J. Lobert, the sum of $1,632.68,
in full settlement
settlement of all claims against
against the Government
Government of the United
United
States representing
representing judgment in the amount of $1,632.68,
States
$1,632.68, secured
secured
to the United
TJnited States for the United States District
District Court of the
Western District of Texas against M. J.
Western
J. Lobert, on account of bond
of $1,500,
(Wunder),
$1,500, for the appearance
appearance of Johnnie
Johnnie (Jack)
(Jack) Wander (W
un d
er ),
charged with a
a vi
violation
off the
ol
ati on o
th e Motor Vehicle
'Vehicle Theft Act, which
which
bond was forfeited
forfeited by reason of the failure
failure of the said defendant to
appear, and $132.68 being court costs,
costs, paid into court on December
December
31, 1929, and deposited by the United
United States
States marshal for the western
western
district of Texas, and covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
on January
January 9, 1930: Provided,
offthe
Provided, That no part
parto
th e amount
amount approappro priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received
received by any
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services
services rendered in connection with said claim.
It
shall be
attorneys,
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
rece i
ve any sum of
ofthe
the amount
approamount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
priated
thereof on account of
of
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection w
ith sa
i
d claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
the
with
said
to the
contrary
Any person
person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the provisions
provisions of
of
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May
May 7, 1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 254.]
254.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
254-256.
CHS. 254-256.

MAY
MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
Gale A. Lee.
For the relief of Gale

1345
1345
May 7, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R. 5936.1
536.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 124.]
124.]
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
the
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
A. Lee.
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Comp- Gale
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
in postal acacCredit in
counts.
to
directed
troller
General
of
the
United
States
authorized
and
directed
to
authorized
is
States
United
the
of
General
troller
credit the
the account
A. Lee,
Lee, postmaster
postmaster at Pueblo, Colorado,
Colorado,
Gale A.
of Gale
account of
credit
with the
the sum
sum of
of $861.02,
$861.02, being
payments made
made by
amount of payments
the amount
being the
with
31
such postmaster
postmaster during
period August
October 31,
August 16, 1930, to October
the period
during the
such
1932,
at 65
cents per
hour to
to Helen
Helen G. Engle, of
per hour
65 cents
compensation at
as compensation
1932, as
Pueblo, Colorado,
postal clerk qualified
qualified
as aa substitute postal
services as
for services
Colorado, for
Pueblo,
account
as aa stenographer,
amount was disallowed
disallowed in his account
which amount
stenographer, which
as
period aaclerical
because the
employee was
during the
the same
clerical assistant
assistant
same period
was during
the employee
because
at $1,500
in the
the office
office of
United
deputy clerk of the United
the deputy
of the
annum in
per annum
$1,500 per
at
States district
district court
Colorado.
Pueblo, Colorado.
at Pueblo,
court at
States
Approved,
May 7,
7, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 255.]

AN ACT
Lucien M. Grant.
For the relief of Lucien
Be
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secrein Congress
of America
States of
United States
hereby, authorized
tary of
Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
of the
the Treasury
tary
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
money in
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
of any
to
to Lucien
Lucien M.
M. Grant,
Grant, lieutenant
lieutenant commander,
commander, Construction
Construction Corps,
to
United States
Navy, the
sum of
for actual
necessary
actual and necessary
$184.02 for
of $184.02
the sum
States Navy,
United
expenses incurred
incurred by
of his
his dependents
and
dependents and
transportation of
in transportation
him in
by him
expenses
Pensacola, Florpersonal effects
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to Pensacola,
from Philadelphia,
effects from
personal
Department.
ida,
and return,
return, while
while carrying
out orders
orders of the Navy Department.
carrying out
ida, and
Approved, May
7, 1934.
May 7,
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 256.]

AN ACT
ACT

For the
relief of the
Stevedore Company.
Monumental Stevedore
the Monumental
the relief
For

May 7, 1934.
[H.R. i6386.
6388.1
IH.R.
[Private, Ne.
Ne. 125.1
125.]
Lucien M. Grant.
Lucien
Reimbursement for
Reimbursement
eXPGDMIL
expense

May
7, 1934.
Ma 7,
[H.R. 6638.]
6s.]1
[H.R.
[Private,
12e.1
[Private, No. 126.1

House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
Steve
United
States of
the Secretary
Secretary Monumental
Monumental SteveThat the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
colli.
for cow.
paenntato,
and directed
of the
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to pay, dmetireit
t
n
ilior
authorized and
hereby, authorized
be, and
the Treasury
of
out of
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
and slondamges
gion danlailes to
lighter.
tolighter.
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
any money
of any
out
in full
all claims
claims against
against the
Government of
of the
the United
United
the Government
of all
settlement of
full settlement
in
States, the
sum of
of $677.75
$677.75 to
to Monumental
Monumental Stevedore
Company, of
Stevedore Company,
the sum
States,
under
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, a
corporation organized
and existing
existing under
organized and
a corporation
Baltimore,
the laws
laws of
of the
State of
Maryland, owner
owner of
of lighter
lighter numbered
1, on
numbered 1,
of Maryland,
the State
the
account of
to said
lighter by
by collision
collision therewith
of
therewith of
said lighter
caused to
damages caused
of damages
account
the United
Coast Guard
cutter Winnesinunet
Patapsco
Winnesimmet in the Patapsco
Guard cutter
States Coast
United States
the
River on
on the
the 17th
17th day
day of
1923: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part Proviso.
Pioe.
September 1923:
of September
River
attorof
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
nel
ytr,7
etc., feett
ney's,
centum
per
10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
of the amount
thereof
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
or received
by any agent or
received by
to or
paid or
shall be
thereof shall
agents,
attorney or
on account
services rendered
rendered in
of services
account of
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
connection
with said
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
agent or
or
any agent
be unlawful
claim. It
said claim.
connection with
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
or receive
receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
to exact,
agents,
any sum
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
in excess
this Act
appropriated in
sum of
any
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
connection with
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
centum
for violation.
said claim,
claim, any
notwithstanding. Any
Penaltyforviolation.
Any Penalty
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
to the
contract to
any contract
said
person
of this
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
Act shall
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
person violating
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
any
in any
be fined
and upon
of
sum not
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum
Approved,
7, 1934.
1934.
May 7,
Approved, May

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
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[CHAPTER
257.]
[CHAPTER 257.]
7, 1934.
May 7,1934.
[H.R. 66901
[H.iR.
6690.]
[Private,
127.]
[Private, No.
No. 127.]

SESS.
IL
SESS. II.

CHS.
257-259.
CHS. 257-259.

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.
MAY

AN ACT

AN ACT

For the
the relief
relief of
certain officers
officers of
of the
the Dental
of the
the United
States Navy.
Navy.
For
of certain
Dental Corps
Corps of
United States

Dental Corps, Navy
Dental
Navy.
Status of certain officora
eer of,
detned.
of, defined.
Vol. 41,p.834
41, p. 834.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
all commiscommisof America
America in
sioned
on active
active duty
duty in
in the
the Dental
Corps of
of the
United
sioned officers
officers now
now on
Dental Corps
the United
States Navy who, while
while heretofore
heretofore on
duty as
as reserve
or
on active duty
reserve or
temporary
commissioned officers,
had qualified
qualified for
for appointment
appointment to
temporary commissioned
officers, had
to
the
Dental Corps
States Navy
to an
an examinaexaminathe Dental
Corps of
of the
the United
United States
Navy pursuant
pursuant to
tion
at the
United States
States Naval
Naval Medical
School, Washington,
tion held
held at
the United
Medical School,
Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in January
1920, and
and who
since that
that date
date have
District
January 1920,
who since
have
continuously
served on
active duty,
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be entitled
entitled to
to a
continuously served
on active
duty, shall
a
position
precedence list
list in
in accordance
accordance with
with that
attained in
in
position on
on the
the precedence
that attained
said
examination: 'Provided,
officers of
of the
Dental Corps
Corps
said examination:
Provided, That
That such
such officers
the Dental
shall be assigned
shall
assigned running
mates for
purposes in
accordrunning mates
for promotion
promotion purposes
in accordance with
their precedence
precedence as
so determined:
And provided
provided further,
further,
ance
with their
as so
determined: And
no back
back pay
pay or
or allowances
to any
officer by
by reason
reason
That no
allowances shall
shall accrue
accrue to
any officer
of the
passage of
of this
of
the passage
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.

PT017i808.
Proviso.

Assignment.
Aasignment.
Nobackpay,
No back pay, eta.
etc

[CHAPTER 258.]
[CHAPTER
May 7,1934.
7, 1934.
May
[H.R. 6882.]
8862.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 128.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Martha Edwards.
Edwards.
For the relief of Martha

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United States of America
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
of the Treasury be, and he is
authorized and
and directed
to pay
pay
is hereby, authorized
directed to
to the legal guardian of Martha Edwards,
Edwards, of
of East
East Camp,
Camp, Norfolk,
Norfolk,
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
Virginia, out of any money
otherwise appronot otherwise
appropriated,
priated, the sum
of $3,000
$3,000 in
in f
ull se
ttlemen tof
ofa
ll claims
cl
aims against
against the
the
sum of
full
settlement
all
Government of the United States for permanent
permanent injuries sustained
Government
sustained
a result of
of being
by her as a
being struck
struck by
naval airplane
airplane
by a
a United
United States
States naval
on the premises of herr father
ahe
r
at East Camp, Norfolk, Virginia, on
on
and in addition,
For medical care.
October 30, 1929; and
addition, pay
pay to
to the
the Norfolk
Norfolk Protestant
Protestant
Hospital the sum of $177,
$177, and to Doctor Julian L.
L. Rawls
Rawls the sum
sum
of $150,
$150, due them for care and attention
attention to her
her as
as aa result
of said
said
result of
Prorieo.
injury:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
amount
Proriao.
injury
:
Provided,
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
appropriated
in
this
Limitation on attorAct in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to
ney's, etc., fees.
fee.
or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account
of services
connection with
services rendered
rendered in connection
with said claim. It
It shall be
be
unlawful
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact,
collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof on account
this
account of services
services
rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary
Penalty for
for violation.
Penalty
violation. notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
Any person
violating the
shall
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
flail be deemed guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
thereof
shall
shall be
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May 7, 1934.
1934.

Martha
Edwards.
Martha Edwards.
Payment to,
to, for personal injuries
injuries.

[CHAPTER
259.]
[CHAPTER 259.]
May 7, 1934.
934.
[H.R. 909.1
9091
IH.R.
[Private, No. 129.1
129.]
Elbert
Grove. corNaal L.record
meted.
Naval
reted.

record

car-

AN ACT
For the relief of Elbert L. Grove.
Be it
it enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
U
ni
ted States
ss assembled,
assem bl ed,That
Th at in
i
n the
the adm
i
nUnited
States of
of America
Amerwa in
in Congre
Congress
administration of
of any
any laws
laws conferring
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
benefits upon
upon
istration
conferring rights,
and benefits

honorably
discharged sailors Elbert
honorably discharged
Elbert L. Grove,
Grove, late
late of United States
Navy,
shall hereafter
hereafter be
held and
and considered
considered to have been honorably
honorably
Navy, shall
be held

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

259-262.
CHS. 259-262.

discharged
the naval
service of the United States
States as a
amember
member
naval service
from the
discharged from
That
Provided,
of
that
organization
on
the
31st
day
of
March
Provided,
1901:
March
of
day
31st
the
on
of that organization
no bounty,
back pay,
pay, pension,
allowance shall accrue by virtue
or allowance
pension, or
bounty, back
no
of the
of this Act.
passage of
the passage
of
Approved,
May 7, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 260.]
[CHAPTER

1347

MAY 7,1934.
7, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of John C. McCann.
McCann.

Proviso.

Nooa
back pay,
pay, etc.
etc.

May 7,7, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R. 1404.]
1404.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 130.]
1301
[Private, No.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and Hauge
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
John
C. McCann.
ecordn.coraC.
United States
of Ameica
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary John
Naval
record
States of
United
rected.
rected.
record
service
the
correct
to
of
the
Navy
is
authorized
and
directed
correct
service
record
directed
and
authorized
is
Navy
of the
California,
of
C. McCann,
formerly of
of the
States Ship California,
United States
the United
McCann, formerly
John C.
of John
honorably disso
considered to have been
been honorably
and considered
held and
be held
shall be
he shall
that he
so that
McCann
charged on
26, 1908,
to grant
John C. McCann
to such John
grant to
and to
1908, and
August 26,
on August
charged
Proviso.
an honorable
discharge as
such date:
date: Provided,
That no
no pension,
pension, No
No prior
prior penion,
pension,
Provided, That
of such
as of
honorable discharge
an
etc.
etc.
of
by
pay,
or
bounty
shall
be
held
to
have
accrued
reason
the
enactaccrued
have
to
pay, or bounty shall be held
ment of
of this Act.
ment
1934.
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 261.]
261.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
Co]lin.
Harvey Collins.
relief of Harvey
the relief
For

May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R. 2074.]
2074.]
IH.R.
131.]
No. 131.]
[Private, No.
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be
by the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Harvey Collins.
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in
the admin- Naval
lgarvalyCollh
record corthe
in
That
001,
record
America
of
United
rected.
upon
benefits
and
privileges,
rights,
conferring
istration of
any laws conferring
privileges ,and benefits upon recta.
of any
istration
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers
Collins, late
late of the United
United
Harvey Collins,
soldiers Harvey
honorably
to have
considered
States
Navy,
shall
hereafter
be
held
considered
have been
and
held
be
hereafter
States Navy, shall
honorably discharged
discharged from
the naval
naval service
service of the United
United States
States
from the
honorably
September
of
day
the
as
a
member
of
that
organization
on
20th
day
September
on
organization
as a member of that
Proviso.
Provso.
1901: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no bounty,
allowance No
pension, or allowance
No back
back pay,
pay, etc.
etc.
pay, pension,
back pay,
bounty, back
1901:
Act.
this
passage
the
shall
be
held
to
have
accrued
prior
passage
of
to
prior
accrued
have
to
shall be held
7, 1934.
Approved,
May 7,
Approved, May
262.]
[CHAPTER 262.]
[CHAPTER

May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
May
(H.J.Res. 61.1
611
[H.J.Res.
1.
No. 1.1
[Priv.
Res.,
No.
Res.,
[Priv.
Geor
ge
Charles
WalWalCharles
George
Whereas
George Charles
shot near
near Underwood,
Underwood, Wash- ther.
was shot
Walther was
Charles Walther
ther.
Whereas George
Preamble.
ington,
United States pro- Preamble.
by aa United
1923, by
1, 1923,
September 1,
about September
or about
on or
ington, on
a still located
hibition enforcement
enforcement officer
owner of a
pursuing the owner
officer pursuing
hibition
in
the vicinity;
vicinity; and
in the
Whereas as
as a
a result
occurring in line of duty, the
shooting, occurring
such shooting,
of such
result of
Whereas
said
George
Charles
Walther
has
been
permanently
paralyzed and
and
permanently paralyzed
been
said George Charles Walther has
rendered
bedridden invalid
invalid for life;
life •' and
and
a bedridden
and a
cripple and
hopeless cripple
rendered aahopeless
removedd by
Whereas
said George
George Charles
Charles Walther
Walther was remove
bythe
the GovGovthe said
Whereas the
Portland,
hospital in Portland,
ernment
Underwood, Washington,
to a
ahospital
Washington, to
from Underwood,
ernment from
Oregon,
and
there
left
by
United
States
Government
officials
officials
Government
States
United
by
left
Oregon, and there
without provision
been made
made for
for his
his care; and
having been
provision having
without
Whereas the
the said
George Charles
Charles Walther
Walther is
without means or ability
is without
said George
Whereas
Therefore be it
to
himself: Therefore
it
for himself:
care for
to care
Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
the Monthly disability
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
Monthly disability
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary payments
payments to.
to.
That the Secretary
America in
of America
United States
money
any
of
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
out
any
out
pay
to
directed
and
authorized
is
Treasury
of the
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, the
month
sum of $100 aamonth
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in
compensation
as
lifetime,
to
George
Charles
Walther,
during
his
lifetime,
full
compensation
his
during
Walther,
Charles
George
to
for
resulting from aagunshot
gunshot wound
wound
disability resulting
permanent disability
and permanent
total and
for total
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Granting
George Charles Walther.
compensation to George
Granting compensation
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1348

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
1
1. CHS.
clis. 262,
262, 266,
266, 267.
267.
SESS.

MAY 7,
7, 9,1934.
9, 1934.
MAY

inflicted
him in
by a
a Federal
Federal prohibition
enforcement
inflicted upon
upon him
in 1923
1923 by
prohibition enforcement
officer. Such payment shall
officer.
shall be made
United States
States
made through
through the
the United
Employees'
Employees' Compensation
shall date
date from
the
Compensation Commission
Commission and
and shall
from the
approval
of this
this Act.
Act.
approval of
Approved,
Approved, May
May 7,
7, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 266.]
[CHAPTER
266.]
May 9, 1934.
May
[H.R. 4423.]
[H.R.
4423.]
[Private,
No. 132.]
[Private, No.
132.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Wilbur Rogers.
Rogers.
of Wilbur

Wilbur Rogers.
bAyrvicreord
Army
service record
corrected.
Retired for disability

Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Sena,te and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
t
.
11,e
and House
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
the
adminUnited
America in
Congress assembled,
in the administration of any laws conferring
conferring rights,
benefits upon
rights, privileges,
privileges, or
or benefits
upon
retired officers
officers of
the United
United States
States Army
Wilbur Rogers,
Rogers, major,
major,
of the
Army Wilbur

Army, shall
shall be
be held
United States Army,
considered, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
held and
and considered,
any other
other provision
provision of law, to have
have been
classified in
in class
class A
A and
and to
to
been classified
R.S,,
sec. 1251,
1251, p.
218. have been retired under section
R.S., se.
p.218.
1251 of the Revised
have
under
Statutes for
Revised Statutes
for
Proviso.
oPropo.
incapacity which
a result
of an
accident of
Provided,
result of
an accident
of service:
service: Provided,
No prior pension, incapacity which was a
etc.
n
etc.
That no bounty, back pay, pension, allowance,
allowance, or
or any
any payment
payment proproU.S.C.,
pp. 12141.
1214, 1229. vided under
U.S.C.,pp.
the World
Veterans' Act, 1924, as amended,
vided under the
World War
War Veterans'
amended, the
the
World War Adjusted
Adjusted Compensation
Compensation Act,
amended, or
or other
Act, 1924,
1924, as
as amended,
other
whatsoever to which
benefit whatsoever
which said
be or
or become
become entitled
said person
person may
may be
entitled
by law, shall be held to have accrued
accrued prior
prior to
to the
of this
this
the passage
passage of
Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 9,
9, 1934.
1934.
,RetVidfordisabilit
in
service.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 267.]
267.]
May 9, 1934.
[IL
R. 472.]
472.]
__
[H.R.
[Private, No.i33.1
133.1
[Private,

AN ACT
For the relief of Phyllis Pratt and Harold
Harold Louis Pratt, a
minor.
a minor.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United
assembled, That
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
he is
is hereby,
out of
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
out
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Phyllis Pratt in her own right and
Phyllis
legal guardian
guardian of
of Harold
Harold
and as
as legal
Louis Pratt,
Pratt, aa minor, the sum
in full settlement
Louis
sum of $5,000 in
settlement of
of all
all
claims against
claims
against the Government of
the United
United States
States as
as reimbursereimburseof the
ment to them
suffered by
ment
them for the loss suffered
by them in
in the
the death
of their
their
death of
husband and
and father,
husband
father , Louis Daniel
Daniel Pratt, whose
occurred on
on
whose death
death occurred
April 21,
1929 without fault on his
21, 1929,
part or
or on
on their
their part,
part, through
through
his part
the
collision of aatrimotored Ford airplane
airplane belonging
the collision
to the
the Maddux
Maddux
belonging to
Air Lines,
Incorporated, of Los Angeles,
Lines Incorporated,
California, bearing
bearing factory
factory
Angeles, California,
number 5:-AT--10,
5-AT-10, license number
number NC
NC 9636,
9636, near
Diego, CaliforCalifornear San
San Diego,
nia,
nia with
with an airplane belonging
belonging to the War
War Department
of the
United
Department of
the United
States, which
which was then and there operated
Stales,
operated in
wrongful and
and neglinegliin a
a wrongful
gent
manner by Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Howard
Keefer,
gent
manner
Howard
Keefer
a
United
States
pilot,
a
United
States
pilot,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attor
atter- then and there flying under
under orders
orders and
in line
line of
duty: Provided
Provided,
and in
of
duty:
ney's,
etc.,
ney's, etc., fees.
That
no part
of the
That no
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10
10
per
centum thereof
per centura
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
or received
any
received by
by any
agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account of
of services
services renrendered
connection with
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
dered in
in connection
with said
said claim.
unlawful for any
agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
or receive
any sum
of the
the amount
or
receive any
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
excess
in excess
of 10
thereof on account
of
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
account of services rendered in connecconnection with
said claim,
claim, any
any.contract
contract to
the contrary
with said
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Penalty orvit aton. tion
Any
person
violating
the provisions
Any person violating the
provisions of this At
Act shall be
be deemed
deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be
guilty
of a
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined
exceeding $1,000.
in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, May 9, 1934.

Phyllis and
Louis Pratt.
Payment to.

ld

Ha'l

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 268.]
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

268-270.
CHS. 268-270.

AC(T
AM ACT
AN

Willard B. Hall.
For
the relief
relief of Willard
For the

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
assembled, That the
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
of Anerica
States of
United States
directed
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
to pay
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
Treasury not otherwise
to Willard
any money
money in
otherwise
in the Treasury
of any
out of
Hall, out
B. Hall,
Willard B.
to
a horn
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
$75, being
being the
the value
value of
horn used
used by the
of a
of $75,
appropriated,
claimant
service with
tha First
Infantry band
band, the
Kansas Infantry
First Kansas
with the
his service
during his
claimant during
One
Hundred and
and Thirty-seventh
Infantry band, and the One HunThirty-seventh Infantry
One Hundred
dred
Engineers' band
1917, to May 3, 1919.
31. 1917,
July 31.
from July
band from
Tenth Engineers'
and Tenth
dred and
Approved,
May 9, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 269.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief
O. H. Chrisp.
relief of 0.
For the

1349
1349

MAY 9,1934.
9, 1934.

May 9,1934.
9, 1934.
May
[H.R. 719.]
719.1
[H.R.

[Private, No. 134.]
134.]
[Private,
Willard B.
Hal
B. Hall.
Payment to.

wilard

May
1934.
9,1934.
May 9,
[H.R.
1127.]
[H.R. 1127.]
[Private, No.
No. 135.1
136.]
[Private,

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
0. H.
H. Chrisp.
Chrisp.
0.
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary Payment
America in
Payment to,
to, for perperof America
United States
Bowl
injuries.
injuries.
sonal
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
be, and
of
pay to
0. H.
H. Chrisp,
of Bald
Knob Arkansas, out of any money
money in
Bald Knob,
Chrisp, of
to O.
pay
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $5,000 in full
not otherwise
Treasury not
the
United States
settlement of
against the
the Government
Government of the United
claims against
all claims
of all
settlement
in
full payment
payment of
personal injuries received by him
for personal
damages for
all damages
of all
in full
while
of the
General of
of Railroads
Railroads on January
Director General
the Director
employ of
the employ
in the
while in
17,
at Crawfordsville,
Crawfordsville, Arkansas,
account of the negligence
on account
Arkansas, on
1919, at
17, 1919,
Proviso.
Provided, That no part
of the
said Director
General of
of Railroads:
part Limitation
Railroads: Provided,
Director General
the said
of
Limitation on attoretc., fees.
fees.
etc.,
ney's,
per
10
of
excess
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
excess
centum
in
of the amount appropriated in this Act
thereof
paid or
to or
received by any agent or
or received
delivered to
or delivered
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
on account
services rendered
rendered in
account of services
attorneys, on
attorney or
agents,
connection
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
or
connection with
agents,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
to exact,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
in this Act in excess
any
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
excess of 10 per
per
appropriated in
any sum
centum
account of
of services
connection with
rendered in connection
services rendered
on account
thereof on
centum thereof
Penalty for violation.
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
contract to
said
guilty
deemed
shall
this
person
violating
the
provisions
of
Act
be
deemed
of
provisions
the
person violating
of a
thereof shall
fined in any
shall be fined
conviction thereof
upon conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of
$1,000.
sum
not
exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding
sum not
Approved,
May 9,
1934.
9, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 270.1
270.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Karim
Mery.
Joseph Mary.
Karim Joseph
the relief
For

May 9,, 1934.
[H.R. 23.]
23391

[Private, No. 136.1
136.]
[Private,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
Karim Joseph Mery.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
K arim Joseph Mary.
Secretary
the
That
to, for
assembled,
Compensation
Congress
in
America
of
United States
for
of estron
son.
death
Karim
to
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
pay
&Sil
: 0f
to
pay
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized to
Joseph Mery,
of San
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
out of
of any
not otherwise
money not
any money
Texas, out
Mery, of
Joseph
appropriated, the
of $5,000
as compensation
for the
the death of
compensation for
$5,000 as
sum of
the sum
appropriated,
his son,
son, Joseph
Joseph Karim
who was
San
at San
killed at
was killed
minor, who
a minor,
Mery, a
Karim Mery,
his
Antonio, Texas,
Texas, on
on July
by the
the negligent
negligent driving of aa
10 1923, by
July 10,1923,
Antonio
United States
Army truck:
truck: Provided,
That no
part of
of the
the amount
amount Proviso.
no part
Provided, That
States Army
United
Limitation on attarfee
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall ney's,
nerf
,„i
t
ft
a
t
.
i
,"
f
er
etc.,
thereof shall
10 per
Act in
in this
appropriated
be
or delivered
to or
or received
any agent
agent
i
or agents, attorney
by any
received by
delivered to
paid or
be paid
or
attorneys on
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
n connection
connection with said
on account
or attorneys,
claim.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
agent or
for any
be unlawful
claim. It
of the
any
receive
or
attorneys,
to
exact,
collect,
withhold,
receive
sum
withhold,
collect,
exact,
to
attorneys,
l 113
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1350

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CHS.
271.
CHS. 270,
270,271.

MAY 9,
1934.
MAY
9,1934.

amount
this Act
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
per centum
thereof
on account of
services rendered
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
Penalty for violation. contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
Any person
violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
be dewmed
(leaned guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor
shall be
a misdemeanor
and upon
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
May 9,
Approved,
9, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
271.]
[CHAPTER 271.]
May 9,
May
9, 1934.

[H.R. 2340.]
[Private, No. 137.]

Russland
Russell and Tucker.
May
May bring
bring suit in
district
court
district co
n T for
for
or loss
loss
of certain cattle
of certain cattle.

Statutes of
0
tions waived
'waived,

lii

liraita-

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief
relief of
of Russell
Tucker and
and certain
other citizens
citizens of
of the
the States
States of
Russell and
and Tucker
certain other
of
Texas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
Kansas.
Texas,
and Kansas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
House of
of the
United
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Russell and
assembled, That
That Russell
and
Tucker, a
a copartnership
copartnership composed
of Lee
Lee L.
L. Russell
and S.
S. C.
Tucker;
composed of
Russell and
C. Tucker;
Floyd
and Company,
Company, a
a copartnership
Floyd and
copartnership composed
composed of C. W.
W. Floyd
and
Floyd and
S. C. Tucker; Borroum, Tucker, and
S.
and O'Connor,
O'Connor , a
copartnership
a copartnership
composed of J.
composed
J. L. Borroum,
S. C.
C. Tucker,
Tu cker ,an
d Martin
Borroum, S.
and
Martin O'Connor;
O'Connor;
Rutledge, Browne,
Browne, and Nichols,
Nichols, a
composed of
W. J.
a copartnership
copartnership composed
of W.
J.
Rutledge, N.
N. H.
H. Browne, and
and J.
J. W.
and Wilson,
W. Nichols;
Nichols; Russell
Russell and
Wilson, aa
copartnership
copartnership composed of R. R. Russell and
and W.
W. E.
E. Wilson;
Wilson; Rocky
Rocky
Reagan,
Reagan, Alfred A. Drummond,
Drummond, J.
Dobie 2 and
and Dick
their
J. M.
M. Dobie,
Dick Colson,
Colson, their
heirs,
administrators, and
and assigns,
assigns,
htatutes
eirs, legal
legal representatives,
representatives, executor's,
executors, administrators,

- any
any statutes
eing waived,
wa i
ve d, are
are hereby
hereby authorized
auth or i
ze d t
statutes of
of limitations
limitations b
being
too
enter suit in the United States District
Court for
the Northern
DisDistrict Court
for the
Northern District of Texas
Texas for the amount
amount alleged
to be
be due
due to
said claimants
claimants
alleged to
to said
from the United States by reason of the alleged
alleged neglect
neglect and
and alleged
alleaed
wrongdoing of the officials
officials and
and inspectors of
the United
United States
Stages
of the
Bureau of Animal Industry
Bureau
Industry in
in the dipping of tick-infested
tick-infested cattle
cattle in
in
Texas and Oklahoma
Oklahoma, which
which said
shipp ed from
from Texas
Texas to
tosaid cattle
cattle were
were shipped
Osage County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, in the
the years
years 1918
and
1922.
1918
and
1922.
Jurisdlctionof court.
SEo.
Jurisdiction is hereby
Jurisdiction of court.
SEC. 2.
2. Jurisdiction
hereby conferred
conferred upon
upon said
said United
United States
States
District Court for the Northern
Northern District of Texas
Texas to
to hear
hear and
and deterdetermine all such claims without intervention
of aajury.
jury. The
The action
action in
intervention of
in
said court may be presented
pworesented by a
etition making
making the
the United
United
a single p
petition
States party defendant,
defendant, and
shall set
se tforth
forth all
the facts
facts on
on which
which the
the
and shall
all the
claimants
claimants base their claims, and the petition may be
be verified
verified by
by the
the
agent or attorney
attorney of said claimants,
claimants, official letters
reports, and
and
letters, reports,
public records, or certified
certified copies
thereof may
be used
used as
as evidence,
evidence,
copies thereof
may be
and
said court
court shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to hear and determine
and said
said
determine said
suit
suit and to enter aa judgment
judgment or decree for
the amount
amount of
of such
such
for the
damages and costs
costs, if
if any, as shall be
be found
found due
due from
from the
th e United
United
States to
to the
said
costs,
States
the said
claimants by reason
reason of
the alleged negligence
of the
negligence and
and
erroneous certification,
certification, upon the same principles and under the
erroneous
same
the same
measure of liability as in like cases between
measure
between private
parties, and
and the
the
private parties,
Government hereby waives
waives its immunity from
from suit.
Government
suit. And
And said
claimsaid claimants and
America shall
ants
and the
the United
United States
States of America
shall have all rights
rights of appeal
appeal
or
of error or other remedy as in similar cases between
or writ
writ of
between private
private
tc.,
to At
Prozisos.
corporations: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such notice
notice of
of the
the suit
shall
Notice, etc., to At- persons or corporations:
suit shall
toney
titeral
be given
given to
General of the United
torney General.
be
to the
the Attorney General
United States
States as
as may
may be
be
provided
by order
provided by
order of said court, and upon such notice it
it shall be
be the
the,
duty
duty of
of the Attorney
Attorney General to cause
cause the United States
States Attorney
in
Attorney in
such
district
to appear and
United States: And
such
district
to
and defend for the United
And proprocomen
of
vided
further, That such suit shall be
begun within
COMmenounent
of vided further,That such suit shall
be begun
withi n six
si
x months
months of'
of'
suit,
the date of the
approval of this Act.
th e approval
Act.
Approved,
May 9,
Approved, May
9, 1934.
1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
272.]
[CHAPTER 272.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
272-274.
CHS. 272-274.

MAY
MAY 9,1934.
9, 1934.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

of Bonnie
For
Bonnie S. Baker.
relief of
the relief
For the

1351
1351
May 9,1934.
9, 1934.
May
[H.R. 2682.1
2682.]
[H.R.
1383
[Private, No. 138.]

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
S. Baker.
Bonnie 8.
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary Credit in postal
Congress
in
postal acUnited States of America
counts.
pay,
to
directed
and
of
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized
directed
he is hereby,
and he
the Treasury
of the
out of
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated, the
the Treasury
in the
of any
out
sum of
$100.29 to
to Bonnie
Bonnie S.
S. Baker,
former postmaster at Gore,
Gore,
Baker, former
of $100.29
sum
Georgia, to
reimburse her
her for
currency and
stolen
and coin in that amount stolen
for currency
to reimburse
Georgia,
from said
post office
by burglary
November 18, 1930, which said
on November
burglary on
office by
said post
from
loss
was
sustained
without
negligence
on the part of said postmaster
postmaster
negligence
without
sustained
was
loss
and was
was by
her repaid
Government from her private
private funds.
the Government
to the
repaid to
by her
and
Approved,
1934.
May 9, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
273.]
[CHAPTER 2731

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
Walter E.
E. Switzer.
Switzer.
of Walter
relief of
For

May 9,
9, 1934.
1934.
May

IH.R.
[H.R. 3463.]
34633
[Private, No. 139.]
139.]

House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the Walter E. Switzer.
by the
it enacted
Be it
alterE.switeor.for
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
personal injuries.
Injuries.
ries.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pig, peson
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
be, and
of
m
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
in
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
out of any money in
full
settlement against
against the
Walter E. Switzer the
Government, to Walter
the Government,
full settlement
post-office
a post-office
sum
of
$2,000
in
compensation
for
injuries
caused by a
caused
injuries
for
compensation
in
sum of $2,000
Proviso.
attorimitation on
leg: Provided,
on attorleft leg:
truck, resulting
in the
the amputation
amputation of
Provided, That Limitation
his left
of his
resulting in
truck,
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,etc.,
10
no
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
per
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
amount
no part of the
agent
centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or received
received by any agent
to or
delivered to
or delivered
centum thereof
in
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
account
of
services
rendered
in
services
of
account
on
attorneys,
or
attorney
or agents,
connection with
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
or
It shall
claim. It
said claim.
with said
connection
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents,
any sum
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this Act in excess of 10 per
per
amount appropriated
sum of
any
centum thereof
connection with
rendered in connection
services rendered
of services
account of
on account
thereof on
centum
Penalty for violation.
said claim,
any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any per- Penaltyforviolation.
to the
contract to
claim, any
said
a
of
son
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
any sum
thereof shall be fined in any
and upon
misdemeanor and
not
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, May 9, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 274.]
274.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For
Morrison.
For the relief of T. J. Morrison.

May 9, 1934.
1934.
May
[H.R.
3551.]
H.R. 3as5.1
140.]
[Private,
IPrivate, No. 140.]

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be

Morrison.
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the
the SecreSecre- T.
T,./.mor
i
o
soifor
l
-waCongress assembled,
America in
to,
of America
Payment t
States of
United
ofpost
to
aervice
ter
tary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
P
aymen
t
to
p:rstwoef:
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
tary

oe
to pay,
pay, out
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, flee.
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
any money
of any
out of
to
to
Morrison, of
Kentucky, the sum of $195.41
$195.41
Elizabethtown, Kentucky,
of Elizabethtown,
J. Morrison,
T. J.
to T.
in
full settlement
settlement of
against the
Government of the United
United
the Government
claims against
all claims
of all
in full
States, for
for water
office at Ravenna,
Ravenna,
to the post office
supplied to
actually supplied
water actually
States,
Kentucky, during
period of
months from
nine years and five months
of nine
the period
during the
Kentucky,
Proviso.
o. on
November 27
until April
April 27,
27, 1932:
1932: Provided,
That no part Proi
Provided, That
tation
1922, until
27, 1922
November
n
ettee.,
ney's,
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
ney's,
etc.,
feesa
per
10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
of the amount appropriated
or
agent
any
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
any
by
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
on account
of services
rendered in
services rendered
account of
attorneys, on
agents,
unlawful for any agent or
connection with
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawful
with said
connection
withhold, or receive
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect, withhold,
receive
attorneys, to
attorney or
agents,
any
of the
appropriated in
in this
this Act in excess of 10
amount appropriated
the amount
sum of
any sum

atter-
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS. 274-276.
274-276.
CHS.

MAY 9,
1934.
MAY
9,1934.

per centum thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
in connection
rendered in
connection
Any
Any
person violating the provisions
provisions of
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
misdemeanor and upon conviction
of aamisdemeanor
conviction thereof
shall be
in any
any
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
Approved, May
May 9,
9, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

Penalty
orviolation.
to the
the contrary
Penalty for
violation, with said claim, any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.

[CHAPTER 275.]
May 9, 1934.
May9,
[H.R.
[H.R. 4847.]
[Private, No. 141.]
[Private,
141.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Galen
Galen E. Lichty.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
United States of America in,
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
stolen postal
of the Treasury be, and
of
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
and he is
hereby, authorized
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $554.70 in full settlement
settlement of all claims
against the
claims against
the GovernGovernment of the
to Galen
E. Lichty,
Lichty, stamp
of the
the
the United
United States,
States, to
Galen E.
stamp clerk
clerk of
post office at Beatrice, Gage
Gage County, Nebraska,
reimburse him
for
Nebraska, to
to reimburse
him for
funds stolen
from the
the Beatrice
office by
unknown persons
persons on
on
stolen from
Beatrice post
post office
by unknown
Proviso,
the
day
of
November
17,
1928:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
amount
imiion
on
attorthe
day
of
November
17,
1928:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
amount
Limitation on attorfees.
appropriated
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
appropriated in
in this
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
agent or
attorney or
by any
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
or
attorneys, on account
of services
rendered in
connection with
said
account of
services rendered
in connection
with said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any agent or
attorney or
or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
any sum
sum of
the
exact, collect,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
of the
appropriated in
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
in this
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
of services
on account
account of
with said
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
said claim,
claim, any
any
Penalty
Penalty for violation.
violation, contract
contract to the contrary-notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
be fined in
any sum
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 9,
9, 1934.
1934.

ealen E. Lichty.
Galen
Reimbursement for
unds.
stolen postal funds.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 276.]
May 9, 1934.
1934.

[H.R.
[H.. 7279.]
(Private,
142.1—
Private, No. 142.]

AN ACT

ANACT

Brothers and Biffle and certain other citizens.
For the relief
relief of Porter Brothers

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
bv the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
That Porter
Porter
May
Be
May bring suit in Brothers
copartnership compo
se d of
H. L.
L. Porter,
Por t
er ,
L.
Brothers and
and Biffie
Biffle,'aacopartnership
composed
of H.
L. A.
A.
district
court
loss P
orter, an
d J.
J.W.
W. Biffle;
Biffie; Spradling
Brothers, a
a copartd
istrict
out for
for lo
Porter,
and
Spradling and
and Porter
Porter Brothers,
copartof certain cattle.
nership composed
composed of Royal Spradling, H. L. Porter
A.
Porter, and
and L.
E. A.
Porter; Henry
Henry Price,
ng ,J.
J. L.
eith, W.
T. BrumPrice, Royal
Royal Spradli
Spradling,
L. K
Keith,
W. T.
Brummett; Price and Florence,
Florence, aa copartnership
copartnership composed
composed of
of Henry
Henry
Price and Buster Florence; J.
J. B.
B. O'Harro
of G.
J. Keith,
Keith,
O'Harro and
and estate
estate of
G. J.
their heirs, legal representatives,
representatives, executors,
executors, administrators,
and
administrators, and
Statutes
statutes of
Statutes of limita- assigns, and statutes
oflimitations
limit ati ons being
being waived,
waived, are
are hereby
hereby au
th or authortions waived.
ions waived.
ized to
to enter
in the
States District
District Court
for the Northized
enter suit
suit in
the United
United States
Court for
Northern District of Texas for
amount alleged
alleged to
to be
due to
for the amount
be due
to said
said claimclaimants from the United
United States by
by reason
reason of
alleged neglect
neglect of
of the
of the
the alleged
the
inspectors of the Bureau
Bureau of Animal Industry, United
States DepartDepartUnited States
ment of Agriculture, in certifying
certifying as clean
clean of
ticks,
of splenetic
splenetic fever
fever ticks,
cattle shipped from
Texas to
to Oklahoma
in the
year 1919.
1919.
from Texas
Oklahoma in
the year
Jursadiction
SEC.
conferred upon
Jurisdiction of
of court.
court.
S
EC. 2. Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction is hereby conferred
upon said
said United
United States
States
District Court
Court for the Northern District of Texas to hear and
and deterDistrict
mine all such claims without the intervention
jury. The
intervention of a
a jury.
The action
action
in said
said court
court may
may be presented
presented by aasingle petition making
in
making the United
States party defendant, and shall set forth all
which
all the
the facts
facts upon
upon which
the claimants base their claims, and the petition may
the
may be
verified by
by
be verified
the agent
agent or
or attorney
the
attorney of
of said claimants, official letters, reports, and
Porter Brothers
Brothers and
and
Porter

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
287.
276, 287.
CHS. 276,

9,14,1934.
MAY 9,
14, 1934.
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public
records, or
or certified
certified copies
copies thereof,
evidence,
thereof, may be used as evidence,
public records,
and said
court shall
shall have
determine said
said
jurisdiction to hear and determine
have jurisdiction
said court
and
suit and
and to
judgment or
decree for the amount
amount of such
such damor decree
enter aajudgment
to enter
suit
ages and
and costs,
costs, if
if any,
any, as
due from the United States
shall be found due
as shall
ages
to
claimants by
reason of
negligence and erronealleged negligence
the alleged
of the
by reason
said claimants
the said
to the
ous certification,
certification, upon
upon the
principles and under
under the same meassame principles
the same
ous
private parties,
between private
ures of
of liability
liability as
like cases
parties, and the
cases between
in like
as in
ures
Government hereby
hereby waives
waives its
its immunity
said claim
claim
immunity from suit. And said
Government
ants and
States of
of America
rights of appeal
America shall have all rights
United States
the United
and the
ants
or writ
or other
other remedy
remedy as
similar cases between private
in similar
as in
error or
of error
writ of
or
persons or
corporations: Provided,
notice of the suit shall P'osom.
such notice
That such
Provided, That
or corporations:
persons
be given
the Attorney
United States
States as
as may
may be
be ne
N
y V en
ce, ett, to Attor•
neyeneeatc.tttor
the United
of the
General of
Attorney General
to the
given to
be
such notice
provided
order of
of said
said court,
and upon
upon such
notice it
it shall be
court, and
by order
provided by
the duty
duty of
General to
to cause
cause the
the United States attorney
Attorney General
the Attorney
of the
the
in such
such district
appear and
defend for the United States: ProProand defend
to appear
district to
in
Commencement
months of suit.
vided
such suit
begun within
six months
Commencement of
of
within six
be begun
shall be
suit shall
That such
further, That
vided further,
Act.ut.
the date
date of
the approval
this Act.
approval of this
of the
the
Approved,
Approved, May 9, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 287.]

AN ACT

Authorizing the
of the
Treasury to
for material
material
subcontractors for
pay subcontractors
to pay
the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
Authorizing
Vegas, Nevada.
and
furnished in
in the
the post
office at
at Las
Las Vegas,
post office
of the
construction of
the construction
labor furnished
and labor

May
1I4.
May 14, 1934.
900.]
[H.R. 3900.)

[Private, No. 143.]
143.)

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
Las Vegas,
Vegas, Nev.,
Nev.,
Las
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary post
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
United States
office.
Payment
of
certain
of
Paymet
to
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
of the Treasury be, and he
claims for material and
baorioin mtearucon
material men
pay to
and material
men who
who furnish labor labor,
construction
subcontractors, labor, and
to subcontractors
pay
of.
of.
general
defaulted
and
material
to
the
Plains
Construction
Company,
defaulted
general
Company,
Construction
Plains
and material to the
contractor
the construction
construction of
post office
Vegas,
office at Las Vegas,
the post
of the
for the
contractor for
Nevada,
such
sums
as
he
may
consider
equitable
and just to reimburse
reimburse
consider
may
he
as
sums
such
Nevada,
said
subcontractors, labor,
labor, and
and material
material men
unpaid accounts
accounts
for unpaid
men for
said subcontractors,
default,
the
left
by
said
Plains
Construction
Company
at
time
of
its
Company
Construction
Plains
left by said
said
to be
be paid
upon proper
actual losses susproof of actual
proper proof
only upon
paid only
sums to
said sums
Fund available.
made available
tained
of profit;
profit; and
is hereby
hereby made
available for Fund availabe.
there is
and there
exclusive of
tained exclusive
remain
this
purpose
not
to
exceed
$20,000
from
any
sum
which
remain
may
which
sum
this purpose not to exceed $20,000 from any
from
appropriations made
building-construction
for building-construction
made for
lump-sum appropriations
the lump-sum
from the
purposes,
notwithstanding the
subcon the amount of the claims of said subconpurposes,inotwithstanding
exceed
tractors
n addition
the cost
cost of
completing the
building exceed
the building
of completing
to the
addition to
tractors in
the limit
limit of
of the
the cost
cost for
for the
the Las
Las Vegas Post
of the
construction of
the construction
the
Office.
Office.
Goldsmith Metal
Gboldsmith
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized Lath
be, and
Company. Metl
the Treasury
That
th omp
not otherwise
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of any
the Treasury
otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
any money
out of
pay, out
and
appropriated,
to the
the Goldsmith
Goldsmith Metal
Company the sum of
of
Lath Company
Metal Lath
appropriated, to
Price-Evans FomFounCorporation the
Foundry Corporation
$892.73, .to
the sum of
of $1,790.10,
$1,790.10, dryPrice-Evan
Price-Evans Foundry
to Price-Evans
$892.73
Corporation.
R. WCrFlol
W. Felix.
dr.
claims
and
to
R.
W.
Felix
the
sum
of
$27.81,
in
full
settlement
of
all
claims
all
of
settlement
full
in
$27.81,
of
sum
the
Felix
and to R. W.
against
Government of
the United
States for
suffered
for losses suffered
United States
of the
the Government
against the
by
the
said
companies
by
reason
of
the
default
of
the
ConPlains
the
of
default
the
of
reason
by
by the said companies
construction of the
struction Company,
for the
the construction
contractors for
general contractors
Company, general
struction
post
office at
at Las
Vegas, Nevada
and the
contractor's failure to
to
the contractor's
Nevada, and
Las Vegas,
post office
of
furnish the
the valid
valid bond
bond as
required by law for the protection of
as required
furnish
public
labor
material men
labor and
and material
public
material on i
furnishing labor
men furnishing
and material
labor and
Proviso.
works:
no part
appropriated in
n this IP'a.
part of the amount appropriated
That no
Limitation on atterProvided, That
works: Provided,
neY's,
etc., fe
fees.
DeLs,-et'c.-,
Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
or delivered
delivered
paid or
be paid
thereof shall
10 per
Act in
on
to
or
received
by
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
or
to or received by any agent
account of
of services
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
with said
connection with
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
account
to
be
unlawful
for
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
exact,
attorneys.
or
attorney
agents,
or
agent
any
be unlawful for
collect., withhold,
or receive
any sum
of the
appropriated in
in
amount appropriated
the amount
sum of
receive any
withhold, or
collect,
services
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
on
account
services
of
account
on
thereof
centum
per
10
of
excess
in
this Act

1354
1354

73dCONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

Penalty forviolation.
for violation.
Penalty

SESS. II.
SESS.II.

rendered
in connection
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
rendered in
connection with
with said
said claim,
ithst
an di ng . A
ny person
person v
iol ating the
this Act
notwithstanding.
Any
violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
shall
be deemed
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
thereof
shall be
be fined
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
shall
fined in
in any
Approved,
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 288.]
[CHAPTER
288.]

Claim of.

Vol. 39,
39,
Vol.

Murphy.
Murphy

p. 74.
746.

p.

Preo

MAY 14,16,17,1934.
14,16,17,1934.
MAY

no t
w

May 14, 1934.
(11.R.
5290.1
[H.R. 5299.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 144.]
144.]
Orville A.
A.
Orvlle

OHS.
287,288, 291,294.
CHS. 287,288,291,294.

nso.

Previa°.
No prior benefits.

No porbenet

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Orville A.
A. Murphy.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Howe of
Representatives of
the
by the
of Representatives
of .the
United States
America in
in Congress
United
States of
of America
That the
the United
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission is hereby authorized
authorized
to consider and
and determine,
determine, in
in the
same manner
manner and
and to
to the
the same
the same
same
extent
if application
application for the benefits of the Employees'
extent as if
Employees' CompenCompensation Act had been
made within
one-year period
required by
by
been made
within the
the one-year
period required
sections
thereof, the claim
sections 17 and 20 thereof,
of Orville
Orville A.
A. Murphy,
on
claim of
Murphy, on
account of disability due to tuberculosis
account
alleged to
to have
have been
been proxituberculosis alleged
proxiemployment in
mately caused
caused by his employment
of the
the United
United States
States
in the
the service
service of
December 1, 1932:
between April 6, 1920, and December
1932: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
benefits
benefits shall
the enactment
enactment of
of this
Act.
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to
to the
this Act.
May 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 291.]
291.]
[CHAPTER

May 18,
1934.
16, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT

[Private,
[H.R. No.
4080.]145.]

For the relief
relief of Ellen
Ellen Grant.

[H.R. 4060.]
[Private, No. 145.1

Ellen Grant.
Payment to, for burPayment
burial expenses of son.

Profrie.
Prnrisn.

Limitation on attora ornay's,
ners, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty for violation.

Be it
it enacted
and House of
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
Congress assembled,
United States of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
to
Ellen Grant, mother of Albert
F. Grant,
Grant, late
late boatswain's
boatswain's mate,
mate, secsecAlbert F.
Navy, who died
ond class, United States Navy,
8, 1931,
while a
amember
died June
June 8,
1931, while
member
of that organization,
organization, the sum of $200,
$200, in full
settlement of
all claims
claims
full settlement
of all
against
against the Government
Government of the United
United States, being
being the
the actual
actual
expenses
incurred in the burial
expenses incurred
burial of said Albert F.
Grant: Provided,
Provided,
F. Grant:
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
in excess
of
excess of
10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
by any
any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account of
services renrenof services
connection with
dered in connection
with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any
agent
or agents, attorney
collect, withhold,
agent or
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
or
withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of
Act in
10 per centum thereof on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
with
any contract
contr act to
to the
th e con
t
rary notwithstanding.
notw i
thstanding.
Any
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contrary
Any
person
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
person violating
provisions
guilty of
deemed guilty
of
aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, May 16, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 294.]
294.1

1934.
May 17,
17,1934.
[11.R.
[H.R. 1901
190.1
[Private, No. 146.]
146.1
Elizabeth T. Cloud.
EPalsent
r
Payment to, for personal injury.
sonainory.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Elizabeth
Elizabeth T.
T. Cloud.
Cloud.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That theSecrethe Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
tary of
of the
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
to
out of any money in the Treasury
to pay,
pay, out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriated,
ated, to
to Elizabeth
Elizabeth T.
T. Cloud,
Cloud, of Atlantic
Atlantic City, New Jersey, the
the sum
sum

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 294-297.
294-297.
CHS.

MAY 17,1934.
17, 1934.

of $596.97
$596.97 on
on account
October
sustained by her on October
injury sustained
of personal
personal injury
account of
of
17,
by falling
on the
steps of
the Atlantic
post-office
Atlantic City post-office
of the
the steps
falling on
1916, by
17, 1916,
building:
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
part of
Provided, That
building: Provided,
this Act
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivper centum
10 per
in excess
Act in
this
ered
to or
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys,
or attorneys,
attorney or
any agent
by any
received by
or received
ered to
on
of services
rendered in
connection with
said claim. It
It
with said
in connection
services rendered
account of
on account
shall
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
to
or attorneys,
attorney or
be unlawful
shall be
exact,
withhold, or
the amount
amount approprior receive any sum of the
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
thereof on account of
ated in
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
per centum
of
centum thereof
of 10
this Act
in this
ated
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
said claim,
contract to the
claim, any contract
with said
connection with
services
provisions of
contrary notwithstanding.
Any -person
violating the provisions
of
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
contrary
this Act
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon convica misdemeanor
of a
deemed guilty
Act shall
this
tion thereof
be fined
exceeding $1,000.
fined in any sum not exceeding
shall be
thereof shall
tion
Approved,
May 17, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 295.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Nellie
Nellie Reay.

1355
Proso.
PrOviso.
1
:aip
op on
on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees attor-

Penalty
Penalty for
for violation.
violation.

May 17,
17, 1934.
[H.R. 1209.]
1209.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 147.1
1474
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
Resa10. .
Nellie. R,e
United
in Congress
Secretary rile
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
srvices for Per.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
sonYsTrevtece:
to pay sonai
authorized and
is hereby,
be, and
of
Treasury not otherwise approNellie
Reay, out
any money
money in the Treasury
of any
out of
Nellie Reay,
priated,
sum of
of $12.95,
in full and final settlement
settlement of all claims
claims
$12.95, in
the sum
priated, the
against
for work
performed as a
a charwoman
charwoman in
in
work performed
Government for
the Government
against the
the
custodian service
service of
Post office
office and
courthouse at Trenton,
and courthouse
the Post
of the
the custodian
November 7, 1929.
1 to November
New Jersey,
November 1
from November
Jersey, from
New
1934.
Approved, May
17, 1934.
May 17,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 296.]

ACT
AN ACT
For
relief of
Scott C. White.
of Scott
the relief
For the

May 17,
17, 1934.
2750.1
[H.R. 2750.1
[Private, No. 148.
148.]
[Private,

the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
C. White
Scott
United States
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Comp- Credit
koetg.
a
lion
w
ird.for
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
allowed
United
incurred.
expense
to
troller
General
of
the
United
States
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
directed
Incurred.
directed
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
States
United
the
troller General of
allow
Scott C.
C. White,
United States
marshal, western district of
States marshal,
White, United
allow Scott
Texas,
credit
in
the
amount
of
$146.03,
being the
the amount advanced
advanced
being
$146.03,
of
amount
the
in
Texas, credit
by
marshal to
to E.
G. Doty,
Doty, a
a deputy
deputy marshal, covering
covering
E. G.
said marshal
the said
by the
expense
incurred by
the said
said Doty
attempting to serve certain
certain
in attempting
Doty in
by the
expense incurred
process placed
in his
his hands
service.
hands for service.
placed in
process
Approved,
May 17,
17, 1934.
1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 297.]
297.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
Holliday.
J. Holliday.
of C. J.
the relief
For the

May 17,1934.
17, 1934.
May
[H.R. 4927.1
[H.R. 4927.1
[Private, No.
149.]
No. 149.]
[Private,

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary CReHoidayrt
c.Liauouiday.t
en
the Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of America
United
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
loss
on bail bond.
lossonbailbond.
pay,
to
directed
and
authorized
of the Treasury be, and is hereby,
out
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
any money
of any
out of
sum
of
$500
to
C.
J.
Holliday,
of
Pelzer,
South
Carolina, in full
Carolina,
South
Pelzer,
of
Holliday,
J.
sum of $500 to C.
settlement
all claims
against the
United
Government of the United
the Government
claims against
of all
settlement of
sustained by the
States, which
sum represents
represents the loss sustained
the said
said C.
C. J.
J.
which sum
States,
Holliday
on bail
bail bond
bond of
of Reuben
Reuben G.
Johnson, who
who afterwards
afterwards was
G. Johnson,
Holliday on
captured and
returned to
to the
United States
States officers
by the
the said
said C. J.
J.
officers by
the United
and returned
captured
Holliday, record
of said
said estreatment
estreatment of
bond being shown in the
of bond
record of
Holliday,
86637 .-34— rr 2-5
2-5
86637--34-PT

for
for

1356
1356
pio.

73d CONGRESS.
H. CHS.
297, 298,
308. MAY
MAY 17,18,1934.
17, 18, 1934.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
CHS. 297,
298, 308.
order of
Watkins, United
district judge,
judge, at
at
order
of Honorable
Honorable H.
H. H.
H. Watkins,
United States
States district

Greenville, South
Carolina, February
1923: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
nattr- Greenville,
South Carolina,
February 7,
7, 1923:
part of
of the
the amount
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per
part
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
excess of

Proviso.
Limitation ona attorney's,
fees.
ney', ete.,
ete.,fee

centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
by any
any
centum
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of services
services renrenagent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
dered in connection
connection with
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any
dered
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, to
of the
the amount
Act in
excess
or receive any sum
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
of
centum thereof
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in conof 10 per
per centum
thereof on
on account
connection with
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstandnotwithstandwith said claim, any
to the
the contrary

Penatyforviolation.
Penaito)rvicdatiml• ing.

Any
Any person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
be
Act shall
deemed guilty
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
uilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May 17,
1934.
Approved,
17, 1934.
[CHAPTER 298.]
298.]
[CHAPTER

May 17,1934.
17, 1934.
[H.R. 4929.)
[H.R.
4929.]
180.]
[Private, No.
No. 160.]

J. B.
B. Trotter.
Trotter.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement for
loss on bail bond. for

Pro*io.

Proviso.
Linlitation on attorLimitation on attor-

ney's, etc.,
etc., feee.
fee.
nere,

Penalty
for vlation.
FeneltYlotylolollon-

AN
ACT
AN ACT
the relief of J. B.
B. Trotter.
Trotter.
For the

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the
United States
States of
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
the Treasury
out of any money in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
not otherwise
sum
sum of
of $500
$500 to
to J.
J. B.
B. Trotter,
Trotter, of
Pel
zer ,South
South Carolina,
Caro li na,in
n full
full
of Pelzer,
i
settlement of all
all claims
claims against
against the
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
the Government
which sum represents the
the loss
the said
said J.
J. B.
B. Trotter
Trotter on
loss sustained
sustained by
by the
on
the bail bond of Reuben
Reuben G.
G. Johnson,
Johnson, who
was captured
captured
who afterward
afterward was
and returned to
to the
the United
United States
States officers
officers by
by the
the said
J. B.
B. Trotter,
said J.
Trotter,
estreatment of
record of said estreatment
in order
of HonorHonorof bond
bond being
being shown
shown in
order of
able H.
H. H. Watkins, United States
district judge,
judge, of
Greenville,
States district
of Greenville,
South Carolina, February
February 7, 1923: Provided,
Provided, That
Th atno part
part of
of the
the
amount
appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
amount appropriated
10 per
thereof
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or
received by
any agent
agent or
agents,
or received
by any
or agents,
attorney or attorneys,
of services
attorneys, on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
It shall
with said claim. It
shall be unlawful
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents,
unlawful for
attorney
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
any sum
sum
receive any
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum
excess of
per centum
thereof
thereof on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with said
said
in connection
contract to the
claim, any contract
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
this Act
violating the provisions of this
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
shall be fined m
in any
any sum
sum
not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May
17, 1934.
May 17,
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 308.]

May 18,1934.
18, 1934.
I8.6
6.]
[S. owl
[Private,
No. 13
151.]
[Private, No.
1.3

Prank W. Mahin.
Marin
May accept decoradecorathe Nethertion from the
Netherlands.
lands

AN ACT
ACT
To
Frank W.
Mahin, retired
retired American
Foreign Service officer,
To authorize
authorize Frank
W. Mahin,
American Foreign
officer, to
to
accept
the Queen
Queen of
accept from
from Her
Her Majesty
Majesty the
of the Netherlands
Netherlands the brevet
brevet and
and ininsignia of the Royal Netherland
Netherland Order
signia
Order of Orange
Orange Nassau.

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of Representatives
Be
enacted by
the Senate and House
Representatives of the
inited States
States of
in Congress
United
of America in,
Congress assembled, That
That Frank
Frank W.
W.
Mahin,
Service officer,
Mahin,. retired American
American Foreign
Foreign Service
officer, be,
be,and
an dhe
he is
i
s hereby
hereby
authorized
to accept
accept from Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherauthorized to
lands
the brevet
lands the
brevet and insignia of officer of the Royal Netherland
Netherland.
Order
Orange Nassau,
Order of
of Orange
Nassau, which has been tendered
tendered to said officer,
officer,
through
Department of State,
through the Department
State, in appreciation
appreciation of
of services
renservices rendered the people of Holland.
Approved,
Approved May 18, 1934.
1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 309.]
[CHAPTER

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 309,310.
309, 310.
CHS.

AN ACT
ACT

MAY
1934.
18,1934.
MAY 18,

1357
1357
May 18, 1934.

Jacob Durrenberger.
Durrenberger.
For the relief of Jacob

[H.R. 200.]
200.]
[HR.
[Private, No.
No. 152]
152.]
[Private,

House of Representatives
and House
Be it
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
Durrenberger.
Drrenber.
Jacob
assembled, That
United States
States of
America in
That the Secretary
Secretary Jacob
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
United
Payment to, for pea.
sonal
injuries.
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed to sona ijurie
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
the Treasury
of
Treasury not
pay to
Durrenberger, out
money in the Treasury
not
out of any money
Jacob Durrenberger,
to Jacob
pay
otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum of $2,000
settlement of all
all
$2,000 in full settlement
otherwise appropriated,
personal
claims against
against the
of the United
United States for personal
Government of
the Government
claims
injuries caused
caused as
as a
of an
accident involving
involving an Army
Army vehicle
an accident
result of
a result
injuries
Proviso.
n
o
at Jamaica,
Jamaica, Long
New York,
York, on
on September
September 16, 1929:
1929: ProPro- Pro
Island, New
Long Island,
at
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., lees.
vided, That
That no
no part
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess ne's,
in this
appropriated in
of the
the amount
part of
vided,
received
of
10 per
centum thereof
delivered to or received
or delivered
paid or
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
per centum
of 10
account of services
by any
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys, on
on account
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
by
rendered in
in connection
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for
for
connection with said claim. It
rendered
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
withhold,
collect, withhold,
or attorneys,
or agents,
agent or
any
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
of the
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess
amount appropriated
the amount
or
of 10
per centum
thereof on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connecconneccentum thereof
10 per
of
tion with
claim, any
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
the contrary
contract to
any contract
said claim,
with said
tion
for violation.
iolation.
Penaltyor
deemed Penalty
Any
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
the provisions
violating the
person violating
Any person
guilty
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
and upon
guilty of
in
sum not exceeding $1,000.
in any sum
Approved,
May 18,
18, 1934.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 310.]

AN ACT

AN ACT

For
Robert Turner.
Turner.
of Robert
relief of
the relief
For the

May
May 18, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 1207.)
1207.)
[H.R.

[Private, No. 153.]
153.]
[Private,

the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
Robert Turner.
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Pbenrt
Tu'for
Payment
to, for perperin Congress
of America
United States
sonal
injuries.
of the
the Treasury
he is
hereby, authorized
pay, sonal inuries.
authorized and directed to pay,
is hereby,
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of
out of
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Treasury not
money in
any money
of any
out
of
Robert Turner,
Turner, of
of the
the city
city of
of Burlington,
Jersey, the sum of
New Jersey,
Burlington, New
Robert
$1,500 in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
all claims
claims against
against the
the Government
Government of the
of all
$1,500
United
States for
all injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
October
by him on Friday, October
for all
United States
28, 1921,
when an
was riding
riding was in collision
he was
which he
in which
automobile in
an automobile
1921, when
28,
with
of the
the United
the said automobile
automobile
Army, the
States Army,
United States
automobile of
an automobile
with an
toward the city of Philabeing
one of
of a
motor cars
cars traveling
traveling toward
of motor
fleet of
a fleet
being one
delphia,
Hatfield, of
of Camp
Camp Holabird,
Holabird, Maryland:
Maryland:
Captain Hatfield,
of Captain
charge of
in charge
delphia, in
Proviso.
r
Provided,
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
on
ttor
ilo
in Limitation
this Act
part of
That no
Provided, That
on attorney's,
etc., fees.
ees.
etc.,
ney's,
or
to
paid or
excess of
of 10
per centum
be paid
or delivered
delivered
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
10 per
excess
received
agent or
or attorneys, on account of
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
by any agent
received by
services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful
claim. It
said claim.
services rendered
for any
or agents,
attorney or
exact, collect, withattorneys, to exact,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
for
appropriated in this Act in
hold,
or receive
any sum
the amount
amount appropriated
of the
sum of
receive any
hold, or
excess
per centum
on account
services rendered in
of services
account of
thereof on
centum thereof
10 per
of 10
excess of
connection
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithclaim, any
said claim,
with said
connection with
Penalty for violation.
standing.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act shall be Penaltyorviolation
violating the
person violating
Any person
standing. Any
thereof
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
shall
conviction
upon
and
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
be
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
be fined
Approved, May
18, 1934.
May 18,
Approved,

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS. 311-313.
MAY 18,1934.
18, 1934.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
311-313. MAY
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1358

[CHAPTER 311.]
[CHAPTER
May
1934.
May 18, 1934.
[H.R. 120.]
1208.1
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 154.]
154.1
[Private,
Frederick
W. Peter.
Peter.
Frederick W.
Payment
Payment to, for perpersonal
sonal injuries.

Provis
Proiso.
Limitao.tion on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief of Frederick
Frederick W. Peter.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreecreUnited States
States of
of .America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
tary
of the
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed
tary of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
to pay,
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriof any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
to
pay, out
out of
ated, to
to Frederick
W. Peter,
Peter, of
of the
the city
city of
of Burlington,
New Jersey,
ated,
Frederick W.
Burlington, New
Jersey,
the
of $1,000
$1,000 in
full settlement
of all
all claims
claims against
Govthe sum
sum of
in full
settlement of
against the
the Government
of the
the United
sustained by
by him
ernment of
United States
States for
for all
all injuries
injuries sustained
him on
on
Friday, October
October 28,
28, 1921,
in which
he was
was
Friday,
1921, when
when an
an automobile
automobile in
which he
riding was
with an
automobile of
of the
the United
United States
riding
was in
in collision
collision with
an automobile
States
Army, the
said automobile
of a
fleet of
of motor
motor cars
cars traveltravelbeing one
one of
a fleet
Army,
the said
automobile being
ing toward
of Philadelphia,
in charge
charge of
of Captain
Captain Hatfield,
Hatfield,
ing
toward the
the city
city of
Philadelphia, in

of Camp
Camp Holabird,
Maryland: Provided,
Provided, That no part
of
Holabird, Maryland:
part of the
th e
amount
in this
Act in
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
shall
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents,
shall be
be paid
paid or
attorney
or attorneys,
on account
services rendered
in connection
attorney or
attorneys, on
account of
of services
rendered in
connection
with
said claim.
or agents,
agents,
with said
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agent or
attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum
attorney or
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
per centum
of the
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum
thereof
account of
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
said
thereof on
on account
services rendered
Penalty for violation. claim, any
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
violating
the provisions
of this
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa
violating the
provisions of
this Act
be deemed
misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
sum
misdemeanor and
any sum
not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, May
May 18,
1934.
Approved,
18, 1934.
[CHAPTER
312.]
[CHAPTER 312.]
May 18, 193.
1934.
l[H.R. 2021.1
H.R. 21.]
[Private, NO. 155.]
188.1

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To place Jesse
Jesse C. Harmon on the retired list of the United
United States Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the

Marino Corps.
Marine
Cores.
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
C. Harmon United

/ease
lease

be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
forto appoint Jesse
Jesse C. Harmon, formerly a
a second lieutenant,
a second lieulieutenant, United
United States Marine Corps, a
tenant in the Marine Corps, and to place him upon the retired
retired list
list
of the Marine
Marine Corps as a
asecond lieutenant, with the retired
retired pay of
that grade or upon the active
entitled:
active list in the rank and grade entitled:
Provisos.
Proviso.
That before
Provided, That
before retiring
duly constituted
constituted Marine
Marine retirretirretiring him,
him, a
a dulv
Retirement subject
Retirement
subject Provided,
to disability
disability in line of
of ing board finds that the said Jesse C. Harmon
incurred
physical
Harmon
physical
duty.
disability incident to the service
No back pay, etc.
service in the line of duty: And provided
provided
further,
further, That no back
allowance, or
or emoluments
emoluments shall
become
back pay,
pay, allowance,
shall become
due because
because of
of the
passage of
of this
due
the passage
this Act.
Act.
Approved, May
May 18,
18, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

appointed seesecmay be appointed
retired
ond lieutenant, retired
list.
list,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 313.]
313.]
May 18, 1934.
194.
[H.R. 2203.]
2203.1
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 158.1
156.1
Enoch
Enoeh Crat
Graf
Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
losses
loses in
in the
the Army.
Army.

AN ACT
AN
For the relief of Enoch Graf.
Graf.

it enacted
House of
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
the
United States of America in
United
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Enoch Graf, first
first.
Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, the
lieutenant, Quartermaster
the sum of
$2,644.61. Such sum represents
Lieutenant
represents the net
net loss sustained
sustained by Lieutenant

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
313-315.
CHS. 313-315.

1359
1359

MAY 18,1934.
18, 1934.
MAY

Graf due
due to
to financial
frauds against
against the United
and frauds
irregularities and
financial irregularities
Graf
at Camp
States
by a
civilian employee
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps at
of the
employee of
a civilian
States by
Custer,
the period
period from
from October
October 1926 to October
October
during the
Michigan, during
Custer, Michigan,
Pr0lo.
1927, for
which Lieutenant
responsible: Provided,
Provided, path&
held responsible:
was held
Graf was
Lieutenant Graf
for which
1927,
i
mi ttti ir on attorLimitation
fees.
That
no part
part of
of the
appropriated in
this Act in excess
excess of 10 ney's,
ney etc., o
on attarin this
amount appropriated
the amount
That no
per
or delivered
delivered to
received by
any
by any
or received
to or
paid or
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
per centum
account of services
agent or
attorneys, on
services renon account
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent
for any
dered
in
connection
with
said
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
unlawful
be
shall
It
claim.
said
dered in connection with
agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
to exact,
agent or
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
of the
excess
appropriated in this Act in excess
amount appropriated
the amount
or
of
10 per
thereof on
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in connecof services
centum thereof
per centum
of 10
tion with
claim, any
contract to
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
any contract
said claim,
with said
tion
Any
deemed Penalty for violation.
of this Act shall be deemed
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
person violating
Any person
guilty
and upon
fined
conviction thereof shall be fined
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
in any
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
m
Approved,
May 18, 1934.
Approved, May
s,e e„

[CHAPTER 3141
314.]
[CHAPTER

A1T A res
AN
ACT
A
A
For the
relief of
of certain
certain newspapers
advertising services
services rendered
rendered the Public
for advertising
newspapers for
the relief
For
Health Service
Service of
the Treasury
Department. .. .
Treasury Department.
of the
Health

May
o1W
May 18,
18, 1934.
1
[H.R. 2431
24314,
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 167.
167.1
Private No.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
the
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enaeted by
Be
Public Health ServervHealthDepartUnited
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the CompComp- ice,Public
Treasury
America in
of America
United States
ment.
,
troller
General of
United States
States be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized, me'"nt.
hereby, authorized,
be, and
the United
of the
troller General
Claims for certain adnotwithstanding
the provisions
of section
section 3828
3828 of
of the
Revised StatStat- vertising services rendthe Revised
provisions of
notwithstanding the
ered to, ordered settled.
orderaesetl.
utes
to settle,
following er'to,
RS.,
sec. 3828, p. 749.
and certify the following
adjust, and
settle, adjust,
States, to
United States,
the United
of the
utes of
claims for
advertising services
rendered the Public Health
Health Service,
Service,
services rendered
for advertising
claims
Treasury
Chicago newsThe claims of certain Chicago
namely: The
Department, namely:
Treasury Department,
papers for
for advertising
services rendered
rendered October
October 3, 1918,
1918, amounting
amounting
advertising services
papers
in all
all to
to $2,894,
the appropriation
"Suppressing Spanish
Spanish
appropriation "Suppressing
under the
$2,894, under
in
influenza and
1919 "; the
the claim of aa
diseases, 1919'";
communicable diseases,
other communicable
and other
influenza
Houston (Texas)
(Texas) newspaper,
$65.17; and
the claim
claim of aaNew York
and the
newspaper, $65.17;
Houston
newspaper, $30,
advertising services
services rendered
rendered between
between June and
for advertising
$30, for
newspaper,
October,
under the
appropriations "Pay
"Pay of personnel and
the appropriations
1920, under
October, 1920,
maintenance of
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public
Service, 1920 ",, and "Main"MainHealth Service,
Public Health
maintenance
tenance, marine
marine hospitals, 1921."
1921."
tenance,
Approved, May
18, 1934.
May 18,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 31.]
3151
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

For the
Company.
the relief of the Palmetto Cotton Company.
For

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Howse of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in,
States of
United States
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
to pay,
out of
of any
any
pay, out
directed to
and directed
Treasury is
the Treasury
of
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $140,
$140,
sum of
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
money
which
represents a
part of
remittance to
to the
farmers' seed
the farmers'
the remittance
of the
a part
sum represents
which sum
loan offices
offices of
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Palmetto Cotton
Cotton
Agriculture by the Palmetto
of the
loan
Company in
of a
a loan
loan of
of Hollock
the said
said
to the
Tribble to
Hollock Tribble
payment of
Company in payment
farmers'
office, upon
upon which
which amount
lien or
or mortgage
mortgage
prior lien
a prior
amount a
loan office,
seed loan
farmers' seed

existed.
Approved,
May 18, 1934.
Approved, May

May
Mal 18,194.
18, 1934.
[H.R.
H.R. 4928.3
4928.]
Prvate. No.
[Private,
No. I8.1
158.3

Palmetto cotton
Cotton

cr
ai
P
= tto
Payment

to
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73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 326.1
326.1

May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
May
[S. 1541.]
[8.
1541.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 159.]
19.]
Muds
Mucla Alger.
Payment to.

Harriet C. Holaday.
Harriet
Payment to.
to.
Payment
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1039.
1039.

OHS. 326-329.
326-329.
CHS.

MAY 21,1934.
21, 1934.
MAY

ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
Alger.
For
of Mucia
Mucia Alger.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
the
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreUnited States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
to
tary
of the
the Treasury
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
pay,
of any
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
pay, out
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated,
to Mucia
Mucia Alger,
Alger, widow
of William
William E.
E. Alger,
Alger, late
late American
American consul
at
to
widow of
consul at
Fernie, British
sum of
of $2,500,
$2,500, being
being one
one year's
year's salary
Fernie,
British Columbia,
Columbia, the
the sum
salary
of
her deceased
deceased husband,
March 19,
1917, while
while in
the
of her
husband, who
who died
died March
19, 1917,
in the
Foreign
Service.
Foreign Consular
Consular Service.
Approved, May
May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 327.]
[CHAPTER
327.]

May
May 21, 1934.
[S.
[S. 1897.]
1997.1
[Private,
160.]
[Private, No. 160.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

AN ACT
ACT
Harriet C.
C. Holaday.
Holaday.
To compensate
compensate Harriet

by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
a
the Treasury
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
to Harriet
Harriet
C. Holaday,
Holaday, widow
widow of
Ross E.
E. Holaday,
late American
consul at
at
C.
of Ross
Holaday, late
American consul
Manchester,
England, the
sum of
of $6,000,
$6,000, being
being one
one year's
year's salary
salary of
of
Manchester, England,
the sum
her
husband, who
the Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service, and
her deceased
deceased husband,
who died
died while
while in
in the
and
there is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
money in
out of
any money
in
the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, a
a sufficient
sufficient sum
sum to
carry
otherwise appropriated,
to carry
out the
the purpose
of this
this Act.
out
purpose of
Act.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 328.]
[CHAPTER

May 21,
21, 1934.
1034.
May
[ER.
[H.R. 207.]
207.1
[Private, No. 181.]
161.1
Homer C. Chapin.
Chapin.
Hormer
Payment
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Homer
Homer C. Chapin.
Chapin.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated : to
Homer C. Chapin the cash value of aa$500
$500 Liberty bond deposited
deposited
Immigration Service
by him with
with the Immigration
Service of the Department
Department of Labor
Labor
of
in the case of Dimitri Ivanenko,
Ivanenko, which
which said bond or the proceeds
proceeds of
which was erroneously
erroneously covered
United
covered into the Treasury
Treasury of the United
States.
States.
Approved, May 21,
21, 1934.
[CHAPTER
329.]
[CHAPTER 329.1

May 21, 1234.
193
[H.R. 371.]
3711
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 162.]
162.1
Peter Quilday.
Onilday.
Military record cot
corMilitary
,
rected.
rooted.

Proeiso.
Preoiso.

No back pay, etc.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Peter Guilday.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That in the adminUnited States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
istration of any laws conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits
benefits
upon honorably discharged
upon
discharged soldiers
soldiers Peter Guilday
Guilday (name
(name borne on
on
the rolls as Peter Gillday and also as Peter Gilday),
Gilday), of Company F,
F,
Fifth Regiment
Infantry, shall hereafter
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
hereafter be held and
considered to have been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged from the military
service
of the
United States
service of
the United
States as a
a. member of said organization
organization on the
11th day
of February
1904: Provided,
Provided, That no back pay, bounty,
11th
day of
February 1904:
pension, or allowance shall be held to have
pension,
have accrued
accrued prior to the
passage of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, May 21,
21, 1934.
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
MAY 21, 22,1934.
22, 1934.
II. CHS. 330-332, 334. MAY
SESS. II.
73d
[CHAPTER
(CHAPTER 330.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Ferst.
For
For the relief of Frank Fent.
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
America in
in. Congress
That in the adminCongress assembled, That
States of
United
benefits upon
istration of
of any
laws conferring
rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits
upon
conferring rights,
any laws
istration
honorably
discharged soldiers
soldiers Frank Ferst, who
who was aa member of
honorably discharged
Battery B,
B, Fourth
United States
States Field Artillery, shall
Regiment United
Fourth Regiment
Battery
hereafter
held and
have been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged
to have
considered to
and considered
be held
hereafter be
from the
the military
military service
United States
States as
as aamember of that
the United
of the
service of
from
Provided, That no
organization
on the
the 6th
day of
November 1905: Provided,
of November
6th day
organization on
because
shall
bounty,
pay,
pension,
or
allowance
accrue
because of the
allowance
or
pension,
bounty, pay,
passage of
this Act.
of this
passage
Approved, May 21, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 331.]

May 21, 1934.
1934.
May
889.1
[H.R. 8894
[Private, No. 163.]
1(13.1
[Private,
Ferst.
Frank Ferst.
tary record
correcord corMilitary

rected.
rented.

Proviso.
Provio.
No back pay, etc.
No

N ACT

AN ACT
AN
For the
the relief
Arabella E. Bodkin.
relief of Arabella
For

May 21,1934.
21, 1934.
May
[H.R. 3868.]
3888.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 164.]
184.1
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and 1101.lse
Be
by the
the Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Bodkin.
Arabella E. Bodkin.
Arabella
Secrethe
That
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in,
Congress
assembled,
SecrePayment of Court of
of
Congress
Payment
in
America
of
United States
findings to.
Claims
Claims findings
to
directed
and
authorized
tary of
of the
the Treasury
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
tary
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
pay, out
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
in the
any money
pay,
to
Arabella E.
E. Bodkin,
Bodkin, or
or her
her executors
administrators, the sum
executors or administrators,
to Arabella
of
in compliance
compliance with
with the
the findings
findings of the Court
Court of Claims
Claims
$28,000 in
of $28,000
in the
of Arabella
Arabella E.
Bodkin, sometimes
sometimes named
named and
and referred to
to
E. Bodkin,
case of
the case
in
as
H. Bodkin
", against
against the United States; such
Bodkin",
Patrick H.
"Mrs. Patrick
as "Mrs.
findings
having been
made pursuant
pursuant to
to the Act of March 4, 1927
1927
been made
findings having
Vol. 44,
1843.
(ch. 517,
III, 1845),
1845), entitled "An Act conferring
conferring VoL 44, p. 1845.
pt. III,
Stat.L., pt.
44 Stat.L.,
517, 44
(ch.
jurisdiction
upon
the
Court
of
Claims
to
hear
and
determine
the
determine
and
hear
to
Claims
of
jurisdiction upon the Court
claim of
Mrs. Patrick
Bodkin." The
herein
provided for herein
payment provided
The payment
H. Bodkin."
Patrick H.
of Mrs.
claim
arising
shall
be
in
full
settlement
of
all
claims
and
demands
arising out of
demands
and
claims
all
of
shall be in full settlement
the
subject matter
matter referred
to in
in the
the findings
findings of the Court of Claims.
referred to
the subject
Approved, May
May 21,
1934.
21, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 332.]
ACT
332.N
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
21, 1934.
May 21,1934.
the of the Play de Flor Land and Improvement Company.
For
relief
[H.R. 5284.1
[H.R.
For the
relief of
the Playa
Playa de
de Flor
Plot Land
Company.
Improvement Company.
Land and Improvement
of the
the relief
For
[Private, No.
No. 105.]
186.1
[Private,
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of
the
d
For
ay
the
of
Playa de Plot Land
Land
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represetatives
and
Improvement
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
jurisdiction
Improvement
and
jurisdiction
That
assembled,
Congress
in
Amerioa
of
United States
Company.
co.
is hereby
hereby conferred
District Court
Court of
of the
Zone to Comiadtin
the Canal Zone
Jurisdiction
conthe District
upon the
conferred upon
is
on Canal
Canal Zone
zone
on
frred
hear and
and determine,
to the
for appeal
appeal as
as in ferred
provisions for
the provisions
subject to
but subject
determine, but
District Court to adjuhear
claim of. uof.
other cases
provided by
by the
Panama Canal
Act, as
as amended,
the dicate claim
amended, the
Canal Act,
the Panama
cases provided
other
ainst
claim of
of the
Playa de
Land and
Improvement Company
Company aagainst
and Improvement
Flor Land
de Flor
the Playa
claim
the United
States on
account of
taken by
by the
United States
the United
property taken
of property
on account
United States
the
in
Canal Zone.
Zone.
the Canal
in the
Approved, May
21, 1934.
1934.
May 21,
Approved,

334.1
[CHAPTER 334.1
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
Fleming.
T. Fleming.
G. T.
of G.
relief of
For the

May
1934.
22,1934
May 22,

[I. 334.1
Es.
3384.1

No. 16&]
1118.1
[Private, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the (. T. Fleming.
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be it
United States
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Reimbursement
G. T. Fleming.
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
ball bond.
lss on
of the Treasury be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
kw
on bail bond.
pay,
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
of the Treasury be,
the
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
sum
of $500
G. T.
T. Fleming,
Pelzer, South
which sum
Carolina, which
South Carolina,
of Pelzer,
Fleming, of
to G.
$500 to
sum of
b

t

for
for

1362
1362

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
CHS. 334-336.
334-336.

MAY 22,
1934.
MAY
22, 1934.

represents the
loss sustained
sustained by
by the
T. Fleming
on the
bail
represents
the loss
the said
said G.
G. T.
Fleming on
the bail
bond
Reuben G.
who was
was afterwards
afterwards captured
bond of
of Reuben
G. Johnson,
Johnson, who
captured and
and
returned to
by the
the said
T. Fleming;
Fleming;
returned
to the
the United
United States
States officers
officers by
said G.
G. T.
record
of said
said estreatment
e,streatment of
of bond
is shown
order of
of Honorable
record of
bond is
shown in
in order
Honorable
H.
United States
district judge,
judge, at
at Greenville,
Greenville, South
H. H.
H. Watkins,
Watkins, United
States district
South
Proviso.
Proviso.
Carolina,
May 22,
22, 1923:
1923: Provided,
That
no part
part of
of the
the amount
Carolina,
May
Provided,
That
no
amount
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc,
appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
shall be
be
appropriated in
ney's,
etc., fees,
fees.
in this
excess of
per centum
thereof shall
paid
or delivered
received by
by any
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
any agent
agents, attorney
or
attorneys, on
on account
of services
rendered in
said
attorneys,
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
claim.
be unlawful
unlawful for
attorney or
or
claim. It
It shall
shall be
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
to exact,
collect, withhold,
or receive
any sum
of the
the
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
withhold, or
receive any
sum of
amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
10 per
per centum
amount appropriated
in this
in excess
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
thereof
Penalty for violation. on
of services
rendered in
connection with
any
on account
account of
services rendered
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
Any person
violating the
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the
provisions
provisions of this Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
shall be
misdemeanor and
and
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not
$1,000.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 335.]
[CHAPTER
May
May' 22,1934.
22. 1934 .
[H.R.
[H.R. 473.]
473.1
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 167.]
167.]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Irene Brand Alper.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States
States of American?,
United
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
and he
he is
is hereby,
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
pay, out
out of
any money
in the
Treasury not
appropriated,
pay
of any
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Irene
Irene Brand Alper
Alper the
the sum
of $1,250
in full
full settlement
sum of
$1,250 in
settlement of
of all
all
Government of
of the
claims against the Government
settlethe United
United States
States in
in full
full settlement
by her
nineteen years
years old,
old, when
ment for an injury
injury incurred
incurred by
her when
when nineteen
when
she was seriously injured and crippled
for life
being struck
struck down
down
crippled for
life by
by being
on the
11th day
day of
of August
by the
States
and run
run over
over on
the 11th
August 1921
1921 by
the United
United States
numbered 2499, in the city of New York,
Navy car numbered
York, through
through the
the
careless and negligent operation of said car by an employee of
of the
the
United States Government
Government employed
employed at the
to operate
car:
the time
time to
operate said
said car:
Provrio.
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
Limitation on
Act in
in
Limitation
on attorattor- Provided,
ney's,
etc., fees,
fees.
nay's, etc.,
excess
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivered
or
excess of
of 10 per
shall be
be paid
paid or
delivered to
to or
received
received by any agent or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
account
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
on account
of services
services rendered
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
rendered in connection
connection with
with said
shall be
be
unlawful for any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact,
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
receive any
any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
in
Act in
in excess
10 per
per centum
on account
of services
services
in this
this Act
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
thereof on
account of
rendered in connection
connection with
any contract
to the
with said claim,
claim, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary
Penalty for violation. notwithstanding.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
shall
guilty of
of a
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof
shall
be fined
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
May 22,
22, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

Irene Brand AlpeperAlper.
r.
Payment to, for personal
sonal injuries.
injuries,

[CHAPTER 336.]
[CHAPTER
336.]
Isf ay 22, 1934.
May
[H.R. 4274.1
42741
IH.R.
[Private, No. 168.]
168.]
[Private,

harlest
A. Brown.
o
Charles
Payment to, for perplr-

o0na injries.

sonal Injuries.

AN ACT
For the relief of Charles A. Brown.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
of 1?epresentatives
of the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
he is
authorized and
pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in
in the Treasury
appropriated, to
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
Charles
Charles A. Brown the
for injuries
the sum of $3,000,
$3,000 as compensation
compensation for
injuries
sustained
sustained on June 22, 1926, at New York City, when an automobile
in which he was riding was struck by aa truck operated
operated by the

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 336,
336, 340,
340, 341.
341.
CHS.

MAY
MAY:22, 23, 1934.

post-office service:
service: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of the amount appropost-office
priated in
thereof shall be paid
in excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof
in this Act in
priated
or
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
any agent
received by any
or received
to or
delivered to
or delivered
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of services
connection with said
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
attorneys,
claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or
or
claim.
attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
receive any sum of the
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
attorneys, to
amount
appropriated in
in this
thereof
in excess of 10 per centum thereof
Act in
this Act
amount appropriated
on
account of
of services
rendered in
connection with said claim, any
any
in connection
services rendered
on account
contract
the contrary
violating
notwithstanding. Any person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
contract to
misdemeanor
the
provisions of
this Act shall
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
shall be deemed
of this
the provisions
and
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
exceeding
any sum not exceeding
in any
be fined
thereof shall
upon conviction
and upon
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
May 22, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 340.]

ACT
AN
AN ACT
For
of Kathryn
Kathryn Thurston.
Thurston.
relief of
the relief
For the

1363
1363

Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
etc., fees.
ney's, etc.,

for violation.
violation.
Penalty for

May 23,1934.
23, 1934.
May
[H.R.
878.1
[H.R. 878.1
[Private, No. 169.]
169.]

Representatives of the
and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be
Kathryn Thurston.
pathryn Thurston.
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary Payment
in Congress
America in
United States
to,
for
death of
of husband.
husband.
death
pay,
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
to
be,
Treasury
of the
appropriated, to
out
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
not otherwise
in the
any money
out of
Charles Thurston,
Kathryn
Thurston, the sum of $2,500
$2 ,500
Thurston, widow of Charles
Kathryn Thurston,
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
against the
States because
because of
United States
the United
claims against
in
the death
death of
said Charles
Charles Thurston,
Thurston, who was
was an employee
employee of the
the said
of the
the
United States
Administration and who was
was killed while
while in
Railroad Administration
States Railroad
United
the performance
performance of
of his
duties as
as such
such employee
employee on or about February
February
his duties
the
Proviso.
on attorLirton on
Provided, That
2, 1920,
1920, at Columbus,
Columbus Ohio: Provided,
That no part of the
the amount Limitation
attor2,
ney's,
fees.
etc.,fees.
appropriated in
excess of
of 10
10 per
thereof shall
shall be
be ney's, etc.,
centum thereof
per centum
in excess
Act in
this Act
in this
appropriated
paid or
received by any agent or agents, attorney
to or received
delivered to
or delivered
paid
rendered in connection
or
account of services
services rendered
connection with said
on account
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
claim.
It shall
shall be
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
any agent
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
claim. It
attorneys,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any sum of the
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorneys, to
amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of 10
centum thereof
thereof
10 per centum
amount appropriated
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with said claim, any
rendered in connection
on
Penalty for violation.
or violation.
violating the
contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
the Penalty
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
contract to
and
provisions
of this
this Act
misdemeanor and
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
shall be deemed
Act shall
provisions of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in any
exceeding
any sum not exceeding
be fined
shall be
upon
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
23, 1934.
1934.
May 23,
Approved, May
(CHAPTER
341.1
(CHAPTER 341.]

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
relief of
Forsell.
of H. Forsell.
For the

May 23,
23, 1934.
May
[H.R. 1254.1
1254.1
[H.R.
[Private,
170.1
[Private, No. 170.j

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
Be it
For
c
felf
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary Riefun
ft.
customs
That the
assembled, That
States of
United
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
pay duties.
to pay
directed to
authorized and
he is
Treasury be,
of
to Miss
H. Forsell,
Forsell, out
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
in the
money in
out of
Miss H.
to
settlement against the Govappropriated,
the sum
sum of $196.97
$196.97 in full settlement
appropriated, the
merchandise
ernment for
customs duties
duties paid
packages of merchandise
two packages
on two
paid on
for customs
ernment
that were
were not
not received
received by
by the
the addressee:
Provided, That
no part
part of
of rovY0i on attor
LPivion
That no
addressee: Provided,
that
the
amount appropriated
in this
in excess
of 10
per centum
centum ney's,etc.,fee
T ton on attar10 per
excess of
Act in
this Act
appropriated in
the amount
thereof
be paid
paid or
or delivered
received by
any agent
agent or
or
by any
or received
to or
delivered to
shall be
thereof shall
rendered
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
account
of
services
rendered
in
services
of
account
on
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
connection
with said
claim. It
shall be
unlawful for any
any agent or
or
be unlawful
It shall
said claim.
connection with
receive
agents, attorney
collect, withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents,
any sum
of the
the amount
in this
excess of 10
this Act in excess
appropriated in
amount appropriated
sum of
any
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
account of
on account
per
ney

e

1364
1364

73d CONGRESS.

Penalty
on.
Penalty for violati
violation.

SESS. II.
II.

OHS.
CHS. 341-343, 346,
346,

MAY 23,24,1934.
23, 24, 1934.
MAY

with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
the contrary
Any
with
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
person
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty
of aa misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in.
of
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum
Approved,
May 23,
Approved, May
23, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 342.1
[CHAPTER
342.]

May 23, 1934.
[ER.
[HR.. 54054
5405.]
[Private, No. 171.
171.]
[Private,
T]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of Nicola
Nicola Valerio.
Valerio.

Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecrefor United
United States
in Congress
Treasury be,
tary of the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
directed
is hereby,
authorized .and
and directed
to pay, out of any money
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriapproprimoney in
the Treasury
not otherwise
Nicola Valerio,
ated, to Nicola
Valerio, father
father of
Joseph Valerio,
Valerio, deceased,
deceased, the
the sum
sum
of Joseph
of $2,500 in full settlement
settlement of all claims
against the
the Government
Government
claims against
of the United
States on account
United States
account of
of the
the aforesaid
Joseph
the death
death of
of the
aforesaid Joseph
Valerio, which was caused
caused by his
his being
being struck
by a
post office
office mail
mail
struck
by
a
post
Proviso.
Provio.
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this
Provided, That
part of
appropriated in
Limitation
Limitation on attorat to- truck: Provided,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be
or delivered
delivered
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
to or received by any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on
or agents,
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall
with said
be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
attorney or
exact,
collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
sum of
in this Act in.
in excess
centum thereof
excess of 10 per centum
on account
account of
of services
thereof on
services
Penalty for violat IoXL rendered in connection with
said
Penalty for violation. rendered
connection
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
to the
contrary
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
violating the
shall be deemed
Shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction.
and upon
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 23,
23, 1934.
1934.

Nicola Valerio.
Valerie.
Nioola
Payment to,
death of son.

[CHAPTER 343.]
341)
[CHAPTER
May
May 23, 134.
1934.
[IL R. 4510.)
[t.R.
No. 1
[Private, No.
172.1
No. 172.]

B. Edward
w
B.d. Edward
wood.

dWeal.

potd
o
Credi
taounts
allowed
!natal
accounts
of.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of B. Edward
Edward Westwood.

la

it enacted
,y the Senate and
Be it
enacted by
Bowe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
United
States of
of America
America in
i
n Congress assem b
led, That the CompUnited States
Congress assembled,
That the Comptroller General of
the United
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
of the
United States
States is
directed to
to
credit
the account
Westwood, postmaster
credit the
account of B. Edward
Edward Westwood,
postmaster at YoungsYoungstown,
Ohio, in the sum of $891.17, such sum representing
town, Ohio,
representing the
the deficit
deficit
in
the account
in the
account of
of the
the said
said B. Edward Westwood,
Westwood, caused
caused by burglary
burglary
to
to the
the post
post office
office on
on December
December 25, 1931,
1931, and for which
which casualty
casualty the
said B.
B. Edward
Edward Westwood
Westwood was
was in
responsible.
said
in no
no way responsible.
Approved, May
May 23,
23, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 346.]

May 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
DLR. 211.1
[H.R.
[Private, No. 173.]
173.]
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of John
john A. Rapelye.
Rapelye.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
ofe United
in.Congress
United States
States of America in.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the ComptrolComptrolfor
ler General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and
ler General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized and
directed to
to credit
credit the
the account
Rapelye, postmaster
at
directed
account of
of John
John A.
A. Rapelye,
postmaster at
Flushing, New
York, with
with the
sum of
$1,249.08 to reimburse
Flushing,
New York,
the sum
of $1,249.08
reimburse him for
for
money-order and postal
money-order
postal funds
funds stolen from the Jackson
Jackson Heights
Heights
station
of the Flushing post office
station of
office on the night of March 3,
3, 1927:
1927:
Proviso.
PLirtation on attor- Provided, That no part of
appropriated in this
Limitation on odor- Provided,
That no part
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act in
in
tef's,,t,~tes.
nay's,
etc., fem.
excess of 10
shall be
be paid
excess of
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
paid or delivered to or received by any
or agents,
ceived by any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of
Sohn A. Rapelye.
R
bnb
rmetael of,
Reimbursement
for stolen postal
funds.
ostal funds.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
MAY 24-26,1934.
CHS. 346,352,358,359.
346,352,358,359. MAY24-26,1934.

1365
1365

services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
services
with said claim.
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
attorney or attorneys, to exact,
exact, collect,
ful for any
any agent
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive any sum
sum of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this
account of services
Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof on account
services
rendered
contract to the conrendered in connection
connection with said
said claim, any contract
trary notwithstanding.
trary
notwithstanding.

Any person
violating the
of this
this
the provisions
provisions of
Any
person violating

deemed guilty of a
upon conviction
conviction
Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
thereof shall be fined in any
thereof
any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May 24,
Approved,
24, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 352.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the relief of the widow of D. W. Tanner
Tanner for expense
expense of purchasing
purchasing an artificial
artificial
limb.
limb.

enaltyorvioation
Penalty
for violation.

May25,34.
May 25, 1934.
[H.R. 4533.]

[H.R. 4533.]

[Private, No.
No. 174.]
174.]
[Private,

Be
the
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secre- Pay
W Tonwidow
United
in Congress
RiyMenTtalltiolerWidow
o
o.
and directed
tary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed of.
authorized and
he is
and he
tary
to pay,
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriapproprinot otherwise
in the
of any money
money in
to
pay, out
out of
ated, to
to the
the widow of D.
Brighton, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
W. Tanner,
Tanner, of Brighton,
D. W.
ated,
retired after
during
service during
service, including
including service
years' military
military service,
after thirty
thirty years'
retired
Indian wars
War, the
the slim
$125, covering
covering payIndian
wars and
and the
the World
World War,
sum of
of $125
payCompany,
Hammer Limb Company,
supplied by the Hammer
artificial limb
limb supplied
ment for
for an artificial
Massachusetts.
of Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, May 25, 1934.
[CHAPTER 358.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of E. W. Gillespie.
GiUespie.

Representatives of the
enacted by
the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
by the
Be it

United States
States of
of America
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
United
assembled, That
the CompComptroller General
of the
States is
authorized and
and directed
to
directed to
is authorized
United States
the United
General of
troller

May 26,1934.

May 28, 1934.
i
[H
[MR. 32
. 3231]
175.]
[Private, No.
No. 17.]

riZi
titrati
Creditalloed
postal accounts of.
of.
postalaccounts

in
in

credit
account of E. W. Gillespie, former
former postmaster
postmaster at Rock
Rock
credit the
the account
representing the
River,
$94.91, such sum representing
the sum
sum of $94.91,
Wyoming, in the
River, Wyoming,
loss in
the account
of the
the said
said E.
the failure
caused by the
Gillespie caused
E. W.
W. Gillespie
account of
loss
in the
of
Rock River,
River, Wyoming, where the
of the
the First
First National Bank of Rock
post-office funds were deposited
deposited by the said E. W. Gillespie.
post-office
Approved, May 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 359.1
359.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

May
May 26,134
26, 1934.

For the
the relief
relief of
of C.
Dickson.
C. A.
A. Dickson.
For

[H.R.
916.]
[I.R. 91.]
[Private, No. 176.]
176.]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
Be
enacted by
C. A. Dickson.
United
of America
America in
assembled, That
the CompComp- Credit
That the
Credit allowed
allowed iin
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
United States
postal
accounts of.
troller General
States is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to postalccountsoL
directed to
United States
of the
the United
General of
troller
credit
the account
account of
A. Dickson,
postmaster at Cleburne,
Cleburne, Texas,
Dickson, postmaster
of C.
C. A.
credit the
in the
the sum
of $72.45.
Such sum
represents the
amount of
of United
United
the amount
sum represents
$72.45. Such
sum of
in
States
funds lost
by reason
of the
the failure
of the
the Home
Home
failure of
reason of
lost by
postal funds
States postal
National
Farmers and
and Merchants
of
Bank of
National Bank
Merchants National
the Farmers
and the
Bank and
National Bank
Cleburne, Texas,
Texas, and
the account
the said
said postmaster
postmaster
of the
in the
account of
charged in
and charged
Cleburne,
as
due the
of final
final
payment of
the payment
after the
States after
United States
the United
balance due
as a
a balance
dividends
of such
such deposits.
deposits.
in respect
respect of
dividends in
Approved,
May 26, 1934.
Approved, May

1366
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CONGRESS. SESS. II.
MS. 360-362,
366.
73d CONGRESS.
II. CIS.
360-362,366.
[CHAPTER 360.1
360.]
[CHAPTER

May 26, 1934.
[H.R. 1197.]
1197.]
[Private, No. 177.]
177.]
[Private,

MAY
26, 28,1934.
28, 1934
MAY 26,

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief
of Glenna
Glenna F.
F. Kelley.
relief of
Kelley.

Glenna
Glenna F. Kelley.
Credit allowed
allowed in
postal accounts
accounts of.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
of Representatives
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the CompCompStates of
America in
in Congress
That the
troller General
General of the United
States is
United States
authorized and
to
is authorized
and directed
directed to
the accounts
credit the
F. Kelley,
at Goreville,
Goreville,
accounts of
of Glenna
Glenna F.
Kelley, postmaster
postmaster at
Illinois, in the sum of $48.34.
represents the
$48.34. Such
Such sum
sum represents
the amount
amount
of a
a deficit
deficit in the accounts
accounts of the
Glenna F.
F. Kelley,
Kelley, caused
caused
the said
said Glenna
by the loss by said Glenna F.
F. Kelley
postal funds
funds deposited
deposited
Kelley of
of postal
National Bank of
in the First National
of Goreville,
Illinois, which
which failed
failed
Goreville, Illinois,
December 30, 1930.
December
1930.
Approved, May
May 26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 361.]
361.]
[CHAPTER

May 26, 1934.
[H.R. 1211.]
1211.]
[Private, No. 178.1

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of R. Gilbertsen.

it enacted
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
United
Congress
assembled,
CompCompCredit
'Credit allowed in
in
postalaccounts
postal accounts of.
troller General
General of
troller
of the
the United
be, and
and he
is hereby,
United States
States be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to credit the accounts
of R.
R. Gilbertsen,
at
accounts of
Gilbertsen, postmaster
postmaster at
Glenburn, North Dakota,
Dakota, in
in the
sum of
of $250.30
$250.30 due
due the
United States
the sum
the United
States
on account
account of the loss of postal funds
from the
the failure
failure of
funds resulting
resulting from
of
Proviso.
the Glenburn
State Bank
Glenburn, North
North Dakota:
Provided,
Assignent of
oflaims
Glenburn State
Assignment
claims the
Bank at
at Glenburn,
Dakota:
Provided,
to dividends.
divideds.
That the
the said
said R.
Gilbertsen shall assign to
United States
That
R. Gilbertsen
to the
the United
States any
any
dividends arising
and all claims he may have to dividends
from, the
the liquidaliquidaarising from
tion of
of said
said bank.
bank.
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
R.
R. Gilbertson.
Oibertsen.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 362.]
362.]
May 26,
1934.
26,1934.
[H.R. 1212.]
[H.R.
1212.1
[Private,
rivate, No.
No. 1791
179:.
Marie Toenberg.
Credit allowed
postal accounts of.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Marie
Marie Toenberg.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of

in

.Proviso.
Proeiso.
Assignment of claims
claims
to dividends.

United
States of America in Congress
United States
assembled, That
That the
the CompCompCongress assembled,

troller General
General of the United
United States
States be, and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
is hereby,
and directed to credit the
the accounts
accounts of
of Marie
Marie Toenberg,
Toenberg, postmaster
postmaster
at Alexander, North
North Dakota, in the
the sum
of $239.89,
$239.89, due
due the
the United
United
sum of
States on account
account of the loss of postal
postal funds
funds resulting
resulting from
from the
the
failure
failure of the First National Bank of Alexander,
Alexander, North
Alexander, Alexander,
North
Dakota:
Dakota: Provided,
Provided, That the said Marie
Marie Toenberg shall
shall assign
assign to
to
the
the United
United States
States any and all claims
claims she may have to dividends
arising from the liquidation
liquidation of said bank.
bank.
Approved, May
May 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 366.]

May 23,
1934.
28, 1934.
I. 258.]
[8.
258.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 180.1
Wallace E. Ordway.
Payment to.
to.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
relief of
of Wallace
Wallace E.
For the relief
E. Ordway.
Ordway.

Be
Senate and House of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
of America
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of
directed to pay, out of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
of any
any money
money
not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $4,000 to Wallace
E. Ordway,
Ordway,
Wallace E.
of
of Klamath Falls, Oregon,
Oregon, as administrator.
administrator. Such
Such sum
sum represents
represents
compensation
compensation to Wallace
Wallace E. Ordway in his personal right
and as
as
right and
administrator
death of his son,
administrator for the death
son, Harry
Harry Ordway,
Ordway, who
who was
was
drowned
September 1,
1, 1927,
drowned September
1927, in the United States Irrigation Canal

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II.
CONGRESS. SESS.
73d

OHS.
395, 396.
366, 395,396.
CHS. 366,

May 28,
1984.
1934
Jn
June 28,
5, 1984.
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* on attorat Klamath
Falls, Oregon:
Oregon: Provided,
Mit*
t
That no part of the amount Pri*o.
Provided, That
Klamath Falls
at
tai
attor.
Limitation
fees.
appropriated in
in this
this Act
thereof shall ney's,
nert, etc.,
ett.,on
frao.
n
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
appropriated
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney
paid or delivered
be
or
be attorneys,
paid or delivered
on account
to or
of received
services by
rendered
any agent
i
n connection
or agents,with
attorney
said
or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said
attorney
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
for
any
agent
or
agents,
or
claim. It shall be unlawful for any
or receive
attorneys,
collect, withhold,
receive any sum of the
withhold, or
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorneys, to
amount
in exee,
thereof
per centum thereof
of 10 per
excess of
Act in
this Act
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
on
of services
services rendered
connection with said claim, any
rendered in connection
account of
on account
Penalty
contract
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating theviolation
Penalty for
for violtion.
person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
contract to
misdemeanor and
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
guilty of aamisdemeanor
deemed guilty
be deemed
Act shall
provisions
upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, May
May 28, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 395.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
I. Hissey.
of Annie I.
For the
Hissey.
relief of
the relief
For

June
rune 5,5, 194.
1934.
[H.R. 1188.]
1188.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 181.]
181.]
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the Annie I. Hissey.
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
there is Payment to
United States
of America
assembled, That there
to, for
for
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
death of husban.
husband.
hereby appropriated,
and the
Secretary of
Treasury is hereby deathof
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
appropriated, and
hereby
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
money in the United
any money
of any
to pay,
authorized
States
not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $5,000
$5,000 to
to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
States Treasury
Annie I.
I. Hissey
Hissey in
claims she may have against
against the Govall claims
for all
full for
in full
Annie
husband, William Hissey,
eminent on
on account
account of
Hissey,
her husband,
of her
death of
the death
of the
ernment
who was
of Washington,
Washington, District of
the city of
in the
injured in
fatally injured
was fatally
who
Columbia,
6th day
January 1932,
1932, resulting
resulting from
from a
a driver
of January
day of
the 6th
on the
Columbia, on
of
United States
negligently running into and
truck negligently
Government truck
States Government
of aaUnited
upon William
William Hissey
Hissey while
while he
cross the street at
to cross
attempting to
was attempting
he was
upon
the intersection
intersection of
of Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street,
Street, I
and Potomac
Potomac Avenue, Proviso.
I Street,
Street, and
the
Limttononatt
on attorsoutheast: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in Limitation
the amount
part of
no part
That no
southeast:
ney's, etc.,
etc., fe.
teas.
this Act
excess of
10 per
per centum
delivered ney's,
paid or delivered
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
of 10
in excess
Act in
this
to or
received by
any agent
agent or
attorney or
attorneys, on
or attorneys
agents, attorney
or agents,
by any
or received
to
It shall
account of
rendered in
in connection
connection with
said claim.
claim. It
with said
services rendered
of services
account
be
for any
agent or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact,
attorneys, to
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
unlawful for
be unlawful
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
of the
the amount
appropriated in
amount appropriated
sum of
any sum
collect, withhold,
this
Act in
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
services
of services
account of
on account
10 per
in excess
this Act
Penalty for violation.
rendered
in connection
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
the contrary
contrary Pnalty orlaUon
to the
contract to
with said
connection with
rendered in
provisions of this Act
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
Act
violating the provisions
Any person
notwithstanding.
shall be
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
and upon
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
be deemed
shall
shall
fined in
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
any sum
in any
be fined
shall be
Approved, June
1934.
5, 1934.
June 5,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 396.]
396.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

F. Hambsch.
For
Philip F.
Hambsch.
For the relief of Philip

June
194.
June 8,, 1934.
[H.R. 1933.]
19.33.
[H.R.

[Private, No.
No. 182.1
182.1
[Private,

of Representatives
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of
and House
it enacted
Be it
Hambsoh.
Philip F.
F. Rambo:du
Philip
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the ComptrolComptrol- Credit
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Credit in
in accounts.
accounts.
ler General
the United
United States
and directed
directed to credit
credit
authorized and
is authorized
States is
of the
General of
ler
the account
account of
of Philip
Philip F.
F. Hambsch,
special disbursing
disbursing
a special
formerly a
Hambsch, formerly
the
agent
of the
the Bureau
of Prohibition,
Prohibition, with
with the
sum of $572.36, such
such
the sum
Bureau of
agent of
by the
amount
representing sums
by him
him and
and disallowed
disallowed by
disbursed by
sums disbursed
amount representing
Comptroller
General in
in certificate
certificate of
of settlement
of account
account numsettlement of
Comptroller General
Proviso.
bered K-40891-TI,
K-40891—TI, March
March 14,
no part
part of the Limitatiob
That no
Provided, That
1929: Provided,
14, 1929:
bered
limitation an
on attorattar
amount
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
thereof Dney's,
centum thereof
per centum
am
etc., less.
ey',etc.,
Act in
in this
amount appropriated
shall
agents,
by any agent or agents,
received by
or received
to or
delivered to
or delivered
paid or
be paid
shall be
attorney or
or attorneys,
services rendered
connection
rendered in connection
of services
account of
on account
attorneys, on
attorney
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73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 396-399.
396-399.
CHS.

JUNE 5,1934.
5, 1934.
JUNE

with said
said claim.
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent
agent or
atagents, ator agents,
for any
It shall
claim. It
with
torney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
withhold, or
or receive
any sum
sum
receive any
collect, withhold,
attorneys, to
torney
of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
the amount
of the
thereof
of services
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim,
rendered in
services rendered
account of
on account
thereof on
Penalty
any contract
contract to
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any
person
violating
violating
violation. any
for violation.
person
Any
Penalty for
notwithstanding.
contrary
the
to
the provisions
of this
this Act
guilty of
misdemeanor
of aamisdemeanor
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall be
Act shall
provisions of
the
and
upon
conviction
thereof
shall
be
fined
in
any
sum
not
exceeding
exceeding
not
sum
any
in
fined
be
shall
and upon conviction thereof
$4000.
$1,000.
.ro.ty.relieved
SEC. 2.
The surety
bond of
said Philip
F. Hambsch,
Hambsch, as
as
reof rePhilip F.
relieved of
Suret
of said
the bond
on the
surety on
2. The
SEC.
sponsibMty.
sponsibility.
such special
disbursing agent,
agent, is
is hereby
relieved of
of any
any liability
liability on
on
hereby relieved
special disbursing
such
account
disallowance.
such disallowance.
of such
account of
Approved,
1934.
5, 1934.
June 5,
Approved, June

June 5,
5, 1934.
1934
June

[CHAPTER 3971
397.]
[CHAPTER

[H.R. 193.]
1943.]
[H.R.

[Private,
183.1
No. 183.1
[Private, No.
A.
Ii. Powell.
Powell.
A. H.
Credit
in accounts.
accounts.
Credit in

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Compassembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United States
troller
General of
the United
authorized and directed
directed to
to
is authorized
States is
United States
of the
troller General
credit to
agent, Bureau
Bureau of Indusdisbursing agent,
special disbursing
Powell, special
H. Powell,
A. H.
to A.
credit
trial
United States
Department, New Orleans,
Treasury Department,
States Treasury
Alcohol, United
trial Alcohol,
Louisiana,
the sum
of $144,
$144, under
numbered
settlement numbered
certificate of settlement
under certificate
sum of
Louisiana, the
G-27718-T,
dated August
August 26,
26, 1932,
New Orleans
Orleans industrial alcohol
1932, New
G-27718-T, dated
account, symbol
symbol numbered
numbered 14907,
supplemental from
from October 1, 1931,
1931,
14907, supplemental
account,
to April
1, 1932,
of March
March 26,
become
26, 1928, such credit to become
bond of
under bond
1932, under
April 1,
to
effective
the passage
passage of this Act.
after the
immediately after
effective immediately
Approved, June
1934.
5, 1934.
June 5,
Approved,

June 5,5, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 2322.1
2322.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No.
184.1
[Private, No. 184.1
C. E. Morris.
CPay. MentO
Payment
to. .

June
1934.
June 5,
5, 134.
[H.R. 2433.1
[E.R.
243.]
[Private, No.
No. 185.1
185.]
[Private,
Walter G.
G. Jones.
Tones.
Walter
Payment
Paymdeath
of death
of
to foster
g
ratuity to
foster
gratuity
mother
of.
mother of.
Vol. 41,
41, p.
P. 824;
824;Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
45, p.
710.
p. 710.
P. 1143.
1143.
U.S.C., p.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of A. H. Powell.

[CHAPTER 398.]
398.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of C. K. Morris.

Be
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be itit enacted
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States
to pay, out of any money
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
and directed
directed to
money
authorized and
is authorized
of
otherwise appropriated,
in
appropriated, to C. K. Morris,
Morris, San
Treasury not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
Antonio, Texas,
Texas, the
the sum
of $1,000.
$1,000. Such sum shall be in full settlesettlesum of
Antonio
ment
all claims
account of damages
damages
States on account
United States
the United
against the
claims agaihst
of all
ment of
sustained by
the said
said C.
C. K.
personal injuries suffered
suffered
Morris due to personal
K. Morris
by the
sustained
by his
wife and
and damages
damages caused
caused to his automobile
automobile by aa collision
collision
his wife
by
with
States Army
November
Army truck in San Antonio on November
United States
with aa United
10, 1930.
10,
1930.
Approved, June
June 5, 1934.
1034.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 399.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Anna H. Jones.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
assembled, That the ComptrolAmerica in
States of America;
United
ler General
United States be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
of the
the United
ler
General of
notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
of the Act of June 4, 1920
1920 (41 Stat.
notwithstanding the
943), to settle, adjust, and
824; 34
31 U. S. C., 943),
and certify the claim of
of
Anna
H. Jones as a
a person
person standing in
in loco parentis
parentis to the late
Anna H.
Marine Gunner
Walter G.
Jones, United
United States
States Marine Corps, for
for
G. Jones,
Gunner Walter
Marine
the sum
sum of
$1,110 as
months' death gratuity.
as six months'
of $1,110
the
June 5, 1934.
Approved,
Approved, June

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II.
CONGRESS. SESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 400.1
400.]
[CHAPTER

CHS. 400-402.
MS.

5,1934.
JUNE
JUNE 5,
1934.

AN ACT
For the relief of James B. Conner.
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June 5, 1934.
June
[H.R. 3056.1
3056.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 186.]
186.1

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
James B. Conner.
tofor
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary JPment
America in
Payment to,
for loss
United
of eye.
ofeye.
pay,
directed
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
of the Treasury be,
appropriated and
out of
of any
any money
n the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated
and
not otherwise
Treasury not
in
money i
out
Government,
in
full
settlement
of
all
claims
against
the
United
States
States
Government,
United
the
against
claims
all
of
settlement
in full
the loss of his eye, susthe sum
$2,500 to
James B.
B. Conner
Conner for the
to James
of $2,500
sum of
the
mechanical
tained while
duties assigned
assigned to him in the mechanical
his duties
performing his
while performing
tained
Proviso.
o.
Provided, That no part
shop
Agriculture: Provided,
part of Pre
of Agriculture:
Department of
the Department
of the
shop of
Limitation on attorees.
ney'setc.,
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum ney's,
etc., tees.
excess of
in excess
Act in
in this
appropriated in
the
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or
thereof
services rendered
agents, attorney
attorney or
on account
account of
rendered in conof services
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
agents,
unlawful for any agent or
nection with
with said
said claim.
It shall
be unlawful
shall be
claim. It
nection
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
agents,
any sum
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in excess of 10 per
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
sum of
any
centum
on account
rendered in connection
connection with
services rendered
of services
account of
thereof on
centum thereof
Penalty forvolation.
for violation.
said
claim,
any
contract
to
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any perper- Pnalty
Any
notwithstanding.
contrary
the
to
said claim, any contract
a
guilty
deemed
son
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
of
a
shall
son violating the provisions of this Act
misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
sum
misdemeanor and
not
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, June 5, 1934.

401.1
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 401.]

AN ACT
For the relief of George
George B. Beaver.

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
United States
of America
America in
assembled ? That
That the
the PostPostCongress assembled
in Congress
States of
United
master
is authorized
authorized and
credit the account
account of
to credit
directed to
and directed
General is
master General
with the
Tennessee,
George
B.
Beaver,
postmaster
at
McMinnville,
Tennessee,
McMinnville,
at
George B. Beaver, postmaster
sum
$5,944.41, and
and to
to certify
certify such
such credit
Comptroller
credit to the Comptroller
of $5,944.41,
sum of
General
United States.
represents the amount
amount paid
sum represents
Such sum
States. Such
the United
of the
General of
by
postmaster during
during the
the period
from September
16, 1927,
1927, to
September 16,
period from
such postmaster
by such
by him
appointed
persons
two
April
7,
1931,
as
compensation
two
appointed
to
April 7, 1931, as compensation
as substitute
clerk and
letter carrier,
carrier, respectively,
respectively,
substitute letter
and substitute
postal clerk
substitute postal
as
which
amount was
was disallowed
disallowed in
account because
because such
such persons
persons
in his account
which amount
were
taken from
civil service
service eligible
eligible list.
the civil
from the
not taken
were not
Approved, June
5, 1934.
1934.
June 5,
Approved,
402.1
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 402.]

AN ACT

For the relief of John Merrill.

5, 1934.
June 5,
[H.R.
3309.]
[H.R. 3300.1
[Private, No. 187.]
187.1
[Private,

George
B. Beaver.
e-aopost
eredt in
Credit
in
postal

oounts
counts authorized.
authorised.

June 5, 1934.
June
[H.R. 33021
.330.
[H.R.
Private. No. 188.1
[Private,
189.1

Representatives of the John Merrill.
Be
it enacted
by the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
rPayment t,to, for
for perthe oecreUnited States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secre- Payment
in Congress
of America
States of
United
sons' injuries.
uries.
sonan
directed
and
tary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
tary of
to
pay, out
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriotherwise approprithe Treasury
in the
out of
to pay,
ated,
and
in
full
settlement
against
the
Government,
the
sum of
the
Government,
the
against
settlement
full
in
and
ated,
$2,500
to John
John Merrill
Merrill on
account of
gunshot wound
wound received
received in
of gunshot
on account
$2,500 to
left
by a
a shot
shot from
from a
Federal prohibition
prohibition enforcement
enforcement officer,
a Federal
leg by
left leg
in the
act of
of destroying
destroying a
a seized
seized still,
still, on
July 19,
1930, in Polk
19, 1930,
on July
the act
in
County,
deputy sheriff
sheriff at
at the time A MMO.
a deputy
being a
Merrill being
said Merrill
Tennessee, said
County, Tennessee,

Limitation on attortand on
raid near
near Ocoee,
Polk County,
County, Tennessee:
Provided, That
That Liitaoon
Tennessee: Provided,
Ocoee, Polk
on aaraid
and
ney's, etc., tees.
no
of the
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 ners, tc.ef
of 10
in this
appropriated in
the amount
part of
no part
per
or delivered
or received
by any
any
received by
to or
delivered to
paid or
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
per centum
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
services renof services
account of
on account
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
agent
dered in
in connection
connection with
with said
claim. It
shall be unlawful for any
any
It shall
said claim.
dered

1370
1370

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Penalty for
for violation.
Penalty
violation.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS.
403, 410.
CHS. 402,
402,403,
410.

JUNE 5,
6, 1934.
1934.
JUNE
5,6,

agent or
attorney or
or attorneys,
exact, collect,
-withhold,
agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
or receive
any sum
this Act
Act in
excess
or
receive any
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
in excess
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
on account
of
10 per
thereof on
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in conconnection
said claim,
any contract
to the
nection with
with said
claim, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstandnotwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
shall be
deemed
ing.
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
guilty
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
in
any sum
Approved,
June 5,
5, 1934.
Approved, June
1934.
[CHAPTER
403.]
[CHAPTER 403.]

5, 1934.
June 5,
[H.R. 72391
[H.R.
7289.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 159.1
lS9.]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of H. A. Soderberg.
Soderberg.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
the Senate
and House
Be
enacted by
by the
the
United States
in Congress
the United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Comptroller
the United
United States
authorized and
Comptroller General
General of
of the
States is
is authorized
and directed
directed
to settle
settle and
and certify
for payment
payment to
A. Soderberg,
Soderberg, out
out of
of any
any
to
certify for
to H.
H. A.
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
money
of $147
$147
in full
full for
services rendered
rendered as
as aa defacto United States
States commiscommisin
for services
Proviso.
Proviso.
sioner at Ogden, Utah, from January 4 to August 19, 1931: Proon attor- sioner at Ogden, Utah, from January 4 to August 19, 1931: ProLimitation on
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,
vided,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
excess
vided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
in this
this Act
of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to or received
received
or attorneys,
on account
of services
by any agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, on
account of
services
rendered
unlawful for
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawful
any agent
agent or
any
attorney or
attorneys, to
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
to exact, collect,
collect, withwithhold,
or receive
receive any
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
hold, or
any sum
sum of
the amount
in this
this Act
in
excess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
excess of
per centum
services rendered
in
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
connection
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithPenalty for violation. standing.
Any person violating
violating the provisions
shall be
be
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty
of a
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
shall
any sum
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
June 5,
Approved, June
5, 1934.
1934.
H. A. Soderberg.
Soderberg.
Payment to.

[CHAPTER
410.]
[CHAPTER 410.]
June 6, 1934.
1934.
Is.
[8. 1932.1
-ivate, NO.190-F
"Wilvate,
No. 190.]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Alfred Hohenlohe,
For
Konrad Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, Alexander
Alexander Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, Konrad
Hohenlohe,
and
Hohenlohe by
by removing
on title.
and Viktor
Viktor Hohenlohe
removing cloud
cloud on
title.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreSecreUnited
in Congress
assembled, That
quit- tary of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to convey by appproand
priate quitclaim
quitclaim deed
deed to
to Alfred
life, with
with remainder
priate
Alfred Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, for
for life,
remainder
to
to Alexander,
Alexander, Konrad,
Hohenlohe, their
and
Konrad, and
and Viktor
Viktor Hohenlohe,
their heirs
heirs and
assigns, all
interest of
of the
and
assigns,
all the right, title,
title, and
and interest
the United
United States
States in
in and
to lots 68 and 69 in Abner B. Kelly, trustee's subdivision
part
subdivision of part
of square
square 628, as per plat recorded
recorded in Liber W.B.M.,
W.B.M., folio 273, of
of
the records of
surveyor of
of Columbia.
of the office of
of the surveyor
of the
the District
District of
Columbia.
The
abandon, grant,
grant, give,
The true intent
intent of
of this
this bill is
is to relinquish
relinquish and
and abandon,
give,
right, interest, and
and estate,
and concede
concede any and all right,
estate, in law or
or equity,
equity
which the United States is, or is supposed to be,
be, entitled
entitled to in part
part of
of
said land by
Catharine B.
Hohenlohe,
by escheat
escheat because
because of
of the
the death
death of
of Catharine
B. Hohenlohe,
Austrian citizen, unto
husband, Alfred
Alfred Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, and
her
an Austrian
unto her
her husband,
and her
minor
children, Alexander
Hohenlohe, and
Konrad Hohenlohe,
and
Alexander Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, Konrad
minor children,
Proviso.
Property
Viktor Hohenlohe,
citizens: Provided,
That
property to be disd- Viktor
Hohenlohe, all
all Austrian
Austrian citizens:
Provided, however,
however, That
posedof,
subject
olof,
subjectoto lian said Alfred Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, Alexander
Alexander Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe, Konrad Hohenlohe,
Hohenlohe,
ies of escheat proceed/IVO.
edings.
and Viktor
Hohenlohe, as such aliens, shall sell or otherwise
otherwise dispose
Viktor Hohenlohe,
of
years, as
provided by
by the
the United States
United
States
ten years,
as provided
interest within
within ten
of said
said interest
U.S.C., p. LW.
U.S.C.*
secured
Code, title 8, section 73, or such further period as shall be secured
to them by any treaty between
between the United States and the Republic

Alfred Hohenlohe,
Alfred
Hohenlohe,
etc.
Conveyance by quitconveyance
claim deed, U.S. title,
et
and inderet
interest in certain
lands in District of Colands
inD'Mct°clumbia.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
OHS. 410-413.
410-413.
II. CHS.
SESS.

JUNE
JUNE 6,1913.
6, 1913.

1371
1371

of
Austria, or
or be
the same
escheat proceedings
proceedings
same liabilities of escheat
to the
subject to
be subject
of Austria,
by title 8, of the
on
behalf
of
the
United
States
are
provided
are
as
States
United
on behalf of the
United States
States Code
or as
shall hereafter
said
hereafter be provided by law, said
as shall
Code or
United
said
period
of
ten
years
to
commence
to run
which said
run from the date on which
to
commence
to
years
period of ten
quitclaim
have been.
Secretary of the
executed by the Secretary
been executed
shall have
deed shall
quitclaim deed
interior pursuant
hereto.
pursuant hereto.
Interior
Approved, June
1934.
June 6, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 411.]
411.]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Stelio Vassiliadis.
To authorize
authorize an
appropriation for
Vassiliadis
reimbursement of &elk)
for the reimbursement
an appropriation
To

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
is
there
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
Congress
assembled,
That
there
in
America
of
States
United
out of
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated,
of any
any money in
in the
appropriated, out
authorized to
hereby
Treasury
not otherwise
paid to Stelio Vassiliadis
appropriated, to be paid
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the sum
$406.53, being
being the
of 790
gold rubles
rubles at $0.5146
790 gold
equivalent of
the equivalent
of $406.53,
sum of
the
to the
for the
of certain
expenditures made by
certain expenditures
reimbursement of
the reimbursement
ruble, for
the ruble,
to
him
vice consul
consul of
of Spain
Spain at
at Kiev,
Kiev, Russia, in representing
representing the
as vice
him as
interests
of the
the United
United States
States at that post from March
March 1, 1918,
1918, to
to
interests of
the
end
of
February
1920.
1920.
February
the end of
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 412.]
412.]
[CHAPTER

A A
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Nephew K.
Clark.
K. Clark.
of Nephew
the relief
For

June 6, 1934.
[8. 2748.]
2748.]
[8.
[Private, No. 191.]
191.]
[Private,
8telio Vassiliadis.
assadist.
Steno
Reimbursement of.

1039.
Ante,p.p. 1039.

June 6, 1934.
[8. 279.]
2798.]
is.
[Private,
No. 192.]
[Private, No.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
That the
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the CompComp- NephewK.
Nephew K. Clark.
in Congress
America in.
States of
United States
cOmmIioner
Fee aRs
allowed.
troller
General
of
the
United
States
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
allFowelas
commissioner
authorized
hereby,
is
troller General of the United States be, and he
commisUnited
and
directed
to
allow
to
Nephew
K.
States
commisClark,
K.
Nephew
to
allow
to
and directed
sioner for
district of
of Georgia,
Georgia, Savannah
division, the
Savannah division
southern district
the southern
for the
sioner
dates
both dates
1933,
3,
to
1933,
29,
March
fees
earned
by
him
from
March
29
,
1933
,
July
3,
1933,
both
from
him
by
fees earned
inclusive,
in performing
performing the
to the
the office of commiscommisincident to
duties incident
the duties
inclusive, in
sioner. The
of the
the said
Nephew K.
K. Clark
Clark as United
said Nephew
commission of
The commission
sioner.
States
on March
28, 1933,
1933, and, through inadMarch 28,
expired on
commissioner expired
States commissioner
vertence,
reappointed until
July 4, 1933.
until July
not reappointed
was not
he was
vertence, he

1934.
Approved, June
June 6, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 413.
413.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

To
fees to
Maude G.
Nicholson, widow
Nicholson, late
widow of George A. Nicholson,
G. Nicholson,
to Maude
certain fees
pay certain
To pay
United States
commissioner.
States commissioner.
aa United

June
34.
JAN
ne 6,, 1934.
(8. 3128.)
[Private,
No. 1934
193.]
private No.

ts.31I.J

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Be it
George
A..Nichlson.
Nicholson.
Aore
United States
of America
in. Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Payment
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
rigr f
i to widow
e
United
of,
earned as
fees
or
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
of,
pay,
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
of the Treasury be, and
commissioner.
out
money in
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to commssioner.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
any money
of any
out of
United
a
late
Maude
G.
Nicholson,
widow
of
George
A.
Nicholson,
a
United
Nicholson,
A.
George
of
widow
Maude G. Nicholson,
States
in the
the western
western district
district of
of New
New York,
York, at
Cananat Canancommissioner in
States commissioner
daigua, New
York,
the
sum
of
$183.45
in
full
settlement
of
all
claims
all
of
settlement
full
in
$183.45
of
sum
the
daigua, New York,
against the
Government of
of the
United States
fees earned
earned by
by said
for fees
States for
the United
against the Government
Filing statutory oath,
Ffllngstatatoryath,
George A.
Nicholson, notwithstanding
failure to
astatutory
statutory waived.
file a
to file
his failure
notwithstanding his
George A. Nicholson,
Wivd
States
United
oath
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
volume
United
44,
volume
oath in accordance with the provisions of
VoL 44, pp. 918, 134
44, pp. 9., 1346.
Statutes,
page 918,
approved December
December 11,
11, 1926,
1926, and
and volume
volume 44,
44, voL
918, approved
Statutes, page
Praise.
Pr
ProUnited
States
Statutes,
page
1346,
approved
March
2,
1927:
Pro1927:
2,
March
Limitation on attorUnited States Statutes, page 1346, approved
..
vided, That
no part
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
y%Ste., hrs.
.tet.
in ney's,
this Act
appropriated in
of the
vided, That no
or
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
delivered
or
paid
be
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
received
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
of
attorneys, on account of
attorney or
agent or
any agent
by any
received by
866.3r-34—rr 2--2-6
86"37'-34-PT

1372

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
73d
II.

MS.
CHS. 413-416.
413-416.

JUNE 6,
1934.
JUNE
6,1934.

services
said claim.
It shall
shall be
he unlawful
unlawful
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
claim. It
for
any agent
or agents,
exact, collect,
for any
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withwithhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in
hold,
amount appropriated
excess
of 10
per centum
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
connection
with said
contract to
contrary notwithn.otwithconnection with
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
violation. standing.
Penalty for violation.
person violating
provisions of
of this
shall be
standing. Any
Any person
violating the
the provisions
this Act
Act shall
be
deemed guilty
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
deemed
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
fined
in any
any sum
sum not
Approved,
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
414.]
[CHAPTER 414.]
lone
6, 1934.
1934.
une 6,
[H.R.
1977.]
[H.R. 1977.]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 194.]
194.]
R. A. Hunsinger.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement of.
of.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of R.
R. A. Hunsinger.
Hunsinger.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
out of
any money
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
out
of any
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
R. A.
the sum
the amount
by him
him
R.
A. Hunsinger
Hunsinger the
sum of
of $300,
$300, being
being the
amount paid
paid by
into
estate of
of Frank
Frank J.
J. Artz,
Artz, deceased,
late of
of Troop
Troop I,
I, Third
Third
into the
the estate
deceased, late
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Civil War,
War, by
of the
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, Civil
by order
order of
the
probate court
court of
of Sandusky
Sandusky County,
County, Ohio.
probate
Ohio.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 415.]
415.]

hum 6,, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 2a3.]
2438A
[t.R.

[Private, No.
No. 195.]
195.]
[Private,

Ruby

F.. Voiles.
Voilee.
Payment to.

Paymnt to.

aito
.
et., fe.

onon attorLimitsilon
ney', etc., feee.
ney'e,

Penaltyforolation.
Penalty
for violation.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
relief of Ruby
Ruby F. Voles.
For the relief
Voiles.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and House
House of
United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury be, iand he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
directed to pay,
out
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
out of
of any
any money-inn the
the Treasury
not otherwise
full settlement
claims against
against the
the Government
Government
sum of $75
$75 in
in full
settlement of
of all
all claims
of the United
which represents
United States
States to Ruby
Ruby F.
F. Voiles, which
represents the amount
amount
of a
a reward
reward she
she should
should have
furnishing information
information
of
have received
received for
for furnishing
leading to the apprehension
apprehension of
of the criminals who held
held up
up and
and robbed
robbed
a
mai_ truck
truck at
Dearborn Street
Street station,
station, Chicago,
Illinois, on
on
a mail
at the
the Dearborn
Chicago, Illinois,
6 1921: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
April 6,
appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivdelivered
to or
or received
received by
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorneys,
ered to
by any
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
services rendered in connection
It
on account of services
connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, to
to
exact, collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof on account of
services rendered in connection with said
said claim, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of
Any person violating
this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon convicconviction thereof shall be
be fined
sum not
$1,000.
fined in
in any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
6, 1934.
Approved, June
June 6,
1934.
[CHAPTER 416.]
416.1

Ytme 6,
June
6, 1934.
1934.
[11.11. 4690.]
IR.
4690.1

[Private,
[Private, No. 196.]
Rule,
Eula S.
K. Lee.
Payment to, for perperbonal injuries.
sonal
injurfee.

AN ACT
ACT
relief of
Lee.
For the relief
of Eula
Eula K. Lee.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay
to Eula K. Lee, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $838.75 for reimbursement
reimbursement of expenses
expenses on
on

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II.
CONGRESS. SESS.
73d

CHS. 416-419.

JUNE 6,1934.
6, 1934.
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a result of slipping
account
of personal
injuries sustained
as a
her as
by her
sustained by
personal injuries
account of
and falling
falling on
the steps
steps of
post-office building
building at Lima, Ohio, on
of post-office
on the
and
February
9, 1929,
1929, in
in full
full settlement
settlement for
for injuries
injuries sustained
sustained and exFebruary 9,
on a.te
iion
penses incurred
incurred therefrom:
therefrom: Provided,
That no part of the amount
amount Proviso.
Prowided, That
penses
Limitation on attortees.fees.
ney's
be
shall
thereof
ney's,, etc.,
centum
per
10
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
be
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or agents,
any agent
or delivered
paid
connection
attorneys,
on
account
of
services
rendered
in
connection
with said
rendered
services
of
account
on
attorneys,
claim. It
agents, attorney or
or
agent or agents,
any agent
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
It shall
claim.
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
receive any
any sum of the
withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
attorneys,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
c,entum thereof
thereof
Act in excess of 10 per centum
this Act
in this
amount
on account
rendered in
connection with said claim, any
in connection
services rendered
of services
account of
on
Penalty for violation.
violation.
contract
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
the Penaltyfor
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
to the
contract to
provisions of
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
Act shall
this Act
of this
provisions
exceeding
upon conviction
thereof shall
fined in any sum
sum not exceeding
be fined
shall be
conviction thereof
upon
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
6, 1934.
Approved, June 6,
1CHAPTER 417.]
4171
ICHAPTER

AN Ati
ACT
I
AN
vA

'To
the award
of a
for distinguished
distinguished service
service to Harry H.
decoration for
a decoration
award of
authorize the
To authorize
Horton.
Horton.

June
June 6,1934.
6, 1934.

[S. 308.]
I. 308.]
[Private, No.
No. 17.1
197.1
[Private,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
Be it
H.
H. Horton.
Horton.
President Harry
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the President
in Congress
America in
Distinguished servStates of
Distinguished
United States
decoration awarded
of
ice decoration
award
for
is
hereby
authorized
to
cause
the
recommendation
the
award
recommendation
the
cause
to
authorized
is hereby
to.
H. Horton,
Horton, formerly
formerly private, first class, MediMediHarry H.
to Harry
decoration to
aadecoration
cal Detachment,
One Hundred
Hundred and
and Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Field
Detachment, One
cal
Artillery,
Expeditionary Forces,
for distinguished conForces, for
American Expeditionary
Artillery, American
duct
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Malancourt,
Malancourt, near
or
France, on or
Montfaucon, France,
near Montfaucon,
duct in
about October
October 12,
1918, to
to be
be considered
considered by the proper
proper boards or
12, 1918,
about
conduct
authorities,
and such
made to
to said
said Horton
Horton as his said conduct
award made
such award
authorities, and
merits.
merits.
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 418.]
4181
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of E. Walter
Walter Edwards.
For

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
Secretary
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
of the
is authorized
directed to pay to E. Walter
and directed
authorized and
Treasury is
the Treasury
of
Brother, of Raleigh,
Edwards,
to C.
and Brother,
Raleigh,
Edwards and
B. Edwards
C. B.
successor to
Edwards, successor
North
Carolina, out
out of
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise approthe Treasury
money in
of money
North Carolina,
priated, the
sum of
of $106.30,
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of all
all claims
claims for
for
$106.30, in
priated, the sum
payment
premium on
policy of
of fire
insurance written
written in 1918
1918
fire insurance
a policy
on a
of premium
payment of
by C.
and Brother,
certain goods
of the value
goods of
covering certain
Brother, covering
Edwards and
B. Edwards
C. B.
by
of
while in
the process
of being
being laundered
laundered for
for
process of
in the
less, while
or less,
more or
$127,000, more
of $127,000,
North
the
United
States
Army
by
the
Model
Laundry
of
Raleigh,
Raleigh,
of
Laundry
Model
the
by
Army
States
United
the
Carolina.
Carolina.
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 419.1
4191
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

For
relief of
and McKee,
McKee, Incorporated.
Incorporated.
McKimmon and
of McKimmon
the relief
For the

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
of
the Treasury
authorized and
and directed
to pay
pay to
McKimmon
mmon
to McKl
directed to
is authorized
Treasury is
of the
and
McKee,
Incorporated,
successor
to
the
Raleigh
Insurance
and
Insurance
Raleigh
the
to
successor
and McKee, Incorporated,

6 1934.
934.
June 6,
Is. 16731
3 .1
is.
[Private,
No.
ma.)
[Pirvate, No. l.I
E. W. Edwards.
Edwards.
E.
Payment to.

Jtme 6,
es 1934.
June

10131.1
[8. 1B1.]
[Private,
No. 19.]
1994
Private No.
McKimmon
MKlimon
McKee,
Inc.
ym
P
Payment
to.

a entto.

and
and
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73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
MS. 419-422.
419-422.
SESS.
II. CHS.

JUNE 6,1934.
6, 1934.
JUNE

Realty Company,
of Raleigh,
North Carolina,
Carolina, out
out of
of any
any money
money
Realty
Company, of
Raleigh, North
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
sum of
of $11.59
in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
$71.59 in
in
full
of all
el. ims for
for payment
payment of
of premiums
premiums on
on policies
policies
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
all claims
of
fire insurance
insurance written
written in
1918 by
by such
such Raleigh
Insurance and
of fire
in 1918
Raleigh Insurance
and
Realty Company,
Company, covering
covering certain
certain goods
goods of
the value
value of
$95,000, more
more
Realty
of the
of $95,000,
or
less, while
the process
process of
being laundered
laundered for
for the
the United
United States
States
or less,
while in
in the
of being
Army
by the
Model Laundry,
Laundry, of
Raleigh, North
North Carolina.
Army by
the Model
of Raleigh,
Carolina.
Approved, June
1934.
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1934.
[CHAPTER 420.]
420.1
[CHAPTER
June 8,
6, 1934.
194.
[B.
1429.]
[1. 1429.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 200.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Anthony
Anthony J.
J. Lynn.
Lynn.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
in Congress
of
authorized and
and directed
to pay
pay to
to Anthony
Anthony J.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
directed to
J.
Lynn, formerly
Company G,
G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment United
United
Lynn,
formerly a,a private,
private, Company
States
Infantry, out
out of
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
States Infantry,
of any
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
the sum
of $254.40,
$254.40, said
representing the
appropriated, the
sum of
said sum
sum representing
the whole
whole
amount
and allowances
which he
he was
deprived by
by reason
reason
amount of pay
pay and
allowances of
of which
was deprived
of
against him
false charges
charges of
of burglary
of proceedings
proceedings against
him in
in 1919
1919 on
on false
burglary
and
such proceedings.
proceedings.
and the
the sentence
sentence of
of courtmartial
courtmartial rendered
rendered in
in such
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1934.
Approved, June
1934.

Anthony I.
Lynn.
Anthony
J. Lynn.
Payment to.

[CHAPTER
421.1
[CHAPTER 421.]
June
une 6,
6, 1934.
1934.
[S. 2342.]
[S.
242.1
[Private, No. 201.]
2011
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT
relief of I. T. McRee.
McRee.
For the relief

it enacted
by the Senate
Be it
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and House
Representatives of

McBee.

Payment to, for clam- United
United States
States of
of America
America in Congress
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
Paymnetto,'iordam-

of the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to
be, and
and he
authorized and
I.
I. T. McRee,
McRee, out
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approout of
of any
money in
the Treasury
appropriated, the
the sum of $2,000 in full settlement
settlement of damages sustained
sustained
April 11, 1922, in aa prohibition
prohibition raid
raid in
in Lewis
County, Tennessee,
Lewis County,
Tennessee,

ages.

Proctor).

Limitation on attor-when
attor- when he was shot from ambush:
ambush: Provided
Provided, That
That no part of the
Lrmitation
ey', ete.,
fee.
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
Ole' ,fee**
centum thereof
thereof

shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
by any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents,
to or
or received
received by
attorney or attorneys, on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
tt shall be
with said claim. It
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents,
be unlawful
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
sum
exact, collect,
or receive
of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess
amount appropriated
excess of 10 per
per centum
centum
thereof
account of services
rendered in
thereof on account
services rendered
connection with
with said
said claim
claim
in connection
Penaltyfrvio0ltion.
any contract
contract to the contrary
Penalty
o ' any
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
for violati

n

$1,000.

Approved, June 6, 1934.
[CHAPTER 422.1
422.1
[CHAPTER
Juno
6, 19S4.
1934.
une 6,
[S.
33074
ts. 3307.
[Private, No. 202.1
202.]
(Private,

W.
Le Due.
W. H.
H. Le
Duc.

Reimbursement, for
Reimbursement,
for

fine paid.
paid.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of W. H. Le
Le Due.
Duc.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
United
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
tary of
of the
authorized and directed
directed
to
pay, out
to pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to W.
IV. I.
H. Le Duc the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, with
with interest
interest thereon
thereon at
at the
rate
of 6
6 per
per eentum
centum per annum from the date of payment of fine
rate of

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. IL
II.
SESS.

CHS. 422,423,428,431.
422,423,428,431.
CHS.

JUNE
JUNE 6-8,1934.
6-8,1934.
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or
representing the
account
deposited by him on account
amount deposited
the amount
penalty, representing
or penalty,
of
fine or
or penalty
$1,000 assessed
assessed against him and by him paid
penalty of $1,000
a fine
of a
Galveston on or
to the
the United
under protest
protest at the Port of Galveston
States under
United States
to
laws:
navigation
about
March
26,
1928,
for
alleged
violation
of
the
navigation
laws:
alleged
about March 26, 1928,
Provisos.
Provios.
claims
of
in
Provided,
That
such
shall
full
settlement
all
be
sum
such
That
Provided,
To be inNs
full settlefurther,
Provided
ment.
against
the
Government
of
United
States:
Provided
further,
United
the
of
against the Government
of
excess
in
That
part of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
the amount
of the
no part
That no
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
delivered to or received
received by
or delivered
paid or
centum thereof
10
Limitation on attorany
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
account of services
services ney's
ney's, etc.,
etc., feestt
fees.
on account
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
any agent
for
be
rendered
in
connection
with
claim.
It
shall
unlawful
It
said
with
rendered in connection
any agent
agent or
or agents,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withattorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
any
appropriated in this Act
hold,
or
receive
any
of
amount
appropriated
Act
the
sum
hold, or receive any
rendered
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on account
account of services rendered
per centum
excess of
in
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to the contrary notwithany contract
connection with
in
Penaltyorviolation.
for violation.
standing.
Any person
the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act shall Penalty
violating the
person violating
standing. Any
thereof
conviction
upon
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
conviction
thereof
and
misdemeanor
a
of
guilty
be deemed
shall
be fined
$1,000.
any sum not exceeding $1,000.
in any
fined in
shall be
Approved,
June
Approved, June 6, 1934.
[CHAPTER
423.1
[CHAPTER 423.]

ACT
AM ACT
AN
For
relief of
of John
Cathcart.
S. Cathcart.
John S.
the relief
For the

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
snacted by
Be
United
States of
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
directed to pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
authorized and
Treasury be,
of the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
out of
of any
money in
in the
appropriated, to
to
Treasury not
the Treasury
any money
out
sum of $87.80
John
S.
Cathcart,
of
Hartsville
South
Carolina,
the
$87. 80
South
John S. Cathcart, of Hartsville,
the Post Office Department.
for
expended for
Department.
for the
money expended
for money
Approved,
1934.
6, 1934.
June 6,
Approved, June

428.1
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 428.]

AN ACT
AN
For
relief of George
George A. Fox.
the relief
For the

June
O. 194.
1934.
June 6.
[H.R. 2054.1
2054.1
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 23.]
203.]
[Private,
John S.
8. Cathcart.
Cathcart.
John
Payment to.

Paymentto.

June 7,7, 1934.
1934.
June
[8. 386.]
3888.1
(I.
[Private,
No. 204.1
204.]
[Private, No.

the
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
President
Navy.
Navy.
President
the
That
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
of the United States
is hereby authorized to appoint George A. Fox, apCginrge A.chAef
thIL7 phr.
p
tohl
)re.
of the United States is hereby authorized to appoint George A. Fox, apponted
macit.
pharmacist
chief
pharmacist's
mate,
United
States
Navy,
a
chief
pharmacist
in
inadst•
chief
a
Navy,
States
chief pharmacist's mate, United
the
subject to
to qualification
on physical
examination, with the
the
physical examination,
qualification on
Navy, subject
the Navy,
after
pay and
allowances
provided
by
law
for
chief
warrant
officers
officers
warrant
chief
for
law
Prooiso.
by
pay and allowances provided
No back
pay, etc.
et.
backpay,
twenty
and with
with creditable
creditable record:
record: No
service and
commissioned service
years' commissioned
twenty years'
become
shall
emoluments
or
Provided,
That
no
back
pay,
allowances,
emoluments
shall
become
allowances,
pay,
back
no
Provided, That
due prior
prior to
the date
date of
this Act.
of this
to the
due
Approved,
June 7, 1934.
Approved, June
431.1
[CHAPTER 4311
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
relief of
Works.
Woodhouse Chain Works.
of Woodhouse
the relief
For

Be it enacted by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate

June
8, 1934.
1934.
June 8,
[S. 177.1
177.1
[S.
[Private, No.
205.1
No. 205.1
IPrivate.

Be it enacted by
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Woodhous
woodhouss Chain
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Compenation
pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
pay,
W
go
ks
mPensation for
for
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
and he
of the
sea
to
out of any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
services'
appropriated,
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
out
Woodhouse Chain Works
the sum
$352.93 in
in full
full settlement
settlement for
for
of $352.93
sum of
Chain Works the
Woodhouse
extra work for
which the
to pay
pay under
suppleunder suppleagreed to
Government agreed
the Government
work for which
extra
mental contract
the Navy
Navy Department.
with the
448 with
numbered 448
contract numbered
to contract
contract to
mental
Approved,
June
8,
1934.
1934.
8,
Approved, June
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73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
CHS. 432-434.
432-434.
[CHAPTER
432.]
[CHAPTER 432.]

June 8,
8, 1934.
1934.
June
[S.
251.1
s.254.]

rPArlto No.
Nn
M. 206.]
i-MI
[Private,

red H. Cotter.
Fred
Claim of.
Vol. 39, p. 746; Vol.
14,
4, p.
p. 772.
772.

Available
funds.
Availablefunds.

JUNE 8,
8, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Fred
Fred H.
H. Cotter.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
House of
of the

United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the requiresections 15
15 to
20, both
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
ments of
of sections
to 20,
both inclusive,
inclusive, of
Act to provide
employees of the United
provide compensation
compensation for employees
United States

suffering injuries
injuries while
while in
in the
the performance
of their
for
performance of
their duties,
duties, and
and for
purposes," approved
other purposes,"
September 7,
as amended,
amended, are
are hereby
hereby
approved September
7, 1916,
1916, as
waived in the case
Fred II.
of Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, formerly
formerly
case of
of Fred
H. Cotter,
Cotter, of
employed by
of Public
Public Roads,
Roads, Department
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Department of
of AgriculAgriculture, who is alleged to
disease on
on November
November 17,
17, 1929,
1929,
to have
have contracted
contracted disease
performance of
while in the performance
of his
his duties
as such
such employee,
the
duties as
employee, and
and the
United States Employees'
Commission is
is authorized
authorized
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
and directed
directed to consider
consider and
and act
act upon
claim filed
filed by
by him
him under
under
upon any
any claim
the provisions
provisions of such
Act, as
as amended,
amended, within
year after
the
such Act,
within one
one year
after the
enactment of
date of enactment
of this Act, for
for compensation
for disability
disability resultcompensation for
resultcompensation, if
ing from such disease;
disease; but compensation,
shall be
be paid
if any,
any, shall
paid from
from
and after the date of enactment
enactment of this Act. Such
Such payments
payments of
of
compensation shall be made
compensation
out of
funds heretofore
heretofore or
hereafter
made out
of funds
or hereafter
appropriated for the
appropriated
the payment
payment of
of awards
awards under
the provisions
of
under the
provisions of
such
as amended.
amended.
such Act,
Act, as
Approved, June
June 8,
1934.
8, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 433.]
433.1

June 8, 1934.
[B.
785.]
[8. 785.
[Private, No.
No. 207.]
207.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Elizabeth
Elivabeth Bolger.
]3olger.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
Secrethe Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
directed to
to pay
pay
authorized and
and directed
Elizabeth Bolger the sum of $700
$700 in full
full settlement
a all
all claims
claims
settlement of
against the Government on account
account of
injuries sustained
of personal
personal injuries
sustained
as the result of the
the carelessness
carelessness of the driver
driver of
of Navy
Navy automobile
automobile
thirty-seven, on April 5,1919,
numbered six hundred
hundred and thirty-seven
5, 1919, in
in BrookBrookProviso.
Pro".
Provided, That no
lyn 7 New York: Provided,
pare of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
no part
Limitation on
on attoratm, lyn,
Limitation
ney'
ete,
s.
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
nay', et,
etc., iCeS.
centum thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered
received by any agent
delivered to or received
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorattorneys, on account
rendered in
in connection
account of services rendered
connection with
with said
claim.
said claim.
It
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys,
to exact, collect,
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
sum of
of the
the amount
amount approapproreceive any
any sum
priated
thereof on
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
on account
account of
of
services rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any contract
contract to
to the
the
Penalty for violation.
Pe
na
l
tY 1"71018thm• contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of
violating the
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conconviction thereof shall
shall be fined in
in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
1934.
June 8,
8, 1934.

Elizabeth Bolger.
Elisabeth
to, for perPayment to,
sonal
sonal injuries.
injuries.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 434.]
434.]
June 8, 1934.
IS. 1078.]
[S.
1078.
[Private, No.
No. 208.]
208.]

Mrs A
ae

Casw

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the relief
relief of Mrs. Asa Caswell
Caswell Hawkins.
Hawkins.

Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of
of any
out
any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Mrs. Asa
Caswell Hawkins,
Mrs.
Asa Caswell
Hawkins 'widow of Asa C. Hawkins, of the
the county
coun ty
of Lenoir
and the State
offNorth Carolina,
of
Lenoir and
Stat
e o
Carolina, the sum of $5,000
$5,000 in full

as. a"s a Caswell United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Hawkins.
Mrs 'A s
Payment to, for
for of
Payment
death of husband.
the Treasury be, and he is hereby, au thori
zed an d di rected to pay,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
CHS. 434-436.
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8,1934.
JUNE 8,
1934.

compensation for
the death
death of
of said
C. Hawkins, who was killed
said Asa C.
for the
compensation
while employed
employed by
assisting Federal
Federal prohibition
prohibition agents in the
and assisting
by and
while
on
enforcement of
of the
Prohibition Act: Provided,
Provided, That no Pro
,
480..on on
National Prohibition
the National
enforcement
Lumtation
Limitation
fees.
part of
appropriated in
excess of 10 per ney's,
Refs, et., fees.
in this Act in excess
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
part
centum thereof
shall be
paid or
delivered to or received by any agent
or delivered
be paid
thereof shall
centum
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
services rendered
rendered in
on account of services
or attorneys,
attorney or
or
connection with
with said
said claim.
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
claim. It
connection
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
exact, collect, withhold, or receive
to exact,
attorneys, to
agents, attorney
per
any
sum
of
the
amount
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
of 10
in
appropriated
amount
the
of
any sum
centum
services rendered
in connection
connection with
rendered in
of services
account of
on account
thereof on
centum thereof

attor.

attorattor-

etc.,

violation.
forviolation.
Penalty for
per- Penalty
notwithstanding. Any persaid
claim, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
any contract
said claim,
a
of
son
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
deemed
be
son violating the provisions of this Act shall
misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and
$1,000.
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved,
8, 1934.
June 8,
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 435.]

A

A

AN ACT

AN AC

For the relief of the Sultzbach
Sultzbach Clothing Company.

Jne
June 8, 1934.
[8. 1191.]
[Private, No.
No. 209.]

s.1191.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
Be
Sultzbach
Clothing
Sultzbach Clothing
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary Company.
in Congress
America in
United States
Refund
fine.
ine.
of
Refund
money
any
out
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
pay,
of
pay,
to
directed
and
of the Treasury is authorized
the Sultzbach
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
Sultzbach Clothappropriated, to the
not otherwise
in the
ing
Company the
the sum
of $6,000
in full
settlement of all claims against
against
full settlement
$6,000 in
sum of
ing Company
the
Government of
of the
United States.
Such sum
represents the
sum represents
States. Such
the United
the Government
Company pursuant to
amount of
Sultzbach Clothing Company
by Sultzbach
paid by
fine paid
a fine
of a
amount
conviction for
violating certain
of the
the Lever
Lever Act of
provisions of
certain provisions
for violating
aa conviction
the Supreme
August
10,
1917,
as
amended,
prior
to
the
declaration
by
declaration
the
to
prior
amended,
as
1917,
August 10,
proCourt of
of the
the United
of the
the unconstitutionality
unconstitutionality of
of such proStates of
United States
Court
visions: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Limitation on attor.
atterin this Lmtation
the amount
visions:
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
shall be
or delivered
nay's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
to ney's,
delivered to
paid or
be paid
thereof shall
centum thereof
per centum
in excess
Act
account
or received
received by
by any
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
any agent
or
of services
rendered in
with said
shall be unlawIt shall
claim. It
said claim.
connection with
in connection
services rendered
of
ful
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect,
attorney or
ful for
withhold,
or receive
receive any
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
Act
sum of
any sum
withhold, or
in
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
on account of services rendered
rendered
per centum
of 10
excess of
in excess
in
connection with
contract to
contrary notwithnotwith- Penalty for violation.
the contrary
to the
any contract
claim, any
said claim,
with said
in connection
standing.
provisions of
be Penlty orviolation
slall be
Act shall
this Act
of this
the provisions
violating the
person violating
Any person
standing. Any
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
shall
conviction
upon
and
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
be
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
fined m
be fined
Approved, June
1934.
June 8, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 436.]
436.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

June8,
June 8, 1934.
1934.

To
to Emma
Emma Ferguson
Starrett.
Ferguson Starrett.
gratuity to
a gratuity
pay a
To pay

[Private, No.
210.]
No. 210.]
[Private,

[S. 1401.]

r [

210.]

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Emma Ferguson
of the
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary st
Starrett.a
Ferguson
That the
assembled, That
America in
United
Payment to.
of the
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to pay, Payment to.
and directed
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of
out
of any
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Treasury not
money in
any money
out of
Emma
Ferguson Starrett,
Starrett, widow
of Henry
Henry P.
P. Starrett,
American
late American
Starrett, late
widow of
Emma Ferguson
equal to one
consul
general
at
Algiers,
Algeria,
the
sum
$8,000,
of
sum
the
Algeria,
Algiers,
at
consul general
Proviso.
year's
her deceased
deceased husband:
part of
of Pr-o
no part
That no
Provided, That
husband: Provided,
of her
salary of
year's salary
Limitation
attorLimitation on attoretc,
fees.
etc., fees.
ney's,
centum
per
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
the amount
thereof
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
or received
received by any agent or
to or
paid or
thereof shall
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1378

CHS. 436-438.
436-438. JUNE
JUNE 8,1934.
8, 1934.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
in conconagents, attorney
attorneys, on
services rendered
nection with
with said
said claim.
It shall
unlawful for
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents,
nection
claim. It
shall be
be unlawful
for any
attorney
or attorneys,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum
attorney or
attorneys, to
to exact,
withhold, or
of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
of the
the amount
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
thereof on
on account
account of
services rendered
connection with
with said
said claim,
thereof
of services
rendered in
in connection
claim,
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating
any
contract to
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
this Act
Act shall
shall be
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
upon conviction
shall be
be fined
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 8,
1934.
8, 1934.
[CHAPTER 437.]
4371
[CHAPTER

June 8,
1934.
8,1934.
S..A/02.]
Is.
2002.]
211.]
[Private, No. 211.]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of R. S.
S. Howard
Howard Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
clim
referred to is hereby conferred
Claim of, referred
conferred upon the
the Court
Claims to
to hear
and adjudicate,
adjudicate,
Court of
of Claims
hear and
Court of Claims.
without regard
regard to existing statutes
statutes of
of limitations,
limitations, the
of R.
R. S.
the claim
claim of
compensation, arising
Howard Company, for just compensation,
out of
the service
service
arising out
of the
of United
upon said company
company of
States Navy
Commandeer Order
Order
United States
Navy Commandeer
Numbered N-3255, dated
18, 1918,
1918, with
same right
as in
dated June
June 18,
with the
the same
right as
in
other cases to either party to apply
apply to the
of the
the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
United States
States for writ of certiorari
certiorari to
review any
judgment that
to review
any judgment
that
may be rendered.
rendered.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 8,
1934.
8, 1934.

m
R. S. Howard
Howard Corn
ComR.
pany,
Inc.
pany,
Inc

S.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4381
438.]

June 8, 1934.
[S.
2Pi9.
[9. 2989.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of the Mary
Mary Black Memorial
Memorial Hospital.

[Private, No. 212.]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

ral
Hosp
m Hospital.
arY ivack Meaomen1°
- United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
rial
Secretary

to pfor of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
autho ri
ze d and
an d directed
di rect
edto
to pay,
pay ,
out of any money
i
money in
n the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
to the
the
otherwise appropriated,
Mary Black
Hospital, Incorporated,
Black Memorial
Memorial Hospital,
Incorporated., of Spartanburg,
Spartanburg, South
South
Carolina, the sum of $2,500.85,
$2,500.85 in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
all claims
claims of
of all
of
such hospital against th
thee United
United States
expenses incurred
incurred in
States for
for expenses
in
furnishing hospitalization
hospitalization and medical
furnishing
medical and surgical
surgical treatment
treatment to
to
Paul
Paul Henry Manning,
Manning, aa fireman, second-class, United States Navy,
Navy,
from October 16, 1931,
1931 to February
from
February 1,
1, 1932,
1932, pursuant
pursuant to a
atelegraphic
telegraphic
authorization
authorization dated October
October 16,1931,
16, 1931, from the
the Naval
Naval Hospital, NorNorfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, such
such claim having been subsequently disallowed
folk,
disallowed by
by
Proviso.
the Comptroller
Comptroller General:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
Atmion
tt- the
General: Provided,
Limitation on
o1 attoramount

Payment
Payment
treatments

to,
for of the
to ,Paul
,
MIL of

Henry
Manning.
Henry Manning

neoys,
ney's, etc.,

fees.
fees.

Penatyorvoltion.
Penalty
for violation.

appropriated in
this Act
excess of
appropriated
in this
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
per centum

paid
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys,
on account
attorneys, on
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said
said
claim.
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
the
of the
amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof
on account
account of services
services rendered in connection with said claim,
claim, any
any
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contract
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
violating the
the
person violating
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
and
misdemeanor and
upon
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
$1,000.
Approved, June 8,
8, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER 439.]
439.]
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 439-441.
439-441.
CHS.

A

1379
1379

JUNE 8, 9, 1934.
JUNE

A

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
relief of
Lucy Cobb Stewart.
of Lucy
For the

June 8, 1934.
[S. 3026.1
[Private, No. 213.]
213.]
[Private,

[n.30T.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
Lucy Cobb
Cobb Steart.
Stewart:
the Secreassembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
Secre- Lucy
Congress
in
United States of America
Payment of death
to.
gratuity
directed
and
gratuity
to.
tary of
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
is hereby,
Treasury be,
the Treasury
tary
to pay,
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriappropriin the
any money
of any
out of
pay, out
to
of Nathaniel
ated,
to Lucy
Stewart, widow
widow of
Nathaniel B. Stewart,
Stewart, late
Cobb Stewart,
Lucy Cobb
ated, to
consul
general at
at Barcelona,
Barcelona, the
the sum
sum of $9,000,
$9,000, such sum representrepresentconsul general
ing one
one year's
year's salary
her deceased
who died while at
husband, who
deceased husband,
of her
salary of
ing
his
post of
duty.
of duty.
his post
Approved, June
June 8, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 440.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

For
making compensation
compensation to the estate of Nellie Lamson.
For making

June
8, 1034.
June 8,
1934.

71681
[H.R. 718.1

[Private, No.
214.1
No. 214.1
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
Be
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Nelie Lamson.
That the Secretary
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary Nellie
Lamson.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
en
ttotte
pay, Pay
to
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
Payment
to estate of.
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
the
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise
not
out of any money in the Treasury
sum of
of $325,
all claims
Government
claims against the Government
of all
settlement of
full settlement
in full
$325, in
sum
administrator of
of the
United States,
A. Lamson,
Lamson, as
the administrator
of
as the
Frank A.
to Frank
States, to
the United
of
Alaska, deceased, as
the estate
estate of
of Nellie
Lower Tonsina,
Tonsina, Alaska,
of Lower
Lamson, of
Nellie Lamson,
the
compensation for
for the
loss of
of nineteen
nineteen foxes,
foxes, the
said
the property of the said
the loss
compensation
Nellie Lamson,
Lamson, which
which were
were killed
result of
careless dynamite
of careless
a result
as a
killed as
Nellie
blasting
on the
the homestead
homestead of
of the
the said Nellie Lamson by the
blasting on
employees
of the
Alaska Road
Commission while engaged in public
Road Commission
the Alaska
employees of
work
for the
Government on
on May
1931: Provided,
Provided, That no part
part Peo.
Proviso.
2, 1931:
May 2,
the Government
work for
Limitation
on attorL
attorexcess of 10 per centum
of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
centum neLsmetto
ney's, etc., fees.
Act in
of the
or
agent
any
by
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
by
any
agent
or
received
or
to
delivered
or
paid
be
thereof shall
rendered in conagents,
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
conaccount of services rendered
attorney or
agents. attorney
agents,
nection
with
said
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
for
any
or
agents,
agent
any
for
unlawful
be
shall
It
claim.
said
with
nection
attorney or
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
receive any sum
sum
withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
to exact,
or attorneys,
attorney
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
per
centum
10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
of the amount
thereof
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
on
thereof
or violation.
Penlty for
claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person Penalty
claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
a
of
guilty
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
deemed
a
misbe
shall
Act
this
of
violating the provisions
demeanor
upon conviction
any sum
be fined in any
shall he
thereof shall
conviction thereof
and upon
demeanor and
not
exceeding
$1,000.
not exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
June 8, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 441.]
441.
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Providing for
the appointment
Richmond Pearson
Hobson, formerly
formerly a
acaptain
captain
Pearson Hobson,
of Richmond
appointment of
for the
Providing
in the
United States
Navy, as
as a
a rear
admiral in
in the Navy,
retirement
Navy, and his retirement
rear admiral
States Navy,
the United
in

June 9,
9, 1934.
1934.
[8. 3380.]
[Private, No. 215.1

.]

[Prlte, No. 2165]

in that grade.

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted
it States
Be
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the President
Richfand
Pearson
Pe
President Hobson
That the
Congress assembled,
States of
United
be, and he
is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint Richmond
Richmond Pearson
Pearson AD!Pointed
rear
aa, rea
Appoined
N
a
v
y
d
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
retired list.
Ho

placed c;n re .

Hobson, formerly aa captain
the United
States Navy,
Navy, a
admiralon
rear plaed
a rear
United States
of the
captain of
Hobson, formerly
thereof
admiral
in
the
Navy,
with
the
rank,
pay,
and
allowances
thereof,
allowances
and
pay,
rank,
the
with
Navy,
the
in
admiral
and upon
upon his
his acceptance
acceptance of
of such
and the
the issuance
issuance of
appointment and
such appointment
and
by the
retired
the
commission
in
pursuance
thereof,
he
shall
be
retired
be
shall
he
thereof,
pursuance
in
the commission
list
President
as
from
active
service
and
be
placed
upon
the
retired
list
upon
placed
be
and
President as from active service
in the
of rear
admiral, as
y years
years' service,
service, and with
thirty
of thirt
as of
rear admiral,
grade of
the grade
in
the pay
of that
grade.
that grade.
pay of
the
Approved,
June
1934.
9, 1934.
Approved, June 9,
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CONGRESS. SESS.
H. CHS.
OHS. 448-451.
JUNE 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
448-451. JUNE
[CHAPTER
448.1
[CHAPTER 448.]

June 11,
11, 1934.
[S. S5.]
85.]
[S.
[Private, No. 216.]
219.]
[Private,
Paul J.
I. Sisk.
Payment to.
Payment

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
United States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompCompUnited
America in
in Congress
troller
General is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to settle
settle and
and certify
certify for
for
troller General
directed to
payment
to Paul
Sisk, aaclerk
the post
office at
Spokane, Washpayment to
Paul J.
J. Sisk,
clerk in
in the
post office
at Spokane,
Wash'n
on, out
out of
of any
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approapproington,
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
priated,
amount of
$60, on
of an
an erroneous
erroneous payment
by
priated, the
the amount
of $60,
on account
account of
payment by
him on
order numbered
for that
that amount,
amount, issued
at
him
on money
money order
numbered 234886,
234886, for
issued at
Payette,
Idaho, on
September 5,
5, 1931.
1931.
Payette, Idaho,
on September
11, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
June 11,
[CHAPTER 449.]
449.]
[CHAPTER

1934.
June 11, 1934.
[S.
[S. 176.]
176.1
[Private, No. 217.]
217.]
[Private,

Harry
C Htristasi.
Harsin.
in postal accounts.

[CHAPTER 450.]
450.]
[CHAPTER

June 11, 1934.
[S.
512.]
IS. 512.]
[Private, No. 219.]
[Private,
Peter Pierre.
Reimbursement,
Reimbursement, for
loss
loss of horse.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
the relief of Harry Harsin.
For the

it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
and House
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
CompCongress assembled,
assembled, That the Comptroller General
General of
States be,
be, and
he is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
of the United
United States
and he
and directed
and
directed to credit
Harry Harsin,
Harsin, postmaster
postmaster at
Park,
credit Harry
at Asbury
Asbury Park,
New Jersey, in his
the sum
sum of
$28,022, the
the amount
of
his accounts
accounts with
with the
of $28,022,
amount of
money and postage
postage stamps lost in
the post
post office
office at
at
in the
the burglary
burglary of
of the
Asbury
on July
July 6,
1929.
Asbury Park,
Park, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, on
6, 1929.
Approved,
11, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
June 11,

11, 19s3
1934.
June 11,
[S, 258.1
[S.
256.1
218.]
[Private, No. 218.]
Milburn Knapp.
Milburn
Payment Knapp.
to.

AN ACT
ACT
relief of
For the relief
of Paul
Paul J. Sisk.

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the relief of Milburn
Milburn Knapp.
Knapp.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the SecreSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay to
to pay
to
Milburn Knapp, out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $16,000
$1t,000 in full settlement of all claims
appropriated,
claims
against the United
United States for losses
losses sustained
sustained by
by him
him as
as the
the result
result
of the revocation by.the Department
Department of the Interior,,
Interior, on
November
on November
12, 1913, of aa permit granted for the use of the Williamson
Williamson River
River
in connection
a contract for the cutting and removal
connection with a
of certain
certain
removal of
timberlands
Klamath Indian Reservation,
timberlands in the Klamath
Reservation, in
State of
of
in the
the State
Oregon, entered
entered into on January
January 24,
24, 1913,
1913, by
Milburn Knapp
Knapp and
and
by Milburn
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on behalf of the United States.
States.
Approved, June
June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 451.]
[CHAPTER
451.1

AN ACT
For the relief of Peter Pierre.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be
enacted by the Senate and
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of America
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and
of
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
directed to pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
appropriated, the
sum
of $45
$45 to
to Peter
Peter Pierre, in payment for aahorse which was lost
sum of
lost
while
being used
to transport
while being
used to
transport supplies to aaforest fire on the Flathead
Flathead
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, State
State of Montana.
Montana.
Approved, June
Approved,
11, 1934.
1934.
June 11,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 452.]
4521
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

452,453.
OHS. 452,
453.
CHS.

1381
1381

JUNE 11,
11, 1934.

AN ACT
Catherine Wright.
For the relief of Catherine

11, 134.
1934.
June i1,
[8. 620.]
[Private,
No.
2203
220.]
[Private,

[I. 62.]

Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Wright.
Catherine Wright.
Secretary Catherine
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
United States
Payment to.
Payment
money
any
of
out
pay,
to
directed
of the
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and directed
the Treasury
of
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Catherine Wright,
"Wright,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in
of San
$5,000, in full satisfaction
satisfaction
the sum of $5,000,
California, the
Francisco, California,
San Francisco,
of
damages arising out of the
of her
her claim
claim against
the United
for damages
States for
United States
against the
of
for the northembezzlement
by
a
former
United
States
commissioner
commissioner
States
United
former
a
embezzlementby
ern
district of
of California
of a
deposited with him as bail on Proviso.
sum deposited
like sum
a like
PMrofo.
California of
ern district
attorLimitation on attor
August 2,
by John
Provided, That no part of the ney's,
Sullivan: Provided,
F. Sullivan:
John F.
1930, by
2, 1930,
August
etc., tes.
fees.
etc.,
thereof
centum
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof
in excess
this Act
in this
amount
shall
be paid
paid or
agent or agents,
agents,
received by any agent
or received
to or
delivered to
or delivered
shall be
attorney or
attorneys, on
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
account of
on account
or attorneys,
attorney
with said
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents,
agents, attorclaim. It
said claim.
with
ney
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
receive any sum of the
withhold, or receive
attorneys, to
ney or
10 per centum thereof
amount
in this
in excess
excess of 10
thereof
Act in
this Act
appropriated in
amount appropriated
on
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with said
said claim, any
in connection
rendered in
on account
the
contract
the contrary
Any person
person violating the
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
contract to
provisions
be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and Penalty for
shall be
Act shall
this Act
for violation.
violation.
of this
provisions of
upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in any
any sum not exceeding
exceeding
fined in
be fined
shall be
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
1934.
11, 1934.
June 11,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
4531
{CHAPTER 453.]

AN ACT
For the relief of Lueco
Lueco R. Gooch.

June 11,
1934.
11, 1934.
June

[8. 1077.]
1077.1
Is.
[Private, No. 221.]
221.)
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary Lu
Loom R.
It. Gooch.
ooch.
That the
assembled, That
America in
of America
United

expenditures.
to pay
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay medical
mt1tur
and directed
is hereby,
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
to
R. Gooch,
Henderson, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, out of any money
of Henderson,
Gooch, of
Lueco R.
to Lueco
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
$516.28, in
the sum of $516.28,
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of all
against the United States on account
account
claims against
all claims
full
son
his
of
of
expenditures
made
by
him
in
the
medical
treatment
son,
treatment
medical
the
in
him
by
made
of expenditures
One
Lueco R.
R. Gooch,
Gooch, Junior, private,
private, Company C,
C, O
ne Hundred
Hundred and
and
Lueco
Twentieth
Carolina National
Guard, who was
was
National Guard,
North Carolina
Infantry, North
Twentieth Infantry,
injured in
the line
line of
of duty
16, 1929 at Camp Glenn, North
July 16,
on July
duty on
in the
injured
ro
Carolina, during
during the
the field-training
July 21,
21, 1929:
1929:
to July
7 to
July 7
period July
field-training period
Carolina
pr

in
Act
in this
amount
the
part
nocentum
That
Provided,
Provided,
excess of 10
perno
part of
ofthereof
the amount
shall appropriated
appropriated
be paid or delivered
in
this Act
to or
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received
by any
agent or
agents, attorney
attorneys, on account
account
or attorneys,
attorney or
or agents,
any agent
received by
of
services rendered
in connection
with said
said claim.
claim. It
shall be
It shall
connection with
rendered in
of services
unlawful for
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact,
or agents,
agent or
unlawful for any
collect, withhold,
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
of the
sum of
any sum
receive any
or receive
collect, withhold, or
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
on
account
of
services
services
of
account
on
thereof
centum
per
10
this Act in excess of
rendered in
with said
contract to
contrary
the contrary
to the
any contract
claim, any
said claim,
connection with
in connection
rendered
notwithstanding. Any
person
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
Act
this
of
provisions
the
violating
person
Any
notwithstanding.
shall
conviction thereof
thereof
upon conviction
and upon
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall be
shall be
be fined
in any
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
fined in
shall
Approved,
June 11, 1934.
Approved, June

Limitaton on
Limitation on
f.
n'set.,
neY 'S.ete '' feeL

to

Penauyiorvidsuon.
Penaityforvidation.
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
CHS. 454-456.
454-456.
73d
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4541
454.]

June
11, 1934.
1934.
June 11,
[S. 1430.]
14301
[8.
[Private, No. 222.]

JUNE 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
of M.
M. Thomas
Thomas Petroy.
the relief
Petroy.
For

Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
United States
assembled, That
the SecreSecretary of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed
tary
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise approprito
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to M.
M. Thomas
Thomas Petroy
(alias Mieczyslaw
Piotrowsky), forforated,
Petroy (alias
Mieczyslaw Piotrowsky)
merly
Service Troop,
Troop, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States
merly a
a private,
private, Service
Cavalry, the
the sum
of $193.36
$193.36 in
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of his
his claim
claim against
against
Cavalry,
sum of
the United
of personal
personal property
in the
the fire
fire which
which
the
United States
States for
for loss
loss of
property in
destroyed the
the saddle
harness rooms
of such
such troop
troop at
presidio
destroyed
saddle and
and harness
rooms of
at the
the presidio
Proviso.
Proviso.
of Monterey, California, on January 1, 1925: Provided, That no
Limitation on attor- of Monterey, California, on January 1, 1925: Provided, That no
ney's, etc.,
part of
of the
the amount
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
etc., fees.
part
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
per
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
by any
centum
shall be
paid or
or received
any
agent
or agents,
on account
account of
of services
services renrenagent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
dered
connection with
claim. It
It shall
unlawful for
for any
any
dered in
in connection
with said
said claim.
shall be
be unlawful
agent
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
any sum
of the
the amount
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
or receive
receive any
sum of
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
excess
of 10
10 per
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in conconof
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
nection
with said
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstandnotwithstandnection with
said claim,
claim, any
Penalty
Penalty for violation.
violation.
ing.
person violating
the provisions
Act shall
ing. Any
Any person
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
be
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
shall
deemed
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
Approved, June
1934.
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1934.

M. Thomas Petroy.
Payment to, for property losses.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4551
455.]
Inns
11, 1934.
unne 11,
[S.
[S. 1460.]
1460.]
[Private, No.
No. 223.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
of Edgar
For
the relief
relief of
Edgar Stivers.
Stivers.

Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives

Edgar Stivers.
Rivers.
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the CompStates of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
CompCredit in postal aca United

counts.
counts,

Proixo.
Proviso.
Subrogation
Subrogation
claims.

troller General of the United States
States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to credit
credit the account
account of Edgar
Edgar Stivers,
Stivers, postmaster
postmaster at
at
Dodge Center,
Dodge
Minnesota, in
$240.45, due
due the
the United
United
Center, Minnesota,
in the sum
sum of
of $240.45,
States on account
account of loss of postal
postal funds
funds resulting
resulting from the failure
failure
of the Farmers
Bank of
Dodge Center,
Center, Minnesota:
Minnesota:
Farmers National
National Bank
of Dodge
Provided, That the
postmaster shall assign to
the United
the said
said postmaster
to the
United
of Provided,
States, any and all claims
claims he may have
have to dividends
dividends arising from
the liquidation
liquidation of
of said
said bank.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 4561
[CHAPTER
456.]

Jlne
June 11, 1934.
1934.
[S. 1116.]
[8.
151.]
[Private, No.
224.]
[Private,
No. 2z4.
Michael Bello.
PaymentBso.
to.

schaelt

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Michael Bello.

it enacted
Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
assembled, That the SecreUnited States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
tary
of the
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
tary of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed
to pay Michael Bello, as administrator
administrator of John
John Bello, out of any
money in the Treasury
of $5,000
$5,000
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
in full settlement
settlement of all claims
claims against
against the Government
Government for injuries
injuries
resulting in the
of the
the said John Bello when he was struck
resulting
the death
death of
by aa United States Army truck from Fort Tilden, Borough
by
Borough of
of
Queens, New York City, operated by aaprivate
private in the United States
Army attached to the Seventh
Seventh Company
Company United States Coast Artillery Corps. Said accident
accident occurred on February
February 4, 1932, while the
deceased was riding aa bicycle in a
a southwesterly
southwesterly direction
direction along
along
Cryders Lane,
Lane, Whitestone,
Whitestone, Borough
of Queens, New York City, and
Cryders
Borough of

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
456-459.
CHS. 456-459.

JUNE 11,
11, 1934.
1934.

13831
1383

the United
United States
States Army
making a
a left turn into Cryders
was making
truck was
Army truck
the
Lane from
from Fifteenth
Fifteenth Avenue,
Avenue, Whitestone,
Whitestone, Borough of Queens,
Queens, New
New
Lane

att.roon
i
York City:
Provided, That
That no
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in Pr
amount appropriated
part of
no part
Limim,ion on attorCity: Provided,
York
this
per centum
thereof shall
delivered ney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
paid or delivered
be paid
shall be
centum thereof
10 per
of 10
excess of
in excess
Act in
this Act
to
or received
by any
agent or
or agents,
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
any agent
received by
to or
It shall
account of
services rendered
connection with said claim. It
in connection
rendered in
of services
account
attorney
be
unlawful
for
any
agent
or
or
attorneys,
to
agents,
or
agent
any
for
be unlawful
exact, collect,
or receive any sum of the amount appropriwithhold, or
collect, withhold,
exact,
ated in
this Act
in excess
excess of
10 per
thereof on account of
per centum thereof
of 10
Act in
in this
ated
services
in connection
connection with
said claim, any contract to the Penalty for violation.
with said
rendered in
services rendered
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of PenaltyforviolBton
contrary notwithstanding.
this
shall be
and upon convicmisdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
Act shall
this Act
tion thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any sum not exceeding
shall be
tion
Approved,
1934.
June 11, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 457.]

AN ACT
AN

For
relief of
of the
the Western
Montana Clinic,
Missoula, Montana.
Clinic, Missoula,
Western Montana
For relief

June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
June
[S.
1772.]
[S. 1772.]
[Private,
No. 225.]
225.]
[Private, No.

the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
western Montana
United States
States of
of America
America in
Montana
assembled, That the Secre- Jestern
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
Payment to, for proWestern
the
to
pay
to
directed
and
authorized
tary
directed
to the We stern _-;inent
of the Treasury is authorized
tary of
in the essionl services.'
Montana Clinic,
Clinic, of
of Missoula,
out of
of any
money in
any money
Montana, out
Missoula, Montana,
Montana
fe6si°1131 services

Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
$5,022.30 in full
the sum of $5,022.30
not otherwise
Treasury not
satisfaction of
of its
its claim
United States for surgical and
against the United
claim against
satisfaction
medical services
to May
1932, to Indians on the
May 30, 1932,
prior to
rendered prior
services rendered
medical
Flathead Indian
Reservation, Montana.
Indian Reservation,
Flathead
Approved,
1934.
11, 1934.
June 11,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 458.]
458.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Polski.
For the
relief of
of Claudia
Claudia L. Po]ski.
the relief
For

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
That the requireUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
assembled,
Congress
in
Awerica
of
United States
ments of
of sections
sections 17
and 20
entitled "An Act to provide
Act entitled
the Act
of the
20 of
17 and
ments
compensation for
for employees
of the
United States
States suffering
suffering injuries
the United
employees of
compensation
while in
the performance
performance of
duties ", approved
approved September
September 7,
7,
their duties",
of their
in the
while
Polski,
L.
1916,
as
amended,
are
hereby
waived
in
favor
of
Claudia
of
favor
in
waived
hereby
are
amended,
as
1916,
formerly a
a nurse
in the
Public Health Service, and
States Public
United States
the United
nurse in
formerly
the
United
States
Employees'
Compensation
Commission
authorCommission is authorCompensation
Employees'
States
United
the
ized and
consider and
any claim
claim made
made by her
upon any
act upon
and act
to consider
directed to
and directed
ized
for compensation
for injury
injury alleged
have been
been suffered in the
to have
alleged to
compensation for
for
performance
of
her
duties
as
such
nurse
under
the
the other provisions
under
nurse
such
as
performance of her duties
of such
amended: Provided,
Provided, That
no benefits
accrue
shall accrue
benefits shall
That no
as amended:
Act as
of such Act
Act.
this
prior
to
the
enactment
of
prior to the enactment
Approved, June
June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
459.]
[CHAPTER 459.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

of A. E. Shelley.
For
the relief
relief of
For the

June
1934.
11, 1934.
June 11,
[S. 20231
2023.1
[S.
[Private,
226.]
No. 226.]
[Private, No.

Polski.
Claudia L.
L. Polski.
Claudia
Claim of.
of.
Claim
Vol.
39, p. 746.
746.
Vol. 39,

Proviso.
Prorvio.
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.
No

June
1934.
June 11, 1934.
2377.1
[S. 2377.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 227.]

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
A. E.
E. Shelley.
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secre- Payment to, for perin Congress
of America
States of
United States
sonal
injuries.
injuries.
tary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is, authorized
and directed
directed
authorized and
hereby is,
he hereby
tary
in
to
pay
to
A.
E.
Shelley,
of
Heber,
Arizona,
out
of
any
money
any
of
out
to pay to A. E. Shelley, of Heber, Arizona,
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $691.20
$691.20 in full
the
satisfaction
of his
the United
States for damages on
United States
against the
claim against
his claim
satisfaction of
account of
of injuries
injuries sustained
sustained on
on April
April 6,
resulted from
which resulted
1931, which
6, 1931,
account

1384
1384

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

OHS. 459-461.
CHS.
459-461.

JUNE 11,
11, 1934.
JUNE
1934.

running
United States
Forest Service
Service telephone
telephone wire
wire near
near
running into
into aa United
States Forest
Heber,
had been
negligently left
partially down
down by
by
Heber, Arizona,
Arizona, which
which had
been negligently
left partially
employees of
of such
such Service:
Service: Provided,
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount
Provided, That
part of
Proviso.
Pryoo.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attor- appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
appropriated in
10 per
shall
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
be paid
paid or delivered
or received
received by
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
delivered to
to or
by any
agent or
attorney
or attorneys,
on account
attorneys, on
account of
services rendered
connection with
with said
of services
rendered in
in connection
said
claim. It
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
attorney or
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
sum of
of the
the
exact, collect,
any sum
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
in this
10 per
on account of services
services rendered
connection with
said claim,
claim, any
any
rendered in
in connection
with said
Penalty
Penalty for violation. contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding
upon conviction
thereof shall
sum not
$1,000.
Approved,
June 11,
Approved, June
11, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
460.1
[CHAPTER 460.]
June 11, 1934.
[S. 26361
2636.1
[Private, No. 228.]
2281
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of James Slevin.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is her
hereby,
eby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to
and directed
pay, out of any money
money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Treasury not
to James Slevin, Island Park, Long
York, $1,425,
in full
full
Long Island,
Island, New
New York,
$1,425, in
settlement
settlement of all claims against the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
being the amount
him as damages
amount found due him
damages to
his property
property at
at
to his
Island
Park,
New
York,
by
reason
an
Army
airplane
crash
on
of
an
Army
airplane
crash
on
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
Limitation on attarThat no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount approapproattor- September 8, 1933: Provided,
ney's, etc., fees.
priated in this Act in excess
ney's, etc., fees.
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid
excess of
of 10
per centum
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
or agents,
attorney or
or
agent or
agents, attorney
attorneys, on account
account of services
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
said
rendered in
claim. It
claim.
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any
any sum
sum of
the
or receive
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
Act in excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
of 10
per centum
on
account of services rendered
on account
rendered in connection with said
said claim,
claim, any
any
Penalty for
for violation,
violation. contract to the contrary
Penalty
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
violating the
the
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
provisions
of this
this Act
provisions of
Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction thereof
shall be
thereof shall
fined in
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
be fined
in any
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.

James Slevin.
Slevin.
Payroent to,
Payment
to, for property damages.
damages.

[CHAKI
ER 461]
461]
[CHAPTER
June 11, 1934.
[S.. 27901
[2s0.
[Private, No. 2291
Charlestown
Carle
n Sand
sand
and Stone Company.
Reimbursement
for
Rei busement for
freight
charges.
reight charges.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief
Charlestown Sand and Stone Company, of Elkton,
For
relief of the Charlestown
Elkton, Maryland.
Maryland.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Hbuse of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of
of America
United
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to pay
directed to
pay
to the
the Charlestown
Charlestown Sand and Stone Company,
to
Company, of Elkton,
Elkton, Maryland,
Maryland,
out of
of any
any money
out
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of
of $12,385.99
sum
$12,385.99 in full settlement
settlement of the additional
additional freight
freight charges
charges
incurred by said company in the
fulfillment of
of the
the requirements
requirements of
of
the fulfillment
the
the United States engineer office under the contract
contract of
August 23,
23,
of August
1917,
furnishing and
and delivering
1917, for
for furnishing
delivering cement, sand, and gravel
gravel (or
(or
broken stone)
stone) to Fort Saulsbury,
Saulsbury, Delaware,
Delaware, for the construction
construction of
of
gun and mortar
mortar batteries.
batteries.
Approved, June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 462.]
462.]
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 462-464.
OHS.
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19 3
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AN ACT

For
the relief
relief of
Indians of the Fort Peck Reservation,
Reservation, Montana.
Montana.
certain Indians
of certain
For the

Junen,11, 1934.
1934.
June

Is.

[S. 2889.]
2889.]

[Private, No. 230.]
230.]
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
Fort Peck
Peck ReservaReservaFort
That the
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the Secretary
Secretary tion,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
Mont.
desgto
Payment.
pay,
Payment
to
desigto
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
Treasury be,
of the
nated Indians of, auof
thrdis
to
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
thorized.
in
money
out of any
Reservation the
the
following-named Indians
Indians of
of the
the Fort Peck Reservation
the following-named
Archie
$185;
Dog,
amounts
herein
set
forth:
James
Black
$185;
Archie
Red Elk,
Black
James
forth:
set
herein
amounts
$25;
Medicine Walk
Medicine Walk, $25;
and Belle Medicine
Walk and
Catherine Medicine
$25; Catherine
Carl W. Eagle,
James
$35; and
and Carl
Eagle, adminadminTitus, $35;
Nancy Titus,
$70; Nancy
Garfield, $70;
James Garfield,
istrator of
of the
the estate
estate of
of Charles
Peterson, $25; the above sums repreCharles Peterson,
istrator
senting funds
funds collected
named, but
misapplied by
but misapplied
Indians named,
the Indians
for the
collected for
senting
a
former employee
employee of
of the
Indian Service.
the Indian
a former
Approved,
11, 1934.
June 11,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 463.]
463.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

the of First Lieutenant Walter T. Wilsey.
Forrelief

For
the relief of
Lieutenant Walter
Walter T. Wilsey.
Wilsey.
of First Lieutenant
For the

June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
June
IS.
2973.]
IS. 2973.1
[Private,
No.
231.]
[Private, No. 231.]

t
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the ie
Representatives of
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
re- wiuty.tWalte
w i
l
seu
i
sytenan
.
tWalter T.
the Secreassembled, That
in Congress
of America
United States
or
yD.
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed stomr
authorized and
hereby, authorized
ztoRelmboroomont.
len
funds. for
tary of
appropriated,
to
pay,
out
of
any
money
in
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
Army
the
in
money
to pay, out of any
to First
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Walter
Walter T.
Wilsey the sum of $147.50, in full
full
T. Wilsey
to
settlement
of
all
claims
against
the
Government of the United States,
Government
the
against
claims
all
of
settlement
the safe of Company
which
amount was
was stolen
stolen from
Company A, Fourth
from the
which amount
Motor
Battalion, Quartermaster
Holabird,
Quartermaster Corps, Camp Holabird,
Repair Battalion,
Motor Repair
Maryland,
6, 1925,
1925, and
reimbursed to
to the
the said company by
and reimbursed
March 6,
on March
Maryland, on
Lmitation
Limita...on on ator.
attoramount approprthe amount
Lieutenant Wilsey:
Wilsey: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of the
appropri- Pr
part of
That no
Lieutenant
ated in this Act in excess of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
ney's,
etc. fees.
ney's,etc.fees.
or
paid
be
shall
thereof
centum
per
10
ated in this Act in excess of
delivered to
received by
by any
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
agent or
any agent
or received
to or
delivered
with said claim. It
on
account
of
services
rendered
in
connection
with
It
connection
in
rendered
on account of services
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent
or agents,
attorney or attorneys, to
agents, attorney
agent or
for any
shall
exact,
or receive
amount approprisum of the amount
any sum
receive any
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
ated
Act in
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
of
thereof on account of
of 10
excess of
in excess
this Act
in this
ated in
the
to
any
services
rendered
in
connection
with
said
claim,
contract
claim,
said
with
connection
in
rendered
services
Penalty for violation.
contrary
Any person
violating the
of Penaty orviolatio.
provisions of
the provisions
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
amisdemeanor
upon convicconvicmisdemeanor and upon
guilty of
be deemed
Act shall
this
tion thereof
be fined
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
in any
fined in
shall be
thereof shall
tion
Approved, June
11, 1934.
1934.
June 11,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 464.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
the relief of Charles T. Moll.
For

June 11, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 3985.]
395.1
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 232]
232.]
[Private, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
iii
ha
ii
rles T. Moll
Moll.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That in
in the
the admin- Charles
cot,
That
Military record cor
assembled,
United States of America in Congress
rested.
rected.
upon
istration
of
any
laws
conferring
rights,
privileges,
and
benefits
istration of any laws conferring rights, privileges, and benefits
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers
T. Moll,
Moll, who
Comserved in Comwho served
Charles T.
soldiers Charles
honorably
shall herepany
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
hereInfantry, shall
F Fourteenth
pany F,
discharged from
after
considered to
to have
have been
honorably discharged
been honorably
and considered
held and
be held
after be
the
service of
of the
the United
United States
States on
the 3d day of January
on the
military service
the military
1901
and
notwithstanding
any
provisions
to
the
contrary in
in the
the Act
Act
contrary
the
to
provisions
any
1901 and notwithstanding
relating to
to pensions
approved April
26, 1898,
1898, as
as amended
amended by
by the
April 26
pensions approved
relating
PrNobe.
Act approved
Provided, That
hat no
no bounty,
bounty, back
back pay,
pay, Proviso.
beck pay, etc.
No back
1908: Provided,
11, 1908:
May 11,
approved May
Act
the
to
prior
pension, or
shall be
have accrued
accrued
to have
held to
be held
allowance shall
or allowance
pension,
passage of
of this
this Act.
passage
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

1386

73d. CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. CHS.
CHS. 499,500.
499, 500.
73d
SESS. II.
[CHAPTER 499.]
499.]
[CHAPTER

June 13,
13, 1934.
194.
[S. 2898.]
[.
2898.]
[Private, No. 233.]
[Private,
233.]

JUNE
JUNE 13,
13, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT
ACT

Conferring
jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims of the
Conferring jurisdiction
the United
United States
hear,
States to
to hear,
consider, and
and render
judgment on certain claims of George
consider,
render judgment
George A. Carden and
Anderson T.
T. Herd
Herd against
against the
United States.
Anderson
the United
States.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That jurisdiction
United
States of
assembled, That
jurisdiction
Claims of, referred to is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims of the United States,
of,r'erred to is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims of the United States,
Claimof Claims.
Court
notwithstanding
or any
statute of
limitations, or
or other
other
notwithstanding lapse
lapse of
of time
time or
any statute
of limitations,
limitations
the jurisdiction
such court,
court, to
hear, consider,
consider,
limitations upon
upon the
jurisdiction of
of such
to hear,
and render
judgment upon
legal or
or equitable,
of George
George
and
render judgment
upon any
any claims,
claims, legal
equitable, of
A.
Carden and
and Anderson
Herd, or
or their
their legal
representatives,
A. Carden
Anderson T.
T. Herd,
legal representatives,
against the United
States, involving
involving the
the steamships
Erny, Lucia,
Lucia,
against
United States,
steamships Erny,
Anna, Teresa,
Clara, Ida,
Dora,
Ilimalaia, Franconia,
Franconia, and
and CamAnna,
Teresa,
Clara,
Ida,
Dora,
Himalaia,
CamPrevite&
pania: Provided,
amount of
of any
for sums
sums pania:
Alloance for
Provided, That
That in
in determining
determining the
the amount
any judgment
judgment
Allowance
paid.
paid.
on any such claim, allowance shall be made for any amount heretofore awarded
claimants on
account of
such claim:
furarate s
ay fore
awarded the
the claimants
on account
of such
claim: Provided
Provided furSeparate suits ma
may
Y
ther, That
That separate
suits may
may be
be maintained
(by or
or on
on behalf
of the
the
be maintained.
beSmSantemd
ther,
separate suits
maintained (by
behalf of
claimants or
their legal
representatives)
with respect
to any
any of
such
claimants
or
their
legal
representatives)
with
respect
to
of
such
Entry of, within one
ntry of, withinon claims,
claims, but
but no
shall be
no suit
suit shall
the expiration
expiration of
of one
be brought
brought after
after the
one
year.
year from
of this
this Act:
Act: And
furyear
from the
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
And provided
provided further,
That the
of the
the proceedings
the War
War Department
Department
videne the
ther, That
the record
record of
proceedings before
before the
Evidence
hitherto
heretofore had
respect to
certain of
of such
such ships
ships and
and the
the evidence
evidence
had with
with respect
taken may be
be intro- heretofore
to certain
duced.
duced.
there
introduced, together
there taken may be introduced,
exhibits therein
therein
together with
with the
the exhibits
offered,
offered, before
before the
the Court of Claims, with the
full force
of depositions,
the full
force of
depositions,
subject to
objections as
to competency
competency and
relevancy: Provided
Provided
subject
to objections
as to
and relevancy:
Recovery, if contract
further, That if the Court of Claims shall upon the evidence reach
if contract
of Reove
sale included
opera- further, That if the Court of Claims shall upon the evidence reach
tion
of shipstionofships.
the conclusion
conclusion that the contract
contract of sale included
included any right to the
operation of
operation
and that
right was
was not
not satisfied
satisfied by
by the
the
of the ships
ships and
that such
such right
subsequent payment by the Secretary
subsequent
Secretary of War
an accord
accord and
and satisWar as an
satisfaction
faction then the recovery shall
shall be
limited to
to the
the duration
duration of
of the
the
be limited
World War.
World
War.
Approved,
13, 1934.
Approved, June
June 13,
1934.

eoge.
ardn
George A. Carden
Anderson T.
Herd.
T.Herd.
and Anderson

June 13, 1934.
1934
[S.
[S. 1994.1
19941
[Private, No. 234.]
[Private,
Estelle Johon.
Johnson.
Estelle

Redemption
Redemption of certificate of indebtedness
in
inf orofof.
bte

Provisos.

Condition.
condition.

nditybnd

Indemnity bond.

[CHAPTER 500.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Estelle Johnson.
Johnson.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
by the
the Senate
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of the
be, and
and he
he i
hereby, au
th or i
ze d and
an d di
recte d to
to
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
iss hereby,
authorized
directed
redeem in favor of
Johnson, 334
33/
4 per
centum United
United States
States
of Estelle Johnson,
per centumn
Treasury certificate
certificate of indebtedness,
indebtedness, series A-1933, numbered
numbered 1798.
1798.
in the denomination
denomination of $500,
$500, issued February 1,
1, 1932, matured
matured February
1, 1933,
1933, without
without interest
and without
presentation of
of said
said
ruary 1,
interest and
without presentation
certificate which is alleged
alleged to have been lost or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided,
That the
That
indebtedness shall
shall not
not have
have been
been previprevithe said certificate
certificate of
of indebtedness
ously presented and paid: And provided
provided further,
further, That the
the said
said
Estelle Johnson
Johnson shall first file in the Treasury
Department a
a bond
Treasury Department
bond
in the penal
principal of said
penal sum of double the amount of the principal
said
certificate
certificate of indebtedness
indebtedness in such
such form and with such corporate
surety as may be acceptable
acceptable to the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
indemnify
harmless the United States from any loss on
indemnify and save harmless
account of the certificate
certificate of indebtedness
indebtedness hereinbefore
hereinbefore described.
described.
Approved,
Approved, June 13, 1934.
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 501.]
501.
[CHAPTER

501-503.
CHS. 501-503.

JUNE 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
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A

AN
AN ACT

McCurry Brown, natural
For
the relief
relief of
A. Brown and Ruth
Ruth McCurry
natural guardians
Claude A.
of Claude
For the
of Mamie
Mamie Ruth
Ruth Brown.
Brown.
of

June 13,
1934.
13,1934.
June

[S. 2750.]

(Private,
[Private, No. 235.]

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Ruth Brown.
Mamie
Secretary
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the
Secretary
ramie RuthofBrown.
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
TreesTreasStates
United
Redemption
in
favor
of
of
inon favor
note
to
ury
directed
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
directed
ed
u
e
u
ir
e
pti
o
authorized
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
guardians of.
redeem, in
in favor
of Claude
Brown and
and Ruth
Ruth McCurry
McCurry Brown,
Brown, natural
natural guardians of.
A. Brown
Claude A.
favor of
redeem,
natural
Mamie Ruth
3Y2 per centum United
United
Brown, 31/2
Ruth Brown,
of Mamie
guardians of
natural guardians
States Treasury
series A-1930-32,
A—oo,018,061, in
numbered A-oo,018,061,
A-1930-32, numbered
note, series
Treasury note,
States
redempthe denomination
denomination of
of $1,000,
March 15, 1927,
1927, called
called for redempissued March
$1,000, issued
the
tion March
matured March
March 15,
15, 1932,
1932., without
without interest
interest and
1931, matured
15, 1931,
March 15,
tion
without presentation
which is alleged
alleged to have
have been
been
said note, which
of said
presentation of
without
Provisos.
destroyed: Provided,
Provided, That
the said
said note
note shall not have been previ- Provisos.
That the
Condition.
destroyed:
Claude
said
the
ously
presented:
And
provided
further,
That
said
A.
Indemnity
bond.
further,
provided
Indemnity bond.
ously presented: And
Brown
and Ruth
Ruth McCurry
Brown shall
shall first
Treasury
first file in the Treasury
McCurry Brown
Brown and
Department
in the
sum of
amount of the
double the amount
of double
penal sum
the penal
bond in
a bond
Department a
principal of
of the
said note,
in such
form and with such corporate
such form
note, in
the said
principal
to
surety
may be
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to
to the
acceptable to
be acceptable
as may
surety as
indemnify and
save harmless
harmless the
the United
United States
States from
from any loss on
and save
indemnify
account of
of the
described.
hereinbefore described.
note hereinbefore
the note
account
Approved,
June 13, 1934.
Approved, June
CHAPTER 502.]
502.]
CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN
ACT
AN ACT

deceased.
Waterman, deceased.
For the
relief of
Henry Waterman,
Martin Henry
of Martin
the relief
For

June 13, 1934.
[H.R. 311.]
311.]
[H.R.
236.]
[Private, No. 236.]
[Private,

WaRepresentatives of the Martin Henry WaBe
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
terman.
the
in
That
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Congress
in
corMilitary
record
America
Military
of
States
United
conferring rights rected.
administration
and the laws conferring
laws and
pension laws
the pension
of the
administration of
and
privileges upon
upon honorably
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, their widows,
widows,
honorably discharged
and privileges
Waterman,
and
dependent
relatives
Martin
Henry
Waterman,
late of Company
Company
Henry
and dependent relatives, Martin
H,
Fourteenth Regiment
Infantry, shall be held and
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
H, Fourteenth
considered
to
have
been
honorably
discharged
from the military
discharged
honorably
been
considered to have
Proviso.
service of
of the
United States
member of
organization on the Proiso.
said organization
of said
as aamember
States as
the United
service
No back pay,
pay, etc.
No
penpay,
2d
day
of
February
1891:
Provided,
That
no
bounty,
back
back
bounty,
no
That
Provided,
2d day of February 1891:
passage
the
to
prior
sion, or
or allowance
held to
to have
have accrued
accrued prior
passage
be held
shall be
allowance shall
sion,
of this Act.
Act.
of
Approved, June
13, 1934.
June 13,
Approved,

[CHAPTER
503.1
[CHAPTER 503.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Iensmore.
For
the relief
relief of
Lula A.
A. Densmore.
of Lula
For the

June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
June

[H.R.
2692.]
(H.R. 26921
[Private,
No. 237.]
237.]
IPrivate, No.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
enacted by
Be
A.
United
of America
America in
in Congress
the Secretary
Lula
A.DeIsmore.
Densmore.
Secretary Lu
That the
for
to,
Payment
to, for
assembled, That
Payment
Congress assembled,
States of
United States
of the Treasury be,
be, and
he
is
hereby,
authorized to
pay,
out of
of any
death of husband.
husband.
death
any
out
pay,
to
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
of the Treasury
funds in
in the
not otherwise
appropriated, to
Lula A.
A. Densto Lula
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
funds
more, widow of
of Clarence
Densmore,
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
in
full
settlesettlefull
in
$5,000
the
Densmore,
Clarence
widow
more,
for
States
ment
of
all
claims
against
the
Government
of
the
United
for
United
the
of
ment of all claims against the Government
damages
incurred by
by the
Clarence Densmore,
Densmore, her husband,
of Clarence
killing of
the killing
damages incurred
on a
highway of
of Douglas
Pierce, a
a
Fred Pierce,
by Fred
Georgia, by
County, Georgia,
Douglas County,
public highway
a public
on
Federal
prohibition agent,
which said
13,
on July 13,
occurred on
killing occurred
said killing
agent, which
prohibition
Federal
1932: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Provi
so.
or e to.1932: Provided That no part of the amount appropriated in this
sees.
eys,s,uetc.,
orr delivered
Act in
centum thereof
shall be
be paid o
delivered to nef
et7c7,1
ele:d.n att4r.
thereof shall
per centum
10 per
of 10
excess of
in excess
Act
or
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account
attorney or
or received
of
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawrendered in
of services
ful for
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect,
attorney or
ful
86637*-34—pr 2-7
86637°-34-PT

1388
1388

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Penalty for violation.
Penalty
violation.

SESS. II.
II.

OHS. 503-506.
JUNE 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
CIS.
503-506. JUNE

withhold, or receive
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
receive any
any sum
sum of
the amount
in this
this
Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
account of
services
on account
of services
rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim,
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
claim, any
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
of this
this Act
Act
the provisions
provisions of
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
thereof
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
504.]
[CHAPTER 504.]

13, 1934.
June 13,

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of A.
A. C. Francis.

[H.R. 2748.]
2748.]
[Private, No.
38.]
[Private,
No. 2238.]

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
A.C.
United
A.
C. Francis.
United States of America in
Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecrein
Congress
assembled,
Reimbursement
of
expense.
Re
i
mburse"t o
f tary of
the Treasury
is h
ereby, au
thori
zed and
an d directed
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby,
expense.
authorized
directed
to pay, out of any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the Treasury
to A. C. Francis, sheriff of Midland
Midland County,
County, Texas,
sum of
of
Texas, the
the sum
of expense
$204.30 as reimbursement
reimbursement of
incurred in
connection with
with
expense incurred
in connection
the apprehension
apprehension of William Dunn Reiger,
from justice
justice
Reiger, aa fugitive
fugitive from
wanted by the Federal Government.
Government.
Approved, June
13, 1934.
1934.
June 13,
[CHAPTER 505.]
[CHAPTER
505.]
lune
1934.
Tune 13, 1934.
[H.R. 4541.]
541.]
[Private,
No.
239.]
[Private, No. 239.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of George
George Dacas.

Be
enacted by
and House
House of Representatwhes
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
Th atthe
the SecreecreCongress assembled,
Payment to legal tary of
the Treasury
Pa
Ymentof
Treasury be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
guardian
for in-rdan
of, toIea1
for
pay,
juries.
pay, out of any funds in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
not otherwise
and in full settlement
settlement against the
Government, the
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
$5,000
the Government,
to the legal
legal guardian
guardian of George Dacas
Dacas for
for injuries
injuries sustained
as the
the
sustained as
result of an explosion of aadynamite
dynamite cap
cap on
on the
the site
Camp Gordon
Gordon
site of
of Camp
on February 22, 1922: Provided,
Proci8o.
Proviso.
Prorecled, That
That no
of the
approno part
part of
the amount
amount approLimitation on attor- priated
Limitation
on attor- priated in this Act in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid
per centum
centum thereof
ney's,
nay
a, etc.,
etc., feta.
ftes.
or delivered to or received
received by any agent
or agents,
agents? attorney
attorney or
or
agent or
attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
said
in connection
with said
claim.
claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
or
attorney or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
attorneys,
receive any
any sum
of the
the
sum of
amount appropriated
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
thereof
per centum
centum thereof
on
account of
rendered in connection
on account
of services
services rendered
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any
Penalty
for vioation.
contrary, notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
realaityra
violation. contract
contract to the contrail
Any person
person violating
violating
the
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemean or
guilty of
and
thereof shall be fined
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
fin ed in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
eorge Daca9.
George
Dacas.
G

Approved,
Approved, June 13, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 506.]
June
1934.ACT
June 13,
13,1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 493.
4932.]
240.]
[Private, No. 240
-]
Judd W. Hulbert.
ddeinstementoft
Reinstatement
of, to
sabilty compensadisability
tion rolls, authorized.

eope

tonllsau hored-

AN ACT
For the relief of Judd W.
W. Hulbert.
Hulbert.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the United
United
ited States of
of America
America in
in Congress
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
States
Commission be, and it
it hereby
hereby is,
authorized and
to restore
restore Judd W. IHulbert
authorized
and directed
directed to
Hulbert to the rolls of
employees
entitled to
to compensation
under the
provisions of the Comemployees entitled
compensation under
the provisions
pensation
and to
to give
give him
him the benefits
pensation Acts
Acts and
benefits of said Acts.

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

II. CHS.
CHS. 506-508.
506-508.
SESS. II.

1389
1389

JUNE 13,
JUNE
13, 1934.

Monthly payments.
payments.
That said Commission
Judd W. Hulbert
Hulbert Monthly
Commission pay to the said Judd
2. That
SEC. 2.
out of
of the
the employees'
which is hereby made
made availfund, which
compensation fund,
employees' compensation
out
able for
for this
per month from the date
of $66.66
$66.66 per
this purpose, the sum of
able
Provto.
death: Provided,
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
until the
Provided, Proviso.
of his death:
the date
date of
Act until
of
Limitation
attorLimitation on
on attorney's,
etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.
ney's,
of
That no
the amount
appropriated in
in this
excess of
in excess
this Act
Act in
of the
amount appropriated
no part
part of
That
10 per
centum of the
sum appropriated
appropriated in section 22 shall be
the lump suni
10
per centum
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
or received
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
any agent
received by
by any
to or
paid
attorneys, on
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said
of services
on account
account of
attorneys,
agents, attorney
claim.
shall be
any agent
agent or agents,
attorney or
unlawful for any
be unlawful
It shall
claim. It
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
sum of the
or receive
collect, withhold,
to exact,
attorneys,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum of the
excess of
Act in
in excess
in this
this Act
amount
lump sum
sum appropriated
in section
services rendered
rendered
account of services
2 on
on account
section 2
appropriated in
lump
in connection
with said
claim', any
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithnotwithto the contrary
said claim,
in
connection with
Penalty for
violation.
for violation.
Act shall be Penalty
standing.
the provisions
provisions of this Act
violating the
person violating
Any person
standing. Any
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
of aa misdemeanor
deemed
be
in any
any sum
exceeding $4000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
fined in
be fined
Payment to
to be
be in
in full
full
Payment
SEC. 3.
3. The
payment of
of the
sums authorized
authorized to
under this settlement.
to be
be paid
paid under
the sums
The payment
SEC.
settlement.
Act shall
be in
claims against the United States
all claims
settlement of all
full settlement
in full
shall be
Act
on account
the injury
the said
Hulbert.
Judd W. Hulbert.
of the
said Judd
injury of
of the
on
account of
Approved, June
June 13, 1934.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 507.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Jose Ramon Cordova.
Cordova.

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
That the Secretary
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
Treasury be,
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
be, and he is hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
out of
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
appropriated, to
the Treasury
in the
out
Jose
Mexico, the sum of $3,500
$3,500
Cordova, of Farmington, New Mexico,
Ramon Cordova,
Jose Ramon
Government of the United
in full
full settlement
against the
the Government
United
of all claims against
settlement of
in
States,
injuries sustained,
sustained, during
February 1915, while in the
during February
for injuries
States, for
discharge of
his duties
duties as
of a
aposse
organized by the United
United
posse organized
as member
member of
of his
discharge
Tse-NeStates
the district
of Utah
capture of Tse-Nethe capture
for the
Utah for
district of
for the
marshal for
States marshal
Gat, alias
Hatch, a
a Piute Indian
Indian charged
charged with murder:
murder:
Everett Hatch
alias Everett
Gat,
Provided, That
part of
of the
amount appropriated
this Act in
appropriated in this
the amount
no part
That no
Provided,
excess of
10 per
per centum
paid or delivered
delivered to or
or
shall be paid
centum thereof shall
of 10
excess
received
agents, attorney
account of
of
on account
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
attorney or
or agents,
any agent
agent or
by any
received by
services rendered
rendered in
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful
said claim.
with said
in connection
connection with
services
for
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact, collect, withagents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
agent or
for any
hold,
sum of
of the
the amount
in this
this Act
.Act in
appropriated in
amount appropriated
any sum
receive any
or receive
hold, or
account of services
excess
of 10
centum thereof
thereof on account
services rendered
rendered in
10 per
per centum
excess of
connection with
with said
claim, any
to the
contrary notwithnotwiththe contrary
contract to
any contract
said claim,
connection
the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be
in any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
any sum
fined in
be fined
Approved,
Approved, June 13, 1934.

violating
person
Anyofperson
standing.guilty
standing.
deemed
Any
a misdemeanor
violating the
andprovisions
upon conviction
of this thereof
Act shall
shall
be

[
CHAPTER 508.]
508.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Oscar P. Cox.

rune 13,
1934.
13, 134.
June
[H.R. M36.]
3636.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No.
241.]
[Private, No. 241.]
Jose
Jose Ramon
Ramon CorCordova.
p.Payment
d°aym
a
. ent to,
to, for
for personal injuries.

sonal injuries.

Proetso.
raritii.
auor
Limitation on attcrney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
feef:.°

Penalty or violation.

renaltY

June 13.
Jane
13, 134.
1934.
[H.R.
59353
[H.R. 5935.1
No. 212.]
[Private
[Private, No.
242.)
,

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
Oscar
P. tCox.
P. to. .
O
United States
States of
America in
That the
the Secre- Payment
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
of America
United
tary of
Treasury is
directed to
to pay,
pay, out of
of any
and directed
is authorized
authorized and
of the
the Treasury
tary
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
to Oscar
Oscar P.
P. Cox,
Cox,
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
money
United States
for the
the district
district of
of Hawaii,
$524.37.
Hawaii, the sum of $524.87.
marshal for
States marshal
United
Said
sum represents
the amount
amount charged
Oscar P.
P. Cox by the United
charged Oscar
represents the
Said sum

1390
.1390

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
MS. 508,
509, 524.
508, 509,
524.
II. CHS.
SESS.

JUNE
14, 1934.
JUNE 13,
13,14,
1934.

States by
reason of
his hiring
guards to
to accompany
Federal
accompany Federal
extra guards
hiring extra
of his
by reason
States
prisoners
Hawaii to
to Leavenworth,
Kansas: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
Leavenworth, Kansas:
from Hawaii
prisoners from
part of
the amount
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
per
10 per
Act in
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
of the
part
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
delivered to
to or
or received
by any
any
received by
paid or
or delivered
thereof shall
centum
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
on account
attorneys, on
agent
in connection
said claim.
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agent
shall be
claim. It
with said
in
connection with
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
exact2collect,
collect, withhold,
receive
or receive
withhold, or
to exact,
attorney or
or
any
of the
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
of 10
appropriated in
the amount
any sum
sum of
per
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
of services
thereof on
per centurn
centum thereof
Penalty
Penalty for violation. with
said claim,
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
claim, any
any contract
with said
person
of this
this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty
be deemed
shall be
the provisions
provisions of
violating the
person violating
of
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
any
in any
fined in
conviction thereof
and upon
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
sum
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
Approved, June
June 13,
1934.
13, 1934.
Approved,

Proviso.
Provso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
ney's,

[CHAPTER 509.]
509.]
[CHAPTER
Tune
1934.
June 13, 1934.
[H.R. 6890.]
6890.]
[H.R.
[Private. No. 243.]
243.1
[Private,

ACT
AN ACT

Lawrence Parr.
Pleasant Lawrence
For the relief of Mrs. Pleasant

enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatizves
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
United
in Congress
United
renal Parr.
is
Compensation Comm
compen- States
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Commission ission
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Disability compend
e desation claim to bbe
termined.
claim of Mrs. Pleasant
Lawrence Parr,
Pleasant Lawrence
the claim
and determine
determine the
e to
to consider
consider and
to
atiola
widow
of Pleasant
Lawrence Parr,
Parr, a
Navy
employee of the Navy
a former
former employee
Pleasant Lawrence
widow of
Department, in
in the
the same
manner and
and to
same extent
as if
if appliappliextent as
to the
the same
same manner
Department,
Vol.
746.
Vol. 39, p.
p. 74.
cation
Employees' Compensacation for the benefits
benefits of the United
United States Employees'
tion
had been
been made
made within
within the
the one-year
one-year period
period required
required by
secby secAct had
tion Act
Proviso.
tions
17 and
20 thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no benefits
benefits shall
shall accrue
accrue
and 20
tions 17
Nopor
No prior benefits.
benefits.
prior
to the
this Act.
Act.
approval of
of this
prior to
the approval
Approved,
June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
Mrs. Pleasant
Pleasant LawLaw'

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 524.]
Tune 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
June
[8.
870.]
s. 870.1

t-f
PVta
NMn
[Private,
No. 9A44
244.]1

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of L. R. Smith.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
SeRihSientto.
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of the
the Treasury
be, and
he is
out of
of any
money in
in the
Treasury of
States not
not otherout
any money
the Treasury
of the
the United
United States
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to L. R. Smith, of Fortine,
Fortine, Montana,
Montana, the sum
sum
of $19,223,
$19,223, said
being in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims against
against
of
said amount
amount being
in full
the Government
Government of
of the
States and
to the
the
the
the United
United States
and reimbursement
reimbursement to
L. R.
It. Smith for
construction of a
agraded truck road,
seven
said L.
for the construction
road, seven
miles in
Graves Creek,
within the
the Blackfe,et
National
miles
in length,
length, on
on Graves
Creek, within
Blackfeet National
Forest Reservation
Montana, in pursuance
pursuance of
Forest
Reservation in the State of
of Montana,
of a
a survey made by the
Bureau and
development
the Forestry
Forestry Bureau
and proposed
proposed road development
Proviso.
the
Blackfeet National Forest: Provided,
reservation
oitanon. ttor on said
reservation
thee Blaekfeet
Provided,
F in
in P1ovie,
hBa
rv
Limitation on attor- ons
n<ey's, etc., fees.
ney's,
fees.
That
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10
part of
That no
per centum thereof
to or received by any
any
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
agent
attorney or
attorneys, on
on account
services renrenagent or agents, attorney
or attorneys,
account of
of services
in connection
dered in
connection with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold,
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
or
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
of
centum thereof
on account
of servi
ces ren
dered in
i
n connecconnec of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof on
account of
services
rendered
tion
any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
tion with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
to the
Penalty for violation. Any person
Penaltyforviolation.
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor and
shall be
be fined
fined
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 14,
14, 1934.
L. R. Smith.
Reimbursement to.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

[CHAPTER 525.]
[CHAPTER

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
525-527.
CHS. 525-527.

1391
1391

JUNE
JUNE 14, 1934.

AN ACT
For relief of M. M.
M. Twichel.
TwieheL

June 14,
14, 1934.
June
1126.]
[.[S. 1126.]

[Private, No.
No. 24.]
246.]
[Private,

House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
by the Senate and House
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Secretary M.
M. M.
M. Twiehel.
Twichel.
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of America
United
formTwichel, tuysenit
directed to pay to M. M. Twiche
authorized and directed
of
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
t
of the
of
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not Pmen1 to for
in the
Montana, out
Ignatius, Montana,
Saint Ignatius,
of Saint
otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
satisfaction of
of
$3,433.34 in full satisfaction
of $3,433.34
otherwise appropriated,
compensation for services
his
claim against
States for compensation
United States
against the United
his claim
rendered
and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
connection with the burial of
in connection
rendered and
Flathead Indian
Indians
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Montana, prior to
Indians on the Flathead
ao
io.
appropriated in }P
of the amount
May 1,
1, 1933:
1933: Provided,
That no part
amount appropriated
Proviso.
part of
Provided, That
May
ay

:

this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered
10 per
in excess
this
attorneys, on
attorney or attorneys
agents, attorney
to
or received
received by any agent
agent or agents,
to or
It shall
account
rendered in
connection with said claim. It
in connection
services rendered
of services
account of
be
unlawful for
for any
any agent
attorney or attorneys, to exact,
agents, attorney
agent or agents,
be unlawful
collect,
any sum
of the
appropriated
the amount appropriated
sum of
receive any
or receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
in this
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
account of services
services
on account
excess of
Act in
in
rendered in
connection with said claim,
claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary
in connection
rendered
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act
provisions of
violating the
Any person
notwithstanding.
misdemeanor and upon
a misdemeanor
shall be
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
guilty of a
be deemed
deemed guilty
shall
shall
be fined
fined in
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
in any
shall be
1934.
Approved,
June
14,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 526.]

iie
L
ytii-e
tofees.
;
aon atteretc.,
ney's,

Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penaltyfor

AN ACT
ACT

June 14, 1934.
1934.
[S. 1731.]
[s.
1731.
[Private, No.
No. 246.]
246.]

For
Marion Hubbard
Hubbard Treat).
For the relief of Marion Von Bruning (nee Marion

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary gMarion
Marion Von BrnBrunassembled, That the Secretary
America in
States of
United
Payment to.
is hereby, authorized
of
Treasury be,
authorized and directed to pay,
pay, t;ayment
to.
he is
and he
be, and
the Treasury
of the
out
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
Treasury not otherwise
in the
any money
of any
out of
sum
of $1,900
$1,900 to
to Marion
Marion Von
Von Bruning
Bruning (nee
(nee Marion
Marion Hubbard Treat),
Treat),
sum of
in
full settlement
settlement of
claims against
against the Government
Government for balance
all claims
of all
in full
due
her for
the use
use and
of the
premises known
the premises
occupation of
and occupation
for the
rent for
for rent
due her
Washington, District
as number
1758 N
Street northwest,
city of
District of
of Washington,
northwest, city
N Street
number 1758
as
Columbia, as
offices by
Property Custodian
Custodian for
for the period
period
Alien Property
the Alien
by the
as offices
Columbia,
from July
July 1,
1 1918
to December
17, 1920:
Provided, That
Proviso.
no part of Preao.
That no
1920: Provided,
December 17,
1918, to
from
etc., fees.
Act in excess
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this Act
excess of 10 per centum ney's,
ney etc.,
feeon alterthe
thereof shall
or delivered
to or
or received
received by
by any agent or
or
delivered to
paid or
be paid
shall be
thereof
services rendered
account of services
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
rendered in
on account
attorneys on
agents,
unlawful for any agent or
connection with
with said
said claim.
claim. It
or
shall be unlawful
It shall
connection
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
withhold, or
or receive
receive
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
to exact,
agents,
any sum
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
per
of 10 per
excess of
in excess
Act in
this Act
of the
the amount
sum of
any
connection with
centum thereof
thereof on
account of
rendered in connection
services rendered
of services
on account
centum
Penalty for violation:
Any per- renaltyforviolation.
said claim,
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
any contract
claim, any
said
son
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
a
of
guilty
deemed
be
shall
Act
this
of
provisions
the
violating
son
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in any
be fined
shall be
upon conviction
and upon
misdemeanor and
sum
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
Approved,
14, 1934.
June 14,
Approved, June
in

Limitation

[CHAPTER 527.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
the relief of N. Lester Troast.
For

June 14, 1934.
[.[S. 2918.]
2918.1
[Private,
247.1
[Private, No. 247.]

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be
N. Lester Troest.
Lst to.rost.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Secre- N.
Secrethe
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
Payment
United States
tary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to Pamnto.
pay, out
out of
money i
n the
not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in
any money
of any
pay,

1392
1392

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. CHS. 527-530.
527-530. JUNE
JUNE 14, 1934.
1934.
SESS. II.
73d
the sum
$144.28 to
to N.
Lester Troast,
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, in
full
in full
Troast, of
of Juneau,
of $144.28
N. Lester
the
sum of
settlement
of expenses
under official
official orders
in conconby him
him under
orders in
settlement of
expenses incurred
incurred by
nection
with the
use of
his personally
owned automobile
automobile on
on official
official
personally owned
nection with
the use
of his
business
at Wrangell,
Alaska, while
while supervising
supervising the
construction of
of
the construction
business at
Wrangell, Alaska,
an Indian boarding school at that place.
Approved, June 14, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 528.1
528.]

june
1934.
June 14, 1934.
[H.R. 2287.1
[H.R.
2287.1
[Private,
249.1
Lrivawt, No..o.:z.1

Ensign

Warren
Warren

Burke.
Placed
Navy rePlacd on Navy
tired
tired list.
list.
Prooisos.
Incapacity in line of
duty to be shown.

Proaim.
dutyBtoPto

backpay,
No back
pay, etc.

ACT
AN ACT
For
Warren Burke.
For the
the relief of Warren

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the PresiUnited States of America
America in Congress

dent
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to place
Burke,
place Ensign
Ensign Warren
Warren Burke,
dent be,
is hereby,
United
Naval Reserve, upon
United States
States Naval
upon the retired
retired list of the
the Navy
Navy with
with
three
fourths of
the active-duty
active-duty pay
pay of
of his
his grade:
Provided, That
That a
three fourths
of the
grade: Provided,
a
duly constituted
constituted naval
naval retiring
board finds
finds that
that the
the said
said Warren
Warren
retiring board
duly
Burke
service by reason of physical disability
Burke is incapacitated
incapacitated for service
incurred in the line of duty:
duty: Proided
Provided further,
further, That no bounty,
bounty, back
back
incurred
pay, pension,
allowance shall
shall be
have accrued
accrued prior
prior to
to the
the
held to
to have
or allowance
be held
pay,
pension, or
passage of this Act.
Approved,
June 14, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 529.1
529.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
Hall Erwin.
For the relief of Sue Hall

lune 14, 134.
1934.
June
[H.R.
[H.R. 3167.1
[Private, No. 249.1
[Private,

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
Be in,
in enacted
and House of Representatives
United States of America in
in Conress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Sue Hall
Erwin, mother of Marcus
Marcus Erwin, Junior,
Junior, ensign,
ensign, United
United States
Navy, who was killed by an explosion
explosion on the United States ship
Mississippi, June
June 12, 1924, is hereby
amount equal to six
Mississippi,
hereby allowed an
an amount
pay at
at the
the rate
Marcus Erwin,
Erwin, Junior,
was receiving
receiving at
at the
the
Proeiso.
Proviso.
months' pay
rate
Marcus
Junior,
was
Dependency
Dependency to
to be time of his death: Provided,
Erwin shall
Provided, That the said Sue Hall Erwm
eatablished.
establbshed.
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy her
establish to the satisfaction
her
dependency upon her son, the late Marcus
Marcus Erwin, Junior.
dependency
Approved, June 14, 1934.
1934.

Sue Hall Erwin.
Sue
gratuity
Navy death gratui
y
payment
payment to.

[CHAPTER 530.1
[CHAPTER
June 14, 1934.
134.
[H.R.
[H.R. 3423.]
3423.1
2.50.]
[Private, No. 230.]
Benkonin Wright.
Benjamin
Military record corrected.
rsoted.

Proacio.
Proviso.
No back
hack pay,
pay, etc.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Benjamin Wright,
Wright, deceased.

Senate and
and House of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adminadimnconferring rights, privileges, and benefits
istration of any laws conferring
benefits
discharged soldiers Benjamin
upon honorably
honorably discharged
Benjamin Wright, deceased,
deceased,
a lieutenant, junior grade, United States Navy, shall herewho was a
hereafter be held and considered
considered to have been
been honorably discharged
discharged from
the naval service of the United States on January 19,
19, 1899: Provided,
Provided,
That no bounty, back pay, pension, or allowance
allowance shall be held to
to
have accrued prior to the passage of
of this Act.
Act.
Approved,
June 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

531-533. JUNE 14,
78d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS. 531-533.
14 , 1934.
1934 .
1393
CONGRESS. SESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
531.]
[CHAPTER 531.1

AN ACT
For
of C.
C. A. Betz.
relief of
the relief
For the
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4
1 1934.
Jn
June 14,
[H.
R. 3992.].
[H. R.

[Private, No. 251.]
251.]
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
Senate and
Be
C. A.
Bete.
A. Betz.
Secretary c.
That
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
the Secretary
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
Reimbursement, for
.
travel
expenses.
expene
money
any
of
pay, out
of the
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
the Treasury
of
sum
the
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
to
C.
A.
Betz
C.
to
appropriated,
in the Treasury not otherwise
of
$103.34 in
full settlement
against the Government
Government of
claims against
all claims
of all
settlement of
in full
of $103.34
incurred
expenses
the
United
States.
This
sum
represents
the
actual
expenses
incurred
actual
the
represents
sum
This
States.
the United
by Mr.
Betz in
in making
trip from
Bremerton
from San Francisco to Bremerton
a trip
making a
Mr. Betz
by
Proviso.
a,.
ro
Navy Yard
Yard in
response to
to a
summons issued by the Navy
Navy DepartDepart- Limitation
a summons
on atin response
Navy
etc.,
fees.
ete.,fee.
torney's,
this
appropriated
ment:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
amount
ment: Provided, That no part of the
Act
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered
10 per
excess of
in excess
Act in
attorney or attorneys,
to
or received
by any
agent or
or agents,
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
any agent
received by
to or
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with
It shall
shall
with said claim. It
rendered in
of services
account
be
for any
agent or
attorney or attorneys, to exact,
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
unlawful for
be unlawful
collect,
appropriated
of the amount appropriated
sum of
any sum
receive any
or receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
in
this Act
Act in
excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
account of services
services
on account
per centum
of 10
in excess
in this
Penalty for violation.
rendered in
connection with
with said
said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary Pentyorviolatbn.
in connection
rendered
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding.
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
guilty of
be deemed
shall
thereof shall
be fined
exceeding $1,000.
any sum not exceeding
fined in any
shall be
thereof
Approved,
June
14,
1934.
June
Approved,
[CHAPTER
5321
[CHAPTER 532.]

AN ACT
For the
relief of
Lynch.
B. Lynch.
Joseph B.
of Joseph
the relief
For

June 14,
14, 1934.
[H.R. 4l.
4962.]
pg[HR.
[Private, No.
No. 252.]
252.]
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
and Howe
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Joseph B.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
President LLieutenant
LientenantJoseph
B.
That the President
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
in
Advancement
Lieutenant
of
the
United
States
is
hereby
authorized
t
o
advance
Lieutenant
7
.-tancement
in
advance
of the United States is hereby authorized to
Joseph B. Lynch, United
States
Naval
Reserve,
to
a
place
in
the
list
n
sn"ne,
er
uni
vnauthoridl
i
,
th lti
v
i
l
list
the
in
place
a
to
Reserve,
Naval
Joseph B. Lynch, United States
Lieutenant
of
lieutenants of
Naval Reserve
Reserve to
next after
after Lieutenant
rank next
to rank
the Naval
of the
of lieutenants
Srovoord.
Walter
R.
Hillberg:
Provided,
That
in
the
computation
of service PTO0i110.
computation
the
in
That
Service
reoord.
Provided
Hillberg:
R.
Walter
for purposes
of pay
Lieutenant Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Lynch
Lynch shall be
said Lieutenant
the said
pay the
purposes of
for
credited with
with inactive
inactive confirmed
service in the Naval
commissioned service
confirmed commissioned
credited
Reserve
Force during
during the
the period
from August
August 18,
18, 1921,
1921, to
to August 7,
period from
Reserve Force
tc.
py, etc.
be pay,
1923, inclusive:
inclusive: And
And provided
provided further,
That
no
bounty,
back pay,
pay, No back
back
bounty,
no
That
further,
1923,
the
to
prior
pension,
or
allowance
shall
be
held
to
have
accrued
prior
the
pension, or allowance shall be held to have
passage
of this
this Act.
passage of
Approved,
1934.
14, 1934.
June 14,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
533.]
[CHAPTER 533.1

AN ACT

For
the relief
of Lieutenant
Lieutenant H.
Navy.
Taylor, United States Navy.
W. Taylor,
H. W.
relief of
For the

June 14, 1934.
June

[H.R. ss.
5780.]
-[HR.

[Private, No.
No. 253.]
253.1
[Private,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
11011,86 of
Representatives of the Lieutenant H. W.
of Representatives
ard House
Senate and
Be it
. W.
Ltenant
That the Secreassembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
Secre- Taylor,
Congress
in
Navy.
America
of
States
Undted
Reimbursement,
for
fo
ent,
Reb
T
out
pay,
to
tary
of
the
Treasury
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
directed
and
tary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
ttravel expenses.
expe.
avel
of any money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
sum
the
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
of
Lieutenant H.
W. Taylor,
United States
States Navy, to reimTaylor, United
H. W.
to Lieutenant
$52 to
of $52
with an airburse
him
for
travel
expenses
incurred
in
connection
connection
in
incurred
expenses
travel
for
him
burse
Florida,
plane
flight
from
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
to
Key
West,
Florida,
West,
Key
to
Pennsylvania,
plane flight from Philadelphia,
m
1925, under
issued by
by naval
naval authorities.
orders issued
under orders
December 1925,
n December
Approved,
1934.
14, 1934.
June 14,
Approved, June

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
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534.]
[CHAPTER 534.]
June 14,
1934.
June
14, 1934.
7028.]
[H.R. 7028.
[Private,
No. 254.]
264.]
[Private, No.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

CIIS.
534, 535.
CHS. 534,535.

JUNE
14, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 14,

AN ACT
ACT
Roneoli.
For the relief of Mrs. Joseph Roneoli.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and Homuse
of Representatives
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
United States
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of the
be, and
and he
is hereby,
out of
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,. to
to
out
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
Mrs. Joseph
Joseph Roncoli
sum of
$2,500 in
in full
full settlement
of all
all claims
claims
Mrs.
Roncoli the
the sum
of $2,500
settlement of
against
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
States for
injuries sustained
against the
of the
for injuries
sustained
by her
her when
by a.
owned and
and operated
by the
the Navy
Navy
by
when struck
struck by
a truck
truck owned
operated by
Department,
alighting from
from aa street
street car
car at
at Twenty-third
Twenty-third
Department, while
while alighting
Proviso.
Proiso.
Street and
Avenue, in
New York
City: Provided,
That no
no
Street
and Seventh
Seventh Avenue,
in New
York City:
Provided, That
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
excess of
10 per
per
part of
in this
Act in
of 10
centum thereof
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
any
centum
thereof shall
shall be
received by
by any
or agents,
on account
account of
of services
services renagent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
rendered in
said claim.
claim. It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any
dered
in connection
connection with
with said
It shall
agent
or agents,
attorney or
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
agent or
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
or
receive any
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
or receive
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
in this
excess
of
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
in conconof 10 per
per .centum
centum thereof
rendered in
nection
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstandnotwithstandnection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
the contrary
violation.
Penalty for violation.
ing.
Any person
person violating
provisions of
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed
ing. Any
violating the
the provisions
Act shall
shall be
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
guilty
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 14,
1934.
Approved,
14, 1934.

Mrs. Joseph Roncoli.
Roneoli.
Payment to, for personal injuries.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 535.]
June 14, 1934.
[H.R. 7367.1
7367.]
[H.R.
[Private,
2551
[Private, No. 255.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Sarah
Sarah Smolen.

Be it enacted
Senate and
House of Representatves
enacted by the Senate
avd. House
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the SecreSecretary of
of the
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
tary
the Treasury
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
pay,
out of
any money
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
pay, out
of any
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
to Sarah Smolen, of New
New York City
City, New York,
$5,000
York, not to exceed $5,000
of $50
$50 each,
to be
be disbursed
disbursed through
through the
the
in monthly
monthly installments
installments of
each, to
United
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission, in full settleUnited States Employees'
ment of all claims against the Government
Government on account of the death
death
of her husband, the late Joseph
Smolen, who was
Joseph Smolen,
special employee
employee
was a
a special
of the New York City Office of the Bureau of Narcotics,
Narcotics, Treasury
Treasury
Department, and who mysteriously
mysteriously disappeared
disappeared and is believed to
to
Prorio.
Proviso.
while engaged
in official
official Government
business on
on or
or
have been
been killed
killed while
engaged in
Government business
Limitation on atLimitation
torney's, etc.,
about October 4,
4, 1931: Provided,
etc., fees.
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount approapproThat no
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys,
rendered in connection
attorneys, on account of services rendered
connection with said
said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive any sum of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per
centum thereof
thereof
per centum
Penalty for violation. on account of services
Y " °at ° *
services rendered in
claim, any
any
in connection
connection with said
said claim,
notwithstanding. Any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating
Any person
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Jrme 14,
1934.
Approved, June
14, 1934.

Sarah Smolen.
Smolpena.
Monthly payments
yments
to,
for death of husto, for death of busband,
band.

Pellait

l

vi 1

i n

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 544.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
561.
560, 561.
544, 560,
CHS. 544,

JUNE 15,
15, 16,1934.
16, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For
of the
Yosemite Lumber
Lumber Company.
the Yosemite
relief of
the relief
For the
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June 15, 1934.
[H.R.
1405.]
[H.R. 140.]

W2.]
[Private, No. 256.]
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
the Secretary
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary jyop
eseell
yte Lumbe
Lumber
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of the
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
Payment to,
to, oxexout of any money Payment
pay, out
authorized and
Treasury is
the Treasury
of
nsg
or
h
fes
Lumber
Yosemite
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
to
the
Yosemite
Lumber
iniiees.
es
forest
lightin
the
to
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Company
the sum
sum of
$1,100 in
full settlement
settlement of all claims against
against
in full
of $1,100
Company the
represents the difthe
Government
of
the
United
States.
Such sum
sum represents
Such
States.
United
the Government of the
ference
the actual
cost to
supplies,
to such company for labor, supplies,
actual cost
between the
ference between
and
transportation
of
men
incurred
in the fighting
fighting of forest fires
fires
incurred
men
of
and transportation
in
September 1926
the Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park
Park and the amount
in the
1926 in
in September
paid
such company
company by
the National
National Park Service.
Service.
by the
paid such
1934.
Approved,
June 15, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 560.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

G. Coolidge.
Granting a
afranking
franking privilege
to Grace
Grace G.
privilege to
Granting

June
June 16,
16, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 534.
5344.]
[H.R.
No. 257.1
267.1
[Private, No.

the Grass G. Coolidge.
Be
enacted bs
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
ntedpostaCakUnited
States of
of America
in Congress
(issembled, That
That all mail Granted
postal frankCongress assembled,
America in
United States
ing
privilege.
privilege.
ng
late
widow
matter
sent
by
post
by
Grace
G.
Coolidge,
widow
of
the
Calvin
Coolidge,
matter sent by post by Grace G.
conveyed free
Coolidge, under
under her
written autograph
autograph signature,
signature, be conveyed
her written
Coolidge,
of
postage
during
her
natural
life.
natural
of postage during her
Approved, June
June 16,
1934.
16, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 561.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For
the relief
relief of
of Gladding,
Company.
and Company.
McBean and
Gladding, McBean
For the

June 16,1934.
16, 1934.
IS. 11731
[Privat17.1
No. 258.]
258.1
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Bouse of
Senate and
it enacted
Mc
Be
G
Bean
Gadding.
That the
assembled,
Congress
in
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assemb
l
e
d, That
the Secretary
Secretary and
ladding,
Company.
McBean
America
of
United States
Reimbursement, for
Reimbursement
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay building, etc., losses.for
buding, etc.losses.
in the
to Gladding,
Gladding, McBean
any money
money in
the TreasTreasMcBean and Company, out of any
to
ury
not otherwise
appropriated the
the sum
of $6,602.40
$6,602.40 in
in full
full settlesum of
otherwise appropriated
ury not
ment
all claims
of the
the United
United States for
Government of
the Government
against the
claims against
of all
ment of
losses
by the
the said
company by
by reason
the default
of the
the
default of
of the
reason of
said company
suffered by
losses suffered
conthe
for
Plains
Construction
Company,
general
contractors
the
contractors
general
Company
Plains Construction
contractor's
struction of
office at
at Las
Vegas, Nevada,
Nevada, and
and the
the contractor's
Las Vegas,
post office
of post
struction
failure
to
furnish
a
valid
bond
as
required
by
law
for
the
protection
protection
the
for
law
by
required
as
bond
valid
a
furnish
to
failure
of labor
labor and
and material
men furnishing
furnishing labor
labor and
material on public
public
and material
material men
of
n
.
P^ion
works:
That no
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Proviso.
the amount
part of
no part
e
ta
tetinn on
Provided, That
works: Provided,
Ees.
etc.,
ney',
Act
in
excess
of
1
0
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
delivered
to
ne
ys,
altaror
paid
be
shall
thereof
Act in excess of 10 per centum
or
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
account
attorneys, on account
or attorneys,
agent or
by any
received by
or received
of
rendered in
said claim.
claim. It
It shall be
with said
connection with
in connection
services rendered
of services
unlawful
for any
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
exact,
or agents,
any agent
unlawful for
collect,
receive any
any sum
appropriated in
in
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
sum of
or receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
this
Act in
10 per
per centum
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services
centum thereof
of 10
excess of
in excess
this Act
rendered in
connection with
with said
claim, any contract
contract to the consaid claim,
in connection
rendered
trary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
the provisions
of this
this Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty for violation.
provisions of
violating the
notwithstanding. Any
trary
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
conviction
upon
and
misdemeanor
a
of
guilty
deemed
Act shall be
thereof shall
be fined
in any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
any sum
fined in
shall be
thereof
Approved,
June
16,
1934.
Approved, June 16, 1934.

73d
73d CONGRESS.
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[CHAPTER 562.]
June 16,
18, 1934.
[H.R. 4272.]
4272.1
[Private, No. 259.]
259.1
[Private,
Annie Moran.
Moran.
Annie
Payment to,
for
Payment
to, for
death of son.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II. OHS.
CHS. 562-564.
562-564.

JUNE
16, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 16,

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Annie Moran.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
the
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
United States
States of
of America
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay, out
any money
of the
Treasury is
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
money
in
Treasury not
appropriated, to
Annie Moran,
Moran, New
New
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Annie
$5,000. Such
Such sum
sum shall
be in
full satisfaction
satisfaction
York City, the sum of
of $5,000.
shall be
in full
claims against
against the
the United
United States
damages sustained
sustained by
of all claims
States for
for damages
by
Annie ]Loran
Dioran as the result
Edward
the said Annie
result of the death of
of her son,
son, Edward
Moran, who was struck and fatally injured
injured by
mail
Moran,
by aaUnited
United States
States mail
truck in
in New York City,
City, May
May 12,
12, 1930.
1934.
Approved, June 16, 1934.
[CHAPTER 563.]
[CHAPTER

June 16, 1934.
[H.R. 4460.]
4460.]
[H.R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 260.]
260.]

Q.

George E.
George
E. Q. Johnson.
Payment to, for
services as
as district
svices
district
judge.
R. S., see. 1761, p.313.

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide for the payment
payment of compensation
compensation to George E. Q.
Q. Johnson.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
United
America in
United States
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwith-

standing
provisions of
of section
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
as
standing the provisions
section 1761
1761 of
amended,
amended, George
George E. Q. Johnson shall be paid the sum of $5,500
R.s.,sec.1761,p.313. as compensation
compensation for services
services for the period
period from August
August 17, 1932,
to March 4, 1933,
1933, both days inclusive,
during which
which time
time he
he held
held
inclusive, during
the office of United States district
judge for
for the
northern district
district
district judge
the northern
of
Illinois. There
There is
is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
of Illinois.
hereby appropriated,
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
or so
the Treasury
Treasury not
of $5,500,
$5,500, or
so
Proviso.
much thereof as may be necessary, for payment of the claim: ProPffrion on
on attorLimitation
attor- much thereof as may be necessary, for payment of the claim: Proetc., fes.
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated
ney's, etc"
foes.
appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum
centum thereof
paid or
or delivered
to or
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
delivered to
or received
received by
by
any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, on
on account
account of services
services
rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
for
shall be
any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
collect, withwithattorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
hold, or receive
receive any sum
sum of
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
of the
amount appropriated
Act
in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
thereof on
in connection
connection with said claim,
claim, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithPenalty
for violation. standing.
Penaltyforviolation.
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
shall
be deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
deemed guilty of a
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 16,
16, 1934.
1934.

'ayment

[CHAPTER 564.1
[CHAPTER
564.]
Jane 16, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 1769.1
1769.]
[Private, No. 261.1
261.]
[Private,
F. Jewell.
John F.
Payment to widow.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Jeannette
Jeannette S. Jewell.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
United
States of America
in, Congress
assembled, That the
theSecreSecretary of
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
of the
the Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
to pay to Jeannette
Jeannette S. Jewell,
Jewell, widow of John F.
F. Jewell,
Jewell, late American consul at Birmingham,
Birmingham, England, the sum of $7,000,
$7,000, being one
year's salary
salary of her deceased husband,
husband, who died of illness incurred
incurred
while in the Consular
Consular Service;
Service; and there is hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be
appropriated, out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, a
a sufficient
sufficient sum to carry
carry out the purpose of this Act.
Approved, June
16, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 16,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
[CHAPTER
565.]
[CHAPTER 5651

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 565,
566, 612.
612.
565, 566,
CHS.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
of Alice
Alice M.
M. A. Damm.
relief of
the relief
For

16, 1934.
JUNE 16,
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June 16, 134.
1934.
June
5357.]
[H.R. 6537.]

[Private, No. 252.]
762.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
A. D^m.
Damm.
enry CC. A.
assembled, That the Secretary Henry
United
of America
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
Payment to widow.
pay
directed
authorized
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
is
hereby,
of the Treasury be, and he
American
to
Alice M.
M. A.
widow of
Damm, late American
Henry C. A. Damm,
of Henry
Damm, widow
A. Damm,
to Alice
consul
at Nogales,
Nogales, Mexico,
the sum
sum of
year's salary
$5,000, being one year's
of $5,000,
Mexico, the
consul at
of her
husband, who
who died
the Foreign Service;
Service; and
died while in the
deceased husband,
her deceased
of
in the
money
any
there
is
hereby
authorized
to
be
appropriated,
of
money
out
appropriated,
be
to
authorized
there is hereby
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
sufficient sum to carry
carry out
appropriated, aa sufficient
not otherwise
Treasury not
Pr(viso.n
on
the purpose
Provided, That no part of the amount Limitation
Act: Provided,
this Act:
of this
purpose of
the
Limitation on
on attorney's,
etc., eet.
fees.
ney's,ete.,
centum
per
10
of
authorized to
be appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of 10 per centum
this Act
to be
authorized
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
delivered to
agent or
to or received by any agent
or delivered
be paid
thereof
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
account of services rendered in
on account
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents,
connection
with said
claim. It
for any agent or
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
It shall
said claim.
connection with
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
agents,
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
amount authorized
be appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
to be
authorized to
any
of services
account
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
on
account
services rendered
rendered in
thereof
centum
per
10
excess of
connection with
with said
claim, any
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithto the contrary
said claim,
connection
violation.
Penalty forrviolaton.
Act shall
standing. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
be Penalty
violating the
standing.
be
shall
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
thereof
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
fined in
in any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
fined
Approved, June
June 16, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 5681
566.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
the relief
of Rosemund
Lowry.
Pauline Lowry.
Rosemund Pauline
relief of
For

16, 1084.
1934.
June 16,

[H.R. 7781.
7781.)
JH.R.
[Private, No. 26.]3
263.]
[Private,

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
HOZ1Be of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Prindle
United States
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Edward Prindle
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United
Lowry.
toiow.
Lopant
pay
to
directed
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
authorized
hereby,
is
he
Payment
to
widow.
and
be,
Treasury
of the
late
to
Pauline Lowry,
of Edward
Lowry, late
Prindle Lowry,
Edward Prindle
widow of
Lowry, .widow
Rosemund Pauline
to Rosemund
second
secretary to
to the
the American
American Embassy
Mexico City, the sum
at Mexico
Embassy at
second secretary
of
$4,500, being
year's salary
salary of
husband who
who died
deceased husband
her deceased
of her
one year's
being one
of $4,500,
approbe
to
while
in
foreign
service;
and
there
is
hereby
authorized
approauthorized
hereby
is
there
and
service;
foreign
while in
priated,
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriapproprinot otherwise
Treasury not
money in
out of
priated, out
.
ated,
sufficient sum
sum to
purpose of
of this
Act: Provided,
Provided, Pi Proviso.
this Act:
the purpose
out the
carry out
to carry
a sufficient
ated, a
Limitation on attorney's, ate.,
fees.tw.
et.,n
That
no
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in excess
excess ney',
in
Act
this
That no part of the amount appropriated in
of 10
10 per
shall be
be paid
received by
to or received
delivered to
or delivered
paid or
thereof shall
centum thereof
per centum
of
any
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
on account
account of services
attorneys, on
agent or
any agent
rendered in
with said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful for
said claim.
connection with
in connection
rendered
any
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withwithattorneys, to
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
any agent
hold, or
or receive
receive any
the amount
Act
this Act
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
of the
sum of
any sum
hold,
rendered
services
of
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
on
account
services
rendered
account
on
thereof
centum
per
in excess of 10
Penalty for violation.
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
to the
the contrary
notwith- Penaltyforvlolation.
contrary notwithcontract to
any contract
claim, any
in
be
shall
standing.
Any
person
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
Act
this
of
provisions
the
violating
person
Any
standing.
deemed
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
a misdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
be
fined
in
any
sum
not
exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding
not
sum
any
in
be fined
Approved, June
June 16, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
612.1
[CHAPTER 612.]

A A
AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
of William
William Chinsky.
Chinsky.
relief of
the relief
For

June 16, 1834.
1934.
Juane

[H.R. 797.]
7097.]
[H.R.
254.]
[Private, No. 24.]

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representative of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
tinhanChin.is_kY
Cbhy.-ar"
Secretary wim
That the
America mi
of America
States of
United States
Ir.— Ppa
wi
aow
pay,
to
directed
and
of the
Treasury be,
and he
he is
authorized
directed
sfrnisulst
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
be, and
the Treasury
of
out of
any money
money in
not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
of any
out

1398
1398

73d. CONGRESS.
SESS. H.
II.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.

CHS.
612-614.
CHS. 612-614.

JUNE
16, 18, 1934.
JUNE 16,18,1934.

William
of $2,500,
in compensation
compensation for
for injuries
injuries
the sum
sum of
$2,500, in
William Chinsky
Chinsky the
sustained
as
the
result
of
an
explosion
of
a
hand
grenade
which
he
sustained as the result of an explosion of a hand grenade which he
had picked
in Grant
Grant Park,
Illinois, October
October 12,
12, 1919:
1919:
Park, Chicago
Chicago, Illinois,
had
picked up
up in

Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
.Act in
in
Provided,
That no
appropriated in
in this
excess
of 10
thereof shall
be paid
delivered to
to or
or
or delivered
paid or
shall be
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
excess of
received
by any
or agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
of
account of
attorney or
agent or
agents, attorney
received by
any agent
services
in connection
connection with
claim. It
shall be
be unlawunlawIt shall
with said
said claim.
services rendered
rendered in
ful
any agent
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect,
attorney or
attorneys, to
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
ful for
for any
withhold,
receive any
sum of
of the
in this
this
amount appropriated
appropriated in
any sum
the amount
withhold, or
or receive
Act
excess of
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
rendered
services rendered
of 10
Act in
in excess
Penalty for violation. in
with said
claim, any
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithany contract
said claim,
in connection
connection with
Penaltyforviolation.
standing. Any
violating the
provisions of
of this
Act shall
be
shall be
this Act
the provisions
Any person
person violating
standing.
deemed
guilty of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
and upon
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
deemed guilty
be fined
fined in
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be
in any
sum not
not exceeding
Approved, June
June 16,
1934.
16, 1934.
Approved,

Proviso.
Prtis
o.
Limitation

on attar-

nay's, etc., fees.
fees.
neiy's,etc.,

[CHAPTER
613.]
[CHAPTER 613.]
June 18, 1934.
[8.
S. 2138.]
2138 .]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 265.]
2665.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For
Charles J.
J. Webb
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.
Webb Sons
Sons Company,
For the
the relief
relief of
of Charles

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
by the
Be it
United States of America
Congress assembled, That the Secrein Congress
Anerica in
United
tary of
of the
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
be, and
the Treasury
tary
pay,
any money
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
money in
out of
of any
pay, out
to
Charles J.
J. Webb
Webb Sons
Sons Company,
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, the
the sum
sum of
of
to Charles
$18,648.87, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
Government
the Government
in full
$18,648.87,
of
United States
for reimbursement
reimbursement on account
of amounts
account of
of the
the United
States for
erroneously
collected and
and covered
covered into
into the
Treasury which
been
which had been
the Treasury
erroneously collected
tendered
by such
in connection
connection with
conditional offer
offer
with aa conditional
such company
company in
tendered by
in settlement
settlement dated
dated January
4, 1932,
1932, and
and amended
January 8
and
8 and
amended January
January 4,
in
19, 1932,
1932, the
of which
were not performed by the
19,
the conditions
conditions of
which offer were
Proviso.
Government and
and the
the settlement
settlement not
not consummated:
consummated: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Proiso.
Government
Limitation on attoror no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
ney's,
fees.
ney's, etc., fee
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum
shall be
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
agent
by any
any agent
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
or agents, attorney
or attorneys,
or
attorney or
attorneys, on
rendered
on account of services
services rendered
in
connection with said claim. It
nconnection
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
or
any agent or
attorney or
to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
agents, attorney
or attorneys, to
exact, collect,
receive
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
10 per
per
any sum of the amount appropriated
in this
in excess
excess of
of 10
centum
thereof on
account of
of services
connection with
with
centum .thereof
on account
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
Penalty forviolation. said
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperPenaltyforvtolation.
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
the contrary
son violating the provisions of
of this
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa
this Act
shall be
misdemeanor and upon
thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any sum
misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof
not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
June 18,
1934.
Approved, June
18, 1934.
Charles

J.

Webb
Sons Company, Inc.
Payment to. Inc.
0aymt

614.]
[CHAPTER 614.1
June 18, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 206.]
206.
[Private,
266.]
Private, No. 266.1
Pierre E. Teets.
Pierre
Reimbursement, for
Reimbursement,
medical, etc.,
medical,
te., expenses.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
relief of
Pierre E.
E. Teets.
Teets.
For the
the relief
of Pierre

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
United
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Comptroller General
General of the United
United States is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed
to certify for payment
payment the claim of Pierre E. Teets, first lieutenant,
lieutenant,
Field
Reserve, United States Army, for six
Field Artillery Reserve,
months' pay
six months'
pay
and allowances, and
reimbursement for such amounts
and reimbursement
amounts as may be
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War expended by him for medical
medical
and hospital treatment for injuries sustained while under activeduty training from July 3, 1927, to July
July 17,
17, 1927,
1927, at Camp
Camp Pine,
New
New York.
York.
Approved, June 18, 1934.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

[CHAPTER 615.]
615.]
[CHAPTER

CHS. 615-617.

JUNE 18, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief
relief of
Laura B. Crampton.
Crampton.
of Laura
For the

the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the United
United
States
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission is hereby authorized
authorized
States Employees'
extent
to
consider and
determine, in
manner and to the same extent
in the
the same manner
and determine,
to consider
as
for the
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
of the
the Employees'
benefits of
the benefits
application for
if application
as if
Act
had been
been made
made within
required by sections
sections
one-year period required
the one-year
within the
Act had
account of
17 and
and 20
20 thereof,
Crampton, on account
thereof, the claim of Laura B. Crampton,
17
injuries
have been
sustained by
employment in the
her employment
by her
been sustained
to have
alleged to
injuries alleged
service of
of the
United States
oral hygienist at the United States
an oral
States as an
the United
service
Veterans'
Hospital at
at San
California:
Fernando, California:
San Fernando,
Administration Hospital
Veterans' Administration
Provided,
she shall
shall file
notice of such injury and claim for
file notice
That she
Provided, That
compensation
later than
enactment
than sixty days from the enactment
not later
therefor not
compensation therefor
of
further, That no benefits shall accrue
provided further,
And provided
Act: And
this Act:
of this
prior
enactment of this Act.
the enactment
prior to the
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 616.]
616.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the
of Physicians
(Limited).
and Surgeons Hospital (Limited).
Physicians and
relief of
the relief
For

1399
June 18, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 462.]
452.]
[Private,
No. 267.]
267.]
[Private, No.
Laura B.
Crampton.
B. Crampton.
Laura
Claim
Claim of.
of.

Vol. 39,
pp. 746,
747.
746, 747.
39, pp.
Vol.

Provisos.
Provisos.
claim.
Time for
filing claim.
for filing
Time
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.
No

June 18,
1934.
18, 1934.
June
[H.R. 471.]
471.]
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 268.]
268.]
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Physicians and SurSur
and
Physicians
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secre- geons
in Congress
States of
United States
Hospital
(Ltd.).
Payment to,
for proprofor
to,
tary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
Paent
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
tary
fessional services.
fessionalservis.
CaliGlendale,
(Limited),
pay
Physicians and
and Surgeons
Surgeons Hospital (Limited),
to Physicians
pay to
fornia, out
of any
approprimoney in the Treasury not otherwise appropriany money
out of
fornia,
ated, the
the sum
of $150
settlement of all claims against the
full settlement
in full
$150 in
sum of
ated,
Government of
of the
the United
United States
professional services rendered
for professional
States for
Government
Wilfred Henry
for injuries
sustained in
in a
motorcycle accident
accident
a motorcycle
injuries sustained
Engel for
Henry Engel
Wilfred
authorized
on or
or about
about January
1931, said
services having
having been authorized
said services
15, 1931,
January 15,
on
Proviso.
o o
rtio
by a
a naval
naval officer:
officer: Provided,
That no
part of
amount appropri- Limitation
the amount
of the
no part
Provided, That
by
on attoretc., fees.
fees.
thereof shall be paid or ney's, etc.,
ated in
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
Act in
ated
delivered to
received by
any agent
attorneys,
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
by any
or received
to or
delivered
on account
account of
rendered in
connection with said claim. It
It
in connection
services rendered
of services
on
shall be
unlawful for
for any
attorneys, to
or agents, attorney or attorneys,
agent or
any agent
be unlawful
shall
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
amount approof the amount
sum of
exact,
priated in
in this
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof on account of
in excess
Act in
this Act
priated
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said claim, any contract to the
services
Penalty for violation.
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of Penaltyorviolation.
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
contrary
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and upon
a misdemeanor
guilty of
be deemed
Act shall
this
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
any sum
in any
be fined
thereof shall
conviction
Approved,
1934.
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
6171
[CHAPTER 617.1

ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Morris Spirt.
of Morris
the relief
For

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of
United
of
Treasury is
authorized and
directed to
pay, out of any money
to pay,
and directed
is authorized
the Treasury
of the
in
not otherwise
Morris Spirt, of
to Morris
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
Waterbury, Connecticut,
sum of
$1,500 in
full settlement
settlement of all
in full
of $1,500
the sum
Connecticut, the
Waterbury,
claims against
Such sum
sum is
States. Such
United States.
the United
of the
Government of
the Government
against the
claims
the amount
paid on
on such
into the
Treasury of the
the Treasury
date into
such date
fine paid
a fine
of a
amount of
the
United States
States pursuant
to a
plea of
of guilty
an indictment
for
indictment for
to an
guilty to
a plea
pursuant to
United
violation of
certain provisions
Act entitled
"An Act to proentitled "An
the Act
of the
provisions of
of certain
violation
vide further
further for
national security
encouraging
security and defense by encouraging
the national
for the
vide

June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R.
529.]
[H.R. 5714.1
[Private,
No.
269.]
269.]
No.
[Private,
Morris Spirt.
Spirt.
Morris
Refund of
of fine.
line.
Refund

Vol. 40,
p. 276.
27
Vol.
40 p.

1400
1400

73d CONGRESS.

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. H.

SESS. II.

OHS. 617-619.
617-619.
CHS.

JUNE 18,
1934:
18, 1934:
JUNE

the production,
production, conserving
controlling the
the distridistriand controlling
the supply,
supply, and
conserving the
the
bution
of food
products and
August 10,
10, 1917
(popu1917 (popuapproved August
and fuel",
fuel" approved
food products
bution of
larly known
known as
as the
the "
"Lever
Lever Act
Act"),
the declaration
declaration by
by the
the
to the
", prior
prior to
larly
Supreme
of the
the United
States of
of the
the invalidity
of such
such proviproviinvalidity of
United States
Court of
Supreme Court
Proviso.
in this
proo.
sions: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
app ropriated in
this
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
Act in
of 10
per centum
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to
paid or
shall be
centum thereof
10 per
excess of
in excess
Act
torney's, etc., fe.
or
by any
or agents,
agents, attorney
on account
account
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
attorney or
agent or
any agent
received by
or received
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be
with said
connection with
of
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agent or
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact,
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
unlawful
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in
appropriated in
any sum
receive any
collect, withhold,
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centun
thereof
on
account
of
services
of
services
account
on
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
rendered
in connection
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
with said
connection with
rendered in
Act
Penalty for violation. notwithstanding.
Any person
the provisions
of this
this Act
provisions of
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
Penaltyforviolation.
shall be
of a,
conviction thereof
thereof
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall
shall be
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum
be fined
fined in
shall
Approved,
18,
1934.
June
Approved,
[CHAPTER
618.]
[CHAPTER 618.]
June
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
[H.R.
1306.]
[H.R. 1306.]
[Private, No.
No. 270.]
270.
-[Private,

.-

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Wimley.
Clarence A. Wimley.
For the relief of Clarence

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Be
it enacted

Glarene A. Wimley.' United
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of America
Secretary
"WialleYfor per United States
Paym
Payment to,
'maul
injuries.
the Treasury
be, and
he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed to pay
and he
Injuries.
Donal
Treasury be,
of the
er of
°Iarenc°
entA

to
Clarence A.
A. Wimley,
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not
money in
of any
Wimley, out
to Clarence
otherwise
the sum
smn of
$100 in
in full
settlement of
of all
all
full settlement
of $100
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
claims
against the
the Government
the United
States for personal
personal
United States
of the
Government of
claims against
injuries
resulting from
between aataxicab in which he was
a collision
collision between
from a
injuries resulting
Proiso.
Proviso.
at_ a passenger and a Navy bus on October 29, 1930: Provided, That
29, 1930: Provided, That
October
on
bus
a
Navy
and
passenger
at
a
Limitation on
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees,
no
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this Act
Act in excess
excess of 10 per
per
fees.
torney's,
the amount
no part
part of
centum thereof
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent
shall be paid or delivered
thereof shall
centum
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
services rendered in
on account
account of services
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
or
connection
It shall
shall be unlawful for any agent or
with said claim. It
connection with
agents,
attorneys, to
receive
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
any sum
appropriated in
in this
Act in excess of 10 per
per
this Act
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
any
sum of
rendered in connection
services rendered
centum thereof
on account
connection with
account of services
thereof on
centum
orviolst
Penalty for
Penalty
violation.
contract to the
Any
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
tion. said claim, any
any contract
the contrary
person violating
provisions of
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty
Act shall
be deemed
of this
violating the
the provisions
person
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
sum
Approved, June
1934.
June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
619.]
[CHAPTER 619.]
June 18,
Yune
18, 1934.
1934.

[H.R.
1308.]
[H.R. 1308.]
[Private, No.
271.1
No. 271.]
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of John Parker Clark, senior.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
United
That the Secrecretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
erty loss,
to pay
pay to
John Parker
Parker Clark,
Clark, senior,
senior, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the
in the
to
to John
appropriated, the sum of $5,000
$5,000 in
Treasury not
not otherwise appropriated,
in full
settlement of all claims against the Government
Government of the United
United
resulting from collision
States
collision with
States for personal and property loss resulting
Army vehicle near
near Freehold,
Freehold, New Jersey, on the night of October
October
Proviso.
in
appropriated
of
the
amount
no
part
Provided,
2,6
1929:
Proino.
26,
Provided,
That
appropriated
in this
Limitation on
ees. a
toey's
torney's, etc,
etc., fees.
t- Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to
or received by any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account
connection with said claim. It
of services rendered
rendered in connection
It shall be

ohrn Parker Clark,
Clark,
John
senior.
Paymentto,forpropPayment
to, forprop-

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 18, 1934.
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attorney or attorneys,
unlawful for
agent or
or agents,
attorneys, to exact,
exact,
agents, attorney
any agent
for any
unlawful
appropriated
the
collect,
withhold,
or
receive
any
sum.
the
amount
appropriated in
in
of
sum
any
receive
or
collect, withhold,
this
Act in
of 10
10 per
per centum
account of services
services
thereof on account
centum thereof
excess of
in excess
this Act
rendered in
with said
any contract to the contrary
contrary
claim, any
said claim,
connection with
in connection
rendered
notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
and upon conviction
shall be
be deemed
of a
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
thereof
a misdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
shall
$1,000.
shall
be fined
in any
exceeding $1,000.
any sum not exceeding
fined in
shall be
Approved,
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June

Penalty
violation.
Penalty for violation.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

[CHAPTER
620.]
[CHAPTER 620.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
619-621.
CHS. 619-621.

AN ACT
AN
For the
the relief
relief of
of John
Parker Clark, junior.
John Parker
For

Representatives of
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
Be it
That the Secretary
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
United
to pay

June
June 18, 1934.
[H.R. 1345.1
1345.]
[H.R.

[Private, No. 272.1
272.]
[Private,
John Parker
Parker Clark.
Clark,
JoIn

ani

to, for perauthorized and
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to pay Payment
PaaftMent to, for perhereby, authorized
be, and
of
SnaIunrS
Treasury
the
John
Parker
Clark,
junior,
out
of
any
money
in
Treasury
not
s'
i
nlur's
in
money
John Parker Clark, junior, out of any
otherwise appropriated,
settlement of all
all
$2,500 in full settlement
of $2,500
sum of
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise
claims
against the
the Government
of the
States for
for_ personal
personal
United States
the United
Government of
claims against
Freehold,
near
injuries
resulting
from
a
collision
with
Army
vehicle
vehicle
Army
with
collision
a
from
resulting
injuries
tor., o attor
New
Jersey, on
on the
night of
26, 1929:
1929: Provided,
That no Pr°14":
Provided, That
Limitation
October 26,
of October
the night
New Jersey,
in excess of 10 per ney'setc.,tese.
part of
appropriated in
in this
nay's,etc.,feer
this Act in
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
part
agent
centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
to or
received by any agent
or received
delivered to
or delivered
centum thereof
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
rendered in
in
account of services rendered
on account
or
or
agent
any
for
connection
with
said
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
agent
or
unlawful
be
shall
It
claim.
said
with
connection
agents,
attorney or
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
withhold, or receive
receive
collect, withhold,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
10 per
of
this
any
sum
of
the
amount
appropriated
this
Act
in
excess
per
in
appropriated
amount
the
of
any sum
with
connection
in
centum
thereof
on
account
of
services
rendered
connection
with
rendered
services
of
centum thereof on account
said
claim, any
any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
to the
contract to
said claim,
of
guilty
deemed
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of
this
Act
shall
deemed
guilty
be
shall
Act
this
of
provisions
person
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
and upon
misdemeanor and
aa misdemeanor
sum
not
exceeding
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
Approved, June
June 18, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
621.]
[CHAPTER 621.1

ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Michael
Petrucelli.
Michael Petrucelli.
the relief
For

June
June 18, 1934.

t
lt .
R.
1792.]
[Private,
No.
273.]
0273.M]
No
|Prvt«o.

Be it
enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Houwse of
and House
by
enacted
it States
Be
United
of America in Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Mp
Michael
Petrucelli.
ihe Petruelli.
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States ofbe,
United
of
the Treasury
and he is hereby, authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
nay, J
uty
i
n
ni
ngar,
perturifor P.
nraI
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to
out of
of any
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in the
money in
any money
out
Michael Petrucelli,
Meriden, Connecticut,
the sum
sum of $5,000 in full
Connecticut the
of Meriden,
Petrucelli, of
Michael
received
settlement of all claims against
the United
United States
for injury received
States for
of all claims against the
settlement
an acciof
by
on
July
20,1931,
near
Newington
Connecticut,
reason
Connecticut,
on July 20,1931, near Newington,
dent in
in which
which an
an airplane
of the
the 'United
was involved:
involved:
United States Army was
airplane of
dent
Limitadon
o attoratto
Provided, That no part of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
on
ion
Act in Proviso:
amount appropriated
no part of
That
Provided,
excess of
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
be paid
nay's, etc.. is:
delivered to or nsetye..ee.
or delivered
paid or
shall be
centum thereof
10
of
excess
received by any
agent or agents,. attorney or attorneys, on account
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered
rendered in
said claim.
It shall be
claim. It
with said
connection with
in connection
of services
to exact,
unlawful for
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
or
agent
any
unlawful for
collect, withhold, or
or receive
receive any
sum
of
the
amount
appropriated
appropriated
any sum of the amount
withhold,
collect,
in
excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
account of services
on account
per centum
of 10
in excess
Act in
this Act
in this
rendered in
in connection
with
said
claim,
any
contract
to
contrary
to the contrary
contract
any
claim,
with said
connection
rendered
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the
provisions
of this
Act Pe
Penalty for violation.
ettn.
blty
this Act
of
provisions
the
violating
person
Any
notwithstanding.
shall
be deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be deemed
shall
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
be fined
shall be
Approved,
June 18,
1934.
18, 1934.
Approved, June

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. H.
OHS. 622-624.
JUNE 18,
1934.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. CHS.
622-624. JUNE
18, 1934.
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[CHAPTER 622.1
[CHAPTER
622.1
1934.
June 18,
18,1934.
H.R. 2038.]
2038.]
[H.R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 274.]
274.]

ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of Jeanie
Jeanie G. Lyles.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
United
States of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
and directed
of.
of.
out
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
out of
not otherwise
to
Jeanie G.
G. Lyles,
Anne Arundel
Arundel County,
County, Maryland,
mother of
of De
De
Jeanie
Lyles, of
of Anne
Maryland, mother
Witt
C. Lyles,
Lyles, late
late lieutenant,
lieutenant, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States
Witt C.
Infantry,
$1,500, which
is hereby
hereby appropriated
for
Infantry, the sum
sum of $1,500,
which sum
sum is
appropriated for
the
invention, by
by the
the said
C. Lyles,
Lyles, of
the invention,
said Lieutenant
Lieutenant De
De Witt
Witt C.
of an
an attachattachment
the packsaddle
frames used
by the
United States
States Army;
Army; and
and
ment to
to the
packsaddle frames
used by
the United
for the
the further
use by
by the
date of
of said
invention
for
further use
the Army
Army from
from said
said date
said invention
Proviso.
Proviso.
there shall
shall not
be paid
paid any
further sum:
sum: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part
there
not be
any further
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
of
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
per centum
of the amount
amount appropriated
ney's,
etc., fees.
this Act
of 10
centum
thereof
shall be
paid or
delivered to
or received
by any
agent or
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
to or
received by
any agent
or
or attorneys,
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
conagents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, on
on account
in conunlawful for any
agent or
or
nection with said claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawful
any agent
agents,
attorneys, to
exact, collect, withhold, or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
or receive
any
appropriated in
in excess
excess of
per
any sum
sum of
of the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
of 10
10 per
centum thereof on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in connection
of services
connection with
for violation.
Penalty
PenaitYf°rvi°]atim ' said claim, any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any percontract to the contrary
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 18, 1934.

Lieut.
Lieut. De Witt C.
Lyles.
Lyles.
Payment
to mother
mother
Payment to

[CHAPTER 623.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
of Emma
Emma R.
R. H.
H. Taggart.
Taggart.

Sane
June 18, 1934.
I934.
[H.R.
IH.R. 23294
2328.1
No. 27.]
278.]
[Private, No.

Be it
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the
Tag- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
Tag.
United States of America in Congress assembled, Th atthe Secretary
Secret
ary
ayment of death of
Payment
ofthe Treasury be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
is hereby,
gratuity to widow of,
uity to wto oWf. pay,
Treasury not otherwise
pay.
,out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,

oites

011es
gart.

Russell
Rus1

Taggart, widow
widow of Giles Russell
Russell Taggart, late
to Emma R. Ii.
H. Taggart,
American consul at Belize,
Belize, British Honduras,
sum of
of $4,000,
Honduras, the sum
$4,000,
equal to one
crne year's
year's salary of
of her
her deceased
deceased husband.
Approved, June 18,
1934.
18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 624.1
624.1
[CHAPTER

June
1934.
June 18,
18,1934.
[H.R. 269.1
2669.]
IH.R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 276.1
276.]
Paul I. Morris.
Reimblusement
Reimbusement to.

Sum appoprtated
appropriated to
full settlement
of
be in aull
sttlement of
claim.
claim.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Paul I. Morris.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
pay
out of any funds
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
funds in the Treasury
appropriated, the
sum of $660 to the said Paul I. Morris in full payment for hospital,
physician, and nursing bills and funeral expenses incurred by him
in the last illness, death, and burial of William Fuller Morris, who
died Juy
July 21, 1930, as the result of disease contracted
contracted at the Citizens'
Citizens'
McClellan, Alabama.
Military Training Camp,
Camp, Fort McClellan,
Alabama.
SEc.
the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be in full
SEC. 2. That the
amount herein
full
settlement
settlement of all claims of the said Paul I. Morris
Morris against the United
United
death of his said son.
States on account of the death
Approved,
Approved, June
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II. CHS.
625, 626. JUNE 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
CHS. 625,626.
SESS.

[CHAPTER
625.]
[CHAPTER 625.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Hall.
For the
the relief
Ernest Elmore
Elmore Hall.
of Ernest
relief of
For

1403
June 18, 1934.
[H.R.
3176.)
[H.R. 3176.]

277.]
[Private, No. 277.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

Ernest EImor
Hall.
Hall.
rnest Elmore
United States
of America
Congress Assembled,
Secretary Payment
Assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
to, for perStates of
United
sonal injuries.
injuries.
sona
directed
authorized
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
to
hereby,
is
of the Treasury be, and he
otherwise appropriated
pay,
out of
of any
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated
the Treasury
money in the
any money
pay, out
Carolina, the sum of
to
Ernest Elmore
Hall, of
North Carolina,
Asheville, North
of Asheville,
Elmore Hall,
to Ernest
$2,500.
Such sum
sum shall
shall be
be in
in full
satisfaction of all claims against
full satisfaction
$2,500. Such
the
United
States
for
damages
resulting
from
injuries to Ernest
Ernest
from injuries
resulting
damages
for
States
the United
Elmore
who lost
lost a
the explosion
explosion
fingers from the
two fingers
and two
thumb and
a thumb
Hall, who
Elmore Hall,
in his
Camp
grenade which was left at or near Camp
hand grenade
of aa hand
hand of
his hand
in
Wadsworth,
22, 1919:
1919:
Carolina, on November 22,
South Carolina,
Spartanburg, South
Wadsworth, Spartanburg,
att-.
Provided,
part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in Proviso.
no part
That no
Provided, That
Limitation on attorney's,etc.,fees.
to
delivered
ney's,
etc.,
fees.
or
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
or
paid
be
shall
excess of 10 per centum thereof
received by
any agent
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys on account of
or attorneys
agents, attorney
agent or
by any
received
It
services
rendered
in
connection
with
said
It shall be unlawful
unlawful
claim.
said
with
connection
services rendered in
for
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withfor any
hold,
receive any
any sum
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
the amount
of the
or receive
hold, or
excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof on
on account
account of services
services rendered in
centum thereof
excess of
contrary notwith- Penalty for violation.
the
to
connection
with
said
claim,
any
contract
contrary
contract
any
claim,
said
with
connection
standing.
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall Penaltyrviolation.
violating the
person violating
Any person
standing. Any
thereof
be
deemed guilty
upon conviction
conviction thereof
and upon
misdemeanor and
of aa misdemeanor
guilty of
be deemed
shall be
fined in
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
any sum
be fined
shall

Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 626.]
626.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
discharge of
To
reimburse
Earl
V.
Larkin
for
injuries
sustained by
by the
accidental discharge
the accidental
sustained
injuries
To reimburse Earl V. Larkin for
a
pistol in
the hands
of a
soldier in
in the
United States Army.
Army.
the United
a soldier
hands of
in the
a pistol

June
June 18,1934.
18, 1934.
[H.R. 3318.]
[H.R. 3318.]
[Private, No. 278]
[Private, No. 78.]

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Larkin.
parl vV. Larkin.
the Secretary Earl
That
to,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Payment
States of America in
United States
United
assembled ,T
ha tthe Secretary
Payment
to, for
for perperto pay sonal inuries.
directed
and d
of
the Treasury
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
irected to pay sonal injuries.
Treasury be,
of the
to
Earl V.
Larkin the
of $1,213.25
in full
settlement of all claims
full settlement
$1,213.25 in
sum of
the sum
V. Larkin
to Earl
against the
the Government
of the
in
States out of any money in
United States
the United
Government of
against
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
being for
care and
and
for hospital care
appropriated, being
the
medical services
services rendered
Larkin, a
was injured
injured
a civilian, who was
V. Larkin,
Earl V.
rendered Earl
medical
by the
accidental discharge
of aagun
in the
the hands
hands of
of aaprivate in the
gun in
discharge of
the accidental
by
Pf00180.
ttor.
n on attaron
approLimitation
part
United States
Provided, That no
no pa
rtof the
t
he amount
amount a
pp ro- Liro
Army: Provided,
States Army:
United
etc., fees.
ney's
paid
be
shall
priated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
paid
ney's,
fees.
thereof
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
or
delivered to
or received
by any
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney or
or
agent or
received by
to or
or delivered
attorneys, on
of services
services rendered
connection with said
rendered in connection
account of
on account
attorneys,
claim.
It shall
for any
any agent
agent or
attorney or
or agents, attorney
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
claim. It
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
receive any
any sum of the
or receive
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorneys,
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
of 10
excess of
Act in
appropriated in
amount
on account
connection with
any
with said claim, any
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
of services
account of
on
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the Penalty for
violation.
orviolation.
violating the
Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
contract
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
misdemeanor
a
of
guilty
deemed
provisions of this Act shall be
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding
sum not exceeding
be fined
thereof shall
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
86637-34-1'T 2-8
2-8
86637'-34-PT

1404
1404

CHS. 627-629.
JUNE 18,
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
627-629. JUNE
18, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 627.]
[CHAPTER

June 18,
1934.
June
18, 1934.

H.R. 3606.]
3801]
[Private,
No. 279.]
[Private. No.
279.1

AN ACT
ACT
the relief of
For the
of William
William Sheldon.

Be it
Senate and
House of
of Represenva7zves
Representataves of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
United States
States of America
America in
of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the sum of
$1,937.10 be, and is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
$1,937.10
money in
in the
the
appropriated, out of
of any
any money
Treasury
relief of
William ShelShelTreasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the relief
of William
deputy United
States marshal
marshal for the eastern
eastern district
district of
don, former deputy
United States
of
Proviso.
Oklahoma, who was injured in the discharge of his duties: Provided,
Liation
Limitation on attor- Oklahoma, who was injured in the discharge of his duties: Provided,
ney's, etc., fees.
ney's,
fees.
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
10
received by
by any
any
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
account of services renagent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
dered in connection with said claim. It
any
attorney or attorneys, to
agent or agents, attorney
to exact,
exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
receive
excess
of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof on account
account of services rendered
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Penalty
for violation. Any person
Penaltyforviolation.
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed
Act shall
guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof
fined
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
William Sheldon.
Wiliam
sheldon.

Payment to, for personal injuries.
sonainouries.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 628.]
628.]
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Mary Orinski.

Sune 18,
18, 1934.
June
1934.
[H.R. 3748.1
37484
IH.R.
[Private, No. 280.]
[Private,

Mary Orinski.
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement

Prolso.
.Prottiso.
Limitation on
on attorLimitation
attorney's, etc.,
fees.
ney's,
etc., tees.

Penalty for violation.
violation.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
the
Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
United States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of America in
Congress assembled,

of the Treasury be, and
and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
to
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated,
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
the sum of $1,000
$1,000 to Mary
Mary Orinski
Orinski, which
which sum was paid by the
said Mary Orinski to the United States on the bond of Stefan
Stefan
Krync: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid
or delivered
paid or
delivered
attorney or attorneys, on
to or received by any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection with said claim. It
It shall
be unlawful for any agent or agents,
agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof on account of
of services
rendered in connection with said claim,
claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
Act
notwithstanding.
shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June
June 18, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 629.]
629.]

June 18, 1934.
194.
[H.R. 3912.]
[H.R.
3912.1
[Private, No.
No. 281.1
281.]
[Private,
Roland Zolesky.

Roland
Zolny.ffor
Compensat
personal
injuries.
personal injuries

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Roland Zolesky.
Zolesky.

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $2,500 to Roland Zolesky as compensation
compensation for injuries sustained, without fault or negligence
negligence on his part, when on the 26th
26th

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 629-631.
629-631.
CHS.

1405
1405

JUNE 18, 1934.
JUNE

day
of February,
1919, at
at Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, by reason of the
February, 1919,
day of
negligent supervision
control by
agents and officers
officers of the United
United
by agents
and control
supervision and
negligent
States
of certain
certain tests
grenades, the
the said Roland
rifle grenades,
tests of rifle
Government of
States Government
certain rifle
Zolesky
came into
possession of a
a certain
rifle grenade
grenade which
into possession
Zolesky came
injuries to his right
exploded with
force; causing
permanent injuries
causing permanent
great force;
with great
exploded

arm and
and face:
face: Provided,
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated Pr
on atLtation
part of
That no
Provided, That
Limitadon on
arm
fes.
be paid
in
this Act
in excess
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall be
paid or torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
per centum
of 10
excess of
Act in
in this
delivered to
to or
received by
any agent
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys,
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
by any
or received
delivered
It
connection with said claim. It
on
rendered in connection
services rendered
of services
account of
on account
to
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
or agents,
attorney or attorneys, to
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
for any
shall
exact, collect,
withhold, or
any sum
the amount
amount appropriappropriof the
sum of
receive any
or receive
collect, withhold,
exact,
ated
this Act
in excess
10 per
thereof on account of
centum thereof
per centum
of 10
excess of
Act in
in this
ated in
services rendered
connection with
contract to the
with said claim, any contract
in connection
rendered in
services
Penalty for violation.
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions of Penalty orviolation
contrary
this
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon convica misdemeanor
of a
be deemed
this Act
tion thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
shall be
tion
1934.
Approved, June
June 18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 630.]

AN ACT
For the
John J.
Corcoran.
J. Corcoran.
relief of John
the relief
For

im,1934.
1034.
June 18,
[H. R.
R. 4082.]
[Private,
No.
282.1
[Private, No. 282.]

[H.

4082.

Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
of America
America in
the Secretary
Secretary John
John
J. J. Corcoran.
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United
paynrnt to, or InJuriesanddamaes.
pay,
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
a
juries
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
is
of the Treasury be, and he
out
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
the Treasury
money in
of any
out of
in
John
J.
Corcoran,
of
Roxbury,
Massachusetts,
full settlement
settlement
Massachusetts,
Roxbury,
of
John J. Corcoran,
against
the Government,
Government, the
of $600
damages to his auto$600 for damages
sum of
the sum
against the
mobile,
ruined clothing,
permanent injuries
and permanent
clothing, and
expenses, ruined
medical expenses,
mobile, medical
Corcoran when his automobile
sustained by
the wife
said John
John J.
J. Corcoran
automobile
of said
wife of
by the
sustained
was
by ambulance
ambulance numbered
987 of
VetUnited States Vetthe United
of the
numbered 987
struck by
was struck
erans'
18, 1922,
Boston, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts:
in Boston,
1922, in
September 18,
on September
Bureau on
erans' Bureau
on on
Lm taLion
Provided,
no part
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in fr
in this
appropriated in
of the
..imi
on at.
atThat no
Provided, That
id

.

.

excess of
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
etc., fees.
or torney's, etc.,
paid or
of 10
excess
received by
by any
attorneys, on account
account of
or attorneys
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
any agent
received
It shall be unlawsaid claim. It
services rendered
with said
connection with
in connection
rendered in
services
ful for
for any
any agent
attorney or
attorneys, to exact, collect,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
ful
withhold, or
or receive
sum of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
the amount
any sum
receive any
withhold,
Act in
in excess
of 10
centum thereof
on account
services renof services
account of
thereof on
per centum
10 per
excess of
Act
contrary
the
to
dered
in
connection
with
said
claim,
any
contract
contrary
contract
any
claim,
said
with
connection
dered in
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
provisions of this Act Pentyfoviolation.
the provisions
violating the
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding.
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
and upon
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
of a
be deemed
shall
shall be
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
in any
fined in
be fined
shall
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
631.1
[CHAPTER 631.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
Laura Goldwater.
Goldwater.
of Laura
For

T
ANAC

June 18,
1934.
8, 1934.
[H.R. 4253.]
4253.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 283.]
283.]

the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Goldwater.
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Goldater.
L
Secretary Laura
Congress assembled,
perto, for perPayment
America in
Payment
United States
sonal injuries.
sonaminries.
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
pay,
to
directed
and
authorized
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
out
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
money in
out of
Laura Goldwater
Goldwater the
the sum
damages in
in full
settlement
full settlement
for damages
$5,000 for
of $5,000
sum of
Laura
of all
all claims
against the
the United
States, suffered
suffered
United States,
of the
Government of
the Government
claims against
of

1406
1406

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Prois.

Proviso.
o
Limitation on
torney's,
toney's, etc.,
eto., fees.

fe.

at-

Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty
for violation.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS.
631-633.
CHS. 631-633.

JUNE 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

by
reason of
being struck
struck and
and seriously
injured by
Governby her
her by
by reason
of being
seriously injured
by aaGovernment
merit mail truck: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
no part
in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
shall be
be paid
paid or
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivdelivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
or agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
ered
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
on
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
claim. It
It shall
account
of services
rendered in
said claim.
shall
be
for any
or agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact,
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
collect,
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
this
excess of
centum thereof
on account
account of
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof on
of services
services
rendered in
connection with
contract to
the contrary
contrary
rendered
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
to the
person violating
the provisions
of this
Act
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
provisions of
this Act
shall be
be deemed
thereof
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
be fined
fined in
in any
$1,000.
shall be
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June
18, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 18,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 632.]
632.]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
of Mary
Mary A.
For
the relief
relief of
A. Rockwell.
Rockwell.

18, 1934.
June 18,
1934.

[H.R. 4387.]
[Private, No. 284.1
[Private,
284.1
Mary A. Rockwell.
Rockwell.
Claim of.
claim
of.

Proviso.
Profao.

benefits.
No prior benefits.

enacted by the Renate
and Homse
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
of .America
in Congress
That the
the United
United
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States Employees'
Commission is
hereby authorized
authorized
States
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
is hereby
to consider
and determine
determine the
A. Rockwell
Rockwell on
on account
account
to
consider and
the claim
claim of
of Mary
Mary A.
of the
the death
of her
P. Rockwell,
Rockwell, November
November 6,
6, 1926,
1926,
of
death of
her husband,
husband, Fred
Fred P.
while employed
employed by
Department as
as a
railway mail
by the
the Post Office
Office Department
a railway
mail
clerk, in the same manner and
same extent
as if
if said
said Mary
Mary
and to
to the same
extent as
A. Rockwell had
made application
the benefits
benefits of
of the
the Act
Act
had made
application for
for the
provide compensation
entitled "An Act to provide
for employees
employees of
of the
the
compensation for
injuries while
United States suffering
suffering injuries
the performance
of their
their
while in the
performance of
duties, and for other purposes",
September 7, 1916, as
purposes ", approved
approved September
amended,
amended, within
one-year period
period required
sections 17
within the
the one-year
required by
by sections
17 and
and 20
20
thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That no benefits
benefits shall
shall accrue
prior to
the
accrue prior
to the
approval
of this
this Act.
approval of
Act.
Approved,
18, 1934.
Approved, June
June 18,
1934.
CHAPTER 6
[CHAPTER
633.]

June 18, 1934.
1934,
4440.]
[H.R. 4446.1
[Private, No.
285.]
rPrivate,
No. 285.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of
aE. E. Hall.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House of
the
United
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
States of America in
in Congress
That the Secretary
of
the Treasury
authorized and directed
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to pay
pay
to E.
E. E. Hall, Richmond, Virginia, out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $1,000, in full settlement
settlement of
of
all claims against the Government
Government of the United States for personal
personal
Proviso.
ur
injuries
caused by
United States
States Army
truck: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
f liao.n
t inj
ies caused
by aaUnited
Army truck:
Limitation
on attorney's, etc.,
tomey's,
etc., fees.
ee.
Act in
part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services
services
rendered in
in connection
connection with said claim. It
rendered
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for
for
any agent
agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
any
agent or agents,
exact, collect, withhold,
withhold,
or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess
Penaltytorvioation.
of 10
Penalty for violation. of
10 per
centum thereof
per centum
thereof on
on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in conconnection with said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
standing.
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
Act shall
a misdemeanor
be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June 18, 1934.
E. E. Hall.
Payment to, for personal injuries.

ment
onaiinjuries,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 634.]

CHS.
634-636.
CHS. 634-636.

JUNE 18, 1934.
1934.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For
the relief
Engineering Corporation.
Carleton-Mace Engineering
relief of Carleton-Mace
For the

1407
1407
June
Mane is,
18, 134.
1934.
[H.R. 4859.1
4"9.]
[H.R.

[Private, No.
No. 286.]
288.j
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
Carleton-Mace EnComp- Carleton-Mace
United
States of
of America
in, Congress
That the
the CompCongress assembled, That
America in
United States
gineering Corporation.
cost
ciim
authorized
Claim forextra
for extra cost
hereby,
is
he
troller
General
of
the
United
States
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
be,
States
United
the
troller General of
n tra ct to
on contract
to be
be setsetand directed
directed to
to adjust
and settle the claim of Carleton-Mace
Carleton-Mace EngiEngi- tled.
adjust and
and
neering Corporation,
of Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on account
account of the
Corporation, of
neering
extra cost
of installing
fire-protection system at the naval ammuniinstalling fire-protection
cost of
extra
numbered
tion
depot, Hingham,
Hingham, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, under
under contract numbered
tion depot,
3808—B, which
which extra
occasioned by an embargo
embargo placed on
was occasioned
cost was
extra cost
3808-B,
freight by
by the
the United
Railroad Administration,
Administration, thereby
thereby preStates Railroad
United States
freight
venting
of the
above contract
contract before
work under the above
the work
completion of
the completion
venting the
cold
weather set
and to
settlement of said
said
full and final settlement
allow in full
to allow
in, and
set in,
cold weather
claim
exceeding $32,726.14,
Comptroller
$32,726.14, as the Comptroller
not exceeding
amount, not
such amount,
claim such
submitted to him
General
from the
evidence submitted
facts and the evidence
the facts
find from
may find
General may
by the said
occasioned
cost
extra
to
be
the
actual
amount
the
extra
occasioned
by
said
of
amount
to be the actual
embargo. There
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
money in the
appropriated, out of any money
There is
embargo.
Appropriation.
Treasury not
appropriated, the
sum of
of $32,726.14,
$32,726.14, or so Appropriation.
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury
authorherein
amount
much thereof
thereof as
necessary, to pay the
herem
be necessary,
may be
as may
much
ized
be allowed.
to be
ized to
Approved,
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 635.]
6351

AN ACT
ACT
AN
D. Drake, Junior.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Lyman
Lyman D.
For

June
Rine 18, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 470.]
4870.1
[H.R.
[Private,
No.
287.1
[Private, No. 287.]

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Lyman
United
States of
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary i
vri
.
an D.
D. Drake,
Drake,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
for perto
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay Payment to,
to, for
perdirected
and
authorized
he
and
be,
of the
sonaILnurle
$2,500, simal
to Lyman
Lyman D.
D. Drake,
Drake, Junior,
Junior, of
of Miami,
Florida, the
of $2,500,
Injuries '
sum of
the sum
Miami, Florida,
to
appropriated, for
out
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in the
money in
of any
out of
working
and
personal
injuries
received
while
in
the
employ
of
and
working upon
employ
the
in
personal injuries received while
and in the
the
Panama
Railroad
and
in
connection
with
that
service
service
that
with
connection
in
and
Railroad
the Panama
upon
brakeman
employ
of
the
Panama
Canal
Commission
as
brakeman
upon the
as
Commission
Canal
employ of the Panama
o.
Pro
Panama
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriappropri- t Proofs°.
Lim tation
on
Railroad: Provided,
Panama Railroad:
fee. ettorney's,
or
ated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
orney s, etc.,
etc., fees.
paid
be
shall
thereof
centuln
per
10
of
in excess
ated
delivered
or received
received by
or agents, attorney or attoragent or
any agent
by any
to or
delivered to
neys,
on
account
of
services
rendered
in
connection
said claim.
connection with said
in
rendered
services
of
neys, on account
It shall
shall be
for any
or agents,
attorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
unlawful for
be unlawful
It
to
receive any
approsum of the amount approany sum
or receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
to exact,
priated in
in this
Act in
excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on account
account of
of
per centum
of 10
in excess
this Act
priated
services rendered in
connection
with
said claim,
any
contract
to the
the
to
contract
any
claim,
said
with
connection
in
rendered
services
rviat
Pna
provisions
contrary
violatin g the p
rovisions of violation.
Penalty for
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
convicthis
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
upon
and
misdemeanor
a
of
guilty
deemed
be
shall
this Act
tion thereof
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
be fined
thereof shall
tion
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 636.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of William
William J.
J. Kenely.
Kenely.
For

June 18, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 5584.1

88.
[HRi.
No.
2881
[Private, No.288.1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
the
of the
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted
Be it States
United
of by
America
in Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary rWamt
ill= ths
Ke
fo
r frer
to,
the
That
assembled,
in Congress
America
of
States
United
of the Treasury be, and he is
is hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
sonYirnaAes7
personalin.ures.
to
directed
hereby, authorized and
be, and he
the Treasury
of
of
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated,
otherwise
not
pay, out of any money in the
and there is hereby
hereby appropriated
payment, to
to William
William J.
J.
such payment,
for such
appropriated for

and there is

1408
1408

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II.

OHS. 636-638.
636-638.
CHS.

JUNE
JUNE 18,
18,

1934.
1934.

Kenely
Kenely the
the sum
sum of
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
the
of $500
$500 in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
Government
Government of the United
States for
for personal
caused
United States
personal injuries
injuries caused
through being struck
bullet fired
fired by
by one
one of
of a
detachment of
of
struck by
by a
a bullet
a detachment
United
United States marines
target practice,
practice, no
no warning
warning of
of
marines engaged
engaged in
in target
which was given,
as is
safety of
of passenger
passenger and
other
given, as
is usual
usual for
for the
the safety
and other
vessels plying the
adjacent to
Fort Hancock
and Sandy
Sandy
the waters
waters adjacent
to Fort
Hancock and
Proviso.
Proeio.
New York:
That no
part of
of the
the amount
appropriHook, New
York: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
amount appropriLimitation on
on at.
Limitation
ated in this Act in excess
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
excess of
of 10
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
thereof shall
paid
or delivered
delivered to or
or received
received by
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
by any
or agents,
attorney or
or
attorneys, on account
account of services
services rendered
with said
rendered in
in connection
connection with
said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for
agent or
or agents,
for any
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney
or attorneys, to exact, collect,
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
sum of
of the
the
collect, withhold,
or receive
amount appropriated in this
in excess
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
per centum
on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any
in connection
connection with
Penalty for violation.
violatiion. contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Penaltyfor
notwithstanding,. Any
person violating
violating
Any person
the provisions
provisions of this
be deemed
of a
amisdemeanor
this Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
and upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
be fined
in any
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 637.]
[CHAPTER
637.]
AN ACT

June 18, 194.N
June
1934.
1H.R.
[H.R. s9s.]
5809.]
[Private, No. 289.]
289.]

ACT

compensation for Robert
To provide compensation
Robert Rayford
injuries received
Rayford Wilcoxson
Wilcoxson for
for injuries
received in
in
Citizens'
Military Training
Camp.
Citizens' Military
Training Camp.

Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of .the
the
of Representatives
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the United
United States
Congress assembled,
United

RobertRayfordWilRobert
Rayford Wileorson.
Beneflts of EmployBenefits
ees' Compensation Act
Compensaton
Act
extended
to.
Vol. 39, p.
p. 743.
743.

Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission be,
States Employees'
be, and
and it
it is
is hereby,
hereby,

directed
directed to apply and extend the provisions,
provisions, benefits,
benefits, and
and privileges
privileges

eee
vol.

of
Act entitled
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act to provide compensation
compensation for employees
employees

of the United States suffering
suffering injuries
the performance
performance of
injuries in
in the
of their
their
duties, and for other purposes",
approved September
7, 1916,
1916, as
as
purposes " approved
September 7,
amended,
amended, to the case of
RobertRayford
Rayford Wilcoxson
on account
account of
of
of Robert
Wilcoxson on
injury
injury suffered
suffered by him on June 20, 1931, while
student at
at the
the
while aa student
Citizens'
Citizens' Military
Military Training
Training Camp at
Fort Oglethorpe,
Oglethorpe, Georgia,
Georgia,
at Fort
effective
June 20, 1931: Provided,
effective from
from said June
.Provided, That, for the purposes

rroe8.

Proviso.

Pay, eta. basis.
Pay,
etc. basl.

of this Act,
Act, the pay and allowances
allowances of said
said Robert Rayford
Rayford Wil1
coxson at
coxson
at the
the time of his said injury
injury shall be considered
considered as
as having
having
been $150 per month.
month.
Approved,
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 638.]

18, 1934.ACT
June 18

[H.R. 6324.]
8324.]
[H.R.
No. 290.]
[Private, No.
290i-.

AN

ACT

For the relief of Mabel
Mabel Carver.
Carver.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
Congress assembled,
United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
money
of any
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Mabel Carver
in
the Treasury
appropriated, to
the
Carver the
sum
sum of
of $2,500
$2,500 in full settlement
settlement of all claims against
against the
the United
United
States
for injuries
injuries sustained
States for
sustained on August 24, 1929,
1929, as a
aresult of
being
of being
shot by
by
a
United
States Marine
shot
a
United
Marine while visiting
visiting the United States
States
Proviso.
Provio.
navy yard
Limitation
Pennsylvania: Provided,
Limitation on attorattor- navy
yard at
at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Provided, That no
no part
part
ney's, etc., fees.
of
the amount
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum
thereof shall
be paid or delivered
thereof
shall be
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or
or
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
with said
connection with
said claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawful for any agent
agent or
or
agents,
attorneys, to
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold, or receive
receive
Mabel
Mabel Carver.
Payment
Payment to, for personal injuries.
injuries.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
638-640.
CHS. 638-640.

JUNE
1934.
JUNE 18, 1934.

1409
1409

any sum
amount appropriated
Act in excess of 10 per
per
in this Act
appropriated in
the amount
of the
sum of
any
rendered in connection
centum thereof
on account
account of
connection with
services rendered
of services
thereof on
centum
said
claim, any
the contrary
Any Penalty
Penalty for
for violation.
violation.
contrary notwithstanding. Any
to the
contract to
any contract
said claim,
person
of this
this Act
deemed guilty
Act shall be deemed
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
person violating
shall be fined in any
of
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
conviction thereof
a misdemeanor
of a
sum not
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 639.1
639.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief
relief of
Arthur Smith.
Smith.
of Arthur
For the

1984.
June 18, 1934.
[H.R. 630.]
6350.]
291.]
[Private, No. 291.]

Senate and
Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Secretary Arthur
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Arthur Smith.
assembled, That
of America
United
ra
loss°'
pay, propertiy
authorized and directed
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
directed to pay,
preopert
omr;e!ion,
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
Treasury be,
of the
to
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
in
Arthur Smith,
Smith, of
Bangor' Maine, the sum of $210.35
$210.35 i
n full settlesettleof Bangor,
Arthur
ment of
of all
all claims
claims against
Government of the United States for
for
the Government
against the
ment
the loss
of private
private property
property on
on August
August 27,
1919.
,in connection
connection with
27, 1919,
loss of
the
Army:
the operation
operation and
and maintenance
the United
United States Army:
maintenance of the
the
proo.
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in p
roviso .
of the
Provided,
s
excess of
per centum
paid or
or delivered
delivered to or
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
10 per
of 10
excess

received by
account of
or attorneys, on account
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
any agent
by any
received
unlawful
be
shall
It
claim.
said
services
rendered
in
connection
with
It
unlawful
with
connection
in
rendered
services
for
any agent
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withagents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
for any
hold,
receive any
any sum
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
of the
sum of
or receive
hold, or
rendered in
services rendered
excess
10 per
on account
account of
in
of services
thereof on
centum thereof
per centum
of 10
excess of
connection with
claim, any
any contract
contrary notwithcontract to the contrary
said claim,
with said
connection

of this
standing. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
provisions of
the provisions
standing.
deemed guilty
of a
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
guilty of
deemed
fined in
in any
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
fined
June
Approved,
June
18,
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 640.]
6401
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
T. Roche.
Roche.
William T.
of William
relief of
For the

for

mitation on atto.
tt"'

neL
y tri
t
tleter

enaltyforviolation.
Penalty
for violation.

June18, 1934.

June 18, 1934.
9M.]
[H.R.
" 8696.1
[Private,
292.]
[Private, No. 26]

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
William T.
T. Roche.
Roche.
Willam
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
United States of
of the
be, and
authorized and
pay sonii
80,1:Yitlitgor' furs.'
for Per.
to pay
directed to
and directed
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
to
William
T.
Roche,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
Roche,
T.
to William
appropriated,
sum of
of $2,000,
$2,000, as
as full
full compensation
compensation to said William
the sum
appropriated, the
T.
for the
the loss
result of freezing,
freezing, without
without
hands as aa. result
both hands
of both
loss of
Roche for
T. Roche
negligence
part, while
he was
the regular
regular perin the
engaged in
was engaged
while he
his part,
on his
negligence on
formance
of his
his duties
in Sac County, State
State of
of
carrier in
mail carrier
rural mail
as rural
duties as
formance of
Proiso.
Iowa:
That no
no part
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Prov#0..
of the
part of
Provided, That
Iowa: Provided,
on suertfe.
neL's,mn,leetc.,n
Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to neVs
r:lees
shall be
Act in
on account
or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
account
or attorneys,
attorney or
agent or
any agent
by any
received by
or received
shall be
of
rendered in
in connection
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
connection with
services rendered
of services
unlawful for
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
to exact,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
for any
unlawful
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
the amount
appropriated in
in
amount appropriated
of the
sum of
any sum
receive any
collect, withhold,
this Act
Act in
10 per
on account
account of
of services
services
thereof on
centum thereof
per centum
of 10
excess of
in excess
this
rendered in
in connection
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
said claim,
with said
connection with
rendered
notwithstanding.
Any
person
violating
the
provisions
of
this Act
Penalty for violation.
Act Penatyforviolation.
this
of
provisions
the
violating
person
Any
notwithstanding.
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
upon conviction
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
shall
shall be
be fined
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
any sum
fined in
shall
Approved, June 18, 1934.
Approved,
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73d CONGRESS.
II. CHS.
OHS. 641,
642. JUNE
JUNE 18,
1934.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
641,642.
18, 1934.
[CHAPTER 641.1
[CHAPTER
641.]

June 18,
June
18, 1934.
1934.
[H.R.
[H.R. 6998.]
[Private, No. 293.]
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of
Captain Frank
of Captain
Frank J. McCormack.
McCormack.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of
America in
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to
of
be, and
he is
is hereby,
directed to
pay,
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
pay, out
out of
of any
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
the
of $1,813.79
of all
all claims
claims against
the sum
sum of
$1,813.79 in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
against the
the
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States to
Captain Frank
Frank J.
J. McCormack,
McCormack,
Government
to Captain
said sum
sum representing
representing deduction
in pay
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
said
deduction in
pay while
while in
in the
Proviso,
Proriso.
Corps, United
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of the
the amount
amount
or- Corps,
United States
States Army:
Limitation on att
attorThat no
part of
fees.
ney's, etc., fees.
appropriated in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
by any
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
paid
or received
received by
any agent
agents, attorney
or
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
attorneys,
services rendered
said
claim. It
unlawful for
any agent
attorney or
claim.
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
attorneys,
of the
the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
10 per
centum thereof
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof
on account
of services
connection with
with said
claim, any
any
on
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
said claim,
Penalty for
for violation.
violaticon- contract
to the
the contrary
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating
the provisions of this Act shall
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Captain Frank J.
J.
Captain
McCormack.
MeCormack.
Payment to.

[CHAPTER 642.]
[CHAPTER
642.]
June
June 18,1934.
18, 1934.
[H.R. 707.]
7087.]
[H.R.
[Private, No.
29
4.]
No.294.]

saint
Hospit,

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of Saint Anthony's
Michigan City, Indiana;
For the
the relief
Anthony's Hospital at Michigan
Indiana; Doctor
Doctor
Russell
A.
Gilmore;
Emily
Molzen, nurse;
Russell A. Gilmore; Emily Molzen,
nurse; and
and the Hummer Mortuary.
Mortuary.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of Representatives
the

Anthony's
eth
Hospital, dc.
Payraent
to, for proPayment to,
pro- of
fessional services,

ony's United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ass e
m bl ed, Th
atthe
the Secretary
Secret
ary
United States
of America
America in
That
the Navy
Navy be,
be, an
ereb
y, author
i
zed and directed to pay,
for
of the
andd h
hee i
iss h
hereby,
authorized
and directed to pay,
out of the naval
naval hospital
hospital fund
fund to Saint Anthony's
Anthony's Hospital
Hospital at
at
Michigan City, Indiana, the sum of $224.30; to Doctor
Doctor Russell
Russell A.
A.
Gilmore,
$170; to Emily Molzen.,
Molzen, nurse,
Gilmore, the sum of $170;
nurse, the
the sum
of $203;
$203;
sum of
and
Hummer Mortuary,
$607.30, in
and to
to the
the Hummer
Mortuary, the sum of $10; in all, $607.30,
in
full settlement of all claims
claims against
of the
the United
against the
the Government
Government of
United
States
States for services and professional treatment rendered
rendered to Max
Max
Harmon Connelly,
Connelly, fireman,
fireman, third-class
third-class (F-1),
(F-1), United States
States Naval
Naval
Reserve, while ill with typhoid fever
fever contracted
contracted during
during the
period
the period
Pionvio.
August
while
on active
Liroitation
Prorfao.
on attor- from August 8
8to Au
gust22, 1931, w
hile on
act i
ve duty: Provided,
Provided,
Limitation
on attorney's,
te., fees.
in this
ney's, etc.,
fees.
That no part of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
of
in excess
excess of
10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
by
received by
any agent
attorney or attorneys,
agent or agents, attorney
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of services
services
rendered in
connection with
with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
rendered
in connection
unlawful for
for
any agent or agents, attorney
any
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withwithhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act
in excess
of 10
thereof on account
rendered
in
excess of
10 per
per centum
centurn thereof
account of services rendered
in connection
connection with
in
with said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithnotwithPenaltyforviolation.
standing. Any
Any person
violating the provisions of
Peualtyfor
violation. standing.
person violating
of this
this Act
Act shall
be
misdemeanor and upon conviction
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS. 643-645.
643-645.
CHS.

1411
1411

1934.
JUNE 18, 1934.

6431
[CHAPTER 643.]

ACT
AN ACT
of
Authorizing the
Treasury to pay Doctor A. W. Pearson, of
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
Authorizing
Peever, South
South Dakota,
and the
the Peabody
Webster, South
South Dakota,
Dakota,
Peabody Hospital, at Webster,
Dakota, and
Peever,
for
medical services
services and supplies furnished
furnished to Indians.
Indians.
for medical

June 18,
1934.
s18,1934.
June
[H.R. 7121.]
[Private,
295.)
[Private, No. 295.1

[H.R. 7121.]

Be
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Doctor A. W. PearPear.
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
to sopayent
to, for medmedand
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
73'....eyt1....ent to,
authorized
hereby,
is
he
of the Treasury be, and
and supvices and
pay,
out
of
any
, money in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated
, plies.
ical ser
services
supappropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
pay,
the sum
of $4,764.40
$4,764.40 to Doctor A. W. Pearson,
Pearson, of Peever, South
South pli
sum of
the
Dakota, and
and the
the sum
$11,675.97 to the Peabody
Peabody Hospital,
Hospital, at
of $11,675.97
sum of
Dakota,
in full
necessary,
thereof
Webster,
South
Dakota,
or
as
much
thereof
as
is
necessary,
much
as
or
Dakota,
Webster, South
and final
final settlement
all liens
claims they hold against
against
and claims
liens and
waiving all
settlement waiving
and
the Indians'
for medical
medical services
supplies furnished
furnished
services and supplies
property for
Indians' property
the
to indigent
indigent Indians
Dakota during
during
Agency in South Dakota
Sisseton Agency
the Sisseton
of the
Indians of
to
supplies
and
the
fiscal
years
1920
to
1931,
inclusive,
services
supplies
such
inclusive,
1931,
to
1920
years
the fiscal
having
been furnished
knowledge and approval of the
the knowledge
with the
furnished with
having been
so
ttorsuperintendent
in charge
the said
Provided, That no Loitatlon
reservation: Provided,
said reservation:
LimItati n .
of the
charge of
superintendent in
fees attortees.
etc.,
ney's,
per
10
excess
in
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
ney's,
etc.,°on
Act
this
in
part of the amount appropriated
centum thereof
be paid
received by any
delivered to or received
or delivered
paid or
shall be
thereof shall
centum
services
of
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
account
services rendaccount
on
attorneys,
or
agent or agents, attorney
ered in
connection with
claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
said claim.
with said
in connection
ered
agent
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
or
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess
in this Act in excess
sum of
any sum
receive any
or receive
connecin
of
10
per
centum
thereof
on
account
of
services
rendered
connecrendered
services
of
account
on
thereof
of 10 per centum
contrary notwithstanding.
tion
with said
any contract
to the contrary
contract to
claim, any
said claim,
tion with
Penaltyforviolation.
shall be
Any
the provisions
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed Penalty
for violation.
Act shall
provisions of
violating the
person violating
Any person
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
shall
be
fined
shall
thereof
conviction
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
in
Approved,
1934.
18, 1934.
June 18,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 644.]
644.1
[CHAPTER

A

AN ACT

AN A

For
the relief
relief of
of J.
Hudson.
B. Hudson.
J. B.
For the

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of the
the
Representatives of
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
directed to
and directed
the Treasury
of
out
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
money in
any money
of any
out of
sum of
$250 to
J. B.
B. Hudson,
Hudson, said
representing deduction in
in
sum representing
said sum
to J.
of $250
sum
pay
in the
United States Army.
the United
sergeant in
a sergeant
while a
pay while
Approved, June
June 18,
1934.
18, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 645.
645.]
[CHAPTER

June 18, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 7230.
7230.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No.
298.1
296.1
[Private,

JJ.

B. Hudson.
Hudson.
B.
Payment
to.

Payment

AN ACT

AN ACT
For the relief
John W.
W. Adair.
Adair.
of John
For the relief of

June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 7272.]
7272.)
[H.R.

[Private, No. 297.]
[Private,

Representatives
and House of R
Be it
enacted by
by the
epresentatives of
of the
the
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
John W. Adair.
Adair.
Provisions
of Emassembled, That the proUnited
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
pro- JohnW.
in Congress
States of
United States
Compensation
ployees
visions
of
the
Act
of
September
7,
1916,
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
ployees'
Compensation
provide
to
Act
"An
entitled
1916,
7,
September
of
Act extended to.
visions of the Act
States
compensation
employees of
of the
United Sta
tes suffering injuries
injuries A vol.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
P. 744.
744.
the United
for employees
compensation for
",
purposes
other
for
and
while
in
the
performance
of
their
duties
,
and
for
other
purposes
",
duties,
their
of
while in the performance
are hereby extended
John W.
Adair, of
of Pinetop,
for the
Arizona, for
Pinetop, Arizona,
W. Adair,
to John
hereby extended to
are
21,
June
on
life
lost
death
of
his
son
John
Robin
Adair,
who
his
J
u
ne 21,
Adair,
Robin
John
son
his
death of
1916, while
fighting a
a forest
forest fire
fire on
on the
Fort Apache
Indian ReserApache Indian
the Fort
while fighting
1916,
vation; and
and the
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation CommisUnited States
the United
vation;
Monthly
payments
sion is
directed to
pay compensation
compensation to
to John
John W.
W. authorized.
Monthly payments
to pay
and directed
authorized and
is authorized
sion
authozed.
month
Adair
as
a
partial
dependent
pare
nt at
a
t the
rate
of
$30
per
month
for
per
$30
of
rate
the
parent
dependent
partial
a
as
Adair
aperiod of eight
years from
from and
the passage
passage of
Act: ProPro- PNoi
Provisos.
No back pay.
ay.
this Act:
of this
after the
and after
ight years
a period of
to
prior to
accrued prior
have accrued
be held
shall
vided, That
That no compensation
compensation s
hall be
held to
to have
videed,

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

1412

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 645-647.
JUNE 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
CHS.
645-647. JUNE

the
of this
this Act
and the
the payments
payments above
above provided
provided for
for shall
shall
the passage
passage of
Act and
Limitation on
on attori
n f
u ll se
ttlemento
f all
all claims
cl
ai
ms aga
i
nstthe
the U
n ited States:
St at
es: ProPro -.
Limitation
attor- b
bee in
full
settlement
of
against
United
neys, eto., fees.
eys, et,
vided further,
vicled
further, That no part of the
the amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
paid. or
delivered to
to or
or
thereof shall be
be paid
or delivered
received by any agent or agents,
attorneys, on
of
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
on account
account of
rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
services rendered
It shall be
be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect,
attorney or attorneys, to
appropriated in
in this
this
withhold, or receive
receive any sum
sum of the
the amount appropriated
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
rendered
thereof on account
account of services rendered
Penaltyforviolation.
connection with said claim, any contract
Penalty for violation. in connection
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithperson violating the
provisions of this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
standing. Any person
the provisions
deemed
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
misdemeanor and upon conviction
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
June 18, 1934.
Approved, June
1934.
[CHAPTER 646.]
[CHAPTER

Tune
18, 1934.
June 18,1934.

[E.R.
[ER. 811.]
8115.]

[Private, No. 298.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
Marshall, administratrix
administratrix of the
For the relief of May L.
L Marsha,
the estate
estate of
Jerry A:
of Jerry
A:
Litchfie]d.
Litchfield.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Jerry
A. Lt
Litebileld.
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreecrePayment
to
admm- United
JPeynnt
aheld
States of
Congress assembled,
stratrix
off estate
of.
tary of
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
i
st
ratrilo
estate of.
tary
authorized and
and directed
to
directed to
pay out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
and
in full settlement against
against the Government,
the sum
of $5,000
$5,000 to
Government, the
sum of
to May
May
L. Marshall, administratrix
L.
administratrix of the estate of Jerry A. Litchfield,
Litchfield, who
was killed on the night of December
December 7, 1925, in a
a collision
collision between
between
the barge Pine Grove and the highway
highway bridge
bridge at
North
at Coinjock, North
Carolina, while said bridge was
was owned and operated
operated by
by the
United
the United
States, and by the lowering
lowering of the draw of said bridge
bridge on the pilot
pilot
house of the barge Pine Grove,
Grove, in which said Jerry
A. Litchfield
Jerry A.
Litchfield
Proviso.
L
tn on at- was a
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
amounta
ppro pri
at
ed
a passenger: Provided,
the amount
appropriated
Limitation on
torney's, etc., fes.
fees. at- in this Act
of 10
10 per
per centum
shall be
be paid
delivAct in
in excess
excess of
centum thereof
thereof shall
paid or
or delivered to, or received by, any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys,
on account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It
shall be unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive, any sum of the amount
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof on account
account
of services
services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to
to
the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Penatyforviolatton.
SEo.
2. Any person violating the provisions
Penalty for violation.
S
EO. 2.
provisions of this Act shall
shall be
be
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 647.1
[CHAPTER
647.1
June 18, Ien.
1934.
[81.Res.
.R 117.]
[Priv. Res., No. 2.]
2.]

Res.,

JOINT
JOINT RRSOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authoriinghe
United States to present the Distinguished
Authorizing the Presiden
President of the
the United
Distinguished
Flying Cross
Cross to
to Emory
Emory B. Bronte.
Flying
Bronte.

Resolved
by the
of Representatives
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the

Emory 13. Brenta.
EoryD.BrOnt.
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
PresiDistinguished Flying United
the Presiros to be prsented
Oross
presented dent of the United States is authorized
dent
of
the United
authorized to present
present the Distinguished
Distinguished
to.

Flying
California, in
Flying Cross to Emory B. Bronte, of San Francisco, California,
recognition of
his heroic courage
recognition
of his
courage and great
great skill as a
a navigator on
the
second successful
the second
successful airplane flight from
from California
California to the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Islands,
made under
under extremely
weather conditions in twentyIslands, made
extremely adverse weather
five hours, two minutes, on July 14 and 15, 1927.
Approved,
Approved, June 18, 1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS. 678,679.
678, 679.
CHS.

JUNE 19,
1934.
JUNE
19, 1934.
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[CHAPTER
678.1
(CHAPTER 678.]
AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
of John
John T.
T. Garity.
Garity.
relief of
For

June 19, 19s4.
1934.
Aune
[B. 3096.
30M.]
Is.

No. 299.1
299.]
[Private, No.

Whereas John
John T.
T. Garity
Savannah, Georgia,
Georgia, became
surety upon
upon
became surety
of Savannah,
Garity of
Whereas
'I'. Garity.
JrehTble.1it
the supersedeas
supersedeas bond of Wilson Jenkins in the sum of $15,000 John
the
Preamble.
to
Jenkins pending
pending aa
appearance of the said Wilson Jenkins
to secure the appearance
Appeals
decision on
on a
appeal from
from the
the Circuit Court of Appeals
of appeal
a writ
writ of
decision
of the
the United
United States
and
States;•and
of
Whereas
Jenkins failed
failed to
final judgment
judgment
answer to the final
to answer
Wilson Jenkins
said Wilson
Whereas said
rendered in
case; and
and
rendered
in said
said case;
Whereas
the bond
signed by
by the
Garity as surety for
for
John T. Garity
the said John
bond signed
Whereas the
the
was forfeited
forfeited and estreated;
estreated; and
and
Wilson Jenkins was
the said
said Wilson
account
Whereas
the said
said John
John T.
1933 on account
in May
May 1933
$2,500 in
paid $2,500
T. Garity
Garity paid
Whereas the
of said
as part
part payment
payment on
on said bond; and
forfeiture as
of
said forfeiture
Whereas
was apprehended
apprehended on June
June 7, 1933,
1933,
Jenkins was
Wilson Jenkins
said Wilson
the said
Whereas the
and then
penitentiary in
in Atlanta,
Atlanta,
the Federal
Federal penitentiary
in the
incarcerated in
then incarcerated
and
Georgia,
and is
now in
custody and
and control of the prison
the custody
in the
is now
Georgia, and
Government and is serving
authorities of
of the
the United
United States Government
authorities
the
which said
said bond
bond signed
signed by the said John T.
for which
the sentence
sentence for
Garity as
surety was
was given
for the
the appearance
appearance of said Wilson
given for
as surety
Garity
Jenkins;
and
Jenkins; and
bond is more than sufficient
Whereas said
said $2,500
sufficient to
to
said bond
paid on said
$2,500 paid
Whereas
defray
any expense
by the
Government
States Government
United States
the United
incurred by
expense incurred
defray any
of said Wilson Jenkins:
in connection
connection with
apprehension of
Jenkins:
the apprehension
with the
in
Therefore
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
it enacted
Be
Relief from further
from further
Reeia
T. liability
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
John T.
That John
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
United States
as surety on
bond.
Garity be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, relieved
relieved from
from all
further liability
liability as bond.
all further
he is
Garity
surety on
on the
supersedeas bond signed by said John T. Garity for
the supersedeas
surety
the appearance
of Wilson
of error
error from the
the
writ of
pending aawrit
Jenkins pending
Wilson Jenkins
appearance of
the
a
Circuit
of Appeals
for the
the Fifth
Circuit to answer
answer to a
Fifth Circuit
Appeals for
Court of
Circuit Court
United
sentence and
had been
been imposed
the United
by the
imposed by
which had
judgment which
final judgment
and final
sentence
States
District Court
for the
Southern District
District of
of Georgia,
Georgia Savannah
Savannah
the Southern
Court for
States District
division,
said bond dated March 29,
29, 1930,
1930, and which sentence he is
division, said
now
now serving.
Approved,
1934.
19, 1934.
June 19,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
679.]
[CHAPTER 6791

AN ACT
AN ACT
To refund
M. Eagan
income tax
tax erroneously
erroneously and
and illegally
collected.
illegally collected.
Eagan income
Caroline M.
to Caroline
To
refund to

June 19, 194.
1934.
June

[H.R. 194.1
194.
I[.R.

[Private,
No. 300.1
300.11
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Caroline M. Eagan.
United
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Refund
Eaan.
CarolneofM.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in.
of America
United States
erroneously
collected incomet.
income taxof
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to lycoleted
refund
out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
not otherwise
money in
any money
pay, out
and pay,
refund and
appropriated,
to Caroline
Caroline M.
M. Eagan,
Eagan, Eagan
Eagan Apartment,
Apartment, Board Walk
appropriated, to
and Florida
City, New
New Jersey, the sum of $10,950.19
$10,950.19
Atlantic City,
Avenue, Atlantic
Florida Avenue,
and
from her for the
for income
tax erroneously
erroneously and
and illegally
illegally collected
collected from
income tax
for
RV .
calendar
year 1925:
1925: Provided,
Prowled, That
That no part
appro- Proviso.
part of the amount approcalendar year
Limitation on attor-

priated in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid
Act in
this Act
in this
priated
or
delivered to
or received
by any
agent or
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
received by
to or
or delivered
attorneys,
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with said
said
in connection
of services
attorneys, on
claim.
shall be
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
or
agents, attorney
unlawful for
be unlawful
It shall
claim. It
attorneys,
collect, withhold,
receive any
any sum
of the
sum of
or receive
withhold, or
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorneys, to
amount
in this
this Act
in excess
thereof
centum thereof
10 per
per centum
of 10
excess of
Act in
appropriated in
amount appropriated
on
account of
services rendered
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
in connection
rendered in
of services
on account

etc., feeL
ney's, etc.,
fees.
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty for violation.

SESS.
IL
SESS. II.

OHS. 679-681.
679-681. JUNE
JUNE 19,
19, 1934.
1934.
CHS.

contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating
person violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of aa misdemeanor
guilty of
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
be fined in
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
680.]
[CHAPTER 680.]

Tune
19, 1934.
June 19,
1934.
[H.R.
2418.]
[H.R. 2418.]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 301.1
301.1

Leavenworth, Kans.,1
pLentiwrth"",
penitentiary.
Payments to certain
claimants for damages
caused by escaping
prisoners.

'

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For
the relief of certain
certain claimants
claimants at Leavenworth,
For the
Leavenworth, Kansas, occasioned
occasioned through
through
property inflicted
damage to property
inflicted by
by escaping
escaping prisoners.
prisoners.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
Homse of
of Representatives
United
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Compof America
America in
assembled, That
Comp-

certain troller General
General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
caused by escaping and directed
directed to settle and adjust
adjust the
claim of
of Elizabeth
Phillips,
the claim
Elizabeth Phillips,
in the
the amount
$55; Joseph
Joseph M. Kressin,
in
amount of
of $55;
Kressin, in the amount
amount of
of $63.30;
$63.30;
$4.95, all arising through damages
Joseph Verlinde, in the amount
amount of $4.95,
property occasioned
occasioned by the escape
to personal property
escape of seven
seven prisoners
prisoners from
from
the United
United States penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
on
DecemKansas,
on
DecemAppropriation.
Appropriation.
her
appropriated, out of any money in
ber 11, 1931. There
There is hereby
hereby appropriated,
in
appropriated, the sum of $123.75,
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$123.75, or
or so
so
much thereof as may be necessary, for the payment of these
these claims.
claims.
Approved, June 19, 1934.
[CHAPTER 681.]
681.]
[CHAPTER
June
June 19,1934.
19, 41934.
3

[H.R.
[H.R. 3243.1
..1

[Private,
[Private, No. 302.]
302.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Harry
Harry E.
E. Good,
Good, administrator
administrator de
de bonis
bonis non
of the
the estate
estate of
non of
of
Ephraira N.
Ephraim
N. Good,
Good, deceased.
deceased.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
United States
of America
America in
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Liberty bonds ien
avorf
of the
the Treasury
be, and
he is
is h
ere by, authorized
au th or i
ze d and
and directed to
Treasury be,
and he
hereby,
directed to
of estate of.
redeem in
in favor
Harry E. Good, of Winamac,
redeem
favor of Harry
Winamac, Indiana,
Indiana, adminisadministrator de bonis non of the estate of Ephraim
N. Good,
Ephraim N.
Good, deceased,
deceased,
United States registered
United
registered bonds numbered
numbered 650051,
650051, 650052,
650052, in
in the
the
denomination of $100
denomination
$100 each,
each, and numbered
numbered 122336
122336 in
in the
the denominadenomination of $1,000,
$1,000, of the third Liberty loan 4
tion
1
/
4 per centum bonds
bonds of
41/4
of
1928, inscribed
inscribed "Ephraim
Ephraim N. Good 1,
", with interest from
March 15
15,
from March
1928, to September
September 15,
15, 1928,
1928, w
ith ou tpresentation
presentat i
on of the bonds, said
without
of the bonds, said
bonds having
having been assigned in blank by the heirs of the payee,
bonds
payee, and
and
subsequently stolen from
from the First State Bank,
Bank, Star
City, Indiana:
Indiana:
Star
City,
Provisos.
roevni".
Provided,
Provided, That said bonds shall
shall not
not have
been presented
presented to
to the
the
have been
Condition.
Condition. Treasury
Treasury Department
for payment:
Provided, further,
Department for
payment; Provided,
further, That said
said
Indemnity bond.
Indemnitybond.
Harry
E. Good
Good shall
file with
with the Treasury
Harry E.
shall first
first file
Treasury Department
Department aabond
in
the
penal
sum of double
in the
double the amount
amount of the principal
principal of the said
said
bonds and
the final
bonds
and the
final interest
interest thereon
thereon payable September
September 15,
15, 1928,
1928, in
such
such form and with such corporate
corporate surety as may be acceptable
acceptable to
to
the Secretary of the Treasury, with condition
condition to indemnify and
and save
save
harmless
harmless the
the United States from any loss on account of the bonds
herein described.
described.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 19, 1934.
1934.

Ephraim N.
N. Good.
Good.
Ephraim
Redemption of stolen
Liberty bonds in favor
of estate of.

13d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
682, 683.
CHS. 682,683.

JUNE 19, 1934.
1934.
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'CHAPTER
682.]
[CHAPTER 682.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Leroy T.
J. Beene, Leroy
For
the
relief
of
Shelby
J.
Beene,
Mrs.
T. Waller, and
and
Shelby J.
Mrs.
Beene,
J.
Shelby
of
relief
For the
Mrs. Leroy
Leroy T.
Waller.
T. Waller.
Mrs.

June 19, 1934.
1934.
June

5736.]
[H.R. 673a.

No. 303.]
[Private, No.
[Private,
303.]

the
Representatives of the
House of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
Be
tillbydsJ. Beene,
iem), etc.
et.
mends of oe rpatUnited
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecre - Shb
of America
United States
income
of
ments
anj
pay,
tary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
out
of
an/
authorized.
menets .of incona
ver
ePta,.
a
to
directed
and
authorized
is
tary of the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
money
in the
appropriated, to
to Shelby
Shelby JJ.
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
money in
Beene
J.
Beene
the
sum
of
$14,739.58,
to
Mrs.
Shelby
J.
Beene
the
sum of
Shelby
Mrs.
to
$14,739.58,
of
sum
the
Beene
each
Waller
Leroy
$15,227.80,
and
to
Leroy
T.
Waller
and
Mrs.
Leroy
T.
Waller
each
$15,227.80, and to Leroy T. Waller
per
6
the
the
sum
of
$14,531.79,
together
with
interest
at
rate
of
6
interest
with
together
$14,531.79,
of
the sum
1929,
December
case
centum
per
annum
thereon
in
case
from
December
28,
each
in
centum per annum thereon
to the
the date
date of
of making
this Act. Such sums reprerepreunder this
payment under
making payment
to
sent
overpaym.ents
of
income
taxes
(under protest)
protest) on such
made
taxes
sent overpayments of income
date by
the said
said persons
for the
years 1921
1921 and 1922. The said
the years
persons for
by the
date
persons
were
four
of
forty-eight
partners
composing aa partnership
partnership
composing
partners
persons were four of forty-eight
each member
of which
assessments for
deficiency assessments
with deficiency
assessed with
was assessed
which was
member of
each
1921 and
and 1922.
1922. Depletion
Depletion on
on account
account of certain bonuses and ad1921
vanced
royalties received
the partnership
allowed and
partnership was not allowed
by the
received by
vanced royalties
increased.
correspondingly
each
partner's
taxable
income
was
correspondingly
increased.
was
income
taxable
each partner's
Forty-four of
of the
partners paid
paid under
protest and
entered suits for
and entered
under protest
the partners
Forty-four
refunds. The
The other
four partners
partners named
appealed from
named in this Act appealed
other four
refunds.
and Circuit
Appeals
of
the
deficiency
assessment,
but
the
Board
Tax
Appeals
Circuit
the deficiency assessment, but the Board
of the
validity
the
Court
of
Appeals,
Fifth
Circuit
maintained
maintained
Circuit
Fifth
Appeals,
of
Court
refused
Court
assessments
as
to
them,
and
the
United
States
Supreme
refused
Supreme
States
United
assessments as to them, and the
to grant
grant them
of certiorari.
Subsequently the United
United States
certiorari. Subsequently
writs of
them writs
to
U.S. 551)
Supreme Court
Court in
the
case
of
Palmer
against
Bender
551)
(287
Bender
against
Palmer
in the case of
Supreme
remaining partners
(being the
the consolidated
consolidated suits
of the
the forty-four
forty-four remaining
partners
suits of
(being
before the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
on writs
writs of
certiorari to the Circuit Court
of certiorari
Court on
before
depletion claimed
of
Appeals, Fifth
Fifth Circuit)
that the
claimed by the
the depletion
held that
Circuit) held
of Appeals,
partners
forty-four
the
partnership
should
have
been
allowed,
and
and
forty-four
partners
allowed,
been
have
partnership should
partners' claims for
were
accordingly. The
for
four partners'
The four
refunds accordingly.
allowed refunds
were allowed
forty-four
the
of
those
refunds
involved
the
same
facts
and
law
as
those
forty-four
and
facts
same
the
involved
refunds
partners: Provided
of the
the amount
appropriated in Proviso.
Proeso. on &Wu*.
Limitation
amount appropriated
part of
no part
That no
partners: Provided, That
fees.
ney's,
delivered
or
this Act
Act in
excess
a
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
nay's, etc.,
etc., fees.
paid
be
shall
thereof
centum
per
10
oi
in excess
this
on
attorneys,
or
to
or
received
by
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
on
to or received by any agent or agents,
account of
in connection
with said claim.
It shall
claim. It
connection with
rendered in
services rendered
account of services
to
be unlawful for
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
be unlawful for any agent or
appropriamount
the
exact,
collect,
withhold,
or
receive
any
sum
of
approprisum
any
receive
or
withhold,
collect,
exact,
ated in
in this
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on account of
10 per
of 10
excess of
in excess
Act in
this Act
ated
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
claim, any contract to the
said claim,
with said
services
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of Penaltyforvioation.
Penalt yfor violation.
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
contrary

convicand upon
a misdemeanor
this Act
Act shall
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
upon convicthis
tion thereof
thereof shall
be
fined
in
any
sum
not
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
exceeding
not
sum
any
in
fined
be
shall
tion
Approved,
19, 1934.
1934.
June 19,
Approved, June

[CHAPTER 683.]
683.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Authorizing adjustment of
of the
Union Telegraph
Telegraph Company.
Company
Western Union
the Western
of the
claim of
the claim
Authorizing adjustment

19, 1934.
June 19,
1934.

[H.R. 5947.]
S947.]
[HIR. No.
[Private,
304.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
Hose of
and House
by the
Be
United States of America
America iin Congress
Congress assebled
assembled, That
the CompComp- western
Western Union
TelenionTele
the
That
of
United States
ertain
of
!nm
troller General of
the
United
States
be2
and
h
e is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
graph
C4d
c
imp
)
ory ertain
he
and
be,
States
of the United
General
troller
and directed
to adjust and settle the claim of the Western Union Tele
Tele- rent
rent overpayment.
overayment
and directed to adjust and settle the claim of the Western Union
graph Company for refund of
of certain
overpayment
of
rent
in
1931,
1931,
in
rent
of
certain overpayment
Company for refund
graph
amounting
$512.22, under
under its
Numbered Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
license Numbered
its license
to $512.22,
amounting to
12293, dated February 17,
1923,
for
the
use
of
certain
War DepartDepartWar
certain
of
use
the
12293, dated February 17, 1923, for
ment submarine
submarine telegraph
telegraph cables
cables Numbered
336 and
and 462,
462, between
Numbered 336

ment
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

683-685.
SESS. II.
II. CH&
CHS. 683-685.

JUNE
19, 1934.
JUNE 19,
1934.

Fort Stevens,
Stevens, Oregon, Fort Columbia
Columbia and Fort
Canby, Washington,
Washington,
Fort Canby,
and to allow in full and final settlement
settlement of
not to
to exceed
of said claim not
exceed
ppropriation.
hereby appropriated,
Appropriation,
the sum of $512.22. There is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
any money
money
of any
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
of $512.22,
$512.22, or
or
the sum
so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, for
the payment
payment of
of said
said claim:
claim:
for the
no part
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in
Proviso.
attor- Provided,
rition ion on
on attorProvided, That
Limitat
That no
part of
of the
in this
excess
ieey eto.,
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
excess of 10 per centum
centuin thereof shall be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
or
received
received by any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of
rendered in connection
connection with said claim.
services rendered
claim. It
It shall
shall be
unlawful
be unlawful
for any agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
collect, withwithexact, collect,
hold, or receive
receive any sum of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
in
appropriated in
Act in
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
account of
of services
rendered in
in
thereof on
on account
services rendered
connection
connection with said claim, any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithcontract to the
Penaltyforviolation.
standing.
violating the
Penalty for violation. StAll
ding.
Any person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, June 19, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 684.1
684.1
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Charles Farr.

June 19, 1934.
[H.R.
H.RB. 6825.]
25.1]
[Private,
[Private, No. 305.1
305.]
Charles Farr.
Farr.
Redemption of lost
Liberty bond in
in favor
favor
Liberty
of.
of.

Provisos.
Proyim.
Condition.
Condition.

Indemnity bond.
bond.

Be it enacted by the Senate and HHouse
Mae of Representatives
Representatives,of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
redeem
redeem in favor of Charles
Charles Farr,
Farr,of
of Greeley, Colorado,
Colorado, temporary
temporary
coupon bond numbered
numbered 156241, of the Third
Loan of
1928,
Third Liberty Loan
of 1928,
in the denomination
denomination of $1,000, with interest from March
March 15, 1920,
1920, to
to
September
September 15,
15, 1928, at the rate of 414
41/
4 per centum
centum per
per annum,
annum, without
without
presentation
presentation of the bond, said bond having
having been alleged
alleged to
to have
have
been inadvertently
inadvertently destroyed by fire:
That the
the said
said bond
bond
fire: Provided,
Provided, That
shall not have been previously
previously presented
presented to the Department:
Department: And
And
provided
provided further,
further, That
That the said Charles Farr
shall first
file in
the
Farr shall
first file
in the
United
United States Treasury Department
Department a
a bond in the penal sum
of
sum of
double the amount of the principal of such missing bond
bond and
and of
of
the interest
interest thereon
thereon from March 15, 1920, to September
September 15,
1928, in
in
15, 1928,
such form,
form and with such corporate
corporate surety as may
may be
be acceptable
acceptable to
to
the Secretary of the Treasury
the
Treasury to indemnify
indemnify and save harmless the
the
United States from any loss on account
of the
bond hereinbefore
hereinbefore
account of
the bond
described.
described.
Approved, June 19, 1934.
Approved,
1934.
[CHAPTER 685.1
685.]
[CHAPTER

19, 1934.
June 19,1934.
[H.R. 7387.1
[H.R. ran.]
303.]
[Private, No. 306.]
I11110

Royce Wells.
Payment
Payment
to,
to, for perperRoyce
Wells.
sonal inry.

sonal injury.

Provio.
Limtation
Limitation on attorProviso.
Ley's, tc., fees.

ney's, etc., fees.

AN ACT
ACT
Royce Wells.
Wells.
For the relief of
of Royce

For

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Unied States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and
and he
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay,
any money
pay, out
out of
of any
money in the Treasury of the United States
States not
not
otherwise
appropriated, to
to Royce
otherwise appropriated,
Royce Wells the sum of $1,500
$1,500 in
in full
full
settlement for
personal injury sustained
settlement
for personal
sustained by Royce
Royce Wells by
by reason
reason
of
a bomb
the direction
of the
the explosion
explosion of a
bomb under
under the
direction of
the war-loan
war-loan
of the
organization of
organization
of the eighth Federal Reserve
Reserve district
district in
in connection
connection
with aa Victory-loan
Victory-loan drive at De Soto, Missouri:
with
Missouri: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
this Act
centum
thereof shall
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by
by any
any agent
agent
or
attorney or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services rendered
rendered in
in

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
685, 686, 697.
CHS. 685,

JUNE 19,21,1934.
19, 21, 1934.

unlawful for any agent or
connection
It shall be unlawful
or
claim. It
said claim.
with said
connection with
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
to
exact,
withhold, or receive
collect,
exact,
to
attorneys,
agents, attorney or
any
sum of
of the
10
in this Act in excess of 10
appropriated in
amount appropriated
the amount
any sum
per
centum
thereof
on
account
of
services
rendered
connection
rendered in connection
services
of
account
on
thereof
per centum
with
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
to the
with said
person
violating
the
provisions
of
this
guilty
Act shall be deemed guilty
this
of
provisions
the
violating
person
of
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
upon conviction
of aa misdemeanor
$1,000.
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
any
Approved, June
June 19, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
686.]
[CHAPTER 686.1

ACT
AN ACT

Henry, William
Hunter M.
For
H. Halford,
Halford, Hunter
M. Henry,
William C. Home,
Horne,
For the relief of Oswald H.
Rupert
R. Johnson,
David L.
L. Lacey,
Lacey, William
F. Rodgers,
Rodgers,
William Z. Lee, Fenton F.
Johnson, David
Rupert R.
Sutherland,
S.
Robert
Smith,
Henry
Sutherland,
Freeman Seale, Felix M. Smith, Edwin C. Smith, Robert
Henry Freeman
and
and Charles G. Ventress.

1417
1417

Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penalty

19, 1934.
June 19,1934.
U.R. 7816.]
7818.1
[H.R.

[Private, No. 307.1
307.]
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be
otald
Secretary
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Oswald H.
E. Hallord,
Raiford,
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of America
directed to Payments to, orow
and
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
the
of
of
pay,
the
out
Treasury
of any money
be, andinhethe
is Treasury
hereby, authorized
of the United
and directed
States not
to ete
tain
l'ayments
galat7 rednetb
to, for" s•
pay, out of any money in the Treasury of the United States not tanalaryreaction
otherwise appropriated,
settlement of all claims against the
full settlement
in full
appropriated, in
otherwise
Government
of
the
United
States,
to Oswald
Halford, bugler
bugler
H. Halford,
Oswald H.
to
States,
United
the
of
Government
(1599070),
(1599067), $76.63;
$76.63; Hunter
Henry, private,
first-class (1599070),
private, first-class
M. Henry,
Hunter M.
(1599067),
$192.13;
wagoner (1599034),
$226.77; Rupert R.
It.
(1599034), $226.77;
Home, wagoner
C. Horne,
William C.
$192.13; William
Johnson, corporal
corporal (1599036),
(1599036), $220.94; David L. Lacey,
Lacey, private,
Johnson,
(1599080),
first-class
(1599038), $214.73;
Z. Lee, private
private (1599080),
William Z.
$214.73; William
first-class (1599038),
$203.60;
F. Rodgers,
Rodgers, private
$151.47; Henry
Henry
(1599092), $151.47;
private (1599092),
Fenton F.
$203.60; Fenton
Freeman
wagoner (1599094),
Felix M. Smith, private
$193.17; Felix
(1599094), $193.17;
Seale, wagoner
Freeman Seale,
(1599021),
$193.38; Edwin
C. Smith,
first-class (1599047),
(1599047),
Smith, private, first-class
Edwin C.
(1599021), $193.38;
$79.80;
S. Sutherland,
Sutherland, bugler
(1599102), $78.55; Charles
Charles
bugler (1599102),
Robert S.
$79.80; Robert
G. Ventress,
Ventress, sergeant
sergeant (1599107),
being amount of salary
$253.06; being
(1599107), $253.06;
G.
1918:
deducted on
account of
of general
general court-martial
sentences June 1918:
court-martial sentences
on account
deducted
o
Provided, That
part of
appropriated in this Act Ptiton
er
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
no part
That no
Provided,
excess of
10 per
per centum
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to ney's,
nor's,
LAinitadon
etc., fees.
fees.
on
etc.,
be paid
thereof shall
centum thereof
of 10
in excess
on
attorneys,
or
attorney
or
received
by
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
on
agents,
or
agent
any
by
received
or
It shall
account
services rendered
in connection
with said claim. It
shall
connection with
rendered in
of services
account of
be
unlawful for
agent or
or agents,
or attorneys,
exact,
to exact?
attorneys, to
attorney or
agents, attorney
any agent
for any
be unlawful
collect, withhold,
or receive
receive any
any sum
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated
the amount
sum of
withhold, or
collect,
services
in this
in excess
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
account of services
on account
10 per
excess of
Act in
this Act
in
rendered in
connection with
to the
the contrary
contrary
contract to
any contract
claim, any
said claim,
with said
in connection
rendered
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
Act Penayfvioation.
provisions of this Act
the provisions
notwithstanding.
shall be
and upon
conviction
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
of aa misdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum
in any
fined in
thereof
Approved, June
June 19, 1934.
Approved,
697.1
[CHAPTER 697.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
For
the
relief
of George
J. Bloxham.
Bloxham.
George J.
of
relief
For the

June 21,1934.
21, 1934.
June
[.[s. 1118.1
1118.1
[Private, No. 308.]
308.1
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the George
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
George J. Biathlon.
Bloxbam.
Credit in
in postal
postal acThat the Comp- Credit
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
counts.
troller General
of the
the United
States be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
is hereby,
and is
United States
General of
troller
directed
of George
postmaster at
Bloxham, postmaster
J. Bloxham,
George J.
account of
the account
credit the
to credit
directed to
Sheldon, Iowa,
in the
the sum
sum of
of $53.90
account
States on account
United States
the United
due the
$53.90 due
Iowa, in
Sheldon,
of the
the loss
the First
First National
National Bank
of the
closing of
the closing
from the
resulting from
loss resulting
of
of
Sheldon, Iowa.
Iowa.
of Sheldon,
Approved,
June 21, 1934.
Approved, June

1418
1418

OHS. 698-701.
JUNE 21,
21, 1934.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II. CHS.
698-701. JUNE
1934.
[CHAPTER
698.]
[CHAPTER 698.]

June 21, 1934.
June
1934.
[S. 1119.]

[Private, No.
309.]
[Private,
No. 309.]

Fred
A. Robinson.
Fred A.
Robinson.
Credit in postal acaccounts.
counts.

AN ACT
AN
Robinson.
For the relief of Fred A. Robinson.

Be it
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
it enacted
by the Senate and
and House
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the CompUnited
States of
of America
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
Compbe, and
and is
authorized
troller General of the United
United States be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
Fred A.
A. Robinson,
Robinson, postmaster
postmaster
directed to credit the account
account of Fred
at Estherville, Iowa, in the
sum of
of $65.05,
$65.05, due
due the
the United
the sum
United States
States on
on
account
resulting from
closing of
of the
First National
National
account of the loss resulting
from the
the closing
the First
Estherville, Iowa.
Bank of Estherville,
Approved, June 21,
21, 1934.
[CHAPTER 6991
[CHAPTER
699.]

AN ACT
Mortimer.
For the relief
relief of S.
S. G. Mortimer.

June 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
[S.
Is. 1600.1
1600.]
[Private, No. 310.]
310.]
S. G. Mortimer.
Credit inMpostal
Credit
in postal
counts.

,
ac-

Be it
it enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
and House
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
CompUnited
States of
of America
America in
That the
the Comptroller General
General is authorized and
and directed to credit the
the accounts
of
accounts of
S. G. Mortimer,
Mortimer, postmaster
postmaster at
Belle Fourche,
in the
the
at Belle
Fourche, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, in
representing certain
amount of $178.92, such
such sum representing
amounts charged
charged
certain amounts
against
against the said S. G. Mortimer
Mortimer by reason
deposit of
of funds
funds
reason of
of his
his deposit
of the United States in the First
First National Bank
of Belle
Belle Fourche,
Fourche,
Bank of
South Dakota,
Dakota, and the subsequent
closing of
of such
such bank.
bank.
subsequent closing
Approved, June
June 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 700.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
AN
Sands.
For the relief of
of Arvin
Arvin C.
C. Sands.

June 21,
1934.
21,1934.
2827]
[.[S. 2627]
311.]
[Private, No. 311.]
Arvin C. Sands.
Credit in postal

eonnt4.
eounts,

ac-

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Compassembled, That
the Comptroller General
General of the United
United States be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
and he
he is
and directed
directed to allow
allow and credit to the accounts
accounts of
of Arvin
C. Sands,
Sands,
Arvin C.
postmaster at Mallard,
Mallard, Iowa, the sum of
$78.21, being
being the
the amount
due
of $78.21,
amount due
the United States on account of loss resulting from the closing
closing in
in
1927 of the First National
National Bank
of Mallard,
Mallard, Iowa.
Iowa.
Bank of
Approved,
June 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
701.]
[CHAPTER 701.]

June 21, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 541.]
312.]
[Private, No. 312.]

ACT
AN ACT
-

John P. Leonard.
Military record corrected.
rected.

Precise.
Proaiso.
No
No back
back pay,
pay, etc.
etc.

For the relief of John P. Leonard.
Leonard.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That in
in the
adminthe administration
any laws
laws conferring
istration of
of any
conferring rights, privileges, and benefits
benefits upon
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers John P.
honorably
P. Leonard,
Leonard, late
late of
of Company
Company III,,
Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be
held
held and
and considered
considered to have been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged from
from the
military
military service
service of the United
United States as aaprivate
private of said Company
L, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
United States
on the 31st day
L,
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, on
day
of
December 1901:
1901: Provided,
of December
Provided, That no bounty, pension,
pension, back
back pay,
pay,
or allowances
or
allowances shall
shall be held to have accrued
accrued prior
prior to the passage
passage
of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, June
21, 1934.
June 21,
1934.
'So
1 So in original.

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
IL

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 702.]

CHS. 702-704.
702-704.

1419
1419

JUNE
JUNE 21, 1934.
1934.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

June 21,1934.
21, 1934.
2414.1
[H.R. 2414.]

For
Frank Salisbury,
executor of the estate
estate of Emerson
Emerson C. Salisbury,
Salisbury,
Salisbury, executor
of Frank
relief of
the relief
For the
deceased.
deceased.

[Private, No.
No. 313.]
313.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
by the
Be it

That the
assembled, That
United States
America in,
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
of America
States of
United
a the
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay
pay
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
to Frank
Frank Salisbury,
executor of
estate of
C. Salisbury,
Salisbury,
Emerson C.
of Emerson
of the
the estate
Salisbury, executor
to

for property damages.
damages.

10 per
Act in
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
in this
amount

fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

deceased, out
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
approotherwise appronot otherwise
Treasury not
in the
out of
deceased,
priated, the
the sum
sum of $1,500,
compensation for damages
damages to his
$1,500, as full compensation
priated,
property on
on December
December 11,
1931, when
when three
three Federal
Federal prisoners
prisoners escaped
escaped
11, 1931,
property
from the
States penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Kansas, and
Leavenworth, Kansa-s,
the United
United States
from
bombarded by the
barricaded
themselves in the house which
which was bombarded
barricaded themselves
posse seeking
seeking the
no part
part of
of the
That no
:Provided, That
escaped prisoners
prisoners :,Provided,
the escaped
posse

shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to
received by any agent or agents,
agents,
to or received
shall
rendered in connection
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services
services rendered
connection
attorney
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
agent or agents,
agents, attorany agent
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
with
ney or
to exact,
collect, withhold,
receive any sum of
of
withhold, or receive
exact, collect,
attorneys, to
ney
or attorneys,
the
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
centum
in excess
excess of 10 per centum
Act in
appropriated in
the amount
thereof
of services
rendered in
said claim,
claim,
with said
in connection
connection with
services rendered
account of
on account
thereof on

any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
contract to
any
the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
of a
guilty of
be deemed
shall be
of this
the provisions
exceeding
and upon
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
thereof shall
conviction thereof
upon conviction
and
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 21, 1934.

[CHAPTER 703.]
703.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For
the relief
relief of
of William
G. Burress,
Burress, deceased.
deceased.
William G.
For the

b

C. salisEerson
Emerson C.
Rasent toestate
to estate o
of,
Payment

I
V

on o att

Pr°68°.
Limitation on attor-

violation.
Penalty for violation.

June 21,1934.
21, 1934.
[H.R. 2439.]
2439.]
[H.R.

[Private, No.
No. 314.]
314.]
[Private,

the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in the
the adminadmin- MiitaryreBord
n i
t
s
a
m
ry aiBu
ro
r
a
recor:
s
That in
America in
States of
United States
istration of
any laws
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
and benefits
reeled.
benefits upon rected.
privileges, and
laws conferring
of any
istration
honorably
soldiers William
G. Burress,
Burress, who
who was aamemmemWilliam G.
discharged soldiers
honorably discharged
ber
of Company
Company A,
A, Eleventh
United States
States Infantry, shall
Regiment United
Eleventh Regiment
ber of
hereafter be
and considered
considered to
to have
have been
discharged
honorably discharged
been honorably
be held
held and
hereafter
a private
from the
service of the United
United States
States as a
private of that
military service
the military
from
organization
day of
March 1897:
Provided, That
That no
no Proviso.
ob
1897: Provided,
of March
7th day
the 7th
on the
organization on
No
back pay,et
pay, etc.
bounty,
pay, pension,
or allowance
allowance shall
shall be
have accrued
accrued
be held
held to have
pension, or
back pay,
bounty, back
prior
passage of this Act.
to the passage
prior to
Approved,
June 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 704.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
of Paul
Telna.
Paul Jelna.
relief of
the relief
For

June 21, 1934.
934.
[H.R. 3032.]
3032.1
[HR.
[Private,
No. 315.]
310.]
[Private, No.

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
That in
the admincarilitary record o
adminin the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
ectedprivileges, and benefits upon rreeled.
istration
conferring rights, privileges
istration of any laws conferring
dependent relatives,
honorably
discharged soldiers, their
widows or dependent
relatives,
their widows
honorably discharged
Paul
who was
private of
Company A, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiof Company
was aa private
Jelna, who
Paul Jelna,
ment
United States
shall hereafter
hereafter be held and considered
considered
Infantry, shall
States Infantry,
ment United
military service
to
service of the
from the military
discharged from
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
to have
United States
as a
private of
of that
that organization
November 30,
organization on November
a private
States as
United
Proviso.
e.
1902: Provided,
Provided, That no back pay, pension,
pension, or other emolument
emolument Po*^.
No back pay, etc.
shall
accrue prior
prior to
of this
this Act.
Act.
passage of
to the
the passage
shall accrue
Approved,
21, 1934.
June 21,
Approved, June

rretz—,....,

86637*-34—pr
2-9
86637'-34-PT 2-9

1420

SESS. II.
H. CHS.
CAS. 705-707.
705-707.
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
[CHAPTER
705.]
[CHAPTER 705.]

June 21, 1934.
June
194.
[H.R. 3296.]
3296.]
[H.R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 316.]
316.]
Carl F. Castleberry.
Castleberry.
limitations of
Certain limitations
of
Employees'
Employees' Compensation
sation Act waived in
favor of.
of.
Vol. 39,
39, pp. 746, 747.
747.
U.S.C., p. 79.
79.
Proviso.
ororefi.
No prior benefit.
benefit.

Doctor Charles
T.
Charles T.

Doctor
Gran
ger.
Granger.

Payment to,
for proPayment
to, for
professional services.
services.

1934.
1934.

ACT
AN ACT
For
Carl F.
For the relief of
of Carl
F. Castleberry.
Castleberry.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatwves
of the
United States of America in Congress
sections 17
17
Congress assembled,
assembled, That sections
and 20 of the Act
entitled "An Act
Act to
to provide
compensation for
Act entitled
provide compensation
for
employees of the United States
while in
in the
erStates suffering injuries
injuries while
the performance
formance of their duties, and for other purposes
purposes ", approvedSepapproved Sep5, secs.
secs. 767
767 and
and 770),
770), are
are
tember 7, 1916, as amended (U.S.C.,
(U.S.C., title 5,
hereby waived
waived in favor of Carl F.
F. Castleberry,
Castleberry, aa former employee
employee
of the Railway
Railway Mail Service: Provided,
accrue
Provided, That no benefit shall accrue
hereunder until after
hereunder
after the enactment
enactment of this Act.
Act.
June 21, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 706.]

June 21, 1934.
1934.
[H.R,
4579.]
[H.R. 4579.]
[Private, No. 317.]
317.]

JUNE
21,
JUNE 21,

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the
the relief
of Doctor
Charles T.
T. Granger.
relief of
Doctor Charles
Granger.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
of the Department
hereby, authorized
authorized
Department of the Interior be, and he
he is hereby,
and directed
directed to pay, out of funds
funds of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
of
Indians of
Minnesota and in full settlement
the sum
Minnesota
settlement against the Government,
Government, the
sum
of $290 to Doctor Charles
Charles T. Granger
Granger for
for hospitalization
and
hospitalization and
medical services
rendered Joseph
Joseph Abbett,
services rendered
Abbett, an Indian
Indian patient
patient at the
Granger
Granger Hospital, McGregor,
McGregor, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Approved, June
June 21, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 707.1

June 21,
21, 1934.
1934.

[H.R.
[H.R.4838.]
488.]
318.]
[Private, No. 38.]

MassachusettsBondMassachusetts
Bonding and Insurance
Insurance
Company.
Payment
Payment to, on aacCount
coe of certain unpaid
money orders.

Co.

A I*T A ~rm
AN
A1
- ACT
1
For the
the relief
relief of
the
Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance
For
a
the Massachusetts
Insurance Company, aacorporacorporation
organized
and existing
existing under
laws of
tion organized and
under the
the laws
of the State of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
United
States of America
America
in
Congress
assembled,
United
States
in
Congress
the
PostThat
the
Posterany.
master General
General be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
and he
pay

mocfYerunpaid to the Massachusetts
Massachusetts Bonding and
and Insurance
Insurance Company,
Company, a
a corporacorporation
organized
tion organized under the laws of the State of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, out of
of

the fund credited to unpaid money
money orders more than
one year
year old,
old,
than one
the sum of $22,216.47,
$22,216.47, being the aggregate
aggregate of three thousand four
four
hundred and eighteen
eighteen money orders made payable
payable to Philipsborn's,
Philipsborn's,
The Outer Garment
Garment House, and endorsed
endorsed and made payable
payable to the
National Bank of the Republic, and stolen from said Philipsborn's
on December 11, 1919,
1919, and never recovered
recovered or
or paid,
paid, which
sum the
the
which sum
Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance
Massachusetts
Tnsurance Company
Company paid to said Philipsborn's under its contract
contract of indemnity, and become subrogated to the
Provisos.
IProit
bond
rights
of
Philipsborn's
Philipsborn's
as the
payee of
of said
said money
orders: Provided,
Provided,
the payee
money orders:
indfstmity bond.
That
That the said Massachusetts
Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance
Insurance Company
Company shall
shall
first file in the Post Office Department
Department of the United States
States a
abond
in the penal sum of $11,432.94,
$44,432.94, without limitation on the period
period of
of
liability,
liability, with such surety or sureties as may be acceptable
acceptable to the
Postmaster General,
General, to indemnify and
and save harmless the United
United
States from any loss on account of the stolen postal money orders
orders
Limitation
on
attoriatation on attor- herein
herein described:
described: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of the amount
amount
ney's, etc., fees.
appropriated in
of 10 per centum
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or agents, attorney or
or
attorneys,
on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
attorneys, on
connection with said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CHS.707,708,721,722.
CHS. 707,708,721,722.

21,22,1934.
JUNE 21,22,1934.

attorneys, to
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
any sum
sum of
of the
attorneys,
to exact,
receive any
the
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
excess of
of 10
per centum
amount
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
said claim,
claim, any
any
on
account of
in connection
with said
contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
the
contract to
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
provisions
misdemeanor and
provisions of this Act
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
not exceeding
exceeding
upon
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 21,
21, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 708.]

1421
1421

Penalty for violation.
violation.

ACT
AN ACT

June 21,
1934.
21, 1934.
[H.R. 7953.]
7953.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 319.]
[Private,
319.)

For the relief of the Dallas County Chapter of the American
American Red Cross.

Be
it enacted
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives of the
County ChapUnited
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
theSecreSecre- ter,Dallas
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
United States
American Red
American
Bed
tary of
Treasury be,
is hereby,
directed Cross.
Cross.
tary
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement
to
the Treasury
approprito pay,
pay, out of any money
money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
settlement of all
claims against
against the
the
in full
full settlement
all claims
ated, the
sum of $541.33 in
Government of
States to the
Chapter
Government
of the
the United
United States
the Dallas
Dallas County Chapter
of
of the American
American Red
Red Cross as
as reimbursement
reimbursement of amount paid by
virtue
of their
endorsement of
issued
of Government
Government check
check erroneously
erroneously issued
virtue of
their endorsement
Priso.
to one
Fannie Hilliard:
the amount
amount Limitation
Provided, That no part of the
to
one Fannie
Hilliard: Provided,
Limitation on attoretc., fees.
ney's,
etc.,
fees.
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
shall
thereof
10
per
centum
appropriated in this Act in excess of
be
agent or
agents, attorney
any agent
or agents,
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by any
be paid
paid or
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
account of
connection with
or attorneys, on account
said
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney
agent or
said claim.
sum of the
or
attorneys, to exact,
withhold, or receive
receive any
any sum
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
or attorneys,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
in excess
excess of
10 per
this Act
amount
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
any
with said
said claim,
claim, any
connection with
on
account of
violation.
the Penalty for violation.
contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
contract to
to the
provisions
this Act
shall be
be deemed
misdemeanor
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
Act shall
deemed guilty
of this
provisions of
and
fined in
any sum
sum not
exceeding
not exceeding
in any
shall be
be fined
thereof shall
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
21, 1934.
Approved,
June 21,
1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 721.]

AN ACT
ACT

To grant permission to the Willard
Association to erect
erect a
tablet at Fort
a tablet
Willard Family Association
Doyens,
Devens, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

-

June 22, 1934.
[8. 3628.)
[I.
328s.
[Private,
320.)
[Private. No. 32.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
the Senate and House
Be it
Willard Family
Aok
waitord Family AsThat the
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary sociation.
United
May
erect tabet
tablet at
at
of War
War is
is authorized
a erect
to grant
grant permission
permission to the Wil- Fort
authorized and
and directed
directed to
of
Dawns, Mass.

Fort
lard Family
Family Association
to erect
tablet at
at Fort
appropriate tablet
erect an
an appropriate
Association to
lard
formerly owned by
Devens, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on
on the
the site of the farm formerly
Devens,
Major Simon
but the
United States
to
not be
be put
put to
States shall
shall not
Willard, but
the United
Major
Simon Willard,
any expense
expense in
erection thereof.
thereof.
in or
or by the erection
any
Approved,
Approved, June 22, 1934.
[CHAPTER 722.]
722.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Wade
Wade Dean.

Frt

vnsa

No Federal epense
expense.
NoFederal

22, 1934.
June 22,
740.)
[H.R. 740.]
[Private, No. 321.1 -

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the Wade Dean.
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the United
United cade
Claim
of.
That the
m.an
United
America in
Congress assembled,
Vol. 39, pp. 746,747.
States
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission shall
shall be,
and it
it is
is Vol.39,pp.-74747.
be, and
States Employees'
hereby, authorized
directed to waive
waive the statute
statute of limitations
limitations
and directed
authorized and
hereby,
in
the application
application filed by
Wade Dean,
Dean, an
an employee
employee in the post office
office
by Wade
in the

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

1422

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

OHS. 722-724.
722-724.
CHS.

JUNE 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

at
as to
the provision
provision of
of an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to
Act to
an Act
to the
Ohio, as
at Stewart,
Stewart, Ohio,
provide compensation
of the
the United
States suffering
suffering
United States
employees of
for employees
compensation for
provide
injuries
in the
the performance
performance of
of their
other
for other
duties, and
and for
their duties,
while in
injuries while
purposes
approved September
September 7,
in order
order that
that he
may receive
receive
he may
7, 1916,
1916, in
", approved
purposes ",
the
consideration as
he has
within the
the specified
specified
has applied
applied within
as though
though he
the same
same consideration
time
required by
law: Provided,
Provided, That
benefits shall
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior
That no
no benefits
by law:
time required
to
approval of
Act.
of this
this Act.
to the
the approval
Approved,
1934.
June 22,
22, 1934.
Approved, June

Proviso.
Pr.Aoso.
No
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.

[CHAPTER 723.]

AN ACT
1934.
June 22, 1934.
1H.R.
[H.R. 1354.]

For
relief of
Mason.
of C.
C. V. Mason.
For the relief

iirr" ta No.
hnT,322.]
91
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Be
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of America
America in
United States
of the Treasury
Paymentto.
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay
to C.
V. Mason,
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
Treasury not
money in
of any
Mason, out
to
C. V.
appropriated anti
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
the GovernGovernfull settlement
settlement of
and in
in full
appropriated
of the United
ment
United States, the sum of $1,206.76,
$1,206.76, representing
representing exexment of
penses
incurred by
by him
him as
result of
of the
death and
and burial
of his
his
burial of
the death
as aa result
penses incurred
son,
who died
died as
as a
result of
of injuries
injuries received
received
a result
D. Mason,
Mason, who
Dwight D.
son, Dwight
while employed
as a
teacher of
of manual
manual training
Kanakanak
training at Kanakanak
a teacher
while
employed as
Proviso.
Industrial
Alaska on
December 30,
30, 1931:
Provided, That
That
Proho.
Industrial School
School in
in Alaska
on December
1931: Provided,
Limitation on attorat to
no part
part of the amount appropriated
no
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
ey's, fetc.,
et., tees..
nney's,
centunt
delivered to
received by any
any agent
to or
or received
be paid
paid or delivered
thereof shall
shall be
centum thereof
or
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
or agents,
agents, attorney
connection
with said
said claim.
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agent or
or
shall be
claim. It
connection with
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
agents,
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
excess of
10 per
of 10
per
any
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
centum thereof
thereof on
account of services
services rendered
connection with
centum
on account
rendered in
in connection
Penalty for
notwithstanding. Any
Penalty
for viola- said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
ttion,
ton
person violating
violating the provisions
person
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
sum
$1,090.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
Approved,
1934.
June 22,
22, 1934.
Approved, June

a. v. ason.

0. V. Mason.
Payment to.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 724.]
June 22, 1934.
194.
37051
[e[H.R.
H.R. 3705.]
[Private,
323.1
[Private, No. 323.]
Julia E.
Smith.
Julla
E.Smith.
Compensation,

for

AN ACT
relief of Julia E. Smith.
For the relief

Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United States

of the
Treasury be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
and directed
to pay,
money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
out of any money
Treasury not
not otherwise
the
Julia E.
E. Smith
Smith in
full settlement
settlement of all
claims
sum of $1,500
$1,500 to Julia
in full
all claims
against the
United States
States because
because of
personal injuries
injuries sustained
by
against
the United
of personal
sustained by
October
the said Julia
Julia E.
E. Smith when
when struck
struck and injured
injured on or
or about October
13, 1925, in the city of Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, by a
motor truck
a motor
truck
owned and operated by the Post Office
Department of the United
Office Department
United
Provided,
the amount
amount appropriated
appropri ated in
in this
this
part of
of the
Proviso.
Limitation
on attoralter- States
. •
no part
That no
Provided, That
States:
tonon
LP
etc., fees.
nay's, etc.,
tees.
excess of 10
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to
in excess
Act in
10 per centum
centum thereof
shall be
or
received by
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account
account
or received
by any
any agent
agents, attorney
of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be
of services
unlawful for any agent
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
exact,
collect,
appropriated
collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum of the amount
amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof on account
account of services
services
rendered in connection
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
rendered
connection with said
said claim,
claim, any

personal bajarins.
personma
njBurs

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
IL
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 724-726.

1423
1423

JUNE
JUNE 22, 1934.

Penalty
Penalty
notwithstanding.
Any person
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act tion.
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
conviction tion.
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor, and
and upon
upon conviction
a misdemeanor,
be deemed
shall be
thereof
be fined
fined in
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
in any
shall be
thereof shall
Approved, June
June 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 725.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN ACT
Welhoelter.
Gustav Welhoelter.
For the relief of Gustav

fo
for

violar viola-

JJune
une 22, 1934.
1934.
(H.R.
3791.)
[H.R. 3791.]

[Private. No.
No. 324.]
324.]
[Private.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
the Secretary
United
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary Gustav
Rustily Welhoelter.
wemoeter.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of the
is authorized
authorized and
to pay,
of any
any money
money stoReenpaostai
stoiee
npa
varfer
f
ntgo.or
r
out of
pay, out
directed to
and directed
Treasury is
of
the Treasury
appropriated, the sum of $900
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
$900 to
not otherwise
in
the Treasury
superintendent of the Fox Creek
Gustav
Welhoefter, assistant
assistant superintendent
Creek postGustav Welhoelter,
office station,
amount
sum represents
represents the amount
Michigan. Said sum
Detroit, Michigan.
station, Detroit,
office
paid by
by said
said Gustav
Gustav Welhoelter
to the United
United States Government
Government
Welhoelter to
paid
accounts of the Fox Creek station,
to
make up
station,
the deficit in the accounts
up the
to make
robbery or burglary
which deficit
deficit was
burglary of said post office:
office:
by robbery
caused by
was caused
which
ason at
appropriated in this Act in Limitation
amount appropriated
Provided, That
That no
no part
r0fILSO.. on
of the amount
part of
Provided,
Limitat i
on attorfees.
etc., fees.
or ney's,
delivered to or
centum thereof
excess
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
neys, etc..
of 10
excess of
received by
any agent
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account
attorney or
or agents,
agent or
by any
received
of
with said
said claim. It
It shall be unconnection with
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
of services
lawful for
for any
any agent
agent or
attorney or attorneys, to exact,
or agents, attorney
lawful
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
the amount
sum of
collect, withhold,
on account
this Act
in excess
10 per
per centum
thereof on
account of services
services
centum thereof
of 10
excess of
Act in
this
rendered
connection with
claim, any
any contract
contract to the contrary
with said claim,
in connection
rendered in
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act iPenalty for violaviola.
this Act
of this
Any person
notwithstanding.
t "'
shall be
guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof t
deemedguilty
be deemed
shall
$1,000.
shall
be fined
fined in
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
in any
shall be
Approved,
22, 1934.
June 22,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 726.]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
of Anthony
Anthony Hogue.
Hogue.
For the relief of

June 22,
22, 1934.
June
1934.
[H.R. 3793]

[HR. s793.
(Private,
325.)
[Private, No. 325.]

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
oge.
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary Anthonyl
Anthony Hogue.
America in
United
ym rnt of otr
postal
stolen
tain
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
money
tain
ePa
any
of
out
pay,
to
directed
and
is
authorized
Treasury
of the
in
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $600
$600 to tunds.
hin ds.
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in the
post-office
Fox Creek post-office
Anthony
formerly finance
finance clerk of the
the Fox
Hogue formerly
Anthony Hogue,
the amount
station,
Detroit, Michigan.
Michigan. Said
represents the
amount paid by
sum represents
Said sum
station, Detroit,
said
Anthony Hogue
United States
States Government
make up
up
Government to make
to the
the United
Hogue to
said Anthony
the
deficit in
in the
the accounts
accounts of
of the
Creek station,
deficit was
which deficit
station, which
Fox Creek
the Fox
the deficit
PA
caused
of said
office: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no Proviso.
oroi.
said post
post office:
or burglary
burglary of
by robbery
robbery or
caused by
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
ne
t
y
zni
! attert
ney's,
etc., f't c
per
of
10
in
excess
Act
this
in
part of the amount appropriated
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
received by any agent
agent
delivered to or received
shall be
centum
services rendered
or
agents, attorney
account of
rendered in
of services
on account
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
attorney or
or agents,
connection with
with said
It shall
unlawful for
or
for any agent or
be unlawful
shall be
claim. It
said claim.
connection
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
exact, collect,
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
to exact,
attorney or
agents,
any sum
of the
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
excess of
10 per
per
of 10
Act in
in this
amount appropriated
sum of
any
centum thereof
thereof on
in connection
connection with
rendered in
services rendered
of services
account of
on account
centum
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
Any Penalty
Penalty for
for violanotwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
said
o
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty of tiOfl
shall be
Act shall
person
a
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
sum
any sum
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not
1934.
Approved,
June 22,
22, 1934.
Approved, June
st o en

a

1424
1424

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
727.1
[CHAPTER 727.1

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 727-729.
727-729.
CHS.

AN ACT
For the relief of Edith L.

Rine 22, 1934.
June
[11.11.
5031.]
[H.R. 5031.]
[Private,
328.1
No. 326.1
[Private, No.

JUNE
JUNE 22, 1934.

Peeps.

Peeps.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Secretary
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
and
authorizedd a
of the
Treasury be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorize
nd directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of
the Treasury
out
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
any money
of any
out of
sum of
of $5,000
$5,000 to
to Edith
L. Peeps
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims
Peeps in
Edith L.
sum
against the
the Government
of the
the United
United States
States for
for injuries
injuries sustained
sustained
Government of
against
by reason
reason of
of the
the negligence
negligence on
the part
part of
of a
special-delivery mesmesa special-delivery
on the
by
senger of
the Milwaukee
(Wisconsin) post
office whose
truck struck
struck
whose truck
post office
Milwaukee (Wisconsin)
of the
senger
and injured
said Edith
L. Peeps,
Peeps, without
without fault
fault or
or negligence
negligence
Edith L.
the said
injured the
and
Proviso,
on
her part,
30, 1931:
1931: Provided
part of
the amount
amount
of the
no part
That no
Provided,That
October 30,
part, October
on her
Provl o.
Limitati
on attorLimitation
by
received
fees.
appropriated
in
this
Act
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
or
to
ne
on
attor- appropriated
delivered
or
paid
be
shall
Act
this
in
ney's, etc., fees.
any
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
or attorneys,
attorney or
any agents,
or
connection
with said
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for any agent
agent or
shall be
claim. It
said claim.
connection with
agents,
attorney or
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
or receive
receive
withhold, or
to exact,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
any sum
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
on account
account of
of servAct on
this Act
of the
sum of
any
any contract
ices
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
claim, any
contract to the
rendered in
ices rendered
Penalty for
violation. contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions of
of
for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
Penalty
this
Act shall
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
and upon
convicupon convicmisdemeanor and
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall be
this Act
tion
be fined
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
fined in
shall be
tion shall
Approved,
June 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Edith
L. Peeps.
Peeps.
Edith L.
Payment
to, for perPayment to,
sonal
injuries.
sonal injuries. for

[CHAPTER
728.1
[CHAPTER 728.]
1934.
June 22, 1934.

[71.11.
M06.1
[H.R. 5808.1
[Private,
327.]
No. 327.]
[Private, No.

ACT
AN ACT
McLeod.
For the relief of W. R. McLeod.

and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Con
Congress assembled, That there is
i
s
America in
States of
United
in the
hereby
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money in
hereby authorized
Treasury not
sum of $200, and when
the sum
appropriated, the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
appropriated the
Treasurer of
United States is hereby
hereby authorauthorof the
the United
the Treasurer
appropriated
postmaster at
ized
and directed
same to
to W.
W. R.
R. McLeod,
McLeod, postmaster
at
pay same
to pay
directed to
ized and
Apopka, Florida,
Florida, to
to reimburse
him in
the amount
amount of
postal funds
of postal
in the
reimburse him
Apopka,
Profe.,
Proviso.
stolen from
from the
the post
burglars: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
by burglars:
office by
post office
stolen
Limitatien on attorLimitation
ney's,
eta., fees.
the
amount appropriated
in this
.Act in
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum
of 10
excess of
this Act
feews
ney's, etc.,
appropriated in
the amount
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
to or
or received
received by any agent or
delivered to
paid or
shall be
thereof
agents, attorney
attorney, or
attorneys, on
on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
or attorneys,
agents,
connection
with said
claim. It
shall be
unlawful for
for any agent
agent or
or
be unlawful
It shall
said claim.
connection with
withhold, or receive
agents,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
any sum
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
10
the amount
any
sum of
in connection
of services
per centum
centum thereof
on account
services rendered
rendered in
connection
account of
thereof on
per
violation with
Penalty
Any
notwithstanding. Any
Pamdty for violation,
with said
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
said claim,
claim, any
the provisions
violating the
person violating
person
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
conviction thereof
a misdemeanor
of a
of
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum
Approved, June
22, 1934.
1934.
June 22,
Approved,
11

W. R..McLeod.
W.
Mel"d •
Reimbursement
Reimbursement for
loss
poatal funds.
funds.
of postal
loss of

729.]
[CHAPTER 729.]
Tune 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
June

[11.E.
[H.R. 6238.]
6238.]
[Private,
No. 328.1
328.]
Private, No.

14
11..
Welt
. propelatyprop
,a.Payment
to,y
for

damagesr.

rt damages.
erty

AN ACT
relief of M. R. Welty.
For the relief

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
and Howe
Be it
United
States of
of America
America in.
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States
to
hereby, authorized and directed to
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
the Treasury
pay, out
out of
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
of any
pay,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
729-731.
CHS. 729-731.

JUNE 22,
22 , 1934.
1934 .
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to
Welty the
sum of
damages to
to his
automobile by aa
his automobile
for damages
$750 for
of $750
the sum
R. Welty
M. R.
to M.
mail truck
truck belonging
belonging to
to the
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part Proaeo.
Prerin.
the Government:
attorLimkaison on attarLimitation
mail
fees.
of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
per centum
centum ney's,
now's, etc.,
etc., feta.
10 per
of 10
excess of
in this
the amount
of the
thereof
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
agent or
received by any agent
shall be
thereof shall
agents,
attorney or
attorneys, on
on account
rendered in
services rendered
of services
account of
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
connection
with said
It shall
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent
agent
claim. It
said claim.
connection with
or
attorney or
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold, or
exact, collect,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
or agents,
receive any
any sum
amount appropriated
excess
appropriated in this Act in excess
the amount
of the
sum of
receive
of
10 per
per centum
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in connecconneccentum thereof
of 10
tion
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
tion with
violation.
Penalty for
be deemed
Any
violating the
the provisions
of this
Act shall be
deemed Penalty
for violation.
this Act
provisions of
person violating
Any person
thereof shall be fined
guilty of
of a
and upon
conviction thereof
fined
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
guilty
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
in
Approved,
1934.
22, 1934.
June 22,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
730.]
[CHAPTER 7301

AN ACT
AN
For
relief of
of John R. Novak.
the relief
For the

June 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 6284.]
6284.1
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 329.]
329.1
[Private,

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
R. Novak.
Novak.
United
of America
assembled, That
That the Secretary John
John R.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United ,States
Payment
Paymen to, for fatal
hereby, authorized
of
Treasury be,
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed to injuries
Injuries to tdaughter.
daughter.
fatal
he is
and he
be, and
the Treasury
of the
pay, out
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
any money
out of
pay,
to John
John R.
the sum
sum of
of $4,000
full settlement
settlement of all claims
in full
$4,000 in
Novak the
R. Novak
to
against
the Government
the United
States for
fatal injuries
for fatal
United States
of the
Government of
against the
sustained
his daughter,
daughter , La
Verne Novak, by an automobile
automobile truck
truck
La Verne
by his
sustained by
owned
and operated
operated by
the Post
February 20,
Department, on February
Office Department,
Post Office
by the
owned and
1932, at
the northeast
of Fulton
Fulton and
and Green Streets, Chicago,
Chicago,
corner of
northeast corner
at the
1932,
ionono.
of the amount appropriated
Illinois: Provided,
appropriated in this rovito•
part of
no part
That no
Provided, That
Illinois:
attorLimitation on attor.
etc.,
ney's,
delivered
or
be
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
paid
delivered
ney's,
imitation
etc., fees.
fees.
shall
thereof
centum
Act in excess of 10 per
to or
or received
received by
by any
any agent
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
to
It shall
account of
rendered in
connection with
with said claim. It
in connection
services rendered
of services
account
be unlawful
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys, to exact,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
unlawful for
be
collect, withhold,
or receive
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
of the
sum of
any sum
receive any
withhold, or
collect,
account of services
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
thereof on account
services
per centum
10 per
in excess
this
contract to the contrary
rendered in
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
connection with
rendered
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
violation.
orviolation.
Penalty for
Act Penalty
Any person
notwithstanding.
conviction thereof
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
upon conviction
thereof
misdemeanor and upon
of aamisdemeanor
shall be
shall
be fined
fined in
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
in any
shall be
Approved,
June
22,
1934.
1934.
22,
June
Approved,
[CHAPTER
731.]
[CHAPTER 7311

AN
AN ACT
For
the relief
relief of
of James
James Henry
Henry Green.
Green.
For the

June 22, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R. 6497.
6497.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 330.]
330.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
James Henry Green.
James
United
States
of
America
in,
Congress
assembled,
That in the admin- Military record
That
assembled,
Congress
record corin
America
of
United States
rected.
benefits
istration
of
any
laws
conferring
rights,
privileges,
benefits
upon
and
istration of any laws conferring rights, privileges,
honorably
discharged soldiers
James Henry
Henry Green,
Green, deceased,
deceased, who
soldiers James
honorably discharged
was aa member
the Forty-third
Ohio Vounteer
Infantry, shall
shall
Vounteer Infantry,
Forty-third Ohio
of the
member of
was
hereafter be
and considered
to have
honorably discharged
discharged
been honorably
have been
considered to
held and
be held
hereafter
from
service of
as aamember
member of
of that
States as
United States
the United
of the
military service
the military
from the
PrEoo.
organization on
on the
the 9th
of April
April 1865:
1865: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no bounty,
bounty, Proviso.
day of
9th day
organization
No back pay, etc.
back
pay,
pension,
or
allowance
shall
be
held
have
have
accrued
prior
to
held
be
shall
allowance
or
pension,
back pay,
to the
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the passage
to
Approved, June
June 22, 1934.
Approved,
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1426

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 732.]
732.]

June 22, 1934.
[H.R. 7372.]
7372.]
[Private, No.
No. 331.]
331.]

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CIIS.
732-734.
CHS. 732-734.

JUNE 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
For the
Donald K.
Warner.
K. Warner.
For
the relief
relief of
of Donald

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
Be
it enacted
United States
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
in Congress
United
o
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to
directed to
he is
is hereby,
be, and
off th
pay, out
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
money in
of any
out of
pay,
and
settlement against
the Government,
to Donald
Donald K.
K. Warner,
Warner,
Government, to
in full
full settlement
against the
and in
former postmaster
postmaster at
at Oakdale,
Oakdale, Nebraska,
of $869.17,
$869.17, being
being
the sum
sum of
Nebraska, the
former
the
stamps and
and postal
lost in
the burglary
burglary of
of the
the
in the
postal funds
funds lost
amount of
of stamps
the amount
Proviao.
post office
on the
the night
night of
of December
December 13,
13, 1928:
1928: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part
Proviso.
office on
post
Limitation on attorney's,
fees.
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
Act in
in excess
this Act
of
ney's, ete.,
etc., fees.
thereof shall
paid or
delivered to
or received
by any
or
any agent
agent or
to or
received by
be paid
or delivered
thereof
shall be
agents,
attorney or
attorneys, on
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in
on account
of services
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
connection
with said
claim. It
It shall
be unlawful
for any
any agent
agent or
or
unlawful for
shall be
said claim.
connection with
agents,
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive
to exact,
exact, collect,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
attorney or
any sum
sum of
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
10
in excess
in this
amount appropriated
any
of the
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
connection
in connection
rendered in
of services
services rendered
on account
account of
per
Penalty for violation,
with said
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any
violation. with
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
said claim,
person, violating
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
Act shall
the provisions
provisions of
person
violating the
of aamisdemeanor
and upon
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in any
any
fined in
conviction thereof
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
of
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum
Approved,
June 22,
22, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Donald K.
K. Warner.
Donald
Warner.
Payment to, for loss
loss
Payment
of
postal funds.
funds. for
of postal

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 733.]
June 22,1934.
22, 1934.
June
[H.R. 8108.]
[H.R.
[Private, No.
No. 332.]
332.]

Jeannette
Jeannette Weir.
Payment to, for personal injuries.
injuries.
sonal

Provsfo.
crligilon on
on attorattorLimitation
fees,
ney',
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penaltyfor

of the
Be
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of America
United
of the Treasury
hereby, authorized
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to pay,
out
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
out of any
any money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
sum of $1,000, in full settlement of all claims against the Government
Government
of the United States, to
to Jeannette
Jeannette Weir for injuries sustained
sustained by
being struck by aa United States mail truck January
January 4, 1922: ProProvided, That
appropriated in this Act in excess
That no part of the amount appropriated
excess
of 10
centuin thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
or received
received
of
10 per
per centum
delivered to
to or
by any agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, on account of services
services
rendered
connection with
rendered in connection
with said
said claim.
It shall be
be unlawful
for
claim. It
unlawful for
any
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold,
any agent or
or agents, attorney
to exact,
exact, collect,
or receive
receive any sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
excess
Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof on account of services
services rendered
rendered in concon-,
nection with said claim, any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstandnotwithstandany contract
ing.
ing. Any
Any person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
be fined in any
any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
June 22,
Approved, June
22, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
734.]
[CHAPTER 734.1

June 22, 1934.
1934.

[H.R. 7893.]
[H.R.
7893.]
[Private, No.
No. 333.]
[Private,
333.]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Jeannette
Weir.
Jeannette Weir.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Ralph LaVern
LaVern Walker.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States
America in
U
nited St
at
es of
ofAmerica
in Congress
Congres s assembled,
assem bled, That
Th atthe
the Secretary
Secretary
Walker.
Payment to gardguard- of
directed to
pay,
f the Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
to pay,
Payment
ian,
the
ian, forlossoan,etfor loss of arm, etc oUt
out of
of any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $500 to the legal
legal guardian
guardian of Ralph LaVern Walker for the
loss of his arm and other injuries as the result of an explosion of
of
a cap on the site of Camp Gordon on February 23, 1929.
a
1929.
Ralph
Ralph

Ve

r nn
La
a Ver

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 734, 737,
737, 738.
CHS.

JUNE 22, 24,1934.
JUNE
24, 1934.
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Sm.
2. That
United States
States Employees'
Compensation CommisCommis- rtaMo:ntleantlisabillty
Monthly disablit
Employees' Compensation
the United
That the
SEC. 2.
authorized and directed
sion
be, and
directed to pay to the legal
legal
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
it is
and it
sion be,
guardian
Ralph LaVern
$50 per
per month,
month,
Walker the sum of $50
LaVern Walker
of Ralph
guardian of
beginning with
with the
Act and
and continuing
continuing for the
the period
passage of this Act
the passage
beginning
appropriated Provso.
of eight
eight years:
no part
part of
provisos.
the amount appropriated
of the
That no
Provided, That
years: Provided,
of
at
etac.s.
paid or delivered
in
this Act
Act in
in excess
of $100
$100 shall
shall be
be paid
delivered to or received
received ney'si,
ney's,
Limitationeeso.n
etc., f
attorexcess of
in this
account of services
by
any agent
attorneys, on account
services
attorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
by any
It shall be unlawful
rendered
connection with
said. claim.
unlawful for any
claim. It
with said
in connection
rendered in
agent
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
withhold, or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
agents, attorney
agent or
receive
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
any sum
receive any
$100
services rendered
connection with said claim,
in connection
rendered in
of services
account of
on account
$100 on
Penaltyforviolation.
any
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating Penalty
for violation.
person violating
Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
a
misdemeanor
of
deemed
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
misdemeanor
shall
Act
this
of
the provisions
to
Payment
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding zyme
n
n
t
!
to be
beinfull
in full
be fined
shall be
and
$1,000: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
full
That the above amounts shall be in full
$1,000:
settlement
against the
Government.
the Government.
settlement against
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June 22, 1934.
[CHAPTER
737.]
[CHAPTER 737.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
M. N. Lipinski.
Lipinski.
For the relief of M.

the
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be

United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United

June 24,
1934.
24,1934.
[H.R. 7264.1
7264.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 334.]
334.]
(Private,
M. N. Lipinski.
eimbursemnt
Reimbursement

for
for

loss of livestock.
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is
authorized and directed
directed to lossoflivestock.
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
of the
appropriated
otherwise
pay,
.out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated
Treasury
the
in
money
any
of
pay, out
and in
Lipinski the sum of
M. N. Lipinski
settlement, to M.
complete settlement,
and complete
full and
in full
and
$1,100 as
reimbursement for
for damages
damages sustained in the losses of liveas reimbursement
$1,100
stock by
poisoning as
as the
of weed-killing
weed-killing experiments
experiments conresult of
the result
by poisoning
stock
ducted
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Fisheries
the Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce
of the
Fisheries of
ducted by
Proviao.
on
pasture purposes
by M.
N. Lipinski:
Lipinski: Provided,
Provided, Laion
Limitation on attorM. N.
purposes by
for pasture
used for
premises used
on premises
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
That
no part
part of
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess of ney's
this Act
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
That no
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
by
received
or
to
delivered
or
paid
be
10 per centum thereof shall
services
any agent
or agents,
attorneys, on account
account of services
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
agent or
any
rendered
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
shall be
with said
connection with
in connection
rendered in
any agent
or agents,
or attorneys,
exact, collect, withto exact,
attorneys, to
attorney or
agents, attorney
agent or
any
hold,
receive any
any sum
sum of
of the
appropriated in this Act in
amount appropriated
the amount
or receive
hold, or
excess of
of 10
account of
rendered in
in
services rendered
of services
on account
thereof on
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
excess
contrary
connection
with
said
claim,
any
contract
to
contrary
notwiththe
to
contract
any
claim,
said
with
connection
Penalty for violation.
standing. Any
violating the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be Penaltyforvolation.
of this
the provisions
person violating
Any person
standing.
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
thereof shall
and upon
a misdemeanor
of a
deemed
be
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
fined in
be fined
Approved, June
24, 1934.
1934.
June 24,
Approved,

[CHAPTER 738.]
738.
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

For the
Ryland.
Arthur A. Burn, Senior, and J. K. Ryland.
relief of Arthur
the relief
For

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
United
of
the Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
Treasury be,
of the
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not
otherwise
otherwise
not
States
United
the
of
Treasury
the
in
out of any money
appropriated,
A. Burn,
of Daufuskie
Daufuskie Island,
South
Island, South
Senior, of
Burn, Senior,
Arthur A.
to .Arthur
appropriated, to
Carolina,
the
sum
of
$5,000;
and
to
J.
S.
Ryland,
of
Bermuda,
Bermuda,
of
Ryland,
K.
J.
to
and
$5,000;
of
sum
the
Carolina,
Alabama
the sum
sum of
of $4,246.06,
the same
same being
satisfaction
being in full satisfaction
$4,246.06, the
Alabama, the
of any
claim they
may have
against the
Government
States Government
United States
the United
have against
they may
any claim
of
on account
account of
the death
B. Ryland
Ryland
J. B.
and J.
Junior, and
Burn, Junior
A. Burn,
Arthur A.
of Arthur
death of
of the
on
as aaresult
having been
been sent
admittedly unseaworthy
unseaworthy
to sea in an admittedly
sent to
of having
result of
as
boat or
or skiff
skiff while
employed in
in the
the United
United States
States Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic
while employed
boat

June 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
June
[H.R.
7631.]
(H.R. 7631.]
[Private, No.
No. 335.]
335.]
[Private,
Arthur
A.
Burn,
Burn,
A.
Arthur
Senior, and
and J.
J.
K.
K.
Senior,
Ryland.
Ryland.
Payment to.
to.
Payment
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73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

Proviso. ion on attorProviso.
Limitat
on attorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,

Penalty for
for violation.
violation,
Penalty

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
739, 744.
CHS. 738,
738,739,
744.

JUNE 24,25,1934.
24, 25, 1934.
JUNE

Survey near
near Saint
February 3,
3,1926:
1926 :
Provided
Survey
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Florida,
Florida, February
Provided,,
That no
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
10
excess of
That
no part
part of
per
be paid
paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
agent
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
of services
services renrenor agents,
attorney or
on account
account of
agent or
dered
in connection
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
for any
dered in
connection with
with said
be unlawful
unlawful for
any
agent
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, to
receive
any sum
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of
receive any
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
10 per
per centum
of services
in connection
10
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection
with
said claim,
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
with said
claim, any
any contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
provisions of
Act shall
person
of
thereof shall
be fined
in any
any
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
sum not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum
Approved,
June 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 7391
[CHAPTER
739.]

Rine 24, 1034.
June
1934.
[H.R.
8328.]
[H.R. 8328.]
336.]
[Private, No. 336.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief of the heirs of C. K. Bowen, deceased.
deceased.

it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by the Senate amd
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
ecreUnited States
States of America
America in
in Congress
the Secreto
tary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he
he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay to Mary
Mary E.
E. Christenson, Houston, Texas; Mrs. F. N. Heiman,
Seabrook, Texas; Mrs. A. B. Christenson,
Burbank, California;
California; and
Seabrook,
Christenson, Burbank,
California, heirs
heirs of C. K. Bowen, deceased,
deceased,
C. K. Bowen, Burbank, California,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
in full settlement
settlement against the Government,
Government, the sum of $450.50, for
for
sustained by the said heirs of the said C. K. Bowen, dedamages sustained
hurricane of September
ceased, who lost his life during the hurricane
September 8, 1900,
when the light station at Halfmoon
Halfmoon Shoal, Texas, was demolished,
and the said C. K.
K. Bowen, deceased, was drowned, as shown by Public
Numbered 103 of the Fifty-seventh
Document Numbered
Fifty-seventh Congress,
Congress, first sesProviap.
Prodso.
Provided, That no part of the amount
sion dated December 7, 1901: Provided
amount
Limitation on
on attor- sion,
ney's, etc.,
Rey's,
etc., fees.
fees.
appropriated
centum thereof shall
shall
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney
received by any agent
or attorneys, on account
account of services
services rendered in connection
connection with
with
said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
agents, attorney
unlawful for any agent or agents,
or attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold, or receive
receive any sum
sum of
ofthe
th e
amount appropriated
n this Act in excess of 10
appropriated i
in
10 per centum thereof
thereof
on account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any
Penalty
for violation
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
Pealtylor violation, contract to the contrary
person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
upon conviction
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, June 24, 1934.

C.
C. K.
K. Bowen.
Bowen.
Payment to certain
heirs of.

[CHAPTER 744.]
7441
[CHAPTER
lone 25
25, 1934.
1934.
June
[S.
is. 33562.]
32.]
No. 337.]
[Private, No.

Desert
d
Robert
Desert Rayl.
land
sued to.
2ssued

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Robert Rayl.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of

the United
United States of America in
in Congress
pate
Congress assebled,
assembled, That the
patent
Secretary of the Interior
be, and
Interior be,
hereby, authorized
and
and he
he is hereby,
authorized and
directed to issue
issue patent to Robert Rayl on desert-land
desert-land entry, Blackfoot, Idaho, numbered 039881, entered by him November
November 17, 1925,
1925,
for
northwest quarter,
and the west half southwest quarter secfor the
the northwest
quarter, and
tion 15, township
township 11 south, range
range 17 east, Boise (Idaho)
(Idaho) meridian.
meridian.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 25,
25, 1934.
1934.

73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

745-747.
CHS. 745-747.

JUNE 25,
25, 1934.
1934.

1429
1429

[CHAPTER 745.]
745.]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
AN

George Logan
For
the relief
of Mrs.
Logan and
and her minor
minor children,
children, Lewis
Lewis and Barbara
Barbara
Mrs. George
relief of
For the
Logan.
Logan.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
United
States of
America in

June
June 25, 1934.
1934.
[H.R. 2416.]
[H.R.
2416.i
(Private,
No.
3381
[Private, No. 338.]

George Logan.
eorge LoganPayment to
to dependdependPayment

injury to.
fata injury
to pay,
pay, ents, for fatal
directed to
hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
of
Treasury be,

out
money in the
appropriated, the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
out of any money
sum
of $3,000
George Logan
Logan and her
minor children, Lewis
her minor
to Mrs. George
sum of
$3,000 to
and
Barbara Logan,
as dependents
(deceased),
Logan (deceased),
of George
George Logan
dependents of
Logan, as
and Barbara
who
later died
died of such injuries,
in line
line of duty and later
injuries in
who sustained
sustained injuries
which
received while
Fort
prison guard at Fort
as aa prison
on duty as
while on
were received
which were
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Kansas.
Leavenworth,
Approved, June
1934.
June 25, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 746.]
746.1
[CHAPTER
AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Lucy Rounds.
Rounds.
of Thelma
Thelma Lucy
the relief
For

June 25, 1934.

[H.R. 3638.]
3636.]
[H.B.
[Private, No.
339.]
[Private,
No. 339.]

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
the
Senate and House
by the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Lucy
Thelma
United
States of
of America
Thelma
Lucy
assembled, That the Secretary Bounds.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Rounds.
authorized and
hereby, authorized
of
Treasury be,
and directed
directed to Compensation
Compensation
for
be, and
and he is hereby,
the Treasury
of the
injuries.
pay, out
out of
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, personal
personal injuries.
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
any money
pay,
the sum
of $270.28
$270.28 to
Lucy Rounds, Fall River, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
to Thelma
Thelma Lucy
the
sum of
Government of the United
settlement of all claims against the Government
in full
full settlement
Ship
States for
for injuries
United States Ship
visiting the United
while visiting
received while
injuries received
States
Bridge at
at Newport,
Newport, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Island, on July
July 12,
1931, when
when an
enlisted
an enlisted
12, 1931,
Bridge
a shot through
revolver fired a
man
showing visitors aarevolver
through Miss Rounds's
man showing
leg, causing
injuries which
resulted in
period of
unemployof unemploya long period
in a
which resulted
causing injuries
leg,
Proviso.
17.0u
,
480. i on attorappropriated in this Limitation
ment: Provided,
amount appropriated
Provided, That no part of the amount
ment:
on attorAct in
of 10
10 percentum
percentum thereof
shall be
or delivered
delivered to ney's,
neAettact.:3;1
etc., fees.
paid or
be paid
thereof shall
excess of
Act
in excess
attorneys, on account
or received
received by any
account
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
any agent
or
of services
rendered in
connection with
with said claim.
It shall be
claim. It
in connection
of
services rendered
unlawful for
attorney or attorneys
attorneys to exact,
for any agent or agents, attorney
unlawful
collect, withhold,
receive any
any sum
amount appropriated
appropriated
the amount
sum of
of the
or receive
withhold, or
collect,
services
in
this Act
centum thereof
thereof on account
account of services
10 per
per centum
in excess of 10
Act in
in this
rendered
in connection
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to the contrary
connection with
rendered in
Penalty for
notwithstanding. Any
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
for violation.
violation.
Act Penalty
violating the
Any person
person violating
notwithstanding.
thereof
conviction
and
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
upon
conviction
thereof
misdemeanor
shall be deemed guilty of a
shall be
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum not exceeding
fined in any
be fined
shall
Approved,
June 25, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
747.]
[CHAPTER 747.]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Theodore W.
Beland.
W. Beland.
of Theodore
the relief
For

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the Secretary
America in
United States
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and directed
directed to
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
Treasury be,
of
pay, out
of any
the Treasury
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
any money
out of
pay,
employee of the
the sum
of $32.30
to Theodore
B' eland, an employee
Theodore W. Beland,
$32.30 to
sum of
the
Lighthouse Service,
full and
and final
settlement for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
final settlement
in full
Service, in
Lighthouse
in
the operation
privately owned
owned automobile
Government
automobile on Government
a privately
of a
operation of
in the
business during
during April
1929.
April 1929.
business
Approved, June
1934.
June 25, 1934.
Approved,

June
25, 1934.
1934.
June 25,
[H.R. 4952.]
4962.]
[H.R.
[Private,
No. 340.]
340.]
[Private, No.

Theodore
Theodore W.
W. Beland.
Behind.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

1430
1430

73d CONGRESS.

73d CONGRESS

SESS. II.

II.
SESS.
.

[CHAPTER
748.]
[CHAPTER 748.]
June 25,
25, 1924.
1924.
June

[H.R.
6622.]
0223.
i[H.R.
[Private, No.
341.]
No. 341.]
[Private,

CHS. 748, 766, 767.
CHS.748,766,767.

JUNE 25, 26, 1934.

JUNE 25,26,1934.

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
to lease
certain Government
Government land
land at
at
lease certain
Authorizing the
Woods
Hole, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Woods Hole,

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
United
States of
of America
of
Commerce be,
be, and
hereby is,
is, authorized
and directed
directed to
to leaselease:—
authorized and
he hereby
and he
of Commerce
eased
advisfor
period and
on such
such terms
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall deem
deem advisas the
terms as
and on
such period
for such
able—to the
Hole Yacht
Yacht Club,
Club, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of
of Woods
Woods Hole,
Hole,
Woods Hole
able-to
the Woods
Massachusetts,
that portion
portion of
owned by
by the
the United
States
United States
of the
the land
land owned
Massachusetts, that
Government, at
Penzance Point,
Point, or
or Long
Neck, Woods
Woods Hole,
Hole, bounded
bounded
Long Neck,
Government,
at Penzance
.
Description.
and
described as
A, from
mark in
boundary mark
Side A,
from boundary
as follows,
follows, namely:
namely: Side
and described
Description
direction
two hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-four degrees
fourteen minutes
minutes
degrees fourteen
direction two
forty-five seconds
seconds true,
true, a
distance of
ninety feet,
which comes
to
comes to
of ninety
feet, which
a distance
forty-five
high-water
mark; side
side B,
B, from
boundary mark
in direction
one
mark in
direction one
from boundary
high-water mark;
hundred and
degrees fourteen
fourteen minutes
forty-five seconds
seconds true,
true,
minutes forty-five
eleven degrees
hundred
and eleven
a
distance of
two hundred
and fifteen
fifteen feet;
feet; side
side C,
C, from
from easterly
end
easterly end
hundred and
a distance
of two
of
B in
in direction
one hundred
hundred and
and ninety
ninety degrees
degrees twenty-nine
twenty-nine
side B
direction one
of side
minutes fifteen
seconds true,
true, a
a distance
distance of
of seventy-four
which
feet, which
seventy-four feet,
fifteen seconds
minutes
comes to
to the
high-water mark;
side D,
the southerly
end of
side
of side
from the
southerly end
mark; side
D, from
the high-water
comes
C in
the irregular
high-water line
line to
to the
the
irregular high-water
direction along
along the
C
in a
a westerly
westerly direction
southerly end
including the
lying offshore:
offshore:
rocks lying
the rocks
side A
A and
and including
end of
of side
southerly
Proviso.
lease
Secretary shall
shall not
not execute
Provided,
however, That
That the
Proiso.
Provided, however,
the Secretary
execute such
such lease
Subject to waivers,
all persons
have any
any interest
said premises
premises
in said
interest in
persons who
who have
and until
until all
unless and
etubct to waivers unless
etc.
under the
provisions of
of the
the deed_
gift conveying
to the United
of gift
conveying to
deed of
under
the provisions
States the
the land
of which
is a
part, and
any Act
Act relating
a part,
and any
relating
which said
said parcel
parcel is
States
land of
to
the conveyance
conveyance of
premises to
to the
the United
United States,
shall have
have
to the
of such
such premises
States, shall
released for the
waived and
and released
the term
term of such lease all
all their right,
right, title,
United States inter- and
interest therein,
therein, and
and shall
shall consent
consent that
that the
the said
lease shall
not
and interest
said lease
shall not
et
est not
divested,
operate
to divest
United States
the title
said, property
property or
not diveted.
operate to
divest the
the United
States of
of the
title to
to said
or
any part
part thereof.
thereof.
any
Approved, June
Approved,
June 25,
25, 1934.
1934.

Woods Hole, Mass.
Certain Government
land at, leased to
Woods Hole Yacht
Hole Yacht
W
oods
Club,
Incorporated.

Woods
land

[CHAPTER
7661
[CHAPTER 766.1
June 26,
1934.
2f, 1934,
_1:4. 101.1
Private, No. 342.1
Fiirivt>o,
342.F

Fry.
Robert
Robert Gray
Gray Fry.
Military record
record corMilitary
rected.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

ACT
AN ACT
relief of Robert Gray Fry, deceased.
deceased.
For the relief

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
RepresentatPves of the
United
assembled, That in
in the
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
administration
any laws
rights, benefits,
and privileges
privileges
administration o
of any
laws conferring
conferring rights,
benefits, and
discharged soldiers Robert Gray
upon honorably
honorably discharged
Gray Fry,
Fry, deceased,
deceased,
shall be
be held
and considered
as having
been honorably
honorably discharged
shall
held and
considered as
having been
discharged
from the military service
service of the United States
States on
1865,
on July 31,
31, 1865,
late of Company
Company H, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry: Provided,
pension, or allowance
Provided, That no bounty, back pay, pension,
allowance
shall be held to have accrued prior to the passage of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 767.1
7671

26, 193.
1934.
June 2,
113.1
i[S.
s. 1.3.
1
343.]
[Private, No. 343.1
William Martin and
John E. Walsh, Jumor.
unior.
Iohn
Refund
dutiReaof
t of excess duties authorized.

E. walsh,
ex

AN ACT
For the relief of William
William Martin and John E. Walsh,
Walsh, Junior.

it enacted
enacted bq
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
by the Senate
Representatives of the

America in
in Congress
United States
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury
authorized and directed to pay
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to William
Martin and John E. Walsh,
William Martin
Walsh, Junior, who have succeeded
succeeded
to and are the sole owners of all right, title, and interest
interest of MartinMartinWalsh (Incorporated)
(Incorporated) in and to the
the within
within claim, out of any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $4,221.50
$4,221.50

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
767-769.
CHS. 767-769.

JUNE
JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
19 3
4.
1431

1431

in
full settlement
settlement of
all claims
claims against
against the United States. Such
of all
in full
sum
is
the
amount
of
excess
duties
levied
and collected
collected from MartinMartinlevied and
duties
excess
of
sum is the amount
Walsh (Incorporated)
(Incorporated) by
of the
the port
port of New York on
on
collector of
the collector
by the
Walsh
thirty-one
entries covering
importations of kraft wrapping
wrapping
covering importations
distinct entries
thirty-one distinct
paper from
and Norway
during the
the years
years 1922 and 1923:
1923:
Norway during
Sweden and
from Sweden
paper
too.
Pr
appropriated in this Act in neproviso..
Provided,
part of the amount
amount appropriated
no part
That no
Provided, That
L
y!
rsai
,e
tsti
c
ts., ron
o
. attoLimitation
ees.
etc.,
ney's,
or
to
delivered
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
delivered
o
n
attoror
paid
be
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
attorney or attorneys,
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
attorneys, on account
account
or agents, attorney
received
of services
services rendered
in connection
said claim.
It shall be
claim. It
with said
connection with
rendered in
of
unlawful for
for any
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
exact,
or agents,
agent or
unlawful
appropriated
the
collect,
withhold,
or
receive
any
of
amount
appropriated
sum
any
receive
or
collect, withhold,
in
Act in
in excess
10 per
per centum
thereof on account
account of services
services
centum thereof
of 10
excess of
this Act
in this
contract
rendered
in
connection
with
said
claim,
any
contract
to the contrary
contrary
claim,
said
with
connection
in
rendered
orviolation.
notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the provisions
Penalty for
provisions of this Actviolation.
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
shall be
deemed guilty
of aa misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction
misdemeanor and upon
guilty of
be deemed
shall
thereof
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
be fined
shall be
thereof shall
Approved, June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
768.]
[CHAPTER 768.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

June
nine 26,,134.
1934.
[8. 255]
2I.]
.
[Private,
No.
344.]
[Private, No. 344.]

John Hampshire.
Hampshire.
For the relief of John

the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
Secretary Johnatmpsesir
Pohn
mpe
namiti,re• for
for
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
United
daages.
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
out
money
damages.
any
of
out
pay,
to
directed
and
of the Treasury is authorized
in
not otherwise
Hampshire,
appropriated, to John Hampshire,
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
of
Grants
Pass,
Oregon,
the
sum
of
in full
satisfaction
full satisfaction
$32,715.81 in
of $32,715.81
sum
the
of Grants Pass, Oregon,
of his
United States
damages resulting
resulting from
for damages
States for
the United
against the
claim against
his claim
of
the
of work
under his
contract with the United
United States
his contract
work under
suspension of
the suspension
Numbered I-lp-71,
I—lp-71, dated
July 29,
29, 1927,
construction and
road construction
1927, for road
dated July
Numbered
improvement
in Mount
Mount Rainier
National Park in the State of
Rainier National
improvement in
Washington, such
such suspension
made necessary
necessary by the
been made
having been
suspension having
Washington,
the continufailure
to
provide
adequate
appropriations
to
permit
appropriations
adequate
provide
to
failure

ttoron atterion, on
ance
of the
in accordance
accordance with
with such
such contract:
contract: Provided,
That Proviso.
Provided, That
Limitation
work in
the work
ance of
neys, etc.,
in excess of 10
no part
of the
the amount
in this
this Act
Act in
10 per
per ney's,
etc., fee.
lees.
appropriated in
amount appropriated
part of
no

centum
thereof shall
paid or
delivered to or received
received by any
any
or delivered
be paid
shall be
centum thereof
agent
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys
attorneysIon
account of services
services renrenon account
agents, attorney
agent or
dered
in connection
connection with
with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
any
dered in
withhold,
agent or
or agents,
attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
agent
or
receive any
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
the amount
of the
any sum
or receive
of 10
10 per
services rendered in connecconnecaccount of services
thereof on account
centum thereof
per centum
of
tion
with
said
claim,
any
contract
to
the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
contrary
the
to
contract
any
claim,
said
tion with
Any, person
the provisions
of this
this Act
shall be
deemed
be deemed
Act shall
provisions of
violating the
person violating
Any
fined
be
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
shall
thereof
conviction
upon
and
misdemeanor
a
of
guilty
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
in
Approved, June
1934.
June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 769.1
769.]
[CHAPTER

orviolation.
Penalty for
violation.
Pnalty

AN ACT

Company.
For the
the relief
of the
Gruver Company.
F. Gruver
Edward F.
the Edward
relief of
For

-

^June 26,
26
26, 134.
1934.
June
[8.
336.]
s1i.3.]
[Private, No. 345.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
ruver
Edward F.
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the CompComp- Edward
F. Gruver
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
to.
ayment
and
adjust
to
authorized
is
States
troller
General
of
the
States
authorized
adjust
°
P
ul
ar:
l
e
nt
to.
United
troller General of the
settle
the claim
claim of
of the
Gruver Company in an amount
amount
Edward F. Gruver
the Edward
settle the
p.1
not
to
exceed
$200
for
leather
labels
furnished the
the Federal
Federal Radio vol.
furnished
vol. 440, P
.
1270.
labels
leather
not to exceed $200 for
requiring such
Commission, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
provision of
of law
law requiring
such
any provision
Commission,
supplies
to be
be obtained
from the
Government Printing
Printing Office.
the Government
obtained from
supplies to
Approved,
1934.
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June

1432
1432

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 770.]

June
1934.
26, 1934.
June 26,
[S. 379.1
379.]
[S.
[Private,
No.
346.]
[Private, No. 346.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
770-772.
CHS. 770-772.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
For the
the relief
Frederick G. Barker.
Barker.
relief of Frederick
For

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
to pay,
of the
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
authorized and
is hereby,
Treasury be,
of
the Treasury
out
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
not otherwise
money in
of any
out of
Frederick
G. Barker,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000
$3,000 in
in full
full
of Cleveland,
Barker, of
Frederick G.
settlement
claims against
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States
United States
against the
all claims
of all
settlement of
for
1919, when
when aaUnited
United States
States mail
mail
14, 1919,
November 14,
received November
injuries received
for injuries
Praoiso.
amount
of
the
truck
collided
with
him:
Provided,
That
no
part
part
the
no
That
Provided,
him:
with
collided
truck
'
1
i
ion
on
attoron
attorLimitation
Limta
nay's, etc.,
etc., fees,
appropriated in
in this
in excess
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be
thereof shall
fees.
ney's,
10 per
excess of
Act in
this Act
appropriated
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
or received
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney
by any
received by
to or
paid
in connection
or
attorneys, on
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with said
said
account of
or attorneys,
attorney or
claim.
It shall
shall be
for any
agent or
or
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
unlawful for
be unlawful
claim. It
attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
any sum
sum of
of the
the
receive any
or receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
attorneys, to
per centum thereof
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
in excess
of 10
thereof
10 per
excess of
this Act
appropriated in
amount
on account
of services
services rendered
connection with said claim, any
rendered in connection
account of
on
violation. contract
for violation.
Penalty for
Penalty
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any,person
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
to the
contract to
provisions
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of aamisdemeanor
and
misdemeanor and
guilty of
deemed guilty
this Act
of this
provisions of
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding
sum not
in any
thereof shall
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
1934.
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June

Barker.
Frederick
'Frederick G.
H
.
*
Barker'
Payment to,
to for
for perperPayment
sonal injuries.
injuries. ,
sonal

[CHAPTER 771.1
771.]
[CHAPTER

26,134.
nne 26,
June
1934.
[S. 418.1
[1.418.]
[Private,
347.]
No.347.]
[Private, No.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of William H. Connors, alias John H. Connors,
Connors, alias
alias Michael
Michael W. H.
Connors.
Connors.

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it

William
H. Connors,
Connors,
H.
iiuams
alias
John H.
Unit ed States
S tates of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adminH. Connors,
Connors, United
alias
John
privileges,
conferring
rights,
of
any
laws
istration
michael
W.
H.
istration
of
conferring
privileges, and benefits
benefits upon
W. H.
suaa Michael
Connors.
H. Connors,
soldiers William H.
Militaryy record
record cor--corhonorably
discharged soldiers
Connors, alias John H.
H.
honorably discharged
CMin
w
rated.
rooted.
Connors, alias
alias Michael
W. H.
H. Connors,
Connors, who
who was
was aamember
member of
of BatBatConnors,
Michael W.

Proviso.
Probc.
No
back pay, etc.
o okpayei.

tery
C, Sixth
Regiment United States Field Artillery, Fort Bliss,
Sixth Regiment
tery C,
hereafter be held and considered
considered to have been honorably
honorably
Texas, shall hereafter
discharged from
from the military service
service of the United States as a
apridischarged
vate of
of that
the 14th
day of
of October
October 1914:
Provided,
1914: Provided,
14th day
on the
that organization
organization on
vate
allowance shall
pay, pension,
That
no bounty,
back pay,
pension, or allowance
shall be held to
bounty, back
That no
have
have accrued prior to the passage of this Act.
Approved, June 26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 772.]
772.]
[CHAPTER

June
26, 1934,
une 2S,
134.
[S. 488.1
488.]
[i.
[Private,
No.
348.]
No.
348.1
[Private,

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
of Norman
Beier.
Norman Beier.
relief of
For

Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
Be
enacted by the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Compel-motion, for United
Personal
injuries.
of the
the Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
2pesiur.
of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
pay,
out of
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
appropriated, the
the
out
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
of $2,500
$2,500 to
Norman Beier,
Beier, Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New
New York,
York, in full settleto Norman
sum
ment of
of all
claims against
against the
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States for
for
the Government
ment
all claims
by him when struck by aatruck of the Post Office
injuries
sustained by
Office
injuries sustained
Proviso.
on attor
attor- Department:
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
part of
Provided, That
Department: Provided,
Limiti
Limitation on
ees.,
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
nay's, etc., fees
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
delivered
to or
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys,
or received
delivered to
connection with said claim. It
on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
It
Norman
Norman Beir.
Beier.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 772-775.
772-775.
CHS.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.

shall
for any
agent or
attorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
or agents,
any agent
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
to
withhold, or
or receive
any sum
sum of the amount
amount approreceive any
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
to exact,
priated
in this
Act in
of 10
centum thereof
thereof on account of
per centum
10 per
excess of
in excess
this Act
priated in
services
in connection
connection with
with said claim, any contract to the
rendered in
services rendered
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
person violating
Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
this Act
be deemed
convicmisdemeanor and upon convicof aamisdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
shall be
Act shall
this
exceeding $1,000.
tion thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
thereof shall
tion
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 773.]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Henry Poole.

1433
1433

Penalty
Penalty for violation.

June 26, 1934.
1934.
June
[8. 521.]
521.]
[S.
[Private,
No. 349.]
349.]
[Private, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Henry Poole.
United
assembled, That in the admin- Military
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
record correcord
upon
benefits
rected.
and
rected.
istration
of
any
laws
conferring
rights,
privileges,
benefits
privileges,
rights,
conferring
laws
any
of
istration
a member
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers
soldiers Henry
member of
Henry Poole, who was a
honorably
shall
Infantry,
Company
D,
Seventeenth
Regiment
United
States
Infantry,
States
United
Regiment
Seventeenth
D,
Company
honorably discharged
hereafter be
held and
considered to
have been
been honorably
discharged
to have
and considered
be held
hereafter
from
service of
United States
member of that
States as aamember
the United
of the
military service
the military
from the
Proviso.
Proviso.
organization on
on the
the 8th
April 1899:
1899: Provided,
Provided, That no No
of April
day of
8th day
organization
back pay, etc.
back
bounty, Back
back pay,
pension, or
allowance shall be held to have
or allowance
pay, pension,
bounty,
accrued
to the
passage of this Act.
the passage
prior to
accrued prior
Approved.
June
26,
1934.
1934.
26,
June
Approved.
[CHAPTER
774.]
[CHAPTER 7741

AN
ACT
AN ACT

June 26,
28, 1934.
June

W. Holland.
A. W.
For the
relief of
Holland.
of A.
the relief
For

[Private, No. 350.]
3501
[Private,

[8. 651.]
5.51.]
[S.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
it enacted
Be
A. W. Holland.
A.
assembled,
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Secretary Compensation,
Congress
in
Compensation, for
America
of
United States
services.
services.
extra
pay,
to
directed
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
of the
in
and
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated
and
appropriated
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
out of any money
full
the Government,
Government, the sum of $900 to A. W.
against the
settlement against
full settlement
Holland
in
payment
of
extra
services as
as postmaster
postmaster at Drumright,
services
extra
of
payment
in
Holland
Oklahoma, a
post office
of the fourth class.
office of
a post
Oklahoma,
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 775.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Will
G.
Fulton.
G. Fulton.
of William
the relief
For

June
1934.
26, 1934.
June 26,

I[. 740.]
[8.
740.]
[Private, No. 351.]
351.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the William 0. Fulton.
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
Payment toforop
to, for crop
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary paymen
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United
damages.
of
hereby, authorized
directed to pay damages.
authorized and directed
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
to
Fulton, of
any
Maryland, out of any
Junction, Maryland,
Annapolis Junction,
of Annapolis
G. Fulton,
William G.
to William
appropriated, the
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum of
the Treasury
in the
money
$1,528, in
full settlement
settlement of
claims against
against the
Government, for
for
the Government,
all claims
of all
in full
$1,528,
damage to
to crop
crop on
Meade Reservation,
Reservation, Maryland,
Maryland, for
Camp Meade
the Camp
on the
damage
which
into contract
contract with
the United
United States
States Army
with the
entered into
had entered
he had
which he
Proviso.
on atorauthorities
at Camp
Camp Meade
Meade on
May 18,
Provided, That
That no part Ption
1922: Provided,
18, 1922:
Limitation on
attoron May
authorities at
ney's,
etc., fees.
ees.
etc.,
neys,
centum
of
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
10
per
centum
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
amount
of the
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
to or
or received
received by any
agent or
or
any agent
delivered to
paid or
be paid
thereof
agents,
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in
of services
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
connection
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
or
for any agent or
said claim.
with said
connection with
agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorney or
agents, attorney
any
sum of
of the
appropriated in
per
excess of 10 per
in excess
Act in
this Act
in this
amount appropriated
the amount
any sum

1434
1434

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

Penalty for
for violation.
Penalty
violation,

Stephens.
Howell K. Stephens.
Military record corMilitary
rected.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

CHS.
CHS. 775-778.
775-778.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
JUNE
1934.

centum
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
services rendered
with
said
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any
said claim,
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
shall be
guilty
person violating
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
any
of
and upon
fined in
in any
sum
exceeding $1.000.
sum not
not exceeding
$1.000.
Approved,
26, 1934.
Approved, June
June 26,
1934.
[CHAPTER 776.1
[CHAPTER

June 26, 1934.
[S. 879.]
[Private, No. 352.]
352.]

SESS.
IL
SESS. II.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Howell K. Stephens.

Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
United
United States
in the
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
the
administration of
laws conferring
rights, privileges,
administration
of any
any laws
conferring rights,
privileges, and
and benefits
benefits
upon honorably
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers
Howell K.
K. Stephens,
soldiers Howell
Stephens, who
who was
was aa
Medical Department,
Department, United
Army, shall
private, Medical
United States
States Army,
shall hereafter
hereafter
be held and
considered to
honorably discharged
from the
the
and considered
to have
have been
been honorably
discharged from
military
military service of
on the
the 25th
25th day
of October
October
of the United
United States on
day of
1919:
no back
back pay,
compensation, benefit,
or allow1919: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
pay, compensation,
benefit, or
allowance shall be
accrued prior to
to the
passage of
of this
this Act.
be held to
to have
have accrued
the passage
Act.
Approved, June
26, 1934.
Approved,
June 26,
1934.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 777.1
AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
Davis.
For
the relief
of Rufus
Rufus J.
J. Davis.

June 26, 1934.
1934.
[S.
[S. 1072.]
1072.]
[Private,
353.1
[Private, No. 353.]

Rufus J.
Rufus
J. Davis.
. . to, for personal Injuries. fr per-

Payment
sonaiyies'

Proviso.
on attorLimita
ti on on
attorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
nay's,
etc., fees.

Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty
for violation.

it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreUnited States
America in
Secre-

tary
of the
the Treasury
be, and
authorized and
and directed
tary of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed

to pay,
out of
of any
any money
Treasury not
to
pay, out
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to Rufus
J. Davis,
Davis, Hope
Hope Mills,
North Carolina,
to
Rufus J.
Mills, North
Carolina, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,223.50,
$1,223.50,
in
settlement of
against the
the Government
in full settlement
of all
all claims
claims against
Government of
of the
the United
United
of personal
States arising out of
personal injuries
injuries sustained
by him
as the
sustained by
him as
the result
result
of
on North
North
of an
an accident
accident involving
involving a
a United
United States
States Army
Army truck
truck on
Carolina
State highway
highway numbered
March 13,
13, 1928:
1928: Provided,
Carolina State
numbered 22,
22, on
on March
Provided,
That no
no part
part of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
in excess
the amount
this Act
Act in
excess of
of
10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or received by
by
any agent or agents, attorney
attorneys, on
of services
services
attorney or
or attorneys,
on account
account of
rendered in connection
connection with
claim. It
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
with said claim.
be unlawful
for
any
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
collect, withwithany agent
to exact,
exact, collect,
hold,
any sum
the amount
appropriated in
in this
Act
hold, or
or receive
receive any
sum of
of the
amount appropriated
this Act
in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof on account of services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with said claim, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, June 26, 1934.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 778.1
778.]

June
26, 1934.
1934.
June
s

[S.
1161.)
I . 1161.]
[Private, No. 354.]
354.)
[Private,

Alice E. Bross.
Broas.

inT
ua
ranent

W

for personal

Pament for personal
r.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
E. Bross.
the relief
relief of
of Alice
Alice E.
Broas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
authorized to
pay, out
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
out
of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum
not otherwise
appropriated, the
of
Broas, of
of $1,000
$1,000 to Alice
Alice E. Brous,
Chase, Maryland,
as payof Chevy
Chevy Chase,
Maryland, as
payment in full for personal
injuries sustained by being
personal injuries
being struck by an

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CIIS.
778-780.
CHS. 778-780.

1435
1435

1934.
JUNE 26, 1934.

United States
automobile driven
driven by
Scribner, United
Cyrus L. Scribner,
Private Cyrus
by Private
automobile
Columbia:
Army,
April 22,
22, 1931,
Washington, District of Columbia:
at Washington,
1931, at
on April
Army, on
Proviso.
Provided,
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
Act Proviso.
appropriated in this Act
part of
Limitation on attorLimitation
Provided, That
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
etc.,
ney's,
or
delivered
or
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
delivered
to
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
services
of
account
received
by
any
agents,
attorney
or
on
account
services
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
any
by
received
rendered
connection with
claim. It
unlawful for
It shall be unlawful
said claim.
with said
in connection
rendered in
withhold,
any
agent
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
to
exact,
collect,
withhold,
collect,
exact,
to
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
or
agent
any
or receive
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess
of the
sum of
any sum
receive any
or
of 10
10 per
per centum
rendered in connecconnecservices rendered
of services
account of
on account
thereof on
centum thereof
of
tion with
claim, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
said claim,
with said
tion
Penalty for violation.
violation.
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed Penalty
the provisions
Any
be
shall
thereof
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
fined
conviction
upon
and
misdemeanor
a
of
guilty
in
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
in any
1934.
Approved, June
June 26, 1934.
Approved,
779.1
[CHAPTER 779.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief
relief of
Virginia Houghton.
of Virginia
For the

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[8. 1162.]
1162.]
[8.
[Private,
No.
355.J
[Private, No. 355.f

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Houghton.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary Virginia
irginia Houghton.
That the
Payment
for personal
United States of America in Congress assembled That
injuries.
tforpeseon
in
any
of
of the
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to pay,
pay, out
any
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
$3,000
money in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $3,000
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
money
to Virginia
Virginia Houghton,
Houghton, of
of Chevy
full
payment in full
Maryland, as payment
Chase, Maryland,
Chevy Chase,
to
for personal
personal injuries
by being
automobile
struck by an automobile
being struck
sustained by
injuries sustained
for
driven by
by Private
Cyrus L.
Scribner, United
April
United States Army, on April
L. Scribner,
Private Cyrus
driven
a
v .
iPron
22,
1931, at
of Columbia:
Provided, That no Proviso.
Columbia: Provided,
District of
Washington, District
at Washington,
22, 1931,
Limitation on attorees.
etc., fees.
etc.,
ney's,
10
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
per
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
part of the amount
received by any agent
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
delivered to or received
paid or
be paid
centum
or
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
account
services rendered in
services
of
account
on
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
or
unlawful for any agent
connection
with said
said claim.
agent or
It shall be unlawful
claim. It
connection with
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive
to exact,
attorneys, to
agents, attorney
any
sum of
the amount
appropriated in this Act
Act in excess of 10
amount appropriated
of the
any sum
per
centum thereof
thereof on
rendered in connection
connection with
services rendered
of services
account of
on account
per centum
Penalty for violation.
Any pernotwithstanding.
contrary
said
claim,
any
contract
to
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any
per- Penaltyforviolation.
the
to
contract
any
said claim,
a
of
guilty
deemed
be
son
violating
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
deemed
a
shall
son violating the provisions of this Act
misdemeanor
and upon
fined in any sum
be fined
shall be
thereof shall
conviction thereof
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
not
Approved, June 26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

780.1
[CHAPTER 780.1
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
AN
For the
relief of
of Mary
Mary V.
Spear.
V. Spear.
the relief
For

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[8.
[8. 113.1
11631
[Private, No.
No. 36.]
356.]
[Private,

the
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
the SecreSecre- Mavntfospesona
gag V. Tr . nal
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
inure
of
tary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
pay,
out
tonics.
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
be,
Treasury
tary of the
any
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
any money
$2,500
Mary V.
V. Spear,
Spear, of
of Chevy
Maryland, as payment
payment in
Chase, Maryland,
Chevy Chase,
to Mary
$2,500 to
full
for personal
personal injuries
sustained by
by being
being struck
struck by
by an
an automobile
automobile
injuries sustained
full for
driven by
by Private
April
States Army, on April
United States
Scribner, United
L. Scribner,
Cyrus L.
Private Cyrus
driven
Povuiso.
22,
1931, at
at Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Provided, That no PrC
Pite•
Columbia: Provided,
of Columbia:
on attor22, 1931,
Limitation
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
excess of
of 10
10 per
per ney's,
nay's,
Lim etc.,ees.
:lictinr
attorin excess
Act in
this Act
the amount
part
agent
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
by
any
agent
received
or
to
delivered
or
paid
centum thereof shall be
or agents,
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
or
agent
any
for
unlawful
in
connection
with
said
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
agent or
or
be
shall
It
claim.
said
in connection with
agents,
attorney or
attorneys, to
collect, withhold, or receive
to exact, collect,
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
any
sum of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this Act in excess of 10
of the
any sum
i

86637
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86637'-34-rT

1436
1436

73d CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
780-783. JUNE
JUNE 26,
1934.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. CH.S.
CHS. 780-783.
26, 1934.

per
thereof on
on account
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection
per centum
centum thereof
of services
rendered in
with said
any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
with
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
to the
Penalty
Penalty for violation.
violation. person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
violating the
of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any
of
sum
not
exceeding
$1,000.
sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
June 26,
[CHAPTER
781.]
[CHAPTER 78:
1.]
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
June

AN ACT
ACT

For the
the relief
relief of
Elizabeth Millicent
Trammell.
of Elizabeth
Millicent Trammell.
For

[S. 1200.]
1200.1
[Private, No.
No. 357.]
[Private,
H.
Trammell.
H. Eric
Eric Trammell.
Payment to widow of.

Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
United
of Antericcb
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That there
is
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That
there is
hereby
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
money in
in the
Treashereby authorized
authorized to
of any
any money
the Treasury not
Elizabeth Millicent
Millicent Trammell,
Trammell,
ury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Elizabeth
widow of
of H.
H. Eric
Trammell, late
late third
secretary of
of American
American
widow
Eric Trammell,
third secretary
Embassy at
de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Brazil,
the sum
of $3,000,
equal to
to one
one
Embassy
at Rio
Rio de
Brazil, the
sum of
$3,000, equal
year's
salary of
deceased husband.
husband.
year's salary
of her
her deceased
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 7821
[CHAPTER
782.]

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S.
[S. 1258.1
1258.]
358.1
[Private,
[Private. No. 3581

ACT
AN ACT
Littlepage.
For the relief of Charles F. Littlepage.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
the

Charles F. Littlepage. United
CharlesF.Littlepage.
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

Compensation
personal injuries.

for

of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
of the
and he
to pay,
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
out
any money
Treasury not
Charles F.
F. Littlepage,
of Charleston,
Charleston, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, the
the sum
sum of
$50
Charles
Littlepage, of
of $50
per month
from December
December 14,
14, 1931,
1931, in
an amount
not to
to exceed
exceed
per
month from
in an
amount not
2
000, in
satisfaction of
his claim
claim against
against the
United States
States for
for
$3,000,
in full
full satisfaction
of his
the United
injuries
suffered when
struck by
by a
United States
States mail
mail truck
injuries suffered
when struck
a United
truck at
at
Previte.
Charleston, West
on December
14, 1931:
1931: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Trustee
December 14,
rstee to be ap- Charleston,
West Virginia,
Virginia, on
pointed.
made to the claimant, Charles
Charles F. Littlepage,
Littlepage,
pointed
pi before any payment is made
Reimbursing hospital, etc.
etc.
appointed, and that reimbursement
made to the Mounaatrustee be appointed,
reimbursement be made
tain State Hospital, Incorporated,
Incorporated, Charleston,
Charleston, West Virginia,
Virginia, in full
satisfaction
satisfaction of all hospital
medical expenses
expenses incurred by Charles
hospital and
and medical
Charles
F. Littlepage.
Littlepage.
F.
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 26,

personalnures.

f

[CHAPTER 783.]
783.]
[CHAPTER
June 26,1934.
26, 1934.
IS. 1288.]
1288.]
[5.
[Private, No. 35
9.]
359.]

Otto
Otto Christian.
Christian.
Summoned before
8ny
mretiring
r
h
ei
tei e
g
dboard
bef
do
raes
Army
as
to fitness, etc.
to fitness, etc.

Appointment
captain,
Appointment
retired, on as captain, retired, on action
action
by board,
buard, etc.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Otto Christian.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President
of the
the United
United States
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to summon
summon
of
States be,
be, and
and he
he is
Otto Christian,
Christian, late
late captain,
captain, Medical
Corps of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army
Otto
Medical Corps
of the United
United States,
States, before a
a retiring
retiring board for the purpose
purpose of a
a
hearing of his case
case and to inquire into all facts touching upon the
nature of his disabilities, to determine and report
nature
report the disabilities
which
judgment have produced his incapacity
which in its judgment
incapacity and whether
whether
such disabilities were incurred
incurred during his active service in the Army
an
d were
were i
n line
li ne of
ofduty;
duty; t
hat if
i
f the
findings of
board are
are in
in
and
in
that
the findings
of such
such board
the affirmative
affirmative the President
President is further authorized,
authorized, in
in his discrediscretion, to nominate
nominate and appoint, by and with
with the advice and consent
consent
of
the said
a captain
of the
the Senate,
Senate, the
said Otto Christian
Christian a
captain in
in the Medical
Medical
Corps and to place
place him immediately
immediately thereafter
thereafter upon the retired
retired

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

783 -785 . JUNE 26,
26 , 1934.
1934 .
1437
CHS. 783-785.

retired pay
list
of the
Army with
with the
the same
same privileges
privileges and retired
pay as are
the Army
list of
now
or may
may hereafter
be provided
regulation for the
or regulation
law or
by law
provided by
hereafter be
now or
officers of
the Regular
Regular Army:
Provided, That the said Otto Christian
Army: Provided,
of the
officers
shall
not be
be entitled
to any
or allowance
allowance by the passage
pay or
back pay
any back
entitled to
shall not
of
this
Act.
Act.
of this
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 784.]
[CHAPTER

A XT A irn
AN
ACT
1
AI
AN

Authorizing
Secretary of the
Sampson, of Billings,
Interior to pay E. C. Sampson,
the Interior
the Secretary
Authorizing the
Tribe of Indians.
Montana,
for services
rendered the Crow Tribe
Indians.
services rendered
Montana, for

1437

Proviso.
Proviso.

No
No back pay, etc.

26, 1934.
June 28,
[S. 1498.]
1498.]
[Private, No.
360.]
No. 360.1

I.
[Private,

Be
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
to.
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecre- E.
C. Sampson.
payment
Payment
to.
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United
directed
tary
of
the
Interior
be,
and
he
hereby
is,
authorized
and
directed
authorized
is,
hereby
he
and
be,
tary of the Interior
belonging to
to pay,
proper vouchers,
vouchers, out
of the
tribal funds
funds belonging
to
the tribal
out of
upon proper
pay, upon
to
the
of
Treasury
the
Crow
Tribe
of
Indians
of
Montana
Treasury
the
in
Montana
of
Indians
of
the Crow Tribe
United
and in
settlement of
of all claims
claims against the Govfull settlement
in full
States, and
United States,
ernrnent
of the
United States,
States, a
exceeding $600
$600 to E. C.
not exceeding
sum not
a sum
the United
ernment of
Sampson, irrigation
engineer, of
Montana, employed
employed byl
Billings, Montana,
of Billings,
irrigation engineer,
Sampson,
manner 1
the
Crow Tribe
to investigate
investigate, report,
report, and testify in the manner
Tribe to
the Crow
of the
claims pending
pending in
the Court
Claims entitled
entitled "The
"The Crow
of Claims
Court of
in the
the claims
of
Tribe of
United States",
States ", arising out of conthe United
against the
Indians against
of Indians
Tribe
Reservation with
struction
of
irrigation
project
within
the Crow Reservation
the
within
project
struction of irrigation

rofiso.
shall submit Provisos.
tribal funds:
E. C.
Sampson shall
C. Sampson
said E.
the said
That the
Provided, That
funds: Provided,
tribal
submitted.e'
with
his
vouchers
satisfactory
evidence
of
services
rendered
the
said
E
su
vitzfr
e
oporvioe to
be
said
the
rendered
services
of
evidence
satisfactory
vouchers
his
with
attor

tribe:
provided further,
That no
no part
part of
the amount appro- neLiitationon
Limitatiofnee
s.
on attor•
of the
farther, That
y' s, etc.,
And provided
tribe: And
paid
be
shall
thereof
10
of
excess
in
Act
priated
excess
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
p
aid
this
in
priated
or delivered
delivered to
or received
received by
agent or
agents,7 attorney or
or agents
any agent
by any
to or
or
attorneys, on
on account
of services
connection with said
rendered in connection
services rendered
account of
attorneys,
claim. It
shall be
be unlawful
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or agents,
any agent
for any
unlawful for
It shall
claim.
attorneys,
to exact,
receive any sum
sum of
of the
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
attorneys, to
thereof
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
10
centum
thereof
per
10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
amount appropriated
on
account of
of services
in connection
connection with
said claim, any
with said
rendered in
services rendered
on account
contract
to
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any
person
violating
violation.
violating Penalty for violation.
person
Any
notwithstanding.
contract to the contrary
misdemeanor
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
guilty of aa misdemeanor
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall be
the
and upon
thereof shall
shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
be fined
conviction thereof
upon conviction
and
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 785.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Ann Engle.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be it
SecreUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
theSecreThat the
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed
and directed
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
tary of
to pay
pay to
to Ann
any money
money in
Treasury not otherin the Treasury
of any
out of
Engle, out
Ann Engle,
to
wise
appropriated,
the
sum
of
$3,000
in
full
settlement
of all claims
settlement
full
in
$3,000
of
sum
the
wise appropriated,
against
personal injuries
result of
as aa result
caused as
injuries caused
for personal
Government for
the Government
against the
an
accident
involving
an
Army
vehicle
near
Garden
City,
Long
Long
City,
Garden
near
vehicle
Army
an
an accident involving
Island,
New York,
York, on
on October
October 1,
1930: Provided,
Provided, That
of
no part of
That no
1, 1930:
Island, New
centum
per
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
10
of
excess
in
Act
this
in
appropriated
the amount
thereof
be paid
paid or
received by any agent or
or
or received
to or
delivered to
or delivered
shall be
thereof shall
in
agents,
attorney
or
attorneys,
on
account
of
services
rendered
rendered
services
of
account
on
attorneys,
or
attorney
agents,
or
agent
connection
with
said
claim.
It
shall
be
unlawful
agent
or
any
for
unlawful
be
shall
It
claim.
connection with said
agents,
to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
or receive
withhold, or
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
orininal.
i So in original

June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
June
[S. 1526.1
15261
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 361.]
361.]
[Private,
Ann
Engle.
Ann Engle.
Payment to,
for perpeato, for
Payment
sonal injuries.
injuries.
sonal

Proviso.
Provfo.
Limitation
attoron attorLimitation on
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
ney's,
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'73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penalty

SESS.
SESS. IL
II.

CHS.
CHS. 785-788.
785-788.

JUNE
26,
JUNE 26,

1934..
1934.

any
sum of
the amount
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
10
any sum
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
per centum
on account
account of
of services
in connection
connection
per
centum thereof
thereof on
services rendered
rendered in
with said
claim, any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
with
said claim,
any contract
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
of this
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
person
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
shall be
of a
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 786.]
786.]

June 26, 1934.
June

[S.
15311
[. 1531.]
[Private,
3621
[Private. No. 362.1

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
of Fli7abetb
Buxton Hospital.
Hospital.
For the
the relief
Elizabeth Buxton

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
Senate and
and House
United
States
of
America in Congress
Congress
assembled,
That
the
SecreUnited
States
assembled,
oreHospital.
Payment
for services. tary
of the
Treasury be,
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
the Treasury
be, and
ralentforserviees.
tary of
to
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
to Elizabeth
Hospital, of
of Newport
Newport News,
News, Virginia,
Virginia, the
to
Elizabeth Buxton
Buxton Hospital,
the
sum
in full
full settlement
claims against
against the
Government
sum of
of $224.80
$224.80 in
settlement of
of all
all claims
the Government
of the
the United
States for
for services
services rendered
to late
late Private
Private Frederick
Frederick
of
United States
rendered to
Loyal Ken,
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, from
from February
February 9
to FebFebLoyal
Kerl, United
9 to
ruary 15, 1930, while on furlough: Provided, That no part of the
Limitation
Liitation on attor- ruary 15, 1930, while on furlough: Provided, That no part of the
ney's, etc., fees
fees.*
appropriated in
nu's,
amount appropriated
ha this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
shall
delivered to
or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
agents,
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys, on
an account
in connection
connection
attorney
or attorneys,
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
with
claim. It
It shall
ful for
agent or
agents,
with said
said claim.
shall be
be tmlaw
unlawful
for any
any agent
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys, to
collect, withhold,
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum
attorney
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact, collect,
withhold, or
of the amount appropriated
in this
this Act
of 10
centum
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
per centum
thereof
thereof on account
account of
said
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with said
Penaltyforviolation.
Penalty for violation. claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
person
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating
violating the
Act shall
guilty of
of aamismisthe provisions
provisions of
of this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
demeanor
conviction thereof
demeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall
sum
shall be fined
fined in any
any sum
not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Buxton

[CHAPTER 787.]
June 26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S.
!67.,
Is. 15571
-11r
rtiare7
144:631
[Private,
No.^303. —

Harry
Harry Lee Shaw.
Military record
record corMilitary
rected.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No prior
prior pay, ete.
etc.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Harry Lee Shaw.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
Aiiericain Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adminUnited
istration of the pension laws or any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon persons honorably discharged
discharged from
from the United
United
States Army, Harry
Harty Lee Shaw shall be held and considered to have
honorably discharged
a captain
captain, Medical Corps, United
been honorably
discharged as a
Provided, That no compensaStates Army, on December 5, 1918: Pro;sided,
compensation, retirement
retirement pay, back pay, pension, or other benefit shall be
held to have accrued
accrued by reason
reason of this Act prior to its passage.
Approved, June
June 26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 788.]
788.]
[CHAPTER

hme
June 28,
26, 1934.
[S. 185.]
1535.]
IS.
364.]
[Private, No. 364.]

Blk

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Black Hardware
Hardware Company.
Company.

Be it
it enacted
th Senate
e
and
ouse of Representaties
enacted by the
Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
Unted States
Hardare United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
the SecreCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
creof th
Treasury be,
be,and
and h
is h
ereb
y, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
eusto tary
tary of
thee Treasury
hee is
hereby,
to pay, out of any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approapprothe Treasury
priated, to the Black Hardware
Hardware Company,
Company, aaTexas corporation,
corporation, with
with

Bl ack
Compan
. Hardware
duties,
RefuneT
of customs
ex

13d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 788-790.

principal
Galveston, the
$7,998.04 to refund
refund to said
the sum of $7,998.04
at Galveston,
offices at
principal offices
company the
difference between
customs duties erronerate of customs
the rate
between the
the difference
company
corrugated iron bars at
ously
collected from it
it on corrugated
and collected
assessed and
ously assessed
Galveston, Texas,
between December
30, 1924, and September
September 27,
December 30,
Texas, between
Galveston,
1926,
paragraph 304
Act of 1922,
1922, and the rate of duty
the Act
of the
304 of
under paragraph
1926, under
merchandise in the same
assessed
the same
same class
class of merchandise
on the
collected on
and collected
assessed and
customs district,
at Houston,
Houston, Texas,
during the same period, under
under
Texas, during
district, at
customs
company,
paragraph
312 of
Act, without
knowledge of said company,
without the knowledge
said Act,
of said
paragraph 312
to
and which
which latter
latter rate,
rate, subsequently,
decided to be according
according to
was decided
subsequently, was
and
law: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this
of the
no part
law:
Act
in excess
excess of
10 per
c,entum thereof
shall be
be paid or delivered to
to
thereof shall
per centum
of 10
Act in
or received
received by
attorney or attorneys, on account
account
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
any agent
by any
or
of
in connection
It shall be
connection with said claim. It
rendered in
services rendered
of services
unlawful for
for any
agent or
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
exact,
or agents, attorney
any agent
unlawful
collect,
or receive
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
any sum
receive any
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
in this
Act in
centmn thereof on account
account of services
services
per centum
10 per
excess of 10
in excess
this Act
in
rendered
connection with
with said
said claim,
contract to the contrary
any contract
claim, any
in connection
rendered in
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
provisions of this
this Act
Act
the provisions
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding.
shall be
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
of a
guilty of
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
exceeding $1,000.
any sum not exceeding
in any
shall
Approved, June
June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 789.]
789.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For
the relief
Carlos C.
Bedsole.
C. Bedsole.
of Carlos
relief of
For the

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
Be
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United
of
Treasury, on
on certification
certification by
by the
Secretary of the Interior, be,
the Secretary
the Treasury,
of the
and he
he is
authorized and
Carlos C. Bedto pay to Carlos
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and
sole,
Louisiana, out
out of any
Treasury
any money in the Treasury
Natchitoches, Louisiana,
of Natchitoches,
sole, of
not
appropriated, such
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, as may
not to exceed
sum, not
such sum,
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
be
by the
the Secretary
reathe Interior to be the fair and reaSecretary of the
found by
be found
sonable value
value of
all improvements
placed by
Bedsole upon lot
said Bedsole
by said
improvements placed
of all
sonable
5,
section 18,
township 14
Louisiana meridian,
meridian,
east, Louisiana
range 44 east,
north, range
14 north,
18, township
5, section
prior to
date of
final cancelation
homestead entry, General
General
cancelation of his homestead
of final
the date
to the
prior
Land Office
Office serial
serial numbered
allowed December
December 17,
which was allowed
01229, which
numbered 01229,
Land
1927,
covering said land.
1927, covering
Approved, June
June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 790.]
790.1
[CHAPTER

1439

JUNE
JUNE 26, 1934.
1934.

AN ACT

Leahy McNerney.
For
Marcella Leahy
McNerney.
For the relief of Marcella

Vol.
42, p.
p. 875.
875.
Vol. 42,

Vol. 42,
p. 877.
877.
42, p.
Vol.

Proviso.

Limitation on
on attorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,

Penalty for
for violation.
violation.
Penalty

rune 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S. 1707.1
1707.]
[I.
365.]
[Private, No.
No. 365.1
[Private,
Carlos C.
C. Bedsole.
Bedsole.
Carlos
Payment to.
to.
Payment

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S.
173.1
18. 1753.]
[Private, No.
366.]
No. 366.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the Gerald Francis McHouse of
by the
Be it
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary Ned
Nerney. Francs Mor
America in
of America
States of
United States
Payment of death
of
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay
of dath
Payment
pay gratuity
directed to
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
to widow
of.
the Treasury
of the
McNerney
to Marcella
Marcella Leahy
Leahy McNerney,
Gerald Francis
Francis McNerney,
widow of Gerald
McNerney, widow
to
late
Foreign Service
Service officer,
Department, in full settlement
settlement of
of
State Department,
officer, State
late Foreign
all claims
claims against
the Government
United States, the sum
of the United
Government of
against the
all
of
year's salary
deceased husband,
died
husband. who died
her deceased
of her
salary of
one year's
being one
$2,500, being
of $2,500,
while
Foreign Service;
and there
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be
there is
Service; and
the Foreign
in the
while in
appropriated, out
of any
appronot otherwise approTreasury not
the Treasury
in the
money in
any money
out of
appropriated,
Proviso.
ttc
priated,
sufficient sum
sum to
the purpose
of this
this Act:
Pro- Limitatin
Act: ProLimitation on attorpurpose of
out the
to carry
carry out
a sufficient
priated, a
ney's,
etc., fees.
ees.
appropriated in this Act in ney's, etc.,
vided, That
the amount
amount appropriated
of the
part of
no part
That no
vided,
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
delivered to or
be paid or delivered
shall be
thereof shall
excess
received by
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, on
on account
account
or attorneys,
attorney or
agent or
by any
received
shall be
It
claim.
of
services
rendered
in
connection
with
claim.
It
said
with
connection
in
of services rendered
unlawful
for any
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
attorneys, to exact,
attorney or attorneys,
or agents,
unlawful for
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Penalty
violation.
Penalty for
for violation.

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

[Private, No. 367.]
[Private,

E. Dyson.
B. E.

CIS.
790-793.
CHS. 790-793.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

collect, withhold,
any sum
sum of
appropriated in
in
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
of services.
services,
per centum
account of
rendered in connection
said claim,
claim, any
to the
the contrary
contrary
connection with
with said
any contract
contract to
notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
this Act
Act
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
provisions of
of this
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
misdemeanor and
and upon
shall be
fined in
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
be fined
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
791.1
[CHAPTER 791.]

28, 1934.
June 2,
34.
[5.
1758.]
[S. 1758.]

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

AN AT

For the relief of B.
B. E.
E. Dyson, former
former United
United States
States marshal,
southern district
district of
marshal, southern
of
Florida.
Florida.

it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of

United States
States of America
America in,
assembled, That
That the
the General
General
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Credit allowed in ac- United
counts of.
counts
of.
Accounting Office
Accounting
Office is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
credit the
the
is hereby
to credit

accounts
accounts of B. E.
United States
States marshal,
marshal, southern
southern
E. Dyson,
Dyson, former
former United
district of Florida, in the amount
disallowed by
certificate
amount of
of $1,060
$1,060 disallowed
by certificate
of settlement
F-22358-J, dated
settlement numbered F-22358—J,
18, 1931,
repredated December
December 18,
1931, representing payments
payments made
to Frank
A. Kopp
Kopp for
services rendered
made to
Frank A.
for services
rendered
as bailiff while also holding an appointment
appointment as
as deputy
deputy marshal
marshal
at a
a compensation
compensation of
of $175
$175 per
per annum.
annum.
Approved,
Approved, June
1934.
June 26,
26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 792.]
792.]
[CHAPTER

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
[8. 1803.7
Is.
s180.]
[Private, No. 368.]
[Private,

AN ACT
ACT
AN

AN ACT

For the relief of certain
certain riparian owners for
for losses
losses sustained
by them
them on
on the
the drained
sustained by
drained
Mud
Lake bottom
bottom in
in Marshall
Marshall County in the State
Minnesota.
Mud Lake
State of Minnesota.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
Marulake bottom United
States of
of America
United States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the SecSecAmerica in
That the
retary of
Treasury is
authorized to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury
tretary
T of the
oeri is authorized
to
the Treasury
appropriated, and
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
and the
the appropriation
appropriation of
of
which is
which
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, the
the following
following sums of money, if
if their
their
claims
claims are properly adjusted
adjusted to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Interior,
Interior, to the following
following persons or their heirs,
assigns, or
legal
heirs, assigns,
or legal
representatives:
Eckstrom $2,792.25
$2,792.25;.;Margit
representatives: A. N. Eckstrom,
Margit Vaule,
Vaule, $3,894.80;
$3,894.80;
Bernard
Wellcome Company, $1,027.20;
Bernard Larson,
Larson, $57.24;
$57.24; F.
F. 1H.
H. 'Wellcome
$1,027.20; L.
L. M.
M.
Larson,
Larson, $31.64;
$31.61; Mrs. Gusta Petterson,
Petterson, $580.38; Ava
Ava Luella
Luella Dale,
Dale,
$2,321.52; Elmer Odie,
Odie, $2,638.08;
$2,638.08; George E. Olson, $2,325.35;
J. M.
M.
$2,325.35; J.
Silberstein, $1,860.28; R. Rierson,
$1,770.39; Ruth Lyons
Rierson, $1,770.39;
Lyons Rose,
Rose,
$196.71;
$196.71; Clarence
Clarence Larson,
Larson, $1,671.26; Mrs. 0.
O. B. Johnson,
Johnson, $528.01;
$528.01;
Christian Burckland,
Burckland, $1,370.88; Karen Knutson, $1,522.80;
Nels A.
$1,522.80; Nels
A.
Fosen, $964.50; Christian
Christian Larson Ring, $289.20; Elizabeth
Elizabeth Risberg,
Risberg,
$3,128.58; Axel
Axel Nelson,
Nelson, $3,620.30;
$3,128.58;
$3,620.30; G. F.
F. Cashman,
Cashman, $301.69; D. B
B.
Bakke, $3,482.70;
$3,482.70; and Frank W. Erickson, $1,030.68.
$1,030.68.
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
Approved,
1934.

Mud Lake bottom,
Marshall
County,
Minn.
minln.
Payment, for losses
to certain riparian
riparian
owners on.
on.

[CHAPTER 793.]
June 26, 1934.
[S. 1804.]
1804.]
Is.
[Private, No. 369.]

C. P. Colvin, etc.

AN ACT
ACT
To
the transfer
To authorize
authorize the
transfer of
of certain
certain real
real estate by the Secretary of the Treasury
to
F. Colvin
in settlement
the Northfield
Northfield (Minnesota)
to C.
C. F.
Colvin in
settlement of
of the
(Minnesota) post-office
post-office site
site
litigation, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Be
enacted by
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Represen tatives of
ofthe

TrPnsfer
of certain
United States
States of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Transfer of
certain United
That the
the United
United

real
settlement
real estateto,
estate to, in settlefor post office site,

authorized.

authorized.

States
attorney representing
Stat
es district
di stri
ct attorney
representing the
the United
St at
es in
i
n the
th e coneon United States
demnation
procurement of
demnation proceedings
proceedings for the procurement
of a
site
(including
the
a site (including the
Colvin tract
tract of
of twenty-two
twenty-two feet
feet by sixty-six feet) for the post office
Colvin
office

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 793,
794.
793,794.
CHS.

JUNE
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 26,

at Northfield,
authorized to enter into a
awritten
written stipuis authorized
Minnesota, is
Northfield, Minnesota,
at
if any,
persons,
other
and
lation
with
C.
F.
Colvin,
and
his
wife
and
persons,
any,
wife
his
and
Colvin,
F.
C.
lation with
having any
interest whatever
providing for the accepttract, providing
such tract,
in such
whatever in
any interest
having

payment for the
full payment
ance
by the
the said
C. F.
F. Colvin
of $1,540
$1,540 in
the north
north
in full
Colvin of
said C.
ance by
portion of
of the
the Colvin
Colvin tract,
tract, such
portion being the north twelve feet
such portion
portion
of the
the west
sixty-six feet
feet of
lot 2,
34, of
town, now city,
city, of
the town
of the
block 34,
2, block
of lot
west sixty-six
of
satisfaction of all
Northfield, Rice
Rice County,
and in full satisfaction
Minnesota, and
County, Minnesota,
Northfield,
F. Colvin,
claims,
and any
the said
C. F.
Colvin, his
said C.
of the
favor, of
in favor,
judgment in
any judgment
claims, and
wife,
and such
other persons,
arising out of the
any of them, arising
or any
persons, or
such other
wife, and
condemnation
of such
and providing
providing for the transfer to the
tract, and
such tract,
condemnation of
said
Colvin by
by the
the United
United States
of all
all right,
title, and
and interest
interest
right, title,
States of
F. Colvin
C. F.
said C.
of
United States
States in
the Colvin tract, such
portion of the
south portion
the south
in the
the United
of the
portion
being the
the south
south ten
feet of
of the
the west sixty-six feet of the
ten feet
portion being
Secretary of the Treasury
north
twenty-two feet
feet of
such lot
The Secretary
Treasury
2. The
lot 2.
of such
north twenty-two
is
authorized
and
directed,
upon
the
filing
stipulation in the
of such stipulation
filing
the
upon
directed,
is authorized and
court in
in such
to transfer
transfer to
the said C. F.
F. Colvin all
all
to the
proceedings, to
such proceedings,
court
portion
south
the
right,
title,
and
interest
of
the
United
States
in
the
portion
States
United
the
of
interest
and
the right, title,
in this Act.
of the
Colvin tract
described in
tract described
the Colvin
of
Approved,
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved, June

794.1
[CHAPTER 794.]

AN ACT

For
the relief of
of W. P. Fuller and Company.
For the

1441
1441

Cash
payment.
Cash payment

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S. 1818.]
1818.]
[I.

[Private, No.
No. 370.]
370.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
Be it
W P.
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
claim
of enr;
P. Fuller and
of
claim
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
United States of America
bring suit
May
W.
P. Fuller
and Company,
Company, of
of San
California, against
against Ivi
s
135
,%ing
suit for
for
Francisco, California,
San Francisco,
Fuller and
W. P.
the
United
States
for
damages
alleged
to
have
been
caused
by
a
wisss
e
r
r
i
a
a
n
r g
i
espisDits!
Snmag
steamer
a
by
caused
been
have
to
alleged
damages
for
the United States
collision on
on or
or about
about November
29, 1912,
in San
Francisco Harbor,
Harbor, trict Court.
San Francisco
1912, in
November 29,
collision
between their
Suno1 and
Government tug Angel Island,
the Government
and the
steamer Sunol
their steamer
between
then
in the
the service
the Immigration
Bureau of
of the Department
Department of
Immigration Bureau
of the
service of
then in
Commerce
and
Labor,
may
be
sued
for
by
the
W.
P. Fuller and
said
the
by
for
sued
be
may
Labor,
and
Commerce
States for the Northern
Company in
in the
the District
the United
United States
Northern
of the
Court of
District Court
Company
District
of California,
as a
of admiralty
admiralty and
and acting
acting Jurisdiction of court
court.
court of
a court
sitting as
California, sitting
District of
have
under
the
rules
governing
such
court,
and
said
court
shall
said
and
court,
under the rules governing such
jurisdiction
determine such
enter aa judgsuch suit and to enter
and determine
hear and
to hear
jurisdiction to
costs,
and
ment
or
decree
for
the
amount
of
such
damages
costs, if any,
damages
such
of
amount
ment or decree for the
as
shall be
be found
due against
the United
States in favor of the
United States
against the
be due
to be
found to
as shall
said
W. P.
P. Fuller
and Company
against the
Fuller
the said W. P. Fuller
or against
Company or
Fuller and
said W.
and
States upon
upon the same
United States
the United
of the
favor of
in favor
Company in
and Company
cases in admiralty
principles and
liability as
as in
like cases
in like
of liability
measures of
and measures
principles
between private
private parties
parties and
rights of appeal:
appeal:
same rights
the same
with the
and with
between
Provided, That
That such
notice of
shall be
be given
to the
ro°e
the N*0801.
given to
suit shall
said suit
otice,eze=1. to
to A
Atthe said
of the
such notice
Provided,
torney Genera
provided by order
Attorney General
General of
of the
the United
may be
be provided
order torny
as may
States as
United States
Attorney
of the
the said
said court,
court, and
and it
it shall
shall be
the duty
the Attorney
General
Attorney General
of the
duty of
be the
of
to cause
cause the
the United
States attorney
attorney in
to appear
appear and
and
district to
such district
in such
United States
to
C
tommencement
of
further, That said suit
defend for
the United
States: Provided
suit Commencement of
Provided further,
United States:
for the
defend
shall be
be brought
commenced within
within four
four months of the date of
and commenced
brought and
shall
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the
SEc. 2.
The District
Court of
the United
United States
States for
for the
the Northern
Northern Evidence admitted.
of the
District Court
2. The
SEC.
District
of California
the adjudication
adjudication of such claim is
in the
California in
District of
authorized in
discretion to
to permit
use, in
addition to any
in addition
the use,
permit the
its discretion
in its
authorized
evidence
offered in
in such
or other
other
affidavits or
any affidavits
suit, any
such suit,
be offered
may be
which may
evidence which
written documents
documents in
the files
the United
United States
States Department
Department of
of the
files of
in the
written
Labor,
files of
of the
W. P.
Fuller and
and Company,
Company,
P. Fuller
said W.
the said
the files
in the
or in
Labor, or
relating to
or bearing
bearing upon
such claim.
claim.
upon such
to or
relating
Approved,
26, 1934.
June 26,
Approved, June

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

1412
1442

[CHAPTER 795.]
[CHAPTER
June 26, 1934.
[S. 1822.]

CRS. 795-797.
795-797.
CHS.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
JUNE
1934.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
of Harold
relief of
Harold Sorenson.
Sorenson.
For

roi;-.nzt
n 371.]
:71 1
[Private,
No.

Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
by the
. it
it enacted
enacted by
Be

.

L

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

Major Harold Soren- United States
in Congress
MajorHaroldSorenStates of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Compson.
Credit
allowed in
troller General
General is
directed to
to credit
the accounts
of
accounts of
Creditallowed
in acac troller
authorized and
and directed
credit the
is authorized

Harold Sorenson,
major, United.
States property
property and
and disbursing
disbursing
Harold
Sorenson, major,
United States

counts Of.
counts
of.

officer, North
National Guard,
Guard, in
the amount
amount of
of $1,518.91,
$1,518.91,
officer,
North Dakota
Dakota National
in the
representing
the credit
disallowed in
accounts by
by reason
of the
the
representing the
credit disallowed
in such
such accounts
reason of
payment of
of such
by such
Harold Sorenson
Sorenson during
during the
the year
1926,
payment
such sum
sum by
such Harold
year 1926,
out
of the
the United
United States,
for certain
certain work
work in
in connection
out of
of funds
funds of
States, for
connection
with the
the construction
construction of
awater-supply
water-supply system
system near
near Camp
with
of a
Camp Grafton,
Grafton,
North Dakota,
Dakota, pursuant
incurred after
the termination
termination
North
pursuant to
to obligations
obligations incurred
after the
of
the authority
for such
such obligations.
obligations.
of the
authority for
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 26,
[CHAPTER 796.]
796.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

June 26, 1934.
[S. 19011
1901.]
[Private, No. 372.]
3721

For the relief
relief of William A. Delaney.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
United
States of
of America
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
America in
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
of any
money
of
is authorized
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to William
William A.
in
not otherwise
A. Delaney,
Delaney,
former captain,
captain, Medical
the sum
sum of
former
Medical Corps,
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Army, the
of
$133.53,
in full
of his
his claim
against the
the United
United States
States
$133.53, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
claim against
arising
arising out of a
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, United
United
a payment
payment made by
by the
the Quartermaster
States Army,
Daniel E.
E. Anthony,
Anthony, a
who fraudulently
fraudulently
States
Army, to Daniel
a soldier
soldier who
represented
represented himself
entitled to
to such
such paypayhimself to
to be
be a
a second
second heutenant
lieutenant entitled
ment, and
payment the
A. Delaney
Delaney was
was held
held
and for
for which payment
the said
said William
William A.
Proviso.
Proviso.
accountable:
Provided,
That no
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in
accountable:
Provided,That
no part
appropriated in
Limitation on attor.
Limitation
ney's, etc.,
fees.
this
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
etc., fees.
ney's,
10 per
thereof shall
paid or
agent or
to or received by any
any agent
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys, on
on
or agents,
or attorneys,
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said
said claim.
It shall
shall
claim. It
be unlawful
unlawful for any
attorney or
attorneys, to
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact,
collect,
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
receive any
sum of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in
any sum
amount appropriated
this Act in excess
centurn thereof on account
excess of 10 per centum
account of services
rendered
in connection
said claim,
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
rendered in
connection with
with said
claim, any
violation notwithstanding.
Penalty for violation.
Any person
of this
this Act
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act
shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction
of a
and upon
thereof shall be
be fined in any
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
William
William A. Delaney.
Delaney.
Payment to.

[CHAPTER 797.]
June 26,
2, 1934.

[S.
[. 19721
1972.1
[Private, No. 3731
373.]
Captain James W.
Captrn
W.
Walters.
Credit allowed in- aacCrditfalowedin
counts of.

"ames

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the relief
relief of James W. Walters.
Walters.

enacted by
by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
House of
Representatives of
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Comptroller General
General of the United States
States be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to pass and allow
allow credit for in the settlement
settlement of the disbursing accounts
Ordnance Departaccounts of James
James W. Walters, captain,
captain, Ordnance
Department, United States
States Army, an item in the sum of $2,626.76,
$2,626.76, representing aa shortage in the disbursing account
account of John
John D. Gallagher,
Gallagher,
civilian clerk, employed at the Raritan
Arsenal, New Jersey, for
Raritan Arsenal,

'73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 797-799.

JUNE 26, 1934.
1934.

1443
1443

Proviso.
which
been held
held accountable:
Provided, Repasents.
accountable: Provided,
has been
W. Walters
Walters has
James W.
said James
which said
Repayments.
That any
amounts stopped
against the pay of Captain Walters on
stopped against
any amounts
That
account of
of this
this disallowance
disallowance which
cleared by the passage
passage of this
is cleared
which is
account
Act shall
refunded to him.
also be refunded
shall also
Act
Approved, June 26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 798.]
798.]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
of The
The Lower
Salem Commercial
Commercial Bank, Lower Salem, Ohio.
Ohio.
Lower Salem
relief of
the relief
For

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be

assembled, That the SecreUnited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United

June 26, 1934.
1934.
[S.
19931
Is. 1993.]
[Private, No.
No. 374.]
Lower Salem
mLowerBSSl
mercial
Bank.
mercial
Bank.

ComCom-

Redemption of
lost
of lost
Redemption
tary of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed Treasury
of the
tary
notes.
reasurynote
Lower
to
redeem
in
favor
of
The
Lower
Salem
Commercial
Bank,
Lower
Bank,
to redeem in favor of The Lower Salem Commercial
Salem,
4% per
per centum
centum United
States Treasury
Treasury notes, series
United States
Ohio, 43/4
Salem, Ohio,
B-1927,
99893, 99894, 99895 in the
99892, 99893,
99891, 99892,
99886, 99891,
numbered 99886,
B-1927, numbered
denomination of $500,
denomination of
$100 each,
and 61646, in the denomination
each, and
of $100
denomination
dated
May 15,
15, 1923,
1923, matured
1927, without
without interest and
March 15, 1927,
matured March
dated May
without
presentation of
of the
the said
alleged to have
said notes which are alleged
without presentation
Provisos.
been
or destroyed:
destroyed: Provided,
Provided, That
That the said
said notes shall not have Prao,.
lost or
been lost
Condition.
been
previously presented
presented and
paid: And
provided further,
fuirther, That
That Indemnity
And provided
Indemnity bond.
bond.
and paid:
been previously
the
said The
Salem Commercial
Commercial Bank shall first file in the
Lower Salem
The Lower
the said
Treasury
Department a
the penal sum of double the amount
bond in the
a bond
Treasury Department
of
the principal
the said
said notes
such
notes in such form and with such
of the
principal of
of the
corporate surety
as may
acceptable to the Secretary
Secretary of the
be acceptable
may be
surety as
corporate
Treasury to
to indemnify
States from
save harmless the United States
indemnify and save
Treasury
any loss
Treasury notes hereinbefore
hereinbef ore described.
account of the Treasury
on account
loss on
any
Approved,
Approved, June 26, 1934.

[CHAPTER
7991
[CHAPTER 799.1

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For the
Martin Flynn.
relief of the estate of Martin
the relief
For

June 26, 1934.
1934.
IS.
1998.]
[S. 1998.]
[Private, No. 375.]
375.]
[Private,

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
Martin Flynn.
assembled, That the Secre- Martin
United
of America
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
Payment to estate
estate of.
States of
United States
any
of
out
pay,
tary
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
Treasury is
of the
tary of
appropriated, to the estate of
money
the Treasury
of
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
in the
money in
Martin
Moines, Iowa, the sum of $3,810,
$3,810, in
Des Moines,
of Des
deceased, of
Flynn, deceased,
Martin Flynn,
full
of its
against the
the United
expenses
States for expenses
United States
claim against
its claim
satisfaction of
full satisfaction
incurred
original condition
condition the
estate in restoring to their original
the estate
by the
incurred by
fifth
floors of
of the
the Flynn
Moines, Iowa,
Building, Des Moines,
Flynn Building,
sixth floors
and sixth
fifth and
which
were vacated
vacated on
on September
30, 1929,
by the
United States
the United
1929, by
September 30,
which were
Proviso.
Prido.
Veterans'
Bureau, at
at the
the expiration
of its
That no Limitation
Provided, That
lease: Provided,
Limitation on attorits lease:
expiration of
Veterans' Bureau,
etc., tees.
fees.
etc.,
ney's,
per
part
the amount
in this Act in excess of 10 per
appropriated in
amount appropriated
of the
part of
any
by
centum thereof
paid or
received
delivered to or received
or delivered
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum
agent or
or attorneys,
account of services
services renon account
attorneys, on
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent
dered in
connection with
claim. It
shall be
unlawful for any
be unlawful
It shall
said claim.
with said
in connection
dered
agent
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
receive
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
sum of
any sum
receive any
10 per
per centum
account of
of services
services rendered
connection
rendered in connection
on account
thereof on
centum thereof
10
for violation.
violation.
Penalty for
with said
said claim,
claim, any
to the
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
contract to
any contract
with
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
of
shall be deemed guilty of
Act shall
this Act
provisions of
person
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof shall
shall be fined in any
upon conviction
aa misdemeanor
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
Approved,
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
OHS. 800,801.
800, 801. JUNE
JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
73d
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 800.1
800.1

June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
[S.
2074.1
[S. 2074.1
[Private,
No.
376.]
[Private, No. 376.]
James
R. Mansfield.
James R.
Mansfield.
Monthly payments
Monthly
payments
to, for
for permanent
disato,
permanent disability.

Payments to
be made
made
Payments
to be
through
through Employees'
Employees'
Compensation
"
ComCompensation ' Commission.
Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation
Limitation on atattorney's,
fees.
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penalty

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
of America
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
United States
States of
Amerioa in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
Treasury is
and directed
out of
of any
money
of
the Treasury
is authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
any money
in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to James
James R.
R. Mansfield,
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
Mansfield,
the sum
sum of
of $58.33
month for
remainder of
of his
his natural
natural life,
life, as
the
$58.33 a
a month
for the
the remainder
as
compensation for
permanent disability
disability resulting
injuries
compensation
for a
a permanent
resulting from
from injuries
received by
him on
January 4,
assisting a
aprohireceived
by him
on or
or about
about January
4, 1925,
1925, while
while assisting
prohibition agent
agent in
in making
raid on
on an
on Waldens
Waldens Ridge,
Ridge,
bition
making aaraid
an illicit
illicit still
still on
Rhea
County, Tennessee.
Tennessee. Such
Such monthly
payments shall
shall be
be made
made
Rhea County,
monthly payments
through
through the
States Employees'
Compensation Commission,
Commission,
the United
United States
Employees' Compensation
and
from the
the approval
of this
A_ct: Provided,
no
and shall
shall date
date from
approval of
this Act:
Provided, That
That no
part of
part
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
10 per
centum thereof
centum
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
agent
shall be
paid or
or received
by any
any agent
or agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys 'on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
in
or
agents, attorney
attorney or
rendered in
connection
with said
claim. It
shall be
for any
any agent
agent or
or
connection with
said claim.
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
or receive
receive
agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
exact, collect,
withhold, or
any sum
sum of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
appropriated in
this Act
10
per centum
of services
services rendered
centum thereof on account
account of
rendered in
in connection
connection
with
with said
claim, any
any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
said claim,
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
°nay
of this
Act shall
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
in any
of
a misdemeanor
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
any
sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved. June
1934.
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 801.]

June 26, 1934.
1934.
[S.
[S. 2112.1
2112.1
[Pri-vat. Tn.
[Private,
No. 377.1

AN
ACT
AN ACT
James R. Mansfield.
Mansfield.
For the
the relief of
of James

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of W. H. Key and the estate of
of James
James E.
E. Wilson.
Wilson.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
qf the
the
United States
America in
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secreecreo
s tary
tary of
of the
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
directed to
pay, out of any money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated,
Goveroment.
the sum
WH.
H.
the
sum of $160 to W.
H. Key and the estate
estate of James E. Wilson,
Wilson,
their heirs or assigns,
assigns in full settlement
settlement of all claims against
against the
Government of the United
Government
United States for
the northeast
northeast quarter
of the
the
for the
quarter of
northeast
31 township
northeast quarter section 31,
township 77south, range 88west,
Huntswest, Huntsville meridian,
meridian, Lawrence
Lawrenc e County
County, Alabama,
Alabama, erroneously
erroneously deeded
deed ed to
to
E. Barnett, trustee
the United States of America
Americ a by George
George E.
trustee of
of S.
E.
S. E.
Gardner (bankrupt),
by deed
deed dated March
Gardner
(bankrupt), by
March 21, 1918,
1918, and recorded
recorded
among
Lawrence County in libre
among the land records of Lawrence
libre 2,
folio 148,
148,
2,
folio
Provisos.
March 23,
Provided, That
the said
said W.
W. H.
H. Key
Key and
and the
the estate
estate
oitional
upon
23, 1918:
1918 Provided,
That the
Conditional
upon March
uitaim to United
nited of
quitclaim
of James
Wilson, their
their and
and each
James E.
E. Wilson,
each of
of their
their heirs or assigns, shall
Mates.
quitai
quitlaim
to
the United
Sates. all
all of
their
rights,
quitclaim
to
the
United
States
of
their
rights, title,
title, and
and interest
interest
Limitation on atLiitation
on.
atin
and
to
to
the
said
described
land:
Provided,
That
no
part of
of the
the
the said described land: Provided, That no part
torney's, etc., fees.
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
amount appropriated
thereof
shall
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
with
said claim.
shall be
with said
claim. It
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive any
any sum
sum
of the
amount appropriated
of
the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum
thereof
rendered in connection
connection with said
thereof on account of services rendered
said
Penalty
for violation. claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Penaltyforvtiolaton.
Any
person
claim, any contract
contrary
Anyperson
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
violating
deemed guilty of
of aa
misdemeanor
and upon
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum
not exceeding
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
w. H.oey and

W. Ji. Key and eestate of James E. Wilson.
so'aentt.
Payment to, for lands
eroneoultty
erroneously deeded
deeded to
Government.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 802,803.
802, 803.
CHS.
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JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

[CHAPTER 802.]
802.1
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT

relief of Roy Lee
For the
Lee Groseclose.
Groseclose.
the relief
For

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by
Be
the Secretary
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
United

June 268,
26, 1934.
1934.
[S. 2141.]
2141.]
I.

[Private, No.
No. 378.]
3781
[Private,

Roy Le
Lee

roseloe.
Groseclose.

e
lision daagt. for caldirected to pay, asroardaln
and directed
is hereby,
and he
of
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
of the
the Treasury
out
of any
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
not
the Treasury
Treasurynges:
in the
out of
Roy Lee
Lee Groseclose,
of Alderson,
Alderson, West Virginia, the sum of $37.50,
Groseclose, of
Roy
in
full satisfaction
of his
claim against
United States for damdamthe United
against the
his claim
satisfaction of
in full
ages to
to his
his automobile
resulting from
May 26, 1933, on
collision on May
from aacollision
automobile resulting
ages
State
and one half miles west of Alderthree and
3, three
Numbered 3,
Highway Numbered
State Highway
son,
West Virginia,
Virginia, when
when such
struck by aa cow
was struck
automobile was
such automobile
son, West
owned
the Federal
Industrial Institution
for Women,
Women, Alderson,
Alderson,
Institution for
Federal Industrial
by the
owned by
on at
appropriated Lttion
amount appropriated
West
Virginia: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of the
fr
the amount
part of
That no
West Virginia:
fees.
be paid
in
excess of
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
paid or
or delivdeliv- torey's,
tamers ,etc.,
etc-, fee&
on
shall be
thereof shall
of 10
in excess
Act in
this Act
in this
ered
or received
received by
any agent
agent or agents,
attorneys, on
attorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
by any
to or
ered to
It shall
account of
of services
in connection
connection with said claim. It
rendered in
services rendered
account
attorneys, to exact,
be unlawful
for any
or agents,
attorney or attorneys,
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
be
unlawful for
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
appropriated in
in
any sum of the amount appropriated
collect, withhold,
this Act
excess of
10 per
per centum
services
thereof on account of services
centum thereof
of 10
in excess
Act in
this
connection with said claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
in connection
rendered in
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act Penaltyorviolation.
Penalty for violation.
of this
Any person
notwithstanding.
shall be
guilty of
of a
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
and upon
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
be deemed
deemed guilty
shall
shall
be fined
in any
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
fined in
shall be
Approved,
June
1934.
26,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 803.]
803.1
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
For
the relief
F. Stamm.
Stamm.
of Mildred
Mildred F.
relief of
For the

June
June 2,
26, 1934.
1934.
[S. 2233.]
[S. 223.1
[Private, No. 379.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
Be it
F. Stamm.
United
of America
in, Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
F.
Stamm.
Mildred
Secretary Mildred
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Payment to, for personal
injuries.
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
of
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to pay, sonai injuries.
be, and
the Treasury
of the
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
money in
of any
out
Mildred F.
F. Stamm,
Stamm, of Washington,
Washington, District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, the sum
sum
Mildred
of $1,000
$1,000 in
full settlement
settlement of
against the
Government of
the Government
claims against
all claims
of all
in full
of
the
United States
States for
injuries, permanent
permanent and
resulting
otherwise, resulting
and otherwise,
for injuries,
the United
from a
United States Naval Air Station truck negligently
negligently
of aaUnited
a driver
driver of
from
running
F. Stamm
Stamm while she was in an
an
Mildred F.
upon Mildred
and upon
into and
running into
automobile
at Sixteenth
Sixteenth Street
Street and
and Constitution
Constitution Avenue
northwest,
Avenue northwest,
automobile at
Washington, District
of Columbia,
on the
day of February
February
12th day
the 12th
Columbia, on
District of
Washington,
1932,
and said
said injuries
injuries resulting
resulting from
no fault
fault of
the said
Mildred Proviso.
said Mildred
of the
from no
1932, and
F. Stamm:
Prowled, That
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
in Limitation
Limitation on atappropriated in
the amount
That no
F.
Stamm: Provided,
etc., fees.
ees.
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
per centum
paid or
or delivered
torney's, etc..
delivered torney's,
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
10 per
of 10
this
to or
or received
by any
any agent
or agents,
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on
agents, attorney
agent or
received by
to
account
of services
services rendered
connection with
claim. It
It shall
shall
said claim.
with said
in connection
rendered in
account of
be unlawful
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
to exact,
exact,
attorneys, to
attorney or
any agent
for any
unlawful for
be
collect,
withhold, or
or receive
amount appropriated in
receive any sum of the amount
collect, withhold,
this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
of services
services
account of
per centum
this Act
rendered
connection with
claim, any
the contrary
contrary
to the
contract to
any contract
said claim,
with said
in connection
rendered in
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act Penatyfvloao
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding.
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
conviction
upon
and
a
misdemeanor
of
shall be deemed guilty
thereof
shall be
be fined
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
any sum
fined in
thereof shall
Approved,
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved, June

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d
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[CHAPTER 804.]
[CHAPTER
804.]
June 26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S. 2322.]
2322.]
[S.
[Private,
No.
380.] r
[Private, No. 380.]
A.
Hanlon.
A. I.
J. Hanlon.
allowed
Credit allowed
accounts
of.
accounts of.

SESS. II.
SESS.
II.

CHS. 804-806.
CHS.
804-806.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
J. Hanlon.
Hanlon.
of A.
A. J.
For

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Compin
in United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comptroller
the United
States be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
be, and
is hereby,
troller General
General of
of the
United States
and
to credit
A. J.
J. Hanlon,
Hanlon, special
special disdisthe accounts
accounts of
of A.
and directed
directed to
credit the
bursing agent,
of Prohibition,
Juan, Puerto
Rico, with
with
Puerto Rico,
bursing
agent, Bureau
Bureau of
Prohibition, San
San Juan,
the
$223.75, said
sum representing
the amount
amount paid
paid on
on
the sum
sum of
of $223.75,
said sum
representing the
vouchers
Juan R.
R. Toledo,
agent, as
as per
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu
prohibition agent,
to Juan
Toledo, prohibition
vouchers to
of subsistence
subsistence for
the period
period June
13 to
to July
July 21,
21, 1929,
1929, which
suni
which sum
June 13
of
for the
was
disallowed by
by the
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.
the General
was disallowed
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 26,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 805.]
805.1

June 26, 1934.
[S. 23381
[8.
233.]
[Private, No. 381.]
381.]
[Private,

ACT
AN ACT
Rensch.
relief of Robert V. Rensch.
For the relief

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
House of
by the
the Senate
Be
United States
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
of the
Treasury be,
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he hereby
out of
of any
any money
Treasury of the United
United States
States not
otherwise
not otherwise
money in
in the
the Treasury
out
appropriated, the
the sum
$136.50 to
Robert V.
V. Rensch,
of Saint
Saint Paul,
Rensch, of
to Robert
of $136.50
sum of
appropriated,
Minnesota, in
claims against the Government
Government of
of
Minnesota,
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all claims
the United
expenses in
in said
said sum
incurred and
and paid
paid by him
for expenses
sum incurred
the
United States
States for
on
United States attorney
Minnesota, on
attorney for
for the district of Minnesota,
as assistant United
behalf
States of
of America
America with
the approval
approval of
of the
the
behalf of
of the
the United
United States
with the
Attorney General
of the
States of
of America,
America, in
in the
trial of
the
Attorney
General of
the United
United States
the trial
of the
case
of United
States of
America against
against Wilbur
Wilbur B.
Foshay, and
and
of America
B. Foshay,
case of
United States
others,
Minneapolis, in said district, between
between August
August
others, in
in the city of
of Minneapolis,
31,
1931, and
which said
sum was
was duly
duly paid
to
31, 1931,
and September
September 30,
30, 1931,
1931, which
said sum
paid to
said
Robert V.
V. Rensch
Rensch by
by the
the United
States marshal
marshal for
for said
said district,
district,
said Robert
United States
on the
the 20th
20th day
day of
1933 refunded
refunded by
and subsequently
subsequently and
and on
of October
October 1933
by
said
States marshal,
marshal,
said Robert
Robert V. Rensch, under
under protest, to said
said United
United States
by reason
of the
the fact
that on
March 1933
1933 the
the Compby
reason of
fact that
on the
the 3d
3d day
day of
of March
Comptroller
General of the
United States
States of
of America
America refused
refused to
to allow
allow
troller General
the United
credit to the said United
United States marshal
marshal for vouchers
vouchers covering
said
covering said
Praha.
Pwthro.
for said
said expense:
expense: Provided,
of the
the amount
amount approapprosum for
Providcd, That
That no
no part
part of
Limitation on at
at-.sum
torney's, etc., fees.
fees.
of 10 per centum
priated in this Act in excess of
centum thereof shall be
paid
be paid
delivered to or
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorattoror delivered
or received
received by
by any
agent or
neys,
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim.
neys, on
services rendered
claim.
It
shall be unlawful
It shall
unlawful for any agent
or agents,
or attorneys,
attorneys,
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
to
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
sum of
the amount
amount approapp ro to exact,
exact,icollect, withhold,
or receive
of the
priated in
n this Act in excess
per centum
centum thereof on account
account of
of
excess of 10
10 per
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with said
said claim, any contract
contract to the
Penalty for violation
Penalty
violation.
•contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
June 26,
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
Robert V. Rensch.
Bausch.
Robert
Reimbursement to.
Reimbursement

•

[CHAPTER 806.]
[CHAPTER
June 26, 1934.
[S.
IS. 2343.]
2343.]
[Private, No. 382.i
382.]
Herbert

thews.
thews

.

E.

Mat-

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Herbert
Herbert E. Matthews.
Matthews.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
and House of
of the

United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
at- United
States of America
America in Congress
United

sati on Commission
Commi
ss i
on i
hereby aut
hori
zed
States Employees'
Employees' Compen
Compensation
iss hereby
authorized
clfimplyerbeneots States
to consider
and determine
the claim
claim of
of Herbert
Herbert E.
E. Matthews,
Matthews, of
of
be to
determine the
consider and
Johnson
Tennessee, formerly
considered.
Johnson City, Tennessee,
formerly employed
employed by the Federal Barge
Cla
im of, for benefits
of Employees' Compensation Act,
Act, to be

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
806-809.
CHS. 806-809.

Lines,
Inland Waterways
Waterways Corporation,
Corporation, aboard the
the Inland
by the
operated by
Lines, operated
steamer
in the
the same
same manner
extent as if
if
and to the same extent
manner and
Memphis, in
steamer Memphis,
Employees' ComStates Employees'
application for
benefits of
of the United
United States
the benefits
for the
application
pensation Act
had been
been made
made within
one-year period required
required
the one-year
within the
Act had
pensation
by sections
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
benefits shall
no benefits
That no
20 thereof:
and 20
17 and
sections 17
by
accrue prior
approval of
of this Act.
to approval
prior to
accrue
Approved,
June
1934.
26,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 807.]
807.]
[CHAPTER

1447
1447

JUNE 26, 1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
For
Bussey.
Arthur Bussey.
the relief of Arthur
For the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
and House
Be it

the Secretary
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United
of the
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
he is
and he
Treasury be,
of the Treasury

Vol. 39,
39, pp.
pp. 676,
676, 677.
677.
Vol.
Proviso.
Proiso.
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.
No

June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
June
[S.
2357.]
[S. 2357.]
[Private,
No. 383.]
383.]
[Private, No.

Pthnsorprop

erty.
t
y
damages!
hur
m en to
damages.
erty

out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in the
out
satisfaction
Arthur
Bussey
the
sum
of
$29,848.93,
full
satisfaction
of his claim
claim
in
$29,848.93,
of
sum
the
Bussey
Arthur
against the
United States
States for
damages for
of, or damage to,
loss of,
for loss
for damages
the United
against
personal property
the taking
of his
plantation,
his plantation,
taking of
upon the
consequent upon
property consequent
personal
Riverside,
purposes,
military purposes,
for military
Georgia, for
County, Georgia,
Chattahoochee County,
in Chattahoochee
Riverside, in
under the
2, 1917.
July 2,
of July
Act of
the Act
under
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 808.]

AN ACT
ACT
Davis.
For
the relief
relief of
of Emilie
Emilie C.
C. Davis.
For the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
by the
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
of the
Treasury be,
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
and directed
is, authorized
be, and
the Treasury
of
to
appropriated,
otherwise
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
Treasury
the
in
money
any
of
out
Emilie C.
Davis, widow
Raymond Davis,
Davis, late Foreign Service
of Raymond
widow of
C. Davis,
Emilie
American consul at Aden,
officer of
of the
States, and
formerly American
and formerly
United States,
the United
officer
Arabia; Paris,
Paris, France;
Rosario, Argentina;
CzechosloArgentina; and Prague, CzechosloFrance; Rosario,
Arabia;
vakia,
the sum
of $4,500,
one year's
deceased
year's salary of her deceased
being one
$4,500, being
sum of
vakia, the
husband.
husband.
Approved,
1934.
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 809.]
809.1
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
of Nancy
Nancy Abbey
Abbey Williams.
Williams.
relief of
For

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S. 2367.]
2367.]
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 384.]
384.]
[Private,
Raymond Davis.

Payment toidaiowof.
to widow oL
Paymentd

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
S[. 2398.]
[S. 2398.]
[Private,
No. 386.1
3854
[Private, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be it
Abbey WilNancy
Nane Y
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary liams.
Abbey WEIof America
United States
Redemption of lost
of
Treasury be,
be and
and he
is hereby,
directed to Treasury
Redemption
lost
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
he is
note inoffavor
the Treasury
of the
Abbey Williams
2
/
1
per
centum United
o
rt
r
.easar y note in favor
United of.
per centum
31/2
redeem
be,Nancy Abbey
Williams 3
of
favor of
in favor
redeem in
States Treasury
note, series
C-1930-32, numbered
numbered 5182 B, in the
series C-1930-32,
Treasury note,
States
denomination
of $100,
issued January
January 16,
16, 1928,
redemption
1928, called for redemption
$100, issued
denomination of
of said
December
15,
1931,
without
interest
and
without
presentation
presentation
without
and
interest
without
1931,
15,
December
note
alleged to
have been
been lost,
lost, stolen,
stolen, or destroyed:
destroyed:
to have
is alleged
which is
note which
Proisos.
Provided,
That the
note shall
shall not
been previously
pre- Provisos.
previously prehave been
not have
Condition.
said note
the said
Provided, That
sented
:
And
provided
farther,
That
the
said
Nancy
Abbey
Williams
Condition.
Williams
Abbey
Nancy
said
the
That
sented: And provided further,
Indemnity bond.
shall
first file
file in
in the
Treasury Department
penal sum Indemnity bond.
in the penal
bond in
Department aabond
the Treasury
shall first
of
double the
the amount
amount of
of the
principal of
said note
such form and
note in such
of said
the principal
of double
with such
such corporate
surety as
as may
acceptable to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
be acceptable
may be
corporate surety
with
the
Treasury
to
indemnify
and
save
harmless
the
United
States from
United
the
harmless
save
and
the Treasury to indemnify
any loss
of the
hereinbefore described.
described.
note hereinbefore
the note
account of
on account
loss on
any
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
Approved,

73d
73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
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[CHAPTER
810.1
[CHAPTER 810.]
June
26, 1934.
1934.
June 2,
[S. 2467.]
2467.]
[S.
r-;iv-.n
.N
n 386.]
11
+
[Private, No.

SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS. 810-812.
JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
SESS.
810-812. JUNE
AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
of Ammon
Ammon McClellan.
McClellan.
For
the relief
relief of

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United
in Congress
assembled, That the
the SecreSecreUnited States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
tary of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
authorized and
directed
ices.
tary
of the
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay to
Ammon McClellan,
McClellan, out
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
to
to Ammon
of any
money in
not
otherwise
appropriated, the
$376.27 in
in full
settlement of
of all
all
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of $376.27
full settlement
claims
against the
Government of
of the
United States
States for
for services
services
claims against
the Government
the United
rendered from
1933, to
August 31,
31, 1933,
in the
the Department
Department
rendered
from July
July 18,
18, 1933,
to August
1933, in
Proviso.
of Agriculture:
Agriculture: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated
Pro
ont.
of
amount
appropriated
Limitation on attorney's,
ete., fees.
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
or
neys, etc.,n
tt or - in
this Act
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
paid or
delivered to
by any
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorattordelivered
to or
or received
received by
any agent
agent or
or agents,
neys,
on account
account of
with said
said claim.
claim.
neys, on
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
It
for any
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
attorneys,
It shall be
be unlawful for
or attorneys,
to
withhold, or
or receive
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
amount approapproto exact,
exact, collect, withhold,
receive any
priated
in this
Act in
in excess
of 10
centum thereof
on account
account of
of
priated in
this Act
excess of
10 per
per centum
thereof on
services
connection with
with said
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
said claim,
Penalty
forviolation.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
penalty for
violation, the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
provisions
of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
and upon
upon conconguilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
exceeding $1,000.
viction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
June 26,
Approved, June
26, 1934.

Ammon
McClellan.
AmmonMcClellan.
Payment to, for services.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 811.1
June 20,
June
26, 1934.
[B. 2470.]
2470.]
[8.
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 387.]
387.]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Erik Nylin.
For
the relief
of Erik
Nylin.

Be it
it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the

Congress assembled,
the United
United
Em United
United,States
States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Provisions of Employees'ompnsation
ployees' Compensation States
Compensation Commission
Commission is
is hereby
authorized
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
hereby authorized
Erik Nyln
Nylin.
Epri

etended

Act extended to.
Act
Vol. 39, pp. 1
vol.3,pp.7.
74

Proviso.
No prior benefit.
benefits.

consider and
to consider
determine, in
in the
the same
same manner
and to
to the
same
and determine,
manner and
the same
application for
extent as if
if application
for the
the Employees'
Employees' ComComthe benefits
benefits of
of the
pensation Act had been made within the one-year
pensation
one-year period required
required
by sections 17 and 20 thereof, the
of Erik
on account
account
the claim
claim of
Erlk Nylin,
Nylin, on
of disability
disability caused
caused by his employment
service of the United
United
employment in the service
States
at Elko,
Elim, Alaska:
Alaska: Provided,
States at
Provided, That no
no benefits
prior
benefits shall
shall accrue prior
to the enactment
enactment of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, June 26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 812.1
[CHAPTER

June 20,
2, 1934.
[8.
2549.]
[8. 2M9.
[Private, No. 388.]
Albert W. Harvey.
Harvey.
Payment to,
damPayment
to, for
for damages.
eges.

Proiso.

Proviso.
on attorattceLimitation on
ney's, etc.,
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Albert W. Harvey.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
1?epresentatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
hereby is,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
be, and
he hereby
is, authorized
pay
to Albert
Albert W.
W. Harvey,
Harvey, Rutland,
Rutland, Vermont,
Vermont, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the
in the
Treasury
Treasury not
sum of
of $49.15,
$49.15, in
in full
full
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
settlement of all claims
the Government
claims against the
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States
of said Harvey
Harvey for damages
damages incurred in an accident
accident in which
an
which an
automobile
automobile was seized by a
a Federal
Federal prohibition agent in the performance
formance of his duties for the
the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
pa rt
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or
or
agents,
attorney or. attorneys, on account
account of
of services
agents, .attorney
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with said claim. It
unlawful for any agent
connection
It shall be unlawful
agent
or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
or
receive any sum of the amount
receive
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this Act in excess
excess

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

1449

of
10 per
centum thereof
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connecconnecof services
thereof on
of 10
per centum
tion
said claim,
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
the contrary
with said
claim, any
tion with
Any
the provisions
be deemed
deemed
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
guilty of
of a
thereof shall
shall be fined
fined
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
guilty
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
m
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Penalty for
violation.
orviolation.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 813.1

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 812-814.
812-814.

AN ACT

For the relief of the Brewer Paint and Wall Paper Company, Incorporated;
Incorporated.
For

Penalty

June 26, 134.
1934.
June
[S. 2563.]
[s.
253.]

389.]
[Private, No. 389.]

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecre- W Brewer
ilfletgrperP
c
ain
om
t and
Paint
in Congress
America in.
United States
tary
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed Incorporated.
incorPorated.
Pa"'
tary of
Treasury be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
ore
to
Paint and
Wall Paper
Paper Company,
Incorporated, seggrt
to,
for extra
sePrvient. to
Company, Incorporated,
and Wall
to the
the Brewer
Brewer Paint
to pay
pay to
out
any money
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
out of
of any
money in
sum
of all claims
against the GovernGovernclaims against
in full
full settlement
settlement of
sum of
of $846.80,
$846.80, in
ment
account of
extra painting
painting work
under contract
contract
work performed
performed under
of extra
ment on
on account
numbered
April 25, 1931,
1931, in connection
connection with
with
numbered W6174-qm-33,
W6174-qm-33, dated
dated April
the construction
three barracks
barracks buildings
buildings at
Field, Virat Langley
Langley Field,
Virthe
construction of
of three
Prm"o.
appropriated in this Paria°.
amount appropriated
ginia: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
Limitation on attorAct
of 10
10 per
per centum
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to ney's,
nay's, :t
e
ti„on
etc.,
fees.on attardelivered to
thereof shall
centum thereof
excess of
Act in
in excess
or
received by
by any
agents, attorney
attorney or
account
attorneys, on account
or attorneys,
or agents,
any agent
agent or
or received
of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
said claim.
It shall
shall be
claim. It
with said
of services
unlawful
agent or
attorneys, to
exact,
to exact
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
any agent
or agents,
unlawful for
for any
receive any sum of the amount
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
amount appropriated
appropriated
collect,
in
this Act
excess of
10 per
centum thereof
account of
of services
thereof on
on account
of 10
per centum
Act in
in excess
in this
contrary
rendered
contract to
to the
the contrary
with said
said claim, any contract
in connection
connection with
rendered in
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act Penaltyorviolation.
violating the
Any person
notwithstanding.
thereof
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be
$1,000.
shall
fined in
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
in any
be fined
shall be
Approved, June
1934.
26, 1934.
June 26,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 814.1
814.]

AN ACT
Robert R. Prann.
Prann.
For the relief of Robert

June 26,
26, 19.4.
1414.
June

IS.
2561.
Is. 26611
[Private, No.
3901
-Private,
No. 390.1

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
Robert It. Pram,.
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Comp- RobertR.
Pran.
the CompAmerica in
of America
United States
Payment to, for extra
services.
troller General
General of
of the
the United
United States
authorized and directed services.
is hereby
hereby authorized
States is
troller
to
to Robert
Robert R.
R. Prann,
San Juan,
Juan, Puerto
Prann, of
of San
for payment
payment to
certify for
to certify
Rico,
the sum
sum of
which amount
amount is
is hereby
appropriated, out
hereby appropriated,
of $3,375,
$3,375, which
Rico, the
of
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in full
of any
payment
of all
all claims
claims against
the United
work perStates for
for extra work
United States
against the
payment of
formed
with the
12,
May 12,
dated May
Department, dated
War Department,
the War
contract with
under contract
formed under
1925, for
of a
of wall
east of San
Augustin
San Augustin
wall east
a section
section of
construction of
for the
the construction
1925,
Battery,
San Juan,
Puerto Rico:
That no
of the
the Pr
on a
no part
part of
Juan, Puerto
Rico: Provided,
Provided, That
Battery, San
Limitation on attoretc., fees.
ees.
amount
this Act
Act in
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof ney's, etc.,
per centum
in excess
excess of
in this
appropriated in
amount appropriated
shall
be paid
received by
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents,
by any
or received
to or
or delivered
delivered to
paid or
shall be
account of services rendered
attorney
rendered in connection
connection
attorney or attorneys, on account
with
said claim.
agent or agents, attorany agent
for any
unlawful for
shall be
be unlawful
It shall
claim. It
with said
withhold, or receive
ney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
receive any sum of
exact, collect, withhold,
to exact,
ney or
the
appropriated in
Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum
this Act
in this
the amount
amount appropriated
with said
thereof on
of services
services rendered
connection with
in connection
rendered in
account of
on account
thereof
tor viata.
claim, any
the contrary
violation,
contrary notwithstanding. Any person Penalty for
to the
any contract
contract to
claim,
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
be deemed
guilty of a
misa misdeemed guilty
Act shall
shall be
the provisions
violating
demeanor
upon conviction
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not
shall be
be fined
thereof shall
conviction thereof
and upon
demeanor and
exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June

1450
1450

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 815.]

Time 26, 1934.
June
1934.
[S. 2584.]
2584.]
[Private, No.
No. 391.]
391.]

Elmer Kettering.
Kettering.
Redemption of LibRedemption
erty bonds in favor of.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Condition.
Indemnity bond.

Vol.

p.74.

Proviso.
Compensation.

Promto.

E. Clarence
Clarence Ice.
Ice.
Payment to,
to, for
death of son.

Proviso.
Pros/mo.

Limitatio
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

AN ACT
ACT

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of Jewell
Jewell Maness.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
and House
of Representatives

the
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That sections 17
United States
in Congress

and 20 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
compensation for
for
provide compensation
employees
United States
employees of the United
suffering injuries
while in
in the
States suffering
injuries while
the
performance
performance of their
their duties, and for other
other purposes
purposes ",
approved
", approved
September
amended, are
September 7, 1916, as amended,
are hereby
hereby waived
waived in
in favor
favor of
of Jewell
Jewell
Maness, widow of Ward
Maness, deceased,
deceased, former
Maness,
Ward W. Maness,
former transfer
mail
transfer mail
clerk, Union
nnessee and
an d the
the United
United States
States
clerk,
Union Depot,
Depot, Jackson,
Jackson, Te
Tennessee
Employees'
authorized and
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission is authorized
and directed
directed
to consider
for compensation
consider and determine
determine her claim for
compensation on
on account
account
of
her husband's death notwithstanding
the limitations
of her
notwithstanding the
in the
the first
limitations in
first
paragraph of
of section
of the
the said
Provided, That
That compensacompensaparagraph
section 10
10 of
said Act:
Act: Provided,
tion,
if any,
commence from and after
the date
tion, if
any, shall commence
after the
date of
the passage
passage
of the
of this
this Act.
Act.
of
Approved,
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER 817.]
817.]
[CHAPTER

June 28,
26, 1934.
1934.
2619.]
[S. 2619.1
[Private, No. 393.]
[Private,

JUNE
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 26,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
the
United States
United
America in
in Congress
That the
SecreStates of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the .Secretary of
tary
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
to redeem
redeem in
favor of
Elmer Kettering,
Kettering, Mellette,
South Dakota,
Dakota,
in favor
of Elmer
Mellette, South
United States
United
States registered
registered notes
notes numbered
and L-1230845
L-1230845
numbered L-1230844
L-1230844 and
(uncalled) in
in the
(uncalled)
the denomination
of $100
each of
the Victory
Victory Liberty
Liberty
denomination of
$100 each
of the
Loan 4
43/4
3
/
4 per centum
centum convertible
convertible gold
gold notes
notes of
of 1922-1923,
registered
1922-1923, registered
in the name
of Elmer
name of
Elmer Kettering,
Kettering, without
of the
the notes
without presentation
presentation of
notes
which are
alleged to
been stolen
stolen in
robbery after
after having
having
are alleged
to have
have been
in a
a mail
mail robbery
been assigned
assigned in blank
blank by
the registered
payee: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
by the
registered payee:
shall not
said notes shall
have been
been presented
presented to
the Department:
Department: And
And
not have
to the
provided further,
further, That
That the
provided
the said
Kettering shall
shall first
file in
in
said Elmer
Elmer Kettering
first file
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department a
a bond
bond in
the penal
penal sum
sum of
in the
of double
double the
the
amount of the principal of the
in such
form and
and with
with
the said
said notes,
notes, in
such form
such corporate
as may be
corporate surety as
acceptable to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
be acceptable
to the
the
Treasury with condition
condition to
to indemnify
save harmless
harmless the
the United
United
indemnify and
and save
any claim
States from any
claim on
on account
account of
the notes
notes hereinbefore
described.
of the
hereinbefore described.
Approved, June
June 26,
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
[CHAPTER
816.]
[CHAPTER 816.]

Jewell
Maness.
wellManess.
Claim of.
of.
Vol. 39,
39, p. 740.

CIIS. 815-817.
815-817.
CHS.

relief of
of Elmer
Elmer Kettering.
For the relief
Kettering.

20, 1934.
June 26,
1934.
[S. 2613.]
2613.1

[Private.
No. 392.1
[Private, No.
392.]

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of E. Clarence
Clarence Ice.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
Representatives of
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
tary
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to
pay
to E.
E. Clarence
Clarence Ice, out of any money in the Treasury
pay to
Treasury not
not otherotherwise
$3,000, in full settlement
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $3,000,
settlement of
all claims
claims
of all
against
Government on account
against the Government
account of the death
death of
of his
Corporal
his son,
son, Corporal
Egbert
J. Ice, who was killed August 15,
Egbert J.
while in
in the
the perform15, 1933,
1933, while
performance
ance of his duties with the District of Columbia
Columbia National
Guard at
at
National Guard
Camp Albert
Ritehie: Provided,
Albert C. Ritchie:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount
appropriated
in this
appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
shall be
be
paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by any agent or agents, attorney or
or
attorneys, on
on account
attorneys,
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
said
with said
claim.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for any agent
claim. It
be unlawful
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
or

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 817-819.
CHS.
817-819.

JUNE 26, 1934.
JUNE

attorneys,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
receive any
any sum
sum of
of the
the
or receive
withhold, or
attorneys, to
to exact,
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof
amount appropriated
on
rendered in
connection with said claim, any
in connection
of services
services rendered
on account
account of
the
contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating
to the
contract to
provisions
of a
amisdemeanor
and
misdemeanor and
deemed guilty
guilty of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
provisions of
upon
shall be
fined in
in any
not exceeding
exceeding
sum not
any sum
be fined
conviction thereof
thereof shall
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
1934.
June 26,
26, 1934.
Approved,

1451
1451

Penalty for violation.
Penalty

[CHAPTER 8181
818.1
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
Carrington and J. E. Mitchell.
Mitchell.
For the relief of N. W. Carrington

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
United States
America in
in Congress
That the
theSecreSecreassembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United
tary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
directed
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
and he
tary
to
to N.
W. Carrington,
Carrington, Dumbarton,
Virginia, and
J. E.
and J.
Dumbarton, Virginia,
N. W.
to pay
pay to
Mitchell, Richmond,
Treasury not
Virginia, out of any money in the Treasury
Richmond, Virginia,
Mitchell,
otherwise
sums of
of $1,020
and $1,260,
respectively,
$1,260, respectively,
$1,020 and
the sums
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
the Government
Government of the
in full
United
States, as
Federal indemnity
destruction of their
their
for the destruction
indemnity for
as Federal
United States,
cattle
in 1925
1925 and
1926 which
which were
affected with
to be affected
were found to
and 1926
cattle in
tuberculosis: Provided,
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
of the
That no
no part
Provided, That
tuberculosis:
this Act
10 per
thereof shall
shall be
delivered
paid or delivered
be paid
per centum
centum thereof
of 10
in excess
excess of
this
Act in
to
or received
on
or agents,
agents, attorney or attorneys, on
agent or
by any
any agent
received by
to or
account
rendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It shall
of services
services rendered
account of
be
any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorneys, to
attorney or attorneys,
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
exact,
receive any
any sum
sum of
the amount
amount approapproof the
or receive
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
priated
in this
in excess
of 10
per centum
account
thereof on account
centum thereof
10 per
excess of
Act in
this Act
priated in
of
connection with
said claim,
any contract
contract to
to
claim, any
with said
in connection
rendered in
services rendered
of services
the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
provisions
the provisions
person violating
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
misdemeanor and upon cona misdemeanor
of
conguilty of a
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall be
Act shall
this Act
of this
viction
be fined
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
in any
shall be
thereof shall
viction thereof
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
Approved, June
819.]
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 819.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
Wright.
M. Wright.
of George
George M.
relief of
the relief
For

1934.
June 26, 1934.
[8. 2620.1
2620.]
[S.
[Private, No. 394.]
[Private,

N. W.. Carrington
Carrington
E. Mitchell.
Mitchell.
and J. E.
Payment to, for dePayment
struction of cattle.
struction

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty for violation.

June 26
2 1934.
1934.
June
18. 27k20.
viol
[S.

[Private, No. 395.1
3951

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be
George M. Wright.
en M.ofWrighot
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary Refund
assembled, That the Secretary
America in
United
erroneously
collected income
income
ously collected
of
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to taxes.
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
of the
the Treasury
refund
pay, out
out of
any money
money in
in the
otherwise tes.
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
of any
and pay,
refund and
appropriated,
Wright, Great
Falls, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, the
the
Great Falls,
M. Wright,
George M.
to George
appropriated, to
sum
$545.03, in
in full
settlement of
of all
all claims
against the
Governthe Governclaims against
full settlement
of $545.03,
sum of
ment of
States, for
for income
income taxes
taxes erroneously
erroneously collected
collected for
for
United States,
the United
of the
ment
the taxable
part of
of the
the amount
evionat. on
amount Proviso.
no part
That no
Provided, That
1924: Provided,
year 1924:
taxable year
the
Limitation
on attorattorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be ney's,
10 per
of 10
in excess
appropriated in
paid or
delivered to
to or
received by
or agents,
attorney or
or
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
by any
or received
or delivered
paid
attorneys,
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with said
said
in connection
of services
account of
on account
attorneys, on
claim. It
It shall
shall be
for any
agent or
agents, attorney
or
attorney or
or agents,
any agent
unlawful for
be unlawful
claim.
attorneys,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive any
any sum
the
of the
sum of
to exact,
exact, collect,
attorneys, to
amount
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof
centum thereof
excess of
Act in
in this
amount appropriated
with said claim, any
on account
of services
services rendered
in connection
connection with
rendered in
account of
on
Penalty for violation.
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
orviolation.
the Penalty
contrary notwithstanding.
the contrary
contract
provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
and
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
provisions of
upon
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
sum not
exceeding
not exceeding
any sum
be fined
conviction thereof
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
86637
—34--PT 2-11
2-11
86637--34-PT

1452
1452

73d CONGRESS.

73d CONGRESS.

[CHAPTER
820.]
[CHAPTER 820.1
June
1934.
June 26,
26, 1934.
[5.
IS. 2806.1
2806.1
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 396.1
396.]

Carlo de
Carlo
de Luca.
Lura

Claim of, referred to
Court
of Claims.
Courtof
laims.

SESS. II.

SESS. II.

CHS. 820, 821.
820,821.
CIHS.

JUNE 26, 1934.
26, 1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To confer
jurisdiction on
the Court
of Claims
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine the
the claim
claim
To
confer jurisdiction
on the
Court of
Claims to
of Carlo
Carlo de
de Luca.
Luca.
of

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and Hou,se
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
Hocse of
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the
in, Congress
the Court of
of

jurisdiction
Claims of the United States
to
States be, and it is hereby, given
given jurisdiction
to
and determine
determine the
the claim
claim of
Carlo de
de Luca,
Luca, and
and to
to award
him
to hear
hear and
of Carlo
award him
just
compensation for
for losses
losses and
if any,
he may
may have
have
just compensation
and damages,
damages, if
any, which
which he
suffered
through action
action of
the United
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Emersuffered through
of the
United States
Board Emergency Fleet
Corporation in
commandeering or
or requisitioning
requisitioning two
two
gency
Fleet Corporation
in commandeering
certain contracts
contracts dated
dated June
25, 1917,
1917, which
which the
said Carlo
Carlo de
Luca
certain
June 25,
the said
de Luca
owned
and which
the Standard
Standard Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding Corpora.
Corpora,
owned and
which he
he had
had with
with the
tion of
New York
the construction
construction and
and delivery
two certain
certain
delivery of
of two
for the
tion
of New
York for
ships designated
designated as
as "hulls
"hulls 12
"; and
and to
to enter
enter decree
decree or
judgships
12 and
and 13
13 ";
or judgment against
against the
the United
States for
for such
such just
just compensation,
compensation, if
if any,
ment
United States
any,
notwithstanding the
bars or
any alleged
alleged settlement
settlement or
or
notwithstanding
the bars
or defenses
defenses of
of any
adjustment
heretofore made
made or
of res
res judica,
judica, lapse
time, laches,
laches,
adjustment heretofore
or of
lapse of
of time,
Proviso.
h,owever, That
the United
United
CPrifo
. or
or any
any statute
statute of
of limitation:
limitation: Provided,
Provided, however,
That the
Credit for sum paid.
ret osum p.
States shall be given credit for any sum heretofore
paid the said
said
heretofore paid
Carlo
de Luca
by reason
reason of
of said
of the
States Shipping
Carlo de
Luca by
said action
action of
the United
United States
Shipping
Board
the United
States Shipping
Shipping Board
Board Emergency
Emergency Fleet
Board and/or
and/or the
United States
Fleet
Corporation.
Corporation.
Commencement
Commencement
of
SEc.
Site. 2. Such claim
claim may, under
under section 1
1_ of this Act, be instituted
instituted
suit.
uit
at any time within four months
approval of
of this
this Act.
Act. ProPromonths from the
the approval
Jurisdiction, etc.
lurisdiction,
ceedings in any
any suit brought
brought in the Court of Claims under this Act,
36
Vol.
36, p. 11
1136;
; appeals
Vol. 368,y.
appeals therefrom, and payment of any judgment
judgment therein shall be
p. 897.
5P.C
' '
had as
as in
case of
of claims
had
in the
the case
claims over
such court
over which
which such
court has
has jurisdiction
jurisdiction
under
Code, as
as amended.
amended.
under section
section 145
145 of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 8211
[CHAPTER
821.1
Sun° 26,
June
20, 1934.
[5. 2809.]
2809.1
[S.

[Private, No. 397.]
397.]
1Private,

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon the Court of
Claims to
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine the
claims
Conferring
of Claims
the claims
of the International
International Arms and Fuze Company,
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
ouse of Representatives

3
International
Arms
Internntlonal Art
lnyuwlted
kfates of America in
nited States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
jurisdiction
That jurisdiction
and Fuze Compan
Company,
and
Incororated.
Incorporated.
is
conferred
hereby conferred
upon the Court
notwithstanding the
Court
of
Claims,
notwithstanding
the
Clalms
Claims of, referred
referred to
lapse of time or any statute of limitations or any defense
of
defense because
because of
Court of Claims.
Claims.

any awards
awards previously
made by the
the War
War Department
or other
other
previously made
Department or
authority
United States
authority of the United.
States or any
by
any alleged
alleged acceptances
acceptances thereof
thereof by
the
Arms and
Fuze Company,
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, to
to hear
hear
the International
International Arms
and Fuze
the basis
basis of
compensation, the
the claims
claims of
of the
the
and determine,
determine, upon the
of just
just compensation,
Incorporated, growing
said International
International Arms and Fuze Company, Incorporated,
growing
out of contracts
G-1048 559—A, dated
January 1,
1, 1918,
1918,
contracts numbered
numbered G-1048-559-A,
dated January
and P-19219-4797—A,
P-19219-4797-A, dated November
November
5,
United
1918,
with
the
United
Proviso.
Proio.
modifications thereof: Provided,
amendments and modifications
Provided,
Writ of eertiorn
certiorari States and the amendments
allowed either party
party to
to however, That
however,
from any decision
decision or judgment
judgment rendered
rendered in
in any
any suit
suit
Supreme Court.
U.S. Supreme
Court
presented
presented under
under the authority of this Act a
awrit of certiorari
certiorari to the
Supreme Court
either
Court of the United States may be applied for by either
party thereto, as is provided by law in other cases.
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

73d
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
822.]
[CHAPTER 822.]

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 822-824.
822-824.
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AN ACT
For the relief of Marie Louise
Louise Belanger.
Belanger.

hum
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
[S. 2872.]
[I.
[Private, No. 398.1
398.]
[Private,

Representatives of
Be
enacted by
of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
Bel
Marie Louise Be]..
Louise
Secretary Marie
the Secretary
United
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
anr.
Payment to.
to.
aeayment
pay,
to
directed
and
of
Treasury be,
be, and
authorized
is hereby, authorized
and he is
the Treasury
of the
out of
of any
any money
Treasury not
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
money in
out
sum of
of $5,000
$5,000 in
full settlement
claims against
against the Government
Government
all claims
of all
settlement of
in full
sum
on account
of the
of Alfred
Belanger, caused
caused by an explosion
explosion
Alfred Belanger,
death of
the death
account of
on
Defective Delinin the
the meter
house of
of the
Hospital for Defective
Federal Hospital
the Federal
meter house
in
quents,
at Springfield,
on September
September 15,
1933: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
ttW
oon atteriittion
15, 1933:
Missouri, on
Springfield, Missouri,
quents, at
Limitation
etc., fees.
fees.
excess
in
Act
in
That
no
part
of
the
amount
appropriated
this
excess of ney's, etc.,
appropriated
amount
the
of
part
That no
delivered to or received by
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
10 per
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
account of services
services
attorneys, on account
attorney or attorneys,
agent or
any
rendered in
connection with
with said
said claim.
unlawful for
for
shall be unlawful
It shall
claim. It
in connection
rendered
any agent
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
agents, attorney
agent or
any
or receive
receive any
any sum
sum of
appropriated in this Act in excess
amount appropriated
the amount
of the
or
rendered in connecof 10
per centum
thereof on account
account of
connecof services rendered
centum thereof
10 per
of
notwithstanding.
tion with
with said
any contract
contract to
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
claim, any
said claim,
tion
for violation.
Penaltyforviolation.
Any person
violating the
the provisions
Act shall be deemed
deemed Penalty
provisions of this Act
person violating
Any
fined
shall
thereof
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
be
fined
conviction
upon
and
guilty of a misdemeanor
in any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
in
any sum
Approved, June 26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER

823.1
823.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
relief of
Stella D.
D. Wickersham.
Wickersham.
of Stella
the relief
For

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[8.
2873.]
18. 2873.]

[Private, No. 399.1
399.]
[Private,

Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
ck
of the
the Stella D. WickerHouse of
Senate and
and House
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
W United
America in
assembled, That
That the Secretary sham.
sham.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
Payment to.
to.
of the
and directed
directed to pay, Payment
authorized and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of
the
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury not
sum of
of $5,000
in full
settlement of
of all
claims against the Government
Government
all claims
full settlement
$5,000 in
sum
on account
the death
death of
of Robert
Wickersham, caused
caused by an
Robert L. Wickersham,
of the
account of
on
explosion
meter house
the Federal
Hospital for Defective
Federal Hospital
of the
house of
the meter
in the
explosion in
ttor
on
Ptl
Delinquents, at
at Springfield,
September 15,
Pro- Proviso.
1933: Pro15, 1933:
on September
Missouri, on
Limitation
on attorSpringfield, Missouri,
Delinquents,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
this Act in
in this
vided,
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in excess ney's,
part of
no part
That no
vided, That
received by
of 10
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
paid or
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
of
account of services
any agent
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
attorneys, on account
services
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
any
It shall
rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
shall be unlawful for
claim. It
said claim.
rendered in
any
agent or
agents, attorney
collect, withhold,
exact, collect,
to exact,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney or
or agents,
any agent
or
any sum
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess
of the amount
sum of
receive any
or receive
of
10 per
centum thereof
on account
services rendered
rendered in connecconnecof services
account of
thereof on
per centum
of 10
tion with
said claim,
any contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
claim, any
with said
tion
Penalty
y for violation.
voao
Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
Act shall
shall be deemed
deemed Pe
this Act
provisions of
Any person
guilty
of a
and upon
upon conviction
fined
conviction thereof shall be fined
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
guilty of
$1,000.
in
any sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
in any
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 824.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
Cornelia Claiborne.
Claiborne.
of Cornelia
relief of
the relief
For

June
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
[S.
2919.]
[S. 2919.]

[Private, No. 400.]
400.1
[Private,

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the Hamilton
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
ton Cabell
Clsborne.&bellC
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there is ciritonl
in Congress
America in
of America
United
hereby authorized
out of
°f rame" to
14 wid
widow
money in the OPamet
any money
of any
appropriated, out
be appropriated,
to be
authorized to
hereby
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Cornelia Claiborne,
Claiborne, widow
to Cornelia
Treasury
.

1454
1454

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 824-827.
824-827.
CHS.

JUNE 26,
1934.
JUNE
26, 1934.

of
Claiborne, late
consul at
at Frankfort,
Frankfort,
Cabell Claiborne,
late American
American consul
of Hamilton
Hamilton Cabe11
Germany, the
the sum
sum of
of $7,000,
salary of
of her
deceased
her deceased
$7,000, being
being one
one year's
year's salary
Germany,
husband,
while in
in the
the Foreign
Foreign Service.
Service.
died while
husband, who
who died
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
Approved,

[CHAPTER 8251
825.]
June
June 26, 1934.
1934.
[S. 2957.1
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 401.]
401.]
Wakicunzewin.
Wakicunzewin.
Payment to heirs of,
authorised.
authorized.

Provisos.
Provios.
Sum due may be
deposited to credit
deposited
credit and
Indian.
benefit of Indian.

Credit of estate if
named be dead.
person named

ACT
AN ACT

For
the relief
relief of
of the
the rightful
heirs of
of Wakicunzewin,
Indian.
an Indian.
Wakicunzewin, an
rightful heirs
For the

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
enacted by
the Senate
Be it
United
States of
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of America
United States
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
be, and
and he
is hereby,
of
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to the
the
appropriated, to
Treasury not
out
of any
respective
Wakicunzewin, deceased
heirs of
of Wakicunzewin,
deceased Sisseton-Wahpeton
Sisseton-Wahpeton
respective heirs
allottee, as
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior pursuant
pursuant to
to
determined by
allottee,
as determined
existing law,
sum of
of $2,888.90,
Waste, $481.48;
$481.48;
$2,888.90, as follows: Waste,
the sum
existing
law, the
Cankumazwin, $481.48;
$240.74; Ticahdeiyotanke,
Ticandeiyotanke,
Hotonnahowin, $240.74;
Cankumazwin,
$481.48; Hotonnahowin,
$240.74; Ainimapson,
or Charles
Cetanhote, or
or
Boesdi, $240.74; Cetanhote,
Charles Boesdi,
$240.74;
Mnimapson, or
Grayhawk,
$120.37; Hankadutana,
Hankadutana, or Charles Blackbird,
Blackbird, $60.20;
$60.20;
Grayhawk, $120.37;
George
Cankutopewin, $481.48;
8481.48; and
George Track,
Track,
and George
George Young,
Young, $60.19;
$60.19; Cankutopewin,
$481.48: Provided,
Provided, That,
That, in
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in the
the discretion
$481.48:
Interior, the
amount due
due any
any beneficiary
may be
be deposited
deposited to
to the
the
beneficiary may
Interior,
the amount
credit
credit of the individual and handled
handled in the same manner
manner as other
other
individual
moneys: Provided
further, That,
That, should
should any
of
any of
Provided further,
individual Indian
Indian moneys:
the persons
herein be
not living
upon the
date of
of the
the passage
passage
the date
named herein
be not
living upon
the
persons named
of
share shall be credited
credited to and become
become aapart
part
Act, his
his or her share
of this
this Act,
of
such beneficiary.
beneficiary.
of the
the estate of such
Approved, June
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
June 26,
[CHAPTER
8261
[CHAPTER 826.]

June 26,
26, 1934.
June
1934.
[B. 30163
[S.
3016.1
[Private, No. 402.1
[Private.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Dongji Investment
Limited.
Investment Company, Limited.

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
it enacted
by the Senate and House

Investment United States of America in
Investment
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Private
Private Law
Company, Limited.
Release ofliability for Numbered
Seventy-second Congress,
Congress, entitled
entitled "An Act for the
Ceomftiasnibtyor
Numbered 228, Seventy-second
excess amount of perxo
amount
ofer- relief of the Dongji Investment
Investment Company
Company (Limited)",
(Limited)", be, and it
formance
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended by deleting
deleting from lines 5
"in
5 and
and 66 the words "in
Dongji
Dongji

given by such
such
excess of the amount
amount of the performance
performance bond given

company ".
".
company

Approved, June 26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 827.]
827.]
[CHAPTER
June 26, 1934.
[S. 3122.]
[S.
3122.
[Private, No.
No. 403.]
403.]

H. N. Wilcox.
Compensation,
for
for
hospital,
etc., treathospital, etc.,
ments.

Provisos.
Proaes.

Conditional
Conditional upon rereimbursement of hospiimbursement
tal, ete.
etc.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief of H. N. Wilcox.
Wilcox.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
United States
States of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
of the Treasury
he is
is hereby,
pay to H.
H. N. Wilcox,
Wilcox, out of any
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $119 in full settlement
settlement of all claims
against the Government
Government for hospital and medical
medical expenses
expenses incurred
as a
a result of injuries sustained by H. N. Wilcox and
and Edson
Edson Reed
Reed
in an
gasoline fishing
boat Cachalot
Cachalot on
on DecemDeceman explosion
explosion aboard
aboard the gasoline
fishing boat
ber 8, 1933: Provided,
Provided, That before
before any payment
payment is made
made to
to the
the
claimant, IL
H. N. Wilcox, that reimbursement
be made
made to
to the
the Truesreimbursement be
Truesdale Hospital,
Massachusetts, and
Hospital Incorporated,
Incorporated, of Fall River, Massachusetts,

73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.

CHS. 827-829.
827-829.
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1455
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JUNE

Rhode Island,
satisfaction
Doctor C. H.
H. Bryant,
Bryant, of
of Tiverton,
Tiverton, Rhode
Island, in
in full satisfaction
and medical
incurred by
H. N.
Wilcox and
of all
all hospital
hospital and
medical expenses
expenses incurred
by H.
N. Wilcox
and

Edson
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated
That no
the amount
Edson Reed:
Reed: Provided,
Provided, That
in
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or
per centum
in this
excess of
10 per
delivered to or received
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
delivered
received by
by any agent
or attorattoraccount of services rendered
rendered in
said claim.
claim.
neys, on account
in connection
connection with
with said
It shall be unlawful for any agent
attorneys,
It
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys.
to
amount approapproto exact,
exact, collect,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or receive
receive any sum
sum of the
the amount
priated
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
account
on account
of services
services rendered
connection with said claim,
claim, any contract
contract to
rendered in connection
the
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
provisions
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
the provisions
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
conof this Act
Act shall
shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June
June 26,
Approved,
26, 1934.
1934.

Limitation on attorLinitation
1
Der& etc., fees.

for violation.
Penalty forviolation.

[CHAPTER 828.]
828.]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
relief of
E. Secord.
Secord.
of Charles
Charles E.
For the

June 26,
1934.
2, 1934.
.nne
[S. 3160.1
3160.]
[S.

[Private, No.
No. 404.]
404.]
[Private,

Be it
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
Amnerica in
assembled, That

parles f Seford.
phar'eesi.toer.
Treasury be,
authorized and directed
sonZYinjuries.
Z nries.'
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to pay,
pay, sona
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
to
otherwise appropriated, to
Charles
Secord the
the sum
of $500,
in full
settlement of
all claims
claims
Charles E.
E. Secord
sum of
$500, in
full settlement
of all
against the
injuries received
negligent
against
the Government,
Government, for
for injuries
received through the negligent
operation of
under
operation
of a
a motor
motor vehicle by a
a prohibition
prohibition agent working
working under
the Treasury
Treasury Department
the United
United States
States Government:
Pro- Proviso.
ret*ts.
Government: Proof the
the
Department of
vitled,
That no
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
in ney's,
LTi:t
°fes.on attorin this
etc.,t..io;i
vided, That
no part
part of
of the
appropriated in
excess of
delivered to or
or
shall be paid
paid or delivered
excess
of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
received by
by any
any agent
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on
on account of
received
services rendered
comiection with
with said
said claim. It
It shall
shall be unlawservices
rendered in connection
ful
attorneys, to exact,
exact, collect,
collect,
ful for any
any agent
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
withhold, or receive any sum
sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Act
excess of
thereof on account
services
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
account of services
Act in
in excess
rendered
connection with
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary
rendered in
in connection
with said
contract to
Penalty for violation.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
the provisions
this Act
Act Pnityf"r'iolat"on
provisions of
of this
person violating
notwithstanding.
shall
be deemed
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction
guilty of aa misdemeanor
shall be
deemed guilty
thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
io

ney

e ,

.

[CHAPTER 8291
829.1
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
AN
Watson.
For the relief of Mary Seeley Watson.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
House of
Be
it enacted

United States
States of
.America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreSecreassembled, That
of America
United
and directed
directed
tary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be
and he
he is
is hereby
authorized and
hereby authorized
be, and
tary of

to
Mary Seeley
Seeley Watson,
widow of
the late
late John
John J.
J. Crittenden
Crittenden
Watson, widow
of the
pay Mary
to pay
Watson, formerly
Foreign Service
Service officer,
Consulate,
officer, American
American Consulate,
Watson,
formerly Foreign
Dundee,
Scotland, the
$5,000, being one year's
year's salary of her
the sum of
of $5,000,
Dundee, Scotland,
deceased
died of
of illness
in the
the ConCondeceased husband,
husband, who
who died
illness incurred
incurred while
while in
sular
authorized to
appropriated,
to be
be appropriated,
Service; and
and there is hereby
hereby authorized
sular Service;
out
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, a
a
Treasury not
of any
any money
in the
out of
sufficient
purpose of this
sufficient sum
sum to carry
carry out
out the purpose
this Act.
Approved, June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,

June
2 1934.
June 26, 1934.
[S. 3161.]
3161.]
I.

[Private, No.
No. 406.]
406.)
[Private,
John J.
J. Crittenden
Watson.
Payment to widow.

Jot
crittenden
Payment to

1456
1456

734
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER 830.1
830.]
[CHAPTER

Tune
June 26, 1934.
[S.
3192.]
[S. 3192.]
[Private,
No. 406.]
406.1
[Private, No.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

OHS.
830-832.
CHS. 830-832.

JUNE 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
JUNE

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
of Arthur
Hansel.
Arthur Hansel.
relief of
For the

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
House of
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
America in
in Congress
States of
United
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
and directed
pay,
to pay,
directed to
authorized and
he is
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
of the
out
of any
any money
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
in
and in
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
money in
out of
full
Government, the
the sum
sum of
of $2,500
$2,500 to
to Arthur
Arthur
the Government,
against the
full settlement
settlement against
Hansel
for injuries
sustained when
struck by
the
of the
an ambulance
ambulance of
by an
when struck
injuries sustained
Hansel for
Second
Company, Brooklyn,
York, on
on October
October
New York,
Brooklyn, New
Motor Transport
Transport Company,
Second Motor
Proviso.
11, 1932:
Provided, That
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
ProMiso.
part of
of the
That no
no part
11,
1932: Provided,
tation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered
Act
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,
to or
by any
agent or
or agents,
attorney or
or attorneys,
on
attorneys, on
agents, attorney
any agent
or received
received by
to
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with
with said
said claim.
It shall
shall
claim. It
in connection
rendered in
account
be
any agent
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
exact,
to exact,
attorney or
agent or
or agents,
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
collect,
or receive
receive any
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
the amount
of the
any sum
withhold, or
collect, withhold,
this
Act in
in excess
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services
of 10
10 per
this Act
rendered in
in connection
connection with
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
any contract
said claim,
claim, any
with said
rendered
Penalty
for violation.
violation. notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
of this
this Act
Act
provisions of
the provisions
Penalty for
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
a misdemeanor
guilty of a
shall be deemed
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
shall
be fined
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Hansel. r
Arthur Hanseflo.
to for
Payment to,
sonal
injuries. ,
sonal injuries.

per-

per-

[CHAPTER 831.1
831.1
[CHAPTER
Tune 26,
June
26, 1934.
1934.
[S. 3248.]
IS.
3248.]
[Private,
No. W.]
407.]
[Private, No.
R. Walker.
T. B.
Walker.

Relief
Relief of.
of.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
J. B.
B. Walker.
Walker.
of J.
For
the relief
relief of

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
United
States of
of
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to
is hereby,
be, and he
he is
of the
Treasury be,
accept
$346.64 in full settlement of the
the judgment
recovered
judgment recovered
sum of
of $346.64
accept the
the sum
by
the United
J. B. Walker,
South
Walker, of Buffton, South
States against J.
by the
United States
Carolina, as
surety upon the
the appeal
appeal bond given in the case of
Carolina,
as surety
United
against Woodrow
Woodrow Jenkins,
such bond having been
Jenkins, such
United States
States against
said Woodrow
forfeited because
because of
Woodrow Jenkins,
Jenkins,
forfeited
of the
the willful
willful default
default of said
subsequently rearrested
who was
was subsequently
rearrested at an expense to the
the United
United States
of
including the
costs of
of suit
suit to
recover judgment
judgment on
on such
such
the costs
to recover
of $346.64,
$346.64, including
bond.
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 832.1

June 26, 1934.
1934.
June
324.1
[S. 3264.1
IS.
No. 4408.]
[Private, No.
08.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Muriel
Muriel Crichton.
Crichton.
For
the relief

enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreScoreUnited States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
t
ary o
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
tary
offth
thee Treasury
he is
is hereby,
to
out of
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to pay,
pay, out
of any
in the
not otherwise
to
Washington District of Columbia, the sum
to Muriel
Muriel Crichton,
Criehton, of Washington,
$5,000, in full
of $5,000,
and final
the GovGovfull and
final settlement
settlement of all claims
claims against
against the
ernment of the United States for hospitalization
hospitalization and medical
medical and
expenses and
for pain,
suffering, and
and damage
other charges
charges and expenses
and for
pain, suffering,
damage to
to
her person,
person resulting
an injury
injury suffer
edby
by her
her as
as the
the result
result of
of
her
resulting from
from an
suffered
being knocked
knocked down
down by
by an
an employee
of the
the Senate
Senate at
at or
or near
near the
the
being
employee of
Proviso.
Proviso.
east door of the Senate Chamber on March 28 1933: Provided, That
Limitation on attor- east door of the Senate Chamber on March 28, 1933: Provided, That
ney's, etc.,
fees.
appropriated in this Act in excess
ney's,
etc., fees.
no part of the amount appropriated
excess of 10
per centum
thereof shall be
centum thereof
he paid or delivered to or received
received by any

Muriel
Criehton.
Muriel
Crichton.
Payment
Payment
to, for perpersonal injuries.
injuries.

73d CONGRESS.

II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 832-834.
832-834.

account of services
attorneys, on account
services renrenagents, attorney or attorneys,
agent or agents,
dered in
in connection
connection with
It shall be unlawful for any
said claim. It
with said
dered
agent or
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent
receive any
sum of
appropriated in this Act in excess of
amount appropriated
of the
the amount
any sum
receive
10
centum thereof
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
account of services
on account
thereof on
per centum
10 per
with said
any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
to the
the contrary
contract to
claim, any
said claim,
with
person violating
deemed guilty
this Act shall be deemed
of this
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
person
of a
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any
thereof shall
upon conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of
sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
833.1
[CHAPTER 833.1

1457

JUNE 26, 1934.

AN ACT
ACT

Sheehan.
For the
the relief of Joanna
Joanna A. Sheehan.
For

Be
enacted by the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Secretary
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That the
America in
United

Penalty for
for violation.
violation.

June 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
June
[S. 3336.1
33351
[8.
[Private, No.
No. 409.]
[Private,
Joanna A.
Sheehan.
A.Sheehan.
Joann

Redemption of lost

bond in
in favor
directed to
and directed
of
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to Liberty bond
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
the Treasury
of the
of.
Haverhill, Massachusetts,
redeem,
in favor
of Joanna
Massachusetts, of.
Joanna A. Sheehan, of Haverhill,
favor of
redeem, in
United
Liberty Loan
Loan permanent
coupon bond
numbered
bond numbered
permanent coupon
States Liberty
United States
1
/4's,
321498,
in the
third 4
41/
4's, issued
issued
$1,000, of the third
denomination of $1,000,
the denomination.
321498, in
presentation of
May
without presentation
of
1928, without
September 15, 1928,
matured September
1918, matured
9, 1918,
May 9,
Provisos.
Pro- Pris.
destroyed: Prosaid
the said
having been
stolen, or destroyed:
been lost, stolen,
bond having
said bond
bond, the
said bond,
Condition.
vided, That
the said
shall not have been previously
previously presented
presented
bond shall
said bond
That the
vided,
Indemnity
bond.
further, That
and paid:
That the said Joanna
Joanna A. Sheehan
Sheehan Indemnity bond.
provided further,
And provided
paid: And
and
sum
penal
the
shall first
file in
sum
Department aa bond in
Treasury Department
the Treasury
in the
first file
shall
of double
the amount
principal of the said Liberty
Liberty Loan bond,
the principal
amount of the
double the
of
in such
such form
form and
with such
sureties as
as may
acceptable
be acceptable
may be
or sureties
surety or
such surety
and with
in
to the
Treasury, with
indemnify and
condition to indemnify
with condition
the Treasury,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
to
save
harmless the
the United
any loss on account of the
States from any
United States
save harmless
Limitation on attorattorLimitation
That no part ney's,
Liberty
hereinbefore described:
Provided, That
described: Provided,
bond hereinbefore
Loan bond
Liberty Loan
etc., fees.
fee.
et.,
ney',
centum
per
10
of
of
the
amount
appropriated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10
per
centum
excess
in
Act
this
in
of the amount appropriated
thereof
paid or
or delivered
received by any agent or
delivered to or received
be paid
shall be
thereof shall
agents, attorney
attorney or
account of
rendered in
in
services rendered
of services
on account
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
agents,
connection with
It shall
shall be
agent or
or
unlawful for any agent
be unlawful
claim. It
said claim.
with said
connection
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
receive
exact, collect, withhold, or receive
to exact,
attorney or
agents,
per
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
excess of 10 per
in excess
this Act in
appropriated in
any
centum thereof
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
account of
thereof on
centum
for violation.
violation.
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any Penalty for
thPenalty
to th
any contract
said
person violating
of this
Act shall
deemed guilty
be deemed
shall be
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
person
of a
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be fined in any
and upon
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
of
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
8341
ICHAPTER 834.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
relief of
of Robert
Robert N.
N. Stockton.
Stockton.
For the

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be

United States
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United

June 26, 1934.
1934.
June
IS.
3656.1
[S. 3656.1

[Private, No. 410.1
410.]
[Private,

Robert
Stockto
t.N.to,Stockton.
Robenr
Payment
for per..

directed to pay sonainiuries.
of the
the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Sonal
of
to Robert
Robert N.
N. Stockton,
Stockton, out
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherin the
any money
to
wise
the sum
sum of
settlement of all claims
$4,000 in full settlement
of $4,000
appropriated, the
wise appropriated,
against
the Government
Government for
on January
January 7, 1933,
received on
injuries received
for injuries
against the
while
was assisting
enforcement officers
in apprehending
apprehending
officers in
Federal enforcement
assisting Federal
he was
while he
bootleggers,
Stockton being
marshal of
of Amory, Misnight marshal
the night
being the
said Stockton
bootleggers, said
sissippi: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
appropriated in
this Provio.
Proviso.
in this
the amount
amount appropriated
of the
sissippi:
Act
in excess
of 10
be paid
delivered to
Ltru tt,tion
fee
to neysete.,
or delivered
paid or
shall be
thereof shall
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
excess of
Act in
attorneys, on account
or
received by
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
account
agent or
by any
or received
ney.e c.,

n

altartto-

1458
1458

73d CONGRESS.
73d
CONGRESS.

Penalty for violation.
violation.
Penalty

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 834-836.
834-836.

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
JUNE
1934.

services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
of services
with said
said claim.
claim. It
It shall
shall be
be
unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
or attorneys,
attorneys, to
to exact,
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
exact,
collect, withhold,
or receive
receive any
sum of
the amount
amount appropriated
in
collect,
withhold, or
any sum
of the
appropriated in
10 per
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
rendered in
claim, any
any contract
contrary
rendered
in connection
connection with
with said
said claim,
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act
Any person
person violating
of this
this Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any
not exceeding
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
1934.
Approved, June
June 26,
26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 835.]
[CHAPTER
835.]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
Lawrence.
For
relief of
of Silas
Silas B.
B. Lawrence.

26, 1934.
June 26,
[H.R.
1133.1
[H.R. i1
[Private, No. 411.]
411.1
[Private,

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $2,000 to Silas B. Lawrence
Lawrence as
as reimbursement
reimbursement for
expenses
for expenses
actually incurred
incurred by him as a
injuries
a direct
direct result
result of
of personal
personal injuries
received
received by him on August 29, 1897,
1897, while in the
discharge of
the discharge
of his
his
duties as aa member of aa posse under the command
command of
of the
the United
United
States marshal
marshal for the eastern
eastern district
district of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, and
and as
as full
full
compensation for
compensation
and suffering
suffering from
from the
for said injuries, the
the pain
pain and
the
same, including loss of earnings and any permanent
permanent disability
disability
Proviso.
Prowio.
resulting from said
Provided, That
of the
the amount
amount
said injury:
injury: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
appropriated in this Act in excess of
appropriated
centum thereof
thereof shall
be
of 10
10 per
per centum
shall be
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
or agents,
agent or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
said
in connection
with said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
any agent or
or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
or receive
sum of
the
withhold, or
receive any
any sum
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
excess of
of 10
per centum
on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
any
with said
said claim,
claim, any
Penalty
for violation,
violation, contract
contract to the
Penalty for
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
and
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
not exceeding
any sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 26,
Approved,
26, 1934.

Silas B. Lawrence.
Lawrence.
Compensation,
Compensation,
for
injuries.
personal inuries.

[CHAPTER 836.]
[CHAPTER
836.]
June 26,
1934.
June
2, 1934.

DIR.
2419.)
[H.R. 2419.]
[Private, No. 412.1
(Private,
412.j

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of W.
W. B. Ford.
Ford.

Representatives of the
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
i
sh
ere by, au
th ori
ze d an
d di
rected to
pay,
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
not otherwise
and in
in
full settlement
settlement of all claims against the Government, the
sum of
of
the sum
n
performance of his duties while
$1,000 to W. B. Ford, injured in the performance
while
Prov t
so. ion on attor
at Oskaloosa,
Kansa s: Provided,
Provided, Th
at no
no part
of
the
Limta
Limitation
i
attor.. postmaster
postmaster at
Oskaloosa, Kansas:
That
part
of
the
ney's, etc., ees.
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
trey's, etc., fees.
amount
shall
be paid or delivered
shall be
delivered to or received by any agent or agents,
attorneys, on account of
attorney or attorneys,
in connection
connection
of services
services rendered
rendered in
with said claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents,
attorney
attorney or
or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum
sum
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
excess of
10 per
per centum
Act in excess
of 10
centum
thereof on
on account
account of services rendered
rendered in connection with said claim,
thereof
W. B. Ford.

Compensation,
Compensation,
peronal injurim
injuries.
personal

for
f
or

JUNE
JUNE 26, 1934.
1934.

1459

any
contract to
to the
the contrary
person violating
violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
of aamisdemeanor
the provisions
of this
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor
Act shall be deemed
this Act
provisions of
the
exceeding
and
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
conviction thereof
and upon
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June

Penalty for violation.
for violation.
Penalty

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 837.]

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS. 836-839.
836-839.
CHS.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief
Jerry O'Shea.
of Jerry
relief of
For the

Juno
2, 1934.
June 28,
[H.R. 4M6.]
4668.]
[H.R.
[Private, No. 413.1
413.]
[Private,

the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
O'Shea.
in Congress
United
States of America
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary Jerry
I.
America in
United States
to,
for
a
-a
On13t3
ea.
for crop
crop
Payment
directed to pay, out of any money
of the
is authorized
money damages.
damages.
'
authorized and directed
Treasury is
the Treasury
of
Jerry O'Shea, of
in the
not otherwise
appropriated, to Jerry
of
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
in
the Treasury
Blackwater, North
North Dakota,
the sum of $275
$275 in full satisfaction
satisfaction of his
Dakota, the
Blackwater,
claim against
the United
States for
arising out of the
damages arising
for damages
United States
against the
claim
belonging
destruction of
his crops
August 1930
1930 by
by aaherd of horses belonging
in August
crops in
of his
destruction
Lirofijjon on
to
the Fort
Indian Reservation:
Reservation: Provided,
Provided, That Pr
Berthold Indian
Fort Berthold
of the
Indians of
to Indians
on attorattor.
fees.
ney's, etc.,
no part
part of
of the
the amount
in this
this Act
Act in excess
excess of 10 per ney's,
etc., fees.
appropriated in
amount appropriated
no
or delivered to or received by any agent
centum thereof
agent
paid or
shall be paid
thereof shall
centum
or agents,
account of services rendered in
on account
attorneys, on
or attorneys,
attorney or
agents, attorney
or
connection with
claim. It
It shall
shall be
or
be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
said claim.
with said
connection
agents,
or attorneys,
exact, collect, withhold, or receive
to exact,
attorneys, to
attorney or
agents, attorney
any
sum of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
of the
any sum
centum
thereof on
on account
connection with
with
rendered in connection
services rendered
of services
account of
centum thereof
violation.
per- Penalty for violation.
said claim,
any contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perthe contrary
contract to
claim, any
said
a
son violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty of a
be deemed
violating the
son
misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum
conviction thereof
and upon
misdemeanor and
$1,000.
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, June
1934.
June 26, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 8381
838.]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
of William
S. Steward.
Steward.
William S.
relief of
For

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the proviUnited
of America
Congress assembled,
proviin Congress
America in
States of
United States
entitled
sions of
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved September
September 7, 1916,
1916, entitled
the Act
of the
sions
"An Act
to provide
compensation for
employees of the United
for employees
provide compensation
Act to
"An
States
performance of their duties, and
the performance
in the
injuries in
receiving injuries
States receiving
extended to William
for other
hereby extended
William S. Steward
purposes" are hereby
other purposes",
for
for injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
by him
him while
while engaged
engaged in work
work for the
the Isthfor
mian Canal
Canal Commission
in 1912,
and the Governor
Panama
Governor of the Panama
1912, and
Commission in
mian
Canal
to pay
pay said
and
Steward, from and
S. Steward,
William S.
said William
authorized to
is authorized
Canal is
after
the passage
of this
this Act,
sums as
would be
due him
him had
had
be due
as would
such sums
Act, such
passage of
after the
his
injury occurred
occurred subsequent
subsequent to
September 7,
1916, such
such compen7, 1916,
to September
his injury
sation
to be
be a
compensation fund.
employees' compensation
the employees'
against the
a charge
charge against
sation to
Approved,
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 839.1
839.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For
relief of
Frank Baglione.
Baglione.
of Frank
the relief
For the

26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
[H.R. 51221
6122.1
[Private, No. 414.1
414.J
[Private,
William S. Steward.
Steward,
William
Claim of.
Claim
Vol. 39, pp.
pp. 746,
746, 747.
747.
Vol.

June 26, 1934.

[H.R.
[H.R. 7107.]
7107.]
[Private,
415.]
[Private, No. 415.]

Be it
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Frank Batglto.
%wart, iln
Secretary pln
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled
America in
United States
of
the Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
and directed
to pay,
pay, lnristoaso
Juries town.
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
Treasury be,
of the
out of
any money
money in
in the
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
of any
out
Frank Baglione,
Baglione, of
Boston, Massachusetts,
the sum
sum
Massachusetts, the
County, Boston,
Suffolk County,
of Suffolk
Frank
of $3,500
in full
settlement of
of all
the Government
Government
against the
claims against
all claims
full settlement
$3,500 in
of

1460
1460

II. CHS.
CHS. 839-841.
73d CONGRESS. SESS. II.
839-841.

Proviso.
'Limitation on attor-

JUNE 26,
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE

States for
son, Vincent
Vincent Baglione,
Baglione,
of the United States
for damages
damages to
to his
his son,
caused by negligence
negligence on the part of the
employees of
of the
the United
the employees
United
operation of
truck owned
owned and
and operated
operated by
by the
the
States in the
the operation
of aa mail
mail truck

States Government
Government on
March 19,
1924: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
Liritation on ttor- United
United States
on March
19, 1924:

ney's, e.,
fee.
ney's,
etc., fees,

enaltyforviolation
Penalty
for violation.

part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
per
thereof shall be paid or delivered
centum thereof
received by
by any
delivered to or
or received
any
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys, on
account of
on account
of services renrendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
any
unlawful for
for any
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or attorneys,
exact, collect,
attorneys, to
to exact,
collect, withhold,
withhold,
sum of the amount
amount appropriated
or receive any sum
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess
appropriated in this
thereof on account
of 10 per centum thereof
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connecconnection with said claim, any contract
notwithstanding.
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
this Act
shall be
deemed
of this
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon.
thereof shall be
be fined
upon conviction thereof
fined
m
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 26, 1934.
1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 840.]
840.1
[CHAPTER

June 26, 1934.
[H.R.
[..
7161.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 416.]
416.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

e

Church of the Good
Good
Shepherd, Memphis,
Memphis,
Tenn.
Tenn.
Refund of
Refund
of duty on
eandlesticks, etc.
candlesticks.

To provide for the refund
refund or abatement
abatement of
of the
the customs
duty on
on altar
altar candlesticks
candlesticks
customs duty
and cross imported
Shepherd, Memphis,
imported for
for the
the Church
Church of the Good Shepherd,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Tennessee.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States of America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury be, and he hereby
of the Treasury
directed to
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to
refund or abate
(consumption entry
abate the customs duty (consumption
entry numbered
numbered 023,
023,
June 26, 1933)
1933) assessed
assessed on
on altar
altar candlesticks
candlesticks and
and cross
cross imported
imported by
by
Canon Hiram
Hiram K. Douglass for
for the
Church of
of the
Good Shepherd,
Shepherd,
the Church
the Good
Memphis, Tennessee.
Memphis,
Tennessee.
Approved, June
1934.
June 26,
26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 841.]
[CHAPTER
841.]

June 2
26, 1934.
Ju

[R.
[H.R. 7163.1
7163J

[Private,
Private, No.
No. 417.]
417.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation
Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Company.
Company.

BD it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
tion
ndTyler
D. F.
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
thle
orfolk United
of Ameica
'don
and
the CorporaNorfolk
rrging
Dredging
Company.
of the Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay
pay
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to
Payment ouany
of court of the Treaurb
judgments,
Judgments.
to the D. F..3 Tyler
Tyler Corporation
and the
the Norfolk
Norfolk Dredging
Dredging ComComCorporation and
pany jointly $14,72'7.11,
$14,727.11, out of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherotherTreasury not
wise appropriated,
settlement of all
appropriated, in full settlement
all claims
claims against
against the
the
Government
United States
Government of the United
States by reason of court
judgments
court Judgments
and claims against
against them on account of dumping
dumping of
of dredged
dredged material
material
on certain
certain oysters, oyster grounds, and
and marshlands,
marshlands, under
under a
a concontract dated January 19, 1931,
1931, between
between the
the United
States and
and the
the
United States
said D. F.
F. Tyler Corporation,
Corporation ' for
dredging in
in the
the Nansemond
Nansemond
for dredging
'Lmtation
River,,Virginia:
Virginia: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
app ro pri
at
ed
Limitation on
on astor
atter- River
ney's,
fee.
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
nay's, etc.,
etc., feee.
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
delivor delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney
ered
attorney or
or attorneys,
on
account of services
services rendered
connection with said claim. It
on account
rendered in
in connection
It
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
shall
attorney or attorneys,
to exact,
to
exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount approappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account
of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim, any
contract to
to
any contract
PeSltyorviolation. the contrary notwithstanding.
Penalty for violation- the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions
of
of this
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon
conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
June 26, 1934.
Approved, June
1934.

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
[CHAPTER
842.1
[CHAPTER 842.]

SESS.
H.
SESS. II.

CHS. 842,
843.
842, 843.
CHS.

JUNE
26, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 26,

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the
the relief
of the
the Boston
Store Company,
Company, a
corporation, Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
Illinois
a corporation,
Boston Store
relief of
For

1461
1461
June 26, 1934.
[H.R.
7292.]
[H.R. 7292.]
[Private, No. 418.]
418.]
[Private,

Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Boston Store COM
Comtore
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary pBoston
in Congress
America in,
States of
United
PailY, Chicago, M.
Reimbursement for
for
Reimbursement
pay,
to
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
directed
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
losses.
out of
of any
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the losse
Treasury not
the Treasury
money in
any money
out
sum of
$6,246 to
Company, a
acorporation
corporation of ChiStore Company,
Boston Store
the Boston
to the
of $6,246
sum
cago,
such sum
sum representing
representing a
misbecause of misincurred because
a loss
loss incurred
Illinois, such
cago, Illinois,
representation
in the
the purchase
cots from
from the
supply
the quartermaster
quartermaster supply
of cots
purchase of
representation in
August
officer
of the
surplus property
property branch
at Chicago,
Illinois, August
Chicago, Illinois,
branch at
the surplus
officer of
16, 1921,
1921, which
which claim
had at
and paid, but
but
at one time been allowed and
claim had
16,
subsequently, because
of some
some technicality,
technicality, now cured,
cured, returned to
to
because of
subsequently,

,

Proviso.
orio
the Treasury
upon request:
Provided, That
no part
amount Limitation
of the
the amount
part of
That no
request: Provided,
Treasury upon
the
attoc.
on attoretc., fes.
fees.
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
of 10
thereof shall
shall ney's, etc.,
centum thereof
per centum
10 per
excess of
in excess
appropriated in
be
paid or
or delivered
received by
any agent
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney
by any
to or
or received
delivered to
be paid
or
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with said
rendered in
of services
on account
or attorneys,
attorneys, on
claim. It
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
any agent
or agents,
agents, attorney or
or
agent or
be unlawful
claim.
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
receive any sum of the
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
attorneys,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
centum thereof
thereof
per centum
of 10
10 per
excess of
in excess
amount
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with said claim, any
services rendered
on
for violation.
violation
Penaty tor
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the Penalty
contract
a
misdemeanor
of
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
misdemeanor
and
guilty
be
deemed
shall
Act
provisions of this
exceeding
upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
upon conviction
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
June 26,
1934.
26, 1934.
Approved, June

ICHAPTER
843.1
ICHAPTER 8431

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
relief of
B. J.
Sample.
J. Sample.
of B.
For the

June
2, 1934.
June
2.6R.
19.
[Hrivat No.
[Private,
No. 419.]
419.)
No.
[Private,

the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
B. J. Sample.
St to.
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
casembled, That
Secretary B^Si.
That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
United
Payment
money
any
of
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
and directed
money
directed to pay, out
authorized and
is authorized
of the
in
Treasury not
J. Sample the sum
B. J.
appropriated, to B.
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
Government
of
$1,324.14 in
full settlement
claims against
against the Government
al claims
of all
settlement of
in full
of $1,324.14
numbered
of
the United
United States
upon star route numbered
the mail upon
carrying the
for carrying
States for
of the
20183,
between Allendale
Augusta, the
the said
representing
said sum representing
and Augusta,
Allendale and
20183, between
advertised
pay
said route
route in
of the
the mileage
mileage advertised
excess of
in excess
on said
mileage•on
for milea:
pay for
by
Post Office
I cc Department
correct mileage of the route:
route:
Department as aa correct
the Post
by the

Pron . o
Provided,
no part
part of
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in Proviso.
the amount
That no
Provided, That
Limitation on attorney 's, etc., fees.
ney's,etc.,ees.
or
to
delivered
or
paid
excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall
be
paid
or
delivered
to
be
shall
thereof
centum
per
10
of
excess
received by
by any
or agents,
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
account
agent or
any agent
received
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with said
claim. It
It shall be
said claim.
connection with
of
unlawful
for any
any agent
attorney or
to exact,
colexact, colattorneys, to
or attorneys,
agents, attorney
or agents,
agent or
unlawful for
lect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
amount appropriated
appropriated in
the amount
of the
sum of
any sum
receive any
lect,
this Act
excess of
10 per
per centtun
services
account of services
thereof on account
centum thereof
of 10
in excess
Act in
this
rendered
with said
said claim,
claim, any
any contract to the contrary
connection with
in connection
rendered in
Penalty for violation;
torvolat
notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act Penalty
person violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
shall
shall
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
shall be
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1934.
Approved, June

1462
1462

731 CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
844, 852,
852, 853.
853.
73d
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. OHS.
CHS. 844,

JUNE
26, 27, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 26,27,

[CHAPTER 8441
[CHAPTER
844.1

Tune
26, 1934.
1934.
June 26,
[H.R. 8727.]
8727.]
{H.R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 420.]
420.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
and Trust
of Mission,
Mission, Texasi
For
of the
the First
First State
State Bank
Bank and
Trust Company,
Company, of
Texas»

Be
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secref
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
boind fvor to redeem in favor of the First State Bank and Trust Company,

Trust
FirstCompany
State BankMisand United States of America in Congress assembled, That the ScoreTrustCStaomBkayn
,
sion, Tex.
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
sion,
Tea.
Redemption of lost
Redemption
Liberty bond in favor to redeem in favor of the First State Bank and Trust Company,

of.
of.

Provisos.
Prodsn.
Condition.
Indemnity bond.

Indemnity bond.

of Mission, Texas, United States registered
numbered 89539
registered bond
bond numbered
89539
for $1,000 of the third
2
/
1
per centum
per annum
annum
third Liberty Loan
Loan 4
4/2
per
centum per
bonds of 1928,
in the
of Alpha
G. Decker,
with
1928, registered
registered in
the name
name of
Alpha G.
Decker, with
interest from March 15,
15, 1928, to
to September
September 15,
15, 1928,
1928, without
without presenpresentation of the bond, said
said bond
bond having
having been
assigned in
blank by
the
been assigned
in blank
by the
registered
registered payee and
alleged to
have been
lost, stolen,
stolen t or
or destroyed
destroyed
and alleged
to have
been lost,
in the First State Bank and Trust
Company, of
Mission, Texas:
Texas:
Trust Company,
of Mission,
Provided, That the said bond shall not have
Provided,
have been
been previously
previously presented
presented
And provided
and paid:
paid: And
further, That
the said
said First
State Bank
Bank
provided further,
That the
First State
and Trust Company shall first file
file in
Treasury Department
of
in the
the Treasury
Department of
the United States aa bond in the penal sum
amount
sum of double the
the amount
of the principal of the
bond and
and the
the final
final interest
payable
the said bond
interest payable
thereon September
September 15, 1928, in such form
thereon
and with
such surety
surety or
or
form and
with such
sureties as may be acceptable
acceptable to the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to
indemnify and save harmless
harmless the United States from
from any
any loss
loss on
on
account of the bond hereinbefore
hereinbefore described.
described.
Approved, June 26,
26, 1934.
[CHAPTER 852.1
[CHAPTER
852.1

Tune 27, 1934.
[S. 86.]
[8.
8-.]
[Private, No. 421.]
[Private,
421.]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
of A.
Ostrander.
For the
the relief
relief of
A. L.
L. Ostrander.

Be it
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in
in
Congress
United
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
Payment to, for serv.
ices.P
ntto
sv
loss.
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and
pay, out
out of
any money
money
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of any
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to A.
A. L.
L. Ostrander,
Ostrander, of
of
Washington, the sum of $270 in
Yakima, Washington,
satisfaction of
his
in full
full satisfaction
of his
claim against the United States for
compensation for
for services
services renrenfor compensation
dered during the year 1931 as aa member
member of the land designating
designating
committee for the Wapato project, Washington, in connection
connection with
with
Proviso.
Pfono
ator the designation of
of irrigable
project: Provided,
Provided, That
That
irrgable lands
lands of
of such
such project:
Limitation on attor.
noy's, eta.,
eto., feea. a.or no part of the amount appropriated
ney's,
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
10
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or
received by
by any
any
or received
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services
agent
services renrendered in connection
connection with said claim. It
unlawful for
any
It shall be unlawful
for any
agent or agents, attorney
agent
attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold;
withhold,
or receive
receive any
any sum
of the amount appropriated
or
sum of
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess
of
10 per
centum thereof
of 10
per centum
thereof on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
tion with said claim,
claim, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Penalty for violation. Any person violating the provisions of this
Penatyforviolaton.
Any person violating the provisions of
Act shall be deemed
deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
guilty
of a
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be
be fined
in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
27, 1934.
Approved, June 27,
1934.
A.
A. L. Ostrander.
Ostrander.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 853.]
853.1
June 27, 193.
1234.
(S. 365.]
[[Private,
Private, No
422.1]
No. 422.]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
the relief
relief of
of Archibald
Archibald MacDonald.
For the
MacDonald.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and Huse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
AreBe
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Archibald
MacDonaid.hib
MaeDon- United
United States
States of Ameriea
ald.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Reimbursement, due
due Of
tRembursannt,
e Treasury be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay
to loss of ponAI funds. of the Treasury be, and
pay,
too
tad.
out of any money
in
mo ney i
n the Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwi se appropriated,
ap
propr i
ate d, to
to,

73d
73d CONGRESS.

SESS.
II.
SESS. II.

CHS.
853-855.
CHS. 853-855.

Archibald MacDonald,
MacDonald, postmaster at Putnam, Connecticut, the sum
sum
of $143.86,
$143.86, in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the Government
Government of
of
the United
United States, for
for payment
payment of loss of
of postal funds due to
the failure
failure of
of the
Bank of
That
of Putnam:
Putnam: Provided,
Provided, That
the
the First
First National
National Bank
per
appropriated in
in this Act in
in excess of 10 per
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
centum
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by
by any
any
centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
or received
attorney or attorneys, on account of services
services renrenagents, attorney
agent or agents,
dered in
It shall
unlawful for any
any
shall be unlawful
claim. It
in connection
connection with said claim.
dered
agent or
or attorneys,
exact, collect,
withhold, or
to exact,
collect, withhold,
attorneys, to
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
agent
receive any
sum of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of
any sum
receive
10
centum thereof
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection
in connection
of services
thereof on account
10 per
per centum
with said
claim, any
any contract
contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
with
said claim,
person violating
violating the
shall be
deemed guilty of
be deemed
of this
this Act
Act shall
provisions of
the provisions
person
misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum
upon conviction
aamisdemeanor
not exceeding
$1,000.
not
exceeding $1,000.
June 27, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER 8541
[CHAPTER
854.]

1463
1463

JUNE
27, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 27,

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Lucy B. Hertz and J. W. Hertz.
Hertz.

Proviso.
PrOVP30.
neLimitation
L
yi
m
sv
igict
.
i
t
oifion
on
. attorney's, etc., fees. attor•

Penalty for violation.

27, 1934.
June 27,
[8. 887.]
887.]
[S.
[Private,
No. 423.]
423.]
[Private, No.

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
by the
the Senate
Be it

B. Hertz and
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary Lucy B.
That the
America in
United
J. W. Hertz.
or per.
of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to Lucy
Lucy B. Hertz J paywentto,
Payment to, for
per-

sonal inuries.
injuries.
and J.
J. W.
W. Hertz,
the Treasury
otherwise sna
Treasury not otherwise
in the
any money
money in
out of
of any
Hertz, out
and
appropriated,
the
sum
of
$1,500,
in
full
satisfaction
of
all
claims
all
claims
of
full
satisfaction
in
of
$1,500,
sum
the
appropriated,
against the
the United
account of
of injuries
injuries sustained
sustained on
States on account
against
United States
February 18,
18, 1931,
1931, when
were struck
by a
abus belonging
belonging to
to the
struck by
when they
they were
February
Proviso.
United
Service: Provided,
Provided, That
amount Prooo.
no part of the amount
That no
Indian Service:
States Indian
United States
Limitation on

attorshall be
of 10
per centum
appropriated
in this
Act in
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
be neitaetion
excess of
in excess
this Act
appropriated in
ney's, etc., fees.n attorpaid
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or delivered
paid or
attorneys, on
account of
rendered in connection
connection with said
services rendered
of services
attorneys,
on account
agent or agents, attorney
attorney or
It shall
shall be
be unlawful for any agent
claim. It
attorneys, to
receive any sum of the
withhold, or receive
collect, withhold,
to exact, collect,
attorneys,
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
amount appropriated
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with said claim,
claim, any
account of
on
violation.
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
the Penalty forrviolation.
violating the
person violating
contract
a misdemeanor
provisions of
deemed guilty
guilty of a
misdemeanor and
Act shall be deemed
of this
this Act
provisions
upon
any sum not
exceeding
not exceeding
fined in any
shall be
be fined
thereof shall
conviction thereof
upon conviction
$1,000.
Approved,
June 27,
27, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8551
855.1

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
relief of
Uldrie Thompson,
Thompson, Junior.
of Uldric
the relief
For the

June
27, 1934.
1904.
June 27,
[S. 1382.]
1382.]
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 424.]
424.]
[Private,

the
Representatives of th,e
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Uldric
Thompson,
udric Thompson,
jurisdiction Junior.
assembled, That
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That jurisdiction
in Congress
United States
Claim of, referred to
of the
is
hereby conferred
conferred upon
upon the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims of
the United
United States,
States, claim
is hereby
Court
of
Claims, reCourt
ofofClaim
lapse
time or
limitations, to
notwithstanding the
notwithstanding
the
lapse of
of
or the
the
statute of
of limitations,
to gnotwithstanding
rdles of
statute
gardless
statute of
or
the statute
of time
time
the lapse
limitations.
hear,
determine, and
render judgment under
under the Act of July 1, limitations.
and render
hear, determine,
Vol. 40, p. 706.
ol. 4 p. 70.
the claims
1918
Stat.L., ch.
ch. 114,
114, pp.
pp. 704,
704, 705),
705), on
on the
claims of Uldric
Uldric
(40 Stat.L.,
1918 (40
manufacture by the United
Thompson, Junior, for the
use of or the manufacture
United
the use
Thompson,
States
of the
the owner
owner thereof
thereof or
or the
the lawful
to
right to
lawful right
license of
without license
States without
said
manufacture war material under certain
certain inventions
inventions of said,
or manufacture
use or
trldric
Thompson, Junior,
Junior, described
Letters Patent
Patent
by Letters
in or
or covered
covered by
described in
Uldric Thompson,
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1464
Proving.
Evidence
cer.
toEcourt.
to
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CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.
available
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Appeal allowed
allowed.
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OHS. 855-858.
855-858.
II. CHS.
SESS.
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respectively: Provided,
Numbered
Numbered 1237362
1237362 and 1255836, respectively:
Provided, That
That the
records
Department as
as to
to such
such manufacture
manufacture and
use
and use
War Department
records of the War
under
these patents
shall be
be available
available to
to the
the court
court and
and to
to the
the claimclaimpatents shall
under these
ant: Provided
Provided further,
from any
any decision
in any
suit proseproseany suit
decision in
That from
further, That
ant:
cuted
under the
the authority
of this
an appeal
appeal may
may be
be taken
taken by
by
Act an
this Act
authority of
cuted under
either party
party as
as is
provided for
by law
law in
other cases.
cases.
in other
for by
is provided
either
Approved, June
27, 1934.
1934.
June 27,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 856.]
856.1
[CHAPTER

June
1934.
June 27,
27, 1034.
[8. 1505.1
[S.
[Private,
425.]
[Private, No. 425.]
Thomas E. Read.
Thomas
Military record cor-

rected.
reoted.

Proem.
PrWio.
etc.
No back pay, etc.

AN ACT
For
relief of Thomas E. Read.
For the relief

the
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and House of
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
assembled, That in the adminCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
istration
of any
any laws
laws conferring
benefits upon
conferring rights, privileges, and benefits
istration of
otherwise known as
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers Thomas E. Read, otherwise
honorably
Thomas Griffiths,
who was a
member of
of Company
Company I, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
a member
Griffiths, who
Thomas
Regiment
hereafter be held
Volunteer Infantry, shall hereafter
States Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
discharged from the military
honorably discharged
and considered
considered to have been honorably
organization on the
member of that organization
service of the United States as aamember
12th day
day of
of February
February 1900:
1900: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no bounty,
back pay,
pay,
bounty, back
12th
accrued prior to the
allowance shall be held to have accrued
pension, or allowance
passage of this Act.
1934.
Approved, June
June 27, 1934.
[CHAPTER
857.]
[CHAPTER 857.1

AN ACT
ACT
relief of Bert
Bert Moore.
Moore.
For the relief

1934.
June 27, 14.

IS.
ES. 2272.
2272.1

[Private, No. 426.1
428.1
[Private,

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secrein Congress
America in
United
tary
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
the Treasury
tary of
to
Moore, out
of any
any money
money in the Treasury, not otherout of
to Bert
Bert Moore,
pay to
to pay
$2,500 in full
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the
full settlement of all claims
claims
the sum of $2,500
wise
wounded
for
sustained by
by reason
of being
being shot and
and seriously wounded
reason of
injuries sustained
for injuries
Roots on
Logan H. Roots
by a
military guard at Fort
on. the night of April
Fort Logan
a military
by
Prtvto.
Pratt%
on at
23, 1925: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
Limitation on attor- 23, 1925: Provided, That no part of the amount
ney's, etc., fet.
sera,
fees.
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
delivered to
to
be paid or delivered
thereof shall
Act
or received
received by
attorney or
or attorneys
attorneys, on
on account
account
genets, attor
agent or
or agents,
by any
any agent
or
of
connection with said claim. It
It shall be
rendered in connection
of services rendered
unlawful for any agent
agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
unlawful
collect, withhold,
any sum
sum of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
the amount
or receive
receive any
of the
collect,
withhold, or
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services
centum thereof
this
excess of
rendered
in connection
connection with
said claim,
claim, any
contract to
with said
any contract
to the conrendered in
Penalty
Penalty for violation. trary
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
a misdemeanor
shall be
be deemed
Act
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
thereof
Approved,
June 27,
27, 1934.
1934.
Approved, June

Bert Moore.
Moore.
Payment to, for perPayment
sonal
injuries.
sonal injuries.

[CHAPTER 858.]
858.1
[CHAPTEB
June 27, 1934.
June
[S.
2817.]
[s. 2617.1
[Private, No.
No. 427.1
[Private,

Jennie
Walton.
Wtateof.
Payment
to estate of,
for
damag.
fa damages.

Paene

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estate of Jennie Walton.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enated
by the
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in
States of
United States
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
out of any money
money in the Treasury
estate
Walton, late of Bantry, North Dakota, the sum of
estate of Jennie Walton,

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS. 858-861.
858-861.
CHS.

JUNE
JUNE 27, 1934.
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$4,000, in
satisfaction of
its claim against the United States for
of its
full satisfaction
in full
$4,000,
damages from
an automobile
on Highway
Highway Numbered
Numbered 5, near
accident on
automobile accident
from an
damages
Belcourt,
Mountain Indian ReserTurtle Mountain
the Turtle
within the
Dakota, within
North Dakota,
Belcourt, North
vation,
on October
October 5, 1931.
vation, on
Approved, June 27, 1934.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 859.]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

For
the relief
of the legal
legal beneficiaries and heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline.
relief of
For the

June
1934.
27, 1934.
June 27,
[S. 2752.]
2752.]
[S.
[Private,
No.
428.]
428.]
No.
[Private,

House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and House
Representatives of the
the Senate
by the
Be it
Tone.gal
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
vars. C. A rt
roonigia
That the Secretary Mr
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United States
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
beneriaries, etc..
etc., of.
directed to pay beneiaies,
authorized and
hereby, authorized
the Treasury
of the
to the
beneficiaries and
and heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline, out of any
legal beneficiaries
the legal
to
money
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
$5,000
appropriated, the sum of $5,000
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
money in
in
full settlement
all claims
claims against
against the
Government on account of
the Government
of all
settlement of
in full
November 7, 1923, at
the
death of
Mrs. C.
C. A.
A. Toline,
which occurred November
Toline, which
of Mrs.
the death
the
National Military
Home for
for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers, WisDisabled Volunteer
Military Home
the National
.o
onattorro
appropriated in this Eirgtiiol
consin: Provided,
Provided, That
on
That no part of the amount appropriated
consin:
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof shall
delivered to or ney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fee.
f
ees.
paid or delivered
be paid
shall be
centum thereof
10 per
Act
received
by any
or agents,
account of
or attorneys, on account
attorney or
agents, attorney
agent or
any agent
received by
It shall be unlawful
services rendered
rendered m connection
connection with
unlawful
with said claim. It
services
for
any agent
agent or
agents, attorney
or attorneys,
to exact, collect,
attorneys, to
attorney or
or agents,
for any
appropriated in this
withhold,
any sum
sum of
of the
the amount appropriated
receive any
or receive
withhold, or
Act in
in excess
of 10
per centum
thereof on account of services
services
centum thereof
10 per
excess of
Act
rendered in
in connection
connection with
said claim,
any contract
contrary Penalty for violation.
to the contrary
contract to
claim, any
with said
rendered
olation.
of this Act Pen" lt
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding.
thereof
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
a misdemeanor
be deemed
shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
sum not
any sum
shall
27,
Approved,
1934.
June
Approved,
[CHAPTER 860.1
860.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
Margoth Olsen von Struve.
relief of Margoth
the relief
For

June
June 27,
27, 1934.
1934.
[S. 2875.]
2875.]
[8.
[Private,
429]
No. 429.1
[Private, No.

the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
von Struve.
Struve.
C. von
Henry C.
United
States of
of America
Secretary Henry
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
Payment
widow.
to widow.
Payment to
United States
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
pay,
directed
and
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
out
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
to
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
in the
out of
Margoth
von Struve,
Henry C. von Struve, late
of Henry
widow of
Struve, widow
Olsen von
Margoth Olsen
American consul
Tenerife, Canary Islands, the sum of $5,000,
at Tenerife,
consul at
American
equal
to
one
year's
of her deceased
deceased husband.
salary
year's
equal to one
auAppropriation
Appropriation auSEC. 2.
there is
is hereby
be appropriated
appropriated out of thorized.
to be
authorized to
hereby authorized
thorized.
That there
2. That
SEC.
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, a
a sufficient
sufficient
otherwise appropriated,
in the
money in
any
sum to
to carry
carry out
the purpose of this Act.
out the
sum
Approved,
Approved, June 27, 1934.
[CHAPTER 861.]
861.]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
the relief of Ransome Cooyate.
For the

Be it
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be

United States
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
United

June 27,
1934.
27, 1934.
June
[S. 2906.]
2906.
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 430.1
430.]
[Private,

tooyater
pansmen
Nans°
y m: Zrzf
r
dep-...
sonaiiniurire
and
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
authorized
directed
to
pay,
sonsl
Jr:rim
authorized
hereby,
is
he
and
of the Treasury be,
out
money in
n the
Treasury not
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
i
the Treasury
any money
of any
out of
in New
Reservation
Zuni
the
of
sum
of
$2,000
to
Ransome
Cooyate,
Reservation
Cooyate,
Ransome
to
sum of $2,000
Mexico,
full satisfaction
satisfaction of his claim for injuries received
received while a
a
in full
Mexico, in
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73d CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
73d

Proviso.
DiscretionarymonthDiscretionarymonthly installments.

student
student at
Albuquerque Boarding
Boarding School,
New Mexico:
Proat the Albuquerque
School, New
Mexico: Provided, That in
vided,
in the
the Secretary
of the
Interior, the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
the
amount herein appropriated
held as
as individual
individual Indian
Indian
appropriated may
may be
be held
money
money by
the Zuni
Zuni Agency,
Agency, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
by the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the
and
disbursed to the
of $30
the beneficiary
beneficiary at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 aamonth.
month.
Approved,
1934.
Approved, June
June 27,
27, 1934.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

OHS. 861-863.
C1HS.
861-863.

JUNE
27, 1934.
1934.
JUNE 27,

[CHAPTER 862.]
[CHAPTER
862.]
June 27, 1934.
1934.
[EL 2972.]
[8.
[Private, No. 431.]
431.]

AN ACT

*

For the relief of John N. Knauff Company,
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United States
United
of America
That the
Secretary
States .of
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
be, and he
he is
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
out of
of any
any money
money in
otherwise appropriated,
out
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
sum
spin of $19,032.78
$19,032.78 to John
in full
John N.
N. Knauff
Knauff Company,
Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, in
full
settlement
settlement of all claims against the Government
Government for
for damage
damage and
and loss
loss
incurred
incurred by said corporation
corporation in
with the
the orders
of the
in complying
complying with
orders of
the
Surgeon General of the United States
representatives on
on conconStates or
or his
his representatives
tract duly executed between the Government
Government of
United States
States
of the
the United
and the plaintiff corporation
corporation on January
January 28,
28, 1920, providing
providing for
for the
the
making of certain repairs
alterations for
for the
States in
in
repairs and
and alterations
the United
United States
the United States Public Health Service
Hospital at
Hudson, Jay,
Service Hospital
at Hudson,
Jay,
and Staple
Staple Streets, New
New York
in 1920
as found
found by
by
York City,
City, in
1920 and
and 1921,
1921, as
the Court of Claims and reported
Senate Document
Numbered
reported in
in Senate
Document Numbered
Proevso.
Proviso.
128, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, second
session: Provided,
Provided, That
second session:
That no
no part
part
Limitation on attorof the amount
ney's, etc., fees.
ney's,
fees.
DI
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
of 10
centum
in this
Act in
excess of
10 per
per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or
received by
any agent
agent or
or received
by any
or
agents, attorney or
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
in conconor attorneys,
attorneys, on
rendered in
nection with said claim. It
shall be
unlawful for
agent or
It shall
be unlawful
for any
any agent
or agents,
agents,
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect,
any sum
sum
collect, withhold, or
or receive
receive any
of the amount appropriated in this Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
on account
thereof on
account of
services rendered
with said
of services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
said claim,
claim,
Penalty
Penalty for
for violation.
violation, any
any contract
to the
person violating
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating
the provisions
this Act
shall be
misdemeanor
provisions of
of this
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
shall be
be fined
in any
any sum
$1,000.
Approved, June 27, 1934.

John
ComJohn N.
N. Knauff
Knauff ComIncorporatedi
pany,
pan ,Incorporated.
Payment
Payment
y
to, findings
findngs
of Court of Claims.
of Court of Claims.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 863.1
1934.
June 27, 1934.
[H.R.
[H.. 3295.]
[Private, No. 432.]
432.]

AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of White
White B. Miller.
Miner.

it enacted
Senate and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Howe of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
Ices.
and he is hereby,
ices.
of the Treasury be, and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
out
any money in
in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
out of
of any
otherwise appropriated,
the estate of White B. Miller, former special
special assistant
assistant to
to the
the AttorAttorney General,
General, the sum of $25,000 in
in full
full satisfaction
of the
the claim
satisfaction of
claim of
of
for compensation
said estate against
against the United States for
legal
compensation for
for legal
services rendered by the said White B. Miller on behalf
of the
the
behalf of
United States in connection
connection with the tax litigation involved
involved in
in the
the
Cannon against Bailey cases, aafinal report
of
which
litigation
was
report
of
which
litigation
was
Preoso.
Proviso.
attor- rendered by
the deceased
deceas edon March
M arc h 14,
14, 1929:
1929 : Provided,
Prov i
ded, That
That no
part
by the
Limitation
Limitation on attor. rendered
no part
ney's, etc., fees.
of the amount appropriated
ney's, etc., fees,
appropriated in
in this
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
this Act
Act in
excess of
centum
thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or
agents, attorney
or attorneys, on account of services
in conagents,
attorney or
sery ices rendered in
nection with
with said
claim. It
nection
said claim.
It shall be unlawful for any agent
agent or agents,
hite B. Miller.
White
Payment to, for serv-

73d
CONGRESS.
73d CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
II.
SESS.

CHS.
CHS. 863, 864, 870.

attorney or
to exact,
exact, collect,
withhold, or
receive any
or receive
collect, withhold,
attorneys, to
or attorneys,
attorney
sum of
the amount
amount appropriated
per
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
of the
sum
centum thereof
thereof on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
centum
said
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
to the
claim, any
said claim,
person violating
violating the
of this
deemed guilty
shall be deemed
Act shall
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
person
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
of
a misdemeanor
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum
27, 1934.
Approved, June 27,
[CHAPTER 864.1
864.]
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AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
the relief
relief of
Construction Company,
Company, IncorpoIncorpoMcNeill-Allman Construction
of the
the McNeill-Allman
Authorizing the
rated, of
of W.
E. McNeill,
Lee Allman,
and John
John Allman,
stockholders of the
Allman, stockholders
Allman, and
McNeill, Lee
W. E.
rated,
McNeill,
E.
W.
and
Construction Company, Incorporated,
McNeill-Allman
Incorporated,
McNeill,
McNeill-Allman Construction
dissolution agent
Construction Company, to sue in the
McNeill-Allman Construction
of McNeill-Allman
agent of
dissolution
United States Court of Claims.
United

Penalty for violation.
violation.

June 27, 1934.
1934.
June

3568.]
[H.R.
[H.R. 5688j
[Private, No.
NO. 433.]

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
McNeill-Allman
McNeill-Allman
jurisdiction Construction
United
of America
America in
That jurisdiction
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
Compsetc.
be, and
and it
it is
hereby, conferred
conferred upon
upon the
the Court of Claims, with right nncorporated,
is hereby,
be,
nyolaIinmcosrrated,
referredettcz
to
eto.
porated,
nyInor
of appeal
the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United States by either courtofClams
to the
appeal to
of
Court of Citims.
upon
judgment
render
party,
examine, and adjudicate and
hear, examine
to hear,
party, to
the
McNeill-Allman Construction
Incorporated,
Company, Incorporated
Construction Company,
of McNeill-Ahman
claim of
the claim
of
stockholders of
of W.
W. E.
McNeill, Lee
John Allman, stockholders
Allman, and John
Lee Allinan,
E. McNeill,
of
the
Construction Company,
Incorporated, and
Company, Incorporated,
McNeill-Allman Construction
the McNeill-Allman
W. E.
McNeill, dissolution
of McNeill-Allman
Construction
McNeill-Allman Construction
agent of
dissolution agent
E. McNeill,
W.
excess-profits
Company, for
for a
arefund
income and excess-profits
internal-revenue income
of internal-revenue
refund of
Company,
taxes paid
paid by
McNeill-Allman Construction
Company, IncorConstruction Company,
said McNeill-Allman
by said
taxes
internal-revenue
porated, to
the collector
of internal
revenue for the internal-revenue
internal revenue
collector of
to the
porated,
district of
North Carolina
Carolina in
the sum
of $4,320
$4,320 for the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
sum of
in the
of North
district
ending May
1922, said
said Court
being hereby
hereby granted
granted
Claims being
of Claims
Court of
31, 1922,
May 31,
ending
statutory lmitations
limitations
jurisdiction
to hear
merits of said claim without Statutory
the merits
determine the
and determine
hear and
jurisdiction to
waived.
allowance waived.
regard
any statutory
with respect to the allowance
limitations with
statutory limitations
to any
regard to
of
should the
the same
be found by said court to be
same be
thereof should
refund thereof
of aa refund
legally
due or
or refundable,
refundable, such
statute of limitation
such statute
equitably due
or equitably
legally or
being
hereby expressly
expressly waived.
being hereby
Approved,
June 27, 1934.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
870.1
[CHAPTER 870.]

AN ACT
Authorizing the
the Court
Court of
Claims to
to hear,
adjudicate, and enter judghear, consider, adjudicate,
of Claims
Authorizing
ment
upon the
the claims
claims against
against the
United States
States of
of J.
Tippit, L. P. Hudson,
J. A. Tippit,
the United
ment upon
Chester Howe,
E. Arnold,
Vernon,
J. S. Bounds, W. N. Vernon,
W. Gillette, J.
Joseph W.
Arnold, Joseph
J. E.
Howe, J.
Chester
T. B.
J. H.
Neill, David C. McCallib, J. J. Beckham, and John
H. Neill,
Sullivan, J.
B. Sullivan,
T.
Toles.

June 28, 1934.
[8. 3517j
3617.]
(Private, No. 434j
434.]
[Private,

the Choctaw Indians.
Be it
by the
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
9rrt
the Court of Certain
eta
alvn
indc
i
raLlm
claims
That the
States of
United
be heard,
to be
against,
Claims is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
hear, consider,
adjudicate the
against, to
beard,
the etc.,
and adjudicate
consider, and
to hear,
of
Claims
by Court
claims
against
the
United
States
of
J.
A.
Tippit,
L.
P.
Hudson,
`ash=
Claims.
Hudson,
P.
L.
Tippit,
A.
J.
of
States
United
the
against
claims
Chester
J. E.
E. Arnold,
Gillette, J.
J. S.
Bounds, W. N.
S. Bounds,
W. Gillette,
Joseph W.
Arnold, Joseph
Howe, J.
Chester Howe,
J. J.
Vernon,
T.
B.
Sullivan,
J.
H.
Neill,
David
McCallib,
J.
J. BeckBeckMcCallib,
C.
David
Neill,
H.
J.
Sullivan,
B.
T.
Vernon,
ham, and
and John
and expenses incurred
incurred
rendered and
services rendered
for services
Toles for
John Toles
ham,
in connection
enrollment, removal, allotment,
identification, enrollment,
the identification,
with the
connection with
in
and subsistence
of Mississippi
Choctaw Indians
to
to enable them to
Indians to
Mississippi Choctaw
subsistence of
and
acquire citizenship
citizenship in
Nation of Oklahoma, and to renChoctaw Nation
the Choctaw
in the
acquire
der judgment
as may
legally
to be legally
found to
be found
may be
amount as
such amount
in such
therein in
judgment therein
der
or
due each
each claimant,
after deducting
such sum
sum or sums
deducting such
claimant, after
equitably due
or equitably
the
collected or
received from the Indian or
or received
have collected
may have
claimant may
the claimant
by

86837*-3-1—PT
2-12
86637°-34-PT 2---12
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Proisos
. Indians benefited by the said services
Provisos.
or expenses:
expenses: Provided,
That
services or
Provided, That
No Federal
Federal obligaobligaNo
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
be construed
to create
create any
obligation
tion to be created
created.,
nothing
shall be
construed to
any obligation

not heretofore
heretofore existing
existing in
in law
against the
the United
United States
States
not
law or
or equity
equity against
in its governmental
governmental capacity or as trustee
trustee for the individual Indians
Indians

Court

jurisdiction

receiving
receiving the benefit of such
such services
services and/or
and/or expenses:
expenses: Provided,
Provided,

further, That the jurisdiction hereby conferred
be limited
limited to
further,
conferred shall
shall be
to
claims for services rendered and expenses incurred on
on behalf
behalf only
only
of such Indian or Indians as were enrolled
enrolled as citizens
citizens of the Choctaw
Nation under the provisions of the
Choctaw-Chickasaw supplemental
supplemental
the Choctaw-Chickasaw
Vol. 32, p. 841;
641; Vol.
vol. agreement approved by
Vol.
of July
July 1,
1902, and
ratified by
by the
the
by the
the Act of
1, 1902,
and ratified
34, p.
140.
Chickasaws on
on September
September 25,
25, 1902
Stat. 641,
641,
34,
p. 140.
Choctaws and Chickasaws
1902 (32
(32 Stat.
651-652),
651-652), and the provisions of this Act shall not be construed
construed as
authorizing
authorizing the consideration
consideration or adjudication of any claim for services rendered and expenses incurred on behalf of any person not so
enrolled.
Petitiontobe
SEO.
Petition to be fed.
filed.
SEC. 2. No claim herein authorized to be submitted
the Court
Court
submitted to
to the
of Claims shall be heard or adjudicated
adjudicated by the court unless a
apetition
petition
affidavit of the claimant or by his heirs, executors,
duly verified by affidavit
executors,
or administrators,
administrators, or by his or their agent or attorney, shall be filed
within one year from
enactment, failing in which the
from the date of this enactment,
statementstoaceomStatements
to &acorn claim shall be forever
forever
barred.
The
petition shall fully set forth
pany.
PanY.
the claim, what persons
persons are owners thereof or interested therein,
therein,
and when, and upon what consideration,
consideration, such persons became so
interested.
interested. The petition shall further set forth that no assignment
assignment
or transfer of said claim or any part thereof or interest therein has
been made, except as set forth in the petition;
petition; that the claimant
claimant is
justly entitled to the amount therein claimed from the United States
after allowing all just credits and offsets, and that the petitioner
petitioner

Iimited.
limited.

-

ofamount believes
believes the facts as stated in the petition are true. The said petition
amedshall
shall contain an itemized statement of the amount or amounts
amounts claimed
claimed

Statement
Statement of amount
claimed,

to be due, together with aa full accounting for all sums had and
received
received from the Indian or Indians benefited
benefited by the services rendered
rendered

crB teSewofeoaurt

Review
of court's
decree
by Supreme
Court.

vol. 43,
Vol.
43, p.93.
P. 939.

Attendance

ofAttor.
Attendance
of
.A,ttor
nay
General, etc.

Depositions,
to
aosltitonds
be
tetc.,evibe
admitted cin

dence.
dence.
Vol. 34, p. 140.
. 34, .10.

and expenses
expenses incurred.
and
incurred.
S
EC. 3.
All judgments
decrees entered
entered by
by the
Claims
Smo.
3. All
judgments and
and decrees
the Court
Court of
of Claims

under the
the provisions
the
provisions of this Act shall be subject
subject to review by the
Supreme
provided in section 3
Supreme Court as provided
February 13,
8 of the Act of February
13,
1925 (43 Stat. 936, 939).
939).
SEC.
SEC. 4. The Attorney General,
General, or his
his assistants under
under his
his direcdirection,
shall appear
for the
the defense and protection of the interests
tion, shall
appear for
interests of

the United States in all actions filed in the
the Court of Claims under the
provisions of this Act, with the same power
power to interpose
counterinterpose counterclaims, offsets, defenses for fraud practiced
practiced or attempted to be practiced by claimants, and other defenses, in like manner as he is
required
erired to defend the United
United States in other suits in sa
id court.
court.
said
Ea 5.
5. That
That in
in the
hearing of
of any
suits brought
in said
SFo.
the hearing
any suit
suit or
or suits
brought in
said
court under the provisions of this Act the Court of Claims is hereby
hereby
authorized
authorized to admit in evidence with such weight as to the court
court
may seem proper all depositions and other competent
competent evidence
evidence introduced in evidence and constituting
constituting aapart of the record
record in said court
court
in
" Estate of Charles F. Winton and others against
against
hi the case entitled
entitled "
Jack
Jack Amos
Amos and others ", docket numbered 29,821.
Approved,
Approved, June 28, 1934.
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RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS
CONCURRENT
FIRST SESSION,
SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
SESSION, SEVENTY-THIRD
FIRST

April
April 20,1933.
20, 1933.
16.]
[H.Con.Res.,
[H.Con.Res., No. 151

INVESTIGATION OF
DISASTERS
DIRIGIBLE DISASTERS
OF DIRIGIBLE
INVESTIGATION

lr

Investigation of d
dirInvestgation
(the Senate concurring),
Resolved by
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
concurring), igible
by the
Resolved
disasters.
recomittee
Joint
five
consist
Joint
committee
crecommittee
That
there
is
hereby
created
a
committee
to
of
joint
a
created
hereby
That there is
ated.
Members of
the Senate
Senate to
to be
appointed by the President of the Senate ated.
be appointed
of the
Members
and five
Members of
of the
the House
House of
appointed
Representatives to be appointed
of Representatives
five Members
and
by the
Speaker of
Representatives. The committee
of Representatives.
House of
the House
of the
the Speaker
by
shall
select its
its own
chairman.
own chairman.
shall select
investigate Duties.
Such committee
committee is
authorized and directed to investigate
Duties.
hereby authorized
is hereby
Such
Navy dirigible Akron and the
the
causes of
of the Navy
wreck of
the wreck
of the
or causes
cause, or
the cause,
responsibility for
wrecks
of other
Navy dirigibles,
dirigibles, to fix
fix responsibility
and Navy
Army and
other Army
wrecks of
the
same, to
to inquire
inquire generally
the question
question of
of the utility of
into the
generally into
the same,
111COM.
and recomdirigibles
in
the
military
and
naval
establishments,
and to make Report and
establishments,
naval
and
military
the
in
dirigibles
recommendations
to
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
with
endations
ouse of Representativons.
recommendations to the Senate and
respect to
to the
the future
future use
dirigibles for
for military
or naval
naval purposes.
military or
of dirigibles
use of
respect
The committee
report to
Representaand House of RepresentaSenate and
the Senate
to the
shall report
committee shall
The
tives
as practicable
practicable the
results of
its investigations,
together
investigations, together
of its
the results
soon as
as soon
tives as
with its
its recommendations.
recommendations.
with
Powers conferred.
For
this resolution
resolution the committee, or any duly Powersconferred.
of this
purpose of
the purpose
For the
etc.
Hearings, etc.
Hearings,
to
hearings,
hold
authorized
subcommittee
thereof,
is
authorized
to
hearings,
to
thereof,
subcommittee
authorized
or
sit
and
act
at
such
times
and
places
during
the
recesses
sessions
the
sit and act at such times and places during
men"tims.

of the
the present
present Congress,
Congress, to
employ such
experts, clerical,
clerical, stenostenosuch experts,
to employ
of
otherwise the
graphic,
and other
assistants, to
require by
by subpoena
subpcena or otherwise
to require
other assistants,
graphic, and
attendance
of such
such witnesses
witnesses and
and the
the production
such books, papers,
of such
production of
attendance of
to take
and
documents,
to
administer
such
oaths
and
affirmations,
affirmations,
and
oaths
such
and documents, to administer
testimony,
lave such
such printing
and binding
binding done, and to make
printing and
to have
testimony, to
such expenditures
expenditures as
it deems
deems advisable,
advisable, not exceeding
exceeding $5,000, oneas it
such
half
amount to
be paid
paid out
out of
of the
the contingent
contingent fund of the
to be
said amount
of said
half of
Senate and
one-half out
out of
of the
contingent fund of the House.
the contingent
and one-half
Senate
of
the chairman of
Subpcenas
issued under
under the
of the
signature of
the signature
be issued
shall be
Subpoenas shall
the committee
any person
him.
by him..
designated by
person designated
by any
served by
be served
shall be
and shall
committee and
the
The
provisions of
of sections
102, 103,
103, and
104 of the Revised Statutes
and 104
sections 102,
The provisions
shall
applicable to
person summoned
under the
witness under
a witness
as a
summoned as
any person
to any
be applicable
shall be
provisions
authority
of
this
resolution
in
the
same
manner
as
such
provisions
manner
same
the
in
resolution
this
of
authority
are applicable
person summoned
summoned as
as a
witness in the case of
a witness
any person
to any
applicable to
are
an
inquiry
before
a
committee
of
either
House.
House.
either
of
committee
a
before
an inquiry
Passed, April
April 20,
1933.
20, 1933.
Passed,

Personal services.
services.
Personal
Testimony.
Testimony.

Expense
continromcontinExpense from
gent funds of both
Houses.
both

oueunds of

Serving subpcenas.
subponas.
serving

1

t

R.S. secs. 102-10a.
pp. 17, 18.
U.S.C., p. 12.

pp. 17, s.
u..C., p.12

May 10, 1933.

May 10,1933. 18.1
[H.Con.Res. No. 18.1
[H.Con.Res.

AGRICULTURAL
ADJUSTMENT ACT
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT

Agricultural AdjustAdjostconcurring),That
Resolved by
by the
Senate concurring),
That ment
Act.
(the Senate
Act.
mantricnturd
Representatives (the
of Representatives
House of
the House
Resolved
Ante, p. 31.
p.
31.
Ane
national
in
the
enrollment
of
the
bill
(H.R.
3835)
to
relieve
existing
national
existing
the
relieve
to
3835)
(H.R.
bill
the
Correction in enrollin the enrollment of
ment of,
of, directed.
dr
economic emergency
by increasing
agricultural purchasing
power, to ment
purchasing power,
increasing agricultural
emergency by
economic
of
reason
by
raise
revenue
for
extraordinary
expenses
incurred
reason
such
incurred
expenses
raise revenue for extraordinary
emergency,
to provide
provide emergency
respect to
to agricultural
with respect
relief with
emergency relief
emergency, to
indebtedness,
to
provide
for
the
orderly
liquidation
of joint-stock
joint-stock
of
liquidation
orderly
the
for
provide
to
indebtedness,

t
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CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
land banks,
banks, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
purposes, the
the House
House is
is authorized
authorized
of the
the Clerk
Clerk of
land
and
directed to
the word
word "basic"
"basic" where
where it
it appears
in
appears in
out the
strike out
to strike
and directed
subsection (3)
(3) of
subsection
of section
section 8.
8.

Ante, p.
Ante,
35.
p. 35.

Passed,
10, 1933.
1933.
Passed, May
May 10,

Rifle
13, 1933.
June 131933.
[S.Con.Res. No. 2.]
[S.Con.Res.

INDEPENDENCE
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
THE CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION AND DECLARATION

The
Constitution and
and
TheConstitution
Declaration of
of IndeDeclaration
Independence.
pendenIe.
Printing
as Senate
Senate
rinting of, as
document
orfdere.
docent ordered.

Resolved
concurring), That
That
of Representatives
Representativesconcurring),
by the
the Senate (the House of
Resolved by
the Constitution
1933,
amended to April 1, 1933,
Constitution of the United States, as amended
the

Distribution.

together with
with the
Declaration of
of Independence,
Independence, be
a
as a
be printed
printed as
the Declaration
together

Senate
with an
an index,
index, in
in such
such form
form and
as may
may be
be
style as
and style
document, with
Senate document,
directed by the Joint Committee
Committee on Printing, and that three thousand
five hundred
which one thousand
printed, of which
be printed,
copies be
additional copies
five
hundred additional
copies
shall be
for the
of the
hundred
thousand five hundred
and two thousand
Senate and
use of
the Senate
the use
be for
copies shall
copies
use of
of the
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
the House
for the
the use
copies for
hissed, June
June 13,
13, 1933.
1933.
Passed,

June
13,1933.
Tune 13,
1933.
[H.Con.Res.
I[H.Con.Res. No. 23.]
Banking
Act of
of 133.
1933.
Banking Act
Ante, p. 162.
Corrections in enrollment of,
directed,
ment
of, directed.

Corrections

BANKING ACT OF 1938
1933

concurring),That~
House of Representatives
Resolved by the House
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That,

the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
House of
and directed,
directed,
is authorized
authorized and
of Representatives
Representatives is
the House
enron- the
bill (H.R.
(H.R. 5661)
5661) entitled "An
of the
in the enrollment
the bill
"An Act to provide
provide
enrollment of

Ante, p. 179.

Ante, p. 179.

effective use of the assets of banks, to regulate
safer and
and more effective
for the safer
interbank control, to prevent the undue diversion of funds into specuinterbank
following
purposes", to make the following
lative operations, and for other purposes"
necessary
language of the bill:
bilf:
necessary changes in the language
In the first sentence
sentence of the
the second
paragraph of
of subsection
subsection (y)
(y) of
of
second paragraph
section 12B (added by the bill to the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve .Act,
Act, as amended),
amended),
"State bank" and before
before the parenthesis
parenthesis the words
insert after "State
", which term shall also include all banking institutions located in
",
the District of Columbia"
Columbia";•and in the same sentence, strike out
"State authority"
authority" and insert "authority".
"authority".
"State
seventh paragraph
paragraph of subsection (1)
(1) of such section 12B,
In the seventh
"Corporation" insert a
after "Corporation"
a comma and "or aamember of the Fund
provided for in subsection
subsection (y)
(y)".
".
In the last paragraph of such subsection (y), strike out the
the word
word
"title"
thereof the word
"section".
"title" and insert in lieu thereof
word "section".
Passed, June 13, 1933.

1933.
June 16,
16, 133.
[H.Con.Res.
24.]
IH.Con.Res. No. 24.]

ADJOURNMENT
ADJOURNMENT

Adjournment
of ConAdournmentofCongress, June 16, 1933.

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Representatives (the
concurring), That
the two Houses of Congress shall adjourn on Friday, the 16th day of
June 1933,
1933, and that when they adjourn on said day they stand
adjourned sine die.
adjourned
Passed, June 16, 1933.

gres, June

16,
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RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS
CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
SECOND SESSION,
SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
CONGRESS
SESSION, SEVENTY-THIRD
SECOND

JOINT
MEETING
JOINT MEETING

3,1934.
January 3,
1934.
[H.Con.Res., No. 25.]
25.1
[H.Con.Res.,

concurring),
Resolved by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
the House
by the
Resolved
Joint
of the
the
meeting o
Joint meeting
That the
the two
two Houses
Congress assemble
assemble in the Hall of the House two
of Congress
Houses of
That
receive
Houses to receive
from
from
communications
at
1934,
January
of
of
Representatives
on
Wednesday,
the
3d
January
1934,
day
3d
the
of Representatives on Wednesday,
the President.
President.
receiving such com- the
1:30
in the
afternoon, for
purpose of receiving
the purpose
for the
the afternoon,
o'clock in
1:30 o'clock
munications
as
the
President
of
United
States
shall
be
pleased
to
the
of
President
the
as
munications
them.
make to them.
make
3, 1934.
Passed,
January 3,
Passed, January
January 27, 1934.

COMMISSION
COLONY COMMISSION
UNITED
ROANOKE COLONY
STATES ROANOKE
UNITED STATES

tH.Con.Ree.,
27.1
No. 27.1
tH.Con.Ra., No.

RBa
Resolved
the House
(the Senate
concurring), noke
United States Boa'
Senate concurring),
Representatives (the
of Representatives
House of
by the
Resolved by
CommisColony Commisnoke.Colony
sion.
That
House concurrent
concurrent resolution
resolution of the Seventy-second
Seventy-second Congress sion
the House
That the
report oZ
Time for report
oI
extended.
establishing
con - exandeedf:or
establishing the United States Roanoke Colony Commission is con1782,
17
p.
47,
Vol.
and,
tmued
in
full
force
and
effect
during
Seventy-third
Congress,
and
,
Vol.
47,
1).
the
during
tinued in full force and effect
amended
as continued,
section 2
2 of
resolution is
amended by striking amended.
is amended
such resolution
of such
continued, section
as
"1937."
out
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof "1937."
inserting in
"1934" and
out "1934"
Passed, January
January 27, 1934.
Passed,

BAY
YAQUINA BAY
DAM CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION, YAQUINA
DAM

March 5,, 1934.
1934.
March
[
S. Con. Res. , No. 10.
IS.Con.Res.,

Resolved
by the
the Senate
(the House
of Representatives
Representatives concurring)
concurring),
House of
Senate (the
Resolved by
construction,
Dm construction,
authorized Dam
That the
Secretary of
Senate be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
the Senate
of the
the Secretary
That
jo
r
rection in
enrollinenroll
rrecton
the
extend
and
directed,
in
the
enrollment
of
the
bill
(S.
1759)
"To
1759)
and directed, in the enrollment of the bill (S.
(B. .
bill
of
mrent
i
t of t4,
ordered
11759)
759)
ordberd.
to,1)111.
relating to,
rrtlt
time for
for the
the construction
construction of dams and dikes in Lincoln County, reating
ordered.
relating
time
Ante, p. 896.
.
39&
A^te
and
Oregon,
to
prevent
the
flow
of
waters
of
Yaquina
Bay
River
Yaquina
of
Oregon, to prevent the flow of waters
into Nute's
Nute's Slough,
Slough, and sloughs connected
connected thereBoones Slough,
Slough, Boones
into
with",
error by
by striking
striking out,
in line 1, of the House
out, inline
an error
correct an
to correct
with", to
in lieu
engrossed amendment,
amendment, the
13" and
inserting in
and inserting
"June 13"
words "June
the words
engrossed
thereof
"June 17".
thereof "June
Passed,
1934.
5, 1934.
March 5,
Passed, March
Ya lu ina
ting

CENTENNIAL OF
OF DEATH
DEATH OF
OF GENERAL
GENERAL LAFAYETTE
LAFAYETTE
CENTENNIAL

ay

)

March
March 20, 1934.
1934.
[11.Con.Res.,
26.]
No. 25.1
[H.Con.Res., No.

Resolved by
House of
of Representatives
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Representatives (the
the House
by the
Resolved
of death
That
there
is
hereby
established
a
special
joint
congressional
com- of Centennial
death
of
centennial
comcongressional
joint
a
special
established
hereby
is
there
That
General Lafayette.
Special
joint
commitcoymmitoint
peal
mittee
to
be
composed
of
five
Members
of
the
Senate,
to
appointed
appointed
be
to
Senate,
the
of
Members
mittee to be composed of five
tee on arrangements to
pon~in"gements to
Members of the House of be appointed.
by the
the President
of the
Senate and five Members
the Senate
President of
by
Ask,
p784.
S
p.
A*.,
of
House
Representatives,
to
be
appointed
by
the
Speaker
of
the
Speaker
the
by
appointed
be
Representatives, to
Representatives, which
which shall
shall make
for the Peet, p. 1476.
arrangements for
appropriate arrangements
make appropriate
Representatives,
. 14
commemoration of
anniversary of
the death
death P
of the
hundredth anniversary
one hundredth
the one
of the
commemoration
of General
General Lafayette,
1934.
20, 1934.
May 20,
on May
occurring on
Lafayette, occurring
of
1473
1473

1474
1474

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

its
amongg its
from amon
chairman
SEc.
committee shall select a
a chai
rman from
2. The committee
SEc. 2.
members. Any
vacancy occurring
in the
the membership
of the
the comcommembership of
occurring in
Any vacancy
members.
mittee shall
filled in
in the
the marmer
in which
which the
the original appointmanner in
be filled
shall be
mittee
ment was
was made.
made. The
committee shall
cease to
exist upon
making its
upon making
to exist
shall cease
The committee
ment
report
hereinafter provided.
as hereinafter
report as
Acceptance
SEC. 3.
3. The
committee is
authorized to
to accept
and make
make use of
conof
of conAcceptance of
accept and
is authorized
The committee
SEC.
authorized.
tributions
authorized.
tributions
Report thereof.
thereof,
contributions for
resolution and
this resolution
purposes of this
the purposes
out the
carrying out
for carrying
contributions
Report
shall file
file with
of the
and the
Clerk of the House
the Clerk
Senate and
the Senate
Secretary of
the Secretary
with the
shall
of Representatives
with respect
received and
amounts so received
to amounts
respect to
report with
Representatives aareport
of
expended.
Passed,
Passed, March 20, 1934.

Committee
Committee organizaorganizetion,
dissolution, etc.
etc.
tion, dissolution,

March
1934.
March 27, 1934.
[fnnn
R_.'
No.
[
11-1
[B.Con.Res.,
No.
11.]

ALASKA PROHIBITION
PROHIBITION REPEAL
ALASKA

Resolved
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
by the
Resolved by
That
is requested
requested to return
return to the Senate the bill (S.
President is
the President
That the
repeal an Act of
2729, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, second
second session)
session) to repeal
re
3lea
etUrn of bill rela- 2729,
refRitu
tive to, requested.
Congress
entitled
"An
Act
to
prohibit
the
manufacture
or sale of
manufacture
the
prohibit
to
Act
"An
Congress entitled
tiVt,
Ante, r8ted.
p. 583.
alcoholic
in the
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes",
for other
Territory of
the Territory
liquors in
alcoholic liquors
purposes.
approved
February 14,
1917, and
other purposes.
for other
and for
14, 1917,
approved February
Passed,
March 27,
1934.
27, 1934.
Passed, March
Alaska
Alaska

prohibition
prohibition

April 5, 1934.
12.1
Re.. No. 12.]
rSgOnn
[B.Con.Res.,
Alaska
prohibition
Alaska prohibition
repeal.
Reenrollment of
bill
of bill
Beenronment
concerning.
concerning
Ante, p. 583.
Vol.
39, p.. 903.
g9.
Vol. 39,

Proviso.
Oripdon.
Granting pardons.

April 12, 1934.
tH.Con.Res.,
[H.Con.Res., No.

35.]

Naturalization
i b n fees.
Return of bill
(H.R.
3521)
relating
reto, re3521) relating to,
quested.
Ante, P.
p. 5S7.
597.

NatuU
Ant,

ftiofl
(.

ALASKA PROHIBITION
PROHIBITION REPEAL
ALASKA

Resolved by
by the
Senate (the House
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
House of Representatives
the Senate
Resolved
That the action of the Vice President and of the Speaker of the House
enrolled bill (S. 2729) entitled "An
of Representatives
Representatives in signing
signing the enrolled
of
Act of Congress
Act
to repeal an Act
Congress entitled 'An Act to prohibit the
Act to
the Territory of Alaska,
manufacture or
of alcoholic
liquors in the
alcoholic liquors
or sale
sale of
manufacture
and
for other
other purposes',
purposes', approved
1917, and
and for other
14, 1917,
February 14,
approved February
and for
reenrollment of such bill the
purposes ", be
rescinded, and
and that
the reenrollment
in the
that in
be rescinded,
purposes",
"Provided, That the
last
of section
section 1
reading as
follows: "Provided,
as follows:
1 reading
proviso of
last proviso
the passage and
Governor of
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
from and
after the
and after
Alaska, from
of the
Governor
approval of this Act, shall
grant
hall the power and authority to grant
sa have
approval
pardons to
aforesaid
theretofore convicted of violations of the aforesaid
to persons theretofore
pardons
February 14,1917,",
14, 1917.", be stricken out.
of February
Act of
Passed,
5, 1934.
1934.
April 5,
Passed, April

IN NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION PROCEEDINGS
FEES IN

Senate concurring),
Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
House of
the House
Resolved
That
the
President
is
requested
to
return
to
the
House
of Representaof
RepresentaHouse
the
to
return
to
is
requested
President
That the
tives the bill (H.R.
(EI.R. 3521, Seventy-third Congress, second session)
tires
entitled "An
Act to
reduce certain
certain fees
fees in
in naturalization
naturalization proceedings,
proceedings,
to reduce
"An Act
entitled
correcting an error in
and
for other
other purposes",
purposes", for the purpose of correcting
and for
said
bill.
said bill.
Passed, April
April 12, 1934.
Passed,

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION

OF

AIR—
AIR-

AND

OCEAN-MAIL
OCEAN—MAIL

CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS

1475
25 19
April
84.
April 25,, 1984.
[8.Con.Res.,
13.1
[S.Con.Res., No. 13.1

Resolved by
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
concurring), Investigation of airRepresentatives concurring),
of Representatives
House of
by the
Resolved
and onean-mafl
2 of the Printing and
3 of section 2
That, in
in accordance
ocean-mail conconparagraph 3
with paragraph
accordance with
That,
tricts.
Act, approved
approved March
March 1, 1907,
1907, the Special
Special Committee on Air and tracts.
Act,
Aitional
copies of
of
Additional copies
testimony, ordered
Ocean Mail
Contracts of
of the
Senate be,
is hereby,
hereby, empowered
empowered testimony,
and is
be, and
the Senate
Mail Contracts
Ocean
printed.

to
have printed
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
additional copies
copies of
of each
hundred additional
printed one
to have
committee
special committee
and
all parts
said special
before said
taken before
testimony taken
the testimony
of the
parts of
and all
investigation
connection with its investigation
during
Seventy-third Congress in connection
the Seventy-third
during the
of
ocean-mail contracts.
and ocean-mail
of air-mail
air-mail and
Passed, April
April 25, 1934.
1934.
Passed,
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

APPROPRIATION ACT,
APPROPRIATION
ACT,

1935.

p. 1012.
vol.
Vol. 34, p.

p. 1423
1423.
U.s.c. p.

May 2,1934.
2, 1984.
May
14.]
[B.Con.Res., No.
No. 14.j
[S.Con.Res.,

Legislative
ApproAppro.- islative
Whereas
8617, the
the Legislative
Act, 1935,
1935, priation
Appropriation Act,
Branch Appropriation
Legislative Branch
H.R. 8617,
Whereas H.R.
Act, 1935.
PreaSble.
March 22, 1934, contains a
a provision on Preamble.
by the
the House on March
passed by
page 9,
9, beginning
in line
down to and including
extending down
line 12 and extending
beginning in
page
part of line 17,
as follows:
17, as
aapart
Inquiries and invesad isInquiriesSenate.
ordered by the tigations,
investigations ordered
and investigations
"For expenses
expenses of
of inquiries
inquiries and
"For
p.824.
82.
Au, p.
Senate,
including compensation
committees, at Ante,
stenographers of committees,
compensation to stenographers
Senate, including
such
rate as
may be
fixed by
the Committee
Committee to Audit and Control
by the
be fixed
as may
such rate
the
Expenses of
of the
the Senate,
exceeding 25 cents
not exceeding
but not
Senate, but
Contingent Expenses
the Contingent
per
$144,455"; and
hundred words, $144,455";
per hundred
Whereas
Senate adopted
an amendment
amendment (number
21) to the fore(number 21)
adopted an
the Senate
Whereas the
going
follows: On
On page
"$144,455"
page 9, line 17, strike out "$144,455"
as follows:
provision, as
going provision,
and insert:
"$268,955, of
shall be for the fiscal year
$150,000 shall
which $150,000
of which
insert: "$268,955,
and
1934";
1934"; and
Whereas
the conferees,
in their report
was
report on the said bill, which was
conferees, in
Whereas the
adopted by
by both
Houses, recommended
recommended that the House recede
recede from
both Houses,
adopted
its disagreement
disagreement to
to the
the said
said amendment
amendment and agree to the same, said
its
amendment therefore
therefore not
amendment;
further amendment;
to further
subject to
being subject
not being
amendment
and
Appropriations, certainpuPbtioerv,,'r-'
appropriations tain
Whereas the
332) to provide appropriations
(H.J.Res. 332)
resolution (H.J.Res.
public services.
joint resolution
the joint
Whereas
Ante, p. 820.
Ant.p.820.
other
for
to
meet
urgent
needs
in
certain
public
services,
and
for
other
and
to meet urgent needs in certain public services,
purposes,
House on
April 26, 1934, was amended by
on April
the House
by the
passed by
purposes, passed
Language Inserted.
inserted.
of Language
the
Senate by
by inserting
on page
1, after
after line
line 6,
certain language,
language, of
6, certain
page 1,
inserting on
the Senate
a part:
which the following
following is a
which
"SENATE
" SENATE

"For expenses
expenses of
of inquiries
and investigations
investigations ordered by the
inquiries and
"For
Senate,
including compensation
committees, at
of committees,
stenographers of
to stenographers
compensation to
Senate, including
such
rate as may be fixed by the Committee
Committee to Audit and Control
such rate
the Contingent
Expenses of
exceeding 25 cents
the Senate, but not exceeding
of the
Contingent Expenses
the
per
words, fiscal
year 1934, $150,000";
$150,000"; and
fiscal year
hundred words,
per hundred
Whereas the
duplication of
of the
the appropriaappropriais aaduplication
amendment is
foregoing amendment
the foregoing
Whereas
tion
fiscal year
1934, as contained in the Legisyear 1934,
the fiscal
for the
of $150,000
$150,000 for
tion of
lative Branch
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935: Therefore
it
Therefore be it
Branch Appropriation
lative
Resolved by
by the
House of Representatives
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
(the House
Senate (the
the Senate
Resolved
in enrollenron
orrection in
reso- CorreFtion
That in
in the
the event
Senate amendment
amendment to
the foregoing
joint resoforegoing joint
to the
the Senate
event the
That
ment directed.
Representatives, ment
House of
lution
332) is
by the
of Representatives,
directed.
the House
to by
agreed to
is agreed
(H.J.Res. 332)
lution (H.J.Res.
and the
existing differences
amendments
of the two Houses on certain amendments
differences of
the existing
and
of the
the Senate
the bill,
bill, H.R.
Legislative Branch Appro8617, the Legislative
H.R. 8617,
to the
Senate to
of
priation Act,
Act, 1935,
are adjusted,
the Clerk of the House of Repreadjusted, the
1935, are
priation
sentatives be,
be, and
authorized and directed,
directed, in the
and he is hereby, authorized
sentatives
enrollment of
the said
to insert, in lieu of the lan8617, to
H.R. 8617,
bill, H.R.
said bill,
of the
enrollment
guage contained
Senate amendment
numbered 21, the followamendment numbered
said Senate
in said
contained in
guage
ing: "$118,955".
"$118,955".
mg:
Passed,
Passed, May 2, 1934.
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May 3,
3, 1934.
1934.
CENTENNIAL OF DEATH
GILBERT DU MOTIER,
CENTENNIAL
DEATH OF GILBERT
MOTIER, MARQUIS
MARQUIS DE LA FAYETTE
FAYETTE
in.Con.Res., No. 37.]
37.]
[H.Con.Res.,

Resolved
House of
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That
of the
the one
of the
the
anniversary of
one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
That in
in commemoration
commemoration of
death of Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de La Fayette, the two Houses
of
Congress shall
Hall of
the House
of Representatives
eJoint
of Congress
shall assemble
assemble in
in the
the Hall
Representatives
of the
House of
at 11
11 o'clock
o'clock antemeridian,
Sunday, May
May 20,
1934.
memration o author- at
antemeridian, on
on Sunday,
20, 1934.
That aa joint committee
committee consisting of five Members of the House
of Representatives
five Members
Members of
of the
Senate shall
shall be
be appointed
pointed.
of
Representatives and
and five
the Senate
appointed
Ante, . 784,1473. by the Speaker
Representatives and the
the President
Speaker of the House of Representatives
President
of
the Senate,
Senate, respectively,
which is
of the
respectively, which
is empowered
empowered to
to make
make suitable
suitable
arrangements for
and proper
proper exercises
the joint
arrangements
for fitting
fitting and
exercises for
for the
joint session
session of
of
Congress
Congress herein authorized.
Invitations.
Invitations.
That invitations to attend
attend the exercises be extended to the President
Chief
dent of the United
United States and
and the
the Members
Members of his Cabinet,
Cabinet, the
the Chief
Justice and Associate Justices
Justices of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United
United
Diplomatic Corps (through
(through the Secretary
Secretary of State), the
States, the Diplomatic
General of
of the
the Armies,
of Staff
Staff of
of the
Army, the
of
General
Armies, the
the Chief
Chief of
the Army,
the Chief
Chief of
Major General Commandant
Naval Operations,
Operations, the Major
Commandant of the Marine
Marine
Corps, and the Commandant
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
Commandant of
of the
the Coast
and such
such other
other
persons as the joint committee
committee on arrangements
arrangements shall deem proper.
President
President of the
the
That the President of the United States is hereby invited to address
address
United States invited
the American
American people
the joint
joint session
in commemocommemosession of
of the
the Congress in
people at
at the
dreted the
make address.
tonto
anniversary of the death of General La
ration of the centennial anniversary
Fayette.
Passed, May 3, 1934.

Centennial of death
Motair,
ilbert du Motier,
Gilbert
Marquis
de La
FayMarquis de
La Fayette.
Joint session in comcommemoration of, authorized.
Joint committee
committee on
on
arrangements
arrangements to be appointed.
Ante, pp. 784, 1473.

of

May 10,
10, 1934.
flif.Con.Res.,
No. 38.]
38.1
IH.Con.Res., No.
Revenue Act
Act of 1934.
Rvenue
of 1934.
Additional copies of,
ordered printed.
printed.
ordered
Ante, p. 680.
Ate, p.

May 17, 17934.
1934,
___May
{S.Con.Res.,
{S.Con.Res., No.
No. 16.1
18.1

REVENUE ACT
REVENUE
ACT OF 1934
1984

Resolved by the House
Senate concurring),
concurring),
House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That there be printed eighteen thousand additional copies of Public
Law Numbered 216, Seventy-third Congress, entitled "An Act to prowhich
vide revenue,
revenue, equalize
equalize taxation, and for other purposes",
purposes ", of which
ten thousand copies shall be for the use of the House Document
Document Room,
five thousand copies for the use of the Senate Document Room, two
thousand copies for the use of the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, and one thousand copies for the use
of the Committee on Finance of the Senate.
Passed, May 10, 1934.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE
VEHICLE THEFT ACT

House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by the Senate (the House
That
of the
the Senate
Senate is
and directed,
dircted, in
in tthe
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
is authorized
authorized and
the
directed,
in
enrollment of the bill (S. 2845) entitled "An
"An Act to extend the pro2845), enrollment of the bill (S. 2845)
4 visions of the National
National Motor Vehicle Theft Act to other stolen
property", to strike out "1929"
property",
"1929" where it appears in section 77thereof

National Motor VeVehNatioalotor
-h Theft
ft Act.
hicle
Act.
Correction in
in enrollenrollCorrection
ment of
direntted.
directed.
Ante,
p.
Aae, p.

(S.

(

ra4.
79

and insert in lieu thereof
thereof "1919."
"1919."
Passed, May
May 17,
Passed,
1934.
17, 1934.
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
DANIEL BOONE
BOONE BICENTENNIAL
BICENTENNIAL
DANIEL

1477
1477
May
1934.
21, 1934.
May 21,
[S.Con.Res., No. 17.]
17.1

Resolved
Senate (the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
(the House
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
Daniel Boone Bice
BicennThat
the President
return to the Senate the billD
bill tennial.ieBoone
requested to return
be requested
President be
That the
Return
of
bill
relatReturn of
commemoration
(S.
3355)
to
authorize
the
coinage
of
50-cent
pieces
in
commemoration
pieces
50-cent
of
coinage
the
authorize
to
(S. 3355)
to,
no
t,requested.
A
Ate, p. 807.
to ingt
of the
of the
of Daniel
Boone, to
Daniel Boone,
birth of
the birth
anniversary of
two-hundredth anniversary
the two-hundredth
of
correct
an error therein.
correct an
Passed, May
May 21, 1934.
Passed,

DANIEL
BICENTENNIAL
BOONE BICENTENNIAL
DANIEL BOONE

May
1934.
22,1934.
May 22,
[S.Con.Res.,
No. 18.]
18.]
[S.Con.Res., No.

Boone BicenDaniel Boone
concurring), Daniel
Resolved
the Senate
(the House
Representatives concurring),
of Representatives
House of
Senate (the
by the
BicenResolved by
tennial.
and
Representatives
of
That
the
action
of
the
Speaker
of
the
House
Representatives
House
the
of
Speaker
That the action of the
of
tig
ofw tbill
Reenrolment
e
signing the
of the
of the
the enrolled bill (S.
(S. 3355)
3355) relating
in signing
Senate in
the Senate
President of
the President
of
amendment
added,
added,
amendment
to authorize
authorize the
coinage of
of 50-cent
in commemoration
commemoration of the directed.
pieces in
50-cent pieces
the coinage
to
p
.. 807.
two-hundredth anniversary
of the
birth of
of Daniel
Daniel Boone,
be rescinded,
rescinded, dite. 807.
Boone, be
the birth
anniversary of
two-hundredth
to
and
that the
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
authorized and directed
be authorized
Senate be
the Secretary
and that
amendment:
reenroll
bill with
following amendment:
the following
with the
the bill
reenroll the
a semicolon and the
Before the
the period
end of
of section
section 1
1insert
insert a
the end
at the
period at
Before
to the expense
following:
"but
the
United
States
shall
not
be
subject
be
not
shall
States
United
the
following: "but
of
or master
master dies
dies or
or other
other preparations
preparations for this
models or
the models
making the
of making
coinage."
coinage."
Passed, May 22, 1934.
Passed,

CITIZENSHIP AND
AND NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION
CITIZENSHIP

May 22, 1934
1984.
[S.Con.Res.,
19.]
[S.Con.Rea., No. 19.]

Citizenship and
natCitienship and natResolved
by the
Senate (the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
concurring), uralization.
Representatives concurring),
the Senate
Resolved by
Return o
of bill (H.R.
requested
hereby,
he
and
be,
States
That
the
President
of
the
United
States
be,
and
is
hereby,
requested
United
the
That the President of
6
relating to, reto, re3) relating
(H.R. 3673)
to return
return to
to the
House of
the enrolled bill (H.R.
quested.
Representatives the
of Representatives
the House
to
Ante,
p.
797.
797.
p.
Ante,
and
naturalization,
and
3673)
to
amend
the
law
relative
to
citizenship
and
naturalization,
citizenship
to
relative
law
the
3673) to amend
for other
purposes; that
that if
if and
when the
the said
returned, the
is returned,
bill is
said bill
and when
other purposes;
for
Reenrollment, with
with
Reenrollment,
the Senate
of the
President
action
of
the
Speaker
of
the
House
and
of
the
President
of
Senate amendments
the
of
and
House
the
of
added,
Speaker
the
of
action
directed.
directed.
in
signing
the
said
bill
be
deemed
to
be
rescinded;
and
that
the
Clerk
Clerk
the
that
in signing the said bill be deemed to be rescinded; and
of the
House of
of Representatives
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
he is hereby,
and he
Representatives be,
the House
of
amendments,
following
the
directed
to
reenroll
the
said
following
amendments,
with
bill
said
the
directed to reenroll
namely:
namely:
On
page 2,
line 1,
1, of
the House
House engrossed
engrossed bill, strike out the folof the
2, line
On page
a period
lowing:
and unless
unless the
the child,
child, in
in"" and
lieu thereof a
in lieu
insert in
and insert
"and
lowing: "
and
the word "In".
"In".
and the
"alien"
On page
2, line
line 2,
bill, after
after the
the word "alien"
engrossed bill,
said engrossed
of said
2, of
page 2,
On
and the
the comma,
"the right
citizenship shall
right of citizenship
following: "the
the following:
insert the
comma, insert
and
not descend
unless the child".
descend unless
not
Passed, May
May 22, 1934.
Passed,

STATUE
STATUE

OF
OF

WILLIAM
WILLIAM

JENNINGS
JENNINGS

BRYAN

June
14, 1934.
193.
June 14
[H.Con.Res., No. 43.]
43.)
[H.Con.Res.,

Resolved by
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring), Statue of William
Senate concurring),
by the
Resolved
Bryan.
That
there shall
be printed
printed with
with illustrations,
Jennings Bryan.
in such form and style Jennmgs
illustrations, in
shall be
That there
Proceedings at
at un-Proceedings
five thou- veiling
Printing, five
as may
may be
directed by
by the
the Joint
Joint Committee
on Printing,
Committee on
of. ordered
be directed
as
printed.
odered
o
g.
unveiling
sand
copies
of
the
proceedings
held
in
connection
with
unveiling
the
with
connection
in
held
sand copies of the proceedings
VoL 46, p. 783; Vol.
7g3 VoL
District of 47VL3
of the
the statue
statue of
William Jennings
Washington, District
47, p. 335.
in Washington,
Bryan, in
Jennings Bryan,
of William
of
as
Columbia,
May
3,
1934,
together
with
such
other
matter
may
be
matter
other
such
with
together
1934,
3,
Columbia, May
relevant thereto,
thousand copies
copies shall be for the use
one thousand
which one
of which
thereto, of
relevant

1478
Distribution.
Distribution.

Illustrations.
Illustrations.

CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

of the Senate,
copies for
Senate, three thousand one hundred copies
for the
the
the use
use of
of the
Representatives, and
and nine
nine hundred
for the
the
House of Representatives,
hundred copies
copies shall
shall be
be for
Senators and
and Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress
use and
and distribution
distribution of
of the
the Senators
from the State
State of
of Nebraska.
Nebraska.
The Joint Committee on Printing is hereby
hereby authorized
have the
the
authorized to
to have

prepared for the Public Printer
and shall
shall procure
procure suitable
suitable
copy prepared
Printer and
illustrations to be
be published
published with
with these
these proceedings.
proceedings.
Passed,
Passed, June
June 13,
13, 1934.
1934.

June 14, 1934.
[S.Con.Res.,
No. 20.]
20.]
[S.Con.Res., No.
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence Waterways.
Additional copies
copies of
hearings on, ordered
hearings
ordered
printed.
printed.
34, p. 1012.
1012.
Vol. 34,

June 16, 1934.
1934.
[H.Con.Res.,
[H•Con•Res., No. 32.]
32.1
Investigating
Investigating sale,
sale,
etc.,
etc., of dairy products.
products.
Preamble.
Preamble.

SAINT LAWRENCE
LAWRENCE

WATERWAYS
WATERWAYS

Resolved by the Senate (the
(the House of Representatives
Representatives concurrin
.
g),
concurring),
That in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 33 of
Printmg
of section
section 22 of the
the Printing
Act, approved March 1,
1, 1907,
1907, the Committee on
on Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations
of the Senate be, and is hereby,
hereby, empowered
printed for
for its
empowered to have printed
its
use two thousand
thousand copies of the hearings
hearings held before a
a subcommittee
subcommittee
of said committee during the
of the
the Seventy-second
Seventy-second
the second session of
Congress, on the resolution (S.Res. 278),
278), entitled "Resolution
"Resolution authorauthorizing the Committee
Committee on Foreign Relations
investigation
Relations to make
make an investigation
and to hold hearings, respecting
respecting matters touching the Saint Lawrence
Lawrence
Waterways
Waterways Treaty",
Treaty", part 1
1 and 2.
2.
Passed, June 14,
14, 1934.
1934.
INVESTIGATING SALE,
PRODUCTS
INVESTIGATING
SALE, ETC.,
ETC., OF
OF DAIRY
DAIRY PRODUCTS

Whereas an
made by
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Adminisan audit
audit made
by the
the Agricultural
Administration has revealed that distributors in four of the
largest
the largest
milksheds
milksheds in the United States, for the five years ended
ended DecemDecember 31, 1933, made a
a net profit of 25.71 per centum
net
centum on their
their net
plant investment; and
Whereas this audit shows the net profits of distributors in
in each
each of
of
the milksheds
milksheds for the five-year period to
be: Philadelphia
Philadelphia (dis(disto be:
tributors handling 85 per centum of volume), 30.76 per
per centurn;
centum;
Boston (distributors
(distributors handling 75 per centum of volume),
volume), 22.45
(distributors handling
per centum; Saint Louis (distributors
handling 67 per centum
centum of
of
volume), 14.64 per centum; and Chicago (distributors handling
handling
90 per centum of volume),
centum; and
and
volume), 25.84 per
per centum;
Whereas during this same five-year period the wholesale price of
of
milk sold by farmers
farmers declined 50 per centum, resulting in severe
hardships and suffering
suffering to milk producers throughout
throughout the United
United
States and strikes and violence in many rural and metropolitan
centers; and
Whereas the aforesaid audit by the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment AdminAdministration
istration, has revealed
revealed net profits of milk distributors which
tends to establish that similar conditions exist
exist in other
other milkmilksheds throughout the United States; and
and
Whereas
Whereas an investigation
investigation in the District of Columbia pursuant
pursuant to
to
S.Res. 76, Seventy-third Congress, first session, revealed
revealed testimony which abundantly
abundantly sustains the contention that over aa
mony
period of years large milk distributors have attempted to create
a monopoly
monopoly in the District of Columbia,
a
Columbia and largely as a
aresult
of these efforts farmers producing
producing milk for the
District of
of
the District
Columbia milkshed
Columbia
milkshed have received low returns for their product
and have been placed at aaserious disadvantage; and
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Whereas
at hearings
in the aforesaid
aforesaid investihearings in
adduced at
testimony adduced
the testimony
Whereas the
gation
District of
of Columbia
Columbia tends
similar
tends to prove that similar
the District
in the
gation in
monopolistic efforts
in other milksheds in the
exist in
likewise exist
efforts likewise
monopolistic
United States;
and
States; and
United
between
Whereas
there is
that there
exists aaclose tie between
there exists
believe that
to believe
reason to
is reason
Whereas there
certain
leaders of
cooperatives and milk disproducers' cooperatives
of milk
milk producers'
certain leaders
tributors,
which tie
is unbeknown
milk producers
detriand detriproducers and
to milk
unbeknown to
tie is
tributors, which
mental
interests; and
to their interests;
mental to
Whereas
the continuation
continuation of
the practices
practices now engaged in by milk
of the
Whereas the
cooperatives seriously
distributors and
and certain
certain leaders
leaders of
of milk cooperatives
distributors
endangers the
efforts of the
the Agricultural Adjustment Administhe efforts
endangers
alleviate and remedy- the
tration
States to alleviate
several States
the several
of the
and of
tration and
distress
among dairy farmers
farmers in the United
widespread among
now widespread
distress now
States,
which distress
if permitted
permitted to continue
continue will result in the
distress if
States, which
destruction of
already sorely
agricultural industry:
pressed agricultural
sorely pressed
the already
of the
destruction
Therefore
it
be it
Therefore be
concurring),
Resolved
by the
the House
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
House of Representatives
Resolved by
ComTrade
That
and directed
to Federal
Fetrali
irec
ratgit
directed to
authorized and
is authorized
Commission is
Trade Commission
Federal Trade
the Federal
That the
investigate conditions
conditions with
respect to
to the
sale and
and distribution
distribution of
conduct investigatins
investigations
of condct
the sale
with respect
investigate
milk
other dairy
dairy products
products within
the territorial
of the
the its
within
oltr
Zostates.
s
rial h
.
mof nited
limits of
territorial limits
within the
and other
milk and
United
States by
person, partnership,
partnership, association,
association, cooperative,
cooperative,
any person,
by any
United States
or
corporation, with
determining particularly
particularly whether any
a view to determining
with a
or corporation,
such
person, partnership,
partnership, association,
association, cooperative,
cooperative, or corporation
corporation is
such person,
a manner
operating
United States in
manner
in such a
of the
the United
milkshed of
any milkshed
within any
operating within
monopoly
as
to substantially
substantially lessen
competition or to tend to create aamonopoly
lessen competition
as to
a party .to
in
distribution of
of such
products, or is a
dairy products,
such dairy
or distribution
sale or
the sale
in the
in any such dairy
any conspiracy
trade or
commerce in
or commerce
of trade
restraint of
in restraint
conspiracy in
any
monopolize
products, or
or is
is in
any way
monopolizing or
or attempting
attempting to monopolize
way monopolizing
in any
products,
such trade
trade or
or commerce
the United
United States or any part thereof,
within the
commerce within
such
connection with
or is
any unfair
unfair method
with
competition in connection
method of competition
using any
is using
or
is in any way
the
sale or
or distribution
any such
such dairy
dairy products,
way
products, or is
of any
distribution of
the sale
rom-and racr
Repotr
operating
depress the
the price
of milk
milk sold
teglrit.Et
sold by producers. The mi
price of
to depress
operating to
epresentatives.
of Representatives.
Federal
shall report
report to
the House
of RepreRepro- of
House of
to the
Commission shall
Trade Commission
Federal Trade
sentatives
as soon
as practicable
the result
investigations,
its investigations,
of its
result of
practicable the
soon as
sentatives as
any, for necessary
together with
recommendations, if
necessary remedial
if any,
its recommendations,
with its
together
legislation.
legislation.
Passed, June
June 15, 1934.
Passed,

E. LEE
ROBERT E.
STATUES OF
OF GEORGE
GEORGE WASHINGTON
AND ROBERT
LEE
WASHINGTON AND
STATUES

June
13, 1934.
194.
June 15.
4.1
rEr.on.Ree.,
No. 45.1
(r.Con.Re., No.

Senate concurring),
Resolved
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
by the
Resolved by
Statues
of George
George
of
statues
That there
be printed
illustrations, in
form and
and style
style as
as Washin
such form
in such
with illustrations,
printed with
there be
That
gton and Robmay be
be directed
seven thousand
thousand ert
E. Lee. and RoEb
wtE.
Printing, seven
on Printing,
Committee on
Joint Committee
by the
the Joint
directed by
may
Proceedings o°rner
on acCeptaon
copies of
proceedings in
proceedings ceptance
in Congress, together with the proceedings
of, ordered
the proceedings
of the
copies
printed.
printed.
be
may
as
matter
other
held in
in the
the Rotunda
the Capitol
Capitol and such
of the
Rotunda of
held
relevant thereto,
the acceptance
George Washof George
statues of
the statues
of the
acceptance of
upon the
thereto, upon
relevant
Virginia, of
ington and
and Robert
Robert E.
E. Lee,
presented by
by the
the State
State of
of Virginia,
Lee, presented
ington
Distribution.
thou- Distribution.
two thouwhich
shall be
be for
the use
the Senate
and two
Senate and
of the
use of
for the
thousand shall
one thousand
which one
sand
three
hundred
for
the
use
of
the
House
of
Representatives,
and
Representatives,
of
House
the
of
use
the
for
hundred
three
sand
the remaining
remaining three
three thousand
copies shall
shall be for the
hundred copies
seven hundred
thousand seven
the
use and
and distribution
Senators and
Representatives in Congress
Congress
and Representatives
the Senators
of the
distribution of
use
from the
Virginia.
State of
of Virginia.
from
the State
Illustrations.
The Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
Printing is
is hereby
authorized to have Illustrations
hereby authorized
on Printing
The
the
copy
prepared
for
the
Public
Printer
and
shall
procure
suitable
procure
shall
and
Printer
Public
the
for
the copy prepared
illustrations to
proceedings.
these proceedings.
published with these
be published
to be
illustrations
Passed,
June 15,
1934.
15, 1934.
Passed, June
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lune
15, 1934.
June 15,
34.
[H.Con.Res., No.
[H.Con.Res.,
No. 46.]
46.]

ALCOHOLIC
ALCOHOLIC

BEVERAGES
IN CANAL
BEVERAGES IN
CANAL ZONE
ZONE

Resolved by the House of Representatives
concurring),
Representatives (the
(the Senate concurring),
That the provisions of S. 3696,
3696, entitled "An
"An Act authorizing
authorizing the
rovisions of senate President to make rules
rules and
alcoholic
and regulations
regulations in
in respect
respect to
to alcoholic
ratedt Canal zon'e beverages in the Canal Zone,
Zone, and
for other
other purposes",
shall, with
with
and for
purposes", shall,
necessary
necessary editorial changes, be incorporated
and printed in
in the
incorporated and
Ae, pp. 1116,
"Canal Zone Code"
Code" (H.R. 8700) prior to its
proper place in the "Canal
its
enrollment and signature.
signature.
Passed, June 15,
15, 1934.

Alcoholic beverages
Alcoholic
beverages
in Canal Zone.
Provisions of Senate
bill, etc., to be incorporated in Canal Zone
Code.
_
Code
.
Ante, pp. 1116, 1122.

June
16,1934.
Tune 16,
1934.
[S.Con.Res.,
[S.Con.Res., No. 23.]
23.]
Deficiency Appropri-

atDions
Act
ations Act.

pr.o

Correction in
Correction
n enrollenrollment of, directed.
Ai, p. 1022.
Ante,

DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS
DEFICIENCY
APPROPRIATIONS ACT
ACT

Resolved by the Senate
Representatives concurring),
Senate (the House of Representatives
concurring),

That the
Clerk of
of Representatives
Representatives is
authorized in
the
That
the Clerk
of the
the House
House of
is authorized
in the
enrollment of the bill (H.R. 9830) making appropriations
appropriations to
to supply
supply

deficiencies
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
deficiencies in certain appropriations
June
30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide
provide supplemental
supplemental general and
and
emergency appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal years ending
emergency
ending June 30,
30, 1934,
1934,
and June
June 30, 1935,
1935, and for other purposes,
purposes to insert on
on page
page 2,
2, after
after
23, of the House engrossed bill the
the following:
line
following:
George F. Brumm.
George
sisFBr.U
"For
I. Brumm and
"For payment to Susan I.
and Joan
sisters of
Joan L.
L. Brumm,
Brumm, sisters
Pay
to sisters.
of
F. Brumm,
George F.
Brumm, late aa Representative
Representative from
from the
the State
State of
of PennPennsylvania,
sylvania, $8,500."
$8,500."
Passed, June 16, 1934.
102z.

June 18,
1934.
June
1 ,1934.
[H.Con.Res.,
39]
[H.-Con.Res., No.
No. 39.]

Centenary

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL OF DEATH OF LA FAYETTE
FAYETTE

Resolved
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Resolved by
the House
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That
be compiled,
compiled, and
with illustrations,
in such
That there
there shall
shall be
and printed
printed with
illustrations, in
such
joint form
form and
and style
style as
as may
be directed
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
may be
directed by
by the
on Printing,
Printing,
seven thousand copies of the proceedings at the joint session
of the
session of
the
two Houses of Congress in
of the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives
in the Hall
Hall of
House of
on May 20, 1934, held in commemoration
commemoration of the centennial anniversary
anniversary
of the death of Gilbert du Metier,
Motier, Marquis de
Fayette, together
de La
La Fayette,
together
with such
such other
with
other matter
matter as
as the
the committee may deem pertinent, of
which one thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate, four
four
thousand copies shall be for the House of Representatives,
Representatives, and two
thousand
thousand copies for the use of the Joint Committee
Committee on Arrangements.
Passed, June 16, 1934.

oe

Centenary
observanceotdeathofLaFayance
of death of La Fayette.
roceedings at
Proceedings
at joint
session
sesion ordered
ordered printed.
Adnt, pp. 1473, 1476.
47.
Ante,

Distribution.
Distribution.

June 18,
June
18, 1934.
934.
IH.Con.Res., No. 44.]
[H.Con.Res.,
44.]

PRAYERS
CHAPLAIN OF THE HOUSE
PRAYERS BY THE CHAPLAIN
HOUSE

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
Senate concurring),
Pfrayes btheChaP- That
That two thousand five hundred copies of the prayers
prayers offered by
by the
Printing of, ordered. Reverend
Reverend James
Shera Montgomery,
Montgomery, Chaplain
Chaplain of
James Shera
of the House of
of
Representatives, at
at the
of the daily sessions of the House
Representatives,
the opening
opening of
during the
Seventy-second and Seventy-third
during
the Seventy-second
Seventy-third Congresses,
Congresses, be printed
printed
and bound
of Representatives.
bound for the use of the House of
Representatives.
Passed, June 16,
16, 1934.

Prayers by the Chaplain of the House.
Printing of, ordered.
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CENTENARY,
CENTENARY,

COMMITTEE
JOINT
JOINT COMMITTEE

June
18, 1934.
1934.
June 18,
[S.Con.Res., No.
[S.Con.Res.,
No. 21.j
21.]

Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House of Representatives
joTexas centenary,
cententary,
be joint
That
there is
hereby established
established aajoint
committee to
to be
congressional committee
joint congressional
is hereby
That there
Appointment auauthe Appointment
by the
President of
of the
be appointed
appointed by
composed of
three Senators,
composed
of three
Senators, to
to be
the President
thorized to consider
Senate,
and three
three Members
House of
to be
Senate, and
Members of
of the
the House
of Representatives,
Representatives, to
be tederal
Federal participation
participation,
appointed
Speaker of
Representatives, to mquire
inquire etc.
etc.
House of Representatives,
the Speaker
of the House
appointed by the
into
and report
to what
extent, if
what extent,
if any, the Federal
Federal Govinto and
report to
to Congress
Congress to
ernment should
should participate
the Centennial
Centennial of
the Independence
of
ernment
participate in
in the
of the
Independence of
the Republic
Republic of Texas, to
to be held
held in
in the
the State of
of Texas
Texas in
in the
the year
year 1936.
1936.
Division of
of expenses.
The expenses
expenses of
of the
including necessary
necessary clerical
assist- Division
expenses.
clerical assistthe committee,
committee, including
The
traveling expenses,
expenses, which
$5,000, shall be
which shall
shall not
not exceed $5,000,
ance and traveling
paid,
from the
contingent fund
of the
the Senate
one-half
the contingent
fund of
Senate and
and one-half
paid, one-half
one-half from
from
contingent fund
House of Representatives,
Representatives, upon
upon
from the contingent
fund of the
the House
vouchers,
approved by
by the chairman.
vouchers, approved
Passed, June
1934.
June 18,
18, 1934.
Passed,

TAXATION
FIREARMS,
TAXATION OF FIREARMS,

ETC.
ETC.

June 18,1934.
18, 1934.
June
[S.Con.Res., No. 24.)
[S.Con.Res.,
24.1

Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Senate (the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Taxation of firearms,
of fireams
etaxat"on
directed, in the enroll- etc.
of the House
House is authorized and directed,
That the
the Clerk of
Correction in
in enrollenrollment
of the
the bill
provide for the
Correction
the taxation
taxation of manufac- mert
to provide
bill (H.R.
(H.R. 9741)
9741) to
ment of
of bill,
directed.
o
bill,
1236.
directed.
importers, and
dealers in
turers, importers,
and dealers
in certain
certain firearms
firearms and
and machine guns,
guns, melt
Ant,, p. MUt
to
restrict
disposal of such
such weapons,
weapons, and to restrict
to tax the sale or other
other disposal
importation
transportation thereof,
thereof, to
to insert
insert
importation and
and regulate
regulate interstate
interstate transportation
on page
page 4
4 of the House bill, the following:
after line 22, on
Matter inserted.
Inserted.
Commissioner, with Matter
and regulations
regulations as the Commissioner,
(c) Under such rules and
approval of
prescribe, and upon proof of the
may prescribe,
of the
the Secretary,
Secretary, may
the approval
exportation
of any
foreign country
(whether exported
exported
country (whether
any firearm
firearm to
to any foreign
exportation of
as part
part of
of another
transfer
to which
which the
the transfer
article or
or not)
not) with
with respect
respect to
as
another article
tax under
section has
manufacturer, the ComComthe manufacturer,
has been
been paid by the
tax
under this
this section
missioner
manufacturer the amount of the tax
missioner shall refund to the manufacturer
so paid,
paid, or,
all claim
claim for
for the
the amount
amount to
to
manufacturer waives
waives all
so
or, if
if the
the manufacturer
refunded, the
exporter.
the refund shall be made to the exporter.
be refunded,
Passed,
1934.
June 18,
18, 1934.
Passed, June
!p .

SIGNING ENROLLED
ETC., AFTER
AFTER ADJOURNMENT
ADJOURNMENT
SIGNING
ENROLLED BILLS, ETC.,

Resolved
concurring),
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
Resolved by
by the House of Representatives

June 18,1934.
18, 1934.
tH.Con.Res., No.
48.1
No. 48.)
[H.Con.Res.,

Enrolled bills
bills and
and
the resolutions.
rnroned
That notwithstanding
the adjournment
of the
the second
session of
of the
second session
adjournment of
notwithstanding the
That
adjournafteradjournSeventy-third Congress,
President of
Senate and
the Speaker
the Senate
and the
Speaker Signing
signing after
Congress, the
the President
of the
Seventy-third
of Congress.
met of
Congress.
hereby, authorized
and they
are hereby,
of the
of Representatives
be, and
they are
authorized ment
Representatives be,
of
the House
House of

enrolled bill
resolution duly passed by the two
bill or joint resolution
to sign any
any enrolled
Houses, and which have been examined by the Committee on Enrolled
enrolled.
rolled Bills
Bills of
of each
each House and found truly enrolled.
Passed,
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
Passed, June

ADJOURNMENT
ADJOURNMENT

Resolved by
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Resolved

shall adjourn
the legislative
legislative day
That
when the
That when
the Senate
Senate shall
adjourn as
as of
of the
day of June
of the
the
6, 1934,
and the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives shall
as of
shall adjourn
adjourn as
6,
1934, and

legislative
adjourned sine
legislative day
day of June 15, 1934, they shall
shall stand
stand adjourned
sine die.
die.
Passed,
1934.
Passed, June
June 18,
18, 1934.

June
June 18,
18, 1934.
1934.
[11.Con.Res.,
471
[H.Con.Res., No. 47.1
Adjournment
of ConAdjournmentofCongress, June 18, 1934.

TREATIES
CONVENTIONS
TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS
CONCLUDED BY
BY THE
CONCLUDED

UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED
WITH

FOREIGN
FOREIGN NATIONS
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TREATIES
CONVENTIONS
AND CONVENTIONS
TREATIES AND
17, 1932.
m19
December 17,
Convention
the United
States of
Panama modifymodify- December
and Panama
America and
of America
United States
between the
Convention between
December
ing
convention of
1926. Signed
at Panama,
Panama, December
Signed at
28, 1926.
July 28,
of July
claims convention
ing claims
1988;
17, 1932;
1932; ratification
ratification advised
the Senate,
Senate, February
18, 1933;
February 18,
by the
advised by
17,
ratified
the President,
February 23,
23, 1933;
Panama,
by Panama,
ratified by
1933; ratified
President, February
by the
ratified by
1938;
25, 1933;
March
20, 1933;
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
March 25,
Panama,March
at Panama,
1933; ratifications
March 20,
proclaimed March
March 30,
1933.
0S,1983.
proclaimed
BYTHE
RESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT
THE P
By
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
%mazes,
between the
the United
States of
America and
oo.nvention
with panam"'t
and vrghiara
of America
United States
convention between
s, aaconvention
WHERe
Premble.
conventhe
the
Republic
of
Panama
to
modify
certain
provisions
of
the
convenPream
b/
e'
of
provisions
certain
modify
to
Panama
of
the Republic
tion for
settlement and
amicable adjustment
adjustment of
of claims
claims presented
presented
and amicable
the settlement
for the
tion
Washington
at Washington
signed at
by
the citizens
of each
each country
against the
other, signed
the other,
country against
citizens of
by the
on
July 28,
1926, was
and signed
by their
their respective
respective plenisigned by
concluded and
was concluded
28, 1926,
on July
potentiaries at
Panama on
seventeenth day
December, one
of December,
day of
the seventeenth
on the
at Panama
potentiaries
original of which conventhousand nine
hundred and
and thirty-two,
the original
thirty-two, the
nine hundred
thousand
Spanish languages, is word for word
tion, being
and Spanish
English and
the English
in the
being in
tion,
as follows:
follows:
as
powrs
Contracting powers.
America Contracting
Los Estados Unidos de America
of America
America
The
United States
States of
The United
Panama,, deseoRepdblica de Panama,
y la
la Repdblica
and
Republic of
Panama de- y
of Panama
the Republic
and the
siring to
certain provi- sos de modificar ciertas estimodify certain
to modify
siring
pulaciones de
Convenci6n
una Convencien
de una
sions
Convention for the pulaciones
a Convention
of a
sions of
arreglo yy ajuste amigable
settlement and
and amicable
adjust- para el arreglo
amicable adjustsettlement
de reclamaciones
reclamactones presentadas
presentadas por
por
ment
of claims
claims presented
presented by the de
ment of
los
ciudadanos de cada uno de los
against ciudadanos
citizens
country against
each country
of each
citizens of
dos poises
contra el otro,
firmada
otro, firmada
pafses contra
Washington dos
the other,
other, signed
at Washington
signed at
the
Washington el 28 de Julio de
to en Washington
July
decided to
have decided
1926, have
28, 1926,
July 28,
1926, han
decidido concluir una
an decidido
conclude
Convention for that 1926,
conclude aa Convention
prop6sito y han
tal propesitoyhan
a tal
Convenci6n a
as Convencien
purpose and
and have
nominated as
have nominated
purpose
nombrado
plenipotennombrado como sus plenipotentheir plenipotentiaries:
plenipotentiaries:
their
ciarios:
ciarios:
Plenipotentlrit.
El
Estados Plenipotentiaries.
Presidente de los EstadoS
El Presidente
United
The
of the
the United
President of
The President
Unidos de
America, al Sefior Roy
de America,
States
Roy Unidos
Mr. Roy
America, Mr.
of America,
States of
Davis, Enviado ExtraTasco Davis,
Tasco
Extraordi- Tasco
Envoy ExtraordiDavis, Envoy
Tasco Davis,
Plenipoteny Ministro Plenipotennary
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary ordinario y
nary and
de los Estados Unidos en
ciario de
of
United States
States to
Panama; ciario
to Panama;
of the
the United
y
Panama; y
and
and
Republica
El
is Republics
Presidente de la
El Pre,siclente
The President
of the
the Republic
Republic
President of
The
Excelencia el
a Su Excelencia
Panama, a
de Panama,
of Panama,
His Excellency
Excellency Doc- de
Panama, His
of
Demestenes
Don Juan Dem6stenes
Doctor Don
tor J.
Demestenes Arosemena,
Arosemena, Doctor
J. Dem6stenes
tor
Arosemena, Secretario de RelaForeign Affairs of
Secretary for
for Foreign
of Arosemena,
Secretary
la Republica
ciones
Exteriores de Is
ciones Exteriores
the Republic
Panama;
of Panama;
Republic of
the
de
Panama;
de Panama;
1485
1485

1486
1486

CLAIMS CONVENTION—PANAMA—DECEMBER
17, 1932.
CLAIMS
CONVENTION-PANAMA-DECEMBER 17,
1932.
having communicommuniwho after having
cated to
to each
each other
their respeccated
other their
respective
found to
to be
be in
tive full
full powers
powers found
in due
due
and
form, have
have agreed
agreed
and proper
proper form,
following articles:
articles:
upon the
the following

despues de
de haberse
haberse
quienes despu6s
comunicado
el uno
otro sus
comunicado el
uno al
al otro
sus
respectivos
poderes y
enrespectivos plenos poderes
y enque estan
en forma
contrado que
estan en
forma
debida
yadecuada,
debida y
adecuada, han
han convenido
convenido
en
los siguientes
articulos:
en los
siguientes articulos:

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

ARTICULO II

Tillie extended
for
The
paragraph of
of Article
Article
Time
xtendtd
The second
second paragraph
consideration,
ate., for
of
claims.
claims.
VI of
the
VI
of the
the Convention
Convention between
between the
United States
of America
and the
the
States of
America and
Republic of Panama
Panama for
for the settlesettlement and amicable adjustment
adjustment of
of
claims by
country
by citizens of each
each country
against the other, signed at
at WashWashamended
ington July 28, 1926, is
is amended
to read as
as follows:

El segundo paragrafo
paragrafo del
del ArtfArtiCon.vencien entre
entre los
los
culo VI
VI de la
la Convenci6n
Estados Unidos de America
America y
y la
la
Repeblica de Panama
Panama para
para el
Repfblica
el
arreglo y
y ajuste amigable de
de las
las
reclamaciones presentadas
por ciureclamaciones
presentadasporciudadanos de cada uno
uno de los
los dos
dos
poises contra
palses
contra el
el otro, firmada
firmada en
en
Washington el 28 de Julio de
Washington
de
1926, queda
coma
queda enmendado
enmendado como
sigue:
sigue:
The Commission shall be
Comisi6n estara obligada
La Comisien
obligada
bound to hear, examine and
sustanciar y
y fallar,
and
aa oir,
oir, sustanciar
decide, before
1, 1933,
1933,
decide,
before July
July 1,
antes del
del 1°
19 de
antes
de Julio
Julio de
de 1933,
1933,
all the claims filed on or
reclamaciones pretodas las reclamaciones
prebefore October 1,
1, 1932.
sentadas el 19
sentadas
19 de Octubre
Octubre de
1932,
1932, ooantes.

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II
Payment
of awards
Paymentto
awards
VIII of
of the
Claims ConConArticle VIII
the Claims
extended
t,oof July
July
1 Article
extended
1,
1936.
,vention signed at Washington
1936.
Washington on
on

July 28, 1926, by plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries
of the United States of America
America
and the Republic of Panama
is
Panama is
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:

The total amount awarded
in
awarded in
in favor
favor
all the cases decided in
of the citizens of one country
shall be deducted
deducted from the
total amount awarded to the
citizens
citizens of the other country,
and the balance shall be
paid at the city of Panama
or at Washington,
Washington, in
in gold
coin or its equivalent
equivalent the
first of July, 1936,
1936, or before,
to the Government
Government of the
country in favor of whose
citizens the greater amount
amount
may have been awarded.
II
ARTICLE I
III
Exchange
ratificaouts.
Exchangeof
of ratifiestions.

ARTICULO II
II

El Artfculo VIII do
de la Convenci6n
vencien de Reclamaciones
Reclamaciones firmada en Washington
Washington el
el 28
28 de
de Julio
Julio
Plenipotenciarios de
de 1926 por Plenipotenciarios
de
los Estados TJnidos
Unidos de
de America
America yy
de la Repfiblica
Repfiblica de
de Panama,
Panama,
queda enmendada como sigue:
sigue:
La cantidad total adjudicada
adjudicada
en todos los casos
cases decididos
decididos
a favor de los ciudadanos de
a
un pals
pais sera deducid.a
deducida de
de la
la
cantidad total adjudicada
adjudicada a
a
pals,
los ciudadanos del otro
otro pafs,
y el saldo sera
sera, pagado
y
pagado en
en la
la
ciudad de Panama o
o en
en
Washington,
Washington, en moneda de
oro o
equivalents, el 19
1. 9 de
de
o su equivalente,
Julio de 1936, ooantes, al GoGobierno del pais
biemo
pals en favor de
cuyos
9uy
.
os ciudadanos
ciudadanos se haya adjudicado
judicado la cantidad mayor.
mayor.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO III
III

present Convention shall
shall
The present
Esta Convencien
Convenci6n sera
ratificada
sera ratificada
be ratified by the High Contract- por las Altas Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes,
ing Parties
Parties in accordance
accordance with
with de acuerdo con sus respectivas
respectivas
respective Constitutions. Constituciones. Las
their respective
Las ratificacioratificacioRatifications of this
this Convention
Ratifications
Convention nes serail
seran canjeadas
canjeadas en la
ciudad
la ciudad
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1932.
CLAIMS CONVENTION—PANAMA
—DECEMBER 17,
17, 1932.
CONVENTION-PANAMA-DECEMBER
CLAIMS
shall be
in Panama
Panama as
be exchanged
exchanged in
shall
soon as
as practicable
practicable and
and the
the Consoon
vention shall
shall take
take effect
effect on the
vention
of ratificadate of
exchange of
ratificaof the
the exchange
date
tions.
tions.
In
whereof, the
respecthe respecwitness whereof,
In witness
have signed
tive Plenipotentiaries
signed
Plenipotentiaries have
tive
seals to this
and affixed
affixed their
their seals
and
Convention.
Convention.
in Panama
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate in
Done
this
day of
Decemof Decemseventeenth day
this seventeenth
ber, 1932.
1932.
ber,
[SEAL]
[sEAL]

como sea
de
tan pronto
pronto como
sea
de Panama
Panama tan
dable
la Convencion
comenzara
Convenci6n comenzarti,
y la
dable 7
efectos desde
desde la fecha
sus efectos
surtir sus
aasurtir
en que
que se
el canje.
canje.
verifique el
se verifique
en
En
testimonio de
de lo
lo cual,
cual, los
En testimonio
han
Plenipotenciarios
respectivos han
Plenipotenciarios respectivos
firmado
y sellado
sellado esta
esta ConvenConvenfirmado y
cion.
ci6n.
Hecho por
por duplicado
duplicado en PanaHecho
Diciembre
de Diciembre
ma el
el dfa
diecisiete de
dia diecisiete
ma
de 1932.
1932.
de

ROY T.
DAVIS
T. DAVIS
RoY

AROSEMENA
D AROSEMENA
JJ D

Signatures.
Signature.

[SEAL]
[SATL]
RatZi
Ratifications

AND
convention has
has been
ratified on
on both
chang cations
both changed.
duly ratified
been duly
said convention
the said
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
parts
and the
the ratifications
Governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
the two Governments
of the
ratifications of
parts and
in
the city
city of
Panama on
twenty-fifth day of March, one thousand
the twenty-fifth
on the
of Panama
in the
roam
nine
hundred and
thirty-three;
and thirty-three;
nine hundred
Proclamation.
Now,
known that
that I,
Franklin D.
Roosevelt,
D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
it known
be it
THEREFORE, be
Now, THEREFORE,
President of
the United
United States
States of
America, have caused the said
of America,
of the
President
convention
to
be
made
public,
to
the
that the same and every
every
end that
convention to be made public, to the end
article
and
clause
thereof
may
be
observed
and
fulfilled
good
with
fulfilled
and
article and clause thereof may be observed
thereof.
citizens
faith
by
the
United
States
of
America
the
citizens
and
America
of
faith by the United States
and caused
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
WHEREOF, IIhave
IN
affixed.
to
America
of
the
seal
the
America
be
affixed.
States
United
the
of
the seal
DONE at
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington this
thirtieth day of March in the
this thirtieth
at the
DONE
year of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred and thirtyLord one
of our
year
of
[SEAL]
the Independence
of the
United States
States of
the United
Independence of
of the
and of
three and
[SEAL] three
America the
fifty-seventh.
the one hundred and fifty-seventh.
America
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
HULL,
CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State.

ex-

ex-
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CONVENTION-PANAMA-MARCH
14, 1932.

March 14,
March
14 1932.
1932.

Convention
United States of America and Panama
Convention between the United
Panama modifymodify-

ing former convention respecting
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
liquors through
through
ingformer
respecting the
the transit
transitof
territory of
at Panama,
14, 1932;
1932;
the territory
of the Canal
Canal Zone.
Zone. Signed
Signed at
Panama,March
March 14,
ratification
the Senate,
Senate, June
June 18,
ratified by
by the
the
ratification advised
advised by
by the
18, 1932;
1932; ratified
President,June 24, 1932; ratified
President,
by Panama,
Panama, March
March 20,
ratiratified by
20, 1933;
1933; ratifications exchanged at
fications
Panama, March
March 25,
25, 1933;
proclaimed, April
at Panama,
1933; proclaimed,
April
7,
7, 1933.
1933.

BY THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Convention with
GOnvntionO
th
Panama
modifying
convention for prevention of smuggling of intoxicating liquors.
bgnquol.
1
Preamble.
Vol. 43,
p. I.
1578.
V.
43, p.

W
HEREAS a
between the
United States
America and
WHEREAS
a convention
convention between
the United
States of
of America
and
Republic of
of Panama,
modifying the
the convention
convention for
for the
the prevenpreventnfsuggligofin- the Republic
Panama, modifying
uin
tion of the smuggling of
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors,
liquors, signed
signed between
between the
the two
two
countries
countries at Washington
Washington on June 6, 1924, and regulating
regulating the
the transtrans-

portation of alcoholic liquors through
through the territory
territory of the
the Canal
Canal Zone
from one point in the Republic
Republic of
another point
that
of Panama
Panama to
to another
point in.
in that
Republic,
Republic, was concluded
their respective
respective plenipotenconcluded and signed by
by their
plenipotentiaries at the city of Panama on the
day of
the fourteenth
fourteenth day
of March
March one
one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-two, the original of which
which convenconvention, being in the English and Spanish languages, is
for word
is word for
word as
as
follows:
Contraeting
powers.
Contractingpowrs.

v p.,.

VOl. 48, P. 1.
878 .

Vol. 33, . 5.

Vol. 33, p. 2235.

The President of the United

States of America and the PresiRepublic of
Panama
dent of the Republic
of Panama
desiring,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
desiring, in
provisions
V of the
provisions of Article V
Convention
Convention between
between the
the United
United
States of America and the RepubRepublic of Panama for the Prevention
Prevention
of Smuggling
Smuggling of Intoxicating
LiqIntoxicating Liquors, signed at Washington,
Washington, June
6, 1924, to modify the said Convention by adding to it
it an article
which shall regulate
transit
through the territory of the Canal
Canal
Zone, referred
Zone,
referred to in Article VI of
the Treaty signed at Washington,
Washington,
on November
November 18, 1903, with
respect to the shipment
shipment of
of alcoalcothe
holic liquors from one point in the
Republic
Republic of Panama to another
another
point in the Republic of Panama,
have decided
decided to conclude
conclude a
a conconvention for that purpose and
and. have
appointed as their plenipotenplenipotentiaries:

El Presiden.te
Presidente de la Republica
Republica
y el Presidente de los
de Panama y
Estados Unidos de America,
America, de
de
conformidad con
las estipulaconformidad
con las
estipulaciones del Articulo 5° del Conclones
la Reptiblica
Republica de Pavenio entre is
nama y
y los Estados Unidos de
America pars
In prevencien
America
para la
prevenci6n del
del
contrabando de lcores
contraband°
licores embriaembriagantes, firmado en
en Washington
Washington el
el
6 de Junio
6
Juni° de 1924, y
y deseando
modificar el dicho
modificar
dicho Convenio
Convenio armafiadi6ndole
diendole un articulo que
quo reglamente
mente el transit°
transito por el
el territmio
territorio
de la Zona del Canal, estipulado
en el Articulo VI del Tratado
firmado en Washington el
el 18
18 de
de
Noviembre de 1903, en
on lo
lo quo
que
respecta al embarque
erabarque de licores
licores
alcoh6licos desde un punto
alcohelicos
punt° de
la
de la
Republica de Panamn
Panama a
a otro
otro
punto
pun to de la Repiublica
Repoblica de Panama,
han acordado celebrar Ina
un Convenio con tal prop6sito
propesito y
han
y han
nombrado
nombrado como sus PlenipotenPlenipotenciarios:
ciarios:
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The President of the United
United
The
States of America,
America, Mr. Roy T.
States
Extraordinary and
Davis,
Davis, Envoy Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary of the
Minister Plenipotentiary
the
United
America to the
United States of America
Republic
Republic of Panama; and
President of the Republic
The President
of Panama,
Excellency EnriPanama, His Excellency
of
que Geenzier, Secretary
Secretary for Forque
eign Affairs;
eign
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El
Presidents de
is Rep6blica
Republica
de la
El Presidente
de
Panama, aa Su Excelencia
Excelencia el
de Panama,
senor
Geenzier, SecreEnrique Geenzier,
sefor Enrique
tario de
Relaciones Exteriores
de Relaciones
tario
de la
la Repfiblica
Repfblica de Panama, yy
de

El
Presidente de los Estados
El Presidente
Unidos de
Am6rica, al sefior Roy
de America,
Unidos
T.
Davis, Enviado
Enviado ExtraordinaExtraordinaT. Davis,
rio
y Ministro
Ministro Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
rio y
de
America
Unidos de Am6rica
Estados Unidos
los Estados
de los
ante is
Repdblica de Panama,
la Repiblica
ante
comuncaQuienes, habiendose
habiendose comunicaQuienes,
Who, having
communicated
having communicated
Who,
do sus
sus plenos
poderes y
y hallanplenos poderes
full powers found in good do
their full
dolos
en
buena
y
debida
forma,
debida
y
buena
en
dolos
as
and
due
form,
have
agreed
and due
han
convenido en
siguiente:
lo siguiente:
en lo
han convenido
follows:
follows:
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
No penalty
penalty or forfeiture under
No
the laws of the United States of
America shall
applicable or
be applicable
shall be
America
to
attach to
to alcoholic
alcoholic liquors or to
attach
vehicles or persons by reason of
the
carriage of such liquors when
the carriage
they
are in transit
transit under seal and
they are
under
Panamanian
certificate by Panamanian
under certificate
authority
the terminal
terminal ports
from the
authority from
of
the Canal
cities of
of Panthe cities
to the
Canal to
of the
ama or
Colon or
or from
from the cities
or Colon
ama
Colon to the terof Panama
Panama or
or Colon
of
minal
Canal when
the Canal
of the
ports of
minal ports
are intended
said liquors
intended for exliquors are
said
the cities
portation,
or between
between the
portation, or
of
or Colon
Colon and any
Panama or
of Panama
other
of the
Republic or
the Republic
points of
other points
between any
any two points of the
between
territory
of the
Republic when
the Republic
territory of
the direct
in any
any of
of these
these cases
cases the
in
communicaor natural
means of communicanatural means
or
tion
through Canal
Canal Zone
Zone terriis through
tion is
tory
and provided
provided that
that such
tory and
liquors
remain under the said
liquors remain
seals
and certificates
certificates while they
seals and
are
through Canal Zone
passing through
are passing
territory.
territory.

I
ARTIC
ULO I
ARTICULO
attached
pWnaltyastred
aplicara pens
deco- toNo
N0 ptery
o decopena o
se aplicara
No se
through
sa through
miso conforme
byes de
de los
los under seal
las leyes
conforme aa las
miso
Canalzone
a canal
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America ni a
Zone.
Estados
los licores
alcohOlicos ni a
a los
licores alcoh6licos
los
vehiculos
ni a
personas, por
las personas,
a las
vehiculos ni
raz6n
raz6n del transporte de tales
licores
hallen en transe hallen
cuando se
licores cuando
de
sit°,
bajo sello
sello y
certificado de
y certificado
sito, bajo
autmidad panamefia,
panameia, de los puerautoridad
a las
tos
del Canal a
terminales del
tos terminales
ciudades
de Panama
Panama y
Colon y
y
y Col6n
ciudades de
de
las ciudades de Panama y
y
de las
Colon
terminales
puertos terminales
los puertos
Col6n aa los
del
dichos licores
cuando dichos
Canal, cuando
del Canal,
exportaci6n, y
sean
pars la
y entre
la exportaci6n,
sean para
Col6n
y Colon
las
ciudades de
Panama y
de Panama
las ciudades
y
cualquiera otro punto de la
y cualguiera
Repfibhca y
entre dos puntos
y entre
Repfblica
cualesquiera del
territorio de la
is
del territorio
cualesquiera
Repfiblica,
cualquiera
Repfblica, cuando en cualquiera
de
casos el
el medio directo o
o
esos casos
de esos
natural
de comunicacifin
comunicaci6n sea aa
natural de
traves del
territorio de la Zona del
del territorio
traves
Canal y
ysiempre
siempre que
que tales
licores
tales licores
Canal
permanezcan bajo
bajo dichos
dichos sello
sello y
y
permanezcan
certificado mientras
pasen por el
mientras pasen
certificado
territorio
is Zona del Canal.
de la
territorio de
.
No

II
ARTICULO II
ARTICULO
El
de is.
Article I deemed
presente intrItoextmg
la present°
Articulo II de
i
El Articulo
Convencion
esta
destinado
a
consconvention.
n
t of existing
convention
consa
destinado
esta
Convenci6n
tituir
parts integrant°
de la
la Vol. 43
43, p.
p 1878.
integrante de
tituir parte
Convencion
de 66 de
de Junio de
Convenci6n de
1924, y
7-cora°
estara sujeto aa
tal estars
como tal
1924,
las estipulaciones
esa Convende esa
estipulaciones de
las
elfin en
en lo
lo relative
relativo a
asu
su modifiesmodificaci6n
ca611 y
ya
asu
terminaci6n.
su terminaci6n.
ci6n
Si la
is esencia
esencia del
del Articulo
Lapse of Article
i I if
Article
de iLpe
I de
Articulo I
Si
If
of Article
Article IIof
substance of
the substance
If the
is
presente
Convencifin
fuere
inmire
d in future
troeatiy.
infuere
Convenci6n
presente
la
incorthe
present
convention
be
the present convention
corporada en cualquier tratado
porated in
in any
treaty which may corporada en cualquier tratado
any treaty
porated
quo
en lo
lo futuro
futuro pueda
pueda pactarse
pactarse
que en
between
concluded
hereafter
be
concluded
between
hereafter

ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE
Article
the present
present convenconvenof the
Article IIof
tion
shall be
be deemed
deemed to constitute
tion shall
an
integral part
convention
the convention
of the
part of
an integral
of
June 6,
6, 1924,
1924, and
as such shall
and as
of June
be
subject to
to the
provisions of
the provisions
be subject
that convention
regarding modiconvention regarding
that
fication and
termination.
and termination.
fication
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the
the United States of
of America and
the
of Panama,
Panama, the
the
the Republic
Republic of
present
autoconvention shall
shall autopresent convention
matically
when such treaty
matically lapse when
shall come into force.
Exchange
Exchange of
of ratificaratifications.

Signatures.
Signatures

ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE

ARTICULO
III
ARTICULO III

The present
present convention shall be
ratified by the High Contracting
Parties in accordance
accordance with the
requirements
requirements of the
the constitutions
America
of the
the United
United States of America
and the Republic of Panama, reratifications
spectively, and the
the ratifications
exchanged at Panama as
shall be exchanged
soon as
as possible. The convenforce on the
tion shall enter into force
date of
ratificadate
of the
the exchange
exchange of ratifications.
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed
the
Convention in
the present Convention
in duplicate, in the English and Spanish
languages, both of which shall be
languages,
authentic,
authentic, and have hereunto
affixed
affixed their seals.
Done in the City of Panama
this
fourteenth day of
in
this fourteenth
of March,
March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and thirty two.
two.

La presente
presente Convencien
Convenci6n sera
ratificada
ratificada por las Altas Partes
contratantes de acuerdo con lo
contratantes
estipulado en las Constituciones
Constituciones
Repitblica de
y de
de la
la Repfublica
de Panama
Panama y
de
los Estados Unidos de America,
Am6rica, y
y
las ratificaciones
ratificaciones serin
seran canjeadas
Panama tan pronto
pronto como sea
en Panama
Convencien enposible. Esta
Esta Convenci6n
trara
trara en vigor
vigor en la
la fecha
fecha del
del
canje
canje de ratificaciones.
ratificaciones.

ROY T.
Dit.vis
ROY
T. DAVIS

ENRIQUE
ENRIQUE GEENZIER
GEENZIER
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
Ratifications
changed.
chRan'"ged

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

ex

ex-

de Panama yy
entre la
la Republica
Repfblica de
America, la
la
los Estados Unidos de America,
presente
Convenci6n caducara
caducara aupresente Convencien
tomaticamente
tomaticamente cuando tal
tal tratado
do entre en
en vigor.
vigor.

testimonio de k
En testimonio
lo cual, los
respectivos
Plenipotenciarios han
respectivos Plenipotenciarios
presente Convencien
firmado la presente
Convenci6n
en duplicado, en
en las lenguas castellana
ejemtellana e
e inglesa, en
en dos ejemautenticos, a
alos cuales han
plares aut6nticos,
adherido sus sellos
solos respectivos.
respectivos.
Hecho en la
la ciudad de Panama,
Panama,
hoy, catorce de marzo del afo
alio de
muil novecientos
novecientos treinta y
y dos.

AND
WHEREAS the
convention has
has been
duly ratified
ratified on
both
AND WHEREAS
the said
said convention
been duly
on both
parts and the ratifications
ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were exchanged
exchanged
at the city of Panama on the twenty-fifth day of March one thousand
thousand
nine hundred and
and thirty-three;
thirty-three;
it known that I,
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
1, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America,
America, have caused the said
convention
convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every
every
article and clause thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good
faith by the United States of America
America and the citizens
citizens thereof.
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I
IN
I have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
hereunto set my hand and caused
caused
the seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
DONE
Washington this seventh day of April in
in the
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirtyyear of our Lord.
[SEAL] three and of the Independence
Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and fifty-seventh.
fifty-seventh.
By the
the President:
President:
By
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
CORDELL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

ZEALAND.
PARCEL POST
AGREEMENT—NEW ZEALAND.
POST AGREEMENT-NEW
PARCEL
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March, 3'1933.
March
April
24, 1933.
1933.
193a.
24,

and New
America and
of America
Parcel
United States
New
States of
the United
between the
agreement between
post agreement
Parcel post
Zealand
with regulations
regulations of
execution. Signed
at Wellington,
Wellington, March
March
Signed at
of execution.
Zealand with
President,
1933; approved
8, 1983;
approved by the President,
April 24, 1938;
Washington, April
at Washington,
1933; at
3,
May
1933.
3, 1983.
May 8,

March 3,
33.
3, 1933.
March
April 224, 1933.

Apri

4 1933.

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT
between
between

AMERICA
NEW
AND THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
ZEALAND AND
NEW ZEALAND
POST
OF PARCEL POST
CONCERNING
EXCHANGE OF
THE EXCHANGE
CONCERNING THE
Parcel
post agreement
Prcpostgrement
The
with full
full powers
powers by
their respective
respective with
by their
provided with
undersigned, provided
The undersigned,
New Zealand.
ratification by Preamble.
and subject to ratification
governments, have
by common
common consent
consent and
have by
governments,
the
superior authorities,
authorities, drawn
Agreeup the following Agreedrawn up
competent superior
the competent
ment:
ment:

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTCLE
Object of
the Agreement.
of the
Object

(including Alaska,
1.
United States
Alaska,
America (including
of America
States of
the United
Between the
1. Between
Puerto
the Virgin
Islands, Guam,
Guam, Samoa,
Samoa, and Hawaii) on one
Virgin Islands,
Rico, the
Puerto Rico,
[Rarotonga,
hand,
New Zealand
(including the Cook
Cook Islands [Rarotonga,
Zealand (including
and New
hand, and
Mangaia,
Atiu, Aitutaki,
Aitutaki, Mitiaro, Mauke (or Parry), and Hervey
Mangaia, Atiu,
Savage), Danger,
or
Manuae)] ;Palmerston
Palmerston (or
(or Avarua),
Avarua), Niue
Niue (or Savage),
or Manuae)];
Tongareva), and Suwarrow
Rakahanga,
Penrhyn (or Tongareva),
Manihiki, Penrhyn
Rakahanga, Manihiki,
Islands;
also Western
Samoa (Savaii
Upolu Islands)
Islands) and the
and Upolu
(Savaii and
Western Samoa
Islands; also
Islands])
and
Tokelau
(Union)
Group
[Atafu,
Fakaofo,
Nukunonu
Islands])
Fakaofo,
[Atafu,
Group
(Union)
Tokelau
on
the other
there may
be exchanged,
denomination
exchanged, under the denomination
may be
hand, there
other hand,
on the
of parcel
post, parcels
parcels up to the maximum
maximum weight
weight and the maximum
parcel post,
of
dimensions indicated
indicated in
in the
the Regulations
Regulations of Execution.
dimensions

Object.

embraced.
Territory embraced.

ARTICLE II.
II .
ARTICLE

Parcels.
Transit Parcels.
Transit

Transit
Transit parcels.

guaranteed.
1.
guarantees the right of transit Rights guaranteed.
Administration guarantees
Postal Administration
Each Postal
1. Each
parcelhas
it
which
through its
its service,
service, to
from any country with
or from
to or
through
post
of parcels
originating in or addressed for
parcels originating
communication, of
post communication,
delivery
the service
other contracting
Administration.
contracting Administration.
the other
of the
service of
in the
delivery in
Notice.
which Notice.
2. Each
Each Postal
Postal Administration
Administration shall
inform the other to which
shall inform
2.
countries
parcels
may
be
sent
through
it
as
intermediary,
and
the
intermediary,
as
it
countries parcels may be sent through
conditions.
amount
charges due
it therefor,
as well
as other
other conditions.
well as
therefor, as
to it
due to
the charges
of the
amount of
Intermediate
Intermediate Admin3. To
be accepted
accepted for
for onward
onward transmission,
of istration,requirements.
sent by one of
parcels sent
transmission, parcels
istration, requirements.
To be
3.
other
the contracting
through the
the service
service of the other
Administrations through
contracting Administrations
the
Administration must
comply with
the conditions
conditions prescribed from
with the
must comply
Administration
time to
to time
time by
by the
intermediate Administration.
the intermediate
time
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ARTICLE
III.
ARTICLE III.
Postage
Postage and
and Fees.

Postage,
et.
Postage, etc.
Collecting,
sender,
sender.

from

1. The
The Administration
Administration of
of origin
origin is
1.
is entitled
to collect
collect from
from the
the
entitled to

sender of
parcel the
the postage
postage and
the fees
requests for
for inforinform sender
of each
each parcel
and the
fees for
for requests

mation
to the
made after
has been
posted,
mation as
as to
the disposal
disposal of
of aaparcel
parcel made
after it
it has
been posted,
and
of insured
parcels, the
insurance fees
fees and
the
and also,
also, in
in the
the case
case of
insured parcels,
the insurance
and the
fees
receipts, that
that may
may from
time to
to time
be prescribed
fees for
for return
return receipts,
from time
time be
prescribed
by its
its regulations.
regulations.
by
2.
or redirected
parcels, the
postage
2. Except
Except in the case
case of returned
returned or
redirected parcels,
the postage
and
of the
in the
the preceding
preceding section
as are
appliand such
such of
the fees
fees mentioned
mentioned in
section as
are applicable,
must be
cable, must
be prepaid.
prepaid.

Prepayment.
Prepayment.

ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
Preparation
Preparation of parcels.
elff.

of

Packing.
Paceing.

Preparation of
of Parcels.
Preparation
Parcels.
Every parcel
parcel shall
shall be
be packed
packed in
in a
a manner
manner adequate
adequate for the length
length
of the
and the
of the
contents as
of
the journey
journey and
the protection
protection of
the contents
as set
set forth
forth in
in the
the
Regulations
Execution.
Regulations of
of Execution.
ARTICLE
ATICLE V.
V.

Probitions.

Prohibitions.

Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.

1.
are prohibited
prohibited transmission
transmission by
1. The following articles are
by parcel
parcel
post:
post:
Letters,
Letters, etc.
etc
(a)
or aa communication
communication having
(a) A
A letter or
having the
the nature
letter.
nature of
of aa letter.
Nevertheless it
it is
permitted to
enclose in
in a
parcel an
an open
open invoice,
invoice,
Nevertheless
is permitted
to enclose
a parcel
confined to the particulars
constitute an
an invoice,
and also
also aa
particulars which
which constitute
invoice, and
simple copy
copy of
the address
address of
parcel, that
of the
the sender
sender being
being
simple
of the
of the
the parcel,
that of
added.
added.
With
With different adad(b) An enclosure
which bears
from that
that
enclosure which
bears an address
address different
different from
dress.
placed on the cover of the parcel.
Live animals.
animals.
Live
(c)
leeches.
(c) Any live animal, except leeches.
Nonadmissible
sr.
otinacisible ar(d) Any article the admission
admission of which is forbidden
forbidden by the Custiclee.
toms or other laws or regulations
regulations in force in either
either country.
Explosavee.
Explosve".
(e) Any
any
(e)
Any explosive or inflammable
inflammable article, and in
in general, any
article the conveyance
is dangerous,
articles
article
conveyance of
of which is
dangerous, including
including articles
which from their nature or packing may be aa source of danger to
to
postal employees
employees or may soil or damage other
other parcels.
parcels.
Obscene,ete.,articiee.
Obcene,etc.,articles.
(f)
(f) Obscene or immoral articles.
i
8
Designated
or
gold or
send coin,
. (g)
(g) It
uUn
ignt uninused
It is, moreover, forbidden to
to send
coin, platinum,
platinum, gold
sured
isrtielee.
silver (whether
(whether manufactured
silver
manufactured or
or unmanufactured),
unmanufactured), precious
precious stones,
stones,
jewels, or other precious articles in uninsured
uninsured parcels.
Treatment of.
Treatment o.
If
If aaparcel
parcel which contains coin, platinum, gold
gold or
or silver
silver (whether
(whether
manufactured or
unmanufactured), precious
stones, jewels,
jewels, or
or other
manufactured
or unmanufactured),
precious stones,
other
precious articles is sent uninsured,
uninsured, it
it shall be placed under insurance
y the
accordingly.
.
by
the country
country of
of destination
destination and
and treated
treated accordingly.
Prohibited articl es
2. When
contravening any
these prohibitions
prohibitions is
handed
etroneously handled
2.
When aaparcel
parcel contravening
any of
of these
erroneously
handled.
is handed
proceed in
over by one Administration
Administration to the other, the latter shall proceed
accordance
accordance with its laws and inland regulations.
regulations. Explosive
Explosive or
or ininflammable articles, as well as documents,
documents, pictures and other articles
articles
injurious to public morals may be destroyed on the spot by the
the
Administration which
has found
found them
them in
the
mails.
which has
in
the
mails.
Parcel c
containing
a
IetPer
nt a ing a
The
The fact
parcel contains
contains aaletter,
letter, or
or aacommunication
having
fact that
that a
a parcel
communication having
letter.
the nature of aaletter, may not, in any case, entail the return of the
the
parcel to the sender. The letter is, however, marked
for the
collecmarked for
the collection of postage due from the addressee
addressee at the regular
regular rate.
Articles specfied.

Articles specified.
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The
Administrations advise
by means
the List
List
means of
of the
other, by
each other,
advise each
two Administrations
The two
of
by the
the International
International Bureau
Bureau of
the
of the
published by
Articles published
of Prohibited
Prohibited Articles
Universal Postal
of all
articles. However,
However, they
all prohibited
prohibited articles.
Union, of
Postal Union,
Universal
do
not assume,
that account,
responsibility towards
towards the cusany responsibility
account, any
on that
assume, on
do not
toms
police authorities,
or the sender.
authorities, or
or police
toms or

List of prohibited arList
prohlbited
ticles
toofbe
published.

'

to be phed.

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
ARTICLE
Insurance.
Insurance.

Insurance.

1. Parcels
may be
be insured
insured up
up to
the amount
francs gold or
of 500
500 francs
amount of
to the
1.
Parcels may
the country of origin. However, the
its
currency of the
in the
the currency
equivalent in
its equivalent
Chiefs
contracting councounthe two contracting
of the
Administrations of
Postal Administrations
of the
the Postal
Chiefs of
increase or decrease
tries
may, by
decrease this maximum
consent, increase
mutual consent,
by mutual
tries may,
amount
insurance.
of insurance.
amount of
than
A parcel
rise to
to the
the right
to an
indemnity higher
higher than
an indemnity
right to
give rise
cannot give
A
parcel cannot
the actual
actual value
value of
contents, but
but it
it is
to insure it
it for
for
is permissible
permissible to
of its
its contents,
the
only
of that
that value.
value.
part of
only part

Maximum.
Maimum.

ran

Limitation.
Limitation.

Amax
VII.
ARTICLE VII.
Indemnity.
Indemnity.

Indemnity.
Indemnity.

t
1. Except
the cases
cases mentioned
mentioned in
in the
section following,
Ad- AlO
Allowance
send.
wnce to sender.
the Adfollowing, the
the section
in the
Except in
1.
ministrations are
responsible for
the loss
insured parcels mailed
loss of insured
for the
are responsible
ministrations
in one
of the
the two
two contracting
contracting countries
countries for
delivery in the other and
for delivery
one of
in
for the
of or
or damage
damage to
to their
contents.
their contents.
abstraction of
the abstraction
for
stried
Amount restricted.
on this account
The sender,
rightful claimant,
account Amount
is entitled on
claimant, is
other rightful
or other
sender, or
The
to
an indemnity
corresponding to the actual amount of the loss, abindemnity corresponding
to an
calculated on the
of indemnity is calculated
straction or
or damage.
amount of
damage. The amount
straction
basis of
(current price, or, in the absence of current
value (current
actual value
the actual
of the
basis
price,
at the
the ordinary
estimated value)
value) at the time and place of
ordinary estimated
price, at
mailing of
parcel, provided
provided in any case that the indemnity
indemnity shall
the parcel,
of the
mailing
not
for which
which the
which
insured and on which
parcel was insured
the parcel
amount for
the amount
exceed the
not exceed
the
insurance fee
been collected,
collected, or the maximum of 500 francs
has been
fee has
the insurance
gold.
Return of postage on
fPosf On
oRetur
a parcel
In
the case
where indemnity
indemnity is
loss of a
parcel or loss
of parcel.
for the
the loss
payable for
is payable
case where
In the
contents
the
of
the
for
the
destruction
or
abstraction
whole
of
contents
for the destruction or abstraction
thereof,
sender is
to the
the postal
postal charges.
the return of the
is entitled
entitled to
the sender
thereof, the
However, the
the insurance
insurance fees
returned.
in any case returned.
are not in
fees are
However,
In
the absence
absence of
of special
special agreement
to the
contrary between
between the
the in
Tra
.ZL,,,lis
t itdcouttng
t
irdi
::
inT
the contrary
agreement to
In the
eon
for either
eith contined for
countries
involved no
be paid
either country for tracting
alma
by either
paid by
will be
no indemnity
indemnity will
countries involved
power.
not par- trating power.
a country
originating in a
the loss
of transit
parcels originating
country not
insured parcels
transit insured
the
loss of
ticipating
this Agreement
and destined for one of the two conAgreement and
in this
ticipating in
tracting
tracting countries.
countries.arl
forrded t
When
insured parcel
parcel originating
one country
addressed third
thr
r
a
d
teoun.
u1,7.'
and addressed
in one
country and
originating in
When an
an insured
a
for delivery
delivery in the other
country is reforwarded
reforwarded from there
there to a
other country
for
third country
or is returned
a third country at the request
request of
returned to a
country or
third
indemnity, in
the
the party entitled to the indemnity,
addressee, the
or addressee,
sender or
the sender
case
loss, rifling
rifling or
or damage
damage occurring
occurring subsequent
subsequent to the reforof loss,
case of
of destinawarding
or return
the parcel
parcel by
by the
country of
the original country
of the
return of
warding or
tion,
lay claim,
claim, in
such cases,
only to tie
the indemnity
indemnity which the
cases, only
in such
can lay
tion, can
country
where the
damage occurred
occurred consents to pay, or
rifling or
or damage
the loss,
loss, rifling
country where
which
that country
country is
obligated to pay in accordance
accordance with the agreeagreeis obligated
which that
ment made
made between
the countries
countries directly
directly interested
interested in
refor- Rpa,.ity bwty ror
ft
in the
the reforbetween the
ment
ror.
warding or
or return.
countries signing the present error.
two countries
return. Either of the two
warding
forwards an insured parcel to aa third
Agreement which
wrongly forwards
which wrongly
Agreement
country
responsible to the
the sender to the same extent as the country
is responsible
country is
of
Agreement.
within the limit of the present Agreement.
is, within
origin, that is,
of origin,
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Administrations are
relieved of
of all
2. The Administrations
are relieved
all responsibility.
responsibility.
(a)
In case
which the
accepted dede(a) In
case of
of parcels
parcels of
of which
the addressee
addressee has
has accepted
acceptance.
reservation.
acceptance.
livery without reservation.
Loss,
(b) In
In case of loss or
or damage
damage through
Loss, etc., through
through
through force
force majeure
majeure (causes
be(causes beforce majture.
rce
are.
yond
control) although
although either
yon.d control)
either Administration
Administration may
its option
option
may at
at its
and
recourse to
indemnity for
for
and without
without recourse
to the
the other
other Administration
Administration pay
pay indemnity
loss
to force
force maj
cure even
even in
in cases
Adloss or damage due
due to
majeure
cases where
where the
the Administration
country in
service of
which the
loss or
ministration of
of the
the country
in the
the service
of which
the loss
or
occurred recognizes
the damage
due to
to force
damage occurred
recognizes that
that the
damage was
was due
force
majeure.
f
Destruction
(c)
When they
are unable
to account
in consequence
cial
documents.iof oallr
(c) When
they are
unable to
account for
for parcels
parcels in
consequence
cial documents.
of the destruction
destruction of
documents through
majeure.
of official documents
through force
force majeure.
Damage
(d) When
the damage
damage has
Damage through
through
(d)
When the
has been
caused by
the fault
or negligence
negligence
been caused
by the
fault or
snder, adfault of
of sender,
dressee, ete.
etc.
of
sender or
of either,
or
of the
the sender
or the
the addressee
addressee or
or the
the representative
representative of
either, or
when
it is
nature of
of the
the article.
when it
is due
due to the
the nature
article.
rohibited articles
(e)
Prohibited
articles.
e) For
For parcels
which contain
parcels which
contain prohibited
prohibited articles.
articles.
Declared above
(f)
In case
Declared
above real
real
f) In
case the
the sender
sender of
an insured
insured parcel,
of
an
parcel, with
with intent
intent to
to dedevalue,
fraud, shall
shall declare
contents to
real value;
declare the
the contents
to be
be above
above their
their real
value; this
this
rule, however, shall not prejudice
prejudice any legal
legal proceedings
proceedings necessitated
necessitated
by
of the
the country
country of
of origin.
origin.
by the
the legislation
legislation of
Seized, because
because of
(g)
seized by
by the
(g) For parcels seized
the customs
customs because
because of
of false
false declaration
declaration
false
false declarations,
declarations,
of contents.
of
of contents.
contents.
Unclaimed within
a
(h)
or application
Unclaimed
within a
(h) When
When no inquiry or
application for
for indemnity
been made
made
indemnity has
has been
year.
by
claimant or his
within a
year commencing
Y.
by claimant
his representative
representative within
a year
commencing with
with
the
following the
posting of
of the
the insured
the day
day following
the posting
insured parcel.
parcel.
Matter ofnoIntrinsic
of no intrinsic
(i) For parcels which contain
contain matter
matter of
of no
intrinsic value
or perperno intrinsic
value or
value, etc.
ishable matter
matter or
ishable
did not
not conform
stipulations of
of this
this
or which
which did
conform to
to the
the stipulations
Convention or which were not posted in the
manner prescribed,
prescribed, but
but
the manner
the country
country responsible
loss, rifling
or damage
damage may
may pay
responsible for
for the
the loss,
rifling or
pay
indemnity
indemnity in
such parcels
without recourse
to the
other
in respect
respect of such
parcels without
recourse to
the other
Administration.
Administration.
Indirectloss,
compensation shall be
be given
indirect loss
Indirect loss, etc.
etc.
3. N
No compensation
given for
for indirect
loss or
loss of
of
or loss
profits of any parcel
parcel transmitted
under this
this Agreement.
Agreement.
transmitted under
Indemnity
payment.
4.
The payment
payment of
an insured
ndemnit payment.
4. The
of compensation
compensation for
for an
insured parcel
parcel shall
shall be
be
the rightful
rightful claimant
as soon
soon as
an d a
the latest
l
at
es t
made to
to the
claimant as
as possible
possible and
attthe
within aaperiod of one year
from the
following that
that on
year counting
counting from
the day
day following
on
which the application
application is made.
Deferred, in excepe
tionalcsa.
tional
eases. a e
However,
the paying
paying Postal
Postal Administrati
on may
ma y exceptionally
exce pti ona lly
However, the
Administration
defer
defer payment
payment of indemnity for aalonger period than
than that
that stipulated
stipulated
if, at
expiration of
that period,
it has
has not
not b
ee
n a
ble to
to determine
det
ermi
ne
if,
at the expiration
of that
period, it
been
able
the disposition made of the article in question or
the responsibility
or the
responsibility
incurred.
incurred.
Payment
untry
Payment by country
5' Except
Except in
cases where
where payment
tionally d
ef
erre d as
5.
in cases
payment i
iss excep
exceptionally
deferred
as
of
0f origin
origin if
it country
country of
of
destination
9 provided
the
second
of
the
foregoing
destination delays
delays 9
provided
in
paragraph
the
section,
the
months.
months.
Postal Administration
undertakes the payment of compensaAdministration which undertakes
compensation is authorized
authorized to pay indemnity on behalf
behalf of
the Office
which,
of the
Office which,
after being duly informed of the
indemnity, has
the application
application for
for indemnity,
has let
let
nine months
months pass
pass without
without settling
the matter.
matter.
nine
settling the
Country
responsible.
6.. The
The obligation
of paying
indemnity shall
Cotryre6posbl
obligation of
paying the
the indemnity
shall rest
rest with
with the
the
Postal Administration
Administration to which the mailing
office is
is subordinate,
subordinate,
mailing office
provided
provided that in cases where the indemnity
indemnity is
is paid
paid to
to the
the addressee
addressee
in
in accordance
accordance with the second paragraph
paragraph of the first section, it
it shall
rest with the Postal Administration
Administration of destination.
Caimforrepayment.
The
paying
Administration
retains the right to make a
Claim for rePaYment.
The paying Administration retains
a claim
claim
against the Administration responsible.
Responsibility of receiving
country unable
7.
contrary is
proved, responsibility
resp ons ibilit y for
for an
an insured
i
nsured parparceivinscountry
7 Until
Until the
the contrary
is proved,
to show disposition.
eel
with the
the Postal Administration
to show disposition.
eel rests
rests with
Administration which having
having received
received the
the
parcel without
without making any observation
observation and being furnished all necnecessary particulars
particulars for inquiry is unable to show its proper disposition.
essary
Release
b

Release of responsibllity.
.nconditional
Unconditional
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Dispatching office reoffce e
Dispatching
8. Responsibility
Responsibility for
for loss,
loss, abstraction
damage of an insured sponsible
abstraction or damage
8.
sponsible if loss discovered
by
by receiving office.
time
the
at
exchange
of
parcel discovered
discovered by
the receiving
receiving office
office of exchange
by the
parcel

of opening
opening the
and duly
duly notified
to the
dispatching office
office
the dispatching
notified to
receptacles and
the receptacles
of
of exchange
exchange by
by Bulletin
Bulletin of
of Verification
Verification shall fall upon the Postal
of
exchange is subordiAdministration to
to which
which the
the dispatching
dispatching office of exchange
Administration
occurred in the service
nate
it be
proved that
damage occurred
that the damage
be proved
unless it
nate unless
of
Administration.
receiving Administration.
of the receiving

Loss, etc., in transit.

ss etc n transi
of
in course
has occurred
9.
the loss,
abstraction or
or damage
damage has
occurred in
course of
loss, abstraction
If the
9. If
conveyance,
its being
being possible
possible to
ascertain in which service
to ascertain
without its
conveyance, without
the
place, the
the Postal
concerned
Administrations concerned
Postal Administrations
took place,
irregularity took
the irregularity
bear
equal shares.
the loss in equal
bear the
Repayment to counto coun10. The
The Postal
Postal Administration
Administration responsible
responsible or on whose
whose account tryRepymet
paying.
10.
to
repay
to
bound
is
payment
is
made
in
accordance
with
Section
5
to
5
Section
payment is made in accordance with
the country
country making
making payment
payment on its behalf, without delay and within
the
not more
more than
than six
after receiving
receiving notice of payment, the
months after
six months
not
amount of
of indemnity
paid.
indemnity paid.
amount
Means to be used.
11. Repayments
Repayments are
are to
to be
be made
made free
free of cost to the creditor Admin- Mea t
11.
money
in
a draft,
istration
by means
money
money order or a
either aa money
of either
means of
istration by
valid
the creditor
creditor country,
country, or by such other means as may be
in the
valid in
mutually agreed upon by correspondence.
correspondence.
mutually
ea ym
Repayments
on gold
gold
on
12. Repayments
Repayments of
indemnity by
country to the other will be bR.P
one country
by one
of indemnity
12.
resonsbl
ba
made on
on the
basis.
gold basis.
the gold
made
Bender
responsible
packing etc.
o proper
13.
of properly
proper packing.
etc.
enclosing, packing and sealing for
properly enclosing,
responsibility of
The responsibility
13. The
of
insured
parcels
rests
upon
the
sender,
the
postal
service
of
and
sender,
the
insured parcels rests upon
neither
assume liability
loss, rifling or damage
liability for loss,
will assume
country will
neither country
arising
not be
observed at the time of
be observed
may not
which may
defects which
from defects
arising from
posting.
posting.
No responsibility
for
f
responsibil
No
countries ordinary
two contracting
the two
Administrations of
14. The Postal
Postal Administrations
of the
contracting countries
parcels.
an
will
not
be
responsible
for
the
loss,
abstraction
or
damage
of
will not be responsible for the loss, abstraction
ordinary
but either
Administration is
indemnify
is at liberty to indemnify
either Administration
parcel; but
ordinary parcel;
for the
the loss,
abstraction or
or damage
which may
may occur
occur in its service,
damage which
loss, abstraction
for
Administration.
without recourse
to the
other Administration.
the other
recourse to
without

VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE
Certificate
of Mailing.
Receipts.
Mailing. Receipts.
Certificate of

Certificate of mailing.
Certiicateofmailing.

The
will, on
on request
of mailing
Furnished sender, on
on
ordinary rurnishedsender,
an ordinary
mailing an
time of
the time
at the
request at
sender will,
The sender
reuest
the
(uninsured)
parcel,
receive
a
certificate
of
mailing
from
post
r
"
u"t'
mailing
of
(uninsured) parcel, receive a certificate
purpose;
office where
where the
the parcel
parcel is
mailed, on
provided for the purpose;
form provided
on aaform
is mailed,
office
and
country may
may: fix
fix a
areasonable
reasonable fee therefor.
each country
and each
The sender
sender of
insured parcel
parcel receives
Receipt.
receives without charge, at the Reeipt.
an insured
of an
The
parcel.
his
for
time
of
posting,
a
receipt
parcel.
a
receipt
time of posting,
IX.
ARTICLE IX.

ARTICLE

Return
Receipts and
and Inquiries.
Inquiries.
Retur/ Receipts

and
Return
receipts and
Return receipts
a
nquiries.ipts
Inquiries
.

Advice of delivery.
1.
parcel may
may obtain
obtain an
advice of delivery Advice
an advice
insured parcel
an insured
of an
sender of
The sender
1. The
upon payment
payment of
of such
such additional
the country of
as the
any, as
if any,
charge, if
additional charge,
upon
origin of
of the
the parcel
parcel shall
stipulate and
and under
under the conditions laid
shall stipulate
origin
down
in the
the Regulations.
Regulations.
down in
.
Request for informaorigin,
2. A
fee may be charged,
charged, at the option of the country
cou nt
ry of
of ori
gin
A fee
2.
on arequest for information as
to
the
disposal
of
an
ordinary
parcel
s
7q uest for informsparcel
ordinary
an
of
on a request for information as to the disposal
and
also
of
an
insured
parcel
made
after
it
has
been
posted
posted
if
the
been
has
it
after
made
parcel
insured
an
of
and also
sender has
has not
already paid
the special
fee to obtain
obtain an advice of
special fee
paid the
not already
sender
delivery.
t
delivery.
con3.
may also
be charged,
at the
the option
option of the country of w iyrregularity
t guisrity corncharged, at
also be
fee may
A fee
3. A
origin,
with any
complaint of
of any
any irregularity
irregularity which
any complaint
connection with
in connection
origin, in
prima facie
facie was
not due
due to
to the
the fault
fault of
the Postal Service.
of the
was not
prima
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ARTICLE X.
ARTICLE
X.
Recall
Recall and
and change of
address.
Allowed,
on request.
request.
Allowed, on

19 3 3 .

24, 193.

Recall
Change of
of Address.
Recall and Change
Address.
to the
addressee, the
So long
long as
as aa parcel
parcel has
has not
not been
been delivered
delivered to
the addressee,
the
sender may recall it
it or cause its address to
be changed.
changed. The
The Postal
to be
Postal
Administration of
country of
of origin
collect and
and retain,
retain, for
for
Administration
of the
the country
origin may
may collect
this service, the charge
charge fixed by its
regulations. The
The requests
for
its regulations.
requests for
recall or change or address of
to be
be delivered
delivered in
of parcels
parcels to
in the
the United
United
States of America shall be addressed
the Central
Administration
addressed to
to the
Central Administration
Washington; those
at Washington;
relating to
to parcels
in New
those relating
parcels for
for delivery
delivery in
New ZeaZealand shall be addressed to the Central Administration
Administration at
at Wellington.
Wellington.
ARTICLE XT.
ARTICLE
XI.

Customs charges.
Customs
charges.

Imposed by country
country
of destination.

Charges.
Customs Charges.

The parcels
parcels are subject to all customs laws and
force
and regulations
regulations in
in force
in the country
country of destination. The duties collectible
that account
account
collectible on
on that
addressee on
are collected from the addressee
the parcel
in accordaccordon delivery of
of the
parcel in
ance with
with the customs
customs regulations.
regulations.
ARTICLE XII.
ARTICLE
XII.

Customs Charges
Charges to be Cancelled.
Cancelled.
Cancellation,
reCancellation, if returned or redirected.
redirected.

The customs charges
charges on parcels
parcels sent back to the country of origin
origin
or redirected
redirected to another
shall be
be cancelled
another country
country shall
cancelled both
both in
in New
New
Zealand
Zealand and the United States of America.
America.

ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII.
Customs clearance.
clearance.
Fee.

Fee for Customs Clearance.
Fee
Clearance.
The office of delivery may collect from the addressee
addressee either
reeither in
in respect of delivery to the customs
and clearance
clearance through
through the
the customs
customs and
customs
or in respect
respect of delivery to the customs only, a
afee
not exceeding
fee not
exceeding 12
12
cents (60 centimes) per
parcel.
per parcel.
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.

Delivery.
Delivery.

Delivery to the Addressee.
Delivery
Addressee. Fee
for Dslivery
Delivery at
the Place
Place of
Fee for
at the
of Address.
Address.

addressees.
To addressees.

1. Parcels
Parcels are
1.
arc delivered to the addressees
addressees as quickly as possible
possible in
in
accordance with the conditions
accordance
conditions in force
the country
country of
of destinadestinaforce in
in the
tion. This country may collect
collect in respect of
of parcels
parcels to
to
of delivery
delivery of
a fee not exceeding
the addressee
addressee a
exceeding 10 cents
The
cents (5
(5 pence)
pence) per
per parcel.
parcel. The
same fee
fee may
may be charged, if the case arises, for each presentation
same
presentation
after the first at the addressee's residence
residence or place of
business.
of business.

Charges.

ARTICLE XV.
ARTICLE
XV.

Warehousing
Warehousing Charges.
Charges.
warehousingehargs.
Warehousingcharges.

The country of destination is authorized
authorized to
collect the
the warehousto collect
warehousing charge fixed by its legislation
for parcels
parcels addressed
addressed "Poste
"Poste
legislation for
Restante "
'or
prescribed period.
or which are not claimed within the prescribed
period.
This
charge may
This charge
may in no case exceed one dollar (5 francs).
francs).
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ARTICLE XVI
XVI..
ARTICLE
Missent Parcels.
Parcels.
Missent

Missent parcels.
parcels.
Misent

Provisions for
for ordiordiProvions
reforwarded to their correct
Ordinary
parcels, when
are reforwarded
correct nary
missent, are
when missent,
parcels.
Ordinary parcels,
r
reforthe
disposal
the
at
destination
by
the
most
direct
route
of
route
direct
destination by the most
warding Administration.
Administration. They
must not be charged with customs
customs
They must
warding
Insured mail.
or
other
charges
by
that
Administration.
Insured parcels, when Inured mil
Administration.
that
by
or other charges
as
except
destination
missent, may
reforwarded to their
their destination
as
be reforwarded
not be
may not
missent,
insured mail.
mail. If
If this
this is
impossible, they must be returned to origin.
is impossible,
insured
.,
if parcel
refund,
the re
to the
involves the return of the parcel
When the
reforwarding involves
parcel to
t
l
Itntueparcel
d if
the reforwarding
When
office
of
origin,
the
retransmitting
Administration
refunds
to
that
Administration
retransmitting
the
origin,
office of
by aa Bulletin of
office
credits received
and reports
the error
error by
reports the
received and
the credits
office the
Verification.
Verification.
to a
When
the reforwarding
reforwarding involves
the dispatch
dispatch of aa parcel to a
athirdcountr
thr eo
ruwnartr o
involves the
When the
retransmitting Adthird
the amount
to the
the retransmitting
credited to
amount credited
if the
and if
country and
third country
retransmission
ministration is
expenses of retransmission
the expenses
cover the
to cover
insufficient to
is insufficient
ministration
which it
it has
Administration allows to
retransmitting Administration
the retransmitting
defray, the
to defray,
has to
which
the parcel the credits due it;
the Administration
Administration to
which it
it;
forwards the
it forwards
to which
the
it from
it
then recovers
recovers the
amount of
from
of the deficiency by claiming it
the amount
it then
the office
office of
exchange from
from which
which the
the missent
missent parcel
parcel was directly
of exchange
the
received.
this claim
notified to the latter by
claim is notified
for this
reason for
The reason
received. The
means
Bulletin of
of Verification.
of aaBulletin
means of

ARTICLE
XVII.
ARTICLE XVII.
Redirection.
Redirection.

ir e en.
Redirect'

Red

ctio

Allowed on payment

oAnowedonarmyent
addressee's of
1.
A parcel
parcel may
in consequence
consequence of
the addressee's
of the
additional charges.
redirected in
be redirected
may be
1. A
of
request
the
change
of
address
in
the
country
of
destination,
at
request
destination,
of
country
the
in
address
of
change
either the
the sender
or the
addressee.
the addressee.
sender or
either
For
parcels redirected
in its
its territory,
territory, the Postal Administraredirected in
the parcels
For the
tion
of
the
country
of
destination
charges
may collect additional charges
destination
of
tion of the country
fixed
regulations. These
charges shall not be canThese charges
internal regulations.
its internal
by its
fixed by
celled
even in
in case
returned to origin
origin or reforwarded
reforwarded
is returned
parcel is
the parcel
case the
celled even
to
another country.
to another
Forwarding to any
ountryo
of original
2. A
parcel may
may be
be redirected
redirected out
out of
the country
country of
original other country.
of the
A parcel
2.
address only
the sender's
or the
the addressee's
addressee's request
provided
request and provided
sender's or
at the
only at
address
that the
the parcel
complies with
conditions required
required for its further
the conditions
with the
parcel complies
that
conveyance. Insured
Insured parcels
parcels shall
be redirected
redirected to another
another
not be
shall not
conveyance.
country
except
as
insured
mail.
mail.
insured
as
except
country
Charges may be
olmay be colCharges
New postage,
postage, as
as well
as new
new insurance
insurance fees,
fees, in the case of insured lected
on delivery.
well as
New
delivery.
parcels,
may, if
if not
collected upon
be collected
prepaid, be
not prepaid,
may,
parcels,
inso [listForbded,
The sender
sender is
entitled to
forbid, by
by means
suitable entry
Focrbidden, if
if so
entry on stru
a suitable
of a
means of
to forbid,
is entitled
The
the dispatch note
and on
on the
parcel, any
redirection.
any redirection.
the parcel,
the dispatch note and
ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII.
ARTICLE
Sale or destruction.

Sale
or Destruction.
Destruction.
Sale or

Sale or destruction

1. Articles
liable to
deterioration or
corruption, and
these only,
and these
or corruption,
to deterioration
Articles liable
1.
may
outward or return
return journey,
the outward
on the
even on
immediately even
sold immediately
be sold
may be
without
previous notice
or judicial
for the
the benefit of the
formality, for
judicial formality,
notice or
without previous

Articles liable to deArtileliable to
terioration.

right
right party.
worthless arIf for
sale is
is impossible,
impossible, the
spoilt or
or worthless
the spoilt
reason aasale
any reason
{or any
If
recorded
ticles shall
be destroyed.
shall be recorded
destruction shall
or destruction
sale or
The sale
destroyed. The
shall be
ticles
and report made
to the
Postal Administration
Administration of
of the
the country
country of
the Postal
made to

and report
origin.

de-
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marked
marked
Abandon

Parcels
"Parcels
Abandon."

March 3, 1933.

Apri 24,
24,1933.
April
24,
1933.
1a88.
April

of thirty
thirty days
days from
2. After the expiration
expiration of
from the
the date
date of
of receipt
receipt at
at

the
office of
of destination,
undeliverable parcels which the sender has
the office
destination, undeliverable
has
marked "Abandon"
"Abandon " may
at auction
may be
be sold
sold at
auction or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of
of
as provided by
the legislation
legislation of
country of
of destination.
destination. When
by the
of the
the country
When
insured parcels
parcels are involved, proper
proper record
record will
made and
will be
be made
and the
the
Administration
Administration of the country of
of origin
to the
disposiorigin notified
notified as
as to
the disposition made of the parcels. The Administration
of the
of
Administration of
the country
country of
origin shall also be notified when for
any other
for any
other reason
reason an
an insured
insured
parcel which is not delivered
delivered is
returned to
the country
origin.
is not
not returned
to the
country of
of origin.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX.
XIX.

Nondelivery.
Nondelivery.
Requests,
teuest,
mailing.

at time
of
at
time of

NondeZivery.
Nondelivery.
1. The
sender of
of a
a parcel
a request
request at
1.
The sender
parcel may make a
at the
the time
time of
mailof mail-

ing, as to the disposal of the parcel in
the event
event of
in the
of it
it not
not being
being delivdeliverable as addressed,
addressed, the particulars
which are
forth in
in the
particulars of
of which
are set
set forth
the
Regulations.
Regulations.
Return to sender, if
nototherwiseiedird
2. If
does not
not make
If the sender
sender does
make any
accordance with
with the
the
any request
not
otherwise indicated.
request in
in accordance
foregoing Section, or the sender's request
request has
has not
not resulted
resulted in
in delivery,
delivery,
undeliverable
undeliverable parcels
parcels will be returned to the
the sender
sender without
without previous
previous
notification
notification at the expiration of thirty
thirty days,
days, while
while parcels
parcels refused
refused
by the addressee
addressee will be returned
returned at
at once.
once.
Provisions governing
governing
Provisions
3. The
The provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article XX, Section 44 shall be applied
3.
applied to a
nondeliverable
a
nondeliverable parcel.
parcel.
parcel to be returned
returned to the country
country of
origin in
of origin
in consequence
consequence of
of
nondelivery.
nondelivery.
New postage, as well as new insurance
insurance fees, in
New
in the case
case of
of insured
insured
parcels, may, if
if not prepaid,
prepaid, be collected
collected from
the
from the
the sender
sender upon
upon the
return of
of his
his parcel.
return
parcel.
Chargs.
Charges.
Credits.
5Ante, p. 1491; post, p.
I1 0.
1500.

ARTICLE XX.
ARTICLE
XX.
Charges.
Charges.

1. For each parcel exchanged
1.
et
ween th
t
racti ng countries
countr i
es
exchanged b
between
thee con
contracting
(Article I)
I) the
the dispatching
(Article
dispatching office credits to the office of destination,
destination,
in the parcel bills, the quotas due to the
latter, and
indicated in
the latter,
and indicated
in the
the
Regulations of
Regulations
Execution.
of
Execution.
Parcel in transit.
Parel
in tralsi.
2.
The sums
to be
paid for
for aa parcel in transit, that is, parcels
2. The
sums to
be paid
parcels
destined
destined either for a
apossession or for a
country, are
are likewise
likewise
a third
third country,
indicated in the Regulations
Regulations of
of Execution.
Execution.
3. In
In the case of a
a parcel
parcel returned or
or reforwarded
in transit
transit
reforwarded in
through
through one of the two Administrations to or
or from
from the
the other,
other, the
the
intermediary Administration
intermediary
Administration may claim also the sum
sum due
to it
for any
due to
it for
any
additional territorial
territorial or sea service provided, together
together with
any
with any
amounts due to any other Administration
Administration or
or Administrations
Administrations
concerned.
In
reforwardn ease
se of
of reforward4.
of reforwarding
it
ing, etc.
4. In
In case
case of
reforwarding or return
return to origi
origin of
of a
a parcel
parcel the
the
redispatching
redispatching office recovers from the other office the quota due
due to
to it,
it,
namely, as the
the case
case may
be,
may be,
(a)
prescribed by Section
(a) the charges prescribed
Section 11above.
above.
(b) the charges for reforwarding
reforwarding
or
or
return.
Ante, p.
1496.
Ante,
p. 1496.
(c) the
the customs
customs clearance,
clearance, delivery
delivery and
and storage charges pro(c)
vided for by Articles
XIV,,and
Parcels to or from a
Article s XIII, XIV
an d XV.
adrcld
toor from
InIn case of reforwarding or return
ta
third
country.
return to
third country,
country, the
the accrued
accrued
to a
a third
charges,
is, such
such of the charges mentioned in (a),
charges, that
that is,
(a), (b) and (c)
(c)
above as
as are
above
are applicable,
applicable, shall follow the parcel,
parcel, but in the case that
that
the
third country
concerned refuses to assume
the third
country concerned
assume the charges, because
they
they can
can not be collected from the addressee
addressee or
sender , as
as the
the case
or sender,
case
may be, or for
ther reason
hey shall
be charged
charged' back
to the
for any
any o
other
reason,,t
they
shall be
back to
the
country of origin.
origin.
Credit,.
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April 24,
24, 1933.
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ArricLE
XXI.
ARTICLE XXI.

collected.
Postal charges
charges other
than those
to be collected.
not to
prescribed not
those prescribed
other than
Postal
The
which this
this Agreement
subject
applies shall not be subject
Agreement applies
to which
parcels to
The parcels
to
any postal
postal charges
those contemplated
contemplated by the different
than those
other than
charges other
to any
articles
hereof.
articles hereof.

prei

than
other than

prC
esh
er
afges . other

Prohibition of.

XXII.
ARTICLE XXII.
Parcels.
Air Parcels.
The Chiefs
of the
the Postal
Postal Administrations
Administrations of the two contracting
Chiefs of
The
countries have
have the
right to
mutual consent the air surtax
to fix by mutual
the right
countries
and other
in the
the case
where parcels
parcels are
conveyed by the
are conveyed
case where
conditions in
other conditions
and
air routes.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXIII.

Air
parcels.
Air parcels.

Surtax.
surtax.

Temporary Suspension
Suspension of Service.
Temporary

the measure,
In extraordinary
extraordinary circumstances
as will
measure,
justify the
will justify
such as
circumstances such
In

post
either Administration
Administration may
suspend the parcel post
temporarily suspend
may temporarily
either
service, either
either entirely
entirely or
or partially,
partially, on
on condition
giving immediate
of giving
condition of
service,
notice, if
if necessary
the other
Administration.
other Administration.
to the
telegraph, to
by telegraph,
necessary by
notice,

Temporary

Temporary suspen
suspension ofse
service.
rv

sono

ie.

XXIV.
ARTICLE XXIV.
Matters not
for in
Present Agreement.
in the Present
provided for
not provided
Matters
1.
they are
are provided
present Agreement, all
the present
in the
for in
provided for
Unless they
1. Unless
questions concerning
requests for
for recall
or return
return of
of insured
insured parcels,
parcels,
recall or
concerning requests
questions
therefor, and adthe obtaining
obtaining and
disposition of return receipts therefor,
and disposition
the
justment
of indemnity
connection therewith,
therewith, shall be
in connection
claims in
indemnity claims
justment of
Postal
governed
by
the
provisions
of
the
Universal
Convention and
Universal
the
of
provisions
the
by
governed
its Regulations
they are
applicable and are
are applicable
as they
insofar as
Execution, insofar
of Execution,
Regulations of
its
not contrary
contrary to
to the
foregoing provisions.
If the case is not proprovisions. If
the foregoing
not
vided for
for at
at all,
domestic legislation
legislation of
of the
the United States or of
the domestic
all, the
vided
New Zealand,
the decisions
made by one country or the other,
decisions made
or the
Zealand, or
New
are
the respective
respective country.
in the
applicable in
are applicable
2. The
application of the present Agreethe application
to the
relative to
details relative
The details
2.
Regulations of
ment will
will be
fixed by
Administrations in Regulations
two Administrations
the two
by the
be fixed
ment
Execution,
the provisions
provisions of
of which
completed
may be modified or completed
which may
Execution, the
by common
common consent
consent by
by way
correspondence. A similar Agreeof correspondence.
way of
by
a view to the
ment through
through correspondence
may be
be made with a
correspondence may
ment
exchange of
of C.O.D.
parcels.
C.O.D. parcels.
exchange
3. The
two Administrations
notify each
each other
other mutually
their
of their
mutually of
Administrations notify
The two
3.
laws,
ordinances
and
tariffs
concerning
the
exchange
of
parcel
post,
exchange
the
concerning
tariffs
and
laws, ordinances
as
well as
of all
in rates
subsequently
be subsequently
may be
which may
rates which
modifications in
all modifications
as of
as well
made.

Matters not herein
herein
Matters
provided
provided for.

Universal Postal
Universal
Convention, etc., proConvention,
govern.
visions to govern.
Vol. 46, p. 2523.

Details to he
be fixed by
common consent.
common

Mutual
notice
postal laws, etc.
postal

of

XXV.
ARTICLE XXV.
Agreement.
Entry into
into Force
Force and
and Duration
Duration of Agreement.
Entry
1.
Agreement substitutes
substitutes and
and abrogates
that signed
signed at
Washat Washabrogates that
This Agreement
1. This
ington,
day of
April, one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred, and
of April,
eighteenth day
the eighteenth
ington, the
at
twelfth day
February, one thousand
thousand nine hunof February,
day of
the twelfth
Wellington the
at Wellington
dred.
2.
It shall
effective on
pending ratification
ratification
but pending
ratification, but
on ratification,
become effective
shall become
2. It
it may
may be
into force
date to
to be
mutually
be mutually
on aa date
administratively on
force administratively
put into
be put
it
settled between
the Administrations
Administrations of
of the
the two
two countries.
countries.
between the
settled
86637
°-34—PT 2-14
2----14
86637°-34-PT

Entry into force, etc.
Former Agreement
Former Agreement
abrogated.
Vol. 32, p. 1843.
1843.

vol. 32. p.

Effective
date.
Effective date.

1500
1500

Ap
a
r
r
i
c
l
h
23
4„
1
19
93
33
3.
.
PARCEL
ZEALAND ' M
PARCEL POST
POST AGREEMENT—NEW
AGREEMENT-NEW ZEALAND.
April 2, 1933.

Duration.
Duration.
Signatures.
Sigatures.

It shall remain in force until one of the Administrations
It
Administrations of the
two contracting
contracting countries
countries has
notice to
to the
the other,
other, six
six months
two
has given
given notice
months
in advance,
its intention
to terminate
it.
in
advance, of
of its
intention to
terminate it.
Done in
duplicate and
and signed
signed at
at Washington
Washington the
24th day
day of
of
3. Done
in duplicate
the 24th
April
1933, and
at Wellington
day of
of March
April 1933,
and at
Wellington the
the third
third day
March 1933
1933
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Approval by
by the
Approval
the
President.
Prdent.

ADAM HAMILTON
ADAM
HAMILTON
Postmaster
General of
of New
New Zealand.
Zealand.
PostmasterGeneral
J
OSEPH
C.
UMAHONEY
JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY
Acting
Postmaster General
of the
Acting Postmaster
General of
the
United States
States of
United
of America..
Amzerica.

The foregoing Parcel Post Agreement
Agreement between
between the
the United
United States
States

of America
negotiated and concluded with
America and New Zealand has been negotiated

my advice
consent and
and is
is hereby
approved and
my
advice and
and consent
hereby approved
and ratified.
ratified.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
States
In
have caused
the United
to be
hereunto affixed.
affixed.
to
be hereunto
[sgAr]
FRANK1,IN D
ROOSEVELT
[SEAL]
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
By the
the President.
CoRDEM,
HULL
CoRDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
W ASHINGTON, May
1933.
WASHINGTON,
May 3,
3, 1933.

DETAILED
REGULATIONS FOR
THE EXECUTION
EXECUTION
DETAILED REGULATIONS
FOR THE
OF THE
PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION.
OF
THE PARCEL
CONVENTION.
Regulations for
Regulations
for exeexecution.
cution.

Regulations for
The following
following Detailed
Detailed Regulations
for the Execution
Execution of
of the Parcel Post Convention have been agreed
agreed upon
upon by
by the Chiefs of the
Administrations of the
and New
Postal Administrations
the United
United States of America
America and
New
Zealand. They may be changed
changed from
may be
deemed
from time
time to time
time as may
be deemed
necessary.
ARTICLE
1.
ARTICLE 1.
Limits of
of Weight
Weight and
Limits
and Size.
Size.

Limit of
of weight
and
Limits
weight and

i

1. The parcels to be exchanged under the provisions of this Agreenot exceed
in weight.
weight.
ment may not
exceed 11
11 pounds
pounds in
In
In the direction
direction from the
America to
Zeathe United States of
of America
to New
New Zealand, these parcels may not exceed the following
following dimensions:
dimensions:
4 feet, on condition that parcels
Greatest length 4
parcels over 42 inches
inches
but not over 44 inches long do not exceed 24 inches in girth; that
parcels
do not
exceed 20
parcels over
over 44
44 inches but
but not
not over
over 46
46 inches
inches long
long do
not exceed
20
inches in girth; that
46 inches
but not
not over
that parcels
parcels over
over 46
inches but
over 48
48 inches
inches
long do not exceed 16 inches in girth; and that parcels up to 31/2
31/
2 feet
feet
6 feet in length
in length do not exceed 6
length and girth combined.
combined.
In the direction
In
direction from New Zealand
Zealand to the
the United
States of
United States
of
America, these parcels may not exceed
exceed the following
following dimensions:
dimensions:
Length, 32
31/
2 feet; length and girth (taken in a
adirection other
other than
than
that
that of the
the length)
length) combined
combined 6
6 feet.
feet.
The limit of weight and maximum dimensions stated above may
be changed from time to time by agreement made through correspondence.
spondence.
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ARTICLE
AiTICLE 2.
Preparation
Parcels.
Preparationof Parcels.
ep ar a t i n of p&.
Preparation
o of par
1.
name and
and address
address of
of the
sender and
and of
of the
the addressee
addressee must couPr
the sender
The name
1. The
the
on
possible
be
legibly
and
correctly
written
in
every
case
possible
•
when
be legibly and correctly written in every case
parcel
itself or
or on
on aalabel
label or
or tag
attached thereto. It
It is not
firmly attached
tag firmly
parcel itself
allowed
to write
write with
with initials
initials the
the name
and address
address of the sender
sender
name and
allowed to
or
unless the
are the adopted trade name of the
initials are
the initials
addressee, unless
or addressee,
senders
or addressees
addressees which
which is
is generally
Addresses in
understood. Addresses
generally understood.
senders or
pencil
are also
allowed, except
those written
written with copying ink
except those
not allowed,
also not
pencil are
on
previously dampened.
dampened.
surface previously
on aasurface
A
bearing the
the name
address of
sender and addressee
the sender
of the
and address
name and
slip bearing
A slip
is written on aalabel
address
must
be
enclosed
in
the
parcel
when
address
label
the
when
parcel
the
in
enclosed
be
must
or
which is
is not
parcel. It
It is advisable that such
the parcel.
to the
gummed to
not gummed
tag which
or tag
slips
be enclosed
enclosed in
parcels.
in all parcels.
slips be
2.
must be
packed in
adequate for the
manner adequate
in aa manner
be packed
parcel must
Every parcel
2. Every
length of
journey and
character of the contents, and in such
the character
and the
the journey
of the
length
way as
as to
to prevent
the contents
contents from
from damaging
damaging other parcels or
prevent the
aa way
objects or
postal agents. The packing must protect
the postal
injuring the
or injuring
objects
case of rifling, the traces thereof
the
contents sufficiently
sufficiently, that,
that, in
thereof
in case
the contents
may be easily
discovered.
easily discovered.
may
of aasingle
No
is required
for ordinary
parcels consisting
consisting of
ordinary parcels
required for
packing is
No packing
article,
as pieces
of wood,
wood, metal,
usually
metal, etc., which are not usually
pieces of
such as
article, such
packed by
by the
the trade.
trade.
packed
must be packed
Any liquid
liquid or
or any
substance which
liquefies must
packed
easily liquefies
which easily
any substance
Any
in aadouble
double receptacle.
the first
first receptacle
receptacle (bottle, flask, pot,
Between the
receptacle. Between
in
box, etc.)
etc.) and
and the
the second
of strong
strong
strong wood, of strong
metal, of
of metal,
(box of
second (box
box,
equal
corrugated
of strong
fibreboard or
or receptacle
receptacle of equal
strong fibreboard
or of
cardboard or
corrugated cardboard
strength) shall
shall be
space which
which shall
shall be filled with sawdust,
a space
left a
be left
strength)
bran or
absorbent material,
in sufficient
sufficient quantity
absorb
quantity to absorb
material, in
other absorbent
some other
or some
bran
all
the
liquid
contents
in
the
case
breakage.
breakage.
of
case
the
in
contents
liquid
the
all
Powders
and dyes
form must
lead-sealed
in lead-sealed
packed in
be packed
must be
powder form
in powder
dyes in
Powders and
substantial
metal
containers
which
must
be
enclosed
substantial
outer
covers,
in
enclosed
be
must
which
containers
metal
so as
to obviate
obviate all
all damage
to the
the accompanying
accompanying mail
mail matter.
damage to
as to
so
of wax, by lead or
3. Insured
be sealed
sealed by
by means
means of
must be
parcels must
Insured parcels
3.
other seals.
seals. Ordinary
Ordinary parcels
may be
be sealed at the option of the
parcels may
other
sender,
or careful
is sufficient
sufficient as
as aa mode
mode of
closing. Either
Either
of closing.
tying is
careful tying
sender, or
Administration
special design
design or mark of the sender in
a special
require a
may require
Administration may
a means of
the sealing
sealing of
insured parcels
parcels mailed
mailed in
in its service,
service, as a
of insured
the
protection.
protection.
The customs
country of
of destination,
for the purpose of
destination, for
the country
of the
customs of
The
customs examination,
examination, shall
the right
right to
to break the seals. After
have the
shall have
customs
customs
examination is
parcels shall be officially
officially
the parcels
concluded, the
is concluded,
customs examination
resealed.
resealed.
a label with
4.
On the
address side,
side, each
insured parcel
bear a
parcel must bear
each insured
the address
4. On
the
"Valeur declaree
declaree ", or be stamped or marked
or "Valeur
" or
Insured "
words ""Insured
the words
with the
in close
close proximity
number given the
the number
to the
proximity to
words in
same words
the same
with
parcel, and
it must
bear an
an indication
of the
amount of the
the amount
indication of
also bear
must also
and it
parcel,
insured value,
value, mentioned
fully and
and legibly
legibly in the currency
currency of the
mentioned fully
insured
amount must be concountry
of origin
in Roman
This amount
letters. This
Roman letters.
and in
origin and
country of
office of origin
verted
into
gold
francs
by
the
sender
or
by
office
origin and
the
by
or
sender
the
by
francs
gold
into
verted
The
the result
of conversion
conversion is
is added
added below
the original
original description.
description. The
below the
result of
the
amount of
of the
insured value
value must
must also
also be
indicated on the customs
be indicated
the insured
amount
declaration.
declaration.
5. The
seals, as
as any
any kind
kind of
labels or stamps, affixed
affixed to
to
of labels
well as
as well
The seals,
5.
insured
be so
placed as
as not
to hide injuries to the
not to
so placed
must be
parcels, must
insured parcels,
package. Moreover,
the labels
labels or
or stamps
not be
be folded
folded over
over
must not
stamps must
Moreover, the
package.
the
two
sides
of
the
package
so
as
to
cover
edge.
cover
to
as
so
package
the
of
two sides
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ARTICLE 3.
Customs Declarations.
Declarations.
Customs
Customs
Customs
tions.
tions.

declaradeclara-

1.
sender shall
one customs
declaration for
each parfor each
customs declaration
prepare one
shall prepare
The sender
1. The
cel sent
from either
country, upon
for the
the
provided for
form provided
special form
a special
upon a
either country,
sent from
cel
purpose by
of origin.
origin.
country of
the country
by the
purpose
The
customs declaration
declaration shall
give a
general description of the
a general
shall give
The customs
parcel,
an accurate
detail of
contents and
and value,
value,
of its
its contents
in detail
statement in
accurate statement
parcel, an
date
of mailing,
mailing, actual
and address,
address, and
name and
sender's name
the sender's
weight, the
actual weight,
date of
attached
the name
name and
the addressee,
be securely attached
addressee, and shall be
of the
address of
and address
the
to the
parcel. However,
as an
the foregoing,
more
when more
foregoing, when
to the
an exception
exception to
However, as
the parcel.
to
than
parcel is
mailed simultaneously
by the
the same
same sender
the
in the
sender in
simultaneously by
is mailed
one parcel
than one
United
States of
America to
the same
at the same
same address
addressee at
same addressee
to the
of America
United States
in New
Zealand, the
sender need
prepare only
only one
one customs
customs declaraneed prepare
the sender
New Zealand,
in
tion for
shipment, which
customs declaration
declaration shall
shall show,
show,
which customs
entire shipment,
the entire
for the
tion
in addition
particulars set
set forth
forth in
in the
the preceding
preceding sentence,
sentence, the
to the
the particulars
in
addition to
total
the shipment,
shall be seshipment, and shall
comprising the
parcels comprising
of parcels
number of
total number
the
curely
attached to
to one
one of
of the
comprising the
parcels. The parcels comprising
the parcels.
curely attached
entire
shipment shall
shall be
marked in such case with a
a fracbe clearly marked
entire shipment
tional
the numerator
numerator of
of which
will indicate,
indicate, in arabic
arabic
which will
number, the
tional number,
figures,
the number
of the
the parcel,
parcel, and the denominator
denominator the number
number
number of
figures, the
of parcels
example, if aa single shipshipment; for example,
the shipment;
comprising the
of
parcels comprising
ment
composed of
15 parcels,
parcels, each
each parcel
would be
numbered,
be numbered,
parcel would
of 15
were composed
ment were
respectively, 1/15,
1/15, 2/15,
2/15, 3/15, etc.
respectively,
2. The
The Administrations
Administrations accept
responsibility for
correctfor the
the correctno responsibility
accept no
2.
ness of
the customs
declarations.
customs declarations.
of the
ness
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE
Return Receipts.
Receipts.
Return

Return receipts.
receipts.

1. As
As to
parcel for
which aa return
office
receipt is asked, the office
return receipt
for which
to aa parcel
1.
of
parcel the letters or words "A.R."
"A.R." or
impresses on the parcel
origin impresses
of origin
"Avis de
de reception".
origin or any other office apreception ". The office of origin
"Avis
dispatching Administration
Administration shall fill out aa return
pointed by
by the dispatching
receipt form and
attach it
If the form does not
the parcel. If
it to the
and attach
receipt
reach the
of destination,
destination, that
makes out
out a
a duplicate.
duplicate.
that office
office makes
reach
the office
office of
having duly filled out the
2. The
The office of
of destination,
destination, after
after having
the return
receipt
returns it
it free
free of
to the
address of
the address
of the
the sender
sender
receipt form,
form, returns
of postage
postage to
of the parcel.
3.
receipt after
parcel has
after a
a parcel
return receipt
a return
sender applies
applies for a
3. When
When the sender
a return receipt
been
receipt form
origin duly fills out a
the office of origin
been posted,
posted, the
and attaches it
it to
the details
is entered with the
to aaform of inquiry which is
and
concerning
the transmission of
then forwards it to
parcel and then
of the parcel
concerning the
destination of
delivery
In the case of the due delivery
of the
the parcel. In
the office
office of destination
of
withdraws the inquiry form,
destination withdraws
parcel, the
the office of destination
of the
the parcel,
return receipt
treated in the manner
manner prescribed in the
is treated
receipt is
and the
the return
foregoing paragraph.
paragraph.
foregoing

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.
Receptacles.
Receptacles.
Receptacles.
Receptacles.

Administrations of the two contracting
contracting countries
countries
1. The Postal Administrations
shall provide the respective bags necessary
necessary for the dispatch of their
parcels and each bag shall be marked to show the name of the office
office
or
it belongs.
belongs.
to which it
or country to
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2.
Bags must
must be returned
returned empty to the dispatching office by the
2. Bags
next
Empty bags
bags to
returned are made up in bundles of
be returned
to be
mail. Empty
next mail.
ten, enclosing
enclosing nine
bags in
in one.
one. The
The total
of bags returned
number of
total number
nine bags
ten,
o
thall be
be entered on the relative parcel bills.
,hall
3.
In case
case ten
ten per
number of bags used during the
of the total number
per cent of
3. In
year have
have not
not been
returned, the value of the missing bags must be
been returned,
year
repaid
the Administration
of origin.
Administration of
to the
repaid to
ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.

Parcels.
Method
Exchange of Parcels.
of Ewchange
Method of
duly fastened and
in sacks
1. The
The parcels
be exchanged,
exchanged, in
sacks duly
shall be
parcels shall
1.
by agreement
sealed, by
by the
the Offices
Offices appointed
agreement between
between the two Adappointed by
sealed,

Method of exchange
exchange
of parcels.

Method o

of

rc

ministrations,
and shall
country of destination
destination
the country
to the
dispatched to
be dispatched
shall be
ministrations, and
by the
country of
by such
such means as it provides.
and by
its cost and
at its
origin at
of origin
the country
by
2.
Insured parcels
be enclosed
separate sacks from
from those
in separate
enclosed in
shall be
parcels shall
2. Insured
in which
which ordinary
contained, and the labels of sacks conare contained,
parcels are
ordinary parcels
in
taining
insured parcels
parcels shall
marked with such distinctive symbols
be marked
shall be
taining insured
as may
from time
be agreed upon.
time be
time to time
as
may from

7.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.
Billing of
Parcels.
of Parcels.
Billing
1.
Ordinary parcels
exchanged direct
direct between
between the
the two countries
countries
parcels exchanged
1. Ordinary
shall
on the
number of
of
total number
the total
show the
to show
bills to
parcel bills
the parcel
be entered
entered on
shall be
parcels,
net weight
the total
to be
amount to
total amount
and the
thereof, and
weight thereof,
total net
the total
parcels, the
credited, while
redirected or
parcels shall be entered indior returned parcels
while redirected
credited,
vidually. The
total number
dispatch
of sacks comprising each dispatch
number of
The total
vidually.
shall also be
indicated on the parcel
parcel bills.
be indicated
shall
2. Insured
Insured parcels
entered individually
individually on separate
separate parbe entered
shall be
parcels shall
2.
cel
bills to
to show
the insurance number
number and the name of the office
show the
cel bills
of
as the
the total net weight thereof.
well as
as well
origin, as
of origin,
3.
Parcels sent
sent a
separately on the pard6couvert must be entered separately
a &convert
3. Parcels
cel
bills.
cel bills.
4.
on the
of any
parcel must
or reforwarded
reforwarded parcel
returned or
any returned
bill of
the bill
entry on
The entry
4. The
together
be
by the
Returned "
Reforwarded ", together
"Reforwarded
" or "
"Returned
word "
the word
followed by
be followed
with
the detailed
detailed statement
statement of
charges which
which may be additionally
additionally
of charges
with the
collected,
Observations " column.
"Observations"
the "
in the
collected, in
5. Each
exchange shall number the parcel
parcel bills
dispatching office of exchange
Each dispatching
5.
in
series
commencing each year aa fresh series
corner commencing
left-hand corner,
upper left-hand
the upper
in the
for
each office
of exchange
destination. The last number of the
of destination.
exchange of
office of
for each
year shall
shown on
parcel bill
bill of
the first dispatch of the
of the
the parcel
on the
be shown
shall be
year
following
year.
following year.
6. The
parcel bills
bills are
duplicate. The original is
in duplicate.
prepared in
are prepared
The parcel
6.
sent in
the regular
regular mails, while the duplicate is inserted in one of
in the
sent
designated by
the sacks.
sacks. The
sack containing
parcel bill is designated
containing the parcel
The sack
the
the letter
letter "F
"F ",
traced in
in a
a conspicuous
conspicuous manner
manner on
on the
the label.
", traced
the

Biling.
Billing.

ARTICLE
8.
ARTICLE 8.
Checking of Parcels.
Parcels.
Checking
1. The
The office
office of
of exchange
has received
mail shall
shall
parcel mail
received aa parcel
which has
exchange which
1.

check
the parcels
the accompanying
If a
a parcel
parcel is missbills. If
accompanying bills.
and the
parcels and
check the
ing
or any
irregularity is
immediately rebe immediately
it shall be
noted, it
is noted,
other irregularity
any other
ing or
ported
to the
the dispatching
dispatching office
office of
exchange by
means of
Bulletin
a Bulletin
of a
by means
of exchange
ported to
of Verification.
Verification. The
The report
such aa serious
serious irregularity
irregularity as
to
as to
of such
report of
of

Checking of parcels.

hecking of parce
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responsibility of the
involve the responsibility
respective Administrations
shall be
be
the respective
Administrations shall
accompanied
such vouchers
vouchers as
as the
the strings,
strings, wax,
or lead
accompanied by such
wax, or
lead seals
seals
used for closing the bag
contained the
the parcels,
if they
they are
bag which
which contained
parcels, if
are
available.
available.
If no report is made by the next mail,
If
it will
will be
be assumed
that the
the
mail, it
assumed that
mail has been received
received in proper
the contrary
contrary is
is proved.
proved.
proper order
order until
until the
If a
a parcel
2. If
parcel bill is
be made
and a
is missing a
a duplicate
duplicate shall
shall be
made out
out and
a
copy sent to
of exchange
to the
the dispatching
dispatching office
office of
exchange from
from which
which the
the
dispatch
received.
dispatch was
was received.
3.
parcel which is
3. If
If any parcel
of transmission
is in the course
course of
transmission is
is observed
observed
to bear evidence
it must
must have
the facts
evidence of
of violation
violation or
or damage,
damage, it
have the
facts noted
noted
on it
it and be marked with the stamp
the office
office making
making the
the note,
note,
stamp of
of the
or a
adocument
document drawing
drawing attention to
to the
the violation
or damage
must be
violation or
damage must
be
forwarded
the parcel.
parcel.
forwarded with
with the
ARTICLE 9.
ARTICLE
9.
Undelivered
Undelivered Parcels.
Parces.
Undelivered parcels.
Undelivered
pS.

-

1. The sender of aaparcel
may request,
parcel may
the time
of mailing,
request, at
at the
time of
mailing, that
that
if the parcel
if
parcel cannot be delivered as addressed it
it shall
shall be
(a)
be either
either (a)
treated as abandoned, or (b)
delivery at
at aa second
second
(b) tendered
tendered for
for delivery
address
address in the country of destination, or (c)
(c) returned immediately.
immediately.
If
If the sender avails
himself of
facility, his
request must
appear
avails himself
of this
this facility,
his request
must appear
on the address side of the parcel and
and on
the relative
relative customs
on the
customs declaradeclaration and must be in conformity
conformity with or analagous
analagous to one of the
the
following forms:
following
forms:

" If
If
"
" If
If
"
"IfIf
"

not deliverable
deliverable as
addressed
Abandon '".
as addressed---' Abandon'"
not deliverable
deliverable as addressed--addressed
to ..... "
' Deliver
Deliver to
not deliverable
deliverable as addressed---addressed
Return immediately
immediately '"
'".
'Return
2. The parcels to be returned
returned as undeliverable
undeliverable to
the country
of
to the
country of
origin shall be
show the
the reason
for nondelivery.
nondelivery.
be marked
marked to
to show
reason for
ARTICLE 10.
W.
AimcLE
Payments,
Payments
Payment&

w
a

1. For the parcels dispatched by one country to the other,
other, the
the disdis.
patching Administration
Administration shall pay aaterminal credit
follows:
credit as
as follows:
(a) For parcels originating in New Zealand
to the
Zealand addressed
addressed to
the
United States of America,
America, 6
6cents per pound computed
computed on
the bulk
on the
bulk
net weight of each dispatch.
dispatch.
(b) For parcels
parcels originating in the United
America adUnited States
States of
of America
addressed to New Zealand, 30 cents
parcel.
cents per
per parcel.
2. In
In the case of parcels originating in New Zealand which
are
which are
sent to the United States of America
sent
America for onward dispatch to a
apossession of the latter country or, in closed mails, to a
third country,
a third
country,
the
Administration of New Zealand shall pay to the Administration
the Administration
Administration
of the
the United
of
United States
States of America as a
atransit credit 6
6cents per pound
when only sea service is provided,
provided, 10 cents per pound when
when only
only
land service is provided,
provided, and 13 cents per pound
both land
pound when
when both
land
and
e service are provided, based on the bulk net weight of
and sa
sea
of each
each
dispatch.

Also, in
the case
for the possessions of the United States
Also,
in the
case of
of parcels
parcels ,
of
America, the Administration
of America,
Administration of New Zealand
Zealand shall
to the
the AdAdshall pay
pay to
nistration of the United States of America
ministration
America the following
terminal
following terminal
credits:
credits:

'
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For
computed on the bulk
pound computed
6 cents
cents per pound
for Alaska,
Alaska, 6
parcels for
For parcels
net
weight of
of each dispatch.
dispatch.
net weight
For parcels
parcels for
Puerto Rico,
Samoa
the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa
Rico, the
for Puerto
For
and Hawaii,
pound computed on the bulk net weight of
per pound
Hawaii, 33cents per
and
each dispatch.
3. In
case of
United States of
originating in the United
parcels originating
of parcels
In the
the case
3.
America which
which are
are sent
sent to
New Zealand
dispatch to
Zealand for onward dispatch
to New
America
America shall
Tonga,
United States of America
of the
the United
Administration of
the Administration
Tonga, the
pay
to the
the Administration
Zealand one shilling four pence
Administration of New Zealand
pay to
for each
each parcel
parcel not
not exceeding
exceeding 3
3 pounds
pounds in
eight
weight, one shilling eight
in weight,
for
7 pounds in
pence for
for each
exceeding 7
but not exceeding
pounds but
over 33 pounds
parcel over
each parcel
pence
weight
two shillings
for each parcel
7 pounds and not
over 7
parcel over
shillings for
and two
weight and
exceeding
11 pounds
pounds in weight.
exceeding 11
4.
terminal charges and transit rates above specified may be
4. The terminal
reduced or
or increased
three months' previous notice given by one
on three
increased on
reduced
country to
to the
the other.
other. The
The reduction
or increase
increase shall
shall hold good for
reduction or
country
at least
least one
one year.
at
ARTICLE 11.
11.
ARTICLE
Accounting.
Accounting.
1.
Each Administration
shall prepare
quarterly an account
account showprepare quarterly
Administration shall
1. Each
ing the
sums due
for parcels
parcels sent by the other Administration.
Administration.
due for
the sums
ing
2. These
These accounts
accounts accompanied
accompanied by the parcel bills and, if any,
2.
copies
notes relating
submitted to
thereto shall be submitted
relating thereto
verification notes
of verification
copies of
the examination
corresponding Administration
Administration in the course
the corresponding
of the
examination of
the
of
the month
quarter to which they relate.
the quarter
following the
month following
of the
acceptance of
verification and acceptance
3.
compilation, transmission,
transmission, verification
The compilation,
3. The
the
accounts must
effected as early as possible and the payment
must be effected
the accounts
resulting
balance must
made at the latest before the
must be made
the balance
from the
resulting from
expiration
of three
months following
following the date of the sending of the
three months
expiration of
accounts
by the
Administration.
creditor Administration.
the creditor
accounts by
4.
Payment of the balances
accounts between
between the two
balances due on these accounts
4. Payment
Administrations
shall be
be effected
effected by means
means of drafts on New York
Administrations shall
or on
Wellington, or in any other manner which may from time to
on Wellington,
or
time
be agreed
upon between
between the
the Chiefs
Chiefs of
Administrathe Postal Administraof the
agreed upon
time be
tions of
the two
attendant on the
expenses attendant
the expenses
countries, the
contracting countries,
two contracting
of the
tions
payment
at the
the charge
of the
the indebted
administration.
indebted administration.
charge of
being at
payment being

Amounting.
Aaountig.

ARTICLE 12.
12.
ARTICLE
Miscellaneous Notifications.
Notifications.
Miscellaneous
The
communicate to
to each
each other
other a
Miscellaneous.
summary Miso.iias
a summary
shall communicate
Administrations shall
The Administrations
the
of the
provisions of
applicable to the
regulations applicable
or regulations
laws or
their laws
of their
the provisions
of
other
countries, and other
parcels exchanged
between the
the two contracting countries,
exchanged between
parcels
items necessary
necessary for
exchange of parcels.
out the exchange
carrying out
for carrying
items

dfflUve
on which
These Regulations
Regulations shall
come into
into operation
operation on
the day
day on
which duration.
Effective date and
on the
shall come
These
the
Agreement comes
comes into
have the same
shall have
and shall
force and
into force
Post Agreement
Parcel Post
the Parcel
duration
as the
the Agreement.
duration as
Done in
and signed
Washington the
day of
Signatures.
of siatmu.
24th day
the 24th
at Washington
signed at
duplicate and
in duplicate
Done
April
and at
Wellington the
third day
March 1933
day of March
the third
at Wellington
1933, and
April 1933,
ADAM HAMILTON
HAMILTON
ADAM
Zealand.
Postmaster
General of New Zealand.
Postmaster General
[BEAL]
JOSEPH OMAHONEY
07MAHONEY
JOSEPH
[SEAL]
Acting Postmaster
Postmaster General
General of the
Aoting
United States
States of America
America.
United

1506
1506
Approval.
Approval.

PARCEL POST
POST AGREEMENT-NEW
AGREEMENT—NEW ZEALAND.
ZEALAND.
PARCEL

March 3 '1933 '
April 24,
2, 1933.
April

The foregoing
the Execution
Execution of
of the
the Parcel Post
for the
Regulations for
foregoing Regulations
The
Agreement
between the
the United
United States
of America
America and
and New Zealand
Zealand
States of
Agreement between
have
been negotiated
concluded with my advice and consent
and concluded
negotiated and
have been
hereby approved
approved and ratified.
and are
are hereby
In testimony
whereof, IIhave
the seal of the
the United States
have caused the
In
testimony whereof,
to
hereunto affixed.
be hereunto
to be
[sEAL]
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
[SEAL]
By
President.
the President.
By the
CORDRLT, HMS.
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
WASHINGTON, May
WASHINGTON,
May 3,
3, 1933.
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tune 1,
15, 1931.
1931.
friend- -June
and Poland
America and
Treaty
between the
States of
Poland of friendof America
United States
the United
Treaty between
agreement concerning
ship,
commerce, and
and consular
rights and
concerning proof of
and agreement
consular rights
ship, commerce,
exchange of notes. Signed
the
origin of
of imported
imported merchandise
merchandiseeffected by exchange
the origin
by the Senate, April
at
June 15,
advised by
ratificationadvised
1931; ratification
16, 1931;
Washington, June
at Washington,
1932;
5,
the President
President of
United States, April 21, 1932;
of the United
by the
ratified by
1932; ratified
6, 1982;
exchanged at Warsaw,
ratified
by Poland,
April 20,
1938; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
20, 1933;
Poland, April
ratified by
June
9, 1933;
proclaimed, July 10, 1933.
1933; proclaimed,
June 9,

OF AMERICA
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Tres
mer
ty of
of fri
d
enee
dshi u
p,
frndsip
Taty
W HEREAS a
ft Treaty
Friendship, Commerce
ae, an
ns
Commerce and Consular Rights com
of Friendship,
Treaty of
WHEREAS
Poland.
rib
lar
Poland
between
the
United
States
of
America
and
the
Republic
of
P
rights
ii
br
eith
th
Poland.
Republic
the
and
America
of
between the United States
was concluded
concluded and
signed by
Plenipotentiaries at
their respective Plenipotentiaries
by their
and signed
was
Washington
on
the
fifteenth
day
of
June,
one
thousand
thousand
nine hundred
one
June,
of
day
fifteenth
the
on
Washington
and thirty-one,
original of
which treaty, being in the English and
of which
the original
thirty-one, the
and
word for
for word
word as follows:
is word
Polish
languages, is
Polish languages,

The United
States of
of America
America
United States
The
and the
the Republic
Republic of Poland, deand
sirous
of strengthening
the bond
strengthening the
sirous of
of
peace which
happily prevails
prevails
which happily
of peace
between them,
them, by
arrangements
by arrangements
between
designed to
to promote
promote friendly
designed
intercourse
between their respecintercourse between
tive territories
through provisions
provisions
territories through
tive
responsive to
to the
the spiritual, culresponsive
tural,
economic and commercial
commercial
tural, economic
aspirations of the peoples thereof,
aspirations
have resolved
conclude aa
to conclude
resolved to
have
Treaty of
Friendship, Commerce
of Friendship,
Treaty
and
Consular Rights and for that
and Consular
purpose
appointed as their
have appointed
purpose have
plenipotentiaries:
plenipotentiaries:
The
the United
President of the
The President
States
America, Henry L.
of America,
States of
Stimson, Secretary
Secretary of State of
Stimson,
the United
States of America,
United States
the
and
The President
President of the Republic
The
of Poland,
Poland, Tytus
Filipowicz, AmTytus Filipowicz,
of
bassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenbassador
ipotentiary of
of Poland in Washingipotentiary
ton,
ton,
who, having
communicated to
having communicated
who,
each
other their
their full
full powers
powers found
each other

Stany
Ameryki ii
Zjednoczone Ameryki
Stany Zjednoczone
pragnac
Rzeczpospolita Polska, prag.nac
Rzeczpospolita
wzmocni6 istniejacy
istniejacy szczei'wie
szczefiliwie
wzmocni6
wezel pokoju
miedzy obu
krajami wgzel
obu krajami
miedzy
zapomoca ukladow,
majscych na
uklad6w, majacych
zapomoc4
celu rozwiniQcie
rozwiniecie przyjaznych
przyjaznych stocelu
sunk6w
obu swemi terymiedzy obu
sunk6w miedzy
torjami
zarzildzenia odpoodpoprzez zarzadzenia
torjami przez
wiadajace
kulturalduchowym, kulturalwiadajace duchowym,
nym,
Fospodarczym iihandlowym
handlowym
nym, gospodarczym
chttemom
swej ludnosci,
ludnaci, postanodatemom swej
wily
zawrze6 Traktat
Przyja.ni,
Traktat Przyjaini,
wily zawrze6
Handlowy
Konsulamych
Praw Konsularnych
Handlowy iiPraw
mianowaly swymi
i
celu mianowaly
tym celu
w tym
i w
pelnomocnikami:
pelnomocnikami:
Prezydent
ZjednoczoStan6w ZjednoczoPrezydent Stan6w
nych Ameryki,
p. Henry
Henry L. StimAmeryki, p.
nych
son, Sekretarza
Sekretarza Stanu Stan6w
son,
Zjednoczonych Ameryki,
Ameryki, ii
Zjednoczonych
Prezydent Rzeczypospolitej
Rzeczypospolitej
Prezydent
PoLskiej,
Filipowicza,z
Tytusa Filipowicza
p. Tytusa
Polskiej, p.
I
Ambasadora Nadzwyczajnego
Nadzwyczajnego 1
Ambasadora
Peinomocnego
P. w
w WaszyngWaszyngR. P.
Pelnomocnego R.
tonie;
tonie;
kt6rzy, po
po zakomunikow
.
aniu
zakomunikowaniu
kt6rzy,
pelnomocnictw,
sobie
wzajemnie pelnomocmctw,
sobie wzajemnie

Contracting
Contracting Powers.
Post,
p. 1703.
1703.
Post, p.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.
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to be
be in
form, have
to
in due
due form,
have agreed
agreed
upon
following articles:
the following
articles:
upon the
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I
I

Mutual
freedom
of
Mutual religion,
freedombusiof
residence,
reeldenereligion,
buelness, etc., permitted.
nees,

peitted.

The nationals
nationals of
of each
of the
the
each of
The

High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall
High

be permitted
to enter,
enter, travel
travel and
and
be
permitted to
reside in
the territories
of the
the
reside
in the
territories of
other;
to exercise
exercise liberty
liberty of
of conconother; to
science
and freedom
freedom of
science and
of worship;
worship;
to
engage in
in professional,
profe,ssionall scientifscientifto engage
ic, religious,
religious, philanthropic,
philanthropic, manumanuic,
facturing
commercial work
work
and commercial
facturing and
of
every kind;
kind; to
to carry
on every
every
carry on
of every
form
of commercial
commercial activity
activity which
which
form of

is not forbidden by the local law;
to
erect or
lease and
and occupy
occupy
to own,
own, erect
or lease
appropriate buildings
lease
and to lease
buildings and
appropriate
lands
lands for
for residential,
residential, scientific,
scientific,
religious,
philanthropic, manureligious, philanthroic,
facturing,
commercial and morfacturing, oommercial
tuary
purposes; to
to employ
employ agents
tuary purposes;
of
choice; and generally the
of their choice;
said
permitted,
said nationals
nationals shall be
be permitted,
upon
themselves to
to
submitting themselves
upon submitting
all
local laws
laws and
and regulations
all local
regulations duly
established,
to enjoy
all of the
established, to
enjoy all
foregoing
privileges and to
to do
foregoing privileges
anything
incidental to or necesanything incidental
necessary
sary for
for the enjoyment of those
privileges
upon the same terms
terms
privileges,' upon
as
nationals of the
the State
State of resas nationals
otherwise proas otherwise
idence, except
except as
vided
vided by laws of either High
Contracting Party
Party in
in force
force at
Contracting
signature of this
this
the time of
of the
the signature
Treaty. In
In so far
of
far as
as the laws of
Treaty.
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
either
in force
force at
at the time of
of the signasignature
permit
ture of this Treaty
Treaty do
do not permit
nationals of
of the other Party to
to
nationals
enjoy
any of
of the foregoing
foregoing privienjoy any
the
Mt
ad nation
Most faoreS
favored
nation leges upon the same
same terms as the
treatment.
nationals
nationals of
of the
the State
State of
of residence, they shall
shall enjoy, on condition of reciprocity,
as favorable
reciprocity, as
favorable
treatment
nationals of
of the
the
treatment as
as nationals
most
most favored nation.
Realproperty.
Real property.
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uznanych
formy,
uznanych za
za naletyte
naletyte co
co do
do formy,
zgodzili
na nastepujace
artysie na
nastepujace artyzgodzili sie
kuly:
kuly:
ARTYKUL
ARTYKUL II
Oby watele kaldej
katdej z
z Wysokich
Wysokich
Obywatele
Umawiajacych
sie Stron
Umawiajacych sie
Stron 1304
beda
mogli
wjezdza6, podrotowaó
podr6zowa6 . i
mogli wjeidia6,
przebywa6
terytorjum drugiej
dri!glej
na terytorjum
przebywa6 na
Strony;
suStrony; korzysta6
korzysta6 z
z wolnoki
wolnosci sumienia
oraz praktykowania
praktykowania kultu
kultu
mienia oraz
religijnego;
wykonywaé p
.
ra
. ce
prace
religijnego; wykonywa6
zawodowa,
naukow a,
, rehna
n
z
religijnq,
zawodowq, naukowa,
filantropijna,
przemyslowa
przemyslowq
i
filantropijnq,
handlowa
rodzaju;
wszelkiego . rodzaju;
handlowa wszelkiego
prowadzi6
forme
wszelkiej formie
prowadzi6 we wszelktej
dzialalno66 handlowa
handlowa me
nie wzbrowzbrodzialalnos6
niona przez
przez prawo
prawo miejscowe;
nnejscow9;
niona
posiada6 na
wznost6
posiada6
na wiasno66
wlasnos6 wznosi6
lub wynajmowa6
wynajmowa6 i
zajmowa6
i zajmowa6
lub
odpowied
budowle,
oraz
odpowiedmee budowle,
dziertawi6 grunty do
do celow:
cel6w:
dzierzawi6
mieszkalnych,
naukowych, relirelimieszkalnych, naukowych,
gijnych, filantropijnych,
filantropijnych, przemygijnych,
slowych, handlowych
slowych,
handlowych iip9Amiertposmiertnego
spoczynku; zatrudnia6
zatrudnia6 prapranego spoczynku;
cownikow
swego wyboru
w.yboru
cownik6w wediug
wedlug swego
wogfile,
wyiej wymtemeni
-i
wog6le, wyzej
wyiemenie
obywatele
beda mogli,
mogli, przy
przy
obywatele beds
zastosowaniu sie do
zastosowaniu
do wszystkich
wszystkich
miejscowych praw i. przepis6w
raiejscowych
przepisow
naletycie ustanowionych,
korzynalezycie
ustanowionych, korzysta6 z
z wszelkich
wszelkich wyliczonych
wyliczonych
wytej przyiyilei
wyzej
przywilei ii wykonxwa6
wykonywa6
wszystk?, co jest zzuprawnieiami
uprawniemami
wszystko,
temi zwiaane,
zwiazane, lub konieczne
tenu
konieczne do
korzystania zz nich, na tych
korzystama
samych
samych warunkach,
warunkach, co
co obywatele
obywatele
pafistwa,
w ktfirem
zamieszkuja,
paistwa, w
kt6rem zamieszkuja,
chyba
teprawa
ktfirej6 zWyookich
zWysoluch.
chyba ze
prawa kt6rejs
Umawiajacych
sie Stron,
Stron, bedace
Umawiajacych siQ
bedace
w .mocy w
w chwili
clrwili podpisania
niniejszego Traktatu, zawieraja
zawieraja
mmejszegp
postanowienia odmienne.
postanowlenia,
odmienne.
Tam
prawa jednej
Wysokich
gdzie prawa
jednej z
z Wysokich
Urnawiajacych siq
sit Stron,
Uamawinaacych
Stron, obowia.
zujace w
wi.zujce
w chwili
chwili podpisa-nia
podpisania
nimejszego Traktatu
the pozwapozwaniniejszego
Traktatu me
laja
.
lom drugiej Strony
lajq obywa,te
obywatelom
Strony
na korzysta,me
korzystanie zzktfiregoA
wyiej
kt6regos zzwyzej
wyhczonych uprawnia.
wyliczonych
uprawniefi na tych
samych warunkach
samych
warunkach co obywatelorn
lom Pafistwa,
Pafistwa, w
w kt6rem
ktfirem zamiezamiepod
szkuja, .bed4
beda oni korzystali,
korzystali, pod
warunkiem
z takiego
warunktem wzajemnosci
wzajemnofici z
sarnego traktowania,
traktowania, co obywatele
samego
obywatele
pafistwa najbardziej
najbardziej uprzywileuprzywilejowanego.
jowanego.
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The
of either
either High
nationals of
The nationals
Contracting Party
Party within the
Contracting
not
territories of
of the
the other
shall not
other shall
territories
be
to the
of
payment of
the payment
subjected to
be subjected
any
charges or taxes other
internal charges
any internal
or higher
those that are
than those
higher than
or
exacted of
of and
and paid
its
paid by its
exacted
nationals.
nationals.
The
nationals of each
each High
The nationals
Contracting
Contracting Party shall enjoy
freedom
of access
access to
to the courts of
freedom of
conforming
justice of
the other
other on conforming
of the
justice
for the
to
as well
well for
laws, as
local laws,
the local
to the
prosecution as for the defense of
prosecution
their
rights, in
degrees of
all degrees
in all
their rights,
jurisdiction
established by law.
jurisdiction established
The nationals
High
each High
of each
nationals of
The
Contracting Party
shall receive
receive
Party shall
Contracting
within the
territories of the other,
the territories
within
upon submitting to conditions
conditions
upon
the
imposed
upon its
its nationals,
nationals, the
imposed upon
most constant
constant protection
protection and
most
security for their persons
persons and
security
property, and
and shall
shall enjoy
enjoy in this
property,
respect that
degree of
of protection
protection
that degree
respect
that is
by international
international
required by
is required
that
law.
property shall not
Their property
law. Their
be
without due process of
taken without
be taken
law and
and without
without payment
payment of just
law
compensation.
compensation.
Nothing contained
in this Treacontained in
Nothing
ty
ty shall be construed to affect
the
existing statutes
statutes of
either of the
of either
existing
relaHigh Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties in relaHigh
tion
to emigration
or to immigraemigration or
tion to
tion
or the
the right
of either of the
right of
tion or
enact
N'igh
Contracting Parties to enact
High Contracting
such
provided, however,
statutes, provided,
such statutes,
that nothing
paragraph
in this paragraph
nothing in
that
shall
prevent the nationals of
shall prevent
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
either
from entering,
entering, traveling
traveling and refrom
siding
in the
the
territories of the
the territories
siding in
other Party
Party in order
order to carry on
other
international trade or to engage
engage
international
in any
any commercial
related
activity related
commercial activity
in
to
conduct
the conduct
with the
connected with
or connected
to or
of international
international trade on the same
of
terms
nationals of the most
as nationals
terms as
favored
favored nation.

Nothing contained
this Treain this
contained in
Nothing
ty is
to be
considered as interferbe considered
is to
ty
ing
with the
the right
either party
of either
right of
ing with
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Equaityoftaet
Obywatele
jednej zz Wysokich
Wysokich zqualitYcif
taies, etc.
Obywatele jednej
Umawiajacych
the beda
beda
sie Stron nie
Umawiajacych sie
podlegah
na terytorjum
terytorjum drugiej
podlegali na
Strony
iadnym
zadnym innym lub
Strony
yi-yiszym wewnetrznym
wewngtrznym oplatom
oplatom
wyzszym
sa od
1
sciagane sa
niz ficiagane
i podatkom,
podatkom, nil
wlasnych obywateli
obywateli iiprzez nich
wlasnych
oplactme.
oplacane.
onrts of
Access to courts
Obywatele kazdej
kaidej z
Wysokich jjrs
z Wysokich
Obywatele
beda4tic
Umlwiajacych sie
sie Stron beda
Umawiajacych
sad6w
mieli swobodny
swobodny dostep
dostep do sadow
mieli
poddajac sie
drugiej Strony,
Strony, poddajac
sic
drugiej
a to
nuejscowym
prawom,
a
prawom,
miejscowym
i
zarowno
w dochodzeniu,
dochodzeniu, jak i
zar6wno w
praw przed
obronie . swoich
swoich
praw
przed
obronie
wszystktenu instancjami
instancjami sadowszystkiemi
wemi,ustanowionemi
przez prawo.
wemi,ustanowionemi przez
prObywatele
Wysokich Protection of perz Wysokich
kazdej z
Obywatele kaidej
w
ro ty.
andd 1341)PartY.
beda Os S an
Umawiajvych
Stron beda
sie Stron
Umawiaj4cych sic
mieli
terytorjum drugiej
drugiej
na terytorium
mieli na
warunkom
Strony,
sic warunkom
poddajac siq
Strony, poddajac
tejie
naloionym
obywateli tejle
na obywateli
naloionym na
stala
Stryny,.
jaknajbardziej
stale
jaknajbardziej
Strony,
oeke
r
bezpieczefistwo osobiste
i bezpieczefstwo
opieke
ich nuenia
bed korzystali
korzystali pod
i beda
mienia 1
i1ich
tym
takiego stopnia
z taldego
wzgledem z
tym wzglcdem
wymaga prawo
tego wymaga
jak tego
opieki, jak
nuedzynarodowe. Mienie
ich nie
the
Mienie ich
miedzynarodowe.
mole by6
by6 im
im odebrane
odebrane bez
moze
wlakiwego postepowania
postcpowania prawprawwlasciwego
nego iibez
odpowiedniego
zaplaty odpowiedniego
bez zaplaty
nego
odqzkodowania.
odszkodowania.
Zadne z
postanowiefi niniejd ecte
mntgration laws
laws not
not
niniej- Imglon
z postanowiefi
Zadne
nie moze
szego Traktatu
mole by6 interTraktatu the
szego
pretowane w
spos6b naruszajacy
naruszajacy
w spos6b
pretowane
istniejtvce
ustawy jednej zzWysoistniejice ustawy
w
kich
sic Stron w
Umawiajacych sie
kich Umawiajacych
odniesieniu
emigracji lub imido emigracji
odniesieniu do
z Wygracji
lub tel
prawa kaidej z
tei .prawa
gracji lub
Stron do
sokich
Umawittjacych sic
sie Stron
sokich Umawiajacych
ustaw, pod wastanowienia
takich ustaw,
stanowienia taldch
runkiem
jednakie, ie
ie nic
w ustepie
ustcpie
nic w
runkiem jednakie,
niniejszym
przeszkodzi obywanie przeszkodzi
niniejszym the
telom jednej
Wysokich Umawiaz Wysokich
jednej z
telom
jacych
w wjeidianiu,
wjeldianiu, poStron w
sie Stron
j acych sic
drolowaniu i
zamieszkiwaniu na
i zamieszkiwaniu
dr6zowaniu
terytorjum
drugiej Strony celem
terytorjum drugiej
prowadzenia handlu
handlu miedzynaromiedzynaroprowadzenia
dowego
tel zajmowania
zajmowama sie
sit
lub tei
dowego lub
dzialalnacia
odnoszaca
handlowa odnoszaca
dzialalnoscia handlowa
z prowasic
lub zwiazana
zwiazana z
prowado lub
sie do
dzeniem
handlu miedzynarodomiedzynarododzeniem handlu
wego
na tych
warunkach
samych warunkach
tych samych
wego na
co
obywatele pafistwa
najbardziej
pafstwa najbardziej
co obywatele
uprzy
wilejowanego.
Protectionolo
uprzywilejowanego.
.
Zadne
postanowiefi niniejPmtacti°11 "
'
nimnej- lbor.
z postanowief
Zadne z
szego
the moie
mole by6
Traktatu nie
szego Traktatu
interpretowane
w sensie, kt6ry
interpretowane w
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nasuwalby prawo
prawo jednej
jednej ze
to enact
enact or
enforce statutes
ze Stron
Stron
to
or enforce
statutes concon- nasuwalby
stanowienia iistosowania
ustaw
do stanowienia
stosowania ustaw
cerning the
national do
cerning
the protection
protection of
of national
odnoszacych sie
do ochrony
ochrony naroodnoszacych
sie do
narolabor.
labor.
dowego
pracy.
dowego rynku
rynku pracy.
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II
Civil liability

jures, etc.
etc.

juries,

for inin-

Dwellings, places of
of
etc., to be
business, etc.,
respected.
respecte
d.

Period allowed for
Period
allowed
for
sale
realty,
of inherited

etc.

etc.

to that
form of
With respect
respect to
that form
of

With

protection
protection granted by National,
State,
Provincial laws
laws estabestabState, or
or Provincial
lishing civil
civil liability
lishing
liability for
for injuries
injuries
or
for death,
death, and
and giving
to relaor for
giving to
relatives
of an
an
tives or
or heirs
heirs or
or dependents
dependents of
injured
party a
of action
action or
or a
injured party
a right
right of
a
pecuniary
benefit, such
such relatives
pecuniary benefit,
relatives
or heirs
heirs or
or dependents
dependents of
of the
or
the ininjured party,
of
jured
party, himself
himself aanational
national of
either of
either
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting
Parties and
injured within
Parties
and injured
within any
any of
of
the territories
territories of
the other,
shall,
the
of the
other, shall,
regardless of
of their
their alienage
alienage or
or resregardless
residence outside
outside of the territory
territory
where the
the injury
enjoy
where
injury occurred,
occurred, enjoy
the same
same rights
rights and privileges
privileges as
as
are
are or may
may be granted
granted to
to nationals,
and under
like conditions.
conditions.
tionals, and
under like

ARTYKUL II
II
ARTYKUL
Odnanie
Odnosnie do
do formy ochrony,
ochrony,
zabezpieczonej
przez
prawo
zabezpieczonej
przez
prawo
pafistwowe,
lub prowinprowinpafistwowe, stanowe
stanowe lub
cjonalne,
odpowiecjonalne, ustanawiajace
ustanawiajace odpowiedzialnoA6 cywilna
obraienia
dzialnos6
cywilnq za
za obrazenia
cielesne
krewcielesne lub
lub Amiere
Smier6 iidajace
dajace krewnym,
spadkobiercom lub
pozonym, spadkobiercom
lub pozostajacym na
utrzymaniu strony
strony
stajacym
na utrzymaniu
poszkodowanej prawo
do skargi
skargi
poszkodowanej
prawo do
lub odszkodowania
odszkodowitm.a pienieznego,
pienieinego,
lub
tacy
krewni, spadkobiercy
tacy krewni,
spadkobiercy lub
lub
bedacy
utrzymaniu strony
bQdacy na
na utrzymaniu
strony
poszkodowanej,
kt6ra, majac
obyposzkodowanej, kt6ra,
majac obywatelstwo
jednej z
Wysokich
watelstwo jednej
z Wysokich
Umawiajacych
Umawiajoacych sie
siQ Stron,
Stron, zostala
zostala
poszkodowana
poszkodowana na terytorjum
drug:iej Strony,
bez wzgledu
drugiej
Strony, bed%
beda, bez
wzgledu
na
ohy watelstwo obee
na ach
ich obywatelstwo
obce lub
lub
przeby warne poza terytorjum
na
przebywanie
terytorjum,tna
kt6rem obrakenia
mialy
obrazenia cielesne mialy
miejsce, korzystali z
samyc
z tych samych
praw iiprzywilej6w,
przywilej6w, jakie sa lub
prow
mon
moga by
by6 udzielane
udzielane obywatelom
obywatelom
wlasnym i
i na takich
takich samych
warunkach.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE III
III
ARTYKUL III
ARTYKUL
III
The dwellings,
dwellings,
warehouses,
warehouses,
Mieszkania,
Mieszkania, skiady
sklady towarowe,
towarowe,
se
manufactories, shops,
other fabryki,
manufactories,
shops, and
and other
fabryki, sklepy i
miejsca
i inne miejsca
places of business, and all prem- wykonywania
wykonywania zawodu wraz
wraz ze
ze
ises thereto appertaining
appertaining of the wszystkiemi przynaleZnemi
przynaleinemi poonationals of each of the High mieszczeniami,
mieszczeniami, nalezace
obynaleiace do o
yContracting Parties in the terri- wateli
wateli jednej za Wysokich Umatories of the other, used for any wiajacych
wiajacych sie Stron na
terytpna terytopurposes set forth in Article I, rjum Grugiej,
uiywane do
do jaluedrugiej, uzywane
jakieshall be respected. It
not gokolwiek z
It shall not
z cel6w
cel6w wyrnienionych
wymienionych
allowable to make a
be allowable
a domicil- w Artykule
Artykule I, winny
szanowinny by
by6 szanoiary visit to, or search
search of, any wane. Bedzie
Bedzie niedozwolone
niedozwolone dodosuch buildings and premises, or konywanie
konywanie rewizji domowej,
domowej, przethere to examine and inspect
inspect szukiwanie budynk6w
i pomiebudynkow 1
books, papers
papers or accounts,
accounts, except
except szczen,
szczef, ani badanie
badanie i
sprawdzanie
i sprawdzanie
under the conditions and in con- w Moh
ksia.g, papier6w
papierOw lub
nich ksiqg,
lub raraformity with the forms pre- chunk6w, chyba ie
ie odbedzie
odbedzie sie to
scribed by the laws, ordinances
ordinances pod warunkami i
i zgodnie
zgodnie zz forand regulations
regulations for nationals.
mami ustanowionemi
ustanowionemi dla krajowraarai
krajowc6w przez obowiqzujace
cow
obowiazujace ustawy,
ustawy,
rozporzadzenia
rozporzadzenia a
i przepisy.
przepisy.

ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTYKITL IV
IV
ARTYKUL
on
the
death
of
an
Where, onth
on the death of
W
w ktorych
of any
ny
Where
W vrypadkach,
wypadkach, w
kt6rych z
z
persons
or other
im- powodu
persons holding
holding real
real or
other impowodu Amierci
osoby, posiadaposiadasmierci osoby,
movable property
property or interests jacej
jacej realnoA6
inny majatek
realnos6 lub
lub inny
majatek
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FRIENDSHIP,
therein within
within the
the territories
territories of
therein
one
High Contracting
Party,
Contracting Party,
one High
such
or interests
interests therein
therein
property or
such property
would, by
country
laws of the country
by the
the laws
would,
or by
by a
atestamentary
testamentary disposition,
disposition,
or
descend or
national of
a national
to a
pass to
or pass
descend
the
Contracting Party,
High Contracting
other High
the other
non-resident,
whether
resident or
or non-resident,
whether resident
the
by the
were
disqualified by
he not
not disqualified
were he
laws of
of the
country where such
the country
laws
property
or interests
interests therein
therein is
property or
or
are situated,
situated, such national
or are
shall
term of three
allowed aa term
be allowed
shall be
years
which to sell the same,
in which
years in
this term
term to
reasonably proto be reasonably
this
longed
render
circumstances render
if circumstances
longed if
it
necessary, and withdraw
withdraw the
it necessary,
restraint
proceeds thereof,
thereof, without
without restraint
proceeds
or interference,
exempt from
and exempt
interference, and
or
any succession,
probate or
or adsuccession, probate
any
ministrative duties or charges
ministrative
other than
those which
which may be
than those
other
imposed in
in like
cases upon the
like cases
imposed
nationals of
of the
the country
country from
from
nationals
which
proceeds may be
such proceeds
which such
drawn.
drawn.
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w nim,
nieruchomy, albo udzial w
na terytorjum
terytorjum jednej
Wysokich
z Wysokich
jednej z
na
Umawiaj acych sie
sic Stron,
majatek
Stron, majatek
Umawiajacych
ten,
lub udzial
udzial w
w nim
nun mialby,
ten, lub
lub na
zgodnie z
krajowem lub
z prawem
prawem krajowem
zgodnie
podstawie postanowief
postanowiefi testamentestamenpodstawie
towych,
prp-pa66 lub przejs6
przej66
towych, przypas6
na
tam zamieszkalego
zamieszkalego lub niezana. tam
z
mieszkOego
obywatela drugiej z
mieszkalego obywatela
Wysokich
Umawiajacych
sic
sie
Umawiajacych
Wysokich
Stron
the popraw nie
tych praw
go tych
jezeli go
Stron,.,je2eli
zbawiaja ustawy
kraju, w
w kt6rym
ktorym
ustawy kraju,
zbawiaja
ten majatek
udzial w
w nun
sie
nim sic
lub udzial
majatek lub
ten
znajduje,
temu obyvvatelowi
beobywatelowi bcznajduje, temu
dzie wolno
okresie trzech
trzech lat,
w okresie
wolno w
dzie
mogacym
by6przediu2onym,
przedhluonym, ooile
mogqcym by6
tego yvymagaj
siuszne powody,
wymagajaa sluszne
tego
zlikwidowa6 go
go ii wycofa6
wycofa6 uzyzlikwidowa6
skan4 r6wnowartos6
rawnowarto66 bez ograskana
i wolna
mczefi
przeszkOd i
wolna od
niczefi ii przeszk6d
sadowych
wszelkich spadkowych,
spadkowych, sadowych
wszelkich
administracyjnych podatkow
podatk6w ii
iiadministracyjnych
oplat
prOcz tych,
w podobpodobkt6re w
tych, kt6re
oplat pr6cz
nych
by6 namoga by6
wypadkach mon
nych wypadkach
loione
na obywatela
pafistwa,
obywatela paistwa,
lozone na
kt6rego ta
ta r6wnowarto§6
rownowarto66 ma
zz kt6rego

by6
wycofana.
by6 wycofana.
Disposal ot
of
Obywatele kaidej
kaidej z
Wysokich property.
rpr
z Wysokich
Obywatele
Nationals
of either
either High ConNationals of
beds
sic Stron bcda
Umawiajacych sie
tracting Party
Party may
may have
have full Umavviajacych
tracting
mieli pelna
pehia swobodc
swobodQ rozporzapower to
to dispose
dispose of
personal mieli
their personal
of their
power
dzania swa
swEi wlasnobcia
wlasnacia ruchoma
ruchom4
property
of every
every kind within dzania
property- of
wszelkiego rodzaju
terytorjum
na terytorjum
rodzaju na
the territories
the other, by wszelkiego
territories of the
the
drugiej Strony,
droga testamentu
testamentu
Strony, droga
testament, donation,
donation, or other- drugiej
testament,
darowizny, lub
lub w
formie, aa
innej formie,
w innej
wise, and
and their
their heirs, legatees
legatees and darowlzny,
wise,
legatarjusze lub
spadkobiercy, legatarjusze
ich spadkobiercy,
donees, of
of whatsoever
whatsoever nationality, ich
donees,
obdarowani, bez
wzglcdu na obybez wzgledu
whether resident
resident or
non-resident, obdarowani,
or non-resident,
whether
watelstwo, zamieszkali
zamieszkali lub nieshall succeed
succeed to
to such
such personal watelstwo
shall
beda dziezamieszkali w
w kraju,
dzie :
kraju, inda
property, and
and may take posses- zamieszkali
property,
taka wlasno§6
wlasno66 ruchomq
ruchoma i
dziczyli taka
sion thereof,
thereof, either by them- dziczyli
sion
moo obja6
posiadanie, sami
sami
w posiadanie,
ja w
obj 6 ji
selves or
or by others acting for moga
selves
ace w
w ich
ch
dzialajace
lub przez
i
przez osoby, dzialaj
them,
dispose of the lub
retain or dispose
and retain
them, and
imieniu, zatrzyma6
zatrzyma6 14
rozij lub rozsame at their
subject to imieniu,
their pleasure subject
same
nit dowoh,
przyczern
dowoh, przyczem
porz4dza6 nia
the payment
payment of
of such
duties or
or pormidza6
such duties
the
i
podatk6w 1
uiszczaniu podatkow
podlegaja uiszczaniu
charges only
as the
the nationals
nationals of podlegaja
only as
charges
podleoplat
tylko
takich,
jakiin
jakim
takich,
tylko
oplat
withthe
High
Contracting
Party
Party
Contracting
the High
wypadkach
podobnych wypadkach
w podobnych
gajq w
in whose
whose territories
such property gaja
territories such
in
tej z
Wysokich Umaz Wysokich
obywatele tej
or belong shall be liable to obywatele
may be
be or
may
wiajacych
na. kt6rej
kt6r0
Stron, na
sie Stron,
wiajacych sic
pay in like cases.
znajsie znajterytorjum wiasno66
wlasno§6 ta sic
terytorjum
duje,
lub zzkt6rem
jest zwiazana.
zwiazana.
kt6rem jest
duje, lub
ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE
The nationals
each of the
nationals of each
The
High
Parties in the
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
exercise
freedom
right of freedom
the right
of the
exercise of
of
worship, within
territories
the territories
within the
of worship,
of
hereinabove proas hereinabove
other, as
the other,
of the
annoyance
vided,
may, without annoyance
vided, may,
or
kind by
any kind
of any
molestation of
or molestation
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ppersonal
e n al
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V
ARTYKUL
ARTYKUL V

Obyynttele kaidej
kaidej zz Wysokich
wohip,
of "'ship,
Freedom of
Wysokich etzF.reedcm
Obywatele
Umayriajacych sie
sic Stron
bcda
Stron beda
Umawiajacych
mogh, w
w wykonaniu
wykonaniu swego
wyzej
swego wyiej
mogli,
zastrzeionego prawa swobody rezastrzezonego
figijnej, na
terytorjum drugiej
na terytorjum
ligijnej,
Strony bez
utrudthefi i
przyi przybez utrudnief
Strony
z
kraci jakiegokolwiek
jakiegokolwiek rodzaju
rodzaju z
krosci
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Condition.

reason of
religious belief
belief or
reason
of their
their religious
or
otherwise,
either
otherwise, conduct
conduct services
services either
within their
own houses
within
within
their own
houses or
or within
any appropriate
appropriate buildings
any
buildings which
which
they may
may be
liberty to
they
be at
at liberty
to erect
erect
and maintain
maintain in
in convenient
convenient situsituand
ations,
provided their
ations, provided
their teachings
teachings
or
practices are
not contrary
to
or practices
are not
contrary- to
public
morals; and
they may
may also
public morals;
and they
also
be
permitted to
bury their
be permitted
to bury
their dead
dead
accordin
to their
religious cuscusaccording• to
their religious
toms in
suitable and
and convenient
convenient
toms
in suitable
places established
maintained
places
established and
and maintained
for the
purpose subject
to the
for
the purpose
subject to
the
mortuary and.
mortuary
and sanitary
sanitary laws
laws and
and
regulations of
burial.
regulations
of the
the place
place of
of burial.

racji
ich wierzea
religijnych lub
racji ich
wierzei religijnych
lub z
z
innego
powodu—odprawia6 nabonaboinnego powodu-odprawia6
imistwa
obrebie albo
efistwa w
w obrebie
albo swych
swych
wlasnych dom6w
domOw albo
tei wszelwlasnych
albo tei
wszelkich odpowiednich
odpowiednich bud3rnkew
kich
budynk6w,l
kt6re moga
kt6re
moga dowolnie
dowolnie wznosi6
wznosi6 ii.
zachowywa6
dogodnych miejmiejzachowywa6 w
w dogodnych
Beach,
lb ich
scach, ooile
ich nanki
naudi iiobrzadld
obrzadki
the sa
Kt sprzeczne
sprzeczne z
nie
z .obyczajnogcia
obyczajnoccia
publiczna;
bdom
publiczna; bda
r6wniei mogh
mogli
4 oni r6wmei
grzeba6
urnarlych zgodnie
zgodnie
grzeba6 swych
swych umarlych
religijnemi no,
zz ich
ich zwycpjami
zwyczajami religijnemi
na
dogodnych 1
dostosowanych miejdogodnych
i dostosowanych
miejBeach, zaloionych
zachowyscach,
zaloionych ii zachowywanych w
wanych
w tyui
tym celu,
celu, przestrzeprzestrzegajac
rozporzadze1t cmenomengajqc ustaw
ustaw i1rozporzadzefi
tarnych
obowiatarnych ii samtarnych,
sanitarnych, obowiazujacych
w rcuejscu
zujacych w
miejscu grzebania,.
grzebania.

ARTICLE VI
VI
ARTICLE

ARTYKUL VI
ARTYKUL
VI

Reciprocal
Reciproca freedom
freedom of
o

Between the territories of the
Between
commerce and naviegtion.
High Contracting
gation.
Righ
Contracting Parties
there
Parties there
shall
be freedom
freedom of
of commerce
commerce and
shall be
and
navigation.
The nationals
nationals of
of each
each
navigation. The
of
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
of the
equally with
those of
equally
with those
of the
the most
most
favored nation,
nation, shall
shall have
favored
have liberty
liberty
freely to
to come
come with
their vessels
vessels
freely
with their
and
cargoes to
all places,
places, ports
and cargoes
to all
ports
and
every kind
kind within
within
and waters
waters of
of every
the
of the
the other
other
the territorial
territorial limits
limits of
which are
or may
be open
to forforwhich
are or
may be
open to
eign commerce and
navigation.
and navigation.
onitary, etc.,' meas
in this
this Treaty
Treaty shall
shall be
Sanitary,
'
Nothing in
be
MOS.
construed
of
construed to restrict the
the right
right of
either
Party to
either High Contracting
Contracting Party
to
impose on
on such
such terms
may
impose
terms as
as it
it may
see fit, prohibitions
or restrictions
restrictions
prohibitions or
designed
to protect
protect human,
anidesigned to
human, animal,
or plant
life and
health, or
mal, or
plant life
and health,
or
regulations for the enforcement
enforcement
or narcotic of
Liquor or
or revenue
revenue laws,
Liquor
of police
police or
laws, includincludtrafic.
prohibiting or
traffic.
ing laws prohibiting
or restricting
restricting
the importation or
or sale
sale of
of alcoalcobeverages or narcotics.
holic beverages
ennimme

and
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navi-

etc , n efis-

Most favored nation
Most avorednatimentn
treatment
on imports.

Each
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting
Each of
Parties binds
binds itself
unconditionParties
itself unconditionhigher or
or other
other
ally to
to impose
impose no
no higher
duties or charges,
charges, and no condicondiprohibition on
on the
tion or
or prohibition
the imporimportation of any article, the growth,
produce, or manufacture
manufacture of the
territories of the other Party than

Pomiedzy terytorjami
Wysokich
Pomiedzy
terytorjami Wysokich
Umawiajacych
Umawiajacych sie
sie Stron
Stron bedzip
bedzie
istniala
wolnog6 handlu
handlu i zeglugi.
istniala woinof6
Obywatele obu
Obywatele
obu Wysokich.
Wysokich UmaUmanarawm .z
wiajacych si
siQ Stron,
Stron, nar6wni
obywatelami panstwa
nabardziej
obywatelami
patstwa najbardziej
uprzywilejowanego,
uprzywilejowanego, bodzi
mieh
beda .mieli
swobodQ wolnego
wolnego zawijama
swobode
zawijania. ze
ze
swemi
statkami iiladunkami
ladunkami do
do
swemi statkami
wszystkich
miejsc, portawi
wszystkich miejsc,
port6w i wad
w6d
wszelkiego
ol?rQbie grawszelkiego rodzaju
rodzaju w
w obrebie
granic terytorjalnych
nio
terytorjalnych drugiej
Strony,
drugiej Strony,
kt6re sa lub moga
by6 otwarte
ktare
mog4 bye
dla
handlu zagranicznego
zagranicznego iizeglugi.
dlahandlu
ieglugi.
Zadne postanowienie
2adne
postanowienie niniejszego
niniejszego
Traktatu
moze by6 thumaTraktatu nie
the moie
tlumaozone jako ograniczajace
ograniczajace prawo
prawo
czone
kt6rejkolwiek
kt6rejkolwiek zz Wysokich UmaUmawiajacych
sie Stron do wprowawiajacych sie
dzenia
warunkach, jakie
dzerda na
na, warunkach,
jakie Strona ta uzna
uzna za
zakaz6w i
za stosowne,
stosowne, zakaz6w
i
ogranicze6,
majacych na celu
ograniczefi, majacych
celu
ochrone
zycia i1zdro
zdrowia
ochrone iycla
wia ludzkiego,
ludzkiego,
zwierzcego
zwierzecego lub roslin,
roglin, lub rozporozporzadzea
rzadzefi dia
dla wykonania
wykonania ustaw w
w
dziedzinie
dziedzinie porztdku
porzadku publicznego
lub dochod6w
z wlaczeclochod6w Skarbu, z
wlaczeniem .ustaw zabraniajacych
zabraniajqcych lub
them
lub
ograniczajacych ww6z lub
lub sprzeogramczajacych
sprzedaz napoj6w alkoholowych
alkoholowych lub
dai
narkotykdw.
narkotyk6w.
Kazda zz Wysokich UmawiaKaida
Umawiajacych sio
sie Stron przyjmie bezwzglednie
wzgledme zobowiqzanie
zobowiazanie nienaklawyzszych lub innych
dania wyiszych
cel
innych cel
wzgldnie
wzglednie oplat, warunkdw,
warunk6w, zakazakaz6w lub ogranlezen
ograniczeA przy
przywozu
wozu jakichkolwiek
kichkolwiek artvkuldw,
artvkul6w, bed4cych
bedacych
produktami gleby,
gley, wytworami
wytworand lub
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wyrobami
terytorjum
drugiej
terytorjum
the wyrobami
are
shall be
be imposed on the
or shall
are or
Strony nit
te, jakie
bgda
sa lub beda
jakie sa
nit te,
importation of
of any
article, Strony
any like
like article,
importation
nakladane na
na ww6z takich samych
the growth,
produce or manufac- nakladane
the
growth, produce
produktami
bedacych produktami
artykul6w, bedacych
ture of
any other
Ad- artykulow,
country. Adother country.
of any
ture
wytvc:oranu lub
lub wyrobami
wyrobami
ministrative orders effecting
effecting ad- gleby,
gleby, wytworami
ministrative
umego
kraju.
in jakiegokolwiek
innego kraju.
vances in
changes in
jakiegokolwiek
in duties or changes
vances
administracyjne
Zarzadzenia administracyjne
to imports
imports Zarzadzenia
regulations applicable
applicable to
regulations
podwyiszenie cel
eel
wprowadzajace podwyiszenie
shall not
not be
operative until wprowtlidzajace
be made
made operative
shall
obowutzuja.
cych przezmianQ obowi4zujacych
lub znuane
the
sufficient time, after mb
of sufficient
elapse of
the elapse
odnoszacych sie do impis6w, odnoszacych
promulgation
usual official pis6w,
the usual
in the
promulgation in
Wit stosowane
stosowane przed
nie beda
portu, me
manner,
reasonable no- portu,
afford reasonable
manner, to afford
czasu,
dostatecznego czasu,
uplywem dostatecznego
changes. uplywem
tice
advances or
or changes.
of such
such advances
tice of
potrzebnego na
na sluszne
uwiadosluszne uwiadoThe
provision does
does not potrzebnego
foregoing provision
The foregoing
lub
mienie o
podwytkach lub
takich podwyikach
o takich
relate
to orders
orders made
operative as mienie
made operative
relate to
zmianiach, po
po ich
ogloszeniu w
w
ich ogloszeniu
required
provisions of law or zmianiach,
required by provisions
zwyklej drodze
drodze urzedowej.
urzedowej. Pojudicial
decisions, or to measures zwyklej
judicial decisions,
the dotyczy
dotyczy
postanowienie nie
wyisze postanowienie
for
human, ani- wyisze
of human,
protection of
the protection
for the
zarzadzen wprowadzonych
wprowadzonych na
enforce- zarzadzef
mal
or plant
or for the enforcelife or
plant life
mal or
skutek przepis6w
przepisow ustawy
ustawy lub
skutek
ment
laws.
police laws.
of police
ment of
orzeczeA sadowych,
rowniet
sadowych, jak r6wniei
orzeczef
zarzadzeA
.
wydanych
celem
wydanych
zarzadzefi
ochrony iycia
:Vela ludzkiego,
ludzkiego, zwieochrony
rzgcego .lub
w
roslin, aa takie w
lub roam,
rzcego
dziedzime
porzadku publiczneo.
publicznego.
dziedzinie porzadku
Katda
NO discrimination
diimintion oor
Umawia- No
Wysokich Umawiaz Wysokich
Kazda z
Each of
of the
Contracting
High Contracting
the High
Each
jacych sie
rowniet zobozobo-"potcha.
9"te
larg".
Stron r6wniei
siQ Stron
Parties also
also binds itself uncon- jacych
Parties
nabezwzglgdnie nie nasiQ bezwzglednie
wi4zuje sig
no higher or wiazuje
ditionally to
impose no
to impose
ditionally
ani innych
mnych ogranioplat ani
klada6 oplat
other charges
other restrictions
restrictions klada6
or other
charges or
other
czy zakazow
na towary
ekstowary ekszakaz6w na
czefi czy
exported czeifi
or prohibitions
prohibitions on goods exported
or
terytoriow drugiej
drugiej
do terytorj6w
portowane do
to the
territories of the other portowane
the territories
to
wyiszych lub
lub innych,
umych, nil
niz
Strony wyiszych
High Contracting
Contracting Party than are Strony
High
Sit. na
na towary
towary
nakladane sa
jakie nakiadane
te, jakie
unposed on goods exported
exported to te,
imposed
eksportowane
do jakiegokolwiek
jakiegokolwiek
eksportowane do
any
other foreign
foreign country.
country.
any other
innego kraju
kraju obcego.
obcego.
innego
2adna
UmawiajaWysokich Umawiaja2adna zz Wysokich
Contracting
Neither
High
Neither
sic Stron
wprowadzi ani
nie wprowadzi
Stron the
cych sie
or maintain
Party
establish or
maintain cych
shall establish
Party shall
mocy
w mocy
utrzymywala w
bedzie utrzymywala
me bedzie
restrictions on
on imports from or the
restrictions
terytorjum
importu zz terytorjum
ograniczef importu
exports
to the territories of the ograniczen
exports to
tery torjum
torjum
do tery
eksportu do
lub eksportu
other Party
Party which are not applied lub
other
Strony, kt6ru
sa
ne sa
kt6re nie
drugiej Strony,
to
the import
import and export of any drugiej
to the
do importu
importu iieksportu
eksportu
stosowane do
like
originating in or stosowane
article originating
like article
takiego samego
samego artykulu
pochoartykulu pochodestined
other country. takiego
for any other
destined for
dzacego z
wysylanego do
lub wysylanego
z lub
Any
withdrawal of an import or dzscego
Any withdrawal
kraju.
innego
jakiegokolwiek
export
restriction which
which is granted jakiegokolwiek
export restriction
WszeWe cofnicie
cofiaigcie ograniczefi
ograniczefi
even
temporarily by
by one of the Wszelkie
even temporarily
eksportowych
importowych lub eksportowych
Parties
of the articles of importowych
favor of
in favor
Parties in
przyznane chociaiby
chociatby tymczasowo
tymczasowo
applied przyznane
third country
country shall be applied
aa third
przez jedna
jedna ze
na korzy66
korzys6
Stron na
ze Stron
immediately
unconditionally przez
immediately and unconditionally
pafistwa,
artykul6w
trzemego
trzeciego palistwa,
to like
like articles
articles originating
originating in or artykul6w
to
niezwlocznie iibezwarunbezwarunbedzie niezwlocznie
Contract- bedn'e
destined for
for the
the other Contractdestined
kowo
stosowane
do
takich
do takich
stosowane
ing Party.
the event of kowo
Party. In the
ing
artykulow pochodzacych
pochodzacych
samych artykul6w
rations or
or quotas
quotas being
being estab- samych
rations
sie
od drugiej
UTawiajacej
sic
drugiej Umawiajacej
lished for
for the
importation or od
the importation
lished
Strony lub
lub do
do niej
mei wysylanych.
wysylanych.
exportation of
of articles
restricted Strony
articles restricted
exportation
kontynW razie
razie ustanowienia
ustanowlenia kontynor prohibited,
the High W
each of the
prohibited, each
or
gentow dla
dla importu
eksportu
lub eksportu
importu lub
Contracting Parties
to gent6w
agrees to
Parties agrees
Contracting
ograniczonych lub zaartykul6w ograniczonych
grant for
for the
importation from artykultow
the importation
grant
kaida z
z Wysokich
Wysokich
kazanych, kaida
or exportation
to the
territories kazanych,
the territories
exportation to
or
sic
zgadzasie
Stron zgadza
sieStron
Umawiajacych sic
of the
the other
equitable Umawiajacych
an equitable
Party an
other Party
of
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share
the allocation
of the
the
share in
m the
allocation of
quantity of
of restricted
which
quantity
restricted goods
goods which
may
be authorized
for importation
may be
authorized for
importation
or exportation.
or
exportation.

Any advantage
advantage
concerning
concerning
formalities and
er charges,
charges, duties,
duties, formalities
and
conditions
their application
application
conditions of
of their
which
High Contracting
which either
either High
Contracting
Party
to any
Party may
may extend
extend to
any article,
article,
the growth,
manufacthe
growth, produce
produce or
or manufacture of
of any
any other
other foreign
country,
ture
foreign country,
shall simultaneously
simultaneously and
unconand unconshall
ditionally, without
request and
ditionally,
without request
and
without compensation
exwithout
compensation be
be extended
the like
like article
the
tended to
to the
article the
growth, produce
or manufacgrowth,
produce or
manufacture
of the
High ContractContractture of
the other
other High
ing Party.
Party.
ing

Extension of advanadvant,ages given any other
foreign
country.
foreigcounStry

Equaty
Equality
by vessels
country.

country.

of trade
of either

Bounties, drawdraw.
Bsountes,
backs,
etc.

All articles
articles which
which are
are or
or may
may
be
legally imported
imported from
from foreign
be legally
foreign
countries
into ports
of the
ports of
the United
United
countries into
States of
America or
are or
States
of America
or are
or may
may
be legally
exported therefrom
therefrom in
in
be
legally exported
United States
vessels of the United
States of
of
America, may
likewise be
imAmerica,
may likewise
be imported into
into these
or exexported
these ports
ports or
ported therefrom
Polish vessels
ported
therefrom in
in Polish
vessels
without being
liable to
to any
other
without
being liable
any other
duties or
charges whator higher
higher duties
or charges
whatsoever than if
soever
if such articles
articles were
were
imported or
exported in
vessels
imported
or exported
in vessels
of the
United States
States of
of America;
America;
of
the United
and, reciprocally,
reciprocally, all
articles
all articles
which are
are or
or may
may be
be legally
legally imimwhich
countries
ported from
from foreign
foreign countries
into the ports of Poland or are or
may be legally exported
exported theretherePolish vessels, may
may likelikefrom in Polsh
wise be imported into these ports
or exported
exported therefrom
therefrom in
vessels
or
in vessels
of the
the United
United States of America
without being
being liable
liable to
to any
other
without
any other
or higher duties or charges whatsoever than if such articles
articles were
were
imported or exported in Polish
Polish
vessels.
vessels.
In the
manner there
there shall
shall
the same
same manner
In
be perfect
perfect reciprocal
reciprocal equality in
in
relation to the flags of
of the
the two
countries
countries with regard to bounties,
drawbacks
drawbacks and other privileges
privileges of
this nature, of whatever
whatever denomination, which may be allowed in
in
the
the territories
territories of each
each of the
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przyznae
terytorjum
przyzna6 importowi
importowi zzterytorjum
lub eksportowi
do terytorjum
terytorjum
lub
eksportowi do
drugiej
Strony sluszny
w
drugiej Strony
sluszny udzial
udzial w
przydziale Raci
ogramczonych
przydziale
ilosci ograniczonych
towar6w, kt6re
ktere mogq
Tonga by6
bye dozwodozwotowar6w,
lone
din importu
lub eksportu.
lone dla
importu lub
eksportu.
Wszelka korzy66,
Wszelka
korzys6, dotyczaca
dotyczaca
°plat, eel,
forma_noeci iiwarunwarunoplat,
cel, formalnosci
kew
stosowania, .ktera
jedna
k6w ich
ich stosowania,
kt6ra jedna
Umawiajacych SlQ
zz Wysoldch
Wysokich Umawiajacych
sie
Stron moglaby
rozciagnao na
na
Stron
moglaby rozcilgna6
jakikolwiek
artykul,
bedacy
jakikolwiek
artykul,
bedacy
produktem gleby,
wytworem lub
produktem
gleby, wytworem
lub
wyrobem kaidego
obcegg
wyrobem
kazdego innego
innego obcego
kraju, bedyie
kraju,
bedzie rewnoczeAnie
r6wnoczeSnie i
bezwarunkowo, bez
bez zadania
iadania i
bez
bezwarunkowo,
i bez
kompensaty
na takie
takie
kompensaty rozciagmeta
rozciagnieta na
same
artykuly, ktere
produksame artykuly,
kt6re sa
ss produktarai gleby,
wytworami lub
lub wyrotami
gleby, wytworami
wyrobami
Wysokiej UmaUmabami drugiej
drugie] Wysokiej
wiajacej sie
Strony.
wiajacej
siq Strony.
Wszelkie artykuly
artykuly .ktore
Wszelkie
kt6re si
sa lub
mon by6
moga
by6 legalnie
legalnie importowane
importowane
zagranicy do
zz zagranicy
do port6w
port6w Stanew
Stan6w
Zjednoczonych Ameryki,
Ameryki, albo
Zjednoczonych
albo tei
tez
sa
bye legalnie
sa lub
lub mon
moga by6
legalnie eksporeksportowane
inch na
towane z
z nich
na statkach
statkach
Stanew
Zjednoczonych Ameryki,
Ameryki,
Stan6w Zjednoczonych
beda
rewniei bye
beda mogly
mogly r6wniez
by6 przywoione do tych portew
lub
wozone
port6w lub
wywoione
na statkach
wywozone z
z nich
nich na
statkach
podlegajac jakimpolskich, the
nie podlegajqc
jakimkolwiek clom
nmym
kolwiek
clom lub
lub oplatom
oplatom innym
lub
nii gdyby
lub wyiszym
wyzszym niz
gdyby te
te artyartykuly
importowane lub
lub ekskuly byly importowane
eksportowane
portowane na
statkach Stanew
na statkach
Stan6w
Zjednoczonych Ameryki;
Zjednoczonych
Ameryki; iflawzai nawzaem, wszelkie
wszelkie artykuly,
artykuly, ktere
jem,
kt6re sa
tub moga
mon by6
bye legalnie
legalme importoimportolub
wane
do port6w
portew
wane . zz zagramcy
zagranicy do
tez sa lub moga
polskich albo tei
mon
bye
eksportowane zznich
by6 legalnie
legalnie eksportowane
nich
na
statkach polskich,
beda mogly
na statkach
polskich, beda
mogly
r6wniez
przywozone do tych
rowniei by6 przywoione
port6w lub wywoione
wywozone zz nich na
na
portew
statkach
Stanew Zjednoczonych
statkach Stan6w
Zjednoczonych
Ameryki,
iadnym
Ameryki, the
nie podlegajac
podlegajac zadnym
clom i oplatom
clomi
oplatom innym lub
wyilub wyzszym
gdyby artykuly
szym . m
niz gdyby
artykuly to
te
byly importowane lub
lub eksportoeksportowane na statkach polskich.
W
W ten sam
sam spos6b
spos6b ma
ma by
by6
stosowanaazupelna
stosowan
zupehia wzajemna
wzajemna r6wrownos6 w
w stosunku
noA6.
stosunku do bandery
bandery obu
obu
krajew
zwrotew
kraj 6 w co do
do preraij,
premij, zwrot6w
cel
i
nnych przywilej6w
przywilejew tego
tego
eel i1.innych
rodzaju
jakiejkolwiek nazwy,
rodzaju jakiejkolwiek
nazwy,
kt6re Toga
moga by6
ktere
bye przyznane
przyznane na
na
terytorjum obu Wysokich
Wysokich UmaUma-
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wiajacych sie
sie Stron,
towar6w,
Stron, dla towar6w,
wiajacych
irnportowanych lub
eksportowalub eksportowaimportowanych
nych
na statkach
statkach narodowych
narodowych,:
nych na
te te
te yremje,
zwroty cel i1
premje, zwroty
tak, te
w
mne przywileje
rOwniei w
beda r6wniez
przywileje beda
inne
podobny
przyznawane
podobny spos6b przyznawane
towarom,importowanym
towarom,importowanym lub eksportowanym
na statkach
statkach drudruportowanym na
giego
paLstwa.
giego pafistwa.
Mst avored
i pobiecuseas tonation
tyczywysokoci
treatment
Co
pobie
wysokoi i
sisi tyczy
o SlQ
With respect
amount
Co
wysokoki
pobie- trratrerrtenateiu"srespect to the amount
With
duties.
toms
rama
cel
przywozowych
1
wywozoterns
duties.
i
wywozoprzywozowych
cel
rania
and
of duties on imcollection of
and collection
wych wszelkiego
wszelkiego rodzaju, kazda
kaida
ports and
exports of
every kind, wych
of every
and exports
ports
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Umawiajacych
obu Wysokich
each of
Contracting zz obu
two High Contracting
of the two
each
przyzna6
sie przyznag
sie Stron
Stron zobowiazuje
zobownpuje Big
Parties
itself to give to the sie
binds itself
Parties binds
obywatelom,
statkom
i
i
towarom
statkom
obywatelom,
the
of
nationals,
vessels
and
goods
goods
and
vessels
nationals,
drugiej Strony wszelkie
wszelkie udogodudogodother
the advantage
of every drugiej
advantage of
other the
wolnofci,
nienia, przywileje
przywileje lub
lub wolnoki,
favor,
privilege or immunity
immunity nienia,
favor, privilege
statjakie .przyzna
przyzna obywatelom,
obywatelom, statwhich
it shall
shall have
accorded to jakie
have accorded
which it
kom i towarom
jakiegos trzeciego
towarom jakiegog
and goods kom
the
nationals, vessels
vessels and
the nationals,
wzgledu na to, czy
bez wzgledu
pafistwa, bez
of
whether such palistwa,
state, whether
third state,
of aa third
uprzywilejowanemu
m u uprzywilejowanemu
a k i eemu
t aki
favored
state shall
been t
have been
shall have
favored state
traktowanie zopafstwu takie traktowanie
accorded such
treatment gratui- pafistwu
such treatment
accorded
czy
przyznane darmo,
darmo czy
stanie przyznane
tously or
return for reciprocal
reciprocal stanie
or in return
tously
wzamian za
Saide
kompensate. Kaide
za kompensate.
compensatory treatment.
treatment. Every
Every wzamian
compensatory
przywilej lub
udogodnieme, przywilej
takie udogodnieme,
such favor,
privilege or
or immunity
immunity takie
favor, privilege
such
w
wolnogg, kt6re
ktore bedzie
odt 4 d w
bedzie odtad
which shall
hereafter be granted
granted wolnof6,
shall hereafter
which
przyszloki
nadane
obywatelom,
obywatelom,
nadane
przyszlosci
the
nationals,
vessels
or
goods
of
a
a
of
goods
or
vessels
the nationals,
statkorn czy
towarom trzeciego
czy towarom
third
shall simultaneously
simultaneously statkom
State shall
third State
r6wnoczeSnie ii
bedzie rownoczegnie
paistwa, bedzie
and unconditionally,
unconditionally, without
without re- panstwa,
and
bez ladania
.adania iibez
bezwarunkowo, bez
compensation bezwarunkowo,
quest and
without compensation
and without
quest
rozciagniete na druga
druga
kompensaty rozciagniete
be extended
extended to
High kompensaty
other High
the other
to the
be
Strone
sie
Wysoka
Umawiajaca
SlQ
Strong
Umawiajaca
Wysoka
beneContracting
Party
for
the
Contracting Party for
samej, jej
jej obywateli,
niej samej,
dla niej
fit of
of itself,
itself, its
nationals, vessels din
its nationals,
fit
statk6w
i
towargw.
towar6w.
i
statk6w
and
goods.
goods.
and
Noo distinction
2adna
Umawiaja- N
tiggle t
Aol bebt
Wysokich Umawiaj42adna zz Wysokich
No distinction
distinction shall
shall be made by
No
rectimportatons.
bedzie robila
robila reel
importations.
ne bedzie
Stron me
siQ Stron
cych sie
either High
Contracting Party cych
High Contracting
either
rotnicy miedzy
miedzy bezjakiejkolwiek r6hnicy
between
direct and
and indirect im- jaidejkolwiek
between direct
przywoposrednim przywopogrednim a
a pogrednim
portations
articles originating
originating posrednim
of articles
portations of
z
zem
artykulow
pochodzacych
z
pochodzacych
artykul6w
zem
other
the
in
the
territories
of
other
of
m the territories
terytorj6w drugiej Strony, a
asksdskadParty
whatever place arriv- terytorj6w
from whatever
Party from
kolwiek przychodzacych.
Powy2przychodzacych. Powyting. In
In so
importations kolwiek
as importations
far as
so far
ing.
sze postanowienie,
postanowienie, w
w zastosothe sze
into Poland
concerned, the
are concerned,
Poland are
into
waniu do
do przywozu
Polski,
do Polski,
przywozu do
foregoing
only waniu
applies only
stipulation applies
foregoing stipulation
odnosi
sie
jedynie
do
towar6w,
towar6w,
do
jedynie
sie
odnosi
a
for
in
the
case
of
goods
a
which
in the case of goods
ich
czeki dropi
miejsca ich
drogi zzmiejsca
na czefci
kt6re na
part
of the
the way
way from the place of kt6re
part of
pochodzenia
do
miejsca
ostateczmiejsca
do
pochodzenia
their
their
origin
place
of
the
to
origin
their
nego przeznaczenia
byg
musialy by6
przeznaczenia musialy
ultimate destination
destination had to be nego
ultimate
przewoione
poprzez ocean.
ocean.
przewozone poprzez
carried
ocean.
carried across the ocean.
Documentary proof
proo
Umawiaja- offDocnentary
Wysokich UmawiajaBaida
z Wysokich
Kazda z
Either Contracting
Party has
Contracting Party
Either
origin required.
requed
wymaprawo
ma
cych
sie
Stron
ma
prawo
wymaStron
the right
to require
that articles cych sie
require that
right to
the
artykuly t kt6re sa
ieby artykuly,
ga6, teby
which are
imported from
from the terri- gae,
are imported
which
terytorjum drugiej
przywozone zz terytorjum
tories of
other Party and are przywoione
the other
of the
tories
kt6re mog4
moo korzysta6
korzystag
i kt6re
Strony i
provisions of Strony
entitled under
under the
the provisions
entitled
niejzgodnie zzpostanowieniami
postanowieniami nmiejthis
Treaty to
to the benefit
benefit of the zgodnie
this Treaty
szego Traktatu
korzyki odnogodno§Traktatu zz korzysci
duties or
charges accorded
accorded to the szego
or charges
duties
nie do
do cel
cel lub
op14 przyznan3
.
rch
przyznanych
lub oplat
most favored
favored nation,
nation, must be ac- nie
most
wileuprzywilepafistwu najbardziej
najbardzie] uprzy
companied by
by such
such documentary
documentary pafstwu
companied
jowanemu, byly
zaopatrzone w
w
byly zaopatrzone
proof
their origin as may be re- ]owanemu,
of their
proof of
same dokumenty
dokumenty stwierdzastwierdzatakie same
quired
in pursuance of the laws takie
quired in

Contracting Parties,
Parties, on goods imContracting
ported or
or exported
exported in national
ported
vessels
that such
such bounties,
so that
vessels so
drawbacks
other privileges
privileges
and other
drawbacks and
in like manner be
shall
and in
also and
shall also
allowed on
goods imported or
on goods
allowed
exported in
vessels of the other
in vessels
exported
country.
country.
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i
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Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Border traffi
tragic
Border

Where
W
he
sc
re
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e
rdcial privipecl
privges accorded.
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pochodzenie, jakie
jalde mojace ich
ich pochodzenie,
moand regulations
of the
country jace
and
regulations of
the country
wykonaniu
ga by6
by6 wymagane
wymagane w
w wykonaniu
into
are imported,
into which
which they
they are
imported, ga
kraju, do
do kt6rekt6reustaw iiprzepis6w
przepis6w kraju,
provided, however,
that the
the rere- ustaw
provided,
however, that
one przywolone,
tern jedgo sti
sa one
przywozone, z
z ter
jedquirements imposed
imposed for
this purpur- go
quirements
for this
zastrzeleniem, le
ladania
nak zastrzezeniem,
ze zadania
shall not
not be
as to
con- nak
pose shall
be such
such as
to conpostawione w
w tym
tym celu
celu nie
bed4
stitute in
fact a
to innie beda
stitute
in fact
a hindrance
hindrance to
in- postawione
tego rodzaju,
rodzaju, aby
aby mogly
direct trade.
The requirements
mogly stanowi6
stanowi6
direct
trade. The
requirements tego
w rzeczywistosci
rzeczywisto6ci przeszkody
przeszkody dla
dla
for
proof of
of origin
for furnishing
furnishing such
such proof
origin w
Wymagashall
upon and
made handlu po6redniego.
posredniego. Wymagashall be
be agreed
agreed upon
and made
dostarczaniem
zwiazane zz dostarczaniem
effective by
by exchanges
of notes
be- nia zwiazane
effective
exchanges of
notes bepochodzenia zozoswiadectw pochodzenia
tween the
the High
Contracting Partween
High Contracting
Par- takich 6wiadectw
stan4 ustalone
ustalone i
wprowadzone w
stana
i wprowadzone
w
ties.
ties.
lycie
miedzy
zycie przez
przez wymiane
wymiane not
not miedzy
Wysokiemi Umawiajacemi
sic
Wysokiemi
Umawiajtacemi sie
Stronarni.
Stronami.
The stipulations of this article
Postanowienia niniejszego
Postanowienia
niniejszego artyartykulu the
rozciagaja sie
sie na:
kulu
nie rozciqgaja
na:
shall not extend:

(a) To the treatment
either
treatment which either
Contracting Party
Party shall acHigh Contracting
traffic withcord to purely
purely border traffic
within
in aazone
zone not
not exceeding
exceeding ten miles
(15
(15 kilometers)
kilometers) wide
wide on
on either
either
side
customs frontier.
side of
of its
its customs
frontier.
(b)
(b) To the
the special privileges reresulting
sulting to States
States in
in customs union
union
with either
Contracting
with
either High
High Contracting
Party so
so long
long as
such special
Party
as such
special
privileges are not
accorded to
to
privileges
not accorded
any
any other
other State.
State.

United States trade
trade (c)
To the
the treatment
treatment which
acis acwhich is
(c) To
viteudbates

IN
with Cuba.

JUNE
1931.
JUNE 15, 1931.

corded by the United States of
America
commerce of Cuba
Cuba
America to
to the
the commerce
Vol. 33, P.. 2136.
2138.
under the
provisions of
the provisions
of the
the comcomby
mercial convention
convention concluded by
America and
the United States of
of America
and
11, 1902, or
Cuba on December
December 11,
or
any
commercial convention
convention
any other
other commercial
which
which hereafter
hereafter may be concluded
concluded
by
States of
of America
by the
the United
United States
America
with Cuba. Such stipulations,
or moreover
With Canal Zone or
moreover do not extend to the
dependencies.
d
pendenes.
treatment
treatment which
which is accorded to
to
commerce
commerce between the United
United
and the
the Panama
Panama
States of
of America
America and
Canal Zone or any of the dependencies of the United States of
America, or
or to
to the
the commerce
commerce of
of
the dependencies
dependencies of
United
of the United
States
America with
one ananStates of America
with one
other under existing and future
future
laws.
laws.
Exception to
to Polish
provisional customs
Exception
Pouch (d) To the provisional
traffic.
U
between Polish
regime in force between
and German
German parts of Upper
Upper
GermanSilesia laid down
down in
in the GermanPolish
GePolish Convention
Convention signed
signed at
at Geneva on
on May
May 15,
15, 1922.
1922.

a)
traktowanie, kt6re
a) traktowanie,
kt6re kaida
kazda zz
Umawiajacych
sit
Wysokich
Umawiaj cych sie
Stron przyzna
przyzna ruchowi
ruchowi pograpogranicznemu w
strefie nieprzekraczanieprzekraczanicznemu
w strefie
jazej
szeroko6ci 10
10 mil
mil (15
jacej szerokosci
(15 kilokilokaidej strony
strony granicy
metr6w) zzkazdej
granicy
celnej;
celnej;
specialne przywileje
przywileip paistw,
patistw,
b) specjalne
wymkajace
celnej zz
wynikajice z
z ich
ich unji
unji celnej
jedna
jedn4 z
z Wysokich
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Umawiajacych
sie
takie
sie Stron
Stron dop6ty dopoki
dop6ki takie
specjalne
the beda
W E
I
specjalne przywileje
przywileje nie
przyznane
iadnemu innemu
innemu pafipa&
przyznane iadnemu
stwu;
c) traktowanie, jakie Stany ZjedZjedAmeryki przyznaj
hannoczone Ameryki
przyznaj ihanpostanodlowi Kuby
Kuby na zasadzie
zasadzie postanowiefi Konwencji
wieh.
Konwencji Handlowej,
Handlowej, zaStanami Zjednowartej pomiedzy
pomiedzy Stanami
Zjednoczonemi Ameryki a
czonemi
a Kuba,
Kuba, dnia
11 grudnia 1902 r., ani do jaldejjakiejkolwiek innej
konwencji hankolwiek
innej konwencji
handlowej, kt6ra
w pFzyszlo6ci
mole
dlowej,
kt6ra w
przyszlosci moze
by6 zawarta
zawarta miedzy
imedzy Stanami
Zjednoczonemi Ameryki
Kub4.
Zjednoczonemi
Ameryki i
i Kuba.
Postanowienia
takie pozatem
pozatem the
Postanowienia takie
nie
odnosza sie
traktowania zapewzapewsie do
do traktowania
nionego handlowi
handlowi Stanow
Stan6w ZjedZjednoczonych Ameryki
Ameryki ze streffi
strefa
Kanalu Panamskiego
Panamskiego lub z
z kt6r4kt6rakolwiek posiadlosci4
posiadlo6cia Stan6w
Stan6w ZjedZjednoczonych Ameryki
noczonych
Ameryki lub handlowi
handlowi
posiadlo6ci
Zjednoczonych
posiadlosci Stan6w
Stan6wZjednoczonych
Ameryki miedzy
sob, zgodme
zgodme z
miedzy sobs,
z
obecnemi
prawand;
obecnemi i
i przyszlend
przyszlemi prawami;

d) tymczasowy
tymczasowy system
system celny
celny oboobowilzuiacy
miedzy polskim
polskim i
wiazuiacy miedzy
i theniemieckim
mieckina G6rnym
Gtornym Slaskiem i
i
ustanowiony
ustanowiony
polsko-niemiecka
polsko-niemiecka
Konwencja, podpisami
w Genewie
Genewie
Konwencja,
podpisana w
15 maja 1922
1922 r.
r.
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VII
ARTYKIM
ARTYKUL VII
ARTICLE VII
VII
ARTICLE
inter"a
z Equty
Obywatele
i
towary
kaidej z
EqulatY of internal
kaddej
towary
i
Obywatele
The nationals
merchandise
and merchandise
nationals and
The
et.
Wysokich Umawiaj
Umawiajacych
Stron
si Stron
acych sic
of
each High
High Contracting
Contracting Party Wysokich
of each
bgda. korzystali
korzystali na terytorjum
terytorjum
within the
the territories
of the
other bed4
the other
territories of
within
Strony zz tego samego
drugiej Strony
shall receive
the same treatment
treatment drugiej
receive the
shall
towary
traktowania co krajowcy iitowary
as
nationals and
merchandise of traktowania
and merchandise
as nationals
ile chodzi oo podatki
krajowe, oo ile
the
with regard
regard to
to internal
internal krajowe,
country with
the country
oplaty .za skladowe ii
wewnetrzne, °platy
taxes,
charges in
respect to
to ware- weynigtrzne,
in respect
taxes, charges
mne udogodnienm.
udogodnienia.
za inne
housing and
other facilities.
facilities.
and other
housing

IX
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX

ARTYKIM
VIII
ARTYKUL VIII
Tonnage duties, et.
etc.
iadne
oplaty
tonaiowe,
porpor- Tonnage
tonazowe,
oplaty
Zadne
towe,
pilotai, za latarnie
za pilotaz,
towe, za
morskie i
oplaty kwarantannowe
kwarantannowe
i oplaty
morskie
lub tei
podobne lub analoiadne podobne
tez iadne
lub
giczne
btd
jakiegokolwiek badi
oplaty jakiegokolwiek
giczne oplaty
rodzaju,
kiagane w
imieniu lub
w imieniu
rodzaju, sciagane
na
Radu, funkcjonarjuszy
funkcjonarjuszy
rzecz Radu,
na rzecz
pubficznych,
os6b prywatnych,
puwatnych,
publicznych, os6b
towarzystw lub
lub zalriad6w
zakiad6w jakietowarzystw
naklagobadi rodzaju,
Die bgda
beda naklarodzaju, nie
gobade
dane
w portach
portach terytorj6w
w
dane
iadnego
obu krajdw
kraj6w na statki
z obu
iadnego z
kt6reby nie
drugiego
kraju, ktOreby
the byly
drugiego kraju,
w
r6wnej mierze
w tych samych
samych
iw
mierze i
w r6wnej
warunkach nakladane
nakladane na statki
warunkach
narodowe.
rOwne traktoTo r6wne
narodowe. To
stosowane zzzastrzewanie
bedzie stosowane
wanie bgdzie
ieniem wzajemnosci
wzajemnoki do statk6w
ieniem
obu
bez wzglgdu
wzgledu na miejsce,
6w bez
kraj 6w
obu kraj
przybywaja i bez
one .przybywaja
kt6rego one
zz ktOrego
wzglgdu
na miejsce
=epee ich przeznawzgledu na
czema.
czenia.
ARTYKUL IX
IX
ARTYKUL

For
the purposes of this
For the
Treaty,
vessels and
merchant vessels
Treaty, merchant
other
privately owned vessels
other privately
under
flag of
either of the
of either
the flag
under the
High
Contracting Parties, and
High Contracting
carrying
the papers required by
carrying the
its
national laws
laws in
in proof of
its national
nationality,
shall, both within
nationality, shall,
the territorial
territorial waters
waters of
other
of the other
the
High Contracting
Contracting Party and on
High
the high
high seas,
seas, be
be deemed
deemed to be
be
the
the
of the Party whose
vessels of
the vessels
flag is flown.

pri
Nationality of priTraktatu vate
niniejszego Traktatu
Dla
celow niniejszego
Dla cel6w
vessels recognised.
reoognied.
vate vessels
statki handlowe
handlowe ii mne
mne statki
statki
bgdace wlasnoscia
wlasnokia prywatna
prywatnk pod
bed4ce
bandera jednej
Wysokich Umaz Wysokich
jednej z
bandera
wiajacych sie
sig Stron,
Stron, posiadajace
posiadaj4ce
wiajacych
dokumenty,
wymagane przez ich
ich
dokumenty, wymagane
ustawy
dow6d swej
na dow6d
krajowe na
ustawy krajowe
przynaleinoki
bgda,
pafstwowej, bed4,
przynaleinosci paiistwowej,
obrebie w6d terytorjalzar6wno w
zarOwno
w obrgbie
terYto.rialnych
drugiej Strony, jak i na
nych drugiej
za statki
pelnem
morzu, uwaiane
stead
uwaiane za
peinem morzu,
tej Strony,
kt6rej bandera
bander4
pod kt6rej
Strony, pod
tej
plyn4.

ARTICLE X
X
ARTICLE
Merchant
vessels and other
Merchant vessels
privately
owned vessels
vessels under the
privately owned
flag
of either
either of
the High
High ConConof the
flag of
tracting
Parties shall be pertracting Parties
mitted
portions of
discharge portions
to discharge
mitted to
cargoes at
at any
any port
open to forport open
cargoes
eign commerce
in the territories
commerce in
eign
of
High Contracting
Contracting
other High
the other
of the
Party, and
to proceed
proceed with the
and to
Party,

ARTYKUL X
X
ARTYKUL
t canoes
Statki handlowe
0,;trarg'n! cargs
handlowe iiinne statki sae
Statki
bgdace wlasnoscia
wlasnokia prywatna
prywatna pod
pod
bedace
bandera jednej
Wysokich Umajednej zzWysokich
bandera
wiajacych sic
mogly
beda mogly
Stron, bgdit
sie Stron,
wiajacych
wyladowywa6 czQe6
czghe swych
swych ladunla.dunwyladowywa6
k6w w
kaidym porcie,
porde, otwartym
w kaidym
k6w
dla handlu
zpgranicznego na teryhandlu zagranicznego
dla
torjirh
Wysokiej Umawiadrugiej Wysokiej
torjach drugiej
z
jacej sie
sic Strony
Strony i plyn46 dalej z
jacej

VIII
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
No duties
tonnage, harbor,
of tonnage,
duties of
No
pilotage, lighthouse,
quarantine,
lighthouse, quarantine,
pilotage,
or other
similar or
corresponding
or corresponding
other similar
or
duties or
or charges
charges of
whatever
of whatever
duties
denomination, levied
levied in
in the name
denomination,
or for
for the
the profit of the Governor
ment, public
public functionaries,
private
functionaries, private
ment,
individuals, corporations
estabcorporations or estabindividuals,
shall be
lishments
of any
kind shall
any kind
lishments of
imposed
in the ports of the terriimposed in
tories
of either
either country
country upon the
tories of
vessels
other which shall
of the other,
vessels of
not
same conthe same
under the
equally, under
not equally,
ditions
be imposed
imposed on national
ditions be
vessels.
Such equality of treatvessels. Such
to
ment
reciprocally to
shall apply reciprocally
ment shall
the vessels
countries
two countries
the two
of the
vessels of
the
respectively from
from whatever
whatever place
respectively
they
whatever
and whatever
arrive and
may arrive
they may
may be
be their
their place
place of
of destination.
destination.
may
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trade

t

and

and

remaining
of such
carsuch carportions of
remaining portions
goes
to any
any other
other ports
ports of
the
of the
goes to
same
territories open
open to
to foreign
foreign
same territories
commerce, without
other
paying other
without paying
commerce,
or
tonnage dues
or port
port
dues or
higher tonnage
or higher
charges in
in such
cases than
than would
such cases
charges
be paid
paid by
in like
like
vessels in
national vessels
by national
be
circumstances
circumstances, and they shall
be
permitted to
to load
load in
manner
in like
like manner
be permitted
at different
different ports
the same
in the
ports in
at
voyage outward,
provided, howoutward, provided,
voyage
e of
that
tradthe
e- ever,
exever ' that
the coasting
coasting trade
the High Contracting
the
Contracting Parties is
exempt
the provisions
provisions of this
from the
exempt from
Article
and from
the other profrom the
Article and
visions
of this Treaty, and is to
to
visions of
be regulated
according to
to the laws
regulated according
be
of
each High
Contracting Party
Party in
High Contracting
of each
relation thereto.
is agreed,
It is
thereto. It
relation
however,
of
nationals of
the nationals
that the
however, that
either
High Contracting
Party
Contracting Party
either High
shall
within the territories
territories of the
shall within
other enjoy with respect to the
other
e,oasting trade
trade the
favored
most favored
the most
coasting
nation treatment.
treatment.
nation

ship
s
hi p"

this Treaty
Treaty
of this
The provisions
The
provisions of
concession
relating
mutual concession
the mutual
relating to the
of national
treatment in matters
national treatment
of
of navigation
navigation do
do not
not apply to
of
special privileges
reserved by
privileges reserved
special
either High
Contracting Party for
for
High Contracting
either
the fishing
shipbuilding infishing and shipbuilding
the
dustries.
dustries.
ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI

Corporations,
etc.,
Limited
liability and
and other
other
Limited liability
either
organized
?dins
in
either
crtga
country may conduct corporations
corporations and associations,
country
business in the other.
businfss

.

,

pecuniary
not for
whether or
for pecuniary
or not
whether

profit, which have
have been or may
profit,
hereafter be organized
organized in accordaccordhereafter
ance with and under
under the laws,
ance
National,
State or Provincial, of
National, State
either High Contracting Party
office
and maintain aa central office
within
the territories thereof,
within the
have their juridical status
shall have
recognized
by the
the other High
recognized by
Contracting Party
Party provided that
Contracting
they pursue
no aims
aims within
its
within its
pursue no
they
territories
contrary to its laws.
territories contrary
They shall enjoy freedom of
access to the courts of law and
equity,
conforming to the laws
equity, on conforming
regulating
regulating the matter, as well for

reszta tych
ladunk6w do jakichtych ladunk6w
reszta
kolwiek innych
port6w na tych
innych port6w
kolwiek
samych
terytorjach., otwartych
otwartych
samych terytorjach,
dla
zagranicznego, bez
handlu zagrwmcznego,
dla handlu
uiszczenia
innych lub
lub wyiszych
wyzszych
uiszczenia innych
oplat tonazowych,
tonaiowych, lub
lub portowych,
opiat
nii te,
ktore w
w takich
wy padkach
takich wypadkach
te, kt6re
nim
byly placone
krajowe
statki krajowe
przez statki
placone przez
byly
w
podobnych warunkach
i beda
warunkach i
w podobnych
tak
mogly bra6
bra6 ladunek
w
ladunek w
samo mogly
tak samo
ranych
portach, w
czasie tej
tej
w czasie
r6inych portach,
samej podr6iy
podray w
w kierunku
kierunku oddalasamej
ja,cyin sie,
sie, z
zastrzezeniem
temr zastrzeieniem
z tern
jacym
jednak, zee handel
przybrzeiny
handel przybrzeiny
jednak,
Wysokich Umawiaj
Umawiaj acych
.
on
si Stron
acych sieStr
Wysokich
jest
wylaczony z
z postanowiefi
jest wyhtczony
niniejszego
z innych
artykutu ii z
niniejszego artykulu
postanowiefi niniejszego Traktatu,
Traktatu,
postanowiefininiejszego
bedzie zas
za§ uregulowany
uregulowany stosownie
bedzie
z Wydo odnoAnych
usta,w kaidej z
odnosnych ustaw
do
sie Stron.
sokich Umawiajacych
Iimawiajacych sig
sokich
Lstnieje
do tego,
zgoda co do
jednak zgoda
Istnieje jednak
is obywatele
oby watele jednej zz Wysokich
Wysokich
ii
Umawiajacych
sis Stron, beda
Umawiajacych sie
korzystali
odnosnie do handlu
korzystali odnoAnie
przybrzeinego na
na terytorjum
terytorjum drudruprzybrzeznego
giej Strony,
Strony, z
traktowania paipan.z traktowania
giej
stwa najbardziej
najbardziej uprzywilejowauprzywilejowastwa
nego.
niniejszego
Postanowienia niniej
sz ego
Postanowienia
Traktatu, odnoszace
siQ do wzaodnoszace sie
Traktatu,
jemuego przywileju
przywileju narodowego
narodowego
jemnego
traktowama
w sprawach zwiatraktowania w
stosujq siQ
nie stosuja
zanych
sie
zegluga, the
z iegluga,
zanych .z
clo
specialnych przywilejow,
kt6re
przywilej6w, ktare
do .specjalnych
obie
Wysokie Umawiaj
Umawiajtlee
sie
ce siQ
obie Wysokie
Strony
zastrzegaj4 dia
dla przemysiu
przemyslu
Strony .zastrzegaja
rybae
tiego I
i budowy okrQt6w.
rybackiego
ARTYKITL XI
XI
ARTYKuL
Sp6lki
o
Aci
odpowiedzialnosci
o odpowiedzialno
Sp6Hki
ograniczonej, oraz inne sp6lki
spolki ii
ograniczonej,
towarzystwa, obliczone
obliczone lub nieobliczone na zysk, kt6re zostaly
obliczone
przyszloAci
w przyszlosci
moga by6 w
lub moo
zaloione zgodnie z
z ustawami
ustawami
zaiozone
panstwowerai
pafistwowemi,tstanowemi lub prowincjonalnenn jednej
jednej z
Wysokich
z Wysokich
wincjonalnemi
Uniawiajacych sie
sig Stron i1utrzyUmawiajaicych

raujace siedzibg
gl6wna na jej
siedzibe glowna
mujace
beda przez
terytorjum, uznane
uznane bee%
drug a Wysoka
Umawiaj4ca sie
Wysokq Umawiaj4c4
druga
ce, zzzaStrong za prawnie istniej ace,
Strone
strzeieniem jednak, iee nie
the dqza
daia
strzezeniem
one na jej terytorjum do cel6w
celOw
ustawami.
sprzecznych z
z jej ustawaini.
sprzecznych

Reda
korzystaly z
z wolnaci
wolnosci
one korzystaly
Beda one
dostepu
sadow s¥sfi—
dostepu do wszelkich sad6w
dvicych wedlug
prawa lub slusinwedlug prawa
dzacych
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FRIENDSHIP,
the
as for
defense
the defense
for the
prosecution as
the prosecution
of
degrees of
of
the degrees
all the
in all
rights in
of rights
jurisdiction
established by law.
jurisdiction established

The
right of
such corporations
corporations
of such
The right
and
associations of
either High
High
of either
and associations
Contracting Party so recognized
Contracting
by
other to
to establish
establish themthemthe other
by the
selves
within its
its territories, estabselves within
lish
branch offices
offices and fulfill their
lish branch
functions
therein shall depend
functions therein
upon, and
solely by
governed solely
be governed
and be
upon,
the consent
of such
Party as exsuch Party
consent of
the
pressed in
National, State, or
its National,
in its
pressed
Provincial
laws and
and regulations.
regulations.
Provincial laws

ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII
The nationals
nationals of either High
The
Contracting
Party shall enjoy
Contracting Party
within the
the territories
of the other,
territories of
within
reciprocally
and upon
compliance
upon compliance
reciprocally and
with the
the conditions
conditions there imposed,
with
such rights
privileges as have
and privileges
rights and
such
been or
or may
hereafter be accorded
may hereafter
been
State
the nationals
nationals of
of any
any other
other State
the
with
respect to
the organization
organization
to the
with respect
of and
and participation
participation in limited
of
liability and
and other
other corporations
corporations
liability
and
pecuniary
for pecuniary
associations, for
and associations,
profit
otherwise, including
including the
or otherwise,
profit or
rights
incorporapromotion, incorporaof promotion,
rights of
tion, purchase
purchase and
ownership and
and ownership
tion,
sale
of shares
holding of
shares and the holding
sale of
executive
or official positions thereexecutiveorofficialpositionstherein.
exercise of the forethe exercise
In the
in. In
going
and with respect to
rights and
going rights
the regulation
regulation or
conprocedure conor procedure
the
cerning the
the organization
conor conorganization or
cerning
duct of
of such
such corporations
corporations or asduct
sociations, such
such nationals
shall be
be
nationals shall
sociations,
subjected to
to no
no conditions
conditions less
subjected
favorable than
than those
which have
those which
favorable
been
may hereafter
be imposed
imposed
hereafter be
or may
been or
upon
nationals of
the most
of the
the nationals
upon the
favored
nation. The
The rights of
favored nation.
any
corporations or
associor associsuch corporations
of such
any of
ations as
may be
organized or
be organized
as may
ations
controlled
or participated
participated in by
controlled or
the nationals
of either
either High
nationals of
the
Contracting
Party within
within the
the
Contracting Party
territories of
the other
to exercise
exercise
other to
of the
territories
s
any of
of their
functions therein,
their functions
any
shall
be governed
governed by
laws and
and
the laws
by the
hall be
regulations,
National, State or
regulations, National,
Provincial, which
which are
force or
or
in force
are in
Provincial,
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sznoki, stosujac
stosujac sie do praw
sznosci,
regulujacych
te sprawq,
sprawe, zarowno
zar6wno
regulujacych tQ
dla dochodzenia,
dochodzenia, jak
jak i
obrony
i dla obrony
dla
praw we wszystkich
wszystkich instancjach
praw
sadowych prawnie
prawnie ustanowiosadowych
nych.
nych.
night to
Prawo
spolek i
towa- brgh
to
i towatakich sp61ek
Prawo takich
rzystw jednej
Wysokich Umajednej zz Wysokich
rzystw
wiajacych
81Q Stron,
Stron, w
ten spos6b
spos6b
w ten
wiajlcych sie
uznanych
druga Stron,
StronQ, do
przez drugq
uznanych przez
osiedlania
81Q na
na jej
jej terytorjach,
terytorjach,
osiedlania sie
zakladania
vvykonywania
filij ii wykonywania
zakladania filij
swych czynnosci
czynnoki tamie-bedzie
tamie--bedrie
swych
uzaleinione ii uregulowane
wyuregulowane wyuzaleznione
lacznie na
na podstawie
podstawie zezwolema
zezwolema
lacznie
tej
Strony, w
w
okreflony w
spos6b okreAlony
w spos6b
tej Strony,
jej
pab.przepisach pafii przepigarh
ustawach 1
jej ustawach
stwowych,
stanowych lub proprostwowych, stanowych
wincjonalnych.
wincjonalnych.

establish
etablish

ARTYKIII, XII
XII
ARTYKUL
Obywatele jednej
Wysokich Naonals
Nationals of
of eite
either
z Wysokich
jednej z
Obywatele
in
Umawiajacych siQ
ale Stron
beda wertionu
et
r,g
,etc.,
Stron bed
Umawiajacych
korzystali
drugiej the
other.
theth
tertorjach drugiej
na terytorjach
korzystali na
Strony
zgodnie z
z
wzajeme i i zgodnie
Strony wzajemme
warunkami
obowiazujacemi,
tam obowiazujacemi,
warunkami tam
praw i
przywilej6w,
i przywilej6w,
takich praw
z takich
jakie s,
w przyszlosci
przyszloki beda,
bed,
lub w
sa, lub
jakie
pr.zyznane obywatelom j
akiegokolprzyznaneobywatelomjakiegokolwiek
odnofaiie do
do
pafstwa odnosnie
innego pafistwa
wiek innego
zakladania 1
uczestniczenia w
w
1 uczestniczenia
zakiadania
spolka.
,ch oo odpowiedzialnoki
odpowiedzialnofci
sp6lkach
pgramczonej i
innych sp6lkach
spolkach
i inych
ograniczonej
celach zarobzarobw celach
towarzystwach w
i1towarzystwach
kowych lub
lub innych,
innych, whicznie
wl4cznie zz
kowych
prawem inicjowania,
rejestroinicjowania, rejestroprawem
wama, zakupu,
posiadania ii
zakupu, posiadania
wania
sprzedaiy akcyj
akcyj oraz
piastowania
oraz .piastowania
sprzedazy
lub
stanowisk
kierowniczych
lub
kierowniczych
stanowisk
wykonawczych
tych firmach.
firmach.
w tych
wykonawczych w
Przy
wykonywaniu tych
tych praw
praw
Przy wykonywanu
odnognie
uregulowania pos*
postqe
do uregulowania
odnosnie do
powania dotyczcego
dotyczacego organizac]j
organiza,cji
powania
lub
prowadzenia
takich
sp6lek ii
lub prowadzenia takich spolek
towarzystw,
obywspomniani obytowarzystw, wsponuaiani
watele
podlegali
ladnym
zadnym
bedl podlegali
nie bed
watele nie
warunkom, mniej
korzystnym,
mniej korzystnym,
warunkom,
nii te,
te, jalde
lub becla
w
bda4 w
sa lub
jakie sa
niz
przyszloki nakladane
na obyobynakladane na
przyszlosci
watch
panstwa najbardziej
uprzynajbardziej uprzywateli pafstwa
wilejowanego.
Prawo wszystwszystPrawo
wilejowanego.
kich takich
takich sp6lek
sp6lek i
towarzystw,
i towarzystw,
kich
kt6reby
lub
zorganmzowane lub
byly zorganizowane
kt6reby byly
kontrolowane
obywateh
przez obywateh
kontrolowane przez
jednej
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Umawiajicych
z Wysokich
jednej z
aii Stron
lub w
kt6rych mieliby
mieliby
w kt6rych
Stron lub
udzial
ci obywatele,
obywatele, na
na teryteryudzial ci
torjum
drugiej Strony
Strony do
do wykonywykonytorjum drugiej
-amnia
swych
jakichkolwiek swych
tamie jakichkolwiek
wania tame
col
COif:olflti may

or

ni
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may
be established
withestablished withhereafter be
may hereafter
in
the territories
of the
Party
the Party
territories of
in the
wherein they
they propose
propose to
engage in
in
to engage
wherein
business.
business.

Mining privileges.
privileges.
Mining

The nationals
nationals of
High
of either
either High
The
Contracting Party,
shall, moreParty, shall,
Contracting
over, enjoy
enjoy within
territories
the territories
within the
over,
of
other, on
condition of
of
on condition
the other,
of the
reciprocity,
compliance
and upon compliance
reciprocity, and
with
conditions there
imposed,
there imposed,
the conditions
with the
such rights
privileges as may
and privileges
rights and
such
hereafter be
accorded the nabe accorded
hereafter
tionals
any other State with
of any
tionals of
respect
to the
the mining
mining of coal,
respect to
phosphate,
gas, and
shale, gas,
oil shale,
oil, oil
phosphate, oil,
sodium on
public domain
domain
the public
on the
sodium
of the
It is understood,
understood,
other. It
the other.
of
High Conhowever, that
that neither
neither High
however,
tracting
shall be required
Party shall
tracting Party
by anything
anything in
in this
paragraph to
this paragraph
by
grant any
application for any
any application
grant
the
such
or privilege
privilege if
if at the
right or
such right
presented
time such
application is
is presented
such application
time
the granting
granting of
all similar
similar appliappliof all
the
cations shall
shall have
been suspended
suspended
have been
cations
discontinued.
or discontinued.

ARTICLE
XIII
ARTICLE XIII
Commercial travelers
Oommercialtravelers
recognized.
reoonlzed.

Identification,
etc.
Identifieation, et

Commercial travelers repreCommercial
senting manufacturers,
manufacturers merchants
merchants
senting
domiciled in the tertraders domiciled'
and traders
ritories
of either High
ContractHigh Contractritories of
ing Party
Party shall
on their entry
shall on
ing
into and
sojourn in
in the ternterrand sojourn
into
tones
other Party
Party and
on
and on
of the
the other
tories of
their
departure therefrom
therefrom be
be actheir departure
favored nation
corded
corded the most favored
treatment
respect of customs
in respect
treatment in
and
other privileges
privileges and of all
and other
charges
of whatever
whatever
taxes of
charges and taxes
them
denomination
applicable to them
denomination applicable
or to their samples.
If either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting
If
the
deem necessary the
Party shall
shall deem
presentation of an
authentic docudocuan authentic
presentation
ment establishing
establishing the identity
and authority of commercial
commercial travand
elers representing
representing manufacturers,
manufacturers,
merchants or
or traders
traders domiciled in
merchants
the
territories of
of the
the other
other Party
the territories
Party
in order that such commercial
commercial
traveler
enjoy in its territraveler may enjoy
tories
tories the
the privileges accorded
under
under this Article, the High Con-

JUNE
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czynnoki,—beda regulowane
regulowane przez
przez
czynnosci--beda
ustawy i
przepisy . pafstwowe,
panstwowe,
i przepisy
ustawy
stanowe lub prowincj
prowincionalne,
kt6re
onalne, ktore
stanowelub
w
sa w
w mocy,
mocy, lub
lub moglyby
moglyby by6 w
sa
przyszlaci wprowadzone
wprowadzonena
teryna teryprzyszlokci
czyntorjach
Strony, gdzie
gdzie czyntej Strony,
torjach tej
noki
by6 wykonywane.
wykonywane.
maja by6
te maja
nosci te
Ponad to
to obywatele
obywatele jednej zz
Ponad
Wyso
kich Umawiajacych
Umawiaj acych sie
sie
Wysokich
Stron beda
beda korzystali
teryna terykorzystali na
Stron
torjum
za:
Strony, zZ zadrugiej Strony,
torjum drugiej
strzeZeniem
wzajemnoAci
i1
wzajemnosci
strzezeniem
poddajac
obo :
warunkom tam obopoddajac sie warunkom
wiazujacym,
takich praw
praw i1
z takich
wizujacym, z
przywilej6w, jakie
by6
moglyby by6
jakie moglyby
przywilej6w,
w przyszlogci
przyszloki przyznane
przyznane obywateobywatew
lom jakiegokolwiek
panjakiegokolwiek innego pafilom
stwa
wydobywania
do wydobywania
odnosnie do
stwa odnoAnie
wegla, fosfatu,
oleju skalropy, oleju
fosfatu, ropy,
wegla,
nego,
sody na
na terenach
terenach
i sody
gazu i
nego, gazu
panstwo wych drugiej
drugiej Strony.
pafistwowych
Rozunue si
ze tadne
zadne zz
jednakie, Ze
siegjednakie,
Rozumie
postanowieft nmiejszego
ustepu
nmuiejszego ustepu
postanowieA
wymagaod
UmaWysokich Umaod Wysokich
ie wymaga
me
.
wiajacych
udzielania
wiajacych sie Stron udzielania,
pozwoleft
na korzystanie
korzystanie zztakich
takich
pozwolefi na
w
praw lub
przywilej6w, jeieli
jezeli w
lub przywilej6w,
praw
chwili . przedloienia
odnosnego
przedlozenia odnoAnego
chwili
podama udzielanie
podobnych
udzielanie podobnych
podania
pralv lub
lub przy
wilejOw zostalo
zostalo
przywilej6w
praw
zawieszone
lub zniesione.
zniesione,
zawieszone lub
ARTYKITL XIII
ARTYUKTJ
reprezentuKorniwojaierowie,
Komiwojazerowie, reprezentujacy
wytwOrc6w, kupc6w
kupc6w iihanjacy wytw6rc6w,
dlarzy, osiadlych
na terytorjum
terytorjum
osiadtych na
dlarzy,
j9dnej zzWysokich
Wysoldch Umawiajztcych
Umawiaj cych
jednej
si Stron,
Stron, bed4
bgda mieliprzy
wjadzie
mieli przy wjezdzie
sie
terytorjum drugiej
drugiej Strony lub
na terytorjum
w czasie
czasie przebywania
przebywama tam
tam i1przy
w
wyjeldzie stamtad,
stamtad, zapewnone
zapewmone
wyjezdzie
traktowanie paistwa
panstwa najbardziej
najbardziej
traktowanie
uprzywilejowanego pod
pod wzglQdem
wzglgdem
uprzywilejowanego
eel iiinnych
umych .przywilej6w
przywilej6w i
i wszelwszeleel
kich
oplat i podatk6w
podatkow jakiegojakiegokich oplat
kolwiekbakh
nalotonych
rodzaju, nalozonych
kolwiekbadz rodzaju
na
lub ich probki.
pr6bki.
nich, lub
na nich,
Jeieliby Wysokie
Wysokie Uldadajice
Ukladajace
Jezeliby
sig Strony lub jedna
jedna zznich
nich uznala
sie
za potrzebne
wieprzedstawienie wieza
potrzebne przedstawienie
rzytelnego dokumentu
dokumentu ustalaj
austalajarzytelnego
cego toisamoA6
uprawnienia
i uprawnienia
tozsamo6s i
cego
komiwoj aZer6w reprezentujacych
reprezentuj acych
komiwojazer6w
14/y tworc6w, kupc6w
hankupc6w lub
lub hanwytw6rc6w,
dlarzy
terytorjach
dlarzy osiadlych
osiadlych na terytorjach
drugiej strony,
celera dania
dania im
drugiej
strony, celem
moino§ci korzystania
teryna jej
jej terymoinosci
korzystania na
torjach
przywilejow przyznatorjach z
z .przywilej6w
nych
w nimejszym
artykule--Wyniniejszym artykule-Wynych w
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FRIENDSHIP, ETC.,
tracting Parties
agree by
will agree
Parties will
tracting
exchange
notes on
the form of
on the
of notes
exchange of
such
and the
authorthe authordocument and
such document
it shall
ities
whom it
by whom
persons by
or persons
ities or

sokae Umawiaj
sie Strony ustaace siQ
Umawiaj ace
sokie
forme
la w
w drodze
drodze wymiany not formg
la
urzedy
takiego
dokumentu oraz urzgdy
takiego dokumentu
i
osoby przez
przez jakie ma by6
i osoby
wystawiony.
wystawiony.

XIV
ARTICLE XIV
ARTICLE

ARTYKUL XIV
ARTYKUL

be issued.

There
shall be
complete freebe complete
There shall
dom of
of transit
through the territransit through
dom
tories
including territorial
territorial waters
tories including
of each
Contracting Party
High Contracting
each High
of
on
the most
convenient routes
most convenient
on the
open
for international
international transit, by
open for
rail, navigable
navigable waterway,
waterway, and
rail,
canal, other
other than
Panama
than the Panama
canal,
Canal
and waterways
waterways and canals
Canal and
which
constitute international
international
which constitute
boundaries,
to persons, their lugboundaries, to
gage
and goods
coming from,
goods coming
gage and
the
going to
through the
passing through
or passing
to or
going
territories of the other High Conterritories
tracting Party,
Party, except such pertracting
sons as
forbidden admisbe forbidden
may be
as may
sons
sion
territories, or goods
its territories,
into its
sion into
or
luggage of
of which
which the importaor luggage
tion
may be
prohibited by law.
be prohibited
tion may
Persons, their
luggage and goods
their luggage
Persons,
m transit
subjected
not be subjected
shall not
transit shall
in
to any
transit duty, or to any
any transit
to
unnecessary
or restricdelays or
unnecessary delays
tions,
any discrimination
discrimination as
to any
or to
tions, or
regards
facilities or any
charges, facilities
regards charges,
other
other matter.

Goods
in transit
transit must be enGoods in
tered and
and cleared
cleared at the proper
tered
customhouse, but
but they
they shall be
customhouse,
exempt from
from all
other
customs or other
all customs
exempt
duties.
similar dudes.
similar
All .charges
charges imposed
imposed on transAll
port
in transit
transit shall be reasonport in
able, having
having regard to the conable,
ditions of
traffic.
of the traffic.
ditions
Nothing in this Article
Article shall
Nothing
the
affect
right of either of the
the right
affect the
High
Contracting Parties to proHigh Contracting
hibit or
or restrict
restrict the transit of
hibit
arms, munitions
munitions and
and military
arms,
accordance with
in accordance
equipment in
equipment
conventions that may
treaties
treaties or conventions
have
hereafter .be
been or may hereafter
have been
entered into
into by either Party with
entered
other countries.
other
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Freedom of interna-

tionaltransit.
zupelna tjn
Bgdzie
miejsce zupeina
r
a
e
rri- r interna.
miala miejsce
Bedzie miala
wolno§6
przez terytorja
terytorj a
tranzytu przez
wolnos6 tranzytu
z
wlac.zethem wed
terytorjalnych
w6d terytorjalnych
z wl4czeniem
katdej z
Wysokich UmawiajaUmawiaj4z Wysokich
kahdej
najdogodniejcych si
Stron na najdogodniejsie Stron
cych
szych drogach
anal, etc.
da
otwartych din
drogach otwartych
szych
etcd.
anal etc.,
tranzytu
nuedzynarodowego kole
Zapntser Canal,
kole-- excaptea
tranzytu miedzynarodowego
jam
teglownemi drogami
drogami wodjami,: .ieglownemi
nem].
wylaczeniem
z wylaczeniem
kanalami, z
nemi i kanalami,
dr6g
oraz dreg
Kanalu Panamskiego,
Panamskiego, oraz
Kanalu
woduych iikanalew,
stanowiazych
kanal6w, stanowiacych
wodnych
granice miedzypaistwowe,
migdzypafistwowe, dla
din
granice
towar6w,
i towarew,
oseb,
i
ch bagazu
bagaiu i
os6b, ich
przybywajacych
terytorj6w
przybywajacych zz terytorjew
d
.
rugiej Wysokiej
Umawiajacej
Wysokiej Umawiaj4cej
drugiej
siq tam,
sig
udajacych sie
Strony, udajacych
sie Strony,
lub
the, z
z
przez nie,
przejezdzajacych przez
lub przejeidiajacych
wylaczeniern takich
takich os6b,
°sob, kt6rych
kterych
wylaczeniem
dopuszczenie na
jej terytorja
terytorja by- Transit provisions.
na jej
dopuszczenie
loby
zabronione, albo
towaPew Trasit provisions.
albo towarw
loby zabronione,
przyw6z
czy
bagaiu,
kterych
przywez
kt6rych
czy bagazu,
bylby
zakazany ustawowo.
ustawowo. Osobylby zakazany
by
bagat ii
ich bagaz
przejezdzia]ce, ich
by przejeidiajace,
me
towary przewozone
przewoione tranzytem
tranzytem nie
towary
clom
zadnym °lora
beda podlegaly
podlegaly iadnym
bed4
tranzytowym,
ani zadnemu
iadnemu zbedzbgdtranzytowym, ani
nemu op6znieniu,
opeinienm, lub ograninemu
czeniom
zr6zniczkowaniom pod
i zreiniczkowaniom
czeniom i
wzglgdem
ulatwiefi lub
oplat, ulatwief
wzgledem oplat,
wszelkich
okolicznoaci.
innych okolicznosci.
wszelkich innych
Customs entries, eta.
t,
Towary w
tranzycie winny
winny customs entcri
w tranzycie
Towary
wchod716 ii wychodzi6
wychodzie przez
wchodzi6
wia6ciwa komore
komorg clen,
den ale wolne
wlaaciwa
bed od
od wszelkich
wszelkich eel
innych
lub innych
el lub
beda
podobnych oplat.
podobnych
nakladane na
Wszelkie oplaty,
°platy, naldadame
Wszelkie
transporty znajdujace
znajdjace sic
w.
transie w
transporty
zycie, beda
beda unuarkowane
umiarkowane ia odzycie,
powiadajace warunkom
warunkom ruchu
ruchu.:
powiadaj4ce
of arms. etc.I
rms. e
Trnit of
ninie- Transit
Zadne
postanowiefi nuuel2adne zz postanowiefi
ogrambedzie
szego
nie bgdzie
artykutu the
szego artykulu
czalo
UmaWysokich Umaobu Wysokich
prawa obu
czalo prawn
wiajacych sie
sig Stron
zakazydo zakazyStron do
wiajqcych
wania lub
ogramczania tranzytu
lub ograniczania
wania
broth, amumcji
amumcji a
woisko:
sprzetu wojskoi sprzetu
broni,
wego, zgodnie
traktatami ia
zgodnie zz traktatami
wego,
konwencjami,
ktere saa
sa albo
konwencjami, kt6re
mo
glyby bye
przyszlosci zaw przyszloki
by6 w
moglyby
warte
przez kterakolwielt
kt6rakolwiek zz Wywarte przez
sokich Umawiajscych
Umawiajacych sic
Stron
sie Stron
sokich
innemi paiistwari.
pafistwami.
zzinnemi
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ARTYKUL XV
ARTYCUL
XV

ARTICLE
XV
ARTICLE XV
Consular ofrs.
officers.
Consulr
Reception of.

Rcption
o

njoyment of rights,
Bhiornent
etc.,
accorded most
most fafaetc., aoeorded
torednation.
vored

nation.

Exequator to issue.
Exequator
isse.

Each of
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting
Parties agrees
to receive
receive from
from the
the
Parties
agrees to
other, consular
in those
those
other,
consular officers
officers in
of its
ports, places
places and
of
its ports,
and cities,
cities,
where
be convenient
where it
it may
may be
convenient and
and
which
consular reprereprewhich are
are open
open to
to consular
sentatives
of any
foreign country.
country.
sentatives of
any foreign
Consular officers
officers of
of each
each of
the
Consular
of the
.
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
shall
]High
Parties shall
entering upon
upon their
their duties,
after entering
duties,
enjoy reciprocally
reciprocally in
terrienjoy
in the
the territories
tories of the
rights,
the other
other all
all the
the rights,
privileges,
and imprivileges, exemptions
exemptions and
immunities
munities which
enjoyed by
which are
are enjoyed
by
officers
officers of the same grade
grade of
of the
the
most favored
favored nation.
nation. As
official
As official
agents,
officers shall
shall be
agents, such
such officers
be enentitled
to the
high consideration
consideration
titled to
the high
of all
officials, national
national or
or local,
of
all officials,
local,
with whom they have
have official
official
intercourse in
intercourse
State which
in the
the State
which
receives them.
them.
receives

The Government
The
Government of
of the
the
of each
each of
Contracting Parties shall
High Contracting
shall
furnish
charge the
furnish free
free of
of charge
the necesnecessary exequatur
exequatur of
of such
such consular
consular
officers
officers of
as present
present aa
of the
the other
other as
regular commission
the
regular
commission signed
signed by
by the
chief
executive of
the appointing
chief executive
of the
appointing
state
under its
its great
seal; and
and
state and
and under
great seal;
it shall issue
issue to
or
it
to a
a subordinate
subordinate or
substitute
consular officer
officer duly
substitute consular
duly
appointed by an
appointed
accepted superior
superior
an accepted
consular
officer with
consular officer
with the
the approbaapprobahis Government,
Government, or
or by
by any
any
tion of
of his
other
officer of
of that
that
other competent
competent officer
Government,
Government, such
documents as
such documents
as
according to the laws
the rerelaws of
of the
spective
shall be
be requirequispective countries
countries shall
site for the exercise
exercise by the
the apappointee
of the
function.
pointee of
the consular
consular function.
On the exhibition of
an exequatur,
exequatur,
of an
or other document issued m
m lieu
lieu
thereof to
to such subordinate,
subordinate, such
such
consular officer shall be
permitted
be permitted
to enter upon his duties and
and to
ento enjoy the rights, privileges
imprivileges and
and imgranted by
munities granted
by this
this Treaty.
Treaty.
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Kaida z
Wysokich 11mawillKazda
z Wysokich
Umawiajacych
Stron zgadza
przyjjacych sie
sie Stron
zgadza si
sie przyjmowa6 urzednik6w
urzQdnikaw konsularnych
mowa6
konsularnych
drugiej Strony
pordrugiej
Strony w
w tych
tych swolch
swoich portach, miejscowosciach
miejscowaciach i
imastach,
tach,
i miastach,
ktfire nadaja
nadaja sie
sa otwarte
otwarte dla
kt6re
sie i
i sa
dla
przedstawicieli
zedstawicieli konsularnych
konsularnych jaja.
egokolwiek obcego
pafistwa.
kiegokolwiek
obcego paistwa.
Urzednicy
konsularm kaidej
kaid9
Urzednicy konsularni
z
SIQ
z Wysokich
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Umawiajacych sie
Stron
pa objeciu
objecm urztdowaur.zedowaStron bQda,
beda, po
nia,
korzystai na
ita terytorjum
terytorrom dru.
drunia, korzystali
giej Strony
Strony na
na zasadzie
zasadzie wzajemgiej
wzajemnogici
ze Wszystkich
Wszystkich prawi
przynosci ze
praw i przywilej6w,
zwolniefi ii imnauintewilej6w, zwolnieA
immunitetOw, zz jakich
jakich korzystaja
korzystaja urzedurzedt6w,
nicy tego
tego samego
stopnia pafistwa
pafistwa
nicy
samego stopnia
najbard.ziej uprzywilejowanego.
uprzywilejowanego.
najbardziej
Tacy urzednicy,
urzednicy, jako
przedstaTacy
jako przedstawiciele urzedowi,
uprawwiciele
urzedowi, beda
beda uprawszacunku
nieni do
do wysokiego
wysokiego szacunku
wszystkich urzednik6w
wszystkich
urzednik6w panstwopaistwowych
pafistwa
wych lub
lub komunalnych
komunalnych pafistwa
przyjmujacego, z
z kt6rymi
ktorymi beda
beda
przyjmujacego,
utrzymywali
utrzymy
wali stosunki
sluibowe.
stosunki sluzbowe.
Rzad katdej
Rzad
Umakazdej z
z Wysokich
Wysokich Umawiajacych sie
wiajacych
Stron bedzie
bedzie udziesie Stron
udzielal bez oplat potrzebnego
exequapotrzebnego exequatur urzdnikom
urzednikom konsularny
iii
konsularnym
drugiej Strony,
ktorzy przedStrony, kt6rzy
przedstawiaja nalezyte
naletyte listy
listy konusyjne,
komisyjne,
podpisane
odpisane przez Glowe
Glow e Paitstwa
Pafistwa
kraju wysylajacego iizaopatrzone
zaopatrzone
w
wielka piecze6
piecze6 pafistwowa;
w wielka
pafistwowa;
nadto wyda
nadto
on katdemu
wyda on
kazdemu podpodwladnemu lub zastepczemu
wjadnemu
urzedzastepczemu urzednikowi konsulamemu,
mkowl
konsularnemu, naleiycie
mianowanemu przez
nnanowanemu
przez przyjetego
przyjetego
wyiszego
urzedmkakonsularnego,
wy2szego urzednikakonsularnego,
za aprobata jego Rzadu,
Fa
lub przez
Rzadu, lub
przez
innego wlakiwego
wlasciwego urzednika
mnego
tego
urzednika tego
Rzadu,
takie dokumenty,
dokumenty, jakie,
Rzadu, takie
jakie,
zgodnie
zgodnie zz prawami
prawarai odnosnych
odnanych
Pafistw, wymagane
Pafistwr,
wymagane sa
wykosa do
do wykonywama sluzby
slutby konsularnej
konsulamej przez
przez
nywania
mianowanego urzednika.
miapowanego
urzednika. Za
okaZa okazaniem exequatur'u lub
zamem
lub innego
innego
zamiast
dokumentu, wydanego
wydanego zamiast
tegoz, takiemu urzednikowi
urzednikowi thtegoi,
nizszego stopnia, ten urzednik
urzednik konkonsularny
sul
.
amy uprawniony
uprawniony bedzie do
objecia .swego urzedu, oraz
kooraz korzystania
praw, przywilej6w
Izystama zz prow,
przywilej6w ii
immunitet6w,
immunitet6w, przyznanych
przyznanych przez
przez
Traktat niniejszy.
niniejszy.
Traktat
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ARTICLE XVI
XVI
ARTICLE
Consular
of
nationals of
officers, nationals
Consular officers,
the
the state by which they are appointed,
shall be
arfrom arexempt from
be exempt
pointed, shall
rest
charged with
with
when charged
except when
rest except
the commission
of offenses
offenses locally
locally
commission of
the
designated as crimes
crimes other than
designated
misdemeanors and
subjecting the
and subjecting
misdemeanors
individual guilty
guilty thereof to punindividual
ishment. Such
officers shall be
Such officers
ishment.
exempt from
billetings,
military billetings,
from military
exempt
and
military
any military
of any
service of
from service
and from
or
naval, administrative
administrative or police
or naval,
character
character whatsoever.
In
cases the
attendthe attendcriminal cases
In criminal
a consular officer
at court by a
ance at
demanded
as a
a witness
may be demanded
witness may
as
by the prosecution
prosecution or defence.
by
The demand
made with
be made
demand shall be
The
all possible
regard for the consupossible regard
all
lar dignity
dignity and
and the duties of the
lar
office; and
and there shall be comoffice;
pliance on
consular
the consular
part of the
the part
on the
pliance
officer.
Consular officers
shall be subofficers shall
Consular
ject
ject to the jurisdiction of the
courts
in the
the State which receives
courts in
them in civil cases, subject to the
them
proviso however,
that when
when the
however, that
proviso,
officer is
national of the state
is aa national
officer
which appoints him and is enoccupation
gaged in
private occupation
no private
in no
gaged
for gain,
gain, his
to
testimony in cases to
his testimony
for
which
he is
party shall be
is not aa party
which he
taken
orally or in writing at his
taken orally
residence or
or office and with due
residence
regard for his
convenience. The
his convenience.
regard
officer
officer should, however, voluntarily
give his testimony at court
tarily give
whenever
it is possible to do so
whenever it
without
interference with
serious interference
without serious
his
official duties.
his official

1523
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XVI
ARTYKUL
ARTYKUE XVI
araresztosyaqyz_
reZeeaption from ar
rEtmptio
bedacy
konsularni,
Urzednicy konsularni,
bcd
Urzednicy
wysylaji-4
obywatelann
Pafistwa wy
obywatelami Pafistwa
cego, me
bye aresztowani
w n z
moga by6
nie mon
cego,
wyjatluem wypadku,
wypadku, gdy zostana
zostana
wyj4tkiem
czyn6w
oskariem o
o popeinienie
popelnienie czynew
oskarzeni
karygodnych,
kwalifikowanych
kwalifikowanych
karygodnych,
przez prawo
miejscowe jako
jako przeprawo miejscowe
przez
i
wystepki i
anizeli wystcpki
stepstwa,
ume am2eli
stepstwa, inne
przekroczenia ii pociagajace
za
pociagajace za
przekroczenia
sob a ukaranie
ukaranie winnego osobnika.
soba
Urzednicy tacy
tacy wolni
od
beda od
wolni beda
Urzednicy
obowrazku
kwater
dostarczania kwater
obowiazku dostarczania
wojskowych
wojskowej
od shriby
sluzby wojskowei
i od
wojskowych i
lub
morskiej, administracyjne]
administracyjnej
lub morskiej,
lub
pohcyjnej wszelkiego
wszelkiego rodzaju.
rodzaju.
lub policyjnej
nsao
W sprawach
sprawach kamych,
p: umony in
in crimiorimistawienie na
karnych, stawienie
W
w
si
konsularnego w
sic urzednika konsularnego
charakterze
w sadzie
swiadka w
charakterze gwiadka
zar6wno
moie
by6 zaiadane
zazadane zarOwno
moze by6
i
przez strone oskarzajaca,
oskariajaca, jak i
przez
przez obrone.
wezwanie
Odnosne wezwanie
obrone. OdnoAne
przez
dokonane by6
bye winno
winno zz zachodokonane
waniem
wszelkich
mozliwych
wszelkich moliwych
waniem
wzgledOw dla
godnoAci konsularkons ardla godnosci
wzgled6w
nej i
obowiazkow urzedu;
urzedu; a
timeda urzedi obowiazk6w
nej
nik
konsularny winien
uczyni6
winien uczynie
nik konsularny
zadoge
takiemu wezwaniu.
zados6 takiemu
Civil oases, ate.
B8, etc.
w Cil
Urzcdnicy konsularni
konsularni beda
beda w
Urzednicy
sprawach
podlegali jucywilnych podlegali
sprawach cywilnych
rysdykcji
sad6w Pafistwa
Pafistwa przyjprzyjrysdykcji sqd6w
mujacego,
zajednakze zatem jednakie
z tern
mujacego, z
strzeieniem, ze
ie w
wypadku, jeteli
w wypadku,
strzezeniem,
urzednik jest
Panobywatelem Paijest obywatelem
urzednik
jest
stwa wysylajacego
the jest
wysylajacego ii nie
stwa
zaangalowany
w iadnem
prywatzadnem prywatzaangazowany w
nem zajeciu,
zajeciu, obliczonem
obhczonem na zysk,
nem
to
jego ustne
lub
ustne lub
przesluchanie jego
to przesluchanie
pisemne w
w
swiadka w
charakterze Awiadka
w charakterze
pisemne
jest
sprawach, w
w kt6rych
kterych on nie jest
sprawach
strona, odby6
odbye sic
w miejscu
miejscu
winno w
sie wmno
strong,
jego
w jego
]ego
lub w
zamieszkania lub
ego zarnieszkarua
biurze
naletytymr wzgledami
wzglgdami
z nalezytymi
i z
iurze i
dla
jego wygody.
Urzednik
wygody. Urzgdnik
dla jego
dobrowolnie
winien
wszakie dobrowolnie
winien wszakie
zeznawa6
w sadzie,
sadzie, o
to tylko
ile to
o ile
zeznawa6 w
jest
moiliwe bez
w
naruszenia w
bez naruszenia
jest mozliwe
powainy
spos6b jego
jego obowiazkow
obowNiazk6w
powazny spos6b
sluibowych.
sluzbowych.

ARTYKUL XVII
XVII
ARTYKUL
ARTICLE XVII
XVII
ARTICLE
Free entry of effio
etc.
Umawiaja- supplies,
Kaida
Wysokich UmawiajasiZiLse
,
n
e7. o
f
Kazda zz Wysokich
Each
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting
Each of
cych
sie
Stron
zgadza
sic
ww6z
na
sie
zgadza
Stron
sie
cych
entry
the
permit
to
Parties agrees
wolny od
wszelkich oplat celnych
od wszelkich
free of all duty of all furniture, wolny
urzsmebli, urzarodzaju mebli,
wszelkiego rodzaju
equipment and supplies intended wszelkiego
equipment
zapas6w przeznaczonych
przeznaczonvch na
dzefi iizapas6w
for official
official use in the consular
consular dzefi
for

eine'
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ETC., TREATY—POLAND.
FRIENDSHIP, ETC.,
offices
the other,
to extend
extend
of the
other, and
and to
offices of
to
such consular
officers of
of the
the
to such
consular officers
other
and their
families and
suites
and suites
other and
their families
as are
are its
nationals, the
its nationals,
the privilege
privilege
as
of entry
duty of
free of
of duty
of their
their bagbagof
entry free
gage and
and all
all other
other property
property iningage
tended
for their
personal use,
use, actheir personal
actended for
companying
the officer
officer to
his post;
to his
post;
companying the
provided,
nevertheless, that
that no
no
provided, nevertheless,
article, the
the importation
which
of which
article,
importation of
is prohibited
either
by the law of either
is
prohibited by
of the
the High
Contracting Parties,
Parties,
of
High Contracting
may
brought into
territories.
its territories.
may be
be brought
into its
Personal
property imported
by
Personal property
imported by
consular
officers, their
or
their families
families or
consular officers,
suites
during the
the incumbency
incumbency of
of
suites during
the officers
officers shall
accorded the
the
shall be
be accorded
the
customs privileges
and exemptions
exemptions
customs
privileges and
accorded
the
officers of the
to consular
consular officers
accorded to
most favored
favored nation.

estiction, if consul
Restriction,

ItIt is
is understood,
understood, however, that
the privileges
this Article
Article shall
shall
the
privileges of
of this
consular
not be extended
extended to consular
officers who are engaged
in any
any
engaged in
officers
private occupation
occupation for
for gam
gain in the
private
countries to which they
they are
are accountries
credited,
respect to
to
credited, save
save with respect
governmental
supplies.
governmental supplies.

Tax exemption.

Consular officers, including ememconsulate, nationals
ployees in a
a consulate,
of the State by which they are
appointed other than those enoccupations for
gaged in private occupations
the State
State where
they
gain within the
where they
exercise their
exercise
their functions,
functions, shall be
exempt from
from all
all taxes,
taxes, National,
National,
exempt
Provincial and
Municipal,
State, Provincial
and Municipal,
levied upon their persons or upon
their property, except taxes levied
on account of the possession or
ownership of immovable
immovable property
ownership
situated in,
in, or
or income
derived
situated
income derived
situated
from property of
of any kind
kind situated
or belonging within, the territories of the State within
which
within which
exercise their functions. All
they exercise
consular officers and employees,
consular
nationals
nationals of the State appointing
appointing
them, shall be exempt from the
payment
payment of taxes on the salary,

is in private
business.
i pive
bu.

ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
ARTICLE
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uiytek
sluibowy w
konw biurach
biurach konuzytek sluibowy
sularnych drugiej
drugiej Strony;
Strony; udzieh
udzieli
sularnych
rOwniei urzednikom
urzednikom konsularnym,
konsularnym,
r6wniez
ich rodzinom
rodzinom oraz
towarzyszacyra
oraz towarzyszacym
ich
ira osobom,
one obywateobywatesa one
o ile
ile sa
osobom, o
im
lami kraju
kraju wysylajacego,
przywiwysylajacego, przywklami
leju
wolnego od
od cla
WWOZU ich
ich babaclawwozu
leju wolnego
gaiu iiinnych
sluprzedmiot6w sluinnych przedmiot6w
gazu
iacych
uzytku,
osobistego uiytku,
do ich
ich osobistego
zacych do
przywoionych ze sobas
soba przez
przywozonych
urzednika, gdy
gdy udaje
SIQ na
swe
udaje sie
na swe
urzednika,
start
owisko, z
warunkiem wszakie,
wszakze,
z warunkiem
stanowisko,
przedmiot, kt6rego
kt6rego ww6z
ze iaden
iaden przedmiot,
przez
jednej zz Wysokich
Wysokich
przez prawo
prawo jednej
Umawiajacych
sie Stron
Stron jest zaUmawiajsacych SlQ
kazany, nie
the moze
moie by6
by6 przywieprzywiekazany,
ziony
terytorjum. Mienie
Mieme
jej terytorjum.
ziony na jej
osobiste
przez urzedniurzedniwwozone przez
osobiste wwoione
kOw
rodziny
k6w konsularnych,
konsularnych, ich rodziny
lub
im osoby
osoby w
w
lub towarzysz4ce
towarzyszace im
czasie pehnienia
pelnienia funkcyj
funkcyj przez
przez
czasie
urzednik6w, bedzie korzydanych urzednik6w,
przywilej6w i
i zwolniefi
stalo zz przywilej6w
przyznawanych urzednikom
konurzednikom konprzyznawanych
sularnym Panstwa
najbardziej
Pafistwa najbardziej
sularnym
uprzywilej
ow anego
uprzywilejowanego.
RozumieSle
jednak, zee przyprzyRozumie sie jednak,
w niniejszym
nimejszym
wileje, udzielone w
beda sie
nie beda
sie rozciagaly
rozciagaly
artykule, the
urzednik6w konsularnych,
na urzednik6w
konsularnych, oddajacych sie
w pafistwie
pailstwie przyjmuprzyjmudajacych
sie w
jacem jakiemukolwiek
jakiemukolwiek prywatnezajecm obliczonemu
zysk,
mu zajeciu
obliczonemu na zysk,
chyba, zeechodzi ooprzedmioty
przedmioty dostarczane irn
im urzedowo.
starczane
urzedowo.
ARTYKUL XVIII
XVIII
ARTYKUL
Urzednicy
wlatzaUrzednicy konsularni,
konsularni, wltczajac
jsc w
w to i
i pracownik6w
pracownik6w zatrudzatrudnionych
w konsulacie,
konsulacie, bedacy
bedacy obynionych w
watelarni Pafistwa
PaAstwa wysylajacego,
wysylajrtoego,
watelami
a the
a
nie oddajacy
oddajacy sie
siQ na
na terytorjum
terytorjum
Pazistwa, gdzie
gdzie wykonywuja
wykonywuja swe
awe
Paistwa,
czynnoki,
zajeciom prywatnym
prywatnym
czynnoici, zajeciom
obliczony
in na
na zysk,
wolri beda
od
obliczonym
zysk, wolni
bdas od
wszelkieg.o rodzaju
ppaft
wszelkiego
rodzaju podatkow
podatk6w paA
stwowych, stanowych,
stanowych, prowinprowmstwowych,
cjonalnych
komunolnych, nacjonalnych ii komunalnych,
natozonych
loionych na ich osoby lub mienie,
znienie,
z
wyjEttkiem podatk6w,
podatkow, pobiepobiez wyjatkiem
ranych zztytulu posiadania
posiadania przez
inch
majatku nieruchomego,
nieruchomego, polopolonich majatku
zonego
ionego w granicach tego terytorjum,
torj um, oraz dochodu, ktory
kt6ry daje
im mienie
mienie jakiegokolwiek
jakiegokolwiek rodzaju,
polozone na lub przynaleine
poloione
przynalezne do
terytorjum Paiistwa,
Pafistwa, w
w kt6rem
konywuja awe
czynnoAci.
wykonywuj4
swe czynno6ci.
szyscy urzednicy
urzednicy i
pracowmcy
Wszyscy
i pracownicy
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konsularni,
obywatele Pafistwa
Pafistwa
konsularni, obywatele
wysylajvego,
wolni sa
placenia
sa od placenia
wysylajacego, wolni
podatkow
pobor6w, honorahonorapodatk6w od pobor6w,
rj6w
otrzymuji jako
plac, kt6re otrzymuja
rj6w iiplac,
wynagrodzeme
sw4 sluibe konwynagrodzenie za swa
sularni.
sularna.
Rzad kaidej
Wysokich UmaUma- Acquisition
Acquisition of realty,
kazdej zzWysokich
Rzqd
The Government
of each High
Government of
The
wiajacych sie
sic Stron
Stron bedzie
bedzie mial
mial t. •
Contracting Party
Party shall
have the wiajacych
shall have
Contracting
posiada6 na
i posiada6
nabywae i
na
right to
to acquire and own land and prawo nabywa6
right
wlasnok grunta
grunta ii budynki pobuildings required
required for diplomatic
diplomatic wlasnoS6
buildings
trzebne na lokale
dyplomaor consular
the ter- trzebne
premises in the
consular premises
or
tyczne ii konsularne
konsularne na terytoritory of
of the
the other High Con- tyczne
ritory
Umawiadrugiej zzWysokich Umawiatracting
also to
erect rjum drugiej
to erect
and also
Party and
tracting Party
wznosi6
jakotez wznosie
jacych sic
sie Stron, jakotet
buildings
in such
such territory
territory for jacych
buildings in
budynki na
tern terytorjum
terytorjum dla
dla
na tem
the
subject to budynki
stated subject
purposes stated
the purposes
z zawyiej wspomnianych
wspomnianych cel6w z
wyzej
local
building regulations.
regulations.
local building
chowaniem
miejscowych przepichowaniem miejscowych
sow
budowlanych.
s6w budowlanych.
i
o
rzgov.
Exeptionifforgov
Grunta
Grunta iibudynki,
budynki, poloione
poloione na
na orExem
Lands and
situated
and buildings situated
Lands
jednej zz Wysokich
Wysokich
terytorjum jednej
in
the territories
territories of either High
High terytorjum
in the
kt6rych
Umawiajacych sie Stron, kt6rych
Contracting Party,
Party, of
the Umawiajacych
which the
of which
Contracting
sprawiedliwym
prawnym lub sprawiedliwym
other High
Party is prawnym
Contracting Party
High Contracting
other
jest druga Strona, aa
wlascicielem jest
the
legal or equitable owner and wlakicielem
the legal
uzywane przez tego
sa uiywane
kt6re . sa
which are
are used
used exclusively
exclusively for ktore
which
wylacznie do cel6w
cel6w
wlasciciela wylhcznie
governmental purposes by that wlakrciela
governmental
s od wszelwolne sa
rzadowych, wolne
owner, shall be exempt from tax- rzadowych,
owner,
kiego rodzaju
rodzaju podatk6w
podatkOw zar6wno
zarawno
ation
of every kind, National, kiego
ation of
paristwovrych, jak
stanowych,
jak stanowych,
State,
Municipal, pafstwowych,
Provincial and Municipal,
State, Provincial
z
krajowych ii komunalnych
komunalnych z
other
for krajowych
assessments levied for
than assessments
other than
wyjathem oplat
oplat pobieranych
pobieranych za
services
services or local public improve- wyjatkiem
uslugi lub miejscowe
rniejscowe publiczne
publiczne
ments
which the
the premises are uslugi
by which
ments by
urzadzenia,
z
kt6rych dane
z ktarych
urzadzenia,
benefited.
benefited.
objekty korzystaja.
korzystajq.
objekty

fees
wages received
received by them in
or wages
fees or
compensation
for their consular
compensation for
services.

ete

ARTICLE XIX
XIX
ARTICLE
Consular officers
officers may place
Consular
over
door of their reouter door
the outer
over the
iarls
spective
spective offices the coat of arms
of
State with
appropriate
with an appropriate
their State
of their
inscription
designating the ofinscription designating
ficial
office, and they may place
ficial office,
the coat
of arms
arms of their State
coat of
the
on
automobiles employed
employed by them
on automobiles
in
the exercise
of their
consular
their consular
exercise of
in the
functions. Such officers
officers may also
functions.
hoist the
flag of
their country
country
of their
the flag
hoist
on their
their offices
offices including those
on
situated in
the capitals of the
in the
situated
two
They may likecountries. They
two countries.
wise hoist
boat
any boat
over any
flag over
such flag
hoist such
wise
or vessel
employed in
in the exercise
vessel employed
or
of the
consular function.
the consular
of
The
where consular
consular
quarters where
The quarters
business
conducted and the
the
business is conducted
archives
of the consulates
consulates shall
archives of
at all
times be
and
inviolable, and
be inviolable,
all times
at
under
no pretext
pretext shall any authorunder no
ities
character within the
any character
of any
ities of

ARTYKUL XIX
XIX
ARTYKUL
Arms
flags at
...l flap
r'sl and
maj 1
konsiilarnrii
et.
tlh' elm.
IItnj
konsularni
maja
kl()llSlIl2ll'l.
prawo
nad ad(rzwiaili
drzwland
uIlliszcZa'ic 1a11
prawo ininvszczae
wejAciowtnin
swycli biulr
blur god(lt
godia
wcvj4(ciowemllIi svwycih
svve()'
t
,
I
ahstwa
z
odpowiednint
o()dlpo)viliiin
z
'Pafistwnit
swego
t-,
napsem,
oznaczajacym
lokal
oznacz.ajcyln
napisem,
urzqd
Miry ii uniiszcza6
umieszczae godla
godla
urzedowy,
swego
na samochodach
samochodach
pafistwa na
swego pafistwa
utywanych przez
nich przy
przy wywyprzez nich
uzywanych
konywaniu
czynnosci konsularkonywaniu czynnoki
nych. Urzgdrucy
moga r6wr6wci moga
Urzedmcy ci
nych.
mei wywreszae
flagg swego
Pafiswego Pafiwywiesza6 flage
niez
stwa
biurach, wlaczajac
whIczajac
swych biurach,
na swych
stwa na
w to ii biura, znajdujace
znajdujace sie
sic w
w
stolicach
Pafistw. Mogq
Moga oni
obu Pafstw.
stolicach obu
6
rowniei wywiesza
wywieszae
takai flage
takia
r6wniei
na wszelkiej
wszelkiej lodzi
lodzi lub statku,
na
uiywanym przy
przy wykony
wykony waniu
waniu
uzyvanym
funkcvj konsularnych.
of
konsularnych.nviolability
funkcyj
Inviolability of
Lokal,
urze- of
ficld and ares
offices
archives..
konsulat urzew ktfirym
kt6rym konsulat
Lokal, w
duje i
archiwa konsulatu
konsulatu beda
beck,
i archiwa
duje
nietykalzawsze iiw
kaidym czasie
czasie nietykalw kaidym
zawsze
ne iipod
pod iadnym
iadna z
z
pozorem iadna
iadnym pozorem
ne
wladz krajowych
jakiegokolwiek
krajowych jakiegokolwiek
wladz
rodzaju nie
the moie
dokonywa6
moze dokonywae
rodzaju

Urz~dnicy
Urzednicy
rI~zldlli(y

Ig
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country
make any
any examination
examination or
or
country make
seizure of
of papers
or other
property
other property
papers or
seizure
deposited with
with the
the archives.
archives.
deposited
officers are
SePoration,
Pi. When
When consular
are enenconsular officers
eparation, from pri
vate papea
papers.
gaged
in business
business within
within the
the
gaged in
vate
territory
the State
where they
they
State where
of the
territory of
are exercising
exercising their
their duties,
the
duties, the
are
ffies and
and documents
documents of
of the
the conconfiles
sulate shall
be kept
kept in
place
a place
in a
shall be
sulate
entirely
from the
the one
one
separate from
entirely separate
where
private or
business papers
papers
or business
where private
are kept.
kept. Consular
shall
offices shall
Consular offices
are
not
be used
used as
places of
asylum.
of asylum.
as places
not be
No consular
shall be
be
officers shall
consular officers
No
required
produce official
official ararto produce
required to
chives in
in court
court or
or testify
testify as
to
as to
chives
their
contents.
their contents.
Reer
ilm °tad in.
t=R=i,"
twrim
°om oadi-'

or
Upon
incapacity.,or
death, incapacity,
the death,
Upon the

absence of
officer, hava consular
consular officer,
of a
absence
ing
subordinate consular
consular offino subordinate
ing no
cer at
post, secretaries
secretaries or
or
his post,
at his
cer
chancellors, whose
official charcharwhose official
chancellors,
acter
may have
have previously
previously been
acter may
made
Government
known to the Government
made known
of
State where
where the
the consular
consular
the State
of the
function
exercised, may temfunction was exercised,
porarily
the consular
orarily exercise the
function of the
deceased or inthe deceased
function
capacitated or
or absent consular
capacitated
officer and
so acting shall
while so
and while
officer;
enjoy
prerogatives
all the rights, prerogatives
enjoy all
and
to the
the
granted to
immunities granted
and immunities
incumbent.
incumbent.

ARTICLE XX
ARTICLE
XX
Communioations
Consular
officers, nationals
nationals of
of
Consular officers,
wiommunff
with
(Adds iatlo
fOr Pro00oofrYmon
State by
by which
which they
apthey are
are apthe State
ountrymen of the

pointed,
their repointed, may, within their
spective
addistricts, adconsular districts,
spective consular
dress the
the authorities,
authorities, National,
National,
dress
State, Provincial
Provincial or
or Municipal,
Municipal,
State,
for the
purpose of
of protecting
protecting
for
the purpose
their
countrymen in the enjoytheir countrymen
ment of their rights accruing by
treaty
or otherwise.
otherwise. Complaint
Complaint
treaty or
may
made for
for the
the infraction
infraction of
may be
be made
upon the
the
Failure upon
those rights.
rights. Failure
part
authorities to
to
the proper
proper authorities
part of the
grant redress
redress or to accord protection
justify interposition
interposition
tection may
may justify
through the
channel,
diplomatic channel,
the diplomatic
through
diplomatic
and in the
the absence
absence of aadiplomatic
representative, a
a consul general
general
representative,
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iannego badania
lub zajecia
zajecia papabadania lub
zadnego
pierow lub
lub innych
rzeczy ziozozloioinnych rzeczy
pier6w
nych w
w archiwach.
archiwach. 0
O ile urzQdnych
nicy konsularni
konsularni trudnia
sie przedprzedtrudnia sie
mcy
siebiorstwami prywatnemi
prywatnemi na terysiQbiorstwami
m Pafistwa,
gdzie wykonywykonyPafistwa, gdzie
torjum
1 dokuwuja
papiery i
funkcje, papiery
awe funkcje,
wuja awe
menty konsulatu
konsulatu winny
winny by6
menty
przechowy wane w
w miejscu
miejscu zuyelzupelprzechowywane
me oddzielonem
oddzielonem od
od miejsca,
miejsca,
nie
gdzie
sq przechowywane
przechowywane ich
ich pagdzie sa
piery
prywatne lub
dotyczace
lub dotyczace
piery prywatne
ich
przedsiqbiorstwa. Biura Konich przedsiebiorstwa.
sulatu the
bed slutyly
miejsca
za miejsca
slutyly za
nie b4da
sulatu
azylu.
bedzie wymagane
wymagane od
od
Nie bedzie
azylu. Nie
iadnego
urzednika konsularnego
konsularnego
zadnego urzednika
przedkladanie
w sadzie
sadzie aktow
akt6w
przedkladanie w
urzedowych
skladanie zeznaf
zeznafi
lub skladanie
urzedowych lub
tre§ci.
ooich
ich treki.
W razie
razie Amierci,
niezdolno§ci
nmierci, niezdolnoki
W
do wykonywania
lub
funkcyj, lub
wykonywania funkcyj,
do
theobecnoki urzednika
konsularurzednika konsularnieobecnoSci
swej planego, kt6ry
ktory nie
the ma na
na swej
nego,
c6wce
podwladnego
urzednika
podwiadnego urzednika
c6wce
konsularnego, sekretarze
konsularnego,
sekretarze lub naczelnicy kancelarji,
jeieli ich
ich
kancelarji, jezeli
czelnicy
charakter
slabowy zostal
zostal przedcharakter shiibowy
Fafitem
podany do
do wiadomoSci
wiadomoki Pafitem podany
stwu przyjmujqcemu,
przyjmuj4cemu, mog0,
inom wystwu
wykonywa6 czasowo
funkcje konczasowo funkcje
konywa6
sularne
zmarlego niezdolnego
do
niezdolnego do
sularne zmarlego,
pelnienia
swych funkcyj
funkcyj lub
lub nieonieopehnienia swych
becnego
konsularnego;
urzednika konsularnego;
becnego urzednika
podczas
sprawowania tych
czyntych czynpodezas sprawowania
noki
beda oni
korzystali ze
oni korzystali
no§ci beda
wszystkich praw,
praw, przywilej6w
przywilejow i
i
wszystkich
przyznanych kieimmimitetow, przyznanych
immunitet6w,
rownikowi urzedu.
rownikowi

ARTYKUL
ARTYKUL XX
XX

bedacy
Urzednicy
Urzednicy konsularni, beclacy
obywatelami
wysylajaPaistwa wysylajaobywatelami Pafistwa
cego, moga
moga w
okrQw obrebie swego okrecego,
gu konsularnego
konsularnego zwraca6
zwraca6 sie do
gu
wladz pafistwowych,
paft,stwowych, stanowych,
stanowych,
wladz
krajowych lub komunalnych
komunalnych w
w
krajowych
celu zapewnienia
zapewnienia swoim
swoira obywateobywatecelu
loin korzystania
korzystania z
praw traktatraktaz praw
lom
to wych lub
lub nabytych
nabytych w
w jakikoltowych
wiek
limy spos6b.
sposob. W
naW ramie
razie nawiek inny
ruszenia tych
tych praw
znog4 oni
oni
praw moga
ruszenia
wlasciwe
ile wiakiwe
uosie zaialenia.
zazalenia. 00 lie
wnosi6
wiadze the
daly zadoknczynienia
zadoSfuczynienia
nie daly
wladze
lub the
udzielily opieki,
interopieki, internie udzielily
lub
wencj
dy plomatyczna bedzie
bedzie
wencjaa dyplomatyczna
usprawiedhwiona
nieow razie
razie nieousprawiedhwiona,'aa. w
becnoki
przedstawiciela dyplodyplobecnoAci przedstawiciela
matycznego,
generalny
matycznego, konsul generalny
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or
consular officer stationed
the consular
or the
at the
capital may apply directly
the capital
at
to the
country
of the country
government of
the government
to
ARTICLE
XXI
ARTICLE XXI
Consular
officers, in
in pursuance.
pursuance.
Consular officers,
of
of their
own country
country
their own
laws of
the laws
of the
may
appropriate
take, at any appropriate
(a) take,
may (a)
place
respective diswithin their respective
place within
tricts, the
the depositions
depositions of any
tricts,
occupants
of vessels
of their own
vessels of
occupants of
country,
of any
any national
national of,
or of
country, or
or
of any
any person
having permaperson having
or of
nent
residence within
within the terrinent residence
tories of,
of, their
country; (b)
their own country;
tories
draw
up, attest, certify and
draw up,
authenticate unilateral
acts, transunilateral acts,
authenticate
lations, deeds,
testamentary
deeds, and testamentary
lations,
dispositions of their
countrymen,
their countrymen,
dispositions
and also
also contracts
contracts to which a
a
and
countryman is
au(c) auparty; (c)
a party;
is a
countryman
thenticate
thenticate signatures; (d) draw
up,
certify and authentiattest, certify
up, attest,
cate
instruments of any
written instruments
cate written
kind
purporting to
express or
to express
kind purporting
embody
encumconveyance or encumthe conveyance
embody the
brance of
of property
any kind
property of any
brance
within the
of the
State
the State
territory of
the territory
within
by which
which such
officers are apsuch officers
by
pointed, and unilateral
unilateral acts,
pointed,
deeds, testamentary
dispositions
testamentary dispositions
deeds,
and contracts
contracts relating
relating to property
property
and
situated, or
or business
business to
transbe transto be
situated,
acted,
within the territories of
acted, within
the
by which
they are
which they
State by
the State
appointed.
appointed.

Instruments and documents
Instruments
thus executed
executed and
copies and
and copies
thus
translations thereof,
thereof, when duly
translations
consular
authenticated
by the consular
authenticated by
officer,
under his
official seal,
his official
officer, under
shall
be received
received as evidence in
shall be
the
territories of the
the Contractthe territories
ing Parties
original documents
documents
as original
Parties as
ing
or authenticated
copies, as the
authenticated copies,
or
case may
be, and
shall have the
and shall
may be,
case
drawn
same force and
and effect as if drawn
same
by
before aa notary
executed before
and executed
by and
or other
other public
public officer duly auor
thorized
the country
which
by which
country by
in the
thorized in
the
consular officer
officer was apthe consular
pointed; provided,
provided, always, that
pointed;
documents shall have been
such documents
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lub
urzednik konsularny,
konsularny, urzeduurz qiclu—
lub urzednik
moze
j
ttcy w
w stolicy,
zwr6ci6 sie moie
stolicy, zwrocie
jacy
bezpoArednio do
Rzadu danego
do RzaAu
bezposrednio
kraju.
kraju.
ARTYBUL XXI
XXI
ARTYKUL
Notar
aol
iti
acts,
b
Urz
ednicy konsularni
konsularni mo
n w
riaetc., by
coNaralac'etc.
w co
moga
Urzednicy
wykonaniu
wlasnego
praw swego wlasnego
wykonaniu praw
w
Pafistwa:
przyjmowa6
w
Paistwa: a/ przyjmowa6
tego
sie do tego
kaidem
nadajacem SIQ
kazdem nadajqcem
miejscu
w granic,ach
ich okregu,
granicach ich
miejscu w
znajzeznania
wszelkich os6b znajzeznania wszelkich
dujacych
statkach ich
sie na statkach
dujacych sie
kraju
jakichkolwiek obywateli
lub jakichkolwiek
kraju lub
tez
Pafistwa albo
tei os6b
ich Paistwa
majacych
zamiemiejsce stalego zamiemajacych miejsce
szkania
na terytorjum tegoi
tegoi
szkania na
zaswiad- Authentications, etc.
Pafistwa;
sporzadzae, zaAwiadb/ sporzqdzad,
Pafstwa; b/
czae
certify/ ii uwierzycza6 /attest, certify/
jednostronne akty prawne,
telnia6 jednostronne
podpisy, tlumaczenia,
tlumaczenia, dokumenty
dokumenty
podpisy,
1
rozporzaAzenia testamentowe
testamentowe
1 rozporzadzenia
r6wniei
swych obywateli,
obywateli, jak rawniel
swych
w kt6rych
kontrakty, w
ktOrych obywatel
obywatel
kontrakty,
Panstwa jest jedna zz umaich Panstwa
wiajacych
sie stron; c/
uwierzyc/ uwierzywiajacych sie
sporzadza6,
telniae podpisy;
podpisy; d/ sporz4dza6,
telniac
i
zagwiadczae
/attest, certify/, i
zagwiadcza6 /attest,
uwierzytelnia6
wszeldokumenty wszeluwierzytelnia6 dokumenty
kiego
lub
wyrazaj4ce lub
rodzaju, wyraiajace
kiego rodzaju,
zawierajace
jakiekolwiek przenieprzeniezawierajace jakiekolwiek
sienie
obciaienie wlasnohci
wlasnogci
lub obciazenie
sienie lub
wszelkiego
znajdujacej
wszelkiego rodzaju, znajdujacej
Pafistwa
sic
terytorjum Panstwa
na terytorjum
sie na
wysylaj4cego,
jakotei
jednojakotez
cego,
wysylaj
stronne akty
dokumenty z
prawne, dokumenty,
akty prawne,
stronne
rozpormIdzenia
testamentowe l1
rozporzqdzenia testamentowe
kontrakty, odnoszace
odnoszace sie
sic do mienia
kontrakty,
Pafipoloionego na
terytorjum Paana terytorjum
polozonego
stwa wysylajqcego,
wysylajacego, lub do transtwa
by6 dokozakcji, kt6ra ma tam bye
zakcji,
nana.
nana.
Effect aas evidence.
ten spos6b
w ten
Dokumenty iiakty
spos6b Effet evidence.
akty w
Dokumenty
sporatdzone, jakotez
jakotei odplsy
odpisy z
z
sporzadzone,
nich
tlumaczenia, jezeli
jeieli zostaly
zostaly
nich iitlumaczenia,
przez
urzednika konsularnego
przez .urzednika
i zaonaleiycie
umerzytelmone i
nalezycie uwierzytelnione
patrzone
pieczecia urzedojego pieczeciq
patrzone jego
w4, uznawane
bed a za dokuuznawane beda
wa,
menty
menty dowodowe na terytorjach
Umawiajacych
sic Stron ii uwaUma-siajacych sie
iane beda
btda za dokumenty
dokumenty orygizane
nalne
odpisy,
wierzytelne odpisy,
lub wierzytelne
nalne lub
stosownie
wypadku, oraz postosownie do wypadku,
i
siadae beda
bedq taka sama moc i
siada6
skutki prawne,
prawne, jak gdyby
gdyby byly
skutki
sporzadzone
przez
zagwiadczone przez
sporzadzone iizaAwiadczone
notarjusza
urzednika
innego urzednika
lub innego
notarjusza lub
publicznego
odpowiednio upopublicznego odpowiednio
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drawn
conformin conformexecuted in
and executed
drawn and
ity to
laws and
regulations
and regulations
to the
the laws
ity
of
they are
are
where they
country where
of the
the country
designed to
take effect.
effect.
to take
designed

A consular
consular officer
officer of
either
of either
nonA
Authority,
supprt matters.
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
High
within
his district
have the
the right
right
district have
within his
to act
delegate
or by
by delegate
personally or
to
act personally
in
concerning claims
claims
matters concerning
in all
all matters
of non-support
of non-resident
non-resident
of
non-support of
minor children
against a
father
a father
children against
minor
resident in
of the
the
district of
in the
the district
resident
consul's
and aanational
residence and
consul's residence
of
the country
represented by
by the
country represented
of the
consul,
other authorizaauthorizawithout other
consul, without
tion, providing
such prothat such
providing that
tion,
cedure is
is not
conflict with
with local
local
in conflict
not in
cedure
laws.
laws.

Authority, in nonsupport matters.

Notice of
of death
lath in

na
Ziuonl
n
o
e
nal ofthe
ote ra.naof the oler

Provisional holding
of intestate property.

ARTICLE
XXII
ARTICLE XXII
In
of the
the death
death of
of a
a nanaIn case
case of
tional
Contracting
High Contracting
of either
either High
tional of
Party
in the
territory of
of the
the other
other
the territory
Party in
without
having in
in the
the locality
of
locality of
without having
his decease
decease any
any known
known heirs or
his
testamentary executors
by him
him
executors by
testamentary
appointed, the
the competent
competent local
appointed,
authorities shall
shall at
at once inform
authorities
the nearest
nearest consular
of the
the
consular officer of
the
State of
of which
deceased was
was
the deceased
State
which the
national of
of the
the death,
death,
of the
the fact
fact of
aanational
informanecessary informain order that
that necessary
tion may
may be
be forwarded
forwarded to
the
to the
tion
parties interested.
interested.
parties
In case
case of the
death of
of aa nanathe death
In
tional of
of either
of the
High
the High
either of
tional
Contracting Parties
Parties without
without will
Contracting
testament, in
territory of
of
or testament,
in the territory
the
other High
Party,
the other
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
the
officer of
of the
the State
State
the consular
consular officer
of
deceased was a
a
of which the
the deceased
national
national and within whose disdeceased made his home
trict the deceased
at the
time of
of death,
shall, so
far
at
the time
death, shall,
so far
as the
the laws
the country
country permit
of the
permit
as
laws of
and pending
pending the
the appointment of
an administrator
administrator and
letters
and until
until letters
an
of
administration have
have been
been
of administration
granted, be deemed qualified
qualified to
take charge of the property
property left
left

wainionego w
Pafistwie wysylawysylaw PaAstwie
waznionego
jEtcem,
zawsze jednakze
jednakie zzzastrzezastrzejacem, zawsze
ieniem, ie
dokumenty
i dokumenty
te .I
akty te
ze akty
zeniem,
sporzadzone
zaAwiadczonebeda
beda
sporzadzone iizaswiadczone
zgodnie zz prawami iiprzepisami
przepisami
zgodnie
PaAstwa, w
kt6rem maja
maj4 wywowywow kt6rem
Pafstwa,
la6 skutki
skutki prawne.
prawne.
1a6
Urzednik konsularny
konsularny kaidej
kazdej zz
UrzQdnik
Wysokich
sie
sie
Umawiajacych
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Stron
bedzie mial
we wlasnym
wlasnym
mial we
Stron bedzie
okregu
wystepowania osoosoprawo wystQpowania
okregu prawo
biAcie
przez zastepce
we
zastepce we
lub przez
biscie lub
wszystkich
sprawach dotyczacych
dotyczacych
wszystkich sprawach
roszczeil o
rodki do utrzyo Aroclki
roszczefi
mania, wniesionych
wniesiony-ch przez
przez malomatomania,
w
letnie dzieci,
dzieci, mezamieszkale
mezamieszkale w
letnie
krajy przyjmujacym
przyjmujacym przeciw
przeciw ojcu
ojcu
kraju
zamieszkalemu
danego
w okregu
okregu danego
zamieszkalemu w
urzednika
konsularnego bedacebedaceurzednika konsularnego
mu
ob3rwatelem padistwa
pafstwa wysylamu obywatelem
ilIcego
osobnego do
do tego
tego
bez osobnego
jacego bez
pelnomocnictwa zz tern
tem jednak
pelnomocnictwa
zastrzeieniem,
ie tego
rodzaju
tego rodzaju
zastrzeieniem, ze
nie jest sprzecznez
postepowame
sprzecznez
postepowanie the
prawem
nuejscowern.
prawem miejscowem.
ARTYKITL, XXII
XXII
ARTYKIUL
W
Amierci obywatela
obywatela jedW razie smierci
nej
Umawmjacych
Wysokich Umawiajacych
nej zz Wysokich
sie Stron
terytorjum drugiej
Stron na
na terytorjum
sie
Strony,
ile nie
the pozostawil
w
pozostawit on w
Strony, o
o ile
rniejscu zgonu iadnych
znanych
zadnych znanych
miejscu
spadkobierc6w, am
wykonawc6w
spadkobierc6w,
ani wykonawc6w
testamentu, przez
testamentu,
przez siebie
siebie wyznaczonych, wlakiwe
wladze miejmiejczonych,
wlasciwe wladze
scowe zawiadomia%
zawiadomia niezwloczme
niezwlocznie oo
scowe
fakcie
najblizszego
fakcie jego snmierci
Amierci najbliiszego
urzednika
konsularnego Pailstwa,
Pafstwa,
urzednika konsularnego
kt6rego zmarly
byl obywatelem,
kt6rego
zmarfy byl
obywatelem,
aby
odpowiednie zavriadomienie
zawiadomienie
aby odpowiednie
przeslane
przeslane by6 moglo stronom
stronom
zainteresowanym.
zainteresowanym.
Jeieli obywatel
Jezeli
obywatel jednej z
z WysoWysokich Umawiajqcych
Umawiajacych sie
Stron
sie Stroll
kich
umrze
umrze na terytorjum
terytorjum drugiej
drugiej Wysokiej
Urnawiajacej SIQ
sokiej Umawiajqcej
sie Strony
Strony bez
bez
pozostawienia ostatniej woh lub
pozostawienia
testamentu,
testamentu, urzQdnik
urzednik konsularny
konsularny
Palistwa, kt6rego
kt6rego obywatelem
Pafstwa,
obywatelem
zmarly, urzedujacy
byl zmarly,
urzedujacy w
w granigranieach okregu, w
kteryin zmarly
zmarly
each
w kt6rym
rnieszkal w
chwili Amierci,
uwamieszkal
w chwili
nmierci, uwaiany
prawn miejscowe
miejscowe
iany bedzie, ooile
ile prawa
na to pozwalaja,
pozwalaja, do chwili wyznaczenia
czema administratora
administratora lub
lub wszczewszczecm
spadkowego, za
za
cia przewodu
przewodu spadkowego,
powolanego do
pod swoja
powolanego
do wziecia
wziecia pod
swojq
pozostalego po
opieke
opicke majatku, pozostalego
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by the
the decedent
for the
preservathe preservadecedent for
by
the same.
and protection
protection of the
tion and
Such consular
officer shall
shall have
consular officer
Such
the right
to be
be appointed
appointed as
as adthe
right to
ministrator within
discretion
within the discretion
ministrator
conof
agency contribunal or
or other agency
of a
a tribunal
trolling
the administration
administration of
of
trolling the
estates provided
provided the laws
laws of the
estates
place where
where the
the estate
estate is adminplace
istered
permit.
istered so permit.

zmarlyin
w celu
celu zachowania
zachowania ii
zmarlym w
oclirony tego majatku;
majatku; tenie
tenie
ochrony
urzedmk
konsularny
bgdzie
urzednik
konsularny
bedzie
uprawniony
do tego
tego azeby
aieby zozouprawniony do
sta6
zarzadca spadsta6 wyznaczonym
wyznaczonym zarzadca
ku
wediug uznania
uznania sadu
sadu lub
innej
lub innej
ku wedlug
nad
wladzy, sprawujacej
sprawujacej nadz6r
nadz6r nad
wladzy,
zarzadem
masy spadkowej,
spadkowej, o
o ile
ile
zarzadem masy
na to
to zezwalaja
zezwalaja prawa
prawa miejscomiejscona
woki, gdzie
pozostaje pod
pod
wosci,
gdzie spadek
spadek pozostaje
zarzadem.
zarzadem.
Without any
known
any known
Without
obywatela heirs.
kmierci obywatela
W
a
wypadku lmierci
In
of the
the death of a
W wypadku
In case of
Appointment
me as adj9dnej z
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Umawiajacych Appointnt
national of either of
z Wysokich
of the High jednej
national
ministrator.
rator
siQ Stron
Stron bez
bez rozporzadzenia
rozporzadzenia na
Contracting Parties
Parties without
without will sie
Contracting
6mierci wzglednie
testaor testament
without any wypadek
testament and without
wzglednie testaor
wypadek smierci
mentu iibez
jakichkolwiek znanknown heirs resident
resident in the
coun- mentu
znanthe counbez jakichkolwiek
known
try
the consular
consular ych
ych spadkobierc6w
zamieszkaspadkobierc6w zamieszkahis decease,
decease, the
try of
of his
officer of
of the
country of which
lych w
urz-dgdzie umarl, urzedwhich lych
w kraju, gdzie
the country
officer
the deceased
was a
nik konsularny
shall nik
kraju, kt6rego
kt6rego
a national
national shall
konsularny kraju,
the
deceased was
obywatelem byl
zmarlyi bedzie
bedzie
byl zmarly,
be
appointed administrator
administrator of the obywatelem
be appointed
wyznaczony na admintstratora
adminstratora
provided wyznaczony
estate
of the
deceased, provided
the deceased,
estate of
the
his own
own GovernGovern- majatku
majatku zmarlego,
zr.narlego, o
o ile
przepisy
ile przepisy
of his
regulations of
the regulations
wlasnego jego
ego Rz
Rzadu
zezwalaja
ment
such appointment
appointment wlasnego
permit such
ment permit
4 du zezwalaja
na to,
ile taka
taka nominacja
nominacja me
mie
o ile
to, i1o
and provided
provided such
appointment na
such appointment
and
jest sprzeczna
miejz prawami
prawami .miejsprzeczna z
is
in conflict
conflict with
law jest
local law
with local
is not
not in
scowerai, a
a sad
wlakiwy me
ma
nie ma
sad wlasciwy
and
having jurisjuris- scowemi,
tribunal having
and the
the tribunal
specjalnych powod6w
wyznado wyznapowod6w do
diction
has no
reasons for
for specjalnych
special reasons
no special
diction has
czema kogo
mnego.
kogo mnego.
czena
appointing someone
else.
someone else.
appointing
Status of.
of.
0
urzednik konsularny Status
ile urzednik
O ile
officer
Whenever
consular officer
Whenever aa consular
przyjmie obowiazki
administratoobowiazki administratoaccepts the
office of
administra- przyjmie
of administrathe office
accepts
ra spadku, pozostalego
pozostalego po zmartor
the estate
of a
a deceased
deceased ra
estate of
of the
tor of
lym wsp6lobFwatelu,
sie
poddaje sig
wspolobywatelu, poddaje
countryman,
himself lym
subjects himself
he subjects
countryman, he
w tym charakterze
samem w
tem samem
as such
to the
jurisdiction of
of the tern
the jurisdiction
as
such to
do wszystkich
wszystkich celowych
zamierze6
celowych zamierzef
tribunal
or other
other agency
agency making do
tribunal or
jurysdykcji sadu
tel innego
innego
albo tez
sadu albo
the
all necessary
necessary jurysdykcji
for all
the appointment
appointment for
czynnika mianujacego,
mianujacego, w
w takim
purposes
extent as
as a
a czynnika
same extent
to the
the same
purposes to
sarnym zakresie
obywatel krazakresie co obywatel
national
national of the country where he samym
ju przyjmujacego.
ju
przyjmujacego.
was
appointed.
was appointed.
XXIII
ARTICLE XXIII
A
officer of either High
consular officer
A consular
Contracting
Party may,
is
if this is
may, if
Contracting Party
not contrary
contrary to
to the
the local
local law, apnot
pear
personally or
delegate on
on
or by delegate
pear personally
behalf
non-resident beneficiaof non-resident
behalf of
ries,
the country
repcountry repof the
nationals of
ries, nationals
resented
before the proper
proper
him before
by him
resented by
authorities
administering workworkauthorities administering
men's
and
laws and
compensation laws
men's compensation
other
with the
the same
same
statutes, with
like statutes,
other like
effect
he held
held the
power of
of
the power
if he
as if
effect as
attorney
of such
beneficiaries to
such beneficiaries
attorney of
represent
them unless
unless such benerepresent them
ficiaries
have themselves
themselves appeared
appeared
ficiaries have
either
in person
duly auor by duly
person or
either in
thorized representative.
representative.
thorized

ARTYKUL
XXIII
ARTYKUL XXIII
Representative of
Representative

Urzednik
z non-resident
kaidej z
konsularny kaidej
Urzednik konsularny
non-resident beneficiary.
Wysokich
Stron ciary.
sie Stron
Umawiaj acych sic
Wysokich Umawiajacych
mole,
to the
sprzeczne
jest sprzeczne
nie jest
o ile
ile to
moze, o
z
prawem miejscowem,
stawa6
miejscowem, stawa6
z prawem
osobikie
przez zastepce
zastepce w
w
lub przez
osobiscie lub
imieniu benefic]arjuszy
beneficjarjuszy obywateli
obywateli
imieniu
Pattstwa
mezanuewysylajacego mezamiePafstwa wysylajacego
urzedo-.szkalych
w kraju jego
jego urzedo
szkalych w
wania przed
przed wlasciwemi
wlakiwemi wladzanu,
wladzami,
wania
wykonywujacemi ustawy
o odustawy .o
wykonywujacemi
szkodowamu za
ypadkr przy
przy
za w
wypadki
szkodowamu
z tym
pracy, lub
lub podobne
podobne ustawy,
ustawy, z
pracy,
samym skutkiem
skutkiem jak
gdyby posiajak gdyby
samym
dal pelnomocnictwo
pelnomocnictwo od takich
dal
beneficjarjuszy, chyba
chyba ie
ie benebpnebeneficjarjuszy,
ficjarjusze ci
osobiscie
siQ osobikie
ci stawih
stawili sic
ficjarjusze
lub przez
wyznaczonych
prawnie wyznaczonych
lub
przez prawnie
pelnomocmk6w.
petnomocnik6w.
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Notice
to consul.
Noticeto
onsul.

Written notice of the death of
their countrymen
entitled to
to benetheir
countrymen entitled
benefit
fit by
by such
such laws
laws should,
should, whenever
whenever
practicable,
given by
practicable, be
be given
by the
the auauthorities administering
administering the
the law
thorities
law
to the
appropriate consular
officer
to
the appropriate
consular officer
of the
the country
country of
of which
deof
which the
the deceased was
national.
was a
a national.
ceased

for
fundsn f°r
Hns
Hand-ling funds

A
A consular
consular officer of either High
Contracting
may on
beContracting PartyParty may
on behalf of
his non-resident
countryhalf
of his
non-resident countrymen
collect and
for their
their
men collect
and receipt
receipt for
distributive shares derived from
distributive
from
estates
process of
probate or
or
estates in
in process
of probate
accruing under
under the
provisions of
of
accruing
the provisions
so-called workmen's
so-alled
workmen's compensacompensation
tion laws or
or other
other like statutes
provided
he remits
remits any
any funds
funds so
so
provided he
received
through the
the appropriate
received through
appropriate
agencies
Government to
to the
agencies of
of his
his Government
proper distributees.
distributees.
proper

non-resident
men.

mnt

coutrY-

ARTICLE XXIV
ARTICLE
XXIV
A consular
consular officer
either High
High
of either
officer of
A
over estates
Contracting Party
Contracting
Party shall,
shall, within
within
his
district, have
have the
to
his district,
the right
right to
appear personally
personally or
by delegate
appear
or by
delegate
in
in all
all matters
matters concerning
concerning the
the adadministration and distribution of
of
the estate of a
a deceased
deceased person
person
jurisdiction of
the local
local
under the jurisdiction
of the
authorities for
for all
all such
such heirs
heirs or
authorities
or
legatees in said estate,
estate, either
legatees
either
minors or
or adults,
adults, as
minors
as may
may be
be nonnonresidents and
and nationals
nationals of
of the
the
represented by
country represented
by the
the said
said
consular officer with the same
same
of
effect as if he held their power of
attorney to represent them
attorney
them unless
unless
legatees themselves
such heirs or legatees
have appeared
in person
appeared either in
person or
or
by
duly authorized
authorized representative.
by duly
representative.

Rights over estates
under local jurisdiction. lon.

,Rhtsl

ARTICLE
XXV
ARTICLE XXV
Consular
authority
Consular authority
over
over. shipping
shipping controcontroVS1510S.
versies.

A consular
have
A
consular officer
officer shall
shall have
exclusive jurisdiction over controversies arising out of the internal
order of private vessels of
of his
his
country,
country, and
alone exercise
exercise
and shall
shall alone

JUNE 15,
15, 1931.
JUNE
1931.

Zawiadomienie na
piknie . o
Zawiadomienie
na pinmie
o
Smierci ich
ich wspolobywat
.
eh, raaj4smierci
wsp6lobywateli,
majacych
korzykl wymkacych prawo
prawo do
do korzysci
wynikajacych
ustaw, winno
wmno by6,
1?y6,
jacych zztakich
takich ustaw,
skoro tylko
tylko to
bcdzie moiliwe,
moihwe,
skoro
to bedzie
wyslane przez
przez odnosne
odnane wladze
do
wyslane
wladze do
wlakiwego urzednika
konsularwlasciwego
urzednika konsularnego
kraju, kt6rego
ktbrego obywatelem
nego kraju,
obywatelem
byl zmarly.
zmarly.
byl
Urzednik konsularny
kaidej z
Urzednik
konsularny kazdej
z
Wysokich Umawiaj acych
Stron
WysokichUmawiaj
cych sic
siq Stron
moie
moze w
w imieniu
imieniu obywateli
obywateli PafiPafistwa
wysylajacego, mezamieszkustwa wysylajacego,
nezamieszkujacych
jacych w
w kraju
kraju przyjmuja,cym,
przyjmujacym,
kwitowa6
odbioru ich
udzial6w,
kwitowa6 z
z odbioru
ich udzial6w,
pochodzacychz realizacji
realizacji spadk6w
spadkow
pochodzacychz
w drodze
drodze postepowania
w
postepowania sadowego
sadowego
lub uzyskanych
mocy postanopostanolub
uzyskanych na
na mocy
odszkodowaniu rorowieA Prawa
Prawa o
o odszkodowaniu
botnikow,
Combotnik6w, t.
t. zw. Workmen's
Workmen's Compensation
Laws, lub
innych ustaw
pensation Laws,
lub innych
ustaw
tego
rodzaju, z
tego rodzaju,
z warunkiem,
warunkiem, ze
przekaie on
sposab
przekaze
on wszelkie
wszelkie w
w ten spos6b
uzyskane fundusze
za parednicuzyskane
fundusze za
posrednictwem
organow swego
swego
twem wlakiwych
wlaSciwych organ6w
7adu
osobom uprawrzatdu odnokym
odnosnym osobom
uprawmonym
do ich
ich otrzymania.
otrzymania.
nionym do
ARTYKITL
XXIV
ARTYXKUL XXIV
Urzednik konsularny
kaidej z
z
Urzednik
konsularny kazdej
Wysokich Umawiajacych
Umawiajacych sic
Wysokich
siQ Stron
Stron
bedzie
prawo w
bedzie mial prawo
w swoim okregu
okregu
konsularnym
stawae, osobiscie
osobikie lub
lub
konsularnym stawa6,
zastepcQ we wszystkick
przez zastcpce
wszystkich
sprawach, dotyczacych
sprawach,
dotyczacych zarztldu
zarzadu .1
i
zmarlej,
podzialu spadku osoby =nark],
nalezacych
naleiacych do
wladz
do kompetencji
kompetencji wladz
miejscowych
miejscowych w
w imieniu wszystwszystkich spadkobierc6w
spadkobiercow lub legatalegatarjuszy, zainteresowanych
zainteresowanych w
daw danym spadku, tak maloletnich,
maloletnich, jak
iipektoletnich
pelnoletnich tam niezamieszkaniezamieszkalych obywateli
obywateli kraju wysylaj
wysylajacego
acego
z tym samym
z
samyni skutkiem prawnym,
prawnym,
pelnomocjak gdyby mial ich pelnomocnictwo do reprezentowania
reprezentowania ich,
ich,
chyba, zeedani spadkobiercy
spadkobiercy lub
lub
legatarjusze stawili sie
legatarjusze
osobikie
sie osobiscie
lub przez nalezycie
naleiycie upowainioupowainionego przedstawiciela.
przedstawiciela.

ARTYKUL XXV
XXV
ARTYKUL

Urzednik
Urzednik konsularny bedzie
mial wyltaczne
wylaczne prawo
prawo rozstrzyrozstrzygania spor6w,
gama
sporow, wynikajacych
wynikajacych zz
reguismin u wewnetrznego
statregulammnu
wewnetrznego statk6w pry
prywatnych
kOw
watnych jego
kraju; do
do
jego kraju;
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jurisdiction in
wherever
in cases, wherever
jurisdiction
arising,
between officers
officers and
arising, between
crews,
enforcethe enforceto the
pertaining to
crews, pertaining
ment
of discipline
discipline on board, proment of
vided
the vessel
vessel and the persons
vided the
charged
with wrongdoing
wrongdoing shall
charged with
have
entered a
a port
port within
his
within his
have entered
officer
consular
consular district. Such an officer
shall
have jurisdiction over
shall also have
issues
concerning the adjustment
adjustment
issues concerning
of wages
wages and
and the
the execution
conof conexecution of
of
tracts relating
relating thereto
thereto provided
tracts
the local
local laws
laws so
so permit.
permit.
the
When
committed on
act committed
an act
When an
board of
of a
a private
under
vessel under
private vessel
board
the
the State by which the
of the
the flag of
consular officer
officer has been appointconsular
ed and
and within
territorial
the territorial
within the
ed
waters of
the State
to which
which he
State to
of the
waters
has been
appointed constitutes
constitutes aa
been appointed
has
crime
according to
to the laws of
crime according
that
subjecting the person
person
State, subjecting
that State,
guilty thereof to punishment
punishment as
guilty
officer
criminal, the
the consular
consular officer
aa criminal,
shall
not exercise
exercise jurisdiction
jurisdiction
shall not
except
far as
as he
he is
permitted
is permitted
so far
in so
except in
to do
do so
so by
the local law.
by the
to
A consular
consular officer
freely
may freely
officer may
A
invoke the
the assistance
of the local
assistance of
invoke
police authorities
in any
any matter
matter
authorities in
police
pertaining to
maintenance of
to the maintenance
pertaining
a vessel
internal order
order on
board of a
on board
internal
under the
the flag
flag of his country
country
under
within
the territorial
territorial waters of
within the
the
State to
to which
which he
he is
appointed,
is appointed,
the State
and upon
upon such
request the
such aa request
and
requisite
assistance shall be given.
requisite assistance
A consular
appear
officer may appear
consular officer
A
with
the officers
officers and
and crews of
with the
vessels
of his
flag of
the flag
under the
vessels under
country before
before the
the judicial
judicial aucountry
thorities
of the
State to
which
to which
the State
thorities of
he is
is appointed
to render
render assistassistappointed to
he
ance
as an
interpreter or
or agent.
agent.
an interpreter
ance as
ARTICLE
XXVI
ARTICLE XXVI

of either
A
officer of
consular officer
A consular
High
Contracting Party shall
High Contracting
have
the right
to inspect
within
inspect within
right to
have the
the
other High Conthe other
of the
ports of
the ports
tracting
Party within his consutracting Party
lar
the private vessels of
district, the
lar district,
any
destined or
or about
about to
to
flag destined
any flag
clear
for ports
ports of
country
the country
of the
clear for
appointing him
him in
in order to obappointing
serve
sanitary conditions
conditions and
the sanitary
serve the
2--18
86637*
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niego tel
nale#y rozstrzytez jedynie palely
game spor6w
spo.row wyniklych
wymklych pomicdzy
pomiedzy
ganie
oficerami
a zaloga takich statk6w,
oficerami a
dotyczacych wykonywania
wykonywania na
aa dotycz4cych
statku dyscypliny, o
o ile statek ii
statku
obwmione o
o popebaienie
popelnienie
osoby obwiione
wykroczema przybyly
przybyly do portu,
wykroczenia
znajdujacego sie w
w obrebie lego
jego
znajdujacego
okregu konsularnego.
Urzednik
konsularnego. Urzvinik
okregu
taki
ma .r6wniez
rewniel prawo do
taki ma
dotyczacych
rozstrzygama spraw dotyczacych
rozstrzygania
i wykonywania
uregulowarua
wykonrvania
uregulowania plac i
odnolnych
o ile prakontrakt6w, o
odnosnych kontrakt6w,
wa
pozwalaja.
wa miejscowe na to pozwalaja.
s
Jeleh na
prywatnym, v Cver
Crimesinonein
onteriv
private
statku prywatnym,
na statku
Jeehl
plymtcym
pod bander
Pafistwa waters.
banderaa Pafstwa
plynacym pod
wysylajacego
urzednika konsularwysylajacego urzednika
w granego, popelniony
popelniony zostanie w
Pailnicach
terytorjalnych Pafiw6d terytorjalnych
nicach wed
kt6ry
stwa
przyjmuj4cego czyn, ktery
stwa przyjmujacego
w
myfil ustaw tego Paistwa
Palistwa
w mysl
uwa.lany jest za przestepstwo,
przestepstwo,
uwazany
priagajace za
sob a karq
kare dla
za soba
poci4gaj]ce
wutnej
ja,ko przestepcy,
przestcpcy,
osoby jako
winnej osoby
urzednik konsularny
konsularny the
bedzie
nie bcdzie
urzednik
korzystal
wspomnianych
korzystal ze wspomnianych
to
uprawniee,
le na to
uprawniefi, chyba, ze
zezwala'a
rawa miejscowe.
zezwalaij prawa
Urz
• konsularny
mole nie
the ordiLowdtoSd°
V,:ifjp
"nalidabl
konsularny moie
Urzednik
krepujac
SIQ
wzywae
pomocy
wzywa6 pomocy
krepujac sie
miejscowych
pohcyjnych
miejscowych wladz policyjnych
we wszelkich
wszelkich wypadkach,
wypadkach, dotywe
czacych
utrzymania wewnetrzcz4cych utrzymania
plyn4na statku, plYnaporzadku na
nego porzadku
bandera jego kraju, w
w
cym pod bander4
granicach w6d terytorjalnych
terytorjalnych
granicach
Panstwa
na
przyjmuj4cego, aa na
Pafstwa przyjmujacego,
takie ladanie
pomoe
z4danie potrzebna pomoc
winna mu by6
bye udzielona.
udzielona.
winna
1
Urzcdnik konsularny
konsularny mole
!!'„
'o
sta- diPpa"^uh
moze staUrzednik
dt.Sitt
r
trat,,:relu.
wa6 wraz
zaloga
oficerami i1 zaloga
wraz zz oficerami
wa6
bander4
statkew, plyn4cych
plynacych pod bandera
statk6w,
jego
Paftstwa, przed
wladzami
przed wladzami
jego Pafstwa,
sadowemi
przyjmuj4Pafistwa przyjmujasodowemi Panstwa
cego
w celu
celu okazania
okazania pomocy
jako
pomocy jako
cego w
tlumacz lub posrednik.
polrednik.
thumacz
ARTYKUL XXVI
XXVI
ARTYKUL
Urzednik
konsularny kaidej
ve,
in.A eotti
t=,
o
etc, g
kaidej .zz veion,
Urzednik konsularny
counWysokich
Umawiajacych
me pt
ports of consul's counsie
Umawiajacych
Wysokich
Stron
bedzie mial
mial prawo
por- tn-•
w por-t
prawo w
Stron bedzie
ta,ch
Umawiadrugiej Wysokiej Umawiatach dragiej
jacej
Strony, lelacych
w
lez4cych w
sie Strony,
jacej sic
obrebie
okregu konsularobrebie jego okregu
na
nego,
przeprowadzae inspekcje
inspekcje na
nego, przeprowadza6
statkach
prywatnych, mezalesnie
niezaleime
statkach prywatnych,
od
ich bander,
bander, majacych
majwych sic
uda6
sie uda6
od ich
lub
do port6w
portew
wyruszajacyeh do
lub wyruszajacych
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measures
on board
such
taken on
board such
measures taken
vessels,
and to
be enabled
thereby
vessels, and
to be
enabled thereby
to
execute intelligently
intelligently bills
bills of
to execute
of
health
reother documents
documents rehealth and
and other
quired
by the
of his
his country,
quired by
the laws
laws of
country,
and to
inform his
Government
his Government
and
to inform
concerning the
to which
the extent
extent to
which
concerning
its sanitary
regulations have
its
sanitary regulations
have been
been
observed at
at ports
departure by
observed
ports of
of departure
by
vessels destined
to its
its ports,
with
vessels
destined to
ports, with
a
view to
to facilitating
facilitating entry
entry of
of
a view
such vessels
vessels therein.
therein.
such

kraju
celem zbazbakraju wysylajacego,
wysylajacego, celem
dani
warunk6w iizarzadzefi
zarzadzeui sanisanidaniaawarunk6w
tarnych, wydanych
wydanych na
na tychie
tychie
tarnych,
okretach, aby
aby ter
tern samem
mie6
samem mie6
okretach,
moina6
sporzadzenia
moinos6 naleiytego
nalezytego sporzadzenia
Awiadectw zdrowotnoAci
i innych
innych
zdrowotnosci i
swiadectw
dokument6w wymaganych
wymiaganych przez
przez
dokument6w
ustawodawstwo jego
jego kraju
kraju oraz
ustawodawstwo
informowao sw6j
sw6j Rzad,
Rzad, w
w jakiej
jakiej
informowa6
rtherze jego
jego przepisy
sanitarne
przepisy sarntarne
mierze
byly przestrzegane
portach
w portach
przestrzegane w
byly
odjazdowych
przez statki udajace
udajace
odjazdowych przez
sie
do port6w
port6w jego kraju, a
a to ze
ze
sie do
wzgledu
na ulatwienie
ulatwienie statkom
statkom
wzgldu na
powyiszym
wjazdu do
portu.
powyiszym wjazdu
do portu.

ARTICLE XXVII
AAll proceedings
proceedings relative to the
salvage of
of vessels
vessels of
High
of either
either High
salvage
Contracting Party
wrecked upon
upon
Contracting
Party wrecked
other shall be dithe coasts of
of the other
rected by
consular officer
officer of
of
by the
the consular
rected
the country
country to
to which
vessel bebewhich the
the vessel
the
longs and
and within
within whose
district
whose district
longs
the
wreck may
occurred.
may have
have occurred.
the wreck
Pending
the arrival
such offioffiarrival of
of such
Pending the
cer, who
immediately
be immediately
who shall
shall be
cer,
informed
occurrence, the
the
informed of
of the
the occurrence,
local authorities
authorities shall
shall take
take all
all
local
necessary measures
pronecessary
measures for
for the
the protection of
persons and
and the
the presertection
of persons
preservation of
of wrecked
wrecked property.
property. The
The
vation
local authorities
authorities shall
shall not
not otherotherwise
wise interfere
interfere than for the
the mainmaintenance
protection
tenance of order,
order, the
the protection
of
interests of
of the
the salvors,
salvors, if
of the
the interests
if
these
not belong
belong to
to the
the crews
crews
these do not
that
wrecked, and
and to
to
that have
have been
been wrecked,
carry
effect the arrangements
arrangements
carry into effect
made
made for the entry and exportaexportation of
of the
the merchandise
merchandise saved.
tion
saved. It
It
is understood
such merchanis
understood that such
dise is not to be
be subjected to any
custom house charges,
charges, unless it
be intended
be
intended for
for consumption
consumption in
in
the
country where
where the
the wreck
may
the country
wreck may
have taken
taken place.
place.
have

ARTYKTIL
XXVII
ARTYKUI XXVII

ARTICLE XXVII

Salvage
of
Slvea
of
wrecked vessels.

Local
limited.

Local

shipship-

intervention

JUNE
15, 1931.
1931.
JUNE 15,

intervention

11

The intervention
intervention of
of the
The
the local
local
authorities in these
these different cases
cases
shall
no expense
shall occasion no
expense of
of any
any
kind,
kind, except
except such as may
may be
caused by the
the operations
operations of salsalvage
and the
the preserthe
preservation
the
vage and
preservation of
of the
goods saved,
saved, together
together with
such
goods
with such
as
would be
be incurred
simas would
incurred under
under simcircumstances by
by vessels
vessels of
the
ilar .circumstances
of the
nation.
nation.

Wszelkiemi
odczynnosciami,l odWszelkiemi czynnokiami
noszacerni
do ratowmctwa
ratownictwa
noszacemi sie
siQ do
statkow kazdej
kaidej zzWysokich
Wysokich tInlastatk6w
Umawiajacych
sic Stron,
rozbily
kt6re rozbily
Stron, kt6re
wiaj4cych sie
sic u
u brzeg6w
bedzie
brzeg6w drugiej,
drugiej, bcdzie
sie
kierowal
konsularny krakrakierowal urzednik
urzednik konsularny
ju, do
ktOrego dany
dany statek
statek nalezy
naleiy
ju,
do kt6rego
w granicach
granicach kt6rego
konw
kt6rego okrcgu
okregu konsularnego
rozbicie statku
statku nastanastasularnego rozbicie
pilo.
Do chwili
przybycia takiego
takiego
pilo. Do
chwili przybycia
urzednika,
urzednika, ktOry
kt6ry niezwlocznie
niezwlocznie wiwithen by6 zawiadomiony
zawiadomiony o
owypadnien
wypadku, wladze miejscowe
miejscowe winny
podwuany podja6 wszelkie
jq6
wszelkie potrzebne
potrzebne kroki
kroki dla
ochrony os6b i
i zabezpieczenia
zabezpieczenia
mienia
dotknictego katastrofa.
mienia dotknietego
katastrofa.
Wladze
Wiadze miejscowe
miejscowe beda interweinterwenjow
aly jedynie
j
edynie w
wcelu
celu utrzymania
utr.zy.
mania
njowaly
porzadku
porzadku i zabezpieczema
zabezpieczenia mtereinteresow
ratujoych, o
oile
lie one
the
s6w os6b
os6b ratujqcych,
one nie
naleia
do zalogi
zalogi statku,
naleza do
statku, ktory
kt6ry
ulegl
oraz w
ceiu wyulegl rozbiciu, oraz
w celu
wykonywania zarzadzefi
konywaui.a
zarzadzeft wydanych
wydanych
w sprawie
przywozu iI wywozu
w
sprawie przywozu
wywozu
uratowanych towar6w.
uratowanych
towar6w. Rozumie
Rozumie
si,ie
podlegaja
sie,
ze towary
towary takie
takie the
nie podlegaja
iadnyin oplatom
celnym, chyba,
chyba,
zadnym
oplatom celnym,
ze sa
przeznaczone do spoiycia
spozycia w
sa przeznaczone
w
kraju, gdzie
gdzie nastapilo
kraju,
nastapilo rozbicie
rozbicie sic
sie
statku.
Interwencja wiadz
miejscowych
Interwencja
wladz miejscowych
w tych
tych wypadkach
wypadkach the
bcdzie
w
nie bedzie
pociagala
sobaa iadnych
zadnych kopociagala za sob
koszt6w,
szt6w, opr6cz
oprocz tych, kt6re wywowywolane zostaly akcjq
akcja ratownicza
ratownicza iizazabezpieczeniem uratowanych
uratowanych towabezpieczeniem
towar6w,oraz
tych, kt6re
wpodobnych
r6w, oraz tych,
kt6re wpodobnych
okolicznosciach
9kohcznokiach ponosilyby
pon.osilyby okrety
okrety
ich wlasnego
wlasnego kraju.
ich
kraju.
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ARTICLE
XXVIII
ARTICLE XXVIII

ARTYKUL XXVIII
XXVIII
ARTYKUL

Subject to
limitation or
any limitation
to any
Subject
exception hereinabove
hereinabove set forth,
exception
or
to be
agreed upon,
be agreed
hereafter to
or hereafter
the territories
the High
High Conof the
territories of
the
which the protracting
Parties to which
tracting Parties
visions of
of this Treaty extend shall
visions
be understood
comprise all
to comprise
understood to
be
areas of
of land,
land, water,
water, and air over
areas
which the
respectively
Parties respectively
the Parties
which
claim and
and exercise
exercise dominion
dominion as
claim
sovereign thereof,
thereof, except the Pansovereign
ama Canal
Canal Zone.
ama

Uwzglcdniajac wszelkie ograUwzgledniajac
mzenia
wyjatld, wyzej wylub wyjttki,
niczenia lub
miemone,
mogace bye
poiniej
by6 p6tniej
lub mogace
mienione, lub
umewionemi, terytorja
terytorja Wysokich
Wysokkh
um6wionemi,
Umawiajacych sie
Stron, na kt6re
ktere
sie Stron,
Umawiajacych
rozciagaj i sie
sie postanowienia
postanowienia nirozciagaj
beda rozumejszego Traktatu,
Traktatu, beda
niejszego
miane jako
wszelkie
obejmujqce wszelkie
jako obejmujace
miane
ladu, wody iipowietrza, co
obszary ladu,
obszary
do
kterych Strony roszczt
roszcza sobie
do kt6rych
prawo i
wiadze suwykonywuja wladze
i wykonywuja
prawo
werenna,
wyjatkiem strefy Kaz wyjatkiem
werenna, z
Panamskiego.
nalu Panamskiego.

ARTICLE
XXIX
ARTICLE XXIX

ARTYKUL XXIX
XXIX
ARTYKUL

The
Polish Government
which
Government which
The Polish
is entrusted
with the conduct of
entrusted with
is
the foreign
foreign affairs of the Free City
the
of
Danzig under
under Article 104 of the
of Danzig
and Articles
Treaty
Versailles and
of Versailles
Treaty of
2
and 6
6 of
Treaty signed in
the Treaty
of the
2 and
Paris on
on November
November 9, 1920, beParis
tween Poland
and the
Free City
the Free
Poland and
tween
of Danzig,
Danzig, reserves hereby the
of
right
to declare
declare that the Free City
right to
of Danzig
is aaContracting Party
Danzig is
of
to
it assumes
Treaty and that it
this Treaty
to this
acquires the
the
obligations and
and acquires
the obligations
rights laid
down therein.
laid down
rights
This reservation
reservation does
does not relate
This
to
those stipulations
the Treaof the
stipulations of
to those
ty which
which the
the Republic
Republic of Poland
ty
has accepted
with regard
regard to
to the
accepted with
has
Free City
City in
in accordance
accordance with
Free
the
Treaty rights
rights conferred
conferred on
the Treaty
Poland.
Poland.

Territories embraced.
embraced.
Territories

Canal Zone excluded.

PFr
rvation by
l
Rzad
Polski, kt6remu
kteremu powiepowie- landastotheFreeCity
Rzad Polski,
of Danzig*
Danzig.
rzone zostalo
spraw of
prowadzenie spraw
zostalo prowadzenie
rzone
Post, p. 1680.
zagranicznych
Wolnego Miasta
Miasta
zagranicznych Wolnego
Gdafiska
w myel
104
artykulu 104
mysl artykulu
Gdafska w
Traktatu
i artyWersalskiego i
Traktatu Wersalskiego
kulow
Konwenci Paryskiej
i6
6 lionwencji
2 i
kul6w 2
pomiedzy
Polska a
aWolnem
Y'Volnem Miapomiedzy Polska
9 listopastem Gdanskiem
Gdafiskiem zzdnia 9
stem
da 1920
roku, zastrzega
zastrzega sobie pra1920 roku,
da
wo oswiadczenia,
oewiadczenia, ieeWolne
Wolne Miasto
wo
w
jest Umawiajaca
Strona w
sie .Strona
Umawiajaca, sie
jest
nunejszym Traktacie
T!aktacie iiie
ie przyjniniejszym
muje zobowiazania
zobowiazama iI nabywc
nabywe
muje
prawa, w
nim ustalone.
ustalone.
w nim
prawa,
nie odZastrzeieme
powyzsze the
Zastrzezenie powyisze
nosi
sie do tych postanowiefi
postanowien
nosi siQ
k
niniejszego
Traktatu,
ktt 6re
6re
Traktatu,
niniejszego
Rzeczpospolita
Polska w
w stosunRzeczpospolita Polska
ku
do Wolnego
Wolnego Miasta
Gdaiska
Miasta Gdanska
ku do
jui
w wykonaniu
wykonaniu swych
swych
przyjela w
juz przyjela
odnognych
praw
wynikajacych zz odnanych
praw wynikajqcych
Traktatow.
Traktat6w.

XXX
ARTICLE XXX
ARTICLE

XXX
ARTYKUL XXX
ARTYKUL

shall be
The present
present Treaty
Treaty shall
The
ratified
the ratifications
ratifications thereand the
ratified and
of
be exchanged
exchanged at
at Warsaw.
Warsaw.
shall be
of shall
The
shall take
effect in
in
take effect
Treaty shall
The Treaty
all its
provisions thirty days from
its provisions
all
the date
of the
the exchange
exchange of
date of
the
ratifications and
and shall
in
remain in
shall remain
ratifications
full force
for the
term of
of one year
the term
force for
full
thereafter.
thereafter.

Traktat
niniejszy bedzie
bedzie ratyratyTraktat niniejszy
fikowany, a
dokumenty ratya dokumenty
fikowany,
w
fikacyjne zostana
zostana wymienione
wymienione w
fikacyjne
Warszawie.
Niniejszy Traktat we
Warszawie. Niniejszy
wszystkich swych
swych postanowiepostanowiewszystkich
niach wejdzie
w zycie
iycie w przeciagu
przeciagu
wejdzie w
niach
30
daty wymiany
wymiany dokuod daty
dni od
30 dni
rnent6w
ratyfikacyjnych i.pozoment6w ratyfikacyjnych
stanie
przciag
pelnej mocy na przeciag
w peinej
stanie w
w
we
wej
jednego
od daty wejecia
w
roku od
jednego roku
iycie.
zycie.
0 ile
sze,e6 miesiQcy
miesiccy przed
na szeA6
ile na
O
uplywem
podanego jednojednowyiej podanego
uplywem wyiej
Wysokich
rocznego okresu
okresu iadna
iadna z
z Wylokich
rocznego
nie zaUmawiajacych siQ
sic Stron me
Umawiajcych
wiadomi drugiej
drugiej o
zamiarze
swym zamlarze
o swym
wiadomi
zmiany lub
lub wypuszczenia
wypuszczema jakiegozmiany
kolwiekbadi
kt6repostanowienia kt6rekolwiekbqdi postanowienia

If within
months before
before the
six months
within six
If
expiration
of the aforesaid period
period
expiration of
of
High Conneither High
year neither
one year
of one
tracting Party
Party notifies
to the
the
notifies to
tracting
other an
of modifying
modifying
intention of
an intention
other
by change
change or
or omission,
oinis.sion, any of the
by
provisions of
any of
of the Articles
Articles
of any
provisions
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JUNE
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Ratification.

Duration.
Duration.
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artykul6w niniejszego
ninipjszego
gokolwiek zzartykul6w
in
this Treaty
or of
of terminating
terminating it
in this
Treaty or
it gokolwiek
jego rozwiazamu
Traktatu lub
lub oo jego
rozwiazamu
upon the
expiration of
of the
the aforeafore- Traktatu
upon
the expiration
chwila uplywu
wyiej wymieniowymiemoz chwila
uplywu wyiej
said period,
Treaty shall
shall z
said
period, the
the Treaty
okresu czasu,
czasu, Traktat
Traktat pozopozonego okresu
remain
in full
full force
force and
and effect
remain in
effect nego
mocy po
wie
stanie nodal
nadal w
w mocy
after the
aforesaid period
and stanie
po uply
uplywie
after
the aforesaid
period and
wyiej wymienionpgo
okresu a
wymienionego okresu
az do
do
from such
until six months
months from
such a
a time
time wyzej
szegcm miesiecy
miesiecy od
od chwili,
uplywu szesciu
chwili,
as
either of
of the
the High
Contracting uplywu
as either
High Contracting
w kt6rej
Parties shall
shall have
have notified
notified to
kt6rej ktOrakolwiek
kt6rakolwiek zzWysokich
Wysokich
Parties
to the
the w
Umawiajacych sie Stron zawiaother an
other
an intention
intention of
of modifying
modifying Umawiajacych
domi drug
swym zamiarze
domi
drug4a oo swym
zamiarze
or terminating
terminating the
the Treaty.
Treaty.
zrniany lub
lub rozwiazania
rozwiazania Traktatu.
Traktatu.
zmiany
In
respecNa dow6d
czego pelnomocnicy
pehiomocnicy
In witness
witness whereof
whereof the
the respecNa
dow6d czego
tive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
podpisali niniejszy
niniejszy
tive
signed obu Stron podpisali
wycisne.li na
na nim
Traktat i
i wycisnQli
this
have affixed
affixed their
this Treaty
Treaty and
and have
nim awe
swe
their Traktat
seals
pieczecie.
seals thereto.
pieczecie.
Done
duplicate, each
each in
in the
the
Sporzadzono
Waszyngtonie,
Sporzadzono w
Done in
in duplicate,
w Waszyngtonie,
egzemplarzach, oba
w
w dwOch
English
languages, w
English and Polish
dw6ch egzemplarzach,
Polish languages,
oba w
both
authentic, at
jezyku angielskin
both authentic,
angielskim ii polskim,
at Washington,
Washington, jezyku
polskim,
this
of June,
one jednakowo
this fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
June, one
jednakowo obowiazujacych,
obowiazujacych, dnia
dnia
thousand
nine hundred
hundred
and
tysiac dziewie6set
dzIewieeset
thousand nine
and 15
15 czerwca
czerwca tysiac
thirty-one.
trzydziestego
Ferwszego roku.
roku.
trzydziestego pierwszego
thirty-one.
HENRY L
STIMSON
HENRY
L STIMsoN
TYTUS
FILIPOWICZ
TYTUS FILIPOWICZ

Ratifications es,
chRaeiations
erchanged.

Ante p.1533.
. 15S3

Ante,

Proclamation.
proeamatio

JUNE 15,
JUNE
15, 1931.
1931.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[
BRA T]
[sE~I

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the said treaty has been duly ratified on both
parts
both parts
and the ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were exchanged
exchanged in the
city of Warsaw on the ninth day of June, one thousand nine
hundred
nine hundred
and thirty-three;
thirty-three;
AND
Awn WHEREAS
WHEREAS by the terms of Article XXX thereof the said Treaty
shall take effect
effect in all its provisions
provisions thirty days from the date of the
exchange
exchange of ratifications;
ratifications;
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it known that I,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused
caused the said
Treaty to be made public to the end that the same and every article
and clause thereof
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by
the United States of America
America and the citizens thereof.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto set my hand and caused
caused
IN TESTIMONY
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this tenth day of July in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
thirty-three
hundred and thirty-three
[SEAL] and of the Independence
America
Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN
FRAN K IJN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
Acting Secretary
Acting
Secretary of
of State.
State.
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JUNE
JUNE 15, 1931.
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1535

AGREEMENT
CONCERNING PROOF
ORIGIN OF IMPORTED
IMPORTED Agreement
Agreement conoernconcernPROOF OF THE ORIGIN
AGREEMENT CONCERNING
ing proof of origin of
importedmerchandise
MERCHANDISE
EXCHANGE OF NOTES
NOTES PROPRO=M
r=
BY EXCHANGE
EFFECTED BY
MERCHANDISE EFFECTED
61
t
A
VIDED FOR
FOR IN
PARAGRAPH OF
VI OF
OF
Ante,, p. 1
1515..
ARTICLE VI
OF ARTICLE
TENTH PARAGRAPH
THE TENTH
IN THE
VIDED
THE TREATY

(Filipowicz)
The
Secretary of
of State
(Stimson) to
to the
the Polish
Ambassador (Filipowicz)
Polish Ambassador
State (Stimson)
The Secretary
DEPARTMENT O0
COP S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Washington,
June 15,
1931.
15, 1931.
Washington, June
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

I
have the
honor to
communicate to
Your Excellency
Excellency my underto Your
to communicate
the honor
I have
requirements for
standing
of
the
agreement
reached
regarding
the requirements
for
regarding
standing of the agreement reached
to
entitled
furnishing
proof
of
the
origin
of
imported
merchandise
entitled
the
merchandise
imported
of
origin
furnishing proof of the
benefits
the treaty
treaty of
commerce and consular
consular rights
friendship, commerce
of friendship,
of the
benefits of
signed
this
day
on
behalf
of
the
United
States
America
and Poland.
of
States
United
the
of
behalf
on
day
this
signed
In the
the event
that proof
of the
the origin
imported goods is required
of imported
origin of
proof of
event that
In
paragraph of
of the tenth paragraph
by
Party pursuant
the provisions
provisions of
to the
pursuant to
either Party
by either
Article
VI of
of the
the treaty,
agreed that
is agreed
it is
treaty, it
Article VI
legalized
(1)
by the
the shipper
shipper in the country of origin legalized
declaration by
A declaration
(1) A
destination
final
of
by
representative of
of the
country
destination
the country
consular representative
a consular
by a
resident
country of
of origin
origin shall
be accepted
accepted as
proof
as satisfactory proof
shall be
the country
in the
resident in
origin
of
the
origin
of
the
goods.
As
far
as
certificates
of
for
importacertificates
as
far
As
of the origin of the goods.
tion
the Polish
territory are
are concerned,
concerned, the abovecustoms territory
Polish customs
into the
tion into
mentioned
shipper's
declaration
before
legalization
by a
a consular
consular
legalization
before
declaration
shipper's
mentioned
a competent Chamber
representative of
certified by a
Chamber
be certified
to be
has to
Poland, has
of Poland,
representative
of Commerce
Commerce or
exceptions
organization, subject to the exceptions
similar organization,
or similar
of
hereof.
provided for
for in
(a) of
(3) hereof.
paragraph (3)
of paragraph
subparagraph (a)
in subparagraph
provided
(2)
For indirect
indirect shipments
shipments an
an acceptable
alternative to the certifiacceptable alternative
(2) For
cate
origin obtained
obtained in
country of origin as provided in parathe country
in the
of origin
cate of
graph
(1)
shall
be
proof
of
origin
obtainable in
in the
the intermediate
intermediate
graph (1) shall be proof of origin obtainable
of final
country
from
which
the
goods
are
last
shipped
to
the
country
country
the
to
shipped
country from which the goods are last
the
declaration
a
destination.
Such
proof
shall
consist
of
a
declaration
by
conof
consist
destination. Such proof shall
a
before
signor
of
the
goods
in
the
intermediate
country
a
consular
country
intermediate
the
signor of the goods in
officer of
of the
the country
country of
of origin
resident in
intermediate country,
in the intermediate
origin resident
officer
representative of
a
certified
by
the
latter
and
approved
by
a
consular
representative
by
approved
and
latter
the
by
certified
the
country of
destination resident
resident in
the intermediate
intermediate country,
country,
in the
final destination
of final
the country
country
it being
being understood
understood that
the consular
consular representatives
representatives of the country
that the
it
of
shall not
not certify
declaration for this purpose
shipper's declaration
the shipper's
certify the
origin shall
of origin
unless
they are
satisfied upon
upon examination
examination of documentary
documentary or other
are satisfied
unless they
true.
are
therein
evidence that
made
statements made
the statements
that the
evidence
use in connection
for
(3)
The
attached
form
of
certificate
of
origin
connection
origin
of
(3) The attached form of certificate
with
direct
shipments
from
the
United
States
to
and the
Poland
to
States
United
the
with direct shipments from
the
from
shipments
attached
form
for
use
in
connection
with
indirect
indirect
with
connection
in
attached form for use
countries,
United
States
to
Poland
through
an
intermediate
or
countries,
country
intermediate
an
through
Poland
to
United States
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respectively, conform
conform to
to the
the provisions
forth, it
it being
being
set forth,
above set
provisions above
respectively,
understood
and
agreed,
however,
that
that
however,
agreed,
and
understood
(a) If
of any
particular case render it
any particular
circumstances of
the circumstances
If the
(a)
impracticable
for the
the shipper
goods to
to obtain
obtain certification
certification
the goods
of the
shipper of
impracticable for
on a
certificate of
of origin
origin by
Chamber of
of Commerce
or similar
similar
Commerce or
a Chamber
by a
on
a certificate
organization,
the certificate
origin may
may be
be submitted
submitted for
for
of origin
certificate of
organization, the
fact
authentication
Polish consular officer, and the fact
a Polish
to a
directly to
authentication directly
that
of Commerce
or similar
organizasimilar organizaCommerce or
Chamber of
by aaChamber
certification by
that certification
tion has
not been
been obtained
shall not
not be
considered by such
be considered
obtained shall
has not
tion
consular officer
as of
of itself
ground for
for refusing
refusing to
to
sufficient ground
itself sufficient
officer as
consular
authenticate
document.
authenticate the document.
(b)
the certificate
origin is made out cirof origin
certificate of
time the
the time
at the
If at
(b) If
to
cumstances
render it
difficult or
or inconvenient
inconvenient for
for shippers to
it difficult
cumstances render
specify
such certificate
certificate the
the name
name of
the vessel
vessel on
the
which the
on which
of the
on such
specify on
goods
are to
the necessities and convenience
convenience of
shipped, the
be shipped,
to be
goods are
shippers
account either by waiving this
taken into account
be taken
shall be
shippers shall
circumrequirement or
making such other provision as the circumby making
or by
requirement
stances of
case require.
require.
the case
of the
stances
(c)
In exceptional
exceptional cases
doubt exists regarding
regarding the
which doubt
in which
cases in
(c) In
exact proportion
proportion of
value of any given article represented
represented by
the value
of the
exact
the
costs of
of the
the labor
labor and
and raw
of the
the United States, or in
material of
raw material
the costs
which such
proportion is
is less than fifty per centum, but the artisuch proportion
which
cle, in
of the
the nature
nature and
processes to which it
it
extent of the processes
and extent
view of
cle,
in view
American product, no certificacertificasubjected, is distinctly an American
has been
been subjected,
tion
regarding such proportion
certificate of origin shall be
proportion on aacertificate
tion regarding
required.
required.
Any
which the
the raw
raw material or the labor of the
in which
article in
Any article
United
represents less
less than
than fifty
fifty per centum of the total
States represents
United States
a product of the United
value
deemed to be a
United
nevertheless, be deemed
shall, nevertheless,
value shall,
States if
like article
from any
representing less
third country representing
any third
article from
if a
a like
States
than fifty
fifty per
the labor and raw material of such
in value
value the
centum in
per centum
than
third country
country is
deemed to be a
a product of that country.
is deemed
third
(4) In
the event
that modification of the requirements outlined in
event that
In the
(4)
fromthe
the
preceding paragraphs
is at
time considered
considered desirable
desirable from
the
at any
any time
paragraphs is
the preceding
viewpoint of either Party, it is agreed
agreed that its proposals
proposals to this end
sympathetic consideration
consideration by the other Party.
be given sympathetic
shall be
reached.
be glad
glad to have your confirmation of the accord thus reached.
IIshall be
Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideraAccept, Excellency,
tion.
tion.
HENRY
HENRY L.
L.STIMSON
&EASON

Annexes:
certificate of origin for use in connection
connection with
with
Form of certificate
shipments;
direct shipments;
Form of
certificate of origin for use in connection
connection with
of certificate
Form
indirect shipments.
shipments.
indirect
HIS
EXCELLENCY
HIs EXCELLENCY
MR.
Mn. TYTUS
TYTIIS FILIPowIcz,
FILIPOWICZ,
Ambassador
Poland.
Ambassador of Poland.
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Forms.

No.
No.

of the
the institution
institution executing
Certificate
of origin
origin,
Certificate
executing direct
of
shipments.
origin.ts.
of origin.
the certificate
certificate of
the

No.
No.

Certificate of origin
Certificate

corporation)-------------I,
(member or
or manager
manager of
of the
firm or corporation)
the firm
I, (member
..............---------------------------------------------title)
(name of individual and title)
(name
exporter
of the
the merchandise
described below,
solemnly and truly
below, do solemnly
merchandise described
exporter of
is the
the growth
of
I
growth of
Jis
the
merchandise I has been finished in
declare
that the
the said
said merchandise
declare that
has been
been manufactured
in I
manufactured in
has
United
States of
America, and
and that
that not
not less than 50 per cent of the
of America,
United States
total
of the
the goods
goods represents
cost of
of labor
material
labor and raw material
the cost
represents the
value of
total value
in the
the United
that the
merchandise is correctly
correctly
said merchandise
the said
and that
States, and
United States,
in
described as follows:
described
Port of
of shipment
shipment------------------ --------------------Port
---------------------------On steamship-steamship
On
(name
of steamship)
steamship)
(name of

Name
of shipper------------------------------shipper
Name of

(indicate whether
whether merchant
merchant or
or manufacturer)
(indicate

Address
shipper
of shipper--------------------------------------Address of
Consignee
Poland
in Poland------------------------------------Consignee in
(Indicate whether
whether merchant
manufacturer)
or manufacturer)
merchant or
(indicate

Address of
of consignee
consignee in
Poland ----------------------------in Poland
Address
Dated
Dated------------Marks and numbers

Description of the
commodities

No. of packages or
cases

Weight
Gross
Net

Value

Exporter
of Exporter
Signature of
-------------------- Signature
Subscribed
and sworn
sworn to before me this -------Subscribed and
19
19
9- ---------------

day
of -----day of

Notary Public
-------------------- Notary

COMMERCE
CERTIFICATION BY
CHAMBEB OF COMMERCE
BY CHAMBER
CERTIFICATION

-.-.-...---------.

19 ____
---19

-----------------------------------------------------------

of commerce
commerce has
has examined
examined the
the manufacturers
manufacturers
chamber of
recognized chamber
aarecognized
invoice
of
shippers
affidavit
concerning
the
origin
of
the
merchandise,
merchandise,
the
of
origin
the
concerning
affidavit
shippers
invoice of
and
according
to
the
best
of
its
knowledge
and
belief,
finds
the prodprodthe
finds
belief,
and
knowledge
its
of
best
the
to
and according
ucts named
the United
United States
of America.
America.
States of
in the
originated in
named originated
ucts
........................
(Signature
and seal
seal of the Institution
(Signature and
Origin)
executing the
Certificate of Origin)
the Certificate
executing

(Certification of
Polish Consular
Consular Officer)
Officer)
competent Polish
of competent
(Certification
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Certificate of origin,
Certifieate
indirect shipments.
shipments.

Place
Place and date

CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
ORIGIN
CERTIFICATE

(consignor
of the
the goods)--------------------------------goods)
(consignor of
We
We
-----------------------------------------------------------We

(name of
of the
the firm)
(name
of individual
individual or
or of
firm)

exporter(s) of
of the
solemnly and
exporter(s)
the merchandise
merchandise described
described below,
below, do
do solemnly
and
{is
(is the
the growth
growth of
of
truly
that the
merchandise has
has been
been finished
truly declare
declare that
the said
said merchandise
finished in
in
}
has been
been manufactured
in
thas
manufactured in
the
United States
of America,
and that
not less
less than
than 50
50 per
per cent
cent of
of the
the
the United
States of
America, and
that not
total value
value of
the goods
goods represents
represents the
material
total
of the
the cost
cost of
of labor
labor and
and raw
raw material
in
the United
United States,
States, and
merchandise is
correctly
in the
and that
that the
the said
said merchandise
is correctly
described
follows:
as follows:
described as
marks and numbers

No. of packages or
oases

Description of cornmodities

Weight
Gross
Net

Value

The
above described
merchandise is
to be
shipped per
The above
described merchandise
is to
be shipped
per ---------_
............................................................

from

from

(indicate whether
railway)
whether on
on steamship
steamship (name)
(name) or
or by
by railway)

.-------.--------(Place
shipment)
(place of shipment)

Consignee
in the
the Polish
Polish custom
territory
Consignee in
custom territory---------------________.
Address
in the
the Polish
Address of
of consignee
consignee in
Polish custom
custom territory
territory-___-.--____-Signature of consignor.
Signature
consignor.

Certification by the
competent consular
Certification
the competent
consular authority
authority of
of the
the U.S.A.
U.S.A.

.--------

..---.....-19..--

(Place and date)

No.._
---No
_ ---- ,------- __ -__ --(of the consular
consular representative
cerrepresentative o-r

tifying the certificate ol
of origin)

I do hereby certify, that IIhave examined
I
examined the
the documents
documents concerning
concerning
the merchandise described
by the
the consignor,
according to
described above by
consignor, and
and according
to
I find the products named
my best knowledge
knowledge and belief, I
named originated
in
States of
of America.
in the
the United
United States
America.
Witness my hand
hand and seal of office
office the
day and
year aforesaid.
the day
and year
aforesaid.
-----------------

of the United States of America.

(Certification by the competent Polish
Polish consular
consular representative).
representative).

FRIENDSHIP, ETC., TREATY-POLAND.
TREATY—POLAND. JUNE 15, 1931.
FRIENDSHIP,
The Polish
Polish Ambassador
Ambassador (Filipowicz)
the Secretary
(mi
,..mson)
of State
State (Stimson)
Secretary of
to the
(Filipowicz) to
The
AMBASADA POLsKA
POLSKA
AMBASADA
W W
ASZYNGTONIE
WASZYNGTONIE
W
No.
2241/31
No. 2241/31

June
June 15, 1931.

S
IR:
SIR:
honor to
acknowledge the receipt of your note of this
to acknowledge
the honor
IIhave
have the
date
concerning
your
understanding
of
agreement reached
reached regardof the agreement
understanding
your
date concerning
ing the
requirements for furnishing proof of the origin of imported
the requirements
ing
merchandise entitled
the benefits of the treaty of friendship, comto the
entitled to
merchandise
the
merce
consular rights
rights signed
signed this
this day on behalf of Poland and the
and consular
merce and
confirm that understanding, as
United States
of America, and to confirm
States of
United
follows:
In
the event
event that
of the
origin of
imported goods is required
required
of imported
the origin
proof of
that proof
In the
paragraph
tenth
by
either
Party
pursuant
to
the
provisions
of
the
paragraph
by either Party pursuant to the
Article VI of the treaty, it is agreed that
of Article
(1)
A declaration
by the
shipper in the
country of origin legalized
legalized
the country
the shipper
declaration by
(1) A
destination
final
country
by
a
consular
representative
of
destination
resithe
of
representative
by a consular
dent
of origin
satisfactory proof
accepted as satisfactory
shall be accepted
origin shall
country of
the country
in the
dent in
of the
the origin
certificates of origin for importaas certificates
As far as
goods. As
the goods.
of the
origin of
of
tion into
the Polish
territory are concerned,
concerned, the abovePolish customs territory
into the
tion
consular
mentioned shipper's
legalization by a
a consular
before legalization
declaration, before
shipper's declaration,
mentioned
Chamber
competent
a
representative
of
Poland,
has
to
be
certified
a
competent
Chamber
by
representative of Poland, has to be certified
of Commerce
Commerce or
similar organization,
organization, subject to the exceptions proor similar
of
vided
for
in
subparagraph
paragraph (3) hereof.
vided for in subparagraph (a) of paragraph
alternative to the ceracceptable alternative
(2)
For
indirect
shipments
an
acceptable
shipments
indirect
For
(2)
tificate
of origin
origin obtained
obtained in the country of origin as provided in
tificate of
paragraph (1)
be proof
proof of
of origin
obtainable in the intermediate
origin obtainable
shall be
(1) shall
paragraph
country from
from which
which the goods are last shipped to the country of
country
a declaration by the
final destination.
Such proof shall consist of a
destination. Such
final
a consular
consignor
the goods
the intermediate
consular
intermediate country before a
in the
goods in
of the
consignor of
officer
of
the
country
of
origin
resident
in
the
intermediate
intermediate country,
officer of the country of origin resident in
representative of
certified
approved by a
aconsular representative
and approved
latter and
the latter
by the
certified by
country,
the
country
of
final
destination
resident
the
intermediate
intermediate
the
in
resident
the country of final destination
of
it
being
understood
that
the
representatives
the
country
representatives
consular
the
that
it being understood
of
origin
shall
not
certify
the
shipper's
declaration
for
purpose
this
for
declaration
shipper's
the
certify
not
of origin shall
unless
they are
satisfied upon
upon examination
documentary or other
examination of documentary
are satisfied
unless they
evidence
the statements
statements made
made therein are true.
that the
evidence that
connection
(3) The
The attached
of certificate
origin for use in connection
of origin
certificate of
form of
attached form
(3)
with direct
shipments from the United States to Poland and the
direct shipments
with
attached form
form for
for use
use in
connection with indirect shipments from
in connection
attached
intermediate country or
the
United
States
to
Poland
through an intermediate
the United States to Poland through
above set forth,
countries,
respectively,
conform
to
provisions
the
countries, respectively, conform
that
however,
it
being
understood
agreed,
agreed,
and
it being understood
(a)
If the
the circumstances
circumstances of
of any
any particular
particular case render it
(a) If
impracticable
for
the
shipper
of
the
goods
to
obtain certification
to obtaincertification
goods
the
of
shipper
the
for
impracticable
on
certificate of
of origin
by aaChamber
Commerce or similar
similar
of Commerce
Chamber of
origin by
on aacertificate
organization,
the certificate
of origin
origin may
submitted for
may be submitted
certificate of
organization, the
authentication
fact
consular officer, and the fact
a Polish
Polish consular
to a
directly to
authentication directly
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that certification
by aaChamber
of Commerce
or similar
organisimilar organithat
certification by
Chamber of
Commerce or
zation has
has not
not be
shall not
be considered
considered by
by such
such
zation
not been
been obtained
obtained shall
consular officer
officer as
itself sufficient
ground for
for refusing
refusing to
authento authenas of
of itself
sufficient ground
consular
ticate
document.
ticate the
the document.
(b)
at the
the time
time the
the certificate
certificate of
origin is
made out
out circumcircumis made
of origin
(b) If
If at
stances
render it
it difficult
inconvenient for
for shippers
specify
shippers to
to specify
difficult or
or inconvenient
stances render
on such
such certificate
name of
vessel on
on which
which the
the goods
are
goods are
the name
of the
the vessel
on
certificate the
to be
shipped, the
necessities and
convenience of
of shippers
shippers shall
shall
the necessities
and convenience
to
be shipped,
be
into account
either by
waiving this
this requirement
requirement or by
by
account either
by waiving
be taken
taken into
making such
such other
other provision
provision as
the circumstances
circumstances of the
case
the case
as the
making
require.
(c) In
In exceptional
cases in
regarding the
the
in which
which doubt exists regarding
(c)
exceptional cases
exact proportion
value of
of any
represented by
by
given article
article represented
of the
the value
any given
exact
proportion of
the costs
material of the
the United
United States, or
costs of
of the labor
labor and raw material
the
fifty per
per centum,
centum, but the
in which
which such proportion
proportion is less than fifty
article, in
view of
of the
nature and
and extent
the processes
which
of the
processes to
to which
in view
the nature
extent of
article,
it has
an American
American product, no certiit
has been
been subjected,
subjected, is distinctly an
fication
regarding such
fication regarding
such proportion on
on aacertificate
certificate of origin shall
be required.
required.
be
Any
material or the
Any article
article in
in which the
the raw material
the labor of
of the
the United
United
States
States represents
represents less
less than fifty
fifty per
per centum of
of the total
total value shall,
shall,
nevertheless,
product of
nevertheless, be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be aaproduct
of the United States if aa
like
like article from
from any
any third country
country representing
representing less than
than fifty per
per
centum in value the labor and raw material
material of such third
third country
is
product of
that country.
is deemed
deemed to
to be
be aaproduct
of that
country.

(4)
In the event that modification
modification of the requirements
(4) In
requirements outlined
outlined in
paragraphs is
from the
the
the preceding
preceding paragraphs
is at any
any time
time considered
considered desirable from
viewpoint of
either Party,
that its
to this
this end
viewpoint
of either
Party, it
it is
is agreed
agreed that
its proposals
proposals to
end
shall be given sympathetic
consideration by
sympathetic consideration
by the other Party.
renewed assurances
Accept, Sir, the renewed
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
THE HONORABLE
THE
HONORABLE
HENRY L.
L.STuusorr,
HENRY
STIMSON,

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

TYTIIS
TYTUS FILIPOWICZ
FILIPOWICZ
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[Enclosure
1]
[Enclosure 1]

No.
No.
executing
of
the institution executing
of the
the certificate
certificate of origin.
the

No.
No.

Certificate of origin
Certificate
I, (member
(member or
or manager
or corporation)------------corporation)
firm or
the firm
of the
manager of
I,
..............---------------------------------------------title)
(name of individual
individual and title)
(name

exporter of
of the
below, do solemnly and truly
described below,
merchandise described
the merchandise
exporter
growth of
the growth
| is
is the
the
merchandise Ihas been finished in
declare
that the
the said merchandise
declare that
has
manufactured in
in Ithe
been manufactured
has been
United
States of
America, and
less than
than 50 per cent of the
not less
that not
and that
of America,
United States
labor and raw material
total
value
of
the
goods
represents
the
cost
labor
material
of
cost
the
represents
goods
total value of the
that the said merchandise
in
merchandise is correctly
States, and that
United States,
the United
in the
described
described as follows:
Port of
shipment--------------------------------of shipment
Port
On
steamship----------------------------------------------On steamship
(name of steamship)
(name

Name
of shipper
shipper
Name of

----------------------------------

manufacturer
(indicate
whether merchant or manufacturer
(indicate whether

Address of
of shipper---------------------------------------shipper
Address
Consignee
in Poland--------------------------------Poland
Consignee in
Address
of
consignee
in Poland
Poland---------------------------Address of consignee in
Dated
Dated-----------------Marks
and numbers
numbers
arks and

No.
packages
No. of packages
or cases

Description
the
of the
Description of
commodities

Weight
Weight
Gross
Net
Gross

Value

Signature of
of Exporter
Exporter
-------------------- Signature
Subscribed
to before
me this -------before me
sworn to
and sworn
Subscribed and
19
------.-- 19----

day
of
day of-------

Notary Public
Public
------------------- Notary

CERTIFICATION BY
BY CHAMBER
COMMERCE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CERTIFICATION

19_
19.--.
..-------.. ------.examined
A Recognized
Recognized Chamber
Commerce has examined
of Commerce
Chamber of
A
the
manufacturers
invoice
or
shippers
affidavit
concerning
the
origin
origin
the
concerning
affidavit
shippers
or
invoice
the manufacturers
of the
merchandise, and
and according
to the
the best
of its knowledge and
best of
according to
the merchandise,
of
belief,
products named
the United
of
United States of
in the
originated in
named originated
the products
finds the
belief, finds
America.
America.

-----------------------------------

(Signature and
and seal
Institution
of the Institution
seal of
(ignature
executing the
the Certificate
Origin)
of Origin)
Certificate of
executing

(Certification
of competent
Polish Consular
Consular Officer)
competent Polish
(Certification of
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[Enclosure
[Enclosure 2]
2]
Place
Place and date

CERTIFICATE OF
ORIGIN.
OF ORIGIN.
CERTIFICATE

I (consignor
(consignor of the goods) --------------------------------We

We

--------------------------------------------------------------(name of
of individual
individual or
of the firm)
or of
(name

and
exporter(s) of
of the
the merchandise
below, do
solemnly and
do solemnly
described below,
merchandise described
exporter(s)
iis
the growth
growth of
is the
truly declare
merchandise has been finished in
the said merchandise
that the
declare that
truly
has been
been manufactured
manufactured in
in
has
the
United
States
of
America,
and
that
not
less
than
50
percent
of
the
of
the
the United States of America, and that not less than 50 percent
total
of the
represents the
the cost
cost of
labor and
and raw
raw material
material
of labor
the goods
goods represents
value of
total value
in the
said merchandise
is correctly
correctly
merchandise is
the said
and that
that the
States, and
the United
United States,
in
described
as follows:
follows:
described as
m ark,and

numbera

No. of packages or
CMOS

Description of cornmodities

Weight
Gross
Net

Value
-

The above
above described
shipped per -----be shipped
merchandise is to be
described merchandise
The

_.

.............................................................
(indicate whether
whether on steamship (name) or by railway)
(indicate

from ---------------of shipment)
shipment)
(place
(place of

Consignee
the Polish
Polish custom
custom territory
---------------territory in the
Consignee in
Address
consignee in
territory -------------in the
the Polish custom territory
Address of
of consignee
Signature of consignor.
consignor.

Certification by the competent
Certification
competent consular
consular authority
authority of the U.S.A.

-----------.--

.---..

(Place
(Piece and date)

No
No...-----

---

19..--

------

representative
(of
(ol the
the consular
consular representative
certifying
certificate of
origin)
ertifying the
the certificate
of origin)

I do hereby certify, that I
I have examined
examined the documents
concerning
I
documents concerning
described above by the consignor, and according
according to
to
the merchandise described
my best knowledge and belief, IIfind the products named originated
originated
in
in the
the United States of America.
America.
Witness my hand and seal of office
Witness
OffiGO the day and year aforesaid.
---------- of
of the United States
States of America.
(Certification by the competent Polish consular representative.)
(Certification
representative.)

MULTILATERAL—NARCOTIC
DRUGS.
MULTILATERAL-NARCOTIC DRUGS.

JULY
JULY 13, 1931.

narcotic.
concerning narcotic
Multilateral convention
convention and
signature concerning
of signature
protocol of
and protocol
Multilateral
advised by
ratification advised
drugs, concluded
concluded at
Geneva, July
1931; ratification
13, 1981;
July 13,
at Geneva,
drugs,
April 8, 1932;
the Senate,
Senate, March
ra,tified by
President, April
the President,
by the
1932; ratified
31, 1932;
March 81,
the
1932;
ratification
the United
States deposited
deposited at Geneva,
Geneva, April 28, 1982;
United States
of the
ratificationof
1933.
proclaimed, July 10, 1933.
proclaimed,

1543
1543

July 13, 1931.
13,1931
July.

BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

stnarioticnv.drugti
W HEREAS a
for Limiting
Limiting the
the Manufacture
Regu- strtfir:onv
dre
u
nr
Manufacture and ReguConvention for
a Convention
WHEREAS
eam
lating
of Narcotic
Preamble.
ble
13, P
July 13,
Geneva, July
dated Geneva,
Drugs, dated
Narcotic Drugs,
Distribution of
the Distribution
lating the
1931,
and left
open for
for signature
signature until
December 31, 1931,
1931, was signed
until December
left open
1931, and
by the
America,
Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America,
respective Plenipotentiaries
the respective
by
(with reservations);
Germany; Argentine
Argentine Republic;
Austria; BelRepublic; Austria;
reservations); Germany;
(with
gium; Bolivia;
Bolivia; Brazil;
Brazil; Great
Britain and
and Northern
Ireland and
Northern Ireland
Great Britain
gium;
members
separate
not
all
parts
of
the
British
Empire
which
not
members of
are
which
all parts of the British Empire
Cuba;
the
League
of
Nations;
Canada;
India;
Chile;
Rica;
Costa
Chile;
India;
Canada;
the League of Nations;
Denmark;
Free
City
of
Danzig;
Dominican
Republic;
Spain;
Egypt;
Republic;
Dominican
Danzig;
of
City
Free
Denmark;
Ethiopia;
(with a
reservation); Greece;
Guatemala; Hejaz,
Greece; Guatemala;
a reservation);
France (with
Ethiopia; France
Nejd and
Dependencies; Italy;
Italy; Japan
(with a
recorded
reservation as recorded
a reservation
Japan (with
and Dependencies;
Nejd
in
protocol of
Luxembourg;
Lithuania; Luxembourg;
Liberia; Lithuania;
signature); Liberia;
of signature);
the protocol
in the
Mexico;
Monaco; Panama;
Paraguay; The
The Netherlands;
Netherlands; Persia;
Persia;
Panama; Paraguay;
Mexico; Monaco;
a reservaPoland; Portugal;
Portugal; Rumania;
Marino; Siam
Siam (with
reserva(with a
San Marino;
Rumania; San
Poland;
tion); Sweden;
Uruguay and
Venezuela,
and Venezuela,
Czechoslovakia; Uruguay
Switzerland; Czechoslovakia;
Sweden; Switzerland;
tion);
Conwhich
together
with
a
Protocol
of
Signature,
the
original
of
original
the
together with a Protocol of Signature,
vention
and
Protocol,
being
in
the
English
and
French
languages,
English
the
in
being
vention and Protocol,
are
word for
word as
follows:
as follows:
for word
are word

re.
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CONVENTION
CONVENTION POUR LIMITER
LIMITER LA
LA FABRICATION
FABRICATION
ET REGLEMENTER LA
LA DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION
DES
STUPEFIANTS
DES STUPEFIANTS
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DU REICH
REICH ALLEMAND;
PRESIDENT DES ETATSETATSALLEMAND; LE PRESIDENT
D'AMERIQUE; LE PRESIDENT DE
UNIS D'AmERIQUE;
DE LA
LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE;
ARGENTINE;
REPUBLIQUE D'AUTRICHE;
D'AUTRICHE; SA
LE PRESIDENT
PRiSIDENT FEDERAL DE LA
LA REPUBLIQUE
SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE
BELGES; LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
LE ROI
ROI DES BELGES;
REPUBLIQUE DE
DE BOLIVIE;
BOLIVIE;
LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DES ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS DU
BRASIL; SA
DU BRBSIL;
SA
MAJESTE
MAJESTE LE ROI
ROI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE
GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE
D'IRLANDE ET
ET DES
DES
DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS BRITANNIQUES
BRITANNIQUES AU DELA.
EMPEREUR DES INDES;
INDES;
DELX DES MERE.,
MERS, EMPEREUR
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DU CHILI; LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE
DE LA
LA
REPUBLIQUE
COSTA-RICA; LE PRESIDENT
REPUBLIQUE DE
DE
RAPUBLIQUE DE COSTA-RICA;
PRESIDENT DE
DE LA
LA REPUBLIQUE
CUBA; SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LE ROI
DANEMARK ET D'ISLANDE;
D'ISLANDE; LE
ROI DE DANEMARK
LE PRESI- ,
DENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
LIBRE DE
DE
REPUBLIQUE DE POLOGNE,
POLOGNE, POUR LA VILLE
VILLE LIBRE
DANTZIG;
DANTZIG; LE PRESIDENT
REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE;
DOMINICAINE; SA
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
SA
MAJESTf
MAJESTE LE ROI
Rot D'EGYPTE; LE PRESIDENT
GOUVERNEMENT
PRESIDENT DU
DU GOUVERNEMENT
PROVISOIRE DE LA REPUBLIQUE
PROVISOIRE
REPUBLIQUE ESPAGNOLE;
MAJESTE L'EMPEREU1I
L'EMPEREUR
ESPAGNOLE; SA MAJESTE
RoI DES Rots
ROIS D'ETHIOPIE;
Roi
D'ETHIOPIE; LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQ17E FRANFRANgAISE;
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
gAisE; LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
RiPUBLIQUE HELLENIQUE;
HELLENIQUE; LE PRESIDENT
DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE GUATEMALA;
GUATEMALA; SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LE ROI
ROI DU HEDJAZ,
HEDJAZ,
Dur NEDJED
DU
NEDJED ET DEPENDANCES;
DEPENDANCES; SA MAJESTE
DITALIE; S
A
MAJESTE LE
LE ROI
ROI D'ITALIE;
SA
MAJESTE
L'EMPEREUR DU JAPON; LE PRESIDENT
MAJESTE L'EMPEREUR
PRESIDENT DE LA
REPUBLIQUE
LA REPUBLIQUE
DU LIBERIA;
PR$SIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE LITHUANIE;
DU
LIBERIA; LE PRESIDENT
ON
LITHUANIE; S
SON
ALTESSE ROYALE LA GRANDE-DTUCHESSE
GRANDE-DUCHESSE DE LUXEMBOURG;
LUXEMBOURG;
LE
LE
PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS DU MEXIQUE;
PRESIDENT
MEXIQITE; SON ALTESSE
SERENISSIME
ALTESSE SERENISSIME
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
LE PRINCE
PRINCE DE MONACO;
MONACO; LE PRESIDENT
PANAMA;
RiPUBLIQUE DE PANAMA;
REPUBLIQUE DU PARAGUAY;
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
PARAGUAY; SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LA
PAYS-BAS; SA MAJESTE IMPERIALE
REINE DES PAYS-BAS;
IMPERIALE LE CHAR
CHAH DE PERSE;
PERSE;
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE POLOGNE; LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE
DE
REPUBLIQUE PORTUGAISE;
PORTUGAISE; S
LA REPUBLIQUE
A MAJESTE LE ROI
SA
ROI DE ROUMANIE;
ROUMANIE;
LES CAPITAINES-REGENTS
CAPITAINES-REGENTS DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE SAINT-MARIN;
A
SAINT-MARIN; S
SA
MAJESTE
MASESTE LE ROI
ROI DE S
IAM; SA MAJESTE
MAJESTE LE ROI
ROI DE SUEDE;
SUEDE; LE CONSEIL
SIAM;
CONSEIL
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
FEDERAL SUISSE; LE PRESIDENT
TCHECOSLOVAQUE;
RIPUBLIQUE TCHECOSLOVAQUE;
LE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE L'URUGUAY;
L'URUGUAY; LE PRESIDENT DES
DES
ETATS-UNIS DE VENEZUELA,
VENEZUELA,

D6sirant
Conventions internationales
Desirant compl6ter
completer les dispositions
dispositions des Conventions
internationales
sign6es aa La Haye
de l'opium signees
Ilaye le
le 19
le 23
23 janvier 1912
1912 et
et a
a Geneve
Gen6ve le
19
f6vrier 1925, en
en rendant effective
fevrier
effective par voie d'accord international
international la
limitation de
fabrication des
des stupefiants
stupefiants aux
aux besoins
besoins legitimes
de la fabrication
l6gitimes du
du

monde pour les usages medicaux
medicaux et scientifiques,
scientifiques, et en r6glementant
reglementant
leur distribution,
distribution,
Ont decide
decid6 de conclure une Convention a
A cet effet,
eat, et omit
designe
ont design6
plenipotentiaires:
pour leurs plenipotentiaires:
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MANUFACTURE
CONVENTION FOR
FOR LIMITING
LIMITING THE MANUFACTURE
CONVENTION
AND REGULATING
DISTRIBUTION
REGULATING THE DISTRIBUTION
AND
OF
NARCOTIC DRUGS.
DRUGS.
OF NARCOTIC
Contracting powers.
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE GERMAN
REICH; THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE Contracting
GERMAN REICH;
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED
S
TATES
OF
AMERICA;
THE
P
RESIDENT
OF
THE
ARGENTINE
ARGENTINE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; THE PRESIDENT OF THE
AUSTRIAN REPUBLIC;
THE AUSTRIAN
PRESIDENT OF
REPUBLIC; THE
THE FEDERAL
FEDERAL PRESIDENT
OF THE
REPUBLIC;
REPUBLIC;
THE
OF THE
HIS
M
AJESTY
THE
KING
OF
THE
BELGIANS;
THE
PRESIDENT OF
PRESIDENT
THE
BELGIANS;
THE
OF
KING
THE
HIS MAJESTY
OF THE
THE
REPUBLIC OF
THE REPUBLIC
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
REPUBLIC
OF BOLIVIA;
THE PRESIDENT
BOLIVIA; THE
REPUBLIC OF
GREAT
OF GREAT
THE KING
UNITED
TATES OF
OF BRAZIL;
BRAZIL; HIS
HIS MAJESTY
M AJESTY THE
KING OF
STATES
UNITED S
BRITAIN,
RELAND AND
BRITISH DOMINIONS
DOMINIONS BEYOND
THE SEAS,
SEAS,
BEYOND THE
THE BRITISH
AND THE
IRELAND
BRITAIN, I
OF CHILE;
REPUBLIC OF
THE REPUBLIC
EMPEROR
OF INDIA;
INDIA; THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
CHILE;
OF THE
EMPEROR OF
PRESIDENT
THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF COSTA
COSTA RICA;
RICA; THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT
DENMARK
THE KING
MAJESTY
OF
REPUBLIC OF
HIS M
AJESTY THE
KING OF
OF DENMARK
CUBA; HIS
OF CUBA;
THE REPUBLIC
OF THE
AND
ICELAND; THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
POLISH REPUBLIC,
REPUBLIC, FOR
FOR THE
THE
THE POLISH
THE PRESIDENT
AND ICELAND;
REPUBDOMINICAN
OF
THE
FREE
CITY
OF
DANZIG;
THE
P
RESIDENT
OF
THE
DOMINICAN
REPUBFREE CITY OF DANZIG; THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
LIC; HIS
HIS M
AJESTY THE
OF EGYPT;
PRESIDENT OF
THE
EGYPT; THE
KING OF
THE KING
MAJESTY
LIC;
MAJHIS M
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
SPANISH REPUBLIC;
AJREPUBLIC; HIS
THE SPANISH
OF THE
PROVISIONAL
ABYSSINIA; THE
OF ABYSSINIA;
ESTY THE
EMPEROR AND
AND KING
KING OF
KINGS OF
THE
THE KINGS
OF THE
THE EMPEROR
ESTY
THE HELOF THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE FRENCH
FRENCH REPUBLIC;
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
HELREPUBLIC; THE
PRESIDENT
LENIC REPUBLIC;
REPUBLIC; THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
REPUBLIC OF
GUATEMALA;
OF GUATEMALA;
THE REPUBLIC
THE PRESIDENT
LENIC
HIS
HIS M
AJESTY THE
KING OF
OF HEJAZ,
HEJAZ, NEJD
AND DEPENDENCIES;
DEPENDENCIES; HIS
NEJD AND
THE KING
MAJESTY
HIS
OF
EMPEROR OF
MAJESTY
M
AJESTY THE
TALY; HIS
HIS M
AJESTY THE
THE EMPEROR
ITALY;
OF I
KING OF
THE KING
MAJESTY
PRESITHE
J
APAN; THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
OF LIBERIA;
LIBERIA; THE PRESIREPUBLIC OF
THE REPUBLIC
THE PRESIDENT
JAPAN;
DENT OF
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
LITHUANIA; HER
HER ROYAL
THE
HIGHNESS THE
ROYAL HIGHNESS
OF LITHUANIA;
DENT
UNITED
THE
OF
GRAND
DUCHESS
OF
LUXEMBURG;
THE
P
RESIDENT
OF
THE
UNITED
PRESIDENT
THE
GRAND DUCHESS OF LUXEMBURG;
OF MONS
TATES OF
EXICO; HIS
SERENE HIGHNESS
THE PRINCE
PRINCE OF
M ON•
HIGHNESS THE
HIS SERENE
MEXICO;
OF M
STATES
PRESIDENT
THE
PANAMA;
OF
ACO
;
THE
PRESIDENT
OF
THE
REPUBLIC
OF
P
ANAMA;
THE
PRESIDENT
REPUBLIC
THE
OF
PRESIDENT
THE
ACO;
OF THE
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF PARAGUAY;
PARAGUAY; HER
M AJESTY THE
THE QUEEN
QUEEN OF
OF THE
THE
HER MAJESTY
OF
OF PERSIA;
NETHERLANDS;
HIS IMPERIAL
IMPERIAL M
AJESTY THE
HAH OF
PERSIA; THE
THE
SHAH
THE S
MAJESTY
NETHERLANDS; HIS
PRESIDENT
THE POLISH
THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE PORPOROF THE
PRESIDENT
REPUBLIC; THE
POLISH REPUBLIC;
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
I
TUGUESE
REPUBLIC; HIS
M AJESTY THE
KING OF
ROUMANIA; I
OF ROUMANIA;
THE KING
HIS MAJESTY
TUGUESE REPUBLIC;
MARINO;
CAPITANI
THE REPUBLIC
or SAN
SAN M
ARINO; HIS
HIS MAJM AJREPUBLIC OF
OF THE
REGGENTI OF
CAPITANI REGGENTI
THE
ESTY
KING OF
IAM; HIS
M AJESTY THE
WEDEN; THE
SWEDEN;
OF S
KING OF
THE KING
HIS MAJESTY
SIAM;
OF S
THE KING
ESTY THE
S
WISS
FEDERAL
COUNCIL;
THE
P
RESIDENT
OF
THE
CZECHOSLOVAK
CZECHOSLOVAK
THE
SWISS FEDERAL COUNCIL; THE PRESIDENT OF
THE
REPUBLIC;
PRESIDENT OF
URUGUAY; THE
OF URUGUAY;
REPUBLIC OF
THE REPUBLIC
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
REPUBLIC; THE
VENEZUELA,
OF
STATES
PRESIDENT
OF
THE
UNITED
S
TATES
OF
VENEZUELA,
UNITED
THE
OF
PRESIDENT

Ppriovendtios
Opium Ice
Desiring
to supplement
supplement the
the International
International Opium
urZs
ifs deciavVions
e
r
of the
provisions of
the provisions
Desiring to
Conventions,
signed
at
The
Hague
on
January
23rd,
1912,
and
at
suf,21
8
e,rje
iz
191z
.l.
at
and
1912,
2.
Conventions, signed at The Hague on January 23rd,
Geneva
on
February
19th,
1925,
by
rendering
effective
by
internainternaby
effective
rendering
by
Geneva on February 19th, 1925,
tional
limitation of
the manufacture
drugs
narcotic drugs
of narcotic
manufacture of
of the
the limitation
agreement the
tional agreement
to
the
world's
legitimate
requirements
for
medical
and
scientific
purpurscientific
and
medical
for
requirements
legitimate
to the world's
poses
and
by
regulating
their
distribution,
distribution,
their
regulating
by
and
poses
Pleni
-nipote
P
have potentiariee.
and have
purpose and
Have resolved
to conclude
conclude aaConvention
Convention for
for that
that purpose
resolved to
Have
appointed
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
as their
appointed as
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Le
President du
allemand:
Le President
du Reich
Reich allemand:
M. Werner
Werner Freiherr
M.
z. D.";
Freiherr VON
VON RHEINBABEN,
RHEINBABEN, "Staatssekretar
"Staatssekretar z.
D.";
Le
Waldemar KAHLER,
Conseiller mirdsteriel
MinisLe docteur
docteur Waldemar
KAHLER, Conseiller
minist6riel au
au Ministere de
tere
de PLuterieur
l'Int6rieur du
du Reich.
Reich.
Le
d'Amerique:
Le President
Pr4sidentdes
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
M. John
K. CALDWELL,
CALDWELL, du
d'Etat;
M.
John K.
du Departement
D6partement d'Etat;
M. Harry
Commissaire des
des stupefiants;
stupefiants;
M.
Harry J.
J. ANSLINGER,
ANSLINGER, Commissaire
M. Walter
M.D., F.A.C.P.,
F.A.C.P., Chirurgien
M.
Walter Lewis
Lewis TREADWAY,
TREADWAY, M.D.,
Chirurgien
general adjoint, Chef du Service
de l'Hygiene
l'Hygiene publique
des
Service de
publique des
Etats-Unis,
de l'Hygiene
l'Hygiene raentale;
Etats-Unis, Division de
mentale;
M. Sanborn
YOUNG, Membre
du Senat
de Californie.
Cafifornie.
M.
Sanborn YOUNG,
Membre du
S6nat de
de l'Etat
l'Etat de
Le
de la
la Republique
Le President
Prsidentde
Rbpublique Argentine:
Argentine:
Le docteur
docteur Fernando
be
PEREZ, Ambassadeur
Fernando PEREZ,
Ambassadeur extraordinaire
extraordinaire et
et
plenipotentiaire pres
Sa Majest6
Majeste le
le Roi
d.'Italie.
plenipotentiaire
pres Sa
Roi d'Italie.
Pre,sident federal
la Republique
Republique d'Autrich,e:
Le President
deral de
de la
d'Autriche:
M. Emerich PFLtfroL,
PFLtGL, Envoy6
Envoye extraordinaire
extraordinaire et
et Ministre
Ministre pl6nipoplenipotentiaire, Repr6sentant
Representant permanent
de la
permanent aupres
aupres de
la Societe
Soci6t6 des
des
Nations;
Nations;
Le docteur
docteur Bruno SCHULTZ,
Le
Scnourz, Directeur
Directeur de
de Police
Police et
et Conseiller
Conseiller
aulique, Membre
Membre de la Commission
Commission consultative
du trafic
consultative du
trafic de
de
l'opium
et autres
autres drogues
nuisibles.
l'opium et
drogues nuisibles.
Sa Majeste
Majeste le
des Belges:
Belges:
Sa
le Rai,
Roi des

Le
docteur F.
DE MYTTENAERE,
Inspecteur principal
be docteur
F. DE
M YTTENAERE, Inspecteur
des pharmaprincipal des
pharmacies a
aHal.
Hal.
cies
Le
_Republique de
de Bolivie:
Le President
Presidentde
de la
la Republique
Bolivie:
Le
M. CUELLAR,
CUELLAR, Membre
be docteur M.
Membre de
de la
la Commission
Commission consultative
consultative
du trafic
trafic de l'opium
et autres
autres drogues
P'opium et
drogues nuisibles.
nuisibles.
Le President
President de
Republique des
Bresil:
de la Republique
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis du
du Bresil:
DO Rio
Ministre
M. Raul Do
Rio BRA.NCO
BRANCO, Envoye
Envoy6 extraordinaire
extraordinaire et
et Ministre
plenipotentiaire
plenipotentiaire pres
Ic Conseil
Conseil fed6ral
federal suisse,
pres le
suisse.
Sa Majeste le
le Roi de Grande-Bretagne
et d'Irlande
d' Mande et
des Dominions
Grande-Bretagne et
et des
Dominions
britanniquesau
britanniques
deld des
des mere,
Empereur des
des Reiss:
au dela
mers, Empereur
Indes:

Pour la Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne et l'Irlande du Nord, ainsi quo
que toutes
les parties de l'Empire
l'Empire britannique
britannique non
Membres separes
de
non Membres
s6par6s de
in Societe
Nations:
la
Socie6t des
des Nations:
Sir Malcolm DELEVINGNE,
permanent au
DELEVINGNE, K.C.B.,
K.
C.
B., Adjoint permanent
Secretaire d'Etat,
Secretaire
d'Etat, Ministere
Ministere de
de l'Interieur.
l'Int6rieur.
Canada:
Pour le
le Dominion
Dominion du
du Canada:
Le
colonel
C. H. L.
L. SHARMAN,
be
SHARMAN, C.M.G.,
C.M.G., C.B.E.,
C.B.E., Chef de la
in
Division des stupefiants,
stupefiants, Departement
Departement des Pensions et de
l'Hygiene publique;
publique;
Le
be docteur Walter A. RIDDELL,
RIDDELL, M.A.,
M.A., Ph.D. "Advisory
"Advisory OffiOfficer"
cer" du Dominion du Canada aupres de la
In Societe
Societe des
des
Nations.
Nations.
Pour l'Inde:
l'Inde:
Pour
P. P
PARANJPYE,
Le docteur R. P.
ARANJPYE, Membre du Conseil
de l'Inde.
l'Inde.
Conseil de
Pr&sidentde la
Le President
du Chili:
la Republique
Republique du
Ohili:
M. Enrique GAJARDO, Membre de la Delegation permanente
permanente
aupres
aupres de
in Societe
des Nations.
de la
Societe des
Nations.
Le
Republique de
de Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica:
Le Pre,sident
Presidentde
de la
la RBpublique
Le
docteur Viriato
Viriato FIGUEREDO
be docteur
FIGUEREDO LORA,
LORA, Consul
Geneve.
Consul aaGeneve.
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The President
Presidentof the German
German Reich:
RHEINBABEN, "Staatssekretar
M. Werner Freiherr voN
VON RHEINBABEN,
"Staatssekretfir z.D.";
z.D." •
Waldemar KAHLER
KAHLER, Ministerial
Ministerial Counsellor
Dr. Waldemar
Ministry
Counsellor at
at the
the Ministry
of
of Interior of
of the
the Reich.
Reich.
The President'of
President of the
the United
United States
States of
of America:
America:
Mr. John
John K. CALDWELL,
CALDWELL, of the Department
Department of State;
Mr. Harry J.
Commissioner of
J. ANBLINGER,
ANSLINGER, Commissioner
of Narcotics
Narcotics;;
Mr. Walter Lewis
WAY M.D.,
M.D., F.A.C.P.,
Assistant SurSurLewis TREAD
TREADWAY,
F.A.C.P., Assistant
geon-General,
geon-General, United States Public Health,
Chief,
Health, Service
Service Chief,
Division of Mental
Mental Hygiene;
Hygiene;
YOUNG, Member
of the Senate
Mr. Sanborn YOUNG,
Member of
Senate of
State of
of
of the
the State
California.
California.

The President
President of the
the Argentine Republic:
Republic:
Dr. Fernando PEREZ,
Dr.
Extraordinary and
PEREZ, Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
and PlenipoPlenipotentiary to
the King
Italy.
tentiary
to His
His Majesty
Majesty the
King of
of Italy.
The Federal
FederalPresident
President of
the Austrian
Austrian Republic:
Republic:
of the
M. Emerich PPM:1GL,
and Minister
Minister PleniPleniPFLiGL, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
potentiary,
potentiary, Permanent
accredited to
to the
the
Permanent Representative
Representative accredited
League of
Nations;
League
of Nations;
Dr. Bruno S
SCHULTz,
Dr.
CHULTZ, Police
Director and
and "Conseiller
aulicme",
Police Director
"Conseiller aulique",
Member
Member of the Advisory Committee
on Traffic
Traffic in
in Opium
Committee on
Opium
and Other Dangerous
Dangerous Drugs.
Drugs.
His
the King
Belgium:
His Majesty
Majesty the
King of
of Belgium:
Dr. F. DE M
MYTTENAEBE,
YTTENAERE, Principal
Hal.
Principal Inspector
Inspector of
of Chemistry
Chemistry at
at Hal.
The President
The
President of
the Republic
Bolivia:
of the
Republic of
of Bolivia:
the Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee on
Dr. M.
M. CUELLAR,
CUELLAR, Member
Member of
of the
on Traffic
Traffic
in Opium
Other Dangerous
Opium and Other
Dangerous Drugs.
Drugs.
of the
the United
Brazil:
The President
President of
the Republic
Republic of
of the
United States
States of
of Brazil:
M.
DO Rio
Rio BRANCO,
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
and Minister
M. Raul DO
BRANCO, Envoy
Minister
Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to the Swiss
Council.
Swiss Federal
Federal Council.
His Majesty the King of Great
Britain, Ireland
Ireland and
Great Britain,
British DominDominand the British
the Seas,
Seas, Emperor
Emperor of
of India:
ions beyond
beyond the
India:
For Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland and all parts of the
British
the British
separate Members
Empire which are not separate
Members of
of the
the League
of
League of
Nations:
Nations:
DELEVINGNE, K.
K.C.B.,
Sir Malcolm
Malcolm DELEVINGNE,
C.
B., Permanent
Permanent Deputy-UnderDeputy-UnderSecretary
Office.
Secretary in
in the
the Home
Home Office.
of Canada:
Canada:
For the Dominion
Dominion of
Colonel C. H. L.
SHARMAN, C.
M.
G., C.B.E.,
C.B.E., Chief
Narcotic
L. SHARMAN,
C.M.G.,
Chief Narcotic
Division, Department
Department of
and National
National Health;
of Pensions and
Health;

Dr. Walter A. RIDDELL,
RIDDELL, M.A.,
M.A., Ph.D.,
Ph.D., Dominion
Canada
Dominion of
of Canada
Advisory Officer
to the
the League
of Nations.
Officer accredited
accredited to
League of
Nations.
For India:
Dr. R. P. PARANJPYE,
Dr.
Member of
of the
the Council
Council of
PARANJPYE, Member
of India.
India.
The President
President of the
Republic of
of Chile:
the Republic
Chile:
Member of
of the
Delegation
M. Enrique
Enrique GAJARDO,
GAJARDO, Member
the Permanent
Permanent Delegation
accredited
the League
League of
Nations.
accredited to
to the
of Nations.
The President
President of
the Republic
of Costa
Costa Rica:
The
of the
Republic of
Rica:
Dr. Viriato
Dr.
Viriato FIGUEREDO
FIGUEREDO Lone,
Loa, Consul
Consul at
at Geneva.
Geneva.
8668T-34—Pr 2-17
86637--34-PT
2-17
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Le
de la
de Cuba:
Cuba:
Rgpublique de
la Republique
Prsidentde
Le President
M .Guillermo
GI
lillSTD10 DE
DE BLANCx,
BLANCK ' Envoy()
Ministre
et Ministre
extraordinaire et
Envoy6 extraordinaire
M.

plenipotentiaire, D61egu6
Delegue permanent
des
Societe des
de la Societe
aupres de
permanent aupres
plenipotentiaire,
Nations;
ations;
Le
PRIMELLES.
docteur Benjamin PRIMELLES.
Le docteur
Sa
Danemark et
Islande:
d'Islande:
et d'
de Danemark
Roi de
le Roi
Majeste le
Sa Majeste
M.
d'affaires a Berne.
Berne.
Charge d'affaires
RASMUssEN, Chargé
Gustav RASMUSSEN,
M. Gustav
Le
Republique de
Pologne (pour
Dantzig):
la Ville libre de Dantzig):
(pour is.
de Pologne
la Republique
de La
Presidentde
Le President
M.
Francois
SOKAL, Ministre
permanent
D6elgu6 permanent
plenipotentiaire, Delegue
Ministre plenipotentiaire,
Frangois SOKAL,
M.
aupres de
Societe des Nations.
Nations.
la Societ6
de is.
aupres

Le
President de
de la
la Republique
Republique Dominicaine:
Dominiectine:
Le President

M. Charles ACKERMANN, Consul general a Geneve.
Majeste le
is Roi
Roi d'Egypte:
d'Egypte:
Sa Majeste

M. Charles ACKERMANN, Consul general it Geneve.

et
T. W.
RUSSELL pacha,
Commandant de la police du Caire
Cairo et
pacha, Commandant
W. RUSSELL
T.

Directeur du
informations relatives aux
central des informations
Bureau central
du Bureau
Directeur
narcotiques.
narcotiques.
Le
du Gouvernement
espagnole:
la Republique espagnole:
de la
provisoire de
Gouvernement provisoire
Prsidentdu
Le President
M.
CASARES, Chef
Affaires
Ministbre des Ailaires
de section au Ministere
Chef de
Julio CASARES,
M. Julio
etrangeres.
etrangeres.
Sa Majeste
Majeste l'Empereur
l'Empereur Roi des Rois d'Ethiopie:
d'Ethiopie:
Sa
plenipotentiaire,
LAGARDE, duc
due n'ExTurro,
Mi nistre plenipotentiaire,
D'ENToTTO, Ministre
comte LAGARDE,
Le comte
Representant aupres
aupres de la Societe
Societe des Nations.
Representant
Le
President de
frangaise:
RBpubliquefrangaise:
la Republique
de la
Le Prsident
M.
BOITRGOIS, Consul
France.
Consul de France.
M. Gaston BOURGOIS,
-

Le President
President de
hellenique:
RBpublique hellenique:
la Republique
de la
Le
des
Societe des
la Societe
M. It.
RAPHAtL, Delegue
aupres de la
permanent aupres
D61egu6 permanent
R. RAPHAEL,
M.
Nations.
Nations.
Le
de la
Guatemala:
de Guatemala:
Rgpublique de
la Republique
Presidentde
Le President
experiM. Luis
MARTfNEZ MONT,
MONT, Professeur
psychologie experiProfesseur de psychologie
Luis MARTfNEZ
M.
mentale
secondaires de 1'Etat.
PEtat.
mentale aux Ecoles secondaires

Dependances:
Sa Majeste
is Roi
du Hedjaz,
Hejaz, du
Nedjed et Depenclances:
du Nedjed
Roi du
Majeste le
Sa
plenipoCheik
WAHBA Envoy6
Envoye extraordinaire
extrourdinaire et Ministre
Ministre plenipoHAFIZ WAHBA,
Cheik HAFIZ
Se: Majeste Britannique.
Britannique.
pres Sa
tentiaire press
d'Italie:
Sa
Majeste le Roi d'Italie:
Sa Majestg

Stefano 0A.VAZZONI,
Ministre du Travail.
S6nateur, ancien Ministre
CAvAzzoNI, Senateur,
M. Stefano

Sa Majeste
Majesto l'Empereur
du Japon:
Japon:
I'Empereurdu
Sa

Directeur du
Setsuzo SAWADA,
plenipotentiaire, Directeur
SAWADA, Ministre pl6nipotentiaire,
M. Setsuzo
Bureau du Japon
Nations;
Societe des Nations;
aupres de la Societe
Japon aupres
Bureau
au Ministers
Ministere de l'Interieur,
M.
Secretaire au
PInterieur, Chef
OHDACHI, Secretaire
Shigeo OHDACHI,
M. Shigeo
de la
is. Section
Section administrative.
administrative.
de
Liberia:
Le
de la
Republique de Liberia:
la Republique
Le President
Presidentde
Ministre
extraordinaire et Ministre
be docteur Antoine
SoTTILE, Envoye extraordinaire
Antoine SOTTILE,
Le
la Societe
lenipotentiaire, Delegue permanent
Societe des
aupres de is.
permanent aupres
plenipotentiaire,
Nations.
Nations.
de la
Le
President de
la Republigue
Republique de Lithuanie:
Lithuctnie:
Le President
Affaires etrangeres.
be
docteur Dovas ZAUNIUS,
ZAUNIUr, Ministre des AlTaires
Le docteur
des
M. Juozas SAKALAUSKAS,
SAKALAuskAs, Chef de Section au Ministere
Ministere des
Affaires etrangeres.
etrangeres.
Affaires
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The
Cuba:
Plenipotentiaries—
cPlteitentiaries
of Cuba:
Republic of
the Republic
of the
President of
The President
Continued.
Extraordinary and Minister
M. Guillermo
Guillermo DE BLANCH,
Minister
Envoy Extraordinary
BLANCK, Envoy
M.
Plenipotentiary,
accredited to the
Delegate accredited
Permanent Delegate
Plenipotentiary, Permanent
League of
of Nations;
Nations;
League
Dr. Benjamin
Benjamin PRIMELLES.
PRIMELLES.
Dr.

and Iceland:
Denmark and
His
Majesty the
the King
King of
Iceland:
of Denmark
His Majesty
M. Gustav
Gustav RASMUSSEN,
Chargé d'affaires
d'affaires at Berne.
Berne.
RASMUSSEN, Charge
M.
The
of the
Polish Republic
Republic (for the Free City of Danzig):
Danzig)
the Polish
President of
The President
1st Francois
Francois SOSAL,
Permanent DeleDelePlenipotentiary, Permanent
Minister Plenipotentiary,
SOKAL, Minister
M.
gate accredited
League of Nations.
the League
to the
accredited to
gate

Republic:
The
Dominican Republic:
President of the Dominican
The President
Consul-General at Geneva.
M.
ACKERMANN, Consul-General
Charles ACKERMANN,
M. Charles
His
Majesty the
the King
Egypt:
of Egypt:
King of
His Majesty
of Cairo and Director of
T. W.
W. RUSSELL
RUSSELL Pasha,
Pasha, Chief
of Police of
Chief of
T.
the
for Information
Narcotics.
regard to Narcotics.
with regard
Information with
Bureau for
Central Bureau
the Central

Republic:
Government of the Spanis
The
Spanish Republic:
ProvisionalGovernment
the Provisional
of the
Presidentof
The President
M. Julio
Head of
at the
the Ministry
Ministry for Foreign
Foreign
Section at
of Section
CASARES, Head
Julio CASARES,
M.
Affairs.
Affairs.
His
Majesty the
Emperor and
King of the
the Kings of Abyssinia;
and King
the Emperor
His Majesty
Count
Duke of
of ENTOTTO,
Plenipotentiary,
ENTOTTO, Minister Plenipotentiary,
LAGARDE,I Duke
Count LAGARDE
Representative
accredited to
to the
the League
League of Nations.
Nations.
Representative accredited

Republic:
The
of the French
French Republic:
President of
The President
M. Gaston
BOURGOIS, Consul of France.
Gaston BOURGOIS,
M.
The
President of
the Hellenic
Republic:
Hellenic Republic:
of the
The President
M. R.
R. RAPHAEL,
RepnattL, Permanent
Permanent Delegate
accredited to the League
Delegate accredited
M.
of
Nations.
of Nations.
The
of the
the Republic
of Guatemala:
Guatemala:
Republic of
President of
The President
Psychology
M. Luis
Luis MARTfNEZ
MONT, Professor
Professor of
of Experimental
Experimental Psychology
MARTfNEZ MONT,
M.
in
Secondary Schools
Schools of
of State.
State.
in Secondary

Dependencies:
and Dependencies:
His
the King
Hejaz, Nejd and
of Hejaz,
King of
Majesty the
His Majesty
Cheik HAFIZ
Hem WAHBA
Extraordinary and
Envoy Extraordinary
WAHBA, Envoy
Cheik
Plenipotentiary to
His Britannic Majesty.
to His
Plenipotentiary

Minister
Minister

His Majesty
the King
Italy:
of Italy:
King of
Majesty the
His
M. Stefano
CAVAZZONI, Senator,
Former Minister of Labour.
Senator, Former
Stefano CAVAZZONI,
M.
His Majesty
the Emperor
Japan:
Emperor of Japan:
Majesty the
His
M.
SAWADA, Minister
Plenipotentiary, Director of the
Minister Plenipotentiary,
Setsuzo SAWADA,
M. Set,suzo
Japanese Bureau
Bureau accredited
the League
League of Nations;
to the
accredited to
Japanese
M. Shigeo
Shigeo OHDACHI,
Secretary at
the Ministry
Ministry for
Affairs,
for Home Affairs,
at the
OHDACHI, Secretary
M.
Head of
of the
Section.
Administrative Section.
the Administrative
Head

Liberia:
The President
President of
the Republic
Republic of Liberia:
of the
The
Dr.
SOTTILE, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister
Minister PleniExtraordinary and
Antoine SOTTILE,
Dr. Antoine
potentiary, Permanent
Permanent Delegate
Delegate accredited
accredited to
to the League
potentiary,
of Nations.
Nations.
of
The President
President of
the Republic
Republic of
Lithuania:
of Lithuania:
of the
The
Dr.
Dova,s
Zeurrius,
Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Minister
ZAUNIUS,
Dr. Dovas
M.
Juozas SAKALAUSKAB,
SAKALAIISKAS, Head
Head of
of Section
Section at
the Ministry for
for
at the
M. Juozas
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Foreign
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Son
Royale La
Luxembourg:
de Luxembourg:
Grande-Duchessede
la Grande-Duchesse
Altesse Royale
Son Altesse
M.
Charles
VERMAIRE,
Consul
a,
Geneve.
Genave.
a
M. Charles VERMAIRE, Consul
Le
Etats-Unisdu Mexique:
des Etats-Unis
Presidentdes
Le President
aupres
M.
Salvador
M ARTI
NEZ DE
DE ALVA,
Observateur permanent
permanent aupres
ALVA, Observateur
M. Salvador MARTfNEZ
de
la Societe
Nations.
des Nations.
Sociat6 des
de la

Prince de Monaco:
Son
le Prince
Serenissime is
Altesse Serenissime
Son Altesse
a Geneve.
M.
Conrad
E.
HENTSCH,
gen6ral a
Consul general
M. Conrad E. HENTSCH, Consul
Le President
de la
la Republique
Republique de Panama:
Panama:
Presidentde
Le
be docteur
docteur Ernesto
Ernesto HOFFMANN,
general a
a, Geneve.
Consul g6neral
HOFFMANN, Consul
Le
Le President
President de
de la
la Republique
du Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Republique du
Le

Envoy6 extrabe docteur
docteur Ran3.6n
V. CABALLERO
DE BEDOVA,
BEDOYA, Envoye
CABALLERO DE
Ram6n V.
Le
de la
pres
ordinaire
at
Ministre
plenipotentiaire
pres
le
President
pl6nipotentiaire
Ministre
et
ordinaire
Republique
frangaise, D616gu6
Delegue permanent
aupres de la
permanent aupres
Republique frangaise,
Societe des
Nations.
des Nations.
Socite6

Sa Majeste
Majeste la
La Reine
Reins des
des Pays-Bas:
Pays-Bas:
Sa
M .W.
W .G.
VAN W
Errum, Conseiller
Conseiller du
Gouvernement pour les
du Gouvernement
WETTUM,
G. VAN
M.
affaires internationales
l'opium.
de l'opium.
internationales de
affaires
Sa Majeste
Imperiale is
Oka, de Perse:
Perse:
le Chah
Majeste Imperiale
Sa
M.
EPAHBODY, Envoye
Envoye extraordinaire
extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipoplenipoSEPAHBODY,
A. S
M. A.
permanent
tentiaire pre,s
Conseil fed6ral
federal suisse,
Delegue permanent
suisse, D61egue
le Conseil
pres le
tentiaire
aupres de
Societe des Nations.
la Soci6t6
de la
aupres
Le Prsident
President de
Republique de
Pologne:
de Pologne:
la Republique
de la
Le
ancien
M.
Witold
CHODiKO,
aliCIOLL
Ministre.
CHOD&Ko,
M. Witold
Le
Republique portugaise:
portugaise:
la Republique
de la
Presidentde
Le President

be
Augusto DE
VASCONCELLOB, Ministre
Ministre plenipotentiaire,
plenipotentiaire,
DE VASCONCELLOS,
docteur Augusto
Le docteur
Societ6 des
Directeur general
du Secretariat
portugais de la Societe
Secretariat portugais
general du
Directeur
Nations;
Nations;
premier Secretaire
Le docteur
docteur Alexandro
Alexandro FERRAZ
DE ANDRADE,
Secretaire de
ANDRADE, premier
FERRAZ DE
Le
Legation, Chef
de la
Chancellerie portugaise
portugaise aupres de la
la Chancellerie
Chef de
Legation,
Societe
des Nations,
Nations.
Societe des

Sa Majestele
is Roi
Roi de
Roumanie:
de Roumanie:
Sa
M
Constantin ANTONIADE,
ANToNIADE, Envoy6 extraordinaire
extraordinaire et Ministre
M..Constantin
plenipotentiaire
aupr&s de la Societe des Nations.
plenipotentiaire aupres
Les Capitaines-RBgents
Capitaines-Regents de
la Rgpublipue
Republique de
Saint-Maria:
de Saint-Marin:
de la
Les
Le professeur
professeur C.
FERRI, Avocat.
E. FEBRm,
C. E.
Le
Sa
Majeste is
Siam:
Roi de Siam:
le Roi
Sa Majest
extraordinaire
Son Alte,.sse
Serenissime le
le Prince
DAMRAS, Envoye
Envoye extraordinaire
Prince DAMRAB,
Altesse Serenissime
Son
at Ministre
plenipotentiaire pros
pres Sa Majeste
MajestO Britannique,
Ministre plenipotentiaire
et
Representant
aupres de
de la
Societ6 des Nations.
la Societe
permanent aupres
Representant permanent
Sa Majeste
de Suede:
Suede:
Roi de
le Roi
Majest Is
Sa
pl6niM. K.
I. W
ESTMAN, Envoye
extraordinaire et Ministre pleniEnvoy6 extraordinaire
WESTMAN,
K. I.
M.
potentiaire pros
pres le
le Conseil federal suisse.
potentiaire

suisse:
Le
Canseil federal suisse:
Le Conseilfederal
pl6nipotentiaire, Chef de la
M. Paul
Paul DINICHERT,
DINICHERT, Ministre
Ministre plenipotentiaire,
M.
Division des
des Affaires
Affnires etrangeres
6trangeres du Departement politique
Division
federal;
federal;
Le
docteur Henri
Henri CABlRIhRE,
CARRIhRE, Directeur du Service federal de
Le docteur
PHygiene
l'Hygiene publique.
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Luxemburg:
Grand-Duchessof Luxemburg:
Her Royal Highness
Her
Highness the Grand-Duchess
M. Charles VERMAIRE,
VERMAIRE, Consul
Geneva.
Consul at
at Geneva.
of the
the United
United States
States of
of Mexico:
The President
President of
Mexico:
M. Salvador
Salvador MARTfNEZ
MARTfNEZ DE ALVA,
ALve, Permanent
Permanent Observer accredited
accredited
to the League of Nations.
His Serene
Serene Highness
Prince of
Monaco:
His
Highness the
the Prince
of Monaco:
M. Conrad
Conrad E. HENTSCH,
HENTSCH, Consul-General
Geneva.
Consul-General at Geneva.
The President
President of
the
Republic
of
of the Republic of Panama:
Panama:
Dr.
Ernesto HOFFMANN,
Geneva.
Dr. Ernesto
HOFPMANN, Consul-General
Consul-General at
at Geneva.
The President
of the
Republic of
Paraguay:
The
President of
the Republic
of Paraguay:
Dr.
DT. Ram6n
RiLMort V. CABALLERO
CABALLERO DE BEDOYA,
BEDOYA, Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to the
President of
and Minister
the President
of the
the French
French
Republic, Permanent Delegate
Delegate accredited
accredited to the League
League of
Nations.
Nations.
Her
Majesty the
the Queen
Queen of
of the
Netherlands:
Her Majesty
the Netherlands:

M. W. G. VAN WETTUM, Government Adviser for International
Opium Questions.
Questions.

M. W. G. VAN WETrust, Government Adviser for International

His Imperial
the Shah
of Persia:
Persia:
His
Imperial Majesty
Majesty the
Shah of
M. A. SEPAHBODY,
SEPAHBODY, Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal
Federal Council, Permanent
Permanent Delegate
tentiary
accredited to the League
League of Nations.
accredited
The
of the
Polish Republic:
Republic:
The President
President of
the Polish

M. Witold
Witold CHOD/RO,
CHODiKO, Former Minister.
The
of the
the Portuguese
Republic:
The President
President of
Portuguese Republic:
DT.
VASCONCELLOS,
Minister
Dr. Augusto
Augusto DE VASCONCELLOS,

Plenipotentiary,
Director of the Portuguese
Portuguese Secretariat
Secretariat of the
General Director
League of Nations;
Nations;
League
Dr.
Alexitndro FERRAZ DE ANDRADE,
Legation,
Dr. Alexandro
ANDRADE, First Secretary
Secretary of
of Legation
Chief of the Portuguese Office
Office accredited
th e League of
accredited to the
Nations.
General

His Majesty
Majesty the
the King
King of
of Roumania:
Roumania:
His
M.
CORBtaIldll ANTONIADE
Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister
M. Constantin
ANTONIADE, Envoy
Extraordinary and
Minister
Plenipotentiary accredited
Plenipotentiary
accredited to the
the League of Nations.
Nations.
:

Reggenti of
of the
Republic of
Marino:
of San
San Marino:
the Republic
IICapitani
CapitaniReggenti
Professor C. E.
E. FERRI, Advocate.
His
Majesty the
of Siam:
Siam:
the King
King of
His Majesty

His Serene Highness Prince DAMRAS, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to His Britannic
Britannic Majesty, PerMinister
Representative accredited
accredited to the League of Nations.
manent Representative

His Serene Highness Prince DAMRAS, Envoy Extraordinary and

His
the King
of Sweden:
Sweden:
Majesty the
King of
His Majesty
WEBTMAN, Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister PlenipoM. K. I.
I. WESTMAN,
Federal Council.
tentiary to the
the Swiss Federal
Council.

The
The Swiss
Swiss Federal
Federal Council:
Council:
Plenipotentiary, Chief of the
the
Minister Plenipotentiary,
M. Paul DINICHERT, Minister
Foreign Affairs
Federal Political
Political DepartDepartAffairs of the Federal
Division for Foreign
ment;
Dr. Henri
CARRIERE, Director
Federal Service
of Public
Public
the Federal
Service of
Director of the
Dr.
Henri CARRIERE,
Health.
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Le
de la
tchZcoslovaque:
Republique tchecoslovaque:
la Republique
Presidentde
Le President
M.
FIERLINGER, Envoye
extraordinaire et
Ministre
et Ministre
Envoy6 extraordinaire
Zdenek FIERLINGER,
M. Zdenek
plenipotentiaire
pres le
le Conseil
federal suisse,
suisse, Delegue
D616gu6
Conseil federal
plenipotentiaire pros
permanent
aupres de
Societe des
des Nations.
Nations.
la Societe
de la
permanent aupr&s
Le President
la Rpublique
Republique de
Uruguay:
de l'l'Uruguay:
de la
Presidentde
Le
Le docteur
DE CASTRO,
Envoye extraordinaire
Ministre
et Ministre
extraordinaire et
CASTRO, Envoy6
Alfredo DE
docteur Alfredo
Le
plenipotentiaire pres
pres le
Conseil federal
suisse.
federal suisse.
le Conseil
plenipotentiaire
Le
des Etats-Unis
du Venezuela:
Venezuela:
Etats-Unisdu
Presidentdes
Le President
Le
docteur L.
N-ITRIAGO, Charge
Charge d'affaires
Berne,
d'affaires aà Berne,
CHACfN-ITRIAGO,
G. CHACI
L. G.
Le docteur
Membre
de l'Academie
l'Academie de
de medecine
Caracas.
de Caracas.
medecine de
Membre de
Lesquels, apres
lours pleins
pouvoirs, trouves en
pleins pouvoirs,
communique leurs
s'etre communiqué
apres s'etre
Lesquels,
bonne
et due
due forme,
forme, sont
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
des dispositions
convenus des
sont convenus
bonne et
CHAPITRE
L— DAPINITIONS.
CHAPITRE I.-DEFINITIONS.
Article premier.
premier.
Article
Saul
indication expresse
ci-apres s'applidefinitions ci-apres
les definitions
contraire, les
expresse contraire,
Sauf indication
quent a toutes
les dispositions
dispositions de
de la
Convention:
presente Convention:
la presente
toutes les
quent
1.
"Convention de
de Geneve",
on entend
entend la Convention interGeneve", on
Par "Convention
1. Par
nationale
de l'opium
Popinm signee
Geneve le 19 fevrier 1925.
a Geneve
signee a
nationale de
soient
2. Par
"Drogues", on
suivantes, qu'elles soient
drogues suivantes,
les drogues
entend les
on entend
Par "Drogues",
2.
raffin6es,
partiellement
fabriquees
ou
entierement
raffinees,
partiellement fabriquees ou entierement
Groupe I.
I.
Groupe
Sous-groupe
(a):
Sous-groupe (a):
faites
i)
morphine et
et ses
ses sels,
compris les
les preparations
preparations faiths
y compris
sels, y
La morphine
i) La
en partant
partant directement
directement de
de l'opium
Popium brut
brut ou
ou m6dicinal
medicinal et
et
en
contenant plus
plus de 20%
morphine;
20% de morphine;
contenant
ii)
La diacetylmorphine
et les
les autres esters
esters (ethers-sels) de
diacetylmorphine et
ii) La
la
lours sels;
sels;
et leurs
morphine et
la morphine
iii)
La cocaine
ses sels,
sels, y
y compris
compris les
preparations faites
les preparations
et ses
cocaine et
iii) La
en
directement de la feuille de coca
coca et contenant
contenant plus
partant directement
en partant
leurs sels;
l'ecgonine et lours
de 0,1%
cocaine, tous les esters de Pecgonine
sels;
de cocaine,
0,1% de
de
l'eucodal, nom depos6,
iv) La
depose,
dihydrooxycod6inone (dont Peucodal,
La dihydrooxycodeinone
iv)
est
dihydrocodeinone (dont le dicodide, nom depose,
la dihydrocodeinone
sel), la
un sel),
est un
est un
sel), la
le. dihydromorphinone
dilaudide, nom
dihydromorphinone (dont le dilaudide,
un sel),
est
l'acetylodedepose, est
un sel),
sel), l'ac6tylodihydrocod6inone
Pacetylodihydrocodeinone ou Pacetylodeest un
depose,
l'ac6dicone, nom depose, est un
methylodihydrothebaine
m6thylodihydroth6banme (dont Pacedicone,
sel), la
dihydromorphine (dont le paramorfan, nom depose,
la dihydromorphine
sel),
est
un sel),
quelconque de ces
esters et les sels de l'une quelconque
leurs esters
sel), leurs
est un
(genomorphine,
substances
et leurs
N-oxymorphine (genomorphine,
leurs esters, la N-oxymorphine
substances et
que les
nom
N-oxymorphiniques, ainsi quo
composes N-oxymorphiniques,
les composes
depose), les
nom depose),
autres composes
composes morphiniclues
aazote pentavalent.
morphiniques A
autres

Sous-groupe
Sous-groupe (b):
ethers-oxydes de la
L'ecgonine,
thebaine et leurs sels,
sets, les ethers-oxydes
L'ecgonine, la thebaine
. l'exception
morphine,
benzylmorphine, et leurs sels, a
l'exception
morphine, tels que la benzylmnorphine,
de la
la methylmorphinre
methylmorphirke (cod6ine),
(codeine), de l'thylmorphine
Pethylmorphine et de
de
leurs
sels.
leurs sels.
&crape
H.
Iroupe II.
l'6thylmorphine et leurs sels.
(codeine), Pethylmorphine
methylmorphine (codeine),
La methylmorphine
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PlenipotentiariesThe
President of
the Czechoslovak
Czechoslovak Republic:
Plenipotent lades—
of the
The President
Continued.
Continued.
M. Zdenek
Zdenek FIERLINGER,
Minister
and Minister
Extraordinary and
Envoy Extraordinary
FIERLINGER, Envoy
M.
Permanent
Plenipotentiary
Federal..Council, Permanent
to the Swiss Federal..Council,
Plenipotentiary to
Delegate
accredited to the League of Nations.
Delegate accredited

Uruguay:
Republic of Uruguay:
Presidentof the Republic
The President

Minister
Extraordinary and Minister
Dr.
Alfredo DE CASTRO,
CASTRO, Envoy Extraordinary
Dr. Alfredo
Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal Council.
Plenipotentiary

The President
United States of Venezuela:
Venezuela:
Presidentof the United
The

Dr.
L. G.
Chargé d'Affaires at Berne, Member
Member
CHACfN-ITRIAGO, Charge
G. CHAcfrt-ImmAGo,
Dr. L.
Medical Academy of Caracas.
of the Medical

Who, having communicated
another their full powers,
powers, found
communicated to one another
Who,
agreed as follows:
in good and due form, have agreed
CHAPTER I.-DEFINITIONS.
I.—DEFINITIONS.
CHAPTER

Article
Article 1.
Definitions.

Except
otherwise expressly
expressly indicated, the following
following defini- Doea'on
where otherwise
Except where
Convention:
this
tions
Convention:
•
throughout
shall apply throughout
tions shall
"Geneva ConvenConven,"GVen
International tion."
1.
term "Geneva
"Geneva Convention"
Convention" shall denote the International
The term
1. The
1925.
19th,
on
Opium
Convention
at
Geneva
February
1925.
Geneva
signed
Opium Convention
drags."
"Thedrop"
2. The
The term
term "the
the drugs"
drugs" shall
following drugs whether "The
denote the following
shall denote
2.
partly manufactured
completely refined:
manufactured or completely
partly
Group I.
Group
Sub-Group (a)
Sub-Group
(i) Morphine
including preparations
preparations made
and its salts, including
Morphine and
(i)
directly from
raw or medicinal opium and containing more
from raw
directly
morphine;
than 20 per cent of morphine;
(ii)
Diacetylmorphine and the other esters of morphine
(ii) Diacetylmorphine
and their salts;
(iii)
preparations made
Cocaine and its salts, including preparations
(iii) Cocaine
direct from
from the
containing more than 0.1 per
the coca leaf and containing
direct
cent of
all the esters
ecgonine and their salts;
esters of ecgonine
cocaine, all
of cocaine,
cent
(iv)
Dihydrohydrooxycodeinone (of which the substance
(iv) Dihydrohydrooxycodeinone
registered under
under the
eucodal is a
asalt); dihydrocodeidihydrocodeiof eucodal
name of
the name
registered
none
(of which
which the substance registered under the name of
none (of
dicodide
salt), dihydromorphinone
dihydromorphinone (of which the substance
is aasalt),
dicodide is
acetyldihyregistered
dilaudide is a
a salt), acetyldihyname of dilaudide
the name
under the
registered under
which
drocodeinone or
or acetyldemethylodihydrothebaine
acetyldemethylodihydrothebaine (of which
drocodeinone
a salt);
the
substance registered
under the name of acedicone
acedicone is a
registered under
the substance
registered under the
dihydromorphine (of which
the substance registered
which the
dihydromorphine
name
of paramorfan
paramorfan is
is a
salt),. their
their esters and the salts of any
a salt),
name of
of these
these substances
morphine-N-oxide (regesters, morphine-N-oxide
their esters
of their
and of
substances and
of
morphine-N-oxide
istered
genomorphine), also the morphine-N-oxide
name genomorphine),
trade name
istered trade
derivatives, and
the other pentavalent
pentavalent nitrogen morphine
and the
derivatives,
derivatives.
derivatives.
Sub-Group
Sub-Group (b):
Ecgonine,
their salts,
benzylmorphine and the
salts, benzylmorphine
and their
thebaine and
Ecgonine, thebaine
other ethers
and their
salts, except methylmortheir salts,
morphine and
of morphine
ethers of
other
phine (codeine),
and their
their salts.
ethylmorphine and
(codeine), ethylmorphine
phine
Group
II.
Group II.
Methylmorphine (codeine),
(codeine), ethylmorphine
ethylmorphine and their salts.
Methylmorphine
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Les
mentionnees dans
present paragraphe
paragraphe seront
seront
Les substances
substances mentionnees
dans le
Ie present
considerees
lorsqu'elles seront
seront produites
consid6eres comme
comme "drogues",
"drogues", memo
mgme lorsqu'elles
produites
par
par voie
voie synthetique.
synthetique.
Les
I" et
et "Groupe
"Groupe II"
designent respectivement
respectivement
Les termes
termes "Groupe
"Groupe I"
II" d6signent
lee
groupes I
du present
present paragraphe.
paragraphe.
les groupes
I et
et II
II du
3. Par
Par "opium
"opium brut",
brut", on
on entend
entend le
le sue
sue coagule
coagule spontanement,
3.
spontan6ment,
obtenu des
des capsules
capsules du
somnifere (Papaver
(Papaver somniferum
L.) et
obtenu
du pavot
pavot somnifere
somniferum L.)
et
n'ayant subi
subi quo
manipulations necessaires
necessaires aàson
n'ayant
que les
les manipulations
son empaquetage
empaquetage et
et
a
sa teneur
morphine.
A son
son transport,
transport, quelle
quelle quo
que soit
soit sa
teneur en
en morphine.
Par
Popinm qui
qui a
asubi
subi lea
Par "opium
"opium medicinal",
medicinal", on
on entend
entend l'opium
les preparapreparations
necessaires pour
pour son
son adaptation
l'usage medical,
soit en
tions necessaires
adaptation aal'usage
medical, soit
en poudre
poudre
on granule,
soit en
en forme
forme de
des matieres
matieres neutres,
neutres, selon
scion
ou
granule, soit
de melange
m6lange avec
avec des
lee
exigences de
de la
la pharmacop6e.
pharmacopee.
les exigences
Par
"morphine", on
alcaloide de l'opium ayant
ayant
Par "morphine",
on entend
entend le principal
principal alcaloide
chimique C
ri14 9
3N.
la formule
formule chimique
C17Hi
03N.
90
Par
entend la
diacetylmorphine (diamorPar "diacetylmorphine",
"diac6tylmorphine", on
on entend
la diacetylmorphine
(diamorphine, hroine)
heroine) ayant la formule
formule C21H2205N
302N).
C2lHaOsN (00117(C21120)
(C, 7H, 7(C2HsO)OlN).
Par
"feuille de
PErythroxylon Coca
Par "feuille
de coca", on
on entend
entend la fenille
feuille de l'Erythroxylon
Coca
Lamarck, de
PEryth,roxylon novo-granatense
novo-granatense (Morris)
(Morris) Hieronymus
Hieronymus et
et de
de
Lamarck,
de l'Erythroxylon
leurs
varietes, de la famine
Erythroxylacees, et
leurs vari6t6s,
famille des
des Erythroxylac6es,
et la
la feiiille
feuille d'autres
d'autres
especes de
cc genre dont
extraite directement
directement
especes
de ce
dont la cocaine
cocaine pourrait
pourrait etre extraite
ou
ou obtenue
obtenue par transformation
transformation chimique.
chimique.
Par "cocaine",
Pether methylique
de in
benzoylecgonine
"cocaine", on entend
entend 1'6ther
m6thylique de
la benzoylecgonine
levogyre
levogyre (["] D 20°=
20°
—
16'4) en solution
- 16°4)
solution chloroformique
chloroformique a
a 20%
20%
ayant la
in formule
formule C
C17
nHO1
H2110
4N.
ayant
0N.
"ecgonine", on
on entend
levogyre ([
--. —
45°6
Par "ecgonine",
entend Pecgonine
l'ecgonine levogyre
([ ]]D
D 20°
20 =
- 45°6
en solution aqueuse
aqueuse aa5%) ayant in
91111550sN.H,0,
02N.H20, et tous
tons
la formule C
C9H
lea
derives de
ecgonine qui
industriellement a
les drives
de cette
cette ecgonine
qui pourraient
pourraient servir
servir industriellement
a sa
sa
regeneration.
rg6nnration.
Les "drogues"
"drogues" ci-apres
sont d6finies
ci-apres swat
definies par leurs
chimiques
leurs formules
formules chimiques
mime
comme suit:
Dihydroo
codeinone. . . . CsHiO
0181121
N
DihydrooxycodEinone
044N
20
Dihydrocod6inone
Dihydroco einone ......
Ci8H2102N
Cls
1 H 2 OsN
Dihydromorphinone.
... C
I190OsN
Dihydromorphinone. .....
C1n7H
119 08N
Acetylodihydrocodeinone ou I
Ac6tylodihydrocod6inone
Acetylod6emthylodihydroAcetylodemethylodihydroC20I
I22044N
N (Cl8H
(C1 211220 0(C
(C22HEO)0
H30)032N)
CHO
Q
N)
theb
nine.
th6bane.
J
Dihydromorphine ......
Cn
21 0
2N
Dihydromorphine
C
H21
0OsN
7 11
N-oxy morphin e ......
N
N-oxymorphine.
. C
C1n7I1
H,199004
4N
Thebaine
.........
Thebaine ..
.
CigH210
C
1 EiOsN
21 2N
Methylmorphine
(codine) . .• 018-H2102N
CigH,ON
Methylmorphine (codeine)
(Ci7E112(C1130)02N)
(C
2
17H11(CH 3O)0 2 N)
Ethylmorphine.
......
. CI23naON
(C177Hl
Ethylmorphine
Cioll2302N (C1
11118 (C 2211
50)0 2N)
H0s)O0N)
Benzylmorphine
Benzylmorphine . .......
C224aI-2O
H25082N
N (C
(C171118(C
11 7
C
0)0 2N)
17H18(C77H
70)02N)
4. Par
"fabrication", on
entend aussi
le raffinage.
raffinage.
4.
Par "fabrication",
on entend
aussi le
transformation",
Par ""transformation
", on entend in
transformation d'une
drogue"
la transformation
d'une "
" drogue"
chimique, excepte la
in transformation
par voie chimique,
transformation des alcaloides en
en leurs
leurs
sels.
Lorsqu'une
est transfonaee
transform6e en une autre "drogue",
Lorsqu'une des "drogues"
"drogues" eat
"drogue",
est consideree
cette operation
operation eat
consider& comme une transformation
transformation par rapport
rapport
aaIn
la premiere
"drogue" et corame
comme une fabrication
premiere "drogue"
fabrication par
rapport A
ala
in
par rapport
deuxieme.
deuxieme.
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stbentic
mentioned in this paragraph shall be considered
considered staSnyny
substances mentioned
The substances

heti c

as
produced by a
asynthetic process.
as drugs even if produced

The terms
terms "Group
"Group I"
I" and
and "Group
II" shall
"GroupuP.
"GroupII."11""
shall respectively
respectively denote "Group
"Group II"
The

sub-

sub-

and

Groups I
I and II of this paragraph.
opium3. "Raw
means the
spontaneously coagulated
coagulated juice ob- "Raw opium."
the spontaneously
"Raw opium"
opium" means
3.
somniferum L., which has
tamed
Papaver somniferum
tained from the capsules of the Papaver
necessary manipulations
only been submitted to the necessary
manipulations for packing and
transport, whatever its content of morphine.
morphine.
"Medical opium"
opium" means raw
opium which has undergone
undergone the "Mediaopium."
"Medical opium."
raw opium
"Medical
accordance with
processes necessary
necessary to adapt it for medicinal use in accordance
the requirements
pharmazopceia, whether in powder
powder
requirements of the national pharmacopoeia,
form or granulated
granulated or otherwise or mixed with neutral materials.
"Morphine" means
means the
the principal
principal alkaloid
opium having
having the
the "Morphne."
"Morphine."
of opium
alkaloid of
"Morphine"
chemical formula Ci
CI77I11
903N.
Hl9OaN.
6
,“rD!
"Diacetylmorphine"
"Diacetylmorphine" means diacetylmorphine
diacetylmorphine (diamorphine, hero- pphin
hi
,
V acettmor.
Ylmor111 77(C2H30)203N).
(C2H,30O)2 N).
CIH23OsN (C1177H,
in) having the formula C21}12306N
t
"Coca
means the
the leaf
the Erythroxylon
Lamarck and
and "Coca
leaf."
.
"Cc lea
Coca Lamarck
Erythroxylon Coca
of the
leaf of
leaf" means
"Coca leaf"
novogranatense (Morris) Hieronymu
Hieronymus and their
the Erythroxylon
rythroxylon novogranatense
Erythroxylacea3 and the leaf of
varieties, belonging to the family of Erythroxylacese
other species
of this
this genus
genus from
from which
which it may be found possible to
species of
other
chemical transformation.
transformation.
cocaine, either directly or by chemical
extract cocaine,
"Cocaine. •
20 0 'Coca
"Cocaine"
means
methyl-benzoyl
laevo-ecgonine ([]
al D 20°—
laevo-ecgonine
methyl-benzoyl
means
"Cocaine"
chloroform of which the formula is
of chloroform
in 20 per
per cent solution of
-— 16°4)
16°4) in
Ci7}12104N•
CIHaiO2N.
"Ecgonine" means
means laevo-ecgonine
laevo-ecgonine ([*]
([/ D
20° =- — 45°6 in 5
5 per
D 20°
"Ecgonine"
cent solution of water),
C9111503N.1120, and
water), of which the formula is CH1sO3N.H2O,
all the derivatives
laevo-ecgonine which might serve industrially
derivatives of laevo-ecgonine
for its recovery.
The
are defined
defined by
by their
their chemical
formula as set
chemical formula)
drugs are
following drugs
The following
out below:

"Eceonhie."

"cgonlne.

CIIslO
Dihydrohydrooxycodeinone . C
181121 04
4N
Dihydrohydrooxycodeinone
Dihydrocodeinone ........
C,
21
3N
C1811
H2
0N
Dihydrocodeinone.
10
Dihydromorphinone ....
. . .• C
1908N
HiOsN
C,IT7H
Dihydromorphinone
Acetyldihydrocodeinone
Acetyldihydrocodeinone or .
H.O)O.N)
AcetyldemethylodihydroC20H28044N
N (CnH,(C
(C isH20 (C2
30)03N)
.• C2oH0
Acetyldemethylodihydro2H
thebaine.

)

Dihydromorphine . .
.
Dihydromorphine
Morphine-N-Oxide
Morphine-N-Oxide ........

•

Thebaine
. . .
.
.
Thebaine
Methylmorphine
Methylmorphine (codeine) . .
Ethylmorphine
Ethylmorphine. ......
Benzylinorphine ......
.
Benzylmorphine

C
21 03N
HON
C1n7I1
C
B[1990
C,r77H
0 44N
CuX21.03N
C19H2iON
Cis112103N
Cl 8H21 0,N
C10HO
3N
CIgH
2 ON
C24
241H2O0N
1:12503N
C

H1(CHO)0 N)
(Cr7Hus(C1120)02N)
(C

2
17
(c,,n,,(C2I150)02N)
(C17H1,(C 2HO0)0 2N)

(C
(C77H
11 7
0)02 N)
H 188 (C
(Ci17711
70)02N)

4. The
term "manufacture"
"manufacture" shall include
process of refining.
any process
include any
The term
4.
The
"conversion" shall denote the transformation
transformation of a
a drug
term "conversion"
The term
by
chemical process,
the exception
exception of the transformation
transformation of
with the
process, with
by aachemical
alkaloids into their salts.
When one
another of the drugs this
into another
is converted
converted into
drugs is
of the
the drugs
one of
When
operation shall
shall be
conversion in relation
relation to the first.
as conversion
considered as
be considered
operation
mentioned drug and as manufacture
manufacture in relation to the other.
mentioned

"Manufacture."
"Conversion."

C"o'nvei-r."
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Par "evaluations",
"evaluations", on
on entend
les evaluations
conform&
fournies conform&
evaluations fournies
entend les
Par
ment
aux
articles
2
A
5
de
is
presente
Convention
at,
sauf
indication
indication
sauf
et,
Convention
presente
la
ment aux articles 2 a 5 de
contraire
du contexte,
evaluations supplementaires.
supplementaires.
les evaluations
compris les
y compris
contexte, y
contraire du
Le
terme "stocks
"stocks de
de reserve",
cas d'une
d'une "
drogue" quel"drogue"
le cas
dans le
reserve", dans
Le terme
conque, design.e
stocks requis
requis
les stocks
designe lea
conque,
i) Pour
Pour la
is consommation
consommation interieure
normal° du
pays ou
du
ou du
du pays
int6rieure normale
i)
territoire oi
oil ils
sont maintenus,
maintenus,
ils sont
territoire
ii) Pour
is transformation
transformation dans
dans ce
ce pays
pays ou
dans ce
et
territoire, et
ce territoire,
ou dans
Pour la
ii)
Pour l'exportation.
Pexportation.
iii) Pour
Le
terme "stocks
"stocks d'Etat",
d'Etat", dans
d'une "
drogue" quelconque,
quelconque,
"drogue"
cas d'une
le cas
dans le
Le terme
indique les
les stocks
stocks maintenus
sous le
le contrOle
contr6le de l'Etat, pour l'usage
maintenus sous
indique
de
l'Etat et
at pour
pour faire
faire face
face a
ades
circonstances exceptionnelles.
exceptionnelles.
des circonstances
de l'Etat
Sauf
contexte, le
le mot
mot "exportation"
"exportation" est
oat
du contexte,
contraire du
indication contraire
Sauf indication
considere
comme comprenant
comprenant is
reexportation.
la reexportation.
consider comme
CHAPITRE II.--EVAUATIONS.
11.—EVALIETATIONS.
CHAPITRE
Article 2.
Article
1.
Les Hautes
Pasties contractantes
fourniront annuellement
annuellement au
contractantes fourniront
Hautes Parties
1. Les
VI de la ConComite
central
permanent,
institue
par
le
Chapitre
Chapitre
le
par
Comit6 central permanent, institu6
et
vention
de
Geneve,
pour
chaque
drogue
at
pour
chacun
de leurs
drogue
chaque
pour
vention de Geneve,
territoires
auxquels s'applique
s'applique la
is presente
des evaluaConvention, des
presente Convention,
territoires auxquels
pr6sente Con5 de la
l'article 5
tions
dispositions de Particle
is presente
aux dispositions
conformes aux
tions c,onforme,s
vention.
vention.
d'6valua2. Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une Haute
n'aura pas fourni d'evaluacontractante n'aura
Partie contractante
Haute Partie
2.
pr4sente
la
dons
pour
Pun
quelconque
de
ses
territoires
auxquels
la
presente
auxquels
tions pour l'un quelconque de ses territoires
4,
Convention
s'applique,
a
is
date
prevue
a
Particle
5,
paragraphe
paragraphe
5,
l'article
a
prevue
Convention s'applique, a la date
par
possible
du
ladite
evaluation
sera
etablie
dans
is
mesure
mesure
possible
l'organe
la
dans
6tablie
ladite evaluation sera
de controle
contr6le prevu
al'article
Particle 5,
5, paragraphe
paragraphe 6.
prevu A
de
3. Le
Le Comite
central permanent
demandera pour les
lea pays ou
permanent demandera
Comit6 central
3.
ne s'applique
territoires
auxquels is
Convention no
s'applique pas, des
presente Convention
la presente
territoires auxquels
pr6sente
evaluations
etablies conformement
aux stipulations
stipulations de la presente
conforinment aux
evaluations dtablies
territoires, il
Convention. Si,
pour l'un
Pun quelconque
quelconque de ces pays ou territoires,
Si, pour
Convention.
luide contr6le en dtablira
n'est pas
pas fourth
d'evaluation, l'Organe
l'Orga,ne de
etablira liiifourni d'evaluation,
n'est
mme dans
dans la
is mesure
mesure du possible.
meme

Article
Article 8.
Toute Haute
Haute Partie
Partie contractante
necescontractante pourra fournir, si c'est ncesToute
sake, pour
pour une
une ann~e
armee quelconque,
l'un quelconque
quelconque de ses
pour Pun
et pour
quelconque, et
saire,
territoires,
evaluations suppl6mentaires
supplementaires pour ce territoire pour
des evaluations
territoires, des
ladite
amide, en
exposant les
lea raisons
raisons qui les justifient.
en exposant
ladite annee,

4.
Article 4.
1. Toute
Toute evaluation
conformernent aux articles precedents
precedents
evaluation fournie conform6ment
1.
requises pour la
se rapportant
rapportant a
quelconque des "drogues"
"drogues" requires
is
b Pune
Plune quelconque
se
est
consommation
interieure du
du pays ou du territoire pour lequel elle eat
consommation int6rieure
etablie,
fond& uniquement
uniquement Bur
medicaux et
at scientisur les besoins m6dicaux
sera fond6e
etablie, sera
cc territoire.
fiques
de ce
pays ou de ce
ce pays
fiques de
2. Les
Parties contractantes
contractantes pourront, en dehors des stocks
Hautes Parties
Les Hautes
2.
de
reserve,
constituer
at
maintenir
des stocks d'Etat.
de reserve, constituer et maintenir des
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The term "estimates"
"estimates" shall denote
denote estimates furnished in accordaccordance with Articles 2
2 to 55 of this Convention and, unless the context
context
otherwise
otherwise requires,
requires, shall include supplementary estimates.
"reserve stocks"
the drugs shall
shall
The term "reserve
stocks" in relation to any of the
required
denote the stocks required

tim t
"Estimates."
at
"Es

"Reserve stocks."
"Reservetoks."

(i) For the normal
normal domestic
domestic consumption
consumption of the country or
territory
maintained,
territory in which they are maintained,
(ii) For conversion in that country
country or territory, and
(iii) For export.

The term "Government
"Government stocks"
stocks" in relation to any of the drugs

ernment
to,"s.V ernment

st
oc
" (3
ks

shall denote stocks kept under Government
Government control for the use of
the Government
Government and to meet exceptional
exceptional circumstances.
circumstances.
Except where the context
context otherwise requires, the term "export"
"export"
shall be deemed
deemed to include re-export.
C
HAPTER II.-EsTIMATES.
IL—ESTIMATES.
CHAPTER

Estimates.

mat

Article 2.
B.
1. Each High
Contracting Party shall furnish annually, for each ann
annb
High Contracting

furnishei

urnishy.

of the drugs in respect of each of his territories to which this Convention applies, to the Permanent Central Board, constituted under
under
Chapter VI of the Geneva Convention,
Convention, estimates
estimates in accordance
accordance with
the provisions of Article 5
5 of this Convention.
Convention.
ling

2.
the event
of any
any High
High Contracting
failing to
to furnish,
fai
2. In
In the
event of
Contracting Party
Party failing
furnish, nirha.rtY
ni. t fur
I'l g to f
by the date specified in paragraph 4
4 of Article 5, an estimate
estimate in
territories to which this Convention
Convention applies, an
respect of any of his territories
estimate will, so far as possible, be furnished
furnished by the Supervisory
Supervisory
Body specified in paragraph
paragraph 6
6 of
of Article 5.
5.
3. The
The Permanent
request estimates
estimates for
Nonsignatoriee.
3.
Permanent Central
Central Board
Board shall
shall request
for NOlat
territories to which
which this Convention does not apply to
to
countries or territories
be made in accordance
accordance with the provisions of this Convention. If
for any such country estimates are not furnished, the Supervisory
Body shall itself, as far as possible, make the estimate.
Artide
Artice S.
3.
Any High Contracting Party may, if necessary,
necessary, in any year furnish
in respect of any of his territories supplementary
supplementary estimates
estimates for that
that
territory
year with
with an
an explanation
explanation of
of the
territory for
for that
that year
the circumstances
circumstances
supplementary estimates.
which necessitate
necessitate such supplementary

811Pplementariee.

'o'

Article
4.
Article 4.
1.
accordance with the preceding
1. Every estimate furnished in accordance
relates to any of the drugs required
required for domestic
Articles, so far as it
it relates
consumption
consumption in the country or territory in
in respect
respect of
of which it
it is
made, shall be based solely on the medical and scientific requirements
requirements
of that country or territory.
2. The High Contracting Parties may,
may, in addition
addition to
to reserve
reserve stocks,
stocks,
create and maintain Government
Government stocks.

Basis.
Ba

Government steeik

ownmat t

-
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Article
5.
Article 5.
1. Les
Les 6valuations
evaluations prevue,s
presente ConConla pr6sente
de la
4 de
articles 22aa4
aux articles
prevues aux
1.
vention
devront
etre
etablies
selon
le
modele
qui
sera
present
de
de
prescrit
sera
qui
le
modele
selon
vention devront etre 6tablies
temps
it,
autre
par
le
Comite
central
permanent
at
communique
et
communique
permanent
central
Comite
le
par
autre
&
temps
par lea
de co
Conaite a
a tons
Societe des
des
la Societe
de la
Membres de
les Membres
tous lea
ce Comit6
soins de
les soins
par
Nations
aux Etats
Etats non
non membres
membres mentionnes
mentionnes A
AParticle
27.
l'article 27.
et aux
Nations at
2. Pour
Pour chacune
des "drogues",
soit sous
la forme
d'alcaloides
forme d'alcaloides
sous la
"drogues", soit
chacune des
2.
et
ou
on de
preparations d'alcaloides
armee at
chaque annee
pour chaque
sels, pour
ou sels,
d'alcaloides ou
de preparations
sels ou
ou sels
pour chaque
pays ou
ou territoire,
territoire, les
les evaluations
evaluations devront
devront indiquer:
indiquer:
chaque pays
pour
a) La
etre utilisee
comma telle
telle pour
utilis6e comme
pour etre
necessaire pour
quantite necessaire
La quantite
a)
lea
medicaux et
at sclentifiques,
screntifiques, y
compris la
quantit6
la quantite
y compris
besoins medicaux
les besoins
require pour
pour la
fabrication des
preparations pour l'exportation
l'exportation
des preparations
la fabrication
requise
desquelles
lea autorisations
autorisations d'exportation
d'exportation no
pas requises,
requises,
sont pas
ne sont
desquelles les
qua
preparations soient
la consommation
consornmation interieure
interieure
a la
destin6es a
soient d.estinees
ces preparations
que ces
on A
Al'exportation;
l'exportation;
ou
b) La
La quantite
aux fins
fins de
transformation, tant pour
de transformation,
n6cessaire aux
quantite necessaire
b)
que pour l'exportation;
la consommation
consommation interieure
interieure quo
l'exportation;
la
c) Les
stocks de
de r6serve
reserve quo
l'on desire
maintenir;
desire maintenir;
que l'on
c)
Les stocks
d)
require pour
pour l'6tablissement
Petablissement et le maintien
quantit6 requise
La quantite
d) La
des
stocks d'Etat,
prevu a
A Particle
l'article 4.
est pr6vu
qu'il eat
ainsi qu'il
d'Etat, ainsi
des stocks
Par
evaluations pour
entend
on entend
territoire, on
ou territoire,
pays ou
chaque pays
pour chaque
des evaluations
total des
Par total
la
somme des
des quantites
quantites sp6cifi6es
specifiees sous
lea alineas
a) at
b) du
du present
present
et b)
alineas a)
sous les
la somme
paragraphe augmentee
augment& des
etre necessaires
quantites qui peuvent 6tre
des quantites
paragraphe
pour porter
lea stocks
lea stocks
d'Etat au niveau
stocks d'Etat
et les
reserves et
des reserves
stocks des
porter les
pour
quantit6 dont ces stocks pourraient
de:sire,
pourraient
de toute
toute quantite
deduction faite de
ou deduction
desire, ou
augmences
toutefois,
&passer
ce
niveau.
11
no
sera
term
compte,
toutefois,
de
compte,
tenu
sera
I1
ne
niveau.
ce
depasser
les Hautes Parties
tations ou
on de
de ces
ces diminutions
diminutions que
qua pour
autant que lea
pour autant
tations
contractantes int6ressees
intereasees auront
fait parvenir
parvenir en
en temps
Comite
temps utile au Comit6
auront fait
contractantes
central permanent
permanent lea
evaluations necessaires.
necessaires.
les evaluations
central
d'un expose de la
3.
Chaque evaluation
sera accompagnee
in m6thode
method°
accompagnee d'un
evaluation sera
3. Chaque
employee
pour calculer
calculer lea
differentes quantites
yseront inscrites.
qui y
quantites qui
les differentes
employee pour
marge tenant compte des
Si
lea quantit
quantites cealculoes
calculees comportent
comportent une mange
Si les
pr6ciser le
devra preciser
l'6valuation
fluctuations
possibles
de
la
demande,
revaluation
demande,
la
fluctuations possibles de
dans le cas
montant
in mange
ninth prevue.
prevue. II
quo, dan.s
11 est entendu que,
marge ainsi
de la
montant de
qui sont ou peuvent 8tre
de l'une
"drogues ""qui
etre comprises
quelconque des "drogues
de
l'une quelconque
marge plus
dans is
groups II,
pout 6tre
etre necessaire
necessaire de
de laisser une mange
II, il
il peut
le groupe
dans
large que
quo pour
lea autres
autre,s "drogues".
"drogues".
pour les
large
Comit6 central
parvenir au Comite
4. Toutes
Toutes les
lea evaluations
devront parvenir
evaluations devront
4.
permanent au
an plus
plus tard
lee aoit
autit de l'annee
Pannee qui precedera
precedera celle
cello pour
le 1'"
tard le
permanent
laquelle
revaluation
aura
ete
etablie.
tablie.
et6e
laquelle l'evaluation aura
5. Les
supplementaires devront
devront etre adressees au
evaluations supplementaires
5.
Les evaluations
permanent des leur etablissement.
Comite central
central permanent
Comit6
contr6le.
6.
Les evaluations
examinees par un Organe de controle.
evaluations seront examinees
6. Les
et autres drogues
La Commission
consultative du
du trafic de
de ropium
I'opium at
Commission consultative
La
nuisible,s de
de la
in Societe
Societe des Nations, le Comite central permanent, le
nuisibles
Comite
d'hygiene de la
in Societe des Nations et l'Office international
international
Comit6 d'hygiene
auront le droit de designer chacun un membre
d'Hygiene publique
publique auront
d'Hygiene
contr6le sera assure par
de cot
Organe. Le Secretariat de l'Organe
POrgane de contrele
cet Organe.
de
la collas'assurant in
le Secretaire
general de la
in Societe des Nations en s'a,ssurant
le
Secr6taire g6enral
boration
etroite du
du Comit6
Comite central.
central.
boration 6troite
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Article
Article 5.
1.
Each estimate
for in
to 4
4of
Convention
this Convention
of this
2 to
Articles 2
in Articles
provided for
estimate provided
1. Each
Permanent
by
shall
be
in
the
form
from
time
to
time
prescribed
the
Permanent
shall be in the form from time to time prescribed
all
to
Board
the
Central
Board
and
communicated
by
the
Members
by
Central Board and communicated
States
of
the
League
of
Nations
and
to
the
non-member
mentioned
non-member
the
to
of the League of Nations and

Pre

ibe

d

et e-

'orm
Prescribed
form, ete.

in Article 27.
27.
u to be
be
Tspecd.
2. Every
Every estimate
estimate shall
shall show
show for
for each
country or
nen or territory for each sp=7.1°.
each country
2.
year in
of each
each of
whether in
in the form of alkaloid or
drugs whether
the drugs
of the
respect of
in respect
year
alkaloids or salts:
salts or
or of
preparations of
of the alkaloids
of preparations
salts
(a) The
The quantity
quantity necessary
necessary for
use as
as such
such for medical and
for use
(a)
required for the manuscientific
needs, including
the quantity
quantity required
including the
scientific needs,
facture
of preparations
the export
of which export authorisaexport of
for the
preparations for
facture of
tions are
not required,
whether such
such preparations
intended
preparations are intended
required, whether
are not
tions
for domestic
consumption or
export;
or for export;
domestic consumption
for
(b)
for the purpose
purpose of conversion,
conversion,
necessary for
quantity necessary
The quantity
(b) The
whether for
for domestic
consumption or
or for export;
domestic consumption
whether
it is desired to
(c) The
The amount
amount of
of the
the reserve
to
reserve stocks which it
(c)
maintain:
maintain:
(c1) The
required for
establishment and mainthe establishment
for the
quantity required
The quantity
(d)
tenance of
as provided
for in Article
Article 4.
provided for
stocks as
Government stocks
any Government
of any
tenance
The
of the
estimates for
each country
territory shall concountry or territory
for each
the estimates
total of
The total
under
sist
of
the
sum
of
the
amounts
specified
(a)
and (b) of this
specified
sist of the sum of the amounts
may
paragraph
with
the
addition
of
any
amounts
which
be necessary
necessary
amounts
any
paragraph with the addition of
up
to
bring
the
reserve
stocks
and
the
Government
stocks
to the
Government
the
and
stocks
reserve
to bring the
stocks
those
any
desired
level,
or
after
deduction
of
amounts
by
which
stocks
deduction
after
or
level,
desired
may
exceed that
additions or
or deductions
deductions shall,
shall, however,
These additions
level. These
that level.
may exceed
not be
be taken
taken into
account except
Contracting
so far as the High Contracting
in so
except in
into account
not
Parties
concerned shall
shall have
have forwarded
forwarded in
due course the necessary
in due
Parties concerned
o ca
estimates
to the
Board.
Central Board.
Permanent Central
the Permanent
estimates to
3. Every
estimate shall
be accompanied
accompanied by
of
lculi,uon.
explain- urth*d
statement explaina statement
by a
shall be
3. Every estimate
it
ing
the
method
by
which
the
several
amounts
shown
in
it
have
been
amounts
ing the method by which the several
calculated.
If these
these amounts
amounts are
calculated so as to include a
amargin
are calculated
calculated. If
must
allowing
for
possible
fluctuations
in
demand,
the
estimates
must
estimates
the
demand,
in
fluctuations
allowing for possible
understood
is
It
indicate
the
extent
of
the
margin
so
included.
It
understood
that
included.
so
margin
the
of
extent
indicate the
in
in
the
case
of
any
of
the
drugs
which
are
or
may
be
included
included
be
may
or
are
which
drugs
the
of
any
of
case
the
in
Group II,
wider margin
be necessary
necessary than
than in
in the case of the
may be
margin may
II, aawider
Group
other drugs.
TrunLf
.
sr submitting
4. Every
Every estimate
estimate shall
reach the
esti.,
Permanent Central Board not estima
the Permanent
shall reach
4.
later than
August 1st
which
preceding that in respect of which
year preceding
the year
in the
1st in
than August
later
the
estimate is made.
the estimate
5.
Supplementary estimates
shall be
to the
the Permanent
Permanent Central
Central maspptmenr
mr
eZP l
en'tarY
sent to
be sent
estimates shall
5. Supplementary
completion.
Board
immediately
on
their
completion.
their
on
Board immediately
et
6.
be examined
Supervisory Body.
etc.
Exa
The Examination,
Body. The
a Supervisory
by a
examined by
will be
estimates will
The estimates
6. The
Dangerous
Advisory Committee
the Traffic
in Opium
and other Dangerous
Opium and
Traffic in
on the
Committee on
Advisory
Drugs of
of the
the League
League of
Nations, the
the Permanent Central Board, the
of Nations,
Drugs
Health
Nations and the Office internainternaof Nations
League of
the League
of the
Committee of
Health Committee
tional
publique shall
have the right to appoint one
each have
shall each
d'Hygiene publique
tional d'Hygiene
member
of this
Body. The
of the Supervisory
Supervisory Body shall
Secretariat of
The Secretariat
this Body.
member of
League of Nations,
be
provided
by
the
Secretary-General
of
the
the
of
be provided by the Secretary-General
who
will
ensure
close
collaboration
with
the
Permanent
Permanent
Central Board.
the
with
collaboration
who will ensure close
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Pour
tout pays
pays ou
territoire pour
pour lequel
une evaluation
aura et6
et6
evaluation aura
lequel une
ou territoire
Pour tout
fournie, l'Organe
contrele pourra
en ce
ce qui
concerns
qui concerne
sauf en
pourra demander,
demander, sauf
de controle
l'Organe de
fournie,
les besoins
besoins de
de l'Etat,
l'Etat, toute
toute indication
ou precision
supplementaire
precision supplementaire
indication ou
les
qu'il
jugera necessaire,
soit pour
pour completer
Boit pour
pour
l'evaluation; soit
completer revaluation;
necessaire, soit
qu'il jugera
expliquer
les
indications
qui
y
figurent;
a
la
renseignements
des
renseignements
la
suite
a
qui
y
figurent;
expliquer les indications
ainsi
modifier les
avec le
le consentement
consentement
evaluations avec
les evaluations
pourra modifier
recueillis,il pourra
ainsi recueillis,il
de
l'Etat interesse.
Dans le
de l'une
quelconque des
"drogues"
des "drogues"
l'une quelconque
le cas
cas de
interesse. Dans
de l'Etat
qui sont
sent ou
ou peuvent
peuvent etre
comprises dans
II, une declaration
declaration
dans le groupe II,
6tre comprises
qui
sommaire
suffisante.
sommaire sera suffisante.
7.
Apres avoir
paragraphe 6
6 ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
au paragraphe
conformement au
examine, conformement
avoir examine,
7. Apres
les evaluations
avoir fixe,
conformement a
al'article
Particle
fix6, conformement
et apres
apres avoir
fournies et
evaluations fournies
les
2, les
on territoires
territoires pour
ii n'en
pour lesquels il
pour les
les pays ou
les evaluations
evaluations pour
2,
aura
pas ete
POrgane de contr6le
contrele adressera,
adressera, par l'entremise
ete fourth,
fourni, l'Organe
aura pas
du
Secretaire g6enral
general et
Ord le 1er
novembre de chaque annee,
er novembre
au plus
plus tard
et au
du Secr6taire
tous les
les Membres
Membres de
de la
la Societe
Nations et aux Etats
memEtats non memdes Nations
Soci6et des
a tous
bres
mentionnes a l'article
Particle 27
contenant les evaluations pour
27 un etat
6tat contenant
bres mentionn6s
accompagne, pour autant
chaque
autant
chaque pays ou territoire; cet etat sera accompagne,
quo
jugera necessaire,
d'un expose des explicaexplicanecessaire, d'un
le jugera
contr6le le
de contrele
que POrgane
l'Organe de
tions
ou demandees,
demandees,conformement
paragraphe 6
6ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
au paragraphe
conformement au
tions buries
fournies ou
et
observations que
quo l'Organe
POrgane de controle
prtiendrait aa precontr6le tiendrait
toutes observations
et de
de toutes
senter
toute evaluation,
demande
explication ou demande
evaluation, explication
senter relativement
relativement aa toute
d'explication.
d'explication.

Comit6
supplementaire communiquee
comnumiquee au Comite
evaluation supplementaire
8. Toute
Toute evaluation
central permanent
permanent au cours
traitee sans delai par
par
etre trait6e
de Pannee
l'annee doit
doit etre
cours de
central
POrgarte de contr61e
contrele suivant la procedure
specifiee aux paragraphes
paragraphes
procedure specifie
l'Organe
6
ci-dessus.
6 et 77ci-dessus.

C
RAP TEM.-LIMITATION
DE LA
FABRICATION.
LA FABRICATION.
CHAPITRE
III.-LIMITATION DE
Article
Article 6.
no sera fabrique
aucun pays
territoire, au cours
1. I1 ne
fabriqu6 dans aucun
pays ou territoire,
cours d'une
annéo
quelconque, de
de quantite
quelconque superieure
quantit6 d'une "drogue"
"drogue" quelconque
ann6e quelconque,
an
des quantites
quantites suivantes:
au total
total des
a)
La quantite
evaluations pour
pour ce
a) La
quantite requise,
requise, dans
dans les
les lirnites
limites des
des evaluations
ce
pays ou ce territoire, pour cette annde,
armee, pour 6tre
etre utilisee
utffisee comme
telle
y compris
compris la
is
pour sea
ses besoins
besoins medicaux
medicaux et
et scientifiques,
scientifiques, y
telle pour
quantite
fabrication des preparations
preparations pour l'exporl'exporquantit6 requise
requise pour
pour la
la fabrication
tation
desquelles les
les autorisations
sent pas
ne sont
autorisations d'ex-portation
d'exportation no
tation desquelles
requises,
preparations soient destin6es
destinees a
ala
is consommation
consommation
requises, quo
que ces
ces preparations
interieure
ou A l'exportation;
l'exportation;
interieure ou
evaluations pour
ce
b) La quantite
quantite requise
requise dans
dans les
les fimites
limites des
des evaluations
pour ce
pays ou
ou ce
ce territoire,
pour cette
annee, aux
transformaterritoire, pour
cette annee,
aux fins
fins de
de transformapays
tion, taut
pour la
consoramation interieure
quo pour
pour l'exportal'exportatant pour
la consommation
int6rieure que
tion,
tion;
tion;
quantite qui pourra
etre requise par ce
c) La
La quantit6
pourra 8tre
ce pays
pays ou ce territerrian cours de l'ann6e,
Pannee, des commandos
de,sticommandes destitoire, pour
pour rexecution,
l'execution, au
l'exportation et effectuees
effectuees conform6ment
conforraement aux dispositions
dispositions
neesAal'exportation
is presente
pr6sente Convention;
de la
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The Supervisory
Body may
information or
may require any further information
Supervisory Body
The
purposes,
Government
for
details,
except
as
regards
requirements
Government
requirements
details, except as regards
country
any
which
it
may
consider
necessary,
of
or terrirespect
in
necessary,
consider
which it may
to
order
furnished
has
tory
on
behalf
of
which
an
been
furnished
in
to
estimate
an
which
of
behalf
on
tory
make
estimate complete
or to explain any statement made therein,
complete or
the estimate
make the
and may,
the consent
concerned, amend
Government concerned,
consent of the Government
with the
may, with
and
any estimate
estimate in
any information or details so obwith any
accordance with
in accordance
any
tained. It
It is
is understood
understood that in the case of any of the drugs which
which
tained.
are
or may
included in
in Group II aa summary statement shall be
be included
may be
are or
Examination and do.
sufficient.
Examatgort
sufficient.
ufficient.
termination.
Body as provided
7. After
by the
the Supervisory
Supervisory Body
provided in termination.
examination by
After examination
7.
determinaparagraph
estimates furnished,
furnished, and after the determinathe estimates
of the
above of
paragraph 66above
for each
2
tion
by
that
Body
as
provided
in
2
of
the
estimates
each
Article
in
provided
as
Body
that
by
tion
country or
or territory
territory on behalf of which no estimates have been
been
country
furnished, the
forward, not later than NovemNovemSupervisory Body shall forward,
the Supervisory
furnished,
Secretaryber
1st in
each year,
year, through
through the intermediary
intermediary of the Secretaryin each
ber 1st
General,
to all
all the
of the
League of Nations and nonthe League
Members of
the Members
General, to
member
States
referred
to
in
Article
a
a statement containing the
27,
member States referred to in Article
estimates
for
each
country
or
and, so far as the Superterritory,
or
estimates for each country
explanations
of any explanations
visory
Body
may
consider
necessary,
account
account
an
necessary,
consider
visory Body may
6
given
or
required
in
accordance
with
paragraph
6
above,
and any
paragraph
with
accordance
in
given or required
in
to
observations
which
the
Supervisory
may
desire
make
Body
Supervisory
the
which
observations
an
for
respect of
explanation, or request
or explanation,
estimate or
such estimate
any such
of any
respect
explanation.
Supplementary
explanation.upplemntry
8. Every
Every supplementary
matte.
sent to the Permanent Central maten
estimate sent
supplementary estimate
8.
Board
in the
the course
year shall be dealt with without delay by
of the year
course of
Board in
the
Supervisory
Body
in
accordance
procedure specified
specified in
with the procedure
the Supervisory Body in accordance with

esti.

7 above.
paragraphs 6
6 and 7
paragraphs

C
HAPTER III.-LIMITATION
OF MANUFACTURE.
MANUFACTURE.
III.-LIMITATION OF
CHAPTER
Article 6.
6.
Article

Limitation
manu
Limitation of mantt

cture.
in facture.
1. There
There shall
any country
country or
territory in
or territory
in any
manufactured in
be manufactured
not be
shall not
1.
of
any
one
year
a
quantity
of
any
of
the
drugs
greater
than
total
the
than
any one year a quantity of any of the drugs greater
the
following quantities:
quantities:
the following

(a)
The quantity
quantity required
within the
estimates
the limits of the estimates
required within
(a) The
such
for
that
country
or
territory
for
that
year
for
use
as
for its
year
that
for
territory
or
country
that
for
for
required
medical
and
scientific
needs
including
the
quantity
including
needs
medical and scientific
the manufacture
preparations for
for the export of which export
of preparations
manufacture of
the
authorisations
are not
required, whether
preparations are
such preparations
whether such
not required,
authorisations are
intended
domestic consumption
consumption or for export;
for domestic
intended for
(b) The
quantity required
the limits
of the
the estimates
estimates for
limits of
within the
required within
The quantity
(b)
that country
or territory
territory for
for that
year for
for conversion,
conversion, whether
whether for
that year
country or
that
export;
domestic
consumption
for
or
consumption
domestic
(c)
quantity as
as may
be required
required by
by that
that country or
may be
Such quantity
(c) Such
territory
for
the
execution
during
the
year
of
orders
for export in
orders
of
year
the
during
territory for the execution
accordance with
with the
provisions of
this Convention;
Convention;
of this
the provisions
accordance
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d) La quantite
quantit6 eventuellement
eventuellement requise
pays ou
ou territoire
requise par
par ce
ce pays
territoire
pour
pour maintenir
maintenir les stocks
stocks de
reserve au
au niveau
les
de reserve
niveau specifie
specifi6 dans
dans les
evaluations
de l'annee
Vann& envisagee;
evaluations de
envisagee;
e) La
La quantit6
quantite eventuellement
maintenir les
stocks
eventuellement requise
requise pour
pour maintenir
les stocks
d'Etat au niveau specifie dans les
de l'annee
Panne() envisaenvisales evaluations
evaluations de
gee.
2. 11 est
eat entendu
entendu que
quo si,
si, aala
armee, une
Haute Partie
la fin
fin d'une annee,
une Haute
Partie concontractante constate que
quo la quantite fabriquee
le total
fabriquee depasse
depasse le
total des
des
quantites specifiees ci-dessus,
des deductions
deductions prevues
prevues &
ci-dessus, compte
compte tenu
tenu des
l'article
excedent sera
Particle 7, premier alin6a,
alines., cet excedent
la quantite
quantite qui
sera deduit
deduit de
de la
qui
fabriquee au
cours de
suivante. En
En transmettant
doit etre fabriqu&e
au cours
de Pannee
l'annee suivante.
transmettant
leurs
lours statistiques
statistiques annuelles
permanent, les
annuelles au
au Cornite
Comite central
central permanent,
les Hautes
Hautes
Parties
donneront les raisons
Parties contractantes
contractantes donneront
raisons de ce
depassement.
ce depassement.
Article
Article 7.
7.

Pour chaque "drogue",
"drogue", il sera
deduit de
dont la
la fabricasera deduit
de la
la quantite
quantite dont
fabrication est
eat autorisee, conformement
conformement a
Particle 6,
au cours
d'une aim&
a l'article
6, au
cours d'une
annee
quelconque,
quelconque, dans un
pays ou
ou territoire
territoire quelconque:
un pays
quelconque:
i) Toute
Toute quantite
y compris
compris ce
ce qui
quantite de
de la
la "drogue"
"drogue" importee,
importee, y
qui
deduction faite de
aurait ete retourne
retourne et deduction
aurait 6t6
ete reexde ce
ce qui
qui aurait
reexporte;
porte;
ii) Toute quantite de ladite "drogue"
"drogue" saisie et utilisee
utilisee comme
comme
telle pour la consommation
consommation interieure
ou la
la transformation.
transformation.
interieure ou
est impossible
S'il eat
impossible d'effectuer pendant Pexercice
en COUPS
l'exercice en
cours Pune
l'une des
des
susmentionn6es, toute
deductions su,smentionnees,
toute quantite
quanta() demeurant
en excedent
excedent a
demeurant en
aafin de l'exercice
sera deduite
rexercice sera
des evaluations
evaluations de
de Pannee
suivante.
deduite des
l'annee suivante.
Article 8.
8.
La quantite d'une "drogue"
"drogue" quelconque, importee
import& ou fabriquee
fabriquee
dans un pays ou territoire aux
aux fins
transformation, conformement
fins de
de transformation,
conformement
aux evaluations de ce pays ou de ce territoire, devra
etre utilisee,
utilisee, si
devra etre
si
possible, en totalite A
acet effet pendant
pendant la periode
periode visee par l'dvaluation.
revaluation.
est impossible d'utiliser
Toutefois, s'il eat
d'utiliser ainsi la
quantite totale
totale
la quantite
dans la periode
pthiode en question, la fraction demeurant inutilisee
la
inutilis6e a
a la
fin de Pannee
l'annee sera deduite
deduite des evaluations de
Pannee suivante
suivante pour
de l'annde
pour
ce pays
pays ou ce territoire.
territoire.
Article 9.
Aricle
9.

Si, au moment oil
oh toutes les dispositions de
la presente
presente Convention
de la
Convention
deviendront
applicables, les stocks d'une "drogue"
"drogue" existant
deviendront applicables,
ce
existant aa ce
moment dans un
nn pays ou
on territoire
territoire d6passent
depassent le montant des stocks de
de
reserve de cette "drogue"
que ce pays ou
"drogue" quo
ou territoire
maintenir,
territoire desire
ddsire maintenir,
conformement a
ses evaluations, cet excedent sera deduit de la quanA ses
conformement
tit6 qui, normalement,
the
normalement, pourrait etre
fabriquee ou
ou importee,
selon le
le
etre fabriquee
importee, selon
cas, au cours de Pannee,
l'annee, conformmeent
dispositions de
conformement aux dispositions
de la
presente
la presente
Convention.
Convention.
Si cette
appliqude, le gouvernement
gouvernement prendra
cette procedure
procedure n'est pas appliquee,
prendra
en charge les stocks en excedent
exeddent existent
existant au moment oh
ob toutes les
les
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country or territory
(d)
The quantity,
quantity, if
any, required
required by
by that country
if any,
(d) The
for
the purpose
purpose of
maintaining the reserve
reserve stocks at the level
of maintaining
for the
specified
in the
that year;
for that
estimates for
the estimates
specified in
(e)
The quantity,
quantity, if
if any,
any, required
required for
purpose of mainthe purpose
for the
(e) The
taining
Government stocks
stocks at the level specified in the
the Government
taining the
estimates
that year.
year.
for that
estimates for
to°
remaining
beEdx
Con- beE
2.
is understood
understood that, if at the end of any year, any High Coned
Itster
ed ma
. in
ng
i t
It is
2. It
total
exceeds
tracting
Party
finds
that
the
amount
manufactured
exceeds
the
manufactured
amount
tracting Party finds that the
under
of
the amounts
amounts specified
above, less
deductions made under
any deductions
less any
specified above,
of the
Article
7, paragraph
shall be deducted from the amount
amount
1, such
such excess shall
paragraph 1,
Article 7,
to
during the following
following year. In forwarding their
their
be manufactured
manufactured during
to be
annual
statistics to
to the
the Permanent
Permanent Central
Central Board, the High Conannual statistics
tracting
reasons for any such excess.
Parties shall give the reasons
tracting Parties
Article
7.
Article 7.
There
shall be
from the
the total
total quantity of each drug perdeducted from
be deducted
There shall
mitted
Article 6
any country
or territory
territory
country or
in any
manufactured in
to be
be manufactured
6 to
under Article
mitted under
during
during any one year:

Deductions.
Deductons.

that drug imported including
(i) Any
including any returned
amounts of that
Any amounts
(i)
deliveries of
less quantities
re-exported.
quantities re-exported.
drug, less
the drug,
of the
deliveries
(ii)
amounts of
of the
drug seized
seized and
and utilised
as such for
utilised as
the drug
Any amounts
(ii) Any
domestic consumption
consumption or
or for
conversion.
for conversion.
domestic
If it
be impossible
make any
any of
the above
above deductions
deductions
of the
to make
impossible to
should be
it should
If
during the
course of
of the
the current
year, any amounts
amounts remaining
remaining in
current year,
the course
during
excess
of the
the year
year shall
deducted from the estimates for
be deducted
shall be
end of
the end
at the
excess at
the
following
year.
the following
Article
8.
Article 8.

sImnPuSfo6x.
manufactured sirpu
The full
of any
of the
imported into or manufactured
drugs imported
the drugs
any of
amount of
full amount
The
in any
any country
country or
or territory
territory for
the purpose
of conversion
conversion in accordance
accordance
purpose of
for the
in
with the
the estimates
estimates for
for that
that country
shall, if possible,
possible, be
territory shall,
or territory
country or
with
utilised
period for which the estimate
the period
within the
purpose within
that purpose
for that
utilised for
applies.
applies.
In
the event,
event, however,
however, of
of it
utilise the full
to utilise
impossible to
being impossible
it being
In the
the portion
question,
in
period
amount
for
that
purpose
within
the
question,
the
within
amount for that purpose
from the
deducted
remaining
unused
at
the
end
of
the
year
be
deducted
be
shall
year
the
of
end
the
at
unused
remaining
estimates for
country or
territory for the following
following year.
or territory
that country
for that
estimates
Article 9.
9.
Article

Restn
stoc

If at
the moment
moment when
when all
provisions of
the Convention
Convention shall
inglstock.eon
shal ing
of the
all the
the provisions
If
at the
have
come into
force, the
the then
existing stocks
stocks of any of the drugs in
then existing
into force,
have come
any
or territory
territory exceeds
amount of the reserve stocks of
the amount
exceeds the
country or
any country
that
drug,
which,
according
to
the
estimates for that country or
that drug, which, according to the estimates
territory,
it
is
desired
to
maintain,
such
excess shall
shall be
deducted from
from
be deducted
excess
such
territory, it is desired to maintain,
the
quantity
which,
during
the
year,
could
ordinarily
be
imported
or
imported
be
ordinarily
could
year,
the
during
which,
the quantity
manufactured
as the case may be under the provisions of this Conmanufactured as
vention.
vention.
Alternatively,
the excess
excess stocks
stocks existing
existing at
at the
the moment
all
when all
moment when
Alternatively, the
the provisions
of the
shall have
have come into force shall be
Convention shall
the Convention
provisions of
the
88637*--84--pr
2----18
86637--34-rPT2-18
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dispositions de
presente Convention
Convention deviendront
applicables.
deviendront applicables.
la pr6sente
de la
dispositions
Le
gouvemement n'en
n'en delivrera,
certains intervalles,
quo les
quanles quanintervalles, que
d6livrera, aacertains
Le gouvernement
ta&
etre d6livrees,
delivrees, conform6ment
conformement A
a la
la Convention.
Convention.
peuvent 8tre
qui peuvent
tites qui
Toutes
les quantites
quanta& ainsi
delivrees au
an cours
de Vann&
seront deduites
deduites
l'annee seront
cours de
ainsi delivr6es
Toutes les
de
quantite total°
ou importee, selon le
fabriquee on
8tre fabriquee
a etre
destinee a
totale destine()
la quantite
de la
cas, au
au cours
cours de
cette meme
ann6e.
mgme armee.
de cette
cas,
CHAPITRE IV.—I
NTERDICTIONS ET
ET RESTRICTIONS.
RESTRICTIONS.
IV.-INTERDICTIONS
CHAPITRE
Article
Article 10.
1. Les
Les Hautes
Parties contractantes
contractantes interdiront
l'exportation de
interdiront l'exportation
Hautes Parties
1.
leurs
territoires
de
la
diacetylmorphine
et
de
ses
sels,
ainsi
des
ainsi quo
que des
sels,
ses
et
de
diacetylmorphine
leurs territoires de la
preparations contenant
la diacetylmorphine
ses sels.
sels.
ou ses
diacetylmorphine ou
de la
contenant de
preparations
2.
Toutefois, sur
demand° emanant
gouvemement d'un pays
emanant du gouvernement
sur demande
2. Toutefois,
Partie
aa la
la diacetylmorphine
n'est pas
fabriquee, toute
toute Haute Pardo
pas fabriquee,
diacetylmorphine n'est
oi
contractante pourra
pourra autoriser
autoriser l'exportation
destination de
de ce
ea pays
l'exportation aadestination
contractante
des quanta&
diacetylmorphine, de sses
sels et des preparations
sesels
de diacetylmorphine,
quantites de
des
necessaires
contenant de la
diacetylmorphine ou ses sels, qui sont
sent necessaires
la diacotylmorphine
contenant
condition
a
la
ce
pays,
pour
les
besoins
medicaux
et
scientifiques
cc
a
condition
de
scientifiques
et
pour les besoins medicaux
quo
demande soit accompagnee
ac,compagnee d'un certificat
certificat d'importation
d'importation et
cette demande
que cette
soit
adressee a
aPadministration
indiquee dans le certificat.
officielle indiquee
l'administration officielle
soit adressee
3.
les quantites
quanta& ainsi
importees seront
distribuees par le
seront distribuees
ainsi importees
Toutes les
3. Toutes
gouvernement du
pays importateur
importateur et
responsabilite.
et sous sa responsabilite.
du pays
gouvernement

Article 11.
11.
1.
Le commerce
commercial de
de tout
tout produit
produit derive
deriv6
et is
la fabrication
fabrication commercial
commerce et
1. Le
ou des
des alcaloides
de
l'un des
des alcaloldes
alcaloIdes phenanthrenes
alcaloides
ph6nanthrenes de l'opium ou
de l'un
a is.
la date de
ecgoniniques
la feuille
qui ne
no sera
pas utilise
utilis6 a
sera pas
coca, qui
de coca,
de la
feuille de
ecgoniniques de
ne pourront 8tre
cc jour
besoins medicaux
scientifiques, no
etre
ou scientifiques,
medicaux on
des besoins
ce
jour pour
pour des
permis dans
ma pays
pays ou
terlitoire quelconque
quelconque quo
medical°
la valeur medicale
que si la
ou territoire
dans un
permis
jugde
a ete
scientifi.que de cc
ete constatee
constatee d'une
d'wae maniere jug&
ce produit
produit a
ou scientifique
probante par
par le
le gouvernement
interesse.
gouvernement interess6.
probante
Dens ce
amoins
moms que
quo le
gouvernement ne
no decide que
quo le produit
produit
le gouvernement
Dans
ce cas,
cas, A
toxicomanie ou d'etre
d'engendrer la toxicomanie
en
question n'est
susceptible d'engendrer
d'être
pas susceptible
n'est pas
en question
converti en un produit
produit susceptible d'engendrer
toxicomanie, les
la toxicomanie,
d'engendrer la
converti
quantites dont la
fabrication est
autorisee no
ne devront pas, dans
est autorisee
la fabrication
quantites
l'attente
decisions mentionnees
ci-apres, depasser
des
d6passer le
le total des
des decisions
mentionnees ci-apres,
l'attente des
besoins
interieurs du
du pays
pays on
pour des
des fins
medicales et
et
fins medicales
ou du
du territoire
territoire pour
besoins interieurs
satisfaire aux commandes
scientifiques
commandos
pour satisfaire
scientifiques et la quantite necessaire pour
d'exportation,
et les
seront
la presente
presente Convention
Convention seront
dispositions de
de la
les dispositions
d'exportation, et
appliquees audit
produit.
audit produit.
appliquees
2.
La Haute
contractante qui autorisera
autorisera le commerce
is
commerce ou la
Partie contractante
2. La
Haute Partie
immediatefabrication
produits en avisera immediatecommerciale d'un de ces produits
fabrication commerciale
Secretaire g6enral
general de la
is. Societe
Societe des
des Nations,
Nations, qui communiment le Secretaire
quera cette
notification aux
aux autres
autres Hautes
Hautes Parties
contractantes et au
au
Parties contractantes
quera
cette notification
Comae d'hygiene
d'hygiene de
de la
is Societe.
Societe.
Comite
la question au Comite
Comae
Comite d'hygiene, apres
apres avoir
avoir soumis is.
3. Le
Le Comae
permanent de
international d'hygiene
si le
le
publique, decidera
decidera si
d'hygiene publique,
permanent
de l'Office
l'Office international
produit dont
dont il
il s'agit
s'agit peut
engendrer la
la toxicomanie
(et doit
doit etre
etre
peut engendrer
toxicomanie (et
produit
assimile
cc fait
aux "drogues"
"drogues" mentionnees
le sous-groupe
sous-groupe a)
mentionnees dans
dans le
de ce
fait aux
assimilt de
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taken
of by
by the
Government and released from time to
the Government
possession of
taken possession
time in
in such
such quantities
quantities only
conformity with the present
present
be in conformity
may be
as may
only as
time
Convention. Any
Any quantities
so released
released during
during any year
year shall be
quantities so
Convention.
deducted from
from the
total amount
amount to
be manufactured
manufactured or imported as
to be
the total
deducted
the case
may be during
dining that year.
case may
the
CHAPTER
W .—PROHIBITIONS AND
AND RESTRICTIONS.
RESTRICTIONS.
CHAPTER IV.-PROHIBITIONS

Prohibitions and reo
"
ad
Prohibitions
strictions.

Article 10.
1. The
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
the export
export from
prohibit the
shall prohibit
High Contracting
The High
1.

their territories
preparations
diacetylmorphine, its salts, and preparations
of diacetylmorphine,
territories of
their
salts.
containing
diacetylmorphine,
or
its
diacetylmorphine,
containing
Government
2.
a request from the Government
of a
receipt of
the receipt
on the
Nevertheless, on
2. Nevertheless,
manufactured, any
not manufactured,
of
country in
diacetylmorphine is not
which diacetylmorphine
in which
any country
of any
High
Contracting Party
authorise the export to that country of
may authorise
Party may
High Contracting
such quantities
of diacetylmorphine,
diacetylmorphine, its
its salts,
salts, and preparations conquantities of
such
necessary for the medical
are
taining
or its
salts, as
medical
its salts,
diacetylmorphine or
taining diacetylmorphine
that the request is
and
scidntific
needs
of
that
country,
provided
provided
and scientific needs of that country,
accompanied
an import
import certificate
and is
consigned to the Governis consigned
certificate and
by an
accompanied by
the
ment
Department
indicated
certificate.
in
indicated
ment Department
3.
so imported
imported shall
shall be
be distributed
and on
the
on the
by and
distributed by
quantities so
Any quantities
3. Any

di cetyl. oftodist:sty1.

n=

mZ

l

r
Impa
Dnp°ria.

responsibility
Government of the importing country.
the Government
of the
responsibility of

Article 11.
11.
Article
1.
No trade
trade in
for trade
trade of
any product
product obtained
of any
manufacture for
or manufacture
in or
1. No
from
of the
opium or
ecgonine
or from the ecgonine
of opium
alkaloids of
phenanthrene alkaloids
the phenanthrene
any of
from any
alkaloids
coca leaf,
not in
in use
use on
day's date for medical or
on this day's
leaf, not
the coca
of the
alkaloids of
scientific
purposes shall
shall take
place in
country or territory
territory unless
in any country
take place
scientific purposes
and
until
it
has
been
ascertained
to
the
satisfaction
Governand until it has been ascertained to the satisfaction of the Governor
medical
ment
concerned
that
the
product
in
question
is
of
medical
scientific
of
is
ment concerned that the product in question
value.
In
the Government
Government determines
such product
product
that such
determines that
(unless the
case (unless
this case
In this
product
a
into
is
not
capable
of
producing
addiction
or
conversion
a
product
conversion
of
or
addiction
is not capable of producing
capable
of
producing
addiction)
the
quantities
permitted
to
be
manube
to
permitted
quantities
the
addiction)
capable of producing
exceed
not
shall
factured,
pending
the
decision
hereinafter
referred
to,
exceed
referred
hereinafter
decision
the
pending
factured,
for
the
total
of
the
domestic
requirements
of
the
country
territory
territory
for
or
country
the
of
requirements
domestic
the
of
total
the
medical and
and scientific
and the
the quantity
quantity required for export
needs, and
scientific needs,
medical
orders and
provisions of
of this
this Convention
Convention shall apply.
the provisions
and the
orders
2. Any
Any High
Contracting Party
trade in or manufacture
permitting trade
Party permitting
High Contracting
2.
shall immediately
for
trade
of
any
such
product
to
be
commenced
immediately
commenced
be
to
product
for trade of any such
the League
of
send
a
notification
to
that
effect
to
the
Secretary-General
Secretary-General
the
to
effect
that
to
send a notification
and
of
Nations,
who
shall
advise
the
other
High
Contracting
Parties
Contracting
High
other
the
advise
shall
who
of Nations,
the Health
Committee of the League.
Health Committee
the
3. The
The Health
Health Committee
thereupon, after
after consulting the
will thereupon,
Committee will
3.
Permanent
Committee
of
the
Office
international
publique,
d'Hygiene publique,
Permanent Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene
addicproducing
of
capable
is
decide whether
whether the
the product
question capable
in question
product in
decide
subdrugs
tion
(and
is
in
consequence
assimilable
to
mentioned
in
the
to
tion (and is in consequence assimilable

"tra
of traffic,
eRaation"of

eto
R
.orla
i. tion
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du
groupe I),
I), ou
pent etre
en une
une de
memes drogues
drogues
de ces
ces memes
etre transforme
transform6 en
s'il peut
ou s'il
du groupe
(et
etre, de
co fait,
assimile aux
aux "drogues"
dans le
le
mentionn6es dans
"drogues" mentionnees
fait, assimile
de ce
(et etre,
sous-groupe
groupe IIou
on dans
dans le
groupe II).
II).
le groupe
b) du
du groupe
sous-groupe b)
4.
le Comite
Coraite d'hygiene
decide que,
etre une
une "drogue"
"drogue"
que, sans
sans 8tre
d'hygiene decide
4. Si
Si le
susceptible
d'engendrer
la
toxicomanie,
le
produit
dont
il
s'agit
pout
peut
il
s'agit
dont
le
produit
toxicomanie,
la
susceptible d'engendrer
etre transforme
transforme en
en une
telle "drogue",
la question
de savoir
si ladite
ladite
savoir si
question de
"drogue", la
une telle
etre
"drogue"
le groupe
groupe
ou dans
dans le
du groupe
groupe IIou
b) du
le sous-groupe
sous-groupe b)
dans le
rentre dans
"drogue" rentre
II
sera soumise
soumise pour
pour decision
un Comite
experts qualifies
qualifies
de trois
trois experts
Comit6 de
decision aa un
II sera
pour
en examiner
examiner les
aspects scientifiques
et techniques.
techniques. Deux
Deux de
scientifiques et
les aspects
pour en
ces
experts seront
par le
le gouvemement
gouvernement
respectivement par
design6s respectivement
seront designee
ces experts
interesse
par la
is Commission
de l'opium;
l'opium; le
le troisieme
consultative de
Commission consultative
et par
interesse et
sera
designe
par
lee
deux
precites.
pr6cit6s.
deux
les
par
sera designe
5. Toute
wise conform6ment
conformement aux
deux paxagraphas
preceparagraphes preceaux deux
decision prise
5.
Toute decision
dents sera
connaissance du
Seeretaire general de
la Societe
Soci6et
de la
du Secretaire
la connaissance
sera port&
portee aais
dents
des
Nations, qui
qui la
is coramuniquera
thus les
lee Membres
is Soci6t6
Societe
Membres de la
a tous
communiquera a
des Nations,
et
membres mentionnes
Particle 27.
a l'article
mentionnes a
non membres
aux Etats
Etats non
et aux
6.
de ces
decisions que
produit en question
question peut
pout
le produit
que le
ces decisions
r6sulte de
6. S'il
S'il resulte
"drogue"
engendrer
is toxicomanie
pent etre
etretransforme en une "drogue"
toxicomanie ou peut
engendrer la
susceptible de
Pengendrer, les
lee Hautas
is
contractantes, des la
Hautes Parties contractantes,
de l'engendrer,
susceptible
reception
is communication
du Secretaire
soumettront
general, sonmettront
Secr6taire general,
communication du
de la
reception de
suivant
ladite
drogue" au
an regime
prevu par
par is
Convention, suivant
la presente
presente Convention,
r6gime prevu
ladite ""drogue"
II.
qu'elle sera
I ou
ou dans le groupe II.
dans le groupe I
comprise dans
sera comprise
qu'elle
au
7. Sur
Sur la
is demande
contractante adressee
adressee an
toute Haute Partie contractante
demande de touts
7.
Secretaire general, toute decision de cette nature
nature pourra etre revisee a
Secretaire
la lumiere
de l'experience
Pexperience acquise
la procedure
procedure
conform6ment aa is
acquise et conformement
lumiere de
la
ci-dessus.
indiquee ci-dessus.

Article 12.
l'exportation d'une "drogue"
L'iraportation ou
on Pexportation
"drogue" quelconque, en
1. L'importation
provenance
territoire d'une Haute Partie con. destination
destination du territoire
ou a
provenance ou
tractante, ne
no pourront
pourront 8tre
etre effectuees
effectuees que conformament
conformement aux dispodispotractante,
sitions de la pr
ente Convention.
Convention.
pr6sente
sitions
quelconque, dans un pays ou
on
"drogue" quelconque,
d'une "drogue"
2. Les importations
importations d'une
ne pourront
armee quelconque, no
pourront
quelconque et pour une annee
territoire quelconque
5 et de la quantit6
l'article 5
exceder
aParticle
quantite
evaluations definies A
le total des evaluations
exc6der le
deduction
meme armee,
annee, deduction
export&
territoire pendant la memo
exportee de ce pays ou territoire
faite
la quantit6
quantito fabriquee
fabriquee dans le
territoire pendant la
is
pays ou territoire
le pays
faite de
de la
menu)
m~me annee.
ann6e.
V.--CONTR6LE.
CHAPITRE V.—CONTRU
CHAPITRE
E.
Article
13.
Article 13.

a) Les Hautes Parties contractantes
1. a)
contractantes appliqueront
appliqueront a
a toutes les
"drogues" du
du groupe
groupe IIles
lee dispositions
dispositions de la Convention de Geneve,
"drogues"
sp6cifiees aa son
dont celle-ci prevoit
prevoit l'application
Papplication aux substances
substances specifiees
article
article 4
4 (ou
(on des dispositions 6quivalentes).
equivalente,$). Les Hautes Parties
contractantes
contractantes appliqueront
appliqueront aussi ces dispositions
dispositions aux preparations
preparations de
les preparations
toutes lee
a cet article 4
la morphine et cocaine
is
cocaine visees h
4et a
atoute„s
peuvent
preparations qui peuvent
des autres "drogues"
"drogues" du groupe I, sauf les preparations
conformement
Ptre soustraites au
etre
an r6gime
regime de la
is Convention
Convention de Geneve, conformement
a
A Particle
l'article 88de cette Convention.
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a drug
group (a)
(a) of
convertible into such a
or whether
whether it is convertible
of Group I), or
group
sub-group
(and
is
in
consequence
assimilable
to
drugs
mentioned
in
sub-group
the
assimilable
(and is in consequence
(b)
in Group II).
Group IIor in
of Group
(b) of
4.
In the
the event
product
Committee deciding that the product
of the Health Committee
event of
4. In
addiction, but is convertible
is not
itself a
adrug
capable of
convertible
of producing addiction,
drug capable
not itself
is
into
whether the drug in question shall fall
a drug, the question whether
such a
into such
I or under Group
under sub-group
Group II
II shall be referred
referred
sub-group (b) of Group I
under
for
decision to a
a body of three experts competent
competent to deal with the
for decision
scientific
aspects of the matter, of whom one member
member
scientific and technical aspects
shall
be
selected
by
the
Government concerned,
concerned, one by the Opium
shall be selected by the Government
Advisory
of the
members
the League, and the third by the two members
Committee of
Advisory Committee
so selected.
5.
decisions arrived
arrived at in accordance
accordance with the two preceding
Any decisions
5. Any
Secretary-General of the League
paragraphs shall
notified to the Secretary-General
shall be notified
paragraphs
of Nations,
Nations, who
communicate it
it to all the Members
Members of the
who will communicate
of
League and
and to
to the
the non-member
mentioned in Article 27.
non-member States mentioned
League
6. If
the decisions
are to
question is
effect that the product in question
the effect
to the
decisions are
If the
6.
capable
a
drug
into
capable of
producing addiction or is convertible
a
convertible
of producing
capable
upon
will,
of
producing
addiction,
the
High
Contracting
Parties
of producing addiction, the High
to
apply
receipt
of
the
communication
from
the
Secretary-General,
Secretary-General,
from
receipt of the communication
Convention
present
the
the
drug
the
appropriate
regime
laid
down
in
present
Convention
laid
regime
appropriate
the drug the
according
it falls
I or under Group II.
Group I
under Group
falls under
whether it
to whether
as to
according as
7.
Any such
such decisions
be revised,
in accordance
with the foreaccordance with
revised, in
may be
decisions may
7. Any
application
going
procedure, in
experience, on an application
further experience,
of further
the light of
in the
going procedure,
addressed by
by any
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party to the Secretary-General.
Secretary-General.
any High
addressed
Article
1.
Article 12.

of any of the drugs into the territories of any High .tent rd

import
1. No
Contracting
1.
No import
Party
of any
or export
of the from
drugsthose
into the
territories
territories
shalloftake
any place
High 1

Contracting Party or export from those territories shall take place

port r x0rt

except
in accordance
Convention.
provisions of this Convention.
the provisions
with the
accordance with
except in

2. The
The imports
imports in
in any
any one
one year
country or
territory of any
or territory
any country
into any
year into
2.
of
the
drugs
shall
not
exceed
the
total
as defined in
estimates
the
of
total
of the drugs shall not exceed the
country
Article
5
and
of
the
amount
exported
from
country
or territory
that
exported
amount
Article 5 and of the
during
the
year,
less
the
amount
manufactured
or
country or
that
in
manufactured
amount
the
less
year,
the
during
territory
that year.
territory in that

C
HAPTER V.---CONTROL.
V.-CONTROL.
CHAPTER
Article 13.
13.
Article

Control.
ControL

Provisions of
of Geneva
Geneva
Provisions

Convention to apply.
apply.
in convention
1.
(a) The
Contracting Parties
to all
all the
the drugs
drugs in
apply to
shall apply
Parties shall
High Contracting
The High
1. (a)
Group
I
the
provisions
of
the
Geneva
Convention
which
thereby
thereby
are
which
Group I the provisions of the Geneva Convention
applied
specified in
in its
Article (or provisions in
fourth Article
its fourth
substances specified
to substances
applied to
conformity
therewith).
The
High
Contracting
Parties shall also
Contracting
High
The
therewith).
conformity
apply
these
provisions
to
preparations
made
from
morphine
morphine and
from
made
preparations
to
provisions
apply these
cocaine
covered by
Article 4
Convention and to all
Geneva Convention
the Geneva
of the
4 of
by Article
and covered
cocaine and
other
from the
the other
other drugs
drugs in Group
Group II except
except
made from
preparations made
other preparations
such
as may
may be
from the
the provisions of the
exempted from
be exempted
preparations as
such preparations
Article.
Geneva Convention
Convention under its eighth
eighth Article.
Geneva
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b) Les
Hautes Parties
appliqueront aux
aux solutions
ou
b)
Les Hautes
Parties contractantes
contractantes appliqueront
solutions ou
dilutions de
ou de
on de
de lours
eels, dans
dans une
subdilutions
de morphine
morphine ou
de cocaine,
cocaine, ou
leurs sels,
une subcontenant 0,2%
0,2% ou
ou moins
moms de
de mormorstance inerte,
inerte, liquide
liquide on
ou solids,
solide, et
et contenant
phine ou 0,1%
0,1% ou
moms de
de cocaine,
le m6me
memo traitement
traitement qu'aux
qu'aux
ou moins
cocaine, le
preparations
contenant un
ufl pourcentage
pourcentage plus
plus elev6.
&eve.
preparations contenant
2. Les Hautes Parties contractantes
appliqueront aux
"drogues"
contractantes appliqueront
aux "drogues"
qui sont on
ou qui peuvent
peuvent gtre
dans le
le groupe
groupe II
II lee
disposi8tre comprises
comprises dans
les dispositions suivantes
Convention de
de Geneve
Geneve ou
dispositions
suivantes de
de la
la Convention
ou des
des dispositions
equivalentes:
equivalentes:
a) Les dispositions des
des articles
articles 66et
et 7,
en tant
taut qu'elles
qu'elles s'applis'appli7, en
a la fabrication,
quent ft
fabrication, ft
l'importation, a
h l'exportation
l'exportation et
an
a l'importation,
et au
commerce de grog
commerce
gros de
de ces "drogues";
"drogues";
6)
du. chapitre
lee
b) Lee
Les dispositions
dispositions du
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
l
chapitre V, sauf en
concerne les
compositions qui contiennent
contiennent l'une
Pune de
ces "drogues"
"drogues" et
et qui
qui se
se
de ces
pr8tent aft une application
pretent
normale;
application therapeutique
therapeutique normale;
c) Les
des olineas
16), c)
et e)
et de
de l'alinea
l'alinen, 22 de
Les dispositions
dispositions des
alin6as lb),
c) et
e) et
de
l'article 22,
Particle
etant entendu:
entendu:
22, etant
Que les statistiques des importations
i) Quo
importations et
et des
des exportations
exportations
pourront etre
poinront
et non
trimestrielle6tre envoyees
envoy6es annuellement
annuellement et
non trimestriellement,
et
ment, et
ii) Que
l'alin6a lb)
Quo Palk&
16) et
Palinea 22 de
Particle 22
22 ne
no seront
et l'alin6a
de l'article
seront
pas applicables
applicables aux preparations
preparations qui
qui contiennent
contiennent ces
ces
"
drogues".
"drogues".
Article
14.
Article 14.
gouvernements qui
1. Les gouvernements
delivre une
une autorisation
autorisation d'exportad'exportaqui auront
auront delivr6
tion, a
hdestination
destination de pays ou de territoires
auxquels ne
no s'appliquent
s'appliquent
territoires auxquels
ni is
la presente
Convention ni
presente Convention
Convention de
Geneve, pour
une
ni is
la Convention
de Geneve,
pour une
" drogue"
6tre comprise
"
drogue "qui est ou pourra etre
le groupe
groupe IIen
en aviseront
aviseront
comprise dans
dans le
immediatement
immediatement le Comit6
Comite central
central permanent.
permanent. I1
)1 est entendu que
quo
si les demandes d'exportation
d'exportation s'elevent
s'6elvent ah 55 kilogrammes
kilogrammes ou
ou davandavantage, l'autorisation
ne sera pas ddlivree
l'autorisation no
delivree avant que
quo le
le gouvernement
gouvernement
permanent quo
soit assure aupres du Comite central
central permanent
l'exportation ne
no
que l'exportation
depassement des evaluations
provoquera pas un depassement
evaluations pour
pour le
le pays
pays ou
ou
territoire
terxitoire importateur. Si le Comit6
Comite central
savoir
central permanent
permanent fait
fait savoir
qu'il y
y aura un d6passement,
depassement, le
gouvernement n'autorisera
n'autorisera pas
pas
le gouvernement
l'exportation de la quantite
quantite qui provoquerait
ce depassement.
provoquerait ce
d6passement.
2. S'il ressort des releves
releves des importations
importations et des exportations
exportations
adresses au Comite
Comit6 central
central permanent
permanent ou des notifications
notifications faites
faites aft
ce Comite, conform6ment
conformement au
an paragraphe
paragraph° precedent,
is quantite
precedent, quo
que la
quantite
exportee on
ou dont l'exportation
a destination
destination d'un
l'exportation a
a6te
ete autorisee
autorisee ft
d'un pays
ou territoire quelconque
quelconque depasse le total des evaluations definies
definies ft
l'article
ce territoire, pour cette
Particle 5
5 pour ce pays ou
on ce
cette annee, augmente
augmente
de ses
see exportations constatees,
constatee,s, le Comit6
Comite en avisera
avisera immediatement
immediatement
toutes les
le,s Hautes Parties
Parties contractantes.
contractantes. Celles-ci ne
no pourront plus
plus
autoriser, pendant l'annee
Panne° en question, aucune nouvelle
nouvelle exportation
exportation
a destination
ou tenitoire,
territoire, sauf
a
destination dudit pays on
i) Dans
supplementaire sera
Daiits le cas oh
oà une evaluation supplementaire
sera fournie,
fourth°,
en ce qui concerne
fois toute guantite
quantite import6e
c?nceme aala less
importee en excedent
excedent
et la
la quantite
quantite supplementaire
reqmse, on
et
supplementaire requse,
ou
ii) Dans lee
les cas
exceptionnels oh
o l'exportation
cas exceptionnels
l'exportation est, de l'avis
du gouvernement
gouvemement du pays exportateur,
exportateur, essentielle
essentielle aux
aux interets
de
int6erts de
l'humanit6
l'humanite ou au
an traatement
trartement des
des malades.
malades.
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(b) The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
shall treat solutions or dilutions
Parties shall
The High
(b)
of
morphine or
or their
salts in
in an inert
inert substance,
substance, liquid
liquid or
their salts
cocaine or
or cocaine
of morphine
per cent
0.1
or
solid,
which
contain
0.2
per
cent
or
less
of
morphine
cent
morphine
of
less
or
solid, which contain 0.2 per cent
more
containing
preparations
or
less
of
cocaine
in
the
same
way
as
preparations
containing
way
same
or less of cocaine in the
than these
these percentages.
percentages.
than
2.
The
High
Contracting
shall apply to the drugs which are
Parties shall
Contracting Parties
High
2. The
provisions
or
may
be
included
in
Group
II
the
following
provisions of the Geneva
Geneva
following
the
II
Group
in
included
be
may
or
Convention (or
conformity therewith):
therewith):
provisions in conformity
(or provisions
Convention
(a)
provisions of
relate to
and 77in so far as they relate
6 and
Articles 6
of Articles
The provisions
(a) The
the
trade in those
wholesale trade
and wholesale
export and
import, export
manufacture, import,
the manufacture,
drugs;
drugs;
(b)
The provisions
provisions of
Chapter V,
V, except
regards compounds
as regards
except as
of Chapter
(b) The
containing
any of
of these
these drugs
which are
adapted to aa normal
are adapted
drugs which
containing any
therapeutic
use;
therapeutic use;
(c) and (e) and para(c) The
The provisions
provisions of
of paragraphs
paragraphs 1
(b), (c)
1 (b),
(c)
provided:
22,
graph
2
of
Article
provided:
Article
of
2
graph
(i)
the statistics
of import
import and
export may
may be sent
and export
statistics of
That the
(i) That
quarterly, and
annually instead
instead of
of quarterly,
annually
(ii) That
That paragraph
paragraph 1
paragraph 2
2 of Article 22
and paragraph
(b) and
1 (b)
(ii)
any of these
shall
not
apply
to
preparations
containing
containing
preparations
to
apply
not
shall
drugs.
drugs.
Article
14.
Article 14.

cipa
to tie.n
trg
un
to.
ooun1.
Any Government
Government which
which has
has issued
an authorisation
authorisation for the nonpariiting
noL
n
icen"
issued an
1. Any
I to tes
export
of any
of the
the drugs
drugs which
which are
are or
or may
be included
included in Group I
tries '
may be
any of
export of
the
any
country
or
territory
to
which
neither
Convention
nor
this
neither
which
to
territory
or
country
any
Geneva
applies shall
shall immediately
Permanent
immediately notify the Permanent
Convention applies
Geneva Convention
Central
Board of
of the
the issue
issue of
of the
the authorisation;
authorisation; provided
provided that, if the
Central Board
request
amounts to
to 5
more, the authorisaauthorisakilogrammes or more,
5 kilogrammes
export amounts
for export
request for
tion
shall
not
be
issued
until
the
Government
has
ascertained from the
tion shall not be issued until the Government has ascertained
Permanent Central
Board that
that the
will not
cause the
estimates
the estimates
not cause
export will
the export
Central Board
Permanent
If
exceeded.
for
the
importing
country
or
territory
to
exceeded.
the Perbe
to
for the importing country or territory
would
excess
manent
Central
Board
sends
a
notification
that
such
an
excess
would
such
that
notification
a
manent Central Board sends
any
of
export
the
be
caused,
the
Government
will
not
authorise
the
export
any
authorise
not
will
Government
be caused, the
that
amount
which
would
have
that
effect.
have
would
which
amount
2. If
it appears
from the
the import
import and
and export
returns made
made to the
export returns
appears from
If it
2.
to the
made
Permanent
Central
Board
or
from
the
notifications
notifications
the
from
or
Board
Central
Permanent
Board in
pursuance
of
the
preceding
paragraph
that
the
quantity
quantity
Board in pursuance of the preceding paragraph that the
exported or
or authorised
exported to
to any
any country
country or territory
territory
be exported
to be
authorised to
exported
as
exceeds
the
total
of
the
estimates
for
that
country
or
territory
territory
or
country
that
exceeds the total of the estimates for
have
to
defined
in
Article
5,
with
the
addition
of
the
amounts
shown
amounts
the
defined in Article 5, with the addition of
been
the Board
the fact
to all the
fact to
notify the
immediately notify
shall immediately
Board shall
exported, the
been exported,
of the
High
Contracting
Parties,
who
will
not,
during
the
currency
currency
the
during
not,
will
who
High Contracting Parties,
year
in
question,
authorise
any
new
exports
to
that
country
except:
country
that
to
exports
new
any
authorise
year in question,

(i)
of aasupplementary
estimate being
furnished
being furnished
supplementary estimate
event of
the event
In the
(i) In
for that
country in
in respect
both of
any quantity
quantity over-imported
over-imported
of any
respect both
that country
for
and
of the
the additional
or
required; or
quantity required;
additional quantity
and of
(ii)
the export
in the opinion of the
export in
where the
cases.where
exceptional cases
In exceptional
(ii) In
Government
of
the
exporting
country
is
essential
interests
in the interests
essential
is
country
exporting
the
Government of
of
for the
the treatment
treatment of
of the sick.
or for
humanity or
of humanity
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3. Le
Comite central
central permanent
preparera chaque
chaque annee
=nee un
un 6tat
etat
3.
Le Comite
permanent preparera
indiquant
pour Palm&
precedente:
indiquant pour
pour chaque
chaque pays
pays ou
ou territoire
territoire et
et pour
l'annee precedente:
a)
evaluations de
a) Les
Les evaluations
de chaque
chaque "drogue";
"drogue";
b)
La quantit6
quantite de
de chaque
b) La
chaque "drogue"
"drogue" consommee;
consommee;
c) La
quantite de
chaque "drogue"
c)
La quantit6
de chaque
"drogue" fabriquee;
fabriqu6e;
d) La
La quantite
chaque "drogue"
d)
quantite de
de chaque
"drogue" transformee;
transformee;
e)
La quantite
quantito de
chaque "drogue"
importee;
e) La
de chaque
"drogue" importee;
f) La
La quantite
chaque "drogue"
f)
quantit6 de
de chaque
"drogue" exportee;
export6e;
g)
La quantite
de chaque
chaque "drogue"
"drogue" employee
employee a
la confection
g) La
quantit6 de
a la
confection
des preparations
pour l'exportation
Pexportation desquelles
desquelles les
lea autorisations
autorisations
des
preparations pour
d'exportation ne
no sont
sont pas
d'exportation
pas requises.
requises.
Pune des
des Hautes
Parties contractantes
S'il resulte dudit etat
etat quo
que l'une
Hautes Parties
contractantes aa
on pent
obligations prevues
prevues pax
la presente
presents ConConou
peut avoir
avoir manqué
manque aux
aux obligations
par la
vention,
le Comit6
Comae sera
sera en
droit de
de lui
lui demander
demander des
des explications
explications par
par
vention, le
en droit
Pentromise du
du Secretatire
Secretatire g6neral
general de
Societe des
des Nations,
et la
l'entremise
de la
la Societ6
Nations, et
la
procedure
prevue pax
lea paragraphes
de l'article
Particle 24
24 de
de la
la ConConprocedure prevue
par les
paragraphes 22aa7
7 de
vention de
Geneve sera
applicable.
vention
de Geneve
sera applicable.
Le Comit6
Comite publiera, le
Petat vise
ci-dessus, et,
et, a
a
le plus
plus tot
t6t possible, l'etat
vise ci-dessus,
moins qu'il ne
no le jugs
résumé des
des explications
explications
juge pas
pas necessaire,
n6cessaire, in
un resum6
donnees on
ou demandees
demandees conformement
Palinea precedent,
ainsi que
quo
conformement a
a l'alinea
precedent, ainsi
toutes observations
observations qu'il
quill tiendrait
concemant ces
ce,s explications
explications
tiendrait a
a faire
faire concernant
ou demandes
demandes d'explications.
d'explications.
ou
En publiant les
lea statistiques
statistiques et
informations qu'il
gull recoit
regoit on
et autres
autres informations
en
vertu
de la
la presente
presents Convention,
is Comit6
Comite central
central permanent
permanent aura
aura
vertu de
Convention, le
soin
no faire
figurer dans
ees publications
publications aucune
aucune indication
indication suscepsuscepsoin de
de ne
faire figurer
dans ces
tible de favoriser
sp6culateurs
favmiser les operations
operations des spec
ulateurs ou
on de porter prejudice
au commerce legitime d'une
des Hautes
Hautes Parties
d'une quelconque
quelconque des
Parties contraccontractantes.
tantes.

CHAPITRE
Cl/A TEE VI.-DISPOSITIONS
W.-DISPOSITIONS ADMINISTRATIVES.
ADMtNISTiUTIVE8.

Article 15.
Hautes Parties
Parties contractantes
Les Mutes
prendront toutes
les mesures
mesures
contractantes prendront
toutes les
legislatives ou autres necessaires
necessaires pour donner effet
effet dans
dans louts
leurs territerritoires
presente Convention.
Convention.
toires aux dispositions
dispositions de
de la
la pr6sente
Les Hautes Parties contractantes
contractantes etabliront,
'ont dejA
etabliront, si elles ne
no l'ont
déjà
fait,
administration specials
mission:
fait, une
une administration
speciale ayant
ayant pour
pour mission:
a) D'appliquer les
lea prescriptions
prescriptions de la presente
Convention;
presente Convention;
b) De reglem.enter,
reglementer, surveiler
surveiller et contr6ler
controler le
is commerce
commerce des

"
drogues";
"drogues";
c) D'organiser la
la toxicomanie,
toxicomanie, en
en prenant
prenant
la lutte contre la
toutes les
lea mesures
mesures utiles pour
empecher le
is developpement
developpement et
pour en
en empecher
et
combattre is
illicite.
pour combattre
le trafic
trafic illicite.
Article
16
Article 16

1. Chaeune
Chacune des Hautes
Mutes Parties
Parties contractantes
contractantes exercera
exercera une surveillance rigoureuse
rigoureuse sur:
sur:
a) Les quantites
matieres premieres
premieres et de "drogues"
quantities de matiere,s
"drogues" manumanufacturees
facturees qui se trouvent en la possession
possession de
de chaque
chaque fabricans
fabricans
fabrication ou
aux fins de fabrication
on de transformation
transformation de chacune
chacune de cet
cot
"drogues" oua
ou a toutes
"drogues"
toutes autres
utiles;
autres fins
fins utiles;
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a state
3.
The Permanent
Permanent Central
Board shall
shall each
each year
year prepare
prepare a
Central Board
3. The
ment
in respect
of each
country or
preceding
territory for the preceding
or territory
each country
respect of
showing, in
ment showing,
year:
year:
(a) The
The estimates
respect of
of each drug;
in respect
estimates in
(a)
(b) The
The amount
consumed;
drug consumed;
each drug
of each
amount of
(b)
manufactured;
(c)
The amount
amount of
each drug manufactured;
of each
(c) The
(d)
of each
drug converted;
converted;
each drug
amount of
The amount
(d) The
(e)
The amount
imported;
each drug imported;
of each
amount of
(e) The
(f) The
The amount
each drug
exported;
drug exported;
of each
amount of
(J)
(g) The
The amount
drug used
used for
the compounding
compounding of
for the
each drug
of each
amount of
(g)
of which do not require export
preparations, exports
export authorexports of
preparations,
isations.
If such
such statement
statement indicates
indicates that any High Contracting
Contracting Party has
If
or may
have failed
failed to
to carry
carry out
out his
obligations under this Convention,
Convention,
his obligations
may have
or
the Board
Board shall
the right
right to
explanations, through the
for explanations,
ask for
to ask
have the
shall have
the
Secretary-General of
Nations, from that High Conof Nations,
League of
the League
of the
Secretary-General
paragraphs 22to 77of
tracting
Party,
and
the
procedure
specified
in paragraphs
specified
procedure
the
and
tracting Party,
in any such
Article
24
of
the
Geneva
Convention
shall
apply
such case.
case.
apply
shall
Convention
Geneva
the
of
24
Article
The Board
Board shall,
soon as
as possible
possible thereafter,
publish the statestatethereafter, publish
as soon
shall, as
The
ment above
together with
with an
it thinks it
it
account, unless it
an account,
mentioned together
above mentioned
ment
unnecessary, of
any explanations
required in accordance
accordance
or required
given or
explanations given
of any
unnecessary,
with the
paragraph and
which the Board
Board
observations which
any observations
and any
preceding paragraph
the preceding
with
may desire
desire to
make in
explanation or request for
such explanation
any such
of any
respect of
in respect
to make
may
an
explanation.
an explanation.
The
shall take
take all
measures to
necessary measures
all necessary
Board shall
Central Board
Permanent Central
The Permanent
it
which
ensure
that
the
statistics
and
other
information
which
it receives
receives
information
other
and
statistics
ensure that the
as
a
manner
such
public
made
under
this
Convention
shall
be
be
made
public
in
a
not
shall
Convention
this
under
to
of speculators
or to injure the legitimate
speculators or
operations of
the operations
facilitate the
to facilitate
commerce
any High
Contracting Party.
High Contracting
of any
commerce of
CHAPTER
VI .—ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
CHAPTER VI.-ADMINISTRATIVE

prOAdministrative proAdministrative

1
ions
vis
visions.

Article 15.
15.
Article
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
take all
legislative or ac
necessary legislative
all necessary
shall take
The
other measures
effect within
their territories
territories to the
the
within their
give effect
to give
order to
in order
measures in
other
provisions of
Convention.
of this Convention.
provisions
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
if they
they have
not already
already done
done
have not
shall, if
Parties shall,
The
so,
create
a
special
administration
for
the
purpose
of:
so, create a special administration for the purpose
Convention;
(a) Applying
provisions of
the present
present Convention;
of the
the provisions
Applying the
(a)
(b) Regulating,
Regulating, supervising
supervising and
trade in the
controlling the trade
and controlling
(b)
drugs;
drugs;
(c) Organising
Organising the
drug addiction,
addiction, by taking
against drug
campaign against
the campaign
(c)
all
to prevent
development and
and to suppress
suppress the
its development
prevent its
steps to
useful steps
all useful
illicit traffic.
illicit

Laws, etc.. to be en-

o be enIact.
s etc, to

Article 16.
Article
Supervision by each
by ach
sp^OVS
a strict
1.
Each
High
Contracting
Party shall
shall exercise
strict supervision
supervision Power.
exercise a
1. Each High Contracting Party
over:
(a) The
raw material
and manufactured
in
manufactured drugs in
material and
of raw
amounts of
The amounts
(a)
the possession
manufacturer for
for the
of the
the manmanpurpose of
the purpose
each manufacturer
of each
possession of
the
ufacture
conversion of
of any
any of
of the
drugs or
or otherwise;
otherwise;
the drugs
or conversion
ufacture or
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b)
(ou de
de preparations
contenant
b) Les
Les quantites
quantites de
de "drogues"
"drogues" (ou
preparations contenant
ces
ces drogues)
drogues) produites;
produites;
c)
La maniere
maniere dont
eat dispose
des "drogues"
et pr6parapreparadispose des
"drogues" et
c) La
dont il
il est
tions ainsi
distribution au
au commerce,
commerce,
notamment lour
leur distribution
tions
ainsi produites,
produites, notamment
de la
la fabrique.
fabrique.
aala
la sortie
sortie de
2. Les
Hautes Parties
Parties contractantes
ne permettront
permettront pas
pas l'accumuPaccumucontractantes ne
2.
Les Hautes
lation
lea mains
mains d'un
de quantites
de
lation entre
entre les
d'un fabricant
fabricant quelconque
quelconque de
quantites de
matieres premieres
premieres depassant
depassant lea
requises pour
les quantites
quantites requises
pour le
le fonctionfonctionmatieres
nement economique
economique de
de Pentreprise,
en tenant
tenant compte
des conditions
compte des
conditions
l'entreprise, en
nement
du march&
de matieres
premieres en
en la
la possession
possession de
du
marche. Les
Les quantites
quantites de
matieres premieres
de
tout fabricant,
moment quelconque,
depasseront pas
pas les
les
ne depasseront
un moment
quelconque, no
tout
fabricant, aa tin
quantites n6cessaires
neeessaires pour
besoins de
de la
fabrication pendant
pendant le
le
la fabrication
pour lea
les besoins
quantites
semestre
suivant, a
a moms
quo le
le gouvernement,
gouvernement, apres
apres enquete,
enquete,
semestre suivant,
moins que
n'estime
des conditions
conditions exceptionnelles
justifient Paccumulation
l'accumulation
exceptionnelles justifient
n'estime quo
que des
de quantites
quantites additionnelles,
mais, en
en aucun
aucun cas,
cas, les
lea quantites
quantites totales
totales
de
additionnelles, mais,
qui pourront
pourront etre
etre accumulees
accumulees ainsi
ainsi ne
no devront
devront depasser
&passer l'approviqui
l'approvisionnement d'une
armee.
sionnement
d'une annee.

Article 17.
Chacune des
Parties contractantes
contractantes astreindra
astreindra chaque
chaque
Chacune
des Hautes
Hautes Parties
fabricant etabli
sea territoires
territoires a
fournir des
des rapports
trimestriels
fabricant
etabli stir
sur ses
a fournir
rapports trimestriels
indiquant:
indignant:
a) Les
Les quantites
de matieres
matieres premieres
et de
"drogue"
a)
quantites de
premieres et
de cheque
chaque "drogue"
qu'il a
qu'il
fabrique, ainsi quo
lea quantites
quantites.de
de "dro"droa rogues
regues dans
dans sa fabrique,
que les
gues"
ou de
produit, quel
quel qu'il
qu'il soit,
soit, fabriqu6
fabrique avec
ayes
gues" ou
de tout
tout autre
autre produit,
de ces
ces substances.
substances. En
signalant les
lea quantit6s
quantites de
de
chacune de
En signalant
matieres premieres
premieres ainsi regues
lui, le
fabricant indiquera
la
reoues par
par lui,
le fabricant
indiquera la
proportion
de cocaine
on d'ecgonine
d'ecgonine contenue
contenue dans
dans
proportion de morphine,
morphine, de
cocaine ou
celles-ci ou
pent en
en etre
sera d6terdetercelles-ci
ou qui
qui pent
etre retiree—proportion
retiree-proportion qui
qui sera
minee
methode prescrite par le gouvernement
min& par une
tine method°
gouvernement et dans
quo le gouvernement
comme satisdes conditions que
gouvernement considere comme
faisantes;
faisantes;
de matieres premieres, soit de produits
b) Les quantites, soit de
manufactures a
b, l'aide
de ces
ces matieres,
matieres, qui
qui ont
out ete
été utilis6es
utilisees au
an
manufactures
l'aide de
cours du
du trimestre;
trimestre;
cours
c) Les quantites
quantit restant
stock a6. la
trimestre.
restant en stock
la fin du trimestre.

Chacune
Chacune des Hautes
Hautes Parties contractantes
contractantes astreindra
astreindra chaque
cheque
negociant en
en gTos
etabli sur
stir ses
6. la
la fin
de chaque
cheque
negociant
gros etabli
ses territoires
territoires 6.a fournir,
fournir, A
fin de
ann6e,
pour chaque
armee, un rapport sp6cifiant
specifiant pour.
"drogue" la quantite de
chaque "drogue"
cette "drogue"
"drogue" contenue
contenue dans
dans lea
les preparations
preparations exportees
exportees ou
on importees
importees
au cours de I'annee
l'exportation ou l'importation
Panne° et pour Pexportation
l'importation desquelles
desquelles
II n'est pas regnis
il
requis d'autorisation.
d'autorisation.
Article
Article 18.

contractantes s'engage A
Chacune des Hautes
Hautes Parties contractantes
6. ce que
quo toutes
les
lea "drogues"
"drogues" du groupe
groupe IIqu'elle
qu'elle saisira
le trafic
illicite soient
soient
saisira dans le
trafic illicite
detruites ou
on transform6es
transformees en substances
substances non stupefiantes
stupefiantes ou r6servees
reservees
a l'usage medical
6.
medical ou
on scientifique,
scientifique, soit par le gouvernement,
gouvernement, soit sous
"drogues" tie
ne sont plus necessaires
son contrble,
controle, une fois que
quo ces "drogues"
necessaires pour
pour
la
ou toute
in proccdure
procedure judiciaire on
toute autre
action de la
in part
part des
des autorites
autre action
autorites
de l'Etat. Dans
Dana tous
tons les
lea cas, la diacetylmorphine
diacetylmorphine devra etre detruite
ou transformee.
ou
transformee.
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(b) The
quantities of
of the
drugs or
or preparations
preparations containing the
the drugs
The quantities
(b)
drugs produced;
produced;
drugs
(c) The
disposal of
of the
drugs and
preparations so produced
produced
and preparations
the drugs
The disposal
(c)
factories.
with
especial
reference
to
deliveries
from
the factories.
deliveries
to
reference
with especial

accumulation in the
allow the accumulation
2. No
Party shall
shall allow
Contracting Party
High Contracting
No High
2.
possession of
of any
manufacturer of
of quantities
quantities of raw materials in
any manufacturer
possession
excess
of those
those required
required for
for the
economic conduct
of business, having
conduct of
the economic
excess of
amounts of raw
The
regard to
market conditions.
conditions.
prevailing market
the prevailing
to the
regard
one time shall
any
at
material
in
the
possession
of
any
manufacturer
material in the possession of any manufacturer
manufacturer
not
exceed
the
amounts
required
by
that
manufacturer
for manufacmanufacthat
by
not exceed the amounts required
Government,
ture
during
the
ensuing
six
months,
unless
the
Government,
after due
unless
months,
six
ture during the ensuing
the
conditions
investigation,
considers
that
exceptional
conditions
warrant
accuexceptional
that
considers
investigation,
total
the
shall
but
mulation
of
additional
amounts,
in
no
case
quantiamounts,
additional
of
mulation
ties
which may
be accumulated
exceed one
year's supply.
one year's
accumulated exceed
may be
ties which

Article 17.
Each High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
shall require
require each
each manufacturer
manufacturer
Party shall
Each
within his
territories to
to submit
quarterly reports stating:
submit quarterly
his territories
within

reQuarterly reportsnu
reQuarterly
quired of
o each manu-quir
facturer.

(a) The
of raw
the drugs
materials and of each of the
raw materials
amount of
The amount
(a)
received
into the
the factory
by such
such manufacturer
manufacturer and the quantities
factory by
received into
of the
drugs, or
any other
whatever, produced
each
produced from each
products whatever,
other products
or any
the drugs,
of
of these
these substances.
substances. In
In reporting
reporting the
amounts of raw
raw materials
the amounts
of
so received,
received, the
the manufacturer
shall state
the proportion
proportion of morstate the
manufacturer shall
so
therefrom
phine,
contained in
in or
producible therefrom
or producible
ecgonine contained
or ecgonine
cocaine or
phine cocaine
as
Government and
prescribed by the Government
method prescribed
a method
by a
determined by
as determined
under conditions
conditions considered
satisfaci;ory by
by the Government;
Government;
considered satisfactory
under
(b)
of either
either the
raw material
material or
or the products
products
the raw
quantities of
The quantities
(b) The
manufactured therefrom
therefrom which
were disposed
disposed of during
during the
which were
manufactured
quarter;
quarter;
(c)
quantities remaining
stock at
at the
the end
end of
of the
quarter.
the quarter.
in stock
remaining in
The quantities
(c) The
Each High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall require
each wholesaler
wholesaler within
require each
Each
report stating, in
a
his
territories
to
make
at
the
close
of
each
year
a
year
each
of
close
the
at
make
his territories to
contained in
drug
that
respect
of
each
of
the
drugs,
the
amount
of
of
contained
amount
the
drugs,
the
of
each
respect of
the export
year,
preparations,
exported
or
imported
during
the
for
export
the
during
imported
or
exported
preparations,
or
of which
which authorisations
authorisations are
are not required.
import of
or import
Article 18.
Article

Se c.
izures in illicit
illicit
Seizures
in il

Each High
Contracting Party
undertakes that
that any
any of
of the
the drugs
drugs in
in wtaurc
aft
Party undertakes
High Contracting
Each
destroyed
shall
Group
I
which
are
seized
by
him
in
the
traffic
be
destroyed
illicit
the
in
him
Group I which are seized by
or converted
or appropriated
appropriated for medical
substances or
non-narcotic substances
into non-narcotic
converted into
or
or
scientific
use,
either
by
the
Government
or
under
control, when
under its control,
or
Government
the
by
either
or scientific use,
action
other
or
these
are
no
longer
required
for
judicial
proceedings
other
action on
proceedings
judicial
for
required
longer
no
these are
the
part
of
the
authorities
of
the
State.
In
all
cases
diacetylmorphine
diacetylmorphine
cases
all
In
State.
the
of
authorities
the
of
part
the

converted.
shall
either be
be destroyed
destroyed or converted.
shall either
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Article
Artile 19.
19.
Les Hautes
Parties contractantes
que les
les etiquettes
etiquettes sous
Les
Hautes Parties
contractantes exigeront
exigeront que
sous
lesquelles est
mise en
une ""drogue"
drogue" quelconque
quelconque ou
on une
prepare,
lesquelles
est mise
en vente
vente une
une preparation contenant
contenant cette
"drogue" indiquent
le pourcentage
pourcentage de
de celle-ci.
celle-ci.
tion
cette "drogue"
indiquent le
Riles devront
le nom
nom de
maniere prevue
prevue par
Elles
devront au,ssi
aussi en
en indiquer
indiquer le
de is
la maniere
par is
la
legislation national°
legislation
nationale
CHAPITRE
VII.—DISPOSITIONS GENARALES.
GANARALES.
CHAPITRE VII.-DISPOSITIoNs
Article
20.
Article 20.
1. Tonto
Haute Partie
Pardo contractante
dans Pun
des
1.
Toute Haute
contractante dans
l'un quelconque
quelconque des
territoires
"drogue" quelconque
ou
territoires de
de laquelle
laquelle une
une "drogue"
quelconque sera
sera fabriquee
fabriquee ou
transform&
an moment
de l'entree
Ventre° en
vigueur de
de la
is presente
present° ConContransformee au
moment de
en vigueur
vention
co moment
moment ou
on ulterieurement,
ulterieurement, se
se proposera
vention on
ou qui,
qui, a ce
proposera
d'autoriser
sur
son
tenitoire
cette
fabrication
ou
transformation,
d'autoriser sur son territoire cette fabrication ou transformation,
general de
de la
la Societe
Societe des
des Nations
Nations
enverra une notification
notification an
au Secretaire
Secr6taire general
en
indignant si
fabrication ou
on is
est destin6e
destine° aux
aux
en indiquant
si is
la fabrication
la transformation
transformation est
besoins
on egalement
Pexportation, et
et a
aquelle
quell°
besoins interieurs
int6rieurs seulement
seulement ou
egalement aal'exportation,
époque
fabrication ou
on transformation
transformation commencera;
commencera; elle
elle specifiera
specifiers
6poque cette
cette fabrication
egalement
les "drogues"
"drogues" qui
qui doivent
doivent 8tre
etre fabriquees
on transformees,
transformees,
egalement les
fabriquees ou
pins; que
quo Ie
le nom et
ainsi
et Padresse
l'adresse des personnes
personnes on
ou des
des maisons
maisons autorisees.
autorisees.
2.
cas oh
GA is
fabrication ou
de l'une
l'une quelconque
2. Au
Au cas
la fabrication
ou la
la transformation
transformation de
quelconque
"drogues"
cesserait sur son
is Haute
Partie contractante
des "drogues
" cesserait
son territoire, la
Haute Partie
contractante
enverra une
notification a
cot effet
effet au
an Secretaire
general en
en indiquant
indignant
enverra
une notification
a cet
Secretaire g6neral
la
date et le
is date
all cette
cette fabrication
fabrication ou
on transformation
transformation a
a cesse
on
le lieu
lieu oh
cesse ou
cessera
et en
cessera et
on specifiant
specifiant les
"drogues" visees,
les personnes
personnes ou
ou maisons
maisons
les "drogues"
visees, les
visees, frinsi
1103u et
et leur
lour adresse.
adresse.
visees,
ainsi quo
que leur
leur nom
3. Les renseignements
renseignements fournis
fourths conformement
conformement aux paragraphes
paragraphes 11
et 2
2seront communiques
communiques par
par le Secretaire
Secretaire general
aux Hautes
Haute,s Parties
general aux
Parties
contractantes.
contractantes.

Article 21.
1.
Les Mates
par l'entrePentre*
Lee
Hautes Parties
Parties contractantes
contractantes se
se conununiqueront
communiqueront par
mise du Secretaire
wise
Secr4taire general
lea lois
lois et
general de Is
la Societt5
Socidtd des Nations
Nations les
et reglereglements
pour donner
dormer effet
effet a
ais
Convention, et
et lui
lui
ments promulgues
promulgue6 pour
la presente
presente Convention,
transmettront
tranemettront un rapport
rapport annuel
an fonctionnement
fonctionnement de
de la
is
annuel relatif
relatif au
Convention sur leurs
territoires, conformement
lours territoires,
aun
formulaire etabli
conformement A
un formulaire
6tabli
par la
Commission consultative
par
is Commission
consultative du
trafic de l'opium
Popiurn et
du trafic
et autres
"drogues" nuisibles.
"drogues"
nuisibles.

Article £2.
22.
Hautes Parties contractantes
Les Haute,s
contractantes feront figurer dans les statistiques
statistiques
annuelles
au Comite
permanent les quantites
annuelles fournies par elles
elks an
Cornite central permanent
quantites
de chacune des "drogues"
"drogues" employees
employees par les
lea fabricants et grossistes
grossistes
pour la
is confection
confection de preparations, destinees
de,stinees a
a la
is. consommation
con,sommation
interieure ou a
a l'exportation,
Pexportation, pour
pour Pexportation
l'exportation desquelles
desquelles les
lea
autmisations ne
ne sont
sont pas
pas requires.
autorisations
requises.
Lee
Les Hautes Parties contractantes
contractantes feront 6galement
egalement figurer
figurer dans
dans leurs
leurs
statistiques un résumé
resume des releves etablis par les
lea fabricants,
fabricants, conformem ent al'article
Particle 17.
17.
formdment
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Article 19.
The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties will
will require
require that
that the labels under
The High
containing those
which
drugs, or
preparations containing
those drugs, are
or preparations
the drugs,
of the
any of
which any
offered
shall show
show the
percentage of the drugs. These
These labels
the percentage
sale, shall
for sale,
offered for
shall
indicate the
name of
provided for in the national
the drugs as provided
of the
the name
also indicate
shall also
legislation.
legislation.
CHAPTER VII.-GENERAL
VII .—GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
CHAPTER

Marking labels.
Markinglabels.

General provisions.
provisions.
General

Article 20.
Article
Information
Information to be

any furnisheda
1. Every
Every High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party in
in any
any of
territories any
furnished thne
the Leagu
League
whose territories
of whose
1.
of Nations.
of
the drugs
is being
being manufactured
converted, at
at the time when of Nations
or converted,
manufactured or
drugs is
of the
this
Convention comes
comes into
proposes either at
in which he proposes
or in
force, or
into force,
this Convention
that
time or
subsequently to
to authorise
such manufacture
manufacture or conauthorise such
or subsequently
that time
League of Nations
version,
shall notify
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League
notify the
version, shall
indicating
conversion is for domestic
manufacture or conversion
the manufacture
whether the
indicating whether
on
needs
only
or
also
for
export,
the
date
on
which such manufacture
manufacture or
needs only or also for export, the date
or converted
conversion
will
begin,
and
the
drugs
to
be
manufactured
converted
manufactured
be
to
drugs
conversion will begin, and the
authorised.
or
as
well
as
the
names
and
addresses
of
persons
firms
authorised.
persons
of
addresses
and
as well as the names
2.
conversion of any of the
or conversion
manufacture or
the manufacture
of the
event of
the event
In the
2. In
drugs
ceasing in
in the
territory of
of any
any High
Contracting Party, he shal
shall
High Contracting
the territory
drugs ceasing
notify
indicating the place and
that effect, indicating
to that
Secretary-General to
the Secretary-General
notify the
date at
at which
which such
such manufacture
or conversion
conversion has ceased or will cease
manufacture or
date
well as the names and addresses
and specifying
the drugs
drugs affected,
affected, as
addresses
as well
specifying the
and
of
persons or
concerned.
firms concerned.
or firms
of persons
3.
furnished under
Article shall
shall be
be communicommuni- signatssioi
sigTjarosrrsIon
this Article
under this
information furnished
The information
3. The

of, to

cated
the Secretary-General
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Secretary-General to the High
by the
cated by
Article 21.
21.
Article

The High
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
communicate to one another
shall communicate
High Contracting
The
through
the
Secretary-General
of
the
League
of
Nations the laws and
of Nations
League
the
of
through the Secretary-General
to the present Coneffect
regulations
promulgated
in
order
to
give
effect
give
to
order
in
regulations promulgated
vention,
and
shall
forward
to
the
Secretary-General
an annual
annual report
report
an
Secretary-General
the
to
forward
shall
vention, and
on
the
working
of
the
Convention
in
their
territories,
in
accordance
accordance
in
territories,
their
in
Convention
the
of
working
the
on
with
form drawn
Advisory Committee
Traffic in
on Traffic
Committee on
the Advisory
by the
up by
drawn up
with aa form
Opium
Dangerous Drugs.
Drugs.
Other Dangerous
and Other
Opium and

Mutual communicaetc'""
tii.^i.
tion
of laws, etc.

Article 22.
Article

include
n
ugs
eports
us; to inci
couz
Reports,
drugs useddtoin
The
shall include
include in
annual statistics
in comstatistics dr
the annual
in the
Parties shall
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
The High
pods.
furnished by
them to
to the
Central Board
I
'
d'
Board the amounts of '
Permanent Central
the Permanent
by them
furnished
comany
of
the
drugs
used
by
manufacturers
and
wholesalers
for
the
for
any of the drugs used by manufacturers and wholesalers
pounding
of preparations
for domestic
domestic consumption
consumption or for
for
whether for
preparations whether
pounding of
export
for
the
export
of
which
export
authorisations
are
not
required.
required.
not
are
export for the export of which export authorisations

a summary
also include a
The High
shall also
summary of the
Parties shall
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
The
17.
returns
made
by
the
manufacturers
in
pursuance
of
Article
17.
Article
of
pursuance
in
manufacturers
the
by
returns made

Summary
Summary of returns
returns.

SAt, p.

Ante, p. 1573.
1573.
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Article
23.
Article 23.
Les Hautes
Hautes Parties
se communiqueront
communiqueront par
par l'entrePentreLes
Parties contractantes
contractantes se
mise du
du Secretaire
Secretaire general
de la
la Societe
des Nations,
in delai
mise
general de
Soci6t6 des
Nations, dans
dans un
delai
aussi
possible, des
des renseignements
renseignements sur
cur tout
tout cas
cas de
trafic
aussi bref
bref quo
que possible,
de trafic
illicite decouvert
par elks
qui po
urra presenter
de Piraportance,
illicite
decouvert par
elles et
et qui
pourra
presenter de
l'importance,
soit
en raison
raison des
quantites de
de "drogues"
"drogues" en
cause, Boit
en raison
des
soit en
des quantites
en cause,
soit en
raison des
indications que
quo cc
les sources
sources qui
qui alimentent
alimentent
indications
ce cas
cas pourra
pourra fournir
fournir cur
sur les
en
le trafic
methodes employees
employees par
par les
lea
en "drogues"
"drogues" le
trafic ifficite
illicite on
ou lee
les m6thodes
trafiquants
illicites.
trafiquants illicites.
Ces
renseignements indiqueront,
indiqueront, dans
mesure possible:
possible:
Ces renseignements
dans toute
toute la
la mesure
a) La
la quantite
des "drogues"
"drogues" en
en cause;
cause ;
a)
La nature
nature et
et la
quantite des
b) L'origine
L'orighte des
des "drogues",
"drogues", les
les marques
marques et
et etiquettes;
etiquetts;
b)
c)
Les points
points de
passage oi
ohlee
"drogues" ont
ont ete
ete d6tournes
detournees
c) Les
de passage
les "drogues"
dans
dans le
le trafic
trafic illicite;
illicite;
d) Le
Le lieu
lieu d'oi
&oh. les
les ""drogues"
drogues " ont
ete exp6di6es
expodiees et
et les
les noms
noms
d)
ont 6t6
d'expedition ou
commissionnaires, les
lee memedes expediteurs,
expediteurs, agents
agents d'expedition
ou commissionnaires,
thod.es de
consignation et les
lee noms et adresses
adresses des
destinataires
thodes
de consignation
des destinataires
s'ils
sont connus.
s'ils sont
connus.
e) Les
methodes employees
employees et
suivies par
par lee
contree)
Les m6thodes
et routes
routes suivies
les contreeventuellement les
lee no
ms des
des navires
servi
bandiers et
et eventuellement
noms
navires qui
qui ont
ont servi
an
transport;
au transport;
f)
prises par
par les
lee gouvemements
en ce
cc qui
qui concerne
concerns
f) Les
Les mesures
mesures prises
gouvernements en
les personnes
personnes impliquees
impliquees (et,
cellos qui
qui possedepossede(et, en
en parficulier,
particulier, celles
raient des
des autorisations
on des
des licences),
lea sanctions
sanctions
raient
autorisations ou
licences), ainsi
ainsi que
que les
appliquees;
appliquees;
g) Tous
Tous autres
autres renseignements
qui pourraient
Is supsupg)
renseignements qui
pourraient alder
aider aala
pression
ifficite.
pression du
du trafic
trafic illicite.

4.
Article 24.
La presente
present° Convention compl6tera
completera les Conventions
Conventions de La Haye
Haye

de 1912 et de Geneve
les rapports
Geneve de 1925 dans
dons lee
rapports entre
entre les
les Hautes
Parties contractantes
contractantes lides
moins de ces dernieres
'lees par l'une
Pune au mans
dernieres ConConventions.
Article 25.
S'il s'eleve
s'6elve entre lee
les Hautes
Parties contractantes
contractantes un
in differend
differend
Hautes Parties
a. l'interpr6tation
l'application de is
la presente
quelconque relatif a
Pinterpretation ou A
aPapplication
present°
ce differend
diff6rend n'a pu etre
etre r6solu
Convention, et si cc
resolu de fagon satisfaisante
satisfaisante
par voie
vole diplomatique, il
aux dispositions
dispositions
il sera
sera regle
r6gl6 conformement
conformement aux
les Parties concernant
en vigueur
vigueur entre lee
concernant le reglement
reglement des
differends
des differends
internationaux.
internationaux.
Au cas oh
oil de telles dispositions n'existeraient
n'existeraient pas entre
entre les
lee Parties
Parties
au differend,
differend, elles
elks le soumettront
soumettront A
aune procedure
procedure arbitrale ou judiciaire. A defaut
claire.
Want d'un accord
accord sur
cur le choix
choir d'un autre
autre tribunal,
elks
tribunal, elles
a Is
la requete
d'elles, ae, is
la Cour
soumettront le differend,
differend, a
requete de l'une
l'une d'elle,s,
Cone permanente de Justice internationale,
internationale, si elles
manent°
elks sont toutes parties au
Protocole du 16 decembre
decembre 1920, relatif au Statut de ladite
ladite Cour,
Cone, et,
et,
elles n'y sont
si elks
sent pas toutes parties, aaun tribunal
tribunal d'arbitrage,
d'arbitrage, constitue
conform6ment a
a la Convention de La Haye du 18 octobre 1907, pour
conformement
pacifique des conflits
le reglement
reglement pacifique
confute internationaux.
internationaux.
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Article
Article 23.
arti
o
traffic pPartiO•
communicate to each other,'
The
High
Contracting
Parties
other) lltit traffic
will communicate
The High Contracting Parties will
through the
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
of the
the League
Nations, as soon as
League of Nations,
through
by them
discovered
possible,
particulars
of
each
case
of
illicit
traffic
traffic
discovered
them
possible, particulars of each case of illicit
involved
the
which
may
be
of
importance
either
because
because
of
quantities
involved
which may be of importance either
or
because of
thrown on
sources from
from which drugs are
are
the sources
on the
light thrown
the light
of the
or because
employed
obtained
for
the
illicit
traffic
or
the
methods
methods
employed
by
illicit
the
or
traffic
illicit
obtained for the
traffickers.
traffickers.

The particulars
shall indicate
indicate as far as possible:
given shall
particulars given
The
(a)
The
kind
and
quantity
involved;
(a) The kind and quantity of drugs involved;
(b)
The origin
drugs, their
their marks and labels;
labels;
the drugs,
of the
origin of
(b) The
(c) The
The points
points at
at which
which the
drugs were
diverted into the illicit
illicit
were diverted
the drugs
(c)
traffic;
traffic;
(d) The
The place
place from
from which
drugs were
were despatched,
despatched, and the
the drugs
which the
(d)
names
of shipping
or forwarding
or consignors;
methods
consignors; the methods
agents or
forwarding agents
shipping or
names of
if
consignees,
of
of
consignment
and
the
name
and
address
consignees,
and
name
the
and
consignment
of
known;
known;
(e)
used by
smiTglers and
and names of
of
by smugglers
routes used
and routes
methods and
The methods
(e) The
shipped;
have
ships,
if
any,
in
which
the
drugs
have
been
shipped;
drugs
the
which
in
ships, if any,
(f) The
taken by
the Government
Government in regard
regard to the
by the
action taken
The action
(f)
or
persons
involved,
particularly
those
possessing
authorisations
or
authorisations
possessing
those
persons involved, particularly
licences and
penalties imposed.
the penalties
and the
licences
(g) Any
information which
which would
would assist in the supother information
Any other
(g)
traffic.
pression
of
illicit
of
pression

Article 24.

Present

convention

supplementary
to prectoepret
The present
present Convention
the Hague
Convention suppleent
Hague Convention
supplement the
shall supplement
Convention shall
The
vious conventions.
Vol. 38,v.p.1tio9.
p. 1912.
vios
between
of
1912
and
the
Geneva
Convention
of
1925
in
the
relations
the
in
1925
of
of 1912 and the Geneva Convention
the
Parties bound
bound by
by at least
least one of these latter
Contracting Parties
High Contracting
the High
Conventions.
Conventions.

Article
Article 25.

ofof dmepue'nt'
If there
should arise
arise between
High Contracting
disContracting Parties aa dis- puTlement
the High
between the
there should
If
the
of
application
or
pute of any
kind
relating
to
the
interpretation
application
the
interpretation
the
to
relating
pute of any kind
present
and if
dispute cannot
satisfactorily
cannot be satisfactorily
such dispute
if such
Convention and
present Convention
with any
accordance
in
settled
by
diplomacy,
it
shall
be
settled
accordance
settled
be
shall
it
diplomacy,
by
settled
for the
applicable agreements
in
force
between
the
Parties
providing
providing
applicable agreements in force between the Parties
settlement
international disputes.
of international
settlement of
In case there is no such
agreement in force between the Parties, the
the
In case there is no such agreement in force between the Parties,
the
In
settlement.
dispute
shall
be
referred
to
arbitration
or
judicial
settlement.
judicial
or
dispute shall be referred to arbitration
dispute
absence of
agreement
on
the
choice
of
another
tribunal,
the
the
tribunal,
another
of
choice
absence of agreement on the
shall, at the
request of any one of the Parties, be referred to the
shall, at the request of any one of the Parties, be referred
Permanent Court of
of International
if all
all the
Parties to the
the Parties
Justice, if
International Justice,
Permanent Court
dispute are Parties
Parties to
the
Protocol
of December
16th, 1920,
relating
1920, relating
16th,
December
of
Protocol
the
to
are
dispute
to the Statute
Statute of
that
Court,
and,
if
any
of
the
Parties
to
the
dispute
of that Court, and, if any of the Parties to the dispute
to the
arbitral
an
to
1920,
16th, 1920, to an arbitral Vol.. 336, P.. 2'. .
is not
to the
December 16th,
Protocol of December
the Protocol
Party to
not aaParty
is
tribunal
constituted
in
accordance
with
the
Hague
Hague Convention
Convention of
the
with
tribunal constituted in accordance
October 18th, 1907, for
for the
Pacific
Settlement
of
International
International
of
the Pacific Settlement
October 18th, 1907,
Disputes.
Disputes.
2221
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Article
26.
Article 26.
Toute
pourra declarer,
declarer, au
au moment
moment de
Toute Haute
Haute Partie
Partie contractante
contractante pourra
de
la
signature, de
de la
ratification ou
on de
de l'adhesion,
Padhesion, qu'en
qu'en acceptant
la signature,
la ratification
acceptant la
la
presente Convention,
Convention, elle
n'assume aucune
aucune obligation
obligation pour
presente
elle n'assume
pour Pensemble
1'ensemble
on une
une partie
partie de
se,s colonies,
territoires d'outre-mer
ou
ou
de ses
colonies, protectorats,
protectorats, territoires
d'outre-mer ou
territoires places
souverainete ou
ou sous
sous son
mandat, et
territoires
places sous
sous sa
sa souverainete
son mandat,
et is
la
presents Convention
pas aux
aux territoires
territoires mentionnes
mentionnes
presente
Convention no
ne s'appliquera
s'appliquera pas
dans cette
dans
cette declaration.
declaration.
Touts
Haute Partie
ulterieurement donner,
Toute Haute
Partie contractante
contractante pourra
pourra ulterieurement
donner, a
tout
is au
au Secretaire
de la
is Soci6te
Societe des
des Nations
Nations
tout moment,
moment, ay
avis
Secr6taire general
general de
qu'elle
quo is
present° Convention
Pensemble ou
ou
qu'elle &sire
desire que
la presente
Convention s'applique
s'applique aal'ensemble
partie de
auront fait
fait l'objet
l'objet d'une
declaration
a inae
une partie
de sea
ses territoires
territoires qui
qui auront
d'une declaration
termes de
present° Convention
Convention s'appliaux termes
de l'alin&
l'alinea precedent,
precedent, et
et is
la presente
s'appliquera a
thus les
territoires mentionnes
dans cet
cot avis,
avis, comme
comme dans
dans
quera
a tous
les territoires
mentionnes dans
le
d'im pays
Convention ou
on y
adherant.
le cas
cas d'un
pays ratifiant
ratifiant is
la Convention
y adherant.
Chacune
Chacune des Mutes
pourra declarer
Hautes Parties
Parties contractantes
contractantes pourra
declarer aa tout
tout
moment, apres Pexpiration
l'expiration de
is periode
periode de
ans prevue
al'article
Particle
de la
de cinq
cinq ans
prevue A
32, qu'elle desire
desire que
quo la
Is present°
Convention cesse
cesse de
de s'appliquer
s'appliquer A
presente Convention
Pensemble
uric partie
partie de
de ses
ses colonies,
territoires d'oul'ensemble ou
ou a
a une
colonies, protectorats,
protectorats, territoires
d'outre-mer ou
ou territoires
territoires places
souverainete ou
on sous
sous son
son mandat,
mandat,
places sous
sous sa
sa souverainete
et la
is Convention cessera de
aux territoires
territoires mentionnes
dans
de s'appliquer
s'appliquer aux
mentionnes dans
cette
c,ette declaration,
declaration, comme
comrae s'il
s'agissait d'une
d'une denonciation
faits cons'il s'agissait
denonciation faite
conformement
formement aux
aux dispositions
dispositions de
de Particle
l'article 32.
32.
Le Secretaire
Secretaire general communiquera
communiquera a
a tous
tous les
Membres de
is
les Membres
de la
Societe, ainsi
Etats non
non membres
membres mentionnes
mentionnes aa Particle
27,
Soci6et,
ainsi qu'aux
qu'aux Etats
l'article 27,
toutes les declarations
declarations et
les avis
aux termes
termes du
present
et thus
tous les
avis reps
regus aux
du present
article.
article.
Article 27.
Article
27.

La presente
present° Convention,
Convention, dont
textes frangais
frangais et
et anglais
anglais feront
feront
dont les
les textes
dgalement foi, portera
la date de cc
ce jour et sera, jusqu'au 31 decembre
egalement
porters is
decembre
1931,
au nom de tout
1931, ouverte
ouverte A
ala
is signature an
tout Membre
Membre de
de la
is Societe
des
SociSet des
Nations
Nations ou de tout Etat non membre
membre qui s'est
West fait
fait representer
representer a
b, la
is
Conference
a elabore
6labor6 is
la presente Convention,
Conference qui a
Convention, ou
auquel le Conseil
Conseil
ou auquel
de la
Soci6et des Nations
is Societe
Nations aura
communique copie
copie de
de la
is pr6sente
presents ConConaura communique
vention a
vention
a cot
cet effet.
effet.
Article 28.
La present°
presente Convention
Convention sera
sera ratifiee.
ratifiee. Les instruments
instruments de
de ratificaratification seront
general de la Societe
Soci6et des Nations,
seront transmis au
an Secr6taire
Secretaire general
Nations,
qui en notifiera le depOt
d6p6t A
Membres de la Societe ainsi qu'aux
atous les Membres
Etats non membres rises
vises A
al'article
Particle precedent.
Article
Article 29.
A
dater
du
Ier
janvier
1932,
tout Membre
Membre de la
Soci6et des Nations
A dater
ler janvier
is Societe
et tout Etat non membre
vise
a
l'article 27 pourra
adherer A
membre
a Particle
pourra a.dherer
a la
presente Convention.
presente
Convention.
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Article
Article 26.

time of
the time
Any High
High Contracting
Party may,
may, at
of signature,
signature, ratifica- tories'oerr
toZg=
at the
Contracting Party
Any
etc.
Convention,
present
the
accepting
tion,
or
accession,
declare
that,
in
accepting
Convention,
e
t
c
.
in
that,
tion, or accession, declare
colohis
of
any
he
does
not
assume
any
obligation
in
respect
of
all
or
colorespect
in
obligation
any
he does not assume
nies, protectorates
and overseas
overseas territories
territories or
territories under
under
or territories
protectorates and
nies,
suzerainty or
and the
the present
present Convention
Convention shall not apply
mandate, and
or mandate,
suzerainty
to
any territories
named in
declaration.
such declaration.
in such
territories named
to any

colonies,

give notice to the SecretaryAny
Contracting Party
may give
Party may
High Contracting
Any high
General
of
the
League
of
Nations
at
any
subsequently that he
time subsequently
General of the League of Nations at any time
desires
that
the
Convention
shall
apply
to
all
or
any
any of his territories
or
all
to
apply
desires that the Convention shall
under
which
have
been
made
the
subject
of
a
declaration
under the predeclaration
a
of
subject
which have been made the
to
ceding
paragraph,
and
the
Convention
shall
apply
all territories
territories
apply
shall
Convention
the
and
ceding paragraph,
a country
case
in
manner
named
in
such
notice
in
the
same
manner
as
the
of
a
country
same
the
in
notice
such
in
named
ratifying or
or acceding
Convention.
to the Convention.
acceding to
ratifying
Any High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party may,
at any
expiration
the expiration
after the
time after
any time
may, at
Any
of the
the five-years
five-years period
period mentioned
Article 32,
declare that
that he desires
desires
32, declare
in Article
mentioned in
of
that
the present
present Convention
to apply
apply to
to all
all or any of his
cease to
shall cease
Convention shall
that the
colonies, protectorates
overseas territories
under
territories or territories under
and overseas
protectorates and
colonies,
suzerainty
or
mandate,
and
the
Convention
shall cease
cease to apply to the
Convention
suzerainty or mandate, and the
denunciation under
territories
named in
such declaration
it were
were aadenunciation
if it
as if
declaration as
in such
territories named
the provisions
provisions of Article 32.
the

Members of
The Secretary-General
shall communicate
to all
all the Members
communicate to
Secretary-General shall
The
mentioned in Article
the
the non-member
non-member States
Article 27,
States mentioned
to the
and to
League and
the League
all declarations
and notices
received in
in virtue
virtue of this Article.
notices received
declarations and
all
Article 27.
27.
Article
open for signa-

Date;
The present Convention, of which the French and English texts turn
e
atetzen i!r s
n
I,Tea
;
The present Convention, of which the French and English texts ture until December
3''193'
shall
both
be
authoritative,
shall
bear
this
day's
date,
and
shall,
'
shall,
and
date,
day's
this
bear
shall
shall both be authoritative,
until December
1931, be
open for signature on behalf of any
be open
31st, 1931,
December 31st,
until
Member
of
the
League
of
Nations,
or
which
non-member State which
any non-member
of any
or of
Nations,
of
League
Member of the
Convention,
this
was
represented
at
the
Conference
which
drew
this
Convention,
up
drew
which
Conference
the
at
represented
was
or
Council of
of the
League of
communiNations shall have communiof Nations
the League
the Council
which the
to which
or to
cated
of the
Convention for
for this
this purpose.
purpose.
the Convention
copy of
cated aacopy
31

Article 28.
28.
Article
The present
present Convention
Convention shall
shall be
ratified. The
instruments of
of
The instruments
be ratified.
The
ratification
be transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the
shall be
ratification shall
League of
Nations, who
their receipt
to all
all Members
Members of the
receipt to
notify their
shall notify
who shall
of Nations,
League
League
and
to
the
non-member
States
referred
to
in
preceding
the preceding
League and to the non-member States referred to in the
Article.
Article.

Article 29.
29.
Article

1931

Ratification.

Ratification.

Accession of nonsig-

As from January 1st, 1932, the present Convention may be acceded flar.-e's
ypioown of
As from January 1st, 1932, the present Convention may be acceded natory powers.
to
on behalf
behalf of
of any
any Member
the League
League of
Nations or any nonof Nations
of the
Member of
to on
member
State
mentioned
in
Article
27.
Article
in
mentioned
State
member
86637*-34—rwr 2-19
2---19
86637°-34-PT
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Les instruments
transmis au
au Secretaire
Secr6taire general
general
instruments d'adhesion
d'adhesion seront
seront transmis
Les
de
la Societe
Societe des
Nations, qui
notifiera, le
depet a
atous
tous les
lea Membres
Membres
le dep6t
qui en
en notifiera
des Nations,
de la
de
la Societe
Societe ainsi
ainsi qu'aux
Etats non
vises audit
article.
audit article.
membres vises
non membres
qu'aux Etats
de la
Article
Article 30.
La
Convention entrera
entrera en
quatre-vingt-dix jours
jours
vigueur quatre-vingt-dix
en vigueur
La present°
pr6sente Convention
apres que
quo le
des Nations
Nations aura
aura regu
regu
de la
la Societe
Soci6t6 des
g6enral de
le Secretaire
Secr6taire general
apres
les ratifications
ou les
adhesions de
de vingt-cinq Membres
de la
la Societe
Societe
Membres de
vingt-cinq
les adhesions
les
ratifications on
des Nations
membres, y
y compris
compris quatre
parmi
quatre Etats
Etats parrai
non membres,
Etats non
ou Etats
des
Nations ou
les suivants:
s
uivants:
les
Allerctagne,
France, Royaume-Uni
de
Royaume-Uni de
d'Am6rique, France,
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
Allemagne, Etats-Unis
Grande-Bretagne et
Japon, Pays-Bas,
Pays-Bas,
du Nord,
Nord, Japon,
et d'Irlande
d'Irlande du
Grande-Bretagne
Suisse,
Suisse, Turquie.
Turquie.
Les dispositions
dispositions autres
autres que
quo les
lea articles
ne cleviendront
toutefois
deviendront toutefois
5 ne
articles 22aa5
Les
r janvier de la premiere annee pour
applicable que
quo le
ier janvier
les
laquelle les
de la premiere annee pour laquelle
le 1l
applicable
evaluations
aux articles
5.
A 5.
articles 22 a
conformement aux
seront fommies,
fournies, conformement
evaluations seront
Article
31.
Article 31.
Les ratifications
la date
date de
Pentree
de l'entree
apres la
adhesions deposees
d6pos6es apres
ratifications on
ou adhesions
Les
en vigueur
de la
la presente
prendront effet
l'expiration
effet aal'expiration
presente Convention
Convention prendront
en
vigueur de
d'un d6lai
Mai de
de quatre-vingt-dix
du jour
de leur
leur reception
reception
partir du
jour de
jours aapartir
quatre-vingt-dix jours
d'un
par le
le Secretaire
Secattaire general
des Nations.
Nations.
la Societe
Societe des
general de
de la
par
32.
Article 82.
A
l'expiration d'un
Mai de
de cinq ans
Pentree en
on vigueur
ans a partir
partir de l'entree
vigueur
A l'expiration
d'un delai
de
presente Convention,
cello-ci pourra
pourra etre
etre &none&
un
denoncee par
par un
de is.
la presente
Convention, celle-ci
instrument
aupre,s du
du Secr6taire
Secretaire general
general de
de la
is. Socie6t
Societe
instrument emit
ecrit depose
depose auprbs
des Nations.
Nations. Cette
Cette denonciation,
denonciation, si
elle est
est reque
regue par
par le
le Secr6taire
Secretaire
des
si elle
general
armee quelconque
quelconque on
anterieurement a
general le 1"
ler juillet d'un.e
d'une annee
ou ant6rieurement
cette date,
date, prendra
prendra effet le 1"
Panne° suivante,
suivante, et, si
1' janvier
janvier de l'annee
si elle
eat recue
revue apr
prendra effet
effet comnae
comme si elle
est
apres le
le l
1"er juillet, elle prendra
elle avait
avait
ete regue le 1ler
er juillet
juillet de
Pannee suivante
on anterieurement
de l'annee
suivante ou
anterieurement aa cette
cette
date.
no sera
operant° que
quo pour
pour le
le Membre
Merabre
date. Chaque
Chaque denonciation
denonciation ne
sera operante
de
non membre
membre au
an nom
nom duquel
duquel
de is.
la Societe
Soci6te des
des Nations
Nations on
ou PEtat
l'Etat non
elle aura
aura ete
et6 deposee.
d6posee.
elle
Le Secretaire
general notifiera
a tous
Membres de
de la
is. Soci6et
Societe
Le
Secr6taire general
notifiera A
tous lea
les Membres
et
membres mentionnes
Particle 27
27 les
les denonciations
denonciations
et aux
aux Etats non membres
mentionn6s a
Al'article
ainsi regues.
ainsi
revues.
Si, par suite
suite de denonciations
denonciations simultanees
simultanees ou
ou successives,
successives, le
le nombre
nombre
des Membres
Nations et
et des
des Etats
Membres de is.
la Societe
Societ6 des Nations
Etats non
non membres
membres
qui sont lies par la
is. presente
ramene A moins
moins
presente Convention
Convention se
se trouve ramene
de vingt-cinq, la
la Convention cessera
d'être en vigueur a
de
cessera d'etre
& partir de
a laquelle la dernibre
la date a
derniere de ces denonciations
denonciations prendra effet,
conformement
du present
conformement aux dispositions
dispositions du
present article.
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SecretaryThe instruments
transmitted to the Secretarybe transmitted
accession shall be
of accession
instruments of
The
General of
of the
the League
League of
Nations, who
who shall notify
notify their receipt to all
of Nations,
General
the Members
Members of
of the
the League
League and
to the
the non-member
non-member States
States mentioned
mentioned
and to
the
Article.
in that Article.
S0.
Article 30.
The
present Convention
come into
force ninety
days after
after
ninety days
into force
shall come
Convention shall
The present
the
League of Nations has received
received the
the League
Secretary-General of the
the Secretary-General
ratifications
or accessions
twenty-five Members
Members of the League of
of twenty-five
accessions of
ratifications or
Nations
or
non-member
States,
including
four
four of the following:
any
including
States,
non-member
Nations or

Effective dates.

Effective dates.

France,
Germany, United
United Kingdom
Great Britain and
and
of Great
Kingdom of
France, Germany,
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, Japan,
Japan, Netherlands,
Netherlands, Switzerland,
Turkey,
Switzerland, Turkey,
Northern
America.
the United
United States of America.
and the
Provided always
provisions of the
the Convention
Convention other than
than
that the
the provisions
always that
Provided
January in
Articles 2
to 5
shall only
only be
applicable from
from the first of January
be applicable
5 shall
2 to
Articles
the first
first year
respect of
which estimates
estimates are
are furnished
conformity
in conformity
furnished in
of which
in respect
year in
the
2 to 5.
Articles 2
with Articles
Article 81.
31.
Ratifications
or accessions
after the
the coming
into afRatiliccaotnivonensfieociTil
Ratfer8ti onree in
coming into
of the
the date
date of
received after
accessions received
Ratifications or
force
of
this
Convention
shall
take
effect
as
from
the
expiration
of
force
'
force.
of
the
expiration
the
from
as
force of this Convention shall take effect
Secretarythe
period
of
ninety
days
from
the
date
their
receipt
Secretaryby
receipt
their
of
the
date
from
period of ninety days
General
General of the League of Nations.
Article
Article 32.

into
coming into
After
expiration of
of five
five years
years from
from the
the date
date of
the coming
of the
the expiration
After the
force of
of this
this Convention,
Convention, the
Convention may
may be
be denounced
an
denounced by an
the Convention
force
instrument
deposited with
with the
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the
in writing,
writing, deposited
instrument in
League of
Nations. The
denunciation, if received
received by the SecretarySecretaryThe denunciation,
of Nations.
League
effect
General on
the first
first day
day of
any year, shall take effect
of July
July in any
before the
on or
or before
General
on the
day of
year, and, if received
received
succeeding year,
the succeeding
January in the
of January
first day
the first
on
after the
the first
day of
of July,
take effect
as if
had been
been received
received
if it
it had
effect as
shall take
July, shall
first day
after
on or
or before
before the
first day
the succeeding
year. Each
succeeding year.
in the
July in
of July
day of
the first
on
denunciation shall
shall operate
only as
Member of the League
regards the Member
as regards
operate only
denunciation
or
non-member
State
on
whose
behalf
it
been
deposited.
deposited.
been
it
has
behalf
whose
on
State
or non-member

League
The Secretary-General
Secretary-General shall
shall notify
Members of the League
the Members
notify all the
The
and the
the non-member
States mentioned
in Article
Article 27
denuncia27 of any denunciamentioned in
non-member States
and
tions received.
tions
denunciations, the
successive denunciations,
If, as
as a
a result of
simultaneous or successive
of simultaneous
If,
number of
of Members
of the
the League
League and
and non-member
non-member States bound
Members of
number
twenty-five, the
by the present
present Convention
reduced to less than twenty-five,
Convention is reduced
by
Convention
shall
cease
to
be
in
force
as
from
the
date on
which
on which
date
the
from
as
force
in
Convention shall cease to be
the last
of such
denunciations shall
take effect
accordance with the
the
in accordance
effect in
shall take
such denunciations
last of
the
provisions
Article.
this Article.
of this
provisions of
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Article
3.
Article 53.
Une demande
demand° de
de revision
revision de
is presente
Convention pourra
pourra 6tre
etre
presente Convention
de la
Une
forraulee en
temps par
par tout
Membre de
is Societe
des Nations
Soci6te des
de la
tout Membre
tout temps
en tout
formulee
ou
membre li6
lie par
par la
is Convention,
voie de notification
notification
Convention, par voie
non membre
Etat non
ou Etat
Cette
Nations.
adressee
an
Secretaire
general
is
Societe
des
Cotta
la
Societe
de
g6enral
Secr6taire
au
adressee
A tous
notification
communiquee par le
tons les
Secretaire general a
le Secretaire
sera communiquee
notification sera
autres Membres
Societe des Nations
Nations et
at Etats non membres
de la
la Societe
Membres de
autres
moins d'entre elles,
tiers au moms
ainsi lies, et,
at, si elle est
appuyee par
par un
est appuyee
ainsi
lea Hautes
Parties contractantes
s'engagent h
se r6unir
reonir en
en une
une conA se
contractantes s'engagent
Hautes Parties
les
ference aux
aux fins de revision
is Convention.
de la
revision de
f6rence
Article
34.
Article 34.
La
enregistree par le Secr6taire
Secretaire general
general
sera enregistree
Convention sera
presente Convention
La presente
de is
Societe des
Nations le
is jour de l'entree
Pentree en vigueur
vigueur de la
is
des Nations
la Societe
de
Convention.
Convention.
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Article 33.
33.
Article
A
request for
for the
revision of the
the present Convention may at any
the revision
A request
Nations or nontime
be
made
by
any
Member
of
the League
of Nations
League of
of the
Member
any
by
made
time be
member State
State bound
by this
Convention by
means of aa notice adby means
this Convention
bound by
member
dressed to
the Secretary-General
of Nations.
Nations. Such
Such
League of
the League
of the
Secretary-General of
to the
dressed
notice shall
be communicated
by the
Secretary-General to the other
other
the Secretary-General
communicated by
shall be
notice
Members of
non-member States bound by
or non-member
Nations or
of Nations
League of
the League
of the
Members
this
Convention, and,
by not
less than
than one-third
one-third of them,
not less
endorsed by
if endorsed
and, if
this Convention,
the
High
Contracting
Parties
agree
to
meet
for
the
purpose
revising
the High Contracting Parties agree to meet for the purpose of revising

revision.
Rootlet for revision.
Request

the
Convention.
the Convention.

Article 34.
The present Convention
shall
The present Convention shall
General
Nations
of Nations
League of
the League
of the
General of

on

be registered
registered by
by the
the SecretarySecretary_ iiit
s
oe
grS
ee
trY.,
force.
into
be
on
the
day
of
its
entry
into
force.
force.
into
on the day of its entry
Registry,

on

entry
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EN FOI
DE QUOI
les pl6nipotenplenipotenEN
FOI DE
QUOI les
tiaires susmentionnes
susmentionnes ont
ont signe
sign6 la
la
presente
presente Convention.
Convention.
FAIT a
le treize
FAIT
a Geneve,
Geneve, Ie
treize juBlet
juillet
mil
cent trent°
un
mil neuf
neuf cent
trente et
et un,
un, en
en un
exemplaire, qui
seul exemplaire,
depose
qui sera
sera depose
dans les archives du Secretariat
Secretariat
de la Socift6
Societe des Nations, et
dont
et dont
les copies certifiees
confornaes
certifiees conformes
seront remises a
thus les Membres
Membres
a tous
de la Soci6te
Societe des Nations
Nations et
et aux
aux
Etats non membres
membres mentionnes
mentionn6s a
Particle
l'article 27.
27.

IN FAITH
FAITH WHEREOF
WHEREOF the
the above.
IN
abovementioned Plenipotentiaries
have
mentioned
Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Convention.
Convention.

DONE
at Geneva
DONE at
thirteenth
Geneva the
the thirteenth

day of July, one thousand
thousand nine
nine
hundred
hundred and thirty-one, in
in a
a single
single
copy, which
which shall
shall remain
copy,
remain deposdeposited in the archives
archives of
of the
the SecreSecretariat of the
League of
the League
of Nations,
Nations,
and certified true
true copies of
of which
which
shall be
the
be delivered
delivered to
to all
all the
Members
the League
to the
Members of the
League and
and to
the
non-member
non-member States
States referred
referred to
to in
in
Article
Article 27.
27.

ALLEMAGNE
ALLEMAGNE

GERMANY
GERMANY

Freiherr
Freiherr voN
VON RHEINBABEN
RHEINBABEN
Dr. KAHLER
KAHLER
ReOatSon
by
United
Reservation
bAm
y the
tl3e
States et
erUtedtatLmer-

ica.
ica

tTATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE
D'AMITRIQUE

UNITED STATES
UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

John K.
John
K. CALDWELL
CALDWELL
Harry
Harry J.
J. ANSLIGER
ANSLIGER
Walter
Walter Lewis
Lewis TREADWAY.
TREADWAY.
Sanborn YOUNG.
Sanborn
YOUNG.
(1) The Government
Government of the United
United States
States of
America reserves
reserves the
the right
right to
to
of America
impose, for purpose of internal
internal control
and control
of import
import into
into and
export
control and
control of
and export
from territory under its jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, of
of opium,
coca leaves,
leaves, all
of their
their derivatives
opium, coca
all of
derivatives
and similar substances
substances produced by
by synthetic
synthetic process,
than the
process, measures
measures stricter
stricter than
the
provisions
of the
the Convention.
Convention.
provisions of
(2) The Government of
America reserves
right to
to
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
reserves the
the right
impose,
impose, for purposes
purposes of controlling transit through its
territories of
of raw
raw opium,
opium,
its territories
coca
coca leaves,
leaves, all of their derivatives
derivatives and similar substances produced
by synthetic
synthetic
produced by
process,
process, measures
measures by
by which
the production
production of
of an
an import
import permit
permit issued
issued by
the
which the
by the
country of destination may be made a
a condition
condition precedent
precedent to
to the
the granting
granting of
of
permission for
for transit through
through its
its territory.
territory.
(3) The Government
Government of the United States
States of
to
of America
America finds
finds it
it impracticable
impracticable to
undertake
undertake to send statistics of import and export to the
the Permanent
Permanent Central
Central
Opium
three-months' period
Opium Board
Board short
short of sixty days after the close of the three-months'
period to
to
such statistics
which such
statistics refer.
refer.
(4) The Government of the United States
of America
America finds
it impracticable
impracticable
States of
finds it
to
or imported
to undertake
undertake to
to state
state separately amounts of drugs purchased
purchased or
imported for
for
Government
Government purposes.
purposes.
(5) Plenipotentiaries
States of
Plenipotentiaries of the United
United States
of America
formally declare
that the
America formally
declare that
the
Convention for Limiting the
signing of the Convention
the Manufacture
Regulating the
Manufacture and
and Regulating
the
Distribution
Distribution of Narcotic Drugs by them on the part
part of
of the
United States
States of
of
the United
America
this date is not to be construed
America on this
construed to mean that the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America recognises a
aregime
regime or
or entity
or accedes
accedes to
entity which
which signs
signs or
to
the
Convention as the Government
when that
the Convention
Government of aa country when
that regime
or entity
regime or
entity
is
not recognised
recognised by the Government
is not
Government of the United States of
of America
as the
America as
the
Government of
of that
that country.
country.
(6) The
(6)
The plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries of the United
United States of America
America further
further declare
declare that
that
the participation
America in the Convention
the
participation of the United
United States of America
Convention for
for limiting
limiting
the manufacture
manufacture of and regulating the distribution
distribution of
signed on
of narcotic
narcotic drugs,
drugs, signed
on
this
date, does not
not involve any contractual
contractual obligation on
this date,
on the
the part
of the
the United
part of
United
States of America
a country
America to a
country represented
represented by
by aaregime
regime or
entity which
which the
the GovGovor entity
ernment of the United States of America does not
ernment
not recognise
recognise as
Government
as the
the Government
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of that
that country
country until
until such
such country
has a
recognised by the GovernGovernment recognised
a Government
country has
of
1
ment of
United States of America. 1
the United
of the
ment
J.
C.
K. C.
J. K.
J. A.
H. J.
T.
W. L. T.
S.
Y.
S. Y.
REPUBLIQUE
ARGENTINE
REPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE

ARGENTINE
REPUBLIC
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC

referendum.
Ad referendum.
Fernando
PEREZ
Fernando PEREZ
AUSTRIA
AUSTRIA

AUTRICHE
AUTRICHE

E. PFLtGL
PFLUGL
E.
D r Bruno SCHULTZ
SCHULTZ
D'

BELGIUM
BELGIUM

BELGIQUE
BELGIQUE
D r
D'

BOLIVIE
BOLIVIE
BRESIL
BRESIL

F.
YTTENAERE
MYTTENAERE
DE M
F. DE
BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA

M.
CUELLAR
M. CUELLAR
BRAZIL
BRAZIL

Raul
DO Rio
RIO BRANCO
BRANCO
Raul DO

GRANDE-BRETAGNE
GRANDE-BRETAGNE
ET IRLANDE
IRLANDE DU
NORD
DU NORD
ET
ainsi
toutes parties
parties de
de 1'Eml'Emque toutes
ainsi que
pire
non Membres
Membres
britannique non
pire britannique
separes
la Societe
Nations
des Nations
Societe des
de la
s6par6s de

BRITAIN
GREAT BRITAIN
IRELAND
AND NORTHERN
NORTHERN IRELAND
Empire
and all
all parts
parts of
of the
the British
British Empire
and
Members
separate Members
not separate
which are
are not
which
Nations.
League of
of the
the League
of Nations.
of

Malcolm DELEVINGNE
DELEVINGNE
Malcolm
CANADA
CANADA

CANADA
CANADA

C.
H .L.
SHARMAN
L. SHARMAN
C. H.
W .A.
RIDDELL
A. RIDDELL
W.

des Nations.
Societe des
la Societe
Secretariatde la
par le Secretariat
Nations.
Traduction par
' Traduction
reserve le droit d'appliquer,
(1) Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique se reserve
(1)
en
vue de
contrele interieur
interieur et
et d'un
contrele des importations et
et
d'un contr6le
d'un contr6le
l'exercice d'un
de l'exercice
en vue
des exportations
exportations d'opium,
de feuilles
et de
tous leurs
deriv6s, et de proleurs derives,
de tous
coca et
de coca
feuilles de
d'opium, de
des
territoires places sous sa juridicduits
synthetiques analogues,
analogues, effectues
effectues par
juridicpar les territoires
duits synthetiques
tion, des
des mesures
mesures plus
plus strictes
strictes que
les dispositions
dispositions de la Convention.
que les
tion,
(2)
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique se reserve le droit d'appliquer,
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
Le Gouvernement
(2) Le
en vue
l'exercice d'un
d'un contrl6e
contrele sur
le transit
transit a
atravers ses territoires
territoires de
do l'opium
sur le
de l'exercice
vue de
en
synth6tiques
brut, des
des feuilles
de coca,
de tous
tous leurs
leurs derives
et des produits synthetiques
derives et
coca, de
feuilles de
brut,
transit
de transit
autorisation de
analogues,
mesures en
en vertu
vertu desquelles
d'une autorisation
desquelles l'octroi d'une
des mesures
analogues, des
son territoire
territoire pourra
subordonne a
a la production
production d'un permis
etre subordonn6
pourra etre
travers son
a travers
d'importation
delivre par
par le
destination.
le pays de destination.
d'importation delivre
(3) Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique ne voit pas la possibilite
possibilite de
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
(3)
s'engage
a envoyer
l'opium des
des statistiques des
de l'opium
permanent de
central permanent
Comit6 central
au Comite
envoyer au
s'engage a
la
importations
des exportations
exportations avant
avant un
un delai
Wei de
soixante jours a
b. dater
dater de la
de soixante
et des
importations et
fin
de la
la periode
de trois
trois mois
mots a
statistiques.
rapportent ces statistiques.
se rapportent
laquolle se
a ln.quolle
periode de
fin de
possibilit de
(4) Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
ne volt
la possibilite
pas la
voit pas
d'Am6rique ne
des Etats-Unis
(4)
s'engager
indiquer s6parement
separement les
les quantites
quantites de
de stupefiants
achetees ou importees
stupefiants achetees
s'engager aaindiquer
pour
besoins de l'Etat.
l'Etat.
pour les besoins
formellement
(5)
Les plenipotentiaires
declarent formellement
d'Am6rique declarent
Etats-Unis d'Arnerique
des Etats-Unis
plenipotentiaires des
(5) Les
que
le
fait
gulls
ont
ce jour,
jour, pour
le compte
compte des
d'Amerique,
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
des Etats-Unis
pour le
sign6 ce
que le fait qu'ils ont signe
reglementation de la disla
pour la
la limitation
de la
la fabrication
fabrication et la reglementation
limitation de
Convention pour
la Convention
tribution
ne dolt
pas etre
interprete comme
comme signifiant
le
signifiant que le
etre interpr6t6
doit pas
stupefiants, ne
des stupefiants,
tribution des
Gouvernement des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
reconnatt un
un regime
regime ou une entite qui
d'Amerique reconnatt
Gouvernement
signe
Convention ou
y accede
accede comme
comme constituant
constituent le
gouvernement d'un pays,
le gouvernement
ou y
la Convention
signe la
lorsque
regime ou
ou cette
cette entite
reconnue par
Gouvernement des
par le Gouvernement
pas reconnue
n'est pas
entite n'est
ce regime
lorsque ce
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique comme
constituent le
le gouvernement
gouvernement de ce pays.
comme constituant
Etats-Unis
que
(6) Les
Les plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
d'Amerique declarent,
declarent, en outre,
outre, que
(6)
la
participation des
Convention pour la limitation
la Convention
d'Amerique aa la
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
des Etats-Unis
la participation
stupefiants, signee ce
de
la fabrication
la distribution
distribution des stupefients,
de la
reglementation de
la reglementation
et la
fabrication et
de la
jour,
n'implique aucune
contractuelle de la part des Etats-Unis
obligation contractuelle
aucune obligation
jour, n'implique
d'Amerique
pays represente
une entite que le
ou une
regime ou
un regime
par un
represente par
d'un pays
l'egard d'un
d'Amerique aa regard
Gouvernement des
reconnalt pas comme constituant
constituent
d'Am6rique ne reconnalt
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
des Etats-Unis
Gouvernement
le gouvernement
de ce
ce pays,
pays, tant
tent que
ce pays
pays n'a
gouvernement reconnu
reconnu
n'a pas un gouvernement
que ce
gouvernement de
le
par le
Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique.
d'Amerique.
des Etats-Unis
le Gouvernement
par
1
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DE BLANCK
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DANTZIG
DE DANTZIG
LIBRE DE
VILLE LIBRE

F.
SOKAL
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DENMARK
DENMARK

FREE
DANZIG
FREE CITY OF DANZIG

REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE
DOMINICAINE
DOMINICAN
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REPUBLIQUE
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T.W
RUSSELL
W..RUSSELL
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SPAIN
SPAIN
ESPAGNE
ESPAGNE
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CASARES
Julio
ABYSSINIA
ABYSSINIA
ETHIOPIE
ETHIOPIE
d'ENTOTTO
et° LAGARDE
DUC d'ENTOTTO
Cte
LAGARDE DUC
FRANCE
Reservation b
by FRANCE
RANCE
Reservation
FRANCE
France.
be Gouvernement
Gouvernement frangais
toutes ses
ses reserves
r6serves
fait toutes
frangais fait
Le
pays
en
les colonies,
colonies, proteetorats
et pays
protectorats et
concerne les
qui coneerne
ce qui
en ce
autorit6, sur
sous
mandat d6pendant
dependant de
de son
cur la
la
son autorite,
sous mandat
delai
possibilite de
produire regulierement
dans le
le Mai
r6gulierement dans
de produire
possibilit6
strietement imparti
statistiques trimestrielles
trimestrielles
les statistiques
imparti les
strictement
13. 11
visees
par Particle
1'article 13.
vis6es par
G.
BouRoom
G. BOURGOIS
GREECE
GREECE
GRECE
GREICE
R.R.APHAIL
RAPHAtL
R.
GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA
Luis
NEZ MONT.
MONT.
MARTfNEZ
Luis MARTf
AND
HEJAZ, NEJD AND
HEDJAZ,
NEDJED ET
HEDJAZ, NEDJED
DEPENDENCIES
DEPENDANCES
DEPENDANCE8
HAFIZ
WAHBA
HAIZ WAHBA
Y

ITALIE
JAPON
JAPON

LIBERIA
LIBERIA

ITALY

CAVAZZONI
Stefano
CAVAZZONI Stefano

JAPAN
JAPAN

S.SAWADA
SAWADA
S.
S
OHDACHI
S..OHDACHI
r
Dr
A.SOTTILE
SOTTILE
A.
D
S
ous
reserve
de
ratification
du S6nat
Sena de
de la
Repula R6puSous r6serve de ratification du

LIBERIA

blique de
Liberia.22
de Lib6ria.
blique

LITHUANIE
LITHUANIE
1 Translation

ZALTNIUS.
ZAUNIUS.

LITHUANIA
LITHUANIA

Nations:
Secretariatof the League of Nations:
I Translation by the Secretariat
reservation, with regard to the
Government makes every reservation,
The French Government
Colonies, Protectorates
Mandated Territories
Territories under its authority, as to
Protectorates and Mandated
the possibility of regularly producing the quarterly statistics referred to in
Article 13 within the strict time-limit
time-limit laid down.
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of the
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the
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in the
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the Secretary
by the
were received
ratifications and
Other ratifications
follows:
Ratifications.—Czechoslovakin,
12, 1933;
1933; Free
Danzig, Apr. 18,
City of Danzig,
Free City
Apr. 12,
Ratifications.-Czechoslovakia, Apr.
1933;
Guatemala, May
May 1,
1, 1933;
1933; the
Netherlands (including the NetherNetherthe Netherlands
1933; Guatemala,
land Indies,
Surinam, and
and Curacao),
11,
Curacao), May 22, 1933; Poland, Apr. 11,
Indies, Surinam,
land
1933; Rumania,
Rumania, Apr.
Apr. 11,
11, 1933;
and San
Marino, June 12, 1933.
San Marino,
1933; and
1933;
1933.
11,
Accessions.—Haiti,
May
4,
1933,
and
the
Irish
Free
State,
Apr.
11,
Accessions.-Haiti, May 4, 1933, and the Irish Free State,
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July 14, 1933.
Agust 1,1933.
August
1933.

Parcel
Parcel post agreement
United States
of America
and the
the
agreement between
between the
the United
States of
America and
Hellenic Republic
regulations of
Hellenic
Republic with
with regulations
of execution.
execution. Signed
Signed at
at Athens,
Athens,
Washington, August
1988; approved
approved by
by the
the
July 14, 1933; at
at Washington,
August 1,
1, 1933;
President,
1933.
President, August 8,
8, 193.

Parcel post agreeagreement with the Hellenic
Republic.
Preamble.

Republic.th

Object.
Object.

Maximum weight
Maximum

site.

Size.

Agreement
Agreement
between
between
the Hellenic
Hellenic Republic
Republic
and
and
the
States of
America
the United
United States
of America
concerning
concerning
Parcel Post
Post
the Exchange
Exchange of
of Parcel

LOS
soussignes, munis
minis des
des
Les soussignes,
pleins-pouvoirs de
leurs GouGoupleins-pouvoirs
de leurs
vernements
respectifs ont,
vernements respectifs
ont, d'un
d'un
cogunun
accord et
et sous
reserve
commun accord
sous reserve
de
ratification par l'autorite
sup&
de ratification
l'autorit8 sup&rieure competente,
rieure
comp6tente, arrete
arret6 l'Ar1'Arrangement
rangement suivant:

The undersigned,
undersigned, provided
provided with
with
full
respective
full powers
powers by
by their
their respective
Governments,
Governments, have, by
common
by common
consent and
to ratificaand subject to
ratification by the
the competent
competent superior
superior
authorities,
authorities, drawn up the
followthe following
ing Agreement:
Agreement:

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

Objet de l'Arrangement.
l'Arrangement.

Object
of the
Object of
the Agreement.
Agreement.

d'Am&
1. Entre les Etats-Unis d'Amerique (y coinpris
Puerto
compris l'Alaska, Puerto
Rico, les Iles
Vierges, Guam,
Iles Vierges,
Guam, SaSaet
moa et Hawal),
Hawal), d'une
d'une part,
part, et
Republique Hellenique,
d'autre
la Republique
Hellenique, d'autre
part, ii
pent etre echange,
sous
il peut
echang6, sous
la denomination de colis postaux,
postaux,
of des
envois jusqu'a
jusqu'a concurrence
concurrence de
des envois
de
22 livres (10 kilogrammes),
kilogrammes), et des
des
dimensions maxima suivantes:

Territory embraced.
embraced.
Territory

parcels.
parcels.

Arrangement
Arrangement
entre
entre
la
la Republique
Republique Hellenique
et
et
d'Amerique
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amrique
concernant
concernant
Ptchange des Coils
1'change
Colis Posteaux
Posteaux

Between the
the United
United States
States
1. Between
of
America (including
of America
(including Alaska,
Alaska,
Islands,
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Guam, Samoa, and
Hawaii), On
and Hawaii),
On
and the
the Hellenic
one hand,
hand, and
Hellenic ReRepublic,
public, on
hand, there
there
on the other
other hand,
may be exchanged
deexchanged under the
the denomination of
parcels
of parcel post,
post, parcels
weight limit
of 22
up to
to the
the weight
limit of
22
kilograms), and
pounds (10
(10 kilograms),
and the
the
maximum dimensions:
dimensions:
following maximum
4 pieds
Longueur maximum
maximum de 4
pieds
Greatest length 4
4 feet (120
Greatest
(120
a condition
(120 cm.), a
condition que
quo les colis cm.),
cm.), on condition
parcels
condition that
that parcels
de plus
plus de
de 42
42 ponces
de
pouces (105
(105 cm.),
cm.), over 42
42 inches
inches (105
(105 cm.)
cm.) but
but not
not
mais ne d6passant
depassant pas
pas 44
44 ponces
pouces over 44 inches (110 cm.) long do
(110 cm.) de longueur,
n'excedent not exceed
longueur, n'excedent
exceed 24 inches (60 cm.)
cm.) in
in
pas 24 pouces (60
pour- girth; that parcels over
(60 cm.) de
de pourover 44
44 inches
inches
tour; les colis de plus de
de 44 ponces
pouces (110
inches
(110 cm.)
cm.) but
but not
not over
over 46
46 inches
(110
(110 cm.),
cm.), mais no
ne depassant
d6passant pas (115 cm.) long do not exceed
exceed 20
20
pouces (115
(115 cm.)
cm.) de
de longueur,
longueur, inches
46 pouces
inches (50 cm.) in girth; that
n'excedent pas 20 pouces (50 parcels over 46 inches (115 cm.)
n'excedent
cm.) de pourtour; les
colis depasles colis
d6pas- but not over 44feet (120 cm.)
cm.) long
long
jusqu'a do not exceed 16 inches (40
sant 46 pouces (115 cm.),
cm.), jusqul
in
(40 cm.)
cm.) in
44 pieds (120 cm.)
cm.) de
de longueur,
longueur, girth; and
that parcels
parcels up
to 3%
and that
up to
33
n'exc8dent
n'excedent pas 16 pouces (40 cm.) feet (105 cm.) in length do not
not
de pourtour;
pourtour; les
les colis
colis jusqu'a 3Y3 exceed
exceed 6
6 feet (180 cm.)
cm.) in length
pieds (105 cm.) de longueur and girth combined.
combined.
n'excedent
n'excedent pas 6
longueur
6 pieds de longueur
et pourtour ensemble.
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de poids
poids et de
2. Les limites de
dimensions
peuvent etre
precitees peuvent
dimensions precitees
modifiees
commun accord
d'un commun
modifiees d'un
correspondance.
voie de correspondance.
par voie

2.
weight
2. The
The above-mentioned
above-mentioned weight
maximum dimensions
limits and maximum
may
be changed
agreeby an
an agreemay be
changed by
ment
correspondence.
by correspondence.
ment made by

ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

II
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

Colis
en Transit
Transit
Colis en

Transit Parcels
Parcels
Transit

Administration ga1. Chaque Administration
liberte de transit sur son
rantit la liberte
territoire,
relations avec
dans les relations
territoire, dans
les
avec lesquels
lesquels elle
elle entreentreles pays
pays avec
tient
colis, pour
un echange de colis,
tient un
tout colis
colis originaire
originaire ou a
adestinatout
tion de
Administration
l'autre Administration
tion
de l'autre
contrac
tante.
contractante.
2.
Administrations se noti2. Les
Les Administrations
fient
la nomenclature
nomenclature des pays
fient la
a,
desquels elles acdestination desquels
a destination
ceptent
transit.
en transit.
colis en
des colis
ceptent des
3.
Pour etre
acceptes au trantranetre acceptes
3. Pour
sit,
les colis
cons doivent etre consit, les
formes auxprescriptions
aux prescriptions du pays
formes
in
termediaire.
intermediaire.

1.
1. Each
Each Administration
Administration guartransit over its
its
of transit
antees liberty of
in relations with counterritory, in
it maintains an
tries with which it
exchange
every parparcels, for
for every
of parcels,
exchange of
cel
originating in
in or destined for
cel originating
other contracting Administrathe other
tion.
notify
Administrations notify
2. The
The Administrations
each
each other as to the countries of
destination
accept
destination for which they accept
parcels
in transit.
parcels in
accepted in transit,
be accepted
3. To
To be
parcels
be in
in conformity
conformity
must be
parcels must
with
the interprovisions of the
with the
the provisions
mediate
country.
mediate country.

ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III

ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE

Affranchissement.
Affranchissement.

Taxes.

1.
L'Administration du
pays
du pays
1. L'Administration
d'origine
autmisee aapercevoir
percevoir
est autoris6e
d'origine est
sur
colis, suide chaque
chaque colis,
l'expediteur de
sur l'expediteur
vigueur
vant
prescriptions en vigueur
vant les prescriptions
dans
les taxes
de
taxes de
son service,
service, les
dans son
transport, les
les taxes
a la
valeur,
la valeur,
taxes A
transport,
ainsi que
que les droits pour les avis
ainsi
de
reception et
les recherches.
recherches.
et les
de reception
2. Les
taxes et
an
pr6vus au
et droits prevus
Les taxes
2.
pay6s
Paragraphe
1 doivent etre pay&
Paragraphe 1
d'avance,
en cas
cas de reexpedireexpedisauf en
d'avance, sauf
tion
ou de
des colis.
renvoi des
de renvoi
tion ou
3.
ne peut
percu aucun
aucun
peut etre percu
II ne
3. Ii
droit et
et aucune
aucune taxe
que
autres que
taxe autres
droit
ceux pr6vus
provus par
present ArrangeArrangepar le
le present
ceux
ment on
son Rgglement
Reglement
par son
ou par
ment
d'Execution.
d'Execution.

Postage and
Fees.
and Fees.
Postage
1.
The Administration
Administration of the
1. The

ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV

Conditionnement
Colis.
des Colis.
ionnement des
Condi

Preparation
Parcels.
of Parcels.
Preparationof

86637*-34—PT 2
2-20
86637°-34-PT

20

Transit parcels.
Transit
parcels.
Rights guaranteed.
guaranteed.
Rights

Notice.
Notice.

Other
requirements.
Other requirements,

Postage, etc.
etc.
Postage,
Collecting,
Collecting,

country
of origin
origin is
is authorized
authorized to
tosender.
seer
country of
each
sender of
of each
collect from the sender
accordance with the
parcel, in accordance
provisions
in force in its service,
provisions in
the postage
insurance
and insurance
charges and
the
postage charges
fees,
fees for return
as well
well as the fees
fees, as
receipts
inquiries.
receipts and inquiries.
Prepayment.
pro- Prepayment.
2. The
and fees
fees procharges and
The charges
2.
vided
vided for
for in Section 11 must be
paid
paid in advance, save in case of
reforwarding
or return of parcels.
reforwarding or
3.
Restriction.
charge Restriction.
postage charge
or postage
fee or
No fee
3. No
other
provided for by
than those provided
other than
the
present Agreement
Agreement or
or its
its
the present
Regulations
Execution may be
of Execution
Regulations of
collected.

ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE

Chaque colis
emball6
etre emballe
doit etre
colis doit
Chaque
d'une
repond A
a la
la
qui repond
maniere qui
d'une maniere
duree
pretransport et qui pr&
du transport
dur6e du
serve le
le contenu, ainsi qu'il est
serve
present par
par le
Reglement d'Exele Reglement
prescrit
cution.

1595
1595

Julygs41933.
14, 1933.
JAU

August 1, 1933.
August

from
from

Preparing parcels.
parcels.

Packing
Packing
Every parcel shall
be packed in ments.
shall be
Every
a
manner
adequate
for
the
length
length
for
the
adequate
a manner
of
the protection
the journey and the
of the
of
contents as
as set
set forth in
in the
the contents
of the
Regulations
Execution.
of Execution.
Regulations of

require.
require-
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1933.
August
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ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE

ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE

Interdictiow.
Interdictions.

Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.

1. It
is forbidden
forbidden to
to inclose in
1.
It is
parcels:
parcels:
Letters, etc.
etc.
a) Communications
Communications or
or notes
Letters,
a)
a) des communications
communications ou des
having the
the character
character of
of letters.
letters.
notes ayantle
ayant le caractere
de lettres.
lettres. having
caractere de
notes
It is
is permissible,
however, to
to
B.
permis d'inserer
permissible, however,
d'ins6rer It
cependant permis
I1 est
est cependant
enclose in
in the
the parcel
the open
open
parcel the
darts
la facture
facture ouverte enclose
1'envoi la
dans l'envoi
invoice reduced
reduced to its essential
reduite a
6nonciations cons- invoice
a ses enonciations
r6duite
features, as
as aasimple
simple copy
copy
as well
well as
titu
tives, de
de meme
memo qu'une
simple features,
qu'une simple
titutives,
the address
of the
the parcel with
address of
of the
copie
de 1'adresse
du colis,
coils, avec
avec of
l'adresse du
copie de
6
of the
the address
address of
of the
mention of
mention de
l'adresse de
de l'exp
l'expe- mention
de l'adresse
mention
sender.
sender.
diteur.
diteur.
Article with
with dfferent
different
b)
An article
article bearing
an adArtile
b)
un objet
adbearing an
b) im
obj et portant une adresse
b) An
address.
than that
that of
of the
the ad-.
adautre que
1addn
other than
dress other
quo celle
cello du destinataire
de,stinatan
..e de
de dress
dressee of
of the
parcel.
the parcel.
dressee
l'envoi;
1'envoi;
Live
anirnals.
c) Live
animals, except
except leeches.
leeches.
Live animals.
animaux vivants,
vivants, l'ex1l'exLive animals,
c)
c)) des
des animaux
ception
des sangsues;
sangsues;
ception des
Nonadmissible.
d)
whose admission
is
Nonadmiasbl&
admission is
d) Articles
Articles whose
d) des objets dont
dont l'admission
Padmission
forbidden by the customs or other
est
interdite par
par les
ou regleregle- forbidden
lois ou
les lois
est interdite
laws or
or regulations
either
of either
regulations of
ments
de douane
ou autres
autres de
de 1
l'un
'un laws
douane ou
ments de
country.
country.
on
l'autre des
des pays;
pays;
ou l'autre
Explosives.
e)
or inflammable
inflammable
Fposves.
e) des matieres
matieres explosibles
explosibles ou
Explosive or
e) Explosive
ou
artiarticles, and,
and, in
in general, all artiinflammables,
d'une maniere
maniere articles,
et, d'une
inflammables, et,
generale, des
objets dont
dont le
le transtrans- cles
transportation is
is danwhose transportation
cles whose
des objets
gen6rale,
including articles
articles which
port est
dangereux; y
compris les
which
gerous, including
les gerous,
y compris
est dangereux;
port
from their
their nature
may
packing may
objets
qui, par
leur nature
or packing
nature or
par from
ou par
nature on
par leur
objets qui,
leur
age, peuvent
be a
a source
of danger
danger to postal
source of
constituer be
peuvent constituer
emballage,
leur =ball
employees, or
or may
soil or
damage
or damage
may soil
pour les em- employees,
une
source de danger
danger pour
une source
ployes
de la
la poste,
poste, ou
ou salir
salir ou
ou en- other
other parcels.
parcels.
ployes de
dommager des
des autres
autres colis.
coils.
dommager
ecenet,
e,
f) Les objets
bjets obsscnes
Obscene,
etc., ar
artiobscenes ou imf)
Obscene or
immoral articles.
articles.
or immoral
f) Obscene
dee.
moraux.
moraux.
sous
Erroneouslyhanded,
Envneousishluidied,
2. Si des colis
coils tombant
tombant sous
2. If
parcels coming
one
coming under
under one
2.
If parcels
eto.
prohibitions have
ont of
interdictions out
have been
'une de
de ces interdictions
of these
these prohibitions
1Pune
*
ete
admis A tort
tort a
a1
'expedition, wrongly
1'expedition,
accepted for
for mailing, the
wrongly accepted
et6 admis
Administration detecting
them
l'Administration qui
qui en fait la Admiistration
detecting them
l'Administration
constatation
les traite
traite suivant
suivant sa treats
accordance with
treats them
them in accordance
constatation les
legislation et
et ses
sea reglements
in- its
domestic laws and regulations.
regulations.
reglements inlegislation
its domestic
terieures.
Les matieres
inExplosive or
or inflammable
inflammable artiexplosives on inmatieres explosives
Les
Explosive
flammables,
docu- cles, as
que les
les docuainsi que
flammables, ainsi
documents, picas well
well as documents,
ments,
portraits, ou autres objets tures or other
ments, portraits,
other articles injurious to
portant
atteinte aux
aux bonnes
bonnes public morals,
destroyed
be destroyed
morals, may be
portant atteinte
de- on
moeurs
etre depublic, peuvent etre
du public,
Administration
moeurs du
on the spot by the Administration
truites sur
sur place
par l'AdministraPAdministra- which
place par
truites
which has
the
has found them in the
tion qui
qui les
les a
les mails.
dans les
a trouvees
trouv6es dan,s
tion
mails.
courriers.
courriers.
Parcel containing a
a
Le fait
fait qu'un
coils continent
continent
Le
qu'un colis
Parcel
a parcel contains
The fact that a
lletter.
e
une lettre
ou une
une communication
communication a
une
lettre ou
tt.
aletter
communication havletter or aacommunication
ayant
caractere d'une lettre ne ing
ayant le
le caractere
nature of aaletter
letter may
may not
ing the nature
pent en
en aucun
aucun cas
cas entrainer
entrainer le
le in any case entail the return of the
peut
a Pexpediteur
colis. parcel
retour A
l'expediteur d'un cons.
parcel to
the sender.
sender. The
letter
to the
The letter
La lettre
lettre est
toutefois taxee
en is,
taxee en
La
est toutefois
however, marked
is, however,
marked for
for the
the colleccollecvue
perception du destinadestina- tion
la perception
vue de
de la
tion of
of postage
postage due
the
due from
from the
taire de
de l'affranchissement
Paffranchissement chl,
dd, addressee
taire
the regular
regular rate.
rate.
addressee at
at the
selon
le tarif
regulier.
selon le
tarif r6gulier.
Prohibitions.
Prohibitlons.

1.
interdit d'inserer
d'ins6rer dans
1. I1
Ii est
est interdit
dans
les colis
coils postaux:
postaux:
les
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3. Les
Les deux
deux Administrations
se
3.
Administrations se
communiquent, au moyen
moyen de
de la
la
"Liste
"Liste des
des Objets Interdits"
Interdits" puInternational
bliee par
par le
le Bureau
Bureau International
de l'Union Postale Universelle,
Universelle, la
la
nomenclature de
nomenclature
de tous
tous les objets
interdits.
interdits. Toutefois, elles n'assument de ce chef aucune responsaresponsabilit6
bilite envers les organes de la
la
douane ou de la police ou envers
envers
l'expediteur.
l'exp6diteur.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

VI.

Assurance.
Assurance.
etre assures
assures
Les colis peuvent
peuvent etre
jusqu'au
montant de
jusqu'au montant
de 500 francs-or
francs-or
ou
ou l'equivalent
1'equivalent en
en monnaie
monnaie du
du
pays d'origine.
d'origine. Cependant, les
Chefs
Chefs des
des Administrations
Administrations PosPoscontractants
tales des deux
deux pays contractants
accord,
peuvent, d'un conunun
commun accord,
augmenter
augmenter ou diminuer
diminuer ce montant maximum d'assurance.
donner lieu
au
lieu au
Un colis
colis ne peut
peut donner
payement d'une indemnite
indemnite supe
sup&
payement
a la valeur r6elle
reelle de son
rieure A
contenu,
de
contenu, mais il
il est
est loisible de
de
l'assurer pour
pour une partie de
seulement.
cette valeur seulement.
ARTICLE

Responsabiliti.
Responsabilite.

VII.

Indemnitl.
Indemnite.

1. Les Administrations
Administrations PosPos1.
tales des deux
deux pays
pays contractants
contractants
de lla
reslonsables deo
ne seront pas responsables
du
Piths traction on
ou (hi
de I'abstraction
perte, de
dommage
ordinaire;
dominage d'un colis ordinaire;
mais
l'autre des AdminisAdminismais l'une
l'une on
ou 1'autre
trations est
inest libre
libre de
de payer intrations
demnite
perte z l'abstracdemnit6 pour la
la perte,
l'abstraction
eu lieu
qui ait en
ou le dommage
dommage qui
tion on
dans
recours
son service,
service, sans
sans recours
dans son
contre
Administration.
contre l'autre Administration.
Sauf
mentionnes
dans les
les cas mentionnes
Sauf dans
au
au paragraphe
paragraphe suivant,
suivant, les Administrations sont responsables
responsables de
la perte
des colis
depos6s
colis assures
assures deposes
la
perte des
dans l'un
contracdeux pays
pays contracdans
l'un des deux
tants
Atre livres dans l'autre,
tants pour etre
la perte, l'abstraction
l'abstraction ou
et pour la
le dommage
dommage de
leur contenu
ou
de leur
contenu ou
le
une partie
partie de
contenu. L'exL'exde tel
tel contenu.
une
pediteur
ayant-droit
ou un autre ayant-droit
pediteur ou
a
de ce
indema une
une indemce chef,
chef, a
a le
le droit,
droit, de
nite qui
qui corresponde
au montant
montant
corresponde au
nite
reel de
la perte,
de l'abstraction
l'abstraction
de la
perte, de
reel
ou du
du dommage.
dommage. Le
Le montant
montant
ou
de l'indemnite
calcule sur la
l'indemnit6 est calcule
de

July 14, 1933.
1933.
July4,

August 1, 1933.
1933.
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3.
Administrations adar3. The two
two Administrations
ad- ticles
Listtoofbeprohibited
ar.
published.
vise
other, by
means of
vise each
each other,
by means
of the
the ticI tobepublished.

List of Prohibited
Prohibited Articles published
lished by the
the International
International BurBureau of
Postal Union,
eau
of the
the Universal
Universal Postal
Union,
of all prohibited
prohibited articles. However,
ever, they
they do
do not
not assume, on that
that
account, any responsibility
responsibility toward
toward
the customs or police authorities
authorities
or
or the
the sender.

ARTICLE VI.

ARTICLE

Insurance.
Insurance.
Parcels
Parcels may be
be insured
insured up to
to
the amount
amount of 500 gold francs or
its
equivalent in the
currency of
of
its equivalent
the currency
the country of origin. However,
the
Administhe Chiefs of
of the
the Postal
Postal Administrations of the
the two
two contracting
countries
countries may,
may, by mutual
mutual consent,
increase or decrease
sent, increase
decrease this
maximum amount
maximum
amount of insurance.
insurance.
A
parcel cannot
cannot give
A parcel
give rise
rise to the
the
payment of
of an
indemnity higher
higher
payment
an indemnity
than
actual value
than the actual
value of
of its concontents,
tents, but it
it is permissible
permissible to
to
insure it
part of
of that
insure
it for only
only part
value.
value.
ARTICLE

Responsibility.
Responsibility.

Insurance.
Maximum
amount.
Maximum amount.

Limitation.
Limitation.

VII.

Indemnity.
Indemnity.

1.
Administrations
1. The
The Postal
Postal Administrations
of the
countries
contracting countries
of
the two
two contracting
will not
the
responsible for the
will
not be responsible
loss, ablstraction
abstraction or
an
daullge of an
or damage
loss,
ordinary parcel;
parcel; but
but either
either AdAdordinary
ministration is
ministration
is at liberty to pay
indemnity
abstraction
indemnity for the loss, abstraction
damage which
which may occur in its
or damage
service,
without recourse to the
service, without
other Administration.
Administration.
mentioned
in the
the cases mentioned
Except in
in the
the Section
Section following,
the Adfollowing, the
in
ministrations
are responsible
responsible for
for
ministrations are
the loss
loss of
parcels mailed
mailed
of insured
insured parcels
the
in
contracting
one of the
the two contracting
in one
countries for delivery
delivery in
other
the other
in the
countries
abstraction of or
for the
the loss, abstraction
and for
a
to their
their contents, or a
damage to
part thereof.
The sender,
sender, or
or
thereof. The
part
other rightful
claimant, is enrightful claimant,
other
titled on this account to an indemnity
corresponding to
the
to the
demnity corresponding
actual amount
amount of
loss, ababof the
the loss,
actual
straction
The
The
or damage.
damage.
straction
amount of indemnity
calcuindemnity is calcuamount

Responsibility,
etc.
Responsibility, etc.

No indemnity
for
No
indemnity for
loss of
parcel.
loss
of ordinary
ordiunry parce

Allowance to sends'.
Allowance
sender.

Bag'.
Butf.
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eatriction.

Restriction.

ase
valour reelle
prix
ase de
de la
la valeur
r6elle (le
(le prix
courant, ou,
ou, aa son
defaut, la
courant,
son defaut,
la
valeur ordinaire
ordinaire appr6ci6e)
appreciee) au
au
valeur
lieu et
Pepoque ou
oa le
le colis
colis a
ete
lieu
et aal'epoque
a 6et
accepte
au transport;
transport; pourvu
que
pourvu que
accepte au
l'indemnite ne
puisse en
en aucun
aucun
l'indemnite
ne puisse
cas
etre superieure
a la
cas 6tre
superieure a
la somme
somme
pour
cons a
aete
le colis
6et assure,
assure,
pour laquelle
laquelle le
sur
la valeur
valeur a
sur laquelle
laquelle la
la taxe
taxe a
a la
ete
pergue, ni
maximum de
de 100
au maximum
100
6et perque,
ni an
dollars
dollars (500
(500 francs-or).
francs-or).

Dans le cas of
oii l'indemnite est
payable
cons
perte d'un colis
payable pour la perte
ou
pour la
ou abstracabstracou pour
la destruction
destruction ou
tion
de son
contenu entier,
entier, l'extion de
son contenu
l'expediteur
le droit
la restitution
restitution
droit a
a la
pediteur aale
des
postales, sur demande.
demande.
des taxes
taxes postales,
Toutefois,
les droits
droits d'assurance
d'assurance
Toutefois, les
ne
sont rembourses
dans aucun
aucwa
ne sont
rembours6s dans
cas.
cas.
originatmg
au arrangemen
Q
Sauff arrangementt special cona party
a Parcel
country notparty
a
country
a
hereto.
traire entre
entre les
les pays interesses,
interesses,
aucune
indemnite ne
sera payee
aucune indemnite
ne sera
pax Pun
l'un on
pour
par
ou l'autre des
des pays pour
la perte
perte de
transit
la
de colis
colis -assures
assures en
en transit
originaires
ne
originaires d'un pays
pays qui ne
participe
participe pas a
a cet
cet Arrangement,
Arrangement,
a
destination de l'un des deux
deux
a destination
pays
contractants.
pays contractants.
Parcels
forwarded to
to
Lorsqu'un
valour
avec valeur
colis avec
Lorsqu'un colis
iforwared
Parels
a third
countrY.
dclaree provenant d'un pays et
declaree
destine a
a etre remis dans
dans l'autre
l'autre
pays
un
pays est reexpedie
reexp6di6 de la sur
sur un
tiers pays
on y
a la
la
tiers
pays ou
y est
est renvoye
renvoye a
demande
l'expediteur ou du
demande de l'expediteur
destinataire, l'ayant-droit
destinataire,
l'ayant-droit a PinPl'indemnite, en
de perte,
de
demnite,
en cas
cas de
perte, de
spoliation ou
spoliation
ou d'avaiie
d'avarie survenue
survenue
subsequemment A
ala
reexpedition
subsequemment
la r6expedition
pays
ou au renvoi du
du cons
colis par
par le
le pays
primitive, ne
de l'adresse primitive,
ne pout
pent
pretendre, le
pretendre,
le cas echeant,
ech6ant, qu'a
qu'S
l'indemnite que
que consent
verser
l'indemnit6
consent a
a, verser
ou--suivant l'entente
ou-suivant
'entente intervenue
interesses directeentre les pays
pays interesses
directereexpedition ou
on au
an
ment a
a la
la reexp6dition
renvoi que dolt
renvoi-que
doit payer le pays
pays oil
Chacun des
le fait s'est produit. Chacun
des
deux
signataires du
du present
deux pays
pays signataires
present
Arrangement
Arrangement qui reexpedie
reexpedie aatort
Responsibiity
torervaleur (Molar&
Responsibility tor
er- un colis
cons avec
avec valour
sur
declaree sur
ror.
un tiers pays, est responsable
envers l'expediteur
l'expediteur dans
dans la memo
meme
mesure
que le
pays d'origine,
mesure que
le pays
d'origine,
done dans les limites du present
present
Arrangement.
Arrangement.
Postage
Postage

reimbursereimburse-

on lost parcel.
ment onlost
parcel.

July 14, 1933.
, 1933.
August 1,1933.

actual
lated on
on the
the basis
basis of the
the actual
value
(current price, or,
value (current
or, in the
absence
price, the orabsence of current price,
dinary
dinary estimated value) at
at the
place
when
where and the
the time when
place where
accepted for
the parcel
parcel was
was accepted
for mailmailing, provided
provided in
the
any case
case that
that the
in any
ing,
indemnity may
may not
not be
be greater
greater
indemnity
than
the amount
which the
the
amount
amountthefor
for which
than the
parcel
insured, and on which
which
parcel was
was insured,
the insurance
insurance fee has been collected
or the
maximum amount
amount
lected or
the maximum
of
francs).
of $100.00
$100.00 (500
(500 gold francs).
In the
the case
where indemnity is
In
case where
payable
parcel or
the loss
loss of
of aaparcel
payable for
for the
for
or abstraction
abstraction
for the destruction
destruction or
of the whole of the contents thereentitled to
to the
the
of, the sender is entitled
return of the
postal charges,
charges, if
if
return
the postal
claimed. However,
claimed.
However, the insurance
fees are
are not
any case
case returned.
returned.
in any
fees
not in
In
In the absence
absence of special agreement to the contrary
contrary between the
countries
countries involved, no indemnity
indemnity
will
country for
for
will be
be paid by
by either
either country
the loss of transit insured parcels
originating in a
country not
a country
not parparticipating in this Agreement
ticipating
Agreement and
and
destined for one of the two condestined
tracting countries.
tracting
countries.
When an
When
an insured
insured parcel origioriginating
nating in one country
country and destined
tined to
to be delivered
delivered in
in the other
other
country is reforwarded
reforwarded from there
to aathird country
country or is
is returned
returned
to a
a third
third country,
country, at
at the
the request
request
of the sender
sender or of the addressee,
entitled to
the party
party entitled
to the indemindemnnity
or
nity in
in case of loss, rifling
rifling or
damage occurring subsequent
subsequent to
the reforwarding
reforwarding .or
or return
return of the
the
country of
of
parcel by
by the original
original country
destination,
destination, can lay claim, in such
a
indemnity
a case,
case, only
only to the indemnity
which the country
country where the loss,
rifling or damage
damage occurred
occurred consents to pay, or which that country
accordtry is obligated
obligated to pay in accordance with the agreement
agreement made
between the
directly
between
the countries
countries directly
interested
interested in the reforwarding
reforwarding or
or
return. Either of the
the two councountries signing the present AgreeAgreement which wrongly forwards
forwards an
an
insured parcel to aathird country
is
responsible to the sender
is responsible
sender to the
the
same extent as the country of
origin, that is, within
within the
the limits
of the present
present Agreement.
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July 14, 1933.
1, 1933.
August 1,
August

Julg 14,
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Release
certain
in certain
Release in
2.
Administrations are re- eases.
The Administrations
2. The
2.
Les Administrations
Administrations sont de2. Les
c
responsibility.
gagees de
toute responsabilit6:
responsabilite:
lieved of all responsibility.
de toute
gagees
acacUnconditional
parcels of which Unconditional
(a)
case of
of parcels
In case
.(a)
(a) En
En cas
cas de
de colis
colis dont
(a) In
desdont les desaccepted deliv- ceptance.
addressee has accepted
the addressee
tmataires
livraison sans the
pris livraison
ont pris
tinataires ont
ery
reservation.
without reservation.
ery without
reserves.
reserves.
Loss, etc., through
ajeu. through
oce, majeure.
(b) In
case of
loss or
or damage
damage force
of loss
In case
(b) En
En cas
(b)
ou d'avarie
de perte ou
cas de
(b)
majeure (causes beforce majeure
due
la force
majeure; bien que through force
force majeure;
due aala
control) although either Adyond control)
chacune
Administrations yond
des Administrations
chacune
ministration may at its option
puisse, de
gre et
recours ministration
et sans recours
son gr6
de son
puisse,
without recourse
recourse to the other
Administration, and without
contre
l'autre Administration,
contre . l'autre
pay indemnity for
Administration pay
payer mdemnite
perte ou Administration
la perte
indemnit6 pour la
payer
loss or damage due to force mal'avarie due
due a
a la force
force majeure, loss
l'avarie
jeure even in cases where the Admeme si
si l'Administration
l'Administration du pays jeure
meme
of the country in the
ministration of
dans le service duquel la perte ou ministration
service of which the loss or damPavane a
aeu
reconnait que le service
eu lieu reconnait
l'avarie
age occurred
occurred recognizes
recognizes that the
dommage
cause par
la force age
par la,
a ete
6et cause
dommage a
damage
damage was due to force majeure.
majeure.
majeure.
Destruction
of official
Destructionofofficia
they are unable to documents.
(c) When
When they
(c)
(c) Lorsqu'elles
Lorsqu'elles ne
a.
ne sont pas A
(c)
ocu
account for
consequence
for parcels in consequence
meme de
de se
se rendre
des account
compte des
rendre compte
meme
the destruction of official docucolis
la suite de la
la, destruction
destruction of the
colis aa la
through force majeure.
majeure.
ments through
des
documents officiels due aa. la ments
des documents
force
majeure.
force majeure.
Damage
through
through
Damage
the damage
(d) When
(d)
When the
damage has been fault
(d)
Lorsque le
le dommage
dommage s'est
s'est
of sender,
adsender,
(d) Lorsque
dressee,
etc.
caused by
or negligence
negligence dressee, etc.
fault or
the fault
by the
n6gli- caused
produit
la faute
faute ou
ou la neglipar la
produit par
addressee or
of the
the sender
sender or the addressee
gence
de l'expediteur,
l'expediteur, du destina- of
gence de
of either, or
representative of
the representative
taire, ou
du representant
representant de l'un the
ou du
taire,
when it
the nature
nature of the
to the
is due
due to
it is
a when
di a
ou
l'autre, ou
lorsqu'il est di
ou lorsqu'il
ou l'autre,
article.
article.
la
la nature de l'envoi.
articles.
Prohibited articles.
contain Prohibited
which contain
(e)
For parcels
parcels which
(e) For
(e) Pour
Pour les colis qui contien(e)
prohibited
articles.
articles.
prohibited
nent des
des objets
objets interdits.
nent
Declared above
real
above real
Declared
(f) In
(f)
In case the sender of an in- value.
(f)
Au cas
l'expediteur d'un
oi l'expediteur
cas oa
(f) Au
sured parcel,
parcel, with
with intent to detolls assure,
avec intention frau- sured
assure, avec
colis
to
fraud, shall declare the contents to
duleuse, declare
declare le contenu avec fraud,
duleuse,
be above
above their
their real value; this
une valeur
valeur superieure
sa valeur be
sup6rieure aasa
une
rule, however,
however, shall
shall not prejudice
reelle; cette regle ne porte preju- rule,
reelle;
proceedings necessitated
necessitated
any legal proceedings
dice a
aucun poursuit judiciaire any
a aucun
dice
the legislation
legislation of
of the
country of
of
the country
by the
necessite par
legislation du pays by
la legislation
par la
necessite
origin.
origin.
d'origine.
S'eized, because of
o
thseefediarabtl"e
parcels seized by the
(g)
For parcels
(g) For
false declaration.
(g) Pour
Pour les
les colis
la
saisis par la
colis saisis
(g)
customs
because
false
declarafalse
of
because
customs
douane a
a la
la suite d'une fausse
douane
tion
of contents.
contents.
tion of
declaration
de leur
leur contenu.
declaration de
No claim made withclaim made withor applica(h)
applica- in No
inquiry or
no inquiry
When no
(h) When
ayear.
(h) Lorsqu'une
reclamation ou
Lorsqu'une reclamation
(h)
tion
for
indemnity
has
made
been
has
indemnity
une
application d'indemnite
d'indemnite n'a
n'a tion for
une application
by claimant
representative
his representative
or his
claimant or
pas
presentee par le reclamant
reclamant by
ete pr6sentee
pas ete
year commencing with
a year
within a
ou
agent dans
periode d'un within
dans la periode
son agent
ou son
the day following the posting of
an a
lendemain du the
du lendemain
compter du
a compter
an
the
parcel.
insured parcel.
the insured
depot
du colis assure.
dep6t du
Matter
intrinlono of no intrin(i) For
parcels which contain siciMatter
For parcels
(i)
value, etc.
(i) Pour
les colis
colis qui conPour les
(i)
intrinsic
no
matter
of
value
or
matter
tiennent
des
objets
sans
valeur
ininvaleur
sans
objets
des
tiennent
perishable matter or which did
p6ris- perishable
trinseque ou
des objets pensou des
trinseque
not conform
stipulations
the stipulations
to the
conform to
sables,
des objets
objets qui
qui ne
ne rem- not
ou des
sables, ou
which were
of
this
Agreement
or
Agreement
this
of
de
plissaient pas les stipulations
plissaient
not posted
posted in the manner precet
Arrangement, ou
n'avaient not
ou qui n'avaient
cet Arrangement,
country responthe country
but the
scribed, but
pas
ete mis
poste de la scribed,
mis aa la poste
pas ete
the loss,
rifling or
or damage
damage
loss, rifling
for the
sible for
maniere
prescrite; mais
mais le pays
pays sible
maniere prescrite;
indemnity in
in respect of
pay indemnity
may pay
responsable de
de la
la perte, la spolia- may
responsable
to
parcels without
without recourse to
such parcels
tion ou
Pavane pourra payer
payer such
ou l'avarie
tion
the other Administration.
Administration.
indemnite
chef de
colis the
tels colis
de tels
du chef
indemnite du
sans
recours contre
l'autre Adcontre l'autre
sans recours
ministration.
ministration.
cei
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3. I1
II n'est
n'est pas
pas pay6
paye d'indem
d'indem
3.
nite
pour les
dommages indireets
indirects
les dommages
nite pour
ou
non r6alises
realises
b6nefices non
les benefices
ou lea
resultant
de la
spola spoperte, de
de la
la perte,
resultant de
liation,
de l'avarie,
de la
la nonnonl'avarie, de
liation, de
livraison,
de in
une
remise aa une
la remise
livraison, de
fausse adresse
retard d'un
d'un
ou du
du retard
adresse ou
fausse
col's assure
expedie d'apres
d'apres les
lea
assure expedi6
colis
conditions du
Arrangepresent Arrangedu present
conditions
ment.
ment.
nadennaty
4. be
de Pindemnite
l'indemnit6
payement de
4.
Le payement
payment.
ndemnity Payment.
pour un
un colis
colis assure
assure sera
sera effectue
effectue
pour
Payant-droit aussitOt
posque posaussit6t que
a l'ayant-droit
sible, et
plus tard
tard dans
le
dans le
et au
au plus
sible,
delai
an a
du
compter du
a compter
d'un an
d6lai d'un
lendemain du
la reclamar6clamaoi la
du jour
jour oh
lendemain
tion
eat presentee.
present6e.
tion est
Toutefois, l'Administration
Deferred
Deferred in exoepease13Toutefois,
l'Administration
tional
tonal cases.
cases.
postale
payeuse peut
exceptionpeut exceptionpostale payeuse
nellement
clifferer le
le payement
payement de
de
nellement diff6rer
Pindemnite pour
plus
une period°
periode plus
pour une
l'indemnit6
longue
que celle
celle stipul6e
stipule° si,
si, a
longue que
l'expiration
delai, elle
elle n'a
n'a
dudit delai,
l'expiration dudit
pu
sort de
de l'objet
Pobjet dont
dont
le sort
pu etablir
6tablir le
ii
s'agit ni
ni la
is responsabilite
responsabilite
il s'agit
encourue.
encourue.
Payment by country
5.
lea cas oh
payement
oh le
le payement
5. Sauf les
Payment
of origin if country of
en
destination
delays 9
eat exceptionellement
differ6 en
exceptionellement différé
9 est
delays
destnation
hs
mont .
conformit6
months.
conformite avec le deuxieme aliRea
prec6dent,
paragraphe precedent,
du paragraphe
nea du
l'Administration postale
qui se
se
postale qui
l'Administration
charge du
du payement
payement de la comcharge
pensation est
est autorisee
payer
autoris6e a payer
pensation
Pindemnite
compte de
le compte
pour is
'indemnit6 pour
l'Office qui,
(lament
ete dument
ayant ete
qui, ayant
l'Office
notifie
de la
la demande
demand° d'indemd'indemnotifie de
nite,
s'ecouler neuf
neuf mois
mois
laisse s'ecouler
nite, aalaisse
C l'affaire.
sans
dormer de solution
Paffaire.
solution a
sans donner
l'inCountry responalble.
6. L'obligation
de payer
payer Pin6.
L'obligation de
eountryMrponsibe.
demnite
incombe a
A l'Administra1'Administrademnit6 incombe
tion postale
postale dont
depend le
le bureau
bureau
dont d6pend
tion
d'origine, pourvu
pourvu qu'an
cas oh
oh
qu'au cas
d'origine,
Pindemnite
eat payee
payee au
au destinadestinal'indemnite est
taire selon
is premier
alines du
du
premier alinea
selon le
taire
paragraphs 1,
elle incombe A
1, elle
paragraphe
'Administration postale
de desdespostale de
I'Administration
tination.
tination.
Indirect loss, etc.
Indirectloss,etc.

Repayment.

L'Administration payeuse
payeuse se
se
L'Administration
reserve le
le droit
soumettre
droit de soumettre
reserve
rine demande
demands de
de remboursement
remboursement
une
PAdministration responsable.
responsable.
A l'Administration
Par
du payement
payement de
le fait
fait du
Par le
l'indernnite,
jusqu'a concurl'indemnite, et jusqu'A
rence du
de telle inmontant de
du montant
rence
demnite,
l'Administration respondemnite, l'Administration
sable est
eat subrogee
subrogee dans lea
les droits
sable
de
la personne
personne qui
qui Pa
de la
1'a regue,
revue, pour
pour

August
Julyl4,1,
11
,9
133
9 3.
3.
1933.
August

3. No
No indemnity
paid for
for
is paid
indemnity is
3.
indirect damages
or loss
loss of profits
profits
damages or
indirect
resulting from
from the
rifling,
loss, rifling,
the loss,
resulting
damage,
mis-d &Livery
non-delivery, mis-delivery
damage, non-delivery,
or delay
delay of
of an
an insured
parcel
insured parcel
or
dispatched
in accordance
accordance with
dispatched in
the conditions
conditions of
of the
present
the present
the
Agreement.
Agreement.
4.
compensaof compensapayment of
4. The
The payment
tion for
for an
an insured
insured parcel
be
parcel shall be
tion
made
as
claimant as
rightful claimant
to the
the rightful
made to
soon
at the
the latest
latest
and at
as possible
possible and
soon as
within
a period of one year countwithin a
ing
day following
following that
the day
from the
ing from
on
is made.
made.
application is
the application
on which
which the
However,
the paying Postal
However, the
Administration
may exceptionexceptionAdministration may
ally
of indemnity
indemnity
payment of
defer payment
ally defer
for
that
than that
a longer
longer period than
for a
stipulated
if, at
at the
the expiration
expiration of
of
stipulated if,
that period,
able
been able
it has
has not been
period, it
that
to determine
the disposition
disposition made
determine the
to
of the
in question
question or the
the
the article
article in
of
responsibility incurred.
incurred.
responsibility
5.
Except in
in cases
paycases where pay5. Except
ment is
deferred as
is exceptionally
exceptionally deferred
ment
provided
in the
the second paragraph
paragraph
provided in
the
of the
section, the
the foregoing section,
of
Postal Administration
which unAdministration which
Postal
dertakes the
the payment
payment of
of comcomdertakes
pensation is
to pay
authorized to
pay
pensation
is authorized
the Office,
Office,
indemnity on behalf
behalf of the
indemnity
informed
which,
which, after being duly informed
application for indemnity,
of the application
without
has
nine months
months pass without
has let
let nine
settling the
the matter.
matter.
settling
6. The
The obligation
obligation of
paying the
the
6.
of paying
indemnity shall
rest with
with the
shall rest
indemnity
Postal Administration
to which
which
Postal
Administration to
the
is subordinate,
the mailing
mailing office
office is
subordinate,
provided
that in
in cases
cases where
the
provided that
where the
indemnity is
is paid
the addressee
indemnity
paid to
to the
addressee
in accordance
accordance with
the second
in
with the
second
paragraph of Section 1, it
it shall
rest
with the
rest with
the Postal
Postal AdministraAdministration of destination.
The
paying Administration
The paying
Administration reretains the right to make
claim
make aa claim
against the
the Administration
reagainst
Administration responsible.
sponsible.
By
the fact
payment of
of
By the
fact of
of the
the payment
the indemnity, and up to the
the
the
amount of such indemnity, the
responsible
Administration is
is subresponsible Administration
subrogated to the rights of the person
received the
son who has received
the indem-
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tout
recours eventuel, soit
soit contre
tout recours
le
destinataire, soit
soit contre
contre l'expele destinataire,
diteur
ou contre
contre des tiers.
diteur ou
Cependant,
si des colis consiCependant, si
der&
comme perdus sont retrouderes comme
yes,
partiellement,
ves, totalement
totalement ou partiellement,
la
personae a
a qui l'indemnite
l'indemnite aa
la personne
ete
sera advisee
advisee qu'elle
ete payee
payee sera
peut
reprendre possession
l'enpossession de 1'enpeut reprendre
voi
restitution du rnontant
montant
voi contre restitution
de
a ete
ete payee.
l'indemnite qui
qui lui
lui a
de l'indemnite
contraire,
preuve du contraire,
Jusqu'A preuve
7. Jusqu'a
la responsabilite
un colis
pour un
la
responsabilite pour
assure
incombe a
a l'Administraassure incombe
tion
reel' le colis sans
ayant regu
tion qui, ayant
formuler de reserves
reserves et
et etant mis
formuler
les moyens
tous les
en possession
possession de tous
reglementaires d'investigation,
d'investigation, ne
reglementaires
etablir le sort du colis.
peut etablir
.8.
la spoliaspoliaperte, la
la perte,
Lorsque la
8. Lorsque
l'avarie d'un colis avec
tion on
ou l'avarie
valeur declaree
(Maar& est constatee
constatee lors
valeur
de l'ouverture
l'ouverture du recipient par le
bureau
receptionnaire
d'echange receptionnaire
bureau d'echange
et a
signal& regulierement
regulierement au
an
ete signalee
et
a ete
bureau d'echange expediteur,
expediteur, la
bureau
responsabilite incombe a
a l'Admi1'Admiresponsabilite
depend ce dernier
dernier
nistration dont depend
moins qu'il ne soit
bureau, a
a moms
bureau,
accompli
le fait
fait s'est accompli
que le
prouve que
sur le
territoire de
l'Admirdstrade l'Administrale territoire
sur
receptionnaire.
tion receptionnaire.
9.
perte, la spoliation
spoliation ou
la perte,
9. Si
Si la
l'avarie s'est produite en cours
de transport
transport sans qu'il soit posd'etablir sur le territoire ou
sible d'6tablir
service de quel pays le
dans le service
fait s'est
s'est accompli,
accompli, les
en
les Offices
Offices en
fait
cause supportent
supportent le dommage
dommage par
cause
parts
egales.
parts egales.
10. Le
pays responsable
responsable de la
la
10.
Le pays
perte, de
la spoliation
spoliation ou de l'avade la
perte,
rie et
et pour
pour le
compte duquel le
le compte
rie
payement est
est effectue,
effectue, est
tenu de
est tenu
payement
rembourser le
le montant de l'inrembourser
demnite au
effectue le
au pays ayant effeetue
demnite
pavement.
Ce
remboursement
Ce remboursement
payement.
doit avoir
avoir lieu
lieu sans
sans retard
retard et, au
doit
plus tard,
tard, dans
le Mai
mois
delai de 99mois
dans le
plus
apres notification
notification du payement.
payement.
apres
11. Ces
remboursements au
Ces remboursements
11.
pays
effecdoivent etre effeccrediteur doivent
pays crediteur
tiles sans
Office, soit
soit
pour cet Office,
frais pour
sans frais
tues
par
mandat de
soit par
poste, soit
de poste,
par mandat
traite, en
monnaie ayant cours
en monnaie
traite,

July 14,1933.
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July 14, 1933.
August
1, 1933.
1933.
August 1,

nity
all eventual
eventual recourse
nity for all
against
addressee, the
the
the addressee,
against either the
sender,
or third
third parties.
parties.
sender, or
However,
considered
if parcels
parcels considered
However, if
as
lost . are
subsequently found
found
as lost
are subsequently
again,
whole or in part, the
again, in whole
person
the indemnity
indemnity
person to whom
whom the
has
been paid
paid will
informed
will be
be informed
has been
possession of
he may regain possession
that he
recovered article by repaying
the recovered
indemnity
the amount of the indemnity
winch
to him.
him.
paid to
has been paid
which has
proved,
Until the contrary is proved,
7. Until
responsibility for
for an
an insured
insured parparresponsibility
the Administration
with the
cel
rests with
Administration
cel rests
which,
received the
pare&
the parce
which, having
having received
without
making any
reservations,
any reservations,
without making
and
put in possession of all
being put
and being
the
investimeans of investiregulation means
the regulation
establish the disgation, can not establish
posal of
the parcel.
parcel.
of the
posal
8.
rifling or
8. When
When the loss, rifling
damage
damage of an insured parcel is
detected
upon opening the
recepthe recepdetected upon
tacle
at the
exchange
receiving exchange
the receiving
tacle at
regularly
office and has been regularly
office
pointed out
out to
to the
dispatching
the dispatching
pointed
exchange office,
responsibility
office, the responsibility
exchange
Administration to
to
falls on the Administration
which the
the latter
belongs,
office belongs,
latter office
which
unless it
it be
proved that the
be proved
unless
irregularity
occurred on the
the terriirregularity occurred
the receiving Adminisof the
tory of
tration.
tration.
9. If
If the
loss, rifling
or damage
damage
rifling or
the loss,
9.
taken place in the course of
has taken
transportation, without
without its
its being
being
transportation,
possible to
to establish
establish on
on the
the terripossible
tory
in the
the service
which
service of which
or in
tory or
the
country the act took place, the
Offices involved
loss in
bear the loss
involved bear
Offices
equal shares.
10. The
The country
for
responsible for
country responsible
10.
the
loss, rifling
riffing or damage,
damage, and on
the loss,
payment is
account the payment
whose account
effected, is bound to repay the
effected,
amount
of the
indemnity to the
the indemnity
amount of
country which
which has
has effected
effected the
country
payment.
This
reimbursement
This reimbursement
payment.
must take
take place
without delay,
delay,
place without
must
and at the latest within
within the period
and
of 9
of
notification of
after notification
months after
of
9 months
payment.
payment.
payment.
11. These
These repayments
repayments to
the
to the
11.
creditor country
country must be made
creditor
without expense
for that Office, by
expense for
without
money
or draft,
draft, in money
money order or
valid in
in the
the creditor
creditor country or
valid

Responsibility upon
upon
recsponsiblity
receiving country unable
show disposito shew
able to
tion.
t

ion.

Dispatching office reDispothing
sponsible
it lossoffdiscorediscovered
by receiving
receiving office.
office.
ered by

Loss, etc., in transit.

Los, etc-, in transit.

try
Rv
ezment

Ryent

to

to coun-

Time limitation.
limitation.
Time

to
cred.
No expense
d
expense
to credto
c
p

itNo
it°
or.
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dans
pays crediteur
on par
dans le
le pays
cr6diteur ou
par
tout
autre procede
convemr
tout autre
proc6d6 A convenir
mutuelleraent
par voie
mutuellement par
voie de
de corcorrespondance.
respondance.
Gold
12.
des inGold basis.
12. Le
Le remboursement
remboursement des
indemnities doit
s'effectuer sur
sur la
la
demnit6s
doit s'effectuer
base de
monnaie-or.
base
de la
la monnaie-or.
Transit insured
insured parpar13.
13. Sauf
Saul entente contraire
contraire enc
cels.
els.
tre
interesses, entente qui
tre les
les pays
pays interesses,
peut intervenir
intervenir par
de corresconespeut
par voie
voie de
pondance, aucune
aucune indemnite
ne
pondance,
indemnite ne
sera payee
payee pour
pour la
la perte,
sera
perte, la
la spoliaspoliation
cons avec
avec
tion ou
ou l'avarie
l'avarie de
de colis
valeur declaree
transit, c'estc'estvaleur
d6clar6e en
en transit,
a-dire
a-dire pour
pour des
des cons
colis avec valeur
valeur
declaree
originaires de
de Pun
des
d6claree originaires
l'un des
deux
pays contractants
deux pays
contractants a
A destinadestination
pays ne
ne participant
pas au
au
tion de
de pays
participant pas
present
Arrangement, ou pour
present Arrangement,
pour des
des
colis
miginaires d'un
ne
colis originaires
d'un pays
pays ne
participant pas
pas a
acet
cet Arrangement
Arrangement
participant
a
destination de l'un
Pun des deux
deux
A destination
contractants.
pays contractants.
Defects in packing,
Defects
14. L'expediteur
Pack ing,
L'expediteur est responresp onetc.
sable
defectuosites de
Perae
sable des
des d6fectuosites
de l'emballage
de Pinsuffisance
ballage et
et de
l'insuffisance de
de la
la
fermeture et des
fermeture
des cachets
cachets des colis
colis
avec
avec valeur
valeur declaree.
d6claree. D'autre
D'autre
part, les deux
deux Administrations
Administrations
sent
degagees de toute responsasont degag6es
responsabihte
de perte,
de spoliaspoliabilit6 en
en cas
cas de
perte, de
tion
tion ou
ou d'avarie
d'avarie causee
caus6e par
par des
defectuosites
defectuosites non remarquees
remarquees au
moment
depot.
moment du
du d6p6t.

Certificate of mailmailcertificate

ing.
tag.
Furnished sender
sender on
prurnied
request.

Fee.

Sur demande,
demande, l'exp6diteur
l'expediteur d'un
colis ordinaire peut obtenir un
un
certificat au moment
depOt du
certificat
moment du
du d6p6t
Chaque pays
pays a
droit de
de
colis. Chaque
a le
le droit
percevoir une taxe raisonnable
percevoir
certificat.
pour tel
tel certificat.

in
other way
to be
agreed
in any
any other
way to
be agreed
upon mutually
mutually by
correspondence.
upon
by correspondence.
12. The
12.
The reimbursement
reimbursement of
of the
indemnities must be
effected on
indemnities
be effected
on
the basis of
of gold
gold money.
money.
13.
contrary agreeagree13. Barring
Barring contrary
ment
the countries
conment between
between the
countries concerned,
cerned, which agreement
agreement may
may be
be
made
made by
by correspondence,
correspondence, no
no inindemnity will be
be paid for the loss,
rifling
damage of
of an
an insured
insured
rifling or
or damage
parcel
in transit,
insured
parcel in
transit, i.e.,
i.e., for
for insured
parcels originating
originating in
one of
of the
the
parcels
in one
contracting countries
and
two contracting
countries and
destined for
destined
for countries
countries not participarticipating in
present Agreement,
Agreement,
pating
in the
the present
originating in
in aa
or for parcels
parcels originating
country not participating
in this
this
country
participating in
Agreement
and destined
for one
Agreement and
destined for
one
countries.
of the two contracting
contracting countries.
14.
sender is responsible
responsible
14. The sender
for defects in
in the packing
packing and
and
insufficiency in
and the
insufficiency
in the
the closing
closing and
the
seals of insured parcels.
parcels. MoreAdministrations
over, the two
two Administrations
responsibilare released
released from
from all
all responsibility in case of loss, rifling or damdamage caused
caused by defects
noticed
defects not noticed
at the time of
of mailing.
mailing.

ARTICLE VIII

Certificate
Certificate oj
of Mailing.
Mailing. Receipts.

valeur declaree
recevra, sans
valeur
d6claree recevra,
charge, au
moment de
de dep6t,
depot, un
un
charge,
au moment
recepisse y
y relatif.
r6c6piss6
relatif.

On
request, the
the sender
sender of
On request,
of an
an
ordinary parcel
parcel may obtain a
a cercertificate at the time of mailing
the parcel. Each country has the
right to collect a
reasonable fee
a reasonable
fee
therefor.
therefor.
The sender of an insured
insured parcel
receives
receives without charge,
charge, at the
a receipt
time of posting, a
receipt for his
parcel.
parcel.

ARTICLE IX

ARTICLE IX

L'expediteur
d'un colis
colis avec
L'expediteur d'un
avec

Receipt.
Receipt.

i
nci
ltr
esn receits
r"aipta

ARTICLE VIII
VIII
ARTICLE
Certificat
de Dep6t.
D6p6t. RBecpiss6s.
Certificat de
Recepisses.

July
14,1,193.
August
August
1,1933.
1933.

et Feuilles
de
and Avis
Avis de
de Reception
Reception et
Feuilles de
Recherches.

and

1.
avec
1. L'expediteur
L'expediteur d'un coils
colis avec
un
valeur declaree peut obtenir
obtenir un
contre payeavis de reception
reception contre
payement du droit prevu dans
dans le pays
d'orgine, et dans les conditions
conditions
d'orgine,
etablies
6tablies par
par le
le Reglement.
Reglement.

Return Receipts and
and Inquiries.
Inquiries.

1. The sender of an insured
1.
insured
parcel may obtain a
a return receipt upon payment
payment of
of the fee
fee
provided for in the
the country
country of
of
origin, and under the conditions
laid down in the Regulations.
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July 14, 1933.

2.
A charge, which the Ad2. A
its
ministration of
of origin
origin fixes at its
ministration
convenience, may be collected for
convenience,
after
every inquiry
inquiry presented after
mailing an ordinary or
insured
or insured
mailing
parcel, unless
sender has
has alalthe sender
parcel,
unless the
ready paid
the special
special fee
fee for
a
for a
paid the
ready
return receipt.
return

2.
l'Administraque l'Administra2. Un droit, que
tion d'origine fixe a
a sa convenance,
tion
peut etre
etre percu
pergu pour
reclatoute reclapour toute
peut
mation presentee
apres l'expedil'expedipresentee apres
mation
tion
soit
colis ordinaire, soit
soit d'un
d'un colis
tion soit
d'un colis
d6clar6e, A
valeur declaree,
d'un
colis avec valeur
deja
moms que l'expediteur
l'exp6diteur n'ait deja
moins
acquitte
special pour
pour un
le droit special
acquitt6 le
avis de r6ception.
reception.
avis
Le
a egalement
d'origine a
Le pays d'origine
la faculte
faculte de percevoir un droit
redresser une
lorsqu'il s'agit de redresser
irregularite qui
n'est pas
pas imqui n'est
irr6gularite
putable a
in poste.
poste.
Ala
putable

The country
The
country of origin also has
a fee
the
option of
of collecting
collecting a
fee when
when
the option
it is
is a
a question
question of correcting
correcting an
it
irregularity
fault
not the fault
which is not
irregularity which
of the postal service.

X
ARTICLE X

ARTICLE X
X
ARTICLE

Retrait et
modification d'adresse.
d'adresse.
et modification
Retrait
L'expediteur d'un
colis peut le
le
d'un colis
L'expediteur
faire retirer
du service
service ou en
retirer du
faire
modifier l'adresse
l'adresse tant que
faire modifier
cet
envoi n'a pas ete remis au
cet envoi
destinataire.
Les demandes
de
demandes de
destinataire. Les
retrait ou de modification
modification d'aretrait
dresse
soumises aux prescripdresse sont soumises
tions en
vigueur dans
service
dans le service
en vigueur
tions
interieur
Administradeux Administrades deux
int6rieur des
tions contractantes.
contractantes. Elles
tions
doivent etre transmises aal'Administration centrale
a tels autres
ou a
centrale ou
nistration
bureaux qui pourraient
pourraient etre debureaux
sign&
par voie
correspondance.
voie de correspondance.
signds par

Return
Change of Address.
Return and Change

a parcel may have
The sender
sender of
of a
it
address
have its address
it returned
returned or have
changed provided
provided that
it has
not
that it
has not
changed
been delivered
addressee.
the addressee.
delivered to the
been
return or change
The requests
requests for return
of
to the
prothe prosubject to
are subject
of address
address are
visions
force in the domestic
visions in force
service
contracting
the two contracting
service of the
Administrations.
must be
Administrations. They must
sent
Central AdministraAdministrathe Central
sent to the
tion, or to such
other offices as
such other
tion,
may
be designated
designated by way of cormay be
respondence.
respondence.

ARTICLE XI
XI
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI

Droits de
Douane.
de Douane.
Droits

Duties.
Customs Duties.

1.
are subject
subject to
to
parcels are
1. The
The parcels
1. Les
sont soumis a
colis sont
1.
Les colis
all customs
customs laws and regulations
regulations
toutes les
les prescriptions
prescriptions et dispo- all
toutes
force in
destinathe country
country of destinain the
in force
sitions
en vigueur
vigueur dans in
douanieres en
sitions douanieres
tion. The duties collectible
collectible on
le
pays de
destination. Les droits tion.
de destination.
le pays
that account
collected from
are collected
account are
exigibles
chef sont percus
pelvis that
ce chef
de ce
exigibles de
the addressee
addressee on
on delivery
the
delivery of the
sur
lors de
remise the
de la remise
le destinataire
destinataire lors
sur le
parcel, in accordance with the
du
colis, suivant
suivant le reglement des parcel,
du colis,
customs
regulations.
customs regulations.
douanes.
2. The
Administrations may
The Administrations
2.
2. Les
Administrations peuvent
peuvent
Les Administrations
2.
to a
a special
special agreement,
by
agreement, by
come to
s'entendre
specialement par voie come
s'entendre specialement
of correspondence,
correspondence, for
the
for the
way of
de
l'echange way
correspondance pour rechange
de correspondance
with prepayprepayof parcels
parcels with
exchange of
de
d'affran- exchange
avec bulletin d'affrande colis avec
ment
ment bulletins.
bulletins.
chissement.
chissement.
XII
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII

Annulations
des Droits
Douane.
de Douane.
Droits de
Annulations des
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14 1933.
Juy
August1,1,1933.
1933.
August

Inquiry charges.
charges.
Inquiry

Irregularity
Irregularity corrections.

correc-

and changeof
Return and
changeof
Return
address.
address.

Duties

Imposed
by
imposed by

country of destination.

Prepayment
arrangearran
mPrentaymet
ments.

ARTICLE XI1
XII.
ARTICLE
Cancellation of
of Customs
Duties.
Customs Duties.
Cancellation

If
the formalities
required by
by
formalities required
If the
Si les
formalites exigees
par
exigees par
les formalites
Si
have been
customs authorities
authorities have
been
the customs
l'autorite douaniere
été rem- the
ont ete
douaniere ont
l'autorite
fulfilled, the customs duties propplies,
douane propre- fulfilled,
droits de douane
plies, les droits
so-called are
the
in the
canceled, in
are canceled,
erly so-called
ment dits
sont annules,
annules, dans
in erly
dans la
dits sont
ment
Hellenic
Republic
and
United
United
the
and
Republic
Hellenic
Republique
Hellenique
et
aux
aux
et
Hellenique
Republique

Cancellation, if rei reCancellation,
turned
or redirected.

td

or

ted.
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Customs clarance,
clearance,
Customs

July 14,1,
August
1933.
1,1933.
1933.
Augus

Etats-Unis
d'Amerique t sur
sur les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
cons
Porigine ou
renvoyes a
A l'origine
colis renvoyes
reexpedies
sur un
un tiers
tiers pays.
pays.
reexpedies sur

States
of America,
on parcels
parcels
America, on
States of
returned
origin or
or reforwarded
to origin
reforwarded
returned to
to a
to
a third
third country.
country.

ARTICLE
XIII
ARTICLE XIII

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII
XIII

Droits
de dgdouanement,
factage
Droits de
dedouanement, de
de factage
et
et de
de magasinage.
magasinage.

Customs-Clearance
and
Delivery and
Customs-Clearance,
Customs-Clearance,
Storage

Storage Charges.

1. The
The Administration
Administration of
of the
the
1.
country
collect
may collect
of destination
destination may
country of
from the
for the
the fulfillfulfillthe addressee,
addressee, for
destinataire,
pour Paccomplissel'accomplisse- from
destinataire, pour
customs formalities
formalities and
and
of customs
ment des
des formalit6s
formalites en
et ment of
ment
en douane
douane et
at his
his residence, aacharge
delivery at
la remise
un droit
la
remise aadomicile,
domicile, un
droit qui
qui delivery
gold
exceeding 20 cents (100 gold
no
peut exceder
(100 not exceeding
cents (100
ne peut
exc6der 20
20 cents
per parcel,
parcel, as
well as
as a
a
as well
centimes-or)
coils, ainsi
ainsi qu'un
qu'un centimes)
centimes) per
centimes-or) par
par colis,
charge of 10
cents
10 cents
supplementary charge
droit
supplementaire jusqu'a
jusqu'a, condroit suppl6mentaire
con- supplementary
(50 gold
gold centimes)
per parcel
parcel for
for
centimes) per
currence de
de 10
10 cents
cents (50
currence
(50 centimescentimes- (50
each new
new presentation
when the
the
presentation when
or) par
par coils
pour chaque
chaque nouvelle
nouvelle each
or)
colis pour
first presentation
presentation has
has been
been unpresentation, lorsque la
la premiere first
presentation,
presentation est
est restee
rest6e infrucinfruc- successful.
presentation
tueuse.
tueuse.
2.
Administration is
is au2. Chaque
Administration est
est
2. Each Administration
2.
Chaque Administration
to collect
collect a
suitable
a suitable
thorized to
autorisee a
percevoir un
un droit de
de thorized
a percevoir
autorisee
magasinage convenable
convenable pour
pour les
les storage
parcels adstorage charge
charge for parcels
magasinage
coils
adresses "Poste
"Poste Restante"
Restante" or
dressed "Poste
colis adress6s
"Poste Restante"
Restante" dressed
on
ceux qui
sent pas
withdrawn within
within
which are
are not withdrawn
pas which
ne sont
qui ne
pour ceux
ou pour
fixed.
retires
dims le delai qu'elle a
a the period which
which it
it has
has fixed.
retires dans
fixe.
droit no
charge may not, however,
ne pout
peut toutefois
toutefois This charge
Ce droit
fixe. Co
exceder
francs-or) par
par exceed
dollar (5 gold francs)
francs)
exceed 1
1 dollar
dollar (5
(5 francs-or)
exceder 1
1 dollar
coils.
per parcel.
parcel.
colis.

1.
L'Administration du pays
pays de
de
1. L'Adrninistration

delivery
detvery
and
storage
a and
n stora
tor ge
destination peut
peut percevoir
percevoir sur
sur le
le
destination
e gs.
charges.

Missent
parcels.
Missent parcels.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV
XIV

ARTICLE XIV
XIV
ARTICLE

Colis envoy&
envoyes en fausse direction.
Colic
direction.

Missent Parcels.
Parcels.

Provisions for
for ordiordiProvisions
colis ordinaires
envoyes en
Les colic
ordinaires envoyes
nary parcels.
parcels.
nary
fausse direction
fausse
direction sont
sont reexp6dies
reexpedies

Insured
Insured mail.
mail.

Refund,
parcel reRtud, If
if parcel
returned.

sur
veritable destination
destination par
sur leur
leur v6ritable
par
vole la plus directe
la voie
directe dont peut
peut
disposer
l'Administration rdexreexdisposer l'Administration
peditrice.
peditrice. Ils
Ils ne peuvent pas
pas
etre frappes
6tre
frappes de
de droits de douane

ou autres par cette AdministraAdministra-

tion. Les
Les colis
coils avec
avec valeur
valour dedetion.
envoy& en fausse
fausse direction
direction
claree envoyes
no
peuvent 6tre
etre reexpedies
quo
ne peuvent
reexp6di6s que
comme tels sur
sur leur destination.
destination.
En cas
cas d'impossibilit6,
d'impossibilite, ils
ils sont
sont
En
renvoyes APorigine.
renvoy6s
l'origine.

Lorsque
Lorsque la reexpedition entraine
bureau
tralne le
le retour
retour du
du coils
colis au
au bureau
d'origine, l'Administration
l'Administration reexreexpeditrice rembourse audit bureau
les bonifications
bonifications regues
recues et signale
l'erreur
un Bulletin de VeriPerreur par am
fication.
Reforwardlng
to a
Reforwarding to
a
r6expedition entralne
entrafne
Quand la reexpedition
third country.
Pacheminement
d'un coils
a un
un
thrdcout.
I'acheminement d'un
colis A
pays
pays tiers, et
et si
si le rnontant
montant crecredit()
al'Administration
l'Administration reexpedidit6 A
r6exp6dited.

Ordinary parcels when missent
Ordinary
missent
are reforwarded
reforwarded to
to their
their true
destination by
destination
by the
the most
most direct
direct
route
route at the disposal of
of the
reforwarding
Administration.
reforwarding
Administration.
They must not
not be
be charged
charged with
with
customs or other charges
customs
charges by
by that
Administration.
Ad ministration. Insured parcels,
parcels,
be reforreforwhen missent,
missent, may
may not be
warded to their destination
except
destination except
as
as such. If
If this
this is
is impossible,
they are returned
returned to origin.
When the reforwarding
When
reforwarding involves
the return of
of the parcel to
to the
the
office of
of origin,
retransmitting
office
origin, the
the retransmitting
Administration refunds to
Administration
that
to that
office the credits
received and
and
credits received
reports the
the error by a
a Bulletin of
Verification.
Verification.
refoi warding involves
When the reforwarding
involves
the dispatch of aa parcel
parcel to
to aa
third country and if the
the amount
amount
credited to
credited
to the
the retransmitting
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1933.
JAul
August
1933.
August 1, 1933.

trice est
insuffisant pour couvrir
est insufFsant
trice
les
frais de
qu'elle
reexpedition qu'elle
de la reexpedition
les frais
doit
l'Administration repayer, l'Administration
doit payer,
a l'Administraexpeditrice
expeditrice alloue a
tion sur
laquelle elle reexpedie
reexpedie le
sur laquelle
tion
colis
bonifications qui sont
les bonifications
colis les
dues
celle-ci; ensuite elle redues A.A celle-ci;
l'insufficouvre
montant de l'insufhle rnontant
couvre le
sance
en le
bureau
r6clamant du bureau
le reclamant
sance en
d'echange duquel
duquel le colis en fausse
d'echange
direction a
regu. La raison de
a ete requ.
direction
cette
notifiee aureclamation est notifiee
cette reclamation
dit bureau d'echange
d'echange au moyen
moyen
d'un bulletin
bulletin de
verification.
de verification.
d'un

Administration is insufficient to
Administration
cover
retransmiscover the expenses of retransmission
sion which it has to defray, the
retransmitting
Administration alretransmitting Administration
lows
Administration to
to the Administration
lows to
which
it forwards the parcel the
which it
credits
it then recovers
due it; it
credits due
the amount
deficiency by
of the deficiency
amount of
the
claiming
from the office of exit from
claiming it
change from which
which the missent
parcel
directly received.
received. The
was directly
parcel was
reason
for this
to
is notified
notified to
this claim
claim is
reason for
the latter
of aaBulletin
means of
latter by means
the
of
Verification.
of Verification.

ARTICLE XV

ARTICLE
XV
ARTICLE XV

Re,expedition.
Raexpidition.

Reforwarding.
Reforwarding.
1. A
A parcel
redirected
may be redirected
parcel may
1.
in consequence
consequence of the addressee's
addressee's
in
change of
address in the country
of address
change
destination, at the request of
of destination,
sender or the addressee.
addressee.
either the sender

1. Un
colis peut
reexpedie
peut etre reexp6die
Un colis
1.
1.1a
du changement
changement d'adresse
d'adresse
suite du
la suite
A
du
destinataire dans le pays de
du destinataire
destination,
demande soit
destination, sur la demande
de
l'expediteur soit du destinade l'expediteur
taire.
La r6exp6dition
reexpedition d'un
d'un colis dans
La
l'interieur
l'interieur d'un des pays contractants donne
lieu aa la percepdonne lieu
tractants
tion des
des taxes
supplementaires
taxes supplementaires
tion
prevues
1'Administration de
par l'Administration
prevues par
ce
pays. Il
Ii en est de meme, le
ce pays.
cas
echeant, en
qui concerne
concerne la
ce qui
en ce
cas 6cheant,
remise de
, une autre perce colis a
de ce
remise
sonne au
destination
de destination
lieu de
au lieu
sonne
primitif.
Ces taxes
taxes ne seront
seront pas
primitif. Ces
annullees, meme
meme au cas
oi le colis
cas oil
annullees,
est renvoye
renvoye a
reexpOl'origine ou reexpea l'origine
est
die sur un autre pays.
2. Si
Si un
un colis
colis doit
doit etre
reexp6di6
etre reexpedie
2.
sur
un des
des deux
deux pays signataires
sur un
est
du present
Arrangement, il est
present Arrangement,
du
passible
nouvelles taxes de
des nouvelles
passible des
transport, et, le cas echeant,
echeant, de
transport,
la taxe
taxe a
moms que
a moins
valeur, a
la valeur,
a, la
la
ces
ete payees
payees
pas ete
n'aient pas
taxes n'aient
ces taxes
d'avance.
Les nouveaux
nouveaux droits
Les
d'avance.
sont pelvis
destinataire par
sur le destinataire
percus sur
sont
l'Administration qui
la
effectue la
qui effectue
1'Administration
valeur
remise. Les
colis avec valeur
Les colis
remise.
declaree doivent
reexpedies
doivent etre r6exp6dies
d6clar6e
comme tels.
comme
3. Sur
deniande de l'expediteur
l'expediteur
Sur demande
3.
ou du
destinataire, les colis
du destinataire,
ou
peuvent aussi
aussi etre
etre reexpedies
r6expedies sur
peuvent
renvoyes.
un autre
autre pays ou y
y etre renvoyes.
un
Les colis
colis avec
avec valeur
valeur declaree
ne
declaree ne
Les
peuvent cependant
cependant etre reexpeuvent
Wks ou
ou renvoyes
comme
que comme
renvoyes que
pedies
tels.
Les
expediteurs peuvent
peuvent
Les expediteurs
tels.

The reforwarding
reforwarding of a
a parcel
parcel
The
contracting
within one of the contracting
countries gives
rise to
collecto the collecgives rise
countries
tion of
the supplementary
charges
supplementary charges
of the
tion
provided for
for by
Administraby the Administraprovided
tion
that country. The same
of that
tion of
is true,
true, if occasion
arises, in reoccasion arises,
is
gard to
to the
such parcel
of such
delivery of
the delivery
gard
to another
another person
person at the origito
nal place
of destination.
destination. These
place of
nal
charges shall not be cancelled
cancelled even
charges
in case
case the
parcel is
returned to
is returned
the parcel
in
another
origin or reforwarded
reforwarded to another
origin
country.
country.
2.
must be
be reforparcel must
a parcel
If a
2. If
warded to
to one
of the
the two
two countries
countries
one of
warded
Agreesignatory to
to the
present Agreethe present
signatory
ment, it
is liable
postage
liable to new postage
it is
ment,
charges, and,
occasion arises,
and, if occasion
charges,
new
insurance fees, unless such
new insurance
charges and
and fees
fees have
have been
paid
been paid
charges
in advance.
The new fees are
advance. The
in
collected from the addressee
addressee by
collected
the
Administration effecting
effecting the
the Administration
delivery. Insured
parcels must
must
Insured parcels
delivery.
be
reforwarded as such.
be reforwarded

1605

Redirection allowed.
allowed.
Redirection

Additional charges.
Additional

Forwarding, etc.,
etc., to
to
Forwarding,

3.
the request
request of
of the
the sender
sender another country.
At the
3. At
or addressee,
parcels may also be
addressee, parcels
or
reforwarded
or
returned
returned to
or
reforwarded
another
Insured parcountry. Insured
another country.
cels
however, be reforcels may not, however,
warded
or returned
except as
returned except
warded or
in
Forbidden, if
if so
so In
Forbidden
such. The senders may mark the
such.
the structed.
parcels:
"Do not
not forward
to aa
forward to
parcels: "Do

1606
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Provisions
ver ngovernProvisions go
ing.
ng

i

Requests
equests allowed.
allowed.

Marks.
Marks

ARTICLE
XVI..
ARTICLE XVI

ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE

Non-Livraison.
Non-Livraison.

Non-Delivery.
Non-Delivery.

1. Les colis tomb&
tombes en rebut,
renvoyes a
Pexpediteur, sont pasrenvoy6s
a l'expediteur,
nouveaux frais de
sibles des nouveaux
6cheque, le cas echetransport, ainsi que,
ant, de
taxe aa la valeur, et
ant,
de la taxe
sont renvoyes
renvoyes commne
comme colis de la
sont
memo categoric
Faller. Les
qu' l'aller.
categorie qu'a,
meme
l'exp6diteur
taxes
taxes sont exigibles de l'expediteur
et pergues
pergues par
par l'Administration
l'Administration
et
qui lui rend les colis.

1. Undeliverable
Undeliverable parcels re1.
turned
the sender
sender are
are liable
to
liable to
to the
turned to
new
postage charges as well as
new postage
necessary, and
insurance fees if necessary,
insurance
are returned
returned as
as parcels
parcels of
the
of the
are
same
in which
which they were
same class in
received.
charges are colreceived. The charges
lectible
sender, and are
from the sender,
lectible from
collected by
the Administration
Administration
by the
collected
delivering
the parcels
parcels to him.
delivering the
2.
mailing, the
2. At
At the
the time of mailing,
sender
event
request, in the event
may request,
sender may
non-delivery:
of non-delivery:
parcel be returned
returned
(a) that the parcel
to
him immediately,
immediately,
to him
(b)
considered as
as
it be
be considered
(b) that it
abandoned;
abandoned; or,
(e)
that it
it be delivered to
(c) that
another
person in
in the country of
another person
destination.
destination.
makes use
use of this
If the
the sender makes
option,
parcel
mark the parcel
option, he must mark
dispatch note with one
and the
the dispatch
of the following notes:
notes:
"In
of non-delivery,
non-delivery, the
"In case
case of
the
parcel should be returned immediately",
diately
",
non-delivery, the
the
"In case
case of non-delivery,
parcel should be considered as
abandoned";
abandoned";
"In case of non-delivery,
non-delivery, the
parcel should be
- _ ".
parcel
be delivered
delivered to
to _
No note other than those provided for above
above is permitted.
permitted.

2.
2. Au
Au moment
moment du
du d6ept,
depot, l'exl'ex-

pediteur peut
pent demander,
demander, pour
pour le
le
p6diteur
cas de
de non-remise:
non-remise:
.(a)
que le
inamele colis
colis lui soit imme(a) que
renvoye,
diatement renvoy6,
(b) qu'il
qu'il soit
soit considere comme
(b)
abandonne,
(c) qu'il soit
remis /aune autre
soit remis
(c)
personne
clans le pays de destipersonne dans

nation.
nation.
Si
l'exp6diteur use
use de
de cette
cette
Si Pexpediteur

faculte, il
il doit
doit revetir
le colis et
revetir le
facult6,
le bulletin
bulletin d'expedition
des
d'une des
d'expddition d'une
le
mentions suivantes:
mentions
"En cas
non-remise, le
le colis
cas de
de non-remise,
"En
doit
renvoye immediateAtre renvoy6
doit etre
ment";
ment";
non-remise, le colis
cas de non-remise,
"En cas
doit
comme abanetre considere
considere comme
doit etre
donne";
donne";
"En cas
non-remise, le cons
colis
de non-remise,
cas de
"En
doit
etre delivre
delivr6 a&---------- ".
doit 8tre
autre quo
que
Aucune mention
mention autre
prevues ci-dessus n'est
celles pr6vues
admise.
admise.
3. Sauf disposition contraire,
contraire,
11

Time for returning
returning
undeliverable parcels.
undelverable prcels.

third country".
In that case,
country".
third
the parcels
be reforrefornot be
must not
parcels must
the
warded to
to any
any other
country.
other country.
warded
In case
loss, rifling
damage
rifling or damage
of loss,
In
case of
of
reforwarded
parcel reforwarded
insured parcel
of an
an insured
to
another country
returned
country or returned
to another
by that
that country,
country, the indemnity
indemnity is
is
by
decided
exclusively in acdecided upon exclusively
cordance
with the
of
the provisions
provisions of
cordance with
Article
VII, Section 1, 5th paraArticle VII,
graph.
graph.

revetir
les colis
mention
la mention
colis de
de la
rev6tir les
"Ne
pas reexpedier
un tiers
tiers
sur un
reexpedier sur
"Ne pas
pays." Dans
no
colis ne
les cons
ce cas,
cas, les
Dans cc
pays."
doivent etre
etre r6exp6di6s
reexpedies sur
aucun
sur aucun
doivent
autre pays.
cas de
perte, de
de
de perte,
pays. En
En cas
autre
spoliation ou
d'avarie d'un
d'un cons
colis
ou d'avarie
spoliation
avec
valeur declaree
reexpedie
d6clar6e reexpedi6
avec valeur
sur un
on renvoye
par
renvoy6 par
tiers pays
pays ou
un tiers
sur
ce pays,
pays, l'indemnit6
l'indemnite est
est d6terdeterce
min& exclusivement
exclusivement d'apres
les
d'apres les
minee
dispositions de
de l'Article
l'Article VII,
ParaVII, Paradispositions
graphe 1, 5ienie
alinea, du present
present
5ieme alin6a,
graphe
Arrangement.
Arrangement.

Non-delivery.
Non-delivery.

July 14,
1933.
1,1,1933.
JAgus
August
1933.

.

sont renles colis tomb6s
tomb& en rebut sent

voyes A l'origine
preal'origine sans avis pr6avoyes
arrivee au
an
apres leur
leur arrivee
lable 30
30 jours
jours apres
bureau
colis
bureau de destination. Les coils
destinataire refuse d'acque le
le destinataire
cepter doivent
doivent etre
renvoyes imcepter
etre renvoyes

contrary instruc3. Barring contrary
undeliverable parcels are
tions, undeliverable
returned to origin, without prenotification, 30 days after
after
vious notification,
office of destitheir arrival
arrival at the office
nation. Parcels which the addressee refuses to accept shall be
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mediatement. Dans
Dans tous les cas,
mediat6ment.
le
de la non-remise
non-remise doit etre
motif de
le motif
indique sur
sur le
colis ainsi que sur le
le colis
indique
bulletin
d'expedition.
bulletin d'expedition.
4. Les
Les colis
det6riorasujets aa deterioracolis sujets
4.
tion
ou a
corruption peuvent
peuvent etre
a corruption
tion ou
vendus immediatement,
mettle en
immediatement, meme
vendus
A l'aller ou au retour, sans
route, a
avis
formalite
sans formalit6
et sans
pr6alable, et
avis prealable,
judiciaire,
au profit
profit de qui de
judiciaire, au
droit.
droit.
Si, pour
pour une
quelconque,
cause quelconque,
une cause
Si,
lit
impossible, les objets
objets
est impossible,
vente est
la vente
deteriores ou
corrompus sont deou corrompus
d6t6rior6s
truits. La
La vente
ou la destruction
destruction
vente ou
truits.
donne lieu
lieu a
1'etablissement d'un
a Petablissement
donne
proces-verbal qui est envoye
envoy6 A
proces-verbal
l'Administration d'origine.
d'origine.
l'Administration
5. Les
tomb& en rebut
rebut
colis tombes
Les colis
5.
dont
l'expediteur aa fait abandon,
dont l'expediteur
peuvent,
l'expiration du
delai de
du Mai
peuvent, aal'expiration
30
jours, etre vendus au profit de
30 jours,
l'Administration
1'Administration du pays de destination.
Toutefois, s'il
s'il s'agit
Toutefois,
nation.
d'un colis
valeur declar6e,
declaree, il
avec valeur
colis avec
d'un
proces-verbal qui
est dress6
dresse un
un proces-verbal
est
doit etre
etre envoye
envoye a
l'AdministraA l'Administradoit
tion du
pays d'origine.
d'origine. De meme,
du pays
tion
l'Administration
du pays
pays d'ori1'Administration du
gine
avis6e, lorsqu'un
doit etre avisee,
gine doit
colis avec
avec valeur
valeur d6claree
declaree tombe
tomb6
colis
renvoy6 A
en rebut,
pas renvoye
n'est pas
rebut, n'est
en
Porigine.
l'origine.
6.
stipulations de l'Article
Les stipulations
6. Les
XVII, Paragraphe
Paragraphe 3,
s'applique3, s'appliqueXVII,
rout aaun
colis qui
qui est retourne
retourne a
un colis
ront
la suite
suite de
de non-livraison.
non-livraison.
la

In all
returned
immediately.
returned immediately.
cases, the
reason for non-delivery
non-delivery
the reason
cases,
must
indicated on the parcel
must be indicated
and
on the dispatch
dispatch note.
and on
4. Parcels
deterioraliable to deterioraParcels liable
4.
tion
corruption may
may be sold
or corruption
tion or
immediately, even enroute on the
immediately,
outward
outward or return voyage, withwithout
out
previous notice and without
out previous
judicial
formality, for the profit of
judicial formality,
the rightful
rightful party.
party.
the
If, for
for any
any reason,
sale is imposreason, sale
If,
sible,
the deteriorated
deteriorated or corsible, the
rupted
articles are destroyed.
rupted articles
The sale
sale or
or destruction
destruction gives rise
The
to the
the making
making of
of aa report which
to
is sent
sent to
Administration of
of
to the Administration
is
origin.
5.
Undeliverable parcels
which
parcels which
5. Undeliverable
the
sender has
has abandoned
abandoned may, at
the sender
the
expiration of a
a30-day period,
the expiration
be
sold for
the profit of the Adfor the
be sold
ministration
the country of
of the
ministration of
destination.
However, in the case
destination. However,
a report
of
report is
insured parcel, a
an insured
of an
made
to
sent to
be sent
must be
which must
up, which
made up,
the Administration
of the country
Administration of
the
of origin.
Likewise, the AdminisAdminisorigin. Likewise,
of
tration of
country of origin
the country
of the
tration
must be
be advised
advised when an insured
insured
must
undeliverable is
parcel which
which is undeliverable
parcel
not returned
origin.
returned to origin.
not

ARTICLE
XVII
ARTICLE XVII

XVII
ARTICLE XVII
ARTICLE

6. The
provisions of Article
The provisions
6.
XVII,
applied
3 shall be applied
Section 3
XVII, Section
to aa parcel
parcel which is returned
returned in
to
consequence of non-delivery.
consequence

Charges.
Chtarges.
Bonification des
taxes.
des taxes.
Bonification
exchanged
1. For
For each
parcel exchanged
each parcel
1.
1. Pour
echange
chaque colis 6change
Pour chaque
1.
the contracting
contracting counbetween the
entre les
les pays
l'Of- between
contractants, 1'Ofpays contractants,
entre
the dispatching
dispatching Office
Office credits
tries, the
fice exp6diteur
expediteur bonifie
a l'Office tries,
bonifie A
fice
the
to
the
Office
destination
of
Office
the
to
destinataire
les
quotes-parts
reverevedestinataire les quotes-parts
to the latter, and inquotas due to
nant a
indiquees quotas
dernier, et indiqu6es
ce dernier,
a ce
nant
dicated
in the
the Regulations
Regulations of
dicated in
dans le
le Reglement
Reglement d'execution.
d'execution.
dans
Execution.
Execution.
2. The
The sums
sums to be paid for aa
2.
2. Les
bonifier pour
sommes aa bonifier
Les sommes
2.
parcel
in
transit, i.e.,
i.e., destined
transit,
in
parcel
un
colis
en
transit,
c'est-à-dire
a
A
un colis en transit, c'est-a-dire
a
either for
for a
a possession
possession or for a
destination
soit d'une
d'une possession, either
destination soit
third
country,
are
likewise
indilikewise
are
country,
third
soit
d'un
tiers
pays,
sont
indiindisont
pays,
tiers
soit d'un
cated in
Regulations of Exethe Regulations
in the
quees de
de meme
merne dans
dans le
le Reglement
Reglement cated
qu6es
cution.
cution.
d'execution.
d'execution.
3.
reforwarding or
of reforwarding
case of
In case
3. In
3. En
En cas
reexpedition ou
de reexpedition
cas de
3.
return to
parcel, if
a parcel,
of a
origin of
to origin
retour a
l'origine d'un
d'un colis, si des return
Al'origine
retour
new
postage
and
new insurance
insurance
new
and
postage
new
d'affranchissenouvelles
taxes
d'affranchissetaxes
nouvelles
fees
(in
the
case
parinsured
of
case
the
(in
fees
ment, et,
et, s'il
s'agit de
de colis ass'il s'agit
ment,

C
harg.
( hargee.

Exchange
Exchange credits.

Post, p.
1618.
p. 1618.
Pod,

Transit credits.

etc.
Reforwarding.
Reforwarding, etc.
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sures,
droits d'asd'assures, des
des nouveaux
nouveaux droits
surance,
pergus par
l'Office
surance, sont
sont pergus
par l'Office
reexpediteur,
le colis
colis est
est traite
reexpediteur, le
trait6
conune
avait origin6
origine dans
comme s'il avait
dans ce
ce
pays.
l'Office reexreexpays. Autrement,
Autrement, l'Office
pediteur
Office
pediteur recouvre
recouvre de l'autre
1'autre Office
la
qui lui
due,
la quote-part
quote-part qui
lui est
est due,
c'est-à-dire, suivant
c'est-a-dire,
suivant le
le cas:
cas:
(a) les
prescrites par
le
(a)
les taxes
taxes prescrites
par le
paragraphe
paragraphe 11ci-dessus;
ci-dessus;
(b)
taxes de
de r6expedition
reexpedition ou
ou
(b) les
les taxes
retour.
retour.
Parcels
Parcels to
to aa third
third
En
r6exp6dition ou
En cas de reexpedition
ou
oamtry.
retour
retour a
tiers pays,
les frais
A un
un tiers
pays, les
frais
totaux,
des taxes
totaux, a
a savoir,
savoir, cellos
celles des
taxes
mentionees sous
sous (a)
(b) cimentionees
(a) et
et (b)
cidessus qui sont
sent applicables,
suiapplicables, suivront
mais au
vront le colis, mais
au cas
cas oil
oI le
le
refuse d'aspays tiers interesse
interess6 refuse
d'asparce gulls
no
sumer les frais parce
qu'ils ne
peuvent
peuvent etre pergus du destinataire ou
ou de
suivant
de l'expediteur,
l'expediteur, suivant
une autre
autre raison
raison
le cas, ou pour une
quelconque ils seront
port& de
de
quelconque,
seront port6s
nouveau aa' la charge
charge du pays
pays
d'origine.
d'origine.
Au cas d'un
renvoye ou
d'un colis
colis renvoy6
ou
reexp&di6 en transit aa travers
reexpedie
travers de
Pune
l'une Administration
Administration sur
sur l'autre,
l'autre,
l'Administration
intermediaire
1'Administration
interm6diaire
pourra exiger aussi
aussi la
la somme
somme qui
qui
lui est due pour
pour tout
tout autre service
service
territorial
territorial ou maritime effeetue,
effectue,
mutants dis
dCts a
a
ainsi quo
que tous
tous montants
on des
une autre
autre ou
des autres
autres AdminisAdministrations
trations quelconques
quelconques qui
sent
qui sont
interessees.
int6ressdes.
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
ARTICLE
C0h8-AViOn.
Colis-Avion.
Air
Air parcels.

Temporary
TepaP°m
7
sion
of service.
service.
ston
of

Les
Administrations
Les Chefs
Chefs des
des Administrations
contracPostales des deux
deux pays
pays contractants ont le droit de fixer, d'un
d'un
surtaxe aecommun accord, la
la surtaxe
a&rienne et
et les
les autres
autres conditions,
conditions, au
au
oil les
transport&
cas ot
les colis
colis sont
sont transportes
par
aerienne.
par voie
voie aerienne.
XIX
ARTICLE XIX
Suspension
Temporaire du
Suspension Temporaire
du SerService.
suspensusPen- Lorsque
des circonstances
circonstances exexLorsque des
traordinaires justifient la mesure,
me,sure,
l'une ou
Pune
on l'autre des
des AdminisAdministrations peut suspendre
suspendre le service des colis postaux temporairement
rairement et d'une maniere
maniere generale ou partielle, pourvu qu'elle

JU

1933.
14,1,
August
1,1933.
1933.
August
1983.
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cels)
are collected
cels) are
collected by
by the
the redisredispatching Office,
the parcel
patching
Office, the
parcel is
is
treated
if it
had originated
originated in
in
treated as
as if
it had
that
the rethat country.
country. Otherwise,
Otherwise, the
redispatching
dispatching Office
Office recovers
recovers from
from
the
Office the
the other
other Office
the quota
quota due
due to
to
it, namely,
namely, as
as the
the case
case may
may be:
it,
be:
(a)
(a) the charges
charges prescribed
prescribed by
by
Section
above;
Section 1
1 above;
charges for
reforward(b) the
the charges
for reforwarding or
or return.
return.
In
reforwarding or
reIn case of
of reforwarding
or return to
to a
a third
acturn
third country,
country, the
the accrued
charges, that
is, such
such of
of the
crued charges,
that is,
the
charges mentioned
mentioned in
in (a)
charges
(a) and
and (b)
(b)
above as are
are applicable,
applicable, shall
shall folfollow
the parcel,
the case
case
low the
parcel, but
but in
in the
that the
country concerned
that
the third
third country
concerned
refuses to assume
assume the charges
charges bebecause they cannot
cannot be
be collected
collected
from the
addressee or
sender, as
the addressee
or sender,
as
be, or
for any
any other
the case may
may be,
or for
other
reason, they shall be
charged back
back
be charged
to the country
country of
of origin.
origin.
In the case
returned
In
case of
of a
a parcel
parcel returned
or reforwarded
transit through
through
or
reforwarded in
in transit
one the of the two Administrations
Administrations
to or
or from
from the
the other,
other, the
the intermeintermediary Administration
Administration may claim
sum due to it for any
also the awn
adany additional territorial
territorial or sea
service
sea service
provided, together with
any
with any
amounts
amounts due to any other AdminAdministration
istration or Administrations
Administrations conconcerned.
XVIII
ARTICLE XVIII
Parcels.
Air Parcels.
The Chiefs of the Postal Administrations of
two contractof the two
contracting countries have the right
right to fix
fix
by mutual consent
consent the
the air
air surtax
surtax
and other conditions in the case
where
where the parcels
parcels are conveyed
by
conveyed by
the
the air
air routes.

ARTICLE XIX
Temporary Suspension
Suspension of Service.
Temporary
In extraordinary
extraordinary circumstances
circumstances
such as will justify the measure,
either Administration may temporarily suspend the parcel post
service,
service, either . entirely
parentirely or
or partially, on condition
condition of giving imimmediate notice, if necessary by

POSTAL AGREEMENT—HELLENIC
REPUBLIC
AGREEMENT-HELLENIC REPUBLIC.
POSTAL
en donne
immediatement avis a
donne immediatement
en
l'autre Administration,
Administration, au besoin
l'autre
par telegraphe.
telegraphe.
par

Administelegraph,
the other Administo the
telegraph, to
tration.
tration.

ARTICLE
XX
ARTICLE XX

XX
ARTICLE XX
ARTICLE

par le
Dispositions non
prevues par
non preues
Dispositions
Present Arrangement.
Arrangement.
Present
1. A
moms qu'elles
qu'elles ne soient
A moins
1.
Arrangereglees
present Arrangepar le present
reglees par
ment
questions conles questions
toutes les
ment toutes
retrait
cernant
demandes de retrait
les demandes
cernant les
colis, et l'etaou de
de renvoi
Fetarenvoi des cobs,
ou
blissement et
et le
le renvoi des avis
blissement
de reception
reception et
reglement des
le reglement
et le
de
demandes d'indemnite
d'indemnite pour les
demandes
colis assures,
seront traitees suiassures, seront
colis
vant les
dispositions de la Conles dispositions
vant
vention postale
uiaiverselle et de
postale universelle
vention
son Reglement
d'execution, en
Reglement d'execution,
son
tant
applicables
sont applicables
celles-ci sont
que celles-ci
tant que
et
ne sont
sont pas
contraires a
a celles
pas contraires
et ne
qui
precedent. Si le cas n'est
qui precedent.
prevu
nulle lart,
hart, la
la legislation
prevu nulle
d'Aminterne
Etats-Unis d'Am6des Etats-Unis
interne des
rique
de la Republique
Republique Helou de
rique ou
lenique,
ou les
les decisions prises
lenique, ou
par
l'autre des pays,
ou l'autre
l'un ou
par l'un
sont
applicables dans le pays
sont applicables
respectif.
respectif.
2. Les
details relatifs a
al'appliLes details
2.
Arrangement
cation
du present
present Arrangement
cation du
seront
par les deux AdmiAdmifixes par
seront fixes
nistrations dans un Reglement
Reglement
nistrations
d'execution dont
dont les
les dispositions
dispositions
d'execution
compourront etre
etre modifiees ou cornpourront
pletees d'un
d'un commun
accord par
commun accord
pletees
Un
voie de
de correspondance.
correspondance.
voie
meme accord
voie de
de correspar voie
accord par
meme
pondance pourra
pourra intervenir
intervenir en
pondance
vue
de l'echange
de colis
colis contre
l'echange de
vue de
remboursement.
remboursement.
3. Les
Administrations se
se
deux Administrations
Les deux
3.
notifient mutucllement
mutuellement leurs lois,
notifient
ordonnances
et tarifs
concernant
tarifs concernant
ordonnanccs et
rechange
des colis postaux, ainsi
l'echange des
que
les modifications
modifications de
toutes les
que toutes
taxes qui
qui y
y seraient
seraient introduites
taxes
dans la suite.
dans

Matters
not Provided
Provided for
for in
the
in the
Matters not
Present Agreement.
Agreement.
Present

ARTICLE XXI
= I
ARTICLE
Duree de
de l'Arrangement.
l'Arrangement.
Duree
1. Le
Le present
Arrangement,
present Arrangement,
1.
qui remplace
remplace et
celui signe
abroge celui
et abroge
qui
Athenes, le
le 28
et
Mai/10 Juin et
28 Mai/10
a Athenes,
Juillet, 1913,
1913,
8 Juillet,
le 8
Washington, le
aa Washington,
entrera en
en vigueur
avoir
apres avoir
vigueur apres
entrera
ete ratifie
ratifie par
par les
les parties conet6
tractantes.
tractantes.
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1933.

July 14,
t 1,1933.
August 1, 1933.

provided
Matters not provided

forMatters

1. Unless
Unless they
they are
are
1.

of other
Application
provided
coA
n Zigns
tien of other
provided conventions.
for in
the present
present Agreement, all
in the
for
questions concerning
concerning requests for
questions
recall or
or return of parcels and
recall
the
obtaining and disposition
disposition
the obtaining
of return
settlement
receipts and settlement
return receipts
of
of indemnity claims in connecof
tion
parcels shall be
with insured parcels
tion with
46, p.
2523.
p.2523.
Vol 46,
treated
accordance with the Vol.
in accordance
treated in
provisions
Postal
the Universal Postal
provisions of the
Convention
and its Regulations
Convention and
of
Execution, insofar
they are
as they
insofar as
of Execution,
applicable
contrary
and are not contrary
applicable and
to the
the foregoing provisions. If
to
the case
case is
is not
not provided
provided for at all,
the
the domestic
domestic legislation
legislation of the
the
United
States of
America or of the
of America
United States
Hellenic
Republic, or the deciHellenic Republic,
sions
made by one country or the
sions made
other,
are applicable
applicable in the reother, are
spective
country.
spective country.

2. The
The details
relative to the
details relative
2.
application
of the present Agreeapplication of
ment will
will be
be fixed by the two
ment
Administrations in Regulations
Administrations
of Execution,
provisions of
the provisions
Execution, the
of
which
be modified
modified or commay be
which may
pleted
by common
consent by
common consent
pleted by
way
of correspondence.
correspondence. A
A similar
way of
correspondagreement through
through correspondagreement
a view
ence may
may be made with a
ence
to the
exchange of
C.O.D. parcels.
of C.O.D.
the exchange
to
3. The
The two
two Administrations
Administrations no3.
tify
each other
other mutually of their
tify each
laws, ordinances
ordinances and
tariffs conand tariffs
laws,
cerning the
exchange of parcel
the exchange
cerning
post, as
as of all modificawell as
as well
post,
tions
rates which
which may be subin rates
tions in
sequently made.
sequently

Further
provisions
Further provisions
authorized.
authorized.

Exchange of
of regulaExchange
tions, etc.
etc.
tions,

ARTICLE XXI
XXI
ARTICLE
Duration
Agreement.
the Agreement.
of the
Duration of
1.
Agreement,
The present Agreement,
1. The
abrogates that
which
replaces and
and abrogates
which replaces
signed
Athens, May 28/June 10
at Athens,
signed at
and at
at Washington,
Washington, July
1913,
July 8, 1913,
and
after having
will
enter into
having
force after
into force
will enter
been
contracting
the contracting
by the
ratified by
been ratified
parties.
parties.

Duration
ent."
ment.

Agreeoof Agree-

abagreement
rior
Pragr
eement abrogated.
Vol. 38, p. 174
1744, re-

vol. 3,

pealed.

.

pealed

Effective date.
Effective
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A
juu1
gu
Y1
s1933.
4t'11
,
9
133
93'
3.
Auu,
POSTAL

Provisional applieaappliesToutefois,
est loisible
loisible aux
il est
Toutefois, il
Provisional
tion.
tion.
deux Administrations
Administrations de l'appliPappliquer provisoirement
des le
le 1er
ler
provisoirement des
quer
Juin,
1933.
Juin, 1933.
effets aussi
ses effets
Duration.
2. Ii
deployera ses
Il deployera
2.
Duration.
longtemps
ete
qu'il n'aura pas 6et
longtemps qu'il
&nonce 6
mois a
l'avance par
a Pavance
6 mois
denonce
l'autre des
deux Addes deux
ou l'autre
l'une ou
ministrations.
ministrations.
Insured
parcel
Chacune
Administradeux Administrades deux
Chacune des
Insured parcel
supprimer
tions
est autoris6e
autorisee a
a supprimer
tions est
restriction.
totalement ou
partiellement le
ou partiellement
totalement
service
colis avec
valeur
avec valeur
des colis
service des
declaree ou
restreindre a
le restreindre
ou a le
d6claree
quelques bureaux,
des motifs
si des
bureaux, si
quelques
speciaux necessitaient
menecessitaient cette mesp6ciaux
sure et
sous la
reserve d'en inla reserve
et sous
sure
former prealablement
prealablement l'autre
l'autre AdAdformer
ministration. Le
&Want, la
Le cas 6ch6ant,
ministration.
8tre faite par
notification doit en etre
notification
la voie
voie la plus rapide.
la
Signatures.
en double
Fait
Fait en
double expedition et
et
Signatures.
AoAt,
c"r A.:YU,
signe a
Washington, le ler
a Washington,
signe
et
14 Juillet
1933.
Juillet 1933.
le 14
Athenes, le
et aaAthenes,

Postes,
Le
General des Postes,
Directeur General
Le Diredeur
Telephones de
Telegraphes et Telgphones
Telegraphes
la
Hellenique.
Republique Hellenique.
la Republique
[SEAL] C
C THEOFANOPOULOS
THEOFANOPOULOS
[SEAL]

the
Approved by
by the
Approved
President.
President.

However, it
it is
is permissible
permissible for
However,
the two
apply
to apply
Administrations to
two Administrations
the
it provisionally
provisionally from
from June 1, 1933.
it
2. It
effect as
remain in effect
shall remain
It shall
2.
long as
as it
it has
not been
terminated
been terminated
has not
long
six
advance by one or
in advance
months in
six months
the other
Administraother of the two Administrathe
tions.
Each of
of the
the two AdministraAdministraEach
discontinue,
tions is
is authorized
authorized to discontinue,
tions
totally or
partially, the service of
or partially,
totally
it to
insured parcels
to
restrict it
to restrict
or to
parcels or
insured
certain
offices, if
reasons
special reasons
if special
certain offices,
make that
that measure
measure necessary,
necessary, on
make
the condition
condition that the other
other
the
Administration
Administration is so advised in
advance.
If need
need be, the notiadvance. If
fication
thereof must
must be by the
fication thereof
most rapid
rapid means.
most
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate and
signed
and signed
Done
at
Washington, the first day of
at Washington,
August and
and at Athens,
Athens, the 14th
August
day
of July,
1933.
July, 1933.
day of

[SEAL]
JAMES A
A PARLEY
FARLEY
JAMES
[SEAL]
The
General
Postmaster General
The Postmaster
of the
United States
America.
of America.
States of
United

The foregoing Parcel Post Agreement
Agreement between
between the United
United States
of America
the Hellenic
Hellenic Republic
Republic has been negotiated
negotiated and conand the
America and
of
cluded with
my advice
advice and
consent and
is hereby
approved and
hereby approved
and is
and consent
with my
cluded
ratified.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave caused
caused the seal of the United States
In
to
affixed.
hereunto affixed.
be hereunto
to be
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
By
the President:
President:
By the
CORDELL
HULL
COBDELL HI-LL
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
W ASHINGTON, August
8, 1938.
1933.
August 8,
WASHINGTON,

POSTAL
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REPUBLIC.
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July 14, 1933.

Julgut141933.

August 1, 1933.
1933.
August

Reglement
d'Execution
Reglement d'Execution
de
l'Arrangement concernant
1'Echange
concernant l'Echange
de l'Arrangement
des
Postaux
des Colis
Colis Postaux
conclu entre
entre
la Republique
Republique Hellenique
Hellenique
la
et
et
les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique.
d'Amerique.
les Etats-Unis

Regulations
Regulations of Execution
Execution
for the Agreement concerning the Exchange
of Parcel Post
concluded between
the Hellenic Republic
and
the United States of America.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11

ARTICLE
1
ARTICLE 1

Conditionnement des Colis.
Conditionnement
1.
et l'adresse de l'expel'exp61. Le
Le nom
nometl'adresse
diteur
doivent
destinataire doivent
du destinataire
diteur et du
etre
d'une fagon lisible et
ecrits d'une
etre emits
exacte,
si possible
possible sur
le colis
colis
sur le
exacte, si
meme
ou sur
etiquette fix6e
fix&
sur une etiquette
meme ou
solidement
l'envoi.
solidement aal'envoi.
Ii est
d'inserer un
est recommande
recommande d'ins6rer
II
double
l'adresse dans chaque
de l'adresse
double de
colis,
surtout lorsque
l'usage d'une
d'une
lorsque l'usage
colis, surtout
etiquette
volante est
rendu n6neest rendu
etiquette volante
cessaire
le conditionnement
conditionnement
par le
cessaire par
ou
l'envoi.
de l'envoi.
forme de
la forme
par la
ou par
Les
l'adresse de l'excolis dont l'adresse
Les colis
pediteur
du destinataire
destinataire conou du
pediteur ou
siste
seulement ne
initiales seulement
en initiales
siste en
sont
admis, exception
exception faite
pas admis,
sont pas
des
commerciales
designations commerciales
des designations
(raisons
sociales) composees
composees d'ini(raisons sociales)
tiales.
Les
sont
Les adresses au crayon ne sont
pas
toutefois acpas admises.
admises. Sont toutefois
ceptees
les adresses
adresses ecrites
&rites au
ceptees les
crayon-encre,
un fond preasur un
crayon-encre, sur
lablern en tmouille.
mouille.
lablement
2.
contenant des escolis contenant
2. Les
Les colis
peces
monnay6es, de l'or ou de
peces monnayees,
l'argent
des pierreries
barres, des
en barres,
'argent en
ou
pr6cieuses
matieres precieuses
autres matieres
ou autres
doivent
toujours etre
expedies
etre exp6dies
doivent toujours
avec
declaration de valeur.
avec declaration
Lorsqu'un
des
contenant des
colis contenant
Lorsqu'un colis
objets
expedie
est expedie
l'espece est
de l'espece
objets de
sans
declaration de
de valeur,
l'office
valeur, l'office
sans declaration
postal
remarque l'erreur
en
l'erreur en
qui remarque
postal qui
premier
lieu est tenu de
traitor
de le traiter
premierlieu
comme
declaree
avec valeur declaree
colis avec
comme colis
et
son
de son
dispositions de
les dispositions
d'apr&s les
et d'apres
pays.
pays.
3.
etre emdoit etre
colis doit
3. Chaque
Chaque colis
balle
que le
le contenu
contenu
maniere que
de maniere
ball6 de
soit
pendant toute la
preserve pendant
soit preserve
duree
de fagon
fagon
et de
transport, et
du transport,
dur6e du

Preparation of Parcels.
Parcels.
Preparation

2-21
86637 °-34—PT 2-21
86637°-34--PT

1.
1. The name and address of the
sender
addressee must
of the addressee
sender and of
be
written, legibly and correctly,
correctly,
be written,
if
on the parcel
parcel itself,
possible on
if possible
or
securely to
or on
on aa label
label affixed securely
the parcel.
parcel.
the
It is recommended
a dupliIt
recommended that a
cate of the
be inserted
inserted
the address be
cate
in
parcel, especially when
in every
every parcel,
the use
is rendered
rendered
of aa tag is
the
use of
necessary
packing or form
necessary by the packing
of
the parcel.
of the
on which the name of
Parcels on
the sender
sender or of
addressee is
of the addressee
the
indicated
by initials
initials are
merely by
indicated merely
not
admitted, except in the case
not admitted,
of
commercial designations
designations (trade
of commercial
names) composed
composed of initials.
names)
Addresses in
are not
not
pencil are
in pencil
Addresses
admitted.
However,
However, addresses
admitted.
written
pencil on aa
in indelible pencil
written in
previously
dampened surface are
previously dampened
accepted.
accepted.
containing coins,
2. Parcels containing
precious
gold
or silver in bars, precious
gold or
stones,
other precious
precious articles,
articles,
or other
stones, or
must
insured.
be sent insured.
always be
must always
containing coin,
a parcel containing
When a
gold
or silver in bars, precious
gold or
stones
or other
other precious
precious articles
articles
stones or
is
uninsured through
through error,
is sent
sent uninsured
the post
discovering
first discovering
post office
office first
the
it
bound to treat
it as an
treat it
it is
is bound
accordance
insured
insured parcel, and in accordance
with
legislation of its country.
country.
the legislation
with the
3.
parcel must be
packed
be packed
Each parcel
3. Each
in
such a
conthat the cona manner
manner that
in such
tents are
are protected
protected over the whole
tents
route,
such a
a way as to
and in such
route, and

1611

Regulations of
of ExeEroRegulations
cution.
cution.

Preparation
of paW
par
Preparation of
eels.
cels.
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;11
s
4
t'
1
1
,
9
1
3
9
3
3'
3.
14,1933.
Augus

from damagthe contents from
prevent the
empecher le
le contenu
contenu d'endomd'endom- prevent
a emppcher
other parcels
parcels or
objects or
or objects
ing other
mager des
envois, ing
ou envois,
colis ou
autres colis
des autres
mager
postal agents.
agents. The packpackinjuring postal
on
blesser les
les agents
agents postaux. injuring
ou blesser
the contents
protect the
must protect
ing must
L'emballage
proteger le
con- ing
le condoit prot6ger
L'emballage doit
of rifling,
rifling,
case of
in case
that, in
sufficiently that,
tenu suffisamment
suffisamment afin
afin que
quo les
les sufficiently
tenu
the
traces
thereof
may
be
easily
be
may
thereof
traces
the
traces
soient
faciles
a
decouvrir
decouvrir
a
faciles
traces soient
discovered.
Insured
parcels
Insured
en cas
cas de spoliation. Les colis
coils discovered.
en
must be
be sealed
or lead
wax or
with wax
sealed with
avec
(Molar& doivent
etre must
doivent etre
valeur d6claree
avec valeur
or by
some equivalent means.
by some
la cire, or
scenes par
par des
cachets a
a in
des cachets
scellns
For ordinary
ordinary parcels,
parcels, careful
careful tying
tying
par
plombs ou par un autre For
des plombs
par des
is
sufficient
as
a
mode
closing,
of
mode
a
as
sufficient
is
moyen
equivalent.
Pour
les
cobs
colis
les
Pour
equivalent.
moyen
may also
sealed.
be sealed.
also be
they may
but they
ordinaires, un
soigneux but
ficelage soigneux
un ficelage
ordinaires,
suffit comme
fenneture,
de fermeture,
moyen de
comme moyen
suffit
6tre scell6s.
mais ils
scenes.
peuvent aussi etre
ils peuvent
mais
As a
protective measure,
measure, either
either
a protective
As
Comme
s6curit6,
de securite,
mesure de
Commne mesure
Administration
may
that
that
require
may
Administration
chaque
Administration
peut
exiger
exiger
peut
Administration
chaque
special imprint
imprint or
the
of the
or mark
mark of
qu'une
marque spe- aa special
ou marque
empreinte ou
qu'une empreinte
lead
appear on the wax or lead
sender appear
ciale
Pexpediteur figure
figure sur
sur sender
de l'expediteur
ciale de
closing insured
insured parcels.
parcels.
seals closing
les
plombs ou
de ferme- seals
cachets de
ou cachets
les plombs
ture des
des colis
colis avec valeur
declaree.
valeur declare°.
ture
The
Administration of
of
Customs Administration
The Customs
L'Administration
L'Administration des douanes
the country
country of
of destination
destination is
du
pays de
de destination est auto- the
du pays
authorized to
to open
open the
the parcels.
parcels.
torisee a
ouvrir les
A cet
cet authorized
les colis. A
a ouvrir
toris6e
any
that end, the seals or any
effet, les
les cachets
cachets ou
toute autre To that
ou toute
effet,
other fastenings
may be broken.
fastenings may
fermeture peuvent
peuvent etre bris6s
brises ou other
fermeture
Parcels opened
opened by
customs
by the
the customs
rompus. Les envois ouverts par Parcels
rompus.
refastened and also offiin
douane doivent
refermes must be refastened
6tre referm6s
doivent etre
la douane
cially sealed, if
sender has
if the
the sender
et, en
en outre,
outre, scelles d'office, si cially
et,
sealed
sealed them.
l'expediteur les
les avait scenes.
scell6s.
l'exp6diteur
4. For insured
insured parcels,
parcels, the
4. Pour
Pour les
4.
valeur
avec valeur
colis avec
les colis
4.
insured value must
amount of insured
la valeur amount
declaree,
ddelar6e, le montant de in
appear on
on the
the parcel
in the curparcel in
&dor&
figurer sur le colis, appear
doit figurer
d6claree doit
country of origin and
of the country
rency of
exprime
in monnaie du pays rency
exprime dans la
amount
in Roman letters. This amount
d'origine,
en caracteres
caracteres latins. Cee in
d'origine, en
converted into gold
gold
be converted
montant doit 6tre
etre converti en
en must be
montant
francs by the sender
sender or by the
francs-or par
par l'expediteur
Pexpediteur ou par francs
francs-or
of origin,
origin, and the result of
bureau d'origine,
(Torigine, et le resultat
resultat office of
le bureau
ajout6 au- the
conversion is added below the
de la
in conversion
conversion est
eat ajoute
the conversion
de
original indication. The amount
dessous
original°. original
l'indication originale.
de Pindication
dessous de
insured value must also be
of the
the insured
Le
la valeur assuree of
Le montant de in
doit
aussi etre
etre indique
dispatch note.
indicated on the dispatch
indique sur le indicated
doit aussi
bulletin
d'expedition.
bulletin d'expedition.
insured parcel must
valeur
5. Chaque colis avec valeur
5. Each
Each insured
5.
bear on
on the
the address side an insurdeclare doit
c6t6 de bear
porter du cete
doit porter
declare
notation
number and the notation
l'adresse
(insurance ance number
l'adresse un numero (insurance
number) et
et Vindication
declaree".
"Valour dedaree".
"insured" "Insured"
"Insured" or "Valeur
l'indication "insured"
number)
insurance number and
ou "valeur
declaree". Le meme The same insurance
"valeur d6claree".
ou
meme notation
on
nurnero d'assurance
d'assurance et la
in memo
also be
be shown on
must also
notation must
numero
the dispatch
dispatch note.
egalement the
annotation doivent
doi ven.t egalement
annotation
figurer
d'expedition.
bulletin d'expedition.
sur le bulletin
figurer sur
6. Les
ou timbresstamps
The labels or postage stamps
etiquettes ou
6. The
6.
Les etiquettes
affixed to
to insured
insured parcels must be
poste apposes sur les colis avec affixed
(Molar& doivent
doivent etre espa- spaced so that they cannot serve
valeur declaree
ces
qu'ils ne
ne puissent
puissent servir
servir A to conceal injuries to the packing.
afin qu'ils
eos afin
cacher
des lesions
Peraballage. Neither must they be folded over
1esions de l'emballage.
cacher des
etre two faces of the wrapping so as
Es
non plus, etre
ls ne doivent pas, non
as
replies
Pembal- to cover
deux faces de l'embalcover the edge.
repli6s sur deux
la
lage,
maniere A
a couvrir in
de maniere
lage, de
bordure.
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liquides et
7. Les liquides
et les corps
corps
facilement
facilement liquefiable doivent etre
expedies
recipient.
expedi6s dans
dans un double
double recipient.
Entre le premier (bouteille, flacon,
bolte,
(bolte en
botte, etc.) et le second (botte
metal,
en fibre
en bois
bois resistant,
resistant, en
metal, en
de
de solide
solide qualite ou recipient de
resistance equivalente),
equivalente), une
une esresistance
pace doit
doit etre laissee
laissee qui sera
pace
remplie de sciure,
son ou de
sciure, de son
remplie
toute
spongieuse,
toute autre matiere spongieuse,
en quantite
quantite suffisante
pour absorsuffisante pour
en
ber tout le
le liquide en cas de bris
du recipient.
8.
poudres et les matieres
matieres
Les poudres
8. Les
colorantes en
doivent etre
en poudre
poudre doivent
colorantes
emballees dans de fortes boltes
emballees
en for-blanc
ou autre
autre metal,
metal, qui,
qui,
en
fer-blanc ou
apres avoir
soudees, seront
seront
avoir ete soudees,
apres
placees
des
leur tour dans des
placees aa leur
emballages
exterieurs resistants
emballages exterieurs
de
maniere a
aexclure
endomexclure tout endomde maniere
magement
d'autres envois.
magement d'autres
ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

Julg 14,1933.

July 14, 1933.
August 1,
1, 1933.
1933.
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7. Liquids and easily liquefiliquefiable substances must be sent in aa
double
double receptacle. Between
Between the
first (bottle,
(bottle, flask,
flask, box,
box, etc.)
first
etc.) and
and
the second (box of metal, strong
wood, or
wood,
or strong carton of fiberboard,
equal
board, or
or receptacle
receptacle of
of equal
strength), there must be left a
a
strength),
space to be filled with sawdust,
space
bran or other absorbent material,
in sufficient quantity
quantity to
to absorb
absorb
all
all the
the liquid in case that the
receptacle is
receptacle
is broken.
broken.
8.
Powders and dyes in
powder
8. Powders
in powder
form
form must be packed in strong
tin or
or other
other metal,
metal,
boxes of tin
which,
soldering, must
must be
which, after soldering,
placed
turn in
substantial outer
placed in
in turn
in substantial
outer
a way
way as to avoid
in such a
covers in
damage to
all damage
to other articles.
articles.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

Declarations and Dispatch
Dispatch
Customs Declarations
Declarations en
en douane
douane et Bulletins
Bulletins Customs
Declarations
Notes.
Notes.
d'expedition.
d'expedition.
1.
preparer
doit preparer
L'expediteur doit
1. L'expediteur
douane et un
une declaration
declaration en douane
d'expedition pour chaque
bulletin d'expedition
colis expedie
expedie de
de l'un
ou l'autre
l'autre
l'un ou
colis
pays,. sur
sur des
formules speciales
speciales
des formules
pays,
fourmes a
le pays
pays
par le
a cet
cet effet
effet par
fournies
d'origine.
d'origine.
La
declaration en
en douane
doit
douane doit
La declaration
fournir une
une description
generale
description generale
fournir
du
liste exacte et deune liste
colis, une
du colis,
taillee de
contenu et de sa
son contenu
de son
taillee
valour,
date de
sa mise
rnise a
a la
la
de sa
la date
valeur, la
poste,
et
reel, le nom et
poids reel,
le poids
poste, le
Padresse
le
et le
l'expediteur, et
de l'expediteur,
'adresse de
nom et
l'adresse du
du destinataire;
destinataire;
et l'adresse
nom
et elle
elle sera
sera attachee
attach& solidement
solidement
et
au colis.
Le
bulletin d'expedition
doit inind'expedition doit
Le bulletin
diquer le
le nom
nom
d'origine, le
le bureau
bureau d'origine,
diquer
et l'adresse
de l'expediteur,
le
l'expediteur, le
l'adresse de
et
declarations en douane,
douane,
nombre de declarations
le poids
du colis,
paye, le
le port paye,
colis, le
poids du
le
nom
et l'adresse
l'adresse du
du destinataire,
destinataire,
nom et
et le
le bureau
bureau de
de destination;
destination; et
il
et il
et
sera
attaché solidement
colis.
au colis.
solidement au
sera attache
Toutefois, par
exception a
a ce
ce
par exception
Toutefois,
qui precede,
precede, lorsque
d'un
plus d'un
lorsque plus
qui
colis non
assure est
est depose
simuldepose simulnon assure
colis
tanement par
par le
expediteur
le memo
meme expediteur
tanement
du meme
destinataire,
meme destinataire,
l'adresse du
A Padresse

Customs
1. The
sender shall
shall prepare
prepare one
one tioetos
1.
The sender
tions, etc.

customs declaration
declaration and one discustoms
patch
parcel sent
sent
patch note
note for
for each parcel
either country,
special
from either
country, upon
upon special
purpose by
forms provided
provided for
for the
the purpose
the
country cf origin.
the country
customs declaration
declaration shall
The customs
give
give a
a general description
description of the
parcel,
accurate statement
statement in
parcel, an accurate
detail
of its
its contents and value,
detail of
date
mailing, actual
actual weight,
date of mailing,
sender's name and address
address
the sender's
and
the name
and address
address of the
and the
name and
addressee,
securely
be securely
addressee, and shall
shall be
attached
to the parcel.
parcel.
attached to
The
shall show
show
The dispatch
dispatch note shall
the
the office
office of mailing, the name
and
the
of the sender, the
and address
address of
declarations,
number of customs declarations,
the
weight of
parcel, the
the postof the parcel,
the weight
age
paid, the
the name
name and address of
age paid,
the
addressee, and the office
of
office of
the addressee,
destination and shall
securely
shall be securely
destination
attached
the parcel.
parcel.
to the
attached to
However, as an exception
exception to the
However,
foregoing, when
than one
one
when more than
foregoing,
mailed simulsimulparcel is mailed
uninsured parcel
taneously by the
to
the same sender to
taneously
the same addressee
addressee at the same
the

declara-

declara-
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Return
Return reoelpte.
reoepts.
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Pexpediteur
necessairel'expediteur no
ne doit
doit necessairement
qu'une declaration
ment preparer
preparer qu'une
declaration
en douane
d'expedien
douane et
et un
un bulletin
bulletin d'exp6dition pour
pour chaque
chaque lot
de trois
colis
tion
lot de
trois colis
an maximum
la
au
maximum originaires
originaires de
de la
Republique HeLlenique;
Republique
Hellenique; ou
ou deux
deux
declarations
en douane
douane et
et un
un
declarations en
pour chaque
bulletin d'expedition
d'exp6dition pour
chaque
lot
maximum
lot de trois colis au
au maximum
originaires des
originaires
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique. Telles
declarations
d'Amerique.
Telles declarations
en douane et this
tels bulletins d'exd'expedition doivent
outre
pedition
doivent indiquer,
indiquer, outre
lea
les details prevus
prevus aux deux alineas
alin6as
precedents, le
le nombre
nombre total
de
precedents,
total de
constituant le lot
colis constituant
lot entier;
entier; et
ils seront attaches
attaches solidement
solidement a
Pun des coils.
Dana de
l'un
colis. Dans
de tels
tels cas,
coils d'un
doit
chaque colis
d'un groupe doit
1, 2
3, a
it titre
titre de
de
etre numerote
numerot6 1,
2 ou
ou 3,
numeros
branumeros d'identification;
d'identification; et lorsquo
que plus de
de trois
trois colis sont
sont envoy&
simultanement
chaque
voyes
simultanement
chaque
groupe
eat designee
groupe est
designee par une
une lettre
lettre
(a, b,
b, c,
c, etc.);
pour exemple,
lora(a,
etc.); pour
exemple, lorsya
adeux
qu'il y
deux groupes
groupes de trois
trois coils
colis
chacune,
doivent etre
etre
chacune, lea
les cons
colis doivent
marques "a-l",
"a-1", "a-2"
marques
"a-2" et
et "a-3";
"a-3";
et "b-1",
"b-1", "b-2"
"b-2" et "b-3".
"b-3".
Administrations n'ac2. Les Administrations
ceptent
ceptent aucune
aucune responsabilite
responsabilit6
pour Pexactitude
declarations
l'exactitude des
des declarations
en
en douane ni des
des bulletins
bulletins d'exd'expedition.
ARTICLE 3
ARTICLE
3

need prepare
prepare
address, the
the sender
sender need
only one customs
customs declaration
declaration and
and
one dispatch
dispatch note
for each
each lot
of
one
note for
lot of
not
three parcels
not more
more than
than three
parcels sent
sent
from
Republic and
from the
the Hellenic
Hellenic Republic
and
two customs
and one
one
two
customs declarations
declarations and
dispatch note
dispatch
note in
in the
the case
case of
of each
each
lot
not more
than three
lot of
of not
more than
three parcels
parcels
States of
of
sent from
from the
the United
United States
America,
America, which
which customs declaradeclaranotes shall
tions and
and dispatch
dispatch notes
shall
addition to the
show, in addition
the particuparticulars
the preceding
preceding two
lars set
set forth
forth in the
two
paragraphs, the total
number of
paragraphs,
total number
of
parcels
parcels comprising
comprising the shipment,
and
attached to
to
and shall be securely attached
one of
of the
the parcels.
parcels. In
In such
such case,
case,
each parcel
parcel in
be
in a
a group must be
numbered 1,
1, 2
2 or
or 3,
numbered
3, as
as identificaidentification
numbers, and
more
tion numbers,
and when
when more
than 3
parcels are
3 parcels
are sent at the
indicated
same time each
each group is
is indicated
exby a
a letter
letter (a,
(a, b, c,
c, etc.);
etc.); for
for example, when there are 22groups of
of
33 parcels
parcels each, the parcels shall
be marked "a-l",
"a-1", "a-2"
"a-2" and
"a-3" and
"b-2" and
"a-3"
and "b-1",
"b-1", "b-2"
and
"b-3".
"b-3".

reception.
Avis de
de reception.

Return
Return Receipts.
Receipts.

1.
colis pour
pour lequel
lequel
1. Quant
Quant C un
un colis
reception est
eat demande,
demande,
un avis
avis de reception
d'origine fait figurer
figurer sur
sur
le bureau
bureau d'origine
le colis lea
lea mots
mots
les lettres
lettres ou les
"A.
"Avis de reception".
reception".
"A. R.", ou "Avis
on un
un autre
Le bureau
bureau d'origine, ou
autre
bureau quelconque designe
d6sign6 par
par
PAdministration expeditrice,
doit
l'Administration
expeditrice, doit
remplir une formule d'avis de rrean colis. Si
Si
ception et
et l'attacher
l'attacher au
la formule no
pas au
an
ne parvient pas
bureau
de destination,
bureau de
destination, celui-ci
celui-ci
prepare un duplicata.
prepare
2.
destination,
2. Le bureau de
de destination,
apres
diiment rempli
forapres avoir
avoir dunent
rempli la
la formule d'avis de reception, la
la renvoie en franchise
franchise de port A
a l'al'adresse
Pexpediteur du
du colis.
colis.
dresse de l'expdditeur
3.
Pexpediteur do3. Lorsque 1'expediteur
demande
ayi-s de
mande un avis
de reception posposterieurement an
depot du
du colis,
colis,
t6rieurement
au dep6t
le bureau d'origine
remplie r6guregud'origine. remplie

which a
a
1. As to
to a
a parcel
parcel for which
return receipt is asked, the office
places on
on the
the parcel
parcel the
of origin places
the
letters
words "A.
It." or
or "Avis
letters or
or words
"A. R."
"Avis
de reception".
reception". The office of orign or any other office appointed
gin
appointed
by
y the dispatching
dispatching Administration shall fill out a
areturn receipt
receipt
form and attach it
it to the parcel.
If the form does
the
does not
not reach the
office of destination, that office
office
makes out a
a duplicate.

2.
Administrations accept
2. The
The Administrations
accept
no responsibility
the correctresponsibility for
for the
correctness of the customs declarations
declarations
or dispatch
dispatch notes.
ARTICLE 3
ARTICLE
3

2. The
of destination,
The office of
destination,
after having duly filled out the
return receipt form, returns it
it
free of postage to the address of
of
the sender of the
the parcel.
3.
sender applies
applies for
for
3. When the sender
aareturn receipt
a parcel has
receipt after a
been mailed, the
origin
the office
office of
of origin
a return receipt
receipt
duly fills out a
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lierement une formule
formule d'avis de
lierement
reception tout
y attachant
attachant
tout en y
reception
une formule
formule de reclamation
reclamation pourune
a 1'expevue des details
relatifs a
l'expedetails relatifs
vue
dition du colis,
colis, et la transmet au
dition
bureau de
destination du colis.
de destination
bureau
livraison reguliere du
En cas de livraison
colis, le
destination
de destination
le bureau
bureau de
colis,
reclamation,
retire la formule de reclamation,
et
traite
reception est trait6
l'avis de reception
et l'avis
de la
la maniere
maniere prescrite
prescrite au parade
graphe precedent.
graphe

form and attaches
attaches it
it to a
a form of
form
inquiry
inquiry which is entered with the
concerning the transmisdetails concerning
sion of
of the
the parcel and then forsion
it to
to the office of destinawards it
tion of
of the
the parcel. In the case
tion
of the
parcel,
of the parcel,
delivery of
due delivery
of
the due
the office
destination withoffice of destination
the
draws the inquiry form, and the
return receipt is treated in the
manner prescribed
prescribed in the foregoforegomanner
ing Section.

ARTICLE 4
4
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 4
4
ARTICLE

Recipients.
Recipients.

Receptacles.
Receptacles.

1. Chaque
Administration
1.
Chaque Administration
pourvoit
a l'acquisition
l'acquisition des sacs
pourvoit &
necessiares
l'expedition de
necessaires pour 1'expedition
etre
ses
Chaque sac doit etre
colis. Chaque
ses colis.
marque
indiquer le
a indiquer
de facon a
marque de
nom
nom du bureau ou du pays
auquel il
appartient. Les sacs
il appartient.
auquel
vides
doivent etre renvoyes au
vides doivent
pays
par le
prochain
le prochain
d'origine par
pays d'origine
courrier.
courrier.
2.
Ii y
d'indiquer sur la
y aa lieu d'indiquer
2. Il
feuille
le nombre de
tant le
de route tant
feuille de
sacs
confection de
la confection
pour la
utilis6s pour
sacs utilises
la
d6peche que celui des sacs
la depeche
vides en
A l'aide de
retour. A
en retour.
vides
ces
chaque Adminisindications, chaque
ces indications,
tration exerce
contr6le sur
exerce un controle
tration
la rentree
recipients qui lui
rentree des recipients
la
appartiennent.
Au cas
ce
oh ce
cas oü
appartiennent. Au
que le
controle demontrerait
demontrerait quo
controle
10% du nombre total des sacs
10%
utilises
armee n'a
n'a
utilis6s pendant une annee
pas
la valeur
valour des
des
renvoye, la
ete renvoye,
pas ete
6tre remsacs manquants
manquants doit etre
sacs
bourse() a
expediteur.
Al'office expediteur.
boursee

1. Each
Each Administration
Administration pro1.
vides itself
itself with the necessary
necessary
vides
sacks for
its
of its
exchange of
the exchange
for the
sacks
parcels.
Each bag shall be
parcels.
the
marked to show the name of the
marked
office
it
office or country to which it
belongs.
empty sacks must
The empty
belongs. The
be
the country of
returned to the
be returned
origin
the next mail.
origin by the

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 55

ARTICLE 55
ARTICLE

Echange
colis.
des colis.
Echange des

Exchange
Parcels.
of Parcels.
Exchange of

Receptacles.

2.
necessary to indicate
indicate in
It is necessary
2. It
the
the parcel bill both the number
of
sacks used
preparation
for the preparation
used for
of sacks
of
the dispatch
number of
the number
and the
dispatch and
of the
returned. With the
empty
empty sacks returned.
aid
these indications, each
of these
aid of
Administration
exercises aa conAdministration exercises
trol
return of
of the
recepthe recepthe return
over the
trol over
tacles
belonging to it. In case
tacles belonging
that this
this control
control shows
shows that
that 10%
10%
that
of
the total
number of sacks used
used
total number
of the
during
a year have not been
during a
returned,
the value of the missing
returned, the
sacks
the disto the
repaid to
be repaid
must be
sacks must
patching office.
office.
patching

1. The
parcels are exchanged
exchanged
The parcels
1.
in sacks
sacks closed
closed by means
means of wax
in
or lead
between the
the offices
offices
seals, between
lead seals,
or
Administradesignated by the Administradesignated
tions.
They are transmitted to
tions. They
the
of destination
destination at the
country of
the country
expense
the country
country of origin
of the
expense of
and
in a
a manner
to
convenient to
manner convenient
and in
the latter.
latter.
the
The
weight of each
must
sack must
each sack
The weight
Le poids
poids de
de chaque
ne doit
doit
sac ne
chaque sac
Le
not
40 kilograms.
kilograms.
exceed 40
not exceed
pas depasser
depasser 40 kilogrammes.
pas
2. Insured
Insured parcels
parcels shall be en2.
2. Les
Les colis
cornseront comassures seront
colis assures
2.
closed in
separate sacks from
in separate
pris dans
dans des sacs aa part de ceux closed
pris

1.
echanges dans
sont &hang&
colis sont
Les colis
1. Les
des
au moyen
cachets
de cachets
moyen de
clos au
sacs clos
des sacs
ou
de plombs,
plombs, entre
entre les
les bureaux
bureaux
ou de
design&
par les
Administrations.
les Administrations.
design6s par
Ils sont
sont transmis
transmis au pays
pays de
Ils
destination aux frais du pays
destination
d'origine et
maniere qui
la maniere
de la
et de
d'origine
convient
dernier.
a ce dernier.
convient a
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dans
lesquels les
colis ordinaires
ordinaires
dans lesquels
les colis
sont
et les
les etiquettes
etiquettes des
sont inseres,
inser6s, et
des
sacs qui
contiennent les
les colis
sacs
qui contiennent
colis
assures
assures doivent
doivent etre
8tre marquees
marquees
avec
tels symboles
symboles distinctifs
distinctifs qui
qui
avec tels
seraient adopt6s
adopt& de
de temps
temps en
seraient
en
temps.
temps.

those
in which
ordinary parcels
parcels
those in
which ordinary
and the
labels of
of
are contained,
contained, and
the labels
sacks
containing insured
sacks containing
insured parcels
parcels
shall be marked with such distinctive
from
tinctive symbols as
as may
may from
time
upon.
time to
to time
time be
be agreed
agreed upon.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6
6

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6
6

Inscription
Inscription des colis.

Billing
of Parcels.
Parcels.
Billing of

Ii doit
lilies
1. II
doit etre
etre etabli
6tabli des fel
feuilles
de
route distinctes
distinctes pour
les colis
de route
pour les
colis
ordinaires,
les
ordinaires, d'une part, et
et pour
pour les
cobs
valour declaree,
d'autre
colis avec
avec valeur
declaree, d'autre
part.
part.
Les
feuilles de
etaLes feuilles
de route sont 6tablies
double exemplaire.
L'oriblies en double
exemplaire. L'oriexpedie par la
ginale est expedi6
la poste aux
aux
lettres, tandis
lettres,
tandis quo
que le
le duplicata
duplicata est
est
insere dans l'un
inser6
l'un des
des sacs. Le
renfermant la feuille de route
sac renfermant
est
designe par
par la
la lettre
"F"
est design6
lettre "F"
tracee
tracee d'une maniere apparente
stir
Petiquette.
sur 1'6tiquette.
2.
2. Les colis ordinaires
ordinaires commis
compris
depeche a
dans chaque
chaque d6epche
a destination de la Republique
R6publique Hellenique
Hell6nique
sont
sent inscrits
inscrits en bloc
bloc sur les
les feuilles
feuiles
par categories
de route, mais par
categories
d'envois
d'envois jusqu'a 1
1 kilogramme,
kilogramme, de
1
kilogrammes, et
10
1a
a 55 kilogrammes,
et de
de 55 a
A 10
kilogrammes.
kilogrammes.
compris
Les colis ordinaires
ordinaires compris
&Oche a
a destinadestinadans chaqjie
chaqje depeche
tion des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
sont inscrits
sent
inscrits sur les feuilles de
de
la, seule mention
mention du
route par
par la
du
nombre
nombre total des colis et de leur
leiir
poids net
total.
poids
net total.
3. Les colis avec valour
valeur declaree
d6clare
sent
sont inscrits isol6ment
isolement sur
sur les
feuilles de route, avec
avec indication
indication
du numero
numero (insurance
(insurance number)
number) et
et
du nom du bureau d'origine.
d'origine.
Pour les colis avec valeur
dcdlar6e
& destination de la
declaree a
Rela Rpublique Hellenique,
Hell6nique, les feuilles
de route doivent
doivent porter aussi
aussi
l'indication de
coupure de
l'indication
de la
la coupure
de
laquelle les
poids aa laquelle
les colis
colis apparappartiennent.
tiennent.
Pour
avec valeur
valour
Pour les colis
colis avec
declaree
(Molar& &
a destination des EtatsUnis d'Amerique,
d'Arnerique, les
les feuilles
feuilles de
de
en outre,
outre,
route doivent porter,
porter, en
l'indication
l'indication du poids net total des
colis.

1. Separate
parcel bills
1.
Separate parcel
bills must
must be
be
prepared
for the
parcels
prepared for
the ordinary
ordinary parcels
on
the one
hand, and
and for
for the
on the
one hand,
the
parcels on
the other
insured parcels
on the
other hand.
hand.
bills are
are prepared
prepared in
in
The parcel
parcel bills
is sent
duplicate. The
The original
original is
sent
in
mails, while
the
in the
the regular
regular mails,
while the
duplicate
is inserted
inserted in
one of
duplicate is
in one
of the
the
sacks.
containing the
sacks. The
The sack
sack containing
the
parcel
by the
parcel bill
bill is
is designated
designated by
the
letter
in a
conspicletter "F"
"F" traced in
a conspicuous
uous manner on the label.
2. The
2.
The ordinary
ordinary parcels
parcels ininto
cluded in
in each dispatch
dispatch sent
sent to
Republic are
to be
be
the Hellenique
Hellenique Republic
are to
entered
entered on the parcel bills in bulk,
but by classes of parcels up to 1
1
kilogram, from 1
1 to
to 55 kilograms,
and from
from 55to
to 10
10 kilograms.
kilograms.
The ordinary
ordinary parcels included
included
in each dispatch
dispatch sent to the
America are
to
United States of America
are to
be entered
entered on the parcel
parcel bills to
to
show the total number of parcels
and the total net weight thereof.
thereof.
3. Insured parcels
parcels shall be entered individually on the parcel
bills to show the
the insurance
insurance number and the name
name of the
the office
office of
of
origin.
origin.
In the case of insured parcels
parcels
for the Hellenic Republic,
Republic, the
parcel
parcel bills must also show the
the
indication of the division
division of weight
weight
indication
to which the parcel
parcel belongs.
In
In the
the case of
of insured
insured parcels
parcels
for
States of
of America,
for the
the United
United States
America,
the parcel
parcel bills must also show
the total net weight of the parcels.
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4. Les
Les colis
transmis a
a decolis transmis
4.
couvert doivent
doivent etre inscrits sepacouvert
rement sur
sur les feuilles de route.
rement
5. Les colis retournes ou reex5.
pedies doivent
etre inscrits isoledoivent etre
pedies
ment sur
les feuilles
feuilles de route et
sur les
ment
etre suivis
du mot "Retourn6"
"Retourne" ou
suivis du
etre
"
Reexpedie", selon le cas. Une
"Reexp6di6",
indication de frais
frais dus pour ces
indication
colis doit
doit figurer
figurer dans la
la colonne
colis
"
Observations ".
".
"Observations
6.
nombre total
total des sacs
Le nombre
6. Le
compris
dans chaque
d6peche doit
chaque &Oche
compris dans
aussi figurer
sur les feuilles
feuilles de
figurer sur
aussi
route.
route.
7. Chaque
Chaque bureau
d'echange
bureau d'echange
7.
expediteur
numerote les feuilles
expediteur num6rote
supeA l'angle
de
l'angle gauche
gauche sup&
route a
de route
annuelle.
s6rie annuelle.
rieur
d'apres une serie
rieur d'apres
Le
dernier numero
munero de
l'annee
de Pannee
Le dernier
precedente
mentionn6
precedente doit etre mentionne
sur la
la premiere
premiere feuille de la
la
sur
nouvelle annee.
annee.
nouvelle
8.
exacte d'avis des
8. La mode exacte
colis ou
des recipients
recipients les conou des
colis
tenant
expedies par
des
par l'une des
tenant expedies
Administrations
transit par
en transit
Administrations en
l'autre,
l'autre, ainsi que tous les details
en
avec la maniere
maniere
connexion avec
en connexion
d'avis
d'avis de tels colis ou recipients
non
par cet
Arrangement,
cet Arrangement,
prevus par
non prevus
sera reglee d'un commun accord
accord
par
correspondance entre
de correspondance
voie de
par voie
les
deux Administrations.
Administrations.
les deux

July 14, 1933.
JU'lgu4
August 1, 1933.
August

1617
1617

decouvert
a decouvert
4.
Parcels sent a
4. Parcels
separately on the
entered separately
must be entered
parcel
bills.
parcel bills.
5. Returned
redirected parReturned or redirected
5.
individually
cels
entered individually
cels must be entered
on
followed
on the parcel bills and be followed
by
"Returned" or
word "Returned"
the word
by the

may
case may
"
as the
the case
", as
Redirected ",
" Redirected
be.
A statement
statement of the
the charges
be. A
which
due on these parwhich may be due
cels should
should be shown in the
cels
"
Observations "
" column.
"Observations
6.
total number of sacks
6. The total
comprising each
dispatch must
each dispatch
comprising
also
be shown on the parcel
parcel bills.
also be
7.
Each dispatching
exchange
dispatching exchange
7. Each
office numbers
the parcel bills in
numbers the
office
the
corner in
left-hand corner
upper left-hand
the upper
accordance
an annual series.
with an
accordance with
The last number of the preceding
preceding
The
year must
must be
mentioned on the
be mentioned
year
first bill
of the
following year.
year.
the following
bill of
first
8.
method of
of advisexact method
The exact
8. The
ing parcels
parcels or
or the
receptacles conconthe receptacles
ing
them sent by one Admintaining them
istration
istration in transit through the
other
with any details of
together with
other together
procedure
connection with the
procedure in connection
advice of
such parcels
recepparcels or recepof such
advice
tacles for
provision is not
which provision
for which
tacles
made
in this
this Agreement,
Agreement, shall be
made in
agreement
settled
by mutual
mutual agreement
settled by
through correspondence
between
correspondence between
through
the
Administrations.
two Administrations.
the two

7.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.

7.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.

bureaux
Verification
par les bureaux
V rification par
d'echange.
d'echange.

Exchange Office.
Verification by
by the Exchange
Verification

1. A
Ala
&Oche,
reception d'une d6peche,
la reception
1.
le
bureau d'echange
d'echange destinataire
le bureau
procede a
a sa
verification. Les
Les
sa verification.
procede
inscriptions
sur la
la feuille
de route
feuille de
inscriptions sur
doivent etre
etre verifiees
exactement.
verifiees exactement.
doivent
Chaque erreur
erreur ou
omission doit
ou omission
Chaque
etre
imrnediatement A
a la
portee immediatement
etre port&
connaissance
bureau d'echange
d'echange
du bureau
connaissance du
expediteur
au moyen
d'un bullemoyen d'un
expediteur au
tin
d6p6che
Une depeche
verification. Une
de verification.
tin de
est
comme ayant ete
et6
consideree comme
est consider&
trouvee
egards,
tous egards,
ordre aa tous
en ordre
trouvee en
lorsqu'il n'est
pas dresse
dresse de bullen'est pas
lorsqu'il
tin
verification.
de verification.
tin de
Si Pon
une erreur ou
constate une
l'on constate
Si
une
irregularite a
a la
la reception
reception
une irregularite
d'une
toutes les pieces
depeche, toutes
d'une &Oche,
pouvant servir
servir de preuves A
pouvant

1. Upon
receipt of
disof aa disthe receipt
Upon the
1.
patch,
exchange office of
the exchange
patch, the
destination
proceeds to verify it.
destination proceeds
The
parcel bill must
the parcel
m the
entries m
The entries
be
exactly. Each
error
Each error
verified exactly.
be verified
or
omission must
must be
be brought
brought
or omission
immediately
to the knowledge of
immediately to
the
dispatching exchange
exchange office by
the dispatching
means
of aabulletin
verification.
bulletin of verification.
means of
A
dispatch is considered
considered as having
A dispatch
been
been found in order in all regards
when
no bulletin
bulletin of verification
verification is
when no
made
made up.
If an
an error
error or
or irregularity
irregularhy is
If
found
a dispatch,
receipt of a
upon receipt
found upon
all objects
may serve later
which may
objects which
all
on for
investigations, or for examfor investigations,
on

Verification.
Verification.
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l'appui
en vue
vue de
l'appui en
de recherches
recherches
ou de
de l'examen
l'examen de
de
ulterieures ou
demandes d'indemnite
doivent
demandes
d'indemnit6 doivent
etre conserv6es.
conservees.
etre
2. Le
Le bureau
bureau d'6change
d'echange expexpe2.
un bulletin
de
diteur auquel
auquel un
bulletin de
verification est
verification
est envoye
envoye doit
doit le
le
renvoyer
apres l'avoir
l'avoir examine
renvoyer apres
examine et
et
y
ses observations
observations eveny apporte
apport6 ses
eventuelles. Ce bulletin est
alors
est alors
annexe aux fenilles
annexe
de route
route des
feuilles de
des
colis auxquelles
if se
se rapporte.
rapporte.
colis
auxquelles il
Les corrections
corrections apport6es
apportees a
une
Les
a une
qui ne
ne sont
pas
feuille de
de route
route qui
sont pas
appuyees par
appuyees
par des
des documents
documents sont
sont
considerees comme
non
considerees
comme nulles
nulles et
et non
avenues.
3. Si necessaire,
necessaire, le
le bureau
3.
bureau
d'echange
d'echange expediteur
de
exp6diteur peut
peut de
memo
avise par
par t6elgramme,
telegramme,
meme etre
etre avise
l'Office expediteur
aux frais
frais de l'Office
exp6diteur de
de
tel
telegram me.
tel t6elgramme.
4.
manque d'une
4. En
En cas
cas de
de manque
d'une
feuille de
de route,
un
feuille
route, il
il en
en est
est etabli
6tabli un
duplicata dont une copie est
envoyee au
envoy&
bureau d'echange
d'echange
au bureau
exp6diteur de
expediteur
de la
la depeche.
d6epche.
d'echange qui
5. Le
Le bureau
bureau d'echange
qui
regoit d'un-bureau
d'un .bureau correspondant
correspondant
se trouve
un colis qui se
trouve endommage
endommag6
ou insuffisamment emballe
doit
emball6 doit
reexpedier tel
reexpedier
coils apres
apres rembaltel colis
remballage s'il est necessaire,
necessaire, tout
tout en
en
preservant l'emballage original
preservant
original
autant que
quo possible.
Si le dommage
domm age est
est tel
tel quo
que le
le
contenu du colis
cobs aurait pu etre
etre
soustrait,
le bureau
doit d'abord
d'a,bord
soustrait, le
bureau doit
ouvrir le colis d'office
verifier
d'office et
et en
en verifier
le
le contenu.
contenu.
Pans l'un
Pun ou
ou l'autre
l'autre cas,
Dans
cas, le
le
poids du colis sera verifie
vwrifie avant et
et
apres le remballage, et
indique
et indiqu6
l'emballage du
sur l'emballage
du colis
memo.
colis meme.
Cette indication
indication sera suivi
la
suivi par la
a.
(Renote "Remballe
"Remball
. . ...
.(Repacked
packed at.
at ..
la
. .)"
.)" Ftinsi
ainsi quo
que la
signature des agents ayant effeceffectue
remballage.
tuA tel remballage.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8
8

Bonification
Bonificarion des quotes-parts.
quotes-parts.

Payments.
Payments.
Ante,,p.p. 167.
1607.
A,

July 14, 1933.

JuIgu14 1,1,1933.
August
1933.
August
1938.

ination
of requests
requests for
for indemnity,
indemnity,
ination of
must be
be kept.
must
kept.
2. The
The dispatching
dispatching exchange
2.
exchange
office to
which a
abulletin
bulletin of
verioffice
to which
of verification
returns it
it after
fication is
is sent
sent returns
after
having
having examined
examined it
it and
and entered
entered
thereon its observations,
thereon
observations, if
if any.
any.
That
then attached
to
That bulletin
bulletin is
is then
attached to
bills of
the parcels
to
the parcel
parcel bills
of the
parcels to
which it
which
it relates.
Corrections
relates.
Corrections
made
made on aa parcel
bill which
which are
are
parcel bill
not
justified by
supporting papers
not justified
by supporting
papers
as devoid
devoid of
value.
are considered
considered as
of value.
3. If
If necessary,
necessary, the
the dispatching
dispatching
3.
exchange office
office may
be adexchange
may also
also be
advised
telegram, at
at the
vised by
by telegram,
the expense
expense
of
the Office
of the
Office sending
sending such
such teletelegram.
gram.
In case
case of
shortage of
of a
4. In
of shortage
a
parcel bill,
bill, aa duplicate
duplicate is
parcel
is preprepared, a
a copy
is sent
sent to
pared,
copy of
of which
which is
to
the
exchange office
of origin
of
the exchange
office of
origin of
the
the dispatch.
dispatch.
5. The office
5.
of exchange
exchange which
which
office of
receives
receives from a
a corresponding
corresponding
office a
a parcel which is
damaged
is damaged
insufficiently packed
or insufficiently
must repacked must
redispatch such parcel
parcel after
repackafter repackif necessary,
the
ing, if
necessary, preserving
preserving the
original packing
packing as
as far as
as possible.
possible.
If the damage
damage is
is such
such that
the
that the
contents
of the
the parcel
have
contents of
parcel may
may have
been abstracted, the
must
the office
office must
first officially open the parcel
parcel and
and
verify its
its contents.
In either case, the weight
weight of
of the
the
parcel will be verified before and
on
after repacking,
repacking, and
and indicated
indicated on
the wrapper of the parcel itself.
That indication
indication will be
be followed
followed
"Remballe a.
by the note "Remballe
a.....
. .
. .)", and the
(Repacked at .
signature of the agents who have
effected such
repacking.
such repacking.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 88

Payments.
Payments.
1. Les quotes-parts
quotes-parts terminales
terminales
1. The terminal
quotas to
to be
terminal quotas
be
a bonifier par l'Office
exp6diteur credited by the dispatching Office
l'Office expediteur
Office
a l'Office destinataire,
en vertu
vertu de
destinataire, en
de to the Office of destination,
destination, by
by
l'Article XVII,
1, de
de virtue of Article XVII, Section 1,
l'Article
XVII, paragraphe
paragTaphe 1,
1,
l'Arrangement,
l'Arrangement, sont
sont les
les suivantes:
suivantes: of the Agreement, are the following:
ing:
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July 14, 1933.
1933.
1,
A~ugust 1,1,1933.
August
1933.

Jugut

I. Par
Hellenique
Republique Hellenique
Par la Republique
I.
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
aux ]tats-Unis
70
par kilogramme,
kilogramme,
70 centimes-or
centimes-or par
sur
la base
base du poids net en
sur la
weight) de
(bulk net weight)
bloc (bulk
chaque depeche.
&Oche.
chaque
Cette
s'applique aussi aux
Cette taxe s'applique
colis
l'Alaska.
colis aa destination de 1'Alaska.
centimes-or
A 35 centimes-or
Elle est
est reduite
r6duite a
Elle
kilogramme pour les colis a
par kilogramme
destination
Rico, des
Puerto Rico,
destination de Puerto
ties
Guam, de
de Samoa,
de Guam,
Vierges, de
Iles Vierges,
et
de Hawai.
Hawal.
et de

the
Republic to
I. By
By the
to the
Hellenic Republic
the Hellenic
I.

Unis d'Amerique
II.
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique
Parles EtatsII. Par
Hellenique:
Republique Hellenique:
la Republique
dcl la

thecUnited
U
.
nited States
Stats
the
United
II.
the
United States of of By
Amen
a
By the
II. By
Re-o A
America
Hellenic Rethe Hellenic
to the
America to
public.
public.
Rate
parcel:
per parcel:
Rate per
Up to
60
gold cm.
60 gold
1 kg
kg-----------Up
to 1
1.75 "" fr.
From 1up
to 5
kg
.---upto5kg
From
From 5
5up
kg --2.75
2.75 "" fr.
10 kg
up to
to 10
From

Taxe
colis:
par colis:
Taxe par
60 cm.
or
cm. or
60
Jusqu'a 1
1kg ----------Jusqu'A
Au del&
dela de 1
1 kg. jusqu'/
jusqu'b.
Au
1.75 fr.
fr. or
or
1.75
5
kg----------------5 kg
Au
jusqu'A
kg. jusqu'a
de 55 kg.
delA de
Au del&
2.75 " "
kg-------------10 kg

United States of America:
America:
United
70
centimes per
kilogram,
per kilogram,
gold centimes
70 gold
based
weight
net weight
on the bulk net
based on
of each
each dispatch.

By the
Hellenic ReRe
the Hellenic
By
public.

p

This
rate applies
applies also
also to parcels
This rate
reduced
for Alaska. The rate is reduced
to
35 gold
gold centimes
centimes per
per kilogram
to 35
for parcels
parcels for Puerto Rico, the
for
Virgin Islands,
Islands, Guam, Samoa, and
Virgin
Hawaii.

En outre,
outre, pour
pour les
les colis
assures
colis assures
En
expedies de l'un des pays sur
expedi6s
l'autre, il
bonifie une quotesera bonifi6
il sera
l'autre,
part terminale
d'assurance de 10
terminale d'assurance
part
centimes-or par
par colis.
centimes-or
A bonifier
2.
quotes-parts a
Les quotes-parts
2. Les
pour les
les colis expedi6s
expedies par une
pour
A l'autre, un vue
Administration
Administration a
de
leur transmission
transmission ulterieure a
de leur
une
ou a un
pays tiers,
tiers,
un pays
possession ou
une possession
seront
1'Admnnistration
fixees par l'Adnunistration
seront fixees
intermediaire.
intermediaire.
3.
Les taxes terminales et de
3. Les
transit
flees peuvent
peuvent etre
susmention6es
transit susmentio
reduites
nioyennant
reduites ou majorees, noyennant
avertissement donne
donn6 trois mois A
avertissement
A l'autre.
l'avance
I'avance par l'un pays a
La
reduction ou majoration
majoration sera
La reduction
moins.
valable pour un an au moms.

In addition,
in the case of
addition, in
In
either
insured parcels sent from either
country to the other, there shall
country
be paid
paid a
aterminal
insurance credit
terminal insurance
be
of 10
parcel.
centimes gold per parcel.
of
10 centimes
2.
to be credited
2. The
The quotas to
for parcels
dispatched by one
parcels dispatched
for
Administration to
the other for
to the
Administration
a possubsequent transmission
transmission to a
subsequent
session or
or to
country will
third country
a third
to a
session
be fixed
intermediate Adby the intermediate
fixed by
be
ministration.
3.
charges and
terminal charges
3. The
The terminal
transit
specified may
may
above specified
rates above
transit rates
be
be reduced or increased on three
months' previous
previous notice
notice given
given by
by
months'
one country
country to
to the
other. The
the other.
one
reduction or increase
increase shall hold
reduction
good for
for at
at least
one year.
least one
good

ARTICLE
9
ARTICLE 9

ARTICLE 9
9
ARTICLE

Decompte.
Decompte.

Accounting.
Accounting.

trimestro,
1. A
la fin de chaque trimestre,
A la
1.
6tablit un
chaque Administration
Administration etablit
chaque
compte sur
sur la
base des feuilles de
la base
compte
route.
accompagnes
2. Ces
comptes, accompagnes
Ces comptes,
des feuilles
feuilles de
route et, le
le cas
de route
des
echeant,
copies des bulletins
des copies
ech6ant, des
de
verification s'y rapportant,
de verification
doivent
l'examen
Btre soumis A l'examen
doivent etre
de
1'Adninistration corresponde l'Administration
dante
courant du mois qui
dans le courant
dante dans
suit
trimestre auquel
auquel us
se
ils se
le trimestre
suit le
rapportent.
rapportent.

1.
each quarter,
quarter,
of each
end of
the end
At the
1. At
each
Administration makes up an
each Administration
account
account on the basis of the parcel
bills.
bills.
2.
accounts accompanied
accompanied
These accounts
2. These
by
the parcel
any,
if any,
and, if
bills, and,
parcel bills,
by the
copies
verification notes
relatnotes relatof verification
copies of
ing thereto
submitted
be submitted
shall be
thereto shall
ing
to
examination of
correthe correof the
the examination
to the
sponding
Administration in the
sponding Administration
course
following the
month following
the month
of the
course of
quarter
to which
they relate.
relate.
which they
quarter to

Accounting.
Accounting
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3.
l'envoi,
3. La
La recapitulation,
r6capitulation, l'envoi,
l'examen
Pacceptation de
de ces
ces
l'examen et
et l'acceptation
comptes ne doivent pas
etre
pas etre
retardes
retard& et le reglement du
du solde
solde
aura lieu, au plus
l'expiraplus tard, a
a l'expiration
suivant.
tion du trimestre
trimestre suivant.

Miscellaneous notiflMiscellaneous
notifi-

cations.
cations.

4. Le solde
la babasolde resultant de la
lance des
coraptes entre les
deux
des comptes
les deux
Administrations
Administrations eat
est paye
paye par
par
traite
tiree sur
New York
traite a
a vue,
vue, tir6e
sur New
York
on par un
ou
un autre
autre moyen
moyen convenu
convenu
reciproquement par voie
de corcorreciproquement
voie de
respondance. Les frais
frais de
de paiepaiement sont
de l'Adl'Adsont aa la charge de
ministration debitrice.
debitice.
ministration

3. The recapitulation,
recapitulation, transtransmission, examination
examination and
acceptmission,
and acceptance of these accounts
accounts must not
not
delayed, and
payment of
be delayed,
and the
the payment
of
the balance shall
shall take
take place,
at
place, at
the latest,
of the
latest, at the
the expiration
expiration of
the
following quarter.
following
quarter.
4.
4. The
The balance
balance resulting
resulting from
from
adjustment of
the accounts
accounts
the adjustment
of the
between the
Administrations
between
the two
two Administrations
a sight draft drawn
is paid by a
drawn on
on
New
or by
other
New York,
York, or
by some
some other
means mutually agreed
agreed upon
upon by
by
correspondence.
correspondence. The
expenses of
of
The expenses
payment are chargeable
chargeable to
to the
the
debtor Administration.
Administration.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10
10

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10
10

Notifications Diverses.
Diverses.
Notifications

Miscellaneous
Notifications.
Miscellaneous Notifications.

Les
se comcornLes Administrations
Administrations se
muniqueront
muniqueront mutuellement
mutuellement un
resum6
resnme des dispositions de leurs
lois ou reglements
regleraents applicables aux
aux
coils &hang&
entre lea
deux pays
colis
echang6s entre
les deux
pays
contractants, ainsi
ainsi quo
tous lea
contractants,
que tous
les
autres details
necessaires pour
d6tails ncessaires
pour
Pexecution de
de l'6change
Pechange des
des colis.
coils.
l'ex6cution

The Administrations
Administrations shall comcommunicate to
municate
other a
sumto each
each other
a summary of the provisions
provisions of their
their
laws or
or regulations
regulations applicable
applicable to
to
the parcels exchanged
exchanged between
between
the two contracting
contracting countries,
and other items necessary
necessary for
for
exchange of
carrying out the
the exchange
of
parcels.
parcels.
These Regulations
Regulations shall
shall come
come
into operation on
day on
on
on the day
which
the Parcel
Parcel Post
Post Agreement
Agreement
which the
comes
force and
comes into
into force
and shall
shall have
have
the same duration as the
the AgreeAgreement.
ment.
Done in duplicate
duplicate and
and signed
signed
at Washington,
Washington, the first day
of
day of
at Athens,
Athens, the
14th
August and at
the 14
th
day of July,
July, 1933.
1933.

Le present Reglement
Reglement sera
sera exeexecutoire a
du jour
jour de
cutoire
a partir
partir du
de la
la
mise en vigueuy
vigueur de l'Arrangement
l'Arrangement
concernant
concernant PEchange
des Colis
Coils
l'Echange des
Postaux, et
aura la m6mne
meme duree
et aura
duree
que
quo cet Arrangement.
Arrangement.
Fait en double
double expedition
expedition et
et
signe
A Washington,
Washington, le 1er
sine a
ler Aoit,
Auk,
et A
aAthenes, le 14 Juillet
Juillet 1933.
Directeur General
Le Directeur
des Postes,
Postes,
Gen&ral des
Ttlgraphes
Telegraphes et Tkltphones
Telephones de
de la
la
RBpublique Hellmnique.
Repubbque
Hellenigue.
C. THEOFANOPOULOS
C.
THEOFANOPOULOS
oApprov
of Regla
Approval of
Eagalanom.

Ray 14.
1933.
Augul
14 11,
August
1,1933.
1933.
August
1933.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

JAMES A
A FARLEY
PARLEY
JAMES
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
of
United States of America.
of the United

The foregoing
foregoing Regulations
Execution of
the Parcel
Parcel Post
The
Regulations for
for the
the Execution
of the
Post

Agreement
Agreement between the United States of
of America
Hellenic
America and
and the
the Hellenic
Republic have been negotiated
negotiated and concluded with my
my advice
advice and
and
consent
consent and are hereby approved and
ratified.
and ratified.
In testimony
testimony whereof, IIhave caused the
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States
the seal
to be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
[SEAL]
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
By
By the President
President
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, August
August 8,
WASHINGTON,
1988.
8, 193S.
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Convention between
the United
United States
America and
the
for the
Mexico for
and Mexico
of America
States of
between the
Convention
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February i,
1, 1933.

Rectification of
February
Grande. Signed at Mexico City, February
Rio Grande.
the Rio
of the
Rectification
United States, with
1,
by the
Senate of the United
the Senate
advised by
ratification advised
1933; ratification
1, 1933;
United
President of the United
ratified by the President
amendment, April
25, 1933;
1933; ratified
April 25,
amendment,
ratifica1933;
October
States,
October
20,
1933;
ratified
by
October
6,
1933;
ratificaMexico,
by
ratified
1933;
States, October 20,
1933; proclaimed
tions exchanged
exchanged at
November 10, 1983;
proclaimed by the
Washington, November
at Washington,
tions
and exchanges
1933;
1S,
President
of
the
United
States,
13,
and
November
States,
United
the
of
President
of
notes.
of notes.
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
n off thed
oei
W HEREAS a
between the
the United
America and
l:;13=t
.
on
the
Rior
and Ri
of America
States of
United States
convention between
a convention
WHEREAS

rectification of the Rio Grande in
the
for the
in
the rectification
States for
Mexican States
United Mexican
the United
the
El
Paso-Juarez
Valley
was
concluded
respecthe El Paso-Juarez Valley was concluded and signed by their respective plenipotentiaries
the city
Mexico on the first day of Februcity of Mexico
at the
plenipotentiaries at
tive
ary,
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
thirty-three,
thirty-three, the original of
and
hundred
nine
ary, one thousand
as
and
which
convention,
being
in
the
English
Spanish languages,
languages, is, as
English
the
in
being
which convention,
for
word
America,
of
amended
by
the
Senate
of
the
United
States
America,
word
for
States
United
the
of
Senate
the
by
amended
word as
as follows:
follows:
word

CONVENTION
BETWEEN THE
THE
CONVENTION BETWEEN
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED
AND
THE
UNITED
MEXICAN
MEXICAN
AND THE UNITED
STATES FOR
RECTIFICAFOR THE RECTIFICASTATES
TION
GRANDE
THE RIO GRANDE
OF THE
TION OF
(RIO BRAVO
IN
DEL NORTE) IN
BRAVO DEL
(RIO
THE
PASO-JUAREZ VALLEY.
EL PASO-JUAREZ
THE EL

The
United States
States of America
America
The United
and
Mexican States
United Mexican
the United
and the
having-taken
into consideration
consideration
having-taken into
the
studies and
and engineering
engineering plans
the studies
carried
by the
International
the International
on by
carried on
Boundary
Commission, and
speand speBoundary Commission,
cially
relieve the towns
to relieve
directed to
cially directed
and agricultural
located
lands located
agricultural lands
and
within the
the El
El Paso-Juarez
Valley
Paso-Juarez Valley
within
from flood
and securing
dangers, and
flood dangers,
from
at
same time
the stabilization
stabilization
time the
the same
at the
of
the international
international boundary
boundary
of the
line, which,
which, owing
owing to
the present
present
to the
line,
meandering
nature of
of the
it
the river it
meandering nature
has not
not been
to hold
possible to
been possible
has
within the
of its chanline of
mean line
the mean
within
nel; and
fully conscious
conscious of
of the
the
and fully
nel;
great importance
importance involved in
great
this
matter, both
local
a local
from a
both from
this matter,
point
of view
view as
as well
as from aa
well as
point of
good
understanding,
international understanding,
good international
have resolved
in
undertake, in
to undertake,
resolved to
have
common agreement
agreement and
and cooperacooperacommon
tion, the
works as
as propronecessary works
the necessary
tion,

CONVENCION ENTRE
ENTRE LOS ESCONVENCION
TADOS
AMERICA Y
TADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA
MEXILOS
LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS
CANOS PARA LA RECTIFICAGRANDE
RIO
GRANDE
DEL
CION
(BRAVO
(BRAVO DEL NORTE) EN EL
PASO-JUAREZ.
VALLE
DE
EL
PASO-JUAREZ.
VALLE
Contracting Powers.
Powers
Los
Unidos de Ame- C(ontracting
Estados Unidos
Los Estados
rica
los Estados
Estados Unidos Mexiy los
rica y
canos
habiendo tornado
tornado en concanos habiendo
proyecy proyecsideracien
cstudios y
los estudios
sideraci6n los
tos de caracter
caracter tecnico llevados
tos
cabo por
por la
Comisi6n Interla Comisi6n
aa cabo
nacional de
de Limites,
Limites, encaminados
encaminados
nacional
especialmente
especialmente aa librar aa las poblaciones
a las tierras laboray a
blaciones y
bles,
situadas dentro
dentro del Valle de
bles, situadas
peligros
El
Paso-Juarez, de
de los peligros
El Paso-Juarez,
de inundaci6n,
inundacien, logrando
logrando al mismo
de
tiempo la
la estabilizacion
estabilizaci6n de la
tiempo
que
linea divisoria
internacional, quo
divisoria internacional,
linea
dada is
naturaleza divaactual naturaleza
la actual
dada
gante del
no ha sido posible
Rio, no
del Rio,
gante
conservar dentro
media
de la linea media
dentro de
conservar
del
cauce del
y penetradel mismo; y
del cauce
dos
de la
la gran
gran importancia
importancia que
dos de
tanto
punto de vista del
el punto
desde el
tanto desde
interes
local, como de la buena
interes local,
inteligencia
internacional, reviste
inteligencia internacional,
ejecutar,
este asunto,
asunto, han resuelto ejecutar,
este
cooperaci6n,
de comtin
y cooperacien,
acuerdo y
comin acuerdo
de
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OF THE
THE RIO
RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.

FEB.
1, 1933.
FEB. 1,
1933.

las
obras necesarias
se detadetalas obras
necesarias cora°
como se
llan
en el
de 31
31
Ilan en
el Acta
Acta mimero
numero 129
129 de
de 1930
1930 de
la Comisi6n
Comisien
de Julio
julio de
de la
Internacional
Limites, aproInternacional de
de Limites,
aprobada por
por los
los dos
dos Gobiernos
Gobiemos en
la
bada
en la
manera prevista
prevista por
por los
los Tratados;
Tratados;
manera
y para
para dar
dar forma
forma legal
y definidefiniy
legal y
tiva a
dicho proyecto
proyecto han
han deciditiva
a dicho
decidido celebrar
celebrar esta
esta Convencien,
nomdo
Convenci6n, nombrando al
respectivos
brando
al efecto
efecto aasus
sus respectivos
plenipotenciarios:
plenipotenciarios:
Plenipotentiaries.
The President
of the
The
de los
los Estados
President of
El Presidente
the United
United
Presidente de
Estados
Unidos de
America al
States of America, J.
de Am6rica
J. Reuben
al setior
senor J.
Reuben Unidos
J.
Jr., Ambassador
Ambassador ExtraorReuben Clark,
Clark, Jr.,
Jr., su
su Embajador
Embajador
Clark, Jr.,
Extraor- Reuben
Plenipotentiary of
Extraordinario y
dinary and
and Plenipotentiary
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
of Extraordinario
the United
United States
States of
America to en
of America
en Mexico
M6xico yy
Mexico; and
and
Mexico;
The President
President of
United
El
Presidente de
Estados
The
El Presidente
of the
the United
de los
los Estados
Mexican States,
States, Doctor
Jose Unidos
Mexican
al secior
Doctor
Doctor Jos6
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos al
sefor Doctor
Manuel Puig
Ping Cassauranc,
Cassauranc, SecreSecre- Jose
Puig Cassauranc,
Cassauranc,
Manuel
Jos6 Manuel
Manuel Puig
tary
State for
Foreign Affairs;
tary of
of State
for Foreign
Secretario de Relaciones
ExteAffairs; Secretario
Relaciones Exteriores.
riores.
Exchange of full
Who, after
having communiExchange
Who,
after having
communiQuienes, despu6s
Quienes,
despues de
de haberse
haberse
powers.
cated their respective full powers mostrado
powers.
mostrado sus
respectivos plenos
sus respectivos
plenos
and
in due
due poderes, y
and having found
found them
them in
y encontrAndolos
bueencontrandolos en bueand,
proper form,
agreed on
on na y
and proper
form, have
have agreed
debida forma,
forma, han
han convenido
y debida
convenido
the following articles:
en
en los
los articulos
articulos siguientes:
siguientes:
vided in
Minute 129
(dated July
vided
in Minute
129 (dated
July
31, 1930)
International
31,
1930) of
of the
the International
Boundary
Commission, approved
approved
Boundary Commission,
by the
the two
two Governments
Governments in
in the
the
by
manner
provided by
and
manner provided
by treaty;
treaty; and
in
give legal
legal and
and final
in order
order to
to give
final
form
form to
to the
the project,
project, have
have named
named
their plenipotentiaries:
as their
plenipotentiaries:

I.
Agreement of
oi GovGov-

ernments to
to carry
carry out
out
ernments

works.

Po't,
PO8t, p.
P. 1e2 '
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Application

Application of terms.

The Government
Government of
The
the United
United
of the

America and
and the
the GovGovStates of
of America
ernment of
of the
the United
United Mexican
Mexican
ernment
States have agreed
agreed to
carry out
to carry
out
Grande rectification
the Rio Grande
rectification
works provided
for in
Minute 129
works
provided for
in Minute
129
of the International
International Boundary
Boundary
annexes thereto,
thereto,
Commission and annexes
by both
both Governments,
Governments,
approved by
in
in that
that part
beginpart of the
the river
river begin"
nmg
of intersection
ning at
at the
the point
point of
intersection
channel with
with
of the present river
river channel
the located
located line
line as shown
shown in map,
Minute 129
129 of
exhibit No.
No. 2
2 of
of Minute
of
said
said Commission
Commission (said
(said intersecintersection being
being south
south of
of Monument
tion
Monument 15
15
of
the boundary
boundary polygon
of Corof the
polygon of
C6rdoba
and ending
ending at
at Box
doba Island)
Island) and
Box
Canyon.

The terms of this Convention
Convention

and of Minute 129
shall apply
129 shall
apply
exclusively
exclusively to river rectification
rectification
within the limits above
above set out.
Study of futureregufuture regn-

The
The two
two Governments
Governments shall
shall

lationsot
lations of International
International
, 3
.
laounonty
ontis
Boundary
Commis- study such further minutes and
sion.
regulations
regulations as may be submitted

I.
I.
El
de los
Estados
El Gobiemo
Gobierno de
los Estados
Unidos
de America
el Gobierno
Gobiemo
Unidos de
America y
y el
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos Mexicanos
Mexicanos
han
las
han convenido
convenido en
en ejecutar
ejecutar las
obras
obras de
de rectificacien
rectificaci6n del
del Rio
Rio
Grande (Bravo
pre(Bravo del Norte) previstas en
129 de
de
en el Acta
Acta ndmero 129
la
Internacional de
de
la Comisien.
Comisi6n Internacional
Limites
el informe
informe anexo,
quo
Limites y
y el
anexo, que
aprobada por
por ambos
ambos Goo
ha sido
sido aprobada
biernos, en
en el
biemos,
comienza
el tramo quo
que comienza
en el punto de interseccien
intersecci6n del
del
cauce
actual del
trazo
cauce actual
del Rio
Rio con
con el
el trazo
corao aparece
en
del proyecto
proyecto tal
tal como
aparece en
el mapa anexo No. 2, Acta 129 de
dicha Comisien.,
Comisi6n, (intersecci6n
(interseccien que
quo
queda al
al Sur
Monumento No.
No.
Sur del Monumento
15 del
15
limitrofe de
de la
la
del poligono limitrofe
Isla de Cordova),
C6rdova), y
y termina en
en
el Box Canyon (Carlon
(Can6n de
de Cajoncitos.)
joncitos.)
Los t6rminos
terminos de esta ConvenConvenci6n
cion y
y del
129 se
se aplicarin
aplicartm
del Acta
Acta 129
exclusivamente aa la
la rectificacien
exclusivamente
rectificaci6n
del rio dentro
dentro del tramo arriba
arriba
desalt°.
descrito.
Los dos
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos estucliarim
estudiaran
cualesquiera
cualesquiera otras actas y
y disposidisposiclones propuestas
propuestas por
Comision
ciones
por la
la Comisi6n

RECTIFICATION OF
GRANDE—MEXICO.
RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.
THE RIO
OF THE
RECTIFICATION
by
Boundary
International Boundary
the International
by the
Commission
and, finding them
Commission and,
acceptable,
acceptable, shall approve same in
order
to carry
carry out
the material
out the
order to
execution of
of the
accordworks in accordthe works
execution
ance with the terms of this Convention. The works shall be
vention.
begun after
this Convention
Convention beafter this
begun
comes effective.
comes

II.

Internacional
y en el
de Limites, y
Internacional de
caso de
conformes las aproestar conformes
de estar
caso
baritn, a
a fin de
llevar aa cabo la
de llevar
baran,
ejecucion material
material de
de las obras de
ejecuci6n
acuerdo
t6rminos de esta
los terminos
con los
acuerdo con
Convencien.
deberim
Convenci6n. Las obras deberan
iniciarse
en cuanto
cuanto entre
entre en vigor
iniciarse en
la presente Convencion.
Convenci6n.
la

II.
dugr
exeeuProcedurefor
Para la
ejecuciOn de
las obras
obras toP
for exeeude las
la ejecuci6n
Para
of wor
tion
se seguira
fij ado t
n
r
procedimiento fijado
el procedimiento
seguira el
se
of w o

execution of the works
For the execution
there shall
shall be
followed the probe followed
there
cedure
outlined in the technical
cedure outlined
study of
of the project. The works
study
shall be begun and shall be carried on
on primarily from the lower
ried
end,
but at the same time and
end, but
for
of necessity works
reasons of
for reasons
may
carried on in the upper
may be carried
sections
the valley.
sections of the

en el
proyecto.
del proyecto.
tecnico del
estudio tecnico
el estudio
en
seran
Las obras
obras comenzaran
y serail
comenzaran y
Las
llevadas a
en primer lugar
cabo en
a cabo
llevadas
en
extreme inferior, pudiendo
el extremo
en el
ejecutarse obras en travez ejecutarse
aa la
la vez
mos
superiores del
del Valle
Valle por ramos superiores
zones de
de emergencia.
emergencia.
zones

III.

III.

In
consideration of the differIn consideration
ence existing in the benefits deence
rived by
contracting
by each of the contracting
rived
countries
by the rectification
rectification
countries by
works,
the proratable
proratable cost of the
works, the
works
will be
defrayed by
by .both
be defrayed
works will
Governments in the proportion
proportion of
Governments
eighty-eight
per cent (88%) by
eighty-eight per
the United
States of America
America and
United States
the
of
per cent
cent (12%)
(12%) by the
twelve per
of twelve
United Mexican
Mexican States.
United

En
atenci6n a
diferencia
la diferencia
a la
En atenci6n
que
existe entre
beneficios relos beneficios
entre los
que existe
portados
las obras de rectificon las
portados con
cacion
por cada
paises
uno de los paises
cada uno
caci6n por
a
a repartir a
contratantes, el costo a
contratantes,
sera expro rata
de las
mismas serk
las mismas
rata de
pro
pensado por
por ambos Gobiernos
Gobiernos en
pensado
la proporci6n
proporcitin de
de 88%—ochenta
88%-ochenta yy
la
ocho por
ciento--por los
los Estados
por ciento-por
ocho
y 12%-doce
Unidos do
de America
America y
12%—doce
Unidos
por
ciento—por los Estados Unipor ciento-por
dos
Mexicanos.
dos Mexicanos.

IV.

IV.
IV.

The
inspection
and inspection
direction and
The direction
the
of
the works
shall be under
under the
works shall
of the
International Boundary
Boundary CommisCommisInternational
sion, each
Government employing
each Government
sion,
for the
construction of that porthe construction
for
the
tion of
the work
it undertakes, the
work it
of the
tion
agency that
accordance with
that in accordance
agency
its administrative
administrative organization
organization
its
should carry
carry on
work.
the work.
on the
should

1623
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of costs.
Proration of
costs.
Proration

Percentages.
Percentages.

La
de las
las tDIioetorand^s
i Direction and humnsvpe
inspccci6n de
e inspection
direcci6n e
La direccion
obras
cargo de
de la
la CoCo- tton oork
of works
estarfn aa cargo
obras estarim
mision
Unites,
Internacional de Limites,
misi6n Internacional
empleando
Gobierno para
pars la
is
cada Gobierno
empleando cada
ejecucion
is parte
corresque le conesparte que
de la
ejecuci6n de
6rgano
ponda
de las
las mismas, el organ°
ponda de
que
de acuerdo
regimen
acuerdo con su regimen
que de
administrativo, deba ejecutarlas.
ejecutarlas.
administrativo,

V.

V.
V.

The International
International Boundary
The
Commission
Commission shall survey the
ground
to be
used as the right of
be used
ground to
way
occupied by the rectibe occupied
to be
way to
fied
channel, as
well as the parts
as well
fied channel,
to be
be cut
cut from
from both sides of said
to
channel.
Within thirty days after
channel. Within

La Comisian
Internacional de
Comisi6n Internacional
La
Limites levantara
los pianos
planos de las
levantara los
Limites
porciones de terreno que ocupe el
derecho de
de via por donde deba
deba
derecho
pasar el
cauce rectificado, asi
el cauce
pasar
como los
de las
que deban segrelas que
los de
como
garse en
ambos lados
lados de este
en ambos
garse

Surveys.

Surveys.

1624
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RECTIFICATION
cut has
made, it
it shall
mark
shall mark
been made,
has been
aacut
the boundaries
on the ground,
ground,
boundaries on
the
there being
being a
superficial
strict superficial
a strict
there
compensation in total of the areas
compensation
taken
each country. Once
from each
taken from
the
corresponding maps have been
the corresponding
prepared,
the Commission shall
prepared, the
eliminate these
these areas
areas from the
eliminate

Vol. 24, p. 1012.
1012.

the ConII of
provisions of
of Article
Article II
of the
Conprovisions

vention of
of November
November 12, 1884, in
vention
similar
manner to
to that
adopted
that adopted
similar manner
in
Convention of
of March 20,
the Convention
in the
1905
for the elimination
elimination of bancos.
1905 for

VI.
Establishment
Establishment of international boundary
line.
ine.

the sole purpose
For the
For
purpose of equalizmg
the axis
axis of
rectified
the rectified
of the
areas, the
ing areas,
channel
be the international
channel shall be
boundary line.
line. The
The parcels
parcels of
boundary
land that,
that, as
as a
aresult
these cuts
of these
result of
land
or of
of merely
new axis of
the new
taking the
merely taking
or
the-channel
the boundary
boundary line,
line,
as the
the-channel as
shall
remain on
on the American side
shall remain
of the
the axis
axis of
the rectified
rectified channel
of the
of
shall be
the territory
territory and propbe the
shall
erty of
the United
United States
States of
of the
erty
America, and
territory and
and the territory
America,
property
United Mexican
Mexican
the United
of the
property of
States
those on
on the
opposite side,
the opposite
States those
each Government
Government mutually
mutually sureach
rendering
other the
the other
of the
favor of
in favor
rendering in
acquired rights
rights over such parcels.
acquired
In
the completed
completed rectified
rectified river
river
In the
channel—both in
in its
normal and
and
its normal
channel-both
constructed
sections—and in
in any
any
constructed sections-and
completed
thereof, the
portion thereof,
completed portion
permanent
international boundpermanent international
ary
be the
the
middle of the
the middle
shall be
ary shall
deepest channel
of the river
channel of
deepest
within
such
rectified
river
river
rectified
such
within
channel.
channel.

Ownership of lands.

FEB. 1, 1933.
1933.
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cauce.
Dentro de
un plazo de
de un
cauce. Dentro
treinta
dias a
contar de
conde la cona contar
treinta dias
sum
acion de
cada corte, deslinde cada
sumaci6n
dant,
terreno, deel terreno,
en el
area en
su area
dara su
biendo
existir estricta
estricta compensacompensabiendo existir
eke superficial
superficial en el total
de areas
total de
ci6n
segregadas
segregadas de cada pals. Preparados los
respectivos, la
la
pianos respectivos,
los pianos
parados
Comisi6n •... declarara
declarant eliminadas
eliminadas
Comisi6n
estas fracciones
fracciones de los efectos del
estas
Convenci6n de
articulo
20. de la Convencien
articulo 20.
en
12
noviembre de
de 1884, on
de noviembre
12 de
forma analoga
analoga a
adoptada por
a la adoptada
forma
la Convencion
de 20
Marzo de
20 de Marzo
Convenci6n de
la
1905 para
elinainacien de
la eliminaci6n
para la
1905
bancos.
bancos.
VI.
VI.
Unicamente
con el objeto de
Unicamente con
compensar
las areas
traspasadas,
areas traspasadas,
compensar las
el
sera
rectificado, sera
cauce rectificado,
del cauce
eje del
el eje
considerado
linea divila linea
como la
considerado como
soria internacional.
internacional.
soria
Las
porciones de
quo
tierra que
de tierra
Las porciones
como
resultado de los cortes oo
como resultado
simplemente
adopcien del
la adopci6n
de la
simplemente de
eje del
del canal
canal como
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conveniencia de disaconsejaa la conveniencia
by aconsej
flow
Paso -Juarez by
flow reaching El Paso-Juarez
que
minuir
el
gasto
creciente
de
gasto
el
storage in the
the proposed reservoir. minuir
storage
llegue a
Juafez-El
Paso meditinte
mediante
Paso
Juafez-El
a
llegue
thru
flow
flood
The
The reduction in
el almacenamiento
se prothe
accom - el almacenamiento que
Paso-Juarez Valley accomthe El Paso-Juarez
el
pone.
La
reduccion
en
gasto
reducci6n
La
pone.
flood
of
plished by such storage
de crecientes
crecientes en
el Valle de El
en el
waters
saving of aaquarter de
a saving
effects a
waters effects
Paso-Juarez que se obtiene medimediof a
dollars m the works Paso-Juarez que se obtiene
million dollars
a million
of
se
ante
este
almacenamiento
trade-- ante este almacenamiento
required thru the valley by de
required
de
duce
en
un
ahorro
de
cerca
cerca
de
ahorro
un
en
duce
creasing
channel
creasing the size of the channel
obras
$250,000.00 &Mares
las
en
d6lares
$250,000.00
area
the
and
reducing
required
and reducing
en el Valle, pues permite dismifor
right-of-way, and amount of en el Valle, pues permite
for right-of-way,
nuir las
dimensiones del cauce, la
las dimensiones
nuir
levees.
yardage
yardage in
extension
necesaria para el dereextensi6n necesaria
cho de
via y
y el volumen de
de via
cho
t

(3)
The meandering
meandering and
unand un(3) The
controlled
Grande below
El
below El
Rio Grande
controlled Rio
Paso-Juarez
has
in
recent
years
recent
in
Paso-Juarez has
become a
avery
very serious
serious menace
menace to
to
become
adjacent
lands
on
both
sides.
adjacent lands on both sides.
Authorities
countries have
have
both countries
of both
Authorities of
unsuccessfully
attempted the
the proprounsuccessfully attempted
tection
of
the
improvements
in
in
improvements
the
of
tection
the
Valley and
and the
PasoJuarez Valley
El Paso-Juarez
the El
two
Considering the
the fucities. Considering
two cities.
in original.
So in
11So

terracerias de los diques.
terracerias

(3) El Rio Bravo, por la falta
caracter
de
control y
y por su catheter
de control
Juarez-El
divagante abajo de Juarez-El
divagante
llegado aa constituir en
Paso,
en
Paso, ha llegado
ameafios una seria ame6ltimos anos
los intimos
riberefos en
naza para los terrenos riberetios
naza
ambos lados.
lados. Las autoridades de
ambos
ambos
ambos Paises han tratado de promateriales que
teger las mejoras materiales
que
y en
existen en ambas
ambas ciudades
ciudades y
en el
el
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providing adequate
and
adequate and
MinutNo.2lofln- tility offproviding
proper protection
protection on the present
Commssion-ontd. proper
meandering river
river location,
two
the two
location, the
meandering
affected
have excommunities have
affected communities
pended
reasonable
a reasonable
of a
the limit of
pended the
and
justifiable amount
amount in
in local
local
and justifiable
flood
protection works.
A proper
proper
works. A
flood protection
and sound
sound plan
plan for
accomplishing
for accomplishing
and
desired results
lies in
in aa coordicoordiresults lies
desired
nated international
international project.
project.
nated

MinuteNo.12gonn- tility o
ternational Boundary
Commission—Contd.

(4) Existing
treaties provide
provide
Existing treaties
(4)
for
the center
the Rio Grande,
center of the
for the
except in
isolated cases,
the
being the
cases, being
in isolated
except
International Boundary
Boundary line.
line. The
The
International
present
present river channel, with excessive length,
length, was
was produced
produced by
by
sive
natural
conditions which
which no
no longlongnatural conditions
er exist.
exist. Increase
Increase in
in settlement,
settlement,
er
cultivation and
values justify
justify
and values
cultivation
both Governments
Governments in
considering
in considering
both
means of
of removing
removing the flood
means
menace and providing
providing an ademenace
quate
flood channel.
quate flood
(5) Actual
Actual field
field surveys
surveys were
were
(5)
continued in
in the location on the
continued
ground of
rectified channel
channel
a rectified
of a
ground
subject,
to some later
of course,
course, to
subject, of
slight
modification, but generally
sliht modification,
sufficiently definite
definite to
to permit
estipermit estisufficiently
mates
conand conright-of-way and
of right-of-way
mates of
struction costs.
costs. With
With office
and
office and
struction
field location
location of
of this
this channel
channel line
line
field
which generally
generally
follows
follows and
which
straightens the
present meandermeanderthe present
straightens
ing river,
river, it
possible to
it has been possible
ing
estimate
acreages and
and values
of
values of
estimate acreages
the
the relatively small areas that
would
be detached
one coundetached from one
would be
try
and attached
attached to
to the
the other-so
other—so
try and
balanced
in area
area that
that neither
neither
balanced in
country
would gain
gain nor
nor lose
lose
country would
national
territory.
national territory.

(6)
At the
present time
bed
the bed
time the
(6) At
the present
between El
of
the Rio
Grande between
Rio Grande
of the
Paso
Juarez is at aa higher
Paso and
and Juarez
elevation
the streets
streets
some of
of the
than some
elevation than
two
and other
other properties
properties of the two
and
cities.
Accumulations of sedicities. Accumulations

FEB. 1,
1933.
1, 1933.
FEB.

Valle,
y ambas
ambas
conseguirlo, y
sin conseguirlo,
Valle, sin
comunidades
han gastado
gastado una
una
comunidades han
suma
consideran como
como el
el
que consideran
suma que
maxim°
razonable y
justificado
y justificado
maximo razonable
en
obras de
de defensa
defensa de
caracter
de caracter
en obras
local,
pues reconocen
la futilidad
futilidad
reconocen la
local, pues
de
pretender dor
proteccion adeadedar protecci6n
de pretender
cuada
el
siguiendo el
completa siguiendo
y completa
cuada y
actual cauce
divagante del
Rio.
del Rio.
cauce divagante
actual
Para alcanzar
el resultado
resultado deseado
deseado
alcanzar el
Para
la
requiere
adecuada requiere
mas adecuada
la solucion
soluci6n mks
un programa
de caraccarftccoordinado de
programa coordinado
un
ter internacional.
internacional.
ter
(4)
los TrataTratacon los
acuerdo con
De acuerdo
(4) De
dos
Linea Divisoria
Divisoria
la Linea
vigor, la
en vigor,
dos en
Internacional
el centro
centro del
del Rio
Rio
es el
Internacional es
Bravo,
con excepcian
de algunos
algunos
excepci6n de
Bravo, con
casos aislados.
aislados. La
La longitud
exlongitud excasos
cesiva del
cauce actual
del Rio
Rio
actual del
del cauce
cesiva
se produjo
produjo por
por condiciones
nacondiciones nase
turales que
que ya
ya no
existen. Los
Los
no existen.
turales
aumentos
el
poblaci6n, en el
la poblacion,
en la
aumentos en
cultivo y
y en
on el
valor de
de la
propiela propieel valor
cultivo
dad,
ambos GobierGobierque ambos
justifican que
dad, justifican
nos busquen
medios de conlos medios
busquen los
nos
jurar
el peligro
peligro de
y
inundaci6n y
de inundacion
jurar el
de crear
crear un
cauce adec
uado para
para
adecuado
un cauce
de
las
crecientes.
las crecientes.
(5)
continuado los trahan continuado
Se han
(5) Se
bajos
en el
el camp°
para la localicampo para
bajos en
zacion
el terreno
tenon° de un
un
sobre el
zaci6n sobre
canoe
que, como
como es
rectificado que,
cauce rectificado
natural,
podra ser
modificada
ser modificada
natural, podra
ligeramente,
pero que
que en
en general
general
ligeramente, pero
esta suficientemente
suficientemente definida
definida para
para
esta
decostos
poder hacer estimaciones
estimaciones de
costos
poderhacer
y de construcde
construederecho de via y
de derecho
campo yy
cion.
Estos trabajos
de camp°
trabajos de
ci6n. Estos
de
tenido por
por objeto
han tenido
de gabinete
gabinete hall
cauce
haker
una localizaciOn
localizaci6n del came
hacer una
proyectado,
que en general
general sigue
proyectado, que
y
actual cauce
canoe divay rectifica
rectifica el actual
y han permitido
gante del Rio, y
y
hazer estiraaciones
areas y
de las
las areas
estimaciones de
hacer
parcelas (relade
valores de las parcelas
los valores
de los
tivamente
pequehas) que resultivamente pequeias)
thrall segregadas
segregadas de un Pais y
y
taran
adheridas
localizacion
La localizaci6n
al otro.
otro. La
adheridas al
que sean
sean
se ha
ha hecho
modo que
de modo
se
hecho de
iguales las
las areas
las parcelas
areas de las
iguales
de
cortadas
cada Pais,
Pais, a
a fin de
cortadas de cada
ninguno pierda ni gane terrique
ternque ninguno
torio.
torio.
(6) En
actualidad el lecho
'echo
En la actualidad
(6)
del Rio Bravo frente aa las Ciuy El Paso esta
Ju4rez y
dades de Juarez
calles
mas alto que algunas de las canes
y
y edificios de dichas
dichas poblaciones.
poblaciones.
acumulaci6n continua
La acumulacion
continua de
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ment are
continuing to
to aggravate
aggravate
are continuing
ment
this situation,
and until
proper
until proper
situation, and
this
grades and
and hydraulic
hydraulic conditions
conditions
grades
are
artificial works,
works,
by artificial
introduced by
are introduced
there
are no
carrying
for carrying
means for
no means
there are
enare enoff these
deposits which
which are
these deposits
off
cacroaching
upon the
carrying cathe carrying
croaching upon
pacity
The conconchannel. The
the channel.
of the
pacity of
sensus
of opinion
engineers
of engineers
opinion of
sensus of
who
have studied
situation
the situation
studied the
who have
is that
the correction
in
lies in
correction lies
that the
is
the plan
proposed of
straightening
of straightening
plan proposed
the
One
and confining
confining the
the channel.
channel. One
and
of the
the principal
principal requirements
to
requirements to
of
permit such
artificial rectification
rectification
such artificial
permit
the
of the
is the
equitable adjustment
adjustment of
is
the equitable
areas
which would
necessarily
be necessarily
would be
areas which
detached
from one
one side
of the
the
side of
detached from
in
other in
river and
to the
the other
attached to
and attached
river
the
process. The
The
straightening process.
the straightening
plan
evolved, of
having each
Goveach Govof having
plan evolved,
titles
ernment
acquire the
private titles
the private
ernment acquire
to these
these equal
for later
later exexareas for
equal areas
to
change, provides
solufeasible soluprovides aa feasible
change,
tion. These
These areas
to be
acquired
be acquired
areas to
tion.
are
and waterseeped and
generally seeped
are generally
situand situlogged, and
and so
shaped and
so shaped
logged,
of
ated
as to
unsusceptible of
be unsusceptible
to be
ated as
irrigation and drainage.
proper
drainage.
proper irrigation
(7)
The benefits
be derived
derived
to be
benefits to
(7) The
and rectifrom
the straightened
straightened and
from the
to
mutual to
are mutual
fied
plans are
channel plans
fied channel
the two
two Governments
Governments in
in affording
affording
the
flood
in permitting
permitting
and in
protection and
flood protection
cultivation,
and setsetimprovement and
cultivation, improvement
tlement
areas adadlarger areas
even larger
of even
tlement of
joining
Rio Grande
Grande than
than are
are
the Rio
joining the
now
under the
meanderthe meanderpossible under
now possible
ing
It is
is of
utof utconditions. It
river conditions.
ing river
most
importance that
Governthe Governthat the
most importance
the flood
ments own
flood
control the
and control
own and
ments
channel in
order that
enprivate enthat private
in order
channel
croachments be
be definitely
predefinitely precroachments
vented and
Such
eliminated. Such
and eliminated.
vented
ownership and
and control will also
ownership
enbe of
great assistance
assistance in
in the
the enof great
be
forcement of
national immigration
immigration
of national
forcement
and
customs laws
both councounof both
laws of
and customs
tries.
tries.
(8)
In giving
giving consideration
consideration to
to
(8) In
and
the
proper and
of proper
determination of
the determination
costs bejustifiable proration
of costs
beproration of
justifiable
conditween
countries, conditwo countries,
the two
tween the
and irritions
than gross
gross and
other than
tions other
gated
are necessarily
necessarily inareas are
gated areas
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azolve
la situaMinu te lloBounda
129 11nMternational
situa- ternatin
agravando la
sigue agravando
azolve sigue
1
Commission-Contd.
ciOn,
es posible
posible lograr
el Commission—Contd.
lograr el
no es
y no
ci6n, y
acarreo
depOsitos que
estos dep6sitos
de estos
acarreo de
reducen
la capacinotablemente la
reducen notablemente
dad
cauce, sino hasta que se
dad del cauce,
modifiquen
condiciones hilas condiciones
modifiquen las
drauhcas
y las pendientes
pendientes en
draulicas y
forma
adecuada, mediante
obras
mediante obras
forma adecuada,
arificiales. En
En opini6n
opini6n general de
arificiales.
los
Ingenieros que
que han estudiado
los Ingenieros
el problema,
problema, la
la soluci6n
solucian consiste
el
en rectificar
rectificar y
cauce,
el cauce,
canalizar el
y canalizar
en
que es
lo que
que se
se propone
propone hacer.
es lo
que
Uno de
de los
requisitos principales
los requisitos
Uno
para realizar
realizar esta rectificaci6n
rectificacian
para
artificial es
el de
de hacer un ajuste
es el
artificial
equitativo sobre
parcelas que
las parcelas
sobre las
equitativo
forzosamente tienen
tienen que segreforzosamente
garse de
un lado
ypasarse
del Rio y
lado del
de un
garse
al
otro lado al hacer la rectificaal otro
eke. Esto
mediante la
la
logra mediante
se logra
Esto se
ci6n.
adquisici6n
cada Gobierno de
adquisici6n por cada
los titulos
de propiedad
propiedad particular
particular
titulos de
los
sobre
terrenos por
por segregar,
los terrenos
sobre los
que
iguales en
en extensi6n,
extension, y
y
son iguales
que son
que
canjearan al hacer las
se canjearan
que se
obras. Estas
Estas parcelas
parcelas son terreobras.
y
nos
y pantanosos, y
ensalitrados y
nos ensalitrados
por su
forma y
situaci6n no
no puey situaci6n
su forma
por
den regarse
regarse ni
ni drenarse
debidadrenarse debidaden
men te.
mente.
(7) Ambos
Ambos Paises
benefiPaises se benefi(7)
ciaran por
por las
as que reventajas
las ventaj
ciaran
y canalizar
sul taran al rectificar
rectificar y
canalizar
sultaran
defiende la
se defiende
el Rio,
Rio, pues
asi se
pues asi
el
region de
inundaciones, se
de las inundaciones,
regi6n
aumentan
extensiones cultivalas extensiones
aumentan las
y las
das, las
materiales y
las mejoras materiales
das,
posibilidades de colonizaci6n
colonizaciOn en
posibilidades
las
lo que no es
Rio, lo
del Rio,
orillas del
as orillas
posible en
actuales condiciones
en las actuales
posible
divagantes
coniente. Es de
la corriente.
de la
divagantes de
capital
que los Goimportancia que
capital importancia
biernos
scan dueilos
duenos del cauce
biernos sean
mayor
del Rio
tengan control
control
Rio yy tengan
mayor del
sobre
61 a
de evitar
evitar definitivaa fin
fin de
sobre 61
mente
obstrucci6n u
uocupaci6n
ocupaci6n
su obstrucci6n
mente su
por
intereses privados. Siendo
por intereses
los
duefos del cauce, se
Gobiernos duefios
los Gobiernos
facilitar6,
la vigilancia
vigilancia de la fronfacilitara la
tera y
yel cumplimiento
cumplimiento de las leyes
tera
aduanales y
migraci6n de
y de migracian
aduanales
ambos Paises.
Paises.
ambos
(8)
analizar la
in forma de
Al analizar
(8) Al
repartir
los costos entre los dos
repartir los
Paises en
en condiciones
condiciones equitativas
equitativas
Paises
hay
que tomar
tomar en
cuenta forzosaen cuenta
hay que
mente,
ademas de las extensiones
mente, ademas
brutas de
y de las exterrenos y
de terrenos
brutas
oa
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MinuteNo. 129ofIn- eluded.
cluded.
,

Minute No. 129 of In-

ternational
ternational Boundary
Boundary

Commission-Contd.
Commission—Contd.

Economic features
features and
and
Economic
values in the two countries are
are
distinct and
and different.
different. While
While the
the
use of areas may be
entirely
be entirely
proper in a
of costs
a distribution of
costs
this
for irrigation development,
development, this
unit of proration
proration for an
an international flood control
control plan
plan is
is ununsuitable
suitable and produces
produces serious
serious
irregularities.
irregularities. The
Commission
The Commission
has taken into
consideration the
the
into consideration
benefits
benefits that each country
country mould
would
receive according
according to the
and
the areas
areas and
to be
be protected
their values
values to
protected rather
rather
than the benefits each would rereceive on the sole
sole acreage
acreage basis.
basis.
On the American
American side
side of
of the
the valley
valley
there are about
about fifty-three
fifty-three thouthousand (53,000) acres of
of land
land under
under
the Rio Grande Federal Irrigation
Irrigation
Project
Project with
rights aswith water rights
assured; the greater
greater part of
of which
which is
is
in full cultivation,
cultivation, and
and about
about
seventeenthousand
seventeen thousand (17,000)
(17,000) acres
acres
in the lower
lower portion
portion of
of the
the valley
valley
below the project limits which are
are
irrigated with project
project surplus
surplus
water. The total irrigated
irrigated area
area
is seventy thousand
(70,000) acres.
acres.
thousand (70,000)
This area is
with irrigation
irrigation
is served
served with
and drainage works, and
firstand firstclass roads. Finance
Finance companies
companies
facilitate the financing
financing of
of the
the
production
production and distribution
distribution of
of
agricultural products.
products.
agricultural

(9) On
the Mexican
Mexican side
side of
the
(9)
On the
of the
valley there are about thirty-five
thousand (35,000)
acres of
(35,000) acres
of land
land
in cultivation, of
twenty
of which twenty
thousand (20,000) acres have
have
assured
assured water rights under the
the
Rio Grande
Grande Federal Irrigation
Irrigation
Project, provided
provided for by
by the
the
Water Treaty of
of 1906.
1906. PractiPractically no drainage works
works have
have
been constructed and
the irrigaand the
irrigation works are largely
largely insufficient.
insufficient.
productiveness of the lands
The productiveness
on the Mexican
Mexican side
under
side is under
these circumstances
circumstances much
less
much less
than the corresponding lands
than
lands on
on
the north side of
the river,
river, and
and
of the
there are large areas with
insigwith insignificant or no production. No
No
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tensiones regadas,
algunas otras
otras
tensiones
regadas, algunas
circunstancias. Las
circunstancias.
Las condicrones
condiciones
econamicas
yel
valor de
la propiepropreecon6micas y
el valor
de la
dad son muy diferentes
cliferentes en
los dos
en los
dos
Paises.
bien es
es cierto
cierto que
en
Paises. Si
Si bien
que en
la distribucian
del costo
um
distribuci6n del
costo de
de un
irrigacion serfa
seria adecuasistema de
de irrigaci6n
adecuado tomer
las extenextentomar como
como base
base las
siones de terreno, si
si se
se adoptara
adoptara
este misma
base pars
esta
misma base
para el
el reparto
reparto
del proyecto
del costo
costo del
proyecto internainternacional de obras de
defense se
de defensa
se
llegaria a
conclusiones injustifipallegarla
a conclusiones
injustificadas e
e inaceptables.
inaceptables. La
La Comisron
Comisidn
ha tornado
torado en cuenta
cuenta al
al estimar
estimarlos beneficios
beneficios que cada
cads Pais
reelPais recibiria
bins no solamente la
is proporci6n
proporcion
de los
entre las
las superficies
superficies de
los terrenosterrenos
protegidos
el
protegidos en
en cada
cada margen
margen smo
sino el
verdadero valor
ellos. En
En el
el
valor de
de ellos.
lado americano del
Valle hay
hay
del Valle
21.200 hect6ras
hectares (53.000
con,
(53.000 acres)
acres) con
derechos de agua
agua asegurados
asegurados den-.
dentro del Sistema Federal
Federal de
de IrriIrrigaci6n
gacian "Rio
"Rio Grande",
Grande", estando la
is
mayor
mayor parte de eats
esta extensiOn
extensi6n
bajo cultivo; hay tambien
6.800
tambien 6.800
hectares (17.000
acres) en
hectaras
(17.000 acres)
en is.
la.
regi6n
region inferior del Valle,
y fuera
fuera
Valle, y
llmites del Sistema,
de los limites
se
Sistema, que
que se
riegan con las aguas
aguas sobrantes del
del
mismo. El area total regada
regada es
es
hectaras (70.000 acres),
de 28.000 hectaras
acres),
que tienen obras
de riego
riego y
y de
de
obras de
enaje y
y. eamines
drenaje
caminos de
de primers
primera
clase. Existen
elase.
Emden ademas
ademas CompaCompafifas
fif
as Refaccionarias
Refaccienarias que
quo faeilitan
facilitan
la producci6n
la,
produecion agrieola
yla
is distridistriagricola y
buci6n de
buci6n
de los precludes.
productos.
(9) En
lade mexieano
(9)
En el lado
mexicano del
del
aproximadamente
Valle
hay
aproxirnadamente
14.000 hectares
hectaras (35.000 acres)
bajo
acres) bajo
cultivo,de
lascuales
cultivo,
de las
cuales 8.000 hectaras
hectares
(20.000 acres) tienen
derechos de
de
tienen derechos
agua seguros en el Sistema de
de
Irrigaci6n Federal
Irrigacion
Grande",
Federal "Rio
"Rio Grande
",
segun el Tratado
segiin
de Aguas
Tratado de
Aguas de
de 1906.
1906.
Practicamente no existen obras de
Practicamente
de
drenaje y
y las de riego
riego son
inadeson inadecuadas. En estas circunstancias,
circunstancias,
la
is productividad
productividad de las tierras del
del
lado mexicano
mexicano es muy
muy inferior
inferior
a la cormspondiente
correspondiente a
a
las tierras
tierras
a las
de la margen.
Norte del
del Rio,
Rio, y
y
margen Norte
extensiones en
hay grandes extensiones
on que
que
la producci6n
produccion es practicamente
practicamente
nula. No existen buenos
caminos
buenos caminos
yy las Compaiiias
Compafiias Refaccionadoras
Refaccionadoras
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improvements exist,
major road improvements
and the
finance companies
companies organthe finance
and
ized to
Mexican farmers are
to serve Mexican
ized
very
limited in
in number and revery limited
sources.
The
industrial plants
The industrial
sources.
and
handling agriculfor handling
means for
and means
tural
are in very small
products are
tural products
proportion
compared with
proportion when compared
those
in the
the valley
valley in
United
in the United
those in
States.
(10)
The estimated value of
(10) The
agricultural
investments in the
agricultural investments
American part
valley,-,acpart of the valley
American
cording
assembled by
cording to figures assembled
the
Reclamation, inBureau of Reclamation,
the Bureau
its
cluding purchase
purchase of land and its
cluding
preparation, farm
improvements,
farm improvements,
preparation,
equipment and live stock, is
equipment
seventeen million
million dollars ($17.seventeen
000,000) or
or thirty-four
thirty-four million
000,000)
gold pesos. The value of agricultural improvements
improvements on the
cultural
Mexican side as estimated by
Mexican
Engineer Salvador
Salvador Arroyo, Chief
Engineer
Protection Work, is
Flood Protection
of the Flood
five million
hundred thoumillion four hundred
five
sand ($5,400,000)
($5,400,000) gold pesos.
sand
Comparing these
agricultural valthese agricultural
Comparing
ues
one part of the valley with
in one
ues in
those
other it is seen that
the other
in the
those in
the
represents thirMexican side represents
the Mexican
teen
per cent of the total and the
teen per
American eighty-seven per cent.
American
Valley lands
on either
side of the
either side
lands on
Valley
river without water rights and
assured
irrigation service have
assured irrigation
very
compared
nominal value as compared
very nominal
with
obtaining water
the lands obtaining
with the
service
sources; a
a
from project sources;
service from
comparison
such areas on
comparison of such
this basis
twenty-seven
in twenty-seven
results in
basis results
this
per
Mexico and seventyfor Mexico
cent for
per cent
three per
per cent
cent for the
the United
three
States.
States.

(11)
As the cities and suburbs
(11) As
of El
El Paso and Juarez not only
of
are included
included in
flood protecin the flood
are
tion
but either directly or
plan, but
tion plan,
indirectly would
would receive
a large
receive a
indirectly
part of
the benefits
benefits of the rectifirectifiof the
part
cation of
channel, the Comthe channel,
of the
cation
mission
considered the prohas considered
mission has
ration of
of values
which each .city
values which
ration
bears
the other and giving
to the
bears to
proper
weights to
to various
various percentproper weights
ages, believes
justifiable probelieves the justifiable
ages,
ration
to be
twelve (12)
(12) per cent
be twelve
ration to
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en commission—Contd.
mexicanos son en
agricultores
agricultores mexicanos
niimero limitado y
y de escasos
numero
recursos. Las plantas industriaindustriay los medios para la distribules y
cion
ci6n .de los productos agricolas
son
inferiores aa los que hay del
son mferiores
lado de los Estados Unidos en
este Valle.

(10) De acuerdo con los datos
recopilados
"Bureau of
recopilados por el "Bureau
Reclamation",
$17,se estima en $17,Reclamation", se
000.000.00 de
d6lares ($34.000.de Mares
000.000.00
000.00
oro nacional) el
pesos oro
000.00 de pesos
valor
inversiones agricolas
valor de las inversiones
en
parte americana
americana del Valle,
en la parte
incluyendo
de la tierra, su
incluyendo precio de
preparacion
preparaci6n, las mejoras materiales
y edificios de los ranchos,
ranchos,
riales y
los
implementos y
semovientes.
y semovientes.
los implementos
inversiones agriEl
El valor de las inversiones
colas en
en el lado mexicano es de
colas
segdn el
oro nacional segan
$5.400.000 oro
Ewald°
por el Ingeniero
hecho por
avaldo hecho
Salvador Arroyo,
Arroyo, Jefe de la ComiSalvador
si6n de Obras de Defensa contra
Inundaciones.
comparan
Si se comparan
Inundaciones.
las
inversiones agricolas en un
las inversiones
lado
Valle con las del otro,
lado del Valle
puede verse
mexicano
que el lado mexicano
verse que
puede
representa el 13%
y el
13% del total, y
representa
lado americano
americano el 87%.
Los
lado
terrenos en cada
cada lado del Rio
terrenos
que no
derechos de agua
tienen derechos
no tienen
que
asegurados
servicio de riego
i
asegurados ni servicio
permanente, tienen
ntienen un valor inpermanente,
significante comparados
comparados con los
significante
terrenos
que so
agua
de agua
surten de
se surten
terrenos que
del
Riego, y
y al comSistema de Riego,
del Sistema
corresponparar
extensiones corresponparar las extensiones
dientes
terrenos de esta catedientes aa terrenos
ellos en
goria, resulta el 27%
27% de dos
goria,
M6xico y
73% en los Estados
y el 73%
Mexico
Unidos.
(11) Puesto
Puesto que las ciudades yy
(11)
los suburbios
suburbios de Juarez y
yEl Paso,
los
ademas
quedar cubiertos por
de quedar
ademas de
el
Defensa
Proyecto de Obras de Defensa
el Proyecto
contra
]as Inundaciones,
reciben
Inundaciones, reciben
contra las
indirectamente una gran
directa ooindirectamente
parte de
beneficios de la rectifide los beneficios
parte
caciOn del
del cauce,
la Comisian
Comisi6n ha
cauce, la
caci6n
tornado
en cuenta
cuenta los valores relatomado en
y
tivos
y otra ciudad, y
de una y
tivos de
despues
de asignar
asignar a
varios
a los varies
despues de
porcentajes
porcentajes los pesos debidos,
considera
considera que el reparto equita-
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for Mexico
and eighty-eight
(88)
Mexico and
eighty-eight (88)
iutNo.129ofln for

Minute No.129 of International Boundary
Commission—Contd.

per cent
United States.
Commission--Contd. per
cent for
for the
the United

(12)
reference to
to the
the
(12) With
With reference
estimates
number five
five of
of
estimates (exhibit
(exhibit number
the
report) the
the engineers'
engineers' report)
the grand
grand
total
total of six
six million
million one hundred
hundred
six
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars
six thousand
($6.106,500)
includes
certain
($6.106,500)
includes
certain
items
Commissioners
items in
in which
which the
the Commissioners
concur as
as being
being non-proratable
concur
non-proratable
and
and properly
properly and
and practically
practically
chargeable
each Government
Government
chargeable to
to each
separately.
separately. These
These are:
are: rights-ofrights-ofway four
twelve thouthouway
four hundred
hundred twelve
five hundred
dollars ($412,($412,sand five
hundred dollars
500),
purchase of
private
500), for
for purchase
of private
channel rights
rights above
Cordova
channel
above Cordova
seventy-five
thousand
dollars
seventy-five
thousand
dollars
($75,000), segregated
segregated tracts
two
tracts two
($75,000),
sixty-six thousand
thousand dolhundred sixty-six
dollars
($266,000), changes
lars ($266,000),
changes in irrigairrigahundred twentytion works
works two hundred
twentyfive
thousand dollars ($225,000).
($225,000).
five thousand
The
these items, with
The total of these
with
twenty per
per cent overhead
overhead and
contingencies is
is one
million one
one
contingencies
one million
hundred seventy-four
thousand
hundred
seventy-four thousand
two hundred
dollars ($1.174,200).
($1.174,200).
two
hundred dollars
subtracted from the
This amount
amount subtracted
proratable
grand total leaves
leaves a
a proratable
total
total of four million
million nine hundred
thirty-two
thirty-two thousand
thousand three hunhundred
dred dollars ($4,932.300).
($4,932.300). Using
Using
twelve
and eighty
twelve per
per cent (12%) and
eighty
eight
per cent
eight per
cent (88%)
(88%) as
as the
the basis
basis
of
proration Mexico's
of proration
Mexico's share
share of
of the
the
cost
of the
the project
project would
would be
be five
five
cost of
hundred
ninety-one
thousand
hundred nnety-one
thousand
hundred seventy-six
dollars
eight hundred
seventy-six dollars
($591,876)
($591,876) and that of the United
States four million
million three hundred
hundred
forty
forty thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred
twenty-four dollars ($4.340,424).
twenty-four
($4.340,424).
(13) On
On the
the basis
basis that
that this
this
(13)
report
report and
and the engineers'
engineers' statestatement have
have been prepared
prepared and
submitted with the view of
submitted
of generally straightening the
the present
present
river location between the International Dam
national
Dam above El
El PasoPasoJuarez and the Box
Canyon
Juarez
Box Canyon
below Fort Quitman, the question
of using
using the present river
river at
at
Fabens
Fabens or following
following the
boundary
the boundary
route on the south of the San
Elizario area is
later
is left
left for
for later
determination.
determination. From the data

FEB. 1,
1933.
FEB.
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tivo de
de los
puede hacerse
tivo
los costos
costos puede
hacerse
razen de
de 12%
12% pars
para Mexico
Mexico y
y
aa raz6n
88% para
para los
Unidos.
88%
los Estados
Estados Unidos.
(12) En
En cuanto
cuanto al
al presupuesto
(12)
presupuesto
contenido en
en el
el anexo
anexo No.
contenido
No. 5
5 del
del
informe de
los Ingenieros,
los
informe
de los
Ingenieros, los
Comisionados juzgan
Comisionados
juzgan que
que del
del
total
de $6.106,500.00
$6.106,500.00 Wares,
total de
d6lares,
algunos
deben repartirse
algunos gastos
gastos no
no deben
repartirse
a
"pro-rata", sino
sino cargarse
cargarse a
cada
a "pro-rata",
a cada
Gobierno
por
Gobierno separadamente,
separadamente, por
razones de
practica.
razones
de conveniencia
conveniencia practica.
Estas partidas
partidas son:
Derecho de
de
Estas
son: Derecho
via
&dares; compra
compra
via $412,500.00
$412,500.00 d6lares;
de
propiedades
particulares
de
propiedades
particulares
dentro
arriba
dentro del
del cauce del
del Rio arriba
de
de Cordova
C6rdova $75.000.00
$75.000.00 Mares;
d6lares;
terrenos
terrenos segregados,
segregados, $266.000.00
dolares
cambios en
las obras
obras de
de
d6lares y
y cambios
en las
$225.000.00 d6lares.
&Slams. El
riego, $225.000.00
total
de estas
total de
estas partidas,
partidas, aumentado
aumentado
en un
20% por
por gastos
gastos de
de adminisen
un 20%
administracian ee imprevistos,
imprevistos, es
es de
de
traci6n
$1.174,200.00
d6lares, que, dedu$1.174,200.00 Mares,
cido
total, arroja
arroja un
cido del gran total,
un
total
$4.932,300.00 Mares
total de
de $4.932,300.00
d6lares que
que
repartido
proporcien de
de 12%
repartido en
en la
la proporci6n
12%
y de 88%, results
y
resulta que
que correscorresponderia
Mexico como
como participonderia a
a M6xico
participaci6n en este proyecto, la cantipaw%
cantiad de $591.876.00
dad
ya
a
$591.876.00 &dares
d6lares y
los
$4.340,424.00
los Estados
Estados Unidos $4.340,424.00
Mares.
d6lares.

(13) Partiendo de la
base de
(13)
la base
de
que el presente informe
inform° y
y el
el
estudio de los Ingenieros
Ingenieros se han
preparado
y se presentan con la
preparado y
idea de rectificar
rectificar en general
general el
el
cauce actual del Rio entre la
Internacional arriba
Presa Internacional
arriba de
Juarez-El Paso
Paso y
y el
de
Juarez-El
el Callon
Cafi6n de
Cajoncitos abajo de Fort QuitQuitman, se ha dejado para decidirse
en el future
fu.turo la
eleccien entre
la elecci6n
entre los
los
dos trazos en la Isla de San
Elizario, es decir, si debe seguirse
seguirse
el cauce actual del Rio que pasa
por Fabens oosi debe llevarse
Ilevarse por
por

RECTIFICATION
GRANDE-MEXICO.
RIO GRANDE—MEXICO.
THE RIO
OF THE
RECTIFICATION OF
at
hand, apparently
apparently there is arguat hand,
ment in
favor of
routes.
both routes.
of both
in favor
ment
Following either
present river
either the present
Following
or the
the boundary
boundary line route rereor
quires adjustment
detached
adjustment of detached
quires
areas, and
and the
proposed channel
channel
the proposed
areas,
below
section can be so
below this section
located
any
located as to compensate for any
inequalities
inequalities of such areas.

(14)
following are the
(14) The following
recommendations of the Comrecommendations
mission:
(a)
(a) The Commissioners recommend
mend that the two Governments
approve the
the plan for
ments approve
river
rectification as outlined
outlined
river rectification
attached engineering
in the attached
engineering
report,
including the feature
report, including
of
retention dam,
the flood retention
of the
the
general straightening
straightening of
the general
the
present river
location and
river location
the present
the establishment
establishment of a
a flood
flood
the
channel
which generally will
channel which
follow
straighten the
follow and straighten
present
river from Internapresent river
Dam to the Box Cantional Dam
yon below Fort Quitman.
That both countries in view
(b) That
of the serious situation proceed
agreement, withan agreement,
ceed to an
out
delay, which will carry
out delay,
into
engineering
effect the engineering
into effect
and
construction features
features as
and construction
outlined
attached rein the attached
outlined in
port.
at the
the International
International BoundBoundTbhat
(c)
(e) Tb
ary Commission
Commission be authorary
ized
detail plans,
plans,
prepare detail
to prepare
ized to
and
to direct
direct and supervise
and to
the
construction and
and all
al other
the construction
engineering
operations, utiengineering operations,
lizing such
such established
govestablished govlizing
ernmental agencies
agencies as each
each
ernmental
government
government may deem proper.
That each
each section of the In(d) That
ternational Boundary
Boundary Comternational
mission
authorized to
be authorized
mission be
acquire for
for its
country the
the
its country
acquire
necessary
rights-of-way and
and
necessary rights-of-way
detached areas
areas located
located withdetached
thru
in
in its territorial limits, dual
the
proper governmental
governmental
proper
the
agencies.
agencies.
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el
actual Limite
al ormitittneaT-ontrigaIn2ofIn1
MinuteNo.
Internacional al
Limite Internacional
el actual
ternational Boundary
Sur
Isla. Con
Con los
los datos
datos de
de Commission-Contd.
commission—contary.
la Isla.
de la
Sur de
que
se dispone
dispone hay razones
razones en
que se
apoyo de cads
cada uno de los trazos.
apoyo
Ya
que se
se siga
siga el trazo por el
sea que
Ya sea
cauce actual del Rio oo el trazo
cauce
por el
el Limit°
Internacional, es
Limite Internacional,
por
requisito esencial
en
esencial que se igual en
requisito
y con este
las
segregadas, y
areas segregadas,
las areas
objeto puede
desalojarse el trazo
puede desalojarse
objeto
proyectado abajo de la Isla de
proyectado
manors que
compensacion
haya compensaci6n
que hays
manera
en
en dichas areas.
(14)
REcomENDAcioNEs.—A
(14) RECOMENDACIONES.-A
continuaciOn
recocontinuaci6n constan las recomendaciones
Comision:
mendaciones de la Comisi6n:
(a).—Los
recomienComisionados recomien(a).-Los Comisionados
dan
que los dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos
dan que
Recaprueben el proyecto
proyecto de Reeaprueben
tificacion del
Rio descrito
descrito en
en
del Rio
tificaci6n
el informe
Ingenieros
informe de los Ingenieros
el
y que
acompaiia, y
que se acompafa,
comprende la
Is construcci6n
construed&
comprende
de
de retenci6n,
retencion, la
is
Presa de
una Press
de una
rectificacion general del cauce
cauce
rectificaci6n
actual
is creaci6n
creacion
actual del Rio yy la
de
cauce mayor oo de
un cauce
de un
avenidas
avenidas que, en general,
siga
y rectifique
rectifique el Rio actual
siga y
desde
Press Internacional
Internacional
la Presa
desde is
hasta el Cafi6n
Carlon de Cajoncitos
Cajoncitos
hasta
abajo de
Fort Quitman.
de Fort
abajo
(b).--Que
vista de
de la
is seriedad
seriedad
en vista
(b).-Que en
de is
paises
situaci6n, ambos paises
la situacion,
de
celebren sin demora un arrecelebren
proyecto
ejecutar el proyecto
glo .para ejecutar
do
mgenieria y
de construcconstruey do
d ingenieria
d& descrito
descnto en el infonne
inform°
ci6n
adjunto.
adjunto.
(c).--Que se
se autorice
autorice a
Comision
la Comisi6n
a is
(c).-Que
para
Internacional
Internacional de Limites pars
prep
arar los pianos de detalle,
preparar
y
dirigir e
inspeccionar
e inspeccionar
para dirigir
y pars,
is construcci6n
construccion y
y todas las
la
otras operaciones
ingenieoperaciones de ingenieotras
ria, utilizando
utilizando las depenria,
dencias que cada
cads Gobierno
Gobienao
dencias
juzgue adecuadas.
adecuadas.
juzgue
una
(d).—Que se
se autorice
cada una
autorice aa cada
(d).-Que
la
Secciones de is
las Secciones
de las
Comision
Internacional de
Comisi6n Internacional
TAmites
pars que,
que, por los
Limites para
conductos
adquiera
conductos debidos, adquiera
dentro de su propio territorio
terntorio
Pals los
y
nombre de su Pais
a nombre
y a
terrenos necesarios
pars el
necesarios para
terrenos
y porciones
derecho de via y
porciones
derecho
segregadas.
segregadas.
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Boundary
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Commission-Contd.

( )
That
agreement between
between the
the
(e)
That agreement
two
provide
two Governments
Governments provide
A

(e).-Que el
el arreglo
arreglo entre
entre los
los dos
dos
(e).-Que
Gobiernos
estipule el
el canje
Gobiernos estipule
canje
entre
de la
la
entre los
los dos Paises de
raitad del
ocupado
mitad
del terreno ocupado
por el
derecho de
de via
via y
el de
de
por
el derecho
y el
la
totalidad de
parcelas
a totalidad
de las
las parcelas
segregadas de
cada Pais.
Pals.
segregadas
de cada
(f).-Que el
el costo
costo por
repartir aa
(f).-Que
por repartir
"prorata"
‘prorata" del
quo
del proyecto,
proyecto, que
es
es en total de
de $4.932,300.00
$4.932,300.00
&dares se distribuya
clistribuya entre
entre
d6lares
Mexico
Maio) y
ylos
Estados Unidos
Unidos
los Estados
proporcion de
de doce
por
en la
la proporci6n
doce por
ciento
ciento y
ochenta y
y ocho
por
y ochenta
ocho por
ciento respectivamente,
yque
quo
ciento
respectivamente, y
cada Gobierno
proporcione
cada
Gobierno proporcione
aft° fondos
cada afo
fondos suficientes
suficientes
completar los
los trabajos
trabajos
para completar
cmco afos.
en cuatro o
o cinco

of one-half
one-half
for the
the exchange
exchange of
area required
required for
for rightrightof the
the area
the total
area of
of-way and
and the
total area
of
detached tracts of
of each
detached
each
country.
(f) That the total proratable
proratable cost
cost
(f)
of four million
million nine hundred
hundred
thirty two
thousand three
two thousand
three
hundred dollars
($4.932,300)
hundred
dollars ($4.932,300)
divided between
between Mexico
be divided
Mexico
United States
on the
the
and the
the United
States on
basis of
twelve per
of twelve
per cent
cent
(12%)
(12%) and eighty-eight
eighty-eight per
per
cent (88%)
(88%) respectively,
respectively, and
and
each Government
that each
Government proprovide annually
annually such.
required
such required
appropriations as will
appropriations
will comcomplete
plete the
the work
work in
in four
four or
or five
five
years.
years.
agreement between
(g) That
That the
the agreement
between (g).-Que
entre los
los dos
dos
(g).-Que el arreglo entre
(g)
the two countries
countries provide
provide for
for
Paises otorgue
otorgae jurisdicci6n
j
urisdiccion a
a
Palses
the
jurisdiction of
of the
the Interthe jurisdiction
Interla
Comision Internacional
Internacion.al de
la Comisi6n
de
national Boundary
Commisnational
Boundary CommisLimites
asunLimites sobre todos
todos los
los asunsion
matters conconsion over all
all matters
cauce rectifitos relativos
relativos al cauce
rectifirectified channel.
cerning the rectified
channel.
cado.
(h) That this Commission
be (h).-Que la Comisi6n
Commission be
Comision quede
quede autoautoauthorized to adopt
authorized
adopt such
such
nzada
para promulgar
reglas
rizada para
promulgar reglas
rules and regulations
regulations as it
it
y reglamentos
reglamentos adecuados
y
adecuados y
y
may
may deem necessary
necessary to the
the
necesarios para
necesarios
para la
la conservaconservaend that the preservation
end
preservation of
clon a
aperpetuidad
perpetuidad del
del cauce
cauce
ci6n
channel may be
the rectified
rectified channel
be
rectificado.
rectificado.
perpetuated.
perpetuated.
(i)
country hold
hold the
the (i).-Que cada Pais otorgue
(i) That each country
otorgue indemimmune from all
other immune
all priprinidad al otro contra
contra toda
toda
vate or national
claims arisarisnational claims
reclamaci6n privada oo nareclamaciOn
naing from
construction
from the
the construction
cional
clonal que
resultar
que pueda resultar
and maintenance
maintenance of the rectirectipor la construcci6n
construccion y
y conconchannel or
fied channel
other
or any
any other
servaci6n
servacion del cauce rectifirectificause whatsoever
whatsoever in connecconneccualesquiera otras
otras
cado, oopor cualesquiera
tion with this project.
causas relacionadas
relacionadas con
con este
este
proyecto.
proyecto.
Respectfully
submitted.
Respectfully submitted.
todo respeto.
respeto.
Con todo
The Commission
adjourned to
to
Commission adjourned
Se levant6
levant6 la sesi6n
sesion para
para volver
volver
meet again at the call of either
either of
of a
a reunirse a
a l}amado
llamado de cualquiera
cualquiera
the Commissioners
Commissioners.
de los
Comisionados.
de
los Comisionados.
(Sgd.)
(Sgd.) L.
L. M.
M. LA.WSON
LAwsoN
(
F) GUSTAVO
P.SERRANO.
SERRANO.
(F)
GUSTAVO P.
Commissioner for
Commissioner
for the
the
Comisionado de
Comisionado
de Mxico.
Mexico.
United States.
United

(Sgd.)
GuSTAVO P.
(Sgd.) GUSTAVO
P.SERRANO
SERRANO
Commissioner
for Mexico.
Mexico.
Commissionerfor

(Sgd.) MERVIN
M ERVIN B.
OORE
B. M
MOORE
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
United States
States Section.

(Sgd.)
Jost HERNLNDEZ
(Sgd.) Jost'
HERNANDEZ OJEDA.
OJEDA.

Secretary of the Mexican
Secretary
Section.

L. M.
M. LAWSON.
LAWSON.
(F) L.
Comisionado de
de los
los Estados
Estaclos Unidos.
Unidos.
Comisionado
(F)
Jost' HERNA
NDEZ OJEDA.
OJEDA.
(F) JosA
HERNANDEZ

Secretario
Secretario de la Secci6n
Seccion Mexicana.
ERVIN B.
B.MOORE.
M OORE.
(F) M
MERVIN
Secretario
Auxiliar de
de la
la
SecretarioAuxiliar
Secci6n
SecciOn de los Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
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JOINT
CONSULTREPORT OF CONSULTJOINT REPORT
GRANDE
ING
ENGINEERS RIO GRANDE
ING ENGINEERS
RECTIFICATION
PASO-JUAEL PASO-JUARECTIFICATION EL
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1.-Outline of Proposed
(a) It
It is
proposed to reduce
reduce
is proposed
(a)
materially
flood flow at El
materially the flood
construction
Paso-Juarez by the construction
Paso-Juarez
a one
of a
with a
dam with
detention dam
a detention
of
hundred thousand
thousand (100,000)
acre
(100,000) acre
hundred
foot-(123,350,000 cubic
cubic meter)
foot-(123,350,000
reservoir at
at Caballo,
Caballo, and to conreservoir
El
trol
the El
thru the
flow thru
flood flow
this flood
trol this
Paso-Juarez
Valley in a
shortened
a shortened
Paso-Juarez Valley
channel by
the construction
construction of
by the
channel
parallel
levees. The proposed arparallel levees.
tificial
channel will follow
follow and
tificial channel
rectify,
in aa general way, the
rectify, in
present
river from
from Land
Land Monupresent river
ment
Number One
One to the Box
ment Number
Canyon below
below Fort Quitman, and
Canyon
is so
so located
located as
as to segregate
segregate the
is
same
from each
each country.
country.
area from
same area

(b) The
The general
engineering
general engineering
(b)
features of
of the
project involve:
the project
features
the
of river
river length from
reduction of
the reduction
one hundred
hundred fifty-five
(155) miles
fifty-five (155)
one
(247 kilometers)
kilometers) to
to eighty-eight
eighty-eight
(247
(88)
kilometers); the
(141 kilometers);
miles (141
(88) miles
establishment between levees of aa
establishment
floodway
five hundred
hundred ninety
ninety
floodway five
(590)
feet (180
meters) wide with
with
(180 meters)
(590) feet
thousand
capacity of
of eleven
eleven thousand
aa capacity
(11,000)
second feet
feet (314 cubic
(11,000) second
meters
per second);
and the insecond); and
meters per
a
creasing
gradient from a
creasing of the gradient
slope
(1.82 feet
feet per
per
.00035 (1.82
of .00035
slope of
a slope of .00061 (3.20
mile)
to a
mile) to
feet per
per mile).
mile). The
The levees
levees refeet
quire the
of eight
placement of
the placement
quire
million
hundred eighty-five
eighty-five
nine hundred
million nine
thousand
cubic yards
(8,985,000) cubic
thousand (8,985,000)
(6,870,000
meters) of
of earth,
cubic meters)
(6,870,000 cubic
their
height being 7.5
average height
their average
feet
Four million
meters). Four
(2.25 meters).
feet (2.25
seven
seventy-five thouhundred seventy-five
seven hundred
sand (4,775,000)
cubic yards (3,(3,(4,775,000) cubic
sand
650,000
cubic meters)
meters) of earth
650,000 cubic
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1.-BOSQUEJO
DEL PLAN
PLAN
1.-BOSQUEJO DEL
PROPUESTO_
PROPUESTO.
(a) Se
Se propone
propone disminuir
dismin.uir de
de
(a)
manera considerable
considerable el
el gasto de
manera
inundacion en
en el
el Valle
Valle de JuafezJuaf ezinundaci6n
El Paso,
efecto
construyendo al efecto
Paso, construyendo
El
una
aveniretenci6n de avenide retencien
presa de
una presa
das,
con un
123.350,000
de 123.350,000
vaso de
un vaso
das, con
metros
cithicos (100,000
(100,000 acres
metros cubicos
y
pies)
Cabal°, y
en Caballo,
capacidad en
de capacidad
pies) de
confinar
crecientes a
a
gasto de crecientes
este gasto
confinar este
de Juafez-El
traves del
del Valle
Juafez-El
Valle de
trav6s
Paso en
en un
un cauce
cauce artificial,
artificial, por
por
Paso
medio de
la construcci6n
construccien de diques
de la
medio
paralelos. El
El cauce
cauce artificial en
paralelos.
proyecto
y rectificarh,
rectificara, de
seguirk y
proyecto seguire,
manera
general, el cauce
cauce actual
manera general,
del Rio
monumento
Rio desde el monumento
del
Ntimero 1
linea divisoria
divisoria
la linea
de la
1 de
Numero
terrestre hasta
el cafi6n
canon de CajonCajonhasta el
terrestre
citos abajo
Quitman y
y
de Fort Quitman
abajo de
citos
quedarh
localizado de manera de
quedar& localizado
segregar la
misma area
area de
cada
de cada
la misma
segregar
uno de los dos paises.
paises.
uno
(b) Las
principales caractecaracteLas principales
(b)
risticas tecnicas
de este proyecto
proyecto
tecnicas de
risticas
son: la
de la
longitud
la longitud
reducci6n de
la reducci6n
son:
del
kil6metros (155
(155
de 247 kil6metros
Rio de
del Rio
minas)
kil6metros (88
millas) aa 141 kilemetros
millas);
formacien de un cauce
cauce
la formaci6n
millas); la
de
crecientes de 180 metros de
de crecientes
ancho (590
pies) con capacidad
capacidad
(590 pies)
ancho
pars
314 metros
metros cubicos
(11.000
cubicos (11.000
para 314
pies
cithicos) por
segundo, mepor segundo,
pies cuibicos)
diante la
la construcci6n
construccien de diques
diques
diante
paralelos; el
incremento de
de la
el incremento
paralelos;
pendiente del
del Rio
0.00035 (1.82
(1.82
Rio de 0.00035
pendiente
pies por
por mills)
0.00061 (3.20
(3.20 pies
a 0.00061
milla) a
pies
formaci6n de
por milla).
mills). La
La formacien
por
la colocaci6n
los
diques requiere
requiere la
colocacien
los diques
de 6.870.000
cubicos
6.870.000 metros cubicos
de
(8.985.000
c(ibicas) de
yardas cubicas)
(8.985.000 yardas
tierra,
media de
siendo su altura media
tierra, siendo
2.25
pies). La for(7.5 pies).
metros (7.5
2.25 metros
maciOn
del cauce
artificial exige
cauce artificial
maci6n del
la exacavaci6n
exacavacien de
de 3.650,000
3.650,000 metros
metros
la
cubicas)
ctibicos
(4.775,000 yardas
yardas cabicas)
cibicos (4.775,000
de
Para el derecho de
tierra. Para
de tierra.
via
de este
cauce, son necesarias
necesarias
este cauce,
via de
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are required
excavated to
Ifn- are
required to
to be
be excavated
to
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provide artificial
provide
artificial channel.
channel. The
The
areas required.
required for
for right-of-way
right-of-way
for this channel
channel are four
thousand
four thousand
seventy-five
(4,075) acres
acres (1650
(1650
seventy-five (4,075)
hectares)
from the
States
hectares) from
the United
United States
and also four thousand
thousand seventyfive
(1650 hectares)
hectares)
five (4,075)
(4,075) acres
acres (1650
from
from Mexico.
Mexico.
tentative proposed
proposed lo(c) The
The tentative
location
rectified channel
channel
cation of the rectified
segregates three thousand
thousand four
four
segregates
hundred sixty (3460)
acres (1400
(3460) acres
(1400
hectares) from
from the
United States
States
hectares)
the United
and
thousand four
four
and also
also three thousand
hundred sixty (3460)
hundred
(3460) acres
acres (1400
(1400
hectares)
Mexico.
hectares) from
from Mexico.
(d)
cost of
the
(d) The estimated
estimated cost
of the
project, including
including Caballo
Caballo Dam,
Dam,
project,
six million
million (6,000,000)
(6,000,000)
is about
about six
dollars.
dollars.
(e) This project
project will
eliminate
will eliminate
the flood menace
menace throughout
throughout the
the
Paso-Juarez Valley
both the
El Paso-Juarez
Valley in
in both
the
United States
will
United
States and
and Mexico,
Mexico, will
prevent channel
channel changes
changes and
deprevent
and detachment
one councountachment of
of areas
areas from
from one
try to the other, and
permit
and will permit
the reclaiming
reclaiming of
areas.
of low-lying
low-lying areas.
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1650 hectaras
hectkras (4075
(4075 acres)
acres) en
en
1650
Mexico y
1650 hectaras
hectaras (4075)
(4075)
Mexico
y 1650
cuatro mil
setenta y
y cinco
cinco acres
acres
cuatro
mil setenta
en Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.

localizacien proyectada
(c) La
La localizaci6n
proyectada
pars
rectificado corta
corta
para el cauce
cauce rectificado
1400
hectiras (3.460
(3.460 acres)
acres) de
1400 hectaras
de
Mexico
y tambien
tambien 1400
1400 hechecMexico y
tams (3460 acres)
acres) de
de Estados
taras
Estados
Unidos.
Unidos.

(d) El costo del
del proyecto,
proyecto, inincluyendo la
cluyendo
en Caballo,
Caballo,
la presa
presa en
es
aproxima,damente de
de Dls.
es aproximadamente
Dls6.000.000.00.
6.000.000.00.
proyecto suprimira
suprimira la
(e) Este proyecto
la
araenaza
de in
undaciones en
en el
el
amenaza de
inundaciones
Juarez-El Paso,
Paso, tanto
tanto en
en
Valle de Juirez-El
Mexico
Mexico como en Estados Unidos;
Unidos;
evitara
evitare, cambios
cambios de
cauce y
y segrede cauce
segregaci6n
gacion de
terrenos de
de un
un pais
pals al
de terrenos
al
y permitira
permitira ganar
ganar para
pars el
el
otro; y
cultivo
cultivo muchas
muchas de
tierras
de las tierras
bajas ribereiias.
bajas
ribereinas.

2.-Present Conditions.
Conditions.
2.-Present

2.-Condiciones Actuales.
Actuales.
2.-Condiciones

(a)
Grande forms
forms gen(a) The
The Rio Grande
generally the
the International
International Boundary
Boundarybetween the United
United States
States and
and
between
Mexico
Mexico from Land
Land Monument
Monument
Number
Number One to the
Canyon
the Box Canyon
below Fort Quitman
the El
El
Quitman in
in the
Paso-Juarez Valley,
and is
is a
Paso-Juarez
Valley, and
a
meandering
stream subject
to
meandering stream
subject to
areas
changes, creating detached
detached areas
the other.
from one
one country
country to
to the
other.
(b) The gross area
area of
of valley
valley
land in both the The
The United
United
States and Mexico, between El
El
Paso-Juarez and the Box Canyon,
Canyon,
is one hundred sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand
(165,000)
acres (66,000
hectares)
(165,000) acres
(66,000 hectares)
of which ninety six thousand
(96,000) acres
acres (38,400
(38,400 hectares)
hectares)
(96,000)
are in
in the
the United
United States
States and
are
and
sixty-nine thousand
acres
thousand (69,000) acres
(27,600 hectares
hectares are
are in Mexico.
Mexico.
Estimated values
existing in
in the
values existing
the
cities of El Paso and
and Juarez
Juarez and
and
their valleys,
valleys, including irrigation
irrigation
and drainage
drainage works and improved
improved
roads, are in excess
excess of
one hi
mdred
of one
hundred
million dollars ($100,000,000).
($100,000,000).

Bravo (Grande)
(a) El Rio
Rio Bravo
(Grande)
forma,
forma, en general, el Lirite
Limite InterInternacional
nacional entre Mexico
Mexico y
y los
los
desde el
el monuM01111-•
Estados Unidos
Unidos desde
mento
mento Ndmero
Niimero 1
1 al Caii6n
Canon de
de
Cajoncitos
Cajoncitos abajo
abajo de Fort QuitQuitman en el Valle de
de Junrez-El
Juarez-El Paso;
Paso;
es una corriente
corriente divagante
divagante cuyos
cuyos
cambios
carabios de cauce segregan terre
tem
nos de un
pals a
un pais
a otro.
otro.
area total de
de terrenos
terrenos
(b) El area
en las
vegas, tanto
tanto en
Mexico
las vegas,
en Mexico
como en Estados
Estados Unidos, entre
entre
Juarez-El
Juhrez-E1 Paso y
y el Cafi6n
Callon de
de
Cajoncitos
Cajoncitos es de 66,000 hectaras
hectaras
(165,000
(165,000 acres),
acres), de
de las
las cuales
cuales
38,400 hectaras
hectiras (96,000
acres)
(96,000 acres)
estan en Estados
Estados Unidos y
y27,600
27,600
hectaras (69,000
hectaras
(69,000 acres)
acres) estan
estan en
en
M6xico. El valor en que se
Mexico.
se
estiman
estiman las ciudades
ciudades de Juhrez
Juarez y
y
El Paso y
y sus Valles, incluyendo
incluyendo
las obras
obras de riego,
riego, de drenaje
y
y caminos,
excede de
de Dls.
Dls.
excede
100.000.000.00.
100.000.000.00.
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(c)
Notwithstanding tha 1 fact
(c) Notwithstanding
that the
total amount of
the present total
that
sediment
annually carried thru
sediment annually
this valley by the Rio Grande is
only a
percentage of
very small percentage
a very
only
that
that carried previous to the construction of
of the Elephant Butte
struction
Dam,
former
absence of the former
the absence
Dam, the
large scouring
resulted
scouring floods has resulted
large
in
the silting up of the river chanin the
nel
where rainfall
rainfall disa point where
nel to a
charges
from arroyos entering the
charges from
river
between Elephant Butte
river between
and
El Paso-Juarez
menace the
Paso-Juarez menace
and El
improved
improved and developed properties of
both cities
cities and
valley
and valley
of both
ties
lands.
lands. Only large floods of destructive
proportions are
are capable
structive proportions
of eroding
eroding accumulations
accumulations of sediof
ment
ment as they now occur in the
meandering channel.
channel.
meandering

(d) The
Mexican Department
Department
The Mexican
(d)
of
Communications and Public
of Communications
Works and
and the
the city and county of
Works
El Paso
Paso have
expended in the last
have expended
El
few years over seven hundred
fifty thousand
($750,000)
dollars ($750,000)
thousand dollars
fifty
to
protect the cities of El Pasoto protect
Juarez and the Valley lands from
floods. These
works consist
floods.
largely of levees built along the
largely
banks
meandering channel,
banks of the meandering
strengthenrequire constant strengthenand require
and repair on account of the
ing and
raising of
of the
the river
A more
river bed. A
raising
substantial and
and effective plan
substantial
must be
be adopted
adopted to secure
secure permamust
nent
efficient protection.
protection.
and efficient
nent and

REPORT.
II.—DETAIL REPORT.
II.-DETAIL
Since the
the joint preliminary
preliminary
Since
report,
dated December
December 1928, was
report, dated
submitted to
Commission,
to the Commission,
submitted
location surveys
surveys covering the
location
entire lenght
river from the
lenght' of river
entire
cities
El Paso
Paso and Juarez to
of El
cities of
Quitman Canyon
have been comCanyon have
Quitman
pleted.
surveys have furThese surveys
pleted. These
nished
additional data, and form
nished additional
in
in aa large measure the basis for
the
report which
which follows.
the report
I

ISo in original.
original-
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cantidad
la cantidad
que que
de que
(c) A
Boundary
ternational
total
(c)
de
A pesar
pesar
sedimento
de
la
al ano ternali
commission—contd.
t
i
i
n
ot
nen1
029
unl I

total de sedimento que al ano

Commission-Contd.

acarrea
actualmente el Rio Bravo
acarrea actualmente
en este Valle, es s6lo
solo un tanto por
ciento
acarreaba
pequeno de la que acarreaba
ciento pequeflo
la
antes
construcci6n de la
antes de la construccion
Presa
ante, la carencia de
Elefante,
del Elef
Presa del
fuertes crecientes
crecientes de caracter erosivo ha determinado
determinado el dep6sito
deposit°
de
sedimentos en el cauce del Rio
de sedimentos
grado tal
avenidas
tal que las avenidas
un grado
aa un
producidas
producidas por las lluvias en las
cuencas de los arroyos que desemcuencas
entre la Presa
Presa del
en el Rio entre
bocan en
Elefante
y Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso, consElefante y
amenaza para ambas
tituyen una amenaza
c
.iudades, asi como para las meciudades,
joras
en ambas marterrenos en
joras yy terrenos
genes. La erosion
y arrastre
arrastre de
erosi6n y
genes.
acumulados actualsedimentos acumulados
los sedimentos
mente en el cauce divagante
divagante del
mente
Rio,
Rio, es posible solamente por
grandes
crecientes de caracter
caracter
grandes crecientes
destructivo.
destructivo.
(d)
la Secretaria
Secretaria de CoTanto la
(d) Tanto
Publicas
y Obras Pithlicas
municaciones
municaciones y
de Mexico
Mexico como
Ciudad y
y el
como la Ciudad
de
Condado de El Paso, han gastado
Condado
en unos
unos cuantos
cuantos aiios
afos mas de Dls.
en
750.000.00 para pro
teger contra
proteger
750.000.00
inundaciones las
las ciudades de
inundaciones
Juarez
y El
El Paso,
asi como sus
Paso, asi
Juarez y
respectivos Valles. Estas obras
proteccien consisten en su
de protecci6n
mayor parte
construidos
de diques construidos
parte de
mayor
siguiendo las margenes
margenes del cauce
siguiendo
divagante,
divagante, los cuales deben ser
y repacontinuamente
reforzados y
continuamente reforzados
consecuencia del
rados como consecuencia
ascenso
cauce del Rio; siendo
ascenso del cauce
necesario
programa de
necesario adoptar un programa
a fin
trabajos coordinado
coordinado y
y eficaz
eficaz a
trabajos
de lograr
protecci6n efectiva
una protecciOn
lograr una
de
y
permanente.
y permanente.
II.—INFORME DETALLADO.
DETALLADO.
II.-INFORME
Despues de que
fuO sometido a
a
que fu6
Despues
preliminar
Comision el informe preliminar
la Comisi6n
unido fechado
diciembre de
fechado en diciembre
unido
1928, se han
han efectuado los tra1928,
bajos de
localizacion del tramo
de localizaci6n
bajos
comprendido entre las
Rio comprendido
del Rio
y el
Ciudades de
de Jufrez-El
Juarez-El Paso y
Ciudades
Canon de Cajoncitos.
Cajoncitos. Estos traCan6n
proporcionado datos
bajos han proporcionado
topograficos
adicionales que, en
topograficos adicionales
gran
sirven de base al
parte, sirven
gran parte,
presente
informe.
presente informe.
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1.—DESCRIPCION.
1.-DESCRIPCION.

(a)
a sedi(a) The
The Rio Grande
Grande is a
sedi(a) El
Bravo (Grande),
(Grande),
(a)
El Rio
Rio Bravo
bearing stream
stream and
and as
as such
corriente de
sediment bearing
de caracter
cargcter sedisuch es una corriente
is
constantly building
building up
up its
is constantly
y por
its bed,
bed, mentario y
por lo
lo tanto
tanto sobresobreand would
would from
eleva continuamente
lecho, lo
lo
from this
this cause,
cause, in
in eleva
continuamente an
su lecho,
flood, change
its channel
time of
of flood,
da lugar
de
change its
channel que
que da
lugar a
a que
que en
en epocas
6pocas de
where it
it would
to a
a lower
lower location
crecientes cambie
cauce pasanpasanlocation where
would crecientes
cambie de
de cauce
start building
building up
again start
do a
baj as,
up its
its bed
a localizaciones
bed do
localizaciones Inas
mas bajas,
cycle at
at some
some donde vuelve
and repeat.
repeat. the
the cycle
vuelve aa sobre-elevar
sobre-elevar. an
su
future
This phase
phase of
future flood
flood stage.
stage. This
indefirudalecho, repitiendose
of lecho,
repiti6ndose indefinidachanging
been largely
largely mente
changing channel
channel has
has been
este proceso.
Esta fase
de
mente este
proceso. Esta
fase de
prevented thru
thru El
El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez cambios
prevented
cambios de
ha sido
sido en
en
de cauce,.
cauce, ha
Valley
Valley by
the construction
by the
construction of
prevemda, a
traves
of gran parte prevenida,
a traves
artificial
works, such
railroad del Valle de
artificial works,
such as
de Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso,
as railroad
Paso, por
por
and road
and
and drain
drain la
road grades,
grades, canal
canal and
la construcci6n
construccien de
de obras
°bras artificiales
artificiales
banks, and in
levees. como
in late years,
years, levees.
como terraplenes
terraplenes de
de ferrocarriles
ferrocarriles
Under these
Under
these conditions
conditions the
the river
river y
caminos, bordos
de canales
y de caminos,
bordos de
canales
bed
been continuously
continuously elebed has been
ele- de riego y
drenaje y,
y, en
y drenaje
en los
los
The Elephant
Butte Dam
Dam dltimos
vated. The
ElephantButte
ultimos afios,
diques de
de protecprotecafos, diques
was completed
completed in
was
in the
the year
year 1916,
cif% contra
contra inundaciones.
En
1916, ci6n
inundaciones. En
of its
its function
of estas
and as aaresult
result of
function of
el lecho
lecho del
del
estas circunstancias
circunstancias el
providing an
an irrigation
supply Rio ha
providing
irrigation supply
ha continuado
continuado sobre-elevmnsobre-elevanduring years
of low
run-off, it
years of
low run-off,
it dose.
Presa del
Elefante terdose. La
La Presa
del Elefante
terstores the floods, which
previous min
which previous
ada el
aiio de
1916, al
al llenar
minada
el afio
de 1916,
llenar
to its
its construction
construction had
had passed
passed on
on an
su objeto, que consiste
asegurar
consiste en
en asegurar
down
the river.
of una dotacien
down the
river. The
The action
action of
dotaci6n permanente
para
permanente para
these
these floods was
scour out
out the
was to scour
the el
de terrenos
terrenos durante
durante los
el riego
riego de
los
river channel,
channel, partly by
carrying anos
by carrying
afios de poca
poca precipitacion,
alprecipitaci6n, aldeposits
deposits on thru the valleys and
and macena
macena las crecientes
crecientes que, antes
antes
partly by making
making deposits
deposits upon
upon de su construccien,
construcci6n, pasaban
Rio
pasaban Rio
the valley floor whenever
whenever bank
bank abajo. El
de estas
El efecto
efecto de
estas crecreoverflow stage
was reached.
reached. The
The cientes era socavar
overflow
stage was
socavar el
cauce del
del
el cauce
absence,
absence, since the completion
completion of
of Rio, arrastrando
parte de
arrastrando parte
de los
los
Elephant
Elephant Butte
large azolves
Butte Dam,
Dam, of
of large
azolves y
y depositando
depositando otra
otra parte
parte
scouring floods
changed the
scouring
floods has
has changed
the sabre
sobre los terrenos
terrenos adyacentes
adyacentes al
al
characteristics of
characteristics
of the
the river
river chanchan- desbordarse
corriente. La
La cadesbordarse la
la corriente.
canel thru the
the El
El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez rencia
rencia de fuertes
fuertes crecientes
crecientes eroeroValley.-. Although large floods
Valley
floods srvas
sivas despues
de la
la terminacien
despues de
terminaci6n
have been controlled
controlled behind
behind the
the de
Press, del
del Elefante,
de la
la Presa
Elefante, marcet
marc6
Elephant Butte Dam,
Dam, smaller
smaller el cambio
cambio del
regimen de
del regimen
de la
la
floods
the run-off
floods from
from the
run-off area
area lying
lying corriente
en el
el Valle
corriente en
Valle de
de JuarezJuarezbetween
between Elephant Butte
El El Paso. A
Butte and
and El
A pesar
las
pesar de
de que
que las
Paso-Juarez
are of
Paso-Juarez are
of annual
annual occuroccur- grandes avenidas se almacenan
almacenan
rence.
occur durdur- en el vaso
rence. These
These usually
usually occur
Elefante, anualvase del Elefante,
ing the rainy-season,
mg
season, that is, in mente ocurren
ocurren crecientes
crecientes mas
rafts
August
September, and
are pequenas
August and
and September,
and are
pequefas que
que provienen
provienen de
de la
la
generally -flashy in character,
character, the
the cuenca tributaria del
entre el
del Rio entre
el
peak
lasting only
only a
few hours,
hours, and
and Elefante y
peak lasting
a few
yJuarez-El
Juarez-El Paso. Estas
Estas
would pass harmlessly
harmlessly thru
thru the
the ultimas
crecientes se
iltunas crecientes
presentan
se presentan
valley were it
it not
not for
ele- d
for the
the eleuran.te la
la estaci6n
estacion de
durante
de lluvias,
lluvias,
vated bed.
generalmente
generalmente en los meses
meses de
de
agosto y
y septiembre;
septiembre; son
son repenrepentinas y
tmas
y de poca duraci6n
duracien y
y pasarian a
a travis
traves del Valle sin causar
causar
dafos
datios si no fuese por la
la posicion
posici6n
elevada del cauce
del Rio
cauce del
Rio con
con
respecto
a los terrenos
respect° a
terrenos adyaadyacentes.
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(b)
the first release
release of
With the
(b) With
clear
water from Elephant Butte,
clear water
aa limited scouring of the river
channel began
immediately below
began immediately
channel
the dam.
water picked
dam. The clear water
the
up the
the finer particles
particles of silt and
up
sand and carried them downsand
stream. This effect has reached
reached
stream.
some forty
forty miles (64 kilometers)
kilometers)
some
below
Elephant Butte, and might
below Elephant
eventually
Paso-Juarez
eventually reach El Paso-Juarez
and degrade
degrade the river thru the
and
El
Paso-Juarez Valley,
Valley, were it not
El Paso-Juarez
for
annual increment of sand,
the annual
for the
gravel
and silt brought into the
gravel and
river
river channel from the many side
arroyos which
debouch into the
which debouch
arroyos
stream along
between
along its course between
stream
the
the dam and El Paso-Juarez.
Even this annual increment of
Even
sand might
carried on were it
might be carried
sand
the
not for
the need of diverting
diverting the
for the
not
flow onto
onto lands
lands for irrigation.
flow
Three
diversions are made above
Three diversions
El
one each
at Percha, the
each at
Paso, one
El Paso,
Leasburg,
and the
the Mesilla
Mesilla Dams.
Leasburg, and
The
diversions in the El
The main diversions
Paso Valley
Valley are at the InterPaso
national Dam,
Dam, where lands of
national
both countries
countries are
are served, and at
both
the
Tornillo headRiverside and Tornillo
the Riverside
ings, where
supplementary diverwhere supplementary
ings,
sions to
American lands are made.
to American
sions
diversions sand
each of these diversions
At each
skimming and
canal sluicing deand canal
skimming
vices
great
used so that aa great
are used
vices are
percentage
of the
the sand
sand and silt is
percentage of
returned
to the river bed, while aa
returned to
great
percentage of the water is
great percentage
diverted
irrigation of the
the irrigation
for the
diverted for
lands. This
continuously
This process continuously
lands.
returns
returns the sand to the river bed
continuously depleting
while also continuously
the volume,
volume, and hence the carrythe
ing capacity.
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(b)
primera, vez
vez ternational
Mi
ternaotilBof
por primera
salir
Al salir
(b) Al
Boundary
temational
. . por
de
Presa del
del Elefante
Elefante una
una Commission-Contd.
Commission—Contd.
la Presa
de la
corriente de
de agua
limpia se
inicio
se inici6
agua limpia
corriente
una
socavacion yestringida
restringida del
una socavaci6n
cauce
mmediatamente
Rio inmediatamente
del Rio
cauce del
El agua
abajo
de la
la Presa.
Presa. El
abajo de
limpia arrastr6
arrastr6 consigo
consigo las parlimpia
arena yy
ticulas
de arena
finas de
mas finas
ticulas mas
sedimento. Este
Este efecto
efecto se ha
sedimento.
hecho sentir
sentir aproximadamente
aproximadamente
hecho
hasta a
a64
64 kilometros
minas)
kil6metros (40 millas)
hasta
abajo
la Presa
Elefante
del Elefante
Presa del
de la
abajo de
llegado hasta
y quizas
hubiera llegado
quizas hubiera
y
a
Juarez y
socavado el Rio a
y socavado
Juarez
troves
del Valle
Juarez-El
de Juarez-El
Valle de
traves del
Paso,
si no
fuese por
incremento
el increment°
por el
no fuese
Paso, si
anual
arena, grava
grava y
ysedimento
sedimento
de arena,
anual de
Rio por los
descargado
en el Rio
descargado en
numerosos
arroyos que desemnumerosos arroyos
su recorrido
bocan
tramo de
recorrido
de su
el tramo
en el
bocan en
entre
Elef ante y
y Juarez-El
Juarez-El
el Elefante
entre el
Paso.
hubiese sido
posible
sido posible
Quizas hubiese
Paso. Quizas
incremento de
el
de este increment°
acarreo de
el acarreo
necesidad
arena, si
si no
no existiese
existiese la necesidad
arena,
de derivar
derivar para
una parte
parte
riego una
para riego
de
del
gasto de
de estiaje.
estiaje. Aguas arriba
del gasto
derivade El
Paso se
hacen tres
tres derivase hacen
El Paso
de
Presas
ciones, en
en cada
una de
las Presas
de las
cada una
ciones,
de Percha,
Leasburg y
y Mesilla.
Percha, Leasburg
de
en
Las principales
principales derivaciones
derivaciones en
Las
el Valle
Valle de
de Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso, se
el
hacen: en
en la
Presa Internacional,
Internacional,
la Presa
hacen:
para regar
en ambos
terrenos en
regar terrenos
para
paises; y
y en
en las
las bocatomas
bocatomas de los
paises;
Tornillo para
canales Riverside
Riverside y
y Tornillo
canales
de terrenos
completar el
el riego
riego de
completar
en
Americano. En las
Territorio American°.
en Territorio
obras
de toma
de los
los canales,
en
canales, en
toma de
obras de
derivaciones,
cada
de estas
estas derivaciones,
una de
cada una
se usan
usan dispositivos
para desadispositivos para
se
volvi6nrenarlas y
limpiarlas volvieny limpiarlas
renarlas
parte de la
dose al
al Rio
gran parte
una gran
Rio una
dose
arena
ylimo
depositados en ellas,
limo depositados
arena y
a
la vez
un volumen
volumen conque un
vez que
a la
de agua se deriva para
siderable
siderable de
Este proceso
riego
de terrenos.
terrenos. Este
riego de
arena
continuamente
devuelve la arena
continuamente devuelve
al lecho
lecho del
del Rio
Rio y
y disrninuye
disminuye
al
de estiaje
continuamente
el gasto
estiaje
gasto de
continuamente el
capacidad de
y,
la capacidad
tanto, la
lo tanto,
por lo
y, por
transporte
corriente.
la corriente.
de la
transporte de

2.—CABALLO
RESERVOIR
2.-CABALLO DAM AND RESERVOIR

CABALLO.
2.—PRESA
Y VASO
VASO DE CABALLO.
2.-PRESA Y

(a)
The uncontrolled
uncontrolled drainage
(a) The
areas which
Elephant
between Elephant
lie between
which lie
areas
Butte
and El
Paso-Juarez total
El Paso-Juarez
Butte and
about eight
thousand (8,000)
eight thousand
about
square miles
miles (20,700 square kilosquare
meters). Large
Large parts of this area
area
meters).

(a)
no controlada
controlada
superficie no
La superficie
(a) La
entre el
de la
la cuenca
cuenca del
del Rio
Rio entre
de
Elefante
y Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso, tiene
Elefante y
kil6aproximadamente 20.700
20.700 kiloaproximadamente
metros cuadrados
(8.000 millas
cuadrados (8.000
metros
cuadradas). Una
Una gran
parte de
gran parte
cuadradas).
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Minute No.129 of In- have
dead drainage with no direct
teMfnteNo.129ofInhave
tornational Boudary
Boundary
tCrnational
, dead drainage with no direct
Commission-Contd. Outlet
outlet into
Commission—Contd.
the Rio
into the
Rio Grande.
Grande.

About
two thousand
thousand three
three hunhunAbout two
dred (2300)
square miles
(6,000
(2300) square
miles (6,000
square kilometers)
kilometers) drain
directly
square
drain directly
into the
the river,
river, of
which some
some one
into
of which
one
thousand
two hundred
hundred (1200)
(1200)
thousand two
miles (3100
square kilokilosquare miles
(3100 square
meters) are
are above
above and
would be
and would
be
controlled
controlled by
by a
a dam
dam constructed
constructed
at
Cabello site.
at the Caballo
site.

(b)
damsite is
is located
in
(b) This
This damsite
located in
Sierra
Sierra County, New
Mexico on
on
New Mexico
the Rio
Grande about
about twenty-two
twenty-two
Rio Grande
(22) miles
(36 kilometers)
(22)
miles (35
kilometers) below
below
Dam. Studies
Studies of
Elephant Butte
Butte Dam.
of
the Caballo Dam and
and the
resultthe resulting reservoir
have been
been made
made by
by
ing
reservoir have
the Bureau
Dethe
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, Department of the Interior,
United
Interior, United
States Government,
Government, in
in conjuncconjuncwater
tion with
with the
the proposed
proposed water
power development
development at
at Elephant
Elephant
Butte. These
These studies
were begun
studies were
begun
year 1924 and
in the year
the
and included
included the
surveying
site, the testing
surveying of the site,
testing
of the foundation,
foundation, the
the design
design and
and
cost estimates of
of structures
structures of
of
various heights, and the
the effect
effect on
on
water supply and flood control.
control.
Two reports were written
the
written by
by the
United States
Bureau of
of ReclaStates Bureau
Reclaengineers, covering
mation engineers,
covering this
this
dam and related features,
one
features, one
dated December
December 15,
1924, and
and the
15, 1924,
the
other April
April 1925.
1925.

FEB. 1,
1933.
FEB.
1, 1933.

esta area
la forman
forman cuencas
cerraesta
area la
cuencas cerraque carecen
carecen de
salida directa
directa
das que
de salida
al Rio Bravo
al
Bravo (Grande).-De
(Grande).—De los
los
kilometres cuadrados
(2300
6000 kil6metros
cuadrados (2300
cuadradas) que
que aproxiaproximillas cuadradas)
madamente
madamente son
son tributarios
directributaries directos del
Rio, 3.100
kilometres
del Rio,
3.100 kil6metros
cuadrados (1.200
millas cuadracuadrados
(1.200 millas
cuadradas), quedan
arriba del
del lugar
Inger
quedan arriba
denominado
denominado Caballo
escurriCaballo y
y el
el escurrimiento
esta idltima area
podria
miento de
de esta
area podria
controlarse por
por una
una presa
que se
se
presa que
construyera en
en dicho
sitio.
construyera
dicho sitio.
(b) La
La boquilla
boquilla de
de "Cabello"
(b)
"Caballo"
esta en
el Rio
en el
el ConConen el
Rio Grande,
Grande, en
dado de Sierra,
Estado de
Sierra, del
del Estado
de
Nuevo Mexico, aproximadamente
aproximadamente
aa35 kil6metros
kilometres (22
abajo
(22 raffles)
millas) abajo
de la
del Elefante.
Como
la Presa
Presa del
Elefante. Como
parte
del estudio
estudio del
de
parte del
del proyecto
proyecto de
desarrollo de
desarrollo
la
de fuerza
fuerza motriz
motriz en.
en la
Press
Elefante, el
"Bureau of
Presa del
del Elefante,
el "Bureau
of
Reclamation",
Reclamation", dependiente
dependiente del
del
Departamento
Departamento del
del Interior
Interior de
de los
los
estudios
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, hizo
hizo los
los estudios
de
y Vaso
Vaso de
Cabello.
de la Press
Presa y
de Caballo.
Estos
Estes estudios se
se iniciaron
el ano
alio
iniciaron el
incluyeron los
de 1924
1924 eeincluyeron
los trabajos
trabajos
de topograffa
topografia del vase,
vaso, los exexperimentos
perimentos del
de cimencimendel terreno
terreno de
taci6n, y
tacien,
yproyectos
presupuestos
proyectos yypresupuestos
para
estructuras de
pars estructuras
de diversas
diversas alalturas, considerando
considerando sus
sus efectos
efectos
sobre
sabre el abastecimiento
abastecimiento de
de agua
agua
y
retenci6n de la
y retencion
is misma
misma pars
para
fines de proteccion
protecci6n contra
contra inuninundaciones.
da,ciones. Los
de la
is
Los Ingenieros
Ingenieros de
Oficina
Oficina del "Reclamation"
"Reclamation" prepsprepararon dos
informes acerca
scores del
del proprodos informes
yecto de esta Presa, fechados,
fechados,
uno el 15 de diciembre
diciembre de
1924 y
y
de 1924
el otro en abril de
de 1925.
1925.

8.-RIVER
8.—RIVER DISCHARGE AT
PASOAT EL
EL PASOJUAREZ
JTAREZ

8.-GASTOS DEL RIO
RIO EN JUAREZ-EL
3.—GASTOS
JUAREZ-EL
PASO

(a) Floods at El
El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez
occurring since the completion of
Elephant Butte Dam
Elephant
have been
Dam have
been
built up from the
run-off of
of the
the run-off
the
area between Elephant
Elephant Butte
and
Butte and
Paso-Juarez, supplemented
El Paso-Juarez,
by
supplemented by
the concurrent
concurrent irrigation
irrigation di
sdischarge from the reservoir. There
There
is a
a possibility that such floods
would be increased
increased at
at such
such times
times
when
when the reservoir was
was full
full and
and
water passing over the spillway.
spillway.

(a) Las crecientes
crecientes que
han
que han
pasado
pasado enfrente
Juhrez-E1
enfrente de
de Juarez-El
paso,
pa,so, despues
de is
despues de
la construccien
construcci6n
de la
is Presa del Elef
ante, han
han proElefante,
provenido de precipitaciones
precipitaciones en
en is
la
cuenca
cuenca tributaria del Rio
Grande
Rio Grande
entre el Elefante
Elefante y
y El
El Paso,
Paso, que
que
se han sumado
la detacien
sii made a
ais
dotaci6n pars
para
riego que proviene
vase del
proviene del
del vaso
del
Elefante. Estas crecientes
hubiecrecientes hubieran sido
side mayores
receptacule
mayores si
si el
el receptaculo
se hubiera encontrado lleno
Reno y
y el
el
agua estuviera derramandose
derramfindose per
por
el Vertedor
de Demasias.
Demasias.
Vertedor de
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4.—PROBABLE SPILL AT ELEPHANT
ELEPHANT
4.-PROBABLE
BUTTE DAM.
BUTTE

4.—PROBABLES
DEMASIAS
DE
DEMASIAS DE
4.-PROBABLES
PRESA DEL
ELEFANTE.
DEL ELEFANTE.
PRESA

(a) An estimate of the probable
spill at Elephant Butte Dam has
been made from aa study of the
spills as shown in the report of the
Denver office of the Bureau of
Reclamation,
Reclamation, dated March 10,
1928 and entitled "Review
"Review of
Quinton, Code and Hill Reports
on Elephant
Elephant Butte Power Development of July 2, 1927 and September
1927". This review
tember 30, 1927".
sets up the following
following assumptions:
1.-Irrigation storage is to be
1.-Irrigation
carried
elevation 4401, leaving
leaving
carried to elevation
six
(1.83 meters),
meters), or the elevasix feet
feet (1.83
4407, for flood control stortion 4407,
age.
age. This six feet (1.83 meters)
will store two hundred thirtynine thousand (239,000) acre feet
(294.806,000 cubic meters).
meters). Ad(294.806,000
ditional flood
flood control storage of
ditional
about one hundred
hundred thousand
about
(100,000) acre feet (123.350,000
(123.350,000
cubic meters)
available to elemeters) is available
cubic
4410, at which height aa
vation 4410,
discharge of about four thousand
discharge
feet
hundred (4,500) second feet
five hundred
(128
cubic meters per second) will
(128 cubic
be
spillway crest.
passing over the spillway
be passing

(a) En un estudio hecho por la
Oficina de Denver
Denver del "Bureau
"Bureau
Oficina
fechado el 10 de
of Reclamation"
Reclamation" fechado
y titulado "Review
"Review
marzo de 1928 y
of Quinton, Code and Hill Reports on Elephant
Elephant Power
Power Development of July 2, 1927 and Sepla
tember 30, 1927"
1927" se hace la
estimaciOn
estimaci6n de las probables Demasias
la Presa del Elefante.
masias de la
Este estudio establece
siguienestablece los siguientes supuestos:
almacenamiento para
1.-El almacenamiento
riego
riego debe limitarse hasta la cota
4401, dejando
dejando 1.83 Mts. (6 pies),
4401,
o
hasta la cota 4407, para alo hasta
macenamiento
protecci6n conmacenamiento de proteccion
tra inundaciones. En esta altura
de 1.83
1.83 Mts. (6 pies)
pies) se almacenaalmacenade
ra
volumen de 294.806,000
294.806,000
ra un volumen
cubicos (239,000 acres
metros cdbicos
Puede obtenerse
obtenerse un alpies). Puede
macenamiento adicional para promacenamiento
teccion
contra inundaciones
inundaciones con
tecci6n contra
volumen aproximado
aproximado de 123.350,123.350,volumen
cubicos (100,000 acres
metros ctibicos
000 metros

2.-Irrigation demand
demand is to be
limited
limited to seven hundred thousand
(700,000) acre feet (863.450.(863.450.sand (700,000)
when
000 cubic meters) annually when
on
on June 30th of any year the
reservoir
reservoir content is less than one
million five hundred thousand
thousand
(1.500,000) acre feet (1.850,250,(1.850,250,(1.500,000)
000
meters).
Irrigation
Irrigation
000 cubic meters).
demand is to be limited to seven
hundred eighty-seven
eighty-seven thousand
hundred
(970.764,000
(787,000) acre feet (970.764,000
cubic
cubic meters) annually when on
June 30th of any year the reserJune
voir
more than one
content is more
voir content
million
thousand
million five hundred thousand
(1.500,000)
(1.850,250,000
(1.500,000) acre feet (1.850,250,000
cubic meters).
deplecapacity deple3.-Reservoir
3.-Reservoir capacity
tion thru silt deposit is at the
average rate of twenty thousand
thousand
average
(20,000) acre feet (26.670,000
(26.670,000
(20,000)
cubic meters) per year.
2-23
88837•-34—Pr 2-23
86637--34--PT

LA
LA

Minute
No. 129ouIn129 of InMinuteNo.
ternational
Bounry
da
Boundary
ternational
Commission—Contd.
Commission-Contd.

a
pies) hasta la cota 4410, altura a

escurrith sobre la Cresta
la cual escurrira
Demasias un
del Vertedor de Demasfas
gasto de
de 128
metros cubicos por
128 metros
gasto
cfbicos por
segundo (4500 pies ciibicos
segundo).
segundo).
2.-El volumen necesario para
cubrir las necesidades
necesidades del riego
cubrir
863.450,000 mea 863.450,000
debe limitarse a
tros
cithicos (700,000 acres pies)
tros cubicos
anuahnente,
contenido
anualmente, cuando el contenido
del
receptficulo el 30 de junio de
del receptaculo
un afio
ano cualquiera
cualquiera sea menor de
(1.1.850,250,000 metros cubicos,
cithicos, (1.1.850,250,000
volumen
500,000 acres pies).
pies). El volumen
a 970.para riego debe limitarse a
764,000 metros
metros cdbicos
cubicos (787,000
764,000
pies) anuales, cuando el
acres pies)
contemclo
receptaculo el 30
contendo del receptaculo
cualquiera,
afio cualquiera,
de junio de un año
exceda
1.850.250,000 metros
exceda de 1.850.250,000
cithicos (1.500,000
(1.500,000 acres pies).
cubicos
3.-La climinucian
diminuci6n de la capaci3.-La
vaso por azolve se estidel vaso
dad del
razon de 24.670,000 metros
a raz6n
ma a
cfibicos (20,000
afio.
(20,000 acres pies) al alio.
cibicos
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Minute No.129 of In4.-San
Marcial, New
New Mexico
Mexico
MinuateNo.129ofin4.-San Marcial,
4.-Los
gastos de
de
4.-Los registros
registros de
de gastos
San Marcial,
Marcial, Nuevo
Nuevo
ommission-Contd. inflow records
records are
are corrected
corrected for
entrada en
for entrada
en San
changed conditions
conditions above.
Mexico, han
han sido
sido corregidos
corregidos de
de
Mexico,
changed
above.
acuerdo
con el
el cambio
cambio de
las
acuerdo con
de las
condiciones arriba
aniba de
de este
este punto.
punto.
condiciones
inflow, with
with
5.-El ciclo
entrada,
ciclo de
5.-The cycle
de gasto
gasto de entrada,
cycle of
of inflow,
the corrections,
will repeat
repeat using
using con
con sus correciones,
correciones, se
se repetir.
repetira
the
corrections, will
as equal
equal to
considerando el
el afo
alio de
igual
the year
year 1898
1898 as
de 1898
1898 igual
to 1930;
1930; considerando
was full
January al
considerando el
el vaso
vaso
the reservoir
reservoir was
full on
al de
de 1930;
on January
1930; considerando
1,
1898, and
primero de
enero de
de
1, 1898,
lleno en el
and the
the irrigation
el primero
irrigation storage
storage lleno
de enero
capacity
depleted by
by 1898
capacity had
1898,.,y
capacidad de almacealmacehad been
been depleted
y su capacidad
silt inflow to two million
fecha, reducida
reducida
million one naimento
namiento en
en esa
esa fecha,
hundred
thousand (2.100,000)
(2.100,000) por causa
del azolve,
azolve, a
a2.580.350,2.580.350,hundred thousand
causa del
acre
cubic 000 metros
metros cibicos
cabicos (2.100,000
(2.100,000
acre feet,
feet, (2.580,350,000
(2.580,350,000 cubic
meters)
that date.
date.
acres
meters) on that
acres pies).
pies).
These assumed
(b) Estas condiciones
condiciones que
quo se
(b) These
assumed conditions
conditions
se
required
of han supuesto
required the
the theoretical
exigieron el
theoretical use
use of
supuesto,' exigieron
el uso
uso
flood storage in the years 1930,
1930, te6rico
teerico del almacenaiento
alraacenamiento de
de
1937,
1954, and
and protecci6n
1937, 1944,
proteccien contra
inundaciones,
1944, 1948,
1948, 1953,
1953, 1954,
contra inundaciones,
1956,
maximum require1956, with
with the maximum
require- en los
1937, 1944,
1944,
los axis
afios de 1930, 1937,
ments coming in
1956.
If aa 1948,
in 1956.
If
y 1956,
1956, correscorres1948, 1953,
1953, 1954 y
flow of four
four thousand
thousand five hunhun- pondiendo
pondiendo las exigencias
exigencias madred
dred (4500)
alio de
este
(4500) second
second feet
feet (128
(128 ximas al
al afo
de 1956. En este
cubic meters per second)
second) was
was ano
alio de 1956
maxim° de
de de1956 el
el maximo
destarted in 1956 at the time the maslas
masias al final de una creciente
creciente
water
reached elevation
elevation 4401
or cualquiera
water reached
4401 or
cualquiera no excedera
excedera de
de 128
128
the limit of irrigation
irrigation storage
storage aa metros
metros cfibicos
cabicos (4500 pies
cabicos)
pies cibicos)
flow
spillway of
of 4500
4500 por segundo, siempre
flow over the spillway
siempre quo
que desde
desde
second
(128 cubic
cubic meters)
meters) que
second feet
feet (128
quo el almacenamiento
almacenaraiento para
para riegos
riegos
would
reached at
would have been
been just reached
at llegue
Hogue a
a su altura
altura maxima,
maxima, cota
cota
the end of the
the flood.
con- 4401,
flood. This con4401, se
salir por
por las
las coinse deje salir
comdition occurs but once in the
the puertas
puertas de la
is Presa
un gasto
gasto de
de
Presa un
assumed cycle
cycle of
of thirty
thirty years
assumed
years and
and 128 metros
metros cubicos
cabicos (4500
(4500 pies)
pies)
spill
dur- por
spill has
has not
not been
been necessary
por segundo
yeste
este se
se regule
regule hasta
hasta
necessary dursegundo y
ing
fifteen years
of actual
ing the
the fifteen
years of
actual suprimirlo
suprinurlo cuando
cuando el
el derrame
derrame por
por
reservoir operation 1915-1930.
1915-1930. el vertedor
vertedor de
demasfas Hogue
de demasias
llegue
Therefore,
assume a
Therefore, it
it seems safe
safe to
to assume
a su maximo
ma)dmo de 128 metros cibiefibithat the probable
probable spill
spill from
from cos (4.500
pies) cibicos
cdbicos por
por
(4.500 pies)
Elephant Butte
Elephant
Butte Dam will not
not at
at segundo.
no ocurre
oeurre sine
sino lma
ma
segundo. Esto
Esto no
any time be more than
thou- vez
than six
six thoucielo de
vez en el ciclo
de 30 afios
aiios conconsand
(6,000) second
second feet
sand (6,000)
feet (171
(171 siderado;
y durante
siderado; y
durante los 15 afios
meters per second).
cubic meters
second).
de
funcionamiento del
del vaso,
vaso, de
de funcionamiento
de
1915 aa1930,
1930, no
no ha
habido derraderra1915
ha habido
mes por el vertedor
vertedor de demasfas.
gas. En consecuencia,
consecuencia, se cree
quedar
la seguridad,
seguridad,
quedar del
del lado
lado de
de la
suponien.d.o un
tin gasto
gasto probable
de
suponiendo
probable de
Demasias
Dem.a,slas de la
Presa del
Elela Presa
del Elefante
fante de 170 metros cibicos
adbicos
(6.000 pies cibicos)
cabicos) por
por segundo.
(6.000
segundo.

ternational
Commiseion—Contd.
Boundary inflow

5.-PROBABLE
5.—PROBABLE FLOODS AT
AT EL PASOPASOJUAREZ.
JUAREZ.

5.-GASTO
5.— GASTO PROBABLE
DE CREOREPROBABLE DE
CIENTES
CIENTES FRENTE
FRENTE DE JUAREZJUAREZEL PASO.
PASO.
EL

(a) The largest
largest flood
flood at
at El
El
Paso-Juarez since
Paso-Juarez
since the
the building
building of
of
Elephant Butte Dam occuredI
occured on
on
September
September 1, 1925 when
when a
a peak
peak
of thirteen
thirteen thousand
five hundred
thousand five
hundred

(a) La mayor creciente
creciente frente
a Juarez-El
Jufrez-El Paso, despu6s
a
despues de
de la
la
construcci6n de la Presa
construccien
Presa del
Eledel Elefante, se
lo. de
se presento
present6 el
el lo.
de SepSeptiembre de 1925, habiendo alcan-

I

1so
So in
in original.
original.
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(13,500)
(13,500) second feet (382 cubic
meters per second) passed
passed the
gaging
station at Courchesne.
gaging station
This
resulted from heavy
heavy
This flood resulted
in the Black Range berainfall in
Elephant Butte and Leastween Elephant
a flow of two
burg, on top of a
thousand (2000)
(2000) second feet (57
thousand
cubic
already
meters per second) already
cubic meters
released from the reservoir. If
a
a spill
spill of six thousand (6000) second feet (170 cubic meters per
second)
occuring' at the time
second) was occuring
of
a peak of about
of this flood, a
eighteen
thousand (18,000) seceighteen thousand
ond
feet (510 cubic meters per
ond feet
second)
would have
occurred at
have occurred
second) would
El
Paso-Juarez. If the Caballo
El Paso-Juarez.
Dam
reservoir had been availand reservoir
Dam and
able
at the
this flood, and
of this
time of
the time
able at
if
the six thousand (6000) second
if the
feet
cubic meters per second
feet (170 cubic
Elephant
of
was occurring at Elephant
spill was
of spill
Butte,
rain on
of rain
information of
prior information
Butte, prior
tributaries would have perthe tributaries
mitted
mitted the closing of the Caballo
gates
before the flow of the tribugates before
taries could
reached the Rio
could have reached
taries
Grande,
Grande, and the resulting peak at
El
Paso-Juarez could have been
El Paso-Juarez
reduced
thousand
reduced to between ten thousand
(10,000) and eleven
eleven thousand
(10,000)
(11,000) second feet (283 and 314
(11,000)
cubic meters
meters per second).
second). The
cubic
Caballo reservoir,
controlling
reservoir, by controlling
Caballo
one-half of the direct drainage
area, and
tempoa tempoacting as a
by acting
and by
area,
rary
check on
the spills from Eleon the
rary check
phant Butte
Butte Dam
Dam will reduce by
phant
probable peak
one-half the probable
almost one-half
Paso-Juarez.
El Paso-Juarez.
at El

6.—DRAINAGE
6.-DRAINAGE
JUAREZ
JUAREZ

AREA

IN

PASOEL PASO-

VALLEY.
VALLEY.

FEB. 1, 1933.

zado un
un gasto
gasto maximo
maximo de
de 382
382 terMnairtiiuotneallgoiagnolItn129ofInMinuteo.Boundary
zado
t ternational
cibi- Commission-Contd.
metros cdbicos
Commission—Contd.
(13.500 pies cadcrbicos (13.500
metros

Estaci6n de
cos) por segundo en la Estacien
Aforos de Courchesne. Esta crefile el resultado de fuertes
ciente fu6
precipitaciones en la region
regi6n de
precipitaciones
Range" entre el Elefante
"Black Range"
y Leasburg
Leasburg que llegaron
llegaron al Rio
y
cuando
llevaba un gasto de
cuando este Ulevaba
57
ctibicos (2000 pies
57 metros
metros cdbicos
cdbicos) por segundo
segundo que habian
habian
cibicos)
vaso del Elefante. Si
del vaso
salido del
al
creciente hubiese
llegar esta creciente
al llegar
estado
vertedor de
estado pasando por el vertedor
demasias de la Presa
un gasto
gasto de
Presa un
demasias
170 metros cubicos
cdbicos (6.000 pies
cdbicos) por segundo,
segundo, la creciente
creciente
cubicos)
Juarez-El Paso habria
a Juarez-El
frente a
llegado a
a un maximo de 510
llegado
cubicos (18.000 pies cdbimetros cdbicos
cos)
6poca
segundo. Si en la epoca
por segundo.
cos) por
de esta creciente
creciente hubieran existido
y el vaso de Caballo,
Caballo, yy
la presa
presa y
si
hubiesen estado derrasi a
a la vez hubiesen
cdbicos
mando
mando los 170 metros cubicos
(6.000
cdbicos) por segundo
(6.000 pies cdbicos)
de Demasias
Demasias de la Presa del Elefante, el aviso previo de lluvias
sobre los arroyos tributarios,
habria
compermitido cerrar las corahabria permitido
puertas
puertas en Caballo antes de que
la creciente de los arroyos llegara
Ia
al
que habria perlo que
Grande; lo
Rio Grande;
al Rio
mitido
reducir el maxim()
maximo de cremitido reducir
Juarez-El Paso hasta un
ciente en Juarez-El
gasto
y 314 metros
entre 283 y
gasto entre
cdbicos
y 11.000 pies
(10.000 y
cibicos (10.000
cithicos)
cdbicos) por segundo. Como el
controlara la
vaso de Caballo controlara
la
mitad
del area
directamente triarea directamente
mitad del
butaria del Rio Grande
Grande abajo
abajo del
temporalElefante,
Elefante, al retener temporalmente
volumen de Demasias
Demasias de
mente el volumen
reducira
dicha Presa del Elefante, reducira.
mAximo de
casi a
a la mitad el maxim
crecientes frente a
aJuarez-El
Juarez-El Paso.
6.—AREA
6.-AREA
EL

TRIBUTARIA
EN
TRIBUTARIA DEL RIO EN
VALLE

DE

JUAREZ-EL
JUAREZ-EL

PASO.
PASO.

At
Paso-Juarez
El Paso-Juarez
At El

(a)
Judrez-El Paso.
Paso.
a Judrez-El
Frente a
(a) Frente

(a)
Arroyo Colorado empThe Arroyo
(a) The
ties into
into the
the river
immediately
river immediately
ties
city of Juarez, Chihuaabove the city
hua,
Mexico. This arroyo has
hua, Mexico.
been estimated
have had aa
estimated to have
been
peak
flood of some three thousand
peak flood
second feet (85 cubic
(3,000) second

desemboca
Colorado desemboca
Arroyo Colorado
El Arroyo
en
inmediatamente arriba
aniba
en el Rio inmediatamente
Chihuahua,
de
Ciudad Juarez,
Juarez, Chihuahua,
de Ciudad
Mexico.
Se considera
considera que las
M6xico. Se
crecientes
crecientes de este arroyo han
llegado
cdbicos (3.000
ilegado aa85 metros cfibicos
pies
cdbicos) por segundo. Hay
pies abicos)

I

'So
So in original.

1645
1645

1646
1646
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MinuteNO.
12otla
- meters persecond).
Minute No.129
of Inper second).

Other small-

ternational Boundary
torational
Boundary
Commission—Contd.
er arroyos
empty into
the river
river
into the
arroyos empty
Commission--ontd. er

directly above
above the
the International.
International
directly
Dam. Their
drainage areas
areas are
are
Dam.
Their drainage
small, and
and their
discharge, totosmall,
their discharge,
gether with
with that
of the
Arroyo
that of
the Arroyo
gether
Colorado, cannot
increase the
the
Colorado,
cannot increase
peak floods
in the
the Rio
Grande
peak
floods in
Rio Grande
except in
in the
the improbable
of
improbable event
event of
except
their occurrence
occurrence simultaneously
their
simultaneously
with the
peak flow
Pasoflow past
past El
El Pasowith
the peak
Juarez.
Additional freeboard
has
Juarez. Additional
freeboard has
been allowed
allowed in
the design
design to
to take
take
been
in the
care
this improbable
occurimprobable occurcare of
of this
rence.
rence.

FEB.
1, 1933.
1933.
FEB. 1,

otrospequefios
que desemdesemarroyos que
otrospequefos arroyos
bocan
en el
el Rio
Rio inmediatamente
inmediatamente
bocan en
agaas arriba
la Presa
Interde la
Presa Interarriba de
aguas
nacion.al.
Sus areas
areas de
de drenaje
drenaje
nacional. Sus
son
y sus
sus gastos,
son pequefias
pequefias y
gastos, unidos
unidos
Arroyo Colorado,
al del Arroyo
Colorado, no
no pueden
pueden
aumentar el
el maxim°
de crecientes
crecientes
aumentar
maximo de
del Rio
Rio Bravo,
case
sino en
en el caso
del
Bravo, sine
improbable
de que
que se
se presenten
presenten
improbable de
simultaneamente
simultaneamente con la cresta de
las
crecientes en frente
frente de
de JuarezJuarezlas crecientes
tomar en
en conEl Paso. Para
Para tomar
sideracion esta
este simultaneidad
siraultaneidadpoco
poco
sideraci6n
sobreprobable, se ha dado una sobreelevaciOn
seguridad a
la corona
a la
corona
de seguridad
elevaci6n de
de
de los
los bordos.

Paso-Juarez
Below El Paso-Juarez

(b)
Judrez-El Paso.
Paso.
(b) Abajo
Abajo de Judrez-El

(b)
Practically no
no direct
direct disdis(b) Practically
charge
side drainage
occurs
of side
drainage occurs
charge of
below
Paso-Juarez until
until the
the
below El
El Paso-Juarez
Arroyo Alamo
Alamo in
in Hudspeth
Hudspeth CounCounArroyo
ty
reached. Below
Below this
point
ty is
is reached.
this point
three
large arroyos
arroyos and many
many
three large
small
directly into
empty directly
ones empty
small ones
the river.
river. The
The total
total drainage
drainage
the
area on
American side
between
side between
area
on the
the American
the
and Quitman
Quitman
Alamo and
the Arroyo Alamo
Canyon is
hundred eighty
eighty
Canyon
is six
six hundred
(680)
square miles
miles (1760
(1760 square
square
(680) square
kilometers), of which
which four hunhunkilometers),
dred
dred ninety (490) square miles
(1270
square kilometers)
kilometers) have
(1270 square
have
direct
into the
the river
river and
and
direct discharge
discharge into
(190) square
one hundred ninety
ninety (190)
miles
squarekilometers)
kilometers) are
are
miles (490 square
indirectly discharged
discharged into
into the
indirectly
drainage area on
on the
river. The
The drainage
Mexican side
aide is considerably
less,
Mexican
considerably less,
absence of
of
the absence
although, due to the
knowledge is
maps, little detail knowledge
available.
However, no
no arroyos
available. However,
empty
from
the river from
empty directly into the
the
considerably bethe south
south until
until considerably
McNary, Texas,
Texas,
low the town
town of McNary,
and
observations of
of the
the arroyo
arroyo
and observations
channels
channels below this point show
areas are
drainage areas
that their drainage
probably
limited and
and their
their disdisprobably limited
charges small.
small.
(c) The
arroyos
three largest
largest arroyos
(c)
The three
ere: the
on the American side are:
drainage area of
of
Alamo, with a
a drainage
hundred forty-five
(145)
one hundred
forty-five (145)
square miles (375
(375 square kilometers); the Diablo, with aadraindrainage area of sixty-two (62) square
square
miles
(160 square
and
miles (160
square kilometers);
kilometers); and
the Guayuco, with
with a
a drainage
drainage

Puede
decirse que no hay
Puede decirse
ninem desagiie
desagte de arroyos
arroyos abajo
abajo
ningdn
de
Juarez-El Paso,
sin° hasta
Paso, sino
de Juirez-El
Arroyo del Alamo en el
llegar al
al Arroyo
Condado
de Hudspeth.
Hudspeth. Abajo
Abajo
Condado de
de
desembocan direcde este punto
punto desembocan
directemente
arroyos
tamente en el Rio tres arroyos
grandes
yotros
otros muchos pequefios.
pequetios.
grandes y
El
area total
total de drenaje
drenaje en el lado
lade
El area
American° entre
entre el
el Arroyo
Arroyo del
del
Americano
Alamo
CafiOn de Quitman,
Quitman,
Alamo y
y el Cai6n
kilometres cuadrados
es de 1760
1760 kil6metros
cuadradas), de los
los
(680 millas cuadradas),
cuales 1270
1270 kil6metros
kilOmetros cuadrados
cuadrados
cuales
(490
minas cuadradas),
cuadradas), descargan
descargan
(490 millas
directamente en el Rio y
directamente
y 490
kilometres
cuadrados .
kil6metros (190 millas) cuadrados
descargan indirectamente
indirectamente en
la
descargan
en la
corriente.
corriente. El area de drenaje en
lad° Mexican()
mucho menor,
manor,
el lado
Mexicano es mucho
sin que se conozea
conozca en detalle por
por
la carencia
carencia de
planes de
la
de pianos
de esta
esta
region.
embargo, no
no hay
hay
regi6n.
Sin embargo,
arroyos que, del Sur, entren
arroyos
directamente
haste
directamente al Rio, sino hasta
abajo de la
poblacion de
muy abajo
la poblaci6n
McNary,
Texas, pudiendo
pudiendo dedeMcNary, Texas,
ducirse de la inspecci6n
inspeccian de los
canoes de los arroyos abajo de
de
cauces
areas de
este lugar, que sus areas
drenaje son probablemente
probablemente limitadrenaje
das yysus gastos pequefios.
pequefos.
(c)
tres arroyos
mks grangran(c) Los
Los tres
arroyos mas
des en el lado Americano,
American°, son.:
son: el
del Alamo, con una area de drenaje de 375 kil6metros
kilometres cuadrados
naje
cuadrados
(145 minas
millas cuadradas);
cuadradas); el del
Diablo, con una area de drenaje
drenaje
kilometres cuadrados
cuadrados (62
(62
de 160
160 kil6metros
milks cuadradas);
millas
cuadradas); y
y el del Guauna area
drenaje de
yuco, con una
area de
de drenaje
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area of
hundred sixty-five
of one hundred
area
(165) square
square miles (427 square
(165)
kilometers).
kilometers). The Alamo and the
Guayuco have
have been known to disGuayuco
charge in
in excess
excess of five thousand
charge
(5,000) second
second feet (142 cubic
(5,000)
hearsay
second), and hearsay
meters per second),
information gives probable
probable peaks
information
twice that amount. If such
of twice
flows should
should occur at the time the
flows
peak of a
a flood from upper river
peak
sources was
was passing,
doubtless the
passing, doubtless
sources
designed channel would be overdesigned
taxed.
additional safety
Some additional
taxed. Some
has
increasing
been provided by increasing
has been
the
freeboard a
short distance
a short
the freeboard
above and below these arroyos.
However,
as these arroyos empty
However, as
into
the river
river channel
channel well
well below
into the
most
protected,
area to be protected,
the area
of the
most of
it
uneconomical to make
be uneconomical
it will be
any large
against
expenditures against
large expenditures
any
unlikely possibilities.
possibilities.
unlikely

(d)
discharge from
from these
The discharge
(d) The
arroyos
must be
taken into the
be taken
arroyos must
channel
the location has been
and the
channel and
made
distance from the
some distance
at some
made at
present arroyo
arroyo mouths to permit,
present
in
measure, the deposit of dea measure,
in a
tritus before
before the flows reach the
tritus
channel.
channel.
7.—THE
7.-THE

RIVER
RIVER
JUAREZ
JUAREZ

ABOVE
ABOVE

EL
EL

PASOPASO-

(a)
distance by the river
The distance
(a) The
between
between Elephant Butte and El
Paso-Juarez is about one hundred
hundred
Paso-Juarez
fifty (150)
kilometers),
(241 kilometers),
miles (241
(150) miles
fifty
and
the valley axial distance is
and the
about
hundred twenty (120)
one hundred
about one
miles (193
kilometers). Imme(193 kilometers).
miles
diately below the dam the river
diately
passes
fifteen miles (24 kilopasses thru fifteen
meters)
canyon where the fall
meters) of canyon
varies
from .00037
.00037 (1.94 feet per
per
varies from
mile) to
to .00080
.00080 (4.26 feet per mile)
mile)
then
thru the Palomas Valley for
then thru
thirteen
miles (21 kilometers)
thirteen miles
with a
afall
of .00080
.00080 (4.26 feet per
fall of
with
(5
mile),
tluu three
three miles (5
then thru
mile), then
kilometers)
of canyon
where the
canyon where
kilometers) of
Caballo
located, then
is located,
damsite is
Caballo damsite
thru the
Rincon Valley,
Valley, the first
the Rincon
thru
seven
miles (11
kilometers) of
(11 kilometers)
seven miles
which have
of
average fall of
an average
have an
which
.00074
(3.93 feet per mile), and
.00074 (3.93

FEB. 1, 1933.
1933.
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No. 129of In427 kilometres
(165 terMinute
itliuonteariciltnry.
cuadrados (165
kil6metros cuadrados
427
Boundary
n
ternational
Commission-Contd.
que
sabe
millas cuadradas).
Se sabe
Commission—Contd.
cuadradas). Se
millas
los gastos
arroyos del
de los arroyos
gastos de
los
Alamo y
del Guayuco
Guayuco han exceexcey del
Alamo
(5000
dido
142 metros
metros cubicos
cubicos (5000
de 142
dido de
y se
segundo y
pies
ctibicos) por
por segundo
pies cubicos)
puede ser
dice
maximo puede
el maxim°
que el
dice que
Si estas crecientes
del
crecientes
doble. Si
del doble.
ocurrieran
pasar la cresta de
al pasar
ocurrieran al
la parte
la
de la
proveniente de
avenida proveniente
la avenida
alta del
proyectado
canal proyectado
el canal
Rio, el
del Rio,
alta
indudablemente resultaria
resultaria sobreindudablemente
cargado. Se
previsto un marha previsto
Se ha
cargado.
gen
adicional, sobre
sobre
seguridad adicional,
de seguridad
gen de
elevando la
la corona
corona de
de los
los bordos
bordos
elevando
en cortos
tramos inmediatamente
inmediatamente
cortos tramos
en
arriba
estos arroyos.
de estos
abajo de
y abajo
arriba y
Sin embargo,
embargo, puesto que los arroSin
yos de
de que
que se
se trata
desembocan
trata desembocan
yos
la
en el
el Rio
bastante abajo
abajo de la
Rio bastante
en
mayor parte
del area
area por
por proteger,
proteger,
parte del
mayor
se
considera apti-econ6mico
8,0i-economic° hacer
hacer
se considera
una
fuerte erogacien
para precaerogaci6n para
una fuerte
verse
contingencias
estas contingencias
contra estas
verse contra
poco probables.
probables.
poco
(d)
estos
corriente de estos
la corriente
Como la
(d) Como
arroyos debe
dentro del
admitirse dentro
debe admitirse
arroyos
6ste se ha localicauce del
Rio, este
del Rio,
cauce
deszado a
de la
la desdistancia de
alguna distancia
a alguna
zado
arroyos,
embocadura actual
actual de
los arroyos,
de los
embocadura
modo el
cierto mode
en cierto
a
permitir en
de permitir
a fin
fin de
deposit°
de detritus
detritus antes
de que
que
antes de
dep6sito de
la corriente
corriente de
de dichos
dichos arroyos
arroyos
la
llegue al
al cauce
del Rio.
cauce del
llegue
IVi

7.—EL RIO
ARRIBA DE
DE JUAREZ-EL
JUAREZ-EL
RIO ARRIBA
7.-EL
FASO.
PASO.

(a)
La distancia
distancia entre la Presa
Press
(a) La
del Elefante
Elef ante y
y Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso es
del
(150
de cerca
cerca de
kilometres (150
241 kil6metros
de 241
de
millas) a
a lo
largo del Rio, mienlo largo
millas)
tras
que la
la distancia
distancia por
por el eje de
tras que
los Valles es de 193 kil6metros
kilometres
los
(120
millas).
Inmediatamente
Inmediatamente
(120 millas).
abajo de
de la
pasa por
Presa, el Rio pasa
la Presa,
abajo
un
24 kilometres
(15
kil6metros (15
de 24
cafi6n de
un cation
minas)
de longitud, con una penmillas) de
diente que
varia entre 0.00037 yy
que varia
diente
0.00080 (de
1.94 aa 4.26 pies por
(de 1.94
0.00080
milla); recorre
recorre despu6s
despues el Valle de
milla);
Palomas,
desarrollo de 21
Palomas, con un desarrollo
kilometres
(13 millas)
y una penmillas) y
kil6metros (13
diente
por
0.00080 (4.26 pies por
de 0.00080
diente de
milla);
sigue por
cafi6n de 55
un cafien
por un
milla); sigue
millas)
'Kilometres
de longitud (3 minas)
kil6metros de
en el
esti situada la Boquilla
Boquilla
el que esta
en
de
y pass.
pasa el Valle de
Caballo; y
de Caballo;
Rincen,
que la
is. pendiente
es
pendiente es
el que
en el
Rinc6n, en
de
0.00074, (3.93 pies por milla)
mills)
de 0.00074,
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MiniuteNoa2ofIn- the
the last
last fourteen
fourteen miles
miles (22
(22 kilokiloof .00064
.00064 (3.40
feet
meters) a
a fall
fall of
(3.40 feet
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ternational:
Boundary
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en
los primeros
once kil6metros
kilometros
en los
primeros once
(7 millas) y
y de
de 0.00064
0.00064 (3.40
(3.40 pies
pies
traver- por milla)
per mile).
mile). The
The river
river then
railla) en
22 kil6kilothen traveren los
los intimos
iiltimos 22
ses seven
seven miles
(11 kilometers)
kilometers) metros
(14 millas).
El Rio
Rio atrases
miles (11
metros (14
millas). El
atraknown as
known
as the Selden
Selden Canyon,
el caf6n
cab% Selden
Selden
Canyon, viesa
viesa en seguida
seguida el
where the
fall is
the average
kil6metros de
(7
average fall
de 11 kil6metros
is .00064
.00064 de
de longitud
longitud (7
(3.4 feet per
mile), and
and then
then minas)
per mile),
pendiente media
media
millas) con una pendiente
reaches the Leasburg
Leasburg Dam
por mina)
Dam which
which de
de 0.00064
0.00064 (3.40
(3.40 pies
pies por
milla) yy
is at the head of
Mesilla Yak
la presa
presa de
de Leasburg,
Leasburg,
of the
the Mesilla
Val- llega aa la
Dam to
to situada en la parte alto,
ley. From
From Leasburg
Leasburg Dam
Valle
alta del
del Valle
Mesilla
Mesilla Dam,
distance of
of twenty
Dam, aadistance
twenty de
de Mesilla. Desde
Desde la
la Presa
Presa de
de
four
(39 kilometers),
four miles
miles (39
kilometers), the
Mesilla, el
the Leasburg hasta la de Mesilla,
el
fall of
of .00073
.00073 (3.84
feet Rio
river has
has a
39 kilametros
de longia fall
Rio tiene
(3.84 feet
tiene 39
kil6metros de
longimile). From
From Mesilla
Mesilla Dam
Dam to
to tud (24 millas)
per mile).
mill as) con
pendiente
con una
una pendiente
Canutillo Bridge,
distance of
Bridge, a
a distance
of de 0.00073 (3.84 pies
milla).
pies por milla).
twenty-eight miles
miles (45
la Presa
Presa de
hasta el
(45 kilokilo- Desde
Desde la
de Mesilla
Mesilla hasta
el
meters) the river has
has aa fall
fall of
of Puente de Canutillo, la
longitud
la longitud
.00070
.00070 (3.67 feet per
mile), and
and del
per mile),
del Rio
de 45
45 kil6metros
(28
Rio es
es de
kil6metros (28
from the Canutillo
Canutillo Bridge to
to the
the minas)
millas) con una pendiente
pendiente de
de
International Dam, some
some ninenine- 0.00070
International
pies por
por milla),
0.00070 (3.67
(3.67 pies
milla), yy
teen miles (30 kilometers)
kilometers) the
the desde el
de Canutillo
el Puente
Puente de
Canutillo
fall of
feet hasta
river has
has a
a fall
of .00048
.00048 (2.53
(2.53 feet
hasta la
Internacional, la
la Presa
Presa Internacional,
la
per mile).
mile).
per
longitud es
30 kil6metros
longitud
es de
de 30
kil6metros (19
(19
milks) y
millas)
y la pendiente
pendiente de
de 0.00048
0.00048
(2.53 pies
pies por
por mina).
(2.53
milla).
(b)
stated, the
the
(b) As previously
previously stated,
(b)
Como se
se ha
ha dicho
el
(b) Como
dicho antes,
antes, el
effect of the release of
water efecto de
of clear water
salida de
agua dara
de la
la salida
de agua
clara
from Elephant
Elephant Butte Dam has
has de la Presa
ha sido
sido
Presa del Elefante
Elefante ha
been to degrade the river bed
bed in
in el de socavar el lecho
Rio en
en
lecho del Rio
the upper
immediately la regi6n
upper reaches
reaches immediately
inmediatamente abajo
region inmediatamente
abajo
below the dam,
to build
it de la Presa,
dam, and to
build it
y azolvarlo
en el
el
Presa, y
azolvarlo en
up thru the El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez Valle de Juarez-El
Debe
Juarez-El Paso.
Paso. Debe
Valley. There is necessarily
necessarily a
forzosamente un
tramo del
a existir forzosamente
un tramo
del
stretch of river between these
two Rio en el que estas dos acciones
these two
acciones
actions which is
where se equihbran,
is quiescent,
quiescent, where
equilibran, yy en el
el que, por lo
lo
degradation nor
building tanto, no se venfica
neither degradation
nor building
socavacion
verifica ni
ni socavaci6n
up is going on. Studies of river
river ni
m azolve.
condiciones exexazolve. Estas
Estas condiciones
sections indicate
indicate that the river
river isten en la parte baja
baja del
Valle de
de
del Valle
bed thru the lower Mesilla
Valley Mesilla, se
Mesilla Valley
11 lo
lo demuestra
segan
demuestra el
el
rests in this
this state.
state.
secciones del
estudio de las secciones
del Rio.
Rio.
8.-THE
8.-THE RIVER
RIVER
JUAREZ
JUAREZ

BELOW
BELOW

EL
EL

PASOPASO-

(a) The length of the channel
channel
of the river between
between El PasoJuarez and the Quitman
Quitman Canyon
Canyon
is about one
one hundred
hundred fifity-five
fifity'-five
(155) miles (250
kilometers) while
(155)
(250 kilometers)
while
the length measured
measured along
along the
valley axis is eighty-five (85)
(85) miles
miles
(137
(137 kilometers).
kilometers). The fall of the
river is about .00034 (1.82
feet
(1.82 feet
per mile) while the
the fall
fall of
of the
the
valley is .00061 (3.20 feet per
per
mile). It
It is thus seen
seen that if
if the
the
alignment
alignment of the river can
can be
be
straightened
a fall of approxistraightened a
mately .00061 (3.2 feet per mile)
'So in
in original.
'So
original.

8.-EL RIO ABAJO
ABAJO
PASO.

DE JUAREZ-EL
JUAREZ-EL
DE

(a) La longitud aproximada del
cauce del Rio entre Juarez-El
Paso y
y el can6n
caii6n. de Quitman
Quitman es
es
de 250 kil6metros
kilometros (155 millas),
millas),
mientras que la distancia
distancia medida
medida
aa lo largo del eje del Valle es de
de
137 kil6metros
kilametros (85 millas). La
La
pendiente del Rio es aproximapendiente
aproximadamente de 0.00034 (1.82
damente
(1.82 pies
por
pies por
milla), en tanto que la pendiente
raffia),
pendiente
del Valle es de 0.00061 (3.20
pies
(3.20 pies
por milla).
milla). Por lo tanto
ve
tanto se
se ve
que si se endereza el alineamiento
alineamiento
del Rio, puede
obtenerse una
puede obtenerse
una
pendiente aproximada de 0.00061,
0.00061,
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can
will be noted
It will
obtained. It
be obtained.
can be
that
fall is
is in
in excess
of that in
excess of
this fall
that this
the
stretch of
of the
Mesilla
the Mesilla
last stretch
the last
Valley,
or between
between Canutillo
Valley, or
Bridge
International
the International
and the
Bridge and
Dam, where
where aafall of .00048 (2.53
Dam,
feet
per mile)
mile) was indicated
indicated and
feet per
that
that this fall of .00061 (3.2 feet
per mile)
under that
is somewhat
somewhat under
mile) is
per
of .00070
.00070 (3.67
mile) for
feet per mile)
(3.67 feet
of
the upper
Mesilla
of the Mesilla
part of
upper part
the
Valley. If
If the
the lower stretch of
Valley.
the
in the
Mesilla Valley is
the Mesilla
river in
the river
in equilibrium,
equilibrium, that is, shows
in
neither
scour nor
nor fill,
fill, with aa graneither scour
feet per mile)
dient
of .00048
.00048 (2.53 feet
dient of
the river
river thru
Paso-Juarez
the El Paso-Juarez
thru the
the
Valley
greater grahave aa greater
must have
Valley must
dient
same state of
the same
reach the
to reach
dient to
equilibrium
since the
the quantities
quantities of
equilibrium since
water
greatly
are greatly
carried are
normally carried
water normally
International Dam
reduced at the International
reduced

III.—PROPOSED
III.-PROPOSED PLAN
(a)
treatment to
to be
be given
given
The treatment
(a) The
the river
river thru
thru the valley to inthe
crease
the fall
fall from
.00034 (1.82
(1.82
from .00034
crease the
feet
mile) to
to .00061
.00061 (3.2
(3.2 feet
feet
per mile)
feet per
per
mile), in
order to accelerate
in order
per mile),
current
tle current
the velocity and to let the
the
of the
river carry along
along the
the river
of
burden of
sediment,
and sediment,
sand and
of sand
burden
which has
has caused
caused the rapid river
which
bottom rising,
rising, so
so marked
marked since the
bottom
the Elephant
construction of
Elephant
of the
construction
Butte Dam,
of a
a general
general
consists of
Dam, consists
Butte
straightening
straightening following the present
channel of
wherever
the river wherever
of the
ent channel
possible, and
and cutting
the
across the
cutting across
possible,
bends where
necessary to decrease
where necessary
bends
length.
Along each
each side
of the
side of
length. Along
new
each
and also along each
channel, and
new channel,
side of
of the
river where
present river
the present
side
followed, levees
levees will
will be
built of
be built
followed,
sufficient height
height and far enough
sufficient
The
apart to
to pass
pass the
the floods. The
apart
channel thus
created will always
always
thus created
channel
be kept
of brush
brush and other
clear of
kept clear
be
obstructions which might
might retard
obstructions
the
In the
alignment, due
the alignment,
flow. In
the flow.
to
consideration has been given to
consideration
the
principle of the comgeneral principle
the general
pensation
of the
the artificially
segreartificially segrepensation of
gated areas,
in order
order to equalize
areas, in
gated

FEB. 1, 1933.
1933.
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(3.20
Esta peni
t
l
i
u
otezod9
ue
dIn129ofInMinuteNo.
pen- ternational
milla). Esta
por milla).
pies por
(3.20 pies
Commission-Contd.
diente
es mayor
mayor que
que la
la del
tramo Commission—Contd.
del tramo
diente es
y que
Mesilla y
inferior
del Valle
de Mesilla
Valle de
inferior del
la
tramo entre el Puente de
la del tramo
Presa InternaCanutillo
la Presa
y la
Canutillo y
cional,
puesto que la pendiente
pendiente en
cional, puesto
este
ultimo tramo
tramo es
es de 0.00048
este ultimo
cambio,
(2.53
pies por milla); en cambia
(2.53 pies
dicha
de 0.00061
0.00061 (3.20
pendiente de
dicha pendiente
pies por
por milla)
es ligeramente
ligeramente ininmilla) es
pies
del tramo
ferior
pendiente del
la pendiente
a in
ferior a
superior del Valle de Mesilla, que
superior
es de
0.00070 (3.67
pies por
milla).
por milla).
(3.67 pies
de 0.00070
es
Ahora bien,
bien, si
si con una pendiente
Ahora
de 0.00048
(2.53 pies
pies por milla)
0.00048 (2.53
de
en el
el Rio
esta, en
equilibrio en
en equilibrio
Rio esta
el
Valie de Metramo
del Valle
inferior del
tramo inferior
silla,
puesto que
que no
socani socahay ni
no hay
silla, puesto
darse al
vacien
ni azolve,
azolve, debe darse
vaci6n ni
Rio
mayor pendiente
el Valle
en el
pendiente en
Rio mayor
a
de
Juarez-El Paso
llegar a
Paso para llegar
de Juarez-El
alcanzar el
mismo estado de
el mismo
alcanzar
de
equilibria
cantidad de
la cantidad
que la
ya que
equilibrio, ya
agua que
que escurre
normalmente se
escurre normalmente
agua
reduce mucho
en la Presa Intermucho en
reduce
nacional.
nacional.
III.—PROYECTO
III.-PROYECTO

la pen(a) A
fin de
aumentar in
de aumentar
A fin
(a)
diente del Rio
JuarezRio en el Valle de Juarezdiente
El Paso
Paso de
0.00034 (1.82
(1.82 pies por
de 0.00034
El
milla) a
a 0.00061
por
(3.20 pies por
0.00061 (3.20
milla)
milla) y
aeelerar la
la velocidad
velocidad de
y acelerar
milla)
in corriente
esta
corriente de modo que Csta
la
pueda acarrear
acarrear el
ha
azolve que ha
el azolve
pueda
rapido del
determinado
ascenso rapid°
el ascenso
deternninado el
desde
fondo
Rio, tan marcado desde
del Rio,
fondo del
la
In Presa
Ircesa del
do la
construcci6n de
la construccion
Elefante,
modificar el
proyecta modificar
se proyecta
Elefante, se
Rio
general,
en lo general,
enderezandolo en
Rio enderezandolo
siguiendo
el cauce
cauce actual
en
actual en
siguiendo el
donde sea
posible, y
y cortando
cortando las
sea posible,
donde
necesario, aa
vueltas cuando
cuando sea necesario,
vueltas
fin de
disminuir la longitud. A
A
de disminuir
fin
y aalos
cada lado
lado del
cauce nuevo
nuevo y
del cauce
cada
lados del
actual del Rio en
cauce actual
del cauce
lados
donde
se construiran
construiran
este, se
siga este,
se siga
donde se
y aa
diques
de altura
altura suficiente
suficiente y
diques de
distancia
par permipermiconveniente para
distancia conveniente
tir
paso de
avenidas. El
las avenidas.
de las
el paso
tir el
cauce
conservara
formado se conservara
asi formado
cauce asi
siempre
yerbas y
y obstrucobstruclibre de yerbas
siempre libre
ciones
que pudieran
retardar el
el
pudieran retardar
ciones que
trazo
escurrimiento.
hacer el
el trazo
Al hacer
escurrimiento. Al
se
ha atendido
como principio
principio
atendido como
se ha
areas
fundamental
las areas
igualar las
fundamental aa igualar
que
se segreguen
segreguen artificialmente,
artificialmente,
que se
fin de
extension total que
que la extensi6n
de que
aafin
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the areas
the
areas which
which will
will be
be cut
cut from
from
one country
country with
with those
which will
one
those which
will

be cut
from the
be
cut from
the other.
other.
(b)
brings
(b) This
This treatment
treatment
brings
about
result that
right-ofabout the
the result
that the
the right-ofacquired by
by each
way to
to be
be acquired
each nation
nation
area.
will balance
balance practically
practically in
in area.
In general,
the water-way
water-way proIn
general, the
proposed will
will consist
of a
a normal
posed
consist of
normal
channel of similar
size and
and capacchannel
similar size
capacriver bed,
ity to the
the present river
bed, with
with
levees set back with a
a total
total distance
tance of about five
five hundred
hundred
meters)
ninety (590) feet
feet (180
(180 meters)
between them.
will be
be
between
them. Levees
Levees will
on top
permit
wide enough
enough on
top to
to permit
travel
travel for inspection
inspection and
and repair.
repair.
alignment has
has been
chosen
The alignment
been so
so chosen
possible all
as to
to avoid
avoid as
as far
far as
as possible
all
highly improved and
cultivated
and cultivated
areas, but at many places this
was impracticable
the
impracticable due
due to
to the
meanderings
meanderings of the river channel.
channel.

(c) The above
above plan
plan of
shorten(c)
of shortening the river by cut-offs is feasible
feasible
in this case because Elephant
Elephant
Butte Dam, in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
the proposed Caballo
Caballo Dam
Dam and
and
reservoir,
reservoir, will give practically
practically
complete
complete control
control of
of the floods.
floods.
Consequently theer
Consequently
the river
river thru
tthe
thru the
the
El PasoJuarez
Paso-Juarez Valley
Valley will
will take
take
on more the nature
nature of
large
of aa large
central
central drain or canal than
river.
than aariver.

IV.-BASIS
IV.—BASIS OF
OF ESTIMATE.
ESTIMATE.

FEB. 1,
FEB.
1, 1933.
1933.

se corte
carte de
un pals,
sea igual
igual a
ala
la
se
de un
pals, sea
que
corte del
del otro,
que se
se corte
otro.
(b)
El trazo
hecho de
de acuerdo
(b) El
trazo hecho
acuerdo
con
principio, dh
da lugar
lugar a
aque
con este principio,
que
de derecho
las zonas
zonas de
derecho de
de via
via que
que
debe
cada nacion
sean
debe adquirir cada
naci6n sean
practicamente iguales
iguales en
extenpracticamente
en extension.
generales, el
el
si6n. En
En terminos
t6rminos generales,
cauce
cauce artificial
artificial proyectado
proyectado conconsistira, de
un cauce
de estiaje
estiaje de
de
sistira
de un
cauce de
dimensiones y
dimensiones
y capacidad
capacidad semesemelas del
actual lecho
menor
jjantes
antes aalas
del actual
lecho menor
y de
del Rio y
de un
un cauce
cauce mayor
mayor
ambos lados
limitado en ambos
lados por
por
diques distantes como
como 180
metros
diques
180 metros
(590
uno de
otro. Estos
(590 pies)
pies) uno
de otro.
Estos
diques tendran
tendran un ancho
en
ancho en
bastante para
el
corona bastante
para permitir
permitir el
trafico para
para fines
de inspecci6n
inspeccion y
trafico
fines de
y
reparacion.
trazo se
se ha
reparaci6n. El
El trazo
ha hecho
hecho
procurando,
en lo
posible, no
procurando, en
lo posible,
no
cruzar
cultivados o
con
cruzar terrenos
terrenos cultivados
o con
mejoras; pero
pero en algunos
algunos lugares
lugares
esto ha side
sido impracticable
impracticable debido
debido
aalas sinuosidades
sinuosidades del
del Rio.
(c) El proyecto
.(c)
proyecto de
de acortaacortanuento del.
Rio por
miento
del Rio
por cortes
cortes artifiartificiales es factible porque
el efecto
efecto
porque el
combinado
combinado de las Presas
Presas del
del EleElefante y
yde Caballo, sera
sera el de
de concontrolar casi por completo
completo las
las orecrecientes, y
mutes,
y en consecuencia
consecuencia el Rio
Rio
adquirira mas
adquirira
ms bien los caracteres
caracteres
de un gran canal
canal central
central en
en el
el
Vale de Juarez-El
Paso.
Valle
Juarez-El Paso.

IV.-BASES
IV.--BASES PARA EL PREPRESUPUESTO
SUPUESTO

l.-Cost
1.—Cost of
Caballo Reservoir
Reservoir
of Caballo

1.-Costo de
1.—Costo
Presa de
de la
la Presa
de Caballo.
Caballo.

cost of
of the
(a) The cost
the Caballo
Caballo
Dam, including
including the purchase of
the hinds
lands to be submerged, has
has
been estimated
estimated by the Bureau of
of
Reclamation
Reclamation at about
one million
about one
million
two hundred fifty thousand
thousand doldollars ($1,250.000)
($1,250.000) for the one
hundred thousand (100,000)
(100,000) acre
feet (123,350,000
(123,350,000 cubic
meters)
cubic meters)
capacity.
(b) The volume of
of water
water passpassing the Caballo
during
Caballo Damsite during
the flood of September
in
September 1925
1925 was
was in
neighborhood of twenty-five
the neighborhood
thousand
thousand (25,000) acre feet
feet (30,(30,837,000 cubic meters).
meters). Storage
in excess of this amount must be
be

(a) El costo de la Presa
de
Presa de
Caballo, incluyendo la adquisici6n
adquisicion
de los terrenos que resulten
resulten
inundados, ha sido estimado
estimado por
por
el "Bureau of Reclamation"
Reclamation" en
en
cerca de un mill6n
millon doscientos
cincuenta mil dalares
un
d6lares para
para un
almacenamiento de
almacenamiento
de 123.350,000
123.350,000
metros cfibicos
cithicos (100.000
(100.000 acres
pies).
pies).
(b) El volumen de agua que
pas6 por el sitio de la Presa de
Caballo durante la
la creciente
creciente de
de
Septiembre de 1925 fu8
fuo alrededor
alrededor
de 30.837,000 metros cithicos
cubicos
(25.000 acres pies). El vaso
debe tener capacidad
capacidad mayor, papa-
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ra
azolves y
crecientes termngotnelogrinozny.
MinteaNo 129ofIny crecientes
recibir azolves
ra recibir
mas
ocurrir. Commission—Contd.
Commission-Contd.
pueden ocurrir.
que pueden
grandes que
mas grandes
Debe
tamblen preverse una capaDebe tambien
cidad suficiente
suficiente para retener las
cidad
demasias probables
probables de la Presa del
demasias
Elefante durante
durante la epoca
6poca de creElefante
cientes abajo
abajo de la Presa, hacientes
biendose
destinado aa este fin un
bi6ndose destinado
volumen
volumen de 61.675,000 metros
cithicos
pies), que
(50.000 acres pies),
cibicos (50.000
corresponde
la
derrame de la
al derrarne
corresponde al
o
Presa
del Elefante
durante tres o
Elefante durante
Presa del
cuatro
cuatro dias. De esta manera se
(lath
a que bajen las
tiempo a
darat tiempo
crecientes
abajo de Caballo, antes
crecientes abajo
de
necesario dejar salir
stair
sea necesario
que sea
de que
agua de
esta Presa.
de esta
agua
(c)
Del almacenamiento
almacenamiento total
(c) Del
(c)
proposed storthe total proposed
Of the
(c) Of
123.350,000 metros
proyectado de 123.350,000
age of
thousand proyectado
one hundred thousand
of one
age
(100.000 acres
pies), la
acres pies),
(100,000) acre
acre feet
feet (123.350,000
cubicos (100.000
(123.350,000 ctibicos
(100,000)
aproximadamente, oo sean
mitad aproximadamente,
cubic
meters) approximately
approximately fifty mitad
cubic meters)
61.675,000 metros
metros ctibicos
cdbicos (50.000
thousand
(50,000) acre feet (61,- 61.675,000
thousand (50,000)
pies) se destinan al almaacres pies)
675,000 cubic
allowed acres
are allowed
meters) are
cubic meters)
675,000
cenamiento de
de aguas
creciente
de creciente
aguas de
for flood
flood storage and silt deple- cenamiento
for
o
y al
azolve, y
la otra mitad, o
y la
al azolve,
tion,
tion, and fifty thousand (50,000) y
sean
61.675,000
ctibicos
cibicos
metros
61.675,000
sean
meters)
acre
feet
cubic
(61,675,000
acre feet
(50.000 acres pies) al control de
for the
of spill
from Ele- (50.000
spill from
control of
the control
for
Elefante.
demasfas del Elefante.
demasias
las
phant Butte.

provided to take care of possible
provided
larger floods
depletion.
floods and silt depletion.
larger
Provision
Provision must also be made to
store the probable
probable spill from
store
Elephant
during times of
Elephant Butte during
flood
below the dam.
run-off below
flood run-off
Fifty
(50,000) acre feet
thousand (50,000)
Fifty thousand
meters) are
(61,675,000 cubic meters)
allowed for
for this
item and would
this item
allowed
probably store three or four
probably
days' spill.
spill. This would permit
days'
the floods
entering below Caballo
floods entering
the
have receded.
to have

Tracts.
2.-Segregated Tracts.
2.-Segregated
(a) In
In order
order that neither na(a)
tion shall
national area,
sacrifice national
shall sacrifice
tion
it is required that the total land
to
be segregated
segregated or cut off from
to be
one country
equal that to be
shall equal
country shall
one
segregated or cut off from the
segregated
other.
On the attached maps
other. On
these
tracts and
and their total areas
these tracts
have
Fifty-nine (59)
shown. Fifty-nine
been shown.
have been
separate
be cut from
tracts will be
separate tracts
Mexico
(65) sepasixty-five (65)
and sixty-five
Mexico and
rate
be cut from the
will be
tracts will
rate tracts
United States.
Their areas
vary
areas vary
States. Their
United
to
from 0.10 hectares
hectares (.25 acre) to
from
151 hectares
(377 acres). The
hectares (377
151
approximate
approximate total area to be cut
from Mexico
Mexico is one thousand four
from
hundred
hectares (3460
(1400) hectares
hundred (1400)
acres)
and the
approximate total
the approximate
acres) and
area to
be cut from the United
to be
area
States is
is one
one thousand
thousand four hunStates
dred (1400)
hectares (3460
(3460 acres).
(1400) hectares
dred

Segregar.
por Segregar.
2.-Terrenos por
2.-Terrenos
(a)
fin de
de que ninguno de
A fin
(a) A
los
perdida de
palses sufra pdrdida
dos paises
los dos
tenitorio Nacional, se ha esterritorio
requisite fundatablecido como requisito
mental
extension total de
mental que la extensi6n
terreno que
segregue de un pais
pals
que se segregue
terreno
segregue del
a la que se segregue
sea igual a
otro.
En los
los planos adjuntos
En
otro.
aparecen
terrenos por segreaparecen estos terrenos
gar y
y sus
sus areas
areas totales,
totales, figurando
gar
59
parcelas que deberan segre59 parcelas
garse de Mexico
y 65 parcelas
M6xico y
garse
por segregar
segregar de los Estados
Unidos,
con areas
variables desde
areas variables
Unidos, con
0.10
hasta
hectkreas (0.25 acres) hasta
0.10 hectareas
hectareas (377 acres). La
151 hectareas
extension total
aproximada que
total aproximada
extensi6n
se
segregark de M6xico
Mexico es de 1400
se segregara
hectaras
y la exacres) y
hectaras (3460 acres)
tensien total aproximada que
tensi6n
se
segregara de los Estados Unise segregara
tambien de 1400 hectkras
hectiras
dos es tambi6n
acres).
(3460 acres).

Island.
Elizario Island.
3.-San Elizario
(a) Two
routes for
for
alternate routes
Two alternate
(a)
the
rectified chanlocation of the rectified
the location
nel
the San Elizario Island
along the
nel along
are shown
shown on
on Exhibit No. 2. One
are

Elizario.
3.-Isla de San Elizario.
2 aparecen
el anexo No. 2
(a) En el
lo largo de la Isla de San
aa lo
Elizario dos trazos para el cauce
rectificado,
rectificado, de los cuales uno
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route
in a
general way
way the
the
route follows
follows in
a general
present
while the
the other
other
present river
river while
follows
the
follows in aa general way
way the
present
The
two
present boundary.
boundary.
The two
routes
routes are almost
almost identical
identical in
in
length,
and have
have practically
practically the
the
length, and
same
gradient and
and grade
elevasame gradient
grade elevation.
tion.
(b) The
The river
river route,
fol(b)
route, by
by following
the present
river, is
lolowing the
present river,
is loin the United
cated entirely in
United
States
and passes
thru areas
States and
passes thru
areas
largely
largely undrained
undrained and
and uncultiuncultivated, while the
vated,
the boundary
boundary route
route
passes largely thru highly
passes
highly culticultivated
vated and valuable
valuable areas.
areas. ThereTherefore
rights-of-way
fore the
the costs
costs of
of rights-of-way
will be less with the river
river route
route
and no
no areas will
and
will be segregated
segregated
of changed
national
in the sense
sense of
changed national
jurisdiction. The alignment posjurisdiction.
sible
the boundary
boundary route
route
sible with
with the
is considerably
is
better than
than that
considerably better
that
of
river route,
at
of the
the river
route, especially
especially at
the
of the
the Island,
Island, where
where
the lower end
end of
sharp curve
is necessary
necessary if
if the
the
aa sharp
curve is
river
river route
route is
is used.
used.
The boundary
boundary route
(c) The
route makes
makes
more
feasible the
the carrying
carrying thru
thru
more feasible
of
and drainage
works
of irrigation
irrigation and
drainage works
needed
by Mexico,
Mexico, as
as the
present
needed by
the present
boundary
is located
located
boundary in
in places
places is
practically
against the
the toe
practically against
toe of
of
the
other hand,
hand,
the mesa.
mesa. On
On the
the other
the
of the
river
the abandonment
abandonment of
the river
requires the
requires
the building
building in
in the
the United
United
States of
feeder canal
canal to
to rereof a
a feeder
deliveries to
to the
the
establish water
water deliveries
Tornillo Canal
Canal system.
system.
(d) The boundary
boundary route
route is
is estiestiabout seventymated to
to cost
cost about
seventyfive
thousand dollars
five thousand
dollars ($75,000)
($75,000)
more
than the
the river
due
more than
river route,
route, due
largely
to the
the higher
higher value
largely to
value of
of
the
lands required
required for
the rightthe lands
for the
rightof-way
segregated areas,
of-way and
and the
the segregated
areas,
to the
of
and to
the disestablishment
disestablishment of
some of the irrigation and
and draindrainage works
now constructed
constructed in
age
works now
in
the United Sates
of America
Sates of
America
with
With the river in
present
in its
its present
equalizing of
of all
all
location. The
The equalizing
the
tracts and
the
the segregated
segregated tracts
and the
estimate
estimate submitted herewith
herewith both
both
are
the boundare based
based on
on following
following the
boundary route along the
the San
Elizario
San Elizario

Island.

FEB.
1, 1933.
FEB. 1,
1933.

sigue en
en general,
general, el
sigue
el cauce
cauce actual
actual
del Rio,
Rio, y
otro el
del
y el
el otro
el actual
actual Limite
Limite
Internacional.
Los dos
trazos
Internacional.
Los
dos trazos
son practicamente
prficticamente de
las mismas
mismas
son
de las
longitud,
yelevaci6n.
elevaciOn.
longitud, pendiente
pendiente y

(b) Como
el trazo
el Rio
(b)
Como el
trazo por
por el
Rio
sigue el
cauce actual
actual de
la cosigue
el cauce
de la
corriente,
queda enteramente
enteramente en
los
rriente, queda
en los
Estados
Unidos y
y atraviesa
atraviesa teEstados Unidos
terrenos
en su
parte incultos
incultos
rrenos en
su mayor
mayor parte
y
sin drenaje,
drenaje, mientras
mientras que
que el
el
y sin
trazo por
por el
el Limite
Limite Internacional
Internacional
trazo
cruza terrenos
terrenos cultivados
valiocultivados y
y valiosos.
Por lo
lo tanto,
sos.
Por
tanto, el
el costo
costo
del derecho de
de via
via serk
men.or si
sera menor
si
se
el trazo
por el
el Rio,
se sigue
sigue el
trazo por
Rio, y
y
no habra
habrfi cambios
de jurisdiccion
cambios de
jurisdicci6n
nacional
nacional en los
selos terrenos
terrenos per
por segregar. El
por el
el Limite
Limite
El trazo
trazo por
Internacional
Internacional es
es notablemente
notablemente
mejor que el
por el
Rio,
el trazo
trazo por
el Rio,
principalmente en
principalmente
en el
el extremo
extreme ininferior de la
donde se
la Isla, en
en donde
se
requiere una
una curva
requiere
curva pronunciada
pronunciada
en caso
case de
de seguir
seguir el
por
en
el trazo
trazo por
el Rio.
Rio.
(c)
por el
(c) El
El trazo
trazo por
el Limite
Limite
Internacional facilita
Internacional
facilita la
la ejecucion
ejecuci6n
de obras
obras de
riego y
drenaje
de
de riego
y de
de drenaje
necesarias para
Mexico, pues
pues el
necesarias
para Mexico,
el
actual Limit°
en
actual
Limite Internacional
Internacional en
el pie
de las
las
varios higares
lugares toca
toca el
pie de
lomas. Por
For otra parte, el abandon° del
Rio, exige
dono
del Rio,
exige la
la construeconstruccion en
en territorio
territorio de
Estados
ci6n
de Estados
Unidos, de un
para abasteabasteun canal
canal para
cer de agua
el actual
sistama del
del
agua el
actual sistema
canal de
de Tornillo.
Tornillo.
canal
por el Limite
(d) El trazo per
Limit°
Internacional costarfi
costara como
como 75.000
Internacional
75.000
d6lares rats
mas que el trazo por el
&dares
principalmente per
por el mayor
Rio, principalmente
mayor
valor de los terrenos destinados a
a
derecho
de via
via y
las parcelas
derecho de
y de
de las
parcelas
por segregar, y
ypor la inutilizaci6n
inutilizaciOn
de algunas obras de riego
riego y
y
de drenaje que
que actualmente
actualmente exexisten en esta zona de
los Estados
Estados
de los
Unidos. En el proyecto
proyecto que se
presenta,
presenta, la compensaci6n
compen.sacion de
las
de las
areas per
por segregar
segregar y
y el costo de
las obras estfin
estan estudiados
estudiados para
para
el trazo por el Limite Internacional en la
de San
San
la Isla de
Elizario.
Elizario.
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(d)
data on normal flow inThe data
(d) The
dicates
chandicates that the low water channel
will have
around
a velocity of around
have a
nel will
three
feet (0.91
(0.91 meters) per secthree feet
ond.
Experience on the Rio
ond. Experience
Grande Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
in the
Project, in
Grande
sluicing
of canals in the design of
sluicing of
sand
skimming devices,
shown
devices, has shown
sand skimming
that such velocities
velocities are capable of
that
carrying the usual sand and silt
carrying
borne by the Rio Grande.

1.-Velocidades.
1.-Velocidades.
(a)
necesidades del proLas necesidades
(a) Las
yecto
establecen los
los siguientes
yecto establecen
limites
velocidad: La velocivelocide velocidad:
limites de
dad
maxima en
en el cauce
cauce mayor a
a
dad maxima
plena capacidad
motivar
no debe motivar
capacidad no
plena
protecci6n de
trabajos costosos
costosos de protecciOn
trabajos
los
y la velocidad
velocidad minima
minima
diques, y
los diques,
cauce de estiaje debe ser
el cauce
en el
incresuficiente
acarrear el Meresuficiente para acarrear
mento anual
anual de azolve aa fin de
mento
evitar la
elevacion del cauce.
la elevaci6n
evitar
(b)
(b) El aumento de pendiente
media de
0.00035 aa 0.00061 (de
de 0.00035
media
a 3.20 pies por milla), que
1.82 a
se
mediante el acortaobtendra mediante
se obtendra
miento
de la longitud
longitud del Rio,
miento de
plena
prod.ucira,
velocidades aa plena
producirA velocidades
capacidad
capacidad entre 1.52 yy 1.83 metros por
segundo (5
(5 y
y 66 pies por
por
por segundo
tros
segundo), de acuerdo
acuerdo con la secsegundo),
cion transversal
transversal y
pendiente en
y la pendiente
ci6n
el lugar
lugar que se
considere.
se considere.
el
(c) Estas velocidades
maximas
velocidades maximas
(c)
pueden alcanzarse
alcanzarse sin peligro en
pueden
proyectado, en
en
cauce que se ha proyectado,
el cauce
vista de
constide que el trazo esta constivista
tuido
numerosos tramos recpor numerosos
tuido por
tos
secciones transversales
transversales
las secciones
y las
tos y
son relativamente
relativamente anchas.
son
(d) Los
calculos hechos para el
Los calculos
(d)
gasto de
de estiaje
indican quo
que la
estiaje indican
gasto
velocidad
en el cauce menor sera
sera
velocidad en
alrededor
metros por sealrededor de 0.91 metros
gundo
pies por segundo).
segundo).
(3.0 pies
gundo (3.0
Por
experiencia se
so ha visto en el
Por experiencia
Sistema
Inigacion del Rio
Sistema de Irrigaci6n
Grande
velocidad tiene
que esta velocidad
Grande que
capacidad
acarrear
bastante para acarrear
capacidad bastante
los
sedimentos que comunmente
los sedimentos
lleve
lleve el Rio Bravo.

Roughness.
2.-Coefficient of Roughness.
(a) The
"n" in Kutvalue of "n"
The value
(a)
ter's Formula
Formula adopted for use on
ter's
this project
project is
n= .025 for the
is n=.025
this
n=.030
normal flow channel and n
= .030
normal
for the flood
flood channel. These
for
values
follow closely those detervalues follow
mined on
Conservancy
on the Miami Conservancy
mined
District
Ohio, taking
taking
Dayton, Ohio,
at Dayton,
District at
such tests
tests as
are believed to nearly
as are
such
duplicate
conditions to be enduplicate the conditions
countered
project. On
On
on this project.
countered on
one
determination
particular determination
one particular
channel was covered
covered
the channel
where the
weeds, and the flow was
with weeds,

2.-Coeficiente de Rugosidad.
Rugosidad.
2.-Coeficiente
se han
(a)
calculos
calculos
los
En
(a)
adoptado
"n" en
como valores de "n"
adoptado como
la
formula de
de Kutter, para el
la f6rmula
cauce de estiaje n-0.025 y
ypara el
cauce
cauce mayor
n-0.030. Estos vamayor n-0.030.
cauce
seraejantes a
a. los que se
lores son semejantes
determinaron experimentalmente
experimentalmente
determinaron
en
Miami, en DayDistrito de Miami,
en el Distrito
ton,
Ohio, para
aquellos casos en
para aquellos
ton, Ohio,
eran casi las
que
condiciones cran
que las condiciones
rnisraas que las del actual propromismas
ye,cto. En uno de los experiyecto.
mentos,
cauce cubierto
mentos, estando el cauce
de
yerbas, y
y siendo el gasto de
de yerbas,

1.-Velocities.
I.-Velocities.
(a)
requirements of the
(a) The requirements
project
important
project indicate two important
limiting
limiting velocities; namely, that
maximum velocity in the flood
the maximum
channel at full flow must not enchannel
tail expensive
expensive bank protection,
tail
and that
that the
the minimum velocity in
and
the normal
channel must be
normal flow channel
the
high enough
carry the annual
annual
to carry
enough to
high
increment of sand and silt to preincrement
vent channel upbuilding.
(b)
increase in average
average
The increase
(b) The
gradient, which
to
is from .00035 to
which is
gradient,
.00061, or
from 1.82 feet per mile
or from
.00061,
to
3.2 feet
per mile, and which is
feet per
to 3.2
shortening
brought
brought about by the shortening
in the
the river length, will produce
in
velocities
of from
to six feet
five to
from five
velocities of
(1.52 to
1.83 meters) per second
to 1.83
(1.52
at
full flow,
depending on the
flow, depending
at full
cross
section and the gradient of
cross section
the particular
particular section
considered.
section considered.
the
(c) These
velocities can be
These velocities
(c)
safely carried
channel dedethe channel
in the
carried in
safely
signed for
project where the
this project
for this
signed
alignment
straight
reasonably straight
alignment is reasonably
and
the cross
relatively
cross section relatively
and the
wide.
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around twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
MinufeNo.l296f n- around
thousand
(23,000) second
cubic
(23,000)
second feet
feet (6520
(6520 cubic
meters per
per second)
the value
value of
of
meters
second) the
"n"
determined to
to be
.0298,
"n" was
was determined
be .0298,
whereas the
values for
the same
same
for the
whereas
the values
channel when
from weeds
weeds
when free
free from
channel
varied from
from .023
varied
.023 to
to .0255.
.0255.
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3.—Cross-sections
3.-Cross-sections

FEB.
FEB. 1,
1, 1933.
1933.

cerca de
de 652
652 metros
por
cerca
metros adbicos
cubicos por
segundo (23.000
(23.000 pies
pies abicos
por
segundo
cibicos por
segundo), se
se obtuvo
para "n"
segundo),
obtuvo para
"n" el
el
valor de
de 0.0298,
el mismo
raismo
valor
0.0298, y
y en
en el
cauce
en el
tramo en
en que
que se
se enconenconcauce en
el tramo
traba
libre de
vegetaciOn, los
los
traba libre
de vegetaci6n,
valores
de "n"
"n" variaron
variaxon de
de 0.023
0.023
valores de
a
0.0255.
a 0.0255.

3.-Secciones
3.—Secciones Transversales.
Transversales.

(a) Las
secciones transversales
transversales
(a)
Las secciones
adoptadas como
adoptadas
como Inas
mas adecuadas
adecuadas
para
de este
este propara las
las exigencias
exigencias de
proyecto
se muestran
en el
el anexo
anexo
muestran en
yecto,' se
No. 3.
3. Podra
Podth observarse
observarse que
que
No.
aparecen
dos secciones
transveraparecen dos
secciones transversales que
(
Heron s61o
solo en
en la
la
sales
que difieren
posicidn
cauce de
estiaje. En
En
del cauce
de estiaje.
osici6n del
la Secci6n
SecciOn para
para el
el tramo
tramo comprenla
Juhrez-E1 Paso y
y el
dido entre
entre Juarez-El
extremo
inferior de
de la Isla de San
extremo inferior
Elizario,
el cauce
cauce de
esth
Elizario, el
de estiaje
estiaje est&
colocado en
en el
centro, mientras
colocado
el centro,
mientras
que on
correspondiente
en la secciOn
secci6n correspondiente
que
al
tramo comprendido
comprendido entre
el
al tramo
entre el
extremo
inferior de
la Isla
San
extremo inferior
de la
Isla de
de San
Elizario y
la entrada
Elizario
y la
entrada del
del Carlon
Cafi6n
de Quitman, el cauce
de
estiaje
cauce de
de estiaje
queda situado junto al clique
queda
dique del
del
lado izquierdo.
Esta diferencia
lado
izquierdo. Esta
diferencia
en las secciones
en
obedece a
que en
secciones obedece
a que
en
la parte
terreno en
la
parte superior,
superior, el
el terreno
en
que se haran
harim los cortes
cortes es
es en
en genegeneral
niks alto
ral bajo
bajo,'queda un poco mas
cauce proyecproyecque la plantilla del cauce
tado, y
en algunos
casos ligeratado,
y en
algunos casos
ligeramente naks
abajo. En este
este tramo
mente
mas abajo.
tramo
el volumen de material
material que debera
debera
excavarse
excavarse para formar
formar el cauce
menor proyectado,
proyectado, es
es relativamente pequeno
pequefio y
y puede depositarse a
los lados
del cauce
de
tarse
a los
lados del
cauce de
estiaje sin que por ellos disminuya
disminuya
seriamente
seriamente la capacidad
capacidad del cauce
mayor. En cambio,
cambio, en
en el
el tramo
tramo
inferior los
prolos cortes
cortes son Inas
mas profundos
dentro
fundos y
y no
no puede
puede hacerse
hacerse dentro
del cauce
del
del
cauce mayor el
el deposito
dep6sito del
material excavado,
excavado, por lo que
que se
se
ha pensado
ha
pensado colocar
colocar el
de
el cauce
cauce de
estiaje adyacente al
al dique izquierpoder asi
do y
y poder
asi aprovechar el
el
material
en la
la construematerial excavado
excavado en
construeci6n
cion de este dique o
o moverlo
hasta
cauce mayor.
mayor.
hasta afuera
afuera del
del cauce
(b) The proposed cross-section
cross-section
(b) En las secciones
secciones transtranshas levees spaced
spaced 180 meters
meters (590 versales proyectadas,
proyectadas, los
los diques
cliques
feet) apart
apart with
with levee
of distan
feet)
levee heights
heights of
y su
diRtan 180 metros (590 pies) y

cross-sections adopted
adopted
(a) The
The cross-sections
as best
suited to
to the
as
best suited
the requirements
requirements
of
the project
shown on
on the
the
of the
project are
are shown
attached Exhibit
Exhibit No.
No. 3.
3. It
It will
will
attached
be
cross-sections
be noted
noted that two cross-sections
identical
are identical
These are
are shown. These
placement of the
except in
in the
the placement
normal flow
flow channel.
The one
one to
to
normal
channel. The
be used
used from
Paso-Juarez to
be
from El
El Paso-Juarez
to
the lower end
end of the San Elizario
Elizario
Island
the normal
normal flow
flow
Island places
places the
channel
m the
the center
center while
while the
one
channel in
the one
to be
used from
lower end
end of
to
be used
from the
the lower
of
Elizario Island to
the San Elizario
to the
mouth of
Quitman Canyon
mouth
of Quitman
Canyon places
places
the
adjacent
dd,
the normal
normal flow
flow channel
channel adjacent
to
the left
left levee.
levee. This
This different
different
to the
treatment
two sections
sections of
of
treatment of
of the
the two
the
in
the river
river is
is required
required because,
because, in
the upper
upper part,
passed
the
part, the
the land
land passed
thru
making of
of cut-offs
cut-offs is
thru m
in the making
is
generally
ground lying
lying from
from
generally low
low ground
only slightly
slightly above
only
above the
the proposed
proposed
river grade
in some
some cases,
cases,
river
grade to,
to, in
slightly-below
below the
proposed grade.
grade.
slightly
the proposed
Thru this section the amount of
of
excavated from
the
material to be excavated
from the
proposed
channel is
is small
and
proposed new
new channel
small and
can
wasted adjacent
adjacent to
to the
can be
be wasted
the
serinormal flow channel
channel without
without seriously decreasing
flood channel
channel
ously
decreasing flood
capacities. Throughout
Throughout the
the lower
lower
cuts are
are encounsection deeper
deeper cuts
encountered
spoiling into
into the
flood
tered and
and spoiling
the flood
channel
is impracticable.
impracticable. This
channel is
This
changed condition
is met
met by
by placplacchanged
condition is
ing the
noimal channel
ing
the normal
channel adjacent
adjacent
to
left levee
mateto the
the left
levee where
where the
the material
placed to
to
rial excavated
excavated can be
be placed
form
form the
the left levee or
or can
can be
wasted
beyond the
the flood
flood channel.
wasted beyond
channel.
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about
2.2 meters (7.2 feet). In
about 2.2
actual construction
construction levee heights
actual
will
vary from
from nothing,
nothing, where
will vary
to
bench
lands are
encountered, to
are encountered,
bench lands
four
and a
a half
meters (15
(15 feet)
half meters
four and
where the
the old
river channel
channel is
old river
where
crossed. The
The levee
levee section
section procrossed.
posed has
has a
afive
feet)
meter (16.4 feet)
five meter
posed
crown with
with side
slopes of two to
side slopes
crown
one. This
will permit the use of
This will
one.
the
inspection
for inspection
road for
a road
as a
top as
the top
and repair.
repair.
and

channel is
(c) The
normal flow channel
The normal
(c)
designed with
with a
bottom width of
a bottom
designed
twenty meters (66 feet) as this
twenty
channel width
best fit
to best
seems to
width seems
channel
the
present channel width of the
the present
river. Side
Side slopes
slopes are 1:1 except
river.
throughout
the lower
section
lower section
throughout the
where
2:1 slope
proposed on the
is proposed
slope is
where 2:1
side
to the left levee.
adjacent to
side adjacent
(d) Gradients
Gradients vary from .00045
(d)
(2.38 feet
feet per mile) to .0008 (4.26
(2.38
levee
feet per
per mile)
the levee
and the
mile) and
feet
heights have
have been
been changed
changed to
to
heights
conform, always
adding 0.6
0.6 mealways adding
conform,
ters (2
feet) as
freeboard.
as freeboard.
(2 feet)
ters
(e)
The
estimated
capacity
estimated capacity
(e) The
feet) freebelow
meters (2 feet)
0.6 meters
the 0.6
below the
board
from ten thousand
varies from
board varies
seven
(10,700) second
hundred (10,700)
seven hundred
feet
cubic meters
meters per
(3,030 cubic
feet (3,030
second)
to eleven
eleven thousand five
second) to
hundred
(11,500) second
second feet
feet
hundred (11,500)
second).
(3,260
cubic meters
per second).
meters per
(3,260 cubic

1, 1933.
FEB. 1,
1933.
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altura
media es
n ot i
o4 InMjfitelNo.129foInmetros terna
2.25 metros
de 2.25
es de
altura media
irt
'
i
u
ot
na
e
(7.2
practica, las Comraissiou—Contd.
Commissin--Contd.
En la practica,
pies). En
(7.2 pies).
variarin
alturas de los diques variaran
desde
cero, en donde haya terreno
desde cero,
hasta 4.5 metros (15 pies) en
alto, hasta
los cruzamientos del cauce viejo
del Rio. Segtin
proyecto, la
Segdn el proyecto,
seccien
secci6n de los diques tiene 55
metros
en la corona (16.4 pies),
metros en
con
con taludes de dos por uno. En
podrhn usar
condiciones se podran
estas condiciones
las
coronas como .camino para
las coronas
reparaci6n.
y reparacien.
inspecci6n sy
fines de inspecciOn
(c) El cauce de estiaje proyecproyec(c)
tado tiene un ancho en el fondo
de 20 metros (66 pies), que es el
parece concordar
concordar mejor con
que parece
cauce actual del Rio. Los
el del cauce
y
taludes son de uno por uno, y
taludes
solamente en el tramo inferior se
proyecta un talud de dos por uno
proyecta
en
el lado adyacente
adyacente al dique
en el
izquierdo.
izquierdo.
(d)
pendientes varian
(d) Las pendientes
desde 0.00045 hasta 0.00080 (2.37
aa 4.26 pies por milla) yy las
alturas de los diques se han
alturas
a la pendiente del cauce,
ajustado a
aumentando siempre
siempre una altura
aumentando
de 0.60 metros (2 pies) como margen de
de seguridad.
seguridad.
gen
calculada
capacidad
calculada
(e) La capacidad
para el
el cauce
hasta una altura de
cauce hasta
para
0.60
metros (2 pies) abajo de la
0.60 metros
corona de
de los
los diques,
varia entre
diques, varia
corona
cubicos por
3030
y 3260 metros clibicos
3030 y
segundo
y 11.500 pies
(10.700 y
segundo (10.700
ctibicos
por segundo).
segundo).
cdbicos por

4.-Right-of-way.
4.-Right-of-way.

Via.
4.-Derecho
4.-Derecho de Via.

(a) The
total right-of-way
right-of-way reThe total
(a)
quired
eight thousand one
is eight
quired is
hundred
sixty (8,160)
(8,160) acres
acres (3,300
(3,300
hundred sixty
hectares).
This is
is equally
equally dihectares). This
vided
between the two countries
vided between
to Mexico
Mexico four
four thousand
thousand eighty
to
(4,080) acres
acres (1650
(1650 hectares)
hectares) and
(4,080)
to
United States
States four thouthe United
to the
(1650
sand eighty
eighty (4,080)
acres (1650
(4,080) acres
sand
hectares). In
In addition
addition to the
hectares).
land actually
actually occupied
occupied by the
land
works, a
fifteen meters (49
strip fifteen
a strip
works,
feet)
the land
land tow
tow of
of
outside the
wide outside
feet) wide
each
levee has
included for
for
been included
has been
each levee
use
maintenance or possilevee maintenance
in levee
use in
ble
widening
levee widening.
future levee
ble future

(a) La extensi6n
extension total necesaria
necesaria
(a)
de
terreno para derecho
derecho de via es
de terreno
acres),
de
hectaras (8160 acres),
3.300 hectaras
de 3.300
repartida
repartida por mitad entre los dos
paises,
correspondiendo a
aMexico
Mexico
paises, correspondiendo
1650 hectaras
ya
a
hectaras (4080 acres) y
1650
los
hecUras
los Estados Unidos 1650 hectaras
(4080
acres). El derecho
derecho de via
(4080 acres).
incluye,
del terreno ocuademis del
incluye, ademb.s
pado
por las obras, una faja de 15
pado por
metros (49 pies) de ancho contada
contada
desde
el pie del talud del lado de
desde el
tierra de cada
y que se
cada dique, y
tierra
a la
destina a
a la conservaci6n
conservacien o
oa
destina
ampliacion futura de los diques.
diques.
ampliaci6n
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5_cleari
ng.
5.-Clearing.
•

5.—Desmonte.
5.-Desmonte.

(a)
The area
to be
be cleared
cleared is
area to
(a) The
estimated as
per cent
cent of
of
estimated
as seventy
seventy per
the
required for the
the total area required
right-of-way. A
A part
part of the rightright-of-way.
of-way
is now
cleared and
cultiand in
in cultiof-way is
now cleared
a considerconsidervation, and in addition a
able
occupied by the
part is now
now occupied
able part
present river.
Unit
cost is
is
present
river.
Unit cost
sixty-two dollars
per
dollars fifty
fifty cents per
sixty-two
hectare, or
twenty-five
hectare,
or about
about twenty-five
dollars
dollars per
per acre. The work to be
done consists
of brush
brush cutting,
cutting,
done
consists of
and the plowing
some grubbing, and
of
the area
the borrow
borrow
of the
area between
between the
pits
normal channel.
channel.
pits and
and the
the normal

(a) Se
necesario desdesestimaa necesario
(a)
Se estim
montar
el 70
70 por
de la
la
por ciento
ciento de
montar el
extension total
total del
del derecho
de
derecho de
extensi6n
via, pues
pues parte
esa faja
faja esta
esta
parte de
de esa
via,
actualmente
cultivo y
otra
y otra
actualmente en
en cultivo
parte
considerable esti',
esta ocupada
ocupada
parte considerable
por el
cauce actual
Se
actual del Rio. Se
el cauce
por
ha
ha calculado
calculado un costo de 62.50
&flares por
por hectara
(25 Mares
hectara (25
d6lares
d6lares
por
para este
este trabajo,
trabajo, que
quo
por acre)
acre) para
consistira en
las yerbas
yerbas
en cortar
cortar las
consistira
desenraizar y
y arar
parte cornla parte
comdesenraizar
arar la
prendida entre las
as de
prendida
las zanj
zanjas
prestamo y
y el
canal de
de estiaje.
estiaje.
el canal
pr6stamo

6.—Earthwork.
6.-Earthwork.

6.—Terracerias.
6.-Terracerias.

de tete(a)
earthwork of
(a) Todo el trabajo de
both chanof both
(a) All earthwork
correspondiente
nel
and levee emrracerias, tanto
tanto el correspondiente
em- rracerias,
excavation and
nel excavation
bankment is
is planned
to be
ac- aa la
come
la exciivacion
excavaci6n del
del cauce, como
be acbankment
planned to
terraplenes de los diques,
cliques,
complished by
by machine
los terraplenes
methods, aa los
machine methods,
complished
excavadoras;
se hara
hara empleando
empleando excavadoras;
and the unit cost used in the se
habiendose aceptado
aceptado un
un costo
eighteen cents
is eighteen
cents per
per habi6ndose
estimates is
unitario en
which is
is about that
that unitario
en el
el presupuesto,
presupuesto, de
de
cubic meter
meter which
centavos de dolor
developed on similar
similar work in that 18
18 centavos
d6lar por metro
developed
locality.
The
machines best
best ciibico,
cdbico, costo
anklogo al obtenido
locality.
The machines
costo analogo
trabajos semejantes
semejantes en la losuited to
to the work
work are
are draglines en trabajos
equipped
with one
hundred foot
foot calidad. Las maquinas
mhquinas mas
mas adeone hundred
equipped with
booms,
to cuadas para
el trabajo
booms, with
with buckets from two to
para el
trabajo serail
seran palas
palas
three
in capacity,
three cubic
cubic yards
yards in
capacity, o
mecanicas provistas
provistas de
o dragas
dragas mecanicas
de
although on
on aa great
great part
part of the
the plumas
plumas de cien
cien pies de
de longitud
longitud
levee
work smaller
smaller equipment
equipment can
y cucharones
cucharones de
de dos
dos a
tres yardas
yardas
can y
levee work
a tres
economically.
Proper &Micas
be used
used economically.
Proper
cdbicas de capacidad,
capacidad, aunque
aunque en
en
provision has been made
made in
in the algurias
partes de
de los
los diques
algunas partes
diques puede
puede
upkeep usarse
unit cost
cost for full machine upkeep
con econornia
equip° mas
mils
usarse con
economia equipo
and depreciation, and for the chic°.
chico. Al fijar
fijar el precio
precio unitario
hazards of the
the work
work such as
as se han incluido partidas
partidas correscorresuntimely high
untimely
high water, soft and pondientes
pondientes a
areparaciones,
reparaciones, depredepremarshy ground and unusable soft ciaci6n
ciacion de maquinaria
maquinaria y
y circunsmaterial.
tancias
tancias imprevistas,
imprevistas, como
come crecientes extemporhneas,
extemporlineas, terreno
flojo y
y pantanoso,
pantanoso, y
y material
escuriidizo ee inutil.
escurridizo
(b)
It is
to secure
secure
(b) It
is planned to
(b)
comprendido
(b) En
En el tramo comprendido
material
for the
the levee
levee embankmaterial for
embank- desde el
inferior de
de la
la
el extreme
extreme inferior
ment from the channel
channel excavation
excavation Isla de San Elizario hasta
hasta la
la
in building the left levee from the
the entrada del carion
cafi6n de Quitman,
Quitman, se
se
lower
lower end of San Elizario
Elizario Island proyecta emplear
ernplear el material
material de
de
to the
the mouth
mouth of Quitman
Quitman Canyon. excavaci6n
excavaciOn del cauce
cauce para
para consconsAt
At practically
practically all
all the
the other loca- truir el dique izquierdo.
izqmerdo. En
tions the material will
will be
be secured
secured todos los demas cases,
casos, el material
from discontinuous
discontinuous borrow pits
pits se
tomara de
de prestamo
se tomara
de zfrnjas
zanjas de
pr6stamo
located on the channel side of the naterrumpidas
lado
interrumpidas situadas del
del lado
Practically
levees.
Practically no material
material del Rio de los diques. En la
will require
require aasecond
second handling.
handling.
practica no sera necesario el
doble traspalee
traspaleo del material.
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7.-Work
near El
El Paso-Juarez.
Paso-Juarez.
7.-Work near

hundred
(a)
of one
one hundred
item of
The item
(a) The
twenty
thousand dollars
dollars
five thousand
twenty five
(125,000)
contemplated
covers contemplated
(125,000) covers
bework
section of
of river
river bethe section
on the
work on
tween International
International Dam
Dam and
tween
Cordova
and includes
includes the
Island, and
Cordova Island,
extension
straightening of
extension and straightening
the removal
the present
removal of
levees, the
present levees,
the
purexisting obstructions,
obstructions, and
and purexisting
chase of
of title
title to
all lands
lands lying
lying on
to all
chase
present
of the present
the
side of
channel side
the channel
levees.

7.-Obras cerca
de Jucirez-El
Paso. terationau
Minute No. 129 of InJudrez-El Paso.
cerca de
7.-Obras
ternational Boundary
Boundary
(a) En
En el
el presupuesto
presupuesto figura
figuraCommission—Contd.
Commission Cond.
(a)

d6lares
una partida
125.000 &Mares
de 125.000
partida de
una
destinada a
a las
las obras que se condestinada
en el tramo
sideran
necesarias en
sideran necesarias
del
Rio comprendido
comprendido entre la
la
del Rio
Presa
y el Corte
Internacional y
Presa Internacional
de Cordova,
tales como
como la proC6rdova, tales
de
longacion
el refuerzo
refuerzo de los
los
y el
longaci6n y
remoci6n de
cliques actuales
y la
la remociOn
actuales y
diques
a la
las
existentes y
ya
obstrucciones existentes
las obstrucciones
adquisicion
titulo de
propiede propiedel titulo
adquisici6n del
terrenos
dad sobre
los terrenos
todos los
sobre todos
dad
particulares que
que ahora
quedan
ahora quedan
particulares
diques.
dentro del
cauce entre
los diques.
entre los
del cauce
dentro

en los
los Canales
en los
los
Canales yyen
8.-Cambios en
8.-Changes
Drains. 8.-Cambios
Canals and Drains.
in Canals
8.-Changes in
Drenes.
Drenes.
(a)
The sum
sum of
of two
hundred
two hundred
(a) The
twenty five
dollars
thousand dollars
five thousand
twenty
($225,000) is
estithe estiin the
carried in
is carried
($225,000)
mate to
the cost
cost of rebuildcover the
to cover
mate
irrigation and
ing all
constructed irrigation
and
all constructed
ing
they will
drainage
works where
where they
drainage works
the proposed
be
by the
proposed
with by
interfered with
be interfered
river
work. This
work will inThis work
river work.
clude
rearrangement of
of the
the
the rearrangement
clude the
irrigation
on both sides
systems on
irrigation systems
of the
river, especially
especially in the area
the river,
of
below Monument
Monument No. 11 of San
below
Elizario Island,
and changed
changed drain
Island, and
Elizario
outlets on
the United
United States side
on the
outlets
The
in the
same area.
The sum of
area.
the same
in
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars has
seventy-five
Mexico and one
been allocated
to Mexico
allocated to
been
hundred
fifty thousand
to
thousand dollars to
hundred fifty
the United
United States.
States.
the

aparece
(a)
presupuesto aparece
el presupuesto
En el
(a) En
la
suma de
Mares para
225.000 d6lares
de 225.000
la suma
cubrir los
de reconstruccion
reconstrucci6n
gastos de
los gastos
cubrir
de las
obras de
y drenaje
drenaje
riego y
de riego
las obras
de
ahora
existentes que
resulten afecafecque resulten
ahora existentes
tadas
con los
los trabajos
trabajos de
de rectifirectifitadas con
cacion
proyectados. Estas obras
caci6n proyectados.
incluyen la
la readaptacion
los
readaptaci6n de los
incluyen
sistemas
de riego en ambos lados
lados
sistemas de
del
especialmente en la
Rio, especialmente
del Rio,
region
abajo del
monumento No.
del monumento
regi6n abajo
la Isla
San Elizario,
Elizario, yy
de San
Isla de
de la
11 de
los
de los
desagues de
de desagues
cambios de
los cambios
drenes
en el
el lado
lado Americano
American° en la
drenes en
a
misma
ha asignado
asig,nado a
Se ha
regi6n. Se
misma region.
de 75.000 d6lares
Mexico la
la suma
suma de
Mexico
ya
a los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos 150.000
y
d61ares.
(Mares.

9.-Bridges.
9.-Bridges.
(a) Present
bridges will either
Present bridges
(a)
have to
to be
be lengthened
or moved,
lengthened or
have
depending on
on how
how they
fit with
they fit
depending
probably sevthe
plan and
and probably
new plan
the new
eral
more bridges
will have
bridges will
eral more
of
to
be built.
built. The
estimate of
The estimate
to be
item is
the
amount of
this item
of this
the amount
dollars.
three
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
three hundred
($300.000).
($300.000).

9.-Puentes.
9.-Puentes.

10.-Grade Controls.
Controls.
10.-Grade

the
(a) Because
Because the
the effects
of the
effects of
(a)
gradients
introduction
steeper gradients
of steeper
introduction of
in
the river
channel are
are probleprobleriver channel
in the
matical, and
considerable scour
and considerable
matical,
because the
may develop,
and because
develop, and
may
irrigation supply
must be disupply must
irrigation
verted at
places, there
certain places,
at certain
verted
has been
up in the estimate
set up
been set
has

1657

(a) Sera
alargar o
o
necesario alargar
Sera necesario
(a)
cambiar
varios de los
cambiar de sitio varies
Puentes
existentes para adaptarPuentes existentes
los
al nuevo
cauce y
ademas sera
sera
y ademas
nuevo cauce
los al
tal vez
vez necesario
varios
construir varies
necesario construir
tal
Para estos obpuentes
nuevos. Para
puentes nuevos.
jetos
ha incluido
incluido una
una partida
se ha
jetos se
de 300.000
dOlares.
300.000 d6lares.
de
10.-Estructuras de
Control de la
de Control
10.-Estructuras
Pendiente.
Pendiente.
en cuenta que
(a) Teniendo
Teniendo en
(a)
los
efectos del
del aumento
aumento de penlos efectos
diente
del cauce
cauce del rio no pueden
pueden
diente del
precisarse de
antemano, y
y quo
que
de antemano,
precisarse
socavaciones; yy
pudieran
ocurrir socavaciones;
pudieran ocurrir
considerando
tambien que debe
debe
considerando tambien
derivarse
para riego
riego en
agua para
derivarse agua
determinados lugares, se ha hecho
hecho
determinados
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Minute No.129 of In. an
an amount
amount of
dollars 675.000
MinuteNo.129ofInof dollars
675.000

ternationai Boundary
ternational
Boundary

Comeison--Contd. to meet the cost
concost of grade control structures.
amount is
structures. This amount
is
deemed sufficient
sufficient to build
build ten
ten
such structures. The immediate
immediate
construction of
construction
or four
four is
of three or
is
contemplated-located
contemplated—located at
at such
such
places as
of irrigation
irrigation
as the
the need
need of
diversion dictates.
diversion
others
dictates. The
The others
will be built if
need becomes
if their need
becomes
apparent.
apparent.

Commission—Contd.

11
.-Engineering,Contingencies
11.—Engineering,
and
Contingenciesand
Overhead.
Overhead.
allowance of
(a) An
An allowance
of twenty
twenty
per cent has been
been added
added to
to cover
cover
the cost of the above
above item.
item. A
A
relatively low
engineering cost
cost
low engineering
should result,
to the
magniresult, due
due to
the magnitude
quantities involved.
tude of
of the
the quantities
involved.
Contingencies are not serious,
Contingencies
serious,
as the flow of the river
largely
river is largely
controlled by Elephant
Elephant Butte
Butte
Dam, and no long-lasting
long-lasting floods
floods
are probable. Overhead
Overhead should
should
than on
other similar
be no higher
higher than
on other
similar
work.
VI.-COST
VI.—COST WITHOUT
WITHOUT CACABALLO
BALLO DAM.
(a) During December
1928, a
December 1928,
a
report was made
made on the
probthe probable floods
floods at
at El
Paso-Juarez,
able
E1 Paso-Juarez,
with and without, the
addithe additional flood control
control of
of a
a retenretention reservoir
The
reservoir at
at Caballo.
Caballo. The
data then available
available indicated
indicated a
a
maximum flood of eight thouthousand (8.000) second feet
feet (226
(226
cubic meters per second)
second) with
with
the Caballo Dam, and
and. a
a maximaxiof eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand
mum flood
flood of
second feet
(510 cubic
meters
feet (510
cubic meters
per second) without
without the Caballo
Dam. Since that time additional
.Dam.
additional
data has been acquired,
acquired, and
and rerestudies have shown that the
asthe assumed maximum flood
flood with
with the
the
Caballo Dam should be
eleven
be eleven
thousand second feet (314
cubic
(314 cubic
meters per second), and that the
the
assumed maximum
maximum flood
&fed withwithout the Caballo Dam
be
Dam should
should be
twenty thousand second feet (576
(576
cubic meters per
second).
per second).

FEB. 1,
1933.
FEB.
1, 1933.

flgurar en
en el
presupuesto la
suma
figurar
el presupuesto
la suma
de
destinada a
ala
la
de 675.000
675.000 (Wares
d61ares destinada
construcciOn
de estructuras
estructuras que
que
construcci6n de
permitan controlar
is pendiente,
pendiente,
permitan
controlar la
estimfindose que
que dicha
dicha suma
sums es
es
estimandose
sufi ciente para
construir hasta
hasta diez
diez
suficiente
para construir
estructuras. Por
For lo
lo pronto
pronto se
se proproestructuras.
yecta is
construccion inmediata
de
yecta
la construcci6n
inmediata de
tres
cuatro estructuras
estructuras de
de contres o
o cuatro
conlugares en
en que
sea
trol en
en aquellos
aquellos lugares
que sea
necesario
necesario derivar
derivar agua
agua para
para riego;
riego;
las demas
demas se construiran
construiran si
si asi lo
exigen las necesidades.
exigen
necesidades.
11.
Teenica, Adminis11. Direecion
Direccion Tecnica,
Administracion eeImprevistos.
Imprevistos.
tracion

(a) Por estos
estos conceptos
conceptos se
se ha
ha
aumentado al
costo de
de las
las obras
obras
aumentado
al costo
el 20%.
por concepto
concepto
20%. Los gastos por
de direccion
direcci6n tecnica seran
serail bajos,
bajos,
debido a
de las
las obras.
obras.
a la
la magnitud
magnitud de
Las contingencias
contingencias no
no serail
Las
seran muy
muy
que el
el Rio
Rio esta
serias, dado que
est& reguregularizado
la Presa
Presa del
ante
larizado por la
del Elef
Elefante
y no es probable
y
ocurran
probable que
que ocurran
crecientes de larga
larga duraci6n.
duracion. Los
crecientes
Los
gastos de administraci6n
administracion no
no seran
scram
mayores
mayores que en obras
obras semejantes.
semejantes.
VI.-COSTO
VI.—COSTO SIN LA PRESA
CABALLO.
DE CABALLO.
(a) En diciembre
diciembre de
de 1928
1928 se
se
hizo
hizo un
11n estudio
estudio comparative
comparative de
de
gastos de crecientes
crecientes probables
probables
frente a
a Juhrez-El
Juarez-El Paso
conPaso considerando dos
dos casos:
cases: lo.
lo. Que
Quo se
se
construyera
el vaso
vase de
de retenci6n
retenciOn
construyera el
de Caballo
Caballo y
y2o.
2o. Que
Quo no
no se
se consconstruyera este vaso.
vase.
Los datos
Los
datos
entonces disponibles indicaban
que en easo
quo
la
case de construirse
construirse la
Presa de Caballo el gasto
rink/limo
gasto maximo
de crecientes
crecientes podria ser de
de 226
226
metros cubicos
cilbicos (8.000 pies cdbictibicos)
por segundo;
segundo; y
y que
caso
cos) por
que en
en caso
de no construirse
construirse esa presa
press el
el
gasto mbximo
maximo de
de crecientes
crecientes popocubicos
dria ser de 510 metros
metros ctibicos
(18.000 pies cibicos)
cubicos) por segundo.
gundo. Datos
Dates recogidos posteriorposteriormente y
y estudios
estudios m's
mas recientes,
recientes,
han aconsejado
aconsej ado tomar como
come gastos
gastos
maximos de crecientes, los de 314
314
metros abicos
cibicos (11.000 pies cubicalcos) por
per segundo, con la
is press
presa
de Caballo y
y 576 metros
metros cdbicos
(20.000 pies clbicos)
ctibicos) por segundo,
segundo,
sin is
la press
presa de Caballo.
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(b) In adopting a
a design
design for
the twenty thousand second feet
(576 cubic meters per second)
channel it was found necessary
necessary
between
to increase
increase the distance between
levees from one hundred eighty
meters (590 feet) to two hundred
hundred
ninety meters (950 feet) for the
upper part of the valley, or from
Arroyo.
El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez to Alamo Arroyo.
For the lower part, or from
Alamo Arroyo to the end it was
found necessary
necessary to increase
increase the
excavated channel
channel
size of the excavated
from twenty
twenty meter (66 foot)
a thirty meter (99 foot)
base to a
base, and to raise the levees one
meter (3.3 feet).
(c) Estimates show that the
Monuworks required from Land Monu1 to the mouth of
ment No. 1
Quitman
the canyon
canyon below Fort Quitman
will
million five
one millton
about one
will cost about
hundred
thousand dollars more
hundred thousand
when
designed for the twenty
when designed
thousand
second foot (576 cubic
thousand second
meters
channel than
meters per second) channel
when designed for the eleven
eleven
second foot (314 cubic
thousand second
meters
second) channel.
channel. The
per second)
meters per
principal items of difference
difference are
increase in rights-of-way
rights-of-way rethe increase
widening bequired due to the widening
tween levees in the upper part,
or from El Paso-Juarez to the
Alamo
increase in
Alamo Arroyo; the increase
earthwork, due principally
principally to the
larger cross-section
cross-section needed thru
the deep
deep cuts below the Alamo
the
Arroyo, and to the lengthening of
the grade
control structures and
grade control
the
bridges. There is also an
the bridges.
increase in
amount of clearing
clearing
in the amount
increase
necessary.

(d)
additional area reThe additional
(d) The
quired for rights-of-way is about
about
eight hundred hectares (2,000
acres)
acres) and will cost one hundred
thousand dollars. The additional
earthwork
required is about four
earthwork required
million
hundred fifty thouone hundred
million one
sand
meters (5,424,000
(5,424,000 cubic
cubic meters
sand cubic
yards)
yards) which at eighteen cents per
seven
cubic
amounts to seven
cubic meter amounts
hundred
forty-seven thousand
thousand
hundred forty-seven
86637
*-34—PT 2-24
2-24
86637°-34-PT
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576
de
proyecto
para
un
cauce
cauce
proyecto para
cubimetros cubicos
cabicos (20.000 pies cabimetros
segundo, se vi6
vio la necesinecesicos) por segundo,
dad de aumentar
aumentar la distancia
dad
diques de 180 metros
entre los diques
(950
(590 pies) aa 290 metros (950
pies), en la parte
parte alta del Valle
Valle
pies),
comprendida entre Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso
comprendida
y el Arroyo del Alamo.
Alamo. En la
y
parte inferior, es decir, desde el
parte
Arroyo del Alamo hasta el final,
Arroyo
fué necesario
necesario aumentar
aumentar el ancho
fue
del fondo del canal
canal por exceder
exceder
a 30 metros
de 20 metros (66 pies) a
(99 pies) y
aumentar en un metro
y aumentar
(3.3 pies) la altura
altura de los diques.

(c) Estimaciones
comparativas
Estimaciones comparativas
(c)
de
hacen ver que las obras
costo, hacen
de costo,
necesarias en el tramo desde
desde el
necesarias
monumento
namero uno de la
monumento ndmero
Linea
terrestre hasta la entrada
entrada
linea terrestre
del cafi6n
caii6n abajo de Fort Quitman
implicarla
implicaria un costo excedente
como de 1.500,000
1.500,000 d61ares
d6lares cuando
se proveyera un cauce
cauce de 576
cubimetros cabicos
(20.000 pies cabicubicos (20.000
cos)
segundo, sobre el costo
cos) por segundo,
cormspondiente a
a un cauce de
correspondiente
314
cuibicos (11.000 pies
314 metros cabicos
cabicos)
segundo. Esta difecubicos) por segundo.
principalmente al
rencia se debe principalmente
aumento en la superficie
superficie del
aumento
a derecho de
terreno
terreno destinado a
via,
debido a
distancia
a la mayor distancia
via, debido
entre
diques, en la parte alta,
entre los diques,
entre
y el arroyo
Juarez-El Paso y
entre Juarez-El
El
aumento en el
El Alamo; al aumento
terracerias, debido
volumen de terracerias,
principalmente
secciOn
principalmente aala mayor secci6n
transversal requerida
requerida en los cortes
transversal
profundos abajo
abajo del Arroyo del
profundos
Alamo; y
ya
ala mayor longitud
longitud de
Alamo;
estructuras
y de las estructuras
puentes y
los puentes
de control de la pendiente.
pendiente. Tambien se aumenta
aumenta el area por
bi6n
desmontar.
(d) El area adicional para derecho de via es como de 800
hectaras (2000 acres), con un
hectaras
&Mares. El
costo de 100.000 d61ares.
volumen adicional de terracerias
terracerias
volumen
se
estima en
4.150,000 metros
metros
en 4.150,000
se estima
cabicos
(5.424,000 yardas cdbic(ibicubicos (5.424,000
cas),
que, a
araz6n
d6lares
de 0.18 d61ares
raz6n de
cas), que,
cubico importaria
por metro
ctibico
importaria
747.000 d61ares.
d6lares. El aumento
aumento de
747.000
longitud de las estructuras de
longitud
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of
lengthening
of
dollars. The lengthening
control structures
structures and
Commission-Contd. grade
grade control
bridges will
cost an
an additional
additional
will cost
bridges
three hundred
hundred fifty
fifty thousand
thousand
three
dollars. The
The additional
clearing
dollars.
additional clearing
required
cost thirty-five
thirty-five thouthourequired will
will cost
sand dollars.
total of
sand
dollars. The
The total
of the
the
above items
one million
above
items is
is one
million two
two
hundred
thirty-two
thousand
hundred
thirty-two thousand
dollars which,
when increased
by
dollars
which, when
increased by
twenty per
per cent
cent allowed
allowed for
engitwenty
for engineering, overhead
overhead and
contingenneering,
and contingencies, makes
additional cost
cies,
makes aatotal
total additional
cost
of one
one million
million four
four hundred
eighty
of
hundred eighty
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
(e)
the cost
cost ($1,(e) Therefore,
Therefore, the
250,000) of the Cabello
is
250,000)
Caballo Dam
Dam is
more than
than offset
economies
offset by
by the
the economies
more
made possible
in the
made
possible in
the works
works from
from
Monument No.
No. 1
1 to
to the
the
Land Monument
mouth of
of Quitman
Canyon. InInmouth
Quitman Canyon.
deed, a
a saving
saving of two
two hundred
hundred
deed,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars
is achieved.
achieved.
fifty
dollars is
This saving
saving is
is in
in addition
to a
a
addition to
of 800
800 hectares
hectares (2,000
reduction of
(2,000
acres)
the land
land used
for the
acres) in
in the
used for
the
channel
otherchannel which would be
be otherirredeemably lost
wise irredeemably
lost for
for culticultivation,
an unknown
unknown
vation, and
and to
to an
in less
less exexamount annually
annually saved
saved in
pensive maintenance.
pensive
maintenance.
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pendiente y
control de
de la pendiente
y de
de los
los
puentes importaria
adipuentes
importaria la
la suma
suma adi-

cional
&dares. Por
For
cional de
de 350,000
350,000 d6lares.
concepto
se aumenaumenconcepto de
de desmontes
desmontes se
tarian
total
tarian 35.000
35.000 d6lares.
d6lares. El
El total
de
cantidades anteriores
es de
de
de las
las cantidades
anteriores es
1.232.000 d6lares,
(Wares, y
1.232.000
y si
si aa este
esta
cantidad
cantidad se
se agrega
agrega el
el 20%
20% por
por
concepto
concepto de
de direccien,
direcci6n, administraadministracion
imprevistos, el
costo total
ci6n e
e imprevistos,
el costo
total
adicional
seria
de
1.480.000
adicional seria
de 1.480.000
&Mares.
d61ares.

(e) Asi
Asi pues,
pues, se
que el
el costo
costo
(e)
see ve que
de
de la Presa de Cabello,
Caballo, que
es de
de 1.250,000
1.250,000 Mares,
es
d6lares, resulta
resulta
ampliamente
compensado por
por las
ampliamente compensado
las
economies
que pueden
pueden hacerse
economias que
hacerse en
en
las obras
entre el
Monument° No.
las
obras entre
el Monumento
No.
la lines,
yis.
11de
de la
linea terrestre
terrestre y
la entrada
entrada
del
de Quitman,
logra,ndel CafiOn
Cafi6n de
Quitman, logrfndose
ahorro de
de 250.000
250.000 &hires.
d6lares.
dose un
un ahorro
Ademas de
de este
Ademas
este ahorro,
ahorro, se
se dismidisminuye en
(2000 acres)
acres)
nuye
en 800
800 hectares
hectaras (2000
la extension
quo, por
por
la
extensi6n de
de terreno
terreno que,
formar
parte del
formar parte
del canoe,
cauce, resulresultaria
irremisiblemente perdida
perdida
taria irremisiblemente
para
el cultivo
vez se
se ahorra
ahorra
para el
cultivo yy aala
la vez
por
concepto do
gastos de
conpor concepto
de gastos
de conservacien
cantidad anual
anual cuyo
servaci6n una
una cantidad
cuyo
monto no
no puede
puede precisarse.
monto
precisarse.

VII.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

VII.
RECOMENDACIONES.
VII. RECOMENDACIONES.

recommendaThe following
following recommendations are
are respectfully
respectfully. submitted:
submitted:
(a) That the rectified channel
channel
be constructed
constructed as described
described and
and
outlined
in this
and the
outlined in
this report
report and
the atattached exhibits.
(b) That
That a
aflood
flood detention
dam,
(b)
detention dam,
a reservoir of
with a
of not
not less
less than
than
hundred thousand acre feet
one hundred
feet
(123.350.000
(123.350.000 cubic
cubic meters)
meters) capaccapacity be
ity
be built
built at
at Caballo,
Caballo, New
New
Mexico.
Mexico.
(c) That
That the
the areas
areas to
to be
(c)
be dedefrom each
each country
country be
be
tached from
brought into balance
balance by such
such
shifting of
the river
river location
as
shifting
of the
location as
Com migsion may
the Commission
may decide.
decide.
(d) That the areas to
to be detached and those reqnired
required for
right-of-way be acquired
each
acquired by each
nation so that all private
private rights
to these lands be extinguished.
extinguished..

Con
se hacen
las
Con todo
todo respeto
respeto se
hacen las
recomendaciones:
siguientes recomendaciones:
(a)
Que se
construya el
cauce
(a) Que
se construya
el cauce
rectificado de
acuerdo con
con los
los
rectificado
de acuerdo
linearaientos establecidos
establecidos en
lineamientos
en este
este
informe y
y on
sus anexos.
informe
en sus
anexos.
(b) Que se construya
construya una presa
de retenci6n
retencien con un vaso de cepacapacidad no menor de 123.350,000
123.350,000
Mts. cubicos
clibicos (100.000
(100.000 acres pies)
en Caballo,
Cabello, Nuevo Mexico,
Mexico, E.
E. U.
U.
A.
A.
(c) Que se igualen las areas
por segregar
pais modisegregar de cada pals
ficando
ficando el trazo del cauce
canoe proyectado, en la forma que la
la
Comisi6n
ComisiOn estime conveniente.
conveniente.
(d) Qua
Que cada
cada pals adquiera
adquiera
la
is. parte que le corresponda
corresponda de los
terrenos—por segregar
segregar y
y de
de los
terrenos-por
los
necesarios
necesarios para derecho de via,
a fin de extinguir los
a
dere,chos de
los derechos
de
propiedad
propiedad particular sobre dichos
dichos
terrenos.
terrenos.
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detached
(e) That
That the balanced detached
(e)
tracts and
and the acquired
acquired rights-oftracts
way be exchanged
exchanged between the
way
two
two nations so that each nation
will
jurisdiction to the cenhave jurisdiction
will have
ter of
the rectified
rectified channel where
of the
ter
it
boundary line.
forms the boundary
it forms

(0 That
International
the International
That the
(f)
Boundary Commission
Commission have full
Boundary
control over
over the work during its
control
construction, and
and over its mainconstruction,
tenance
tenance when completed.
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(e) Quo
ambos paises
paises cambien
tMnuteNo.
rziiot
ancambien t
Que ambos
(e)
Commission-Contd.
te- jommission—Contd!
de teentre Si
las areas
iguales de
areas iguales
si las
entre

rrenos segregados,
segregados, asi como la
rrenos
parte respectiva
respectiva de los terrenos
terrenos
parte
a
adquiridos
derecho de via, a
para derecho
adquiridos para
fin
de que cada
pais tenga, en el
cada pals
fin de
futuro,
jurisdicciOn hasta el cenfuturo, jurisdicci6n
tro del
del cauce
cauce rectificado
rectificado en donde
tro
este
constituya el Limite
Limite Intereste constituya
nacional.
nacional.
(f) Que
Que la
Comisien InternaInternala Comisi6n
(f)
a su
cional de Limites tenga a
construccargo los trabajos
trabajos de construecargo
cien de las
y la conservaconservelas obras y
ci6n
cien de ellas una vez terminadas.
terminadas.
ci6n

ANEXOS.
VIII. ANEXOS.
Se
los cinco anexos
acompaian los
Se acompaiian
Five
Five exhibits are attached, as
siguientes:
siguientes:
follows:
ANEXO
NUMERO
1.—Perfiles del
l.-Perfiles
NUMERO
EXHIBIT No.
No. 1.—River
1.-River Gradients. ANEXO
EXHIBIT
Rio.
Muestra graficamente
graficamente el perfil
Muestra
This shows
shows graphically
graphically the presThis
actual del
del Rio
Rio entre
entre la Presa del
ent
between Ele- actual
gradients between
river gradients
ent river
y
Elefante
y
Caii6n
de Quitman y
Cafi6n
el
y
Elefante
Canphant
Quitman
phant Butte and Quitman
hacer
el perfil
obtendra, al ha,cer
perfil que se obtendrA
yon,
and the
proposed new gradi- el
the proposed
yon, and
Rio.
rectificaci6n del Rio.
la rectificacien
ent which
which the river shortening
shortening la
ent
will
will bring about.
ANEXO NUMERO
2.—Plano de loNUMERO 2.-Plano
EXHIBIT
2.-Location Map. ANEXO
No. 2.—Location
EXHIBIT No.
calizaci6n.
calizaci 6 n.
En un piano
piano general del Valle
En
This
is a
Pasomap of the El Pasoa map
This is
Juarez-El Paso se ha mostrado
de Juarez-El
Juarez Valley
which is shown de
on which
Valley on
Juarez
trazo preliminar
preliminar indicandose
el trazo
the located
line and the segresegre- el
located line
the
tabla nuen
colores y
y en una table
colores
en
gated
areas
in
color
and
in
numernumerin
and
color
in
areas
gated
merica
los
terrenos
segregar.
por
terrenos
los
merica
shown
ical
table. Two routes are shown
ical table.
Isla de
de San
San Elizario se
la Isla
En la
at the
the San
San Elizario Island, one En
at
muestran dos trazos, uno que
following
generally the present
present muestran
following generally
sigue
general el cauce
cauce actual
en general
sigue
following
river,
and
genother
the
and
river,
del
Rio
y
otro
que
en gesigue
que
otro
y
Rio
del
erally
boundary.
the present boundary.
erally the
neral el
el actual
actual Limite Internaneral
cional.
3.-Secciones
NUMERO
3.
SeCC1OHCS
NUMERO
ANEXO
EXHIBIT
3.-Typical Cross- ANEXO
No. 3.—Typical
EXHIBIT No.
tipos.
Transverseles
Transversales
Sections.
En
este anexo
anexo aparecen
aparecen grafiEn este
This
graphically illusexhibit graphically
This exhibit
transvercamente
secciones
transversecciones
las
camente
protrates the
the cross-sections
cross-sections
trates
sales proyectadas,
proyectadas, con sus caraccaracposed for
and gives the sales
for use, and
posed
hidraulicas.
t
eris
tic
as
hidraulic
as
.
teristicas
theoretical
functions.
hydraulic functions.
theoretical hydraulic
ANEXO
NUMERO
4.—Cuencas de
NUMERO 4.-Cuencas
EXHIBIT
4.—Drainage Areas.
Areas. ANEXO
No. 4.-Drainage
EXHIBIT No.
drenaj e.
drenaje.
En este
este anexo se han indicado
En
This
indicates in colcolexhibit indicates
This exhibit
num6ricon
colores
y
y con cifras numericolores
con
drainage
ors
and
in
figures
the
in
ors and
cas
las
cuencas
drenaje
condrenaje
de
cuencas
las
cas
area
controlled
Elephant
controlled by Elephant
area
Elefante
del
troladas
presa
Elefante
la
por
troladas
be
to
Butte
Dam,
that
conand
Butte Dam,
y
proyectada Presa de
por la proyectada
y por
trolled
Cabello Dam.
the Caballo
by the
trolled by
Caballo.
ANEXO NUMERO
5.-Presupuesto.
NUMERO 5.—Presupuesto.
Cost. ANEXO
EXHIBIT
5.—Estimate of
of Cost.
No. 5.-Estimate
EXHIBIT No.
VIII.
EXHIBITS.
VIII. EXHIBITS.
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IX.-COLABORACION.
IX.-COLABORACION.

In
In the preparation
preparation of
of this
this report
report
the
Consulting Engineers
the Consulting
Engineers have
have
been assisted by
by the
the technical
technical
advisers,
Messrs. W.
E. Robertadvisers, Messrs.
W. E.
Robertson, Chairman
of the
El Paso
Paso
son,
Chairman of
the El
Chamber of
Chamber
of Commerce
Commerce River
River
Rectification Committee,
and SalRectification
Committee, and
Salvador Arroyo,
vador
Chief Engineer
Engineer of
of
Arroyo, Chief
theJuarez
the Juarez Flood
Flood Control
Control CommisCommission;
use of
the
sion; and
and have
have made
made use
of the
of data contained
wealth of
contained in
previin previous reports
this problem.
problem.
reports on
on this
Acknowledgment
Acknowledgment is
is made
made to
to the
the
various engineers
and agencies
agencies
engineers and
who collected
collected this
data and
this data
and made
made
the following reports:
reports:

la preparaci6n
preparacien de
de este
(a) En
En la
este
informe colaboraron
infonne
colaboraron con
con los
los InIngenieros
genieros Consultores
de la
la ComiComiConsultores de
si6n, los
Asesores Tecnicos,
Tecnicos,
los Asesores
Sefiores, Ingenieros
Ingenieros Salvador
ArSenores,
Salvador Arroyo,
Jefe de
de la
la Comision
royo, Jefe
Comisi6n de
de
Obras de Defensa
Defensa del
del Rio
Rio Bravo
Bravo
JuArez, Chih., y
en Juarez,
yW.
W. E.
RobertE. Robertson,
del Comite
Comite de
de
son, Presidente
Presidente del
Rectificaci6n
Rectificacion del
del Rio
de la
la Camara
Camara
Rio de
Comercio de
de El
Paso; habienhabiende Comercio
El Paso;
dose aprovechado
aprovechado los datos valiovalioen informes
informes previapreviasos contenidos en
mente formulados
fonnulados sobre
sobre este
este yromente
problema por
por diversos
diversos ingenieros
ingemeros
y Oficinas,
Oficinas, principalmente
principalmente los
los
y
siguientes:
siguientes:
1.-"Report
1.-"Report on Rio
Rio Grande
Grande
1.-"Infonne
la RectificaRectifica1.-"Informe sobre
sobre la
Rectification",
Rectification", by
by Special
Special ComCom- don
ci6n del Rio
Rio Bravo",
el
Bravo", por
por el
mittee of Engineers,
Engineers, El
Paso Comit6
El Paso
Comite especial
de Ingenieros
especial de
Ingenieros
Chapter, American
of del Capitulo
American Association
Association of
Capitulo de
de El
El Paso
Paso de
de la
la
Engineers, June 5,
5, 1922.
1922.
Asociaci6n Americana
Asociacion
Americana de
de IngenieIngenieros. 55de junio de 1922.
1922.
2.-"Report
Conditions of
2.-"Report of Conditions
of the
the
2.-"Informe
2.-"Informe sobre
sobre las
las condicondiRio Grande on the
the Rio
Grande ciones del Rio Bravo en
Rio Grande
en el
el SisSisProject",
Project", by
by L. M.
M. Lawson,
Lawson, tema
tema de Irrigacien
Irrigaci6n Rio Grande",
Grande",
Engineer, United
United States
States DepartDepart- por
or L. M.
M. Lawson,
Ingeniero del
del
Lawson, Ingeniero
ment of the Interior,
Interior, March
March 10, Departamento
Departamento del
del Interior
de los
Interior de
los
1925.
Estados Unidos.
Estados
Unidos. 10
10 de
de marzo
marzo de
de

3.-"Channel
3.-" Channel Improvement
Improvement of
of
the
the Rio Grande
Grande below
El Paso",
below El
Paso ",
by Salvador
Salvador Arroyo,
Arroyo, Mexican
Mexican
Federal
Federal Civil Engineer,
Engineer, March
March
1925.
1925.
4.-"Statement
4.-"Statement to
to the
the United
United
States and Mexican
Mexican Governments
Governments
and the International
International Boundary
Boundary
Commission on
on Rectification
Rectification of
Commission
of a
a
Portion of
Rio Grande,
Juarez
of the
the Rio
Grande, Juarez
and El Paso Valleys",
Valleys", by
Salvaby Salvador Arroyo and
and L. M. Lawson,
Lawson,
April 25,
25, 1925.
1925.
5.-"Joint Report
Report on
on the
the PrePreceding Report"
(No. 4),
4), by
by
Report" (No.
Armando
Armando Santacruz,
Santacruz, Jr.
and RanRanJr. and
dolph E.
E. Fishburn,
Fishburn, Consulting
Consulting
Engineers
Engineers of the
the International
International
Boundary
Commission, May
Boundary Commission,
May 12,
12,
1925.

1925.
1925.

3.-"Mejoramiento
3.-"Mejoramiento del
del cauce
cauce del
del
Rio Bravo abajo de El Paso"
Paso" por
por
el Ingeniero
Ingeniero Salvador
Salvador Arroyo,
Arroyo, del
del
Gobierno
Gobierno de M6xico.
Mexico. Marzo
de
Marzo de
1925.
1925.
4.-"Memoria presentada
4.-"Memoria
presentada a
los
a los
Gobiernos
Gobiernos de Mexico
Mexico y
3r de
de los
los
Estados Unidos y
ya
ala
la Comisi6n
Comision
Internacional de
Interna,cional
de Limites
Limites relative.
relativa
a la rectificaci6n
a
rectificacion de
de un
un trarao
tramo
del Rio Bravo en el Valle
de
Valle de
Juarez-El
Juarez-E1 Paso",
Paso", por
por los
Ingelos Ingenieros Salvador
Salvador Arroyo
Arroyo y
y L.
L. M.
M.
Lawson.
Lawson. 25
25 de
de abril
de 1925.
1925.
abril de
5.-Trufaruie
cormin sobre
sobre la
la
5.-Informe comdn
"Memoria" anterior, por los
"Meramia"
los
senores
senores Randolph
Randolph E. Fishburn
Fishburn
yy Armando
Santacruz Jr., InArmando Santacruz
Ingenieros
genieros Consultores de
la Comide la
Comisi6n
men Internacional
Internacional de
de Limites.
Limites.
12 de mayo
mayo de
de 1925.
1925.
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RECTIFICATION
6.-"Effect of Rio Grande
Grande Stor6.-"Effect
age on
on River
River Erosion
Erosion and Deposiage
Project
tion", by
L. M. Lawson, Project
by L.
tion",
Superintendent, United
United States
Superintendent,
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, El Paso,
Bureau
Texas, May 1928.
Texas,
7.-"The
Regimen of
7.-"The Present Regimen
the
Rio Grande and the
Upper Rio
the Upper
Problem
Problem the River has Created in
the El
Paso-Juarez Valley", by
El Paso-Juarez
the
Salvador
Engineer
Arroyo, Chief Engineer
Salvador Arroyo,
of
Juarez Flood Control Comof Juarez
mission,
1928.
May 1928.
mission, May
8.-" Statement
Regarding RecStatement Regarding
8.-"
Grande",
tification of
of the
the Rio Grande",
tification
by J.
Designing EnSavage, Designing
L. Savage,
J. L.
by
gineer, United
States Bureau of
United States
gineer,
Reclamation,
November 28,
28, 1928.
Reclamation, November
9.-"Report
on Preliminary
Preliminary
9.-"Report on
Estimates, Rectification
Rectification of the Rio
Estimates,
Grande El
El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez to QuitGrande
man
Canyon",
", by Salvador Arroman Canyon
yo
C. M. Ainsworth, Decemyo and C.
1928.
ber 1928.
10.-" Proposed Rectification
Rectification of
10.-"Proposed
the
Grande from El PasoRio Grande
the Rio
Juarez
Juarez to Quitman Canyon", by
R. M.
Superintendent of
Priest, Superintendent
M. Priest,
R.
the
United States
the Yuma Project, United
Reclamation, May 2,
Bureau of Reclamation,
1929.
Respectfully submitted,
Respectfully
July 16, 1930.
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6.-"Efectos del
almacenainien- terMnaijuotnealstoi3102u9nociarrnyBoun
MinuteNo.nal
del almacenamien6.-"Efectos
to
las aguas
aguas del
del Rio
Rio Grande
Grande Commission-Contd.
commission-contd.
de las
to de
sobre
is erosion
y el azolve de la
is
erosi6n y
sobre la
corriente",
Ingeniero L.
corriente", por el Ingeniero
M.
Lawson, Superintendente
Superintendente del
del
M. Lawson,
Sistema,
Irrigacion de
Oficina de Irrigaci6n
Sistema, Oficina
los Estados
Estados Unidos. El Paso,
1928.
Texas.
Mayo de 1928.
Texas. Mayo
7.-"El regimen actual del Alto
Grande y
y el problema
problema aa que
Rio Grande
ha
ha dado lugar en el valle de
Juarez-El
Paso", por el Ingeniero
Juarez-El Paso",
Salvador Arroyo,
Arroyo, Jefe de la ComiSalvador
sien de Obras
Obras de Defensa del
si6n
Juarez, Chih.
Chili.
Rio Bravo en C. Juarez,
Mayo de 1928.
1928.
8.-"Informe sobre la
is rectificarectifica8.-"Informe
cion del
Grande" por J. L.
Rio Grande"
del Rio
ci6n
Savage, Ingeniero Proyectista en
Savage,
Jefe del "Bureau
Reclamation"
"Bureau of Reclamation"
Jefe
Estados Unidos. 28 de
de los Estados
noviembre de 1928.
noviembre
9.-"Informe
presupuestos
sobre presupuestos
9.-" Informe sobre
la rectificaci6n
preliminares
rectificacion
preliminares para is.
del Rio Bravo
Bravo de Juarez-El
Juarez-El Paso
al cafi6n
cafion de Quitman",
Quitman", por los
al
Ingenieros
Salvador Arroyo yy
Ingenieros Salvador
C.
M. Ainsworth. Diciembre de
C. M.
1928.
10.-"Proyecto de rectificaci6n
rectificacion
10.-"Proyecto
del
Bravo entre JuarezJuarezRio Bravo
del Rio
El
Paso y
el Caii6n
Canon de
de Quitman",
Quitman",
y el
El Paso
por
Ingeniero R. M. Priest,
el Ingeniero
por el
Superintendente
Superintendente del Sistema de
ReclamaYuma
"Bureau of ReclamaYuma del "Bureau
tion"
tion" de los Estados Unidos. 2.
de
Mayo de 1929.
de Mayo
respeto.
Con todo respeto.
Mexico,
Mexico, D.F., julio 16 de 1930.

AINSWORTH
(Sgd.)
C. M.
M. AINSWORTH
(Sgd.) C.
Consulting
Engineer
Consulting Engineer
States Section.
United States

(Fdo.) ARMANDO
ARMANDO SANTACRUZ
SANTACROZ
(Fdo.)
Ingeniero
Consultor-de la
Ingeniero Consultor-de
SecciOn Mexicana.
Mexicana.
Secci6n

(Sgd.) ARMANDO
SANTACRITZ
ARMANDO SANTACRUZ
(Sgd.)
Consulting Engineer,
Engineer,
Consulting
Mexican Section.
Mexican

(Fdo.) C.
C. M.
AINSWORTH
M. AINSWORTH
(Fdo.)

Ingeniero Consultor
Consultor de la
Ingeniero
Unidos.
Seccion de Estados
Estados Unidos.
Secci6n

To
the Honorable
Commissioners,
Honorable Commissioners,
To the
International
Boundary ComInternational Boundary
mission,
mission, United States and
Mexico.

A.
Honorables Comisionados de
A los Honorables
Internacional de
is Comision
Comisi6n Internacional
la
Limites entre
entre M6xico
Mexico y
los
y los
Limites
Estados Unidos.
Estados
PRESENTES.
PRESENTES.

.
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RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.
RECTIFICATION OF

FEB. 1,
1, 1933..
1933.
FEB.

EXHIBIT
NO. 5
5
EXHIBIT NO.
RIVER
FASO-JUAREZ TO
CANYON
TO QUITMAN
QUITMAN CANYON
RECTIFICATION--EL PASO-JUAREZ
RIVER RECTIFICATION-EL
ESTIMATE OF
OF 11,000
CHANNEL
FOOT CHANNEL
SECOND FOOT
11,000 SECOND
ESTIMATE
Mexico, D.F.,
D.F., July 16, 1930.
Mexico,
Right-of-Way
Right-of-Way
Mexico:
1650 hectares
hectares
1650
(4080 acres
acres
(4080
United States:
1650 hectares
1650
hectares
(4080
acres
(4080 acres

(Dollars)--------------at $50
$50 (Dollars)
at $20
$20
"
" ))
at

$82,
$82, 500
500

at $200
$200
at
at
at $81
$81

330, 000

----------"
"" ))

Segregated Tracts
Tracts
Segregated
Mexico:
Mexico:
1400
hectares at $40 (Dollars)
(Dollars)---------------1400 hectares
(3460
acres at
"
" )
)
at $16
$16
(3460 acres
United
States:
United States:
1400
hectares at
$150
"ce
------------at $150
1400 hectares
acres at
$60
"" ))
at $60
(3460 acres
Earthwork
Earthwork
3,650,000
at $0.18
$0.18-----------cu.mtr. excavation
excavation at
3,650,000 cu.mtr.
(4,775,000
cu.yd. at
at $0.138)
$0.138)
(4,775,000 cu.yd.
6,870,000
cu.mtr.
embankment
at
$0.18
6,870,000 eu.mtr. embankment at $0.18---------(8,985,000 cu.
cu. yd.
yd. at
$0.138)
at $0.138)
(8,985,000

56, 000
000
210, 000
000

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Work
above Cordova:
Cordova:
Work above
Mexico
Mexico- ----------------------------United States-States
----------------------United
Changes
Irrigation Works:
Works:
in Irrigation
Changes in
Mexico
Mexico---------------------------------United
States ---------. ----------------United States

Sub-Total
Sub-Total ---------------------------

-------

000
675, 000

-----

TOTALTOTAL.------------------------------------------------

Cabello Dam-100,000
acre foot
foot reservoirreservoir ------------------Caballo
Dam-100,000 acre

150, 000

75, 000
000
000
150, 000
300, 000
000

--------

1,
1, 893, 600
600

25, 000
000
100, 000

-

20%
engineering, overhead
overhead and
and contingencies
contingencies--------------20% engineering,

TOTAL_
GRAND TOTAL------------------------------------------

266, 000
000

657, 000
1, 236,
600
1,
236, 600

Clearing
Clearing
2,400
hectares at $62.50 (6,000 acres
acres at $25.30) -------------2,400 hectares

Grade
(6)-----------------Grade Controls (6)
Bridges
(6)
Bridges (6).-----------.----.-----

$412, 500
500

1, 325, 000
100
$4, 047, 100
400
809, 400
$4, 856,
856, 500
500
$4,

1, 250, 000
000
$6, 106,
106, 500
500
$6,

(Dollars)
Note: The
smaller unit
price of
tracts as compared
compared with the
the
of the
the segregated tracts
unit price
Note:
The smaller
predicated on the resale value of those segregated.
rights-of-way
rights-of-way is predicated

RECTIFICATION
OF THE
GRANDE-MEXICO.
RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.
THE RIO
RECTIFICATION OF

1, 1933.
FEB. 1,

ANEXO NO.
NO. 5.
ANEXO
RIO BRAVO ENTRE
PROYECTO
DE RECTIFICACION
RECTIFICACION DEL
CAUCE DEL RIO
ENTRE
PROYECTO
JUAREZ-EL
PASO Y
CARoN DE
QUITMAN.
PRESUPUESTO PARA
PARA UN
UN
PRESUPUESTO
DE QUITMAN.
Y EL CAN6N
JUAREZ-EL PASO
CAUCE ARTIFICIAL
CUBICOS (11.000
(11.000 pies)
pies) POR
POR SEGUNDO.
ARTIFICIAL DE 314 MTS. CUBICOS
CAUCE
DERECHO DE
VIA.
DERECHO
DE VIA.

Mexico.
M6xico.
acres aa Dls.
Dia. 50. (4080 acres
DLs. 20)
a Dls.
1650 hectaras a

D6lares.
$82,
$82, 500

Estados Unidos.
a Dls. 81)
1650
81)
a Dls. 200 (4080 acres a
hectaras a
1650 hectaras

"330. 000
000

$412, 500.
500.

AREAS
SEGREGADAS.
AREAS SEGREGADAS.

Mexico.
Mexico.
a Dls.
hectaras a
acres a
Ms. 16)
a Dls. 40. (3460 acres
1400 hectaras

000
$56. 000

Estados Unidos.
1400 hectaras
hectaras a
a Dls.
Dls. 150
150 (3460 acres
Dls. 60)
a Dls.
acres a
1400

"210. 000

000.
$266. 000.

TERRACERIAS.
TERRACERIAS.

3.650.000
Mts. Cdbs.de
CtIbs.de excavaci6n
excavacien a
a Dls. 0.18.
3.650.000 Mts.
(4.775.000
Dls. 0.138)
a DIs.
yds.cdbs. a
(4.775.000 yds.cdbs.
6.870.000
Mts. Cabs,
diques a
Dls. 0.18.
0.18.
- Dls.
a -- en diques
Cdbs. en
6.870.000 Mts.
(8.985.000
yds.ctlbs. a
DIs. 0.138)
a Dis.
(8.985.000 yds.cdbs.
DESMONTE
DESMONTE

DEL
DERECHO
DEL DERECHO

$657. 000
1.
600.
1. 236. 600.

1,
1, 893. 600

DE VIA.
VIA.

DIs. 62.50
2.400. hectaras aa Dls.
(6.000. acres
a Dls. 25.30) .------------------------------acres a
(6.000.
VABIOS.
vemos.
Trabajos arriba
arriba del
Corte de
Cordova.
de C6rdova.
del Corte
Trabajos
Mexico
Mexico-----------------------------------Estados
Unidos ------------------------------Estados Unidos

150. 000

25. 000

100. 000

MODIFICACIONES
RIEGO Y
DRENAJE.
Y DRENAJE.
DE RIEGO
OBRAS DE
LAS OBRAS
EN LAS
MODIFICACIONES EN

Mexico
---------------Mexico -----------------------Estados Unidos
Unidos -------------------------------Estados

Estructuras pars
controlar la pendiente
pendiente (10)--------(10)
para controlar
Estructuras
Puentes
(6)
Puentes (6)-------------------------------------

75. 000
75.
150. 000
675. 000
300. 000.
300.000.

TOTAL. ...----------------------------------------------SUB TOTAL

1,
325. 000
1,325.000

$4.047.100
$4. 047. 100

Gastos de
Imprevistos, 20%
20% del subsubAdministraci6n ee Imprevistos,
Direcci6n, Administracion
de Direccien,
Gastos
total ---------------------------------------------- " 809.400
809. 400
total
TOTAL
TOTAL------------------PRESA
EN
PBESA EN

--------------

-------

- $4.
$4. 856.500
856. 500

CABALLO.
CABALLO.

Vaso con
con capacidad
capacidad de
de 123.350.000
cdbicos (100.000
acres
(100.000 acres
Mts. cdbicos
123.350.000 Mts.
Vaso
pies)
$1. 250. 000
pies)------------------------------------------------- $1.250.000
GRAN TOTAL_
TOTAL----------------------------------------aRAN

$6.
106. 500
500
$6.106.

NOTA:
NOTA:

Loa
de los
terreaos segregados,
segregados, en comparaci6n
comparacien con
con
los terrenos
menores de
unitarios menores
valores unitarios
Los valores

los que
provienen de que se ha supuesto
supuesto que puede
puede
via, provienen
de via,
derecho de
el derecho
para el
figuran pars
que figuran
los

reeobrarse una
una parte
valor de
de los
terrenos segregados,
yenta de
de los
mismos
los mismos
por venta
segregados, por
los terrenos
del valor
parte del
recobrarse
hechas las obras.
despues de hechas
despues

1665
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RECTIFICATION OF
OF THE
RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.
GRANDE MEXICO.
THE RIO
RECTIFICATION

FEB. 1,
1933.
FEB.
1, 1933.

A
ND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
as amended
by the
the Senate
Senate of
of
convention, as
amended by
AND
the said
said convention,
the
United
States
of
America,
has
been
duly
ratified
on
both
parts,
the United States of America, has been duly ratified on both parts,
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
the two
two Governments
Governments were
were exchanged
in the
the
exchanged in
and
city of
on the
day of
of November,
November, one
one thousand
nine
thousand nine
tenth day
city
of Washington
Washington on
the tenth
hundred
and thirty-three;
thirty-three;
hundred and
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
that I,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, PresPresbe it
it known
known that
Now,
ident
of America,
America, have
have caused
the said
said convenconvenStates of
caused the
ident of
of the
the United
United States
tion to
be made
the end
end that
and every
article and
and
that the
the same
same and
every article
tion
to be
made public
public to
to the
clause thereof,
amended, may
may be
fulfilled with
with good
clause
thereof, as
as amended,
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
good
faith by
by the
the United
States of
of America
America and
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
faith
United States
I
NTESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
WHEREOF, I
IN
I have
have hereunto
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the
United States
States of
of America
Doran at
at the
city of
of Washington
Washington this
thirteenth day
day of
of November
DONE
the city
this thirteenth
November
in
the year
year of
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
in the
of our
our Lord
Lord one
[BEAL]
thirty-three and
and of
of the
Independence of
the United
United States
States
[sEA.] thirty-three
the Independence
of the
of America
America the
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
of
the one
By
By the
the President:
President:

FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT

WILLIAM P
HILLIPS
WILLIAM
PHILLIPS
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
Acting
Secretary of

RECTIFICATION OF
OF THE.RIO
GRANDE-MEXICO.
THE.RIO GRANDE—MEXICO.
RECTIFICATION

1933.
1, 1933.
FEB. 1,

AMBASSADOR
AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
EXCHANGES
OF NOTES
BETWEEN THE
THE AMERICAN
NOTES BETWEEN
EXCHANGES OF
MINISTER
AT MEXICO
CITY AND
MEXICAN MINISTER
AND THE MEXICAN
MEXICO CITY
AT
AFFAIRS
FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
FOR FOREIGN
The Mexican
Minister for
(Puig) to the American
Foreign Affairs (Puig)
for Foreign
Mexican Minister
The
Ambassador
(Clark)
Ambassador (Clark)
lo. defebrero
de febrero de 1933.
1983.
SECRETARIO
SECRETARIO
EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE
MEXICO
MEXICO
ESTIMADO SENOR
SENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
ESTIMADO

Al proceder
proceder a
a la
la Convenci6n
Convencian relativa
rectificacien
relativa aala rectificaci6n
de la
firma de
la firma
Al
Juhrez-El
de
valle
del
cauce del
Rio Bravo
Juarez-El Paso, ha
Bravo del Norte, en el
del Rio
del cauce
los documentos
que
quedado entendido
entendido entre
Gobiernos,
entre ambos Gobiernos,
quedado
VIII de la
Articulo
anexos a
Convencion, segdn
lo dispuesto
la
dispuesto en el
segdn lo
la Convenci6n,
a la
anexos
de la
1930,
de
julio
de
misma,
son copias
copias del
del Acta
129, de 31
Julio
Acta No. 129,
misma, son
informe, mapas,
Comision
Intenaacional de
Limites, asi
mapas,
como del informe,
asi como
de Limites,
Comisi6n Internacional
de que
caso
el
pianos
especificaciones anexas
dicha Acta, y
y que en
anexas aadicha
y especificaciones
pianos y
Conla
a
hubiere
alguna diferencia
entre las
citadas anexas a
copias citadas
las copias
diferencia entre
hubiere alguna
vencion y
y sus
los originales
originales seran los que rijan.
originales, los
sus originales,
venci6n
afectisimo,
Sin otro
repito de
como siempre su afectisimo,
de usted como
me repito
particular, me
otro particular,
Sin
atento y
y seguro servidor.
atento
PUIG
PuIG
S
ENOR J.
CLARE, Jr.,
REUBEN CLARK,
J. REUBEN
SEROR
Embajador Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario
y Plenipotenciario
Extraordinarioy
Embajador
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
America.
de los
Presents.
Presente.
[Translation)
[Translatlonl

933.
February
1933.
February 1, 1,

MINISTER
FOR FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTER FOR
MEXICO
MEXICO
DEAR MR.
M R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
DEAR

In proceeding
the signature
the Convention
Convention relative
relative to the
of the
signature of
to the
proceeding to
In
rectification
of
the
river
channel
of
the
Grande
in
the El PasoGrande
Rio
rectification of the river channel of the
the docuJuarez
valley,
it
is
understood
by
both
Governments
that
Governments
Juirez valley, it is understood by both
VIII
Article
ments
annexed
to
the
Convention,
as
provided
Article
VIII
in
provided
ments annexed to the Convention, as
Internathe
1930
thereof,
are
copies
of
Minute
129
of
July
31,
of
Interna31,
thereof, are copies of Minute 129 of July
tional Boundary
Commission, and
of the
the report,
maps, plans, and
report, maps,
and of
Boundary Commission,
tional
specifications
annexed
to
said
Minute,
and
that
case any differin
that
specifications annexed to said Minute, and
and
ence
exists
between
such
copies
so
annexed
to
Convention
Convention
the
to
ence exists between such copies so annexed
their
shall control.
the originals shall
originals, the
their originals,

1667

1668 RECTIFICATION
RECTIFICATION OF
THE RIO
RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.
GRANDE—MEXICO. FEB.
FEB. 1,
1, 1933.
1933.
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OF THE
There being
being nothing
nothing further
further to
to discuss,
again subscribe
subscribe myself,
myself,
There
discuss, IIagain
as always,
your affectionate,
affectionate, devoted,
and faithful
faithful servant.
servant.
devoted, and
as
always, your
PUIG
PUIG

Mn. J.
REUBEN CLARK,
CLARK, Jr.,
Jr.,
MR.
J. REUBEN
Ambassador
Extraordinary
and
Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary,
Ambassador
of
States of
of America.
America.
of the
the United
United States
Mexico.
Mexico.

The
American Ambassador
the Mexican
Mexican Ministerfor
Minister for Foreign
Foreign
(Clark) to
to the
Ambassador (Clark)
The American
Affairs
(Puig)
Affairs (Puig)
EMBASSY
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
EMBASSY OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
M
AXICO, February
February 1,
1, 1983.
1933.
MEXIco,
M Y DEAR
DEAR MR.
Mn. MINISTER:
M INISTER:
MY
Referring to
your note
even date,
date, in
which you
you set
out that
that in
in
in which
set out
note of
of even
Referring
to your
proceeding
to the
the signature
signature of
for the
providing for
of the
the Convention
Convention providing
proceeding to
rectification
of the
channel of
the Rio
Rio Grande
Grande in
in the
the El
El PasoPasoof the
rectification of
the river
river channel
Juarez valley,
understood that the
documents attached
attached to
to the
the documents
Juarez
valley, it
it is
is understood
Convention, as
as provided
in Article
are copies
copies of
of MinMinprovided in
Article VIII
VIII thereof,
thereof, are
Convention,
ute 129
(July 31,
31, 1930)
of the
the International
International Boundary
Boundary Commission,
Commission,
129 (July
1930) of
ute
and
of the
the report,
maps, plans,
specifications attached
attached to
to that
that
report, maps,
plans, and
and specifications
and of
Minute,
and that
that in
between such copies
copies
in case any
any difference
difference exists
exists between
Minute, and
so
attached to
the originals
Convention and their originals,
originals, the
so attached
to the
the Convention
shall
control, IIbeg
beg hereby
to confirm
shall control,
hereby to
confirm such
such understanding.
Please accept,
Minister, the
the renewed
of my
highest
my highest
Please
accept, Mr.
Mr. Minister,
renewed assurances
assurances of
consideration.
consideration.
J.
Jr.
J. REUBEN
REUBEN CLARK,
CLARK, Jr.
HIS EXCELLENCY
EXCELLENCY
HIS
SESOR DOCTOR
DOCTOR Doll
il M.
M. PUIG
SEROR
DON Jos
Josh
PUIG CABAURANC
CASAURANC
Minister
for Foreign
Minister for
Foreign Affairs,
Mexico.
Mexico.

The
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs (Puig)
(Puig) to
to the
American
The Mexican
M:exican Minister
the American
Ambassador (Daniels)
(Daniels)
Ambassador
SECRETARIA
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
SECRETARIA DE
ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS MEXICANOS
MEXICANOS
MEXICO
MEXICO

MEXIco,
8 de septiembre
1933.
MAxico, 8
septiembre de 1933.
SEROR
S
ERGE EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
Para facilitar
canje de ratificaciones
ratificaciones de
facilitar el pronto canje
de la Convencion
Oonvenci6n
firmada
firmada entre
entre M6xico
Mexico y
y los Estados
rectificacien del
Estados Unidos
Unidos para la rectificaci6n
del
Rio Bravo (Rio Grande) en
en el Valle
Valle de
lo. de
de febrero
febrero
de Juarez,
Juarez, de fecha lo.
de
ya
de establecer
con claridad
claridad la
inteligencia de
de ambos
de 1933,
1933, y
a fin de
establecer con
la inteligencia
ambos
cuesti6n de derecho y
y uso de aguas
Gobiernos por lo que
qua respecta a
ala cuestien

RECTIFICATION OF
GRANDE—MEXICO.
RIO GRANDE-MEXICO.
THE RIO
OF THE
RECTIFICATION

1, 1933.
FEB. 1,
1933.

del
Bravo (Rio
(Rio Grande),
Grande), en
tramo que comprende
comprende dicha
dicha
el tramo
en el
Rio Bravo
del Rio
notas
de
Convencian,
los
dos
Gobiernos
declaran
por
este
cambio
cambio
que
este
por
declaran
Gobiernos
Convenci6n, los dos
no
de
el
espiritu
y
terminos
de
la
Convencion
de
febrero
lo.
1933
febrero
de
Convenci6n
la
de
el espiritu y t6rminos
alteran
las
disposiciones
de
las
Convenciones
actualmente
vigentes
actualmente
Convenciones
las
alteran las disposiciones de
respecto a
ala
la utilizaci6n
utilizacian de
de agua
agua del
Rio Bravo
Bravo (Rio Grande)
Grande) y
y que,
del Rio
respecto
modo
de
afectados
ser
en
consecuencia,
estos
asuntos
permanecen
sin
ser
afectados
sin
en consecuencia, estos asuntos permanecen
la
que
de
existia
que
alguno
y
exactamente
en
el
mismo
status
que
existia
antes
alguno y exactamente en el mismo status
celebrada.
Convencion
de
lo.
de
febrero
de
1933
fuera
celebrada.
Convenci6n de lo. de febrero de 1933 fuera
Aprovecho la
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia las
a Vuestra
renovar a
para renovar
oportunidad para
la oportunidad
Aprovecho
consideraci6n.
seguridades
de mi
ms alta
alta consideracion.
mi m&s
seguridades de
PLUG
PUIG
EXCELENTfSIMO
EXCELENTfSIMO
SEROR
JOSEPHIIS DANIELS,
DANIELS,
SENOR JOSEPHUS

Embajador
Plenipotenciario
y Plenipotenciario
Extraordinarioy
Embajador Extraordina,rio
de
los Estados
Unidos de America.
Estados Unidos
de los
Presente.
Presente.
[Translation]
[Translation]

MINISTRY
FOR FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
MINISTRY FOR
UNITED
STATES
MEXICAN STATES
UNITED MEXICAN
MEXICO
MEXICO

1933.
Muxico,
September 8, 1988.
MEXICO, September

Mn. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
In
order to
to facilitate
early exchange
of ratifications
ratifications of the
exchange of
the early
facilitate the
In order
States for the
Convention
signed
between
Mexico
and
the
United
Convention signed between Mexico and the United States
Valley,
Juarez
the
rectification
of
the
Rio
Bravo
(Rio
Grande)
in
the
Valley,
rectification of the Rio Bravo (Rio Grande) in
underthe
establish clearly
dated
February 1,
1933, and
and in
in order
order to establish
1, 1933,
dated February
rights
of
standing
of both
both Governments
Governments with
respect to the question
with respect
standing of
and
use
of
waters
of
the
Rio
Bravo
(Rio
Grande)
along
the
stretch
stretch
and use of waters of the Rio Bravo (Rio Grande) along the
covered
by said
Convention, the
the two
Governments declare
declare through
two Governments
said Convention,
covered by
this exchange
exchange of
notes that
that the
and terms
Convention of
terms of the Convention
spirit and
the spirit
of notes
this
February 1,
1, 1933,
provisions of
of Conventions
Conventions now in
the provisions
alter the
not alter
do not
1933, do
February
force
as
regards
the
utilization
of
water
from
the
Rio Bravo
Bravo (Rio
Rio
the
from
water
of
utilization
the
regards
as
force
remain
Grande)
and
that,
consequently,
these
matters
remain
entirely
unafmatters
these
consequently,
that,
and
Grande)
fected and
exactly the
the same
as existed
existed before
before the Convenstatus as
same status
in exactly
and in
fected
concluded.
tion
1, 1933,
was concluded.
1933, was
February 1,
of February
tion of
I
avail
myself
of
this
opportunity
to
renew to
Excellency the
Your Excellency
to Your
to renew
opportunity
this
I avail myself of
assurances
of
my
high
consideration.
consideration.
high
my
of
assurances
PIIIG
PUIG

HIS
EXCELLENCY
HIs EXCELLENCY
M R. J
OSEPHIIS DANIELS,
DANIELS,
JOSEPHUS
MR.
Ambassador
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Extraordinaryand
Ambassador Extraordinary
of America,
of
United States
States of
the United
of the
Mexico.
Mexico.
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RECTIFICATION
GRANDE—MEXICO.

FEB. 1,
1, 1933.
1933.
FEB.

The American Ambassador (Daniels)
(Daniels) to the
the Mexican
Mexican Minister
Minister for
for
Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs (Puig)
(Puig)

No. 187
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

EMBASSY OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
EMBASSY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA,
OF AMERICA,
MEXICO,
M EXICO, September 8,
8, 1933.
1938.

In order to facilitate
facilitate the early exchange
of ratifications
ratifications of
the
exchange of
of the
Convention
Convention signed between
between Mexico
Mexico and
the United
United States
States for
the
and the
for the
rectification of the Rio Grande (Rio
rectification
in the
(Rio Bravo)
Bravo) in
the Jukrez
Juarez Valley,
Valley,
dated February
February 1, 1933,
1933, and in order
to establish
establish clearly
clearly the
order to
the underunderstanding
with respect
standing of both Governments
Governments with
respect to
to the
question of
of rights
the question
rights
and use of waters of the Rio Grande
Bravo) along
the stretch
Grande (Rio
(Rio Bravo)
along the
stretch
covered
covered by said Convention, the two
Governments declare
through
two Governments
declare through
this exchange
exchange of notes that the spirit and
and terms
the Convention
terms of
of the
Convention
of February
February 1, 1933,
1933, do not alter the provisions
of Conventions
provisions of
Conventions now
now
in force as regards
regards the utilization
of water
water from
the Rio
Grande
utilization of
from the
Rio Grande
(Rio Bravo) and that, consequently,
consequently, these
matters remain
remain entirely
entirely
these matters
unaffected and in exactly the same status
as existed
existed before
status as
before the
the ConConvention of February
February 1,
1, 1933,
1933, was concluded.
Accept,
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
and
highest and
most distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
JOSEPHUS
J
OSEPHUS DANIELS.
DANIELS.

HIs EXCELLENCY
HIS
EXCELLENCY
SENOR
MANUEL
PUIG CASAURANC,
CASAURANC,
SENOR DOCTOR
DOCTOR DON JosH
Jost M
ANUEL PUIG
Ministerfor Foreign
Minister
Affairs,
ForeignAffairs,
Mexico.
Mexico.

POSTAL AGREEMENT—DENMARK.
AGREEMENT-DENMARK.
POSTAL

October 13,
13,1933.
1933.
October

November 11,
1933.
11, 1933.
November

1671

October
13, 1933.
1933.
October 13.
Agreement
Denmark for
United States of America and Denmarek
the United
between the
Agreement between
November 11,
1933.
1, 1933.
Copenhagen,October November
Signed at Copenhagen,
collect-on-delivery parcel-post
service. Signed
parcel-postservice.
collect-on-delivery
Presiapproved by the Presi19S3; approved
13,
Washington, November 11, 1933;
at Washington,
13, 1938,
1933, at
dent, November 17, 1933.

Agreement
Agreement between the United States
of America and Denmark for
Collect-on-Delivery Service
Collect-on-Delivery

concluding
For the purpose of concluding
arrangements for the exchange
arrangements
between the United States of
between
America (including Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam,
Hawaii,
Samoa, and
and the Virgin Islands
Islands of
Samoa,
the
and Denmark
Denmark
States) and
United States)
the United
and
(including Faroe Islands
Islands and
Greenland)
parcels marked
marked
of parcels
Greenland) of
for
charges,
for the collection of trade charges,
undersigned, James A. Farley,
the undersigned,
Postmaster General
General of the United
Postmaster
America, and C. I.
of America,
States of
Mondrup,
Mondrup, Director General of
Posts of
Denmark, by
virtue of
by virtue
of Denmark,
Posts
authority vested
vested in them, have
authority
agreed upon the followingArticles:
following Articles:
agreed
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
1.
packages admis1. Parcel post packages
sible for
for mailing
mailing and
and insurance
sible
under the
Parcel Post
Post Agreethe Parcel
under
Copenhagen the
ment signed at Copenhagen
December 1932, and
of December
ninth day of
twenty-eighth
Washington the twenty-eighth
at Washington
1932, andhaving
and having
day of December 1932,
charges to be
collected on debe collected
charges
livery, shall
accepted for mailbe accepted
shall be
livery,
Denmark to any money
money
from Denmark
ing from
order
post office
United
the United
in the
office in
order post
States
from the
or from
America or
of America
States of
United
States of America
any
America to any
United States
money
office in Denmark.
order office
money order
2.
Collect-on-delivery parcels
2. Collect-on-delivery
shall be accepted
accepted only when
shall
insured.
Collect-on-delivery
insured. Collect-on-delivery
parcels and
and the money
money orders
parcels
issued
in payment
charges
payment of the charges
issued in
thereon shall
shall be
apart
be handled apart
thereon
from
dispatches of parcel
ordinary dispatches
from ordinary
money
post and
and from ordinary money
post
orders.
88637-34—PP
2-25
86637°-34-PT 2-25

Overenskomst
Forenede Stater
Overenskomst mellem De Forenede
Amerika og Danmark angaaende
iiAmerika
Postopkrmvmngsudvekshng
Postopkraevningsudveksling
Med det
at indfOre
Collect -on-delivery
indf0re D Collecton-delivery
Formaal at
det Formaal
Med
1&ment with
genmark.
Pakker med Post- benma
Udveksling
af Pakker
ri•
mo
Udveksling af
opkrmvning
opkrevning mellem Forenede
Stater i
Amerika (med Alaska,
i Amerika
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam,
Guam, Sa)erne) og Danmoa og Virgin Perne)
Gr0nmark
Fmr0erne og GrOnmark (med Fmr0erne
land)
underskrevne James
James A.
land) er underskrevne
Farley, Generalpostmester
Generalpostmester i
i De
Farley,
Forenede Stater i
i Amerika, og C.
Forenede
Generaldirekt0r for
I. Mondrup,
Mondrup, Generaldirektvir
PostTelegrafvwsenet iiDanPost- og Telegrafvesenet
mark, iiMedfOr
Medf0r af de os meddelte
mark,
Bemyndigelser kommet
kommet overens
Bemyndigelser
om
fOlgende Bestemmelser:
Bestemmelser:
om f0lgende

ARTIKEL II
ARTIKEL
1.
Pakker, som
kan modtages
modtages n-Ademiseryn
Additssionprcel-post
of coillectsom kan
1. Pakker,

PostbesOrgelse med
med angiven
angiven packages.
p
°
n
ac-ice
agv
eser.
Y
til Postbes0rgelse
Vol. 47, p. 2402.
K0ben- vol 47 p. 2402.
Vierdi i
Henhold til
til den
den iiKObeni Henhold
Verdi
December 1932 og ii
havn den 9' December
Washington
28' December
December
Washington den 28'
underskrevne PostpakkeoPostpakkeo1932 underskrevne
verenskomst, skal modtages
modtages til
PpstbesOrgelse
PostopkrtevPostbes0rgelse med Postopkrsevmn
. gfra Danmark
Damnark til alle Posthuse
Posthuse
ning
Forenede Stater i
i Amerika, der
i Forenede
udfOrer
Postanvisningsforretninudf0rer Postanvisningsforretnini
ger,
og fra
fra Forenede
Forenede Stater i
ger, og
Amerika
Amerika til alle Posthuse iiDanmark.
Acceptance
only
only
Acceptance
2.
Postopkrtevningspakker kan when
2. Postopkrwvningspakker
insured.
kun modtages som Pakker
Pakker med
angivenVmrdi.
PostopkrazvningsVerdi. Postopkrevningsangiven
Puce -P°st

Segrtegation of
paklFer
Opkrmviungspostan- ceis
of Par'
parSegregation
og Opkrevningspostanpakker og
adskilt,
vismnger skal
behandles adskilt
et c.
skal behandles
visninger
fra den abnindelige
Pakkepost og
almindelige Pakkepost
almindelige Postanvisninger.
Postanvismnger
de almindelige

POSTAL
POSTAL AG-REEMENT—DENMARK.
AGREEMENT-DENMARK.
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By mutual consent
3.
3. By
consent through
through
correspondence, the
correspondence,
the collect-oncollect-ondelivery service
be extended
delivery
service may
may be
extended
ordinary (uninsured)
(uninsured) parcel
to ordinary
parcel
post
exchanged between
post packages
packages exchanged
between
the two
two countries
countries with
with the
the proprovision that
that each
each country
country may
may
handle in transit and
and otherwise
otherwise
treat
(uninsured) colcoltreat ordinary
ordinary (uninsured)
lect-on-delivery
lect-on-delivery parcels
parcels addressed
addressed
to, or
to,
from, the
the other
other
or received
received from,
country in accordance
accordance with
with its
its
own domestic
domestic regulations.
regulations.

3.
3. Efter fselles
fielles Aftale
Aftale ved
Korved Korrespondance
respondance kan
kan PostopkmvPostopkrsevningsudvekslingen
til at
at
ningsudvekslingen udvides
udvides til
ogsaa almindelige
Pakker
omfatte ogsaa
almindelige Pakker
(uden angiven
Vmrdi), der
der udud(uden
angiven VEerdi),
veksles mellem de
de to
to Lande,
Lande, dog
dog
med
den Bestemmelse,
at hvert
med den
Bestemmelse, at
hvert
Land
til Befordring
Land iiHenseende
Henseende til
Befordring
og Ekspedition iovrigt
og
iOvrigt kan
kan bebehandle
Postopkrwvhandle almindelige
almindelige Postopkrsevningspakker (uden
ningspakker
(uden angiven
angiven VwrVoerdi),
der er
er afsendt
fra eller
bestemt
di), der
afsendt fra
eller bestemt
til
Overenstil det
det andet
andet Land,
Land, iiOverensstemmelse
indenstemmelse med
med dets
dets egne
egne indenrigske Bestemmelser.
rigske
Bestemmelser.
parcels not
not
4.
The provisions
provisions of
parcels
4. The
of this
this AgreeAgree4. Bestemmelserne
Bestemmelserne i
denne
i denne
ment
not cover
transit collectcollect- Overenskomst
ment do
do not
cover transit
omfatter ikke
ikke tranOverenskomst omfatter
tranon-delivery
parcels.
on-delivery parcels.
siterende Postopkrwevningspakker.
Postopkrwvningspakker.
siterende

May be extended to
uninsured matter.

Trasit
Transit
included.

October 13,
1933.
Otober
1933.
November
11,
1933.
November13,
11,
1933.

ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

1. Parcels
1.
Parcels bearing
bearing charges
charges for
for
etc. formiis collection on delivery shall be
subject to the postage
postage rates,
rates, ininsurance
fees, conditions
conditions of
surance fees,
of mailmailand other
other formalities
formalities appliing and
applito insured
cable to
insured parcels
without
parcels without
trade charges
stipulated in
charges as
as stipulated
in the
the
Vol.
Vol. 47,
47, p.
p. 2402.
Agreement of
aforesaid Agreement
of DecemDecember 9/28, 1932,
not incon1932, when
when not
inconsistent with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
Agreement.
Agreement.
Additional
2. The Administration
Administration of
of origin
origin
Additional fee from
sender,
ender.
from the
is entitled to collect
collect from
the
sender of each parcel
colparcel mailed
mailed collect-on-delivery,
lect-on-delivery, such
such collect-oncollect-ondelivery
addition to
to the
the
delivery fee,
fee, in
in addition
required
required postage and other
other fees,
fees,
as may be prescribed
by its
prescribed by
its
regulations,
regulations, which
which collect-on-decollect-on-delivery fee shall belong
belong entirely
entirely to
to
No accounting.
No
accounting.
the country collecting it.
it. No
special account of
of these fees
fees is
is to
to
be made between
between the
two Adminthe two
Administrations.
isur

Postage rates, iusurance, etc., formalities.

ARTIKEL
II
ARTIKEL II

1. Postopkrsevningspakker
1.
Postopkrzevningspakker skal
skal
underkastes
de iifornievnte
fornmvnte OverOverunderkastes de
enskomst af 9/28'
enskomst
9/28' December
December 1932
1932
for Pakker
for
med angiven
angiven Vverdi
Vrch.
Pakker med
Postopkrsvning indeholdte
uden Postopkrwvning
indeholdte
Bestemmelser angaaende
Bestemmelser
angaaende Porto,
Porto,
Vserdiporto,
Vferdiporto, BefordringsbetingelBefordringsbetingelser
andre Formaliteter,
forser og andre
Formaliteter, forsaavidt disse Bestemmelser
Besteramelser ikke
ikke
uforenelige med
Bestemmeler uforenelige
med Bestemmelniervaerende
serne ii
narviorende Overenskomst.
Overenskomst.
2. Poststyrelsen
Poststyrelsen iiAfsendelsesAfsendelseser berettiget
landet or
berettiget til
udover den
til udover
den
n0dvendige Pakkeporto
nodvendige
Pakkeporto og
og andre
andre
Gebyrer
Gebyrer at
at opkrieve
opkrEeve hos
hos AfsenAfsenderen af
deren
Postopkrmvningspakaf en
en Postopkrsevningspakke den Postopkroevningsporto,
Fostopkrtevningsporto, der
der
er
or hjemlet
hjemlet ved dens
dens egne
egne BestemBestemmelser; Postopkrsevningsportoen
Postopkrievningsportoen
beholdes udelt
udelt af
af AfsendelseslanAfsendelseslanbeholdes
det. Der skal folgelig
foref0lgelig ikke
ikke foretages nogen Afregning
Afregning af
Postaf Postopkrevningsportoen
opkrwvningsportoen mellem
de 2
mellem de
2
Poststyrelser.
Poststyrelser.

ARTICLE III
ARTICLE
III
ARTIKEL III
ARTIKEL
III
1.
The
maximum
amount
1.
amount to
to be
be
1. Maksimum
Maksimum
for
Postopfor
Postopcollected
collected on delivery shall, for
for the kmvningsbelob
krsevningsbel0b skal
skal indtil
indtil videre
videre
present, be 500
500 francs
francs gold
its vere
gold or
or its
vmre 500 Guldfrancs
Guldfrancs eller
oiler det
dot
equivalent
equivalent in the currency
currency of
the hertil I
of the
i
Afsendelseslandets
Mont
Afsendelseslandets
M0nt
Changes by mutual country
country of
of origin.
origin. This
amount svarende
This amount
svarende Bel0b.
Belob.
Dette
Belob
Dette Bel0b
agreement.
may
be increased
increased or
or decreased
decreased at
at kan til enhver
may be
enhver Tid
forhojes eller
oiler
Tid forh0jes
any time by
by mutual
mutual agreement
agreement nedsmttes
nedsoettes efter fielles
Wks OverensOverensthrough correspondence
correspondence between
between komst ved
ved. Korrespondance
Korrespondance melmelthe two Postal Administrations.
Administrations. lem de to Poststyrelser. PostPostThe amount to
collected on
on oplimvilingsbelob
to be
be collected
opkrtevningsbelob skal iialle
ale Tildelivery shall invariably
invariably be stated
stated faelde angives I
Afsendelseslandets
i Afsendelseslandets
in the currency of the country
country of
of M0nt.
Maximum
Maximum fee.

fee.

mailing.

POSTAL
AGREEMENT—DENMARK
POSTAL AGREEMENT-DENMARK.
2. When
sender makes
2.
When the
the sender
makes aa
request early
for any
request
early enough
enough for
any rereduction or
or cancellation
of the
duction
cancellation of
the
amount to
to be
be collected
on delivery
amount
collected on
delivery
the request
request shall
bethe
shall be
be handled
handled between the
offices which
tween
the exchange
exchange offices
which
have handled
unless
have
handled the
the parcel,
parcel, unless
otherwise agreed
to through
otherwise
agreed to
through corcorrespondence between
the AdminAdminrespondence
between the
istrations.
istrations.
ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV
The responsibility
responsibility of
of properly
properly
The
closing, packing
packing and
and sealing
colclosing,
sealing collect-on-delivery
parcels lies
lies upon
upon
lect-on-delivery parcels
the sender,
and the
postal service
service
the
sender, and
the postal
of neither
assume
of
neither country
country will
will assume
liability for
for loss
loss arising
arising from
from dedeliability
fects which
which may
not be
be observed
observed
may not
fects
at the
the time
time of
posting.
at
of posting.
ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE
1.
the
1. The
The entire
entire amount
amount of
of the
collect-on-delivery
withcharges withcollect-on-delivery charges
out
any deduction
for money
money
out any
deduction for
order
fee or
"collection" charges
charges
or "collection"
order fee
is to
to be
to the
the sender
sender
is
be remitted
remitted to
by
means of
of an
international
an international
by means
money
order.
The
office
The post
post office
money order.
delivering
the collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
delivering the
adparcel
from the
the adwill collect
collect from
parcel will
dressee
the
amount of
of the
dressee the
the full
full amount
collect-on-delivery
charges and
and
collect-on-delivery charges
in addition
addition thereto
such money
money
in
thereto such
order
required
fees as
as are
are required
fee or
or fees
order fee
to remit
the amount
amount of
of the
the colcolto
remit the
lect-on-delivery
charges to
to the
the
lect-on-delivery charges
sender in
origin.
the country
country or
or origin.
sender
in the
2. The
The country
country effecting
effecting dede2.
livery
collect-on-delivery
of aa collect-on-delivery
livery of
parcel may
at its
collect a
a
its option
option .collect
may at
parcel
reasonable
amount, not
excess
not m
in excess
reasonable amount,
of
from the
the
oere), from
of 5
5 cents
cents (25
(25 oere),
addressee as
as a
charge,
a collection
collection charge,
addressee
but this
this amount
amount is
is not
to be
not to
be
but
deducted from
from the
the collection
collection
deducted
charges which
which are
are remitted
remitted to
to
charges
the sender.
sender.
the
of the
the contents
contents
3. Examination
Examination of
of
collect-on-delivery parcel
by
parcel by
of a
a collect-on-delivery
the addressee
is prohibited
until
prohibited until
the
addressee is
the collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery charges
charges
the
and any
charges that
that may
may
other charges
and
any other
be due
thereon have
have been
colbeen coldue thereon
be
lected, even
even though
the sender
sender
though the
lected,
or addressee
addressee may
make request
request
may make
or
that
action be
be permitted.
permitted.
that such
such action

1673
1673

October 13, 1933.
October13,
1933.
November 11,
11, 1933.
1933.
November

2.
Naar Afsenderen
paa et
et tiltil- tion
Requests
for reducreduc2. Naar
Afsenderen paa
Requests
for
or cancellation.
strmkkelig
Tidspunk ttion or cancellation.
strsekkelig tidligt
tidligt Tidspunt
fremsmtter
Begrering om
om NedNedfremssetter Begoering
smttelse eller
eller Ophwvelse
af et
et
saettelse
Ophevelse af
Postopkrwvningsbelob, skal
Postopkrevningsbel0b,
skal en
en
saadan
Begwring behandles
behandles af
saadan Begaering
af de
de
Udvekslingskontorer,
der har
bar bebeUdvekslingskontorer, der
handlet
Pakken, medmindre
medmindre ananhandlet Pakken,
den Fremgangsmaade
Fremgangsmaade aftales
aftales ved
ved
den
Korrespondance mellem
mellem PoststyKorrespondance
Poststyrelserne.
relserne.
ARTIKEL IV
IV
ARTIKEL
Ansvaret
med Hensyn
Hensyn til
til rigtig
rigtig
Ansvaret med

si aking,

etc., responPacking, etc.,respon-

Indpakning, Lukning
Lukning og
og ForsegForsegIndpakning,
ling
af PostopkrEevningspakker
ling af
Postopkrsevningspakker
paahviler
og PostPostAfsenderen, og
paahviler Afsenderen,
styrelserne
de to
to Lande
Londe paatager
paatager
styrelserne iide
sig
Tab,
sig ikke
ikke noget
noget Ansvar
Ansvar for
for Tab,
der
opstaar som
som Folge
F0lge af
af Mangler,
Mangler,
der opstaar
som
blevet bemaerket
bemwrket
ikke er
er blevet
som ikke
ved
Pakkens Indlevering.
Indlevering.
ved Pakkens
ARTIKEL V
V
ARTIKEL
1.
Postopkrwvningsbe10Hele Postopkrsevningsbel01. Hele
bet .uden
uden noget
af PostPostbet
noget Fradrag
Fradrag af
anvisningseller
PostopkrEevanvisningseller Postopkrevningsporto
skal tilstilles
tilstilles AfsenAfsenningsporto skal
deren ved
Det
deren
ved Postanvisning.
Postanvisning. Det
Postkontor, der
der udleverer
en
udleverer en
Postkontor,
Pakke med
med Postoplirmvning,
Pakke
Postopkrevning, opopkrxver hos
hos Adressaten
Adressaten det
det fulde
fulde
krsever
Postopkrwvningsbelob tillige
tillige med
med
Postopkrevningsbel0b
den for
for Postopkrmvningsbelobets
den
Postopkrsevningsbel0bets
Tilsendelse til
Afsenderen i
Afsentil Afsenderen
i AfsenTilsendelse
delseslandet nodvendige
delseslandet
n0dvendige PostanPostanvisningsporto.
visningsporto.

toEntire
E
senger
sum remitted
remitted
sum

Charges to be colbe
lected from addressee.

(lhages to

oel-

2. Det
Pet Land,
Land, der
der foretager
foretager Collection
=tion charge
charge Ior
for
2.
delivery.
Udleveringen af
en PostopkroevPostopkrazvUdleveringen
af en
ningspakke, kan
efter dets
dets egen
egen
ningspakke,
kan efter
Bestemmelse opkmve
hos AdresAdresopkrseve hos
Bestemmelse
saten et
et passende
som
saten
passende Belo])
Bel0b som
Indkasseringsgebyr, dog
dog ikke
ikke over
over
Indkasseringsgebyr,
5
cents (25
(25 Ore),
dette
5 cents
Ore), men
men dette
Belch maa
ikke fradrages
fradrages fra
fra
Bel0b
maa ikke
Postopkrwvningsbelobet, som
tilsom tilPostopkrEevningsbel0bet,
stilles Afsenderen.
Afsenderen.
stilles
Examination prohibExamination
3. Pet
er forbudt
Adressaten ited
Det er
forbudt Adressaten
ited until charges
charges paid.
at undersOge
Indholdet af
af en
en
at
unders0ge Indholdet
Postopkrwvningspakke, f0r
for PostPostPostopkraevningspakke,
opkrxvningsbelobet og
eventuelle
og eventuelle
opkrmevningsbel0bet
andre Gebyrer,
Gebyrer, der
der paahviler
paahviler PakPakandre
ken, er
selv om
om Afsenderen
Afsenderen
ken,
er betalt,
betalt, selv
eller Adressaten
Adressaten fremssetter
fremsEetter BegieBegaeeller
ring
om, at
at saadan
ring om,
saadan Undersogelse
Unders0gelse
tilstedes.
tilstedes.
del

1674
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POSTAL
DENMARK ' Ocvtber
October 13, 1933.
POSTAL AGREEMENT—
AGREEMENT-DENMARK.
13,11,1933.
November
1933.
1933.
Noebr11,
ARTIKEL
VI
ARTIKEL VI

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VT
VI
1.
advice of
1. Every
Every advice
money
of a
a money
.
.
. .
order issued
country
order
issued in
in either
either country
in payment
of collect-on-delivery
in
payment of
collect-on-delivery
charges on
parcel
charges
on an
an insured
insured parcel
must
plainly the
collect-onmust show
show plainly
the collect-ondelivery (insurance)
number of
of
delivery
(insurance) number
the
parcel and
bear the
the parcel
and bear
the letters
letters
Rem"C.O.D." or
or the
the word
word "
"Remboursement" in
in a
conspicuous
boursement"
a conspicuous
position.
position.
2. The collect --on - delivery
ac-.
.
money
order advice
advice lists
money order
lists shall
shall
show,
addition to
to the
usual
show, in
in addition
the usual
details,
(indetails, the
the collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery (insurance)
number of
of the
parcels.
surance) number
the parcels.
No
collect on --delivery
No collect
- on
delivery money
money
order
be listed
listed unless
unless the
order shall
shall be
the
remitter's name
the payee's
payee's
remitter's
name and
and the
name and
and his
his exact
are
name
exact address
address are
included.
included.

Entry rdoenr.
on advice of
mEntry
oney o
money
order.

Information

to

company
advice.
company advice.

ARTICLE VII
VII
ARTICLE
Exchange office.
Exchange
offices.

1.
Parcels with
1. Parcels
with collect-on-decollect-on-de-

livery charges
charges shall
shall be
exchanged
livery
be exchanged
through
the same
same offices
as are
are
through the
offices as
appointed
exchange of
appointed for
for the
the exchange
of
insured parcels
without collect-oninsured
parcels without
collect-ondelivery
delivery charges.
charges.

The
The exchange
exchange of
of collect-oncollect-ondelivery
parcels between
between such
delivery parcels
such
offices shall be effected in direct
direct
dispatches
containing
dispatches in
in sacks
sacks containing
nothing
but collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
nothing but
articles
the letters
"C.O.D." or
or
articles, the
letters "C.O.D."
the
being
the word
word "Remboursement"
" Remboursement" being
entered very
in the
very conspicuously
conspicuously in
the
documents
covering them,
as well
documents covering
them, as
well
as
on the
the labels
labels of
of the
the sacks.
as on
sacks.
Separate
listing bills
bills
2.
parcels will
listed
2. Such
will be
Such parcels
Sea
telisting
be listed
required.
in separate
bills to
to show,
show, in
in
separate bills
in
respect to
the collectcollectrespect
to each
each parcel,
parcel, the
on-delivery number
on-delivery
number and
and post
post
office
of origin,
origin, and
and the
the
office and
and state
state of
collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery amount.
amount.
Checking and
report
3.
receipt of
dispatch
and report
Checking
3. Upon
Upon receipt
of a
a dispatch
of receipt.
parcels at
at
of collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery parcels
the
of the
the country
country
the exchange
exchange office
office of
must
of destination,
destination, the
the dispatch
dispatch must
be
carefully checked
checked and
be carefully
and otherotherVol. 47,
47, p.
p. 24.
8428.
Vol.
wise treated as provided
provided in Article
Article
of Execution
88of
of the
the Regulations
Regulations of
Execution
of the
the Agreement
Agreement of
December
of
of December
9/28,
9/28, 1932.
1932.
Direct
Direct dispatch in
sacks
iangi
. th
special

markings.

s

1.
Postanvisning, der
der
1. Enhver
Enhver Postanvisning,
udstedes
de to
to Lande
til Betaling
Betaling
udstedes iide
Lande til
af Postopkrsvningsbel0bet
Postopkrzevningsbelobet paa
af
paa
en Pakke
Pakke med
med angiven
angiven Vwerdi,
Vwrdi,
en
skal
et fremtrcedende
fremtrtedende Sted
Sted
skal paa
paa et
bmre
tydelig Angivelse
Angivelse af
Pakkens
bsere tydelig
af Pakkens
Registernummer
samt Anf0rslen
Anforslen
Registernummer samt
"C.O.D." eller
"C.O.D."
eller "Remboursement".
"Remboursement".
2.
Listeme over
over OpkrEevnings2. Listerne
Opkrevningspostanvisninger skal
udover de
postanvisninger
skal udover
de
siedvanlige Angivelser
Angivelser udvise
sledvanlige
udvise PakPakkernes Registernummer.
Registernummer. En
Opkernes
En Opkrtevningspostanvisning maa
maa ikke
krsvningspostanvisning
ikke
opfOres paa
paa Listen,
Listen, uden
uden at
at AfAfopfores
senderens Navn
Navn og
og Modtagerens
senderens
Modtagerens
Navn og
og n0jagtige
nojagtige Adresse
anNavn
Adresse an-

gives.
gives.

ARTIKEL VII
VII
ARTIKEL

PostopkrsTvningspakker skal
1. Postopkrmvningspakker
skal
udvekqles
Konudveksles mellem
mellem de
de sarame
samme Kontorer' som
foretager Udvekslintorer,
som foretager
Udvekslingen af Pakker med angiven
angiven Vserdi
Vterdi
uden Postopkrtevning.
Postopkreevning.
Udvekslingen af
PostopkrrevUdvekslingen
af Postopkrevningspakker
ningspakker mellem
mellem disse KonKontorer skal foregaa
foregan ved
direkte
torer
ved direkte
Afslutninger
Saekke, som kun
Afslutninger iiStekke,
kun
indeholder PostopkrtevningspakPostopkrtevningspakker, og Bogstaverne
Bogstaverne "C.O.D."
"O.O.D."
eller
eller Ordet "Remboursement"
"Remboursement" skal
skal
anfOres tydeligt
tydeligt saavel
soavel paa
de
anfores
paa de
paagEeldende
Folgedokumenter
paagseldende
F0lgedokumenter
som paa
Stekkemterkerne.
paa Swekkemerkerne.
2.
2. Saadanne
Saadanne Pakker
Pakker skal
skal optages
tages iisserlige
smrlige Karter, i
i hvilken
der for hver Pakke skal angives
Registernummer,
Registernummer, AfsendelseskonAfsendelseskontor og-stat og PostopkrzevningsPostopkrievningsbelobet.
bel0bet.
3.
Udvekslingskontoret ii
3. Naar
Naar Udvekslingskontoret
Bestemmelseslandet modtager
Besteramelseslandet
en
modtager en
Afslutning med
Afslutning
Rind PostopkrievningsPostopkrmvningswicker, skal
noie
pakker,
skal Afslutningen
Afslutningen n0je
kontroleres, og i0vrigt
kontroleres,
iovrigt behandles
behamiles
som fastsat
8 iiEkspedifa,stsat iIArtikel 8
Ekspeditionsreglementet
tionsreglementet til Overenskomsten af 9/28 December
sten.
December 1932.
1932.

POSTAL
AGREEMENT—DENMARK.
POSTAL AGREEMENT-DENIARK.
ARTICLE VIII
VIII
ARTICLE
The offices of New York and
Copenhagen shall be the only
Copenhagen
collect-onones to send lists of collect-ondelivery money orders, and such
money orders shall be listed separately from the ordinary money
money
orders and the list shall be
Collect-on-Delivery" or
marked ""Collect-on-Delivery"
"Remboursement."
"Remboursement."
ARTICLE
IX
ARTICLE IX

October 13, 1933.

Otoeber
1,11,1933.
November 11,
1933.
1933.
November

1675
1675

ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL VIII
VIII
Lister
over OpkraevningspostOpkrwvningspost- moffine
°ffices to
to
send
Lister over
money orders.
anvisninger
alene udfser-monord
udfzerskal alene
anvisninger skal
diges
York
af Postkontoret
Postkontoret iiNew
New York
diges af
og Postgirokontoret
Postgirokontoret i
i Kobenhavn,
Kobenhavn,
og
og Opkravningspostanvisningerne
Opkrtevningspostanvisningerne
skal opf0res
opfores paa szerlige
Lister til
sserlige Lister
Adskillelse
ahnindelige PostAdskillelse Ira
fra almindelige
anvisninger,
Listerne
anvisninger, ligesom Listerne
skal paategnes
paategnes "Collect
"Collect on Delivery"
Remboursement".
livery" eller "Remboursement".
ARTIKEL IX
ARTIKEL
IX

1. The collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
1.
money orders which have not been
paid
reason
payee for any reason
the payee
paid to the
shall be subject to the disposition
disposition
of
Administration of the
of the Administration
country of origin of the articles to
which they relate.

Dsposition
1. Postopkrwvningsbelob,
Postopkraevningsbel0b, som orge
i
rr itim of unpaid
upPaid
af
en eller
ikke er
er orders.
eller anden
anden Grund
Grund ikke
af en
blevet
Opkrzevningsblevet udbetalt til Opkrmevningspostanvisningens
ostanvisningens Adressat, forbliver
Disposition for Posttil Disposition
liver til
styrelsen
styrelsen iidet Land, hvorfra den
Pakke til
Postopkrwvtil hvilken PostopkravPakke,
ningsbelobet har Henhold,
Henhold, er afningsbel0bet
sendt.
schemes.
Fraudulent schemes.
Post- Fraudulent
at PostSaafremt det
det viser
riser sig,
sig, at
Saafremt
When
appears that the colit appears
When it
opkrmvningssystemet er blevet
lect-on-delivery
service was used opkrsevningssystemet
lect-on-delivery service
benyttet til Fremme af bedrabedram
of a
a scheme
to benyttet
scheme to
furtherance of
in furtherance
paagtelFormaal, skal de paagmldefraud,
payment of the money gerisk Formaal,
defraud, payment
dende OpkrsevningspostanvisninOpkrmvningspostanvisninorders
in question will be with- dende
orders in
tilbageholdes, hvis det er
held, if
and the
the orders ger tilbageholdes,
if practicable, and
held,
gorligt, og
og behandles
hvert
behandles efter hvert
with g0rligt,
accordance with
disposed of in accordance
Tilf2eldes Karakter
Karakter iiOverensstemOverensstemeach case under
under Tilfteldes
the equities of each
melse med de Regler
Regler og BestemBestemthe
regulations of the melse
rules and regulations
the rules
melser, som gselder
gwlder iidet Land,
country of
collect- melser,
of origin of the collectcountry
hvorfra vedkommende
vedkommende Postophvorfra
on-delivery parcels involved.
involved.
on-delivery
krievningspakke
krEvningspakke er afsendt.
2. Med
Med Hensyn
andre For- other
Provisions
governing
Provisions gtoverning
til andre
Hensvn til
2.
other formalities,
for other
2. As for
formalitles.
other formalities.
maliteter
underkastes
OpkrzevOpkrsevunderkastes
maliteter
collect-on-delivery
money
orders
collect-on-delivery money orders
for Postningspostanvisninger de for
shall
provisions ningspostanvisninger
shall be subject to the provisions
mellem
anvisningsudvekshngen
mellem
governing
order exex- anvisnigsudvekslmgen
governing the money order
de to
gzeldende Bestemto Lando
Lande geldende
change
countries. de
change between the two countries.
melser.
melser.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X
1.
In case
an insured
collect-oninsured collect-oncase an
1. In
delivery parcel
parcel has been lost,
delivery
damaged, the Postal
or damaged,
rifled, or
Administrations
Administrations are responsible as
for
without
parcel without
insured parcel
an insured
for an
trade
charges, in conformity
conformity with
with
trade charges,
the
provisions in
in Article
Article VII of
the provisions
the Agreement
December 9/28,
the
Agreement of December
1932.

ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL X
X
i
r .ibility
espnsibiity
Postop- RResp
hvor en PostopTilfielde, hvor
1. II Tilfzelde,
krwvningspakke
angiven
med angiven
krevningspakke med
Vwrdi
gaaet tabt, berovet
ber0vet sit
Vserdi er gaaet
Indhold
eller er
er blevet
blevet beskadiget,
Indhold eller
er
ansvarlige som
Poststyrelserne ansvarlige
er Poststyrelserne
for
Vwrdi
en Pakke med angiven Vaerdi
for en
Vol. 47, p. 2406.
47, p. 240
uden
Postopknevning iiOverensOverens- vol.
uden Postopkrsevning
stemmelse
Bestemmelserne ii
med Bestemmelserne
stemmelse med
Artikel
Overenskomsten af
i Overenskomsten
Artikel VII i
December 1932.
9/28 December

ftor
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Payment
ment to claimant
claimant
dministration reA
byPay
Administration
sponsible for loss, etc.
c.

-

..

Limitation of indemLimitationofindemnity.

Fixing responsibility,
Fixingresponsibility.
etc.

Vol. 47,
Vol.
47, p.2406.
p. 240.

2. When
When a
2.
a collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
been delivered
parcel has been.
delivered to
to the
the
addressee
but the
addressee but
the charges
charges have
have
not
remitted, the
not been
been remitted,
the sender
sender or
or
other rightful
is enenrightful claimant
claimant is
titled
to an
titled to
an indemnity
indemnity correscorresponding
ponding to
to the
the collect-on-delivcollect-on-delivremitted, proproery amount
amount not
not remitted,
his claim
claim
vided that he
he has
has made
made his
in due
the delivdelivdue time and
and unless
unless the
ery without collecting
collecting the
the charges
charges
has arisen from
from the fault or
or neglinegligence of the sender or from the
the
transmission of
of the
the contents
in
transmission
contents in
mails being
parcel post mails
being proprohibited.
hibited.
This stipulation
stipulation also
to
also applies
applies to
case that aalower
the case
lower amount
amount than
than
the full collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery charge
charge
is collected
collected from
from the
the addressee.
addressee.

The
The indemnity
indemnity provided for
for

in this section
not in
any
section may
may not
in any
case exceed
exceed the
the collect-on-delivcollect-on-delivery
ery amount.
3. As to the fixing of the res3.
the payment
ponsibility and the
payment of
of
the indemnity
the same
same stipulastipulaindemnity the
tions shall
are proproshall be applied
applied as
as are

vided
vided for
for insured parcels
parcels not sent
sent
collect-on-delivery,
collect-on-delivery, as
as set
forth
set forth
in Article VII of the aforesaid
aforesaid
Agreement of
9/28,
Agreement
of December
December 9/28,
1932.
1932.
Action, when parcel
Action,
when indempacel
4. When aa collect-on-delivery
4.
collect-on-delivery
recovered
recovered
after
nity paid.
nitypaid.
parcel for which
which indemnity
indemnity has
been paid is
is recovered,
recovered, the
postthe postoffice will
will
master at
at the
the delivering
delivering office
deliver the parcel
the
parcel and
and collect
collect the
charges, hold
charges,
amount and
hold such
such amount
and
request
instructions from
the AdAdrequest instructions
from the
ministration to
to which his
his office
office is
is
subordinate. If
addressee,
If the
the addressee,
however, refuses
refuses to
accept a
a
to accept
recovered
recovered parcel
parcel and
and pay
pay the
the
charges, the postmaster
postmaster will hold
hold
it
seek instructions
it and
and likewise
likewise seek
instructions as
as
to its disposition. In
In the latter
latter
case the Administration
Administration responresponsible for the indemnity
indemnity shall
shall
determine
determine the disposition
disposition to
to be
be
made of the parcel
parcel involved.
involved.
Administration payhag,dmingistrato
subrogated pta-to

rigts
rights of sender.

5. By
the fact
fact of
of the
the payment
5.
By the
payment
of indemnity,
indemnity, the
the Administration
Administration
payment is subromaking the payment
subrogated to the rights of the sender
sender

October 13, 1933.
November
11, 1933.
1933.
Noebr11,

November1, 1933.

2.
en PostopkrEevningsPostopkrmvnings2. Hvis
Hvis en
pakke
er blevet
blevet udleveret
udleveret til
til
pakke er
Adressaten,
Adressaten, men PostopkrmvPostopkrevningsbelobet
ningsbelubet ikke
ikke er
blevet udbeer blevet
udbetlat
har denne
denne eller
eller
tlat Afsenderen,
Afsenderen, har
en
legitimeret Reklamant
Reklamant
en anden
anden legitimeret
Ret til
svarer
Ret
til en
en Erstatning,
Erstatning, der
der svarer
til det ikke
ikke udbetalte
udbetalte PostopPostopkrwvningsbelab, forudsat
forudsat at
at han
han
krsevningsbelob,
har
sit Krav
Krav iirette
rette Tid,
har fremsat
fremsat sit
Tid,
og
raed mindre
mindre Udleveringen
Uclleveringen uden
og med
uden
Opkmvning
skyldes Afsenderens
Afsenderens
Opkrievning skyldes
Fejl eller Fors0mmelse
Forsammelse eller
eller skylskyldes
af Genstande,
Genstande, som
som
des Forsendelse
Forsendelse af
det er
forbudt at
at sende
sende iiPostPostdet
er forbudt
pakker.
pakker.
Denne
Bestemmelse
finder
Denne
Bestemmelse finder
ogsaa
ogsaa Anvendelse
Anvendelse i
i det
det Tilfelde,
at
hos Adressaten
Adressaten er
er opopat der
der hos
kravet
et mindre
mindre Belob
Belob end
det
krmevet et
end det
fulde Postopkrsevningsbel0b.
Postopkrwvningsbelab.
i Henhold
Henhold til
Erstatning i
til BeBestemmelserne
stem_melserne iidette
dette Punkt
Punkt kan
kan
ikke i
iaoget Tilfmlde
overstige
ikke
i noget
Tilfselde overstige
Postopkrwvningsbelubet.
Postopkrmvningsbel0bet.
3. Med
Med Hensyn
3.
Hensyn til
Bestemtil Bestemmelse
melse af Ansvarligheden
og UdUdAnsvarligheden og
betaling
betaling af Erstatning
Erstatning gelder
gmlder
samme Regler
Regler som
som de
de iiArtikel
Artikel
samme
VII ii Overenskomsten
af 9/28
9/28
VII
Overenskomsten af
December
December 1932
1932 for
med
for Pakker
Pakker med
angiven
VEerdi uden
uden Postopkawangiven Vmerdi
PostopkmvDing fastsatte.
ning
fastsatte.

4. Saafremt en
en PostoplatevPostopkrsevningspakke,
ningspakke, for hvilken
hvilken ErstatErstatning er blevet udbetalt,
udbetalt, atter
atter
kommer til
Vej e, skid UdleveringsUdleveringskomer
til Veje,skal
postkontoret udlevere
udlevere Pakken
Pakken og
og
postkontoret
opkrseve
Postopkrsevningsbelobet,
krteve Postopkrtevningsbelobet,
tilbageholde
tilbageholde Bel0bet
Belobet og
og indhente
indhente
Forholdsordre hos
den foresatte
foresatte
hos den
Poststyrelse.
Poststyrelse.
Hvis Adressaten
Adressaten
IHvis
imidlertid
imidlertid naegter
megter at modtage
modtage en
en
Pakke,
saaledes er
Pakke, der
der saaledes
er kommet
kommet til
til
Veje, og at
at betale
betale PostopkriuvPostopkrevningsbelobet,
ningsbelabet, skal
skal Postkontoret
Postkontoret
tilbageholde Pakken
tilbageholde
Pakken og
ligeledes
og ligeledes
indhente Forholdsordre
angaaenindhente
Forholdsordre angaaende dens Behandling.
Behandling. IIsidste
sidste Tilfielde trwfTer
trasffer den erstatningspligerstataingspligtige Poststyrelse
Poststyrelse Bestemmelse
Bestemmelse om
am
den paagmldende
Pakkes videre
videre
paageldende Pakkes
Behanclling.
Behandling.
5.
Udbetaling af
5. Ved Udbetaling
af ErstatErstatindtrmeder den
ningen indtrwder
Poststyden Poststyrelse,
der har
bar udredet
Erstatninrelse, der
udredet Erstatningen,
Krav vedr0rende
vedroren.de
gen, ii ethvert
ethvert Krav
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AGREEMENT—DENMARK.
POSTAL

November

for
any eventual
eventual recourse
recourse confor any
cerning
the parcel
parcel against
against the
cerning the
addressee
or a
third party.
party.
a third
addressee or

Pakken,
Afsenderen maatte
Pakken, som Afsenderen
have paa Adressaten
TredieAdressaten eller Trediehave
mand.
mand.

ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI

ARTIKEL
XI
ARTIKEL XI

Each collect-on-delivery
parcel
collect-on-delivery parcel
Each
and
the relative
relative customs
customs declaradeclaraand the
the address
tion
bear, on
on the
must bear,
tion must
side,
impression
conspicuous impression
the conspicuous
side, the
of an
an official
or label
label reading
reading
stamp or
official stamp
of
"COLLECT
ON DELIVERY"
DELIVERY"
"COLLECT ON
or "C.O.D.
Remboursement ",
"or""Remboursement",
"C.O.D. "or
or
and in
close proximity
proximity to these
in close
and
numwords there
must appear
the numappear the
there must
words
be
ber
the parcel
shall be
which shall
parcel which
given the
ber given
(only one
the
number (only
insurance number
the insurance
must
it must
original
and after
after it
number) and
original number)
be
shown in
in Roman
letters and
and in
Roman letters
be shown
of
Arabic
figures the
the exact
amount of
exact amount
Arabic figures
the collect
charges
- delivery
delivery charges
- on
on collect the
which should
should not
not include
include the adwhich
ditional money
money order
order fee
fee or
fees
or fees
ditional
that
be collected
in the
the councouncollected in
will be
that will
try
the parcel
parcel
of the
delivery of
making delivery
try making
to the
for
remittance to
the remittance
making the
for making
sender
of mailing.
mailing.
country of
the country
in the
sender in
ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

agreed
1.
mutually
agreed
mutually
Unless
1. Unless
otherwise, collect-on-delivery
parcollect-on-delivery parotherwise,
cels shall
be reforwarded
reforwarded to aa
not be
shall not
cels
third
country.
third country.
2.
The sender
sender of
of a
a collect-oncollect-on2. The
it to be
delivery
parcel may
may cause it
be
delivery parcel
X
recalled
as provided
Article X
in Article
provided in
recalled as
of
the Agreement
December
of December
Agreement of
of the
9/28,
1932.
9/28, 1932.
ARTICLE XIII
XIII
ARTICLE

in
The
sender may
may provide,
provide, in
The sender
parcel
case
collect-on-delivery parcel
his collect-on-delivery
case his
is
as originally
adoriginally adundeliverable as
is undeliverable
dressed,
for other
other disposition
disposition to
to
dressed, for
in the
be made
it the
as in
same as
the same
of it
made of
be
trade
case
without trade
parcels without
of parcels
case of
charges and
and as
in Article
stipulated in
as stipulated
charges
of the
the Regulations
Regulations of
of Execution
Execution
99of
of
Agreement of December
the Agreement
of the
9/28,
1932.
9/28, 1932.
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October 13,
1933.
13 11,133.
October
November 11,
1933.

Official
Enhver Postopkmvningspakke
Postopkrsevningspakke pat'
Enhver
samt den
tilhorende TolddeklaraTolddeklaraden tilh0rende
samt

stamping o
of

aeltestamping

baere
tion
Adressesiden bare
paa Adressesiden
tion skal paa
officielt
tydeligt Aftryk af et officielt
et tydeligt
Stempel eller
eller en Etiket med
Stempel
Angivelsen "
Delivery"
" Collect
Collect on Delivery"
Angivelsen
eller "C.O.D."
"Rembourse"C.O.D." eller "Remboursement
", og umiddelbart
umiddelbart ved denne
ment",
Angivelse
anfores Pakkens
Angivelse skal anf0res
Registemummer
Registernummer (kun eet oprindeligt
derefter skal
Nummer), og derefter
deligt Nummer),
det
nojagtige PostopkrEevningsPostopkraevningsdet n0jagtige
bel0b
med latinske
latinske Boganf0res med
bel0b anfores
stayer og
hvilket
arabiske Tal, hvilket
og arabiske
staver
Belpb ikke maa indbefatte
indbefatte TilBel0b
Postanvisning
lmgsgebyret for en Postanvisnimg
legsgebyret
opkrmves
eller andre Gebyrer, som opkrieves
udleverer Pakken,
Land, der udleverer
iidot
det Land,
for
anvise Belobet
Bel0bet til Afsenat anvise
for at
deren
Afsendelseslandet.
i Afsendelseslandet.
deren i
XII
ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL XII

Re orwarding
1.
anden Aftale
Aftale other
mindre anden
Med mindre
1. Med
countries.
0
t„ee
r
t
e"ouwntr
i`els' °g
trmffes, omekspederes
Postopomekspederes Postoptraeffes,
tredie
krievningspakker ikke
til et
et tredie
ikke til
krsevningspakker
Land.
Land.
Recall by *nleOr.
Itelill
af en
2. Afsenderen
en l'osto)pPostopAfsenderen af
2.
(ion
knevningspakke kan
kan hewer()
begare den
kraevningspakke
tilbageleveret
Overensstellnielse Vol 47.
tilbageleveret iiOverensstemmelse
47,
2412.
l'ostpak- Vol. p.
tiled
Bestenlnlelserneo ii Postpakmed( Bestemmelserne
keoverenskomsten af
af 9/28 Dekeoverenskomsten
X.
cember
1932 Artikel
Artikel X.
cember 1932

to

SAIldef.

ARTIKEL
XIII
ARTIKEL XIII
Disposition of undende
livDrstiti
Afsenderen
kan for
det Til- liverable
for det
Afsenderen kan
article6.
fEelde, at
at en
Postopkrievningsen Postopknevningsfaelde,
pakke er
er ubesorgelig
efter den
den
ubes0rgelig efter
pakke
opringdelige Adresse,
trieffe BeAdresse, trweffe
opringdelige
stemmelse om
om dens
Behandling paa
paa
densBehandling
stemmelse
Hensvn
samme Maade
med Hensyn
som med
Maade som
samme
Vol. 47, p. 24.
til
Pakker uden
mvning, vOl 47- p. 2 SPostopkrevning,
uden Postopk
til Pakker
jfr.
EkspeditionsregleArtikel 99iiEkspeditionsreglejfr. Artikel
af
mentet
Overenskomsten af
til Overenskomsten
mentet til
9/28
December 1932.
1932.
9/28 December

ARTICLE XIV
XIV
ARTICLE

ARTIKEL
XIV
ARTIKEL XIV

Details
to the
the methods
methods of
of
as to
Details as
handling
indemnity claims
involvclaims involvhandling indemnity
and
ing
collect-on-delivery parcels
parcels and
ing collect-on-delivery

Niermere Bestemmelser
Bestemmelser om BeNwermere
handlingen af Erstatningskrav
Erstatningskrav
handlingen
vedrorende
Postopkrtevningspakvedr0rende Postopkraevningspak-

for
Arranging details foe
Arranging
handling
indemnity
indemnity
handling
claims.
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Application of other
other
conventions to matters
conventions
not covered
covered hereby,
hereby.
not

Vol. 46, p.2623.

vol

p3.

3

Temporary
TemoSeom susPen"
sion of service.

suspoen

other details for
for the
the execution
execution of
of
this Agreement
this
Agreement may
be arranged
arranged
may be
by correspondence
by
the
correspondence between
between the
two
Administrations.
two Administrations.

og om
om Gennemforelsen
ker og
Gennemf0relsen af
af
denne Overenskomst kan
ken trieffes
traeffes
ved Korrespondance
Korrespondance mellem
mellem de
de
to Poststyrelser.
Poststyrelser.

ARTICLE XV

ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL XV
XV

All
All matters connected
connected with
with the
the
exchange
exchange of
of collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
articles
articles not covered
covered by
by this
this AgreeAgreement shall be covered by
by the
the
Money Order,
Orders Postal,
Postal, and
and Parcel
Parcel
Conventions in force between
Post Conventions
between
the two countries, or by the
prothe provisions of the
the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal
Union
Union Convention
and the
the DeConvention and
Detailed
tailed Regulations
Regulations for its
its ExecuExecution, insofar as they
they are
are applicable
applicable
and not inconsistent with
with the
the proprovisions of this Agreement,
Agreement, and
and
then if no other
other arrangement
arrangement has
has
been made, the internal
internal legislalegislation or regulations
regulations of
the United
United
of the
States of America
America or
or Denmark,
Denmark,
according
the country involved,
according to the
involved,
shall govern, or
will be
be
or the
the matter
matter will
made the subject
subject of mutual agreeagreement by
correspondence between
between
by correspondence
the two countries.
the
countries.

Alle Forhold
Forhold vedrorende
vedr0rende UdUdvekslingen af
PostopkrEevningsaf Postopkrevningsforsendelser,
forsendelser, som
or omsom ikke
ikke er
omhandlet i
handlet
i denne
denne Overenskomst
Overenskomst,s
skal behandles efter
efter Reglerne
Reglerne 1
1
de mellem
mellem de
gEeldende
de to
to Lande
Lande geldende
PostanvisningsPostanvisnings- og
og PakkepostPakkepostoverenskomster
overenskomster eller
eier efter
efter BeBestemmelserne
stemmelserne i
i VerdenspostkonVerdenspostkonventionen, og
og dennes
dennes EkspediEkspeditionsreglement,
tionsreglement,
alt forsaavidt
forsaavidt
alt
disse Bestemmelser
Bestemmelser er
or anvendeanvendeikke er uforenelige
lige og ikke
uforenelige med
med
Bestemmelserne i
Bestemmelserne
denne Overensi denne
Overenskomst, medens
medens derefter,
derefter, hvis
ikke
komst,
hvis ikke
anden Ordning
Ordning er
er truffet,
truffet, De
De
Forenede
Forenede Staters eller Danmarks
Danmarks
interne Lovgivning
Lovgivning eller
Regleeller Reglementer
mentor skal
bringes til
skal bringes
til AnvenAnvendelse, eller Sagen skal gores
gores til
til
Genstand for
for Aftale
ved KorreGenstand
Aftale ved
Korrespondance
spondance mellem de to
Lande.
to Lande.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVI

ARTIKEL XVI
ARTIKEL
XVI

Either Administration
Administration may
may
temporarily
temporarily suspend the
collectthe collecton-delivery service,
on-delivery
service, in
or in
in
in whole
whole or
part, when there
there are
reaare special
special reasons for doing
doing so,
or restrict
so, or
restrict it
it to
to
certain
certain offices; but
but on
on condition
condition
that previous
previous and opportune
opportune nonotice of such a
ameasure is
to
is given
given to
the other Administration,
such
Administration, such
notice to be
given by
by the
the most
most
be given
rapid means
means if
if necessary.
necessary.

Hver af Poststyrelserne
Flyer
Poststyrelserne kan
kan
midlertidigt
midlerticligt suspendere
suspendere PostopPostopkrsevningstjenesten helt
kramingstjenesten
delbelt eller
eller delvis, naar der
vie,
sterlige
der foreligger
foreligger serlige
derfor eller
Grunde derfor,
eller begriense
begrsnse den
den
til visse Postkontorer men
men paa
paa
Betingelse
Betingelse af, at
at der
der forud
forud gives
gives
den anden
anden Poststyrelse
Poststyrelse fornoden
forn0den
Meddelelse om et saadant
Meddelelse
Skridt,
saadant Skridt,
hvilken Meddelelse
Meddelelse skal
skal gives
gives
med Benyttelse
Benyttelse af
af de
de hurtigste
hurtigste
Midler, saafremt
saafremt det er
er nodvenn0dven-

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVII
XVII

ffict and
and duration.
duration.
Effect

October 13, 1933.
Otober
13,1933.
November
1933.
November 11,
11,
1933.

digt.

ARTIKEL XVII
ARTIKEL
XVII
This Agreement
Agreement shall
shall take
take efefOverenskomst
Denne
skal
skal
fect and operations
operations thereunder
thereunder traede
trEede i
og de
de Forretninger,
Forretninger,
i Kraft,
Kraft, og
shall begin
begin on
on a
adate
to be
mutu- den omhandler,
shall
date to
be mutuomhandler, skal begynde paa
paa
ally settled between
between the
the AdminisAdminis- en efter Af
tale mellem
PoststyrelAftale
mellem Poststyreltrations of the two countries,
countries, and
and serne i
i de to Lande
fastsat Dato,
Date,
Lande fastsat
shall continue in
until terter- og Overenskomsten
in force
force until
Overenskomsten skal forblive
forblive
minated by mutual
mutual agreement;
agreement; i
i Kraft, indtil den ophorer
efter
oph0rer efter
but may be annulled
armulled at the desire
desire files
fsiles Aftale,
Aftale, men
men den
den kan
opkan opof either Administration
Administration upon
upon six
six haeves
keves efter den one
Poststyrelses
ene Poststyrelses
months'
months' previous notice given
given to
to Onske
Pnske efter et 66Maaneder
Maaneder forud
forud
the other.
other.
givet Varsel.
Varsel.

POSTAL AGREEMENT—DENMARK
POSTAL
AGREEMENT-DENMARK.
Done in duplicate and signed at
Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, the thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of
of
October 1933, and at Washington,
Washington,
the 11th day of
of November
November 1933.
1933.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
JAMES A.
A.FARLEY,
JAMES
FARLEY,
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General of
America.
the United
United States of America.
C.
ONDRUP,
MONDRUP,
C. M
The Director
Director General
General of
Posts
Posts of Denmark.
Denmark.

1679
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e 13, 1933.
October
1l,11,1933.
November
1933.
November11,
1933.

Oto ber

signatures.
Eksemplarer Signatures.
UdfEerdiget ii to Eksemplarer
Udfserdiget
og underskrevet
underskrevet iiK0benhavn
Kobenhavn den
13 Oktober 1933 og i
i Washington
Washington
den 11' November
November 1933.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
C.
ONDRUP,
C. M
MONDRUP,
Generaldirektor
PostGeneraldirekt0rfor
for Postog Telegrafmsenet
Telegrafvesenet iiDanmark.
Danmark.
JAMES A.
A.PARLEY,
FARLEY,
JAMES
Generalpostmester
Generalpostmesteri
i De
Forenede Stater
Stater iiAmerika.
Forenede

Collect-on-Delivery Service between
The foregoing Agreement for Collect-on-Delivery
the
United States
States of
of America
Denmark has
has been
negotiated and
and
been negotiated
America and
and Denmark
the United
concluded with my advice
is hereby
hereby approved
approved and
and
advice and consent
consent and is
concluded
ratified.
In
In testimony whereof, IIhave caused the seal of the United States to
be hereunto affixed.
FRANKLIN D
[SEAL]
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
[SEAL]
By
President:
By the
the President:
PHILLIPS,
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS,
WILLIAM
Acting
Secretary of State.
State.
Acting Secretary
W ASHINGTON, November
1933.
17, 19SS.
November 17,
WASHINGTON,

Approval
Approval
President.

idet

by

by

the

the

1680
1680

FRIENDSHIP,
FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE,
COMMERCE, ETC.—DANZIG.
ETC.-DANZIG.

March 9, 193.
1934.
Aae,
Ante, p.
p. 157.
1507.

MARCH 9,
9, 1934.
1934.
MARCH

Declaration
Declaration by which
City of
of Danzig
a contracting
contracting
which the Free
Free City
Danzig becomes
becomes a
party to the treaty of friendship,
party
friendship, commerce,
and consular
rights of
commerce, and
consular rights
of

June
15, 1931, between the
the United
June 15,
United States
States of
of America
America and
and Poland;
Poland;

signed March
March 9, 1934;
1984; effective
1984.
effective March
March 24, 1934.

The Polish
Polish Ambassador
Ambassador (Patek)
(Patek) to the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
AMBASSADE DE
DE POLOGNE,
POLOGNE,
AMBASSADE

Washington, is
9mars,
1984.
le 9
mars, 1984.
M
ONSIEUR LE
LE SECR]TAIRE
SECRLTAIRE D'ETAT,
MONSIEUR
D'ETAT,
Declaration by PolSovrmnby Pl- D'ordre
D'ordre de
de mon
Gouvernement j'ai
j'ai l'honneur
l'honneur de
de porter
porter aa. la
la conconmon Gouvernement
ish Government.
naissance de Votre
Votre Excellence
qui suit:
Excellence cc
ce qui
suit:
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement Polonais, auquel
auquel il appartient
la conduite
conduite
appartient d'assurer
d'assurer la
des affaires
affaires exterieures
exterieures de la Ville
Libre de
Dantzig en
en vertu
de
Ville Libre
de Dantzig
vertu de
l'article
sign6 aaVersailles le 28
Particle 104 du Trait6
Traite de Paix, signe
des
28 Juin
Juin 1919
1919 et
et des
articles 2
2 et 66de la Convention
Ville Libre
Libre de
de
Convention entre
entre la
la Pologne
Pologne et
et is.
la Ville
Dantzig, signee
sign& a Paris le 9
9Novembre
Novembre 1920,
declare, en
en agissant
1920, declare,
agissant pour
pour
la Ville Libre de Dantzig
is.
Dantzig et en execution
execution de l'article
Particle XXIX
du Trait6
Traite
XXIX du
d'amiti6,
d'amitie, de commerce
commerce et des droits consulaires
entre la
is. Pologne
et les
consulaires entre
Pologne et
les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, signe a Washington
Washington le
le 15
15 Juin
Jun 1931,
1931, que
que la
is.
Ville Libre de Dantzig devient
devient Partie
Pardo Contractante
Contractante au
au dit
dit Trait6e
Traite
partir du 15-eme
15-6me jour de la
is. date
date de is.
reception par
par le
Gouvernement
la reception
le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique de
la presente
presente notification.
notification.
de la
J'ai 1'honneur
Phonneur de prier
prier Votre
Votre Excellence
Excellence de
de bien
bien vouloir
vouloir m'accuser
m'accuser
reception
presente note.
reception de la
is. presente
note.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur
Monsieur le Ministre, les
de ma
ma tres
tres
les assurances
assurances de
haute consideration.
consideration.
SON EXCELLENCE
EXCELLENCE
SON
MONSIEUR
M
ONSIEUR CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,

S
S PATEX
PATEI

Secretaire d'Etat.
Secataire
d'Etat.

The Secretary
Secretary of State to the Polish
Polish Ambassador
Ambassador (Peek)
(Patek)

Recognition by nGoverment
of
v it ed
ernment
of 'United
States.
stats.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
or STATE,
STATE,
Washington,
March 9,
9, 1934.
1984.
Washington, March

In
I have the honor on behalf of
In compliance
compliance with your request, I
of the
the
Government
the United
Government of
of the
United States
States of America
America to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your note of this date,
date, reading in translation
as follows:
follows:
translation as
"Under
instructions from my Government,
"Under instructions
Government, II have the honor
honor to
to
communicate
communicate to your
your Excellency the following:
"The Polish Government, which is entrusted with the
"The
the conduct
of
conduct of
the
of the Free City of Danzig
the foreign
foreign affairs
affairs of
Danzig under Article 104
of the
the
104 of
Treaty
Treaty of
of Peace,
Peace, signed
signed at Versailles,
Versailles, June 28, 1919, and under
under ArtiArticles
2 and
cles 2
and 6
6of
of the
the Convention
Convention between Poland and the Free City of
of

FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE,
COMMERCE, ETC.-DANZIG.
ETC.—DANZIG.
FRIENDSHIP,

MARCH
MARCH 9, 1934.
1934.

Danzig,
signed at
at Paris,
November 9, 1920, declares, on behalf of
Paris, November
Danzig, signed
Danzig and
XXIX of the
execution of the provisions of Article XXIX
and in execution
Danzig
Treaty of
of Friendship,
Commerce and Consular Rights between Poland
Friendship, Commerce
Treaty
and
United States
States of
of America,
Washington, June 15,
at Washington,
signed at
America, signed
the United
and the
contracting party
1931, that
that the
Free City of Danzig shall become aacontracting
the Free
1931,
of
the
said
Treaty
from
the
fifteenth
the date of the
following
day
fifteenth
the
from
Treaty
of the said
receipt by
by the
the Government
America of this
Government of the United States of America
receipt
notification.
notification.
acknowledge re"I have
have the
the honor
honor to
Excellency to acknowledge
request your Excellency
to request
"I
ceipt of this note."
The Government
happy to take note of
is happy
States is
United States
the United
of the
Government of
The
this
declaration, and
and will
to recognize the Free City of
pleased to
be pleased
will be
this declaration,
Danzig
as a
contracting party
party to the Treaty of Friendship, Coma contracting
Danzig as
merce and
and Consular
Rights between
between the
the United States and Poland,
Consular Rights
merce
signed at
at Washington,
Washington, June
June 15,
March 24, 1934, the fif1931, from March
15, 1931,
signed
teenth
day
following
the
date
on
the
declaration
declaration hereby acthe
which
on
date
the
following
day
teenth
knowledged
was
received
by
the
Government
of
the
United States.
the United
of
Government
the
by
received
was
knowledged
Accept,
Excellency,
the
renewed
assurances
of
my
highest considof
assurances
renewed
the
Accept, Excellency,
eration.
eration.
M
R. STANISLAW
STANISLAW PATEK,
PATEK,
MR.
Ambassador of Poland.
Poland.
Ambassador

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
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May
29, 19.
1934.
May 29,

TREATY RELATIONS-CUBA.
TREATY
RELATIONS CUBA.

MAY 29,
29, 1934.
1934.
MAY

Treaty between
the United States
of America
and Cuba
Cuba defining
defining their
their
between the
States of
America and
relations.
at Washington,
relations. Signed at
Washington, May
May 29,
ratification advised
29, 1934;
1934; ratification
advised
by the Senate
Senate of the United
United States, May
31, 1934;
1934; ratified
by the
May 31,
ratified by
the
President,
June 5,
5, 1934;
1934; ratified
President, June
ratified by Cuba,
Cuba, June
4, 1934;
June 4,
19S4; ratifications
ratifications
exchanged at
at Washington,
June 9, 1934;
exchanged
Washington, June
June 9,
9, 1934.
1934; proclaimed,
proclaimed, June
1934.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Preamble.
Preamble.

Contracting powers.
contracting
owe.

33 p.
vol. 33,
P. 228.
2248.

Plealpotantiarles.
Plipotelaries.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
of Relations between
W HEREAS a
a Treaty
Treaty of
between the United States of
America
America and the Republic of Cuba was concluded
their
concluded and signed
signed by
by their
respective Plenipotentiaries at Washington
Washington on the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
day
of May, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four, the
of
the original
original of
which Treaty,
Treaty, being in the English and Spanish languages, is word
word for
for
word as follows:
The
United States
States of
of America
America
The United
and the Republic
of Cuba,
Cuba, being
being
Republic of
animated by the
the desire
desire to
fortify
to fortify
the relations of
of friendship
friendship bebetween the two countries
countries and
and to
to
modify, with this purpose,
purpose, the
rethe relations established
established between
between them
them
by the Treaty
Treaty of Relations
Relations signed
at Habana,
Habana, May
May 22,
22, 1903,
1903, have
have
appointed
appointed, with this
intention, as
as
this intention,
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:

The President
President of the
United
the United
States of America; Mr. Cordell
Cordell
Hull, Secretary of
the
of State
State of
of the
United States of America, and
Mr. Sumner Welles,
Welles, Assistant
Assistant
Secretary
Secretary of State of the United
United
States of America; and
and
The Provisional President of
of
the Republic
Republic of Cuba, Senor
Sefior Dr.
Marquez Sterling, AmManuel Marquez
bassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic
Republic of
Cuba to the United States of
America;
Who, after having communicornnalmicated to each other their full
eated
powers which were found to be in
good and due form, have agreed
agreed
upon the following articles:

Los Estados Unidos de
America
de Am6rica
y la Repnblica
Repiblica de
y
de Cuba,
animados
Cuba, animados
por el
el deseo
los lazos
lazos
deseo de
de fortalecer
fortalecer los
de amistad entre
los dos
paise,s y
y
entre los
dos paises
de modificar,
moclifi car, con
con ese
las
ese fin,
fin, las
relaciones establecidas
entre dos
establecidas entre
ellos
por
el Tratado
de Relaciones
Relaciones
por el
Tratado de
firmado en la Habana el
firmed°
22 de
el 22
de
nombrado con
mayo de 1903, han nornbrado
con
ese prop6sito,
proposito, como
como sus
Pleniposus Plenipotenciaros:
tenciarios:
El Presidente
Presidente de
los Estados
Estados
de los
Unidos
Unidos de America; al
al Senor
Sefior
Cordell Hull, Secretario
Secretario de
de Estado
Estado
de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America
de Am6rica
yy al Senor
Sefior Sumner
Sumner Welles,
Welles, SubSubsecretario de Estado
secretario
Estado de
de los
los EstaEstados
de America;
dos Unidos
Unidos de
America; yy
El Presidente
Presidente Provisional
de la
la
Provisional de
Repfblica de
Regablica
de Cuba,
al Sefior
Senor Dr.
Cuba, al
Dr.
Manuel Marquez
Sterling, EmMarquez Sterling,
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
y PleniPlenipotenciario
potenciario de in
Repnblica de
de
la Repuiblica
Cuba en los Estados Unidos
de
Unidos de
America;
America;
Quienes,
Quienes, despu6s
despues de
de haberse
haberse
comunicado entre si
51 sus plenos
plenos
poderes, y
en
y encontrandolos
encontrandolos en
buena y
y debida forma,
forma, han
han conconvenido en los siguientes articulos:
articulos:

TREATY RELATIONS-CUBA.
RELATIONS—CUBA.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I
I

The Treaty of Relations
Relations which
between the two
was concluded
concluded between
contracting parties on May 22,
contracting
1903, shall cease to be in force,
abrogated, from
and is abrogated,
from the date
date
on which the present Treaty goes
into effect.
ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

All the acts effected
effected in Cuba
by the United States of America
America
during its military occupation
occupation of
the island, up to May 20, 1902,
Republic of
the date on which the Republic
established, have been
been
Cuba was established,
ratified and held as valid; and all
acquired by
the rights legally acquired
virtue of those acts shall be
maintained
maintained and protected.
ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III
Until
contracting parthe two
two contracting
Until the
agree to the modification
modification or
ties agree
abrogation
abrogation of the stipulations of
the
agreement in regard
regard to the
the agreement
lease to the United States of
America of lands in Cuba for
coaling and naval stations
stations signed
by
President of the Republic
by the
the President
of Cuba on February 16, 1903,
and
and by
by the President of the
United States of America on the
23d day of the same month and
year, the stipulations of that
agreement with regard to the
naval
naval station of Guantanamo
The
shall continue in effect. The
supplementary
agreement in resupplementary agreement
gard to naval or coaling stations
signed
between the
Governtwo Governthe two
signed between
ments
on July 2, 1903, also shall
ments on
continue in effect in the same form
conditions with
on the same conditions
and on
respect
to the naval station at
respect to
Guantanamo. So long
as the
long as
Guantanamo.
America shall
States of America
United States
not
stanot abandon the said naval staGuantanamo or the two
tion of Guantanamo
Governments shall not
to
agree to
not agree
Governments
modification of its present
present
aa modification
limits,
station shall
continue
shall continue
the station
limits, the
to have
that
the territorial
territorial area that
have the
to
it
now has,
has, with
the limits
limits that
that
with the
it now
it
has on
of the
the signature
signature
date of
the date
on the
it has
of the present Treaty.

MAY 29, 1934.
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ARTICULO
ARTICULO I
I
e
El
de Relaciones
Relaciones que
que aormer
Zerer treaty
treaty abr.abro
El Tratado
Tratado de
se
las dos
dos partes
partes g Vol.33,
33, p.
2.
se concluy6
concluy6 entre
entre las
p.2.
contratantes
contratantes el 22
22 de mayo
mayo de
de
1903 dejara
dejara de tener validez, y
y
queda abrogado, desde la fecha
fecha en
en
que comience
comience a
a regir el presente
Tratado.

ARTICULO II
ARTICULO
II
m
c
d
t
tie
o
l
a
c. of
Oft mill.
Validation
millactos realizados
Todos los actos
realizados en taryacts
t
a
V
r
y
al
e
i etc.

Cuba
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
Cuba por
por los
de
America
ocupaci6n
America durante su ocupacion
militar de
de la
la isla,
isla, hasta el 20
20 de
mayo de 1902, fecha en que se
estableci6 la Repfiblica
Republica de Cuba,
estableci6

of legal
Maintenanceollegal
han sido
ratificados y
y tenidos rigMaintenance
sido ratificados
han
hts.
dere- rights.
como validos;
validos; y
todos los
los derey todos
como
legalmente adquiridos
adquiridos a
avirchos legalmente
tud de esos actos seran
serail mantenimanteniprotegidos.
dos y
y protegidos.

ARTICULO III
III
ARTICULO
En
dos partes
partes contraCoalin
and naval
naval
Coaltin g and
contra- stations,
las dos
tanto las
En tanto
lease.
tantes no
no se
se pongan
pongan de
de acuerdo
acuerdo
tantes

modificacion o
abrogaci6n
o abrogacion
para la modificaci6n
de
las estipulaciones
estipulaciones del
del Convenio
de las
firmado
Presidente de la
el Presidents
firmado por el
Reptiblica
Cuba el
16 de feel 16
de Cuba
Republica de
brero de 1903, y
Presidents
y por el Presidente
de los Estados Unidos de America
America
el
ano, en
y afio,
mismo mes y
del mismo
el 23 del
cuanto al arrendamiento
arrendamiento a
a los
Estados Unidos de America de
Present
stipulations
Present stipulations
terrenos en Cuba para
estaciones concerning,
para estaciones
terrenos
concerning,
to continue
to
continue
provisionally.
carboneras
seguiran en provisionally.
o navales,
navales, seguir&n
carboneras o
vigor
estipulaciones de ese
las estipulaciones
vigor las
Convenio
la EstaConvenio en cuanto aa ln
cion Naval
de Guantanamo.
Guantanamo. Reci6n
Naval de
specto
estacion naval
naval seguira
a esa estaci6n
specto a
vigor en las mismas
tambien en vigor
forma
y condiciones
condiciones el arreglo
forma y
suplementario
a estareferente a
suplementario referente
ciones navales o
ocarboneras
carboneras terminado entre los dos Gobiernos el
2
de julio
julio de 1903.
1903. Mientras
Mientras no
2 de
se
abandone por parts
parte de los
se abandone
Guantanamo
Guantanamo station
Estados
Unidos de
de America
America la area
Estados Unidos
not affected.station
dicha
Naval de
de GuantaGuant&- re not affeted.
Estaci6n Naval
dicha Estacion
namo o
o mientras los dos Gobiernos
una modifimodifino acuerden
acuerden una
biernos no
cacion
lfmites actuales,
de sus limites
caci6n de
seg*ra
extension terriseguira teniendo la extensi6n
torial
ahora ocupa, con los
torial que ahora
limites que tiene en la fecha de la
la
firma del presente
presents Tratado.
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ARTICULO IV
IV
ARTICULO

ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV
ni.
s
ulgrt
iro
n
n

a
the future a
If
at any
any time in the
If at
rStensin o °gm;
epidemic.
situation should
should arise
epidemic,
situation
aparise that
that appears to
point to
an outbreak
outbreak of
pears
to point
to an
of
contagious disease
disease in
in the
contagious
the territory
territory
of either
either of
the contracting
contracting parparof
of the
either of
Governties, either
of the
the two
two Governments shall,
shall, for
its own
protecments
for its
own protecbeing
tion, and
and without
without its
its act
act being
considered unfriendly,
considered
unfriendly, exercise
exercise
at its
freely and at
its discretion
discretion the
the
right to
communications
right
to suspend
suspend communications
those of
that it
it
between those
of its
its ports
ports that
may designate
and all
or part
may
designate and
all or
part of
of
territory of
the other
the territory
of the
other party,
party,
and
it may
and for the period
period that
that it
may
consider
be advisable.
advisable.
consider to
to be
Ratification.
Ratification.

Signatures.
Signatures.

ARTICLE V
ARTICLE
V

ARTICULO
ARTICULO V
V

be
The present Treaty shall be
ratified by the contracting
contracting parties
in accordance
respecaccordance with their respective constitutional
constitutional methods; and
shall go into effect on the date of
the exchange
exchange of their ratifications,
ratifications,
which shall take place in the city
of Washington
Washington as soon as possible.

sera ratifiEl presents
presente Tratado sera
cado por las partes contratantes
contratantes
acuerdo con sus metodos
metodos consde acuerdo
titucion.ales respectivos;
y cotitucionales
respectivos; y
menzara
menzara a
a regir en la fecha del
cambio de sus ratificaciones,
ratificacion.es, el
cual tendra lugar en la ciudad de
Washington
Washington tan pronto como sea
sea
posible.

IN FAITH
FAITH
IN

WHEREOF,
the rereWHEREOF, the

spective Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Treaty and
have affixed their seals hereto.
hereto.
DONE in duplicate, in the
DONE
the
Spanish languages,
English and Spanish
at Washington on the twenty
twenty--ninth day of May, one thousand
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and thirty-four.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
Proclamation.
Proclamation.

Si en
en cualquier
surgiese
Si
cualquier tiempo
tiempo surgiese
en el
futuro una
una situaci6n
situacion quo
en
el future
que
apareciera
presagiar un
un brote
de
apareciera presagiar
brote de
enfermedad contagiosa
contagiosa en
en el
terrienfermedad
el territorio de
otra de
de las
las dos
torio
de una
una u
u otra
dos
partes
de
partes contratantes,
contratantes, cualquiera
cualquiera de
los
los dos
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, para
para su
su propia
propia
proteccion,
y sin
sin que
quo su
su acto
acto sea
protecci6n, y
sea
considerado
considerado poco
poco amistoso,
amistoso, ejerejercerá libremente y
ya
a an
cera
su discrecion
discreci6n
el
de suspender
el derecho
derecho de
suspender las
las comucomuentre los
nicaciones entre
puertos suyos
los puertos
suyos
quo designe
y todo
del
que
designe y
todo o
o parte
parte del
territorio
de la otra parte
territorio de
parts y
y por
por
el tiempo que
qua estime
estime conveniente.
convemente.

EN FE
FE DE
LO CUAL,
CUAL, 10S
Pier&
EN
DE LO
los Pleni-

potenciarios
potenciarios respectivos
han firfirrespectivos han

mado el presente
presente Tratado y
y han
estampado sus sellos.
solos.
HEcHo por duplicado,
duplicado, y
HECHO
y en
en los
los
idiomas
idiomas ingles
.
y
y esparto],
espanol, en
Washington
veinte y
Washington el dia veinte
y nueve
de mayo,
de
novecientos
mayo, de
de mil
mil novecientos
treinta, y
y cuatro.
treinta
cuatro.

CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
SUMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER
M .MARQUEZ
MARQUEZ STERLING
STERLING
M.

AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the said Treaty has been duly ratified
AND
ratified on both parts,
parts,
and the ratifications
ratifications of the
were exchanged
the two
two Governments
Governments were
exchanged in
in the
the
city of Washington
Washington on the ninth day of June, one thousand nine
nine
hundred and thirty-four;
thirty-four;
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
it known that I,
I, Franklin
D. Roosevelt,
Franklin D.
Roosevelt,

President
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Treaty to be made public, to the end that the same and every article
and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by
by
the United States of America and the
the citizens thereof.
thereof.

TREATY
RELATIONS-CUBA.
TREATY RELATIONS—CUBA.

MAY 29, 1934.

INTESTIMONY
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
caused
and caused
my hand
I have
WHEREOF, I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN

the seal
of the
the United States of America to be affixed.
seal of
the
DONE at
at the
City of
of Washington
ninth day of June, in the year
this ninth
Washington this
the City
DONE
thirty-four
of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and thirty-four
Lord one
of our
[SEAL]
and
of
the
Independence
of
the
States
of
America
America
United
the
of
Independence
the
of
and
[SEAL]
the one
one hundred
fifty-eighth.
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
the
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

State.
Secretary
Secretary of State.
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PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
OF
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT
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PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
SESSION]
[
CONVENING THE
CONGRESS IN
IN EXTRA
EXTRA S
ESSION]
THE CONGRESS
[CONVENING
OF AMERICA
BY
THE UNITED
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
March 5, 1933.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

March 5,1933.

Preamble.

W
HEREAS public
interests require that the Congress of the United Preamble.
public interests
WHEREAS
States
should
be
convened
in extra
extra session
session at twelve o'clock, noon, on
States should be convened in
receive
the
Ninth
day
of
March,
to
receive such communication
communication as
1933,
March,
of
day
the Ninth
may
be
made
by
the
Executive;
Executive;
the
by
made
be
may
Convening extra sesiono!ConeongetMach
Now,
Franklin D.
United sion
President of the United
of Congress,March
Roosevelt, President
D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
Therefore, I,
Now, Therefore,
9,
1933.
9,1933.
extraoran
that
States
America, do
hereby proclaim and declare
declare
do hereby
of America,
States of
dinary
the Congress
of the
the United States to conCongress of
requires the
occasion requires
dinary occasion
vene in
session at
the Capitol
Capitol in the City of Washington
Washington on
at the
extra session
in extra
vene
of which all
noon,
the
Ninth
day
of
March,
1933,
at
twelve
o'clock,
twelve
at
1933,
the Ninth day of March,
persons
who shall
shall at
at that
time be
entitled to
members thereof
thereof
to act as members
be entitled
that time
persons who
are
hereby required
required to
to take notice.
are hereby
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand and caused to
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
be
affixed
the
great
seal
of
the
United
States.
be affixed the great seal of the United
Done
at the
the City
of Washington
Fifth day of March, in the
this Fifth
Washington this
City of
Done at
year
of
our
Lord
One
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
Thirty-three, and
and Thirty-three,
Hundred
Nine
year of our Lord One Thousand
[SEAL]
of
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
the
Hundred
One Hundred
the One
States
United
the
of
Independence
[SEAL] of the
and
Fifty-seventh.
and Fifty-seventh.
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
By the
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

2038]
[No. 2038]
INCLUSIVE]
[
BANK HOLIDAY,
HOLIDAY, MARCH
M ARCH 6
-9, 1933, I
NCLTJSIVE]
6-9,
[BANK
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

March
6, 1933.
March 6,1933.

W HEREAS there
there have
been heavy
unwarranted withdrawals
withdrawals of
and unwarranted
heavy and
have been
WHEREAS
gold
currency from
from our
our banking
banking institutions for the purpose of
and currency
gold and
hoarding;
hoarding; and
W
HEREAS continuous
continuous and
increasingly extensive
extensive speculative
speculative activand increasingly
WHEREAS
severe
in
ity
abroad
in
foreign
exchange
resulted
drains on the
has
exchange
foreign
in
ity abroad
Nation's stocks
stocks of
of gold; and
Nation's
emergency; and
W
HEREAS these
these conditions
and
national emergency;
created aanational
have created
conditions have
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS it
it is
is in
in the
the best
best interests
of all bank depositors that a
a
interests of
WHEREAS
hoardfurther
period
of
respite
be
provided
with
a
view
preventing
further
hoardpreventing
to
view
a
with
period of respite be provided
ing
of coin,
bullion or
or speculation
speculation in foreign exchange and
and
currency or
or currency
coin, bullion
ng of
permitting
the
application
of
appropriate
measures to protect the
measures
appropriate
of
permitting the application
interests of our
our people; and
interests
16S9
16S9

Bank holiday.
Preamble.

Bakholiday

1690
1690

PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1933.

WHEREAS it
WHEREAS
it is provided
provided in Section 5(b) of the Act of October
October 6,
6,,
1917, (40
411) as
President may
1917,
(40 Stat.
Stat. L.
L. 411)
as amended,
amended, "That
"That the
the President
may investiinvestior prohibit,
prohibit, under
under such
and regulations
as he
he may
tchage, coin-expor gate,
gate, regulate,
regulate, or
such rules
rules and
regulations as
may
prescribe, by
by means of
of licenses
licenses or
prescribe,
any transactions
in
or otherwise,
otherwise, any
transactions in
foreign exchange
exchange and
and the
the export,
hoarding, melting,
melting, or
or earmarkings
earmarkings of
of
foreign
export, hoarding,
gold
silver coin
or currency
"; and
gold or
or silver
coin or
or bullion
bullion or
currency ** *
* *
* ";
and
Penalties
specified for
Penalties specfiedfor
WHEREAS it
it is provided
WHEREAS
provided in Section
Section 16 of the said Act "that
"that whoever
whoever
violations.

Trading
Trading with the
the
Enemy Act.
Regulation
Reiulati of foreign
exchange, coin-export,
etc.
Vol.
40, p.
p. 416.
415.
Vo.0,
Post. p.
P 1691.

shall
willfully violate
of the
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act or
or of
of any
any license,
license,
shall willfully
violate any
any of
provisions of
rule,
or regulation
regulation issued
willfully
rule, or
issued thereunder,
thereunder, and
and whoever
whoever shall
shall willfully
violate
refuse to
comply with
with any
any order
order of
of the
President.
violate, neglect,
neglect, or
or refuse
to comply
the President
issued
in compliance
with the
provisions of
of this
this Act,
upon conissued in
compliance with
the provisions
Act, shall,
shall, upon
conviction
be fined
fined not
not more
$10,000, or,
or if
if a
a natural
person, imviction, be
more than
than $10,000,
natural person,
imprisoned
for not
more than
years, or
bah; *
* ** *
* ";
prisoned for
not more
than ten
ten years,
or both;
ank etc.,
d Bank,
etc., , holiday
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE
I,
D. Roosevelt,
President of
of the
the
Roosevelt, President
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
Now,
declared
6to 9,
Machhitoia9
aderd March
1933.
iaM3.
'United
emergency and
United States of America, in view of such national
national emergency
and.
Ante, p.
p. i.
1.
Ante,
by
virtue
of
the
authority
to
by virtue
authority vested in me by said Act and in order to
prevent the
or earmarking
earmarking of
of gold
gold or
or silver
silver coin
prevent
the export,
export, hoarding,
hoarding, or
coin
or bullion
bullion or
or currency,
proclaim, order,
order, direct
direct and
and declare
or
currency, do
do hereby
hereby proclaim,
declare
that
of March,
to Thursday,
Thursday, the
the ninth
ninth_
that from
from Monday, the
the sixth
sixth day of
March, to
Nineteen Hundred
Three, both
both dates
dates
day of March,
March, Nineteen
Hundred and
and Thirty Three,
inclusive,
bankinginclusive, there
there shall be maintained
maintained and observed
observed by all banking
institutions
and all
branches thereof
United States of
of
institutions and
all branches
thereof located
located in the United
America, including
including the
the territories
territories and insular
America,
possessions a
a bank
bank
insular possessions,
Bilnking transacti9ns holiday,
tBansingtransactions
holiday, and
that during
during said
banking transactions
transactions shall
shall
and that
said period
period all
all banking
to be suspended during
period.
be
During such holiday,
excepting as
as hereinafter
hereinafter probe suspended. During
holiday, excepting
provided,
institution or
vided, no such banking
banking institution
or branch
branch shall
shall pay
pay out,
out, export,
export,
earmark, or
or transfer
in any
any manner
manner or
by
earmark,
or permit
permit the
the withdrawal
withdrawal or
transfer in
or by
any device whatsoever,
any
silver coin
or bullion
or currency
currency
whatsoever, of
of any
any gold
gold or
or silver
coin or
bullion or
or
action which
might facilitate
the hoarding
hoarding thereof;
or take
take any other action
which might
facilitate the
thereof;
such banking
b
institution
branch pay
pay out
out deposits,
nor shall any
any such
institution or
or branch
deposits,
make loans
deal in
exchange, transfer
transfer credits
credits
make
loans or
or discounts,
discounts, deal
in foreign
foreign exchange,
from the
United States
abroad, or
transact any
any other
other
the United
States to
to any
any place
place abroad,
or transact
banking
whatsoever.
banking business
business whatsoever.
Authority of
of SecreAuthority
SecreDuring such
Secretary of the Treasury, with the
such holiday, the Secretary
the
tary of the Treasury to
of the
the President
President and
regulations as
he may
may
permit
pertain functri
theTra
fau approval
approval of
and under
under such
such regulations
as he
ti
tions.
ons.
prescribe,
is authorized
authorized and
any or
all of
of
prescribe, is
and empowered
empowered (a)
(a) to
to permit
permit any
or all
such banking
institutions to
perform any
any or all
all of
of the
the usual
usual banking
banking institutions
to perform
banking
functions,.
(b) to
to direct,
or permit
permit the
the issuance
issuance of
of clearing
functions, (b)
direct, require
require or
clearing
house
of claims
claims against
against assets
banking
house certificates
certificates or
or other evidences
evidences of
assets of
of banking
institutions, and
and (c)
and direct
direct the
the creation
creation in
in such
such
(c) to
to authorize
authorize and
banking
of special
trust accounts
accounts for
receipt of
of new
new
banking institutions
institutions of
special trust
for the
the receipt
shall be subject
deposits which
which shall
subject to
withdrawal on demand
to withdrawal
demand without,
without
any restriction or
shall be
in cash
cash or
or
or limitation
limitation and
and shall
be kept
kept separately
separately in
Federal Reserve
obligations of
the
on deposit in
in Federal
Reserve Banks
Banks or
or invested
invested in
in obligations
of the
United
United States.
States.
"Banking
instituBanking istituAs used in
institutions" shall
in this order
order the term "banking
"banking institutions"
shall include
include
s
tions" construed.
ion "cted
all
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks, national
banks,.
all Federal
national banking associations,
associations, banks,
companies, savings
banks, building
building and
and loan
loan associations,
associations,
trust companies,
savings banks,
associations or
credit unions,
unions, or
or other
other corporations,
corporations, partnerships,
partnerships, associations
or
persons,
persons ' engaged
deposits, making
making loans,
loans,
engaged in
in the business
business of
of receiving
receiving deposits,
discounting
discounting business
business paper, or transacting any
any other form
banking
form of banking
business.

vol.
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caused
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN

the seal
seal of
of the United
United States to be affixed.
the
Done in
in the
City of Washington
Washington this 6th day of March-1 A.M.
the City
Done
in
the
year
of
our Lord
Hundred and
One Thousand Nine Hundred
Lord One
our
of
year
the
in
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Thirty-three, and
of the
Independence of the United
the Independence
and of
Thirty-three,

States the
Hundred and Fifty-seventh.
the One Hundred
States
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

[No. 2039]
OF
PROCLAMATION OF
HOLIDAY PROCLAMATION
[
CONTINUING IN
IN FORCE
BANK HOLIDAY
THE BANK
FORCE THE
[CONTINUING
M
ARCH 6,
1933]
6, 1933]
MARCH
AMERICA
STATES OF
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

March 9,1933.
9, 1933.
March

Bank holiday.
W
HEREAS, on
on March
1933, I,
ROOSEVELT, Bakholiday
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
6, 1933,
March 6,
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
p. 1689.
Arne,
1689.
declared Ante, p.
Proclamation declared
President
of the
United States
America, by Proclamation
of America,
States of
the United
President of
bank
a
the
existence
of
a
national
emergency
and
proclaimed
a
holiday
and
the existence of a national emergency
extending
from Monday
day of
March to Thursday the 9th
of March
6th day
the 6th
Monday the
extending from
day
of March,
March, 1933,
inclusive, in order to prevent the
dates inclusive,
both dates
1933, both
day of
export, hoarding
earmarking of
gold or silver coin, or bullion or
of gold
or earmarking
hoarding or
export,
currency,
or speculation
speculation in
foreign exchange;
exchange; and
and
in foreign
currency, or
Statutory
approval
Sdtauthortyarva
W HEREAS, under
of March
1933, all
all Proclamations
Proclamations and
9, 1933,
March 9,
Act of
the Act
under the
authority.
WHEREAS,
Ante:p.
1.
1.
Ant,'p.
authe
to
heretofore
or
hereafter
issued
by
the
President
pursuant
pursuant
heretofore or hereafter issued by the President
Vol. 40, p. 415.
thority conferred
by section
5(b) of
of the
the Act of October 6, 1917, as Vol. 40, 415section 5(b)
conferred by
thority
amended, are
are approved
approved and
Further measures
and
confirmed; and
and confirmed;
amended,
Further
necessaryunder
is neces- necessary
it is
W
HEREAS, said
national emergency
still continues,
continues, and
and it
under present
present
emergency still
said national
WHEREAS,
emergency.
sary to
further measures
measures extending
beyond March
March 9, 1933, in emergency.
extending beyond
take further
to take
sary
hol
order
accomplish such
purposes:
such purposes:
to accomplish
order to
Bank
holiday
exMarh
tended beyond March
President of
Now, THEREFORE,
I FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, President
of the tnded
D. ROOSEVELT,
THEREFORE, I.
Now,
9, 1933.
United States
States of
in view
national emteremer- 9, 1933.
continuing national
such continuing
of such
view of
America, in
of America,
United
5(b)
by
gency
and
by
virtue
of
the
authority
vested
me
Section
in
vested
authority
the
of
virtue
by
and
gency
of
the Act
of October
October 6,
6, 1917
1917 (40
(40 Stat.
amended by the Act
L., 411) as amended
Stat. L.,
Act of
of the
of March
do hereby
proclaim, order,
direct and
declare that
and declare
order, direct
hereby proclaim,
1933, do
9, 1933,
March 9,
of
all the
the terms
and provisions
of said
said Proclamation
Proclamation of March
March 6, 1933,
provisions of
terms and
all
and the
regulations and
orders issued
issued thereunder
continued
thereunder are hereby continued
and orders
the regulations
and
in
force and
further proclamation
proclamation by the President.
until further
effect until
and effect
full force
in full
I
N WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and have
WHEREOF II have
IN
caused the
of the
the United
United States to be affixed.
seal of
the seal
caused
Done in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
9th day
day of March, in the
this 9th
Columbia, this
District of
Done
Year
of our
our Lord
Thousand Nine
Nine Hundred and ThirtyOne Thousand
Lord One
Year of
[SEAL] three,
of the
the Independence
of the
the United
States the
United States
Independence of
and of
three, and
[SEAL]
One
Hundredth and
and Fifty-seventh.
Fifty-seventh.
One Hundredth

ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
[No.
20401
[No. 2040]
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APPOINTING
WILLIAM
WOODIN
APPOINTING W
ILLIAM H.
H.W
OODIN DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR GENERAL
GENERAL OF
OF RAILROADS
RAILROADS
BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

March 15,
1933.
March
15,1933.
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
Ogden L.
Mills has
has tendered his resignation
Director
W
HEREAS Ogden
L. Mills
resignation as Director
General
General of Railroads;
Railroads; and
and
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS such resignation
resignation has
been accepted
accepted effective
effective upon
upon the
the
has been

qualification
his successor;
successor;
qualification of
of his
Appointing William
Now,
THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
the
H. Woodin
Woodin
Director
H.
Director
Now, THEREFORE,
President of
of the
General of Railroads.
GeneralofRailroads.
United
United States of America, under
under and
and by virtue of
of the
power and
and
the power
authority so
vested in
under the
Transportation Act
of 1920,
1920, the
the
authority
so vested
in me
me under
the Transportation
Act of
Vol. 41, p. 456; Vol.
40V,
6v'.
ols.
the Federal
Control Act
of March
March 21,
1918,
of the
Federal Control
Act of
40,
p. 451;P
451; Vol.
39, p. unrepealed provisions of
21, 1918,
619.
and the act entitled "AN
"AN ACT Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the support
support
of the Army for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
June thirtieth,
and seventeen, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August 29,
29, 1916,
1916,
powers me hereto enabling, do
and of all other powers
appoint,
do hereby
hereby appoint,
Effective date.
Effective
effective the 15th day of
H. Woodin,
of March, 1933,
1933, William H.
Woodin, Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury, to be Director General
Railroads in
in the
the stead
stead of
of
General of Railroads
the said Ogden
Ogden L. Mills, and do
delegate to
continue and
and
do hereby
hereby delegate
to and
and continue
confirm
powers and authority
confirm in him all powers
authority heretofore
granted to
to and
and
heretofore granted
now possessed
possessed by the said Ogden
Ogden L. Mills
as Director
Director General
of
Mills as
General of
Railroads;
Railroads; and do hereby authorize and direct
direct the said
William H.
H.
said William
Woodin or his successor
successor in
office, until
otherwise provided
provided by
by proclaproclain office,
until otherwise
mation of the President
President or by act of
of Congress,
Congress, either
either personally
personally or
or
through
through such divisions, agencies,
agencies, or persons as he
authorize, to
to
he may authorize,
exercise
exercise and perform, as fully
fully in
as the
in all
all respects
respects as
the President
President is
is
authorized to do, all and singular the powers
authorized
powers and duties
conferred or
duties conferred
or
imposed upon me by the said unrepealed
unrepealed provisions
Federal
provisions of
of the
the Federal
Control
Control Act of March
March 21,
1918, and
said Transportation
Act of
of
21, 1918,
and the
the said
Transportation Act
February
1920, except the designation
February 28, 1920,
designation of the
under section
section
the agent
agent under
thereof.
206 thereof.
IN
I have
I
NWITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and caused
caused the
the
my hand
seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 15th
15th day
March, in
the
day of
of March,
in the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
[SEAL]
[SEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the
the United States
States of
America the
the
of America
one hundred and fifty-seventh.
fifty-seventh.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

By the President:
President:

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of State.
[No. 2041]

DESIGNATING
DESIGNATING AND
AND APPOINTING
W ILLIAM
APPOINTING WILLIAM

H
W OODIN, DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR
H. . WOODIN,
GENERAL OF
RAILROADS, AND
AND HIS
GENERAL
OF RAILROADS,
HIS SUCCESSOR
SUCCESSOR IN
IN OFFICE,
OFFICE, AS
AS THE
THE
AGENT PROVIDED
FOR IN
IN S
SECTION
AGENT
PROVIDED FOR
ECTION 206
206 OF
OF THE
ACT OF
OF CONGRESS
THE ACT
CONGRESS
APPROVED FEBRUARY
APPROVED
FEBRUARY 28,
28, 1920
1920
BY
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

March 15,
1933.
March
15,1933.

Preamble.t
Preamble.
Transportation
Transportation
1920.
1920.
Vol. 47,
P. 64.
Vol.
Vol.
41, p
p. 460.

A
Act,
Act,

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
by proclamation
proclamation dated
W
HEREAS by
dated February
12, 1932,
1932, Ogden
Ogden L.
L.
February 12,

Mills,
Railroads, was designated as the agent
Mills, Director General
General of Railroads,
agent
provided for
for in
of the
ranspor t
ati on Act, 1920; an d
provided
in section
section 206
206 of
the T
Transportation
Act, 1920; and

1693
1693

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
W HEREAS the said Ogden
Ogden L. Mills, Director General of Railroads,
Railroads,
WHEREAS
been
as
aforesaid
has
tendered
resignation as said agent, which has been
his resignation
tendered
has
aforesaid
as
duly accepted,
accepted, effective
qualification of his successor;
upon the qualification
effective upon
duly
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,I,FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President of the
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
Now,
United States
America, under and by virtue of the power and
of America,
States of
United
authority
vested in me by said act, and of all other powers me hereto
authority vested
enabling,
do hereby
effective the 15th day of
hereby designate and appoint, effective
enabling, do
Railroads, and
March,
1933,
William
H.
Woodin,
of Railroads,
General
Director
March, 1933, William H. Woodin,
his successor
successor in
as the
the agent
provided for in section 206 of said
agent provided
office, as
in office,
his
act,
February 28, 1920.
approved February
act, approved
caused
my hand and caused
set my
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
IN
the
seal of
of the United States to be affixed.
the seal
DONE
the City
Washington this 15th day of March, in the
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE at
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-three, and of
and thirty-three,
our Lord
year
America the one
[SEAL]
United States of America
the United
Independence of the
the Independence
[SEAL] the
hundred
and fifty-seventh.
hundred and

Appointment
agAppointment

od
of

ent.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

By the President:

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
[No.
2042]
[No. 2042]

CHILD HEALTH
HEALTH DAY
DAY
CHILD
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

March 31,
31, 1933.
1933.
March

W
HEREAS the
the Congress
Congress by
joint resolution
Health Day,
has authorized and re- Child Iealth
resolution has
by joint
WHEREAS
3Preamble.
quested
the
President
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
proclaim
19
Reamb
proclaim
to
America
of
States
United
the
of
President
the
quested
vo. 45, p. 617.
annually
May Day
Child Health
'Vol.
and
Day; and
Health Day;
is Child
Day is
that May
annually that
W
HEREAS the
children concern not only
welfare of our children
and welfare
health and
the health
WHEREAS
their parents,
parents, but
but also
the nation at large; and
also the
their
W
HEREAS the
observance of
such a
a day
gives us
us opportunity
opportunity to
day gives
of such
the observance
WHEREAS
unite in
in furthering
furthering the
and protection
protection of our children;
children;
health and
the health
unite
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President of
of the
the Designating
Desi gnating May 1,
I, ,FRANKLIN
Now,
United States
do hereby
hereby designate
designate May 1
1of this year as 1933.
'America, do
of America,
States of
United
Child Health
and call
call upon
upon all
agencies, public and private,
all agencies,
Day, and
Health Day,
Child
and
the interest
at heart, to set
children at
of children
interest of
having the
individuals having
all individuals
and all
aside
day for
consideration of the needs of the children
earnest consideration
for earnest
that day
aside that
in
their communities
communities and
and in
their homes
inaugurate conhomes and to inaugurate
in their
in their
structive
to protect
protect and
the health and physical
promote the
and promote
activities to
structive activities
vigor
of the youth of our nation.
vigor of
I
N WITNESS
and caused
caused the
the
hand and
my hand
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
seal of
of the
the United
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
United States
seal
DONE at
the City
City of
this thirty-first
March, in
day of March,
thirty-first day
Washington this
of Washington
at the
DONE
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord nineteen
hundred and thirty-three,
nineteen hundred
of our
the
[SEAL]
the Independence
the United
States of America
America
United States
of the
Independence of
of the
and of
[SEAL] and
the
fifty-seventh.
and fifty-seventh.
hundred and
one hundred
the one
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the
the President:
President:
By

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
[No.
[No. 2043]
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TOOLS AND
HAND TOOLS
DECREASING
AGRICULTURAL HAND
ON AGRICULTURAL
DUTY ON
OF DUTY
RATES OF
DECREASING RATES
PARTS THEREOF
THEREOF
PARTS
1963.
April 3,
3,1933.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
"UNITED STATES
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES or
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
W HEREAS under and by virtue of section 336 of Title III, Part II,
II,
1930 (46 Stat. 590, 701),
of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
701),
17, 1930
June 17,
act of
of the
the act
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
ACT To
provide revenue,
regulate commerce
commerce with
with
to regulate
revenue, to
To provide
entitled
foreign countries, to encourage
encourage the industries
industries of
of the
the United States,
States,
and for other
purposes," the United States
other purposes,"
labor, and
American labor,
to protect
protect American
Vol. 4, p. 701.
Tariff Commission
Commission has
investigated the
the differences
differences in
of producproducin costs
costs of
has investigated
Tariff
tion
all other
other facts
said section
section
in said
enumerated in
conditions enumerated
and conditions
facts and
and all
of, and
tion of,
with respect
respect to,
scoops, forks,
forks, hoes,
rakes ' scythes,
scythes,
hoes, rakes,
spades, scoops,
shovels, spades,
to, shovels,
with
sickles,
corn knives,
k
nives, and
and drainage
foregoing
tools, all the foregoing
drainage tools,
hooks, corn
grass hooks,
sickles, grass
if
agricultural hand
hand tools,
thereof, composed
wholly or
or in
composed wholly
parts thereof,
and parts
tools, and
if agricultural
chief value
metal, whether
partly or
or wholly
wholly manufactured,
manufactured, being
being
whether partly
of metal,
value of
chief
wholly
in part
the growth
growth or
the United
States and
and of
of
United States
of the
or product
product of
part the
or in
wholly or
and with
respect to
to like
like or
or similar
in part
growth
part the growth
or in
wholly or
articles wholly
similar articles
with respect
and
or product
product of
the principal
principal competing
competing country;
country;
of the
or
W HEREAS in
course of
of said
said investigation
held, of
of
was held,
hearing was
investigation aahearing
the course
in the
WHEREAS
which reasonable
reasonable public
public notice
was given
given and
which parties
interparties interand at
at which
notice was
which
to be present, to produce
ested were
were given
given reasonable
opportunity to
reasonable opportunity
ested
evidence, and
and to
to be
be heard;
heard;
evidence,
W
HEREAS the
the commission
the results
results
to the
the President
President the
has reported
reported to
commission has
WHEREAS
of
and its
findings with
respect to such
differences
such differences
with respect
its findings
said investigation
investigation and
of said
in
of production;
production;
costs of
in costs
W HEREAS the
it shown by said investigation
investigation
has found
found it
commission has
the commission
WHEREAS
that the
principal competing
competing country
country is
is Germany,
Germany, and
and that
that the
the duties
duties
the principal
that
expressly fixed
fixed by
do not
not equalize
differences in
in the
the costs
costs
the differences
equalize the
by statute
statute do
expressly
of production
production of
domestic articles
articles and
like or
or similar
similar foreign
foreign
the like
and the
of the
the domestic
of
articles when
when produced
in said
has
competing country, and has
principal competing
said principal
produced in
articles
expressly
specified in
its report
report the decreases
decreases in
m the rates of duty expressly
in its
specified
fixed by
by statute
statute found
found by
by the
the commission
shown by said
said invescommission to be shown
fixed
tigation
differences; and
and.
tigation to be necessary to equalize such differences;
W HEREAS in the judgment
such rates
rates of
of duty
duty are
are
judgment of
of the President
President such
WHEREAS
necessary
Commission to be necessary
shown by such investigation of the Tariff
Tariff Commission
to
equalize such
such differences
in costs
production;
costs of
of production;
differences in
to equalize
Decreasing
duty tto
of the
D.
RoOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN
Now, THEREFORE, I,
reasg duty
1,
FRANKLIN
D.
ROOSEVELT, President
President of
the
equalize differences in
costs
of production.
otsofproduction.
United States
of America,
America, do
the followUnited
States of
do hereby
hereby approve
approve and
and proclaim
proclaim the
following rates of duty
duty found
found to be shown by said investigation to be necesnecesto
limit of
of total decrease
decrease provided for in said act) to
sary (within the limit
equalize such
such differences
in costs
costs of
of production:
production:
equalize
differences in
Vol. 46
46, p.
p. 626.
626.
vol.
A
373 of
A decrease
decrease in the rate of duty expressly
expressly fixed in paragraph 373
Title IIof said act on forks, hoes, and rakes, all the foregoing if agricultural
cultural hand tools, and parts thereof, composed wholly or in chief
manufactured, from 30 per
whether partly or wholly manufactured,
value of
of metal,
metal, whether
centum ad
to 15
15 per
per centum
ad valorem;
valorem;
centum
ad valorem
valorem to
centum ad
Vol. 48, p. 819.
Vl.
46,p. i69.
A
A decrease
decrease in the rates of duty expressly
expressly fixed in paragraph 355 of
Title
act on
on hay
hay forks
and 4-tined
4-tined manure
manure forks,
forks, all
all the foreforks and
of said
said act
Title IIof
going, finished
finished or
unfinished, not
not specially
specially provided
provided for, with handles
or unfinished,
going,
paragraph
of
specifically mentioned
mentioned in paragraph
of any material other than those specifically
4 inches in length or over, exclusive of handle, from 88cents
355, if 4
centum ad
22—s per
per
ad valorem
valorem to 44 cents each and 22-%
each and
and 45
45 per centum
centum ad valorem;
valorem; and
centum
A decrease in the rates of duty expressly fixed in paragraph
A
paragraph 355 of
of
Title I
I of said
ssid act on hay forks and 4-tined
4-tined manure
manure forks, finished or
unfinished, not specially provided
provided for, any of the foregoing without
without

Tariff on
Tariff
on agricultural
agrieltural
hand tools and parts
thereof.
thereof.
Preamble.
Statutory
authorizStatutory authorization.
tion.
Vol. 46, p. 701.
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6 inches or more in length, from 88cents each and
handles, with blades 6
22-% per centum ad
4 cents each and 22—%
45 per centum ad valorem to 4
valorem.
caused the
hand and caused
my hand
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
WHEREOF, IIhave
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
seal of
of the
the United
United States
seal
year
DONE
Washington this third day of April, in the year
at the City of Washington
DONE at

of
nineteen hundred and thirty-three, and of the
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
the United
Independence of
of the
United States of America the one
Independence
hundred
fifty-seventh.
and fifty-seventh.
hundred and
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[No.
2044]
[No. 2044]

M OTHER'S DAY
DAY
MOTHER'S
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT

May 2,
1933.
May
2,1933.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
W
HEREAS by
Joint Resolution 263, approved and signed by
House Joint
by House
WHEREAS
each
President Wilson on May 8, 1914, the second Sunday in May of each
year has been designated as Mother's
Mother's Day for the expression
expression of our
love
and reverence
reverence for
the mothers
mothers of
our country; and
of our
for the
love and
W
HEREAS Senate
Senate Resolution
16, adopted May 1, 1933, states that
Resolution 16,
WHEREAS
unprecedentedly large
"there
throughout our land today an unprecedentedly
are throughout
"there are
number of mothers and dependent children who, because of unemnumber
ployment or
or loss
loss of
of their
their bread
neceslacking many of the necesbread earners, are lacking
ployment
sities of
of life",
and the
President of the United States is therein
the President
life", and
sities
proclamation calling these matters
authorized and requested to issue a
aproclamation
to
attention of our citizens
citizens on Mother's Day this year;
the attention
to the
Now,
THEREFORE, I,I,FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
President of
of the
the
ROOSEVELT, President
Now, THEREFORE,
do
me,
in
vested
United
States
of
America,
by
of
authority
the
virtue
United States of America,
hereby
proclamation calling upon our citizens to express
express on
hereby issue my proclamation
Mother's
Day, Sunday,
May 14,
reverence for
for
14, 1933, our love and reverence
Sunday, May
Mother's Day,
motherhood:
(a) By
By the
the customary
display of
United States flag on all
the United
of the
customary display
(a)
Government buildings,
and other suitable places;
buildings, homes, and
Government
(b) By
By the
usual tokens
and messages
of affection
affection to
to our mothers;
messages of
tokens and
the usual
(b)
and
(c)
By doing
doing all
all that
churches, fraternal
fraternal and
and
our churches,
through our
can through
we can
that we
(c) By
welfare agencies,
for the
relief and
and children
children
of mothers
mothers and
welfare of
and welfare
the relief
agencies, for
welfare
necessities of life.
who may be in need of the necessities
I
N WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
set my
the
caused the
and caused
hand and
my hand
hereunto set
I have
IN
seal
seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE
at the
of Washington
this 2d
Washington this
the City
City of
DONE at
2d day of May, in the year of
our Lord
Lord nineteen
thirty-three, and of the
and thirty-three,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
our
[SEAL] Independence
United States of America the one
the United
Independence of the
[SEAL]
hundred and fifty-seventh.
fifty-seventh.
hundred
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
[No. 2045]
2045]
[No.

Mother's Day, 1933.
Mother's
Preamble.

Vol. 38,
p. 770.
770.
Vol.
38, p.

of
Observance
dao
ybsgav
;n
i
e
: 1
,L3Su aa
nday. May 14, 1933, as
Mo.her's Day.
Da'.
Mother's
Sun-
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NATIONAL
M ARITIME DAY
DAY
NATIONAL MARITIME

May 20,
20, 1933.
1933.
May

BY THE
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

National Maritime
Maritime
W
HEREAS in
in Public
approved May 20, 1933,
1933, it
it is
7, approved
Resolution 7,
Public Resolution
WHEREAS
National
D.
Preamble.
stated that
on May
1819, the
departed
The Savannah
Savannah departed
steamship The
the steamship
22, 1819,
May 22,
that on
stated
preamble.
ay
Savannah, Georgia,
p..
73.
Ante, g
73.
from Savannah,
Georgia, on the first successful
successful transoceanic
transoceanic voyage
voyage
under
steam propulsion,
thus making
making a
material contribution
contribution to
to the
the
a material
propulsion, thus
under steam
advancement of
of ocean
ocean transportation;
and
transportation; and
advancement
W HEREAS by
the President
of the
the United
States is
is
United States
President of
said Resolution
Resolution the
by said
WHEREAS
authorized
and requested
requested annually
to issue
issue a
a proclamation
proclamation calling
annually to
authorized and
upon
the people
people of
the United
to observe
observe May
22 of
each
of each
May 22
States to
United States
of the
upon the
year as
as National
National Maritime
Day;
Maritime Day;
year
of the
FRANKLIN D.
Observance
May
Now,
THEREFORE I,I,FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President of
the
Now, THEREFORE,
of May
Observance of
22, 1933.
United
States of
virtue of
of the
the authority
authority vested
vested in me,
by virtue
America, by
of America,
United States
22,1933.
do
hereby issue
proclamation calling
upon the
people of
of the
the
the people
calling upon
my proclamation
issue my
do hereby
United
to observe
22, 1933,
National Maritime
Day
Maritime Day
as National
1933, as
May 22,
observe May
States to
United States
by
displaying the
the flag
homes or
suitable places,
and
places, and
other suitable
or other
their homes
at their
flag at
by displaying
I
that Government
the flag
flag on all
display the
officials display
Government officials
direct that
hereby direct
I hereby
Government buildings
buildings on
that day.
day.
on that
Government
I
N WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
IN
the
seal of
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
the United
of the
the seal
DONE at
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington. this 20th day of May, in the year
at the
DONE
of
our Lord
hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and of
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
of our
[SEAL]
the Independence
of the
the United
Araerica the
the one
United States of America
Independence of
[SEAL] the
hundred and
fifty-seventh.
and fifty-seventh.
hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
the President:
President:
By the
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
[No.
2046]
[No. 2046]

EMERGENCY
BOARD, KANSAS
KANSAS CITY
CITY S
SOUTHERN
OUTHERN RAILWAY
RAILWAY COMPANY,
COMPANY,
EMERGENCY BOARD,
TEXARKANA
FORT SMITH
SMITH RAILWAY
RAILWAY COMPANY,
COMPANY, ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS
AND FORT
TEXARKANA AND
W
ESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY—EMPLOYEES.
WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY-EMPLOYEES.
June
1933.
12, 1933.
June 12,

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
Labordisputes,
Labor
disputes,XnKanW HEREAS the President, having been duly notified
notified by the Board of
sas
City Southern,
ets., Mediation
Mediation that
disputes between
the Kansas
Kansas City
City Southern
Railway
Southern Railway
between the
that disputes
antd certain
rn
Railways
and
9ailays
of their
Company, the Texarkana
Texarkana and Fort Smith Railway
of
their employees.
employees.
Company;
Railway Company and the
Arkansas Western
Western Railway
Railway Company, carriers, and
and certain of their
their
employees represented
represented by
employees
Order
Conductors;
of Railway
Railway Conductors;
Order of
Brotherhood
Locomotive Engineers;
Engineers;
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Brotherhood
Locomotive Firemen
Enginemen;
Firemen and Enginemen;
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen;
Brotherhood
Railroad Trainmen;

heretofore adjusted
disputes have
have not been heretofore
adjusted under
under the provisions
provisions
which disputes
interrupt
Railway Labor Act, now threaten substantially
substantially to interrupt
of the Railway
interstate commerce
commerce within
Arkansas, Kansas,
Louisiana,
interstate
within the
the States of Arkansas,
Kansas, Louisiana,
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Missouri,
Oklahoma and
Texas, to
to aa degree
deprive that
degree such as to deprive
and Texas,
Missouri, Oklahoma
section
of
the
country
of
essential
transportation
service;
transportation
essential
of
country
section of the
b arr
Emergncy
Now, THEREFORE,
ROOSEVELT, President of the oZ
e
d
rg roic LW
ate
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
I, ,FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I
Now,
thereon.
report
and
the
by
me
in
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
vested
in
me
and
report
thereon.
g
vested
power
the
of
virtue
by
America,
United States of
Constitution
and laws
United States,
under
States, and by virtue of and under
the United
of the
laws of
Constitution and
586.
44, p.
Vl. 44,
the
authority
in
me
vested
by
Section
10
Act, Vol.
Labor Act,
Railway Labor
the Railway
of the
10 of
Section
U.S.C.,
p. 586.
2110.
the authority in me vested by
not
persons not
do
create aa board to be composed of Three (3)
(
3 )persons
hereby create
do hereby
organization of railway
pecuniarily
or otherwise
otherwise interested
interested in
in any organization
pecuniarily or
employees or
any carrier,
to investigate
investigate and
and report
report their findings to
to
carrier, to
or any
employees
date.
from this
me within
within 30
30 days
days from
me
Compensation, etc.
and on account
for and
The members
of this
this board
board shall
shall be
compensated for
account Compensation,
etc.
be compensated
members of
The
actually
day
for
of
such
duties
in
the
sum
of
Fifty
Dollars
every
actually
($50)
of such duties in the sum of Fifty Dollars
employed
with or
or upon
upon account
travel and duties incident to such
of travel
account of
employed with
(15%)
board,
which will
will be
15 %) as provided
provided8. AAnte, p8
p.
deducted fifteen percent. (
be deducted
from which
board, from
1933.
20,
in
Public
No.
2,
73d
Congress,
Approved
March
1933.
The
Approved
Congress,
73d
2,
in Public No.
members will
will be
and they are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
for and
reimbursed for
be reimbursed
members
inboard, inmake
expenditures
for
expenses
of
themselves
and
of
the
of
expenses
make expenditures for
cluding traveling
expenses and
in conformity
conformity with
212, 72d
72d
with Public No. 212,
and in
traveling expenses
cluding
Vol47,p.405.
five 405.Vol.
to
not
Congress,
Approved
June
30,
193
2
,
11
:
30
a.m.,
exceed
47, p.
a.m.,
11:30
1932,
30,
Congress, Approved June
subsistence.
($5.00)
dollars
per
diem
for
expenses
incurred
for
subsistence.
for
incurred
expenses
for
diem
per
E
ctr.
on
dollars
($5.00)
Eboard.
out
All
expenditures of
board shall
allowed and paid for o
u tof of
bo
x
dpcutores
be allowed
shall be
the board
of the
All expenditures
Ant p. 286.
May 20, Ante,
Act, May
the appropriation
Boards, Railway
Railway Labor
Labor Act,
"emergency Boards,
appropriation "emergency
the
itemized
1926,
1933
and
1934"
on
the
presentation
of
itemized
vouchers
presentation
1926, 1933 and 1934" on the
properly approved
approved by
the chairman
board hereby created.
the board
of the
chairman of
by the
properly
caused
I
N TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
set my
my hand
and caused
hand and
hereunto set
have hereunto
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
the
seal
of
the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the
of
the seal
th day of
Done
City of
of Washington
this 12
12th
year
day of June in the year
Washington this
the City
at the
Done at
of
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and of the
hundred and
our Lord
of our
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
States of America the one
Independence
[SEAL]
hundred
and
fifty-seventh.
fifty-seventh.
and
hundred
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President.
President.
By
W
ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting
[No.
2047]
[No. 2047]

June 16, 1933.

IMMIGRATION QUOTAS
QUOTAS
IMMIGRATION

June 1,1933

AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
BY

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

and
W
HEREAS the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
Commerce, and
State, the
of State,
WHEREAS
pursuant
the
Secretary
of
Labor
have
reported
to
the
President
that
pursuant
the Secretary of Labor have reported to the President that
and
upon
conferred up
to
the duty
and the
on them in and
the authority conferred
imposed and
duty imposed
to the
by
subsection (2)
(2) of
12 of
the immigration
immigration
of the
section 12
of section
(c) of
subdivision (c)
of subdivision
by subsection
made
161),
act
appro.ved May
May 26,
26, 1924
), they jointly have made
(43 Stat. 161
1924 (43
act approved
the
revision provided
provided for
for in
in subdivision
subdivision (c)
(c) of
section 12 of the said
of section
the revision
act and
and have
fixed the
the quota
respective nationality
nationality in accordeach respective
of each
quota of
have fixed
act
ance
therewith to
be as
as hereinafter
forth:
set forth:
hereinafter set
to be
therewith
ance
Now, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
the
of the
President of
I,,FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I
Now,
and by virtue of the power
United States
States of
of America,
America, acting
acting under
power
under and
United
in
me vested
act of
of Congress,
Congress, do hereby proclaim
aforesaid act
the aforesaid
by the
vested by
in me
and
known that
that the
annual quota
quota of
of each nationality for the
the annual
make known
and make

Immigrationofaliens.

Immigration
Preamble. of aliens.
.161; Vol.
Vol.
161;45,
43, p.Vol.
Vol.
Vroela.n:P
va.
p. 1455;
p.

400.

14; Vol. 45, p

of
Annual
quota of
An-nualtyt
adnationality
during
befist
to be
nationality
mited during fiscal

m

ye
year 1934.
1911
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1933, and
and for
for each
each fiscal
year thereafter,
thereafter,
fiscal year beginning
beginning July
July 1, 1933,
fiscal year
has been
accordance with
with the
the law
law to
to be,
and shall
shall be,
be,
has
been determined
determined in
in accordance
be, and
as
as follows:
follows:
NATIONAL O
RIGIN IMMIGRATION
I
MMIGRATION QUOTAS
QUOTAS
ORIGIN
NATIONAL
CountrV
Country or Area

Quota

Afghanistan
100
Afghanistan----------------------------------100
Albania ----------------------------------------100
100
Andorra ------------------------------------- - 100
Muscat, Aden
Aden Settlement
Settlement and
and
Arabian peninsula
peninsula (except
(except Muscat,
Protectorate,
and Saudi
100
Protectorate, and
Saudi Arabia)
Arabia) -------------100
Australia (including
(including Tasmania,
Tasmania, Papua, and all
all islands
islands
Australia
appertaining
Australia) ------100
appertaining to Australia)
_
---------------100
Austria
1, 413
413
Austria------------------------------------1,
Belgium--------------.---------------..-------_
Belgium
1, 304
1,
304
Bhutan
Bhutan -------- _-------------------------100
---100
Bulgaria__---_----------------------Bulgaria 100
100
Cam.eroons (British mandate)
100
Cameroons
mandate)------__--_____- _
100
Cameroun (French
(French mandate)
100
Cameroun
mandate) ---- _-----------------100
100
China ------------------------------------100
Czechoslovakia
2, 874
874
Czechoslovakia------------------_-------------2,
Danzig,
of ----------------------100
Danzig, Free
Free City
City of
_-- - 100
Denmark
1, 181
181
Denmark------------------------------------__
1,
Egypt ---------------------------------------100
100
Estonia-------------------_
Estonia
116
------------------_ 116
Ethiopia (Abyssinia) -----------------100
_---------_
100
Finland -------------------------------------569
- 569
France
France --------086
------_
----------------- - 3,
3,086
Germany
Germany -------------------25, 957
957
------------ 25,
Great Britain
Northern Ireland
65, 721
721
Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland ----------------- 65,
Greece ------ ----------------------------307
Greece
- 307
Hungary
869
Hungary----------------------------------------869
Iceland -----------------------------100
Iceland
-100
India --------------------------------------100
100
(Mesopotamia) -------------------.----------100
Iraq (Mesopotamia)
100
17, 853
Irish Free
Free State
State-.---- ---------------------------- 17,853
Italy----------------------------------Italy
5, 802
802'
5,
Japan
100
Japan---------------------------------100
Latvia --------------------------------236
236
Liberia ---------------------------------------100
Liberia
100
Liechtenstein-----------------------------------100
Liechtenstein
100
386
Lithuania -------------------.-------------------386
Luxemburg
Luxemburg ---------100
_-------_-------------_
100
Monaco
Monaco -------------------------------------- 100
100
Morocco (French and Spanish
Morocco
Spanish zones and
and Tangier)---Tangier)
100
100
Muscat (Oman) ---100
------------------------100
Mauru (British mandate)
mandate) -----100
-----------------100
Nepal-----------------------------------Nepal
100
100
Netherlands
--------------Netherlands------------3, 15s
153
New Guinea, Territory
(including appertaining
islands)
Territory of (including
appertaining islands)
(Australian mandate)-_---------------_---------mandate)
100
10
New Zealand
Zealand ------100
-------------------100
Norway
----Norway -- -----------------------2,
377
-2, 37
Palestine
Palestine (with Trans-Jordan)
Trans-Jor (British
(British mandate)------mandate)
100
100
Persia -100
Persia--------------.--100
Poland
Poland -6,
524
--------------------------6,524
Portugal
440
Portugal---- ---------_V.- -440
Ruanda
Ruanda and Urundi
Urundi (Belgian mandate)
mandate)-------------100
00
Rumania
Rumania --------------------------------------- 377
377
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Country or
or Area
Country
Area

Quota

2,712
Russia,
European and Asiatic ----------------------2, 712
Russia, European
Western (mandate of New Zealand) ---------100
100
Samoa, Western
100
-------San
Marino -- _--------------------San Marino
100
Dependencies)_ _
100
Arabia (Hejaz and Nejd and its Dependencies)__
Saudi Arabia
Siam
100
Siam _--------- ------------------------------100
South
____-_---------------------Union of
Africa, Union
South Africa,
South-West
South-West Africa (mandate of the Union of South
100
Africa)
100
Africa)-__----------------------------------Spain ___---------------------------------------252
Spain
3,314
Sweden
3,
314
Sweden._------------------------------------1,707
Switzerland ----------------------------------1, 707
Switzerland
123
Syria
(French mandate)
mandate) ------------123
Lebanon (French
the Lebanon
and the
Syria and
100
--Tanganyika
Territory (British
mandate) ----(British mandate)
Tanganyika Territory
100
Togoland (British mandate)
mandate) --------------------100
Togoland
mandate)__----------------Togoland (French mandate)
226
Turkey
226
Turkey---------------------------------------Japanese mandate__
Yap
islands under Japanese
mandate
100
and other Pacific islands
Yap and
845
Yugoslavia
845
Yugoslavia----------------------------------The immigration
immigration quotas
to the
countries and
the various countries
assigned to
quotas assigned
The
for purposes of compliance
quota
areas are
compliance with the
solely for
designed solely
are designed
quota areas

No extraneous sigoniextanneos
nificance
attached. sig

pertinent provisions
provisions of
Immigration Act of 1924 and are not to be
the Immigration
of the
pertinent
regarded
significance extraneous
extraneous to this object.
any significance
as having
having any
regarded as
Effective date.
da20,
Eective
This
effect July
July 1,
1, 1933,
shall supersede
supersede Vol.
and shall
1933, and
take effect
shall take
proclamation shall
This proclamation
47, p.
seded.
sded.
Proclamation No.
1953 of
June 19,
19, 1931.
1931.
of June
No. 1953
Proclamation
I
N WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and caused
have hereunto
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
the
United States to be affixed.
the seal of the United
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this 16 day of June, in the year of
DONE
our Lord nineteen
thirty-three, and of the
nineteen hundred and thirty-three,
our
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
one
the one
America the
of America
States
United
the
[SEAL] Independence of
hundred and
fifty-seventh.
and fifty-seventh.
hundred
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

By the President:

W
ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting
[No.
2048]
[No. 2048]

pe,.

super-

PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,
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DECREASING RATE
DECREASING
RATE OF
DUTY ON
ON COTTON
OF DUTY
COTTON VELVETEENS
VELVETEENS
June
24, 1933.
1933.
June24,

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of Title
Title III,
Part
WHEREAS
of section
section 336
336 of
III, Part
II, of the act of Congress approved
approved June 17, 1930 (46 Stat. 590,
701),
590, 701),
tion.
thor- entitled "AN
provide revenue,
to regulate
regulate commer
cewith
"AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
revenue, to
commerce
with
Vol.
foreign
Vol. 4
46, p. 701.
foreign countries, to encourage
industries of
the United
States,
encourage the
the industries
of the
United States,
to protect American
American labor, and for other
purposes ," the
other purposes,"
the United
United
States Tariff Commission has investigated
differences in
costs of
investigated the differences
in costs
of
production
production of, and all other facts and conditions enumerated
enumerated in said
said
section with respect
respect to, velveteens and velvets, including
velveteen
including velveteen
or velvet ribbons, cut or uncut, whether or not
the,
not the
the pile covers
covers the
entire surface, wholly or in chief value of cotton,
wholly or
cotton, being
being wholly
or in
in
part the growth or product
product of the United
United States
of and
and with
with
States and
and of
respect to like or similar articles
articles wholly or
part the
growth or
or
or in
in part
the growth
product
product of the principal competing
competing countries;
countries;
WHEREAS in the course of said investigation
investigation a
ahearing
hearing was
was held,
held,
of which reasonable
reasonable public notice was
parties
was given
given and
and at
at which
which parties
interested
interested were given reasonable opportunity to
be present,
produce
to be
present, to
to produce
evidence, and to be heard;
heard;
evidence,
WHEREAS the commission
commission has
WHEREAS
the President
the
has reported
reported to
to the
President the
results of said investigation
investigation and its findings
to such
such
findings with
with respect
respect to
differences in costs of production;
production;
WHEREAS the commission
commission has found it shown by said
WHEREAS
said investigainvestigation that the principal
principal competing county
velveteens, wholly
wholly or
or
country for velveteens,
in chief value of cotton, is Germany, and that the
the duties
duties expressly
expressly
fixed by statute do not equalize the differences
in the
costs of
of prodifferences in
the costs
production of the domestic articles
articles and the
like or
or similar
similar foreign
articles
the like
foreign articles
when produced
produced in said principal competing
country, and
and has
has specified
specified
competing country,
in its report the decreases
decreases in the rate of duty expressly
expressly fixed by statute
found
investigation to be
found by the commission to be shown by said investigation
be
necessary
necessary to equalize such differences; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS in the judgment
judgment of the President
the decreased
President the
decreased rates
rates
of duty on velveteens,
velveteens, wholly or
or in
chief value
value of
of cotton,
specified in
in
in chief
cotton, specified
said report
are shown by
report are
by such
investigation of
of the
Tariff Commission
Commission
such investigation
the Tariff
to be necessary to equalize such
such differences
differences in
of production;
in costs
costs of
production;
Decreasing duties to
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
Presiequalize differences in
costs
of production.
production.
dent
costs of
u nt of the United States of America, do
and prodo hereby
hereby approve
approve and
proclaim the following rates of duty found to
by said
said
to be shown
shown by
investigation
necessary to equalize
investigation to be necessary
equalize such differences in costs
costs
of production:
production:
of
Vol.46,p.
64
A
decrease provided
vol.
46, p.642.
A decrease
decrease (within the limit of total decrease
provided for
in
for in
said act) in the rate of duty expressly fixed in paragraph
paragraph 909 of
of Title
Title I
I
of said act on plain-back
plain-back velveteens,
or uncut,
whether or
not
velveteens, cut
cut or
uncut, whether
or not
the
the pile covers
covers the entire surface,
surface, wholly or in chief
chief value of
cotton,
of cotton,
from 62-%
62-% per centum
31-% per
cen tura ad valorem to 31-%
ad valorem;
per centum
centum ad
valorem;
and
and

v

on

Tariff
i on cotton
cotton velveteens.
Premble.
Preamble.
ioSnt.atutory autborizat
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A decrease
in the
duty expressly fixed in paragraph
paragraph 909
909
rate of duty
the rate
decrease in
A
whether
or
velveteens,
of
Title
I
of
said
act
on
twill-back
velveteens,
cut
uncut,
whether
twill-back
of Title I of said act on
or
not the
the pile
pile covers
the entire
entire surface,
surface, wholly or in chief
chief value of
covers the
or not
per
44
valorem
cotton,
from
62—X
per
centum
ad
valorem
to
centum ad
ad
cotton, from 62-%2 per centum
valorem.
valorem.
IN WITNESS
hand and
and
hereunto set my hand
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
affixed.
caused the
seal of
United States
States to be affixed.
the United
of the
the seal
caused
year
DONE
the city
city of
Washington this
24 day
June, in the year
day of June,
this 24
of Washington
at the
DONE at
of
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirty-three, and of the
hundred and thirty-three,
our Lord
of our
America the one
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
United States
States of America
the United
of the
[SEAL]
hundred
fifty-seventh.
and fifty-seventh.
hundred and
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
qf State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
Acting
[No. 20491
20491
[No.

PINNACLES NATIONAL
MONUMENT—CALIFORNIA
NATIONAL MONUMENT-CALIFORNIA
PINNACLES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY

July 11,
11, 1933.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
innaci avow
National
Pinnacles
Calif.
WHEREAS
appears that
that the
the public
would be promoted
promoted.eg
m
r
interest would
Monument,
public interest
it appears
WHEREAS it
Preamble.
by
to the
the Pinnacles
Pinnacles National
National Monument,
Monument, California,
certain Preamble'.
California, certain
adding to
by adding
monument
adjoining
lands
for
the
purpose
of
including
within
said
monument
within
including
of
adjoining lands for the purpose
additional lands
lands on
are located
of scientific
scientific
features of
located features
there are
which there
on which
additional
purposes;
interest
and
for
administration
purposes;
interest and for administration
Area enlarged.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi- Vol.
Area34.
enlarged.
34.
p.
223.
p. 225.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi- Vol.
me
in
power
the
of
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
virtue
power
me
by
dent of the United States of America,
vested
by section
the act
act of
Congress entitled
entitled "AN
"AN ACT For the
of Congress
of the
2 of
section 2
vested by
June
preservation
of
American
antiquities",
approved
June 8, 1906 (34
approved
preservation of American antiquities",
Stat.
225),
do
proclaim
that,
subject
to
all
valid
existing
rights, the
existing
valid
all
to
subject
that,
proclaim
Stat. 225), do
following-described lands
California be,
and the same are hereby,
be, and
in California
lands in
following-described
added to
to and
and made
made a
apart
of the
Pinnacles National
National Monument:
Monument:
the Pinnacles
part of
added
MOUNT
MERIDIAN
DIABLO MERIDIAN
MOUNT DIABLO
T.
16 S.,
7 E., sec. 25,
R. 7
S., R.
T. 16
sec. 26,
26,
sec.
sec. 33,
33,
sec.
sec.
36,
sec. 36,
T. 17
S., R.
R. 7
7E.,
E., sec.
1,
sec. 1,
17 S.,
T.
sec.
2,
sec. 2,
sec. 11,
11,
sec.
sec. 12,
12,
sec.
sec. 13,
13,
sec.
sec. 14,
14,
sec.
sec. 15,
15,
sec.
sec.
22,
sec. 22,
sec.
23,
sec. 23,
sec.
sec. 24,

Description.
Description.

WK;
WX;
NEX;
NE
4;
NXNWX,
NWXSWX;
SWyNWY
N2NWY4 , SWXNWX,
4SW 4 ;
4 , and NWY
.2
WX.
WY
lots 2,
Nwy4swg and SSW
SXSWX;
2, 3, NWySWY4
lots
4;
SEX;
SEX;
EX;
E 2;
WX;
WY;
WX;
W 2;
all;
all;
NEX, EY
wiwg,
Exswg, and SEX;
NEE,
2 NW}4, EYSWY, and SEY 4 ;
all;
all;
all;
W%.
WX.

Reserved from setReserved
Warning
is hereby
all unauthorized
persons not to tlement,
etc. from setunauthorized persons
to all
given to
expressly given
hereby expressly
Warning is
ent, e
appropriate,
injure,
destroy,
or
remove
any
feature
of
this
monument
monument
this
of
feature
any
remove
or
destroy,
appropriate, injure,
and
to locate
or settle
settle upon
upon any
the lands
lands thereof.
thereof.
of the
any of
locate or
not to
and not

1702
1702
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Supervision.
Supervision.
the National
Park Service,
under the
the direction
of
The Director
Director of the
National Park
Service, under
direction of
_Vol.
Vol. 39,
39, p.
p. 535
535;;Vol.
Vol.
41,
41, p.
p. 732.
732.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
shall have
have the
the supervision,
the Interior,
Interior, shall
supervision, management,
management,
U.S.C., p.
p. 389.
389.
U.S.C.,
and
this monument,
monument, as
provided in
in the
the act
Congress
and control
control of
of this
as provided
act of
of Congress
entitled
ACT To
To establish
Park Service,
Service, and
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
establish a
a National
National Park
and for
for
other
purposes", approved
approved August
August 25,
(39 Stat.
Stat. 535-536),
535-536), and
other purposes",
25, 1916
1916 (39
and
acts
additional thereto
thereto or
amendatory thereof.
acts additional
or amendatory
thereof.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
my hand
hand and
and
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
caused the seal
seal of
United States
States to
be affixed.
of the
the United
to be
affixed.
th day of July, in the year of
DONE at the City
City of
Washington this
this 1
of Washington
11Ph
day of July, in the year of
hundred and
and thirty-three,
and of
of the
the
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirty-three, and
[SEAL] Independence
[sEAL]
Independence of
of America
the one
of the
the United States
States of
America the
one
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.

FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
By
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
PHILLIPS
Acting
Secretary of
State.
Acting Secretary
of State.
[No.
[No. 2050]
2050]

EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY
July 2,5,
26, 1933.
July
1933.

BOARD,
ARKANSAS &
& TEXAS
TEXAS RAILWAY
RAILWAY
BOARD, LOUISIANA,
LOUISIANA, ARKANSAS
COMPANY—EMPLOYEES.
COMPANY-EMPLOYEES.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY THE
OF THE
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
LaborArkaes
Arkan
disputseass, LouVVHEREAS the
President, having
been duly
by the
isaa,
L°d
WHEREAS
the President,
having been
duly notified
notified by
the Board
Board
isiana
and
Texass
Com- of Mediation that disputes between the Louisiana,
Texa
,Raiwy
Railway
Louisiana, Arkansas
Arkansas & Texas
pany
and
certain Conof its
mplanoyacertain of itsRailway
employees.
Railway Company, a
and certain
certain of
employees represented
represented
a carrier,
carrier, and
of its
its employees
Preamble.
Preamble.
by
by
Order of Railway Conductors;
Conductors;
Brotherhood of
Trainmen;
Brotherhood
of Railroad
Railroad Trainmen;
Brotherhood
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Locomotive Engineers;
Engineers;
Brotherhood
Brotherhood of
of Locomotive
Enginemen;
Locomotive Firemen
Firemen and
and Enginemen;
which disputes have not
adjusted under
under the
the provisions
not been heretofore
heretofore adjusted
provisions
of the Railway
Railway Labor Act, now
substantially to
interrupt
now threaten
threaten substantially
to interrupt
interstate
commerce within the States of Louisiana and Texas, to
interstate commerce
to a
a
degree such as to deprive that section of
of the
the country
of essential
country of
essential
transportation service;
transportation
service;
Emergto
ency
board
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, President
President
created
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
created
tonvestigarte
Investigate
and report
reort thereon.
of
the
United
States
America,
by
and
thereon.
of
America,
virtue
of
the
vested
in
of
the
power
vested
in me
me
Vol.
Vol.44,
4' P. 586..
by
by the
the Constitution
Constitution and
and laws of the United States, and by virtue of
and under the authority in me vested by
of the
by Section
Section 10
10 of
the Railway
Railway
Labor Act, do hereby
a board
board to be
hereby create a
three (3)
be composed
composed of
of three
(3)
persons not pecuniarily
pecuniarily or otherwise
otherwise interested
interested in
in any
organization of
of
any organization
railway employees or any carrier, to investigate
investigate and
and report
report their
their
findings to me within
30 days
this date.
date.
within 30
days from
from this
Compensation,
The
this board
Compensation, etc.
etc.
The members
members of
of this
board shall be compensated
compensated for and on account
account
of such duties in the sum of Fifty ($50.00) Dollars for every
every day
day
actually employed with or upon account
account of
duties incident
of travel
travel and
and duties
incident
to such
such board,
which will
deducted fifteen
per cen
t. (15%)
(15%)
Ant,
p. 1.12to
Aide P.
board, from
from which
will be
be deducted
fifteen per
cent.
Reimbursement
Reim,bursement for
for as provided in Public No. 2, 73d Congress
Approved March
March 20,
20, 1933.
1933.
Congress, Approved
expenses.
pn
The members will be reimbursed for and they
The
they are hereby
hereby authorized
themselves and of the
to make expenditures
expenditures for expenses of themselves
board,
the board,
Vol.
4.
including
Vol. 47,
47, p.. 405.
including traveling expenses and in conformity
conformity with Public
No. 212,
Public No.
212,
72d Congress, Approved June 30, 1932,
1932, 11:30 a.m., not to exceed
exceed five
five
($5.00) dollars per diem for expenses
expenses incurred for subsistence.
subsistence.
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paid for out of
All
expenditures of
allowed and
and paid
be allowed
shall be
board shall
of the
the board
All expenditures
the
appropriation
"emergency
Boards,
Railway
Labor
Act, May
May 20,
20,
Act,
Labor
Railway
Boards,
"emergency
appropriation
the
1926,
1933 and
on the
vouchers
itemized vouchers
of itemized
presentation of
the presentation
1934" on
and 1934"
1926, 1933
properly approved
by the
chairman of
the board
hereby created.
created.
board hereby
of the
the chairman
approved by
properly
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN TESTIMONY
and caused
caused the
the seal
United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the United
of the
seal of
and
Done at
at the
Washington this
26th day
day of
of July
July in
year
in the
the year
this 26th
of Washington
City of
the City
Done
of our
hundred and
thirty-three, and
of the
and of
and thirty-three,
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
our Lord
of
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
America the
one
the one
of America
States of
United States
the United
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred

Funds available.

Funds availablo.

Ante, p 286.

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
President
By the President.
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
[No.
2051]
[No. 2051]

EXEMPTION OF
VIRGIN I
SLANDS FROM
FROM COASTWISE
COASTWISE LAWS
LAWS
ISLANDS
OF VIRGIN
EXEMPTION
August 10. 1933.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
OF THE
BY

August 10, 1933.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Virgin Islands.

WHEREAS
an act
of Congress
entitled "Merchant
"Merchant Marine
Act, Prieamblan.
Marine Act,
Congress entitled
act of
WHEREAS an
Preamble.
1920
1920 (41 Stat. 988),
988), contained the
the following
following
5, 1920
June 5,
approved June
",I approved
1920 "
provisions:
provisions:
Statutory provision.
9rovisio
oryp. p.997.
"Sec. 21.
21. That
That from
February 1, 1922, the coastwise Vol. 41,
and after February
from and
"Sec.
and
Territories
island
the
to
extend
laws
of the
States shall extend
Territories
United States
the United
laws of
covered thereby, and
possessions
the United
United States
States not
and the
now covered
not now
of the
possessions of
board is
is directed
expiration of such year to have
have estabestabto the
the expiration
prior to
directed prior
board
accommodate
lished
adequate steamship
steamship service
service at
at reasonable
reasonable rates
rates to accommodate
lished adequate
the commerce
commerce and
the passenger
passenger travel
of said
said islands and to mainmaintravel of
and the
the
tain and
such service
until it
it can
can be
be taken
taken over and operated
operated
service until
operate such
and operate
tain
and maintained
upon satisfactory
terms by private
private capital
capital and
and entersatisfactory terms
maintained upon
and
Extending period.
prise:
established Extending period.
service is not establiSI(d
shipping service
adequate shipping
if adequate
That if
Provided, That
prise: Prorided,
herein
by
February
1,
1922,
the
President
shall
extend
the
period
herein
period
by February 1, 1922, the President shalT extend the
allowed for
the establishment
establishment of
of such
such service
service in the
the case of any
any
for the
allowed
island Territory
or possession
such time
time as
necessary for
for
as may be necessary
for such
possession for
Territory or
island
"
the
establishment of
of adequate
adequate shipping
shipping facilities therefor.
therefor."
the establishment
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS an
accommodate
service to accommodate
shipping service
adequate shipping
an adequate
AND
the
commerce and
and the
the passenger
travel of
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands had
not
had not
of the
passenger travel
the commerce
Merchant Marine
the Merchant
been
provided by
of the
section 21 of
by section
as provided
established as
been established
Act,
1020; and
and
Act, 1920;
‘
;ol
42,, pp.. 22 al
WHEREAS the
President of
the United
accordance withoe,l. 2237;vol. 43. pp.
States, in accordance
United States,
of the
the President
WHEREAS
Merchant Marine
authority vested in him by section 21 of the Merchant
the authority
Marine 928, 1943, 1969; Vo\
:
O28i p, 19
.
2430
,5 2
.3 24,
Act,
has from
time, to
to wit,
wit, on
on February
February 1,
1922, on
on \
Vol. 45. pp. 2o920,2;:
1, 1922,
time to
to time,
from time
1920, has
Act, 1920,
pp :3002 ;232.
pp.
2466
25,23.
47,
Vol
April
7,
May
18,
1922,
on
October
28,
1922,
on
October
25,
1923,
on
7,
25,
1923,
May 18, 1922, on October 28, 1922, on October
1924,
23, 1924,
April 25,
25, 1925,
1925, on November
November 24,
24, 1925,
1925,
on April
1924, on
October 23,
on October
1924, on
on August
1926, on
on August
on August
August 2,
2, 1928,
July
on July
1928, on
1927, on
9, 1927,
August 9,
14, 1926,
August 14,
on
26, 1929,
1929, on
28, 1930,
1930, on
on August
19, 1931,
1931, and on August 18,
August 19,
July 28,
on July
26,
1932,
establishment
for the establishment
time for
the time
extending the
proclamations extending
issued proclamations
1932, issued
of
such
service
and
deferring
the
application
of
the
coastwise
laws
to
laws to
coastwise
the
of
application
the
deferring
and
service
such
of
for
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
September 30,
1933;
30, 1933;
until September
Islands until
the
Time for establishing
ROOSEVELT, Presi- shTipeinervstabiseti
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE,
shipping service to. further extended to Sepdent of
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America, acting
acting under
by virtue
virtue of
of ther
extended
and by
under and
States of
dent
tember
30, 1934. to Septhe
authority
conferred
upon
me
by
section
21
of
the
above-mentioned
above-mentioned
of
the
21
section
by
me
upon
conferred
the authority
act, do
do hereby
proclaim that
period for
establishthe establishfor the
the period
that the
and proclaim
declare and
hereby declare
act,
86637' 34 PT 2---27
2 27
86037°-3--'T
20 3

41 94

28 7

43,

1296
9̀9 ;'

pr
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ment of an adequate
adequate shipping service
the aforesaid
aforesaid Virgin
service with
with the
Virgin
further extended.
extended from September
Islands be farther
30, 1933,
September 30,
1933, to
to September
September
30, 1934.
1934.
30,
Application
of coastAn di
nasmuch as
he extens
i
on ofthe coastwi
se l
aws of the Uni
ted
Apliation of
coastAnd
inasmuch
as t
the
extension
of the coastwise
laws
of the United
Wise laws deferred.
vol. 41,
Vol.
41, p. 997.
997.

States to the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, as
in section
section 21
of the
the Merchant
as provided
provided in
21 of
Merchant
Marine Act, 1920, is dependent
dependent upon
the establishment
adequate
upon the
establishment of
of an
an adequate
shipping service to such island possession, I
hereby further
further proproI do
do hereby
claim and declare that the extension
extension of the
the
the coastwise
coastwise laws
laws of
of the
United States to the Virgin Islands is deferred
from September
deferred from
September 30,
30,
1933,
1933, to September 30,
30, 1934.
1934.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
I have
hereunto set
and
caused
caused the seal of the United
affixed.
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 10th
of August,
August, in
10 t h day
day of
in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
of
and of
Independence of the United States
[SEAL] the Independence
of America
America the
States of
the one
one
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
and fifty-eighth.

By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

[No.
2052]
[No. 2052]
August
August

18,18,933.
1933.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
EXTENDING THE
THE POWERS
POWERS GRANTED
EXTENDING
GRANTED TO
COMPTROLLER OF
OF THE
TO THE
THE COMPTROLLER
THE
CURRENCY BY
BY THE
JOINT
RESOLUTION OF
OF FEBRUARY
CURRENCY
THE J
OINT RESOLUTION
FEBRUARY 25,
25, 1933,
1933, FOR
FOR
A PERIOD
A
PERIOD OF
OF S
SIX
IX MONTHS
M ONTHS
National
banking asWHEREAS, the Senate
National banking
PS'
WHEREAS,
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
sociations.
Preamnbie.
States passed
passed a
Preamble.
States
duly approved
approved February
a joint
joint resolution
resolution which
which was
was duly
February
Statutory
25, 1933,
authorizing the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
the Currency
Currency to
to exercise,
exercise,
VoltUto47ipOWo0S"
25,
1933, authorizing
of the
vol.
47, P. provision.
908,
with respect to National Banking Associations,
Associations, any
powers which
any powers
which
state officials may have with respect to
banks, savings
savings banks,
banks,
to state
state banks,
and/or
and/or trust companies
companies under
under state
state laws;
laws; and
and
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, said resolution provides that
that the
the powers
conpowers therein
therein conferred shall terminate
ferred
terminate six months from the date of
of the
of approval of
the
resolution by the President,
President, but that the President
its
President may
may extend
extend its
force by Proclamation
Proclamation for
six months:
for an
an additional
additional six
months:
Desigtedaoty
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
autbority
THEREFORE, I,
PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presiof Designated
Comptroller
of Currencyover, extended. dentof
dent of the
the United
hereby proclaim
United States of America,
America, do hereby
proclaim that
that the
the
force of said resolution be, and the same hereby is,
is, extended
extended for
for an
an
additional period of six months from
August 25,
25, 1933.
1933.
from August
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF I
I have hereunto
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
hand and
have caused
caused the seal of the United States to be
affixed.
be affixed
Done
in the
the District of Columbia,
Done in
Columbia, this 18th day of August in
in the
the
Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine
Hundred and
and ThirtyNine Hundred
Thirty[SEAL] three, and of the Independence
Independence of
[SEAL]
the United
of the
United States
States the
the
One Hundred and Fifty-eighth.
Fifty-eighth.

]By
By the President:
President:

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT

WILLIAM
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS

Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
[No.
2053]
[No. 2053]
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CEDAR BREAKS
BY
BY

NATIONAL MONUMENT-UTAH
MONUMENT-UTAH
NATIONAL
August
22, 1933.
August 22,

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS it appears
appears desirable,
exclude
desirable, in the public interest, to exclude
WHEREAS
certain lands
from the
the Dixie National Forest, Utah, and include said
lands from
certain
lands within a
a national monument
monument for the preservation
preservation of the spectacular
cliffs, canyons,
canyons, and features
features of scenic, scientific,
scientific, and educaeducatacular cliffs,
tional interest contained
contained therein:
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE,
United States of America,
America, by virtue of the power
power in me
dent of the United
vested by section 2
2 of the act of Congress approved June
June 8, 1906
134 Stat. 225), and the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 34), do proclaim
(34
and
Monument and that, subject
subject
Breaks National Monument
,nd establish the Cedar Breaks
1,0
following-described lands in Utah be,
xo all valid existing rights, the following-described
and the
the same are hereby,
excluded from the Dixie National Forest
Forest
hereby, excluded
and
and included within the said national monument:
monument:

Cedar Breaks NaCedar
tional
tional Monument,
Utah.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Establishment of,
of
Establishment
from excluded lands el
of
Dixie National Forest.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
Vol.
Vol.
p. 225;
225; Vol.
30,
34.
30, p. 34.

Description.
Description.

SALT LAKE MERIDIAN

SALT LAKE MERIDIAN

S%SEY4;
T. 36
36 S., R. 99W., sec. 15, SSEY4;
S% lot 3, S% lot 4, SNW%4,
S%1NTW%, and E
E
sec. 22, E%, S6
34swg
%swy4;;
sec. 23, all;
sec. 24, WE%,
W%E%, and W%;
W%;
sec. 25, WE%,
W%E%, and W%;
W%;
sec. 26, all;
sec. 27, ES,
E%, and EW%;
EMV%;
sec. 34, EY,
E%, and E%W%;
E3W%;
sec. 35,
35, all;
sec.
NIATY4
NEYI, and lots 1
1to 7
7 inclusive.
sec. 36,
36, NWy
4NE/',
T.
lot 4;
9 W., sec. 1, lot4;
T. 37 S., R. 9
(unsurveyed);
2, all (unsurveyed);
sec. 2,
3, lots 1, 2,
2, and 3;
3;
sec. 3,
and
sec.
NNE, SENNE%,
NEY4SE%,
SEYNES, NEYSE4,
10, NNE%,
sec. 10,
NEY,NW%;
NEYNWY4 ;
sec.
N34S34;
(unsurveyed), and NXS1;
11, N%
N% (unsurveyed),
sec. 11,
12, W%Nwg.
sec. 12,
WNWY 4.
Warning
hereby expressly
expressly given
given to
to all
unauthorized persons not
all unauthorized
is hereby
Warning.is
to
appropriate, injure,
remove any
feature of this monuany feature
or remove
destroy, or
injure, destroy,
to appropriate,
ment
locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.
and not to locate
ment and
The
National Park Service,
Service, under the direction of
of the National
The Director of
the Secretary
Secretary of
supervision, management,
management,
Interior, shall have the supervision,
of the Interior,
the
and control
monument as provided in the act of Congress
this monument
of this
control of
and
entitled
"AN ACT
Service, and for other
a National Park Service,
establish a
To establish
ACT To
entitled "AN
purposes",
August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535), and acts addiapproved August
purposes", approved
amendatory thereof.
or amendatory
thereto or
tional thereto
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
and
have hereunto
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE
the
in the
August, in
of August,
day of
this 22"
of Washington
Washington this
City of
at the
the City
DONE at
2 2 d day
year of our
hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and of
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
our Lord
year
[SEAL] the
Independence of
of the
of America
one
America the one
States of
the United
United States
the Independence
[SEAL]
hundred and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
the President:
President:
By the
WILBITR J.
J. CARR
WILBUR

Acting
State.
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
[No. 2054]
[No.
20541

n

aets:ewcod

Reservc'fed

om sett

from settle.

5
Supervision.
Vol. 39, p. 535.

SuOiso
Pd.
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COLONIAL NATIONAL
NATIONAL MONUMENT-VIRGINIA
M ONUMENT—VIRGINIA
COLONIAL

August
August 22, 1933.

THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

National
Colonial
Colonial
Monument, ,Va.
Monument,
,Va.
Preamble.
Preamble.
pp. 855,
3941.
Vol.
Vol. 46,
46, pp.
855, 3041.

Parkway changes.
Parkway
changes.

Boundariesmodifled.
Boundariesmodiiled.
Vol.
p. 1490.
1490.
Vol. 46,
46, p.

WHEREAS,pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the authority
of the
act of
3, 1930
1930
WHEREAS,
authority of
the act
of July
July 3,
AN ACT To provide for
creation of
(46 Stat.
Stat. 855),
855), entitled
entitled "
"AN
for the
the creation
of the
the
Colonial National
Monument in
in the
the State
State of
of Virginia,
Virginia, and
for other
Colonial
National Monument
and for
other
purposes", the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States by
by Proclamation
purposes",
Proclamation No.
No.
1929,
December 30,
30, 1930,
1930, established
of the
the
1929, dated
dated December
established the
the boundaries
boundaries of
Colonial National
the State
State of
Colonial
National Monument,
Monument, in
in the
of Virginia,
Virginia, comprising
comprising
Jamestown Island, parts of
Williamsburg, the
the Yorktown
Yorktown
Jamestown
of the city
city of
of Williamsburg,
battlefield, and
and areas
for highways
to connect
connect said
said island,
island, city,
and
battlefield,
areas for
highways to
city, and
battlefield; and
and
battlefield;
WHEREAS it
it is
in section
of said
said act
of July
July 3,
WHEREAS
is provided
provided in
section 22 of
act of
3, 1930,
1930,
that
boundaries so
established may
may be
be enlarged
diminished by
by
that the boundaries
so established
enlarged or
or diminished
subsequent
or proclamations
proclamations of
of the
the President
upon the
subsequent proclamation
proclamation or
President upon
the
recommendation
Secretary of
recommendation of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior; and
WHEREAS,after
after further
study of
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
said
WHEREAS,
further study
of the
the said
national
now established,
established, the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
national monument
monument as
as now
the Secretary
Interior
has
recommended that
area of
monument between
between
has recommended
that the
the parkway
parkway area
of the
the monument
the
locathe city of Williamsburg
Williamsburg and
and Jamestown
Jamestown Island
Island be changed
changed to a
a location
north and
west of
of the
of Williamsburg
Williamsburg to
Jamestown
tion running
running north
and west
the city
city of
to Jamestown
Island
Island instead of
of east and south of
of said
said city
city of
of Williamsburg
Williamsburg as
as now
provided:
provided:
NOW,
I,FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
PresiNOW, THEREFORE
THEREFORE,,I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President of
the United
United States
pursuant to
in me
dent
of the
States of
of America,
America, pursuant
to the
the authority
authority in
me
vested by the act of July 3, 1930, as amended
amended March
3, 1931, do
March 3,
do proproclaim that
the boundaries
boundaries of
the Colonial
Colonial National
Monument are
claim
that the
of the
National Monument
are
hereby
revised in
in accordance
accordance with
the
hereby enlarged, diminished,
diminished, and
and revised
with the
diagram attached
attached hereto.
hereto.
diagram
DONE
at the
this 22
day of
DONE at
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
22d4 day
of August,
August, in
in the
the
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-three,
year of
of our
our Lord nineteen
thirty-three, and
and
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
United States
States of
the
[SEAL] of the Independence
the United
of America
America the
one
one hundred and fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

By the
the President:
President:
WILBUR
W ILBUR J.
J.CARR
CARR
of State.
State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of

[No. 2055]
NATIONAL FIRE
FIRE PREVENTION
PREVENTION WEEK-1933
NATIONAL
WEEK-1933
August 28,
1933.
August
28, 1933.

BY
BY THE
THE

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
OF
THE UNITED
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
National
National
Fire
vention
Week,
vention
Week,
1933.PrePreamble.
Preamble.

It
been a
custom for
It has
has been
acommendable
commendable custom
for the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United

States to request the annual observance
observance of Fire Prevention
Prevention Week
Week
throughout the country. It
throughout
It is a
aweek set aside for the purpose of informing
forming the public of the dangers
dangers of fire to life and property. Fires
which are largely preventable
preventable take a
acruel toll of many lives and dedestroy property exceeding $400,000,000
$400,000,000 in value each year. Of late,
progress has been made in reducing the Nation's fire loss, and this
fact should encourage
encourage continuous vigilance
vigilance and alertness so necessary
necessary
of fire.
fire.
to decrease the
the hazards of

VIRGINIA
Vti.GINIA
VIDEPARTMENT
AND GLOUCESTER
GLOUCESTER
AND

OF

THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR.
CRETARY
DEPARTMENTOLD
L.
iCK
HAROLD
L. ICKES.
HAROLD
L.
CK . E SECRETARY
fECR/jARY

JAMES CITY,
YORK
CITY, WARWICK,
WARWICK, YORK
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FRANKLIN D.
NOW,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presi-

Week beginning
OcWeek
beginning Oc1933, desigtober 8, 1933,

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim the week natedas.
dent of
nated as.
Prevention Week.
8, 1933,
1933, to
to be observed as Fire Prevention
beginning October
October 8,
beginning
cooperation of all citizens
To prevent
prevent our enormous
enormous waste by fire,
fire, the cooperation
is
requested, and the
groups, and individuals
individuals interorganizations, groups,
the organizations,
is requested,
leadership in instructing
fire prevention
prevention are asked to take the leadership
instructing
ested in fire
in the simple
simple precautionary
precautionary measures advocated
advocated as firefirethe public in
prevention safeguards.
safeguards.
prevention
IN WITNESS
have hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the
the seal
the United
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
States to be
of the
seal of
caused
Washington this 28 day of August, in the
DONE at the
the City of Washington
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
thirty-three, and
and thirty-three,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
our Lord
year
America the
[SEAL]
of the
United States
States of
of America
the United
[SEAL] of
the Independence
Independence of the
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
one
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
President:
By the
the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary

[No.
[No. 2056]
2056]

BIRDS
AMENDING
REGULATIONS ON
IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS
ON M
MIGRATORY
AMENDING REGULATIONS

BY
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT

September
11, 1933.
September 11,

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Protection of
of migramigraauthority torProtection
by virtue
WHEREAS
Secretary of
virtue of
of the
the authority
Agriculture, by
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
WHEREAS the
y bin ti
vested
in him
by section
section 33of
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty Act (40 Stat. Pre;nblie.
of the
the lMigratory
him by
vested in
5
ol.
. 0
40 p . 75.;
755; U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title
title 16,
16, secs.
703-711), has
has submitted
to me
approval ';'s(',
4. p46-437
me for
for approval
submitted to
sees. 703-711),
755;
Vol. 39,
p. 1792.
39.p.
1i02.
regulations
the regulations
regulations approved
approved and
and Vol.
of the
amendatory of
further amendatory
regulations further
proclaimed
1918, which
which the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture has
31, 1918,
July 31,
proclaimed July
determined
to be
be suitable
suitable amlendatory
amendatory regulations
regulations permitting
and
permtitting and
determined to
governing the
the hunting,
hunting, taking,
taking, capture,
killing, possession,
possession, sale,
sale, purpurcapture, killing,
governing
chase,
and export
export of
of migratory
carriage, and
transportation, carriage,
shipment, transportation,
chase, shipment,
birds
and parts
thereof and
their nests
nests and
eggs, as follows:
and eggs,
and their
parts thereof
birds and
Vol. 45,
2901,
i'.
a,.W4;
Vol.
45. 46.pp.4~.
Regulation 3,
3, "Means
by
Which Migratory
Migratory
Game Birds
May IBe
Be 2942;
Birds May
Game
"Means by
Regulation
2942; Vol.
p. 29149;
D Which
~
Vol 4.
p.
Vol. 47, pp. 2440,
Taken",
is amended
amended to
read as
follows:
2520.
244(, 2520.
\ol
as follows:
to read
Taken", is
l re an i ie.

.s c ., 1; p.

REGULATION
3.—M EANS BY
W HICH MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS M AY
AY
FY WHICH
REGULATION 3.-MEANS
BE TAKEN
TAKEN
BE

4 64 37.

of takin;.
taking.
Means of

The migratory
migratory game
game birds
birds specified
specified in
in regulation
regulation 4
hereof may
may be
be Regulations
Regulations modi4 hereof
The
taken
the open
open season
season with
than no.
no. 10
10 fledd'
larger than
not larger
only, not
gun only,
with aagun
during the
taken during
gauge,
except as
as specifically
permitted by
by
specifically permitted
shoulder, except
the shoulder,
from the
fired from
gauge, fired
during the open
regulations 7,
7, 8,
8, 9,
10 hereof;
hereof; they
they may
may be
taken during
be taken
9, and
and 10
regulations
season from
from the
the land
land and
water, with
the aid
decoys,
the use of decoys,
of aadog, the
aid of
with the
and water,
season
and
blind or
or floating
floating device,
device, except
except that
that in
in the
taking of
wild wild
vild ducks.
of wild
the taking
from aablind
and from
ducks not
not more
than twenty-five
live duck
be shot
shot
mav be
decoys may
duck decoys
(25) live
twenty-five (25)
more than
ducks
over,
and in
in the
of wild
wild geese
California the
use of
of live
live goose
goose wild
Wild geese in Calithe use
in California
geese in
taking of
the taking
over, and
decoys is
is not
permitted; but
but nothing
nothing herein
shall be
deemed to
to permit
permit fomia
f
°'
be deemed
herein shall
not permitted;
decoys
the use
of an
automobile, airplane,
airplane, power
boat, sailboat,
sailboat, any boat
power boat,
an automobile,
use of
the
under
sail, any
any floating
floating device
device towed
towed by
by power
power boat
sailboat, or
boat or sailboat,
under sail,
any sinkbox
sinkbox (battery),
(battery), except
(batteries) may be used
sinkboxes (batteries)
that sinkboxes
except that
any
in
the taking
taking of
of migratory
waterfowl in
coastal sounds
bays
and bays
sounds and
in coastal
migratory waterfowl
in the
(including Back
Back Bay,
Princess Anne
County, State
State of
Virginia) and
and
of Virginia)
Anne County,
Bay, Princess
(including
other
waters; and
and nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to permit
the
permit the
coastal waters;
other coastal

1708
1708

PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,

Use of bait, etc.

vols 47,
Vol.
47, pp.
2477, 2482.

2442,

sailboat, or
device for
use of
of an
an airplane,
airplane, or
or a
a power
power boat,
boat, sailboat,
or other
other floating
floating device
for
the purpose
of concentrating,
driving, rallying,
migratory
the
purpose of
concentrating, driving,
rallying, or
or stirring
stirring up
up migratory
waterfowl;
waterfowl; and
mourning doves
doves shall
be taken
taken at,
on, over,
over, or
or
and mourning
shall not
not be
at, on,
yards of
place, area,
whatever whereat
within 100
100 yards
of any
any place,
area, or
or environment
environment whatever
whereat
or whereon has
scattered, or
distributed any
corn, wheat,
wheat,
has been placed,
placed, scattered,
or distributed
any corn,
or other
other grain,
food designed,
designed, intended,
intended, or
or effective
effective to
to
grain, salt,
salt, or
or other
other food
bait,
lure, attract,
or entice
entice such
doves.
bait, lure,
attract, or
such doves.
Regulation
4, "Open Seasons
Regulation 4,
Seasons on
on and
and Possession
of Certain
MigraPossession of
Certain Migratory Game Birds", is amended
amended to
to read
read as follows:

seasons.
Open seasons.

REGULATION 4.-OPEN
AND POSSESSION
REGULATION
4.—OPEN SEASONS
SEASONS ON
ON AND
POSSESSION or
CERTAIN
OF CERTAIN
MIGRATORY
M
IGRATORY GAME
GAMF, BIRDS
BIRDS

Timeconstrued.
Time construed.

For the
the purpose
of this
this regulation,
purpose of
regulation, each
each period
period of
of time
time herein
herein
prescribed
open season shall
prescribed as an open
construed to
include the
the first
first and
and
shall be
be construed
to include
fast
last days
days thereof.

Waterfowl (except
(except snow
snow geese
Waterfowl
geese and
brant in
in Florida
and all
States
and brant
Florida and
all States
bordering on the
north thereof
thereof bordering
Ocean, Ross's
Ross's goose,
wood
the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean,
goose, wood
duck, bufflehead
buffiehead duck,
and swans),
rails, coot,
coot, gallinules,
duck, ruddy-duck,
duck, and
swans), rails,
gallinules,
woodcock, Wilson's
doves and
and bandbandwoodcock,
Wilson's snipe
snipe or
or jacksnipe,
jacksnipe, mourning
mourning doves,
tailed pigeons
from half
half an
an hour
hour before
before sunrise
sunrise
pigeons may be taken
taken each
each day
day from
to
during the
therefor in
in this
this regulation,
to sunset
sunset during
the open
open seasons
seasons prescribed
prescribed therefor
regulation,
except
except that the
of hunting
hunting waterfowl,
waterfowl,
the hour for the
the commencement
commencement of
rails, gallinules, coot, and
and Wilson's
snipe on
on the
the opening
opening day
day of
Wilson's snipe
of the
the
season
season shall be 12 o'clock
o'clock noon; and
they may
be taken
taken by
by the
the means
means
and they
may be
and in the numbers permitted
permitted by regulations
and 55hereof,
hereof, respecregulations 3
3 and
respectively, and when
when so
possessed in
in the
the numbers
numbers permitted
permitted
so taken
taken may
may be
be possessed
by regulation 5
5 any day in any State, Territory,
Territory, or District during
during the
the
Hunting on
on refuges period
period constituting
the open
open season
Hunting
constituting the
season where
and for
for an
an additional
additional
where killed
killed and
forbidden.
period of
of 10
forbidden,
period
10 days
days next
succeeding said
but no
such bird
bird
next succeeding
said open
open season,
season, but
no such
shall be possessed
possessed in
Territory, or
or District
when such
such
in aaState, Territory,
District at
at aatime
time when
State,
or District
District prohibits
the possession
possession thereof.
thereof. Nothing
Nothing
State, Territory,
Territory, or
prohibits the
herein
deemed to permit the taking of migratory
herein shall be deemed
migratory birds
birds on
on any
any
Vol.4,p.
1222
refuge
Migratory Bird
Conservation Act
Vol.
45, p. 1222,
refuge established
established under
under the
the Migratory
Bird Conservation
Act of
of
U.S.C.,
Supp. VI, p.
u.s.C., sup. VI, p. February
February 18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1222-1226),
1222-1226), nor
nor on
any area
area of
of the
the United
on any
United
States
States set aside by any other law,
proclamation, or
or Executive
Executive order
order
law, proclamation,
for use as aawild-life
wild-life refuge except
except insofar as may be
be permitted
permitted by
by the
the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture under existing law, nor on
on any
any area
adjacent
area adjacent
to any such refuge
refuge when such
is designated
designated as
as aaclosed
closed area
area under
under
such area
area is
the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty
Treaty Act.
Act.
tGeographical
ltatefowl
snow geese
geese and
Geographical limltalimits,Wate7fowl (except
(except snow
and brant
in Florida
Florida and
States north
north
brant in
and all
all States
tlons.
thereof bordering
bordering on the Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean, Ross's goose, wood
wood duck, ruddy
duck, bufflehead duck, and swans), Wilson's snipe
snipe or
or jacksnipe,
jacksnipe, and
and
coot.-The open seasons
coot.—The
seasons for
snow geese
geese and
and brant
brunt
for waterfowl
waterfowl (except
(except snow
in Florida and all States
States north thereof
thereof bordering
on the
the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean,
bordering on
Boss's goose, wood duck, ruddy
ruddy duck, buffiehead
Ross's
and swans),
swans),
bufflehead duck,
duck, and
Wilson's snipe
be as
as follows:
follows:
snipe or
or jacksnipe,
jacksnipe, and
and coot
coot shall
shall be
In
In Maine, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, Vermont,
Vermont, Ohio, Michigan,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Iowa,' Nebraska, South
Iowa
South Dakota,
Dakota Montana,
Montana, Wyoming,
Wyoming ,Colorado,
Col
ora d
o,
Nevada, and that portion
Arizona comprising
comprising the counties
portion of Arizona
of
counties of
Mohave, Yavapai,
Mohave
aj
o, an
d Apache,
Ap ache,October
Oct
ob
er 1
1 to
to
Yavapai, Coconino,
Coconino, Nav
Navajo,
and
November
November 30;
30;
In
In Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
(except
New York (except
Long Island), Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania West
Kansas,
West Virginia,
Virginia, Illinois,
Illinois, Missouri,
Missouri, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Utah, Washington,
Washington, Oregon,
Oregon, Idaho
Idaho (except
(except in
in the
the counties
counties
of Benewah,
Benewah, Bonner, Boundary, Kootenai, and Shoshone),
of
Shoshone), and that
portion of New Mexico
Mexico lying north and
and west of aaline
beginning at
at the
the
line beginning
eastern boundary
boundary of the State where
where the
the Southern
Pacific Railroad
Railroad
Southern Pacific
Regulations extendea.

ednorth
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crosses
State line,
miles northeast
northeast of
of Nara
Nara Visa,
New Mexico;
crosses the
the State
line, four
four miles
Visa, New
Mexico;
thence following
following the center
center of the main Southern Pacific Railroad
Tucumcari, Santa
through the towns
towns of
of Tucumcari,
Santa Rosa, Vaughn,
Vaughn, Corona,
track through
and Carrizozo,
Carrizozo, to
of Tularosa,
Tularosa, New
Mexico, where
said
and
to the
the town
town of
New Mexico,
where said
track is
is crossed
crossed by
by State Highway
Highway No. 52; thence
thence west following
following said
track
Highway
Elephant Butte Dam, thence
thence following a
a line
Highway No. 52 to Elephant
running
the towns
of Hot
Hot Springs
Springs and
Hermosa to
to the
the
and Hermosa
towns of
running west
west through
through the
northeast
corner of Grant
thence continuing
continuing due west along
along
northeast corner
Grant County, thence
boundary line, October
October
the State
State boundary
the north
north line of
of Grant County
County to the
16
December 15;
15;
16 to
to December
comprising
In Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, North
Idaho comprising
and that
that portion of Idaho
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
In
the counties
counties of
Benewah, Bonner, Boundary,
Kootenai, and
and Shoshone,
Boundary, Kootenai,
the
of Benewah,
September
November 20;
to November
21 to
September 21
In
of New
Island, and in DelaDelaYork known
known as Long Island,
New York
portion of
In that
that portion
ware,
Indiana, Kentucky,
portion of Texas
Texas lying
that portion
and that
California, and
Kentucky, California,
ware, Indiana,
west
and north
north of a
beginning on the
Grande directly west of
the Rio Grande
a line beginning
west and
the town
town of
of Del
thence east
town of Del Rio;
east to the town
Rio, Texas;
Texas; thence
Del Rio,
the
thence
easterly following
following the
main track of the Southern
of the main
center of
the center
thence easterly
Pacific
Railroad through
through the
the towns
towns of
of Spofford,
Spofford, Uvalde,
Uvalde, and Hondo;
Pacific Railroad
thence to
the point
where the
Railroad crosses
crosses the
the
Pacific Railroad
Southern Pacific
the Southern
point where
to the
thence
Antonio;
San Antonio;
International &
Great Northern
Railroad at
near San
at or near
Northern Railroad
& Great
International
thence
following the
& Great
Great
International &
of said
said International
the track
track of
of the
the center
center of
thence following
Northern Railroad
Railroad in
direction, to
to the
the point
point in the city
city of
easterly direction,
in an
an easterly
Northern
International &
Austin where
it joins
joins Congress
Avenue, near
near the International
&
Congress Avenue,
where it
Austin
Great
Northern Railroad
depot; thence
Congress Avenue to
across Congress
thence across
Railroad depot;
Great Northern
Railroad
the center
center of
of the
main track
track of
Houston &
Texas Central
Central Railroad
& Texas
of the
the Houston
the main
the
where
track joins
joins said
said Congress
Avenue, at
at or
or near
the Houston
Houston
near the
Congress Avenue,
said track
where said
& Texas
depot; thence
the center
center line of
following the
thence following
Railroad depot;
Central Railroad
Texas Central
&
the track
track of
of said
said Houston
Houston &
in an
an easterly
easterly
Railroad in
Central Railroad
Texas Central
& Texas
the
direction through
towns of
of Elgin,
Brenham, to the
and Brenham,
Giddings, and
Elgin, Giddings,
the towns
through the
direction
point
where said
the Brazos
thence with
with the
the
River; thence
Brazos River;
crosses the
railroad crosses
said railroad
point where
center of
of said
said Brazos
a general
general northerly
direction to the
northerly direction
in a
River in
Brazos River
center
point
on said
where the
the Beaumont
of the
Colorado
the Gulf,
Gulf, Colorado
branch of
Beaumont branch
river where
said river
point on
&
Santa Fe
Fe Railway
the same;
center of the
the center
with the
thence with
same; thence
crosses the
Railway crosses
& Santa
track
Colorado & Santa
Railway in an easterly
easterly
Santa Fe Railway
Gulf, Colorado
said Gulf,
of the
the said
track of
direction through
through the
Montgomery, and
and Conroe,
Conroe,
Navasota, Montgomery,
of Navasota,
the towns
towns of
direction
to
at or
or near
Cleveland where
where said Gulf, Colorado
Colorado &
& Santa
Santa
near Cleveland
point at
to the
the point
Fe
the Houston
Houston East
East &
& West
Railroad; thence
thence
West Texas
Texas Railroad;
crosses the
Fe Railroad
Railroad crosses
with
the center
center of
East &
& West
West Texas
Railroad track
track to
Texas Railroad
said Houston
Houston East
of said
with the
the
point in
said line
it strikes
line, November
November 1
1
Louisiana line,
the Louisiana
strikes the
where it
line where
in said
the point
to
December 31;
31;
to December
In
New Jersey,
Jersey, Maryland,
Carolina,
South Carolina,
Carolina, South
North Carolina,
Virginia, North
Maryland, Virginia,
In New
Georgia,
Alabama, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Arkansas,
Arkansas, Louisiana,
and
Louisiana, and
Tennessee, Mississippi,
Georgia, Alabama,
Navajo,
Arizona
(except in
of Apache,
Apache, Coconino,
Mohave, Navajo,
Coconino, Mohave,
the counties
counties of
in the
Arizona (except
and
Yavapai), and
those portions
lying
Mexico lying
New Mexico
and New
of Texas
Texas and
portions of
in those
and in
and Yavapai),
south and
of the
the lines
lines above
November 16
16 to
to JanuJanudescribed, November
above described,
east of
and east
south
ary
15;
ary 15;
In
Florida, November
to January
15; and
and
January 15;
20 to
November 20
In Florida,
In
Alaska, September
September 1
1to
October 31.
31.
to October
In Alaska,
Rails
Rails and
and gallinules
open season
sora and Rails
season for sora
coot).-The open
(ercept coot).—The
gallinules (ercept
Rails
other
rails
and
gallinules
(except
coot)
shall
be
from
September
1
to
other rails and gallinules (except coot) shall be from September 1 to
November
30, except
as follows:
follows:
except as
November 30,
In
December 15;
In Massachusetts
Massachusetts, October 11to December
In
Washington, October
October 1
1to November
30;
November 30;
In Washington,
In
New York
York (except
October 16
16 to
to December
15;
December 15;
Island), October
Long Island),
(except Long
In New
In
portion of
New York
to
November 11to
Island, November
Long Island,
York known as Long
of New
that portion
In that
December 31;
December
November 20;
September 21 to November
Wisconsin, September
In Wisconsin,
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In Louisiana,
November 1
31; and
In
Louisiana, November
1 to
to January
January 31;
and
In the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, no
no open
In
District of
open season.
season.

Woodcock.-The open seasons for woodcock shall be as follows:

In
Woodcock.—The
that portion of
open
Newseasons
York lying
for woodcock
north of shall
the tracks
be as of
follows:
the main

In that portion of New York lying north of the tracks of the main
line of
of the
extending from
from Buffalo
line
the New
New York
York Central
Central Railroad
Railroad extending
Buffalo to
to
Albany and
of the
tracks of
of the
the main
line of
the Boston
Albany
and north
north of
the tracks
main line
of the
Boston &
&
Albany Railroad
Railroad extending
from Albany
Albany to
to the
State
Albany
extending from
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts State
line, and
Hamphsire, Vermont,
Dakota,
line,
and in
in Maine,
Maine, New
New Hamphsire,
Vermont, and
and North
North Dakota,
October
31;
October 1
1 to
to October
October 31;
In
In Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, September
September 23
23 to
to October
October 22;
22;
In
New York
lying south
south of
of the
line above
described
In that
that portion
portion of
of New
York lying
the line
above described
including Long Island and in New
including
New Jersey,
Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Ohio, IndiIndiana, Michigan,
Michigan, and
and Iowa,
October 15
15 to
to November
14;
ana,
Iowa, October
November 14;
Rhode Island,
Island, and
Connecticut, October
to
In Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, Rhode
and Connecticut,
October 20
20 to
November 19;
November
19;
10 to
to December
December 10;
In Missouri, November
November 10
10;
In Delaware,
Delaware, Maryland,
Maryland, Virginia,
Virginia, West
Kentucky, ArkanIn
West Virginia,
Virginia, Kentucky,
Arkansas,
and Oklahoma,
November 15
15 to
to December
15; and
sas, and
Oklahoma, November
December 15;
and
North Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
In North
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Mississippi,
to December
31.
and Louisiana,
Louisiana, December
December 1
1 to
December 31.
Doves.-The
Doves.—The open seasons for mourning
mourning doves shall be as
as follows:
Kentucky, Illinois,
Illinois,
In Delaware,
Delaware, Maryland,
Maryland, Virginia,
Virginia, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri,
Minnesota,
Missouri, Arkansas,
A/rkansas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, New
New
Mexico,
Utah, Arizona,
Arizona, California,
Nevada, Idaho,
Mexico, Utah,
California, Nevada,
Idaho, and
and Oregon,
Oregon,
December 15;
September 1
1 to
to December
15;
In that portion
Texas lying
lying west
west and
and north
north of
In
portion of
of Texas
of a
a line
line beginning
beginning
directly west
of the
of Del
Del Rio,
Texas; thence
thence
on the
the Rio Grande
Grande directly
west of
the town
town of
Rio, Texas;
east to the town
easterly following
the center
center of
of
town of
of Del
Del Rio; thence
thence easterly
following the
the main track of the Southern Pacific
Railroad through the towns
Pacific Railroad
towns
of Spofford, Uvalde,
Uvalde, and Hondo;
Hondo; thence
thence to the point
point where
where the
the
Southern Pacific Railroad
Railroad crosses
the International
& Great
Southern
crosses the
International &
Great Northern
Northern
Railroad
Railroad at or near San Antonio; thence
thence following
center of
of the
the
following the center
track of
International &
Northern Railroad
in an
track
of said
said International
& Great
Great Northern
Railroad in
an easterly
easterly
direction,
direction, to the point in
Austin where
where it
in the city
city of Austin
it joins
joins Congress
Congress
Avenue, near the International
International &
& Great
depot;
Avenue,
Great Northern
Northern Railroad
Railroad depot;
thence across
Congress Avenue
the center
the main
track of
of the
the
across Congress
Avenue to
to the
center of
of the
main track
Houston & Texas Central
Central Railroad
Railroad where
where said track
track joins
joins said Congress Avenue,
Avenue, at or near the Houston & Texas Central Railroad
Railroad
depot; thence following
following the
of said
said Houston
the center line
line of
of the track of
Houston &
&
Texas Central Railroad in an easterly direction
towns
direction through
through the towns
of Elgin, Giddings, and
railroad
and Brenham,
Brenham, to
to the point
point where
where said
said railroad
crosses the Brazos
thence with
with the
the center
center of
said Br
az o
s River
River
Brazos River;
River; thence
of said
Brazos
in aa general northerly direction to the point on said river where the
Beaumont
Beaumont branch of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
crosses
Santa Fe
Fe Railway
Railway crosses
the same; thence with the
center of the
the track
of the
said Gulf,
Gulf, Colothe center
track of
the said
Colorado & Santa Fe Railway
Railway in an easterly direction through the towns
of Navasota, Montgomery,
Montgomery, and Conroe, to the point at or
or near
near
Cleveland
Cleveland where
& Santa
Fe Railway
Railway crosses
the
where said
said Gulf,
Gulf, Colorado
Colorado &
Santa Fe
crosses the
Houston
Houston East & West Texas Railway;
Railway; thence with the center of
of
said Houston East & West
to the
point in
in said
West Texas Railway
Railway track to
the point
said
line where it
it strikes the Louisiana
Louisiana line,
to October
October 31;
line, September
September 11to
31;
In that portion of Texas
Texas lying south and east
aforesaid line,
east of the
the aforesaid
line,
October 1
1to
November 30;
October
to November
30;
In .North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
Alabama (except in
Mobile, Baldwin, and Washington
W ashington Counties), Mississippi, and Louisiana, September 11to September
September 30 and November
November 20 to January 31;
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In
comprising Mobile, Baldwin,
In that portion of Alabama
Alabama comprising
Baldwin, and
and
Washington Counties and in
comprising all
portion of
of Florida
Florida comprising
Washington
in that portion
1 to January 31;
counties
counties west of the Ochlockonee
Ochlockonee River, November 1
31;
In
In Florida (except in Dade, Monroe, and Broward
Broward Counties
Counties and all
November 20 to January
counties west of the Ochlockonee
Ochlockonee River),
River), November
counties
31, and
31;
and
In that
portion of
comprising Dade,
Monroe, and Broward
Broward
Florida comprising
Dade, Monroe,
In
that portion
of Florida
Counties,
September 16
16 to
to November
15.
November 15.
Counties, September
Band-tailed pigeons.—The
open seasons
seasons for
for band-tailed
band-tailed pigeons
pigeons
pigeons.-The open
Band-tailed
shall be
as follows:
shall
be as
follows:
In
California and Arizona, December 1
In California
1 to December
December 15;
15;
In
New Mexico,
Mexico, November
15; and
and
November 15;
November 11to
to November
In New
In
In Washington
Washington and Oregon, October 16 to October 30.
"Daily Bag and Possession Limits on Certain MigraRegulation
Regulation 5, "Daily
tory
Game Birds",
Birds", is
read as
as follows:
follows:amen
to read
is amended
amended to
tory Game
REGULATION
ON CERTAIN
CERTAIN
LIMITS ON
AND POSSESSION
POSSESSION LIMITS
BAG AND
5.-DAILY BAG
REGULATION 5.—DAILY
M IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS
BIRDSlimits.
MIGRATORY

Band-tailed pigeons.

Vol. 47, pp.
2;2?larnender.

Bag and

2441,
2441,

possession
possession

A person
person may
may take
take in
in any
any one
one day
day during
open seasons
seasons preduring the
the open
A
scribed therefor
therefor in
in regulation
regulation 4
numbers of
4 not to exceed
exceed the following numbers
scribed
all birds taken by
migratory game
game birds,
include all
birds, which numbers shall include
migratory
any
person who
hire accompanies
taking
in taking
assists him in
or assists
accompanies or
who for
for hire
other person
any other
of ducks,
ducks, geese,
migratory
birds; and
th case
geese, brant, woodcock, and
in thb
case of
and m
migratory birds;
band-tailed
pigeons, when
when so
so taken
taken these
these may
possessed in
in the
the
be possessed
may be
band-tailed pigeons,
numbers specified
specified as follows:
numbers
Ducks
wood duck,
duck, ruddy
ruddy duck,
duck, and
bujilehead duck).—Twelve
duck).-Twelve Ducks.
and bufflehead
(except wood
Ducks (except
ducks, and not
5
eider
more
than
not
of all
all kinds, but
in
aggregate of
5
the aggregate
in the
speciesof the
the following
following species—
more
than 8
8of
of any
one, or
in the aggregate,
aggregate, of
or 8
8 in
any one,
more than
canvasback,
scaup, lesser
lesser scaup,
scaup, ringneck,
blue-wing
ringneck, blue-wing
greater scaup,
redhead, greater
canvasback, redhead,
teal,
green-wing teal,
teal, cinnamon
teal, shoveler,
and gadwall-may
gadwall—may be
be
shoveler, and
cinnamon teal,
teal, green-wing
taken
in any
one day;
day; and
and any
person at
at any
one time
possess
may possess
time may
any one
any person
any one
taken in
but not more
not more
more than
than 24
24 ducks
aggregate of
more
all kinds, but
of all
in the
the aggregate
ducks in
not
than 10
10 eider
eider ducks
and not
than 16
any one,
one, or 16 in the
of any
16 of
more than
not more
ducks and
than
aggregate,
following species-canvasback,
species—canvasback, redhead,
redhead, greater
greater
the following
of the
aggregate, of
cinnascaup,
lesser scaup,
blue-wing teal,
teal, green-wing
green-wing teal,
teal, cinnaringneck, blue-wing
scaup, ringneck,
scaup, lesser
mon
teal, shoveler,
shoveler, and
gadwall.
and gadwall.
mon teal,
(leese and brant.
hrant.
Geese and
and brant
brant (except
geese and
and brant
all States ()eese
and all
Floridaand
brant in
in Florida
snow geese
(except snow
Geese
north
thereof bordering
the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean,
and Ross's
goose).-Four
Ross's goose).—Four
Ocean, and
on the
bordering on
north thereof
in
aggregate of
of all
any person
person at
at any
any one time may
and any
all kinds,
kinds, and
in the
the aggregate
possess not
not more
more than
geese and brant in
aggregate of all kinds.
in the
the aggregate
than 88geese
possess
etc.
Rails
and gallinules
gallinules (except
sora and
and coot).-Twenty-five
coot).—Twenty-five in the
the Rails, etc.
(except sora
Rails and
aggregate
of
all
kinds,
but
not
more
than
15
of
any
one
species.
species.
one
of
any
15
than
more
aggregate of all kinds, but not
Sora.—Twenty-five.
Sora.-Twenty-five.
Coot.
Twenty-five.
Coot.-Twenty-five.
Wilson's snipe
or jacksnipe.-Twenty.
jacksnipe.—Twenty.
snipe or
Wilson's
Woodcock.—Four, and
person at
at any
any one
one time
may possess not
not
time may
any person
and any
Woodcock.-Four,
more
more than 12.
Doves (mourning).-Eighteen.
(mourning).—Eighteen.
Doves
and any person at any one time may
Band-tailed pigeons.—Ten,
pigeons.-Ten, and
Band-tailed
possess not
not more
more than
10.
than 10.
possess
The possession
apply as
to Importations.
well to
as well
shall apply
prescribed shall
hereinbefore prescribed
limits hereinbefore
possession limits
The
ducks,
geese,
brant,
woodcock,
and
band-tailed
pigeons
taken
in
ducks, geese, brant, woodcock, and band-tailed pigeons taken in
Canada and
and brought
the United
United
into the
brought into
countries and
foreign countries
other foreign
and other
Canada
States as
as to
those taken
taken in
the United
States.
United States.
in the
to those
States
Vol. 47, pp. 2442,
2442,
Regulation 6,
6, "Shipment,
Transportation, and
Cer- 2522, amended.
of Cerand Possession
Possession of
"Shipment, Transportation,
Regulation
tain
Migratory
Game
Birds
",
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
tain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows:
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Shipment,
REGULATION 6.-SHIPMENT,
6.--SHIPMENT, TRANSPORTATION,
AND POSSESSION
POSSESSION OF
OF
TRANSPORTATION, AND
Shipment, transpor- REGULATION
talon, and
and possession.
possession.
tation,
CERTAIN
BIRDS
CERTAIN MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS

Additional
Additional
tions.

restric-

Waterfowl (except
snow geese
Florida and
and all
Waterfowl
(except snow
geese and
and brant
brant in
in Florida
all States
States

goose, wood
north thereof
thereof bordering
bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, Ross's
Ross's goose,.
wood
duck, ruddy
ruddy duck,
duck, buffiehead
duck, and
gallmules,
rails, coot,
coot, gallinules,
swans), rails,
and swans),
bufflehead duck,
duck,
woodcock, Wilson's
or jacksnipe,
jacksnipe, mourning
bandand banddoves, and
mourning doves,
snipe or
Wilson's snipe
woodcock,
tailed pigeons
thereof legally
legally taken
taken may
transported. in
m
be transported
may :be
parts thereof
and parts
pigeons and
tailed
any manner
manner in
or out
of the
during the
respective
taken during
the respective
the State
State where
where taken
in or
out of
any
open seasons
seasons in
that State
State and
and when
legally taken
in and
and exported
exported
when legally
taken in
in that
open
from Canada
Canada may
the United
United States
during the
open
the open
States during
into the
may be
be imported
imported into
from
season in
in the
where taken;
taken; but
but not
more than
number
than the
the number
not more
Province where
season
the Province
thereof
may be
taken in
in 22 days,
or 1
day in
case of
bandof band1 day
in the
the case
be taken
days, or
thereof that
that may
tailed
the case
by one
one person
person under
under
case of
of woodcock,
woodcock, by
or 3
3 days
days in
in the
tailed pigeons,
pigeons, or
in one calendar
these
transported by
calendar
person in
by one person
shall be
be transported
these regulations
regulations shall
week
of the
State where
where taken
taken or
or from
from Canada
Canada into
into the
the United
United
week out
out of
the State
States;
any such
or parts
parts thereof
transit .during
the open
open
States; any
such birds
birds or
thereof in
in transit
during the
season may
continue in
in transit
transit such
such additional
additional time
time immediately
immediately sucseason
may continue
ceeding such
season, not
not to
to exceed
exceed 55days, necessary
necessary to
to deliver
deliver
ceeding
such open
open season,
in any
any State,
the same
same to
to their
their destination,
destination, and may
may be
be possessed
possessed in
State,
Territory,
open season
season
Territory, or
or District
District during
during the
the period
period constituting
constituting the
the open
killed, and for
additional period
period of
10 days
days next
next succeeding
succeeding
where killed,
for an additional
of 10
said,
and any
any package
in which
such birds
or parts
said open
open season;
season; and
package in
which such
birds or
parts
thereof
transported shall
thereof are transported
shall have the name
name and address of the
shipper and
of the
the consignee
and an
an accurate
accurate statement
of the
shipper
and of
consignee and
statement of
the numbers
numbers
thereof contained
and kinds of birds or parts
parts thereof
contained therein clearly
clearly and
and
conspicuously marked on the
but no
no such
or
conspicuously
the outside thereof; but
such birds or
parts thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be transported
transported from
from any State, Territory, or Disparts
trict
trict to or
or through
through another
another State, Territory,
Territory, or .District
District or to or
or
through a
a Province
Province of the Dominion of Canada contrary
contrary to
to the
the laws
of
State, Territory,
District in
in which
they were
taken or
or from
from
of the
the State,
Territory, or
or District
which they
were taken
which they are transported;
transported; nor
nor shall
thereof
shall any
any such birds or
or parts
parts thereof
be transported
transported into
be
Territory, or District from
another
into any
any State, Territory,
from another
State, Territory,
Territory, or District,
Dominion of
of Canada,
Canada,
District, or Province
Province of the
the Dominion
or from
any State,
any Province
of the
the
or
from any
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or District
District into
into any
Province of
Dominion of Canada, at
at a
a time
time when
:when any such State, Territory, or
or
District, or Province
Province of the Dominion of
of Canada into
into which they
they are
transported
prohibits the
possession or
transportation thereof.
thereof.
transported prohibits
the possession
or transportation
Migratory game
Migratory
game birds
than, Canada.Canada.—
Migrat
gamgame
birds imported
importedfrom
from countries other
other than
bMigratory
Migratory game birds of a
a species
which an open season is preMigratory
species for which
prescribed by regulation
regulation 4, lawfully taken in and exported
exported from aaforeign
foreign
country
country (other than
than Canada,
Canada, for which provision
provision is hereinbefore
hereinbefore made),
made),
may be transported
transported to and possessed
possessed in any State of the United States
during the open
prescribed by regulation 4
4 in such State for
open season
season prescribed
for
a period of
that species and for a
immediately succeeding
such
of 10
10 days
days immediately
succeeding such
open season, and
and in the District of Columbia
Columbia during the open season
season
prescribed for Maryland
Maryland and 10
so prescribed
numbers in
any
10 days
days thereafter,
thereafter, in numbers
in any
exceeding those permitted
permitted to be taken in 22days
one calendar week
week not exceeding
days
by regulation
regulation 5, or possessed
possessed at any one time, as the case may be, if
if
transportation and possession
transportation
possession of such birds is not prohibited by the
laws of such State
imported and
State or District and if imported
and transported
transported in
packages
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
packages marked
marked as
as hereinbefore
Vo.
4O, P.
181.
Paragraph
vol. 40,
p. 1810.
Paragraph 11of
"Permits to
to Propagate
Propagate and
and Sell
of regulation
regulation 8,
8, "Permits
Sell MiMigratory
W aterfowl", is
gratory Waterfowl",
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Migratory waterfowl.
waterfowl.
1 A person
Migrotory
1
person may take at any time migratory
migratory waterfowl
waterfowl and their
their
Permats to
propagate, etc.
purposes when authorized
eggs for propagating
by
propagatin. purposes
authorized by aapermit issued
issued by
the Secretary. Waterfowl
Waterfowl and their eggs
eggs so taken
taken may be possessed
possessed
by the pernuttee
permittee and may
transported by him for propmay be
be sold and transported
propagating
agating purposes
purposes to any person
person holding aapermit issued by the SecreSecretary in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of this regulation.
ons.
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The
first paragraph
paragraph of
regulation 9,
9, "Permits
Vol. 47,
47, p. 2443.
"Permits to Collect Migratory Vol.
of regulation
The first
Birds for
for Scientific
amended to read as follows:
Purposes", is amended
Scientific Purposes",
Birds
Permits
migratory birds and their
time migratory
A
their nests and Pe
rmits forcollecting
for collecting
may take at any time
person may
A person
eggs
scientific .purposes
authorized by
by a
a permit
permit issued by pecimens.
when authorized
purposes when
for scientific
eggs for
his person
person when he is
the
which permit
permit shall
shall be carried
carried on his
the Secretary,
Secretary, which
person
collecting
thereunder and
and shall
shall be
exhibited to any person
be exhibited
specimens thereunder
collecting specimens
herein shall be deemed
requesting to
to see
see the
the same;
same; except
except that nothing
deemed
nothing herein
requesting
to
migratory game bird on any
any day from
any migratory
taking of any
the taking
to permit
permit the
migratory game
or the
the taking of migratory
sunset
hour before
before sunrise
sunrise or
one-half hour
to one-half
sunset to
automobile, airplane,
birds
with a
larger than
or from
from an automobile,
airplane,
gauge or
than 10 gauge
a gun
gun larger
birds with
power
boat, sailboat,
sailboat, or
under sail.
any boat
boat under
or any
power boat,
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresi- Approval
Ip i
oroval of amendD. ROOSEVELT,
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
and proclaim
dent
the United
States of
of America,
hereby approve
approve and
proclaim
do hereby
America, do
United States
of the
dent of
the
foregoing amendatory
amendatory regulations.
regulations.
the foregoing
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
I have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused
of the
the United
States to be affixed.
United States
seal of
the seal
caused the
day of September, in
DONE
the City
Washington this 11"
11" day
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE at
the
nineteen hundred
thirty-three, and
and thirty-three,
hundred and
Lord nineteen
of our
our Lord
year of
the year
[sEAL1 of
Independence of the United States
States of America the
of the Independence
[SEAL]
one
fifty-eighth.
hundred and fifty-eighth.
one hundred
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
s

.

m

ts.

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

[No. 2057]
2057]
[No.

TRANS-JORDAN)
COPYRIGHT—PALESTINE (
EXCLUDING TRANS-J
ORDAN)
(EXCLUDING
COPYRIGHT-PALESTINE
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

September 29, 1933.

September 29, 1033.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
it is
is provided
provided by the
approved March
the act of Congress approved
WHEREAS it
4, 1909
320, 35
Stat. 1075-1088),
entitled "AN
To amend
amend
ACT To
"AN ACT
1075-1088), entitled
35 Stat.
(ch. 320,
1909 (ch.
4,
copyright
the copyright
and
Acts respecting
respecting copyright",
that the
copyright", that
the Acts
consolidate the
and consolidate
secured by
by the
the act,
except the
section 1(c)
1(e) thereof
thereof as
as
under section
benefits under
the benefits
act, except
secured
to
which special
special conditions
are imposed,
imposed, shall
the work of
extend to the
shall extend
conditions are
to which
an
author or
who is
is a
citizen or
subject of
foreign state
state or
of aaforeign
or subject
a citizen
proprietor who
or proprietor
an author
nation,
only upon
upon certain
conditions set
forth in
in section
section 8
of the
the act,
8 of
set forth
certain conditions
nation, only
to wit:
"(a) When
an alien
alien author
author or
be domiciled
domiciled within
shall be
or proprietor
proprietor shall
When an
"(a)
the United
United States
the time
time of
publication of
of his
his work;
or
work; or
first publication
of the
the first
at the
States at
the
"(b) When
When the
state or
or nation
nation of
author or
or
such author
which such
of which
foreign state
the foreign
"(b)
proprietor
is a
acitizen
citizen or
or subject
by treaty,
convention,
treaty, convention,
either by
grants, either
subject grants,
proprietor is
agreement,
law, to
to citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
States the
copybenefit of copythe benefit
United States
or law,
agreement, or
right
substantially the
same basis
as to
to its
its own
citizens, or
copyor copyown citizens,
basis as
the same
on substantially
right on
right
substantially equal
to the
secured to such
protection secured
the protection
equal to
protection substantially
right protection
foreign
Act or
or by
treaty; or
when such
such foreign
foreign state
state
or when
by treaty;
this Act
under this
author under
foreign author
or
party to
international agreement
provides for
for
which provides
agreement which
an international
to an
is a
a party
nation is
or nation
reciprocity
the granting
granting of
of copyright,
by the
of which
agreewhich agreeterms of
the terms
copyright, by
in the
reciprocity in
ment
States may,
at its
its pleasure,
pleasure, become
thereto";
party thereto";
become aaparty
may, at
United States
the United
ment the
and
and
WHEREAS
is provided
provided by
by section
1(e) that
that the
of the
the
provisions of
the provisions
section l(e)
it is
WHEREAS it
act
"so far
far as
they secure
secure copyright
controlling the
of instruparts of
the parts
copyright controlling
as they
act "so
mechanically the .musical
ments
reproduce mechanically
musical work, shall
to reproduce
serving to
ments serving
include only
only compositions
published and
and copyrighted
after this
this Act
Act
copyrighted after
compositions published
include
goes
effect, and
shall not
not include
the works
aforeign
or
author or
foreign author
of a
works of
include the
and shall
into effect,
goes into

'opyrights.
Preamble.
Vol. 33, p. 1073.

'i.

v,,. :,. p. 1075.

Vol. 35, 5. 1077.
35, p. 1077.
Vol.

1714
1714

Protection
of, by
by
Protection of,
Palestine
(excluding
Palestine
(excluding
mg
Trans-Jordan).
rans-Jordan).

Benefits extended to
(excludingg Trans-Jor(excludin
den).
dan).
Vol. 35,
pp. 1075,
1075,
Vol.
35, pp.
1077.
1077.

Beitnefi"tsof
xtended
citizens
Palestine
citizens
of Palestine

Conditions.
Conditions.

Mechanicalmusic
reMechanical
music reproductions.

PROCLAMATIONS,
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
composer unless the
or nation
of which
which such
the foreign
foreign state or
nation of
such author
author or
or
composer is a
grants, either
convention,
a citizen
citizen or subject
subject grants,
either by
by treaty,
treaty, convention,
agreement, or
citizens of
rights";
or law,
law, to
to citizens
of the
the United
United States
States similar
similar rights";
and
and
WHEREAS the President is authorized
authorized by
determine
by section
section 8
8 to
to determine
proclamation made
by proclamation
the existence
of the
reciprocal
made from
from time to
to time the
existence of
the reciprocal
conditions aforesaid,
aforesaid, as the purposes
purposes of the act may
may require;
require; and
and
WHEREAS satisfactory official
official assurances
been received
received that
assurances have
have been
that
on
1933, citizens
citizens of
United States
be
on and
and after
after October
October 1,
1, 1933,
of the
the United
States will
will be
entitled
to obtain
obtain copyright
copyright for
for their
their works
Palestine (excluding
(excluding
entitled to
works in
in Palestine
Trans-Jordan) which is
Trans-Jordan)
the protection
protection afforded
afforded
is substantially
substantially equal
equal to
to the
by the copyright laws of the
including rights
similar to
the United
United States,
States, including
rights similar
to
those
by section
section 1(e);
those provided
provided by
1(e);
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
President of
the United
States of
dent
of the
United States
of America,
and proclaim:
America, do
do declare
declare and
proclaim:
That
on and
October 1,
the conditions
seeThat on
and after
after October
1, 1933,
1933, the
conditions specified
specified in
in sec8(b)
l(e)
tion 8
(b) and 1
(e) of the act of March
4, 1909,
be fulMarch 4,
1909, will
will exist
exist and
and be
fulfilled in respect
respect of the citizens of Palestine
Palestine (excluding
Trans-Jordan)
(excluding Trans-Jordan)
and that on and after October 1,
1933, citizens
of Palestine
(excluding
1, 1933,
citizens of
Palestine (excluding
Trans-Jordan) shall be entitled
Trans-Jordan)
to all
of this
this act
entitled to
all the
the benefits
benefits of
act and
and acts
acts
amendatory
amendatory thereof:
thereof:
Provided,
any work
Provided, That the enjoyment by
by any
work of
rights and
of the
the rights
and benebenefits conferred by the act of March
March 4,
4, 1909,
and the
1909, and
the acts
acts amendatory
amendatory
thereof, shall be conditional upon compliance
compliance with
with the
the requirements
requirements
and formalities prescribed
prescribed with respect
such works
works by
by the
the copyright
copyright
respect to
to such
laws of
of the United
United States;
States;
And provided further,
further, That the provisions
section 1
l(e)
the act
And
provisions of section
(e) of
of the
act
of March
March 4,
4, 1909,
of
1909, insofar
insofar as
as they
controlling parts
they secure
secure copyright
copyright controlling
parts of
of
instruments
reproduce mechanically musical
instruments serving to reproduce
musical works shall
shall
published after
after July
July 1,
1, 1909,
1909, and
registered
apply only to compositions
compositions published
and registered
for copyright in the United States
have not
not been
States which have
been reproduced
reproduced
within the United
United States prior
1, 1933,
1933, on
contrivance
prior to
to October
October 1,
on any
any contrivance
by means
means of which the work may be
mechanically performed.
performed.
be mechanically
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at
the City
City of
of Washington
this 29
29 day
day of
DONE
at the
Washington this
of September,
September, in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three,
[SEAL] and of the Independence
[SEAL]
Independence of the
America
the United
United States
States of
of America
the one hundred and fifty-eighth.
By
President:
By the
the President:
CORDELL H
CORDELL
ULL
HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

[No. 20581
20581

ARMISTICE DAY-1933
ARMISTICE
DAY-1933
October 11,1933.
1933.
October,

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Armistice
AistieDay,933.
Preamble. Day, 1933.

WHEREAS
November 1918 mar
marked
cessation
WHEREAS the 11th of November
ked the
the cessat
i
on of
of

the most destructive, sanguinary,
sanguinary, and far-reaching war in human
annals; and
and
annals;
recurring anniversary of this day
WHEREAS it
it is fitting that the recurring
should be commemorated by exercises designed to perpetuate peace
peace
through good will and mutual understanding
understanding between
between nations; and
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Vol. 44, p. 1982.

Senate and
WHEREAS by
by concurrent
resolution of
of the
the Senate
and the House Vol. 44 p. 1982.
concurrent resolution
WHEREAS
a
of Representatives,
the President
requested to issue a
was requested
President was
1926, the
in 1926,
Representatives, in
of
proclamation
for
the
observance
of
Armistice
Day:
Day:
Armistice
of
observance
proclamation for the
display of
of
Directing display
President flagDirecting
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
and inviting obNOW,
servance of, on Novemsaid resolution,
of the
the United
United States
of America,
in pursuance
pursuance of
the said
resolution, servanceof,
of the
America, in
States of
of
ber 11, 1933.
do hereby
that the
of the
United States be displayed on all ber 11' 1933.
the United
flag of
the flag
order that
hereby order
do
Government buildings
buildings on
November 11, 1933, and do
Saturday, November
on Saturday,
Government
invite the
the people
people of
of the
the United
States to
to observe
day in schools
the day
observe the
United States
invite
ceremonies
and
churches, or
suitable places,
places, with
appropriate ceremonies
with appropriate
other suitable
in other
or in
and churches,
the
expressive
of
our
gratitude
for
peace
and
our
desire
continuance
for
desire
our
and
peace
for
gratitude
our
of
expressive
of friendly
relations with
peoples.
other peoples.
all other
with all
friendly relations
of
IN
WITNESS
WHEREOF,
I
have hereunto
set my
and
my hand and
hereunto set
have
I
WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
States to
be affixed.
to be
United States
the United
of the
seal of
caused the
t h day of
DONE at
of Washington
11th
October, in the
day of October,
this 11
Washington this
City of
the City
at the
DONE
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
America the
of America
States of
United States
the United
of the
Independence of
of
[SEAL]
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
one

D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
the President:
By
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL

Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
[No. 2059]
2059]
[No.

NICOLET NATIONAL
FOREST--WIscONSIN
NATIONAL FOREST-WISCONSIN
NICOLET
BY
BY

AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE

November 13,
1933.
13, 1933.
November

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Nicolet National
National
Nicolet
set Forest.
were set
WHEREAS
of March
March 2,
2, 1933,
1933, there
there were
proclamation of
by proclamation
WHEREAS by
Preamble.
which
lands
certain
Wisconsin
apart
as
the
Nicolet
National
Forest
in
'Wisconsin
certain
which
in
Forest
National
Nicolet
the
apart as
Vol. 47, p. 2559.
of VoL
States of
had been
or might
thereafter be
be acquired
acquired by
United States
the United
by the
Vol. 47.
36, pP.25Sl.
961; Vol.
might thereafter
been or
had
4
43,
p.
654.
.
f,5
p.
43,
1,
approved
America
under
authority
of
the
act
of
Congress
March
1,
Congress
of
act
the
of
authority
p. 424.
America under
. 424
s
1911 (ch.
186, 36
36 Stat.
961, U.S.C.,
sec. 516),
516), as amended
16, sec.
title 16,
U.S.C., title
Stat. 961,
(ch. 186,
1911
together
515),
sec.
June
7,
1924
(ch.
348,43
Stat.
653,
U.S.C.,
title
16,
515),
together
16,
title
U.S.C.,
653,
Stat.
43
June 7, 1924 (ch. 348,
with
adjoining public
lands; and
public lands;
certain adjoining
with certain
to
WHEREAS
it appears
that it
it would
would be
in the
the public
public interest to
be in
appears that
WHEREAS it
modify
of the
national forest
forest by including therein
said national
the said
boundaries of
the boundaries
modify the
certain forest
forest lands
which have
been or
or may be acquired
acquired under
under
have been
lands which
certain
authority
of said
said acts
acts of
March 1,
1, 1911,
1911, and June
June 7, 1924,
1924, and certain
of March
authority of
adjoining
public lands,
lands, and
and by
transferring the
the Flambeau
Flambeau and Moquah
Moquah
by transferring
adjoining public
units
heretofore
forming
part
of
the
said
national
forest
to the
national
said
the
of
part
forming
heretofore
units
Chequamegon National
National Forest:
Chequanmegon
Area
modified.
Area modified.
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
President Vol
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
Vol. 26, p. 1103;
1103; Vol.
Vol.
36; Vol.
63
p. 963.
Vol 36. p.
p.
30,
vested
of
the
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
in
me
vested
me
in
power
the
of
of the United States of America, by virtue
ti.S.C., pp. 418, 425.
425
.S.C pp 4
1095,
by
section
24
of
the
act
of
March
3,
1891
(ch.
561,
26
Stat.
1095,
Stat.
26
561,
(ch.
1891
3,
March
of
act
the
of
24
by section
1103, U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title
sec. 471),
471), act
of June
June 4,
1897 (ch. 2, 30 Stat.
4, 1897
act of
16, sec.
title 16,
1103,
the act of March
11
34,
U.S.C.,
title
16,
sec.
473),
and
by
section
of
March 1,
section
by
and
473),
sec.
16,
title
34, U.S.C.,
1911 (ch.
186, 36
Stat. 963,
521), do proclaim
title 16, sec. 521),
U.S.C., title
963, U.S.C.,
36 Stat.
(ch. 186,
1911
that
there are
reserved and
made a
apart
the Nicolet National
part of the
and made
hereby reserved
are hereby
that there
Forest
all lands
of the
States within
the areas shown as
within the
United States
the United
lands of
Forest all
a part hereof,
additions
the diagrams
diagrams attached
and made
made a
hereto and
attached hereto
on the
additions on
and
all lands
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be acquired
acquired by the
therein which
lands therein
that all
and that
7, 1924,
June 7,
United
the said
said acts
acts of
of March
March 1,
1, 1911,
1924,
and June
1911, and
under the
States under
United States
shall be
administered as
part of
national forest, and
said national
of said
as part
and administered
reserved and
be reserved
shall
that the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Flambeau
Flambeau and
and Moquah
/VIoquah units
units are
hereby transferred
transferred
are hereby
that
to
the
Chequamegon
National
Forest,
and
that
this
proclamation
proclamation
this
that
and
Forest,
National
Chequamegon
the
to
86637 °-34--PT
2
r 2-28
866:37T-34-P-

28
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,

and
Chequamegon National
Forest, which
which IIhave
and that
that creating
creating the
the Chequamegon
National Forest,
have
signed this
this same
made, and
intended to
to be
be and
and shall
shall be
be
same day,
day, are
are made,
and are
are intended
signed
considered, as
one act
and they
they shall
become effective
as one
act and
shall become
effective simultaneously.
simultaneously.
considered,
Prior rights
not atafPrior
rights not
The
made by
by this
this proclamation
as to
lands
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
proclamation shall,
shall, as
to all
all lands
fected.
fected.
which are
appropriated under
under the
public-land
which
are at
at this
this date
date legally
legally appropriated
the public-land
laws or
for any
public purpose
forest classification,
reserved for
any public
purpose other
other than
than forest
classification,
laws
or reserved
be subject
to and
under
not interfere
interfere with
with or defeat legal rights under
be
subject to
and shall not
such appropriation,
nor prevent
prevent the
the use
use for
public purpose
such
appropriation, nor
for such
such public
purpose of
of
lands so
so reserved,
so long
long as
appropriation is
is legally
legally maintained
lands
reserved, so
as such
such appropriation
maintained
or such
remains in force.
force.
or
such reservation
reservation remains
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
I have
hereunto set
set my
caused
United States to be affixed.
caused the seal of the United
DONE
DONE at
at the City of Washington
Washington this
this 13
13 day of
of November,
November,
in
the year
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
and thirty-three,
thirty-three,
in the
of our
Lord nineteen
hundred and
[snAn] and
and of
of the
Independence of
the United
United States
of America
America
[SEAL]
the Independence
of the
States of
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
the
fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
PHILLIPS

Acting Secretary of State.
[No. 2060]

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL
FOREST-WISCONSIN
CHEQUAMEGON
NATIONAL FOREST--WISCONSIN
November
1933.
13, 1933.
November 13,

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Ch quamegon
smegon NaNaWHEREAS
Che
WHEREAS certain forest lands within the State of Wisconsin
Wisconsin have
tional Forest, Wis.
Preamble. W
been
or may
be acquired
acquired by
the United
States of
America
tPreamble.'
been or
may hereafter
hereafter be
by the
United States
of America
Vol.
p. 961;
under authority
authority of
of the
the act
of Congress
approved March
March 1,
1, 1911
1911 (ch.
3, p.
961; Vol.
Vol. under
vol. 36,
act of
Congress approved
(ch.
43D
P
.S.C., p.42
424.
186,
36 Stat.
U.S.C., title
16, sec.
516), as
as amended
amended by
act of
ii.S.C.,p.
u
186, 36
Stat. 961,
961, U.S.C.,
title 16,
sec. 516),
by act
of
(ch. 348,43
348, 43 Stat.
653, U.S.C.,
U.S.C., title
title 16,
16, sec.
sec. 515);
515); and
June 7,
7, 1924
1924 (ch.
Stat. 653,
and
WHEREAS it
it appears
WHEREAS
appears that it
it would be in the public
public interest
interest to
to set
set
them apart with
ad'oining public lands
and certain
certain areas
areas hereherethem
with certain
certain adjoining
lands and
National Forest
Forest as
as the
the ChequameChequametofore forming part
part of the 'IsTicolet
Nicolet National
gon National
National Forest:
gon
Forest:
aerving
are for
NOW; THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiReserving
for
NOW;
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
vational
forest.area
tvo
Vol. 28,,n0l
p.. 1103;
Vol. dent
dent of
the United
States of
of America,
America, by
of the
the power
power vested
vested in
i0o3; Vol.
of the
United States
by virtue
virtue of
in
3
me by
section 24
24 of
the act
act of
of March
March 3,
561, 26
26 Stat.
1095,
p.34;42
"s3p.
by section
of the
3, 1891
1891 (ch.
(ch. 561,
Stat. 1095,
U.S.C.,., pp.
418, 425.. me
U.S.C. title 16, sec. 471),
471), the
4, 1897
1897 (ch.
2, 30
30 Stat.
St at.
1103, U.S.C.,
the act
act of
of June
June 4,
(ch. 2,
March
34, U.S.C., title 16, sec. 473),
473), and by
by section
section 11 of
of the act
act of
of March
(cit. 186,
186, 36 Stat.
U.S.C., title
title 16,
16, sec.
1, 1911 (ch.
Stat. 963,
963, U.S.C.,
sec. 521),
521), do
do proclaim
proclaim
hereby reserved
reserved and
set apart
apart as
as the
the Chequamegon
Chequamegon
that there are
are hereby
and set
National Forest
Forest all lands of the
within the
the areas
areas shown
National
the United
United States within
shown
on
diagrams attached
attached hereto and
part hereof,
hereof, and
that all
all
on the
the diagrams
and made
made aapart
and that
lands therein which may hereafter
hereafter be
be acquired by the United
United States
under authority
authority of said acts of March 1, 1911,
1911, and June
June 7, 1924,
1924, shall
reserved and administered
be reserved
administered as
as part of said
said national forest.
forest.
fiorrights,
etc.,not
The withdrawal made
this proclamation
to all
Prior rights, etc.,
not
made by
by this
proclamation shall,
shall, as
as to
all lands
lands
affected.
which are at this date legally appropriated
appropriated under the
laws
the public-land
public-land laws
or reserved
reserved for
public purpose
or
for any
any public
pm-pose other
other than
forest classification,
than forest
classification, be
be
subject to and shall not interfere
interfere with or defeat legal rights under
under such
such
so
appropriation, nor prevent the
the use for
for such public
public purpose of
of lands so
reserved, so long as such appropriation
appropriation is legally maintained
maintained or such
such
reservation
reservation remains in
in force.
force.
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IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hand and
and
have hereunto set my hand
I have
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
the United
of the
seal of
caused the
th
DONE
at the
day of November,
November, in the
of Washington
Washington this 113th
City of
the City
DONE at
3 day
thirty-three, and of
year of
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-three,
our Lord
Lord nineteen
of our
year
[sEAL1
States of America
America the one
of the
the United States
Independence of
the Independence
[SEAL] the
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
By the
WILLIAM
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
State.
Acting
of State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
[No.
2061]
[No. 2061]

DAY-1933
THANKSGIVING DAY-1933
THANKSGIVING
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

November 21,
1933.
21, 1933.
November

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
NovemThursday,
I,
the United
United States
States of
of America,
rI
r c
i
t set
N
tovencr
America, be
of the
President of
Roosevelt, President
D. Roosevelt,
Franklin D.
I, Franklin
aside
30, 1933,
berT
Day.
Thanksgiving
as
November
of
do
set
aside
and
appoint
Thursday,
the
thirtieth
November
as
Thanksgiving
Day.
day
do set aside and appoint Thursday, the thirtieth
1933, to
to be
Day of
for all
people.
our people.
all our
Thanksgiving for
of Thanksgiving
a Day
be a
1933,
May
on that
that day
churches and
and in
homes give humble
our homes
in our
our churches
in our
day in
we on
May we
thanks
for the
blessings bestowed
past by
bestowed upon us during the year past
the blessings
thanks for
Almighty
Almighty God.
May
we recall
recall the
the courage
of those
who settled
settled a
Recommendations.
a wilderness,
wilderness, the Recommendations.
those who
courage of
May we
vision
founded the
the nation,
steadfastness of those
the steadfastness
nation, the
who founded
those who
of those
vision of
who in
every succeeding
generation have
fought to keep pure
pure the
have fought
succeeding generation
in every
who
ideal
and hold
hold clear
clear the
goal of
of mutual
the goal
opportunity and
of opportunity
equality of
of equality
ideal of
help in
time of
of prosperity
prosperity as in
in time of adversity.
in time
help
May we
we ask
guidance in
in more
more surely
surely learning
the ancient
ancient truth
truth that
that
learning the
ask guidance
May
greed
and striving
can never bring
bring
riches can
undue riches
for undue
striving for
selfishness and
and selfishness
greed and
lasting happiness
good to
individual or
or to
to his
his neighbors.
the individual
to the
or good
happiness or
lasting
May we
for the
days; for
for the new
spirit
new spirit
dark days;
of dark
passing of
the passing
grateful for
be grateful
we be
May
our
of dependence
one on
another; for
closer unity
unity of
of all parts
parts of our
the closer
for the
on another;
of
dependence one
wide land;
land; for
for the
greater friendship
friendship between
between.employers
employers and
and those
the greater
wide
who toil;
clearer knowledge
knowledge by
we seek no
all nations that we
by all
for aa clearer
toil; for
who
conquests and
ask only
engagements by
by all
all peoples
peoples to
honorable engagements
only honorable
and ask
conquests
respect the
the lands
lands and
and rights
their neighbors;
neighbors; for
brighter day
the brighter
for the
of their
rights of
respect
a more
to
which we
we can
can win
the help of God m a
seeking the
by seeking
through by
win through
to which
unselfish
common bettering
bettering of mankind.
mankind.
the common
for the
striving for
unselfish striving
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
affixed.
caused
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
States
to
be
affixed.
United
the
caused the Seal of
DONE
at the
the City
of Washington
this twenty-first
day of
of NovemNovemtwenty-first day
Washington this
City of
DONE at
ber, in
the year
of our
our Lord
Lord Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and thirtyyear of
in the
ber,
[SEAL] three,
three, and
and of
of the
Independence of
United States
of
States of
the United
of the
the Independence
[SEAL]
America the
the One
fifty-eighth.
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
One hundred
America

FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
By the
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Acting
[No. 2062]
2062]
[No.

PROCLAMATIONS,
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
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November 23,
23, 1933.
1933.
November

EMERGENCY
BOARD, SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
PACIFIC LINES,
IN TEXAS
AND
(IN
TEXAS AND
LINES, (
EMERGENCY BOARD,
LOUISIANA),
TEXAS &
& NEW
NEW ORLEANS
RAILROAD COMPANY,COMPANY,—
ORLEANS RAILROAD
LOUISIANA), TEXAS
EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Labor disputes,
disputes,
Labor
Southern
Pacific Lines

Texas and

WHEREAS the
the President,
having been
duly notified
notified by
by the
Board
the Board
been duly
President, having
WHEREAS

Mediation that
that disputes
disputes between
the Southern
Lines (In
(In
Pacific Lines
between the
Southern Pacific
of Mediation

(in
(in Texas and Louisi-of
ana), etc.,
etc., and
and certain
ann),
certain
of its
its employees.e
employees.
of

Louisi-

Texas and
and Louisiana),
Louisiana), Texas
New Orleans
Orleans Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, aa
& New
Texas &
Texas
carrier,
certain of
its employees
employees represented
represented by
by
of its
carrier, and
and certain
Brotherhood
of Locomotive
Engineers;
Locomotive Engineers;
Brotherhood of
Brotherhood
of Locomotive
Firemen and
and Enginemen;
Enginemen;
Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen
Order of
Conductors;
Order
of Railway
Railway Conductors;
Brotherhood of
of Railroad
Rsilroad Trainmen;
Trainmen;
Brotherhood
which disputes
not been
adjusted under
under the
the provisions
provisions
heretofore adjusted
have not
been heretofore
which
disputes have
of
Act, now
now threaten
substantially to
interrupt
to interrupt
threaten substantially
Labor Act,
the Railway
Railway Labor
of the
interstate commerce
the States
States of
Texas and
Louisiana, to
to a
a
of Texas
and Louisiana,
within the
commerce within
interstate
degree such
deprive that
the country
country of
of essential
essential
section of
of the
to deprive
that section
degree
such as
as to
Emergency v board
Emergency
board transportation
transportation service;
service;
created
investigate
c
z
a
r
e
e
toto
r
t
ott
ere
es
onl
.
gate
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiD. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
andreportthereon.
Vol.
44, p. 586.
dent of
United States
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
the power
power vested
vested
of the
of America,
the United
States of
586.
dent
of the
vol. 44,
U.S.C.,
p. 2110.
in me
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and by
by
..c., p.
2110.
in
me by
by the
the Constitution
Constitution and
and laws
laws of
virtue of
and under
under the
the authority
authority in
in me
10 of the
me vested
vested by Section 10
virtue
of and
Railway Labor
Labor Act,
do hereby
create a
to be
be composed
composed of
of
board to
hereby create
a .board
Act, do
Railway
three
persons not
not pecuniarily
pecuniarily or
or otherwise
otherwise interested
m.
terest9d in
in any
any organorganthree (3)
(3) persons
ization of
of railway
employees or
any carrier,
carrier, to
to investigate
investigate and
and report
report
or any
ization
railway employees
Compensation,
Compensation, etc.
30 days
from this
this date.
date.
their findings
findings to me within 30
days from
The members
of this
shall be
compensated for
for and
and on
on
this hoard
board shall
be compensated
The
members of
account
Dollars for
for every
account of
of such
such duties in
in the sum of Fifty
Fifty ($50.00) Dollars
Ante,
day
actually employed with or
Antepp..s.S.
day actually
or upon account
account of travel
travel and duties
incident to such board,
deducted fifteen
fifteen per cent.
incident
board, from which will
will be
be deducted
(15%) as
as provided
provided in
2, 73d
73d Congress,
March
Approved March
Congress, Approved.
No. 2,
in Public
Public No.
(15%)
20, 1933.
1933. The
The members
members will
will be
be reimbursed
they are
are hereby
hereby
20,
reimbursed for
for and
and they
vol.
405.
authorized
make expenditures
expenditures for
for expenses
themselves and
and of
Vol. 47, p.
p. 405.
authorized to
to make
expenses for
for themselves
of
the board, including
including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses and in conformity
conformity with
with Public
No. 212, 72d Congress,
No.
30, 1932, 11:30 a.m.,
a.m., not
not to
to exexCongress, Approved.
Approved June
June 30,1932,
B
card 's expendi- ceed
coed five
($5.00) dollars
dollars per
for expenses
expenses incurred
for subsistence.
subsistence.
Board's
five ($5.00)
per diem
diem for
incurred for
Ones.
e,.p. 286.
All expenditures
of the
the board
board shall
shall be
allowed and
and paid
for out
of
out of
paid for
be allowed
expenditures of
All
,tes
Ant
appropriation "emergency
"emergency Boards, Railway
the appropriation
Railway Labor
Labor Act,
Act, May 20,
1926,
1934" on the presentation
1926, 1934"
presentation of itemized vouchers
vouchers properly
properly
approved by
by the
the chairman
of the
the board
hereby created.
ipproved
chairman of
board hereby
created.
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have
hand and
and
caused the seal of
of the United
United States
States to
affixed.
to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
this 23 rd day of November
November in the
year of our
our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and thirty-three, and
and
[SEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the United
[BEAL]
United States
States of
of America the
one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
rd

President.
By the
the President.

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D

W
ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting Secretary
[No.
[No. 2063]
20631

PROCLAMATIONS ,1933.
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,
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COMPANYEMERGENCY
OBILE &
RAILROAD COMPANY—
OHIO RAILROAD
& OHIO
MOBILE
BOARD, M
EMERGENCY BOARD,
EMPLOYEES.
EMPLOYEES.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

November25,
November 25, 1933.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

RMo
Labiorl
WHEREAS
President, having
notified by the Board .
Labor diputs
diaputest
M°duly notified
been duly
having been
the President,
WHEREAS the
tnl
Company
e
Othao
n dR caellrrtaain
certain
and
Company
Railroad
Ohio
&
Mobile
the
of
disputes between
Mobile & Ohio Railroad
Mediation that disputes
of Mediation
Company,
C. E.
E. Ervin
Ervin and
Stevens, Receivers,
'
fits ' i
"ees.
Receivers, aa carrier, and ofitsempoyees.
M. Stevens,
T. M.
and T.
Company, C.
certain
of
its
employees
represented
by
certain of its employees represented
Engineers;
Brotherhood of
of Locomotive
Locomotive Engineers;
Brotherhood
Order
Railway Conductors;
Conductors;
of Railway
Order of
Brotherhood
of Locomotive
and Enginemen;
Enginemen;
Firemen and
Locomotive Firemen
Brotherhood of
Brotherhood
of Railroad
Railroad Trainmen;
Trainmen;
Brotherhood of
American Train
Association;
Dispatchers' Association;
Train Dispatchers'
American
Railway
Employees' Department,
American Federation
Federation of
of
Department, American
Railway Employees'
Labor,
Federated
Shoperafts;
Shopcrafts;
Federated
Labor,
International
Machinists;
Association of Machinists;
International Association
Blacksmiths, Drop Forgers
International
Brotherhood of Blacksmiths,
International Brotherhood
and Helpers;
Helpers;
and
America;
Brotherhood
of Railway
Carmen of America;
Railway Carmen
Brotherhood of
International Brotherhood
Brotherhood of
of Boilermakers,
Boilermakers, Iron Ship
International
Builders and
and Helpers
Helpers of America;
America;
Builders
International Alliance;
Sheet
Alliance;
Workers International
Metal Workers
Sheet Metal
International
Brotherhood of
of Electrical
Workers;
Electrical Workers;
International Brotherhood
Employees;
Maintenance of Way Employees;
Brotherhood of Maintenance
Brotherhood
which disputes
not been
adjusted under
under the provisions
provisions
heretofore adjusted
been heretofore
have not
disputes have
which
interrupt
of
the
Railway
Labor
Act,
now
threaten
substantially
to
interrupt
substantially
threaten
now
Act,
Labor
Railway
of the
interstate
within the
Kentucky, TennesTennesthe States of Illinois, Kentucky,
commerce within
interstate commerce
that
as to
such as
a degree such
see,
to deprive
deprive that
Mississippi and Alabama, to a
see, Mississippi
section
of the
country of
of essential
service;
transportation service;
essential transportation
the country
section of
larl
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiEmergency ,e4
,!.g,aa
r
t
,
e
1
Emergency
Presi- created
D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
to inesiigatc
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
t
r
e
elm trtotthereon.
r,
report
rand
vested
power
the
of
virtue
by virtue of th epower vested
America, by
dent of
of the
the United States of America,
dent
,; (4 ',. '11.
I
in
by the
laws of
of the
United States,
States, and by virtue
the United
and laws
Constitution and
the Constitution
me by
in me
Railway
the
of
10
of
and
under
the
authority
in
me
vested
by
Section
I()
Railway
of anvd under the authority in me vested by Section
(3)
Labor
Act, do
do hereby
board to
to be
be composed
three (3)
composed of three
create aa board
hereby create
Labor Act,
persons
not pecuniarily
pecuniarily or
otherwise interested
in any
organization of
of
any organization
interested in
or otherwise
persons not
their
report
investigate
railway
employees
or
any
carrier,
to
investigate
and
report
their
to
carrier,
any
or
railway employees
findings to
to me
within 30
this date.
date.
from this
days from
30 days
me within
findings
The members of this board
shall be compensated for and on account Ante,
compensation,
c:e.
p. 8.
ntO,,pT'.8.
The members of tlhs board shall be compensated for and on account
acday
every
of
such
duties
in
the
sum
of
Fifty
($50.00)
Dollars
every
!lay
for
Dollars
($50.00)
Fifty
of
sum
the
in
duties
of such
tually employed
with or
of travel
travel and
duties incident
to
incident to
and duties
account of
upon account
or upon
tuully employed with
as
(150)
such
board,
from
which
will
be
deducted
fifteen
per
(15%)
cent.
per
fifteen
deducted
be
will
which
from
such board,
1933.
provided
in
Public
No.
2,
73d
Congress,
Approved
March
20,
1933.
March
provided in Public No. 2, 73d Congress, Approved
The
be reimbursed
they are
hereby authorized
authorized
are hereby
and they
for and
reimbursed for
will be
,
members will
The members
Vol 47,
the board, Vol.
to
make
expenditures
for
expenses
o
f themselves
themselves and
47 p. 405.
405.
of
and
of
expenses
for
expenditures
to make
conformity
in
including traveling
expenses and i
n conformit
y with
with Public
Public No.
No. 212,
212,
traveling expenses
including
72d
June 30,
30, 1932,
1932, 11:30
11:30 a.m.,
a.m., not
not to exceed five
Approved June
Congress, Approved
72d Congress,
subsistence.
($5.00)
dollars
per
diem
for
expenses
incurred
for
subsistence.
for
incurred
expenses
dollars per diem forboard
($5.00)
All expenditures of
shall be
be allowed
allowed and
paid for
for out of Board's expendiexpendiand paid
the board shall
expenditures of the
All
p.286.
turne
the appropriation "emergency
"emergency Boards,
Railway
Labor
Act,
May
20,
tu
ri
e
n
s
ie,
p.2s6.
20,
-May
Act,
Labor
Boards, Railway
the appropriation
1926, 1934"
the presentation
of itemized
itemized vouchers
properly apvouchers properly
presentation of
on the
1934" on
1926,
proved
by
the
chairman
of
the
board
hereby
created.
created.
proved by the chairman of the board hereby
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
United States
affixed.
caused
the seal
States to
to be
be affixed.
Done
at the
the City
of Washington
day of
of November
November in
the
Done at
City of
Washington this
this 25th
25th day
in the
year
of our
Lord nineteen
hundred and
and thirty-three,
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
thirty-three, and
and
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
Independence of
States of
of America
America the
the
[SEAL] of
of the
the United
United States
one
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
one hundred
and fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
the President.
By
President.
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM

Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State.
Acting
of State.
]No. 2064]
[No.
2064]

DATE OF
OF REPEAL
OF THE
THE EIGHTEENTH
DATE
REPEAL OF
EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT
December
1933.
Deember 5,
5, 1933.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
AmendWHEREAS
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
United States
States in
second session
session of
Eighttoe thAOStit
enth Constitumightet
WHEREAS the
in second
of
ment
the
repeal.
tion,
the
Seventy-second Congress,
tion, repeal.
the Seventy-second
begun at
at Washington
Washington on
fifth day
day
Congress, begun
on the
the fifth
Preamble.
Statutory citation.
citation. of
of December
in the
the year
thousand nine
nine hundred
and thirty-two,
thirty-two,
sPatuty
December in
year one
one thousand
hundred and
Vol. 47,
1625.
p. 1625.
adopted
Vol.
47, p.
adopted a
aresolution
resolution in the words
and figures
figures following,
following, to
to wit:
wit:
words and
"JOINT
"JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Proposing an
Proposing
to the
the Constitution
of the
United States.
States.
an amendment
amendment to
Constitution of
the United
"Resolved
by the Senate
"Resolved by
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
States
Congress assembled
assembled (two-thirds
(two—thirds of
of each
House
States of America
America in,
in Congress
each House
concurring
That the
the following
article is
is hereby
hereby proposed
proposed as
as
concurring therein),
therein), That
following article
an
United States,
States, which
which shall
shall
an amendment
amendment to the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
and purposes
be valid to all intents
intents and
part of
when
purposes as
as part
of the
the Constitution
Constitution when
conventions in
in three-fourths
ratified by conventions
three—fourths of the several
States:
several States:
"'Article—
"' Article-

"'Section 1. The
"'Section
eighteenth article of
of amendment
to the
the ConstituThe eighteenth
amendment to
ConstituUnited States
is hereby
hereby repealed.
tion of the
the United
States is
repealed.
"'Sec.
"
`See. 2. The transportation
transportation or
importation into
into any
State, TerriTerrior importation
any State,
tory, or possession of the United States
or use
use therein
therein of
of
States for
for delivery
delivery or
intoxicating
intoxicating liquors, in violation
violation of the laws thereof, is
is hereby
hereby
prohibited.
prohibited.
"'Sec.
'Sec. 3. This article shall be
inoperative unless it
it shall
shall have
have been
been
be inoperative
ratified
ratified as an amendment to
by conventions
in the
the
to the Constitution by
conventions in
several States,
provided in
in the
within seven
seven years
years
several
States, as
as provided
the Constitution,
Constitution, within
from the date of the submission
submission hereof to the States
States by the Congress."'
Congress.'

ational Indstrisl
WHEREAS
217 (a)
National
WHEREAS section 217
(a) of
of the
the act
act of
of Congress
Congress entitled
entitled "AN
"AN
Recovery
Act.Industrial
RAter,.
Ante,Ap. 208..
ACT To encourage
encourage national
national industrial
industrial recovery,
recovery, to foster competition,
and to provide for the
the construction
construction of certain
certain useful
useful public works, and
and
for other purposes", approved
approved June 16,
follows:
16, 1933,
1933, provides
provides as
as follows:
"Sec. 217. (a) The President
President shall proclaim the date of"Sec.
of—
(1)
(1) the close of the first fiscal year ending June
June 30 of any year
year
after the year 1933,
1933, during which the total receipts
receipts of the United
United
States (excluding public-debt
public-debt receipts) exceed its total expenditures (excluding public-debt expenditures
expenditures other than
than those
those
chargeable against
against such
receipts), or
chargeable
such receipts),
or
(2) the repeal of the
the eighteenth
eighteenth amendment
the ConstituConstituamendment to
to the
tion,
whichever
the earlier."
whichever is
is the
earlier."

PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,
WHEREAS
it appears
from a
a certificate
issued December
December 5, 1933,
1933,
certificate issued
appears from
WHEREAS it
official notices
by the
the Acting
Acting Secretary
notices have been
been
that official
State that
of State
Secretary of
by
received in
in the
Department of
State that
December
that on the fifth day of December
of State
the Department
received
1933 conventions
conventions in
of the
United States,
States, constituting
constituting
the United
States of
36 States
in 36
1933
had
three
fourths
of
the
whole
number
of
the
States
ratified the said
States
the
of
three fourths of the whole number
repeal amendment;
amendment;
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December 5, 1933,
ROOSEVELT, Presi- proclaimedrepealdate.
D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE,
proclaimed repeal date.
FRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
dent of
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, pursuant
pursuant to
provisions of
to the provisions
of the
dent
section 217
217 (a)
of June
June 16,
16, 1933,
1933, do hereby
hereby proclaim
act of
said act
the said
of the
(a) of
section
United
that the
eighteenth amendment
Constitution of the United
the Constitution
to the
amendment to
the eighteenth
that
for
1933.ooperaion
States was
on the
the fifth
fifth day
day of
of December
December 1933.
repealed on
was repealed
States
C
a(
t
)
e
op
res
erpea
c n
r o
w
r
law
for
respect
greater
States
United
the
FURTHERMORE,
I
enjoin
upon
all
citizens
of
the
United
l
gre
t
t
i
t
of
citizens
all
upon
enjoin
I
FURTHERMORE,
and
others resident
resident within
within the
jurisdiction thereof
thereof to
to cooperate
cooperate and
and order enjoined.
en joined.
the jurisdiction
upon others
and upon
for
respect
greater
with
the
Government
in
its
endeavor
to
restore
greater
restore
to
endeavor
its
in
with the Government
law
and order,
by confining
confining such
purchases of
beverages as
alcoholic beverages
of alcoholic
such purchases
order, by
law and
have been
which
they
may
make
solely
to
those
dealers
or
agencies
which
been
agencies
or
dealers
those
to
they may make solely
duly
licensed by
or Federal
Federal license.
license.
State or
by State
duly licensed
personally to every
Observance of
this request,
which II make
make personally
request, which
of this
Observance
consumpindividual and
and every
family in
in our
our Nation,
Nation, will result
result in the consumpevery family
individual
inspection,
tion
of
alcoholic
beverages
which
have
passed
Federal
inspection,
in
Federal
passed
have
tion of alcoholic beverages which
illicit
evil
notoriously
the
break-up
and
eventual
destruction
of
the
notoriously
illicit
the
of
destruction
eventual
and
break-up
the
liquor
in the
the payment
payment of
of reasonable
reasonable taxes for the support
support of
and in
traffic, and
liquor traffic,
taxation.
of
Government
and
thereby
in
the
superseding
of
forms
taxation.
other
of
superseding
the
in
thereby
and
Government
call specific
twenty-first
given by the twenty-first
authority given
the authority
to the
attention to
specific attention
IIcall
amendment
the Government
Government to
to prohibit
transportation or importaprohibit transportation
to the
amendment to
tion of
of intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
into any
any State
State in
in violation
violation of the laws
laws of
liquors into
tion
such
State.
such State.
whole-hearted cooperation
cooperation of all our citizens to the end
the whole-hearted
ask the
II ask
that
this
return
of
individual
freedom
not be accompanied
accompanied by
shall not
freedom shall
individual
that this return of
the
obtained prior
prior to the adoption
adoption of the
that obtained
conditions that
repugnant conditions
the repugnant
since
eighteenth
amendment
and
those
that
have
its adoption.
existed
have
that
those
and
eighteenth amendment
Failure to
do this
this honestly
honestly and
courageously will be aa living reproach
reproach
and courageously
to do
Failure
to us all.
ask especially
especially that
no State
State shall
or otherwise
otherwise authorize
law or
by law
shall by
that no
IIask
the
return of
of the
either in
its old
old form
form or in some modern guise.
guise.
in its
saloon either
the saloon
the return
The policy
policy of
of the
the Government
Government will
be to
to see
see to
it that
that the
the social
it
to
be
will
The
and
political evils
existed in
pre-prohibition era
era shall
the pre-prohibition
in the
have existed
that have
evils that
and political
forever
not
be
revived
nor
permitted
again
to
exist.
We
must
remove
forever
remove
must
We
exist.
to
again
permitted
nor
not be revived
from
the menace
of the
the bootlegger
bootlegger and such others as would
menace of
midst the
our midst
from our
profit
at the
the expense
expense of
good government,
government, law,
law, and
and order.
order.
of good
profit at
I
trust in
in the
the good
sense of
the American
that they will not
not
people that
American people
of the
good sense
I trust
intoxicating
bring
upon
themselves
the
curse
of
excessive
use
intoxicating
of
use
excessive
of
curse
the
themselves
bring upon
liquors,
detriment of
of health,
social integrity.
integrity.
and social
morals, and
health, morals,
the detriment
to the
liquors, to
education of
The
objective
we
seek
through
a
national
policy
is
the education
national
a
through
The objective we seek
every
citizen towards
temperance throughout
throughout the Nation.
greater temperance
a greater
towards a
every citizen
IN
WHEREOF, II have
and
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
to
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the
of
caused the seal
DONE at
the City
this fifth
fifth day of December, in the
Washington this
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE
year of
our Lord
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and of
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
of our
year
[sEAL1
Independence of
of the
America the
the one
States of America
United States
the United
the Independence
[SEAL] the
hundred
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
the
President:
By the President:
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
[No. 2065]
20651
[No.
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PROCLAMATIONS,1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1933.
I
NCREASING DUTY
DUTY ON
ON FISH
OIL
INCREASING
FISH PACKED
PACKED IN
IN OIL

December 14,1933.
14, 1933.
December

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
BY
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Tariff
on fish,
packed
fsh, packed
hiTrif
oil, etc.on
Preamble.
Preamble.
Statutory authorization.
S
tatutory
tutorn
Y authorizeathoriaVol.
p. 701.
701.
Vol. 46,
46, P.

WHEREAS
under and
and by
virtue of
section 336
336 of
title III,
II,
WHEREAS under
by virtue
of section
of title
III, part
part II,.
of the act of Congress
Congress approved
1930 (46
701),
approved June
June 17,
17, 1930
(46 Stat.
Stat. 590,
590, 701),
entitled
"AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
revenue, to
with
entitled "AN
provide revenue,
to regulate
regulate commerce
commerce with
foreign
to encourage
encourage the industries
the United
foreign countries,
countries, to
industries of the
United States,
to
States, to
protect American labor, and
other purposes",
purposes ", the
the United
United States
States
and for
for other
Tariff Commission
Commission has investigated the differences in
costs of
of proin costs
production
duction of, and all other facts
facts and conditions
conditions enumerated
in said
said
enumerated in
section
section with respect to, fish, prepared
prepared or
or preserved
preserved in
in any
any manner,
manner,
when packed
packed in oil or in
other substances,
substances, being
in
in oil
oil and
and other
being wholly
wholly or
or in
part the growth or product
United States
States and
and of
of and
and with
with reproduct of the
the United
respect to like or similar articles wholly or in
in part the
the growth
growth or
or product
product
of the principal competing countries;
WHEREAS in the course of said investigation
were held,
held,
investigation hearings
hearings were
reasonable public notice was given and
of which reasonable
which parties
and at
at which
parties
interested were given reasonable
to be
be present,
to proreasonable opportunity
opportunity to
present, to
produce evidence,
and to
be heard;
evidence, and
to be
heard;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Commission
Commission has
reported to
to the
the President
President the
has reported
the
results of said investigation
investigation and its findings with
respect to
to such
differwith respect
such differences in
production;
in costs of
of production;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Commission has found it
by said
it shown by
said investiinvestigation that the principal competing country
for tuna
fish, prepared
country for
tuna fish,
prepared
or preserved
preserved in any manner, when packed
other
packed in
in oil
oil or
or in
in oil
oil and
and other
substances, is Japan, and that the principal competing
competing country
country for
for
fish other than tuna, prepared
prepared or preserved in any manner, when
when
packed in oil or in oil and other substances, is
is Norway,
Norway, and
and that
that the
the
duties expressly
expressly fixed by statute do not equalize
equalize the
the differences
differences in
in the
the
costs of production of the domestic
domestic articles
articles and
and the
the like
similar
like or
or similar
foreign articles when produced in
in said
said principal
competing countries,
principal competing
countries,
and has specified in its report the increases in the
rate of
of duty
duty exexthe rate
pressly
pressly fixed by statute found by the Commission
to be
by
Commission to
be shown
shown by
said investigation to be necessary to
and
to equalize
equalize such
such differences;
differences; and
WIEREAS
WIIEREAS in the judgment of the President such
duty are
are
such rates
rates of
of duty
shown by such investigation
investigation of
Tariff Commission
be necessary
of the Tariff
Commission to
to be
necessary
to equalize such differences
differences in
of production:
production:
in costs
costs of
Increasing duties to
equalize
diffeenes
Increasing
duties in
to
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presiin
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
equalize
differences
Presicosts
dent of the United States
costs of
of production.
production,
States of
of America,
America, do
do hereby
and proclaim
proclaim
hereby approve
approve and
the following rates of duty found to be shown by said investigation
investigation to
to
be
to equalize such differences
be necessary
necessary to
differences in costs of production:
production:
Vol.
633.
An increase
increase in
in the
rate of
of duty
duty expressly
in paragraph
paragraph 718 (a)
Vol. 46,, p.. 633.
An
the rate
expressly fixed in
(a)
I of said act on tuna fish, prepared
of title I
prepared or
or preserved
preserved in
any manner,
manner,
in any
when packed
packed in oil or in oil and
substances, from
30 per
and other
other substances,
from 30
per centum
centum
ad valorem to 45 per centum
cell tum ad
ad valorem;
valorem; and
and
An increase
increase in the rate of duty expressly fixed
718 (a)
(a)
fixed in
in paragraph
paragraph 718
I of said act on fish other than tuna,
of title I
or preserved
tuna, prepared
prepared or
preserved in
in
any manner, when packed
packed in oil or in oil and other substances,
substances, and
of
and of
aavalue not exceeding
9 cents per pound, including the weight
exceeding 9
of the
the
weight of
immediate container only, from 30 per centum ad valorem to
per
to 44 per
centum
centum ad valorem.
valorem.

PROCLAMATIONS,
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
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I have hereunto
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
of the
the United
United States
States to be affixed.
seal of
the seal
caused
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this fourteenth
fourteenth day of December,
December,
of Washington
DONE
in the
year of
of our
our Lord
hundred and thirty-three,
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
in
the year
[SEAL]
and
of the
the Independence
America
of the United States of America
Independence of
and of
[SEAL]
the
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
the one
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVE1LT
FRANKLIN D
President
By
By the
the President:
President:
the
By
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
[No.
2066]
[No. 2066]

[
COINAGE OF
SILVER]
OF SILVER]
[COINAGE
BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

December
1933.
21. 1933.
December 21,

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Act of
WHEREAS,
paragraph (2)
43, title
III, of
the Act
of Coinageof
o
e
i
zia
ti lieof silver.
silver.
of the
title III,
section 43,
of section
(2) of
by paragraph
WHEREAS, by
authorizaPresident is
Congress approved
approved. May
12, 1933
(Public No.
No. 10),
10), the
the President
is Statutory
Statutory.
authoriza1933 (Public
May 12,
Congress,
52.
Ante, p.
authorized
fix the
the weight
Ante,
p. 52.
of the gold dollar in tion.
weight of
to fix
proclamation to
"By proclamation
authorized "By
grains nine—tenths
and also
to fix
the silver dollar in
of the
weight of
the weight
fix the
also to
fine and
nine-tenths fine
grains
grains nine—tenths
fixed ratio
ratio in
relation to the gold
in relation
definite fixed
at aadefinite
fine at
nine-tenths fine
grains
dollar
at such
he finds
finds necessary
necessary from
his investigation
investigation to
to
from his
as he
amounts as
such amounts
dollar at
stabilize domestic
or to
to protect
protect the
the foreign
foreign commerce
against
commerce against
prices or
domestic prices
stabilize
the
effect of
depreciated foreign
currencies ' and
to provide
and to
foreign currencies,
of depreciated
adverse effect
the adverse
for
unlimited coinage
of such
and silver
silver at the ratio so fixed,
gold and
such gold
coinage of
the unlimited
for the
**";and
* *
* *"
;and
WHEREAS,
by me,
me, IIfind
find it
pg
e
t
:shiliz i
l
n
r
g
t) t
d
e7t e
i
s
o
t
i
n
c
domestic
necessary, pStabilizin
it necessary,
made by
investigations made
from investigations
WHEREAS, from
in aid
aid of
the stabilization
of domestic
prices and
and in
in accordance
accordance with
the agains't
forlepreciated foragainst (14reciated
with the
domestic prices
stabilization of
of the
in
etc.
policy
and program
program authorized
Congress, which
which are
now being
gncurrencies,
Currencies etc.
eign
being ei
are now
by Congress,
authorized by
policy and
adverse
commerce
foreign
administered,
and
to
protect
commerce
against
the
our
protect
to
and
administered,
effect
currencies, that
of silver be
price of
the price
that the
foreign currencies,
depreciated foreign
of depreciated
effect of
enhanced
and
stabilized;
and
and
enhanced and stabilized;
WHEREAS, a
by the
the United ER,,",,'tin ol ,,:,r
Delegation of the
the Delegation
presented by
resolution presented
a resolution
WHEREAS,
States
of
America
was
unanimously
adopted
at
the
World
Economic tary
ttiry ('onference.
Conference.
Economic
World
the
at
adopted
States of America was unanimously
and Monetary
Monetary Conference
Conference in
in London
on July
July 20, 1933, by the repreLondon on
and
in substance provided that
sentatives
of sixty-six
Governments, which
which in
sixty-six Governments,
sentatives of
Governments will
abandon the
practice of melting up or
and practice
policy and
the policy
will abandon
Governments
debasing silver
silver coins;
coins; that
low valued
valued silver
silver currency
replaced with
be replaced
currency be
that low
debasing
silver
coins and
enacted that will depredeprebe enacted
should be
legislation should
no legislation
that no
and that
silver coins
ciate the
value of
of silver;
silver; and
the value
ciate
Separate agreements
was entered
a separate
WIEREAS, a
WHEREAS,
separate and
and supplemental
supplemental agreement
agreement was
entered wistiiPlZgenaagraevnetrs
with designated silverinto,
at
the
instance
of
the
representatives
of
the
United
States,
using
countries.
countries.
using
States,
United
the
of
into, at the instance of the representatives
between China,
the holders
holders and
of large
large posed.tt
pour.iitations
users of
and users
Spain, the
and Spain,
India, and
China, India,
between
quantities
of silver,
hand, and
and Australia,
Mexico,
Canada, Mexico,
Australia, Canada,
one hand,
the one
on the
silver, on
quantities of
Peru,
and the
the United
United States
States on
on the
the other
as the
the chief producers
hand, as
other hand,
Peru, and
of
silver, wherein
wherein China
agreed not
to dispose
dispose of
of any
derived
any silver derived
not to
China agreed
of silver,
from
the
melting
up
or
debasement
of
silver
coins,and
India
agreed
agreed
India
coins,and
silver
of
debasement
or
up
melting
from the
not
to dispose
dispose of
of silver
silver per
during a
a
annum during
per annum
ounces of
35,000,000 ounces
over 35,000,000
of over
not to
period
of
four
years
commencing
January
1,
1934,
and
Spain
agreed
agreed
Spain
and
1934,
1,
January
commencing
period of four years
not
of over
over 5,000,000
5,000,000 ounces
ounces of
of silver
during said
said
annually during
silver annually
dispose of
to dispose
not to
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period, and
and both
of said
agreed that
that at
at the
the end
end of
of said
said
Governments agreed
both of
said Governments
period,
period of
four years
years they
they would
would then
then subject
themselves to
the general
general
to the
subject themselves
period
of four
resolution adopted
adopted at
London Conference,
and in
in consideration
of
consideration of
Conference, and
at the
the London
resolution
such
limitation it
was agreed
that the
the Governments
of the
the five
profive proGovernments of
agreed that
it was
such limitation
ducing
countries would
each absorb
absorb from
from the
the mines
in their
their respective
respective
mines in
would each
ducing countries
countries
amount of
of silver,
total amount
be absorbed
to be
absorbed
the total
amount to
silver, the
a certain
certain amount
countries a
by
said producing
being 35,000,000
per annum
annum during
during
ounces per
35,000,000 ounces
countries being
producing countries
by said
the
years commencing
commencing the
the 1st
1st day
January,1934
that suchsilver
such silver
that
1934;;
day of
of January,
the four
four years
so
absorbed would
retained in
in each
each of
countries for
for
of said
said respective
respective countries
be retained
would be
so absorbed
said
period of
four years,
years, to
be used
for coinage
coinage purposes
purposes or
as reserves
reserves
or as
to be
used for
of four
said period
for
or to
otherwise be
be retained
retained and
and kept
kept off
off the
the world
world market
market
to otherwise
currency, or
for currency,
during
such period
time, it
it being
the 35,000,000
35,000,000
that of
of the
understood that
being understood
of time,
period of
during such
ounces the
United. States
was to
annually at
at least
least 24,421,410
24,421,410
to absorb
absorb annually
States was
ounces
the United
ounces of
silver produced
the United
States during
during such
such period
period
United States
produced in
in the
the silver
ounces
of the
of time.
of
time.
Necessity declared.
NOW,
it proper
cooperate with other
other
finding it
proper to cooperate
declared.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, finding
Execution oof gre
ments.
and necessary
necessary to
to assist
in increasing
increasing and
and stabilizing
stabilizing
assist in
f a e- Governments
Governments and
meneutiso
domestic
to augment
purchasing power
of peoples
peoples in
in silversilverpower of
the purchasing
augment the
prices, to
domestic prices,
using
countries, to
protect our
our foreign
commerce against
against the
the adverse
adverse
foreign commerce
to protect
using countries,
effect
of depreciated
currencies, and
and to
to carry
carry out
the underunderout the
foreign currencies,
depreciated foreign
effect of
standing
between the
sixty-six Governments
that adopted the resoluGovernments that
the sixty-six
standing between
tion
hereinbefore referred
referred to;
virtue of
of the
the power
vested by
by
me vested
power in
in me
by virtue
to; by
tion hereinbefore
the
cited, the
the other
other legislation designated
designated for
above cited,
Act of
of Congress
Congress above
the Act
national recovery,
by virtue
all other
vested;
of all
other authority in me vested;
and by
virtue of
recovery, and
national
ROOSEVELT, President
I, FRANKLIN
Directing opening
opening of
I,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
President of the United States
agree-

mints to the coinage of
newly mined domestic of America, do proclaim and direct that each United States coinage
silver.
mint shall receive for coinage into standard silver dollars any silver

netwlYtmined d'omnt of America, do proclaim and direct that each United States coinage

silver.

Seigniorage,
etc,
Seigniorage, etc.,
charges.
charges.

mint shall receive for coinage into standard silver dollars any silver
which
such mint,
to regulations
prescribed hereunder
hereunder by
the
by the
regulations prescribed
subject to
which such
mint, subject
Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, is
subsequently
is satisfied
satisfied has been mined, subsequently
Secretary of
of the
to the
this proclamation,
proclamation, from
natural deposits,in
deposits,in the
United
the United
from natural
to
the date
date of
of this
States or any place subject
subject to the jurisdiction thereof. The Director
Director
of the
voluntary consent
consent of
of the
the owner,
owner,. shall
deduct
of
the Mint,
Mint, with
with the
the voluntary
shall deduct
and retain
of such
such silver
as seigniorage
seigmorage and
and for
for
fifty percent
percent as
silver so
so received
received fifty
and
retain of
services performed
performed by
by the
the Government
of the
the United
relative
United States
States relative
Government of
services

to
the coinage
delivery of
silver dollars.
dollars. The
The balance
balance of
of such
such silsilof silver
and delivery
coinage and
to the
ver so
received, that
that is,
is, fifty
fifty percent
thereof, shall
be coined
coined into
into standstandso received,
ver
percent thereof,
shall be
ard
silver dollars
dollars and
the same,
same or
or an
an equal
equal number
number of
of other
other standard
standard
ard silver
and the
silver
delivered to
the owner
depositor of
silver.
owner or depositor
of such silver.
silver dollars,
dollars, shall
shall be
be delivered
to the
Remainder th
refifty percent
percent of
silver so
shall be
be retained
as bullion
bullion
The fifty
of such
to be exre- The
Remaind.er
such silver
so deducted
deducted shall
retained as
tained as bullion; exby
Treasury and shall not be
thirty-first
be disposed of prior to the thirty-first
by the
the Treasury
ception.
day
of December,
December, 1937,
for coining
coming into
coins.
day of
1937 except
except for
into United
United States
States coins.
to be
Thee Secretary
Regulations
Regulations to
Th
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized to prescribe regulations
regulations
prescribed.
Vol. 40,
40, p.
to carry
carry out
out the
purposes of
proclamation. Such
Such regulations
regulations
of this
this proclamation.
the purposes
pj.535.
53.
to
vol.
shall
provisions substantially
similar to
provisions conconshall contain
contain provisions
substantially similar
to the
the provisions
tained in
in the
the regulations
regulations made
made pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, apaptained
23, 1918, (40
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page 535), known as
proved April 23,
(10 Statutes
as the
Pittman Act,
Act, with such
such changes
changes as he shall determine
determine prescribing
prescribing how
silver mined,
mined, subsequently
subsequently to
to the
the date
date of
this proclamation
proclamation from
from
silver
of this
natural deposits
deposits in
in the
United States
or any
any place
subject to
the jurisjurisnatural
the United
States or
place subject
to the
diction thereof,
identified.
be identified.
diction
thereof, shall be
Thisproclamation
Duration.
This
proclamation shall remainin
remain in force and effect
effect until the thirty-first
thirty-first
day of December,
December, 1937, unless repealed
repealed or modified by Act of Congress
or
subsequent proclamation.
proclamation.
or by subsequent
tatio
Ratio to be minmmainThe present
present ratio in weight and fineness
fineness of the silver dollar to the
tabled.
tained.
U.S.C., p. 995.
gold
dollar shall,
shall, for
for the
the purposes
this proclamation,
proclamation, be
be maintained
maintained
t5s.
u.s.c.,
gold dollar
purposes of
of this
until changed by further order or proclamation.
proclamation.
Right reserved.
Notice
hereby given
given that
that IIreserve
reserved.
Notice is
is hereby
reserve the
the right
right by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the
authority vested in me to revoke or modify this proclamation
proclamation as the
interest of the United
United States may seem to require.
require.
Fifty
to be
iof ipnetrcent
ptrenttot
coined
o standard
silver dollars.
dollars.
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hand and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
hereunto set my hand
and
have hereunto
WHEREOF II have
IN
caused
of the
the United
affixed.
States to be affixed.
United States
seal of
the seal
caused the
DONE
at the
City of
of Washington
December, in
21st day of December,
this 21"
Washington this
the City
DONE at
the
year of
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirty-three,
hundred and thirty-three,
our Lord
of our
the year
America
[SEAL] and
Independence of
of the
United States of America
the United
the Independence
of the
and of
[SEAL]
the one
one hundred
hundred and fifty-eighth.
the
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
State.
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
[No.
2067]
[No. 2067]

(
GRANTING PARDON
PARDON TO
TO PERSONS
CONVICTED OF
OF CERTAIN
W AR-TIME
CERTAIN WAR-TIME
PERSONS CONVICTED
(GRANTING
OFFENSES]
OFFENSES]
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY

December 23,
23, 1933.
1933.
December

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
t of
Persons convicted
ed
of
nwrtim
certain
certain
war-time
offenses.
tenses.
Preamble.
Preamble.
of the
Provisions of
the
Provisions
Constitution.
Constitution.
in cases
cases of
of impeachment",
impeachment", and
and
in
Violations specified.
Whereas, various
various persons
persons have
have been
been from
from time
time to
to time
time convicted
convicted Violations specified.
Whereas,
in the
United States
of violations
violations of certain statutes
States of
the United
of the
courts of
the courts
in
enacted during
war between
between the
and the Imperial
States and
United States
the United
the war
during the
enacted
German
Government
and
Imperial
Austro-Hungarian
Government,
Government,
Austro-Hungarian
Imperial
and
German Government
to
wit:
to wit:
S
editious acts
acts, etc.
etc.
Section 3
3of
of Title
Title I
of the
the Act
15, 1917,
1917, entitled
"An Seditious
entitled "An
June 15,
approved June
Act approved
I of
Section
Vol. 40, p. 219; U.S.('
9
,p1.
p.
1691.
pl,.
the
Act To
punish acts
of interference
interference with
foreign relations,
relations, the
with the foreign
1
acts of
To punish
Act
etc.
etc.
,slio
punislh Espionage,
to punish
United States,
neutrality, and
and the
the foreign
of the
the United
States, to
commerce of
foreign commerce
neutrality,
espionage, and
better to
to enforce
the criminal
criminal laws of the United
United
enforce the
and better
espionage,
States, and
for other
other purposes"
purposes" (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 217);
217); and
and said section
section as
and for
States,
amended by
the Act
1918 (40
(40 Stat. 553); or of aa
16, 1918
May 16,
approved May
Act approved
by the
amended
conspiracy to
to violate
same;
the same;
violate the
conspiracy
Selective draft.
draft.
Conspiracy to
to violate
violate Section
of the
approved on
on June
June 15,
15, 1917,
1917, Selctvle
Act approved
the Act
5 of
Section 5
Vol. 40, pp.
SO, 955.
Conspiracy
temporarily
to
entitled
"
An
Act
To
authorize
the
President
increase
temporarily
President
the
entitled "An Act To authorize
the
of the
States" (40 Stat. 76); and
United States"
the United
Establishment of
Military Establishment
the Military
said Section
as amended
the Act
August 31,
(40
31, 1918 (40
approved August
Act approved
by the
amended by
Section as
said
Stat. 955);
955); and
and
Stat.
Whereas, the
the emergency
the aforesaid
statutes has
aforesaid statutes
by the
contemplated by
emergency contemplated
Whereas,
expired;
expired;
long
Full
granted,
Full pardon
pardon granted,
long expired;
sentence imposdhas
imposed has
Now, Therefore,
Therefore, Be
Be it
it Known,
Known, that
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, ififsentence
I, Franklin
that I,
Now,
been
complied
with.
consideration of the been compliedwith.
President of
the United
United States
States of
in consideration
America, in
of America,
of the
President
thereunto
me
reasons
premises, divers
sufficient
thereunto
and sufficient
good and
other good
divers other
premises,
moving,
hereby declare
and grant
full pardon
pardon to
persons who
to all persons
a full
grant a
declare and
do hereby
moving, do
have
heretofore been
convicted of
of a
a violation
violation of
of any
any of
foregoing
of the foregoing
been convicted
have heretofore
and who
same,
statutory
provisions
or
of
a
conspiracy
to
the
violate
to
a
conspiracy
of
or
provisions
statutory
Proviso.
have
with the
imposed on
on them;
provided, howroilon.
how- Restriction.
them; provided,
sentences imposed
the sentences
complied with
have complied
ever,
shall not
not be
be construed
such persons
persons
pardon such
to pardon
construed to
pardon shall
such pardon
that such
ever, that
for
offenses other
designated herein,
whether committed
committed
herein, whether
those designated
than those
other than
any offenses
for any
prior
or
subsequently
to
the
offenses
herein
designated.
herein
offenses
the
to
prior or subsequently

Whereas, in
in and
and by
by the
the Constitution
United States of
Constitution of the United
Whereas,
America,
is provided
provided that
that the
the President
"shall have
have power
grant
power to grant
President "shall
it is
America, it
United States, except
reprieves and
and pardons
offenses against
against the United
except
for offenses
pardons for
reprieves
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1933.
Whereof, I
set my
and caused
caused the
In Witness
Witness Whereof,
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
the
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Washington this
this 23rd
day of
of December,
December, in
in the
Done at the
the City of Washington
the
2 3rd day
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
year of
of our
our Lord nineteen
and
[SEAL]
of the
Independence of
of the
States of
America the
[SEAL] of
the Independence
the United
United States
of America
the
one hundred
and fifty-eighth.
one
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By
By the President.
President.
WILLIAM
WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS

Acting
Secretary of
of State
Acting Secretary
State
[No.
2068]
[No. 2068]

MERCHANDISE IN
BONDED WAREHOUSE,
W OOL
MERCHANDISE
IN BONDED
WAREHOUSE, BONDED
BONDED CARPET
CARPET WOOL
AND
AND CAMEL
HAIR, AND
DRAWBACK EXPOliTATIONS
CAMEL HAIR,
AND DRAWBACK
EXPORTATIONS
December
December 30,
30, 1933.
1933.

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Bonded warehouses,
warehouses,
tonded
WHEREAS
WHEREAS section
of the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930
497, 46
Stat.
section 318
318 of
1930 (ch.
(ch. 497,
46 Stat.
etc.
Preamble.
Preamble.
696) provides,
provides, in part:
Statutory
ti
Statutory authorizaauthoriza- 590,
tion.
"Whenever
"Whenever the President
proclamation declare
an emeremerPresident shall
shall by
by proclamation
declare an
Vol. 46,p696.
46, p. 696.
Vol.
gency
gency to exist by reason of a
a state of war, or otherwise,
otherwise, he may
authorize
the Treasury
during the
the continucontinuauthorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
to extend
extend during
ance of such emergency
emergency the time herein
herein prescribed
prescribed for
for the
the performance
performance
of any act
act ** *
* ** ";
Emergency
declared.
Emergency declared.
NOW,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
Roosevelt, President of the
United States of America, acting under and
and by virtue
virtue of the authority
vested in me by the aforesaid provisions,
hereby proclaim
an
provisions, do
do hereby
proclaim an
emergency-to exist.
exist.
Time
extended for
Time extended
for
And I
I do further proclaim
it is necessary
proclaim that it
necessary and proper, because
withdrawing merchande,
iodrwted
(lerhing
of the
the emergency
merchandise (except
(except grain)
gram) imported
imported
emergency,-, that
that all
dise,
all merchandise
dise, imported
imported during
duiringof
1031, for warehousing.
warehousing. during the calendar
19v,lfor
warehousing under
calendar year 1931 and entered
entered for
for warehousing
under
Vol. 45, p. 744.
section 557 of the Tariff Act
permitted to
to remain
remain in
in warewareAct of 1930
1930 be
be permitted
house for a
and I
therefore hereby
hereby authorize
authorize the
a further
further period;
period; and
I therefore
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, until further
extend the
warefurther notice,
notice, to
to extend
the warehousing period for such merchandise
merchandise for not more than one year from
from
and after the expiration
expiration of the three-year
three-year period prescribed
prescribed in sections
Proviso.
Provaso.
557 and 559 of the Tariff Act of 1930: Provided,
in each
each
Provided, however, that
that in
Conditions imposed. 55'7
Conditions mpos
and every
case the
every case
the Secretary
shall require
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
require that
that the
the
principal
principal on the warehouse-entry
warehouse-entry bond, in order
to obtain
the benefits
order to
obtain the
benefits
under the extension
extension granted, shall either furnish to the
of
the Collector
Collector of
Customs for the district in which the merchandise
merchandise is warehoused
warehoused the
the
agreement of the sureties on such
remain bound
such bond to remain
bound under
under the
the
terms and provisions
provisions of the bond to the same
if no
same extent as
as if
no extension
extension
were
were granted, or furnish an additional bond with acceptable sureties
sureties
to cover the period of extension.
extension.
Bonded
wool,
condiproclaim that
is necessary
necessary and
and proper,
because
tionalded
And I
I do
do further
further proclaim
that it
it is
proper, because
tionally free, oolr,
for cndeidesi g- And
nated
manufacture.
nated manufacture.
of
the
emergency,
that
as
to
wool
or
hair
of
the
camel
imported
all
camel
Time extended
Tune
extended for
for
proof
of use.
proof of
use.
or
withdrawn from
or withdrawn
warehouse during
during the
from bonded
bonded warehouse
the calendar
calendar year
year 1931
1931
Vol.
646.
Vol. 46,
4, p.. 646.
conditionally
free of
duty, under
conditionally free
of duty,
under bond,
bond, under
under paragraph
paragraph 1101 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 for use in the manufacture
manufacture of press cloth, camel'scamel'shair belting„
belting, rugs, carpets, or other floor coverings,
coverings, or in the manuman.u-
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facture
knit or
felt boots
lumbermen's socks, there
boots or heavy fulled lumbermen's
or felt
of knit
facture of
shall
permitted aafurther
period during
proof that such wool
which proof
during which
further period
be permitted
shall be
hereby
or hair
hair has
so used
may be furnished; and II therefore
therefore hereby
used may
been so
has been
or
authorize
the Secretary
of the
further notice, to extend
until further
the Treasury,
Treasury, until
Secretary of
authorize the
be furnished
furnished for not more
the
period during
which proof
proof of
may be
such use may
of such
during which
the period
than
from and
the expiration
the three-year
three-year period
of the
expiration of
after the
and after
year from
one year
than one
Provided,however, that in each and
prescribed
1101: Provided,
paragraph 1101:
said paragraph
in said
prescribed in
the princievery
case the
Secretary of
shall require
require that
that the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
of the
the Secretary
every case
pal on
the bond, in order
order to
benefits under
under the extension
extension
to obtain the benefits
on the
pal
granted, shall
shall either
furnish to the
district
Collector of Customs for the district
the Collector
either furnish
granted,
agreement of the sureties on such
in which
the bond
given, the agreement
was given,
bond was
in
which the
bond
the terms
to
provisions of the bond to
and provisions
terms and
under the
bound under
remain bound
to remain
bond to
the
as if
if no
no extension
extension were
or furnish an addigranted, or
were granted,
extent as
same extent
the same
tional
with acceptable
acceptable sureties
sureties to
extension.
cover the period of extension.
to cover
bond with
tional bond
proper,, because
And
further proclaim
proclaim that it
it is necessary
necessary and proper
do further
And IIdo
manufactured or produced in
of the
the emergency,
that as
articles manufactured
to articles
as to
emergency, that
of
the
United States
States with
with the
the use
of imported
imported or
or substituted merchandise
merchandise
use of
the United
shipment
for
drawback purposes
purposes a
afurther
further period
period for
for exportation
exportation (or shipment
for drawback
to
of the
completed articles
permitted in
be permitted
articles be
the completed
Islands) of
Philippine Islands)
the Philippine
to the
those
cases in
which the
the merchandise
involved was
was imported during
merchandise involved
in which
those cases
the
year 1931;
and IItherefore
authorize the Secretary
Secretary
therefore hereby authorize
1931; and
calendar year
the calendar

1727

Proviso.
Terms.

Proso.

Drawback.

Drawback.

Time
on
Time extended on
e
mfor sPhilipe
for exportation (or shipment to ment
the
period
to
extend
Treasury
of
the
of
thethe
Philippine
TreasuryIslands)
to extend
ofthe
theperiod
completed
for exportation
articles in (or
such
shipment
cases for
to
'
the Philippine Islands) of the completed articles in such cases for Islands.
Vol. 46, p. 694.
three-year
not
more than
than one
from and
expiration of the three-year
and after the expiration
year from
one year
not more
(h) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
period
in section
section 313
313 (h)
prescribed in
period prescribed
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
hand and
my hand
set my
have hereunto
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
seal of
the United
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
States to
United States
of the
the seal
caused the
Done
at the
the City
City of
of December,
in the
the
December, in
day of
this 330t
of Washington
Washington this
Done at
0 thh day
year
our Lord
Lord nineteen
and of
thirty-three, and
and thirty-three,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
of our
year of
[SEAL] the
United States
one
the one
America the
of America
States of
of the
the United
Independence of
the Independence
[SEAL]
hundred
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President:
President:
By
Islands

W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM

Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
[No. 2069]
2069]
[No.

MARCH
AND M
6 AND
(
AMENDING PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS OF
M ARCH 6
ARCH 9,
9, 1933,
1933, AND
AND
OF MARCH
(AMENDING
ORDERS AND
AND ALL
1933 AND
THE EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE ORDER
ORDER OF
OF MARCH
M ARCH 10, 1933
ALL ORDERS
AND
THE
REGULATIONS
PURSUANT THERETO)
THERETO)
REGULATIONS PURSUANT
AMERICA
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

December 30,
1933.
30. 1933.
December

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Banking operations.

WHEREAS,
6, 1933,
1933, I,
Franklin D.
Roosevelt, President Ban
D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
March 6,
on March
WHEREAS, on
Preamble.operatioms.
1689.
p. 1689.
Ante, p.
of
of America,
America, by
by virtue of authority vested in me Ante,
States of
United States
the United
of the
by the
the Act
Stat. L.
411), as
as amended,
amended, issued aa Vol. 40,
40, p.
p. 415; Ante,
L. 411),
(40 Stat.
6, 1917
1917 (40
of October
October 6,
Act of
by
1.
p 1.
Proclamation declaring
declaring that
that an
emergency existed
existed and
National p.
a National
that a
and that
an emergency
Proclamation
banking
be observed;
observed;
holiday be
banking holiday
Ante, p. 1691.
WHEREAS,
1933, I
Proclamation continuing
continuing *t. p 169.
a Proclamation
I issued
issued a
9, 1933,
March 9,
on March
WHEREAS, on
the
of said
of March
6, 1933,
1933, in
in
March 6,
Proclamation of
said Proclamation
conditions of
and conditions
terms and
the terms
full force
force and
and effect
proclamation by
President;
the President;
by the
further proclamation
until further
effect until
full
86637°-34--pT
2
86637o-34-PT 2-29

20

1728
1728
State
State banks
banks not
not
members of
members
of Federal
Federal
system.
Reserve system.
Reserve
Executive Order No.
6073.xecutive Order No.

Licenses.
Licenses.

Admittance to
Admittance
to memmembership
bership of
of Fund
Fund
granted
to State
banks.
granted to
State banks
Ante,
Arte, p.

179.
p. 179.

Responsibility of
of
Responsibility
State.

Authority of
of State
vuthorit
Statne
over
State nonmember

banks reestablished.
banksreestablished.

Desi
gnated ProclaDesignated
Proclamations and Executive
Orders
amended. ve
Ordersamended.te

Proviso.

old impounding
impounding
Gold
reservation.
reservation.

PROCLAMATIONS, 1933.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1933.

WHEREAS, on March
March 10,
an Executive
Executive order
WHEREAS,
10, 1933,
1933, II issued
issued an
order
authorizing the
authorizing
appropriate authority
immediate supervision
the appropriate
authority having
having immediate
supervision
of banking institutions in each State or any place subject
the jurisjurissubject to
to the
diction
the United
to permit
banking institution
institution not
not a
diction of
of the
United States
States to
permit any
any banking
a
member of the
System to
any or
all of
of its
member
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve System
to perform
perform any
or all
its
except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided;
provided;
usual banking
banking functions
functions except
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, pursuant to authority
granted by other provisions
Executive order of
of March
provisions of the said Executive
March 10,
10,
1933,
for licensing
licensing of
banks members
of
1933, has
has acted upon
upon all requests
requests for
of banks
members of
the
Reserve System;
System;
the Federal
Federal Reserve
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation has
has acted
acted
upon all applications to it
it for membership
membership in the Temporary
Temporary Federal
Insurance Fund
provided for
for in
in Section
Section 12B
12B (y)
(y) of
of the
Deposit Insurance
Fund as
as provided
the
Federal
8 of
of the
Act of
of June
June 16,
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act as amended
amended by Section 8
the Act
16,
1933, Public No. 66, Seventy-third
admitted to
1933,
Seventy-third Congress, and
and has
has admitted
to the
the
all applicant
said Fund all
applicant banks which are duly
qualified;
duly and
and properly
properly qualified;
and
and
WHEREAS, itit is now appropriate
WHEREAS,
appropriate that the banking authority in
each State
subject to
of the
the United
United
State and
and any place
place subject
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
States should have and
exercise the sole
responsibility for,
and control
control
and exercise
sole responsibility
for, and
over, banking
banking institutions not members of
Reserve
of the
the Federal Reserve
System;
System;
D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PRESIPRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES,
STATES, in
in order
assure that
that the
banking
order to
to assure
the banking
authority in each State and in any place subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the United
United States shall have
exercise the
the sole
responsibility for,
have and exercise
sole responsibility
for,
and
control over,
banking institutions
institutions which
not members
the
and control
over, banking
which are
are not
members of
of the
Federal
Federal Reserve System, do hereby proclaim, order, direct, and declare
declare
that
the Proclamations
March 6,
6, 1933
and March
1933, and
the
that the
Proclamations of
of March
1933 and
March 9,
9, 1933,
and the
Executive
Executive order of March
10, 1933, and
regulations purpurMarch 10,
and all
all orders
orders and
and regulations
suant thereto, are amended, effective
first day
of January,
nineteen
effective the
the first
day of
January, nineteen
hundred and thirty-four
exclude from
their scope
scope banking
instituthirty-four,, to
to exclude
from their
banking institunot members
of the
Reserve System.
System. PROtions which
which are
are not
members of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
PROVIDED, HOWEVER,
HOWEVER, That no banking institution shall pay out any
gold coin, gold bullion, or gold certificates,
certificates except
except as authorized by
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, nor allow the
the Secretary
die withdrawal
any curcurwithdrawal of
of any
rency
rency for hoarding, nor engage
engage in any transactions in foreign exchange
exchange
except such as may be undertaken for legitimate
legitimate and
and normal business
requirements,
reasonable traveling and other personal requirerequirements, for reasonable
ments, and for the fulfillment of contracts entered
entered into prior
March
prior to
to March
6,
6, 1933.
1933.
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
my hand
caused the
seal of
of the
to be
affixed.
the seal
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
t
Done in the City of Washington this 30th
of December
December in
in the
the
day of
3 0 h day
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
and thirtyhundred and
thirty[SEAL] three, and of the Independence
Independence of the United States the one
hundred and fifty-eighth.
By the
By
the President:
President:

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

W ILLIAM PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
PHILLIPS

Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

[No. 20701
20701
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
1934.
TONNAGE
REPUBLICS-SUSPENSION OF
UNION OF
OF S
OVIET SOCIALIST
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS—SUSPENSION
OF TONNAGE
SOVIET
UNION

DUES
DUES

OF AMERICA
STATES OF
OF THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

January 16, 1934.
1934.
January

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Whereas
of the
Statutes (U.S.C.,
title 46,
(U.S.C., title
Revised Statutes
the Revised
4228 of
section 4228
Whereas section
sec. 141)
as follows:
follows:
provides as
part provides
in part
141) in
sec.
"Upon
satisfactory proof
proof being
given to
to the
the President,
President, by the govbeing given
"Upon satisfactory
ernment of
of any
foreign nation,
nation, that
duties of tonno discriminating
discriminating duties
that no
any foreign
ernment
nage or
or imposts
imposts are
or levied
the ports
ports of
such nation
nation
of such
in the
levied in
are imposed
imposed or
nage
United States, or
citizens of the United
belonging to citizens
wholly belonging
vessels wholly
upon vessels
upon
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported in the
upon the produce,
Presithe Presicountry,
foreign
any
or
United
States
from
any
foreign
country,
United
the
from
same
same fromissue
dent
declaring that the foreign
foreign discrimproclamation, declaring
may issue his proclamation,
dent may
tonnage and
and. impost within
within the United
United States are
inating duties of tonnage
suspended
discontinued, so far as respects the vessels of such
and discontinued,
suspended and
foreign nation,
nation, and
and the
merchandise immanufactures, or merchandise
produce, manufactures,
the produce,
foreign
ported
States from such foreign nation,
nation, or from any
United States
the United
into the
ported into
other
suspension to take effect
effect from the time of
country; the suspension
foreign country;
other foreign
such
notification being
bemg given to the President,
President, and to continue so
such notification
long
as the
citizens of the
belonging to citizens
vessels, belonging
of vessels,
exemption of
reciprocal exemption
the reciprocal
long as
United
States, and
their cargoes,
be continued,
continued, and
longer."
and no longer."
shall be
cargoes, shall
and their
United States,
WHEREAS satisfactory
received by me from the Govwas received
proof was
satisfactory proof
WHEREAS
November 21,
ernment of
21,
Republics on November
of Soviet Socialist Republics
the Union of
of the
ernment
1933,
levied
tonnage or imposts are levied
duties of tonnage
discriminating duties
no discriminating
that no
1933, that
or imposed
in the
the waters
waters of
the Union
Union of
Republics
Socialist Republics
Soviet Socialist
of Soviet
of the
imposed in
or
upon
vessels wholly
belonging to citizens
citizens of the United States
States or upon
wholly belonging
upon vessels
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
in such
such vessels,
vessels,
imported in
merchandise imported
or merchandise
manufactures, or
the

Tonnagedues.
Tonngdues.
Preamble.

authoriza
ttatutory
t. Statutory authoriza•
4228, p.
R.s., sec.
1
7:S.,
sec. 4228,
p. 81s
814.
469.9.
Us.c., p:.rgt
.

from
States or
or from
airy foreign
foreign country:
country:
ainy
from
United States
the United
from the
Suspension of disom -ij-iforeign country.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
of the
the criminating
crisinu T
r
Ini
s
r:4
7duties
jg on
President of
Roosevelt, President
D. Roosevelt,
Franklin D.
I, Franklin
NOW,
of the
United States
of America,
by virtue
of the
the authority
authority vested in me by vessls
ve&sels
tne Union
Upon ol
o
,
virtue of
America, by
States of
United
Socialist Repub-i
. S"
section 4228
of the United
hereby lies.
i'c'svlet
United States, do hereby
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
the Revised
of the
4228 of
section
declare and
that the
the foreign
duties of tonnage
discriminating duties
foreign discriminating
proclaim that
and proclaim
declare
suspended and discontinued
discontinued
within the United States are suspended
and imposts within
so far
vessels of
of the
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics
the vessels
respects the
as respects
far as
so
and the produce,
imported m said
merchandise imported
manufactures, or merchandise
produce, manufactures,
and
vessels into
into the
United States
from the Union
Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist
States from
the United
vessels
Republics or
from any other foreign country; the suspension to take
or from
Republics
effect
from November
1933, and
to continue so long as the reciproand to
21, 1933,
November 21,
effect from
cal
belonging to citizens of the United States
vessels belonging
of vessels
exemption of
cal exemption
and their
their cargoes
shall be
be continued,
continued, and
longer.
no longer.
and no
cargoes shall
and
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
caused the seal
affixed.
seal of the United States to be affixed.
caused
DONE at
at the
Washington this 16" day of January,
January, in the
of Washington
City of
the City
DONE
year of
of our
our Lord nineteen
hundred and thirty-four, and of
nineteen hundred
year
[SEAL] the
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
of America
America the
the one
one
States of
the Independence
[SEAL]
fifty-eighth.
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and

By the President:

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM

Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
- [No.
2071]
[No. 2071]
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January 31, 1934.
1934.
January31,

PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
BY
OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, by virtue of Section 1
1 of the Act of Congress
WHEREAS,
Congress approved
approved
March
1900 (31
(31 Stat.
L. 45),
the present
present weight
the gold
gold dollar
March 14,
14, 1900
Stat. L.
45), the
weight of
of the
dollar
is fixed
fixed at
twenty five
eight tenths
tenths grains
of gold
nine tenths
fine;
is
at twenty
five and
and eight
grains of
gold nine
tenths fine;
and
and
Ante, p. 51.
WHEREAS, by
43, Title
Title III
of the
approved May
Anto
WHEREAS,
by Section
Section 43,
III of
the Act
Act approved
May 12,
12,
Statutory51 authority
authority
of President.
residont.
Congress), as
12 of
the
1933 (Public, No. 10, 73d
73d Congress),
as amended
amended by
by Section
Section 12
of the
1934, it
it is
provided in
in part
part as
Gold Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of 1934,
is provided
as follows:
follows:
"
Whenever the President
President finds,
finds, upon
upon investigation,
that (1)
(1) the
the
"Whenever
investigation, that
foreign commerce
of the
the United
is adversely
adversely affected
affected by
by reason
commerce of
United States
States is
reason
the value
of the
the currency
currency of
of any
governof the depreciation
depreciation in
in the
value of
any other
other government or
or governments
relation to
to the
of gold,
ment
governments in
in relation
the present
present standard
standard value
value of
gold,
or (2)
(2) action
under this
is necessary
in order
to regulate
and
or
action under
this section
section is
necessary in
order to
regulate and
issues of
or (3)
maintain the parity of
of currency
currency issues
of the
the Umted
United States,
States, or
(3) an
an
economic
emergency requires
requires an
of credit,
credit, or
or (4)
(4) an
economic emergency
an expansion
expansion of
an expanexpannecessary to
secure by
stasion of credit is necessary
to secure
by international
international agreement
agreement a
a stabilization at
governments,
bilization
at proper
proper levels
levels of
of the currencies
currencies of
of various
various governments,
authorized, in
in his
his discretiondiscretion—
the President is
is authorized,
into agree"(a) To direct
direct the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to enter
enter into
agreements with the several Federal Reserve
Reserve banks and with
with the
the Federal
Federal
Reserve
Reserve Board whereby the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board will, and it
it is
is
hereby authorized
authorized to,
provisions of
or rules
rules
to, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any provisions
of law
law or
and regulations
regulations to the contrary, permit
agree
permit such reserve
reserve banks to
to agree
pursuant to
existing law,
law, throughout
throughout
that they will,
will, (1) conduct,
conduct, pursuant
to existing
specified
specified periods, open market
market operations
operations in obligations of
of the
the United
United
States Government
Government or corporations
corporations in which the United States
States is
is the
majority
majority stockholder,
stockholder, and
(2) purchase
purchase directly
and hold
hold in
in portfolio
and (2)
directly and
portfolio
for an agreed
agreed period or periods
Treasury bills
or other
obligaperiods of
of time Treasury
bills or
other obligations of the United States Government
of
Government in
in an
an aggregate
aggregate sum
sum of
$3,000,000,000
$3,000,000,000 in
those they may
hold, unless
unless prior
in addition
addition to those
may then
then hold,
prior
termination of
such period
or periods
periods the
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall conto the termination
of such
period or
consent to their sale. No suspension
reserve requirements
suspension of reserve
requirements of
of the FedFederal Reserve banks, under
under the
(c) of
the terms
terms of section
section 11
11 (c)
of the
the Federal
Federal
Reserve
necessitated by reason of operations
Reserve Act, necessitated
under this
operations under
this section,
section,
shall require the imposition of the graduated
graduated tax upon
upon any deficiency
deficiency
in reserves as provided in said section
(c). Nor
Nor shall
any
section 11
11 (c).
shall it
it require
require any
automatic
automatic increase
increase in the rates of interest
interest or discount
discount charged
charged by
by any
any
Federal
specified in
Federal Reserve bank, as otherwise specified
in that
that section. The
The
Federal
Federal Reserve Board, with
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
of the
Treasury, may require
require the Federal
Federal Reserve
action
Reserve banks
banks to take
take such
such action
as may be necessary, in the judgment of the Board and of the Secretary
of the Treasury, to prevent
credit expansion.
expansion.
prevent undue credit
"(b) If the Secretary,
Secretary, when directed
President, is
is unable
directed by
by the
the President,
unable to
to
secure the assent of the several
secure
several Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve banks and the Federal
Reserve
Reserve Board to the agreements
agreements authorized
authorized in this section,
section, or
or if
operations
operations under the above provisions
provisions prove to be
meet
be inadequate
inadequate to
to meet
the purposes of this section, or if for
for any
any other reason
reason additional
additional
measures
measures are required
the President
to meet
meet such
required in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
President to
such
purposes,
purposes, then the President
President is authorized—
authorizedReserve.
vol. 3 p 45.

Hold Reserve.
dold
Preamble.
1
Vol. 31, p. 45.

*

*

*

"(2)
proclamation to fix the weight of
"(2) By proclamation
in grains
of the gold
gold dollar in
grains
nine tenths fine and also to fix the weight of the silver dollar in grains
nine tenths fine at a
a definite
definite fixed ratio in relation to the gold dollar
dollar
at such amounts as he finds necessary from his investigation
to
investigation to
stabilize
stabilize domestic prices
prices or to protect the foreign
foreign commerce against
against
the adverse
depreciated foreign currencies,
adverse effect of depreciated
provide
currencies, and
and to
to provide
for the unlimited
unlimited coinage of such gold and silver at the ratio so
so
fixed,
Government of the United States enters
fixed, or in case the Government
enters into an

1731
1731

PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
agreement with
government or
or governments
under the terms of
governments under
any government
with any
agreement
issued
currency issued
which the
between the
the value
of gold
and other
other currency
gold and
value of
the ratio
ratio between
which
by
United States
by any
such government
governments is
government or governments
any such
and by
States and
the United
by the
dollar in
established, the
the President
may fix
fix the
the weight
weight of
of the gold dollar
President may
established,
the
dollar, the
accordance
the ratio
so agreed
agreed upon,
upon, and
such gold
gold dollar,
and such
ratio so
with the
accordance with
of value, and
weight
fixed, shall
be the
standard unit
unit of
and
the standard
shall be
so fixed,
is so
of which
which is
weight of
be
all
issued or
the United
States shall be
United States
by the
or coined
coined by
money issued
of money
all forms
forms of
it shall be the duty of
maintained
at a
with this standard
standard and it
a parity
parity with
maintained at
the Secretary
maintain such
such parity,
parity, but
but in
in no
event
no event
to maintain
the Treasury
Treasury to
of the
Secretary of
the
reduce its present
as to
to reduce
so as
shall
the weight
of the
the gold
dollar be
fixed so
be fixed
gold dollar
weight of
shall the
the gold
gold
weight by
by more
more than
than 50
50 per
shall the
weight of the
the weight
Nor shall
centum. Nor
per centum.
weight
dollar
be fixed
any event
event at
at more
more than
of its
its present
present
per centum
centum of
than 60
60 per
in any
fixed in
dollar be
weight. The
The powers
President specified
specified in this paragraph
paragraph
the President
of the
powers of
weight.
distinct, and continuing powers, and
shall be
be deemed
to be
be separate, distinct,
deemed to
shall
to time,
time, severally
time to
from time
may be
exercised by
severally or together,
lim, from
by him,
be exercised
may
in his judgment
of this
whenever and
as the
the expressed
expressed objects
objects of
this section in
judgment
and as
whenever

after the
years after
may require;
except that
such powers
the
two years
expire two
shall expire
powers shall
that such
require; except
may

Duration of powers
Duration

unless the President
1934 unless
date of
of enactment
Reserve Act
of 1934
President eon
Act of
Gold Reserve
of the
the Gold
enactment of
date
the President
ended, but the
shall sooner
the existing
existing emergency
President
emergency ended,
declare the
sooner declare
shall
year after
may
extend such
such period
for not
not more
more than
than one
one additional
additional year
after
period for
may extend
the continuance
continuance of such emersuch date
recognizing the
proclamation recognizing
by proclamation
date by
such
gency"; and
and
gency";
commerce
that the foreign commerce
WHEREAS,
find, upon
upon investigation,
investigation, that
I find,
WHEREAS, I
of
is adversely
adversely: affected
by reason
of the
depreciathe depreciareason of
affected by
States is
United States
the United
of the
governments in relation
of other
tion in
in the
of the
currencies of
other governments
the currencies
value of
the value
tion
economic emergency
to the
present standard
value of
of gold,
gold, and
an economic
emergency
that an
and that
standard value
the present
to
credit; and
requires an
an expansion
expansion of credit;
requires
WHEREAS,
in my
measures additional
to those
those provided
provided
additional to
judgment, measures
my judgment,
WHEREAS, in
purposes
by
subsection (a)
(a) of
of said
Section 43
43 are
are required
to meet
meet the purposes
required to
said Section
by subsection
of such
Section; and
and
of
such Section;
stabilize
WHEREAS,
from my
my investigation,
investigation, that,
order to stabilize
in order
that, in
find, from
I find,
WHEREAS, I
foreign commerce
domestic
prices and
to protect
protect the
the foreign
commerce against
against the
and to
domestic prices
is necessary
adverse effect
foreign currencies,
currencies, it
it is
necessary to fix
depreciated foreign
of depreciated
effect of
adverse
nine tenths fine,
the weight
gold dollar
15%1 gfrains
grains nine
at 15
dollar at
of the
the gold
weight of
the

e rre d

.

conferred '

of gold
1). Weight
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
be it
it known
wei ghtor
gold dolar
dew
FRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
that I,
known that
NOW,
ROOSEVELT, President
President of
States, by
of the
the re;pt',, .sa
by virtue
virtue of
the United
United States,
of the
ROOSEVELT,
Title !II
43, Title
authority vested
in me
me by
by Section
Section 43,
III of said Act of May 12,
vested in
authority
1933, as
amended, and
of all
all other
other authority
me,
in me,
vested in
authority vested
virtue of
by virtue
and by
as amended,
1933,
do hereby
proclaim, order,
order, direct,
declare and fix the weight of the
direct, declare
hereby proclaim,
do
gold dollar
grains nine
nine tenths
fine, from
from and
the date
after the
and after
tenths fine,
15%i grains
to be
be 15%1
dollar to
gold
and
hour of
the silver
silver dollar
dollar is
dotnot Weight of silver dolis not
of the
weight of
The weight
proclamation. The
this proclamation.
of this
and hour
not affected.
altered
or affected
affected in
in any
manner by
by reason
reason of
of this
proclamation.affected.tar
lar not
this proclamation.
any manner
altered or
and unless
until and
This
shall remain
and effect
effect until
unless Modification,
Modification, etc..
et e.,
force and
in force
remain in
proclamation shall
This proclamation
provisions.
repealed
or modified
by act
by subsequent
subsequent proclamaproclama- Proi""ions.
or by
Congress or
of Congress
act of
modified by
repealed or
is hereby
hereby given that IIreserve
tion;
reserve the right by virtue of
notice is
and notice
tion; and
the
vested in
in me
me to
or modify
modify this
this proclamation
as
proclamation as
alter or
to alter
authority vested
the authority
seem to require.
may seem
the
interest of
of the
United States
States may
the United
the interest
IN
set my
and have
have
my hand
hand and
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF I
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
of the
United States
States to
affixed.
be affixed.
to be
the United
seal of
caused the
DONE
City of
of Washington
at 3.10
3.10 o'clock
in the
the afternoon,
afternoon,
o'clock in
Washington at
the City
in the
DONE in
the year
year
Eastern
this 31
day of
January, in the
of January,
31 day
Time, this
Standard Time,
Eastern Standard
thousand nine hundred and thirty-four,
[SEAL]
Lord one
one thousand
our Lord
of our
[SEAL] of
the one
and of
of the
the Independence
of the
United States
States the
the United
Independence of
and
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
the President:
By the
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

[No.
[No. 2072]
2072]
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
RIO GRANDE
GRANDE WESTERN
RAILROAD
EMERGENCY BOARD, DENVER & RIO
WESTERN RAILROAD
COMPANY—EMPLOYEES
COMPANY-EMPLOYEES

EMERGENCY BOARD, DENVER &

February
1, 1034.
1934.
February 1,

BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
vLabor
diputes, Den
Labor disputes,
Dem
WHEREAS the President, having been duly notified by the Board
ver dr Rio Grande
Western Railroad OI Mediation that disputes between the Denver & Rio Grande Western
Company
and certain Railroad Company, acarrier, and certain of its employees represented
of dsemployees.
eloees.rtan
Preamble.
Preamble.
by

WHEREAS the President, having been duly notified by the Board
Western Railroad of Mediation that disputes between the Denver & Rio Grande Western
of its
Railroad Company, a carrier, and certain of its employees represented

b

Brotherhood
Engineers;
Brotherhood of
of Locomotive
Locomotive Engineers;
Brotherhood
and Enginemen;
Brotherhood of
of Locomotive
Locomotive Firemen
Firemen and
Enginemen;
Order of
of Railway
Railway Conductors;
Order
Conductors;
Brotherhood
of Railroad
Trainmen;
Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen;
which disputes have not been
adjusted under
provibeen heretofore
heretofore adjusted
under the
the provisions of the Railway
Railway Labor Act,
now threaten
threaten substantially
to interAct, now
substantially to
interinterstate commerce
rupt interstate
commerce within
the States
States of
of Utah,
Utah, Colorado
Colorado and
and
within the
New Mexico, to aadegree
such as
as to
deprive that
that section
degree such
to deprive
section of
of the
the country
country
of essential
transportation service;
service;
of
essential transportation
m
Emergency
board
NOW,
THEREFORE,
I,
FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presietgency
boardt
NOW,
THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
I,
Presicreated to investigate
and
and report thereon.
thereon.
dent of the United States
States of America,
America, by
virtue
of the
the power
power vested
vested
by
virtue
of
Vol. 4,
44, p.. 686.6.
Vol.
in me
by the
the Constitution
laws of the United States, and by virtue
in
me by
Constitution and
and laws
of and under the authority
in me
me vested
vested by
Railway
authority in
by Section
Section 10
10 of
of the
the Railway
Act, do hereby
Labor Act,
to be
hereby create
create aa board
board to
be composed
composed of
of three
three (3)
(3)
not pecuniarily
persons not
pecuniarily or
or otherwise
in any
any organization
of
otherwise interested
interested in
organization of
railway employees
or any
carrier, to
to investigate
investigate and
report their
their
employees or
any carrier,
and report
findings to me within 30
from this
30 days
days from
this date.
date.
Compensation, etc.
Compensation,
The
members of
shall be
compensated for and on
on account
The members
of this
this board
board shall
he compensated
account
of such duties in the sum of fifty ($50.00) dollars for
actually
for every day
day actually
employed with or upon account of travel and
employed
duties incident
incident to
to such
and duties
such
Ante,
12.
Ase, p.
p. 12
board, from
which will be deducted
deducted fifteen per cent. (15%) as provided
board,
from which
provided
in Public No. 2, 73d Congress,
Congress, Approved
1933. The
The
Approved March
March 20,
20, 1933.
Reimbursement for members will be reimbursed for and they
Reimbursement
they
hereby
authorized
to
are
hereby
authorized
to
expenses,
o. 47, p. 401.
make expenditures
make
expenditures for
for expenses
for themselves
of the
board,
expenses for
themselves and
and of
the board,
including
including traveling expenses
expenses and in conformity with Public
Public No. 212,
212,
72d Congress, Approved June 30, 1932,
11:30 a.m.,
to exceed
exceed five
five
1932, 11:30
a.m., not
not to
($5.00) dollars per diem
($5.00)
diem for
for expenses
expenses incurred
incurred for
subsistence.
for
subsistence.
Funds available.
Fndsavaable.
All
expenditures of
All expenditures
of the
board shall
be allowed
allowed and
out of
of
the board
shall be
and paid
paid for
for out
Ante,
p. 280.
appropriation "
"emergency
the appropriation
emergency Boards, Railway Labor Act, May
20,
May 20,
1926,
1934" on the presentation
presentation of itemized
1926, 1934"
itemized vouchers
vouchers properly
properly
approved
chairman of the
approved by the chairman
hereby created.
created.
the board hereby
IN TESTIMONY
I have hereunto set my hand and
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I
and
caused the seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington this first day of
February in
in the
the
of February
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-four, and
and of
of
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States
of America
America the
the one
one
States of
hundred and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.

By the
By
the President.
President.
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

[No. 2073]
2073]
[No.
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
APPOINTING
APPOINTING

HENRY
H
ENRY

MORGENTHAU,
M
ORGENTHAU, JR.
JR.
RAILROADS
RAILROADS

DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR

GENERAL
GENERAL

OF
OF

AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

February 7,
7, 1984.
034.
February

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS William
William H.
Woodin has
resignation as Preamble.
tendered his resignation
has tendered
H. Woodin
WHEREAS
Director
and
Railroads; and
Director General of Railroads;
effective upon the
WHEREAS such resignation has been accepted,
accepted, effective
WHEREAS
qualification
successor;
of his
his successor;
qualification of
Henry Morgentbau,
Morgentbau,
Jery
ROOSEVELT, President
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
President Jr.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
Director
of
America, under
under and by virtue of the authority Appointed Director
of America,
States of
United States
the United
of the
Ra i
lroads.
Vol.
pr.
Voe ,"ain
vested
me by
by the
unrepealed provisions
provisions of the Federal Control Gei,%r.a1401,f
the unrepealed
451;
Vol.
in me
vested in
6. e dat.4
Transportation 41,
25, 40 Stat. 451),
Act
of March
1918 (ch. 25,
451), and the Transportation
21, 1918
March 21,
Act of
" '
Eete
p
ti 4
c
5
date.
456), do hereby appoint, effective
Act, 1920
effective the
(ch. 91, 41 Stat. 456),
1920 (ch.
Act,
seventh
day of
Henry Morgenthau,
Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary
Secretary of
1934, Henry
February, 1934,
of February,
seventh day
the Treasury,
General of
Railroads in
in the
stead of the said
said
the stead
of Railroads
Director General
as Director
Treasury, as
the
William H.
H. Woodin,
Woodin, and
delegate to, and continue and
and
and do hereby delegate
William
confirm in
in him,
him, all
all powers
powers and
and authority
authority heretofore
heretofore granted to and
confirm
now possessed
said William
Woodin as Director General
William H. Woodin
the said
by the
possessed by
now
of Railroads;
said Henry
the said
direct the
and direct
authorize and
hereby authorize
do hereby
and II do
Railroads; and
of
Morgenthau, Jr.,
Jr., until
until otherwise
provided by proclamation of the
otherwise provided
Morgenthau,
President
by act
of Congress,
through such
personally or through
either personally
Congress, either
act of
or by
President or
divisions, agencies,
he may
exercise and
and
authorize, to exercise
may authorize,
as he
persons as
or persons
agencies, or
divisions,
perform, as
as fully
as the
the President
authorized to do,
President is authorized
all respects
respects as
in all
fully in
perform,
all and
the powers
powers and
conferred or imposed
imposed upon me
duties conferred
and duties
singular the
and singular
all
Federal Control
by the
the said
said unrepealed
unrepealed provisions
Control Act of
provisions of the Federal
by
March
1918, and
and the
said Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920, except
except desdesAct, 1920,
the said
21, 1918,
March 21,
ignating the
the agent
provided for
for in
in section
said act.
of said
206 of
section 206
agent provided
ignating
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
hand and
WHEREOF, II have
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
States to be affixed.
affixed.
United States
the United
seal of the
caused the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
day of
February, in the
the
of February,
7t h day
this 7"
of Washington
DONE
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
bundred and
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, and of
nineteen hundred
our Lord
year
'SEAL]
the Independence
Independence of
States of
America the
the one
one
of America
United States
the United
of the
[SEAL] the
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
and fifty-eighth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
the President:
By the
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
[No. 2074]
2074]
[No.

D ESIGNATING AND
AND APPOINTING
H ENRY MORGENTHAU,
M ORGENTHAU, JR.,
JR., DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR
APPOINTING HENRY
DESIGNATING
GENERAL
RAILROADS, AS
AS THE
THE AGENT
PROVIDED FOR
IN SECTION
SECTION
FOR IN
AGENT PROVIDED
OF RAILROADS,
GENERAL OF
206 OF
THE TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION ACT,
ACT, 1920
1920
OF THE
206

BY
THE UNITED
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

February 7, 1934.
February

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
proclamation dated
1933, William
H.
William H.
15, 1933,
March 15,
dated March
by proclamation
WHEREAS by
Woodin,
Director
General
of
Railroads,
was
designated
as
the
agent
agent
the
as
designated
was
Railroads,
of
Woodin, Director General
provided
206 of
of the
the Transportation
Transportation Act,
(ch. 91,
91,
1920 (ch.
Act, 1920
section 206
in section
for in
provided for
41
and
Stat. 461); and
41 Stat.
WHEREAS
the said
said William
William H.
H. Woodin,
General of
of
Director General
Woodin, Director
WHEREAS the
Railroads as
aforesaid, has
has tendered
his resignation
agent,
said agent,
as said
resignation as
tendered his
as aforesaid,
Railroads

Trans portauon Act,
Trportation
.

Preamble
Preamble.
A
Vol.
n
t
e'''
41,.
p.
1691
461.
4Pp.461.
vol.
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Appointing Henry
Appomiting
Henry
Morgentbau, Jr., as

agent.a
agent.

r,

which has
accepted, effective
effective upon
the qualification
qualification of
of his
hig
which
has been
been duly
duly accepted,
upon the
successor;
successor;
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiNOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
dent
the United
United States
under and
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the
dent of
of the
States of
of America,
America, under
and by
authority
by said
do hereby
hereby designate
and appoint,
appoint,
authority vested
vested in
in me
me by
said act,
act, do
designate and
effective
seventh day
of February,
February, 1934,
Henry Morgenthau,
Morgenthau, Jr.,
Jr.,
effective the
the seventh
day of
1934, Henry
Director
General of
as the
the agent
agent provided
provided for
for in
in said
said
Director General
of Railroads,
Railroads, as
section
206 of
Transportation Act,
Act, 1920.
1920.
section 206
of the
the Transportation
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
caused
the seal
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
t n day of February, in the
DONE at
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this 77"
DONE
the City
day of February, in the
year of
of our
and thirty-four,
and of
of
year
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-four, and
[SEAL]
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
United States
[SEAL] the
hundred
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By
the President:
By the
President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
[No.
[No. 2075]
2075]

EXTENDING
FOR 11 YEAR
THE PERIOD
PERIOD WITHIN
WITHIN WHICH
W HICH ADVANCES
ADVANCES
EXTENDING FOR
YEAR THE
MAY
10(B) OF
OF THE
THE FEDERAL
RESERVE
MAY BE
BE MADE
MADE UNDER
UNDER SECTION
SECTION 10(B)
FEDERAL RESERVE
ACT AS
ACT
AS AMENDED
AMENDED
February 16, 1934.
February

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve
WHEREAS
10(b) of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act
as amended
WHEREAS section
section 10(b)
of the
Act as
amended
Banks.
by the
act of
27, 1932
1932 (ch.
(ch. 58,
58, 47
47 Stat.
56), by
by the
act of
of
vol. 47,
Vol.
47, pp. 66,
m, 794; by
the act
of February
February 27,
Stat. 56),
the act
Ante,
p. 7;7; U.S.C.,
SP
vp.
U.S.c., February 3,
the act of March 9,
3, 1933 (ch. 34,
34, 47 Stat. 794),
794), and by the
Supp. VII,
p.
172.
p. 17.
1933 (Public,
1933
(Public, No.
No. 1,
1, 73d Cong.),
Cong.), reads as follows:
Advances
"
SEC. 10(b).
10 (b). In
exceptional and
and exigent
circumstances, and
and when
when
Advances authorized
"SEC.
In exceptional
exigent circumstances,
authorized
to member banks when any member bank has no further eligible and acceptable assets availmablerbaketsnrt
acce
acceptable
assets not any member bank has no further eligible and acceptable assets availavailable for rediscount. able to
avaiableforredisount.
it to
to obtain adequate
adequate credit accommodations
through
to enable
enable it
accommodations through
rediscounting
at the
the Federal
reserve bank
bank or
or any
any other
other method
method
rediscounting at
Federal reserve
provided by
by section
section 10(a),
10(a), any
any
by this
this Act
Act other than that
that provided by
Federal reserve
reserve bank, under rules and
the
and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
Security.
Security.
advances to
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, may make
make advances
member bank
on
to such
such member
bank on
its time or demand notes
satisfaction of
of such
such Federal
Federal
notes secured
secured to
to the
the satisfaction
Interest.
Interest.
reserve bank. Each such note shall bear interest at aarate not less
than 1
1per
per centum
annum higher
higher than
the highest
rate in
in
than
centum per
per annum
than the
highest discount
discount rate
Duration.
Duration.
effect at such Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank on
on the
the date
date of
such note.
note. No
No
of such
advance
advance shall be made under
section after March
March 3,
3, 1934,
1934, or
after
under this section
or after
the
expiration of
of such
additional period
period not
not exceeding
exceeding one
year as
as the
the
the expiration
such additional
one year
President
may prescribe.";
and
President may
prescribe."; and
Continuation deemdeemContinuation
WHEREAS I,
I, FRANKLIN
WHEREAS
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, President
of the
the
D. ROOSEVELT,
President of
ed advisable.
ed advisable.
United States of America, deem it
it advisable
advisable that the authority of the
Federal reserve banks to make advances
advances under the provisions
provisions of said
section 10(b) of the Federal Reserve
Reserve Act be continued
continued for
for an
an additional
additional
period after March 3, 1934;
1934;
Provisicns extended
Provisions
extended
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiD. ROOSEVELT,
one year.
one year.
dent of the United States
States of America, acting under and by virtue of
of
the authority
authority conferred
conferred upon me by
by said
said section
the Federal
Federal
section 10(b)
10(b) of
of the
hereby proclaim, declare, and prescribe
Reserve Act, do hereby
prescribe an additional
additional
period of 11year after March
March 3, 1934,
1934, during which
which advances
advances may be

1735
1735

PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
made
any Federal
provisions of said
reserve bank under the provisions
Federal reserve
by any
made by
section.
section.
IN
hereunto set my hand and
and
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
States to be affixed.
the United States
of the
the seal
caused
th
DONE at
City of
Washington this 16
16th day of February, in the
of Washington
the City
at the
DONE
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and thirty-four, and of
hundred
nineteen
Lord
our
of
year
[SEAL]
the Independence
of the
States of America
America the
United States
the United
Independence of
the
[SEAL]
one
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
one hundred

ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
the President:
President:
By
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
[No.
2076]
[No. 2076}

EMERGENCY
BOARD, DELAWARE
DELAWARE
EMERGENCY BOARD,

AND HUDSON
HUDSON RAILROAD
RAILROAD

CORPORATION — EMPLOYEES
CORPORATION-EMPLOYEES
BY
BY

THE
THE

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

OF
OF

5. 1934.
March
March 5,

THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
THE

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS the
the President,
having been
putes, Deldispute,
Board Labor dis
the Board
by the
notified by
duly notified
been duly
President, having
WHEREAS
_... a_ oad oorporati
Oorpo ration
Railroad
Railroad
Hudson
and
between the Delaware
of Mediation
that disputes
disputes between
Delaware
Mediation that
of
and certain
employees. its of
represented by
Corporation,
carrier, and
of its
employees represented
employee&
its employees
certain of
and certain
Corporation, aacarrier,
Brotherhood of
of Locomotive
Engineers;
Locomotive Engineers;
Brotherhood
Brotherhood of
of Locomotive
Locomotive Firemen
Enginemen;
Firemen and Enginemen;
Brotherhood
Brotherhood of
of Railroad
Railroad Trainmen;
Trainmen;
Brotherhood
which
have not
not been
heretofore adjusted
adjusted under
provisions
the provisions
under the
been heretofore
disputes have
which disputes
of
Railway Labor
Labor Act,
now threaten
substantially to
interrupt
to interrupt
threaten substantially
Act, now
the Railway
of the
interstate
commerce within
within the
the States
States of
New York, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
of New
interstate commerce
and Vermont,
degree such
such as
deprive that section of the country
to deprive
as to
a degree
to a
Vermont, to
and
of
transportation service;
service;
essential transportation
of essential
board
ROOSEVELT, Presi- ,,me^rgn'y
NOW,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
Emer gency
board
L) invostigatie.
created
thIorooa.
rt;.'ort
to
a.l
in
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
vested
271"t
e
o
d
v
n
4
i
t
etu°:
vested
power
the
of
virtue
by
dent of the United States of America,
me by
by the
Constitution and
and laws
of the
United States,
and by virtue
States, and
the United
laws of
the Constitution
me
W
p. 530
Railway vol
the
off t
10 o
of and
he Railway
Vol. 4..
44, p.
under the authority in me vested by Section 10
and under
of
'- p. 20
three (3)
a board to be composed
Labor
Act, do
hereby create
composed of three
(312110.
create a
do hereby
Labor Act,
persons
not pecuniarily
pecuniarily or
or otherwise
otherwise interested
interested in any organization of
persons not
railway
employees
or
any
carrier,
to
and report their
investigate and
to investigate
carrier,
any
or
employees
railway
date.
findings to
me within
thirty days
days from
this date.
from this
within thirty
to me
findings
d

w

e

an

Hu

n

The members
shall be
compensated for
for and
and on
etc.
Compensation, etc.
account Compensation,
on account
be compensated
board shall
this board
of this
members of
The
of
in the
of fifty
($50.00) dollars
for every
every day
day actually
actually
dollars for
fifty ($50.00)
sum of
the sum
duties in
such duties
of such
employed with
with or
or upon
account of
to such
such
incident to
duties incident
and duties
travel and
of travel
upon account
employed
board, from
provided Ante, p. S.S.
(15%) as provided
cent. (15%)
per cent.
fifteen per
deducted fifteen
be deducted
will be
which will
from which
board,
in
Public No.
No. 2,
Approved March
March 20, 1933. The
Congress, Approved
73d Congress,
2, 73d
in Public
authorized to
members
be reimbursed
hereby authorized
are hereby
they are
and they
for and
reimbursed for
will be
members will
make
expenditures
for
expenses
for
themselves
and
of
board,
the board,
of the
and
themselves
for
expenses
for
make expenditures
including
expenses and
and in
in conformity
Public No. 212,
with Public
conformity with
traveling expenses
including traveling
vol. 47,
to exceed405. Vol.
72d Congress,
Congress, Approved
30 ,1932, 11
:
30 a.m.,
a. m., not to
47, p.
p. 405.
11:30
June 30,
Approved June
72d
five
dollars per
per diem
for subsistence.
subsistence.
incurred for
expenses incurred
for expenses
diem for
($5.00) dollars
five ($5.00)
All expenditures
board shall
shall be
and paid
paid for
out of
the
of the
for out
allowed and
be allowed
the board
of the
expenditures of
All
of the
appropriation "emergency
"emergency Boards,
Railway Labor Act,
Act, May
1926,theboExpenditures
EboEnditurs
20, 1926,
May 20,
Boards,RailwayLabor
appropriation
26.
p.
At,
1934"
on
the
presentation
of
itemized
vouchers
properly
approved
by
i5,
p.286.
approved
properly
vouchers
1934" on the presentation of itemized
the chairman
chairman of
of the
hereby created.
created.
board hereby
the board
the
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1934.
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, I
set my
hand and
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
and
caused
of the United States
States to be affixed.
caused the
the seal of
Done
at the
the City
City of
day of
of March
March in
in the
the year
Done at
of Washington
Washington this
this fifth
fifth day
year
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four,
of
our Lord
thirty-four, and
and of
of
[SEAL] the
the Independence
the United
States of
the one
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
United States
of America
America the
one
hundred
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
By
the President.
By the
President.
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

[
No. 2077]
[No.

CHILD HEALTH
HEALTH DAY
DAY
CHILD
April 6, 1934.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Congress
Congress by Joint Resolution
Resolution of May 18, 1928,
1928,
requested
the President
President of
of the
States to
to proclaim
requested the
the United
United States
proclaim annually
annually
Health Day;
and
May 1
1 as Child Health
Day; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the welfare
welfare of the Nation is vitally affected
affected by the
health
and
health of
of its children;
children; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the promotion
promotion of the best physical and mental developdevelopment of the children
children is an essential part of the social-health
social-health program
program
of the Nation;
Nation; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
desirable that
special consideration
consideration be
be
it is
is highly desirable
that special
given this matter in all parts of the Nation;
Setting aside May 1,
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKTJN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
Setting aside May 1,
Presi1934, as, and recomendig observance
observaneof.
mending
of. dent of the United States of America,
America, do hereby proclaim
proclaim and desigdesi
nate the first day of
Health Day,
Day, and
of May of this
this year
year as
as Child
Child Health
and do
do
urge
voluntary agencies
urge all official and voluntary
agencies and organizations
organizations and all
individuals
individuals interested
interested in
to unite
unite upon
upon that
day in
in the
in child
child welfare
welfare to
that day
the
observance
observance of such exercises as will result in a
a deeper realization
realization by
by
the people of the necessity for the protection
protection and promotion of the
health
health of the Nation's children and in greater,
improve
greater, unified
unified effort to improve
it is found inadequate.
the existing child-welfare
child-welfare program
program wherever it
inadequate.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set
set my
my hand and
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
and
caused the seal of the United
be affixed.
United States
States of
of America
America to
to be
affixed.
th
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 66"
day of April, in the year
year
of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-four, and of the
[SEAL] Independence
[SEAL]
Independence of the United States of America
America the one
hundred and fifty-eighth.
Day.
Child Health
ealthDay.
Preamble.
Preamble.
Vol. 45, p. 617.

By the President:

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
[
No. 2078]
[No.
2078]
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COPYRIGHT—FREE
CITY OF
OF DANZIG
DANZIG
COPYRIGHT-FREE CITY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
BY

April
7, 10,34.
94.
April 7,

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
is provided
provided by
the act
act of
Congress approved
approved March
March
of Congress
by the
it is
WHEREAS it
4,
1909 (ch.
(ch. 320,
320, 35
35 Stat.
ACT To amend
"AN ACT
entitled "AN
1075-1088), entitled
Stat. 1075-1088),
4, 1909
and consolidate
copyright", that the
the copyright
copyright
respecting copyright",
Acts respecting
the Acts
consolidate the
and
secured by
by the
section 1(e) thereof
thereof as
under section
benefits under
the benefits
except the
act, except
the act,
secured
to
conditions are imposed,
imposed, shall extend to the work of
of
special conditions
which special
to which
an author
or proprietor
who is
is a
citizen or
subject of
foreign state or
a foreign
of a
or subject
a citizen
proprietor who
author or
an
nation,
only upon
upon certain
forth in section
section 88of the act,
conditions set forth
certain conditions
nation, only
to
wit:
to wit:
"(a) When
an alien
alien author
author or
proprietor shall
shall be
be domiciled
domiciled within
within
or proprietor
When an
"(a)
the
States at
at the
the time
time of
work; or
publication of his work;
first publication
the first
of the
United States
the United
"(b) When
foreign state
of which such author or
nation of
or nation
state or
the foreign
When the
"(b)
proprietor
is a
acitizen
citizen or
either by treaty, convention,
convention,
subject grants, either
or subject
proprietor is
agreement, or
or law,
to citizens
citizens of the
the United
United States
States the benefit of copylaw, to
agreement,
right
on substantially
substantially the
the same
basis as to its own citizens, or copysame basis
right on
right
substantially equal
equal to
protection secured
secured to such
to the
the protection
protection substantially
right protection
foreign state
such
when
or
treaty;
foreign
author
under
this
Act
by
treaty;
when
or
by
Act
this
under
author
foreign
which provides for
or nation
nation is
is a
aparty
to an
international agreement
agreement which
for
an international
party to
or
reciprocity in
in the
the granting
granting of
of copyright,
copyright, by the terms of which agreereciprocity
thereto";
ment the
United States
may, at
at its
its pleasure,
party thereto";
become aaparty
pleasure, become
States may,
the United
ment
and
and
WHEREAS
it is
is provided
by section
section 1(e)
1(e) that the provisions of the
provided by
WHEREAS it
act
"so far
far as
as they
they secure
secure copyright
the parts of instruinstrucontrolling the
copyright controlling
act "so
ments
mechanically the musical
musical work, shall ininreproduce mechanically
to reproduce
serving to
ments serving
clude
compositions published
copyrighted after
goes
after this Act goes
and copyrighted
published and
only compositions
clude only
into
shall not
include the
the works
of a
aforeign
foreign author or comcomworks of
not include
and shall
effect, and
into effect,
poser unless
the foreign
or nation
nation of
of which
or comauthor or
such author
which such
state or
foreign state
unless the
poser
poser
either by
treaty, convention,
convention, agreeagreeby treaty,
grants, either
subject grants,
or subject
citizen or
is aacitizen
poser is
ment,
or law,
citizens of the
the United States similar rights"; and
to citizens
law, to
ment, or
WHEREAS
the President
is authorized
by section
section 8
determine
8 to determine
authorized by
President is
WHEREAS the
by
time to
existence of the reciprocal
reciprocal
to time
time the existence
from time
made from
proclamation made
by proclamation
conditions aforesaid,
as the
the purposes
purposes of
of the act may require;
require; and
and
aforesaid, as
conditions
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence has been
received that
that in the
been received
WHEREAS
Free City
Danzig the
permits and
from the
date of this proclaproclathe date
and from
law permits
the law
of Danzig
City of
Free
mation will
United States
States the
copybenefit of copythe benefit
the United
of the
citizens of
to citizens
grant to
will grant
mation
right
substantially the
same basis
basis as
as to
the Free City of
citizens of the
to citizens
the same
on substantially
right on
Danzig;
and
Danzig; and
WHEREAS
official assurance
assurance has
has been
given that in
been given
satisfactory official
WHEREAS satisfactory
the
Free City
City of
of Danzig
Danzig the
the law
now permits
citizens of the United
United
to citizens
permits to
law now
the Free
States
to those
in section
section 1(e)
of the
the act of
l(e) of
accorded in
those accorded
rights to
similar rights
States similar
March
4, 1909:
1909:
March 4,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW,
dent of
the United
do declare
proclaim:
declare and proclaim:
America, do
of America,
States of
United States
of the
dent
section
That
after April
1934 the
specified in section
conditions specified
the conditions
7, 1934
April 7,
and after
on and
That on
8(b) and
1(e) of
of March
March 4,
4, 1909,
will exist
exist and
fulfilled in
and be fulfilled
1909, will
act of
the act
of the
and 1(e)
8(b)
respect of
citizens of
of the
Free City
of Danzig
Danzig and
after
and that on and after
City of
the Free
of the
the citizens
respect
to
April
7, 1934
citizens of
Free City
of Danzig shall be entitled
entitled to
City of
the Free
of the
1934 citizens
April 7,
all
the benefits
of this
this act
and acts
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof:
thereof:
act and
benefits of
all the
Provided,
the enjoyment
by any
any work
the rights and
beneand beneof the
work of
enjoyment by
That the
Provided, That
fits conferred
the act
act of
of March
March 4,
1909, and
acts amendatory
amendatory
the acts
and the
4, 1909,
by the
conferred by
fits
requirements
thereof, shall
shall be
be conditional
conditional upon
compliance with
the requirements
with the
upon compliance
thereof,
works by the
and formalities
formalities prescribed
prescribed with
with respect
respect to
to such
such works
the copycopyand
right laws
United States;
the United
of the
laws of
right

Copyrights.
Copyrights.
Preamble.

1075.
Vol. 35, p. 107

Vol. 35,
35, p.. 1077.
1077.
Vol.

Action by

ity

Action by Free
Fre (City
off Danzig.

o ")nn"z

Similar rights under
rights under
Similar
law.

Benefits extended to
citizens of the Free

izene fisxtenedeto

City of Danzig.
Danzig.
City

Conditions.

Conditions.
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Mechanical
musical
Mechanical musical
works
included.
works included.

And
further, That
That the
provisions of
of the
the act
act
And provided
providedfurther,
the provisions
of section
section 1(e)
1(e) of
of
March 4,
insofar as
copyright controlling
controlling parts
parts of
of
of March
4, 1909,
1909, insofar
as they
they secure
secure copyright
instruments
instruments serving to
reproduce mechanically
mechanically musical
to reproduce
musical works,
works, shall
shall
apply only
apply
after July
July 1,
1909, and
and registered
only to
to compositions
compositions published
published after
1, 1909,
registered
for copyright in the United
have not
not been
United States
States which
which have
been reproduced
reproduced
within the United States
within.
April 7,
7, 1934
1934 on
contrivance
States prior
prior to
to April
on any
any contrivance
by
of which
work may
mechanically performed.
by means
means of
which the
the work
may be
be mechanically
performed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
WHEREOF II have
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United
States of
of America
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
to be
DONE at the City of Washington
7" day
day of
of April,
in the
the year
year
Washington this
this 7"
April, in
of our Lord nineteen hundred
and thirty-four,
and of
hundred and
thirty-four, and
of the
the
Independence of the
the United
[SEAL] Independence
United States
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
fifty-eighth.
President:
By the
the President:

FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
[No. 2079]
[No.
2079]

DECREASING
RATES OF
DUTY ON
DECREASING RATES
OF DUTY
RODUCTS
ON LAMINATED
LAMINATED P
PRODUCTS

April
23, 1934.
April 23,1934.

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES
AMERICA
OF THE
UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
par
Tariff on
on
products.

lam i n a t
ed
laminated

vPrTmble.
Preamble.
Vol. 46, p. 701.
Vo. 4.

701.

WHEREAS under
under and
and by
virtue of
section 336
part II,
II,
WHEREAS
by virtue
of section
336 of
of title
title III,
III, part
of the act of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
17, 1930
1930 (46
Stat. 590,
590, 701),
June 17,
(46 Stat.
701),

entitled "AN
ACT To provide revenue, to regulate
regulate commerce
with
entitled
"AN ACT
commerce with
foreign countries, to encourage
encourage the industries
of the
the United
United States,
industries of
States,
for other
to protect American labor, and for
purposes", the
States
other purposes",
the United
United States
Tariff Commission has investigated
the differences
differencesin
costs of
of producinvestigated the
in costs
production of, and all other facts and
enumerated in
and conditions
conditions enumerated
in said
said section
section
with respect
respect to, laminated products
products of which any
synthetic resin
resin or
any synthetic
or
resin-like substance is the chief binding agent, in sheets
sheets or
or plates,
plates,
being wholly or in part the gowth
rowth or product of
States
of the
the United
United States
and of and with respect to like or
articles wholly
wholly or
in part
part
or similar
similar articles
or in
the growth or product of the
the principal
competing country;
country;
principal competing
WHEREAS in the course of said investigation a
hearing was
a hearing
was held,
held,
of which reasonable
reasonable public notice was given and at
which parties
parties
at which
interested
interested were given reasonable opportunity to
to be
be present,
present, to
to
produce evidence,
evidence, and
and to
to be
be heard;
heard;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Commission
Commission has reported
reported to
to the
the President
President the
the
results of said investigation
investigation and its findings with
respect to
such
with respect
to such
differences in costs of
of production;
production;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Commission
Commission has found it shown by said investigainvestigation
tion that
that the principal
principal competing
competing country
country is Germany, and
that the
and that
the
duties expressly
expressly fixed by statute do not equalize the difference
duties
difference in
in the
the
costs of production
production of the domestic articles
articles and
and the
the like
like or
or similar
similar
foreign
produced in said principal
principal competing
foreign articles
articles when produced
country,
competing country,
and has specified in its report the decreases in
the rates
duty
in the
rates of
of duty
expressly fixed by statute found by the Commission to
shown by
to be
be shown
by
said investigation
investigation to be necessary
said
necessary to equalize
equalize such difference;
and
difference; and
WHEREAS in the judgment
WHEREAS
judgment of the President such rates of
of duty
duty
are shown by such investigation of
of the
the Tariff
Tariff C
ommi
ss i
on to
Commission
to be
be necesnecessary to equalize such difference
difference in costs
production;
costs of
of production;
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NOW,
FRANKLIN D.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President of
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America, do
approve and
and proclaim
proclaim
dent
States of
do hereby
hereby approve
decreases in
expressly fixed in paragraph
(b)
decreases
in the
the rates
rates of
of duty
duty expressly
paragraph 1539
1539 (b)
of title
title IIof
of said
said act
laminated products
(whether or not provided
provided
of
act on
on laminated
products (whether
for elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
which any
resin
for
of 1930)
1930) of
of which
any synthetic
synthetic resin
resin-like substance
substance is
is the
the chief
chief binding
agent, in
in sheets
sheets or
or plates,
plates,
binding agent,
or resin-like
from 25
cents per
pound and
per centum
ad valorem
to 15
from
25 cents
per pound
and 30
30 per
centum ad
valorem to
15 cents
cents
per
shown
per pound
pound and 25 per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem,
valorem, the
the rates found
found to be shown
by said
investigation to
necessary to equalize
equalize such difference
difference in
in
to be necessary
said investigation
by
costs
of production.
production.
costs of
IN
hereunto set
set my
my hand and
have hereunto
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
caused
United States
States to be affixed.
caused the seal
seal of
of the
the United
d
DONE
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
23 4
day
day of
of April, in the year
this 23
DONE at
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, and
of the
the
and of
of
our Lord
[SEAL[
Independence
the United
States of
of America
America the one
United States
of the
Independence of
[SEAL]
hundred
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred and

Decreasing duty
duty to
to
Decreasing
equalize differences
differences in
in
equalize
costs of
of production.
costs
production.
Vol. 46,
46, p.
p. 668.
668.
Vol.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

By
President:
By the
the President:
WILLIAM
WILLIAM PHILLIPS

Acting
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
[No.
[No. 20801
2080]

CHANGING
CHANGING

DUTY ON CANNED CLAMS
DUTY
CLAMS

BY THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT

May l,
1, 1934.
1934.
May

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

II,
WHEREAS
under and
and by virtue of section
section 336
336 of
of title III, part II,
WHEREAS under
of
the act
act of
of Congress
approved June
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
590, 701),
701),
Stat. 590,
June 17,
17, 1930
Congress approved
of the
entitled
ACT To
To provide
revenue, to
commerce with
with
to regulate
regulate commerce
provide revenue,
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
foreign
encourage the
the industries
industries of the United States,
to encourage
foreign countries,
countries, to
to
protect American
for other
the United
United States
States
other purposes",
purposes ", the
and for
labor, and
American labor,
to protect
Tariff
differences in costs of proinvestigated the differences
Tariff Commission
Commission has investigated
duction
and all
all other
other facts
facts and
and conditions
conditions enumerated
enumerated in
in said
said
duction of,
of, and
section
with respect
respect to,
to, clams,
clams, packed
air-tight containers,
containers, being
packed in air-tight
section with
wholly or
in part
part the
the growth
product of
the United
States and of
of the
United States
growth or
or product
wholly
or in
and
respect to
the growth
growth
in part
part the
articles wholly
wholly or in
to like
like or
or similar
similar articles
with respect
and with
or
product of
competing countries;
countries;
of the
the principal
principal competing
or product
WHEREAS
in the
course of
said investigation
hearing was
held,
was held,
a hearing
investigation a
of said
the course
WHEREAS in
of
which reasonable
reasonable public notice was
was given and at which parties
of which
to
interested
opportunity to be present, to
reasonable opportunity
were given
given reasonable
interested were
produce
heard;
to be
be heard;
and to
evidence, and
produce evidence,
WHEREAS
Commission has
has reported
reported to
the
the President
President the
to the
the Commission
WHEREAS the
results
of said
investigation and
with respect
to such
such
respect to
findings with
and its
its findings
said investigation
results of
differences
of production;
production;
costs of
in costs
differences in
WHEREAS
the Commission
Commission has found it
it shown by said investigainvestigaWHEREAS the
tion
principal competing
country for
for razor
(siliqua
clams (siliqua
razor clams
competing country
that the
the principal
tion that
patula),
in air-tight
air-tight containers,
containers, is
is Canada,
Canada, and that the duty
packed in
patula), packed
expressly
fixed by
by statute
statute does
does not
costs
difference in
in the
the costs
not equalize
equalize the
the difference
expressly fixed
of
articles and
the like
like or
or similar
foreign
similar foreign
and the
of the
the domestic
domestic articles
of production
production of
articles
when produced
produced in
principal competing
competing country;
country; and
and
said principal
in said
articles when
that
the principal
principal competing
competing country
for clams
clams other
razor
than razor
other than
country for
that the
clams, and
with other
other substances
clam
(except clam
substances (except
combination with
clams in
in combination
and clams
clams,
chowder), packed
packed in
in air-tight
containers, is
Japan, and
and that
that said
said
is Japan,
air-tight containers,
chowder),
difference with
with respect
to these
these articles
articles cannot
equalized by
by proprobe equalized
cannot be
respect to
difference
ceeding under
provisions of
of subdivision
(a) of
said section
section and
act;
and act;
of said
subdivision (a)
the provisions
under the
ceeding

'anned clams.
Preamble.
Vol.
46, p. 701.
Vol. 49,
701.
Canned
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American selling
WHEREAS
A merican selling
WHEREAS the Commission has specified in its report the deprice.
voi. 4,
10.
creased
Vol.
46, p. 710.
creased rate of duty on razor clams (siliqua patula),
packed in
in airpatula), packed
airtight containers,
containers, and the ad valorem
of duty
valorem rate
rate of
duty based
based on
on the
the
American selling price, as
defined in section
(g) of
of said
act, of
of
as defined
section 402
402 (g)
said act,
on clams
other than
clams, and
clams in
in
the domestic
domestic articles,
articles, on
clams other
than razor
razor clams,
and clams
combination
combination with other substances
substances (except
chowder), packed
(except clam chowder),
packed
in air-tight containers,
containers, found by the
Commission to
to be
shown by
the Commission
be shown
by
said investigation
investigation to be necessary
necessary to equalize
equalize such differences
differences in
in costs
costs
of production; and
and
WHEREAS in the judgment
judgment of the President
President such decreased
decreased rate
rate
of duty and such ad valorem rate
rate of
of duty
duty based
said American
based upon
upon said
American
selling price are shown by such investigation
of the
the Tariff
investigation of
Tariff CommisCommission to be necessary
necessary to equalize
equalize such differences
costs of
of production;
differences in
in costs
production;
Decreasing duty on
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
Decreasing
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresicanned clams.
vol. 46,
4, p.
34..
dent of
of the
United States
States of
of America,
America, do
Vol.
11. 634
dent
the United
hereby approve
approve and
and proprodo hereby
claim a
a decrease
decrease in the
expressly fixed
paragraph
the rate
rate of
of duty
duty expressly
fixed in
in paragraph
721 (b) of title IIof said act on
on razor clams
clams (siliqua
(siliqua patula),
patula), packed
packed
in air-tight containers, from 35 per centum
centum ad valorem
23 per
per
valorem to
to 23
centum ad valorem; and assessment of the rate of 35
35 per centum
centum
ad valorem expressly fixed in said paragraph, title,
on clams
title, and
and act
act on
clams
other than razor clams, and clams in combination with other subsubvol.
Vol. 46, p.
stances
chowder), packed
packed in
in air-tight
air-tight containers,
p. 710.
no.
stances (except
(except clam chowder),
containers, upon
upon
American selling price, as defined
the American
defined in
(g) of
of said
said act,
act,
in section
section 402
402 (g)
of clams other than razor clams, and clams
clams in
in combination
combination with
with
other substances
chowder), packed
substances (except
(except clam chowder),
packed in air-tight
conair-tight containers, manufactured
tainers
manufactured or produced
United States.
States.
produced in the United
WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
IN W
ITNESS WHEREOF,
hand and
and
I have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
caused the seal of the United States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
DONE
Washington this 1st day of May, in the year
year
of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-four, and of the
the
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States of America
[sEAL]
America the
one
the one
hundred and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
[
[No.
No. 2081]
2081]

EXTENDING
EXTENDING FOR
FOR ONE YEAR THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF TITLE I
I OF
OF
THE EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY RAILROAD
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
THE
TRANSPORTATION ACT,
ACT, 1933.
1933.
May 21934.
Z 1934.

BY THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Emergency Railroad
Railroad
_ Emergency
Transportation Act,
Act
1933..ortan

Preamble.

Preamble,

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 217.
217.

WHEREAS section 17 of Title
WHEREAS
acten
titled "A
ct t
Title I
I of
of the
the act
entitled
"Ann A
Act
too
relieve
relieve the existing national
national emergency
emergency in relation to interstate
interstate railroad transportation,
to amend
road
transportation, and
and to
amend. sections
sections 5, 15(a) and 19(a) of the
Commerce Act as amended",
Interstate Commerce
approved June
June 16,
1933
amended", approved
16, 1933
(c. 91, 48 Stat. 211,
211, 217), reads as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 17. This title shall cease
"SEC.
cease to have effect at the end of
of one
year after
effective date, unless extended
a proclamation
year
after the
the effective
extended by a
proclamation of
of
the President for one year or any part thereof, but orders of
of the
the
Coordinator
Coordinator or of the Commission
Commission made thereunder
thereunder shall continue in
in
effect until vacated
vacated by the Commission
Commission or set
by other
other lawful
lawful
set aside
aside by

1741
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
PROCLAMATIONS,
authority,
the provisions
of section 10 no such
provisions of
but notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
authority, but
order shall
shall operate
any carrier
carrier from the effect of any State
to relieve
relieve any
operate to
order
law or of any order of aaState commission
commission enacted or made after this
effect."
title ceases
ceases to have effect."
WHEREAS in the judgment of the President it is deemed
deemed
AND WHEREAS
advisable
extend the
period of Title IIof the
the effective
effective period
and expedient
expedient to extend
advisable and
said
Act for
year after
after June
June 16,
16, 1934;
1934;
for one
one year
said Act
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiFRANKLIN D.
NOW, THEREFORE,

dent of
of the
declare and
proclaim
and proclaim
do hereby
hereby declare
America, do
States of
of America,
United States
dent
the United
that the
entitled "An
"An Act to relieve
I of the
the act entitled
of Title I
effective period
period of
that
the effective
the existing
national emergency
relation to interstate
railroad
interstate railroad
in relation
emergency in
the
existing national
transportation, and to
15(a) and 19(a)
19(a) of the
to amend
amend sections 5, 15(a)
transportation,
Interstate
Act as
amended", approved
16, 1933
1933
approved June 16,
as amended",
Commerce Act
Interstate Commerce
(c. 91,
91, 48
48 Stat.
Stat. 211, 217),
extended for one year after June 16, 1934.
217), is extended
(c.
IN
set my hand and
hereunto set
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
America to be affixed.
caused the
of the United
States of America
United States
seal of
the seal
caused
DONE
of Washington
this 2d day of May
May in the year
Washington this
City of
the City
at the
DONE at
of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-four and of the
Lord nineteen
of our
of America
America the one
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the United
States of
United States
[SEAL] Independence
hundred
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
hundred and
By the
the President:
President:
By

Extension of
Title I,
I,
of Title
Extension
one year.

one year

FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary
[No. 2082]
[No.
2082]

M
OTHER'S DAY
DAY
MOTHER'S
BY
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

Mayy 3,3,1934.
1034.
M__

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS by
by House
House Joint
and signed
signed Mother':
Day,
)y l014
1314
r,
Resolution 263,
263, aproved
approved and
Joint Resolution
WHEREAS
Preamble
by President
on May
8, 1914,
the second
second Sunday
Vol 38,
770
.p770
3. p
of vol.
May of
in May
Sunday in
1914, the
May 8,
Wilson on
President Wilson
by
each year
year has
has been
designated as
Mother's Day for the expression
expression of
as Mother's
been designated
each
our love
love and
the mothers
mothers of
and
our country;
country; an
of our
for the
reverence for
and reverence
our
WHEREAS
Resolution 218, adopted April 26, 1934, states
WHEREAS Senate Resolution
that "
there are
are throughout
land today
today an
unprecedentedly large
an unprecedentedly
our land
throughout our
"there
that
number of
of mothers
dependent children
children who, because
because of unemployunemployand dependent
mothers and
number
ment
their bread-earners,
bread-earners, are
many of
of the
the necessities
necessities
lacking many
are lacking
of their
or loss
loss of
ment or
of
life ", and
and the
the President
President of
of the
authorized
therein authorized
is therein
States is
the United
United States
of life",
observance of
calling for the observance
and
a proclamation
proclamation calling
issue a
to issue
and requested
requested to
Mother's
Day this
this year;
year;
Mother's Day
Sunf03 Vit
dobeova
NOW,
Presi- day
May
ad'fd, 1
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
2,ILlaer'sDa;
our citizens MIother's
upon our
hereby call
dent
of the
United States
of America,
America, do
do hereby
call upon
; Day.
States of
the United
dent of
to
express on
Day, Sunday,
13, 1934,
our love
love and
and
1934, our
May 13,
Sunday, May
on Mother's
Mother's Day,
to express
reverence
motherhood:
for motherhood:
reverence for
(a)
By the
display of
of the
United States
States flag
on all
flag on
the United
customary display
the customary
(a) By
Government
and other
places;
suitable places;
other suitable
homes, and
buildings, homes,
Government buildings,
(b)
the usual
tokens and
of affection
affection to
to our
our mothers;
mothers;
messages of
and messages
usual tokens
By the
(b) By
and
and
(c)
all that
through our
our churches,
and
fraternal and
churches, fraternal
can through
we can
that we
doing all
By doing
(c) By
welfare
agencies, for
for the
relief and
and welfare
mothers and
children who
who
and children
of mothers
welfare of
the relief
welfare agencies,
may
in need
necessities of
of life.
life.
the necessities
of the
need of
be in
may be
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
1934.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set
and
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
seal of the United
caused the seal
be affixed.
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
rd
DONE at the
DONE
City of
this 31
day of
the year
the City
of Washington
Washington this
of May,
May, in
in the
year
3 day
of our Lord nineteen
hundred and
thirty-four, and
of the
the
nineteen hundred
and thirty-four,
and of
[sEAL] Independence
the United
States of
of America
America the
the one
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
United States
one
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
hundred
fifty-eighth.
By
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

[No. 2083]
[No.
2083]
NATIONAL MARITIME
NATIONAL
MARITIME DAY
DAY
May 4,
4, 1934.
1934.
May

BY THE

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
National
National Maritime
Day.
Preamble.

Preamble,

Ante,p.
Ante, p. 7.
73.

Observance
Observance
22, 1931, as.

WHEREAS
on May
22, 1819,
Steamship THE
WHEREAS on
May 22,
1819, the
the Steamship
THE SAVANNAH
SAVANNAH

sailed from Savannah,
Savannah., Georgia, on the first
successful transoceanic
transoceanic
first successful
voyage under steam propulsion, thus
thus making
material contribution
contribution
making aamaterial
to the advancement
advancement of ocean
ocean transportation;
transportation; and
and

WHEREAS
by Joint
Joint Resolution
WHEREAS the Congress
Congress by
Resolution of
May 20,
1933,
of May
20, 1933,
designated May 22 of each year
year as
as National
National Maritime
Maritime Day
Day and
and rereannually aaProclamation
quested the President to issue annually
calling upon
Proclamation calling
upon
the people of the United States to observe such National
National Maritime
Maritime
Day;
Day;
of May
May
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
PresiROOSEVELT, President of the United States of America, do call upon and urge the people
of the United States to
22, 1934,
1934, as
as National
to observe
observe May
May 22,
National Maritime
Maritime
Day by displaying the flag at their homes and
places,
and other
other suitable
suitable places,
I hereby direct that Government
and I
Government officials
officials display
flag on
on all
all
display the
the flag
Government buildings
Government
day.
buildings on
on that
that day.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
hand and
and
set my
my hand
caused
caused the seal of the United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 4"
4" day
day-of
of May,
May, in
in the
the year
year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-four, and
and of
the
of the
[SEAL]
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States of
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
By
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

No. 20841
2084]
[No.
DECREASING RATES
DECREASING
RATES
May 9.
9, 1934.
1934.
May

OF

DUTY ON SUGAR
DUTY
SUGAR

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
of section 336
WHEREAS under and by virtue of
of title
title III,
part II,
II,
336 of
III, part
Preamble.
statutory
June 17,
1930 (46
Statutory authorizaauthorize- of the act of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
17, 1930
Stat. 590,
590, 701),
701),
(46 Stat.
tion.
entitled
"AN ACT
To provide
revenue, to
to regulate
with
Vol.
ol. 46, p. 701.
70L
entitled "AN
ACT To
provide revenue,
regulate commerce
commerce with
encourage the industries
foreign countries, to encourage
of the
the United
United States,
to
industries of
States, to
Tari
Tariff on sugar.
sugar.

PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
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protect American
purposes", the United
United States
American labor, and for other purposes",
protect
differences in costs
investigated the
has investigated
Tariff
Commission has
the differences
costs of producproducTariff Commission
tion
of, and
all other
other facts
enumerated in said section
section
conditions enumerated
and conditions
facts and
and all
tion of,
related articles,
refined sugar, molasses,
with
molasses, and related
raw and refined
respect to, raw
with respect
being
United States and
or in part the growth or product of the United
wholly or
being wholly
of
and with
with respect
like or
or similar
part the growth
growth
articles wholly or in part
similar articles
to like
respect to
of and
country;
or product
product of
of the
the principal
competing country;
principal competing
or
WHEREAS in
in the
the course
hearing was
was held,
held,
investigation aahearing
of said investigation
course of
WHEREAS
and at which parties
of which
reasonable public
given and
was given
notice was
public notice
of
which reasonable
interested were
given reasonable
reasonable opportunity
opportunity to be present, to produce
were given
interested
evidence,
heard;
and to be heard;
evidence, and
WHEREAS the
reported to the President
President the
Commission has reported
the Commission
WHEREAS
results of
said investigation
findings with respect
respect to such
such
its findings
and its
investigation and
of said
results
differences
production;
in costs
costs of production;
differences in
WHEREAS
the Commission
has found
found it
shown by said investigait shown
Commission has
WHEREAS the
tion
principal competing
competing country
Cuba, and that the duties
is Cuba,
country is
the principal
that the
tion that
expressly
by statute
statute do
equalize the differences
differences in the costs of
not equalize
do not
fixed by
expressly fixed
foreign
production of
the domestic
like or similar foreign
the like
and the
articles and
domestic articles
of the
production
has
and
country,
competing
principal
articles
when
produced
in
said
principal
competing
country,
and
produced
when
articles
expressly
i
specified in
in its
the decreases
n the
the rates of duty expressly
decreases in
report the
its report
specified
by said investifixed by
by statute
statute found
found by
by the
the Commission
Commission to
to be
shown by
be shown
fixed
gation to
necessary to
equalize such
such differences;
differences- and
and
to equalize
be necessary
to be
gation
WHEREAS in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
President such rates
rates of duty are
the President
of the
WHEREAS
shown by
by such
of the
necessary
Commission to be necessary
Tariff Commission
the Tariff
investigation of
such investigation
shown
to
such differences
costs of
production;
of production;
in costs
differences in
equalize such
to equalize
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresi- equalm
Decreasin
g duty to
ity
DTejSn
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
NOW,
differences
in
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
approve
and
proclaim
costs
of
production.
production.
of
costs
proclaim
and
approve
dent of the United States of America, do hereby
the
duty found
found to
be shown
shown by
investigation to
to
by said investigation
to be
of duty
rates of
following rates
the following
be necessary
equalize such
such differences
differences in costs of production:
to equalize
necessary to
be
A decrease
decrease in
in the
the rate
rate of
duty expressly
expressly fixed
in paragraph
paragraph 501
501 of
of Vol.
46, p.
p. 630.
630.
Vo 46'
fixed in
of duty
A
title
I
of
said
act
on
sugars,
tank
bottoms,
sirups
of
cane
juice,
melada,
melada,
title I of said act on sugars, tank bottoms, sirups of cane juice,
concentrated
melada, concrete
and concentrated
concentrated molasses,
testing by
by
molasses, testing
concrete and
concentrated melada,
the
polariscope not
not above
seventy-five sugar
and all
all mixtures
mixtures
degrees, and
sugar degrees,
above seventy-five
the polariscope
containing
sugar and
and water,
water, testing
by the
above fifty
fifty
polariscope above
the polariscope
testing by
containing sugar
sugar
degrees and
above seventy-five
sugar degrees,
degrees, from
1.7125
from 1.7125
seventy-five sugar
not above
and not
sugar degrees
cents
pound to
to 1.284375
1.284375 cents
cents per
pound; and
and
per pound;
per pound
cents per
A decrease
in the
of duty
duty expressly
expressly fixed
fixed in
in paragraph
paragraph 501 of
rate of
the rate
A
decrease in
title
of said
act for
for each
sugar degree
degree shown
shown by
by the
the polarpolaradditional sugar
each additional
said act
title IIof
iscopic
test, from
from three
and seventy-five
ten-thousandths of
of
seventy-five ten-thousandths
hundred and
three hundred
iscopic test,
per pound
pound additional,
and fractions
fractions of
degree in
proportion, to
to
in proportion,
of aadegree
additional, and
11cent
cent per
two
hundred and
and one-fourth
one-fourth ten-thousandths
ten-thousandths of
of 1
1cent
cent
eighty-one and
and eighty-one
two hundred
per
pound additional
additional and
and fractions
fractions of
of a
degree in
in proportion.
proportion.
a degree
per pound
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
set my
my hand
hand and
hereunto set
have hereunto
I have
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
the United
caused the
DONE at
at the
of Washington
Washington this
this ninth
of May
May in
in the
the
day of
ninth day
City of
the City
DONE
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
of
and of
thirty-four, and
and thirty-four,
hundred and
Lord nineteen
of our
year
[SEAL] the
t
he Independence
Independence of
the United
of America
America the
the one
one
States of
United States
of the
[SEAL]
hundred
fifty-eighth.
and fifty-eighth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
the President:
By the
C
ORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
[No.
2085]
[No. 2085]

80037°-34
—PT 2-30
2 30
86637i °-34-PT

PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
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GENERAL
LAFAYETTE MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL DAY
DAY
GENERAL LAFAYETTE
May 18,
1934.
-May
18,1934.

BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
May 20,
1934, is
is the
the one
anniversary of
the
WHEREAS May
20, 1934,
one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
of the
death of General Lafayette;
Lafayette; and
WHEREAS
Resolution 317
317 of
of the
the Seventy-third
Seventy-third
Observance, reWHEREAS by
by House
House Joint
Observance,
Joint Resolution
quested.
quested.
Congress,
approved
May
18,
President
approved
1934,
the
President
of
the
States
the
United
States
Ante, p. 784.
Ate,
is authorized
authorized and requested
requested to issue a
a proclamation calling for the
observance
observance of May 20,
Lafayette Memorial
Memorial Day:
Day:
20, 1934,
1934, as
as General
General Lafayette
Inviting observance
observance
Inviting
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presiof.
dent of the United States of America,
America, do hereby order that
of
that the
the flag
flag of
the United States be displayed
displayed on all Government
Government buildings
on May
May
buildings on
20, 1934,
1934, and do invite the
to observe
the
the people
people of the United States
States to
observe the
day in schools,
schools, churches,
churches, and other
suitable places,
appropriate
other suitable
places, with
with appropriate
ceremonies in commemoration
ceremonies
commemoration of
of the
the death
death of
of General
General Lafayette.
Lafayette.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
hand and
and
have hereunto
set my
my hand
caused the seal of the United States to be
affixed.
be affixed.
t
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this
day of
of May,
May, in
the year
year
this 118th
in the
8 h day
of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-four, and
of the
the
and of
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the
States of
the United
United States
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
General
General Lafayette
Lafayette
Memorial
Memorial Day.
Day.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
2086]
[No. 20861

SALE
AND M
MUNITIONS
BOLIVIA AND
S
ALE OF
OF ARMS
ARMS AND
UNITIONS OF
OF WAR
W AR TO
TO BOLIVIA
AND PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY
t r 28, 1934.
May
2
4

.. BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
ale ofarms
Sale
of arms, etc.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante,
811.
Ane, p. 811.

p.

WHEREAS
joint resolution
of Congress,
entitled
WHEREAS section
section 11 of
of a
a joint
resolution of
Congress, entitled
"Joint
"Joint Resolution To prohibit the sale of arms or munitions of war in
in
the United States under certain
", approved
May 28,
1934,
certain conditions
conditions ",
approved May
28, 1934,
provides as follows:
"That
if the
the prohibition
prohibition of the sale of arms
"That if
the President
President finds
finds that
that the
and
war in the United States to those countries now
and munitions
munitions of
of war
engaged in armed conflict in the Chaco may
may- contribute
to the
the recontribute to
reestablishment of peace between
establishment
between those countries, and if
after consulconsulif after
tation
tation with the governments
governments of other American
American Republics and with
with
their cooperation,
cooperation, as well as that of such other
governments as
other governments
as he
he
may deem necessary, he makes proclamation
that effect,
shall be
proclamation to
to that
effect, itit shall
be
unlawful to sell, except under such limitations and exceptions
exceptions as
the
as the
President prescribes,
prescribes, any arms or munitions
President
munitions of war in any place
place in
the United
the
United States
States to the countries now engaged in that armed conflict,
or to any person, company,.
company, or association
association acting in
in the
interest of
the interest
of
either country, until otherwise ordered by the
by Conthe President
President or
or by
Congress."
gress."

1745
1745

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.
AND WHEREAS
joint
WHEREAS it is provided by section
section 22 of the
the said joint
resolution thatthat—
resolution
war in
in violation
munitions of
of war
any arms
"Whoever
"Whoever sells
sells any
arms or
or munitions
violation of
of section
section
1 shall, on conviction,
punished by a
a fine not exceeding
1
conviction, be punished
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 or
exceeding two years, or both."
by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
both."

s

Ante
Ante, p. 811.

t
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
Presi- Announcemen
A npouncement of
of
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
of the
the United States
rt
ue of
of
States of
of America,
America, acting
acting under
under and by
by vi
virtue
dent of
the authority conferred
conferred in
in me
me by
by the
the said
said joint
joint resolution
the
resolution of Congress,
Congress,
do
hereby declare
declare and
and proclaim
found that
that the
the prohibition
prohibition
do hereby
proclaim that
that IIhave
have found
of
the sale
sale of
arms and
and munitions
munitions of
of war
war in
the United
United States
to those
of the
of arms
in the
States to
those
countries now engaged in armed
armed conflict in the Chaco
Chaco may
may contribute
peace between
between those
those countries,
and that
that I
to the reestablishment
reestablishment of
of peace
countries, and
I
have
consulted with
with the
of other
American Republics
Republics
have consulted
the governments
governments of
other American
cooperation of such governments
governments as II
and
have been assured
and have
assured of the cooperation
have
deemed necessary
as contemplated
by the
said joint
resolution;
necessary as
contemplated by
the said
joint resolution;
have deemed
and
do hereby
hereby admonish
citizens of
every warning
Warning to abstain
States and
and every
of the United States
and IIdo
admonish all citizens
person
to abstain
from every
of the
of the
the joint
from violtion
violation of law
law.
joint from
the provisions
provisions of
violation of
every violation
abstain from
person to
resolution
hereby made
applicable to Bolivia
Bolivia and
and
above set forth,
forth, hereby
made applicable
resolution above
Paraguay,
that all
all violations
such
violations of such
do hereby
hereby warn
warn them
them that
Paraguay, and
and I
I do
provisions
will be rigorously
rigorously prosecuted.
prosecuted.
provisions will
And
hereby enjoin
enjoin upon
officers of
of the
the United
States charged
charged
all officers
United States
upon all
And IIdo
do hereby
with
the execution
execution of
the laws
laws thereof,
the utmost
diligence in
in prepreutmost diligence
thereof, the
of the
with the
venting
violations of
of the
said joint
resolution and
and this
this my
my proclamation
proclamation
joint resolution
the said
venting violations
punishment any ofissued
thereunder, and in bringing to trial and punishment
issued thereunder,
fenders against
same.
against the same.
fenders
And
State the
the power
power of
of Eteptionsand
Exceptions and [urnimiof State
the Secretary
Secretary of
delegate to
to the
hereby delegate
And I
I do
do hereby
prescribing
limitations to
application of
of the
the said
said t
the application
to the
and limitations
exceptions and
prescribing exceptions
joint
of May
as made
tins my
my proclaproclamade effective
effective by this
1934, as
May 28, 1934,
resolution of
joint resolution
mation
issued thereunder.
mation issued
IN
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand
hand and
and
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
of the
United States
States to
be affixed.
to be
affixed.
the United
seal of
caused the
DONE at
Washington this
this twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of May,
of Washington
the city
city of
at the
DONE
in the
the year
year of
of our
nineteen hundred
thirty-four,
and thirty-four,
hundred and
Lord nineteen
our Lord
in
America
[SEAL]
and of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
States of America
United States
the Independence
[SEAL] and
the one
hundred and
and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
the
one hundred
Pres° eut.

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

By the
the President:
President:
By

CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
[No. 20871
20871

SUSPENDING
THE PROVISIONS
OF THE
DAVIS—BACON A
CT OF
OF MARCH
3,
MARCH 3,
ACT
THE DAVIs-BACON
PROVISIONS OF
SUSPENDING THE
1931
June 5,
5, 1934.
June

BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Davis-Bacon

Act of

WHEREAS
of the
the Davis-Bacon
Davis-Bacon Act
of March
March 3,
3, 1931
1931 March
lar.hB
Act of
1 of
3. 1931. ACt of
section 1
WHEREAS section
Vol. 46, p. 1494.
(ch. 411,
411, 46
46 Stat.
Stat. 1494),
1494), provides:
(ch.
provides:
Vol.
46.
. 19t rates,
Labor watte
""** *
* *
* Every contract
contract in
in excess
excess of
of $5,000
buildbng Cn
ractee
s
$5,000 in
in amount,
amount, to
to which
which building
contracts.
the
United States
States or
District of
of Columbia
is a
a party,
rewhich reparty, which
Columbia is
the District
or the
the United
quires or
or involves
employment of
of laborers
or mechanics
in the
the
mechanics in
laborers or
the employment
involves the
quires
construction,
and/or repair
repair of
of any
of the
the
buildings of
public buildings
any public
alteration, and/or
construction, alteration,

1746
1746

PROCLAMATIONS,
1934.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1934.

United States or the
Columbia within
within the
the geographical
geographical
the District
District of
of Columbia
limits of
of the
the States
States of
of the
limits
the Union
Union or
or the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall
rates.
provision to the
rates.
contain a
a, provision
effect that
the rate
for all
all laborers
the effect
that the
rate of
of wage
wage for
laborers
and mechanics
mechanics employed
employed by the contractor
contractor or any subcontractor
subcontractor on
on
the public buildings covered
covered by the
the contract shall be
less than
than the
be not
not less
the
prevailing
prevailing rate
work of
in the
the city,
city,
rate of wages for work
of aa similar
similar nature
nature in
town, village, or other civil division
division of the
the State in which
which the
the public
public
buildings are located,
located, or in the District of Columbia
if the
the public
public
Columbia if
buildings are located
located there *
* *
* *."
National Industrial
IndUstri
National
WHEREAS section
206 of
of the
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Act
WHEREAS
section 206
the National
Recovery Act
Recovery Act.
204.
Ante, p. 2.
(ch. 90, 48 Stat. 195,
204)
provides:
195,
204)
provides:
Contract provisions.
ontrat provisions.
"All contracts let for construction
"All
construction projects
projects and
and all
and grants
all loans
loans and
grants
pursuant to this title shall contain such
are necessary
necessary
such provisions
provisions as
as are
to insure *
* ** *
* (2)
executive, administrative,
administrative,
(2) that (except
(except in executive,
and supervisory
supervisory positions),
positions), so far as practicable
practicable and
and feasible,
feasible, no
inno individual directly employed on any such project
be permitted
permitted
project shall
shall be
to work more than thirty hours in any
any one week;
week; (3)
(3) that
that all
all employees
employees
shall be paid just and reasonable
reasonable wages
be compensation
compensation
wages which shall
shall be
sufficient
provide, for the
sufficient to provide,
the hours of
as limited,
limited, a
standard of
of labor
labor as
a standard
of
living in decency
decency and comfort
comfort * * * *."
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor and the
of Public
Public
the Administrator
Administrator of
Works have informed me that the concurrent
concurrent operation
operation of the
aforethe aforesaid provisions
provisions of the
the Davis-Bacon
Davis-Bacon Act and
National Industrial
Industrial
and the
the National
Recovery
Recovery Act cause
cause administrative
confusion and
delay which
which could
could
administrative confusion
and delay
be avoided by suspension
suspension of the provisions
provisions of the
Davis-Bacon Act;
Act;
the Davis-Bacon
Authority
of PresiAuthority of
PresiWHEREAS
1 of the aforesaid Davis-Bacon
WHEREAS section
section 1
Davis-Bacon Act
authorizes
Act authorizes
dent in emergencies.
dent in emergencies.
the President
President to suspend the provisions of that act in case
case of
of aanational
national
emergency; and
and
emergency;
WHEREAS IIfind that aanational
WHEREAS
national emergency
emergency exists:
exists:
Provisions of DavisBcon
Act suspended.
NOW,
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
Bacon Act
suspended.
dent of the United States
States of America,
America, do by this
this proclamation
suspend
proclamation suspend
until otherwise provided
provided the
of the
the Davis-Bacon
Davis-Bacon Act
Act of
the provisions
provisions of
of
March 3,
3, 1931, as to all contracts
made or
to be
be made,
those
contracts made
or to
made, except
except those
entered
entered into prior
prior to June
June 16, 1933,
1933, and those entered
entered into
into on
on or
or
subsequent to June 16, 1933,
subsequent
1933, which contain
contain the provisions
provisions required
required
by the said act
March 3,
3, 1931.
1931.
act of March
7
Executive
Order
Exeen
ive1Order
T g778
And I
I do
do hereby
hereby suspend
otherwise provided
the provisions
And
suspend until
until otherwise
provided the
provisions
suspended.
of Executive
Executive Order No. 5778, of January
January.19,
19, 1932,
prescribing certain
certain
1932, prescribing
stipulations
incorporated into public building contracts.
stipulations to be incorporated
contracts.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
States to
to be
DONE
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 5"
the year
year
5" day
day of June,
June, in
in the
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirty-four,
and of
thirty-four, and
of the
the
[SEAL]
[sEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States
of America
America the
one
States of
the one
hundred
hundred and fifty-eighth.
fifty-eighth.
Stipulation
be
Stipulation not to be
less
than prevailing

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
y te P :
By
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM
WILLIA1K PHILLIPS.
PHILLIPS.
Acting Secretary of
State.
of State.
[No. 20881
2088]
[No.

--

TWENTY-FIRST AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT
TWENTY-FIRST
TO THE
THE

CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
1747

AMENDMENT
CONSTITUTION, 1933
AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION,
1933
December
December 5,, lea.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
OF AMERICA.
STATES OF
ACTING
OF STATE
STATE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.
THE UNITED
SECRETARY OF
ACTING SECRETARY

greeting:
To
these presents
presents shall come, greeting:
whom these
to whom
all to
To all
Amendat the second meTentyfirst
KNOW
YE,
That
the
Congress
of
the
United
States, at
Tjenty-first
AmendStates,
United
the
of
Congress
the
to the Constitu.
That
KNOW YE,
session, seventy-second
begun and held at the City of tion.
Congress begun
seventy-second Congress
session,
Preamble.
ble.
Washington
on Monday,
the fifth
day of December, in the year one
fifth day
Monday, the
Washington on
in
thousand
nine hundred
thirty-two, passed a
aJoint Resolution in
and thirty-two,
hundred and
thousand nine
the words
words and
and figures
figures as
as follows:
wit—
follows: to witthe
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Proposing
an amendment
the Constitution
Constitution of the United States.
to the
amendment to
Proposing an

United
Resolved by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved
House conStates
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled (two-thirds
each House
(two-thirds of each
States of
proAmendment
an posed
as an
curring
therein), That
the following
following article
article is
is hereby
Amendment proproposed as
hereby proposed
That the
to the Constitucurring therein),
tion.
amendment to
the Constitution
of the
the United
States, which
the Constitushall be ifr
which shall
United States,
Constitution of
to the
amendment
1625..
when vol.'. 4,p.
valid to
purposes as
as part
of the
the Constitution
46, 1) 1625
Constitution when
part of
and purposes
intents and
all intents
to all
valid
States:
several
the
ratified
by
conventions
in
three-fourths
of
the
ratified by conventions in three-fourths of

to

"
ARTICLE—
"ARTICLEEighteenth
amendamendEinghtenth
the Constitu"SECTION 1.
1. The
eighteenth article
article of
of amendment
amendment to the
Constitu- ment
repealed.
The eighteenth
"SECTION

tion of
of the
United States
States is
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
the United
tion

r,.l
Prohibition of liquor
Sfl.o...
iintoaanState,
Prohn,
Terli- traffic
State, Territraffic
into
into any
"
SEC. 2.
2. The
The transportation
transportation or
any State,
State, etel
importation into
or importation
into
"SEC.
In violation of
its laws.
oi itls.
of invi,,ltion
therein
use
or
tory,
or
possession
of
the
United
States
for
delivery
or
use
delivery
for
States
United
the
of
possession
or
tory,
is
intoxicating
liquors,
in
violation
of
laws
thereof,
hereby
the
of
intoxicating liquors, in violation
prohibited.
prohibited.
t
ye.ot
ien
Inratoer
shall have been ratified
"SEc. 3.
3. This
article shall
shall be
inoperative unless
unless it
it shall
er
i
nti:venifnot
years.
be inoperative
This article
"SEC.
the
in
conventions
by
ratified
as
an
amendment
to
the
Constitution
conventions
Constitution
the
to
amendment
an
as
ratified
several
provided in
the Constitution,
Constitution, within seven years
in the
as provided
States, as
several States,
from
the
date
of
the
submission
hereof
to the
Congress." States ratifying prothe States by the Congress."
to
hereof
submission
the
of
date
the
from
ratifying proStates
amendment.
And, further,
from official
received at
at the
the posed
notices received
official notices
appears from
it appears
that it
further, that
And,
the
of
Department
of
State
that
the
Amendment
to
the
Constitution
Constitution
the
to
Amendment
the
that
State
of
Department
United States
as aforesaid
has been
been ratified
ratified by
conventions
by conventions
aforesaid has
proposed as
States proposed
United
Colorado,
in
the
States
of
Alabama,
Arizona,
Arkansas,
California,
California,
Arkansas,
Arizona,
in the States of Alabama,
Connecticut, Delaware,
Florida, Idaho,
Indiana, Iowa,
Iowa, KenKenIllinois, Indiana,
Idaho, Illinois,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida,
Missouri,
tucky,
Maryland,
Massachusetts,
Michigan,
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Michigan,
Massachusetts,
tucky, Maryland,
Nevada, New
New Hampshire,
Jersey, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, New York,
New Jersey,
Hampshire, New
Nevada,
Ohio, Oregon,
Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Tennessee,
Texas,
Texas, Utah,
Tennessee,
Island,
Ohio,
Vermont, Virginia,
Virginia, -Washington,
Washington, West
Virginia, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and
West Virginia,
Vermont,
et.C..

Reisite
Wyoming.
Wvoming.
Re
quisite nmb
number
Reqsite umber
ratified declared.
have so
And,
the States
States wherein
conventions have
so ratified
wherein conventions
that the
further, that
And, further,
the said
said proposed
proposed Amendment,
Amendment, constitute
the requisite
three-fourths
requisite three-fourths
constitute the
the
of
whole number
of States
States in
United States.
the United
in the
number of
the whole
of the
1749
1749

1750
1750

AMENDMENT
THE CONSTITUTION,
CONSTITUTION, 1933.
1933.
TO THE
AMENDMENT TO

tioc
negifiAt
teof of '8°01
3
)
;

certifiate

stitution.
stitnt o

U.S.C.,

p.

ot f
h

e

adop-

known that I,
be it
it known
Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
I, William Phillips, Acting
Acting

and in
by virtue
States, by
State of
of the
virtue and
in pursuance
pursuance
the United
United States,
of State
Secretary of
theon Secretary
of Section
Section 160,
160, Title
5, of
the United
States Code,
Code, do hereby
hereby certify
United States
of the
Title 5,
of
7.

that the
the Amendment
Amendment aforesaid
has become
become valid
valid to all intents and
aforesaid has
that
purposes
part of
of the
Constitution of
of the
the United States.
the Constitution
as aapart
purposes as
I
N TESTIMONY
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
affixed.
the
of the
the Department
be affixed.
of State
State to be
Department of
seal of
the seal
DONE at
the City
City of
of Washington
this fifth
day of
of December,
December, in
fifth day
Washington this
at the
DONE
the year
our Lord
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
one thousand
Lord one
year of
of our
[SEAL], the
[SEAL.'
thirty-three.
thirty-three.
WELLIAM. PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS
WILLIAM
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting

EXECUTIVE AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE

l7Til
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EXECUTIVE
AGREEMENTS
EXECUTIVE AGREEMENTS
Bulgaria
America and Bulgaria
Provisional agreement
agreement between
States of America
the United States
between the
Provisional
exchange of notes,
respecting commercial
Effected by
by exchange
relations. Effected
commercial relations.
respecting
signed
August 18, 1932.
effective August
1932; effective
18, 1932;
August 18,
signed August

August 18, 1932.

August 18 1932-

Minister for
The American
Bulgarian Minister
the Bulgarian
to the
(Shoemaker) to
Minister (Shoemaker)
American Minister
The
Foreign
Affairs
(Moosh,anoff)
(Mooshanoff)
Affairs
Foreign
LEGATION OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
STATES
OF THE
LEGATION
1932.
August 18, 1,932.
Sofia, Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,August
Sofia,
M R. MINISTER:
M INISTER:
MR.
Commercial agreeI
to make
of record
by this
note the
mecoqmwith
wTtet
i
r
c
ilBulgaria.
a
digarat
g
a
,r."the meat
this note
record by
make of
and to
confirm and
to confirm
honor to
the honor
have the
I have
respective
following
provisional
commercial
agreement
between
our
agreement
commercial
provisional
following
governments.
The
United States
produce or
to goods, the growth, produce
accord to
will accord
States will
The United
goods, the
manufacture
of
Bulgaria
and
Bulgaria
will
accord
to
accord
will
Bulgaria
and
Bulgaria
of
manufacture
growth,
produce
or
manufacture
of
the
United
States
all
respects
in
States
United
the
of
manufacture
or
growth, produce
said
The
nation
and
unconditionally
the
favored
nation
treatment.
most
the
and unconditionally
arriving
treatment
shall
apply
to
all
goods
from
whatever
place
arriving
from
goods
all
to
apply
treatment shall
including goods
goods destined
destined for
for consumption
consumption or re-exportation
re-exportation or in
including

transit.
The stipulations
this agreement
agreement do
do not
not extend to the treatment
treatment
of this
stipulations of
The
of Cuba
which
is
accorded
by
the
United
States
commerce
Cuba
commerce
the
to
States
United
the
by
which is accorded
between
under
the
provisions
of
the
commercial
convention
concluded
between
convention
commercial
the
under the provisions of
the United
United States
and Cuba
Cuba on
provisions
December 11, 1902, or the provisions
on December
States and
the
of
any
other
commercial
convention
hereafter
may
be conhereafter
which
of any other commercial convention
cluded
between
the
United
States
and
Cuba.
stipulations
moreSuch
Cuba.
and
cluded between the United States
accorded
over
do
not
extend
to
the
treatment
which
accorded
to
the
comis
which
over do not extend to the treatment

merce between
between the
States and
any
Panama Canal Zone or any
the Panama
and the
United States
the United
merce

dependency of
of the
the United
United States
or to
to the
commerce of the dependthe commerce
States or
dependency
encies
of
the
United
States
with
one
another
encies of the United States with one another under existing or future
laws.
Nothing
in this
this agreement
agreement shall
construed as a
limitation of the
a limitation
be construed
shall be
Nothing in
impose
right
of
either
high
contracting
party
to
on
such terms as it
right of either high contracting party
designed
character
may
see
fit
prohibitions
or
restrictions
of
a
sanitary
character
designed
may see fit prohibitions or restrictions a
enforceto
protect
human,
animal
or
plant
life
or
regulations
for
the
enforceregulations
to protect human, animal or plant life
ment
of police
police or revenue
revenue laws.
ment of
The
agreement becomes
becomes operative
operative on this eighteenth day
present agreement
The present
a
of
August,
1932,
and
shall
continue
in force
force until superseded
superseded by a
of August, 1932, and shall continue in
by
denounced
until
definitive
of commerce
denounced
commerce and navigation, or
treaty of
definitive treaty
one
of the
High Contracting
advance notice of three
Contracting Parties by advance
two High
the two
one of
months.
party should
prevented by the future
should be prevented
either party
however either
If however
months. If
1753
1753

1754

COMMERCIAL
BULGARIA .
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS—
RELATIONS-BULGARIA.
action
carrying out
agreement
action of its
its legislature
legislature from
from carrying
out the
the terms
terms of
of the
the agreement
the
obligations thereof
the obligations
thereof shall
shall thereupon
thereupon lapse.
lapse.
I
of this
this opportunity
to reiterate
reiterate to
to
I avail
avail myself
myself of
opportunity Mr.
Mr. Minister,
Minister, to
Your Excellency
assurance of
of my
consideration.
Excellency the
the assurance
my highest
highest consideration.
HENRY
SHOEMAKER.
HENRY W.
W. SHOEMAKER.
HIS
EXCELLENCY
His EXCELLENCY
Mn. NICOLAS
MR.
NICOLAS MOOSHANOFF,
MOOSHANOFF,
Minister for
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Minister
for Foreign
Ministry for
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
The Royal Bulgarian
Bulgarian Ministry
for Foreign
Sofia, Bulgaria.
Sofia,
Bulgaria.

The Bulgarian
Bulgarian Minister
to the
the
Ministerfor Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs (Mooshanoff)
(Mooshanoff) to
American
American Minister
Minister (Shoemaker)
(Shoemaker)
MINISARE
MINISTI1RE
DES
DES AFFAIRES
AFFAIRES ETRANGARES
ETRANGERES
ET
ET DES
DES CULTES
CULTES
0 14036/19/II
H°
H
14036/19/I1

Conn, 18
18 aHryurr.
r.
Co4Ha,
aBrycTr 1932
1932 r.

rocnogHe
Foci:LogRae MnHEHTpe,
MHHHcTpe,
HMaMSL
HAMM% QecTB
Rem Ha
;:vt nOTB'LpInH
EOTB143/C.fl Bs;
BT. Rom-Tema
(Dopma, cCL HacToHnlaTa
ROHRpeTHa qbopMa,
HacToaiaTa
HoTa, caeguama
BpemeHria ThproBcEa
TtproBcHa cnoro;6a
cnorog6a measAy
pecueHTEBHHHOTa,
cJieHHaTa BpeMeHHa
Meamy pecneETHlBHHTrb
HpasErreacTsa:
T'h HE
HH npaBHTencTBa:
BEnrapHa
rie npH3Hae
BwirapHa fle
HpHsaae sa
HHAycTpHsa cToaH—ecTecTHeHH
CTOEH-eCTeCTBeHH Han
Hn H HHIycTpHiianH upomBegeram
npoHsBe;eHHHI Ha
HoTHH
Ha CLeAHeHHeHtHTL
ClegnHeMITI ]IaTH
Warn n
H ClkIp1HCHIIT'h
CIeHHeHITeHHTT IllaTH
I aTt
ire npH3HaaTb
uie
npHsHaHrb Sa
Han kalEyOrpESIUHII
npormaesa CTORII—eCTeCTBOHEt
CTOCH-eCTeCTBeHH HJIH
HHYrcTpHsIJIHH IpoH3BegeHHJs Ha
Ha B;anrapHa
BC'SKO OTHomeHHe
geHaa
ET,arapHH Bs
BI,BC'hRO
orHomeHne H
n6esycaoaHo
TpeTapaHeTo
6e3ycJIOBHO TpeTHpaHeTo
Ha Haio6JnarorrpHJTCTByBaHaTa
Ha
Harto6aaronpnameTHyHaaaTa cTpaza.
TpeTHpaHe Jae
Ce
cTpaHa. Term
Tosa TpeTHpaHe
nie ce
unpHJara
apHaara sa
Helmut CTOKH,
CTOMI, OTT.
MeI
3CTO ii
HpHcTararL,
sa BCHREH
OTb memo
KROeTO MWCTO
H a
a npHcTHraTh,
BKJItoqHTeJH0O
CTOKH upegHaaHaieHH
BEMOMITOUHO OToER
apeaHasHatieHH sa
upeHss3a HoHeymagm,
OHCyMaimHI, nun
HIUH upesaHoCTe nun
HOC%
sa TpaHaRTHpaRe.
aH sa
TpaH3HTpaHae.
YroBopeHOTO
YroHopeHoTo BS HacToRnIeTo
HacToHmeTo cnopasymenHe
Hima aace
npocTkipa
cnopasyMeHHe HisMa
ce npocTHpa
go TpeTupaHeTo,
TpeTHpaHeTo, RoeTo
Ha CsegilHeliFITi3
CsegeHHeHHT'
HoeTo ee npHR3HaTO
ilpHsHaTo Ha
MaTH
Sa
IlaTH sa
TmproBnaTa CI,
ciS Ky6a,
mproBnaTa
Ity6a, csrnacHo
cl.r.nacHo paanope=aaHHaTa
paanopeaH,HaHasTa Ha
rbproHcHaTa
Ha ThproBcRaTa
aoHHearkHa
clunotieHa MeMSA
memg,y OLegkmeawn
ICkaTH
Ity6a Ha
Ha 11
KOHBeHEHa cEHmoJeHa
CieAHHHeHHTI'b Il
aTH n
H Ky6a
11

AeEeMBpmI 1902 POTCHHa,
roaHHa, HJI
cs
pasnope=AaHHaTaEHa
gexemBpait
nun c
I. pasHope2agaaHaTa
aa Hi3RO.fl
H-heKO
Apyra TrproBcia
NOHBeHiHa, KOaTO
Hpyra
TsproacHa ROHBeHII,Ela,
ROUT° 66II
MOPUO ceA;
Cuegl. TOBa
H MornIO
TOB aIca 62W(0
6a
6se
cEnioqeHa Mesy'
cicauogeHa
meaHxy CdeAHHeHeHT+
ObegI010111IT'i. likaTH
liiy6a.
Ity6a. CXImHT1i
CZUEVIT'13 pasHopeilaTH H
pasnopemEAaHHI canXo
H'iMa gaa ce
ataaHHH
cargo TaRa
Taxa alma
ce npHjiaraTi
HpHaarari,jo
go TpeTHpaHeTo,
TpeTHpaHeTo, HoeTo
KoeTo
e npHSHaTo
CSBeHHeHHT'
C
npHsHaTo sa
sa TsproBHSTa
Ispromurra MermBy
meHigy CsegHHeHHT-h
Warn
SOHaTa
I]
aTH II
H 3OHaTa
Ha lIaHamcHHH
IaHaMCEmr Hallam.
KaHaJsi nun
Ha
Bc1Ho gpyro
Ha C'heHHeHHTh
Csemmermr13
HJiH BC'EKO
gpyro Baagerme
BjiaaeHHe Ha
IILaTH, WJI
T'proBHsTa Ha BJnaeHHETa
HUTH,
nun 3a
sa 71,proBHHTa
BaagenHaTa Ha
Ha CaeffHHeHHTi
OBegitHeHHTil IlaTH
IIkaTH
noMemHCAy HMi,
nomemAy
IAMB, csbrJIacHo
CIAVIaCHO CX1gecTsyBarugril
HMI 6674gemaT'L
saHoHH.
cXaeniecTByBanimT' HJIH
;xenjHTi
3aEOHH.
HHIInO
TOBa cnopasyMeHae
Thew BL ToBa
cHopasymemae HiMa
Erhma Aa
a ce
ce ctulTa
Ham orpaHHorpaHHcqHTa EaTO
,laBaRe HpaBoTo
npaBOTo Ha
qaBaHe
Ha HirBOJ
H'ki0F1 OTOTT, BHCOKHT'h
IMICORnTii goroaopama
cTpaaH ja
oroBopan~H
CTpaHH
Hanara
orpaHHEeHHr
OTb caHHTapeHT
xapaETepsB,
Haaara sa6paHH
sa6paaa HJIH
MEI orpaHHaeHHH
0Th
caHuTapeu% xapaHrep%,
aREBHTO Hamiapa
HaMHpa sa
RaRBIETO
3a Heo6xoFHMH,
aeo6xoHlima, npeasHasHaieHH
apeHaasHatieHH Ea a sanAHTHTs
3anmiTaT
=EHBOTa Ba
Ha ilea:Aim,
wOBIEa, HSEBOTHEIT'll
HEHBOTHHT' nun
HnH paCTeHHsTa,
MILBOTa
pacTeHHaTa, HaETO
RaRTO n
ia HsgaBa
H ga
HSEaBa
saROHHT' 3a
OJIHIRHTa
Hapeg6H sa3npHnaraHe
npHaaraHe saHoHH713
sa BoaHHHHTa
goxoga.
raJIHnun BI,pxy
Bpxy
s
XoxoOa.
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ske salse
csaa Ha
HacToasmeTo cnopasymeHne
cnopasyMeHne me
Bsnie Bb cHjza
Ha 18
18 asrycrr,
aBrycTS
C7.
rue
npousanzasa
a
&cue
BL
CRJI
O
onalasHaHero
my c%
1932 r. H me nposn;jiasa ga 6xge Bs cHJIa no OTM'IHasBaeTo My
osoniiarreuens
uorosops
sa
Tr.prossa
H
mopermaHase,
HJIII
joEaTo
OROHqaTenieHL oroBopB
TbprOBlsIa
MopenJIaBaHe, HIH go IaTO
HacTosakeTo

1932 r. H

6x5e

&cue

geHoHcripaHo
geHOHcHpaHo

OTT)
euria OTS
OTb eAHa
OT uBeTrh
AgBeT'B

goroHopaing CTpaH13
AroBopaugH
cTpaHH ups
npH

o6atte, H-EkOR
Hi3KOH OTI2
AKO, o6aqe,
O0T
TpHMeceqHo npeaBapHTenJH yBeaoMHBaHe. Aso,
CTpaHRTh
6Z)Ie HssupeasTcrHysasa
Orb /AEA
6ren& awls
Ha
H'tKOsi 6sgeias
aRKT Ha
B'snpenITCTByBaHa OTT
CTpaHHT='
6zxe
sasosogairencTHoTo
ua uarisminna
yCJIOBIDITa Ha cuopasymecuopasyMeH3nrnJnHaBa yCnIOBHTa
CH pa
aaKoHonaTencTBOTo CH
MICTO, 3aanIjiKeHHJITa
saxLancenunTa no
nagnam.
no CIIIIHOTO
CII0OTO ne
Cre nagHaTb.
HHeTO,
Bssuo.usysams
caygas, rocnouHHe
rocuousHe MnFincrpe,
ua BR
BH
MIHHHCTpe, ga
ce orT,
OTh cJ.nyqIa,
B%3noJnsyBaMsb ce
MUM Hea BHCOROTO
BHCOEOTO CH norurraime.
noIHTaHHe.
HSKaama
H.
MYELIAHOB
H. MYIIIAHOB
IIpeBi3XOAHTejCTBO
,o Her0B0
HeroBo lipeBS3X0WITOJICTBO
rocuonnus X.
X. B.
B. IIIYMEnIMP'13,
mIYMEICLP'L,
rocnoUaHHN
MHHHCTP%
Ilansripenerri.
11 IJIHOMOnMeH,
IIEJIHOMOIHOHT, M
HHHCTbpS
H'
HI3B'HpeeeH' HpaTeimin
IIpaTenHKa'
Tplimecetmo upeuHapsTeano yeegomssaRe.

AmepsuaRcusT1 CI'eAlIHeHH
Cl.eusTieHs II aTH,
Ha AMepHKaHCRHTi

CoFIas.

Coss.

MINISTRY
M INISTRY

[Translation]
[Translationl

OF FOREIGN
OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
AND OF
OF CULTS
AND
CULTS

No. 14036/19/II

No. 14036/19/11

S
OFIA, August
August 18,
18, 1932.
SOFIA,

M
R. MINISTER,
M INISTER,
MR.
C
fimation by
Confirmation
concrete form, by this note, the Bui
g
°8r
ntar
by
II have the honor to confirm in concrete
Bulgaria.
following provisional commercial agreement
agreement between our respective
following
governments:
governments:
Bulgaria will accord
accord to
or manufactured
manufactured products
to goods—natural
goods-natural or
Bulgaria
goodsUnited States
States will accord to goods—
the United
of the
the United
United States and the
natural
manufactured products of Bulgaria
Bulgaria in all respects
respects and
or manufactured
natural or
unconditionally
favored nation treatment.
treatment. This treatment
treatment
unconditionally the most favored
shall
whatever place arriving, including goods
goods
all goods, from
from whatever
apply to all
shall apply
reexportation or in transit.
destined for consumption, or reexportation
The
present agreement
agreement shall
shall not
not extend to the
of the
the present
The stipulations
stipulations of
commerce
is accorded
accorded by the United States to the commerce
treatment, which is
of
commercial convention
convention concluded
concluded
of the commercial
provisions of
of Cuba, under the provisions
December 11, 1902, or the
Cuba on December
United States
States and Cuba
between the United
provisions
which hereafter
hereafter may
convention, which
commercial convention,
of any other commercial
provisions of
concluded between
between the United States and Cuba. The same
be concluded
stipulations similarly will not apply to the treatment, which is
accorded to the
commerce between
between the
Panama
the United States and the Panama
the commerce
accorded
Canal Zone
Zone or any dependency
States, or to the comthe United States,
dependency of the
Canal
dependencies of the United States with one another,
another,
merce of the dependencies
future laws.
under existing or future
Nothing in this agreement shall be deemed as a limitation of the
impose prohibitions or
contracting parties to impose
of the high
high contracting
of either
either of
right of
sanitary character,
character, which either party considers
considers
of aa sanitary
restrictions of
necessary, destined
protect human, animal or plant life, or
destined to protect
necessary,
regulations for
the enforcement
of police
or revenue
revenue laws.
police or
enforcement of
for the
regulations
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The present
will enter
force on
on the
August
18th of
of August
the 18th
into force
enter into
agreement will
The
present agreement
1932
and shall
shall continue
superseded by a
adefinitive
definitive
force until
until superseded
in force
continue to be in
1932 and
treaty of
of commerce
commerce and
by one of the
until denounced by
navigation, or until
and navigation,
treaty
Contracting Parties by advance
advance notice of three months. If,
two Contracting
prevented by any future
should be prevented
either of
of the
the parties should
however, either
action of
of its
its legislature
from executing
agreeof this
this agreethe conditions
conditions of
executing the
legislature from
action
ment, the obligations thereof
thereof shall lapse.
IItake this opportunity, Mr. Minister, to express my high respect.
N.
M OOSHANOFF
N. MOOSHANOFF
To His EXCELLENCY
To
EXCELLENCY
Mn. H.
SHOEMAKER,
MR.
H. W. SHOEMAKER,
Envoy
and Minister
Plenipotentiary
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinaryand
Minister Plenipotentiary
of
States of
of America,
America,
United States
of the
the United
Sofia.
Sofia.
[No. 41]
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LOAD-LINE

and the Netherlands
Arrangement
the United
United States
States of
of America and
Netherlands
between the
Arrangement between
certificates. Effected by
for
the reciprocal
reciprocal recognition
recognition of
load-line certificates.
by
of load-line
for the
exchange of
of notes,
signed August
1931, November
November 16, 1931,
1931, March
March
26, 1931,
August 26,
notes, signed
exchange
September 30, 1932.
18,
1932, April
April 22,
and September
1932, and
29, 1932,
June 29,
1932, June
22, 1932,
18, 1932,
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August 26, 1931.

Augut 2, 1931.

Charge
The Acting
Secretary of
of State
State (Castle)
(Castle) to the Netherlanc
Netherland Charge
Acting Secretary
The
d'Affaires
(Van Hoorn)
interim (Van
ad interim,
d'Affaires ad
DEPARTMENT or
TATE,
STATE,
OF S
DEPARTMENT
August 26,
Washington,
06, 1931.
Washington, August
SIR:
with
Arrangement
dated the
113, dated
Further reference
reference is
made to
Legation's note
note No.
No. 113,
the Legation's
to the
for the
is made
Netherlands Jtihthe
the Neltrritenncts
Further
recognition
reciprocal
January
1931,11 enclosing
enclosing copies
copies of
the Netherland
Netherland Shipping Act r
ooff 11IOce
rrtificat
t!ec2
of the
load line certificates.
20, 1931,
January 20,
and
Decree and
in Council
load lines for the
to load
relating to
Council relating
Order in
and Order
Royal Decree
and Royal
consideration of
of this
Government in
proposal to the
its proposal
to its
relation to
in relation
this Government
consideration
reciprocal load line agreement
a reciprocal
Netherland Government
conclude a
agreement
to conclude
Government to
Netherland
of
force
with
this
Government
pending
the
coming
into
force
the Interinto
coming
the
pending
Government
this
with
national
Load
Line
Convention.
Convention.
Line
Load
national
Note has
made of
of the
the Legation's
statement that
that the laws, rules
Legation's statement
been made
has been
Note
now enforced
vessels
for
and
regulations
pertaining
to
load
lines
for
vessels
enforced by
lines
load
to
and regulations pertaining
by the
the
Netherland
Government
are
identical
with
those
enforced
identical
are
the Netherland Government
the
Government
of
Great
Britain,
with
the
sole
exception
of
rules
exception
sole
the
with
Government of Great Britain,
wood
of
cargoes
and
regulations
pertaining
to
the
carriage
of
deck
cargoes
deck
of
carriage
the
and regulations pertaining to
goods.
goods.
consider that the
The
of this
this Government
Government consider
authorities of
competent authorities
The competent
1906
rules
of
the
British
Board
of
Trade,
concerning
load lines, are
concerning
Trade,
1906 rules of the British Board of
as
effective
as
the
United
States
Load
Line
Regulations
as effective as the United States Load Line Regulations for the determination
load lines
on ordinary
merchant vessels.
vessels. The
The rules of
ordinary merchant
lines on
of load
mination of
vessels
of vessels
the
Netherland
Government
for
determining
the
load
lines
of
lines
load
the
the Netherland Government for determining
have
and
authorities
these
with wood
cargoes have
been examined
by these
examined by
have been
wood cargoes
with
the
in
likewise
been
found
to
be
as
effective
as
the
rules
contained
in
the
contained
likewise been found to be as effective as the rules
United
States
Load
Line
Regulations
applicable
to
vessels
carrying
carrying
United States Load Line Regulations applicable to vessels
wood cargo
cargo on
on deck.
deck.
wood
Load Line ConPending
effect of
the International
International Load
of the
into effect
coming into
the coming
Pending the
vention in
in the
the United
and the
Netherlands, the competent
the Netherlands,
States and
United States
vention
authorities
of the
States are
prepared to
to
are prepared
United States
the United
of the
Government of
the Government
authorities of
recognize
the load
load line
marks and
and the
the certificate
of such marking of
certificate of
line marks
recognize the
merchant vessels
of the
the competent
competent authorities
authorities of
Netherland Govthe Netherland
of the
vessels of
merchant
ernment as
equivalent to
to their
their own
own load
load line
and certificates
certificates
marks and
line marks
as equivalent
ernment
accordance
of
marking:
provided,
that
the
load
line
marks
are
in
in
accordance
are
marks
line
load
the
that
provided,
marking:
of
with
the load
line certificates;
certificates; that
that the
the hull
hull and
superstructures of
and superstructures
load line
with the
I Not

'Not

printed.
printed.
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the vessel
have not
altered since
since the
the
not been
been so
so materially
materially altered
certificated have
the
vessel certificated
issuance of
certificate, as
as to
to affect
affect calculations
calculations on
on which
which the
the load
load
issuance
of the
the certificate,
line was
based, and
and that
alterations have
not been
been made
made so
so that
that thethethat alterations
have not
line
was based,
1)
Protection of
1) Protection
of openings,
openings,
2)2Guard
Guard Rails,
Rails,
3) Freeing
Freeing Ports,
Ports,
3)
Quarters,
4)
4) Means of Access to Crews Quarters,
have
made the
the vessel
vessel manifestly
unfit to
to proceed
sea without
without
proceed to
to sea
manifestly unfit
have made
danger to human life.
It will
will be
the receipt
you to
to the
that on
on the
receipt of
of a
a note
note from
from you
the
It
be understood
understood that
effect that
that the
the competent
competent authorities
authorities of
Netherland Government
Government
of the
the Netherland
effect
will
full recognition
load line
and the
the cercerwill give
give full
recognition to
to the
the load
line marks
marks made
made and
tificates issued
issued by
competent authorities
authorities of this
this Government
Government and
tificates
by the
the competent
expressing
Netherland Government's
Government's concurrence
concurrence in the forethe Netherland
expressing the
going
understanding, the
effective.
the reciprocal
reciprocal agreement
agreement will become effective.
going understanding,
Accept, Sir,
renewed assurances
consideration.
my high
high consideration.
Accept,
Sir, the renewed
assurances of my
W. R.
R CASTLE,
CASTLE, Jr.
W.
Acting
Secretary of
State.
Acting Secretary
of State.
856.8561/4
856.8561/4
M a. L.
L.G.
G. VAN
Ms.
VAN HOORN,
HOOKr,
Charge
Charge d'Affaires ad kterim
interim
of
of the
the Netherlands.
Netherlands.

November 16, 1931.
1931.

The
Royen) to
to the
Secretary of
of State
State
The Netherland
Netherland Minister
Minister (Van
(Van Royen)
the Secretary
(Stimson)
No. 3956.

ROYAL NETHERLAND
ROYAL
NETHERLAND LEGATION.
LEGATION.
Washington,
19,31.
Washington, D.C., 16 November
November 1931.

Su:
SIR:
Concurrence by the
Concurrence
Netherlands.
Netherlands. by

honor to
to refer
the Department's
Department's note
note of
IIhave
have the
the honor
refer to
to the
of August
August 26,
26,
1931, No. 856.8561/4, concerning
reciprocal load
1931,
concerning the
the conclusion of aa reciprocal
load
line agreement between the United States of America and the Netherlands pending
into force
of the
the International
Load Line
Line
lands
pending the
the coming
coming into
force of
International Load
Convention.
instructions from the Minister
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Pursuant to instructions
Affairs at
at
The Hague, I
Royal
I beg leave to transmit herewith four
four copies of
of the Royal
1931, 2 published
published in the Collection
Official
Decree of October 8,
8, 1931,2
Collection of
of Official
Documents
("Staatsblad")
Documents ("
Staatsblad") No. 414, by which the laws, rules and
regulations pertaining
pertaining to
to load
lines for
enforced by
the
regulations
load lines
for vessels
vessels now
now enforced
by the
United
United States Government are recognized by the Netherlands
Government.
2 See

p. 1763.
See appendix, p.
1763.
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further requested
requested to
inform Your Excellency
Excellency that the NetherNetherto inform
am further
IIam
private
as
bureaus
lands
Government
has
designated
the
following
bureaus
private
following
lands Government has designated
"Schepenthe
with
investigation
bureaus
recognized
in
accordance
"
Schepenaccordance
in
investigation bureaus recognized
wet
(Netherlands Merchant
Merchant Shipping
Act of July 1, 1909):
1909) :
Shipping Act
wet"" (Netherlands
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.

Lloyd's
Register of British and Foreign Shipping;
Shipping;
Lloyd's Register
shipping;
British
Corporation
for
registry of shipping;
survey and registry
the survey
for the
Corporation
British
Veritas;
Bureau Veritas;
Gerraanischer
Lloyd;
Germanischer Lloyd;
Norske Veritas.
Det Norske

avail myself
myself of
this opportunity
opportunity to renew
renew to you, Sir, the assurof this
IIavail
ance
consideration.
highest consideration.
my highest
ance of my

ROYEN
J.H.
H .VAN
VAN ROYEN
J.

THE
HONORABLE
THE HONORABLE
STATE
THE
ECRETARY OF
OF S
TATE
SECRETARY
THE S
Washington,
D.C.
Washington, D.C.

The Netherland
Minister (Van Royen) to the Secretary
Secretary of State
State
Netherland Minister
The
(Stirason)
(Stinson)
No.
935.
No. 935.

LEGATION
DES PAYS-BAs.
PAYS-BAS.
LEGATION DES
Washington,
March 1932.
Washington, D.C., 18 March

SIR:
S
IR:
Pursuant
to instructions
from my
Government, IIhave the
my Government,
received from
instructions received
Pursuant to
honor
to
enclose
herewith
copy
of
the
Royal
Decree of January
January 29,
Decree
Royal
the
honor to enclose herewith copy of
1932,
3 (Official Gazette
No.
25)
regarding
load
line
regulations
in the
regulations
line
load
1932,3 (Offiia Gazette No. 25) regarding
SepNetherlands,
purporting
modification
of
the
Royal
Decree
of
Decree
Royal
Netherlands, purporting modification of the
Novemtember
22,
1909,
which
was
amended
last
by
Royal
Decree
of
Decree
tember 22, 1909, which was amended last by Royal
ber
1926 and
and copy
copy of
of which
Your Excellency
Excellency
transmitted to Your
was transmitted
which was
4, 1926
ber 4,
4
by my
my note
of January
January 20,
20, 1931,
1931, No. 113.4
note of
by
According
to this
Decree in
in certain
certain cases
cases aa somewhat
somewhat more
new Decree
this new
According to
lenient
rule may
may be
in the
the Netherlands
load
regard to load
Netherlands with regard
adopted in
be adopted
lenient rule
line
marks,
provided
this
will
not
endanger
ship
and
crew
line marks, provided this will not endanger ship and crew and will be
in
conformity with
with the
the minimum
requirements as stipulated in the
minimum requirements
in conformity
International Load
Line Convention
Convention of London of July 5, 1930.
Load Line
International
I
may
remark
at
the
same
the Netherland
Netherland Government,
Government,
that the
time that
I may remark at the same time
according
to
this
measure,
has
already
put
into
force the
the stipulations
stipulations
according to this measure, has already put into force
of the
been ratified.
it has been
before it
Convention before
London Convention
the London
of

Please accept,
accept, Sir,
Sir, the
the renewed
of my
highest conmy highest
assurances of
renewed assurances
Please

sideration.
sideration.

HONORABLE
Tam H
ONORABLE
THE
TUE
SECRETARY OF
STATE
OF STATE
THE SECRETARY
Washington,
D.C.
Washington, D.C.
See appendix,
1764.
appendix, p. 1764
'See
Not printed.
'Not
86637*-34--pr 2-31
2-31
86637°-34-PT
4

J. H.
H. VAN
VAN ROYEN
ROYEN
J.

1759
1759

1760
1760
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The
Secretary of
of State
(Castle) to
to the
Netherland Minister
Minister
The Acting
Acting Secretay
State (Castle)
the Netherland
(Van
1?oyen)
(Van Royen)

DEPARTMENT OF
or S
TATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE
Washington,
Re, 1932.
Washington, April 2,

S
IR:
SIM:

I
November
I have the honor to refer to your note No. 3956, dated November
16, 1931, and likewise
likewise to your note
March 18,
1932, both
note No. 935
935 of
of March
18, 1932,
load-line agreement between the
of which relate to the proposed load-line
Governments of the United States and the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
Governments
It is noted that the Government of the Netherlands
Netherlands has designated
designated
It
the following bureaus as private investigation bureaus recognized
recognized in
accordance
accordance with the "Schepenwet"
"Schepenwet" (Netherlands Merchant
Merchant Shipping Act of July 1,
1, 1909)
1909): :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.

Register of
of British
British and
and Foreign
Foreign Shipping;
Shipping;
Lloyd's Register
Corporation for the survey
shipping;
British Corporation
survey and
and registry
registry of
of shipping;
Bureau Veritas;
Veritas;
Germanischer Lloyd;
Germanischer
Lloyd;
Det Norske Veritas.

The United States Government is willing to recognize
recognize the loadline certificates
aforementioned classification
classification societies
certificates issued by the aforementioned
merchant ships of the Netherlands
under
to merchant
Netherlands when
when they are
are issued under
Netherland Government.
Government.
the authority thus granted by the Netherland
Government has authorized the marking of load-lines
This Government
load-lines and the
certificates therefor, on American
issuance of certificates
American vessels, by the AmeriAmerican Bureau of Shipping, the American
American Committee of Lloyd's Registry of Shipping, and the American representatives
representatives of the Bureau
Veritas.
The Government
Government of the United States is also willing to recognize
the certificates
certificates issued by the Netherland
Netherland Government
Government pursuant to the
Royal Decree of January 29, 1982,"
1932,5 (Official
25) which
which
(Official Gazette
Gazette No. 25)
amends certain regulations
regulations under the Shipping Law of the Netherlands so as to allow the assignment of smaller freeboards
freeboards than
hitherto authorized provided it can be done without danger
danger to ship
and crew, and that the freeboards so assigned are in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions contained in the International
International Load Line Convention
Convention
5, 1930.
of July 6,
6
Note has been taken of Royal Decree No. 414 of October 8, 1931, 6

by which the provisions in force in the United States in regard to
the minimum water-line
water-line as established under the law of March 2,
1929, will be recognized by the Netherland Government. It
It is the
view of this Government, therefore, that the agreement
agreement for the
the recogrecogSee appendix, p.
p. 1764.
1764.
See appendix, p.
p. 1763.
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marked and of the
nition by each Government of the load-lines marked
Government,
certificates
issued
under
the
authority
of
the
other
Government, may
authority
under
certificates
now be regarded
regarded as complete.
consideration.
Accept,
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
W.
R.CASTLE,
CASTLE, Jr.
W. R.
Acting
Secretary of State.
State.
Acting Secretary
M
J. H. VAN
ROYEN,
VAN ROYEN,
M.R. J.
Minister
Netherlands.
Minister of the Netherlands.
State
The
Netherland Minister
Royen) to the Secretary
Secretary of State
Minister (Van Royen)
The Netherland
(Samson)
(Stimson)
No.
2168.
No. 2168.

LiGATION DES
DES PAYS-BAS.
PAYS-BAS.
LEGATION
Washington, D.C., 29 June
luxe 193S.
1932.
Washington,

SIR:
SIR:
Referring to
to my
my note
note of April 27, 1932,
1932,77 No. 1393, regarding
regarding the
Referring
loadline agreement
agreement between
between the Governments
Netherlands and
Governments of the Netherlands
loadline
paragraph of Your Excellency's
Excellency's
States and to the third paragraph
United States
the United
letter
April 22, 1932 on
I have the honor, purthe same
same subject, I
on the
of April
letter of
that,
suant
to instructions
Hague, to inform you, that,
received from The Hague,
instructions received
suant to
according
article 34
of the
Royal Decree
referred to in
of 1929, referred
Decree of
the Royal
34 of
to article
according to
Merchant
articles
5, 9
and 17
17 of
of the "Schepenwet"
"Schepenwet" (Netherland
(Netherland Merchant
9 and
articles 5,
Shipping
Act) of
July 1,
1, 1909
1909 published
Staatsblad " (Offi(Offiin the
the ""Staatsblad"
published in
of July
Shipping Act)
cial Gazette)
Gazette) No.
year,—of which two documents
documents II preof said year,-of
219 of
No. 219
cial
sented
you with
with a
by my
my letter
letter of
January 20,
113,1931,'7 No. 113,—
20, 1931,
of January
copy by
a copy
sented you
the
by
issued
the
Netherland
load-line
certificates
are
exclusively
certificates
load-line
the Netherland
"
Commissie
tot
Vaststelling
van
de
minimum-Uitwatering"
(Com(Comde
minimum-Uitwatering"
"Commissie tot Vaststelling van
mission
the Determination
of loadlines)
loadlines) and never by the classiDetermination of
for the
mission for
fication
even when
recognized in accordance
accordance with the
when recognized
societies even
fication societies
"
Schepenwet ".
"Schepenwet".
These
recognized by the Netherland
Netherland
when recognized
bureaux, when
classification bureaux,_
These classification
Government, act
act on
the subject
subject of
marking of
loadlines and the
of loadlines
the marking
of the
on the
Government,
issuance of
only in
capacity; however,
however, the advice
advice
in advisory
advisory capacity;
certificates, only
of certificates,
issuance
of the
generally followed.
bureaux is generally
of these
these bureaux
the majority
majority of
of
myself of
opportunity to renew
renew to you Sir, the
of this
this opportunity
II avail
avail myself
assurances
highest consideration.
consideration.
of my highest
assurances of

ROYEN
J. H.
VAN ROYEN
J.
H. VAN

THE
HONORABLE
THE HONORABLE
OF STATE
THE S
ECRETARY OF
STATE
SECRETARY
THE
Washington, D.C.
Washington,
'
Not printed.
printed.
'Not
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The Netherklnd
Netherland Minister
Minister (Van
(Van Royen)
Rayon) to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
The
(
Samson)
(Stimson)
No. 3031.
3031.
No.

LiGATION DES PAYs-BAS.
PAYS-BAS.
LEGATION

Washington, D.C.,
September 1930.
1932.
D.C., 30
30 September
Washington,

SIR:—
SIR:1393, IIhad the honour to inform
By
1932,8 No. 1393,
April 27,
27, 1932,8
of April
By note
note of
Your
Excellency that
did not
not fail
fail to
to communicate
communicate to
Departthe Departto the
I did
that I
Your Excellency
ment of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
at The
the contents
contents of
comof Your comThe Hague
Hague the
Affairs at
ment
munication of
of April
April 22,
22, 1932,
1932, regarding
the LOADLINE
AGBEEMENT
LOADULNE AGREEMENT
regarding the
munication
Netherlands and the United
Governments of The Netherlands
United States.
between the Governments
now instructed
instructed by
Minister of
Affairs and take
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
the Minister
by the
II am
am now
pleasure
inform Your
Your Excellency
Excellency that
is also
also the
the view
view of the
it is
that it
to inform
pleasure to
Royal Government
recognition by each
each
agreement for the recognition
that said
said agreement
Royal
Government that
Government
the loadlines
load lines marked
the certificates
certificates issued
marked and of
of the
of the
Government of
under
authority of
of the
Government, may
regarded
may now be regarded
the other
other Government,
under the
the authority
as
as complete.
complete.
myself of
renew to You,
You, Sir, the assurIIavail
avail myself
of this opportunity
opportunity to renew
ances of
highest consideration.
consideration.
of my
my highest
ances
J.
H. VAN
FAN ROYEN
ROYEN
J. H.
THE
HONOR ART;p:
THE HONoRABiE
OF STATE
THE SECBETrAB
SECRE'FARY OF
STATE
Washington, D.C.
Washington,
D.C.
Not printed.
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Appendix.
Appendix.

APPENDIX
APPENDIX
S
TAATSBLAD VAN
DER NEDERLANDEN.
NEDERLANDEN.
KONINKRIJK DER
HET KONINKRIJK
VAN HET
STAATSBLAD
(No. 414.)
414.)
(No.

Netherlands
BzsLurr van
van den
October 1931,
1931, tot
in
Netherlands Official
Official
erkenning van de in
tot erkenning
8sten October
den 8sten
BESLUrT
Gazette.
geldende bepalingen
de
Vereenigde Staten
bepalingenGazette.
Noord-Amerika geldende
van Noord-Amerika
Staten van
de Vereenigde
betreffende
minimum-uitwatering.
de minimum-uitwatering.
betreffende de

W
IJ WILHELMINA,
WILEGELMINA, BIJ
DE GRAT1E
KONINGIN DEW
DER NEDEDKANDEN,
NEDERLANDEN, PiNSEa
PRINSES
GODS, KONrINOG
OBATIE GODS,
BIJ DE
WiJ
VAN ORANJE-NASSAU,
OR.ANJE-NASSAU, ENZ.,
ENS.
ENZ., ENZ.
ENZ., ENZ.,
VAN
2 October
Op de
voordracht van
Minister van Waterstaat
Waterstaat van 2
October 1931,
1931,
Onzen Minister
van Onzen
de voordracht
Op
Mijnwezen;
La. L.
Afdeeling VervoerVervoer- en Mijnwezen;
L. Afdeeling
La.
Schepenwet;
Gelet op
artikel 67,
67, eerste
a, van de Schepenwet;
eerste lid, onder a,
op artikel
Gelet
Hebben goedgevonden
goedgevonden en verstaan:
verstaan:
Hebben
bebepalingen begeldende bepalingen
Noord-Amerika geldende
de in
in de
de Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten
Staten van Noord-Amerika
de
2 Maart 1929, te
treffende
de minimum-uitwatering,
vastgesteld bij de wet
wet van
van 2
te
minimum-uitwatering, vastgesteld
treffende de
overeenkomstige strekking
erkennen
als hebbende
in voldoende
eene overeenkomstige
strekking en
voldoende mate eene
hebbende in
erkennen als
geldende
draagwijdte
de hier
hier te
te lande
lande betreffende
betreffende de
minimum-uitwatering geldende
de minimum-uitwatering
als de
draagwijdte ale
wettelijke
bepalingen.
wettelijke bepalingen.
Onze Minister
van Waterstaat
belast met
uitvoering van dit besluit,
besluit,
de uitvoering
met de
is belast
Waterstaat is
Minister van
Onze
hetwelk
het Staatsblad
worden geplaatst.
geplaatst.
zal worden
8taatsbladzal
in het
hetwelk in

1931.
Het Loo,
October 1931.
den 8sten October
Loo, den
Het

WILHELMINA.
WILHELMINA.

De Minister
van Waterstaat,
Waterstaat,
Minister van
De
P. J.
J. REYrMEB
REYMER.
P.
Uitgegeven den
zes en
en twintigsten
twintigsten October
October 1931.
den zes
Uitgegeven
De
Justitie,
van Justitie,
Minister van
De Minister
J. DONNEB.
DONNER.
J.
[Translation]
[Translation]

THE NETHERLANDS.
OF THE
OFFICIAL GAZETTE
GAZ.L11.e, OF
OF THE
KINGDOM OF
NETHERLANDS.
THE KINGDOM
OFFICIAL
(No. 414.)
414.)
(No.

DECREE
1931, recognizing
minimum freeboard
freeboard
the minimum
recognizing the
8, 1931,
October 8,
of October
DECREE of
regulations
United States.
the United
in the
force in
in force
regulations in

PRINCEBB
NrTHERTLANDs, PRINCESS
WE WILHELMINA,
BY THE
OF GOD,
GOD, QUEEN
QTJEMN OF
OF THE
THE NETHERLANDS,
OGACE OF
THE GRACE
WILHELMfINA, BY
WE
ORANGE-NASSAU,
ETC., ETO.,
ETO., ET.
ETC.
ORANGE-NASSAU, ETC.,
(Waterstaat) of
On
recommendation of
of Waterways
Waterways (Waterstaat)
of
Minister of
Our Minister
of Our
the recommendation
On the
October
1931, La.
L. Transportation
and Mining
approved and
Mining Section, have approved
Transportation and
La. L.
2, 1931,
October 2,
agreed
follows on
on the
basis of
of article
67, paragraph
paragraph 1,
1, under
under a,
a, of the Law
article 67,
the basis
as follows
agreed as

OF
OF

on
on Shipping:
Shipping:
That
the provisions
in force
United States
minimum
regard to the minimum
in regard
States in
the United
in the
force in
provisions in
That the
recognized as having
freeboard, as
as fixed
law of
March 2,
2, 1929, shall be recognized
of March
the law
by the
fixed by
freeboard,
fully the
the same
same extent
and scope
scope as
provisions of law in force in this
the provisions
as the
extent and
fully
country
to the
minimum freeboard.
freeboard.
the minimum
regard to
in regard
country in
Our Minister
of Waterways
is intrusted
with the
the execution
decree,
of this decree,
execution of
intrusted with
Waterways is
Minister of
Our
which shall
be inserted
inserted in
Offioial Gazette.
in the Of/total
shall be
which
Het Loo,
Loo, October
1931.
October 8, 1931.
Het

WILHELMINA.
WILBELMINA.

Minister of "Waterways,
Waterwaym,
The Minister

YMB.
P.J.
P.
J.. ItEnnut.

Published
26, 1931.
October 28,
Published October
Justice,
TM Minister of Justice.
The
J. Domm.
Dorms,.
J.
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TAATBBLAD VAN
VAN HET
DER NEDERLANDEN.
STAATSBLAD
HET KONINKRLTS
KONINiEITJB DER
NEDERLANDEN.
(No. 25.)
25.)

BESLIIIT van den 29sten Januari
Januari 1932,
1932, tot
nadere wijziging
wijziging van
van den
den
BBESuIT
tot nadere
algemeenen maatregel
maatregel van bestuur,
bestuur, als
bedoeld in
in de
artikelen 5,
als bedoeld
de artikelen
5,
9
vastgesteld bij
9 en 17 van de Schepenwet,
Schepenwet, vastgesteld
bij Koninklijk
Koninklijk besluit
besluit
(Ettaatsblad no. 315),
het
laatst
gewijzigd
van 22 September 1909 (Staatsblad
315), het laatst gewijzigd
besluit van 4
4 November
November 1926
1926 (Staatsblacl
bij Koninklijk besluit
(Staatsblad no.
no. 369).
369).

Wir
WiLHELmINA, BIJ
BM DE
GRATER GODS,
KONINGIN DER
NEDERLANDEN, PBINSES
PRINSES
WIJ WLHnELMINA,
DE GRATIB
GoDs, KONINGIN
DEn NEDmBANDEN,
VAN OBANJE-NASSA-,
ORANJE-NASSAIT, ENE.,
ENS.,
VAN
m,
N z,
ENZ.
., ENS.

Op de voordracht
voordracht van Onzen Minister
Minister van Waterstaat
Waterstaat van 9
9 Januari 1932,
1932,
G.G., Afdeeling
La. G.G.,
Afdeeling Vervoer- en Mijnwezen;
MiJnwezen;
Den Raad van State
State gehoord, advles
Januari 1932, no. 21;
advies van 19 Januari
21;
Gezien het nader rapport van Onzen voornoemden
voornoemden Minister van
Januar'
van 25
25 Januari
Afdeeling Vervoer- en Mijnwezen;
Mijnwezen;
1932, La. F., Afdeeling
Gelet op de artikelen 5, 9
Schepenwet;
9 en 17 van de Schepenwet;
Hebben goedgevonden
goedgevonden en verstaan:
verstaan:
algemeenen maatregel van bestuur, als
In den algemeenen
bedoeld in de artikelen
artikelen 5,
ala bedoeld
5, 9
9 en
17 van de Schepenwet, vastgesteld bij Koniniclijk
van 22
22 September
Koninklijk besluit
besluit van
September 1909
1909
(Staartsbladno. 315),
(Staatsblad
315), het laatst gewijzigd
gewlizigd bij Koninklijk
Koninklijk besluit van 4
4November
November
volgende wijziging
vvijziging aangebracht:
aangebracht:
1926 (Staatsblatl
(Staatsblad no. 369),
369), wordt
wordt de
de volgende
ARTIKEL
I.
AsxmKEL I.

Aan artikel 54 wordt een nieuw
ld toegevoegd, luidende:
nieuw lid
luidende:
"3.
"3. Door de in artikel 39 bedoelde
bedoelde commissie
tilt zonder
zonder gevaar
commissie kan, wanneer dit
gevaar
"voor
bemanning kan geschieden,
"voor schip
schip en bemanuing
geschieden, onder door haar
voorhaar to
te stelien
stellen voor"waarden
"
waarden eene geringere
uitwatering worden
toegestaan dan
geringere ultwatering
worden toegestaan
dan volgens
volgens de
de
"bepalingen
"bepalingen van dit
tilt besluit,
besluit, mits ten minste voldaan
volda.an wordt aan de eischen,
"gesteld
"gesteld bij het op 5
5 juli
Juli 1930 to
te Louden
Londen gesloten
gesloten Verdrag betreffende
betreffende de
de
"nitwatering
"uitwatering van schepen."
Anna,.
II.
AETIEEL II.
Dit
flit besluit treedt in werking
werking op den tweeden
tweeden dag an
na dien der dagteekening
dagteekening
van het Eitaatablad,
Btaatsbla4, waarin het is geplaatst.
geplaatst.
Onze
Waterstaat is belaSt
belast met de ultvoering
Onze Minister van Waterstaat
uitvoering van tilt
dit besluit, dat
dat
StaatsbWla zal
in het Staatablad
sal worden geplaatst, en waarvan
waarvan afschrift zal
zal worden
worden
gezonden aan den Raad
Read van State.
's-Gravenhage, den 29sten Januari 1932.
's-Gra.venhage,
WILHEILMINA.
De Minister
Minister van
Waterstaat,
snv Waterstaat,
P.J.
J.RILTIalli.
P.
BtMtKl.

Ultgegeven den elfden
Vitgegeven
elf den Februari 1932.
De Minister
Minister van
De
van Justine,
Justitie,
3. DOiNNr.
DONNER.
J.
[Translation]
[Translation]

OETICIAL
GAZIEm OF THE
s.
OFFICIAL GAZETTE
THE KINGDOM
KINGDOM OF THE NEITHELAND
NETHERLANDS.
(No. 25.)

DIBmm
Dream of January 29,
29, 1932,
in further
amendment of
1932, in
further amendment
of the
the general
general
administrative
regulations under
administrative regulations
under Articles
Articles 5, 9,
17 of
of the
the Ship9, and 17
Shipping
Law,
(promulgated
by
Royal
Decree
of
September
ping Law, (promulgated
September 22, 1909
(Official (saette
Gazette No.
No. 315),
Royal Decree
Decree of
of
(Ofioial
315), last
last amended
amended by
by Royal
November 4,
November
(Official Gzette
Gazette No.
369).
4, 1926 (Offtoad
No. 869).
WE
GBACE OF
OF GOD, QvUEI
or THE
THE NETHERLANDS,
NrmTHBrANDs,, PRINCESS
W
E WILEHRMINA,
Wir:GartmINA, BY
BY THE GRACE
QUEEN OF
PBNCEss
or
ORAre-NASNAU, will,
alr ORANGE-NASSAU,
ETC., r'c.,
awl).
rC.,
Brc.,
On the recommendation
On
recommendation of Our Minister of Waterways, of January 9, 1932,
La. G.G., Transportation
Transportation and Mining Division;
Division;
The
Council of
of State
State having
having been
been consulted,
consulted, opinion of January
The Council
January 19, 1932,
No.
21;
No. 21;
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In
of the
Minister aforesaid,
aforesaid, of January 25, 1932,
report of Our Minister
further report
the further
view of
In view

Division;
La.
Mining Division;
Transportation and Mining
F., Transportation
La. F.,
Referring to
Shipping Law;
Law;
9 and 17 of the Shipping
articles 5, 9
to articles
Referring
approved and agreed:
agreed:
Have approved
regulations
administrative regulations
The following
amendment is made to the general administrative
following amendment
The
mentioned in
in articles
5, 9
promulgated by Royal
and 17 of the Shipping Law, promulgated
9 and
articles 5,
mentioned
Decree
September 22,
22, 1909
1909 (Official Gazette
amended by
315), last amended
Gazette No. 315),
of September
Decree of
369)::
Royal Decree
November 4,
4, 1926 (Offcial
(Official Gazette
Gazette No. 369)
of November
Decree of
Royal
ARTICLE I.
I.
ABTICLE
A
new paragraph
paragraph is
added to
follows:
to article 54, reading as follows:
is added
A new

smaller
"3. Whenever
it can
can be
be done
done without
danger to ship and crew, a
a smaller
without danger
Whenever it
"3.
freeboard may
be permitted
permitted by the commission mentioned
mentioned in article 39, under
under
may be
freeboard
the
to be
by it,
accordance with the provisions of this
than in accordance
it, than
be made
made by
stipulations to
the stipulations
decree,
provided that
that as
as a
requirements established concerning
concerning the
minimum the requirements
a minimum
decree, provided
freeboard
of ships
the convention
concluded at London on July 5, 1930,
convention concluded
by the
ships by
freeboard of
be met."
Awn= II.
II.
ABTCLE
day after
This
decree
goes
into
effect
on
the
second
after the date of the Official
This decree goes into effect
Gazette in which it
•
it appears.
Oazette
Our Minister
Minister of
of Waterways
Waterways is
with the
the execution
execution of this decree,
intrusted with
is intrusted
Our
which is
is to
to be
Official Gazette,
a copy of which shall be sent
azette, and a
the Offloial
in the
inserted in
be inserted
which
to
to the
the Council of State.
January 29, 1932.
The Hague, January
WILHELMINA.
The
Minister
of
Waterways,
The Minister
J. Rrm.
Itariszs.
P. J.
Published February
February 11, 1932.
Published
The
Minister of Justice,
Justice,
The Minister
J. DONNER.
DONNes.
J.
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October
22, 1932.
1932.
October 22
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the
and Belgium for the
America and
States of America
United States
the United
between the
Arrangement between

reciprocal
of certificates
certificates of
airworthiness for
imported
for imported
of airworthiness
recognition of
reciprocal recognition
aircraft.
by exchange
of notes,
notes, signed
October 22,
22, 1982;
1932;
signed October
ezchange of
Effected by
aircraft. Effected
effective November
November 21,
21, 1932.
1932.
effective

Foreign
The
American Ambassador
(Gibson) to the
for Foreign
Ministerfor
Belgian Minister
the Belgian
Ambassador (Gibson)
The American
Affairs (Hymans)
(Hymans)
Affairs
No. 907
907
No.

Arrangement with
Arrangement
Belgium for the reciproBelgiumforthereZpro-

cal reoognition of certificates of airworthiness

eCogitiorti

for imported
for
imported aircraft.
aircraft.

EMBASSY OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
STATES
OF THE
EMBASSY

Brussels,
October 22,
22, 1932..
1932..
Brussels, October
M R. M
INISTER,
MINISTER,
MR.
I
the honor
honor to
communicate to
to Your
Your Excellency
of the
the
text of
the text
Excellency the
to communicate
I have
have the
arrangement
between the
America and Belgium,
States of America
the United States
arrangement between
providing
for the
the acceptance
by the
one country
of certificates
certificates of
providing for
acceptance by
the one
country of
of
airworthiness
of
aircraft
imported
from
the
other
country
as merairworthiness of aircraft imported from the
chandise,
understood by me to have been agreed to in the negotiaas understood
chandise, as
tions
Governments
been concluded between our two Governments
just been
which have just
tions which
as follows:
OF
AN ARRANGEMENT
BELGIUM AND
THE UNITED
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
AND THE
BETWEEN BELGIUM
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
AN
AMERICA CONCERNING
CONCERNING THE
THE ACCEPTANCE
ACCEPTANCE BY
BY ONE
ONE OF
OF THE
PARTIES
THE PARTIES
AMERICA
OF
OF AIRWORTHINESS
AIRWORTHINESS FOR
IMPORTED AS
AS
FOR AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT IMPORTED
CERTIFICATES OF
OF CERTIFICATES
MERCHANDISE FROM
FROM THE
THE TERRITORY
PARTY.
THE OTHER
OTHER PARTY.
OF THE
TERRITORY OF
MERCHANDISE

1.
arrangement applies to civil aircraft constructed
constructed in
1. The present arrangement
continental
United States
exclusive of Alaska, and exof America, exclusive
States of
continental United
constructed in Belgium and
and to civil aircraft constructed
Belgium; and
ported to Belgium;
exported to
to continental
continental United States of America, exclusive
exclusive of
exported
Alaska.
2.
On condition
that the
agreement be
be reciprocal,
reciprocal, certificates of
the agreement
condition that
2. On
airworthiness
competent authorities
authorities of the Government
Government
airworthiness issued by the competent
of the
subsequently registered in
of
the United States in respect of aircraft subsequently
Belgium, shall have the same validity as if these certificates had been
Belgium,
in
accordance with the regulations in force on the subject in
issued in accordance
Belgium.
United
Belgium. However, the validity of aacertificate issued in the United
States shall in every case be subject to the issuance by the authorities
of
the Government
Government of the United
United States of a
airworthiness
a special airworthiness
of the
certificate
certificate for exportation.
arrangement shall apply to civil aircraft of all categories,
3. This arrangement
including
transportation or for private purposes.
including those used for public transportation
Contracting Parties may terminate
terminate the present
present
4. Each of the Contracting
arrangement
arrangement by giving to the other sixty days notice.
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of
the date of
This
arrangement will
come into
into force
force thirty
days after
after the
thirty days
will come
This arrangement
this note.
note.
this
myself of
of this
occasion to
to renew
renew to
the
Excellency the
to Your
Your Excellency
this occasion
II avail
avail myself
assurances
of my
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
assurances of
HUGH GIBSON
HUGH
GIBSON
HIS EXCELLENCY
EXCELLENCY
HIs
M ONSIEUR PAUL
HYMANS,
PAUL HYMANS,
MONSIEUR
Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Ministerfor
(Hymans) to the American
Foreign
MinisterforAmbassador
Belgian Minister
The Belgian
Foreign Affairs
(Gibson)
Ambassador (Gibson)
Direction
P, n
n°° 49/8420.
49/8420.
Direction P,
M INISThRE DES
DES AFFAIRES
AFFAIRES ETRANGthRES,
ETRANGERES,
MINISTERE
Bruxelles,
le 22
22 Octobre
1932.
Octobre 1932.
Bruxelles, le
M
ONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,
L'AMBASSADEUR,
MONSIEUR
J'ai
de faire
faire savoir
savoir a
Votre Excellence
Excellence que
que le
Gouvernele GouverneA Votre
l'honneur de
J'ai l'honneur
ment belge
beige s'engage
s'engage a
aobserver
observer vis-a-vis
vis-à-vis du
du Gouvernement
des EtatsEtatsGouvernement des
ment
la
Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique les
les termes
termes de
l'arrangement suivant,
suivant, relatif
relatif aA. la
de 1'arrangement
Unis
des
de navigabilite
navigabilit6 des
reconnaissance par
Parties des
des certificats
certificats de
des Parties
l'une des
par l'une
reconnaissance
Partie:
aeronefs importes
import& comme
comme marchandise
marchandise du
teuitoire de
1'autre Partie:
de l'autre
du territoire
a6ronefs
1)
arrangement s'applique
s'applique aux
adronefs civils
civils construits
construits
aux aeronefs
present arrangement
1) le
le present
1'exclusion
dans la
la partie
continentale des
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, a
a l'exclusion
partie continentale
dans
d'Alaska, et
et export6s
export& en
en Belgique,
Belgique, et
et aux
aux a6ronefs
aeronefs civils
civils construits
construits
d'Alaska,
en Belgique
Belgique et
dans la
la partie
Etats-Unis
continentale des Etats-Unis
partie continental°
exportes dans
et export&
en
d'Amerique, a
a. l'exclusion
de l'Alaska.
l'Alaska.
l'exclusion de
d'Amerique,
2) Sous
Sous condition
condition de
reciprocite, les
navigabilite
certificats de navigabilit6
les certificats
de reciprocite,
2)
des
aerienne
delivres par
competentes du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement des
autorit6s competentes
les autorites
par les
aerienne delivr6s
Etats-Unis
pour des
aeronefs immatricules
immatricules ensuite en Belgique,
des aeronefs
Etats-Unis pour
d6livr6s conauront
meme valeur
certificats avaient
avaient et6
ete delivres
consi ces
ces certificats
que si
valeur qua
la meme
auront la
formement
la matiere
matiere en
en vigueur
Belgique.
en Belgique.
vigueur en
sur la
reglements sur
aux reglements
formement aux
sera, dans
Toutefois,
d'un certificat
certificat delivre
delivre aux
aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis sera,
validite d'un
la validite
Toutefois, la
Gouvernechaque cas
subordonnee A
ala
la delivrance
par les
les autorites
autorites du
du Gouvernedelivrance par
cas subordonnee
chaque
a6rienne special
navigabilite aerienne
ment
d'un certificat
de navigabilite
certificat de
Etats-Unis d'un
des Etats-Unis
ment des
pour l'exportation.
l'exportation.
pour
civils de toutes
aeronefs civils
aux aeronefs
3) Le
arrangement s'applique
s'applique aux
present arrangement
Le present
3)
categories, y
utilises A
ades
des transports
publics ou
ou
transports publics
qui sont
sont utilises
ceux qui
compris ceux
y compris
categories,
a.a des
des usages
usages priv6s.
prives.
au present
fin au
4) Chacune
Chacune des
contractantes pourra
present
pourra mettre fin
Parties contractantes
des Parties
4)
jours.
de soixante
arrangement
donnant a
al'autre
soixante jours.
un preavis
preavis de
l'autre un
en donnant
arrangement en
Cat
arrangement entrera
vigueur dans
dans trente
joins, A.
dater
A dater
trente jours,
en vigueur
entrera en
Cet arrangement
d'aujourd'hui.
d'aujourd'hui.
renouveler a.a
1'Ambassadeur, de renouveler
Je saisis
saisis cette
cette occasion,
Monsieur l'Ambassadeur,
occasion, Monsieur
Je
Votre
Excellence les
de ma
ma tres
tres haute
haute consideration.
consideration.
assurances de
les assurances
Votre Excellence
HYMANS
HYMANS
S
ON EXCELLENCE
ONSIEUR HUGH
HUGH GIBSON,
GIBSON,
MONSIEUR
EXCELLENCE M
SON
d'Amfrique,
Ambassad,eur des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
des Etats-Unis
Ambassadeur
Bruxelles.
Bruxelles.

gl Agreement
Agr!ement

by
by BelBe!.
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[Translation]
[Translatlon]
Department P,
P, No.
Department
No. 49/8420

M
INISTRY OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS,
MINISTRY
FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Brussels,
October 22,
22, 1932.
1932.
Brussels, October

M R. AMBASSADOR,
AMBASSADOR,
MR.
I
honor to
to inform
Excellency that
that the
the Belgian
Belgian
I have
have the
the honor
inform Your
Your Excellency
Government undertakes
undertakes to
to observe,
observe, in its relations with
with the
the GovernGovernGovernment
ment of
of the
the United
United States of
of America, the
the terms
terms of the following
arrangement relative
relative to
certo the recognition
recognition by
by one
one of the
the Parties
Parties of cerarrangement
tificates
aircraft imported
imported as
as merchandise
merchandise from
tificates of
of airworthiness
airworthiness of
of aircraft
from
the
territory of
of the
the other
other Party:
the territory
Party:
[Here
French text of
arrangement, articles 11to 4,
[Here follows the French
of the
the arrangement,
inclusive, which
which is
the equivalent
equivalent of
of the
the English
text of
of these
articles
inclusive,
is the
English text
these articles
contained
October 22, 1932, from the American
contained in
in the note of October
American AmAmbassador
Brussels to
to the
the Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
Belgium.]
of Belgium.]
bassador in
in Brussels

This agreement shall
shall become effective
effective 30
30 days
days from
from to-day's
to-day's date.
I
avail myself
myself of
this occasion,
Mr. Ambassador,
renew to
to Your
I avail
of this
occasion, Mr.
Ambassador, to
to renew
Your
Excellency
assurance of
of my
my highest
consideration.
highest consideration.
Excellency the
the assurance
HYMANS
HYMANS
HIS
EXCELLENCY HUGH
GIBSON,
HUGH GIBSON,
HIs EXCELLENCY
Ambassador of
the United
States of
of America,
Ambassador
of the
United States
America,
Brussels.
Brussels.
[No. 43]
43]
[No.
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CONSULAR CONVENTION—FRANCE.
CONVENTION-FRANCE.
CONSULAR

interFrance interAgreement between
United States
of America
and France
America and
States of
the United
between the
Agreement
February
concluded February
Convention concluded
pretating Article
of the
Consular Convention
the Consular
Article 77 of
pretating

February 23, 1933.
23, 33.
March 4, 1933.

February

March 4, 19

23,
by exchange
exchange of
of notes,
notes, signed February
February 23 and
Effected by
1853. Effected
23, 1853.
March
4,
1933;
effective
March
4,
1933.
4,
March
effective
1933;
4,
March

Foreign
The American
American Ambassador
French Minister
Minister for Foreign
Ambassador (Edge) to the French
The
Affairs (Paul-Boncour)
(Paul-Boncour)
Affairs
OF AMERICA,
EMBASSY
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA,
OF THE
EMBASSY OF
1933
Paris,
February23, 1983
Paris, February

No. 2246
2246
No.
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

Agreement
with
with
"Agreement
Your Excellency
have the
the honor
to communicate
communicate to
Excellency my GovernGovern- France
to Your
honor to
IIhave
relating to
rights
of
American
citirightsofAmericancitibeConvention
ment's
interpretation
of
Article
7
of
the
Consular
Convention
Consular
the
of
7
ment's interpretation of Article
zens In connection with
French
laws.
rench rent laws.
concluded February
France concluded
tween
States of
February theVol.
and France
America and
of America
United States
the United
tween the
10. p. 996.

23,
1853, in
in relation
rights of American citizens in France in
the rights
to the
relation to
23, 1853,
connection
with
the
French
rent laws.
laws. It
understanding that
It is my understanding
connection with the French rent
the
following
interpretation
which
has
prevailed
conthe following interpretation which has prevailed in the past is conthe
curred
in
by
your
Government
for
the
future
application
of
curred in by your Government for the future

convention.
convention.
The
of Article
establish the right of
to establish
is to
7 is
Article 7
provisions of
the provisions
of the
effect of
The effect
same treatment
the
citizens
United States
treatment as
France to enjoy
in France
States in
the United
of the
citizens of
French
citizens
in
matters
relating
to
the
ownership,
and
possession
French citizens in matters relating to the ownership,
are
States
disposal
Accordingly, citizens of the United
property. Accordingly,
of property.
disposal of
whether
entitled, to
in France
France the
the benefit of all the provisions, whether
enjoy in
to enjoy
entitled,
applicable
to owners
or tenants,
in the French law of April
contained in
tenants, contained
owners or
applicable to
1, 1926,
29, 1929,
1929, governing the relaof June 29,
law of
the law
by the
amended by
as amended
1926, as
1,
residential purtions
and lessees of premises used for residential
lessors and
between lessors
tions between
poses, and
and in
in the
law of
1926, as amended
amended by the law of April
30, 1926,
June 30,
of June
the law
poses,
landlords of
22, 1927,
the relations
tenants and landlords
between tenants
relations between
governing the
1927, governing
22,
premises used
used for
commercial or
notwithstanding
or industrial purposes, notwithstanding
for commercial
premises
Article
11 of
the Civil
Civil Code
and the exceptions
exceptions or restrictions
restrictions appliCode and
of the
Article 11
cable
to foreigners under the aforesaid laws.
cable to
may add
the laws
laws of
of the
states of the United States and
the states
under the
that, under
add that,
IImay
the
District
of
Columbia,
French
citizens
in
the United
United States enjoy
in the
citizens
French
Columbia,
of
the District
to the leasing
the
same
treatment
as
American
citizens
regard
with
citizens
American
as
the same treatment
and
renting
of
real
property.
real
of
and renting
glad to
to have
have your
confirmation of
of the
agreement thus
the agreement
your confirmation
be glad
shall be
II shall
reached.
I
this occasion
Excellency the
to renew to Your Excellency
occasion to
of this
myself of
avail myself
I avail
assurance
of
my
highest
consideration,
consideration,
assurance of my highest
W
ALTER E.
E. EDGE
EDGE
WALTER
HIS EXCELLENCY
EXCELLENCY
HIS
M ONSIEUR PAUL-BONCOUR
PAUL-BONCOUR
MONSIEUR

Minister
for Foreign
Affairs
ForeignAffairs
Ministerfor
Paris
Paris
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CONVENTION — FRANCE.
CONSULAR

The French
French Minister
Ministerfor
ForeignAffairs (Paul-Boncour)
for Foreign
(Paul-Boncour) to
to the
the
American
American Ambassador
Ambassador (Edge)
(Edge)
MINISTERE
MINISTERE
DES
AFFAIRES ETRANGERES.
ETRANGERES.
SOUS-DIRECTION
SOUS-DIRECTION
DES CHANCELLERIES
CHANCELLERIES
DU
ET DU
CONTENTIEUX.
CONTENTIEUX.
CONTENTIEUX
CONTENTIEUX

Loyers.
Acceptance
Acceptance
France.

P
ARIS, le
4Mars
1933
PARIS,
le 4
Mars 1933

M ONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,
L'AMBASSADEUR,
MONSIEUR
by
by

Par lettre du 23 du mois dernier vous m'avez fait
fait connaltre
connaltre Pin'interpr6tation quo
que votre
terpretation
Gouvernement donne
donne de
Particle 77de
de la
la Convotre Gouvernement
de l'article
Convention consulaire
consulaire conclue
conclue le 23 f6vrier
fevrier 1853
entre la
la France
France et
1853 entre
et les
les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
d'Araerique, au
des droits
droits des
des citoyens
citoyens americaims
au sujet
sujet des
americains
en France, relativement
relativement A
ala loi frangaise
frangaise sur
loyers.
sur les loyers.
J'ai l'honneur
l'honneur d'informer Votre Excellence que
quo le
le Gouverneraent
Gouvernement
accepte, pour l'application
frangais accept°,
Papplication future de
la Convention,
Pinterde la
Convention, l'interd6ej valable dans
pr6tation suivante (NA
dens le pass6.
passé.
Les dispositions de Particle
7 ont
effet d'assiurer
Particle 7
out pour effet
d'assurer aux
aux citoyens
citoyens
des Etats-Unis r4stidant
r6sidant en
on France
France le
le droit
jouir du
memo traitetraitedroit de
de jouir
du mmme
ment que les citoyens frangais
frangais en matiere
matiere de
de propriete,
de possession
propri6te, de
possession
et de disposition de biens immeubles. En
consequence, les
En consequence,
les citoyens
citoyens
des Etats-Unis
France du
Etats-Unis jouiront en France
benefice de
toutes les
disposidu b6enfice
de toutes
les dispositions, applicables
propri6taires soit
applicables soit aux proprietakes
aux locataires,
locataires, de
loi
soit aux
de la
la loi
fransaise
1926, modifiee par celle
frangaise du ler avril
avri11926,
cello du 29
29 juin
juin 1929,
rtis1929, r6gissant les relations
A usage
usage d'habirelations entre bailleurs
bailleurs et preneurs de locaux
beaux a
d'habi1926, modifide
tation, et de la loi du 30 juin 1926,
modifiee par
par cello
du 22
22 avril
celle du
avril
1927, r6gissant
regissant les relations entre locataires et propri6taires
proprietaires de
beaux
de locaux
A
commercial ou industrial,
industriel, nonobstant larticle
a usage commercial
Particle 11
du Code
11 du
Code
Civil at
et les exceptions ou restrictions applicables
dtrangers en
applicables aux
aux etrangers
en
vertu des lois pr6citees.
pr6citees.
Je
que, suivant les lois des diff6rents
Jo prends acte de ce
cc quo,
differents Etats de
1'Union et du District de
l'Union
les citoyens
frangais resident
de Columbia,
Columbia, les
citoyens frangais
residant
aux
m6me traitement
aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis jouissent du memo
traitement que
quo les citoyens ameriam6ricains lorsqu'il
lorsqu'il s'agit de donner
dormer ou
ou de
prendre a
bail des
des proprietes
propri6tes
de prendre
A bail
immobilieres./.
immobilieres./.
Veuillez
l'Ambassadeur, les assurances
Verrillez agr6er,
agreer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur,
assurances de
de ma
ma tits
trs
haute consideration.
consideration.
SON
EXCELLENCE
Sow EXCELLENCE
MONSIEUR
M
ONSIEUR W
ALTER EVANS
EDGE
WALTER
EVANS EDGE

J.
PAUL-BONCOUR.
J. PAUL-BONCOUR.

Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis
Ambassadeur
Etats-Unis d'
Amerique
d'Amerique
4 Paris.
Paris.
cl

CONSULAR
CONVENTION—FRANCE.
CONSULAR CONVENTION-FRANCE.
[Translation]
[Translation]
MINISTRY
FOR
FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
SUB-DIVISION OF
CHANCERIES AND
AND
CHANCERIES
LEGAL MATTERS.
MATTERS.
LEGAL
MATTERS.
LEGAL MATTERS.
Rents.
Rents.

PARIS,
4, 1933.
1933.
March 4,
PARIS, March

M R. AMBASSADOR,
AMBASSADOR,
MR.
acquainted me with your
By
letter of
of last month you acquainted
23d of
of the
the 23d
a letter
By a
Government's
interpretation
article
7
convention
the consular convention
7
of
article
of
Government's interpretation
United
and
concluded
on
February
between
France
the
1853,
23,
concluded on February
in
States
of
America,
dealing
the
rights
American
citizens
of
rights
the
with
States of America, dealing
law.
rent
France
France in relation to the French
I
have the
Excellency that the French Govhonor to inform Your Excellency
the honor
I have
ernment
accepts,
for
the
future
application
ernment accepts, for the future application of the convention, the
following
already valid in the past.
interpretation, already
following interpretation,
The
effect of
citizens of
of the provisions of article 77is to secure for citizens
The effect
the same
enjoy
the United
United States residing in France the right to
the
ownership,
the
to
treatment as French citizens
citizens in matters relating
treatment
possession, and
disposal of real
Consequently, citizens of
real property. Consequently,
and disposal
possession,
the
the United States will enjoy in France the benefit of all the provisions,
whether
applicable to owners or tenants, of the French law of April 1,
1,
whether applicable
governing the relations
1926, amended by the law of June 29, 1929, governing
between
lessors and
and lessees
residential purposes,
premises used for residential
lessees of premises
between lessors
and
the law
of June
30, 1926,
1926, amended
1927,
April 22, 1927,
law of April
the law
by the
amended by
June 30,
law of
and the
governing
the relations
relations between
between tenants
tenants and
premises
landlords of premises
and landlords
governing the
used
commercial and
notwithstanding article
and industrial purposes, notwithstanding
for commercial
used for
applicable to
11
the Civil
restrictions applicable
the exceptions or restrictions
Code and the
Civil Code
of the
11 of
foreigners
foreigners under the aforesaid laws.
laws of the different States of the United
under the laws
that, under
note that,
take note
IItake
States and
of the
Columbia, French citizens residing in the
District of Columbia,
the District
and of
States
United States
States enjoy
enjoy the
as American
American citizens in
treatment as
same treatment
the same
United
regard to the leasing or renting of real property.
property.
regard
Kindly
assurances of my very high
Ambassador, the assurances
accept, Mr. Ambassador,
Kindly accept,
consideration.
J.PAIIL-BONCOUR.
PAuL-BONCOUR.
J.
HIS
EXCELLENCY
His EXCELLENCY
EDGE,
M
R. W
ALTER EVANS
EVANS EDGE,
WALTER
MR.
Ambassador of
United States
America,
of America,
States of
the United
of the
Ambassador

Paris.
Paris.
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February 8,
February
li,
1233.

CHINESE
COURTS—INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT.
SETTLEMENT.
CHINESE COURTS-INTERNATIONAL

11,

12,

12.

Agreement extending duration
duration of agreement
agreement and
and attached
attached notes of
February
respecting Chinese
Chinese courts
courts in
the International
International
in the
1930, respecting
17, 1930,
February 17,
February
of notes, signed February
Settlement
by exchanges
exchanges of
effected by
Shanghai effected
at Shanghai
Settlement at
8,11, and
and 12,1933;
12, 1933; and
and a
declaration renewing
renewing the unilateral
unilateral
unilateraldeclaration
a unilateral
8,11,
declaration
February 17,
17, 1930,
1983.
8, 1933.
February 8,
signed, February
1930, signed,
of February
declaration of
The Foreign
Signatories to
the Chinese
Chinese Minister
Foreign Affairs (Lo)
Ministerfor Foreign
to the
ForeignSignatories
The
NANKING,
February, 1933.
1933.
8th February,
NANKING, 8th
S
IR,
SIR,

InTe
h
rn
inae
t
s
i
e
ona
corssiare.
e

hinese corts in ttlhe

ment at Shanghai.
at Shanghai.
ment
Proposatend
to ex
extend
Proposal to
agreement respeting.
respecting.

agreement

Vol. 47,
47, p.
2715.
p.2715.
vol

February 17th,
Article 10
10 of
of the
Agreement signed at Nanking on February
17th,
the Agreement
Article
1930, between
between the
the representative
of the
Chinese Government
Government on
on the
the
the Chinese
representative of
1930,
one hand and the representatives
representatives of the Brazilian, American, French,
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, Norwegian
Norwegian and
and Netherlands
Governments on
on the
Netherlands Governments
United
other
hand relating
the Chinese
Chinese courts
courts in
the International
International Settlein the
to the
relating to
other hand
ment
at Shanghai
provides as
follows:—
as follows:Shanghai provides
ment at
into
"The
Agreement and
the attached
Notes shall enter into
attached Notes
and the
present Agreement
"The present
a period of
effect on
on April
.April 1st,
1930, and shall continue
continue in force for a
1st, 1930,
effect
three
years from
that date,
provided that
may be extended
extended for
they may
that they
date, provided
from that
three years
an additional
additional period
period upon
upon mutual
mutual consent
consent of
parties thereto."
thereto."
of the parties
an
It
is now
now proposed,
proposed, as
as arranged
between us,
Agreesaid Agreethe said
that the
us, that
arranged between
It is
ment
and
attached
Notes
shall
be
extended
for
a
of
three
a
period
for
extended
be
shall
Notes
attached
and
ment
years
from April
April 1st,
1933; that
that either
either of
thereto may
may
parties thereto
of the parties
1st, 1933;
years from
notify
the other,
before the expiration
expiration of the period, of
other, six months before
notify the
their desire
desire to
to denounce
denounce them;
in case both parties fail to
that in
and that
them; and
their
do so
so in
in time,
Agreement and
and attached
attached Notes
continue in
Notes shall continue
the Agreement
time, the
do
force thereafter,
until they
they are
are denounced
denounced by either of the parties
thereafter, until
force
thereto, of
of which
which denunciation
months prior
given
notice shall be given
prior notice
six months
denunciation six
thereto,
to the
party.
other party.
to
the other
to
We have
have the
on behalf
behalf of
of our
Governments to
respective Governments
our respective
the honour
honour on
We
extension
set forth above for the extension
agree to
the proposed
arrangements set
proposed arrangements
to the
agree
of the
said Agreement
Agreement and
Your
request Your
and to request
Notes and
attached Notes
and attached
the said
of
Excellency's confirmation
confirmation thereof.
Excellency's
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We avail
avail ourselves
ourselves of
this opportunity
opportunity to renew to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency
of this
We
the
assurance
of
our
highest
consideration.
consideration.
highest
our
of
the assurance
W
ILLYS R.
R.PECK
PECK
WILLYS

Counsellor of Legation
Counsellor
on
American Minister
of the American
behalf of
on behalf
BAUDET
PHILIPPE BAITDET
PHILIPPE

Minister
in the
name of the
French Minister
the French
the name
in
E.
M. B.
B.I
NGRAM
INGRAM
E. M.

Minister
on behalf
Majesty's Minister
behalf of His Majesty's
on
N. AALL
AALL
N.

a.i.
Norwegian Charge
Charge d'Affaires a.i.
Norwegian
THORBECKE
THORBECKE
Netherlands
Minister
Netherlands Minister
AF.
DE ALMEIDA
ALMEIDA
LOPES DE
AF. LOPES
in
the
name
of
the
Brazilian
Minister.
Minister.
Brazilian
the
of
in the name
HIS
EXCELLENCY
His EXCELLENCY
DOCTOR
W EN-KAN,
Lo WEN-KAN,
DOCTOR Lo
Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Ministerfor
Nanking.
Nanking.
The
Chinese Ministerfor
Minister for Foreign
ForeignAffairs (Lo) to the American Minister
The Chinese
(Johnson)
(Johnson)
No.
577
W AICHIAOPU
WAICHIAOPU
No. 577
Nanking,
1983.
February8, 1933.
Nanking, February
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

ChionrmatiO.
Note of to-day's
have the
acknowledge receipt
receipt of
to-day's g
ri
llrmation
your Note
of your
to acknowledge
honor to
the honor
IIhave

date
as follows:
which reads as
date which
"Article 10
10 of
the Agreement
Agreement signed
at Nanking
Nanking on February 17th,
signed at
of the
"Article
Government
1930,
between
the
representative
Chinese
Government on the
the
of
1930, between the representative
one
hand
and
the
representatives
of
the
Brazilian,
American, French,
French,
American,
Brazilian,
the
of
representatives
the
and
hand
one
on the
Governments
United
Kingdom,
Norwegian
and
Netherlands
Governments
Netherlands
and
United Kingdom, Norwegian
International Settleother
relating to
to the
the Chinese
Chinese courts in the International
hand relating
other hand
ment
follows:—
provides as follows:Shanghai provides
at Shanghai
ment at
'The present
enter
attached Notes shall enter
and the attached
Agreement and
present Agreement
'The
a
continue
into
effect
on
April
1st,
1930,
continue in force for a
shall
and
into effect on April 1st, 1930,
period of
of three
may be
date, provided that they may
from that date,
years from
three years
period
extended for
for an
additional period
upon mutual consent of the
period upon
an additional
extended
parties thereto.'
thereto.'
parties
"It
is now
arranged between
between us,
us, that
Agreethat the said Agreeas arranged
proposed, as
now proposed,
"It is
ment
shall be
be extended
period of three years
years
for aaperiod
extended for
Notes shall
attached Notes
and attached
ment and
the
notify
from
April
1st,
1933,
that
either
of
the
parties
may
may
thereto
parties
the
of
either
that
1933,
from April 1st,
other,
before the
the expiration
expiration of
the period,
their desire
desire
period, of their
of the
months before
six months
other, six
to denounce
them; and
and that,
time,
case both parties fail to do so in time,
in case
that, in
denounce them;
to
the Agreement
and attached
continue in force thereafter
thereafter
shall continue
Notes shall
attached Notes
Agreement and
the
until they
are denounced
thereto, of which
the parties thereto,
of the
either of
by either
denounced by
they are
until
denunciation six
be given
given to the other
shall be
notice shall
prior notice
months prior
six months
denunciation

party.
party.
"We
have the
the honor
behalf of
of our respective
Governments to
respective Governments
on behalf
honor on
"We have
the extension
agree
to
the
proposed
arrangements
forth
for
extension
above
forth
set
arrangements
agree to the proposed
of
the said
and attached
attached Notes and
and to request
request Your
Agreement and
said Agreement
ofthe
Excellency's
confirmation thereof."
Excellency's confirmation

by
by
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In
have the
Chinese Government
In reply
reply I
I have
the honor
honor to
to confirm
confirm that
that the
the Chinese
Government
agrees
to the
proposed arrangements
set forth
forth above.
agrees to
the proposed
arrangements as
as set
above.
I
myself of
opportunity to
to renew
renew to
to Your
Your Excellency
the
I avail
avail myself
of this
this opportunity
Excellency the
assurance
of my
my highest
consideration.
assurance of
highest consideration.
Lo
W EN-KAN.
Lo WEN-KAN.
HIS EXCELLENCY
EXCELLENCY
HIs
M R. NELSON
T.J
OHNSON,
MR.
NELSON T.
JOHNSON,
American Minister
Minister to
China.
to China.
American
American
American Legation,
Legation,
Peiping.
Peiping.

The
Signatories to
to the
the Chinese
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Affairs (Lo)
(Lo)
ForeignSignatories
Chinese Minister
Ministerfor
The Foreign
NANKING, 11th
11th February,
1933.
NANKING,
February,1933.
SIR,
SIR,
Checkin
undue deWith
reference to
to our
recent conversations
conversations we
understand that
that
we understand
our recent
With reference
layin
cl g
poeedin.
lay
in civil
proceedin
gs.
measures
are now
under contemplation
contemplation by
the Chinese
Chinese authorities
measures are
now under
by the
authorities
for
delay in
in civil
civil proceedings,
with special
special reference
for checking
checking undue
undue delay
proceedings, with
reference
to
of appeal
and execution
and that
that such
such
to matters
matters of
appeal and
execution of
of judgment,
judgment, and
measures,
will apply
apply also
the Courts
Courts functioning
functioning
measures, when
when adopted,
adopted, will
also to
to the
in the
Settlement at
at Shanghai.
grateful
in
the International
International Settlement
Shanghai. We
We should
should be
be grateful
for Your
for
Your Excellency's
Excellency's confirmation
confirmation of
of the
the above
above understanding.
understanding.
We avail
ourselves of
this opportunity
to renew
renew to
Excellency
We
avail ourselves
of this
opportunity to
to Your
Your Excellency
the assurance
our highest
consideration.
the
assurance of
of our
highest consideration.
E. M.
M. B.
NGRAM
E.
B. I
INGRAM
on
on behalf
behalf of
of His
His Majesty's
Majesty's Minister
Minister
W
ILEYs R.
WILLYS
R. PECK
PECK
Counsellor
of Legation
Legation,
Counsellor of
on behalf
on
beh,alf of
of the
American
the American
Minister
Minister
PHILIPPE
EATIDET
PHILIPPE BAUDET

in the
the name
name of
of the
the French
in
French
Minister
Minister

N.
A.ALL
N. AALL
Norwegian
Charge d'Affaires
Norwegian Charge
d'Affaires a.i.
a.i.
THORBECKE
THORBECKE
Netherlands
Minister
Netherlands Minister
AP,
DE ALMEIDA,
ALMEIDA,
AP. LOPES
LOPES DE

in
the name of
of the
in the
Brazilian Minister.
the Brazilian
Minister.

His EXCELLENCY
HIS
EXCELLENCY
DR. Lo
W EN-KAN,
DR.
Lo WEN-EAN,
Minister
Minister for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Nanking.
Nanking.

The Chinese
ForeignAffairs (Lo)
(Lo) to
to the
the American Minister
Chinese Minister
Minister for Foreign
Minister
(Johnson)
(Johnson)
WAICHIAOPU
W AICHIAOPII
Nanking,
February 12,
1938.
Nanking, February
12, 1933.

Confirmation by
Confirmation
by
China.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I
honor to
acknowledge the
receipt of
your Note
Note of
of yesteryesterI have
have the
the honor
to acknowledge
the receipt
of your
day's date which reads as follows:

"With reference
to our recent
recent conversations
reference to
conversations we
that
we understand
understand that
measures
measures are now under contemplation
contemplation by the Chinese authorities
for
delay in
in civil
proceedings, with
with special
for checking
checking undue
undue delay
civil proceedings,
special reference
reference

1775
1775

SETTLEMENT.
CHINESE
COURTS-INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT.
CHINESE COURTS—INTERNATIONAL
to
matters of
of appeal
appeal and
of judgment
judgment and that such
such measexecution of
and execution
to matters
in the
functioning
Courts
to
ures,
when
adopted,
will
apply
also
the
functioning
in
also
apply
will
adopted,
ures, when
grateful for
International Settlement
Shanghai. We should be grateful
for
at Shanghai.
Settlement at
International
above understanding."
the above
Your Excellency's
understanding."
of the
confirmation of
Excellency's confirmation
Your
In
the honor
confirm that the above understanding
to confirm
honor to
have the
reply IIhave
In reply
is
correct.
correct.
is
myself of
opportunity to
renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
to renew
this opportunity
of this
avail myself
IIavail
consideration.
assurance
of
my
highest
consideration.
highest
my
assurance of
Lo
W EN-RAN
Lo WEN-KAN
HIS EXCELLENCY
EXCELLENCY
His

Mn.
NELSON T.
T.J
OHNSON,
JOHNSON,
MR. NELSON
China,
American
Minister
to
to China,
Minister
American
American
Legation,
Legation,
American
Peiping.
Peiping.

Unilateral
of the
Foreign Signatories
Signatories to
the Chinese
Chinese Minister
to the
the Foreign
Declarationof
UnilateralDeclaration
for Foreign
Affairs (Lo)
Foreign Affairs
for
NANKING, 8th
8th February,
1988.
February, 1933.
NANKING,
I R
S
S IR,,
With
With
relating
relating
Courts,
Courts,
Note
of
Note of

reference to
to the
the Notes
which we
we
Notes which
reference
to
the
extension
of
the
Agreement
to the extension of the Agreement
we have
honour to
to renew
renew the
the
the honour
have the
we
February 176,
as follows:
follows:
1930, as
17th, 1930,
February

Unilateral

have
ti r.a'
exchanged to-day tion.
have exchanged
Shanghai
the
concerning
Shanghai
concerning
declaration made
made in our
declaration

dedclaradeclare-

Vol. 47, p. 2717.
cannot in
"We
desire to
to point
point out
out that
that such
such Agreement
Agreement cannot
in any way Vol. 47, . 2717.
"We desire
and
affect
or invalidate
guaranteed to
the Powers
Powers concerned
concerned and
to the
rights guaranteed
invalidate rights
affect or
such Powers and
to
under existing
Treaties between
between such
and
existing Treaties
nationals under
their nationals
to their
We
regard.
China
and
we
accordingly
reserve
our
full
rights
in
this
regard.
We
this
in
rights
full
our
reserve
accordingly
we
China and
further
right to
to object
object to
enforcement in the Interthe enforcement
to the
the right
reserve the
further reserve
that affect or in
national Settlement
Settlement of
any future
future Chinese
Chinese laws
laws that
ill any
any
of any
national
Internathe
way
invalidate
the
Land
Regulations
or
Byelaws
of
Internaof
Byelaws
or
way invalidate the Land Regulations
tional
may be
prejudicial to the
considered prejudicial
be considered
that may
or that
Settlement or
tional Settlement
maintenance
of peace
and order
within this
area."
this area."
order within
peace and
maintenance of
Excellency
We
avail ourselves
ourselves of
to renew
renew to
to Your
Your Excellency
opportunity to
this opportunity
of this
We avail
the
assurance of
of our
consideration.
highest consideration.
our highest
the assurance
E.
M .B.
B.I
NGRAM
INGRAM
E. M.
on
of His
His Majesty's
Minister
Majesty's Minister
behalf of
on behalf
N.
AALL
N. AALL

W
ILLYS R.
R.PECK
PECK
WILLYS

Norwegian
a.i.
d'Affaires a.i.
Charge d'Affaires
Norwegian Chargé
Counsellor of
Legation
of Legation
Counsellor
THORBECKE
on
of the
the American
American
THORBECKE
behalf of
on behalf
Minister
Minister
Netherlands Minister
Netherlands
Minister
PHILIPPE
BAUDET
PHILIPPE BACDET
in the
of the
French
the French
name of
the name
in
Minister
Minister

AF.
LOPES DE
DE ALMEIDA,
ALMEIDA,
AF. LOPES

in the
the Brazilian
Brazilian Minister.
Minister.
of the
name of
the name
in

HIS
EXCELLENCY
His EXCELLENCY
DR. Lo
Lo WEN-KAN,
W EN-KAN,
DR.
Minister
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
for Foreign
Ministerfor
Nanking.
Nanking.
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45]
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2---32
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August 77, 1933.
August

HAITIANIZ ATION AGREEMENT.
AGREEMENT.
HAITIANIZATION

Agreement between the United
States of
of America
and Haiti
Haiti concerning
United States
America and
concerning
Haitianization
Garde, withdrawal
withdrawal of
of military
military forces
forces from
Haitianization of the
the Garde,
from
Haiti,
and financial
financial arrangement.
August 7,
7, 1933.
1933.
Haiti, and
arrangement. Signed
Signed August
SECTION I
SECTION
I

TITRE
TITRE II

Haitianization of
of the
d'Haiti Haitianization
de la
la Garde
Garde et
Haitianization
Haitianization de
the Garde
Garde d'Haiti
et
and
Withdrawal of
of Military
Military
desoccupation militaire
militaire du
du territernand Withdrawal
desoccupation
Forces
from Haiti.
Haiti.
tare de
de la
la Republique.
Republique.
Forcesfrom
toire
Haltianization
raltianization of the
Garde and withdrawal

arde and withdrawal

of military
militarforcs.
forces.

Vol. 39, p.
p.1658.
1658.
Vol.39,

Les pl6nipotentiaires,
plenipotentiaires, soussisoussiLes
gnes, diment
dilment autoris6s
autorises par
par leurs
leurs
gn6s,
respective governments,
have Gouvernements
respective
governments, have
Gouvemements respectifs,
respectifs, ont
ont
agreed upon
upon the
the following
Accord: convenu
agreed
following Accord:
convenu de l'arrangement
Parrangement suisuivant:
vant:
The
undersigned plenipotenplenipotenThe undersigned
tiaries,
by their
tiaries, duly
duly authorized
authorized by
their

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I
I

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE

now servThe American officers
officers now
serving with
with the
the Garde
will be
be
ing
Garde d'Haiti
d'Haiti will
replaced in
in such
such a
manner that
replaced
a manner
that
by
Garde
by October
October 1,
1, 1934,
1934, the
the Garde
be completely
commsnded
shall be
completely commanded
by Haitian
Haitian officers.
officers.

Les officiers
officiers americains
americains servant
servant
Les
actuellement
dans la
la
Garde
actuellement dans
Garde
d'Haiti
d'Haiti seront
seront remplaces
remplaces de mamaniere que,
que, au
au ler
ler octobre
octobre 1934,
niere
1934, in
la
Garde soit
completement comcomGarde
soit complktement
mandee
mand& par des officiers haitiens.
haitiens.

ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE

ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE

On October
October 1,
1, 1934,
1934, the
the Garde,
Garde,
command of
Haiunder complete command
of Haibe turned
over
tian officers,
officers, will
will be
turned over
to a
Colonel in
service
to
a Colonel
in active
active service
whom
President of
of the
the
whom the
the President
Republic shall designate
designate as Commandant.
mandant.

Au ler
ler octobre
octobre 1934,
1934, la
Au
la
Garde, entierement
entierement command&
Garde,
command6e
par des officiers haitiens,
haitiens, sera
remise a
Colonel en
en service
service
& un
un Colonel
de la
actif que le President de
la
Republique
designers comme
comme
Republique
d6signera
commandant.
commandant.

ARTICLE III
ARTICLE
III

ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE

promotions to
to be
be effected
The promotions
effected
until
complete Haitianization
until the
the complete
Haitianization
of
the Garde
Garde will
will be
of the
be made
made after
after
examinations
the presence
presence
examinations held
held in
in the
of
the representative
representative of
of the
of the
the GovGovernment
Haiti in
conformity
eminent of
of Haiti
in conformity
with Article X of
the Treaty
of
of the
Treaty of
September
16, 1915.
September 16,
1915.

Les
promotions a
A, faire
faire pendant
pendant
Les promotions
le cours de l'haitianisation
le
Phaitianisation de
de in
la
Garde
faites apres
examens
Garde seront
seront faites
apres examens
passes en presence
presence d'un represenrepresentant du Gouvernement
taut
Gouvernement haitien en
en
conformite de 1'article
conformite
Particle X
X du
du
Traite
du 16
16 septembre
septembre 1915.
1915.
Traite du

HAITIANIZATION
AGREEMENT
HAITIANIZATION AGREEMENT
ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV

ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE

To
the instruction,
To complete the
discipline of the
training and discipline
President of Haiti,
the President
Garde the
it desirable,
consider it
if he consider
may, if
request the President
President of the
request
a
United States to designate
designate a
United
Military Mission of not more
than
seven members among the
than seven
served
American
officers who have served
American officers
in
in Haiti. The powers to be
granted
granted to this Mission will be
determined by
decree of the
by aa decree
determined
President of Haiti. The services
President
of this Mission
at
terminate at
Mission shall terminate
of
request of either party to the
the request
agreement
upon sixty days notice
agreement upon
either party.
given by either

completer l'instruction,
l'instruction,
Pour completer
l'entrainement et la discipline
discipline de
l'entrainement
Garde, le President
President d'Haiti,
d'Haiti,
la Garde,
s'il le juge utile, pourra demander
demander
au President
President des Etats-Unis de
designer
designer une Mission Militaire de
sept
membres au plus parmi
parmi les
sept membres
officiers
araericains qui ont servi
officiers americains
en
a conconLes pouvoirs A
Haiti. Les
en Haiti.
acette
cette Mission feront l'objet
ferer A
arrete du
d'Haiti.
du President
President d'Haiti.
d'un arrete
Mission
Les services de cette Mission
prendront fin a
a la requite
requete de
prendront
Pune ou l'autre
l'autre des deux hautes
l'une
parties apres
awes un preavis
preavis de
parties
soixante jours donne par la partie
soixante
requerante
a. Pautre
l'autre partie.
requerante A

ARTICLE
ARTICLE V
V

V
ARTICLE V
ARTICLE

The
withdrawal of the Marine
The withdrawal
Brigade
the United States and
of the
Brigade of
American Scientific Mission
Mission
the American
established by the Accord
Accord of
established
August 5,
commence
5, 1931, shall commence
August
1, 1934, and shall be
on October 1,
completed within thirty days.

Le
retrait de la
Brigade de
la Brigade
Le retrait
et de la
Marine
des
Etats-Unis
la
Etats-Unis
Marine
Mission
Scientifique
americaine
americaine
Scientifique
Mission
etablie par
l'Accord du 55 aolt
aotlt
par l'Accord
etablie
1931
commencera
le
ler
octobre
1931 commencera
1934
devra etre complet dans
1934 et devra
les
trente
jours qui
qui suivront.
les trente jours

ARTICLE
VI
ARTICLE VI

VI
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE

The
Government of Haiti, in
The Government
order
to
order, aspublic order,
preserve public
order to preserve
mainof
sumes
obligation
sumes the obligation
taining
strict
discipline
in
the
taining strict discipline
Garde
and
of
applying
for
this
Garde and of applying for this
purpose the
the present
regulations
present regulations
purpose
of
the
Garde
d'Haiti.
of the Garde d'Haiti.
It
a statute
statute which
It will
will enact a
will
fix the conditions
conditions of appointwill fix
ment,
retirement
and retirement
promotion and
ment, promotion
in
the
Garde.
It
will
in the Garde. It will also take
legislative measures
measures recognized
recognized
all legislative
as necessary
to guarantee public
necessary to
as
peace and security.
peace

Le Gouvemement
d'Haiti pour
Gouvernement d'Haiti
Le
l'ordre public, asde l'ordre
la garantie
garantie de
responsabilite de mainsume la responsabilite
tenir
dans la Garde une stricte distenir dans
cipline et d'appliquer
d'appliquer dans ce but
but
les reglements
actuels de la Garde
reglements actuels
les
d'Haiti.
Ii
statut legal qui
Il sera etabli un statut
determinera
conditions de
determinera les conditions
nomination,
promotion et de
de promotion
nomination, de
I1 sera
retraite
retraite dans la Garde. 11
egalement pris toutes
mesures
toutes mesures
egalement
legislatives
necessaires
reconnues necessaires
legislatives reconnues
pour garantir
garantir la
paix et la s6curite
securite
la paix
pour
publique.
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SEcTioN II
II
SECTION

Timm II
II
TITRE

Financier.
AmeAmeArrangement Financier.
Financial
Arrangement. AdjustAdjust- Arrangement
Financial Arrangement.
nagement des
des Garanties
Garanties finanfinannagement
ment of
financial guarantees
stipguaranteesstipoffinancial
ment
cieres stipulies
stipulies dans
dans le
le protocols
protocols
cires
ulated in
in the
Protocol of
of 1919
1919
the Protocol
ulated
de
1919
et
le
contrat
d'emprunt
d'
emprunt
contrat
et
le
de
1919
and the
the loan
loan contract
of 1922.
1922.
contract of
and
de 1922.
1922.
ARTICLE VII
VII
ARTICLE

Financial

Financial

arrange-

arrange-

Beginning January
January 1,
1934, the
the
Beginning
1, 1934,

inent; adjustment
adjustment of
ment;
guarantees.
services
guarantees.
services of the Financial Adviser-

General
Receiver and
the
and of the
General Receiver
Deputy
General Receiver
shell
Receiver shall
Deputy General
be
carried on,
in fulfillment
the
fulfillment of the
on, in
be carried
obligations and
and. guarantees
guarantees underunderobligations
taken in
order to
to obtain
obtain the
loan
the loan
in order
taken
issued in
accord with
Protocol
the Protocol
with the
in accord
issued
of October
October 3,
Fiscal
a Fiscal
by a
3, 1919,
1919, by
of
Representative and
and aa Deputy
Deputy
Representative
Fiscal
Representative, appointed
appointed
Fiscal Representative,
by
the President
President of
of the
the Republic
Republic
by the
upon
President
of the
the President
nomination of
upon nomination
of the United
States, who shall
shall
United States,
of
exercise the
powers hereinafter
hereinafter
the powers
exercise
set forth.

ARTICLE VIII
ARTICLE

Post, p. 172.
17)32.
Pos,

Revenues conCustoms Revenues
As the Customs
stitute
the principal
pledge to the
principal pledge
stitute the
holders of
of the
the bonds
bonds of the 1922
holders
loan, the
Representative
Fiscal Representative
the Fiscal
loan,
will have
his direction,
until
direction, until
under his
will
have under
the complete
amortization or the
complete amortization
the
prior refunding
the loan
loan under
under
of the
refunding of
prior
reference, the
Customs Service
Service
the Customs
reference,
and
application of
of the
the laws
laws
and the
the application
In addition he
relative thereto. In
shall
inspect the
the activities
activities of
of the
the
shall inspect
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service
and
Service and
Internal
appropriate recommendarecommendamake appropriate
tions for
its proper
proper operation;
operation; he
he
tions
for its
in charge of the existing
shall be in
Service of
Payments, reserve
reserve bebeof Payments,
Service
ing made
made of
the provisions
of the
provisions of
ing
Article XII hereafter;
hereafter; he shall
maintain
adequate records
records of reremaintain adequate
ceipts
and disbursements
disbursements which
which
ceipts and
records
records shall
shall be
be open to
to inspecinspec-

VII
ARTICLE VII

A partir
partir du
du ler
ler janvier
janvier 1934,
1934,
A
les
services
Conseiller
FinanConseiller
du
les services
cier-Receveur
du ReRecier-Receveur General et du
ceveur
General-adjoin t seront
seront
ceveur G6n6ral-adjoint
transmis a
Representant Fisa un Representant
transmis
cal et
et a
un Representant
Representant FiscalFiscal, un
cal
adjoint commissione
par le
le Presicommissione par
adjoint
dent d'Haiti,
d'Haiti, sur
sur la
la proposition
proposition
dent
President des
des Etats-Unis d'Adu President
merique. Pour
Pour remplir
remplir les
les oblimerique.
gations et
et les
les garanties
garanties stipulees
stipulees
gations
en
d'obtenir l'emprunt
l'emprunt erais
emis
en vue
vue d'obtenir
conformement
au Protocole
Protocole du
conformement au
1919, le
Representant
le Representant
33 octobre
octobre 1919,
FiscalFiscal
et le
le Representant
Repr6sentant FiscalFiscal et
adjoint exerceront
attribules attribuexerceront les
adjoint
tions ci-apres
ci-apres d6terminees.
determinees.
tions

ARTICLE VIII
VIII
Les
douane constiLes droits de douane
tuant le
le gage
gage principal
des porprincipal des
tuant
tours des obligations
obligations de l'emprunt
l'emprunt
teurs
de 1922,
Representant Fiscal
Fiscal
de
1922, le
le Repr6sentant
aura
attributions, jusaura dans ses attributions,
qu'au remboursement
remboursement on
rachat
ou rachat
qu'au
anticipe
du dit
dit emprunt,
eraprunt, la direcdirecanticip6 du
tion
du Service
Service douanier
douanier et Papl'aption du
plication des
des lois
lois y
I1
plication
y relatives. R
inspectera, en outre,
outre, toutes les
inspectera,
activites de l'Administration
l'Administration geactivites
nerale
des Contributions,
Contributions, et
et fera
fera
nerale des
les
recommendations utiles
utiles pour
les recommandations
la
marche de cette
cette adminisla bonne
bonne marche
tration;
sera charg6
charge du service
service
tration; il sera
des
existant, sous redes Paiements
Paiements existent,
serve des
des dispositions
Particle
dispositions de larticle
serve
"XTI
apres; il
il tiendra
tiendra pour
pour
XII cici-apres;
toutes les
les recettes
recettes et
et depenses,
depenses,
toutes
comptes adequats,
adequate, lesquels
lesquels
des comptes
seront
ouverts A
al'examen
Pexamen et a
ala
seront ouverts
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approby the approtion
verification by
and verification
tion and
priate
shall
authorities; and he shall
priate authorities;
submit monthly
monthly reports of his
submit
Secretary of
activities
the Secretary
to the
activities to
and
State
for
Finance
and
the SecreSecreFinance
for
State
United
the
tary
of
State
of
United
States.
of
State
of
tary
In
order properly
properly to
carry out
out
to carry
In order
Represenhis
duties,
the
Fiscal
RepresenFiscal
the
his duties,
tative shall
shall have
have such
employees
such employees
tative
appear
and
assistants
as
may
appear
may
as
and assistants
Amerof
number
necessary.
The
number
The
necessary.
not
shall
icans
so
employed
shall
icans so employed
President
exceed
eighteen.
The
President
The
exceed eighteen.
of
Haiti, upon
upon the
presentation
the presentation
of Haiti,
which
will be
him by the
to him
made to
be made
which will
Secretary of
for Finance,
Finance,
State for
of State
Secretary
will commission
January 1,
of January
as of
commission as
will
1934, the
employees occupying
occupying
the employees
1934,
positions
trust
and trust
authority and
of authority
positions of
under
Fiscal Representative
Representative
the Fiscal
under the
and recommended
by the
latter.
the latter.
recommended by
and
which
Thereafter, any
any position
position which
Thereafter,
among the
may become
become vacant
vacant among
may
shall be
commissioned
employees shall
commissioned employees
filled by
by examination,
the form
form
examination, the
filled
and
of which
which shall be
procedure of
and procedure
between
determined
accord between
an accord
by an
determined by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State for Finance
the
and the
the Fiscal
Fiscal Representative.
Representative.
and
The successful
successful competitor
competitor in such
The
recommendbe recommendexamination
shall be
examination shall
ed
for the
the vacancy
vacancy and will be
ed for
commissioned
by the
President of
the President
commissioned by
Haiti. Such
Such commissioned
commissioned emHaiti.
ployees may
be suspended
suspended withwithmay be
ployees
out pay
Reprepay by the Fiscal Repreout
sentative, on
charges filed with
on charges
sentative,
the
of State
Finance
for Finance
State for
Secretary of
the Secretary
and
such employee
employee or
assistant
or assistant
and such
shall
not be
be reinstated
reinstated unless
unless the
the
shall not
charges
shall
have
been
disproved
disproved
been
have
shall
charges
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the Secreto
tary of
of State
for Finance,
Finance, and of
State for
tary
the Fiscal
Fiscal Representative.
PendRepresentative. Pendthe
charges
ing
the
hearing
of
the
charges
the
of
hearing
the
ing
made, the
the Fiscal
Fiscal Representative,
Representative,
made,
after
a
report
to
the
Secretary
Secretary of
the
to
report
after a
fill the
State
for
Finance,
may
fill
may
Finance,
State for

autorites compverification
des autorites
comp&
verification des
tentes;
II fera
un rapport
rapport mensuel
mensuel
fera un
tentes; il
de
activites au
au Secretaire
Secretaire
ses activites
de ses
d'Etat
Finances et au SecreSeer&
des Finances
d'Etat des
taire d'Etat
d'Etat des
des Etats-Unis.
Etats-Unis.
taire
En vue
de bien
bien remplir
remplir les
vue de
En
Repre
obligations de
sa charge,
charge, le Reprede sa
obligations
sentant Fiscal
Fiscal pourra
pourra avoir tous
sentant
qui pouremployes
assistants qui
et assistants
employes et
Le
rout
paraltre necessaires.
n6cessaires.
ront paraltre
nombre
des americains
americains ainsi emnombre des
dixployes ne
ne devra
devra pas
pas exceder
exacter dixployes
d'Haiti, sur
huit.
President d'Haiti,
sur
Le President
huit. Le
la presentation
qui lui en sera
sera
presentation qui
la
faite par
le Secretaire
d'Etat des
Secr6taire d'Etat
par le
faite
la
Finances,
commissionnera aa in
Finances, commissionnera
1934, les
date
ler janvier
janvier 1934,
les
du ler
date du
employes occupant
occupant les
les postes
employes
de confiance
d'autorite et
confiance dans
et de
d'autorite
les services
services du
du Representant
Representant Fisles
cal et
par ce dernier.
dernier.
recommandes par
et recommandes
cal
Dana
suite, tout
tout poste
poste qui
la suite,
Dans la
pourra
vacant parmi les
devenir vacant
pourra devenir
employes
sera
commissionnes, sera
employes commissionnes,
comble par
la voie d'un
d'un concours
concours
voie
par la
combl6
dont le
le mode
mode et
et in
procedure
la procedure
dont
seront arra&
par le
le Secretaire
Secretaire
arretes par
seront
d'Etat des
des Finances
d'accord avc
avec
Finances d'accord
d'Etat
Fiscal. Le conle Repr6sentant
Representant Fiscal.
le
current
qui aura
trioniphe sera
sera
aura triomph6
current qui
vacant
recommande
pour
le
poste
vacant
poste
le
pour
recomlmand6
et
sera commissionne
commissionne par le PrePreet sera
employe
sident
d'Haiti.
Un
employe
comUn
sidentd'Haiti.
suspendu
missionne
etre suspendu
pourra etre
missionne pourra
par le
avec
perte
de
salaire,
le
salaire,
de
perte
avec
griefs
Representant
Fiscal,
sur
des
griefs
des
sur
Fiscal,
Representant
present& au
au Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
presentes
ne
des
Finances;
un
tel
employe
employe
tel
un
des Finances;
les
sera
pas
reintegre,
Si
les
charges
si
reintegre,
sera pas
contre
lui ne
sont pas
pas refut6es
refutees A
ne sont
contre lui
la
satisfaction
du
Secretaire
Secretaire
du
la satisfaction
du Red'Etat
des
Finances
et
Finances
des
d'Etat
Pendant
presentant
Fiscal.
Pendant
l'enFiscal.
presentant
le
quete
sur
les
griefs
avances,
avances,
griefs
les
quete sur
Representant
Fiscal,
apres
raprapapres
Fiscal,
Representant
port au
au Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat des
port
Finances,
pourra
c,ombler la vaFinances, pourra combler
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vacancy •provisionally,
provisionally, if
if necesnecesvacancy
sary, until the
the charges
charges have
have been
been
disproved or
or a
a new
new commission
commission
issued.
issued.

eance provisoirement,
provisoirement, Si
cance
si c'est
c'est
necessaire, jusqu'a
jusqu'a ce
que les
les
necessaire,
ce que
charges aient
aient &Le
refutees ou
charges
ete r6futees
ou
qu'une nouvelle
commission sit
nouvelle commission
ait
ete emise.
emise.

ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE
IX

ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE
IX

The
of the
Fiscal RepRepThe salaries of
the Fiscal
resentative
and of
Deputy
resentative and
of the
the Deputy
Fiscal Representative
Representative shall be
be
made the subject
subject of
accord
of an
an accord
between
Governments.
between the
the two
two Governments.
These salaries,
salaries, together
with the
These
together with
the
the activities
expenses of the
activities of
of the
the
Fiscal Representative,
but exexRepresentative, but
the expenses
cluding the
the InInexpenses of
of the
ternal
ternal Revenue
Revenue Inspection
Inspection ServServnot exceed
ice, may
may not
exceed five
five per
per
centum of
of customs
receipts excustoms receipts
except by agreement
cept
agreement between
between the
the
two Governments.
Governments.

Les salaires
salaires du
Representant
Les
du Representant
Fiscal
du Representant
FiscalFiscal et
et du
Representant Fiscaladjoint feront
feront l'objet
l'objet d'un
d'un accord
accord
adjoint
e,ntre
Gouvernements.
entre les
les deux
deux Gouvernements.
Ces
deux salaires,
salaires, ainsi
que l'enl'enCes deux
ainsi que
serable
des services
semble des
des depenses
d6penses des
services
places
sous les
ordres du
Repreplaces sous
les ordres
du Representant Fiscal,
non compris
compris les
les
sentant
Fiscal, non
depenses
du
Service
d'inspection
depenses du Service d'inspection
des Recettes
Recettes internes,
internes, ne
doivent
des
ne doivent
pas
exceder cinq
cinq p.
p. 100
100 des
pas exceder
des rerecettes douanieres,
douanieres, sauf
sauf entente
cettes
entente
entre les deux Gouvernements.
Gouvernements.

ARTICLE
X
ARTICLE X

ARTICLE
X
ARTICLE X

The
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service,
Service,
The Internal
the personnel
personnel of which shall be
be
exclusively Haitian,
exclusively
Haitian, shall
be
shall be
placed in charge of
of a
a Haitian
Haitian
Director
of
Director under
under the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State
for Finance.
Finance.
State for
Nevertheless, if the Fiscal RepRepresentative should
notify the
the
should notify
Secretary of State
Finance
State for
for Finance
and the Director
Director General
General of
of
Internal
in writing
Internal Revenue
Revenue in
writing that
that
there is reason
any
reason to
to suppose
suppose any
officer or
employee of
of the
the Internal
officer
or employee
Internal
Revenue
Revenue Service is inefficient,
or
inefficient, or
that his action is
not correct,
correct, such
such
is not
officer or employee
employee shall be
be sussuspended, and not reinstated
reinstated unless
unless
the charges
charges shall have
have been
disbeen disproved to the satisfaction
the
satisfaction of
of the
Secretary of State
State for Finance.
Finance.

Un
Directeur haitien
haitien sera
sera
Un Directeur
charge
de 1'Administration
l'Administration genegenecharge de
rale des Contributions,
rale
sous le
le
Contributions, sous
controle
du Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat des
des
contr6le du
Finances,
Finances, et avec
avec un
un personnel
personnel
exclusivement haitien.
exclusivement
N6anmoins, si
Neanmoins,
si le Representant
Representant
Fiscal faisait
rapport par
emit au
au
faisait rapport
par ecrit
Directeur general
general des
des ContribuContribuDirecteur
tions et an
au Secr6taire
Secretaire d'Etat des
Finances
Finances qu'il y
y avait
avait motif
motif A
a
supposer
supposer qu'un fonctionnaire
fonctionnaire ou
ou
employe quelconque
quelconque de l'adminisPadministration
tration des Contributions
Contributions fut
inf6rieur
inferieur aa sa tache,
ache, ou que ses
see
actes
actes ne fussent
fus.sent pas
pas corrects,
corrects, ce
ce
fonctionnaire
fonctiormaire ou
ou employe
sera
employe sera
suspendu de ses fonctions,
et il
il ne
no
fonctions, et
sera pas
r6integre
tout
le
temps
pas reintegre
que les charges
charges port6es
portees n'auront
n'auront
pas ete
refutees a
a la
la satisfaction
satisfaction
et6 refutees
du Secretaire
Secr6taire d'Etat
d'Etat des Finances.
Finances.
Les d6penses
depenses de 1'Administral'Administration generale
generale des Contributions
Contributions
seront effectuees
sur les
les fonds
fonds
effectuees sur
mis de c6te A
a cette
cette fin,
fin, par
la
par la

The expenses of the Internal
Internal
Revenue
Revenue Service shall be paid
from the funds set aside for
for this
this
purpose by the National Bank
Bank
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of
in
Republic of Haiti in
of the Republic
accordance with schedules
schedules of payaccordance
agreed upon between the
ments agreed
Secretary of State for Finance
Secretary
Representative.
Fiscal Representative.
and the Fiscal
expenses shall not exceed
These expenses
ten
reveten per centum of internal reveexpenses of
nue receipts, and the expenses
the
Revenue Inspection
Inspection
the Internal Revenue
Service
exceed five per
shall not exceed
Service shall
centum
centum of internal revenue receipts.
required
ceipts. Any sums not required
Inspecby
the
Internal
Revenue
Internal
by the
tion
Service
within
this
allowance
allowance
this
within
tion Service
shall
shall be made available to the
Internal
Revenue Service.
Internal Revenue

R6puBanque Nationale de la Republique
d'Haiti, et suivant des
blique d'Haiti,
etats
convenus entre
6tats de paiement convenus
Finances
Secretaire d'Etat des Finances
le Secretaire
et
Representant Fiscal. Ces
le Representant
et le
depenses
exc6der
ne devront pas exceder
depenses ne
dix
recettes internes;
internes;
dix p. 100 des recettes
et
depenses du Service d'inset les d6penses
pection
internes ne
pection des Recettes internes
devront
exceder cinq p. 100
devront pas exceder
des
des dites recettes. Toute somme
non
non requise pour le Service d'inspection
Recettes internes,
spection des Recettes
l'allocation
les limites
limites de Pallocation
dans les
pour ce
a
mise a
Service, sera raise
ce Service,
pour
la
disposition de
de l'Administrala disposition
tion generale
Contributions.
generale des Contributions.
tion

ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI

ARTICLE XI
XI
ARTICLE

On
1934,
1, 1934,
January 1,
after January
and after
On and
all
received by
or for
for the
by or
monies received
all monies
Government shall be
Haitian Government
deposited in
National Bank
in the National
deposited
Republic of Haiti to the
of the Republic
credit of the Haitian
Government
Haitian Government
credit
with
exception of the five per
the exception
with the
revenues forecentum of customs revenues
centum
seen in Article IX above and the
amounts
payments
needed for payments
amounts needed
connected
with execution of the
connected with
loan
loan contracts, which amounts
shall
credited to the Fiscal
shall be credited
Representative.
The
The National
Representative.
Bank of
of the
Republic of Haiti
the Republic
Bank
also shall
shall set
aside preferentially
preferentially
set aside
also
each month
month to
to the
the credit of
each
the
Representative the
Fiscal Representative
the Fiscal
amounts provided
provided in Article X
amounts
above for
for the expenses of the
above
Internal
Revenue Service
Service and
of
and of
Internal Revenue
the
Internal Revenue
Revenue Inspection
Inspection
the Internal
Service.
Service.
In
to assure
assure the
mainthe mainorder to
In order
tenance
public order,
order, the
of public
tenance of
monthly
allocation for the Garde
monthly allocation
d'Haiti
will be set aside preferd'Haiti will
entially
National Bank of
the National
by the
entially by
the
Republic
of
Haiti for the
exthe exHaiti
of
the Republic
clusive
use
the
Garde
from
the
Garde
of
clusive use
funds
remaining
thereafter remaining.
funds thereafter
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A
1934,
partir du ler janvier 1934,
A partir
recouvr6s pour
thus
tous les fonds recouvres
le Gouvernement
seront
Gouvernement haitien seront
le
deposes,
du
Gouvernement
Gouvernement
du
nom
au
deposes,
haitien, A
a la
Banque Nationale
la Banque
haitien,
'exde
la
Republique
de la R6publique d'Haiti, ll'exdes
ception
des
cinq
100
p.
ception des
Ante, p.
p.1780.
1780.
A Ante,
pr6vus
douanieres
recettes
prevus
recettes
l'article
IX
ci-dessus
fonds
des
et
l'article IX ci-dessus
exigibles
aff
exigibles pour les paiements affd'emcontrats
rents
rents au service des
prunt, lesquelles
lesquelles valeurs
valeurs seront
prunt,
portees
au
credit
du
Representant
Representant
portees au credit
Fiscal.
La
Banque
Nationale de
Fiscal. La Banque Nationale
prelevera
la
R6publique d'Haiti prelevera
la Republique
cote aussi, chaque
mettra de cot6
et mettra
portera au credit du
et portera
mois, et
Representant
les valeurs
valeurs
Fiscal, les
Representant Fiscal,
prevues a
a PArticle
l'Article X ci-dessus
prevues
pour les
les depenses
depenses de l'Adminstrapour
tion
generale des Contributions
Contributions
tion generale
et du Service d'inspection des
Recettes internes.
Recettes
maintien de
vue d'assurer le maintien
En vue
l'ordre
public, Pallocation
menl'allocation menl'ordre public,
suelle de la
la Garde d'Haiti sera
suelle
c6te
ensuite prelevee
prelevee et mise de cote
ensuite
Nationale de la
par la Banque Nationale
Republique d'Haiti et affectee
affect&
Republique
exclusivement a
A l'usage de la
exclusivement
Garde d'Haiti.
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ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

All
Government
payments of Government
All payments
funds shall continue to be made
by checks prepared
prepared by the Service
of
existing arPayments. The existing
of Payments.
rangement, as agreed upon berangement,
tween the two Governments
Governments on
August
to
August 5, 1931, shall continue to
govern this service except that
all checks
henceforth will be
checks henceforth
all
Secretary of State
signed by the Secretary
for
delegate, refor Finance, or his delegate,
serve being made in the case of
the
those checks drawn against the
funds deposited
deposited at the National
funds
Republic of Haiti to
Bank of the Republic
of the Fiscal Reprethe credit of
sentative, which checks shall be
only by the latter, or his
signed only
delegate.

Tons les
sur les
les fonds
fonds
paiements sur
les paiements
Tous
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement continueront
continueront a
du
etre effectu6s
efFectues par cheques prpreetre
pares par
le Service
Service des
Paiedes Paiepar le
pares
ments. L'arrangement
L'arrangement existant,
existant,
ments.
suivant
PAccord
du 5
1931,
5 aoilt
aoAt 1931,
suivant l'Accord du
entre
les
deux
Gouvernements,
Gouvernements,
deux
entre les

ARTICLE
XTII
ARTICLE XIII

ARTICLE XIII
XIII
ARTICLE

Each
by January 31st at
Each year, by
the latest, the Fiscal RepresentaRepresentative
tive shall present aa detailed estimate of receipts
receipts for the following
fiscal year. Except by special
agreement, the budget of the
exceed the
shall not exceed
Republic shall
amount of probable ways and
means which the Secretary of
State for Finance and the Fiscal
Representative
agreed
Representative shall have agreed
upon.

Chaque
au
au 31
31 janvier au
annie au
Chaque armee
plus tard,
Fiscal
le Representant
Representant Fiscal
tard, le
plus
presentera, une
une estimation
deestimation depresentera
tainee
l'annee
pour Pannee
des recettes
recettes pour
taillee des

ArrieLn XIV
XIV
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XIV
XIV
ARTICLE

continuera
service, sauf
ce service,
continuera a regir cc
quo tous
thus les cheques
cheques seront dor&
que
navant signes
sign& par
par le
le Secr6taire
Secretaire
navant
d'Etat
des Finances
ou son
son deFinances ou
d'Etat des
legue,
reserve faite
cheques
faite des cheques
legu6, reserve
tires sur
stir les
les fonds
a la
d6poses A
fonds deposes
tires
R6puBanque
la RepuNationale de la
Banque Nationale
blique d'Haiti
Repredu Reprecredit du
au credit
d'Haiti au
blique
seront
sentant Fiscal, lesquels seront
sign& par
par cc
seulement,
dernier seulement,
ce demier
signes
ou
d6elgue.
son delegue.
ou son

budgetaire
suivante. Le budget
budget
budg6taire suivante.
de
Republique, C
amoins
moms d'une
de la
la R6publique,
entente speciale,
speciale, ne
no devra
devra pas
pas
entente
&passer
le montant
mon.tant des
des voies
et
voies et
d6passer le
moyens probable
probable qui
qui aura
ete
aura et4
moyens
arrete par
par le
le Secretaire
d'Etat
Secretaire d'Etat
arret6
Representant
et le Representant
des Finances
Finances et
Fiscal.

The Haitian
Haitian Government
Government may
Le
haitien est
Gouvernement haitien
Le Gouvernement
The
libre d'autoriser
d'autoriser tout
credit quel
quel
tout credit
authorize
any
appropriations
appropriations libre
any
authorize
qu'il soit,
soit, si
si des
des fonds
fonds non
non afafwhatsoever if unobligated
unobligated funds qu'il
whatsoever
disponibles ou peuvent,
fectes sont
sont disponibles
derivable at an fect&
available, or derivable
are available,
tine date
date rapproch6e,
rapprochee, etre
etre
early date from the ordinary a une
revenues, to
to cover
cover such appro- tires des recettes ordinaires, pour
pour
revenues,
priations after
after setting
setting up
up such servir de voies et moyens A
priations
reserves as
may appear
appear to the ce
cc credit,
credit, apres
constitution
as may
la constitution
reserves
apres la
des reserves
reserves qui
qui pourront
.Secretary
.Secretary of State for Finance des
pourront paraitre
paraitre
Representative to necessaires
necessaires au
au Secr6taire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
and the Fiscal Representative
be necessary.
necessary.
Representant
be
Finances et au Representant
des Finances
Fiscal.
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ARTICLE
XV
ARTICLE XV

ARTICLE XV
XV
ARTICLE

au
budgetary
cas de deficit probable an
In
En cas
a probable budgetary
case of a
In case
budget, les depenses devront etre
deficit,
expenditures must be budget,
deficit, expenditures
ramenees au niveau
et
niveau des voies et
brought to the level of ways and ramen6es
compression des
soit par compression
moyens, Boit
means, either by reducing expen- moyens,
par creation de
soit par
depenses, soit
creation of new depenses,
ditures or by the creation
Toutefois, il
recettes. Toutefois,
it will nouvelles
nouvelles recettes.
every case, it
receipts. In every
possible de couvrir un
sera pas possible
ne sera
not be possible without the accord
accord ne
budgetaire en faisant appel
of
the Fiscal
Fiscal Representative
Representative to deficit budgetaire
of the
aux
Gouvernede reserve
reserve du Gouvernefonds
aux
the
cover
a
deficit
by
calling
upon
the
cover a deficit
Reprel'
accord
du
Reprel'accord
sans
Government,
the
of
reserve
Governreserve funds
Fiscal.
sentant
ment.
ARTICLE XVI
XVI
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XVI
ARTICLE XVI

There shall be included
annualincluded annualThere
ly
budget of the Republic
the budget
in the
ly in
the amounts necessary
necessary for the
the
regular service of the funded debt
obligations,
and
contractual obligations,
other contractual
and other
as
repreas well as two lump sums representing
five
per
centum
of
cuscentum
per
five
senting
toms
and
per
of
intercentum
per
five
and
toms
nal
respectively, for the
revenues, respectively,
nal revenues,
the
payment
of
the
payment of the expenses of the
those
and
Representative,
Fiscal Representative,
Internal Revenue
Revenue Inspecthe Internal
of the
tion
Service,
and
a lump
finally a
tion Service, and finally
centum
sum representing
representing ten per
sum
of internal
revenue receipts for the
internal revenue
of
payment
payment of the expenses of the
Internal
Service. The
Revenue Service.
Internal Revenue
balance may be
apportioned by
be apportioned
balance
between
the Haitian
Government between
Haitian Government
the
the budgets
budgets of
departof the various departthe
ments as it
it may see fit. If the
ments
revenues received
received in any month
revenues
shall
the
insufficient to meet the
be insufficient
shall be
full debt
service and expenses of
debt service
full
collection, the Government
Government will
collection,
make available
amount reavailable the amount
make
quired to
difference.
make up the difference.
to make
quired

II sera
armee au
an
sera inscrit chaque ann6e
I1
vaRepublique les vaBudget de la Republique
leurs necessaires
pour le service
necessaires pour
leurs
reg-ulier des obligations
obligations de la dette
regulier
publique
obligations
autres obligations
et autres
publique et
contractuelles,
contractuelles, ainsi que les deux
valeurs
representant resglobales representant
valeurs globales
pectivement
cinq p. 100 des
pectivement les cinq
recettes
recettes
douanieres et des recettes
recettes douanieres
internes
le paiement des depour le
internes pour
penses
Fiscal, et
Representant Fiscal,
penses du Representant
du
Service d'inspection
Red'inspection des Redu Service
cettes
valeur
internes, et aussi une valeur
cettes internes,
globale
representant dix p. 100 des
des
globale representant
recettes internes
paiement
internes pour le paiement
recettes
des depenses
l'Administration
depenses de l'Adininistration
des
generale
Contributions. Le
des Contributions.
generale des
r6parti
solde restant
pourra etre reparti
restant pourra
solde
par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement haitien entre
par
les budgets
budgets des divers departe&parteles
menis ministeriels
ministeriels comme bon lui
ments
semblera.
Si les revenus reresemblera.
couvres
quelcouvr6s au cours d'un mois quelconque
sent insuffisants
insuffisants pour couconque sont
vrir
service integral de la dette
le service
vrir le
et
depenses de
perception, le
de perception,
les depenses
et les
Gouvernement
rendra disponible
Gouvernement rendra
la
valeur requise
requise pour
pour couvrir le
la valeur
deficit.
deficit.

ARTICLE
XVII
ARTICLE XVII

ARTICLE XVII
XVII
ARTICLE

Without
of the Fisaccord of
the accord
Without the
cal
Representative
no
cal Representative no new financial obligation
obligation will be assumed
cial

Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement haitien
haitien n'asLe
sumera aucune
aucune nouvelle
nouvelle obligaobligasumera
tion
financiere, a
les
moins que les
A moms
tion financiere,
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unless the ordinary
ordinary revenues
revenues of
of
the Republic, after defraying the
expenses of the Government, shall
be adequate
adequate to assure the
the final
final
discharge
discharge of such obligation.

revenus ordinaires
ordinaires de
la R6puRepude la
depenses
blique, apres
apres que
que lea
les d6penses
courantes du
audu Gouvernement
Gouvernement auront
ne soient
soient sufront ete
Wte defrayees,
d6fray6es, ne
suffisants pour assurer
assurer l'acquittel'acquittement de l'obligation
l'obligation et
et cela
d'accela d'accord
cord avec
avec le
le Representant
Representant Fiscal.
Fiscal.

ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
ARTICLE

ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII

The Government
will not
not disdisGovernment will
pose of its investments
investments except
except with
the accord of the Fiscal Representative.

Gouvernement haitien
haitien ne
ne
Le Gouvernement
disposera
disposera pas
de sea
pas de
ses placements,
placements,
si ce n'est d'accord avec
avec le
le Repr&
Representant Fiscal.

ARTICLE XIX
XIX
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX
XIX

The present finance
finance law shall
be the organic act of the Republic
so far as concerns
concerns the adminisadministration
tration of government
government finances.

La loi de Finances
Finances actuelle
actuelle
deviendra
deviendra une loi
loi organique
organique de
de la
la
Republique
qui concerne
concerne
Republique en
en ce
ce qui
l'administration
Padministration des
Finances du
du
des Finances
Gouvernement.
Gouvernement.

%ARTICLE
ARTICLE XX
XX

ARTICLE
XX
ARTICLE XX

The Government
Government of Haiti
agrees not to reduce the tariff nor
to modify the taxes and internal
revenues in such a
a manner as to
to
reduce
reduce the total amount thereof
thereof
accord of the Fiscal
without the accord
Representative.
Representative.

Le
Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement Haitien
Haitien conconvient de
pas rd&uire
reduire le
de ne
ne pas
le tarif,
tarif, ni
ni
modifier les
les taxes
de
modifier
taxes internes,
internes, de
maniere
maniere a
a en r6duire
reduire le
rendele rendement total, sans
l'accord du
sans l'accord
du
Repr entant Fiscal.
Repr6sentant

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXI
XXI
The Custom Houses of the
Republic
Republic will have an exclusively
exclusively
Haitian personnel
personnel and the title
of Director shall be reestablished
reestablished
in lieu of that of Collector. However, inspectors of the
the Customs
Customs
Service may be assigned, either
either
temporarily or permanently, to
temporarily
to
oversee the operation and
the
and the
strict application of the customs
laws.

ARTICLE XXI
XXI
ARTICLE
Les Douanes de la Republique
R6publique
auront un personnel
personnel exclusiveexclusivement haitien et
de Direcet le
le titre
titre de
Directeur sera retabli en
en lieu
et place
place
lieu et
celui de
de celui
de Collecteur.
Collecteur. CepenCependant des inspecteurs du
du Service
Service
du Representant
Representant Fiscal,
Fiscal, pourpourront y
y etre d6elgues,
rout
delegues, soit
soit tempotemporairement,
raireraent, soit A
aposte
poste fixe,
fi3Ce, pour
pour
surveiller
en surveil]
er les
lea operations
operations et
et is
la
stricte application
strict()
application des
des lois
lois douadouanieres.
nieres.

ARTICLE XXII
ARTICLE
XXII

ARTICLE
XXII
ARTICLE XXII

In case of payment under proEn cas de paiement sous
sous protet
protet
test of customs duties or internal de droits de douane ou
ou de
de taxes
taxes
revenue taxes,
taxes, and where restitu- internes, et
et an
cas oil
restiau cas
oil tine
une resti-

AGREEMENT.
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requested,
of such
such payment is requested,
tion of
presented
claim shall be presented
written claim
aawritten
a
to
competent service within a
the competent
to the
time
limit of thirty working days
time limit
beginning
beginning with the date on which
the duties or taxes were paid. If
the
accepted, the
decision is not accepted,
the decision
matter
presented to aa
shall be presented
matter shall
commission
composed of a
areprecommission composed
sentative
Secretary of
sentative of the Secretary
State for
a repreFinance and a
for Finance
State
sentative of
Repreof the Fiscal Representative
sentative.
If there
should still be failure
there should
If
to
reach
an
agreement,
claim
agreement, the claim
an
to reach
for
restitution
be
decided
by
shall
for restitution
State
legal
proceedings,
but
the
legal proceedings,
may
liable for any combe liable
not be
may not
pensatory
or
punitive
damages.
pensatory or punitive damages.

tution
paye est detution du montant pay6
mandee, une reclamation
reclamation ecrite
&rite
mand6e,
competent
fake au service competent
sera faite
dans
trent,e jours
delai de trente
le Mai
dans le
ouvrables
commencant A
a la date
ouvrables commencant
laquelle les
les droits ou les taxes
A laquelle
decision
auront ete payes. Si la decision
n'est
raffaire sera
acceptee, l'affaire
n'est pas acceptee,
presentee
A une commission forpresentee a
Secretaire
m&
mee d'un delegue du Secretaire
d'Etat
d'Etat des Finances et d'un delegue
Representant Fiscal.
du Representant
gue du

ARTICLE XXIII
XXIII
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
XXIII
ARTICLE XXIII

In view
view of
the fact that
that under
of the
In
operation
normal conditions
conditions the operation
normal
of
sinking fund will result in
the sinking
of the
retirement
of the outstanding
retirement of
authorized by
series
series of the loan authorized
the
June 26, 1922, approxthe law of June
imately
by the year
year 1944, and
imately by
inasmuch as
any further issue of
as any
inasmuch
the loan
loan would necessarily extend
extend
the
the operation
agreement,
of this agreement,
operation of
the
to
beyond that year,
period beyond
to aa period
which extension is contrary
contrary to
which
their
it is hereby
hereby agreed
agreed
their desire, it
by
both Governments
the
that the
Governments that
by both
loan
shall
considered
closed
considered
be
shall
loan
and
additional series
shall
series shall
no additional
that no
and that
be
issued
thereunder.
be issued thereunder.
ARTICLE
XXIV
ARTICLE XXIV
In
case there
there should
appear to
should appear
In case
be occasion
occasion for
proceedjudicial proceedfor judicial
be
ings
against the
the Fiscal
RepresentFiscal Representings against
ative or
his American
American assistants,
assistants,
or his
ative
the two
two Governments,
in order
Governments, in
the
to
misunderstandavoid possible misunderstandto avoid

Si
desaccord persiste,
persiste, la deSi le d6saccord
decidee
mande
mande de restitution sera decidee
voie judiciaire, sans que
par la voie
l'Etat
condamne A
ades
etre condamne
puisse etre
l'Etat puisse
dommages-interets ou astreintes.
dommages-int6erts

Vu que,
que, dans
conditions
dans les conditions
Vu
normales, le paiement
paiement regulier des
normales,
fonds d'amortissement
pour
d'amortissement aura pour
fonds
l'annee
resultat le
le retrait, vers rannee
resultat
circulation de
series en circulation
des series
1944, des
remprunt
autoris6 par la loi du
l'emprunt autorise
26 juin
juin 1922,
1922, et vu quo
l'6nlission
que remission
26
s6rie de
d'une autre seri()
do l'enmprunt
remprunt
pmlongerait necessairement,
n&eessairement, auprolongerait
dureo du
dela de cette
cette date, la &tree
dela
present accord, ce qui serait contraire
desk des
deux Gouvernedes deux
au d6sir
traire au
ments, les
Gouvernements
les deux Gouvernements
ments,
conviennent que l'emprunt est
conviennent
considere cornme
comme ferme et qu'auconsidere
serie additionnelle ne sera
cune serie
emise.
6mise.
ARTICLE
XIV
XXIL
ARTICLE XDana
oü l'occasion
l'occasion se
as
le cas of
Dans le
presenterait
d'exercer
une
action
d'exercer
presenterait
judiciaire
contre le Representant
Representant
judiciaire contre
ameriFiscal,
sea
amenassistants
ses
ou
Fiscal,
cains,
les
deux
Gouvernements,
Gouvernements,
deux
les
cains,
dans le
toute possid'eviter t,oute
but d'eviter
le but
dans
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lug, agree
agree to
examine each
each case
case
to examine
ing,
impartially and
and to
upon the
the
to agree
agree upon
impartially
legal action
action which
which might
might be
legal
appropriate.
appropriate.

bilite de malentendu,
conviennent
malentendu, conviennent
d'examiner
impartialement un
un tel
tel
d'examiner impartialement
cas, et
de se
se mettre
mettre d'accord
d'accord sur
cas,
et de
Paction.
'tale appropri6e.
appropriee.
l'action legale

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXV
XXV

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXV
XXV

The Haitian
upon
Government, upon
Haitian Government,
The
the
signature of
of the
the present
agreepresent agreethe signature
ment, will
issue irrevocable
irrevocable inment,
will issue
structions
Bank
to the
the National
National Bank
structions to
of
Republic of
of Haiti
in order
order
Haiti in
of the
the Republic
that there may
combe full and commay be
that
plete
of the
the clauses
clauses
plete execution
execution of
herein
the deposit
deposit and
and
respecting the
herein respecting
disbursement
of
the
funds
of
the
disbursement of the funds of the
Government.

Le Gouvernement
haitien, des
des
Gouvernement haitien,
Le
la
signature du
present Protocole,
Protocole,
du present
la signature
enverra des
instructions irr6voirrevodes instructions
enverra
cables a
la Banque
Banque Nationale
de
cables
a la
Nationale de
la
qu'il yy
la Republique
Republique d'Haiti, afin
afin qu'il
alt
entiere des
et entiere
sit execution
execution pleine
pleine et
clauses
des presentes,
relatives an
au
clauses des
presentes, relatives
du
depot
a, la sortie des fonds
fonds du
dep6t et A
Gouvernement.
Gouvernement.

ARTICLE
XXVI
ARTICLE XXVI

ARTICLE XXVI
XXVI
ARTICLE

The Haitian
reHaitian Government
Government reThe
serves the right
right to
to retire the bonds
issued in
accord with
Protocol
in accord
with the Protocol
issued
of October
3, 1919,
1919, in
advance of
of
in advance
of
October 3,
their
the GovernGoverntheir due date;
date; and the
ment of
of the
the United
States will
will not
United States
ment
of Article
Article
invoke the provisions
provisions of
an obstacle
obstacle
of the
the Protocol as an
VI of
to such
such retirement
the exexretirement before
before the
to
fifteen
piration of
of the period
period of
of fifteen
years fixed
fixed therein,
therein, provided
provided that
that
years
Government is able
able
the Haitian
Haitian Government
to
make an
for this
this
an arrangement
arrangement for
to make
purpose satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
the holdholdpurpose
ers of
the outstanding
outstanding bonds.
bonds.
ers
of the
In this
this case
case the
of
provisions of
In
the provisions
this
accord shall
automatically
shall automatically
this accord
become mill
null and void and of
of no
become
effect upon
the completion
effect
upon the
completion of
of the
the
funding operation.
The Haitian
Haitian
funding
operation. The
Government
to hasten
hasten
Government in order to
the
the retirement
retirement of
of the
the loan
loan of
of 1922
may continue
continue as
rapidly as
as its
its
may
as rapidly
resources will
to buy
buy on
on
resources
will permit,
permit, to
the
market bonds
bonds of
of the
the
the open
open market
several
series of
the said
loan.
several series
of the
said loan.

Le
Gouvernement haitien
haitien se
Le Gouvernement
de racheter
racheter par
par
reserve
reserve le droit
droit de
anticipation les
les obligations
6mises
obligations emises
anticipation
en accord
le Protocole
Protocole du 3
3
en
accord avec
avec le
Gouverneoctobre 1919, dont
dont le
le Gouvernement des
ment
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis n'invoquera
n'invoquera
pas Particle
l'article VI comme un obstaobstace rachat
avant l'expiration
Pexpiration
cle aace
rachat avant
de
de quinze
quinze ans
aria fixee
fixee
de la
la periode
periode de
par ce
ce Protocole,
Protocole, pourvu
pourvu quo
que le
le
Gouvernement
haitien puisse
puisse A
Gouvernement haitien
cet
faire des
des arrangements
cet effet
effet faire
arrangements
satisfaisants
satisfaisants avec les
les porteurs
porteurs des
obligations
obligations en
en circulation.
circulation.
En
En ce cas,
cas, les stipulations du
present
deviendront autoautopresent Accord
Accord deviendront
matiquement
avematiquement nulles et non avenues
realisatitin de
nues aa la realisati6n
de Popel'operation
Gouverneration de rachat.
rachat. Le Gouvernement Haitien, en vue
vue de rapprocher Pecheance
de l'emprunt
procher
l'eheance de
l'emprunt
de 1922, pourra continuer, au
au fur
et A
a mesure que
quo ses
sea ressources
ressources le
permettront, a
a acheter
acheter en
lui permettront,
en
marche ouvert les
march6
les titres
titres des
des
diverses
diverses series du dit emprunt.
emprunt.
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ARTICLE
XXVII
ARTICLE XXVII

ARTICLE
XXVII
ARTICLE XXVII

Any controversy
controversy which may
Any
arise
between the two Governarise between
ments
on the subject
subject of the
ments on
present accord
accord
clauses of the present
arbitration
shall be
submitted to arbitration
be submitted
shall
in case
it cannot
cannot be settled
case it
in
through
diplomatic channels, in
through diplomatic
accordance with
with the
Arbitration
the Arbitration
accordance
Treaty of
of January
January 7, 1909 beTreaty
tween
the two countries.
tween the
Signed
Port-au-Prince in
at Port-au-Prince
Signed at
duplicate
in
the
the English and
in
duplicate
French
languages,
seventh
this seventh
languages,
French
day
of
1933.
August,
day of

Toutes
controverses qui
Toutes les controverses
pourraient s'elever
s'elever entre les deux
pourraient
Gouvernements au sujet
suj et des
Gouvernements
clauses
du present
present accord, seront
seront
clauses du

soumises
oa
l'arbitrage, au cas oa
soumises aa l'arbitrage,
reglees
Atre
pas
elles
pourraient
etre
pourraient
ne
elles
diplomatique conforpar la voie diplomatique
mement au Trait6
Traite d'arbitrage
d'arbitrage du
mement
7
janvier
entre
les deux pays.
1909
7 janvier
double
Fait
de bonne
bonne foi en double
Fait de
et en
exemplaire
francais
frangais
en
exemplaire
sept
sept
le
Port-au-Prince,
a Port-au-Prince,
anglais, a
aoilt 1933
1933
aofit

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

ARMOUR
NORMAN
NORMAN ARMOUR

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

A. BLAIN
BLANCHET
rCHET
A.
[No.
46]
[No. 46]

Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 2193.
2193.
Vol.

signatures.
Signatures.
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September 8,9,
8, 9, 1983.
193.

SWEDEN.
AIR NAVIGATION—
NAVIGATION-SWEDEN.

Arrangement
between the
the United
of America
America and
Sweden for
for
Arrangement between
United States
States of
and Sweden
air navigation.
exchange of
of notes,
September 8
and
air
navigation. Effected
Effected by
by exchange
notes, signed
signed September
8 and
9,
1983; effective
1933.
9, 1933;
effective October
October 9,
9, 1933.
of State
the Swedish
Swedish Charge
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim
The Secretary of
State (Hull)
(Hull) to
to the
(Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis)
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington,
September 8,
8, 1933.
Washington, September
1933.

Reciprol
arrangerne
r
t
nn
r
ith Sweden
Swedeannfoe;
ment
with
for
air
navigation.
air navigation.

SIR:
S
IR:
Reference
negotiations which have taken place
Reference is made
made to the negotiations
place bebetween the Government
Government of the United
United States of America and the GovGovernment of Sweden
Sweden for the conclusion
conclusion of aareciprocal
reciprocal air
air navigation
navigation
arrangement between
between the
arrangement
the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
and Sweden,
Sweden,
governing the operation
operation of
aircraft of the one
country in
in the
the
of civil aircraft
one country
other
country.
other country.
It
understanding that it
It is my understanding
has been
in the
the course
of the
the
it has
been agreed
agreed in
course of
negotiations, now terminated,
terminated, that
arrangement shall
shall be
be as
that this arrangement
as
follows:
follows:

Arrangement
between the
Arrangement between
United States
of America
America and
Sweden conconthe United
States of
and Sweden
cerning the operation of civil
civil aircraft
the one
one country
country in
aircraft of
of the
in the
the
territory
territory of the other country.
country.
Terms.
Terms.

ARTICLE 1
ARTICLE
1

Pending the conclusion
between the United States
conclusion of a
a convention
convention between
States
of America
America and Sweden
Sweden on the subject
subject of air navigation,
navigation, the operation
operation
of civil aircraft of the one country
country in the other country
country shall
shall be
governed by the
the following
following provisions.
provisions.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22

Area affected.
affected.
Area

Aircraft
construed.
Aireraft construed.

Liberty
%ge.
Liberty of
of pa
passage.
Regular
air routes.
routes.
Regular air

The present arrangement
arrangement shall apply to continental
continental United States
of America,
America, exclusive of Alaska, and
and. to Sweden, including
including the adjacent
adjacent
territorial waters of the two countries.
ARTICLE 33
ARTICLE
The term aircraft
aircraft with reference
reference to
one or
or the
the other
other party
party to
to this
this
to one
arrangement shall be understood to mean civil aircraft, including
including
arrangement
state aircraft used exclusively
commercial purposes, duly registered
exclusively for commercial
registered
in the territory
territory of such
such party.
party.
ARTICLE 4
ARTICLE
4

undertakes to grant liberty
Each of the parties undertakes
liberty of
of passage
passage above
above its
its
territory in time of peace
peace to the aircraft of
of the
other party,
party, provided
provided
the other
that the conditions
conditions set
present arrangement
arrangement are
are observed.
observed.
set forth in the
the present
It
It is,
however , agreed
agreed that
that the
establishment and
and operation
op era tion of
of
is, however,
the establishment
regular
air routes
regularair
route; by
an air
transport company
company of
one of
the parties
parties
by an
air transport
of one
of the
within
territory of
of the
the other
or across
across the
the said
said territory,
territory,
within the territory
other party
party or
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with
subject to the prior
prior
intermediary landing, shall be subject
without intermediary
or without
with or
principle of reciprocity
consent
of the
the other
reciprocity and
given on the principle
other party given
consent of
at the
the request
request of
transport
the party whose nationality the air transport
of the
at
company possesses.
Each party
operaarrangement agrees that its consent for operathis arrangement
to this
party to
Each
tions
over its
by air
companies of the other party
transport companies
air transport
territory by
its territory
tions over
may
be refused
refused on unreasonable
unreasonable or arbitrary
arbitrary grounds. The conconnot be
may not
sent
be made
made subject
subject to special regulations relating to aerial
may be
sent may
safety and public order.
The
parties to
to this
agree that the period in which
which
arrangement agree
this arrangement
The parties
rendered valid
pilots
may,
while
holding
licenses
licenses issued or rendered
pilot
valid
holding
while
may,
pilots
by either
country, operate
country in the
aircraft of that country
registered aircraft
operate registered
either country,
by
shall be
purposes
other
country
for
non-industrial
non-commercial
purposes
non-commercial
or
non-industrial
for
other country
limited
not exceeding
exceeding six months from the time of entry
period not
a period
to a
limited to
for
of operating
operating aircraft,
aircraft, unless prior to the expiration
expiration of
purpose of
the purpose
for the
this period
the pilots
from the Government
Government of the country
country in
pilots obtain from
period the
this
them
authorizing
which
they
are
operating,
pilot
licenses
authorizing
to operate
pilot
operating,
which they are
aircraft for
purposes.
non-commercial purposes.
non-industrial or non-commercial
for non-industrial
aircraft
ARTICLE 5
5
ARTICLE
airover wThe
aircraft of
parties to
this arrangement,
their crews
crews Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction over
arrangement, their
to this
the parties
of the
each of
of each
The aircraft
and passengers, shall,
within the
the territory
the other
other party,
party., crt,
craft, etc.
of the
territory of
while within
and passengers, shall, while
be
general legislation
territory as well
legislation in force in that territory
the general
to the
subject to
be subject
traffic
to
as
the
regulations
in
force
therein
relating
air
traffic
in general, to
relating
therein
force
in
regulations
the
as
the transport
transport of
of passengers
passengers and
and to public safety and order
goods and
and goods
the
in so
far as
these regulations
regulations apply
aircraft, their
their crews
to all foreign aircraft,
apply to
as these
so far
in
and passengers.
passengers.
and
Each of
of the
parties to
this arrangement
arrangement shall permit
permit the import or
to this
the parties
Each
export
imported or exported
exported
merchandise which may be legally imported
all merchandise
of all
export of
and
carnage of
of passengers,
subject to any customs, immigraimmigrapassengers, subject
the carriage
also the
and also
tion
and quarantine
from their
their respective
respective terrior from
into or
restrictions, into
quarantine restrictions,
tion and
their pastories
in
the
aircraft
of
the
other
party,
and
aircraft,
such
and
party,
other
the
of
tories in the aircraft
privileges as and shall not
sengers
and cargoes,
enjoy the same privileges
cargoes, shall enjoy
sengers and
be subjected
to any
higher duties
charges than those which
which
or charges
duties or
or higher
other or
any other
subjected to
be
engaged
the aircraft
aircraft of
the country,
imposing such
charges, engaged
such duties or charges,
country, imposing
of the
the
in international
international commerce,
and their
their cargoes
passengers, or the
cargoes and passengers,
commerce, and
in
engaged, and their cargoes
aircraft of
any foreign
country likewise
likewise engaged,
cargoes
foreign country
of any
aircraft
and passengers,
enjoy or
or are
subjected to.
are subjected
passengers, enjoy
and
Each of
parties to
arrangement may
reserve to
own
its own
to its
may reserve
this arrangement
to this
the parties
of the
Each
in
is
of
aircraft
air
commerce
between
any
points
neither
which
neither
two
any
aircraft air commerce between
a
the aircraft
of either
either party may
aircraft of
Nevertheless the
country. Nevertheless
foreign country.
a foreign
which
proceed from
from any
any aerodrome
aerodrome in
the territory
of the other party which
territory of
in the
proceed
they
are entitled
to use
aerodrome either for the
such aerodrome
other such
any other
to any
use to
entitled to
they are
purpose
of landing
landing the
of their
their cargoes
passengers
cargoes or passengers
part of
or part
whole or
the whole
purpose of
or
taking on
part of
of their
their cargoes
cargoes or passengers,
or part
whole or
the whole
board the
on board
of taking
or of
provided that
such cargoes
covered by
through bills of lading,
by through
are covered
cargoes are
that such
provided
respectively for aa
and
such passengers
passengers hold
hold through tickets, issued respectively
and such
journey
whose starting
starting place
and destination
destination both
both are not points
place and
journey whose
between which
which air
air commerce
commerce has
reserved, and such
so reserved,
duly so
been duly
has been
between
aircraft, while
while proceeding
proceeding as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, from
from one aerodrome
aerodrome. to
aircraft,
another,
shall,
notwithstanding
that
such
aerodromes
points
are points
aerodromes
such
that
notwithstanding
shall,
another,
between which
air commerce
been duly
reserved, enjoy
enjoy all the
duly reserved,
has been
commerce has
which air
between
privileges
arrangement.
privileges of this arrangement.

ARTICLE 66
ARTICLE

Reservation of right

to Reorvation
forbid Sights
over
of righ
over
flights
forbid
to forbid to
Each
the parties
to this
the right
right to
reserves the
arrangement reserves
this arrangement
parties to
of the
Each of
designated areas.
ara.
desinated
hereafter
may
or
flights
over
certain
areas
of
its
territory
which
are
hereafter
are
which
territory
its
of
flights over certain areas
be designated
designated as prohibited
prohibited areas.
be
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Each
of the
the right
under exceptional
circumreserves the
right under
exceptional circumEach of
the parties
parties reserves
stances
of peace
and with
with immediate
effect temporarily
stances in
in time
time of
peace and
immediate effect
temporarily to
to
li
mit or
or prohibit
prohibit air
air traffic
condition that
that in
in this
this
limit
traffic above
above its
its territory
territory-on
on condition
respect
distinction is
is made
made between
aircraft of
of the
the other
other party
party
respect no
no distinction
between the
the aircraft
and
the aircraft
of any
any foreign
foreign country.
country.
and the
aircraft of
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 77
Aircraft over
over prohibAircraft
ited area.

Any
aircraft which
which finds
itself over
area shall,
shall, as
soon
as soon
finds itself
over aaprohibited
prohibited area
Any aircraft
as it
it is
is aware
the fact,
give the
the signal
signal of
of distress
prescribed in
in the
the
as
aware of
of the
fact, give
distress prescribed
Rules
of the
the Air
Air in
force in
in the
the territory
territory flown
over and
and shall
shall land
land as
as
flown over
in force
Rules of
soon
possible at
aerodrome situated
situated in
in such
such territory
outside of
of
territory outside
at an
an aerodrome
soon as
as possible
but
near as
possible to
to such
prohibited area.
area.
such prohibited
but as
as near
as possible
ARTICLE
8
ARTICLE 8

Identification.
Identification.

All aircraft
aircraft shall
clear and
and visible
and registration
shall early
carry clear
visible nationality
nationality and
registration
All
marks whereby
whereby they
they may
may be
flight. In
In addition,
addition,
during flight.
be recognized
recognized during
marks
they
the name
address of
the owner.
owner.
they must
must bear
bear the
name and
and address
of the
All aircraft
shall be
be provided
provided with
certificates of
registration and
and of
of
All
aircraft shall
with certificates
of registration
airworthiness and
and with
with all
all the
the other
prescribed for
for air
air
other documents
documents prescribed
airworthiness
traffic in
territory in
in which
which they
traffic
in the
the territory
they are
are registered.
registered.
The members
members of
of the
the crew
an aircraft,
duties for
for
The
crew who
who perform,
perform, in
in an
aircraft, duties
which a
is required
the territory
territory in
which such
such airwhich
a special
special permit
permit is
required in
in the
in which
aircraft is
is registered,
shall be
be provided
provided with
and in
particucraft
registered, shall
with all
all documents
documents and
in particular with
and licenses
prescribed by
the regulations
regulations in
in
lar
with the
the certificates
certificates and
licenses prescribed
by the
territory.
force in
in such territory.
The other
of the
carry documents
documents showing
The
other members
members of
the crew
crew shall
shall carry
showing their
their
duties
the aircraft,
aircraft, their
their profession,
identity and
and nationality.
nationality.
duties in
in the
profession, identity
The
airworthiness, certificates
certificates of
The certificates
certificates of airworthiness,
of competency
competency and
and
licenses
issued or
or rendered
valid by
by one
one of
of the
parties to
to this
this arrangearrangelicenses issued
rendered valid
the parties
ment in respect of
registered in its territory
of the
the crew
of an
an aircraft registered
territory or
or of
crew
of
aircraft shall
shall have
have the
same validity
in the
of the
the
of such
such aircraft
the same
validity in
the territory
territory of
other party
issued or
valid
party as
as the
the corresponding
corresponding documents
documents issued
or rendered
rendered valid
latter.
by the latter.
Each of
of the
the parties
reserves the
the right
right for
Each
parties reserves
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of flight
flight
within its
its own
to refuse
refuse to
within
own territory
territory to
to recognize
recognize certificates
certificates of
of compecompetency
and licenses
licenses issued
of that
the other
other party.
party.
tency and
issued to
to nationals
nationals of
that party
party by
by the
ARTICLE 9
9
ARTICLE

Radio
Radio regulations.
regulations.

munitions
Transportation
prohibite
on d.
oof

mras

Aircraft
Aircraft of either of the parties to this arrangement
arrangement may carry
wireless apparatus
in the
territory of
other party
party only
if a
alicense
license
wireless
apparatus in
the territory
of the
the other
only if
to
install and
and work
such apparatus
apparatus shall
been issued
to install
work such
shall have
have been
issued by
by the
the
competent
competent authorities
authorities of the
the party
party in whose territory the aircraft is
is
registered.
in accordance
registered. The use of such apparatus
apparatus shall be in
accordance with
the regulations on the subject issued
of
issued by the competent
competent authorities
authorities of
the territory within
the
is navigating.
within whose air
air space
space the aircraft is
navigating.
Such apparatus
apparatus shall be used
Such
of the
the crew
as
used only by
by such members
members of
crew as
a special license for the purpose issued by
are provided
provided with a
the
by the
Government of the territory in which the aircraft is registered.
registered.
The parties to this arrangement
arrangement reserve respectively
respectively the right, for
for
reasons
reasons of safety, to issue regulations
regulations relative to the obligatory
obhgatory
equipment
equipment of aircraft with wireless
wireless apparatus.
apparatus.
ARTICLE 10
10
ARTICLE
1
4
o armssof
of war,
war, explosives
explosives of
of war,
munitions o
be
No
war, or
or munitions
offwar shall
shall be
carried
the other
carried by aircraft of either party above the territory of the
other
party or by the crew or passengers,
passengers, except by permission of
of the
air space the
the
competent authorities
authorities of the territory within whose sir
aircraft
is navigating.
navigating.
aircraft is
1,*
,
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11
aircraft each
Upon
the departure
departure or
landing of
of any
any aircraft
each party
party may
or landing
Upon the

Inspection.
Inspection.

authorities search
within its
own territory
territory and
search
through its competent authorities
and through
its own
within
certificates and other
the
of the
the other
party and
and examine
examine the certificates
other
other party
aircraft of
the aircraft
documents prescribed.
prescribed.
documents
ARTICLE
12
ARTICLE 12

territory of one
the territory
traffic in
air traffic
Aerodromes open
open to
public air
in the
one of the
to public
Aerodromes
shall in so far as they
parties
to this
arrangement shall
they are under the control
control
this arrangement
parties to
of
in whose
whose territory
territory they
they are
are situated
situated be open to all
party in
the party
of the
aircraft of
of the
the other
shall also
entitled to the assistance
be entitled
also be
which shall
party, which
other party,
aircraft
lighting
of
services, the
services, the lighting
wireless services,
the wireless
meteorological services,
the meteorological
of the
services, in so far as the
services and
and the
day and.
night signalling
signalling services,
and night
the day
services
several classes
classes of
services are
under the control of the party in whose
whose
are under
of services
several
tenitory they
they respectively
respectively are
rendered. Any
Any scale
scale of
of charges
made,
charges made,
are rendered.
territory
charge, with respect
namely, landing,
accomodation or
other charge,
respect to the
or other
landing, accomodation
namely,
of the other party, shall in so
aircraft
of each
party in
in the
territory of
the territory
each party
aircraft of
far
as
such
charges
are
under
the
control
of the
the party
party in whose
of
control
the
under
are
charges
far as such
territory
they Ire
the same
for the
the aircraft
aircraft of
of both parties.
parties.
same for
be the
made be
tre made
territory they

Aerodromes.
Aerodromes.

ARTICLE
13
ARTICLE 13

territory of either of the parties
the territory
All
aircraft entering
or leaving
leaving the
entering or
All aircraft
to this
this arrangement
land. at
or depart
from an aerodrome
aerodrome open to
depart from
at or
shall land
arrangement shall
to
public
classed as
customs aerodrome
aerodrome at which
which facilities
facilities
as aacustoms
and classed
traffic and
air traffic
public air
exist for
for enforcement
and clearance
clearance of
regulations and
immigration regulations
of immigration
enforcement of
exist
aircraft, and
and no
no intermediary
intermediary landing
effected between
between the
the
be effected
shall be
landing shall
aircraft,
frontier and
and the
special cases
cases the competent
competent authoriauthoriIn special
aerodrome. In
the aerodrome.
frontier
at
ties may
may allow
aircraft to
land at
or depart
depart from other
other aerodromes,
aerodromes, at
at or
to land
allow aircraft
ties
which
immigration and
and clearance
clearance facilities
facilities have been
customs, immigration
which customs,
arranged.
prohibition of
any intermediary
intermediary landing
landing applies
applies also
of any
The prohibition
arranged. The
in such
such cases.
cases.
in
referred
In
of a
a forced
outside the
the aerodromes,
aerodromes, referred
landing outside
forced landing
event of
the event
In the
its
aircraft,
the
to
in
the
first
paragraph
of
this
article,
the
pilot
of
the
aircraft,
of
pilot
the
article,
this
of
paragraph
to in the first
crew
and the
passengers shall
shall conform
conform to
to the
customs and immigration
immigration
the customs
the passengers
crew and
regulations
force in
in the
in which
which the
the landing
landing has
has been
been
territory in
the territory
in force
regulations in
made.
made.
Aircraft of
of each
each party
to this
arrangement are
the right
right
accorded the
are accorded
this arrangement
party to
Aircraft
to enter
enter the
the territory
of the
other party
subject to
compliance with
with
to compliance
party subject
the other
territory of
to
quarantine
regulations
in
force
therein.
therein.
force
in
quarantine regulations
The parties
parties to
to this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
exchange lists
of the
aerothe aerolists of
shall exchange
The
dromes in
in their
their territories
by them
them as
of entry
entry and
and
ports of
as ports
designated by
territories designated
dromes
departure.
departure.
ARTICLE
14
ARTICLE 14
Each of
of the
the parties
to this
this arrangement
arrangement reserves
to
right to
the right
reserves the
parties to
Each
require
aircraft crossing
the frontiers
of its
territory shall
do so
so
shall do
its territory
frontiers of
crossing the
all aircraft
that all
require that
office
either
between certain
certain points,
points, or
or close
close by
an aviation
aviation customs office
by an
either between
in
that signals
signals can
be received,
received, even
even
can be
altitude that
such altitude
at such
territory, at
that territory,
in that
though
there
should
be
no
landing
of
the
aircraft.
The
contracting
contracting
The
aircraft.
the
of
landing
no
be
should
there
though
parties shall
shall inform
the respective
respective
where the
points where
the points
of the
other of
each other
inform each
parties
be
may
frontiers
thus
may
crossed.
thus
frontiers
It is
is understood
of the
the courses
mentioned in the preprecourses mentioned
neither of
that neither
understood that
It
ceding
paragraph
exempts
aircraft
crossing
the
frontiers
of
either
either
of
frontiers
the
crossing
aircraft
ceding paragraph exempts
party from
landing at
regular airport
airport of
of entry,
entry, as
as
a regular
at a
of landing
obligation of
the obligation
from the
party
stipulated
in
Article
13.
stipulated in Article 13.
ARTICLE 15
15
ARTICLE
As
ballast, only
fine sand
may be
dropped from
from an
aircraft.
an aircraft.
be dropped
water may
or water
sand or
only fine
As ballast,
86637*-34—PT
2-33
86637--34-PT 2--33

Landings.
Landings.

Flight restrictions.

Flight restriction.

Ballast.
Ballast.
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16
ARTICLE 16

Permits
to unload.
ermits to
unload.

No article
article or
or substance,
substance, other than ballast, may be unloaded or
or

otherwise discharged
discharged in
ffight unless
unless special
special permission
permission
of flight
in the
the course
course of
otherwise
for such
such purpose
shall have
have been
the authorities
authorities of
the terof the
terby the
been given
given by
for
purpose shall
ritory in
such unloading
unloading or
discharge takes
takes place.
place.
or discharge
in which
which such
ritory

Nationality of
craft. a

r

air-

.

ARTICLE 17
17
ARTICLE
Whenever questions
of nationality
arise in
in carrying
carrying out
out the
present
Whenever
questions of
nationality arise
the present
arrangement,
that every
arrangement, it
it is agreed
agreed that
every aircraft
aircraft shall
shall .be
deemed to
posbe deemed
to possess the
the nationality
the party
party in
in whose
it is
is duly
registered.
duly registered.
territory it
whose territory
of the
sess
nationality of

ARTICLE
18
ARTICLE 18
I
r
n
et
ge
ur
l
c
a
o
tr us.
un ication
Intercommunication
of regulations.""
of

Duration.
Duration.

The
to this
shall communicate
communicate to
to each
other
each other
this arrangement
arrangement shall
parties to
The parties
the
regulations relative
relative to
to air
air traffic
traffic in
their respective
respective terin force
force in their
the regulations
ritories.
ritories.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19
19

arrangement shall be subject
termination by either
The present arrangement
subject to termination
either
party upon
sixty days'
days' notice
to the
other party
party or
or by
by the
the
the other
notice given
given to
party
upon sixty
enactment by
by either
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith.
therewith.
enactment
either party
party of
of legislation
I
be glad
glad to
to have
inform me whether
whether the text of
the arof the
you inform
have you
I shall
shall be
rangement herein
herein set
agreed to by your Government.
Government. If
If
set forth
forth is
is as agreed
rangement
so, it
suggested that
should be
that the
the arrangement
arrangement
be understood
understood that
that it
it should
so,
it is
is suggested
will
become effective
effective on
October 9,
9, 1933.
will become
on October
1933.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
renewed assurances
Accept,
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL

BARON J
OHAN BECK-FRIIS,
BECK-FRIIS,
BARON
JOHAN
Chargé d'Affaires ad
Charge
ad interim
interim of Sweden.

The Swedish Charg6
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim (Beek-Friis)
Secretary
(Beck-Friis) to the Secretary
(Hull)
of State
State (Hull)

LEGATION
LEGATION OF
OF SWEDEN,
SWEDEN,

Washington,
September 8, 1933.
Washington, D.C., September
1988.
S
IR:
SIR:
Reference
negotiations which
which have
taken place
place
Reference is made to the negotiations
have taken
between
Government of
and the
the Government
Government of
of the
between the Government
of Sweden
Sweden and
the
United
States of
conclusion of
of a
reciprocal air
air naviganavigaUnited States
of America
America for the
the conclusion
a reciprocal
tion
between Sweden
Sweden and
and the
United States
States of
of America,
America,
tion arrangement
arrangement between
the United
governing
the operation
of civil
civil aircraft
one country
country in
in the
the other
other
governing the
operation of
aircraft of
of the
the one
country.
country.
It is
that it
it has
has been
been agreed
agreed in
in the
the course
of the
the
It
is my understanding
understanding that
course of
negotiations,
now terminated,
terminated, that
that this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall be
be as
as
negotiations, now
follows:
follows:
"Avtal
Sverige och
och Amerikas
Amerikas F6renta
Forenta Stater
Stater angaende
angAende
"Avtal mellan
mellan Sverige
framforande
framforande av
landet hemmahirande
hemmahorande civila
civila luftfartyg
luftfartyg
av iidet ena
ena landet
inom det
det andra
landets omrade.
omrade.
inom
andra landets
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Medlemmar
av besattningen,
besattningen, som
luftfartyg fullgora
fullgora
som ombord a luftfartyg
Medlemmar av
omrade,
det
fordras
Aligganden,
for
vilka
sarskilt
tillstand
inom
omrade,
tillstand
sarskilt
vilka
for
aligganden,
alla
f6rsedda med alla
varest sadant
är registrerat,
registrerat, skola vara fOrsedda
luftfartyg ar
sadant luftfartyg
varest
som
tillstandsbevis,
de
handlingar
och
sarskilt
med
de
certifikat
och
som
de
med
sarskilt
de handlingar och
inom ifragavarande
gallande mom
foreskrivas genom
ifragavarande
aro gallande
bestammelser, som aro
genom bestammelser,som
foreskrivas
otarade.
omrade.
Ovriga
av besattningen
besattningen skola innehava
innehava handlingar,
medlemmar av
Ovriga medlemmar
yrke,
samt deras yrke,
luftfartyget
utvisande
deras
aligganden
ombord
luftfartyget
a
ombord
utvisande deras aligganden
identitet
nationalitet.
och nationalitet.
identitet och
Luftvardighetsbevis, behorighetscertifikat
tillstandsbevis, som
som
behorighetscertifikat och tillstandsbevis,
Luftvardighetsbevis,
parterna
kontraherande
utfardats
eller
forklarats
giltiga
av
en
av
kontraherande
parterna
de
av
en
av
giltiga
f6rklarats
eller
utfirdats
betraffande
mom dess omrade, eller betrlffande
betraffande
registrerat inom
luftfartyg, registrerat
betriffande luftfartyg,
inom
giltighet
samma
besattningen
A,
sadant
luftfartyg,
skola
hava
samma
mom
skola
luftfartyg,
sadant
besattningen a
utfarvilka
handlingar,
den
partens omrade
motsvarande handlingar,
utfarsom motsvarande
omr&de som
andra partens
den andra
dats eller
eller fOrklarats
sistnamnda parten.
den sistniamnda
av den
giltiga av
forklarats giltiga
dats
i
forbehaller sig ratt att,
Envar av
av de
fordragsslutande parterna
parterna forbehaller
att.
,i
de fardragsslutande
Envar
behongerkanna
att
vaigra
omrade,
fraga om
om luftfart
luftfart mom
inom dess eget omrade ,vagraatt erkanna behongfraga
hetscertifikat
tillstandsbevis, som
Mr en av dess egna
egna
utfardats for
som utfardats
och tillstandsbevis,
hetscertifikat och
parten.
medborgare av
av den
andra parten.
den andra
medborgare
ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL 9.

ager
parterna ager
Luftfartyg tillh6rande
tillhorande en
en av
de fordragsslutande
fordragsslutande parterna
av de
Luftfartyg
om
endast
omrade
medfOra
radioapparat
mom
den
andra
partens
omrade
om
andra
den
inom
medfara radioapparat
meddelats
tillstand till
instaLlerande
och
begagnande
av
dylik
apparat
meddelats
dylik
av
tillstand till installerande och begagnande
luftomrade luftstat, inom
av
myndighet i
den stat,
mom vars omrade
i den
vederborande myndighet
av vederborande
ii
ske
skall
apparater
fartyget
är
registrerat.
Begagnande
av
sadana
apparater
ske
fartyget ar registrerat. Begagnande av
av
utfardats
overensstammelse med
med de
de bestammelser
i
amnet,
som
utfardats
som
amnet,
i
bestammelser
overensstammelse
luftvederborande myndigheter
myndigheter iidet
det land,
land, mom
inom vars luftomrade luftvederborande

fartyget
framf6res.
fartyget framfores.
beDylik apparat
m endast
brukas av
av sadana
sadana medlemmar
medlemmar av
av beendast brukas
apparat ma
Dylik
av
andamil
sadant
f6r
sattningen,
som
aro
i
besittning
av
sarskilt
for
sadant
andamal
av
av
sittningen, som aro i besittning
utregistrerat,
ar
regeringen i
det omrade,
omrade, mom
vilket luftfartyget
luftfartyget är registrerat, utinom vilket
i det

regeringen
fardat certifikat.
certifikat.
fardat
sakeheotsDe fordragsslutande parterna
fOrbehAlla sig ratt att, av sakerhetsf6rdragsslutande parterna forbehalla sig ritt ntt,skyldighot att
De
skal, var
sig utfarda
utfarda bestammelser
bestammelser betraffando
betraffande skyldighet att
for sig
skal, var for
fOrse luftfartyg
luftfartyg med
med radioapparater.
radioapparater.
f6rse
ARTIKEL
10.
ARTIKEL 10.

fA icke befordras
Krigsvapen, explosiva
varor eller
eller krizsammunition
befordras
krigsammunition fa
varor
Krigsvapen, explosiva
luftfartyg, tillhorigt endera
endera parten,
parten, Over
den andra
andra partens
omrade
omrade
partens
den
6ver
tillh6rigt
a luftfartyg,
av
tillstand
eller av besattning
besattning eller
passagerare,
savida
tillstand erhallits av
icke
savida
erare,
passa
eller
av
eller
luftfartyget
vederborande rayndighet
i
det
land,
Mom
vars
luftomrade
luftfartyget
luftomrade
vars
inom
detland,
i
myndighet
vederborande

framfOres.
framfores.

ARTIKEL 11.
11.
ARTIKEL
Vid ett luftfartygs
avgang eller
landning mA
mA, vardera
vardera parten
parten inom
inom
eller landning
Vid ett luftfartygs avgang
sat eget omriide och genom dess
dess vederborande
myndigheter
visitera
visitera
myndigheter
vederborande
och genom
omrade
sitt eget
den
andra
partens luftfartyg samt granska certifikat och
och andra
andra
den andra partens luftfartyg samt granska certifikat
foreskrivna
handlingar.
foreskrivna
ARTIKEL 12.
12.
ARTIKEL
Flygplats upplaten
for
allmän
lufttrafik
mom en av de fordragsslufardragssluFlygplats upplaten f6r allmean lufttrafik inom en av de
av
tande parternas ornrade skall,
skall, i
den
man
den
star
under
kontroll av
kontroll
under
star
den
man
den
i
omrade
parternas
tande
6ppen for alla
den part,
mom vilkens
omrade den
är belagen,
vara
vara Oppen
belagen,
ar
den
omrAde
vilkens
inom
part,
den
den andra partens luftfartyg, vilka
vilka ocksa
ocksa, skola
att
berattigade att
vara berattigade
skola vara
partens luftfartyg,
andra
den
erhalla
vaderlekstjanst,
radiotjanst, belysningstjanst
samt signalsignalsamt
belysningstjanst
radiotjanst,
vaderlekstjianst,
erhAlla saval dag som natt, iden man de olik.a slagen av tjiinster aro
tjanst
av tjanster aro
tjianst savail dag som natt, i den man de olika slagen
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Envar
skall tillata
tillAta att
att med
med den
den
staterna skall
f6rdragsslutande staterna
de fordragsslutande
av de
Envar av
andra
och fan
parternas respektive
omraden
respektive oraraden
fran parternas
till och
luftfartyg till
partens luftfartyg
andra partens
dels importeras
importeras och
exporteras alla
alla varor,
som lagligen
lagligen ma
mA importeras
importeras
varor, som
och exporteras
dels
och
exporteras, dels
passagerare, alit
dock i
man tull-,
tull-,
den man
i den
allt dock
befordras passagerare,
dels befordras
och exporteras,
immigrations- och
och karantiansbestaimmelser
karantansbesttimm elser ssh medgiva.
SAdana
medgiva. Sadana
immigrationsluftfartyg,
deras passagerare
passagerare och
last skola
komma i
av
atnjutande av
i Atnjutande
skola komma
och last
luftfartyg, deras
samma
formkner
som
och
skola
joke
pfaggas
andra
eller
hogre
hogre
eller
andra
plalggas
icke
skola
och
som
forminer
samma
avgifter eller
palagor an
An dem,
som galla
for i
internationell lufttrafik
lufttrafik
i internationell
galla for
dem, som
eller palagor
avgifter
anvanda luftfartyg
tillborande det
det land,
land, som
som palagger
Wagger Miranda
namnda
luftfartyg tillhorande
anvanda
eller
avgifter
luftfartygs laster
passagerare eller
och passagerare
laster och
dessa luftfartygs
eller dessa
palagor, eller
och palagor,
avgifter och
ph.
liknande stitt
anvan.da luftfartyg,
luftfartyg, tillhoriga
frammande
nagon frammande
tillhoriga flagon
satt anvanda
pa liknande
nation och
och dessa
dessa luftfartygs
laster och
passagerare.
och passagerare.
luftfartygs laster
nation
Envar
de fordragsslutande
har ratt
att forbehAlla
forbehdala
ratt att
parterna har
fordragsslutande parterna
av de
Envar av
sina
handelsluftfart mellan
tvA punkter
punkter, av
vilka
av vilka
mellan tva
luftfartyg handelsluftfart
egna luftfartyg
sina egna
ma luftfartyg,
land. Dock ma,
ingendera
är belagen
belagen i
ett frammande
frammande land.
i ett
ingendera ar
tillhorande en
en av
av parterna,
parterna, framfOras
andra partens
inom den andra
en inom
fran en
framf6ras fan
tillhorande
omrade belagen
flygplats, som
som den
berattigad att
begagna, till
till en
en
att begagna,
iar berattigad
den är
belagen flygplats,
omrade
urlasta hela eller en del av
annan sAdan
aysikt att flygplats vare sig iiavsikt
sadan flygplats
annan
lasten eller
eller att
avlAmna en
flera passagerare
eller att
taga ombord
att taga
passagerare eller
en eller
eller flera
att avlamna
lasten
hela eller
eller en
en del
av lasten
passagerare. ForutForutflera passagerare.
eller flera
en eller
eller en
lasten eller
del av
hela
ar
sadan last Rs
sattning for
naninda medgivande
emellertid, att sAdan
ar emellertid,
medgivande ar
for namnda
sattning
upptagen
genomgaende fraktsedel
och att
sAdana passagerare
att sadana
fraktsedel och
upptagen fta genomgaende
inrehava
genomgaende biljetter,
utstallda for en resa, vars saval
biljetter, utstallda
innehava genomgaende
avgangssom adresstation
icke aro
stallen, mellan
mellan vilka
vilka
belagna aA stallen,
aro Magna
adresstation icke
avgangs- som
luftfart
behorig ordning
ordning fOrbehAllits
landets luftfartyg.
f6rbehallits det egna landets
i behorig
luftfart i
Luftfartyg,
sh,som fOrut
sagts, framfores
framfores fran
frAn en flygplats
flygplats till
till
forut sagts,
vilket, sasom
Luftfartyg, vilket,
en
formAner, som
som stadgas
detta avtal,
i detta
stadgas I
de f6rmaner,
alta de
atnjuta Oa
skall Atnjuta
en annan,
annan, skall
behorig
oaktat
belagna A
orter, mellan
luftfart iibehOrig
mellan vilka luftfart
a orter,
aro belagna
flygplatserna aro
oaktat flygplatserna
orclning
forbehallits det
det egna
egna landets
luftfartyg.
landets luftfartyg.
ordning forbehallits
ARTISEL
ARTIKEL 6.
Envar
av de
de fordragsslutande
fordragsslutande parterna
parterna forbehaller
sig ratt
ratt att
att
forbehaller sig
Envar av
kro
forbjuda
luftfart Over
omrAden av dess
doss territorium,
territorium, vilka aro
over vissa omraden
forbjuda luftfart
eller
bliva betecknade
beteeknade som
som fOrbjudna
omraden.
fbrbjudna omraden.
mA bliva
hadanefter mh
eller hadanefter
Envar
av de
de fordragssiutande
firbehaller sig ratt att, till
parterna forbeh011er
fordragsslutande parterna
Envar av
i fredstid, med
foljd av
foreliggande onistandigheter,
med
omstandigheter, i
av undantagsvis
undantagsvis foreliggande
foljd
omedelbar verkan temporiart
temporart inskranka
forbjud aluftfart over
Over dess
doss
nskr'nka eller forbjuda
omedelbarverkan
forevarande hanseende
territorium under villkor att iiforevarande
territorium
hanseende ingen
ing,en skillnad
gores mellan
luftfartyg tillhorande
andra parten
parten och
och luftfartyg
den andra
tillhorande den
mellan luftfartyg
gores
tillhorande annan
annan frammande
frammande stat.
tillhorande

7.
ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL 7.
Varje luftfartyg,
luftfartyg, som
som firmer
Over ett fBrbjudet
forbjudet
finner sig hava inkommit over
Varje
varse detta, giva den nodsignal, som
omrade, skall,
sA snart
snart det
det blir varse
skall, sa
omrade,
gAllande inom det
som aro
ar
foreskriven iide
de luftfartsbestammelser,
axo gallande
det
luftfartsbestammelser, som
air foreskriven
territorium, som
som overflyges,
overflyges, och
sO, snart som mojligt
mOjligt A
Aen
landa sa
och skall landa
territorium,
som
flygplats belagen
belagen inom
inom detta
territorium utanfor,
utanfOr, men sa
s§. nara
nitra som
detta territorium
flygplats
miffjligt, det
det forbjudna
forbjudna omradet.
omradet.
m6jligt,
ARTIKEL 8.
ARTIKEL
Alla luftfartyg
skola fora
tydliga och synliga
s3rnliga nationalitets- och
och
fora tydliga
luftfartyg skola
Alla
igenkannas under
registreringsmarken ' genom
gen.om vilka
skola kunna
under
kunna igenkAnnas
de skola
vilka de
registreringsm'arken,
luftfarden.
ft desamma
agarens namn och adress
desamma agarens
skola A
Dessutom skola
luftfarden. Dessutom
vara anbragta.
anbragta.
vara
och luftvardighetsskola medforas
medforas registreringsregistrerings- och
luftfartyg skola
alla luftfartyg
X alla
bevis samt
samt alla
alla de
de ovriga
ovriga handlingar,
fore,skrivna for luftsom aro foreskrivna
handlingar, som
bevis
trafik
inom det
det omrade,
(=rade, varest
luftfartygen aro registrerade.
registrerade.
varest luftfartygen
trafik inom
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ARTIKEL 17.
17.
ARTIKEL
DA fraga
fraga angaende
nationafitet uppkommer
tillampningen av
uppkommer vid tillampningen
angaende nationalitet
Da
skall anses
luftfartyg
detta avtal,
är det
overenskommet, att vane
varje
det overenskommet,
avtal, ar
detta
vederborlig
i
ar
det
omrade
vars
hava
det
lands
nationalitet,
mom
vans
omrAde
är
1
vederbOrlig
inom
nationalitet,
hava det lands
ordning
registrerat.
ordning registrerat.
ARTIKEL 18.
18.
ARTIKEL

De fordragsslutande
parterna skola
skola omsesidigt
meddela varandra
varandra
omsesidigt meddela
fordragsslutande parterna
De
deras
inom
gillande
de
bestammelser
betraffande
lufttrafik,
Aro
gallande
mom
aro
som
lufttrafik,
betraffande
bestammelser
de
respektive omrAden.
respektive
ARTIKEL
19.
ARTIKEL 19.
Detta
avtal kan
endera parten genom uppsagning
uppsiigning
av endera
frAntradas av
kan frantradas
Detta avtal
sextio
dagar
i
forvag
hos
den
andra
parten eller genom att endera
endera
andra
sextio dagar i f6rviag hos den
avtalet."
mot
strider
parten
antager
en
forfattning,
som
avtalet."
forfattning,
en
parten antager
shall be
to have
have Your
inform me whether
whether the
Excellency inform
Your Excellency
glad to
be glad
II shall
to by your
agreed
as
is
text
of
the
arrangement
herein
agreed
your
forth
set
text of the arrangement herein
that
understood
be
should
Government.
If
so,
it
is
suggested
that
it
understood
that
that
Government. If so, it is suggested
1933.
October
the
arrangement
will
become
effective
9,
on
the arrangement will become effective
I have
With renewed
renewed assurances
of my
consideration, I
have the
my highest consideration,
assurances of
With
honour to
to remain,
remain, Sir,
honour
Your
most obedient servant,
Your most

JOHAN BECK.TRIIS
BECK-FRIIS
JOHAN

THE
HONOURABLE
THE HONOURABLE
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
CORDELL
Secretary
Secretary of State,
etc.
etc. etc.
etc. etc.
The Swedish
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
(Beck-Friis) to the Secretary
interim (Beck-Friis)
ad interim
The Swedish Charge
of State (Hull)
(Hull)
of
SWEDEN,
LEGATION OF
on S
WEDEN,
LEGATION

Washington, D.C.,
D.C., September
September 9, 1933.
1953.
Washington,
S
IR:
SIR:
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's dA
dereptance b
by SW
SereI have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's
given
text
the
communication of
1933, and to state that
8, 1933,
September 8,
of September
communication
therein of
of the
the arrangement
between
Sweden and the United States
States of
of
Sweden
between
arrangement
therein
America, governing
governing the
operation
of
civil
aircraft of the one country
country
aircraft
civil
of
operation
the
America,
in the
meets with
approval of the Swedish
Swedish Governthe approval
with the
country, meets
other country,
in the other
shall
ment. There
is
agreement
to
the
effect
that
arrangement
arrangement
the
that
effect
the
to
There is agreement

ment.
become
effective on
on October
October 9, 1933.
become effective
With renewed assurances
assurances of
my highest
consideration, I
I have the
highest consideration,
of my
With renewed
honour
to remain,
remain, Sir,
honour to
Your most
most obedient
obedient servant,
servant,
Your
JOHAN BECK-FRIIS
BECK-FRIIS
JOHAN

THE
HONOURABLE
THE HONOURABLE
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
CORDELL
Secretary
Secretary of State,
etc.
etc. etc.
etc. etc.
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kontroll av den part,
under kontroll
inom vilkens
omrade de
de tillhandahallas.
tillhandahallas.
part, inom
vilkens omrade
Varje taxa a
a avgifter
avgifter f6r
for landning,
landning, hangarplats
hangarplats eller
eller annat
annat bistand,
bistand,
som tillhandahalles
tillhandahalles den
inom den
den andra
andra
den ena
ena partens
partens luftfartyg
luftfartyg iom
omrade, skall, i
partens °made,
man sadana
sadana avgifter
under kontroll
kontroll
i den
den man
avgifter aro
aro under
av den part, inom
mom vilkens
tillhandahallas, vara
vara lika
for
vilkens omrade
omrade de
de tillhandahMllas,
lika for
bada
parternas luftfartyg.
bada parternas
luftfartyg.
ARTIKEL 13.
ARTIKEL
13.

Luftfartyg, som ankornmer
Luftfartyg,
till eller
aver fran
frau en
en av
av de
de f6rdragsfordragsankommer till
eller avgar
slutande parternas
parternas omrade,
omrade, skall
skalllanda
eller starta
starta frau
en flygplats,
flygplats,
slutande
landa aft eller
fran en
upplaten
for allman
upplaten fOr
allman lufttrafik
och betecknad
som tullflygplats
tullflygplats och
och
lufttrafik och
betecknad som
varest
mojlighet finnes
for fullg6rande
fullgorande av
av bestaimmelser
best§,mmelser for
for immigravarest m6jlighet
finnes for
immigration
klarering av
av luftfartyg,
och ingen
ingen mellanlandning
mellanlandning ma
mA aga
aga
tion och klarering
luftfartyg, och
rum
ruin mellan
mellan gransen och derma
flygplats. I
sarskilda fall
denna flygplats.
I sarskilda
fall ma,
ma vedervederborande mymfighet
att lands,
starta fran
frail
borande
myndighet tifiAta
tillata luftfartyg
luftfartyg att
landa aa eller
eller starta
annan flygplats, varest mojlighet till
tullbehandling, immigration
och
till tullbehandling,
immigration och
klarering
ordnats. Forbudet
klarering ordnats.
Forbudet mot
mot mellanlandning
ayser aven
Avon sadana
mellanlandning avser
sadana
fall.
fall.
Har
nodlandning agt
liar nodlandning
agt rum
rum utanfor
flygplats, som
som omformales
omformitles iifOrsta
utanfor flygplats,
fSrsta
artikel, skola
stycket av denna artikel,
skola luftfartygets
luftfartygets forare,
forare, dess
dess besattning
besattning
och passagerare
ocli
passagerare stalla sig till efterrattelse
och immigrationsefterrattelse de
de tulltull- och
immigrationsbestammelser,
bestammelser, som
dot orarade,
varest landningen
landningen agt
tigt
som galla
galla inom
inom det
omrade, varest
MEL
rum.
Luftfartyg
Luftfartyg hemmahorande
hemmahorande iien av de
staterna,
de fordragsslutande
f6rdragsslutande staterna,
skola hays,
hava ratt
a den
den andra
andra partens
omrade, under
ratt att
att inkomma
inkomma A
partens omrAde,
under
forutsattning
att de stalla
fOrutsattning att
efterrattelse darstades
darstades gallande
Oland()
stalla sig
sig till
till efterrattelse
karantAnsforeskrifter.
karantansfSreskrifter.
f6rdragsslutande parterna
De fOrdragsslutande
parterna skola
till varandra
varandra overlamna
Overlamna f6rforskola till
teckningar a
a de inom deras
omraden belagna
belagna flygplatser,
vilka av
av
deras omraden
flygplatser, vilka
dem utsetts
utsetts till ankomstankomst- och
och avgangsorter.
avgAngsorter.
AnTulnr.. 14.
ARTIKEL
14.
Envar
fSrdragsslutande parterna
Envar av de fordragsslutande
forbehaller sig
ratt att
att
parterna f6rbehAller
sig ratt
fordra, att alla luftfartyg,
luftfartyg, som tiversktida
omrade,
iverskrida granserna
granserna Jew
fSr doss
dess omrade,
skola gora dot
det antingen
antingen mellan
radian vissa
vissa punkter
punkter eller
eller i1narheten
narheten av
av en
en
inom doss
dess omrAde,
tullflygplats mom
°made, pa
pA sadan
sadan h6jd
hojd att
att signalering
signalering kan
kan
uppfattas,
aven om luftfartyget icke
uppfattas, Avon
joke dar landar.
landar. De
De kontraherande
kontraherande
parterna skola
underratta varandra
parterna
skola, underratta
varandra om
om de
de punkter,
punkter, varest,
varest, iienlighet
enlighet
med vad shlunda
mod
salunda bestamts, deras
deras respektive
respektive granser
granser mA
ma passeras.
passeras.
forutsattes, att ingen
foreskrifter rorande
Det forutsattes,
ingen av de foreskrifter
rorande inflygningsinflygningsleder, vilka omformalas
omf6rmalas i
i foregaende
f6regaende stycke, befriar
befriar luftfartyg, som
som
passerar
pa,sserar endera partens
partens granser, frau
skyldighet att
att landa
frAn skyldighet
landa aft ilygplats,
flyplats,
som, enligt
enligt bestammelserna
13, ar
ar faststalld
sasom mflygmflygbestAmmelserna i
i artikel
artikel 13,
faststalld sasom
ningsort.
ningsort.

ARTIKEL 15.
ARTIKEL
15.

Fran luftfartyg i
i luften ma ej utkastas
utkastas annan
annan ballast
an fin
fin sand
sand
ballast an
eller vatten.
ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL 16.
16.
Under luftfard
ma
intet
foremal
luftfard ma,
fOremal eller amne annat an
an ballast
lossas
ballast lossas
eller pa annat satt
stilt avlastas,
avlastas, utan att sarslilt
hartill givits
givits
sarskilt tillstand
tillstand hartill
av myndighet inom det omrade, varest
varest sAdan
sadan lossning eller avlastning
avlastning
skall
aga rum.
rum.
skall aga
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Arrangement
between the
the United
States of
of America
America and
concernSweden concernand Sweden
United States
Arrangement between
of notes,
exchange
?mg
pilot
licenses
to
operate
civil
aircraft.
Effected
by
Effected
aircraft.
civil
operate
to
ing pilot licenses
signed
September 8
October 9, 1933.
1933; effective October
9, 1933;
and 9,
8 and
signed September

September 8and 9,1933.
9,1933.

interim
The Secretary
of State
to the
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad interim
the Swedish Charg4
(Hull) to
State (Hull)
Secretary of
The
(Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis)
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Washington,
September
Washington, September 8, 1933.
SIR:
SIR:
Reference is
is made
made to the negotiations
negotiations which have taken place meRetprcalweo-n
me me..c
. vii th Sweden con:
Reference
to
to
tlicene
and the ceri
between the
of the
States of
"
gp
"
America and
of America
United States
the United
Government of
operate
civil aircraft.
the Government
between
arrangement
Government
of Sweden
conclusion of
reciprocal arrangement
of aareciprocal
the conclusion
for the
Sweden for
Government of
between the
the United
States of
and Sweden
providing for the
Sweden providing
America and
of America
United States
between
issuance by
by the
the one
country of
of licenses to nationals of the other
one country
issuance
country authorizing
authorizing them to pilot civil aircraft.
country
It
it has been agreed in the course of the
that it
understanding that
my understanding
is my
It is
arrangement shall be as
negotiations,
terminated, that this arrangement
now terminated,
negotiations, now
follows:
lt

ir

ruin

i}

ila

censeS

Arrangement
between the
America and Sweden
the United States of America
Arrangement between
concerning the
issuance by
the one
country of licenses to nationals
one country
by the
the issuance
concerning
of
the other
authorizing them
them to
aircraft.
pilot civil aircraft.
to pilot
country authorizing
other country
of the

1
ARTICLE 1
ARTICLE
of
seoe ,rf
United States of America sem*
The
present
arrangement
between
the
United
the
between
arrangement
The present
ment.
to
and
Sweden
relates
to
the
issuance
by
each
country
licenses
merit.
of
and Sweden relates to the issuance by each country
nationals
the other
other country
country for the piloting of civil aircraft. The
of the
nationals of
term "civil
"civil aircraft"
be understood
understood to mean aircraft
aircraft used for
shall be
aircraft" shall
term
transport
private,
industrial,
commercial
transport
purposes.
or
commercial
private, industrial,

arrangearrage-

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22
(a)
of Civil
(Luftfartsmyndigheten) of Sweden
Sweden
Aviation (Luftfartsmyndigheten)
Civil Aviation
Office of
The Office
(a) The
will
issue
pilots'
licenses
to
American
nationals upon a
ashowing
showing that
that.
nationals
American
to
licenses
will issue pilots'
they
qualified under
under the
the regulations
of that Office covering the
regulations of
are qualified
they are
licensing
licensing of pilots.
(b) The
Commerce of
States of America
America
United States
the United
of the
of Commerce
Department of
The Department
(b)
that
a
will
issue
pilots'
licenses
to
Swedish
a
showing
upon
nationals
Swedish
to
licenses
will issue pilots'
they
are qualified
qualified under
the regulations
Department covering
regulations of that Department
under the
they are
the
licensing of pilots.
the licensmg
3
ARTICLE 3
ARTICLE

Issue of licensee.

of the
(a)
Pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued by
Department of
Commerce of
of Commerce
the Department
by the
(a) Pilots'
United
of America
to Swedish
Swedish nationals
shall entitle
entitle them to
nationals shall
America to
States of
United States
the same
same privileges
privileges as
as are
are granted
by pilots'
pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued to
American
to American
granted by
the
nationals.
nationals.

Privileges accorded.

Isue o lne.

rvieges accorded.
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The
to the
the Swedish
Swedish Charge
Chargé d'Affaires
ad interim
interim
d'Affaires ad
State (Hull)
(Hull) to
of State
The Secretary
Secretary of
(Beek-Friis)
(Beck-Friis)
DEPARTMENT
OF S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington,
9, 193.
1983.
September 9,
Washington, September

Acceptance by the
United
States. by t.
UitPStates

S
IR:
SIR:
honor to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
receipt of your communication
communication of
have the honor
IIhave
September 8,
1933, and
and to
to state
the text
given therein
therein of
arof the
the artext given
state that
that the
8, 1933,
September
rangement
between the
States of
America and
and Sweden,
Sweden, govgovof America
United States
the United
rangement between
erning
aircraft of
of the
one country
country in
the other
other
in the
the one
of civil
civil aircraft
operation of
the operation
erning the
country,
meets with
the approval
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
approval of
with the
country, meets
States.
There is
agreement to
effect that
arrangement shall
shall
the arrangement
that the
to the
the effect
is agreement
States. There
become
effective
on
October
9,
1933.
become effective on October 9, 1933.
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
the renewed
of my
my high
consideration.
high consideration.
assurances of
renewed assurances
Accept,
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
BARON J
OHAN BECK-FRIIS,
BECK-FRIIS,
BARON
JOHAN
Chargé d'Affaires
ad interim
of Sweden.
Sweden.
interim of
Charge
d'Affaires ad
[
No. 47]
47]
[No.

1801
1801
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and the conditions
for
issuance of
conditions under which
which
licenses; and
pilot licenses;
of pilot
the issuance
for the
aircraft of
country
pilots
of
the
nationality
of
either
country
may
operate aircraft
of
either
of
nationality
pilots of the
this article, shall be in accordance
the
other country,
country, as
for in
accordance
in this
provided for
as provided
the other
with
requirements of
such other country.
of such
the requirements
with the
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 77

termination by either
The
present arrangement
be subject
either
subject to termination
shall be
arrangement shall
The present
the
party or by the
the
to
party
upon
sixty
days'
notice
given
to
other
given
party upon sixty days' notice
enactment by
either party
of legislation
inconsistent therewith.
legislation inconsistent
party of
by either
enactment

Duration.
Duration.

I
glad to
to have
the text of the arrangewhether the
me whether
inform me
you inform
have you
be glad
shall be
I shall
so,
Government. If so,
ment
forth is
as agreed
to by
by your Government.
agreed to
is as
set forth
herein set
ment herein
arrangement
understood that the arrangement
it
is suggested
suggested that
that it
it should
be understood
should be
it is
will
become
effective
on
October
9,
1933.
October
on
effective
will become
consideration.
of my high consideration.
Accept, Sir,
the renewed
assurances of
renewed assurances
Sir, the
Accept,
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
BECK-FRIIS,
BARON JOHAN
JOHAN BECK-FRIIS,
BARON

Chargé
d'Affaires ad
interim of Sweden.
ad interim
Charge d'Affaires

Secretary
The
Swedish Charge
ad interim
interim (Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis) to the Secretary
d'Affaires ad
Charge d'Affaires
The Swedish
of State
State (Hull)
(Hull)
of
LEGATION OF
SWEDEN,
OF SWEDEN,
LEGATION
Washington,
D.C.,
September
8, 1933.
1938.
September
Washington, D.C.,
SIR:

taken place
which
SIR:
Reference is
is made
to the
negotiations w
hich have
have taken
place:
the negotiations
made to
Reference
the
of
between the
Government
of
Sweden
and
the
Government
Government
the
and
Sweden
of
between the Government
arrangeUnited States
States of
America for
for the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of aa reciprocal
reciprocal arrangeof America
United
providing
America
of
States
ment
between
Sweden
and
the
United
States
America
United
the
and
Sweden
ment between
tho
for
the issuance
issuance by
country of
licenses to nationals of the
of licenses
one country
the one
by the
for the
civil aircraft.
other
authorizing them
them to
aircraft.
pilot civil
to pilot
country authorizing
other country
in the course of the
It
is
my
understanding
that
it
has
been
agreed
agreed
been
has
it
that
It is my understanding
arrangement
negotiations,
now
terminated,
that
this
arrangement
shall be as
as
this
that
negotiations, now terminated,
follows:
follows:
"Avtal
Sverige och
Amerikas Forenta
angaende
Forenta Stater ang&ende
och Amerikas
mellan Sverige
"Avtal mellan
foreskrifter rorande
utfardande
av
det
ena
landet
av
certifikat
certifikat
av
landet
ena
det
av
foreskrifter r6rande utfardande
for
landets medborgare,
berattigande dem att fora civila
medborgare, berittigande
andra landets
det andra
for det
luftfartyg.
luftfartyg.
ARTIKEL
1.
ARTIKEL 1.

hanf6r
Detta avtal
mellan Sverige
Sverige och
Amerikas Forenta
Forenta Stater hanfor
och Amerikas
avtal mellan
Detta
sig till utfardande
utfardande av
av ettdera
ettdera landet
landet av
certifikat
for det andra
for
certifikat
av
sig till
landets medborgare att
luftfartyg. Med
Med uttrycket
uttrycket
civila luftfartyg.
fora civila
medborgare att fora
landets
privat, indusfor
civilt
luftfartyg'
forstas
luftfartyg,
som
brukas
fOr
brukas
som
luftfartyg,
'civilt luftfartyg' forstAs
triellt,
eller transport-andamat
transport-andamAl.
kommersiellt eller
triellt, kommersiellt
ARTIKEL 2.
2.
ARTIKEL
a) Svenska luftfartsmyndigheten skall utfarda forarcertifikat for
for
a) Svenska luftfartsmyndigheten skall utfarda firarcertifikat
denna
amerikanska undersatar, sedan det styrkts, att de uppfylla denna
amerikanska undersatar, sedan det styrkts, att de uppfylla
myndighets bestammelser
av sadana
certifikat.
sadana certifikat.
erhallande av
for erhallande
bestammelser for

myndighets

irmation by
('Confirmation

1800
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(b) Pilots'
licenses issued
by the
the Office
Office of
(Luft(b)
Pilots' licenses
issued by
of Civil
Civil Aviation
Aviation (Luftfartsmyndigheten)
American nationals
nationals shall
entitle them
them
fartsmyndigheten) of
of Sweden
Sweden to
to American
shall entitle
to the
the same
same privileges
as are
by pilots'
pilots' licenses
to
privileges as
are granted
granted by
licenses issued
issued to
to
Swedish nationals.
Swedish
ARTICLE 4
4
ARTICLE

Registration
rights
Registration rights
denied.
denied.

Pilots'
to nationals
of the
country by
by the
the comcomthe one
one country
Pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued to
nationals of
petent authority
not be
be construed
construed to
to accord
accord
petent
authority of
of the
the other
other country
country shall
shall not
to the
licensees the
right to
in such
country.
register aircraft
aircraft in
such other
other country.
to
the licensees
the right
to register

Operations reserved
Operations
reserved
to national
aircraft.
to
national aircraft.

Pilots'
to nationals
of the
the one
one country
country by
Pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued to
nationals of
by the
the comcompetent authority
of the
country shall
not be
be construed
to accord
accord
petent
authority of
the other
other country
shall not
construed to
to
licensees the
aircraft in
in air
air commerce
commerce wholly
to the
the licensees
the right
right to
to operate
operate aircraft
wholly
within territory
territory of
of such
other country
country reserved
reserved to
to national
national aircraft,
within
such other
aircraft,
unless
the aircraft
have been
registered under
of the country
country
unless the
aircraft have
been registered
under the
the laws
laws of
issuing the
pilots' licenses.
the pilots'
licenses.
issuing

ARTICLE 55
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 6
ARTICLE
6
Operations permit(a) Swedish
Swedish nationals
nationals shall
shall while
while holding
pilot licenses
licenses issued
(a)
holding valid
valid pilot
issued
permitOperations
ted.
ted,
by
the Office
Office of
Civil Aviation
Aviation (Luftfartsmyndigheten)
(Luftfartsmyndigheten) of
of Sweden
Sweden be
by the
of Civil
be
permitted
operate in
in Continental
United States
States of
America, exclupermitted to
to operate
Continental United
of America,
exclusive
of Alaska,
Alaska, for
non-commercial purposes
purposes for
for a
sive of
for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
a
period
exceeding six
six months
from the
the tune
period not
not exceeding
months from
time of
of entering
entering.that
that councountry, any
civil aircraft
by the
the Office
of Civil
Civil Aviation
Aviation
try,
any civil
aircraft registered
registered by
Office of
of Sweden,
Sweden, and/or
and/or any
any civil
aircraft registered
(Luftfartsmyndigheten) of
civil aircraft
registered
The period
period of
by the
the United
United States
States Department
Department of
of Commerce.
Commerce. The
of
validity of the licenses first mentioned
mentioned in
in this
paragraph shall,
for the
validity
this paragraph
shall, for
the
purpose of
include any
any renewal
renewal of
license by
the
purpose
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, include
of the
the license
by the
pilot's own
own government
made after
after the
pilot has
has entered
entered Continental
Continental
pilot's
government made
the pilot
United
States of
No person
person to
whom this
United States
of America.
America. No
to whom
this provision
provision applies
applies
shall
be allowed
States
shall be
allowed to
to operate
operate civil
civil aircraft
aircraft in
in Continental
Continental United
United States
of
America, exclusive
Alaska, for
for non-industrial
or non-commercial
of America,
exclusive of
of Alaska,
non-industrial or
non-commercial
purposes
period of
more than
six months
months from
the time
purposes for
for a
a period
of more
than six
from the
time of
of enterentering
that country
unless he
be shall,
shall, prior
prior to
to the
the expiration
of such
such period,
ing that
country unless
expiration of
period,
obtained a
apilot
pilot license
license from
from the
States Department
have obtained
the United
United States
Department of
of
Commerce in
provided for
in this
arranrment.
Commerce
in the
the manner provided
for in
this arrangement.
(6)
American nationals
nationals shall
while holding
holding valid
valid pilot
(6) American
shall while
pilot licenses
licenses
issued by the United States Department
Department of
of Commerce
be permitted
Commerce be
permitted
to operate
in Sweden
Sweden for
non-industrial or
non-commercial purposes
purposes
to
operate in
for non-industrial
or non-commercial
for a
a period not exceeding six months
of entering
entering
months from the time of
that country, any civil aircraft registered
registered by the United States Department of Commerce,
Commerce, and/or any civil aircraft registered
registered by
by the Office
of
(Luftfartsmyndigheten) of
of Sweden.
period
of Civil
Civil Aviation
Aviation (Luftfartsmyndigheten)
Sweden. The
The period
mentioned in this
of validity of the licenses first mentioned
this paragraph
paragraph shall, for
for
the
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, include
include any
of the
by
the purpose
purpose of
any renewal
renewal of
the license
license by
government made after the pilot
pilot has
has entered
the pilot's own government
entered Sweden.
Sweden.
No
to whom
whom this
this provision
be allowed
allowed to
to operate
operate
No person
person to
provision applies
applies shall
shall be
civil aircraft
aircraft in Sweden
civil
Sweden for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes
for a
aperiod of more than six months from the time of entering
entering that
country unless he shall, prior to the
expiration of such
the expiration
such period,
period, have
obtained aa pilot's license from
Aviation (Luftfrom the Office of Civil Aviation
fartsmyndigheten) of Sweden
fartsmyndigheten)
Sweden in the manner provided
provided for in this
arrangement. .
arrangement.
Conditions.
(c)
Conditions.
(c) The conditions under which pilots of
of the
the nationality
nationality of
either
of either
country.may operate
operate aircraft
country,
aircraft of
of their country
country in
in the other
other country,
as provided for in this article, shall be as stipulated in
in the air navigation arrangement in force between
between the parties to this arrangement
arrangement
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registrerat av
av svenska
svenska luftfartsrayndigheten.
f6r ii
registrerat
luftfartsmyndigheten. Giltighetstiden
Giltighetstiden for
omnamnda certifikat
certifikat skall,
skall, ii vad angar
angar det ii
detta stycke
stycke forut omnamnda
samma
stycke lamnade
varje frnyelse
fornyelse av
av
samma stycke
hlmnade medgivandet,
medgivandet, innefatta
innefatta varje
certifikat, som efter
fOraren anlant
anlant till
Sverige, verkstilles
verkstalles av
certifikat,
efter det
det f6raren
till Sverige,
vederborande myndighet
myndighet i
hemland. Ingen,
Ingen, A vilken
vilken
vederbbrande
i forarens
f6rarens hemland.
fOrevarande bestimmelse
bestammelse ager
tillampning, skall tillAtas
tillatas fora
tger tillampning,
f6ra civilt
forevarande
luftfartyg inom
Mom Sverige
for icke
kommersiellt
Sverige f6r
icke industriellt
industriellt eller icke kommersiellt
luftfartyg
andamal
an sex mAnader
manader fran
frau det han anlint
anlant
en period
period av mer
mer ain
iandamal under
under en
till
denna periods
periods utgang, av svenska
svenska
fore denna
sAvida han icke,
icke, fore
till Sverige,
Sverige, savida
ar
luftfartsmyndigheten erhallit
fOrarcertifikat i
i den ordning,
ordning, som är
erhAllit f6rarcertifikat
luftfartsmyndigheten
fiireskriven
avtal.
foreskriven i
i detta
detta avtal.
c)
vilka f6rare,
forare, som innehar
innehar ettdera landets naunder vilka
villkor, under
c) De
De villkor,
inom det
bestammelserna iidenna artikel, mom
mA, i
i enlighet
enlighet med bestammelsema
tionalitet, ma,
andra landet
landet fora
luftfartyg hemmahbrande
hemmahorande i
heroland, skola
skola vara
sitt hemland,
i sitt
f ra luftfartyg
andra
i det
de, som
som betraffande
utfardande av
forarcertifikat aro
stadgade i
aro stadgade
av f6rarcertifikat
betr'iffande utfardande
de,
parterna;
luftfartsavtal, som
som är
gallande mellan
radian de
fordragsslutande parterna;
de f6rdragsslutande
ar gaillande
luftfartsavtal,
och de
under vilka
som innehar
ettdera landets
landets
innehar ettdera
vilka fOrare,
f6rare, som
de villkor,
villkor, under
och
i denna
bestammelserna i
med bestammelserna
nationalitet, mA,
ma, ii enlighet med
denna artikel,
nationalitet,

6verfora iidet andra landet hemmah6rande
heramahorande luftfartyg, skola vara
vara iioverensstammelse
fordringarna iidet andra
andra landet.
ensstiammelse med fordringarna
ARTIKEL
7.
ARTIKEL 7.

Detta
avtal kan
frantradas av
endera parten
parten genom
genom uppsagning
uppsagning
av endera
kan frantradas
Detta avtal
sextio
dagar iiforvag
hos den
den andra
eller genom
endera
genom att endera
andra parten
parten eller
f6rvag hos
sextio dagar
parten genomfor
lagstiftning, som
strider mot avtalet."
avtalet."
som strider
en lagstiftning,
genomf6r en
parten
I
glad to
to have
have Your
Excellency inform
inform me whether
whether the
Your Excellency
be glad
I shall
shall be
text
of the
is as
your
by your
as agreed
agreed to by
forth is
herein set
set forth
the arrangement
arrangement herein
text of
Government. If
If so,
it is
is suggested
it should
understood that
that
should be
be understood
that it
suggested that
so, it
Government.
the
on October
October 9, 1933.
1933.
effective on
become effective
will become
arrangement will
the arrangement
With renewed
of my
have the
the
consideration, IIhave
my highest
highest consideration,
assurances of
With
renewed assurances
honour to
to remain,
remain, Sir,
Sir,
honour
Your most
servant,
obedient servant,
Your
most obedient
J
OHAN BECK-FRIIB
JOHAN
BECK-FRIIS
THE HIONOURABLE
II ONOURABLE
THE
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
CORDELL
Secretary
of State,
State,
Secretary of
etc. etc.
etc. etc.
etc.
etc.

The Swedish
Swedish Charge
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim (Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis) to the Secretary
Secretary
Charge d'Affaires
The
of
State (Hull)
(Hull)
of State
LEGATION
OF SWEDEN,
SWEDEN,
LEGATION OF
Washington,
1938.
Washington, D.C.,
D.C., September
September 9, 1933.
SIR:
SIR:
the honour
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
of Your
receipt of
to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
honour to
I have
have the
communication
given
1933, and to state that the text given
of September
September 8, 1933,
communication of
therein of
of the
the arrangement
arrangement between
between Sweden
Sweden and
and the
of
States of
United States
the United
therein
America,
providing for
by the
the one
country.of
of licenses
to
licenses to
one country
issuance by
for the
the issuance
America, providing
nationals
the other
other country
country authorizing
authorizing them
pilot civil
civil aircraft,
aircraft,
to pilot
them to
of the
nationals of
I

Acceptance by Swe.

den.
deCCenPa

by Se
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b)
skall utfarda
utfarda
handelsdepartement skall
Staters handelsdepartement
Forenta Staters
Amerikas FOrenta
b) Amerikas
forarcertifikat for
svenska undersatar,
sedan det
styrkts, att
att de
de
det styrkts,
undersatar, sedan
for svenska
forarcertifikat
uppfylla
detta departements
departments bestammelser
bestaramelser for
for erhallande
erhallande av
av sadana
sadana
uppfylla detta
certifikat.
certifikat.
ARTIKEL 3.
3.
ARTIKEL
a) Forarcertifikat,
som av
Staters handelsdehandelsdeF6renta Staters
Amerikas Forenta
av Amerikas
a)
F6rarcertifikat, som
partement utfardas
Or svenska
svenska undersatar,
skall giva
giva dem samma
undersatar, skall
for
utfardas f
partement
rattigheter,
som tillf6rsakras
tillforstikras genom
forarcertifikat, utfardade
for
utfardade for
genom f6rarcertifikat,
rattigheter, som
amerikanska medborgare.
medborgare.
amerikanska
b)
Forarcertifikat, som
av svenska
svenska luftfartsm3rndigheten
utfardas
luftfartsmyndigheten utfardas
som av
b) F6rarcertifikat,
for
amerikanska medborgare,
skall giva
giva dem
dem samma
sarama rittigheter,
rattigheter,
medborgare, skall
for amerikanska
som
genora forarcertifikat,
f
Or svenska
svenska medmedutfardade for
f6rarcertifikat, utfardade
tillf6rsakras genom
som tillforsakras
borgare.
borgare.
ARTIKEL 4.
4.
ARTIKEL
FOrarcertifikat, som
som f6r
for medborgare
medborgare i
det ena
ena landet
landet utfardas
utfardas av
av
i det
F6rarcertifikat,
vederborande myndighet
ra3rndighet iidet
det andra
landet, skola
skola icke
icke f6r
fOr certifikacertifikaandra landet,
vederb6rande
tets innehavare
medfora ratt
ratt att
att fA
f luftfartyg
registrerade Mora
inom det
det
luftfartyg registrerade
tets
innehavare medfora
andra landet.
andra
landet.
ARTIKEL
5.
ARTIKEL 5.
Forarcertifikat, som
som for
landet utfardas
utfardas av
for medborgare
medborgare iidet ena landet
Forarcertifikat,
vederbOrande myn.dthet
det andra
andra landet,
landet, skall
joke anses
anses medf6ra
medf Ora
skall icke
myndighet iIdet
vederb6rande
ratt
fOr certifikatets
certifikatets mnehavare
att framfira
framfora luftfartyg
luftfartyg iikommersiell
koramersiell
innehavare att
raitt fir
luftfart,
som helt
och hallet
hallet ager
tiger rum
rum Mom
sadant omrade
andra
i det andra
omrade i
inom sadant
belt och
luftfart, som
landet, som
f
Or det
det egna
luftfartyg, savida
icke
savida icke
egna landets
landets luftfartyg,
som reserverats
reserverats for
landet,
i det land, som
luftfartyget registrerats
registrerats enligt de lagar, som galla i
luftfartyget
utfardat forarcertifikatet.
utfardat
forarcertifikatet.
AETIKEL
6.
ARTIKEL 6.
a)
Svensk medborgare,
medborgare, som
som innehar
forareertifikat, utfardat
utfardat
innehar giltigt
giltigt forarcertifikat,
a) Svensk
av
svenska luftfartsmyndigheten,
luftfartsmyndigheten, skall
skall tillatas
tillatas att
Mom Amerikas
Amerikas
att inom
av svenska
en
FOrenta
fastlandsomrade med undantag
undantag av Alaska
Alaska under
under en
Staters fastlandsomrade
Forenta Staters
period icke
icke overstigande
sex manader
manader fran
Iran det
dot han
aniant till
till Amerikas
Amerikas
han anlant
overstigande sex
period
Forenta
Stater, for
f
Or joke
oiler joke
aindamal,
kommersiellt andamaI,
icke kommersiellt
icke industriellt
industriellt eller
Forenta Stater,
fora civilt
luftfartyg, registrerat
registrerat av
av svenska
luftfartsmyndigheten
svenska luftfartsmyndigheten
civilt luftfartyg,
f6ra
eller civilt
av Amerikas
Staters hanAmerikas Forenta
Forenta Staters
luftfartyg registrerat
registrerat av
eller
civilt luftfartyg
delsdepartement. Giltighetstiden
Giltighetstiden f6r
fOr i
forut omnamnda
omnamnda
i detta
detta stycke
stycke fdrut
delsdepartement.
certifikat skall, i
anew det
sarama stycke
stycke lamnade
lamnade medgivandet,
medgivandet,
det iisamma
certifikat
i vad angAr
innefatta
varje fOrnyelse
fornyelse av certifikat, som
innefatta varje
som efter det foraren anliint
anlant
till Amerikas
Amerikas FOrenta
fastlandsomratie, verkstalles
verkstalles av
av
till
F6renta Staters
Staters fastlandsomrAde,
vederborande myndighet
fOrarens hemland.
hemland. Tngen,
vilken f6reforeIngen, a5. vilken
myndighet i
i forarens
vederborande
varande bestiimmelse
bestammelse ager
tillarapning, skall
skall tillatas
tillatas f6ra
fora civilt
civilt
ager tillaimpning,
varande
luftfartyg inom
Amerikas FOrenta
fastlandsomrade, med
luftfartyg
inom Amerikas
Forenta Staters fastlandsomrAde,
undantag av
av Alaska,
kommersiellt
for icke industriellt
industriellt eller
eller icke kommersiellt
undantag
Alaska, for
manader fran
anlant
andamal under en period av mer
raer an sex manader
frau det han anlant
till
FOrenta Staters
Staters fastlandsorarade,
savida han
han icke,
icke,
till Araerikas
Amerikas Forenta
fastlandsomrade, savida
fore
periods utgang,
av Amerikas
Amerikas Forenta
FOrenta Staters
Staters handelshandelsfore derma
denna periods
utg&ng, av
departement
erhaffit f6rarcertifikat
forarcertifikat iiden ordning, som
departement erhallit
som ar
ar foreskriven
foreskriven
i
i detta avtal.
innehar
b) Amerikansk
Amerikansk medborgare,
b)
medborgare, som inn
char giltigt forarcertifikat,
forarcertifikat,
utfardat av
av Amerikas
Staters handelsdepartement,
utfardat
Amerikas Forenta
FOrenta Staters
handelsdepartement, skall
tillatas
Sverige, under
period joke
overstigiode sex
sex
tillatas att,
att, mom
inom Sverige,
under on
en period
icke overstigande
manader
anlant till
Sverige, for
for icke
icke industriellt
industriellt eller
eller
manader fran
fran det
det han
han anlant
till Sverige,
icke kommersiellt
koramersiellt andamal,
andamal, fora
fira civilt luftfartyg,
luftfartyg, registrerat
registrerat av
handelsdepartement eller civilt luftfartyg
Amerikas Forenta
FOrenta Staters handelsdepartement
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September
and 9,
and
September 88
Arrangement between
and Sweden for the
States of America and
1933.
United States
between the United
1933.
Arrangement
imported airreciprocal recognition
airworthiness for imported
air-.
certificates of airworthiness
of certificates
recognition of
reciprocal
signed September 88and 9, 1933;
craft.
by exchange
exchange of notes, signed
Effected by
craft. Effected
effective
October 9, 1933.
effective October

Charged'Affaires ad interim
The Secretary
Secretary of
to the
Swedish Chargé
interim
the Swedish
(Hull) to
State (Hull)
of State
The
(Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis)
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
OF S
TATE,
DEPARTMENT OF

Washington. September
8, 1933.
1933.
September 8,
Washington.
S
IR:
SIm:
Arrangement with
he retitpSweden for the
recipto the negotiations
Reference
made to
negotiations which have taken place be- swedengo
is made
Reference is
r
tilleat
ocal
reco of
of tionof
aiworthand the Gov- rtifcatres
tween the
the Government
Government of
of the
States of
of America
America and
airworthiUnited States
the United
tween
for imported airnSfor imported airarrangement ness
a reciprocal
ernment of
of Sweden
for the conclusion
conclusion of a
reciprocal arrangement
craft.
Sweden for
ernment
between the
the United
United States
and Sweden
Sweden providing
providing for the
America and
of America
States of
between
for
airworthiness
of
acceptance
by
the
one
country
of
certificates
of
airworthiness
certificates
of
country
one
the
by
acceptance
merchandise.
aircraft
exported
from
the
other
country
as
merchandise.
as
country
other
the
from
aircraft exported
It
is my
my understanding
understanding that
that it
it has
been agreed
the course of
in the
agreed in
has been
It is
the
negotiations,
now
terminated,
that
this
arrangement
shall be
be as
as
shall
arrangement
this
that
terminated,
now
the negotiations,
gni

follows:
follows:
Arrangement between
between the
the United
States of
America and Sweden
Sweden
of America
United States
Arrangement
concerning the
the acceptance
acceptance by
by the one country
country of certificates of
concerning
as
airworthiness for
for aircraft
exported from
the other
country as
other country
from the
aircraft exported
airworthiness
merchandise.
merchandise.
ARTICLE
1
ARTICLE 1
The
present arrangement
constructed in
applies to civil aircraft constructed
arrangement applies
The present
and exAlaska,
of
continental
United
States
of
exclusive
America,
of
States
United
continental
ported
Sweden; and
and to
to civil
and
constructed in Sweden and
civil aircraft constructed
to Sweden;
ported to
exported to
to continental
States of
of America,
America, exclusive of
United States
continental United
exported
Alaska.
2
ARTICLE 2
ARTICLE
The same
same validity
shall be
conferred on
certificates of airworthiness
airworthiness
on certificates
be conferred
validity shall
The
issued
by the
authorities of
the Government
Government of
the United
United
of the
of the
competent authorities
the competent
issued by
States
in
respect
of
aircraft
subsequently
registered
in
Sweden
if
as if
Sweden
in
registered
subsequently
States in respect of aircraft
they had
issued under
under the
regulations in
force on the subject
in force
the regulations
been issued
had been
they
in
Sweden provided
that in
case a
airworthiness for
of airworthiness
certificate of
a certificate
each case
in each
provided that
in Sweden
export has
has also
United States
respect
authorities in respect
States authorities
the United
by the
issued by
been issued
also been
export
of the
the individual
provided that
that certificates
certificates of
airworthiof airworthiand provided
aircraft, and
individual aircraft,
of
ness issued
issued by
by the
the competent
competent authorities
Sweden in respect of
of Sweden
authorities of
ness
aircraft
registered in the United
America are
United States of America
subsequently registered
aircraft subsequently
similarly
the same
if they had been
been issued under the
as if
validity as
same validity
given the
similarly given
regulations
force on
on the
the subject
subject in the United States.
in force
regulations in

Applicability.

Validity
cates.

of

certifi-
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meets with
the approval
of the
agreeGovernment. There is agreeSwedish Government.
the Swedish
approval of
with the
meets
ment to
to the
the effect
the arrangement
shall become
become effective on
arrangement shall
that the
effect that
ment
October
9, 1933.
1933.
October 9,
I have the
With renewed
my highest
consideration, I
highest consideration,
of my
assurances of
renewed assurances
With
honour
Sir,
remain, Sir,
to remain,
honour to
Your most
obedient servant,
servant,
most obedient
Your
JOHAN
BEcK-FRIIS
JOHAN BECK-FRIIS

THE
HONOURABLE
THE HONOURABLE
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,

Secretary
State,
of State,
Secretary of
etc.
etc.
etc. etc.
etc. etc.

interim
ad interim
The
Secretary of
of State
to the
the Swedish
Swedish Charge
Charge d'Affaires ad
(Hul) to
State (Hull)
The Secretary
(Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis)
DEPARTMENT or
OF STATE,
DEPARTMENT

193S.
Washington, September
September 9,
9, 1933.
Washington,
SIR:
Acceptance
the
United
States.
by the
e by
AUcepts

the honor
communication of
acknowledge receipt of your communication
to acknowledge
honor to
have the
I have
September
1933, and
and to
to state
state that
that the text given therein of the
8, 1933,
September 8,
arrangement between
the United
United States
States of America and Sweden, probetween the
arrangement
viding
for
the
issuance
by
the
one
country of licenses to nationals of
viding for the issuance by the one country
the
other
country
authorizing
them
to pilot
pilot civil aircraft, meets with
the other country authorizing them to
the
approval
of
the
Government
of
the
United States. There is
United
the
of
the approval of the Government
shall become effective
agreement
to
the
effect
that
the
arrangement
effective
arrangement
the
that
agreement to the effect
on
October
1933.
9,
on October
Accept,
the renewed
assurances of my high consideration.
consideration.
renewed assurances
Sir, the
Accept, Sir,
I

CORDELL HULL
CORDELL

BARON JOHAN BECK-FRIIS,
Chargé d'Affaires
interim of Sweden.
ad interim
d'Affaires ad
Charge

BARON JOHAN BECK-Fails,

[No. 48]
48]
[No.
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ARTIKEL
2.
ARTIKEL 2.
Samma
tillerkannas luftvardighetsbevis,
luftviirdighetsbevis, utfardat
utfArdat av
av
giltighet skall tillerkannas
Samma giltighet
vederbarande statsmyndighet
statsmyndighet i
Amerikas Forenta
Forenta Stater med avseende
ayseende
i Amerikas
vederborande
A
sedermera registreras
registreras iiSverige, som om det hade
&luftfartyg, vilket sedermera
i kraft varande
utfardats
enlighet med
riled iiforevarande
forevarande hanseende
himseende i
i enlighet
utfardats i
fall ett luftvarje
i
att
bestammelser
i
Sverige,
under
forutsattning
i
forutsiittning
i
bestammelser
myndighet med
vardighetsbevis
utfardats av amerikansk
amerikansk myndighet
for export utfardats
vardighetsbevis for
forutsattning att
ayseende a
det sarskilda luftfartyget
luftfartyget samt
sanat under
under forutsattning
a det
avseende
i Sverige
luftvardighetsbevis,
utfardat av vederborande
myndighet i
vederborande myndighet
luftvardighetsbevis, utfardat
i Amerikas
registreras i
reed ayseende
Amerikas
sedermera registreras
a luftfartyg,
luftfartyg, som sedermera
avseende A
med
Forenta Stater,
hade
tillerkannes samma giltighet som om det hade
Stater, tillerkannes
Forenta
utfardats ii enlighet
fOrevarande hanseende
hanseende iikraft varande
varande
i forevarande
med i
enlighet med
utfardats
bestammelser
Forenta Staterna.
bestammelser iiForenta
ARTIKEL 3.
3.
ARTIKEL

inbegripet
Forevarande
avtal omfattar
omfattar civila luftfartyg
luftfartyg av alla slag, inbegripet
Forevarande avtal
sadana som
som anvandas
yrkesmassig trafik och sAdana
anvandas
sadana som anvandas
anvandas for yrkesmaissig
sadana
reservdelar till
luftfartygsraotorer och reservdelar
andamAl samt luftfartygsmotorer
for privata andamal
luftfartyg och motorer.
luftfartyg
4.
ARTIKEL
ARTIKEL 4.
Detta
avtal kan
kan frantradas
frAntradas av
endera regeringen
uppsagning
regeringen genom uppsagning
av endera
Detta avtal
sextio
dagar i
hos den
den andra
emellertid
regeringen. Om emellertid
andra regeringen.
i forvag
forvag hos
sextio dagar
endera
regeringen skulle
genom blivande
lagstiftning forhindras
fOrhindras att ii
blivande lagstiftning
skulle genom
endera regeringen
full
det
detta avtal, skall det
i detta
bestammelserna i
tillampa bestammelserna,
omfattning tillampa
full omfattning
automatiskt upphora
upphOra att galla."
automatiskt
glad to
Your Excellency
whether the
inform me whether
Excellency inform
have Your
to have
be glad
shall be
II shall
text
of
the
arrangement
herein
set
forth
is
agreed
to
your Govby
agreed
as
is
forth
set
herein
text of the arrangement
that
ernment.
If
so,
it
is
suggested
it
understood
that
understood
be
should
it
that
suggested
is
it
so,
If
ernment.
October
the
arrangement
become
effective
on
October
9,
1933.
effective
become
will
arrangement
the
I have the
With renewed
renewed assurances
highest consideration,
consideration, I
assurances of my highest
With
honour to remain,
remain, Sir,
Your
obedient servant,
Your most obedient
J
OHAN BECK-Fans
BECK-FRIIS
JOHAN

HONOURABLE
THE
ONOURABLE
THE H
CORDELL
ULL,
HULL,
CORDELL H
Secretary
State,
of State,
Secretary of
etc. etc. etc.
The Swedish
(Beck-Friis) to the Secretary
Secretary
interim (Beck-Friis)
ad interim
Charge d'Affaires ad
Swedish Charge
The
of State (Hull)
SWEDEN,
LEGATION OF
OF S
WEDEN,
LEGATION

1983.
September 9, 1933.
D.C., September
Washington, D.C.,
S
IR:
SIR:
I
the honour
to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
of Your
receipt of
honour to
have the
I have
communication
and to
to state that
that the text given
1933, and
8, 1933,
September 8,
of September
communication of
of
therein of
of the
the arrangement
arrangement between
and the
the United
United States
States of
Sweden and
between Sweden
therein
America, providing
by the
one country
country of certificates
certificates
the one
acceptance by
the acceptance
for the
providing for
America,
86637°--34--pr22-34
----34
86637'-34-PT

Aeeceptance
sze
me
pt
an ce

by
by
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 33

Extent of arrangemEtent

ment.

.

This arrangement
arrangement will extend to civil aircraft
aircraft of all categories,
categories,
including those used for public transport
transport and those used for private
private
purposes, and to
aircraft engines
engines and
of aircraft
aircraft and
and
purposes,
to aircraft
and spare
spare parts
parts of
engines.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 44

Duration,

The present
present arrangement
terminated by either Government
The
arrangement may be terminated
Government

on sixty days'
days' notice given to the other Government.
Government. In the event,
event,
however, that either Government
Government should
should be prevented by future
legislature from giving
giving full effect to the
action of its legislature
the provisions
provisions of this
arrangement it shall
shall automatically
automatically lapse.
arrangement

I
whether the text of
I shall be glad to have you inform me whether
of the
arrangement herein set forth is as agreed to by your Government.
arrangement
If so, it
it is suggested
should be understood
understood that
that the
arrangement
suggested that it should
the arrangement
become effective
effective on October
October 9,
9, 1933.
1933.
will become
renewed assurances of my high consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
consideration.
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
BARON J
BARON
OHAN BECK-PRIM,
JOHAN
BEcK-FRIIS,
Charge d'Affaires ad
Charg6
ad interim
interim of
of Sweden.
Sweden.

The
interim (Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis) to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
The Swedish
Swedish Charge
Charg6 d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
of
of State
State (Hull)
(Hull)

LEGATION OF
LEGATION
SWEDEN,
OF SWEDEN,

Washington,
Washington, D.C., September 8, 1933.
1983.

S
IR:
SIR:
Reference
Reference is made
made to the negotiations
negotiations which
which have
have taken
taken place
place
between the Government
Government of Sweden
Government of
of the
the United
United
Sweden and
and the
the Government
States of America
America for
for the
conclusion of
of a
a reciprocal
reciprocal arrangement
the conclusion
arrangement

between
America providing
between Sweden and the United
United States of America
providing for the
the
acceptance by the one country
country of certificates
acceptance
of airworthiness
airworthiness for
certificates of
for
aircraft exported
exported from the other country
country as
merchandise.
as merchandise.
It
It is my understanding
understanding that it
it has been agreed
the course
of the
the
agreed in
in the
course of
negotiations, now terminated,
that this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall be
be as
as
terminated, that
follows:
follows:
"Avtal
"Avtal mellan Sverige
Sverige och Amerikas
Amerikas F6renta
Forenta Stater angaende
angaende
godkannande
luftvardighetsbevis for
for luftfartyg,
god kannande iidet ena landet
landet av luftvardighetsbevis
luftfartyg,
exporterade
exporterade fran det andra landet sAsom
sasom gods.
ARTITUFIL 1.
1.
ARTIKEL

Detta avtalhar
avtal har avseende
ayseende a
acivila luftfartyg,
luftfartyg, tillverkade
tillverkade inom AmeriAmerikas Forenta
Forenta Staters fastlandsomrAde,
fastlandsornrade, med undantag
nndantag av
av Alaska,
Alaska, och
och
exporterade till Sverige, samt a
It civila luftfartyg, tillverkade
tillverkade ii
Sverige och exporterade
exporterade till Amerikas
Amerikas Forenta
Staters fastland,
fastland, med
"tied
F6renta Staters
undantag
undantag av
Alaska.
av Alaska.
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air
America and Norway for air
Arrangement
United States
of America
States of
the United
between the
Arrangement between
navigation.
exchange ol
notes, signed October 16, 1933;
oJ notes,
by exchange
Effected by
navigation. Effected
effective November
November 15, 1933.
effective

October
October 16,
16, 1933.
1933.

The
Secretary of
to the
the Norwegian
Norwegian Minister
Minister (Bachke)
(Hull) to
State (Hull)
of State
The Secretary
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE,
DEPARTMENT

Washington,
October 16, 1933.
1933.
Washington, October

S
IR:
SIR:
Reference
is made
to the
negotiations which
which have taken
taken place
the negotiations
made to
Reference is
between
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America
and the
and
America
of
States
United
the
of
between the Government

Reciprocal arrangefor
meRn
e
tlfth
14orwaay
nfo
e
;
with Norway
ment
operating, etc., aircraft.
operating, etc., aircraft.

reciprocal air navigaa reciprocal
Government of
Norway for the conclusion
conclusion of a
of Norway
Government
America
States
tion
arrangement
between
the
of
America
and Norway,
Norway,
United
the
between
tion arrangement
country
governing
the
operation
of
civil
aircraft
the
country
in the
one
of
aircraft
civil
of
operation
governing the
other
country.
other country.
It
is
been agreed in the course of
has been
it has
that it
understanding that
my understanding
It is my
the
negotiations,
now
terminated,
that
arrangement shall be
this arrangement
that
terminated,
now
the negotiations,
as follows:

Terms.
Terms.

ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLE

Pending the
conclusion of
of a
convention between
between the United
United States
a convention
the conclusion
Pending
of
America
and
Norway
on
the
subject
the operation
operation
navigation,
air
of
subject
the
of America and Norway on
of civil
civil aircraft
aircraft of
of the
the one
country shall be govthe other country
country in the
one country
of
erned
by the
following provisions.
the following
erned by

Tentative
provisions.
Tentative provisions.

2
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2

The present
shall apply
to the
the United
of
United States of
apply to
arrangement shall
present arrangement
The
America
and Norway
Norway and
likewise territories
possessions over
over
and possessions
territories and
and likewise
America and
which
they respectively
jurisdiction, including
including territorial
exercise jurisdiction,
respectively exercise
which they
waters,
the exception
of the
Philippine Islands, Hawaiian
the Philippine
exception of
with the
waters, with
Islands and
Panama Canal
Canal Zone.
Zone.
the Panama
and the
Islands

Area affected.
affected.
Area

ARTICLE 3
3
ARTICLE

or the other Party to this
The term
term aircraft
aircraft with
with reference
reference to
to one
one or
The
arrangement
be understood
understood to
to mean
mean civil
civil aircraft,
aircraft, including
shall be
arrangement shall
regisstate
used exclusively
for commercial
duly regispurposes, duly
commercial purposes,
exclusively for
aircraft used
state aircraft
tered in
in the
territory of
of such
Party.
such Party.
the territory
tered

Aircraft
construed.
Aircraft construed.

4
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4
Each
of
the
parties
undertakes
to
grant
liberty of
of passage
Liberty of passage.
passage.
passage above Liberty
liberty
grant
to
Each of the parties undertakes
its
territory in
in time
of peace
peace to
to the
the aircraft
aircraft of the other party, protime of
its territory
vided
the conditions
conditions set
the present
arrangement are
present arrangement
in the
forth in
set forth
that the
vided that
observed.
observed.
t air
by
regarairrouteby
It is,
that the
and operation
of trat
Reg
ular
operation of
establishment and
the establishment
agreed that
however, agreed
is, however,
It
y.
om
r
r
regular air
air routes
by an
an air
air transport
of one
one of
of the parties
parties
company of
transport company
routes by
regular
within the
the territory
of the
the other
territory,
party or across the said territory,
other party
territory of
within
with or
without intermediary
intermediary landing,
landing, shall
be subject
subject to
to the
the prior
prior Consentrequired.
Consent required.
shall be
or without

with
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CERTIFICATES OF
of
from the
the other
other country
country as
exported from
aircraft exported
for aircraft
airworthiness for
of airworthiness
merchandise,
meets
with
the
approval
of
the
Swedish
Government.
Government.
Swedish
the
of
approval
the
with
merchandise, meets
There is
is agreement
effect that
that the
the arrangement
shall become
become
arrangement shall
the effect
to the
agreement to
There

effective on
on October
1933.
9, 1933.
October 9,
effective
With
renewed assurances
assurances of
consideration, II have the
highest consideration,
my highest
of my
With renewed
honour to
to remain,
remain, Sir,
honour
Your most
obedient servant,
most obedient
Your
J
OHAN BECK-FRIIS
BECK-FRITS
JOHAN
THE HONOURABLE
HONOURABLE
THE
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
CORDELL

State,
Secretary
Secretary of State,
etc. etc.
etc. etc.
etc.
etc.
interim
ad interim
The
Secretary of
of State
State (Hull)
(Hull) to
to the
the Swedish
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
Swedish Charge
The Secretary
(Beck-Friis)
(Beck-Friis)
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE,
OF STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Washington, September
September 9,
1933.
9, 1933.
Washington,
Sut:
SLi:
I
the honor
honor to
acknowledge receipt
receipt of
communication of
your communication
of your
to acknowledge
have the
I have
Acceptance by the
United.
September 8,
and to
state that the text given therein of the
to state
1933, and
8, 1933,
September
Sta.te.
United States.
arrangement
the United
of America
America and Sweden,
States of
United States
between the
arrangement between
providing
for the
the acceptance
certificates of
of
acceptance by the one country of certificates
providing for
from the other
airworthiness for
aircraft exported
exported from
other country
country as mermerfor aircraft
airworthiness
chandise, meets
with the
the approval
approval of the Government
Government of the United
United
meets with
chandise,
the arrangement
States.
There
is
agreement
to
the
effect
that
arrangement shall
that
States. There is agreement to the effect
become
effective on
on October
October 9, 1933.
become effective
Accept,
Sir,
the
renewed
assurances of
of my high consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
CORDELL
H ULL
CORDELL HULL

BECK-FRIIS,
BARON J
OHAN BECK-FRITS,
JOHAN
BARON
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad interim
of Sweden.
interim of
Charg6
[No. 49]
491
[No.
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and Norway for air
Arrangement
the United
States of
of America
America and
air
United States
between the
Arrangement between
navigation. Effected by
by exchange of notes, signed October 16, 1933;
navigation.
effective November
November 15, 1933.
effective

16,

1933.
October 16, 1933

Minister (Bachke)
The Secretary
Norwegian Minister
(Hull) to the Norwegian
of State (Hull)
Secretary of
The
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE,
OF STATE,
DEPARTMENT

1933.
Washington, October
October 16, 1933.
Washington,
S
IR:
SIR:
Reference
is made
made to
have taken place
negotiations which have
to the negotiations
Reference is
America
of
between
the
Government
of
the
United
States
America and the
between the Government
air navigaa
reciprocal
of
Government
of
Norway
for
conclusion
a
reciprocal
conclusion
the
Government of Norway for
and
tion
arrangement
between
the
United
States
America
Norway,
America
of
States
tion arrangement between the United
one
the
governing
the
operation
of
civil
aircraft
one
country
in the
of
governing the operation of civil
country.
other country.
It
is my
agreed in the course of
been agreed
it has been
that it
understanding that
my understanding
It is
arrangement
this
that
the
arrangement shall be
negotiations, now terminated,
the negotiations,
as follows:
1
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1
Pending
the conclusion
the United States
between the
convention between
of a
a convention
conclusion of
Pending the
of
and Norway
the subject
operation
navigation, the operation
of air
air navigation,
subject of
on the
Norway on
America and
of America
be govshall
country
of
civil
aircraft
of
the
country
other
country
the
in
country
one
the
of
aircraft
of civil
erned
erned by the following provisions.

Reciprocal arrangearrangeReciprocal
ment
for
Norway for
ment with Norway
operating,
etc., aircraft.
aircraft.
operating, etc.,

Terms.

Tentative provisions.
provisions.
Tentative

ARTICLE
2
ARTICLE 2
The
present arrangement
shall apply
States of
apply to the United States
arrangement shall
The present
America and
likewise territories
over
territories and possessions over
and likewise
Norway and
and Norway
America
which they
they respectively
respectively exercise
exercise jurisdiction,
territorial
including territorial
jurisdiction, including
which
waters, with
with the
the exception
exception of
Philippine Islands,
Hawaiian
Islands, Hawaiian
the Philippine
of the
waters,
Islands and
and the
the Panama
Zone.
Panama Canal Zone.
Islands

affected.
Area affected.

ARTICLE 33
ARTICLE
The
aircraft with
with reference
reference to
one or
or the
the other Party to this
to one
term aircraft
The term
including
arrangement shall
understood to mean
aircraft, including
mean civil aircraft,
be understood
shall be
arrangement
state aircraft
used exclusively
for commercial
regispurposes, duly regiscommercial purposes,
exclusively for
aircraft used
state
tered
in the
the territory
such Party.
of such
territory of
tered in

Aircraft construed.
construed.

4
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4

Each of
parties undertakes
undertakes to
to grant
grant liberty
of passage
passage above
above
liberty of
the parties
of the
Each

its territory
of peace
the aircraft
aircraft of the other
other party, proto the
peace to
time of
in time
territory in
its
vided that
the conditions
conditions set
present arrangement
arrangement are
set forth in the present
that the
vided
observed.
observed.

It is,
is, however,
however, agreed
that the
the establishment
and operation
operation of
of
establishment and
agreed that
It
regular
air
routes
by
an
air
transport
company
of
one
of
the parties
parties
the
of
one
of
company
regular air routes by an air transport
within the
the territory
territory of
the other
other party
or across
said territory,
territory,
the said
across the
party or
of the
within
with
or without
subject to
the prior
prior
to the
be subject
shall be
landing, shall
intermediary landing,
without intermediary
with or

Liberty
Liberty of passage.
passage.

Regulatrair routes by
Regularaircrouteby
1"

c"rillanY.

Consent required.
required.
Consent
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consent
of the
the other
other party
given on
the principle
of reciprocity
reciprocity and
and
principle of
on the
party given
consent of
at
the request
party whose
nationality the
air transport
transport comcomthe air
whose nationality
the party
of the
request of
at the
pany
possesses.
pany possesses.
Each party
to this
this arrangement
agrees that
its consent
consent for
for operaoperathat its
arrangement agrees
party to
Each
tions over
over its
by air
of the
other party
party
the other
companies of
transport companies
air transport
its territory
territory by
tions
may not
not be
be refused
refused on
on unreasonable
or arbitrary
arbitrary grounds.
grounds. The
The conconunreasonable or
may
sent
be made
made subject
subject to
to special
regulations relating
relating to
aerial
to aerial
special regulations
may be
sent may
safety
order.
and public
public order.
safety and
The
parties to
agree that
the period
period in
in which
which
that the
arrangement agree
this arrangement
to this
The parties
pilots
may, while
holding valid
valid pilot
issued or
rendered valid
valid
or rendered
licenses issued
pilot licenses
while holding
pilots may,
by
either country,
registered aircraft
aircraft of
of that
that country
country in
in the
the
operate registered
country, operate
by either
other
country for
for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
be
shall be
purposes shall
non-commercial purposes
other country
limited
to a
not exceeding
exceeding six
six months
the time of entry
from the
months from
a period
period not
limited to
for
unless prior
prior to
the expiration
expiration of
of
to the
aircraft, unless
operating aircraft,
of operating
purpose of
for the
the purpose
this period
period the
pilots obtain
from the
the Government
Government of the country in
obtain from
the pilots
this
which
they are
operating, pilot
licenses authorizing
them to
to operate
operate
authorizing them
pilot licenses
are operating,
which they
aircraft for
for non-industrial
non-commercial purposes.
purposes.
or non-commercial
non-industrial or
aircraft
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 55

jurisdiction
over airairJurisdiction over
craft.

The
of each
each of
Parties to
to this
arrangement, their
their crews
crews
this arrangement,
of the
the Parties
aircraft of
The aircraft
and passengers,
while within
the territory
of the
the other
other Party,
territory of
within the
shall, while
passengers, shall,
and
be
subject to
to the
legislation in
territory as well
well
in that territory
in force in
general legislation
the general
be subject
as
the regulations
force therein
therein relating
general, to
to
traffic in general,
air traffic
relating to air
in force
regulations in
as the
the
transport of
passengers and
safety and
order
and order
to public
public safety
and to
and goods
goods and
of passengers
the transport
in so
so far
far as
as these
these regulations
regulations apply
apply to
to all
aircraft, their
their crews
crews
foreign aircraft,
all foreign
in
and passengers.
passengers.
and
Each of
of the
arrangement shall
shall .
permit the
the import
import or
or
permit
to this
this arrangement
Parties to
the Parties
Each
imported or exported
export of
all merchandise
merchandise which
may be legally
exported
legally imported
which may
of all
export
and also
also the
the carriage
of passengers,
passengers, subject
subject to
to any
any customs,
immigra.,customs, immigracarriage of
and
tion
and quarantine
from their
their respective
respective territernor from
into or
restrictions, into
quarantine restrictions
tion and
tories
in the
of the
other Party,
and such
such aircraft, their
Party, and
the other
aircraft of
the aircraft
tories in
passengers
cargoes, shall
shall enjoy
same privileges
as and shall
privileges as
the same
enjoy the
and cargoes,
passengers and
not
be subjected
to any
any other
other or
or higher
higher duties
duties or
than those
those
charges than
or charges
subjected to
not be
which
aircraft of
country imposing
such duties
charges,
duties or charges,
imposing such
the country
of the
the aircraft
which the
engaged in
and their
their cargoes
cargoes and
passengers,
and passengers,
commerce, and
in international
international commerce,
engaged
or the
aircraft of
of any
any foreign
country likewise
likewise engaged,
engaged, and their
foreign country
the aircraft
or
cargoes and
and passengers,
enjoy or
subjected to.
to.
are subjected
or are
passengers, enjoy
cargoes
Each
of the
the parties
parties to
to this
this arrangement
reserve to its own
own
arrangement may reserve
Each of
aircraft
air commerce
commerce as
as defined
paragraph of this article.
last paragraph
defined in the last
aircraft air
Nevertheless
the aircraft
aircraft of
of each
each party
proceed from any
party may proceed
Nevertheless the
entitled
aerodrome
in the
territory of the
are entitled
other party
party which they are
the other
the territory
aerodrome in
to use
any other
other such
such aerodrome
aerodrome either
either for the
purpose of landing
landing
the purpose
to any
to
use to
board
the whole
whole or
their cargoes
cargoes or passengers
passengers or of
of taking
taking on board
or part
part of
of their
the
the whole
whole or
of their
passengers, provided
provided that such
such
cargoes or passengers,
part of
their cargoes
or part
the
through bills of lading, and such passengers
cargoes
cargoes are covered
covered by through
respectively.for aajourney
through tickets, issued
journey whose starting
hold through
issued respectively
place and
and destination
are not
between which
which air comnot both
both points
points between
destination are
place
merce has
has been
duly so
reserved, and such aircraft, while proceeding
proceeding
so reserved,
been duly
merce
as
to another,
aerodrome to
another, shall, notwithstanding
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, from
from one
one aerodrome
that
aerodromes are points between
between which air commerce
commerce
such aerodromes
that both such
has been
been duly
reserved, enjoy
all the
the privileges
of this
this arrangement.
arrangement.
enjoy all
privileges of
has
duly reserved,
'air commerce'
commerce" as used in the
the preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph
term "air
The term
with respect
shall,
respect to the Parties to this arrangement,
arrangement, be understood
understood
shall, with
mean:-(a) navigation
navigation of aircraft
to mean:—(a)
aircraft in territory
territory of either Party in
(b) navigation
a business;
business; (b)
furtherance of a
furtherance
navigation of aircraft
aircraft from one place
in
Party to another place in that territory
territory in the
either Party
territory of
of either
in territory
conduct of
of a
a business;
transport of persons or
or
(c) the
the commercial
commercial transport
business; (a)
conduct
territory of either
goods
between any two points in the territory
either Party.
goods between
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6
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6
Each of
the Parties
to this
this arrangement
arrangement reserves
reserves the right to forbid
Parties to
of the
Each
hereafter
ffights
areas of
are or may hereafter
which are
territory which
its territory
of its
certain areas
over certain
flights over
be designated
designated as
prohibited areas.
as prohibited
be
Each of
of the
Parties reserves
exceptional circumunder exceptional
right under
the right
reserves the
the Parties
Each
temporarily to
stances in
in time
with immediate
immediate effect
effect temporarily
and with
peace and
of peace
time of
stances
limit or
prohibit air
territory on condition
condition that in
its territory
above its
traffic above
air traffic
or prohibit
limit
aircraft of the other
this
no distinction
the aircraft
other
between the
made between
is made
distinction is
respect no
this respect
foreign country.
Party and
the aircraft
aircraft of
any foreign
of any
and the
Party

Restricted areas.
areas.
Restricted

7
ARTICLE 7
ARTICLE

shall, as soon
Any aircraft
which finds
finds itself
itself over
area shall,
prohibited area
a prohibited
over a
aircraft which
Any
in the
prescribed
distress
of
as
it
is
aware
of
the
fact,
give
the
signal
of
prescribed
signal
the
give
fact,
the
of
aware
as it is
Rules of
Air in
force in
territory flown
over and
and shall
shall land as
flown over
the territory
in the
in force
the Air
of the
Rules
soon as
as possible
at an
situated in such territory outside of
of
aerodrome situated
an aerodrome
possible at
soon
such prohibited
but as
as near
near as
to such
prohibited area.
area.
possible to
as possible
but

overprohibteAircrft
Aircraft
d areas. over prohib-

ARTICLE
8
ARTICLE 8
Identification.

nationality and
and visible nationality
All
aircraft shall
carry clear
and registra- Identiication.
clear and
shall carry
All aircraft
In addiflight.
during
tion
marks
whereby
they
may
be
recognized
during
flight.
In
recognized
be
may
they
whereby
tion marks
tion, they
must bear
address of
of the
owner.
the owner.
and address
name and
the name
bear the
they must
tion,
registration and of
of registration
All aircraft
shall be
be provided
provided with
certificates of
with certificates
aircraft shall
All
airworthiness and
and with
with all
other documents
documents prescribed for air
the other
all the
airworthiness
traffic
in the
the territory
territory in
they are
registered.
are registered.
which they
in which
traffic in
aircraft, duties
The
crew who
an aircraft,
duties for
for
in an
perform, in
who perform,
the crew
of the
members of
The members
such airwhich
which
a
special
permit
is
required
in
the
territory
in
in
territory
the
in
required
is
which a special permit
craft is
is registered,
registered, shall
all documents
documents and in parwith all
provided with
be provided
shall be
craft
by the regulaprescribed
ticular
with
the
certificates
and
licenses
prescribed
licenses
and
certificates
ticular with the
tions
in such
such territory.
territory.
force in
in force
tions in
The other
other members
crew shall
documents showing their
carry documents
shall carry
the crew
of the
members of
The
and nationality.
duties in
in the
the aircraft,
identity and
profession, identity
their profession,
aircraft, their
duties
competency and
The certificates
certificates of
of airworthiness,
and
certificates of competency
airworthiness, certificates
The
this arrangelicenses issued
issued or
or rendered
by one
one of
to this
Parties to
the Parties
of the
valid by
rendered valid
licenses
ment
respect of
an aircraft
aircraft registered
crew
registered in its territory or of the crew
of an
in respect
ment in
of
such aircraft
aircraft shall
shall have
have the
the same
validity in
territory of the
the territory
in the
same validity
of such
other
Party as
documents issued or rendered valid
corresponding documents
the corresponding
as the
other Party
by the
latter.
the latter.
by
Each of
Parties reserves
reserves the
the right
right for
for the
the purpose
purpose of flight
ffight
the Parties
of the
Each
recognize certificates
within its
refuse to
to recognize
certificates of comto refuse
territory to
own territory
its own
within
Party by the other
petency
and licenses
nationals of
that Party
of that
to nationals
issued to
licenses issued
petency and
Party.
Party.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 99
this arrangement
Aircraft
of either
of the
to this
arrangement may .carry
Parties to
the Parties
either of
Aircraft of
a license
other Party only if a
the other
wireless
apparatus in
in the
the territory
of the
territory of
wireless apparatus
to install
install and
work such
such apparatus
apparatus shall
have been
been issued
issued by
the comby the
shall have
and work
to
the aircraft
petent authorities
authorities of
the Party
in whose
whose territory
aircraft is
territory the
Party in
of the
petent
accordance
registered.
The
use
of
such
apparatus
shall
be
in
accordance
with
in
be
shall
apparatus
such
registered. The use of
of
authorities of
the
on the
issued by the competent
competent authorities
subject issued
the subject
regulations on
the regulations
the
territory
within
whose
air
space
the
aircraft
is
navigating.
navigating.
is
aircraft
the
space
air
the territory within whose
Such
be used
only by
members of the crew
crew as
such members
by such
used only
shall be
apparatus shall
Such apparatus
issued
are
provided
with
a
special
license
for
the
purpose
by the
purpose
the
for
license
are provided with a special
Government
of the
territory in
which the
aircraft is registered.
registered.
the aircraft
in which
the territory
Government of
The
Parties to
reserve respectively
respectively the right, for
arrangement reserve
this arrangement
to this
The Parties
reasons
of safety,
issue regulations
regulations relative
to the
obligatory equipthe obligatory
relative to
to issue
safety, to
reasons of
apparatus.
wireless
ment
of
aircraft
with
wireless
apparatus.
with
ment of aircraft

Radio regulations.

Radioregulations.
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ARTICLE
10
ARTICLE 10
No
arms
of
war,
explosives
of
war,
or munitions
munitions of
of war
war shall
shall be
be
No arms of war, explosives of war, or
. carried by aircraft
aircraft of either
either Party above the territory
the other
territory of the
other
crew or
permission of the comParty or by the crew
or passengers,
passengers, except by
by permission
petent
authorities of
territory within
air space
space the
aircraft
petent authorities
of the territory
within whose
whose air
the aircraft
is
is navigating.
navigating.
ARTICLE 11
ARTICLE
11

Transportation
of
munitions prohibited.

untions proh

Inspection.
Inspection.

Upon the departure
departure or landing of any aircraft
aircraft each
each Party may within
its own territory and
and through its competent
competent authorities search the
aircraft of the other
other Party and examine the certificates
other
certificates and other
documents prescribed.
prescribed.
ARTICLE 12
ARTICLE
12

Aerodromes, etc.
Aerodromes,
etc.

Aerodromes
Aerodromes open to public air traffic in the territory of one of the
arrangement shall in so far
Parties to this arrangement
fax as they
they are under the control
control
of the Party in whose territory
aircraft
territory they are situated be open to all aircraft
of the other Party, which shall also be entitled to the assistance
assistance of the
meteorological
meteorological services,
services, the wireless
wireless services,
services, the lighting services,
and the day and night signalling
signalling services, in so far as the several
several
classes
classes of services
services are under
under the control of the
the Party
Party in
in whose
whose territory
territory
respectively are rendered.
rendered. Any scale of charges made, namely,
namely,
they respectively
landing, accommodation
charge, with respect to the aircraft
aircraft
accommodation or other charge,
of each Party
Party in the territory
territory of the other Party,
Party, shall in so
so far as
such charges are under
under the control of the Party in whose territory
territory
aircraft of both Parties.
they are made be the same for the aircraft
ARTICLE 13
ARTICLE
13

Landings,
Landings, etc.

All aircraft
aircraft entering
entering or leaving the territory of either of the Parties
Parties
to this arrangement
depart from an
aerodrome open
arrangement shall land at or depart
an aerodrome
open
to public air traffic and classed as aacustoms aerodrome
aerodrome at which facilities exist for enforcement
immigration regulations and clearance
clearance of
of
enforcement of immigration
aircraft, and no intermediary
intermediary landing shall be effected between
between the
and the aerodrome. In special cases the competent
frontier and,
competent authorities may allow aircraft
aircraft to land at or depart
depart from other
other aerodromes,
aerodromes,
at which customs, immigration
immigration and clearance facilities
facilities have been
arranged. The prohibition of any intermediary
intermediary landing applies
applies also
also
in such cases.
In the event of a
a forced landing
landing outside the aerodromes, referred to
in the first paragraph
paragraph of this article, the pilot of the aircraft, its crew
crew
and the passengers shall conform
conform to the customs and immigration
immigration
regulations in force in the territory in which the landing
landing has
has been
been
made.
Aircraft
arrangement are accorded
accorded the
the right
right
Aircraft of each Party to this
this arrangement
to enter the territory
territory of the other Party subject to compliance
compliance with
quarantine regulations
regulations in force therein.
The Parties to this arrangement
arrangement shall exchange
exchange lists of
of the aerodromes in their territories designated
designated by them as ports of entry
entry and
departure.
ARTICLE
14
ARTICLE 14

Flight
restrictions.
Flight restrictions.

Each
of the
Parties to
this arrangement
Each of
the Parties
to this
arrangement reserves
reserves the
the right
right to require
require
that all aircraft crossing the frontiers
frontiers of its territory shall do so between certain points. Subject to the notification
notification of any such requirerequirements by one Party to the other Party, and to the right to prohibit
prohibit
air traffic over certain
certain areas as stipulated in Article 6, the frontiers of
the territories
territories of the Parties to this arrangement
arrangement may be
be crossed
crossed at
at
any point.
ARTICT.P
15
ARTICLE 15

Ballast.
Balast.

As
As ballast,
ballast, only
only fine
fine sand or water may be dropped
dropped from
from an
naircraft.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 16
No article
or substance,
may be unloaded
unloaded or
substance, other than ballast, may
article or
No
unless special permission
otherwise
the course
of flight unless
permission
course of
in the
discharged in
otherwise discharged
for such
such purpose
purpose shall
have been
been given by the authorities
authorities of the
shall have
for
territory in
in which
unloading or discharge
discharge takes
takes place.
such unloading
which such
territory

Permit to unload.
Permittounload.

ARTICLE 17
17
ARTICLE
Whenever questions
nationality arise
arise in
carrying out the present
present
in carrying
of nationality
questions of
Whenever

criNationality
N
if :tionality of
of airairto
deemed
be
shall
arrangement,
it is
agreed that
that every
to
•
aircraft
every aircraft
is agreed
arrangement, it
possess
of the
the Party
in whose
it is duly
whose territory it
Party in
nationality of
the nationality
possess the
registered.
registered.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18
of regularegula•
Exchange
The
Parties
to
this
arrangement
communicate to each other
other tioE
ns
xchange of
shall communicate
The Parties to this arrangement shall
terrirespective
the
regulations
relative
to
air
traffic
in
force
in
their
respective
terri•
their
in
force
in
traffic
air
to
relative
regulations
the
tories.
tories.
ARTICLE 19
ARTICLE
Duration.
The
present arrangement
either Duration.
termination by either
subject to termination
be subject
shall be
arrangement shall
The present
the
Party
upon
sixty
days'
notice
given
to
the
other
Party
or
the
by
or
Party
other
the
to
given
notice
days'
Party upon sixty
enactment by
either Party
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith.
of legislation
Party of
by either
enactment

it is the undershall be
glad to
to have
you inform
inform me
me whether it
have you
be glad
II shall
standing
of
your
Government
that
the
arrangement
to in the
agreed
standing of your Government that the arrangement
suggested
is
it
so,
negotiations is
is as
herein set
forth. If
it
suggested that the
set forth.
as herein
negotiations
1933.
15,
arrangement
become effective
effective on
November
1933.
on November
arrangement become
Accept,
the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
my highest
consideration.
highest consideration.
of my
Sir, the
Accept, Sir,
[SEAL]
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
[SEAL]

Effective
date.
Effectivedate.

M R. HALVARD
H.BACHKE,
BACHKE,
HALVARD H.
MR.
Minister
of Norway.
Norway.
Minister of

The Norwegian
Norwegian 11'linister
(Bachke) to the
State (Hull)
of State
Secretary of
the Secretary
Mlinister (Bachke)
TVie
ROYAL
LEGATION,
NORWEGIAN LEGATION,
ROYAL NORWEGIAN
Washington,
October 16, 1933.
Washington, D.C., October
S
IR:
SIR:
I
have the
the honor
the receipt
receipt of
of the
the note
October
note of October
acknowledge the
to acknowledge
honor to
I have
text of
the
10,
1933
in
which
Your
Excellency
communicated
to
me
communicated
Excellency
Your
16, 1933 in which
and
Norway
the
reciprocal
air
navigation
arrangement
between
Norway
the
between
arrangement
navigation
the reciprocal air
of
United
States
of
America,
governing
the
operation
civil
civil
aircraft
of
of
operation
the
governing
United States of America,
the
one
country
in
the
other
country,
as
understood
by
Your
ExcelYour
by
understood
as
country,
other
the one country in the

lency to
to have
have been
agreed to
the negotiations,
terminated,
negotiations, now terminated,
during the
to during
been agreed
lency
between
the
two
countries.
countries.
between the two
The
text communicated
communicated to
by Your
Your Excellency
reproduced
is reproduced
Excellency is
me by
to me
The text
below:
below:
ARTICLE
1
ARTICLE 1

Pending the
the conclusion
conclusion of
between Norway
and the
the
Norway and
convention between
of aa convention
Pending
United States
States of
on the
the subject
subject of
of air
navigation, the
operathe operaair navigation,
America on
of America
United
tion
one country
country in the other country shall be
the one
of the
aircraft of
civil aircraft
of civil
tion of
governed by
by the
the following
provisions.
following provisions.
governed

Acceptance by NorNor.

wa
A
ycceptance
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ARTICLE 2
2
ARTICLE
The
present arrangement
arrangement shall
shall apply
apply to
to Norway
and the
the United
United
Norway and
The present
States
of America
likewise territories
territories and
and possessions
possessions over
over which
which
and likewise
America and
States of
they
exercise jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, including
including territorial
territorial waters
waters,
respectively exercise
they respectively
with the
the exception
the Philippine
Hawaiian Islands and
of the
Philippine Islands, Hawaiian
exception of
with
the
Panama Canal
Canal Zone.
Zone.
the Panama
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 33
The
with reference
one or
this
other Party to this
or the
the other
to one
reference to
aircraft with
term aircraft
The term
arrangement
to mean
mean civil
civil aircraft,
aircraft, including
including
be understood
understood to
shall be
arrangement shall
state
used exclusively
for commercial
commercial purposes,
purposes, duly
duly regisregisexclusively for
aircraft used
state aircraft
tered in
territory of
Party.
of such
such Party.
in the
the territory
tered
ARTICLE 44
ARTICLE
Each of
the parties
parties undertakes
to grant
grant liberty
passage above
above its
its
liberty of
of passage
undertakes to
of the
Each
territory in
in time
to the
of the
the other
other party,
provided
party, provided
the aircraft
aircraft of
peace to
time of
of peace
territory
that the
in the
present arrangement
arrangement are
observed.
are observed.
the present
forth in
set forth
that
the conditions
conditions set
It is,
is, however,
agreed that
that the
the establishment
establishment and
and operation
operation of
of
however, agreed
It
regular
routes by
by an
company of
parties
of one of the parties
air transport
transport company
an air
air routes
regular air
within
territory of
of the
the other
territory,
or across
across the said territory,
other party
party or
the territory
within the
with or
or without
subject to
to the
prior
the prior
shall be
be subject
landing, shall
without intermediary
intermediary landing,
with
consent of
of the
other party
party given
given on
principle of
of reciprocity
and
reciprocity and
on the
the principle
the other
consent
at the
the request
request of
party whose
whose nationality
air transport
transport
the air
nationality the
of the
the party
at
company possesses.
company
Each party
party to
that its
its consent
consent for
for operaoperaagrees that
to this
this arrangement
arrangement agrees
Each
tions
transport companies
companies of the other party
territory by
by air
air transport
tions over
over its
its territory
may
arbitrary grounds. The conunreasonable or arbitrary
may not be refused
refused on unreasonable
regulations relating
sent
relating to aerial
may be made
made subject to special regulations
sent may
safety
public order.
order.
safety and public
The parties
this arrangement
agree that
that the
the period
period in
in which
which
to this
arrangement agree
The
parties to
pilots
while holding
holding valid
licenses issued
issued or
rendered valid
or rendered
valid pilot
pilot licenses
pilots may,
may, while
by either
operate registered
aircraft of that country
country in the
registered aircraft
either country,
country, operate
by
other country
country for
for non-industrial
or non-commercial
purposes shall
shall be
be
non-commercial purposes
non-industrial or
other
limited
period not
not exceeding
exceeding six
the time
time of
of entry
entry
six months
months from
from the
a period
limited to
to a
for the
the purpose
operating aircraft,
aircraft, unless prior
expiration of
the expiration
prior to the
of operating
for
purpose of
this
pilots obtain
from the
the Government
Government of
of the
the country
in
country in
the pilots
obtain from
this period
period the
which they
they are
operating, pilot
pilot licenses
authorizing them
them to
to operate
operate
are operating,
licenses authorizing
which
aircraft for
for non-industrial
non-commercial purposes.
or non-commercial
non-industrial or
aircraft

ARTICLE 55
ARTICLE
The
each of
of the
the parties
parties to
to this
this arrangement,
their crews
crews
The aircraft
aircraft of
of each
arrangement, their
and
passengers, shall,
shall, while
while within
the territory
of the
the other
other party,
party,
and passengers,
within the
territory of
be
subject to
general legislation
legislation in
in force
in that
that territory
as well
well
territory as
force in
be subject
to the
the general
as
the regulations
in force
therein relating
to air
air traffic
traffic in
general, to
to
in general,
relating to
force therein
as the
regulations in
the
transport of
of passengers
passengers and
and goods
and to
to public
public safety
and order
order
safety and
goods and
the transport
in so
so far
as these
apply to
to all
foreign aircraft,
aircraft, their
their crews
crews
in
far as
these regulations
regulations apply
all foreign
and
and passengers.
passengers.
arrangement shall permit the import
Each of the parties to this arrangement
import or
export
all merchandise
merchandise which
be legally
imported or
or exported
exported
export of
of all
which may
may be
legally imported
and
also the
the carriage
carriage of
passengers, subject
subject to
to any
any customs,
customs, immigraimmigraand also
of passengers,
tion
restrictions, into or
or from
from their respective
respective territion and
and quarantine
quarantine restrictions,
tories
aircraft of
aircraft, their pasof the other
other party,
party, and such aircraft,
tories in
in the aircraft
sengers and
and cargoes,
shall enjoy the
the same
sengers
cargoes, shall
same privileges
privileges as and shall
shall not
not
be
to any
or higher
or charges
charges than
than those
those which
which
be subjected
subjected to
any other
other or
higher duties
duties or
the aircraft
aircraft of
of the
country imposing
imposing such
duties or
or charges,
charges, engaged
engaged
the
the country
such duties
in
in international
international commerce,
commerce, and
cargoes and passengers,
passengers, or the
and their cargoes
aircraft of any foreign
foreign country likewise
likewise engaged, and their cargoes
cargoes
and
enjoy or
or are
to.
and passengers,
passengers, enjoy
are subjected
subjected to.
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Each of
arrangement may reserve to its own airto this
this arrangement
of the
the parties to
Each
paragraph of this article.
craft air
commerce as defined
defined in the last paragraph
air commerce
craft
Nevertheless the aircraft
aircraft of each party may proceed
proceed from any aeroNevertheless
drome in the territory
party which they are entitled to
of the other party
territory of
drome
aerodrome either for the purpose of landing the
other such aerodrome
use to any other
cargoes or passengers
passengers or of taking on board the
their cargoes
of their
whole or part of
that such carprovided that
passengers, provided
or passengers,
cargoes or
their cargoes
or part of their
whole or
goes are
are covered
through bills of lading,
lading, and such passengers
passengers hold
by through
covered by
goes
through
tickets, issued
journey whose starting place
for aajourney
respectively for
issued respectively
through tickets,
and
between which
which air commerce has
and destination
destination are not both points between
been
while proceeding
aforeproceeding as aforereserved, and such aircraft, while
so reserved,
been duly so
said,
aerodrome to another,
another, shall, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that both
one aerodrome
said, from one
such
aerodromes are
commerce has been
are points between which air commerce
such aerodromes
duly
reserved, enjoy all the privileges of this arrangement.
duly reserved,
paragraph shall,
The
air commerce"
preceding paragraph
commerce" as used in the preceding
"air
term "
The term
with
respect to
to the
the parties
parties to
arrangement, be understood to
this arrangement,
to this
with respect
mean:—(a)
aircraft in territory of either
either party
party in furtherfurtherof aircraft
navigation of
mean:-(a) navigation
ance
business; (b) navigation
aircraft from one place in territory
of aircraft
navigation of
of aabusiness;
ance of
of
either party to another
conduct of aa
another place in that territory in the conduct
of either
business;
(c) the
transport of
of persons or goods between
commercial transport
the commercial
business; (c)
any two
two points in the
territory of either party.
the territory
any
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66
Each
of the
the Parties
to this arrangement
reserves the right to forbid
arrangement reserves
Parties to
Each of
flights over
certain areas of
hereafter
territory which are or may hereafter
its territory
of its
over certain
flights
be designated
prohibited areas.
as prohibited
designated as
be
Each of
the Parties
Parties reserves
reserves the right
exceptional circumunder exceptional
right under
of the
Each
to
stances in
in time
immediate effect temporarily
temporarily to
with immediate
peace and with
of peace
time of
stances
limit or
air traffic
above its territory
territory on condition that in this
traffic above
prohibit air
or prohibit
limit
respect no
no distinction
distinction is
made between
between the aircraft
aircraft of the other
other Party
is made
respect
and the
aircraft of
any foreign
foreign country.
of any
the aircraft
and
ARTICLE
7
ARTICLE 7
Any
finds itself
itself over
a prohibited
prohibited area shall, as soon
over a
which finds
aircraft which
Any aircraft
prescribed in the
as
is aware
aware of
of the fact, give the signal of distress prescribed
it is
as it
Rules of
the Air
Air in
the territory
flown over and shall land as
territory flown
in the
in force
force in
of the
Rules
soon
aerodrome situated in such territory outside of
as possible
possible at an aerodrome
soon as
but as
as near
as possible
possible to
to such
prohibited area.
such prohibited
near as
but
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 88
All
clear and
and visible
visible nationality
nationality and registration
registration
carry clear
shall carry
aircraft shall
All aircraft
marks
whereby they
they may
may be
be recognized
flight. In addition,
during flight.
recognized during
marks whereby
they must
the name
name and
and address
address of
owner.
the owner.
of the
bear the
must bear
they
All
aircraft shall
shall be
be provided
provided with
with certificates
certificates of registration
registration and of
All aircraft
airworthiness
with all
other documents
prescribed for air
documents prescribed
the other
all the
and with
airworthiness and
traffic in
in the
the territory
territory in
are registered.
registered.
which they are
in which
traffic
The
members of
who perform,
in an
an aircraft,
aircraft, duties
duties for
for
perform, in
crew who
of the
the crew
The members
which
territory in which such airrequired in the territory
special permit is required
a special
which a
craft
be provided
all documents
and in
in particudocuments and
with all
provided with
shall be
registered, shall
is registered,
craft is
lar
the certificates
certificates and
and licenses
prescribed by
the regulations
regulations in
by the
licenses prescribed
with the
lar with
force
in such
such territory.
territory.
force in
The
other members
members of
the crew
carry documents
showing their
their
documents showing
shall carry
crew shall
of the
The other
duties
the aircraft,
aircraft, their
their profession,
identity and nationality.
profession, identity
in the
duties in
The
certificates of
of airworthiness,
airworthiness, certificates
of competency
competency and
and
certificates of
The certificates
licenses
issued or
or rendered
rendered valid
valid by
parties to this arrangethe parties
one of the
by one
licenses issued
ment
in respect
of an
in its
or of the crew
territory or
its territory
registered in
aircraft registered
an aircraft
respect of
ment in
of
aircraft shall
the same
same validity
validity in
territory of
of the
the
in the
the territory
have the
shall have
such aircraft
of such
other
party
as
the
corresponding
documents
issued
rendered
valid
or
rendered
issued
documents
corresponding
the
as
party
other
by
the latter.
by the
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Each
the parties
reserves the
right for
the purpose
purpose of
of flight
flight
Each of
of the
parties reserves
the right
for the
within
of compewithin its
its own
own territory
territory to refuse
refuse to
to recognize
recognize certificates
certificates of
competency
and licenses
to nationals
of that
party by
the other
party.
tency and
licenses issued
issued to
nationals of
that party
by the
other party.
ARTICLE 9
ARTICLE
9
either of
of the
to this
this arrangement
arrangement may
may carry
carry
Aircraft of either
the parties
parties to
wireless apparatus
in the
of the
other party
party only
only if
if a
alicense
license
wireless
apparatus in
the territory
territory of
the other
to install
install and
and work
such apparatus
have been
issued by
to
work such
apparatus shall
shall have
been issued
by the
the
competent authorities
authorities of the party
party in
in whose
territory the
the aircraft
aircraft is
competent
whose territory
is
registered. The
shall be
be in
in accordance
with
registered.
The use
use of
of such
such apparatus
apparatus shall
accordance with
subject issued
issued by
competent authorities
authorities of
of
the regulations
regulations on
on the
the subject
by the
the competent
the territory
territory within
air space
space the
aircraft is
is navigating.
the
within whose
whose air
the aircraft
navigating.
Such apparatus
such members
of the
the crew
crew as
as
apparatus shall be
be used only
only by
by such
members of
provided with
with a
special license
license for
for the
purpose issued
issued by
by the
the
are provided
a special
the purpose
Government
of the
the territory
territory in
in which
which the
the aircraft
is registered.
Government of
aircraft is
registered.
The
parties to
to this
this arrangement
arrangement reserve
reserve respectively
respectively the
the right,
right, for
The parties
for
reasons of
of safety,
relative to
to the
equipreasons
safety, to
to issue
issue regulations
regulations relative
the obligatory
obligatory equipment of
with. wireless
ment
of aircraft
aircraft with
wireless apparatus.
apparatus.
ARTICLE 10
10
ARTICLE
No
of war,
war , or
or munitions
munitions of
of war
war shall
be
No arms of war, explosives
explosives of
shall be
carried
carried by
either party
above the
territory of
of the
by aircraft
aircraft of either
party above
the territory
the other
other
by the
crew or
except by
permission of
the
party or
or by
the crew
or passengers,
passengers, except
by permission
of the
competent
authorities of
whose air
air space
space the
the
competent authorities
of the
the territory
territory within
within whose
aircraft
navigating.
aircraft is
is navigating.
ARTICLE 11
ARTICLE
11
Upon
the departure
departure or
or landing
any aircraft
each party
party may
may
Upon the
landing of
of any
aircraft each
within
territory and
and through
through its
its competent
competent authorities
authorities search
search
within its own territory
the aircraft
the
aircraft of
the certificates
certificates and
and other
other
of the other
other party
party and
and examine
examine the
documents
documents prescribed.
prescribed.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12
12

Aerodromes
Aerodromes open
traffic in
territory of
of one
of the
the
open to
to public
public air
air traffic
in the
the territory
one of
parties to this arrangement
so far
far as
they are
are under
the control
control
arrangement shall
shall in
in so
as they
under the
of the party in whose territory
territory they are
open to
to all
all aircraft
aircraft
are situated be open
of the other party, which shall also
also be entitled to the assistance
of the
assistance of
the
meteorological services,
services, the wireless
wireless services,
services, the
the lighting
services, and
and
lighting services,
the day and night
night signalling
signalling services,
so far
far as
as the
the several
several classes
classes
services, in
in so
of services
services are
control of
of the
the party
party in
in whose
whose territory
territory they
they
are under the control
respectively
are rendered.
scale of
charges made,
made, namely,
landrespectively are
rendered. Any
Any scale
of charges
namely, landing, accommodation
ing,
accommodation or
or other
charge, with
with respect
respect to
to the
aircraft of
of
other charge,
the aircraft
each
party in
the territory
territory of
of the
so far
far as
such
each party
in the
the other
other party,
party, shall
shall in
in so
as such
ch
arges
are under the control
charges
party in
whose territory
territory they
they are
are
control of the party
in whose
made be the same
made
the aircraft
both parties.
same for the
aircraft of
of both
parties.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13
13

Al
All aircraft entering or leaving
leaving the
territory of
either of
of the
parties
the territory
of either
the parties
to this arrangement
arrangement shall land at or depart
depart from an aerodrome
aerodrome open
open
to public air traffic
traffic and
classed as
customs aerodrome
aerodrome at
at which
which
and classed
as a
a customs
facilities
immigration regulations
and clearclearfacilities exist for
for enforcement
enforcement of
of immigration
regulations and
ance of
of aircraft, and no
ance
intermediary landing
be effected
effected between
between
no intermediary
landing shall
shall be
and the
the aerodrome.
aerodrome. In
In special
the competent
the frontier and
special cases
cases the
competent
may-allow aircraft to land at or depart from other aeroauthorities may
aerodromes, at which customs,
customs, immi'
gration and
and clearance
clearance facilities
facilities have
have
immigration
arranged. The prohibition
been arranged.
prohibition of any intermediary
intermediary landing
landing applies
also
in such
such cases.
also in
cases.
In
a forced landing outside
outside the aerodromes,
In the event of a.
referred to
to
aerodromes, referred
in the first paragraph
paragraph of this article,
article, the
of the
the aircraft,
aircraft, its
its crew
crew
the pilot of
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and the
passengers shall conform
immigration
conform to the customs and immigration
the passengers
and
regulations in
force in
in the
territory in which the landing
landing has been
been
the territory
in force
regulations
made.
Aircraft
each party
arrangement are accorded
accorded the right
right to
party to this arrangement
of each
Aircraft of
enter the
territory of
party subject to compliance
compliance with
other party
of the other
the territory
enter
quarantine regulations
regulations in force therein.
quarantine
The parties
parties to
to this
this arrangement
shall exchange
exchange lists of the aeroarrangement shall
The
dromes in
in their
their territories
designated by them as ports of entry and
territories designated
dromes
departure.
ARTICLE
14
ARTICLE 14

reserves the right to require
Each
of the
the parties
parties to
require
arrangement reserves
to this arrangement
Each of
that
all
aircraft
crossing
frontiers
of
its
territory shall do so bebethe
crossing
aircraft
all
that
tween certain
certain points.
points. Subject
notification of any such reSubject to the notification
tween
quirements by
party to the other
other party,
party, and to the right to
one party
by one
quirements
prohibit air
traffic over
areas as stipulated
stipulated in Article
Article 6, the
certain areas
over certain
air traffic
prohibit
may be
arrangement
frontiers
of
the
territories
of
the
parties
to
arrangement
this
parties
the
of
frontiers of the territories
crossed
crossed at any point.
15
ARTICLE 15
ARTICLE
As
ballast, only
only fine
dropped from an aircraft.
water may be dropped
or water
sand or
fine sand
As ballast,
ARTICLE
16
ARTICLE 16
No
substance, other
other than ballast,
ballast, may be unloaded
unloaded or
or substance,
article or
No article
permission
otherwise
discharged
in
the
course
of
flight
unless
special
permission
unless
flight
of
course
otherwise discharged in the
for such
such purpose
shall have
been given
authorities of the
the authorities
by the
given by
have been
purpose shall
for
territory m
in which
which such
such unloading
discharge takes place.
or discharge
unloading or
territory
ARTICLE 17
17
ARTICLE
Whenever
of nationality
carrying out the present
present
arise in carrying
nationality arise
questions of
Whenever questions
arrangement, it
it is
agreed that
that every
every aircraft
aircraft shall be deemed
deemed to
is agreed
arrangement,
possess the
of the
the party
whose territory
territory it is duly
in whose
party in
nationality of
the nationality
possess
registered.
registered.

18
ARTICLE 18

The
parties to
communicate to each
each other
other
shall .communicate
arrangement shall
this arrangement
to this
The parties
the
regulations
relative
to
air
traffic
in
force
their
respective
respective
in
force
in
traffic
air
to
relative
the regulations
territories.
ARTICLE
19
ARTICLE 19

either
The present
arrangement shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
termination by either
to termination
present arrangement
The
party upon
sixty days
days notice
given to
the other
party or
or by
the enactby the
other party
to the
notice given
upon sixty
party
ment by
by either
party of
legislation inconsistent
therewith.
inconsistent therewith.
of legislation
either party
ment
Iam glad to
Your Excellency
Excellency that
that the
foregoing text
what
is what
text is
the foregoing
assure Your
I am glad to assure
has
been
accepted
by
my
Government
in
the
course
of
the
negotiations
negotiations
the
of
has been accepted by my Government in the course

and is
is approved
approved by it.
and
In accordance
with the
the suggestion
suggestion of
is underit is
Excellency it
Your Excellency
of Your
accordance with
In
stood
that
the
arrangement
will
come
into
force
on
November
15, 1933.
November
stood that the arrangement will come into force on
Accept,
Sir,
the
renewed
assurances
of
my
highest
consideration.
consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

H..H.
H
H .BACHKE
BACHKE

HONORABLE CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
HONORABLE
Secretary of State,
Secretary
Washington,
D.C.
Washington, D.C.
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16, 1933.
1933.
October
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Arrangement
Arrangement between
the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
Norway relating
relating
between the
and Norway
to issue
of pilot
pilot licenses
operate civil
aircraft. Effected
Effected by
by exchange
exchange
to
issue of
licenses to
to operate
civil aircraft.
of
signed October
October 16,
16, 1933;
1933; effective
effective November
15, 1933.
1933.
of notes,
notes, signed
November 15,

The Secretary
Secretary of
State (Hull)
(Hull) to
to the
the Norwegian
Norwegian Minister
Minister (Bachke)
(Bach,ke)
The
of Sate
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Reciprocal arrangeReiProal
rsangement
with
Norway
merit
with Norway
providing
for issuance
providing
for
issuaner
of
pilot
licenses
to
operof pilotlienses to operate aircraft.
ateairraft.

Washington, October
1933.
Washington,
October 16,
16, 193.
SIR:
Sri:
Reference is
the negotiations
which have
have taken
taken place
place
Reference
is made
made to
to the
negotiations which
between the Government
of the United
States of
Government of
United States
of America
America and
and the
the
Government
reciprocal arrangeGovernment of Norway
Norway for the conclusion of a
a reciprocal
arrangement between
between the
United States
States of
of America
America and
ment
the United
and Norway
Norway providing
providing
for
the issuance
by the
country of
of licenses
licenses to
nationals of
of the
the
for the
issuance by
the one
one country
to nationals
other
country authorizing
authorizing them
them to
to pilot
pilot civil
civil aircraft.
aircraft.
other country
It is
is my
my understanding
it has
been agreed
agreed in
in the
course of
of the
the
It
understanding that
that it
has been
the course
negotiations, now
terminated, that
that this
this arrangement
be as
as
negotiations,
now terminated,
arrangement shall
shall be
follows:
follows:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1
1

Scope
of arrangeScope
men
t. of

between the
the United
The present arrangement
arrangement between
United States
States of
of America
America
and Norway
Norway relates
relates to
the issuance
issuance by
by each
each country
country of
to
and
to the
of licenses
licenses to
"Civil
aircraft"
connationals
of
the
other
country
for
the
piloting
of
civil
aircraft.
The
",Civil
aircraft"
connationals
of
the
other
country
for
the
piloting
of
civil
aircraft.
The
strued.
term "civil
rued
aircraft" shall be understood
"civil aircraft"
understood to mean
mean aircraft
aircraft used
used for
for
private,
industrial, commercial
or transport
transport purposes.
purposes.
private, industrial,
commercial or
Issue of
of licenses.
Issue
licenses.

ARTICLE 2
ARTICLE
2
(a) The Ministry of Defense of Norway will issue pilots' licenses
(a)
licenses
to
American nationals
they are
are qualified
qualified under
under
to American
nationals upon
upon a
a showing
showing that
that they
that Ministry
Ministry covering
covering the
the regulations of that
the licensing
licensing of
of pilots.
pilots.
(b) The Department
of Commerce
Commerce of
(b)
Department of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
will issue
issue pilots'
pilots' licenses
to Norwegian
upon aashowing
that
licenses to
Norwegian nationals
nationals upon
showing that
they are
are qualified
qualified under
under the
covering
the regulations
regulations of
of that
that Department
Department covering
the
of pilots.
pilots.
the licensing
licensing of
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3
3

Privileges
accorded.
Privileges accorded.

(a) Pilots' licenses issued by the Department of Commerce of the
United States of
of America
to Norwegian
America to
Norwegian nationals
shall entitle
entitle them
them
nationals shall
licenses issued to
to the same privileges as are granted
granted by pilots'
pilots' licenses
to
American
nationals.
American nationals.
(b) Pilots'
licenses issued
by the
Ministry of
of Defense
Defense of
of Norway
Norway
(b)
Pilots' licenses
issued by
the Ministry
to American
American nationals shall entitle them to the same
same privileges
privileges as are
are
granted by pilots' licenses issued to Norwegian
Norwegian nationals.
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4
ARTICLE 4
ARTICLE
country by the cornPilots'
licenses
issued
to
nationals
of
the one country
cornPilots' licenses issued to nationals
accord
to
construed
be
shall
petent
authority
of
not
construed
country
other
the
of
authority
petent
to
licensees the right to register
register aircraft in such other country.
the licensees
to the

Regstrtion

deR
t
mistration

rights
rights

5
ARTICLE 5
ARTICLE

comPilots'
issued to
to nationals
country by the cornnationals of the one country
licenses issued
Pilots' licenses
petent
authority of the
construed to accord
other country shall not be construed
the other
petent authority
aircraft in air commerce wholly
to the
licensees the
the right to operate
operate aircraft
wholly
the licensees
to
national aircraft,
within territory
territo ry of such other country reserved
reserved to national
within
unless the
aircraft have
have been
country
registered under the laws of the country
been registered
the aircraft
unless
issuing the pilots' licenses.

reserved
Operations
Perations
reserved
aircraft.
national
aircraft
national
too°

6
ARTICLE 6
ARTICLE
. (a)
Norwegian nationals
holding valid pilot licenses
licenses
while holding
shall while
nationals shall
(a) Norwegian
Defense of Norway
Norway be permitted
permitted to operate
operate
Ministry of Defense
by the Ministry
issued by
in
Continental United
of America,
America, exclusive
exclusive of Alaska, for nonStates of
United States
in Continental
a period not exceeding
industrial or
non-commercial purposes
exceeding six
purposes for a
or non-commercial
industrial
aircraft
months
from
the
time
of
entering
that
country,
any
civil aircraft
country,
that
entering
of
time
the
from
months
registered by
by the
Ministry of
Defense of Norway, and/or any civil
of Defense
the Ministry
registered
Department of Commerce.
aircraft
States Department
Commerce.
by the United States
registered by
aircraft registered
The
of validity
mentioned in this paraof the licenses first mentioned
validity of
period of
The period
graph
for the
the purpose
this paragraph,
paragraph, include any renewal
renewal
of this
purpose of
shall, for
graph shall,
of the
the license
license by
by the
pilot's own
Government made after
after the pilot
own Government
the pilot's
of
has
entered Continental
Continental United
United States
America. No person
person to
States of America.
has entered
whom this
this paragraph
paragraph applies
applies shall
operate civil airallowed to operate
be allowed
shall be
whom
craft in
in Continental
States of
of America,
America, exclusive of Alaska,
United States
Continental United
craft
for
period of more
non-commercial purposes for aa period
or non-commercial
non-industrial or
for non-industrial
unless he
country,
than
six
months
from
the
entering
that
country,
of
time
the
from
than six months
shall,
prior to
to the
the expiration
expiration of such
pilot
such period, have obtained aa pilot
shall, prior
license
United States
States Department
Commerce in the
Department of Commerce
the United
from the
license from
manner provided
arrangement.
provided for in this arrangement.
manner
(b) American
American nationals
shall while
pilot licenses
valid pilot
holding valid
while holding
nationals shall
(b)
permitted
issued by
United States
States Department
Department of Commerce be permitted
the United
by the
issued
purposes
to
operate
in
Norway
for
non-industrial
or
non-commercial
non-commercial
or
non-industrial
for
to operate in Norway
for a
a period
exceeding six
months from
entering that
that
the time of entering
from the
six months
not exceeding
period not
for
country,
civil aircraft
aircraft registered
the United
DepartStates DepartUnited States
by the
registered by
any civil
country, any
ment
of Commerce,
and/or any
any civil
registered by the Minaircraft registered
civil aircraft
Commerce, and/or
ment of
istry
of
Defense
of
Norway.
The
period
of
validity
of the licenses
licenses
of
period
istry of Defense of Norway. The
first mentioned
this paragraph
paragraph shall,
shall, for
purpose of this parafor the purpose
in this
mentioned in
first
graph, include
include any
renewal of
license by
pilot's own
Governown Governthe pilot's
by the
the license
of the
any renewal
graph,
ment
made
after
the
pilot
has
entered
Norway.
No
person
to
whom
Norway.
entered
has
pilot
the
after
made
ment
this
allowed to operate civil aircraft .in
be allowed
shall be
applies shall
paragraph applies
this paragraph
a period
Norway for
non-industrial or
period
non-commercial purposes for a
or non-commercial
for non-industrial
Norway
of more
more than
six months
months from
time of
of entering
entering that country,
country,
the time
from the
than six
of
unless
shall, prior
prior to
to the
of such
period, have
have obtained
obtained
such period,
expiration of
the expiration
he shall,
unless he
from the
the Ministry
Ministry of
Defense of Norway in the
of Defense
license from
pilot's license
aa pilot's
manner provided
arrangement.
for in this arrangement.
provided for
manner
(c) The
The conditions
conditions under
under which
either
nationality of either
the nationality
of the
pilots of
which pilots
(c)
country
may
operate
aircraft
of
their
country
in
country,
country,
other
the
in
country
their
of
aircraft
operate
may
country
as provided
shall be
be as
as stipulated
in the air navistipulated in
article, shall
this article,
in this
for in
provided for
as
gation
arrangement
in
force
between
the
parties
arrangement
arrangement
this
to
parties
the
between
force
in
gation arrangement
for the
the issuance
of pilot
conditions under
under which
the conditions
and the
licenses; and
pilot licenses;
issuance of
for
pilots of
of the
of either
country may
aircraft of the
operate aircraft
may operate
either country
nationality of
the nationality
pilots
other
as provided
provided for
this article,
shall be in accordance
accordance
article, shall
in this
for in
country, as
other colintry,
with
the
requirements
of
other
country.
other
such
of
with the requirements

perOperations
9
ttparations per
tted.
e

Condition
Conditions
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ARTICLE 7
7
ARTICLE
The
be subject
subject to
to termination
termination by
either
by either
shall be
arrangement shall
present arrangement
The present
Party upon
notice given
given to
to the
the other
other Party
or by
the
by the
Party or
sixty days'
days' notice
upon sixty
Party
enactment by
by either
inconsistent therewith.
therewith.
of legislation
legislation inconsistent
either Party
Party of
enactment
be glad
glad to
whether it
it is the
the understandinform me whether
you inform
to have
have you
IIshall
shall be
ing
your Government
Government that
that the
arrangement agreed
to in
in the
agreed to
the arrangement
of your
ing of
negotiations is
forth. If
so, it
it is
suggested that
that the
the
is suggested
If so,
set forth.
as herein
herein set
is as
negotiations
arrangement become
effective on
on November
1933.
15, 1933.
November 15,
become effective
arrangement
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
renewed assurances
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
of my
assurances of
the renewed
Accept,
[SEAL]
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
[SEAL]
Mn.
HALYARD H.
BACHKE,
H. BACHKE,
MR. HALYARD
Minister
Norway.
of Norway.
Minister of

(Hull)
Secretary of State (Hull)
The
Norwegian, Minister
Minister (Bachke) to the Secretary
The Norwegian
ROYAL NOR
WLGIAN LEGATION,
LEGATION,
NORWEGIAN
ROYAL
Washington,
October 16,
16, 1983.
1933.
D.C., October
Washington, D.C.,
SIR:
SIR:
NorAcceptance
Acceptance by Nor.
way.

the receipt
have the
receipt of the note of October
October
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
the honor to
IIhave
Excellency communicated
communicated to me the text of
in which
which Your Excellency
16, 1933 in
the
reciprocal arrangement
arrangement between
between Norway
Norway and
and the
the United
States
United States
the reciprocal
of America
America providing
providing for
for the
the issuance
issuance by
country of licenses
licenses
by the one country
of
to
country authorizing
authorizing them to pilot civil
the other country
to nationals of the
have been agreed
aircraft, as
understood by Your
Your Excellency
agreed to
to
Excellency to have
as understood
aircraft,
between the two countries.
during the negotiations,
negotiations, now
terminated, between
now terminated,
during
The
by Your
Your Excellency
Excellency is
reproduced
is reproduced
me by
to me
communicated to
The text
text communicated
below:
below:
ARTICLE 1
ARTICLE

The present
present arrangement
between Norway
Norway and the
the United States
The
arrangement between
of
America relates
relates to
to the
issuance by each country
country of licenses
licenses to
to
the issuance
of America
nationals
of the
for the
piloting of civil aircraft.
aircraft. The
the piloting
other country
country for
nationals of
the other
term "civil
"civil aircraft"
aircraft" shall
understood to mean
mean aircraft
aircraft used for
for
shall be understood
term
private, industrial,
commercial or
or transport
transport purposes.
purposes.
private,
industrial, commercial
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22
(a)
Ministry of Defense
licenses
pilots' licenses
Norway will issue pilots'
Defense of Norway
(a) The
The Ministry
American nationals upon
they are qualified
qualified under
showing that
that they
to American
upon aashowing
the regulations
regulations of that
Minisky covering
covering the
that Ministry
the licensing of pilots.
the
(b)
The Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce of
of the
States of
of America
America
the United
United States
(b) The
will issue
pilots' licenses
Norwegian nationals
upon aashowing
showing that
that
licenses to
to Norwegian
nationals upon
will
issue pilots'
they are
are qualified
qualified under
under the
regulations of
of that
that Department
Department covering
covering
they
the regulations
the
licensing of
pilots.
of pilots.
the licensing
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 33
the Department
Department of Commerce of the
(a) Pilots' licenses issued by the
United States
to Norwegian
Norwegian nationals
shall entitle
entitle them
them
nationals shall
States of
of America
America to
United
to
the same
same privileges
privileges as
are granted
granted by
pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued to
to
as are
by pilots'
to the
American
nationals.
American nationals.
(b) Pilots'
Norway
the Ministry of Defense of Norway
Pilots' licenses issued
issued by the
(b)
to
American nationals shall
same privileges
privileges as are
shall entitle them
them to
to the same
to American
granted
by pilots'
pilots' licenses
licenses issued
nationals.
Norwegian nationals.
issued to
to Norwegian
granted by
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 44

country by the comPilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued to nationals
comnationals of the one country
Pilots'
petent
authority of
construed to accord
accord
not be construed
shall not
country shall
other country
the other
of the
petent authority
to the
the licensees
register aircraft
country.
aircraft in such other country.
to register
right to
the right
licensees the
to
5
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5

country by the comPilots' licenses
issued to
to nationals
nationals of the one country
licenses issued
Pilots'
petent
other country
country shall
construed to
shall not be construed
the other
of the
authority of
petent authority
accord
to the
the licensees
right to
air commerce
commerce
aircraft in air
operate aircraft
to operate
the right
licensees the
accord to
wholly
within territory
country reserved to national
other country
of such
such other
territory of
wholly within
aircraft,
registered under
under the laws of the
been registered
aircraft have been
the aircraft
unless the
aircraft, unless
country
issuing the
licenses.
pilots' licenses.
the pilots'
country issuing
6
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6

while holding valid pilot
(a)
shall while
pilot licenses
licenses
nationals shall
Norwegian nationals
(a) Norwegian
issued
by the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Defense
of Norway
permitted to operate
operate
Norway be permitted
Defense of
issued by
m
Continental United
exclusive of Alaska, for
of America, exclusive
States of
United States
in Continental
a period
for a
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes for
period not exceeding
exceeding
non-industrial
aircraft
six months
from the
the time
time of
of entering
entering that country, any civil aircraft
months from
six
registered by
by the
the. Ministry
Ministry of
of Defense
Defense of Norway,
Norway, and/or
and/or any civil
registered
aircraft registered
the United
Commerce.
Department of Commerce.
States Department
United States
by the
registered by
aircraft
The period
period of
of validity
validity of
of the
the licenses
mentioned in
paragraph
this paragraph
in this
first mentioned
licenses first
The
renewal of the
include any renewal
shall, for
the purpose
of this
paragraph, include
this paragraph,
purpose of
for the
shall,
license by
own Government
made after the pilot has
Government made
pilot's own
the pilot's
by the
license
entered Continental
Continental United
States of
America. No
person to whom
whom
No person
of America.
United States
entered
this
applies shall
be allowed
allowed to
to operate
operate civil
civil aircraft
aircraft in
shall be
paragraph applies
this paragraph
Continental United
States of
Alaska, for nonexclusive of Alaska,
America, exclusive
of America,
United States
Continental
industrial or
purposes for aa period of more than
than six
non-commercial purposes
or non-commercial
industrial
months from
the time
entering that country, unless he shall, prior
of entering
time of
from the
months
to
the expiration
of such
such period,
have obtained
a pilot license from
obtained a
period, have
expiration of
to the
the
of Commerce
Commerce in
provided
manner provided
the manner
in the
Department of
States Department
United States
the United
for in
arrangement.
this arrangement.
in this
for
(b) American
shall while
while holding
licenses
holding valid pilot licenses
nationals shall
American nationals
(b)
permitted
issued by
Department of
Commerce be permitted
of Commerce
States Department
United States
the United
by the
issued
to
in Norway
for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes
Norway for
operate in
to operate
entering that
for
period not
not exceeding
six months
months from the time of entering
that
exceeding six
a period
for a
country,
aircraft registered
registered by
the United States Departby the
civil aircraft
any civil
country, any
aircraft registered by the Minment
of Commerce,
and/or any
any civil aircraft
Commerce, and/or
ment of
istry of
of Defense
Defense of
of Norway.
Norway. The
The period
of validity
validity of the licenses
licenses
period of
istry
first
mentioned in
in this
this paragraph
for the
the purpose
of this
purpose of
shall, for
paragraph shall,
first mentioned
paragraph,
include any
any renewal
renewal of
of the
license by the pilot's own
own Govthe license
paragraph, include
ernment
made after
the pilot
pilot has
entered Norway.
Norway. No person to
has entered
after the
ernment made
whom
this paragraph
aircraft
civil aircraft
operate civil
to operate
allowed to
be allowed
shall be
applies shall
paragraph applies
whom this
in
Norway for
for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes for aaperiod
period
in Norway
of
than six
months from
from the
the time
time of
country,
entering that country,
of entering
six months
more than
of more
a
unless he
prior to
to the
expiration of
of such
period, have
have obtained
obtained a
such period,
the expiration
shall, prior
he shall,
unless
pilot's license
license from
Defense of Norway
Norway in the manner
manner
of Defense
Ministry of
the Ministry
from the
pilot's
provided for
for in
arrangement.
this arrangement.
in this
provided
(c)
The conditions
under which
which pilots
the nationality
of either
either
nationality of
of the
pilots of
conditions under
(c) The
in the
country may
operate aircraft
aircraft of
country in
the other
other country,
their country
of their
may operate
country
as provided
for in
in this
stipulated in
the air
air naviganavigain the
as stipulated
be as
shall be
article, shall
this article,
provided for
as
tion
parties to
to this arrangement
arrangement
the parties
between the
force between
in force
arrangement in
tion arrangement
for the
issuance of
pilot licenses;
licenses; and
and the
conditions under which
the conditions
of pilot
the issuance
for
pilots of
nationality of
either country
country may
may operate aircraft of
of either
the nationality
of the
pilots
the
country, as
for in
article, shall
m accordance
accordance
be in
shall be
in this
this article,
provided for
as provided
other country,
the other
with
the requirements
requirements of
country.
other country.
such other
of such
with the

1821
1821

1822
1822

PILOT LICENSES-CIVIL
LICENSES— CIVIL AIRCRAFT-NORWAY.
AIRCRAFT —NORWAY.
PILOT
ARTICLE 77
ARTICLE
The present
present arrangement
shall be
subject to termination
termination by either
either
be subject
arrangement shall
The
Party upon
Party or by the
days' notice given to the other Party
sixty days'
upon sixty
Party
enactment
legislation inconsistent therewith.
either Party of legislation
by either
enactment by
I
Your Excellency
that the
the foregoing
foregoing text is what
what
Excellency that
to assure
assure Your
am glad
glad to
I am
has
been
accepted
by
my
Government
in
the
course
negotiations
negotiations
the
of
has been accepted by my Government the
and
is approved
approved by it.
and is
In
accordance with
suggestion of Your Excellency
Excellency it is underwith the suggestion
In accordance
stood
that
the
arrangement
into
15, 1933.
on November
November 15,
force
into
come
will
arrangement
the
that
stood
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
highest consideration.
consideration.
assurances of my highest
Accept,
[SEAL]
H.H.
H.BACHKE
BACHKE
H.
[SEAL]
HULL,
HONORABLE CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
HONORABLE

Secretary
State,
Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.
D.C.
Washington,
[No.
[No. 51]

1823
1823

CERTIFICATES OF
AIRWORTHINESS—NORWAY.
OF AIRWORTHINESS-NORWAY.
CERTIFICATES

Arrangement between
the United
States of
and Norway for the
America and
of America
United States
between the
Arrangement
reciprocal recognition
of certificates
certificates of
imported airairairworthinessfor imported
of airworthiness
recognition of
reciprocal
1933;
October
craft.
Effected
by
exchange
of
notes,
signed
16,
effective
signed
notes,
craft. Effected by exchange of
November 15,
1933.
15, 1933.
November

October
October 16,
18, 1933.
1933

(Bachke)
The
Secretary of
to the
the Norwegian
Norwegian Minister
Minister (Ba,chke)
(Hull) to
State (Hull)
of State
The Secretary
OF STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE,
DEPARTMENT

1933.
Washington,
October 16,
16, 1933.
Washington, October
SIR:
SIR:

Reference
Reference
between the
between the
Government
Government

is
made to
the negotiations
negotiations which
taken place
place
have taken
which have
to the
is made
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America
and
the
the
and
America
of
States
United
the
of
Government
of
Norway
for
the
conclusion
of
a
reciprocal
arrangearrangereciprocal
a
of
conclusion
the
for
of Norway

with
Arrangement
No
Arrr
wa
an
yg
f
e
om
r:I
?etreciproreciw
pi
r
t
o
h_
the
for
Norway

cer-

iafIcarzsognoiftioaiiirwoof
airworthitificatecsof
ness for imported aircraft.
p
c:a
sk for imported air-

ment
United States
States of America and Norway
Norway providing
the United
between the
ment between
for
the
acceptance
by
the
one
country
certificates
of airworthiness
airworthiness
certificates
of
country
for the acceptance by the one
merchandise.
for
aircraft
exported
from
the
other
country
as
merchandise.
country
for aircraft exported from the other
It
is my
agreed in the course of
it has been agreed
that it
understanding that
my understanding
It is
shall be as
the
negotiations,
now
terminated,
arrangement
arrangement
this
that
the negotiations, now terminated,

follows:

ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLE

aircraft constructed
The
present arrangement
applies to
civil aircraft
constructed in
to civil
arrangement applies
The present
continental
United States
and
exclusive of Alaska, and
America, exclusive
of America,
States of
continental United
Norway
in
constructed
exported
to
Norway;
and
aircraft
constructed
Norway
civil
to
and
exported to Norway;
and exported
to continental
continental United
United States
States of
of America,
exclusive of
America, exclusive
exported to
and
Alaska.
2
ARTICLE 2
ARTICLE
The
same validity
shall be
be conferred
airworthiness
certificates of airworthiness
on certificates
conferred on
validity shall
The same
issued
by
the
competent
authorities
of
the
Government
United
the United
of
Government
the
of
authorities
issued by the competent
Norway as if they
States for
for aircraft
aircraft subsequently
subsequently to
to be
registered in Norway
be registered
States
had been
the regulations
regulations in
in force
force on the subject in
under the
issued under
been issued
had
Norway,
provided that
that in
in each
each case
case a
acertificate
certificate of
airworthiness for
of airworthiness
Norway, provided
for the
authorities
export
has
also
been
issued
by
the
United
States
authorities
States
United
the
by
export has also been issued
individual
aircraft, and
provided .that
that certificates
certificates of airworthiness
airworthiness
and provided
individual aircraft,
issued by
by the
Norway for
aircraft subsefor aircraft
of Norway
authorities of
competent authorities
the competent
issued
quently
in the
the Umted
similarly
America are similarly
of America
States of
United States
registered in
be registered
to be
quently to
given
the same
validity as
been issued
issued under
under the regularegulahad been
they had
if they
as if
same validity
given the
tions in
on the
the subject
in the
the United
United States.
States.
subject in
force on
in force
tions

Applicability.
Applicability.

of c
Validity
Validity of
cates.

certift-rtifi

cat".

ARTICLE 33
ARTICLE

categories,
The above
arrangement will
extend to
to civil
civil aircraft
aircraft of all categories,
will extend
above arrangement
The
including those
those used
used for
for public
and those
used for
for private
private
those used
transport and
public transport
including
purposes.
purposes.
86637°
34
PT 2--3
2
86637°-34-PT

35

Extent

of
toExtent of

arrangearrange-

1824
Duration.

CERTIFICATES
OF AIRWORTHINESS—NORWAY.
CERTIFICATES OF
AIRWORTHINESS-NORWAY.
ARTICLE 4
ARTICLE
4
may be
be terminated
The present
present arrangement
arrangement may
terminated by
by either
either GovernGovernment on
notice given
given to
the other
other Government.
Government. In
In the
the
ment
on sixty
sixty days'
days' notice
to the
event,
however, that
Government should
should be
be prevented
prevented by
by
event, however,
that either
either Government
future action
action of
from giving
to the
provisions
future
of its
its legislature
legislature from
giving full
full effect
effect to
the provisions
of this
arrangement it
it shall
automatically lapse.
lapse.
of
this arrangement
shall automatically
I
shall be
be glad
have you
inform me
me whether
whether it
it is
is the
the underunderI shall
glad to
to have
you inform
standing of
of your
your Government
Government that
the arrangement
agreed to
to in
the
standing
that the
arrangement agreed
in the
negotiations
is as
set forth.
is suggested
suggested that
that the
negotiations is
as herein
herein set
forth. If
If so,
so, it
it is
the
arrangement become
effective on
on November
November 15,
15, 1933.
arrangement
become effective
1933.
Accept,
Sir, the
renewed assurances
of my
consideration.
my highest
highest consideration.
Accept, Sir,
the renewed
assurances of
[SEAL]
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
[SEAL]
Mn. HALVARD
LT.BACHKE,
HALVARD H.
MR.
BACHKE,
Minister
Minister of Norway.

The
Minister (Bachke)
(Bachke) to
Secretary of
of State
State (Hull)
(Hull)
The Norwegian
NorwegianMinister
to the
the Secretary
ROYAL
LEGATION,
ROYAL NORWEGIAN
NORWEGIAN LEGATION,
Washington, D.C.,
October 16,
16, 1933.
Washington,
D.C., October
1933.
SIR:
SIR:
Agreement by NorAgreement
way.

I have the honor to acknowledge
I
acknowledge the receipt
receipt of the note of October
October

16,
16, 1933
1933 in which.
communicated to
to me
me the
the text
text of
of
which Your
Your Excellency
Excellency communicated
the
arrangement between
Norway and
the United
United States
States of
of
the reciprocal
reciprocal arrangement
between Norway
and the
America
by the
the one
one country
country of
certifiAmerica providing
providing for
for the
the acceptance
acceptance by
of certifiaircraft exported
cates of airworthiness
airworthiness for aircraft
from the
the other
country
exported from
other country
by Your
Excellency to
to have
have been
been
as merchandise,
merchandise, as
as understood
understood by
Your Excellency
now terminated,
terminated, between
between the
two
agreed to
to during the
the negotiations,
negotiations, now
the two
countries.
countries.
The text
text communicated
The
Your Excellency
Excellency is
is reproduced
reproduced
communicated to me
me by
by Your
below:
below:
ARTICLE 11
ARTICLE
The
present arrangement
arrangement applies
applies to
to civil
civil aircraft
aircraft constructed
constructed in
in
The present
Norway
Norway and exported to continental United
United States of America, excluand to
civil aircraft
constructed in
in continental
continental United
United
sive of Alaska;
Alaska; and
to civil
aircraft constructed
States of America,
exclusive of
and exported
to Norway.
Norway.
States
America, exclusive
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
exported to
ARTICLE 22
ARTICLE
be conferred
on certificates
certificates of
of airworthiness
airworthiness
The same validity
validity shall
shall be
conferred on
issued by the competent
authorities of
of the
Government of
of the
the United
United
issued
competent authorities
the Government
subsequently to be registered in Norway as if they
States for aircraft subsequently
had been issued under the regulations
regulations in force
on the
force on
the subject in
Norway, provided that
that in each
each case
certificate of airworthiness
airworthiness for
for
case aacertificate
issued by the
the United
export has also been issued
authorities for the
United States authorities
the
individual
individual aircraft, and provided
provided that certificates
certificates of airworthiness
airworthiness
issued by the competent
competent authorities
authorities of Norway
Norway for aircraft subsubsequently
to be
registered in
the United
States of
of America
are similarly
sequently to
be registered
in the
United States
America are
similarly
given
the same
same validity
validity as
they had
been issued
issued under
the regulations
regulations
given the
as if
if they
had been
under the
force on
on the
the subject
subject in
in the
the United
United States.
States.
in force

CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS-NORWAY.
AIRWORTHINESS — NORWAY.
CERTIFICATES
ARTICLE 3
3
ARTICLE
arrangement will extend
extend to civil aircraft
categories,
aircraft of all categories,
The above arrangement
including those used for public transport and those used for private
purposes.
ARTICLE 4
4
ARTICLE
arrangement may be terminated
Government
terminated by either Government
The present arrangement
on
days' notice given to the other Government.
the event,
Government. In the
on sixty
sixty days'
however, that
Government should be prevented
prevented by future
that either Government
however,
action of its legislature
legislature from giving full
full effect
effect to the provisions of this
arrangement
it shall automatically
automatically lapse.
arrangement it

foregoing text is what
I
what
Excellency that the foregoing
I am glad to assure Your Excellency
has
been
accepted
by
my
Government
course
of
the
negocourse
in
the
Government
has been accepted
tiations and is approved by it.
In accordance
Excellency it is underaccordance with the suggestion of Your Excellency
force
come
into
force on November
November 15, 1933.
arrangement will
stood that the arrangement
Accept,
Sir,
the
renewed
assurances
highest
consideration.
consideration.
of
my
highest
assurances
Accept,
[SEAL]
H
.H.
H .BACHKE
H.
BACHKE
[SEAL]
HONORABLE CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
HONORABLE
Secretary
Secretaryof State,
Washington,
D.C.
Washington, D.C.
[No. 521
[No.
52]
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1825

REPRESENTATION, ETC.-SAUDI
ETC.—SAUDI ARABIA.
ARABIA.
REPRESENTATION,

1826

November 7, 1933.

November 7,133.

Provisional agreement
agreement between
the United
United States
of America
America and
and the
States of
between the
Provisional
Kingdom
Arabia in
regard to
and consular
consular
diplomatic and
to diplomatic
in regard
Saudi Arabia
of Saudi
Kingdom of
representation,juridical
protection, commerce
and navigation.
navigation.' Signed
Signed
commerce and
protection,
representation,juridical
November 7,
7, 1933.
1933.
November
The Undersigned,
Undersigned,
The

Mr. Robert
Worth Bingham,
Ambassador Extraordinary
and
Extraordinary and
Bingham, Ambassador
Robert Worth
Mr.
and
at
Plenipotentiary
of
the
United
States
of
America
London,
and
America
of
States
United
the
etc Plenipotentiary of
at
Sheikh
Hafiz
Wahba,
Minister
of
the
Kingdom
of
Saudi
Arabia
at
Arabia
Saudi
of
Kingdom
the
of
Minister
Sheikh Hafiz Wahba,
London, desiring
desiring to
confirm and
record of the understanding
understanding
make aarecord
and make
to confirm
London,
which they
they have
have reached
of recent
conversations in
recent conversations
course of
the course
in the
reached in
which
the
names of
of their
their respective
Governments in regard to diplomatic
diplomatic
respective Governments
the names
commerce and
and
protection, commerce
juridical protection,
representation, juridical
consular representation,
and consular
navigation, have
have signed
Agreement:
Provisional Agreement:
this Provisional
signed this
navigation,

Agreement with

Saudi Arabia in
in regard
regard
Saudrabia

to
diplomatic,
etc.,
representation, juridical protection, comerce and navigation.
merce

rtpresodiplatic,

ARTICLE
I..
ARTICLE I
The diplomatic
diplomatic representatives
representatives of each
each country shall enjoy in the
The
territories
of
the
other
the
privileges
and immunities
immunities derived
derived from
territories of the other the privileges and
representaconsular
The
generally
recognized
international
law.
representainternational
generally recognized
will
tives
of
each
country,
duly
provided
with
be perexequatur,
with
provided
duly
country,
tives of each
mitted
reside in
in the
of the other in the places wherein
wherein
territories of
the territories
to reside
mitted to
consular
representatives are
local laws
laws permitted
permitted to reside;
reside; they
they
by local
are by
consular representatives
shall
privileges and the immunities
immunities accorded
accorded to
honorary privileges
the honorary
enjoy the
shall enjoy
such officers
officers by
general international
international usage;
and they shall not be
usage; and
by general
such
treated in
in a
a manner
than similar
officers of
of any
other
any other
similar officers
favorable than
less favorable
manner less
treated
foreign country.
country.
foreign

ARTICLE II
II. .
ARTICLE

Subjects of
of His
His Majesty
the King
King of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Majesty the
Subjects
in
the
United
States
of
America,
territories and possessions,
possessions, and
its territories
in the United States of America, its
and posterritories
nationals
of
the
United
States
of
America,
its
territories
America,
of
States
United
nationals of the
and
sessions,
in
the
Kingdom
of
Saudi
Arabia
shall
received
received
be
shall
Arabia
Saudi
of
Kingdom
the
in
sessions,
treated
in accordance
accordance with
with the
practices of genrequirements and practices
the requirements
treated in
erally recognized
recognized international
law. In
In respect
respect of their persons,
persons,
international law.
erally
the fullest protection
possessions and
and rights,
protection of the
shall enjoy the
they shall
rights, they
possessions
laws and
and authorities
authorities of
and they shall not be treated
country, and
of the
the country,
laws
in
their persons,
property, rights and interests, in any
persons, property,
to their
regard to
in regard
nationals of any other
manner
less favorable
than the
other foreign
foreign country.
country.
the nationals
favorable than
manner less
ARTICLE
III .
ARTICLE III.

other duties and charges
In
respect of
of import,
charges affecting
affecting
and other
export and
import, export
In respect
transit, wareof
in
respect
as
well
as
navigation,
commerce
and navigation,
commerce and
housing
and other
facilities, the
the United
America, its terriUnited States of America,
other facilities,
housing and
tories and
possessions, will
will accord
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Arabia,
accord to the Kingdom
and possessions,
tories
Arabia will accord
Saudi Arabia
and the
the Kingdom
accord to the
the United States
of Saudi
Kingdom of
and
unconditional mostpossessions, unconditional
of America,
America, its territories
territories and possessions,
of
favored nation
nation treatment.
treatment. Every concession
concession with respect
respect to any
favored
1 Arabic
printed.
text not printed.

REPRESENTATION, ETC.—SAUDI
ARABIA.
REPRESENTATION,
ETC.-SAUDI ARABIA.
duty, charge
or regulation
affecting commerce
commerce or navigation now
regulation affecting
charge or
duty,
accorded
or
that
may
hereafter
be
accorded
States
accorded or that may hereafter be accorded by the United States
America, its territories
Kingdom of
territories and possessions, or by the Kingdom
of America,
Saudi Arabia
to any
foreign country will become
become immediately
immediately apany foreign
Arabia to
Saudi
request and
and without
without compensation
compensation to the comcomplicable without request
navigation of the Kingdom
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Arabia and of the
merce and navigation
United States
possessions, respectively.
respectively.
and possessions,
its territories
territories and
America, its
of America,
States of
United
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
The
stipulations of this Agreement
Agreement shall
treatment
extend to the treatment
shall not extend
The stipulations
which is
is accorded
States of
America to the commerce
commerce
of America
by the
the United States
accorded by
which
of
Cuba under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the Commercial
Commercial Convention conof Cuba
cluded
between the
December 11,
11, 1902,
1902,
Cuba on
on December
and Cuba
States and
the United States
cluded between
convention which
which herecommercial convention
any other commercial
of any
or the provisions of
concluded between
between the United
United States of America and
be concluded
may be
after may
Cuba. Such
Such stipulations,
moreover, shall not
treatment
not extend to the treatment
stipulations, moreover,
Cuba.
which is
States of
United States
between the United
commerce between
to the
the commerce
accorded to
is accorded
which
America and
dependencies of
Zone or any of the dependencies
Canal Zone
the Panama Canal
and the
America
the United
of America
commerce of the dependencies
dependencies
or to
to the commerce
America or
States of
the
United States
of
States of
another under
under existing
existing or
one another
with one
of America
America with
United States
of the
the United
future laws.
Nothing
in this
this Agreement
Agreement shall
shall be construed
construed as
limitation of the
as aalimitation
Nothing in
it may see
right
Government to impose, on such terms as it
of either Government
right of
fit,
prohibitions or
or restrictions
restrictions of
sanitary character
character designed to
a sanitary
of a
fit, prohibitions
protect
or plant
plant life,
or regulations
regulations for
enforcefor the enforcelife, or
animal, or
human, animal,
protect human,
ment
revenue laws.
police or revenue
ment of police
Nothing in
in this
this Agreement
existing
be construed to affect existing
shall be
Agreement shall
Nothing
statutes
country in
aliens or
immigration of aliens
in relation to the immigration
of either
either country
statutes of
the
right of
of either
Government to enact such statutes.
either Government
the right
ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE
The present
become operative
operative on the day of
shall become
stipulations shall
present stipulations
The
signature
hereof and
remain respectively
respectively in
in effect until the entry
shall remain
and shall
signature hereof
in
definitive treaty
of commerce
commerce and
and navigation,
navigation, or
until
or until
treaty of
of a
a definitive
force of
in force
thirty
days after
after notice
of their
termination shall have been
been given by
their termination
notice of
thirty days
the
but should
should the Government
Government of the
country, but
of either
either country,
Government of
the Government
United
States of
America be prevented
legislaby future
future action of its legislaprevented by
of America
United States
ture
carrying out
the terms
terms of
obligations
stipulations, the obligations
of these
these stipulations,
out the
from carrying
ture from
thereof
thereupon lapse.
shall thereupon
thereof shall

VI..
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE
The English
English and
Arabic texts
present agreement
agreement shall be of
the present
of the
texts of
and Arabic
The
equal validity.
Signed at
London this
this seventh
of November,
thousand
November, one thousand
day of
seventh day
at London
Signed
nine
thirty-three.
and thirty-three.
nine hundred and
ROBERT
W ORTH BINGHAM
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
BINGHAM
ROBERT WORTH
[Signature
and seal
seal of
HEIKH HAFIZ
HAF1Z WAHBA]
W AHBAI
SHEIKH
of S
[Signature and
[No.
531
[No. 53]

1827
1827

1828
1828

March 17,
17, 1933.
1933.
March
September
September 20,1933.
20, 1933.

AIR
UNION OF
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA.
AFRICA.
AIR NAVIGATION—
NAVIGATION-UNION

Arrangement between
between the
of America
America and
and the
the Union
of
Arrangement
the United
United States
States of
Union of
South
Africa concerning
airnavigation.
South Africa
concerning air
navigation. Effected by exchange of notes,
signed
September 20,
20, 1933;
20, 1933.
signed March
March 17
17 and
and September
1933; effective
effective September
September 20,1933.
The
American Minister
(Totten) to
the Minister
Minister of
of External
Affairs
The Anerican
Minister (Totten)
to the
External Affairs
of
the
Union
of
South
Africa
(Hertzog)
of the Union of South Africa (Hertsog)
No.
No. 166.
166.

LEGATION OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
LEGATION
UNITED STATES

Pretoria, March
March 17,
17, 1933.
1933.
Pretoria,
S
IR:
SIR:
Arrangement with
Arrangement
with
II have the honor
text of
of the
the arrangement
arrangement
honor to
to communicate
communicate the
the text
the
South
the Union
Union of
of South
Africa
concerning air
Africa concerning
air between
United States
between the
the United
States of
of America
America and
and the
the Union
Union of
of South
South
navigation.
naviation.
providing for
for navigation
navigation by
by aircraft
aircraft of
of each
in the
Africa providing
each country
country in
the
territory
the other,
other, as
as understood
me to
to have
have been
been agreed
agreed to
territory of
of the
understood by
by me
to
in the
the negotiations
been concluded
concluded between
between. the
the
in
negotiations which
which have
have just
just been
Legation and
and your
Ministry, as
evidenced by
by your
note of
March
Legation
your Ministry,
as evidenced
your note
of March
13,
(File No.
No. P.M.
13, 1933
1933 11 (File
P.M. 66/1/1).
66/1/1).
AIR NAVIGATION
Am
NAVIGATION ARRANGEMENT
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
1.'11.N, UNION
UNION OF
OF SOUIT
SOUTH AFRICA.
AMERICA AND
AND THE
AFRIA.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11
Tentative
Tentative provisions.
provisions.

Pending
conclusion of
of a
convention between
between the
the United
States
Pending the
the conclusion
a convention
United States
and the
the Union
Union of
South Africa
Africa on
on the
the subject
subject of
air
of America
America and
of South
of air
navigation, the
the operation
of civil
civil aircraft
of the
one country
country in
in the
the
navigation,
operation of
aircraft of
the one
other country
country shall
shall be
be governed
governed by
the following
provisions.
by the
following provisions.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22

Area
affected.
Area affected.

The present arrangement
arrangement shall
United States
States
shall apply
apply to Continental United
of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and to
to the
of South
Africa,
of America,
America, exclusive
exclusive of
the Union
Union of
South Africa,
including
adjacent territorial
of the
the two
countries.
including the
the adjacent
territorial waters
waters of
two countries.
ARTICLE
ARTIGLE 33

Aircraft construed.
Aircraft
construed.

The term aircraft
to one or the other Party to this
aircraft with reference
reference to
this
arrangement
shall be
understood to
to mean
aircraft, including
arrangement shall
be understood
mean civil
civil aircraft,
including
state
commercial purposes,
purposes, duly
regisstate aircraft used
used exclusively
exclusively for
for commercial
duly registhe territory
territory of
of such
tered in the
such Party.
Party.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 44

Freedom of
of passage.
Freedom
pPss.ge.

Each of the Parties undertakes
undertakes to grant
grant liberty
liberty of
of passage
passage above
above
of the other Party, proits territory in time of peace
peace to the aircraft
aircraft of
vided that the conditions
conditions set forth in the present arrangement
arrangement are
observed.
observed.
Regular
air
Regularcompany.
air routes
routes by
by
It
is, however,
however, agreed
agreed that
establishment and
and operation
operation of
of
It is,
that the
the establishment
transport
company.
transport
regular
an air
air transport
one of
of the
regular air
air routes
routes by
by an
transport company
company of
of one
the
Parties within the territory of the other Party or across the
the said
said
3

Not printed.
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Consent required.
required.
subject to
territory, with
with or
without intermediary
intermediary landing,
shall be
be subject
to Consent
landing, shall
or without
territory,
the
consent of
of the
the other
Party given
of recirecithe prior
prior consent
other Party
given on
on the
the principle
principle of
procity
request of
air
procity and
and at the request
of the
the party
party whose
whose nationality
nationality the
the air
transport company
company possesses.
possesses.
transport
Limit on pilot's
on pot's
The parties to this arrangement
arrangement agree that the period
period in which ceLimit
censes.
pilots
holding valid
valid pilot
issued or
or rendered
rendered valid
valid
pilots may, while holding
pilot licenses
licenses issued
by either
either country,
country, operate
operate registered
aircraft of
of that
country in
in the
the
registered aircraft
that country
by
other
country for
for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
shall
other country
non-commercial purposes
purposes shall
be
limited to
not exceeding
exceeding six
six months
the time
of
a period
period not
months from
from the
time of
be limited
to a
entry for
purpose of
of operating
unless prior
the expiraentry
for the
the purpose
operating aircraft,
aircraft, unless
prior to
to the
expiration
of this
the pilots
pilots obtain
obtain from
Government of
of the
the
period the
from the
the Government
tion of
this period
country
they are
pilot licenses
licenses authorizing
authorizing them
them
in which
which they
are operating,
operating, pilot
country in
to operate
or non-commercial
purposes.
non-industrial or
non-commercial purposes.
to
operate aircraft
aircraft for
for non-industrial

lili-

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5
5

The
of each
the Parties
to this
this arrangement,
arrangement, their
their crews
crews
Parties to
of the
each of
The aircraft
aircraft of

c

air-

Ju
trisdiction over
over airu'risdiction

and passengers,
passengers, shall,
shall, while
while within
other Party,
of the other
territory of
within the territory
and
be
to the
the general
general legislation
territory, as well
well
that territory,
in force
force in
in that
legislation in
be subject
subject to
as
the regulations
in force
force therein
general,
in general,
air traffic
traffic in
therein relating
relating to air
as the
regulations in
to
the transport
transport of
passengers and
and goods
to public
and
public safety
safety and
goods and
and to
of passengers
to the
order
in so
so far
as these
these regulations
apply to
aircraft, their
their
to all
all foreign
foreign aircraft,
regulations apply
order in
far as
crews
crews and
and passengers.
passengers.
permit the import
import or
or
to this arrangement
arrangement shall permit
the Parties
Parties to
Each of the
exported
export
merchandise which
legally imported
imported or exported
which may be legally
of all
all merchandise
export of
any customs immigraand also
also the
the carriage
passengers, subject
immigrasubject to any
of passengers,
carriage of
and
tion
and quarantine
restrictions, into
into or
from their respective
terrirespective terrior from
quarantine restrictions,
tion and
tories
the aircraft
the other
and such
aircraft, their
their
such aircraft,
Party, and
other Party,
of the
in the
aircraft of
tories in
passengers
and cargoes,
cargoes, shall
shall enjoy
the same
and shall
shall
as and
privileges as
same privileges
enjoy the
passengers and
not
be subjected
to any
any other
other or higher
duties or charges
charges than those
higher duties
not be
subjected to
which the
the aircraft
charges,
imposing such duties or charges,
country, imposing
aircraft of the country,
which
engaged
international commerce,
commerce, and
and their
their cargoes
cargoes and passengers,
passengers,
in international
engaged in
or the
the aircraft
of any
foreign country
country likewise
likewise engaged,
engaged, and their
any foreign
aircraft of
or
cargoes
and passengers,
are subjected
to.
subjected to.
enjoy or
or are
passengers, enjoy
cargoes and
the Parties
Each
Parties to this arrangement
arrangement may reserve
reserve to its own
own
Each of the
aircraft air
air commerce
commerce between
any two
two points
neither of
of which
which is
is
points neither
between any
aircraft
in a
foreign country.
Nevertheless the
the aircraft
aircraft of either Party may
country. Nevertheless
a foreign
in
proceed
from any
any aerodrome
in the
the territory
territory of
of the
other Party
Party which
which
the other
aerodrome in
proceed from
they
to use
use to
other such
such aerodrome
aerodrome either
either for the
the
any other
to any
are entitled
entitled to
they are
purpose of
whole or
part of
of their
their cargoes
or passengers
passengers
cargoes or
or part
the whole
landing the
of landing
purpose
or of
of taking
taking on
on board
board the
the whole
whole or
part of
of their
their cargoes
cargoes or
passenor passenor part
or
gers, provided
provided that
such cargoes
through bills of
are covered
covered by through
cargoes are
that such
gers,
lading,
and such
passengers hold
respectively
tickets, issued respectively
through tickets,
hold through
such passengers
lading, and
for a
a journey
journey whose
whose starting
starting place
place and destination
destination both are not
for
points
commerce has
has been
duly so
reserved, and
and
so reserved,
been duly
air commerce
which air
between which
points between
such aircraft,
aircraft, while
while proceeding
proceeding as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, from
aerodrome
from one aerodrome
such
to
notwithstanding that
aerodromes are
are points
such aerodromes
that such
shall, notwithstanding
to another,
another, shall,
between which
which air
air commerce
commerce has
been duly
reserved, enjoy
all the
the
enjoy all
duly reserved,
has been
between
privileges of
this arrangement.
arrangement.
privileges
of this
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66

Each
of the
the Parties
to this
this arrangement
have the
the right
to
right to
shall have
arrangement shall
Parties to
Each of
prohibit air
traffic over
over certain
areas of
that
provided that
of its
its territory,
territory, provided
certain areas
air traffic
prohibit
no
this matter
made between
its aircraft
aircraft engaged
engaged
between its
matter is
is made
in this
distinction in
no distinction
in international
international commerce
the other
likeof the
other Party likeaircraft of
commerce and
and the aircraft
in
prohibited
which air traffic
wise
areas above which
traffic is thus prohibited
The areas
engaged. The
wise engaged.
by either
Party must
be notified
the other Party.
notified to the
must be
either Party
by

Restricted areas.
areas.
Restricted
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Each of the Parties
the right
under exceptional
circumParties reserves
reserves the
right under
exceptional circumstances in
time of
peace and
and with
immediate effect
temporarily to
to
stances
in time
of peace
with immediate
effect temporarily
limit or prohibit air traffic
traffic above
its territory
on condition
condition that
that in
in
above its
territory on
this respect
no distinction
distinction is
between the
the aircraft
aircraft of
of the
the other
this
respect no
is made
made between
other
the aircraft
of any
any foreign
foreign country.
country.
Party and
and the
aircraft of
ARTICLE 7
7
ARTICLE

Conduct
if accidenonduct if
accidentally entering.

Any
itself over
over a
prohibited area
shall, as
as
Any aircraft
aircraft which
which finds
finds itself
a prohibited
area shall,
soon as
as it
it is
is aware
aware of
of the
soon
the fact,
signal of
of distress
distress prescribed
prescribed
fact, give
give the
the signal
in the Rules of
in force
the territory
territory flown
flown over
over and
of the Air
Air in
force in
in the
and shall
shall
land as soon as possible
possible at an aerodrome
situated in
in such
territory
aerodrome situated
such territory
outside
but as
as near
near as
to such
outside of
of but
as possible
possible to
such prohibited
prohibited area.
area.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8
8

tdentification of airIdentification

All aircraft
shall carry
clear and
aircraft shall
carry clear
and visible
nationality and
and registravisible nationality
registration marks whereby
whereby they may be
recognized during
during flight.
In addiaddibe recognized
flight. In
tion,
they must
must bear
bear the
the name
and address
address of
of the
the owner.
owner.
tion, they
name and
All aircraft shall be provided
provided with certificates
certificates of
of registration
registration and
and
airworthiness and with
of airworthiness
with all the other
other documents
prescribed for
for air
documents prescribed
air
traffic in
traffic
which they
are registered.
registered.
in the territory
territory in
in which
they are
who perform,
The members of the crew who
perform in
an aircraft,
duties for
for
in an
aircraft, duties
which
is required
the territory
territory in
in which
which such
such
which a
a special
special permit
permit is
required in
in the
aircraft is registered,
registered, shall
provided with
shall be provided
with all
and in
in
all documents
documents and
particular
with the
the certificates
certificates and
and licenses
by the
the regureguparticular with
licenses prescribed
prescribed by
force in such
lations in force
such territory.
territory.
The other members
documents showing
members of the crew shall carry
carry documents
showing
their duties
duties in
profession, identity
identity and
and nationality.
nationality.
in the
the aircraft, their
their profession,
certificate of
The certificate
airworthiness, certificates
certificates of
of competency
competency and
and
of airworthiness,
licenses issued or
by one
Parties to
this arrangearrangeor rendered
rendered valid
valid by
one of
of the
the Parties
to this
ment in respect
respect of
of an
an aircraft
aircraft registered
in its
territory or
the
registered in
its territory
or of
of the
crew of such aircraft
aircraft shall have
have the same validity
validity in
territory
in the territory
of the other Party as the
corresponding documents
documents issued
issued or
or renrenthe corresponding
dered valid by the latter.
Each of the Parties
Parties reserves
reserves the
the right
right for
for the
purpose of
of flight
flight
the purpose
territory to refuse to
to recognize
recognize certificates
within its own territory
certificates of
of comcompetency and
and licenses
issued to
to nationals
of that
that Party
Party by
by the
the other
other
licenses issued
nationals of
Party.
Party.

Radio regulations.
regulations.

Aircraft of
of either
arrangement may carry
Aircraft
either of
of the
the Parties
Parties to this arrangement
wireless apparatus
apparatus in
territory of
the other
other Party
Party only
only if
if aa
in the territory
of the
license to install
license
install and
have been
been issued
issued
and work
work such
such apparatus
apparatus shall
shall have
authorities of the Party
by the competent authorities
in whose
the
Party in
whose territory
territory the
aircraft
aircraft is registered.
registered. The use
use of
apparatus shall
shall be
be in
accordof such
such apparatus
in accordregulations on the subject issued
ance with the regulations
issued by
by the
the competent
competent
authorities
authorities of the territory
territory within whose air space
space the aircraft
aircraft is
is
navigating.
navigating.
Such apparatus
apparatus shall be
used only
such members
members of
of the
the crew
crew
be used
only by
by such
as are provided
provided with aaspecial license
license for the purpose
purpose issued
by the
issued by
the
Government
Government of the territory
territory in which
which the aircraft
aircraft is
registered.
is registered.
The Parties
arrangement reserve
Parties to this arrangement
reserve respectively
respectively the right, for
for
reasons
relative to
reasons of safety, to issue regulations
regulations relative
obligatory
to the obligatory
of aircraft
aircraft with
equipment of
apparatus.
with wireless
wireless apparatus.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 99

ARTICLE
10
ARTICLE 10
Transortationot
Transportation
of
munitions
prohibited.
unitiosprobie

No
arms of
of war, explosives
explosives of
No arms
war, or
munitions of
of war
war shall
shall be
be
of war,
or munitions
carried
either Party
above the
carried by aircraft
aircraft of
of either
Party above
the territory
territory of
of the
the other
other
Party or by the crew or passengers,
passengers, except
except by
permission of
by permission
of the
the
competent
authorities of the territoiy
territory within
air space
competent authorities
within whose air
space the
the
aircraft is navigating.
aircraft
navigating.
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ARTICLE
11
ARTICLE 11

Upon
landing of
of any
Upon the departure
departure or landing
each Party
Party may
may
any aircraft
aircraft each
within
competent authorities
within its own territory
territory and through
through its competent
search
authorities search
the aircraft of the other Party
certificates and
Party and
and examine
examine the
the certificates
and
other documents prescribed.
prescribed.

Inspection, etc.
Inspection,

ARTICLE 12
ARTICLE
12

Aerodromes open to public
Aerodromes
air traffic
traffic in
in the
territory of
of one
one of
public air
the territory
of
the Parties to this arrangement
arrangement shall in so far
as they
they are
the
far as
are under
under the
control of the Party in whose territory
territory they are
situated be
be open
open
are situated
to all aircraft
aircraft of the
Party, which
which shall
shall also
also be
be entitled
entitled to
to
the other
other Party,
the assistance of the meteorological
meteorological services,
services, the wireless
the
wireless services,
services, the
lighting services
services and the day
day and night
signalling services,
services, in
in so
so far
far
night signalling
as the several classes of services
services are under
the control
of the
the Party
Party
under the
control of
in whose territory
territory they respectively
respectively are
are rendered.
of
rendered. Any
Any scale
scale of
charges
charges made, namely, landing,
landing, accommodation
accommodation or
with
or other
other charge,
charge, with
respect
respect to the aircraft
aircraft of each Party
Party in the territory
territory of the other
other
Party, shall in so far as such charges
charges are under
of the
under the control
control of
the
Party in whose territory they are
are made be the
for the
the aircraft
aircraft
the same for
of both Parties.
Parties.
ARTICLE

Aerodromes, etc.
Aerodromes,

13
13

All aircraft
aircraft entering
entering or leaving the
territory of
of either
of the
the
the territory
either of
Parties
depart from an aeroParties to this arrangement
arrangement shall land at or depart
drome open to public air traffic
traffic and
and classed
classed as
customs aerodrome
aerodrome
as a
a customs
at which facilities exist
exist for
of immigration
immigration regulations
regulations
for enforcement
enforcement of
and clearance
clearance of aircraft,
intermediary landing
aircraft, and no intermediary
landing shall
be efefshall be
fected between the frontier and
aerodrome. In
In special
special cases
cases
and the
the aerodrome.
the competent
competent authorities
authorities may allow
aircraft to
to land
land at
or depart
allow aircraft
at or
depart
customs, immigration
from other aerodromes,
aerodromes, at which
which customs,
immigration and
and clearance
clearance
facilities
of any
facilities have been arranged. The prohibition of
intermediary
any intermediary
applies also
landing applies
in such
also in
such cases.
cases.
In
a forced
forced landing
In the event of a
landing outside the aerodromes,
referred
aerodromes, referred
to in the first paragraph
paragraph of this article, the pilot
the aircraft,
aircraft,
pilot of
of the
its crew
crew and the passengers shall conform
conform to
to the
customs and
and immiimmithe customs
gration regulations
regulations in force in the territory
territory in
which the
the landing
landing
in which
has been
been made.
made.
arrangement are accorded
Aircraft of each
each Party to this arrangement
accorded the
the right
right
to enter the territory of the
subject to
to compliance
compliance with
the other
other Party
Party subject
with
quarantine
quarantine regulations
regulations in force
force therein.
therein.
The Parties to
to this
exchange lists
lists of
of the
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall exchange
the aeroaerodesignated by them
dromes in their territories designated
them as
entry and
and
as ports
ports of entry
departure.
departure.

Landings, etc.

ARTICLE 14
ARTICLE
14

Each of the Parties
arrangement reserves
the right
right to
to
Parties to
to this
this arrangement
reserves the
require
require that all aircraft
aircraft crossing the frontiers
frontiers of its
its territory
territory shall
shall
do so between certain points. Subject
notification of
of any
Subject to the notification
any
requirements by one Party to the
such requirements
other Party,
and to
the right
right
the other
Party, and
to the
to prohibit air traffic over
stipulated in
in Article
6, the
the
over certain
certain areas
areas as
as stipulated
Article 6,
frontiers of the territories
frontiers
territories of the
Parties to
may be
be
the Parties
to this
this arrangement
arrangement may
crossed at any point.
point.

restrictions.
Flight restrictions.

ARTICLE 15
15

As ballast, only fine
fine sand or
may be
be dropped
from an
an
or water
water may
dropped from
aircraft.

Ballast.
Ballast.

ARTICLE 16
16

No article or substance,
substance, other than ballast,
ballast, may
be unloaded
unloaded or
or
may be
otherwise discharged
otherwise
discharged in
course of
of flight
unless special
permisin the course
flight unless
special permission for such purpose shall
shall have
have been
the authorities
authorities of
been given
given by
by the
of
the territory
territory in which such unloading
unloading or
takes place.
place.
or discharge
discharge takes

Unloading permits.
Unloading
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ARTICLE
17
ARTICLE 17

Registry.
Registry.

Whenever
out the present
Whenever questions of nationality
nationality arise in carrying
carrying out
present
arrangement, it
agreed that
that every
be deemed
deemed to
to
arrangement,
it is
is agreed
every aircraft
aircraft shall
shall be
possess the
Party in
territory it
it is
is duly
duly
possess
the nationality
nationality of
of the
the Party
in whose
whose territory
registered.
registered.

Regulations to
to be
be exRegulations
ex-

The Parties to this arrangement
communicate to each
arrangement shall communicate
other
each other
the regulations relative
in their
relative to air traffic in force in
their respective
territories.
territories.

ARTICLE
18
ARTICLE 18

changed.

changed.

ARTICLE 19
19
ARTICLE

Duration of
of arran
geDuration
arrange-

arrangement shall be subject to termination
The present arrangement
termination by either
either
Party
sixty days notice given to the other Party or by the
Party upon
upon sixty
enactment
by either
either Party
of legislation
inconsistent therewith.
therewith.
enactment by
Party of
legislation inconsistent

Ratification.
Ratification.

If you inform
it is
the understanding
understanding of
If
inform me that it
is the
of your
your GovernGovernment
the arrangement
arrangement agreed
upon is
is as
as herein
herein set
set forth,
forth, the
the
ment that
that the
agreed upon
arrangement will be considered
considered to be operative
operative from the date of the
arrangement
receipt
note so
so advising
advising me.
receipt of
of your
your note
me.
to be,
Sir,
IIhave
have the honor
honor to
be, Sir,
Your obedient
Your
obedient servant,
servant,
RALPH J.
J.ToTTEN,
RALPH
TOTTEN,
Envoy
Extraordinary and
and Minister
En/coy Extraordinary
Minister PleniPlenipotentiary
the United
potentiary of
of the
United States
S t ates of
of America.
America.
THE
IloxonABLE
TEtHONORABLE
J.
M..IERTZOG,
J.B.
B.M
LIErrzou,
Minister
Minister for External
External Affairs,
Pretoria.
Pretoria

ment.
ment.

Effective date.
Effective
date.

Minister of
The Minister
External Affairs
of the
the Union
Union of
of South
Africa
of External
Affairs of
South Africa
(Hlertzog)
(fiertzog) to the American
.Arnerican Minister
(Totten)
Minister (Totten)
P.
M .66/1/1
66/1/1
P.M.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT
AFFAIRS,
Pretoria, ROth
September, 1933.
193.9.
Pretoria,
0Oth September,

Acceptance by the

Union of
Africa.
Union
of South
South Africa.

S
IR,
SIR,
I
have the
the honour
to your
your letter
letter No.
No. 166
of the
the 17th
17th
to refer
refer to
166 of
I have
honour to
regarding the arrangement
March last regarding
arrangement between
between the
the Union
Union of
of South
South
Africa and the United States
States of
America providing
providing for
for navigation
navigation
of America
by aircraft of each
each country in the
of the
other and
and to
to inform
inform
the territory
territory of
the other
you that His Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government in
South Africa
in the Union of
of South
Africa
are in accord with the terms of the arrangement
arrangement which
which is,
is, word
for
word for
as follows:follows:—
word, as
"AIR
NAVIGATION ARRANGEMENT
BETWEEN TFIP
THE UNITED
"Ara NAVIGATION
ARRANGEMENT D.N.J.V.TEPN
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF

AMERICA AND
AND 9.•BE
THE UNION
AMERICA
UNION OF
or SOUTH
SOW.H AFRICA.
AFRICA.
ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
1.

United States
Pending the conclusion
conclusion of a
aconvention
convention between
between the United
of America
America and the Union
Union of South Africa
Africa on the
subject of
of air
air
the subject
navigation, the operation
operation of civil aircraft
aircraft of the one country
the
country in the
other country shall be governed
governed by the following
following provisions.
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SOUTH AFRICA.
AFRICA.
ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

to Continental
Continental United States
The present arrangement
arrangement shall apply to
States
America, exclusive
of America,
exclusive of
Union of
of South
Africa,
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and to
to the
the Union
South Africa,
territorial waters
including the adjacent territorial
two countries.
countries.
waters of
of the
the two
ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE
3.

The term aircraft with reference
reference to one or the other Party to this
arrangement shall be understood
understood to mean
arrangement
mean civil aircraft, including
including
state aircraft used exclusively
exclusively for commercial
commercial purposes,
purposes, duly
duly registered
the territory
territory of
istered in
in the
of such
such Party.
Party.
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

Each of the Parties undertakes
undertakes to
to grant
grant liberty
liberty of
of passage
passage above
above
to the
the aircraft
its territory
territory in time of peace
peace to
aircraft of
other Party,
proof the
the other
Party, provided that the conditions set forth in the present arrangement
arrangement are
observed.
observed.
It is, however, agreed
It
agreed that
establishment and
and operation
operation of
of
that the establishment
regular
routes by
by an
air transport
transport company
company of
one of
the Parties
Parties
regular air routes
an air
of one
of the
within the territory
territory of the other
across the
the said
said territory,
territory,
other Party or
or across
with or without intermediary
intermediary landing, shall be subject
subject to
to the prior
prior
consent of the other Party
the principle
of reciprocity
reciprocity and
and
Party given
given on the
principle of
at
request of
of the
party whose
air transport
at the
the request
the party
whose nationahty
nationality the
the air
transport
company possesses.
company
possesses.
The
in which
which
The parties to this
this arrangement
arrangement agree
agree that
that the
the period
period in
pilots may, while holding valid pilot licenses
licenses issued
issued or
or rendered
rendered
valid by either country, operate
registered aircraft
aircraft of
of that
that country
country
operate registered
in the other
other country
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
country for
for non-industrial
non-commercial purposes
purposes
shall be
be limited
period not
not exceeding
exceeding; six
from the
the time
time
shall
limited to
to aa period
six months
months from
prior to
the
of entry for the
the purpose of operating
operating aircraft,
aircraft, unless
unless prior
to the
expiration of
period the
the pilots
pilots obtain
obtain from
from the
of
expiration
of this
this period
the Government
Government of
country in
are operating,
operating, pilot
authorizing
the country
in which
which they
they are
pilot licenses
licenses authorizing
them to
to operate
aircraft for
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
them
operate aircraft
for non-industrial
non-commercial
purposes.
purposes.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

5.
5.

The aircraft
each of
Parties to
to this
this arrangement,
their crews
crews
The
aircraft of
of each
of the
the Parties
arrangement, their
and passengers,
passengers, shall,
shall, while
while within
within the
territory of
of the
the other
Party,
and
the territory
other Party,
to the
the general
legislation in
force in
i
n that
that territory,
as
be subject to
general legislation
in force
territory, as
well as
as the
the regulations
regulations in
in force
force therein
therein relating
relating to
to air
air traffic
in
well
traffic in
general,
to the
transport of
of passengers
and goods
goods and
to public
public safety
general, to
the transport
passengers and
and to
safety
and order
order in
in so
apply to
to all
foreign aircraft,
aircraft,
and
so far
far as
as these
these regulations
regulations apply
all foreign
their
passengers.
their crews and
and passengers.
Each of
of the
the Parties
Parties to
this arrangement
permit the
Each
to this
arrangement shall
shall permit
the import
import
all merchandise
merchandise which
may be
be legally
imported or
or
or export
export of
of all
which may
legally imported
exported and
also the
carriage of
of passengers,
customs
exported
and also
the carriage
passengers, subject
subject to
to any
any customs
inunigration and
quarantine restrictions,
into or
from their
their rereimmigration
and quarantine
restrictions, into
or from
spective territories
the aircraft
aircraft of
other Party,
Party, and
and such
spective
territories in
in the
of the
the other
such
aircraft, their
their passengers
passengers and
and cargoes,
cargoes, shall
the same
aircraft,
shall enjoy
enjoy the
same priviprivisubjected to
to any
or higher
or
leges as
as and
and shall not
not be
be subjected
any other
other or
higher duties
duties or
charges than
those which
country, imposing
charges
than those
which the
the aircraft
aircraft of
of the
the country,
imposing
such
charges, engaged
international commerce,
and their
their
such duties
duties or charges,
engaged in international
commerce, and
cargoes and
and passengers,
passengers, or
any foreign
likecargoes
or the
the aircraft
aircraft of
of any
foreign country
country likewise engaged,
engaged, and
cargoes and passengers
enjoy or
or are
are
and their cargoes
passengers enjoy
subjected
subjected to.
Each
Each of the
arrangement may
may reserve
the Parties to
to this
this arrangement
reserve to
to its
its own
own
aircraft
aircraft air commerce
commerce between
between any
points neither
is
any two
two .points
neither of which is
in a
Nevertheless the
aircraft of
of either
Party may
may
in
a foreign
foreign country.
country. Nevertheless
the aircraft
either Party
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proceed
from any
any aerodrome
aerodrome in
of the
the other
other Party
Party
in the
the territory
territory of
proceed from
which
they are
other such
aerodrome either
either
such aerodrome
axe entitled
entitled to
to use
use to
to any
any other
which they
for the
of landing
landing the
whole or
part of
cargoes or
or
or part
of their
their cargoes
purpose of
the whole
for
the purpose
passengers,
or of
of taking
board the
whole or
or part
their cargoes
of their
cargoes
the whole
part of
taking on
on board
passengers, or
or passengers,
passengers, provided
that such
covered by
by through
through
are covered
such cargoes
cargoes are
provided that
or
bills
of lading,
and such
such passengers
hold through
through tickets,
ticket, issued
issued
passengers hold
bills of
lading, and
respectively
for a
whose starting
and destination
destination both
both
place and
starting place
a journey
journey whose
respectively for
are not
between which
which air
commerce has
duly so
so reserved,
reserved,
has been
been duly
air commerce
not points
points between
are
and
such aircraft,
aircraft, while
proceeding as
from one
one aerodrome
aerodrome
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, from
while proceeding
and such
to
shall, notwithstanding
such aerodromes
aerodromes are points
notwithstanding that such
to another,
another, shall,
between
which air
air commerce
commerce has
been duly
reserved, enjoy
enjoy all
all the
the
has been
duly reserved,
between which
privileges
arrangement.
privileges of
of this
this arrangement.
ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.

Each of
the Parties
Parties to
to this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall have
have the
right to
to
the right
of the
Each
prohibit air
air traffic
over certain
territory, provided
that
its territory,
provided that
certain areas
areas of
of its
traffic over
prohibit
engaged
between its aircraft engaged
this matter
matter is made between
no distinction
distinction in this
in international
the aircraft
other Party
Party likelikeand the
aircraft of the other
commerce and
in
international commerce
wise engaged.
engaged. The
areas above
above which
air traffic
traffic is
is thus
thus prohibited
prohibited
which air
The areas
wise
by
must be
be notified
other Party.
Party.
to the
the other
notified to
either Party
Party must
by either
Each of
the Parties
Parties reserves
the right
right under
under exceptional
circumexceptional circumreserves the
Each
of the
stances in
in time
peace and
immediate effect
temporarily to
to
and with
with immediate
effect temporarily
time of
of peace
stances
limit or
prohibit air
its territory
on condition
condition that
that in
above its
territory on
air traffic
traffic above
limit
or prohibit
this respect
respect no
no distinction
is made
made between
the aircraft
aircraft of
of the
the other
other
between the
distinction is
this
Party and
and the
the aircraft
of any
any foreign
foreign country.
country.
Party
aircraft of
ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE

Any
which finds
finds itself
over a
as
a prohibited
prohibited area
area shall,
shall, as
itself over
Any aircraft
aircraft which
signal of distress
distress prescribed
soon as
it is
give the
prescribed
the signal
as it
is aware
aware of the fact, give
soon
in the
the Rules
of the
Air in
in the
territory flown
over and
and shall
shall
flown over
in force
force in
the territory
in
Rules of
the Air
possible at an aerodrome
situated in such territory
territory
aerodrome situated
land as
as soon
soon as possible
outside of
of but
but as
near as
as possible
possible to such
such prohibited
prohibited area.
as near
outside
ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE

All
visible nationality
nationality and regisAll aircraft
aircraft shall
shall carry clear
clear and visible
tration marks
whereby they
be recognized
recognized during
flight. In
In
during flight.
tration
marks whereby
they may
may be
addition,
address of the owner.
addition, they must
must bear the name
name and
and address
All aircraft
certificates of registration
All
aircraft shall be provided
provided with certificates
registration and
of
airworthiness and
and with
other documents
documents prescribed
prescribed for
for
of airworthiness
with all
all the
the other
air
traffic in
the territory
territory in
in which
which they
they are
are registered.
registered.
air traffic
in the
The members
members of the crew
crew who
who perform,
duties for
The
perform, in an aircraft, duties
which
special permit
permit is
required in
in the
the territory
territory in
in which
such
which aa special
is required
which such
aircraft
is registered,
registered, shall
be provided
with all
all documents
documents and
and in
in
aircraft is
shall be
provided with
particular
the certificates
by the
the regureguparticular with
with the
certificates and
and licenses
licenses prescribed
prescribed by
lations in
in force
force in
in such territory.
territory.
The other
other members
members of
of the
the crew
shall carry
carry documents
documents showing
The
crew shall
showing
the aircraft,
their profession,
identity and
and nationality.
their duties in the
aircraft, their
profession, identity
nationality.
The certificate
certificate of airworthiness,
airworthiness, certificates
certificates of
competency and
of competency
or rendered
valid by
of the
to this
this arrangearrangelicenses issued
issued or
rendered valid
by one
one of
the Parties
Parties to
ment
respect of
registered in
its territory
territory or
or of
of the
the
ment in
in respect
of an aircraft
aircraft registered
in its
crew
of such
such aircraft
aircraft shall
have the
validity in
in the
the territory
territory
crew of
shall have
the same
same validity
of the other Party as the corresponding
corresponding documents
documents issued
issued or rendered
rendered
valid by
by the latter.
Each of
Each
reserves the
for the
of flight
flight
of the
the Parties
Parties reserves
the right
right for
the purpose
purpose of
within
within its own territory
territory to refuse to recognize
recognize certificates
certificates of competency and licenses issued to nationals
nationals of that Party by the other
other
Party.
Party.
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ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

arrangement may carry
to this arrangement
Aircraft of
of either
Parties to
the Parties
either of the
Aircraft
wireless apparatus
apparatus in
in the
territory of
of the
other Party
Party only if
if aa
the other
the territory
wireless
have been issued by
license
to install
install and
work such
apparatus shall have
such apparatus
and work
license to
the
competent authorities
authorities of
of the
the Party
Party in
in whose
whose territory the airthe competent
accordance
craft
registered. The
The use
use of such apparatus
apparatus shall be in accordance
craft is
is registered.
competent authorwith
on the
the subject
subject issued by the competent
authorthe regulations
regulations on
with the
navigating.
ities of
the territory
space the aircraft
aircraft is navigating.
whose air space
within whose
territory within
of the
ities
Such apparatus
apparatus shall
members of the crew
such members
by such
only by
used only
be used
shall be
Such
purpose issued by the
as
are provided
license for the purpose
special license
a special
with a
provided with
as are
Government of
territory in
the aircraft
is registered.
registered.
aircraft is
in which
which the
the territory
of the
Government
The Parties
Parties to
arrangement reserve
reserve respectively
respectively the right,
this arrangement
to this
The
obligatory
relative to the obligatory
for
reasons of
of safety,
safety, to
regulations relative
to issue
issue regulations
for reasons
equipment of
apparatus.
aircraft with wireless apparatus.
of aircraft
equipment
ARTICLE
10.
ARTICLE 10.

munitions of war shall be
No arms
arms of
of war,
explosives of war, or munitions
war, explosives
No
carried by
by aircraft
aircraft of
of either
either Party
Party above
territory of the other
other
above the territory
carried
Party
or by
permission of the comby the crew or passengers, except by permission
Party or
petent authorities
of the
the territory
aircraft
whose air space the aircraft
within whose
territory within
authorities of
petent
is navigating.
navigating.
ARTICLE
11.
ARTICLE 11.
may
Upon the
the departure
departure or
or landing
landing of
any aircraft
aircraft each
each Party
Party may
of any
Upon
within its
own territory
and through
through its
its competent
search
authorities search
competent authorities
territory and
its own
within
examine the certificates
the aircraft
the other
other Party
certificates and other
and examine
Party and
of the
aircraft of
the
documents prescribed.
prescribed.
documents
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12.

Aerodromes
public air
air traffic
traffic in
territory of one of
in the
the territory
to public
open to
Aerodromes open
the
Parties to
shall in
far as they are under
under
so far
in so
arrangement shall
this arrangement
to this
the Parties
the
control of
the Party
whose territory
they are situated
open
situated be open
territory they
in whose
Party in
of the
the control
to all
all aircraft
other Party, which shall also be entitled to the
the other
aircraft of the
to
assistance
the meteorological
services, the
services, the
wireless services,
the wireless
meteorological services,
of the
assistance of
lighting
services and
day and
and night
signalling services,
services, in so
night signalling
the day
and the
lighting services
far as
several classes
of services
services are
are under
under the
control of the
the control
classes of
the several
as the
far
Party
whose territory
they respectively
respectively are
rendered. Any scale
are rendered.
territory they
in whose
Party in
of
made, namely,
landing, accommodation,
accommodation, or
or other
other charge,
charge,
namely, landing,
of charges
charges made,
Party in the territory of the
with
respect to
to the
aircraft of
each Party
of each
the aircraft
with respect
other
Party, shall
far as
charges are
control
the control
under the
are under
such charges
as such
so far
in so
shall in
other Party,
of the
they are
are made
made be
the same
same for
for the
the
be the
territory they
in whose
whose territory
Party in
the Party
of
aircraft
of both
both Parties.
aircraft of
ARTICLE
13.
ARTICLE 13.

All
aircraft entering
entering or
the territory
territory of either of the
leaving the
or leaving
All aircraft
Parties
arrangement shall
or depart
depart from
aeroan aerofrom an
at or
land at
shall land
this arrangement
to this
Parties to
drome open
open to
traffic and
classed as
aerodrome
customs aerodrome
as aa customs
and classed
air traffic
public air
to public
drome
at
exist for
enforcement of
regulations
immigration regulations
of immigration
for enforcement
facilities exist
at which
which facilities
and
clearance of
aircraft, and
and no
no intermediary
intermediary landing
landing shall be
be
of aircraft,
and clearance
effected
between the
the frontier
In special
the
cases the
special cases
aerodrome. In
the aerodrome.
and the
frontier and
effected between
aircraft to land at or depart from
competent authorities
from
may allow aircraft
authorities may
competent
immigration and clearance
at which customs,
other aerodromes,
customs, immigration
clearance
aerodromes, at
other
facilities have
been arranged.
arranged. The
The prohibition
intermediary
prohibition of any intermediary
have been
facilities
landing applies
applies also
also in
in such
such cases.
cases.
landing
referred
In the
event of
of aa forced
landing outside
outside the
the aerodromes,
aerodromes, referred
forced landing
the event
In
to in
this article,
article, the
the pilot
pilot of
of the
the aircraft,
aircraft,
of this
paragraph of
first paragraph
in the
the first
to
its crew
crew and
and the
the passengers
shall conform
conform to
to the
the customs
and immicustoms and
passengers shall
its
landing
gration regulations
force in
in the
territory in
which the landing
in which
the territory
in force
regulations in
gration
has been
has
been made.
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Aircraft
of each
Party to
to this
this arrangement
arrangement are
accorded the
the right
right
are accorded
each Party
Aircraft of
to
enter the
territory of
Party subject
subject to
to compliance
compliance with
with
other Party
of the
the other
the territory
to enter
quarantine
regulations in
in force
therein.
force therein.
quarantine regulations
The
Parties to
to this
arrangement shall
shall exchange
exchange lists
lists of
the aeroaeroof the
this arrangement
The Parties
dromes in
in their
by them
ports of
of entry and
them as ports
designated by
territories designated
their territories
dromes
departure.
departure.
ARTICLE
14.
ARTICLE 14.
Each of
to this
this arrangement
arrangement reserves
reserves the
right to
to
the right
Parties to
of the
the Parties
Each
require that
all aircraft
of its territory shall do
frontiers of
the frontiers
crossing the
aircraft crossing
that all
require
so between
between certain
certain points.
points. Subject
Subject to
to the
the notification
notification of
of any
any such
such
so
requirements by
by one
one Party
the other
to
the right to
other Party,
Party, and to the
to the
Party to
requirements
the
prohibit air
stipulated in Article 6,
6, the
certain areas as stipulated
traffic over
over certain
air traffic
prohibit
frontiers
of the
the territories
territories of
the Parties
this arrangement
arrangement may
may be
to this
of the
Parties to
frontiers of
crossed
any point.
point.
crossed at
at any
ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARTICLE

an
As
only fine
fine sand
or water
be dropped
dropped from an
may be
water may
sand or
As ballast,
ballast, only
aircraft.
aircraft.
ARTICLE
16.
ARTICLE 16.
No
or substance,
ballast, may
may be
or
be unloaded
unloaded or
than ballast,
other than
substance, other
No article
article or
otherwise
discharged in
in the
course of
flight unless
special permission
permission
unless special
of flight
the course
otherwise discharged
for
purpose shall
shall have
have been
been given
given by
by the
the authorities
authorities of the
the territerrifor such
such purpose
tory in
which such
such unloading
unloading or
discharge takes place.
or discharge
in which
tory
ARTICLE 17.
17.
ARTICLE

Whenever questions
of nationality
nationality arise
arise in
in carrying
carry ingout
out the
the present
present
questions of
Whenever
arrangement,
is agreed
agreed that
that every
aircraft shall
deemed to
to
shall be deemed
every aircraft
it is
arrangement, it
possess
nationality of
the Party
in whose
whose territory
territory it
it is duly
Party in
of the
the nationality
possess the
registered.
registered.
ARTICLE
18.
ARTICLE 18.
The Parties
shall communicate
each other
other
communicate to each
to this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
Parties to
The
the regulations
regulations relative
relative to
traffic in
force in
in their
their respective
respective
in force
to air
air traffic
the
territories.
territories.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19.
19.
The present arrangement
arrangement shall
either
termination by either
shall be
be subject
subject to termination
The
Party
upon sixty
sixty days
days notice
notice given
given to
other Party
or by
by the
the
Party upon
to the
the other
Party or
enactment
by either
either Party
Party of
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith."
therewith."
of legislation
enactment by
It is
is further
the arrangement
arrangement will be operative as
It
further agreed
agreed that
that the
from
the date
date of this note.
note.
from the
I
I have
have the honour
honour to
to be, Sir,
Your obedient
obedient servant,
servant,
Your
J.B.
M .HETrzoa.
HERTZOG.
J.
B. M.
Minister
External Affairs.
Minister of Eaterna
ENVOY ExTrAORDINAR
EXTRAORDINARY AND
AND
The EbvoY
MrNysima PLENIPOTENTIART
PLENIPMENTIARY
MINISTER

o T.IIE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AlIVR7CA :
or
TE UNITED
UNITED STATES
Pretoria.
Pretoria.
[No. 54]
54]
[No.

AFRICA.
PILOT
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PILOT LICENSES-AIRCRAFT-SOUTH

and the
America and
Arrangement
States of
of America
the Union
Union of
of
United States
the United
between the
Arrangement between
South
Africa governing
governing pilot
pilot licenses
operate civil
civil aircraft.
aircraft. Effected
Effected
to operate
licenses to
South Africa
September 20, 1933. Effecby
exchange of
March .17
and September
Effec17 and
signed March
notes, signed
of notes,
by exchange
tive September
20, 1983.
1933.
September 20,
tive
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March
March 17,1933.
17, 1933.
September
September 20, 1933.
1933.

External Affairs
The American
(Totten) to
the Minister
Minister of External
to the
Minister (Totten)
American Minister
The
of the
Union of
(Hertzog)
Africa (Hertzog)
South Africa
of South.
the Union
of
No.
167.
No. 167.

OF AMERICA,
LEGATION
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA,
THE UNITED
OF THE
LEGATION OF
Pretoria,
March 17,
17, 1933.
1933.
Pretoria,March

Sin:
SIm:
wisth
the honor
the arrangement
arrangement u
grnanj e
zieg At
tha
uArrangement
of the
text of
the text
communicate the
to communicate
honor to
II have
have the
licenses
between
the
United
States
of
America
and
the
Union
of
South
governing
pilot
licenses
South
of
Union
the
and
between the United States of America
to operate civil aircraft.
Africa
providing for
for the
by each
country of
to
licenses to
of licenses
each country
issuance by
the issuance
Africa providing
them to pilot civil airnationals of
the other
other country
country authorizing
authorizing them
of the
nationals
agreed to in the negotiacraft,
as understood
understood by
by me
me to
been agreed
have been
to have
craft, as
Legation and your
between the Legation
tions
which have
have just
your
concluded between
been concluded
just been
tions which
1933 1 (File No.
Ministry,
your note
note of
March 13, 1933
of March
by your
evidenced by
as evidenced
Ministry, as
P.
M .66/1/1).
66/1/1).
P.M.
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA AND
AND THE
THE
BETWEEN THE
ARRANGEMENT

UNION OF
OF SOUTH
SOUTH AFRICA
AFRICA PROVIDING
FOR THE
THE IssUANCE
ISSUANCE BY
BY EACH
EACH
PROVIDING FOR
UNION
COUNTRY
OTHER COUNTRY
OF THE
COUNTRY
OF LICENSES
LICENSES TO
TO NATIONALS
NATIONALS OF
THE OTHER
COUNTRY OF
AIRCRAFT
CIVIL AIRCRAFT
AUTHORIZING
THEM TO
TO PILOT
PILOT CIVIL
AUTHORIZING THEM
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1I

The present
present arrangement
arrangement between
between the
States of America
America
United States
the United
The
issuance by each counthe issuance
to the
and the
Union of
of South
relates to
Africa relates
South Africa
the Union
and
try of
licenses to
to nationals
of the
other country
for the piloting
piloting of
country for
the other
nationals of
of licenses
try
civil aircraft.
aircraft. The
The term
understood to
aircraft" shall be understood
"civil aircraft"
term "civil
civil
mean
used for
industrial, commercial
commercial or transport
transport
private, industrial,
for private,
aircraft used
mean aircraft
purposes.
purposes.
2
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2

(a)
of Defence
Defence of
of the
the Union
Union of
of South
South Africa
Africa
Department of
The Department
(a) The
will
issue pilots'
to American
American nationals
nationals upon
upon aashowing that
licenses to
pilots' licenses
will issue
they
are qualified
qualified under
regulations of
Department coverthat Department
of that
the regulations
under the
they are
ing
the licensing
licensing of
of pilots.
pilots.
ing the
States of
(b)
Department of
Commerce of
United States
the United
of the
of Commerce
The Department
(b) The
America will
issue pilots'
to nationals
nationals of the Union of South
licenses to
pilots' licenses
will issue
America
under the regulations
Africa
that they
they are
are qualified
qualified under
regulations
showing that
a showing
upon a
Africa upon
of that
that Department
covering the licensing
licensing of pilots.
Department covering
of
ARTICLE 3
3
ARTICLE
(a)
issued by
Commerce of
the
of the
of Commerce
Department of
the Department
by the
licenses issued
Pilots' licenses
(a) Pilots'
United
States
of
America
to
nationals
of
the
Union
of
South
Africa
Africa
South
of
Union
the
of
nationals
to
America
United States of
shall
entitle them
same privileges
are granted
granted by pilots'
pilots'
as are
privileges as
the same
to the
them to
shall entitle
nationals.
licenses
issued
to
American
American
to
issued
licenses
'Not printed.
'Not
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(b)
by the
the Department
(b) Pilots'
Pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued by
Department of
of Defence
Defence of
of the
the
Union of
of South
to American
nationals shall
entitle them
them
South Africa
Africa to
American nationals
shall entitle
to
same privileges
privileges as
are granted
granted by
pilots' licenses
to
to the
the same
as are
by pilots'
licenses issued
issued to
nationals of the Union
South Africa.
Union of
of South
Africa.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4
4

Pilots' licenses issued to
of the
country by
to nationals
nationals of
the one
one country
by the
the comcompetent authority of
other country
shall not
not be
accord
of the
the other
country shall
be construed
construed to
to accord
to the licensees
licensees the right to
aircraft in
in such
other country.
to register aircraft
such other
country.
ARTICLE 5
ARTICLE
5

Pilots' licenses issued to nationals of
by the
of the one
one country
country by
the comcomauthority of the other country
petent authority
country shall not
be construed
to
not be
construed to
right to
accord to the licensees
licensees the right
aircraft in
in air
air commerce
commerce
to operate
operate aircraft
wholly within territory
territory of such other country
country reserved
reserved to
to national
national
aircraft, unless the aircraft
aircraft,
aircraft have been registered under
under the
the laws
laws of
of
the country
country issuing
issuing the
the pilots'
pilots' licenses.
licenses.
ARTICLE 6
6

(a) Nationals of the Union of South
Africa shall
holding
South Africa
shall while
while holding
valid pilot licenses
Department of
licenses issued by the Department
the
of Defence
Defence of
of the
Union of South Africa
permitted to
to operate
Africa be permitted
operate in
in Continental
Continental
United States of America,
America, exclusive
exclusive of
Alaska, for
for non-industrial
non-industrial
of Alaska,
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes for
for a
period not
six months
months
a period
not exceeding
exceeding six
from the time of entering that country, any civil
aircraft registered
registered
civil aircraft
by the Department
Department of Defence of the Union of
Africa, and/or
of South
South Africa,
and/or
any civil aircraft registered by the United States
of
States Department
Department of
Commerce.
Coinmerce. The period of validity of the
the licenses
first mentioned
licenses first
mentioned
in this paragraph
paragraph shall, for the purpose
purpose of this
this paragraph,
include
paragraph, include
any renewal of the license by the pilot's own Government
Government made after
after
the pilot has entered
entered Continental
Continental United
United States
No
States of
of America.
America. No
person
person to whom this paragraph
paragraph applies
applies shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed to
to operate
operate
civil aircraft in Continental United
States of
exclusive
United States
of America,
America, exclusive
of Alaska, for non-industrial
non-industrial or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes for
for a
a
period of more than six
six months
from the
the time
entering that
months from
time of
of entering
that
country,
country, unless he shall, prior to the
of such
the expiration
expiration of
such period,
period, have
have
a pilot license
obtained a
license from
Department of
of
from the
the United
United States
States Department
Commerce in the manner provided
for in
this arrangement.
arrangement.
provided for
in this
(b)
(b) American
American nationals shall while holding valid
valid pilot
pilot licenses
licenses
issued by the United States
of Commerce
Commerce be
be permitted
States Department
Department of
permitted
to operate in the Union of South Africa for
non-industrial or
or nonnonfor non-industrial
commercial
a period not exceeding
the
commercial purposes for a
exceeding six months from the
time of entering that country, any
civil aircraft
registered by
the
any civil
aircraft registered
by the
United
Commerce, and/or
United States Department of Commerce,
aircraft
and/or any
any civil
civil aircraft
registered by the Department
Department of Defence of the Union of
of South
South
Africa.
Africa. The period of validity of the licenses first mentioned
mentioned in
in
this paragraph shall, for the purpose of
of this
paragraph, include
include
this paragraph,
any renewal of the license by the pilot's
own Government
Government made
made
pilot's own
after the pilot has entered the Union
of South
South Africa.
person
Union of
Africa. No
No person
to whom this paragraph
paragraph applies shall be allowed
allowed to
operate civil
airto operate
civil aircraft
in the Union of South Africa for non-industrial or non-comcraft in
non-commercial purposes
purposes for a
aperiod of more than six
six months
months from
from the
the time
time
of entering that country, unless
shall, prior
to the
expiration of
of
unless he
he shall,
prior to
the expiration
such period, have obtained
obtained aapilot's license
license from
from the
the Department
Department of
of
Defence
Defence of the Union of South Africa
Africa in the manner
manner provided
provided for
for
in this
arrangement.
this arrangement.
(c) The conditions under which pilots of the nationality of either
either
country
other country,
country may operate
operate aircraft
aircraft of their country in the other
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as
for in
in this
stipulated in
in the
the air navinavibe as stipulated
article, shall
shall be
this article,
as provided
provided for
gation
arrangement
this arrangement
between the parties
parties to this
in force
force between
gation arrangement
arrangement in
for
issuance of pilot
conditions under
which
under which
licenses; and the conditions
pilot licenses;
for the
the issuance
pilots
the nationality
nationality of
operate aircraft
aircraft of
of either
either country
country may operate
of the
pilots of
the
as provided
provided for in this article, shall be in accordother country,
country, as
the other
ance with
of such
other country.
country.
such other
requirements of
with the
the requirements
ance
ARTICLE 7
ARTICLE
The
shall be
termination by
by either
either
be subject to termination
arrangement shall
The present
present arrangement
Party
sixty days'
to the
the other
other Party
or by
by the
the
Party or
notice given
given to
days' notice
Party upon
upon sixty
enactment
of legislation
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith.
Party of
by either
either Party
enactment by
If
inform me
me that
that it
it is
the understanding
of your
your Government
Government
understanding of
is the
If you
you inform
that
upon is
herein set
set forth,
forth, the
arrangethe arrangeis as
as herein
agreed upon
the arrangement
arrangement agreed
that the
receipt
ment
be considered
considered to be operative
from the
the date of the receipt
operative from
ment will
will be
of your
your note
so advising
me.
advising me.
note so
of
be, Sir,
Sir,
to be,
have the
the honor to
IIhave
Your obedient
obedient servant,
Your
RALPH
J.TOTTEN,
TOTTEN,
RALPH J.
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
Minister PleniPleniand Minister
Envoy
United States of America.
potentiary of
of the United
potentiary
HONORABLE
THE H
ONORABLE
THE
J.
M. HERTZOG,
HERTZOG,
J. B.
B. M.
Minister
External Affairs,
Affairs,
for External
Minister for
Pretoria
Pretoria
The
Union of South Africa
External Affairs of the Union
of External
Minister of
The Minister
(Hertzog) to
the American
(Totten)
Minister (Totten)
American Minister
to the
(Hertzog)
P.M.
66/1/1
P.M. 66/1/1
DEPARTMENT OF
AFFAIRS,
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
OF EXTERNAL
DEPARTMENT
Pretoria,
P.,Oth September, 1933.
Pretoria,20th
S
IR,
SIR,
n
the honour
honour to
to your
your letter
letter No.
167 of
the 17th
17th tr
an:fuu
s
rZhnZ,Z
Srout
Africy.
uCioncf
of the
No. 167
refer to
to refer
II have
have the
the
Union
between
arrangement
March
proposed arrangement
regarding the proposed
March last regarding
of South
South Africa
and the
the United
of America
America providing
providing for
States of
United States
Africa and
of
to
Nationals
the
each country
country of licences
licences
Nationals of the other
by each
the issuance
issuance by
country
authorizing
them
to
pilot
civil
aircraft,
and to
inform you
you
to inform
country authorizing them to pilot civil aircraft, and
that
His
Majesty's
Government
in
the
Union
of
South
Africa
are
Africa
South
that His Majesty's Government in the Union of
in
accord
with
the
terms
of
the
arrangement
which
is,
word
for
for
word
in accord with the terms of the arrangement which is,
word, as
follows
as follows:word,
"
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
THE UNITED
BETWEEN THE
"ARRANGEMENT
UNION
or S
OUTH AFRICA
THE ISSUANCE
ISSUANCE
FOR THE
PROVIDING FOR
AFRICA PROVIDING
SOUTH
UNION OF
COUNTRY
OF LICENSES
TO NATIONALS
NATIONALS OF
OF THE
OTHER
THE OTHER
LICENSES TO
COUNTRY OF
AIRCRAFT."
PILOT CIVIL
AUTHORIZING
THEM TO
TO PILOT
CIVIL AIRCRAFT."
AUTHORIZING THEM

AND THE
THE
AND
BY EACH
EACH
BY
COUNTRY
COUNTRY

1.
ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE

The
arrangement between
States of America
America
between the United States
present arrangement
The present
of South Africa relates to the issuance by each counand the Union of
and
the piloting of
try of
nationals of
of the
the other
country for the
other country
to nationals
of licenses
licenses to
try
8663r-34—PT
2-36
86637'-34-PT 2-36
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civil aircraft.
aircraft. The
"civil aircraft"
aircraft" shall
to
term "civil
shall be
be understood
understood to
civil
The term
mean aircraft
for private,
private, industrial,
industrial, commercial
commercial or
transport
or transport
mean
aircraft used
used for
purposes.
purposes.
ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE

(a) The
Department of
of Defence
of the
the Union
Union of
of South
South Africa
Africa
Defence of
The Department
(a)
will
issue pilots'
licenses to
to American
American nationals
that
upon aashowing
showing that
nationals upon
pilots' licenses
will issue
they
are qualified
qualified under
under the
regulations of
that Department
Department covercoverof that
the regulations
they are
ing the
licensing of
pilots.
of pilots.
ing
the licensing
(b) The
Department of
the United
States of
Amerof Amerof the
United States
of Commerce
Commerce of
The Department
(b)
ica
will issue
to nationals
of the
nationals of
the Union of South
issue pilots'
pilots' licenses
licenses to
ica will
Africa upon
regulations
they are qualified
qualified under the regulations
showing that
that they
Africa
upon aashowing
of
Department covering
covering the
the licensing
pilots.
licensing of
of pilots.
that Department
of that
ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

(a)
Pilots' licenses
licenses issued
issued by
by the
of Commerce
Commerce of
of the
the
the Department
Department of
(a) Pilots'
United States
America to
to nationals
of the
Union of
South Africa
of South
Africa
of America
nationals of
the Union
United
States of
shall entitle
the same
same privileges
granted by pilots'
as are granted
privileges as
them to
to the
shall
entitle them
licenses issued to American
American nationals.
(b)
Pilots' licenses
by the
Defence of
of the
the
the Department
Department of Defence
licenses issued
issued by
(b) Pilots'
to American
American nationals
nationals shall entitle them
Union of
of South Africa to
to the
the same
same privileges
are granted
licenses issued
issued to
to
privileges as
as are
granted by
by pilots' licenses
to
nationals of the Union
nationals
Union of South Africa.
ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE
4.

Pilots' licenses issued
issued to nationals
nationals of the
the one country by the
competent authority of the
to
not be
be construed to
the other country shall not
competent
accord to
accord
to the
the licensees
licensees the
the right
right to register
register aircraft in such
such other
other
country.
country.
ARTICLE
5.
ARTICLE 5.

Pilots'
nationals of
of the
the one
one country
country by
by the comcomPilots' licenses
licenses issued to nationals
accord
petent authority
authority of
of the other
other country
country shall not be
be construed
construed to accord
petent
to
licensees the right to operate
operate aircraft
aircraft in
in air commerce
commerce wholly
wholly
to the
the licensees
within territory
of such
territory of
reserved to
national aircraft,
aircraft,
such other
other country
country reserved
to national
unless the aircraft
registered under the laws of the country
aircraft have been registered
country
issuing
the pilots'
pilots' licenses.
licenses.
issuing the
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6.

(a)
Nationals of
of the
of South
Africa shall
(a) Nationals
the Union
Union of
South Africa
shall while
while holding
holding
valid pilot
pilot licenses
licenses issued
issued by the Department
of Defence
of the
the
Department of
Defence of
Union
Union of South
South Africa
Africa be
be permitted
permitted to
to operate in
in Continental
United
of America,
America, exclusive
non-industrial or
or
United States
States of
exclusive of
of Alaska,
Alaska, for
for non-industrial
non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes for
months
for a
a period
period not
not exceeding
exceeding six months
registered
from the time of entering that country,
country, any civil aircraft
aircraft registered
by the Department
Defence of
of the Union of
Department of Defence
of South
South Africa,
Africa, and/or
and/or
any civil aircraft
aircraft registered
registered by the United
Department of
United States
States Department
of
Commerce. The period of validity of the licenses first mentioned
mentioned
in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph shall,
shall, for the purpose of
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, include
any renewal
renewal of the
the license
license by the pilot's own
Government made
own Government
after
has entered
Continental United
States of
after the
the pilot
pilot has
entered Continental
United States
of America.
America.
paragraph applies shall be allowed
No person to whom this paragraph
allowed to operate
civil aircraft in Continental
Continental United States of
of America,
America, exclusive
of Alaska,
Alaska, for
for non-industrial
non-industrial or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes for a
a
period of more than six months from the time of entering
entering that
that councountry, unless
unless he
he shall, prior
prior to the expiration
expiration of
of such
such period,
have
period, have
license from the United
Department of
of
obtained aa pilot license
United States
States Department
Commerce in the manner
Commerce
manner provided
provided for
for in this
this arrangement.
arrangement.
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(b) American
American nationals
shall while
valid pilot
pilot licenses
licenses
(b)
nationals shall
while holding
holding valid
issued
the United
United States
Department of
Commerce be
be permitted
issued by
by the
States Department
of Commerce
permitted
to
operate in
of South
South Africa
for non-industrial
non-industrial or
or nonto operate
in the
the Union
Union of
Africa for
noncommercial
commercial purposes
purposes for a
exceeding six months from
from
a period
period not exceeding
the
of entering
entering that
that country,
by
the time
time of
country, any
any civil
civil aircraft
aircraft registered
registered by
the United
Department of
of Commerce,
civil airairthe
United States
States Department
Commerce, and/or
and/or any
any civil
craft
registered by
the Department
of Defence
Defence of
Union of
of South
South
craft registered
by the
Department of
of the
the Union
Africa. The
period of
validity of
of the
the licenses
licenses first
mentioned in
in this
this
Africa.
The period
of validity
first mentioned
paragraph
of this
paragraph, include
include any
any
paragraph shall,
shall, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
this paragraph,
renewal
the pilot's
pilot's own
own Government
Government made
made after
after
renewal of
of the
the license
license by
by the
the pilot
entered the
the Union
Africa. No
person to
to
the
pilot has
has entered
Union of
of South
South Africa.
No person
whom this
applies shall
be allowed
allowed to
operate civil airwhom
this paragraph
paragraph applies
shall be
to operate
craft in
in the
Union of
of South
Africa for
for non-industrial
or non-comnon-comcraft
the Union
South Africa
non-industrial or
mercial purposes
for a
a period
of more
more than
months from
from the
the
mercial
purposes for
period of
than six
six months
time of
that country,
he shall,
shall, prior
prior to
to the
the expiration
expiration
unless he
time
of entering
entering that
country, unless
of such
have obtained
obtained a
pilot's license
from the
the Department
license from
Department
of
such period,
period, have
a pilot's
of Defence
Defence of
of the
South Africa
Africa in
manner provided
provided
of
the Union
Union of
of South
in the
the manner
for in
this arrangement.
for
in this
arrangement.
either
(c)
the nationality
nationality of either
which pilots of the
The conditions
conditions under which
(c) The
country may
may operate
of their
their country
the other
other country,
country,
in the
operate aircraft
aircraft of
country in
country
as
provided for
for in
in this
article, shall
as stipulated
stipulated in
in the
the air
air navinavias provided
this article,
shall be
be as
gation
in force
force between
between the
parties to
to this
this arrangearrangethe parties
gation arrangement
arrangement in
ment for
for the
the issuance
issuance of
of pilot
pilot licenses;
licenses; and
conditions under
under
and the conditions
ment
country may
either country
nationality of either
may operate
operate airof the nationality
which pilots of
craft of
of the
the other
other country,
as provided
for in this article,
article, shall be
provided for
country, as
craft
in accordance
the requirements
requirements of
other country.
country.
of such
such other
with the
in
accordance with
ARTICLE 7.
'T.
ARTICLE

either
to termination
termination by either
The present
present arrangement
subject to
shall be subject
arrangement shall
The
Party
days' notice
notice given
given to
to the
other Party
or by
by the
the
the other
Party or
sixty days'
Party upon
upon sixty
enactment
therewith.'
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith."
Party of
of legislation
by either
either Party
enactment by
It is
further agreed
agreed that
arrangement will be operative as
as
that the
the arrangement
It
is further
note.
from the date of
of this note.
I
honour to
to be,
be, Sir,
Sir,
the honour
I have
have the
Your
obedient Servant,
Servant,
Your obedient
J.
J. B. M.
M. HErTzoo.
Hamm
Minister
of External
External Affairs.
Affairs.
Minister of
The
ENvoY EXTRAORDINARY
The ENVOY
EXTRAORDINARY AND
AND
M INISTER PLENIPOTENTIARY
PLENIPOTENTIARY
MINISTER
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
STATES
OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
Pretoria.
Pretoria.
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August 24,
24, 1933.
1933.
August
January 9,1934.
9, 1934.
January

Arrangement
of America and
and the Irish
Irish Free
Free
Arrangement between the United
United States
States of
State, providing
providing relief from double income tax on shipping profits.
Effected by
notes, signed
signed August
24, 1933,
1988, and
and January
January
August 24,
by exchange
exchange of
of notes,
Effected
9, 1984.
9,
1934.
The Charge
Chargé d'Affaires
the Irish,
Free State
State (Macaulay)
(Macaulay)
of the
IrishFree
The
d'Affaires ad
ad interim,
interim of
to
State
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
IRISH FREE
FRRE STATE
STATE LEGATION,
LEGATION,
IRISH
Washington, D.C.,
D.C., 24th
24th August,
1933.
August, 1933.
Washington,

SLR :
SI:
I
requested by
Government to bring to
I am requested
by my Government
Governm ent of
of the
the U
n
ited
States the
exemp- Government
United States
the provisions
provisions
the Finance
Finance Act, 1932
1932 (No.
(No. 20 of
of 1932)
1932) which
which
follows:
follows:

Double income
inomes
tax
on shipping
shipping profits.
prohts.
Reciprocal
exempReciprocal
Eons,
tions, -United States
States
State,
and Irish
Irish Free State.

the notice of the
of Section
Section 10
10 of
of
of
section reads
reads as

"
10.—Subject to the provisions
provisions of this section, exemption
exemption shall
shall
"10.-Subject
be
granted from
from income
(including super-tax,
or sur-tax,
sur-tax, as
as the
the
be granted
income tax
tax (including
super-tax, or
case may
may be)
be) in
in respect
of so
much of
of the
income of
citizen of
of
case
respect of
so much
the income
of aa citizen
the United
United States
resident in
Irish Free
States of America
America not resident
in the Irish
Free State
State
or
corporation organised
organised in
the United
United States
States of
of America
America as
as is
or of
of a
a corporation
in the
is
derived
from the
the operation
operation of
of a
ship or
or ships
documented under
derived from
a ship
ships documented
under
the
United States
States of America."
the laws
laws of
of the United
America."
the honour
to be,
IIhave the
honour to
be, Sir,
Sir,
Your
obedient servant,
Your obedient
servant,

W JJ B
B MACAULAT
MACAULAY
W

Charge
Chargé d'Affaires ad interimn
interim
Honourable
Comm. HULL
Huu,
Honourable CoDFu
The Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State of
the United
The
of the
United States
States
Washington, D.C.
Washington,
D.C.
The
Secretary of
the Minister
of the
the Irish
Irish. Free
Free State
State
The Acting
Acting Secretary
of State
State to
to the
Minister of
(MacWhite)
(MacWhite)
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Washington, January
1934.
Washington,
January 9,
9, 1934.
Agreementby
by
Ungreitesnt
'United States.

SIR:
SIm:
In a
anote
note dated
dated August
24, 1933,
1933, Mr.
Mr. Macaulay,
Macaulay, as
as Charge
Charge d'Afd'AfIn
August 24,
faires ad
interim,, brought
the Government
Government of
of the
the
faires
ad interim,
brought to the
the notice of the
United States
the provisions
provisions of
of Section
Section 10
of the
the Irish
Irish Free
Free State
State
United
States the
10 of
Finance Act of 1932,
provides for
for the
the relief
relief of
of American
American
Finance
1932, which
which provides
steamship owners from
from double
income tax
double income
tax on shipping profits.
The text
text of
of Section
of the
the above
above law
law was
brought to
to the
the attenThe
Section 10
10 of
was brought
attention of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, with the request
request that he
he inform

vol. 47,
pp. 228,
230. the Department of State whether the Irish Free State satisfied the
47, pp.
228, 230.
equivalent
requirements of Sections 212(b)
212(b) and 231(b)
231(b)
equivalent exemption requirements

INCOME TAX—IRISH
TAX-IRISH FREE STATE.
DOUBLE INCOME

Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932.
1932. I
I have
have pleasure
pleasure in inof the
the United
United States
States Revenue
forming
Acting
forming you that
that I
I am now in receipt
receipt of
of aa letter
letter from
from the
the Acting
Secretary
Treasury
dated
December
14,
1933,
which
in
reads
dated
December
of
the
Treasury
Secretary
part
as
follows:
part as follows:
"
State, under
under the provision
provision
the Irish Free
Free State,
" In
In view of
of the fact
fact that
that the
of
exempts from income
income tax so much
much of the inof law
law quoted above, exempts
come of
citizen of
the United
States not
not resident
the Irish Free
United States
resident in the
come
of a
a citizen
of the
State
corporation organized
organized in the United
is deUnited States
States as is
or of aa corporation
State or
rived from
from the
the operation
operation of
of a
documented under
under the
the
or ships
ships documented
a ship
ship or
rived
it is the
opinion of this
Department that
this Department
the opinion
United States,
States, it
laws of the
the United
the Irish
Irish Free
meets the
the reciprocal
reciprocal exemption
exemption provisions of
State meets
Free State
the
212 (b) and 231
(b) of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932. The income
231(b)
sections 212(b)
of
non-resident alien
individual and of a
which
corporation which
a foreign
foreign corporation
alien individual
of aanon-resident
consists
exclusively of
derived from the operation of aaship
of earnings derived
consists exclusively
or
documented under the laws of the Irish Free State is, thereor ships
ships documented
required to be included in gross income
income and is exempt from
fore, not required
Revenue Act of 1932. The
income tax under the provisions of the Revenue
exemption
beginning
1932, the
the beginning
is effective
effective April 6, 1932,
herein is
accorded herein
exemption accorded
of
taxable year to which
which Section
Section 10 of the Finance
income-tax taxable
of the
the first income-tax
Act
applicable."
is applicable."
Act of
of 1932
1932 is
Treasury holds
It will be observed that the Acting Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
It
of the
the fact that the Irish Free State, under the provithat in
in view
view of
sions
Free State Finance
Finance Act of 1932,
1932,
10 of the
the Irish Free
sions of
of Section 10
income tax so
a citizen of the
so much of the income of a
exempts from income
corporation
a corporation
the Irish
Irish Free State or of a
resident in the
States not
not resident
United States
a
organized in the United
United States as is derived from
from the operation of a
organized
documented under the laws of the United States,
States, the
or ships
ships documented
ship or
equivalent exemption
exemption provisions of
satisfied the equivalent
Irish Free State has satisfied
Sections
231 (b ) of the United
Revenue Act of
United States Revenue
212(b) and 231(b)
Sections 212(b)
1932.
exemption accorded
steamship owners of the Irish
accorded to steamship
1932. The exemption
Free
ruling of the Acting Secretary of the
Free State under the above ruling
Treasury
effective
April
beginning of the first
first
April
6, 1932, the beginning
as
of
is
effective
Treasury
income-tax
taxable
year
to
which
Section
the
Free
State
Free
of
the
Irish
Section
10
income-tax taxable year to which
Finance Act of 1932 is applicable.
applicable.
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
Sir, the
the renewed
Accept, Sir,
Acting Secretary
State:
Secretary of State:
For the Acting
R.WALTON
W ALTON MOORE
M OORE
R.
Mr. MICHAEL
M ICHAEL MAWHrITE,
M ACW HITE,
Mr.

Free State.
Minister of the Irish
Irish Free
Minister
[No.
[No. 56]
56]
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April
1934.
pril 24,
24,1934
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Protocol
the United
Protocol between
between, the
States of
of America
and Mexico
Mexico relative
relative to
to
United States
America and
general
general claims. Signed April 24, 1934;
104; effective
effective April
April 24,
24, 19
34.
1934.

Protocol with MemMex- PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL RELATIVE
RELATIVE TO
TO CLAIMS
CLAIMS PBSPREtoo
to General
General
ico relative to
Claims Commission.
SENTED TO THE GENERAL
GF,NF,RAL CLAIMS
Commission.
CLAIMS
COMMISSION,
COMMISSION,
ESTABLISHED
BY
ESTAiBLISHED
BY
THE CONVENTION
OONVENTION OF
SEPTEMBER
OF SEPTEMBER
8,
1923.
8, 1923.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

Vol. 43,
43, p.. 1730.
17.

Josephus
Josephus Daniels, Ambassador
Ambassador
Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
and PlenipotenPlenipotentiary of the United
United States
of
States of
to the
America to
Government of
the Government
of
Mexico, and Jose
Mexico,
Jose Manuel
Manuel Puig
Puig
Casauranc, Secretary
Secretary for
for Foreign
Foreign
Mexican
Affairs of the United Mexican
States, duly authorized,
authorized, have
have
agreed on behalf of their
their two
two
Governments
Governments to
folto conclude
conclude the
the following Protocol:
Protocol:
Whereas, It
is the
the desire
desire of
It is
of
the two Governments
Governments to
to settle
settle
and liquidate as promptly as
posas possible those claims
claims of
of each
each GovernGovernment against
against the
the other which
which are
are
comprehended by, and
comprehended
and which
which
been filed
have been
filed in
pursuance of,
of,
in pursuance
the General Claims
Claims Convention
Convention
between the
two Governments,
between
the two
Governments,

concluded
concluded on September
September 8,
8, 1923;
1923;
Whereas, It
It is
is not
not considered
considered
expedient to proceed,
expedient
proceed, at
the presat the
present time, to the
formal arbitraarbitrathe formal
tion of the said claims in
in the
the
manner provided
provided in
that Conin that
Convention;
vention;
Whereas, It
considered to
Whereas,
It is considered
to be
be
conducive to the best interests
interests of
of
the two Governments,
Governments, to preserve
the status quo of the
the General
General
Claims Convention above menmen-

PROTOCOLO RELATIVO
A LAS
LAS RECLARECLAPROTOCOLO
RELATIVO A
MACIONES PRESENTADAS
MACIONES
PRESENTADAS ANTE
ANTE LA
LA
OOMISION GENERAL
COMISION
GENERAL DE
DE REOLAMARECLAMACIONES
CIONES CREADA POR
POE LA
LA CONVENOONVENCION DE
DE 8
8 DE
SEPTiE3IBRE DE 1923.
1923..
DE SEPTIEMBREDE

Josephus Daniels,
Daniels, Embajador
Embajador
Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
y PlenipotenciaPlenipotenciario de
rio
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
do
America ante el
America
el Gobierno
de
Gobierno de
Mexico,
Mexico, y
y Jos6
Jose Manuel
Manuel Puig
Puig CaCasauranc,
sauranc, Secretario
de Relaciones
Secretario de
Relaciones
Exteriores de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
TJnidos
Mexicanos,
Mexicanos, debidamente
debidamente autoriautorizados, convienen
convienen en
en firmar,
en
firmar, en
nombre
nombre de sus respectivos
respectivos GobierGobiernos, el siguiente Protocol°:
Protocolo:
Considerando
Considerando que
que es
es el
el deseo
deseo
de ambos
ambos Gobiernos
Gobiernos arreglar
arreglar y
liquidar, tan
tan pronto
pronto como
como sea
sea
posible, las reclamaciones
reclamaciones de
cada
de cada
Gobiernos en
uno de los dos Gobiernos
en conconcomprendidas en
tra del otro, comprendidas
en la
la
Convenci6n
Convenci6n General
General de
de ReclamaRecla,maciones celebrada
celebrada el
el 88de
septiemde septiembre de 1923
1923 entre los dos
dos GobierGobiernos y
y registradas
registradas de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con
la, misma;
la
misma;
Considerando
Considerando que
que no
no se
se juzga
juzga
viable, en los momentos
momentos actuales,
actuales,
proceder
proceder al arbitraje
arbitraje formal
formal de
de
reclamaciones mediante
dichas reclamaciones
mediante el
el
procedimiento que
procedimiento
que establece
establece la
la
Convenci6n mencionada;
ConvenciOn
mencionada;
Considerando
que se
Considerando que
se juzga
conjuzga conducente
ducente para
para los
los mejores
mejores intebatereses de ambos Gobiernos
Gobiernos conserconservar el "
" statu
quo " de
sta,tu quo"
de la
Convenla Convenci6n
ci6n General de Reclamaciones
Reclamaciones
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tioned and
Convention exthe Convention
and the
tioned
tending the
duration thereof,
the duration
tending
which
which latter was concluded on
June 18, 1932, as well as the
agreement
agrarian
relating to agrarian
agreement relating
claims under Article II of the
additional
additional Protocol of June 18,
1932;
1932;
Whereas, It
advisable to enIt is advisable
Whereas,
a more expedieffect a
to effect
deavor to
tious
economical dispomore economical
tious and more
sition of the claims, either by
means
settlement or
bloc settlement
means of an en,bloc
simplified method of adaamore simplified
judication, and
judication,
Whereas, In the present
present state
Whereas,
of
numerous
development of the numerous
of development
claims the available
available information
information
is
not such as to permit the two
is not
Governments
Governments to appraise their
value with sufficient accutrue value
successful
racy to permit of the successful
negotiation of an en bloc settlenegotiation
ment thereof
thereof at the present time;
ment

Therefore,
It is
is agreed
that:
agreed that:
Therefore, It

arriba mencionada
mencionada y
y de la Conarriba
venciOn
celebrada el
Pr6rroga celebrada
venci6n de PrOrroga
1932, asi como de
18 de junio de 1932,
reclamaconvenido para las reclamalo convenido
I
Articulo I
ciones agrarias en el Articulo
ciones
Protocolo adicional
adicional de 18 de
del Protocolo
junio
1932;
junio de 1932;
Considerando
conviene inConsiderando que conviene
rapida yy
tentar
la
resoluciOn
mas
tentar la resoluci6n
reclamalas
de
mas econOmica
econ6mica
ciones,
ya
sea
por
medio
ciones, ya sea por medio de un
o de un metodo
arreglo global
global o
arreglo
Inas
simplificado
para fallarlas,
mas simplificado para

y

Consicierando
Considerando que en el present° estado
estado de
tramitaciOn de las
de tramitaci6n
sente
numerosas
reclamaciones, los danumerosas reclamaciones,
que se dispone son de tal
tos de que
naturaleza que no permiten
permiten aalos
naturaleza
dos
Gobiernos estimar el verdados Gobiernos
dero valor
valor de
exactitud
con exactitud
de ellas con
dero
suficiente para permitir la negosuficiente
ciaci6n
exit° de un arreglo
ciaci6n con exito
global
las mismas en los mode las
global de
ment,os
actuales;
mentos actuales;
Por tanto,
convenido
queda convenido
tanto, queda
Por
que:
que:

Primero.—Los dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos
Primero.-Los
First.—The
Governments
First.-The two Governments
manera
de
procederan
a
manera
discutir,
a
procederan
will proceed
proceed to
informal disto an informal
will
agrareclamaciones
informal,
reclamaciones
agralas
informal,
cussion of the agrarian
agrarian claims
rias
pendientes
en
actualidad
actualidad
la
en
pendientes
rias
now
pending before the General
now pending
ante la
Comisi6n General de Rela ComisiOn
Claims Commission, with aaview ante
clamaciones,
propOsito de
con el prop6sito
clamaciones,
thereof
to
adjustment thereof
to making
making an adjustment
llegar
a
arreglo
con
respecto a
a
respecto
arreglo
un
a
llegar
that
with the
shall be consistent with
that shall
la
con
ellas,
en
consonannancia
consonannancia
en
ellas,
rights
rights and equities of the claimequidad y
y con
con los
derechos de
los derechos
ants and the
rights and obliga- equidad
the rights
ants
con
y
los
reclamantes
y
los derechos
derechos
tions
Government, los reclamantes
Mexican Government,
the Mexican
of the
tions of
y
obligaciones
Gobierno
MexiGobierno
del
as
provided by the General
General y obligaciones
as provided
el
por
can°,
seglm
lo
establecido
el
Claims Protocol of
June 18, 1932. cano, segaun
of June
Claims
GeneProtocol°
de
la
ComisiOn
Comisi6n
Pending
Pending such discussion no agra- Protocolo de
junio de 1932. Miende junio
18 de
de 18
ral de
presented to ral
rian claims will be presented
tras
este
pendiente
discusiOn,
referred to in tras este pendiente esta discusi6n,
the
Commissioners referred
the Commissioners
no
se
presentaran
reclamaciones
Clause Third
Third nor, in turn, to the no se presentaran reclamaciones
Clause
agrarias a
los Comisionados
Comisionados aaque
a los
referred to in Clause agrarias
Umpire referred
Clatisula Tercera, ni,
refiere la Clausula
Fifth of
of this Protocol; but memo- se refiere
Fifth
en
su
c,aso,
al
Arbitro aaque
que alude
alude
memorial- en su caso, al Arbitro
rials
rials of cases not yet memorial-

Proceedings.

Proceeding.
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ized
be filed
filed in
to regregorder to
in order
ized may
may be
ularize
made upon
upon the
the
the awards
awards made
ularize the
agreed adjustments.
adjustments.
agreed

Protocol to apply to
to apiply
Protocol
agrarian
claims
only. .

Consequently,
subsequent
the subsequent
Consequently, the
provisions of
this Protocol
Protocol shall
shall
provisions
of this
apply
to agrarian
agrarian claims
claims only
only ininapply to
sofar as
not conflict
with
they do
do not
conflict with
sofar
as they
the
status thereof,
thereof, as
exclusively
as exclusively
the status
fixed
by the
the terms
terms of
agreed
the agreed
of the
fixed by
Article
the additional
additional protoprotoI of
of the
Article I
col to
extension of the
Genthe Gencol
to the
the extension
eral
signed
Convention, signed
eral Claims Convention,
June
18, 1932.
1932.
June 18,

Procedure
Procedure to be followed.

Second.-The
Second.—The two
two GovernGovernaccordments shall proceed, in accordance with
the provisions
provisions of clause
ance
with the
Sixth
to coracomSixth below,
below, promptly
promptly to
plete the
the written
written pleadings
pleadings and
and
plete
briefs in
in the
unpleadecl
unpleaded
the remaining
remaining briefs
and
incompletely pleaded
pleaded cases.
cases.
and incompletely

Each partyto
partY to apa Commissioner.
commissioner.
point a

Qualifications of.
Qualifications

Reconciling appraisReconciling
appralsals.

Third.--Each
Thir
d.—E ach Government
Government
shall
promptly designate,
from
designate, from
shall promptly
among
its own
own nationals,
nationals, a
a ComComamong its
missioner, who shall be
be an
an outstanding jurist
whose funcjurist and
and whose
standing
tion it
it shall be to appraise,
appraise, on
tion
their
merits, as
rapidly as possitheir merits,
as rapidly
ble, the
of both
ble,
the claims
claims of
both GovernGovernments which
which have
been
have already
already been
ments
fully
pleaded and
and briefed
briefed and
and
fully pleaded
those in
in which
the pleadings
and
those
which the
pleadings and
briefs shall
shall he
in acacbriefs
be completed
completed in
cordance
herewith.
cordance herewith.

Fourth.-Six
Fourth.—Six

months before

termination of
period.
the termination
of the
the period
herein agreed
agreed upon for the completion of the
pleadings and
and
pletion
the pleadings
referred to
to in
in Clause
Clause Sixth
Sixth
briefs referred
or at an earlier time
time should
should they
they

la
Chianla Quinta
Quinta de
de este
este ProtoProtola Claisula
col ; pero
pero podran
podrkn presentarse
presentarse
colo;
Memoriales
de los
los casos en que
Memoriales de
aim no
no se
se hayan
hayan presentado,
presentado, con
con
aun
objeto de
formalizar los fallos
de formalizar
objeto
que
sobre los arreglos
arreglos
que se
se dicten
dicten sobre
propalados.
propalados.
Por consiguiente,
consiguiente, las
disposilas disposiPor
ciones subsecuentes
de este
este ProtoProtociones
subsecuentes de
col
aplicables aa las
las rerecolo seran
seran aplicables
clamaciones
agrarias iinicamente
clamaciones agrarias
unicamente
en lo
no se
opongan a
a la
la
en
lo que
que no
se opongan
situacien
reclanaaciones,
situaci6n de dichas reclamaciones,
como
esta fijada
exclusivamente
como esta
fijada exclusivamente
por
terminos del Articulo
Articulo II
por los terminos
pactado
el Protocol°
adicional
en el
Protocolo adicional
pactado en
a
la Convenci6n
ConvenciOn. de
de Pr6rroga
Prerroga de
de
a la
la ConvenciOn.
General de ReclaRedaConvenci6n General
la
maciones, firraada
de junio
maciones,
firmada en
en 18
18 de
junio
de
de 1932.
1932.
Segundo.—Los
dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos,
Segundo.-Los dos
de
aeuerdo con
con las
las disposiciones
disposiciones
de acuerdo
de la
la Clausula
Sexta de este ProProClausula Sexta
de
tocol°,
procederan desde
de„sde luego
luego aa
tocolo, procederan
completar los
los escritos
y alegatos
alegatos
completar
escritos y
en los
los casos
casos en
en que
estos no
no se
se
en
que 6stos
hayan presentado
presentado o
oesten
esten incomin.conahayan
pletos.
Tercero.—Cada
Tercero.-Cada uno de
de los dos
Gobiernos designara
designarti en
en breve
breve
Gobiernos
plazo
plazo a
a un Comisionado
Comisionado de su
su
propia nacionalid.ad,
quien depropia
nacionalidad, quien
berá ser un destacado
destacado jurisconjurisconbera
sulto
cuyas funciones
funciones seriin
sulto y
y cuyas
seran las
las
de estimar
estimar en
en cuanto
cua,nto a
asus
de
sus fundafundamentos y
y tan rapidamente
rapidamente como
sea
reclamaeiones de
sea posible, las reclamaciones
ambos
Gobiernos, en
en las
las cuales
cuales
ambos Gobiernos,
hayan
side completados
completados todos
todos los
los
hayan sido
escritos
alegatos, asi
como aqueagueescritos yyalegatos,
asi como
has
en que
que hayan
hayan de
de completarse
completarse
Has en
escritos y
alegatos segin
segtha lo
la
tales escritos
y alegatos
dispuesto
Protocol°.
dispuesto por
por este Protocolo.
Cuarto.--Seis meses
meses antes
de
Cuarto.-Seis
antes de
veneer
para completar
completar
veneer el
el plazo
plazo para
los
escritos y
y alegatos
alegatos a
aque
que se
se rerelos escritos
fiere la Clausula
Clausula Sexta,
Sexta, o
o en
fiere
en
en caso
case de
de
alguna fecha
fecha anterior,
anterior, en
que asi
asf lo
lo convengan,
convengan, los
los referidos
referidos
que
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so agree,
said Commissioners
Commissioners
agree, the
the said
so
shall
meet,
at
place to
to be
be agreed
agreed
shall meet, at aaplace
upon
by them,
the purpose
purpose of
of
for the
upon by
them, for
reconciling
their
appraisals.
appraisals.
their
reconciling
They
shall, as
as soon
as possible,
possible,
soon as
They shall,
and
not later
later than
six months
months
than six
and not
from
the date
date of
the completion
completion
of the
from the
of
pleadings and
and briefs,
briefs, subof the
the pleadings
mit to
to the
Governments aa
the two
two Governments
mit
joint
of the
the results
results of
of their
their
report of
joint report
conferences,
indicating
those
those
indicating
conferences,
cases in
agreement has
has
which agreement
in which
cases
been reached
by them
them with
with rerebeen
reached by
spect to
to the
merits and
and the
the
the merits
spect
amount of
of liability,
the
any, in
in the
if any,
liability, if
amount
those
cases and
and also those
individual
individual cases
cases in
have
they shall
shall have
which they
cases
in which
with respect
respect
been unable
agree with
to agree
unable to
been
of
to the
merits or
the amount
amount of
or the
the merits
to
liability, or
or both.
both.
liability,
Fifth.—The
Governments
two Governments
Fifth.-The two
shall,
such joint
joint
basis of
of such
the basis
shall, upon
upon the
report,
and with
with the
the least
least possible
possible
report, and
for
delay, conclude
a convention
convention for
conclude a
delay,
the
final
disposition
of
the
claims,
of
the
claims,
disposition
the final
one
which convention
shall take
take one
which
convention shall
or
the
other
of
the
two
following
or the other of the two following
forms,
namely, first,
an agreeagreefirst, an
forms, namely,
of
ment
en bloc
bloc settlement
settlement of
an en
for an
ment for
be
the
claims wherein
shall be
there shall
wherein there
the claims
stipulated the
be
to be
net amount
amount to
the net
stipulated
paid by
by either
either Government
Government and
and
paid
the
terms upon
upon which
which payment
payment
the terms
shall be
made; or,
or, second,
second, an
an
be made;
shall
agreement for
disposition of
of
the disposition
for the
agreement
the
their individual
individual
upon their
claims upon
the claims
merits.
In this
the
event, the
latter event,
this latter
merits. In
two above-mentioned
above-mentioned CommisCommistwo
sioners shall
record
to record
be required
required to
shall be
sioners
their agreements
agreements with
with respect
to
respect to
their
and the bases
individual claims
claims and
bases
individual
upon which
which their
their conclusions
conclusions
upon
in the
shall have
been reached,
reached, in
shall
have been
respective cases.
cases.
respective
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Comisionados se reuniran
reuniran en el
Comisionados
lugar
designen de
comim
que designen
de comin
lugar que
acuerdo con el objeto de armoniacuerdo
'ran pronzar sus estimaciones. Tan
Joint report to
be
to be
uJbointeeport
como sea posible y
to como
y dentro de submitted.
los seis meses contados desde la
fecha en que se completen los
presentarim
escritos yy alegatos, presentaran
a
las dos Gobiernos
dictamen
Gobiernos un dictamen
a los
conjunto sobre el resultado de sus
conferencias,
indicarim
conferencias, en el que indicaran
a
los casos en que hayan llegado a
acuerdo en cuanto a
a los fundaun acuerdo
mentos y
y al monto de la responsabilidad, si alguna resultare, en
sabilidad,
cada caso, indicando
indicando asimismo
no hayan podido
en que
que no
casos en
los casos
ponerse
de acuerdo, ya sea responerse de
pecto
o al
fundamentos o
pecto a
a los fundamentos
responsabilidad, oo a
a
de la responsabilidad,
monto de
ambas cosas.
Claims convention to
Quinto.—Los
dos Gobiernos,
Cloimsconventionto
Gobiernos, follow.
Quinto.-Los dos
sobre
referido dictala base del referido
sobre la
men conjunto,
el menor rey con
con el
conjunto, y
men
tardo
posible, celebraran
celebraran una
tardo posible,
ConvenciOn
resoluciOn dela resoluci6n
para la
Convenci6n para
Forms to be taken.
to be taken.
de- Forms
finitiva
de las
reclamaciones, delas reclamaciones,
finitiva de
biendo
ConvenciOn
biendo en dicha Convenci6n
adoptarse una u
u otra de las dos
adoptarse
formas siguientes, a
a saber: priformas
mero, la de un convenio para un
arreglo global
global de
reclamade las
las reclamaarreglo
ciones,
en
el
que
se
estipulara
estipulara la
ciones,
cantidad
liquida
que
habra de
cantidad
pagar alguno de los dos Gobiernos
condiciones en
en que
que se
y las
las condiciones
nos y
pago;
habra de
de efectuar
efectuar tal pago;
o,
convenio
o, segundo,
segundo, la de un convenio
para
resoluciem de las reclamareclamapara la resoluci6n
ciones
sobre los
fundamentos de
de
los fundamentos
ciones sobre
Ultimo caso,
cada una. En este iltimo
Comisionados
a los dos Comisionados
se exigira a
arriba
mencionados, que hagan
arriba mencionados,
constar
acuerdos celebrados
constar los acuerdos
respecto a
a cada
con respecto
por ellos con
y los
reclamaciones y
una de las reclamaciones
fundamentos
fundamentos en que se basen sus
respectivo.
conclusiones, en el caso respectivo.
conclusiones,
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El
dictamen que
que rindan
rindan sera
sera
El dictamen
aceptado,
por
medio
de
la
Conaceptado, por medio de la ConvenciOn que
celebren los
los dos
dos GoGovenci6n
que celebren
biernos,
como
la
resoluciOn
defibiernos, como la resoluci6n definitiva y
final de
dichos casos.
casos.
y final
de dichos
nitiva
Con
respect°
a
los
casos en
en que
Con
respecto
a
los
cases
que
ment.
los
Comisionados
no
hayan
no
hayan
podilos
Comisionados
sioners
shall
not
have
able
been
able
sioners shall not have
to
agreements, the
the two
ponerse de acuerdo,
acuerdo, los dos
do ponerse
two do
to reach
reach agreements,
Governments shall,
shall, by
the said
said Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, en
esa misma
misma ConvenGovernments
by the
en esa
Convenconvention, agree
agree that
that the
the pleadestipularan que
escritos
que los
los escritos
ci6n, estipularan
plead- cion,
convention,
ings and
and briefs
briefs in
in such
such cases,
cases, toto- y
y alegatos
alegatos presentados
presentados en
en ellos,
ellos,
ings
gether
juntamente con
opiniones eseswritten views
views of juntamente
gether with
with the
the written
con las
las opiniones
effect
Reference to
toons.
Umpire;
Commissioners concernconcern- critas
critas de
de los dos
dos Comisionados
Comisionados
two Commissioners
the two
Umpire; the
Refefrene
ing
the merits
merits of
of the
the respective
respective sobre los
ing the
los fundamentos
fundamentos de las
las rereclaims, be
be referred
referred to
claims,
to an
an Umpire,
Umpire, clamaciones
clamaciones respectivas,
respectivas, se
se somesomewhose
whose written decisions
decisions shall also
also teran
teran aa un
Arbitro cuyos
un Arbitro
cuyos fallos
be
accepted by
by both
both Governments
Governments escritos serail
aceptados tambien
be accepted
seran aceptados
tambien
as final
final and
and binding.
Gobiernos como
as
binding. All
All matmat- por
por ambos
ambos Gobiernos
como defidefiters
designation nitivos
ters relating
relating to the designation
nitivos y
y obligatorios.
obligatorios. Tod.o
Todo lo
lo
of
Umpire, time
of an
an Umpire,
time within
within which
which que
se refiere
de
que se
refiere a
a designacion
designaci6n de
his
decisions should
should be
rendered Arbitro,
his decisions
be rendered
period° de
tiempo de
de
Arbitro, periodo
de tiempo
and general
general provisions
relating que
and
provisions relating
dispondra para fallar
moque dispondrg
fallar yy moto his
his work
be fixed
in aa dalidades
to
work shall
shall be
fixed in
dalidades de
de su
su trabajo,
trabajo, seran
seran
Convention to
to be
be negotiated
negotiated fijados
Convention
fijados en
Convencion de que
en la
la Convenci6n
under provisions
provisions of this Clause. habla
habla esta
esta Cladsula.
Pleadings
Sixth.-The
to be
Pleadings and briefs.
Sixth.—The procedure
procedure to
be
Sexto.—El procedimiento
procedimiento que
Sexto.-El
followed
in the
the development
followed in
development of
of se seguira
desarrollo de
seguira en
en el
el desarrollo
de los
the
pleadings and
and briefs,
briefs, which
the pleadings
which escritos
alegatos, procedimiento
escritos y
y alegatos,
procedure
be scrupulously
procedure shall
shall be
scrupulously quo
que observaran
observaran eserupulosamente
escrupulosamente
observed by
by the
Agents of
of the
the los
observed
the Agents
de los
Gobiernos,
los Agentes
Agentes de
los dos
dos Gobiernos,
two
be the
two Governments,
Governments, shall
shall be
the sera
sera el
el siguiente:
siguiente:
following:
following:
(a) El plazo concedido para
(a)
(a)
for the
(a) The
The time
time allowed
allowed for
the
completar los
los escritos
y alegatos
completion of
of the
and completar
escritos y
alegatos
completion
the pleadings
pleadings and
briefs
shall be
be two
years counting
counting sera
sera' de dos anios
afios contados desde
briefs shall
two years
from aa date hereafter
be la fecha en que posteriormente
hereafter to be
dos Gobiernos
por
convengan los
los dos
Gobiernos por
agreed
agreed upon
upon by the two
two Govern- convengan
ments by
by an
an exchange
notes, medio de un cambio
notas, que
cambio de notas,
ments
exchange of
of notes,
que
which shall
shall not
be later
later than
than NoNo- no se efectuara
rues tarde
1°
efectuara mas
tarde del 1°
which
not be
vember 1,
1, 1934.
de no
noviembre
viembre de 1934.
vember
1934.
(b) The
The pleadings
pleadings and
(b) Los
Los escritos
alegatos de
de
(b)
escritos yy alegatos
(b)
and briefs
briefs
of
of each
each Government
Government shall
shall be
be filed
filed cada uno de los dos Gobiernos
at
the Embassy
Embassy of
of the
Gov- serail
en la
la EmbaEmbaseran presentados
presentados en
at the
the other
other Government.
ernment.
jada del
otro Gobierno.
jada
del otro
Gobierno.
(c) The
The pleadings
pleadings and
and briefs
briefs to
to
(c) Los
Los escritos
escritos y
y alegatos
que
(c)
(c)
alegatos que
be filed
shall be
be limited
presenten quedan
limitados a
be
filed shall
limited in
in numnum- se presenten
quedan limitados
a
ber
to four,
namely, Memorial,
Memorial, cuatro, a
a saber:
el Memorial,
Memorial, la
la
ber to
four, namely,
saber: el
Answer,
Brief and
Brief. Contestaci6n,
Answer, Brief
and Reply
Reply Brief.
Contestacien, el Alegato
yel
el AleAleAlegato y
Only three copies of each need
Only
be gato
de Replica.
Replica. S61o
Selo serf
sera. noneed be
gato de
ne-

The report
shall be
The
report shall
be accepted,
accepted,
s
h
by the
convention to
be concluded
concluded
the convention
to be
by
by
Governments, as
as final
final
by the
the two
two Governments,
and conclusive
dispositions of
of
and
conclusive dispositions
those
to
those cases.
cases. With
With respect
respect to
cases in disagree- those cases in which the CommisCases

Report aa final disPodispoMien
cases.
sition of cases.
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presented
other Agent,
but
to the
the other
Agent, but
presented to
four
additional copies shall be refour additional
tained
by the
the filing Agency
Agency for
tained by
possible use in future
future adjudicaadjudicapossible
tion. Each
Each copy
Memorial,
copy of Memorial,
tion.
shall be
be accomaccomAnswer
Brief shall
Answer and Brief
panied by
of all
all evidence
evidence
a copy
copy of
by a
panied
filed with
with the
original thereof.
thereof.
the original
filed
The pleadings
pleadings and
and briefs,
briefs, which
which
The
may be
in either
or
English or
either English
be in
may
Spanish
the option
option of
filof the
the filat the
Spanish at
ing Government,
Government, shall
shall be
be signed
signed
ing
by the
respective Agents
Agents or
or proppropthe respective
by
erly
substitutes.
designated substitutes.
erly designated

(d) With
the Memorial
the
Memorial the
With the
(d)
claimant
Government shall
shall file
file
claimant Government

evidence on which it
all the evidence
it intends
Answer
the Answer
With the
rely. With
to rely.
tends to
the
respondent Government
Government shall
shall
the respondent
file all
all the
the evidence
upon which
it
which it
evidence upon
file
intends to
to rely.
rely. No
No further
further evieviintends
dence shall
be filed
filed by
side
either side
by either
shall be
dence
with the
except such
such evidence,
evidence, with
except
filed
Brief, as
evidence filed
rebuts evidence
as rebuts
Brief,
with
Answer. Such evidence
evidence
the Answer.
with the
shall be
be strictly
strictly limited
to evilimited to
shall
dence in
and there shall
shall
rebuttal and
in rebuttal
dence
be explained
beginning of
explained at the beginning
be
the Brief
Brief the
justification
alleged justification
the alleged
the
for
the
filing
thereof.
If
If the
thereof.
for the filing
other
side
desires
to
object
to
to
object
to
other side desires
such
filing,
its
views
may
set
be
set
may
views
its
such filing,
forth
the beginning
of the
Rethe Rebeginning of
in the
forth in
ply
Brief,
and
Commissionthe
and
ply Brief,
ers,
Umpire, as
as the
the case
the Umpire,
or the
ers, or
may
require, shall
decide the
shall decide
may require,
is decided
point, and
decided that the
if it
it is
and if
point,
evidence
not in
in rebuttal
rebuttal to
evito eviis not
evidence is
dence
with the Answer,
Answer, the
filed with
dence filed
shall be enadditional
evidence shall
additional evidence
tirely
considering
in considering
disregarded in
tirely disregarded
the
claim.
the merits of the claim.
Commissioners may at any
The Commissioners
time order
order the
of furfurthe production
production of
time
ther evidence.
evidence.
ther

cesario presentar
presentar tres copias de
cada uno
uno al
la
Agente, pero
pero la
al otro
otro Agente,
cada
Agencia que
Agencia
que los presente
presente conservara cuatro
cuatro ejemplares
ejemplares adiciovara
nales
para que
se puedan
usar al
que se
puedan usar
al
nales para
resolverse los
futuro.
los casos en
en el
el futuro.
resolverse
Cada
una de
las copias
copias de tales
de las
Cada una
Memoriales,
y
Memoriales, Contestaciones
Contestaciones y
Alegatos
acompariada de una
una
Alegatos ira
ira acompaiiada
copia de
de todas
todas las
las pruebas
prepruebas precopia
sentadas con
con el
el escrito
original.
escrito original.
sentadas
Los
que poy alegatos,
alegatos, que
Los escritos
escritos y
dran
en ingles
ingles o
en
o en
presentarse en
dran presentarse
espariol,
Gobierno
voluntad del
del Gobierno
espafiol, a
a voluntad
firmados
que
estaran firmados
presente, estaran
que los
los presente,
por
Agentes respectivos
por
respectivos oopor
por los Agentes
substitutos de
designados
estos designados
de estos
substitutos
en debida forma.
en
(d) Con
el Memorial,
Memorial, el
el GoCon el
(d)
bierno demandante
presentari
demandante presentara
bierno
todas las
las pruebas
funde.
que se
se funde.
en que
pruebas en
todas
Con
su ContestaciOn,
el Gobierno
Gobierno
Contestaci6n, el
Con su
demandado presentara
las
todas las
presentara todas
demandado
pruebas
en que
apoyarse.
piense apoyarse.
que piense
pruebas en
No
adicioprueba adiciopresentara prueba
se presentara
No se
nal alguna
alguna por
por ninguna de las dos
nal
partes
exceptuando las
las pruebas
partes exceptuando
que se
se presenten con el Alegato
que
para refutar
pruebas presenpresenlas pruebas
refutar las
para
la ContestaciOn.
Contestaci6n. Tales
tadas con la
constancias
se limitaran
limitartin a
a prueprueconstancias se
bas
se expresara
expresath
y se
de refutaciOn
refutaci6n y
bas de
al principio
las justijustial
principio del Alegato las
ficaciones
tengan para
para
se tengan
ficaciones que se
presentar
Si la
la
dichas pruebas.
pruebas. Si
presentar dichas
otra
parte deseare objetar su preotra parte
sentacien,
pueden
sus objeciones
objeciones pueden
sentaci6n, sus
manifestarse
principio del
del Aleal principio
manifestarse al
gato
Replica, y
ylos Comisionade Replica,
gato de
dos
Arbitro, segun
segan sea
el caso,
caso,
sea el
o el
el Arbitro,
dos o
decidiran
el punto.
punto. Si se resolresoldecidiran el
viera
refutan
las pruebas
pruebas no refutan
viera que
que las
las
la ContestaContestalas presentadas
presentadas con la
ci6n, las
las adicionales
no se toci6n,
adicionales no
considerarse
marin
cuenta al considerarse
en cuenta
maran en
los
la reclamareclama.
fundamentos de
de la,
los fundamentos
ciOn.
cion.
Commissioners
may
ritrez M
aZ
Los Comisionados
Comisionados podein
podran en
en 01%.:1*
Los
order further evidence.
cualquier tiempo
pedir que
que se pretiempo pedir
cualquier
senten pruebas
pruebas adicionales.
adicionales.
senten
e

ie ne
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(e) In
view of
of the
desire to
to rerethe desire
(e)
In view
duce
number of
of pleadings
pleadings and
and
the number
duce the
briefs
in the
interthe interto aaminimum
minimum in
briefs to
est
of economy
of time
time and exexeconomy of
est of
pense,
shall be
obligation
the obligation
be the
pense, itit shall
of both
both Agents
fully and
clearly
and clearly
Agents fully
of
to state
state in
their Memorials
Memorials the
in their
to
contention of
of the
the claimant
claimant GovGovcontention
ernment with
with respect
respect to
to both
the
both the
ernment
factual bases
bases of
of the claims
claims in
factual
question and
legal principles
principles
the legal
and the
question
upon which
which the
the claims
claims are prediupon
cated
and, in
in the
the Answer,
Answer, the conconcated and,
tentions of
of the
Govrespondent Govthe respondent
tentions
ernment with
regard to
the facts
facts
to the
with regard
ernment
principles upon which
which
and legal principles
case rests.
rests. In
the
In
the defense
defense of
of the case
cases in
already
in which
which Answers
Answers already
cases
filed do
do not sufficiently
sufficiently meet this
this
filed
provision so
as to afford
afford the
so as
provision
claimant Government
an adeadeGovernment an
claimant
preparing its lebasis for preparing
quate basis
gal Brief
with full general
general
gal
Brief with
knowledge of
knowledge
of the
the factual
factual and legal defenses
defenses of
the respondent
respondent
gal
of the
Government, it
it shall
shall have
the
Government,
have the
right to
file a
a Counter
Counter Brief
Brief
right
to file
within
thirty days
days following
following the
the
within thirty
date
the Reply
date of
of filing
filing the
Reply Brief.
Brief.
(f) For the
(f)
the purposes of
of the
above pleadings
and briefs,
briefs, as
above
pleadings and
as
well
the appraisals
appraisals and
and dedewell as
as the
cisions
the two
two Commissioners
cisions of
of the
Commissioners
and the
the decisions
decisions of the Umpire,
above mentioned, the provisions
provisions
of the General
General Claims
Claims ConvenConvention of
September 8,
1923, shall
tion
of September
8, 1923,
shall
be
considered as
as fully
fully effective
effective
be considered
and binding upon the two Governments, except
except insofar
insofar as
as conernments,
concerns the
the matter
matter of
of procedure,
cerns
procedure,
which
shall be
be that
that provided
provided for
which shall
for
herein.
herein.
(g)
practicable,
practicable,
Whenever
(g) Whenever
cases
particular class shall
cases of aa particular
shall
be grouped for memorializing
be
memorializing
and/or
for briefing.
briefing.
and/or for

(e)
En vista
del deseo
que hay
hay
deseo que
vista del
(e) En
de reducir
el nemero
de los
los escriescride
reducir el
nimero de
tos y
y alegatos
alegatos al
mfnimo, en
en proproal minimo,
tos
vecho
de tiempo
tiempo y
y
economia de
vecho de
de la
la economfa
gastos,
obligacien de ambos
ambos
sera obligaci6n
gastos, sera
Agentes exponer
exponer amplia
amplia y
y claraAgentes
mente
Memoriales los araren sus
sus Memoriales
mente en
gumentos del
Gobierno demandemandel Gobierno
gumentos
dante
con respecto
a los
tanto a
respecto tanto
dante con
hechos
se base
base alguna
alguna,
que se
hechos en
en que
reclamacien
los principios
principios
come aalos
reclamaci6n come
jurfdicos
que se
funde, y,
y, en
juridicos en
en que
se funde,
en
la
Contestacion, los argumentos
argumentos
la Contestaci6n,
relatiGobierno demandado
clemandado relatidel Gobierno
ves a
alos
yprincipios
jurfprincipios jurilos hechos
hechos y
ves
dices
defensa
que se apoye la defensa
dicos en
en que
del case.
En los
cases en
que las
las
en que
los casos
del
caso. En
Contestaciones ya presentadas
presentadas no
Contestaciones
disse
a esta disse ajusten
ajusten exactamente
exactamente a
posicion pars
Gobierno
para dar al
al Gobierno
posici6n
reclamante una
una base adecuada
adecuada
reclamante
pars la
Alegato
de an
su Alegato
la preparacien
preparaci6n de
para
de los
con perfecto
perfecto conocimiento
conoeimiento de
los
con
y excepciones
excepciones legales del
hechos y
hechos
Gobierno
el
tendra el
demandado, tendra
Gobierno demandado,
derecho
de presentar
presentar un ContraContraderecho de
alegato
treinta dias
dias
alegato dentro
dentro de
de los treinta
siguientes a
la preprea la fecha
fecha de is
siguientes
sentacien
Alegato de
de Replica.
Replica.
sentaci6n del
del Alegato
(f)
Per lo
respects a
a los
los
lo que respecta
(f) Por
escritos y
y siegatos
arriba menmenescritos
alegatos arriba
cionados, asf
asi come
estimlas estimacomo a.
a las
cionados,
ciones y
fallos de los dos Comiciones
y fallos
sionados y
fallos del
del Arbitro,
y los fallos
sionados
como plenamente
considerarfin come
se consideraran
efectivas
y obligatorias
obligatorias para.
amefectivas y
para ambos Goloiernos
disposiciones
las disposiciones
bos
Gobiernos las
de
General de
la ConvenciOn
Convenci6n General
de ReRede la
8 de septiembre
septiembre
clamaciones de 8
clamaciones
lo que
de 1923, salvo
salvo en
en lo
que respects
respecta
aa la
la materia
materia de
procedimientos,
de procedimientos,
la
la cual
cual se regira
regirk por el presente
presente
Protocolo.
Protocolo.
(g) Siempre
que sea
factible,
sea factible,
(g)
Siempre que
se
agruparin los
los cases
de una
se agruparan
casos de
una
determinada, pars
clase determinada,
para la
la prepresentacien de
de los
los Memoriales
Memoriales y
de
sentaci6n
y de
los Alegatos, oo de
do cualquiera
cualquiera de
de
los dos.
dos.
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two
(h) In
order that
that the
the two
In order
(h)
their work
Agents may
may organize
organize their
Agents
in
the most
advantageous manmost advantageous
in the
the
ner
order that
that the
in order
and in
possible and
ner possible
for
two-year
period
allowed
allowed
period
two-year
may be utilpleadings
briefs may
and briefs
pleadings and
ized in
which shall
shall be
manner which
in aa manner
ized
each
sides,
most
equitable
to
both
sides,
each
both
to
equitable
most
Agent
shall,
within
thirty
days
days
thirty
within
Agent shall,
from
beginning of the twothe beginning
from the
to
year
pleading
period, submit to
year pleading period,
the
other
Agent
a
tentative
statestatetentative
a
the other Agent
number
ment
the total
total number
showing the
ment showing
such
of
Memorials
and
Briefs
Briefs
and
of Memorials
Six
file.
Agent intends
to
intends to
Agent
beginning of
months after
the beginning
after the
months
the
two-year
pleading
period, the
the two-year pleading period,
two
shall respectively
respectively
Agents shall
two Agents
submit in
the same
same manner
manner statein the
submit
ments setting
definitely by
setting out definitely
ments
name and
and docket
number the
docket number
name
it is proposed
claims in
in which
proposed to
which it
claims
pleadings
complete the
the
pleadings and
complete
briefs, indicating
indicating those
which
those in which
briefs,
to combine cases in
they
intend to
they intend
parain parathe manner
indicated in
manner indicated
the
graph (g)
number
The number
above. The
(g) above.
graph
of pleadings
pleadings and
and briefs so indiof
cated shall
shall not,
not, except
except by later
cated
between the two Govagreement
agreement between
ernments,
be exceeded
exceeded by
more
by more
ernments, be
than
ten percent.
percent.
than ten

(i) In
In order
order to
enable the
to enable
(i)
Agencies
distribute their work
to distribute
Agencies to
equally over
over the
two-year pleadthe two-year
equally
ing period,
each Agency
Agency shall be
period, each
ing
under the
obligation to file its
the obligation
under
approximately
Memorials
at
approximately
at
Memorials
equal intervals
first
intervals during the first
equal
twoseventeen
months
of
the
the
of
months
seventeen
year period,
thus allowing
allowing the reperiod, thus
year
maining
seven months
months of the pemaining seven
of the
riod
the completion
completion of
for the
riod for
pleadings and
briefs in
in the last
and briefs
pleadings
same
case memorialized.
memorialized. The
The same
case
obligation shall
shall attach
with reattach with
obligation

(h)
que los
dos Agentes
los dos
Para que
(h) Para
puedan organizar
organizar sus
sus trabajos en
puedan
sea
la forma
eficiente que
que sea
mas eficiente
forma ms
la
posible, y
y para
para que el periodo
posible,
de
dos afios
aiios concedidos
la
concedidos para la
de dos
de escritos y
presentaciOn
y alegapresentaci6n de
tos
se pueda
pueda aprovechar
aprovechar del modo
tos se
ambas
mas
para ambas
equitativo para
mas equitativo
partes, cada
cada uno
uno de
los dos
de los
partes,
Agentes, dentro
dentro de
de los treinta
Agentes,
dias
al comienzo
comienzo de
siguientes al
dias siguientes
dicho
periodo de
de dos afos
aims para
dicho periodo
de tales escritos,
la presentaci6n
presentaciOn de
la
debera
al otro
otro Agente
presentar al
debera presentar
un
estado previo
previo que demuestre
un estado
el
total de
de Memoriales
Memoriales
nimero total
el liftmen)
y
Alegatos que
piense presentar.
presentar.
que piense
y Alegatos
A los
los seis
seis meses
contados desde
meses contados
A
el comienzo
comienzo del
del referido
periodo
referido periodo
el
6
n
de
dos afios
afios para
la presentaci
presentaciOn
para la
de dos
de
escritos, los
dos Agentes
Agentes prelos dos
de escritos,
en la
sentaran
respectivamente, en
la
sentaran respectivamente,
misma
estados que exforma, estados
misma forma,
pongan definitivamente,
espedefinitivamente, espepongan
cificando los
los nombres
niuneros
y numeros
nombres y
cificando
de registro,
las reclamaciones
reclamaciones en
registro, las
de
las que
que se
se propongan
propongan completar
completar
las
los escritos
alegatos con la iny alegatos
escritos y
los
que
dicaciOn
de los
casos en
en que
los casos
dicaci6n de
inpiensen agruparlos
agruparlos del
modo indel modo
piensen
(g) anterior.
dicado en
anterior.
inciso (g)
el inciso
en el
dicado
escritos y
El ntimero
de escritos
y alegatos
ninmero de
El
salvo
mencionados no
debera, salvo
no debera,
mencionados
acuerdo
posterior
entre
los
dos
entre
posterior
acuerdo
mas
Gobiernos,
excederse
en
Inas
de
excederse
Gobiernos,
un
diez
por
ciento.
ciento.
por
un diez
(i)
Para que
las Agencias
Agencias
que las
(i) Para
puedan distribuir
sus trabajos
distribuir sus
puedan
uniformemente en
en todo
todo el periodo
uniformemente
6
n
de
para presentaci
presentacion
afios para
dos allos
de dos
de
ellas estade ellas
una de
cada una
escritos, cada
de escritos,
ra
presentar sus Meobligada aa presentar
ra obligada
moriales
intervalos mas oo
moriales aa intervalos
durante los primenos iguales
iguales durante
menos
meros
diecisiete
del referireferimeses del
meros diecisiete meses
duque
do
periodo,
a
efecto
de
que
de
efecto
a
do periodo,
se
rante
los
siete
meses
restantes
restantes
meses
siete
los
rante
completen
escritos y
y alegatos
alegatos
los escritos
completen los
en el
el ultimo
-Ultimo caso
en que se
caso en
en
Memorial.
hubiere presentado
presentado Memorial.
hubiere
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spect to
to the
the filing
spect
filing of
of the
the pleadpleadings
and briefs
briefs referred
referred to
in
ings and
to in
paragraph (k)
paragraph
(k) below.
below.
(j)
The time
to be
allowed for
for
(j) The
time to
be allowed
filing Answers
Answers shall
be seventy
filing
shall be
seventy
days from
from the
the date
days
date of
of filing
filing MeMemorials.
time to
be allowed
morials. The
The time
to be
allowed
for filing
Briefs shall
for
filing Briefs
shall be
be seventy
seventy
days from
from the
the date
of filing
filing the
days
date of
the
Answers.
to be
be alalAnswers. The time
time to
lowed
filing Reply
Briefs
lowed for
for filing
Reply Briefs
shall be
be seventy
seventy days
days from
from the
the
date of
of filing the
the Briefs.
Briefs.

those cases
cases in
(k) In
In those
in which
which
some
pleadings or
or briefs
some pleadings
briefs were
were
filed with the General
filed
General Claims
Claims
Commission before
the date
date of
before the
of
signature
hereof, the
the Agency
signature hereof,
Agency
has the
the right
the
which has
right to
to file
file the
next
or brief
brief shall
shall be
be alnext pleading or
alto determine
lowed to
determine when
when that
that
document shall be
taking
document
be filed,
filed, taking
into consideration the necessity
of
complying with
with the
the provisions
of complying
provisions
of
paragraph (i)
(1) above.
of paragraph
above.

(1) In
In counting
counting the
seventy(1)
the seventyday
periods mentioned
mentioned in
in paraday periods
paragraph (j)
(j) above,
above, no
no deductions
deductions
shall be
either Sundays
be made
made for
for either
Sundays
or holidays.
holidays. The
The date
or
date of
of filing
filing
the above described
described pleadings
pleadings
and briefs shall be considered
considered to
to
upon which
they shall
be the
the date
date upon
which they
shall
be delivered
delivered at
at the
the Embassy
Embassy of
of
the other Government.
Government. If
If the
the
due date shall fall on Sunday or
or
aa legal holiday,
pleading or
or
holiday, the
the pleading
brief shall be filed upon the next
next
succeeding
business day.
day.
The
succeeding business
The
two Governments
two
Governments shall,
shall, for
for this
this
purpose,
instruct their
purpose, instruct
their respective
respective
Embassies to receive
receive and give
regive receipts for such
pleadings and
such pleadings
and

Esta misma
misma obligacien
existira
Esta
obligaci6n existira
con respect°
de
con
respecto a
a la
la presentaciOn
presentaci6n de
los
escritos y
se
los escritos
y alegatos
alegatos a
a que
que se
refiere
inciso (k)
adelante.
refiere el
el inciso
(k) mks
mas adelante.
(j)
se concede
concede
(j) El
El plazo
plazo que
que se
para
presentacien de
para la
la presentaci6n
de ContestaContestaciones
sera, de
dias conconciones sera
de setenta
setenta dias
tados
la prepretados desde
desde la
la fecha
fecha de
de la
sentaciOn
Memoriales. El
sentaci6n de
de los
los Memoriales.
El
plazo
para la
presentacien de
de
plazo para
la presentaci6n
Alegatos sera
de setenta
Alegatos
sera de
setenta dias
dias concontados
desde la
la fecha
de la
pretados desde
fecha de
la presentacion
de las
las Conte,staciones.
sentaci6n de
Contestaciones.
El
para la
la presentacion
del
El plaza
plazo para
presentaci6n del
Alegato
de Replica
Replica sera,
de seAlegato de
serb de
setenta dias,
contados desde
desde la
la fecha
fecha
tenta
dias, contados
de
presentaciOn de
de la
la presentaci6n
de los
los Alegatos.
Alegatos.
(k)
aquellos casos
que
(k) En
En aquellos
casos en
en que
se hayan presentado
presentado algunos
algunos esescritos ooalegatos
alegatos ante
la Comisi6n
ComisiOn
critos
ante la
General
General de Reclamaciones
Reclamaciones con
con ananterioridad
fecha de
la firma
terioridad a
a la
la fecha
de la
firma
del
present° Protocol°,
la Agencia
Agencia
del presente
Protocolo, la
que
presentar el
el
que tenga derecho
derecho aapresentar
estarg,
escrito o
o alegato siguiente
siguiente estar6

autorizada
autorizada para
la
para determinar
determinar la
que se haya
fecha en que
haya de
de presentar
presentar
tal document°,
tornando en
en condocumento, tomando
consideraci6n la necesidad que
sideraciOn
que hay
de
disposiciones del
de cumplir
cumplir las
las disposiciones
del
inciso (i)
(i) anterior.
anterior.
(1) Al contar
contar los
(1)
los periodos
periodos de
de
habla el
setenta dias de que habla,
el inciso (j) anterior, no se haran
ha,ran
deducciones
concepto de
deducciones por
por concepto
de dodomingos ni
fiesta. La
La
ni dias
dias de
de fiesta.
fecha de la
los
la presentaciOn
presentaci6n de
de los
escritos
escritos y
mencioy alegatos
alegatos antes
antes mencionados se considerara
considerara que
que es
la
es la
en qua
sean entregados
entregados en
fecha en
que sean
en
la Embajada del otro
otro G-obierno.
Gobierno.
Si la fecha de
cayere
de vencimiento
vencimiento cayere
en algiin
algun doming°
domingo o
o &a
dia de
fiesta
de fiesta
oficial, el escrito o
o alegato se
se prepresentara en el dfa
dia habil
siguiente.
sentará
Mbil siguiente.
Los dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, con
con. este
este obobjeto, daran
instrucciones a
daran instrucciones
a sus
sus
Embajadas respectivas
respectivas de
Embajadas
de recibir
recibir
y dar recibos
y
por tales
recibos por
tales escritos
escritos y
y
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briefs
any weekday
weekday between
the
between the
briefs any
hours
of 10
and 16
p.m.) exex16 (4
(4 p.m.)
hours of
10 and
cept
on the
following legal
holilegal holithe following
cept on
days
of both
both countries:
countries:
days of
Of the
the United
United
Of
States

Of
Of Mexico
Mexico

January
1
January 1

January
1
January 1

February
February 22
22

February
February 55

May
30
May 30
July
July 4
4

May 1
1
May 5
May
5
September 14
September
14
September 15
15
September
September 16
September
16
October
12
October 12
November
20
November 20
December 25
December
December
31.
December 31.

First
First Monday
Monday
September
September

in
in

Last
in
Thursday in
Last Thursday
November
November
December 25
December
25

(m) In
In view
view of
of the
herein preprethe herein
(m)
scribed
limitations upon
upon the
the time
time
scribed limitations
allowed for
completion of
of
the completion
for the
allowed
the
work of
of the
Agencies and
and
the Agencies
the work
the
Commissioners, it
it is
is recogrecogthe Commissioners,
nized
of this
this simsimsuccess of
that the
the success
nized that
plified plan
depends
procedure depends
plan of
of procedure
plified
fundamentally upon
upon the
the prompt
prompt
fundamentally
and regular
filing of
pleadof the
the pleadand
regular filing
ings and
briefs in
accordance
in accordance
and briefs
ings
with the
this ProProof this
provisions of
the provisions
with
is agreed,
tocol. It
It is
agreed, therefore,
therefore,
tocol.
that any
any pleading
pleading or
brief which
which
or brief
that
shall be
filed more
than thirty
thirty
more than
be filed
shall
days
after the
the due
the
for the
date for
due date
days after
filing thereof,
thereof, shall
be disredisreshall be
filing
garded by
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners
garded
and
the Umpire,
that the
rethe reand that
Umpire, and
and the
considered
spective
case shall
be considered
shall be
spective case
by
them upon
and
pleadings and
the pleadings
upon the
by them
briefs
preceding the
the tardy
tardy pleadpleadbriefs preceding
unless, by agreeings
ings and briefs, unless,
ment of
of the
Governments, the
the
the two
two Governments,
ment
the
respecof
continued
pleading
of
respeccontinued pleading
tive case
resumed.
shall be
be resumed.
tive
case shall

(n) It
It shall
not be
necessary
be necessary
shall not
(n)
to
evidence but
but
original evidence
to present
present original
all
documents hereafter
submithereafter submitall documents
ted as
shall be
be certified
certified
evidence shall
ted
as evidence
as
complete copies
copies of
the
of the
and complete
as true
true and

alegatos en
en todas
dias habiles,
habile,s,
alegatos
todos los
los dias
entre
10 y
las 16
16 horas,
entre las
las 10
y las
horas, exexceptuando
siguientes dias
de
ceptuando los
los siguientes
dias de
fiesta
de ambos
paises:
oficiales de
ambos paises:
fiesta oficiales
De
De las
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
Unidos
1°
de enero
1° de
22
22 de febrero
febrero
30
de mayo
mayo
30 de
julio
44 de
de julio
Primer lunes
lunes de
Primer
septiembre
septiembre
Ultimo
de
Ultimo jueves
jueves de
noviembre
noviembre
25 de
de diciembre
25
diciembre

De
Mexico
De Medico
1°
de enero
enero
1° de
de febrero
febrero
55 de
1°
de mayo
mayo
1° de
de mayo
mayo
55 de
14 de
de septiembre
septiembre
14
15
septiembre
15 de septiembre
16
de septiembre
septiembre
16 de
12 de
octubre
12
de octubre
20 de
noviembre
20
de noviembre
25 de
de diciembre
diciembre
25
81 de
de diciembre.
diciembre.
31

(m)
En vista
vista de
de las
limitalas limita(m) En
clones prescritas
este protoprotoen este
prescritas en
ciones
col respecto
respecto al
al periodo
period° de
de tiemtiemcolo
po fijado
fijado para
para la
de
la terminacion
terminaci6n de
po
las labores
labores de
las Agencias
Agencias y
y de
de
de las
las
los Comisionados,
se reconoce
reconoce que
que
los
Comisionados, se
el 4xito
exito de
simplificado
plan simplificado
de este
este plan
el
de procedirniento
depende, funfunde
procedimiento depende,
damentalmente,
de la
la presentapresentadamentalmente, de
cion
puntual y
regular de
de los
los esesy regular
ci6n puntual
critos
los terminos
t4rminos
en los
critos y
y alegatos
alegatos en
establecidos por
las disposiciones
disposiciones
por las
establecidos
de
Se conviene,
conviene,
Protocolo. Se
de este
este Protocolo.
por consiguiente,
cualquier
que cualquier
consiguiente, que
por
se entregue
escrito
alegato que
entregue
que se
o alegato
escrito o
mas de
de treinta
de
despu6s de
treinta dias
dias despues
mas
la
fecha fijada
presentapara su
su presentafijada para
la fecha
cion,
no sera
sera torado
tornado en
en cuenta
cuenta
ci6n, no
y el Arbipor
Comisionados y
los Comisionados
por los
se trate
tro,
y que
que el
el caso
de que
trate
que se
caso de
tro, y
sera
por ellos
ellos 1miuniconsiderado por
sera considerado
camente sobre
base de
de los
los esesla base
camente
sobre la
critos y
alegatos que
que precedan
precedan al
al
critos
y alegatos
que
hubiere presentado
presentado externextemse hubiere
que se
poraneamente, a
a menos
menos de
que,
de que,
poraneamente,
por
acuerdo entre
ambos GobierGobierentre ambos
por acuerdo
nos, se
se autorice
autorice la
la continuaci6n
continuaciOn
nos,
de las
las alegaciones
en el
el caso
case resresde
alegaciones en
spectivo.
spectivo.
(n) No
No sera
necesario presenpresensera necesario
(n)
tar las
las pruebas
pruebas originales,
originales, pero
pero
tar
todos los
documentos que
que de
de hoy
hoy
los documentos
todos
en adelante
se presenten
presenten en
en callcalien
adelante se
dad
de pruebas,
serán certificados
certificados
dad de
pruebas, seran
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original
if they
such. In
the
original if
they be
be such.
In the
event
that any
particular docudocuevent that
any particular
ment
filed is
is not
and comcomment filed
not aatrue
true and
plete
of the
the original,
original, that
plete copy
copy of
that
fact
so stated
cerfact shall
shall be
be so
stated in
in the
the certificate.
tificate.

Signatures.

(o) The
The complete
of
(o)
complete original
original of
any
any document
document filed,
filed, either
either in
in
whole
or in
in part,
shall be
be retained
whole or
part, shall
retained
in the
Agency filing
document
filing the
the document
in
the Agency
and
shall be
be made
made available
available for
for
and shall
inspection
any authorized
authorized repinspection by
by any
representative
the Agent
of the
resentative of
of the
Agent of
the
other
other side.
(p) Where
original of
of any
(p)
Where the
the original
any
document or
other proof
proof is
is filed
document
or other
filed
at any
any Government
Government office
office on
on
at
either
and cannot
be coneither side,
side, and
cannot be
conveniently
veniently withdrawn,
withdrawn, and
and no
no
copy
of such
is in
the
copy of
such document
document is
in the
possession of
of the
possession
the Agent
Agent of
of the
the
Government
to present
Government desiring
desiring to
present
the
Commissioners in
the same
same to
to the Commissioners
in
support
the allegations
out
support of
of the
allegations set
set out
in
his pleadings
or briefs,
briefs, he
he shall
in his
pleadings or
shall
notify the
the Agent
Agent of
notify
of the
the other
other
Government in writing
his dedeGovernment
writing of
of his
sire
inspect such
sire to inspect
such document.
document.
Should
inspection be
be rereShould such
such inspection
fused,
the action
action taken
in
fused, then
then the
taken in
response
response to the request
request to
to inspect,
inspect,
together with
such reasons
reasons as
together
with such
as
may
be assigned
for the
action
may be
assigned for
the action
taken,
reported to
to the
the
taken, shall
shall be
be reported
Commissioners and, in
Commissioners
turn, to
in turn,
to
the Umpire mentioned
mentioned in Clause
Fifth of this Protocol,
Protocol, so
so that
that
due
due notice
notice thereof
thereof may
may be
be taken.
taken.
Done in duplicate
duplicate in
Mexico,
in Mexico,
and Spanish
D.F. in
in the English and
Spanish
languages
languages this
this twenty
twenty fourth
fourth
day of the month of April
one
April one
thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
thirty
thirty four.
four.
eTOSEPHUS
JOSEPHus

como
de
como copias
copias fieles
fieles yy completas
completas de
sus
si asi
asi lo
lo fueren.
fueren.
sus originales
originales si
En el
caso de
algim documendocumenEn
el caso
de que
que algin
to
determinado
que
se
to determinado que se presente
presente
no sea
copia fiel
fiel y
y completa
completa del
del
no
sea copia
original,
ese hecho
hecho se
se hark
hark consoriginal, ese
constar en
en la
tar
la certificaciOn.
certificaci6n.
(o) El
El original
original complete
complete de
de
(o)
cualquier
presentado,
cualquier document°
documento presentado,
ya sea
sea total
total oo parcialmente,
parcialmente, sera
serk
ya
conservado
en la
la Agencia
Agencia que
que lo
lo
conservado en
presente
estara, disponible
disponible para
presente y
y estara
para
su
inspeccien por
por cualquier
cualquier reprerepresu inspecci6n
sentante
autorizado del
Agente
sentante autorizado
del Agente
de la
la otra
de
otra parte.
parte.
(p) Cuando
el original
original u
u otra
otra
(p)
Cuando el
prueba este archivado
prueba
archivado en
en las
oficilas oficinas
cualquiera de
de los
dos
nas de
de cualquiera
los dos
Gobiernos, y
y no
pueda ser
ser reGobiernos,
no pueda
retirado
tirado facilmente,
facilmente, ni exista,
exista copia
copia
del
de tal
tal document°
documento en
en poder
poder del
Agente
Gobierno que
que desee
Agente del
del Gobierno
desee
presentarlo
Comisionados,
presentarlo a
a los
los Comisionados,
apoyo de los
contenidos
en apoyo
los puntos
puntos contenidos
en sus
escritos oo alegatos,
alegatos, entonentonen
sus escritos
ces
ces notificara
notificark por
por escrito
escrito al
al
Agente de la
la parte
parte contraria
contraria
Agente
acerca
deseo de
de examinar
acerca de su deseo
examinar
referido
el ref
erido documento.
document°. Si aauna
solicitud
rehusa la
la
solicitud de
de examen
examen se
se rehusa
exhibici6n del document°
documento de que
exhibicien
se
trata, tel
con las
las
se trata,
tal actitud,
actitud, junto
junto con
razones
que se
se dieren
dieren para
para excuexcurazones que
sarla,
serail puestas
puestas en
en conocisarla, seran
conocimiento
Comisionados y,
y, en
miento de
de los
los Comisionados
en
su
del Arbitro
Arbitro a
a que
que se
se reresu easo,
caso, del
fiere
fiere la
Clkusula Quinta
de este
la Clausula
Quinta de
este
Protocolo, y
Protocol°,
y esto
est° sera'
tornado en
en
sera tomado
cuenta
cuenta por ellos.
ellos.
Hecho
Hecho por
duplicado, en
inpor duplicado,
en ingles y
gigs
Ciudad
y en espaliol,
espaiiol, en la Ciudad
de Mexico,
Mexico, el
el dia
&fa veinticuatro
veinticuatro
del mes de abril del afio
alio de mil
mil
novecientos
novecientos treinta y
cuatro.
y cuatro.

DANIELS
DAImELS

Pulo
PuIo

[No. 57]
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MA rd
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AIR NAVIGATION—
DENMARK.
NAVIGATION-DENMARK.
AIR

Denmark for
and Denmark
Arrangement between
between the
States of
America and
of America
United States
the United
Arrangement
and
March 12 and
air
navigation. Effected
signed March
notes, signed
of notes,
exchange of
by exchange
Effected by
air navigation.
1934.
24, 1934.
1934. Effective
Effective April 16, 1934.
24,
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March 14, 24, 1934.
March

The
Minister (Owen)
to the
Danish, Minister
Minister for ForForthe Danish
(Owen) to
Anerican Minister
The American
eign
Affairs
(Munch)
Affairs
eign
No. 46.
46.
No.

AMERICA,
STATES OF
THE UNITED
LEGATION OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
OF THE
LEGATION

1934.
Copenhagen, March
March 12, 1934.
Copenhagen,

ExcEtryNcx:
EXCELLENCY:
EXCEENCY:
Arrangement with
air
Reference
the negotiations
negotiations which
taken place Denmark
nmarkegoverning
go
overnin
e
v
n
erninw
gi
aT
have taken
which have
to the
made to
is made
Reference is
navigation.
the
between
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America
the
navigation.
and
America
of
States
between the Government of the United
navGovernment
conclusion of
air navreciprocal air
a reciprocal
of a
the conclusion
for the
Denmark for
of Denmark
Government of
and
America
of
United States
igation
and
the United
between the
arrangement between
igation arrangement
counone
the
Denmark,
operation of civil aircraft of
counthe operation
governing the
Denmark, governing
try
the other
other country.
country.
in the
try in
It
understanding that
the course of
in the
agreed in
been agreed
has been
it has
that it
my understanding
is my
It is
arrangement shall be
the negotiations,
now terminated,
terminated, that this arrangement
negotiations, now
the
as
follows:
as follows:
1
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1
Tentative provisions.
the United States Tentative
Pending
convention between
between the
a convention
of a
conclusion of
the conclusion
Pending the
opthe
navigation,
air
of
America
and
Denmark
on
subject
subject
of
navigation,
the
on
of America and Denmark
eration
of civil
civil aircraft
aircraft of
the one
one country
country in
the other
other country shall
in the
of the
eration of
be
provisions:
the following provisions:
by the
governed by
be governed
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22
The present
present arrangement
arrangement shall
the United States of
to the
apply to
shall apply
The
America and
and likewise,
subject to the provisions of
likewise, subject
Denmark, and
and Denmark,
America
the second
Article 6,
following possessions, territhe following
6, the
of Article
paragraph of
second paragraph
the
tories or
or colonies
colonies over
over which
respectively exercise jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,
which they respectively
tories
including territorial waters:
waters:
including
(a) Alaska,
Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands
Islands of
of the United States,
Rico, Virgin
Alaska, Puerto
(a)
and
American Samoa.
Samoa.
and American
(b) Greenland.
Greenland.
(b)
3
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3
The
term
aircraft
with
reference
to
one
other Party
Party to this
the other
or the
one or
to
reference
with
The term aircraft
arrangement shall
shall be
to mean
mean civil
civil aircraft,
including
aircraft, including
understood to
be understood
arrangement
state aircraft
aircraft used
purposes, duly regiscommercial purposes,
for commercial
exclusively for
used exclusively
state
tered
in the
the territory
territory of such Party.
tered in

Area affected.
affected.

Aircraft defined.
Aircraft

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 44
Each
parties undertakes
undertakes to
to grant
grant liberty
liberty
the parties
of the
Each of
its
in time
of peace
the
of the
aircraft of
the aircraft
to the
peace to
time of
territory in
its territory
vided
that the
conditions set
set forth
forth in the present
the conditions
vided that
observed.
observed.
86637°-34—p7
2-37
86637-34-PT 2---37

of
passage above
of passage
other party,
proparty, proother
arrangement are
arrangement

Freedom of passage.
Freedom
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Regular air
routes by
by
air routes
Regular
transport
transport companies.
companies.

Refusal
on
only on
Refusal only
reasonable grounds.
grounds.

reasonable

licenses.

Pilot licenses.

Internal
legislation to
to
nternallegislation
govern.

govern.
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of
is, however,
agreed that the establishment and operation
operation of
however, agreed
ItIt is,
regular air
air routes
routes by
an air
transport company
of one
one of
of the
the parties
company of
air transport
by an
regular
within the
the territory
territory of
other party
territory,
said territory,
the said
across the
or across
party or
of the
the other
within
with or
without intermediary
landing, shall
shall be
subject to
to the
prior
the prior
be subject
intermediary landing,
or without
with
consent of
other party
party given
given on
on the
the principle
principle of
reciprocity and
and
of reciprocity
of the
the other
consent
at
request of
of the
the party
party whose
transport comcomair transport
the air
nationality the
whose nationality
the request
at the
pany
possesses.
pany possesses.
Each party
the arrangement
arrangement agrees
that its
its consent
consent for
for operation
operation
agrees that
to the
party to
Each
transport companies of the other party may
by air transport
territory by
over
over its territory
consent
not
be refused
on unreasonable
unreasonable or
or arbitrary
grounds. The
The consent
arbitrary grounds.
refused on
not be
may
be made
subject to
to special
special regulations
relating to
to aerial
safety
aerial safety
regulations relating
made subject
may be
and
order.
public order.
and public
to this arrangement
The parties
arrangement agree that the period in which
parties to
The
pilots may,
may, while
valid pilot
pilot licenses
or rendered
valid
rendered valid
issued or
licenses issued
holding valid
while holding
pilots
in the
by either
registered aircraft
aircraft of
country in
that country
of that
operate registered
country, operate
by
either country,
other country
for non-industrial
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
shall
purposes shall
non-industrial or
country for
other
be limited
limited to
to a
aperiod
period not
not exceeding
months from the time of ensix months
exceeding six
be
try for
the purpose
of operating
unless prior to the expiraaircraft, unless
operating aircraft,
purpose of
for the
try
tion of
of this
this period
pilots obtain
from the
the government
the
of the
government of
obtain from
the pilots
period the
tion
country in
are operating,
licenses authorizing them
pilot licenses
operating, pilot
they are
which they
in which
country
to operate
non-industrial or
or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes.
for non-industrial
aircraft for
to
operate aircraft
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5
5
arrangement, their crews
The aircraft of each
each of the Parties
Parties to this arrangement,
crews
and
passengers, shall while within the territory of the other Party,
and passengers,
be
the general
legislation in
in force in
territory as well
in that territory
general legislation
to the
subject to
be subject
as the
in force
therein relating
relating to
to air
traffic in general,
air traffic
force therein
regulations in
the regulations
as
to
of passengers
goods and to public safety and
passengers and goods
transport of
the transport
to the
order
insofar as
as these
these regulations
regulations apply
aircraft, their
apply to all foreign aircraft,
order insofar
crews
and passengers.
crews and
Each of
of the
Parties to
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall permit
permit the
import
the import
to this
the Parties
Each
or export
of all
all merchandise
which may
may be
be legally
legally imported
imported or exmerchandise which
export of
or
ported
and also
carriage of
passengers, subject to any customs,
of passengers,
the carriage
also the
ported and
immigration and
quarantine restrictions,
restrictions, into
or from
respective
their respective
from their
into or
and quarantine
immigration
territories in
in the aircraft
aircraft of the other Party, and such aircraft,
aircraft, their
their
territories
passengers and
and cargoes,
cargoes, shall
and shall
privileges as and
same privileges
the same
enjoy the
shall enjoy
passengers
not
be subjected
subjected to
any other
other or
duties or
or charges
charges than those
those
higher duties
or higher
to any
not be
which
the aircraft
aircraft of
of the
the country,
country, imposing
such duties or charges,
imposing such
which the
passengers,
engaged in
in international
commerce, and
cargoes and passengers,
their cargoes
and their
international commerce,
engaged
or
the aircraft
aircraft of
of any
foreign countryengaged, and their
their
country likewise engaged,
any foreign
or the
cargoes
and passengers, enjoy or are subjected
subjected to.
cargoes and
Each
of the
the Parties
to this
this arrangement
arrangement may reserve to its own
Parties to
Each of
aircraft air
commerce between
any two
two points neither
neither of which is in
between any
air commerce
aircraft
a
country. Nevertheless
Nevertheless the
the aircraft,
either Party may
of either
aircraft of
foreign country.
a foreign
proceed
from any
aerodrome in the territory of the other Party
any aerodrome
proceed from
other such aerodrome
which
they are
are entitled
entitled to
aerodrome either
either
any other
to use to any
which they
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the whole
whole or
part of
cargoes or
of their cargoes
or part
landing the
of landing
for
passengers or
of taking
on board
cargoes
board the whole or part of their cargoes
taking on
or of
passengers
or passengers
passengers provided
provided that
that such
such cargoes
cargoes are
covered by
through
by through
are covered
or
bills of
lading and
issued
passengers hold through tickets, issued
and such passengers
of lading
bills
journey whose starting
respectively
starting place and destination both
respectively for aajourney
are not
not points
between which air commerce
commerce has been duly so reserved,
points between
are
aerodrome
and such
aircraft, while
while proceeding
proceeding as aforesaid, from one aerodrome
and
such aircraft,
to
aerodromes are points
shall, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that such aerodromes
another shall,
to another
between
which air
air commerce
commerce has
has been
enjoy all the
been duly reserved, enjoy
between which
privileges of
arrangement.
privileges
of this
this arrangement,
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66
Restricted areas.
Each
of
the
Parties
to
this
arrangement shall have the right to Restricted
arrangement
this
to
Parties
Each of the
prohibit
air-traffic over
over certain
of its territory, provided that
areas of
certain areas
prohibit air-traffic
no
distinction in
in this
made between
between its aircraft engaged in
matter is made
this matter
no distinction
international commerce
the aircraft
aircraft of the other Party likeand the
commerce and
international
wise engaged.
The areas
areas above
above which
prohibited
which air traffic is thus prohibited
engaged. The
wise
by either
either Party
Party must
must be
be notified
notified to the other Party.
by
Each
the Parties
may make
the right
right to engage in air traffic
make the
Parties may
of the
Each of
over any
any of
of its
territories or colonies,
colonies, specified in subpossessions, territories
its possessions,
over
paragraphs
(a) or
or (b)
(b) of
of Article
Article 2,
2, dependent
dependent upon the granting
paragraphs (a)
of
special permit
upon the
the fulfillment
fulfillment of special conditions
and upon
permit and
of aa special
national
and
rules, provided
subject to
the right
reserve to national
right to reserve
to the
that, subject
provided that,
and rules,
of
paragraph
aircraft
air
commerce
as
described
in
the
third
paragraph
Article
third
the
in
described
as
commerce
air
aircraft
registered
5,
distinction in
this matter
matter is
is made
aircraft registered
between aircraft
made between
in this
no distinction
5, no
in
its territory
and aircraft
registered in territory
territory of the other Party.
aircraft registered
territory and
in its
territory
Each Party
Party shall
notify the
the other
other Party
Party of
of its possession,
possession, territory
shall notify
Each
a
without
will
or
colony
over
which
air
traffic
will
not
be
permitted
a
traffic
air
or colony over which
special permit.
permit.
special
Each of
of the
Parties reserves
the right
right under
exceptional circumcircumunder exceptional
reserves the
the Parties
Each
to
temporarily to
stances in
of peace
peace and
immediate effect temporarily
with immediate
and with
time of
in time
stances
limit or
or prohibit
air traffic
above its
condition that in
territory on condition
its territory
traffic above
prohibit air
limit
this respect
respect no
distinction is
is made
the aircraft
aircraft of the other
other
'between the
made 'between
no distinction
this
Party and
and the
aircraft of
of any foreign country.
the aircraft
Party
ARTicLE
ARTICLE 77
Any aircraft
aircraft which
finds
itself
over a
prohibited area
referred to
to stl
ikircraft en
enttg
eide
r
n.
e.
denr
stAircrat
area referred
a prohibited
which finds itself over
Any
in
the
first
paragraph
of
Article
6
shall,
as
soon
as
it
is
aware
of
the
tally.
aware
is
it
as
in the first paragraph of Article 6 shall, as soon
fact,
distress prescribed
the Rules of the Air in
in the
prescribed in
of distress
signal of
the signal
give the
fact, give
force in
the territory
territory flown
over and
and shall
land as soon as possible
shall land
flown over
in the
force
at an
an aerodrome
such territory outside of but as near as
in such
situated in
aerodrome situated
at
possible
such prohibited
prohibited area.
to such
possible to
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 88
Distinctive,
Distinctive, etc.,
All aircraft
aircraft shall
carry clear
clear and
and visible
nationality and
registra- marks.
and registravisible nationality
shall carry
All
tion
marks
whereby
they
may
be
recognized
during
flight.
In
addition marks whereby they may be recognized during flight. In
tion, they
they must
bear the
and address
the owner.
of the
address of
name and
the name
must bear
tion,
Certificates required.
All
be provided
with certificates
certificates of
and Certificates
registration and
of registration
provided with
shall be
aircraft shall
All aircraft
air
for
prescribed
of
airworthiness
and
with
all
the
other
documents
prescribed
documents
other
the
all
with
of airworthiness and
traffic in
in the
the territory
in which
which they
they are
are registered.
registered.
territory in
traffic
The members
members of
the crew
crew who
who perform,
an aircraft,
aircraft, duties
duties for
for
in an
perform, in
of the
The
which a
special permit
is required
required in
the territory
territory in which such
in the
permit is
a special
which
aircraft
registered, shall
be provided
with all
all documents
documents and in
provided with
shall be
is registered,
aircraft is
by the reguparticular
with
the
certificates
and
licenses
prescribed
by
prescribed
licenses
and
certificates
the
with
particular
lations
in force
such territory.
in such
force in
lations in
The other
other members
members of
shall carry
carry documents
documents showing
showing
crew shall
the crew
of the
The
their
duties in
in the
profession, identity
identity and
and nationality.
nationality.
their profession,
aircraft, their
the aircraft,
their duties
certifiValidity of certifiThe certificates
of airworthiness,
competency and cates.
of competency
certificates of
airworthiness, certificates
certificates of
The
arto
Parties
the
licenses
issued
or
rendered
valid
by
one
of
this
of
one
licenses issued or rendered valid by
rangement in
respect of
aircraft registered
territory or of
its territory
registered in its
an aircraft
of an
in respect
rangement
the
of such
aircraft shall
shall have
the same
the terrivalidity in the
same validity
have the
such aircraft
crew of
the crew
tory of
of the
Party as
corresponding documents issued or
the corresponding
as the
other Party
the other
tory
rendered valid
valid by
the latter.
by the
rendered
Rights
reserved.
Rights reserved.
Each
Parties reserves
the right
right for
the purpose
flight
purpose of flight
for the
reserves the
the Parties
of the
Each of
within
its
own
territory
to
refuse
to
recognize
certificates
of
comwithin its own territory to refuse to recognize
petency and
and licenses
issued to
of that
that Party
other
Party by the other
nationals of
to nationals
licenses issued
petency
Party.
Party.
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ARTICLE
ARrICLE 99

Radio regulations.
regulation.

Aircraft
of either
either of
to this
carry
Aircraft of
of the
the Parties
Parties to
this arrangement
arrangement may
may carry
wireless apparatus
territory of
of the
the other
if aa
wireless
apparatus in
in the
the territory
other Party
Party only
only if
license
and work
such apparatus
been issued
issued by
by
license to
to install
install and
work such
apparatus shall
shall have
have been
the competent
competent authorities
authorities of
of the
the Party
Party in
in whose
whose territory
the airairthe
territory the
craft
registered. The
of such
apparatus shall
shall be
craft is
is registered.
The use
use of
such apparatus
be in
in accordaccordance
the regulations
on the
the subject
by the
the competent
competent
ance with
with the
regulations on
subject issued
issued by
authorities
of the
the territory
within whose
space the
the aircraft
authorities of
territory within
whose air
air space
aircraft is
is
navigating.
navigating.
Such
such members
crew
Such apparatus
apparatus shall
shall be used
used only
only by
by such
members of
of the
the crew
as are
are provided
license for
for the
issued by
by the
as
provided with
with aaspecial
special license
the purpose
purpose issued
the
Government
of the
territory in
in which
which the
the aircraft
Government of
the territory
aircraft is
is registered.
registered.
The
this arrangement
reserve respectively
the right,
right, for
The Parties
Parties to
to this
arrangement reserve
respectively the
for
reasons
of safety,
to issue
issue regulations
to the
obligatory equipreasons of
safety, to
regulations relative
relative to
the obligatory
equipment
wireless apparatus.
ment of
of aircraft
aircraft with
with wireless
apparatus.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10
10

War
War materials
naaterials rerestrictions.

No
arms of
of war,
war 'explosives
or munitions
of war
war shall
be
No arms
explosives of
of war,
war, or
munitions of
shall be
carried by aircraft
carried
aircraft, of either
of the
the other
either Party above the
the territory
territory of
other
Party or by the crew or passengers,
passengers, except
except by
by permission
of the
the
permission of
competent
within whose
whose air
the
competent authorities of
of the territory
territory within
air space
space the
aircraft
is navigating.
navigating.
aircraft is
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11
11

Inspection, etc.
etc.

Upon
of any
any aircraft
aircraft each
each Party
Upon the
the departure
departure or
or landing
landing of
Party may
may
within
its own
and through
its competent
competent authorities
authorities search
search
within its
own territory
territory and
through its
the
aircraft of
of the
the other
Party and
examine the
the certificates
other
the aircraft
other Party
and examine
certificates and
and other
documents prescribed.
documents
prescribed.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12
12 .
,

Aerodromes.
Aerodromes.

Aerodromes
Aerodromes open to
traffic in the
of one
of
to public
public air traffic
the territory
territory of
one of
the Parties
Parties to this
this arrangement
are under
the
arrangement shall in so far
far as they
they are
under the
control
of the
Party in
in whose
whose territory
situated be
be open
control of
the Party
territory they
they are
are situated
open
to all aircraft
aircraft of the other
also be
be entitled
to the
the
other Party,
Party, which
which shall
shall also
entitled to
assistance of
meteorological services,
wireless services,
the
assistance
of the meteorological
services, the
the wireless
services, the
lighting
services, and the
signalling services,
in so
lighting services,
the day
day and
and night
night signalling
services, in
so
far as the several classes
are under
the Party
classes of
of services are
under control
control of
of the
Party in
in
whose territory they respectively
whose
respectively are
are rendered.
Any scale
of charges
rendered. Any
scale of
charges
made, namely,
landing, accommodation
accommodation or
other charge,
charge, with
respect
made,
namely landing,
or other
with respect
to the aircraft of each
each Party in the territory of
other Party,
of the
the other
Party,
shall in so far as such
such charges are
the Party
Party
are under
under the control
control of
of the
in whose territory
territory they are made be the same for
for the
the aircraft
aircraft of
of
both Parties.
Parties.
ARTICLE
13
ARTICLE 13

Landings, etc.
Landings,
et.

All aircraft entering or
the territory
of either
of the
the
or leaving the
territory of
either of
to this
at or
depart from
an aeroaeroParties to
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall land
land at
or depart
from an
drome open to public air
and classed
as a
aeroair traffic and
classed as
a customs
customs aerodrome at which facilities exist
exist for
for enforcement
enforcement of immigration
immigration
regulations and
landing
regulations
and clearance
clearance of
of aircraft,
aircraft, and
and no
no intermediary
intermediary landing
shall be
be effected
the frontier
frontier and
and the
aerodrome. In
shall
effected between
between the
the aerodrome.
In special
special
cases the competent authorities may
aircraft to
to land
land at
at or
may allow aircraft
or
depart
aerodromes, at
at which
which customs,
immigration and
depart from other
other aerodromes,
customs, immigration
and
clearance facilities
facilities have been arranged.
arranged. The prohibition of any
intermediary
landing applies
in such
such cases.
intermediary landing
applies also
also in
cases.
In the event of
of aaforced
In
forced landing outside the
aerodromes, referred
the aerodromes,
referred
to in
in the
paragraph of
of this
this article,
article, the
of the
its
to
the first
first paragraph
the pilot
pilot of
the aircraft,
aircraft, its
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and immigracrew
and the
passengers shall
conform to
to the
the customs
customs and
shall conform
the passengers
crew and
tion
in the
territory in
the landing has
in which
which the
the territory
force in
in force
regulations in
tion regulations
been
been made.
Aircraft of
of each
Party to
this arrangement
right
arrangement are accorded the right
to this
each Party
Aircraft
to
enter the
of the
other Party
compliance with
subject to compliance
Party subject
the other
territory of
the territory
to enter
force therein.
quarantine
regulations in
in force
quarantine regulations
The
to this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
exchange lists of the aeroshall exchange
Parties to
The Parties
dromes in
in their
their territories
territories designated
designated by
by them
entry and
of entry
as ports of
them as
dromes
departure.
departure.
ARTICLE 14
14
ARTICLE

the right
Each of
the Parties
right to
to
reserves the
arrangement reserves
this arrangement
to this
Parties to
of the
Each
require
that all
all aircraft
crossing the
the frontiers
territory shall
frontiers of its territory
aircraft crossing
require that
do
between certain
certain points.
points. Subject
to the notification
notification of any
Subject to
so between
do so
such
one Party
to the
the other
Party, and to the right
other Party,
Party to
by one
requirements by
such requirements
6 the
to
prohibit air
traffic over
over certain
areas as
stipulated in Article 6
as stipulated
certain areas
air traffic
to prohibit
this arrangement
frontiers
of the
the territories
territories of
arrangement may be
Parties to this
the Parties
of the
frontiers of
crossed at
at any point.
point.
crossed

Fli
ght restrictions.
Flightrestrictions.

ARTICLE 15
15
ARTICLE

dropped from an
As
ballast, only fine
fine sand or water may be dropped
As ballast,
aircraft.

Ballast.
Balast.

ARTICLE
16
ARTICLE 16
required
Permission re
or Permission
No
article or
ballast, may
may be
be unloaded
unloaded or
quired
than ballast,
other than
or substance,
substance, other
No article
ete.
permission to dscharge,
otherwise discharged
discharged in
in the
unless special
discharge '
etc.
special permission
flight unless
of flight
course of
the course
otherwise
the
for
such purpose
purpose shall
have been
authorities of the
given by the authorities
been given
shall have
for such
territory
such unloading
discharge takes place.
or discharge
unloading or
which such
in which
territory in

ARTICLE 17
17
ARTICLE
Whenever questions
of nationality
arise in carrying out the present
present
nationality arise
questions of
Whenever
arrangement, it
agreed that every aircraft
aircraft shall be deemed to
it is agreed
arrangement,
possess
the nationality
the Party
in whose territory it is duly
Party in
of the
nationality of
possess the
registered.
registered.

Registry.
Registry.

ARTICLE
ARTICLF. 18
18
ratincaFxchange
other Exchan
The
Parties to
this arrangement
shall communicate
to each
each other
geof
of ratifiescommunicate to
arrangement shall
to this
The Parties
tins"
the regulations
regulations relative
relative to
air traffic in force in their respective tk
'ns'
to air
the
territories.
territories.
ARTICLE
19
ARTICLE 19
The present
present arrangement
shall be
be subject
subject to
termination by
to termination
arrangement shall
The
by
either Party
days' notice
notice given to the other Party or
sixty days'
upon sixty
Party upon
by either
by the
the enactment
of legislation
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith.
Party of
either Party
by either
enactment by
by

Duration.
Duration.

Ratification
under- eRetificaton
it is the underme whether
inform me
to have
have you
I
be glad
glad to
you inform
whether it
I shall
shall be
effective date.
standing of
your Government
arrangement agreed
agreed to in the
the arrangement
that the
Government that
of your
standing
negotiations is
is as
set forth.
is suggested that the
it is
so, it
If so,
forth. If
as herein
herein set
negotiations
arrangement become
on April 16,
16, 1934.
effective on
become effective
arrangement
considAccept, Excellency,
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest considrenewed assurances
the renewed
Excellency, the
Accept,
eration.
eration.

OWEN.
Rum BRYAN
BRYAN OWEN.
RUTH

His Excellency
Excellency
His
Dr.
P. MUNCH,
MUNCH,
Dr. P.
Affairs,
Foreign Affairs,
for Foreign
Royal
Minister for
Royal Minister
Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.

and
and
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The
Danish Minister
Foreign Affccirs
(Munch) to
American
The Danish
Minister for
for Foreign
Affairs (Munch)
to the
the Amnrican
Minister
Minister (Owen)
(Owen)
ITDENRIGSMINISTERIET.
93.D.32.
TUDENRIGSMINISTERIT.
).P.I. Journal
Journal Nr.
Nr. 93.D.32.

C
OPENHAGEN, March
24,1934.
COrPNHAGEN,
March 24,
1934.
MADAM ::—
MADAM
Acceptance by Denhave the
honour to
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
the receipt
of the
of the
IIhave
the honour
receipt of
the note
note of
the
mark.
mark.
12th
instant in
which you
you communicated
communicated to
me the
the text
text of
of the
the rere12th instant
in which
to me
ciprocal air
navigation arrangement
the
ciprocal
air navigation
arrangement between
between Denmark
Denmark and
and the
United States
the operation
civil aircraft
aircraft
United
States of
of America,
America, governing
governing the
operation of
of civil
of
country in
in the
the other
country, as
as understood
by you
you to
have
of the
the one
one country
other country,
understood by
to have
been
to during
during the
the negotiations,
terminated, between
between the
the
negotiations, now
now terminated,
been agreed
agreed to
two
countries.
two countries.
The
text which
you have
communicated to
reproduced below:
below:
The text
which you
have communicated
to me
me is
is reproduced
ARTICLE
ARTICIE 1.
1.
Pending
conclusion of
of a
aconvention
between the United
United States
Pending the
the conclusion
convention between
of
America and
Dexunark on
the subject
subject of
of air
air navigation,
navigation, the
the
of America
and Denmark
on the
operation
of civil
aircraft of
the one
one country
the other
country
civil aircraft
of the
country in
in the
other country
operation of
shall be
by the
following provisions:
provisions:
shall
be governed
governed by
the following

ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE
The present
present arrangement
arrangement shall
to the
United States
of
shall apply
apply to
the United
States of
The
America and
of
America
and Denmark,
Denmark, and
and likewise,
likewise, subject to the
the provisions
provisions of
the
second paragraph
of Article
6, the
following possessions,
territhe second
paragraph of
Article 6,
the following
possessions territories or
or colonies
colonies over
over which
they respectively
exercise jurisdiction,
jurisdiction.,
tories
which they
respectively exercise
including territorial
including
territorial waters:
waters:
(a) Alaska,
Alaska, Puerto
the United
and
(a)
Puerto Rico,
Rico, Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands of
of the
United States,
States, and
American Samoa.
Samoa.
American
(b) Greenland.
(b)
Greenland.
ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTciiL
The term
aircraft with
term aircraft
with reference
reference to
to one or the
the other
other Party
Party to
to this
arrangement shall be
understood to mean civil aircraft, including
arrangement
be understood
including
state aircraft
used exclusively
exclusively for
for commercial
purposes, duly
duly regisstate
aircraft used
commercial purposes,
registered
in the
the territory
such Party.
tered in
territory of
of such
Party.
ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.
Each
grant liberty
of passage
passage above
above
Each of
of the
the parties
parties undertakes
undertakes to
to grant
liberty of
its territory
time of
of peace
peace to
to the
aircraft of
of the
the other
proits
territory in
in time
the aircraft
other party,
party, provided that the conditions set forth in the
present arrangement
arrangement are
are
the present
observed.
observed.
It
It is, however, agreed that the
of
the establishment
establishment and operation
operation of
transport company
company of
regular air routes by an air transport
of one of
of the
the parties
within the territory of the other parLy
party or across the said territory,
intermediary landing,
landing, shall
be subject
to the
the prior
prior
with or
or without
without intermediary
shall be
subject to
consent of the other party given on
on the
the principle
principle of
reciprocity and
of reciprocity
at the request of the party
the air
air transport
transport
party whose nationality the
company possesses.
Each party to
Each
arrangement agrees
for operato the
the arrangement
agrees that
that its consent for
operations
air transport
transport companies
of the
other
tions over
over its
its territory
territory by
by air
companies of
the other
unreasonable or arbitrary
party may not be refused on unreasonable
arbitrary grounds.
grounds.
The consent may be made subject
subject to special
special regulations relating
to
relating to
safety and
and public
public order.
order.
aerial safety
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arrangement agree
agree that the period in which
parties to this arrangement
The parties
pilots may, while holding valid pilot licences
licences issued
issued or rendered
rendered
operate registered
registered aircraft
aircraft of that country
valid by either country, operate
non-industrial or non-commercial
non-commercial purposes
purposes
in the
the other country for non-industrial
months from the time
exceeding six months
a period not exceeding
shall be limited to a
operating aircraft, unless prior to the
of entry
entry for the purpose of operating
of
Government of
expiration of this period the pilots obtain from the Government
the country
country in which they are operating,
operating, pilot licenses
licenses authorizing
authorizing
them to operate aircraft
non-commercial
aircraft for non industrial or non-commercial
purposes.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.

crews
The
aircraft of each
each of the Parties to this arrangement,
arrangement, their crews
The aircraft
passengers, shall, while within the territory of the other Party,
and passengers,
be subject to the general legislation in force
force in that
that territory as well
as
traffic in general
general,
the regulations
regulations in force therein relating to air traffic
as the
to the
passengers and goods
goods and to
to public safety
safety and
and
transport of passengers
to
the transport
regulations apply
apply to all foreign aircraft,
order in so far as these regulations
their crews and passengers.
Each of the Parties to this arrangement
arrangement shall permit the import
import
or
legally imported
imported or
merchandise which may be legally
or export of all merchandise
passengers, subject to any customs,
carriage of passengers,
exported and also the carriage
immigration and quarantine
quarantine restrictions, into or from their respecimmigration
aircraft
territories in
aircraft of the other Party, and such aircraft,
in the aircraft
tive territories
privileges as and
their
their passengers and cargoes, shall enjoy the same privileges
shall
other or higher duties
duties or charges than
than
subjected to any other
be subjected
shall not be
those
aircraft of the country, imposing such duties or
those which the aircraft
charges,
commerce, and their cargoes and
international commerce,
in international
engaged in
charges, engaged
passengers,
foreign country likewise
likewise engaged,
engaged,
passengers, or the aircraft of any foreign
subjected to.
and their cargoes and passengers, enjoy
enjoy or are subjected
Each
arrangement may reserve to its own
the Parties to this arrangement
Each of the
aircraft
between any two points neither of which is
commerce between
air commerce
aircraft air
in
either Party
Party may
aircraft of either
Nevertheless the aircraft
country. Nevertheless
foreign country.
in a
a foreign
proceed from
from any
any aerodrome
aerodrome in the territory of the other Party
proceed
which they
they are
other such aerodrome
aerodrome either
use to any other
to use
entitled to
are entitled
which
for the
the purpose
cargoes or
whole or part of their cargoes
the whole
landing the
of landing
purpose of
for
passengers or
or of
their cargoes
cargoes
taking on board the whole or part of their
of taking
passengers
through
or passengers
passengers provided
provided that
such cargoes are
are covered
covered by through
that such
or
bills
of lading,
and such
tickets, issued
issued
through tickets,
passengers hold through
such passengers
lading, and
bills of
respectively for
place and
destination both
both
and destination
starting place
whose starting
journey whose
for aajourney
respectively
are not
not points
reserved,
commerce has been duly so reserved,
air commerce
which air
between which
points between
are
and such
proceeding as aforesaid,
aforesaid, from one aerodrome
aerodrome
while proceeding
aircraft, while
such aircraft,
and
to
another, shall
aerodromes are points
notwithstanding that such aerodromes
shall,i notwithstanding
to another,
between which
which air
air commerce
commerce has been
reserved, enjoy
enjoy all the
duly reserved,
been duly
between
privileges of this arrangement.
arrangement.
privileges
Airrici.E.
ABiICL 6.
Each of
of the
this arrangement
arrangement shall have the right to
to this
Parties to
the Parties
Each
prohibit air
traffic over
certain areas
territory, provided
provided that
areas of its territory,
over certain
air traffic
prohibit
no
distinction in
this matter
made between
aircraft engaged
engaged
its aircraft
between its
is made
matter is
in this
no distinction
in international
commerce and
and the
the other Party likeof the
aircraft of
the aircraft
international commerce
in
wise engaged.
engaged. The
areas above
which air traffic
prohibited
traffic is thus prohibited
above which
The areas
wise
by
either Party must be notified to the other Party.
by either
Each
the Parties
engage in air traffic
traffic
make the right to engage
Parties may make
of the
Each of
possessions, territories
territories or colonies, specified in subsubover any of its possessions,
paragraphs (a)
dependent upon the granting
granting
(a) or (b) of Article 2, dependent
paragraphs
of
upon the fulfillment
fulfilerit of special conditions
and upon
permit and
a special
special permit
of a
and
rules, provided
provided that,
that, subject
reserve to national
national
the right to reserve
to the
subject to
and rules,
aircraft
air commerce
described in the third paragraph
Article
paragraph of Article
commerce as described
aircraft air
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5, no distinction in
this matter
matter is
between aircraft
in this
is made
made between
aircraft registered
registered
in its territory
territory and
aircraft registered
registered in
territory of
of the
and aircraft
in territory
the other
other
Party. Each Party shall notify the
Party of
of its
its possession,
possession,
the other
other Party
territory or colony
over which
which air
traffic will
will not
be permitted
permitted without
without
colony over
air traffic
not be
a
permit.
a special
special permit.
Each of the Parties reserves
reserves the
the right
under exceptional
exceptional circumright under
circumstances in time of peace
peace and
immediate effect
temporarily to
and with
with immediate
effect temporarily
to
limit or prohibit air traffic above
territory on
that in
above its
its territory
on condition
condition that
in
this respect no distinction is made between the
the aircraft
aircraft of
of the
the other
other
Party and the aircraft of any foreign
foreign country,
country.
ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.
Any aircraft which finds itself over
area referred
over aa prohibited
prohibited area
referred
to in the first paragraph
paragraph of Article 6
shall, as
as soon
as it
it is
is aware
aware
6 shall,
soon as
of the fact, give the signal of
distress prescribed
the Rules
Rules of
of the
of distress
prescribed in
in the
the
Air in force in the territory flown
over and
and shall
shall land
land as
as soon
flown over
soon as
as
possible at an aerodrome
aerodrome situated
situated in
in such
such territory
territory outside
of but
outside of
but as
as
near as possible to such prohibited
prohibited area.
area.
ARTICLE 8.
8.
ARTIcUE
All aircraft
aircraft shall carry clear and
regisand visible
visible nationality
nationality and
and registration marks whereby
whereby they
may be
be recognized
recognized during
during flight.
flight. In
In
they may
addition, they must bear the name and address of
the owner.
of the
owner.
All aircraft shall be provided with certificates
of registration
registration
certificates of
and of airworthiness
airworthiness and with all the other
other documents
documents prescribed
prescribed
for air traffic in the territory in
in which
which they
are registered.
registered.
they are
The members of the crew who perform, in
in an
an aircraft,
duties
aircraft, duties
for
which aa special permit
for which
permit is required
required in the territory
in which
territory in
which
such aircraft
aircraft is registered, shall be provided with
all documents
documents
with all
and in
and
in particular
particular with the certificates
certificates and licences
by
licences prescribed
prescribed by
the regulations
regulations in force in such territory.
territory.
The other
other members of the
the crew
crew shall
carry documents
documents showing
shall carry
showing
their duties in the aircraft,
aircraft, their profession,
profession, identity
identity and
and nationality.
nationality.
The certificates
certificates of airworthiness,
airworthiness, certificates
certificates of
of competency
competency and
and
licenses issued or rendered
rendered valid
valid by one
one of
to this
arof the
the Parties
Parties to
this arrangement
rangement in respect of an aircraft
aircraft registered
in its
its territory
territory or
or
registered in
of
of the crew of such aircraft shall have
have the same
validity in
in the
the
same validity
territory of the other Party as
the corresponding
documents issued
as the
corresponding documents
issued
or rendered valid
by the
valid by
the latter.
latter.
Each of the Parties reserves
reserves the right for the
the purpose
purpose of
of flight
flight
within its own territory to refuse to
to recognize
recognize certificates
certificates of
of comcompetency and licenses issued to nationals
nationals of
of that
that Party
by the
other
Party by
the other
Party.
ARTICLE
AWITCLE 9.
9.
Aircraft
arrangement may
Aircraft of either of the Parties
Parties to this arrangement
may carry
carry
wireless apparatus
apparatus in the territory of
the other
other Party
liof the
Party only
only if
if aalicense
to install and work such apparatus shall have been
cense to
issued by
by
been Issued
the competent
the
competent authorities of the Party in whose territory
territory the
the airaircraft is
is registered.
craft
registered. The use of such apparatus shall
shall be
be in
in accordaccordance with the regulations on the subject
issued by
subject issued
by the
the competent
competent
authorities of the territory within whose air
air space
aircraft is
is
space the
the aircraft
navigating.
Such apparatus shall be used only by such
of the
such members
members of
the crew
crew
as
are provided
as are
provided with a
a special license for the purpose
purpose issued
issued by
by
the
the territory in which the aircraft is registered.
the Government
Government of the
The Parties to this arrangement
The
arrangement reserve respectively
respectively the
the right,
right,
for reasons of safety, to issue regulations relative
relative to
obligato the
the obligatory equipment
equipment of
wireless apparatus.
of aircraft
aircraft with
with wireless
apparatus.
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10.
ARTICLE 10.
ARTICLE
No arms
arms of
of war,
war, or munitions
munitions of war shall
of war,
explosives of
war, explosives
No
be
carried
by
aircraft
of
either
Party
above
the
territory of the
the territory
above
Party
either
of
aircraft
by
carried
be
other Party
or by
by the
the crew
crew or
or passengers,
passengers, except
except by permission
permission
Party or
other
of
the
competent
authorities
of
the
territories
within
whose
air
whose air
within
territories
the
of
authorities
competent
the
of
is navigating.
space the
aircraft is
navigating.
the aircraft
space
ARTICLE 11.
11.
ARTICLE
Upon
departure or
or landing
aircraft each
each Party may
any aircraft
of any
landing of
the departure
Upon the
within
own territory
territory and
and through
through its competent
competent authorities
authorities
its own
within its
search
of the
the other
other Party
and examine
certificates
examine the certificates
Party and
aircraft of
the aircraft
search the
and
prescribed.
documents prescribed.
other documents
and other

12.
ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
Aerodromes open
open to
to public
public air
the territory of one of the
in the
traffic in
air traffic
Aerodromes
Parties to
this arrangement
arrangement shall in so far as they are under the
to this
Parties
open
control of
of the
the Party
n whose
whose territory
they are situated be open
territory they
Party in
control
to all
all aircraft
ai rcraft of
i
of the
the other
Party,
which shall
shall also
also be
be entitled to the
Party, which
other
to
assistance of
the meteorological
meteorological services,
wireless services,
services, the
the wireless
services, the
of the
assistance
lighting
the day
night signalling
signalling services,
services, in so far
far
and night
day and
and the
services and
lighting services
as the
services are under
under control
control of the Party in
of services
classes of
several classes
the several
as
whose territory
are rendered.
charges
rendered. Any scale of charges
respectively are
they respectively
territory they
whose
made, namely,
namely, landing,
landing, accomodation
accomodation or
or other
charge, with respect to
to
other charge,
made,
shall
Party,
the
aircraft
of
each
Party
in
the
territory
of
the
other
other
the
of
territory
the
in
Party
each
of
aircraft
the
in
so far
such charges
charges are
under the
the control of the
the Party in whose
are under
as such
far as
in so
territory
are made
made be
be the
same for
for the
the aircraft
aircraft of both Parties.
the same
they are
territory they
ARTICLE
13.
ARTICLE 13.
All
aircraft entering
territory of either of the
the territory
leaving the
or leaving
entering or
All aircraft
Parties
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall land
land at
depart from an aeroor depart
at or
to this
Parties to
a customs aerodrome
as
drome
open
to
public
air
traffic
and
classed
a
aerodrome
classed
and
traffic
air
public
to
drome open
at
which facilities
of immigration
regulations
immigration regulations
enforcement of
for enforcement
exist for
facilities exist
at which
and clearance
clearance of
intermediary landing
landing shall be
no intermediary
and no
aircraft, and
of aircraft,
and
In special cases
effected
aerodrome. In
cases
the aerodrome.
and the
frontier and
the frontier
between the
effected between
the
competent
authorities
may
allow
aircraft
to
land
depart
at or depart
land
to
aircraft
allow
may
the competent authorities
immigration and clearance
from other
other aerodromes,
at which
clearance
customs, immigration
which customs,
aerodromes, at
from
facilities have
The prohibition
of any intermediary
intermediary
prohibition of
arranged. The
been arranged.
have been
facilities
landing applies
applies also in
in such cases.
landing
referred
In the
event of
of a
forced landing
the aerodromes,
aerodromes, referred
outside the
landing outside
a forced
the event
In
its
to
in
the
first
paragraph
of
this
article,
the
pilot
of
the
aircraft,
aircraft,
the
of
pilot
the
article,
this
of
paragraph
to in the first
crew and
the passengers
shall conform
to the
the customs and immigraconform to
passengers shall
and the
crew
tion
regulations in
force in
in the
which the landing
landing has
in which
territory in
the territory
in force
tion regulations
been made.
made.
been
arrangement are accorded
Aircraft of
Party to
accorded the
to this arrangement
each Party
of each
Aircraft
compliance
right to
to enter
enter the
of the
other Party
Party subject
subject to compliance
the other
territory of
the territory
right
therein.
with
quarantine
regulations
in
force
therein.
regulations
quarantine
with
The
Parties to
to this
this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall exchange
aeroexchange lists of the aeroThe Parties
entry
of
ports
dromes
in
their
territories
designated
by
them
entry
as
them
by
designated
territories
their
dromes in
and
departure.
and departure.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 14.

reserves the right to
Each of
of the
Parties to
to this
this arrangement
to
arrangement reserves
the Parties
Each
require that
that all
all aircraft
crossing the
the frontiers
frontiers of
of its
territory shall
shall
its territory
aircraft crossing
require
do so
between certain
points. Subject
Subject to
to the
the notification
notification of
of any such
such
certain points.
so between
do
requirements by
by one
Party to
to the
the right to
to
Party, and to the
other Party,
the other
one Party
requirements
6 the
prohibit
air traffic
areas as
stipulated in Article
Article 6
as stipulated
certain areas
over certain
traffic over
prohibit air
frontiers of
of the
the Parties
arrangement may
Parties to this arrangement
territories of
the territories
of the
frontiers
be
point.
at any point.
crossed at
be crossed
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ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARnTci
As
only fine
sand or
be dropped
dropped from
from an
airAs ballast,
ballast, only
fine sand
or water
water may
may be
an aircraft.
craft.
ARTICLE
ARTCLEx 16.
16.
No
article or
or substance,
than ballast,
may be
be unloaded
unloaded or
No article
substance, other
other than
ballast, may
or
otherwise
otherwise discharged
in the
the course
discharged in
course of
of flight
flight unless
unless special
special permispermission for such
sion
such purpose
purpose shall
by the
the authorities
authorities
shall have
have been
been given
given by
the territory
in which
which such
such unloading
unloading or
place.
of the
territory in
or discharge
discharge takes
takes place.
ARTICLE 17.
17.
ARTIcLE
'Whenever questions
of nationality
arise in
carrying out
out the
the prespresWhenever
questions of
nationality arise
in carrying
ent arrangement,
is agreed
every aircraft
aircraft shall
be deemed
deemed
ent
arrangement, it
it is
agreed that
that every
shall be
to
possess the
the nationality
the Party
Party in
in whose
territory it
it is
is duly
duly
to possess
nationality of
of the
whose territory
registered.
registered.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
18.
The Parties to this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall communicate
communicate to
to each
each
other the regulations
regulations relative
relative to
air traffic
traffic in
in force
in their
their respecrespecto air
force in
tive
tive territories.
territories.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19.
19.
The present
present arrangement
arrangement shall be
to termination
termination by
by
be subject
subject to
either Party upon sixty days'
notice given
given to
to the
the other
or
days' notice
other Party
Party or
by the enactment
enactment by either
either Party
of legislation
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent thereParty of
therewith."
with."

I am glad to assure
I
assure you
foregoing text
text is
is what
what has
has
you that the
the foregoing
been accepted
accepted by my Government
Government in the
course of
of the
the negotiations
negotiations
the course
and
by it.
it.
and is
is approved by
In accordance
In
accordance with your
your suggestion it
it is understood
understood that the
arrangement
arrangement will comb
corn% into
into force
on April
April 16,
1934.
force on
16, 1934.
II avail myself of this opportunity
renew to
to you,
you, Madame,
Madame,
opportunity to
to renew
the
assurance of
my high
consideration.
the assurance
of my
high consideration.
Mrs. R
UTH B
RYAN O
WEN,
RUTH
BRYAN
OWEN,
Minister of the United States
Minister
States of
of America.
America.
[No.
[No. 58]
58]
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MuNoir
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Denmark
States of America and
Arrangement
United States
and Denmark
the United
between the
Anrangement between
exchange
governing
pilot licenses
licenses to
to operate
aircraft. Effected by exchange
civil aircraft.
operate civil
governing pilot
of notes,
signed March
March 14
and 24,
1934. Effective
April 16, 1934.
Effective April
24, 1934.
14 and
notes, signed
of
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1865

March 12,24,
12, 24, 1934.
March

The American
(Owen) to
to the
the Danish
Danish Minister
Foreign
Minister for Foreign
Minister (Owen)
American Minister
The
Affairs
(Munch)
(Munch)
Affairs
No. 48
48
No.

LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
THE UNITED
LEGATION
Copenhagen, March
March 14,
1934.
14, 1934.
Copenhagen,

EXCELLENCY *:—
EXCELLENCY
Reference
is made
made to
the negotiations
which have
have taken
taken place
be- Denmark
13:iifrantegmoveenrtninwgiptil
Arrangement with
place benegotiations which
to the
Reference is
governing piotlicens
the
and
America
tween
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America
l
e
lv
t
i
licpsestto
to operate
operate
of
tween the Government of the United States
arrangeof aareciprocal
Government
Denmark for
for the
the conclusion
reciprocal arrange
air
conclusion of
of Denmark
Government of
ment
between the
the United
United States
States of
America and
and Denmark
providing
Denmark providing
of America
ment between
for the
issuance by
the one
country of
of licenses
nationals of the
to nationals
licenses to
one country
by the
the issuance
for
other country
country authorizing
to pilot
pilot civil
civil aircraft
aircraft.
them to
authorizing them
other
in the course of the
It
understanding that
that it
been agreed
agreed in
has been
it has
my understanding
is my
It is
negotiations,
now
terminated,
that
this
arrangement
as
negotiations, now terminated, that this arrangement shall be as
follows:
follows:
ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLE
United
the
The
present
arrangement
between
United States
States of America
America
between
arrangement
The present
to
and Denmark
Denmark relates
relates to
the issuance
each country of licenses
licenses to
by each
issuance by
to the
and
The
aircraft.
civil
of
piloting
nationals
of
the
other
country
for
the
piloting
the
for
country
nationals of the other
term "civil
"civil aircraft"
aircraft" shall
be understood
to mean
mean aircraft used
used for
understood to
shall be
term
transport
private,
industrial,
commercial
or
transport
purposes.
or
private, industrial, commercial
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22
(a)
Department of
of Public
Works of Denmark will issue
Public Works
The Department
(a) The
pilots'
licenses
to
American
nationals
upon a
showing that they are
a showing
upon
nationals
pilots' licenses to American
Department covering
qualified
under the
the regulations
of that
that Department
covering the
regulations of
qualified under
licensing
pilots.
of pilots.
licensing of
(b)
The Department
Department of
Commerce of
of the
States of AmerAmerUnited States
the United
of Commerce
(b) The
ica
Danish nationals
showing
nationals upon aa showing
to Danish
licenses to
pilots' licenses
issue pilots'
will issue
ica will
Department
that
they are
are qualified
regulations of that Department
the regulations
under the
qualified under
that they
covering
the licensing
licensing of
pilots.
of pilots.
covering the
.ArricLE 3
3
ARTICLE
(a) Pilots'
Pilots' licenses
issued by
the Department
of Commerce
of
Commerce of
Department of
by the
licenses issued
(a)
the
United States
States of
America to
nationals shall
entitle them
them
shall entitle
Danish nationals
to Danish
of America
the United
to
the same
same privileges
privileges as
granted by
by pilots'
licenses issued
issued to
to
pilots' licenses
are granted
as are
to the
nationals.
American nationals.
American
(b) Pilots'
Works
Public Works
of Public
Department of
the Department
by the
issued by
licenses issued
Pilots' licenses
(b)
entitle them to the same
of Denmark
American nationals
nationals shall
same
shall entitle
to American
Denmark to
of
Danish nationals.
to Danish
privileges as
granted by
licenses issued
issued to
pilots' licenses
by pilots'
are granted
as are
privileges
ARTICLE 4
4
ATICLE
Pilots'
licenses
issued
to
nationals
of
one country
country by
by the
the comthe one
Pilots' licenses issued to nationals of the
to
construed
be
petent
authority
of
the
other
country
shall
shall
not
construed
to
country
other
the
of
petent authority
accord to
to the
the licensees
to register
register aircraft in such other
right to
the right
licensees the
accord
country.
country.
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ARTICLE
ACTCE 5
5
Pilots'
issued to
Pilots' licenses issued
nationals of
of the
the one
one country
country by
by the
the
to nationals
competent authority
authority of the other
other country
not be
be construed
construed
country shall
shall not
licensees the right to
to accord to the licensees
operate aircraft
aircraft in
in air
air comcomto operate
merce
territory of
merce wholly within
within territory
other country
reserved to
of such other
country reserved
to
national
national aircraft, unless the aircraft have
have been
under the
the
been registered
registered under
laws of the country
country issuing the
pilots' licenses
and the
the license
license is
is
the pilots'
licenses and
valid for the
in which
the pilot
is to
to engage.
the operations
operations in
which the
pilot is
engage.
_Adria= 6
6
ARTICLE

The present
arrangement shall be subject
present arrangement
subject to
to termination
by either
either
termination by
Party upon sixty days'
days' notice given to
the other
other Party
Party or
or by
by enactto the
enactment by either Party of legislation
inconsistent therewith.
therewith.
legislation inconsistent
II shall be glad to have
have you
you inform
is the
the underunderinform me
me whether
whether it
it is
standing of your Government
Government that
that the
arrangement agreed
the
the arrangement
agreed to
to in
in the
negotiations
negotiations is as herein
herein set forth. If
If so,
so, it
it is
is suggested
suggested that
the
that the
arrangement become effective
arrangement
effective on
on April
16, 1934.
1934.
April 16,
Accept,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest conAccept, Excellency,
consideration.
sideration.
RuTH BRYAN
RULE!
BRYAN OWEN.
OWEN.
His
His Excellency
Excellency
Dr. P.
P. MinTuff,
MuOcH,
Royal Mitister
Minister for
Foreign Affmirs,
Affairs,
for Foreign
Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.

The Danish,
Danish Minister
The
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs (Munch) to
to the
the American
American
Minister (Owen)
Minister
(Owevn)
UrDNRIGSMINIsxTEIET.
1)DENRIGSMINISTERIET.

MADAM
:M
ADAM :—
Concrrence by Denmark.
Concurrence

Nr. 93.1).32.
0.P.I.-Journal Nr.
93.D.32.

COPENHAGEN,
COPENHAGEN, March
March 24, 1934.
1934.

II have
have the
the honor
to acknowledge
acknowl
ed
ge th
i
pt of
of the
note of
of the
the
honor to
thee rece
receipt
the note

14th instant in which
14th
which you communicated
communicated to
me the
the text
text of
of the
the rereto me
ciprocal arrangement
arrangement between
between Denmark
and the
United States
States of
of
Denmark and
the United
America providing for the issuance
issuance by the one country of
America
of licenses
licenses
to nationals
nationals of the other
authorizing them
them to
pilot civil
civil
other country
country authorizing
to pilot
aircraft,
aircraft, as understood by you to have been agreed
agreed to
to during
during the
the
negotiations, now terminated,
terminated, between
between the
the two
countries.
two countries.
The text which you have communicated
communicated to me is
reproduced below:
below:
is reproduced
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
1.

The present arrangement
arrangement between the
States of
of America
America
the United
United States
and Denmark relates to the issuance by each country
country of
of licenses
licenses to
to
nationals of the other country
nationals
country for the piloting of
of civil
civil aircraft.
aircraft.
"civil
aircraft" shall be
The term "
civil aircraft"
aircraft
be understood
understood to
to mean
mean aircraft
used for private, industrial,
industrial, commercial
commercial or
or transport
transport purposes.
purposes.
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ARTICLE 2.
ARTICE
(a) The Department of Public Works of Denmark will issue
American nationals upon aa showing that they are
pilots' licenses to American
qualified under the regulations
regulations of that Department covering
covering the
qualified
licensing of pilots.
(b) The Department of Commerce
Commerce of the United States of Amer(b)
nationals upon a
showing
a showing
ica will issue pilots' licenses to Danish nationals
qualified under
under the regulations
Department
regulations of that Department
that they are qualified
covering the licensing of pilots.
covering
ARTICLE
ARTIcxL 3.
(a) Pilots' licenses issued by the Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce of the
(a)
Danish nationals shall entitle
entitle them to
United States of America to Danish
licenses issued to
the same privileges as are granted by pilots' licenses
American nationals.
American
Department of Public Works
(b) Pilots' licenses issued by the Department
American nationals shall entitle them to the same
of Denmark to American
privileges as are granted
granted by pilots' licenses
licenses issued to Danish
Danish nationals.
nationals.
privileges
Arricam 4.
ArmTIL
4.
Pilots'
licenses issued to nationals of the one country by the comPilots' licenses
petent authority
authority of the other country
country shall not be construed to
petent
accord
right to register
register aircraft
aircraft in such other
the right
licensees the
to the licensees
accord to
country.
ARTICLE 5,
5..
ARTICL
Pilots' licenses issued to nationals
nationals of the one country by the
competent
construed
the other country shall not be construed
competent authority of the
to accord
to the
the licensees
aircraft in air commerce
commerce
operate aircraft
licensees the right to operate
to
accord to
other country
country reserved
reserved to national
national
wholly within territory of such other
aircraft, unless
unless the
have been registered under the laws
the aircraft
aircraft have
aircraft,
licenses and the license
license is valid
country issuing the pilots' licenses
of the country
for the
operations in
which the
the pilot
pilot is to engage.
engage.
in which
the operations
for
ARTICLE 6.
ARICLE
The
shall be
either
termination by either
subject to termination
be subject
arrangement shall
present arrangement
The present
Party
notice given to the other Party
Party or by enactenactParty upon sixty days' notice
ment by
therewith."
inconsistent therewith."
of legislation
legislation inconsistent
Party of
either Party
by either
ment
to assure
assure you
you that
the foregoing
foregoing text
what has been
text is what
that the
glad to
II am
am glad
accepted by
by my
my Government
Government in
in the
course of
negotiations and
of the
the negotiations
the course
accepted
is
approved by it.
is approved
In
with your
your suggestion
it is
is understood
understood that the arsuggestion it
accordance with
In accordance
rangement
will
come
into
force
on
April
1934.
1934.
16,
April
on
into
force
come
rangement will
I
avail
myself
opportunity
renew
to you, Madame, the
renew
to
opportunity
of
this
I avail myself
assurance
of
my
high
consideration.
assurance of my high consideration.
P.M
UNCH
P.
MUNCH

M
TS. RUTH
OWEN,
BRYAN OWEN,
RUTH BRYAN
Mrs.
Minister
of the
of America.
America.
States of
United States
the United
Minister of
[No. 59]
[No.
59]
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March 12,24,1934
12, 24, 1924.
March
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Arrangement between
between the
States of
America and
Arrangement
the United
United States
of America
and Denmark
Denmark for
for
the
of certificates
certificates of
of airworthiness
for imported
imported
the reciprocal
reciprocal recognition
recognition of
airworthinessfor
aircraft.
of notes,
signed March
March 12
12 and
and 24,
24,
aircraft. Effected
Effected by
by exchange
exchange of
notes, signed
1934;
16, 1934.
1934; effective April
April 16,
1934.
The
(Owen) to
for Foreign
Foreign
The American
American Minister
Minister (Owen)
to the
the Danish
Danish Minister
Minister for
Affairs (Munch)
(Munch)
Affairs
47
No. 47

Arrangement with
Arrangement
with
Denmark for the reciprocal
of
dprocal recognition
recognition of
certificates of airworthiairworthiness
ness of imported aircraft.

LEATION OF
LEGATION
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
OF Tan
THE UNITED
STATES
Copenhagen, March
March 10,
1934.
Copenhagen,
12, 1934.
EXCELLENCY
:—
EXCEixLNCY:Reference
Reference is made to the
negotiations which
the negotiations
which have
have taken
taken place
place
between the Government
Government of
America
and the
the
of the
the United States
States of
of America. and
Government
of Denmark
Denmark for
Government of
conclusion of
of a
reciprocal arrangearrangefor the conclusion
a reciprocal
ment between
between the
United States
America and
and Denmark
providthe United
States of
of America
Denmark providing for
for the acceptance
acceptance by
one country
country of
of certificates
certificates of
of airworthiairworthiby the
the one
for aircraft
aircraft exported
exported from
from the
the other
country as
merchandise.
ness for
other country
as merchandise.
It is
my understanding
understanding that
been agreed
agreed in
in the
course of
the
It
is my
that it
it has
has been
the course
of the
negotiations, now terminated, that
that this arrangement
arrangement shall
shall be
be as
folas follows:
ARTICLE 1
ARnTCLE
1

The present
present arrangement
arrangement applies to civil aircraft
aircraft constructed
constructed in
in
continental United States of
of America,
exclusive of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and
America, exclusive
exported to Denmark;
Denmark; and
and to civil aircraft
aircraft constructed
constructed in
in DenDenmark and exported
continental United
United States of America, excluexported to continental
exclusive of
of Alaska.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2
2
The same validity
validity shall be conferred
conferred on
on certificates
certificates of
of airworthiairworthiness issued by the competent
competent authorities
authorities of the Government
of the
the
Government of
United
United States in respect
of aircraft
in Denrespect of
aircraft subsequently
subsequently registered
registered in
Denmark as if
if they had been issued under the regulations
regulations in
in force
force on
on
the subject in }Denmark
Denmark provided
provided that in each case a
a certificate
certificate of
of
airworthiness
airworthiness for export has also been issued
issued by the United
United States
States
authorities in respect of the individual
individual aircraft,
aircraft, and
and provided
that
provided that
certificates of airworthiness
certificates
airworthiness issued by the competent
competent authorities
authorities of
of
Denmark
Denmark in respect
respect of aircraft
in the
the United
United
aircraft subsequently
subsequently registered
registered in
States of America
America are similarly
similarly given
given the
the same
same validity
validity as
as if
if they
they
had been issued
issued under the regulations
regulations in force on the
subject in
in the
the
the subject
United States.
United
States.
ARTICLE 3
3
The above arrangement
will
arrangement will extend
extend to civil aircraft
aircraft of
of all
all catecateused for public transport and
gories, including those used,
and those
those used
used for
for
private
purposes.
private purposes.
ARTICLE
ArcILE 44

The present arrangement
arrangement shall be subject to termination
termination by either
either
Party upon sixty days'
days' notice given
given to the other
other Party
Party or
or by
by the
the
enactment
enactment of either Party of legislation
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith
therewith.

CERTIFICATES OF
AIRWORTHINESS-DENMARK.
OF AIRWORTHINESS—DENMARK.
CERTIFICATES
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have you
whether it is the underinform me whether
you inform
to have
glad to
be glad
shall be
II shall
agreed
arrangement
standing
of
your
Government
the
arrangement
agreed to in
that
Government
your
of
standing
that
suggested
so,
the
negotiations
is
as
herein
If
it
is
suggested
If
forth.
set
herein
as
is
the negotiations
1934.
16,
April
on
the
arrangement
become
effective
effective
become
the arrangement
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest conthe renewed
Excellency, the
Accept,
sideration.

OWEN.
RUTH BRYAN
BRYAN O
WE.
RUTH

His
Excellency
His Excellency
Dr. P.
P. MUNCH,
Mizaccn,
Dr.
Affairs,
Royal
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Minister for
Royal Minister
Copenh,agen.
Copenhagen.

American
The Danish
Danish Minister
Affairs (Munch)
(Munch) to
to the
the American
Foreign Affairs
for Foreign
Minister for
The
Minister
(Owen)
Minister (Owen)
unzNiticsmiNigrEarET.
TDENBIGSMINISTERIET.

P.I. Journal
Journal Nr. 93.D.32.
O.P.I.

24, 1934.
1934.
March 24,
COPENHAGEN, March

COPENHAGEN,

:MADAM :MADAM

have the
the honor
honor to
acknowledge the receipt
receipt of the note of the 12th
to acknowledge
II have
reciprocal
instant,
in
which
you
communicated
to
me
the reciprocal
the text of the
me the
to
communicated
instant, in which you
America
of
United
arrangement
between
Denmark
and
the
United
States
America
the
and
Denmark
arrangement between
of aircertificates
providing
for
the
acceptance
by
one
of
certificates
country
one
the
by
providing for the acceptance
merchanas
country
worthiness
for
aircraft
exported
from
country
merchanother
the
from
exported
worthiness for aircraft
dise,
understood by
you to
to have
have been
during the
agreed to during
been agreed
by you
as understood
dise, as

countries.
negotiations, now
now terminated,
between the two countries.
terminated, between
negotiations,
reproduced below:
is reproduced
The
text
which
you
have
communicated
me
below:
me
to
communicated
have
The text which you
ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

The present
applies to
civil aircraft
aircraft constructed
constructed in
to civil
arrangement applies
present arrangement
The
and excontinental United
States
of
America, exclusive
of Alaska,
Alaska,
of
exclusive
America,
of
States
United
continental
and
Denmark
in
ported
to
Denmark;
and
to
civil
aircraft
constructed
Denmark
aircraft
ported to Denmark; and to civil
of
exclusive
America,
exported
to
continental
United
States
of
America,
States
United
continental
to
exported
Alaska.
Alaska.
2.
ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
The
validity shall
conferred on
airworthiness
certificates of airworthiness
on certificates
be conferred
shall be
same validity
The same

issued by
Government of the United
United
the Government
of the
authorities of
competent authorities
the competent
by the
issued
as

States in
in respect
respect of
of aircraft
aircraft subsequently
registered in Denmark as
subsequently registered
States
if they
been issued
under the
regulations in
the subject
subject
in force on the
the regulations
issued under
had been
they had
if
of
in
Denmark
provided
that
in
each
case
a
certificate
airworthiness
certificate
a
case
each
in
that
in Denmark provided
for export
issued by
by the
the United
United States
authorities in
States authorities
been issued
also been
has also
export has
for
of
certificates
provided
respect
of
the
individual
aircraft,
and
provided
that
certificates
and
aircraft,
respect of the individual
airworthiness
issued by
by the
the competent
competent authorities
authorities of Denmark in
airworthiness issued
respect
of aircraft
aircraft subsequently
registered in
in the United States of
subsequently registered
respect of
America
are similarly
similarly given
same validity
validity as
they had been
been
if they
as if
the same
given the
America are
United
the
subject
issued
under
the
regulations
in
force
on
the
subject
in
United
the
on
force
in
issued under the regulations
States.

ARTICLE S.
g.
AITCLE

The above arrangement
aircraft of all catecivil aircraft
to civil
extend to
will extend
above arrangement will
The
gories, including
those
used
for
public
transport
and
used for
for
and those used
transport
public
including those used for

gories,

private purposes.
purposes.
private

AVeement
Atr
.
eement by
by DenDen-
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CERTIFICATES
CERTIFICATES OF
OF AIRWORTHINESS-DENMARK.
AIRWORTHINESS— DENMARK.
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

The present
arrangement shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
termination by
either
present arrangement
to termination
by either
Party upon
days' notice
to the
other Party
or by
the
upon sixty days'
notice given
given to
the other
Party or
by the
enactment
enactment of either Party
Party of legislation
therewith."
legislation inconsistent
inconsistent therewith."
II am glad to assure you that the foregoing
is what
what has
has been
foregoing text
text is
been
accepted
accepted by my
Government in
the course
course of
of the
negotiations and
and is
my Government
in the
the negotiations
is
approved
approved by
by it.
it.
In accordance
In
accordance with your suggestion
suggestion it
it is
understood that
that the
the
is understood
arrangement will
come into
on April
April 16,
1934.
arrangement
will come
into force
force on
16, 1934.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Madame, the
I
the
assurance
my high
assurance of
of my
high consideration.
consideration.
P.MuNCH
MUNCH
P.
RUM_ BRYAN
BRYAN OWEN,
Mrs. RuTH
OWEN,
Minister of the United States
Minister
States of
of America.
America.

Mrs.

[
No. 60]
60]
[No.
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DENMARK.
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Arrangement between
the United
of America
and Denmark
September 4,
4, October
0ctober
con- September
Denmark conAmerica and
States of
United States
between the
Arrangement
27, 1928.9
cerning
reciprocal
treatment
of
passenger
motor
vehicles.
Effected
by
February
by
Effected
vehicles.
motor
of
passenger
treatment
cerning reciprocal
February 2,
2, .1929.
1929.
1928, and
exchange of
notes, signed
signed September
September 4,
4, 1928,
October 27,
27, 1928,
1928, October
of notes,
exchange
1929.
February 2,
1929; effective
effective February
February 1, 1929.
2, 1929;
February
1928

The
(Brun) to
to the
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State
State
the Acting
Minister (Brun)
Danish Minister
The Danish
J. No. 30. J. a/5.
alt.
J.

ROYAL DANISH
DANISH LEGATION
LEGATION
ROYAL
W
ASHINGTON, D.
C.
D.C.
WASHINGTON,

No.
125.
No. 125.

p.t.
HARBOR, MAINE,
M AINE, September 4, 1928.
p.t. BAR
BAR HARBOR,

SIR,
SIR,
I
Government, on
you, that the Danish Government,
to inform you,
directed to
I am
am directed
taxation
condition
prepared to grant freedom from taxation
condition of reciprocity, is prepared
automobiles built for the trans3 months to foreign automobiles
a period of 3
for a
portation of
passengers not to
exceed 77in
number including
including the driver,
in number
to exceed
of passengers
portation
registered as the property
and belonging
belonging in the country in question and registered
residing there.
of persons residing
circumstances IIwould be greatly obliged to you for being
being
In these circumstances
formalities and conditions
so
conditions must
so good as to let me know, what formalities
registered in Denmark
Denmark
be complied with in order that motor vehicles registered
taxation in the United
United States, therein
therein included
included
from taxation
be exempted
exempted from
may be
duties and taxes of all kinds.
IIhave the honor to be, Sir,
consideration,
With the highest consideration,
Your
humble servant,
Your most
most obedient and humble
C.BRUN.
BRUN.
C.
Honorable
The Honorable
J. REUBEN
CLARK, Jr.,
REUBEN CLARK,
Jr.,
J.
Acting Secretary
of State,
State,
Secretary of
Acting
Department
of State,
Washington, D.C.
D.C.
State, Washington,
Department of

Arrangement with
Arrangement
Denmark for the recipDenmark
rocal treatment
treatment of autoautomobiles.

The Secretary
State to
(Brun)
Minister (Brun)
Danish Minister
to the
the Danish
of State
The
Secretary of
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington,
October
27,
1928.
27, 1928.
October
Washington,
S
IR:
SIR:
I
the receipt
receipt of
of your
of SeptemSeptem- sReponse
stass7nse by United
note of
your note
acknowledge the
to acknowledge
honor to
the honor
have the
I have
your
ber 4,
enough to inform me that
good enough
you were good
which you
in which
1928, in
4, 1928,
ber
Government, on
basis of
of reciprocity,
reciprocity, is
prepared to
to grant
grant freedom
freedom
is prepared
on the
the basis
Government,
from taxation
taxation for a
foreign automobiles
automobiles
a period of three months to foreign
from
built for
for transportation
seven in number,
number,
passengers not to exceed seven
transportation of passengers
built
including
including the driver, and belonging in the country in question and
registered
property of persons
persons residing
residing there.
registered as the property
2-38
86637°-34—PT
86637°-34-PT 2-33

1872
1872

PASSENGER MOTOR
MOTOR VEHICLES-DENMARK.
VEHICLES—DENMARK.
PASSENGER
In reply IIhave the honor to inform you that
that the Federal
Federal Government imposes no taxes on automobiles
automobiles in the United States.
States. The
automobiles and the exaction of fees for the
taxation of owners of automobiles
registration of automobiles
automobiles is a
determination by the
a matter for determination
several States. The Department
Department has been informally advised
advised that
an investigation
investigation of the motor vehicle laws of the forty-eight
forty-eight States
States
of the United States discloses the fact that all of them grant reciprocity
reciprocity
to foreign visitors.
This reciprocity
reciprocity is granted in respect both to
to the license plate and
and
the driving license, provided, of course, that the same reciprocity
reciprocity is
extended by foreign countries to residents
residents of States that are
are now
now
granting this courtesy. With regard to the taxation of owners of
automobiles which is usually distinct from the payment of a
aregistraregistrait may be stated that it
tion fee, it
it is the Department's understanding
understanding
a general rule such taxes are only imposed upon persons who
that as a
who
are found to be legal residents
residents of a
is
a certain State.
State. Such
Such taxes, it
it is
believed, would not be exacted from persons who are merely touring
touring
through the several States of the Union, the class of persons
persons to whom,
presumably, reference
reference is made in your note under acknowledgment.
acknowledgment.
In this connection the following
following information regarding
regarding the freedom
freedom
from customs duties granted on aa reciprocal basis to motorcycles
and automobiles
automobiles brought into the United States by nonresidents
nonresidents for
for
aaperiod of not more than six months, quoted
from the
quoted from a
a letter from
the
Treasury Department, would appear
appear pertinent
pertinent to your inquiry:
inquiry:
regulations governing such importations
"The regulations
importations are contained
contained in
Chapter VIII, Customs Regulations of 1923, Articles 406-413.
406-413. ArtiArticle 407 provides that entry shall be made on Customs Form 7501,
7501,
and that bond shall be given on Customs Form 7563 (with surety)
in
surety) in
aapenal sum equal to double the estimated duties. In lieu of such
such
bond, the importer may deposit a
estimated
a cash amount equal to
to the
the estimated
duties, which is treated
a cash bond. The entryentry will be liquidated
treated as a
free of duty, and the bond canceled or the amount deposited returned
returned.,
if the vehicle in question is exported
exported within the six months period
period
prescribed
prescribed by Section 308 and provided that exportation
exportation is made in
in
the manner required
required by Article 412 of the regulations. When
When not
not so
so
exported, the vehicles are treated in the same manner as similar
similar articles imported for sale and consumption,
consumption, and assessed for
on
for duty on
their value at the time of importation. The six months period preprescribed for exportation cannot be extended."
extended."

IIhave the honor to express the hope that in the light of the foregoing information
infoiluation the competent
competent Danish authorities
authorities will be
prepared
be prepared
to grant reciprocal treatment
drive
treatment to American
American citizens desiring to drive
automobiles in Denmark.
Accept,
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
For the Secretary
Secretary of State:
Mr. CONSTANTIN
CONSTANTIN BRUN,
Mr.
BRUN,

Minister of Denmark.
Minister
Denmark.

W. R.
CASTLE, Jr.
W.
R. CASTLE,
Jr.
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State
The Danish
Danish Minister
Minister (Brun)
(Brun) to
Secretary of State
the Secretary
to the
The
L No.
a/5
30. J.
J. a/5
No. 30.
J.

ROYAL
LEGATION
ROYAL DANISH LEGATION
W
ASHINGTON, D
.
C.
D.C.
WASHINGTON,

No. 14.
14.
No.

FEBRUARY 2,
1929.
2, 1929.
FEBRUARY

SIR,
SIR,

Referring
again to
to your
reply-letter of
1928 in
regard
in regard
27, 1928
October 27,
of October
your reply-letter
Referring again
such
from
to
taxation
in
this
country
of
automobiles
and
exemption
exemption
and
automobiles
of
country
this
in
to taxation
honor
taxation
of
the
automobiles
of
foreign
visitors,
I
have
the
honor
to
the
have
I
visitors,
foreign
of
automobiles
the
of
taxation
state as
as follows:
follows:
state
In
the
last paragraph
paragraph of
of your
letter you
expressed the
you expressed
aforesaid letter
your aforesaid
last
the
In
light
the
hope,
that
the
competent
Danish
authorities,
in
the
light
of the inforin
authorities,
Danish
competent
the
that
hope,
reciprocal
grant
to
mation
placed
at
their
disposal,
would
be
prepared
to
grant
reciprocal
prepared
be
would
disposal,
their
at
placed
mation
automobiles
treatment
to
American
citizens
desiring
to
drive
automobiles
in
drive
to
desiring
citizens
American
to
treatment
Denmark.
Denmark.
Foreign
of Foreign
In this
am directed
directed by
by the
the Danish
Minister of
Danish Minister
connection IIam
this connection
In
Regulation
a Regulation
Affairs
to you
four copies
enclosed of a
here enclosed
copies here
the four
you the
transmit to
to transmit
Affairs to
Ministry
issued
subject on
January 18,
18, 1929
1929 by
by the
Danish Ministry
the Danish
on January
this subject
on this
issued on
view of the
of Public
It will
will be
be seen
Regulation, in view
this Regulation,
that this
seen that
Works. It
Public Works.
of
authorization contained
of the
Act No.
No. 143
of July
July 1,
143 of
the Act
No. 11of
§ 77 No.
in §
contained in
authorization
prescribed
1927 on
taxation of
of automobiles,
automobiles, etc.,
etc., exempts
exempts from
from the
the tax prescribed
on taxation
1927
in
for a
period not
exceeding 3
3 months,
months, (visiting)
not exceeding
a period
paragraph, for
said paragraph,
the said
in the
seat not more than
to seat
automobiles for
for transportation
of persons,
persons, built
built to
transportation of
automobiles
seven persons
persons including
chauffeur, which
which belong
belong in the United
the chauffeur,
including the
seven
States
are registered
in the
States as
as the property
property of
United States
the United
registered in
and are
States and
States.
persons
in the
the United
United States.
residing in
persons residing
A copy
copy of
No. 1
of the
Act is
is herewith
herewith enclosed.
enclosed.
said Act
the said
1 of
7 No.
of §§7
A
Sir,
have the
the honor
to be,
be, Sir,
honor to
IIhave
with
the highest
highest consideration,
consideration,
with the
and humble servant,
Your most
obedient and
most obedient
Your
Bans.
C. BRUN.
The Honorable
Honorable
The

FRANK B.
KELLOGG,
B. KELLOGG,
FRANK
Secretary
of State,
State,
Secretary of
D.C.
Department
of State,
State, Washington,
Washington, D.C.
Department of
1]
[Enclosure
[Enclosure I]

ncUrrencebyDenby Den-

mar
Crcurrence

JOURNAL NR.
NR. 371
371 c.
C.
JOURNAL
BREV NR.
NR. B.
B.
BREV
1,
I
den Ministeren
Arbejder ii§7,
§7, Stk. 1,
offentlige Arbejder
for offentlige
Ministeren for
til den
Henhold til
I Henhold
Lov Nr.
1. Juli
Afgift af
af Motorkoretojer
Motork0ret0jer m. v. givne
om Afgift
1927 om
Juli 1927
af 1.
143 af
Nr. 143
iiLov
Bemyndigelse frafalder
herved efter
efter Forhandling
Forhandling med
Ministeriet herved
frafalder Ministeriet
Bemyndigelse
Finalisministeriet
Afgiften
i
Henhold
til
nmvnte
Paragraf
saadanne
af saadanne
Finansministeriet Afgiften i Henhold til naevnte Paragraf af
i
de amerikanske
amerikanske Forenede
Forenede Stater
hjemmehorende Personautomobiler,
Personautomobiler,
Stater hjemmeh0rende
i de
der
er indrettede
til Befordring
Personer, F0reren
Foreren
end 77Personer,
mere end
af mere
Befordring af
indrettede til
ikke er
der ikke
iberegnet,
og som
det paagEeldende
som
indregistrerede som
er indregistrerede
Land er
paageldende Land
som iidet
iberegnet, og
tilhorende
bosatte iidette
Land.
dette Land.
Personer, bosatte
tilh0rende Personer,
Afgiftsfriheden
gEelder kun
kun for
af 3
saaledes
Maaneder, saaledes
3 Maaneder,
Tidsrum af
et Tidsrum
for et
Afgiftsfriheden gadder
at den
den ifornEevnte
Lovs §§
1-6 omhandlede
Afgiftspligt indtrEeder,
indtrseder,
omhandlede Afgiftspligt
§§1-6
ifornevnte Lovs
at
saafremt K0ret0jet
lioretojet forbliver
her i
Landet i
over 3
3Maaneder.
Maaneder.
i over
i Landet
forbliver her
saafremt,

1874
1874

PASSENGER
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VEHICLES-DENMARK.
Bekendtg0relse trzeder
treder iiKraft den
Denne Bekendtgorelse
den 1.
1. Februar
Februar 1929.
1929.
Hvilket
Hvilket under Henvisning til Bekendtg0relse
BekendtgOrelse herfra
herfra af
af 28.
28. Januar
Januar
1928 herved
herved bringes
til almindelig
Kundskab.
bringes til
almindelig Kundskab.
MINISTERIET
FOR OFFENTLIGE
M INISTERIET FOR
OFFENTLIGE ARBEJDER,
18. J
ANUAR 1929.
ARBEJDER, DEN
DEN 18.
JANUAR
1929.

J. P.
J.
P. S
TENSBALLE.
STENSBALLE.
CH.
CH. BUCHWALD.
BUCHWALD.

Bekendtgorelse
BekendtgOrelse
om
om
Afgiftsfrihed
Afgiftsfrihed her i
og
i Landet
Landet for
for Motorvogne
Motorvogne og
Paahmngsvogne
Paahmngsvogne til saadanne, der
d_er or
er hjemmeh0hjemmeh0i de amerikanske
amerikanske Forenede
rende i
og som
som
Forenede Stater,
Stater, og
ankommer fra
Personer, der ankommer
fra Udlandet
DanUdlandet til
til Danmark, benytter
ved Indpassagen.
benytter ved
Indpassagen.
[Enclosure
[Enclosure 1-Translation]
1-Translation]

JOURNAL
J
OURNAL N.
C.
N. 371
371 c.
CIRCULAR
CIRCULAR NO.
No. B.
B.

Pursuant to the authority
authority given to the
of Public
Public Works
in
the Minister
Minister of
Works in
paragraph 1, in
section 7, paragraph
143 of
1927,
relative
to
tax
in act
act no.
no. 143
of July
July 1,
1, 1927, relative to tax
on motor vehicles, etc.,
consultation with
with the
etc., the
the Ministry,
Ministry, after
after consultation
the
Ministry of Finance, hereby
hereby waives the
the tax,
tax, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
paragraph, on such passenger
said paragraph,
passenger automobiles
automobiles belonging
the
belonging in
in the
United
carry not
United States as are designed to carry
more than
persons includincludnot more
than 77persons
ing the chauffeur, and
in the
question as
as
and are
are registered
registered in
the country
country in
in question
belonging to
persons domiciled
country.
to persons
domiciled in
in that
that country.

Exemption
Exemption from taxation is valid only for a
a period
period of
of 33 months,
months,
and therefore
therefore the liability to taxation
taxation mentioned
by sections
1-6 of
of
mentioned by
sections 1-6
the above-named
above-named law arises in case
the vehicle
vehicle remains
this country
case the
remains in
in this
country
for more than 3
3 months.
This proclamation
proclamation shall go into
effect February
February 1,
into effect
1, 1929.
1929.
Which is hereby made public, reference
reference being
being made
made to
to the
the proclaproclamation of January 28, 1928,
1928, on
this subject.
subject.
on this
MINISTRY
OF PUBLIC W
M
INISTRY or
ORKS, J
ANUARY 18,
1929.
WORKS,
JANUARY
18, 1929.
J. P. S
J.
TENSBALLE.
STENSBALLE.
On. BUCHWALD.
CH.
BUCHWALD.
Proclamation
Proclamation
relative to
to
Exemption from taxation in this country of
Exemption
of motor
motor
cars and trailers to same, which belong
in the
the United
belong in
United
which are
States, and which
are used
used in
in entering
entering this
country
this country
by persons
persons coming to Denmark from
from abroad.
abroad.
[Enclosure 2]
[Enclosure
2]

COPY
COPY OF
OF ACT
ACT No.
No. 143
143 OF J
JULY
1, 1927,
ON TAXATION
ULY 1,
1927, ON
TAXATION OF
OF AUTOMOBILES,
AUTOMOBILES,
ETC.
ETC.
§
No. 1.
1.
§ 7,
7, No.
Af ikke her iiLandet
hjemmehorende Motorvogne
Lan det hjemraehorende
Motorvogne samt
samt PaahengsPaahaangsvogne til saadanne,
saadanne, som
sore. Personer, der ankommer
fra Udlandet
Udlandet til
ankommer fra
til
Danmark, benytter ved Indpassagen,
Indpassagen, betales,
bortset fra
1,
betales, bortset
fra de
de i
i §
§ 1,
Stk. 2, nzevnte
nwvute Undtagelsestilftelde,
TJudtagelsestilfteide, folgende
folgende Afgifter:
Afgifter:

PASSENGER
VEHICLES—DENMARK.
PASSENGER MOTOR
MOTOR VEHICLES-DENMARK.
Af Personautomobiler,
er indrettede
til at
Af
Personautomobiler, der
der ikke
ikke er
indrettede til
at befordre
befordre flere
flere
end
Personer, F0reren
Foreren iberegnet,
iberegnet, samt
af Paahazng,svogne
til
end 77 Personer,
samt af
Paahsengsvogne til
Personautomobiler 55Kr.
for indtil
indtil 2
Korsel, 15
15 Kr.
Kr. for
indtil 8
Personautomobiler
Kr. for
2 Dages
Dages K0rsel,
for indtil
8
Dages K0rsel
Korsel og 50 Kr. for indtil 1
1Maaneds K0rsel.
Korsel. Saafremt
Saafremt Vognen
Vognen
ikke
hele det
det Tidsrum,
Tidsrum, for
for hvilket
der er
er
ikke forbliver her
her i
i Landet
Landet i
i hele
hvilket der
kan den
senere lore
den 0vrige
ovrige Tid
uden
betalt Afgift, kan
den senere
k0re her
her iiLandet
Landet iiden
Tid uden
at betale
betale en
en ny
at
ny Afgift.
Afgift.
Af
Personautomobiler, der
er indrettede
Af Personautomobiler,
der er
indrettede til
til at
at befordre
befordre flere
flere end
end 7
7
Personer, Foreren
F0reren iberegnet,
Traktorer, Vareiberegnet, af Traktorer,
Vare- og Lastautomobiler
Lastautomobiler
samt af
af Paahsengsvogne
Paalmngsvogne til
til saadanne
for indtil
Dages K0rsel,
Korsel,
samt
saadanne 8
8 Kr.
Kr. for
indtil 22Dages
25
Dages K0rsel
Korsel og
80 Kr.
Kr. for
for indtil
indtil en
en Maaneds
Maaneds
25 Kr. for indtil 88 Dages
og 80
Korsel.
K0rsel.
Afgiften
erlmgges forud
fastswttes af
af
Afgiften erlegges
forud efter
efter Regler,
Regler, der
der nwrmere
nsermere fastsaettes
Ministeren
for offentlige
efter Forhandling
Ministeren for
offentlige Arbejder
Arbejder efter
Forhandling med
med FinansFinansministeren.
ministeren.
Ministeren
for offentlige
kan dog
Ministeren for
offentlige Arbejder
Arbejder kan
dog efter
efter Forhandling
Forhandling med
med
Finansministeren frafalde
efter naervserende
nmrvEerende Bestemmelse
Bestemmelse for
for
Finansministeren
frafalde Afgiften
Afgiften efter
Personautomobiler, hjemmehorende
indrommer tilsPersonautomobiler,
hjemmeh0rende ii Lande,
Lande, der
der indr0mmer
tilsvarende
her hjemmeh0rende
hjemmehorende Personautomobiler.
Personautomobiler.
varende Afgiftsfrihed
Afgiftsfrihed for
for her
[Enclosure
[Enclosure 2—Translation]
2-Translation]

COPY
OF ACT
No. 143
143 OF
ULY 1,
1, 1927,
1927, ON
OF J
JULY
ON TAXATION
TAXATION OF
OF AUTOMOBILES,
AUTOMOBILES,
COPY OF
ACT No.
ETC.
ETC.
Section 7,
7, No.
1.
Section
No. 1.
The
The following
following taxes
taxes shall
shall be
be paid
paid on motor
motor cars
cars and trailers to
to
same
belonging in
in this
this country,
country, which
are used
entering this
this
same not
not belonging
which are
used in
in entering
country
persons coming
to Denmark
abroad, except
except in
in the
the
country by
by persons
coming to
Denmark from
from abroad,
exceptional
section 1,
paragraph 2.
exceptional cases
cases mentioned in
in section
1, paragraph
On
passenger automobiles,
automobiles, which
designed to
not more
On passenger
which are
are designed
to carry
carry not
more
including the chauffeur,
passenger
than 77 persons
persons including
chauffeur, and
and on trailers to passenger
automobiles,
kroner for
for up
up to
kroner for
for up
automobiles, 55kroner
to 2
2 days'
days' driving,
driving, 15
15 kroner
up to
to
8
days' driving,
driving, and
50 kroner
for up
up to
to 1
1month's
month's driving.
If the
8 days'
and 50
kroner for
driving. If
the
car
not remain
remain in
this country
country during
the whole
period for
for which
during the
whole period
which
car does
does not
in this
the
tax is
is paid,
be driven
this country
country later
later during
during the
the
the tax
paid, it
it may
may be
driven in
in this
remaining
time without
without payment
new tax.
payment of
of a
a new
tax.
remaining time
On passenger
automobiles which
are designed
carry more
than
designed to
to carry
more than
which are
On
passenger automobiles
persons including
the chauffeur,
chauffeur, on
on tractors,
commercial automobiles
automobiles
tractors, commercial
77persons
including the
and motor
trucks and
on trailers
to the
the same,
to 2
2
kroner for
for up
up to
trailers to
same, 88 kroner
and
motor trucks
and on
days'
kroner for
for up
to 88 days'
kroner for
and 80
80 kroner
for
days' driving,
driving, and
up to
driving, 25
25 kroner
days' driving,
up to
to 1
1month's
driving.
up
month's driving.
The
tax is
in advance
advance in
in accordance
rules which
which shall
shall
accordance with
with rules
The tax
is paid
paid in
be definitely
of Public
consultation
Works, after
after consultation
Public Works,
by the
the Minister
Minister of
definitely fixed
fixed by
be
Finance.
with the
Minister of
of Finance.
the Minister
with
The
of Public
Public Works
however, after
after consultation
consultation
may, however,
Works may,
Minister of
The Minister
with
payment of
under the
the
of taxes
taxes under
waive payment
Minister of
of Finance,
Finance, waive
with the
the Minister
present provision
provision for
for passenger
countries
in countries
belonging in
automobiles belonging
passenger automobiles
present
which
grant the
corresponding exemption
from taxes
for passenger
passenger
taxes for
exemption from
the corresponding
which grant
automobiles
in this
this country.
country.
belonging in
automobiles belonging
[No. 61]
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pril M,
23, 1934.
April
1934.
May
4, 1934.
May 2,
2,4,
134.

RADIO COMINITINICATIONS—CANADA.
COMMUNICATIONS-CANADA.

Arrangement between
between, the
the United
States of
America and
and the
the Dominion.
Dominion
Arrangement
United States
of America
Canada governing radio
radio communications
communications between
of Canada
between private
experiprivate experimental stations
and between,
between amateur
mental
stations and
stations. Effected
Effected by
by exchange
exchange
amateur stations.
signed April
April 23 and
of notes, signed
and May
May 2
and 4,
1934; effective
2 and
4, 194;
effective May
May 4,
4, 1934.
1934.

Minister (Robbins)
The American Minister
(Bobbins) to
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of
to the
the Canadian
of
State
,State for
Eaternal Affairs
(Bennett)
for External
Affairs (Bennett)
No. 219.
219.
No.

LEGATION OF
LEGATION
OF THE
TJAE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA,
OF AMERICA,
Canada, April
April 93,
23, 1934.
1934.
Ottawa, Canada,

SIR:
S
IR:
Arran
g
ement
with
Arrangement with
Pursuant to the provisions in Article
Article 66 of the
the General
General RegulaRegulaCanada
governing raraCanada governing
dioodicomnueationsbecommunications be- tions annexed
to
the
International
annexed
to
the
International
Radiotelegraph
Convention
Radiotelegraph
Convention
tween private
private experitween
experimental
and amateur
amateur signed at Washington
mnta and
on November
November 25,
Washington on
25, 1927,
1927, there
there was
was effected
effected by
by
stations.
Vol.
45, p.
p. 283.
2553.
vol. 45,
exchange of
notes between
an exchange
of notes
between the
the United
States of
of America
America and
and
United States
the Dominion of Canada, dated
dated October
October 2, 1928,
December 29,
29, 1928,
1928,
1928, December
arrangement governing
and January
January 12, 1929,
1929, an arrangement
governing radio
radio communicacommunications between
experimental stations
between private experimental
stations in the
two countries.
countries.
the two
Telecommunication Convention
The International
International Telecommunication
Convention and
the GenGenand the
Regulations 'annexed
eral Radio Regulations
thereto, signed
signed at
on DecemDecemannexed thereto,
at Madrid
Madrid on
ber 9, 1932, will, when effective, abrogate and replace
in the
relations
replace in
the relations
between
between the contracting
contracting governments
governments the
International Radiotelethe International
Radiotelegraph
graph Convention and
and the General
General Regulations
of Washington,
1927.
Regulations of
Washington, 1927.
I have the honor, therefore,
I
for and
the name
name of
of my
Governtherefore, for
and in
in the
my Government and by its direction, to propose
propose that
that the
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned
arrangement governing radio
radio communications
between private
private expercommunications between
experimental
mental stations, effected
effected by an exchange
exchange of
notes, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
of notes,
Continuance of
of ap.
Cpontiuanee
and understood
understood by the two
ap- and
two Governments to
to continue
continue to
to apply
apply to
to
plication.
private experimental
stations
to amateur
experimental stations and
and to
amateur radio
radio stations,
stations, withwithout change, under Sections
Sections 11 and
and 2
2 of
of Article
of the
the General
General
Article 88 of
Radio
Regulations
annexed
to
the International
Radio
annexed
International TelecommunicaTelecommunication Convention
Convention of Madrid, 1932,
1932, when
when the
said Convention
Convention and
and
the said
Regulations
Regulations shall have been
been ratified
ratified by both Governments.
The Government
The
Government of the United States will be pleased to consider
consider
the
the above-stated
above-stated understanding
understanding to be effective
effective on the date of
of the
the
receipt
receipt of a
anote from
from. the Government
Govermnent of the Dominion of
of Canada
Canada
acceptance of such
stating its acceptance
such understanding.
understanding.
IIavail myself of the occasion
occasion to renew to
to you,
Sir, the
the assurances
you, Sir,
assurances
of my highest consideration.
consideration.

WARREN
D. ROBBNBs
W ARREN D.
ROBBINS
The Right
Right Honorable
Honorable
THE
OF S
STATE
H 1'1 SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
TATE FOR
FOR EXTERNAL
A,FFAIRS,
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
Ottawa,
Ottawa, Canada.
Canada.

RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS—CANADA.
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS-CANADA.

1877
1877

The Canadian
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of
External Affairs (Bennett) to
of State for External
The
the American
Minister (Robbins)
American Minister
the
No.
40
No. 40
SIR,
SIR,

DEPARTMENT OF
OF EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT
Ottawa,
Lnd May, 1934.
Ottawa, 2nd

Acceptance by
honour to acknowledge
23rd ad
tccePtance by
acknowledge your note No. 219 of the 23rd
the honour
I have
have the
ada.
April,
effected by an exchange
exchange of
arrangement effected
relating to an arrangement
April, 1934, relating
America, dated
States of America,
dated
notes between Canada and the United States
October
2, 1928,
1928, December
January 12,
12, 1929,
1929, governing
governing
1928, and January
December 29, 1928,
October 2,
radio
between private
experimental stations in the
private experimental
communications between
radio communications
countries.
two countries.
Telecommunication Convention
It is
Convention
International Telecommunication
is noted that the International
It
annexed thereto, signed
and
signed at MaRegulations annexed
General Radio Regulations
and the General
drid on December 9, 1932, will, when effective, abrogate
abrogate and replace
in the
relations between
between the
governments the Intercontracting governments
the contracting
the relations
in
national Radiotelegraph
Convention and
General Regulations
Regulations
and the General
Radiotelegraph Convention
national
of Washington, 1927.
It
is noted
that it
it is
is proposed,
and in
name of the United
United
the name
in the
proposed, for and
noted that
It is
above-mentioned
States
Government and
direction, that the above-mentioned
by its direction,
and by
States Government
arrangement
governing radio communications
communications between private
private exarrangement governing
perimental
stations, effected
effected by an
exchange of notes, shall be deemed
deemed
an exchange
perimental stations,
and
Governments to
to continue
continue to
to apply to
two Governments
by the
the two
understood by
and understood
private experimental
amateur radio stations, without
experimental stations and to amateur
private
change,
Article 88 of the General
General Radio
1 and 22 of Article
change, under Sections 1
Regulations annexed
annexed to
the International
Telecommunication ConInternational Telecommunication
to the
Regulations
vention
Convention and Regulations
Regulations
of Madrid, 1932, when the said Convention
vention of
shall have
have been
Governments.
ratified by both Governments.
been ratified
shall
consider
It
United States Government
Government will consider
the United
that the
noted that
also noted
is also
It is
the
above-stated understanding
effective on the date of the
be effective
understanding to be
the above-stated
Government, stating its acceptreceipt of a
Canadian Government,
a note from the Canadian
receipt
ance of such understanding.
accept
I
have the
the honour
Government accept
Canadian Government
that the Canadian
to state that
honour to
I have
such understanding
understanding and will
consider it
effective on the date of the
it effective
will consider
such
receipt
this note
preceding paragraph.
note as stated in the preceding
of this
receipt of
I
avail
myself
of
the
occasion
to
renew
to
Sir, the
the assurances
assurances
you, Sir,
to you,
renew
to
occasion
the
of
I avail myself
of
my
highest
consideration.
consideration.
highest
of my
I

0.
SxzuroN
O. D.
D. SxiETON
for

S
ECRETARY OF
or STATE
STATE
SECRETARY
FOR
AFFAIRS.
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS.
FOR EXTERNAL
The
Honourable WAnEN
W ARREN D.
D. ROBBINS,
Rompts,
The Honourable
United
States
Minister
to
Canada,
Canada,
to
Minister
States
United
Legation of the United
States of America,
United States
Legation
Ottawa.
Ottawa.

CanCan-
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS-CANADA.
The
Minister (Robbins)
(Bobbins) to
to the
the Canadian
Canadian Secretary
of
The American
American Minister
Secretary of
State
Eaternal Affairs
Affairs (Bennett)
(Bennett)
State for
for Ewternal
No.
No. 226.
226.

Aoknowledgment by
uAkowledgment
by
United Statee.
United
States.

LEGATION
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
LEGATION or
OF THE
UNrrED STATES
Ottawa,
4, 1934.
1934.
Ottawa, Canada,
Caada,May 4,

S
IR:
SIR:
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt this morning
morning of your
your
note No. 40 of May 2, 1934, in which
convey
your
approval
which you
you convey your approval of
of
an arrangement
arrangement governing
governing radio
radio communications
between private
private
communications between
experimental
and the
experimental stations
stations in Canada
Canada and
acthe United States. In
In accordance with
with the
the understanding
reached in.
your note
note under
under
cordance
understanding reached
in your
acknowledgment
note of
of April
April 23,
23, 1934,
1934, the
the
acknowledgment and
and the
the Legation's
Legation's note
arrangement is
is considered
considered to
to be
be effective
as of
of today's
date.
arrangement
effective as
today's date.
IIavail myself of the occasion
occasion to renew
renew to you, Sir, the assurances
assurances
of my
my highest
of
highest consideration.
consideration.
W
ARREN D.
ROBBINS.
WARREN
D. ROBBINS.
The
The Right
Right Honorable
Honorable
THE
SECRETARY
THE S
ECRETARY OF
or S
TATE FOR
FOR EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
AFFAIRS,
STATE
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
[No. 62]
62]
[No.

SILVER
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SILVER AGREEMENT.

1879
1879

22, 24, 26,,193.
1933.
Memorandum
of Agreement
the United States, Australia,
Australia, July 22,24,,
Agreement between the
Memorandum of
April 24, 1934.
April24,1934.
Canada,
India, Mexico,
Mexico, Peru,
concerning Silver,
Peru, and Spain concerning
China, India,
Canada, China,
at London July 22, 24,
supplementary undertakings.
undertakings. Signed at
with supplementary
April 24, 1934.
and 26, 1933; effective April

AGREEMENT
SILVER AGREEMENT
M EMORANDUM OF
OF HEADS
HEADS OF
into by the Delegates
Delegates
entered into
AGREEMENT entered
OF AGREEMENT
MEMORANDUM
holders of large stocks or users
India, China and Spain as holders
of India,
Mexico
of silver, and of Australia, Canada, the United States, Mexico
principal producers
producers of silver, at the Monetary
Monetary and
and Peru as principal
Economic Conference
Conference held in London, July, 1933.
Economic

(Permanent
W HEREAS, at
at a
of the
the Sub-Commission
Sub-Commission II
II (Permanent
meeting of
a meeting
WHEREAS,
of the
Commission
Measures)
the
Monetary
Financial
Commission
Financial
and
Monetary
of
Measures)
July
Monetary
and
Economic
Conference
Thursday,
20th,
on
held
Conference
Monetary and Economic
1933,
the
following
Resolution
unanimously
adopted.
unanimously
was
1933, the following Resolution
"
Be it resolved to recommend
recommend to all the Governments
Governments parties
parties to
"Be
this Conference:
Conference:
"(a)
silver probetween the chief silver
That an agreement be sought between
"(a) That
countries and those countries
countries which are the largest
largest holders
holders or
ducing countries
users of
mitigating fluctuations
fluctuations in the price
a view
view to mitigating
silver with a
of silver
users
of silver;
the other
nations not
this agreement
agreement
not parties to this
other nations
that the
and that
silver; and
of
should refrain
affect the
appreciably affect
measures which could appreciably
from measures
refrain from
should
market;
silver market;
"(b)
Governments parties
Conference shall reparties to this Conference
That the Governments
"(b) That
further
measures which would involve further
legislative measures
frain from new legislative
fineness of 800/1000;
debasement of their silver coinage
coinage below a
afineness
800/1000;
debasement
value paper
paper
"(c) That they shall substitute silver coins for low value
currency insofar
insofar as
the budgetary
each
conditions of each
budgetary and local conditions
as the
currency
country will permit;
"(d)
all of the provisions of this Resolution
Resolution are
are subject
subject to
That all
"(d) That
the
exceptions and limitations:
limitations:
the following exceptions
The requirements
requirements of
such provisions shall lapse
April 1st,
lapse on April
of such
""The
1934, if
if the
the agreement
(a) does not
paragraph (a)
in paragraph
recommended in
agreement recommended
1934,
come
into force
force by
that date,
and in
in no
extend beyond
beyond
no case shall extend
date, and
by that
come into
January
January 1st, 1938;
Governments may take any action
action relative to their silver
silver coinage
""Governments
that
prevent the flight or destruction
destruction of
necessary to prevent
may deem necessary
that they may
their silver
bullion price of the
reason of aa rise in the bullion
by reason
silver coinage by
their
silver
content of
their coin
of
parity value of
nominal or parity
the nominal
above the
coin above
of their
silver content
such silver coin,"
coin," and,
W HEREAS, the
Governments of
of India
India and
desire to
to
and Spain may desire
the Governments
WHEREAS,
be
to their
sell
silver holdings, and it will
portions of their silver
sell certain portions
advantage that
countries which
large producers of silver
are large
which are
the countries
that the
advantage
should absorb silver
herein provided, to offset such sales, and,
silver as herein
should
W HEREAS, it
producing countries
advantage of the large producing
it is to the advantage
WHEREAS,
named
monetary stocks be
in Article 22that the sales of silver from monetary
named in
limited as herein provided,
provided, and

Silver agreement.
agreement.
silver
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WHEREAS,
monetary
advantage of
of China
China that sales from monetary
WHmEEAS, it
it is to the advantage
stocks
of silver
silver be
by purchases
purchases as
as herein
herein provided,
provided, with
with aaview
be offset
offset by
stocks of

to its effective stabilisation;
stabilisation;
Now,
THEREFORE, it is
agreed between the parties
parties hereto:
hereto:
is agreed
Now, THEREFORE,
1. (a)
That the
of
by sale of
shall not dispose by
of India shall
the Government
Government of
1.
(a) That
hundred and forty million
ounces of
of silver during
million fine
fine ounces
more than one
one hundred
period of
four years, commencing
commencing with
with January
January 1st, 1934. The
of four
aa period
disposals
year of
period
of the said four year period
during each
each calendar
calendar year
disposals during
shall
be based
average of
million fine ounces
ounces per
based on
on an average
of thirty
thirty five million
shall be
however, that, if in any year, the GovernGovernunderstood, however,
year, it
it being
being understood,
dispose of thirty five million fine ounces, the
of India shall not dispose
ment of
actually disposed of and thirty five
difference between
between the amount
amount actually
million fine ounces
disposals in subseounces may be added as additional disposals
quent
Provided further that the maximum amount disposed
disposed
quent years. Provided
of in any year shall be limited to fifty million fine ounces.
(b) Notwithstanding
anything previously
stated in this Article, it
it
previously stated
Notwithstanding anything
(b)
is understood
understood that if the Government
Government of India should after the date
date
of this agreement
agreement sell silver to any Government
Government for the purpose of
of
transfer to the United States Government
debts
Government in payment of war debts
transfer
such silver shall be
be excluded
excluded from the scope of this agreement;
agreement;
disposals rewhen the total of the disposals
(c) Provided,
Provided, however,
however, that when
referred to in paraferred to in paragraph (a) above plus the sales referred
(b) above by the Government
agreement
graph (60)
Government of India under this agreement
shall amount to one hundred and seventy five million
million fine ounces, the
obligation of the parties hereto shall cease.
Governments of Australia,
Australia, Canada, the United States,
States,
2. That the Governments
Mexico and Peru, during the existence
existence of this agreement, shall not
not
Mexico
aggregate purchase,
purchase, or otherwise
sell any silver, and shall also in the aggregate
withdrawing from the market, thirty five
five million fine
arrange for withdrawing
ounces of silver from the mine production of such countries in each
each
calendar year for a
a period
period of four years commencing with the calendar year 1934. The said Governments
undertake to settle by
Governments undertake
by
ounces which
which
agreement the share in the said thirty five million fine ounces
each of them shall purchase or cause to be withdrawn.
3. That the silver purchased
purchased or withdrawn
withdrawn in accordance
accordance with
Article 2
currency purposes (either for coin2 above shall be used for currency
age or for currency
currency reserves),
reserves), or be otherwise
otherwise retained
retained from
sale
from sale
period of four years.
during said period
4. That the Government
4.
Government of China shall not sell silver resulting
demonetised coins for a
a period of four calendar
calendar years comcomfrom demonetised
January 1st, 1934.
mencing January
1931.
Government of Spain shall not dispose by sale of
of
5. That the Government
ounces of silver during a
a period of
more than twenty million fine ounces
of
commencing January
four years commencing
January 1st, 1934.
1934. The disposals during
during
year period shall be based on an
each calendar year of the said four year
an
average
average of five million fine ounces per year; it being understood,
understood,
however, that if
if in any year the Government
Government of
not
of Spain shall
shall not
dispose of five million fine ounces, the difference between
between the amount
amount
actually disposed of and five million fine ounces may be added as
as
additional disposals
disposals in subsequent years; provided
provided further that the
additional

SILVER AGREEMENT.
SILVER
AGREEMENT.
maximum
disposed of
in any
shall be
limited to
to seven
maximum amount
amount disposed
of in
any year
year shall
be limited
seven
million
fine
ounces.
million fine ounces.
6.
That the
exchange all
all such
such inforinfor6. That
the Governments
Governments concerned
concerned will
will exchange
mation as
necessary with regard
regard to
to the measures
measures to
to fulfil
fulfil the
mation
as may be
be necessary
memorandum of
provisions of this memorandum
of agreement.
agreement.
7.
it is
subject to
the provisions
of Article
is understood,
understood, that
that subject
to the
provisions of
Article
7. That
That it
8, the undertakings
undertakings of each party
party to the present
present memorandum
memorandum of
agreement
conditional upon
undertakings of
the undertakings
of
upon the
the fulfilment
fulfilment of the
agreement are
are conditional
every other
party thereto.
thereto.
every
other party
memorandum of agreement
ratification
8. That this memorandum
agreement is subject to ratification
by
Governments concerned.
instruments of ratification
ratification shall
concerned. The instruments
by the Governments
1-with the Government
deposited not later than the 1st April, 1934,
1934,1
Government
be deposited
It shall come into force as soon as the ratificaratificaof the United States. It
Governments concerned
received provided
provided that
that
tions of all the Governments
concerned are received
all the ratifications
ratifications are received before
before the 1st April, 1934. A notice
affirmative action necessary
carry out
necessary to carry
by any Government
Government that the affirmative
the purposes of this agreement
an
accepted as an
agreement has been taken will be accepted
instrument of
Nevertheless, if
if one or more
the
instrument
of ratification. Nevertheless,
more of the
Governments enumerated
enumerated in
in Article
fail to
to ratify
ratify by
Governments
Article 22fail
by the
the 1st
1st April,
April,
1934,
agreement shall
come into
at that
that date
the other
other
1934, the
the agreement
shall come
into force
force at
date if
if the
Governments
Article 2
Governments mentioned
mentioned in Article
which have
ratified notify the
2 which
have ratified
the
Governments which
which ratify that they are prepared
other Governments
prepared to purchase, or cause to be withdrawn, in the aggregate
amount of
chase,
aggregate the amount
silver mentioned in Article
Article 2. The
The Government
Government of the United
States is
take such
necessary for the
such steps as may
may be
be necessary
States
is requested
requested to take
purpose
of the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of this
agreement.
this agreement.
purpose of
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
the undersigned
have signed
signed the
the present
present
WHEREOF the
undersigned have
IN
memorandum
agreement.
of agreement.
memorandum of
DONE at
at London
22nd day
day of
July, 1933,
1933, in
copy
of July,
in aa single
single copy
London this
this 22nd
DONE
which shall
the archives
archives of
Government of
the
of the
of the
the Government
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
in the
which
United
United States.
States.
S.
S. M
M..BRUCE
BRUCE
Delegate
Delegate of Australia.
Australia.
EDGAR
N.RHODES
EDGAR N.
RHODES
Delegate
Canada.
Delegate of Canada.
W
W..W
W..YEN
Delegate
China.
Delegate of China.
PITTMAN
KEY PrITMAN
Delegate
Delegate of United States
of
of America.
America.
GEORGE
GEORGE SCHUSTER
SCHUSTER
Delegate
India.
Delegate of India.
EDUARDO SuiJREZ
SUAiREZ
Delegate of
of Mexico.
Delegate
F. TmDELA
TunELA
F.
Delegate
Peru.
Delegate of
of Peru.
L. NICOLAUJ
L.
Nicm.Au D'OLWER
n'OLwxx
Delegate of Spain.
Delegate
Spain.

1Extended
1, 1934, by agreement
Extended to May 1,
agreement of all of the signatories.

1
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Supplementary
Supplementary
dertakings.
dertakings.
United
nied
America.

States

ununof

States of

SUPPLEMENTARY UNDERTAKINGS
SUPPLEMENTARY
UNDERTAKINGS

United States
States of
of America
America
United

In
connection with the attached
In connection
attached memorandum
memorandum of
of heads
heads of
of agreeagreement entered into by the Delegates
Delegates of
India, China
and Spain
as
of India,
China and
Spain as
holders of large
large stocks or users
users of
and of
of Australia,
Australia, Canada,
of silver,
silver, and
Canada,
the United States, Mexico and Peru,
Peru, as
as principal
principal purchasers
purchasers of
of
it is understood
silver, it
understood that the Government
of the
the United
States
Government of
United States
shall purchase
purchase or otherwise
otherwise arrange for
withdrawing from
from the
the marmarfor withdrawing
ket, as in the attached
attached memorandum
of agreement
agreement provided,
provided, twentytwentymemorandum of
four million, four hundred
hundred and
and twenty-one
twenty-one thousand,
thousand, four
four hundred
hundred
of silver in each
and ten, fine ounces
ounces of
calendar year
beginning with
with
each calendar
year beginning
the
the calendar
calendar year
year 1934.
1934.
This understanding
understanding is conditioned
conditioned upon similar
similar undertakings
undertakings bebeing entered into by the Governments
Governments of Australia,
Australia, Canada,
Canada, Mexico
Mexico
and Peru whereby
whereby those Governments
to purchase
purchase or
or otherwise
otherwise
Governments agree
agree to
arrange for withdrawing
withdrawing from
of amounts
amounts of
of fine
ounces
from the market
market of
fine ounces
of silver which, with the obligation
obligation hereby
hereby entered
into, will
will make
make in
in
entered into,
the aggregate
thirty-five million
million fine
ounces of
of silver
annually.
aggregate thirty-five
fine ounces
silver annually.
It is understood
agreement and
It
understood that this agreement
the similar
similar agreements
agreements
and the
into by
by the
Delegates of
the Governments
Governments of
of Australia,
Australia,
to be entered into
the Delegates
of the
Canada, Mexico,
Peru, are
the following
following general
general
Mexico, and
and Peru,
are subject
subject to
to the
provisions:
provisions:
1. That every provision
provision of
of this
this agreement
agreement shall
terminate on
on
shall terminate
1, 1938.
January 1,
1938.
2. That the absorption
absorption of
of silver referred
in this
this agreement
referred to
to in
agreement
current mine production.
means current
3. That when the
Government of
the Government
of India
India shall
shall have
have sold,
sold, transferred
transferred
or otherwise disposed of Government
stocks of
of silver
to the
the net
net
Government stocks
silver to
amount of one hundred
hundred and seventy-five million
fine ounces,
ounces, as
as propromillion fine
vided in paragraph
paragraph (c) of Article
Article 1
attached memorandum
memorandum of
of
1 of the
the attached
agreement, the
heads of agreement,
the obligations of
of governments
governments to
to purchase
purchase
under this contract
contract shall cease.
cease.
4. That this memorandum
memorandum is subject
subject to ratification
ratification by
by the
the proper
proper
governmental
governmental authorities
authorities of the United
States whose
delegate has
has
United States
whose delegate
executed this agreement,
agreement, and
undersigned delegate
delegate undertakes
undertakes
and the
the undersigned
to use his good offices to secure
secure such
such action
action at
at the
the earliest
earliest possible
possible
date.
date.
5. That this understanding
understanding shall come
into force
force as
as soon
soon as
as the
the
come into
ratifications of all the governments
governments concerned
concerned are received,
received, provided
provided
that all the ratifications are received
received before
before the
1st of
April, 1934.
1934.
the 1st
of April,
A notice by any government, party to this understanding,
understanding, that
that the
the
affirmative
affirmative action necessary
necessary to carry out the purposes
purposes of
of this
this underunderstanding has been taken will be accepted as an instrument
of ratificaratificainstrument of
tion. Nevertheless, if
if one or more of the governments
governments parties to
to
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this
understanding have
have failed
ratify by the first of April, 1934,
failed to ratify
this understanding
the
understanding shall
shall go
into force
force and
and effect
effect at that date if the
go into
the understanding
other governments
parties to
this understanding
understanding have
have ratified
ratified the
to this
governments parties
other
prepared to purunderstanding
given notice
notice that
that they
they are prepared
have given
and have
understanding and
chase or
to be
be withdrawn
withdrawn in
aggregate these thirty-five
in the aggregate
cause to
or cause
chase
million
of silver.
Government of the United
United States
The Government
silver. The
ounces of
fine ounces
million fine
is
requested to
to take
take such
such steps
steps as
as may
be necessary
necessary for the purpose
may be
is requested
of
the conclusion
conclusion of
this agreement.
agreement.
of this
of the
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the undersigned
signed this memoranhave signed
undersigned have
WHEREOF, the
IN

agreement.
dum of agreement.
dum
th day of July,
DONE
at London
London this
26th
1933, in a
a single copy
copy
day of July, 1933,
this 26
DONE at
which
be deposited
deposited in
the archives
of the
Government of the
the Government
archives of
in the
shall be
which shall
United
States.
United States.
KEY PITrMAN
PITMAN
KEY

States.
Delegate of
of the
the United
United States.
Delegate
Australia
Australia
In connection
connection with
attached memorandum
memorandum of heads of agreethe attached
with the
In
ment entered
entered into
by the
Delegates of India, China
China and Spain
Spain as
the Delegates
into by
ment
Canada,
holders
of
large
stocks
or
users
of
silver,
and
of
Australia,
Canada,
Australia,
holders of large stocks or users of silver, and of
purchasers
principal
as
the
purchasers of
Peru,
and Peru,
Mexico and
States, Mexico
United States,
the United
Australia
of
silver,
it is
is understood
Government
Australia shall purthe Government
that the
understood that
silver, it
chase
or
otherwise
arrange
for
withdrawing
from
market, as in
the market,
chase or otherwise arrange for withdrawing from the
hundred
six
the
attached memorandum
memorandum of
hundred and
and
provided,
agreement provided,
of agreement
the attached
ounces
fine
fifty-two
thousand, three
fifty-five
ounces of silver
hundred and fifty-five
three hundred
fifty-two thousand,
in each
calendar year
with the
calendar year 1934.
the calendar
beginning with
year beginning
each calendar
in
This understanding
undertakings being
being
upon similar undertakings
is conditioned
conditioned upon
understanding is
This
Mexico
entered into
Governments of
of Canada,
Canada, the
the United States, Mexico
the Governments
by the
into by
entered
purchase or otherand Peru
Peru whereby
Governments agree to purchase
those Governments
whereby those
and
wise arrange
arrange for
for withdrawing
the market
market of amounts of fine
from the
withdrawing from
wise
ounces
of silver
silver which,
which, with
with the
the obligation
hereby entered
entered into, will
obligation hereby
ounces of
make
in the
ounces of silver
silver
million fine ounces
thirty-five million
aggregate thirty-five
the aggregate
make in
annually.
annually.
agreements
It
understood that
that this
the similar
similar agreements
and the
agreement and
this agreement
is understood
It is
to
be entered
entered into
into by
Delegates of
of the
Governments of Canada,
the Governments
the Delegates
by the
to be
the United
United States,
and Peru,
are subject
to the
following
the following
subject to
Peru, are
Mexico and
States, Mexico
the
general
provisions:
general provisions:
1. That
every provision
provision of
of this
agreement shall
shall terminate
terminate on Janthis agreement
That every
1.
uary
1, 1938.
1938.
uary 1,
2.
silver referred
referred to
agreement
in this agreement
to in
of silver
absorption of
the absorption
That the
2. That
means
current
mine
production.
production.
mine
current
means
sold, transferred
3.
the Government
Government of
of India
transferred
have sold,
shall have
India shall
when the
That when
3. That
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
of Government
Goverrunent stocks
stocks of silver to the net
net
disposed of
or
proounces,
seventy-five
amount
of
one
hundred
and
seventy-five
million
fine
as
and
hundred
one
of
amount
vided in
(c) of
Article 1
the attached
memorandum
attached memorandum
of the
1 of
of Article
paragraph (c)
in paragraph
vided
to purchase
of
heads
of
agreement,
the
obligations
of
governments
governments
of
obligations
the
of heads of agreement,
under
this
contract
shall
cease.
cease.
shall
under this contract

Australia.
Australia.
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this memorandum
memorandum is
is subject
to ratification
ratification by
by the
the proper
proper
4. That this
subject to
governmental
of Australia
delegate has
governmental authorities
authorities of
Australia whose
whose delegate
has executed
executed
this
agreement, and
and the
undersigned delegate
delegate undertakes
to use
use his
his
this agreement,
the undersigned
undertakes to
good offices to
secure such
action at
the earliest
date.
to secure
such action
at the
earliest possible
possible date.
5. That this understanding
come into
into force
force as
soon as
as the
the
understanding shall
shall come
as soon
ratifications of
of all
all the
received, provided
provided
ratifications
the governments
governments concerned
concerned are
are received,
that
are received
received before
before the
1st of
of April,
April, 1934.
1934.
that all
all the ratifications
ratifications are
the 1st
A notice by any government, party to
to this
this understanding,
that the
the
understanding, that
affirmative
affirmative action necessary
necessary to
of this
this underto carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
understanding has been taken
accepted as
as an
an instrument
instrument of
ratifitaken will
will be
be accepted
of ratification.
cation. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, if
if one
of the
the governments
parties to
to
one or more
more of
governments parties
understanding have
this understanding
have failed
failed. to
of April,
April, 1934,
1934,
to ratify by the first
first of
understanding shall go into force
the understanding
force and
at that
that date
date if
if the
the
and effect
effect at
other governments
other
understanding have
have ratified
ratified the
the
governments parties
parties to
to this
this understanding
understanding
given notice
understanding and have given
they are
are prepared
to purpurnotice that they
prepared to
chase or cause to
to be
be withdrawn
in the
the aggregate
aggregate these
these thirty-five
thirty-five
withdrawn in
million fine ounces of silver. The Government
Government of
the United
United States
States
of the
is requested
to take
take such
such steps
steps as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the purpose
requested to
for the
purpose
of the
conclusion of
agreement.
of
the conclusion
of this
this agreement.
Iw wrTNEss
the undersigned
hi
wrrxEss WHnEoF,
WMKEEOF, the
signed this
this memomemoundersigned have
have signed
randum
of agreement.
randum of
agreement.
DoNE
26th day of July, 1933,
DONE at London
London this 26th
single copy
copy
1933, in
in aa single
which shall be deposited
deposited in the archives
archives of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United
States.
United States.
S. M.
Baron,
S.
M. BRuJCE
Delegate
Delegate of Australia.
Australia.

c an ada.

Canada.

Canada
Canada
In
memorandum of heads of
In connection with the attached memorandum
agreeof agreement entered
ment
entered into
by the
Delegates of
and Spain
Spain as
as
into by
the Delegates
of India,
India, China
China and
holders of large stocks or users of silver, and of Australia, Canada,
Canada,
the United
United States,
States, Mexico
Mexico and Peru,
Peru, as principal
principal purchasers
purchasers of
of
silver, it
understood that the
the Government
it is understood
Government of
of Canada
Canada shall
shall purpurchase or otherwise
otherwise arrange for withdrawing
withdrawing from the market, as
in the attached
agreement provided, one million,
attached memorandum
memorandum of agreement
six hundred
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one thousand,
eight hundred
hundred and
and two
fine
thousand, eight
two fine
ounces of silver in
in each
beginning with
with the
the calendar
calendar
each calendar
calendar year
year beginning
year
year 1934.
understanding is conditioned
This understanding
conditioned upon similar
undertakings
similar undertakings
being entered
entered into by the Governments
Governments of
of Australia,
Australia, United
United States,
States,
Mexico,
Mexico, and Peru, whereby
whereby those
Governments agree
agree to
to purchase
purchase or
those Governments
or
otherwise arrange for withdrawing
withdrawing from the market of
of amounts
amounts
of fine ounces
ounces of silver
which, with
with the
obligation hereby
hereby entered
silver which,
the obligation
entered
into, will make in the aggregate
aggregate thirty-five
thirty-five million fine ounces of
of
silver
annually.
silver annually.
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It is
is understood
that this
this agreement
agreement and the similar agreements
agreements
understood that
It
to
be
entered
into
by
the
Delegates
of
the
Governments
Australia,
of
Governments
the
of
to be entered into by the Delegates
following
the
United
States,
Mexico,
and
Peru
are
subject
the
following
to
subject
are
the United States, Mexico, and Peru
general provisions:
provisions:
general
1. That
every provision
of this
agreement shall terminate
terminate on
this agreement
provision of
That every
1.
January
January 1, 1938.
2. That
That the
absorption of
silver referred
referred to in this agreement
agreement
of silver
the absorption
2.
current mine production.
means current
3. That
when the
Government of
of India
have sold, transshall have
India shall
the Government
That when
3.
ferred
or
otherwise
disposed
of
Government
stocks
of silver to the
stocks
ferred or otherwise disposed of Government
net
amount
of
one
hundred
and
seventy-five
fine ounces, as
million
net amount of one hundred and seventy-five
memorandum
attached
the
provided
in
paragraph
(c)
of
Article
1
memorandum
of
1
provided in paragraph (c) of Article
to purchase
governments
of
of
heads of
the obligations
agreement, the
of agreement,
of heads
under
under this contract shall cease.
4.
memorandum is
subject to ratification
ratification by the proper
proper
is subject
this memorandum
That this
4. That
governmental authorities
delegate has executed
executed
authorities of Canada whose delegate
governmental
this agreement,
and the
undertakes to use his
delegate undertakes
undersigned delegate
the undersigned
agreement, and
this
good
offices to
action at the earliest possible date.
secure such action
to secure
good offices
5.
That this
understanding shall come into force as soon as the
this understanding
5. That
ratifications
governments concerned
concerned are received, provided
all the governments
ratifications of all
that all
all the
the ratifications
ratifications are received
before the 1st of April, 1934.
received before
that
understanding, that the
A notice
notice by any government,
government, party to this understanding,
A
affirmative
action
necessary
carry
out
purposes of this underthe
out
carry
to
necessary
action
affirmative
standing
has
been
taken
will
be
accepted
as
instrument of ratificainstrument
as
an
accepted
be
will
taken
been
has
standing
parties to
governments
the
tion.
Nevertheless,
or
of
governments
more
one
if
Nevertheless,
tion.
1934,
April,
this
understanding
have
failed
to
the
of
first
the
by
ratify
to
failed
have
this understanding
the
if
that
the
understanding
shall
force
and
effect
at
date
into
go
the understanding shall
the
other
governments
parties
to
this
understanding
ratified
have
understanding
this
to
parties
other governments
to
understanding
and
have
given
notice
that
they
prepared
purprepared
are
they
that
notice
given
understanding and have
chase
cause to be withdrawn
withdrawn in the aggregate these thirty-five
or cause
chase or
million
fine
ounces
of
Government of the United
United States
The Government
silver. The
of
million fine ounces
for
is
requested
to
take
such
steps
be
necessary
the purpose
necessary
be
may
as
steps
such
is requested to take
of
the
conclusion
of
this
agreement.
agreement.
of the conclusion of
IN WITNESS
wrricEss wHER
FoF, the
the undersigned
signed this memoranmemoranundersigned have signed
WHEREOF,
IN
dum
of agreement.
dum of
DONE at
at London
London this
this twenty
fourth day
of July, 1933, in aasingle
day of
twenty fourth
DONE
copy
which
shall
be
deposited
in
the
archives
Government of
of
the Government
copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the
the United States.

EDGAR N.
N.RHODES
RHODES
EDGAR
Delegate
Canada
Delegate of Canada

Me,
Mexico
In connection
with the
attached memorandum
memorandum of heads
heads of agreethe attached
connection with
In
ment entered
entered into
into by
Delegates of
and Spain as
of India, China and
the Delegates
by the
ment
holders of
of large
stocks or
or users
Australia, Canada,
Canada,
silver, and of Australia,
of silver,
users of
large stocks
holders

Mexico.
Mico
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the United
United States,
Mexico and
Peru, as
of
the
States, Mexico
and Peru,
as principal
principal purchasers
purchasers of
it is understood
understood that
of Mexico
Mexico shall
shall purchase
silver, it
that the
the Government
Government of
purchase
or otherwise
arrange for
for withdrawing
withdrawing from
the market,
as in
in the
the
or
otherwise arrange
from the
market, as
attached
memorandum of
of agreement
million, one
one
attached memorandum
agreement provided,
provided, seven
seven million,
hundred
hundred and
and fifty-nine
hundred and
and eight
fine ounces
ounces
fifty-nine thousand,
thousand, one
one hundred
eight fine
of
calendar year
year beginning
beginning with
the calendar
calendar year
of silver
silver in
in each
each calendar
with the
year
1934.
1934.
This understanding is conditioned
upon similar
being
conditioned upon
similar undertakings
undertakings being
entered into
Governments of
of Australia,
Canada, United
United
into by
by the
the Governments
Australia, Canada,
States and Peru
Peru whereby
whereby those
those Governments
Governments agree
purchase or
or
agree to
to purchase
otherwise arrange
otherwise
from the
of amounts
amounts of
of
arrange for withdrawing
withdrawing from
the market
market of
fine
with the
the obligation
into,
fine ounces
ounces of
of silver
silver which,
which, with
obligation hereby
hereby entered
entered into,
will make
make in the aggregate
aggregate thirty-five
thirty-five million
million fine
fine ounces
ounces of
of silver
silver
annually.
annually.
It
It is understood
understood that this agreement
agreement and
the similar
agreements to
and the
similar agreements
to
into by
be entered
entered into
of the
Australia,
by the Delegates
Delegates of
the Governments
Governments of
of Australia,
Canada,
Canada, the United States, and Peru, are subject
the following
following
subject to
to the
general
general provisions:
provisions:
1. That every
every provision
provision of
this agreement
agreement shall
shall terminate
of this
terminate on
on
January 1,
January
1, 1938.
1938.
2. That the absorption
absorption of
of silver
silver referred
referred to
to in
in this
this agreement
agreement
means current
means
production.
current mine
mine production.
3. That when the Government of
shall have
have sold,
sold, transferred
of India shall
transferred
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
of Government
stocks of
of silver
to the
net
disposed of
Government stocks
silver to
the net
amount of one hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five million
fine
ounces,
as
promillion fine ounces, as provided in paragraph
1 of the
the attached
paragraph (c) of Article 1
attached memorandum
memorandum
of heads of agreement, the obligations
obligations of
of governments
to purchase
governments to
purchase
under this contract
shall cease.
cease.
contract shall
memorandum is subject to ratification
4. That this memorandum
ratification by
by the
the proper
proper
governmental authorities
governmental
authorities of Mexico
Mexico whose
delegate has
executed
this
whose delegate
has executed this
undersigned delegate
agreement, and the undersigned
use
his
good
delegate undertakes
undertakes to
to use his good
offices
secure such
such action
action at
at the
possible date.
offices to
to secure
the earliest
earliest possible
date.
5. That this understanding
as soon as the
understanding shall come into force as
the
ratifications
ratifications of all the governments
governments concerned
concerned are
provided
are received,
received, provided
ratifications are received
that all the ratifications
received before the 1st
of April,
1st of
April, 1934.
1934.
A notice by any government,
government, party
party to this understanding,
understanding, that the
affirmative action necessary
affirmative
necessary to carry out the purposes
purposes of
underof this
this understanding has been taken
taken will be accepted
accepted as an instrument
instrument of ratification. Nevertheless,
the governments
Nevertheless, if
if one or more of the
parties
governments parties
to this understanding
first of
understanding have failed
failed to ratify by the first
April,
of April,
1934, the understanding
understanding shall go into force
effect at
date
force and
and effect
at that
that date
if
the other governments
governments parties to this understanding
understanding have
if the
have ratified
ratified
the understanding
understanding and have given notice that they are prepared
prepared
to
purchase or cause
to purchase
cause to be withdrawn
withdrawn in the aggregate
aggregate these thirtythirtyfive million fine ounces of
The Government
United
of silver. The
Government of
of the
the United
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States is
is requested
take such
such steps
be necessary
steps as
as may
may be
necessary for
for the
the
States
requested to
to take
purpose
of this
this agreement.
agreement.
conclusion of
of the
the conclusion
purpose of
IN WITNESS
undersigned have
have signed
signed this
this memoranmemoranWHEREOF, the
the undersigned
IN
WrrNEss WHEREOF,
dum of
of agreement.
agreement.
dum
DONE
at London
of July,
single copy
which
July, 1933,
1933, in
in a
a single
copy which
DONE at
London this
this 24
24 day
day of
shall
deposited in
the archives
archives of
of the
the United
United
in the
of the
the Government
Government of
shall be
be deposited
States.

EDUARDO SUJREZ
SUAREZ
EDUARDO
Delegate of Mexico.
Delegate
Peru
Peru

In
with the
the attached
memorandum of
of heads
heads of
of agreeagreeattached memorandum
In connection
connection with
ment
the Delegates
as
Spain as
Delegates of
of India,
India, China and Spain
entered into
into by
by the
ment entered
holders
large stocks
stocks or
or users
users of
of Australia,
Australia, Canada,
Canada,
and of
of silver,
silver, and
holders of
of large
the United
Mexico and
Peru, as
as principal
of
principal purchasers
purchasers of
and Peru,
States, Mexico
the
United States,
silver,
is understood
understood that
that the
the Government
Government of
of Peru
Peru shall
shall purchase
purchase
silver, it
it is
or
withdrawing from
from the market,
market, as in
in the
or otherwise
otherwise arrange
arrange for
for withdrawing
attached memorandum
memorandum of
agreement provided,
provided, one
million, ninetyattached
of agreement
one million,
ninetyhundred and twenty-five
twenty-five fine ounces
silver
ounces of silver
five thousand,
thousand, three
three hundred
in each
each calendar
beginning with
the calendar
1934.
in
calendar year
year beginning
with the
calendar year
year 1934.
2.
This understanding
is conditioned
conditioned upon
similar undertakings
2. This
understanding is
upon similar
undertakings
being
entered into
Governments of Australia,
Australia, Canada, United
into by
by the
the Governments
United
being entered
States
and Mexico
agree to
to purchase
Mexico whereby
whereby those
those Governments
Governments agree
purchase
States and
otherwise arrange
amounts
or otherwise
arrange for
for withdrawing
withdrawing from the
the market of amounts
of
of fine
fine ounces
ounces of silver which, with the
entered
the obligation
obligation hereby
hereby entered
of
into, will
will make
make in
in the aggregate
aggregate thirty-five
thirty-five million
million fine ounces of
silver annually.
annually.
It is
agreement and
It
is understood that this
this agreement
and the
the similar agreements
to
of the
the Governments
Governments of Australia,
Australia,
to be entered
entered into by the
the Delegates
Ielegates of
Canada,
Mexico, are subject to the
the following
following
Canada, the United States,
States, and Mexico,
general
provisions:
general provisions:
1.
That every
provision of
of this agreement
agreement shall terminate on
1. That
every provision
on
January
January 1,
1, 1938.
1938.
2. That
That the
2.
referred to
agreement
the absorption
absorption of silver referred
to in this agreement
means
mine production.
production.
means current
current mine
of India
India shall
shall have
sold, transferred
transferred
3. That
That when the Government
Government of
have sold,
otherwise disposed
Government stocks of
or otherwise
disposed of Government
of silver to
to the net
amount
ounces, as
amount of one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five million fine
fine ounces,
as proof the
the attached
attached memorandum
memorandum of
vided in
in paragraph
paragraph (c)
(c) of
of Article
Article 1
1 of
of
heads
agreement, the
the obligations
of governments
purchase
heads of
of agreement,
obligations of
governments to
to purchase
under this contract shall
cease.
shall cease.
under
4. That
That this
this memorandum
memorandum is
to ratification
ratification by
by the
4.
is subject
subject to
the proper
proper
governmental authorities
authorities of
has executed
executed this
this
governmental
of Peru
Peru whose
whose delegate
delegate has
agreement, and the undersigned
delegate undertakes
undertakes to
his good
good
agreement,
undersigned delegate
to use
use his
action at
earliest possible
date.
offices to secure
secure such
such action
at the
the earliest
possible date.
5. That this
this understanding
understanding shall
shall come
come into
into force
force as soon
soon as
as the
the
ratifications
governments concerned
provided
ratifications of
of all
all the governments
concerned are
are received,
received, provided
86637°--34--m2----39
86637°-34-Pr
2
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that
the ratifications
received before
before the
April, 1934.
1934.
that all
all the
ratifications are
are received
the 1st
1st of
of April,
A notice
by any
government, party
party to
this understanding,
understanding, that
A
notice by
any government,
to this
that the
the
affirmative
action necessary
out the
purposes of
this underaffirmative action
necessary to
to carry
carry out
the purposes
of this
understanding
taken will
accepted as
as an
instrument of
standing has
has been
been taken
will be
be accepted
an instrument
of ratificaratification.
Nevertheless, if
if one
or more
more of
of the
the governments
parties to
tion. Nevertheless,
one or
governments parties
to this
this
understanding have failed
understanding
failed to ratify
of April,
April, 1934,
the
ratify by the first
first of
1934, the
understanding
go into
effect at
at that
that date
understanding shall
shall go
into force
force and
and effect
date if
if the
the other
other
governments
ratified the
governments parties
parties to this
this understanding
understanding have
have ratified
the underunderstanding and have given
standing
they are
purchase
given notice
notice that
that they
are prepared
prepared to
to purchase
or
withdrawn in
the aggregate
these thirty-five
thirty-five million
or cause
cause to
to be
be withdrawn
in the
aggregate these
million
of silver.
silver. The
fine ounces of
United States
reThe Government
Government of
of the
the United
States is
is requested to take such
such steps
steps as may
necessary for
for the
the
may be necessary
the -purpose
purpose of
of the
conclusion
of this
this agreement.
agreement.
conclusion of
IN
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the undersigned
memoundersigned have
have signed
signed this
this memorandurn of
of agreement.
randum
agreement.
DONE at
DONE
July, 1933,
in a
asingle
single copy
at London
London this 24
24 day of
of July,
1933, in
copy which
which
deposited in
archives of
of the
the Government
United
shall be deposited
in the
the archives
Government of
of the
the United
States.
F.
F.TurDELA
TUDELA
Delegate
Delegate of
of Peru.
Peru.

SILVER
SILVER AGREEMENT.
AGREEMENT.

1889

Silver
Reservation by
by China
Silver Agreement: Reservation
China
"In
"In ratifying
ratifying this Agreement,
Agreement, the
of China
the National Government
Government of
China
declares
the basic
monetary standard
standard of
declares that
that as silver
silver is
is the
basic monetary
of China,
China, the
the
National
Government will
itself at
National Government
will consider
consider itself
at liberty
liberty to
to take
take whatever
whatever
action it
it may
may deem
deem appropriate,
appropriate, if,
if, in
in its
its opinion,
opinion, changes
changes in
the
action
in the
relative
affect the
the economic
relative values
values of gold and
and silver
silver adversely affect
economic concondition
Chinese people,
spirit of
of stabilizing
stabilizing the
the
dition of
of the Chinese
people, contrary
contrary to the
the spirit
Agreement."
price of silver
silver as embodied
embodied in this
this Agreement."
APPENDIX
APPENDIX
RATIFICATIONS
RATIFICATIONS '1
State
Date
Date of deposit
deposit
Australia
Feb. 16, 1934
1934 2
Australia------------- Feb.
Canada
Mar.
Mar. 28,
28, 1934
1934
Canada-------------China
Mar.
27, 1934
1934 s
Mar. 27,
China---------------.
Mar. 21,
India
Mar.
21, 1934
India---------------1934
Mexico
Mar. 26,
26, 1934
1934
Mexico---------------.
Mar.
Peru ------ _-------Apr.
Peru
Apr. 24, 1934
193422
Spain
Apr. 24,
24, 1934
1934
Spain---------------.--Apr.
Dec. 21,
21, 1933
1933 2
United
United States
States---------- Dec.
3

3

3

2

'Deposited
Deposited with the Department
Department of State, Washington.
Washington.
'Notice
'Notice of affirmative
affirmative action accepted
accepted as
an instrument of ratification
as an
ratification
(sec. 8).
8).
(sec.
'Notice of ratification
'Notice
ratification (sec. 8).
8). China and Spain deposited formal instruinstrurespectively.
ments of ratification on May 14 and May 8, 1934, respectively.
[No. 63]
63]
[No.

Reservation
Reservation
China.
China.

by
by

INDEX
A
A

to------compensation to
Adair, John W., compensation
Adjournment of Congress:
Ordered
1933
for June 16, 1933----------Ordered for

Page.

1411
1411
1472
1472

June 18, 1934
1934------------ 1481
Ordered for June
1481
bills, etc., after -----Signing enrolled bills,
Agreealso Executive
Agreements. See also
Executive AgreeAgreements.
ments; Treaties
Treaties and Conventions.
Conventions.
Denmark, collect-on-delivery-------collect-on-delivery
1671
------ 1594
Hellenic Republic, parcel post
Hellenic
New Zealand, parcel post
post ----------1491
Act, correction
Agricultural Adjustment Act,
correction
1471
in enrollment
enrollment of ----------------Tools, and parts therethereAgricultural Hand Tools,
of, rate of duty decreased--------decreased
1694
printing
and Ocean Mail Contracts, printing
Air and
1475
of testimony on-----------------on
1475
Aircraft, Imported:
certifiRecognition
airworthiness certifiRecognition of airworthiness
cates,
agreements with—
withExecutive agreements
cates, Executive
Belgium
Belgium -------------..----------

1766
1766

Denmark -----------------------Denmark

1868
1SOS
1823
1805

Norway
Norway------------------------Sweden ------------------------Navigation:
Air Navigation:
Executive agreements
with—
agreements withExecutive
Denmark
Denmark __--------------------Norway ------------------------Norway
Sweden
Sweden------------------------Africa-----------Union of South Africa
investigation
"Akron,"
dirigible, investigation
"Akron," Navy dirigible,
of wreck of----------------------of
Alameda Belt
Belt Line, Calif.,
Calif., right of way
across Benton
Benton Field Military
Military ReserReservation
vation --------------------------

Alaska:
Alaska:
Prohibition
Prohibition

Alper, Irene Brand, payment
payment to--------to
A!per,
settlement_
claim settlement_
American Appraisal Co., claim
Amnesty, persons convicted of certain
certain
Amnesty,
war-time offenses
offenses ---------------war-time
Anderson, Daisy,
Daisy, disability claim to be
examined
-----------examined-- ----Angle,
disability claim to be
Angle, Agnes M., disability
examined ---------------------Arkansas Western Railway
Co., etc.,
Railway Co.,
emergency
emergency board created to investigate, etc., dispute between, and
and

1744

of
of-----------------------------Arnold, J. E., claim adjustment
adjustment -----Asaro, Joseph, claim settlement
settlement ------

1471
1467
1304

Australia, silver agreement-----------agreement

1879
1335
1335

Avery, Daisy M., payment to----to
Avery,
Warren F., military record corAvery, Warren

Baglione,
payment to---------to
Frank, payment
Baglione, Frank,
acS., credit in postal acBonnie S.,
Baker, Bonnie

1471

Bakke, D. B., payment to ----Bakke,
O. Manufacturing Co.,
B.
B. and 0.
Co., payment
payment

1296
1296

Holiday:
Bank Holiday:

counts -------------counts

to

-- -

------

1480
1360
1697

1304

1321

1459
1459
1351
1440
1440
1309
1309

----------

Continuance of
Continuance

1325
1325

1304

B

1788
1788
1828
1828

1474
1474

1298

Paraguay -------Bolivia and Paraguay
Army, civilian employees, claims settlement ------------Army Dirigibles, investigation of wrecks

1855
1809
1809

1474

1298
1298

1696
1714
1714

March 6-9, 1933 ------------------

return of bill requested ----------------------quested
Reenrollment of bill--------------bill
Reenrollment
Alaska
Alaska Matanuska Coal Co., remission
of certain coal lease rentals -------Alcoholic Beverages,
Zone, proproBeverages, Canal Zone,
Alcoholic
visions of bill to be incorporated in
Code --------------------------Alger, Mucia, payment
payment to------------to
Alger,
Aliens,
Aliens, quotas of nationality to be
admitted -----------------------Alleghany
Alleghany Forging Co.,
Co., claim settlementsettlement._

1725

employees
employees _---------------------Armistice Day
Day---------------Arms, etc.,
etc., prohibition of sale of, to

rected-------------------------rected

repeal,

Page.
Page.
1362
1362
1303

1689
1689
1691

------

Banking:
Banking:
Authority of State
State over State banks
reestablished; gold impounding
impounding resreestablished;
ervation------------------ervation
Extending
Extending period within which advances may be made to member
member
banksFederal Reserve banks_
banks by Federal
Banking Act of 1933,
1933, corrections
corrections in enrollment of ----------rollment
Banking
Associations.
National
Associations. See National
Banking
Banking Associations.

i

1727
1727

1734

1472
1472

INDEX.

11

Page.
P age.

to-----Barker,
G., payment to
Frederick G.,
Barker, Frederick
Beaver, George
B., credit
acpostal acin postal
credit in
George B.,
Beaver,
counts --------------------------counts

1432
1432

Brummett,
W. T.,
authorized
suit authorized------T., suit
1rummett, W.
Bryan,
William Jennings,
Jennings, proceedings
proceedings on
Iryan, William

1369
1369

Beckham, J.
claim adjustment
adjustment -----J., claim
J. J.,
Beckham,
Beds°le,
payment to ------C., payment
Carlos C.,
Bedsole, Carlos

1467
1467
[439
11439

ordered
unveiling
unveiling of statute of, ordered
printed
printed -----------------------

Beene,
Shelby J.,
refund _---------tax refund
J., tax
Beene, Shelby
Beier,
payment to
to ---- _-----Norman, payment
Beier, Norman,
Beland, Theodore
Theodore W.,
W., payment
to -- payment to
Beland,

1415
1415
1432
1432
]1429
1429

1477
1477
1331
1331

byBryant,
Edward V.,
V., return
return of fine
fine paid
paid by
Iryant, Edward
Building
wage rates, sussusContracts, labor wage
Building Contracts,
Davis-Bacon
pending provisions
provisions of Davis-Bacon
pending
Act
Act ----------------------------

1745
1745
1339
1753
1304
1304
1440
1440

Bulfinch,
Paul, reimbursement
reimbursement of------of
lulfinch, Paul,
Bulgaria,
relations agreementagreement_
commercial relations
Bulgaria, commercial

1453
to --__ _ 1453
Belanger, Marie
Marie Louise,
Louise, payment
payment to_
Belanger,
Belgium, agreement
agreement for
for recognition
recognition of airBelgium,
worthiness
certificates,
imported
imported
certificates,
worthiness
1766
aircraft
1766
aircraft------------------------1304
Bell,
settlement --------claim settlement
Walter, claim
Bell, Walter,
1303
BeIlan, John
John A., claim settlement ------- 1303
Bellan,
Bello, Michael,
Michael, payment
administrator
payment to administrator
Bello,
of ---------------------------1382
of
1302
Bennett,
payment to -----C., payment
Charles C.,
Bennett, Charles
AlaBenton
Military Reservation,
Reservation, AlaField Military
Benton Field
meda,
Calif., right of way to Alameda, Calif.,
1296
1296
across------------meda
Line across
meda Belt Line
1314
1314
of-_
estate
to
Berger, Victor
estate of
Victor L., payment
Berger,
1393
------- 1393
Betz,
C. A.,
A., reimbursement
of
reimbursement ofBetz, C.
regulations
amending
Birds,
migratory,
amending
regulations
Birds, migratory,
on
1707
on----------------------------1385
------Black Dog,
payment to
James, payment
Dog, James,
Black
Black Hardware
Co., refund
refund of customs
Hardware Co.,
Black
1438
duties
1438
duties ------------------------record corBlazer, Erney
Erney S.,
military record
S., military
Blazer,
1319
rected
1319
rected--------------------------in postal acBloxham,
George J.,
acJ., credit in
Bloxham, George
1417
1417
counts
counts--------------------------1361
Bodkin, Arabella
Arabella E., payment to -----Bodkin,
1376
to--------Bolger, Elizabeth,
payment to
Elizabeth, payment
Bolger,
Bolivia, prohibition
prohibition of
sale of arms, etc.,
of sale
Bolivia,
1744
1744
to
to----------------------------Bonded
Wool, Camel
Hair, extendCamel Hair,
Carpet Wool,
Bonded Carpet
ing time
for proof
proof of
use of,
floor
of, for floor
of use
time for
ing
172(
1726
coverings, etc------------------etc
coverings,
Boone. See
Bicentennial.
Boone Bicentennial.
Daniel Boone
See Daniel
Boone.
Borroum, Tucker,
Tucker, and
suit
O'Connor, suit
and O'Connor,
Borroum,
authorized
authorized---------------------of----Boston
Store Co.,
Co., reimbursement
reimbursement of
Boston Store
Bosworth,
William E.,
lost
redemption of lost
E., redemption
Bosworth, William
Victory gold note----------------note
Victory
Bounds, J.
adjustment
claim adjustment------S., claim
J. S.,
Bounds,
Bowen, C.
C. K.,
payment to
to certain
ofheirs of_
certain heirs
K., payment
Bowen,
Braznell,
refund_
Benjamin, estate of, tax refundBraznell, Benjamin,
Brewer
Paint and
and Wall
Wall Paper
payCo., payPaper Co.,
Brewer Paint
ment
to
ment to-----------------------Broas, Alice
E., payment
payment to -_-------Alice E.,
Broas,
Bronte, Emory
Emory B.,
distinguished flying
B., distinguished
Bronte,
to ----------------------cross to
Brown,
Charles A.,
A., payment to ------Brown, Charles
Brown, David
David I.,
military record
record corrected
corrected
I., military
Brown,
TreasBrown, Mamie
Mamie Ruth,
Ruth, redemption
redemption of TreasBrown,
ury note
note in
in favor of natural
natural guarguarury
dians of -----------------------

Page.
Page.
1352

settlement --------Buono,
claim settlement
Jact, claim
Buono, Jact,
Burckland,
Christian, payment
payment to ------Burckland, Christian,
Burke,
on Navy
Navy retired
placed on
Warren, placed
Burke, Warren,
list
list ----------------------------

1392
1392
1427

Burn,
payment to ------Arthur A., Sr., payment
Burn, Arthur
Burns,
Henry M., military record corBurns, Henry
rected
rected---------------------------

1303
1303

Burress,
William G.,
record corcormilitary record
G., military
Burress, William
rected
rected---------------------------

1419
1419
1447
1447

Bussey,
payment to __-----Arthur, payment
Bussey, Arthur,
Butte,
Ernest B., military record corcorButte, Ernest

1316
1316

rected
rected----------------------------

C
1305
1305

Campbell,
William C.,
C., payment
payment to
to------Campbell, William
Canada:
Canada:
Radio
agreement ---communications agreement
Radio communications

1876
1879
1879

Silver
agreement
Silver agreement------------------

9
141
1412)3
1362
136
1318
131

Canal Zone:
Zone:
Canal
Alcoholic beverages,
bill
beverages, provisions of bill
Alcoholic
to
be incorporated
incorporated in
in Code -----to be
Transit
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
through,
liquors through,
Transit of
modification of
of former
former convention
convention
modification
with Panama
Panama------------------with
Carden, George
George A.,
A., claim
claim settlement
settlement_ -- _
Carden,
Carl
Drilling Co., claim settleKing Drilling
B. King
Carl B.
ment -------------------------ment
Carleton-Mace Engineering
Engineering Corporation,
Carleton-Mace
claim adjustment---------------adjustment
claim
Hair, bonded,
Wool, Camel Hair,
bonded, exexCarpet Wool,
tending
time for
for proof
proof of use of, for
tending time
floor
coverings, etc--------------etc
floor coverings,
Carrington, N.
N. W., payment
to
payment to-------Carrington,
Carver, Mabel,
Mabel, payment
payment to-----------to
Carver,
Cashman, G.
G. F.,
F., payment
payment to ---------Cashman,
Castleberry,
Carl F., disability claim to
to be
Castleberry, Carl
examined--------------------examined
--Cathcart, John S., payment
payment to
Cathcart,
Cedar Breaks
Monument, Utah,
National Monument,
Breaks National
Cedar
of-------------establishment of
establishment
Chapin,
payment to -------C., payment
Homer C.,
Chapin, Homer
Chaplain
of House,
printing of prayers
prayers by,
House, printing
Chaplain of
ordered
ordered-------------------------Charles J.
Sons Co.,
Co., Inc., payment
payment
Webb Sons
J. Webb
Charles

1387
138

Charlestown Sand
Sand and
and Stone Co., reimCharlestown
bursement
of
bursement of--------------------

135(
1350
1461
1461

I

1334
133'
1467
146'
1428
142!
1308
130!
1449
144, 7
1434
143 I

to ---------------------------to

-

1480
1480

1488
1488
1386
1386
1304
1304

1407

1726
1726
1451
1408
1408
1440
1420
1420
1375
1375
1705
1705
1360

1480
1398
1398

1384

iii
111

INDEX.
Chequamegon
National Forest,
Forest, Wis.,
Wis., area
Chequamegon National
--for
-----------for
Chicago,
Chicago,

Page.
page.
1716

North
Shore
North Shore

and
Milwaukee
and Milwaukee
Railroad Co.,
settlement_ __ __ 1307
1307
claim settlement----Co., claim
Railroad
Child Health
Proclamations__ 1693, 1736
Day Proclamations_
Health Day
Child
China, silver
1879
agreement--------------silver agreement
China,
Chinese
Courts in
in International
International SettleSettleChinese Courts
ment,
agreement extended_
extended_ 1772
1772
Shanghai, agreement
ment, Shanghai,
1397
---Chinsky,
William, payment
payment to-to
1397
Chinsky, William,
Choctaw Indians,
claims adjustment for
Indians, claims
Choctaw
1467
services
rendered to
1467
to --------services rendered
1349
Chrisp, O.
0. H.,
payment to
1349
to ----H., payment
Chrisp,
Christian,
summoned before Army
Otto, summoned
Christian, Otto,
1436
retiring board,
etc --.-------1436
board, etc
retiring
Memphis,
Church
of the
Shepherd, Memphis,
Good Shepherd,
the Good
Church of
Tenn., refund
of duty
1460
duty -----------refund of
Tenn.,
1333
Ciscoe, Marguerite,
payment to------to
1333
Marguerite, payment
Ciscoe,
Citizenship and
Naturalization, reenand Naturalization,
Citizenship
rollment of
of bill
to
1477
relating to-------bill relating
rollment
Civil
Civil Aircraft:
Pilot licenses
Executive
licenses to operate, Executive
Pilot
agreements with—
withagreements
1865
Denmark
1865
Denmark-----------------------1818
Norway _
Norway------------------------Sweden
1799
Sweden -------------1837
Union of
Africa -----------South Africa
of South
Union
Claiborne, Cornelia,
Cornelia, payment
payment to------to
1453
Claiborne,
Claims:
Mexico,
general agreement
agreement with-----with
1844
Mexico, general
Panama,
modification of
convention
of convention
Panama, modification
of
July 28,
1485
1926---------------28, 1926
of July
Settlement
of designated
designated --------1303
Settlement of
1739
Clams,
canned, changing
on
changing duty on-----Clams, canned,
--Clark,
John Parker,
Parker, Jr.,
Jr., payment
payment to _
__ 1401
Clark, John
1400
Clark,
Parker, Sr.,
Sr., payment to---to
1400
Clark, John Parker,
1371
Clark,
Nephew K.,
allowed
- - - 1371
fees allowed
K., fees
('lark, Nephew
1307
Clear,
Warren J.,
J., reimbursement
1307
reiml)ursement of ----(lear, Warren
Cleverly,
B., reimbursement
reimbursement of___
of ___ 1310
1310
Willie B.,
Cleverly, Willie
1354
Cloud, Elizabeth
Elizabeth T.,
payment to------to
1354
T., payment
Cloud,
1723
Coinage of
of Silver,
proclamation on -----1723
Silver, proclamation
Coinage
corrected___ 1347
Collins, Harvey,
Harvey, naval
naval record
record corrected..
Collins,
Colonial National
National Monument,
Monument, Va.,
Va., bounColonial
170
dal
1706
modified -------------------dal itsit's modified
Colonial Reaity
Realty Company,
Company, exchange of
Colonial
129'
lands
United States---------States
1295
-with United
lands with
135(
Colson,
Dick, suit
authorized ---------1350
suit authorized
Colson, Dick,
Colvin,
etc., adjustment
adjustment cf propF., etc.,
C. F.,
Colvin, C.
1 4(
-erty
1440
erty ---------------------etc.:
Commerce, Consular
Consular Rights, etc.:
Commerce,
150'
Treaty with
with Poland
Poland concerning
1507
concerning----- -Treaty
Agreement,
proof of
origin of imof origin
Agreement, proof
153.
ported merchandise
1535
merchandise ------ported
Declaration
by which
which Free
City of
of
Free City
Declaration by
Danzig
becomes contracting
contracting
Danzig becomes
1681
party
to --------------------1680
party to
Commercial
Relations
Agreement,
BulAgreement,
Commercial Relations
175,
garia
1753
garia----------------------Normande, damage
Compagnie Maritime
Maritime Normande,
Compagnie
2,
.. of ..--------------------------- .
.
suit
1323
---suit O

Comptroller
comptroller of Currency, extending powers
granted to, with respect to National
National
granted

Page.
Page.

Banking
Associations ------------Banking Associations

1704

Concurrent
Resolutions:
Concurrent Resolutions:
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act, correction
correction
Agricultural
in
of
1471
enrollment of----------------in enrollment
Air and
ocean mail contracts, printing
printing of
and ocean
Air
testimony on
on------------------- 1475
testimony
Alaska,
prohibition repeal, return of bill
Alaska, prohibition
1474
requested;
reenrollnent -------requested; reenrollment
Banking Act of 1933, corrections in
Banking
enrollment
of
1472
enrollment of------------------Bryan, William
William Jennings,
Jennings, proceedings
proceedings
Bryan,
ordered
on unveiling of statue of, ordered
printed
1477
printed------------------------Canal
proZone, alcoholic beverages, proCanal Zone,
visions
of bill
incorporated in
be incorporated
to be
bill to
visions of
Code
Code------------------------Chaplain of
printing of prayers
of House, printing
Chaplain
by
by------------------------Citizenship and naturalization,
naturalization, reenreenCitizenship
to
rollment of bill relating to------Congress—
CongressAdjournment of--------------of
1472,
Adjournment
after--_
Signing
enrolled bills, etc. after__
Signing enrolled
Joint
meeting of two Houses to
Joint meeting
receive
from
communications from
receive communications
President ------------------President
Constitution and
Declaration of Indeand Declaration
Constitution
pendence, printing of-----------of
pendence,
Dairy
investigating sale,
products, investigating
Dairy products,
etc. of
of -----------------------etc.

Bicentennial, return of
Daniel Boone Bicentennial,
bill
relating to;
to; reenrollment
reenrollment ---bill relating
Deficiency Appropriation Act, correccorrecDeficiency
tion in enrollment
enrollment of -----------Dirigible
disasters, investigation
investigation of___
of.. __
l)irigible (lisasters,
Firearms, etc.,
taxation of,
of, correctionl
co rrect it Hi
etc., taxation
Firearlns,

1480
1480

1477
1481
1481
1473
1472
1478
1478

1477
1477
14S)
1480
1471

1t81
concerning--__ 1481
in enrollment of bill concerning_
Lafayette—
LafayetteCommittee on arrangements
arrangements
for
Committee
commemoration of centennial
centennial of
commemoration
-----------of death of --.Joint
session of Congress ----------Joint session
Printing of proceedings orderedordered -proceedings on acceptLee, Robert E., proceedings
ance
ordered printed_
ance of statue of, ordered

.

Legislative Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1935,
Legislative
correction in enrollment
enrollment directed_
directed_
correction
National Motor Vehicle Theft Act,
bill__correction in enrollment
enrollment of bill_
__
correction
Naturalization proceedings,
proceedings, fees in,
Naturalization
return of bill requested----------requested
Revenue Act of 1934, printing of addiRevenue
tional copies
copies-------------------Waterways, printing addiSt. Lawrence Waterways,
tional copies of hearings ---------appointment of comTexas Centennial, appointment
parmittee to consider Federal parmittee
ticipation
ticipation----.-----------------,

1473
1476
1480

1479
1475
1475
1476
1476
1474
1476

1478
1481

iv
iv
Concurrent Resolutions-Continued.
Concurrent
Resolutions—Continued.
United
United States
Roanoke Colony
ComStates Roanoke
Colony Commission, time for report
report extended_
extended_
Washington, George,
proceedings on
Washington,
George, proceedings
on
acceptance of statue
of, ordered
ordered
acceptance
statue of,
printed ----- _--------__.--_
printed
Yaquina Bay,
Oreg., dam
construction,
Yaquina
Bay, Oreg.,
dam construction,
correction in enrollment of bill___
bill_
Congress:
Congress:
Adjournment
June 16,
16,
Adjournment of,
of, ordered
ordered for
for June
-- ----------.
1933------Ordered
for June
June 18,
Ordered for
18, 1934
1934..---Signing enrolled bills, etc., after_after Convening
Convening extra session of _______
--Joint meeting
meeting of two Houses
receive
Houses to
to receive
communications
communications from President
President_
Conner, James B.,
B., payment
payment to ______
-Connors, William
William H.,
military record
corH., military
record corrected
rected ______________________
-.
-Constitution of
States:
of the
the United
United States:
Eighteenth Amendment,
Eighteenth
date of
repeal
Amendment, date
of repeal
of -------------------------Printing of, as
document
as Senate document---_Twenty-first Amendment, certificate
certificate of
of
adoption as part of -- _---___-__
Consular Convention
Convention of
of 1853,
1853, agreement
agreement
interpretative
interpretative of Article
Article 7, France
France -Contracts. See
Air and
and Ocean
Mail
See Air
Ocean Mail
Contracts.
Contracts.
Conventions. See
Conventions.
Agreements;
also
Agreements;
Executive
Executive Agreements;
Agreements; Treaties
Treaties and
and
Conventions.
Conventions.
Mexico,
of the
Rio Grande_
Grande_
Mexico, rectification
rectification of
the Rio
Multilateral,
drugs --..--.-Multilateral, narcotic
narcotic drugs
Panama—
PanamaModification
claims convention
of
Modification of
of claims
convention of
July
July 28,
28, 1926
---.----Modification of
former convention,
of former
convention,
transit
liquors
of alcoholic
alcoiolic liquors
through
Canal Zone
through Canal
Zone-_------_
Coolidge, Grace G.,
G., franking
privilege_ __
franking privilege--Cooyate,
Cooyate, Ransome,
Ransome, payment
payment to
to -_--__Copyright Proclamations:
Proclamations:
Benefits extended
extended to citizens
of—
Benefits
citizens ofFree City of Danzig
Danzig -----------Palestine
Palestine -.
-- _--------------to ------Corcoran, John
John J.,
J., payment to
Cordon, 0.
Cordon,
O. S.,
S., reimbursement
reimbursement of
of----____
Cordova, Jose
Ramon, payment
to __-Cordova,
Jose Ramon,
payment to
Cotter, Fred H.,
H., disability
disability claim
claim to
to be
be
examined ----.--------examined
-------Cox, Oscar
to ---------Cox,
Oscar P.,
P., payment to
Coyle, Irwin D., credit
Coyle,
of-credit in
in accounts of
Crampton, Laura
Laura B.,
B., disability
claim to
to
Crampton,
disability claim
be examined
examined --------------payment to--to
Crichton, Muriel,
Muriel, payment
--____
Cuba, relations with, treaty
treaty-_------___

INDEX.
Page.
Page.

1473
1473

1479
1479
1473
1473

1472
1472
1481
1481
1481
1481
1689
1689
1473
1473
1369
1369
1432
1432

1720
1720
1472
1472
1749
1749
1769
1769

1621
1621
1543
1543

1485
1485

1488
1488
1395
1395
1465
1465

1737
1737
1714
1714
1405
1405
1339
1339
1389
1389
1376
1376
1389
1389
1330
1330

1399
1456
1456
1682

D
payment to
Dacas, George, payment
to legal
legal guarguardian
of ----------------------dian of
Dairy Products, investigating sale,
sale, etc.,
etc.,
of -----------------------Luella, payment to -----Dale, Ava
Ava Luella,
Dallas County Chapter,
Chapter, American
American Red
Red
Cross, reimbursement
of -------reimbursement of
Damage Claims,
settlement of
of certain
certain
Claims, settlement
designated
designated ----------------- _--Damm, Alice
A., payment
payment to
to ----Alice M.
M. A.,
Dandy, Dr. Walter E.,
E., payment
payment to---to
Daniel Boone
Boone Bicentennial:
Bicentennial:
Return
Return of bill relating
relating to,
requested__ _
to, requested___
Reenrollment,
Reenrollment, with
with amendment
amendment -__
Danzig. See Free City
City of
of Danzig.
Danzig.
David Memorial Hospital, payment
payment to
to-_
Davis-Bacon
Davis-Bacon Act,
provisions
Act, suspending
suspending provisions
of --------------------Davis,
Davis, Emilie C.,
C., payment
payment to
to-- ----- __
Davis,
Davis, Rufus J., payment to ----- __--Davis, Samson,
Samson, military record corrected_
corrected_
Dean, Wade, disability claim
exclaim to
to be
be examined
amined - ______________
---------Declaration of Independence,
Independence, printing
printing of,
of,
as
document -----------as Senate
Senate document
Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriations Act, correction
correction
in
of ---------------in enrollment
enrollment of
Delaney,
Delaney, William A.,
to
A., payment to-----Delaware
Delaware and Hudson
Hudson Railroad CorporaCorporation, creation
board in
creation of
of emergency
emergency board
in
dispute of,
of, with
with employees
employees-_-----Denmark:
Agreements with,
with, on—
Agreements
onAir navigation
navigation -....-...------_
Imported
Imported aircraft, reciprocal
recogreciprocal recogcertificates of
of airworthairworthnition of
of certificates
ness..---.-----.
ness..
-----__
--.-_
Passenger
Passenger motor vehicles, reciprocal
reciprocal
treatment of
treatment
of ------....
_-Pilot licenses to operate
operate civil aircraft_
aircraftCollect-on-delivery
Collect-on-delivery postal
postal agreement
agreement
with
with _- _______--_____________
Densmore, Lula A.,
A., payment
payment to
to------ Dental Corps, Navy, status of certain
certain
___________ -officers defined
defined ----Denver & Rio Grande Western
Railroad
Western Railroad
Company, creation
creation of emergency
emergency
in dispute of, with employees
board in
employees Devine, Edward
Edward J.,
J., payment
payment to
to --______
D. F. Tyler Corporation,
Corporation, payment
payment toto____
-Dickson, C. A.,
A., credit in
in postal accounts-_
accounts__
Dilger,
Di'ger, Leonard L.,
L., military record
record corcorrected
rected-- -----____________
------Diplomatic
and Consular RepresentaDiplomatic and
tion, etc.,
etc., agreement with
Kingdom
with Kingdom
of
of Saudi Arabia
Arabia ---_____
--____--

Page.

1388
1388
1478
1478
1440
1440
1421
1421
1304
1304
1397
1397
1315
1315
1477
1477
1477
1477
1315
1315
1745
1745
1447
1447
1434
1434
1301
1301
1421
1421
1472
1472
1480
1480
1442
1442

1735
1735

1855
1855

1868
1868
1871
1871
1865
1865
1671
1671
1387
1387
1346
1346

1732
1732
1341
1341
1460
1460
1365
1365
1312
1312

1826
1826

INDEX.
INDEX.
of Railroads:
Director General of
Appointing
Appointing

Henry
Henry

Morgenthau,
Morgenthau,

Page.
Page.

Jr.,
Jr.,
1733

as
as -----------------Designating same as agent of PresiDesignating
dent
in actions
actions arising out of
dent in
Federal railroad
railroad control------control
Federal
Appointing William
as_-Woodin as
H. Woodin
William H.
Appointing
Designating
same as agent of PresiDesignating same
dent in
arising out of
in actions arising
dent
Federal
railroad control
control------Federal railroad
of----Dirigible Disasters,
Disasters, investigation
investigation of
Dirigible
authorized----------Dobie,
J. M., suit authorized
Dobie, J.
Dollar,
gold, weight
weight reduced
reduced----------Dollar, gold,
Dominick,
N., military record
Francis N.,
Dominick, Francis
corrected
corrected------------------------Dongji
release of
Ltd., release
Co., Ltd.,
Investment Co.,
Dongji Investment
liability for excess amount of bond_bond_ _

1733
1692

1692
1471
1350
1350
1730
1301
1454
1454

1407
1407
1350
Drummond, Alfred
Alfred A.,
authorized- -_ 1350
suit authorized__
A., suit
Drummond,
1344
1344
Dumas, Joseph, payment to----------to
Dumas,
1357
1357
to-----Durrenberger, Jacob, payment to
Dworack, Charles
Charles W.,
W., disability
to
disability claim to
Dworack,
1326
examined
be examined------------------1440
1440
Dyson,
of
Dyson, B. E., credit in accounts of-----

to-----Drake, Lyman D., Jr., payment to

E
Eagan, Caroline M., tax refund ------Eagle, Carl
payment to ----------Carl W., payment
Eagle,

to---------Eckstrom, A. N., payment to
Edgerly,
George W.,
W., summoned
summoned before
Edgerly, George
Army
board, etc --------retiring board,
Army retiring
Edward F.
Co., payment
payment to ---Gruver Co.,
F. Gruver
Edward
Edwards, E.
Walter, payment
to
payment to-------E. Walter,
Edwards,
Edwards,
Martha, payment to -------Edwards, Martha,

1413
1413
1385
1385
1440
1440
1303
1303

1431
1373
1373
1346
1346

Eichenlaub, Albert N., military record
record corcorEichenlaub,

rected -------------------------Amendment to Constitution,
Eighteenth Amendment

1311

1720
1319
1438
- 1438
-_
Elizabeth
Buxton Hospital,
Hospital, payment toto. _
Elizabeth Buxton
1340
1340
to------Eller, Frances E., payment to
Emergency
Boards. See
See Labor
Labor Disputes.
Disputes.
Emergency Boards.
date of
of repeal
repeal of-----------------of
date

Eisenhauer,
to
Charles J., payment to--Eisenhauer, Charles

Act,
Emergency
Transportation Act,
Emergency Railroad Transportation

- 1740
I _
extending
effective period of Title L
extending effective
1437
Engle,
Ann, paymlent
payment to
to ------------Engle, Ann,

Enrolled
signing of, after adetc., signing
Bills, etc.,
Enrolled Bills,
journment -lt
journment

------------------

Erickson,
payment to
to-------W., payment
Frank W.,
Erickson, Frank
Erwin,
Hall, payment
to -------payment to
Sue Hall,
Erwin, Sue
Executive
also AgreeAgreeSee also
Agreements. See
Executive Agreements.

1481
1440
1440
1392

ments;
Treaties and
and Conventions.
Conventions.
ments; Treaties
Aircraft, imported,
airof airrecognition of
imported, recognition
Aircraft,
worthiness certificates—
certificatesworthiness
Belgium
Belgium------------------------Denmark
_
Denmark-----------------------Norway
Norway-----------------------Sweden
Sweden--------------------------

v

V

Executive
Agreements-Continued.
Executive Agreements—Continued.
navigation—
Air navigation------.............
Denmark ---Denmark
Norway
Norway------------------------Sweden ____------------------Sweden
Union of
of South
South Africa
Africa ------------Union
Chinese courts
courts in International
International SettleChinese
ment, Shanghai,
Shanghai, agreement
exagreement exment,
tended -----------------------tended
Civil
operatelicenses to operate—
pilot licenses
aircraft, pilot
Civil aircraft,
Denmark
Denmark ----------------------Norway
Norway -----------------------Sweden --------------------Sweden
Union of
South Africa
Africa-----------of South
Union
Claims,
Mexico -----------general, Mexico
Claims, general,
Commercial
relations, Bulgaria -----Commercial relations,
Consular
interpreof 1853,
1853, interpreConvention of
Consular Convention
tative of Article
Article 7, France ------tative
Diplomatic and
and consular
consular representarepresentaDiplomatic
tion,
etc., Kingdom
Kingdom of
of Saudi
Arabia_
Saudi Arabiation, etc.,
Haitianization
withdrawal of
Garde, withdrawal
of Garde,
Haitianization of
military
forces, financial
arrangefinancial arrangemilitary forces,
ment,
Haiti
ment, Haiti-------------------Load-line
certificates, reciprocal recogLoad-line certificates,
nition of,
Netherlands ---------of, Netherlands
nition
Motor vehicles, passenger, reciprocal
reciprocal
Motor
treatment,
Denmark ----------treatment, Denmark
Radio communications,
communications, Canada-----Canada
Radio
Shipping profits,
relief from double
profits, relief
Shipping
income
State
income tax on, Irish Free State-Silver agreement,
agreement, multilateral__-----multilateral
Silver

1868
1823
1805

1855
1809
1809

1788
1828
1828

1772
1772
1865
1865
1818
1818
1799
1799
1837
1844
1753
1769
1826

1776
1757

1871
1876
1842
1879

F
to
Faria,
Captain J.
J. 0.,
O., disability claim to
Faria, Captain
be
examined--------------------be examined
Farmers'
Co., Omaha, Nebr., inGrain Co.,
Farmers' Grain

1337
1337

1305
come
tax refund
1305
refund----------------come tax
- _.--- _ 1416
redemption __
Farr,
Charles, bond redemption_
1416
Farr, Charles,
Federal Reserve
Reserve Banks, extending period
period
within
which advances
advances may be made
within which
to
member banks
banks ___------------to member
Felix, R.
W., payment
payment to ----------R. W.,
Felix,
corrected -_
Frank, military record corrected_
Ferst, Frank,

to-----Wellcome Co.,
Co., payment to
F. H. Wellcome
Finch,
Cleo, claim
claim settlement--------settlement
Finch, Cleo,

to--------Finney,
Arthur IC.,
payment to
K., payment
Finney, Arthur
Firearms,
correction in
of, correction
etc., taxation of,
Firearms, etc.,
enrollment of bill concerning
concerning -----enrollment
Proclamation ---Fire
Week Proclamation_
Prevention Week
Fire Prevention
First
redempCo., redempTrust Co.,
First State Bank and Trust
tion
lost Liberty
Liberty bond---....--.
bond
of lost
tion of
Fish,
packed in oil,
on
increase of duty on-oil, increase
Fish, packed
Mont., payFlathead Indian
Agency, Mont.,
Indian Agency,
ment
care of
of persons
persons admitted
admitted to
to
for care
ment for

1766

Page.
Page.

Holy
Family Hospital
Hospital-----------Holy Family
Fleming,
of
reimbursement of----T., reimbursement
G. T.,
Fleming, G.

settlement----Flora, George
George T., claim settlement
Flora,
Floyd
and Co.,
authorized
suit authorized---------Co., suit
Floyd and

1734
1734
1353
1361
1440
1440
1304
1304
1334
1334
1481
1706
1462
1462
1722
1722

1296
1296
1361
1308
1350
1350
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vi
vi

Page.
Page.

1443
1443
Flynn, Martin,
Martin, payment
payment to
estate of----of
to estate
Flynn,
1458
1458
to-------------Ford,
payment to
W. B.,
B., payment
Ford, W.
Foreman,
disability claim
claim
Thomas, disability
Walter Thomas,
Foreman, Walter
to be
examined
1324
1324
to
be examined------------------Forests.
See National
National Forests.
Forests. See
Forge!!, H.,
refund of
of customs
customs duties
duties_---___1363
H., refund
Forsell,
Fort Devens,
Mass., Willard
Willard Family
Devens, Mass.,
Fort
Association
may erect
at----- 1421
erect tablet at
Association may
Fort Peck
payment
Mont., payment
Reservation, Mont.,
Peck Reservation,
Fort
to
of----------- 1385
Indians of
designated Indians
to designated
1440
Fosen, Nels
A., payment
to -----------payment to
Nels A.,
Fosen,
Fox, George
chief pharmapharmaappointed chief
A., appointed
George A.,
Fox,
1375
cist, Navy
Navy-------------------- -cist,
France,
agreement interpretative
interpretative of Article
France, agreement
7
Consular Convention
Convention of 1853_
1769
1853 -of Consular
7 of
Francis,
of _------ 1388
reimbursement of
C., reimbursement
A. C.,
Francis, A.
Franklin Surety
Surety Company,
claim adjustCompany, claim
Franklin
ment
1324
ment---------------------------Free City
of Danzig:
Danzig:
City of
Free
Contracting
Contracting party to treaty of friendship,
commerce and
consular rights
rights
and consular
ship, commerce
1680
with Poland
Poland ------------with
Copyright benefits
extended to citizens
benefits extended
Copyright
of -------------------------1737
1737
of
Friendship, etc.:
etc.:
Friendship,
1507
Treaty with
concerning -----Poland concerning
with Poland
1507
Treaty
Agreement, proof
origin of
of imimof origin
proof of
Agreement,
1535
ported
merchandise------ported merchandise
1535
Declaration
by which
which Free City of
Declaration by
Danzig
becomes contracting
Danzig becomes
1680
party to------------------to
party
Fry, Robert
Robert Gray,
Gray, military
military record
record corFry,
1430
rected ----------------------1430
1433
Fulton,
payment to
to -------G., payment
William G.,
Fulton, William
1433

G
Garber, W.
W. C.,
C., payment
payment to ---------Garber,
Garennes, P.
Jean des,
des, payment
to---payment to
P. Jean
Garennes,
Garfield, James,
James, payment
payment to----------to
Garfield,
Garity,
relief from liability as
T., relief
John T.,
Garity, John
surety
bond
surety on bond-----------------G.
Brother, Inc.,
payment to__
to. _
Inc., payment
and Brother,
Elias and
G. Elias
General
Lafayette Memorial
Memorial Day
Day ProclaGeneral Lafayette
mation
mation _-------------Giacalone, M.,
claim settlement
settlement-------M., claim
Giacalone,
Gilbertsen, R.,
R., credit
credit in
in postal
postal accountsaccounts_
Gilbertsen,
Gillespie, E.
credit in
accounts_
in postal
postal accounts_
W., credit
E. W.,
Gillespie,
Gillette,
Joseph W.,
W., claim
adjustment--_
claim adjustment
Gillette, Joseph
Gilmore,
Dr. Russell
Russell A.,
payment to
to_--_
A., payment
Gilmore, Dr.
Gladding,
McBean & Co., reimbursement
reimbursement
Gladding, McBean
of ----------------------------Glass, Florence,
payment to
to creditors
creditors of_
Florence, payment
Glass,
Glendale, Calif.,
Calif., payment to-------to
Glendale,
Gold Dollar,
of, reduced
reduced ------weight of,
Dollar, weight
Gold
Golden,
Ira, payment
to_
payment to
Benjamine Ira,
Dr. Benjamine
Golden, Dr.
to-_
Goldsmith
Lath Co., payment to
Metal Lath
Goldsmith Metal
Goldwater, Laura,
Laura, payment
payment to
to - -----Goldwater,
Goltra, Edward
referred to
to
Edward F., claim of, referred
Goltra,
-------Court
of Claims
Claims Court of

1336
1336
1330
1330
1385
1385
1413
1413
1338
1338
1744
1304
1304
1366
1366
1365
1467
1467
1410
1410

1395
1315
1315
1329
1329
1730
173(
1315
1315
1353
1405
140i
1322
132'

Page.
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1381
Gooch,
Lueco R.,
reimbursement of ---R., reimbursement
Gooch, Lueco
Good,
Harry E.,
E., redemption
bonds_--__ 1414
1414
redemption of bonds
Good, Harry
Goodin,
Jesse P., claim settlement ----Goodin, Jesse
Graf,
of
reimbursement of--------Enoch, reimbursement
Graf, Enoch,

1304
1304
1358
Granger,
payment to---to__ __ 1420
T., payment
Charles T.,
Dr. Charles
Granger, Dr.
Grant,
1354
payment to -----------Ellen, payment
Grant, Ellen,
- --__ 1345
Grant,
reimbursement of __
M., reimbursement
Lucien M.,
Grant, Lucien
Co., N. Y.,
Great
Y.,
American Indemnity Co.,
Great American
1311
reimbursement
1311
of ---------------reimbursement of
Greece.
Republic.
Hellenic Republic.
See Hellenic
Greece. See
Green,
compensable status of
F., compensable
Charles F.,
Green, Charles
injury
1320
injury ----------------------Green,
Henry, military
record cormilitary record
James Henry,
Green, James
1425
rected -----------------------rected
Green, Lewis
E., claim for personal inLewis E.,
Green,
1326
---juries
determined ---1326
juries to be determined
Groseclose, Roy
Lee, payment to ------- 1445
Roy Lee,
Groseclose,
Grove, Elbert
record corrected-_
corrected
1346
naval record
L., naval
Elbert L.,
Grove,
Gruhler, Paul
Paul R.,
settlement ----1304
R., claim settlement
Gruhler,
Guilday,
military record corrected_ 1360
Peter, military
Guilday, Peter,

H
Haberkorn, Harry
Harry L.,
L., payment to
to----Haberkorn,
Haiti, agreement
with, on Haitianization
Haitianization
agreement with,
Haiti,
of
withdrawal of
of military
Garde, withdrawal
of Garde,
forces,
arrangement ----financial arrangement
forces, financial
Raiford,
Oswald II.,
H., payment to -----Halford, Oswald
Hall,
E., payment
payment to
to -_----------E. E.,
Hall, E.
Ernest Elmore, payment
payment to-__---to
Hall, Ernest
Hall, Willard
Willard B.,
B., payment
payment to
.-to
Hall,
Hambsch,
F., credit
credit in
accounts_-_
in accounts
Philip F.,
Hambsch, Philip
Hampshire,
compensation of --Hampshire, John, compensation
Hanlon, A.
A. J.,
.J., credit
credit in
accounts of
of ----in accounts
Hanlon,
Hansel,
Arthur, payment
payment to
to --------Hansel, Arthur,
Jesse C., appointed second lieuHarmon, Jesse
tenant,
retired
Marine Corps, retired------tenant, Marine
Harrison County, Miss.,
Miss., conveyance of
Harrison
certain lands to.----------------to
certain
Harrison,
settlement.------claim settlement
Harrison, Sam, claim
Harsin,
Harry, credit
accounts
in postal accounts-credit in
Harsin, Harry,
Harvey,
to
Harvey, Albert W., payment to-----Hawkins,
Asa Caswell, payment toto_
Hawkins, Mrs. Asa
Head, Calvin
payment to -----Calvin M., payment
Head,
Hellenic Republic,
parcel-post agreement
agreement
Republic, parcel-post
Hellenic
with
with ---- ___---------_________
-Hendrickson, W.
W. H., payment to ____
Hendrickson,
Henry, Hunter
Hunter M., payment
payment to -----Henry,
Herd,
Anderson T.,
settlement_-__ -_
_
T., claim
claim settlement
Herd, Anderson
Herod,
William, payment to---____-__to
Herod, William,
Hertz,
J. W., payment to-_
to. _
B., and J.
Hertz, Lucy B.,
Higgins, T.
T. Perry, disability claim to be
Higgins,
_---_------_
examined ---------_---_Hissey, Annie I.,
I, payment
payment to-to
Hissey,
appointed
Hobson,
Richmond Pearson, appointed
Hobson, Richmond
rear admiral,
admiral, retired
retired list ---------rear
Hogue,
reimbursement of -- _Anthony, reimbursement
Hogue, Anthony,
conveyance of
Hohenlohe, Alfred, et al., conveyance
Hohenlohe,
certain
ProDertv to ------- _-----certain property
1"

.,

-

-

1331

1776

1417
1417
1406
1403
1349
1367
1367
1431
1446
1446
1456
1358
1300
1304
1380
1380

1448
1448
1376
1313
1313
1594
1298
1417
1386
1313
1313

1463
1327
1327
1367
1379
1423
1423
1370
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Page.
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Holads'', Ross
Ross E.,
widow of
of_-_ 1362
to widow
payment to
E., payment
Holaday,
1355
of-------Holiday,
C. J.,
reimbursement of
J., reimbursement
Holiday, C.
1433
1433
Holland, A.
A. W.,
compensation of -----W., compensation
Holland,

Keith, J.
authorized
suit authorized----------L., suit
J. L.,
Keith,
Kelley, Glenna
Glenna F.,
F., credit
credit in postal acKelley,
counts
counts - ------------------------to------Kenely,
William J.,
J., payment to
Kenely, William
Holy Family
Hospital, Saint
Saint Ignatius,
Family Hospital,
Holy
Liberty
Elmer, redemption of Liberty
1296 Kettering,
Kettering, Elmer,
Mont.,
------------- 1296
to
payment to
Mont., payment
1417
bonds_
1417
bonds--------------------------Horne,
William
C.,
payment
to
to--------payment
C.,
Horne, William
1373
Key, W.
W. H.,
H., etc.,
etc., payment
to --------payment to
to__ 1373
Horton, Harry
decoration awarded to
Key,
H., decoration
Harry H.,
Horton,
agreement
1435
Kingdom
of
Saudi
Arabia,
agreement on
Arabia,
Saudi
of
-Kingdom
to----Houghton,
Virginia,
pAyinent
to
payment
Virginia,
Houghton,
diplomatic
and
consular
representarepresentaconsular
and
diplomatic
Howard
Co., Inc.,
Inc., R. S., claim
claim adjustHoward Co.,
137S
1378
tion,
protection, commerce
commerce
juridical protection,
tion, juridical
ment
ment ---------------------------1467
and
navigation. -----------------and navigation.
adjustment-----Howe, Chester,
Chester, claim
claim adjustment
Howe,
1411
Kinman, Captain
M., payment
to_ __
1411
payment to___
Guy M.,
Captain Guy
Kinman,
Hudson, J.
payment to------------to
B., payment
J. B.,
Hudson,
1467
Klamath Irrigation
Oreg.-Calif.:
1467
Project, Oreg.-Calif.:
Irrigation Project,
Klamath
Hudson,
P., claim
claim adjustment
adjustment-------L. P.,
Hudson, L.
Exchange of
lands with Colonial Realty
Realty
of lands
Exchange
Hulbert,
Judd W.,
reinstatement to disdisW., reinstatement
Hulbert, Judd
1388
1388
Company
.------------Company
ability
rolls --------compensation rolls
ability compensation
1410
Credit for
for water
on
water charges paid on
Credit
Hummer
payment to ------Mortuary, payment
Hummer Mortuary,
land--------------1372
damaged
land
damaged
---of
Hunsinger, R.
reimbursement
R. A., reimbursement
Hunsinger,
1329 Knapp,
of_- 1329
Knapp, Milburn,
Milburn, payment
payment to---------to
Hunter,
M., reimbursement of
Harvey M.,
Hunter, Harvey
Knutson,
Karen, payment
payment to---------to
Knutson, Karen,
I
to------Kressin,
M., payment
payment to
Joseph M.,
Kressin, Joseph

1352
1352
1366
1407
1407
1450
1450
1444
1444

1826
1826

1322
1322
1295
1295
1300
1300
1380
1380
1440
1440
1414
1414

1450
Ice, E.
Clarence, payment
payment to---------to
E. Clarence,
Ice,
L
Immigration
Aliens, establishing
establishing anof Aliens,
Immigration of
1697
1697
nual
quotas
quotas---------------------nual
Labor Disputes,
railroads and employees,
Disputes, railroads
Labor
Income
Tax, relief
relief from double.
double. See
emergency boards
boards created
created --------- 1696,
Income Tax,
emergency
1735
1702, 1718,
1718, 1719,
Shipping Profits.
1719, 1732, 1735
Shipping
1702,
1879 Labor Wage Rates,
India,
agreement
silver agreement--------------India, silver
contracts,
Rates,
building
contracts,
building
Labor Wage
International Arms
Company,
and Fuze Company,
Arms and
International
suspending provisions
Davis-Bacon
of Davis-Bacon
provisions of
suspending
of
Inc., claims
claims of,
referred to Court
of, referred
Inc.,
1745
Act
1745
Act ---------------------------1452
-1417
+
+to
Claims
i-_.T ,r-S Claims-------------------------T
I-y
Lacey,
David
payment
1417
---.
piym
-,Ii..-----------utavmu L.,
U.,
,,acey,
International Settlement,
Settlement, Shanghai,
Shanghai, agreeagreeInternational
Lackey, Oscar
adjustestate claim adjustF., estate
Oscar F.,
Lackey,
ment
respecting Chinese
Chinese courts exexment respecting
ment
1342
mernt--------------------------1772
tended
tended -------------------Lafayette:
Lafayette:
Irish
Free State,
agreement on relief
relief from
State, agreement
Irish Free
Committee on
arrangements for comon arrangements
Committee
shipping
double income
tax on
income tax
double
memoration of centennial
centennial of death
memoration
1842
1842
profits - ------------------------profits
1473
of
1473
---------of
1476
Joint
Congress
1476
of Congress---------session of
Joint session
J
1480
Printing
proceedings ordered -----1480
of proceedings
Printing of
1337
1337
-_ 1744
Proclamation _
Lafayette
Memorial Day Proclamation_
1744
James, Robert
B., refund
refund of fine------fine
Lafayette Memorial
Robert B.,
James,
1336
1336
Lake Denmark,
Denmark, N.J.,
N.J., payment
payment of damage
Jeffcoat,
George, payment
to----------Lake
payment to
Jeffcoat, George,
claims caused
by explosions
explosions at - - 1341
Jefferson,
Ward A.,
A., double
double salary
salary restriccaused by
claims
Jefferson, Ward
1329
1329
Laminated Products,
decrease rates of
Products, decrease
tion
Laminated
waived----------tion waived
1419
1738
Jelna,
Paul, military
c‘,rrected___ _ 1419
duty on
1738
on------------------------record corrected---duty
military record
Jelna, Paul,
1396
1379
Lamson, Nellie,
estate of-___
of
1379
Jewell,
Jeannette S.,
to
to estate
payimenit to----payment to
S., payment
Nellie, payment
Lamson,
Jewell, Jeannette
1466
1466 Larkin,
1403
John
Knauff Co.,
Co., Inc.,
Inc., payment
to---------..
p.ayment to -Earl V.,
payment to
1403
V., payment
Larkin, Earl
N. Knauff
John N.
1304
1304 Larson,
.--- 1440
Johns, Emil,
Emil, claim
to
1440
4ttlcmeint ----clairns settlement.
Bernard, payment to-----..
Iarson, Bernard,
Johns,
1440
crrtificate
Johnson,
-- -- redeOmption of certificate
Larson, Clarence,
Clarence, payment
payment to
Estelle, redemption
Larson,
Johnson, Estelle,
1386
1386
of inldetedlless
indebtedness in favor
favor of ---Larson, L.
L. M.,
payment to ------------1440
M., payment
of
Larson,
1396
1396
Johnson, Geo.
payment to ---Las Vegas,
Vegas, Nev.,
Nev., post office, payment for
Q., paymellnt
E. Q.,
Ceo. E.
Las
Johnson,
1440
1440
1353
certain material
labor
1353
and labor--------Johnson,
Mrs. 0.
B., payment
payrlment to ---material and
O. B.,
certain
Johnson, Mrs.
1417
1417 Lawrence,
1458
-----... .-Silas B.,
B., payment
payment to
Johnson,
Rupert R.,
R., payment to
Lawrence, Silas
Johnson, Rupert
1363
1363 Leavenworth,
Kans., payments
payments to certain
Jones,
Anna H.,
adjustment-----claim adjustment
H., claim
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Jones, Anna
1414
claimants for
for property
property damages
1414
damages ---claimants
K
Lebanon
Exchange, Nebr., refund
refund
Equity Exchange,
Lebanon Equity
of
etc., taxes
1305
-------taxes -income, etc.,
of income,
Co., etc.,
Kansas City
City Southern
Railway Co.,
etc.,
Southern Railway
Kansas
Ledendecker,
Della D., chiropractic
chiropractic license
Della
Ledendecker,
emergency board
created to
to investiinvestiboard created
emergency
1316
granted
1316
to----------------------granted to
gate, etc.,
etc., dispute
dispute between,
and embetween, and
gate,
1374
of------Le
Due, W.
H., reimbursement
reimbursement of
H.,
W.
Duc,
Le
1696
1696
ployees
ployees ---.---------- -- 1345
Gale A.,
accounts_ --postal accounts
in postal
credit in
A., credit
Lee, Gale
1352
1352 Lee,
authorized----Keith,
J., estate,
estate, suit authorized
G. J.,
Keith, G.
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Lee, Robert E., proceedings on acceptance
acceptance
of statue of, ordered printed _----1479
1479
Lee, William
William Z., payment toto
1417
Lee,
- - --- -- 1417
Legislative Appropriation
Legislative
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1935, correction in enrollment
enrollment directed
directed ---1475
1475
Lennon, John T.,
settlement
1308
Lennon,
T., claim settlement----1308
Leonard, John P., military record corrected
rected --------__--_------_
----_
1418
1418
Lichty, Galen E., reimbursement of ---Lichty,
1352
1352
Liljenquist,
Liljenquist, Mrs. Tura,
Tura, payment
payment to --

_-

Lindsay, James Lawrence, payment to
to
Lindsay,
of
relatives of-------------.----_---Lindsay, Roland Martin, payment
to
Lindsay,
payment to
relatives of
of_----..-------__-__-Lipinski, M. N., reimbursement
of
Lipinski,
reimbursement of-----Littlepage, Charles
Charles F., payment to
to-----Little Rock College, Ark.,
Ark., credit in property accounts
accounts ------------------Load-Line Certificates,
Certificates, reciprocal
recogLoad-Line
reciprocal recogNetherlands ----nition agreement,
agreement, Netherlands
Lobert, Mary Josephine, payment
payment to___
to--- _
Logan, George, payment
payment to dependents_
dependents _
Los Angeles County, Calif., conveyance
of
conveyance of
land in, for recreation
recreation purposes
purposes - -Louisiana, Arkansas &
Texas Railway
& Texas
Company, creation of emergency
Company,
emergency
tboard
,board in dispute of, with employees_
employeesLovett, William K., payment
payment to-------to
Lower Salem, Ohio, Commercial
Commercial Bank,
redemption of lost Treasury
notes
redemption
Treasury notes-_Lowry, Rosemund
Rosemund Pauline, payment to-to
Luca, Carlo de, claim of, referred
referred to
to
Court of Claims ---------------Lyles,
to
Lyles, Jeanie G., payment to--------Lynch, Lieut. Joseph B., Naval Reserve
Reserve
rank -_-.-----.---__-.- __
Lynn, Anthony J.,
L, payment to --------

McCaskill, Lottie W.,
W., reimbursement
McCaskill,
reimbursement of__
of__
McClellan,
McClellan, Ammon,
Ammon, payment
payment to -.----McCormack, Capt. Frank
McCormack,
Frank J., payment to_
to
McKimmon
McKee, Inc., payment
payment to_
McKimmon and McKee,
to_
McLeod,
of ----McLeod, W.
W. R.,
R., reimbursement
reimbursement of
McMahan, Paul
D., claim
claim settlement__
McMahan,
Paul D.,
settlement---
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1322
1322
1448
1448
1410
1410
1373
1373
1424
1424
1304
1304

McNeill-Allman
Co., Inc.,
McNeilI-Allman Construction Co.,

etc.,
etc., adjustment
adjustment of claims
claims---------McNerney, Marcella
McNerney,
Marcella Leahy,
Leahy, payment
payment to_
to_
McBee,
payment to McRee, I.
I. T., payment
------ __Medicine
payment to ----Medicine Walk, Belle,
Belle, payment

1467
1467
1439
1439
1374
1374
1385
1385

1328
1427
1427
1436
1436

Medicine Walk, Catherine, payment
Medicine
payment to-_
to
Medina,
Guillermo, reimbursement
reimbursement of -Medina, Guillermo,
Mehrle, John H.,
H., payment
payment to-------Mehrle,
to
Merchandise
Bonded Warehouses,
Warehouses, exMerchandise in Bonded
extending time for withdrawing
withdrawing im-

1385
1385
1305
1305
1335
1335

1308
1308

ports
ports ------------_-----------__
Merrill, John, payment to -- _----__-_-

1726
1726
1369
1369
1315
1315
1349
1349

1307
1307
1328

1757
1757
1344
1344
1429
1429
1297
1297

1702
1702
1333
1333
1443
1443
1397
1452
1452
1402
1393
1393
1374
1374

Merritt,
Manuel, reimbursement
Merritt, Manuel,
reimbursement of
of -- Mery,
Karim Joseph,
payment to
to --____
Mery, Karim
Joseph, payment
Mexico:
Mexico:
General claims
General
claims agreement
agreement ------__
Rectification of the Rio Grande, conRectification
vention with------ ___- --- _
vention
Silver agreement
agreement _--__----- ______
-Migratory Game Birds, amending
amending regulalions on--------------__--on
tions
---_

Miller, White B., payment
payment to estate
-___
estate of
of_
Military Records
Records Corrected:
Avery, Warren
Warren F
F --- __-- ----- ___
S --------Blazer, Erney
Erney S
---______Brown, David II--------------Henry M-_______-_________.
M
Burns, Henry
William G ---------._-__Burress, William
Butte, Ernest
Ernest B
B -------.-....----Butte,
Connors, William 11
Connors,
11....._.
.____
. ..
Davis,
Satnson
Davis, Samson............
......
Niger,
Dilger, Leonard
Leonard L. .......--........
Dominick,
Francis N
)tominick, Francis
N.----.--.__.._Eichenlaub, Albert
Albert N.----.-------__
N
Eichenlaub,

1844
1844
1621
1621
1879
1707
1707
1466
1466
1321
1321
1319
1319

1318
1318
1303
1419
1419
1316
1316

Co., payment to -----------Matthews, Herbert E., disability claim
claim to

1420
1420

1432
1301
1312
1312
1301
1311
1311
Ferst, Frank ----------- __-____--__1361
1361
Fry, Robert Gray
Gray-----------------1430
Green,
Green, James
James Henry--_____________Henry
1425
Peter
Guilday, Peter-_-_-___
-__________1360
1360
Jelna, Paul -----------___-______
1419
1419
Leonard, John
John P
Leonard,
P -- _---_-__________
1418
1418
B
Moffett, Rolando B--_______.-______
1301
1301
Moll, Charles T
T.------ _
Moll,
--. --1385
1385
John
Newman, John-------_____
_
-_______ 1318
1318
Poole, Henry ---. .---------______
1433
1433
E ----___Read, Thomas E
-_-_-1464
1464
Shaw, Harry
Harry Lee
Lee -----------___
1438
1438
Simmons, Seth B
B -----_________
--1313
1313
Stephens,
Howell K
Stephens, Howell
Kl-----------______
1434
1434
Stoddard, William M
M------------- -1312
1312

be examined
examined --- __--------___--_
McCallib,
McCallib, David C., claim adjustment
adjustment--_
McCann, John C.,
McCann,
C., naval record corrected.
corrected_

1446
1446
1467
1467
1347
1347

Wallace, James--------_-------____
James
Wallace,
Waterman,
Waterman, Martin
Martin Henry
Henry -- _.____Whitfield,
Whitfield, Frank D
1--_--_----Wright, Benjamin
Benjamin ------______----

M
MacDonald, Archibald, reinmursement
MacDonald,
reimbursement of
Mahin,
Netherland
Mahin, Frank W., may accept Netherland
decorationdecoration
-------_____-_-Mail. See Air and Ocean Mail Contracts.
Contracts.
Maness Jewell, disability
disability claim
claini to be
examined ---------------------examined
Mansfield,
Mansfield, James R., payments to --Maritime Day Proclamations -_-- _ 1696,
Marshall,
Marshall, May L., payment to
to-------Martin, A. Y., payment to ---_---__-__
Martin,
William, refund of excess duties_
Martin, William,
Mary Black Memorial
Memorial Hospital, payment
payment
to --------------------..........
Mason, C. Y.,
V., payment to
to--_--_----_

1462
14162
1356
1356

1450
1450
1411
1444
1742
1742
1412
1412
1299
1299
1430
1430
1378
1378
1422
1422

Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance
Massachusetts
Insurance

1312
1387
1311
1311
1392
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1315
Minear,
W., payment to ---------- 1315
Minear, John W.,
1451
.----------1451
Mitchell,
J. E.,
payment to
E., payment
Mitchell, J.
creaMobile
Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, crea& Ohio
Mobile &
tion
emergency board in dispute
dispute
of emergency
tion of
of,
with emlloyces
employees --.---of, with
Moffett, Rolando
B., military record corcorRolando B.,
Moffett,
rected
-------rected ----------------Moll, Charles
Charles T., military
military record corMoll,
rected1385
-------------- ---------rected
Molzen,
Emily, payment
payment to
to -----Molzen, Emily,
Monumental
Stevedore Co.,
Co., payment
to
pIaynent to
Monumental Stevedore
Monuments.
Monuments.
National Monuments.
See National
Monuments. See
Mooney, C.
C. W.,
W., reimbursement
of-----reimbursement of
Mooney,
Moore, Bert,
1464
to-----------payment to
Bert, payment
Moore,
Moore, John,
disability claim to be exexJohn, disability
Moore,
amined
amined --------------------

Moran, Annie,
Annie, payment
to-------------payment to
Moran,
Morgenthau,
Henry, Jr.:
Jr.:
Morgenthau, Henry,
Appointing,
as Director General of
Appointing, as
Railroads
Railroads --------------------Designating,
actions arisagent in actions
as agent
Designating, as
ing from
Federal railroad
conrailroad confrom Federal
ing
trol
733
trol-----------------------Morris, C.
C. K.,
H., payment
to1368
payment to-------------Morris,
of-------Morris, Paul
Paull.,
reimbursement of
I., reimbursement
Morris,
Morrison,
T. J.,
payment to
to------------J., payment
Morrison, T.
Mortimer,
G., credit
credit in postal accounts_
S. G.,
Mortimer, S.
Mother's
1695,
Proclamations ----Day Proclamations
Mother's Day
reciprocal
Motor Vehicles,
Vehicles, passenger, reciprocal
Motor
treatment
Denmark -----------of, Denmark
treatment of,
Motor Vehicle
Vehicle Theft
Theft Act.
Act. See National
National
Motor
Motor
Motor Vehicle Theft Act.
Mud Lake
Bottom, Marshall County,
Lake Bottom,
Mud
Minn., payment
payment for losses
certain
losses to certain
Minn.,
riparian
on ---------------owners on
riparian owners
drugs__
Multilateral
Convention, narcotic drugs
Multilateral Convention,
Munitions.
Arms.
Munitions. See Arms.
Murphy,
payment to------------to
Lucy, payment
Murphy, Lucy,
Murphy,
Orville A., disability
disability claim to be
be
Murphy, Orville
examined _---------------------examined

1719
1719

of bill requested
requested ------------------of

1301
13S5
1410
1410
1345
1345
1342
1464

1396
1396

Narcotic
Drugs, multilateral
multilateral convention__
convention-_
Narcotic Drugs,
extending
National
Associations, extending
Banking Associations,
National Banking

1733
1733

1733
1
1368
1402
1351
1418
1418
1741
1871
1871

ProclaNational
Prevention Week ProclaFire Prevention
National Fire
mation
mation-------------------------National
Forests:
National Forests:
Chequamegon,
Wis., reserving
reserving area for_
Chlcluamlegon, Wis.,
-.Nicola, Wis.,
area modified
modified .--Wis., area
Nicolet,
ProclamaNational
Maritime Day
Day ProclamaNational Maritime
tions
1696,
1696,
tions --------------------------

ar ----ri e)Yb'
n area
ornlarin
(~.l;f
Pinnacles,
Calif., enlarging
ULI·
1PinnmAnl
I_-III
L

___

McCann,
John C-------------C
McCann, John
J----------------Nowinski,
William J
Nowinski, William
Navy, status
status of
certain officers
officers of Dental
Dental
of certain
Navy,
Corps, defined
defined ------------------Corps,
Navy Dirigibles,
Dirigibles, investigation
investigation of
of wrecks
wrecks
Navy
Neill Grocery
Grocery Co.,
Co., reimbursement
reimbursement of---of
Neill
Neill, J.
H., claim
claim adjustment----------adjustment
J. H.,
Neill,
Nelson,
payment to-------------to
Axel, payment
Nelson, Axel,
Netherlands,
agreement for reciprocal
reciprocal
Netherlands, agreement
recognition of
of load-line
load-line certificatescertificates_ __
recognition
Newman,
John, military
military record
record corrected_
Newman, John,
New
parcel-post agreement
agreement with_
with
Zealand, parcel-post
New Zealand,
Nicholson,
George A.,
A., payment
payment to widow
widow
Nicholson, George
of
of --------------------------Nicolet
National Forest,
Forest, Wis.,
Wis., area
area modiNicolet National
fied
fied ------------------------Noank
Shipyard, Inc.,
Inc., payment
payment to-------to
Noank Shipyard,
Norfolk Dredging
Dredging Co.,
Co., payment
payment to-----to
Norfolk
Northfield, Minn.,
Minn., settlement
settlement of postNorthfield,
office building
building site---------------site
office

Norway:
Norway:
Agreements
onwith, on—
Agreements with,
Air
navigation ----------------Air navigation
Imported
reciprocal recognirecogniaircraft, reciprocal
Imported aircraft,
1440
1440
1543
1543
1317
1317
1354
1354

1543
1543

is)
wers granted
gran t.(q1 to
CorIII troller of
of
to ('Corptroller
l),wv>rs
- _ 1704
--__ _
Currency
with re.sp)ct
respect to_
__ _ _
1704
to -('irrri ly with

Colonial, Va.,
modified - -boundaries modified
Va., boundaries
Colonial,

Naval
Records Corrected:
Naval Records
Collins,
Harvey -------------------Collins, Harvey
Grove, Elbert
L------------------Elbert L
Grove,

of
of------------------------------

1326
1326

N

National
Monuments:
National Monuments:
Cedar Breaks,
establishment -___
Utah, establishment_
Breaks, Utah,
Cedar

National
Motor Vehicle
Theft Act,
Act, correccorrecVehicle Theft
National Motor
tion
in enrollment
enrollment of bill ----------tion in
rccnrollNaturalization, Citizenship
Citizenship and, reenrollNaturalization,
ment
of bill
to __-----relating to
bill relating
iment of
Naturalization
in, return
Proceedings, fees in,
Naturalization Proceedings,

1706
1706
1716
1716
1715
1715
1742
1742
1705
1705
1706
1706

1701
1701

airworthiness certificates_
tion of airworthiness
Pilot licenses
licenses to
to operate
civil airoperate civil
Pilot
craft
craft-----------------------Novak, John
John R.,
to
payment to------------R., payment
Novak,
Nowinski,
naval record
record corWilliam J., naval
Nowinski, William
rected
rected---------------Nylin,
claim to be exexdisability claim
Erik, disability
Nylin, Erik,
amined
amined ------- ------------------

1476
1476
1477

1474
1474
1347
1347
1346
1346
1347
1347
1334
1346
1346
1471
1310
1467
1467
1440
1440
1757
1757
1318
1491
1371

1715
1316
1316
1460
1460
1440
1440

1809

1823
1818
1818
1425
1425
1334
1334
1448

0
O
O'Brien,
Elizabeth, disability
disability claim
claim
O'Brien, Mary Elizabeth,
of to
to be
be examined
examined ---------------of
Ocean
Contracts. See
Ocean
See Air and Ocean
Mail Contracts.
Ocean Mail
Mail Contracts.
Contracts.
Mail
Odie, Elmer,
Elmer, payment
to
payment to-------------Odie,
Offerman, M.
M. Aileen,
payments to----to
Aileen, payments
Offerman,
O'Harro, J.
J. B.,
B., suit
suit authorized--------authorized
O'Harro,
Olson, George
E., payment
payment to
to--------George E.,
Olson,
to------Ordway, Wallace
E., payment
payment to
Wallace E.,
Ordway,
Orinski, Mary,
reimbursement of----of _
Mary, reimbursement
Orinski,
Osborne, Pinkie,
Pinkie, payment
payment to--------to
Osborne,
O'Shea, Jerry,
Jerry, payment
payment to-----------to
O'Shea,
Ostrander, A.
A. L.,
payment to---------to
L., payment
Ostrander,

1320

1440
1440
1330
1330
1352
1352
1440
1366
1404
1314
1314
1459
1462
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Palestine,
to
extended to
copyright benefits extended
Palestine, copyright
1714
1714
citizens of --------------------Palmetto Cotton
Cotton Company,
payment to_
to__
__ 1359
Company, payment
Palmetto

Panama:
Modification
convention of
of claims
claims convention
Modification of
July
28, 1926
1926 -----------July 28,
Modification
former convention,
convention,
of former
Modification of
transit
of alcoholic
through
liquors through
alcoholic liquors
transit of
Zone -----------------Canal Zone
Paraguay, prohibition
prohibition of
of arms,
of sale
sale of
Paraguay,
to.-------.. ---------..---.
etc., to
Pardons,
of certain
warcertain warconvicted of
persons convicted
Pardons, persons
time offenses -----------------time
Parr,
Mrs. Pleasant
Pleasant Lawrence,
disability
Lawrence, disability
Parr, Mrs.
claim
be examined
examined -----------claim to
to be
Peabody Hospital,
Hospital, payment
payment to
to -----Peabody
Pearson, Dr.
W., payment to-------to
A. W.,
Dr. A.
Pearson,
Peeps, Edith L.,
L., payment to --------Peeps,
Peru, silver
agreement --------------silver agreement
Peru,
Peter, Frederick
payment to -----Frederick W., payment
Peter,
Petrolia-Fort Worth,
Gas-pipe line,
Tex., Gas-pipe
Worth, Tex.,
Petrolia-Fort
settlement
of damage,
damage, etc.,
etc., claims
settlement of
arising
from construction
construction of -___--arising from
Petroy,
to -- _--__
payment to
M. Thomas,
Thomas, payment
Petroy, M.
Petrucelli,
Michael, payment
to -----payment to
Petrucelli, Michael,
Petterson,
Gusta, payment
payment to
to ---Mrs. Gusta,
Petterson, Mrs.
Philadelphia,
donation of land to-Philadelphia, Pa., donation
Phillips,
D. F.,
F., disability claim to be
Phillips, D.
examined
examined----------------------Phillips, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, payment
payment to
to ------Phillips,
Physicians and
and Surgeons
Hospital (Ltd.),
(Ltd.),
Surgeons Hospital
Physicians
payment
to
payment to--------------------Pierre, Peter,
Peter, reimbursement
reimbursement of
of------Pierre,
Pinnacles National
Monument, Calif.,
National Monument,
Pinnacles
area enlarged------------------enlarged
area
Playa
Land and
Improvement
and Improvement
Flor Land
de Flor
Playa de
Co., claim
claim adjustment
----......
adjustment .
Co.,
Poland:
Poland:
Treaty
commerce,
Treaty with, of friendship, commerce,
and
consular rights ----------and consular
Agreement,
Agreement, proof of origin of imported merchandise
merchandise --------ported
Declaration by
which Free
City of
Free City
by which
Declaration
Danzig
becomes
contracting
contracting
Danzig becomes
to
party to------------------Polski, Claudia
Claudia L.,
L., disability
disability claim
be
to be
claim to
Polski,
examined
examined---------------------Poole, Henry,
Henry, military record correctedcorrected
Poole,
Porter Brothers
Brothers and
and Biffie,
authorized_
suitauthorizedBiffle, suit
Porter
Postal
Agreements:
Postal Agreements:
Denmark,
eollect-on-delivery -------Denmark, collect-on-delivery
Hellenic
Republic, parcel
post----parcel post
Hellenic Republic,
Zealand, parcel post ---------New Zealand,
Potomac Electric
Co., WashingWashingPower Co.,
Electric Power
Potomac
ton,
D.C., claim settlement
settlement __----_
ton, D.C.,
Powell, A.
accounts -----A. H.,
H., credit in accounts
Powell,
Prann, Robert R., payment to -------Prann,

1485
1485

1488
1488
1744
1744
1725
1725
1390
1411
1411
1411
1411

1424
1879
1879
1358
1358

1323
1323
1382
1382
1401
1401
1440
1440
1339

1327
1414
1399
1380
1380
1701
1301
1361

1507
1507
1535
1535

1680
1680
1383
1433
1433
1352
1352
1671
1594
1594
1491
1306
1306
1368
136E
1449

Pratt,
Phyllis and
Louis, payment
payment
Harold Louis,
and Harold
Pratt, Phyllis
to
-----.-to---------------Prayers
by Chaplain
Chaplain of
printing
of House,
House, printing
Prayers by
of,
ordered -----------------of, ordered
President,
joint meeting
meeting of two
two Houses
to
Houses to
President, joint
receive communications
communications from __---receive

Page.
1348
1348
1480

147314731352
Price and Florence,
Florence, suit authorized
authorized ---1352
Price
Price-Evans
payCorporation, payFoundry Corporation,
Price-Evans Foundry
ment
1353
ment to ----------------------Price, Henry,
suit authorized
1352
authorized -...----Price,
Henry, suit
Proclamations:
Aliens,
quotas of
of nationality
nationality to be adAliens, quotas
mitted --------------------1697
1697
mitted
Amnesty,
certain
convicted of certain
persons convicted
Amnesty, persons
1725
war-time offenses -------- _-_war-time
labor
Arkansas
Western Railway
Railway Co., labor
Arkansas Western
dispute board
1696
board------------------- 1696
dispute
1714
Armistice
Day -------------------1714
Armistice Day
to
Arms,
etc., prohibition
sale of, to
prohibition of sale
Arms, etc.,
Bolivia
and Paraguay----------Paraguay
1744
1744
Bolivia and
1689
Bank holiday,
holiday, March
March 6-9, 1933
1933----1689
Bank
1691
Continuance of----------------Continuance
Banking—
BankingAuthority of
of State
banks
State banks
State over State
Authority
reestablished; gold
gold impounding
impounding
reestablished;
1727
reservation ---------------1727
reservation
Extending period
period within
which adwithin which
Extending
vances may
may be
member
be made
made to member
vances
banks
Federal Reserve
Reserve banksbanks_ 1734
banks by Federal
Bonded
carpet wool,
wool, camel
camel hair, extendextendBonded carpet
ing time
time for
for proof
proof of
of use of, for floor
floor
ing
1726
coverings,
etc
coverings, etc------------------Child Health
Health Day
1693, 1736
----Day -------Child
Comptroller
Currency, extending
extending
Comptroller of Currency,
powers
granted to,
with respect
respect to
to
to, with
powers granted
National
Banking Associations_
__ 1704
1704
Associations--National Banking
Congress,
convening extra
extra session of_
1689
of -_
Congress, convening
Constitution
United StatesStates—
Constitution of the United
Eighteenth
date of reAmendment, date
Eighteenth Amendment,
peal of
1720
of--------------------peal
Twenty-first
Amendment, certificate
Twenty-first Amendment,
of--------- 1749
of adoption
adoption as part of
Copyright benefits
benefits extended to citizens
Copyright
of—
of1737
Free City of
of Danzig
Danzig--------- ---Palestine
1714
Palestine-----------------------Davis-Bacon
suspending proviDavis-Bacon Act, suspending
1745
of--------------------sions of
Delaware
Railroad CorpoCorpoand Hudson Railroad
Delaware and
1735
1735
ration, labor dispute board ------Denver &
& Rio Grande
Grande Western Railroad
Railroad
Denver
Company,
labor dispute board---board__ __ 1732
1732
Company, labor
Director General
General of RailroadsRailroads
Director
Appointing Henry
Henry Morgenthau,
Morgenthau, Jr.,
Appointing
as -_---------_----_-----_1733
1733
as
Designating same as agent
agent of PresiDesignating
dent
in actions arising out of
of
dent in
1733
Federal
railroad control ---1733
Federal railroad
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Proclamations—Continued.
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Proclamations-Continued.
Director
General of
Railroads-Contd.
of Railroads—Contd.
Director General
Appointing William
Woodin as
1692
as H. Woodin
William H.
Appointing
Designating same
same as
agent of
of
as agent
Designating
President
in actions
arising
actions arising
President in
out
Federal railroad
railroad conconof Federal
out of
1692
trol
1692
trol --------------------Dollar, gold,
reduced --------1730
weight reduced
gold, weight
Dollar,
Emergency Railroad
Transportation
Railroad Transportation
Emergency
effective period of
Act,
extending effective
Act, extending
Title
I
1740
Title I----------------------- 1706
Fire Prevention
Prevention Week,
1706
National -Week, National
Fire
1744
General Lafayette
Day
1744
Memorial Day----Lafayette Memorial
General
Kansas City
City Southern
Railway ComSouthern Railway
Kansas
pany, labor
labor dispute
board ------- 1696
dispute board
pany,
Railway
Louisiana,
Arkansas & Texas Railway
Louisiana, Arkansas
1702
Company, labor
dispute board--board____
1702
labor dispute
Company,
Maritime
1742
National--------- 1696, 1742
Day, National
Maritime Day,
Merchandise in
in bonded
bonded warehouses,
warehouses,
Merchandise
extending time
time for
withdrawing
for withdrawing
extending
imports
1726
imports-----------------------Migratory
game birds, amending reguMigratory game
lations
1707
on---------------------lations on
Company,
Mobile
& Ohio
Railroad Company,
Ohio Railroad
Mobile &
1719
labor dispute
board -----------1719
dispute board
labor
Mother's
1695, 1741
Day ----------------Mother's Day
National
forests—
National forestsChequanaegon,
Wis., reserving
reserving area
area
Chequamegon, Wis.,
for
for------------------Nicolet,
Wis., area modified-------modified
Nicolet, Wis.,
National monuments—
monumentsNational
Cedar Breaks,
establishment
Utah, establishmentBreaks, Utah,
Cedar
boundarioa modified_
modified _
Colonial,Va., boundsriow
Pinnacles,
enlarging area
area -Calif., enlarging
Pinnacles, Calif.,
Silver,
of------------------coinage of_
Silver, coinage
Southern
dispute
Pacific Lines, labor dispute
Southern Pacific
board
board------------------------Tariff Act of 19301930—
Tariff
Changing
clams ---canned clams_
on canned
duty on
Changing duty
onDecreasing
Decreasing duty on—
Agricultural
hand tools and partsparts_
Agricultural hand
Laminated
products------------Laminated products
Sugar
Sugar------------------------Velvets
and velveteens
velveteens--------Velvets and
Increasing
duty on
packed in oil_
fish packed
on fish
Increasing duty
Texarkana
and Fort
Railway
Fort Smith Railway
Texarkana and
Co., labor
labor dispute
board--------dispute board
Co.,
Texas
ComNew Orleans Railroad Com& New
Texas &
pany,
labor dispute
board------dispute board
pany, labor
Thanksgiving
Day-----------------Thanksgiving Day
Tonnage
dues, suspension
suspension of, Union of
Tonnage dues,
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics -------Soviet
Virgin Islands,
extending time for
Islands, extending
Virgin
establishing
shipping service---service
establishing shipping
Prohibition
Repeal. See Alaska.
Prohibition Repeal.
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, Treasury DepartDepartPublic
ment,
settlement of claims for adverment, settlement
...
.
rvi.... . -_- -+tioin
tising
services
wUO
---------------_-

1716
1716
1715
1705
1705
1706
1701
1723
1718
1718
174C
1740
1691
1694
1738
1738
1742
170(
1700
172;
1722
169(
1696
1702

171,
1717
172'
1729
170;
1703

1351
1359
- -

xi

Q

'age.
IPage.

"Quevilly",
owner may bring suit
bark, owner
'Quevilly", bark,
for collision
damages in
in district
court_
district courtcollision damages
for

1323
1323

R
R.
S. Howard
Howard Co.,
Co., Inc.,
adjustmentclaim adjustment_
Inc., claim
t. S.

Radio
Communications Agreement,
Agreement, Canladio Communications
ada
ada.----------------------------

1378
1876

Railroads.
See also Emergency
Emergency RailRailRailroads. See
road
Transportation Act; Labor Disroad Transportation
putes.
putes.
Appointing Henry
Henry Morgenthau,
Morgenthau, Jr., as
Appointing
Director
General of
----------of1733
Director General
Designating
same as
Presias agent of PresiDesignating same
dent
in actions
arising out of
of
actions arising
dent in
Federal railroad
control1733
-----railroad control
Federal
Appointing
William H.
H. Woodin
Woodin as DirecAppointing William
tor General
General of---------------of1692
tor
Designating
same as agent
agent of PresiPresiDesignating same
dent
in actions
actions arising out of
dent in
Federal
railroad control------control
Federal railroad
Rapelye, John A.,
A., credit in postal acRapelye,
counts -------------------------counts
Rayl, Robert,
desert land patent issued
issued
Robert, desert
Rayl,
to
to-----------------------------Read, Thomas
E., military record
record corcorThomas E.,
Read,
rected
rected -------------------------Reagan,
Rocky, suit authorized-------authorized1350
Reagan, Rocky,
Reay,
Nellie, payment
payment to------------to1355
Reay, Nellie,
Red Cross,
Dallas County
County Chapter, reimCross, Dallas
Red
bursement
of1421
bursement of--------------------------Red Elk,
Elk, Archie,
Archie, payment
payment to1385
Red
Redman, Lottie,
Lottie, payment
to1307
payment to-----Redman,
Rensch,
V., reimnlhirseniient
reimbursement of
Robert V.,
Rensch, Robert
Revenue
Act of
of 1934,
addi1934, printing of Iad(1iRevenue Act
tionall col
copies
pies - .----------------tiona
Richmond,
Henry A.,
A., payment
payment to
to - .-Richmond, Henry
Rieke, Barney,
Barney, payment to
to ------- - Rieke,
Rierson, R.,
R., payment
to1440
payment to--------------Rierson,
---Ring, Christian
Christian Larson,
Larson, payment
payment to1440
Ring,
convention
Rio Grande,
rectification of, convention
Grande, rectification
Rio
with Mexico
1621
Mexico-------------------with
-------Risberg,
payment to1440
Elizabeth, payment
Risberg, Elizabeth,
Commission.
Roanoke
See
Colony Commission.
Roanoke Colony
United States
Roanoke Colony
Colony ComStates Roanoke
United
mission.
mission.
Robinson, Fred
A., credit
credit in postal
postal acFred A.,
Robinson,
counts1418
-------------------------counts
Roche,
T., payment
to1409
payment to-------William T.,
Roche, William
Rockwell,
A., disability
disability claim to be
Rockwell, Mary A.,
examined
examined-----------------------Rodgers,
F., payment to-----to
Fenton F.,
Rodgers, Fenton
Rogers,
Army service
service record
record corcorWilbur, Army
Rogers, Wilbur,
rected
rected--------------------------Roncoli,
Mrs. Joseph,
Joseph, payment to---to
Roncoli, Mrs.
Rose, Ruth Lyons,
Lyons, payment to-------to
Rose,
Rounds, Thelma
payment to---to
Lucy, payment
Thelma Lucy,
Rounds,
Russel and
and Tucker,
Tucker, suit
suit authorized----authorized
Russel

1733

1733
1692

1692
1692
1364
1364
1428
1428
1464
1464
1350
1355
1421
1385
1307
1446
1446
1476
1476
1340
1
13
34
1(
2
1
1342
1440
1440
1621
1440

1418
1409
1406
1417

1
14
4°16
7

1348
1348
1394
1440
1440
1429
1429
1350
1350

••
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INDEX.
INDEX.
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re.

Russell
Wilson, suit
suit authorized_
authorized- -_-___
and Wilson,
Russell and
Russia.
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Socialist
of Soviet
See Union
Russia. See

50
11350

i
Page.
age.
P

Southern
Pacific Lines,
creation of emerLines, creation
Southern Pacific
gency board
in dispute
dispute of, with
board in
gency

718
11718
employees
employees-----------------------11879
879
Spain, silver
agreement---------------silver agreement
Spain,
1:304
settlement-claim
Spatz,
John
J.,
Junior,
claim
settlement_
_
1304
Junior,
J.,
John
Spatz,
50
13
1350
435
1I
Spear, Mary
payment to----------to
1435
V., payment
Mary V.,
14427 Spear,
1427
11399
399
Spirt,
Morris, payment
payment to-------------to_
Spirt, Morris,
Brothers, suit
Spredling
Porter Brothers,
suit
and Porter
Spradling and
S
1352
authorized
1352
authorized---------------------10
14
Saint Anthony's
Anthony's Hospital,
Hospital, payment
to__
1410
payment to
1352
------Spredling,
Royal,
suit
authorized
1352
authorized
suit
Saint
Royal,
Spradling,
445
Saint Lawrence
11445
Waterways, printing adStamm,
Mildred
F., payment
payment to
Lawrence Waterways,
to-------Saint
Mildred F.,
Stamm,
478
14
ditional
copies of
of hearings--------hearings
1478
304
1
ditional copies
Standard
Oil
Co.,
claim
settlement
1304
settlement-----claim
Oil Co.,
14419 Standard
to---------- 1419
341
Salisbury,
payment to
Stark, Grace
B., credit
postal accounts_
Frank, payment
accounts- 11341
in postal
Salisbury, Frank,
credit in
Grace B.,
Stark,
61
14
Sample,
B. J.,
to ----------1461
1
377
tot-payment to
J., payment
payment
Starrett,
Emma
Ferguson,
payment
to_
1377
Sample, B.
Ferguson,
Emma
3 Starrett,
14
Sampson, E.
E. C.,
C., payment
payment to
to---------1437
exemptions, etc.,
Secretary of,
of, exemptions,
Sampson,
State, Secretary
95 State,
12
Sanchez, Francis
R., confirming
confirming claim ofof.
1295
by, prohibition
of sale
to
Francis R.,
arms to
of arms
Sanchez,
sale of
prohibition of
by,
1745
San Diego,
Diego, Calif.,
Calif., exchange
exchange of lands with
11745
San
Bolivia
and
Paraguay
and Paraguay-----------Bolivia
1
United States-------------------States
1299
States, authority
of, over
over State banks
banks reesUnited
authority of,
States,
Sands,
Arvin C.,
in postal
acpostal accredit in
C., credit
tablished;
impounding reservareservaSands, Arvin
gold impounding
tablished; gold
L1S
11418
1727
counts
- 1727
counts-----------------------tion
tion---------------------------Sanford, William
William Richard,
Richard, disability
correcord
Stephens,
Howell
K.,
military
record
corSanford,
military
K.,
Howell
1 325 Stephens,
1434
claim to
to be
be examined
examined -----------1325
rected
1434
claim
rected-------------------------Saudi
Saudi
Arabia.
See
Kingdom
of
1379
Stewart,
payment to
1379
to------Saudi Arabia. See Kingdom
Cobb, payment
Lucy Cobb,
Stewart, Lucy
be
to
Arabia.
Arabia.
Steward,
William
S.,
disability
claim
William S., disability
1417 Steward,
1459
Seale, Henry
Henry Freeman,
payment to ---1417
Freeman, payment
examined
1459
Seale,
examined -----------------------1455
1
------to
1308
Secord,
Charles
E.,
payment
1455
payment
E.,
Charles
to--------Secord,
Stiles,
William
1308
William T., payment to
Stiles,
321
11321 Stivers, Edgar, credit in postal accounts1382
Setton,
of
reimbursement of---------Joe, reimbursement
Setton, Joe,
338 Stivers, Edgar, credit in postal accounts_
1
1343
Shabel,
Edward, payment
payment to
to----------- 1338 Stock,
Stock, Gottlieb,
Gottlieb, reimbursement
1343
reimbursement of ----Shabel, Edward,
1457
Shaw, Harry
military record corLee, military
Robert N.,
payment to
1457
to-----Harry Lee,
Shaw,
N., payment
Stockton, Robert
8 Stockton,
rected
1438
Stoddard, William
William M.,
M., military record
rected-------------------------Stoddard,
Sheehan, Joanna
Joanna A.,
A., redemption
redemption of lost
1312
Sheehan,
1457 7
corrected
1312
corrected ----------------------I1404 Stolzenberg, Perry W.,
1304
Liberty bond------------------bond
settlementclaim
settlement_
1304
Liberty
claim
W.,
Perry
1404 Stolzenberg,
1742
Sheldon, William,
William, payment
to---------- 1383
payment to
Sugar, decreasing
decreasing duty on----------on
1742
Sheldon,
1383 Sugar,
1467
to--------Sullivan, T.
T. B.,
claim adjustment------adjustment
Shelley, A.
A. E.,
E., payment
payment to
B., claim
Shelley,
Sullivan,
1377
Shipping
Profits,
agreement
for
relief
for
to-----refund
Sulzbach
Clothing
Co.,
refund
to
agreement
Co.,
Profits,
Clothing
Shipping
Sulzbach
from double
income tax
tax on,
on, Irish
Irish 1842 Sutherland, Robert
1417
double income
S., payment to -1417
from
1842 Sutherland, Robert S.,
1309
to.-----Free State
State ---------------------Swearingen,
Nannie,
payment
to
1309
payment
Free
Nannie,
Swearingen,
Shipping
Service, etc.,
etc., extending
extending time for
for
Shipping Service,
1703 Sweden:
Sweden:
establishing,
to Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands-----establishing, to
1440
Agreements
onAgreemennts with, on1440
1788
to .--------- 1879
Silberstein,
J.
M.,
payment
payment
M.,
Air navigation ---------------Silberstein, J.
1879
Air
1788
Silver
Agreement, multilateral
multilateral --------1723
Imported
aircraft,
reciprocal
recogreciprocal
aircraft,
Silver Agreement,
Imported
1723
certifi-------------coinage of --Silver, coinage
nition of airworthiness certifiSilver,
3
cor1805
Simmons, Seth
B., military record corSeth B.,
Simmons,
---------------3
cates
1805
ates---1313
131
1799
----------------------aircraft.
Pilot
licenses
to
operate
civil
aircraft
.
1799
civil
rected
rected-operate
to
Pilot licenses
1380
1380
1351
Sisk,
to -----------Switzer,
Walter E.,
payment to-------to
paymentto
J., payment
E., payment
Paul J.,
Sisk, Paul
Switzer, Walter
1384
1384
Slevin, James,
James, payment
payment to
to --------Slevin,
to
T
Slocum,
Clarence
Rice,
payment
to
Rice,
Slocum, Clarence
1328
1328
widow ofof --------------------widow
1320
Taber,
Emma F.,
payment to---------to
1320
F., payment
Taber, Emma
Sloneker, George
George G.,
G., disability
claim to be
disability claim
Slonaker,
1402
1319
Taggart,
Emma R.
R. H.,
H., payment to ---1402
Emma
Taggart,
1319
examined
examined-----------------------1365
of---to widow of
payment
1409
Tanner,
D.
W.,
payment
1365
W.,
D.
Tanner,
1409
Smith,
Arthur, compensation
compensation of-------of
Smith, Arthur,
1930:
of
1417 Tariff
Act
1930:
Tariff Act
1417
Smith,
C., payment
payment to--------to
Edwin C.,
Smith, Edwin
1739
clams----1417
Changing
duty on
on canned clams
1739
Changing duty
1417
Smith, Felix
payment to---------to
M., payment
Felix M.,
Smith,
on1307
Decreasing
duty
onDecreasing
1307
Smith,
H.
N.,
payment
to
to------------payment
Smith, H. N.,
1422
Agricultural hand tools and parts
Agricultural
1422
Smith,
E., payment
to
payment to----------Julia E.,
Smith, Julia
1694
1390
thereof
1694
thereof---------------------1390
Smith, L.
reimbursement of-------of
R., reimbursement
L. R.,
Smith,
1394
Laminated products-------------products
_ 1738
1738
Laminated
1394
-------to-Smolen,
Sarah, payment
payment to
Smolen, Sarah,
1742
1370
Sugar
1742
Sugar----------------------1370
------Soderberg,
H.
A.,
payment
to
payment
A.,
H.
Soderberg,
1700
1442
Velvets and velveteens
velveteens --------1700
Velvets
1442
ofaccounts
Sorenson,
Harold,
credit
in
accounts
of.
in
Sorenson, Harold, credit
1722
--oil
in
packed
Increasing
duty
on
fish
oil__
1722
fish
on
duty
Increasing
Africa.
South Africa.
See Union
Union of
of South Africa.
Africa. See
South

Republics.
Republics.
Nichols, suit
Rutledge,
Browne, and
and Nichols,
Rutledge, Browne,
authorized
authorized--------------------Ryland, J.
K., payment
payment to-----------to
J. K.,
Ryland,

INDEX.
Taxation of
of Firearms,
Firearms, etc.,
etc., correction
age .
in p
correction in
Page.
Taxation
1481
enrollment
of bill
concerning _---bill concerning
enrollment of
Texarkana
Railway Co.,
and Fort Smith Railway
Texarkana and
inetc., emergency
emergency board created
created to inetc.,
vestigate, etc.,
dispute between,
between, and
etc., dispute
vestigate,
employees ----------------------1696
employees
Texas
& New
Orleans Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
New Orleans
Texas &
creation of emergency board in dispute
employees
1702
with employees----------of, with
pute of,
1343
Taylor, Harden
Harden F.,
F., claim
claim settlement
settlement _---Taylor,
Taylor,
Katherine
G.,
payment
to
1332
---to
Taylor, Katherine G., payment
- 1393
of- _
Taylor,
reimbursement of__
H. W., reimbursement
Lieut. H.
Taylor, Lieut.
1398
Teets, Pierre
Pierre E.,
of -___
---reimbursement of
E., reimbursement
Teets,
Texas Centennial,
Centennial, appointment
appointment of comTexas
mittee to
to consider
Federal participaparticipaconsider Federal
mittee
tion
1481
tion----------------------------Thanksgiving
Day Proclamation
Proclamation ------1717
Thanksgiving Day
Thompson,
Augustus, payment
to
1332
payment to-----Thompson, Augustus,
Thompson, Uldric,
Uldric, Jr., claim referred to
to
Thompson,
1463
Court of
of Claims
Claims-----------------Court
1363
Thurston, Kathryn,
payment to ------Kathryn, payment
Thurston,
1317
Tiburzio,
Primo,
payment
to
1317
to----------Tiburzio, Primo, payment
to
Tidwell, Chambliss L.,
L., disability claim to
Tidwell,
1318
be considered
considered-------------------be
Tinley,
Oliver B.,
B., claim settlement
settlement -- ---1304
Tinley, Oliver
Tippit,
J. A.,
A., claim
claim adjustment
1467
adjustment--------Tippit, J.
1385
Titus,
payment to ----------Nancy, payment
Titus, Nancy,
in
Toenberg,
Marie,
in
postal
accredit
Toenberg, Marie,
1366
counts-----------------------counts
1467
Toles,
John, claim
adjustment of -----claim adjustment
Toles, John,
Toline, Mrs. C. A., payment to legal beneToline,
1465
ficiaries, etc.,
etc., of
of ----------------ficiaries,
Tonnage
Dues _auspsion
Union of
of, Union
wension of,
Tonnage DueILsa,
. 1729
Republics- -----Soviet
Soviet Socialist Republics
Trammell,
payment
Millicent, payment
Trammell, Elizabeth Millicent,
1436
------to
1436
to -------------------Treasury Department,
Health ServServPublic Health
Department, Public
Treasury
ice, settlement
settlement of claims for adverice,
tising services
1359
services-------------------tising
Treaties and
and Conventions.
Conventions. See also ExTreaties
cutive
Agreements.
cutive Agreements.
Canal
transit of
alcoholic liquors
of alcoholic
Zone, transit
Canal Zone,
through,
modification of
former
of former
through, modification
1488
convention with
1488
Panama-.-----with Panama
convention
1485
Claims, Panama------------------Panama
Claims,
Cuba, relations
relations with---------------with
1682
Cuba,
Friendship, commerce, and consular
consular
Friendship,
rights—
rights1507
Treaty with Poland concerning----concerning
Treaty
Agreement, proof of origin
origin of imimAgreement,
1535
ported merchandise
1535
merchandise- ------ported
Declaration
which Free City of
Declaration by which
becomes contracting
contracting
Danzig becomes
1680
party
1680
party--------------------Narcotic drugs,
multilateral convendrugs, multilateral
Narcotic
1543
tion
1543
tion-------------------------86637*-34—sr
2-40
86637°-34-PT 2-40
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Treaties
and Conventions—Continued.
Conventions-Continued.
Treaties and
agreements—
Postal agreementsDenmark, collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery -- --Denmark,

---Hellenic Republic,
Republic, parcel post
Hellenic
----New
Zealand, parcel post
New Zealand,
Rio
Grande, rectification
Mexico_ __
rectification of, Mexico___
Rio Grande,
Lester, payment
Troast,
payment to ----froast, N. Lester,
reimbursement of _----Trotter,
J. B.,
B., reimbursement
Trotter, J.
Turner,
Robert, payment to --------rurner, Robert,
Twenty-first
Amendment to Constitution,
rwenty-first Amendment
certificate
_
adoption ----------of adoption
certificate of
Twichel,
to
Twichel, M. M., payment to---------

]Page.
Page.
1671
1671
1594
1594
1491
1621
1391
1356
1356
1357
1357
1719
1749
1391

11
U
Union
of South Africa:
Union of
Agreements with, onon—
Agreements
Air navigation
navigation ------------------Air
aircraft_
Pilot licenses
licenses to
operate civil aircraft_
to operate
Pilot

Republics, susUnion of
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics,
Union
pension of
dues --------tonnage dues
of tonnage
pension
United
States Roanoke
CommisColony CommisRoanoke Colony
United States
sion,
extended
sion, time for report extended------

1828
1837
1837
1729
1729
1473
1473

V
V
Valerio,
payment to ---------Valerio, Joseph, payment
of---_
Vassiliadis, Stelio,
Stelio, reimbursement
reimbursement of_
Vassiliadis,
Vanle, Margit,
payment to------------to
Margit, payment
Vaule,
Velvets, etc.,
etc., decrease
decrease duty on-------Velvets,
Ventress, Charles
G., payment to ---Charles G.,
Ventress,
Verlinde,
Joseph, payment
payment to..------.
Verlinde, Joseph,
-Vernon,
adjustment - claim adjustment
N., claim
W. N.,
Vernon, W.
Virgin
estabIslands, extending time for estabVirgin Islands,
lishing
shipping service
service ---------lishing shipping
Voiles, Eula
payment to-------to
K., payment
Eula K.,
Voiles,
Voiles, Ruby F.,
F., payment to --------Voiles,
to-----Von
payment to
Bruning, Marion, payment
Von Bruning,
toVon
Olsen, payment to..
Margoth Olsen,
Struve, Margoth
Von Struve,

1364
1371
1440
1700
1700
1417
1414
1414
1467
1467
1703
1703
1372
1372
1372
1391

1465

W
"W.
steamship, names
names of
Radcliffe", steamship,
"W. I. Radcliffe",
changed in collision
collision damage
owners changed
suit
suit----------------------------W. P.
Fuller &
& Co.,
Co., claim
adjustment---claim adjustment_
P. Fuller
W.
Wakeman, W. S., payment to --------Wakeman,
Wakicunzewin (Indian), payment to heirs
Wakicunzewin
of
----------------of---------settlement-_--judgment settlement
Walker, J. B., judgment
to
Walker,
Walker, Ralph LaVern, payment to
----.----guardian of..------....
Wallace,
record correctedcorrected_
military record
James, military
Wallace, James,
Waller,
Leroy T., tax
refund-----------tax refund
Waller, Leroy
Walsh,
Jr., refund of excess
John E., Jr.,
Walsh, John
duties
duties-----------------------Walters, James
in accounts
accounts ofof_
James W., credit in
Walters,
Walther, George
George Charles,
Charles, monthly payWalther,
ments
to ----------------------ments to

1324
1441
1323
1454

1456
1426
1312
1312
1415
1415
1430
1430
1442
1347

xiv
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Walton,
Walton, Jennie, payment
payment to estate
estate of____
of ..
Warner,
to ___-__Warner, Donald
Donald K.,
K., payment
payment to
War-Time
pardon to
War-Time Offenses,
Offenses, pardon
to persons
persons
convicted
convicted of
of-.----------------Washington,
George, proceedings
Washington, George,
proceedings on
on
acceptance
acceptance of
of statue
statue of,
of, ordered
ordered
printed
printed ------ __---------__ -Martin Henry, military
military record
record
Waterman, Martin
corrected -----corrected
-..------Mary Seeley,
Seeley, payment
payment to
Watson, Mary
to --Weir, Jeannette,
payment to
Weir,
Jeannette, payment
to ---- _---Welhoelter, Gustav,
reimbursement of
Welhoelter,
Gustav, reimbursement
of_Wells,
Royce, payment
Wells, Royce,
payment to
to -_---_---_
Welty,
M. R.,
payment to
Welty, M.
R., payment
to ------ __-__
Western
Montana
Clinic,
Missoula,
Western Montana
Clinic,
Missoula,
Mont., payment
payment to
Mont.,
to- ----------Union Telegraph
Co., claim
claim adWestern Union
Telegraph Co.,
adjustment -----------------------justment
Westwood, B.
B. Edward,
postal
Westwood,
Edward, credit
credit in
in postal
accounts-----------------------accounts
White, Scott
C., credit
credit allowed
White,
Scott C.,
allowed ------Whiteside,
Dr. W.
W. E.,
E., payment
to ----Whiteside, Dr.
payment to
Whitfield,
Frank D.,
D., military
cormilitary record
record corWhitfield, Frank
rected -------------------------rected
Wickersham, Stella
D., payment
to
Wickersham,
Stella D.,
payment to---Wilcox, H.
of
H. N., compensation
compensation of-------Wilcox,
Wilcoxson,
Robert Rayford,
compensation
Wilcoxson, Robert
Rayford, compensation
of
of------------------------------Wilkins, Frank,
payment to
to ----------Wilkins,
Frank, payment
Willard
Association, may
may erect
Willard Family
Family Association,
erect
tablet at
tablet
at Fort
Fort Devens, Mass -----

Page.
Page.

1464
1464
1426
1426
1725
1725

Williams,
Abbey, redemption
redemption of
of
Williams, Nancy
Nancy Abbey,
lost
note -------lost Treasury
Treasury note
_--___
Williamson,
C. M.,
M., payment
Williamson, C.
payment to
to --- -_Wilsey,
Lieut. Walter T., reimbursement
reimbursement
Wilsey, Lieut.
of -------------------------

Wilson, James E.,
Wilson,
E., payment
payment to estate
estate of
of-_
Wimley,
Clarence A.,
payment to
to ---Wimley, Clarence
A., payment
Woodhouse
Chain Works,
Works, payment
to
Woodhouse Chain
payment to___

1479
1387
1387
1455
1455
1426
1426
1423
1416
1416
1424
1424
1383
1383
1415
1415
1364
1364
1355
1355
1315
1315

Woodin,
William H.:
Woodin, William
Director General
General of
of
Appointing, as Director
Railroads
Railroads---------------------Designating, as agent in
Designating,
in actions
actions arising
from Federal
railroad control_
control_
ing from
Federal railroad
Woods
Hole Yacht
Club, Inc.,
Inc., lease
lease of
of
Woods Hole
Yacht Club,
lancL _-------------land_.-_--_
Worrall,
Captain L.
L. P.,
credit allowedy-Ji
allOifecti-in
Worrall, Captain
P., credit
accounts
accounts of
of-------------------_
Wright,
military record
record corcorWright, Benjamin, military
rected ----------------------rected
Wright, Catherine,
Catherine, payment
payment to-------to
Wright,
M., tax
tax refund------Wright, George
George M.,
Wylie, Edna B., reimbursement
of
Wylie,
reimbursement of-----

1447
1447
1306
1306
1385
1385
1444
1444
1400
1400
1375
1375

1692
1692
1692
1692
1430
1430
1302
1302
1392
1392
1381
1451
1335
1335

Y

1311
1311
1453
1453
1454
1454
1408

1332

Yaquina
Oreg., dam
dam construction,
Yaquina Bay,
Bay, Oreg.,
construction,
correction
enrollment of bill
bill relatcorrection in
in enrollment
ing to
to----------------------Yosemite Lumber
Co., payment
to ---Yosemite
Lumber Co.,
payment to

Z
Zolskyrv.
Rnland.
Zolesky, Roland,
payment
to
-------I navmPnt
1-1 ------------- to

1421
1421
____

00

1473
1473
1395
1395

1404
1404

